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     1.270.1 Available under license 

1.271 jboss-as-clustering-api 7.2.0.Final 

     1.271.1 Available under license 

1.272 jaxb-xjc 2.1.13 

1.273 jboss-as-jpa-util 7.2.0.Final 

     1.273.1 Available under license 

1.274 infinispan-cachestore-remote 5.2.1.Final 

     1.274.1 Available under license 

1.275 ghodss-yaml 1.0.0 

     1.275.1 Available under license 

1.276 management-api 3.0.0-b012 
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     1.276.1 Available under license 

1.277 cxf-services-ws-discovery-api 2.7.18 

     1.277.1 Available under license 

1.278 wildfly-patching 7.3.0.Final-redhat-14 

     1.278.1 Available under license 

1.279 jboss-as-clustering-web-infinispan 7.3.0.Final-redhat-14 

     1.279.1 Available under license 

1.280 ironjacamar-common-impl 1.0.15.Final 

     1.280.1 Available under license 

1.281 hamcrest-all 1.3 

1.282 jax-rs-provider 1.6.3 

     1.282.1 Available under license 

1.283 jboss-as-osgi-jmx 7.3.0.Final-redhat-14 

     1.283.1 Available under license 

1.284 joda-time 1.6.2-redhat-4 

     1.284.1 Available under license 

1.285 error_prone_annotations 2.1.3 

     1.285.1 Available under license 

1.286 hibernate-validator 4.3.1.Final 

     1.286.1 Available under license 

1.287 jbossjaxbapi 1.0.4.Final-redhat-2 

     1.287.1 Available under license 

1.288 jboss-classfilewriter 1.0.3.Final 

1.289 picketlink 2.1.9.SP2-redhat-1 

     1.289.1 Available under license 

1.290 jboss-as-build-config 7.2.0.Final 

     1.290.1 Available under license 

1.291 annotation-indexer 1.0.3.Final 

     1.291.1 Available under license 

1.292 jboss-ejb3-ext-api 2.1.0.redhat-1 

     1.292.1 Available under license 

1.293 cxf-rt-transports-jms 2.7.18 

     1.293.1 Available under license 

1.294 uddi-ws 3.1.3.redhat-3 

     1.294.1 Available under license 

1.295 jboss-remoting 3.2.18.GA-redhat-1 

     1.295.1 Available under license 

1.296 cxf-tools-common 2.7.18 

     1.296.1 Available under license 
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1.297 juddi-client 3.1.3.redhat-3 

     1.297.1 Available under license 

1.298 shrinkwrap-spi 1.1.2.redhat-1 

     1.298.1 Available under license 

1.299 jboss-marshalling-river 1.4.2.Final-redhat-1 

     1.299.1 Available under license 

1.300 nashorn 1.8.0_265-b01 

     1.300.1 Available under license 

1.301 ironjacamar-validator 1.0.15.Final 

     1.301.1 Available under license 

1.302 jbossjts-jacorb 4.17.3.Final 

     1.302.1 Available under license 

1.303 slf4j 1.7.2 

     1.303.1 Available under license 

1.304 mail 1.4 

     1.304.1 Available under license 

1.305 opensaml-java 2.5.3.redhat-2 

     1.305.1 Available under license 

1.306 commons 2.3.12.Final 

     1.306.1 Available under license 

1.307 antlr 2.7.7.redhat-4 

     1.307.1 Available under license 

1.308 asm 3.3.1-redhat-5 

     1.308.1 Available under license 

1.309 jboss-as-sar 7.3.0.Final-redhat-14 

     1.309.1 Available under license 

1.310 guava 13.0.1 

1.311 ironjacamar-common-spi 1.0.15.Final 

     1.311.1 Available under license 

1.312 istack-commons 2.6.1 

     1.312.1 Available under license 

1.313 jackson-dataformat-yaml 2.9.8 

     1.313.1 Available under license 

1.314 jboss-as-jpa-hibernate4 7.3.0.Final-redhat-14 

     1.314.1 Available under license 

1.315 logging-interceptor 3.14.4 

     1.315.1 Available under license 

1.316 jboss-as-domain-http-interface 7.3.0.Final-redhat-14 

     1.316.1 Available under license 
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1.317 commons-io 2.2 

     1.317.1 Available under license 

1.318 drools-compiler 5.6.0.Final 

     1.318.1 Available under license 

1.319 jansi-native 1.5-redhat-1 

     1.319.1 Available under license 

1.320 stilts-stomplet-server-core 0.1.26.redhat-3 

     1.320.1 Available under license 

1.321 slf4j-log4j 1.7.2 

1.322 jboss-as-connector 7.3.0.Final-redhat-14 

     1.322.1 Available under license 

1.323 cxf-rt-bindings-soap 2.7.18 

     1.323.1 Available under license 

1.324 jdk-corretto 8.265.01.1 

     1.324.1 Available under license 

1.325 commons-io 1.3.2 

     1.325.1 Available under license 

1.326 jboss-as-clustering-common 7.3.0.Final-redhat-14 

     1.326.1 Available under license 

1.327 commons-beanutils 1.9.2 

     1.327.1 Available under license 

1.328 scala-reflect 2.13.3 

     1.328.1 Available under license 

1.329 commons-fileupload 1.3.3 

     1.329.1 Available under license 

1.330 jbossjaspiapi 1.0.1.Final 

1.331 jbossinterceptorsapi 1.0.0.Final 

     1.331.1 Available under license 

1.332 bcel 6.5.0 

     1.332.1 Available under license 

1.333 commons-collections 3.2.1-redhat-2 

     1.333.1 Available under license 

1.334 jbosstxbridge 4.17.15.Final-redhat-4 

     1.334.1 Available under license 

1.335 jbosssaajapi 1.0.2.Final-redhat-2 

     1.335.1 Available under license 

1.336 coreapi 1.0.15.Final 

     1.336.1 Available under license 

1.337 cxf-rt-ws-rm 2.7.18 
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     1.337.1 Available under license 

1.338 hornetjmsclient 2.3.12.Final-redhat-1 

     1.338.1 Available under license 

1.339 java-getopt 1.0.13.redhat-4 

     1.339.1 Available under license 

1.340 jboss-as-platform-mbean 7.3.0.Final-redhat-14 

     1.340.1 Available under license 

1.341 hornetq-journal 2.3.12.Final-redhat-1 

     1.341.1 Available under license 

1.342 wsdl4j 1.6 

     1.342.1 Available under license 

1.343 jgroups 3.2.12.Final-redhat-1 

     1.343.1 Available under license 

1.344 retrofit 2.6.2 

     1.344.1 Available under license 

1.345 common-spi 1.0.15.Final 

     1.345.1 Available under license 

1.346 protobuf-java 3.9.1 

     1.346.1 Available under license 

1.347 jul-to-slf4j-stub 1.0.1.Final-redhat-1 

     1.347.1 Available under license 

1.348 junit 4.11 

     1.348.1 Available under license 

1.349 javassist 3.8.0.GA 

     1.349.1 Available under license 

1.350 joda-convert 1.2 

     1.350.1 Available under license 

1.351 resource-adapter 1.0.15.Final 

     1.351.1 Available under license 

1.352 jbossjstlapi 1.0.3.Final-redhat-2 

     1.352.1 Available under license 

1.353 spring-framework 3.0.7.RELEASE 

     1.353.1 Available under license 

1.354 infinispan-core 5.2.1.Final 

     1.354.1 Available under license 

1.355 commons-codec 1.4-redhat-2 

     1.355.1 Available under license 

1.356 jboss-logging-processor 1.1.0.Final 

     1.356.1 Available under license 
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1.357 jboss-as-clustering-service 7.3.0.Final-redhat-14 

     1.357.1 Available under license 

1.358 jboss-as-osgi-jpa 7.3.0.Final-redhat-14 

     1.358.1 Available under license 

1.359 blackfriday 4.7.0 

     1.359.1 Available under license 

1.360 saaj 1.3.4 

     1.360.1 Available under license 

1.361 postgresql-jdbc 42.2.5.jre7 

     1.361.1 Available under license 

1.362 hibernate-validator 4.3.1.Final-redhat-1 

     1.362.1 Available under license 

1.363 golang 4.7.0 

     1.363.1 Available under license 

1.364 jboss-as-transactions 7.3.0.Final-redhat-14 

     1.364.1 Available under license 

1.365 jboss-metadata-web 7.0.8.Final-redhat-1 

     1.365.1 Available under license 

1.366 jboss-as-clustering-infinispan 7.3.0.Final-redhat-14 

     1.366.1 Available under license 

1.367 jbossws-common-tools 1.2.0.Final-redhat-2 

     1.367.1 Available under license 

1.368 jackson-jaxrs 2.0.0 

     1.368.1 Available under license 

1.369 jackson 1.9.9-redhat-2 

     1.369.1 Available under license 

1.370 jbossxts 4.17.15.Final-redhat-4 

     1.370.1 Available under license 

1.371 lcms 2.11 

     1.371.1 Available under license 

1.372 jbossjaxrpcapi 1.0.1.Final 

1.373 cxf-rt-bindings-object 2.7.18 

     1.373.1 Available under license 

1.374 cloudfoundry-candiedyaml 13.20.0 

     1.374.1 Available under license 

1.375 commons-el 5.5.23 

     1.375.1 Available under license 

1.376 picketlink-idm-api 1.5.0.Alpha02 

     1.376.1 Available under license 
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1.377 picketbox-commons 1.0.0.final 

     1.377.1 Available under license 

1.378 stilts-stomplet-server-bundle 0.1.26.redhat-3 

     1.378.1 Available under license 

1.379 jsr250-api 1.0 

     1.379.1 Available under license 

1.380 jboss-marshalling 1.3.16.GA 

     1.380.1 Available under license 

1.381 aop-alliance 1.0 

     1.381.1 Available under license 

1.382 jboss-as-jacorb 7.2.0.Final 

     1.382.1 Available under license 

1.383 commons-compress 1.5 

     1.383.1 Available under license 

1.384 okhttp 3.14.4 

     1.384.1 Available under license 

1.385 prettytime 3.2.4.Final 

     1.385.1 Available under license 

1.386 mina 2.0.16 

     1.386.1 Available under license 

1.387 jettison 1.3 

     1.387.1 Available under license 

1.388 saaj 1.3.16-redhat-2 

     1.388.1 Available under license 

1.389 jna 5.3.1 

1.390 txw2 20110809-redhat-2 

     1.390.1 Available under license 

1.391 annotation-indexer 1.2.4.Final 

     1.391.1 Available under license 

1.392 resteasy-jsapi 2.3.7.Final-redhat-2 

     1.392.1 Available under license 

1.393 jgroups 2.6.7.GA 

     1.393.1 Available under license 

1.394 qdox 1.12 

1.395 apache-aries-blueprint-api 1.0.0 

     1.395.1 Available under license 

1.396 jbossjaxrpcapi 1.0.1.Final-redhat-3 

     1.396.1 Available under license 

1.397 jaxen 1.1.3.redhat-3 
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     1.397.1 Available under license 

1.398 jbossjaxwsapi 2.0.1.Final-redhat-2 

     1.398.1 Available under license 

1.399 jboss-as-clustering-jgroups 7.2.0.Final 

     1.399.1 Available under license 

1.400 jboss-transaction-spi 7.0.0.Final 

     1.400.1 Available under license 

1.401 httpcomponents-core 4.0.1 

     1.401.1 Available under license 

1.402 stateless4j 2.5.0 

     1.402.1 Available under license 

1.403 core-client 2.3.12.Final-redhat-1 

     1.403.1 Available under license 

1.404 cxf-rt-databinding-jaxb 2.7.18 

     1.404.1 Available under license 

1.405 snmp-4j 2.2.5 

     1.405.1 Available under license 

1.406 snake-yaml 1.8-redhat-2 

     1.406.1 Available under license 

1.407 jbossservletapi 1.0.1.Final-redhat-2 

     1.407.1 Available under license 

1.408 common 4.17.15.Final-redhat-4 

     1.408.1 Available under license 

1.409 jackson-module-jsonschema 2.1.0 

1.410 jline-remote-ssh 3.15.0 

     1.410.1 Available under license 

1.411 jboss-connector-api 1.0.1.Final 

1.412 jboss-common-beans 1.1.0.Final 

     1.412.1 Available under license 

1.413 jboss-as-connector 7.2.0.Final 

     1.413.1 Available under license 

1.414 go-yaml 2.3.0 

     1.414.1 Available under license 

1.415 jax-ws-api 2.1 

1.416 jline-terminal-jna 3.15.0 

     1.416.1 Available under license 

1.417 picketbox-commons 1.0.0.final-redhat-2 

     1.417.1 Available under license 

1.418 jboss-as-jsf 7.3.0.Final-redhat-14 
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     1.418.1 Available under license 

1.419 antlr 2.7.7 

     1.419.1 Available under license 

1.420 jettison 1.0-RC2 

     1.420.1 Available under license 

1.421 jboss-as-logging 7.3.0.Final-redhat-14 

     1.421.1 Available under license 

1.422 stax 3.1.1-redhat-3 

     1.422.1 Available under license 

1.423 jboss-annotations-api 1.0.1.Final 

     1.423.1 Available under license 

1.424 geronimo-javamail 1.7.1 

     1.424.1 Available under license 

1.425 jboss-as-build-config 7.3.0.Final-redhat-14 

     1.425.1 Available under license 

1.426 jsf-api 1.2_15-b01-redhat-8 

     1.426.1 Available under license 

1.427 open-csv 2.1 

1.428 jboss-as-jmx 7.2.0.Final 

     1.428.1 Available under license 

1.429 neethi 3.0.3 

     1.429.1 Available under license 

1.430 jackson-mapper-asl 1.9.9 

1.431 httpcomponents-mime 4.4 

     1.431.1 Available under license 

1.432 picketbox-infinispan 4.0.15.Final 

     1.432.1 Available under license 

1.433 jackson-data 1.8.1 

     1.433.1 Available under license 

1.434 jbossjaxrsapi 1.0.1.Final-redhat-2 

     1.434.1 Available under license 

1.435 xsdlib 2010.1 

1.436 xmlschema 2.0.2.redhat-3 

     1.436.1 Available under license 

1.437 jboss-as-controller 7.2.0.Final 

     1.437.1 Available under license 

1.438 hornetq-core 2.3.12.Final-redhat-1 

     1.438.1 Available under license 

1.439 jboss-transaction-spi 7.0.0.Final-redhat-2 
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     1.439.1 Available under license 

1.440 picketlink-federation 2.1.9.SP2-redhat-1 

     1.440.1 Available under license 

1.441 bctls-fips 1.0.10 

     1.441.1 Available under license 

1.442 jboss-as-server 7.2.0.Final 

     1.442.1 Available under license 

1.443 jboss-as-remoting 7.2.0.Final 

     1.443.1 Available under license 

1.444 commons-http-client 3.1 

     1.444.1 Available under license 

1.445 kafka-clients 2.3.0 

     1.445.1 Available under license 

1.446 jackson-databind 2.11.2 

     1.446.1 Available under license 

1.447 expression 3.0.7.RELEASE 

     1.447.1 Available under license 

1.448 scalap 2.13.3 

     1.448.1 Available under license 

1.449 arjuna 4.17.15.Final-redhat-4 

     1.449.1 Available under license 

1.450 httpcomponents-httpmime 4.2.1-redhat-1 

     1.450.1 Available under license 

1.451 jboss-transaction-api 1.0.1.Final 

     1.451.1 Available under license 

1.452 jboss-as-jpa-spi 7.2.0.Final 

     1.452.1 Available under license 

1.453 jansi 1.9.redhat-3 

     1.453.1 Available under license 

1.454 jbossrmiapi 1.0.4.Final-redhat-2 

     1.454.1 Available under license 

1.455 cxf-xjc-boolean 3.0.2 

     1.455.1 Available under license 

1.456 jbossjts-integration 4.17.15.Final-redhat-4 

     1.456.1 Available under license 

1.457 jboss-modules 1.3.0.Final-redhat-2 

     1.457.1 Available under license 

1.458 commons-codec 1.4 

     1.458.1 Available under license 
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1.459 common-api 1.0.23.Final-redhat-1 

     1.459.1 Available under license 

1.460 cxf-xjc-ts 3.0.2 

     1.460.1 Available under license 

1.461 jboss-as-weld 7.3.0.Final-redhat-14 

     1.461.1 Available under license 

1.462 resteasy-hibernatevalidator-provider 2.3.7.Final-redhat-2 

     1.462.1 Available under license 

1.463 xpp3-min 1.1.4c 

     1.463.1 Available under license 

1.464 ironjacamar-common-api 1.0.15.Final 

     1.464.1 Available under license 

1.465 influxdb 2.17 

     1.465.1 Available under license 

1.466 jboss-as-jpa-spi 7.3.0.Final-redhat-14 

     1.466.1 Available under license 

1.467 jsr311-api 1.1.1 

     1.467.1 Available under license 

1.468 bzip2 1.0.6 

     1.468.1 Available under license 

1.469 jboss-as-webservices-server-integration 7.3.0.Final-redhat-14 

     1.469.1 Available under license 

1.470 jboss-as-jmx 7.3.0.Final-redhat-14 

     1.470.1 Available under license 

1.471 xnio-api 3.0.7.GA 

     1.471.1 Available under license 

1.472 cdi-api 1.0-SP4.redhat-3 

     1.472.1 Available under license 

1.473 jbossjaxrapi 1.0.2.Final-redhat-2 

     1.473.1 Available under license 

1.474 resteasy-cdi 2.3.7.Final-redhat-2 

     1.474.1 Available under license 

1.475 geronimo-servlet 1.0 

     1.475.1 Available under license 

1.476 jbossws-cxf-transports-udp 4.2.3.Final-redhat-1 

     1.476.1 Available under license 

1.477 everit-json-schema 1.5.1 

1.478 jboss-classfilewriter 1.0.3.Final-redhat-1 

     1.478.1 Available under license 
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1.479 jvm-hotspot-amazon 1.8.0u265 

     1.479.1 Available under license 

1.480 jbossinterceptorsapi 1.0.1.Final-redhat-2 

     1.480.1 Available under license 

1.481 el-api 1.0 

     1.481.1 Available under license 

1.482 jbossrmiapi 1.0.4.Final 

     1.482.1 Available under license 

1.483 javax-jms 1.1.0 

     1.483.1 Available under license 

1.484 open-ws 1.4.4.redhat-2 

     1.484.1 Available under license 

1.485 jboss-as-ejb3 7.3.0.Final-redhat-14 

     1.485.1 Available under license 

1.486 aesh 0.33.8.redhat-1 

     1.486.1 Available under license 

1.487 gax-go 2.0.5 

     1.487.1 Available under license 

1.488 asm 3.3.1 

     1.488.1 Available under license 

1.489 jboss-as-naming 7.2.0.Final 

     1.489.1 Available under license 

1.490 postgre-sql 42.2.5.jre7 

     1.490.1 Available under license 

1.491 prettyfaces-core 3.3.3 

     1.491.1 Available under license 

1.492 jboss-as-jsr77 7.3.0.Final-redhat-14 

     1.492.1 Available under license 

1.493 jaxb-core 2.1.13 

     1.493.1 Available under license 

1.494 jboss-annotations-api 1.0.1.Final-redhat-2 

     1.494.1 Available under license 

1.495 jboss-ejb-api 1.0.2.Final 

     1.495.1 Available under license 

1.496 jboss-as-deployment-repository 7.3.0.Final-redhat-14 

     1.496.1 Available under license 

1.497 jboss-msc 1.0.4.GA 

     1.497.1 Available under license 

1.498 commons-modeler 2.0.1 
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     1.498.1 Available under license 

1.499 activation 1.1.1-redhat-2 

     1.499.1 Available under license 

1.500 jbossjspapi 1.0.1.Final 

1.501 scala-compiler 2.13.3 

     1.501.1 Available under license 

1.502 jboss-remote-naming 1.0.5.Final 

     1.502.1 Available under license 

1.503 commons-configuration 1.6.redhat-3 

     1.503.1 Available under license 

1.504 spring-beans 4.1.5.RELEASE 

     1.504.1 Available under license 

1.505 jboss-connector-api 1.0.1.Final-redhat-2 

     1.505.1 Available under license 

1.506 infinispan-core 5.2.7.Final-redhat-2 

     1.506.1 Available under license 

1.507 jbossws-spi 2.2.2.Final-redhat-1 

     1.507.1 Available under license 

1.508 jgroups 3.2.12.Final 

     1.508.1 Available under license 

1.509 jetty-client 9.2.19.v20160908 

1.510 spring-asm 3.0.7.RELEASE 

     1.510.1 Available under license 

1.511 jboss-stdio 1.0.2.GA-redhat-1 

     1.511.1 Available under license 

1.512 jboss-vfs 3.2.2.Final-redhat-1 

     1.512.1 Available under license 

1.513 jboss-jaxb-intros 1.0.2.GA-redhat-6 

     1.513.1 Available under license 

1.514 cxf-rt-transports-local 2.7.18 

     1.514.1 Available under license 

1.515 jackson 1.6.3 

     1.515.1 Available under license 

1.516 java-api 2.2 

     1.516.1 Available under license 

1.517 hornetq-server 2.3.12.Final-redhat-1 

     1.517.1 Available under license 

1.518 httpcomponents-httpclient 4.2.1-redhat-1 

     1.518.1 Available under license 
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1.519 jboss-as-modcluster 7.3.0.Final-redhat-14 

     1.519.1 Available under license 

1.520 mysql-jdbc 5.1.6 

     1.520.1 Available under license 

1.521 flyway-core 1.1 

1.522 apache-felix-log 1.0.0.redhat-3 

     1.522.1 Available under license 

1.523 jdeparser 1.0.0.Final 

     1.523.1 Available under license 

1.524 java-api 2.1 

     1.524.1 Available under license 

1.525 scout 1.2.6.redhat-3 

     1.525.1 Available under license 

1.526 commons-configuration 1.10 

     1.526.1 Available under license 

1.527 coreapi 1.0.23.Final-redhat-1 

     1.527.1 Available under license 

1.528 httpcomponents-client 4.5.6 

     1.528.1 Available under license 

1.529 xml-commons-resolver 1.2 

     1.529.1 Available under license 

1.530 javax-servlet-api 3.0.0.v201112011016 

     1.530.1 Available under license 

1.531 commons-logging 1.2 

     1.531.1 Available under license 

1.532 hibernatejpa2.0api 1.0.1.Final-redhat-2 

     1.532.1 Available under license 

1.533 jboss-as-mail 7.3.0.Final-redhat-14 

     1.533.1 Available under license 

1.534 bean-validation-api 1.0.0.GA-redhat-2 

     1.534.1 Available under license 

1.535 security-provider 1.3.0 

     1.535.1 Available under license 

1.536 xml-commons 1.2.redhat-9 

     1.536.1 Available under license 

1.537 jboss-as-clustering-common 7.2.0.Final 

     1.537.1 Available under license 

1.538 bouncycastle-fips 1.0.2 

     1.538.1 Available under license 
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1.539 websocket-common 9.2.19.v20160908 

1.540 scannotation 1.0.3.redhat-4 

     1.540.1 Available under license 

1.541 httpcomponents-core 4.4.10 

     1.541.1 Available under license 

1.542 osgi-cmpn 4.2.0.200908310645 

     1.542.1 Available under license 

1.543 jackson-mapper-asl 1.6.3 

1.544 resteasy-jax-rs 2.2.3.GA 

     1.544.1 Available under license 

1.545 jbossjadapi 1.0.1.Final-redhat-2 

     1.545.1 Available under license 

1.546 resteasy-jaxb-provider 2.3.7.Final-redhat-2 

     1.546.1 Available under license 

1.547 jboss-as-ee-deployment 7.3.0.Final-redhat-14 

     1.547.1 Available under license 

1.548 velocity 1.7.redhat-3 

     1.548.1 Available under license 

1.549 jboss-as-clustering-api 7.3.0.Final-redhat-14 

     1.549.1 Available under license 

1.550 commons-exec 1.1 

     1.550.1 Available under license 

1.551 jboss-threads-metadata 1.0.0.GA 

     1.551.1 Available under license 

1.552 weld-environment-common 2.4.8.Final 

     1.552.1 Available under license 

1.553 drools 5.6.0 

     1.553.1 Available under license 

1.554 jackson-annotations 2.9.0 

     1.554.1 Available under license 

1.555 jaxb-api-osgi-sources 2.2 

     1.555.1 Available under license 

1.556 jboss-as-ejb3 7.2.0.Final 

     1.556.1 Available under license 

1.557 jboss-as-domain-http-interface 7.2.0.Final 

     1.557.1 Available under license 

1.558 jboss-as-cmp 7.3.0.Final-redhat-14 

     1.558.1 Available under license 

1.559 apache-log4j 1.0.2.Final-redhat-1 
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     1.559.1 Available under license 

1.560 cxf-rt-databinding-aegis 2.7.18 

     1.560.1 Available under license 

1.561 compress 1.5 

     1.561.1 Available under license 

1.562 jaxws-jboss-httpserver-httpspi 1.0.1.GA-redhat-2 

     1.562.1 Available under license 

1.563 javax-servlet-jsp-api 2.0 

     1.563.1 Available under license 

1.564 httpcomponents-core 4.2.1-redhat-1 

     1.564.1 Available under license 

1.565 jboss-as-ee 7.3.0.Final-redhat-14 

     1.565.1 Available under license 

1.566 orgosgicompendium 4.2.0 

1.567 websocket-server 9.2.19.v20160908 

1.568 hibernate-infinispan 4.2.15.Final 

     1.568.1 Available under license 

1.569 jline-builtins 3.15.0 

     1.569.1 Available under license 

1.570 jboss-as-threads 7.2.0.Final 

     1.570.1 Available under license 

1.571 msgpack-core 0.8.18 

     1.571.1 Available under license 

1.572 jboss-as-messaging 7.3.0.Final-redhat-14 

     1.572.1 Available under license 

1.573 jbossws-native-core 3.1.2.GA 

     1.573.1 Available under license 

1.574 jboss-as-jdr 7.3.0.Final-redhat-14 

     1.574.1 Available under license 

1.575 weld-spi 1.1.Final-redhat-4 

     1.575.1 Available under license 

1.576 ecj 3.7.2 

     1.576.1 Available under license 

1.577 jackson-jaxrs 1.8.1 

1.578 jackson 1.8.1 

     1.578.1 Available under license 

1.579 osgi-core 4.2.0 

1.580 jboss-as-threads 7.3.0.Final-redhat-14 

     1.580.1 Available under license 
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1.581 jackson-jaxrs 1.9.9 

1.582 stilts-stomp-server-spi 0.1.26.redhat-3 

     1.582.1 Available under license 

1.583 jcl-over-slf4j 1.7.2.redhat-2 

     1.583.1 Available under license 

1.584 converter-moshi 2.6.2 

     1.584.1 Available under license 

1.585 jboss-as-process-controller 7.3.0.Final-redhat-14 

     1.585.1 Available under license 

1.586 jackson-xc 1.9.9 

1.587 bouncy-castle 1.64 

     1.587.1 Available under license 

1.588 jbossservletapi 1.0.2.Final 

     1.588.1 Available under license 

1.589 xinclude 4.7.0 

     1.589.1 Available under license 

1.590 hibernate-commons-annotations 4.0.2.Final 

     1.590.1 Available under license 

1.591 knowledge-api 5.6.0.Final 

     1.591.1 Available under license 

1.592 jbossservletapi 1.0.0.Final 

     1.592.1 Available under license 

1.593 jsr305 1.3.9 

     1.593.1 Available under license 

1.594 jradius-extended 1.1.6 

     1.594.1 Available under license 

1.595 cxf-api 2.7.18 

     1.595.1 Available under license 

1.596 cxf-services-sts-core 2.7.18 

     1.596.1 Available under license 

1.597 jetty-util 9.2.19.v20160908 

1.598 stilts-stomp-common 0.1.26.redhat-3 

     1.598.1 Available under license 

1.599 hibernate-commons-annotations 4.0.1.Final-redhat-2 

     1.599.1 Available under license 

1.600 jbossws-common 1.1.0.SP1 

     1.600.1 Available under license 

1.601 jboss-as-transactions 7.2.0.Final 

     1.601.1 Available under license 
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1.602 commons-net 3.0.1 

     1.602.1 Available under license 

1.603 jboss-common-beans 1.1.0.Final-redhat-1 

     1.603.1 Available under license 

1.604 jackson-annotations 2.11.2 

     1.604.1 Available under license 

1.605 weld-spi 2.4.SP2 

     1.605.1 Available under license 

1.606 jsr181-api 1.0-MR1 

     1.606.1 Available under license 

1.607 ironjacamar-deployers-common 1.0.15.Final 

     1.607.1 Available under license 

1.608 policy 2.0-b01 

     1.608.1 Available under license 

1.609 cxf-tools-wsdlto-core 2.7.18 

     1.609.1 Available under license 

1.610 jsr181-api 1.0-MR1-redhat-6 

     1.610.1 Available under license 

1.611 jbossjsfapi 2.1.28.Final-redhat-1 

     1.611.1 Available under license 

1.612 jbossservletapi 1.0.2.Final-redhat-1 

     1.612.1 Available under license 

1.613 javassist 3.12.1.GA 

     1.613.1 Available under license 

1.614 jboss-logging 3.1.2.GA-redhat-1 

     1.614.1 Available under license 

1.615 freemarker 2.3.16 

1.616 scannotation 1.0.3 

1.617 jsf-api 1.2_12-b01-FCS 

     1.617.1 Available under license 

1.618 jbossj2eemgmtapi 1.0.1.Final-redhat-2 

     1.618.1 Available under license 

1.619 jboss-invocation 1.1.1.Final 

     1.619.1 Available under license 

1.620 jline-remote-telnet 3.15.0 

     1.620.1 Available under license 

1.621 jboss-as-pojo 7.3.0.Final-redhat-14 

     1.621.1 Available under license 

1.622 commons-codec 1.10 
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     1.622.1 Available under license 

1.623 resteasy-jackson-provider 2.3.7.Final-redhat-2 

     1.623.1 Available under license 

1.624 jcip-annotation 1.0 

     1.624.1 Available under license 

1.625 jbossws-cxf-client 4.2.3.Final-redhat-1 

     1.625.1 Available under license 

1.626 system-api 1.1.0 

     1.626.1 Available under license 

1.627 jboss-metadata-web 7.0.8.final 

     1.627.1 Available under license 

1.628 jline-reader 3.15.0 

     1.628.1 Available under license 

1.629 jline 3.15.0 

     1.629.1 Available under license 

1.630 spring-context 3.0.7.RELEASE 

     1.630.1 Available under license 

1.631 jboss-metadata-common 7.0.8.final 

     1.631.1 Available under license 

1.632 cxf-rt-frontend-jaxws 2.7.18 

     1.632.1 Available under license 

1.633 ironjacamar-jdbc 1.0.15.Final 

     1.633.1 Available under license 

1.634 spring-beans 3.0.7.RELEASE 

     1.634.1 Available under license 

1.635 servlet-api 3.1.0 

     1.635.1 Available under license 

1.636 remoting-jmx 1.1.0.Final 

     1.636.1 Available under license 

1.637 spring-expression 3.0.7.RELEASE 

     1.637.1 Available under license 

1.638 mail 1.4.5-redhat-1 

     1.638.1 Available under license 

1.639 xsom 20110809-redhat-3 

     1.639.1 Available under license 

1.640 jboss-as-protocol 7.3.0.Final-redhat-14 

     1.640.1 Available under license 

1.641 gson 2.8.2 

     1.641.1 Available under license 
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1.642 shrinkwrap-impl-base 1.1.2.redhat-1 

     1.642.1 Available under license 

1.643 hibernatejpa2.0api 1.0.1.Final 

     1.643.1 Available under license 

1.644 infinispan-cachestore-jdbc 5.2.7.Final-redhat-2 

     1.644.1 Available under license 

1.645 infinispan-client-hotrod 9.2.5.Final 

     1.645.1 Available under license 

1.646 x-crypto 4.7.0 

     1.646.1 Available under license 

1.647 jboss-as-deployment-repository 7.2.0.Final 

     1.647.1 Available under license 

1.648 ecj 3.7.2-redhat-1 

     1.648.1 Available under license 

1.649 gojsonschema 1.2.0 

     1.649.1 Available under license 

1.650 jboss-as-clustering-web-spi 7.3.0.Final-redhat-14 

     1.650.1 Available under license 

1.651 log4j-jboss-logmanager 1.0.1.Final 

     1.651.1 Available under license 

1.652 jboss-as-osgi-configadmin 7.3.0.Final-redhat-14 

     1.652.1 Available under license 

1.653 libaio 0.3.109-13 

     1.653.1 Available under license 

1.654 xz-java 1.2 

     1.654.1 Available under license 

1.655 stilts-stomplet-api 0.1.26.redhat-3 

     1.655.1 Available under license 

1.656 jboss-as-osgi-naming 7.3.0.Final-redhat-14 

     1.656.1 Available under license 

1.657 commons-configuration 1.6 

     1.657.1 Available under license 

1.658 jackson-jaxrs 1.6.3 

1.659 jboss-as-clustering-web-spi 7.2.0.Final 

     1.659.1 Available under license 

1.660 apache-log4j 1.2.16 

1.661 animal-sniffer-annotation 1.14 

1.662 cxf-rt-management 2.7.18 

     1.662.1 Available under license 
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1.663 jboss-as-domain-management 7.2.0.Final 

     1.663.1 Available under license 

1.664 junit 3.8 

1.665 mime4j 0.6.redhat-3 

     1.665.1 Available under license 

1.666 cxf-tools-wsdlto-frontend-jaxws 2.7.18 

     1.666.1 Available under license 

1.667 javax-inject 1 

     1.667.1 Available under license 

1.668 resource-adapter 1.0.23.Final-redhat-1 

     1.668.1 Available under license 

1.669 stax-api 1.0 2

     1.669.1 Available under license 

1.670 jboss-as-controller-client 7.3.0.Final-redhat-14 

     1.670.1 Available under license 

1.671 websocket-api 9.2.19.v20160908 

1.672 guava 25.0-jre 

     1.672.1 Available under license 

1.673 antlr 3.3 

     1.673.1 Available under license 

1.674 prettyfaces-jsf2 3.3.3 

     1.674.1 Available under license 

1.675 weld-core-jsf 2.4.8.Final 

     1.675.1 Available under license 

1.676 stilts-stomp-api 0.1.26.redhat-3 

     1.676.1 Available under license 

1.677 xmlsec-java 1.4.2 

     1.677.1 Available under license 

1.678 xmlsec-java 1.5.5.redhat-2 

     1.678.1 Available under license 

1.679 commons-beanutils 1.8.0 

     1.679.1 Available under license 

1.680 cxf-rt-frontend-jaxrs 2.7.18 

     1.680.1 Available under license 

1.681 common-api 1.0.15.Final 

     1.681.1 Available under license 

1.682 x-text 4.7.0 

     1.682.1 Available under license 

1.683 jaxb-api 2.1 
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     1.683.1 Available under license 

1.684 picketlink-idm-core 1.5.0.Alpha02 

     1.684.1 Available under license 

1.685 commons-beanutils 1.7.0 

     1.685.1 Available under license 

1.686 jboss-as-server 7.3.0.Final-redhat-14 

     1.686.1 Available under license 

1.687 picketlink-idm-spi 1.5.0.Alpha02 

     1.687.1 Available under license 

1.688 checker-compat-qual 2.0.0 

     1.688.1 Available under license 

1.689 jboss-metadata-ejb 7.0.8.final 

     1.689.1 Available under license 

1.690 commons-cli 1.2 

     1.690.1 Available under license 

1.691 jboss-msc 1.0.4.GA-redhat-1 

     1.691.1 Available under license 

1.692 httpcomponents-client 4.2.1-redhat-1 

     1.692.1 Available under license 

1.693 velocity 1.7 

     1.693.1 Available under license 

1.694 commons-codec 1.6 

     1.694.1 Available under license 

1.695 fast-infoset 1.2.2 

     1.695.1 Available under license 

1.696 stilts-conduit-server-core 0.1.26.redhat-3 

     1.696.1 Available under license 

1.697 streambuffer 1.0 

     1.697.1 Available under license 

1.698 cdi-api 1.2 

     1.698.1 Available under license 

1.699 hornetq-jms-server 2.3.12.Final-redhat-1 

     1.699.1 Available under license 

1.700 msv-core 2011.1 

1.701 jbossjspapi 1.0.1.Final-redhat-2 

     1.701.1 Available under license 

1.702 scala 2.13.3 

     1.702.1 Available under license 

1.703 httpcomponents-mime 4.2.1-redhat-1 
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     1.703.1 Available under license 

1.704 jboss-ejb-api 1.0.2.Final-redhat-2 

     1.704.1 Available under license 

1.705 jboss-as-remoting 7.3.0.Final-redhat-14 

     1.705.1 Available under license 

1.706 txoj 4.17.15.Final-redhat-4 

     1.706.1 Available under license 

1.707 resteasy-yaml-provider 2.3.7.Final-redhat-2 

     1.707.1 Available under license 

1.708 jbosselapi 1.0.2.Final 

     1.708.1 Available under license 

1.709 jax-rs-provider 1.9.9 

     1.709.1 Available under license 

1.710 jbossjaccapi 1.0.3.Final-redhat-1 

     1.710.1 Available under license 

1.711 jboss-modules 1.2.0.CR1 

     1.711.1 Available under license 

1.712 bean-validation-api 1.0.0.GA 

     1.712.1 Available under license 

1.713 jboss-as-network 7.3.0.Final-redhat-14 

     1.713.1 Available under license 

1.714 transaction-api 1.1 

     1.714.1 Available under license 

1.715 jackson-xc 1.6.3 

     1.715.1 Available under license 

1.716 jboss-as-clustering-ejb3-infinispan 7.3.0.Final-redhat-14 

     1.716.1 Available under license 

1.717 gojsonpointer 0.0.1 

     1.717.1 Available under license 

1.718 go-dockerclient 3.5.12 

     1.718.1 Available under license 

1.719 jsp 2.1 

     1.719.1 Available under license 

1.720 jboss-transaction-api 1.0.1.Final-redhat-2 

     1.720.1 Available under license 

1.721 spring-tx 4.1.5.RELEASE 

     1.721.1 Available under license 

1.722 xom 1.2.7.redhat-4 

     1.722.1 Available under license 
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1.723 javassist 3.18.1-GA 

     1.723.1 Available under license 

1.724 shrinkwrap-api 1.1.2.redhat-1 

     1.724.1 Available under license 

1.725 async-http-servlet 2.3.7.Final-redhat-2 

     1.725.1 Available under license 

1.726 woodstox-core-asl 4.4.1 

     1.726.1 Available under license 

1.727 commons-digester 2.0 

     1.727.1 Available under license 

1.728 jboss-as-clustering-registry 7.3.0.Final-redhat-14 

     1.728.1 Available under license 

1.729 apache-felix-configadmin 1.2.8.redhat-4 

     1.729.1 Available under license 

1.730 log4j-jboss-logmanager 1.0.2.Final-redhat-1 

     1.730.1 Available under license 

1.731 wsdl4j 1.6.2.redhat-6 

     1.731.1 Available under license 

1.732 jboss-as-security 7.3.0.Final-redhat-14 

     1.732.1 Available under license 

1.733 x-net 4.7.0 

     1.733.1 Available under license 

1.734 joda-time 2.7 

     1.734.1 Available under license 

1.735 common 4.17.3.Final 

     1.735.1 Available under license 

1.736 stax 3.1.4 

     1.736.1 Available under license 

1.737 jboss-as-security 7.2.0.Final 

     1.737.1 Available under license 

1.738 jboss-as-configadmin 7.3.0.Final-redhat-14 

     1.738.1 Available under license 

1.739 xerces-j 2.9.1.redhat-5 

     1.739.1 Available under license 

1.740 jboss-as-xts 7.3.0.Final-redhat-14 

     1.740.1 Available under license 

1.741 jetty-proxy 9.2.19.v20160908 

1.742 xmltooling 1.3.4.redhat-1 

     1.742.1 Available under license 
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1.743 cxf-rt-ws-policy 2.7.18 

     1.743.1 Available under license 

1.744 jbossweb 7.2.0.Final 

     1.744.1 Available under license 

1.745 commons-digester 1.8.1 

     1.745.1 Available under license 

1.746 jboss-logging 3.1.0.Beta3 

     1.746.1 Available under license 

1.747 jta 1.1 

     1.747.1 Available under license 

1.748 jackson-data 1.6.3 

     1.748.1 Available under license 

1.749 infinispan-cachestore-remote 5.2.7.Final-redhat-2 

     1.749.1 Available under license 

1.750 cxf-xjc-dv 3.0.2 

     1.750.1 Available under license 

1.751 hornetq-client 2.3.12.final 

     1.751.1 Available under license 

1.752 jboss-as-controller 7.3.0.Final-redhat-14 

     1.752.1 Available under license 

1.753 jboss-as-jaxrs 7.3.0.Final-redhat-14 

     1.753.1 Available under license 

1.754 ecj 3.5.1 

     1.754.1 Available under license 

1.755 netty 3.6.6.Final 

     1.755.1 Available under license 

1.756 wstx-asl 3.2.3 

1.757 jboss-as-osgi-jta 7.3.0.Final-redhat-14 

     1.757.1 Available under license 

1.758 txoj 4.17.3.Final 

     1.758.1 Available under license 

1.759 equinox 3.2.0 

     1.759.1 Available under license 

1.760 saaj-api 1.3.5 

     1.760.1 Available under license 

1.761 xnio-metadata 1.0.0.GA 

     1.761.1 Available under license 

1.762 gojsonreference 0.19.3 

     1.762.1 Available under license 
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1.763 jdom 1.1.2.redhat-3 

     1.763.1 Available under license 

1.764 commons-beanutils 1.6 

     1.764.1 Notifications 

     1.764.2 Available under license 

1.765 jax-ws 2.1.7 

1.766 metrics 2.0.2 

     1.766.1 Available under license 

1.767 jetty 9.2.19.v20160908 

     1.767.1 Available under license 

1.768 osgi-core 4.2.0.200908310645 

     1.768.1 Available under license 

1.769 jboss-logmanager 1.4.0.Final 

     1.769.1 Available under license 

1.770 codemodel 2.6-redhat-2 

     1.770.1 Available under license 

1.771 stax-mapper 1.1.0.Final 

     1.771.1 Available under license 

1.772 jbossws-cxf-server 4.2.3.Final-redhat-1 

     1.772.1 Available under license 

1.773 hamcrest 1.3 

     1.773.1 Available under license 

1.774 mime-pull 1.4 

     1.774.1 Available under license 

1.775 picketbox-infinispan 4.0.19.SP2-redhat-1 

     1.775.1 Available under license 

1.776 jbossjts-integration 4.17.3.Final 

     1.776.1 Available under license 

1.777 jax-ws-api 2.2.2-promoted-b02 

     1.777.1 Available under license 

1.778 jackson-data 1.9.9-redhat-2 

     1.778.1 Available under license 

1.779 hawtjni-runtime 1.7.redhat-2 

     1.779.1 Available under license 

1.780 resteasy-jax-rs 2.3.7.Final-redhat-2 

     1.780.1 Available under license 

1.781 jboss-as-appclient 7.3.0.Final-redhat-14 

     1.781.1 Available under license 

1.782 apache-log4j 1.2.15 
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     1.782.1 Available under license 

1.783 blueprint-parser 1.0.0 

     1.783.1 Available under license 

1.784 jboss-marshalling 1.4.2.Final-redhat-1 

     1.784.1 Available under license 

1.785 c3p0 0.9.5.4 

     1.785.1 Available under license 

1.786 netty 3.6.6.Final-redhat-1 

     1.786.1 Available under license 

1.787 jboss-as-host-controller 7.3.0.Final-redhat-14 

     1.787.1 Available under license 

1.788 saaj 1.3.3 

     1.788.1 Available under license 

1.789 slf4j-log4j 1.7.2.redhat-2 

     1.789.1 Available under license 

1.790 web-servlet 3.0.7.RELEASE 

     1.790.1 Available under license 

1.791 streambuffer 0.9 

     1.791.1 Available under license 

1.792 cxf-rt-ws-mex 2.7.18 

     1.792.1 Available under license 

1.793 jandex 1.0.3.Final 

     1.793.1 Available under license 

1.794 jackson-mapper-asl 1.8.1 

1.795 jline-style 3.15.0 

     1.795.1 Available under license 

 

1.1 jbossxb 2.0.3.GA-redhat-2 
1.1.1 Available under license : 

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it * under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as * published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of * the License, or (at your option) any later version. * This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of *

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU * Lesser General Public

License for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public'

 

1.2 weld-core 1.1.16.Final-redhat-1 
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1.2.1 Available under license : 
                                 Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.
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     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and
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     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or
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     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
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  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.3 datatype 1.0 
1.3.1 Available under license : 

Copyright (c) 2001, Thai Open Source Software Center Ltd, Sun Microsystems.

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

   Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

   Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

   the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

   distribution.

 

   Neither the names of the copyright holders nor the names of its

   contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived

   from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE REGENTS OR

CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

<OWNER> = Regents of the University of California  

<ORGANIZATION> = University of California, Berkeley  

<YEAR> = 1998  
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In the original BSD license, both occurrences of the phrase "COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS" in

the disclaimer read "REGENTS AND CONTRIBUTORS".  

 

Here is the license template:  

 

Copyright (c) <YEAR>, <OWNER>  

 

All rights reserved.  

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the

following conditions are met:  

 

Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

disclaimer.  

Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.  

Neither the name of the <ORGANIZATION> nor the names of its contributors may be used to endorse or promote

products derived from this software without specific prior written permission.  

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS  

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT  

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR  

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR  

CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,  

EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,  

PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR  

PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF  

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING  

NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS  

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1.4 xml-pull 1.1.3.1 
1.4.1 Available under license : 

public domain
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1.5 jradius-dictionary 1.1.6 
1.5.1 Available under license : 

 

 

Coova JRadius License:

 

The Coova JRadius core libraries are licensed under the The GNU

Library or "Lesser" General Public License (LGPL), while stand-alone

applications within in the JRadius project, listed below, are released

under the standard The GNU General Public License (GPL). For details,

visit http://www.coova.org/JRadius. See source files for details

regarding stand-alone applications contained herein which are

released under the GPL.

 

Copyright 2006-2010 Coova Technologies, LLC. All rights reserved.

 

See doc/GPL-LICENSE, doc/LGPL-LICENSE, and source files for details.

 

==========================================================================

 

Original JRadius License:

 

The JRadius core library is licensed under the The GNU Library or "Lesser"

General Public License (LGPL), while stand-alone applications within in the

JRadius project, listed below, are released under the standard The GNU

General Public License (GPL). For details, visit http://jradius.net/

 

This software is OSI Certified Open Source Software. OSI Certified is a

certification mark of the Open Source Initiative.

 

Stand-alone JRadius Applications:

 

   * JRadiusSimulator

   * JRadiusWiFiClient

   * RadClient

   * RadBench

   * RadiusDictionary

 

Copyright 2004-2006 PicoPoint, B.V.

Copyright 2006-2008 David Bird <david@coova.com>

 

See doc/GPL-LICENSE, doc/LGPL-LICENSE, and source files for details.

 

==========================================================================

 

GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
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                      Version 2.1, February 1999

 

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

(This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL.  It also counts

as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence

the version number 2.1.)

 

                           Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change

free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

 

 This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some

specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the

Free Software Foundation and other authors who decide to use it.  You

can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether

this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better

strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations below.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use,

not price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that

you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge

for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get

it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of

it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do

these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these

rights.  These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for

you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis

or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave

you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source

code.  If you link other code with the library, you must provide

complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them

with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling

it.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

 We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the

library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal
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permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

 

 To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that

there is no warranty for the free library.  Also, if the library is

modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know

that what they have is not the original version, so that the original

author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be

introduced by others.

 

 Finally, software patents pose a constant threat to the existence of

any free program.  We wish to make sure that a company cannot

effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a

restrictive license from a patent holder.  Therefore, we insist that

any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be

consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

 

 Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the

ordinary GNU General Public License.  This license, the GNU Lesser

General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and

is quite different from the ordinary General Public License.  We use

this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those

libraries into non-free programs.

 

 When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using

a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a

combined work, a derivative of the original library.  The ordinary

General Public License therefore permits such linking only if the

entire combination fits its criteria of freedom.  The Lesser General

Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with

the library.

 

 We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it

does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General

Public License.  It also provides other free software developers Less

of an advantage over competing non-free programs.  These disadvantages

are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many

libraries.  However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain

special circumstances.

 

 For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to

encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it becomes

a de-facto standard.  To achieve this, non-free programs must be

allowed to use the library.  A more frequent case is that a free

library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries.  In this

case, there is little to gain by limiting the free library to free

software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

 

 In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free
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programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of

free software.  For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in

non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU

operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating

system.

 

 Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the

users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is

linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run

that program using a modified version of the Library.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference between a

"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library".  The

former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must

be combined with the library in order to run.

 

                 GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other

program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or

other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of

this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License").

Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

 A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data

prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs

(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

 

 The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work

which has been distributed under these terms.  A "work based on the

Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a

portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated

straightforwardly into another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is

included without limitation in the term "modification".)

 

 "Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation

and installation of the library.

 

 Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from

such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based
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on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for

writing it).  Whether that is true depends on what the Library does

and what the program that uses the Library does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's

complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that

you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an

appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact

all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any

warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the

Library.

 

 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,

and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a

fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

 

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no

   charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

 

   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a

   table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses

   the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility

   is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,

   in the event an application does not supply such function or

   table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of

   its purpose remains meaningful.

 

   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has

   a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

   application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any

   application-supplied function or table used by this function must

   be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square

   root function must still compute square roots.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those
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sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote

it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Library.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library

with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public

License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library.  To do

this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so

that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,

instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the

ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify

that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make any other change in

these notices.

 

 Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for

that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all

subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

 

 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of

the Library into a program that is not a library.

 

 4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or

derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form

under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany

it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which

must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a

medium customarily used for software interchange.

 

 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the

source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to

distribute the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the

Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or
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linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library".  Such a

work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and

therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

 

 However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library

creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it

contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the

library".  The executable is therefore covered by this License.

Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

 

 When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file

that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a

derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.

Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be

linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library.  The

threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

 

 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data

structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline

functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object

file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative

work.  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the

Library will still fall under Section 6.)

 

 Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may

distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.

Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,

whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

 

 6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or

link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a

work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work

under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit

modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications.

 

 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the

Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by

this License.  You must supply a copy of this License.  If the work

during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the

copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference

directing the user to the copy of this License.  Also, you must do one

of these things:

 

   a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding

   machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever

   changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under

   Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked
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   with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that

   uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the

   user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified

   executable containing the modified Library.  (It is understood

   that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the

   Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application

   to use the modified definitions.)

 

   b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

   Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a

   copy of the library already present on the user's computer system,

   rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2)

   will operate properly with a modified version of the library, if

   the user installs one, as long as the modified version is

   interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

 

   c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at

   least three years, to give the same user the materials

   specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more

   than the cost of performing this distribution.

 

   d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy

   from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above

   specified materials from the same place.

 

   e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these

   materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

 

 For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the

Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for

reproducing the executable from it.  However, as a special exception,

the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is

normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies

the executable.

 

 It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license

restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally

accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot

use both them and the Library together in an executable that you

distribute.

 

 7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library

facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined

library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on

the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise
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permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

 

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work

   based on the Library, uncombined with any other library

   facilities.  This must be distributed under the terms of the

   Sections above.

 

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact

   that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining

   where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute

the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any

attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or

distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your

rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,

or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses

terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

 9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the

Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Library or works based on it.

 

 10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the

Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library

subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with

this License.

 

 11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Library at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.
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If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any

particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply,

and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add

an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries,

so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus

excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if

written in the body of this License.

 

 13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new

versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time.

Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,

but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and

"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a

license version number, you may choose any version ever published by

the Free Software Foundation.

 

 14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,

write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is

copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free

Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.  Our

decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status

of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing

and reuse of software generally.
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                           NO WARRANTY

 

 15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME

THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE

LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

          How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

 

 If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that

everyone can redistribute and change.  You can do so by permitting

redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the

ordinary General Public License).

 

 To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library.  It is

safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the

"copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   {description}

   Copyright (C) {year} {fullname}

 

   This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

   modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

   version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

 

   This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,
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   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

   Lesser General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

 library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

 

 

1.6 commons-collections 3.2.2 
1.6.1 Available under license : 

Apache Commons Collections

Copyright 2001-2015 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed by

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the
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     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable
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     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and
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         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.
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  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.7 jaxrs-api 2.2.3.GA 
1.7.1 Available under license : 

COMMON DEVELOPMENT AND DISTRIBUTION LICENSE (CDDL)  

Version 1.0  

 

   *  

 

     1. Definitions.  
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         o  

 

           1.1. ?Contributor? means each individual or entity that creates or contributes to the creation of Modifications.

 

         o  

 

           1.2. ?Contributor Version? means the combination of the Original Software, prior Modifications used by a

Contributor (if any), and the Modifications made by that particular Contributor.  

         o  

 

           1.3. ?Covered Software? means (a) the Original Software, or (b) Modifications, or (c) the combination of files

containing Original Software with files containing Modifications, in each case including portions thereof.  

         o  

 

           1.4. ?Executable? means the Covered Software in any form other than Source Code.  

         o  

 

           1.5. ?Initial Developer? means the individual or entity that first makes Original Software available under this

License.  

         o  

 

           1.6. ?Larger Work? means a work which combines Covered Software or portions thereof with code not

governed by the terms of this License.  

         o  

 

           1.7. ?License? means this document.  

         o  

 

           1.8. ?Licensable? means having the right to grant, to the maximum extent possible, whether at the time of the

initial grant or subsequently acquired, any and all of the rights conveyed herein.  

         o  

 

           1.9. ?Modifications? means the Source Code and Executable form of any of the following:  

               +  

 

                 A. Any file that results from an addition to, deletion from or modification of the contents of a file

containing Original Software or previous Modifications;  

               +  

 

                 B. Any new file that contains any part of the Original Software or previous Modification; or  

               +  

 

                 C. Any new file that is contributed or otherwise made available under the terms of this License.  

         o  

 

           1.10. ?Original Software? means the Source Code and Executable form of computer software code that is

originally released under this License.  

         o  
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           1.11. ?Patent Claims? means any patent claim(s), now owned or hereafter acquired, including without

limitation, method, process, and apparatus claims, in any patent Licensable by grantor.  

         o  

 

           1.12. ?Source Code? means (a) the common form of computer software code in which modifications are

made and (b) associated documentation included in or with such code.  

         o  

 

           1.13. ?You? (or ?Your?) means an individual or a legal entity exercising rights under, and complying with all

of the terms of, this License. For legal entities, ?You? includes any entity which controls, is controlled by, or is

under common control with You. For purposes of this definition, ?control? means (a) the power, direct or indirect, to

cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (b) ownership of more than

fifty percent (50%) of the outstanding shares or beneficial ownership of such entity.  

   *  

 

     2. License Grants.  

         o  

 

           2.1. The Initial Developer Grant.  

 

           Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and subject to third party intellectual property

claims, the Initial Developer hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license:  

               +  

 

                 (a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark) Licensable by Initial Developer, to

use, reproduce, modify, display, perform, sublicense and distribute the Original Software (or portions thereof), with

or without Modifications, and/or as part of a Larger Work; and  

               +  

 

                 (b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using or selling of Original Software, to make, have

made, use, practice, sell, and offer for sale, and/or otherwise dispose of the Original Software (or portions thereof).  

               +  

 

                 (c) The licenses granted in Sections 2.1(a) and (b) are effective on the date Initial Developer first

distributes or otherwise makes the Original Software available to a third party under the terms of this License.  

               +  

 

                 (d) Notwithstanding Section 2.1(b) above, no patent license is granted: (1) for code that You delete from

the Original Software, or (2) for infringements caused by: (i) the modification of the Original Software, or (ii) the

combination of the Original Software with other software or devices.  

         o  

 

           2.2. Contributor Grant.  

 

           Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and subject to third party intellectual property

claims, each Contributor hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license:  

               +  
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                 (a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark) Licensable by Contributor to use,

reproduce, modify, display, perform, sublicense and distribute the Modifications created by such Contributor (or

portions thereof), either on an unmodified basis, with other Modifications, as Covered Software and/or as part of a

Larger Work; and  

               +  

 

                 (b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using, or selling of Modifications made by that

Contributor either alone and/or in combination with its Contributor Version (or portions of such combination), to

make, use, sell, offer for sale, have made, and/or otherwise dispose of: (1) Modifications made by that Contributor

(or portions thereof); and (2) the combination of Modifications made by that Contributor with its Contributor

Version (or portions of such combination).  

               +  

 

                 (c) The licenses granted in Sections 2.2(a) and 2.2(b) are effective on the date Contributor first distributes

or otherwise makes the Modifications available to a third party.  

               +  

 

                 (d) Notwithstanding Section 2.2(b) above, no patent license is granted: (1) for any code that Contributor

has deleted from the Contributor Version; (2) for infringements caused by: (i) third party modifications of

Contributor Version, or (ii) the combination of Modifications made by that Contributor with other software (except

as part of the Contributor Version) or other devices; or (3) under Patent Claims infringed by Covered Software in the

absence of Modifications made by that Contributor.  

   *  

 

     3. Distribution Obligations.  

         o  

 

           3.1. Availability of Source Code.  

 

           Any Covered Software that You distribute or otherwise make available in Executable form must also be made

available in Source Code form and that Source Code form must be distributed only under the terms of this License.

You must include a copy of this License with every copy of the Source Code form of the Covered Software You

distribute or otherwise make available. You must inform recipients of any such Covered Software in Executable

form as to how they can obtain such Covered Software in Source Code form in a reasonable manner on or through a

medium customarily used for software exchange.  

         o  

 

           3.2. Modifications.  

 

           The Modifications that You create or to which You contribute are governed by the terms of this License. You

represent that You believe Your Modifications are Your original creation(s) and/or You have sufficient rights to

grant the rights conveyed by this License.  

         o  

 

           3.3. Required Notices.  

 

           You must include a notice in each of Your Modifications that identifies You as the Contributor of the
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Modification. You may not remove or alter any copyright, patent or trademark notices contained within the Covered

Software, or any notices of licensing or any descriptive text giving attribution to any Contributor or the Initial

Developer.  

         o  

 

           3.4. Application of Additional Terms.  

 

           You may not offer or impose any terms on any Covered Software in Source Code form that alters or restricts

the applicable version of this License or the recipients? rights hereunder. You may choose to offer, and to charge a

fee for, warranty, support, indemnity or liability obligations to one or more recipients of Covered Software.

However, you may do so only on Your own behalf, and not on behalf of the Initial Developer or any Contributor.

You must make it absolutely clear that any such warranty, support, indemnity or liability obligation is offered by

You alone, and You hereby agree to indemnify the Initial Developer and every Contributor for any liability incurred

by the Initial Developer or such Contributor as a result of warranty, support, indemnity or liability terms You offer.

 

         o  

 

           3.5. Distribution of Executable Versions.  

 

           You may distribute the Executable form of the Covered Software under the terms of this License or under the

terms of a license of Your choice, which may contain terms different from this License, provided that You are in

compliance with the terms of this License and that the license for the Executable form does not attempt to limit or

alter the recipient?s rights in the Source Code form from the rights set forth in this License. If You distribute the

Covered Software in Executable form under a different license, You must make it absolutely clear that any terms

which differ from this License are offered by You alone, not by the Initial Developer or Contributor. You hereby

agree to indemnify the Initial Developer and every Contributor for any liability incurred by the Initial Developer or

such Contributor as a result of any such terms You offer.  

         o  

 

           3.6. Larger Works.  

 

           You may create a Larger Work by combining Covered Software with other code not governed by the terms of

this License and distribute the Larger Work as a single product. In such a case, You must make sure the

requirements of this License are fulfilled for the Covered Software.  

   *  

 

     4. Versions of the License.  

         o  

 

           4.1. New Versions.  

 

           Sun Microsystems, Inc. is the initial license steward and may publish revised and/or new versions of this

License from time to time. Each version will be given a distinguishing version number. Except as provided in

Section 4.3, no one other than the license steward has the right to modify this License.  

         o  

 

           4.2. Effect of New Versions.  
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           You may always continue to use, distribute or otherwise make the Covered Software available under the

terms of the version of the License under which You originally received the Covered Software. If the Initial

Developer includes a notice in the Original Software prohibiting it from being distributed or otherwise made

available under any subsequent version of the License, You must distribute and make the Covered Software

available under the terms of the version of the License under which You originally received the Covered Software.

Otherwise, You may also choose to use, distribute or otherwise make the Covered Software available under the

terms of any subsequent version of the License published by the license steward.  

         o  

 

           4.3. Modified Versions.  

 

           When You are an Initial Developer and You want to create a new license for Your Original Software, You

may create and use a modified version of this License if You: (a) rename the license and remove any references to

the name of the license steward (except to note that the license differs from this License); and (b) otherwise make it

clear that the license contains terms which differ from this License.  

   *  

 

     5. DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY.  

 

     COVERED SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED UNDER THIS LICENSE ON AN ?AS IS? BASIS, WITHOUT

WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION,

WARRANTIES THAT THE COVERED SOFTWARE IS FREE OF DEFECTS, MERCHANTABLE, FIT FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR NON-INFRINGING. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND

PERFORMANCE OF THE COVERED SOFTWARE IS WITH YOU. SHOULD ANY COVERED SOFTWARE

PROVE DEFECTIVE IN ANY RESPECT, YOU (NOT THE INITIAL DEVELOPER OR ANY OTHER

CONTRIBUTOR) ASSUME THE COST OF ANY NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

THIS DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY CONSTITUTES AN ESSENTIAL PART OF THIS LICENSE. NO USE

OF ANY COVERED SOFTWARE IS AUTHORIZED HEREUNDER EXCEPT UNDER THIS DISCLAIMER.  

   *  

 

     6. TERMINATION.  

         o  

 

           6.1. This License and the rights granted hereunder will terminate automatically if You fail to comply with

terms herein and fail to cure such breach within 30 days of becoming aware of the breach. Provisions which, by their

nature, must remain in effect beyond the termination of this License shall survive.  

         o  

 

           6.2. If You assert a patent infringement claim (excluding declaratory judgment actions) against Initial

Developer or a Contributor (the Initial Developer or Contributor against whom You assert such claim is referred to

as ?Participant?) alleging that the Participant Software (meaning the Contributor Version where the Participant is a

Contributor or the Original Software where the Participant is the Initial Developer) directly or indirectly infringes

any patent, then any and all rights granted directly or indirectly to You by such Participant, the Initial Developer (if

the Initial Developer is not the Participant) and all Contributors under Sections 2.1 and/or 2.2 of this License shall,

upon 60 days notice from Participant terminate prospectively and automatically at the expiration of such 60 day

notice period, unless if within such 60 day period You withdraw Your claim with respect to the Participant Software

against such Participant either unilaterally or pursuant to a written agreement with Participant.  

         o  
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           6.3. In the event of termination under Sections 6.1 or 6.2 above, all end user licenses that have been validly

granted by You or any distributor hereunder prior to termination (excluding licenses granted to You by any

distributor) shall survive termination.  

   *  

 

     7. LIMITATION OF LIABILITY.  

 

     UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES AND UNDER NO LEGAL THEORY, WHETHER TORT (INCLUDING

NEGLIGENCE), CONTRACT, OR OTHERWISE, SHALL YOU, THE INITIAL DEVELOPER, ANY OTHER

CONTRIBUTOR, OR ANY DISTRIBUTOR OF COVERED SOFTWARE, OR ANY SUPPLIER OF ANY OF

SUCH PARTIES, BE LIABLE TO ANY PERSON FOR ANY INDIRECT, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OF ANY CHARACTER INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, DAMAGES

FOR LOST PROFITS, LOSS OF GOODWILL, WORK STOPPAGE, COMPUTER FAILURE OR

MALFUNCTION, OR ANY AND ALL OTHER COMMERCIAL DAMAGES OR LOSSES, EVEN IF SUCH

PARTY SHALL HAVE BEEN INFORMED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES. THIS LIMITATION

OF LIABILITY SHALL NOT APPLY TO LIABILITY FOR DEATH OR PERSONAL INJURY RESULTING

FROM SUCH PARTY?S NEGLIGENCE TO THE EXTENT APPLICABLE LAW PROHIBITS SUCH

LIMITATION. SOME JURISDICTIONS DO NOT ALLOW THE EXCLUSION OR LIMITATION OF

INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, SO THIS EXCLUSION AND LIMITATION MAY NOT

APPLY TO YOU.  

   *  

 

     8. U.S. GOVERNMENT END USERS.  

 

     The Covered Software is a ?commercial item,? as that term is defined in 48 C.F.R. 2.101 (Oct. 1995), consisting

of ?commercial computer software? (as that term is defined at 48 C.F.R. ? 252.227-7014(a)(1)) and ?commercial

computer software documentation? as such terms are used in 48 C.F.R. 12.212 (Sept. 1995). Consistent with 48

C.F.R. 12.212 and 48 C.F.R. 227.7202-1 through 227.7202-4 (June 1995), all U.S. Government End Users acquire

Covered Software with only those rights set forth herein. This U.S. Government Rights clause is in lieu of, and

supersedes, any other FAR, DFAR, or other clause or provision that addresses Government rights in computer

software under this License.  

   *  

 

     9. MISCELLANEOUS.  

 

     This License represents the complete agreement concerning subject matter hereof. If any provision of this

License is held to be unenforceable, such provision shall be reformed only to the extent necessary to make it

enforceable. This License shall be governed by the law of the jurisdiction specified in a notice contained within the

Original Software (except to the extent applicable law, if any, provides otherwise), excluding such jurisdiction?s

conflict-of-law provisions. Any litigation relating to this License shall be subject to the jurisdiction of the courts

located in the jurisdiction and venue specified in a notice contained within the Original Software, with the losing

party responsible for costs, including, without limitation, court costs and reasonable attorneys? fees and expenses.

The application of the United Nations Convention on Contracts for the International Sale of Goods is expressly

excluded. Any law or regulation which provides that the language of a contract shall be construed against the drafter

shall not apply to this License. You agree that You alone are responsible for compliance with the United States

export administration regulations (and the export control laws and regulation of any other countries) when You use,

distribute or otherwise make available any Covered Software.  
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   *  

 

     10. RESPONSIBILITY FOR CLAIMS.  

 

     As between Initial Developer and the Contributors, each party is responsible for claims and damages arising,

directly or indirectly, out of its utilization of rights under this License and You agree to work with Initial Developer

and Contributors to distribute such responsibility on an equitable basis. Nothing herein is intended or shall be

deemed to constitute any admission of liability.

 

1.8 hornetq-ra 2.3.12.Final-redhat-1 
1.8.1 Available under license : 

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it * under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as * published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of * the License, or (at your option) any later version. * This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of *

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU * Lesser General Public

License for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public'

 

1.9 h2 1.3.168-redhat-2 
1.9.1 Available under license : 

Found license 'Eclipse Public License 1.0' in '* Copyright 2004-2011 H2 Group. Multiple-Licensed under the H2

License, * Version 1.0, and under the Eclipse Public License, Version 1.0 * Redistribution and use in source and

binary forms, with or without * modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met: *   1.

Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, *       this list of conditions and the following

disclaimer. *   2.  Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright *       notice, this list of

conditions and the following disclaimer in the *       documentation and/or other materials provided with the

distribution. *   3.  The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote products *       derived from this

software without specific prior written permission.'

Found license 'Eclipse Public License 1.0' in '* Copyright 2004-2011 H2 Group. Multiple-Licensed under the H2

License, * Version 1.0, and under the Eclipse Public License, Version 1.0 * This class is dual-licensed LGPL and

under the H2 License. * This module is free software: you can redistribute it and/or * modify it under the terms of

the GNU Lesser General Public * License as published by the Free Software Foundation, either * version 3 of the

License, or (at your option) any later version. * See http://www.gnu.org/licenses/lgpl.html * This program is

distributed in the hope that it will be useful, * PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU Lesser General Public *

License for more details.'

Found license 'Eclipse Public License 1.0' in '* Copyright 2004-2011 H2 Group. Multiple-Licensed under the H2

License, * Version 1.0, and under the Eclipse Public License, Version 1.0'

Found license 'Eclipse Public License 1.0' in '* Copyright 2004-2011 H2 Group. Multiple-Licensed under the H2

License, * Version 1.0, and under the Eclipse Public License, Version 1.0 * the algorithm is in the public domain: *

or copyright. They are as much in the public domain as the solution to any'
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1.10 franela-goreq 4.7.0 
1.10.1 Available under license : 

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2013 Jonathan Leibiusky and Marcos Lilljedahl

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of

this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in

the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to

use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of

the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so,

subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS

FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER

IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN

CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

1.11 xnio-nio 3.0.7.GA-redhat-1 
1.11.1 Available under license : 

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '# This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it # under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as # published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of # the License, or (at your option) any later version. # This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, # but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of #

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU # Lesser General Public

License for more details. # You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it * under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as * published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of * the License, or (at your option) any later version. * This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of *

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU * Lesser General Public

License for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public'

 

1.12 jzlib 1.1.1-6 
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1.12.1 Available under license : 
JZlib 0.0.* were released under the GNU LGPL license.  Later, we have switched

over to a BSD-style license.

 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Copyright (c) 2000-2011 ymnk, JCraft,Inc. All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

    this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

 3. The names of the authors may not be used to endorse or promote products

    derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES,

INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL JCRAFT,

INC. OR ANY CONTRIBUTORS TO THIS SOFTWARE BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA,

OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE,

EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

1.13 openorb 2.6 
1.13.1 Available under license : 

/*

 

================================================================================

The OpenORB Community Software License, Version 1.0

================================================================================

 

Copyright (C) 2002 The OpenORB Project. All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modifica-

tion, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

1. Redistributions of  source code must  retain the above copyright  notice,

   this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
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2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

   this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

   and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

3. The end-user documentation included with the redistribution, if any, must

   include  the following  acknowledgment:  "This product includes  software

   developed  by the OpenORB Community Project

   (http://sourceforge.net/projects/openorb/)." together with the due credit

   statements listed below.

   Alternately, this  acknowledgment and due credits may appear in the soft-

   ware  itself, if and wherever such  third-party  acknowledgments normally

   appear.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES,

INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

FITNESS  FOR A PARTICULAR  PURPOSE ARE  DISCLAIMED.  IN NO  EVENT SHALL  THE

MEMBERS OF THE OPENORB COMMUNITY PROJECT  OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS  BE LIABLE FOR 

ANY  DIRECT,  INDIRECT,  INCIDENTAL,  SPECIAL,  EXEMPLARY,  OR CONSEQUENTIAL 

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT  OF  SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR  PROFITS; OR BUSINESS  INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER

CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, 

OR TORT (INCLUDING  NEGLIGENCE OR  OTHERWISE) ARISING IN  ANY WAY OUT OF THE 

USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many individuals to

the OpenORB Community Project. For more information on the OpenORB  Community 

Project, please refer to <http://sourceforge.net/projects/openorb/>.

 

================================================================================

Due Credits

================================================================================

 

This product  includes  software developed  by the  Apache Software Foundation 

(http://www.apache.org/), including the Avalon  Framework, Avalon Logkit,  and

related Excalibur utilities. Due credit to the Apache Software Foundation

is hereby acknowledged.

 

This product is derived from  initial works published under the  Exolab Group,

(http://www.exolab.org</a>). Due credit to the Exolab Group is hereby  acknow-

ledged.  Parts of  this software are derived from and  subject to the terms of

the Exolab license.  A copy of the  Exolab license is contained in  respective

distributions.

 

*/
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1.14 osgi-enterprise 4.2.0.redhat-4 
1.14.1 Available under license : 

Apache License

Version 2.0, January 2004

http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

1. Definitions.

 

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1

through 9 of this document.

 

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are

under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or

indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of

fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source

code, documentation source, and configuration files.

 

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form,

including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

 

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as

indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix

below).

 

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the

Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole,

an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that

remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works

thereof.

 

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications

or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the

Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright

owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written

communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic

mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously

marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."
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"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been

received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce,

prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such

Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section)

patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such

license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was

submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit)

alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent

infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date

such litigation is filed.

 

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any

medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following

conditions:

 

You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and 

 

You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and 

 

You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark,

and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

the Derivative Works; and 

 

If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute

must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices

that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a NOTICE text

file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided along with the

Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such third-party notices

normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not modify the

License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside or as an

addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

as modifying the License.

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license

terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works

as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions

stated in this License.

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for

inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any

additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of

any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.
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6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product

names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and

reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work

(and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR

CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or

conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and

assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or

otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing,

shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or

consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or

any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of

such damages.

 

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may

choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or

rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf

and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend,

and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by

reason of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work

 

To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by

brackets "[]" replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include the brackets!) The text should be

enclosed in the appropriate comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a file or class name and

description of purpose be included on the same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier identification within

third-party archives.

 

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
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  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.15 jax-rs-provider 1.9.9-redhat-2 
1.15.1 Available under license : 

Apache License

 

Version 2.0, January 2004

 

http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

1. Definitions.

 

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1

through 9 of this document.

 

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are

under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or

indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of

fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source

code, documentation source, and configuration files.

 

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form,

including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

 

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as

indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix

below).

 

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the

Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole,

an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that

remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works

thereof.

 

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications

or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the
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Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright

owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written

communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic

mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously

marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been

received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce,

prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such

Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section)

patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such

license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was

submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit)

alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent

infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date

such litigation is filed.

 

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any

medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following

conditions:

 

You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and

You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark,

and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

the Derivative Works; and

If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute

must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices

that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a NOTICE text

file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided along with the

Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such third-party notices

normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not modify the

License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside or as an

addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

as modifying the License.

 

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license

terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works

as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions

stated in this License.
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5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for

inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any

additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of

any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product

names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and

reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work

(and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR

CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or

conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and

assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or

otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing,

shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or

consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or

any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of

such damages.

 

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may

choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or

rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf

and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend,

and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by

reason of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

1.16 stilts-stomp-server-core 0.1.26.redhat-3 
1.16.1 Available under license : 

Apache License

Version 2.0, January 2004

http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

1. Definitions.

 

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1

through 9 of this document.
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"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are

under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or

indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of

fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source

code, documentation source, and configuration files.

 

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form,

including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

 

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as

indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix

below).

 

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the

Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole,

an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that

remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works

thereof.

 

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications

or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the

Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright

owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written

communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic

mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously

marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been

received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce,

prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such

Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section)

patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such

license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was

submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit)
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alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent

infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date

such litigation is filed.

 

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any

medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following

conditions:

 

You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and 

 

You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and 

 

You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark,

and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

the Derivative Works; and 

 

If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute

must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices

that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a NOTICE text

file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided along with the

Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such third-party notices

normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not modify the

License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside or as an

addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

as modifying the License.

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license

terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works

as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions

stated in this License.

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for

inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any

additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of

any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product

names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and

reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work

(and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR

CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or

conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and

assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or

otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing,

shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or
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consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or

any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of

such damages.

 

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may

choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or

rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf

and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend,

and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by

reason of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work

 

To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by

brackets "[]" replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include the brackets!) The text should be

enclosed in the appropriate comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a file or class name and

description of purpose be included on the same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier identification within

third-party archives.

 

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.17 jandex 1.2.4.Final 
1.17.1 Available under license : 

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION
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  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent
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     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,
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         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any
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     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
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  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.18 commons-pool 1.6.redhat-6 
1.18.1 Available under license : 

 

Commons Pool

Copyright 2001-2013 JBoss by Red Hat

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

Apache Commons Pool

Copyright 2001-2012 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed by

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.
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     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,
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     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions
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     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability
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     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.19 jboss-as-management-client-content

7.3.0.Final-redhat-14 
1.19.1 Available under license : 

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it * under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as * published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of * the License, or (at your option) any later version. * This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of *

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU * Lesser General Public

License for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public'

 

1.20 okio 1.17.2 
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1.21 xml-commons-resolver 1.2.redhat-9 
1.21.1 Available under license : 

Apache License

Version 2.0, January 2004

http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

1. Definitions.

 

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1

through 9 of this document.

 

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are

under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or

indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of

fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source

code, documentation source, and configuration files.

 

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form,

including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

 

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as

indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix

below).

 

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the

Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole,

an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that

remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works

thereof.

 

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications

or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the

Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright

owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written

communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic

mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the
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Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously

marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been

received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce,

prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such

Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section)

patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such

license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was

submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit)

alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent

infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date

such litigation is filed.

 

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any

medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following

conditions:

 

You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and 

 

You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and 

 

You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark,

and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

the Derivative Works; and 

 

If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute

must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices

that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a NOTICE text

file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided along with the

Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such third-party notices

normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not modify the

License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside or as an

addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

as modifying the License.

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license

terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works

as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions

stated in this License.

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for

inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any
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additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of

any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product

names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and

reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work

(and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR

CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or

conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and

assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or

otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing,

shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or

consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or

any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of

such damages.

 

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may

choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or

rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf

and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend,

and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by

reason of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work

 

To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by

brackets "[]" replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include the brackets!) The text should be

enclosed in the appropriate comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a file or class name and

description of purpose be included on the same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier identification within

third-party archives.

 

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
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  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.22 jboss-as-domain-management

7.3.0.Final-redhat-14 
1.22.1 Available under license : 

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '# This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it # under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as # published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of # the License, or (at your option) any later version. # This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, # but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of #

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU # Lesser General Public

License for more details. # You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it * under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as * published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of * the License, or (at your option) any later version. * This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of *

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU * Lesser General Public

License for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public'

 

1.23 guava 13.0.1-redhat-1 
1.23.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2008 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

/*

  * This method was written by Doug Lea with assistance from members of JCP
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  * JSR-166 Expert Group and released to the public domain, as explained at

  * http://creativecommons.org/licenses/publicdomain

  *

  * As of 2010/06/11, this method is identical to the (package private) hash

  * method in OpenJDK 7's java.util.HashMap class.

  */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/Hashing.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2008 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-

jar/com/google/common/base/internal/Finalizer.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2011 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not

* use this file except in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of

* the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/SortedMultiset.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/SortedMultisets.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2012 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-

jar/com/google/common/reflect/TypeToInstanceMap.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-

jar/com/google/common/reflect/TypeCapture.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/RegularImmutableSortedMap.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/EmptyImmutableSortedMap.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-

jar/com/google/common/base/SmallCharMatcher.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/RegularImmutableAsList.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingNavigableMap.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-

jar/com/google/common/reflect/MutableTypeToInstanceMap.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingNavigableSet.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-

jar/com/google/common/base/MediumCharMatcher.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingImmutableMap.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-
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jar/com/google/common/reflect/package-info.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-

jar/com/google/common/reflect/ImmutableTypeToInstanceMap.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/TransformedListIterator.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingImmutableSet.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingImmutableList.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/TransformedIterator.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-

jar/com/google/common/reflect/AbstractInvocationHandler.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/AllEqualOrdering.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/RateLimiter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingDeque.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2011 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/Queues.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-

jar/com/google/common/hash/HashCode.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-

jar/com/google/common/hash/MessageDigestHashFunction.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-

jar/com/google/common/hash/AbstractStreamingHashFunction.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/BoundType.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-
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jar/com/google/common/hash/Hashing.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-

jar/com/google/common/hash/HashCodes.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/AbstractSortedMultiset.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-

jar/com/google/common/hash/HashFunction.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/EmptyImmutableSortedMultiset.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-

jar/com/google/common/hash/AbstractHasher.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/DescendingImmutableSortedMultiset.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-

jar/com/google/common/hash/Murmur3_32HashFunction.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-

jar/com/google/common/hash/PrimitiveSink.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-

jar/com/google/common/hash/Hasher.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-

jar/com/google/common/hash/Funnel.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/RegularContiguousSet.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-

jar/com/google/common/hash/Murmur3_128HashFunction.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-

jar/com/google/common/hash/BloomFilterStrategies.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-

jar/com/google/common/hash/Funnels.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-

jar/com/google/common/hash/BloomFilter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2007 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/
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/*

  * This following method is a modified version of one found in

  * http://gee.cs.oswego.edu/cgi-bin/viewcvs.cgi/jsr166/src/test/tck/AbstractExecutorServiceTest.java?revision=1.30

  * which contained the following notice:

  *

  * Written by Doug Lea with assistance from members of JCP JSR-166

  * Expert Group and released to the public domain, as explained at

  * http://creativecommons.org/publicdomain/zero/1.0/

  * Other contributors include Andrew Wright, Jeffrey Hayes,

  * Pat Fisher, Mike Judd.

  */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/MoreExecutors.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2005 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-

jar/com/google/common/reflect/Reflection.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2011 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the

* License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND,
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either

* express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/RangeSet.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/RangeMap.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-

jar/com/google/common/primitives/ParseRequest.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/SortedIterables.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-

jar/com/google/common/primitives/UnsignedLongs.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/TreeRangeSet.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/GeneralRange.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableSortedMultisetFauxverideShim.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-

jar/com/google/common/primitives/UnsignedInts.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/Count.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableSortedMultiset.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/RegularImmutableSortedMultiset.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/SortedIterable.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2008 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not

* use this file except in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of

* the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.
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*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/EmptyImmutableMultiset.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2006 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/Futures.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-

jar/com/google/common/annotations/VisibleForTesting.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-

jar/com/google/common/io/PatternFilenameFilter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/UncheckedTimeoutException.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-

jar/com/google/common/io/AppendableWriter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/FakeTimeLimiter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-

jar/com/google/common/base/CaseFormat.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/SimpleTimeLimiter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-

jar/com/google/common/reflect/TypeToken.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/TimeLimiter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2009 The Guava Authors
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*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/MapMaker.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/MapMakerInternalMap.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/Cut.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2011 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/EmptyContiguousSet.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2011 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at
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*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

/*

  * This method was written by Doug Lea with assistance from members of JCP

  * JSR-166 Expert Group and released to the public domain, as explained at

  * http://creativecommons.org/licenses/publicdomain

  *

  * As of 2010/06/11, this method is identical to the (package private) hash

  * method in OpenJDK 7's java.util.HashMap class.

  */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/Striped.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2011 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License.  You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied.  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-

jar/com/google/common/math/MathPreconditions.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-

jar/com/google/common/cache/Weigher.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Written by Doug Lea with assistance from members of JCP JSR-166

* Expert Group and released to the public domain, as explained at
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* http://creativecommons.org/publicdomain/zero/1.0/

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-

jar/com/google/common/cache/Striped64.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-

jar/com/google/common/cache/LongAdder.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/AtomicDoubleArray.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2010 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/SortedLists.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ContiguousSet.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ComputingConcurrentHashMap.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2007 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under
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* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/Interners.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/EnumMultiset.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

*  Licensed to the Apache Software Foundation (ASF) under one or more

*  contributor license agreements.  See the NOTICE file distributed with

*  this work for additional information regarding copyright ownership.

*  The ASF licenses this file to You under the Apache License, Version 2.0

*  (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with

*  the License.  You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

*  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

*  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

*  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

*  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

*  limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-

jar/com/google/common/primitives/AndroidInteger.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2010 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/AbstractLinkedIterator.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-

jar/com/google/common/base/Equivalences.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/MinMaxPriorityQueue.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/UnmodifiableListIterator.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-

jar/com/google/common/annotations/package-info.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/ThreadFactoryBuilder.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/SortedMapDifference.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-

jar/com/google/common/annotations/Beta.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingListMultimap.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/RowSortedTable.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-

jar/com/google/common/base/Strings.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/Monitor.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingSortedSetMultimap.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-

jar/com/google/common/primitives/package-info.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingSetMultimap.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-

jar/com/google/common/base/Equivalence.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-

jar/com/google/common/net/package-info.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/Atomics.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/DiscreteDomains.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-

jar/com/google/common/base/Ascii.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/AbstractSequentialIterator.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/ListeningExecutorService.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/UncaughtExceptionHandlers.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-
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jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/ForwardingBlockingQueue.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2009 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-

jar/com/google/common/primitives/SignedBytes.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/ForwardingService.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/ForwardingListenableFuture.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-

jar/com/google/common/primitives/UnsignedBytes.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-

jar/com/google/common/cache/CacheBuilder.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/ForwardingFuture.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-

jar/com/google/common/io/ByteArrayDataInput.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/JdkFutureAdapters.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/EmptyImmutableTable.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/RegularImmutableTable.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ArrayTable.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/SingletonImmutableTable.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-

jar/com/google/common/net/HostSpecifier.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-

jar/com/google/common/base/Splitter.java
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* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/RegularImmutableList.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ComparisonChain.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableSetMultimap.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-

jar/com/google/common/io/LineProcessor.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/SettableFuture.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/AbstractExecutionThreadService.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/Service.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/AbstractIndexedListIterator.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableSortedMap.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-

jar/com/google/common/reflect/TypeResolver.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/DiscreteDomain.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/AbstractIdleService.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/EmptyImmutableSetMultimap.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableTable.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/AsynchronousComputationException.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableSortedMapFauxverideShim.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/Callables.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableEnumSet.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/SingletonImmutableList.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-

jar/com/google/common/net/InternetDomainName.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-

jar/com/google/common/annotations/GwtIncompatible.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ComputationException.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-

jar/com/google/common/annotations/GwtCompatible.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-

jar/com/google/common/io/ByteProcessor.java
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* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableSortedSetFauxverideShim.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/RegularImmutableSortedSet.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/AbstractService.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/Ranges.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableClassToInstanceMap.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingTable.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-

jar/com/google/common/cache/LocalCache.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableAsList.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-

jar/com/google/common/io/ByteArrayDataOutput.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-

jar/com/google/common/base/Platform.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* This file is a modified version of

* http://gee.cs.oswego.edu/cgi-

bin/viewcvs.cgi/jsr166/src/main/java/util/concurrent/AbstractExecutorService.java?revision=1.35

* which contained the following notice:

*

* Written by Doug Lea with assistance from members of JCP JSR-166 Expert Group and released to the

* public domain, as explained at http://creativecommons.org/publicdomain/zero/1.0/

*

* Rationale for copying:

* Guava targets JDK5, whose AbstractExecutorService class lacks the newTaskFor protected

* customization methods needed by MoreExecutors.listeningDecorator. This class is a copy of

* AbstractExecutorService from the JSR166 CVS repository. It contains the desired methods.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/AbstractListeningExecutorService.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2008 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at
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*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/Serialization.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/Range.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableMapEntrySet.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/Platform.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-

jar/com/google/common/primitives/Doubles.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-

jar/com/google/common/base/CharMatcher.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableEntry.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/EmptyImmutableSortedSet.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/Tables.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-

jar/com/google/common/primitives/Shorts.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/HashBasedTable.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableMapKeySet.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/SingletonImmutableMap.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/StandardTable.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/TreeBasedTable.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-

jar/com/google/common/io/FileBackedOutputStream.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-

jar/com/google/common/base/Joiner.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-

jar/com/google/common/primitives/Floats.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-
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jar/com/google/common/primitives/Ints.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-

jar/com/google/common/base/Stopwatch.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-

jar/com/google/common/primitives/Longs.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/RegularImmutableBiMap.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableCollection.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-

jar/com/google/common/net/TldPatterns.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/Collections2.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableMultimap.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/FluentIterable.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/Table.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableBiMap.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/AbstractCheckedFuture.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/EmptyImmutableListMultimap.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableListMultimap.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableMapValues.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/EmptyImmutableMap.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-

jar/com/google/common/primitives/Booleans.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-

jar/com/google/common/net/InetAddresses.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/ListenableFutureTask.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/EmptyImmutableBiMap.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-

jar/com/google/common/primitives/Chars.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-

jar/com/google/common/io/MultiReader.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/RegularImmutableMap.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-

jar/com/google/common/primitives/Bytes.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-
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jar/com/google/common/collect/PeekingIterator.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableMultiset.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/UnmodifiableIterator.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/StandardRowSortedTable.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/CheckedFuture.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableMap.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableSortedSet.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2010 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS-IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/GenericMapMaker.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2007 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
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* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-

jar/com/google/common/io/ByteStreams.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/EmptyImmutableList.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ExplicitOrdering.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-

jar/com/google/common/base/Predicates.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/AbstractMultimap.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-

jar/com/google/common/io/CountingOutputStream.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-

jar/com/google/common/eventbus/HandlerFindingStrategy.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-

jar/com/google/common/base/Defaults.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-

jar/com/google/common/base/Objects.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/HashMultimap.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-

jar/com/google/common/base/Suppliers.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-

jar/com/google/common/eventbus/SynchronizedEventHandler.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-

jar/com/google/common/base/Preconditions.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-

jar/com/google/common/base/FinalizableReferenceQueue.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/AbstractBiMap.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/package-info.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-

jar/com/google/common/base/FinalizablePhantomReference.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-

jar/com/google/common/io/LineBuffer.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/MapConstraints.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-

jar/com/google/common/io/LittleEndianDataOutputStream.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-

jar/com/google/common/io/CountingInputStream.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-
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jar/com/google/common/collect/LexicographicalOrdering.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/Lists.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/AbstractListMultimap.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/SortedSetMultimap.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-

jar/com/google/common/base/FinalizableReference.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-

jar/com/google/common/eventbus/AllowConcurrentEvents.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ListMultimap.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/Ordering.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/Constraint.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingObject.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableList.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingMap.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-

jar/com/google/common/eventbus/EventBus.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-

jar/com/google/common/io/package-info.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-

jar/com/google/common/io/Files.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-

jar/com/google/common/base/FinalizableSoftReference.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-

jar/com/google/common/io/Resources.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/NullsFirstOrdering.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingMapEntry.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/Multimaps.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingMultimap.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-

jar/com/google/common/base/package-info.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/EmptyImmutableSet.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-

jar/com/google/common/io/Flushables.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-
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jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingListIterator.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/SetMultimap.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/AbstractSortedSetMultimap.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/AbstractSetMultimap.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingQueue.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/MapConstraint.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingCollection.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/HashMultiset.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-

jar/com/google/common/eventbus/package-info.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/ListenableFuture.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-

jar/com/google/common/io/Closeables.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ReverseOrdering.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-

jar/com/google/common/io/CharStreams.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingSortedSet.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-

jar/com/google/common/eventbus/EventHandler.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/Maps.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-

jar/com/google/common/base/Predicate.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-

jar/com/google/common/base/FinalizableWeakReference.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/AbstractMultiset.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/Synchronized.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/AbstractFuture.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/Constraints.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/Iterables.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-

jar/com/google/common/io/MultiInputStream.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-
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jar/com/google/common/collect/Iterators.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingMultiset.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-

jar/com/google/common/io/InputSupplier.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/HashBiMap.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/CompoundOrdering.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/SingletonImmutableSet.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/Multisets.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingConcurrentMap.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ArrayListMultimap.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/LinkedHashMultimap.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-

jar/com/google/common/primitives/Primitives.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-

jar/com/google/common/io/LimitInputStream.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingIterator.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/NullsLastOrdering.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/LinkedHashMultiset.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/TreeMultimap.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/Multiset.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-

jar/com/google/common/eventbus/DeadEvent.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableSet.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/LinkedListMultimap.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-

jar/com/google/common/base/AbstractIterator.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-

jar/com/google/common/eventbus/AsyncEventBus.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-

jar/com/google/common/base/Supplier.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ClassToInstanceMap.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-
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jar/com/google/common/collect/EnumHashBiMap.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-

jar/com/google/common/io/LineReader.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-

jar/com/google/common/base/Charsets.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ReverseNaturalOrdering.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/MutableClassToInstanceMap.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-

jar/com/google/common/base/Throwables.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-

jar/com/google/common/base/Functions.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/ExecutionList.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ObjectArrays.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingSet.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingSortedMap.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ByFunctionOrdering.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/Multimap.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/UsingToStringOrdering.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/MapDifference.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/RegularImmutableSet.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/AbstractMapEntry.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/package-info.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/AbstractIterator.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/BiMap.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/AbstractMapBasedMultiset.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingList.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/TransformedImmutableSet.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-

jar/com/google/common/io/LittleEndianDataInputStream.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-
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jar/com/google/common/collect/ConcurrentHashMultiset.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/Interner.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/NaturalOrdering.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-

jar/com/google/common/eventbus/AnnotatedHandlerFinder.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/TreeMultiset.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ComparatorOrdering.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-

jar/com/google/common/eventbus/Subscribe.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/EnumBiMap.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-

jar/com/google/common/base/Function.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-

jar/com/google/common/io/OutputSupplier.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2011 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-

jar/com/google/common/cache/LoadingCache.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/AbstractScheduledService.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/Uninterruptibles.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-

jar/com/google/common/base/PairwiseEquivalence.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/GwtTransient.java
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* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/AtomicLongMap.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-

jar/com/google/common/cache/ForwardingLoadingCache.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-

jar/com/google/common/cache/CacheBuilderSpec.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/WellBehavedMap.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/UncheckedExecutionException.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-

jar/com/google/common/cache/CacheLoader.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/ListeningScheduledExecutorService.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-

jar/com/google/common/math/package-info.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/RegularImmutableMultiset.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-

jar/com/google/common/cache/AbstractLoadingCache.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-

jar/com/google/common/reflect/Types.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-

jar/com/google/common/hash/AbstractCompositeHashFunction.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-

jar/com/google/common/cache/RemovalListeners.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/ForwardingCheckedFuture.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/ForwardingExecutorService.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/AsyncFunction.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-

jar/com/google/common/math/DoubleMath.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-

jar/com/google/common/cache/package-info.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-

jar/com/google/common/cache/RemovalNotification.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-

jar/com/google/common/net/HttpHeaders.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/ExecutionError.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-

jar/com/google/common/base/Absent.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-

jar/com/google/common/math/BigIntegerMath.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-

jar/com/google/common/base/Optional.java
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* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-

jar/com/google/common/math/IntMath.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-

jar/com/google/common/cache/AbstractCache.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-

jar/com/google/common/cache/Cache.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-

jar/com/google/common/base/Present.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-

jar/com/google/common/reflect/TypeParameter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-

jar/com/google/common/net/MediaType.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-

jar/com/google/common/base/Ticker.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/FutureCallback.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/CycleDetectingLockFactory.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-

jar/com/google/common/hash/AbstractNonStreamingHashFunction.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-

jar/com/google/common/cache/CacheStats.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-

jar/com/google/common/math/LongMath.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/ForwardingListeningExecutorService.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-

jar/com/google/common/cache/RemovalListener.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-

jar/com/google/common/base/Enums.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-

jar/com/google/common/cache/RemovalCause.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-

jar/com/google/common/net/HostAndPort.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-

jar/com/google/common/math/DoubleUtils.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-

jar/com/google/common/cache/ForwardingCache.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2007 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
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*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

/*

  * Regarding newSetForMap() and SetFromMap:

  *

  * Written by Doug Lea with assistance from members of JCP JSR-166

  * Expert Group and released to the public domain, as explained at

  * http://creativecommons.org/licenses/publicdomain

  */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/Sets.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2011 The Guava Authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-

jar/com/google/common/hash/package-info.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2011 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not

* use this file except in compliance with the License.  You may obtain a copy

* of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
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*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.  See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-

jar/com/google/common/base/FunctionalEquivalence.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2004 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-

jar/com/google/common/io/NullOutputStream.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2009 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the

* License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND,

either

* express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableSortedAsList.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2011 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the

* License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND,

either

* express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-

jar/com/google/common/primitives/UnsignedInteger.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-

jar/com/google/common/primitives/UnsignedLong.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219631_1601370762.97/0/guava-13-0-1-redhat-1-sources-

jar/com/google/common/collect/Maps.java.orig

 

1.24 jbossweb 7.3.0.Final-redhat-14 
1.24.1 Available under license : 

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* as indicated by the @authors tag. All rights reserved. *

This copyrighted material is made available to anyone wishing to use, * modify, copy, or redistribute it subject to

the terms and conditions * of the GNU Lesser General Public License, v. 2.1. * This program is distributed in the

hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT A * WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A * PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU Lesser General Public

License for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public License, * MA
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02110-1301, USA.'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it * under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as * published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of * the License, or (at your option) any later version. * This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of *

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU * Lesser General Public

License for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public * Expert Group and

released to the public domain, as explained at'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '# This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it # under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as # published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of # the License, or (at your option) any later version. # This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, # but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of #

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU # Lesser General Public

License for more details. # You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it * under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as * published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of * the License, or (at your option) any later version. * This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of *

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU * Lesser General Public

License for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '*  This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it *  under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as *  published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of *  the License, or (at your option) any later version. *  This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, *  but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of *

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU *  Lesser General Public

License for more details. *  You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it * under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as * published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of * the License, or (at your option) any later version. * This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of *

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU * Lesser General Public

License for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public // JACC 1.1:

Transport is CONFIDENTIAL/INTEGRAL, add a !(http methods)'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as * published by the Free Software Foundation; either

version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version. * This software is distributed in the hope that it will

be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty * of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU Lesser General Public License for more details. * You

should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public License along with this software; if not, write to the

Free'

 

1.25 jbossjts-jacorb 4.17.15.Final-redhat-4 
1.25.1 Available under license : 

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* This copyrighted material is made available to anyone

wishing to use, * modify, copy, or redistribute it subject to the terms and conditions * of the GNU Lesser General

Public License, v. 2.1. * This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT A *
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WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A * PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  See the GNU Lesser General Public License for more details. * You should have received a copy of the

GNU Lesser General Public License, * MA  02110-1301, USA. * Hewlett-Packard Company Confidential'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* by the @authors tag. All rights reserved. * This

copyrighted material is made available to anyone wishing to use, * modify, copy, or redistribute it subject to the

terms and conditions * of the GNU Lesser General Public License, v. 2.1. * This program is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, but WITHOUT A * WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A * PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU Lesser General Public

License for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public License, * MA

02110-1301, USA.'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* This copyrighted material is made available to anyone

wishing to use, * modify, copy, or redistribute it subject to the terms and conditions * of the GNU Lesser General

Public License, v. 2.1. * This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT A *

WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A * PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  See the GNU Lesser General Public License for more details. * You should have received a copy of the

GNU Lesser General Public License, * MA  02110-1301, USA.'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it * under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as * published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of * the License, or (at your option) any later version. * This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of *

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU * Lesser General Public

License for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* This copyrighted material is made available to anyone

wishing to use, * modify, copy, or redistribute it subject to the terms and conditions * of the GNU Lesser General

Public License, v. 2.1. * This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT A *

WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A * PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  See the GNU Lesser General Public License for more details. * You should have received a copy of the

GNU Lesser General Public License, * MA  02110-1301, USA. * Copyright (C) 1999-2001 by HP Bluestone

Software, Inc. All rights Reserved.'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in 'This copyrighted material is made available to anyone

wishing to use, modify, copy, or redistribute it subject to the terms and conditions of the GNU Lesser General Public

License, v. 2.1. This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT A WARRANTY;

without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See

the GNU Lesser General Public License for more details. You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser

General Public License, MA  02110-1301, USA.'

 

1.26 jboss-as-jsf-injection 7.3.0.Final-redhat-

14 
1.26.1 Available under license : 

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* as indicated by the @author tags. All rights reserved. *

This copyrighted material is made available to anyone wishing to use, * modify, copy, or redistribute it subject to

the terms and conditions * of the GNU Lesser General Public License, v. 2.1. * This program is distributed in the

hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT A * WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A * PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU Lesser General Public

License for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public License, * MA
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02110-1301, USA.'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it * under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as * published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of * the License, or (at your option) any later version. * This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of *

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU * Lesser General Public

License for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public'

 

1.27 objenesis 2.6 
1.27.1 Available under license : 

// ------------------------------------------------------------------

// NOTICE file corresponding to the section 4d of The Apache License,

// Version 2.0, in this case for Objenesis

// ------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Objenesis

Copyright 2006-2017 Joe Walnes, Henri Tremblay, Leonardo Mesquita

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.
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     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,
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     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions
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     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability
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     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.28 openssl openssl-1.0.2k-19.el7 
1.28.1 Available under license : 

Copyright (C) 1995-1997 Eric Young (eay@cryptsoft.com)

All rights reserved.

 

This package is an DES implementation written by Eric Young (eay@cryptsoft.com).

The implementation was written so as to conform with MIT's libdes.

 

This library is free for commercial and non-commercial use as long as

the following conditions are aheared to.  The following conditions

apply to all code found in this distribution.

 

Copyright remains Eric Young's, and as such any Copyright notices in

the code are not to be removed.

If this package is used in a product, Eric Young should be given attribution

as the author of that the SSL library.  This can be in the form of a textual
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message at program startup or in documentation (online or textual) provided

with the package.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. All advertising materials mentioning features or use of this software

  must display the following acknowledgement:

  This product includes software developed by Eric Young (eay@cryptsoft.com)

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY ERIC YOUNG ``AS IS'' AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS

OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGE.

 

The license and distribution terms for any publically available version or

derivative of this code cannot be changed.  i.e. this code cannot simply be

copied and put under another distrubution license

[including the GNU Public License.]

 

The reason behind this being stated in this direct manner is past

experience in code simply being copied and the attribution removed

from it and then being distributed as part of other packages. This

implementation was a non-trivial and unpaid effort.

 

 LICENSE ISSUES

 ==============

 

 The OpenSSL toolkit stays under a double license, i.e. both the conditions of

 the OpenSSL License and the original SSLeay license apply to the toolkit.

 See below for the actual license texts. Actually both licenses are BSD-style

 Open Source licenses. In case of any license issues related to OpenSSL

 please contact openssl-core@openssl.org.

 

 OpenSSL License

 ---------------
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/* ====================================================================

* Copyright (c) 1998-2018 The OpenSSL Project.  All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

*    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

*    distribution.

*

* 3. All advertising materials mentioning features or use of this

*    software must display the following acknowledgment:

*    "This product includes software developed by the OpenSSL Project

*    for use in the OpenSSL Toolkit. (http://www.openssl.org/)"

*

* 4. The names "OpenSSL Toolkit" and "OpenSSL Project" must not be used to

*    endorse or promote products derived from this software without

*    prior written permission. For written permission, please contact

*    openssl-core@openssl.org.

*

* 5. Products derived from this software may not be called "OpenSSL"

*    nor may "OpenSSL" appear in their names without prior written

*    permission of the OpenSSL Project.

*

* 6. Redistributions of any form whatsoever must retain the following

*    acknowledgment:

*    "This product includes software developed by the OpenSSL Project

*    for use in the OpenSSL Toolkit (http://www.openssl.org/)"

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE OpenSSL PROJECT ``AS IS'' AND ANY

* EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

* PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE OpenSSL PROJECT OR

* ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

* SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

* LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

* ====================================================================
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*

* This product includes cryptographic software written by Eric Young

* (eay@cryptsoft.com).  This product includes software written by Tim

* Hudson (tjh@cryptsoft.com).

*

*/

 

Original SSLeay License

-----------------------

 

/* Copyright (C) 1995-1998 Eric Young (eay@cryptsoft.com)

* All rights reserved.

*

* This package is an SSL implementation written

* by Eric Young (eay@cryptsoft.com).

* The implementation was written so as to conform with Netscapes SSL.

*

* This library is free for commercial and non-commercial use as long as

* the following conditions are aheared to.  The following conditions

* apply to all code found in this distribution, be it the RC4, RSA,

* lhash, DES, etc., code; not just the SSL code.  The SSL documentation

* included with this distribution is covered by the same copyright terms

* except that the holder is Tim Hudson (tjh@cryptsoft.com).

*

* Copyright remains Eric Young's, and as such any Copyright notices in

* the code are not to be removed.

* If this package is used in a product, Eric Young should be given attribution

* as the author of the parts of the library used.

* This can be in the form of a textual message at program startup or

* in documentation (online or textual) provided with the package.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* 3. All advertising materials mentioning features or use of this software

*    must display the following acknowledgement:

*    "This product includes cryptographic software written by

*     Eric Young (eay@cryptsoft.com)"

*    The word 'cryptographic' can be left out if the rouines from the library

*    being used are not cryptographic related :-).

* 4. If you include any Windows specific code (or a derivative thereof) from

*    the apps directory (application code) you must include an acknowledgement:

*    "This product includes software written by Tim Hudson (tjh@cryptsoft.com)"
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*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY ERIC YOUNG ``AS IS'' AND

* ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

* ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

* FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

* DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS

* OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

* LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

* OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

* SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* The licence and distribution terms for any publically available version or

* derivative of this code cannot be changed.  i.e. this code cannot simply be

* copied and put under another distribution licence

* [including the GNU Public Licence.]

*/

Copyright (C) 1995-1997 Eric Young (eay@cryptsoft.com)

All rights reserved.

 

This package is an Blowfish implementation written

by Eric Young (eay@cryptsoft.com).

 

This library is free for commercial and non-commercial use as long as

the following conditions are aheared to.  The following conditions

apply to all code found in this distribution.

 

Copyright remains Eric Young's, and as such any Copyright notices in

the code are not to be removed.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. All advertising materials mentioning features or use of this software

  must display the following acknowledgement:

  This product includes software developed by Eric Young (eay@cryptsoft.com)

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY ERIC YOUNG ``AS IS'' AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL
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DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS

OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGE.

 

The license and distribution terms for any publically available version or

derivative of this code cannot be changed.  i.e. this code cannot simply be

copied and put under another distrubution license

[including the GNU Public License.]

 

The reason behind this being stated in this direct manner is past

experience in code simply being copied and the attribution removed

from it and then being distributed as part of other packages. This

implementation was a non-trivial and unpaid effort.

 

1.29 jackson 1.9.13 
1.29.1 Available under license : 

This copy of Jackson JSON processor is licensed under the

Apache (Software) License, version 2.0 ("the License").

See the License for details about distribution rights, and the

specific rights regarding derivate works.

 

You may obtain a copy of the License at:

 

http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

A copy is also included with both the the downloadable source code package

and jar that contains class bytecodes, as file "ASL 2.0". In both cases,

that file should be located next to this file: in source distribution

the location should be "release-notes/asl"; and in jar "META-INF/"

This product currently only contains code developed by authors

of specific components, as identified by the source code files;

if such notes are missing files have been created by

Tatu Saloranta.

 

For additional credits (generally to people who reported problems)

see CREDITS file.

 

1.30 ftp-server 1.1.1 
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1.30.1 Available under license : 
// ------------------------------------------------------------------

// NOTICE file corresponding to the section 4d of The Apache License,

// Version 2.0, in this case for Apache FtpServer Core

// ------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Apache FtpServer Core

Copyright 2003-2017 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

 

This product includes/uses software, AOP alliance (http://aopalliance.sourceforge.net)

License: Public Domain

 

This product includes/uses software, Apache Ftplet API (http://mina.apache.org/ftpserver),

developed by The Apache Software Foundation  (https://www.apache.org/)

License: Apache 2.0 License  (http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0)

 

This product includes/uses software, Apache MINA Core (http://mina.apache.org/mina-core/),

developed by Apache MINA Project  (http://mina.apache.org/)

License: Apache 2.0 License  (http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0)

 

This product includes/uses software, JCL 1.1.1 implemented over SLF4J (http://www.slf4j.org),

developed by QOS.ch  (http://www.qos.ch)

License: MIT License  (http://www.opensource.org/licenses/mit-license.php)

 

This product includes/uses software, SLF4J API Module (http://www.slf4j.org),

developed by QOS.ch  (http://www.qos.ch)

License: MIT License  (http://www.opensource.org/licenses/mit-license.php)

 

This product includes/uses software, Spring Framework: Beans (http://www.springframework.org),

developed by Spring Framework  (http://www.springframework.org/)

License: The Apache Software License, Version 2.0  (http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.txt)

 

This product includes/uses software, Spring Framework: Context (http://www.springframework.org),

developed by Spring Framework  (http://www.springframework.org/)

License: The Apache Software License, Version 2.0  (http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.txt)

 

This product includes/uses software, Spring Framework: Core (http://www.springframework.org),

developed by Spring Framework  (http://www.springframework.org/)

License: The Apache Software License, Version 2.0  (http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.txt)

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/
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  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of
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     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works
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         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A
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     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
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  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.31 commons-beanutils 1.8.3.redhat-6 
1.31.1 Available under license : 

Apache Commons BeanUtils

Copyright 2000-2010 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed by

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,
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     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)
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     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.
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  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS
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  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.32 ironjacamar-spec-api 1.0.15.Final 
1.32.1 Available under license : 

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it * under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as * published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of * the License, or (at your option) any later version. * This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of *

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU * Lesser General Public

License for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public * Indicates that the

configuration property is confidential and boolean confidential() default false;'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it * under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as * published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of * the License, or (at your option) any later version. * This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of *

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU * Lesser General Public

License for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public'

 

1.33 flyway-commandline 1.1 
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1.34 stilts-conduit-server-spi 0.1.26.redhat-3 
1.34.1 Available under license : 

Apache License

Version 2.0, January 2004

http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

1. Definitions.

 

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1

through 9 of this document.

 

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are

under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or

indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of

fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source

code, documentation source, and configuration files.

 

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form,

including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

 

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as

indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix

below).

 

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the

Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole,

an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that

remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works

thereof.

 

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications

or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the

Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright

owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written

communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic

mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the
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Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously

marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been

received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce,

prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such

Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section)

patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such

license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was

submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit)

alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent

infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date

such litigation is filed.

 

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any

medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following

conditions:

 

You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and 

 

You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and 

 

You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark,

and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

the Derivative Works; and 

 

If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute

must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices

that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a NOTICE text

file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided along with the

Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such third-party notices

normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not modify the

License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside or as an

addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

as modifying the License.

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license

terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works

as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions

stated in this License.

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for

inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any
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additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of

any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product

names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and

reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work

(and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR

CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or

conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and

assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or

otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing,

shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or

consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or

any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of

such damages.

 

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may

choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or

rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf

and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend,

and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by

reason of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work

 

To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by

brackets "[]" replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include the brackets!) The text should be

enclosed in the appropriate comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a file or class name and

description of purpose be included on the same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier identification within

third-party archives.

 

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
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  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.35 jsp 2.0.public_draft 
1.35.1 Available under license : 

COMMON DEVELOPMENT AND DISTRIBUTION LICENSE Version 1.0 (CDDL-1.0) (text)

 

1. Definitions.

 

1.1. Contributor means each individual or entity that creates or contributes to the creation of Modifications.

 

1.2. Contributor Version means the combination of the Original Software, prior Modifications used by a Contributor

(if any), and the Modifications made by that particular Contributor.

 

1.3. Covered Software means (a) the Original Software, or (b) Modifications, or (c) the combination of files

containing Original Software with files containing Modifications, in each case including portions thereof.

 

1.4. Executable means the Covered Software in any form other than Source Code.

 

1.5. Initial Developer means the individual or entity that first makes Original Software available under this License.

 

1.6. Larger Work means a work which combines Covered Software or portions thereof with code not governed by

the terms of this License.

 

1.7. License means this document.

 

1.8. Licensable means having the right to grant, to the maximum extent possible, whether at the time of the initial

grant or subsequently acquired, any and all of the rights conveyed herein.

 

1.9. Modifications means the Source Code and Executable form of any of the following:

 

A. Any file that results from an addition to, deletion from or modification of the contents of a file containing

Original Software or previous Modifications;

 

B. Any new file that contains any part of the Original Software or previous Modification; or

 

C. Any new file that is contributed or otherwise made available under the terms of this License.

 

1.10. Original Software means the Source Code and Executable form of computer software code that is originally

released under this License.

 

1.11. Patent Claims means any patent claim(s), now owned or hereafter acquired, including without limitation,

method, process, and apparatus claims, in any patent Licensable by grantor.
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1.12. Source Code means (a) the common form of computer software code in which modifications are made and (b)

associated documentation included in or with such code.

 

1.13. You (or Your) means an individual or a legal entity exercising rights under, and complying with all of the

terms of, this License. For legal entities, You includes any entity which controls, is controlled by, or is under

common control with You. For purposes of this definition, control means (a) the power, direct or indirect, to cause

the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (b) ownership of more than fifty

percent (50%) of the outstanding shares or beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

2. License Grants.

 

2.1. The Initial Developer Grant.

 

Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and subject to third party intellectual property claims,

the Initial Developer hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license:

 

(a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark) Licensable by Initial Developer, to use,

reproduce, modify, display, perform, sublicense and distribute the Original Software (or portions thereof), with or

without Modifications, and/or as part of a Larger Work; and

 

(b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using or selling of Original Software, to make, have made, use,

practice, sell, and offer for sale, and/or otherwise dispose of the Original Software (or portions thereof).

 

(c) The licenses granted in Sections 2.1(a) and (b) are effective on the date Initial Developer first distributes or

otherwise makes the Original Software available to a third party under the terms of this License.

 

(d) Notwithstanding Section 2.1(b) above, no patent license is granted: (1) for code that You delete from the

Original Software, or (2) for infringements caused by: (i) the modification of the Original Software, or (ii) the

combination of the Original Software with other software or devices.

 

2.2. Contributor Grant.

 

Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and subject to third party intellectual property claims,

each Contributor hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license:

 

(a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark) Licensable by Contributor to use, reproduce,

modify, display, perform, sublicense and distribute the Modifications created by such Contributor (or portions

thereof), either on an unmodified basis, with other Modifications, as Covered Software and/or as part of a Larger

Work; and

 

(b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using, or selling of Modifications made by that Contributor either

alone and/or in combination with its Contributor Version (or portions of such combination), to make, use, sell, offer

for sale, have made, and/or otherwise dispose of: (1) Modifications made by that Contributor (or portions thereof);

and (2) the combination of Modifications made by that Contributor with its Contributor Version (or portions of such

combination).

 

(c) The licenses granted in Sections 2.2(a) and 2.2(b) are effective on the date Contributor first distributes or
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otherwise makes the Modifications available to a third party.

 

(d) Notwithstanding Section 2.2(b) above, no patent license is granted: (1) for any code that Contributor has deleted

from the Contributor Version; (2) for infringements caused by: (i) third party modifications of Contributor Version,

or (ii) the combination of Modifications made by that Contributor with other software (except as part of the

Contributor Version) or other devices; or (3) under Patent Claims infringed by Covered Software in the absence of

Modifications made by that Contributor.

 

3. Distribution Obligations.

 

3.1. Availability of Source Code.

 

Any Covered Software that You distribute or otherwise make available in Executable form must also be made

available in Source Code form and that Source Code form must be distributed only under the terms of this License.

You must include a copy of this License with every copy of the Source Code form of the Covered Software You

distribute or otherwise make available. You must inform recipients of any such Covered Software in Executable

form as to how they can obtain such Covered Software in Source Code form in a reasonable manner on or through a

medium customarily used for software exchange.

 

3.2. Modifications.

 

The Modifications that You create or to which You contribute are governed by the terms of this License. You

represent that You believe Your Modifications are Your original creation(s) and/or You have sufficient rights to

grant the rights conveyed by this License.

 

3.3. Required Notices.

 

You must include a notice in each of Your Modifications that identifies You as the Contributor of the Modification.

You may not remove or alter any copyright, patent or trademark notices contained within the Covered Software, or

any notices of licensing or any descriptive text giving attribution to any Contributor or the Initial Developer.

 

3.4. Application of Additional Terms.

 

You may not offer or impose any terms on any Covered Software in Source Code form that alters or restricts the

applicable version of this License or the recipients rights hereunder. You may choose to offer, and to charge a fee

for, warranty, support, indemnity or liability obligations to one or more recipients of Covered Software. However,

you may do so only on Your own behalf, and not on behalf of the Initial Developer or any Contributor. You must

make it absolutely clear that any such warranty, support, indemnity or liability obligation is offered by You alone,

and You hereby agree to indemnify the Initial Developer and every Contributor for any liability incurred by the

Initial Developer or such Contributor as a result of warranty, support, indemnity or liability terms You offer.

 

3.5. Distribution of Executable Versions.

 

You may distribute the Executable form of the Covered Software under the terms of this License or under the terms

of a license of Your choice, which may contain terms different from this License, provided that You are in

compliance with the terms of this License and that the license for the Executable form does not attempt to limit or

alter the recipients rights in the Source Code form from the rights set forth in this License. If You distribute the

Covered Software in Executable form under a different license, You must make it absolutely clear that any terms
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which differ from this License are offered by You alone, not by the Initial Developer or Contributor. You hereby

agree to indemnify the Initial Developer and every Contributor for any liability incurred by the Initial Developer or

such Contributor as a result of any such terms You offer.

 

3.6. Larger Works.

 

You may create a Larger Work by combining Covered Software with other code not governed by the terms of this

License and distribute the Larger Work as a single product. In such a case, You must make sure the requirements of

this License are fulfilled for the Covered Software.

 

4. Versions of the License.

 

4.1. New Versions.

 

Sun Microsystems, Inc. is the initial license steward and may publish revised and/or new versions of this License

from time to time. Each version will be given a distinguishing version number. Except as provided in Section 4.3, no

one other than the license steward has the right to modify this License.

 

4.2. Effect of New Versions.

 

You may always continue to use, distribute or otherwise make the Covered Software available under the terms of the

version of the License under which You originally received the Covered Software. If the Initial Developer includes a

notice in the Original Software prohibiting it from being distributed or otherwise made available under any

subsequent version of the License, You must distribute and make the Covered Software available under the terms of

the version of the License under which You originally received the Covered Software. Otherwise, You may also

choose to use, distribute or otherwise make the Covered Software available under the terms of any subsequent

version of the License published by the license steward.

 

4.3. Modified Versions.

 

When You are an Initial Developer and You want to create a new license for Your Original Software, You may

create and use a modified version of this License if You: (a) rename the license and remove any references to the

name of the license steward (except to note that the license differs from this License); and (b) otherwise make it

clear that the license contains terms which differ from this License.

 

5. DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY.

 

COVERED SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED UNDER THIS LICENSE ON AN AS IS BASIS, WITHOUT

WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION,

WARRANTIES THAT THE COVERED SOFTWARE IS FREE OF DEFECTS, MERCHANTABLE, FIT FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR NON-INFRINGING. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND

PERFORMANCE OF THE COVERED SOFTWARE IS WITH YOU. SHOULD ANY COVERED SOFTWARE

PROVE DEFECTIVE IN ANY RESPECT, YOU (NOT THE INITIAL DEVELOPER OR ANY OTHER

CONTRIBUTOR) ASSUME THE COST OF ANY NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

THIS DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY CONSTITUTES AN ESSENTIAL PART OF THIS LICENSE. NO USE

OF ANY COVERED SOFTWARE IS AUTHORIZED HEREUNDER EXCEPT UNDER THIS DISCLAIMER.

 

6. TERMINATION.
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6.1. This License and the rights granted hereunder will terminate automatically if You fail to comply with terms

herein and fail to cure such breach within 30 days of becoming aware of the breach. Provisions which, by their

nature, must remain in effect beyond the termination of this License shall survive.

 

6.2. If You assert a patent infringement claim (excluding declaratory judgment actions) against Initial Developer or

a Contributor (the Initial Developer or Contributor against whom You assert such claim is referred to as Participant)

alleging that the Participant Software (meaning the Contributor Version where the Participant is a Contributor or the

Original Software where the Participant is the Initial Developer) directly or indirectly infringes any patent, then any

and all rights granted directly or indirectly to You by such Participant, the Initial Developer (if the Initial Developer

is not the Participant) and all Contributors under Sections 2.1 and/or 2.2 of this License shall, upon 60 days notice

from Participant terminate prospectively and automatically at the expiration of such 60 day notice period, unless if

within such 60 day period You withdraw Your claim with respect to the Participant Software against such

Participant either unilaterally or pursuant to a written agreement with Participant.

 

6.3. In the event of termination under Sections 6.1 or 6.2 above, all end user licenses that have been validly granted

by You or any distributor hereunder prior to termination (excluding licenses granted to You by any distributor) shall

survive termination.

 

7. LIMITATION OF LIABILITY.

 

UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES AND UNDER NO LEGAL THEORY, WHETHER TORT (INCLUDING

NEGLIGENCE), CONTRACT, OR OTHERWISE, SHALL YOU, THE INITIAL DEVELOPER, ANY OTHER

CONTRIBUTOR, OR ANY DISTRIBUTOR OF COVERED SOFTWARE, OR ANY SUPPLIER OF ANY OF

SUCH PARTIES, BE LIABLE TO ANY PERSON FOR ANY INDIRECT, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OF ANY CHARACTER INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, DAMAGES

FOR LOST PROFITS, LOSS OF GOODWILL, WORK STOPPAGE, COMPUTER FAILURE OR

MALFUNCTION, OR ANY AND ALL OTHER COMMERCIAL DAMAGES OR LOSSES, EVEN IF SUCH

PARTY SHALL HAVE BEEN INFORMED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES. THIS LIMITATION

OF LIABILITY SHALL NOT APPLY TO LIABILITY FOR DEATH OR PERSONAL INJURY RESULTING

FROM SUCH PARTYS NEGLIGENCE TO THE EXTENT APPLICABLE LAW PROHIBITS SUCH

LIMITATION. SOME JURISDICTIONS DO NOT ALLOW THE EXCLUSION OR LIMITATION OF

INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, SO THIS EXCLUSION AND LIMITATION MAY NOT

APPLY TO YOU.

 

8. U.S. GOVERNMENT END USERS.

 

The Covered Software is a commercial item, as that term is defined in 48 C.F.R. 2.101 (Oct. 1995), consisting of

commercial computer software (as that term is defined at 48 C.F.R.  252.227-7014(a)(1)) and commercial computer

software documentation as such terms are used in 48 C.F.R. 12.212 (Sept. 1995). Consistent with 48 C.F.R. 12.212

and 48 C.F.R. 227.7202-1 through 227.7202-4 (June 1995), all U.S. Government End Users acquire Covered

Software with only those rights set forth herein. This U.S. Government Rights clause is in lieu of, and supersedes,

any other FAR, DFAR, or other clause or provision that addresses Government rights in computer software under

this License.

 

9. MISCELLANEOUS.

 

This License represents the complete agreement concerning subject matter hereof. If any provision of this License is
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held to be unenforceable, such provision shall be reformed only to the extent necessary to make it enforceable. This

License shall be governed by the law of the jurisdiction specified in a notice contained within the Original Software

(except to the extent applicable law, if any, provides otherwise), excluding such jurisdictions conflict-of-law

provisions. Any litigation relating to this License shall be subject to the jurisdiction of the courts located in the

jurisdiction and venue specified in a notice contained within the Original Software, with the losing party responsible

for costs, including, without limitation, court costs and reasonable attorneys fees and expenses. The application of

the United Nations Convention on Contracts for the International Sale of Goods is expressly excluded. Any law or

regulation which provides that the language of a contract shall be construed against the drafter shall not apply to this

License. You agree that You alone are responsible for compliance with the United States export administration

regulations (and the export control laws and regulation of any other countries) when You use, distribute or otherwise

make available any Covered Software.

 

10. RESPONSIBILITY FOR CLAIMS.

 

As between Initial Developer and the Contributors, each party is responsible for claims and damages arising,

directly or indirectly, out of its utilization of rights under this License and You agree to work with Initial Developer

and Contributors to distribute such responsibility on an equitable basis. Nothing herein is intended or shall be

deemed to constitute any admission of liability.

/*

* The contents of this file are subject to the terms

* of the Common Development and Distribution License

* (the "License").  You may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License.

*

* You can obtain a copy of the license at

* glassfish/bootstrap/legal/CDDLv1.0.txt or

* https://glassfish.dev.java.net/public/CDDLv1.0.html.

* See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*

* When distributing Covered Code, include this CDDL

* HEADER in each file and include the License file at

* glassfish/bootstrap/legal/CDDLv1.0.txt.  If applicable,

* add the following below this CDDL HEADER, with the

* fields enclosed by brackets "[]" replaced with your

* own identifying information: Portions Copyright [yyyy]

* [name of copyright owner]

*

* Copyright 2005 Sun Microsystems, Inc. All rights reserved.

*

* Portions Copyright Apache Software Foundation.

*/

 

 

1.36 resteasy-jackson-provider 2.3.7.Final 
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1.37 jboss-as-jacorb 7.3.0.Final-redhat-14 
1.37.1 Available under license : 

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it * under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as * published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of * the License, or (at your option) any later version. * This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of *

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU * Lesser General Public

License for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public import

org.omg.CSIIOP.Confidentiality; if

(tc.getConfidentiality().equals(IORTransportConfigMetaData.CONFIDENTIALITY_REQUIRED)) { requires =

requires | Confidentiality.value; if

(!tc.getConfidentiality().equals(IORTransportConfigMetaData.CONFIDENTIALITY_NONE)) { supports =

supports | Confidentiality.value;'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it * under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as * published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of * the License, or (at your option) any later version. * This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of / *

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU * Lesser General Public

License for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it * under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as * published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of * the License, or (at your option) any later version. * This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of *

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU * Lesser General Public

License for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public public

DomainSocketFactory(ORB orb) {'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '# This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it # under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as # published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of # the License, or (at your option) any later version. # This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, # but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of #

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU # Lesser General Public

License for more details. # You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it * under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as * published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of * the License, or (at your option) any later version. * This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of *

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU * Lesser General Public

License for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it * under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as * published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of * the License, or (at your option) any later version. * This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of *

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU * Lesser General Public

License for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public public
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DomainServerSocketFactory(ORB orb) {'

 

1.38 jboss 3.2.3 
1.38.1 Available under license : 

GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE      

		       Version 2.1, February 1999      

     

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.      

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA      

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies      

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.      

     

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL.  It also counts      

as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence      

the version number 2.1.]      

     

			    Preamble      

     

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your      

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public      

Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change      

free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.      

     

 This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some      

specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the      

Free Software Foundation and other authors who decide to use it.  You      

can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether      

this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better      

strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations below.      

     

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use,      

not price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that      

you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge      

for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get      

it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of      

it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do      

these things.      

     

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid      

distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these      

rights.  These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for      

you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.      

     

 For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis      

or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave      

you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source      
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code.  If you link other code with the library, you must provide      

complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them      

with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling      

it.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.      

     

 We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the      

library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal      

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.      

     

 To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that      

there is no warranty for the free library.  Also, if the library is      

modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know      

that what they have is not the original version, so that the original      

author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be      

introduced by others.      

     

 Finally, software patents pose a constant threat to the existence of      

any free program.  We wish to make sure that a company cannot      

effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a      

restrictive license from a patent holder.  Therefore, we insist that      

any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be      

consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.      

     

 Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the      

ordinary GNU General Public License.  This license, the GNU Lesser      

General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and      

is quite different from the ordinary General Public License.  We use      

this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those      

libraries into non-free programs.      

     

 When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using      

a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a      

combined work, a derivative of the original library.  The ordinary      

General Public License therefore permits such linking only if the      

entire combination fits its criteria of freedom.  The Lesser General      

Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with      

the library.      

     

 We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it      

does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General      

Public License.  It also provides other free software developers Less      

of an advantage over competing non-free programs.  These disadvantages      

are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many      

libraries.  However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain      

special circumstances.      

     

 For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to      

encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it becomes      
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a de-facto standard.  To achieve this, non-free programs must be      

allowed to use the library.  A more frequent case is that a free      

library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries.  In this      

case, there is little to gain by limiting the free library to free      

software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.      

     

 In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free      

programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of      

free software.  For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in      

non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU      

operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating      

system.      

     

 Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the      

users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is      

linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run      

that program using a modified version of the Library.      

     

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and      

modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference between a      

"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library".  The      

former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must      

be combined with the library in order to run.      

     

		  GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE      

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION      

     

 0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other      

program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or      

other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of      

this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License").      

Each licensee is addressed as "you".      

     

 A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data      

prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs      

(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.      

     

 The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work      

which has been distributed under these terms.  A "work based on the      

Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under      

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a      

portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated      

straightforwardly into another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is      

included without limitation in the term "modification".)      

     

 "Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for      

making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means      

all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated      
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interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation      

and installation of the library.      

     

 Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not      

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of      

running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from      

such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based      

on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for      

writing it).  Whether that is true depends on what the Library does      

and what the program that uses the Library does.      

       

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's      

complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that      

you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an      

appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact      

all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any      

warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the      

Library.      

     

 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,      

and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a      

fee.      

     

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion      

of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and      

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1      

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:      

     

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.      

     

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices      

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.      

     

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no      

   charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.      

     

   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a      

   table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses      

   the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility      

   is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,      

   in the event an application does not supply such function or      

   table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of      

   its purpose remains meaningful.      

     

   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has      

   a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the      

   application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any      

   application-supplied function or table used by this function must      
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   be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square      

   root function must still compute square roots.)      

     

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If      

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,      

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in      

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those      

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you      

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based      

on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of      

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the      

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote      

it.      

     

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest      

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to      

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or      

collective works based on the Library.      

     

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library      

with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of      

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under      

the scope of this License.      

     

 3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public      

License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library.  To do      

this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so      

that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,      

instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the      

ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify      

that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make any other change in      

these notices.      

     

 Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for      

that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all      

subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.      

     

 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of      

the Library into a program that is not a library.      

     

 4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or      

derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form      

under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany      

it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which      

must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a      

medium customarily used for software interchange.      

     

 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy      
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from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the      

source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to      

distribute the source code, even though third parties are not      

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.      

     

 5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the      

Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or      

linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library".  Such a      

work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and      

therefore falls outside the scope of this License.      

     

 However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library      

creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it      

contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the      

library".  The executable is therefore covered by this License.      

Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.      

     

 When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file      

that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a      

derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.      

Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be      

linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library.  The      

threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.      

     

 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data      

structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline      

functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object      

file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative      

work.  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the      

Library will still fall under Section 6.)      

     

 Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may      

distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.      

Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,      

whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.      

     

 6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or      

link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a      

work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work      

under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit      

modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse      

engineering for debugging such modifications.      

     

 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the      

Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by      

this License.  You must supply a copy of this License.  If the work      

during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the      

copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference      
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directing the user to the copy of this License.  Also, you must do one      

of these things:      

     

   a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding      

   machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever      

   changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under      

   Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked      

   with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that      

   uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the      

   user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified      

   executable containing the modified Library.  (It is understood      

   that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the      

   Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application      

   to use the modified definitions.)      

     

   b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the      

   Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a      

   copy of the library already present on the user's computer system,      

   rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2)      

   will operate properly with a modified version of the library, if      

   the user installs one, as long as the modified version is      

   interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.      

     

   c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at      

   least three years, to give the same user the materials      

   specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more      

   than the cost of performing this distribution.      

     

   d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy      

   from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above      

   specified materials from the same place.      

     

   e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these      

   materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.      

     

 For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the      

Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for      

reproducing the executable from it.  However, as a special exception,      

the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is      

normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major      

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on      

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies      

the executable.      

     

 It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license      

restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally      

accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot      

use both them and the Library together in an executable that you      
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distribute.      

     

 7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the      

Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library      

facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined      

library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on      

the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise      

permitted, and provided that you do these two things:      

     

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work      

   based on the Library, uncombined with any other library      

   facilities.  This must be distributed under the terms of the      

   Sections above.      

     

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact      

   that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining      

   where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.      

     

 8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute      

the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any      

attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or      

distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your      

rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,      

or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses      

terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.      

     

 9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not      

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or      

distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are      

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by      

modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the      

Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and      

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying      

the Library or works based on it.      

     

 10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the      

Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the      

original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library      

subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further      

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.      

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with      

this License.      

     

 11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent      

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),      

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or      

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not      

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot      
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distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this      

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you      

may not distribute the Library at all.  For example, if a patent      

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by      

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then      

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to      

refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.      

     

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any      

particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply,      

and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.      

     

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any      

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any      

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the      

integrity of the free software distribution system which is      

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made      

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed      

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that      

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing      

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot      

impose that choice.      

     

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to      

be a consequence of the rest of this License.      

     

 12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in      

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the      

original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add      

an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries,      

so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus      

excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if      

written in the body of this License.      

     

 13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new      

versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time.      

Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,      

but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.      

     

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library      

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and      

"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and      

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by      

the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a      

license version number, you may choose any version ever published by      

the Free Software Foundation.      

     

 14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free      
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programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,      

write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is      

copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free      

Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.  Our      

decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status      

of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing      

and reuse of software generally.      

     

			    NO WARRANTY      

     

 15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO      

WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.      

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR      

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY      

KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE      

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR      

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE      

LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME      

THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.      

     

 16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN      

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY      

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU      

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR      

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE      

LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING      

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A      

FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF      

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH      

DAMAGES.      

     

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS      

     

          How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries      

     

 If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest      

possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that      

everyone can redistribute and change.  You can do so by permitting      

redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the      

ordinary General Public License).      

     

 To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library.  It is      

safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively      

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the      

"copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.      

     

   <one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>      

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>      
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   This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or      

   modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public      

   License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either      

   version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.      

     

   This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,      

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of      

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU      

   Lesser General Public License for more details.      

     

   You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public      

   License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software      

   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA      

     

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.      

     

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your      

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if      

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:      

     

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the      

 library 'Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.      

     

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990      

 Ty Coon, President of Vice      

     

That's all there is to it!

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1.39 httpclient 4.5.6 
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1.39.1 Available under license : 
 

Apache HttpClient

Copyright 1999-2018 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object
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     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.
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  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.
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  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a
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     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.40 jackson-mapper-asl 1.9.13 
1.40.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* Jackson JSON-processor.

*

* Copyright (c) 2007- Tatu Saloranta, tatu.saloranta@iki.fi

*

* Licensed under the License specified in file LICENSE, included with

* the source code and binary code bundles.

* You may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000738824_1646171490.29/0/jackson-mapper-asl-1-9-13-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/jackson/map/MappingJsonFactory.java

 

1.41 cglib-nodep 2.2 
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1.41.1 Available under license : 
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2003 The Apache Software Foundation

*

*  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

*  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1001048510_1651084462.98/0/cglib-nodep-2-2-sources-

jar/net/sf/cglib/transform/AbstractProcessTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001048510_1651084462.98/0/cglib-nodep-2-2-sources-

jar/net/sf/cglib/transform/MethodFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001048510_1651084462.98/0/cglib-nodep-2-2-sources-jar/net/sf/cglib/core/ClassEmitter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001048510_1651084462.98/0/cglib-nodep-2-2-sources-

jar/net/sf/cglib/transform/impl/InterceptFieldFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001048510_1651084462.98/0/cglib-nodep-2-2-sources-jar/net/sf/cglib/proxy/LazyLoader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001048510_1651084462.98/0/cglib-nodep-2-2-sources-

jar/net/sf/cglib/transform/ClassTransformerTee.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001048510_1651084462.98/0/cglib-nodep-2-2-sources-jar/net/sf/cglib/proxy/NoOp.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001048510_1651084462.98/0/cglib-nodep-2-2-sources-jar/net/sf/cglib/core/Predicate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001048510_1651084462.98/0/cglib-nodep-2-2-sources-jar/net/sf/cglib/proxy/FixedValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001048510_1651084462.98/0/cglib-nodep-2-2-sources-jar/net/sf/cglib/core/Converter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001048510_1651084462.98/0/cglib-nodep-2-2-sources-

jar/net/sf/cglib/transform/MethodFilterTransformer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001048510_1651084462.98/0/cglib-nodep-2-2-sources-jar/net/sf/cglib/core/Transformer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001048510_1651084462.98/0/cglib-nodep-2-2-sources-jar/net/sf/cglib/beans/BulkBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001048510_1651084462.98/0/cglib-nodep-2-2-sources-

jar/net/sf/cglib/core/ClassNameReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001048510_1651084462.98/0/cglib-nodep-2-2-sources-

jar/net/sf/cglib/reflect/ConstructorDelegate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001048510_1651084462.98/0/cglib-nodep-2-2-sources-

jar/net/sf/cglib/transform/impl/AddPropertyTransformer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001048510_1651084462.98/0/cglib-nodep-2-2-sources-

jar/net/sf/cglib/core/ObjectSwitchCallback.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001048510_1651084462.98/0/cglib-nodep-2-2-sources-jar/net/sf/cglib/core/Local.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001048510_1651084462.98/0/cglib-nodep-2-2-sources-
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jar/net/sf/cglib/transform/impl/FieldProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001048510_1651084462.98/0/cglib-nodep-2-2-sources-

jar/net/sf/cglib/core/DuplicatesPredicate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001048510_1651084462.98/0/cglib-nodep-2-2-sources-

jar/net/sf/cglib/util/ParallelSorterEmitter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001048510_1651084462.98/0/cglib-nodep-2-2-sources-

jar/net/sf/cglib/core/CodeGenerationException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001048510_1651084462.98/0/cglib-nodep-2-2-sources-

jar/net/sf/cglib/transform/ClassEmitterTransformer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001048510_1651084462.98/0/cglib-nodep-2-2-sources-

jar/net/sf/cglib/core/GeneratorStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001048510_1651084462.98/0/cglib-nodep-2-2-sources-

jar/net/sf/cglib/proxy/InvocationHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001048510_1651084462.98/0/cglib-nodep-2-2-sources-

jar/net/sf/cglib/transform/impl/AccessFieldTransformer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001048510_1651084462.98/0/cglib-nodep-2-2-sources-

jar/net/sf/cglib/transform/ClassReaderGenerator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001048510_1651084462.98/0/cglib-nodep-2-2-sources-

jar/net/sf/cglib/transform/ClassTransformer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001048510_1651084462.98/0/cglib-nodep-2-2-sources-

jar/net/sf/cglib/transform/impl/FieldProviderTransformer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001048510_1651084462.98/0/cglib-nodep-2-2-sources-jar/net/sf/cglib/core/Signature.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001048510_1651084462.98/0/cglib-nodep-2-2-sources-

jar/net/sf/cglib/transform/impl/InterceptFieldTransformer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001048510_1651084462.98/0/cglib-nodep-2-2-sources-

jar/net/sf/cglib/transform/AnnotationVisitorTee.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001048510_1651084462.98/0/cglib-nodep-2-2-sources-jar/net/sf/cglib/reflect/FastMember.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001048510_1651084462.98/0/cglib-nodep-2-2-sources-jar/net/sf/cglib/core/TinyBitSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001048510_1651084462.98/0/cglib-nodep-2-2-sources-

jar/net/sf/cglib/transform/impl/UndeclaredThrowableStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001048510_1651084462.98/0/cglib-nodep-2-2-sources-

jar/net/sf/cglib/transform/ClassFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001048510_1651084462.98/0/cglib-nodep-2-2-sources-

jar/net/sf/cglib/transform/impl/InterceptFieldCallback.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001048510_1651084462.98/0/cglib-nodep-2-2-sources-jar/net/sf/cglib/beans/FixedKeySet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001048510_1651084462.98/0/cglib-nodep-2-2-sources-

jar/net/sf/cglib/transform/TransformingClassLoader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001048510_1651084462.98/0/cglib-nodep-2-2-sources-

jar/net/sf/cglib/proxy/ProxyRefDispatcher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001048510_1651084462.98/0/cglib-nodep-2-2-sources-

jar/net/sf/cglib/transform/TransformingClassGenerator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001048510_1651084462.98/0/cglib-nodep-2-2-sources-

jar/net/sf/cglib/transform/impl/AddDelegateTransformer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001048510_1651084462.98/0/cglib-nodep-2-2-sources-jar/net/sf/cglib/proxy/Callback.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001048510_1651084462.98/0/cglib-nodep-2-2-sources-

jar/net/sf/cglib/transform/impl/UndeclaredThrowableTransformer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001048510_1651084462.98/0/cglib-nodep-2-2-sources-jar/net/sf/cglib/core/Customizer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001048510_1651084462.98/0/cglib-nodep-2-2-sources-
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jar/net/sf/cglib/transform/AbstractClassTransformer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001048510_1651084462.98/0/cglib-nodep-2-2-sources-

jar/net/sf/cglib/reflect/FastConstructor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001048510_1651084462.98/0/cglib-nodep-2-2-sources-

jar/net/sf/cglib/proxy/MixinBeanEmitter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001048510_1651084462.98/0/cglib-nodep-2-2-sources-

jar/net/sf/cglib/transform/MethodVisitorTee.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001048510_1651084462.98/0/cglib-nodep-2-2-sources-jar/net/sf/cglib/util/SorterTemplate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001048510_1651084462.98/0/cglib-nodep-2-2-sources-

jar/net/sf/cglib/transform/ClassVisitorTee.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001048510_1651084462.98/0/cglib-nodep-2-2-sources-

jar/net/sf/cglib/beans/BeanGenerator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001048510_1651084462.98/0/cglib-nodep-2-2-sources-jar/net/sf/cglib/util/StringSwitcher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001048510_1651084462.98/0/cglib-nodep-2-2-sources-jar/net/sf/cglib/util/ParallelSorter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001048510_1651084462.98/0/cglib-nodep-2-2-sources-jar/net/sf/cglib/proxy/Dispatcher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001048510_1651084462.98/0/cglib-nodep-2-2-sources-

jar/net/sf/cglib/core/DefaultGeneratorStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001048510_1651084462.98/0/cglib-nodep-2-2-sources-

jar/net/sf/cglib/core/ProcessSwitchCallback.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001048510_1651084462.98/0/cglib-nodep-2-2-sources-

jar/net/sf/cglib/transform/ClassTransformerFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001048510_1651084462.98/0/cglib-nodep-2-2-sources-

jar/net/sf/cglib/transform/FieldVisitorTee.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001048510_1651084462.98/0/cglib-nodep-2-2-sources-jar/net/sf/cglib/core/Constants.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001048510_1651084462.98/0/cglib-nodep-2-2-sources-jar/net/sf/cglib/core/ClassesKey.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001048510_1651084462.98/0/cglib-nodep-2-2-sources-

jar/net/sf/cglib/transform/impl/InterceptFieldEnabled.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001048510_1651084462.98/0/cglib-nodep-2-2-sources-

jar/net/sf/cglib/beans/BulkBeanException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001048510_1651084462.98/0/cglib-nodep-2-2-sources-jar/net/sf/cglib/core/NamingPolicy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001048510_1651084462.98/0/cglib-nodep-2-2-sources-

jar/net/sf/cglib/core/ProcessArrayCallback.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001048510_1651084462.98/0/cglib-nodep-2-2-sources-

jar/net/sf/cglib/core/ClassGenerator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001048510_1651084462.98/0/cglib-nodep-2-2-sources-jar/net/sf/cglib/core/Block.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002,2003 The Apache Software Foundation

*

*  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

*  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
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* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1001048510_1651084462.98/0/cglib-nodep-2-2-sources-

jar/net/sf/cglib/proxy/MethodInterceptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001048510_1651084462.98/0/cglib-nodep-2-2-sources-jar/net/sf/cglib/proxy/Factory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001048510_1651084462.98/0/cglib-nodep-2-2-sources-

jar/net/sf/cglib/proxy/UndeclaredThrowableException.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2003,2004 The Apache Software Foundation

*

*  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

*  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1001048510_1651084462.98/0/cglib-nodep-2-2-sources-

jar/net/sf/cglib/proxy/MethodProxy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001048510_1651084462.98/0/cglib-nodep-2-2-sources-jar/net/sf/cglib/core/EmitUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001048510_1651084462.98/0/cglib-nodep-2-2-sources-

jar/net/sf/cglib/transform/ClassFilterTransformer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001048510_1651084462.98/0/cglib-nodep-2-2-sources-

jar/net/sf/cglib/core/CollectionUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001048510_1651084462.98/0/cglib-nodep-2-2-sources-

jar/net/sf/cglib/core/MethodWrapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001048510_1651084462.98/0/cglib-nodep-2-2-sources-jar/net/sf/cglib/reflect/FastClass.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001048510_1651084462.98/0/cglib-nodep-2-2-sources-

jar/net/sf/cglib/proxy/CallbackGenerator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001048510_1651084462.98/0/cglib-nodep-2-2-sources-

jar/net/sf/cglib/reflect/MulticastDelegate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001048510_1651084462.98/0/cglib-nodep-2-2-sources-jar/net/sf/cglib/core/KeyFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001048510_1651084462.98/0/cglib-nodep-2-2-sources-

jar/net/sf/cglib/proxy/LazyLoaderGenerator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001048510_1651084462.98/0/cglib-nodep-2-2-sources-
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jar/net/sf/cglib/proxy/MixinEmitter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001048510_1651084462.98/0/cglib-nodep-2-2-sources-

jar/net/sf/cglib/proxy/CallbackFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001048510_1651084462.98/0/cglib-nodep-2-2-sources-

jar/net/sf/cglib/proxy/DispatcherGenerator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001048510_1651084462.98/0/cglib-nodep-2-2-sources-jar/net/sf/cglib/core/TypeUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001048510_1651084462.98/0/cglib-nodep-2-2-sources-

jar/net/sf/cglib/proxy/MethodInterceptorGenerator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001048510_1651084462.98/0/cglib-nodep-2-2-sources-jar/net/sf/cglib/beans/BeanMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001048510_1651084462.98/0/cglib-nodep-2-2-sources-

jar/net/sf/cglib/core/AbstractClassGenerator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001048510_1651084462.98/0/cglib-nodep-2-2-sources-jar/net/sf/cglib/reflect/FastMethod.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001048510_1651084462.98/0/cglib-nodep-2-2-sources-jar/net/sf/cglib/core/CodeEmitter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001048510_1651084462.98/0/cglib-nodep-2-2-sources-

jar/net/sf/cglib/reflect/MethodDelegate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001048510_1651084462.98/0/cglib-nodep-2-2-sources-

jar/net/sf/cglib/transform/ClassTransformerChain.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001048510_1651084462.98/0/cglib-nodep-2-2-sources-

jar/net/sf/cglib/proxy/NoOpGenerator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001048510_1651084462.98/0/cglib-nodep-2-2-sources-

jar/net/sf/cglib/beans/ImmutableBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001048510_1651084462.98/0/cglib-nodep-2-2-sources-

jar/net/sf/cglib/core/DebuggingClassWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001048510_1651084462.98/0/cglib-nodep-2-2-sources-jar/net/sf/cglib/core/ReflectUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001048510_1651084462.98/0/cglib-nodep-2-2-sources-jar/net/sf/cglib/beans/BeanCopier.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001048510_1651084462.98/0/cglib-nodep-2-2-sources-

jar/net/sf/cglib/core/VisibilityPredicate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001048510_1651084462.98/0/cglib-nodep-2-2-sources-

jar/net/sf/cglib/proxy/InvocationHandlerGenerator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001048510_1651084462.98/0/cglib-nodep-2-2-sources-

jar/net/sf/cglib/core/DefaultNamingPolicy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001048510_1651084462.98/0/cglib-nodep-2-2-sources-jar/net/sf/cglib/proxy/Mixin.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001048510_1651084462.98/0/cglib-nodep-2-2-sources-

jar/net/sf/cglib/transform/impl/AddStaticInitTransformer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001048510_1651084462.98/0/cglib-nodep-2-2-sources-

jar/net/sf/cglib/transform/AbstractClassLoader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001048510_1651084462.98/0/cglib-nodep-2-2-sources-

jar/net/sf/cglib/proxy/FixedValueGenerator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001048510_1651084462.98/0/cglib-nodep-2-2-sources-

jar/net/sf/cglib/beans/BeanMapEmitter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001048510_1651084462.98/0/cglib-nodep-2-2-sources-jar/net/sf/cglib/proxy/Proxy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001048510_1651084462.98/0/cglib-nodep-2-2-sources-

jar/net/sf/cglib/beans/BulkBeanEmitter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001048510_1651084462.98/0/cglib-nodep-2-2-sources-

jar/net/sf/cglib/reflect/FastClassEmitter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*
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* Copyright 2002,2003,2004 The Apache Software Foundation

*

*  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

*  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1001048510_1651084462.98/0/cglib-nodep-2-2-sources-jar/net/sf/cglib/proxy/Enhancer.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2003,2004 The Apache Software Foundation

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not

* use this file except in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of

* the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1001048510_1651084462.98/0/cglib-nodep-2-2-sources-

jar/net/sf/cglib/transform/AbstractTransformTask.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2004 The Apache Software Foundation

*

*  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
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*

*  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1001048510_1651084462.98/0/cglib-nodep-2-2-sources-jar/net/sf/cglib/proxy/CallbackInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001048510_1651084462.98/0/cglib-nodep-2-2-sources-

jar/net/sf/cglib/proxy/CallbackHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001048510_1651084462.98/0/cglib-nodep-2-2-sources-

jar/net/sf/cglib/core/RejectModifierPredicate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001048510_1651084462.98/0/cglib-nodep-2-2-sources-jar/net/sf/cglib/core/MethodInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001048510_1651084462.98/0/cglib-nodep-2-2-sources-

jar/net/sf/cglib/core/MethodInfoTransformer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001048510_1651084462.98/0/cglib-nodep-2-2-sources-

jar/net/sf/cglib/proxy/InterfaceMaker.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001048510_1651084462.98/0/cglib-nodep-2-2-sources-

jar/net/sf/cglib/transform/impl/AbstractInterceptFieldCallback.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001048510_1651084462.98/0/cglib-nodep-2-2-sources-

jar/net/sf/cglib/transform/impl/AddInitTransformer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001048510_1651084462.98/0/cglib-nodep-2-2-sources-jar/net/sf/cglib/core/ClassInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001048510_1651084462.98/0/cglib-nodep-2-2-sources-

jar/net/sf/cglib/transform/AbstractClassFilterTransformer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001048510_1651084462.98/0/cglib-nodep-2-2-sources-

jar/net/sf/cglib/proxy/MixinEverythingEmitter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/***

* ASM: a very small and fast Java bytecode manipulation framework

* Copyright (c) 2000-2005 INRIA, France Telecom

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* 3. Neither the name of the copyright holders nor the names of its

*    contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

*    this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"
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* AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

* ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

* LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

* CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

* SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

* INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

* CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF

* THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1001048510_1651084462.98/0/cglib-nodep-2-2-sources-

jar/net/sf/cglib/core/LocalVariablesSorter.java

 

1.42 common-spi 1.0.23.Final-redhat-1 
1.42.1 Available under license : 

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it * under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as * published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of * the License, or (at your option) any later version. * This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of *

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU * Lesser General Public

License for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public'

 

1.43 jboss-as-process-controller 7.2.0.Final 
1.43.1 Available under license : 

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it * under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as * published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of * the License, or (at your option) any later version. * This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of *

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU * Lesser General Public

License for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public'

 

1.44 jbossws-cxf-resources 4.2.3.Final-

redhat-1 
1.44.1 Available under license : 

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '~ This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it ~ under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as ~ published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of ~ the License, or (at your option) any later version. ~ This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, ~ but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of ~
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MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU ~ Lesser General Public

License for more details. ~ You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public'

 

1.45 cxf 2.7.18 
1.45.1 Available under license : 

                          MOZILLA PUBLIC LICENSE

                               Version 1.1

 

                             ---------------

 

1. Definitions.

 

    1.0.1. "Commercial Use" means distribution or otherwise making the

    Covered Code available to a third party.

 

    1.1. "Contributor" means each entity that creates or contributes to

    the creation of Modifications.

 

    1.2. "Contributor Version" means the combination of the Original

    Code, prior Modifications used by a Contributor, and the Modifications

    made by that particular Contributor.

 

    1.3. "Covered Code" means the Original Code or Modifications or the

    combination of the Original Code and Modifications, in each case

    including portions thereof.

 

    1.4. "Electronic Distribution Mechanism" means a mechanism generally

    accepted in the software development community for the electronic

    transfer of data.

 

    1.5. "Executable" means Covered Code in any form other than Source

    Code.

 

    1.6. "Initial Developer" means the individual or entity identified

    as the Initial Developer in the Source Code notice required by Exhibit

    A.

 

    1.7. "Larger Work" means a work which combines Covered Code or

    portions thereof with code not governed by the terms of this License.

 

    1.8. "License" means this document.

 

    1.8.1. "Licensable" means having the right to grant, to the maximum

    extent possible, whether at the time of the initial grant or

    subsequently acquired, any and all of the rights conveyed herein.
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    1.9. "Modifications" means any addition to or deletion from the

    substance or structure of either the Original Code or any previous

    Modifications. When Covered Code is released as a series of files, a

    Modification is:

         A. Any addition to or deletion from the contents of a file

         containing Original Code or previous Modifications.

 

         B. Any new file that contains any part of the Original Code or

         previous Modifications.

 

    1.10. "Original Code" means Source Code of computer software code

    which is described in the Source Code notice required by Exhibit A as

    Original Code, and which, at the time of its release under this

    License is not already Covered Code governed by this License.

 

    1.10.1. "Patent Claims" means any patent claim(s), now owned or

    hereafter acquired, including without limitation,  method, process,

    and apparatus claims, in any patent Licensable by grantor.

 

    1.11. "Source Code" means the preferred form of the Covered Code for

    making modifications to it, including all modules it contains, plus

    any associated interface definition files, scripts used to control

    compilation and installation of an Executable, or source code

    differential comparisons against either the Original Code or another

    well known, available Covered Code of the Contributor's choice. The

    Source Code can be in a compressed or archival form, provided the

    appropriate decompression or de-archiving software is widely available

    for no charge.

 

    1.12. "You" (or "Your")  means an individual or a legal entity

    exercising rights under, and complying with all of the terms of, this

    License or a future version of this License issued under Section 6.1.

    For legal entities, "You" includes any entity which controls, is

    controlled by, or is under common control with You. For purposes of

    this definition, "control" means (a) the power, direct or indirect,

    to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by

    contract or otherwise, or (b) ownership of more than fifty percent

    (50%) of the outstanding shares or beneficial ownership of such

    entity.

 

2. Source Code License.

 

    2.1. The Initial Developer Grant.

    The Initial Developer hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free,

    non-exclusive license, subject to third party intellectual property

    claims:

         (a)  under intellectual property rights (other than patent or

         trademark) Licensable by Initial Developer to use, reproduce,
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         modify, display, perform, sublicense and distribute the Original

         Code (or portions thereof) with or without Modifications, and/or

         as part of a Larger Work; and

 

         (b) under Patents Claims infringed by the making, using or

         selling of Original Code, to make, have made, use, practice,

         sell, and offer for sale, and/or otherwise dispose of the

         Original Code (or portions thereof).

 

         (c) the licenses granted in this Section 2.1(a) and (b) are

         effective on the date Initial Developer first distributes

         Original Code under the terms of this License.

 

         (d) Notwithstanding Section 2.1(b) above, no patent license is

         granted: 1) for code that You delete from the Original Code; 2)

         separate from the Original Code;  or 3) for infringements caused

         by: i) the modification of the Original Code or ii) the

         combination of the Original Code with other software or devices.

 

    2.2. Contributor Grant.

    Subject to third party intellectual property claims, each Contributor

    hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license

 

         (a)  under intellectual property rights (other than patent or

         trademark) Licensable by Contributor, to use, reproduce, modify,

         display, perform, sublicense and distribute the Modifications

         created by such Contributor (or portions thereof) either on an

         unmodified basis, with other Modifications, as Covered Code

         and/or as part of a Larger Work; and

 

         (b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using, or

         selling of  Modifications made by that Contributor either alone

         and/or in combination with its Contributor Version (or portions

         of such combination), to make, use, sell, offer for sale, have

         made, and/or otherwise dispose of: 1) Modifications made by that

         Contributor (or portions thereof); and 2) the combination of

         Modifications made by that Contributor with its Contributor

         Version (or portions of such combination).

 

         (c) the licenses granted in Sections 2.2(a) and 2.2(b) are

         effective on the date Contributor first makes Commercial Use of

         the Covered Code.

 

         (d)    Notwithstanding Section 2.2(b) above, no patent license is

         granted: 1) for any code that Contributor has deleted from the

         Contributor Version; 2)  separate from the Contributor Version;

         3)  for infringements caused by: i) third party modifications of

         Contributor Version or ii)  the combination of Modifications made
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         by that Contributor with other software  (except as part of the

         Contributor Version) or other devices; or 4) under Patent Claims

         infringed by Covered Code in the absence of Modifications made by

         that Contributor.

 

3. Distribution Obligations.

 

    3.1. Application of License.

    The Modifications which You create or to which You contribute are

    governed by the terms of this License, including without limitation

    Section 2.2. The Source Code version of Covered Code may be

    distributed only under the terms of this License or a future version

    of this License released under Section 6.1, and You must include a

    copy of this License with every copy of the Source Code You

    distribute. You may not offer or impose any terms on any Source Code

    version that alters or restricts the applicable version of this

    License or the recipients' rights hereunder. However, You may include

    an additional document offering the additional rights described in

    Section 3.5.

 

    3.2. Availability of Source Code.

    Any Modification which You create or to which You contribute must be

    made available in Source Code form under the terms of this License

    either on the same media as an Executable version or via an accepted

    Electronic Distribution Mechanism to anyone to whom you made an

    Executable version available; and if made available via Electronic

    Distribution Mechanism, must remain available for at least twelve (12)

    months after the date it initially became available, or at least six

    (6) months after a subsequent version of that particular Modification

    has been made available to such recipients. You are responsible for

    ensuring that the Source Code version remains available even if the

    Electronic Distribution Mechanism is maintained by a third party.

 

    3.3. Description of Modifications.

    You must cause all Covered Code to which You contribute to contain a

    file documenting the changes You made to create that Covered Code and

    the date of any change. You must include a prominent statement that

    the Modification is derived, directly or indirectly, from Original

    Code provided by the Initial Developer and including the name of the

    Initial Developer in (a) the Source Code, and (b) in any notice in an

    Executable version or related documentation in which You describe the

    origin or ownership of the Covered Code.

 

    3.4. Intellectual Property Matters

         (a) Third Party Claims.

         If Contributor has knowledge that a license under a third party's

         intellectual property rights is required to exercise the rights

         granted by such Contributor under Sections 2.1 or 2.2,
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         Contributor must include a text file with the Source Code

         distribution titled "LEGAL" which describes the claim and the

         party making the claim in sufficient detail that a recipient will

         know whom to contact. If Contributor obtains such knowledge after

         the Modification is made available as described in Section 3.2,

         Contributor shall promptly modify the LEGAL file in all copies

         Contributor makes available thereafter and shall take other steps

         (such as notifying appropriate mailing lists or newsgroups)

         reasonably calculated to inform those who received the Covered

         Code that new knowledge has been obtained.

 

         (b) Contributor APIs.

         If Contributor's Modifications include an application programming

         interface and Contributor has knowledge of patent licenses which

         are reasonably necessary to implement that API, Contributor must

         also include this information in the LEGAL file.

 

              (c)    Representations.

         Contributor represents that, except as disclosed pursuant to

         Section 3.4(a) above, Contributor believes that Contributor's

         Modifications are Contributor's original creation(s) and/or

         Contributor has sufficient rights to grant the rights conveyed by

         this License.

 

    3.5. Required Notices.

    You must duplicate the notice in Exhibit A in each file of the Source

    Code.  If it is not possible to put such notice in a particular Source

    Code file due to its structure, then You must include such notice in a

    location (such as a relevant directory) where a user would be likely

    to look for such a notice.  If You created one or more Modification(s)

    You may add your name as a Contributor to the notice described in

    Exhibit A.  You must also duplicate this License in any documentation

    for the Source Code where You describe recipients' rights or ownership

    rights relating to Covered Code.  You may choose to offer, and to

    charge a fee for, warranty, support, indemnity or liability

    obligations to one or more recipients of Covered Code. However, You

    may do so only on Your own behalf, and not on behalf of the Initial

    Developer or any Contributor. You must make it absolutely clear than

    any such warranty, support, indemnity or liability obligation is

    offered by You alone, and You hereby agree to indemnify the Initial

    Developer and every Contributor for any liability incurred by the

    Initial Developer or such Contributor as a result of warranty,

    support, indemnity or liability terms You offer.

 

    3.6. Distribution of Executable Versions.

    You may distribute Covered Code in Executable form only if the

    requirements of Section 3.1-3.5 have been met for that Covered Code,

    and if You include a notice stating that the Source Code version of
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    the Covered Code is available under the terms of this License,

    including a description of how and where You have fulfilled the

    obligations of Section 3.2. The notice must be conspicuously included

    in any notice in an Executable version, related documentation or

    collateral in which You describe recipients' rights relating to the

    Covered Code. You may distribute the Executable version of Covered

    Code or ownership rights under a license of Your choice, which may

    contain terms different from this License, provided that You are in

    compliance with the terms of this License and that the license for the

    Executable version does not attempt to limit or alter the recipient's

    rights in the Source Code version from the rights set forth in this

    License. If You distribute the Executable version under a different

    license You must make it absolutely clear that any terms which differ

    from this License are offered by You alone, not by the Initial

    Developer or any Contributor. You hereby agree to indemnify the

    Initial Developer and every Contributor for any liability incurred by

    the Initial Developer or such Contributor as a result of any such

    terms You offer.

 

    3.7. Larger Works.

    You may create a Larger Work by combining Covered Code with other code

    not governed by the terms of this License and distribute the Larger

    Work as a single product. In such a case, You must make sure the

    requirements of this License are fulfilled for the Covered Code.

 

4. Inability to Comply Due to Statute or Regulation.

 

    If it is impossible for You to comply with any of the terms of this

    License with respect to some or all of the Covered Code due to

    statute, judicial order, or regulation then You must: (a) comply with

    the terms of this License to the maximum extent possible; and (b)

    describe the limitations and the code they affect. Such description

    must be included in the LEGAL file described in Section 3.4 and must

    be included with all distributions of the Source Code. Except to the

    extent prohibited by statute or regulation, such description must be

    sufficiently detailed for a recipient of ordinary skill to be able to

    understand it.

 

5. Application of this License.

 

    This License applies to code to which the Initial Developer has

    attached the notice in Exhibit A and to related Covered Code.

 

6. Versions of the License.

 

    6.1. New Versions.

    Netscape Communications Corporation ("Netscape") may publish revised

    and/or new versions of the License from time to time. Each version
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    will be given a distinguishing version number.

 

    6.2. Effect of New Versions.

    Once Covered Code has been published under a particular version of the

    License, You may always continue to use it under the terms of that

    version. You may also choose to use such Covered Code under the terms

    of any subsequent version of the License published by Netscape. No one

    other than Netscape has the right to modify the terms applicable to

    Covered Code created under this License.

 

    6.3. Derivative Works.

    If You create or use a modified version of this License (which you may

    only do in order to apply it to code which is not already Covered Code

    governed by this License), You must (a) rename Your license so that

    the phrases "Mozilla", "MOZILLAPL", "MOZPL", "Netscape",

    "MPL", "NPL" or any confusingly similar phrase do not appear in your

    license (except to note that your license differs from this License)

    and (b) otherwise make it clear that Your version of the license

    contains terms which differ from the Mozilla Public License and

    Netscape Public License. (Filling in the name of the Initial

    Developer, Original Code or Contributor in the notice described in

    Exhibit A shall not of themselves be deemed to be modifications of

    this License.)

 

7. DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY.

 

    COVERED CODE IS PROVIDED UNDER THIS LICENSE ON AN "AS IS" BASIS,

    WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING,

    WITHOUT LIMITATION, WARRANTIES THAT THE COVERED CODE IS FREE OF

    DEFECTS, MERCHANTABLE, FIT FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR NON-INFRINGING.

    THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE COVERED CODE

    IS WITH YOU. SHOULD ANY COVERED CODE PROVE DEFECTIVE IN ANY RESPECT,

    YOU (NOT THE INITIAL DEVELOPER OR ANY OTHER CONTRIBUTOR) ASSUME THE

    COST OF ANY NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION. THIS DISCLAIMER

    OF WARRANTY CONSTITUTES AN ESSENTIAL PART OF THIS LICENSE. NO USE OF

    ANY COVERED CODE IS AUTHORIZED HEREUNDER EXCEPT UNDER THIS DISCLAIMER.

 

8. TERMINATION.

 

    8.1.  This License and the rights granted hereunder will terminate

    automatically if You fail to comply with terms herein and fail to cure

    such breach within 30 days of becoming aware of the breach. All

    sublicenses to the Covered Code which are properly granted shall

    survive any termination of this License. Provisions which, by their

    nature, must remain in effect beyond the termination of this License

    shall survive.

 

    8.2.  If You initiate litigation by asserting a patent infringement
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    claim (excluding declatory judgment actions) against Initial Developer

    or a Contributor (the Initial Developer or Contributor against whom

    You file such action is referred to as "Participant")  alleging that:

 

    (a)  such Participant's Contributor Version directly or indirectly

    infringes any patent, then any and all rights granted by such

    Participant to You under Sections 2.1 and/or 2.2 of this License

    shall, upon 60 days notice from Participant terminate prospectively,

    unless if within 60 days after receipt of notice You either: (i)

    agree in writing to pay Participant a mutually agreeable reasonable

    royalty for Your past and future use of Modifications made by such

    Participant, or (ii) withdraw Your litigation claim with respect to

    the Contributor Version against such Participant.  If within 60 days

    of notice, a reasonable royalty and payment arrangement are not

    mutually agreed upon in writing by the parties or the litigation claim

    is not withdrawn, the rights granted by Participant to You under

    Sections 2.1 and/or 2.2 automatically terminate at the expiration of

    the 60 day notice period specified above.

 

    (b)  any software, hardware, or device, other than such Participant's

    Contributor Version, directly or indirectly infringes any patent, then

    any rights granted to You by such Participant under Sections 2.1(b)

    and 2.2(b) are revoked effective as of the date You first made, used,

    sold, distributed, or had made, Modifications made by that

    Participant.

 

    8.3.  If You assert a patent infringement claim against Participant

    alleging that such Participant's Contributor Version directly or

    indirectly infringes any patent where such claim is resolved (such as

    by license or settlement) prior to the initiation of patent

    infringement litigation, then the reasonable value of the licenses

    granted by such Participant under Sections 2.1 or 2.2 shall be taken

    into account in determining the amount or value of any payment or

    license.

 

    8.4.  In the event of termination under Sections 8.1 or 8.2 above,

    all end user license agreements (excluding distributors and resellers)

    which have been validly granted by You or any distributor hereunder

    prior to termination shall survive termination.

 

9. LIMITATION OF LIABILITY.

 

    UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES AND UNDER NO LEGAL THEORY, WHETHER TORT

    (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE), CONTRACT, OR OTHERWISE, SHALL YOU, THE INITIAL

    DEVELOPER, ANY OTHER CONTRIBUTOR, OR ANY DISTRIBUTOR OF COVERED CODE,

    OR ANY SUPPLIER OF ANY OF SUCH PARTIES, BE LIABLE TO ANY PERSON FOR

    ANY INDIRECT, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OF ANY

    CHARACTER INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, DAMAGES FOR LOSS OF GOODWILL,
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    WORK STOPPAGE, COMPUTER FAILURE OR MALFUNCTION, OR ANY AND ALL OTHER

    COMMERCIAL DAMAGES OR LOSSES, EVEN IF SUCH PARTY SHALL HAVE BEEN

    INFORMED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES. THIS LIMITATION OF

    LIABILITY SHALL NOT APPLY TO LIABILITY FOR DEATH OR PERSONAL INJURY

    RESULTING FROM SUCH PARTY'S NEGLIGENCE TO THE EXTENT APPLICABLE LAW

    PROHIBITS SUCH LIMITATION. SOME JURISDICTIONS DO NOT ALLOW THE

    EXCLUSION OR LIMITATION OF INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, SO

    THIS EXCLUSION AND LIMITATION MAY NOT APPLY TO YOU.

 

10. U.S. GOVERNMENT END USERS.

 

    The Covered Code is a "commercial item," as that term is defined in

    48 C.F.R. 2.101 (Oct. 1995), consisting of "commercial computer

    software" and "commercial computer software documentation," as such

    terms are used in 48 C.F.R. 12.212 (Sept. 1995). Consistent with 48

    C.F.R. 12.212 and 48 C.F.R. 227.7202-1 through 227.7202-4 (June 1995),

    all U.S. Government End Users acquire Covered Code with only those

    rights set forth herein.

 

11. MISCELLANEOUS.

 

    This License represents the complete agreement concerning subject

    matter hereof. If any provision of this License is held to be

    unenforceable, such provision shall be reformed only to the extent

    necessary to make it enforceable. This License shall be governed by

    California law provisions (except to the extent applicable law, if

    any, provides otherwise), excluding its conflict-of-law provisions.

    With respect to disputes in which at least one party is a citizen of,

    or an entity chartered or registered to do business in the United

    States of America, any litigation relating to this License shall be

    subject to the jurisdiction of the Federal Courts of the Northern

    District of California, with venue lying in Santa Clara County,

    California, with the losing party responsible for costs, including

    without limitation, court costs and reasonable attorneys' fees and

    expenses. The application of the United Nations Convention on

    Contracts for the International Sale of Goods is expressly excluded.

    Any law or regulation which provides that the language of a contract

    shall be construed against the drafter shall not apply to this

    License.

 

12. RESPONSIBILITY FOR CLAIMS.

 

    As between Initial Developer and the Contributors, each party is

    responsible for claims and damages arising, directly or indirectly,

    out of its utilization of rights under this License and You agree to

    work with Initial Developer and Contributors to distribute such

    responsibility on an equitable basis. Nothing herein is intended or

    shall be deemed to constitute any admission of liability.
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13. MULTIPLE-LICENSED CODE.

 

    Initial Developer may designate portions of the Covered Code as

    "Multiple-Licensed".  "Multiple-Licensed" means that the Initial

    Developer permits you to utilize portions of the Covered Code under

    Your choice of the NPL or the alternative licenses, if any, specified

    by the Initial Developer in the file described in Exhibit A.

 

EXHIBIT A -Mozilla Public License.

 

    ``The contents of this file are subject to the Mozilla Public License

    Version 1.1 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in

    compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

    http://www.mozilla.org/MPL/

 

    Software distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS"

    basis, WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

    License for the specific language governing rights and limitations

    under the License.

 

    The Original Code is ______________________________________.

 

    The Initial Developer of the Original Code is ________________________.

    Portions created by ______________________ are Copyright (C) ______

    _______________________. All Rights Reserved.

 

    Contributor(s): ______________________________________.

 

    Alternatively, the contents of this file may be used under the terms

    of the _____ license (the  "[___] License"), in which case the

    provisions of [______] License are applicable instead of those

    above.  If you wish to allow use of your version of this file only

    under the terms of the [____] License and not to allow others to use

    your version of this file under the MPL, indicate your decision by

    deleting  the provisions above and replace  them with the notice and

    other provisions required by the [___] License.  If you do not delete

    the provisions above, a recipient may use your version of this file

    under either the MPL or the [___] License."

 

    [NOTE: The text of this Exhibit A may differ slightly from the text of

    the notices in the Source Code files of the Original Code. You should

    use the text of this Exhibit A rather than the text found in the

    Original Code Source Code for Your Modifications.]

Copyright  2002-2004 BEA Systems Inc., International Business Machines Corporation,

Microsoft Corporation, Inc, SAP AG, and Sun Microsystems, Inc.. All rights reserved.

 

Permission to copy, display, perform, modify and distribute the WS-Addressing Specification,
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and to authorize others to do the foregoing, in any medium without fee or royalty is hereby

granted for the purpose of developing and evaluating the WS-Addressing Specification.

 

BEA, IBM, Microsoft, SAP AG, and Sun Microsystems (collectively, the "Authors") each agree

to grant a license to third parties, under royalty-free  and otherwise reasonable,

non-discriminatory terms and conditions, to their respective essential patent claims that

they deem necessary to implement the WS-Addressing Specification.

 

DISCLAIMERS:

 

THE WS-Addressing Specification IS PROVIDED "AS IS", AND THE AUTHORS MAKE NO

REPRESENTATIONS

OR WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, OR TITLE;

THAT THE

CONTENTS OF THE WS-Addressing Specification IS SUITABLE FOR ANY PURPOSE; NOR THAT THE

IMPLEMENTATION OF SUCH CONTENTS WILL NOT INFRINGE ANY THIRD PARTY PATENTS,

COPYRIGHTS,

TRADEMARKS OR OTHER RIGHTS.

 

THE AUTHORS WILL NOT BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF ANY USE OF THE WS-Addressing Specification OR THE PERFORMANCE OR

 

IMPLEMENTATION OF THE CONTENTS THEREOF.

 

You may remove these disclaimers from your modified versions of the WS-Addressing

Specification provided that you effectively disclaim all warranties and liabilities on behalf

of all copyright holders in the copies of any such modified versions you distribute.

 

The name and trademarks of the Authors may NOT be used in any manner, including advertising

or publicity pertaining to the WS-Addressing Specification or its contents without specific,

written prior permission. Title to copyright in the WS-Addressing Specification will at all

times remain with the Authors.

 

No other rights are granted by implication, estoppel or otherwise.

 Copyright (C) 2000-2004 Jason Hunter & Brett McLaughlin.

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions, and the following disclaimer.

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions, and the disclaimer that follows
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these conditions in the documentation and/or other materials

provided with the distribution.

 

3. The name "JDOM" must not be used to endorse or promote products

derived from this software without prior written permission.  For

written permission, please contact <request_AT_jdom_DOT_org>.

 

4. Products derived from this software may not be called "JDOM", nor

may "JDOM" appear in their name, without prior written permission

from the JDOM Project Management <request_AT_jdom_DOT_org>.

 

In addition, we request (but do not require) that you include in the

end-user documentation provided with the redistribution and/or in the

software itself an acknowledgement equivalent to the following:

"This product includes software developed by the

JDOM Project (http://www.jdom.org/)."

Alternatively, the acknowledgment may be graphical using the logos

available at http://www.jdom.org/images/logos.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED

WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE JDOM AUTHORS OR THE PROJECT

CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF

USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT

OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGE.

 

This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

individuals on behalf of the JDOM Project and was originally

created by Jason Hunter <jhunter_AT_jdom_DOT_org> and

Brett McLaughlin <brett_AT_jdom_DOT_org>.  For more information

on the JDOM Project, please see <http://www.jdom.org/>.

OASIS takes no position regarding the validity or scope of any intellectual property or other rights that might be

claimed to pertain to the implementation or use of the technology described in this document or the extent to which

any license under such rights might or might not be available; neither does it represent that it has made any effort to

identify any such rights. Information on OASIS's procedures with respect to rights in OASIS specifications can be

found at the OASIS website. Copies of claims of rights made available for publication and any assurances of

licenses to be made available, or the result of an attempt made to obtain a general license or permission for the use

of such proprietary rights by implementors or users of this specification, can be obtained from the OASIS Executive

Director.

OASIS invites any interested party to bring to its attention any copyrights, patents or patent applications, or other

proprietary rights which may cover technology that may be required to implement this specification. Please address

the information to the OASIS Executive Director.
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Copyright  OASIS Open 2002-2004. All Rights Reserved.

This document and translations of it may be copied and furnished to others, and derivative works that comment on

or otherwise explain it or assist in its implementation may be prepared, copied, published and distributed, in whole

or in part, without restriction of any kind, provided that the above copyright notice and this paragraph are included

on all such copies and derivative works. However, this document itself does not be modified in any way, such as by

removing the copyright notice or references to OASIS, except as needed for the purpose of developing OASIS

specifications, in which case the procedures for copyrights defined in the OASIS Intellectual Property Rights

document must be followed, or as required to translate it into languages other than English.

The limited permissions granted above are perpetual and will not be revoked by OASIS or its successors or assigns.

This document and the information contained herein is provided on an AS IS basis and OASIS DISCLAIMS ALL

WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO ANY WARRANTY THAT

THE USE OF THE INFORMATION HEREIN WILL NOT INFRINGE ANY RIGHTS OR ANY IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.

The BSD License

 

  Copyright (c) <YEAR>, <OWNER>

  All rights reserved.

 

  Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the

following conditions are met:

 

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

disclaimer.

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

   * Neither the name of the <ORGANIZATION> nor the names of its contributors may be used to endorse or

promote products derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

   THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR

ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS

OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN

IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Common Public License Version 1.0

 

THE ACCOMPANYING PROGRAM IS PROVIDED UNDER THE TERMS OF THIS COMMON PUBLIC

LICENSE ("AGREEMENT"). ANY USE, REPRODUCTION OR DISTRIBUTION OF THE PROGRAM

CONSTITUTES RECIPIENT'S ACCEPTANCE OF THIS AGREEMENT.

 

1. DEFINITIONS

 

"Contribution" means:
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   a) in the case of the initial Contributor, the initial code and

documentation distributed under this Agreement, and

 

   b) in the case of each subsequent Contributor:

 

   i) changes to the Program, and

 

   ii) additions to the Program;

 

   where such changes and/or additions to the Program originate from and are

distributed by that particular Contributor. A Contribution 'originates' from a

Contributor if it was added to the Program by such Contributor itself or anyone

acting on such Contributor's behalf. Contributions do not include additions to

the Program which: (i) are separate modules of software distributed in

conjunction with the Program under their own license agreement, and (ii) are not

derivative works of the Program.

 

"Contributor" means any person or entity that distributes the Program.

 

"Licensed Patents " mean patent claims licensable by a Contributor which are

necessarily infringed by the use or sale of its Contribution alone or when

combined with the Program.

 

"Program" means the Contributions distributed in accordance with this Agreement.

 

"Recipient" means anyone who receives the Program under this Agreement,

including all Contributors.

 

2. GRANT OF RIGHTS

 

   a) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby grants

Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free copyright license to

reproduce, prepare derivative works of, publicly display, publicly perform,

distribute and sublicense the Contribution of such Contributor, if any, and such

derivative works, in source code and object code form.

 

   b) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby grants

Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free patent license under Licensed

Patents to make, use, sell, offer to sell, import and otherwise transfer the

Contribution of such Contributor, if any, in source code and object code form.

This patent license shall apply to the combination of the Contribution and the

Program if, at the time the Contribution is added by the Contributor, such

addition of the Contribution causes such combination to be covered by the

Licensed Patents. The patent license shall not apply to any other combinations

which include the Contribution. No hardware per se is licensed hereunder.

 

   c) Recipient understands that although each Contributor grants the licenses

to its Contributions set forth herein, no assurances are provided by any
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Contributor that the Program does not infringe the patent or other intellectual

property rights of any other entity. Each Contributor disclaims any liability to

Recipient for claims brought by any other entity based on infringement of

intellectual property rights or otherwise. As a condition to exercising the

rights and licenses granted hereunder, each Recipient hereby assumes sole

responsibility to secure any other intellectual property rights needed, if any.

For example, if a third party patent license is required to allow Recipient to

distribute the Program, it is Recipient's responsibility to acquire that license

before distributing the Program.

 

   d) Each Contributor represents that to its knowledge it has sufficient

copyright rights in its Contribution, if any, to grant the copyright license set

forth in this Agreement.

 

3. REQUIREMENTS

 

A Contributor may choose to distribute the Program in object code form under its

own license agreement, provided that:

 

   a) it complies with the terms and conditions of this Agreement; and

 

   b) its license agreement:

 

   i) effectively disclaims on behalf of all Contributors all warranties and

conditions, express and implied, including warranties or conditions of title and

non-infringement, and implied warranties or conditions of merchantability and

fitness for a particular purpose;

 

   ii) effectively excludes on behalf of all Contributors all liability for

damages, including direct, indirect, special, incidental and consequential

damages, such as lost profits;

 

   iii) states that any provisions which differ from this Agreement are offered

by that Contributor alone and not by any other party; and

 

   iv) states that source code for the Program is available from such

Contributor, and informs licensees how to obtain it in a reasonable manner on or

through a medium customarily used for software exchange.

 

When the Program is made available in source code form:

 

   a) it must be made available under this Agreement; and

 

   b) a copy of this Agreement must be included with each copy of the Program.

 

Contributors may not remove or alter any copyright notices contained within the

Program.
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Each Contributor must identify itself as the originator of its Contribution, if

any, in a manner that reasonably allows subsequent Recipients to identify the

originator of the Contribution.

 

4. COMMERCIAL DISTRIBUTION

 

Commercial distributors of software may accept certain responsibilities with

respect to end users, business partners and the like. While this license is

intended to facilitate the commercial use of the Program, the Contributor who

includes the Program in a commercial product offering should do so in a manner

which does not create potential liability for other Contributors. Therefore, if

a Contributor includes the Program in a commercial product offering, such

Contributor ("Commercial Contributor") hereby agrees to defend and indemnify

every other Contributor ("Indemnified Contributor") against any losses, damages

and costs (collectively "Losses") arising from claims, lawsuits and other legal

actions brought by a third party against the Indemnified Contributor to the

extent caused by the acts or omissions of such Commercial Contributor in

connection with its distribution of the Program in a commercial product

offering. The obligations in this section do not apply to any claims or Losses

relating to any actual or alleged intellectual property infringement. In order

to qualify, an Indemnified Contributor must: a) promptly notify the Commercial

Contributor in writing of such claim, and b) allow the Commercial Contributor to

control, and cooperate with the Commercial Contributor in, the defense and any

related settlement negotiations. The Indemnified Contributor may participate in

any such claim at its own expense.

 

For example, a Contributor might include the Program in a commercial product

offering, Product X. That Contributor is then a Commercial Contributor. If that

Commercial Contributor then makes performance claims, or offers warranties

related to Product X, those performance claims and warranties are such

Commercial Contributor's responsibility alone. Under this section, the

Commercial Contributor would have to defend claims against the other

Contributors related to those performance claims and warranties, and if a court

requires any other Contributor to pay any damages as a result, the Commercial

Contributor must pay those damages.

 

5. NO WARRANTY

 

EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, THE PROGRAM IS PROVIDED ON AN

"AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF TITLE,

NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. Each

Recipient is solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using and

distributing the Program and assumes all risks associated with its exercise of

rights under this Agreement, including but not limited to the risks and costs of

program errors, compliance with applicable laws, damage to or loss of data,

programs or equipment, and unavailability or interruption of operations.
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6. DISCLAIMER OF LIABILITY

 

EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, NEITHER RECIPIENT NOR ANY

CONTRIBUTORS SHALL HAVE ANY LIABILITY FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION LOST

PROFITS), HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

OUT OF THE USE OR DISTRIBUTION OF THE PROGRAM OR THE EXERCISE OF ANY RIGHTS

GRANTED HEREUNDER, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

7. GENERAL

 

If any provision of this Agreement is invalid or unenforceable under applicable

law, it shall not affect the validity or enforceability of the remainder of the

terms of this Agreement, and without further action by the parties hereto, such

provision shall be reformed to the minimum extent necessary to make such

provision valid and enforceable.

 

If Recipient institutes patent litigation against a Contributor with respect to

a patent applicable to software (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a

lawsuit), then any patent licenses granted by that Contributor to such Recipient

under this Agreement shall terminate as of the date such litigation is filed. In

addition, if Recipient institutes patent litigation against any entity

(including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Program

itself (excluding combinations of the Program with other software or hardware)

infringes such Recipient's patent(s), then such Recipient's rights granted under

Section 2(b) shall terminate as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

All Recipient's rights under this Agreement shall terminate if it fails to

comply with any of the material terms or conditions of this Agreement and does

not cure such failure in a reasonable period of time after becoming aware of

such noncompliance. If all Recipient's rights under this Agreement terminate,

Recipient agrees to cease use and distribution of the Program as soon as

reasonably practicable. However, Recipient's obligations under this Agreement

and any licenses granted by Recipient relating to the Program shall continue and

survive.

 

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute copies of this Agreement, but in

order to avoid inconsistency the Agreement is copyrighted and may only be

modified in the following manner. The Agreement Steward reserves the right to

publish new versions (including revisions) of this Agreement from time to time.

No one other than the Agreement Steward has the right to modify this Agreement.

IBM is the initial Agreement Steward. IBM may assign the responsibility to serve

as the Agreement Steward to a suitable separate entity. Each new version of the

Agreement will be given a distinguishing version number. The Program (including

Contributions) may always be distributed subject to the version of the Agreement

under which it was received. In addition, after a new version of the Agreement

is published, Contributor may elect to distribute the Program (including its
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Contributions) under the new version. Except as expressly stated in Sections

2(a) and 2(b) above, Recipient receives no rights or licenses to the

intellectual property of any Contributor under this Agreement, whether

expressly, by implication, estoppel or otherwise. All rights in the Program not

expressly granted under this Agreement are reserved.

 

This Agreement is governed by the laws of the State of New York and the

intellectual property laws of the United States of America. No party to this

Agreement will bring a legal action under this Agreement more than one year

after the cause of action arose. Each party waives its rights to a jury trial in

any resulting litigation.

 

Apache CXF

Copyright 2006-2015 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

 

This product also includes schemas and specification developed by or submitted to:

     - the W3C consortium (http://www.w3c.org)

     (http://www.w3.org/XML/1998/namespace)

    

This product also includes WS-* schemas developed by International

  Business Machines Corporation, Microsoft Corporation, BEA Systems,

  TIBCO Software, SAP AG, Sonic Software, and VeriSign

  (http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/wsdl/2003-02-11.xsd)

  (http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/ws/2004/08/addressing/)

  (http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/wsdl/http)

  (http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/ws/2005/02/rm/wsrm.xsd)

  (http://www.w3.org/2005/08/addressing/ws-addr.xsd)

  (http://www.w3.org/TR/ws-metadata-exchange/)

  (http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/ws/2004/09/mex/)

  (http://docs.oasis-open.org/ws-sx/ws-trust/v1.4/ws-trust.html)

 

The product contains code (StaxBuilder.java) that is

 Copyright (C) 2000-2004 Jason Hunter & Brett McLaughlin.

 All rights reserved.

 See the NOTICE.jdom file for additional information

 

Java classes (source and binary) under org.apache.cxf.jaxws.javaee

are generated from schema available here:

(http://java.sun.com/xml/ns/javaee/javaee_5.xsd)

 

This Product also includes software developed by David Heinemeier Hansson.

(http://dev.rubyonrails.org/browser/trunk/activesupport/lib/active_support/inflections.rb)

 

This product includes software Copyright University of Southampton IT Innovation Centre, 2009
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(http://www.it-innovation.soton.ac.uk).

 

This product also includes MTOSI wsdl and schemas developed by the

TeleManagement Forum (http://www.tmforum.org/browse.aspx). The original

MTOSI wsdl and schemas can be download from

(http://sourceforge.net/projects/mtosi-ri)

 

Portions of the included XmlSchema library are Copyright 2006 International Business Machines Corp.

 

Portions of the included xml-apis library were originally based on the following:

  - software copyright (c) 1999, IBM Corporation., http://www.ibm.com.

  - software copyright (c) 1999, Sun Microsystems., http://www.sun.com.

  - software copyright (c) 2000 World Wide Web Consortium, http://www.w3.org

 

Portions of the included xmlbeans library were originally based on the following:

  - software copyright (c) 2000-2003, BEA Systems, <http://www.bea.com/>.

 

Portions of the file cxf-utils.js derives from code marked:

This code was written by Tyler Akins and has been placed in the

public domain.  It would be nice if you left this header intact.

Base64 code from Tyler Akins -- http://rumkin.com

 

 

Additional copyright notices and license terms applicable are

present in the licenses directory of this distribution.

Copyright (c) 2004-2007 QOS.ch

All rights reserved.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free  of charge, to any person obtaining

a  copy  of this  software  and  associated  documentation files  (the

"Software"), to  deal in  the Software without  restriction, including

without limitation  the rights to  use, copy, modify,  merge, publish,

distribute,  sublicense, and/or sell  copies of  the Software,  and to

permit persons to whom the Software  is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The  above  copyright  notice  and  this permission  notice  shall  be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE  SOFTWARE IS  PROVIDED  "AS  IS", WITHOUT  WARRANTY  OF ANY  KIND,

EXPRESS OR  IMPLIED, INCLUDING  BUT NOT LIMITED  TO THE  WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY,    FITNESS    FOR    A   PARTICULAR    PURPOSE    AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE,  ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

Copyright (c) 2000-2005 INRIA, France Telecom

All rights reserved.
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Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

3. Neither the name of the copyright holders nor the names of its

  contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

  this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF

THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

/*--

 

$Id: LICENSE.txt,v 1.11 2004/02/06 09:32:57 jhunter Exp $

 

Copyright (C) 2000-2004 Jason Hunter & Brett McLaughlin.

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions, and the following disclaimer.

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions, and the disclaimer that follows

   these conditions in the documentation and/or other materials

   provided with the distribution.

 

3. The name "JDOM" must not be used to endorse or promote products

   derived from this software without prior written permission.  For
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   written permission, please contact <request_AT_jdom_DOT_org>.

 

4. Products derived from this software may not be called "JDOM", nor

   may "JDOM" appear in their name, without prior written permission

   from the JDOM Project Management <request_AT_jdom_DOT_org>.

 

In addition, we request (but do not require) that you include in the

end-user documentation provided with the redistribution and/or in the

software itself an acknowledgement equivalent to the following:

    "This product includes software developed by the

     JDOM Project (http://www.jdom.org/)."

Alternatively, the acknowledgment may be graphical using the logos

available at http://www.jdom.org/images/logos.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED

WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE JDOM AUTHORS OR THE PROJECT

CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF

USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT

OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGE.

 

This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

individuals on behalf of the JDOM Project and was originally

created by Jason Hunter <jhunter_AT_jdom_DOT_org> and

Brett McLaughlin <brett_AT_jdom_DOT_org>.  For more information

on the JDOM Project, please see <http://www.jdom.org/>.

 

*/

 

Portions of the file cxf-utils.js derives from code marked:

This code was written by Tyler Akins and has been placed in the

public domain.  It would be nice if you left this header intact.

Base64 code from Tyler Akins -- http://rumkin.com

 

The product contains code (StaxBuilder.java) that is

 Copyright (C) 2000-2004 Jason Hunter & Brett McLaughlin.

 All rights reserved.

 See the NOTICE.jdom file for additional information

/*

$Id: LICENSE.txt,v 1.5 2006/02/05 21:49:04 elharo Exp $

 

Copyright 2003-2006 The Werken Company. All Rights Reserved.
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Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

 * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

 * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

   documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

 * Neither the name of the Jaxen Project nor the names of its

   contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived

   from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS

IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED

TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER

OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

*/

Copyright 2001 - 2005, International Business Machines Corporation and Microsoft Corporation

All Rights Reserved

 

License for WSDL Schema Files

 

The Authors grant permission to copy and distribute the WSDL Schema

Files in any medium without fee or royalty as long as this notice and

license are distributed with them.  The originals of these files can

be located at:

 

http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/wsdl/2003-02-11.xsd

 

THESE SCHEMA FILES ARE PROVIDED "AS IS," AND THE AUTHORS MAKE NO REPRESENTATIONS

OR WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, REGARDING THESE FILES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE,

NON-INFRINGEMENT OR TITLE.  THE AUTHORS WILL NOT BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

INDIRECT, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF OR

RELATING TO ANY USE OR DISTRIBUTION OF THESE FILES.
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The name and trademarks of the Authors may NOT be used in any manner,

including advertising or publicity pertaining to these files or any program

or service that uses these files, written prior permission.  Title to copyright

in these files will at all times remain with the Authors.

 

No other rights are granted by implication, estoppel or otherwise.

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the
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     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the
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     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.
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  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the
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     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

Apache CXF includes a number of components and libraries with separate

copyright notices and license terms. Your use of those components are

subject to the terms and conditions of the following licenses.

 

 

 

AntLR Parser Generator (http://www.antlr.org/) antlr:antlr:jar:2.7.7

   License: BSD License  (http://www.antlr.org/license.html)

 

AOP alliance (http://aopalliance.sourceforge.net) aopalliance:aopalliance:jar:1.0

   License: Public Domain

 

ASM (http://asm.objectweb.org/asm/asm) asm:asm:jar:3.3.1:compile

   License: BSD  (http://asm.ow2.org/license.html)

 

MSV XML Schema Datatype Library (http://nexus.sonatype.org/oss-repository-hosting.html/xsdlib)

com.sun.msv.datatype.xsd:xsdlib:bundle:2010.1

   License: BSD  (http://www.opensource.org/licenses/bsd-license.php)

 

Sun JAXB Reference Implementation Runtime (http://jaxb.java.net/jaxb-impl) com.sun.xml.bind:jaxb-

impl:jar:2.2.6:compile

   License: COMMON DEVELOPMENT AND DISTRIBUTION LICENSE (CDDL) Version 1.0

(http://www.sun.com/cddl/cddl.html)

 

Sun JAXB Reference Implementation Tools (http://jaxb.java.net/jaxb-xjc) com.sun.xml.bind:jaxb-

xjc:jar:2.2.6:compile

   License: COMMON DEVELOPMENT AND DISTRIBUTION LICENSE (CDDL) Version 1.0

(http://www.sun.com/cddl/cddl.html)

 

Apache Commons Codec (http://commons.apache.org/proper/commons-codec/) commons-codec:commons-

codec:jar:1.10
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   License: Apache License, Version 2.0  (http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.txt)

 

ISO Relax (http://iso-relax.sourceforge.net/) isorelax:isorelax:jar:20030108:compile

   License: MIT  (http://www.opensource.org/licenses/mit-license.html)

 

javax.ws.rs-api (http://jax-rs-spec.java.net) javax.ws.rs:javax.ws.rs-api:jar:2.0-m10

   License: CDDL 1.1  (http://glassfish.java.net/public/CDDL+GPL_1_1.html)

 

javax.ws.rs-api (http://jax-rs-spec.java.net) javax.ws.rs:javax.ws.rs-api:jar:2.0-m10

   License: GPL2 w/ CPE  (http://glassfish.java.net/public/CDDL+GPL_1_1.html)

 

Java Architecture for XML Binding (JAXB API) (http://jaxb.java.net/jaxb-api) javax.xml.bind:jaxb-

api:jar:2.2.6:compile

   License: COMMON DEVELOPMENT AND DISTRIBUTION LICENSE (CDDL) Version 1.0

(http://www.sun.com/cddl/cddl.html)

 

Joda time (http://joda-time.sourceforge.net) joda-time:joda-time:jar:2.2

   License: Apache 2  (http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.txt)

 

MSV Core (http://msv.java.net/msv-core) net.java.dev.msv:msv-core:bundle:2011.1

   License: BSD  ()

 

HttpAsyncClient (http://hc.apache.org/httpcomponents-asyncclient)

org.apache.httpcomponents:httpasyncclient:jar:4.0-beta3

   License: Apache License  (LICENSE.txt)

 

HttpClient (http://hc.apache.org/httpcomponents-client) org.apache.httpcomponents:httpclient:jar:4.2.5

   License: Apache License  (LICENSE.txt)

 

HttpCore (http://hc.apache.org/httpcomponents-core-ga) org.apache.httpcomponents:httpcore:jar:4.2.4

   License: Apache License  (LICENSE.txt)

 

HttpCore NIO (http://hc.apache.org/httpcomponents-core-ga) org.apache.httpcomponents:httpcore-nio:jar:4.2.4

   License: Apache License  (LICENSE.txt)

 

Apache MINA Core (http://mina.apache.org/mina-core/) org.apache.mina:mina-core:bundle:2.0.7

   License: Apache 2.0 License  (http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0)

 

Stax2 API (http://wiki.fasterxml.com/WoodstoxStax2) org.codehaus.woodstox:stax2-api:bundle:3.1.4

   License: The BSD License  (http://www.opensource.org/licenses/bsd-license.php)

 

Jetty :: Continuation (http://www.eclipse.org/jetty) org.eclipse.jetty:jetty-continuation:jar:8.1.15.v20140411

   License: Apache Software License - Version 2.0  (http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0)

 

Jetty :: Continuation (http://www.eclipse.org/jetty) org.eclipse.jetty:jetty-continuation:jar:8.1.15.v20140411

   License: Eclipse Public License - Version 1.0  (http://www.eclipse.org/org/documents/epl-v10.php)

 

Jetty :: Http Utility (http://www.eclipse.org/jetty) org.eclipse.jetty:jetty-http:jar:8.1.15.v20140411
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   License: Apache Software License - Version 2.0  (http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0)

 

Jetty :: Http Utility (http://www.eclipse.org/jetty) org.eclipse.jetty:jetty-http:jar:8.1.15.v20140411

   License: Eclipse Public License - Version 1.0  (http://www.eclipse.org/org/documents/epl-v10.php)

 

Jetty :: IO Utility (http://www.eclipse.org/jetty) org.eclipse.jetty:jetty-io:jar:8.1.15.v20140411

   License: Apache Software License - Version 2.0  (http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0)

 

Jetty :: IO Utility (http://www.eclipse.org/jetty) org.eclipse.jetty:jetty-io:jar:8.1.15.v20140411

   License: Eclipse Public License - Version 1.0  (http://www.eclipse.org/org/documents/epl-v10.php)

 

Jetty :: Security (http://www.eclipse.org/jetty) org.eclipse.jetty:jetty-security:jar:8.1.15.v20140411

   License: Apache Software License - Version 2.0  (http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0)

 

Jetty :: Security (http://www.eclipse.org/jetty) org.eclipse.jetty:jetty-security:jar:8.1.15.v20140411

   License: Eclipse Public License - Version 1.0  (http://www.eclipse.org/org/documents/epl-v10.php)

 

Jetty :: Server Core (http://www.eclipse.org/jetty) org.eclipse.jetty:jetty-server:jar:8.1.15.v20140411

   License: Apache Software License - Version 2.0  (http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0)

 

Jetty :: Server Core (http://www.eclipse.org/jetty) org.eclipse.jetty:jetty-server:jar:8.1.15.v20140411

   License: Eclipse Public License - Version 1.0  (http://www.eclipse.org/org/documents/epl-v10.php)

 

Jetty :: Utilities (http://www.eclipse.org/jetty) org.eclipse.jetty:jetty-util:jar:8.1.15.v20140411

   License: Apache Software License - Version 2.0  (http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0)

 

Jetty :: Utilities (http://www.eclipse.org/jetty) org.eclipse.jetty:jetty-util:jar:8.1.15.v20140411

   License: Eclipse Public License - Version 1.0  (http://www.eclipse.org/org/documents/epl-v10.php)

 

OpenSAML-J (http://opensaml.org/) org.opensaml:opensaml:jar:2.6.1

   License: Apache 2  (http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.txt)

 

OpenWS (http://opensaml.org/) org.opensaml:openws:jar:1.5.1

   License: Apache 2  (http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.txt)

 

XMLTooling-J (http://opensaml.org/) org.opensaml:xmltooling:jar:1.4.1

   License: Apache 2  (http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.txt)

 

Simple Logging Facade for Java - API (http://www.slf4j.org/slf4j-api) org.slf4j:slf4j-api:jar:1.7.9:compile

   License: MIT License  (http://www.slf4j.org/license.html)

 

Simple Logging Facade for Java - JDK Logging (http://www.slf4j.org/slf4j-jdk14) org.slf4j:slf4j-

jdk14:jar:1.7.9:compile

   License: MIT License  (http://www.slf4j.org/license.html)

 

RELAX NG Datatype (http://sourceforge.net/projects/relaxng/)

relaxngDatatype:relaxngDatatype:jar:20020414:compile

   License: BSD  (http://www.opensource.org/licenses/bsd-license.php)
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Rhino (http://www.mozilla.org/rhino/) rhino:js:jar:1.7R2

   License: Mozilla Public License  (http://www.mozilla.org/MPL/MPL-1.1.html)

 

WSDL4J (http://sf.net/projects/wsdl4j) wsdl4j:wsdl4j:jar:1.6.3

   License: CPL  (http://www.opensource.org/licenses/cpl1.0.txt)

(c) 2001-2006 BEA Systems Inc., International Business Machines Corporation, Microsoft Corporation, Inc., SAP

AG, Sonic Software, and VeriSign, Inc. All rights reserved.

 

Permission to copy and display the WS-Policy Specification (the "Specification", which includes WSDL and

schema documents), in any medium without fee or royalty is hereby granted, provided that you include the

following on ALL copies of the WS-Policy Specification, that you make:

 

1.	A link or URL to the WS-Policy Specification at one of the Authors' websites

2.	The copyright notice as shown in the WS-Policy Specification.

 

BEA Systems, IBM, Microsoft, SAP, Sonic Software, and VeriSign (collectively, the "Authors") each agree to grant

you a license, under royalty-free and otherwise reasonable, non-discriminatory terms and conditions, to their

respective essential patent claims that they deem necessary to implement the WS-Policy Specification.

 

THE WS-POLICY SPECIFICATION IS PROVIDED "AS IS," AND THE AUTHORS MAKE NO

REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, NON-

INFRINGEMENT, OR TITLE; THAT THE CONTENTS OF THE WS-POLICY SPECIFICATION ARE

SUITABLE FOR ANY PURPOSE; NOR THAT THE IMPLEMENTATION OF SUCH CONTENTS WILL NOT

INFRINGE ANY THIRD PARTY PATENTS, COPYRIGHTS, TRADEMARKS OR OTHER RIGHTS.

 

THE AUTHORS WILL NOT BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF OR RELATING TO ANY USE OR DISTRIBUTION OF

THE WS-POLICY SPECIFICATION.

 

The name and trademarks of the Authors may NOT be used in any manner, including advertising or publicity

pertaining to the WS-Policy Specification or its contents without specific, written prior permission. Title to

copyright in the WS-Policy Specification will at all times remain with the Authors.

 

No other rights are granted by implication, estoppel or otherwise.

This product also includes schemas and specification developed by or submitted to:

     - the W3C consortium (http://www.w3c.org)

     (http://www.w3.org/XML/1998/namespace)

    

This product also includes WS-* schemas developed by International

  Business Machines Corporation, Microsoft Corporation, BEA Systems,

  TIBCO Software, SAP AG, Sonic Software, and VeriSign

  (http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/wsdl/2003-02-11.xsd)

  (http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/ws/2004/08/addressing/)

  (http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/wsdl/http)

  (http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/ws/2005/02/rm/wsrm.xsd)

  (http://www.w3.org/2005/08/addressing/ws-addr.xsd)
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  (http://www.w3.org/TR/ws-metadata-exchange/)

  (http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/ws/2004/09/mex/)

  (http://docs.oasis-open.org/ws-sx/ws-trust/v1.4/ws-trust.html)

 

The product contains code (StaxBuilder.java) that is

 Copyright (C) 2000-2004 Jason Hunter & Brett McLaughlin.

 All rights reserved.

 See the NOTICE.jdom file for additional information

 

Java classes (source and binary) under org.apache.cxf.jaxws.javaee

are generated from schema available here:

(http://java.sun.com/xml/ns/javaee/javaee_5.xsd)

 

This Product also includes software developed by David Heinemeier Hansson.

(http://dev.rubyonrails.org/browser/trunk/activesupport/lib/active_support/inflections.rb)

 

This product includes software Copyright University of Southampton IT Innovation Centre, 2009

(http://www.it-innovation.soton.ac.uk).

 

This product also includes MTOSI wsdl and schemas developed by the

TeleManagement Forum (http://www.tmforum.org/browse.aspx). The original

MTOSI wsdl and schemas can be download from

(http://sourceforge.net/projects/mtosi-ri)

 

Portions of the included XmlSchema library are Copyright 2006 International Business Machines Corp.

 

Portions of the included xml-apis library were originally based on the following:

  - software copyright (c) 1999, IBM Corporation., http://www.ibm.com.

  - software copyright (c) 1999, Sun Microsystems., http://www.sun.com.

  - software copyright (c) 2000 World Wide Web Consortium, http://www.w3.org

 

Portions of the included xmlbeans library were originally based on the following:

  - software copyright (c) 2000-2003, BEA Systems, <http://www.bea.com/>.

 

Portions of the file cxf-utils.js derives from code marked:

This code was written by Tyler Akins and has been placed in the

public domain.  It would be nice if you left this header intact.

Base64 code from Tyler Akins -- http://rumkin.com

 

 

Additional copyright notices and license terms applicable are

present in the licenses directory of this distribution.

Java classes (source and binary) under org.apache.cxf.jaxws.javaee

are generated from schema available here:

(http://java.sun.com/xml/ns/javaee/javaee_5.xsd)

 

This product includes software Copyright University of Southampton IT Innovation Centre, 2009

(http://www.it-innovation.soton.ac.uk).
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File json2.min.js has been placed in the public domain.

 

 

Portions of the file uuid.min.js derives from code marked:

/*

Math.uuid.js (v1.4)

http://www.broofa.com

mailto:robert@broofa.com

 

Copyright (c) 2010 Robert Kieffer

Dual licensed under the MIT and GPL licenses.

*/

 

COMMON DEVELOPMENT AND DISTRIBUTION LICENSE (CDDL) Version 1.0

 

 

     1. Definitions.

 

           1.1. Contributor means each individual or entity that

           creates or contributes to the creation of Modifications.

 

           1.2. Contributor Version means the combination of the

           Original Software, prior Modifications used by a

           Contributor (if any), and the Modifications made by that

           particular Contributor.

 

           1.3. Covered Software means (a) the Original Software, or

           (b) Modifications, or (c) the combination of files

           containing Original Software with files containing

           Modifications, in each case including portions thereof.

 

           1.4. Executable means the Covered Software in any form

           other than Source Code.

 

           1.5. Initial Developer means the individual or entity

           that first makes Original Software available under this

           License.

          

           1.6. Larger Work means a work which combines Covered

           Software or portions thereof with code not governed by the

           terms of this License.

 

           1.7. License means this document.

 

           1.8. Licensable means having the right to grant, to the

           maximum extent possible, whether at the time of the initial

           grant or subsequently acquired, any and all of the rights

           conveyed herein.
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           1.9. Modifications means the Source Code and Executable

           form of any of the following:

 

                 A. Any file that results from an addition to,

                 deletion from or modification of the contents of a

                 file containing Original Software or previous

                 Modifications;

 

                 B. Any new file that contains any part of the

                 Original Software or previous Modification; or

 

                 C. Any new file that is contributed or otherwise made

                 available under the terms of this License.

 

           1.10. Original Software means the Source Code and

           Executable form of computer software code that is

           originally released under this License.

 

           1.11. Patent Claims means any patent claim(s), now owned

           or hereafter acquired, including without limitation,

           method, process, and apparatus claims, in any patent

           Licensable by grantor.

 

           1.12. Source Code means (a) the common form of computer

           software code in which modifications are made and (b)

           associated documentation included in or with such code.

 

           1.13. You (or Your) means an individual or a legal

           entity exercising rights under, and complying with all of

           the terms of, this License. For legal entities, You

           includes any entity which controls, is controlled by, or is

           under common control with You. For purposes of this

           definition, control means (a) the power, direct or

           indirect, to cause the direction or management of such

           entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (b) ownership

           of more than fifty percent (50%) of the outstanding shares

           or beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     2. License Grants.

 

           2.1. The Initial Developer Grant.

 

           Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and

           subject to third party intellectual property claims, the

           Initial Developer hereby grants You a world-wide,

           royalty-free, non-exclusive license:
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                 (a) under intellectual property rights (other than

                 patent or trademark) Licensable by Initial Developer,

                 to use, reproduce, modify, display, perform,

                 sublicense and distribute the Original Software (or

                 portions thereof), with or without Modifications,

                 and/or as part of a Larger Work; and

 

                 (b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making,

                 using or selling of Original Software, to make, have

                 made, use, practice, sell, and offer for sale, and/or

                 otherwise dispose of the Original Software (or

                 portions thereof).

 

                 (c) The licenses granted in Sections 2.1(a) and (b)

                 are effective on the date Initial Developer first

                 distributes or otherwise makes the Original Software

                 available to a third party under the terms of this

                 License.

 

                 (d) Notwithstanding Section 2.1(b) above, no patent

                 license is granted: (1) for code that You delete from

                 the Original Software, or (2) for infringements

                 caused by: (i) the modification of the Original

                 Software, or (ii) the combination of the Original

                 Software with other software or devices.

 

           2.2. Contributor Grant.

 

           Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and

           subject to third party intellectual property claims, each

           Contributor hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free,

           non-exclusive license:

 

                 (a) under intellectual property rights (other than

                 patent or trademark) Licensable by Contributor to

                 use, reproduce, modify, display, perform, sublicense

                 and distribute the Modifications created by such

                 Contributor (or portions thereof), either on an

                 unmodified basis, with other Modifications, as

                 Covered Software and/or as part of a Larger Work; and

                

 

                 (b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making,

                 using, or selling of Modifications made by that

                 Contributor either alone and/or in combination with

                 its Contributor Version (or portions of such

                 combination), to make, use, sell, offer for sale,

                 have made, and/or otherwise dispose of: (1)
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                 Modifications made by that Contributor (or portions

                 thereof); and (2) the combination of Modifications

                 made by that Contributor with its Contributor Version

                 (or portions of such combination).

 

                 (c) The licenses granted in Sections 2.2(a) and

                 2.2(b) are effective on the date Contributor first

                 distributes or otherwise makes the Modifications

                 available to a third party.

 

                 (d) Notwithstanding Section 2.2(b) above, no patent

                 license is granted: (1) for any code that Contributor

                 has deleted from the Contributor Version; (2) for

                 infringements caused by: (i) third party

                 modifications of Contributor Version, or (ii) the

                 combination of Modifications made by that Contributor

                 with other software (except as part of the

                 Contributor Version) or other devices; or (3) under

                 Patent Claims infringed by Covered Software in the

                 absence of Modifications made by that Contributor.

 

     3. Distribution Obligations.

 

           3.1. Availability of Source Code.

 

           Any Covered Software that You distribute or otherwise make

           available in Executable form must also be made available in

           Source Code form and that Source Code form must be

           distributed only under the terms of this License. You must

           include a copy of this License with every copy of the

           Source Code form of the Covered Software You distribute or

           otherwise make available. You must inform recipients of any

           such Covered Software in Executable form as to how they can

           obtain such Covered Software in Source Code form in a

           reasonable manner on or through a medium customarily used

           for software exchange.

 

           3.2. Modifications.

 

           The Modifications that You create or to which You

           contribute are governed by the terms of this License. You

           represent that You believe Your Modifications are Your

           original creation(s) and/or You have sufficient rights to

           grant the rights conveyed by this License.

 

           3.3. Required Notices.

 

           You must include a notice in each of Your Modifications
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           that identifies You as the Contributor of the Modification.

           You may not remove or alter any copyright, patent or

           trademark notices contained within the Covered Software, or

           any notices of licensing or any descriptive text giving

           attribution to any Contributor or the Initial Developer.

 

           3.4. Application of Additional Terms.

 

           You may not offer or impose any terms on any Covered

           Software in Source Code form that alters or restricts the

           applicable version of this License or the recipients

           rights hereunder. You may choose to offer, and to charge a

           fee for, warranty, support, indemnity or liability

           obligations to one or more recipients of Covered Software.

           However, you may do so only on Your own behalf, and not on

           behalf of the Initial Developer or any Contributor. You

           must make it absolutely clear that any such warranty,

           support, indemnity or liability obligation is offered by

           You alone, and You hereby agree to indemnify the Initial

           Developer and every Contributor for any liability incurred

           by the Initial Developer or such Contributor as a result of

           warranty, support, indemnity or liability terms You offer.

        

 

           3.5. Distribution of Executable Versions.

 

           You may distribute the Executable form of the Covered

           Software under the terms of this License or under the terms

           of a license of Your choice, which may contain terms

           different from this License, provided that You are in

           compliance with the terms of this License and that the

           license for the Executable form does not attempt to limit

           or alter the recipients rights in the Source Code form

           from the rights set forth in this License. If You

           distribute the Covered Software in Executable form under a

           different license, You must make it absolutely clear that

           any terms which differ from this License are offered by You

           alone, not by the Initial Developer or Contributor. You

           hereby agree to indemnify the Initial Developer and every

           Contributor for any liability incurred by the Initial

           Developer or such Contributor as a result of any such terms

           You offer.

 

           3.6. Larger Works.

 

           You may create a Larger Work by combining Covered Software

           with other code not governed by the terms of this License

           and distribute the Larger Work as a single product. In such
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           a case, You must make sure the requirements of this License

           are fulfilled for the Covered Software.

          

     4. Versions of the License.

 

           4.1. New Versions.

 

           Sun Microsystems, Inc. is the initial license steward and

           may publish revised and/or new versions of this License

           from time to time. Each version will be given a

           distinguishing version number. Except as provided in

           Section 4.3, no one other than the license steward has the

           right to modify this License.

 

           4.2. Effect of New Versions.

 

           You may always continue to use, distribute or otherwise

           make the Covered Software available under the terms of the

           version of the License under which You originally received

           the Covered Software. If the Initial Developer includes a

           notice in the Original Software prohibiting it from being

           distributed or otherwise made available under any

           subsequent version of the License, You must distribute and

           make the Covered Software available under the terms of the

           version of the License under which You originally received

           the Covered Software. Otherwise, You may also choose to

           use, distribute or otherwise make the Covered Software

           available under the terms of any subsequent version of the

           License published by the license steward.

 

           4.3. Modified Versions.

 

           When You are an Initial Developer and You want to create a

           new license for Your Original Software, You may create and

           use a modified version of this License if You: (a) rename

           the license and remove any references to the name of the

           license steward (except to note that the license differs

           from this License); and (b) otherwise make it clear that

           the license contains terms which differ from this License.

          

 

     5. DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY.

 

     COVERED SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED UNDER THIS LICENSE ON AN AS IS

     BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED,

     INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, WARRANTIES THAT THE COVERED

     SOFTWARE IS FREE OF DEFECTS, MERCHANTABLE, FIT FOR A PARTICULAR

     PURPOSE OR NON-INFRINGING. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND
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     PERFORMANCE OF THE COVERED SOFTWARE IS WITH YOU. SHOULD ANY

     COVERED SOFTWARE PROVE DEFECTIVE IN ANY RESPECT, YOU (NOT THE

     INITIAL DEVELOPER OR ANY OTHER CONTRIBUTOR) ASSUME THE COST OF

     ANY NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION. THIS DISCLAIMER OF

     WARRANTY CONSTITUTES AN ESSENTIAL PART OF THIS LICENSE. NO USE OF

     ANY COVERED SOFTWARE IS AUTHORIZED HEREUNDER EXCEPT UNDER THIS

     DISCLAIMER.

 

     6. TERMINATION.

 

           6.1. This License and the rights granted hereunder will

           terminate automatically if You fail to comply with terms

           herein and fail to cure such breach within 30 days of

           becoming aware of the breach. Provisions which, by their

           nature, must remain in effect beyond the termination of

           this License shall survive.

 

           6.2. If You assert a patent infringement claim (excluding

           declaratory judgment actions) against Initial Developer or

           a Contributor (the Initial Developer or Contributor against

           whom You assert such claim is referred to as Participant)

           alleging that the Participant Software (meaning the

           Contributor Version where the Participant is a Contributor

           or the Original Software where the Participant is the

           Initial Developer) directly or indirectly infringes any

           patent, then any and all rights granted directly or

           indirectly to You by such Participant, the Initial

           Developer (if the Initial Developer is not the Participant)

           and all Contributors under Sections 2.1 and/or 2.2 of this

           License shall, upon 60 days notice from Participant

           terminate prospectively and automatically at the expiration

           of such 60 day notice period, unless if within such 60 day

           period You withdraw Your claim with respect to the

           Participant Software against such Participant either

           unilaterally or pursuant to a written agreement with

           Participant.

 

           6.3. In the event of termination under Sections 6.1 or 6.2

           above, all end user licenses that have been validly granted

           by You or any distributor hereunder prior to termination

           (excluding licenses granted to You by any distributor)

           shall survive termination.

 

     7. LIMITATION OF LIABILITY.

 

     UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES AND UNDER NO LEGAL THEORY, WHETHER TORT

     (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE), CONTRACT, OR OTHERWISE, SHALL YOU, THE

     INITIAL DEVELOPER, ANY OTHER CONTRIBUTOR, OR ANY DISTRIBUTOR OF
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     COVERED SOFTWARE, OR ANY SUPPLIER OF ANY OF SUCH PARTIES, BE

     LIABLE TO ANY PERSON FOR ANY INDIRECT, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, OR

     CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OF ANY CHARACTER INCLUDING, WITHOUT

     LIMITATION, DAMAGES FOR LOST PROFITS, LOSS OF GOODWILL, WORK

     STOPPAGE, COMPUTER FAILURE OR MALFUNCTION, OR ANY AND ALL OTHER

     COMMERCIAL DAMAGES OR LOSSES, EVEN IF SUCH PARTY SHALL HAVE BEEN

     INFORMED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES. THIS LIMITATION OF

     LIABILITY SHALL NOT APPLY TO LIABILITY FOR DEATH OR PERSONAL

     INJURY RESULTING FROM SUCH PARTYS NEGLIGENCE TO THE EXTENT

     APPLICABLE LAW PROHIBITS SUCH LIMITATION. SOME JURISDICTIONS DO

     NOT ALLOW THE EXCLUSION OR LIMITATION OF INCIDENTAL OR

     CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, SO THIS EXCLUSION AND LIMITATION MAY NOT

     APPLY TO YOU.

 

     8. U.S. GOVERNMENT END USERS.

 

     The Covered Software is a commercial item, as that term is

     defined in 48 C.F.R. 2.101 (Oct. 1995), consisting of commercial

     computer software (as that term is defined at 48 C.F.R.

     252.227-7014(a)(1)) and commercial computer software

     documentation as such terms are used in 48 C.F.R. 12.212 (Sept.

     1995). Consistent with 48 C.F.R. 12.212 and 48 C.F.R. 227.7202-1

     through 227.7202-4 (June 1995), all U.S. Government End Users

     acquire Covered Software with only those rights set forth herein.

     This U.S. Government Rights clause is in lieu of, and supersedes,

     any other FAR, DFAR, or other clause or provision that addresses

     Government rights in computer software under this License.

 

     9. MISCELLANEOUS.

 

     This License represents the complete agreement concerning subject

     matter hereof. If any provision of this License is held to be

     unenforceable, such provision shall be reformed only to the

     extent necessary to make it enforceable. This License shall be

     governed by the law of the jurisdiction specified in a notice

     contained within the Original Software (except to the extent

     applicable law, if any, provides otherwise), excluding such

     jurisdictions conflict-of-law provisions. Any litigation

     relating to this License shall be subject to the jurisdiction of

     the courts located in the jurisdiction and venue specified in a

     notice contained within the Original Software, with the losing

     party responsible for costs, including, without limitation, court

     costs and reasonable attorneys fees and expenses. The

     application of the United Nations Convention on Contracts for the

     International Sale of Goods is expressly excluded. Any law or

     regulation which provides that the language of a contract shall

     be construed against the drafter shall not apply to this License.

     You agree that You alone are responsible for compliance with the
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     United States export administration regulations (and the export

     control laws and regulation of any other countries) when You use,

     distribute or otherwise make available any Covered Software.

 

     10. RESPONSIBILITY FOR CLAIMS.

 

     As between Initial Developer and the Contributors, each party is

     responsible for claims and damages arising, directly or

     indirectly, out of its utilization of rights under this License

     and You agree to work with Initial Developer and Contributors to

     distribute such responsibility on an equitable basis. Nothing

     herein is intended or shall be deemed to constitute any admission

     of liability.

Copyright (c) 2005-2006 David Heinemeier Hansson

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

1.46 snake-yaml 1.27 
1.46.1 Available under license : 

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '// This module is multi-licensed and may be used under the

terms //  EPL, Eclipse Public License, V1.0 or later, http://www.eclipse.org/legal //  LGPL, GNU Lesser General

Public License, V2.1 or later, http://www.gnu.org/licenses/lgpl.html //  GPL, GNU General Public License, V2 or

later, http://www.gnu.org/licenses/gpl.html //  AL, Apache License, V2.0 or later, http://www.apache.org/licenses //

BSD, BSD License, http://www.opensource.org/licenses/bsd-license.php * Multi-licensed: EPL / LGPL / GPL / AL

/ BSD.'

Found license 'Eclipse Public License 1.0' in '// This module is multi-licensed and may be used under the terms //

EPL, Eclipse Public License, V1.0 or later, http://www.eclipse.org/legal //  LGPL, GNU Lesser General Public

License, V2.1 or later, http://www.gnu.org/licenses/lgpl.html //  GPL, GNU General Public License, V2 or later,

http://www.gnu.org/licenses/gpl.html //  AL, Apache License, V2.0 or later, http://www.apache.org/licenses //  BSD,
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BSD License, http://www.opensource.org/licenses/bsd-license.php * Multi-licensed: EPL / LGPL / GPL / AL /

BSD.'

 

1.47 weld-servlet-core 2.4.8.Final 
1.47.1 Available under license : 

                                 Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the
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     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the
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     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.
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  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the
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     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.48 jbossws-cxf-factories 4.2.3.Final-redhat-

1 
1.48.1 Available under license : 

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* to you under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the *

"License"); you may not use this file except in compliance * with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License

at * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0 * software distributed under the License is distributed on an *

This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it * under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public

License as * published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2.1 of * the License, or (at your option) any

later version. * This software is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY;

without even the implied warranty of * MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.

See the GNU * Lesser General Public License for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU

Lesser General Public'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it * under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as * published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of * the License, or (at your option) any later version. * This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of *

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU * Lesser General Public

License for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public'

 

1.49 solder-impl 3.2.1.Final 
1.49.1 Available under license : 

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it * under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as * published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of * the License, or (at your option) any later version. * This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of *

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU * Lesser General Public
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License for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public'

 

1.50 apache-aries-blueprint-core 1.0.0 
1.50.1 Available under license : 

 

Apache Aries Blueprint Core

Copyright 2009-2012 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

 

This product includes software developed at

the OSGi Alliance (http://www.osgi.org/).

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but
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     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their
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     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with
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     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.
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  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.51 jboss-as-osgi-service 7.3.0.Final-redhat-

14 
1.51.1 Available under license : 

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '# This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it # under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as # published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of # the License, or (at your option) any later version. # This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, # but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of #

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU # Lesser General Public

License for more details. # You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it * under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as * published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of * the License, or (at your option) any later version. * This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of *

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU * Lesser General Public

License for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public'
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1.52 cxf-wstx-msv-validation 2.7.18 
1.52.1 Available under license : 

 

Apache CXF

Copyright 2006-2015 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work
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     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses
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     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.
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     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"
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     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.53 remoting-jmx 1.1.2.Final-redhat-1 
1.53.1 Available under license : 

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it * under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as * published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of * the License, or (at your option) any later version. * This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of *

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU * Lesser General Public

License for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public'

 

1.54 jboss-as-clustering-infinispan 7.2.0.Final
1.54.1 Available under license : 

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '~ This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it ~ under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as ~ published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of ~ the License, or (at your option) any later version. ~ This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, ~ but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of ~

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU ~ Lesser General Public

License for more details. ~ You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '# This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it # under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as # published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of # the License, or (at your option) any later version. # This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, # but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of #

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU # Lesser General Public

License for more details. # You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public'
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Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it * under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as * published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of * the License, or (at your option) any later version. * This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of *

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU * Lesser General Public

License for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public'

 

1.55 websocket-client 9.2.19.v20160908 

 

1.56 jbosselapi 1.0.2.Final-redhat-1 
1.56.1 Available under license : 

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it * under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as * published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of * the License, or (at your option) any later version. * This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of *

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU * Lesser General Public

License for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public'

 

1.57 jboss-threads 2.1.1.Final-redhat-1 
1.57.1 Available under license : 

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it * under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as * published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of * the License, or (at your option) any later version. * This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of *

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU * Lesser General Public

License for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it * under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as * published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of * the License, or (at your option) any later version. * This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of *

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU * Lesser General Public

License for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public * permission to use

this method. * You must have the {@link RuntimePermission}{@code ("modifyThread")} permission to use this

method. * permission to use this method.'

 

1.58 infinispan 4.2.15.Final 
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1.58.1 Available under license : 
Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it * under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as * published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of * the License, or (at your option) any later version. * This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of *

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU * Lesser General Public

License for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* indicated by the @author tags or express copyright

attribution * distributed under license by Red Hat Middleware LLC. * This copyrighted material is made available

to anyone wishing to use, modify, * copy, or redistribute it subject to the terms and conditions of the GNU * Lesser

General Public License, as published by the Free Software Foundation. * This program is distributed in the hope that

it will be useful, * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

MERCHANTABILITY * or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU Lesser General Public

License * for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public License * Boston,

MA  02110-1301  USA'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* contributors as indicated by the @author tags. All rights

reserved. * This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it * under the terms of the GNU Lesser

General Public License as * published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2.1 of * the License, or (at

your option) any later version. * This software is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, * but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of * MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU * Lesser General Public License for more details. * You should have

received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* indicated by the @author tags or express copyright

attribution * distributed under license by Red Hat, Inc. and/or it's affiliates. * This copyrighted material is made

available to anyone wishing to use, modify, * copy, or redistribute it subject to the terms and conditions of the GNU

* Lesser General Public License, as published by the Free Software Foundation. * This program is distributed in the

hope that it will be useful, * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

MERCHANTABILITY * or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU Lesser General Public

License * for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public License * Boston,

MA  02110-1301  USA'

 

1.59 mime-pull 1.3 

 

1.60 commons-digester 1.8 
1.60.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* $Id: Rules.java 471661 2006-11-06 08:09:25Z skitching $

*

* Licensed to the Apache Software Foundation (ASF) under one or more

* contributor license agreements.  See the NOTICE file distributed with

* this work for additional information regarding copyright ownership.

* The ASF licenses this file to You under the Apache License, Version 2.0
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* (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with

* the License.  You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135844707_1613613985.45/0/commons-digester-1-8-sources-5-

jar/org/apache/commons/digester/Rules.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* $Id: StackAction.java 476205 2006-11-17 16:43:10Z dennisl $

*

* Licensed to the Apache Software Foundation (ASF) under one or more

* contributor license agreements.  See the NOTICE file distributed with

* this work for additional information regarding copyright ownership.

* The ASF licenses this file to You under the Apache License, Version 2.0

* (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with

* the License.  You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135844707_1613613985.45/0/commons-digester-1-8-sources-5-

jar/org/apache/commons/digester/StackAction.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* $Id: LogUtils.java 471661 2006-11-06 08:09:25Z skitching $

*

* Licensed to the Apache Software Foundation (ASF) under one or more

* contributor license agreements.  See the NOTICE file distributed with

* this work for additional information regarding copyright ownership.

* The ASF licenses this file to You under the Apache License, Version 2.0

* (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with

* the License.  You may obtain a copy of the License at
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*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135844707_1613613985.45/0/commons-digester-1-8-sources-5-

jar/org/apache/commons/digester/plugins/LogUtils.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* $Id: FinderFromClass.java 471661 2006-11-06 08:09:25Z skitching $

*

* Licensed to the Apache Software Foundation (ASF) under one or more

* contributor license agreements.  See the NOTICE file distributed with

* this work for additional information regarding copyright ownership.

* The ASF licenses this file to You under the Apache License, Version 2.0

* (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with

* the License.  You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135844707_1613613985.45/0/commons-digester-1-8-sources-5-

jar/org/apache/commons/digester/plugins/strategies/FinderFromClass.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* $Id: ObjectCreateRule.java 471661 2006-11-06 08:09:25Z skitching $

*

* Licensed to the Apache Software Foundation (ASF) under one or more

* contributor license agreements.  See the NOTICE file distributed with

* this work for additional information regarding copyright ownership.

* The ASF licenses this file to You under the Apache License, Version 2.0

* (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with

* the License.  You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
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*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135844707_1613613985.45/0/commons-digester-1-8-sources-5-

jar/org/apache/commons/digester/ObjectCreateRule.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* $Id: RuleFinder.java 471661 2006-11-06 08:09:25Z skitching $

*

* Licensed to the Apache Software Foundation (ASF) under one or more

* contributor license agreements.  See the NOTICE file distributed with

* this work for additional information regarding copyright ownership.

* The ASF licenses this file to You under the Apache License, Version 2.0

* (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with

* the License.  You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135844707_1613613985.45/0/commons-digester-1-8-sources-5-

jar/org/apache/commons/digester/plugins/RuleFinder.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* $Id: PluginConfigurationException.java 476205 2006-11-17 16:43:10Z dennisl $

*

* Licensed to the Apache Software Foundation (ASF) under one or more

* contributor license agreements.  See the NOTICE file distributed with

* this work for additional information regarding copyright ownership.

* The ASF licenses this file to You under the Apache License, Version 2.0

* (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with

* the License.  You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
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* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135844707_1613613985.45/0/commons-digester-1-8-sources-5-

jar/org/apache/commons/digester/plugins/PluginConfigurationException.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* $Id: FinderSetProperties.java 471661 2006-11-06 08:09:25Z skitching $

*

* Licensed to the Apache Software Foundation (ASF) under one or more

* contributor license agreements.  See the NOTICE file distributed with

* this work for additional information regarding copyright ownership.

* The ASF licenses this file to You under the Apache License, Version 2.0

* (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with

* the License.  You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135844707_1613613985.45/0/commons-digester-1-8-sources-5-

jar/org/apache/commons/digester/plugins/strategies/FinderSetProperties.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* $Id: AbstractRulesImpl.java 471661 2006-11-06 08:09:25Z skitching $

*

* Licensed to the Apache Software Foundation (ASF) under one or more

* contributor license agreements.  See the NOTICE file distributed with

* this work for additional information regarding copyright ownership.

* The ASF licenses this file to You under the Apache License, Version 2.0

* (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with

* the License.  You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
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* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135844707_1613613985.45/0/commons-digester-1-8-sources-5-

jar/org/apache/commons/digester/AbstractRulesImpl.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* $Id: PluginContext.java 476312 2006-11-17 20:59:09Z rahul $

*

* Licensed to the Apache Software Foundation (ASF) under one or more

* contributor license agreements.  See the NOTICE file distributed with

* this work for additional information regarding copyright ownership.

* The ASF licenses this file to You under the Apache License, Version 2.0

* (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with

* the License.  You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135844707_1613613985.45/0/commons-digester-1-8-sources-5-

jar/org/apache/commons/digester/plugins/PluginContext.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* $Id: Substitutor.java 471661 2006-11-06 08:09:25Z skitching $

*

* Licensed to the Apache Software Foundation (ASF) under one or more

* contributor license agreements.  See the NOTICE file distributed with

* this work for additional information regarding copyright ownership.

* The ASF licenses this file to You under the Apache License, Version 2.0

* (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with

* the License.  You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.
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*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135844707_1613613985.45/0/commons-digester-1-8-sources-5-

jar/org/apache/commons/digester/Substitutor.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

17 20:00:50Z rahul $

 

Licensed to the Apache Software Foundation (ASF) under one or more

contributor license agreements.  See the NOTICE file distributed with

this work for additional information regarding copyright ownership.

The ASF licenses this file to You under the Apache License, Version 2.0

(the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with

the License.  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE

2.0

 

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

limitations under the License.

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135844707_1613613985.45/0/commons-digester-1-8-sources-5-

jar/org/apache/commons/digester/package.html

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* $Id: WithDefaultsRulesWrapper.java 471661 2006-11-06 08:09:25Z skitching $

*

* Licensed to the Apache Software Foundation (ASF) under one or more

* contributor license agreements.  See the NOTICE file distributed with

* this work for additional information regarding copyright ownership.

* The ASF licenses this file to You under the Apache License, Version 2.0

* (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with

* the License.  You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135844707_1613613985.45/0/commons-digester-1-8-sources-5-

jar/org/apache/commons/digester/WithDefaultsRulesWrapper.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* $Id: Digester.java 480169 2006-11-28 19:37:36Z rahul $

*

* Licensed to the Apache Software Foundation (ASF) under one or more

* contributor license agreements.  See the NOTICE file distributed with

* this work for additional information regarding copyright ownership.

* The ASF licenses this file to You under the Apache License, Version 2.0

* (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with

* the License.  You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135844707_1613613985.45/0/commons-digester-1-8-sources-5-

jar/org/apache/commons/digester/Digester.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* $Id: PluginInvalidInputException.java 476205 2006-11-17 16:43:10Z dennisl $

*

* Licensed to the Apache Software Foundation (ASF) under one or more

* contributor license agreements.  See the NOTICE file distributed with

* this work for additional information regarding copyright ownership.

* The ASF licenses this file to You under the Apache License, Version 2.0

* (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with

* the License.  You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135844707_1613613985.45/0/commons-digester-1-8-sources-5-
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jar/org/apache/commons/digester/plugins/PluginInvalidInputException.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* $Id: FinderFromResource.java 471661 2006-11-06 08:09:25Z skitching $

*

* Licensed to the Apache Software Foundation (ASF) under one or more

* contributor license agreements.  See the NOTICE file distributed with

* this work for additional information regarding copyright ownership.

* The ASF licenses this file to You under the Apache License, Version 2.0

* (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with

* the License.  You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135844707_1613613985.45/0/commons-digester-1-8-sources-5-

jar/org/apache/commons/digester/plugins/strategies/FinderFromResource.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* $Id: FactoryCreateRule.java 471661 2006-11-06 08:09:25Z skitching $

*

* Licensed to the Apache Software Foundation (ASF) under one or more

* contributor license agreements.  See the NOTICE file distributed with

* this work for additional information regarding copyright ownership.

* The ASF licenses this file to You under the Apache License, Version 2.0

* (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with

* the License.  You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135844707_1613613985.45/0/commons-digester-1-8-sources-5-

jar/org/apache/commons/digester/FactoryCreateRule.java
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* $Id: FinderFromMethod.java 471661 2006-11-06 08:09:25Z skitching $

*

* Licensed to the Apache Software Foundation (ASF) under one or more

* contributor license agreements.  See the NOTICE file distributed with

* this work for additional information regarding copyright ownership.

* The ASF licenses this file to You under the Apache License, Version 2.0

* (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with

* the License.  You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135844707_1613613985.45/0/commons-digester-1-8-sources-5-

jar/org/apache/commons/digester/plugins/strategies/FinderFromMethod.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* $Id: FinderFromDfltMethod.java 471661 2006-11-06 08:09:25Z skitching $

*

* Licensed to the Apache Software Foundation (ASF) under one or more

* contributor license agreements.  See the NOTICE file distributed with

* this work for additional information regarding copyright ownership.

* The ASF licenses this file to You under the Apache License, Version 2.0

* (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with

* the License.  You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135844707_1613613985.45/0/commons-digester-1-8-sources-5-

jar/org/apache/commons/digester/plugins/strategies/FinderFromDfltMethod.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.
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/* $Id: DigesterRuleParser.java 471661 2006-11-06 08:09:25Z skitching $

*

* Licensed to the Apache Software Foundation (ASF) under one or more

* contributor license agreements.  See the NOTICE file distributed with

* this work for additional information regarding copyright ownership.

* The ASF licenses this file to You under the Apache License, Version 2.0

* (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with

* the License.  You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135844707_1613613985.45/0/commons-digester-1-8-sources-5-

jar/org/apache/commons/digester/xmlrules/DigesterRuleParser.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* $Id: ExtendedBaseRules.java 471661 2006-11-06 08:09:25Z skitching $

*

* Licensed to the Apache Software Foundation (ASF) under one or more

* contributor license agreements.  See the NOTICE file distributed with

* this work for additional information regarding copyright ownership.

* The ASF licenses this file to You under the Apache License, Version 2.0

* (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with

* the License.  You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135844707_1613613985.45/0/commons-digester-1-8-sources-5-

jar/org/apache/commons/digester/ExtendedBaseRules.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* $Id: RuleSet.java 471661 2006-11-06 08:09:25Z skitching $

*
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* Licensed to the Apache Software Foundation (ASF) under one or more

* contributor license agreements.  See the NOTICE file distributed with

* this work for additional information regarding copyright ownership.

* The ASF licenses this file to You under the Apache License, Version 2.0

* (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with

* the License.  You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135844707_1613613985.45/0/commons-digester-1-8-sources-5-

jar/org/apache/commons/digester/RuleSet.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* $Id: PluginManager.java 471661 2006-11-06 08:09:25Z skitching $

*

* Licensed to the Apache Software Foundation (ASF) under one or more

* contributor license agreements.  See the NOTICE file distributed with

* this work for additional information regarding copyright ownership.

* The ASF licenses this file to You under the Apache License, Version 2.0

* (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with

* the License.  You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135844707_1613613985.45/0/commons-digester-1-8-sources-5-

jar/org/apache/commons/digester/plugins/PluginManager.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* $Id: FromXmlRuleSet.java 471661 2006-11-06 08:09:25Z skitching $

*

* Licensed to the Apache Software Foundation (ASF) under one or more

* contributor license agreements.  See the NOTICE file distributed with
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* this work for additional information regarding copyright ownership.

* The ASF licenses this file to You under the Apache License, Version 2.0

* (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with

* the License.  You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135844707_1613613985.45/0/commons-digester-1-8-sources-5-

jar/org/apache/commons/digester/xmlrules/FromXmlRuleSet.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* $Id: ObjectParamRule.java 471661 2006-11-06 08:09:25Z skitching $

*

* Licensed to the Apache Software Foundation (ASF) under one or more

* contributor license agreements.  See the NOTICE file distributed with

* this work for additional information regarding copyright ownership.

* The ASF licenses this file to You under the Apache License, Version 2.0

* (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with

* the License.  You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135844707_1613613985.45/0/commons-digester-1-8-sources-5-

jar/org/apache/commons/digester/ObjectParamRule.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* $Id: XmlLoadException.java 471661 2006-11-06 08:09:25Z skitching $

*

* Licensed to the Apache Software Foundation (ASF) under one or more

* contributor license agreements.  See the NOTICE file distributed with

* this work for additional information regarding copyright ownership.

* The ASF licenses this file to You under the Apache License, Version 2.0
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* (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with

* the License.  You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135844707_1613613985.45/0/commons-digester-1-8-sources-5-

jar/org/apache/commons/digester/xmlrules/XmlLoadException.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* $Id: FinderFromDfltResource.java 471661 2006-11-06 08:09:25Z skitching $

*

* Licensed to the Apache Software Foundation (ASF) under one or more

* contributor license agreements.  See the NOTICE file distributed with

* this work for additional information regarding copyright ownership.

* The ASF licenses this file to You under the Apache License, Version 2.0

* (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with

* the License.  You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135844707_1613613985.45/0/commons-digester-1-8-sources-5-

jar/org/apache/commons/digester/plugins/strategies/FinderFromDfltResource.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* $Id: PluginRules.java 471661 2006-11-06 08:09:25Z skitching $

*

* Licensed to the Apache Software Foundation (ASF) under one or more

* contributor license agreements.  See the NOTICE file distributed with

* this work for additional information regarding copyright ownership.

* The ASF licenses this file to You under the Apache License, Version 2.0

* (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with

* the License.  You may obtain a copy of the License at
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*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135844707_1613613985.45/0/commons-digester-1-8-sources-5-

jar/org/apache/commons/digester/plugins/PluginRules.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* $Id: LoaderSetProperties.java 471661 2006-11-06 08:09:25Z skitching $

*

* Licensed to the Apache Software Foundation (ASF) under one or more

* contributor license agreements.  See the NOTICE file distributed with

* this work for additional information regarding copyright ownership.

* The ASF licenses this file to You under the Apache License, Version 2.0

* (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with

* the License.  You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135844707_1613613985.45/0/commons-digester-1-8-sources-5-

jar/org/apache/commons/digester/plugins/strategies/LoaderSetProperties.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* $Id: SetNestedPropertiesRule.java 472836 2006-11-09 10:06:56Z skitching $

*

* Licensed to the Apache Software Foundation (ASF) under one or more

* contributor license agreements.  See the NOTICE file distributed with

* this work for additional information regarding copyright ownership.

* The ASF licenses this file to You under the Apache License, Version 2.0

* (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with

* the License.  You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
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*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135844707_1613613985.45/0/commons-digester-1-8-sources-5-

jar/org/apache/commons/digester/SetNestedPropertiesRule.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* $Id: Declaration.java 471661 2006-11-06 08:09:25Z skitching $

*

* Licensed to the Apache Software Foundation (ASF) under one or more

* contributor license agreements.  See the NOTICE file distributed with

* this work for additional information regarding copyright ownership.

* The ASF licenses this file to You under the Apache License, Version 2.0

* (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with

* the License.  You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135844707_1613613985.45/0/commons-digester-1-8-sources-5-

jar/org/apache/commons/digester/plugins/Declaration.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* $Id: ParserFeatureSetterFactory.java 476205 2006-11-17 16:43:10Z dennisl $

*

* Licensed to the Apache Software Foundation (ASF) under one or more

* contributor license agreements.  See the NOTICE file distributed with

* this work for additional information regarding copyright ownership.

* The ASF licenses this file to You under the Apache License, Version 2.0

* (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with

* the License.  You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
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* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135844707_1613613985.45/0/commons-digester-1-8-sources-5-

jar/org/apache/commons/digester/ParserFeatureSetterFactory.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* $Id: RegexRules.java 471661 2006-11-06 08:09:25Z skitching $

*

* Licensed to the Apache Software Foundation (ASF) under one or more

* contributor license agreements.  See the NOTICE file distributed with

* this work for additional information regarding copyright ownership.

* The ASF licenses this file to You under the Apache License, Version 2.0

* (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with

* the License.  You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135844707_1613613985.45/0/commons-digester-1-8-sources-5-

jar/org/apache/commons/digester/RegexRules.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* $Id: ObjectCreationFactory.java 471661 2006-11-06 08:09:25Z skitching $

*

* Licensed to the Apache Software Foundation (ASF) under one or more

* contributor license agreements.  See the NOTICE file distributed with

* this work for additional information regarding copyright ownership.

* The ASF licenses this file to You under the Apache License, Version 2.0

* (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with

* the License.  You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
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* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135844707_1613613985.45/0/commons-digester-1-8-sources-5-

jar/org/apache/commons/digester/ObjectCreationFactory.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* $Id: VariableAttributes.java 471661 2006-11-06 08:09:25Z skitching $

*

* Licensed to the Apache Software Foundation (ASF) under one or more

* contributor license agreements.  See the NOTICE file distributed with

* this work for additional information regarding copyright ownership.

* The ASF licenses this file to You under the Apache License, Version 2.0

* (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with

* the License.  You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135844707_1613613985.45/0/commons-digester-1-8-sources-5-

jar/org/apache/commons/digester/substitution/VariableAttributes.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* $Id: CallParamRule.java 471661 2006-11-06 08:09:25Z skitching $

*

* Licensed to the Apache Software Foundation (ASF) under one or more

* contributor license agreements.  See the NOTICE file distributed with

* this work for additional information regarding copyright ownership.

* The ASF licenses this file to You under the Apache License, Version 2.0

* (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with

* the License.  You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.
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*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135844707_1613613985.45/0/commons-digester-1-8-sources-5-

jar/org/apache/commons/digester/CallParamRule.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* $Id: VariableExpander.java 471661 2006-11-06 08:09:25Z skitching $

*

* Licensed to the Apache Software Foundation (ASF) under one or more

* contributor license agreements.  See the NOTICE file distributed with

* this work for additional information regarding copyright ownership.

* The ASF licenses this file to You under the Apache License, Version 2.0

* (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with

* the License.  You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135844707_1613613985.45/0/commons-digester-1-8-sources-5-

jar/org/apache/commons/digester/substitution/VariableExpander.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* $Id: SetTopRule.java 471661 2006-11-06 08:09:25Z skitching $

*

* Licensed to the Apache Software Foundation (ASF) under one or more

* contributor license agreements.  See the NOTICE file distributed with

* this work for additional information regarding copyright ownership.

* The ASF licenses this file to You under the Apache License, Version 2.0

* (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with

* the License.  You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135844707_1613613985.45/0/commons-digester-1-8-sources-5-

jar/org/apache/commons/digester/SetTopRule.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* $Id: FinderFromFile.java 471661 2006-11-06 08:09:25Z skitching $

*

* Licensed to the Apache Software Foundation (ASF) under one or more

* contributor license agreements.  See the NOTICE file distributed with

* this work for additional information regarding copyright ownership.

* The ASF licenses this file to You under the Apache License, Version 2.0

* (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with

* the License.  You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135844707_1613613985.45/0/commons-digester-1-8-sources-5-

jar/org/apache/commons/digester/plugins/strategies/FinderFromFile.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

06 08:09:25Z skitching $

 

Licensed to the Apache Software Foundation (ASF) under one or more

contributor license agreements.  See the NOTICE file distributed with

this work for additional information regarding copyright ownership.

The ASF licenses this file to You under the Apache License, Version 2.0

(the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with

the License.  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE

2.0

 

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

limitations under the License.

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135844707_1613613985.45/0/commons-digester-1-8-sources-5-
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jar/org/apache/commons/digester/substitution/package.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1135844707_1613613985.45/0/commons-digester-1-8-sources-5-

jar/org/apache/commons/digester/xmlrules/package.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1135844707_1613613985.45/0/commons-digester-1-8-sources-5-

jar/org/apache/commons/digester/parser/package.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1135844707_1613613985.45/0/commons-digester-1-8-sources-5-jar/overview.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1135844707_1613613985.45/0/commons-digester-1-8-sources-5-

jar/org/apache/commons/digester/plugins/strategies/package.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1135844707_1613613985.45/0/commons-digester-1-8-sources-5-

jar/org/apache/commons/digester/xmlrules/digester-rules.dtd

* /opt/cola/permits/1135844707_1613613985.45/0/commons-digester-1-8-sources-5-

jar/org/apache/commons/digester/plugins/package.html

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* $Id: LoaderFromStream.java 471661 2006-11-06 08:09:25Z skitching $

*

* Licensed to the Apache Software Foundation (ASF) under one or more

* contributor license agreements.  See the NOTICE file distributed with

* this work for additional information regarding copyright ownership.

* The ASF licenses this file to You under the Apache License, Version 2.0

* (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with

* the License.  You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135844707_1613613985.45/0/commons-digester-1-8-sources-5-

jar/org/apache/commons/digester/plugins/strategies/LoaderFromStream.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* $Id: SetRootRule.java 471661 2006-11-06 08:09:25Z skitching $

*

* Licensed to the Apache Software Foundation (ASF) under one or more

* contributor license agreements.  See the NOTICE file distributed with

* this work for additional information regarding copyright ownership.

* The ASF licenses this file to You under the Apache License, Version 2.0

* (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with

* the License.  You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*
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* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135844707_1613613985.45/0/commons-digester-1-8-sources-5-

jar/org/apache/commons/digester/SetRootRule.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* $Id: DigesterRulesSource.java 471661 2006-11-06 08:09:25Z skitching $

*

* Licensed to the Apache Software Foundation (ASF) under one or more

* contributor license agreements.  See the NOTICE file distributed with

* this work for additional information regarding copyright ownership.

* The ASF licenses this file to You under the Apache License, Version 2.0

* (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with

* the License.  You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135844707_1613613985.45/0/commons-digester-1-8-sources-5-

jar/org/apache/commons/digester/xmlrules/DigesterRulesSource.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* $Id: RuleSetBase.java 471661 2006-11-06 08:09:25Z skitching $

*

* Licensed to the Apache Software Foundation (ASF) under one or more

* contributor license agreements.  See the NOTICE file distributed with

* this work for additional information regarding copyright ownership.

* The ASF licenses this file to You under the Apache License, Version 2.0

* (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with

* the License.  You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
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* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135844707_1613613985.45/0/commons-digester-1-8-sources-5-

jar/org/apache/commons/digester/RuleSetBase.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* $Id: FinderFromDfltClass.java 471661 2006-11-06 08:09:25Z skitching $

*

* Licensed to the Apache Software Foundation (ASF) under one or more

* contributor license agreements.  See the NOTICE file distributed with

* this work for additional information regarding copyright ownership.

* The ASF licenses this file to You under the Apache License, Version 2.0

* (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with

* the License.  You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135844707_1613613985.45/0/commons-digester-1-8-sources-5-

jar/org/apache/commons/digester/plugins/strategies/FinderFromDfltClass.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* $Id: RulesBase.java 471661 2006-11-06 08:09:25Z skitching $

*

* Licensed to the Apache Software Foundation (ASF) under one or more

* contributor license agreements.  See the NOTICE file distributed with

* this work for additional information regarding copyright ownership.

* The ASF licenses this file to You under the Apache License, Version 2.0

* (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with

* the License.  You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
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* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135844707_1613613985.45/0/commons-digester-1-8-sources-5-

jar/org/apache/commons/digester/RulesBase.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* $Id: RegexMatcher.java 471661 2006-11-06 08:09:25Z skitching $

*

* Licensed to the Apache Software Foundation (ASF) under one or more

* contributor license agreements.  See the NOTICE file distributed with

* this work for additional information regarding copyright ownership.

* The ASF licenses this file to You under the Apache License, Version 2.0

* (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with

* the License.  You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135844707_1613613985.45/0/commons-digester-1-8-sources-5-

jar/org/apache/commons/digester/RegexMatcher.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* $Id: BeanPropertySetterRule.java 471661 2006-11-06 08:09:25Z skitching $

*

* Licensed to the Apache Software Foundation (ASF) under one or more

* contributor license agreements.  See the NOTICE file distributed with

* this work for additional information regarding copyright ownership.

* The ASF licenses this file to You under the Apache License, Version 2.0

* (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with

* the License.  You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135844707_1613613985.45/0/commons-digester-1-8-sources-5-

jar/org/apache/commons/digester/BeanPropertySetterRule.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* $Id: PluginCreateRule.java 471661 2006-11-06 08:09:25Z skitching $

*

* Licensed to the Apache Software Foundation (ASF) under one or more

* contributor license agreements.  See the NOTICE file distributed with

* this work for additional information regarding copyright ownership.

* The ASF licenses this file to You under the Apache License, Version 2.0

* (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with

* the License.  You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135844707_1613613985.45/0/commons-digester-1-8-sources-5-

jar/org/apache/commons/digester/plugins/PluginCreateRule.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* $Id: SetPropertiesRule.java 471661 2006-11-06 08:09:25Z skitching $

*

* Licensed to the Apache Software Foundation (ASF) under one or more

* contributor license agreements.  See the NOTICE file distributed with

* this work for additional information regarding copyright ownership.

* The ASF licenses this file to You under the Apache License, Version 2.0

* (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with

* the License.  You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):
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* /opt/cola/permits/1135844707_1613613985.45/0/commons-digester-1-8-sources-5-

jar/org/apache/commons/digester/SetPropertiesRule.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* $Id: GenericParser.java 471661 2006-11-06 08:09:25Z skitching $

*

* Licensed to the Apache Software Foundation (ASF) under one or more

* contributor license agreements.  See the NOTICE file distributed with

* this work for additional information regarding copyright ownership.

* The ASF licenses this file to You under the Apache License, Version 2.0

* (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with

* the License.  You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135844707_1613613985.45/0/commons-digester-1-8-sources-5-

jar/org/apache/commons/digester/parser/GenericParser.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* $Id: RuleLoader.java 471661 2006-11-06 08:09:25Z skitching $

*

* Licensed to the Apache Software Foundation (ASF) under one or more

* contributor license agreements.  See the NOTICE file distributed with

* this work for additional information regarding copyright ownership.

* The ASF licenses this file to You under the Apache License, Version 2.0

* (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with

* the License.  You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135844707_1613613985.45/0/commons-digester-1-8-sources-5-

jar/org/apache/commons/digester/plugins/RuleLoader.java
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* $Id: Rule.java 471661 2006-11-06 08:09:25Z skitching $

*

* Licensed to the Apache Software Foundation (ASF) under one or more

* contributor license agreements.  See the NOTICE file distributed with

* this work for additional information regarding copyright ownership.

* The ASF licenses this file to You under the Apache License, Version 2.0

* (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with

* the License.  You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135844707_1613613985.45/0/commons-digester-1-8-sources-5-

jar/org/apache/commons/digester/Rule.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* $Id: CircularIncludeException.java 471661 2006-11-06 08:09:25Z skitching $

*

* Licensed to the Apache Software Foundation (ASF) under one or more

* contributor license agreements.  See the NOTICE file distributed with

* this work for additional information regarding copyright ownership.

* The ASF licenses this file to You under the Apache License, Version 2.0

* (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with

* the License.  You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135844707_1613613985.45/0/commons-digester-1-8-sources-5-

jar/org/apache/commons/digester/xmlrules/CircularIncludeException.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.
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/* $Id: SimpleRegexMatcher.java 471661 2006-11-06 08:09:25Z skitching $

*

* Licensed to the Apache Software Foundation (ASF) under one or more

* contributor license agreements.  See the NOTICE file distributed with

* this work for additional information regarding copyright ownership.

* The ASF licenses this file to You under the Apache License, Version 2.0

* (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with

* the License.  You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135844707_1613613985.45/0/commons-digester-1-8-sources-5-

jar/org/apache/commons/digester/SimpleRegexMatcher.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* $Id: PluginException.java 471661 2006-11-06 08:09:25Z skitching $

*

* Licensed to the Apache Software Foundation (ASF) under one or more

* contributor license agreements.  See the NOTICE file distributed with

* this work for additional information regarding copyright ownership.

* The ASF licenses this file to You under the Apache License, Version 2.0

* (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with

* the License.  You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135844707_1613613985.45/0/commons-digester-1-8-sources-5-

jar/org/apache/commons/digester/plugins/PluginException.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* $Id: VariableSubstitutor.java 471661 2006-11-06 08:09:25Z skitching $

*
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* Licensed to the Apache Software Foundation (ASF) under one or more

* contributor license agreements.  See the NOTICE file distributed with

* this work for additional information regarding copyright ownership.

* The ASF licenses this file to You under the Apache License, Version 2.0

* (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with

* the License.  You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135844707_1613613985.45/0/commons-digester-1-8-sources-5-

jar/org/apache/commons/digester/substitution/VariableSubstitutor.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* $Id: MultiVariableExpander.java 471661 2006-11-06 08:09:25Z skitching $

*

* Licensed to the Apache Software Foundation (ASF) under one or more

* contributor license agreements.  See the NOTICE file distributed with

* this work for additional information regarding copyright ownership.

* The ASF licenses this file to You under the Apache License, Version 2.0

* (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with

* the License.  You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135844707_1613613985.45/0/commons-digester-1-8-sources-5-

jar/org/apache/commons/digester/substitution/MultiVariableExpander.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* $Id: NodeCreateRule.java 472835 2006-11-09 09:59:53Z skitching $

*

* Licensed to the Apache Software Foundation (ASF) under one or more

* contributor license agreements.  See the NOTICE file distributed with
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* this work for additional information regarding copyright ownership.

* The ASF licenses this file to You under the Apache License, Version 2.0

* (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with

* the License.  You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135844707_1613613985.45/0/commons-digester-1-8-sources-5-

jar/org/apache/commons/digester/NodeCreateRule.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* $Id: SetNextRule.java 471661 2006-11-06 08:09:25Z skitching $

*

* Licensed to the Apache Software Foundation (ASF) under one or more

* contributor license agreements.  See the NOTICE file distributed with

* this work for additional information regarding copyright ownership.

* The ASF licenses this file to You under the Apache License, Version 2.0

* (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with

* the License.  You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135844707_1613613985.45/0/commons-digester-1-8-sources-5-

jar/org/apache/commons/digester/SetNextRule.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* $Id: PluginAssertionFailure.java 476205 2006-11-17 16:43:10Z dennisl $

*

* Licensed to the Apache Software Foundation (ASF) under one or more

* contributor license agreements.  See the NOTICE file distributed with

* this work for additional information regarding copyright ownership.

* The ASF licenses this file to You under the Apache License, Version 2.0
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* (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with

* the License.  You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135844707_1613613985.45/0/commons-digester-1-8-sources-5-

jar/org/apache/commons/digester/plugins/PluginAssertionFailure.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* $Id: SetPropertyRule.java 471661 2006-11-06 08:09:25Z skitching $

*

* Licensed to the Apache Software Foundation (ASF) under one or more

* contributor license agreements.  See the NOTICE file distributed with

* this work for additional information regarding copyright ownership.

* The ASF licenses this file to You under the Apache License, Version 2.0

* (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with

* the License.  You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135844707_1613613985.45/0/commons-digester-1-8-sources-5-

jar/org/apache/commons/digester/SetPropertyRule.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* $Id: RulesFactory.java 471661 2006-11-06 08:09:25Z skitching $

*

* Licensed to the Apache Software Foundation (ASF) under one or more

* contributor license agreements.  See the NOTICE file distributed with

* this work for additional information regarding copyright ownership.

* The ASF licenses this file to You under the Apache License, Version 2.0

* (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with

* the License.  You may obtain a copy of the License at
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*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135844707_1613613985.45/0/commons-digester-1-8-sources-5-

jar/org/apache/commons/digester/plugins/RulesFactory.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* $Id: LoaderFromClass.java 472842 2006-11-09 10:19:56Z skitching $

*

* Licensed to the Apache Software Foundation (ASF) under one or more

* contributor license agreements.  See the NOTICE file distributed with

* this work for additional information regarding copyright ownership.

* The ASF licenses this file to You under the Apache License, Version 2.0

* (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with

* the License.  You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135844707_1613613985.45/0/commons-digester-1-8-sources-5-

jar/org/apache/commons/digester/plugins/strategies/LoaderFromClass.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* $Id: InitializableRule.java 471661 2006-11-06 08:09:25Z skitching $

*

* Licensed to the Apache Software Foundation (ASF) under one or more

* contributor license agreements.  See the NOTICE file distributed with

* this work for additional information regarding copyright ownership.

* The ASF licenses this file to You under the Apache License, Version 2.0

* (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with

* the License.  You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
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*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135844707_1613613985.45/0/commons-digester-1-8-sources-5-

jar/org/apache/commons/digester/plugins/InitializableRule.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* $Id: DigesterLoader.java 471661 2006-11-06 08:09:25Z skitching $

*

* Licensed to the Apache Software Foundation (ASF) under one or more

* contributor license agreements.  See the NOTICE file distributed with

* this work for additional information regarding copyright ownership.

* The ASF licenses this file to You under the Apache License, Version 2.0

* (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with

* the License.  You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135844707_1613613985.45/0/commons-digester-1-8-sources-5-

jar/org/apache/commons/digester/xmlrules/DigesterLoader.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* $Id: DigesterLoadingException.java 476205 2006-11-17 16:43:10Z dennisl $

*

* Licensed to the Apache Software Foundation (ASF) under one or more

* contributor license agreements.  See the NOTICE file distributed with

* this work for additional information regarding copyright ownership.

* The ASF licenses this file to You under the Apache License, Version 2.0

* (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with

* the License.  You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
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* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135844707_1613613985.45/0/commons-digester-1-8-sources-5-

jar/org/apache/commons/digester/xmlrules/DigesterLoadingException.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* $Id: PathCallParamRule.java 471661 2006-11-06 08:09:25Z skitching $

*

* Licensed to the Apache Software Foundation (ASF) under one or more

* contributor license agreements.  See the NOTICE file distributed with

* this work for additional information regarding copyright ownership.

* The ASF licenses this file to You under the Apache License, Version 2.0

* (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with

* the License.  You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135844707_1613613985.45/0/commons-digester-1-8-sources-5-

jar/org/apache/commons/digester/PathCallParamRule.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* $Id: CallMethodRule.java 471661 2006-11-06 08:09:25Z skitching $

*

* Licensed to the Apache Software Foundation (ASF) under one or more

* contributor license agreements.  See the NOTICE file distributed with

* this work for additional information regarding copyright ownership.

* The ASF licenses this file to You under the Apache License, Version 2.0

* (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with

* the License.  You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
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* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135844707_1613613985.45/0/commons-digester-1-8-sources-5-

jar/org/apache/commons/digester/CallMethodRule.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* $Id: PluginDeclarationRule.java 472837 2006-11-09 10:07:51Z skitching $

*

* Licensed to the Apache Software Foundation (ASF) under one or more

* contributor license agreements.  See the NOTICE file distributed with

* this work for additional information regarding copyright ownership.

* The ASF licenses this file to You under the Apache License, Version 2.0

* (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with

* the License.  You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135844707_1613613985.45/0/commons-digester-1-8-sources-5-

jar/org/apache/commons/digester/plugins/PluginDeclarationRule.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* $Id: AbstractObjectCreationFactory.java 471661 2006-11-06 08:09:25Z skitching $

*

* Licensed to the Apache Software Foundation (ASF) under one or more

* contributor license agreements.  See the NOTICE file distributed with

* this work for additional information regarding copyright ownership.

* The ASF licenses this file to You under the Apache License, Version 2.0

* (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with

* the License.  You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.
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*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135844707_1613613985.45/0/commons-digester-1-8-sources-5-

jar/org/apache/commons/digester/AbstractObjectCreationFactory.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* $Id: XercesParser.java 471661 2006-11-06 08:09:25Z skitching $

*

* Licensed to the Apache Software Foundation (ASF) under one or more

* contributor license agreements.  See the NOTICE file distributed with

* this work for additional information regarding copyright ownership.

* The ASF licenses this file to You under the Apache License, Version 2.0

* (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with

* the License.  You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135844707_1613613985.45/0/commons-digester-1-8-sources-5-

jar/org/apache/commons/digester/parser/XercesParser.java

 

1.61 portlet-api 2.0 
1.61.1 Available under license : 

 Copyright IBM Corp. 2006, 2007

All rights reserved.

 

1.62 jboss-as-protocol 7.2.0.Final 
1.62.1 Available under license : 

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* as indicated by the @authors tag. All rights reserved. *

This copyrighted material is made available to anyone wishing to use, * modify, copy, or redistribute it subject to

the terms and conditions * of the GNU Lesser General Public License, v. 2.1. * This program is distributed in the

hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT A * WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A * PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU Lesser General Public

License for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public License, * MA

02110-1301, USA.'
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Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it * under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as * published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of * the License, or (at your option) any later version. * This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of *

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU * Lesser General Public

License for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public'

 

1.63 apache-log4j 1.0.1.Final 
1.63.1 Available under license : 

  Apache log4j

 Copyright 2007 The Apache Software Foundation

 

 This product includes software developed at

 The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

 Modifications and additional code by Red Hat, Inc.

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.
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     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,
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     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or
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     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason
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     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.64 jbossws-api 1.0.2.Final-redhat-1 
1.64.1 Available under license : 

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in 'This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version. This software is distributed in the hope that it will

be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU Lesser General Public License for more details. You

should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it * under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as * published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of * the License, or (at your option) any later version. * This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of *

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU * Lesser General Public

License for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public *

CONFIDENTIAL. NONE means that the application does not require any * such a way that it can't be changed in

transit. CONFIDENTIAL means * CONFIDENTIAL flag will indicate that the use of SSL is required. public static

final String CONFIDENTIAL = "CONFIDENTIAL"; if (s.equals(TransportGuarantee.CONFIDENTIAL)) return
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TransportGuarantee.CONFIDENTIAL;'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it * under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as * published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of * the License, or (at your option) any later version. * This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of *

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU * Lesser General Public

License for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it * under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as * published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of * the License, or (at your option) any later version. * This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of *

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU * Lesser General Public

License for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public *

CONFIDENTIAL. NONE means that the application does not require any * such a way that it can't be changed in

transit. CONFIDENTIAL means * CONFIDENTIAL flag will indicate that the use of SSL is required.'

 

1.65 apache-aries-proxy-api 1.0.0 
1.65.1 Available under license : 

 

Apache Aries Proxy API

Copyright 2009-2012 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.
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     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,
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     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution
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         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing
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     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.66 wsdl4j 1.6.3 
1.66.1 Available under license : 

From RPM File Metadata:CPL

 

1.67 cal10n 0.7.3-redhat-2 
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1.67.1 Available under license : 
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (c) 2009 QOS.ch All rights reserved.

*

* Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

* of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

* in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

* to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

* copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

* furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

*

* The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

* all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

*

* THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS  IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

* IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

* AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

* LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

* OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

* SOFTWARE.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077226938_1601369666.81/0/cal10n-api-0-7-3-redhat-2-sources-

jar/ch/qos/cal10n/Locale.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077226938_1601369666.81/0/cal10n-api-0-7-3-redhat-2-sources-

jar/ch/qos/cal10n/util/Token.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077226938_1601369666.81/0/cal10n-api-0-7-3-redhat-2-sources-

jar/ch/qos/cal10n/MessageParameterObj.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077226938_1601369666.81/0/cal10n-api-0-7-3-redhat-2-sources-

jar/ch/qos/cal10n/BaseName.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077226938_1601369666.81/0/cal10n-api-0-7-3-redhat-2-sources-

jar/ch/qos/cal10n/IMessageConveyor.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077226938_1601369666.81/0/cal10n-api-0-7-3-redhat-2-sources-

jar/ch/qos/cal10n/util/Parser.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077226938_1601369666.81/0/cal10n-api-0-7-3-redhat-2-sources-

jar/ch/qos/cal10n/verifier/ErrorFactory.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077226938_1601369666.81/0/cal10n-api-0-7-3-redhat-2-sources-

jar/ch/qos/cal10n/util/AnnotationExtractor.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077226938_1601369666.81/0/cal10n-api-0-7-3-redhat-2-sources-

jar/ch/qos/cal10n/MessageConveyorException.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077226938_1601369666.81/0/cal10n-api-0-7-3-redhat-2-sources-

jar/ch/qos/cal10n/util/CAL10NResourceBundle.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077226938_1601369666.81/0/cal10n-api-0-7-3-redhat-2-sources-

jar/ch/qos/cal10n/util/CAL10NResourceBundleFinder.java
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* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077226938_1601369666.81/0/cal10n-api-0-7-3-redhat-2-sources-

jar/ch/qos/cal10n/util/MiscUtil.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077226938_1601369666.81/0/cal10n-api-0-7-3-redhat-2-sources-

jar/ch/qos/cal10n/MessageConveyor.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077226938_1601369666.81/0/cal10n-api-0-7-3-redhat-2-sources-

jar/ch/qos/cal10n/util/TokenStream.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077226938_1601369666.81/0/cal10n-api-0-7-3-redhat-2-sources-

jar/ch/qos/cal10n/verifier/MessageKeyVerifier.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077226938_1601369666.81/0/cal10n-api-0-7-3-redhat-2-sources-

jar/ch/qos/cal10n/verifier/Cal10nError.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077226938_1601369666.81/0/cal10n-api-0-7-3-redhat-2-sources-

jar/ch/qos/cal10n/LocaleData.java

 

1.68 jackson-data 1.9.9 
1.68.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* Jackson JSON-processor.

*

* Copyright (c) 2007- Tatu Saloranta, tatu.saloranta@iki.fi

*

* Licensed under the License specified in file LICENSE, included with

* the source code and binary code bundles.

* You may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1007373481_1601397089.69/0/jackson-mapper-asl-1-9-9-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/jackson/map/MappingJsonFactory.java

 

1.69 jboss-as-jaxr 7.3.0.Final-redhat-14 
1.69.1 Available under license : 

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '*  * This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

modify it *  * under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as *  * published by the Free Software

Foundation; either version 2.1 of *  * the License, or (at your option) any later version. *  * This software is

distributed in the hope that it will be useful, *  * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied

warranty of *  * MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU *  * Lesser

General Public License for more details. *  * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public'
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Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it * under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as * published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of * the License, or (at your option) any later version. * This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of *

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU * Lesser General Public

License for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public'

 

1.70 jboss-jms-api 1.0.1.Final-redhat-2 
1.70.1 Available under license : 

COMMON DEVELOPMENT AND DISTRIBUTION LICENSE Version 1.0 (CDDL-1.0) (text)

 

1. Definitions.

 

1.1. Contributor means each individual or entity that creates or contributes to the creation of Modifications.

 

1.2. Contributor Version means the combination of the Original Software, prior Modifications used by a Contributor

(if any), and the Modifications made by that particular Contributor.

 

1.3. Covered Software means (a) the Original Software, or (b) Modifications, or (c) the combination of files

containing Original Software with files containing Modifications, in each case including portions thereof.

 

1.4. Executable means the Covered Software in any form other than Source Code.

 

1.5. Initial Developer means the individual or entity that first makes Original Software available under this License.

 

1.6. Larger Work means a work which combines Covered Software or portions thereof with code not governed by

the terms of this License.

 

1.7. License means this document.

 

1.8. Licensable means having the right to grant, to the maximum extent possible, whether at the time of the initial

grant or subsequently acquired, any and all of the rights conveyed herein.

 

1.9. Modifications means the Source Code and Executable form of any of the following:

 

A. Any file that results from an addition to, deletion from or modification of the contents of a file containing

Original Software or previous Modifications;

 

B. Any new file that contains any part of the Original Software or previous Modification; or

 

C. Any new file that is contributed or otherwise made available under the terms of this License.

 

1.10. Original Software means the Source Code and Executable form of computer software code that is originally

released under this License.

 

1.11. Patent Claims means any patent claim(s), now owned or hereafter acquired, including without limitation,
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method, process, and apparatus claims, in any patent Licensable by grantor.

 

1.12. Source Code means (a) the common form of computer software code in which modifications are made and (b)

associated documentation included in or with such code.

 

1.13. You (or Your) means an individual or a legal entity exercising rights under, and complying with all of the

terms of, this License. For legal entities, You includes any entity which controls, is controlled by, or is under

common control with You. For purposes of this definition, control means (a) the power, direct or indirect, to cause

the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (b) ownership of more than fifty

percent (50%) of the outstanding shares or beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

2. License Grants.

 

2.1. The Initial Developer Grant.

 

Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and subject to third party intellectual property claims,

the Initial Developer hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license:

 

(a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark) Licensable by Initial Developer, to use,

reproduce, modify, display, perform, sublicense and distribute the Original Software (or portions thereof), with or

without Modifications, and/or as part of a Larger Work; and

 

(b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using or selling of Original Software, to make, have made, use,

practice, sell, and offer for sale, and/or otherwise dispose of the Original Software (or portions thereof).

 

(c) The licenses granted in Sections 2.1(a) and (b) are effective on the date Initial Developer first distributes or

otherwise makes the Original Software available to a third party under the terms of this License.

 

(d) Notwithstanding Section 2.1(b) above, no patent license is granted: (1) for code that You delete from the

Original Software, or (2) for infringements caused by: (i) the modification of the Original Software, or (ii) the

combination of the Original Software with other software or devices.

 

2.2. Contributor Grant.

 

Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and subject to third party intellectual property claims,

each Contributor hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license:

 

(a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark) Licensable by Contributor to use, reproduce,

modify, display, perform, sublicense and distribute the Modifications created by such Contributor (or portions

thereof), either on an unmodified basis, with other Modifications, as Covered Software and/or as part of a Larger

Work; and

 

(b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using, or selling of Modifications made by that Contributor either

alone and/or in combination with its Contributor Version (or portions of such combination), to make, use, sell, offer

for sale, have made, and/or otherwise dispose of: (1) Modifications made by that Contributor (or portions thereof);

and (2) the combination of Modifications made by that Contributor with its Contributor Version (or portions of such

combination).
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(c) The licenses granted in Sections 2.2(a) and 2.2(b) are effective on the date Contributor first distributes or

otherwise makes the Modifications available to a third party.

 

(d) Notwithstanding Section 2.2(b) above, no patent license is granted: (1) for any code that Contributor has deleted

from the Contributor Version; (2) for infringements caused by: (i) third party modifications of Contributor Version,

or (ii) the combination of Modifications made by that Contributor with other software (except as part of the

Contributor Version) or other devices; or (3) under Patent Claims infringed by Covered Software in the absence of

Modifications made by that Contributor.

 

3. Distribution Obligations.

 

3.1. Availability of Source Code.

 

Any Covered Software that You distribute or otherwise make available in Executable form must also be made

available in Source Code form and that Source Code form must be distributed only under the terms of this License.

You must include a copy of this License with every copy of the Source Code form of the Covered Software You

distribute or otherwise make available. You must inform recipients of any such Covered Software in Executable

form as to how they can obtain such Covered Software in Source Code form in a reasonable manner on or through a

medium customarily used for software exchange.

 

3.2. Modifications.

 

The Modifications that You create or to which You contribute are governed by the terms of this License. You

represent that You believe Your Modifications are Your original creation(s) and/or You have sufficient rights to

grant the rights conveyed by this License.

 

3.3. Required Notices.

 

You must include a notice in each of Your Modifications that identifies You as the Contributor of the Modification.

You may not remove or alter any copyright, patent or trademark notices contained within the Covered Software, or

any notices of licensing or any descriptive text giving attribution to any Contributor or the Initial Developer.

 

3.4. Application of Additional Terms.

 

You may not offer or impose any terms on any Covered Software in Source Code form that alters or restricts the

applicable version of this License or the recipients rights hereunder. You may choose to offer, and to charge a fee

for, warranty, support, indemnity or liability obligations to one or more recipients of Covered Software. However,

you may do so only on Your own behalf, and not on behalf of the Initial Developer or any Contributor. You must

make it absolutely clear that any such warranty, support, indemnity or liability obligation is offered by You alone,

and You hereby agree to indemnify the Initial Developer and every Contributor for any liability incurred by the

Initial Developer or such Contributor as a result of warranty, support, indemnity or liability terms You offer.

 

3.5. Distribution of Executable Versions.

 

You may distribute the Executable form of the Covered Software under the terms of this License or under the terms

of a license of Your choice, which may contain terms different from this License, provided that You are in

compliance with the terms of this License and that the license for the Executable form does not attempt to limit or

alter the recipients rights in the Source Code form from the rights set forth in this License. If You distribute the
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Covered Software in Executable form under a different license, You must make it absolutely clear that any terms

which differ from this License are offered by You alone, not by the Initial Developer or Contributor. You hereby

agree to indemnify the Initial Developer and every Contributor for any liability incurred by the Initial Developer or

such Contributor as a result of any such terms You offer.

 

3.6. Larger Works.

 

You may create a Larger Work by combining Covered Software with other code not governed by the terms of this

License and distribute the Larger Work as a single product. In such a case, You must make sure the requirements of

this License are fulfilled for the Covered Software.

 

4. Versions of the License.

 

4.1. New Versions.

 

Sun Microsystems, Inc. is the initial license steward and may publish revised and/or new versions of this License

from time to time. Each version will be given a distinguishing version number. Except as provided in Section 4.3, no

one other than the license steward has the right to modify this License.

 

4.2. Effect of New Versions.

 

You may always continue to use, distribute or otherwise make the Covered Software available under the terms of the

version of the License under which You originally received the Covered Software. If the Initial Developer includes a

notice in the Original Software prohibiting it from being distributed or otherwise made available under any

subsequent version of the License, You must distribute and make the Covered Software available under the terms of

the version of the License under which You originally received the Covered Software. Otherwise, You may also

choose to use, distribute or otherwise make the Covered Software available under the terms of any subsequent

version of the License published by the license steward.

 

4.3. Modified Versions.

 

When You are an Initial Developer and You want to create a new license for Your Original Software, You may

create and use a modified version of this License if You: (a) rename the license and remove any references to the

name of the license steward (except to note that the license differs from this License); and (b) otherwise make it

clear that the license contains terms which differ from this License.

 

5. DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY.

 

COVERED SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED UNDER THIS LICENSE ON AN AS IS BASIS, WITHOUT

WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION,

WARRANTIES THAT THE COVERED SOFTWARE IS FREE OF DEFECTS, MERCHANTABLE, FIT FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR NON-INFRINGING. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND

PERFORMANCE OF THE COVERED SOFTWARE IS WITH YOU. SHOULD ANY COVERED SOFTWARE

PROVE DEFECTIVE IN ANY RESPECT, YOU (NOT THE INITIAL DEVELOPER OR ANY OTHER

CONTRIBUTOR) ASSUME THE COST OF ANY NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

THIS DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY CONSTITUTES AN ESSENTIAL PART OF THIS LICENSE. NO USE

OF ANY COVERED SOFTWARE IS AUTHORIZED HEREUNDER EXCEPT UNDER THIS DISCLAIMER.
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6. TERMINATION.

 

6.1. This License and the rights granted hereunder will terminate automatically if You fail to comply with terms

herein and fail to cure such breach within 30 days of becoming aware of the breach. Provisions which, by their

nature, must remain in effect beyond the termination of this License shall survive.

 

6.2. If You assert a patent infringement claim (excluding declaratory judgment actions) against Initial Developer or

a Contributor (the Initial Developer or Contributor against whom You assert such claim is referred to as Participant)

alleging that the Participant Software (meaning the Contributor Version where the Participant is a Contributor or the

Original Software where the Participant is the Initial Developer) directly or indirectly infringes any patent, then any

and all rights granted directly or indirectly to You by such Participant, the Initial Developer (if the Initial Developer

is not the Participant) and all Contributors under Sections 2.1 and/or 2.2 of this License shall, upon 60 days notice

from Participant terminate prospectively and automatically at the expiration of such 60 day notice period, unless if

within such 60 day period You withdraw Your claim with respect to the Participant Software against such

Participant either unilaterally or pursuant to a written agreement with Participant.

 

6.3. In the event of termination under Sections 6.1 or 6.2 above, all end user licenses that have been validly granted

by You or any distributor hereunder prior to termination (excluding licenses granted to You by any distributor) shall

survive termination.

 

7. LIMITATION OF LIABILITY.

 

UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES AND UNDER NO LEGAL THEORY, WHETHER TORT (INCLUDING

NEGLIGENCE), CONTRACT, OR OTHERWISE, SHALL YOU, THE INITIAL DEVELOPER, ANY OTHER

CONTRIBUTOR, OR ANY DISTRIBUTOR OF COVERED SOFTWARE, OR ANY SUPPLIER OF ANY OF

SUCH PARTIES, BE LIABLE TO ANY PERSON FOR ANY INDIRECT, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OF ANY CHARACTER INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, DAMAGES

FOR LOST PROFITS, LOSS OF GOODWILL, WORK STOPPAGE, COMPUTER FAILURE OR

MALFUNCTION, OR ANY AND ALL OTHER COMMERCIAL DAMAGES OR LOSSES, EVEN IF SUCH

PARTY SHALL HAVE BEEN INFORMED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES. THIS LIMITATION

OF LIABILITY SHALL NOT APPLY TO LIABILITY FOR DEATH OR PERSONAL INJURY RESULTING

FROM SUCH PARTYS NEGLIGENCE TO THE EXTENT APPLICABLE LAW PROHIBITS SUCH

LIMITATION. SOME JURISDICTIONS DO NOT ALLOW THE EXCLUSION OR LIMITATION OF

INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, SO THIS EXCLUSION AND LIMITATION MAY NOT

APPLY TO YOU.

 

8. U.S. GOVERNMENT END USERS.

 

The Covered Software is a commercial item, as that term is defined in 48 C.F.R. 2.101 (Oct. 1995), consisting of

commercial computer software (as that term is defined at 48 C.F.R.  252.227-7014(a)(1)) and commercial computer

software documentation as such terms are used in 48 C.F.R. 12.212 (Sept. 1995). Consistent with 48 C.F.R. 12.212

and 48 C.F.R. 227.7202-1 through 227.7202-4 (June 1995), all U.S. Government End Users acquire Covered

Software with only those rights set forth herein. This U.S. Government Rights clause is in lieu of, and supersedes,

any other FAR, DFAR, or other clause or provision that addresses Government rights in computer software under

this License.

 

9. MISCELLANEOUS.
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This License represents the complete agreement concerning subject matter hereof. If any provision of this License is

held to be unenforceable, such provision shall be reformed only to the extent necessary to make it enforceable. This

License shall be governed by the law of the jurisdiction specified in a notice contained within the Original Software

(except to the extent applicable law, if any, provides otherwise), excluding such jurisdictions conflict-of-law

provisions. Any litigation relating to this License shall be subject to the jurisdiction of the courts located in the

jurisdiction and venue specified in a notice contained within the Original Software, with the losing party responsible

for costs, including, without limitation, court costs and reasonable attorneys fees and expenses. The application of

the United Nations Convention on Contracts for the International Sale of Goods is expressly excluded. Any law or

regulation which provides that the language of a contract shall be construed against the drafter shall not apply to this

License. You agree that You alone are responsible for compliance with the United States export administration

regulations (and the export control laws and regulation of any other countries) when You use, distribute or otherwise

make available any Covered Software.

 

10. RESPONSIBILITY FOR CLAIMS.

 

As between Initial Developer and the Contributors, each party is responsible for claims and damages arising,

directly or indirectly, out of its utilization of rights under this License and You agree to work with Initial Developer

and Contributors to distribute such responsibility on an equitable basis. Nothing herein is intended or shall be

deemed to constitute any admission of liability.

 

1.71 jboss-as-clustering-singleton 7.3.0.Final-

redhat-14 
1.71.1 Available under license : 

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it * under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as * published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of * the License, or (at your option) any later version. * This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of *

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU * Lesser General Public

License for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public'

 

1.72 jboss-jms-api 1.0.1.Final 
1.72.1 Available under license : 

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE         

		       Version 2, June 1991         

        

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.,         

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA         

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies         

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.         

        

			    Preamble         

        

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your         
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freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public         

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free         

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This         

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software         

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to         

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by         

the GNU Lesser General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to         

your programs, too.         

        

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not         

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you         

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for         

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it         

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it         

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.         

        

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid         

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.         

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you         

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.         

        

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether         

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that         

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the         

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their         

rights.         

        

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and         

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,         

distribute and/or modify the software.         

        

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain         

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free         

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we         

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so         

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original         

authors' reputations.         

        

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software         

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free         

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the         

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any         

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.         

        

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and         

modification follow.         

        

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE         
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  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION         

        

 0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains         

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed         

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,         

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"         

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:         

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,         

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another         

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in         

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".         

        

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not         

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of         

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program         

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the         

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).         

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.         

        

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's         

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you         

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate         

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the         

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;         

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License         

along with the Program.         

        

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and         

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.         

        

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion         

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and         

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1         

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:         

        

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices         

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.         

        

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in         

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any         

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third         

   parties under the terms of this License.         

        

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively         

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such         

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an         

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a         

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide         
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   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under         

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this         

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but         

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on         

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)         

        

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If         

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,         

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in         

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those         

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you         

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based         

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of         

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the         

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.         

        

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest         

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to         

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or         

collective works based on the Program.         

        

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program         

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of         

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under         

the scope of this License.         

        

 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,         

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of         

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:         

        

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable         

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections         

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,         

        

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three         

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your         

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete         

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be         

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium         

   customarily used for software interchange; or,         

        

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer         

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is         

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you         

   received the program in object code or executable form with such         

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)         

        

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for         
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making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source         

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any         

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to         

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a         

special exception, the source code distributed need not include         

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary         

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the         

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component         

itself accompanies the executable.         

        

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering         

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent         

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as         

distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not         

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.         

        

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program         

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt         

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is         

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.         

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under         

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such         

parties remain in full compliance.         

        

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not         

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or         

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are         

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by         

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the         

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and         

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying         

the Program or works based on it.         

        

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the         

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the         

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to         

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further         

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.         

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to         

this License.         

        

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent         

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),         

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or         

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not         

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot         

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this         

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you         
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may not distribute the Program at all.  For example, if a patent         

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by         

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then         

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to         

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.         

        

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under         

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to         

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other         

circumstances.         

        

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any         

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any         

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the         

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is         

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made         

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed         

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that         

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing         

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot         

impose that choice.         

        

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to         

be a consequence of the rest of this License.         

        

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in         

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the         

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License         

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding         

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among         

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates         

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.         

        

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions         

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will         

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to         

address new problems or concerns.         

        

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program         

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any         

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions         

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free         

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of         

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software         

Foundation.         

        

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free         

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author         
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to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free         

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes         

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals         

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and         

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.         

        

			    NO WARRANTY         

        

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY         

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN         

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES         

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED         

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF         

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS         

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE         

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,         

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.         

        

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING         

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR         

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,         

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING         

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED         

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY         

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER         

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE         

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.         

        

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS         

        

	    How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs         

        

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest         

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it         

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.         

        

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest         

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively         

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least         

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.         

        

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>         

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>         

        

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify         

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by         

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or         

   (at your option) any later version.         
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   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,         

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of         

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the         

   GNU General Public License for more details.         

        

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along         

   with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc.,         

   51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.         

        

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.         

        

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this         

when it starts in an interactive mode:         

        

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author         

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type 'show w'.         

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it         

   under certain conditions; type 'show c' for details.         

        

The hypothetical commands 'show w' and 'show c' should show the appropriate         

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may         

be called something other than 'show w' and 'show c'; they could even be         

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.         

        

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your         

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if         

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:         

        

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program         

 'Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.         

        

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989         

 Ty Coon, President of Vice         

        

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into         

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may         

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the         

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General         

Public License instead of this License.

 

1.73 wstx-asl 3.2.1 
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1.74 apache-servicemix-bundles-snmp4j

2.2.5_1 
1.74.1 Available under license : 

 

Apache ServiceMix :: Bundles :: snmp4j

Copyright 2005-2014 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or
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     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work
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     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work
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     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.
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     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.75 jackson-xc 2.0.0 
1.75.1 Available under license : 

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the
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     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable
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     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and
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         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.
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  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.76 arjuna 4.17.3.Final 
1.76.1 Available under license : 

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* This copyrighted material is made available to anyone

wishing to use, * modify, copy, or redistribute it subject to the terms and conditions * of the GNU Lesser General

Public License, v. 2.1. * This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT A *

WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A * PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  See the GNU Lesser General Public License for more details. * You should have received a copy of the

GNU Lesser General Public License, * MA  02110-1301, USA. * Hewlett-Packard Company Confidential'
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Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '# This copyrighted material is made available to anyone

wishing to use, # modify, copy, or redistribute it subject to the terms and conditions # of the GNU Lesser General

Public License, v. 2.1. # This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT A #

WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A # PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  See the GNU Lesser General Public License for more details. # You should have received a copy of the

GNU Lesser General Public License, # MA  02110-1301, USA.'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* This copyrighted material is made available to anyone

wishing to use, * modify, copy, or redistribute it subject to the terms and conditions * of the GNU Lesser General

Public License, v. 2.1. * This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT A *

WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A * PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  See the GNU Lesser General Public License for more details. * You should have received a copy of the

GNU Lesser General Public License, * MA  02110-1301, USA.'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* This copyrighted material is made available to anyone

wishing to use, * modify, copy, or redistribute it subject to the terms and conditions * of the GNU Lesser General

Public License, v. 2.1. * This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT A *

WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A * PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  See the GNU Lesser General Public License for more details. * You should have received a copy of the

GNU Lesser General Public License, * MA  02110-1301, USA. * Copyright (C) 1999-2001 by HP Bluestone

Software, Inc. All rights Reserved.'

 

1.77 spring-aop 3.0.7.RELEASE 
1.77.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2007 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238355_1606883085.05/0/spring-aop-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/aop/support/annotation/AnnotationMethodMatcher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238355_1606883085.05/0/spring-aop-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/aop/interceptor/AbstractMonitoringInterceptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238355_1606883085.05/0/spring-aop-3-0-7-release-sources-1-
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jar/org/springframework/aop/aspectj/annotation/PrototypeAspectInstanceFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238355_1606883085.05/0/spring-aop-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/aop/framework/AopProxyFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238355_1606883085.05/0/spring-aop-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/aop/aspectj/AspectJWeaverMessageHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238355_1606883085.05/0/spring-aop-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/aop/support/annotation/AnnotationClassFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238355_1606883085.05/0/spring-aop-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/aop/aspectj/annotation/MetadataAwareAspectInstanceFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238355_1606883085.05/0/spring-aop-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/aop/support/DefaultBeanFactoryPointcutAdvisor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238355_1606883085.05/0/spring-aop-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/aop/config/AopNamespaceHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238355_1606883085.05/0/spring-aop-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/aop/DynamicIntroductionAdvice.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238355_1606883085.05/0/spring-aop-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/aop/target/PrototypeTargetSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238355_1606883085.05/0/spring-aop-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/aop/support/MethodMatchers.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238355_1606883085.05/0/spring-aop-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/aop/framework/InterceptorAndDynamicMethodMatcher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238355_1606883085.05/0/spring-aop-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/aop/aspectj/AspectJAfterAdvice.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238355_1606883085.05/0/spring-aop-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/aop/Pointcut.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238355_1606883085.05/0/spring-aop-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/aop/framework/adapter/AdvisorAdapterRegistry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238355_1606883085.05/0/spring-aop-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/aop/framework/adapter/ThrowsAdviceAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238355_1606883085.05/0/spring-aop-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/aop/aspectj/AspectJAroundAdvice.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238355_1606883085.05/0/spring-aop-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/aop/framework/autoproxy/InfrastructureAdvisorAutoProxyCreator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238355_1606883085.05/0/spring-aop-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/aop/framework/DefaultAopProxyFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238355_1606883085.05/0/spring-aop-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/aop/aspectj/AspectJAopUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238355_1606883085.05/0/spring-aop-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/aop/RawTargetAccess.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238355_1606883085.05/0/spring-aop-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/aop/MethodMatcher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238355_1606883085.05/0/spring-aop-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/aop/target/SimpleBeanTargetSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238355_1606883085.05/0/spring-aop-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/aop/aspectj/annotation/AspectJAdvisorFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238355_1606883085.05/0/spring-aop-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/aop/support/Pointcuts.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238355_1606883085.05/0/spring-aop-3-0-7-release-sources-1-
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jar/org/springframework/aop/aspectj/annotation/NotAnAtAspectException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238355_1606883085.05/0/spring-aop-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/aop/aspectj/annotation/ReflectiveAspectJAdvisorFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238355_1606883085.05/0/spring-aop-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/aop/BeforeAdvice.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238355_1606883085.05/0/spring-aop-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/aop/IntroductionAwareMethodMatcher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238355_1606883085.05/0/spring-aop-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/aop/config/AspectComponentDefinition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238355_1606883085.05/0/spring-aop-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/aop/framework/adapter/MethodBeforeAdviceAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238355_1606883085.05/0/spring-aop-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/aop/TargetClassAware.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238355_1606883085.05/0/spring-aop-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/aop/config/SimpleBeanFactoryAwareAspectInstanceFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238355_1606883085.05/0/spring-aop-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/aop/framework/adapter/MethodBeforeAdviceInterceptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238355_1606883085.05/0/spring-aop-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/aop/aspectj/AspectJAfterThrowingAdvice.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238355_1606883085.05/0/spring-aop-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/aop/framework/AopProxy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238355_1606883085.05/0/spring-aop-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/aop/config/AspectEntry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238355_1606883085.05/0/spring-aop-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/aop/Advisor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238355_1606883085.05/0/spring-aop-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/aop/support/DefaultPointcutAdvisor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238355_1606883085.05/0/spring-aop-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/aop/support/DelegatingIntroductionInterceptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238355_1606883085.05/0/spring-aop-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/aop/interceptor/SimpleTraceInterceptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238355_1606883085.05/0/spring-aop-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/aop/ClassFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238355_1606883085.05/0/spring-aop-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/aop/framework/adapter/AfterReturningAdviceInterceptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238355_1606883085.05/0/spring-aop-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/aop/scope/ScopedObject.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238355_1606883085.05/0/spring-aop-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/aop/framework/adapter/AfterReturningAdviceAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238355_1606883085.05/0/spring-aop-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/aop/config/PointcutComponentDefinition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238355_1606883085.05/0/spring-aop-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/aop/IntroductionInterceptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238355_1606883085.05/0/spring-aop-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/aop/framework/adapter/AdvisorAdapterRegistrationManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238355_1606883085.05/0/spring-aop-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/aop/IntroductionAdvisor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238355_1606883085.05/0/spring-aop-3-0-7-release-sources-1-
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jar/org/springframework/aop/ProxyMethodInvocation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238355_1606883085.05/0/spring-aop-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/aop/SpringProxy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238355_1606883085.05/0/spring-aop-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/aop/support/AbstractGenericPointcutAdvisor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238355_1606883085.05/0/spring-aop-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/aop/framework/Advised.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238355_1606883085.05/0/spring-aop-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/aop/framework/AopInfrastructureBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238355_1606883085.05/0/spring-aop-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/aop/support/annotation/AnnotationMatchingPointcut.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238355_1606883085.05/0/spring-aop-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/aop/support/ComposablePointcut.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238355_1606883085.05/0/spring-aop-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/aop/support/RegexpMethodPointcutAdvisor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238355_1606883085.05/0/spring-aop-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/aop/support/StaticMethodMatcherPointcutAdvisor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238355_1606883085.05/0/spring-aop-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/aop/target/CommonsPoolTargetSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238355_1606883085.05/0/spring-aop-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/aop/AfterAdvice.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238355_1606883085.05/0/spring-aop-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/aop/config/SpringConfiguredBeanDefinitionParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238355_1606883085.05/0/spring-aop-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/aop/framework/AdvisedSupportListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238355_1606883085.05/0/spring-aop-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/aop/aspectj/AspectInstanceFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238355_1606883085.05/0/spring-aop-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/aop/target/AbstractPoolingTargetSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238355_1606883085.05/0/spring-aop-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/aop/aspectj/DeclareParentsAdvisor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238355_1606883085.05/0/spring-aop-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/aop/support/ClassFilters.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238355_1606883085.05/0/spring-aop-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/aop/framework/adapter/AdvisorAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238355_1606883085.05/0/spring-aop-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/aop/AfterReturningAdvice.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238355_1606883085.05/0/spring-aop-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/aop/target/LazyInitTargetSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238355_1606883085.05/0/spring-aop-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/aop/IntroductionInfo.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2005 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
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* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238355_1606883085.05/0/spring-aop-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/aop/framework/autoproxy/TargetSourceCreator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238355_1606883085.05/0/spring-aop-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/aop/support/StaticMethodMatcher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238355_1606883085.05/0/spring-aop-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/aop/support/RootClassFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238355_1606883085.05/0/spring-aop-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/aop/support/DynamicMethodMatcher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238355_1606883085.05/0/spring-aop-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/aop/framework/adapter/UnknownAdviceTypeException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238355_1606883085.05/0/spring-aop-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/aop/support/DynamicMethodMatcherPointcut.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238355_1606883085.05/0/spring-aop-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/aop/target/PoolingConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238355_1606883085.05/0/spring-aop-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/aop/target/ThreadLocalTargetSourceStats.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238355_1606883085.05/0/spring-aop-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/aop/interceptor/ConcurrencyThrottleInterceptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238355_1606883085.05/0/spring-aop-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/aop/MethodBeforeAdvice.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238355_1606883085.05/0/spring-aop-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/aop/PointcutAdvisor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238355_1606883085.05/0/spring-aop-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/aop/framework/adapter/GlobalAdvisorAdapterRegistry.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2011 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
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* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238355_1606883085.05/0/spring-aop-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/aop/target/AbstractPrototypeBasedTargetSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238355_1606883085.05/0/spring-aop-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/aop/framework/autoproxy/ProxyCreationContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238355_1606883085.05/0/spring-aop-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/aop/interceptor/ExposeInvocationInterceptor.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2010 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238355_1606883085.05/0/spring-aop-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/aop/config/AopNamespaceUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238355_1606883085.05/0/spring-aop-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/aop/target/EmptyTargetSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238355_1606883085.05/0/spring-aop-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/aop/aspectj/annotation/AbstractAspectJAdvisorFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238355_1606883085.05/0/spring-aop-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/aop/target/dynamic/AbstractRefreshableTargetSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238355_1606883085.05/0/spring-aop-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/aop/aspectj/AspectJExpressionPointcut.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238355_1606883085.05/0/spring-aop-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/aop/config/AopConfigUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238355_1606883085.05/0/spring-aop-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/aop/aspectj/annotation/InstantiationModelAwarePointcutAdvisorImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238355_1606883085.05/0/spring-aop-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/aop/framework/AopProxyUtils.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1111238355_1606883085.05/0/spring-aop-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/aop/aspectj/AspectJAfterReturningAdvice.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238355_1606883085.05/0/spring-aop-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/aop/framework/AopContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238355_1606883085.05/0/spring-aop-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/aop/config/AbstractInterceptorDrivenBeanDefinitionDecorator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238355_1606883085.05/0/spring-aop-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/aop/interceptor/ExposeBeanNameAdvisors.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238355_1606883085.05/0/spring-aop-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/aop/target/ThreadLocalTargetSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238355_1606883085.05/0/spring-aop-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/aop/framework/Cglib2AopProxy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238355_1606883085.05/0/spring-aop-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/aop/framework/ProxyConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238355_1606883085.05/0/spring-aop-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/aop/framework/JdkDynamicAopProxy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238355_1606883085.05/0/spring-aop-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/aop/aspectj/RuntimeTestWalker.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238355_1606883085.05/0/spring-aop-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/aop/target/AbstractLazyCreationTargetSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238355_1606883085.05/0/spring-aop-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/aop/scope/ScopedProxyUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238355_1606883085.05/0/spring-aop-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/aop/support/AbstractBeanFactoryPointcutAdvisor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238355_1606883085.05/0/spring-aop-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/aop/framework/AdvisedSupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238355_1606883085.05/0/spring-aop-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/aop/framework/autoproxy/AutoProxyUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238355_1606883085.05/0/spring-aop-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/aop/target/SingletonTargetSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238355_1606883085.05/0/spring-aop-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/aop/aspectj/AbstractAspectJAdvice.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238355_1606883085.05/0/spring-aop-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/aop/framework/autoproxy/BeanNameAutoProxyCreator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238355_1606883085.05/0/spring-aop-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/aop/target/HotSwappableTargetSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238355_1606883085.05/0/spring-aop-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/aop/target/AbstractBeanFactoryBasedTargetSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238355_1606883085.05/0/spring-aop-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/aop/support/AopUtils.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2006 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at
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*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238355_1606883085.05/0/spring-aop-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/aop/framework/AopConfigException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238355_1606883085.05/0/spring-aop-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/aop/framework/autoproxy/target/QuickTargetSourceCreator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238355_1606883085.05/0/spring-aop-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/aop/aspectj/InstantiationModelAwarePointcutAdvisor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238355_1606883085.05/0/spring-aop-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/aop/interceptor/JamonPerformanceMonitorInterceptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238355_1606883085.05/0/spring-aop-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/aop/target/dynamic/BeanFactoryRefreshableTargetSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238355_1606883085.05/0/spring-aop-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/aop/TrueMethodMatcher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238355_1606883085.05/0/spring-aop-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/aop/config/PointcutEntry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238355_1606883085.05/0/spring-aop-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/aop/TruePointcut.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238355_1606883085.05/0/spring-aop-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/aop/framework/autoproxy/DefaultAdvisorAutoProxyCreator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238355_1606883085.05/0/spring-aop-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/aop/support/NameMatchMethodPointcutAdvisor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238355_1606883085.05/0/spring-aop-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/aop/support/AbstractExpressionPointcut.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238355_1606883085.05/0/spring-aop-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/aop/AopInvocationException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238355_1606883085.05/0/spring-aop-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/aop/support/ExpressionPointcut.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238355_1606883085.05/0/spring-aop-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/aop/framework/autoproxy/target/LazyInitTargetSourceCreator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238355_1606883085.05/0/spring-aop-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/aop/TrueClassFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238355_1606883085.05/0/spring-aop-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/aop/support/ControlFlowPointcut.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238355_1606883085.05/0/spring-aop-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/aop/interceptor/DebugInterceptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238355_1606883085.05/0/spring-aop-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/aop/config/AdviceEntry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238355_1606883085.05/0/spring-aop-3-0-7-release-sources-1-
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jar/org/springframework/aop/aspectj/AspectJPrecedenceInformation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238355_1606883085.05/0/spring-aop-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/aop/aspectj/AspectJExpressionPointcutAdvisor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238355_1606883085.05/0/spring-aop-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/aop/aspectj/AspectJMethodBeforeAdvice.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238355_1606883085.05/0/spring-aop-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/aop/interceptor/PerformanceMonitorInterceptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238355_1606883085.05/0/spring-aop-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/aop/config/AdvisorEntry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238355_1606883085.05/0/spring-aop-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/aop/aspectj/TypePatternClassFilter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2009 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238355_1606883085.05/0/spring-aop-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/aop/aspectj/annotation/SingletonMetadataAwareAspectInstanceFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238355_1606883085.05/0/spring-aop-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/aop/config/MethodLocatingFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238355_1606883085.05/0/spring-aop-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/aop/aspectj/annotation/LazySingletonAspectInstanceFactoryDecorator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238355_1606883085.05/0/spring-aop-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/aop/framework/ProxyFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238355_1606883085.05/0/spring-aop-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/aop/aspectj/annotation/BeanFactoryAspectInstanceFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238355_1606883085.05/0/spring-aop-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/aop/framework/AbstractSingletonProxyFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238355_1606883085.05/0/spring-aop-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/aop/framework/autoproxy/AbstractAutoProxyCreator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238355_1606883085.05/0/spring-aop-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/aop/framework/ProxyFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238355_1606883085.05/0/spring-aop-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/aop/support/AbstractRegexpMethodPointcut.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1111238355_1606883085.05/0/spring-aop-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/aop/scope/DefaultScopedObject.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238355_1606883085.05/0/spring-aop-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/aop/framework/autoproxy/AbstractAdvisorAutoProxyCreator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238355_1606883085.05/0/spring-aop-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/aop/scope/ScopedProxyFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238355_1606883085.05/0/spring-aop-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/aop/aspectj/autoproxy/AspectJPrecedenceComparator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238355_1606883085.05/0/spring-aop-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/aop/support/AbstractPointcutAdvisor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238355_1606883085.05/0/spring-aop-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/aop/aspectj/annotation/AnnotationAwareAspectJAutoProxyCreator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238355_1606883085.05/0/spring-aop-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/aop/aspectj/MethodInvocationProceedingJoinPoint.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238355_1606883085.05/0/spring-aop-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/aop/aspectj/SingletonAspectInstanceFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238355_1606883085.05/0/spring-aop-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/aop/config/ScopedProxyBeanDefinitionDecorator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238355_1606883085.05/0/spring-aop-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/aop/config/AspectJAutoProxyBeanDefinitionParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238355_1606883085.05/0/spring-aop-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/aop/support/JdkRegexpMethodPointcut.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238355_1606883085.05/0/spring-aop-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/aop/aspectj/annotation/AspectJProxyFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238355_1606883085.05/0/spring-aop-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/aop/aspectj/SimpleAspectInstanceFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238355_1606883085.05/0/spring-aop-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/aop/aspectj/annotation/AspectMetadata.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238355_1606883085.05/0/spring-aop-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/aop/framework/ReflectiveMethodInvocation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238355_1606883085.05/0/spring-aop-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/aop/aspectj/annotation/SimpleMetadataAwareAspectInstanceFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238355_1606883085.05/0/spring-aop-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/aop/support/IntroductionInfoSupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238355_1606883085.05/0/spring-aop-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/aop/interceptor/AsyncExecutionInterceptor.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2008 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
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* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238355_1606883085.05/0/spring-aop-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/aop/support/NameMatchMethodPointcut.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238355_1606883085.05/0/spring-aop-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/aop/support/DefaultIntroductionAdvisor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238355_1606883085.05/0/spring-aop-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/aop/support/StaticMethodMatcherPointcut.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238355_1606883085.05/0/spring-aop-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/aop/interceptor/CustomizableTraceInterceptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238355_1606883085.05/0/spring-aop-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/aop/framework/adapter/DefaultAdvisorAdapterRegistry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238355_1606883085.05/0/spring-aop-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/aop/framework/DefaultAdvisorChainFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238355_1606883085.05/0/spring-aop-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/aop/config/ConfigBeanDefinitionParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238355_1606883085.05/0/spring-aop-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/aop/framework/ProxyCreatorSupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238355_1606883085.05/0/spring-aop-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/aop/config/AdvisorComponentDefinition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238355_1606883085.05/0/spring-aop-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/aop/aspectj/AspectJProxyUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238355_1606883085.05/0/spring-aop-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/aop/framework/autoproxy/BeanFactoryAdvisorRetrievalHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238355_1606883085.05/0/spring-aop-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/aop/aspectj/autoproxy/AspectJAwareAdvisorAutoProxyCreator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238355_1606883085.05/0/spring-aop-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/aop/framework/autoproxy/target/AbstractBeanFactoryBasedTargetSourceCreator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238355_1606883085.05/0/spring-aop-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/aop/aspectj/annotation/BeanFactoryAspectJAdvisorsBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238355_1606883085.05/0/spring-aop-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/aop/aspectj/AspectJAdviceParameterNameDiscoverer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238355_1606883085.05/0/spring-aop-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/aop/framework/AdvisorChainFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238355_1606883085.05/0/spring-aop-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/aop/framework/adapter/ThrowsAdviceInterceptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238355_1606883085.05/0/spring-aop-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/aop/aspectj/AspectJPointcutAdvisor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238355_1606883085.05/0/spring-aop-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/aop/ThrowsAdvice.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238355_1606883085.05/0/spring-aop-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/aop/interceptor/AbstractTraceInterceptor.java
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2006 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238355_1606883085.05/0/spring-aop-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/aop/target/dynamic/Refreshable.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2087 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238355_1606883085.05/0/spring-aop-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/aop/support/DelegatePerTargetObjectIntroductionInterceptor.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*<

* Copyright 2002-2010 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
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* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238355_1606883085.05/0/spring-aop-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/aop/TargetSource.java

 

1.78 jboss-as-jpa 7.3.0.Final-redhat-14 
1.78.1 Available under license : 

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it * under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as * published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of * the License, or (at your option) any later version. * This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of *

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU * Lesser General Public

License for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public'

 

1.79 jboss-sasl 1.0.3.Final 
1.79.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* JBoss, Home of Professional Open Source.

* Copyright 2011, Red Hat, Inc., and individual contributors

* as indicated by the @author tags. See the copyright.txt file in the

* distribution for a full listing of individual contributors.

*

* This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

* under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as

* published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2.1 of

* the License, or (at your option) any later version.

*

* This software is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

* but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

* MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU

* Lesser General Public License for more details.
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*

* You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

* License along with this software; if not, write to the Free

* Software Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA

* 02110-1301 USA, or see the FSF site: http://www.fsf.org.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1002302782_1654022908.9440389/0/jboss-sasl-1-0-3-final-sources-

jar/org/jboss/sasl/anonymous/AnonymousServerFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002302782_1654022908.9440389/0/jboss-sasl-1-0-3-final-sources-

jar/org/jboss/sasl/clienttoken/ClientTokenSaslClient.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002302782_1654022908.9440389/0/jboss-sasl-1-0-3-final-sources-

jar/org/jboss/sasl/util/SaslStateContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002302782_1654022908.9440389/0/jboss-sasl-1-0-3-final-sources-

jar/org/jboss/sasl/anonymous/AnonymousSaslClient.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002302782_1654022908.9440389/0/jboss-sasl-1-0-3-final-sources-

jar/org/jboss/sasl/plain/PlainSaslServer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002302782_1654022908.9440389/0/jboss-sasl-1-0-3-final-sources-

jar/org/jboss/sasl/callback/PublicKeyCallback.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002302782_1654022908.9440389/0/jboss-sasl-1-0-3-final-sources-

jar/org/jboss/sasl/callback/DigestHashCallback.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002302782_1654022908.9440389/0/jboss-sasl-1-0-3-final-sources-

jar/org/jboss/sasl/localuser/LocalUserClientFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002302782_1654022908.9440389/0/jboss-sasl-1-0-3-final-sources-

jar/org/jboss/sasl/localuser/LocalUserClient.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002302782_1654022908.9440389/0/jboss-sasl-1-0-3-final-sources-

jar/org/jboss/sasl/util/AbstractSaslFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002302782_1654022908.9440389/0/jboss-sasl-1-0-3-final-sources-

jar/org/jboss/sasl/localuser/LocalUserServerFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002302782_1654022908.9440389/0/jboss-sasl-1-0-3-final-sources-

jar/org/jboss/sasl/digest/DigestMD5ClientFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002302782_1654022908.9440389/0/jboss-sasl-1-0-3-final-sources-

jar/org/jboss/sasl/util/UsernamePasswordHashUtil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002302782_1654022908.9440389/0/jboss-sasl-1-0-3-final-sources-

jar/org/jboss/sasl/localuser/LocalUserServer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002302782_1654022908.9440389/0/jboss-sasl-1-0-3-final-sources-

jar/org/jboss/sasl/util/HexConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002302782_1654022908.9440389/0/jboss-sasl-1-0-3-final-sources-

jar/org/jboss/sasl/plain/PlainServerFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002302782_1654022908.9440389/0/jboss-sasl-1-0-3-final-sources-

jar/org/jboss/sasl/util/AbstractSaslClient.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002302782_1654022908.9440389/0/jboss-sasl-1-0-3-final-sources-

jar/org/jboss/sasl/anonymous/AnonymousClientFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002302782_1654022908.9440389/0/jboss-sasl-1-0-3-final-sources-

jar/org/jboss/sasl/util/SaslState.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002302782_1654022908.9440389/0/jboss-sasl-1-0-3-final-sources-

jar/org/jboss/sasl/util/SaslWrapper.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1002302782_1654022908.9440389/0/jboss-sasl-1-0-3-final-sources-

jar/org/jboss/sasl/callback/VerifyPasswordCallback.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002302782_1654022908.9440389/0/jboss-sasl-1-0-3-final-sources-

jar/org/jboss/sasl/clienttoken/ClientTokenClientFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002302782_1654022908.9440389/0/jboss-sasl-1-0-3-final-sources-

jar/org/jboss/sasl/digest/DigestMD5ServerFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002302782_1654022908.9440389/0/jboss-sasl-1-0-3-final-sources-

jar/org/jboss/sasl/util/AbstractSaslServer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002302782_1654022908.9440389/0/jboss-sasl-1-0-3-final-sources-

jar/org/jboss/sasl/anonymous/AbstractAnonymousFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002302782_1654022908.9440389/0/jboss-sasl-1-0-3-final-sources-

jar/org/jboss/sasl/localuser/LocalUserSaslFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002302782_1654022908.9440389/0/jboss-sasl-1-0-3-final-sources-

jar/org/jboss/sasl/anonymous/AnonymousSaslServer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002302782_1654022908.9440389/0/jboss-sasl-1-0-3-final-sources-

jar/org/jboss/sasl/util/AbstractSaslParticipant.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002302782_1654022908.9440389/0/jboss-sasl-1-0-3-final-sources-

jar/org/jboss/sasl/JBossSaslProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002302782_1654022908.9440389/0/jboss-sasl-1-0-3-final-sources-

jar/org/jboss/sasl/util/Charsets.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002302782_1654022908.9440389/0/jboss-sasl-1-0-3-final-sources-

jar/org/jboss/sasl/callback/TokenCallback.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002302782_1654022908.9440389/0/jboss-sasl-1-0-3-final-sources-

jar/org/jboss/sasl/digest/AbstractDigestMD5Factory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002302782_1654022908.9440389/0/jboss-sasl-1-0-3-final-sources-

jar/org/jboss/sasl/util/ExceptionSaslState.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

#

# JBoss, Home of Professional Open Source.

# Copyright 2011, Red Hat, Inc., and individual contributors

# as indicated by the @author tags. See the copyright.txt file in the

# distribution for a full listing of individual contributors.

#

# This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

# under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as

# published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2.1 of

# the License, or (at your option) any later version.

#

# This software is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

# but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

# MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU

# Lesser General Public License for more details.

#

# You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

# License along with this software; if not, write to the Free

# Software Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA

# 02110-1301 USA, or see the FSF site: http://www.fsf.org.
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#

 

# our SASL factory providers (Ordered)

org.jboss.sasl.localuser.LocalUserServerFactory

org.jboss.sasl.digest.DigestMD5ServerFactory

org.jboss.sasl.plain.PlainServerFactory

org.jboss.sasl.anonymous.AnonymousServerFactory

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1002302782_1654022908.9440389/0/jboss-sasl-1-0-3-final-sources-jar/META-

INF/services/javax.security.sasl.SaslServerFactory

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (c) 2000, 2006, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

* DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

*

* This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

* under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

* published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

* particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

* by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

*

* This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

* ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

* version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

* accompanied this code).

*

* You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

* 2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

* Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

*

* Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

* or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

* questions.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1002302782_1654022908.9440389/0/jboss-sasl-1-0-3-final-sources-

jar/org/jboss/sasl/digest/DigestMD5Client.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

#

# JBoss, Home of Professional Open Source.

# Copyright 2011, Red Hat, Inc., and individual contributors

# as indicated by the @author tags. See the copyright.txt file in the

# distribution for a full listing of individual contributors.
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#

# This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

# under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as

# published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2.1 of

# the License, or (at your option) any later version.

#

# This software is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

# but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

# MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU

# Lesser General Public License for more details.

#

# You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

# License along with this software; if not, write to the Free

# Software Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA

# 02110-1301 USA, or see the FSF site: http://www.fsf.org.

#

 

# our security providers

org.jboss.sasl.JBossSaslProvider

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1002302782_1654022908.9440389/0/jboss-sasl-1-0-3-final-sources-jar/META-

INF/services/java.security.Provider

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

#

# JBoss, Home of Professional Open Source.

# Copyright 2011, Red Hat, Inc., and individual contributors

# as indicated by the @author tags. See the copyright.txt file in the

# distribution for a full listing of individual contributors.

#

# This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

# under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as

# published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2.1 of

# the License, or (at your option) any later version.

#

# This software is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

# but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

# MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU

# Lesser General Public License for more details.

#

# You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

# License along with this software; if not, write to the Free

# Software Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA

# 02110-1301 USA, or see the FSF site: http://www.fsf.org.

#

 

# our SASL factory providers (Ordered)
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org.jboss.sasl.localuser.LocalUserClientFactory

org.jboss.sasl.digest.DigestMD5ClientFactory

org.jboss.sasl.anonymous.AnonymousClientFactory

org.jboss.sasl.clienttoken.ClientTokenClientFactory

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1002302782_1654022908.9440389/0/jboss-sasl-1-0-3-final-sources-jar/META-

INF/services/javax.security.sasl.SaslClientFactory

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (c) 2003, 2006, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

* DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

*

* This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

* under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

* published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

* particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

* by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

*

* This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

* ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

* version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

* accompanied this code).

*

* You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

* 2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

* Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

*

* Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

* or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

* questions.

*/

/*

    * If QOP is set to 'auth-conf', a DIGEST-MD5 mechanism must have

    * support for the DES and Triple DES cipher algorithms (optionally,

    * support for RC4 [128/56/40 bit keys] ciphers) to provide for

    * confidentiality. See RFC 2831 for details. This implementation

    * provides support for DES, Triple DES and RC4 ciphers.

    *

    * The value of strength effects the strength of cipher used. The mappings

    * of 'high', 'medium', and 'low' give the following behaviour.

    *

    *  HIGH_STRENGTH   - Triple DES

    *                  - RC4 (128bit)

    *  MEDIUM_STRENGTH - DES

    *                  - RC4 (56bit)
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    *  LOW_SRENGTH     - RC4 (40bit)

    */

/**

    * Implementation of the SecurityCtx interface allowing for messages

    * between the client and server to be integrity checked and encrypted.

    * After a successful DIGEST-MD5 authentication, privacy is invoked if the

    * SASL QOP (quality-of-protection) is set to 'auth-conf'.

    * <p>

    * Further details on the integrity-protection mechanism can be found

    * at section 2.4 - Confidentiality protection in

    * <a href="http://www.ietf.org/rfc/rfc2831.txt">RFC2831</a> definition.

    *

    * @author Jonathan Bruce

    */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1002302782_1654022908.9440389/0/jboss-sasl-1-0-3-final-sources-

jar/org/jboss/sasl/digest/DigestMD5Base.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (c) 2003, 2006, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

* DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

*

* This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

* under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

* published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

* particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

* by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

*

* This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

* ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

* version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

* accompanied this code).

*

* You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

* 2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

* Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

*

* Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

* or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

* questions.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1002302782_1654022908.9440389/0/jboss-sasl-1-0-3-final-sources-

jar/org/jboss/sasl/digest/DigestMD5Server.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1002302782_1654022908.9440389/0/jboss-sasl-1-0-3-final-sources-

jar/org/jboss/sasl/digest/SecurityCtx.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002302782_1654022908.9440389/0/jboss-sasl-1-0-3-final-sources-

jar/org/jboss/sasl/digest/AbstractSaslImpl.java

 

1.80 commons-validator 1.6 
1.80.1 Available under license : 

Apache Commons Validator

Copyright 2001-2017 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.
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     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You
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     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.
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  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS
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  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.81 javassist 3.18.1-GA-redhat-1 
1.81.1 Available under license : 

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* Copyright (C) 1999- Shigeru Chiba. All Rights Reserved.

* The contents of this file are subject to the Mozilla Public License Version * 1.1 (the "License"); you may not use

this file except in compliance with * the License.  Alternatively, the contents of this file may be used under * the

terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License Version 2.1 or later, * or the Apache License Version 2.0. *

Software distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" basis,'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* Copyright (C) 2004 Bill Burke. All Rights Reserved. * The

contents of this file are subject to the Mozilla Public License Version * 1.1 (the "License"); you may not use this file

except in compliance with * the License.  Alternatively, the contents of this file may be used under * the terms of

the GNU Lesser General Public License Version 2.1 or later, * or the Apache License Version 2.0. * Software

distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" basis,'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* Copyright (C) 1999- Shigeru Chiba. All Rights Reserved.

* The contents of this file are subject to the Mozilla Public License Version * 1.1 (the "License"); you may not use

this file except in compliance with * the License.  Alternatively, the contents of this file may be used under * the

terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License Version 2.1 or later, * or the Apache License Version 2.0. *

Software distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" basis, + " All Rights Reserved.");'
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1.82 jboss-logging 3.2.1.Final 
1.82.1 Available under license : 

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes
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     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You
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     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,
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     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.
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  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.83 jboss-as-clustering-impl 7.3.0.Final-

redhat-14 
1.83.1 Available under license : 

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it * under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as * published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of * the License, or (at your option) any later version. * This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of *

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU * Lesser General Public

License for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public * Copyright (c)

2005 Brian Goetz and Tim Peierls Released under the Creative Commons Attribution License'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it * under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as * published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of * the License, or (at your option) any later version. * This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of *

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU * Lesser General Public

License for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public'

 

1.84 jboss-as-osgi-web 7.3.0.Final-redhat-14 
1.84.1 Available under license : 

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '# This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it # under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as # published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of # the License, or (at your option) any later version. # This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, # but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of #

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU # Lesser General Public

License for more details. # You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it * under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as * published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of * the License, or (at your option) any later version. * This software is distributed in the hope
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that it will be useful, * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of *

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU * Lesser General Public

License for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public'

 

1.85 plugin-properties 2.0.9 
1.85.1 Available under license : 

The license for this project is licensed under either of these licenses

 

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

https://www.gnu.org/licenses/lgpl-3.0.en.html

 

1.86 libffi 3.3 
1.86.1 Available under license : 

libffi - Copyright (c) 1996-2019  Anthony Green, Red Hat, Inc and others.

See source files for details.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

``Software''), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'', WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY

CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT,

TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE

SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

The libffi source distribution contains certain code that is not part

of libffi, and is only used as tooling to assist with the building and

testing of libffi.  This includes the msvcc.sh script used to wrap the

Microsoft compiler with GNU compatible command-line options,

make_sunver.pl, and the libffi test code distributed in the

testsuite/libffi.bhaible directory.  This code is distributed with

libffi for the purpose of convenience only, and libffi is in no way

derived from this code.
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msvcc.sh an testsuite/libffi.bhaible are both distributed under the

terms of the GNU GPL version 2, as below.

 

 

 

                   GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

                           Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Lesser General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain
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that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

                   GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and
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distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections
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   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.
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 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.
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 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

                           NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

           How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs
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 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along

   with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

   51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.
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 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.

 

1.87 cxf-rt-core 2.7.18 
1.87.1 Available under license : 

 

Apache CXF

Copyright 2006-2015 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.
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     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,
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     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions
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     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability
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     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.88 hornetq-client 2.3.12.Final-redhat-1 
1.88.1 Available under license : 

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it * under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as * published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of * the License, or (at your option) any later version. * This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of *

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU * Lesser General Public

License for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public'

 

1.89 openorb-notification-service 2.6 
1.89.1 Available under license : 

/*

 

================================================================================
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The OpenORB Community Software License, Version 1.0

================================================================================

 

Copyright (C) 2002 The OpenORB Project. All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modifica-

tion, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

1. Redistributions of  source code must  retain the above copyright  notice,

   this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

   this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

   and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

3. The end-user documentation included with the redistribution, if any, must

   include  the following  acknowledgment:  "This product includes  software

   developed  by the OpenORB Community Project

   (http://sourceforge.net/projects/openorb/)." together with the due credit

   statements listed below.

   Alternately, this  acknowledgment and due credits may appear in the soft-

   ware  itself, if and wherever such  third-party  acknowledgments normally

   appear.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES,

INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

FITNESS  FOR A PARTICULAR  PURPOSE ARE  DISCLAIMED.  IN NO  EVENT SHALL  THE

MEMBERS OF THE OPENORB COMMUNITY PROJECT  OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS  BE LIABLE FOR 

ANY  DIRECT,  INDIRECT,  INCIDENTAL,  SPECIAL,  EXEMPLARY,  OR CONSEQUENTIAL 

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT  OF  SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR  PROFITS; OR BUSINESS  INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER

CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, 

OR TORT (INCLUDING  NEGLIGENCE OR  OTHERWISE) ARISING IN  ANY WAY OUT OF THE 

USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many individuals to

the OpenORB Community Project. For more information on the OpenORB  Community 

Project, please refer to <http://sourceforge.net/projects/openorb/>.

 

================================================================================

Due Credits

================================================================================

 

This product  includes  software developed  by the  Apache Software Foundation 

(http://www.apache.org/), including the Avalon  Framework, Avalon Logkit,  and

related Excalibur utilities. Due credit to the Apache Software Foundation

is hereby acknowledged.
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This product is derived from  initial works published under the  Exolab Group,

(http://www.exolab.org</a>). Due credit to the Exolab Group is hereby  acknow-

ledged.  Parts of  this software are derived from and  subject to the terms of

the Exolab license.  A copy of the  Exolab license is contained in  respective

distributions.

 

*/

 

1.90 cxf-tools-java2ws 2.7.18 
1.90.1 Available under license : 

 

Apache CXF

Copyright 2006-2015 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.
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     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,
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     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or
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     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason
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     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.91 xnio-api 3.0.7.GA-redhat-1 
1.91.1 Available under license : 

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it * under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as * published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of * the License, or (at your option) any later version. * This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of *

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU * Lesser General Public

License for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public * A QOP value

specifying authentication plus integrity and confidentiality protection.'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it * under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as * published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of * the License, or (at your option) any later version. * This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of *

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU * Lesser General Public

License for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public'
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1.92 isorelax 20030108 
1.92.1 Available under license : 

Copyright (c) 2001-2002, SourceForge ISO-RELAX Project (ASAMI Tomoharu, Daisuke Okajima, Kohsuke

Kawaguchi, and MURATA Makoto)

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated

documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the

rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit

persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the

Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED,

INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

1.93 cglib 2.2 
1.93.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2003,2004 The Apache Software Foundation

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not

* use this file except in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of

* the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000765526_1651084666.01/0/cglib-2-2-sources-

jar/net/sf/cglib/transform/AbstractTransformTask.java
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002,2003,2004 The Apache Software Foundation

*

*  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

*  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000765526_1651084666.01/0/cglib-2-2-sources-jar/net/sf/cglib/proxy/Enhancer.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2003 The Apache Software Foundation

*

*  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

*  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000765526_1651084666.01/0/cglib-2-2-sources-jar/net/sf/cglib/core/Signature.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000765526_1651084666.01/0/cglib-2-2-sources-jar/net/sf/cglib/transform/MethodFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000765526_1651084666.01/0/cglib-2-2-sources-jar/net/sf/cglib/util/SorterTemplate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000765526_1651084666.01/0/cglib-2-2-sources-jar/net/sf/cglib/transform/FieldVisitorTee.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000765526_1651084666.01/0/cglib-2-2-sources-jar/net/sf/cglib/proxy/FixedValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000765526_1651084666.01/0/cglib-2-2-sources-

jar/net/sf/cglib/transform/ClassTransformerFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000765526_1651084666.01/0/cglib-2-2-sources-jar/net/sf/cglib/beans/BulkBeanException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000765526_1651084666.01/0/cglib-2-2-sources-jar/net/sf/cglib/reflect/FastMember.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1000765526_1651084666.01/0/cglib-2-2-sources-

jar/net/sf/cglib/transform/ClassReaderGenerator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000765526_1651084666.01/0/cglib-2-2-sources-

jar/net/sf/cglib/transform/ClassTransformer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000765526_1651084666.01/0/cglib-2-2-sources-jar/net/sf/cglib/reflect/FastConstructor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000765526_1651084666.01/0/cglib-2-2-sources-

jar/net/sf/cglib/core/CodeGenerationException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000765526_1651084666.01/0/cglib-2-2-sources-jar/net/sf/cglib/core/Predicate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000765526_1651084666.01/0/cglib-2-2-sources-jar/net/sf/cglib/core/TinyBitSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000765526_1651084666.01/0/cglib-2-2-sources-jar/net/sf/cglib/util/ParallelSorterEmitter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000765526_1651084666.01/0/cglib-2-2-sources-jar/net/sf/cglib/core/Constants.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000765526_1651084666.01/0/cglib-2-2-sources-jar/net/sf/cglib/core/Customizer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000765526_1651084666.01/0/cglib-2-2-sources-jar/net/sf/cglib/proxy/LazyLoader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000765526_1651084666.01/0/cglib-2-2-sources-jar/net/sf/cglib/core/NamingPolicy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000765526_1651084666.01/0/cglib-2-2-sources-jar/net/sf/cglib/core/ClassNameReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000765526_1651084666.01/0/cglib-2-2-sources-jar/net/sf/cglib/core/Block.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000765526_1651084666.01/0/cglib-2-2-sources-jar/net/sf/cglib/util/ParallelSorter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000765526_1651084666.01/0/cglib-2-2-sources-jar/net/sf/cglib/util/StringSwitcher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000765526_1651084666.01/0/cglib-2-2-sources-

jar/net/sf/cglib/transform/impl/AddPropertyTransformer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000765526_1651084666.01/0/cglib-2-2-sources-

jar/net/sf/cglib/transform/impl/UndeclaredThrowableStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000765526_1651084666.01/0/cglib-2-2-sources-

jar/net/sf/cglib/reflect/ConstructorDelegate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000765526_1651084666.01/0/cglib-2-2-sources-

jar/net/sf/cglib/transform/impl/FieldProviderTransformer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000765526_1651084666.01/0/cglib-2-2-sources-

jar/net/sf/cglib/transform/TransformingClassLoader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000765526_1651084666.01/0/cglib-2-2-sources-jar/net/sf/cglib/core/Converter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000765526_1651084666.01/0/cglib-2-2-sources-

jar/net/sf/cglib/transform/impl/InterceptFieldFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000765526_1651084666.01/0/cglib-2-2-sources-jar/net/sf/cglib/beans/BulkBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000765526_1651084666.01/0/cglib-2-2-sources-

jar/net/sf/cglib/transform/AnnotationVisitorTee.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000765526_1651084666.01/0/cglib-2-2-sources-jar/net/sf/cglib/proxy/MixinBeanEmitter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000765526_1651084666.01/0/cglib-2-2-sources-jar/net/sf/cglib/core/ClassesKey.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000765526_1651084666.01/0/cglib-2-2-sources-jar/net/sf/cglib/core/ClassEmitter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000765526_1651084666.01/0/cglib-2-2-sources-jar/net/sf/cglib/proxy/Dispatcher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000765526_1651084666.01/0/cglib-2-2-sources-jar/net/sf/cglib/transform/ClassVisitorTee.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000765526_1651084666.01/0/cglib-2-2-sources-jar/net/sf/cglib/core/Local.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000765526_1651084666.01/0/cglib-2-2-sources-jar/net/sf/cglib/proxy/InvocationHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000765526_1651084666.01/0/cglib-2-2-sources-jar/net/sf/cglib/proxy/NoOp.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000765526_1651084666.01/0/cglib-2-2-sources-jar/net/sf/cglib/beans/BeanGenerator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000765526_1651084666.01/0/cglib-2-2-sources-jar/net/sf/cglib/core/Transformer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000765526_1651084666.01/0/cglib-2-2-sources-

jar/net/sf/cglib/core/ProcessArrayCallback.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000765526_1651084666.01/0/cglib-2-2-sources-jar/net/sf/cglib/core/ClassGenerator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000765526_1651084666.01/0/cglib-2-2-sources-
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jar/net/sf/cglib/core/ObjectSwitchCallback.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000765526_1651084666.01/0/cglib-2-2-sources-

jar/net/sf/cglib/transform/TransformingClassGenerator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000765526_1651084666.01/0/cglib-2-2-sources-

jar/net/sf/cglib/core/ProcessSwitchCallback.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000765526_1651084666.01/0/cglib-2-2-sources-jar/net/sf/cglib/proxy/ProxyRefDispatcher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000765526_1651084666.01/0/cglib-2-2-sources-jar/net/sf/cglib/core/GeneratorStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000765526_1651084666.01/0/cglib-2-2-sources-

jar/net/sf/cglib/transform/impl/FieldProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000765526_1651084666.01/0/cglib-2-2-sources-

jar/net/sf/cglib/transform/impl/AddDelegateTransformer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000765526_1651084666.01/0/cglib-2-2-sources-

jar/net/sf/cglib/transform/impl/InterceptFieldEnabled.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000765526_1651084666.01/0/cglib-2-2-sources-

jar/net/sf/cglib/transform/ClassTransformerTee.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000765526_1651084666.01/0/cglib-2-2-sources-

jar/net/sf/cglib/transform/ClassEmitterTransformer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000765526_1651084666.01/0/cglib-2-2-sources-

jar/net/sf/cglib/transform/impl/InterceptFieldCallback.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000765526_1651084666.01/0/cglib-2-2-sources-

jar/net/sf/cglib/transform/impl/UndeclaredThrowableTransformer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000765526_1651084666.01/0/cglib-2-2-sources-

jar/net/sf/cglib/core/DefaultGeneratorStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000765526_1651084666.01/0/cglib-2-2-sources-

jar/net/sf/cglib/transform/impl/AccessFieldTransformer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000765526_1651084666.01/0/cglib-2-2-sources-jar/net/sf/cglib/beans/FixedKeySet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000765526_1651084666.01/0/cglib-2-2-sources-jar/net/sf/cglib/core/DuplicatesPredicate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000765526_1651084666.01/0/cglib-2-2-sources-

jar/net/sf/cglib/transform/MethodVisitorTee.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000765526_1651084666.01/0/cglib-2-2-sources-

jar/net/sf/cglib/transform/MethodFilterTransformer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000765526_1651084666.01/0/cglib-2-2-sources-

jar/net/sf/cglib/transform/AbstractProcessTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000765526_1651084666.01/0/cglib-2-2-sources-

jar/net/sf/cglib/transform/impl/InterceptFieldTransformer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000765526_1651084666.01/0/cglib-2-2-sources-jar/net/sf/cglib/transform/ClassFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000765526_1651084666.01/0/cglib-2-2-sources-jar/net/sf/cglib/proxy/Callback.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000765526_1651084666.01/0/cglib-2-2-sources-

jar/net/sf/cglib/transform/AbstractClassTransformer.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002,2003 The Apache Software Foundation

*

*  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*
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*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

*  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000765526_1651084666.01/0/cglib-2-2-sources-

jar/net/sf/cglib/proxy/UndeclaredThrowableException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000765526_1651084666.01/0/cglib-2-2-sources-jar/net/sf/cglib/proxy/MethodInterceptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000765526_1651084666.01/0/cglib-2-2-sources-jar/net/sf/cglib/proxy/Factory.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2003,2004 The Apache Software Foundation

*

*  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

*  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000765526_1651084666.01/0/cglib-2-2-sources-jar/net/sf/cglib/core/CollectionUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000765526_1651084666.01/0/cglib-2-2-sources-jar/net/sf/cglib/reflect/FastMethod.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000765526_1651084666.01/0/cglib-2-2-sources-jar/net/sf/cglib/reflect/MethodDelegate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000765526_1651084666.01/0/cglib-2-2-sources-jar/net/sf/cglib/beans/BeanCopier.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000765526_1651084666.01/0/cglib-2-2-sources-jar/net/sf/cglib/proxy/MethodProxy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000765526_1651084666.01/0/cglib-2-2-sources-

jar/net/sf/cglib/core/DebuggingClassWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000765526_1651084666.01/0/cglib-2-2-sources-

jar/net/sf/cglib/proxy/InvocationHandlerGenerator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000765526_1651084666.01/0/cglib-2-2-sources-

jar/net/sf/cglib/proxy/MethodInterceptorGenerator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000765526_1651084666.01/0/cglib-2-2-sources-jar/net/sf/cglib/proxy/MixinEmitter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000765526_1651084666.01/0/cglib-2-2-sources-jar/net/sf/cglib/beans/BulkBeanEmitter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000765526_1651084666.01/0/cglib-2-2-sources-

jar/net/sf/cglib/transform/ClassTransformerChain.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1000765526_1651084666.01/0/cglib-2-2-sources-

jar/net/sf/cglib/transform/ClassFilterTransformer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000765526_1651084666.01/0/cglib-2-2-sources-

jar/net/sf/cglib/proxy/FixedValueGenerator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000765526_1651084666.01/0/cglib-2-2-sources-jar/net/sf/cglib/proxy/NoOpGenerator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000765526_1651084666.01/0/cglib-2-2-sources-jar/net/sf/cglib/beans/BeanMapEmitter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000765526_1651084666.01/0/cglib-2-2-sources-jar/net/sf/cglib/core/TypeUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000765526_1651084666.01/0/cglib-2-2-sources-jar/net/sf/cglib/core/KeyFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000765526_1651084666.01/0/cglib-2-2-sources-jar/net/sf/cglib/core/VisibilityPredicate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000765526_1651084666.01/0/cglib-2-2-sources-jar/net/sf/cglib/core/DefaultNamingPolicy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000765526_1651084666.01/0/cglib-2-2-sources-jar/net/sf/cglib/reflect/FastClass.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000765526_1651084666.01/0/cglib-2-2-sources-jar/net/sf/cglib/reflect/FastClassEmitter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000765526_1651084666.01/0/cglib-2-2-sources-jar/net/sf/cglib/core/CodeEmitter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000765526_1651084666.01/0/cglib-2-2-sources-jar/net/sf/cglib/beans/ImmutableBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000765526_1651084666.01/0/cglib-2-2-sources-jar/net/sf/cglib/proxy/CallbackFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000765526_1651084666.01/0/cglib-2-2-sources-jar/net/sf/cglib/core/EmitUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000765526_1651084666.01/0/cglib-2-2-sources-jar/net/sf/cglib/reflect/MulticastDelegate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000765526_1651084666.01/0/cglib-2-2-sources-jar/net/sf/cglib/beans/BeanMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000765526_1651084666.01/0/cglib-2-2-sources-jar/net/sf/cglib/proxy/Proxy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000765526_1651084666.01/0/cglib-2-2-sources-

jar/net/sf/cglib/transform/impl/AddStaticInitTransformer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000765526_1651084666.01/0/cglib-2-2-sources-

jar/net/sf/cglib/proxy/DispatcherGenerator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000765526_1651084666.01/0/cglib-2-2-sources-jar/net/sf/cglib/proxy/CallbackGenerator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000765526_1651084666.01/0/cglib-2-2-sources-

jar/net/sf/cglib/transform/AbstractClassLoader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000765526_1651084666.01/0/cglib-2-2-sources-jar/net/sf/cglib/proxy/Mixin.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000765526_1651084666.01/0/cglib-2-2-sources-

jar/net/sf/cglib/core/AbstractClassGenerator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000765526_1651084666.01/0/cglib-2-2-sources-jar/net/sf/cglib/core/MethodWrapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000765526_1651084666.01/0/cglib-2-2-sources-

jar/net/sf/cglib/proxy/LazyLoaderGenerator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000765526_1651084666.01/0/cglib-2-2-sources-jar/net/sf/cglib/core/ReflectUtils.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2004 The Apache Software Foundation

*

*  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

*  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
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* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000765526_1651084666.01/0/cglib-2-2-sources-jar/net/sf/cglib/core/MethodInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000765526_1651084666.01/0/cglib-2-2-sources-

jar/net/sf/cglib/transform/AbstractClassFilterTransformer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000765526_1651084666.01/0/cglib-2-2-sources-

jar/net/sf/cglib/transform/impl/AbstractInterceptFieldCallback.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000765526_1651084666.01/0/cglib-2-2-sources-

jar/net/sf/cglib/transform/impl/AddInitTransformer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000765526_1651084666.01/0/cglib-2-2-sources-jar/net/sf/cglib/proxy/CallbackInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000765526_1651084666.01/0/cglib-2-2-sources-

jar/net/sf/cglib/core/MethodInfoTransformer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000765526_1651084666.01/0/cglib-2-2-sources-

jar/net/sf/cglib/core/RejectModifierPredicate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000765526_1651084666.01/0/cglib-2-2-sources-

jar/net/sf/cglib/proxy/MixinEverythingEmitter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000765526_1651084666.01/0/cglib-2-2-sources-jar/net/sf/cglib/proxy/InterfaceMaker.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000765526_1651084666.01/0/cglib-2-2-sources-jar/net/sf/cglib/proxy/CallbackHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000765526_1651084666.01/0/cglib-2-2-sources-jar/net/sf/cglib/core/ClassInfo.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/***

* ASM: a very small and fast Java bytecode manipulation framework

* Copyright (c) 2000-2005 INRIA, France Telecom

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* 3. Neither the name of the copyright holders nor the names of its

*    contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

*    this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

* AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

* ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

* LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

* CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

* SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

* INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN
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* CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF

* THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000765526_1651084666.01/0/cglib-2-2-sources-jar/net/sf/cglib/core/LocalVariablesSorter.java

 

1.94 jbossws-cxf-transports-httpserver

4.2.3.Final-redhat-1 
1.94.1 Available under license : 

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it * under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as * published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of * the License, or (at your option) any later version. * This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of *

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU * Lesser General Public

License for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public'

 

1.95 jboss-as-embedded 7.3.0.Final-redhat-14
1.95.1 Available under license : 

/*

* JBoss, Home of Professional Open Source.

* Copyright (c) 2011, Red Hat, Inc., and individual contributors

* as indicated by the @author tags. See the copyright.txt file in the

* distribution for a full listing of individual contributors.

*

* This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

* under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as

* published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2.1 of

* the License, or (at your option) any later version.

*

* This software is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

* but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

* MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU

* Lesser General Public License for more details.

*

* You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

* License along with this software; if not, write to the Free

* Software Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA

* 02110-1301 USA, or see the FSF site: http://www.fsf.org.

*/
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1.96 jboss-as-platform-mbean 7.2.0.Final 
1.96.1 Available under license : 

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it * under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as * published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of * the License, or (at your option) any later version. * This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of *

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU * Lesser General Public

License for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public'

 

1.97 resteasy-multipart-provider 2.3.7.Final-

redhat-2 
1.97.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

<name>Apache License, Version 2.0</name>

<url>http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0</url>

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1077218420_1601874154.37/0/resteasy-multipart-provider-2-3-7-final-redhat-2-sources-

jar/META-INF/maven/org.jboss.resteasy/resteasy-multipart-provider/effective-pom.xml

 

1.98 jboss-threads 2.1.0.Final 
1.98.1 Available under license : 

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '~ This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it ~ under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as ~ published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of ~ the License, or (at your option) any later version. ~ This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, ~ but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of ~

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU ~ Lesser General Public

License for more details. ~ You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it * under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as * published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of * the License, or (at your option) any later version. * This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of *

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU * Lesser General Public

License for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it * under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as * published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of * the License, or (at your option) any later version. * This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of *

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU * Lesser General Public

License for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public * permission to use
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this method. * You must have the {@link RuntimePermission}{@code ("modifyThread")} permission to use this

method. * permission to use this method.'

 

1.99 telnetd-x 2.1.1 
1.99.1 Available under license : 

Java TelnetD library (embeddable telnet daemon)

Copyright (c) 2000-2005 Dieter Wimberger.

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

Neither the name of the author nor the names of its contributors

may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software

without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS

IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE REGENTS OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE. 

 

1.100 commons-cli 1.2.redhat-3 
1.100.1 Available under license : 

 

Commons CLI

Copyright 2002-2013 JBoss by Red Hat

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).
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Apache Commons CLI

Copyright 2001-2009 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed by

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

                                 Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes
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     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You
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     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,
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     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.
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  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.
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     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You
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     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.
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  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS
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  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.101 gnu-crypto 2.0.1 
1.101.1 Available under license : 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

                      59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA  02111-1307  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Library General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.
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 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,
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either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,
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and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component
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itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to
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apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY
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 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

	    How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) 19yy  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software
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   Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA  02111-1307  USA

 

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) 19yy name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General

Public License instead of this License.

The Java source files contained in this distribution are Copyright (C)

2000 the Legion of the Bouncy Castle. They (and only they) are covered

by the following license:

 

  Copyright (c) 2000 The Legion Of The Bouncy Castle

  (http://www.bouncycastle.org)

 

  Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

  a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

  "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

  without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

  distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

  permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

  the following conditions:
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  The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

  included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

  THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

  EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

  MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

  NONINFRINGEMENT.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS

  BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN

  ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN

  CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

  SOFTWARE.

 

Any and all changes to the Bouncy Castle source tree are made available

under the same license as above (but copyright by the Free Software

Foundation), unless stated otherwise. Each source (.java) file has a

license declaration at the top of the file.

 

The supporting make and configure files are Copyright (C) 2002 The Free

Software Foundation, Inc., and are licensed under the GNU General Public

License. See the file `COPYING' for details. The sole reason for this is

that the build environment is derived heavily from the build environment

in GNU Crypto.

 

1.102 spring-jdbc 4.1.5.RELEASE 
1.102.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2012 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not

* use this file except in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of

* the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626551_1610729958.05/0/spring-jdbc-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/object/BatchSqlUpdate.java
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2010 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626551_1610729958.05/0/spring-jdbc-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/datasource/lookup/IsolationLevelDataSourceRouter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626551_1610729958.05/0/spring-jdbc-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/core/metadata/DerbyCallMetaDataProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626551_1610729958.05/0/spring-jdbc-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/core/metadata/Db2CallMetaDataProvider.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2012 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

/**

	 * Close this LobCreator session and free its temporarily created BLOBs and CLOBs.

	 * Will not need to do anything if using PreparedStatement's standard methods,

	 * but might be necessary to free database resources if using proprietary means.

	 * <p><b>NOTE</b>: Needs to be invoked after the involved PreparedStatements have

	 * been executed or the affected O/R mapping sessions have been flushed.
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	 * Otherwise, the database resources for the temporary BLOBs might stay allocated.

	 */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626551_1610729958.05/0/spring-jdbc-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/support/lob/LobCreator.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2011 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626551_1610729958.05/0/spring-jdbc-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/config/DatabasePopulatorConfigUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626551_1610729958.05/0/spring-jdbc-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/config/InitializeDatabaseBeanDefinitionParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626551_1610729958.05/0/spring-jdbc-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/core/metadata/PostgresCallMetaDataProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626551_1610729958.05/0/spring-jdbc-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/config/EmbeddedDatabaseBeanDefinitionParser.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2005 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
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* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626551_1610729958.05/0/spring-jdbc-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/core/ParameterDisposer.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2013 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626551_1610729958.05/0/spring-jdbc-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/datasource/SingleConnectionDataSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626551_1610729958.05/0/spring-jdbc-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/support/nativejdbc/WebLogicNativeJdbcExtractor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626551_1610729958.05/0/spring-jdbc-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/support/lob/AbstractLobHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626551_1610729958.05/0/spring-jdbc-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/core/ArgumentTypePreparedStatementSetter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626551_1610729958.05/0/spring-jdbc-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/datasource/AbstractDriverBasedDataSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626551_1610729958.05/0/spring-jdbc-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/support/nativejdbc/WebSphereNativeJdbcExtractor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626551_1610729958.05/0/spring-jdbc-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/core/support/AbstractLobCreatingPreparedStatementCallback.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626551_1610729958.05/0/spring-jdbc-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/core/namedparam/EmptySqlParameterSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626551_1610729958.05/0/spring-jdbc-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/support/SQLErrorCodeSQLExceptionTranslator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626551_1610729958.05/0/spring-jdbc-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/datasource/LazyConnectionDataSourceProxy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626551_1610729958.05/0/spring-jdbc-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/core/namedparam/NamedParameterJdbcOperations.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626551_1610729958.05/0/spring-jdbc-4-1-5-release-sources-1-
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jar/org/springframework/jdbc/datasource/TransactionAwareDataSourceProxy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626551_1610729958.05/0/spring-jdbc-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/CannotGetJdbcConnectionException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626551_1610729958.05/0/spring-jdbc-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/core/namedparam/NamedParameterUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626551_1610729958.05/0/spring-jdbc-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/core/metadata/TableMetaDataProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626551_1610729958.05/0/spring-jdbc-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/support/xml/Jdbc4SqlXmlHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626551_1610729958.05/0/spring-jdbc-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/core/metadata/CallMetaDataProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626551_1610729958.05/0/spring-jdbc-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/support/nativejdbc/SimpleNativeJdbcExtractor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626551_1610729958.05/0/spring-jdbc-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/core/ArgumentPreparedStatementSetter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626551_1610729958.05/0/spring-jdbc-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/datasource/DriverManagerDataSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626551_1610729958.05/0/spring-jdbc-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/support/lob/TemporaryLobCreator.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2013 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

/**

* Abstraction for handling large binary fields and large text fields in

* specific databases, no matter if represented as simple types or Large OBjects.

* Its main purpose is to isolate Oracle 9i's peculiar handling of LOBs in

* {@link OracleLobHandler}; most other databases should be able to work

* with the provided {@link DefaultLobHandler}.

*

* <p>Provides accessor methods for BLOBs and CLOBs, and acts as factory for

* LobCreator instances, to be used as sessions for creating BLOBs or CLOBs.

* LobCreators are typically instantiated for each statement execution or for

* each transaction; they are not thread-safe because they might track

* allocated database resources in order to free them after execution.
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*

* <p>Most databases/drivers should be able to work with {@link DefaultLobHandler},

* which by default delegates to JDBC's direct accessor methods, avoiding the

* {@code java.sql.Blob} and {@code java.sql.Clob} API completely.

* {@link DefaultLobHandler} can also be configured to access LOBs using

* {@code PreparedStatement.setBlob/setClob} (e.g. for PostgreSQL), through

* setting the {@link DefaultLobHandler#setWrapAsLob "wrapAsLob"} property.

*

* <p>Unfortunately, Oracle 9i just accepts Blob/Clob instances created via its own

* proprietary BLOB/CLOB API, and additionally doesn't accept large streams for

* PreparedStatement's corresponding setter methods. Therefore, you need to use

* {@link OracleLobHandler} there, which uses Oracle's BLOB/CLOB API for both types

* of access. The Oracle 10g+ JDBC driver will work with {@link DefaultLobHandler}

* as well, with some limitations in terms of LOB sizes depending on DBMS setup;

* as of Oracle 11g (or actually, using the 11g driver even against older databases),

* there should be no need to use {@link OracleLobHandler} at all anymore.

*

* <p>Of course, you need to declare different field types for each database.

* In Oracle, any binary content needs to go into a BLOB, and all character content

* beyond 4000 bytes needs to go into a CLOB. In MySQL, there is no notion of a

* CLOB type but rather a LONGTEXT type that behaves like a VARCHAR. For complete

* portability, use a LobHandler for fields that might typically require LOBs on

* some database because of the field size (take Oracle's numbers as a guideline).

*

* <p><b>Summarizing the recommended options (for actual LOB fields):</b>

* <ul>

* <li><b>JDBC 4.0 driver (including Oracle 11g driver):</b> Use {@link DefaultLobHandler},

* potentially with {@code streamAsLob=true} if your database driver requires that

* hint when populating a LOB field. Fall back to {@code createTemporaryLob=true}

* if you happen to run into LOB size limitations with your (Oracle) database setup.

* <li><b>Oracle 10g driver:</b> Use {@link DefaultLobHandler} with standard setup.

* On Oracle 10.1, set the "SetBigStringTryClob" connection property; as of Oracle 10.2,

* DefaultLobHandler should work with standard setup out of the box. Alternatively,

* consider using the proprietary {@link OracleLobHandler} (see below).

* <li><b>Oracle 9i driver:</b> Use {@link OracleLobHandler} with a connection-pool-specific

* {@link OracleLobHandler#setNativeJdbcExtractor NativeJdbcExtractor}.

* <li><b>PostgreSQL:</b> Configure {@link DefaultLobHandler} with {@code wrapAsLob=true},

* and use that LobHandler to access OID columns (but not BYTEA) in your database tables.

* <li>For all other database drivers (and for non-LOB fields that might potentially

* turn into LOBs on some databases): Simply use a plain {@link DefaultLobHandler}.

* </ul>

*

* @author Juergen Hoeller

* @since 23.12.2003

* @see DefaultLobHandler

* @see OracleLobHandler

* @see java.sql.ResultSet#getBlob

* @see java.sql.ResultSet#getClob
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* @see java.sql.ResultSet#getBytes

* @see java.sql.ResultSet#getBinaryStream

* @see java.sql.ResultSet#getString

* @see java.sql.ResultSet#getAsciiStream

* @see java.sql.ResultSet#getCharacterStream

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626551_1610729958.05/0/spring-jdbc-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/support/lob/LobHandler.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2008 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626551_1610729958.05/0/spring-jdbc-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/support/incrementer/H2SequenceMaxValueIncrementer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626551_1610729958.05/0/spring-jdbc-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/core/DisposableSqlTypeValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626551_1610729958.05/0/spring-jdbc-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/support/incrementer/OracleSequenceMaxValueIncrementer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626551_1610729958.05/0/spring-jdbc-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/support/incrementer/DB2SequenceMaxValueIncrementer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626551_1610729958.05/0/spring-jdbc-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/support/incrementer/HsqlSequenceMaxValueIncrementer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626551_1610729958.05/0/spring-jdbc-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/support/incrementer/MySQLMaxValueIncrementer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626551_1610729958.05/0/spring-jdbc-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/support/incrementer/DB2MainframeSequenceMaxValueIncrementer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626551_1610729958.05/0/spring-jdbc-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/core/namedparam/ParsedSql.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626551_1610729958.05/0/spring-jdbc-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/support/xml/SqlXmlValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626551_1610729958.05/0/spring-jdbc-4-1-5-release-sources-1-
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jar/org/springframework/jdbc/object/MappingSqlQuery.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626551_1610729958.05/0/spring-jdbc-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/support/incrementer/PostgreSQLSequenceMaxValueIncrementer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626551_1610729958.05/0/spring-jdbc-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/core/simple/ParameterizedRowMapper.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2007 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626551_1610729958.05/0/spring-jdbc-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/core/SqlOutParameter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626551_1610729958.05/0/spring-jdbc-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/core/metadata/CallParameterMetaData.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626551_1610729958.05/0/spring-jdbc-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/core/metadata/TableParameterMetaData.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626551_1610729958.05/0/spring-jdbc-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/support/incrementer/DataFieldMaxValueIncrementer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626551_1610729958.05/0/spring-jdbc-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/core/metadata/SqlServerCallMetaDataProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626551_1610729958.05/0/spring-jdbc-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/core/metadata/DerbyTableMetaDataProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626551_1610729958.05/0/spring-jdbc-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/core/metadata/SybaseCallMetaDataProvider.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2014 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
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*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626551_1610729958.05/0/spring-jdbc-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/core/JdbcTemplate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626551_1610729958.05/0/spring-jdbc-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/datasource/embedded/HsqlEmbeddedDatabaseConfigurer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626551_1610729958.05/0/spring-jdbc-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/core/simple/AbstractJdbcCall.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626551_1610729958.05/0/spring-jdbc-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/datasource/init/CompositeDatabasePopulator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626551_1610729958.05/0/spring-jdbc-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/core/metadata/GenericCallMetaDataProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626551_1610729958.05/0/spring-jdbc-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/datasource/init/ScriptParseException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626551_1610729958.05/0/spring-jdbc-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/support/incrementer/SybaseAnywhereMaxValueIncrementer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626551_1610729958.05/0/spring-jdbc-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/support/rowset/ResultSetWrappingSqlRowSetMetaData.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626551_1610729958.05/0/spring-jdbc-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/core/metadata/HsqlTableMetaDataProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626551_1610729958.05/0/spring-jdbc-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/support/incrementer/SybaseMaxValueIncrementer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626551_1610729958.05/0/spring-jdbc-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/core/simple/SimpleJdbcInsert.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626551_1610729958.05/0/spring-jdbc-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/core/StatementCreatorUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626551_1610729958.05/0/spring-jdbc-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/support/SQLErrorCodes.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626551_1610729958.05/0/spring-jdbc-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/datasource/embedded/H2EmbeddedDatabaseConfigurer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626551_1610729958.05/0/spring-jdbc-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/datasource/init/CannotReadScriptException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626551_1610729958.05/0/spring-jdbc-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/support/rowset/ResultSetWrappingSqlRowSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626551_1610729958.05/0/spring-jdbc-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/datasource/embedded/EmbeddedDatabaseConfigurer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626551_1610729958.05/0/spring-jdbc-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/datasource/init/ResourceDatabasePopulator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626551_1610729958.05/0/spring-jdbc-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/datasource/init/ScriptUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626551_1610729958.05/0/spring-jdbc-4-1-5-release-sources-1-
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jar/org/springframework/jdbc/datasource/embedded/EmbeddedDatabaseConfigurerFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626551_1610729958.05/0/spring-jdbc-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/support/CustomSQLErrorCodesTranslation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626551_1610729958.05/0/spring-jdbc-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/datasource/JdbcTransactionObjectSupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626551_1610729958.05/0/spring-jdbc-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/datasource/init/ScriptException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626551_1610729958.05/0/spring-jdbc-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/core/simple/SimpleJdbcInsertOperations.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626551_1610729958.05/0/spring-jdbc-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/datasource/init/UncategorizedScriptException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626551_1610729958.05/0/spring-jdbc-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/datasource/embedded/ConnectionProperties.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626551_1610729958.05/0/spring-jdbc-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/support/rowset/SqlRowSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626551_1610729958.05/0/spring-jdbc-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/object/StoredProcedure.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626551_1610729958.05/0/spring-jdbc-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/core/SqlRowSetResultSetExtractor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626551_1610729958.05/0/spring-jdbc-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/datasource/embedded/DataSourceFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626551_1610729958.05/0/spring-jdbc-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/support/lob/DefaultLobHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626551_1610729958.05/0/spring-jdbc-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/core/simple/AbstractJdbcInsert.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626551_1610729958.05/0/spring-jdbc-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/core/JdbcOperations.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626551_1610729958.05/0/spring-jdbc-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/support/JdbcUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626551_1610729958.05/0/spring-jdbc-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/support/incrementer/AbstractColumnMaxValueIncrementer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626551_1610729958.05/0/spring-jdbc-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/core/metadata/OracleTableMetaDataProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626551_1610729958.05/0/spring-jdbc-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/core/simple/SimpleJdbcCallOperations.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626551_1610729958.05/0/spring-jdbc-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/core/simple/SimpleJdbcTemplate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626551_1610729958.05/0/spring-jdbc-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/datasource/DataSourceUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626551_1610729958.05/0/spring-jdbc-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/support/incrementer/DerbyMaxValueIncrementer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626551_1610729958.05/0/spring-jdbc-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/datasource/embedded/DerbyEmbeddedDatabaseConfigurer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626551_1610729958.05/0/spring-jdbc-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/datasource/ConnectionHandle.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626551_1610729958.05/0/spring-jdbc-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/core/namedparam/NamedParameterJdbcTemplate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626551_1610729958.05/0/spring-jdbc-4-1-5-release-sources-1-
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jar/org/springframework/jdbc/datasource/init/DataSourceInitializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626551_1610729958.05/0/spring-jdbc-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/support/incrementer/SqlServerMaxValueIncrementer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626551_1610729958.05/0/spring-jdbc-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/support/rowset/SqlRowSetMetaData.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626551_1610729958.05/0/spring-jdbc-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/core/metadata/TableMetaDataContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626551_1610729958.05/0/spring-jdbc-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/datasource/init/DatabasePopulatorUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626551_1610729958.05/0/spring-jdbc-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/datasource/embedded/EmbeddedDatabase.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626551_1610729958.05/0/spring-jdbc-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/datasource/embedded/EmbeddedDatabaseFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626551_1610729958.05/0/spring-jdbc-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/core/metadata/PostgresTableMetaDataProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626551_1610729958.05/0/spring-jdbc-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/support/SQLExceptionSubclassTranslator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626551_1610729958.05/0/spring-jdbc-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/support/incrementer/AbstractIdentityColumnMaxValueIncrementer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626551_1610729958.05/0/spring-jdbc-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/core/SqlParameter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626551_1610729958.05/0/spring-jdbc-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/datasource/DataSourceTransactionManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626551_1610729958.05/0/spring-jdbc-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/object/RdbmsOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626551_1610729958.05/0/spring-jdbc-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/core/simple/SimpleJdbcCall.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626551_1610729958.05/0/spring-jdbc-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/datasource/init/DatabasePopulator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626551_1610729958.05/0/spring-jdbc-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/support/SQLStateSQLExceptionTranslator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626551_1610729958.05/0/spring-jdbc-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/core/SingleColumnRowMapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626551_1610729958.05/0/spring-jdbc-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/datasource/embedded/EmbeddedDatabaseBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626551_1610729958.05/0/spring-jdbc-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/datasource/embedded/EmbeddedDatabaseFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626551_1610729958.05/0/spring-jdbc-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/core/metadata/CallMetaDataContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626551_1610729958.05/0/spring-jdbc-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/core/namedparam/MapSqlParameterSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626551_1610729958.05/0/spring-jdbc-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/core/BeanPropertyRowMapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626551_1610729958.05/0/spring-jdbc-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/core/metadata/GenericTableMetaDataProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626551_1610729958.05/0/spring-jdbc-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/core/PreparedStatementCreatorFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626551_1610729958.05/0/spring-jdbc-4-1-5-release-sources-1-
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jar/org/springframework/jdbc/datasource/init/ScriptStatementFailedException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626551_1610729958.05/0/spring-jdbc-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/core/ParameterizedPreparedStatementSetter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626551_1610729958.05/0/spring-jdbc-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/support/incrementer/HsqlMaxValueIncrementer.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2012 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

/**

* Implement this interface when parameters need to be customized based

* on the connection. We might need to do this to make use of proprietary

* features, available only with a specific Connection type.

*

* @author Rod Johnson

* @author Thomas Risberg

* @see CallableStatementCreatorFactory#newCallableStatementCreator(ParameterMapper)

* @see org.springframework.jdbc.object.StoredProcedure#execute(ParameterMapper)

*/

/**

	 * Create a Map of input parameters, keyed by name.

	 * @param con JDBC connection. This is useful (and the purpose of this interface)

	 * if we need to do something RDBMS-specific with a proprietary Connection

	 * implementation class. This class conceals such proprietary details. However,

	 * it is best to avoid using such proprietary RDBMS features if possible.

	 * @throws SQLException if a SQLException is encountered setting

	 * parameter values (that is, there's no need to catch SQLException)

	 * @return Map of input parameters, keyed by name (never {@code null})

	 */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626551_1610729958.05/0/spring-jdbc-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/core/ParameterMapper.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.
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/**

* The classes in this package make JDBC easier to use and

* reduce the likelihood of common errors. In particular, they:

* <ul>

* <li>Simplify error handling, avoiding the need for try/catch/finally

* blocks in application code.

* <li>Present exceptions to application code in a generic hierarchy of

* unchecked exceptions, enabling applications to catch data access

* exceptions without being dependent on JDBC, and to ignore fatal

* exceptions there is no value in catching.

* <li>Allow the implementation of error handling to be modified

* to target different RDBMSes without introducing proprietary

* dependencies into application code.

* </ul>

*

* <p>This package and related packages are discussed in Chapter 9 of

* <a href="http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/tg/detail/-/0764543857/">Expert One-On-One J2EE Design and

Development</a>

* by Rod Johnson (Wrox, 2002).

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626551_1610729958.05/0/spring-jdbc-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/package-info.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2012 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

/**

* Strategy interface for translating between {@link SQLException SQLExceptions}

* and Spring's data access strategy-agnostic {@link DataAccessException}

* hierarchy.

*

* <p>Implementations can be generic (for example, using

* {@link java.sql.SQLException#getSQLState() SQLState} codes for JDBC) or wholly
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* proprietary (for example, using Oracle error codes) for greater precision.

*

* @author Rod Johnson

* @author Juergen Hoeller

* @see org.springframework.dao.DataAccessException

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626551_1610729958.05/0/spring-jdbc-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/support/SQLExceptionTranslator.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2013 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

/**

* {@link LobHandler} implementation for Oracle databases. Uses proprietary API

* to create {@code oracle.sql.BLOB} and {@code oracle.sql.CLOB}

* instances, as necessary when working with Oracle's JDBC driver.

* Note that this LobHandler requires Oracle JDBC driver 9i or higher!

*

* <p>While most databases are able to work with {@link DefaultLobHandler},

* Oracle 9i (or more specifically, the Oracle 9i JDBC driver) just accepts

* Blob/Clob instances created via its own proprietary BLOB/CLOB API,

* and additionally doesn't accept large streams for PreparedStatement's

* corresponding setter methods. Therefore, you need to use a strategy like

* this LobHandler implementation, or upgrade to the Oracle 10g/11g driver

* (which still supports access to Oracle 9i databases).

*

* <p><b>NOTE: As of Oracle 10.2, {@link DefaultLobHandler} should work equally

* well out of the box. On Oracle 11g, JDBC 4.0 based options such as

* {@link DefaultLobHandler#setStreamAsLob} and {@link DefaultLobHandler#setCreateTemporaryLob}

* are available as well, rendering this proprietary OracleLobHandler obsolete.</b>

* Also, consider upgrading to a new driver even when accessing an older database.

* See the {@link LobHandler} interface javadoc for a summary of recommendations.

*
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* <p>Needs to work on a native JDBC Connection, to be able to cast it to

* {@code oracle.jdbc.OracleConnection}. If you pass in Connections from a

* connection pool (the usual case in a Java EE environment), you need to set an

* appropriate {@link org.springframework.jdbc.support.nativejdbc.NativeJdbcExtractor}

* to allow for automatic retrieval of the underlying native JDBC Connection.

* LobHandler and NativeJdbcExtractor are separate concerns, therefore they

* are represented by separate strategy interfaces.

*

* <p>Coded via reflection to avoid dependencies on Oracle classes.

* Even reads in Oracle constants via reflection because of different Oracle

* drivers (classes12, ojdbc14, ojdbc5, ojdbc6) having different constant values!

* As this LobHandler initializes Oracle classes on instantiation, do not define

* this as eager-initializing singleton if you do not want to depend on the Oracle

* JAR being in the class path: use "lazy-init=true" to avoid this issue.

*

* @author Juergen Hoeller

* @author Thomas Risberg

* @since 04.12.2003

* @see DefaultLobHandler

* @see #setNativeJdbcExtractor

* @deprecated in favor of {@link DefaultLobHandler} for the Oracle 10g driver and

* higher. Consider using the 10g/11g driver even against an Oracle 9i database!

* {@link DefaultLobHandler#setCreateTemporaryLob} is the direct equivalent of this

* OracleLobHandler's implementation strategy, just using standard JDBC 4.0 API.

* That said, in most cases, regular DefaultLobHandler setup will work fine as well.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626551_1610729958.05/0/spring-jdbc-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/support/lob/OracleLobHandler.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2012 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626551_1610729958.05/0/spring-jdbc-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/support/AbstractFallbackSQLExceptionTranslator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626551_1610729958.05/0/spring-jdbc-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/core/support/SqlLobValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626551_1610729958.05/0/spring-jdbc-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/object/GenericSqlQuery.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626551_1610729958.05/0/spring-jdbc-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/core/SqlReturnResultSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626551_1610729958.05/0/spring-jdbc-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/support/nativejdbc/JBossNativeJdbcExtractor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626551_1610729958.05/0/spring-jdbc-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/datasource/lookup/DataSourceLookupFailureException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626551_1610729958.05/0/spring-jdbc-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/core/support/JdbcBeanDefinitionReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626551_1610729958.05/0/spring-jdbc-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/core/RowMapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626551_1610729958.05/0/spring-jdbc-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/datasource/lookup/SingleDataSourceLookup.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626551_1610729958.05/0/spring-jdbc-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/support/CustomSQLExceptionTranslatorRegistry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626551_1610729958.05/0/spring-jdbc-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/datasource/AbstractDataSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626551_1610729958.05/0/spring-jdbc-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/object/SqlCall.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626551_1610729958.05/0/spring-jdbc-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/object/MappingSqlQueryWithParameters.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626551_1610729958.05/0/spring-jdbc-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/core/simple/ParameterizedBeanPropertyRowMapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626551_1610729958.05/0/spring-jdbc-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/datasource/embedded/SimpleDriverDataSourceFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626551_1610729958.05/0/spring-jdbc-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/datasource/embedded/EmbeddedDatabaseType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626551_1610729958.05/0/spring-jdbc-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/object/SqlOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626551_1610729958.05/0/spring-jdbc-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/core/BatchUpdateUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626551_1610729958.05/0/spring-jdbc-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/support/DatabaseStartupValidator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626551_1610729958.05/0/spring-jdbc-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/core/namedparam/SqlParameterSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626551_1610729958.05/0/spring-jdbc-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/datasource/lookup/JndiDataSourceLookup.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626551_1610729958.05/0/spring-jdbc-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/datasource/UserCredentialsDataSourceAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626551_1610729958.05/0/spring-jdbc-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/core/metadata/CallMetaDataProviderFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626551_1610729958.05/0/spring-jdbc-4-1-5-release-sources-1-
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jar/org/springframework/jdbc/support/xml/XmlResultProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626551_1610729958.05/0/spring-jdbc-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/core/SqlReturnType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626551_1610729958.05/0/spring-jdbc-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/JdbcUpdateAffectedIncorrectNumberOfRowsException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626551_1610729958.05/0/spring-jdbc-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/core/RowCountCallbackHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626551_1610729958.05/0/spring-jdbc-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/core/namedparam/NamedParameterBatchUpdateUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626551_1610729958.05/0/spring-jdbc-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/object/SqlQuery.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626551_1610729958.05/0/spring-jdbc-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/datasource/SimpleDriverDataSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626551_1610729958.05/0/spring-jdbc-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/core/ConnectionCallback.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626551_1610729958.05/0/spring-jdbc-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/datasource/lookup/AbstractRoutingDataSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626551_1610729958.05/0/spring-jdbc-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/core/PreparedStatementCallback.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626551_1610729958.05/0/spring-jdbc-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/datasource/lookup/DataSourceLookup.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626551_1610729958.05/0/spring-jdbc-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/core/support/JdbcDaoSupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626551_1610729958.05/0/spring-jdbc-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/object/SqlUpdate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626551_1610729958.05/0/spring-jdbc-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/support/MetaDataAccessException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626551_1610729958.05/0/spring-jdbc-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/core/CallableStatementCreator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626551_1610729958.05/0/spring-jdbc-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/core/CallableStatementCallback.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626551_1610729958.05/0/spring-jdbc-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/support/nativejdbc/CommonsDbcpNativeJdbcExtractor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626551_1610729958.05/0/spring-jdbc-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/support/nativejdbc/Jdbc4NativeJdbcExtractor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626551_1610729958.05/0/spring-jdbc-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/datasource/lookup/BeanFactoryDataSourceLookup.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626551_1610729958.05/0/spring-jdbc-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/core/ResultSetExtractor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626551_1610729958.05/0/spring-jdbc-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/support/xml/XmlBinaryStreamProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626551_1610729958.05/0/spring-jdbc-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/support/lob/PassThroughClob.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626551_1610729958.05/0/spring-jdbc-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/support/lob/LobCreatorUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626551_1610729958.05/0/spring-jdbc-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/datasource/IsolationLevelDataSourceAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626551_1610729958.05/0/spring-jdbc-4-1-5-release-sources-1-
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jar/org/springframework/jdbc/core/namedparam/AbstractSqlParameterSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626551_1610729958.05/0/spring-jdbc-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/core/support/AbstractLobStreamingResultSetExtractor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626551_1610729958.05/0/spring-jdbc-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/object/SqlFunction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626551_1610729958.05/0/spring-jdbc-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/support/SQLErrorCodesFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626551_1610729958.05/0/spring-jdbc-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/config/SortedResourcesFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626551_1610729958.05/0/spring-jdbc-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/core/support/AbstractInterruptibleBatchPreparedStatementSetter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626551_1610729958.05/0/spring-jdbc-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/support/xml/SqlXmlFeatureNotImplementedException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626551_1610729958.05/0/spring-jdbc-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/core/SqlParameterValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626551_1610729958.05/0/spring-jdbc-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/datasource/SimpleConnectionHandle.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626551_1610729958.05/0/spring-jdbc-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/core/ColumnMapRowMapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626551_1610729958.05/0/spring-jdbc-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/support/SqlValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626551_1610729958.05/0/spring-jdbc-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/support/lob/SpringLobCreatorSynchronization.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626551_1610729958.05/0/spring-jdbc-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/support/KeyHolder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626551_1610729958.05/0/spring-jdbc-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/support/xml/SqlXmlHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626551_1610729958.05/0/spring-jdbc-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/core/metadata/OracleCallMetaDataProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626551_1610729958.05/0/spring-jdbc-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/object/UpdatableSqlQuery.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626551_1610729958.05/0/spring-jdbc-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/core/ResultSetSupportingSqlParameter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626551_1610729958.05/0/spring-jdbc-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/InvalidResultSetAccessException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626551_1610729958.05/0/spring-jdbc-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/datasource/ConnectionProxy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626551_1610729958.05/0/spring-jdbc-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/core/simple/ParameterizedSingleColumnRowMapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626551_1610729958.05/0/spring-jdbc-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/datasource/embedded/AbstractEmbeddedDatabaseConfigurer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626551_1610729958.05/0/spring-jdbc-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/support/CustomSQLExceptionTranslatorRegistrar.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626551_1610729958.05/0/spring-jdbc-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/support/incrementer/AbstractSequenceMaxValueIncrementer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626551_1610729958.05/0/spring-jdbc-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/core/RowCallbackHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626551_1610729958.05/0/spring-jdbc-4-1-5-release-sources-1-
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jar/org/springframework/jdbc/LobRetrievalFailureException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626551_1610729958.05/0/spring-jdbc-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/datasource/embedded/OutputStreamFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626551_1610729958.05/0/spring-jdbc-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/core/CallableStatementCreatorFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626551_1610729958.05/0/spring-jdbc-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/core/BatchPreparedStatementSetter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626551_1610729958.05/0/spring-jdbc-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/UncategorizedSQLException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626551_1610729958.05/0/spring-jdbc-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/support/lob/PassThroughBlob.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626551_1610729958.05/0/spring-jdbc-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/core/InterruptibleBatchPreparedStatementSetter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626551_1610729958.05/0/spring-jdbc-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/support/nativejdbc/C3P0NativeJdbcExtractor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626551_1610729958.05/0/spring-jdbc-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/BadSqlGrammarException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626551_1610729958.05/0/spring-jdbc-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/support/nativejdbc/OracleJdbc4NativeJdbcExtractor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626551_1610729958.05/0/spring-jdbc-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/core/simple/SimpleJdbcDaoSupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626551_1610729958.05/0/spring-jdbc-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/datasource/SmartDataSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626551_1610729958.05/0/spring-jdbc-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/config/JdbcNamespaceHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626551_1610729958.05/0/spring-jdbc-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/core/PreparedStatementSetter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626551_1610729958.05/0/spring-jdbc-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/SQLWarningException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626551_1610729958.05/0/spring-jdbc-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/support/nativejdbc/NativeJdbcExtractor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626551_1610729958.05/0/spring-jdbc-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/core/simple/SimpleJdbcOperations.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626551_1610729958.05/0/spring-jdbc-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/core/SqlProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626551_1610729958.05/0/spring-jdbc-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/datasource/DelegatingDataSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626551_1610729958.05/0/spring-jdbc-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/core/namedparam/SqlParameterSourceUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626551_1610729958.05/0/spring-jdbc-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/core/SqlTypeValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626551_1610729958.05/0/spring-jdbc-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/core/PreparedStatementCreator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626551_1610729958.05/0/spring-jdbc-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/core/SqlInOutParameter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626551_1610729958.05/0/spring-jdbc-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/core/namedparam/NamedParameterJdbcDaoSupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626551_1610729958.05/0/spring-jdbc-4-1-5-release-sources-1-
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jar/org/springframework/jdbc/core/metadata/TableMetaDataProviderFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626551_1610729958.05/0/spring-jdbc-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/core/StatementCallback.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626551_1610729958.05/0/spring-jdbc-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/core/RowMapperResultSetExtractor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626551_1610729958.05/0/spring-jdbc-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/datasource/lookup/MapDataSourceLookup.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626551_1610729958.05/0/spring-jdbc-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/core/namedparam/BeanPropertySqlParameterSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626551_1610729958.05/0/spring-jdbc-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/IncorrectResultSetColumnCountException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626551_1610729958.05/0/spring-jdbc-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/datasource/ConnectionHolder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626551_1610729958.05/0/spring-jdbc-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/support/lob/JtaLobCreatorSynchronization.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626551_1610729958.05/0/spring-jdbc-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/core/support/AbstractSqlTypeValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626551_1610729958.05/0/spring-jdbc-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/support/incrementer/AbstractDataFieldMaxValueIncrementer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626551_1610729958.05/0/spring-jdbc-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/support/xml/XmlCharacterStreamProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626551_1610729958.05/0/spring-jdbc-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/support/xml/SqlXmlObjectMappingHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626551_1610729958.05/0/spring-jdbc-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/object/GenericStoredProcedure.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626551_1610729958.05/0/spring-jdbc-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/support/nativejdbc/NativeJdbcExtractorAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626551_1610729958.05/0/spring-jdbc-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/support/JdbcAccessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626551_1610729958.05/0/spring-jdbc-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/support/DatabaseMetaDataCallback.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626551_1610729958.05/0/spring-jdbc-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/datasource/WebSphereDataSourceAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626551_1610729958.05/0/spring-jdbc-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jdbc/support/GeneratedKeyHolder.java

 

1.103 jaxb-core 2.2-promoted-b65 
1.103.1 Available under license : 

COMMON DEVELOPMENT AND DISTRIBUTION LICENSE (CDDL) Version 1.1

 

1. Definitions.

 

 1.1. "Contributor" means each individual or entity that creates or

 contributes to the creation of Modifications.

 

 1.2. "Contributor Version" means the combination of the Original
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 Software, prior Modifications used by a Contributor (if any), and

 the Modifications made by that particular Contributor.

 

 1.3. "Covered Software" means (a) the Original Software, or (b)

 Modifications, or (c) the combination of files containing Original

 Software with files containing Modifications, in each case including

 portions thereof.

 

 1.4. "Executable" means the Covered Software in any form other than

 Source Code.

 

 1.5. "Initial Developer" means the individual or entity that first

 makes Original Software available under this License.

 

 1.6. "Larger Work" means a work which combines Covered Software or

 portions thereof with code not governed by the terms of this License.

 

 1.7. "License" means this document.

 

 1.8. "Licensable" means having the right to grant, to the maximum

 extent possible, whether at the time of the initial grant or

 subsequently acquired, any and all of the rights conveyed herein.

 

 1.9. "Modifications" means the Source Code and Executable form of

 any of the following:

 

 A. Any file that results from an addition to, deletion from or

 modification of the contents of a file containing Original Software

 or previous Modifications;

 

 B. Any new file that contains any part of the Original Software or

 previous Modification; or

 

 C. Any new file that is contributed or otherwise made available

 under the terms of this License.

 

 1.10. "Original Software" means the Source Code and Executable form

 of computer software code that is originally released under this

 License.

 

 1.11. "Patent Claims" means any patent claim(s), now owned or

 hereafter acquired, including without limitation, method, process,

 and apparatus claims, in any patent Licensable by grantor.

 

 1.12. "Source Code" means (a) the common form of computer software

 code in which modifications are made and (b) associated

 documentation included in or with such code.
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 1.13. "You" (or "Your") means an individual or a legal entity

 exercising rights under, and complying with all of the terms of,

 this License. For legal entities, "You" includes any entity which

 controls, is controlled by, or is under common control with You. For

 purposes of this definition, "control" means (a) the power, direct

 or indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity,

 whether by contract or otherwise, or (b) ownership of more than

 fifty percent (50%) of the outstanding shares or beneficial

 ownership of such entity.

 

2. License Grants.

 

 2.1. The Initial Developer Grant.

 

 Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and subject

 to third party intellectual property claims, the Initial Developer

 hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license:

 

 (a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or

 trademark) Licensable by Initial Developer, to use, reproduce,

 modify, display, perform, sublicense and distribute the Original

 Software (or portions thereof), with or without Modifications,

 and/or as part of a Larger Work; and

 

 (b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using or selling of

 Original Software, to make, have made, use, practice, sell, and

 offer for sale, and/or otherwise dispose of the Original Software

 (or portions thereof).

 

 (c) The licenses granted in Sections 2.1(a) and (b) are effective on

 the date Initial Developer first distributes or otherwise makes the

 Original Software available to a third party under the terms of this

 License.

 

 (d) Notwithstanding Section 2.1(b) above, no patent license is

 granted: (1) for code that You delete from the Original Software, or

 (2) for infringements caused by: (i) the modification of the

 Original Software, or (ii) the combination of the Original Software

 with other software or devices.

 

 2.2. Contributor Grant.

 

 Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and subject

 to third party intellectual property claims, each Contributor hereby

 grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license:

 

 (a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or

 trademark) Licensable by Contributor to use, reproduce, modify,
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 display, perform, sublicense and distribute the Modifications

 created by such Contributor (or portions thereof), either on an

 unmodified basis, with other Modifications, as Covered Software

 and/or as part of a Larger Work; and

 

 (b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using, or selling

 of Modifications made by that Contributor either alone and/or in

 combination with its Contributor Version (or portions of such

 combination), to make, use, sell, offer for sale, have made, and/or

 otherwise dispose of: (1) Modifications made by that Contributor (or

 portions thereof); and (2) the combination of Modifications made by

 that Contributor with its Contributor Version (or portions of such

 combination).

 

 (c) The licenses granted in Sections 2.2(a) and 2.2(b) are effective

 on the date Contributor first distributes or otherwise makes the

 Modifications available to a third party.

 

 (d) Notwithstanding Section 2.2(b) above, no patent license is

 granted: (1) for any code that Contributor has deleted from the

 Contributor Version; (2) for infringements caused by: (i) third

 party modifications of Contributor Version, or (ii) the combination

 of Modifications made by that Contributor with other software

 (except as part of the Contributor Version) or other devices; or (3)

 under Patent Claims infringed by Covered Software in the absence of

 Modifications made by that Contributor.

 

3. Distribution Obligations.

 

 3.1. Availability of Source Code.

 

 Any Covered Software that You distribute or otherwise make available

 in Executable form must also be made available in Source Code form

 and that Source Code form must be distributed only under the terms

 of this License. You must include a copy of this License with every

 copy of the Source Code form of the Covered Software You distribute

 or otherwise make available. You must inform recipients of any such

 Covered Software in Executable form as to how they can obtain such

 Covered Software in Source Code form in a reasonable manner on or

 through a medium customarily used for software exchange.

 

 3.2. Modifications.

 

 The Modifications that You create or to which You contribute are

 governed by the terms of this License. You represent that You

 believe Your Modifications are Your original creation(s) and/or You

 have sufficient rights to grant the rights conveyed by this License.
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 3.3. Required Notices.

 

 You must include a notice in each of Your Modifications that

 identifies You as the Contributor of the Modification. You may not

 remove or alter any copyright, patent or trademark notices contained

 within the Covered Software, or any notices of licensing or any

 descriptive text giving attribution to any Contributor or the

 Initial Developer.

 

 3.4. Application of Additional Terms.

 

 You may not offer or impose any terms on any Covered Software in

 Source Code form that alters or restricts the applicable version of

 this License or the recipients' rights hereunder. You may choose to

 offer, and to charge a fee for, warranty, support, indemnity or

 liability obligations to one or more recipients of Covered Software.

 However, you may do so only on Your own behalf, and not on behalf of

 the Initial Developer or any Contributor. You must make it

 absolutely clear that any such warranty, support, indemnity or

 liability obligation is offered by You alone, and You hereby agree

 to indemnify the Initial Developer and every Contributor for any

 liability incurred by the Initial Developer or such Contributor as a

 result of warranty, support, indemnity or liability terms You offer.

 

 3.5. Distribution of Executable Versions.

 

 You may distribute the Executable form of the Covered Software under

 the terms of this License or under the terms of a license of Your

 choice, which may contain terms different from this License,

 provided that You are in compliance with the terms of this License

 and that the license for the Executable form does not attempt to

 limit or alter the recipient's rights in the Source Code form from

 the rights set forth in this License. If You distribute the Covered

 Software in Executable form under a different license, You must make

 it absolutely clear that any terms which differ from this License

 are offered by You alone, not by the Initial Developer or

 Contributor. You hereby agree to indemnify the Initial Developer and

 every Contributor for any liability incurred by the Initial

 Developer or such Contributor as a result of any such terms You offer.

 

 3.6. Larger Works.

 

 You may create a Larger Work by combining Covered Software with

 other code not governed by the terms of this License and distribute

 the Larger Work as a single product. In such a case, You must make

 sure the requirements of this License are fulfilled for the Covered

 Software.
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4. Versions of the License.

 

 4.1. New Versions.

 

 Oracle is the initial license steward and may publish revised and/or

 new versions of this License from time to time. Each version will be

 given a distinguishing version number. Except as provided in Section

 4.3, no one other than the license steward has the right to modify

 this License.

 

 4.2. Effect of New Versions.

 

 You may always continue to use, distribute or otherwise make the

 Covered Software available under the terms of the version of the

 License under which You originally received the Covered Software. If

 the Initial Developer includes a notice in the Original Software

 prohibiting it from being distributed or otherwise made available

 under any subsequent version of the License, You must distribute and

 make the Covered Software available under the terms of the version

 of the License under which You originally received the Covered

 Software. Otherwise, You may also choose to use, distribute or

 otherwise make the Covered Software available under the terms of any

 subsequent version of the License published by the license steward.

 

 4.3. Modified Versions.

 

 When You are an Initial Developer and You want to create a new

 license for Your Original Software, You may create and use a

 modified version of this License if You: (a) rename the license and

 remove any references to the name of the license steward (except to

 note that the license differs from this License); and (b) otherwise

 make it clear that the license contains terms which differ from this

 License.

 

5. DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY.

 

 COVERED SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED UNDER THIS LICENSE ON AN "AS IS" BASIS,

 WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED,

 INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, WARRANTIES THAT THE COVERED SOFTWARE

 IS FREE OF DEFECTS, MERCHANTABLE, FIT FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR

 NON-INFRINGING. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF

 THE COVERED SOFTWARE IS WITH YOU. SHOULD ANY COVERED SOFTWARE PROVE

 DEFECTIVE IN ANY RESPECT, YOU (NOT THE INITIAL DEVELOPER OR ANY

 OTHER CONTRIBUTOR) ASSUME THE COST OF ANY NECESSARY SERVICING,

 REPAIR OR CORRECTION. THIS DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY CONSTITUTES AN

 ESSENTIAL PART OF THIS LICENSE. NO USE OF ANY COVERED SOFTWARE IS

 AUTHORIZED HEREUNDER EXCEPT UNDER THIS DISCLAIMER.
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6. TERMINATION.

 

 6.1. This License and the rights granted hereunder will terminate

 automatically if You fail to comply with terms herein and fail to

 cure such breach within 30 days of becoming aware of the breach.

 Provisions which, by their nature, must remain in effect beyond the

 termination of this License shall survive.

 

 6.2. If You assert a patent infringement claim (excluding

 declaratory judgment actions) against Initial Developer or a

 Contributor (the Initial Developer or Contributor against whom You

 assert such claim is referred to as "Participant") alleging that the

 Participant Software (meaning the Contributor Version where the

 Participant is a Contributor or the Original Software where the

 Participant is the Initial Developer) directly or indirectly

 infringes any patent, then any and all rights granted directly or

 indirectly to You by such Participant, the Initial Developer (if the

 Initial Developer is not the Participant) and all Contributors under

 Sections 2.1 and/or 2.2 of this License shall, upon 60 days notice

 from Participant terminate prospectively and automatically at the

 expiration of such 60 day notice period, unless if within such 60

 day period You withdraw Your claim with respect to the Participant

 Software against such Participant either unilaterally or pursuant to

 a written agreement with Participant.

 

 6.3. If You assert a patent infringement claim against Participant

 alleging that the Participant Software directly or indirectly

 infringes any patent where such claim is resolved (such as by

 license or settlement) prior to the initiation of patent

 infringement litigation, then the reasonable value of the licenses

 granted by such Participant under Sections 2.1 or 2.2 shall be taken

 into account in determining the amount or value of any payment or

 license.

 

 6.4. In the event of termination under Sections 6.1 or 6.2 above,

 all end user licenses that have been validly granted by You or any

 distributor hereunder prior to termination (excluding licenses

 granted to You by any distributor) shall survive termination.

 

7. LIMITATION OF LIABILITY.

 

 UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES AND UNDER NO LEGAL THEORY, WHETHER TORT

 (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE), CONTRACT, OR OTHERWISE, SHALL YOU, THE

 INITIAL DEVELOPER, ANY OTHER CONTRIBUTOR, OR ANY DISTRIBUTOR OF

 COVERED SOFTWARE, OR ANY SUPPLIER OF ANY OF SUCH PARTIES, BE LIABLE

 TO ANY PERSON FOR ANY INDIRECT, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, OR

 CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OF ANY CHARACTER INCLUDING, WITHOUT

 LIMITATION, DAMAGES FOR LOSS OF GOODWILL, WORK STOPPAGE, COMPUTER
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 FAILURE OR MALFUNCTION, OR ANY AND ALL OTHER COMMERCIAL DAMAGES OR

 LOSSES, EVEN IF SUCH PARTY SHALL HAVE BEEN INFORMED OF THE

 POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES. THIS LIMITATION OF LIABILITY SHALL NOT

 APPLY TO LIABILITY FOR DEATH OR PERSONAL INJURY RESULTING FROM SUCH

 PARTY'S NEGLIGENCE TO THE EXTENT APPLICABLE LAW PROHIBITS SUCH

 LIMITATION. SOME JURISDICTIONS DO NOT ALLOW THE EXCLUSION OR

 LIMITATION OF INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, SO THIS EXCLUSION

 AND LIMITATION MAY NOT APPLY TO YOU.

 

8. U.S. GOVERNMENT END USERS.

 

 The Covered Software is a "commercial item," as that term is defined

 in 48 C.F.R. 2.101 (Oct. 1995), consisting of "commercial computer

 software" (as that term is defined at 48 C.F.R. §

 252.227-7014(a)(1)) and "commercial computer software documentation"

 as such terms are used in 48 C.F.R. 12.212 (Sept. 1995). Consistent

 with 48 C.F.R. 12.212 and 48 C.F.R. 227.7202-1 through 227.7202-4

 (June 1995), all U.S. Government End Users acquire Covered Software

 with only those rights set forth herein. This U.S. Government Rights

 clause is in lieu of, and supersedes, any other FAR, DFAR, or other

 clause or provision that addresses Government rights in computer

 software under this License.

 

9. MISCELLANEOUS.

 

 This License represents the complete agreement concerning subject

 matter hereof. If any provision of this License is held to be

 unenforceable, such provision shall be reformed only to the extent

 necessary to make it enforceable. This License shall be governed by

 the law of the jurisdiction specified in a notice contained within

 the Original Software (except to the extent applicable law, if any,

 provides otherwise), excluding such jurisdiction's conflict-of-law

 provisions. Any litigation relating to this License shall be subject

 to the jurisdiction of the courts located in the jurisdiction and

 venue specified in a notice contained within the Original Software,

 with the losing party responsible for costs, including, without

 limitation, court costs and reasonable attorneys' fees and expenses.

 The application of the United Nations Convention on Contracts for

 the International Sale of Goods is expressly excluded. Any law or

 regulation which provides that the language of a contract shall be

 construed against the drafter shall not apply to this License. You

 agree that You alone are responsible for compliance with the United

 States export administration regulations (and the export control

 laws and regulation of any other countries) when You use, distribute

 or otherwise make available any Covered Software.

 

10. RESPONSIBILITY FOR CLAIMS.
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 As between Initial Developer and the Contributors, each party is

 responsible for claims and damages arising, directly or indirectly,

 out of its utilization of rights under this License and You agree to

 work with Initial Developer and Contributors to distribute such

 responsibility on an equitable basis. Nothing herein is intended or

 shall be deemed to constitute any admission of liability.

 

1.104 hamcrest 1.3.RC2 
1.104.1 Available under license : 

BSD License

 

Copyright (c) 2000-2006, www.hamcrest.org

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of

conditions and the following disclaimer. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce

the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

Neither the name of Hamcrest nor the names of its contributors may be used to endorse

or promote products derived from this software without specific prior written

permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO

EVENT

SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED

TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR

BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN

ANY

WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGE.

<OWNER> = Regents of the University of California  

<ORGANIZATION> = University of California, Berkeley  

<YEAR> = 1998  

 

In the original BSD license, both occurrences of the phrase "COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS" in
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the disclaimer read "REGENTS AND CONTRIBUTORS".  

 

Here is the license template:  

 

Copyright (c) <YEAR>, <OWNER>  

 

All rights reserved.  

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the

following conditions are met:  

 

Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

disclaimer.  

Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.  

Neither the name of the <ORGANIZATION> nor the names of its contributors may be used to endorse or promote

products derived from this software without specific prior written permission.  

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS  

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT  

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR  

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR  

CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,  

EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,  

PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR  

PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF  

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING  

NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS  

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1.105 jboss-classfilewriter 1.2.1.Final 
1.105.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

<name>Apache License, version 2.0</name>

<url>http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.txt</url>

 

Found in path(s):
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* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490047_1600941077.42/0/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-1-2-1-final-0-

gf935502-tar-gz/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-a54f274/pom.xml

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* JBoss, Home of Professional Open Source.

*

* Copyright 2012 Red Hat, Inc.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490047_1600941077.42/0/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-1-2-1-final-0-

gf935502-tar-gz/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-

a54f274/src/test/java/org/jboss/classfilewriter/test/bytecode/s/SwapTest.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490047_1600941077.42/0/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-1-2-1-final-0-

gf935502-tar-gz/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-a54f274/src/main/java/org/jboss/classfilewriter/code/StackFrame.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490047_1600941077.42/0/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-1-2-1-final-0-

gf935502-tar-gz/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-

a54f274/src/test/java/org/jboss/classfilewriter/test/bytecode/p/PutfieldTest.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490047_1600941077.42/0/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-1-2-1-final-0-

gf935502-tar-gz/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-

a54f274/src/test/java/org/jboss/classfilewriter/test/annotation/TimeUnitValuedAnnotation.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490047_1600941077.42/0/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-1-2-1-final-0-

gf935502-tar-gz/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-

a54f274/src/test/java/org/jboss/classfilewriter/test/bytecode/i/InvokestaticTest.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490047_1600941077.42/0/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-1-2-1-final-0-

gf935502-tar-gz/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-

a54f274/src/main/java/org/jboss/classfilewriter/annotations/EnumAnnotationValue.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490047_1600941077.42/0/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-1-2-1-final-0-

gf935502-tar-gz/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-

a54f274/src/test/java/org/jboss/classfilewriter/test/bytecode/l/LxorTest.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490047_1600941077.42/0/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-1-2-1-final-0-

gf935502-tar-gz/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-

a54f274/src/test/java/org/jboss/classfilewriter/test/bytecode/d/DupTest.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490047_1600941077.42/0/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-1-2-1-final-0-

gf935502-tar-gz/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-
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a54f274/src/main/java/org/jboss/classfilewriter/constpool/FieldRefEntry.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490047_1600941077.42/0/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-1-2-1-final-0-

gf935502-tar-gz/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-

a54f274/src/test/java/org/jboss/classfilewriter/test/bytecode/d/Dup2Test.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490047_1600941077.42/0/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-1-2-1-final-0-

gf935502-tar-gz/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-

a54f274/src/test/java/org/jboss/classfilewriter/test/bytecode/f/FsubTest.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490047_1600941077.42/0/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-1-2-1-final-0-

gf935502-tar-gz/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-

a54f274/src/test/java/org/jboss/classfilewriter/test/bytecode/i/IaddTest.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490047_1600941077.42/0/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-1-2-1-final-0-

gf935502-tar-gz/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-

a54f274/src/test/java/org/jboss/classfilewriter/test/bytecode/d/Dup2X2Test.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490047_1600941077.42/0/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-1-2-1-final-0-

gf935502-tar-gz/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-

a54f274/src/test/java/org/jboss/classfilewriter/test/bytecode/d/DmulTest.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490047_1600941077.42/0/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-1-2-1-final-0-

gf935502-tar-gz/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-

a54f274/src/main/java/org/jboss/classfilewriter/attributes/Attribute.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490047_1600941077.42/0/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-1-2-1-final-0-

gf935502-tar-gz/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-

a54f274/src/test/java/org/jboss/classfilewriter/test/bytecode/f/FdivTest.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490047_1600941077.42/0/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-1-2-1-final-0-

gf935502-tar-gz/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-

a54f274/src/main/java/org/jboss/classfilewriter/InvalidBytecodeException.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490047_1600941077.42/0/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-1-2-1-final-0-

gf935502-tar-gz/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-

a54f274/src/test/java/org/jboss/classfilewriter/test/bytecode/a/AloadTest.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490047_1600941077.42/0/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-1-2-1-final-0-

gf935502-tar-gz/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-

a54f274/src/test/java/org/jboss/classfilewriter/test/bytecode/f/F2lTest.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490047_1600941077.42/0/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-1-2-1-final-0-

gf935502-tar-gz/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-

a54f274/src/test/java/org/jboss/classfilewriter/test/bytecode/i/InegTest.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490047_1600941077.42/0/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-1-2-1-final-0-

gf935502-tar-gz/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-

a54f274/src/test/java/org/jboss/classfilewriter/test/bytecode/i/IfIcmpleTest.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490047_1600941077.42/0/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-1-2-1-final-0-

gf935502-tar-gz/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-

a54f274/src/test/java/org/jboss/classfilewriter/test/bytecode/d/DloadTest.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490047_1600941077.42/0/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-1-2-1-final-0-

gf935502-tar-gz/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-

a54f274/src/main/java/org/jboss/classfilewriter/util/ByteArrayDataOutputStream.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490047_1600941077.42/0/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-1-2-1-final-0-

gf935502-tar-gz/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-

a54f274/src/test/java/org/jboss/classfilewriter/test/bytecode/l/LushrTest.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490047_1600941077.42/0/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-1-2-1-final-0-

gf935502-tar-gz/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-
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a54f274/src/main/java/org/jboss/classfilewriter/constpool/Utf8Entry.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490047_1600941077.42/0/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-1-2-1-final-0-

gf935502-tar-gz/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-

a54f274/src/test/java/org/jboss/classfilewriter/test/bytecode/d/DnegTest.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490047_1600941077.42/0/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-1-2-1-final-0-

gf935502-tar-gz/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-

a54f274/src/test/java/org/jboss/classfilewriter/test/bytecode/d/Dup2X1Test.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490047_1600941077.42/0/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-1-2-1-final-0-

gf935502-tar-gz/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-

a54f274/src/test/java/org/jboss/classfilewriter/test/bytecode/i/IconstTest.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490047_1600941077.42/0/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-1-2-1-final-0-

gf935502-tar-gz/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-

a54f274/src/test/java/org/jboss/classfilewriter/test/annotation/AnnotationArrayValuedAnnotation.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490047_1600941077.42/0/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-1-2-1-final-0-

gf935502-tar-gz/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-

a54f274/src/test/java/org/jboss/classfilewriter/test/bytecode/f/FstoreTest.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490047_1600941077.42/0/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-1-2-1-final-0-

gf935502-tar-gz/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-

a54f274/src/test/java/org/jboss/classfilewriter/test/annotation/MethodAnnotationTest.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490047_1600941077.42/0/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-1-2-1-final-0-

gf935502-tar-gz/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-a54f274/src/main/java/org/jboss/classfilewriter/code/BranchEnd.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490047_1600941077.42/0/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-1-2-1-final-0-

gf935502-tar-gz/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-

a54f274/src/test/java/org/jboss/classfilewriter/test/bytecode/f/FloadTest.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490047_1600941077.42/0/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-1-2-1-final-0-

gf935502-tar-gz/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-

a54f274/src/test/java/org/jboss/classfilewriter/test/bytecode/g/GetstaticTest.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490047_1600941077.42/0/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-1-2-1-final-0-

gf935502-tar-gz/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-

a54f274/src/test/java/org/jboss/classfilewriter/test/bytecode/d/DaddTest.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490047_1600941077.42/0/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-1-2-1-final-0-

gf935502-tar-gz/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-

a54f274/src/test/java/org/jboss/classfilewriter/test/bytecode/l/LstoreTest.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490047_1600941077.42/0/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-1-2-1-final-0-

gf935502-tar-gz/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-

a54f274/src/test/java/org/jboss/classfilewriter/test/bytecode/i/IfgtTest.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490047_1600941077.42/0/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-1-2-1-final-0-

gf935502-tar-gz/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-

a54f274/src/test/java/org/jboss/classfilewriter/test/bytecode/a/AastoreTest.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490047_1600941077.42/0/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-1-2-1-final-0-

gf935502-tar-gz/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-

a54f274/src/main/java/org/jboss/classfilewriter/annotations/AnnotationBuilder.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490047_1600941077.42/0/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-1-2-1-final-0-

gf935502-tar-gz/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-

a54f274/src/test/java/org/jboss/classfilewriter/test/bytecode/d/D2iTest.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490047_1600941077.42/0/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-1-2-1-final-0-

gf935502-tar-gz/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-a54f274/src/main/java/org/jboss/classfilewriter/ClassMethod.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490047_1600941077.42/0/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-1-2-1-final-0-
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gf935502-tar-gz/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-

a54f274/src/main/java/org/jboss/classfilewriter/code/CodeAttribute.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490047_1600941077.42/0/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-1-2-1-final-0-

gf935502-tar-gz/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-

a54f274/src/main/java/org/jboss/classfilewriter/constpool/ConstPoolEntry.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490047_1600941077.42/0/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-1-2-1-final-0-

gf935502-tar-gz/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-

a54f274/src/test/java/org/jboss/classfilewriter/test/bytecode/l/LookupSwitchTest.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490047_1600941077.42/0/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-1-2-1-final-0-

gf935502-tar-gz/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-

a54f274/src/test/java/org/jboss/classfilewriter/test/bytecode/l/LaddTest.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490047_1600941077.42/0/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-1-2-1-final-0-

gf935502-tar-gz/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-

a54f274/src/test/java/org/jboss/classfilewriter/test/bytecode/l/LdcTest.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490047_1600941077.42/0/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-1-2-1-final-0-

gf935502-tar-gz/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-

a54f274/src/test/java/org/jboss/classfilewriter/test/bytecode/i/IfIcmpltTest.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490047_1600941077.42/0/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-1-2-1-final-0-

gf935502-tar-gz/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-

a54f274/src/main/java/org/jboss/classfilewriter/code/ExceptionHandler.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490047_1600941077.42/0/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-1-2-1-final-0-

gf935502-tar-gz/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-

a54f274/src/test/java/org/jboss/classfilewriter/test/bytecode/l/LcmpTest.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490047_1600941077.42/0/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-1-2-1-final-0-

gf935502-tar-gz/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-

a54f274/src/test/java/org/jboss/classfilewriter/test/bytecode/f/FConstTest.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490047_1600941077.42/0/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-1-2-1-final-0-

gf935502-tar-gz/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-

a54f274/src/test/java/org/jboss/classfilewriter/test/bytecode/i/IloadTest.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490047_1600941077.42/0/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-1-2-1-final-0-

gf935502-tar-gz/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-

a54f274/src/main/java/org/jboss/classfilewriter/code/StackFrameType.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490047_1600941077.42/0/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-1-2-1-final-0-

gf935502-tar-gz/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-

a54f274/src/test/java/org/jboss/classfilewriter/test/bytecode/i/IstoreTest.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490047_1600941077.42/0/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-1-2-1-final-0-

gf935502-tar-gz/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-

a54f274/src/main/java/org/jboss/classfilewriter/constpool/DoubleEntry.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490047_1600941077.42/0/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-1-2-1-final-0-

gf935502-tar-gz/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-

a54f274/src/test/java/org/jboss/classfilewriter/test/signature/MethodSignatureTest.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490047_1600941077.42/0/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-1-2-1-final-0-

gf935502-tar-gz/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-

a54f274/src/main/java/org/jboss/classfilewriter/code/StackEntryType.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490047_1600941077.42/0/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-1-2-1-final-0-

gf935502-tar-gz/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-

a54f274/src/test/java/org/jboss/classfilewriter/test/bytecode/i/I2bTest.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490047_1600941077.42/0/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-1-2-1-final-0-
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gf935502-tar-gz/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-a54f274/src/main/java/org/jboss/classfilewriter/util/Boxing.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490047_1600941077.42/0/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-1-2-1-final-0-

gf935502-tar-gz/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-

a54f274/src/test/java/org/jboss/classfilewriter/test/bytecode/l/LorTest.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490047_1600941077.42/0/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-1-2-1-final-0-

gf935502-tar-gz/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-

a54f274/src/test/java/org/jboss/classfilewriter/test/bytecode/d/D2fTest.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490047_1600941077.42/0/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-1-2-1-final-0-

gf935502-tar-gz/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-

a54f274/src/main/java/org/jboss/classfilewriter/attributes/SignatureAttribute.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490047_1600941077.42/0/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-1-2-1-final-0-

gf935502-tar-gz/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-a54f274/src/main/java/org/jboss/classfilewriter/code/StackEntry.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490047_1600941077.42/0/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-1-2-1-final-0-

gf935502-tar-gz/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-

a54f274/src/test/java/org/jboss/classfilewriter/test/bytecode/i/I2fTest.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490047_1600941077.42/0/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-1-2-1-final-0-

gf935502-tar-gz/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-

a54f274/src/test/java/org/jboss/classfilewriter/test/bytecode/a/ArraylengthTest.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490047_1600941077.42/0/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-1-2-1-final-0-

gf935502-tar-gz/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-

a54f274/src/test/java/org/jboss/classfilewriter/test/bytecode/i/IandTest.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490047_1600941077.42/0/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-1-2-1-final-0-

gf935502-tar-gz/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-

a54f274/src/test/java/org/jboss/classfilewriter/test/bytecode/f/F2iTest.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490047_1600941077.42/0/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-1-2-1-final-0-

gf935502-tar-gz/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-

a54f274/src/test/java/org/jboss/classfilewriter/test/bytecode/i/I2dTest.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490047_1600941077.42/0/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-1-2-1-final-0-

gf935502-tar-gz/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-

a54f274/src/test/java/org/jboss/classfilewriter/test/annotation/FieldAnnotationTest.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490047_1600941077.42/0/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-1-2-1-final-0-

gf935502-tar-gz/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-

a54f274/src/test/java/org/jboss/classfilewriter/test/bytecode/i/IfeqTest.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490047_1600941077.42/0/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-1-2-1-final-0-

gf935502-tar-gz/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-

a54f274/src/test/java/org/jboss/classfilewriter/test/bytecode/i/IfAcmpeqTest.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490047_1600941077.42/0/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-1-2-1-final-0-

gf935502-tar-gz/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-

a54f274/src/main/java/org/jboss/classfilewriter/DuplicateMemberException.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490047_1600941077.42/0/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-1-2-1-final-0-

gf935502-tar-gz/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-

a54f274/src/test/java/org/jboss/classfilewriter/test/bytecode/c/CaloadTest.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490047_1600941077.42/0/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-1-2-1-final-0-

gf935502-tar-gz/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-

a54f274/src/test/java/org/jboss/classfilewriter/test/bytecode/s/SastoreTest.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490047_1600941077.42/0/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-1-2-1-final-0-

gf935502-tar-gz/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-

a54f274/src/main/java/org/jboss/classfilewriter/annotations/StringAnnotationValue.java
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* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490047_1600941077.42/0/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-1-2-1-final-0-

gf935502-tar-gz/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-

a54f274/src/test/java/org/jboss/classfilewriter/test/annotation/ClassValuedAnnotation.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490047_1600941077.42/0/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-1-2-1-final-0-

gf935502-tar-gz/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-

a54f274/src/test/java/org/jboss/classfilewriter/test/bytecode/i/InvokeinterfaceTest.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490047_1600941077.42/0/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-1-2-1-final-0-

gf935502-tar-gz/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-

a54f274/src/test/java/org/jboss/classfilewriter/test/bytecode/f/FaloadTest.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490047_1600941077.42/0/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-1-2-1-final-0-

gf935502-tar-gz/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-

a54f274/src/test/java/org/jboss/classfilewriter/test/bytecode/SomeInterface.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490047_1600941077.42/0/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-1-2-1-final-0-

gf935502-tar-gz/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-

a54f274/src/main/java/org/jboss/classfilewriter/constpool/ConstPool.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490047_1600941077.42/0/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-1-2-1-final-0-

gf935502-tar-gz/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-

a54f274/src/test/java/org/jboss/classfilewriter/test/bytecode/l/LmulTest.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490047_1600941077.42/0/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-1-2-1-final-0-

gf935502-tar-gz/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-

a54f274/src/main/java/org/jboss/classfilewriter/code/LocalVariableState.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490047_1600941077.42/0/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-1-2-1-final-0-

gf935502-tar-gz/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-

a54f274/src/main/java/org/jboss/classfilewriter/code/TableSwitchBuilder.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490047_1600941077.42/0/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-1-2-1-final-0-

gf935502-tar-gz/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-

a54f274/src/test/java/org/jboss/classfilewriter/test/bytecode/d/DcmpgTest.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490047_1600941077.42/0/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-1-2-1-final-0-

gf935502-tar-gz/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-

a54f274/src/test/java/org/jboss/classfilewriter/test/bytecode/d/D2lTest.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490047_1600941077.42/0/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-1-2-1-final-0-

gf935502-tar-gz/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-

a54f274/src/test/java/org/jboss/classfilewriter/test/bytecode/n/NewArrayTest.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490047_1600941077.42/0/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-1-2-1-final-0-

gf935502-tar-gz/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-

a54f274/src/test/java/org/jboss/classfilewriter/test/bytecode/d/DastoreTest.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490047_1600941077.42/0/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-1-2-1-final-0-

gf935502-tar-gz/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-

a54f274/src/test/java/org/jboss/classfilewriter/test/bytecode/i/IremTest.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490047_1600941077.42/0/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-1-2-1-final-0-

gf935502-tar-gz/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-

a54f274/src/test/java/org/jboss/classfilewriter/test/bytecode/m/MonitorTest.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490047_1600941077.42/0/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-1-2-1-final-0-

gf935502-tar-gz/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-

a54f274/src/test/java/org/jboss/classfilewriter/test/bytecode/i/IincTest.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490047_1600941077.42/0/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-1-2-1-final-0-

gf935502-tar-gz/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-

a54f274/src/main/java/org/jboss/classfilewriter/constpool/ClassEntry.java
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* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490047_1600941077.42/0/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-1-2-1-final-0-

gf935502-tar-gz/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-

a54f274/src/test/java/org/jboss/classfilewriter/test/bytecode/d/DconstTest.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490047_1600941077.42/0/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-1-2-1-final-0-

gf935502-tar-gz/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-

a54f274/src/test/java/org/jboss/classfilewriter/test/bytecode/a/AconstNullTest.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490047_1600941077.42/0/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-1-2-1-final-0-

gf935502-tar-gz/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-

a54f274/src/test/java/org/jboss/classfilewriter/test/bytecode/g/GetfieldTest.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490047_1600941077.42/0/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-1-2-1-final-0-

gf935502-tar-gz/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-

a54f274/src/test/java/org/jboss/classfilewriter/test/bytecode/handler/ExceptionHandlerTest.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490047_1600941077.42/0/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-1-2-1-final-0-

gf935502-tar-gz/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-

a54f274/src/main/java/org/jboss/classfilewriter/annotations/AnnotationsAttribute.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490047_1600941077.42/0/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-1-2-1-final-0-

gf935502-tar-gz/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-

a54f274/src/test/java/org/jboss/classfilewriter/test/bytecode/f/F2dTest.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490047_1600941077.42/0/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-1-2-1-final-0-

gf935502-tar-gz/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-

a54f274/src/test/java/org/jboss/classfilewriter/test/bytecode/i/IfAcmpneTest.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490047_1600941077.42/0/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-1-2-1-final-0-

gf935502-tar-gz/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-

a54f274/src/test/java/org/jboss/classfilewriter/test/annotation/ClassArrayValuedAnnotation.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490047_1600941077.42/0/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-1-2-1-final-0-

gf935502-tar-gz/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-

a54f274/src/main/java/org/jboss/classfilewriter/constpool/InterfaceMethodRefEntry.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490047_1600941077.42/0/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-1-2-1-final-0-

gf935502-tar-gz/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-

a54f274/src/test/java/org/jboss/classfilewriter/test/bytecode/s/SaloadTest.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490047_1600941077.42/0/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-1-2-1-final-0-

gf935502-tar-gz/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-

a54f274/src/main/java/org/jboss/classfilewriter/annotations/IntAnnotationValue.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490047_1600941077.42/0/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-1-2-1-final-0-

gf935502-tar-gz/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-

a54f274/src/test/java/org/jboss/classfilewriter/test/bytecode/i/IfIcmpeqTest.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490047_1600941077.42/0/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-1-2-1-final-0-

gf935502-tar-gz/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-a54f274/src/main/java/org/jboss/classfilewriter/JavaVersions.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490047_1600941077.42/0/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-1-2-1-final-0-

gf935502-tar-gz/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-

a54f274/src/test/java/org/jboss/classfilewriter/test/bytecode/c/CheckcastTest.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490047_1600941077.42/0/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-1-2-1-final-0-

gf935502-tar-gz/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-

a54f274/src/test/java/org/jboss/classfilewriter/test/bytecode/i/I2cTest.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490047_1600941077.42/0/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-1-2-1-final-0-

gf935502-tar-gz/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-

a54f274/src/test/java/org/jboss/classfilewriter/test/bytecode/i/IshlTest.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490047_1600941077.42/0/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-1-2-1-final-0-
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gf935502-tar-gz/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-

a54f274/src/main/java/org/jboss/classfilewriter/constpool/StringEntry.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490047_1600941077.42/0/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-1-2-1-final-0-

gf935502-tar-gz/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-

a54f274/src/test/java/org/jboss/classfilewriter/test/bytecode/i/IastoreTest.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490047_1600941077.42/0/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-1-2-1-final-0-

gf935502-tar-gz/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-a54f274/src/main/java/org/jboss/classfilewriter/ClassField.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490047_1600941077.42/0/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-1-2-1-final-0-

gf935502-tar-gz/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-

a54f274/src/test/java/org/jboss/classfilewriter/test/bytecode/i/IxorTest.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490047_1600941077.42/0/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-1-2-1-final-0-

gf935502-tar-gz/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-

a54f274/src/test/java/org/jboss/classfilewriter/test/signature/FieldSignatureTest.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490047_1600941077.42/0/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-1-2-1-final-0-

gf935502-tar-gz/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-

a54f274/src/test/java/org/jboss/classfilewriter/test/annotation/EnumValuedAnnotation.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490047_1600941077.42/0/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-1-2-1-final-0-

gf935502-tar-gz/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-

a54f274/src/test/java/org/jboss/classfilewriter/test/bytecode/f/FnegTest.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490047_1600941077.42/0/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-1-2-1-final-0-

gf935502-tar-gz/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-

a54f274/src/test/java/org/jboss/classfilewriter/test/annotation/StringValuedAnnotation.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490047_1600941077.42/0/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-1-2-1-final-0-

gf935502-tar-gz/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-

a54f274/src/test/java/org/jboss/classfilewriter/test/bytecode/b/BaloadTest.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490047_1600941077.42/0/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-1-2-1-final-0-

gf935502-tar-gz/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-

a54f274/src/test/java/org/jboss/classfilewriter/test/simple/SimpleTest.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490047_1600941077.42/0/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-1-2-1-final-0-

gf935502-tar-gz/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-

a54f274/src/test/java/org/jboss/classfilewriter/test/bytecode/i/IaloadTest.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490047_1600941077.42/0/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-1-2-1-final-0-

gf935502-tar-gz/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-

a54f274/src/main/java/org/jboss/classfilewriter/constpool/MethodRefEntry.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490047_1600941077.42/0/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-1-2-1-final-0-

gf935502-tar-gz/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-

a54f274/src/main/java/org/jboss/classfilewriter/constpool/LongEntry.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490047_1600941077.42/0/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-1-2-1-final-0-

gf935502-tar-gz/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-a54f274/src/main/java/org/jboss/classfilewriter/WritableEntry.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490047_1600941077.42/0/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-1-2-1-final-0-

gf935502-tar-gz/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-

a54f274/src/test/java/org/jboss/classfilewriter/test/simple/MethodTest.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490047_1600941077.42/0/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-1-2-1-final-0-

gf935502-tar-gz/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-

a54f274/src/test/java/org/jboss/classfilewriter/test/bytecode/MethodTester.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490047_1600941077.42/0/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-1-2-1-final-0-

gf935502-tar-gz/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-

a54f274/src/test/java/org/jboss/classfilewriter/test/bytecode/i/IfgeTest.java
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* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490047_1600941077.42/0/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-1-2-1-final-0-

gf935502-tar-gz/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-

a54f274/src/test/java/org/jboss/classfilewriter/test/bytecode/d/DaloadTest.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490047_1600941077.42/0/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-1-2-1-final-0-

gf935502-tar-gz/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-

a54f274/src/main/java/org/jboss/classfilewriter/constpool/ConstPoolEntryType.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490047_1600941077.42/0/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-1-2-1-final-0-

gf935502-tar-gz/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-

a54f274/src/test/java/org/jboss/classfilewriter/test/bytecode/m/MultianewarrayTest.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490047_1600941077.42/0/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-1-2-1-final-0-

gf935502-tar-gz/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-

a54f274/src/test/java/org/jboss/classfilewriter/test/bytecode/i/IfIcmpgeTest.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490047_1600941077.42/0/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-1-2-1-final-0-

gf935502-tar-gz/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-

a54f274/src/main/java/org/jboss/classfilewriter/annotations/CharAnnotationValue.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490047_1600941077.42/0/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-1-2-1-final-0-

gf935502-tar-gz/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-

a54f274/src/main/java/org/jboss/classfilewriter/annotations/BooleanAnnotationValue.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490047_1600941077.42/0/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-1-2-1-final-0-

gf935502-tar-gz/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-

a54f274/src/test/java/org/jboss/classfilewriter/test/annotation/IntArrayAnnotation.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490047_1600941077.42/0/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-1-2-1-final-0-

gf935502-tar-gz/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-a54f274/src/main/java/org/jboss/classfilewriter/code/StackState.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490047_1600941077.42/0/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-1-2-1-final-0-

gf935502-tar-gz/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-

a54f274/src/test/java/org/jboss/classfilewriter/test/bytecode/i/IorTest.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490047_1600941077.42/0/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-1-2-1-final-0-

gf935502-tar-gz/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-

a54f274/src/test/java/org/jboss/classfilewriter/test/bytecode/f/FaddTest.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490047_1600941077.42/0/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-1-2-1-final-0-

gf935502-tar-gz/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-

a54f274/src/main/java/org/jboss/classfilewriter/attributes/StackMapTableAttribute.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490047_1600941077.42/0/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-1-2-1-final-0-

gf935502-tar-gz/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-

a54f274/src/test/java/org/jboss/classfilewriter/test/bytecode/a/AnewarrayTest.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490047_1600941077.42/0/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-1-2-1-final-0-

gf935502-tar-gz/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-

a54f274/src/test/java/org/jboss/classfilewriter/test/bytecode/i/IfIcmpneTest.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490047_1600941077.42/0/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-1-2-1-final-0-

gf935502-tar-gz/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-

a54f274/src/test/java/org/jboss/classfilewriter/test/bytecode/d/DdivTest.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490047_1600941077.42/0/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-1-2-1-final-0-

gf935502-tar-gz/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-

a54f274/src/test/java/org/jboss/classfilewriter/test/bytecode/i/I2lTest.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490047_1600941077.42/0/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-1-2-1-final-0-

gf935502-tar-gz/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-

a54f274/src/test/java/org/jboss/classfilewriter/test/bytecode/i/IshrTest.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490047_1600941077.42/0/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-1-2-1-final-0-
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gf935502-tar-gz/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-

a54f274/src/test/java/org/jboss/classfilewriter/test/bytecode/f/FmulTest.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490047_1600941077.42/0/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-1-2-1-final-0-

gf935502-tar-gz/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-

a54f274/src/test/java/org/jboss/classfilewriter/test/bytecode/i/IfltTest.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490047_1600941077.42/0/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-1-2-1-final-0-

gf935502-tar-gz/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-

a54f274/src/test/java/org/jboss/classfilewriter/test/bytecode/l/LdivTest.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490047_1600941077.42/0/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-1-2-1-final-0-

gf935502-tar-gz/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-

a54f274/src/main/java/org/jboss/classfilewriter/util/SignatureBuilder.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490047_1600941077.42/0/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-1-2-1-final-0-

gf935502-tar-gz/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-

a54f274/src/test/java/org/jboss/classfilewriter/test/bytecode/d/DcmplTest.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490047_1600941077.42/0/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-1-2-1-final-0-

gf935502-tar-gz/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-

a54f274/src/main/java/org/jboss/classfilewriter/annotations/LongAnnotationValue.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490047_1600941077.42/0/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-1-2-1-final-0-

gf935502-tar-gz/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-

a54f274/src/test/java/org/jboss/classfilewriter/test/bytecode/l/LshlTest.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490047_1600941077.42/0/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-1-2-1-final-0-

gf935502-tar-gz/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-

a54f274/src/main/java/org/jboss/classfilewriter/annotations/ByteAnnotationValue.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490047_1600941077.42/0/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-1-2-1-final-0-

gf935502-tar-gz/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-

a54f274/src/test/java/org/jboss/classfilewriter/test/simple/FieldTest.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490047_1600941077.42/0/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-1-2-1-final-0-

gf935502-tar-gz/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-

a54f274/src/test/java/org/jboss/classfilewriter/test/bytecode/i/IfIcmpgtTest.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490047_1600941077.42/0/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-1-2-1-final-0-

gf935502-tar-gz/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-

a54f274/src/test/java/org/jboss/classfilewriter/test/annotation/AnnotationTester.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490047_1600941077.42/0/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-1-2-1-final-0-

gf935502-tar-gz/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-

a54f274/src/test/java/org/jboss/classfilewriter/test/bytecode/f/FremTest.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490047_1600941077.42/0/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-1-2-1-final-0-

gf935502-tar-gz/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-

a54f274/src/test/java/org/jboss/classfilewriter/test/bytecode/i/ImulTest.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490047_1600941077.42/0/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-1-2-1-final-0-

gf935502-tar-gz/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-

a54f274/src/test/java/org/jboss/classfilewriter/test/bytecode/l/LastoreTest.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490047_1600941077.42/0/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-1-2-1-final-0-

gf935502-tar-gz/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-

a54f274/src/test/java/org/jboss/classfilewriter/test/bytecode/d/DupX2Test.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490047_1600941077.42/0/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-1-2-1-final-0-

gf935502-tar-gz/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-

a54f274/src/test/java/org/jboss/classfilewriter/test/bytecode/l/L2fTest.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490047_1600941077.42/0/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-1-2-1-final-0-
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gf935502-tar-gz/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-

a54f274/src/test/java/org/jboss/classfilewriter/test/bytecode/l/L2iTest.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490047_1600941077.42/0/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-1-2-1-final-0-

gf935502-tar-gz/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-

a54f274/src/test/java/org/jboss/classfilewriter/test/annotation/MethodAnnotationClass.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490047_1600941077.42/0/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-1-2-1-final-0-

gf935502-tar-gz/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-

a54f274/src/main/java/org/jboss/classfilewriter/annotations/DoubleAnnotationValue.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490047_1600941077.42/0/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-1-2-1-final-0-

gf935502-tar-gz/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-

a54f274/src/test/java/org/jboss/classfilewriter/test/bytecode/l/L2dTest.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490047_1600941077.42/0/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-1-2-1-final-0-

gf935502-tar-gz/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-a54f274/src/main/java/org/jboss/classfilewriter/ClassFile.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490047_1600941077.42/0/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-1-2-1-final-0-

gf935502-tar-gz/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-

a54f274/src/test/java/org/jboss/classfilewriter/test/bytecode/d/DstoreTest.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490047_1600941077.42/0/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-1-2-1-final-0-

gf935502-tar-gz/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-

a54f274/src/test/java/org/jboss/classfilewriter/test/annotation/AnnotationValuedAnnotation.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490047_1600941077.42/0/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-1-2-1-final-0-

gf935502-tar-gz/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-

a54f274/src/test/java/org/jboss/classfilewriter/test/bytecode/i/IfnullTest.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490047_1600941077.42/0/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-1-2-1-final-0-

gf935502-tar-gz/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-

a54f274/src/test/java/org/jboss/classfilewriter/test/bytecode/l/LnegTest.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490047_1600941077.42/0/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-1-2-1-final-0-

gf935502-tar-gz/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-

a54f274/src/test/java/org/jboss/classfilewriter/test/bytecode/g/GotoTest.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490047_1600941077.42/0/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-1-2-1-final-0-

gf935502-tar-gz/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-

a54f274/src/test/java/org/jboss/classfilewriter/test/bytecode/d/DremTest.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490047_1600941077.42/0/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-1-2-1-final-0-

gf935502-tar-gz/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-

a54f274/src/test/java/org/jboss/classfilewriter/test/bytecode/l/LandTest.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490047_1600941077.42/0/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-1-2-1-final-0-

gf935502-tar-gz/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-a54f274/src/main/java/org/jboss/classfilewriter/code/Opcode.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490047_1600941077.42/0/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-1-2-1-final-0-

gf935502-tar-gz/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-

a54f274/src/main/java/org/jboss/classfilewriter/attributes/ExceptionsAttribute.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490047_1600941077.42/0/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-1-2-1-final-0-

gf935502-tar-gz/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-

a54f274/src/test/java/org/jboss/classfilewriter/test/bytecode/i/IushrTest.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490047_1600941077.42/0/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-1-2-1-final-0-

gf935502-tar-gz/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-

a54f274/src/main/java/org/jboss/classfilewriter/annotations/AnnotationValue.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490047_1600941077.42/0/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-1-2-1-final-0-

gf935502-tar-gz/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-

a54f274/src/main/java/org/jboss/classfilewriter/annotations/ShortAnnotationValue.java
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* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490047_1600941077.42/0/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-1-2-1-final-0-

gf935502-tar-gz/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-

a54f274/src/test/java/org/jboss/classfilewriter/test/bytecode/a/AthrowTest.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490047_1600941077.42/0/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-1-2-1-final-0-

gf935502-tar-gz/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-

a54f274/src/test/java/org/jboss/classfilewriter/test/bytecode/b/BipushTest.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490047_1600941077.42/0/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-1-2-1-final-0-

gf935502-tar-gz/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-

a54f274/src/test/java/org/jboss/classfilewriter/test/bytecode/i/IsubTest.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490047_1600941077.42/0/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-1-2-1-final-0-

gf935502-tar-gz/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-

a54f274/src/test/java/org/jboss/classfilewriter/test/bytecode/l/LconstTest.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490047_1600941077.42/0/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-1-2-1-final-0-

gf935502-tar-gz/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-

a54f274/src/test/java/org/jboss/classfilewriter/test/bytecode/i/IfleTest.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490047_1600941077.42/0/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-1-2-1-final-0-

gf935502-tar-gz/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-

a54f274/src/test/java/org/jboss/classfilewriter/test/bytecode/f/FastoreTest.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490047_1600941077.42/0/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-1-2-1-final-0-

gf935502-tar-gz/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-

a54f274/src/test/java/org/jboss/classfilewriter/test/annotation/FieldAnnotationClass.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490047_1600941077.42/0/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-1-2-1-final-0-

gf935502-tar-gz/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-

a54f274/src/test/java/org/jboss/classfilewriter/test/bytecode/a/AaloadTest.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490047_1600941077.42/0/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-1-2-1-final-0-

gf935502-tar-gz/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-

a54f274/src/main/java/org/jboss/classfilewriter/constpool/IntegerEntry.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490047_1600941077.42/0/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-1-2-1-final-0-

gf935502-tar-gz/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-

a54f274/src/test/java/org/jboss/classfilewriter/test/bytecode/l/LshrTest.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490047_1600941077.42/0/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-1-2-1-final-0-

gf935502-tar-gz/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-

a54f274/src/main/java/org/jboss/classfilewriter/annotations/ArrayAnnotationValue.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490047_1600941077.42/0/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-1-2-1-final-0-

gf935502-tar-gz/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-

a54f274/src/test/java/org/jboss/classfilewriter/test/bytecode/p/PutstaticTest.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490047_1600941077.42/0/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-1-2-1-final-0-

gf935502-tar-gz/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-

a54f274/src/main/java/org/jboss/classfilewriter/constpool/FloatEntry.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490047_1600941077.42/0/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-1-2-1-final-0-

gf935502-tar-gz/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-

a54f274/src/test/java/org/jboss/classfilewriter/test/bytecode/i/InstanceofTest.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490047_1600941077.42/0/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-1-2-1-final-0-

gf935502-tar-gz/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-

a54f274/src/test/java/org/jboss/classfilewriter/test/bytecode/i/I2sTest.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490047_1600941077.42/0/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-1-2-1-final-0-

gf935502-tar-gz/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-

a54f274/src/test/java/org/jboss/classfilewriter/test/bytecode/i/IdivTest.java
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* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490047_1600941077.42/0/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-1-2-1-final-0-

gf935502-tar-gz/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-

a54f274/src/test/java/org/jboss/classfilewriter/test/bytecode/l/LremTest.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490047_1600941077.42/0/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-1-2-1-final-0-

gf935502-tar-gz/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-

a54f274/src/main/java/org/jboss/classfilewriter/annotations/ClassAnnotation.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490047_1600941077.42/0/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-1-2-1-final-0-

gf935502-tar-gz/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-

a54f274/src/test/java/org/jboss/classfilewriter/test/bytecode/s/SipushTest.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490047_1600941077.42/0/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-1-2-1-final-0-

gf935502-tar-gz/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-

a54f274/src/test/java/org/jboss/classfilewriter/test/annotation/IntValuedAnnotation.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490047_1600941077.42/0/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-1-2-1-final-0-

gf935502-tar-gz/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-

a54f274/src/test/java/org/jboss/classfilewriter/test/bytecode/l/LloadTest.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490047_1600941077.42/0/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-1-2-1-final-0-

gf935502-tar-gz/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-

a54f274/src/main/java/org/jboss/classfilewriter/code/CodeLocation.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490047_1600941077.42/0/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-1-2-1-final-0-

gf935502-tar-gz/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-

a54f274/src/test/java/org/jboss/classfilewriter/test/bytecode/n/NewTest.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490047_1600941077.42/0/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-1-2-1-final-0-

gf935502-tar-gz/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-

a54f274/src/main/java/org/jboss/classfilewriter/annotations/ParameterAnnotationsAttribute.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490047_1600941077.42/0/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-1-2-1-final-0-

gf935502-tar-gz/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-a54f274/src/main/java/org/jboss/classfilewriter/AccessFlag.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490047_1600941077.42/0/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-1-2-1-final-0-

gf935502-tar-gz/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-

a54f274/src/test/java/org/jboss/classfilewriter/test/bytecode/i/IfnotnullTest.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490047_1600941077.42/0/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-1-2-1-final-0-

gf935502-tar-gz/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-

a54f274/src/main/java/org/jboss/classfilewriter/util/DescriptorUtils.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490047_1600941077.42/0/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-1-2-1-final-0-

gf935502-tar-gz/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-

a54f274/src/test/java/org/jboss/classfilewriter/test/bytecode/d/DupX1Test.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490047_1600941077.42/0/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-1-2-1-final-0-

gf935502-tar-gz/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-

a54f274/src/test/java/org/jboss/classfilewriter/test/bytecode/c/CastoreTest.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490047_1600941077.42/0/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-1-2-1-final-0-

gf935502-tar-gz/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-

a54f274/src/main/java/org/jboss/classfilewriter/code/LookupSwitchBuilder.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490047_1600941077.42/0/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-1-2-1-final-0-

gf935502-tar-gz/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-

a54f274/src/test/java/org/jboss/classfilewriter/test/bytecode/b/BastoreTest.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490047_1600941077.42/0/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-1-2-1-final-0-

gf935502-tar-gz/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-a54f274/src/main/java/org/jboss/classfilewriter/util/LazySize.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490047_1600941077.42/0/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-1-2-1-final-0-

gf935502-tar-gz/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-
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a54f274/src/main/java/org/jboss/classfilewriter/annotations/FloatAnnotationValue.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490047_1600941077.42/0/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-1-2-1-final-0-

gf935502-tar-gz/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-

a54f274/src/test/java/org/jboss/classfilewriter/test/bytecode/d/DsubTest.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490047_1600941077.42/0/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-1-2-1-final-0-

gf935502-tar-gz/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-

a54f274/src/test/java/org/jboss/classfilewriter/test/bytecode/l/LaloadTest.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490047_1600941077.42/0/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-1-2-1-final-0-

gf935502-tar-gz/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-

a54f274/src/main/java/org/jboss/classfilewriter/annotations/AnnotationAnnotationValue.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490047_1600941077.42/0/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-1-2-1-final-0-

gf935502-tar-gz/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-

a54f274/src/test/java/org/jboss/classfilewriter/test/bytecode/f/FcmplTest.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490047_1600941077.42/0/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-1-2-1-final-0-

gf935502-tar-gz/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-

a54f274/src/test/java/org/jboss/classfilewriter/test/bytecode/i/IfneTest.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490047_1600941077.42/0/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-1-2-1-final-0-

gf935502-tar-gz/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-

a54f274/src/test/java/org/jboss/classfilewriter/test/bytecode/l/LsubTest.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490047_1600941077.42/0/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-1-2-1-final-0-

gf935502-tar-gz/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-

a54f274/src/test/java/org/jboss/classfilewriter/test/bytecode/i/InvokevirtualTest.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490047_1600941077.42/0/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-1-2-1-final-0-

gf935502-tar-gz/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-

a54f274/src/test/java/org/jboss/classfilewriter/test/bytecode/f/FcmpgTest.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490047_1600941077.42/0/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-1-2-1-final-0-

gf935502-tar-gz/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-

a54f274/src/main/java/org/jboss/classfilewriter/annotations/ClassAnnotationValue.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490047_1600941077.42/0/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-1-2-1-final-0-

gf935502-tar-gz/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-

a54f274/src/main/java/org/jboss/classfilewriter/constpool/NameAndTypeEntry.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* JBoss, Home of Professional Open Source

* Copyright 2015, Red Hat, Inc., and individual contributors

* by the @authors tag. See the copyright.txt in the distribution for a

* full listing of individual contributors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.
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*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490047_1600941077.42/0/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-1-2-1-final-0-

gf935502-tar-gz/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-a54f274/src/main/java/org/jboss/classfilewriter/util/Signatures.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490047_1600941077.42/0/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-1-2-1-final-0-

gf935502-tar-gz/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-

a54f274/src/test/java/org/jboss/classfilewriter/test/util/ExpectedSignature.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490047_1600941077.42/0/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-1-2-1-final-0-

gf935502-tar-gz/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-a54f274/src/test/java/org/jboss/classfilewriter/test/util/Foo.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490047_1600941077.42/0/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-1-2-1-final-0-

gf935502-tar-gz/jbossas-jboss-classfilewriter-

a54f274/src/test/java/org/jboss/classfilewriter/test/util/SignaturesTestCase.java

 

1.106 weld-api 2.4.SP2 
1.106.1 Available under license : 

                                 Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical
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     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable
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     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,
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     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.
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  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.107 cxf-rt-frontend-simple 2.7.18 
1.107.1 Available under license : 

 

Apache CXF

Copyright 2006-2015 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,
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     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the
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     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and
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     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,
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     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.
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1.108 json-java 20160810 
1.108.1 Available under license : 

Copyright (c) 2002 JSON.org

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

The Software shall be used for Good, not Evil.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

1.109 picketlink-idm-common 1.5.0.Alpha02 
1.109.1 Available under license : 

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in 'This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version. This software is distributed in the hope that it will

be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU Lesser General Public License for more details. You

should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in 'This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

         * under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as                * published by the Free Software

Foundation; either version 2.1 of           * the License, or (at your option) any later version.                        * This

software is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,           * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even

the implied warranty of             * MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the

GNU           * Lesser General Public License for more details.                            * You should have received a copy

of the GNU Lesser General Public           *'
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1.110 jcip-annotation 1.0.redhat-6 
1.110.1 Available under license : 

License     

    

THE WORK (AS DEFINED BELOW) IS PROVIDED UNDER THE TERMS OF THIS CREATIVE COMMONS

PUBLIC LICENSE ("CCPL" OR "LICENSE"). THE WORK IS PROTECTED BY COPYRIGHT AND/OR

OTHER APPLICABLE LAW. ANY USE OF THE WORK OTHER THAN AS AUTHORIZED UNDER THIS

LICENSE OR COPYRIGHT LAW IS PROHIBITED.     

    

BY EXERCISING ANY RIGHTS TO THE WORK PROVIDED HERE, YOU ACCEPT AND AGREE TO BE

BOUND BY THE TERMS OF THIS LICENSE. THE LICENSOR GRANTS YOU THE RIGHTS CONTAINED

HERE IN CONSIDERATION OF YOUR ACCEPTANCE OF SUCH TERMS AND CONDITIONS.     

    

1. Definitions     

    

  1. "Collective Work" means a work, such as a periodical issue, anthology or encyclopedia, in which the Work in its

entirety in unmodified form, along with a number of other contributions, constituting separate and independent

works in themselves, are assembled into a collective whole. A work that constitutes a Collective Work will not be

considered a Derivative Work (as defined below) for the purposes of this License.     

  2. "Derivative Work" means a work based upon the Work or upon the Work and other pre-existing works, such as

a translation, musical arrangement, dramatization, fictionalization, motion picture version, sound recording, art

reproduction, abridgment, condensation, or any other form in which the Work may be recast, transformed, or

adapted, except that a work that constitutes a Collective Work will not be considered a Derivative Work for the

purpose of this License. For the avoidance of doubt, where the Work is a musical composition or sound recording,

the synchronization of the Work in timed-relation with a moving image ("synching") will be considered a Derivative

Work for the purpose of this License.     

  3. "Licensor" means the individual or entity that offers the Work under the terms of this License.     

  4. "Original Author" means the individual or entity who created the Work.     

  5. "Work" means the copyrightable work of authorship offered under the terms of this License.     

  6. "You" means an individual or entity exercising rights under this License who has not previously violated the

terms of this License with respect to the Work, or who has received express permission from the Licensor to

exercise rights under this License despite a previous violation.     

    

2. Fair Use Rights. Nothing in this license is intended to reduce, limit, or restrict any rights arising from fair use,

first sale or other limitations on the exclusive rights of the copyright owner under copyright law or other applicable

laws.     

    

3. License Grant. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, Licensor hereby grants You a worldwide,

royalty-free, non-exclusive, perpetual (for the duration of the applicable copyright) license to exercise the rights in

the Work as stated below:     

    

  1. to reproduce the Work, to incorporate the Work into one or more Collective Works, and to reproduce the Work

as incorporated in the Collective Works;     

  2. to create and reproduce Derivative Works;     

  3. to distribute copies or phonorecords of, display publicly, perform publicly, and perform publicly by means of a

digital audio transmission the Work including as incorporated in Collective Works;     
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  4. to distribute copies or phonorecords of, display publicly, perform publicly, and perform publicly by means of a

digital audio transmission Derivative Works.     

  5.     

    

     For the avoidance of doubt, where the work is a musical composition:     

        1. Performance Royalties Under Blanket Licenses. Licensor waives the exclusive right to collect, whether

individually or via a performance rights society (e.g. ASCAP, BMI, SESAC), royalties for the public performance or

public digital performance (e.g. webcast) of the Work.     

        2. Mechanical Rights and Statutory Royalties. Licensor waives the exclusive right to collect, whether

individually or via a music rights agency or designated agent (e.g. Harry Fox Agency), royalties for any

phonorecord You create from the Work ("cover version") and distribute, subject to the compulsory license created

by 17 USC Section 115 of the US Copyright Act (or the equivalent in other jurisdictions).     

  6. Webcasting Rights and Statutory Royalties. For the avoidance of doubt, where the Work is a sound recording,

Licensor waives the exclusive right to collect, whether individually or via a performance-rights society (e.g.

SoundExchange), royalties for the public digital performance (e.g. webcast) of the Work, subject to the compulsory

license created by 17 USC Section 114 of the US Copyright Act (or the equivalent in other jurisdictions).     

    

The above rights may be exercised in all media and formats whether now known or hereafter devised. The above

rights include the right to make such modifications as are technically necessary to exercise the rights in other media

and formats. All rights not expressly granted by Licensor are hereby reserved.     

    

4. Restrictions.The license granted in Section 3 above is expressly made subject to and limited by the following

restrictions:     

    

  1. You may distribute, publicly display, publicly perform, or publicly digitally perform the Work only under the

terms of this License, and You must include a copy of, or the Uniform Resource Identifier for, this License with

every copy or phonorecord of the Work You distribute, publicly display, publicly perform, or publicly digitally

perform. You may not offer or impose any terms on the Work that alter or restrict the terms of this License or the

recipients' exercise of the rights granted hereunder. You may not sublicense the Work. You must keep intact all

notices that refer to this License and to the disclaimer of warranties. You may not distribute, publicly display,

publicly perform, or publicly digitally perform the Work with any technological measures that control access or use

of the Work in a manner inconsistent with the terms of this License Agreement. The above applies to the Work as

incorporated in a Collective Work, but this does not require the Collective Work apart from the Work itself to be

made subject to the terms of this License. If You create a Collective Work, upon notice from any Licensor You

must, to the extent practicable, remove from the Collective Work any credit as required by clause 4(b), as requested.

If You create a Derivative Work, upon notice from any Licensor You must, to the extent practicable, remove from

the Derivative Work any credit as required by clause 4(b), as requested.     

  2. If you distribute, publicly display, publicly perform, or publicly digitally perform the Work or any Derivative

Works or Collective Works, You must keep intact all copyright notices for the Work and provide, reasonable to the

medium or means You are utilizing: (i) the name of the Original Author (or pseudonym, if applicable) if supplied,

and/or (ii) if the Original Author and/or Licensor designate another party or parties (e.g. a sponsor institute,

publishing entity, journal) for attribution in Licensor's copyright notice, terms of service or by other reasonable

means, the name of such party or parties; the title of the Work if supplied; to the extent reasonably practicable, the

Uniform Resource Identifier, if any, that Licensor specifies to be associated with the Work, unless such URI does

not refer to the copyright notice or licensing information for the Work; and in the case of a Derivative Work, a credit

identifying the use of the Work in the Derivative Work (e.g., "French translation of the Work by Original Author,"

or "Screenplay based on original Work by Original Author"). Such credit may be implemented in any reasonable

manner; provided, however, that in the case of a Derivative Work or Collective Work, at a minimum such credit will
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appear where any other comparable authorship credit appears and in a manner at least as prominent as such other

comparable authorship credit.     

    

5. Representations, Warranties and Disclaimer     

    

UNLESS OTHERWISE MUTUALLY AGREED TO BY THE PARTIES IN WRITING, LICENSOR OFFERS

THE WORK AS-IS AND MAKES NO REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES OF ANY KIND

CONCERNING THE WORK, EXPRESS, IMPLIED, STATUTORY OR OTHERWISE, INCLUDING, WITHOUT

LIMITATION, WARRANTIES OF TITLE, MERCHANTIBILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE,

NONINFRINGEMENT, OR THE ABSENCE OF LATENT OR OTHER DEFECTS, ACCURACY, OR THE

PRESENCE OF ABSENCE OF ERRORS, WHETHER OR NOT DISCOVERABLE. SOME JURISDICTIONS DO

NOT ALLOW THE EXCLUSION OF IMPLIED WARRANTIES, SO SUCH EXCLUSION MAY NOT APPLY

TO YOU.     

    

6. Limitation on Liability. EXCEPT TO THE EXTENT REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW, IN NO EVENT

WILL LICENSOR BE LIABLE TO YOU ON ANY LEGAL THEORY FOR ANY SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL,

CONSEQUENTIAL, PUNITIVE OR EXEMPLARY DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THIS LICENSE OR THE

USE OF THE WORK, EVEN IF LICENSOR HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.     

    

7. Termination     

    

  1. This License and the rights granted hereunder will terminate automatically upon any breach by You of the terms

of this License. Individuals or entities who have received Derivative Works or Collective Works from You under

this License, however, will not have their licenses terminated provided such individuals or entities remain in full

compliance with those licenses. Sections 1, 2, 5, 6, 7, and 8 will survive any termination of this License.     

  2. Subject to the above terms and conditions, the license granted here is perpetual (for the duration of the applicable

copyright in the Work). Notwithstanding the above, Licensor reserves the right to release the Work under different

license terms or to stop distributing the Work at any time; provided, however that any such election will not serve to

withdraw this License (or any other license that has been, or is required to be, granted under the terms of this

License), and this License will continue in full force and effect unless terminated as stated above.     

    

8. Miscellaneous     

    

  1. Each time You distribute or publicly digitally perform the Work or a Collective Work, the Licensor offers to the

recipient a license to the Work on the same terms and conditions as the license granted to You under this License.

 

  2. Each time You distribute or publicly digitally perform a Derivative Work, Licensor offers to the recipient a

license to the original Work on the same terms and conditions as the license granted to You under this License.     

  3. If any provision of this License is invalid or unenforceable under applicable law, it shall not affect the validity or

enforceability of the remainder of the terms of this License, and without further action by the parties to this

agreement, such provision shall be reformed to the minimum extent necessary to make such provision valid and

enforceable.     

  4. No term or provision of this License shall be deemed waived and no breach consented to unless such waiver or

consent shall be in writing and signed by the party to be charged with such waiver or consent.     

  5. This License constitutes the entire agreement between the parties with respect to the Work licensed here. There

are no understandings, agreements or representations with respect to the Work not specified here. Licensor shall not

be bound by any additional provisions that may appear in any communication from You. This License may not be
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modified without the mutual written agreement of the Licensor and You.

 

 

 

 

1.111 jboss-as-cli 7.3.0.Final-redhat-14 
1.111.1 Available under license : 

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* as indicated by the @author tags. All rights reserved. *

This copyrighted material is made available to anyone wishing to use, * modify, copy, or redistribute it subject to

the terms and conditions * of the GNU Lesser General Public License, v. 2.1. * This program is distributed in the

hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT A * WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A * PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU Lesser General Public

License for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public License, * MA

02110-1301, USA.'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it * under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as * published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of * the License, or (at your option) any later version. * This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of *

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU * Lesser General Public

License for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* as indicated by the @author tags. All rights reserved. *

This copyrighted material is made available to anyone wishing to use, * modify, copy, or redistribute it subject to

the terms and conditions * of the GNU Lesser General Public License, v. 2.1. * This program is distributed in the

hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT A * WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A * PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU Lesser General Public

License for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public License, * MA

02110-1301, USA. public DomainDeploymentTableModel(CliGuiContext cliGuiCtx) {'

 

1.112 syslog4j 0.9.30 
1.112.1 Available under license : 

		  GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2.1, February 1999

 

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL.  It also counts

as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence

the version number 2.1.]

 

			    Preamble
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 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change

free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

 

 This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some

specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the

Free Software Foundation and other authors who decide to use it.  You

can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether

this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better

strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations below.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use,

not price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that

you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge

for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get

it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of

it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do

these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these

rights.  These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for

you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis

or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave

you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source

code.  If you link other code with the library, you must provide

complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them

with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling

it.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

 We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the

library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

 

 To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that

there is no warranty for the free library.  Also, if the library is

modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know

that what they have is not the original version, so that the original

author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be

introduced by others.

 

 Finally, software patents pose a constant threat to the existence of

any free program.  We wish to make sure that a company cannot

effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a

restrictive license from a patent holder.  Therefore, we insist that
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any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be

consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

 

 Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the

ordinary GNU General Public License.  This license, the GNU Lesser

General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and

is quite different from the ordinary General Public License.  We use

this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those

libraries into non-free programs.

 

 When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using

a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a

combined work, a derivative of the original library.  The ordinary

General Public License therefore permits such linking only if the

entire combination fits its criteria of freedom.  The Lesser General

Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with

the library.

 

 We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it

does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General

Public License.  It also provides other free software developers Less

of an advantage over competing non-free programs.  These disadvantages

are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many

libraries.  However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain

special circumstances.

 

 For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to

encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it becomes

a de-facto standard.  To achieve this, non-free programs must be

allowed to use the library.  A more frequent case is that a free

library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries.  In this

case, there is little to gain by limiting the free library to free

software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

 

 In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free

programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of

free software.  For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in

non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU

operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating

system.

 

 Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the

users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is

linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run

that program using a modified version of the Library.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference between a
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"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library".  The

former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must

be combined with the library in order to run.

 

		  GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other

program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or

other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of

this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License").

Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

 A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data

prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs

(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

 

 The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work

which has been distributed under these terms.  A "work based on the

Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a

portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated

straightforwardly into another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is

included without limitation in the term "modification".)

 

 "Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation

and installation of the library.

 

 Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from

such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based

on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for

writing it).  Whether that is true depends on what the Library does

and what the program that uses the Library does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's

complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that

you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an

appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact

all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any

warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the

Library.

 

 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,
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and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a

fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

 

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no

   charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

 

   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a

   table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses

   the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility

   is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,

   in the event an application does not supply such function or

   table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of

   its purpose remains meaningful.

 

   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has

   a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

   application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any

   application-supplied function or table used by this function must

   be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square

   root function must still compute square roots.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote

it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Library.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library
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with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public

License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library.  To do

this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so

that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,

instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the

ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify

that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make any other change in

these notices.

 

 Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for

that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all

subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

 

 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of

the Library into a program that is not a library.

 

 4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or

derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form

under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany

it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which

must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a

medium customarily used for software interchange.

 

 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the

source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to

distribute the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the

Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or

linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library".  Such a

work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and

therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

 

 However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library

creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it

contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the

library".  The executable is therefore covered by this License.

Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

 

 When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file

that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a

derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.
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Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be

linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library.  The

threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

 

 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data

structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline

functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object

file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative

work.  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the

Library will still fall under Section 6.)

 

 Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may

distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.

Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,

whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

 

 6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or

link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a

work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work

under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit

modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications.

 

 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the

Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by

this License.  You must supply a copy of this License.  If the work

during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the

copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference

directing the user to the copy of this License.  Also, you must do one

of these things:

 

   a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding

   machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever

   changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under

   Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked

   with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that

   uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the

   user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified

   executable containing the modified Library.  (It is understood

   that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the

   Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application

   to use the modified definitions.)

 

   b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

   Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a

   copy of the library already present on the user's computer system,

   rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2)

   will operate properly with a modified version of the library, if
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   the user installs one, as long as the modified version is

   interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

 

   c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at

   least three years, to give the same user the materials

   specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more

   than the cost of performing this distribution.

 

   d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy

   from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above

   specified materials from the same place.

 

   e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these

   materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

 

 For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the

Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for

reproducing the executable from it.  However, as a special exception,

the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is

normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies

the executable.

 

 It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license

restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally

accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot

use both them and the Library together in an executable that you

distribute.

 

 7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library

facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined

library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on

the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise

permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

 

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work

   based on the Library, uncombined with any other library

   facilities.  This must be distributed under the terms of the

   Sections above.

 

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact

   that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining

   where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute

the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any
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attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or

distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your

rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,

or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses

terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

 9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the

Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Library or works based on it.

 

 10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the

Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library

subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with

this License.

 

 11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Library at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any

particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply,

and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing
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to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add

an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries,

so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus

excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if

written in the body of this License.

 

 13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new

versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time.

Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,

but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and

"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a

license version number, you may choose any version ever published by

the Free Software Foundation.

 

 14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,

write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is

copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free

Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.  Our

decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status

of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing

and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME

THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.
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 16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE

LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

          How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

 

 If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that

everyone can redistribute and change.  You can do so by permitting

redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the

ordinary General Public License).

 

 To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library.  It is

safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the

"copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

   modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

   version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

 

   This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

   Lesser General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:
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 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

 library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

That's all there is to it!

 

1.113 tomcat 3.0-api-7.0.54-2.el7_1 
1.113.1 Available under license : 

Apache Tomcat

Copyright 1999-2014 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

The original XML Schemas for Java EE Deployment Descriptors:

- javaee_5.xsd

- javaee_web_services_1_2.xsd

- javaee_web_services_client_1_2.xsd

- javaee_6.xsd

- javaee_web_services_1_3.xsd

- javaee_web_services_client_1_3.xsd

- jsp_2_2.xsd

- web-app_3_0.xsd

- web-common_3_0.xsd

- web-fragment_3_0.xsd

may be obtained from http://java.sun.com/xml/ns/javaee/

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common
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     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.
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  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or
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         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,
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     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

 

 

APACHE TOMCAT SUBCOMPONENTS:

 

Apache Tomcat includes a number of subcomponents with separate copyright notices

and license terms. Your use of these subcomponents is subject to the terms and
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conditions of the following licenses.

 

 

For the following XML Schemas for Java EE Deployment Descriptors:

- javaee_5.xsd

- javaee_web_services_1_2.xsd

- javaee_web_services_client_1_2.xsd

- javaee_6.xsd

- javaee_web_services_1_3.xsd

- javaee_web_services_client_1_3.xsd

- jsp_2_2.xsd

- web-app_3_0.xsd

- web-common_3_0.xsd

- web-fragment_3_0.xsd

 

COMMON DEVELOPMENT AND DISTRIBUTION LICENSE (CDDL) Version 1.0

 

1. Definitions.

 

  1.1. Contributor. means each individual or entity that creates or contributes

       to the creation of Modifications.

 

  1.2. Contributor Version. means the combination of the Original Software,

       prior Modifications used by a Contributor (if any), and the

       Modifications made by that particular Contributor.

 

  1.3. Covered Software. means (a) the Original Software, or (b) Modifications,

       or (c) the combination of files containing Original Software with files

       containing Modifications, in each case including portions thereof.

 

  1.4. Executable. means the Covered Software in any form other than Source

       Code.

 

  1.5. Initial Developer. means the individual or entity that first makes

       Original Software available under this License.

 

  1.6. Larger Work. means a work which combines Covered Software or portions

       thereof with code not governed by the terms of this License.

 

  1.7. License. means this document.

 

  1.8. Licensable. means having the right to grant, to the maximum extent

       possible, whether at the time of the initial grant or subsequently

       acquired, any and all of the rights conveyed herein.

 

  1.9. Modifications. means the Source Code and Executable form of any of the

       following:
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       A. Any file that results from an addition to, deletion from or

          modification of the contents of a file containing Original Software

          or previous Modifications;

 

       B. Any new file that contains any part of the Original Software or

          previous Modification; or

 

       C. Any new file that is contributed or otherwise made available under

          the terms of this License.

 

  1.10. Original Software. means the Source Code and Executable form of

        computer software code that is originally released under this License.

 

  1.11. Patent Claims. means any patent claim(s), now owned or hereafter

        acquired, including without limitation, method, process, and apparatus

        claims, in any patent Licensable by grantor.

 

  1.12. Source Code. means (a) the common form of computer software code in

        which modifications are made and (b) associated documentation included

        in or with such code.

 

  1.13. You. (or .Your.) means an individual or a legal entity exercising

        rights under, and complying with all of the terms of, this License. For

        legal entities, .You. includes any entity which controls, is controlled

        by, or is under common control with You. For purposes of this

        definition, .control. means (a) the power, direct or indirect, to cause

        the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

        otherwise, or (b) ownership of more than fifty percent (50%) of the

        outstanding shares or beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

2. License Grants.

 

     2.1. The Initial Developer Grant.

 

     Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and subject to

     third party intellectual property claims, the Initial Developer hereby

     grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license:

 

       (a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark)

           Licensable by Initial Developer, to use, reproduce, modify, display,

           perform, sublicense and distribute the Original Software (or

           portions thereof), with or without Modifications, and/or as part of

           a Larger Work; and

 

       (b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using or selling of

           Original Software, to make, have made, use, practice, sell, and

           offer for sale, and/or otherwise dispose of the Original Software

           (or portions thereof).
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       (c) The licenses granted in Sections 2.1(a) and (b) are effective on the

           date Initial Developer first distributes or otherwise makes the

           Original Software available to a third party under the terms of this

           License.

 

       (d) Notwithstanding Section 2.1(b) above, no patent license is granted:

           (1) for code that You delete from the Original Software, or (2) for

           infringements caused by: (i) the modification of the Original

           Software, or (ii) the combination of the Original Software with

           other software or devices.

 

   2.2. Contributor Grant.

 

   Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and subject to third

   party intellectual property claims, each Contributor hereby grants You a

   world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license:

 

       (a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark)

           Licensable by Contributor to use, reproduce, modify, display,

           perform, sublicense and distribute the Modifications created by such

           Contributor (or portions thereof), either on an unmodified basis,

           with other Modifications, as Covered Software and/or as part of a

           Larger Work; and

 

       (b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using, or selling of

           Modifications made by that Contributor either alone and/or in

           combination with its Contributor Version (or portions of such

           combination), to make, use, sell, offer for sale, have made, and/or

           otherwise dispose of: (1) Modifications made by that Contributor (or

           portions thereof); and (2) the combination of Modifications made by

           that Contributor with its Contributor Version (or portions of such

           combination).

 

       (c) The licenses granted in Sections 2.2(a) and 2.2(b) are effective on

           the date Contributor first distributes or otherwise makes the

           Modifications available to a third party.

 

       (d) Notwithstanding Section 2.2(b) above, no patent license is granted:

           (1) for any code that Contributor has deleted from the Contributor

           Version; (2) for infringements caused by: (i) third party

           modifications of Contributor Version, or (ii) the combination of

           Modifications made by that Contributor with other software (except

           as part of the Contributor Version) or other devices; or (3) under

           Patent Claims infringed by Covered Software in the absence of

           Modifications made by that Contributor.

 

3. Distribution Obligations.
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     3.1. Availability of Source Code.

     Any Covered Software that You distribute or otherwise make available in

     Executable form must also be made available in Source Code form and that

     Source Code form must be distributed only under the terms of this License.

     You must include a copy of this License with every copy of the Source Code

     form of the Covered Software You distribute or otherwise make available.

     You must inform recipients of any such Covered Software in Executable form

     as to how they can obtain such Covered Software in Source Code form in a

     reasonable manner on or through a medium customarily used for software

     exchange.

 

     3.2. Modifications.

     The Modifications that You create or to which You contribute are governed

     by the terms of this License. You represent that You believe Your

     Modifications are Your original creation(s) and/or You have sufficient

     rights to grant the rights conveyed by this License.

 

     3.3. Required Notices.

     You must include a notice in each of Your Modifications that identifies

     You as the Contributor of the Modification. You may not remove or alter

     any copyright, patent or trademark notices contained within the Covered

     Software, or any notices of licensing or any descriptive text giving

     attribution to any Contributor or the Initial Developer.

 

     3.4. Application of Additional Terms.

     You may not offer or impose any terms on any Covered Software in Source

     Code form that alters or restricts the applicable version of this License

     or the recipients. rights hereunder. You may choose to offer, and to

     charge a fee for, warranty, support, indemnity or liability obligations to

     one or more recipients of Covered Software. However, you may do so only on

     Your own behalf, and not on behalf of the Initial Developer or any

     Contributor. You must make it absolutely clear that any such warranty,

     support, indemnity or liability obligation is offered by You alone, and

     You hereby agree to indemnify the Initial Developer and every Contributor

     for any liability incurred by the Initial Developer or such Contributor as

     a result of warranty, support, indemnity or liability terms You offer.

 

     3.5. Distribution of Executable Versions.

     You may distribute the Executable form of the Covered Software under the

     terms of this License or under the terms of a license of Your choice,

     which may contain terms different from this License, provided that You are

     in compliance with the terms of this License and that the license for the

     Executable form does not attempt to limit or alter the recipient.s rights

     in the Source Code form from the rights set forth in this License. If You

     distribute the Covered Software in Executable form under a different

     license, You must make it absolutely clear that any terms which differ

     from this License are offered by You alone, not by the Initial Developer
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     or Contributor. You hereby agree to indemnify the Initial Developer and

     every Contributor for any liability incurred by the Initial Developer or

     such Contributor as a result of any such terms You offer.

 

     3.6. Larger Works.

     You may create a Larger Work by combining Covered Software with other code

     not governed by the terms of this License and distribute the Larger Work

     as a single product. In such a case, You must make sure the requirements

     of this License are fulfilled for the Covered Software.

 

4. Versions of the License.

 

     4.1. New Versions.

     Sun Microsystems, Inc. is the initial license steward and may publish

     revised and/or new versions of this License from time to time. Each

     version will be given a distinguishing version number. Except as provided

     in Section 4.3, no one other than the license steward has the right to

     modify this License.

 

     4.2. Effect of New Versions.

     You may always continue to use, distribute or otherwise make the Covered

     Software available under the terms of the version of the License under

     which You originally received the Covered Software. If the Initial

     Developer includes a notice in the Original Software prohibiting it from

     being distributed or otherwise made available under any subsequent version

     of the License, You must distribute and make the Covered Software

     available under the terms of the version of the License under which You

     originally received the Covered Software. Otherwise, You may also choose

     to use, distribute or otherwise make the Covered Software available under

     the terms of any subsequent version of the License published by the

     license steward.

 

     4.3. Modified Versions.

     When You are an Initial Developer and You want to create a new license for

     Your Original Software, You may create and use a modified version of this

     License if You: (a) rename the license and remove any references to the

     name of the license steward (except to note that the license differs from

     this License); and (b) otherwise make it clear that the license contains

     terms which differ from this License.

 

5. DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY.

 

  COVERED SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED UNDER THIS LICENSE ON AN .AS IS. BASIS, WITHOUT

  WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, WITHOUT

  LIMITATION, WARRANTIES THAT THE COVERED SOFTWARE IS FREE OF DEFECTS,

  MERCHANTABLE, FIT FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR NON-INFRINGING. THE ENTIRE RISK

  AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE COVERED SOFTWARE IS WITH YOU. SHOULD

  ANY COVERED SOFTWARE PROVE DEFECTIVE IN ANY RESPECT, YOU (NOT THE INITIAL
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  DEVELOPER OR ANY OTHER CONTRIBUTOR) ASSUME THE COST OF ANY NECESSARY

  SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION. THIS DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY CONSTITUTES AN

  ESSENTIAL PART OF THIS LICENSE. NO USE OF ANY COVERED SOFTWARE IS AUTHORIZED

  HEREUNDER EXCEPT UNDER THIS DISCLAIMER.

 

6. TERMINATION.

 

     6.1. This License and the rights granted hereunder will terminate

          automatically if You fail to comply with terms herein and fail to

          cure such breach within 30 days of becoming aware of the breach.

          Provisions which, by their nature, must remain in effect beyond the

          termination of this License shall survive.

 

     6.2. If You assert a patent infringement claim (excluding declaratory

          judgment actions) against Initial Developer or a Contributor (the

          Initial Developer or Contributor against whom You assert such claim

          is referred to as .Participant.) alleging that the Participant

          Software (meaning the Contributor Version where the Participant is a

          Contributor or the Original Software where the Participant is the

          Initial Developer) directly or indirectly infringes any patent, then

          any and all rights granted directly or indirectly to You by such

          Participant, the Initial Developer (if the Initial Developer is not

          the Participant) and all Contributors under Sections 2.1 and/or 2.2

          of this License shall, upon 60 days notice from Participant terminate

          prospectively and automatically at the expiration of such 60 day

          notice period, unless if within such 60 day period You withdraw Your

          claim with respect to the Participant Software against such

          Participant either unilaterally or pursuant to a written agreement

          with Participant.

 

     6.3. In the event of termination under Sections 6.1 or 6.2 above, all end

          user licenses that have been validly granted by You or any

          distributor hereunder prior to termination (excluding licenses

          granted to You by any distributor) shall survive termination.

 

7. LIMITATION OF LIABILITY.

 

  UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES AND UNDER NO LEGAL THEORY, WHETHER TORT (INCLUDING

  NEGLIGENCE), CONTRACT, OR OTHERWISE, SHALL YOU, THE INITIAL DEVELOPER, ANY

  OTHER CONTRIBUTOR, OR ANY DISTRIBUTOR OF COVERED SOFTWARE, OR ANY SUPPLIER OF

  ANY OF SUCH PARTIES, BE LIABLE TO ANY PERSON FOR ANY INDIRECT, SPECIAL,

  INCIDENTAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OF ANY CHARACTER INCLUDING, WITHOUT

  LIMITATION, DAMAGES FOR LOST PROFITS, LOSS OF GOODWILL, WORK STOPPAGE,

  COMPUTER FAILURE OR MALFUNCTION, OR ANY AND ALL OTHER COMMERCIAL DAMAGES OR

  LOSSES, EVEN IF SUCH PARTY SHALL HAVE BEEN INFORMED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

  SUCH DAMAGES. THIS LIMITATION OF LIABILITY SHALL NOT APPLY TO LIABILITY FOR

  DEATH OR PERSONAL INJURY RESULTING FROM SUCH PARTY.S NEGLIGENCE TO THE EXTENT

  APPLICABLE LAW PROHIBITS SUCH LIMITATION. SOME JURISDICTIONS DO NOT ALLOW THE
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  EXCLUSION OR LIMITATION OF INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, SO THIS

  EXCLUSION AND LIMITATION MAY NOT APPLY TO YOU.

 

8. U.S. GOVERNMENT END USERS.

 

  The Covered Software is a .commercial item,. as that term is defined in 48

  C.F.R. 2.101 (Oct. 1995), consisting of .commercial computer software. (as

  that term is defined at 48 C.F.R. ? 252.227-7014(a)(1)) and commercial

  computer software documentation. as such terms are used in 48 C.F.R. 12.212

  (Sept. 1995). Consistent with 48 C.F.R. 12.212 and 48 C.F.R. 227.7202-1

  through 227.7202-4 (June 1995), all U.S. Government End Users acquire Covered

  Software with only those rights set forth herein. This U.S. Government Rights

  clause is in lieu of, and supersedes, any other FAR, DFAR, or other clause or

  provision that addresses Government rights in computer software under this

  License.

 

9. MISCELLANEOUS.

 

  This License represents the complete agreement concerning subject matter

  hereof. If any provision of this License is held to be unenforceable, such

  provision shall be reformed only to the extent necessary to make it

  enforceable. This License shall be governed by the law of the jurisdiction

  specified in a notice contained within the Original Software (except to the

  extent applicable law, if any, provides otherwise), excluding such

  jurisdiction's conflict-of-law provisions. Any litigation relating to this

  License shall be subject to the jurisdiction of the courts located in the

  jurisdiction and venue specified in a notice contained within the Original

  Software, with the losing party responsible for costs, including, without

  limitation, court costs and reasonable attorneys. fees and expenses. The

  application of the United Nations Convention on Contracts for the

  International Sale of Goods is expressly excluded. Any law or regulation

  which provides that the language of a contract shall be construed against

  the drafter shall not apply to this License. You agree that You alone are

  responsible for compliance with the United States export administration

  regulations (and the export control laws and regulation of any other

  countries) when You use, distribute or otherwise make available any Covered

  Software.

 

10. RESPONSIBILITY FOR CLAIMS.

 

  As between Initial Developer and the Contributors, each party is responsible

  for claims and damages arising, directly or indirectly, out of its

  utilization of rights under this License and You agree to work with Initial

  Developer and Contributors to distribute such responsibility on an equitable

  basis. Nothing herein is intended or shall be deemed to constitute any

  admission of liability.

 

  NOTICE PURSUANT TO SECTION 9 OF THE COMMON DEVELOPMENT AND DISTRIBUTION
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  LICENSE (CDDL)

 

  The code released under the CDDL shall be governed by the laws of the State

  of California (excluding conflict-of-law provisions). Any litigation relating

  to this License shall be subject to the jurisdiction of the Federal Courts of

  the Northern District of California and the state courts of the State of

  California, with venue lying in Santa Clara County, California.

 

1.114 jackson 1.9.9 
1.114.1 Available under license : 

This copy of Jackson JSON processor is licensed under the

Apache (Software) License, version 2.0 ("the License").

See the License for details about distribution rights, and the

specific rights regarding derivate works.

 

You may obtain a copy of the License at:

 

http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

A copy is also included with both the the downloadable source code package

and jar that contains class bytecodes, as file "ASL 2.0". In both cases,

that file should be located next to this file: in source distribution

the location should be "release-notes/asl"; and in jar "META-INF/"

This product currently only contains code developed by authors

of specific components, as identified by the source code files;

if such notes are missing files have been created by

Tatu Saloranta.

 

For additional credits (generally to people who reported problems)

see CREDITS file.

 

1.115 jaxb-core 2.1.8 
1.115.1 Available under license : 

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE         

		       Version 2, June 1991         

        

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.,         

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA         

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies         

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.         

        

			    Preamble         

        

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your         
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freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public         

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free         

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This         

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software         

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to         

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by         

the GNU Lesser General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to         

your programs, too.         

        

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not         

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you         

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for         

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it         

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it         

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.         

        

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid         

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.         

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you         

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.         

        

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether         

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that         

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the         

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their         

rights.         

        

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and         

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,         

distribute and/or modify the software.         

        

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain         

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free         

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we         

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so         

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original         

authors' reputations.         

        

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software         

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free         

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the         

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any         

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.         

        

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and         

modification follow.         

        

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE         
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  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION         

        

 0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains         

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed         

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,         

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"         

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:         

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,         

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another         

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in         

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".         

        

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not         

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of         

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program         

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the         

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).         

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.         

        

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's         

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you         

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate         

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the         

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;         

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License         

along with the Program.         

        

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and         

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.         

        

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion         

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and         

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1         

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:         

        

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices         

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.         

        

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in         

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any         

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third         

   parties under the terms of this License.         

        

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively         

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such         

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an         

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a         

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide         
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   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under         

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this         

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but         

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on         

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)         

        

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If         

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,         

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in         

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those         

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you         

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based         

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of         

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the         

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.         

        

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest         

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to         

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or         

collective works based on the Program.         

        

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program         

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of         

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under         

the scope of this License.         

        

 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,         

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of         

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:         

        

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable         

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections         

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,         

        

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three         

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your         

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete         

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be         

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium         

   customarily used for software interchange; or,         

        

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer         

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is         

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you         

   received the program in object code or executable form with such         

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)         

        

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for         
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making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source         

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any         

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to         

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a         

special exception, the source code distributed need not include         

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary         

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the         

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component         

itself accompanies the executable.         

        

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering         

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent         

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as         

distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not         

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.         

        

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program         

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt         

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is         

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.         

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under         

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such         

parties remain in full compliance.         

        

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not         

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or         

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are         

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by         

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the         

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and         

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying         

the Program or works based on it.         

        

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the         

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the         

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to         

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further         

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.         

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to         

this License.         

        

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent         

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),         

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or         

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not         

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot         

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this         

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you         
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may not distribute the Program at all.  For example, if a patent         

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by         

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then         

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to         

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.         

        

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under         

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to         

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other         

circumstances.         

        

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any         

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any         

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the         

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is         

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made         

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed         

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that         

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing         

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot         

impose that choice.         

        

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to         

be a consequence of the rest of this License.         

        

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in         

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the         

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License         

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding         

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among         

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates         

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.         

        

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions         

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will         

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to         

address new problems or concerns.         

        

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program         

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any         

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions         

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free         

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of         

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software         

Foundation.         

        

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free         

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author         
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to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free         

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes         

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals         

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and         

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.         

        

			    NO WARRANTY         

        

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY         

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN         

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES         

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED         

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF         

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS         

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE         

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,         

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.         

        

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING         

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR         

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,         

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING         

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED         

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY         

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER         

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE         

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.         

        

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS         

        

	    How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs         

        

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest         

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it         

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.         

        

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest         

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively         

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least         

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.         

        

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>         

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>         

        

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify         

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by         

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or         

   (at your option) any later version.         
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   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,         

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of         

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the         

   GNU General Public License for more details.         

        

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along         

   with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc.,         

   51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.         

        

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.         

        

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this         

when it starts in an interactive mode:         

        

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author         

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type 'show w'.         

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it         

   under certain conditions; type 'show c' for details.         

        

The hypothetical commands 'show w' and 'show c' should show the appropriate         

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may         

be called something other than 'show w' and 'show c'; they could even be         

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.         

        

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your         

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if         

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:         

        

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program         

 'Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.         

        

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989         

 Ty Coon, President of Vice         

        

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into         

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may         

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the         

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General         

Public License instead of this License.
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1.116 jbossjaspiapi 1.0.1.Final-redhat-2 
1.116.1 Available under license : 

COMMON DEVELOPMENT AND DISTRIBUTION LICENSE (CDDL) Version 1.0

 

 

     1. Definitions.

 

           1.1. "Contributor" means each individual or entity that

           creates or contributes to the creation of Modifications.

 

           1.2. "Contributor Version" means the combination of the

           Original Software, prior Modifications used by a

           Contributor (if any), and the Modifications made by that

           particular Contributor.

 

           1.3. "Covered Software" means (a) the Original Software, or

           (b) Modifications, or (c) the combination of files

           containing Original Software with files containing
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           Modifications, in each case including portions thereof.

 

           1.4. "Executable" means the Covered Software in any form

           other than Source Code.

 

           1.5. "Initial Developer" means the individual or entity

           that first makes Original Software available under this

           License.

          

           1.6. "Larger Work" means a work which combines Covered

           Software or portions thereof with code not governed by the

           terms of this License.

 

           1.7. "License" means this document.

 

           1.8. "Licensable" means having the right to grant, to the

           maximum extent possible, whether at the time of the initial

           grant or subsequently acquired, any and all of the rights

           conveyed herein.

          

           1.9. "Modifications" means the Source Code and Executable

           form of any of the following:

 

                 A. Any file that results from an addition to,

                 deletion from or modification of the contents of a

                 file containing Original Software or previous

                 Modifications;

 

                 B. Any new file that contains any part of the

                 Original Software or previous Modification; or

 

                 C. Any new file that is contributed or otherwise made

                 available under the terms of this License.

 

           1.10. "Original Software" means the Source Code and

           Executable form of computer software code that is

           originally released under this License.

 

           1.11. "Patent Claims" means any patent claim(s), now owned

           or hereafter acquired, including without limitation,

           method, process, and apparatus claims, in any patent

           Licensable by grantor.

 

           1.12. "Source Code" means (a) the common form of computer

           software code in which modifications are made and (b)

           associated documentation included in or with such code.

 

           1.13. "You" (or "Your") means an individual or a legal
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           entity exercising rights under, and complying with all of

           the terms of, this License. For legal entities, "You"

           includes any entity which controls, is controlled by, or is

           under common control with You. For purposes of this

           definition, "control" means (a) the power, direct or

           indirect, to cause the direction or management of such

           entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (b) ownership

           of more than fifty percent (50%) of the outstanding shares

           or beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     2. License Grants.

 

           2.1. The Initial Developer Grant.

 

           Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and

           subject to third party intellectual property claims, the

           Initial Developer hereby grants You a world-wide,

           royalty-free, non-exclusive license:

 

                 (a) under intellectual property rights (other than

                 patent or trademark) Licensable by Initial Developer,

                 to use, reproduce, modify, display, perform,

                 sublicense and distribute the Original Software (or

                 portions thereof), with or without Modifications,

                 and/or as part of a Larger Work; and

 

                 (b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making,

                 using or selling of Original Software, to make, have

                 made, use, practice, sell, and offer for sale, and/or

                 otherwise dispose of the Original Software (or

                 portions thereof).

 

                 (c) The licenses granted in Sections 2.1(a) and (b)

                 are effective on the date Initial Developer first

                 distributes or otherwise makes the Original Software

                 available to a third party under the terms of this

                 License.

 

                 (d) Notwithstanding Section 2.1(b) above, no patent

                 license is granted: (1) for code that You delete from

                 the Original Software, or (2) for infringements

                 caused by: (i) the modification of the Original

                 Software, or (ii) the combination of the Original

                 Software with other software or devices.

 

           2.2. Contributor Grant.

 

           Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and
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           subject to third party intellectual property claims, each

           Contributor hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free,

           non-exclusive license:

 

                 (a) under intellectual property rights (other than

                 patent or trademark) Licensable by Contributor to

                 use, reproduce, modify, display, perform, sublicense

                 and distribute the Modifications created by such

                 Contributor (or portions thereof), either on an

                 unmodified basis, with other Modifications, as

                 Covered Software and/or as part of a Larger Work; and

                

 

                 (b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making,

                 using, or selling of Modifications made by that

                 Contributor either alone and/or in combination with

                 its Contributor Version (or portions of such

                 combination), to make, use, sell, offer for sale,

                 have made, and/or otherwise dispose of: (1)

                 Modifications made by that Contributor (or portions

                 thereof); and (2) the combination of Modifications

                 made by that Contributor with its Contributor Version

                 (or portions of such combination).

 

                 (c) The licenses granted in Sections 2.2(a) and

                 2.2(b) are effective on the date Contributor first

                 distributes or otherwise makes the Modifications

                 available to a third party.

 

                 (d) Notwithstanding Section 2.2(b) above, no patent

                 license is granted: (1) for any code that Contributor

                 has deleted from the Contributor Version; (2) for

                 infringements caused by: (i) third party

                 modifications of Contributor Version, or (ii) the

                 combination of Modifications made by that Contributor

                 with other software (except as part of the

                 Contributor Version) or other devices; or (3) under

                 Patent Claims infringed by Covered Software in the

                 absence of Modifications made by that Contributor.

 

     3. Distribution Obligations.

 

           3.1. Availability of Source Code.

 

           Any Covered Software that You distribute or otherwise make

           available in Executable form must also be made available in

           Source Code form and that Source Code form must be

           distributed only under the terms of this License. You must
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           include a copy of this License with every copy of the

           Source Code form of the Covered Software You distribute or

           otherwise make available. You must inform recipients of any

           such Covered Software in Executable form as to how they can

           obtain such Covered Software in Source Code form in a

           reasonable manner on or through a medium customarily used

           for software exchange.

 

           3.2. Modifications.

 

           The Modifications that You create or to which You

           contribute are governed by the terms of this License. You

           represent that You believe Your Modifications are Your

           original creation(s) and/or You have sufficient rights to

           grant the rights conveyed by this License.

 

           3.3. Required Notices.

 

           You must include a notice in each of Your Modifications

           that identifies You as the Contributor of the Modification.

           You may not remove or alter any copyright, patent or

           trademark notices contained within the Covered Software, or

           any notices of licensing or any descriptive text giving

           attribution to any Contributor or the Initial Developer.

 

           3.4. Application of Additional Terms.

 

           You may not offer or impose any terms on any Covered

           Software in Source Code form that alters or restricts the

           applicable version of this License or the recipients"

           rights hereunder. You may choose to offer, and to charge a

           fee for, warranty, support, indemnity or liability

           obligations to one or more recipients of Covered Software.

           However, you may do so only on Your own behalf, and not on

           behalf of the Initial Developer or any Contributor. You

           must make it absolutely clear that any such warranty,

           support, indemnity or liability obligation is offered by

           You alone, and You hereby agree to indemnify the Initial

           Developer and every Contributor for any liability incurred

           by the Initial Developer or such Contributor as a result of

           warranty, support, indemnity or liability terms You offer.

        

 

           3.5. Distribution of Executable Versions.

 

           You may distribute the Executable form of the Covered

           Software under the terms of this License or under the terms

           of a license of Your choice, which may contain terms
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           different from this License, provided that You are in

           compliance with the terms of this License and that the

           license for the Executable form does not attempt to limit

           or alter the recipient"s rights in the Source Code form

           from the rights set forth in this License. If You

           distribute the Covered Software in Executable form under a

           different license, You must make it absolutely clear that

           any terms which differ from this License are offered by You

           alone, not by the Initial Developer or Contributor. You

           hereby agree to indemnify the Initial Developer and every

           Contributor for any liability incurred by the Initial

           Developer or such Contributor as a result of any such terms

           You offer.

 

           3.6. Larger Works.

 

           You may create a Larger Work by combining Covered Software

           with other code not governed by the terms of this License

           and distribute the Larger Work as a single product. In such

           a case, You must make sure the requirements of this License

           are fulfilled for the Covered Software.

          

     4. Versions of the License.

 

           4.1. New Versions.

 

           Sun Microsystems, Inc. is the initial license steward and

           may publish revised and/or new versions of this License

           from time to time. Each version will be given a

           distinguishing version number. Except as provided in

           Section 4.3, no one other than the license steward has the

           right to modify this License.

 

           4.2. Effect of New Versions.

 

           You may always continue to use, distribute or otherwise

           make the Covered Software available under the terms of the

           version of the License under which You originally received

           the Covered Software. If the Initial Developer includes a

           notice in the Original Software prohibiting it from being

           distributed or otherwise made available under any

           subsequent version of the License, You must distribute and

           make the Covered Software available under the terms of the

           version of the License under which You originally received

           the Covered Software. Otherwise, You may also choose to

           use, distribute or otherwise make the Covered Software

           available under the terms of any subsequent version of the

           License published by the license steward.
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           4.3. Modified Versions.

 

           When You are an Initial Developer and You want to create a

           new license for Your Original Software, You may create and

           use a modified version of this License if You: (a) rename

           the license and remove any references to the name of the

           license steward (except to note that the license differs

           from this License); and (b) otherwise make it clear that

           the license contains terms which differ from this License.

          

 

     5. DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY.

 

     COVERED SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED UNDER THIS LICENSE ON AN "AS IS"

     BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED,

     INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, WARRANTIES THAT THE COVERED

     SOFTWARE IS FREE OF DEFECTS, MERCHANTABLE, FIT FOR A PARTICULAR

     PURPOSE OR NON-INFRINGING. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND

     PERFORMANCE OF THE COVERED SOFTWARE IS WITH YOU. SHOULD ANY

     COVERED SOFTWARE PROVE DEFECTIVE IN ANY RESPECT, YOU (NOT THE

     INITIAL DEVELOPER OR ANY OTHER CONTRIBUTOR) ASSUME THE COST OF

     ANY NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION. THIS DISCLAIMER OF

     WARRANTY CONSTITUTES AN ESSENTIAL PART OF THIS LICENSE. NO USE OF

     ANY COVERED SOFTWARE IS AUTHORIZED HEREUNDER EXCEPT UNDER THIS

     DISCLAIMER.

 

     6. TERMINATION.

 

           6.1. This License and the rights granted hereunder will

           terminate automatically if You fail to comply with terms

           herein and fail to cure such breach within 30 days of

           becoming aware of the breach. Provisions which, by their

           nature, must remain in effect beyond the termination of

           this License shall survive.

 

           6.2. If You assert a patent infringement claim (excluding

           declaratory judgment actions) against Initial Developer or

           a Contributor (the Initial Developer or Contributor against

           whom You assert such claim is referred to as "Participant")

           alleging that the Participant Software (meaning the

           Contributor Version where the Participant is a Contributor

           or the Original Software where the Participant is the

           Initial Developer) directly or indirectly infringes any

           patent, then any and all rights granted directly or

           indirectly to You by such Participant, the Initial

           Developer (if the Initial Developer is not the Participant)

           and all Contributors under Sections 2.1 and/or 2.2 of this
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           License shall, upon 60 days notice from Participant

           terminate prospectively and automatically at the expiration

           of such 60 day notice period, unless if within such 60 day

           period You withdraw Your claim with respect to the

           Participant Software against such Participant either

           unilaterally or pursuant to a written agreement with

           Participant.

 

           6.3. In the event of termination under Sections 6.1 or 6.2

           above, all end user licenses that have been validly granted

           by You or any distributor hereunder prior to termination

           (excluding licenses granted to You by any distributor)

           shall survive termination.

 

     7. LIMITATION OF LIABILITY.

 

     UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES AND UNDER NO LEGAL THEORY, WHETHER TORT

     (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE), CONTRACT, OR OTHERWISE, SHALL YOU, THE

     INITIAL DEVELOPER, ANY OTHER CONTRIBUTOR, OR ANY DISTRIBUTOR OF

     COVERED SOFTWARE, OR ANY SUPPLIER OF ANY OF SUCH PARTIES, BE

     LIABLE TO ANY PERSON FOR ANY INDIRECT, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, OR

     CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OF ANY CHARACTER INCLUDING, WITHOUT

     LIMITATION, DAMAGES FOR LOST PROFITS, LOSS OF GOODWILL, WORK

     STOPPAGE, COMPUTER FAILURE OR MALFUNCTION, OR ANY AND ALL OTHER

     COMMERCIAL DAMAGES OR LOSSES, EVEN IF SUCH PARTY SHALL HAVE BEEN

     INFORMED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES. THIS LIMITATION OF

     LIABILITY SHALL NOT APPLY TO LIABILITY FOR DEATH OR PERSONAL

     INJURY RESULTING FROM SUCH PARTY"S NEGLIGENCE TO THE EXTENT

     APPLICABLE LAW PROHIBITS SUCH LIMITATION. SOME JURISDICTIONS DO

     NOT ALLOW THE EXCLUSION OR LIMITATION OF INCIDENTAL OR

     CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, SO THIS EXCLUSION AND LIMITATION MAY NOT

     APPLY TO YOU.

 

     8. U.S. GOVERNMENT END USERS.

 

     The Covered Software is a "commercial item," as that term is

     defined in 48 C.F.R. 2.101 (Oct. 1995), consisting of "commercial

     computer software" (as that term is defined at 48 C.F.R. "

     252.227-7014(a)(1)) and "commercial computer software

     documentation" as such terms are used in 48 C.F.R. 12.212 (Sept.

     1995). Consistent with 48 C.F.R. 12.212 and 48 C.F.R. 227.7202-1

     through 227.7202-4 (June 1995), all U.S. Government End Users

     acquire Covered Software with only those rights set forth herein.

     This U.S. Government Rights clause is in lieu of, and supersedes,

     any other FAR, DFAR, or other clause or provision that addresses

     Government rights in computer software under this License.

 

     9. MISCELLANEOUS.
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     This License represents the complete agreement concerning subject

     matter hereof. If any provision of this License is held to be

     unenforceable, such provision shall be reformed only to the

     extent necessary to make it enforceable. This License shall be

     governed by the law of the jurisdiction specified in a notice

     contained within the Original Software (except to the extent

     applicable law, if any, provides otherwise), excluding such

     jurisdiction"s conflict-of-law provisions. Any litigation

     relating to this License shall be subject to the jurisdiction of

     the courts located in the jurisdiction and venue specified in a

     notice contained within the Original Software, with the losing

     party responsible for costs, including, without limitation, court

     costs and reasonable attorneys" fees and expenses. The

     application of the United Nations Convention on Contracts for the

     International Sale of Goods is expressly excluded. Any law or

     regulation which provides that the language of a contract shall

     be construed against the drafter shall not apply to this License.

     You agree that You alone are responsible for compliance with the

     United States export administration regulations (and the export

     control laws and regulation of any other countries) when You use,

     distribute or otherwise make available any Covered Software.

 

     10. RESPONSIBILITY FOR CLAIMS.

 

     As between Initial Developer and the Contributors, each party is

     responsible for claims and damages arising, directly or

     indirectly, out of its utilization of rights under this License

     and You agree to work with Initial Developer and Contributors to

     distribute such responsibility on an equitable basis. Nothing

     herein is intended or shall be deemed to constitute any admission

     of liability.

 

1.117 jline-terminal 3.15.0 
1.117.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (c) 2002-2018, the original author or authors.

*

* This software is distributable under the BSD license. See the terms of the

* BSD license in the documentation provided with this software.

*

* https://opensource.org/licenses/BSD-3-Clause

*/
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1095753892_1601493761.43/0/jline-terminal-3-15-0-sources-

jar/org/jline/utils/AttributedStringBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1095753892_1601493761.43/0/jline-terminal-3-15-0-sources-

jar/org/jline/terminal/impl/PosixSysTerminal.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1095753892_1601493761.43/0/jline-terminal-3-15-0-sources-

jar/org/jline/terminal/impl/AbstractTerminal.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1095753892_1601493761.43/0/jline-terminal-3-15-0-sources-jar/org/jline/terminal/Size.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1095753892_1601493761.43/0/jline-terminal-3-15-0-sources-

jar/org/jline/utils/NonBlockingReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1095753892_1601493761.43/0/jline-terminal-3-15-0-sources-

jar/org/jline/utils/NonBlockingReaderImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1095753892_1601493761.43/0/jline-terminal-3-15-0-sources-jar/org/jline/utils/Colors.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1095753892_1601493761.43/0/jline-terminal-3-15-0-sources-

jar/org/jline/utils/NonBlockingInputStreamImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1095753892_1601493761.43/0/jline-terminal-3-15-0-sources-

jar/org/jline/terminal/Terminal.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1095753892_1601493761.43/0/jline-terminal-3-15-0-sources-

jar/org/jline/utils/NonBlockingInputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1095753892_1601493761.43/0/jline-terminal-3-15-0-sources-

jar/org/jline/utils/NonBlocking.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1095753892_1601493761.43/0/jline-terminal-3-15-0-sources-

jar/org/jline/terminal/impl/PosixPtyTerminal.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1095753892_1601493761.43/0/jline-terminal-3-15-0-sources-

jar/org/jline/terminal/impl/ExternalTerminal.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1095753892_1601493761.43/0/jline-terminal-3-15-0-sources-

jar/org/jline/terminal/impl/LineDisciplineTerminal.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1095753892_1601493761.43/0/jline-terminal-3-15-0-sources-

jar/org/jline/utils/StyleResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1095753892_1601493761.43/0/jline-terminal-3-15-0-sources-jar/org/jline/utils/Curses.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1095753892_1601493761.43/0/jline-terminal-3-15-0-sources-

jar/org/jline/terminal/impl/DumbTerminal.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1095753892_1601493761.43/0/jline-terminal-3-15-0-sources-

jar/org/jline/utils/AttributedStyle.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (c) 2002-2017, the original author or authors.

*

* This software is distributable under the BSD license. See the terms of the

* BSD license in the documentation provided with this software.

*

* https://opensource.org/licenses/BSD-3-Clause

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1095753892_1601493761.43/0/jline-terminal-3-15-0-sources-

jar/org/jline/utils/PumpReader.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1095753892_1601493761.43/0/jline-terminal-3-15-0-sources-

jar/org/jline/utils/NonBlockingPumpReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1095753892_1601493761.43/0/jline-terminal-3-15-0-sources-

jar/org/jline/utils/WriterOutputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1095753892_1601493761.43/0/jline-terminal-3-15-0-sources-

jar/org/jline/utils/NonBlockingPumpInputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1095753892_1601493761.43/0/jline-terminal-3-15-0-sources-

jar/org/jline/terminal/impl/AbstractWindowsConsoleWriter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

#

# Copyright (c) 2002-2018, the original author or authors.

#

# This software is distributable under the BSD license. See the terms of the

# BSD license in the documentation provided with this software.

#

# https://opensource.org/licenses/BSD-3-Clause

#

 

black

maroon

green

olive

navy

purple

teal

silver

grey

red

lime

yellow

blue

fuchsia

aqua

white

grey0

navyblue

darkblue

blue3

blue3a

blue1

darkgreen

deepskyblue4

deepskyblue4a

deepskyblue4b

dodgerblue3

dodgerblue2

green4
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springgreen4

turquoise4

deepskyblue3

deepskyblue3a

dodgerblue1

green3

springgreen3

darkcyan

lightseagreen

deepskyblue2

deepskyblue1

green3a

springgreen3a

springgreen2

cyan3

darkturquoise

turquoise2

green1

springgreen2a

springgreen1

mediumspringgreen

cyan2

cyan1

darkred

deeppink4

purple4

purple4a

purple3

blueviolet

orange4

grey37

mediumpurple4

slateblue3

slateblue3a

royalblue1

chartreuse4

darkseagreen4

paleturquoise4

steelblue

steelblue3

cornflowerblue

chartreuse3

darkseagreen4a

cadetblue

cadetbluea

skyblue3

steelblue1

chartreuse3a
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palegreen3

seagreen3

aquamarine3

mediumturquoise

steelblue1a

chartreuse2

seagreen2

seagreen1

seagreen1a

aquamarine1

darkslategray2

darkreda

deeppink4a

darkmagenta

darkmagentaa

darkviolet

purplea

orange4a

lightpink4

plum4

mediumpurple3

mediumpurple3a

slateblue1

yellow4

wheat4

grey53

lightslategrey

mediumpurple

lightslateblue

yellow4a

darkolivegreen3

darkseagreen

lightskyblue3

lightskyblue3a

skyblue2

chartreuse2a

darkolivegreen3a

palegreen3a

darkseagreen3

darkslategray3

skyblue1

chartreuse1

lightgreen

lightgreena

palegreen1

aquamarine1a

darkslategray1

red3
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deeppink4b

mediumvioletred

magenta3

darkvioleta

purpleb

darkorange3

indianred

hotpink3

mediumorchid3

mediumorchid

mediumpurple2

darkgoldenrod

lightsalmon3

rosybrown

grey63

mediumpurple2a

mediumpurple1

gold3

darkkhaki

navajowhite3

grey69

lightsteelblue3

lightsteelblue

yellow3

darkolivegreen3b

darkseagreen3a

darkseagreen2

lightcyan3

lightskyblue1

greenyellow

darkolivegreen2

palegreen1a

darkseagreen2a

darkseagreen1

paleturquoise1

red3a

deeppink3

deeppink3a

magenta3a

magenta3b

magenta2

darkorange3a

indianreda

hotpink3a

hotpink2

orchid

mediumorchid1

orange3
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lightsalmon3a

lightpink3

pink3

plum3

violet

gold3a

lightgoldenrod3

tan

mistyrose3

thistle3

plum2

yellow3a

khaki3

lightgoldenrod2

lightyellow3

grey84

lightsteelblue1

yellow2

darkolivegreen1

darkolivegreen1a

darkseagreen1a

honeydew2

lightcyan1

red1

deeppink2

deeppink1

deeppink1a

magenta2a

magenta1

orangered1

indianred1

indianred1a

hotpink

hotpinka

mediumorchid1a

darkorange

salmon1

lightcoral

palevioletred1

orchid2

orchid1

orange1

sandybrown

lightsalmon1

lightpink1

pink1

plum1

gold1
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lightgoldenrod2a

lightgoldenrod2b

navajowhite1

mistyrose1

thistle1

yellow1

lightgoldenrod1

khaki1

wheat1

cornsilk1

grey100

grey3

grey7

grey11

grey15

grey19

grey23

grey27

grey30

grey35

grey39

grey42

grey46

grey50

grey54

grey58

grey62

grey66

grey70

grey74

grey78

grey82

grey85

grey89

grey93

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1095753892_1601493761.43/0/jline-terminal-3-15-0-sources-jar/org/jline/utils/colors.txt

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (c) 2002-2019, the original author or authors.

*

* This software is distributable under the BSD license. See the terms of the

* BSD license in the documentation provided with this software.

*

* https://opensource.org/licenses/BSD-3-Clause

*/
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1095753892_1601493761.43/0/jline-terminal-3-15-0-sources-jar/org/jline/utils/InfoCmp.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1095753892_1601493761.43/0/jline-terminal-3-15-0-sources-

jar/org/jline/utils/AttributedCharSequence.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1095753892_1601493761.43/0/jline-terminal-3-15-0-sources-

jar/org/jline/terminal/TerminalBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1095753892_1601493761.43/0/jline-terminal-3-15-0-sources-

jar/org/jline/terminal/impl/AbstractWindowsTerminal.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1095753892_1601493761.43/0/jline-terminal-3-15-0-sources-jar/org/jline/utils/Status.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1095753892_1601493761.43/0/jline-terminal-3-15-0-sources-

jar/org/jline/terminal/impl/AbstractPty.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2009-2018 the original author(s).

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1095753892_1601493761.43/0/jline-terminal-3-15-0-sources-jar/org/jline/utils/AnsiWriter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (c) 2002-2016, the original author or authors.

*

* This software is distributable under the BSD license. See the terms of the

* BSD license in the documentation provided with this software.

*

* https://opensource.org/licenses/BSD-3-Clause

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1095753892_1601493761.43/0/jline-terminal-3-15-0-sources-

jar/org/jline/utils/InputStreamReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1095753892_1601493761.43/0/jline-terminal-3-15-0-sources-jar/org/jline/utils/package-

info.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1095753892_1601493761.43/0/jline-terminal-3-15-0-sources-jar/org/jline/terminal/spi/Pty.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1095753892_1601493761.43/0/jline-terminal-3-15-0-sources-jar/org/jline/utils/OSUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1095753892_1601493761.43/0/jline-terminal-3-15-0-sources-jar/org/jline/utils/WCWidth.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1095753892_1601493761.43/0/jline-terminal-3-15-0-sources-

jar/org/jline/terminal/impl/CursorSupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1095753892_1601493761.43/0/jline-terminal-3-15-0-sources-

jar/org/jline/terminal/impl/NativeSignalHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1095753892_1601493761.43/0/jline-terminal-3-15-0-sources-

jar/org/jline/terminal/impl/AbstractPosixTerminal.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1095753892_1601493761.43/0/jline-terminal-3-15-0-sources-

jar/org/jline/terminal/MouseEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1095753892_1601493761.43/0/jline-terminal-3-15-0-sources-jar/org/jline/utils/ExecHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1095753892_1601493761.43/0/jline-terminal-3-15-0-sources-

jar/org/jline/utils/ClosedException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1095753892_1601493761.43/0/jline-terminal-3-15-0-sources-

jar/org/jline/utils/ShutdownHooks.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1095753892_1601493761.43/0/jline-terminal-3-15-0-sources-

jar/org/jline/utils/AttributedString.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1095753892_1601493761.43/0/jline-terminal-3-15-0-sources-

jar/org/jline/terminal/impl/MouseSupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1095753892_1601493761.43/0/jline-terminal-3-15-0-sources-jar/org/jline/utils/DiffHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1095753892_1601493761.43/0/jline-terminal-3-15-0-sources-

jar/org/jline/terminal/Attributes.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1095753892_1601493761.43/0/jline-terminal-3-15-0-sources-jar/org/jline/terminal/Cursor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1095753892_1601493761.43/0/jline-terminal-3-15-0-sources-

jar/org/jline/terminal/impl/ExecPty.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1095753892_1601493761.43/0/jline-terminal-3-15-0-sources-jar/org/jline/utils/Levenshtein.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1095753892_1601493761.43/0/jline-terminal-3-15-0-sources-

jar/org/jline/terminal/impl/package-info.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (c) 2002-2020, the original author or authors.

*

* This software is distributable under the BSD license. See the terms of the

* BSD license in the documentation provided with this software.

*

* https://opensource.org/licenses/BSD-3-Clause

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1095753892_1601493761.43/0/jline-terminal-3-15-0-sources-

jar/org/jline/terminal/spi/JnaSupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1095753892_1601493761.43/0/jline-terminal-3-15-0-sources-jar/org/jline/utils/Display.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1095753892_1601493761.43/0/jline-terminal-3-15-0-sources-jar/org/jline/utils/Signals.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1095753892_1601493761.43/0/jline-terminal-3-15-0-sources-

jar/org/jline/terminal/spi/JansiSupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1095753892_1601493761.43/0/jline-terminal-3-15-0-sources-jar/org/jline/utils/Log.java
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

#

# Copyright (c) 2002-2016, the original author or authors.

#

# This software is distributable under the BSD license. See the terms of the

# BSD license in the documentation provided with this software.

#

# https://opensource.org/licenses/BSD-3-Clause

#

 

auto_left_margin, bw, bw

auto_right_margin, am, am

back_color_erase, bce, ut

can_change, ccc, cc

ceol_standout_glitch, xhp, xs

col_addr_glitch, xhpa, YA

cpi_changes_res, cpix, YF

cr_cancels_micro_mode, crxm, YB

dest_tabs_magic_smso, xt, xt

eat_newline_glitch, xenl, xn

erase_overstrike, eo, eo

generic_type, gn, gn

hard_copy, hc, hc

hard_cursor, chts, HC

has_meta_key, km, km

has_print_wheel, daisy, YC

has_status_line, hs, hs

hue_lightness_saturation, hls, hl

insert_null_glitch, in, in

lpi_changes_res, lpix, YG

memory_above, da, da

memory_below, db, db

move_insert_mode, mir, mi

move_standout_mode, msgr, ms

needs_xon_xoff, nxon, nx

no_esc_ctlc, xsb, xb

no_pad_char, npc, NP

non_dest_scroll_region, ndscr, ND

non_rev_rmcup, nrrmc, NR

over_strike, os, os

prtr_silent, mc5i, 5i

row_addr_glitch, xvpa, YD

semi_auto_right_margin, sam, YE

status_line_esc_ok, eslok, es

tilde_glitch, hz, hz

transparent_underline, ul, ul

xon_xoff, xon, xo
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columns, cols, co

init_tabs, it, it

label_height, lh, lh

label_width, lw, lw

lines, lines, li

lines_of_memory, lm, lm

magic_cookie_glitch, xmc, sg

max_attributes, ma, ma

max_colors, colors, Co

max_pairs, pairs, pa

maximum_windows, wnum, MW

no_color_video, ncv, NC

num_labels, nlab, Nl

padding_baud_rate, pb, pb

virtual_terminal, vt, vt

width_status_line, wsl, ws

bit_image_entwining, bitwin, Yo

bit_image_type, bitype, Yp

buffer_capacity, bufsz, Ya

buttons, btns, BT

dot_horz_spacing, spinh, Yc

dot_vert_spacing, spinv, Yb

max_micro_address, maddr, Yd

max_micro_jump, mjump, Ye

micro_col_size, mcs, Yf

micro_line_size, mls, Yg

number_of_pins, npins, Yh

output_res_char, orc, Yi

output_res_horz_inch, orhi, Yk

output_res_line, orl, Yj

output_res_vert_inch, orvi, Yl

print_rate, cps, Ym

wide_char_size, widcs, Yn

acs_chars, acsc, ac

back_tab, cbt, bt

bell, bel, bl

carriage_return, cr, cr

change_char_pitch, cpi, ZA

change_line_pitch, lpi, ZB

change_res_horz, chr, ZC

change_res_vert, cvr, ZD

change_scroll_region, csr, cs

char_padding, rmp, rP

clear_all_tabs, tbc, ct

clear_margins, mgc, MC

clear_screen, clear, cl

clr_bol, el1, cb

clr_eol, el, ce
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clr_eos, ed, cd

column_address, hpa, ch

command_character, cmdch, CC

create_window, cwin, CW

cursor_address, cup, cm

cursor_down, cud1, do

cursor_home, home, ho

cursor_invisible, civis, vi

cursor_left, cub1, le

cursor_mem_address, mrcup, CM

cursor_normal, cnorm, ve

cursor_right, cuf1, nd

cursor_to_ll, ll, ll

cursor_up, cuu1, up

cursor_visible, cvvis, vs

define_char, defc, ZE

delete_character, dch1, dc

delete_line, dl1, dl

dial_phone, dial, DI

dis_status_line, dsl, ds

display_clock, dclk, DK

down_half_line, hd, hd

ena_acs, enacs, eA

enter_alt_charset_mode, smacs, as

enter_am_mode, smam, SA

enter_blink_mode, blink, mb

enter_bold_mode, bold, md

enter_ca_mode, smcup, ti

enter_delete_mode, smdc, dm

enter_dim_mode, dim, mh

enter_doublewide_mode, swidm, ZF

enter_draft_quality, sdrfq, ZG

enter_insert_mode, smir, im

enter_italics_mode, sitm, ZH

enter_leftward_mode, slm, ZI

enter_micro_mode, smicm, ZJ

enter_near_letter_quality, snlq, ZK

enter_normal_quality, snrmq, ZL

enter_protected_mode, prot, mp

enter_reverse_mode, rev, mr

enter_secure_mode, invis, mk

enter_shadow_mode, sshm, ZM

enter_standout_mode, smso, so

enter_subscript_mode, ssubm, ZN

enter_superscript_mode, ssupm, ZO

enter_underline_mode, smul, us

enter_upward_mode, sum, ZP

enter_xon_mode, smxon, SX
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erase_chars, ech, ec

exit_alt_charset_mode, rmacs, ae

exit_am_mode, rmam, RA

exit_attribute_mode, sgr0, me

exit_ca_mode, rmcup, te

exit_delete_mode, rmdc, ed

exit_doublewide_mode, rwidm, ZQ

exit_insert_mode, rmir, ei

exit_italics_mode, ritm, ZR

exit_leftward_mode, rlm, ZS

exit_micro_mode, rmicm, ZT

exit_shadow_mode, rshm, ZU

exit_standout_mode, rmso, se

exit_subscript_mode, rsubm, ZV

exit_superscript_mode, rsupm, ZW

exit_underline_mode, rmul, ue

exit_upward_mode, rum, ZX

exit_xon_mode, rmxon, RX

fixed_pause, pause, PA

flash_hook, hook, fh

flash_screen, flash, vb

form_feed, ff, ff

from_status_line, fsl, fs

goto_window, wingo, WG

hangup, hup, HU

init_1string, is1, i1

init_2string, is2, is

init_3string, is3, i3

init_file, if, if

init_prog, iprog, iP

initialize_color, initc, Ic

initialize_pair, initp, Ip

insert_character, ich1, ic

insert_line, il1, al

insert_padding, ip, ip

key_a1, ka1, K1

key_a3, ka3, K3

key_b2, kb2, K2

key_backspace, kbs, kb

key_beg, kbeg, @1

key_btab, kcbt, kB

key_c1, kc1, K4

key_c3, kc3, K5

key_cancel, kcan, @2

key_catab, ktbc, ka

key_clear, kclr, kC

key_close, kclo, @3

key_command, kcmd, @4
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key_copy, kcpy, @5

key_create, kcrt, @6

key_ctab, kctab, kt

key_dc, kdch1, kD

key_dl, kdl1, kL

key_down, kcud1, kd

key_eic, krmir, kM

key_end, kend, @7

key_enter, kent, @8

key_eol, kel, kE

key_eos, ked, kS

key_exit, kext, @9

key_f0, kf0, k0

key_f1, kf1, k1

key_f10, kf10, k;

key_f11, kf11, F1

key_f12, kf12, F2

key_f13, kf13, F3

key_f14, kf14, F4

key_f15, kf15, F5

key_f16, kf16, F6

key_f17, kf17, F7

key_f18, kf18, F8

key_f19, kf19, F9

key_f2, kf2, k2

key_f20, kf20, FA

key_f21, kf21, FB

key_f22, kf22, FC

key_f23, kf23, FD

key_f24, kf24, FE

key_f25, kf25, FF

key_f26, kf26, FG

key_f27, kf27, FH

key_f28, kf28, FI

key_f29, kf29, FJ

key_f3, kf3, k3

key_f30, kf30, FK

key_f31, kf31, FL

key_f32, kf32, FM

key_f33, kf33, FN

key_f34, kf34, FO

key_f35, kf35, FP

key_f36, kf36, FQ

key_f37, kf37, FR

key_f38, kf38, FS

key_f39, kf39, FT

key_f4, kf4, k4

key_f40, kf40, FU
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key_f41, kf41, FV

key_f42, kf42, FW

key_f43, kf43, FX

key_f44, kf44, FY

key_f45, kf45, FZ

key_f46, kf46, Fa

key_f47, kf47, Fb

key_f48, kf48, Fc

key_f49, kf49, Fd

key_f5, kf5, k5

key_f50, kf50, Fe

key_f51, kf51, Ff

key_f52, kf52, Fg

key_f53, kf53, Fh

key_f54, kf54, Fi

key_f55, kf55, Fj

key_f56, kf56, Fk

key_f57, kf57, Fl

key_f58, kf58, Fm

key_f59, kf59, Fn

key_f6, kf6, k6

key_f60, kf60, Fo

key_f61, kf61, Fp

key_f62, kf62, Fq

key_f63, kf63, Fr

key_f7, kf7, k7

key_f8, kf8, k8

key_f9, kf9, k9

key_find, kfnd, @0

key_help, khlp, %1

key_home, khome, kh

key_ic, kich1, kI

key_il, kil1, kA

key_left, kcub1, kl

key_ll, kll, kH

key_mark, kmrk, %2

key_message, kmsg, %3

key_move, kmov, %4

key_next, knxt, %5

key_npage, knp, kN

key_open, kopn, %6

key_options, kopt, %7

key_ppage, kpp, kP

key_previous, kprv, %8

key_print, kprt, %9

key_redo, krdo, %0

key_reference, kref, &1

key_refresh, krfr, &2
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key_replace, krpl, &3

key_restart, krst, &4

key_resume, kres, &5

key_right, kcuf1, kr

key_save, ksav, &6

key_sbeg, kBEG, &9

key_scancel, kCAN, &0

key_scommand, kCMD, *1

key_scopy, kCPY, *2

key_screate, kCRT, *3

key_sdc, kDC, *4

key_sdl, kDL, *5

key_select, kslt, *6

key_send, kEND, *7

key_seol, kEOL, *8

key_sexit, kEXT, *9

key_sf, kind, kF

key_sfind, kFND, *0

key_shelp, kHLP, #1

key_shome, kHOM, #2

key_sic, kIC, #3

key_sleft, kLFT, #4

key_smessage, kMSG, %a

key_smove, kMOV, %b

key_snext, kNXT, %c

key_soptions, kOPT, %d

key_sprevious, kPRV, %e

key_sprint, kPRT, %f

key_sr, kri, kR

key_sredo, kRDO, %g

key_sreplace, kRPL, %h

key_sright, kRIT, %i

key_srsume, kRES, %j

key_ssave, kSAV, !1

key_ssuspend, kSPD, !2

key_stab, khts, kT

key_sundo, kUND, !3

key_suspend, kspd, &7

key_undo, kund, &8

key_up, kcuu1, ku

keypad_local, rmkx, ke

keypad_xmit, smkx, ks

lab_f0, lf0, l0

lab_f1, lf1, l1

lab_f10, lf10, la

lab_f2, lf2, l2

lab_f3, lf3, l3

lab_f4, lf4, l4
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lab_f5, lf5, l5

lab_f6, lf6, l6

lab_f7, lf7, l7

lab_f8, lf8, l8

lab_f9, lf9, l9

label_format, fln, Lf

label_off, rmln, LF

label_on, smln, LO

meta_off, rmm, mo

meta_on, smm, mm

micro_column_address, mhpa, ZY

micro_down, mcud1, ZZ

micro_left, mcub1, Za

micro_right, mcuf1, Zb

micro_row_address, mvpa, Zc

micro_up, mcuu1, Zd

newline, nel, nw

order_of_pins, porder, Ze

orig_colors, oc, oc

orig_pair, op, op

pad_char, pad, pc

parm_dch, dch, DC

parm_delete_line, dl, DL

parm_down_cursor, cud, DO

parm_down_micro, mcud, Zf

parm_ich, ich, IC

parm_index, indn, SF

parm_insert_line, il, AL

parm_left_cursor, cub, LE

parm_left_micro, mcub, Zg

parm_right_cursor, cuf, RI

parm_right_micro, mcuf, Zh

parm_rindex, rin, SR

parm_up_cursor, cuu, UP

parm_up_micro, mcuu, Zi

pkey_key, pfkey, pk

pkey_local, pfloc, pl

pkey_xmit, pfx, px

plab_norm, pln, pn

print_screen, mc0, ps

prtr_non, mc5p, pO

prtr_off, mc4, pf

prtr_on, mc5, po

pulse, pulse, PU

quick_dial, qdial, QD

remove_clock, rmclk, RC

repeat_char, rep, rp

req_for_input, rfi, RF
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reset_1string, rs1, r1

reset_2string, rs2, r2

reset_3string, rs3, r3

reset_file, rf, rf

restore_cursor, rc, rc

row_address, vpa, cv

save_cursor, sc, sc

scroll_forward, ind, sf

scroll_reverse, ri, sr

select_char_set, scs, Zj

set_attributes, sgr, sa

set_background, setb, Sb

set_bottom_margin, smgb, Zk

set_bottom_margin_parm, smgbp, Zl

set_clock, sclk, SC

set_color_pair, scp, sp

set_foreground, setf, Sf

set_left_margin, smgl, ML

set_left_margin_parm, smglp, Zm

set_right_margin, smgr, MR

set_right_margin_parm, smgrp, Zn

set_tab, hts, st

set_top_margin, smgt, Zo

set_top_margin_parm, smgtp, Zp

set_window, wind, wi

start_bit_image, sbim, Zq

start_char_set_def, scsd, Zr

stop_bit_image, rbim, Zs

stop_char_set_def, rcsd, Zt

subscript_characters, subcs, Zu

superscript_characters, supcs, Zv

tab, ht, ta

these_cause_cr, docr, Zw

to_status_line, tsl, ts

tone, tone, TO

underline_char, uc, uc

up_half_line, hu, hu

user0, u0, u0

user1, u1, u1

user2, u2, u2

user3, u3, u3

user4, u4, u4

user5, u5, u5

user6, u6, u6

user7, u7, u7

user8, u8, u8

user9, u9, u9

wait_tone, wait, WA
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xoff_character, xoffc, XF

xon_character, xonc, XN

zero_motion, zerom, Zx

alt_scancode_esc, scesa, S8

bit_image_carriage_return, bicr, Yv

bit_image_newline, binel, Zz

bit_image_repeat, birep, Xy

char_set_names, csnm, Zy

code_set_init, csin, ci

color_names, colornm, Yw

define_bit_image_region, defbi, Yx

device_type, devt, dv

display_pc_char, dispc, S1

end_bit_image_region, endbi, Yy

enter_pc_charset_mode, smpch, S2

enter_scancode_mode, smsc, S4

exit_pc_charset_mode, rmpch, S3

exit_scancode_mode, rmsc, S5

get_mouse, getm, Gm

key_mouse, kmous, Km

mouse_info, minfo, Mi

pc_term_options, pctrm, S6

pkey_plab, pfxl, xl

req_mouse_pos, reqmp, RQ

scancode_escape, scesc, S7

set0_des_seq, s0ds, s0

set1_des_seq, s1ds, s1

set2_des_seq, s2ds, s2

set3_des_seq, s3ds, s3

set_a_background, setab, AB

set_a_foreground, setaf, AF

set_color_band, setcolor, Yz

set_lr_margin, smglr, ML

set_page_length, slines, YZ

set_tb_margin, smgtb, MT

enter_horizontal_hl_mode, ehhlm, Xh

enter_left_hl_mode, elhlm, Xl

enter_low_hl_mode, elohlm, Xo

enter_right_hl_mode, erhlm, Xr

enter_top_hl_mode, ethlm, Xt

enter_vertical_hl_mode, evhlm, Xv

set_a_attributes, sgr1, sA

set_pglen_inch, slength, sL

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1095753892_1601493761.43/0/jline-terminal-3-15-0-sources-jar/org/jline/utils/capabilities.txt

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.
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2020, the original author or authors.

 

   This software is distributable under the BSD license. See the terms of the

   BSD license in the documentation provided with this software.

 

   https://opensource.org/licenses/BSD

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1095753892_1601493761.43/0/jline-terminal-3-15-0-sources-jar/META-

INF/maven/org.jline/jline-terminal/pom.xml

 

1.118 jackson 2.11.2 
1.118.1 Available under license : 

   =========================================================================

  ==  NOTICE file corresponding to the section 4 d of                    ==

  ==  the Apache License, Version 2.0,                                   ==

  ==  in this case for the Apache Camel distribution.                    ==

  =========================================================================

 

  This product includes software developed by

  The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

  Please read the different LICENSE files present in the licenses directory of

  this distribution.

 

Camel :: Jackson

Copyright 2007-2013 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all
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     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and
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     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed
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         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the
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     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.119 taglibs-standard 1.2.1 
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1.119.1 Available under license : 
 

Apache Standard Taglib Implementation

Copyright 2001-2015 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object
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     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.
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  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.
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  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a
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     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.120 resteasy-jettison-provider 2.3.7.Final-

redhat-2 
1.120.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

<name>Apache License, Version 2.0</name>

<url>http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0</url>

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1077218410_1601874297.38/0/resteasy-jettison-provider-2-3-7-final-redhat-2-sources-

jar/META-INF/maven/org.jboss.resteasy/resteasy-jettison-provider/effective-pom.xml

 

1.121 knowledge-internal-api 5.6.0.Final 
1.121.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2010 JBoss Inc

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*
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* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265296_1607987813.08/0/knowledge-internal-api-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/command/Context.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265296_1607987813.08/0/knowledge-internal-api-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/command/World.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2011 JBoss Inc

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265296_1607987813.08/0/knowledge-internal-api-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/fluent/test/ReflectiveMatcherAssert.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265296_1607987813.08/0/knowledge-internal-api-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/simulation/SimulationPath.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265296_1607987813.08/0/knowledge-internal-api-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/simulation/Simulation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265296_1607987813.08/0/knowledge-internal-api-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/fluent/test/ReflectiveMatcher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265296_1607987813.08/0/knowledge-internal-api-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/fluent/VariableContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265296_1607987813.08/0/knowledge-internal-api-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/simulation/SimulationStep.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265296_1607987813.08/0/knowledge-internal-api-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/fluent/FluentKnowledgeBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265296_1607987813.08/0/knowledge-internal-api-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/fluent/InternalSimulation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265296_1607987813.08/0/knowledge-internal-api-5-6-0-final-sources-1-
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jar/org/drools/fluent/FluentRoot.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265296_1607987813.08/0/knowledge-internal-api-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/fluent/FluentKnowledgeBase.java

 

1.122 commons-lang3 3.5 
1.122.1 Available under license : 

Apache Commons Lang

Copyright 2001-2016 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

This product includes software from the Spring Framework,

under the Apache License 2.0 (see: StringUtils.containsWhitespace())

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but
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     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their
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     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with
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     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.
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  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.123 slf4j-ext 1.7.2.redhat-2 
1.123.1 Available under license : 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy    

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal    

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights    

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell    

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is    

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:    

   

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in    

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.    

   

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR    

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,    

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE    

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER    

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,    

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN    

THE SOFTWARE.
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1.124 jackson-mapper-asl 1.9.9-redhat-2 
1.124.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* Jackson JSON-processor.

*

* Copyright (c) 2007- Tatu Saloranta, tatu.saloranta@iki.fi

*

* Licensed under the License specified in file LICENSE, included with

* the source code and binary code bundles.

* You may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077229585_1601397420.45/0/jackson-mapper-asl-1-9-9-redhat-6-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/jackson/map/MappingJsonFactory.java

 

1.125 hibernate 4.2.15.Final 
1.125.1 Available under license : 

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* indicated by the @author tags or express copyright

attribution * distributed under license by Red Hat Inc.. * This copyrighted material is made available to anyone

wishing to use, modify, * copy, or redistribute it subject to the terms and conditions of the GNU * Lesser General

Public License, as published by the Free Software Foundation. * This program is distributed in the hope that it will

be useful, * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY * or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU Lesser General Public License * for more details. *

You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public License * Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* copyright attribution statements applied by the authors.

All * third-party contributions are distributed under license by Red Hat Inc. * This copyrighted material is made

available to anyone wishing to use, modify, * copy, or redistribute it subject to the terms and conditions of the GNU

* Lesser General Public License, as published by the Free Software Foundation. * This program is distributed in the

hope that it will be useful, * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

MERCHANTABILITY * or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU Lesser General Public

License * for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public License * Boston,

MA  02110-1301  USA'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* indicated by the @author tags or express copyright

attribution * distributed under license by Red Hat Inc. * This copyrighted material is made available to anyone
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wishing to use, modify, * copy, or redistribute it subject to the terms and conditions of the GNU * Lesser General

Public License, as published by the Free Software Foundation. * This program is distributed in the hope that it will

be useful, * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY * or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU Lesser General Public License * for more details. *

You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public License * Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* as indicated by the @authors tag. All rights reserved. *

This copyrighted material is made available to anyone wishing to use, * modify, copy, or redistribute it subject to

the terms and conditions * of the GNU Lesser General Public License, v. 2.1. * This program is distributed in the

hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT A * WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A * PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU Lesser General Public

License for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public License, * MA

02110-1301, USA.'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* indicated by the @author tags or express copyright

attribution * distributed under license by Red Hat Inc. * This copyrighted material is made available to anyone

wishing to use, modify, * copy, or redistribute it subject to the terms and conditions of the GNU * Lesser General

Public License, as published by the Free Software Foundation. * This program is distributed in the hope that it will

be useful, * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY * or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU Lesser General Public License * for more details. *

You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public License * Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA *

Instead, for common transaction-related tasks users must utilize a proprietary API known as

ExtendedJTATransaction.'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '~ indicated by the @author tags or express copyright

attribution ~ distributed under license by Red Hat Middleware LLC. ~ This copyrighted material is made available

to anyone wishing to use, modify, ~ copy, or redistribute it subject to the terms and conditions of the GNU ~ Lesser

General Public License, as published by the Free Software Foundation. ~ This program is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, ~ but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

MERCHANTABILITY ~ or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU Lesser General Public

License ~ for more details. ~ You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public License ~ Boston,

MA  02110-1301  USA'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '~ indicated by the @author tags or express copyright

attribution ~ distributed under license by Red Hat Inc. ~ This copyrighted material is made available to anyone

wishing to use, modify, ~ copy, or redistribute it subject to the terms and conditions of the GNU ~ Lesser General

Public License, as published by the Free Software Foundation. ~ This program is distributed in the hope that it will

be useful, ~ but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY ~ or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU Lesser General Public License ~ for more details. ~

You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public License ~ Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* indicated by the @author tags or express copyright

attribution * distributed under license by Red Hat, Inc. * This copyrighted material is made available to anyone

wishing to use, modify, * copy, or redistribute it subject to the terms and conditions of the GNU * Lesser General

Public License, as published by the Free Software Foundation. * This program is distributed in the hope that it will

be useful, * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY * or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU Lesser General Public License * for more details. *

You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public License * Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '~ copyright attribution statements applied by the authors.

All ~ third-party contributions are distributed under license by Red Hat Inc. ~ This copyrighted material is made

available to anyone wishing to use, modify, ~ copy, or redistribute it subject to the terms and conditions of the GNU

~ Lesser General Public License, as published by the Free Software Foundation. ~ This program is distributed in the

hope that it will be useful, ~ but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of
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MERCHANTABILITY ~ or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU Lesser General Public

License ~ for more details. ~ You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public License ~ Boston,

MA  02110-1301  USA'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* contributors as indicated by the @author tags. All rights

reserved. * This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it * under the terms of the GNU Lesser

General Public License as * published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2.1 of * the License, or (at

your option) any later version. * This software is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, * but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of * MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU * Lesser General Public License for more details. * You should have

received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public * Expert Group and released to the public domain, as explained

at * released to the public domain, as explained at'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* indicated by the @author tags or express copyright

attribution * distributed under license by Red Hat Middleware LLC. * This copyrighted material is made available

to anyone wishing to use, modify, * copy, or redistribute it subject to the terms and conditions of the GNU * Lesser

General Public License, as published by the Free Software Foundation. * This program is distributed in the hope that

it will be useful, * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

MERCHANTABILITY * or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU Lesser General Public

License * for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public License * Boston,

MA  02110-1301  USA'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* indicated by the @author tags or express copyright

attribution * distributed under license by Red Hat Inc. * This copyrighted material is made available to anyone

wishing to use, modify, * copy, or redistribute it subject to the terms and conditions of the GNU * Lesser General

Public License, as published by the Free Software Foundation. * This program is distributed in the hope that it will

be useful, * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY * or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU Lesser General Public License * for more details. *

You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public License * Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA *

Support for the oracle proprietary join syntax...'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* indicated by the @author tags or express copyright

attribution * distributed under license by Red Hat Middleware LLC. * This copyrighted material is made available

to anyone wishing to use, modify, * copy, or redistribute it subject to the terms and conditions of the GNU * Lesser

General Public License, as published by the Free Software Foundation. * This program is distributed in the hope that

it will be useful, * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

MERCHANTABILITY * or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU Lesser General Public

License * for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public License * Boston,

MA  02110-1301  USA * Expert Group and released to the public domain, as explained at'

 

1.126 stax-ex 1.2 

 

1.127 jboss-as-controller-client 7.2.0.Final 
1.127.1 Available under license : 

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* as indicated by the @authors tag. All rights reserved. *

This copyrighted material is made available to anyone wishing to use, * modify, copy, or redistribute it subject to

the terms and conditions * of the GNU Lesser General Public License, v. 2.1. * This program is distributed in the

hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT A * WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of
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MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A * PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU Lesser General Public

License for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public License, * MA

02110-1301, USA.'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it * under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as * published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of * the License, or (at your option) any later version. * This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of *

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU * Lesser General Public

License for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public public

DomainClientImpl(InetAddress address, int port) { public DomainClientImpl(InetAddress address, int port,

CallbackHandler handler) { public DomainClientImpl(ModelControllerClient delegate) { public

DomainDeploymentManager getDeploymentManager() {'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it * under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as * published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of * the License, or (at your option) any later version. * This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of *

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU * Lesser General Public

License for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public * This is free

software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it * under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as *

published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2.1 of * the License, or (at your option) any later version.

* This software is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even

the implied warranty of * MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU *

Lesser General Public License for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General

Public'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it * under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as * published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of * the License, or (at your option) any later version. * This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of *

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU * Lesser General Public

License for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public'

 

1.128 wss4j 1.6.12.redhat-1 
1.128.1 Available under license : 

Apache License

Version 2.0, January 2004

http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

1. Definitions.

 

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1

through 9 of this document.

 

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.
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"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are

under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or

indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of

fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source

code, documentation source, and configuration files.

 

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form,

including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

 

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as

indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix

below).

 

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the

Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole,

an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that

remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works

thereof.

 

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications

or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the

Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright

owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written

communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic

mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously

marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been

received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce,

prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such

Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section)

patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such

license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was

submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit)

alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent

infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date
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such litigation is filed.

 

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any

medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following

conditions:

 

You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and 

 

You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and 

 

You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark,

and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

the Derivative Works; and 

 

If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute

must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices

that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a NOTICE text

file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided along with the

Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such third-party notices

normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not modify the

License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside or as an

addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

as modifying the License.

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license

terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works

as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions

stated in this License.

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for

inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any

additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of

any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product

names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and

reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work

(and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR

CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or

conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and

assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or

otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing,

shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or

consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or
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any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of

such damages.

 

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may

choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or

rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf

and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend,

and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by

reason of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work

 

To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by

brackets "[]" replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include the brackets!) The text should be

enclosed in the appropriate comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a file or class name and

description of purpose be included on the same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier identification within

third-party archives.

 

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.129 activation 1.1 
1.129.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* The contents of this file are subject to the terms

* of the Common Development and Distribution License

* (the "License").  You may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License.

*

* You can obtain a copy of the license at
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* glassfish/bootstrap/legal/CDDLv1.0.txt or

* https://glassfish.dev.java.net/public/CDDLv1.0.html.

* See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*

* When distributing Covered Code, include this CDDL

* HEADER in each file and include the License file at

* glassfish/bootstrap/legal/CDDLv1.0.txt.  If applicable,

* add the following below this CDDL HEADER, with the

* fields enclosed by brackets "[]" replaced with your

* own identifying information: Portions Copyright [yyyy]

* [name of copyright owner]

*/

/*

* @(#)SecuritySupport.java	1.3 05/11/16

*

* Copyright 2002-2005 Sun Microsystems, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1200523838_1654022813.457056/0/activation-1-1-sources-11-

jar/javax/activation/SecuritySupport.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* The contents of this file are subject to the terms

* of the Common Development and Distribution License

* (the "License").  You may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License.

*

* You can obtain a copy of the license at

* glassfish/bootstrap/legal/CDDLv1.0.txt or

* https://glassfish.dev.java.net/public/CDDLv1.0.html.

* See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*

* When distributing Covered Code, include this CDDL

* HEADER in each file and include the License file at

* glassfish/bootstrap/legal/CDDLv1.0.txt.  If applicable,

* add the following below this CDDL HEADER, with the

* fields enclosed by brackets "[]" replaced with your

* own identifying information: Portions Copyright [yyyy]

* [name of copyright owner]

*/

/*

* @(#)CommandInfo.java	1.11 05/11/16

*

* Copyright 1997-2005 Sun Microsystems, Inc. All Rights Reserved.
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*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1200523838_1654022813.457056/0/activation-1-1-sources-11-

jar/javax/activation/CommandInfo.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* The contents of this file are subject to the terms

* of the Common Development and Distribution License

* (the "License").  You may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License.

*

* You can obtain a copy of the license at

* glassfish/bootstrap/legal/CDDLv1.0.txt or

* https://glassfish.dev.java.net/public/CDDLv1.0.html.

* See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*

* When distributing Covered Code, include this CDDL

* HEADER in each file and include the License file at

* glassfish/bootstrap/legal/CDDLv1.0.txt.  If applicable,

* add the following below this CDDL HEADER, with the

* fields enclosed by brackets "[]" replaced with your

* own identifying information: Portions Copyright [yyyy]

* [name of copyright owner]

*/

/*

* @(#)ImageViewerCanvas.java	1.3 05/11/16

*

* Copyright 1997-2005 Sun Microsystems, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1200523838_1654022813.457056/0/activation-1-1-sources-11-

jar/com/sun/activation/viewers/ImageViewerCanvas.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* The contents of this file are subject to the terms

* of the Common Development and Distribution License

* (the "License").  You may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License.

*

* You can obtain a copy of the license at

* glassfish/bootstrap/legal/CDDLv1.0.txt or

* https://glassfish.dev.java.net/public/CDDLv1.0.html.

* See the License for the specific language governing
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* permissions and limitations under the License.

*

* When distributing Covered Code, include this CDDL

* HEADER in each file and include the License file at

* glassfish/bootstrap/legal/CDDLv1.0.txt.  If applicable,

* add the following below this CDDL HEADER, with the

* fields enclosed by brackets "[]" replaced with your

* own identifying information: Portions Copyright [yyyy]

* [name of copyright owner]

*/

/*

* @(#)DataContentHandlerFactory.java	1.6 05/11/16

*

* Copyright 1997-2005 Sun Microsystems, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1200523838_1654022813.457056/0/activation-1-1-sources-11-

jar/javax/activation/DataContentHandlerFactory.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* The contents of this file are subject to the terms

* of the Common Development and Distribution License

* (the "License").  You may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License.

*

* You can obtain a copy of the license at

* glassfish/bootstrap/legal/CDDLv1.0.txt or

* https://glassfish.dev.java.net/public/CDDLv1.0.html.

* See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*

* When distributing Covered Code, include this CDDL

* HEADER in each file and include the License file at

* glassfish/bootstrap/legal/CDDLv1.0.txt.  If applicable,

* add the following below this CDDL HEADER, with the

* fields enclosed by brackets "[]" replaced with your

* own identifying information: Portions Copyright [yyyy]

* [name of copyright owner]

*/

/*

* @(#)URLDataSource.java	1.10 05/11/16

*

* Copyright 1997-2005 Sun Microsystems, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*/

 

Found in path(s):
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* /opt/cola/permits/1200523838_1654022813.457056/0/activation-1-1-sources-11-

jar/javax/activation/URLDataSource.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* The contents of this file are subject to the terms

* of the Common Development and Distribution License

* (the "License").  You may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License.

*

* You can obtain a copy of the license at

* glassfish/bootstrap/legal/CDDLv1.0.txt or

* https://glassfish.dev.java.net/public/CDDLv1.0.html.

* See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*

* When distributing Covered Code, include this CDDL

* HEADER in each file and include the License file at

* glassfish/bootstrap/legal/CDDLv1.0.txt.  If applicable,

* add the following below this CDDL HEADER, with the

* fields enclosed by brackets "[]" replaced with your

* own identifying information: Portions Copyright [yyyy]

* [name of copyright owner]

*/

/*

* @(#)MailcapCommandMap.java	1.40 05/11/16

*

* Copyright 1997-2005 Sun Microsystems, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1200523838_1654022813.457056/0/activation-1-1-sources-11-

jar/javax/activation/MailcapCommandMap.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* The contents of this file are subject to the terms

* of the Common Development and Distribution License

* (the "License").  You may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License.

*

* You can obtain a copy of the license at

* glassfish/bootstrap/legal/CDDLv1.0.txt or

* https://glassfish.dev.java.net/public/CDDLv1.0.html.

* See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*

* When distributing Covered Code, include this CDDL
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* HEADER in each file and include the License file at

* glassfish/bootstrap/legal/CDDLv1.0.txt.  If applicable,

* add the following below this CDDL HEADER, with the

* fields enclosed by brackets "[]" replaced with your

* own identifying information: Portions Copyright [yyyy]

* [name of copyright owner]

*/

/*

* @(#)MimeTypeParameterList.java	1.11 05/11/16

*

* Copyright 1997-2005 Sun Microsystems, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1200523838_1654022813.457056/0/activation-1-1-sources-11-

jar/javax/activation/MimeTypeParameterList.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* The contents of this file are subject to the terms

* of the Common Development and Distribution License

* (the "License").  You may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License.

*

* You can obtain a copy of the license at

* glassfish/bootstrap/legal/CDDLv1.0.txt or

* https://glassfish.dev.java.net/public/CDDLv1.0.html.

* See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*

* When distributing Covered Code, include this CDDL

* HEADER in each file and include the License file at

* glassfish/bootstrap/legal/CDDLv1.0.txt.  If applicable,

* add the following below this CDDL HEADER, with the

* fields enclosed by brackets "[]" replaced with your

* own identifying information: Portions Copyright [yyyy]

* [name of copyright owner]

*/

/*

* @(#)CommandMap.java	1.19 05/11/16

*

* Copyright 1997-2005 Sun Microsystems, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1200523838_1654022813.457056/0/activation-1-1-sources-11-

jar/javax/activation/CommandMap.java
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* The contents of this file are subject to the terms

* of the Common Development and Distribution License

* (the "License").  You may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License.

*

* You can obtain a copy of the license at

* glassfish/bootstrap/legal/CDDLv1.0.txt or

* https://glassfish.dev.java.net/public/CDDLv1.0.html.

* See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*

* When distributing Covered Code, include this CDDL

* HEADER in each file and include the License file at

* glassfish/bootstrap/legal/CDDLv1.0.txt.  If applicable,

* add the following below this CDDL HEADER, with the

* fields enclosed by brackets "[]" replaced with your

* own identifying information: Portions Copyright [yyyy]

* [name of copyright owner]

*/

/*

* @(#)MimeTypeParseException.java	1.6 05/11/16

*

* Copyright 1997-2005 Sun Microsystems, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1200523838_1654022813.457056/0/activation-1-1-sources-11-

jar/javax/activation/MimeTypeParseException.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* The contents of this file are subject to the terms

* of the Common Development and Distribution License

* (the "License").  You may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License.

*

* You can obtain a copy of the license at

* glassfish/bootstrap/legal/CDDLv1.0.txt or

* https://glassfish.dev.java.net/public/CDDLv1.0.html.

* See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*

* When distributing Covered Code, include this CDDL

* HEADER in each file and include the License file at

* glassfish/bootstrap/legal/CDDLv1.0.txt.  If applicable,
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* add the following below this CDDL HEADER, with the

* fields enclosed by brackets "[]" replaced with your

* own identifying information: Portions Copyright [yyyy]

* [name of copyright owner]

*/

/*

* @(#)DataHandler.java	1.39 05/11/16

*

* Copyright 1997-2005 Sun Microsystems, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1200523838_1654022813.457056/0/activation-1-1-sources-11-

jar/javax/activation/DataHandler.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* The contents of this file are subject to the terms

* of the Common Development and Distribution License

* (the "License").  You may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License.

*

* You can obtain a copy of the license at

* glassfish/bootstrap/legal/CDDLv1.0.txt or

* https://glassfish.dev.java.net/public/CDDLv1.0.html.

* See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*

* When distributing Covered Code, include this CDDL

* HEADER in each file and include the License file at

* glassfish/bootstrap/legal/CDDLv1.0.txt.  If applicable,

* add the following below this CDDL HEADER, with the

* fields enclosed by brackets "[]" replaced with your

* own identifying information: Portions Copyright [yyyy]

* [name of copyright owner]

*/

/*

* @(#)UnsupportedDataTypeException.java	1.9 05/11/16

*

* Copyright 1997-2005 Sun Microsystems, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1200523838_1654022813.457056/0/activation-1-1-sources-11-

jar/javax/activation/UnsupportedDataTypeException.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*
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* The contents of this file are subject to the terms

* of the Common Development and Distribution License

* (the "License").  You may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License.

*

* You can obtain a copy of the license at

* glassfish/bootstrap/legal/CDDLv1.0.txt or

* https://glassfish.dev.java.net/public/CDDLv1.0.html.

* See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*

* When distributing Covered Code, include this CDDL

* HEADER in each file and include the License file at

* glassfish/bootstrap/legal/CDDLv1.0.txt.  If applicable,

* add the following below this CDDL HEADER, with the

* fields enclosed by brackets "[]" replaced with your

* own identifying information: Portions Copyright [yyyy]

* [name of copyright owner]

*/

/*

* @(#)FileTypeMap.java	1.8 05/11/16

*

* Copyright 1997-2005 Sun Microsystems, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1200523838_1654022813.457056/0/activation-1-1-sources-11-

jar/javax/activation/FileTypeMap.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* The contents of this file are subject to the terms

* of the Common Development and Distribution License

* (the "License").  You may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License.

*

* You can obtain a copy of the license at

* glassfish/bootstrap/legal/CDDLv1.0.txt or

* https://glassfish.dev.java.net/public/CDDLv1.0.html.

* See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*

* When distributing Covered Code, include this CDDL

* HEADER in each file and include the License file at

* glassfish/bootstrap/legal/CDDLv1.0.txt.  If applicable,

* add the following below this CDDL HEADER, with the

* fields enclosed by brackets "[]" replaced with your

* own identifying information: Portions Copyright [yyyy]
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* [name of copyright owner]

*/

/*

* @(#)MimeType.java	1.19 05/11/16

*

* Copyright 1997-2005 Sun Microsystems, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1200523838_1654022813.457056/0/activation-1-1-sources-11-

jar/javax/activation/MimeType.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* The contents of this file are subject to the terms

* of the Common Development and Distribution License

* (the "License").  You may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License.

*

* You can obtain a copy of the license at

* glassfish/bootstrap/legal/CDDLv1.0.txt or

* https://glassfish.dev.java.net/public/CDDLv1.0.html.

* See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*

* When distributing Covered Code, include this CDDL

* HEADER in each file and include the License file at

* glassfish/bootstrap/legal/CDDLv1.0.txt.  If applicable,

* add the following below this CDDL HEADER, with the

* fields enclosed by brackets "[]" replaced with your

* own identifying information: Portions Copyright [yyyy]

* [name of copyright owner]

*/

/*

* @(#)MimeTypeEntry.java	1.4 05/11/16

*

* Copyright 1997-2005 Sun Microsystems, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1200523838_1654022813.457056/0/activation-1-1-sources-11-

jar/com/sun/activation/registries/MimeTypeEntry.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* The contents of this file are subject to the terms

* of the Common Development and Distribution License

* (the "License").  You may not use this file except
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* in compliance with the License.

*

* You can obtain a copy of the license at

* glassfish/bootstrap/legal/CDDLv1.0.txt or

* https://glassfish.dev.java.net/public/CDDLv1.0.html.

* See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*

* When distributing Covered Code, include this CDDL

* HEADER in each file and include the License file at

* glassfish/bootstrap/legal/CDDLv1.0.txt.  If applicable,

* add the following below this CDDL HEADER, with the

* fields enclosed by brackets "[]" replaced with your

* own identifying information: Portions Copyright [yyyy]

* [name of copyright owner]

*/

/*

* @(#)TextViewer.java	1.9 05/11/16

*

* Copyright 1997-2005 Sun Microsystems, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1200523838_1654022813.457056/0/activation-1-1-sources-11-

jar/com/sun/activation/viewers/TextViewer.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* The contents of this file are subject to the terms

* of the Common Development and Distribution License

* (the "License").  You may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License.

*

* You can obtain a copy of the license at

* glassfish/bootstrap/legal/CDDLv1.0.txt or

* https://glassfish.dev.java.net/public/CDDLv1.0.html.

* See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*

* When distributing Covered Code, include this CDDL

* HEADER in each file and include the License file at

* glassfish/bootstrap/legal/CDDLv1.0.txt.  If applicable,

* add the following below this CDDL HEADER, with the

* fields enclosed by brackets "[]" replaced with your

* own identifying information: Portions Copyright [yyyy]

* [name of copyright owner]

*/

/*
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* @(#)FileDataSource.java	1.9 05/11/16

*

* Copyright 1997-2005 Sun Microsystems, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1200523838_1654022813.457056/0/activation-1-1-sources-11-

jar/javax/activation/FileDataSource.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* The contents of this file are subject to the terms

* of the Common Development and Distribution License

* (the "License").  You may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License.

*

* You can obtain a copy of the license at

* glassfish/bootstrap/legal/CDDLv1.0.txt or

* https://glassfish.dev.java.net/public/CDDLv1.0.html.

* See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*

* When distributing Covered Code, include this CDDL

* HEADER in each file and include the License file at

* glassfish/bootstrap/legal/CDDLv1.0.txt.  If applicable,

* add the following below this CDDL HEADER, with the

* fields enclosed by brackets "[]" replaced with your

* own identifying information: Portions Copyright [yyyy]

* [name of copyright owner]

*/

/*

* @(#)LogSupport.java	1.4 05/11/16

*

* Copyright 2002-2005 Sun Microsystems, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1200523838_1654022813.457056/0/activation-1-1-sources-11-

jar/com/sun/activation/registries/LogSupport.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* The contents of this file are subject to the terms

* of the Common Development and Distribution License

* (the "License").  You may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License.

*

* You can obtain a copy of the license at
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* glassfish/bootstrap/legal/CDDLv1.0.txt or

* https://glassfish.dev.java.net/public/CDDLv1.0.html.

* See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*

* When distributing Covered Code, include this CDDL

* HEADER in each file and include the License file at

* glassfish/bootstrap/legal/CDDLv1.0.txt.  If applicable,

* add the following below this CDDL HEADER, with the

* fields enclosed by brackets "[]" replaced with your

* own identifying information: Portions Copyright [yyyy]

* [name of copyright owner]

*/

/*

* @(#)DataContentHandler.java	1.16 05/11/16

*

* Copyright 1997-2005 Sun Microsystems, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1200523838_1654022813.457056/0/activation-1-1-sources-11-

jar/javax/activation/DataContentHandler.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* The contents of this file are subject to the terms

* of the Common Development and Distribution License

* (the "License").  You may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License.

*

* You can obtain a copy of the license at

* glassfish/bootstrap/legal/CDDLv1.0.txt or

* https://glassfish.dev.java.net/public/CDDLv1.0.html.

* See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*

* When distributing Covered Code, include this CDDL

* HEADER in each file and include the License file at

* glassfish/bootstrap/legal/CDDLv1.0.txt.  If applicable,

* add the following below this CDDL HEADER, with the

* fields enclosed by brackets "[]" replaced with your

* own identifying information: Portions Copyright [yyyy]

* [name of copyright owner]

*/

/*

* @(#)ActivationDataFlavor.java	1.14 05/11/16

*

* Copyright 1997-2005 Sun Microsystems, Inc. All Rights Reserved.
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*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1200523838_1654022813.457056/0/activation-1-1-sources-11-

jar/javax/activation/ActivationDataFlavor.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* The contents of this file are subject to the terms

* of the Common Development and Distribution License

* (the "License").  You may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License.

*

* You can obtain a copy of the license at

* glassfish/bootstrap/legal/CDDLv1.0.txt or

* https://glassfish.dev.java.net/public/CDDLv1.0.html.

* See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*

* When distributing Covered Code, include this CDDL

* HEADER in each file and include the License file at

* glassfish/bootstrap/legal/CDDLv1.0.txt.  If applicable,

* add the following below this CDDL HEADER, with the

* fields enclosed by brackets "[]" replaced with your

* own identifying information: Portions Copyright [yyyy]

* [name of copyright owner]

*/

/*

* @(#)MimeTypeFile.java	1.8 05/11/16

*

* Copyright 1997-2005 Sun Microsystems, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1200523838_1654022813.457056/0/activation-1-1-sources-11-

jar/com/sun/activation/registries/MimeTypeFile.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* The contents of this file are subject to the terms

* of the Common Development and Distribution License

* (the "License").  You may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License.

*

* You can obtain a copy of the license at

* glassfish/bootstrap/legal/CDDLv1.0.txt or

* https://glassfish.dev.java.net/public/CDDLv1.0.html.

* See the License for the specific language governing
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* permissions and limitations under the License.

*

* When distributing Covered Code, include this CDDL

* HEADER in each file and include the License file at

* glassfish/bootstrap/legal/CDDLv1.0.txt.  If applicable,

* add the following below this CDDL HEADER, with the

* fields enclosed by brackets "[]" replaced with your

* own identifying information: Portions Copyright [yyyy]

* [name of copyright owner]

*/

/*

* @(#)TextEditor.java	1.8 05/11/16

*

* Copyright 1997-2005 Sun Microsystems, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1200523838_1654022813.457056/0/activation-1-1-sources-11-

jar/com/sun/activation/viewers/TextEditor.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* The contents of this file are subject to the terms

* of the Common Development and Distribution License

* (the "License").  You may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License.

*

* You can obtain a copy of the license at

* glassfish/bootstrap/legal/CDDLv1.0.txt or

* https://glassfish.dev.java.net/public/CDDLv1.0.html.

* See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*

* When distributing Covered Code, include this CDDL

* HEADER in each file and include the License file at

* glassfish/bootstrap/legal/CDDLv1.0.txt.  If applicable,

* add the following below this CDDL HEADER, with the

* fields enclosed by brackets "[]" replaced with your

* own identifying information: Portions Copyright [yyyy]

* [name of copyright owner]

*/

/*

* @(#)MailcapFile.java	1.23 05/11/16

*

* Copyright 1997-2005 Sun Microsystems, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*/

 

Found in path(s):
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* /opt/cola/permits/1200523838_1654022813.457056/0/activation-1-1-sources-11-

jar/com/sun/activation/registries/MailcapFile.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* The contents of this file are subject to the terms

* of the Common Development and Distribution License

* (the "License").  You may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License.

*

* You can obtain a copy of the license at

* glassfish/bootstrap/legal/CDDLv1.0.txt or

* https://glassfish.dev.java.net/public/CDDLv1.0.html.

* See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*

* When distributing Covered Code, include this CDDL

* HEADER in each file and include the License file at

* glassfish/bootstrap/legal/CDDLv1.0.txt.  If applicable,

* add the following below this CDDL HEADER, with the

* fields enclosed by brackets "[]" replaced with your

* own identifying information: Portions Copyright [yyyy]

* [name of copyright owner]

*/

/*

* @(#)MailcapTokenizer.java	1.6 05/11/16

*

* Copyright 1997-2005 Sun Microsystems, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1200523838_1654022813.457056/0/activation-1-1-sources-11-

jar/com/sun/activation/registries/MailcapTokenizer.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

<!--

 

 The contents of this file are subject to the terms

 of the Common Development and Distribution License

 (the "License").  You may not use this file except

 in compliance with the License.

 

 You can obtain a copy of the license at

 glassfish/bootstrap/legal/CDDLv1.0.txt or

 https://glassfish.dev.java.net/public/CDDLv1.0.html.

 See the License for the specific language governing

 permissions and limitations under the License.
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 When distributing Covered Code, include this CDDL

 HEADER in each file and include the License file at

 glassfish/bootstrap/legal/CDDLv1.0.txt.  If applicable,

 add the following below this CDDL HEADER, with the

 fields enclosed by brackets "[]" replaced with your

 own identifying information: Portions Copyright [yyyy]

 [name of copyright owner]

 

 @(#)package.html	1.1 05/11/16

 

 Copyright 2001-2005 Sun Microsystems, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

 

-->

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1200523838_1654022813.457056/0/activation-1-1-sources-11-jar/javax/activation/package.html

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* The contents of this file are subject to the terms

* of the Common Development and Distribution License

* (the "License").  You may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License.

*

* You can obtain a copy of the license at

* glassfish/bootstrap/legal/CDDLv1.0.txt or

* https://glassfish.dev.java.net/public/CDDLv1.0.html.

* See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*

* When distributing Covered Code, include this CDDL

* HEADER in each file and include the License file at

* glassfish/bootstrap/legal/CDDLv1.0.txt.  If applicable,

* add the following below this CDDL HEADER, with the

* fields enclosed by brackets "[]" replaced with your

* own identifying information: Portions Copyright [yyyy]

* [name of copyright owner]

*/

/*

* @(#)MailcapParseException.java	1.4 05/11/16

*

* Copyright 1997-2005 Sun Microsystems, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1200523838_1654022813.457056/0/activation-1-1-sources-11-

jar/com/sun/activation/registries/MailcapParseException.java
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* The contents of this file are subject to the terms

* of the Common Development and Distribution License

* (the "License").  You may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License.

*

* You can obtain a copy of the license at

* glassfish/bootstrap/legal/CDDLv1.0.txt or

* https://glassfish.dev.java.net/public/CDDLv1.0.html.

* See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*

* When distributing Covered Code, include this CDDL

* HEADER in each file and include the License file at

* glassfish/bootstrap/legal/CDDLv1.0.txt.  If applicable,

* add the following below this CDDL HEADER, with the

* fields enclosed by brackets "[]" replaced with your

* own identifying information: Portions Copyright [yyyy]

* [name of copyright owner]

*/

/*

* @(#)MimetypesFileTypeMap.java	1.17 05/11/16

*

* Copyright 1997-2005 Sun Microsystems, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1200523838_1654022813.457056/0/activation-1-1-sources-11-

jar/javax/activation/MimetypesFileTypeMap.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* The contents of this file are subject to the terms

* of the Common Development and Distribution License

* (the "License").  You may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License.

*

* You can obtain a copy of the license at

* glassfish/bootstrap/legal/CDDLv1.0.txt or

* https://glassfish.dev.java.net/public/CDDLv1.0.html.

* See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*

* When distributing Covered Code, include this CDDL

* HEADER in each file and include the License file at

* glassfish/bootstrap/legal/CDDLv1.0.txt.  If applicable,
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* add the following below this CDDL HEADER, with the

* fields enclosed by brackets "[]" replaced with your

* own identifying information: Portions Copyright [yyyy]

* [name of copyright owner]

*/

/*

* @(#)DataSource.java	1.11 05/11/16

*

* Copyright 1997-2005 Sun Microsystems, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1200523838_1654022813.457056/0/activation-1-1-sources-11-

jar/javax/activation/DataSource.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* The contents of this file are subject to the terms

* of the Common Development and Distribution License

* (the "License").  You may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License.

*

* You can obtain a copy of the license at

* glassfish/bootstrap/legal/CDDLv1.0.txt or

* https://glassfish.dev.java.net/public/CDDLv1.0.html.

* See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*

* When distributing Covered Code, include this CDDL

* HEADER in each file and include the License file at

* glassfish/bootstrap/legal/CDDLv1.0.txt.  If applicable,

* add the following below this CDDL HEADER, with the

* fields enclosed by brackets "[]" replaced with your

* own identifying information: Portions Copyright [yyyy]

* [name of copyright owner]

*/

/*

* @(#)ImageViewer.java	1.8 05/11/16

*

* Copyright 1997-2005 Sun Microsystems, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1200523838_1654022813.457056/0/activation-1-1-sources-11-

jar/com/sun/activation/viewers/ImageViewer.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*
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* The contents of this file are subject to the terms

* of the Common Development and Distribution License

* (the "License").  You may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License.

*

* You can obtain a copy of the license at

* glassfish/bootstrap/legal/CDDLv1.0.txt or

* https://glassfish.dev.java.net/public/CDDLv1.0.html.

* See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*

* When distributing Covered Code, include this CDDL

* HEADER in each file and include the License file at

* glassfish/bootstrap/legal/CDDLv1.0.txt.  If applicable,

* add the following below this CDDL HEADER, with the

* fields enclosed by brackets "[]" replaced with your

* own identifying information: Portions Copyright [yyyy]

* [name of copyright owner]

*/

/*

* @(#)CommandObject.java	1.9 05/11/16

*

* Copyright 1997-2005 Sun Microsystems, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1200523838_1654022813.457056/0/activation-1-1-sources-11-

jar/javax/activation/CommandObject.java

 

1.130 jboss-metadata-appclient 7.0.8.Final-

redhat-1 
1.130.1 Available under license : 

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it * under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as * published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of * the License, or (at your option) any later version. * This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of *

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU * Lesser General Public

License for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public'

 

1.131 jboss-metadata-ear 7.0.8.final 
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1.131.1 Available under license : 
Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '~ This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it ~ under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as ~ published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of ~ the License, or (at your option) any later version. ~ This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, ~ but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of ~

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU ~ Lesser General Public

License for more details. ~ You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in 'This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version. This software is distributed in the hope that it will

be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU Lesser General Public License for more details. You

should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public'

 

1.132 codemodel 2.2-SNAPSHOT 
1.132.1 Available under license : 

/*

* DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS HEADER.

*

* Copyright 1997-2008 Sun Microsystems, Inc. All rights reserved.

*

* The contents of this file are subject to the terms of either the GNU

* General Public License Version 2 only ("GPL") or the Common Development

* and Distribution License("CDDL") (collectively, the "License").  You

* may not use this file except in compliance with the License. You can obtain

* a copy of the License at https://glassfish.dev.java.net/public/CDDL+GPL.html

* or glassfish/bootstrap/legal/LICENSE.txt.  See the License for the specific

* language governing permissions and limitations under the License.

*

* When distributing the software, include this License Header Notice in each

* file and include the License file at glassfish/bootstrap/legal/LICENSE.txt.

* Sun designates this particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception

* as provided by Sun in the GPL Version 2 section of the License file that

* accompanied this code.  If applicable, add the following below the License

* Header, with the fields enclosed by brackets [] replaced by your own

* identifying information: "Portions Copyrighted [year]

* [name of copyright owner]"

*

* Contributor(s):

*

* If you wish your version of this file to be governed by only the CDDL or

* only the GPL Version 2, indicate your decision by adding "[Contributor]

* elects to include this software in this distribution under the [CDDL or GPL

* Version 2] license."  If you don't indicate a single choice of license, a

* recipient has the option to distribute your version of this file under

* either the CDDL, the GPL Version 2 or to extend the choice of license to
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* its licensees as provided above.  However, if you add GPL Version 2 code

* and therefore, elected the GPL Version 2 license, then the option applies

* only if the new code is made subject to such option by the copyright

* holder.

*/

 

1.133 txw2 20090102 
1.133.1 Available under license : 

COMMON DEVELOPMENT AND DISTRIBUTION LICENSE (CDDL)  

Version 1.0  

 

   *  

 

     1. Definitions.  

         o  

 

           1.1. ?Contributor? means each individual or entity that creates or contributes to the creation of Modifications.

 

         o  

 

           1.2. ?Contributor Version? means the combination of the Original Software, prior Modifications used by a

Contributor (if any), and the Modifications made by that particular Contributor.  

         o  

 

           1.3. ?Covered Software? means (a) the Original Software, or (b) Modifications, or (c) the combination of files

containing Original Software with files containing Modifications, in each case including portions thereof.  

         o  

 

           1.4. ?Executable? means the Covered Software in any form other than Source Code.  

         o  

 

           1.5. ?Initial Developer? means the individual or entity that first makes Original Software available under this

License.  

         o  

 

           1.6. ?Larger Work? means a work which combines Covered Software or portions thereof with code not

governed by the terms of this License.  

         o  

 

           1.7. ?License? means this document.  

         o  

 

           1.8. ?Licensable? means having the right to grant, to the maximum extent possible, whether at the time of the

initial grant or subsequently acquired, any and all of the rights conveyed herein.  

         o  
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           1.9. ?Modifications? means the Source Code and Executable form of any of the following:  

               +  

 

                 A. Any file that results from an addition to, deletion from or modification of the contents of a file

containing Original Software or previous Modifications;  

               +  

 

                 B. Any new file that contains any part of the Original Software or previous Modification; or  

               +  

 

                 C. Any new file that is contributed or otherwise made available under the terms of this License.  

         o  

 

           1.10. ?Original Software? means the Source Code and Executable form of computer software code that is

originally released under this License.  

         o  

 

           1.11. ?Patent Claims? means any patent claim(s), now owned or hereafter acquired, including without

limitation, method, process, and apparatus claims, in any patent Licensable by grantor.  

         o  

 

           1.12. ?Source Code? means (a) the common form of computer software code in which modifications are

made and (b) associated documentation included in or with such code.  

         o  

 

           1.13. ?You? (or ?Your?) means an individual or a legal entity exercising rights under, and complying with all

of the terms of, this License. For legal entities, ?You? includes any entity which controls, is controlled by, or is

under common control with You. For purposes of this definition, ?control? means (a) the power, direct or indirect, to

cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (b) ownership of more than

fifty percent (50%) of the outstanding shares or beneficial ownership of such entity.  

   *  

 

     2. License Grants.  

         o  

 

           2.1. The Initial Developer Grant.  

 

           Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and subject to third party intellectual property

claims, the Initial Developer hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license:  

               +  

 

                 (a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark) Licensable by Initial Developer, to

use, reproduce, modify, display, perform, sublicense and distribute the Original Software (or portions thereof), with

or without Modifications, and/or as part of a Larger Work; and  

               +  

 

                 (b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using or selling of Original Software, to make, have

made, use, practice, sell, and offer for sale, and/or otherwise dispose of the Original Software (or portions thereof).  
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               +  

 

                 (c) The licenses granted in Sections 2.1(a) and (b) are effective on the date Initial Developer first

distributes or otherwise makes the Original Software available to a third party under the terms of this License.  

               +  

 

                 (d) Notwithstanding Section 2.1(b) above, no patent license is granted: (1) for code that You delete from

the Original Software, or (2) for infringements caused by: (i) the modification of the Original Software, or (ii) the

combination of the Original Software with other software or devices.  

         o  

 

           2.2. Contributor Grant.  

 

           Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and subject to third party intellectual property

claims, each Contributor hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license:  

               +  

 

                 (a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark) Licensable by Contributor to use,

reproduce, modify, display, perform, sublicense and distribute the Modifications created by such Contributor (or

portions thereof), either on an unmodified basis, with other Modifications, as Covered Software and/or as part of a

Larger Work; and  

               +  

 

                 (b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using, or selling of Modifications made by that

Contributor either alone and/or in combination with its Contributor Version (or portions of such combination), to

make, use, sell, offer for sale, have made, and/or otherwise dispose of: (1) Modifications made by that Contributor

(or portions thereof); and (2) the combination of Modifications made by that Contributor with its Contributor

Version (or portions of such combination).  

               +  

 

                 (c) The licenses granted in Sections 2.2(a) and 2.2(b) are effective on the date Contributor first distributes

or otherwise makes the Modifications available to a third party.  

               +  

 

                 (d) Notwithstanding Section 2.2(b) above, no patent license is granted: (1) for any code that Contributor

has deleted from the Contributor Version; (2) for infringements caused by: (i) third party modifications of

Contributor Version, or (ii) the combination of Modifications made by that Contributor with other software (except

as part of the Contributor Version) or other devices; or (3) under Patent Claims infringed by Covered Software in the

absence of Modifications made by that Contributor.  

   *  

 

     3. Distribution Obligations.  

         o  

 

           3.1. Availability of Source Code.  

 

           Any Covered Software that You distribute or otherwise make available in Executable form must also be made

available in Source Code form and that Source Code form must be distributed only under the terms of this License.
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You must include a copy of this License with every copy of the Source Code form of the Covered Software You

distribute or otherwise make available. You must inform recipients of any such Covered Software in Executable

form as to how they can obtain such Covered Software in Source Code form in a reasonable manner on or through a

medium customarily used for software exchange.  

         o  

 

           3.2. Modifications.  

 

           The Modifications that You create or to which You contribute are governed by the terms of this License. You

represent that You believe Your Modifications are Your original creation(s) and/or You have sufficient rights to

grant the rights conveyed by this License.  

         o  

 

           3.3. Required Notices.  

 

           You must include a notice in each of Your Modifications that identifies You as the Contributor of the

Modification. You may not remove or alter any copyright, patent or trademark notices contained within the Covered

Software, or any notices of licensing or any descriptive text giving attribution to any Contributor or the Initial

Developer.  

         o  

 

           3.4. Application of Additional Terms.  

 

           You may not offer or impose any terms on any Covered Software in Source Code form that alters or restricts

the applicable version of this License or the recipients? rights hereunder. You may choose to offer, and to charge a

fee for, warranty, support, indemnity or liability obligations to one or more recipients of Covered Software.

However, you may do so only on Your own behalf, and not on behalf of the Initial Developer or any Contributor.

You must make it absolutely clear that any such warranty, support, indemnity or liability obligation is offered by

You alone, and You hereby agree to indemnify the Initial Developer and every Contributor for any liability incurred

by the Initial Developer or such Contributor as a result of warranty, support, indemnity or liability terms You offer.

 

         o  

 

           3.5. Distribution of Executable Versions.  

 

           You may distribute the Executable form of the Covered Software under the terms of this License or under the

terms of a license of Your choice, which may contain terms different from this License, provided that You are in

compliance with the terms of this License and that the license for the Executable form does not attempt to limit or

alter the recipient?s rights in the Source Code form from the rights set forth in this License. If You distribute the

Covered Software in Executable form under a different license, You must make it absolutely clear that any terms

which differ from this License are offered by You alone, not by the Initial Developer or Contributor. You hereby

agree to indemnify the Initial Developer and every Contributor for any liability incurred by the Initial Developer or

such Contributor as a result of any such terms You offer.  

         o  

 

           3.6. Larger Works.  

 

           You may create a Larger Work by combining Covered Software with other code not governed by the terms of
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this License and distribute the Larger Work as a single product. In such a case, You must make sure the

requirements of this License are fulfilled for the Covered Software.  

   *  

 

     4. Versions of the License.  

         o  

 

           4.1. New Versions.  

 

           Sun Microsystems, Inc. is the initial license steward and may publish revised and/or new versions of this

License from time to time. Each version will be given a distinguishing version number. Except as provided in

Section 4.3, no one other than the license steward has the right to modify this License.  

         o  

 

           4.2. Effect of New Versions.  

 

           You may always continue to use, distribute or otherwise make the Covered Software available under the

terms of the version of the License under which You originally received the Covered Software. If the Initial

Developer includes a notice in the Original Software prohibiting it from being distributed or otherwise made

available under any subsequent version of the License, You must distribute and make the Covered Software

available under the terms of the version of the License under which You originally received the Covered Software.

Otherwise, You may also choose to use, distribute or otherwise make the Covered Software available under the

terms of any subsequent version of the License published by the license steward.  

         o  

 

           4.3. Modified Versions.  

 

           When You are an Initial Developer and You want to create a new license for Your Original Software, You

may create and use a modified version of this License if You: (a) rename the license and remove any references to

the name of the license steward (except to note that the license differs from this License); and (b) otherwise make it

clear that the license contains terms which differ from this License.  

   *  

 

     5. DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY.  

 

     COVERED SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED UNDER THIS LICENSE ON AN ?AS IS? BASIS, WITHOUT

WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION,

WARRANTIES THAT THE COVERED SOFTWARE IS FREE OF DEFECTS, MERCHANTABLE, FIT FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR NON-INFRINGING. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND

PERFORMANCE OF THE COVERED SOFTWARE IS WITH YOU. SHOULD ANY COVERED SOFTWARE

PROVE DEFECTIVE IN ANY RESPECT, YOU (NOT THE INITIAL DEVELOPER OR ANY OTHER

CONTRIBUTOR) ASSUME THE COST OF ANY NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

THIS DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY CONSTITUTES AN ESSENTIAL PART OF THIS LICENSE. NO USE

OF ANY COVERED SOFTWARE IS AUTHORIZED HEREUNDER EXCEPT UNDER THIS DISCLAIMER.  

   *  

 

     6. TERMINATION.  

         o  
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           6.1. This License and the rights granted hereunder will terminate automatically if You fail to comply with

terms herein and fail to cure such breach within 30 days of becoming aware of the breach. Provisions which, by their

nature, must remain in effect beyond the termination of this License shall survive.  

         o  

 

           6.2. If You assert a patent infringement claim (excluding declaratory judgment actions) against Initial

Developer or a Contributor (the Initial Developer or Contributor against whom You assert such claim is referred to

as ?Participant?) alleging that the Participant Software (meaning the Contributor Version where the Participant is a

Contributor or the Original Software where the Participant is the Initial Developer) directly or indirectly infringes

any patent, then any and all rights granted directly or indirectly to You by such Participant, the Initial Developer (if

the Initial Developer is not the Participant) and all Contributors under Sections 2.1 and/or 2.2 of this License shall,

upon 60 days notice from Participant terminate prospectively and automatically at the expiration of such 60 day

notice period, unless if within such 60 day period You withdraw Your claim with respect to the Participant Software

against such Participant either unilaterally or pursuant to a written agreement with Participant.  

         o  

 

           6.3. In the event of termination under Sections 6.1 or 6.2 above, all end user licenses that have been validly

granted by You or any distributor hereunder prior to termination (excluding licenses granted to You by any

distributor) shall survive termination.  

   *  

 

     7. LIMITATION OF LIABILITY.  

 

     UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES AND UNDER NO LEGAL THEORY, WHETHER TORT (INCLUDING

NEGLIGENCE), CONTRACT, OR OTHERWISE, SHALL YOU, THE INITIAL DEVELOPER, ANY OTHER

CONTRIBUTOR, OR ANY DISTRIBUTOR OF COVERED SOFTWARE, OR ANY SUPPLIER OF ANY OF

SUCH PARTIES, BE LIABLE TO ANY PERSON FOR ANY INDIRECT, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OF ANY CHARACTER INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, DAMAGES

FOR LOST PROFITS, LOSS OF GOODWILL, WORK STOPPAGE, COMPUTER FAILURE OR

MALFUNCTION, OR ANY AND ALL OTHER COMMERCIAL DAMAGES OR LOSSES, EVEN IF SUCH

PARTY SHALL HAVE BEEN INFORMED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES. THIS LIMITATION

OF LIABILITY SHALL NOT APPLY TO LIABILITY FOR DEATH OR PERSONAL INJURY RESULTING

FROM SUCH PARTY?S NEGLIGENCE TO THE EXTENT APPLICABLE LAW PROHIBITS SUCH

LIMITATION. SOME JURISDICTIONS DO NOT ALLOW THE EXCLUSION OR LIMITATION OF

INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, SO THIS EXCLUSION AND LIMITATION MAY NOT

APPLY TO YOU.  

   *  

 

     8. U.S. GOVERNMENT END USERS.  

 

     The Covered Software is a ?commercial item,? as that term is defined in 48 C.F.R. 2.101 (Oct. 1995), consisting

of ?commercial computer software? (as that term is defined at 48 C.F.R. ? 252.227-7014(a)(1)) and ?commercial

computer software documentation? as such terms are used in 48 C.F.R. 12.212 (Sept. 1995). Consistent with 48

C.F.R. 12.212 and 48 C.F.R. 227.7202-1 through 227.7202-4 (June 1995), all U.S. Government End Users acquire

Covered Software with only those rights set forth herein. This U.S. Government Rights clause is in lieu of, and

supersedes, any other FAR, DFAR, or other clause or provision that addresses Government rights in computer

software under this License.  
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   *  

 

     9. MISCELLANEOUS.  

 

     This License represents the complete agreement concerning subject matter hereof. If any provision of this

License is held to be unenforceable, such provision shall be reformed only to the extent necessary to make it

enforceable. This License shall be governed by the law of the jurisdiction specified in a notice contained within the

Original Software (except to the extent applicable law, if any, provides otherwise), excluding such jurisdiction?s

conflict-of-law provisions. Any litigation relating to this License shall be subject to the jurisdiction of the courts

located in the jurisdiction and venue specified in a notice contained within the Original Software, with the losing

party responsible for costs, including, without limitation, court costs and reasonable attorneys? fees and expenses.

The application of the United Nations Convention on Contracts for the International Sale of Goods is expressly

excluded. Any law or regulation which provides that the language of a contract shall be construed against the drafter

shall not apply to this License. You agree that You alone are responsible for compliance with the United States

export administration regulations (and the export control laws and regulation of any other countries) when You use,

distribute or otherwise make available any Covered Software.  

   *  

 

     10. RESPONSIBILITY FOR CLAIMS.  

 

     As between Initial Developer and the Contributors, each party is responsible for claims and damages arising,

directly or indirectly, out of its utilization of rights under this License and You agree to work with Initial Developer

and Contributors to distribute such responsibility on an equitable basis. Nothing herein is intended or shall be

deemed to constitute any admission of liability.

 

 

1.134 xstream 1.4.13 
1.134.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2004, 2005, 2006 Joe Walnes.

* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007, 2009, 2011, 2013, 2016, 2018, 2020 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 07. March 2004 by Joe Walnes

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490061_1600941592.69/0/xstream-1-4-13-sources-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/reflection/PureJavaReflectionProvider.java
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2013 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 03. December 2013 by Joerg Schaible

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490061_1600941592.69/0/xstream-1-4-13-sources-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/extended/StackTraceElementFactory15.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490061_1600941592.69/0/xstream-1-4-13-sources-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/extended/NamedArrayConverter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (c) 2007 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 10. May 2007 by Joerg Schaible

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490061_1600941592.69/0/xstream-1-4-13-sources-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/core/util/Pool.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2003, 2004 Joe Walnes.

* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007, 2012 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 03. October 2003 by Joe Walnes

*/
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490061_1600941592.69/0/xstream-1-4-13-sources-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/basic/NullConverter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2004 Joe Walnes.

* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007, 2018 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 24. July 2004 by Joe Walnes

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490061_1600941592.69/0/xstream-1-4-13-sources-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/extended/CurrencyConverter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490061_1600941592.69/0/xstream-1-4-13-sources-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/extended/SqlTimeConverter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490061_1600941592.69/0/xstream-1-4-13-sources-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/extended/SqlDateConverter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2007 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 10. April 2007 by Guilherme Silveira

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490061_1600941592.69/0/xstream-1-4-13-sources-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/reflection/ImmutableFieldKeySorter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490061_1600941592.69/0/xstream-1-4-13-sources-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/reflection/FieldKey.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490061_1600941592.69/0/xstream-1-4-13-sources-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/reflection/FieldKeySorter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2003, 2004 Joe Walnes.
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* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007, 2008, 2009, 2011, 2012, 2013, 2014, 2015, 2016, 2018 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 26. September 2003 by Joe Walnes

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490061_1600941592.69/0/xstream-1-4-13-sources-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/basic/DateConverter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2004, 2005 Joe Walnes.

* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007, 2017, 2018 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 22. November 2004 by Mauro Talevi

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490061_1600941592.69/0/xstream-1-4-13-sources-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/extended/ISO8601DateConverter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2003, 2004, 2005 Joe Walnes.

* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007, 2013 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 26. September 2003 by Joe Walnes

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490061_1600941592.69/0/xstream-1-4-13-sources-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/ConverterLookup.java
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2004, 2005 Joe Walnes.

* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007, 2008 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 24. July 2004 by Joe Walnes

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490061_1600941592.69/0/xstream-1-4-13-sources-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/extended/GregorianCalendarConverter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2004, 2005 Joe Walnes.

* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007, 2013, 2018 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 08. July 2004 by Joe Walnes

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490061_1600941592.69/0/xstream-1-4-13-sources-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/extended/FontConverter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2015 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* Created on 15. January 2015 by Joerg Schaible

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490061_1600941592.69/0/xstream-1-4-13-sources-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/mapper/LambdaMapper.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.
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/*

* Copyright (C) 2004, 2005, 2006 Joe Walnes.

* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007, 2009, 2011 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 15. March 2004 by Joe Walnes

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490061_1600941592.69/0/xstream-1-4-13-sources-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/core/TreeMarshaller.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007, 2009, 2011 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 18. October 2007 by Joerg Schaible

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490061_1600941592.69/0/xstream-1-4-13-sources-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/io/xml/AbstractDocumentWriter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2006 Joe Walnes.

* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007, 2008, 2013 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 04. June 2006 by Joe Walnes

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490061_1600941592.69/0/xstream-1-4-13-sources-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/io/copy/HierarchicalStreamCopier.java
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2004, 2005, 2006 Joe Walnes.

* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007, 2008, 2009, 2011, 2018 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 15. March 2004 by Joe Walnes

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490061_1600941592.69/0/xstream-1-4-13-sources-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/core/TreeUnmarshaller.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2006 Joe Walnes.

* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007, 2011 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 03. May 2006 by Mauro Talevi

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490061_1600941592.69/0/xstream-1-4-13-sources-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/mapper/AbstractXmlFriendlyMapper.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2004, 2005 Joe Walnes.

* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007, 2009, 2013, 2018 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 04. April 2004 by Joe Walnes

*/
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490061_1600941592.69/0/xstream-1-4-13-sources-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/extended/JavaMethodConverter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2004, 2005 Joe Walnes.

* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007, 2008, 2009, 2013, 2020 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 23. February 2004 by Joe Walnes

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490061_1600941592.69/0/xstream-1-4-13-sources-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/collections/PropertiesConverter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2003, 2004 Joe Walnes.

* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007, 2014, 2018 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 26. September 2003 by Joe Walnes

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490061_1600941592.69/0/xstream-1-4-13-sources-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/basic/BooleanConverter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490061_1600941592.69/0/xstream-1-4-13-sources-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/basic/IntConverter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2004, 2006 Joe Walnes.

* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007, 2008, 2009 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in
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* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 03. April 2004 by Joe Walnes

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490061_1600941592.69/0/xstream-1-4-13-sources-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/core/ReferenceByXPathMarshaller.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007, 2008, 2009, 2010, 2011, 2019 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 15. March 2007 by Joerg Schaible

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490061_1600941592.69/0/xstream-1-4-13-sources-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/core/AbstractReferenceMarshaller.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2004, 2005 Joe Walnes.

* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007, 2008, 2011, 2013, 2014, 2016 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 08. January 2014 by Joerg Schaible, renamed from Sun14ReflectionProvider

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490061_1600941592.69/0/xstream-1-4-13-sources-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/reflection/SunUnsafeReflectionProvider.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2004 Joe Walnes.

* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007, 2008, 2010 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*
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* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 09. May 2004 by Joe Walnes

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490061_1600941592.69/0/xstream-1-4-13-sources-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/core/util/ObjectIdDictionary.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2006 Joe Walnes.

* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007, 2009, 2013 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 04. June 2006 by Joe Walnes

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490061_1600941592.69/0/xstream-1-4-13-sources-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/io/binary/Token.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2004, 2005, 2006 Joe Walnes.

* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007, 2008, 2009, 2011, 2013, 2016, 2017, 2019 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 07. March 2004 by Joe Walnes

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490061_1600941592.69/0/xstream-1-4-13-sources-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/core/DefaultConverterLookup.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007 XStream Committers.
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* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 18. October 2007 by Joerg Schaible

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490061_1600941592.69/0/xstream-1-4-13-sources-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/io/xml/DocumentWriter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490061_1600941592.69/0/xstream-1-4-13-sources-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/io/xml/DocumentReader.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2005 Joe Walnes.

* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007, 2008, 2009 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 22. January 2005 by Joe Walnes

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490061_1600941592.69/0/xstream-1-4-13-sources-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/mapper/DefaultImplementationsMapper.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007, 2008, 2009 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 26.09.2007 by Joerg Schaible

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490061_1600941592.69/0/xstream-1-4-13-sources-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/core/AbstractTreeMarshallingStrategy.java
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2004 Joe Walnes.

* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007, 2017, 2018 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 06. August 2004 by Joe Walnes

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490061_1600941592.69/0/xstream-1-4-13-sources-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/core/util/Base64Encoder.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2005 Joe Walnes.

* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007, 2008, 2009, 2010, 2011, 2012, 2013, 2014, 2015, 2016 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 12. April 2005 by Joe Walnes

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490061_1600941592.69/0/xstream-1-4-13-sources-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/javabean/JavaBeanConverter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2011 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 11. August 2011 by Joerg Schaible.

*/

 

Found in path(s):
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* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490061_1600941592.69/0/xstream-1-4-13-sources-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/io/xml/xppdom/XppDomComparator.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007, 2014, 2016, 2017, 2018 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 13. April 2006 by Joerg Schaible

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490061_1600941592.69/0/xstream-1-4-13-sources-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/XStreamer.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2008 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 10. November 2008 by Joerg Schaible

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490061_1600941592.69/0/xstream-1-4-13-sources-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/mapper/PackageAliasingMapper.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2013, 2018 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 19. September 2013 by Joerg Schaible

*/

 

Found in path(s):
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* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490061_1600941592.69/0/xstream-1-4-13-sources-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/extended/NamedCollectionConverter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007, 2018 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 12. January 2006 by Joerg Schaible

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490061_1600941592.69/0/xstream-1-4-13-sources-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/extended/SubjectConverter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2006 Joe Walnes.

* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007, 2018 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 22. June 2006 by Mauro Talevi

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490061_1600941592.69/0/xstream-1-4-13-sources-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/io/ExtendedHierarchicalStreamWriter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490061_1600941592.69/0/xstream-1-4-13-sources-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/io/ExtendedHierarchicalStreamWriterHelper.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2004 Joe Walnes.

* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*
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* Created on 01. October 2004 by James Strachan

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490061_1600941592.69/0/xstream-1-4-13-sources-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/io/xml/QNameMap.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2009, 2011, 2014, 2015 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 29. April 2009 by Joerg Schaible

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490061_1600941592.69/0/xstream-1-4-13-sources-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/io/xml/WstxDriver.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2004 Joe Walnes.

* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007, 2018 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 24. Julyl 2004 by Joe Walnes

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490061_1600941592.69/0/xstream-1-4-13-sources-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/extended/LocaleConverter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2016, 2017, 2018 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.
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*

* Created on 7. February 2016 by Aaron Johnson

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490061_1600941592.69/0/xstream-1-4-13-sources-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/extended/PathConverter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2006 Joe Walnes.

* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007, 2008, 2009, 2011, 2013, 2019 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 15. August 2009 by Joerg Schaible, copied from XmlFriendlyReplacer.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490061_1600941592.69/0/xstream-1-4-13-sources-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/io/xml/XmlFriendlyNameCoder.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2004, 2005, 2006 Joe Walnes.

* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007, 2009, 2011 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 02. September 2004 by Joe Walnes

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490061_1600941592.69/0/xstream-1-4-13-sources-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/io/xml/DomWriter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490061_1600941592.69/0/xstream-1-4-13-sources-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/io/xml/XomReader.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2004, 2005, 2006 Joe Walnes.

* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007, 2008, 2010, 2011, 2012, 2013, 2014, 2015, 2016 XStream Committers.
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* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 21. December 2004 by Joe Walnes

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490061_1600941592.69/0/xstream-1-4-13-sources-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/reflection/SerializableConverter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2011, 2018 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 13. October 2011 by Joerg Schaible

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490061_1600941592.69/0/xstream-1-4-13-sources-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/io/ExtendedHierarchicalStreamReader.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2004, 2005, 2006 Joe Walnes.

* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007, 2009, 2011, 2015 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 03. September 2004 by Joe Walnes

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490061_1600941592.69/0/xstream-1-4-13-sources-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/io/xml/JDomDriver.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*
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* Copyright (C) 2007, 2008, 2009, 2011 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 26. September 2007 by Joerg Schaible

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490061_1600941592.69/0/xstream-1-4-13-sources-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/io/xml/XmlFriendlyWriter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490061_1600941592.69/0/xstream-1-4-13-sources-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/io/xml/XmlFriendlyReader.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2004 Joe Walnes.

* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007, 2008, 2009, 2016 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 14. September 2004 by Joe Walnes

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490061_1600941592.69/0/xstream-1-4-13-sources-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/core/BaseException.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2004 Joe Walnes.

* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007, 2018 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 07. May 2004 by Joe Walnes

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490061_1600941592.69/0/xstream-1-4-13-sources-
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jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/basic/BigIntegerConverter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490061_1600941592.69/0/xstream-1-4-13-sources-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/basic/BigDecimalConverter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2009, 2011 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 15. August 2009 by Joerg Schaible

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490061_1600941592.69/0/xstream-1-4-13-sources-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/io/naming/NameCoderWrapper.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490061_1600941592.69/0/xstream-1-4-13-sources-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/io/naming/StaticNameCoder.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490061_1600941592.69/0/xstream-1-4-13-sources-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/io/xml/XStream11NameCoder.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490061_1600941592.69/0/xstream-1-4-13-sources-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/io/naming/NoNameCoder.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2017 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 22. February 2017 by Joerg Schaible

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490061_1600941592.69/0/xstream-1-4-13-sources-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/time/ValueRangeConverter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490061_1600941592.69/0/xstream-1-4-13-sources-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/time/MinguoDateConverter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490061_1600941592.69/0/xstream-1-4-13-sources-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/time/ThaiBuddhistDateConverter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490061_1600941592.69/0/xstream-1-4-13-sources-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/time/JapaneseDateConverter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490061_1600941592.69/0/xstream-1-4-13-sources-
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jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/time/WeekFieldsConverter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490061_1600941592.69/0/xstream-1-4-13-sources-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/time/AbstractChronoLocalDateConverter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2004, 2005, 2006 Joe Walnes.

* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007, 2009, 2011, 2016 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 07. March 2004 by Joe Walnes

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490061_1600941592.69/0/xstream-1-4-13-sources-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/io/xml/Dom4JXmlWriter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2013, 2016, 2018 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 14. March 2013 by Joerg Schaible

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490061_1600941592.69/0/xstream-1-4-13-sources-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/enums/EnumToStringConverter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2005, 2006 Joe Walnes.

* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007, 2008, 2009, 2011, 2015, 2016 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 22. January 2005 by Joe Walnes
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*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490061_1600941592.69/0/xstream-1-4-13-sources-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/mapper/Mapper.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2013 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 25. September 2013 by Joerg Schaible

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490061_1600941592.69/0/xstream-1-4-13-sources-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/extended/UseAttributeForEnumMapper.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2005 Joe Walnes.

* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007, 2009 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 22. January 2005 by Joe Walnes

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490061_1600941592.69/0/xstream-1-4-13-sources-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/mapper/DynamicProxyMapper.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2004, 2005, 2006 Joe Walnes.

* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007, 2011 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.
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*

* Created on 07. March 2004 by Joe Walnes

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490061_1600941592.69/0/xstream-1-4-13-sources-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/io/path/PathTrackingWriter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2007, 2009, 2011, 2016 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 10. April 2007 by Guilherme Silveira

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490061_1600941592.69/0/xstream-1-4-13-sources-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/reflection/SortableFieldKeySorter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2011, 2013, 2016, 2018 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 30. July 2011 by Joerg Schaible

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490061_1600941592.69/0/xstream-1-4-13-sources-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/extended/ToAttributedValueConverter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2003, 2004, 2005 Joe Walnes.

* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in
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* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 01. October 2003 by Joe Walnes

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490061_1600941592.69/0/xstream-1-4-13-sources-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/extended/ColorConverter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2008 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 01. January 2008 by Joerg Schaible

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490061_1600941592.69/0/xstream-1-4-13-sources-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/ConverterRegistry.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2017 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 15. February 2017 by Joerg Schaible

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490061_1600941592.69/0/xstream-1-4-13-sources-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/time/InstantConverter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2005 Joe Walnes.

* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007, 2013, 2014 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD
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* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 06. February 2005 by Joe Walnes

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490061_1600941592.69/0/xstream-1-4-13-sources-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/core/util/OrderRetainingMap.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2017 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 13. February 2017 by Joerg Schaible

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490061_1600941592.69/0/xstream-1-4-13-sources-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/time/MonthDayConverter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490061_1600941592.69/0/xstream-1-4-13-sources-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/time/PeriodConverter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490061_1600941592.69/0/xstream-1-4-13-sources-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/time/DurationConverter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2013, 2014, 2015 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 27. July 2013 by Joerg Schaible

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490061_1600941592.69/0/xstream-1-4-13-sources-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/io/xml/StandardStaxDriver.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*
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* Copyright (C) 2009, 2010, 2011 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 29. August 2009 by Joerg Schaible

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490061_1600941592.69/0/xstream-1-4-13-sources-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/core/util/Cloneables.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2004 Joe Walnes.

* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007, 2010, 2017, 2018 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 03. March 2004 by Joe Walnes

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490061_1600941592.69/0/xstream-1-4-13-sources-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/extended/EncodedByteArrayConverter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2005, 2006 Joe Walnes.

* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007, 2009, 2011 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 28. May 2005 by Mauro Talevi

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490061_1600941592.69/0/xstream-1-4-13-sources-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/io/xml/AbstractXmlDriver.java
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2004, 2005, 2006 Joe Walnes.

* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007, 2009 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 07. March 2004 by Joe Walnes

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490061_1600941592.69/0/xstream-1-4-13-sources-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/core/util/QuickWriter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2014 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* Created on 09. January 2014 by Joerg Schaible

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490061_1600941592.69/0/xstream-1-4-13-sources-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/security/ExplicitTypePermission.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490061_1600941592.69/0/xstream-1-4-13-sources-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/security/ArrayTypePermission.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490061_1600941592.69/0/xstream-1-4-13-sources-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/security/NoPermission.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490061_1600941592.69/0/xstream-1-4-13-sources-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/security/WildcardTypePermission.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490061_1600941592.69/0/xstream-1-4-13-sources-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/security/RegExpTypePermission.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490061_1600941592.69/0/xstream-1-4-13-sources-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/security/NullPermission.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2005 Joe Walnes.

* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007, 2011 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in
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* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 10. April 2005 by Joe Walnes

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490061_1600941592.69/0/xstream-1-4-13-sources-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/io/ReaderWrapper.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007, 2008, 2009 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 02. March 2006 by Mauro Talevi

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490061_1600941592.69/0/xstream-1-4-13-sources-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/annotations/AnnotationReflectionConverter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490061_1600941592.69/0/xstream-1-4-13-sources-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/annotations/AnnotationProvider.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007, 2010 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* Created on 12.10.2010 by Joerg Schaible, extracted from TreeMapConverter.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490061_1600941592.69/0/xstream-1-4-13-sources-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/core/util/PresortedMap.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2004, 2005 Joe Walnes.

* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007, 2009, 2011, 2012 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.
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*

* Created on 06. May 2004 by Joe Walnes

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490061_1600941592.69/0/xstream-1-4-13-sources-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/core/util/ThreadSafeSimpleDateFormat.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2004, 2005, 2006 Joe Walnes.

* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007, 2008, 2009, 2010, 2011, 2012, 2013, 2014, 2015, 2018 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

* Created on 14. May 2004 by Joe Walnes

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490061_1600941592.69/0/xstream-1-4-13-sources-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/reflection/FieldDictionary.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2004, 2005, 2006 Joe Walnes.

* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007, 2008, 2010, 2011, 2013, 2014, 2015, 2016 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 24. August 2004 by Joe Walnes

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490061_1600941592.69/0/xstream-1-4-13-sources-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/reflection/ExternalizableConverter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2004, 2005, 2006 Joe Walnes.

* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007, 2008, 2010, 2011, 2012, 2013, 2014, 2015, 2016, 2017, 2018 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in
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* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 09. May 2004 by Joe Walnes

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490061_1600941592.69/0/xstream-1-4-13-sources-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/core/JVM.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2006 Joe Walnes.

* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007, 2009, 2011, 2016 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 12. April 2006 by Joerg Schaible

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490061_1600941592.69/0/xstream-1-4-13-sources-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/io/xml/XomDriver.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2004, 2006 Joe Walnes.

* Copyright (C) 2007, 2009 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 16. March 2004 by Joe Walnes

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490061_1600941592.69/0/xstream-1-4-13-sources-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/MarshallingStrategy.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2006 Joe Walnes.

* Copyright (C) 2007, 2008 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.
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*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 28. June 2006 by Guilherme Silveira

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490061_1600941592.69/0/xstream-1-4-13-sources-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/persistence/XmlSet.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2006 Joe Walnes.

* Copyright (C) 2007, 2008 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 06. July 2006 by Guilherme Silveira

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490061_1600941592.69/0/xstream-1-4-13-sources-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/persistence/XmlArrayList.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2013 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 26. June 2013 by Joerg Schaible

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490061_1600941592.69/0/xstream-1-4-13-sources-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/core/ClassLoaderReference.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2009, 2011 XStream Committers.
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* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 16. August 2009 by Joerg Schaible

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490061_1600941592.69/0/xstream-1-4-13-sources-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/io/AbstractReader.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2004, 2005, 2006 Joe Walnes.

* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007, 2008, 2009, 2011 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 08. March 2004 by Joe Walnes

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490061_1600941592.69/0/xstream-1-4-13-sources-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/io/xml/XppReader.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2003, 2004, 2005, 2006 Joe Walnes.

* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007, 2008, 2009, 2010, 2011, 2012, 2013, 2014, 2015, 2016, 2017, 2018, 2020 XStream

Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 26. September 2003 by Joe Walnes

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490061_1600941592.69/0/xstream-1-4-13-sources-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/XStream.java
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2004 Joe Walnes.

* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007, 2008, 2009, 2011, 2013, 2016 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 06. April 2004 by Joe Walnes

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490061_1600941592.69/0/xstream-1-4-13-sources-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/core/util/Fields.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2004 Joe Walnes.

* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007, 2016 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 07. March 2004 by Joe Walnes

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490061_1600941592.69/0/xstream-1-4-13-sources-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/reflection/ObjectAccessException.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2009, 2011 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 15. August 2009 by Joerg Schaible

*/

 

Found in path(s):
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* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490061_1600941592.69/0/xstream-1-4-13-sources-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/io/AbstractDriver.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2004, 2005, 2006 Joe Walnes.

* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007, 2009, 2011, 2018 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 29. September 2004 by James Strachan

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490061_1600941592.69/0/xstream-1-4-13-sources-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/io/xml/StaxReader.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2004 Joe Walnes.

* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007, 2018 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 13. January 2004 by Joe Walnes

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490061_1600941592.69/0/xstream-1-4-13-sources-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/extended/FileConverter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2011 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 15.02.2011 by Joerg Schaible

*/
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490061_1600941592.69/0/xstream-1-4-13-sources-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/ErrorReporter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2004 Joe Walnes.

* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 06. March 2004 by Joe Walnes

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490061_1600941592.69/0/xstream-1-4-13-sources-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/MarshallingContext.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2004, 2005 Joe Walnes.

* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007, 2011 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 07. March 2004 by Joe Walnes

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490061_1600941592.69/0/xstream-1-4-13-sources-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/io/HierarchicalStreamDriver.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (c) 2007, 2008, 2009, 2010, 2011, 2013, 2018 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*
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* Created on 30. March 2007 by Joerg Schaible

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490061_1600941592.69/0/xstream-1-4-13-sources-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/io/json/JettisonMappedXmlDriver.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2003, 2004 Joe Walnes.

* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007, 2018 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 29. September 2003 by Joe Walnes

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490061_1600941592.69/0/xstream-1-4-13-sources-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/basic/StringBufferConverter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 15. February 2006 by Mauro Talevi

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490061_1600941592.69/0/xstream-1-4-13-sources-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/ConverterMatcher.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2004 Joe Walnes.

* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007, 2009, 2011 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in
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* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 07. March 2004 by Joe Walnes

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490061_1600941592.69/0/xstream-1-4-13-sources-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/io/xml/xppdom/Xpp3Dom.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2004, 2005 Joe Walnes.

* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007, 2008, 2011, 2013, 2014, 2016, 2017, 2020 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* Created on 08. January 2014 by Joerg Schaible, factored out from SunUnsafeReflectionProvider

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490061_1600941592.69/0/xstream-1-4-13-sources-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/reflection/SunLimitedUnsafeReflectionProvider.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2005 Joe Walnes.

* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007, 2009, 2015 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 22. January 2005 by Joe Walnes

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490061_1600941592.69/0/xstream-1-4-13-sources-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/mapper/ImmutableTypesMapper.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2015 XStream Committer.

* All rights reserved.

*

* Created on 17. January 2015 by Joerg Schaible

*/

 

Found in path(s):
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* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490061_1600941592.69/0/xstream-1-4-13-sources-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/reflection/LambdaConverter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2004, 2005, 2006 Joe Walnes.

* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007, 2008, 2009 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 15. March 2004 by Joe Walnes

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490061_1600941592.69/0/xstream-1-4-13-sources-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/core/ReferenceByIdMarshaller.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490061_1600941592.69/0/xstream-1-4-13-sources-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/core/ReferenceByIdUnmarshaller.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2004, 2005 Joe Walnes.

* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007, 2010, 2011, 2013, 2016, 2018 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 23. August 2004 by Joe Walnes

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490061_1600941592.69/0/xstream-1-4-13-sources-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/core/util/CustomObjectInputStream.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2006 Joe Walnes.

* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007, 2009, 2011 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.
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*

* Created on 22. April 2006 by Mauro Talevi

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490061_1600941592.69/0/xstream-1-4-13-sources-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/io/xml/XStream11XmlFriendlyReplacer.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2007, 2008, 2013 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 19.09.2007 by Joerg Schaible

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490061_1600941592.69/0/xstream-1-4-13-sources-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/reflection/XStream12FieldKeySorter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (c) 2008, 2009, 2010, 2011, 2018 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 17.04.2008 by Joerg Schaible.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490061_1600941592.69/0/xstream-1-4-13-sources-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/io/json/JettisonStaxWriter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2004, 2005, 2006 Joe Walnes.

* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007, 2009, 2011 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in
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* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 03. April 2004 by Joe Walnes

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490061_1600941592.69/0/xstream-1-4-13-sources-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/core/ReferenceByXPathUnmarshaller.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2007, 2008 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 06. November 2007 by Joerg Schaible

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490061_1600941592.69/0/xstream-1-4-13-sources-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/mapper/LocalConversionMapper.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2004 Joe Walnes.

* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007, 2008 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 16. March 2004 by Joe Walnes

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490061_1600941592.69/0/xstream-1-4-13-sources-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/core/SequenceGenerator.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2006 Joe Walnes.

* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*
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* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 15. March 2006 by Joerg Schaible

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490061_1600941592.69/0/xstream-1-4-13-sources-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/io/StatefulWriter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007, 2008, 2011, 2015, 2018 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 15. March 2007 by Joerg Schaible

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490061_1600941592.69/0/xstream-1-4-13-sources-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/core/AbstractReferenceUnmarshaller.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2017, 2018 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 19. February 2017 by Joerg Schaible

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490061_1600941592.69/0/xstream-1-4-13-sources-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/time/ChronologyConverter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2006 Joe Walnes.

* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007, 2008, 2009, 2010, 2013, 2018 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.
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*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 20. February 2006 by Mauro Talevi

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490061_1600941592.69/0/xstream-1-4-13-sources-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/mapper/AttributeMapper.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2007, 2008, 2013, 2018 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 08.12.2007 by Joerg Schaible

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490061_1600941592.69/0/xstream-1-4-13-sources-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/extended/LookAndFeelConverter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2011, 2013, 2014 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 12. July 2011 by Joerg Schaible

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490061_1600941592.69/0/xstream-1-4-13-sources-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/core/util/WeakCache.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2004, 2005, 2006 Joe Walnes.

* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007, 2008, 2009, 2011, 2013 XStream Committers.
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* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 07. March 2004 by Joe Walnes

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490061_1600941592.69/0/xstream-1-4-13-sources-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/io/xml/PrettyPrintWriter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2006 Joe Walnes.

* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007, 2009, 2011 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 03. May 2006 by Mauro Talevi

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490061_1600941592.69/0/xstream-1-4-13-sources-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/mapper/XStream11XmlFriendlyMapper.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2005 Joe Walnes.

* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007, 2014 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 24. April 2005 by Joe Walnes

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490061_1600941592.69/0/xstream-1-4-13-sources-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/io/AttributeNameIterator.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.
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/*

* Copyright (C) 2004, 2005 Joe Walnes.

* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007, 2008, 2010, 2011, 2014, 2015, 2016 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 12. February 2015 by Joerg Schaible, copied from

c.t.x.converters.reflection.SerializationMemberInvoker.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490061_1600941592.69/0/xstream-1-4-13-sources-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/core/util/SerializationMembers.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

* Copyright (C) 2017 XStream committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 12. February 2017 by Joerg Schaible

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490061_1600941592.69/0/xstream-1-4-13-sources-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/time/package.html

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2005, 2006 Joe Walnes.

* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007, 2009, 2011 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 24. April 2005 by Joe Walnes

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490061_1600941592.69/0/xstream-1-4-13-sources-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/io/xml/AbstractDocumentReader.java
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2011 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 29.07.2011 by Joerg Schaible

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490061_1600941592.69/0/xstream-1-4-13-sources-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/core/util/ArrayIterator.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2009, 2011 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 06. May 2009 by Joerg Schaible

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490061_1600941592.69/0/xstream-1-4-13-sources-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/core/ReferencingMarshallingContext.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2004, 2005 Joe Walnes.

* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007, 2008, 2010, 2013, 2018, 2020 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 25. March 2004 by Joe Walnes

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490061_1600941592.69/0/xstream-1-4-13-sources-
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jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/extended/DynamicProxyConverter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2006 Joe Walnes.

* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 04. June 2006 by Joe Walnes

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490061_1600941592.69/0/xstream-1-4-13-sources-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/io/binary/BinaryStreamWriter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490061_1600941592.69/0/xstream-1-4-13-sources-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/io/binary/ReaderDepthState.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2005 Joe Walnes.

* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007, 2008, 2009, 2011, 2012, 2013, 2014, 2016 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 16. September 2005 by Mauro Talevi

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490061_1600941592.69/0/xstream-1-4-13-sources-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/annotations/XStreamConverter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2011 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 19. July 2011 by Joerg Schaible
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*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490061_1600941592.69/0/xstream-1-4-13-sources-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/core/Caching.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2007 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 06. May 2005 by Guilherme Silveira

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490061_1600941592.69/0/xstream-1-4-13-sources-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/annotations/XStreamOmitField.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2003 Joe Walnes.

* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007, 2009, 2011 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 26. September 2003 by Joe Walnes

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490061_1600941592.69/0/xstream-1-4-13-sources-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/mapper/CannotResolveClassException.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2017, 2018 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*
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* Created on 22. February 2017 by Joerg Schaible

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490061_1600941592.69/0/xstream-1-4-13-sources-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/time/JapaneseEraConverter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007, 2013 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 03. April 2006 by Joerg Schaible

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490061_1600941592.69/0/xstream-1-4-13-sources-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/reflection/SelfStreamingInstanceChecker.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2003, 2004, 2005 Joe Walnes.

* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007, 2010, 2011, 2013, 2018 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 01. October 2003 by Joe Walnes

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490061_1600941592.69/0/xstream-1-4-13-sources-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/collections/CollectionConverter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2005 Joe Walnes.

* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007, 2008, 2009, 2011, 2013, 2014 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in
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* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 22. January 2005 by Joe Walnes

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490061_1600941592.69/0/xstream-1-4-13-sources-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/mapper/CachingMapper.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2011 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 11. August 2011 by Joerg Schaible, code from XppDom.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490061_1600941592.69/0/xstream-1-4-13-sources-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/io/xml/xppdom/XppFactory.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 24. December 2006 by Guilherme Silveira

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490061_1600941592.69/0/xstream-1-4-13-sources-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/annotations/XStreamAsAttribute.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2008, 2018 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in
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* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 04. January 2008 by Joerg Schaible

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490061_1600941592.69/0/xstream-1-4-13-sources-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/basic/UUIDConverter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490061_1600941592.69/0/xstream-1-4-13-sources-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/basic/StringBuilderConverter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2004, 2006 Joe Walnes.

* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007, 2009, 2011 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 07. March 2004 by Joe Walnes

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490061_1600941592.69/0/xstream-1-4-13-sources-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/io/StreamException.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2006 Joe Walnes.

* Copyright (C) 2007, 2008 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 13. June 2006 by Guilherme Silveira

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490061_1600941592.69/0/xstream-1-4-13-sources-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/persistence/XmlMap.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2003, 2004, 2005 Joe Walnes.
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* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007, 2008, 2010, 2011, 2012, 2013, 2018 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 26. September 2003 by Joe Walnes

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490061_1600941592.69/0/xstream-1-4-13-sources-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/collections/MapConverter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2008, 2010 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 13. October 2008 by Joerg Schaible

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490061_1600941592.69/0/xstream-1-4-13-sources-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/core/util/FastField.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2004, 2005 Joe Walnes.

* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007, 2009 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 03. April 2004 by Joe Walnes

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490061_1600941592.69/0/xstream-1-4-13-sources-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/core/ReferenceByXPathMarshallingStrategy.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.
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/*

* Copyright (C) 2004 Joe Walnes.

* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007, 2018 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 29. May 2004 by Joe Walnes

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490061_1600941592.69/0/xstream-1-4-13-sources-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/extended/StackTraceElementConverter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2007, 2008, 2013, 2018 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 07. November 2007 by Joerg Schaible

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490061_1600941592.69/0/xstream-1-4-13-sources-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/mapper/AnnotationConfiguration.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2008 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 09. October 2008 by Joerg Schaible

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490061_1600941592.69/0/xstream-1-4-13-sources-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/core/util/HierarchicalStreams.java
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2004, 2005 Joe Walnes.

* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 06. March 2004 by Joe Walnes

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490061_1600941592.69/0/xstream-1-4-13-sources-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/UnmarshallingContext.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007, 2008 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 08. April 2006 by Joerg Schaible

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490061_1600941592.69/0/xstream-1-4-13-sources-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/mapper/CGLIBMapper.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007, 2010 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* Created on 12.10.2010 by Joerg Schaible, extracted from TreeSetConverter.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490061_1600941592.69/0/xstream-1-4-13-sources-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/core/util/PresortedSet.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*
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* Copyright (C) 2003, 2004 Joe Walnes.

* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007, 2012, 2014, 2016, 2017, 2018 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 01. October 2004 by Joe Walnes

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490061_1600941592.69/0/xstream-1-4-13-sources-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/extended/SqlTimestampConverter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007, 2008, 2010, 2011, 2013, 2014, 2015, 2016, 2018 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 13. April 2006 by Joerg Schaible

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490061_1600941592.69/0/xstream-1-4-13-sources-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/reflection/CGLIBEnhancedConverter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2003, 2004, 2005 Joe Walnes.

* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007, 2011, 2018 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 26. September 2003 by Joe Walnes

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490061_1600941592.69/0/xstream-1-4-13-sources-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/basic/StringConverter.java
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2004, 2005 Joe Walnes.

* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007, 2010, 2011, 2013, 2014, 2016, 2018, 2020 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 08. May 2004 by Joe Walnes

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490061_1600941592.69/0/xstream-1-4-13-sources-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/collections/TreeSetConverter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2013, 2016 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 08. January 2016 by Joerg Schaible, factored out from FieldAliasingMapper.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490061_1600941592.69/0/xstream-1-4-13-sources-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/mapper/ElementIgnoringMapper.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2003, 2004, 2005 Joe Walnes.

* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007, 2008, 2009, 2011, 2016 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 24. February 2016 by Joerg Schaible, factored out of ConversionException.

*/

 

Found in path(s):
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* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490061_1600941592.69/0/xstream-1-4-13-sources-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/ErrorWritingException.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2005, 2006 Joe Walnes.

* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007, 2008, 2009, 2011, 2013, 2015, 2016 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 22. January 2005 by Joe Walnes

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490061_1600941592.69/0/xstream-1-4-13-sources-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/mapper/DefaultMapper.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2004 Joe Walnes.

* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007, 2018 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 07. March 2004 by Joe Walnes

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490061_1600941592.69/0/xstream-1-4-13-sources-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/collections/BitSetConverter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2017 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 21. February 2017 by Joerg Schaible

*/
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490061_1600941592.69/0/xstream-1-4-13-sources-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/time/HijrahDateConverter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2005 Joe Walnes.

* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007, 2009, 2013, 2018 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 18. March 2005 by Joe Walnes

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490061_1600941592.69/0/xstream-1-4-13-sources-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/enums/EnumConverter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2004, 2005 Joe Walnes.

* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007, 2009, 2013 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 02. September 2004 by Joe Walnes

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490061_1600941592.69/0/xstream-1-4-13-sources-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/io/path/Path.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2007, 2008 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*
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* Created on 22. October 2007 by Joerg Schaible

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490061_1600941592.69/0/xstream-1-4-13-sources-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/InitializationException.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2014 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* Created on 23. January 2014 by Joerg Schaible

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490061_1600941592.69/0/xstream-1-4-13-sources-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/security/TypeHierarchyPermission.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2014, 2017 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* Created on 09. January 2014 by Joerg Schaible

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490061_1600941592.69/0/xstream-1-4-13-sources-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/security/PrimitiveTypePermission.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2005 Joe Walnes.

* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007, 2008, 2009, 2013, 2014, 2016 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 09. April 2005 by Joe Walnes

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490061_1600941592.69/0/xstream-1-4-13-sources-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/mapper/FieldAliasingMapper.java
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (c) 2007, 2009, 2010, 2011, 2012, 2013, 2016 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 30. March 2007 by Joerg Schaible

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490061_1600941592.69/0/xstream-1-4-13-sources-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/core/util/DependencyInjectionFactory.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2005 Joe Walnes.

* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007, 2008, 2009, 2011 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 22. January 2005 by Joe Walnes

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490061_1600941592.69/0/xstream-1-4-13-sources-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/mapper/ArrayMapper.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2018 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

* Created on 10. October 2018 by Joerg Schaible.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490061_1600941592.69/0/xstream-1-4-13-sources-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/reflection/FieldUtil14.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490061_1600941592.69/0/xstream-1-4-13-sources-
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jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/reflection/FieldUtil15.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2003, 2004, 2005 Joe Walnes.

* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007, 2008, 2009, 2011, 2016 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 26. September 2003 by Joe Walnes

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490061_1600941592.69/0/xstream-1-4-13-sources-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/ConversionException.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2009, 2011 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 02. May 2009 by Joerg Schaible

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490061_1600941592.69/0/xstream-1-4-13-sources-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/io/xml/xppdom/XppDom.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2007, 2013, 2016, 2020 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 01. February 2007 by Joerg Schaible

*/

 

Found in path(s):
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* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490061_1600941592.69/0/xstream-1-4-13-sources-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/reflection/AbstractAttributedCharacterIteratorAttributeConverter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2009, 2013, 2018 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 17. April 2009 by Joerg Schaible

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490061_1600941592.69/0/xstream-1-4-13-sources-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/extended/JavaFieldConverter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2005, 2006 Joe Walnes.

* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007, 2009, 2010, 2011 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 24. April 2005 by Joe Walnes

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490061_1600941592.69/0/xstream-1-4-13-sources-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/io/xml/AbstractPullReader.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2004, 2005, 2006 Joe Walnes.

* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007, 2013, 2014, 2017 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 07. March 2004 by Joe Walnes

*/
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490061_1600941592.69/0/xstream-1-4-13-sources-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/reflection/ReflectionConverter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2005 Joe Walnes.

* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007, 2008, 2009 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 12. April 2005 by Joe Walnes

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490061_1600941592.69/0/xstream-1-4-13-sources-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/javabean/BeanProperty.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2004 Joe Walnes.

* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 04. October 2004 by Joe Walnes

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490061_1600941592.69/0/xstream-1-4-13-sources-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/core/MapBackedDataHolder.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2004, 2005 Joe Walnes.

* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007, 2008, 2010, 2011, 2014, 2015 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.
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*

* Created on 23. August 2004 by Joe Walnes

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490061_1600941592.69/0/xstream-1-4-13-sources-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/reflection/SerializationMethodInvoker.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2010, 2018 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 3. August 2010 by Joerg Schaible

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490061_1600941592.69/0/xstream-1-4-13-sources-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/basic/URIConverter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2005 Joe Walnes.

* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007, 2013 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 07. March 2005 by Joe Walnes

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490061_1600941592.69/0/xstream-1-4-13-sources-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/core/util/ClassLoaderReference.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007, 2013 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in
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* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 01. March 2013 by Joerg Schaible, moved from package

* com.thoughtworks.xstream.converters.reflection.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490061_1600941592.69/0/xstream-1-4-13-sources-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/core/util/SelfStreamingInstanceChecker.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2004 Joe Walnes.

* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007, 2013 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 14. August 2004 by Joe Walnes

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490061_1600941592.69/0/xstream-1-4-13-sources-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/io/xml/TraxSource.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2014 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* Created on 19. January 2014 by Joerg Schaible

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490061_1600941592.69/0/xstream-1-4-13-sources-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/security/CGLIBProxyTypePermission.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490061_1600941592.69/0/xstream-1-4-13-sources-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/security/ProxyTypePermission.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2017 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in
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* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 13. January 2017 by Matej Cimbora

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490061_1600941592.69/0/xstream-1-4-13-sources-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/time/LocalDateConverter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490061_1600941592.69/0/xstream-1-4-13-sources-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/time/ZonedDateTimeConverter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490061_1600941592.69/0/xstream-1-4-13-sources-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/time/LocalDateTimeConverter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490061_1600941592.69/0/xstream-1-4-13-sources-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/time/OffsetDateTimeConverter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490061_1600941592.69/0/xstream-1-4-13-sources-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/time/LocalTimeConverter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2017 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 06. March 2017 by Joerg Schaible

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490061_1600941592.69/0/xstream-1-4-13-sources-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/time/SystemClockConverter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2004, 2005, 2006 Joe Walnes.

* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007, 2008, 2009, 2010, 2011 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 29. September 2004 by James Strachan

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490061_1600941592.69/0/xstream-1-4-13-sources-
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jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/io/xml/StaxWriter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2013, 2015 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 24. June 2012 by Joerg Schaible

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490061_1600941592.69/0/xstream-1-4-13-sources-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/io/xml/JDom2Driver.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (c) 2007 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 30. March 2007 by Joerg Schaible

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490061_1600941592.69/0/xstream-1-4-13-sources-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/core/util/TypedNull.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2005, 2006 Joe Walnes.

* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007, 2008, 2009, 2011 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 22. January 2005 by Joe Walnes

*/

 

Found in path(s):
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* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490061_1600941592.69/0/xstream-1-4-13-sources-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/mapper/XmlFriendlyMapper.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2011 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 16. July 2011 by Joerg Schaible

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490061_1600941592.69/0/xstream-1-4-13-sources-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/javabean/ComparingPropertySorter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490061_1600941592.69/0/xstream-1-4-13-sources-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/javabean/PropertySorter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490061_1600941592.69/0/xstream-1-4-13-sources-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/javabean/NativePropertySorter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007, 2018 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 07. April 2006 by Joerg Schaible

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490061_1600941592.69/0/xstream-1-4-13-sources-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/extended/CharsetConverter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2004, 2005, 2006 Joe Walnes.

* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007, 2009, 2011, 2014, 2015, 2018 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.
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*

* Created on 07. March 2004 by Joe Walnes

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490061_1600941592.69/0/xstream-1-4-13-sources-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/io/xml/Dom4JDriver.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (c) 2006, 2007, 2011 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 11. October 2006 by Joerg Schaible

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490061_1600941592.69/0/xstream-1-4-13-sources-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/core/util/Primitives.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2014 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* Created on 27. January 2014 by Joerg Schaible

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490061_1600941592.69/0/xstream-1-4-13-sources-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/security/InterfaceTypePermission.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2005 Joe Walnes.

* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007, 2008, 2009, 2013, 2020 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 06. April 2005 by Joe Walnes

*/
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490061_1600941592.69/0/xstream-1-4-13-sources-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/enums/EnumMapConverter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2005 Joe Walnes.

* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 16. September 2005 by Mauro Talevi

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490061_1600941592.69/0/xstream-1-4-13-sources-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/annotations/XStreamConverters.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2006 Joe Walnes.

* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007, 2011, 2013 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 04. June 2006 by Joe Walnes

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490061_1600941592.69/0/xstream-1-4-13-sources-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/io/binary/BinaryStreamReader.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2005 Joe Walnes.

* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007, 2011, 2013, 2014, 2015, 2016, 2017, 2018 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.
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*

* Created on 03. October 2005 by Joerg Schaible

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490061_1600941592.69/0/xstream-1-4-13-sources-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/extended/ISO8601GregorianCalendarConverter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2004 Joe Walnes.

* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007, 2018 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 25. March 2004 by Joe Walnes

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490061_1600941592.69/0/xstream-1-4-13-sources-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/basic/URLConverter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2004 Joe Walnes.

* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 16. August 2004 by Joe Walnes

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490061_1600941592.69/0/xstream-1-4-13-sources-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/DataHolder.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2004 Joe Walnes.

* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007, 2013, 2018 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*
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* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 29. May 2004 by Joe Walnes

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490061_1600941592.69/0/xstream-1-4-13-sources-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/extended/ThrowableConverter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2006 Joe Walnes.

* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007, 2008, 2011 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 22. June 2006 by Mauro Talevi

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490061_1600941592.69/0/xstream-1-4-13-sources-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/io/json/JsonHierarchicalStreamDriver.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2005, 2006 Joe Walnes.

* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007, 2008, 2009, 2015, 2016 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 22. January 2005 by Joe Walnes

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490061_1600941592.69/0/xstream-1-4-13-sources-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/mapper/MapperWrapper.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2003, 2004, 2005 Joe Walnes.
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* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007, 2008, 2009, 2013, 2016, 2018 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 26. September 2003 by Joe Walnes

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490061_1600941592.69/0/xstream-1-4-13-sources-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/collections/AbstractCollectionConverter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2003, 2004, 2005, 2006 Joe Walnes.

* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007, 2018 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 26. September 2003 by Joe Walnes

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490061_1600941592.69/0/xstream-1-4-13-sources-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/basic/ByteConverter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2005, 2006 Joe Walnes.

* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007, 2011 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 06. February 2005 by Joe Walnes

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490061_1600941592.69/0/xstream-1-4-13-sources-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/core/util/PrioritizedList.java
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2005 Joe Walnes.

* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007, 2011, 2013, 2014, 2015, 2016, 2017 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 05. May 2017 by Joerg Schaible, copied from ISO8601GregorianCalendarConverter

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490061_1600941592.69/0/xstream-1-4-13-sources-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/core/util/ISO8601JodaTimeConverter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007, 2011 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 01. December 2006 by Joerg Schaible

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490061_1600941592.69/0/xstream-1-4-13-sources-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/annotations/XStreamImplicit.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2004, 2005 Joe Walnes.

* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007, 2009, 2011 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 07. March 2004 by Joe Walnes

*/

 

Found in path(s):
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* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490061_1600941592.69/0/xstream-1-4-13-sources-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/io/xml/Dom4JWriter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490061_1600941592.69/0/xstream-1-4-13-sources-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/io/xml/xppdom/Xpp3DomBuilder.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2009, 2011, 2015 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 29. April 2009 by Joerg Schaible

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490061_1600941592.69/0/xstream-1-4-13-sources-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/io/xml/AbstractXppDriver.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2008 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 18. November 2008 by Joerg Schaible

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490061_1600941592.69/0/xstream-1-4-13-sources-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/persistence/AbstractFilePersistenceStrategy.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2004, 2005 Joe Walnes.

* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 16. March 2004 by Joe Walnes
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*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490061_1600941592.69/0/xstream-1-4-13-sources-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/core/ReferenceByIdMarshallingStrategy.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490061_1600941592.69/0/xstream-1-4-13-sources-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/core/TreeMarshallingStrategy.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (c) 2007, 2008, 2016 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 20. September 2007 by Joerg Schaible

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490061_1600941592.69/0/xstream-1-4-13-sources-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/core/util/ThreadSafePropertyEditor.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2008, 2016 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 20. November 2008 by Joerg Schaible

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490061_1600941592.69/0/xstream-1-4-13-sources-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/persistence/FilePersistenceStrategy.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

* Copyright (C) 2004 Joe Walnes.

* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007 XStream committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.
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*

* Created on 10. April 2004 by Joe Walnes

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490061_1600941592.69/0/xstream-1-4-13-sources-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/io/path/package.html

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007, 2013 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 15. February 2006 by Mauro Talevi

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490061_1600941592.69/0/xstream-1-4-13-sources-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/basic/AbstractSingleValueConverter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490061_1600941592.69/0/xstream-1-4-13-sources-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/SingleValueConverter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2013, 2016, 2018 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 20. September 2013 by Joerg Schaible

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490061_1600941592.69/0/xstream-1-4-13-sources-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/extended/NamedMapConverter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2004 Joe Walnes.

* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007, 2018 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD
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* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 06. March 2004 by Joe Walnes

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490061_1600941592.69/0/xstream-1-4-13-sources-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/collections/CharArrayConverter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2004, 2005, 2006 Joe Walnes.

* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007, 2009, 2011 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 07. March 2004 by Joe Walnes

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490061_1600941592.69/0/xstream-1-4-13-sources-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/io/xml/DomReader.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490061_1600941592.69/0/xstream-1-4-13-sources-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/io/xml/XppDomReader.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490061_1600941592.69/0/xstream-1-4-13-sources-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/io/xml/XppDomWriter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490061_1600941592.69/0/xstream-1-4-13-sources-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/io/path/PathTracker.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2004 Joe Walnes.

* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007, 2014, 2016 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 30. May 2004 by Joe Walnes

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490061_1600941592.69/0/xstream-1-4-13-sources-
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jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/extended/StackTraceElementFactory.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2004, 2005, 2006 Joe Walnes.

* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007, 2009, 2011 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 03. September 2004 by Joe Walnes

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490061_1600941592.69/0/xstream-1-4-13-sources-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/io/xml/JDomWriter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490061_1600941592.69/0/xstream-1-4-13-sources-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/io/xml/XomWriter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490061_1600941592.69/0/xstream-1-4-13-sources-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/io/xml/JDomReader.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2009, 2011, 2014, 2015, 2018 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 29. April 2009 by Joerg Schaible

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490061_1600941592.69/0/xstream-1-4-13-sources-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/io/xml/BEAStaxDriver.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2004, 2005, 2006 Joe Walnes.

* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007, 2008, 2009, 2011, 2014, 2015, 2018 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.
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*

* Created on 07. March 2004 by Joe Walnes

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490061_1600941592.69/0/xstream-1-4-13-sources-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/io/xml/DomDriver.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2005 Joe Walnes.

* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007, 2013 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 11. August 2005 by Mauro Talevi

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490061_1600941592.69/0/xstream-1-4-13-sources-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/annotations/XStreamAlias.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2005 Joe Walnes.

* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007, 2008, 2009, 2011, 2015 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 20. March 2005 by Joe Walnes

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490061_1600941592.69/0/xstream-1-4-13-sources-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/mapper/EnumMapper.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2009, 2011 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD
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* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 14. August 2009 by Joerg Schaible

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490061_1600941592.69/0/xstream-1-4-13-sources-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/io/naming/NameCoder.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2004, 2005 Joe Walnes.

* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007, 2009, 2011, 2013 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 04. April 2004 by Joe Walnes

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490061_1600941592.69/0/xstream-1-4-13-sources-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/extended/JavaClassConverter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2007, 2008 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 20.09.2007 by Joerg Schaible

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490061_1600941592.69/0/xstream-1-4-13-sources-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/extended/PropertyEditorCapableConverter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2004, 2005 Joe Walnes.

* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.
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*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 07. March 2004 by Joe Walnes

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490061_1600941592.69/0/xstream-1-4-13-sources-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/io/HierarchicalStreamWriter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2004, 2005 Joe Walnes.

* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007, 2008, 2011, 2013, 2014 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 07. March 2004 by Joe Walnes

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490061_1600941592.69/0/xstream-1-4-13-sources-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/reflection/Sun14ReflectionProvider.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

* Copyright (C) 2004 Joe Walnes.

* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007 XStream committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 10. May 2004 by Joe Walnes

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490061_1600941592.69/0/xstream-1-4-13-sources-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/extended/package.html

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490061_1600941592.69/0/xstream-1-4-13-sources-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/collections/package.html

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*
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* Copyright (C) 2017 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 11. February 2017 by Joerg Schaible

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490061_1600941592.69/0/xstream-1-4-13-sources-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/time/YearMonthConverter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490061_1600941592.69/0/xstream-1-4-13-sources-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/time/YearConverter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490061_1600941592.69/0/xstream-1-4-13-sources-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/time/OffsetTimeConverter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2007, 2008, 2011, 2018 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 21.09.2007 by Joerg Schaible

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490061_1600941592.69/0/xstream-1-4-13-sources-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/extended/DurationConverter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2006 Joe Walnes.

* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007, 2008, 2009, 2011, 2013 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 28. November 2008 by Joerg Schaible

*/

 

Found in path(s):
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* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490061_1600941592.69/0/xstream-1-4-13-sources-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/io/json/JsonWriter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2008 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 09. October 2008 by Joerg Schaible

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490061_1600941592.69/0/xstream-1-4-13-sources-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/mapper/AbstractAttributeAliasingMapper.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490061_1600941592.69/0/xstream-1-4-13-sources-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/mapper/SystemAttributeAliasingMapper.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2009, 2011 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 17. August 2009 by Joerg Schaible

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490061_1600941592.69/0/xstream-1-4-13-sources-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/io/AbstractWriter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2004, 2005, 2006 Joe Walnes.

* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007, 2009, 2011, 2018 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 07. March 2004 by Joe Walnes
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*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490061_1600941592.69/0/xstream-1-4-13-sources-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/io/xml/Dom4JReader.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2005, 2006 Joe Walnes.

* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007, 2008, 2009, 2011, 2015 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 09. April 2005 by Joe Walnes

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490061_1600941592.69/0/xstream-1-4-13-sources-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/mapper/ClassAliasingMapper.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2004, 2005, 2006 Joe Walnes.

* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007, 2008, 2009, 2011 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 07. March 2004 by Joe Walnes

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490061_1600941592.69/0/xstream-1-4-13-sources-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/io/xml/CompactWriter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2009, 2011 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.
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*

* Created on 03. May 2009 by Joerg Schaible

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490061_1600941592.69/0/xstream-1-4-13-sources-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/io/xml/KXml2DomDriver.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490061_1600941592.69/0/xstream-1-4-13-sources-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/io/xml/Xpp3DomDriver.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490061_1600941592.69/0/xstream-1-4-13-sources-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/io/xml/AbstractXppDomDriver.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2004, 2005 Joe Walnes.

* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007, 2011, 2016 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 07. March 2004 by Joe Walnes

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490061_1600941592.69/0/xstream-1-4-13-sources-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/io/HierarchicalStreamReader.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2005 Joe Walnes.

* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007, 2017, 2018 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 03. October 2005 by Joerg Schaible

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490061_1600941592.69/0/xstream-1-4-13-sources-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/extended/ISO8601SqlTimestampConverter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*
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* Copyright (C) 2013 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 24. June 2012 by Joerg Schaible

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490061_1600941592.69/0/xstream-1-4-13-sources-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/io/xml/JDom2Writer.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490061_1600941592.69/0/xstream-1-4-13-sources-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/io/xml/JDom2Reader.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2006 Joe Walnes.

* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007, 2008 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 27. March 2006 by Joerg Schaible

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490061_1600941592.69/0/xstream-1-4-13-sources-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/mapper/AttributeAliasingMapper.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2008 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 20. November 2008 by Joerg Schaible

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490061_1600941592.69/0/xstream-1-4-13-sources-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/persistence/PersistenceStrategy.java
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2006 Joe Walnes.

* Copyright (C) 2007, 2008, 2009 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 13. June 2006 by Guilherme Silveira

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490061_1600941592.69/0/xstream-1-4-13-sources-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/persistence/FileStreamStrategy.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490061_1600941592.69/0/xstream-1-4-13-sources-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/persistence/StreamStrategy.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2007, 2008, 2010, 2020 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 13. September 2007 by Joerg Schaible.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490061_1600941592.69/0/xstream-1-4-13-sources-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/core/util/XmlHeaderAwareReader.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2004 Joe Walnes.

* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007, 2008, 2009 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 08. May 2004 by Joe Walnes

*/
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490061_1600941592.69/0/xstream-1-4-13-sources-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/ErrorWriter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2005 Joe Walnes.

* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007, 2008, 2009, 2018, 2020 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 06. April 2005 by Joe Walnes

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490061_1600941592.69/0/xstream-1-4-13-sources-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/enums/EnumSetConverter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2004, 2006 Joe Walnes.

* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007, 2013 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 07. March 2004 by Joe Walnes

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490061_1600941592.69/0/xstream-1-4-13-sources-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/reflection/ReflectionProvider.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2007 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*
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* Created on 17.05.2007 by Joerg Schaible

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490061_1600941592.69/0/xstream-1-4-13-sources-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/reflection/NativeFieldKeySorter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2004, 2005, 2006 Joe Walnes.

* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007, 2008, 2009, 2011, 2018 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 07. March 2004 by Joe Walnes

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490061_1600941592.69/0/xstream-1-4-13-sources-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/io/xml/XppDomDriver.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 25. March 2006 by Joerg Schaible

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490061_1600941592.69/0/xstream-1-4-13-sources-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/extended/TextAttributeConverter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2005 Joe Walnes.

* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007, 2008, 2009 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in
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* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 16. September 2005 by Mauro Talevi

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490061_1600941592.69/0/xstream-1-4-13-sources-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/annotations/XStreamImplicitCollection.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2004, 2005 Joe Walnes.

* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007, 2016 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 23. August 2004 by Joe Walnes

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490061_1600941592.69/0/xstream-1-4-13-sources-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/core/util/CustomObjectOutputStream.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2004, 2005 Joe Walnes.

* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 03. April 2004 by Joe Walnes

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490061_1600941592.69/0/xstream-1-4-13-sources-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/io/path/PathTrackingReader.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007, 2013 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*
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* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 13. April 2006 by Joerg Schaible

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490061_1600941592.69/0/xstream-1-4-13-sources-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/reflection/ReflectionProviderWrapper.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2005 Joe Walnes.

* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007, 2009, 2015 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 31. January 2005 by Joe Walnes

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490061_1600941592.69/0/xstream-1-4-13-sources-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/mapper/OuterClassMapper.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2003, 2004 Joe Walnes.

* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007, 2018 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 26. September 2003 by Joe Walnes

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490061_1600941592.69/0/xstream-1-4-13-sources-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/basic/ShortConverter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490061_1600941592.69/0/xstream-1-4-13-sources-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/basic/FloatConverter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490061_1600941592.69/0/xstream-1-4-13-sources-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/basic/CharConverter.java
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* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490061_1600941592.69/0/xstream-1-4-13-sources-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/basic/DoubleConverter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2004, 2005 Joe Walnes.

* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007, 2009 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 02. September 2004 by Joe Walnes

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490061_1600941592.69/0/xstream-1-4-13-sources-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/core/util/FastStack.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2014 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* Created on 08. January 2014 by Joerg Schaible

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490061_1600941592.69/0/xstream-1-4-13-sources-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/security/AnyTypePermission.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490061_1600941592.69/0/xstream-1-4-13-sources-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/security/ForbiddenClassException.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490061_1600941592.69/0/xstream-1-4-13-sources-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/mapper/SecurityMapper.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490061_1600941592.69/0/xstream-1-4-13-sources-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/security/TypePermission.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490061_1600941592.69/0/xstream-1-4-13-sources-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/security/NoTypePermission.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2005, 2006 Joe Walnes.

* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in
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* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 10. April 2005 by Joe Walnes

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490061_1600941592.69/0/xstream-1-4-13-sources-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/io/WriterWrapper.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2004, 2005, 2006 Joe Walnes.

* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007, 2009, 2011, 2013 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 14. August 2004 by Joe Walnes

*/

/**

* A SAX {@link org.xml.sax.XMLReader parser} that acts as an XStream

* {@link com.thoughtworks.xstream.io.HierarchicalStreamWriter} to enable direct generation of a

* SAX event flow from the XStream serialization of a list of list of Java objects.

* <p>

* As a

* custom SAX parser, this class ignores the arguments of the two standard parse methods ({@link

#parse(java.lang.String)}

* and {@link #parse(org.xml.sax.InputSource)}) but relies on a proprietary SAX property

* {@link #SOURCE_OBJECT_LIST_PROPERTY} to define the list of objects to serialize.

* </p>

* <p>

* Configuration of this SAX parser is achieved through the standard

* {@link #setProperty SAX property mechanism}. While specific setter methods require direct

* access to the parser instance, SAX properties support configuration settings to be propagated

* through a chain of {@link org.xml.sax.XMLFilter filters} down to the underlying parser

* object.

* </p>

* <p>

* This mechanism shall be used to configure the

* {@link #SOURCE_OBJECT_LIST_PROPERTY objects to be serialized} as well as the

* {@link #CONFIGURED_XSTREAM_PROPERTY XStream facade}.

* </p>

*

* @author Laurent Bihanic

*/

/**
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    * Sets the value of a property.

    * <p>

    * The property name is any fully-qualified URI.  It is

    * possible for an XMLReader to recognize a property name but

    * to be unable to set its value.</p>

    * <p>

    * XMLReaders are not required to recognize setting any

    * specific property names, though a core set is provided with

    * SAX2.</p>

    * <p>

    * Some property values may be immutable or mutable only

    * in specific contexts, such as before, during, or after

    * a parse.</p>

    * <p>

    * This method is also the standard mechanism for setting

    * extended handlers.</p>

    * <p>

    * <strong>Note</strong>: This implementation only supports two

    * (proprietary) properties: {@link #CONFIGURED_XSTREAM_PROPERTY}

    * and {@link #SOURCE_OBJECT_LIST_PROPERTY}.</p>

    *

    * @param name  the property name, which is a fully-qualified URI.

    * @param value the requested value for the property.

    * @throws SAXNotRecognizedException when the XMLReader does not

    *                                   recognize the property name.

    * @throws SAXNotSupportedException  when the XMLReader recognizes

    *                                   the property name but cannot set

    *                                   the requested value.

    * @see #getProperty

    */

/**

    * Parses an XML document from a system identifier (URI).

    * <p>

    * This method is a shortcut for the common case of reading a

    * document from a system identifier.  It is the exact

    * equivalent of the following:</p>

    * <blockquote>

    * <pre>

    *    parse(new InputSource(systemId));

    *  </pre>

    * </blockquote>

    * <p>

    * If the system identifier is a URL, it must be fully resolved

    * by the application before it is passed to the parser.</p>

    * <p>

    * <strong>Note</strong>: As a custom SAX parser, this class

    * ignores the <code>systemId</code> argument of this method

    * and relies on the proprietary SAX property
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    * {@link #SOURCE_OBJECT_LIST_PROPERTY}) to define the list of

    * objects to serialize.</p>

    *

    * @param systemId the system identifier (URI).

    * @throws SAXException Any SAX exception, possibly wrapping

    *                      another exception.

    * @see #parse(org.xml.sax.InputSource)

    */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490061_1600941592.69/0/xstream-1-4-13-sources-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/io/xml/SaxWriter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2015 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* Created on 17. January 2015 by Joerg Schaible

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490061_1600941592.69/0/xstream-1-4-13-sources-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/core/util/Types.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2003, 2004, 2005 Joe Walnes.

* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007, 2018 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 03. October 2003 by Joe Walnes

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490061_1600941592.69/0/xstream-1-4-13-sources-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/collections/ArrayConverter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2011, 2018 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD
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* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 11. October 2011 by Joerg Schaible

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490061_1600941592.69/0/xstream-1-4-13-sources-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/collections/SingletonMapConverter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490061_1600941592.69/0/xstream-1-4-13-sources-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/collections/SingletonCollectionConverter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2009, 2011, 2013, 2014, 2015 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 29. April 2009 by Joerg Schaible

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490061_1600941592.69/0/xstream-1-4-13-sources-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/io/xml/SjsxpDriver.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2003, 2004 Joe Walnes.

* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007, 2013 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 26. September 2003 by Joe Walnes

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490061_1600941592.69/0/xstream-1-4-13-sources-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/Converter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2006 Joe Walnes.
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* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007, 2008, 2009, 2011 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 04. June 2006 by Mauro Talevi

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490061_1600941592.69/0/xstream-1-4-13-sources-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/io/xml/AbstractXmlReader.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2009, 2010, 2011, 2012, 2013 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 20. August 2009 by Joerg Schaible

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490061_1600941592.69/0/xstream-1-4-13-sources-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/io/json/AbstractJsonWriter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2005 Joe Walnes.

* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007, 2008, 2009, 2011, 2016, 2017 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 12. April 2005 by Joe Walnes

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490061_1600941592.69/0/xstream-1-4-13-sources-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/javabean/PropertyDictionary.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.
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/*

* Copyright (C) 2004, 2005, 2006 Joe Walnes.

* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007, 2008, 2009, 2011, 2012, 2018 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 08. March 2004 by Joe Walnes

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490061_1600941592.69/0/xstream-1-4-13-sources-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/io/xml/XppDriver.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2006 Joe Walnes.

* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007, 2009, 2011 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 04. June 2006 by Mauro Talevi

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490061_1600941592.69/0/xstream-1-4-13-sources-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/io/xml/AbstractXmlWriter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2017 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 05. May 2017 by Joerg Schaible

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490061_1600941592.69/0/xstream-1-4-13-sources-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/core/util/ISO8601JavaTimeConverter.java
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

Bundle-License: BSD-3-Clause

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490061_1600941592.69/0/xstream-1-4-13-sources-jar/META-

INF/MANIFEST.MF

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007, 2011, 2014 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 20. February 2006 by Mauro Talevi

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490061_1600941592.69/0/xstream-1-4-13-sources-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/SingleValueConverterWrapper.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2005 Joe Walnes.

* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007, 2008, 2009 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 11. August 2005 by Mauro Talevi

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490061_1600941592.69/0/xstream-1-4-13-sources-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/annotations/XStreamContainedType.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490061_1600941592.69/0/xstream-1-4-13-sources-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/annotations/Annotations.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2004, 2005 Joe Walnes.

* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007, 2013, 2018 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.
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*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 31. July 2004 by Joe Walnes

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490061_1600941592.69/0/xstream-1-4-13-sources-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/extended/RegexPatternConverter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2004, 2005 Joe Walnes.

* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007, 2010, 2011, 2013, 2016, 2018, 2020 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 08. May 2004 by Joe Walnes

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490061_1600941592.69/0/xstream-1-4-13-sources-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/collections/TreeMapConverter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2007, 2008, 2016 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 22. October 2007 by Joerg Schaible

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490061_1600941592.69/0/xstream-1-4-13-sources-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/XStreamException.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2013 XStream Committers.
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* All rights reserved.

*

* Created on 12.07.2013 by Joerg Schaible

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490061_1600941592.69/0/xstream-1-4-13-sources-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/annotations/XStreamAliasType.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2006 Joe Walnes.

* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007, 2008, 2009 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 22. June 2006 by Mauro Talevi

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490061_1600941592.69/0/xstream-1-4-13-sources-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/io/json/JsonHierarchicalStreamWriter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2009, 2011 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 29. April 2009 by Joerg Schaible

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490061_1600941592.69/0/xstream-1-4-13-sources-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/io/xml/Xpp3Driver.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490061_1600941592.69/0/xstream-1-4-13-sources-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/io/xml/KXml2Driver.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2011 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.
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*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 14. October 2011 by Joerg Schaible

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490061_1600941592.69/0/xstream-1-4-13-sources-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/io/binary/BinaryStreamDriver.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2015 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 21.06.2015 by Joerg Schaible

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490061_1600941592.69/0/xstream-1-4-13-sources-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/extended/ActivationDataFlavorConverter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2007, 2008, 2009, 2011, 2012, 2013, 2016 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 07. November 2007 by Joerg Schaible

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490061_1600941592.69/0/xstream-1-4-13-sources-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/mapper/AnnotationMapper.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

Copyright (C) 2004 Joe Walnes.

Copyright (C) 2006, 2007 XStream committers.

All rights reserved.
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The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

the LICENSE.txt file.

 

Created on 10. May 2004 by Joe Walnes

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490061_1600941592.69/0/xstream-1-4-13-sources-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/basic/package.html

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007, 2016, 2018 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 07. July 2006 by Mauro Talevi

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490061_1600941592.69/0/xstream-1-4-13-sources-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/extended/ToStringConverter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2017, 2018 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 12. August 2017 by Joerg Schaible

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490061_1600941592.69/0/xstream-1-4-13-sources-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/core/util/Base64JavaUtilCodec.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490061_1600941592.69/0/xstream-1-4-13-sources-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/core/util/Base64JAXBCodec.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490061_1600941592.69/0/xstream-1-4-13-sources-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/core/StringCodec.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.
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/*

* Copyright (C) 2011, 2016 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 01. October 2011 by Joerg Schaible

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490061_1600941592.69/0/xstream-1-4-13-sources-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/reflection/MissingFieldException.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2008 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 13. November 2008 by Joerg Schaible

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490061_1600941592.69/0/xstream-1-4-13-sources-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/annotations/XStreamInclude.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2005 Joe Walnes.

* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007, 2009, 2011, 2012, 2013, 2014, 2015, 2016 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 16. February 2005 by Joe Walnes

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490061_1600941592.69/0/xstream-1-4-13-sources-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/mapper/ImplicitCollectionMapper.java
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2011 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 07. July 2011 by Joerg Schaible

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490061_1600941592.69/0/xstream-1-4-13-sources-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/javabean/JavaBeanProvider.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2003, 2004 Joe Walnes.

* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007, 2013, 2018 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 26. September 2003 by Joe Walnes

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490061_1600941592.69/0/xstream-1-4-13-sources-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/basic/LongConverter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2004, 2005, 2006 Joe Walnes.

* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007, 2009, 2011, 2013, 2014, 2015 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 29. September 2004 by James Strachan

*/

 

Found in path(s):
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* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490061_1600941592.69/0/xstream-1-4-13-sources-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/io/xml/StaxDriver.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2004, 2005 Joe Walnes.

* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007, 2011, 2013, 2018 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 16. November 2004 by Joe Walnes

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490061_1600941592.69/0/xstream-1-4-13-sources-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/core/util/CompositeClassLoader.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2008, 2009, 2010, 2013, 2018 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 12. February 2008 by Joerg Schaible

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490061_1600941592.69/0/xstream-1-4-13-sources-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/enums/EnumSingleValueConverter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2017, 2018 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 8. February 2017 by Joerg Schaible

*/
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490061_1600941592.69/0/xstream-1-4-13-sources-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/time/ZoneIdConverter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2004, 2005, 2006 Joe Walnes.

* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007, 2008, 2009, 2010, 2011, 2012, 2013, 2014, 2015, 2016, 2018 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 02. March 2006 by Joerg Schaible

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490061_1600941592.69/0/xstream-1-4-13-sources-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/reflection/AbstractReflectionConverter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2006 Joe Walnes.

* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007, 2008, 2009, 2011 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 17. April 2006 by Mauro Talevi

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490061_1600941592.69/0/xstream-1-4-13-sources-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/io/xml/XmlFriendlyReplacer.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2005 Joe Walnes.

* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007, 2008, 2010, 2011, 2013, 2016, 2020 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*
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* Created on 12. April 2005 by Joe Walnes

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490061_1600941592.69/0/xstream-1-4-13-sources-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/javabean/BeanProvider.java

 

1.135 jboss-as-clustering-registry 7.2.0.Final 
1.135.1 Available under license : 

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it * under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as * published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of * the License, or (at your option) any later version. * This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of *

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU * Lesser General Public

License for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public'

 

1.136 jboss-as-jpa 7.2.0.Final 
1.136.1 Available under license : 

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it * under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as * published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of * the License, or (at your option) any later version. * This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of *

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU * Lesser General Public

License for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public'

 

1.137 stax-api 1.0.1 
1.137.1 Available under license : 

 

Apache ServiceMix

Copyright 2007-2008 Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

// ------------------------------------------------------------------

// NOTICE file corresponding to the section 4d of The Apache License,

                    

// Version 2.0, in this case for Streaming API for XML (STAX API 1.0)

        

// ------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Streaming API for XML (STAX API 1.0)

Copyright 2003-2007 The Apache Software Foundation
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This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain
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     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:
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     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the
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     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.
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  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.138 websocket-servlet 9.2.19.v20160908 

 

1.139 httpcomponents-client 4.0.3 
1.139.1 Available under license : 

Apache HttpComponents Client

Copyright 1999-2010 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed by

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

This project contains annotations derived from JCIP-ANNOTATIONS

Copyright (c) 2005 Brian Goetz and Tim Peierls. See http://www.jcip.net

Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the
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     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of
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     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and
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         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor
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     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

This project contains annotations derived from JCIP-ANNOTATIONS

Copyright (c) 2005 Brian Goetz and Tim Peierls.

See http://www.jcip.net and the Creative Commons Attribution License

(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/2.5)

 

1.140 commons-lang3 2.6-redhat-2 
1.140.1 Available under license : 

 

Commons Lang

Copyright 2001-2012 JBoss by Red Hat

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

Apache Commons Lang

Copyright 2001-2011 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed by

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by
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     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."
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     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained
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         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be
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     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.
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1.141 commons-beanutils-core 1.8.0 
1.141.1 Available under license : 

Apache Commons BeanUtils

Copyright 2000-2019 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).
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     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate
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     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify
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     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include
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     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.142 jboss-ejb3-ext-api 2.0.0 
1.142.1 Available under license : 

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in 'This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version. This software is distributed in the hope that it will

be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU Lesser General Public License for more details. You

should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public'

 

1.143 protobuf-java-format 1.2-pbuonado 
1.143.1 Available under license : 

 

	Copyright (c) 2009, Orbitz World Wide

	All rights reserved.

 

	Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification,

	are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

		* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

		  this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

		* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

		  this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

		  and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

		* Neither the name of the Orbitz World Wide nor the names of its contributors
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		  may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software

		  without specific prior written permission.

 

	THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

	"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

	LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

	A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

	OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

	SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

	LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

	DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

	THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

	(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

	OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

1.144 relaxng-datatype 1.0 
1.144.1 Available under license : 

Copyright (c) 2004 Kohsuke Kawaguchi

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person

obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation

files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without

restriction, including without limitation the rights to use,

copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or

sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom

the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following

conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall

be included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS

OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR

OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR

OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE

SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

COMMON DEVELOPMENT AND DISTRIBUTION LICENSE (CDDL)Version 1.1

 

1. Definitions.

 

    1.1. "Contributor" means each individual or entity that creates or

    contributes to the creation of Modifications.
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    1.2. "Contributor Version" means the combination of the Original Software,

    prior Modifications used by a Contributor (if any), and the Modifications

    made by that particular Contributor.

 

    1.3. "Covered Software" means (a) the Original Software, or (b)

    Modifications, or (c) the combination of files containing Original

    Software with files containing Modifications, in each case including

    portions thereof.

 

    1.4. "Executable" means the Covered Software in any form other than

    Source Code.

 

    1.5. "Initial Developer" means the individual or entity that first

    makes Original Software available under this License.

 

    1.6. "Larger Work" means a work which combines Covered Software or

    portions thereof with code not governed by the terms of this License.

 

    1.7. "License" means this document.

 

    1.8. "Licensable" means having the right to grant, to the maximum extent

    possible, whether at the time of the initial grant or subsequently

    acquired, any and all of the rights conveyed herein.

 

    1.9. "Modifications" means the Source Code and Executable form of any

    of the following:

 

    A. Any file that results from an addition to, deletion from or

    modification of the contents of a file containing Original Software or

    previous Modifications;

 

    B. Any new file that contains any part of the Original Software or

    previous Modification; or

 

    C. Any new file that is contributed or otherwise made available under

    the terms of this License.

 

    1.10. "Original Software" means the Source Code and Executable form of

    computer software code that is originally released under this License.

 

    1.11. "Patent Claims" means any patent claim(s), now owned or hereafter

    acquired, including without limitation, method, process, and apparatus

    claims, in any patent Licensable by grantor.

 

    1.12. "Source Code" means (a) the common form of computer software

    code in which modifications are made and (b) associated documentation

    included in or with such code.
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    1.13. "You" (or "Your") means an individual or a legal entity exercising

    rights under, and complying with all of the terms of, this License. For

    legal entities, "You" includes any entity which controls, is controlled

    by, or is under common control with You. For purposes of this definition,

    "control" means (a) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the direction

    or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (b)

    ownership of more than fifty percent (50%) of the outstanding shares

    or beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

2. License Grants.

 

    2.1. The Initial Developer Grant.

 

    Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and subject to

    third party intellectual property claims, the Initial Developer hereby

    grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license:

 

    (a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark)

    Licensable by Initial Developer, to use, reproduce, modify, display,

    perform, sublicense and distribute the Original Software (or portions

    thereof), with or without Modifications, and/or as part of a Larger

    Work; and

 

    (b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using or selling

    of Original Software, to make, have made, use, practice, sell, and

    offer for sale, and/or otherwise dispose of the Original Software

    (or portions thereof).

 

    (c) The licenses granted in Sections 2.1(a) and (b) are effective on the

    date Initial Developer first distributes or otherwise makes the Original

    Software available to a third party under the terms of this License.

 

    (d) Notwithstanding Section 2.1(b) above, no patent license is granted:

    (1) for code that You delete from the Original Software, or (2) for

    infringements caused by: (i) the modification of the Original Software,

    or (ii) the combination of the Original Software with other software

    or devices.

 

    2.2. Contributor Grant.

 

    Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and subject

    to third party intellectual property claims, each Contributor hereby

    grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license:

 

    (a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark)

    Licensable by Contributor to use, reproduce, modify, display, perform,

    sublicense and distribute the Modifications created by such Contributor

    (or portions thereof), either on an unmodified basis, with other
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    Modifications, as Covered Software and/or as part of a Larger Work; and

 

    (b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using, or selling of

    Modifications made by that Contributor either alone and/or in combination

    with its Contributor Version (or portions of such combination), to make,

    use, sell, offer for sale, have made, and/or otherwise dispose of:

    (1) Modifications made by that Contributor (or portions thereof); and

    (2) the combination of Modifications made by that Contributor with its

    Contributor Version (or portions of such combination).

 

    (c) The licenses granted in Sections 2.2(a) and 2.2(b) are effective

    on the date Contributor first distributes or otherwise makes the

    Modifications available to a third party.

 

    (d) Notwithstanding Section 2.2(b) above, no patent license is granted:

    (1) for any code that Contributor has deleted from the Contributor

    Version; (2) for infringements caused by: (i) third party modifications

    of Contributor Version, or (ii) the combination of Modifications made by

    that Contributor with other software (except as part of the Contributor

    Version) or other devices; or (3) under Patent Claims infringed by

    Covered Software in the absence of Modifications made by that Contributor.

 

3. Distribution Obligations.

 

    3.1. Availability of Source Code.

 

    Any Covered Software that You distribute or otherwise make available

    in Executable form must also be made available in Source Code form

    and that Source Code form must be distributed only under the terms

    of this License. You must include a copy of this License with every

    copy of the Source Code form of the Covered Software You distribute

    or otherwise make available. You must inform recipients of any such

    Covered Software in Executable form as to how they can obtain such

    Covered Software in Source Code form in a reasonable manner on or

    through a medium customarily used for software exchange.

 

    3.2. Modifications.

 

    The Modifications that You create or to which You contribute are governed

    by the terms of this License. You represent that You believe Your

    Modifications are Your original creation(s) and/or You have sufficient

    rights to grant the rights conveyed by this License.

 

    3.3. Required Notices.

 

    You must include a notice in each of Your Modifications that identifies

    You as the Contributor of the Modification. You may not remove or alter

    any copyright, patent or trademark notices contained within the Covered
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    Software, or any notices of licensing or any descriptive text giving

    attribution to any Contributor or the Initial Developer.

 

    3.4. Application of Additional Terms.

 

    You may not offer or impose any terms on any Covered Software in Source

    Code form that alters or restricts the applicable version of this License

    or the recipients' rights hereunder. You may choose to offer, and to

    charge a fee for, warranty, support, indemnity or liability obligations to

    one or more recipients of Covered Software. However, you may do so only

    on Your own behalf, and not on behalf of the Initial Developer or any

    Contributor. You must make it absolutely clear that any such warranty,

    support, indemnity or liability obligation is offered by You alone, and

    You hereby agree to indemnify the Initial Developer and every Contributor

    for any liability incurred by the Initial Developer or such Contributor

    as a result of warranty, support, indemnity or liability terms You offer.

 

    3.5. Distribution of Executable Versions.

 

    You may distribute the Executable form of the Covered Software under

    the terms of this License or under the terms of a license of Your

    choice, which may contain terms different from this License, provided

    that You are in compliance with the terms of this License and that the

    license for the Executable form does not attempt to limit or alter the

    recipient's rights in the Source Code form from the rights set forth

    in this License. If You distribute the Covered Software in Executable

    form under a different license, You must make it absolutely clear that

    any terms which differ from this License are offered by You alone, not

    by the Initial Developer or Contributor. You hereby agree to indemnify

    the Initial Developer and every Contributor for any liability incurred

    by the Initial Developer or such Contributor as a result of any such

    terms You offer.

 

    3.6. Larger Works.

 

    You may create a Larger Work by combining Covered Software with other

    code not governed by the terms of this License and distribute the

    Larger Work as a single product. In such a case, You must make sure

    the requirements of this License are fulfilled for the Covered Software.

 

4. Versions of the License.

 

    4.1. New Versions.

 

    Oracle is the initial license steward and may publish revised and/or new

    versions of this License from time to time. Each version will be given

    a distinguishing version number. Except as provided in Section 4.3, no

    one other than the license steward has the right to modify this License.
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    4.2. Effect of New Versions.

 

    You may always continue to use, distribute or otherwise make the Covered

    Software available under the terms of the version of the License under

    which You originally received the Covered Software. If the Initial

    Developer includes a notice in the Original Software prohibiting it

    from being distributed or otherwise made available under any subsequent

    version of the License, You must distribute and make the Covered Software

    available under the terms of the version of the License under which You

    originally received the Covered Software. Otherwise, You may also choose

    to use, distribute or otherwise make the Covered Software available

    under the terms of any subsequent version of the License published by

    the license steward.

 

    4.3. Modified Versions.

 

    When You are an Initial Developer and You want to create a new license

    for Your Original Software, You may create and use a modified version of

    this License if You: (a) rename the license and remove any references

    to the name of the license steward (except to note that the license

    differs from this License); and (b) otherwise make it clear that the

    license contains terms which differ from this License.

 

5. DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY.

 

    COVERED SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED UNDER THIS LICENSE ON AN "AS IS" BASIS,

    WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING,

    WITHOUT LIMITATION, WARRANTIES THAT THE COVERED SOFTWARE IS FREE OF

    DEFECTS, MERCHANTABLE, FIT FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR NON-INFRINGING. THE

    ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE COVERED SOFTWARE IS

    WITH YOU. SHOULD ANY COVERED SOFTWARE PROVE DEFECTIVE IN ANY RESPECT,

    YOU (NOT THE INITIAL DEVELOPER OR ANY OTHER CONTRIBUTOR) ASSUME THE

    COST OF ANY NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION. THIS DISCLAIMER

    OF WARRANTY CONSTITUTES AN ESSENTIAL PART OF THIS LICENSE. NO USE OF

    ANY COVERED SOFTWARE IS AUTHORIZED HEREUNDER EXCEPT UNDER THIS DISCLAIMER.

 

6. TERMINATION.

 

    6.1. This License and the rights granted hereunder will terminate

    automatically if You fail to comply with terms herein and fail to cure

    such breach within 30 days of becoming aware of the breach. Provisions

    which, by their nature, must remain in effect beyond the termination

    of this License shall survive.

 

    6.2. If You assert a patent infringement claim (excluding declaratory

    judgment actions) against Initial Developer or a Contributor (the

    Initial Developer or Contributor against whom You assert such claim is
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    referred to as "Participant") alleging that the Participant Software

    (meaning the Contributor Version where the Participant is a Contributor

    or the Original Software where the Participant is the Initial Developer)

    directly or indirectly infringes any patent, then any and all rights

    granted directly or indirectly to You by such Participant, the Initial

    Developer (if the Initial Developer is not the Participant) and all

    Contributors under Sections 2.1 and/or 2.2 of this License shall, upon 60

    days notice from Participant terminate prospectively and automatically

    at the expiration of such 60 day notice period, unless if within such

    60 day period You withdraw Your claim with respect to the Participant

    Software against such Participant either unilaterally or pursuant to

    a written agreement with Participant.

 

    6.3. If You assert a patent infringement claim against Participant

    alleging that the Participant Software directly or indirectly infringes

    any patent where such claim is resolved (such as by license or settlement)

    prior to the initiation of patent infringement litigation, then the

    reasonable value of the licenses granted by such Participant under

    Sections 2.1 or 2.2 shall be taken into account in determining the

    amount or value of any payment or license.

 

    6.4. In the event of termination under Sections 6.1 or 6.2 above,

    all end user licenses that have been validly granted by You or any

    distributor hereunder prior to termination (excluding licenses granted

    to You by any distributor) shall survive termination.

 

7. LIMITATION OF LIABILITY.

 

    UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES AND UNDER NO LEGAL THEORY, WHETHER TORT (INCLUDING

    NEGLIGENCE), CONTRACT, OR OTHERWISE, SHALL YOU, THE INITIAL DEVELOPER,

    ANY OTHER CONTRIBUTOR, OR ANY DISTRIBUTOR OF COVERED SOFTWARE, OR ANY

    SUPPLIER OF ANY OF SUCH PARTIES, BE LIABLE TO ANY PERSON FOR ANY INDIRECT,

    SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OF ANY CHARACTER INCLUDING,

    WITHOUT LIMITATION, DAMAGES FOR LOSS OF GOODWILL, WORK STOPPAGE, COMPUTER

    FAILURE OR MALFUNCTION, OR ANY AND ALL OTHER COMMERCIAL DAMAGES OR LOSSES,

    EVEN IF SUCH PARTY SHALL HAVE BEEN INFORMED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

    DAMAGES. THIS LIMITATION OF LIABILITY SHALL NOT APPLY TO LIABILITY FOR

    DEATH OR PERSONAL INJURY RESULTING FROM SUCH PARTY'S NEGLIGENCE TO THE

    EXTENT APPLICABLE LAW PROHIBITS SUCH LIMITATION. SOME JURISDICTIONS DO

    NOT ALLOW THE EXCLUSION OR LIMITATION OF INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL

    DAMAGES, SO THIS EXCLUSION AND LIMITATION MAY NOT APPLY TO YOU.

 

8. U.S. GOVERNMENT END USERS.

 

    The Covered Software is a "commercial item," as that term is defined

    in 48 C.F.R. 2.101 (Oct. 1995), consisting of "commercial computer

    software" (as that term is defined at 48 C.F.R. ? 252.227-7014(a)(1)) and

    "commercial computer software documentation" as such terms are used in
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    48 C.F.R. 12.212 (Sept. 1995). Consistent with 48 C.F.R. 12.212 and 48

    C.F.R. 227.7202-1 through 227.7202-4 (June 1995), all U.S. Government

    End Users acquire Covered Software with only those rights set forth

    herein. This U.S. Government Rights clause is in lieu of, and supersedes,

    any other FAR, DFAR, or other clause or provision that addresses

    Government rights in computer software under this License.

 

9. MISCELLANEOUS.

 

    This License represents the complete agreement concerning subject matter

    hereof. If any provision of this License is held to be unenforceable,

    such provision shall be reformed only to the extent necessary to make it

    enforceable. This License shall be governed by the law of the jurisdiction

    specified in a notice contained within the Original Software (except to

    the extent applicable law, if any, provides otherwise), excluding such

    jurisdiction's conflict-of-law provisions. Any litigation relating to

    this License shall be subject to the jurisdiction of the courts located

    in the jurisdiction and venue specified in a notice contained within

    the Original Software, with the losing party responsible for costs,

    including, without limitation, court costs and reasonable attorneys'

    fees and expenses. The application of the United Nations Convention on

    Contracts for the International Sale of Goods is expressly excluded. Any

    law or regulation which provides that the language of a contract shall

    be construed against the drafter shall not apply to this License. You

    agree that You alone are responsible for compliance with the United

    States export administration regulations (and the export control laws

    and regulation of any other countries) when You use, distribute or

    otherwise make available any Covered Software.

 

10. RESPONSIBILITY FOR CLAIMS.

 

    As between Initial Developer and the Contributors, each party is

    responsible for claims and damages arising, directly or indirectly,

    out of its utilization of rights under this License and You agree

    to work with Initial Developer and Contributors to distribute such

    responsibility on an equitable basis. Nothing herein is intended or

    shall be deemed to constitute any admission of liability.

 

---------- NOTICE PURSUANT TO SECTION 9 OF THE COMMON DEVELOPMENT AND

DISTRIBUTION LICENSE (CDDL) The code released under the CDDL shall be

governed by the laws of the State of California (excluding conflict-of-law

provisions). Any litigation relating to this License shall be subject to the

jurisdiction of the Federal Courts of the Northern District of California

and the state courts of the State of California, with venue lying in Santa

Clara County, California.
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The GNU General Public License (GPL) Version 2, June 1991

 

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc. 59 Temple Place,

Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA

 

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license

document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

Preamble

 

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to

share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public License is intended

to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to make sure

the software is free for all its users. This General Public License applies

to most of the Free Software Foundation's software and to any other program

whose authors commit to using it. (Some other Free Software Foundation

software is covered by the GNU Library General Public License instead.) You

can apply it to your programs, too.

 

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price. Our

General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom

to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you

wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you want it, that you

can change the software or use pieces of it in new free programs; and that

you know you can do these things.

 

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone to deny

you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights. These restrictions

translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of

the software, or if you modify it.

 

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis or

for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that you have. You

must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. And you

must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and (2)

offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute

and/or modify the software.

 

Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain that

everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free software. If the

software is modified by someone else and passed on, we want its recipients to

know that what they have is not the original, so that any problems introduced

by others will not reflect on the original authors' reputations.
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Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents. We wish

to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free program will individually

obtain patent licenses, in effect making the program proprietary. To prevent

this, we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone's

free use or not licensed at all.

 

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification

follow.

 

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains a notice

placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed under the terms

of this General Public License. The "Program", below, refers to any such

program or work, and a "work based on the Program" means either the Program

or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing

the Program or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or

translated into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without

limitation in the term "modification".) Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by

this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running the Program is not

restricted, and the output from the Program is covered only if its contents

constitute a work based on the Program (independent of having been made by

running the Program). Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source

code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously

and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice

and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this

License and to the absence of any warranty; and give any other recipients

of the Program a copy of this License along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you

may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of it,

thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and distribute such

modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you

also meet all of these conditions:

 

  a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices stating

  that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

  b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in whole

  or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any part thereof,

  to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third parties under the
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  terms of this License.

 

  c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively when

  run, you must cause it, when started running for such interactive use in

  the most ordinary way, to print or display an announcement including an

  appropriate copyright notice and a notice that there is no warranty (or

  else, saying that you provide a warranty) and that users may redistribute

  the program under these conditions, and telling the user how to view a

  copy of this License. (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive

  but does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on the

  Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable

sections of that work are not derived from the Program, and can be reasonably

considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License,

and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as

separate works. But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole

which is a work based on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be

on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to

the entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your

rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise

the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works

based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program with

the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of a storage

or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of

this License.

 

3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it, under

Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections 1

and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

  a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source

  code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above

  on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

  b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to

  give any third party, for a charge no more than your cost of physically

  performing source distribution, a complete machine-readable copy of the

  corresponding source code, to be distributed under the terms of Sections

  1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

  c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer to

  distribute corresponding source code. (This alternative is allowed only

  for noncommercial distribution and only if you received the program
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  in object code or executable form with such an offer, in accord with

  Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it. For an executable work, complete source code

means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and

installation of the executable. However, as a special exception, the source

code distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed

(in either source or binary form) with the major components (compiler,

kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the executable runs,

unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering access to

copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the

source code from the same place counts as distribution of the source code,

even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with

the object code.

 

4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program except

as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy,

modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is void, and will automatically

terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received

copies, or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses

terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed

it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the

Program or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you

do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the

Program (or any work based on the Program), you indicate your acceptance

of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying,

distributing or modifying the Program or works based on it.

 

6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the Program),

the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor

to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to these terms and

conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients'

exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not responsible for enforcing

compliance by third parties to this License.

 

7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions

are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that

contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from

the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy

simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent

obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Program
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at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free

redistribution of the Program by all those who receive copies directly or

indirectly through you, then the only way you could satisfy both it and this

License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any

particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply

and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents

or other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this

section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software

distribution system, which is implemented by public license practices. Many

people have made generous contributions to the wide range of software

distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of

that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose

that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a

consequence of the rest of this License.

 

8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in certain

countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original

copyright holder who places the Program under this License may add an explicit

geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that

distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded. In

such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the

body of this License.

 

9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free Software

Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version number of this License,

you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

 

10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free programs

whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author to ask for

permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation,

write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for

this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free

status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing
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and reuse of software generally.

 

NO WARRANTY

 

11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR

THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE

STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE

PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED,

INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY

AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND

PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE,

YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL

ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE

THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY

GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE

OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR

DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES

OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

 

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest possible

use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it free software

which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest to

attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey the

exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright"

line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

  One line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.

 

  Copyright (C)

 

  This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

  under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by the Free

  Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or (at your option)

  any later version.

 

  This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

  ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

  FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU General Public License for
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  more details.

 

  You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along

  with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

  59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this when

it starts in an interactive mode:

 

  Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author Gnomovision

  comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'. This is free

  software, and you are welcome to redistribute it under certain conditions;

  type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License. Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your school,

if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary. Here

is a sample; alter the names:

 

  Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

  `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

  signature of Ty Coon, 1 April 1989 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program

into proprietary programs. If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library. If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General Public

License instead of this License.

 

 

"CLASSPATH" EXCEPTION TO THE GPL VERSION 2

 

Certain source files distributed by Oracle are subject to the following

clarification and special exception to the GPL Version 2, but only where

Oracle has expressly included in the particular source file's header the words

"Oracle designates this particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception

as provided by Oracle in the License file that accompanied this code."

 

Linking this library statically or dynamically with other modules is making

a combined work based on this library.  Thus, the terms and conditions of

the GNU General Public License Version 2 cover the whole combination.
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As a special exception, the copyright holders of this library give you

permission to link this library with independent modules to produce an

executable, regardless of the license terms of these independent modules,

and to copy and distribute the resulting executable under terms of your

choice, provided that you also meet, for each linked independent module,

the terms and conditions of the license of that module.  An independent

module is a module which is not derived from or based on this library.

If you modify this library, you may extend this exception to your version

of the library, but you are not obligated to do so.  If you do not wish to

do so, delete this exception statement from your version.

COMMON DEVELOPMENT AND DISTRIBUTION LICENSE (CDDL) Version 1.1

 

1. Definitions.

 

   1.1. "Contributor" means each individual or entity that creates or

   contributes to the creation of Modifications.

 

   1.2. "Contributor Version" means the combination of the Original

   Software, prior Modifications used by a Contributor (if any), and

   the Modifications made by that particular Contributor.

 

   1.3. "Covered Software" means (a) the Original Software, or (b)

   Modifications, or (c) the combination of files containing Original

   Software with files containing Modifications, in each case including

   portions thereof.

 

   1.4. "Executable" means the Covered Software in any form other than

   Source Code.

 

   1.5. "Initial Developer" means the individual or entity that first

   makes Original Software available under this License.

 

   1.6. "Larger Work" means a work which combines Covered Software or

   portions thereof with code not governed by the terms of this License.

 

   1.7. "License" means this document.

 

   1.8. "Licensable" means having the right to grant, to the maximum

   extent possible, whether at the time of the initial grant or

   subsequently acquired, any and all of the rights conveyed herein.

 

   1.9. "Modifications" means the Source Code and Executable form of

   any of the following:

 

   A. Any file that results from an addition to, deletion from or

   modification of the contents of a file containing Original Software

   or previous Modifications;
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   B. Any new file that contains any part of the Original Software or

   previous Modification; or

 

   C. Any new file that is contributed or otherwise made available

   under the terms of this License.

 

   1.10. "Original Software" means the Source Code and Executable form

   of computer software code that is originally released under this

   License.

 

   1.11. "Patent Claims" means any patent claim(s), now owned or

   hereafter acquired, including without limitation, method, process,

   and apparatus claims, in any patent Licensable by grantor.

 

   1.12. "Source Code" means (a) the common form of computer software

   code in which modifications are made and (b) associated

   documentation included in or with such code.

 

   1.13. "You" (or "Your") means an individual or a legal entity

   exercising rights under, and complying with all of the terms of,

   this License. For legal entities, "You" includes any entity which

   controls, is controlled by, or is under common control with You. For

   purposes of this definition, "control" means (a) the power, direct

   or indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity,

   whether by contract or otherwise, or (b) ownership of more than

   fifty percent (50%) of the outstanding shares or beneficial

   ownership of such entity.

 

2. License Grants.

 

   2.1. The Initial Developer Grant.

 

   Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and subject

   to third party intellectual property claims, the Initial Developer

   hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license:

 

   (a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or

   trademark) Licensable by Initial Developer, to use, reproduce,

   modify, display, perform, sublicense and distribute the Original

   Software (or portions thereof), with or without Modifications,

   and/or as part of a Larger Work; and

 

   (b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using or selling of

   Original Software, to make, have made, use, practice, sell, and

   offer for sale, and/or otherwise dispose of the Original Software

   (or portions thereof).
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   (c) The licenses granted in Sections 2.1(a) and (b) are effective on

   the date Initial Developer first distributes or otherwise makes the

   Original Software available to a third party under the terms of this

   License.

 

   (d) Notwithstanding Section 2.1(b) above, no patent license is

   granted: (1) for code that You delete from the Original Software, or

   (2) for infringements caused by: (i) the modification of the

   Original Software, or (ii) the combination of the Original Software

   with other software or devices.

 

   2.2. Contributor Grant.

 

   Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and subject

   to third party intellectual property claims, each Contributor hereby

   grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license:

 

   (a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or

   trademark) Licensable by Contributor to use, reproduce, modify,

   display, perform, sublicense and distribute the Modifications

   created by such Contributor (or portions thereof), either on an

   unmodified basis, with other Modifications, as Covered Software

   and/or as part of a Larger Work; and

 

   (b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using, or selling

   of Modifications made by that Contributor either alone and/or in

   combination with its Contributor Version (or portions of such

   combination), to make, use, sell, offer for sale, have made, and/or

   otherwise dispose of: (1) Modifications made by that Contributor (or

   portions thereof); and (2) the combination of Modifications made by

   that Contributor with its Contributor Version (or portions of such

   combination).

 

   (c) The licenses granted in Sections 2.2(a) and 2.2(b) are effective

   on the date Contributor first distributes or otherwise makes the

   Modifications available to a third party.

 

   (d) Notwithstanding Section 2.2(b) above, no patent license is

   granted: (1) for any code that Contributor has deleted from the

   Contributor Version; (2) for infringements caused by: (i) third

   party modifications of Contributor Version, or (ii) the combination

   of Modifications made by that Contributor with other software

   (except as part of the Contributor Version) or other devices; or (3)

   under Patent Claims infringed by Covered Software in the absence of

   Modifications made by that Contributor.

 

3. Distribution Obligations.
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   3.1. Availability of Source Code.

 

   Any Covered Software that You distribute or otherwise make available

   in Executable form must also be made available in Source Code form

   and that Source Code form must be distributed only under the terms

   of this License. You must include a copy of this License with every

   copy of the Source Code form of the Covered Software You distribute

   or otherwise make available. You must inform recipients of any such

   Covered Software in Executable form as to how they can obtain such

   Covered Software in Source Code form in a reasonable manner on or

   through a medium customarily used for software exchange.

 

   3.2. Modifications.

 

   The Modifications that You create or to which You contribute are

   governed by the terms of this License. You represent that You

   believe Your Modifications are Your original creation(s) and/or You

   have sufficient rights to grant the rights conveyed by this License.

 

   3.3. Required Notices.

 

   You must include a notice in each of Your Modifications that

   identifies You as the Contributor of the Modification. You may not

   remove or alter any copyright, patent or trademark notices contained

   within the Covered Software, or any notices of licensing or any

   descriptive text giving attribution to any Contributor or the

   Initial Developer.

 

   3.4. Application of Additional Terms.

 

   You may not offer or impose any terms on any Covered Software in

   Source Code form that alters or restricts the applicable version of

   this License or the recipients' rights hereunder. You may choose to

   offer, and to charge a fee for, warranty, support, indemnity or

   liability obligations to one or more recipients of Covered Software.

   However, you may do so only on Your own behalf, and not on behalf of

   the Initial Developer or any Contributor. You must make it

   absolutely clear that any such warranty, support, indemnity or

   liability obligation is offered by You alone, and You hereby agree

   to indemnify the Initial Developer and every Contributor for any

   liability incurred by the Initial Developer or such Contributor as a

   result of warranty, support, indemnity or liability terms You offer.

 

   3.5. Distribution of Executable Versions.

 

   You may distribute the Executable form of the Covered Software under

   the terms of this License or under the terms of a license of Your

   choice, which may contain terms different from this License,
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   provided that You are in compliance with the terms of this License

   and that the license for the Executable form does not attempt to

   limit or alter the recipient's rights in the Source Code form from

   the rights set forth in this License. If You distribute the Covered

   Software in Executable form under a different license, You must make

   it absolutely clear that any terms which differ from this License

   are offered by You alone, not by the Initial Developer or

   Contributor. You hereby agree to indemnify the Initial Developer and

   every Contributor for any liability incurred by the Initial

   Developer or such Contributor as a result of any such terms You offer.

 

   3.6. Larger Works.

 

   You may create a Larger Work by combining Covered Software with

   other code not governed by the terms of this License and distribute

   the Larger Work as a single product. In such a case, You must make

   sure the requirements of this License are fulfilled for the Covered

   Software.

 

4. Versions of the License.

 

   4.1. New Versions.

 

   Oracle is the initial license steward and may publish revised and/or

   new versions of this License from time to time. Each version will be

   given a distinguishing version number. Except as provided in Section

   4.3, no one other than the license steward has the right to modify

   this License.

 

   4.2. Effect of New Versions.

 

   You may always continue to use, distribute or otherwise make the

   Covered Software available under the terms of the version of the

   License under which You originally received the Covered Software. If

   the Initial Developer includes a notice in the Original Software

   prohibiting it from being distributed or otherwise made available

   under any subsequent version of the License, You must distribute and

   make the Covered Software available under the terms of the version

   of the License under which You originally received the Covered

   Software. Otherwise, You may also choose to use, distribute or

   otherwise make the Covered Software available under the terms of any

   subsequent version of the License published by the license steward.

 

   4.3. Modified Versions.

 

   When You are an Initial Developer and You want to create a new

   license for Your Original Software, You may create and use a

   modified version of this License if You: (a) rename the license and
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   remove any references to the name of the license steward (except to

   note that the license differs from this License); and (b) otherwise

   make it clear that the license contains terms which differ from this

   License.

 

5. DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY.

 

   COVERED SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED UNDER THIS LICENSE ON AN "AS IS" BASIS,

   WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED,

   INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, WARRANTIES THAT THE COVERED SOFTWARE

   IS FREE OF DEFECTS, MERCHANTABLE, FIT FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR

   NON-INFRINGING. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF

   THE COVERED SOFTWARE IS WITH YOU. SHOULD ANY COVERED SOFTWARE PROVE

   DEFECTIVE IN ANY RESPECT, YOU (NOT THE INITIAL DEVELOPER OR ANY

   OTHER CONTRIBUTOR) ASSUME THE COST OF ANY NECESSARY SERVICING,

   REPAIR OR CORRECTION. THIS DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY CONSTITUTES AN

   ESSENTIAL PART OF THIS LICENSE. NO USE OF ANY COVERED SOFTWARE IS

   AUTHORIZED HEREUNDER EXCEPT UNDER THIS DISCLAIMER.

 

6. TERMINATION.

 

   6.1. This License and the rights granted hereunder will terminate

   automatically if You fail to comply with terms herein and fail to

   cure such breach within 30 days of becoming aware of the breach.

   Provisions which, by their nature, must remain in effect beyond the

   termination of this License shall survive.

 

   6.2. If You assert a patent infringement claim (excluding

   declaratory judgment actions) against Initial Developer or a

   Contributor (the Initial Developer or Contributor against whom You

   assert such claim is referred to as "Participant") alleging that the

   Participant Software (meaning the Contributor Version where the

   Participant is a Contributor or the Original Software where the

   Participant is the Initial Developer) directly or indirectly

   infringes any patent, then any and all rights granted directly or

   indirectly to You by such Participant, the Initial Developer (if the

   Initial Developer is not the Participant) and all Contributors under

   Sections 2.1 and/or 2.2 of this License shall, upon 60 days notice

   from Participant terminate prospectively and automatically at the

   expiration of such 60 day notice period, unless if within such 60

   day period You withdraw Your claim with respect to the Participant

   Software against such Participant either unilaterally or pursuant to

   a written agreement with Participant.

 

   6.3. If You assert a patent infringement claim against Participant

   alleging that the Participant Software directly or indirectly

   infringes any patent where such claim is resolved (such as by

   license or settlement) prior to the initiation of patent
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   infringement litigation, then the reasonable value of the licenses

   granted by such Participant under Sections 2.1 or 2.2 shall be taken

   into account in determining the amount or value of any payment or

   license.

 

   6.4. In the event of termination under Sections 6.1 or 6.2 above,

   all end user licenses that have been validly granted by You or any

   distributor hereunder prior to termination (excluding licenses

   granted to You by any distributor) shall survive termination.

 

7. LIMITATION OF LIABILITY.

 

   UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES AND UNDER NO LEGAL THEORY, WHETHER TORT

   (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE), CONTRACT, OR OTHERWISE, SHALL YOU, THE

   INITIAL DEVELOPER, ANY OTHER CONTRIBUTOR, OR ANY DISTRIBUTOR OF

   COVERED SOFTWARE, OR ANY SUPPLIER OF ANY OF SUCH PARTIES, BE LIABLE

   TO ANY PERSON FOR ANY INDIRECT, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, OR

   CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OF ANY CHARACTER INCLUDING, WITHOUT

   LIMITATION, DAMAGES FOR LOSS OF GOODWILL, WORK STOPPAGE, COMPUTER

   FAILURE OR MALFUNCTION, OR ANY AND ALL OTHER COMMERCIAL DAMAGES OR

   LOSSES, EVEN IF SUCH PARTY SHALL HAVE BEEN INFORMED OF THE

   POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES. THIS LIMITATION OF LIABILITY SHALL NOT

   APPLY TO LIABILITY FOR DEATH OR PERSONAL INJURY RESULTING FROM SUCH

   PARTY'S NEGLIGENCE TO THE EXTENT APPLICABLE LAW PROHIBITS SUCH

   LIMITATION. SOME JURISDICTIONS DO NOT ALLOW THE EXCLUSION OR

   LIMITATION OF INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, SO THIS EXCLUSION

   AND LIMITATION MAY NOT APPLY TO YOU.

 

8. U.S. GOVERNMENT END USERS.

 

   The Covered Software is a "commercial item," as that term is defined

   in 48 C.F.R. 2.101 (Oct. 1995), consisting of "commercial computer

   software" (as that term is defined at 48 C.F.R.

   252.227-7014(a)(1)) and "commercial computer software documentation"

   as such terms are used in 48 C.F.R. 12.212 (Sept. 1995). Consistent

   with 48 C.F.R. 12.212 and 48 C.F.R. 227.7202-1 through 227.7202-4

   (June 1995), all U.S. Government End Users acquire Covered Software

   with only those rights set forth herein. This U.S. Government Rights

   clause is in lieu of, and supersedes, any other FAR, DFAR, or other

   clause or provision that addresses Government rights in computer

   software under this License.

 

9. MISCELLANEOUS.

 

   This License represents the complete agreement concerning subject

   matter hereof. If any provision of this License is held to be

   unenforceable, such provision shall be reformed only to the extent

   necessary to make it enforceable. This License shall be governed by
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   the law of the jurisdiction specified in a notice contained within

   the Original Software (except to the extent applicable law, if any,

   provides otherwise), excluding such jurisdiction's conflict-of-law

   provisions. Any litigation relating to this License shall be subject

   to the jurisdiction of the courts located in the jurisdiction and

   venue specified in a notice contained within the Original Software,

   with the losing party responsible for costs, including, without

   limitation, court costs and reasonable attorneys' fees and expenses.

   The application of the United Nations Convention on Contracts for

   the International Sale of Goods is expressly excluded. Any law or

   regulation which provides that the language of a contract shall be

   construed against the drafter shall not apply to this License. You

   agree that You alone are responsible for compliance with the United

   States export administration regulations (and the export control

   laws and regulation of any other countries) when You use, distribute

   or otherwise make available any Covered Software.

 

10. RESPONSIBILITY FOR CLAIMS.

 

   As between Initial Developer and the Contributors, each party is

   responsible for claims and damages arising, directly or indirectly,

   out of its utilization of rights under this License and You agree to

   work with Initial Developer and Contributors to distribute such

   responsibility on an equitable basis. Nothing herein is intended or

   shall be deemed to constitute any admission of liability.

 

------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

NOTICE PURSUANT TO SECTION 9 OF THE COMMON DEVELOPMENT AND DISTRIBUTION

LICENSE (CDDL)

 

The code released under the CDDL shall be governed by the laws of the

State of California (excluding conflict-of-law provisions). Any

litigation relating to this License shall be subject to the jurisdiction

of the Federal Courts of the Northern District of California and the

state courts of the State of California, with venue lying in Santa Clara

County, California.

 

 

 

 The GNU General Public License (GPL) Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor

Boston, MA 02110-1335

USA

 

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies
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of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

Preamble

 

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to

share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public License is

intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to

make sure the software is free for all its users. This General Public

License applies to most of the Free Software Foundation's software and

to any other program whose authors commit to using it. (Some other Free

Software Foundation software is covered by the GNU Library General

Public License instead.) You can apply it to your programs, too.

 

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price.

Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the

freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this

service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you

want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new

free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone

to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights. These

restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis

or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that you have.

You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code.

And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software. If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents.

We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free program will

individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the program

proprietary. To prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must

be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and
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modification follow.

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains a

notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed under

the terms of this General Public License. The "Program", below, refers

to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program" means

either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law: that is

to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it, either

verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another language.

(Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term

"modification".) Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running

the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program is

covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Program

(independent of having been made by running the Program). Whether that

is true depends on what the Program does.

 

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source

code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously

and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice

and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to

this License and to the absence of any warranty; and give any other

recipients of the Program a copy of this License along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of

it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and distribute

such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided

that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any part

   thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third parties

   under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a notice
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   that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide a

   warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under these

   conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this License.

   (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but does not

   normally print such an announcement, your work based on the Program

   is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program, and

can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on

the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this

License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire

whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of a

storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the

scope of this License.

 

3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1

   and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your cost

   of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer to

   distribute corresponding source code. (This alternative is allowed

   only for noncommercial distribution and only if you received the

   program in object code or executable form with such an offer, in

   accord with Subsection b above.)
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The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it. For an executable work, complete source code

means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control

compilation and installation of the executable. However, as a special

exception, the source code distributed need not include anything that is

normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the

executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering access

to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy

the source code from the same place counts as distribution of the source

code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source

along with the object code.

 

4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise

to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is void, and will

automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties

who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will

not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in

full compliance.

 

5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works. These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all

its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the

Program or works based on it.

 

6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions

on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not

responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to this License.

 

7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute

so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and

any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not
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distribute the Program at all. For example, if a patent license would

not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by all those who

receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you

could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from

distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is implemented

by public license practices. Many people have made generous

contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that

system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to

the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute

software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be

a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License may

add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those

countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries

not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the

limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new

versions of the General Public License from time to time. Such new

versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may

differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version

number of this License, you may choose any version ever published by the

Free Software Foundation.

 

10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the

author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the
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Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we

sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the

two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free

software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

NO WARRANTY

 

11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE

ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH

YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL

NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR

DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM

(INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED

INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF

THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR

OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest to

attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey

the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the

"copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   One line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.

   Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.
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   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but

   WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU

   General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1335 USA

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type

   `show w'. This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute

   it under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the

appropriate parts of the General Public License. Of course, the commands

you use may be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they

could even be mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

   Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

   program `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by

   James Hacker.

 

   signature of Ty Coon, 1 April 1989

   Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program

into proprietary programs. If your program is a subroutine library, you

may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications

with the library. If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library

General Public License instead of this License.

 

#

 

Certain source files distributed by Oracle America, Inc. and/or its

affiliates are subject to the following clarification and special

exception to the GPLv2, based on the GNU Project exception for its

Classpath libraries, known as the GNU Classpath Exception, but only

where Oracle has expressly included in the particular source file's
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header the words "Oracle designates this particular file as subject to

the "Classpath" exception as provided by Oracle in the LICENSE file

that accompanied this code."

 

You should also note that Oracle includes multiple, independent

programs in this software package. Some of those programs are provided

under licenses deemed incompatible with the GPLv2 by the Free Software

Foundation and others.  For example, the package includes programs

licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0.  Such programs are

licensed to you under their original licenses.

 

Oracle facilitates your further distribution of this package by adding

the Classpath Exception to the necessary parts of its GPLv2 code, which

permits you to use that code in combination with other independent

modules not licensed under the GPLv2.  However, note that this would

not permit you to commingle code under an incompatible license with

Oracle's GPLv2 licensed code by, for example, cutting and pasting such

code into a file also containing Oracle's GPLv2 licensed code and then

distributing the result.  Additionally, if you were to remove the

Classpath Exception from any of the files to which it applies and

distribute the result, you would likely be required to license some or

all of the other code in that distribution under the GPLv2 as well, and

since the GPLv2 is incompatible with the license terms of some items

included in the distribution by Oracle, removing the Classpath

Exception could therefore effectively compromise your ability to

further distribute the package.

 

Proceed with caution and we recommend that you obtain the advice of a

lawyer skilled in open source matters before removing the Classpath

Exception or making modifications to this package which may

subsequently be redistributed and/or involve the use of third party

software.

 

CLASSPATH EXCEPTION

Linking this library statically or dynamically with other modules is

making a combined work based on this library.  Thus, the terms and

conditions of the GNU General Public License version 2 cover the whole

combination.

 

As a special exception, the copyright holders of this library give you

permission to link this library with independent modules to produce an

executable, regardless of the license terms of these independent

modules, and to copy and distribute the resulting executable under

terms of your choice, provided that you also meet, for each linked

independent module, the terms and conditions of the license of that

module.  An independent module is a module which is not derived from or

based on this library.  If you modify this library, you may extend this

exception to your version of the library, but you are not obligated to
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do so.  If you do not wish to do so, delete this exception statement

from your version.

DO NOT TRANSLATE OR LOCALIZE.

 

%% The following software may be included in this product:  XML Resolver library. Use of any of this software is

governed by the terms of the license below:

 

           Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the
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     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the
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     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.
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  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the
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     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

 

%% The following software may be included in this product:  RELAX NG Object Model/Parser. Use of any of this

software is governed by the terms of the license below:

 

The MIT License

 

Copyright (c) 

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of

this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in

the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to

use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of

the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so,

subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS

FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER

IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN

CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

%% The following software may be included in this product: relaxngDatatype.jar.  Use of any of this software is

governed by the terms of the license below:

 

Copyright (c) 2001, Thai Open Source Software Center Ltd, Sun Microsystems.

All rights reserved.
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Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

   Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

   Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

   the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

   distribution.

 

   Neither the names of the copyright holders nor the names of its

   contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived

   from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE REGENTS OR

CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

 

%% The following software may be included in this product:  ANT.  Use of any of this software is governed by the

terms of the license below:

 

 

/*

*                                 Apache License

*                           Version 2.0, January 2004

*                        http://www.apache.org/licenses/

*

*   TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

*

*   1. Definitions.

*

*      "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

*      and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

*

*      "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

*      the copyright owner that is granting the License.

*
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*      "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

*      other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

*      control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

*      "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

*      direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

*      otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

*      outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

*

*      "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

*      exercising permissions granted by this License.

*

*      "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

*      including but not limited to software source code, documentation

*      source, and configuration files.

*

*      "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

*      transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

*      not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

*      and conversions to other media types.

*

*      "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

*      Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

*      copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

*      (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

*

*      "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

*      form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

*      editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

*      represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

*      of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

*      separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

*      the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

*

*      "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

*      the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

*      to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

*      submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

*      or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

*      the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

*      means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

*      to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

*      communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

*      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

*      Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

*      excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

*      designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

*

*      "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity
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*      on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

*      subsequently incorporated within the Work.

*

*   2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

*      this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

*      worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

*      copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

*      publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

*      Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

*

*   3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

*      this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

*      worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

*      (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

*      use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

*      where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

*      by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

*      Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

*      with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

*      institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

*      cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

*      or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

*      or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

*      granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

*      as of the date such litigation is filed.

*

*   4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

*      Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

*      modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

*      meet the following conditions:

*

*      (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

*          Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

*

*      (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

*          stating that You changed the files; and

*

*      (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

*          that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

*          attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

*          excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

*          the Derivative Works; and

*

*      (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

*          distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

*          include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

*          within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

*          pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one
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*          of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

*          as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

*          documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

*          within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

*          wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

*          of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

*          do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

*          notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

*          or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

*          that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

*          as modifying the License.

*

*      You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

*      may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

*      for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

*      for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

*      reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

*      the conditions stated in this License.

*

*   5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

*      any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

*      by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

*      this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

*      Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

*      the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

*      with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

*

*   6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

*      names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

*      except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

*      origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

*

*   7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

*      agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

*      Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

*      WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

*      implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

*      of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

*      PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

*      appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

*      risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

*

*   8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

*      whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

*      unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

*      negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

*      liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

*      incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a
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*      result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

*      Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

*      work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

*      other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

*      has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

*

*   9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

*      the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

*      and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

*      or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

*      License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

*      on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

*      of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

*      defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

*      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

*      of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

*

*   END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

*

*   APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

*

*      To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

*      boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

*      replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

*      the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

*      comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

*      file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

*      same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

*      identification within third-party archives.

*

*   Copyright [yyyy] Apache Software Foundation

*

*   Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

*   you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

*   You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*       http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

*   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

*   distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

*   WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

*   See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

*   limitations under the License.

*/

  

 

You can download the original license file here.
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The License is accompanied by a NOTICE

 

  =========================================================================

  ==  NOTICE file corresponding to the section 4 d of                    ==

  ==  the Apache License, Version 2.0,                                   ==

  ==  in this case for the Apache Ant distribution.                      ==

  =========================================================================

 

  This product includes software developed by

  The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

  This product includes also software developed by :

    - the W3C consortium (http://www.w3c.org) ,

    - the SAX project (http://www.saxproject.org)

 

  Please read the different LICENSE files present in the root directory of

  this distribution.

 

  The names "Ant" and  "Apache Software Foundation"  must not be used to

  endorse  or promote  products derived  from this  software without prior

  written permission. For written permission, please contact

  apache@apache.org.

 

The Apache Software License, Version 1.1

 

The Apache Software License, Version 1.1, applies to all versions of up to ant

1.6.0 included.

 

/*

* ============================================================================

*                   The Apache Software License, Version 1.1

* ============================================================================

*

*    Copyright (C) 2000-2003 The Apache Software Foundation. All

*    rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modifica-

* tion, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of  source code must  retain the above copyright  notice,

*    this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

*    this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

*    and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The end-user documentation included with the redistribution, if any, must

*    include  the following  acknowledgment:  "This product includes  software
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*    developed  by the  Apache Software Foundation  (http://www.apache.org/)."

*    Alternately, this  acknowledgment may  appear in the software itself,  if

*    and wherever such third-party acknowledgments normally appear.

*

* 4. The names "Ant" and  "Apache Software Foundation"  must not be used to

*    endorse  or promote  products derived  from this  software without  prior

*    written permission. For written permission, please contact

*    apache@apache.org.

*

* 5. Products  derived from this software may not  be called "Apache", nor may

*    "Apache" appear  in their name,  without prior written permission  of the

*    Apache Software Foundation.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES,

* INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS  FOR A PARTICULAR  PURPOSE ARE  DISCLAIMED.  IN NO  EVENT SHALL  THE

* APACHE SOFTWARE  FOUNDATION  OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS  BE LIABLE FOR  ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,  EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL  DAMAGES (INCLU-

* DING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT  OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS

* OF USE, DATA, OR  PROFITS; OR BUSINESS  INTERRUPTION)  HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON

* ANY  THEORY OF LIABILITY,  WHETHER  IN CONTRACT,  STRICT LIABILITY,  OR TORT

* (INCLUDING  NEGLIGENCE OR  OTHERWISE) ARISING IN  ANY WAY OUT OF THE  USE OF

* THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* This software  consists of voluntary contributions made  by many individuals

* on behalf of the  Apache Software Foundation.  For more  information  on the

* Apache Software Foundation, please see .

*

*/

 

 

 

%% The following software may be included in this product:  RelaxNGCC. Use of any of this software is governed

by the terms of the license below:

 

Copyright (c) 2000-2003 Daisuke Okajima and Kohsuke Kawaguchi.

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.
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3. The end-user documentation included with the redistribution, if

any, must include the following acknowledgment:

 

   "This product includes software developed by Daisuke Okajima

   and Kohsuke Kawaguchi (http://relaxngcc.sf.net/)."

 

Alternately, this acknowledgment may appear in the software itself,

if and wherever such third-party acknowledgments normally appear.

 

4. The names of the copyright holders must not be used to endorse or

promote products derived from this software without prior written

permission. For written permission, please contact the copyright

holders.

 

5. Products derived from this software may not be called "RELAXNGCC",

nor may "RELAXNGCC" appear in their name, without prior written

permission of the copyright holders.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED

WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE APACHE SOFTWARE FOUNDATION OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS

BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY,

OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT

OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR

BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY,

WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE

OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE,

EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

 

%% The following software may be included in this product:  Jing.  Use of any of this software is governed by the

terms of the license below:

 

Jing Copying Conditions

 

Copyright (c) 2001-2003 Thai Open Source Software Center Ltd

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification,

are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or

other materials provided with the distribution.
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   * Neither the name of the Thai Open Source Software Center Ltd nor the names

of its contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this

software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE REGENTS OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY

DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON

ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

%% The following software may be included in this product:  NekoHTML. Use of any of this software is governed

by the terms of the license below:

 

The CyberNeko Software License, Version 1.0

 

 

(C) Copyright 2002,2003, Andy Clark.  All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

  the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

  distribution.

 

3. The end-user documentation included with the redistribution,

  if any, must include the following acknowledgment: 

    "This product includes software developed by Andy Clark."

  Alternately, this acknowledgment may appear in the software itself,

  if and wherever such third-party acknowledgments normally appear.

 

4. The names "CyberNeko" and "NekoHTML" must not be used to endorse

  or promote products derived from this software without prior

  written permission. For written permission, please contact

  andy@cyberneko.net.

 

5. Products derived from this software may not be called "CyberNeko",

  nor may "CyberNeko" appear in their name, without prior written
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  permission of the author.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED

WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR OR OTHER CONTRIBUTORS

BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY,

OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT

OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR

BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY,

WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE

OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE,

EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

COMMON DEVELOPMENT AND DISTRIBUTION LICENSE (CDDL)Version 1.1

 

1. Definitions.

 

    1.1. "Contributor" means each individual or entity that creates or contributes to the creation of Modifications.

 

    1.2. "Contributor Version" means the combination of the Original Software, prior Modifications used by a

Contributor (if any), and the Modifications made by that particular Contributor.

 

    1.3. "Covered Software" means (a) the Original Software, or (b) Modifications, or (c) the combination of files

containing Original Software with files containing Modifications, in each case including portions thereof.

 

    1.4. "Executable" means the Covered Software in any form other than Source Code.

 

    1.5. "Initial Developer" means the individual or entity that first makes Original Software available under this

License.

 

    1.6. "Larger Work" means a work which combines Covered Software or portions thereof with code not governed

by the terms of this License.

 

    1.7. "License" means this document.

 

    1.8. "Licensable" means having the right to grant, to the maximum extent possible, whether at the time of the

initial grant or subsequently acquired, any and all of the rights conveyed herein.

 

    1.9. "Modifications" means the Source Code and Executable form of any of the following:

 

    A. Any file that results from an addition to, deletion from or modification of the contents of a file containing

Original Software or previous Modifications;

 

    B. Any new file that contains any part of the Original Software or previous Modification; or

 

    C. Any new file that is contributed or otherwise made available under the terms of this License.

 

    1.10. "Original Software" means the Source Code and Executable form of computer software code that is
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originally released under this License.

 

    1.11. "Patent Claims" means any patent claim(s), now owned or hereafter acquired, including without limitation,

method, process, and apparatus claims, in any patent Licensable by grantor.

 

    1.12. "Source Code" means (a) the common form of computer software code in which modifications are made and

(b) associated documentation included in or with such code.

 

    1.13. "You" (or "Your") means an individual or a legal entity exercising rights under, and complying with all of

the terms of, this License. For legal entities, "You" includes any entity which controls, is controlled by, or is under

common control with You. For purposes of this definition, "control" means (a) the power, direct or indirect, to cause

the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (b) ownership of more than fifty

percent (50%) of the outstanding shares or beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

2. License Grants.

 

    2.1. The Initial Developer Grant.

 

    Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and subject to third party intellectual property claims,

the Initial Developer hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license:

 

    (a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark) Licensable by Initial Developer, to use,

reproduce, modify, display, perform, sublicense and distribute the Original Software (or portions thereof), with or

without Modifications, and/or as part of a Larger Work; and

 

    (b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using or selling of Original Software, to make, have made, use,

practice, sell, and offer for sale, and/or otherwise dispose of the Original Software (or portions thereof).

 

    (c) The licenses granted in Sections 2.1(a) and (b) are effective on the date Initial Developer first distributes or

otherwise makes the Original Software available to a third party under the terms of this License.

 

    (d) Notwithstanding Section 2.1(b) above, no patent license is granted: (1) for code that You delete from the

Original Software, or (2) for infringements caused by: (i) the modification of the Original Software, or (ii) the

combination of the Original Software with other software or devices.

 

    2.2. Contributor Grant.

 

    Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and subject to third party intellectual property claims,

each Contributor hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license:

 

    (a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark) Licensable by Contributor to use, reproduce,

modify, display, perform, sublicense and distribute the Modifications created by such Contributor (or portions

thereof), either on an unmodified basis, with other Modifications, as Covered Software and/or as part of a Larger

Work; and

 

    (b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using, or selling of Modifications made by that Contributor

either alone and/or in combination with its Contributor Version (or portions of such combination), to make, use, sell,

offer for sale, have made, and/or otherwise dispose of: (1) Modifications made by that Contributor (or portions
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thereof); and (2) the combination of Modifications made by that Contributor with its Contributor Version (or

portions of such combination).

 

    (c) The licenses granted in Sections 2.2(a) and 2.2(b) are effective on the date Contributor first distributes or

otherwise makes the Modifications available to a third party.

 

    (d) Notwithstanding Section 2.2(b) above, no patent license is granted: (1) for any code that Contributor has

deleted from the Contributor Version; (2) for infringements caused by: (i) third party modifications of Contributor

Version, or (ii) the combination of Modifications made by that Contributor with other software (except as part of the

Contributor Version) or other devices; or (3) under Patent Claims infringed by Covered Software in the absence of

Modifications made by that Contributor.

 

3. Distribution Obligations.

 

    3.1. Availability of Source Code.

 

    Any Covered Software that You distribute or otherwise make available in Executable form must also be made

available in Source Code form and that Source Code form must be distributed only under the terms of this License.

You must include a copy of this License with every copy of the Source Code form of the Covered Software You

distribute or otherwise make available. You must inform recipients of any such Covered Software in Executable

form as to how they can obtain such Covered Software in Source Code form in a reasonable manner on or through a

medium customarily used for software exchange.

 

    3.2. Modifications.

 

    The Modifications that You create or to which You contribute are governed by the terms of this License. You

represent that You believe Your Modifications are Your original creation(s) and/or You have sufficient rights to

grant the rights conveyed by this License.

 

    3.3. Required Notices.

 

    You must include a notice in each of Your Modifications that identifies You as the Contributor of the

Modification. You may not remove or alter any copyright, patent or trademark notices contained within the Covered

Software, or any notices of licensing or any descriptive text giving attribution to any Contributor or the Initial

Developer.

 

    3.4. Application of Additional Terms.

 

    You may not offer or impose any terms on any Covered Software in Source Code form that alters or restricts the

applicable version of this License or the recipients' rights hereunder. You may choose to offer, and to charge a fee

for, warranty, support, indemnity or liability obligations to one or more recipients of Covered Software. However,

you may do so only on Your own behalf, and not on behalf of the Initial Developer or any Contributor. You must

make it absolutely clear that any such warranty, support, indemnity or liability obligation is offered by You alone,

and You hereby agree to indemnify the Initial Developer and every Contributor for any liability incurred by the

Initial Developer or such Contributor as a result of warranty, support, indemnity or liability terms You offer.

 

    3.5. Distribution of Executable Versions.
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    You may distribute the Executable form of the Covered Software under the terms of this License or under the

terms of a license of Your choice, which may contain terms different from this License, provided that You are in

compliance with the terms of this License and that the license for the Executable form does not attempt to limit or

alter the recipient's rights in the Source Code form from the rights set forth in this License. If You distribute the

Covered Software in Executable form under a different license, You must make it absolutely clear that any terms

which differ from this License are offered by You alone, not by the Initial Developer or Contributor. You hereby

agree to indemnify the Initial Developer and every Contributor for any liability incurred by the Initial Developer or

such Contributor as a result of any such terms You offer.

 

    3.6. Larger Works.

 

    You may create a Larger Work by combining Covered Software with other code not governed by the terms of this

License and distribute the Larger Work as a single product. In such a case, You must make sure the requirements of

this License are fulfilled for the Covered Software.

 

4. Versions of the License.

 

    4.1. New Versions.

 

    Oracle is the initial license steward and may publish revised and/or new versions of this License from time to

time. Each version will be given a distinguishing version number. Except as provided in Section 4.3, no one other

than the license steward has the right to modify this License.

 

    4.2. Effect of New Versions.

 

    You may always continue to use, distribute or otherwise make the Covered Software available under the terms of

the version of the License under which You originally received the Covered Software. If the Initial Developer

includes a notice in the Original Software prohibiting it from being distributed or otherwise made available under

any subsequent version of the License, You must distribute and make the Covered Software available under the

terms of the version of the License under which You originally received the Covered Software. Otherwise, You may

also choose to use, distribute or otherwise make the Covered Software available under the terms of any subsequent

version of the License published by the license steward.

 

    4.3. Modified Versions.

 

    When You are an Initial Developer and You want to create a new license for Your Original Software, You may

create and use a modified version of this License if You: (a) rename the license and remove any references to the

name of the license steward (except to note that the license differs from this License); and (b) otherwise make it

clear that the license contains terms which differ from this License.

 

5. DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY.

 

    COVERED SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED UNDER THIS LICENSE ON AN "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION,

WARRANTIES THAT THE COVERED SOFTWARE IS FREE OF DEFECTS, MERCHANTABLE, FIT FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR NON-INFRINGING. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND

PERFORMANCE OF THE COVERED SOFTWARE IS WITH YOU. SHOULD ANY COVERED SOFTWARE

PROVE DEFECTIVE IN ANY RESPECT, YOU (NOT THE INITIAL DEVELOPER OR ANY OTHER
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CONTRIBUTOR) ASSUME THE COST OF ANY NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

THIS DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY CONSTITUTES AN ESSENTIAL PART OF THIS LICENSE. NO USE

OF ANY COVERED SOFTWARE IS AUTHORIZED HEREUNDER EXCEPT UNDER THIS DISCLAIMER.

 

6. TERMINATION.

 

    6.1. This License and the rights granted hereunder will terminate automatically if You fail to comply with terms

herein and fail to cure such breach within 30 days of becoming aware of the breach. Provisions which, by their

nature, must remain in effect beyond the termination of this License shall survive.

 

    6.2. If You assert a patent infringement claim (excluding declaratory judgment actions) against Initial Developer

or a Contributor (the Initial Developer or Contributor against whom You assert such claim is referred to as

"Participant") alleging that the Participant Software (meaning the Contributor Version where the Participant is a

Contributor or the Original Software where the Participant is the Initial Developer) directly or indirectly infringes

any patent, then any and all rights granted directly or indirectly to You by such Participant, the Initial Developer (if

the Initial Developer is not the Participant) and all Contributors under Sections 2.1 and/or 2.2 of this License shall,

upon 60 days notice from Participant terminate prospectively and automatically at the expiration of such 60 day

notice period, unless if within such 60 day period You withdraw Your claim with respect to the Participant Software

against such Participant either unilaterally or pursuant to a written agreement with Participant.

 

    6.3. If You assert a patent infringement claim against Participant alleging that the Participant Software directly or

indirectly infringes any patent where such claim is resolved (such as by license or settlement) prior to the initiation

of patent infringement litigation, then the reasonable value of the licenses granted by such Participant under Sections

2.1 or 2.2 shall be taken into account in determining the amount or value of any payment or license.

 

    6.4. In the event of termination under Sections 6.1 or 6.2 above, all end user licenses that have been validly

granted by You or any distributor hereunder prior to termination (excluding licenses granted to You by any

distributor) shall survive termination.

 

7. LIMITATION OF LIABILITY.

 

    UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES AND UNDER NO LEGAL THEORY, WHETHER TORT (INCLUDING

NEGLIGENCE), CONTRACT, OR OTHERWISE, SHALL YOU, THE INITIAL DEVELOPER, ANY OTHER

CONTRIBUTOR, OR ANY DISTRIBUTOR OF COVERED SOFTWARE, OR ANY SUPPLIER OF ANY OF

SUCH PARTIES, BE LIABLE TO ANY PERSON FOR ANY INDIRECT, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OF ANY CHARACTER INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, DAMAGES

FOR LOSS OF GOODWILL, WORK STOPPAGE, COMPUTER FAILURE OR MALFUNCTION, OR ANY

AND ALL OTHER COMMERCIAL DAMAGES OR LOSSES, EVEN IF SUCH PARTY SHALL HAVE BEEN

INFORMED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES. THIS LIMITATION OF LIABILITY SHALL NOT

APPLY TO LIABILITY FOR DEATH OR PERSONAL INJURY RESULTING FROM SUCH PARTY'S

NEGLIGENCE TO THE EXTENT APPLICABLE LAW PROHIBITS SUCH LIMITATION. SOME

JURISDICTIONS DO NOT ALLOW THE EXCLUSION OR LIMITATION OF INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, SO THIS EXCLUSION AND LIMITATION MAY NOT APPLY TO YOU.

 

8. U.S. GOVERNMENT END USERS.

 

    The Covered Software is a "commercial item," as that term is defined in 48 C.F.R. 2.101 (Oct. 1995), consisting

of "commercial computer software" (as that term is defined at 48 C.F.R. ? 252.227-7014(a)(1)) and "commercial
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computer software documentation" as such terms are used in 48 C.F.R. 12.212 (Sept. 1995). Consistent with 48

C.F.R. 12.212 and 48 C.F.R. 227.7202-1 through 227.7202-4 (June 1995), all U.S. Government End Users acquire

Covered Software with only those rights set forth herein. This U.S. Government Rights clause is in lieu of, and

supersedes, any other FAR, DFAR, or other clause or provision that addresses Government rights in computer

software under this License.

 

9. MISCELLANEOUS.

 

    This License represents the complete agreement concerning subject matter hereof. If any provision of this License

is held to be unenforceable, such provision shall be reformed only to the extent necessary to make it enforceable.

This License shall be governed by the law of the jurisdiction specified in a notice contained within the Original

Software (except to the extent applicable law, if any, provides otherwise), excluding such jurisdiction's conflict-of-

law provisions. Any litigation relating to this License shall be subject to the jurisdiction of the courts located in the

jurisdiction and venue specified in a notice contained within the Original Software, with the losing party responsible

for costs, including, without limitation, court costs and reasonable attorneys' fees and expenses. The application of

the United Nations Convention on Contracts for the International Sale of Goods is expressly excluded. Any law or

regulation which provides that the language of a contract shall be construed against the drafter shall not apply to this

License. You agree that You alone are responsible for compliance with the United States export administration

regulations (and the export control laws and regulation of any other countries) when You use, distribute or otherwise

make available any Covered Software.

 

10. RESPONSIBILITY FOR CLAIMS.

 

    As between Initial Developer and the Contributors, each party is responsible for claims and damages arising,

directly or indirectly, out of its utilization of rights under this License and You agree to work with Initial Developer

and Contributors to distribute such responsibility on an equitable basis. Nothing herein is intended or shall be

deemed to constitute any admission of liability.

 

----------

NOTICE PURSUANT TO SECTION 9 OF THE COMMON DEVELOPMENT AND DISTRIBUTION LICENSE

(CDDL)

The code released under the CDDL shall be governed by the laws of the State of California (excluding conflict-of-

law provisions). Any litigation relating to this License shall be subject to the jurisdiction of the Federal Courts of the

Northern District of California and the state courts of the State of California, with venue lying in Santa Clara

County, California.

 

 

 

 

The GNU General Public License (GPL) Version 2, June 1991

 

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc. 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307

USA

 

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license document, but changing it is not

allowed.
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Preamble

 

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU

General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to make sure the

software is free for all its users. This General Public License applies to most of the Free Software Foundation's

software and to any other program whose authors commit to using it. (Some other Free Software Foundation

software is covered by the GNU Library General Public License instead.) You can apply it to your programs, too.

 

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to

make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish),

that you receive source code or can get it if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new

free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to

surrender the rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the

software, or if you modify it.

 

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all

the rights that you have. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. And you must show

them these terms so they know their rights.

 

We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and (2) offer you this license which gives you

legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the software.

 

Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain that everyone understands that there is no

warranty for this free software. If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we want its recipients to

know that what they have is not the original, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the

original authors' reputations.

 

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents. We wish to avoid the danger that

redistributors of a free program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the program proprietary. To

prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow.

 

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying

it may be distributed under the terms of this General Public License. The "Program", below, refers to any such

program or work, and a "work based on the Program" means either the Program or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications

and/or translated into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term

"modification".) Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its

scope. The act of running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program is covered only if its

contents constitute a work based on the Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).
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Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you receive it, in any medium,

provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and

disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and

give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty

protection in exchange for a fee.

 

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the

Program, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you

also meet all of these conditions:

 

  a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of

any change.

 

  b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in whole or in part contains or is derived from the

Program or any part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this

License.

 

  c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively when run, you must cause it, when started

running for such interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an announcement including an

appropriate copyright notice and a notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide a warranty) and

that users may redistribute the program under these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

License. (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but does not normally print such an announcement, your

work based on the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from

the Program, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License,

and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute

the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on

the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and

every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather,

the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program with the Program (or with a work based on

the Program) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this

License.

 

3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it, under Section 2) in object code or executable

form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

  a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under

the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,
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  b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give any third party, for a charge no more

than your cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete machine-readable copy of the corresponding

source code, to be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software

interchange; or,

 

  c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer to distribute corresponding source code. (This

alternative is allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you received the program in object code or

executable form with such an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For an executable

work, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface

definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the executable. However, as a special

exception, the source code distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or

binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the

executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering

equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place counts as distribution of the source code, even though

third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program except as expressly provided under this License.

Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is void, and will automatically

terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this

License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you

permission to modify or distribute the Program or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do

not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the Program),

you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or

modifying the Program or works based on it.

 

6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the Program), the recipient automatically receives

a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to these terms and conditions.

You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not

responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to this License.

 

7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited

to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the

conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as

to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a

consequence you may not distribute the Program at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-

free redistribution of the Program by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only

way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the

section is intended to apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest
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validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software

distribution system, which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous

contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of

that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other

system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted

interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Program under this License may add an explicit

geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this

License.

 

9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the General Public License from time

to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new

problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program specifies a version number of this License

which applies to it and "any later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that

version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version

number of this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

 

10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free programs whose distribution conditions are

different, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software

Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be

guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the

sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

NO WARRANTY

 

11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE

PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE

STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM

"AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT

NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF

ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY

COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE

PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL,

SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY

TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF

THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER

PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.
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END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

 

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, the best way to

achieve this is to make it free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to

most effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a

pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

  One line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.

 

  Copyright (C)

 

  This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU General Public

License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later

version.

 

  This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the

implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU General

Public License for more details.

 

  You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along with this program; if not, write to the

Free Software Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

  Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author

  Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'. This is free software, and

you are welcome to redistribute it under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate parts of the General Public License.

Of course, the commands you use may be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your school, if any, to sign a "copyright

disclaimer" for the program, if necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

  Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at

compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

  signature of Ty Coon, 1 April 1989

  Ty Coon, President of Vice
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This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into proprietary programs. If your program

is a subroutine library, you may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the library. If

this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General Public License instead of this License.

 

 

"CLASSPATH" EXCEPTION TO THE GPL VERSION 2

 

Certain source files distributed by Oracle are subject to the following clarification and special exception to the GPL

Version 2, but only where Oracle has expressly included in the particular source file's header the words "Oracle

designates this particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided by Oracle in the License file that

accompanied this code."

 

Linking this library statically or dynamically with other modules is making a combined work based on this library.

Thus, the terms and conditions of the GNU General Public License Version 2 cover the whole combination.

 

As a special exception, the copyright holders of this library give you permission to link this library with independent

modules to produce an executable, regardless of the license terms of these independent modules, and to copy and

distribute the resulting executable under terms of your choice, provided that you also meet, for each linked

independent module, the terms and conditions of the license of that module.  An independent module is a module

which is not derived from or based on this library.  If you modify this library, you may extend this exception to your

version of the library, but you are not obligated to do so.  If you do not wish to do so, delete this exception statement

from your version.

DO NOT TRANSLATE OR LOCALIZE.

 

%% The following software may be included in this product:  XML Resolver library. Use of any of this software is

governed by the terms of the license below:

 

           Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the
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     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable
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     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and
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         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.
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  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

 

%% The following software may be included in this product:  RELAX NG Object Model/Parser. Use of any of this

software is governed by the terms of the license below:

 

The MIT License

 

Copyright (c) 

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of

this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in
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the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to

use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of

the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so,

subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS

FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER

IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN

CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

%% The following software may be included in this product: relaxngDatatype.jar.  Use of any of this software is

governed by the terms of the license below:

 

Copyright (c) 2001, Thai Open Source Software Center Ltd, Sun Microsystems.

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

   Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

   Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

   the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

   distribution.

 

   Neither the names of the copyright holders nor the names of its

   contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived

   from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE REGENTS OR

CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.
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%% The following software may be included in this product:  ANT.  Use of any of this software is governed by the

terms of the license below:

 

 

/*

*                                 Apache License

*                           Version 2.0, January 2004

*                        http://www.apache.org/licenses/

*

*   TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

*

*   1. Definitions.

*

*      "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

*      and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

*

*      "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

*      the copyright owner that is granting the License.

*

*      "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

*      other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

*      control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

*      "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

*      direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

*      otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

*      outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

*

*      "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

*      exercising permissions granted by this License.

*

*      "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

*      including but not limited to software source code, documentation

*      source, and configuration files.

*

*      "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

*      transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

*      not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

*      and conversions to other media types.

*

*      "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

*      Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

*      copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

*      (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

*

*      "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

*      form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the
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*      editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

*      represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

*      of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

*      separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

*      the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

*

*      "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

*      the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

*      to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

*      submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

*      or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

*      the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

*      means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

*      to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

*      communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

*      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

*      Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

*      excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

*      designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

*

*      "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

*      on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

*      subsequently incorporated within the Work.

*

*   2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

*      this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

*      worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

*      copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

*      publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

*      Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

*

*   3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

*      this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

*      worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

*      (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

*      use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

*      where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

*      by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

*      Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

*      with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

*      institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

*      cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

*      or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

*      or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

*      granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

*      as of the date such litigation is filed.

*

*   4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the
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*      Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

*      modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

*      meet the following conditions:

*

*      (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

*          Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

*

*      (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

*          stating that You changed the files; and

*

*      (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

*          that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

*          attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

*          excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

*          the Derivative Works; and

*

*      (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

*          distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

*          include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

*          within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

*          pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

*          of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

*          as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

*          documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

*          within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

*          wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

*          of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

*          do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

*          notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

*          or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

*          that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

*          as modifying the License.

*

*      You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

*      may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

*      for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

*      for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

*      reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

*      the conditions stated in this License.

*

*   5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

*      any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

*      by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

*      this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

*      Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

*      the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

*      with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

*
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*   6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

*      names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

*      except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

*      origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

*

*   7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

*      agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

*      Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

*      WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

*      implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

*      of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

*      PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

*      appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

*      risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

*

*   8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

*      whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

*      unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

*      negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

*      liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

*      incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

*      result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

*      Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

*      work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

*      other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

*      has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

*

*   9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

*      the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

*      and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

*      or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

*      License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

*      on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

*      of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

*      defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

*      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

*      of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

*

*   END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

*

*   APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

*

*      To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

*      boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

*      replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

*      the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

*      comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

*      file or class name and description of purpose be included on the
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*      same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

*      identification within third-party archives.

*

*   Copyright [yyyy] Apache Software Foundation

*

*   Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

*   you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

*   You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*       http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

*   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

*   distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

*   WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

*   See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

*   limitations under the License.

*/

  

 

You can download the original license file here.

 

The License is accompanied by a NOTICE

 

  =========================================================================

  ==  NOTICE file corresponding to the section 4 d of                    ==

  ==  the Apache License, Version 2.0,                                   ==

  ==  in this case for the Apache Ant distribution.                      ==

  =========================================================================

 

  This product includes software developed by

  The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

  This product includes also software developed by :

    - the W3C consortium (http://www.w3c.org) ,

    - the SAX project (http://www.saxproject.org)

 

  Please read the different LICENSE files present in the root directory of

  this distribution.

 

  The names "Ant" and  "Apache Software Foundation"  must not be used to

  endorse  or promote  products derived  from this  software without prior

  written permission. For written permission, please contact

  apache@apache.org.

 

The Apache Software License, Version 1.1

 

The Apache Software License, Version 1.1, applies to all versions of up to ant

1.6.0 included.
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/*

* ============================================================================

*                   The Apache Software License, Version 1.1

* ============================================================================

*

*    Copyright (C) 2000-2003 The Apache Software Foundation. All

*    rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modifica-

* tion, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of  source code must  retain the above copyright  notice,

*    this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

*    this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

*    and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The end-user documentation included with the redistribution, if any, must

*    include  the following  acknowledgment:  "This product includes  software

*    developed  by the  Apache Software Foundation  (http://www.apache.org/)."

*    Alternately, this  acknowledgment may  appear in the software itself,  if

*    and wherever such third-party acknowledgments normally appear.

*

* 4. The names "Ant" and  "Apache Software Foundation"  must not be used to

*    endorse  or promote  products derived  from this  software without  prior

*    written permission. For written permission, please contact

*    apache@apache.org.

*

* 5. Products  derived from this software may not  be called "Apache", nor may

*    "Apache" appear  in their name,  without prior written permission  of the

*    Apache Software Foundation.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES,

* INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS  FOR A PARTICULAR  PURPOSE ARE  DISCLAIMED.  IN NO  EVENT SHALL  THE

* APACHE SOFTWARE  FOUNDATION  OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS  BE LIABLE FOR  ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,  EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL  DAMAGES (INCLU-

* DING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT  OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS

* OF USE, DATA, OR  PROFITS; OR BUSINESS  INTERRUPTION)  HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON

* ANY  THEORY OF LIABILITY,  WHETHER  IN CONTRACT,  STRICT LIABILITY,  OR TORT

* (INCLUDING  NEGLIGENCE OR  OTHERWISE) ARISING IN  ANY WAY OUT OF THE  USE OF

* THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* This software  consists of voluntary contributions made  by many individuals

* on behalf of the  Apache Software Foundation.  For more  information  on the

* Apache Software Foundation, please see .
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*

*/

 

 

 

%% The following software may be included in this product:  RelaxNGCC. Use of any of this software is governed

by the terms of the license below:

 

Copyright (c) 2000-2003 Daisuke Okajima and Kohsuke Kawaguchi.

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

3. The end-user documentation included with the redistribution, if

any, must include the following acknowledgment:

 

   "This product includes software developed by Daisuke Okajima

   and Kohsuke Kawaguchi (http://relaxngcc.sf.net/)."

 

Alternately, this acknowledgment may appear in the software itself,

if and wherever such third-party acknowledgments normally appear.

 

4. The names of the copyright holders must not be used to endorse or

promote products derived from this software without prior written

permission. For written permission, please contact the copyright

holders.

 

5. Products derived from this software may not be called "RELAXNGCC",

nor may "RELAXNGCC" appear in their name, without prior written

permission of the copyright holders.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED

WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE APACHE SOFTWARE FOUNDATION OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS

BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY,

OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT

OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR

BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY,
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WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE

OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE,

EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

 

%% The following software may be included in this product:  Jing.  Use of any of this software is governed by the

terms of the license below:

 

Jing Copying Conditions

 

Copyright (c) 2001-2003 Thai Open Source Software Center Ltd

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification,

are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or

other materials provided with the distribution.

   * Neither the name of the Thai Open Source Software Center Ltd nor the names

of its contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this

software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE REGENTS OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY

DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON

ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

%% The following software may be included in this product:  NekoHTML. Use of any of this software is governed

by the terms of the license below:

 

The CyberNeko Software License, Version 1.0

 

 

(C) Copyright 2002,2003, Andy Clark.  All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:
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1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

  the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

  distribution.

 

3. The end-user documentation included with the redistribution,

  if any, must include the following acknowledgment: 

    "This product includes software developed by Andy Clark."

  Alternately, this acknowledgment may appear in the software itself,

  if and wherever such third-party acknowledgments normally appear.

 

4. The names "CyberNeko" and "NekoHTML" must not be used to endorse

  or promote products derived from this software without prior

  written permission. For written permission, please contact

  andy@cyberneko.net.

 

5. Products derived from this software may not be called "CyberNeko",

  nor may "CyberNeko" appear in their name, without prior written

  permission of the author.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED

WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR OR OTHER CONTRIBUTORS

BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY,

OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT

OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR

BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY,

WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE

OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE,

EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

%% The following software may be included in this product:  Woodstox. Use of any of this software is governed by

the terms of the license below:

This copy of Woodstox XML processor is licensed under the

Apache (Software) License, version 2.0 ("the License").

See the License for details about distribution rights, and the

specific rights regarding derivate works.

 

You may obtain a copy of the License at:

 

http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

A copy is also included in the downloadable source code package

containing Woodstox, in file "ASL2.0", under the same directory
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as this file.

 

%% The following software may be included in this product:  ASM library. Use of any of this software is governed

by the terms of the license below:

 

Copyright (c) 2000-2005 INRIA, France Telecom

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

3. Neither the name of the copyright holders nor the names of its

  contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

  this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF

THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

/*

* DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS HEADER.

*

* Copyright (c) YYYY Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

*

* The contents of this file are subject to the terms of either the GNU

* General Public License Version 2 only ("GPL") or the Common Development

* and Distribution License("CDDL") (collectively, the "License").  You

* may not use this file except in compliance with the License.  You can

* obtain a copy of the License at

* https://oss.oracle.com/licenses/CDDL+GPL-1.1

* or LICENSE.txt.  See the License for the specific

* language governing permissions and limitations under the License.

*
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* When distributing the software, include this License Header Notice in each

* file and include the License file at LICENSE.txt.

*

* GPL Classpath Exception:

* Oracle designates this particular file as subject to the "Classpath"

* exception as provided by Oracle in the GPL Version 2 section of the License

* file that accompanied this code.

*

* Modifications:

* If applicable, add the following below the License Header, with the fields

* enclosed by brackets [] replaced by your own identifying information:

* "Portions Copyright [year] [name of copyright owner]"

*

* Contributor(s):

* If you wish your version of this file to be governed by only the CDDL or

* only the GPL Version 2, indicate your decision by adding "[Contributor]

* elects to include this software in this distribution under the [CDDL or GPL

* Version 2] license."  If you don't indicate a single choice of license, a

* recipient has the option to distribute your version of this file under

* either the CDDL, the GPL Version 2 or to extend the choice of license to

* its licensees as provided above.  However, if you add GPL Version 2 code

* and therefore, elected the GPL Version 2 license, then the option applies

* only if the new code is made subject to such option by the copyright

* holder.

*/

DO NOT TRANSLATE OR LOCALIZE

 

***************************************************************************

 

%%The following software may be included in this product:

XML-NamespaceSupport

 

Use of any of this software is governed by the terms of the license below:

 

The "Artistic License"

 

				Preamble

 

The intent of this document is to state the conditions under which a

Package may be copied, such that the Copyright Holder maintains some

semblance of artistic control over the development of the package,

while giving the users of the package the right to use and distribute

the Package in a more-or-less customary fashion, plus the right to make

reasonable modifications.

 

Definitions:

 

	"Package" refers to the collection of files distributed by the
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	Copyright Holder, and derivatives of that collection of files

	created through textual modification.

 

	"Standard Version" refers to such a Package if it has not been

	modified, or has been modified in accordance with the wishes

	of the Copyright Holder as specified below.

 

	"Copyright Holder" is whoever is named in the copyright or

	copyrights for the package.

 

	"You" is you, if you're thinking about copying or distributing

	this Package.

 

	"Reasonable copying fee" is whatever you can justify on the

	basis of media cost, duplication charges, time of people involved,

	and so on.  (You will not be required to justify it to the

	Copyright Holder, but only to the computing community at large

	as a market that must bear the fee.)

 

	"Freely Available" means that no fee is charged for the item

	itself, though there may be fees involved in handling the item.

	It also means that recipients of the item may redistribute it

	under the same conditions they received it.

 

1. You may make and give away verbatim copies of the source form of the

Standard Version of this Package without restriction, provided that you

duplicate all of the original copyright notices and associated disclaimers.

 

2. You may apply bug fixes, portability fixes and other modifications

derived from the Public Domain or from the Copyright Holder.  A Package

modified in such a way shall still be considered the Standard Version.

 

3. You may otherwise modify your copy of this Package in any way, provided

that you insert a prominent notice in each changed file stating how and

when you changed that file, and provided that you do at least ONE of the

following:

 

   a) place your modifications in the Public Domain or otherwise make them

   Freely Available, such as by posting said modifications to Usenet or

   an equivalent medium, or placing the modifications on a major archive

   site such as uunet.uu.net, or by allowing the Copyright Holder to include

   your modifications in the Standard Version of the Package.

 

   b) use the modified Package only within your corporation or organization.

 

   c) rename any non-standard executables so the names do not conflict

   with standard executables, which must also be provided, and provide

   a separate manual page for each non-standard executable that clearly
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   documents how it differs from the Standard Version.

 

   d) make other distribution arrangements with the Copyright Holder.

 

4. You may distribute the programs of this Package in object code or

executable form, provided that you do at least ONE of the following:

 

   a) distribute a Standard Version of the executables and library files,

   together with instructions (in the manual page or equivalent) on where

   to get the Standard Version.

 

   b) accompany the distribution with the machine-readable source of

   the Package with your modifications.

 

   c) give non-standard executables non-standard names, and clearly

   document the differences in manual pages (or equivalent), together

   with instructions on where to get the Standard Version.

 

   d) make other distribution arrangements with the Copyright Holder.

 

5. You may charge a reasonable copying fee for any distribution of this

Package.  You may charge any fee you choose for support of this

Package.  You may not charge a fee for this Package itself.  However,

you may distribute this Package in aggregate with other (possibly

commercial) programs as part of a larger (possibly commercial) software

distribution provided that you do not advertise this Package as a

product of your own.  You may embed this Package's interpreter within

an executable of yours (by linking); this shall be construed as a mere

form of aggregation, provided that the complete Standard Version of the

interpreter is so embedded.

 

6. The scripts and library files supplied as input to or produced as

output from the programs of this Package do not automatically fall

under the copyright of this Package, but belong to whoever generated

them, and may be sold commercially, and may be aggregated with this

Package.  If such scripts or library files are aggregated with this

Package via the so-called "undump" or "unexec" methods of producing a

binary executable image, then distribution of such an image shall

neither be construed as a distribution of this Package nor shall it

fall under the restrictions of Paragraphs 3 and 4, provided that you do

not represent such an executable image as a Standard Version of this

Package.

 

7. C subroutines (or comparably compiled subroutines in other

languages) supplied by you and linked into this Package in order to

emulate subroutines and variables of the language defined by this

Package shall not be considered part of this Package, but are the

equivalent of input as in Paragraph 6, provided these subroutines do
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not change the language in any way that would cause it to fail the

regression tests for the language.

 

8. Aggregation of this Package with a commercial distribution is always

permitted provided that the use of this Package is embedded; that is,

when no overt attempt is made to make this Package's interfaces visible

to the end user of the commercial distribution.  Such use shall not be

construed as a distribution of this Package.

 

9. The name of the Copyright Holder may not be used to endorse or promote

products derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

10. THIS PACKAGE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND WITHOUT ANY EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTIBILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.

 

				The End

 

Additional License(s)

 

Copyright (c) 2001-2005 Robin Berjon. All rights reserved.

 

***************************************************************************

 

%%The following software may be included in this product:

iso-relax.jar

 

Use of any of this software is governed by the terms of the license below:

 

The MIT License

 

                               Copyright (c) 

 

                               Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to

                               any person obtaining a copy of this software and

                               associated documentation files (the "Software"),

                               to deal in the Software without restriction,

                               including without limitation the rights to use,

                               copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute,

                               sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software,

                               and to permit persons to whom the Software is

                               furnished to do so, subject to the following

                               conditions:

 

                               The above copyright notice and this permission

                               notice shall be included in all copies or

                               substantial portions of the Software.
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                               THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT

                               WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED,

                               INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

                               MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

                               PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL

                               THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR

                               ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER

                               IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE,

                               ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE

                               SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

                               SOFTWARE.

 

 

 

 

                               Copyright  200

 

Additional License(s)

 

"copyright" and "license" results in the following hits:

> * The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included

> * distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

 

GNU, GPL, LGPL reveals no hit. "?" hits a lot of things but none of them

are relevant to the licensing terms.

 

 

***************************************************************************

 

%%The following software may be included in this product:

relaxngDatatype.jar

 

Use of any of this software is governed by the terms of the license below:

 

Copyright (c) 2001, Thai Open Source Software Center Ltd, Sun Microsystems.

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

   Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

   Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

   the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

   distribution.
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   Neither the names of the copyright holders nor the names of its

   contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived

   from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE REGENTS OR

CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

Additional License(s)

 

Got the following hits. No hit for GNU, GPL, LGPL.

 

> Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

 

> Neither the names of the copyright holders nor the names of its

 

> this license is the BSD license.

 

***************************************************************************

 

%%The following software may be included in this product:

RELAX NG Object Model/Parser

 

Use of any of this software is governed by the terms of the license below:

 

The MIT License

 

Copyright (c) 

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of

this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in

the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to

use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of

the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so,

subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.
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THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS

FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER

IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN

CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

Additional License(s)

 

See https://rngom.dev.java.net/doc/index.html

 

***************************************************************************

 

%%The following software may be included in this product:

RelaxNGCC

 

Use of any of this software is governed by the terms of the license below:

 

Copyright (c) 2000-2003 Daisuke Okajima and Kohsuke Kawaguchi.

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

3. The end-user documentation included with the redistribution, if

any, must include the following acknowledgment:

 

   "This product includes software developed by Daisuke Okajima

   and Kohsuke Kawaguchi (http://relaxngcc.sf.net/)."

 

Alternately, this acknowledgment may appear in the software itself,

if and wherever such third-party acknowledgments normally appear.

 

4. The names of the copyright holders must not be used to endorse or

promote products derived from this software without prior written

permission. For written permission, please contact the copyright

holders.

 

5. Products derived from this software may not be called "RELAXNGCC",

nor may "RELAXNGCC" appear in their name, without prior written
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permission of the copyright holders.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED

WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE APACHE SOFTWARE FOUNDATION OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS

BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY,

OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT

OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR

BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY,

WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE

OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE,

EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

Additional License(s)

 

None found

 

***************************************************************************

 

%%The following software may be included in this product:

XML Resolver library

 

Use of any of this software is governed by the terms of the license below:

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity
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     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.
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  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided
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         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,
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     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

Additional License(s)

 

All occurrences of copyright, license and (c) refer to the Apache 1.1 license.

 

No occurrences of GNU, GPL, LGPL.

 

***************************************************************************

 

%%The following software may be included in this product:

Stax API (only)

 

Use of any of this software is governed by the terms of the license below:
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Streaming API for XML (JSR-173) Specification Reference Implementation

License Agreement

 

READ THE TERMS OF THIS (THE "AGREEMENT") CAREFULLY BEFORE VIEWING OR USING THE

SOFTWARE LICENSED HEREUNDER.  BY VIEWING OR USING THE SOFTWARE, YOU AGREE TO

THE TERMS OF THIS AGREEMENT. IF YOU ARE ACCESSING THE SOFTWARE ELECTRONICALLY,

INDICATE YOUR ACCEPTANCE OF THESE TERMS BY SELECTING THE "ACCEPT" BUTTON AT

THE END OF THIS AGREEMENT. IF YOU DO NOT AGREE TO ALL THESE TERMS, PROMPTLY

RETURN THE UNUSED SOFTWARE TO ORIGINAL CONTRIBUTOR, DEFINED HEREIN.

 

1.0  DEFINITIONS.

 

1.1. "BEA" means BEA Systems, Inc., the licensor of the Original Code.

 

1.2. "Contributor" means BEA and each entity that creates or contributes to

the creation of Modifications.

 

1.3. "Covered Code" means the Original Code or Modifications or the combination

of the Original Code and Modifications, in each case including portions

thereof and corresponding documentation released with the source code.

 

1.4. "Executable" means Covered Code in any form other than Source Code.

 

1.5. "FCS" means first commercial shipment of a product.

 

1.6. "Modifications" means any addition to or deletion from the substance

or structure of either the Original Code or any previous Modifications. When

Covered Code is released as a series of files, a Modification is:

 

(a)  Any addition to or deletion from the contents of a file containing

Original Code or previous Modifications.

 

(b)  Any new file that contains any part of the Original Code or previous

Modifications.

 

1.7. "Original Code" means Source Code of computer software code Reference

Implementation.

 

1.8. "Patent Claims" means any patent claim(s), now owned or hereafter

acquired, including without limitation, method, process, and apparatus claims,

in any patent for which the grantor has the right to grant a license.

 

1.9.  Reference Implementation means the prototype or proof of

concept implementation of the Specification developed and made available

for license by or on behalf of BEA.

 

1.10. "Source Code" means the preferred form of the Covered Code for making

modifications to it, including all modules it contains, plus any associated
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documentation, interface definition files, scripts used to control compilation

and installation of an Executable, or source code differential comparisons

against either the Original Code or another well known, available Covered

Code of the Contributor's choice.

 

1.11.  Specification means the written specification for the Streaming

API for XML , Java technology developed pursuant to the Java Community Process.

1.12. "Technology Compatibility Kit" or TCK means the documentation,

testing tools and test suites associated with the Specification as may be

revised by BEA from time to time, that is provided so that an implementer

of the Specification may determine if its implementation is compliant with

the Specification.

 

1.13. "You" (or "Your") means an individual or a legal entity exercising rights

under, and complying with all of the terms of, this Agreement or a future

version of this Agreement issued under Section 6.1. For legal entities,

"You" includes any entity which controls, is controlled by, or is under

common control with You. For purposes of this definition, "control" means (a)

the power, direct or indirect, to cause the direction or management of such

entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (b) ownership of more than fifty

percent (50%) of the outstanding shares or beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

2.0  SOURCE CODE LICENSE.

 

2.1. Copyright Grant.  Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor

hereby grants You a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free copyright license to

reproduce, prepare derivative works of, publicly display, publicly perform,

distribute and sublicense the Covered Code of such Contributor, if any,

and such derivative works, in Source Code and Executable form.

 

2.2.  Patent Grant.  Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor

hereby grants You a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free patent license

under the Patent Claims to make, use, sell, offer to sell, import and otherwise

transfer the Covered Code prepared and provided by such Contributor, if any,

in Source Code and Executable form. This patent license shall apply to the

Covered Code if, at the time a Modification is added by the Contributor, such

addition of the Modification causes such combination to be covered by the

Patent Claims. The patent license shall not apply to any other combinations

which include the Modification.

 

2.3.  Conditions to Grants.  You understand that although each Contributor

grants the licenses to the Covered Code prepared by it, no assurances are

provided by any Contributor that the Covered Code does not infringe the patent

or other intellectual property rights of any other entity. Each Contributor

disclaims any liability to You for claims brought by any other entity based

on infringement of intellectual property rights or otherwise. As a condition

to exercising the rights and licenses granted hereunder, You hereby assume

sole responsibility to secure any other intellectual property rights needed,
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if any. For example, if a third party patent license is required to allow

You to distribute Covered Code, it is Your responsibility to acquire that

license before distributing such code.

 

2.4.  Contributors Representation.  Each Contributor represents that

to its knowledge it has sufficient copyright rights in the Covered Code it

provides , if any, to grant the copyright license set forth in this Agreement.

 

3.0  DISTRIBUION RESTRICTIONS.

 

3.1. Application of Agreement.

 

The Modifications which You create or to which You contribute are governed

by the terms of this Agreement, including without limitation Section 2.0. The

Source Code version of Covered Code may be distributed only under the terms of

this Agreement or a future version of this Agreement released under Section

6.1, and You must include a copy of this Agreement with every copy of the

Source Code You distribute. You may not offer or impose any terms on any

Source Code version that alters or restricts the applicable version of this

Agreement or the recipients' rights hereunder. However, You may include an

additional document offering the additional rights described in Section 3.3.

 

3.2. Description of Modifications.

 

You must cause all Covered Code to which You contribute to contain a file

documenting the changes You made to create that Covered Code and the date

of any change. You must include a prominent statement that the Modification

is derived, directly or indirectly, from Original Code provided by BEA and

including the name of BEA in (a) the Source Code, and (b) in any notice in

an Executable version or related documentation in which You describe the

origin or ownership of the Covered Code.

 

3.3. Required Notices.

 

You must duplicate the following notice in each file of the Source Code:

 

(c) 2002, 2003 BEA Systems, Inc.  All rights Reserved.  The contents

of this file are subject to the BEA Streaming API for XML Specification

Reference Implementation License Agreement (the Agreement); you may

not use this file except in compliance with the Agreement. A copy of the

Agreement is available at http://www.bea.com/

 

If You created one or more Modification(s) You may add your name as a

Contributor to the copyright portion of the notice above. You must also

duplicate this Agreement in any documentation for the Source Code where You

describe recipients' rights or ownership rights relating to Covered Code. You

may choose to offer, and to charge a fee for, warranty, support, indemnity or

liability obligations to one or more recipients of Covered Code. However,
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You may do so only on Your own behalf, and not on behalf of BEA or any

other Contributor. You must make it absolutely clear than any such warranty,

support, indemnity or liability obligation is offered by You alone, and You

hereby agree to indemnify BEA and every other Contributor for any liability

incurred by BEA or such other Contributor as a result of warranty, support,

indemnity or liability terms You offer.

 

3.4. Distribution of Executable Versions.

 

You may choose to distribute Covered Code in Executable form under its own

license agreement, provided that:

 

	(a) You comply with the terms and conditions of this Agreement; and

 

(b) Your license agreement:  (i)  effectively disclaims on behalf of all

Contributors all warranties and conditions, express and implied, including

warranties or conditions of title and non-infringement, and implied warranties

or conditions of merchantability and fitness for a particular purpose; (ii)

effectively excludes on behalf of all Contributors all liability for damages,

including direct, indirect, special, incidental and consequential damages,

such as lost profits; (iii) states that any provisions which differ from this

Agreement are offered by that Contributor alone and not by any other party;

and (iv)  states that Source Code for the Covered Code is available from

such Contributor, and informs licensees how to obtain it in a reasonable

manner on or through a medium customarily used for software exchange.

 

(c) You do not use any marks, brands or logos associated with the

JCP Specification, or otherwise promote or market any Covered Code, as

being compatible, compliant, conformant  or otherwise consistent with the

Specification unless such product passes, in accordance with the documentation

(including the TCK Users Guide, if any), the most current TCK applicable to

the latest version of the Specification and available from BEA one hundred

twenty (120) days before FCS of such version of the product; provided,

however, that if You elect to use a version of the TCK also provided by

BEA that is newer than that which is required under this Section 2.1(b)(v),

then You agree to pass such TCK.

 

3.5.  Distribution of Source Code Versions.

 

When You make Covered Code available in Source Code form:

 

	(a) it must be made available under this Agreement; and

 

	(b) a copy of this Agreement must be included with each copy of the

	Covered Code.

 

You may not remove or alter any copyright notices contained within the

Covered Code.  Each Contributor must identify itself as the originator of
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its contribution to the Covered Code, if any, in a manner that reasonably

allows subsequent licensees to identify the originator of each portion of

the Covered Code.

 

 

 

4.0  DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY.

 

COVERED CODE IS PROVIDED UNDER THIS LICENSE ON AN "AS IS'' BASIS, WITHOUT

WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, WITHOUT

LIMITATION, WARRANTIES THAT THE COVERED CODE IS FREE OF DEFECTS, MERCHANTABLE,

FIT FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR NON-INFRINGING. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE

QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE COVERED CODE IS WITH YOU. SHOULD ANY COVERED

CODE PROVE DEFECTIVE IN ANY RESPECT, YOU (NOT BEA OR ANY OTHER CONTRIBUTOR)

ASSUME THE COST OF ANY NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION. THIS

DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY CONSTITUTES AN ESSENTIAL PART OF THIS LICENSE. NO

USE OF ANY COVERED CODE IS AUTHORIZED HEREUNDER EXCEPT UNDER THIS DISCLAIMER.

 

5.0  TERMINATION.

 

5.1. This Agreement and the rights granted hereunder will terminate

automatically if You fail to comply with terms herein and fail to cure such

breach within 30 days of becoming aware of the breach. All sublicenses to

the Covered Code which are properly granted shall survive any termination

of this Agreement. Provisions which, by their nature, must remain in effect

beyond the termination of this Agreement shall survive.

 

5.2. If You initiate litigation by asserting a patent infringement claim

(excluding declaratory judgment actions) against BEA or a Contributor

(BEA or Contributor against whom You file such action is referred to as

"Participant") alleging that:

 

(a) such Participant's Covered Code directly or indirectly infringes any

patent, then any and all rights granted by such Participant to You under

Sections 2.0of this Agreement shall, upon 60 days notice from Participant

terminate prospectively, unless if within 60 days after receipt of notice

You either: (i) agree in writing to pay Participant a mutually agreeable

reasonable royalty for Your past and future use of Modifications made by

such Participant, or (ii) withdraw Your litigation claim with respect to

the Covered Code against such Participant. If within 60 days of notice, a

reasonable royalty and payment arrangement are not mutually agreed upon in

writing by the parties or the litigation claim is not withdrawn, the rights

granted by Participant to You under Section 2.0 automatically terminate at

the expiration of the 60 day notice period specified above.

 

(b) any software, hardware, or device, other than such Participant's Covered

Code, directly or indirectly infringes any patent, then any rights granted

to You by such Participant under Sections 2.0 are revoked effective as of
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the date You first made, used, sold, distributed, or had made, Modifications

made by that Participant.

 

5.3. If You assert a patent infringement claim against Participant alleging

that such Participant's Covered Code directly or indirectly infringes any

patent where such claim is resolved (such as by license or settlement) prior

to the initiation of patent infringement litigation, then the reasonable value

of the licenses granted by such Participant under Sections 2.0 shall be taken

into account in determining the amount or value of any payment or license.

 

5.4. In the event of termination under Sections 5.1 or 5.2 above, all end

user license agreements (excluding distributors and resellers) which have

been validly granted by You or any distributor hereunder prior to termination

shall survive termination.

 

6.0  LIMITATION OF LIABILITY.

 

UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES AND UNDER NO LEGAL THEORY, WHETHER TORT (INCLUDING

NEGLIGENCE), CONTRACT, OR OTHERWISE, SHALL YOUBEA, ANY OTHER CONTRIBUTOR, OR

ANY DISTRIBUTOR OF COVERED CODE, OR ANY SUPPLIER OF ANY OF SUCH PARTIES, BE

LIABLE TO ANY PERSON FOR ANY INDIRECT, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES OF ANY CHARACTER INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, DAMAGES FOR LOSS OF

GOODWILL, WORK STOPPAGE, COMPUTER FAILURE OR MALFUNCTION, OR ANY AND ALL OTHER

COMMERCIAL DAMAGES OR LOSSES, EVEN IF SUCH PARTY SHALL HAVE BEEN INFORMED

OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES. THIS LIMITATION OF LIABILITY SHALL NOT

APPLY TO LIABILITY FOR DEATH OR PERSONAL INJURY RESULTING FROM SUCH PARTY'S

NEGLIGENCE TO THE EXTENT APPLICABLE LAW PROHIBITS SUCH LIMITATION. SOME

JURISDICTIONS DO NOT ALLOW THE EXCLUSION OR LIMITATION OF INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, SO THIS EXCLUSION AND LIMITATION MAY NOT APPLY TO YOU.

 

7.0  U.S. GOVERNMENT END USERS.

 

The Covered Code is a "commercial item," as that term is defined in 48

C.F.R. 2.101 (Oct. 1995), consisting of "commercial computer software"

and "commercial computer software documentation," as such terms are used

in 48 C.F.R. 12.212 (Sept. 1995). Consistent with 48 C.F.R. 12.212 and 48

C.F.R. 227.7202-1 through 227.7202-4 (June 1995), all U.S. Government End

Users acquire Covered Code with only those rights set forth herein.

 

8.0  MISCELLANEOUS.

 

This Agreement represents the complete agreement concerning subject matter

hereof. If any provision of this Agreement is held to be unenforceable,

such provision shall be reformed only to the extent necessary to make it

enforceable. This Agreement shall be governed by California law provisions

(except to the extent applicable law, if any, provides otherwise), excluding

its conflict-of-law provisions. With respect to disputes in which at least one

party is a citizen of, or an entity chartered or registered to do business
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in the United States of America, any litigation relating to this Agreement

shall be subject to the jurisdiction of the Federal Courts of the Northern

District of California, with venue lying in Santa Clara County, California,

with the losing party responsible for costs, including without limitation,

court costs and reasonable attorneys' fees and expenses. The application

of the United Nations Convention on Contracts for the International Sale

of Goods is expressly excluded. Any law or regulation which provides that

the language of a contract shall be construed against the drafter shall not

apply to this Agreement.

 

9.0  RESPONSIBILITY FOR CLAIMS.

 

As between BEA and the other Contributors, each party is responsible for

claims and damages arising, directly or indirectly, out of its utilization of

rights under this Agreement and You agree to work with BEA and Contributors

to distribute such responsibility on an equitable basis. Nothing herein is

intended or shall be deemed to constitute any admission of liability.

 

***************************************************************************

 

%%The following software may be included in this product:

XMLWriter

 

Use of any of this software is governed by the terms of the license below:

 

XMLWriter IS FREE

-----------------

 

I hereby abandon any property rights to XMLWriter 0.1, and release all

of the XMLWriter 0.1 source code, compiled code, and documentation

contained in this distribution into the Public Domain.  XMLWriter

comes with NO WARRANTY or guarantee of fitness for any purpose.

 

 

David Megginson

david@megginson.com

2000-04-19

 

Additional License(s)

 

I grep-ed the source. GNU and GPL has no hits, '?' yieds 11 hits but none of them

are license related. "copyright" and "license" yield no hits either.

 

***************************************************************************
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1.145 cxf-rt-transports-http 2.7.18 
1.145.1 Available under license : 

 

Apache CXF

Copyright 2006-2015 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work
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     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses
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     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.
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     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"
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     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.146 jboss-as-network 7.2.0.Final 
1.146.1 Available under license : 

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it * under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as * published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of * the License, or (at your option) any later version. * This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of *

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU * Lesser General Public

License for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public'

 

1.147 jline 1.0-8.el7 
1.147.1 Available under license : 

Copyright (c) 2002-2006, Marc Prud'hommeaux <mwp1@cornell.edu>

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or

without modification, are permitted provided that the following

conditions are met:

 

Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer
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in the documentation and/or other materials provided with

the distribution.

 

Neither the name of JLine nor the names of its contributors

may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this

software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING,

BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY

AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO

EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY,

OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED

AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING

IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

1.148 esper 4.10.0 
1.148.1 Available under license : 

/*

* Licensed to the Apache Software Foundation (ASF) under one or more

* contributor license agreements.  See the NOTICE file distributed with

* this work for additional information regarding copyright ownership.

* The ASF licenses this file to You under the Apache License, Version 2.0

* (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with

* the License.  You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.datetime.calop;

 

import java.util.Calendar;

import java.util.Date;

import java.util.TimeZone;
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/**

* <p>A suite of utilities surrounding the use of the

* {@link java.util.Calendar} and {@link java.util.Date} object.</p>

*

* <p>DateUtils contains a lot of common methods considering manipulations

* of Dates or Calendars. Some methods require some extra explanation.

* The truncate, ceiling and round methods could be considered the Math.floor(),

* Math.ceil() or Math.round versions for dates

* This way date-fields will be ignored in bottom-up order.

* As a complement to these methods we've introduced some fragment-methods.

* With these methods the Date-fields will be ignored in top-down order.

* Since a date without a year is not a valid date, you have to decide in what

* kind of date-field you want your result, for instance milliseconds or days.

* </p>

*  

*  

*

* @author Apache Software Foundation

* @author <a href="mailto:sergek@lokitech.com">Serge Knystautas</a>

* @author Janek Bogucki

* @author <a href="mailto:ggregory@seagullsw.com">Gary Gregory</a>

* @author Phil Steitz

* @author Robert Scholte

* @since 2.0

* @version $Id: DateUtils.java 1056840 2011-01-09 00:12:23Z niallp $

*/

public class ApacheCommonsDateUtils {

  

   /**

    * The UTC time zone  (often referred to as GMT).

    */

   public static final TimeZone UTC_TIME_ZONE = TimeZone.getTimeZone("GMT");

   /**

    * Number of milliseconds in a standard second.

    * @since 2.1

    */

   public static final long MILLIS_PER_SECOND = 1000;

   /**

    * Number of milliseconds in a standard minute.

    * @since 2.1

    */

   public static final long MILLIS_PER_MINUTE = 60 * MILLIS_PER_SECOND;

   /**

    * Number of milliseconds in a standard hour.

    * @since 2.1

    */

   public static final long MILLIS_PER_HOUR = 60 * MILLIS_PER_MINUTE;

   /**
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    * Number of milliseconds in a standard day.

    * @since 2.1

    */

   public static final long MILLIS_PER_DAY = 24 * MILLIS_PER_HOUR;

 

   /**

    * This is half a month, so this represents whether a date is in the top

    * or bottom half of the month.

    */

   public final static int SEMI_MONTH = 1001;

 

   private static final int[][] fields = {

           {Calendar.MILLISECOND},

           {Calendar.SECOND},

           {Calendar.MINUTE},

           {Calendar.HOUR_OF_DAY, Calendar.HOUR},

           {Calendar.DATE, Calendar.DAY_OF_MONTH, Calendar.AM_PM

               /* Calendar.DAY_OF_YEAR, Calendar.DAY_OF_WEEK, Calendar.DAY_OF_WEEK_IN_MONTH */

           },

           {Calendar.MONTH, ApacheCommonsDateUtils.SEMI_MONTH},

           {Calendar.YEAR},

           {Calendar.ERA}};

 

   /**

    * Constant marker for truncating

    */

   public final static int MODIFY_TRUNCATE = 0;

 

   /**

    * Constant marker for rounding

    */

   public final static int MODIFY_ROUND = 1;

 

   /**

    * Constant marker for ceiling

    */

   public final static int MODIFY_CEILING= 2;

 

   /**

    * <p>Internal calculation method.</p>

    *

    * @param val  the calendar

    * @param field  the field constant

    * @param modType  type to truncate, round or ceiling

    * @throws ArithmeticException if the year is over 280 million

    */

   public static void modify(Calendar val, int field, int modType) {

       if (val.get(Calendar.YEAR) > 280000000) {
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           throw new ArithmeticException("Calendar value too large for accurate calculations");

       }

      

       if (field == Calendar.MILLISECOND) {

           return;

       }

 

       // ----------------- Fix for LANG-59 ---------------------- START ---------------

       // see http://issues.apache.org/jira/browse/LANG-59

       //

       // Manually truncate milliseconds, seconds and minutes, rather than using

       // Calendar methods.

 

       Date date = val.getTime();

       long time = date.getTime();

       boolean done = false;

 

       // truncate milliseconds

       int millisecs = val.get(Calendar.MILLISECOND);

       if (MODIFY_TRUNCATE == modType || millisecs < 500) {

           time = time - millisecs;

       }

       if (field == Calendar.SECOND) {

           done = true;

       }

 

       // truncate seconds

       int seconds = val.get(Calendar.SECOND);

       if (!done && (MODIFY_TRUNCATE == modType || seconds < 30)) {

           time = time - (seconds * 1000L);

       }

       if (field == Calendar.MINUTE) {

           done = true;

       }

 

       // truncate minutes

       int minutes = val.get(Calendar.MINUTE);

       if (!done && (MODIFY_TRUNCATE == modType || minutes < 30)) {

           time = time - (minutes * 60000L);

       }

 

       // reset time

       if (date.getTime() != time) {

           date.setTime(time);

           val.setTime(date);

       }

       // ----------------- Fix for LANG-59 ----------------------- END ----------------
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       boolean roundUp = false;

       for (int i = 0; i < fields.length; i++) {

           for (int j = 0; j < fields[i].length; j++) {

               if (fields[i][j] == field) {

                   //This is our field... we stop looping

                   if (modType == MODIFY_CEILING || (modType == MODIFY_ROUND && roundUp)) {

                       if (field == ApacheCommonsDateUtils.SEMI_MONTH) {

                           //This is a special case that's hard to generalize

                           //If the date is 1, we round up to 16, otherwise

                           //  we subtract 15 days and add 1 month

                           if (val.get(Calendar.DATE) == 1) {

                               val.add(Calendar.DATE, 15);

                           } else {

                               val.add(Calendar.DATE, -15);

                               val.add(Calendar.MONTH, 1);

                           }

// ----------------- Fix for LANG-440 ---------------------- START ---------------

                       } else if (field == Calendar.AM_PM) {

                           // This is a special case

                           // If the time is 0, we round up to 12, otherwise

                           //  we subtract 12 hours and add 1 day

                           if (val.get(Calendar.HOUR_OF_DAY) == 0) {

                               val.add(Calendar.HOUR_OF_DAY, 12);

                           } else {

                               val.add(Calendar.HOUR_OF_DAY, -12);

                               val.add(Calendar.DATE, 1);

                           }

// ----------------- Fix for LANG-440 ---------------------- END ---------------

                       } else {

                           //We need at add one to this field since the

                           //  last number causes us to round up

                           val.add(fields[i][0], 1);

                       }

                   }

                   return;

               }

           }

           //We have various fields that are not easy roundings

           int offset = 0;

           boolean offsetSet = false;

           //These are special types of fields that require different rounding rules

           switch (field) {

               case ApacheCommonsDateUtils.SEMI_MONTH:

                   if (fields[i][0] == Calendar.DATE) {

                       //If we're going to drop the DATE field's value,

                       //  we want to do this our own way.

                       //We need to subtrace 1 since the date has a minimum of 1

                       offset = val.get(Calendar.DATE) - 1;
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                       //If we're above 15 days adjustment, that means we're in the

                       //  bottom half of the month and should stay accordingly.

                       if (offset >= 15) {

                           offset -= 15;

                       }

                       //Record whether we're in the top or bottom half of that range

                       roundUp = offset > 7;

                       offsetSet = true;

                   }

                   break;

               case Calendar.AM_PM:

                   if (fields[i][0] == Calendar.HOUR_OF_DAY) {

                       //If we're going to drop the HOUR field's value,

                       //  we want to do this our own way.

                       offset = val.get(Calendar.HOUR_OF_DAY);

                       if (offset >= 12) {

                           offset -= 12;

                       }

                       roundUp = offset >= 6;

                       offsetSet = true;

                   }

                   break;

           }

           if (!offsetSet) {

               int min = val.getActualMinimum(fields[i][0]);

               int max = val.getActualMaximum(fields[i][0]);

               //Calculate the offset from the minimum allowed value

               offset = val.get(fields[i][0]) - min;

               //Set roundUp if this is more than half way between the minimum and maximum

               roundUp = offset > ((max - min) / 2);

           }

           //We need to remove this field

           if (offset != 0) {

               val.set(fields[i][0], val.get(fields[i][0]) - offset);

           }

       }

       throw new IllegalArgumentException("The field " + field + " is not supported");

 

   }

 

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *
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**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.variable;

 

/**

* Exception indicating a a variable already exists.

*/

public class VariableExistsException extends VariableDeclarationException

{

   private static final long serialVersionUID = -7768464108608767486L;

 

   /**

    * Ctor.

    * @param msg the exception message.

    */

   public VariableExistsException(String msg)

   {

       super(msg);

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.join.assemble;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.join.rep.Node;

import com.espertech.esper.util.IndentWriter;

 

import java.util.Collection;

import java.util.LinkedList;

import java.util.List;

 

/**

* Assembly node for an event stream that is a root with a two or more child nodes below it.

*/

public class RootCartProdAssemblyNode extends BaseAssemblyNode

{

   private final int[] childStreamIndex; // maintain mapping of stream number to index in array

   private final List<EventBean[]>[] rowsPerStream;

   private boolean allSubStreamsOptional;

 

   // maintain for each child the list of stream number descending that child

   private int[][] subStreamsNumsPerChild;
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   private int[][] combinedSubStreams; // for any cartesian product past 2 streams

   private boolean haveChildResults;

 

   /**

    * Ctor.

    * @param streamNum - is the stream number

    * @param numStreams - is the number of streams

    * @param allSubStreamsOptional - true if all substreams are optional and none are required

    */

   public RootCartProdAssemblyNode(int streamNum, int numStreams, boolean allSubStreamsOptional)

   {

       super(streamNum, numStreams);

       this.allSubStreamsOptional = allSubStreamsOptional;

       childStreamIndex = new int[numStreams];

       rowsPerStream = new List[numStreams];

   }

 

   public void addChild(BaseAssemblyNode childNode)

   {

       childStreamIndex[childNode.getStreamNum()] = childNodes.size();

       super.addChild(childNode);

   }

 

   public void init(List<Node>[] result)

   {

       if (subStreamsNumsPerChild == null)

       {

           if (childNodes.size() < 2)

           {

               throw new IllegalStateException("Expecting at least 2 child nodes");

           }

           subStreamsNumsPerChild = new int[childNodes.size()][];

           for (int i = 0; i < childNodes.size(); i++)

           {

               subStreamsNumsPerChild[i] = childNodes.get(i).getSubstreams();

           }

 

           combinedSubStreams = computeCombined(subStreamsNumsPerChild);

       }

 

       haveChildResults = false;

       for (int i = 0; i < rowsPerStream.length; i++)

       {

           rowsPerStream[i] = null;

       }

   }

 

   public void process(List<Node>[] result, Collection<EventBean[]> resultFinalRows, EventBean resultRootEvent)
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   {

       // If no child has posted any rows, generate row and done

       if ((!haveChildResults) && (allSubStreamsOptional))

       {

           // post an empty row

           EventBean[] row = new EventBean[numStreams];

           parentNode.result(row, streamNum, null, null, resultFinalRows, resultRootEvent);

           return;

       }

 

       // Compute the cartesian product

       postCartesian(rowsPerStream, resultFinalRows, resultRootEvent);

   }

 

   public void result(EventBean[] row, int fromStreamNum, EventBean myEvent, Node myNode,

Collection<EventBean[]> resultFinalRows, EventBean resultRootEvent)

   {

       haveChildResults = true;

 

       // fill event in

       row[streamNum] = myEvent;

       int childStreamArrIndex = childStreamIndex[fromStreamNum];

 

       // keep a reference to the row to build a cartesian product on the call to process

       List<EventBean[]> rows = rowsPerStream[childStreamArrIndex];

       if (rows == null)

       {

           rows = new LinkedList<EventBean[]>();

           rowsPerStream[childStreamArrIndex] = rows;

       }

       rows.add(row);

   }

 

   public void print(IndentWriter indentWriter)

   {

       indentWriter.println("RootCartProdAssemblyNode streamNum=" + streamNum);

   }

 

   private void postCartesian(List<EventBean[]>[] rowsPerStream, Collection<EventBean[]> resultFinalRows,

EventBean resultRootEvent)

   {

       List<EventBean[]> result = new LinkedList<EventBean[]>();

       CartesianUtil.computeCartesian(

               rowsPerStream[0], subStreamsNumsPerChild[0],

               rowsPerStream[1], subStreamsNumsPerChild[1],

               result);

 

       if (rowsPerStream.length > 2)
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       {

           for (int i = 0; i < subStreamsNumsPerChild.length - 2; i++)

           {

               List<EventBean[]> product = new LinkedList<EventBean[]>();

               CartesianUtil.computeCartesian(

                       result, combinedSubStreams[i],

                       rowsPerStream[i + 2], subStreamsNumsPerChild[i + 2],

                       product);

               result = product;

           }

       }

 

       for (EventBean[] row : result)

       {

           parentNode.result(row, streamNum, null, null, resultFinalRows, resultRootEvent);

       }

   }

 

   /**

    * Compute an array of supersets of sub stream numbers per stream, for at least 3 or more streams.

    * @param subStreamsPerChild is for each stream number a list of direct child sub streams

    * @return an array in with length (subStreamsPerChild.lenght - 2) in which

    * array[0] contains the streams for subStreamsPerChild[0] and subStreamsPerChild[1] combined, and

    * array[1] contains the streams for subStreamsPerChild[0], subStreamsPerChild[1] and subStreamsPerChild[2]

combined

    */

   protected static int[][] computeCombined(int[][] subStreamsPerChild)

   {

       if (subStreamsPerChild.length < 3)

       {

           return null;

       }

 

       // Add all substreams of (1 + 2)  up into = Sum3

       // Then add all substreams of (Sum3 + 3) => Sum4

       // Results in an array of size (subStreamsPerChild.lenght - 2) containing Sum3, Sum4 etc

 

       int[][] result = new int[subStreamsPerChild.length - 2][];

 

       result[0] = addSubstreams(subStreamsPerChild[0], subStreamsPerChild[1]);

       for (int i = 0; i < subStreamsPerChild.length - 3; i++)

       {

           result[i + 1] = addSubstreams(result[i], subStreamsPerChild[i + 2]);

       }

 

       return result;

   }
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   private static int[] addSubstreams(int[] arrayOne, int[] arrayTwo)

   {

       int[] result = new int[arrayOne.length + arrayTwo.length];

 

       int count = 0;

       for (int i = 0; i < arrayOne.length; i++)

       {

           result[count] = arrayOne[i];

           count++;

       }

 

       for (int i = 0; i < arrayTwo.length; i++)

       {

           result[count] = arrayTwo[i];

           count++;

       }

       return result;

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.agg.service;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluatorContext;

 

import java.util.Collection;

 

/**

* A null object implementation of the AggregationService

* interface.

*/

public class AggregationServiceNull implements AggregationService {

 

   public AggregationServiceNull() {

   }

 

   public void applyEnter(EventBean[] eventsPerStream,

                          Object optionalGroupKeyPerRow,

                          ExprEvaluatorContext exprEvaluatorContext) {

   }
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   public void applyLeave(EventBean[] eventsPerStream,

                          Object optionalGroupKeyPerRow,

                          ExprEvaluatorContext exprEvaluatorContext) {

   }

 

   public void setCurrentAccess(Object groupKey, int agentInstanceId) {

   }

 

   public Object getValue(int column, int agentInstanceId) {

       return null;

   }

 

   public Collection<EventBean> getCollection(int column, ExprEvaluatorContext context) {

       return null;

   }

 

   public EventBean getEventBean(int column, ExprEvaluatorContext context) {

       return null;

   }

 

   public void clearResults(ExprEvaluatorContext exprEvaluatorContext)

   {

       // no state to clear

   }

 

   public void setRemovedCallback(AggregationRowRemovedCallback callback) {

       // not applicable

   }

 

}

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.datetime.interval;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.datetime.eval.DatetimeMethodEnum;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.*;

import org.apache.commons.logging.Log;

import org.apache.commons.logging.LogFactory;
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import java.util.List;

 

public class IntervalComputerFactory {

 

   public static IntervalComputer make(DatetimeMethodEnum method, List<ExprNode> expressions) throws

ExprValidationException {

       ExprOptionalConstant[] parameters = getParameters(expressions);

 

       if (method == DatetimeMethodEnum.BEFORE) {

           if (parameters.length == 0) {

               return new IntervalComputerBeforeNoParam();

           }

           IntervalStartEndParameterPair pair =

IntervalStartEndParameterPair.fromParamsWithLongMaxEnd(parameters);

           if (pair.isConstant()) {

               return new IntervalComputerConstantBefore(pair);

           }

           return new IntervalComputerBeforeWithDeltaExpr(pair);

       }

       else if (method == DatetimeMethodEnum.AFTER) {

           if (parameters.length == 0) {

               return new IntervalComputerAfterNoParam();

           }

           IntervalStartEndParameterPair pair =

IntervalStartEndParameterPair.fromParamsWithLongMaxEnd(parameters);

           if (pair.isConstant()) {

               return new IntervalComputerConstantAfter(pair);

           }

           return new IntervalComputerAfterWithDeltaExpr(pair);

       }

       else if (method == DatetimeMethodEnum.COINCIDES) {

           if (parameters.length == 0) {

               return new IntervalComputerCoincidesNoParam();

           }

           IntervalStartEndParameterPair pair = IntervalStartEndParameterPair.fromParamsWithSameEnd(parameters);

           if (pair.isConstant()) {

               return new IntervalComputerConstantCoincides(pair);

           }

           return new IntervalComputerCoincidesWithDeltaExpr(pair);

       }

       else if (method == DatetimeMethodEnum.DURING || method == DatetimeMethodEnum.INCLUDES) {

           if (parameters.length == 0) {

               if (method == DatetimeMethodEnum.DURING) {

                   return new IntervalComputerDuringNoParam();

               }

               return new IntervalComputerIncludesNoParam();

           }
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           if (parameters.length == 1) {

               return new IntervalComputerDuringAndIncludesThreshold(method == DatetimeMethodEnum.DURING,

parameters[0].getEvaluator());

           }

           if (parameters.length == 2) {

               return new IntervalComputerDuringAndIncludesMinMax(method == DatetimeMethodEnum.DURING,

parameters[0].getEvaluator(), parameters[1].getEvaluator());

           }

           return new IntervalComputerDuringMinMaxStartEnd(method == DatetimeMethodEnum.DURING,

parameters);

       }

       else if (method == DatetimeMethodEnum.FINISHES) {

           if (parameters.length == 0) {

               return new IntervalComputerFinishesNoParam();

           }

           validateConstantThreshold("finishes", parameters[0]);

           return new IntervalComputerFinishesThreshold(parameters[0].getEvaluator());

       }

       else if (method == DatetimeMethodEnum.FINISHEDBY) {

           if (parameters.length == 0) {

               return new IntervalComputerFinishedByNoParam();

           }

           validateConstantThreshold("finishedby", parameters[0]);

           return new IntervalComputerFinishedByThreshold(parameters[0].getEvaluator());

       }

       else if (method == DatetimeMethodEnum.MEETS) {

           if (parameters.length == 0) {

               return new IntervalComputerMeetsNoParam();

           }

           validateConstantThreshold("meets", parameters[0]);

           return new IntervalComputerMeetsThreshold(parameters[0].getEvaluator());

       }

       else if (method == DatetimeMethodEnum.METBY) {

           if (parameters.length == 0) {

               return new IntervalComputerMetByNoParam();

           }

           validateConstantThreshold("metBy", parameters[0]);

           return new IntervalComputerMetByThreshold(parameters[0].getEvaluator());

       }

       else if (method == DatetimeMethodEnum.OVERLAPS || method ==

DatetimeMethodEnum.OVERLAPPEDBY) {

           if (parameters.length == 0) {

               if (method == DatetimeMethodEnum.OVERLAPS) {

                   return new IntervalComputerOverlapsNoParam();

               }

               return new IntervalComputerOverlappedByNoParam();

           }

           if (parameters.length == 1) {
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               return new IntervalComputerOverlapsAndByThreshold(method == DatetimeMethodEnum.OVERLAPS,

parameters[0].getEvaluator());

           }

           return new IntervalComputerOverlapsAndByMinMax(method == DatetimeMethodEnum.OVERLAPS,

parameters[0].getEvaluator(), parameters[1].getEvaluator());

       }

       else if (method == DatetimeMethodEnum.STARTS) {

           if (parameters.length == 0) {

               return new IntervalComputerStartsNoParam();

           }

           validateConstantThreshold("starts", parameters[0]);

           return new IntervalComputerStartsThreshold(parameters[0].getEvaluator());

       }

       else if (method == DatetimeMethodEnum.STARTEDBY) {

           if (parameters.length == 0) {

               return new IntervalComputerStartedByNoParam();

           }

           validateConstantThreshold("startedBy", parameters[0]);

           return new IntervalComputerStartedByThreshold(parameters[0].getEvaluator());

       }

       throw new IllegalArgumentException("Unknown datetime method '" + method + "'");

   }

 

   private static void validateConstantThreshold(String method, ExprOptionalConstant param) throws

ExprValidationException {

       if (param.getOptionalConstant() != null && (param.getOptionalConstant()).longValue() < 0) {

           throw new ExprValidationException("The " + method + " date-time method does not allow negative

threshold value");

       }

   }

 

   private static ExprOptionalConstant[] getParameters(List<ExprNode> expressions) {

       ExprOptionalConstant[] parameters = new ExprOptionalConstant[expressions.size() - 1];

       for (int i = 1; i < expressions.size(); i++) {

           parameters[i - 1] = getExprOrConstant(expressions.get(i));

       }

       return parameters;

   }

 

   private static ExprOptionalConstant getExprOrConstant(ExprNode exprNode) {

       if (exprNode instanceof ExprTimePeriod) {

           Long constant = null;

           if (exprNode.isConstantResult()) {

               double sec = (Double) exprNode.getExprEvaluator().evaluate(null, true, null);

               constant = (long)(sec * 1000L);

           }

           return new ExprOptionalConstant(exprNode.getExprEvaluator(), constant);

       }
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       else if (ExprNodeUtility.isConstantValueExpr(exprNode)) {

           ExprConstantNode constantNode = (ExprConstantNode) exprNode;

           return new ExprOptionalConstant(constantNode.getExprEvaluator(),

((Number)constantNode.getValue()).longValue());

       }

       else {

           return new ExprOptionalConstant(exprNode.getExprEvaluator(), null);

       }

   }

 

   /**

    * After.

    */

   public static class IntervalComputerConstantAfter extends IntervalComputerConstantBase implements

IntervalComputer {

 

       public IntervalComputerConstantAfter(IntervalStartEndParameterPair pair) {

           super(pair, true);

       }

 

       public Boolean compute(long leftStart, long leftEnd, long rightStart, long rightEnd, EventBean[]

eventsPerStream, boolean newData, ExprEvaluatorContext context) {

           return computeInternal(leftStart, leftEnd, rightStart, rightEnd, start, end);

       }

 

       public static Boolean computeInternal(long leftStart, long leftEnd, long rightStart, long rightEnd, long start,

long end) {

           long delta = leftStart - rightEnd;

           return start <= delta && delta <= end;

       }

   }

 

   public static class IntervalComputerAfterWithDeltaExpr extends IntervalComputerExprBase {

 

       public IntervalComputerAfterWithDeltaExpr(IntervalStartEndParameterPair pair) {

           super(pair);

       }

 

       public boolean compute(long leftStartTs, long leftEnd, long rightStartTs, long rightEnd, long start, long end) {

           return IntervalComputerConstantAfter.computeInternal(leftStartTs, leftEnd, rightStartTs, rightEnd, start,

end);

       }

   }

 

   public static class IntervalComputerAfterNoParam implements IntervalComputer {

 

       public Boolean compute(long leftStart, long leftEnd, long rightStart, long rightEnd, EventBean[]

eventsPerStream, boolean newData, ExprEvaluatorContext context) {
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           return leftStart > rightEnd;

       }

   }

 

   /**

    * Before.

    */

   public static class IntervalComputerConstantBefore extends IntervalComputerConstantBase implements

IntervalComputer {

 

       public IntervalComputerConstantBefore(IntervalStartEndParameterPair pair) {

           super(pair, true);

       }

 

       public Boolean compute(long leftStart, long leftEnd, long rightStart, long rightEnd, EventBean[]

eventsPerStream, boolean newData, ExprEvaluatorContext context) {

           return computeInternal(leftStart, leftEnd, rightStart, start, end);

       }

 

       public static Boolean computeInternal(long left, long leftEnd, long right, long start, long end) {

           long delta = right - leftEnd;

           return start <= delta && delta <= end;

       }

   }

 

   public static class IntervalComputerBeforeWithDeltaExpr extends IntervalComputerExprBase {

 

       public IntervalComputerBeforeWithDeltaExpr(IntervalStartEndParameterPair pair) {

           super(pair);

       }

 

       public boolean compute(long leftStartTs, long leftEnd, long rightStartTs, long rightEnd, long start, long end) {

           return IntervalComputerConstantBefore.computeInternal(leftStartTs, leftEnd, rightStartTs, start, end);

       }

   }

 

   public static class IntervalComputerBeforeNoParam implements IntervalComputer {

 

       public Boolean compute(long leftStart, long leftEnd, long rightStart, long rightEnd, EventBean[]

eventsPerStream, boolean newData, ExprEvaluatorContext context) {

           return leftEnd < rightStart;

       }

   }

 

   /**

    * Coincides.

    */

   public static class IntervalComputerConstantCoincides implements IntervalComputer {
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       protected final long start;

       protected final long end;

 

       public IntervalComputerConstantCoincides(IntervalStartEndParameterPair pair) throws

ExprValidationException {

           start = pair.getStart().getOptionalConstant();

           end = pair.getEnd().getOptionalConstant();

           if (start < 0 || end < 0) {

               throw new ExprValidationException("The coincides date-time method does not allow negative start and

end values");

           }

       }

 

       public Boolean compute(long leftStart, long leftEnd, long rightStart, long rightEnd, EventBean[]

eventsPerStream, boolean newData, ExprEvaluatorContext context) {

           return computeInternal(leftStart, leftEnd, rightStart, rightEnd, start, end);

       }

 

       public static Boolean computeInternal(long left, long leftEnd, long right, long rightEnd, long startThreshold,

long endThreshold) {

           return Math.abs(left - right) <= startThreshold &&

                  Math.abs(leftEnd - rightEnd) <= endThreshold;

       }

   }

 

   public static class IntervalComputerCoincidesWithDeltaExpr implements IntervalComputer {

 

       private static final Log log = LogFactory.getLog(IntervalComputerCoincidesWithDeltaExpr.class);

 

       private final ExprEvaluator start;

       private final ExprEvaluator finish;

 

       public IntervalComputerCoincidesWithDeltaExpr(IntervalStartEndParameterPair pair) {

           this.start = pair.getStart().getEvaluator();

           this.finish = pair.getEnd().getEvaluator();

       }

 

       public Boolean compute(long leftStart, long leftEnd, long rightStart, long rightEnd, EventBean[]

eventsPerStream, boolean newData, ExprEvaluatorContext context) {

           Object startValue = start.evaluate(eventsPerStream, newData, context);

           if (startValue == null) {

               return null;

           }

 

           Object endValue = finish.evaluate(eventsPerStream, newData, context);

           if (endValue == null) {

               return null;
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           }

 

           long start = IntervalComputerExprBase.toLong(startValue);

           long end = IntervalComputerExprBase.toLong(endValue);

           if (start < 0 || end < 0) {

               log.warn("The coincides date-time method does not allow negative start and end values");

               return null;

           }

 

           return IntervalComputerConstantCoincides.computeInternal(leftStart, leftEnd, rightStart, rightEnd, start,

end);

       }

   }

 

   public static class IntervalComputerCoincidesNoParam implements IntervalComputer {

 

       public Boolean compute(long leftStart, long leftEnd, long rightStart, long rightEnd, EventBean[]

eventsPerStream, boolean newData, ExprEvaluatorContext context) {

           return leftStart == rightStart && leftEnd == rightEnd;

       }

   }

 

   /**

    * During And Includes.

    */

   public static class IntervalComputerDuringNoParam implements IntervalComputer {

 

       public Boolean compute(long leftStart, long leftEnd, long rightStart, long rightEnd, EventBean[]

eventsPerStream, boolean newData, ExprEvaluatorContext context) {

           return rightStart < leftStart && leftEnd < rightEnd;

       }

   }

 

   public static class IntervalComputerIncludesNoParam implements IntervalComputer {

 

       public Boolean compute(long leftStart, long leftEnd, long rightStart, long rightEnd, EventBean[]

eventsPerStream, boolean newData, ExprEvaluatorContext context) {

           return leftStart < rightStart && rightEnd < leftEnd;

       }

   }

 

   public static class IntervalComputerDuringAndIncludesThreshold implements IntervalComputer {

 

       private final boolean during;

       private final ExprEvaluator threshold;

 

       public IntervalComputerDuringAndIncludesThreshold(boolean during, ExprEvaluator threshold) {

           this.during = during;
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           this.threshold = threshold;

       }

 

       public Boolean compute(long leftStart, long leftEnd, long rightStart, long rightEnd, EventBean[]

eventsPerStream, boolean newData, ExprEvaluatorContext context) {

 

           Object thresholdValue = threshold.evaluate(eventsPerStream, newData, context);

           if (thresholdValue == null) {

               return null;

           }

 

           long threshold = IntervalComputerExprBase.toLong(thresholdValue);

 

           if (during) {

               long deltaStart = leftStart - rightStart;

               if (deltaStart <= 0 || deltaStart > threshold) {

                   return false;

               }

 

               long deltaEnd = rightEnd - leftEnd;

               return !(deltaEnd <= 0 || deltaEnd > threshold);

           }

           else {

               long deltaStart = rightStart - leftStart;

               if (deltaStart <= 0 || deltaStart > threshold) {

                   return false;

               }

 

               long deltaEnd = leftEnd - rightEnd;

               return !(deltaEnd <= 0 || deltaEnd > threshold);

           }

       }

   }

 

   public static class IntervalComputerDuringAndIncludesMinMax implements IntervalComputer {

 

       private final boolean during;

       private final ExprEvaluator minEval;

       private final ExprEvaluator maxEval;

 

       public IntervalComputerDuringAndIncludesMinMax(boolean during, ExprEvaluator minEval, ExprEvaluator

maxEval) {

           this.during = during;

           this.minEval = minEval;

           this.maxEval = maxEval;

       }

 

       public Boolean compute(long leftStart, long leftEnd, long rightStart, long rightEnd, EventBean[]
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eventsPerStream, boolean newData, ExprEvaluatorContext context) {

 

           Object minObject = minEval.evaluate(eventsPerStream, newData, context);

           if (minObject == null) {

               return null;

           }

           long min = IntervalComputerExprBase.toLong(minObject);

 

           Object maxObject = maxEval.evaluate(eventsPerStream, newData, context);

           if (maxObject == null) {

               return null;

           }

           long max = IntervalComputerExprBase.toLong(maxObject);

 

           if (during) {

               return computeInternalDuring(leftStart, leftEnd, rightStart, rightEnd, min, max, min, max);

           }

           else {

               return computeInternalIncludes(leftStart, leftEnd, rightStart, rightEnd, min, max, min, max);

           }

       }

 

       public static boolean computeInternalDuring(long left, long leftEnd, long right, long rightEnd,

                                       long startMin, long startMax, long endMin, long endMax) {

           if (startMin <= 0) {

               startMin = 1;

           }

           long deltaStart = left - right;

           if (deltaStart < startMin || deltaStart > startMax) {

               return false;

           }

 

           long deltaEnd = rightEnd - leftEnd;

           return !(deltaEnd < endMin || deltaEnd > endMax);

       }

 

       public static boolean computeInternalIncludes(long left, long leftEnd, long right, long rightEnd,

                                       long startMin, long startMax, long endMin, long endMax) {

           if (startMin <= 0) {

               startMin = 1;

           }

           long deltaStart = right - left;

           if (deltaStart < startMin || deltaStart > startMax) {

               return false;

           }

 

           long deltaEnd = leftEnd - rightEnd;

           return !(deltaEnd < endMin || deltaEnd > endMax);
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       }

   }

 

   public static class IntervalComputerDuringMinMaxStartEnd implements IntervalComputer {

 

       private final boolean during;

       private final ExprEvaluator minStartEval;

       private final ExprEvaluator maxStartEval;

       private final ExprEvaluator minEndEval;

       private final ExprEvaluator maxEndEval;

 

       public IntervalComputerDuringMinMaxStartEnd(boolean during, ExprOptionalConstant[] parameters) {

           this.during = during;

           minStartEval = parameters[0].getEvaluator();

           maxStartEval = parameters[1].getEvaluator();

           minEndEval = parameters[2].getEvaluator();

           maxEndEval = parameters[3].getEvaluator();

       }

 

       public Boolean compute(long leftStart, long leftEnd, long rightStart, long rightEnd, EventBean[]

eventsPerStream, boolean newData, ExprEvaluatorContext context) {

 

           Object minStartObject = minStartEval.evaluate(eventsPerStream, newData, context);

           if (minStartObject == null) {

               return null;

           }

 

           Object maxStartObject = maxStartEval.evaluate(eventsPerStream, newData, context);

           if (maxStartObject == null) {

               return null;

           }

 

           Object minEndObject = minEndEval.evaluate(eventsPerStream, newData, context);

           if (minEndObject == null) {

               return null;

           }

 

           Object maxEndObject = maxEndEval.evaluate(eventsPerStream, newData, context);

           if (maxEndObject == null) {

               return null;

           }

 

           long minStart = IntervalComputerExprBase.toLong(minStartObject);

           long maxStart = IntervalComputerExprBase.toLong(maxStartObject);

           long minEnd = IntervalComputerExprBase.toLong(minEndObject);

           long maxEnd = IntervalComputerExprBase.toLong(maxEndObject);

 

           if (during) {
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               return IntervalComputerDuringAndIncludesMinMax.computeInternalDuring(leftStart, leftEnd, rightStart,

rightEnd, minStart, maxStart, minEnd, maxEnd);

           }

           else {

               return IntervalComputerDuringAndIncludesMinMax.computeInternalIncludes(leftStart, leftEnd, rightStart,

rightEnd, minStart, maxStart, minEnd, maxEnd);

           }

       }

   }

 

   /**

    * Finishes.

    */

   public static class IntervalComputerFinishesNoParam implements IntervalComputer {

 

       public Boolean compute(long leftStart, long leftEnd, long rightStart, long rightEnd, EventBean[]

eventsPerStream, boolean newData, ExprEvaluatorContext context) {

           return rightStart < leftStart && (leftEnd == rightEnd);

       }

   }

 

   public static class IntervalComputerFinishesThreshold implements IntervalComputer {

       private static final Log log = LogFactory.getLog(IntervalComputerFinishesThreshold.class);

 

       private final ExprEvaluator threshold;

 

       public IntervalComputerFinishesThreshold(ExprEvaluator threshold) {

           this.threshold = threshold;

       }

 

       public Boolean compute(long leftStart, long leftEnd, long rightStart, long rightEnd, EventBean[]

eventsPerStream, boolean newData, ExprEvaluatorContext context) {

 

           Object thresholdValue = threshold.evaluate(eventsPerStream, newData, context);

           if (thresholdValue == null) {

               return null;

           }

 

           long threshold = IntervalComputerExprBase.toLong(thresholdValue);

           if (threshold < 0) {

               log.warn("The 'finishes' date-time method does not allow negative threshold");

               return null;

           }

 

           if (rightStart >= leftStart) {

               return false;

           }

           long delta = Math.abs(leftEnd - rightEnd);
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           return delta <= threshold;

       }

   }

 

   /**

    * Finishes-By.

    */

   public static class IntervalComputerFinishedByNoParam implements IntervalComputer {

 

       public Boolean compute(long leftStart, long leftEnd, long rightStart, long rightEnd, EventBean[]

eventsPerStream, boolean newData, ExprEvaluatorContext context) {

           return leftStart < rightStart && (leftEnd == rightEnd);

       }

   }

 

   public static class IntervalComputerFinishedByThreshold implements IntervalComputer {

 

       private static final Log log = LogFactory.getLog(IntervalComputerFinishedByThreshold.class);

       private final ExprEvaluator threshold;

 

       public IntervalComputerFinishedByThreshold(ExprEvaluator threshold) {

           this.threshold = threshold;

       }

 

       public Boolean compute(long leftStart, long leftEnd, long rightStart, long rightEnd, EventBean[]

eventsPerStream, boolean newData, ExprEvaluatorContext context) {

 

           Object thresholdValue = threshold.evaluate(eventsPerStream, newData, context);

           if (thresholdValue == null) {

               return null;

           }

 

           long threshold = IntervalComputerExprBase.toLong(thresholdValue);

           if (threshold < 0) {

               log.warn("The 'finishes' date-time method does not allow negative threshold");

               return null;

           }

 

           if (leftStart >= rightStart) {

               return false;

           }

           long delta = Math.abs(leftEnd - rightEnd);

           return delta <= threshold;

       }

   }

 

   /**

    * Meets.
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    */

   public static class IntervalComputerMeetsNoParam implements IntervalComputer {

 

       public Boolean compute(long leftStart, long leftEnd, long rightStart, long rightEnd, EventBean[]

eventsPerStream, boolean newData, ExprEvaluatorContext context) {

           return leftEnd == rightStart;

       }

   }

 

   public static class IntervalComputerMeetsThreshold implements IntervalComputer {

 

       private static final Log log = LogFactory.getLog(IntervalComputerMeetsThreshold.class);

       private final ExprEvaluator threshold;

 

       public IntervalComputerMeetsThreshold(ExprEvaluator threshold) {

           this.threshold = threshold;

       }

 

       public Boolean compute(long leftStart, long leftEnd, long rightStart, long rightEnd, EventBean[]

eventsPerStream, boolean newData, ExprEvaluatorContext context) {

 

           Object thresholdValue = threshold.evaluate(eventsPerStream, newData, context);

           if (thresholdValue == null) {

               return null;

           }

 

           long threshold = IntervalComputerExprBase.toLong(thresholdValue);

           if (threshold < 0) {

               log.warn("The 'finishes' date-time method does not allow negative threshold");

               return null;

           }

 

           long delta = Math.abs(rightStart - leftEnd);

           return delta <= threshold;

       }

   }

 

   /**

    * Met-By.

    */

   public static class IntervalComputerMetByNoParam implements IntervalComputer {

 

       public Boolean compute(long leftStart, long leftEnd, long rightStart, long rightEnd, EventBean[]

eventsPerStream, boolean newData, ExprEvaluatorContext context) {

           return rightEnd == leftStart;

       }

   }
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   public static class IntervalComputerMetByThreshold implements IntervalComputer {

 

       private static final Log log = LogFactory.getLog(IntervalComputerMetByThreshold.class);

       private final ExprEvaluator threshold;

 

       public IntervalComputerMetByThreshold(ExprEvaluator threshold) {

           this.threshold = threshold;

       }

 

       public Boolean compute(long leftStart, long leftEnd, long rightStart, long rightEnd, EventBean[]

eventsPerStream, boolean newData, ExprEvaluatorContext context) {

 

           Object thresholdValue = threshold.evaluate(eventsPerStream, newData, context);

           if (thresholdValue == null) {

               return null;

           }

 

           long threshold = IntervalComputerExprBase.toLong(thresholdValue);

           if (threshold < 0) {

               log.warn("The 'finishes' date-time method does not allow negative threshold");

               return null;

           }

 

           long delta = Math.abs(leftStart - rightEnd);

           return delta <= threshold;

       }

   }

 

   /**

    * Overlaps.

    */

   public static class IntervalComputerOverlapsNoParam implements IntervalComputer {

 

       public Boolean compute(long leftStart, long leftEnd, long rightStart, long rightEnd, EventBean[]

eventsPerStream, boolean newData, ExprEvaluatorContext context) {

           return (leftStart < rightStart) &&

                  (rightStart < leftEnd) &&

                  (leftEnd < rightEnd);

       }

   }

 

   public static class IntervalComputerOverlapsAndByThreshold implements IntervalComputer {

 

       private final boolean overlaps;

       private final ExprEvaluator threshold;

 

       public IntervalComputerOverlapsAndByThreshold(boolean overlaps, ExprEvaluator threshold) {

           this.overlaps = overlaps;
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           this.threshold = threshold;

       }

 

       public Boolean compute(long leftStart, long leftEnd, long rightStart, long rightEnd, EventBean[]

eventsPerStream, boolean newData, ExprEvaluatorContext context) {

 

           Object thresholdValue = threshold.evaluate(eventsPerStream, newData, context);

           if (thresholdValue == null) {

               return null;

           }

 

           long threshold = IntervalComputerExprBase.toLong(thresholdValue);

 

           if (overlaps) {

               return computeInternalOverlaps(leftStart, leftEnd, rightStart, rightEnd, 0, threshold);

           }

           else {

               return computeInternalOverlaps(rightStart, rightEnd, leftStart, leftEnd, 0, threshold);

           }

       }

 

       public static boolean computeInternalOverlaps(long left, long leftEnd, long right, long rightEnd, long min, long

max) {

           boolean match = ((left < right) &&

                  (right < leftEnd) &&

                  (leftEnd < rightEnd));

           if (!match) {

               return false;

           }

           long delta = leftEnd - right;

           return min <= delta && delta <= max;

       }

   }

 

   public static class IntervalComputerOverlapsAndByMinMax implements IntervalComputer {

 

       private final boolean overlaps;

       private final ExprEvaluator minEval;

       private final ExprEvaluator maxEval;

 

       public IntervalComputerOverlapsAndByMinMax(boolean overlaps, ExprEvaluator minEval, ExprEvaluator

maxEval) {

           this.overlaps = overlaps;

           this.minEval = minEval;

           this.maxEval = maxEval;

       }

 

       public Boolean compute(long leftStart, long leftEnd, long rightStart, long rightEnd, EventBean[]
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eventsPerStream, boolean newData, ExprEvaluatorContext context) {

 

           Object minValue = minEval.evaluate(eventsPerStream, newData, context);

           if (minValue == null) {

               return null;

           }

           Object maxValue = maxEval.evaluate(eventsPerStream, newData, context);

           if (maxValue == null) {

               return null;

           }

 

           long minThreshold = IntervalComputerExprBase.toLong(minValue);

           long maxThreshold = IntervalComputerExprBase.toLong(maxValue);

 

           if (overlaps) {

               return IntervalComputerOverlapsAndByThreshold.computeInternalOverlaps(leftStart, leftEnd, rightStart,

rightEnd, minThreshold, maxThreshold);

           }

           else {

               return IntervalComputerOverlapsAndByThreshold.computeInternalOverlaps(rightStart, rightEnd, leftStart,

leftEnd, minThreshold, maxThreshold);

           }

       }

   }

 

   /**

    * OverlappedBy.

    */

   public static class IntervalComputerOverlappedByNoParam implements IntervalComputer {

 

       public Boolean compute(long leftStart, long leftEnd, long rightStart, long rightEnd, EventBean[]

eventsPerStream, boolean newData, ExprEvaluatorContext context) {

           return (rightStart < leftStart) &&

                  (leftStart < rightEnd) &&

                  (rightEnd < leftEnd);

       }

   }

 

   /**

    * Starts.

    */

   public static class IntervalComputerStartsNoParam implements IntervalComputer {

 

       public Boolean compute(long leftStart, long leftEnd, long rightStart, long rightEnd, EventBean[]

eventsPerStream, boolean newData, ExprEvaluatorContext context) {

           return (leftStart == rightStart) && (leftEnd < rightEnd);

       }

   }
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   public static class IntervalComputerStartsThreshold implements IntervalComputer {

 

       private static final Log log = LogFactory.getLog(IntervalComputerStartsThreshold.class);

 

       private final ExprEvaluator threshold;

 

       public IntervalComputerStartsThreshold(ExprEvaluator threshold) {

           this.threshold = threshold;

       }

 

       public Boolean compute(long leftStart, long leftEnd, long rightStart, long rightEnd, EventBean[]

eventsPerStream, boolean newData, ExprEvaluatorContext context) {

 

           Object thresholdValue = threshold.evaluate(eventsPerStream, newData, context);

           if (thresholdValue == null) {

               return null;

           }

 

           long threshold = IntervalComputerExprBase.toLong(thresholdValue);

           if (threshold < 0) {

               log.warn("The 'finishes' date-time method does not allow negative threshold");

               return null;

           }

 

           long delta = Math.abs(leftStart - rightStart);

           return delta <= threshold && (leftEnd < rightEnd);

       }

   }

 

   /**

    * Started-by.

    */

   public static class IntervalComputerStartedByNoParam implements IntervalComputer {

 

       public Boolean compute(long leftStart, long leftEnd, long rightStart, long rightEnd, EventBean[]

eventsPerStream, boolean newData, ExprEvaluatorContext context) {

           return (leftStart == rightStart) && (leftEnd > rightEnd);

       }

   }

 

   public static class IntervalComputerStartedByThreshold implements IntervalComputer {

 

       private static final Log log = LogFactory.getLog(IntervalComputerStartedByThreshold.class);

 

       private final ExprEvaluator threshold;

 

       public IntervalComputerStartedByThreshold(ExprEvaluator threshold) {
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           this.threshold = threshold;

       }

 

       public Boolean compute(long leftStart, long leftEnd, long rightStart, long rightEnd, EventBean[]

eventsPerStream, boolean newData, ExprEvaluatorContext context) {

 

           Object thresholdValue = threshold.evaluate(eventsPerStream, newData, context);

           if (thresholdValue == null) {

               return null;

           }

 

           long threshold = IntervalComputerExprBase.toLong(thresholdValue);

           if (threshold < 0) {

               log.warn("The 'finishes' date-time method does not allow negative threshold");

               return null;

           }

 

           long delta = Math.abs(leftStart - rightStart);

           return delta <= threshold && (leftEnd > rightEnd);

       }

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.subquery;

 

import com.espertech.esper.collection.FlushedEventBuffer;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.join.table.EventTable;

import com.espertech.esper.view.internal.BufferObserver;

 

/**

* Observer to a buffer that is filled by a subselect view when it posts events,

* to be added and removed from indexes.

*/

public class SubselectBufferObserver implements BufferObserver

{

   private final EventTable eventIndex;

 

   /**

    * Ctor.

    * @param eventIndex index to update

    */
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   public SubselectBufferObserver(EventTable eventIndex) {

       this.eventIndex = eventIndex;

   }

 

   public void newData(int streamId, FlushedEventBuffer newEventBuffer, FlushedEventBuffer oldEventBuffer)

   {

       eventIndex.addRemove(newEventBuffer.getAndFlush(), oldEventBuffer.getAndFlush());

   }

}

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.join.exec.composite;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluator;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluatorContext;

import com.espertech.esper.event.EventBeanUtility;

 

import java.util.Collection;

import java.util.Map;

import java.util.Set;

import java.util.TreeMap;

 

public class CompositeAccessStrategyLE extends CompositeAccessStrategyRelOpBase implements

CompositeAccessStrategy {

 

   public CompositeAccessStrategyLE(boolean isNWOnTrigger, int lookupStream, int numStreams, ExprEvaluator

key, Class coercionType) {

       super(isNWOnTrigger, lookupStream, numStreams, key, coercionType);

   }

 

   public Set<EventBean> lookup(EventBean theEvent, Map parent, Set<EventBean> result, CompositeIndexQuery

next, ExprEvaluatorContext context) {

       TreeMap index = (TreeMap) parent;

       Object comparable = super.evaluateLookup(theEvent, context);

       if (comparable == null) {

           return null;

       }

       comparable = EventBeanUtility.coerce(comparable, coercionType);
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       return CompositeIndexQueryRange.handle(theEvent, index.headMap(comparable, true), null, result, next);

   }

 

   public Collection<EventBean> lookup(EventBean[] eventPerStream, Map parent, Collection<EventBean> result,

CompositeIndexQuery next, ExprEvaluatorContext context) {

       TreeMap index = (TreeMap) parent;

       Object comparable = super.evaluatePerStream(eventPerStream, context);

       if (comparable == null) {

           return null;

       }

       comparable = EventBeanUtility.coerce(comparable, coercionType);

       return CompositeIndexQueryRange.handle(eventPerStream, index.headMap(comparable, true), null, result,

next);

   }

}

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.core.eval;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventType;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.core.SelectExprProcessor;

import org.apache.commons.logging.Log;

import org.apache.commons.logging.LogFactory;

 

import java.util.Collections;

import java.util.Map;

 

public class EvalInsertNoWildcardSingleColCoercionMapWrap extends EvalBaseFirstProp implements

SelectExprProcessor {

 

   private static final Log log = LogFactory.getLog(EvalInsertNoWildcardSingleColCoercionMapWrap.class);

 

   public EvalInsertNoWildcardSingleColCoercionMapWrap(SelectExprContext selectExprContext, EventType

resultEventType) {

       super(selectExprContext, resultEventType);

   }

 

   public EventBean processFirstCol(Object result) {
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       EventBean wrappedEvent = super.getEventAdapterService().adapterForTypedMap((Map) result,

super.getResultEventType());

       return super.getEventAdapterService().adapterForTypedWrapper(wrappedEvent, Collections.EMPTY_MAP,

super.getResultEventType());

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.agg.service;

 

import com.espertech.esper.epl.agg.access.AggregationAccessor;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.agg.access.AggregationAccessorSlotPair;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.agg.access.AggregationStateKey;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprAggregateNode;

 

import java.util.ArrayList;

import java.util.LinkedHashMap;

import java.util.List;

import java.util.Map;

 

public class AggregationMultiFunctionAnalysisHelper

{

   // handle accessor aggregation (direct data window by-group access to properties)

   public static AggregationMultiFunctionAnalysisResult

analyzeAccessAggregations(List<AggregationServiceAggExpressionDesc> aggregations) {

       int currentSlot = 0;

       Map<AggregationStateKey, Integer> accessProviderSlots = new LinkedHashMap<AggregationStateKey,

Integer>();

       List<AggregationAccessorSlotPair> accessorPairs = new ArrayList<AggregationAccessorSlotPair>();

       List<AggregationStateFactory> stateFactories = new ArrayList<AggregationStateFactory>();

 

       for (AggregationServiceAggExpressionDesc aggregation : aggregations)

       {

           ExprAggregateNode aggregateNode = aggregation.getAggregationNode();

           if (!aggregateNode.getFactory().isAccessAggregation()) {

               continue;

           }

 

           AggregationStateKey providerKey = aggregateNode.getFactory().getAggregationStateKey(false);

           AggregationAccessor accessor = aggregateNode.getFactory().getAccessor();

 

           Integer slot = accessProviderSlots.get(providerKey);
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           if (slot == null) {

               accessProviderSlots.put(providerKey, currentSlot);

               slot = currentSlot++;

               AggregationStateFactory providerFactory =

aggregateNode.getFactory().getAggregationStateFactory(false);

               stateFactories.add(providerFactory);

           }

 

           accessorPairs.add(new AggregationAccessorSlotPair(slot, accessor));

       }

 

       // handle no group-by clause cases

       AggregationAccessorSlotPair[] pairs = accessorPairs.toArray(new

AggregationAccessorSlotPair[accessorPairs.size()]);

       AggregationStateFactory[] accessAggregations = stateFactories.toArray(new

AggregationStateFactory[stateFactories.size()]);

       return new AggregationMultiFunctionAnalysisResult(pairs, accessAggregations);

   }

}

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.core.eval;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventType;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.core.SelectExprProcessor;

import org.apache.commons.logging.Log;

import org.apache.commons.logging.LogFactory;

 

import java.util.Collections;

 

public class EvalInsertNoWildcardSingleColCoercionBeanWrap extends EvalBaseFirstProp implements

SelectExprProcessor {

 

   private static final Log log = LogFactory.getLog(EvalInsertNoWildcardSingleColCoercionBeanWrap.class);

 

   public EvalInsertNoWildcardSingleColCoercionBeanWrap(SelectExprContext selectExprContext, EventType

resultEventType) {

       super(selectExprContext, resultEventType);
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   }

 

   public EventBean processFirstCol(Object result) {

       EventBean wrappedEvent = super.getEventAdapterService().adapterForBean(result);

       return super.getEventAdapterService().adapterForTypedWrapper(wrappedEvent, Collections.EMPTY_MAP,

super.getResultEventType());

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.db;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EPException;

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventType;

import com.espertech.esper.client.hook.*;

import com.espertech.esper.collection.Pair;

import com.espertech.esper.event.EventAdapterService;

import com.espertech.esper.event.bean.BeanEventType;

import com.espertech.esper.util.AuditPath;

import com.espertech.esper.util.DatabaseTypeBinding;

import com.espertech.esper.util.ExecutionPathDebugLog;

import org.apache.commons.logging.Log;

import org.apache.commons.logging.LogFactory;

 

import java.sql.*;

import java.util.*;

import java.util.Date;

 

/**

* Viewable providing historical data from a database.

*/

public class PollExecStrategyDBQuery implements PollExecStrategy

{

   private static final Log jdbcPerfLog = LogFactory.getLog(AuditPath.JDBC_LOG);

 

   private static final Log log = LogFactory.getLog(PollExecStrategyDBQuery.class);

   private final EventAdapterService eventAdapterService;

   private final String preparedStatementText;

   private final Map<String, DBOutputTypeDesc> outputTypes;

   private final ConnectionCache connectionCache;

   private final EventType eventType;
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   private final SQLColumnTypeConversion columnTypeConversionHook;

   private final SQLOutputRowConversion outputRowConversionHook;

   private final boolean enableJDBCLogging;

 

   private Pair<Connection, PreparedStatement> resources;

 

   /**

    * Ctor.

    * @param eventAdapterService for generating event beans

    * @param eventType is the event type that this poll generates

    * @param connectionCache caches Connection and PreparedStatement

    * @param preparedStatementText is the SQL to use for polling

    * @param outputTypes describe columns selected by the SQL

    * @param outputRowConversionHook hook to convert rows, if any hook is registered

    * @param columnTypeConversionHook hook to convert columns, if any hook is registered

    */

   public PollExecStrategyDBQuery(EventAdapterService eventAdapterService,

                                  EventType eventType,

                                  ConnectionCache connectionCache,

                                  String preparedStatementText,

                                  Map<String, DBOutputTypeDesc> outputTypes,

                                  SQLColumnTypeConversion columnTypeConversionHook,

                                  SQLOutputRowConversion outputRowConversionHook,

                                  boolean enableJDBCLogging)

   {

       this.eventAdapterService = eventAdapterService;

       this.eventType = eventType;

       this.connectionCache = connectionCache;

       this.preparedStatementText = preparedStatementText;

       this.outputTypes = outputTypes;

       this.columnTypeConversionHook = columnTypeConversionHook;

       this.outputRowConversionHook = outputRowConversionHook;

       this.enableJDBCLogging = enableJDBCLogging;

   }

 

   public void start()

   {

       resources = connectionCache.getConnection();

   }

 

   public void done()

   {

       connectionCache.doneWith(resources);

   }

 

   public void destroy()

   {

       connectionCache.destroy();
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   }

 

   public List<EventBean> poll(Object[] lookupValues)

   {

       List<EventBean> result;

       try

       {

           result = execute(resources.getSecond(), lookupValues);

       }

       catch (EPException ex)

       {

           connectionCache.doneWith(resources);

           throw ex;

       }

 

       return result;

   }

 

   private synchronized List<EventBean> execute(PreparedStatement preparedStatement,

                                   Object[] lookupValuePerStream)

   {

       if (ExecutionPathDebugLog.isDebugEnabled && log.isInfoEnabled())

       {

           log.info(".execute Executing prepared statement '" + preparedStatementText + "'");

       }

 

       boolean hasJDBCLogging = enableJDBCLogging && jdbcPerfLog.isInfoEnabled();

 

       // set parameters

       SQLInputParameterContext inputParameterContext = null;

       if (columnTypeConversionHook != null) {

           inputParameterContext = new SQLInputParameterContext();

       }

 

       int count = 1;

       Object[] parameters = null;

       if (hasJDBCLogging) {

           parameters = new Object[lookupValuePerStream.length];

       }

       for (int i = 0; i < lookupValuePerStream.length; i++)

       {

           try

           {

               Object parameter = lookupValuePerStream[i];

               if (ExecutionPathDebugLog.isDebugEnabled && log.isInfoEnabled())

               {

                   log.info(".execute Setting parameter " + count + " to " + parameter + " typed " + ((parameter == null)?

"null" : parameter.getClass()));
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               }

 

               if (columnTypeConversionHook != null) {

                   inputParameterContext.setParameterNumber(i + 1);

                   inputParameterContext.setParameterValue(parameter);

                   parameter = columnTypeConversionHook.getParameterValue(inputParameterContext);

               }

 

				setObject(preparedStatement, count, parameter);

               if (parameters != null) {

                   parameters[i] = parameter;

               }

           }

           catch (SQLException ex)

           {

               throw new EPException("Error setting parameter " + count, ex);

           }

 

           count++;

       }

 

       // execute

       ResultSet resultSet;

       if (hasJDBCLogging) {

           long startTimeNS = System.nanoTime();

           long startTimeMS = System.currentTimeMillis();

           try

           {

               resultSet = preparedStatement.executeQuery();

           }

           catch (SQLException ex)

           {

               throw new EPException("Error executing statement '" + preparedStatementText + '\'', ex);

           }

           long endTimeNS = System.nanoTime();

           long endTimeMS = System.currentTimeMillis();

           jdbcPerfLog.info("Statement '" + preparedStatementText + "' delta nanosec " + (endTimeNS - startTimeNS)

+

                   " delta msec " + (endTimeMS - startTimeMS) +

                   " parameters " + Arrays.toString(parameters));

       }

       else {

           try

           {

               resultSet = preparedStatement.executeQuery();

           }

           catch (SQLException ex)

           {
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               throw new EPException("Error executing statement '" + preparedStatementText + '\'', ex);

           }

       }

 

       // generate events for result set

       List<EventBean> rows = new LinkedList<EventBean>();

       try

       {

           SQLColumnValueContext valueContext = null;

           if (columnTypeConversionHook != null) {

               valueContext = new SQLColumnValueContext();

           }

 

           SQLOutputRowValueContext rowContext = null;

           if (outputRowConversionHook != null) {

               rowContext = new SQLOutputRowValueContext();

           }

 

           int rowNum = 0;

           while (resultSet.next())

           {

               int colNum = 1;

               Map<String, Object> row = new HashMap<String, Object>();

               for (Map.Entry<String, DBOutputTypeDesc> entry : outputTypes.entrySet())

               {

                   String columnName = entry.getKey();

 

                   Object value;

                   DatabaseTypeBinding binding = entry.getValue().getOptionalBinding();

                   if (binding != null)

                   {

                       value = binding.getValue(resultSet, columnName);

                   }

                   else

                   {

                       value = resultSet.getObject(columnName);

                   }

 

                   if (columnTypeConversionHook != null) {

                       valueContext.setColumnName(columnName);

                       valueContext.setColumnNumber(colNum);

                       valueContext.setColumnValue(value);

                       valueContext.setResultSet(resultSet);

                       value = columnTypeConversionHook.getColumnValue(valueContext);

                   }

 

                   row.put(columnName, value);

                   colNum++;
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               }

 

               EventBean eventBeanRow = null;

               if (this.outputRowConversionHook == null) {

                   eventBeanRow = eventAdapterService.adapterForTypedMap(row, eventType);

               }

               else {

                   rowContext.setValues(row);

                   rowContext.setRowNum(rowNum);

                   rowContext.setResultSet(resultSet);

                   Object rowData = outputRowConversionHook.getOutputRow(rowContext);

                   if (rowData != null) {

                       eventBeanRow = eventAdapterService.adapterForTypedBean(rowData, (BeanEventType)

eventType);

                   }

               }

              

               if (eventBeanRow != null) {

                   rows.add(eventBeanRow);

                   rowNum++;

               }

           }

       }

       catch (SQLException ex)

       {

           throw new EPException("Error reading results for statement '" + preparedStatementText + '\'', ex);

       }

 

       if (enableJDBCLogging && jdbcPerfLog.isInfoEnabled()) {

           jdbcPerfLog.info("Statement '" + preparedStatementText + "' " + rows.size() + " rows");

       }

 

       try

       {

           resultSet.close();

       }

       catch (SQLException ex)

       {

           throw new EPException("Error closing statement '" + preparedStatementText + '\'', ex);

       }

 

       return rows;

   }

 

	private void setObject(PreparedStatement preparedStatement, int column, Object value) throws SQLException

	{

		// Allow java.util.Date conversion for JDBC drivers that don't provide this feature

		if (value instanceof Date)
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		{

			value = new Timestamp(((Date)value).getTime());

		}

       else if (value instanceof Calendar)

       {

           value = new Timestamp(((Calendar)value).getTimeInMillis());

       }

 

		preparedStatement.setObject(column, value);		

	}

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.expression;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.util.JavaClassHelper;

import com.espertech.esper.util.SimpleNumberBigDecimalCoercer;

import com.espertech.esper.util.SimpleNumberBigIntegerCoercer;

import com.espertech.esper.util.SimpleNumberCoercerFactory;

 

import java.math.BigDecimal;

import java.math.BigInteger;

import java.util.Iterator;

import java.util.Map;

 

/**

* Represents the between-clause function in an expression tree.

*/

public interface ExprBetweenNode extends ExprNode, ExprEvaluator

{

   /**

    * Returns true if the low endpoint is included, false if not

    * @return indicator if endppoint is included

    */

   public boolean isLowEndpointIncluded();

 

   /**

    * Returns true if the high endpoint is included, false if not

    * @return indicator if endppoint is included

    */

   public boolean isHighEndpointIncluded();
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   /**

    * Returns true for inverted range, or false for regular (openn/close/half-open/half-closed) ranges.

    * @return true for not betwene, false for between

    */

   public boolean isNotBetween();

}

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.enummethod.dot;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.util.ExpressionReturnType;

 

import java.util.Collection;

 

public interface ExprDotStaticMethodWrap {

   public ExpressionReturnType getTypeInfo();

   public Collection convert(Object result);

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.expression;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventType;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.core.StreamTypeService;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.spec.StatementSpecCompiled;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.spec.StatementSpecRaw;

import org.apache.commons.logging.Log;

import org.apache.commons.logging.LogFactory;

 

import java.util.Collection;

import java.util.LinkedHashMap;
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import java.util.List;

 

/**

* Represents a subselect in an expression tree.

*/

public abstract class ExprSubselectNode extends ExprNodeBase implements ExprEvaluator,

ExprEvaluatorEnumeration, ExprEvaluatorTypableReturn

{

   public static final ExprSubselectNode[] EMPTY_SUBSELECT_ARRAY = new ExprSubselectNode[0];

   private static final long serialVersionUID = -2469169635913155764L;

  

   private static final Log log = LogFactory.getLog(ExprSubselectNode.class);

 

   /**

    * The validated select clause.

    */

   protected ExprNode[] selectClause;

   protected transient ExprEvaluator[] selectClauseEvaluator;

 

   protected String[] selectAsNames;

 

   /**

    * The validate filter expression.

    */

   protected transient ExprEvaluator filterExpr;

 

   /**

    * The event type generated for wildcard selects.

    */

   protected transient EventType rawEventType;

 

   protected String statementName;

 

   private transient StreamTypeService filterSubqueryStreamTypes;

   private StatementSpecRaw statementSpecRaw;

   private transient StatementSpecCompiled statementSpecCompiled;

   private transient ExprSubselectStrategy strategy;

   private transient boolean aggregatedSubquery;

   protected int subselectNumber;

   private boolean filterStreamSubselect;

 

   /**

    * Evaluate the lookup expression returning an evaluation result object.

    * @param eventsPerStream is the events for each stream in a join

    * @param isNewData is true for new data, or false for old data

    * @param matchingEvents is filtered results from the table of stored lookup events

    * @param exprEvaluatorContext context for expression evalauation

    * @return evaluation result
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    */

   public abstract Object evaluate(EventBean[] eventsPerStream, boolean isNewData, Collection<EventBean>

matchingEvents, ExprEvaluatorContext exprEvaluatorContext);

   public abstract Collection<EventBean> evaluateGetCollEvents(EventBean[] eventsPerStream, boolean

isNewData, Collection<EventBean> matchingEvents, ExprEvaluatorContext exprEvaluatorContext);

   public abstract Collection evaluateGetCollScalar(EventBean[] eventsPerStream, boolean isNewData,

Collection<EventBean> matchingEvents, ExprEvaluatorContext exprEvaluatorContext);

   public abstract EventBean evaluateGetEventBean(EventBean[] eventsPerStream, boolean isNewData,

Collection<EventBean> matchingEvents, ExprEvaluatorContext exprEvaluatorContext);

 

   public abstract boolean isAllowMultiColumnSelect();

 

   public abstract void validateSubquery(ExprValidationContext validationContext) throws

ExprValidationException;

 

   public abstract LinkedHashMap<String, Object> typableGetRowProperties() throws ExprValidationException;

   public abstract Object[] evaluateTypableSingle(EventBean[] eventsPerStream, boolean isNewData,

Collection<EventBean> matchingEvents, ExprEvaluatorContext exprEvaluatorContext);

   public abstract Object[][] evaluateTypableMulti(EventBean[] eventsPerStream, boolean isNewData,

Collection<EventBean> matchingEvents, ExprEvaluatorContext exprEvaluatorContext);

 

   /**

    * Ctor.

    * @param statementSpec is the lookup statement spec from the parser, unvalidated

    */

   public ExprSubselectNode(StatementSpecRaw statementSpec)

   {

       this.statementSpecRaw = statementSpec;

   }

 

   public ExprEvaluator getExprEvaluator()

   {

       return this;

   }

 

   public boolean isConstantResult()

   {

       return false;

   }

 

   public void validate(ExprValidationContext validationContext) throws ExprValidationException {

       this.statementName = validationContext.getStatementName();

       validateSubquery(validationContext);

   }

 

   /**

    * Supplies a compiled statement spec.

    * @param statementSpecCompiled compiled validated filters
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    */

   public void setStatementSpecCompiled(StatementSpecCompiled statementSpecCompiled, int subselectNumber)

   {

       this.statementSpecCompiled = statementSpecCompiled;

       this.subselectNumber = subselectNumber;

   }

 

   /**

    * Returns the compiled statement spec.

    * @return compiled statement

    */

   public StatementSpecCompiled getStatementSpecCompiled()

   {

       return statementSpecCompiled;

   }

 

   /**

    * Sets the validate select clause

    * @param selectClause is the expression representing the select clause

    */

   public void setSelectClause(ExprNode[] selectClause)

   {

       this.selectClause = selectClause;

       this.selectClauseEvaluator = ExprNodeUtility.getEvaluators(selectClause);

   }

 

   public Object evaluate(EventBean[] eventsPerStream, boolean isNewData, ExprEvaluatorContext

exprEvaluatorContext)

   {

       Collection<EventBean> matchingEvents = evaluateMatching(eventsPerStream, exprEvaluatorContext);

       return evaluate(eventsPerStream, isNewData, matchingEvents, exprEvaluatorContext);

   }

 

   public Collection<EventBean> evaluateGetROCollectionEvents(EventBean[] eventsPerStream, boolean

isNewData, ExprEvaluatorContext exprEvaluatorContext) {

       Collection<EventBean> matchingEvents = evaluateMatching(eventsPerStream, exprEvaluatorContext);

       return evaluateGetCollEvents(eventsPerStream, isNewData, matchingEvents, exprEvaluatorContext);

   }

 

   public Collection evaluateGetROCollectionScalar(EventBean[] eventsPerStream, boolean isNewData,

ExprEvaluatorContext exprEvaluatorContext) {

       Collection<EventBean> matchingEvents = evaluateMatching(eventsPerStream, exprEvaluatorContext);

       return evaluateGetCollScalar(eventsPerStream, isNewData, matchingEvents, exprEvaluatorContext);

   }

 

   public EventBean evaluateGetEventBean(EventBean[] eventsPerStream, boolean isNewData,

ExprEvaluatorContext context) {

       Collection<EventBean> matchingEvents = evaluateMatching(eventsPerStream, context);
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       return evaluateGetEventBean(eventsPerStream, isNewData, matchingEvents, context);

   }

 

   private Collection<EventBean> evaluateMatching(EventBean[] eventsPerStream, ExprEvaluatorContext

exprEvaluatorContext) {

       return strategy.evaluateMatching(eventsPerStream, exprEvaluatorContext);

   }

 

   public LinkedHashMap<String, Object> getRowProperties() throws ExprValidationException {

       return typableGetRowProperties();

   }

 

   public Boolean isMultirow() {

       return true;   // subselect can always return multiple rows

   }

 

   public Object[] evaluateTypableSingle(EventBean[] eventsPerStream, boolean isNewData, ExprEvaluatorContext

context) {

       Collection<EventBean> matching = strategy.evaluateMatching(eventsPerStream, context);

       return evaluateTypableSingle(eventsPerStream, isNewData, matching, context);

   }

 

   public Object[][] evaluateTypableMulti(EventBean[] eventsPerStream, boolean isNewData, ExprEvaluatorContext

context) {

       Collection<EventBean> matching = strategy.evaluateMatching(eventsPerStream, context);

       return evaluateTypableMulti(eventsPerStream, isNewData, matching, context);

   }

 

   /**

    * Returns the uncompiled statement spec.

    * @return statement spec uncompiled

    */

   public StatementSpecRaw getStatementSpecRaw()

   {

       return statementSpecRaw;

   }

 

   /**

    * Supplies the name of the select expression as-tag

    * @param selectAsNames is the as-name(s)

    */

   public void setSelectAsNames(String[] selectAsNames)

   {

       this.selectAsNames = selectAsNames;

   }

 

   /**

    * Sets the validated filter expression, or null if there is none.
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    * @param filterExpr is the filter

    */

   public void setFilterExpr(ExprEvaluator filterExpr)

   {

       this.filterExpr = filterExpr;

   }

 

   public String toExpressionString()

   {

       if ((selectAsNames != null) && (selectAsNames[0] != null))

       {

           return selectAsNames[0];

       }

       if (selectClause == null)

       {

           return "*";

       }

       return selectClause[0].toExpressionString();

   }

 

   public boolean equalsNode(ExprNode node)

   {

       return false;   // 2 subselects are never equivalent

   }

 

   /**

    * Sets the strategy for boiling down the table of lookup events into a subset against which to run the filter.

    * @param strategy is the looking strategy (full table scan or indexed)

    */

   public void setStrategy(ExprSubselectStrategy strategy)

   {

       this.strategy = strategy;

   }

 

   /**

    * Sets the event type generated for wildcard selects.

    * @param rawEventType is the wildcard type (parent view)

    */

   public void setRawEventType(EventType rawEventType)

   {

       this.rawEventType = rawEventType;

   }

 

   /**

    * Returns the select clause or null if none.

    * @return clause

    */

   public ExprNode[] getSelectClause()
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   {

       return selectClause;

   }

 

   /**

    * Returns filter expr or null if none.

    * @return filter

    */

   public ExprEvaluator getFilterExpr()

   {

       return filterExpr;

   }

 

   /**

    * Returns the event type.

    * @return type

    */

   public EventType getRawEventType()

   {

       return rawEventType;

   }

 

   /**

    * Return stream types.

    * @return types

    */

   public StreamTypeService getFilterSubqueryStreamTypes()

   {

       return filterSubqueryStreamTypes;

   }

 

   /**

    * Set stream types.

    * @param filterSubqueryStreamTypes types

    */

   public void setFilterSubqueryStreamTypes(StreamTypeService filterSubqueryStreamTypes)

   {

       this.filterSubqueryStreamTypes = filterSubqueryStreamTypes;

   }

 

   public boolean isAggregatedSubquery() {

       return aggregatedSubquery;

   }

 

   public void setAggregatedSubquery(boolean aggregatedSubquery) {

       this.aggregatedSubquery = aggregatedSubquery;

   }
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   public int getSubselectNumber() {

       return subselectNumber;

   }

 

   public void setFilterStreamSubselect(boolean filterStreamSubselect) {

       this.filterStreamSubselect = filterStreamSubselect;

   }

 

   public boolean isFilterStreamSubselect() {

       return filterStreamSubselect;

   }

 

   public static ExprSubselectNode[] toArray(List<ExprSubselectNode> subselectNodes) {

       if (subselectNodes.isEmpty()) {

           return EMPTY_SUBSELECT_ARRAY;

       }

       return subselectNodes.toArray(new ExprSubselectNode[subselectNodes.size()]);

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.view;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.collection.UniformPair;

import com.espertech.esper.core.service.UpdateDispatchView;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.core.ResultSetProcessor;

 

public class OutputProcessViewDirectPostProcess extends OutputProcessViewDirect

{

   private final OutputStrategyPostProcess postProcessor;

 

   public OutputProcessViewDirectPostProcess(ResultSetProcessor resultSetProcessor,

OutputProcessViewDirectFactory parent, OutputStrategyPostProcess postProcessor) {

       super(resultSetProcessor, parent);

       this.postProcessor = postProcessor;

   }

 

   @Override

   protected void postProcess(boolean force, UniformPair<EventBean[]> newOldEvents, UpdateDispatchView

childView) {

       postProcessor.output(force, newOldEvents, childView);
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   }

}

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.datetime.reformatop;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventType;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.datetime.eval.*;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.*;

 

import java.util.Calendar;

import java.util.Date;

import java.util.List;

 

public class ReformatOpBetweenNonConstantParams implements ReformatOp {

 

   private final ExprNode start;

   private final ExprEvaluator startEval;

   private final DatetimeLongCoercer startCoercer;

   private final ExprNode end;

   private final ExprEvaluator endEval;

   private final DatetimeLongCoercer secondCoercer;

 

   private boolean includeBoth;

   private Boolean includeLow;

   private Boolean includeHigh;

   private ExprEvaluator evalIncludeLow;

   private ExprEvaluator evalIncludeHigh;

 

   public ReformatOpBetweenNonConstantParams(List<ExprNode> parameters)

           throws ExprValidationException

   {

       start = parameters.get(0);

       startEval = start.getExprEvaluator();

       startCoercer = DatetimeLongCoercerFactory.getCoercer(startEval.getType());

       end = parameters.get(1);

       endEval = end.getExprEvaluator();

       secondCoercer = DatetimeLongCoercerFactory.getCoercer(endEval.getType());
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       if (parameters.size() == 2) {

           includeBoth = true;

           includeLow = true;

           includeHigh = true;

       }

       else {

           if (parameters.get(2).isConstantResult()) {

               includeLow = getBooleanValue(parameters.get(2));

           }

           else {

               evalIncludeLow = parameters.get(2).getExprEvaluator();

           }

           if (parameters.get(3).isConstantResult()) {

               includeHigh = getBooleanValue(parameters.get(3));

           }

           else {

               evalIncludeHigh = parameters.get(3).getExprEvaluator();

           }

           if (includeLow != null && includeHigh != null && includeLow && includeHigh) {

               includeBoth = true;

           }

       }

   }

 

   private boolean getBooleanValue(ExprNode exprNode)

       throws ExprValidationException

   {

       Object value = exprNode.getExprEvaluator().evaluate(null, true, null);

       if (value == null) {

           throw new ExprValidationException("Date-time method 'between' requires non-null parameter values");

       }

       return (Boolean) value;

   }

 

   public Object evaluate(Long ts, EventBean[] eventsPerStream, boolean newData, ExprEvaluatorContext

exprEvaluatorContext) {

       if (ts == null) {

           return null;

       }

       return evaluateInternal(ts, eventsPerStream, newData, exprEvaluatorContext);

   }

 

   public Object evaluate(Date d, EventBean[] eventsPerStream, boolean newData, ExprEvaluatorContext

exprEvaluatorContext) {

       if (d == null) {

           return null;

       }
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       return evaluateInternal(d.getTime(), eventsPerStream, newData, exprEvaluatorContext);

   }

 

   public Object evaluate(Calendar cal, EventBean[] eventsPerStream, boolean newData, ExprEvaluatorContext

exprEvaluatorContext) {

       if (cal == null) {

           return null;

       }

       return evaluateInternal(cal.getTimeInMillis(), eventsPerStream, newData, exprEvaluatorContext);

   }

 

   public Class getReturnType() {

       return Boolean.class;

   }

 

   public Object evaluateInternal(long ts, EventBean[] eventsPerStream, boolean newData, ExprEvaluatorContext

exprEvaluatorContext) {

       Object firstObj = startEval.evaluate(eventsPerStream, newData, exprEvaluatorContext);

       if (firstObj == null) {

           return null;

       }

       Object secondObj = endEval.evaluate(eventsPerStream, newData, exprEvaluatorContext);

       if (secondObj == null) {

           return null;

       }

       long first = startCoercer.coerce(firstObj);

       long second = secondCoercer.coerce(secondObj);

       if (includeBoth) {

           if (first <= second) {

               return first <= ts && ts <= second;

           }

           else {

               return second <= ts && ts <= first;

           }

       }

       else {

 

           boolean includeLowEndpoint;

           if (includeLow != null) {

               includeLowEndpoint = includeLow;

           }

           else {

               Object value = evalIncludeLow.evaluate(eventsPerStream, newData, exprEvaluatorContext);

               if (value == null) {

                   return null;

               }

               includeLowEndpoint = (Boolean) value;
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           }

 

           boolean includeHighEndpoint;

           if (includeHigh != null) {

               includeHighEndpoint = includeHigh;

           }

           else {

               Object value = evalIncludeHigh.evaluate(eventsPerStream, newData, exprEvaluatorContext);

               if (value == null) {

                   return null;

               }

               includeHighEndpoint = (Boolean) value;

 

           }

 

           if (includeLowEndpoint) {

               if (ts < first) {

                   return false;

               }

           }

           else {

               if (ts <= first) {

                   return false;

               }

           }

 

           if (includeHighEndpoint) {

               if (ts > second) {

                   return false;

               }

           }

           else {

               if (ts >= second) {

                   return false;

               }

           }

 

           return true;

       }

   }

 

   public ExprDotNodeFilterAnalyzerDesc getFilterDesc(EventType[] typesPerStream, DatetimeMethodEnum

currentMethod, List<ExprNode> currentParameters, ExprDotNodeFilterAnalyzerInput inputDesc) {

       if (includeLow == null || includeHigh == null) {

           return null;

       }

 

       int targetStreamNum;
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       String targetProperty;

       if (inputDesc instanceof ExprDotNodeFilterAnalyzerInputStream) {

           ExprDotNodeFilterAnalyzerInputStream targetStream = (ExprDotNodeFilterAnalyzerInputStream)

inputDesc;

           targetStreamNum = targetStream.getStreamNum();

           EventType targetType = typesPerStream[targetStreamNum];

           targetProperty = targetType.getStartTimestampPropertyName();

       }

       else if (inputDesc instanceof ExprDotNodeFilterAnalyzerInputProp) {

           ExprDotNodeFilterAnalyzerInputProp targetStream = (ExprDotNodeFilterAnalyzerInputProp) inputDesc;

           targetStreamNum = targetStream.getStreamNum();

           targetProperty = targetStream.getPropertyName();

       }

       else {

           return null;

       }

 

       return new ExprDotNodeFilterAnalyzerDTBetweenDesc(typesPerStream, targetStreamNum, targetProperty,

start, end, includeLow, includeHigh);

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.core;

 

import com.espertech.esper.epl.variable.VariableReader;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluatorContext;

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import org.apache.commons.logging.Log;

import org.apache.commons.logging.LogFactory;

 

/**

* An order-by processor that sorts events according to the expressions

* in the order_by clause.

*/

public class OrderByProcessorRowLimit implements OrderByProcessor {

 

	private static final Log log = LogFactory.getLog(OrderByProcessorImpl.class);

 

   private final VariableReader numRowsVariableReader;

   private final VariableReader offsetVariableReader;

   private int currentRowLimit;
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   private int currentOffset;

 

   public OrderByProcessorRowLimit(VariableReader numRowsVariableReader, VariableReader

offsetVariableReader, int currentRowLimit, int currentOffset) {

       this.numRowsVariableReader = numRowsVariableReader;

       this.offsetVariableReader = offsetVariableReader;

       this.currentRowLimit = currentRowLimit;

       this.currentOffset = currentOffset;

   }

 

   public EventBean[] sort(EventBean[] outgoingEvents, EventBean[][] generatingEvents, boolean isNewData,

ExprEvaluatorContext exprEvaluatorContext)

   {

       return applyLimit(outgoingEvents);

   }

 

   public EventBean[] sort(EventBean[] outgoingEvents, EventBean[][] generatingEvents, Object[] groupByKeys,

boolean isNewData, ExprEvaluatorContext exprEvaluatorContext)

   {

       return applyLimit(outgoingEvents);

   }

 

   public Object getSortKey(EventBean[] eventsPerStream, boolean isNewData, ExprEvaluatorContext

exprEvaluatorContext)

   {

       return null;

   }

 

   public Object[] getSortKeyPerRow(EventBean[] generatingEvents, boolean isNewData, ExprEvaluatorContext

exprEvaluatorContext)

   {

       return null;

   }

 

   public EventBean[] sort(EventBean[] outgoingEvents, Object[] orderKeys, ExprEvaluatorContext

exprEvaluatorContext)

   {

       return applyLimit(outgoingEvents);

   }

 

   /**

    * Applys the limiting function to outgoing events.

    * @param outgoingEvents unlimited

    * @return limited

    */

   protected EventBean[] applyLimit(EventBean[] outgoingEvents)

   {

       if (outgoingEvents == null) {
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           return null;

       }

       if (numRowsVariableReader != null)

       {

           Number varValue = (Number) numRowsVariableReader.getValue();

           if (varValue != null)

           {

               currentRowLimit = varValue.intValue();

           }

           else

           {

               currentRowLimit = Integer.MAX_VALUE;

           }

           if (currentRowLimit < 0)

           {

               currentRowLimit = Integer.MAX_VALUE;

           }

       }

 

       if (offsetVariableReader != null)

       {

           Number varValue = (Number) offsetVariableReader.getValue();

           if (varValue != null)

           {

               currentOffset = varValue.intValue();

           }

           else

           {

               currentOffset = 0;

           }

           if (currentOffset < 0)

           {

               currentOffset = 0;

           }

       }

 

       // no offset

       if (currentOffset == 0)

       {

           if ((outgoingEvents.length <= currentRowLimit))

           {

               return outgoingEvents;

           }

 

           if (currentRowLimit == 0)

           {

               return null;

           }
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           EventBean[] limited = new EventBean[currentRowLimit];

           System.arraycopy(outgoingEvents, 0, limited, 0, currentRowLimit);

           return limited;

       }

       // with offset

       else

       {

           int maxInterested = currentRowLimit + currentOffset;

           if (currentRowLimit == Integer.MAX_VALUE)

           {

               maxInterested = Integer.MAX_VALUE;

           }

 

           // more rows then requested

           if (outgoingEvents.length > maxInterested)

           {

               EventBean[] limited = new EventBean[currentRowLimit];

               System.arraycopy(outgoingEvents, currentOffset, limited, 0, currentRowLimit);

               return limited;

           }

 

           // less or equal rows to offset

           if (outgoingEvents.length <= currentOffset)

           {

               return null;

           }

 

           int size = outgoingEvents.length - currentOffset;

           EventBean[] limited = new EventBean[size];

           System.arraycopy(outgoingEvents, currentOffset, limited, 0, size);

           return limited;

       }

   }

}

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.core.eval;
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import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluator;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.spec.SelectClauseExprCompiledSpec;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.spec.SelectClauseStreamCompiledSpec;

 

public class SelectExprStreamDesc {

   private final SelectClauseStreamCompiledSpec streamSelected;

   private final SelectClauseExprCompiledSpec expressionSelectedAsStream;

 

   public SelectExprStreamDesc(SelectClauseStreamCompiledSpec streamSelected) {

       this.streamSelected = streamSelected;

       this.expressionSelectedAsStream = null;

   }

 

   public SelectExprStreamDesc(SelectClauseExprCompiledSpec expressionSelectedAsStream) {

       this.expressionSelectedAsStream = expressionSelectedAsStream;

       this.streamSelected = null;

   }

 

   public SelectClauseStreamCompiledSpec getStreamSelected() {

       return streamSelected;

   }

 

   public SelectClauseExprCompiledSpec getExpressionSelectedAsStream() {

       return expressionSelectedAsStream;

   }

}

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.join.plan;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventType;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprNode;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.lookup.SubordPropHashKey;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.lookup.SubordPropRangeKey;

import com.espertech.esper.util.JavaClassHelper;

 

import java.util.List;

import java.util.Map;
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public class CoercionUtil {

 

   private static final Class[] NULL_ARRAY = new Class[0];

 

   public static CoercionDesc getCoercionTypesRange(EventType[] typesPerStream, int indexedStream, String[]

indexedProp, List<QueryGraphValueEntryRange> rangeEntries) {

       if (rangeEntries.isEmpty()) {

           return new CoercionDesc(false, NULL_ARRAY);

       }

 

       Class[] coercionTypes = new Class[rangeEntries.size()];

       boolean mustCoerce = false;

       for (int i = 0; i < rangeEntries.size(); i++)

       {

           QueryGraphValueEntryRange entry = rangeEntries.get(i);

 

           String indexed = indexedProp[i];

           Class valuePropType =

JavaClassHelper.getBoxedType(typesPerStream[indexedStream].getPropertyType(indexed));

           Class coercionType;

 

           if (entry.getType().isRange()) {

               QueryGraphValueEntryRangeIn rangeIn = (QueryGraphValueEntryRangeIn) entry;

               coercionType = getCoercionTypeRangeIn(valuePropType, rangeIn.getExprStart(), rangeIn.getExprEnd());

           }

           else {

               QueryGraphValueEntryRangeRelOp relOp = (QueryGraphValueEntryRangeRelOp) entry;

               coercionType = getCoercionType(valuePropType, relOp.getExpression().getExprEvaluator().getType());

           }

 

           if (coercionType == null) {

               coercionTypes[i] = valuePropType;

           }

           else {

               mustCoerce = true;

               coercionTypes[i] = coercionType;

           }

       }

 

       return new CoercionDesc(mustCoerce, coercionTypes);

   }

 

   /**

    * Returns null if no coercion is required, or an array of classes for use in coercing the

    * lookup keys and index keys into a common type.

    * @param typesPerStream is the event types for each stream

    * @param lookupStream is the stream looked up from

    * @param indexedStream is the indexed stream
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    * @param keyProps is the properties to use to look up

    * @param indexProps is the properties to index on

    * @return coercion types, or null if none required

    */

   public static CoercionDesc getCoercionTypesHash(EventType[] typesPerStream,

                                                   int lookupStream,

                                                   int indexedStream,

                                                   List<QueryGraphValueEntryHashKeyed> keyProps,

                                                   String[] indexProps)

   {

       if (indexProps.length == 0 && keyProps.size() == 0) {

           return new CoercionDesc(false, NULL_ARRAY);

       }

       if (indexProps.length != keyProps.size()) {

           throw new IllegalStateException("Mismatch in the number of key and index properties");

       }

 

       Class[] coercionTypes = new Class[indexProps.length];

       boolean mustCoerce = false;

       for (int i = 0; i < keyProps.size(); i++)

       {

           Class keyPropType;

           if (keyProps.get(i) instanceof QueryGraphValueEntryHashKeyedExpr) {

               QueryGraphValueEntryHashKeyedExpr hashExpr = (QueryGraphValueEntryHashKeyedExpr)

keyProps.get(i);

               keyPropType = hashExpr.getKeyExpr().getExprEvaluator().getType();

           }

           else {

               QueryGraphValueEntryHashKeyedProp hashKeyProp = (QueryGraphValueEntryHashKeyedProp)

keyProps.get(i);

               keyPropType =

JavaClassHelper.getBoxedType(typesPerStream[lookupStream].getPropertyType(hashKeyProp.getKeyProperty()));

           }

 

           Class indexedPropType =

JavaClassHelper.getBoxedType(typesPerStream[indexedStream].getPropertyType(indexProps[i]));

           Class coercionType = indexedPropType;

           if (keyPropType != indexedPropType)

           {

               coercionType = JavaClassHelper.getCompareToCoercionType(keyPropType, indexedPropType);

               mustCoerce = true;

           }

           coercionTypes[i] = coercionType;

       }

       return new CoercionDesc(mustCoerce, coercionTypes);

   }

 

   public static Class getCoercionTypeRange(EventType indexedType, String indexedProp, SubordPropRangeKey
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rangeKey) {

       QueryGraphValueEntryRange desc = rangeKey.getRangeInfo();

       if (desc.getType().isRange()) {

           QueryGraphValueEntryRangeIn rangeIn = (QueryGraphValueEntryRangeIn) desc;

           return getCoercionTypeRangeIn(indexedType.getPropertyType(indexedProp), rangeIn.getExprStart(),

rangeIn.getExprEnd());

       }

       else {

           QueryGraphValueEntryRangeRelOp relOp = (QueryGraphValueEntryRangeRelOp) desc;

           return getCoercionType(indexedType.getPropertyType(indexedProp),

relOp.getExpression().getExprEvaluator().getType());

       }

   }

 

   public static CoercionDesc getCoercionTypesRange(EventType viewableEventType, Map<String,

SubordPropRangeKey> rangeProps, EventType[] typesPerStream) {

       if (rangeProps.isEmpty()) {

           return new CoercionDesc(false, NULL_ARRAY);

       }

 

       Class[] coercionTypes = new Class[rangeProps.size()];

       boolean mustCoerce = false;

       int count = 0;

       for (Map.Entry<String, SubordPropRangeKey> entry : rangeProps.entrySet())

       {

           SubordPropRangeKey subQRange = entry.getValue();

           QueryGraphValueEntryRange rangeDesc = entry.getValue().getRangeInfo();

 

           Class valuePropType =

JavaClassHelper.getBoxedType(viewableEventType.getPropertyType(entry.getKey()));

           Class coercionType;

 

           if (rangeDesc.getType().isRange()) {

               QueryGraphValueEntryRangeIn rangeIn = (QueryGraphValueEntryRangeIn) rangeDesc;

               coercionType = getCoercionTypeRangeIn(valuePropType, rangeIn.getExprStart(), rangeIn.getExprEnd());

           }

           else {

               QueryGraphValueEntryRangeRelOp relOp = (QueryGraphValueEntryRangeRelOp) rangeDesc;

               coercionType = getCoercionType(valuePropType, relOp.getExpression().getExprEvaluator().getType());

           }

 

           if (coercionType == null) {

               coercionTypes[count++] = valuePropType;

           }

           else {

               mustCoerce = true;

               coercionTypes[count++] = coercionType;

           }
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       }

       return new CoercionDesc(mustCoerce, coercionTypes);

   }

 

   private static Class getCoercionType(Class valuePropType, Class keyPropTypeExpr) {

       Class coercionType = null;

       Class keyPropType = JavaClassHelper.getBoxedType(keyPropTypeExpr);

       if (valuePropType != keyPropType)

       {

           coercionType = JavaClassHelper.getCompareToCoercionType(valuePropType, keyPropType);

       }

       return coercionType;

   }

 

   public static CoercionDesc getCoercionTypesHash(EventType viewableEventType, String[] indexProps,

List<SubordPropHashKey> hashKeys) {

       if (indexProps.length == 0 && hashKeys.size() == 0) {

           return new CoercionDesc(false, NULL_ARRAY);

       }

       if (indexProps.length != hashKeys.size()) {

           throw new IllegalStateException("Mismatch in the number of key and index properties");

       }

 

       Class[] coercionTypes = new Class[indexProps.length];

       boolean mustCoerce = false;

       for (int i = 0; i < hashKeys.size(); i++)

       {

           Class keyPropType =

JavaClassHelper.getBoxedType(hashKeys.get(i).getHashKey().getKeyExpr().getExprEvaluator().getType());

           Class indexedPropType =

JavaClassHelper.getBoxedType(viewableEventType.getPropertyType(indexProps[i]));

           Class coercionType = indexedPropType;

           if (keyPropType != indexedPropType)

           {

               coercionType = JavaClassHelper.getCompareToCoercionType(keyPropType, indexedPropType);

               mustCoerce = true;

           }

           coercionTypes[i] = coercionType;

       }

       return new CoercionDesc(mustCoerce, coercionTypes);

   }

 

   public static Class getCoercionTypeRangeIn(Class valuePropType, ExprNode exprStart, ExprNode exprEnd) {

       Class coercionType = null;

       Class startPropType = JavaClassHelper.getBoxedType(exprStart.getExprEvaluator().getType());

       Class endPropType = JavaClassHelper.getBoxedType(exprEnd.getExprEvaluator().getType());

 

       if (valuePropType != startPropType)
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       {

           coercionType = JavaClassHelper.getCompareToCoercionType(valuePropType, startPropType);

       }

       if (valuePropType != endPropType)

       {

           coercionType = JavaClassHelper.getCompareToCoercionType(coercionType, endPropType);

       }

       return coercionType;

   }

}

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.enummethod.eval;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluator;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluatorContext;

 

import java.util.Collection;

 

public class EnumEvalAverageEvents extends EnumEvalBase implements EnumEval {

 

   public EnumEvalAverageEvents(ExprEvaluator innerExpression, int streamCountIncoming) {

       super(innerExpression, streamCountIncoming);

   }

 

   public Object evaluateEnumMethod(EventBean[] eventsLambda, Collection target, boolean isNewData,

ExprEvaluatorContext context) {

       double sum = 0d;

       int count = 0;

 

       Collection<EventBean> beans = (Collection<EventBean>) target;

       for (EventBean next : beans) {

           eventsLambda[streamNumLambda] = next;

 

           Number num = (Number) innerExpression.evaluate(eventsLambda, isNewData, context);

           if (num == null) {

               continue;

           }
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           count++;

           sum += num.doubleValue();

       }

 

       if (count == 0) {

           return null;

       }

       return sum / count;

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.core;

 

import com.espertech.esper.epl.agg.service.AggregationService;

 

/**

* A processor for ordering output events according to the order specified in the order-by clause.

*/

public interface OrderByProcessorFactory {

 

   public OrderByProcessor instantiate(AggregationService aggregationService);

}

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.enummethod.eval;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluator;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluatorContext;

 

import java.util.Collection;
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public class EnumEvalMinMaxEvents extends EnumEvalBase implements EnumEval {

 

   private final boolean max;

 

   public EnumEvalMinMaxEvents(ExprEvaluator innerExpression, int streamCountIncoming, boolean max) {

       super(innerExpression, streamCountIncoming);

       this.max = max;

   }

 

   public Object evaluateEnumMethod(EventBean[] eventsLambda, Collection target, boolean isNewData,

ExprEvaluatorContext context) {

       Comparable minKey = null;

 

       Collection<EventBean> beans = (Collection<EventBean>) target;

       for (EventBean next : beans) {

           eventsLambda[streamNumLambda] = next;

 

           Object comparable = innerExpression.evaluate(eventsLambda, isNewData, context);

           if (comparable == null) {

               continue;

           }

 

           if (minKey == null) {

               minKey = (Comparable) comparable;

           }

           else {

               if (max) {

                   if (minKey.compareTo(comparable) < 0) {

                       minKey = (Comparable) comparable;

                   }

               }

               else {

                   if (minKey.compareTo(comparable) > 0) {

                       minKey = (Comparable) comparable;

                   }

               }

           }

       }

 

       return minKey;

   }

}

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *
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*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.virtualdw;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.client.hook.VirtualDataWindowOutStream;

import com.espertech.esper.view.ViewSupport;

 

public class VirtualDataWindowOutStreamImpl implements VirtualDataWindowOutStream {

   private ViewSupport view;

 

   public void setView(ViewSupport view) {

       this.view = view;

   }

 

   public void update(EventBean[] newData, EventBean[] oldData) {

       view.updateChildren(newData, oldData);

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.join.base;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.collection.MultiKey;

import com.espertech.esper.collection.UniformPair;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluatorContext;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.join.table.EventTable;

 

import java.util.Iterator;

import java.util.LinkedHashSet;

import java.util.Map;

import java.util.Set;

 

/**

* Implements the function to determine a join result set using tables/indexes and query strategy

* instances for each stream.

*/

public class JoinSetComposerFAFImpl extends JoinSetComposerImpl
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{

   private final boolean isOuterJoins;

 

   public JoinSetComposerFAFImpl(Map<String, EventTable>[] repositories, QueryStrategy[] queryStrategies,

boolean isPureSelfJoin, ExprEvaluatorContext exprEvaluatorContext, boolean joinRemoveStream, boolean

outerJoins) {

       super(repositories, queryStrategies, isPureSelfJoin, exprEvaluatorContext, joinRemoveStream);

       isOuterJoins = outerJoins;

   }

 

   @Override

   public void init(EventBean[][] eventsPerStream)

   {

       // no action

   }

 

   @Override

   public void destroy()

   {

       // no action

   }

 

   @Override

   public UniformPair<Set<MultiKey<EventBean>>> join(EventBean[][] newDataPerStream, EventBean[][]

oldDataPerStream, ExprEvaluatorContext exprEvaluatorContext)

   {

       newResults.clear();

 

       // We add and remove data in one call to each index.

       // Most indexes will add first then remove as newdata and olddata may contain the same event.

       // Unique indexes may remove then add.

       for (int stream = 0; stream < newDataPerStream.length; stream++) {

           for (int j = 0; j < repositories[stream].length; j++)

           {

               repositories[stream][j].addRemove(newDataPerStream[stream], oldDataPerStream[stream]);

           }

       }

 

       // for outer joins, execute each query strategy

       if (isOuterJoins) {

           for (int i = 0; i < newDataPerStream.length; i++)

           {

               if (newDataPerStream[i] != null)

               {

                   queryStrategies[i].lookup(newDataPerStream[i], newResults, exprEvaluatorContext);

               }

           }

       }
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       // handle all-inner joins by executing the smallest number of event's query strategy

       else {

           int minStream = -1;

           int minStreamCount = -1;

           for (int i = 0; i < newDataPerStream.length; i++) {

               if (newDataPerStream[i] != null) {

                   if(newDataPerStream[i].length == 0) {

                       minStream = -1;

                       break;

                   }

                   if (newDataPerStream[i].length > minStreamCount) {

                       minStream = i;

                       minStreamCount = newDataPerStream[i].length;

                   }

               }

           }

           if (minStream != -1) {

               queryStrategies[minStream].lookup(newDataPerStream[minStream], newResults, exprEvaluatorContext);

           }

       }

 

       return new UniformPair<Set<MultiKey<EventBean>>>(newResults, oldResults);

   }

 

   @Override

   public Set<MultiKey<EventBean>> staticJoin()

   {

       // no action

       return null;

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.join.exec.base;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluator;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluatorContext;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.join.base.HistoricalIndexLookupStrategy;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.join.pollindex.PollResultIndexingStrategy;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.join.rep.Cursor;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.join.rep.Node;
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import com.espertech.esper.epl.join.table.EventTable;

import com.espertech.esper.view.HistoricalEventViewable;

 

import java.util.HashSet;

import java.util.Iterator;

import java.util.Set;

 

/**

* A lookup strategy for use in outer joins onto historical streams.

*/

public class HistoricalTableLookupStrategy implements JoinExecTableLookupStrategy

{

   private final HistoricalEventViewable viewable;

   private final PollResultIndexingStrategy indexingStrategy;

   private final HistoricalIndexLookupStrategy lookupStrategy;

   private final int streamNum;

   private final int rootStreamNum;

   private final ExprEvaluator outerJoinExprNode;

   private final EventBean[][] lookupEventsPerStream;

 

   /**

    * Ctor.

    * @param viewable providing the polling access

    * @param indexingStrategy strategy for indexing results

    * @param lookupStrategy strategy for using indexed results

    * @param numStreams number of streams

    * @param streamNum stream number of the historical stream

    * @param rootStreamNum the query plan root stream number

    * @param outerJoinExprNode an optional outer join expression

    */

   public HistoricalTableLookupStrategy(HistoricalEventViewable viewable, PollResultIndexingStrategy

indexingStrategy, HistoricalIndexLookupStrategy lookupStrategy, int numStreams, int streamNum, int

rootStreamNum, ExprEvaluator outerJoinExprNode)

   {

       this.viewable = viewable;

       this.indexingStrategy = indexingStrategy;

       this.lookupStrategy = lookupStrategy;

       this.streamNum = streamNum;

       this.rootStreamNum = rootStreamNum;

       this.outerJoinExprNode = outerJoinExprNode;

       lookupEventsPerStream = new EventBean[1][numStreams];

   }

 

   public Set<EventBean> lookup(EventBean theEvent, Cursor cursor, ExprEvaluatorContext exprEvaluatorContext)

   {

       int currStream = cursor.getStream();

 

       // fill the current stream and the deep cursor events
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       lookupEventsPerStream[0][currStream] = theEvent;

       recursiveFill(lookupEventsPerStream[0], cursor.getNode());

 

       // poll

       EventTable[] indexPerLookupRow = viewable.poll(lookupEventsPerStream, indexingStrategy,

exprEvaluatorContext);

 

       Set<EventBean> result = null;

       for (EventTable index : indexPerLookupRow)

       {

           // Using the index, determine a subset of the whole indexed table to process, unless

           // the strategy is a full table scan

           Iterator<EventBean> subsetIter = lookupStrategy.lookup(theEvent, index, exprEvaluatorContext);

 

           if (subsetIter != null)

           {

               if (outerJoinExprNode != null) {

                   // Add each row to the join result or, for outer joins, run through the outer join filter

                   for (;subsetIter.hasNext();)

                   {

                       EventBean candidate = subsetIter.next();

 

                       lookupEventsPerStream[0][streamNum] = candidate;

                       Boolean pass = (Boolean) outerJoinExprNode.evaluate(lookupEventsPerStream[0], true,

exprEvaluatorContext);

                       if ((pass != null) && (pass))

                       {

                           if (result == null)

                           {

                               result = new HashSet<EventBean>();

                           }

                           result.add(candidate);

                       }

                   }

               }

               else {

                   // Add each row to the join result or, for outer joins, run through the outer join filter

                   for (;subsetIter.hasNext();)

                   {

                       EventBean candidate = subsetIter.next();

                       if (result == null)

                       {

                           result = new HashSet<EventBean>();

                       }

                       result.add(candidate);

                   }

               }

           }
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       }

 

       return result;

   }

 

   private void recursiveFill(EventBean[] lookupEventsPerStream, Node node)

   {

       if (node == null)

       {

           return;

       }

 

       Node parent = node.getParent();

       if (parent == null)

       {

           lookupEventsPerStream[rootStreamNum] = node.getParentEvent();

           return;

       }

 

       lookupEventsPerStream[parent.getStream()] = node.getParentEvent();

       recursiveFill(lookupEventsPerStream, parent);

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.expression;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.collection.UniformPair;

import com.espertech.esper.event.map.MapEventType;

import com.espertech.esper.util.CoercionException;

import com.espertech.esper.util.JavaClassHelper;

import com.espertech.esper.util.SimpleNumberCoercer;

import com.espertech.esper.util.SimpleNumberCoercerFactory;

 

import java.util.*;

 

/**

* Represents the case-when-then-else control flow function is an expression tree.

*/

public class ExprCaseNode extends ExprNodeBase implements ExprEvaluator, ExprEvaluatorTypableReturn

{
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   private static final long serialVersionUID = 792538321520346459L;

 

   private final boolean isCase2;

   private Class resultType;

   private transient LinkedHashMap<String, Object> mapResultType;

   private boolean isNumericResult;

   private boolean mustCoerce;

 

   private transient SimpleNumberCoercer coercer;

   private transient List<UniformPair<ExprEvaluator>> whenThenNodeList;

   private transient ExprEvaluator optionalCompareExprNode;

   private transient ExprEvaluator optionalElseExprNode;

 

   /**

    * Ctor.

    * @param isCase2 is an indicator of which Case statement we are working on.

    * <p> True indicates a 'Case2' statement with syntax "case a when a1 then b1 else b2".

    * <p> False indicates a 'Case1' statement with syntax "case when a=a1 then b1 else b2".

    */

   public ExprCaseNode(boolean isCase2)

   {

       this.isCase2 = isCase2;

   }

 

   public ExprEvaluator getExprEvaluator()

   {

       return this;

   }

 

   /**

    * Returns true if this is a switch-type case.

    * @return true for switch-type case, or false for when-then type

    */

   public boolean isCase2()

   {

       return isCase2;

   }

 

   public void validate(ExprValidationContext validationContext) throws ExprValidationException

   {

       CaseAnalysis analysis = analyzeCase();

 

       whenThenNodeList = new ArrayList<UniformPair<ExprEvaluator>>();

       for (UniformPair<ExprNode> pair : analysis.getWhenThenNodeList())

       {

           if (!isCase2) {

               if (pair.getFirst().getExprEvaluator().getType() != Boolean.class)

               {
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                   throw new ExprValidationException("Case node 'when' expressions must return a boolean value");

               }

           }

           whenThenNodeList.add(new UniformPair<ExprEvaluator>(pair.getFirst().getExprEvaluator(),

pair.getSecond().getExprEvaluator()));

       }

       if (analysis.getOptionalCompareExprNode() != null) {

           optionalCompareExprNode = analysis.getOptionalCompareExprNode().getExprEvaluator();

       }

       if (analysis.getOptionalElseExprNode() != null) {

           optionalElseExprNode = analysis.getOptionalElseExprNode().getExprEvaluator();

       }

 

       if (isCase2)

       {

           validateCaseTwo();

       }

 

       // Determine type of each result (then-node and else node) child node expression

       List<Class> childTypes = new LinkedList<Class>();

       List<LinkedHashMap<String, Object>> childMapTypes = new LinkedList<LinkedHashMap<String,

Object>>();

       for (UniformPair<ExprEvaluator> pair : whenThenNodeList)

       {

           if (pair.getSecond() instanceof ExprEvaluatorTypableReturn) {

               ExprEvaluatorTypableReturn typableReturn = (ExprEvaluatorTypableReturn) pair.getSecond();

               LinkedHashMap<String, Object> rowProps = typableReturn.getRowProperties();

               if (rowProps != null) {

                   childMapTypes.add(rowProps);

                   continue;

               }

           }

           childTypes.add(pair.getSecond().getType());

 

       }

       if (optionalElseExprNode != null)

       {

           if (optionalElseExprNode instanceof ExprEvaluatorTypableReturn) {

               ExprEvaluatorTypableReturn typableReturn = (ExprEvaluatorTypableReturn) optionalElseExprNode;

               LinkedHashMap<String, Object> rowProps = typableReturn.getRowProperties();

               if (rowProps != null) {

                   childMapTypes.add(rowProps);

               }

               else {

                   childTypes.add(optionalElseExprNode.getType());

               }

           }

           else {
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               childTypes.add(optionalElseExprNode.getType());

           }

       }

 

       if (!childMapTypes.isEmpty() && !childTypes.isEmpty()) {

           String message = "Case node 'when' expressions require that all results either return a single value or a Map-

type (new-operator) value";

           String check;

           int count = -1;

           for (UniformPair<ExprEvaluator> pair : whenThenNodeList) {

               count++;

               if (pair.getSecond().getType() != Map.class && pair.getSecond().getType() != null) {

                   check = ", check when-condition number " + count;

                   throw new ExprValidationException(message + check);

               }

           }

           if (optionalElseExprNode != null) {

               if (optionalElseExprNode.getType() != Map.class && optionalElseExprNode.getType() != null) {

                   check = ", check the else-condition";

                   throw new ExprValidationException(message + check);

               }

           }

           throw new ExprValidationException(message);

       }

 

       if (childMapTypes.isEmpty()) {

           // Determine common denominator type

           try {

               resultType = JavaClassHelper.getCommonCoercionType(childTypes.toArray(new

Class[childTypes.size()]));

               if (JavaClassHelper.isNumeric(resultType))

               {

                   isNumericResult = true;

               }

           }

           catch (CoercionException ex)

           {

               throw new ExprValidationException("Implicit conversion not allowed: " + ex.getMessage());

           }

       }

       else {

           mapResultType = childMapTypes.get(0);

           for (int i = 1; i < childMapTypes.size(); i++) {

               Map<String, Object> other = childMapTypes.get(i);

               String messageEquals = MapEventType.isDeepEqualsProperties("Case-when number " + i,

mapResultType, other);

               if (messageEquals != null) {

                   throw new ExprValidationException("Incompatible case-when return types by new-operator in case-
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when number " + i + ": " + messageEquals);

               }

           }

       }

   }

 

   public boolean isConstantResult()

   {

       return false;

   }

 

   public Class getType()

   {

       return resultType;

   }

 

   public LinkedHashMap<String, Object> getRowProperties() throws ExprValidationException {

       return mapResultType;

   }

 

   public Object evaluate(EventBean[] eventsPerStream, boolean isNewData, ExprEvaluatorContext

exprEvaluatorContext)

   {

       if (!isCase2)

       {

           return evaluateCaseSyntax1(eventsPerStream, isNewData, exprEvaluatorContext);

       }

       else

       {

           return evaluateCaseSyntax2(eventsPerStream, isNewData, exprEvaluatorContext);

       }

   }

 

   public Boolean isMultirow() {

       return mapResultType == null ? null : false;

   }

 

   public Object[] evaluateTypableSingle(EventBean[] eventsPerStream, boolean isNewData, ExprEvaluatorContext

context) {

       Map<String, Object> map = (Map<String, Object>) evaluate(eventsPerStream, isNewData, context);

       Object[] row = new Object[map.size()];

       int index = -1;

       for (Map.Entry<String, Object> entry : mapResultType.entrySet()) {

           index++;

           row[index] = map.get(entry.getKey());

       }

       return row;

   }
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   public Object[][] evaluateTypableMulti(EventBean[] eventsPerStream, boolean isNewData, ExprEvaluatorContext

context) {

       return null;    // always single-row

   }

 

   public boolean equalsNode(ExprNode node_)

   {

       if (!(node_ instanceof ExprCaseNode))

       {

           return false;

       }

 

       ExprCaseNode otherExprCaseNode = (ExprCaseNode) node_;

       return this.isCase2 == otherExprCaseNode.isCase2;

   }

 

   public String toExpressionString()

   {

       CaseAnalysis analysis;

       try

       {

            analysis = analyzeCase();

       }

       catch (ExprValidationException e)

       {

           throw new RuntimeException(e.getMessage(), e);

       }

 

       StringBuilder buffer = new StringBuilder();

       buffer.append("case");

       if (isCase2)

       {

           buffer.append(' ');

           buffer.append(analysis.getOptionalCompareExprNode().toExpressionString());

       }

       for (UniformPair<ExprNode> p : analysis.getWhenThenNodeList())

       {

           buffer.append(" when ");

           buffer.append(p.getFirst().toExpressionString());

           buffer.append(" then ");

           buffer.append(p.getSecond().toExpressionString());

       }

       if (analysis.getOptionalElseExprNode() != null)

       {

           buffer.append(" else ");

           buffer.append(analysis.getOptionalElseExprNode().toExpressionString());

       }
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       buffer.append(" end");

       return buffer.toString();

   }

 

   private CaseAnalysis analyzeCaseOne() throws ExprValidationException

   {

       // Case 1 expression example:

       //      case when a=b then x [when c=d then y...] [else y]

       //

       ExprNode[] children = this.getChildNodes();

       if (children.length < 2)

       {

           throw new ExprValidationException("Case node must have at least 2 child nodes");

       }

 

       List<UniformPair<ExprNode>> whenThenNodeList = new LinkedList<UniformPair<ExprNode>>();

       int numWhenThen = children.length >> 1;

       for (int i = 0; i < numWhenThen; i++)

       {

           ExprNode whenExpr = children[(i << 1)];

           ExprNode thenExpr = children[(i << 1) + 1];

           whenThenNodeList.add(new UniformPair<ExprNode>(whenExpr, thenExpr));

       }

       ExprNode optionalElseExprNode = null;

       if (children.length % 2 != 0)

       {

           optionalElseExprNode = children[children.length - 1];

       }

       return new CaseAnalysis(whenThenNodeList, null, optionalElseExprNode);

   }

 

   private CaseAnalysis analyzeCaseTwo() throws ExprValidationException {

       // Case 2 expression example:

       //      case p when p1 then x [when p2 then y...] [else z]

       //

       ExprNode[] children = this.getChildNodes();

       if (children.length < 3)

       {

           throw new ExprValidationException("Case node must have at least 3 child nodes");

       }

 

       ExprNode optionalCompareExprNode = children[0];

 

       List<UniformPair<ExprNode>> whenThenNodeList = new LinkedList<UniformPair<ExprNode>>();

       int numWhenThen = (children.length - 1) / 2;

       for (int i = 0; i < numWhenThen; i++)

       {

           whenThenNodeList.add(new UniformPair<ExprNode>(children[i * 2 + 1], children[i * 2 + 2]));
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       }

       ExprNode optionalElseExprNode = null;

       if (numWhenThen * 2 + 1 < children.length)

       {

           optionalElseExprNode = children[children.length - 1];

       }

       return new CaseAnalysis(whenThenNodeList, optionalCompareExprNode, optionalElseExprNode);

   }

 

   private void validateCaseTwo() throws ExprValidationException

   {

       // validate we can compare result types

       List<Class> comparedTypes = new LinkedList<Class>();

       comparedTypes.add(optionalCompareExprNode.getType());

       for (UniformPair<ExprEvaluator> pair : whenThenNodeList)

       {

           comparedTypes.add(pair.getFirst().getType());

       }

 

       // Determine common denominator type

       try {

           Class coercionType = JavaClassHelper.getCommonCoercionType(comparedTypes.toArray(new

Class[comparedTypes.size()]));

 

           // Determine if we need to coerce numbers when one type doesn't match any other type

           if (JavaClassHelper.isNumeric(coercionType))

           {

               mustCoerce = false;

               for (Class comparedType : comparedTypes)

               {

                   if (comparedType != coercionType)

                   {

                       mustCoerce = true;

                   }

               }

               if (mustCoerce)

               {

                   coercer = SimpleNumberCoercerFactory.getCoercer(null, coercionType);

               }

           }

       }

       catch (CoercionException ex)

       {

           throw new ExprValidationException("Implicit conversion not allowed: " + ex.getMessage());

       }

   }

 

   private Object evaluateCaseSyntax1(EventBean[] eventsPerStream, boolean isNewData, ExprEvaluatorContext
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exprEvaluatorContext)

   {

       // Case 1 expression example:

       //      case when a=b then x [when c=d then y...] [else y]

 

       Object caseResult = null;

       boolean matched = false;

       for (UniformPair<ExprEvaluator> p : whenThenNodeList)

       {

           Boolean whenResult = (Boolean) p.getFirst().evaluate(eventsPerStream, isNewData, exprEvaluatorContext);

 

           // If the 'when'-expression returns true

           if ((whenResult != null) && (whenResult))

           {

               caseResult = p.getSecond().evaluate(eventsPerStream, isNewData, exprEvaluatorContext);

               matched = true;

               break;

           }

       }

 

       if ((!matched) && (optionalElseExprNode != null))

       {

           caseResult = optionalElseExprNode.evaluate(eventsPerStream, isNewData, exprEvaluatorContext);

       }

 

       if (caseResult == null)

       {

           return null;

       }

 

       if ((caseResult.getClass() != resultType) && (isNumericResult))

       {

           return JavaClassHelper.coerceBoxed( (Number) caseResult, resultType);

       }

       return caseResult;

   }

 

   private Object evaluateCaseSyntax2(EventBean[] eventsPerStream, boolean isNewData, ExprEvaluatorContext

exprEvaluatorContext)

   {

       // Case 2 expression example:

       //      case p when p1 then x [when p2 then y...] [else z]

 

       Object checkResult = optionalCompareExprNode.evaluate(eventsPerStream, isNewData,

exprEvaluatorContext);

       Object caseResult = null;

       boolean matched = false;

       for (UniformPair<ExprEvaluator> p : whenThenNodeList)
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       {

           Object whenResult = p.getFirst().evaluate(eventsPerStream, isNewData, exprEvaluatorContext);

 

           if (compare(checkResult, whenResult)) {

               caseResult = p.getSecond().evaluate(eventsPerStream, isNewData, exprEvaluatorContext);

               matched = true;

               break;

           }

       }

 

       if ((!matched) && (optionalElseExprNode != null))

       {

           caseResult = optionalElseExprNode.evaluate(eventsPerStream, isNewData, exprEvaluatorContext);

       }

 

       if (caseResult == null)

       {

           return null;

       }

 

       if ((caseResult.getClass() != resultType) && (isNumericResult))

       {

           return JavaClassHelper.coerceBoxed( (Number) caseResult, resultType);

       }

       return caseResult;

   }

 

   private boolean compare(Object leftResult, Object rightResult)

   {

       if (leftResult == null)

       {

           return (rightResult == null);

       }

       if (rightResult == null)

       {

           return false;

       }

 

       if (!mustCoerce)

       {

           return leftResult.equals(rightResult);

       }

       else

       {

           Number left = coercer.coerceBoxed((Number) leftResult);

           Number right = coercer.coerceBoxed((Number) rightResult);

           return left.equals(right);

       }
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   }

 

   private CaseAnalysis analyzeCase() throws ExprValidationException {

       if (isCase2)

       {

           return analyzeCaseTwo();

       }

       else

       {

           return analyzeCaseOne();

       }

   }

 

   public static class CaseAnalysis {

       private List<UniformPair<ExprNode>> whenThenNodeList;

       private ExprNode optionalCompareExprNode;

       private ExprNode optionalElseExprNode;

 

       public CaseAnalysis(List<UniformPair<ExprNode>> whenThenNodeList, ExprNode

optionalCompareExprNode, ExprNode optionalElseExprNode)

       {

           this.whenThenNodeList = whenThenNodeList;

           this.optionalCompareExprNode = optionalCompareExprNode;

           this.optionalElseExprNode = optionalElseExprNode;

       }

 

       public List<UniformPair<ExprNode>> getWhenThenNodeList()

       {

           return whenThenNodeList;

       }

 

       public ExprNode getOptionalCompareExprNode()

       {

           return optionalCompareExprNode;

       }

 

       public ExprNode getOptionalElseExprNode()

       {

           return optionalElseExprNode;

       }

   }

}

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *
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*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.datetime.calop;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.datetime.eval.TimePeriod;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluator;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluatorContext;

 

import java.util.Calendar;

 

public class CalendarOpPlusMinus implements CalendarOp {

 

   private final ExprEvaluator param;

   private final int factor;

 

   public CalendarOpPlusMinus(ExprEvaluator param, int factor) {

       this.param = param;

       this.factor = factor;

   }

 

   public void evaluate(Calendar cal, EventBean[] eventsPerStream, boolean isNewData, ExprEvaluatorContext

context) {

       Object value = param.evaluate(eventsPerStream, isNewData, context);

       if (value instanceof Number) {

           action(cal, factor, ((Number) value).longValue());

       }

       else {

           action(cal, factor, (TimePeriod) value);

       }       

   }

 

   protected static void action(Calendar cal, int factor, Long duration) {

       if (duration == null) {

           return;

       }

       long dur = duration;

       if (duration < Integer.MAX_VALUE) {

           cal.add(Calendar.MILLISECOND, (int) (factor * dur));

           return;

       }

 

       int days = (int) (duration / (1000L*60*60*24));

       int msec = (int) (duration - days * (1000L*60*60*24));

       cal.add(Calendar.MILLISECOND, factor * msec);
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       cal.add(Calendar.DATE, factor * days);

   }

 

   protected static void action(Calendar cal, int factor, TimePeriod tp) {

       if (tp == null) {

           return;

       }

       if (tp.getYears() != null) {

           cal.add(Calendar.YEAR, factor * tp.getYears());

       }

       if (tp.getMonths() != null) {

           cal.add(Calendar.MONTH, factor * tp.getMonths());

       }

       if (tp.getWeeks() != null) {

           cal.add(Calendar.WEEK_OF_YEAR, factor * tp.getWeeks());

       }

       if (tp.getDays() != null) {

           cal.add(Calendar.DATE, factor * tp.getDays());

       }

       if (tp.getHours() != null) {

           cal.add(Calendar.HOUR_OF_DAY, factor * tp.getHours());

       }

       if (tp.getMinutes() != null) {

           cal.add(Calendar.MINUTE, factor * tp.getMinutes());

       }

       if (tp.getSeconds() != null) {

           cal.add(Calendar.SECOND, factor * tp.getSeconds());

       }

       if (tp.getMilliseconds() != null) {

           cal.add(Calendar.MILLISECOND, factor * tp.getMilliseconds());

       }

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.metric;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.metric.StatementMetric;

import com.espertech.esper.util.ManagedReadWriteLock;

 

import java.util.HashSet;

import java.util.Set;
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/**

* Holder for statement group's statement metrics.

* <p>

* Changes to StatementMetric instances must be done in a read-lock:

<pre>

getRwLock.readLock.lock()

metric = getAddMetric(index)

metric.accountFor(cpu, wall, etc)

getRwLock.readLock.unlock()

</pre>

* <p>

* All other changes are done under write lock for this class.

* <p>

* This is a collection backed by an array that grows by 50% each time expanded, maintains a free/busy list of

statement names,

* maintains an element number of last used element.

* <p>

* The flush operaton copies the complete array, thereby keeping array size. Statement names are only removed on

the next flush.

*/

public class StatementMetricArray

{

   private final String engineURI;

 

   // Lock

   //  Read lock applies to each current transaction on a StatementMetric instance

   //  Write lock applies to flush and to add a new statement

   private final ManagedReadWriteLock rwLock;

   private final boolean isReportInactive;

 

   // Active statements

   private String[] statementNames;

 

   // Count of active statements

   private int currentLastElement;

 

   // Flushed metric per statement

   private volatile StatementMetric[] metrics;

 

   // Statements ids to remove with the next flush

   private Set<String> removedStatementNames;

 

   /**

    * Ctor.

    * @param engineURI engine URI

    * @param name name of statement group

    * @param initialSize initial size of array
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    * @param isReportInactive true to indicate to report on inactive statements

    */

   public StatementMetricArray(String engineURI, String name, int initialSize, boolean isReportInactive)

   {

       this.engineURI = engineURI;

       this.isReportInactive = isReportInactive;

      

       metrics = new StatementMetric[initialSize];

       statementNames = new String[initialSize];

       currentLastElement = -1;

       rwLock = new ManagedReadWriteLock("StatementMetricArray-" + name, true);

       removedStatementNames = new HashSet<String>();

   }

 

   /**

    * Remove a statement.

    * <p>

    * Next flush actually frees the slot that this statement occupied.

    * @param statementName to remove

    */

   public void removeStatement(String statementName)

   {

       rwLock.acquireWriteLock();

       try

       {

           removedStatementNames.add(statementName);

 

           if (removedStatementNames.size() > 1000) {

               for (int i = 0; i <= currentLastElement; i++)

               {

                   if (removedStatementNames.contains(statementNames[i]))

                   {

                       statementNames[i] = null;

                   }

               }

               removedStatementNames.clear();

           }

       }

       finally

       {

           rwLock.releaseWriteLock();

       }

   }

 

   /**

    * Adds a statement and returns the index added at.

    * <p>

    * May reuse an empty slot, grow the underlying array, or append to the end.
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    * @param statementName to add

    * @return index added to

    */

   public int addStatementGetIndex(String statementName)

   {

       rwLock.acquireWriteLock();

       try

       {

           // see if there is room

           if ((currentLastElement + 1) < metrics.length)

           {

               currentLastElement++;

               statementNames[currentLastElement] = statementName;

               return currentLastElement;

           }

 

           // no room, try to use an existing slot of a removed statement

           for (int i = 0; i < statementNames.length; i++)

           {

               if (statementNames[i] == null)

               {

                   statementNames[i] = statementName;

                   if ((i + 1) > currentLastElement)

                   {

                       currentLastElement = i;

                   }

                   return i;

               }

           }

 

           // still no room, expand storage by 50%

           int newSize = (int) (metrics.length * 1.5);

           String[] newStatementNames = new String[newSize];

           StatementMetric[] newMetrics = new StatementMetric[newSize];

           System.arraycopy(statementNames, 0, newStatementNames, 0, statementNames.length);

           System.arraycopy(metrics, 0, newMetrics, 0, metrics.length);

 

           statementNames = newStatementNames;

           metrics = newMetrics;

 

           currentLastElement++;

           statementNames[currentLastElement] = statementName;

 

           return currentLastElement;

       }

       finally

       {

           rwLock.releaseWriteLock();
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       }

   }

 

   /**

    * Flushes the existing metrics via array copy and swap.

    * <p>

    * May report all statements (empty and non-empty slots) and thereby null values.

    * <p>

    * Returns null to indicate no reports to do.

    * @return metrics

    */

   public StatementMetric[] flushMetrics()

   {

       rwLock.acquireWriteLock();

       try

       {

           boolean isEmpty = false;

           if (currentLastElement == -1)

           {

               isEmpty = true;

           }

 

           // first fill in the blanks if there are no reports and we report inactive statements

           if (isReportInactive)

           {

               for (int i = 0; i <= currentLastElement; i++)

               {

                   if (statementNames[i] != null)

                   {

                       metrics[i] = new StatementMetric(engineURI, statementNames[i]);

                   }

               }

           }

 

           // remove statement ids that disappeared during the interval

           if ((currentLastElement > -1) && (!removedStatementNames.isEmpty()))

           {

               for (int i = 0; i <= currentLastElement; i++)

               {

                   if (removedStatementNames.contains(statementNames[i]))

                   {

                       statementNames[i] = null;

                   }

               }

           }

 

           // adjust last used element

           while ((currentLastElement != -1) && (statementNames[currentLastElement] == null))
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           {

               currentLastElement--;

           }

 

           if (isEmpty)

           {

               return null;    // no copies made if empty collection

           }

 

           // perform flush

           StatementMetric[] newMetrics = new StatementMetric[metrics.length];

           StatementMetric[] oldMetrics = metrics;

           metrics = newMetrics;

           return oldMetrics;

       }

       finally

       {

           rwLock.releaseWriteLock();

       }

   }

 

   /**

    * Returns the read-write lock, for read-lock when modifications are made.

    * @return lock

    */

   public ManagedReadWriteLock getRwLock()

   {

       return rwLock;

   }

 

   /**

    * Returns an existing or creates a new statement metric for the index.

    * @param index of statement

    * @return metric to modify under read lock

    */

   public StatementMetric getAddMetric(int index)

   {

       StatementMetric metric = metrics[index];

       if (metric == null)

       {

           metric = new StatementMetric(engineURI, statementNames[index]);

           metrics[index] = metric;

       }

       return metric;

   }

 

   /**

    * Returns maximum collection size (last used element), which may not truely reflect the number
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    * of actual statements held as some slots may empty up when statements are removed.

    * @return known maximum size

    */

   public int sizeLastElement()

   {

       return currentLastElement + 1;

   }

}

<!--

 ~ **************************************************************************************

 ~ * Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

 ~ * http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

 ~ * http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

 ~ * ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

 ~ * The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

 ~ * a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

 ~ **************************************************************************************

 -->

 

<html>

<head></head>

<body>

<p>

	Database SQL polling views and caches

</p>

</body>

</html>

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.expression;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.client.util.ExpressionReturnType;

 

public interface ExprDotEval

{

   public Object evaluate(Object target, EventBean[] eventsPerStream, boolean isNewData, ExprEvaluatorContext

exprEvaluatorContext);

   public ExpressionReturnType getTypeInfo();
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}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.join.base;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.collection.MultiKey;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluator;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluatorContext;

 

import java.util.Iterator;

import java.util.Set;

 

/**

* Processes join tuple set by filtering out tuples.

*/

public class JoinSetFilter implements JoinSetProcessor

{

   private ExprEvaluator filterExprNode;

 

   /**

    * Ctor.

    * @param filterExprNode - filter tree

    */

   public JoinSetFilter(ExprEvaluator filterExprNode)

   {

       this.filterExprNode = filterExprNode;

   }

 

   public void process(Set<MultiKey<EventBean>> newEvents, Set<MultiKey<EventBean>> oldEvents,

ExprEvaluatorContext exprEvaluatorContext)

   {

       // Filter

       if (filterExprNode != null)

       {

           filter(filterExprNode, newEvents, true, exprEvaluatorContext);

 

           if (oldEvents != null)

           {

               filter(filterExprNode, oldEvents, false, exprEvaluatorContext);

           }

       }
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   }

 

   /**

    * Filter event by applying the filter nodes evaluation method.

    * @param filterExprNode - top node of the filter expression tree.

    * @param events - set of tuples of events

    * @param isNewData - true to indicate filter new data (istream) and not old data (rstream)

    * @param exprEvaluatorContext expression evaluation context

    */

   protected static void filter(ExprEvaluator filterExprNode, Set<MultiKey<EventBean>> events, boolean

isNewData, ExprEvaluatorContext exprEvaluatorContext)

   {

       for (Iterator<MultiKey<EventBean>> it = events.iterator(); it.hasNext();)

       {

           MultiKey<EventBean> key = it.next();

           EventBean[] eventArr = key.getArray();

 

           Boolean matched = (Boolean) filterExprNode.evaluate(eventArr, isNewData, exprEvaluatorContext);

           if ((matched == null) || (!matched))

           {

               it.remove();

           }

       }

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.agg.access;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.collection.MultiKeyUntyped;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluator;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluatorContext;

 

import java.util.*;

 

/**

* Implementation of access function for single-stream (not joins).

*/

public class AggregationStateSortedImpl implements AggregationStateWithSize, AggregationStateSorted

{

   protected final AggregationStateSortedSpec spec;
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   protected final TreeMap<Object, Object> sorted;

   protected int size;

 

   /**

    * Ctor.

    * @param spec aggregation spec

    */

   public AggregationStateSortedImpl(AggregationStateSortedSpec spec) {

       this.spec = spec;

       sorted = new TreeMap<Object, Object>(spec.getComparator());

   }

 

   public void clear() {

       sorted.clear();

       size = 0;

   }

 

   public void applyEnter(EventBean[] eventsPerStream, ExprEvaluatorContext exprEvaluatorContext)

   {

       EventBean theEvent = eventsPerStream[spec.getStreamId()];

       if (theEvent == null) {

           return;

       }

       if (referenceEvent(theEvent)) {

           Object comparable = getComparable(spec.getCriteria(), eventsPerStream, true, exprEvaluatorContext);

           Object existing = sorted.get(comparable);

           if (existing == null) {

               sorted.put(comparable, theEvent);

           }

           else if (existing instanceof EventBean) {

               ArrayDeque coll = new ArrayDeque(2);

               coll.add(existing);

               coll.add(theEvent);

               sorted.put(comparable, coll);

           }

           else {

               ArrayDeque q = (ArrayDeque) existing;

               q.add(theEvent);

           }

           size++;

       }

   }

 

   protected boolean referenceEvent(EventBean theEvent) {

       // no action

       return true;

   }
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   protected boolean dereferenceEvent(EventBean theEvent) {

       // no action

       return true;

   }

 

   public void applyLeave(EventBean[] eventsPerStream, ExprEvaluatorContext exprEvaluatorContext)

   {

       EventBean theEvent = eventsPerStream[spec.getStreamId()];

       if (theEvent == null) {

           return;

       }

       if (dereferenceEvent(theEvent)) {

           Object comparable = getComparable(spec.getCriteria(), eventsPerStream, false, exprEvaluatorContext);

           Object existing = sorted.get(comparable);

           if (existing != null) {

               if (existing.equals(theEvent)) {

                   sorted.remove(comparable);

                   size--;

               }

               else if (existing instanceof ArrayDeque) {

                   ArrayDeque q = (ArrayDeque) existing;

                   q.remove(theEvent);

                   if (q.isEmpty()) {

                       sorted.remove(comparable);

                   }

                   size--;

               }

           }

       }

   }

 

   public EventBean getFirstValue() {

       if (sorted.isEmpty()) {

           return null;

       }

       Map.Entry<Object, Object> max = sorted.firstEntry();

       return checkedPayload(max.getValue());

   }

 

   public EventBean getLastValue()

   {

       if (sorted.isEmpty()) {

           return null;

       }

       Map.Entry<Object, Object> min = sorted.lastEntry();

       return checkedPayload(min.getValue());

   }
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   public Iterator<EventBean> iterator() {

       return new AggregationStateSortedIterator(sorted, false);

   }

 

   public Iterator<EventBean> getReverseIterator() {

       return new AggregationStateSortedIterator(sorted, true);

   }

 

   public Collection<EventBean> collectionReadOnly() {

       return new AggregationStateSortedWrappingCollection(sorted, size);

   }

 

   public int size()

   {

       return size;

   }

 

   protected static Object getComparable(ExprEvaluator[] criteria, EventBean[] eventsPerStream, boolean istream,

ExprEvaluatorContext exprEvaluatorContext) {

       if (criteria.length == 1) {

           return criteria[0].evaluate(eventsPerStream, istream, exprEvaluatorContext);

       }

       else {

           Object[] result = new Object[criteria.length];

           int count = 0;

           for(ExprEvaluator expr : criteria) {

               result[count++] = expr.evaluate(eventsPerStream, true, exprEvaluatorContext);

           }

           return new MultiKeyUntyped(result);

       }

   }

 

   private EventBean checkedPayload(Object value) {

       if (value instanceof EventBean) {

           return (EventBean) value;

       }

       ArrayDeque<EventBean> q = (ArrayDeque<EventBean>) value;

       return q.getFirst();

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/
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package com.espertech.esper.epl.agg.aggregator;

 

import com.espertech.esper.epl.agg.service.AggregatorUtil;

 

/**

* Aggregator for the very first value.

*/

public class AggregatorFirstEverFilter extends AggregatorFirstEver

{

   public AggregatorFirstEverFilter(Class type) {

       super(type);

   }

 

   @Override

   public void enter(Object parameters)

   {

       Object[] paramArray = (Object[]) parameters;

       if (!AggregatorUtil.checkFilter(paramArray)) {

           return;

       }

       super.enter(paramArray[0]);

   }

 

   @Override

   public void leave(Object parameters)

   {

       Object[] paramArray = (Object[]) parameters;

       if (!AggregatorUtil.checkFilter(paramArray)) {

           return;

       }

       super.leave(paramArray[0]);

   }

}

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.join.exec.composite;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluator;
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import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluatorContext;

import com.espertech.esper.event.EventBeanUtility;

 

import java.util.*;

 

public class CompositeAccessStrategyRangeNormal extends CompositeAccessStrategyRangeBase implements

CompositeAccessStrategy {

 

   private boolean allowReverseRange;

 

   public CompositeAccessStrategyRangeNormal(boolean isNWOnTrigger, int lookupStream, int numStreams,

ExprEvaluator start, boolean includeStart, ExprEvaluator end, boolean includeEnd, Class coercionType, boolean

allowReverseRange) {

       super(isNWOnTrigger, lookupStream, numStreams, start, includeStart, end, includeEnd, coercionType);

       this.allowReverseRange = allowReverseRange;

   }

 

   public Set<EventBean> lookup(EventBean theEvent, Map parent, Set<EventBean> result, CompositeIndexQuery

next, ExprEvaluatorContext context) {

       Object comparableStart = super.evaluateLookupStart(theEvent, context);

       if (comparableStart == null) {

           return null;

       }

       Object comparableEnd = super.evaluateLookupEnd(theEvent, context);

       if (comparableEnd == null) {

           return null;

       }

       TreeMap index = (TreeMap) parent;

       comparableStart = EventBeanUtility.coerce(comparableStart, coercionType);

       comparableEnd = EventBeanUtility.coerce(comparableEnd, coercionType);

 

       SortedMap<Object,Set<EventBean>> submap;

       try {

           submap = index.subMap(comparableStart, includeStart, comparableEnd, includeEnd);

       }

       catch (IllegalArgumentException ex) {

           if (allowReverseRange) {

               submap = index.subMap(comparableEnd, includeStart, comparableStart, includeEnd);

           }

           else {

               return null;

           }

       }

 

       return CompositeIndexQueryRange.handle(theEvent, submap, null, result, next);

   }

 

   public Collection<EventBean> lookup(EventBean[] eventPerStream, Map parent, Collection<EventBean> result,
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CompositeIndexQuery next, ExprEvaluatorContext context) {

       Object comparableStart = super.evaluatePerStreamStart(eventPerStream, context);

       if (comparableStart == null) {

           return null;

       }

       Object comparableEnd = super.evaluatePerStreamEnd(eventPerStream, context);

       if (comparableEnd == null) {

           return null;

       }

       TreeMap index = (TreeMap) parent;

       comparableStart = EventBeanUtility.coerce(comparableStart, coercionType);

       comparableEnd = EventBeanUtility.coerce(comparableEnd, coercionType);

 

       SortedMap<Object,Set<EventBean>> submap;

       try {

           submap = index.subMap(comparableStart, includeStart, comparableEnd, includeEnd);

       }

       catch (IllegalArgumentException ex) {

           if (allowReverseRange) {

               submap = index.subMap(comparableEnd, includeStart, comparableStart, includeEnd);

           }

           else {

               return null;

           }

       }

 

       return CompositeIndexQueryRange.handle(eventPerStream, submap, null, result, next);

   }

}

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.agg.service;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.annotation.Hint;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.agg.access.AggregationAccessorSlotPair;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluator;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprValidationException;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.variable.VariableService;
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public interface AggregationServiceFactoryService {

   public AggregationServiceFactory getNullAggregationService();

   public AggregationServiceFactory getNoGroupNoAccess(ExprEvaluator[] evaluatorsArr,

AggregationMethodFactory[] aggregatorsArr);

   public AggregationServiceFactory getNoGroupAccessOnly(AggregationAccessorSlotPair[] pairs,

AggregationStateFactory[] accessAggSpecs, boolean join);

   public AggregationServiceFactory getNoGroupAccessMixed(ExprEvaluator[] evaluatorsArr,

AggregationMethodFactory[] aggregatorsArr, AggregationAccessorSlotPair[] pairs, AggregationStateFactory[]

accessAggregations, boolean join);

   public AggregationServiceFactory getGroupedNoReclaimNoAccess(ExprEvaluator[] evaluatorsArr,

AggregationMethodFactory[] aggregatorsArr);

   public AggregationServiceFactory getGroupNoReclaimAccessOnly(AggregationAccessorSlotPair[] pairs,

AggregationStateFactory[] accessAggSpecs, boolean join);

   public AggregationServiceFactory getGroupNoReclaimMixed(ExprEvaluator[] evaluatorsArr,

AggregationMethodFactory[] aggregatorsArr, AggregationAccessorSlotPair[] pairs, AggregationStateFactory[]

accessAggregations, boolean join);

   public AggregationServiceFactory getGroupReclaimAged(ExprEvaluator[] evaluatorsArr,

AggregationMethodFactory[] aggregatorsArr, Hint reclaimGroupAged, Hint reclaimGroupFrequency,

VariableService variableService, AggregationAccessorSlotPair[] pairs, AggregationStateFactory[]

accessAggregations, boolean join) throws ExprValidationException;

   public AggregationServiceFactory getGroupReclaimNoAccess(ExprEvaluator[] evaluatorsArr,

AggregationMethodFactory[] aggregatorsArr, AggregationAccessorSlotPair[] pairs, AggregationStateFactory[]

accessAggregations, boolean join);

   public AggregationServiceFactory getGroupReclaimMixable(ExprEvaluator[] evaluatorsArr,

AggregationMethodFactory[] aggregatorsArr, AggregationAccessorSlotPair[] pairs, AggregationStateFactory[]

accessAggregations, boolean join);

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.expression;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.type.RelationalOpEnum;

import com.espertech.esper.util.JavaClassHelper;

 

/**

* Represents a lesser or greater then (</<=/>/>=) expression in a filter expression tree.

*/

public class ExprRelationalOpNodeImpl extends ExprNodeBase implements ExprEvaluator,

ExprRelationalOpNode

{

   private final RelationalOpEnum relationalOpEnum;
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   private transient RelationalOpEnum.Computer computer;

   private transient ExprEvaluator[] evaluators;

   private static final long serialVersionUID = -6170161542681634598L;

 

   /**

    * Ctor.

    * @param relationalOpEnum - type of compare, ie. lt, gt, le, ge

    */

   public ExprRelationalOpNodeImpl(RelationalOpEnum relationalOpEnum)

   {

       this.relationalOpEnum = relationalOpEnum;

   }

 

   public ExprEvaluator getExprEvaluator()

   {

       return this;

   }

 

   public boolean isConstantResult()

   {

       return false;

   }

 

   /**

    * Returns the type of relational op used.

    * @return enum with relational op type

    */

   public RelationalOpEnum getRelationalOpEnum()

   {

       return relationalOpEnum;

   }

 

   public void validate(ExprValidationContext validationContext) throws ExprValidationException

   {

       // Must have 2 child nodes

       if (this.getChildNodes().length != 2)

       {

           throw new IllegalStateException("Relational op node does not have exactly 2 child nodes");

       }

       evaluators = ExprNodeUtility.getEvaluators(this.getChildNodes());

 

       // Must be either numeric or string

       Class typeOne = JavaClassHelper.getBoxedType(evaluators[0].getType());

       Class typeTwo = JavaClassHelper.getBoxedType(evaluators[1].getType());

 

       if ((typeOne != String.class) || (typeTwo != String.class))

       {

           if (!JavaClassHelper.isNumeric(typeOne))
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           {

               throw new ExprValidationException("Implicit conversion from datatype '" +

                       typeOne.getSimpleName() +

                       "' to numeric is not allowed");

           }

           if (!JavaClassHelper.isNumeric(typeTwo))

           {

               throw new ExprValidationException("Implicit conversion from datatype '" +

                       typeTwo.getSimpleName() +

                       "' to numeric is not allowed");

           }

       }

 

       Class compareType = JavaClassHelper.getCompareToCoercionType(typeOne, typeTwo);

 

       computer = relationalOpEnum.getComputer(compareType, typeOne, typeTwo);

   }

 

   public Class getType()

   {

       return Boolean.class;

   }

 

   public Object evaluate(EventBean[] eventsPerStream, boolean isNewData, ExprEvaluatorContext

exprEvaluatorContext)

   {

       Object valueLeft = evaluators[0].evaluate(eventsPerStream, isNewData, exprEvaluatorContext);

       if (valueLeft == null)

       {

           return null;

       }

 

       Object valueRight = evaluators[1].evaluate(eventsPerStream, isNewData, exprEvaluatorContext);

       if (valueRight == null)

       {

           return null;

       }

 

       return computer.compare(valueLeft, valueRight);

   }

 

   public String toExpressionString()

   {

       StringBuilder buffer = new StringBuilder();

 

       buffer.append(this.getChildNodes()[0].toExpressionString());

       buffer.append(relationalOpEnum.getExpressionText());

       buffer.append(this.getChildNodes()[1].toExpressionString());
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       return buffer.toString();

   }

 

   public boolean equalsNode(ExprNode node)

   {

       if (!(node instanceof ExprRelationalOpNodeImpl))

       {

           return false;

       }

 

       ExprRelationalOpNodeImpl other = (ExprRelationalOpNodeImpl) node;

 

       if (other.relationalOpEnum != this.relationalOpEnum)

       {

           return false;

       }

 

       return true;

   }

}

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.expression;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.hook.AggregationFunctionFactory;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.agg.access.AggregationAccessor;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.agg.aggregator.AggregationMethod;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.agg.service.AggregationMethodFactory;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.agg.service.AggregationStateFactory;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.agg.access.AggregationStateKey;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.core.MethodResolutionService;

 

public class ExprPlugInAggFunctionFactory implements AggregationMethodFactory

{

   private final AggregationFunctionFactory aggregationFunctionFactory;

   private final boolean distinct;

   private final Class aggregatedValueType;
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   public ExprPlugInAggFunctionFactory(AggregationFunctionFactory aggregationFunctionFactory, boolean

distinct, Class aggregatedValueType) {

       this.aggregationFunctionFactory = aggregationFunctionFactory;

       this.distinct = distinct;

       this.aggregatedValueType = aggregatedValueType;

   }

 

   public Class getResultType() {

       return aggregationFunctionFactory.getValueType();

   }

 

   public boolean isAccessAggregation() {

       return false;

   }

 

   public AggregationStateKey getAggregationStateKey(boolean isMatchRecognize) {

       throw new IllegalStateException("Not an access aggregation function");

   }

 

   public AggregationStateFactory getAggregationStateFactory(boolean isMatchRecognize) {

       throw new IllegalStateException("Not an access aggregation function");

   }

 

   public AggregationAccessor getAccessor() {

       throw new IllegalStateException("Not an access aggregation function");

   }

 

   public AggregationMethod make(MethodResolutionService methodResolutionService, int agentInstanceId, int

groupId, int aggregationId) {

 

       AggregationMethod method = aggregationFunctionFactory.newAggregator();

       if (!distinct) {

           return method;

       }

       return methodResolutionService.makeDistinctAggregator(agentInstanceId, groupId, aggregationId, method,

aggregatedValueType,false);

   }

 

   public AggregationMethodFactory getPrototypeAggregator() {

       return this;

   }

}

<!--

 ~ **************************************************************************************

 ~ * Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

 ~ * http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

 ~ * http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

 ~ * ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *
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 ~ * The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

 ~ * a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

 ~ **************************************************************************************

 -->

 

<html>

<head></head>

<body>

<p>

	Classes for EPL annotation processing.

</p>

</body>

</html>

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.view;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventType;

import com.espertech.esper.core.context.util.AgentInstanceContext;

import com.espertech.esper.core.service.StatementContext;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.core.ResultSetProcessor;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprTimePeriod;

import com.espertech.esper.event.EventBeanReader;

import com.espertech.esper.event.EventBeanReaderDefaultImpl;

import com.espertech.esper.event.EventTypeSPI;

import org.apache.commons.logging.Log;

import org.apache.commons.logging.LogFactory;

 

/**

* Output process view that does not enforce any output policies and may simply

* hand over events to child views, but works with distinct and after-output policies

*/

public class OutputProcessViewDirectDistinctOrAfterFactory extends OutputProcessViewDirectFactory

{

	private static final Log log = LogFactory.getLog(OutputProcessViewDirectDistinctOrAfterFactory.class);

 

   private final boolean isDistinct;

   protected final ExprTimePeriod afterTimePeriod;

   protected final Integer afterConditionNumberOfEvents;

 

   private EventBeanReader eventBeanReader;
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   public OutputProcessViewDirectDistinctOrAfterFactory(StatementContext statementContext,

OutputStrategyPostProcessFactory postProcessFactory, boolean distinct, ExprTimePeriod afterTimePeriod, Integer

afterConditionNumberOfEvents, EventType resultEventType) {

       super(statementContext, postProcessFactory);

       isDistinct = distinct;

       this.afterTimePeriod = afterTimePeriod;

       this.afterConditionNumberOfEvents = afterConditionNumberOfEvents;

 

       if (isDistinct)

       {

           if (resultEventType instanceof EventTypeSPI)

           {

               EventTypeSPI eventTypeSPI = (EventTypeSPI) resultEventType;

               eventBeanReader = eventTypeSPI.getReader();

           }

           if (eventBeanReader == null)

           {

               eventBeanReader = new EventBeanReaderDefaultImpl(resultEventType);

           }

       }

   }

 

   @Override

   public OutputProcessViewBase makeView(ResultSetProcessor resultSetProcessor, AgentInstanceContext

agentInstanceContext) {

 

       boolean isAfterConditionSatisfied = true;

       Long afterConditionTime = null;

       if (afterConditionNumberOfEvents != null)

       {

           isAfterConditionSatisfied = false;

       }

       else if (afterTimePeriod != null)

       {

           isAfterConditionSatisfied = false;

           Object result = afterTimePeriod.evaluate(null, true, agentInstanceContext);

           if (result == null)

           {

               log.warn("The expression in the 'after' clause time period has returned a null value, ignoring after-clause");

               isAfterConditionSatisfied = true;

           }

           else

           {

               double sec = ((Number) result).doubleValue();

               long msec = (long) (sec * 1000.0);

               afterConditionTime = agentInstanceContext.getStatementContext().getTimeProvider().getTime() + msec;

           }

       }
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       if (super.postProcessFactory == null) {

           return new OutputProcessViewDirectDistinctOrAfter(resultSetProcessor, afterConditionTime,

afterConditionNumberOfEvents, isAfterConditionSatisfied, this);

       }

       OutputStrategyPostProcess postProcess = postProcessFactory.make(agentInstanceContext);

       return new OutputProcessViewDirectDistinctOrAfterPostProcess(resultSetProcessor, afterConditionTime,

afterConditionNumberOfEvents, isAfterConditionSatisfied, this, postProcess);

   }

 

   public boolean isDistinct() {

       return isDistinct;

   }

 

   public EventBeanReader getEventBeanReader() {

       return eventBeanReader;

   }

}

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.expression;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.rowregex.RegexPartitionStateRandomAccess;

import com.espertech.esper.rowregex.RegexPartitionStateRandomAccessGetter;

import com.espertech.esper.util.JavaClassHelper;

 

/**

* Represents the 'prev' previous event function in match-recognize "define" item.

*/

public class ExprPreviousMatchRecognizeNode extends ExprNodeBase implements ExprEvaluator

{

   private static final long serialVersionUID = 0L;

 

   private Class resultType;

   private int streamNumber;

   private Integer constantIndexNumber;

 

   private transient RegexPartitionStateRandomAccessGetter getter;
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   private transient ExprEvaluator evaluator;

   private int assignedIndex;

 

   public void validate(ExprValidationContext validationContext) throws ExprValidationException

   {

       if (this.getChildNodes().length != 2)

       {

           throw new ExprValidationException("Match-Recognize Previous expression must have 2 child nodes");

       }

 

       if (!(this.getChildNodes()[0] instanceof ExprIdentNode))

       {

           throw new ExprValidationException("Match-Recognize Previous expression requires an property identifier

as the first parameter");

       }

 

       if (!this.getChildNodes()[1].isConstantResult() ||

(!JavaClassHelper.isNumericNonFP(this.getChildNodes()[1].getExprEvaluator().getType())))

       {

           throw new ExprValidationException("Match-Recognize Previous expression requires an integer index

parameter or expression as the second parameter");

       }

 

       ExprNode constantNode = this.getChildNodes()[1];

       Object value = constantNode.getExprEvaluator().evaluate(null, false,

validationContext.getExprEvaluatorContext());

       if (!(value instanceof Number))

       {

           throw new ExprValidationException("Match-Recognize Previous expression requires an integer index

parameter or expression as the second parameter");

       }

       constantIndexNumber = ((Number) value).intValue();

 

       // Determine stream number

       ExprIdentNode identNode = (ExprIdentNode) this.getChildNodes()[0];

       streamNumber = identNode.getStreamId();

       evaluator = this.getChildNodes()[0].getExprEvaluator();

       resultType = evaluator.getType();

   }

 

   public ExprEvaluator getExprEvaluator()

   {

       return this;

   }

 

   /**

    * Returns the index number.

    * @return index number
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    */

   public Integer getConstantIndexNumber()

   {

       if (constantIndexNumber == null)

       {

           ExprNode constantNode = this.getChildNodes()[1];

           Object value = constantNode.getExprEvaluator().evaluate(null, false, null);

           constantIndexNumber = ((Number) value).intValue();

       }

       return constantIndexNumber;

   }

 

   public Class getType()

   {

       return resultType;

   }

 

   public boolean isConstantResult()

   {

       return false;

   }

 

   public Object evaluate(EventBean[] eventsPerStream, boolean isNewData, ExprEvaluatorContext

exprEvaluatorContext)

   {

       RegexPartitionStateRandomAccess access = getter.getAccessor();

       EventBean substituteEvent = access.getPreviousEvent(assignedIndex);

 

       if (substituteEvent == null)

       {

           return null;

       }

 

       // Substitute original event with prior event, evaluate inner expression

       EventBean originalEvent = eventsPerStream[streamNumber];

       eventsPerStream[streamNumber] = substituteEvent;

       Object evalResult = evaluator.evaluate(eventsPerStream, isNewData, exprEvaluatorContext);

       eventsPerStream[streamNumber] = originalEvent;

 

       return evalResult;

   }

 

   public String toExpressionString()

   {

       StringBuilder buffer = new StringBuilder();

       buffer.append("prev(");

       buffer.append(this.getChildNodes()[0].toExpressionString());

       buffer.append(',');
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       buffer.append(this.getChildNodes()[1].toExpressionString());

       buffer.append(')');

       return buffer.toString();

   }

 

   public boolean equalsNode(ExprNode node)

   {

       if (!(node instanceof ExprPreviousMatchRecognizeNode))

       {

           return false;

       }

 

       return true;

   }

 

   /**

    * Sets the getter to obtain the value.

    * @param getter to set

    */

   public void setGetter(RegexPartitionStateRandomAccessGetter getter)

   {

       this.getter = getter;

   }

 

   /**

    * Sets the index to use when accessing via getter

    * @param assignedIndex index

    */

   public void setAssignedIndex(int assignedIndex)

   {

       this.assignedIndex = assignedIndex;

   }

}

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.datetime.reformatop;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventType;
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import com.espertech.esper.epl.datetime.eval.DatetimeMethodEnum;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.datetime.eval.ExprDotNodeFilterAnalyzerDesc;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprDotNodeFilterAnalyzerInput;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluatorContext;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprNode;

 

import java.util.Calendar;

import java.util.Date;

import java.util.List;

 

public interface ReformatOp {

   public Object evaluate(Long ts, EventBean[] eventsPerStream, boolean newData, ExprEvaluatorContext

exprEvaluatorContext);

   public Object evaluate(Date d, EventBean[] eventsPerStream, boolean newData, ExprEvaluatorContext

exprEvaluatorContext);

   public Object evaluate(Calendar cal, EventBean[] eventsPerStream, boolean newData, ExprEvaluatorContext

exprEvaluatorContext);

   public Class getReturnType();

 

   public ExprDotNodeFilterAnalyzerDesc getFilterDesc(EventType[] typesPerStream, DatetimeMethodEnum

currentMethod, List<ExprNode> currentParameters, ExprDotNodeFilterAnalyzerInput inputDesc);

}

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.enummethod.eval;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventType;

import com.espertech.esper.client.util.ExpressionReturnType;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.core.MethodResolutionService;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.core.StreamTypeService;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.enummethod.dot.*;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprDotNodeUtility;

import com.espertech.esper.event.EventAdapterService;

import com.espertech.esper.event.arr.ObjectArrayEventType;

import com.espertech.esper.util.JavaClassHelper;

 

import java.util.List;

 

public class ExprDotEvalMostLeastFrequent extends ExprDotEvalEnumMethodBase {
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   public EventType[] getAddStreamTypes(String enumMethodUsedName, List<String> goesToNames, EventType

inputEventType, Class collectionComponentType, List<ExprDotEvalParam> bodiesAndParameters) {

       return ExprDotNodeUtility.getSingleLambdaParamEventType(enumMethodUsedName, goesToNames,

inputEventType, collectionComponentType);

   }

 

   public EnumEval getEnumEval(MethodResolutionService methodResolutionService, EventAdapterService

eventAdapterService, StreamTypeService streamTypeService, String statementId, String enumMethodUsedName,

List<ExprDotEvalParam> bodiesAndParameters, EventType inputEventType, Class collectionComponentType, int

numStreamsIncoming) {

 

       if (bodiesAndParameters.isEmpty()) {

           Class returnType = JavaClassHelper.getBoxedType(collectionComponentType);

           super.setTypeInfo(ExpressionReturnType.singleValue(returnType));

           return new EnumEvalMostLeastFrequentScalar(numStreamsIncoming, this.getEnumMethodEnum() ==

EnumMethodEnum.MOSTFREQUENT);

       }

 

       ExprDotEvalParamLambda first = (ExprDotEvalParamLambda) bodiesAndParameters.get(0);

       Class returnType = JavaClassHelper.getBoxedType(first.getBodyEvaluator().getType());

       super.setTypeInfo(ExpressionReturnType.singleValue(returnType));

 

       boolean mostFrequent = this.getEnumMethodEnum() == EnumMethodEnum.MOSTFREQUENT;

       if (inputEventType == null) {

           return new EnumEvalMostLeastFrequentScalarLamda(first.getBodyEvaluator(),

first.getStreamCountIncoming(), mostFrequent,

                   (ObjectArrayEventType) first.getGoesToTypes()[0]);

       }

       return new EnumEvalMostLeastFrequentEvent(first.getBodyEvaluator(), numStreamsIncoming, mostFrequent);

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.join.base;

 

import com.espertech.esper.epl.core.ResultSetProcessor;

import com.espertech.esper.view.internal.BufferView;

 

/**

* Method for preloading events for a given stream onto the stream's indexes, from a buffer already associated with a

stream.
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*/

public interface JoinPreloadMethod

{

   /**

    * Initialize a stream from the stream buffers data.

    * @param stream to initialize and load indexes

    */

   public void preloadFromBuffer(int stream);

 

   /**

    * Initialize the result set process for the purpose of grouping and aggregation

    * from the join result set.

    * @param resultSetProcessor is the grouping and aggregation result processing

    */

   public void preloadAggregation(ResultSetProcessor resultSetProcessor);

 

   /**

    * Sets the buffee to use.

    * @param buffer buffer to use

    * @param i stream

    */

   public void setBuffer(BufferView buffer, int i);

 

   public boolean isPreloading();

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.spec;

 

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprNode;

 

/**

* Represents a single item in a SELECT-clause, potentially unnamed

* as no "as" tag may have been supplied in the syntax.

* <p>

* Compare to {@link SelectClauseExprCompiledSpec} which carries a determined name.

*/

public class SelectClauseExprRawSpec implements SelectClauseElementRaw

{

   private ExprNode selectExpression;

   private String optionalAsName;

   private boolean isEvents;
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   private static final long serialVersionUID = 2613265291858800221L;

 

   /**

    * Ctor.

    * @param selectExpression - the expression node to evaluate for matching events

    * @param optionalAsName - the name of the item, null if not name supplied

    */

   public SelectClauseExprRawSpec(ExprNode selectExpression, String optionalAsName, boolean isEvents)

   {

       this.selectExpression = selectExpression;

       this.optionalAsName = optionalAsName;

       this.isEvents = isEvents;

   }

 

   /**

    * Returns the expression node representing the item in the select clause.

    * @return expression node for item

    */

   public ExprNode getSelectExpression()

   {

       return selectExpression;

   }

 

   /**

    * Returns the name of the item in the select clause.

    * @return name of item

    */

   public String getOptionalAsName()

   {

       return optionalAsName;

   }

 

   public boolean isEvents() {

       return isEvents;

   }

}

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.core.eval;
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import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventType;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.core.SelectExprProcessor;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluatorContext;

 

import java.util.Map;

 

public class EvalInsertNoWildcardMap extends EvalBaseMap implements SelectExprProcessor {

 

   public EvalInsertNoWildcardMap(SelectExprContext selectExprContext, EventType resultEventType) {

       super(selectExprContext, resultEventType);

   }

 

   public EventBean processSpecific(Map<String, Object> props, EventBean[] eventsPerStream, boolean

isNewData, boolean isSynthesize, ExprEvaluatorContext exprEvaluatorContext) {

       return super.getEventAdapterService().adapterForTypedMap(props, super.getResultEventType());

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.spec;

 

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprNode;

 

import java.util.List;

 

/**

* Specification for a view object consists of a namespace, name and view object parameters.

*/

public final class ViewSpec extends ObjectSpec

{

   public final static ViewSpec[] EMPTY_VIEWSPEC_ARRAY = new ViewSpec[0];

 

   private static final long serialVersionUID = -2881179463072647071L;

 

   /**

    * Constructor.

    * @param namespace if the namespace the object is in

    * @param objectName is the name of the object

    * @param viewParameters is a list of expressions representing the view parameters

    */
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   public ViewSpec(String namespace, String objectName, List<ExprNode> viewParameters)

   {

       super(namespace, objectName, viewParameters);

   }

 

   public static ViewSpec[] toArray(List<ViewSpec> viewSpecs) {

       if (viewSpecs.isEmpty()) {

           return EMPTY_VIEWSPEC_ARRAY;

       }

       return viewSpecs.toArray(new ViewSpec[viewSpecs.size()]);

   }

}

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.core.eval;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventType;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.core.SelectExprProcessor;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluatorContext;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.spec.SelectClauseStreamCompiledSpec;

import com.espertech.esper.event.arr.ObjectArrayEventType;

import org.apache.commons.logging.Log;

import org.apache.commons.logging.LogFactory;

 

import java.util.HashSet;

import java.util.List;

import java.util.Set;

 

public class EvalSelectStreamNoUndWEventBeanToObjObjArray extends EvalSelectStreamBaseObjectArray

implements SelectExprProcessor {

 

   private static final Log log = LogFactory.getLog(EvalSelectStreamNoUndWEventBeanToObjObjArray.class);

 

   private final Set<Integer> eventBeanToObjectIndexes;

 

   public EvalSelectStreamNoUndWEventBeanToObjObjArray(SelectExprContext selectExprContext, EventType

resultEventType, List<SelectClauseStreamCompiledSpec> namedStreams, boolean usingWildcard, Set<String>

eventBeanToObjectProps) {
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       super(selectExprContext, resultEventType, namedStreams, usingWildcard);

       this.eventBeanToObjectIndexes = new HashSet<Integer>();

       ObjectArrayEventType type = (ObjectArrayEventType) resultEventType;

       for (String name : eventBeanToObjectProps) {

           Integer index = type.getPropertiesIndexes().get(name);

           if (index != null) {

               eventBeanToObjectIndexes.add(index);

           }

       }

   }

 

   public EventBean processSpecific(Object[] props, EventBean[] eventsPerStream, ExprEvaluatorContext

exprEvaluatorContext)

   {

       for (Integer propertyIndex : eventBeanToObjectIndexes) {

           Object value = props[propertyIndex];

           if (value instanceof EventBean) {

               props[propertyIndex] = ((EventBean) value).getUnderlying();

           }

       }

       return super.getSelectExprContext().getEventAdapterService().adapterForTypedObjectArray(props,

super.getResultEventType());

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.spec;

 

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprNode;

import com.espertech.esper.util.MetaDefItem;

 

import java.io.Serializable;

 

/**

* Descriptor for an on-set assignment.

*/

public class OnTriggerSetAssignment implements MetaDefItem, Serializable

{

   private ExprNode expression;

   private static final long serialVersionUID = -3672553372059354285L;

 

   /**
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    * Ctor.

    * @param expression expression providing new variable value

    */

   public OnTriggerSetAssignment(ExprNode expression)

   {

       this.expression = expression;

   }

 

   /**

    * Returns the expression providing the new variable value, or null if none

    * @return assignment expression

    */

   public ExprNode getExpression()

   {

       return expression;

   }

 

   /**

    * Sets the expression providing the new variable value

    * @param expression assignment expression, or null if none

    */

   public void setExpression(ExprNode expression)

   {

       this.expression = expression;

   }

}

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.spec;

 

import java.io.Serializable;

import java.util.Map;

 

public class GraphOperatorDetail implements Serializable {

   private static final long serialVersionUID = 8897181288959361822L;

   private final Map<String, Object> configs;

 

   public GraphOperatorDetail(Map<String, Object> configs) {

       this.configs = configs;
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   }

 

   public Map<String, Object> getConfigs() {

       return configs;

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.join.base;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.collection.MultiKey;

import com.espertech.esper.collection.UniformPair;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.db.DataCacheClearableMap;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluatorContext;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.join.table.EventTable;

import com.espertech.esper.view.HistoricalEventViewable;

import com.espertech.esper.view.Viewable;

 

import java.util.Iterator;

import java.util.LinkedHashSet;

import java.util.Map;

import java.util.Set;

 

/**

* Implements the function to determine a join result set using tables/indexes and query strategy

* instances for each stream.

*/

public class JoinSetComposerHistoricalImpl implements JoinSetComposer

{

   private final EventTable[][] repositories;

   private final QueryStrategy[] queryStrategies;

 

   // Set semantic eliminates duplicates in result set, use Linked set to preserve order

   private Set<MultiKey<EventBean>> oldResults = new LinkedHashSet<MultiKey<EventBean>>();

   private Set<MultiKey<EventBean>> newResults = new LinkedHashSet<MultiKey<EventBean>>();

   private EventTable[][] tables = new EventTable[0][];

   private Viewable[] streamViews;

   private ExprEvaluatorContext staticEvalExprEvaluatorContext;

 

   /**

    * Ctor.
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    * @param repositories indexes for non-historical streams

    * @param queryStrategies for each stream a strategy to execute the join

    * @param streamViews the viewable representing each stream

    * @param staticEvalExprEvaluatorContext expression evaluation context for static (not runtime) evaluation

    */

   public JoinSetComposerHistoricalImpl(Map<String, EventTable>[] repositories, QueryStrategy[] queryStrategies,

Viewable[] streamViews,

                                        ExprEvaluatorContext staticEvalExprEvaluatorContext)

   {

       this.repositories = JoinSetComposerUtil.toArray(repositories, streamViews.length);

       this.queryStrategies = queryStrategies;

       this.streamViews = streamViews;

       this.staticEvalExprEvaluatorContext = staticEvalExprEvaluatorContext;

   }

 

   public void init(EventBean[][] eventsPerStream)

   {

       if (repositories == null)

       {

           return;

       }

 

       for (int i = 0; i < eventsPerStream.length; i++)

       {

           if ((eventsPerStream[i] != null) && (repositories[i] != null))

           {

               for (int j = 0; j < repositories[i].length; j++)

               {

                   repositories[i][j].add((eventsPerStream[i]));

               }

           }

       }

   }

 

   public void destroy()

   {

       if (repositories == null)

       {

           return;

       }

 

       for (int i = 0; i < repositories.length; i++)

       {

           if (repositories[i] != null)

           {

               for (EventTable table : repositories[i])

               {

                   table.clear();
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               }

           }

       }

   }

 

   public UniformPair<Set<MultiKey<EventBean>>> join(EventBean[][] newDataPerStream, EventBean[][]

oldDataPerStream, ExprEvaluatorContext exprEvaluatorContext)

   {

       oldResults.clear();

       newResults.clear();

 

       // join old data

       for (int i = 0; i < oldDataPerStream.length; i++)

       {

           if (oldDataPerStream[i] != null)

           {

               queryStrategies[i].lookup(oldDataPerStream[i], oldResults, exprEvaluatorContext);

           }

       }

 

       if (repositories != null)

       {

           // We add and remove data in one call to each index.

           // Most indexes will add first then remove as newdata and olddata may contain the same event.

           // Unique indexes may remove then add.

           for (int stream = 0; stream < newDataPerStream.length; stream++) {

               for (int j = 0; j < repositories[stream].length; j++)

               {

                   repositories[stream][j].addRemove(newDataPerStream[stream], oldDataPerStream[stream]);

               }

           }

       }

 

       // join new data

       for (int i = 0; i < newDataPerStream.length; i++)

       {

           if (newDataPerStream[i] != null)

           {

               queryStrategies[i].lookup(newDataPerStream[i], newResults, exprEvaluatorContext);

           }

       }

 

       return new UniformPair<Set<MultiKey<EventBean>>>(newResults, oldResults);

   }

 

   /**

    * Returns tables.

    * @return tables for stream.
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    */

   protected EventTable[][] getTables()

   {

       return tables;

   }

 

   /**

    * Returns query strategies.

    * @return query strategies

    */

   protected QueryStrategy[] getQueryStrategies()

   {

       return queryStrategies;

   }

 

   public Set<MultiKey<EventBean>> staticJoin()

   {

       Set<MultiKey<EventBean>> result = new LinkedHashSet<MultiKey<EventBean>>();

       EventBean[] lookupEvents = new EventBean[1];

 

       // Assign a local cache for the thread's evaluation of the join

       // This ensures that if a SQL/method generates a row for a result set based on an input parameter, the event

instance is the same

       // in the join, and thus the same row does not appear twice.

       DataCacheClearableMap caches[] = new DataCacheClearableMap[queryStrategies.length];

       assignThreadLocalCache(streamViews, caches);

 

       // perform join

       try

       {

           // for each stream, perform query strategy

           for (int stream = 0; stream < queryStrategies.length; stream++)

           {

               if (streamViews[stream] instanceof HistoricalEventViewable)

               {

                   HistoricalEventViewable historicalViewable = (HistoricalEventViewable) streamViews[stream];

                   if (historicalViewable.hasRequiredStreams())

                   {

                       continue;

                   }

 

                   // there may not be a query strategy since only a full outer join may need to consider all rows

                   if (queryStrategies[stream] != null)

                   {

                       Iterator<EventBean> streamEvents = historicalViewable.iterator();

                       for (;streamEvents.hasNext();)

                       {

                           lookupEvents[0] = streamEvents.next();
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                           queryStrategies[stream].lookup(lookupEvents, result, staticEvalExprEvaluatorContext);

                       }

                   }

               }

               else

               {

                   Iterator<EventBean> streamEvents = streamViews[stream].iterator();

                   for (;streamEvents.hasNext();)

                   {

                       lookupEvents[0] = streamEvents.next();

                       queryStrategies[stream].lookup(lookupEvents, result,staticEvalExprEvaluatorContext);

                   }

               }

           }

       }

       finally

       {

           deassignThreadLocalCache(streamViews, caches);

       }

 

       return result;

   }

 

   private void assignThreadLocalCache(Viewable[] streamViews, DataCacheClearableMap[] caches)

   {

       for (int stream = 0; stream < streamViews.length; stream++)

       {

           if (streamViews[stream] instanceof HistoricalEventViewable)

           {

               HistoricalEventViewable historicalViewable = (HistoricalEventViewable) streamViews[stream];

               caches[stream] = new DataCacheClearableMap();

               historicalViewable.getDataCacheThreadLocal().set(caches[stream]);

           }

       }

   }

 

   private void deassignThreadLocalCache(Viewable[] streamViews, DataCacheClearableMap[] caches)

   {

       for (int stream = 0; stream < streamViews.length; stream++)

       {

           if (streamViews[stream] instanceof HistoricalEventViewable)

           {

               HistoricalEventViewable historicalViewable = (HistoricalEventViewable) streamViews[stream];

               historicalViewable.getDataCacheThreadLocal().set(null);

               caches[stream].clear();

           }

       }

   }
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}

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.enummethod.eval;

 

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluator;

import com.espertech.esper.event.arr.ObjectArrayEventType;

 

public class EnumEvalAggregateBase {

 

   protected ExprEvaluator initialization;

   protected ExprEvaluator innerExpression;

   protected int streamNumLambda;

   protected ObjectArrayEventType resultEventType;

 

   public EnumEvalAggregateBase(ExprEvaluator initialization,

                                ExprEvaluator innerExpression, int streamNumLambda,

                                ObjectArrayEventType resultEventType) {

       this.initialization = initialization;

       this.innerExpression = innerExpression;

       this.streamNumLambda = streamNumLambda;

       this.resultEventType = resultEventType;

   }

 

   public int getStreamNumSize() {

       return streamNumLambda + 2;

   }

}

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/
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package com.espertech.esper.epl.spec;

 

import java.io.Serializable;

import java.util.List;

 

public class GraphOperatorSpec implements Serializable {

   private static final long serialVersionUID = 7606589198404851791L;

   private final String operatorName;

   private final GraphOperatorInput input;

   private final GraphOperatorOutput output;

   private final GraphOperatorDetail detail;

   private final List<AnnotationDesc> annotations;

 

   public GraphOperatorSpec(String operatorName, GraphOperatorInput input, GraphOperatorOutput output,

GraphOperatorDetail detail, List<AnnotationDesc> annotations) {

       this.operatorName = operatorName;

       this.input = input;

       this.output = output;

       this.detail = detail;

       this.annotations = annotations;

   }

 

   public String getOperatorName() {

       return operatorName;

   }

 

   public GraphOperatorInput getInput() {

       return input;

   }

 

   public GraphOperatorOutput getOutput() {

       return output;

   }

 

   public GraphOperatorDetail getDetail() {

       return detail;

   }

 

   public List<AnnotationDesc> getAnnotations() {

       return annotations;

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *
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* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.agg.aggregator;

 

/**

* Aggregator to return the Nth oldest element to enter, with N=1 the most recent

* value is returned. If N is larger than the enter minus leave size, null is returned.

* A maximum N historical values are stored, so it can be safely used to compare

* recent values in large views without incurring excessive overhead.

*/

public class AggregatorNth implements AggregationMethod {

 

   protected final Class returnType;

   protected final int sizeBuf;

 

   protected Object[] circularBuffer;

   protected int currentBufferElementPointer;

   protected long numDataPoints;

 

   /**

    * Ctor.

    * @param returnType return type

    * @param sizeBuf size

    */

   public AggregatorNth(Class returnType, int sizeBuf) {

       this.returnType = returnType;

       this.sizeBuf = sizeBuf;

   }

 

   public void enter(Object value) {

       Object[] arr = (Object[]) value;

       numDataPoints++;

       if (circularBuffer == null)

       {

           clear();

       }

       circularBuffer[currentBufferElementPointer] = arr[0];

       currentBufferElementPointer = (currentBufferElementPointer + 1) % sizeBuf;

   }

 

   public void leave(Object value) {

       if (sizeBuf > numDataPoints) {

           final int diff = sizeBuf - (int) numDataPoints;

           circularBuffer[(currentBufferElementPointer + diff - 1) % sizeBuf] = null;

       }

       numDataPoints--;

   }
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   public Class getValueType() {

       return returnType;

   }

 

   public Object getValue() {

       return circularBuffer[(currentBufferElementPointer + sizeBuf) % sizeBuf];

   }

 

   public void clear() {

       circularBuffer = new Object[sizeBuf];

       numDataPoints = 0;

       currentBufferElementPointer = 0;

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.join.base;

 

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluatorContext;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.join.table.EventTable;

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

 

import java.util.Iterator;

 

/**

* Strategy for use in poll-based joins to reduce a cached result set (represented by {@link EventTable}), in

* which the cache result set may have been indexed, to fewer rows following the join-criteria in a where clause.

*/

public interface HistoricalIndexLookupStrategy

{

   /**

    * Look up into the index, potentially using some of the properties in the lookup event,

    * returning a partial or full result in respect to the index.

    * @param lookupEvent provides properties to use as key values for indexes

    * @param index is the table providing the cache result set, potentially indexed by index fields

    * @return full set or partial index iterator

    */

   public Iterator<EventBean> lookup(EventBean lookupEvent, EventTable index, ExprEvaluatorContext context);

 

   public String toQueryPlan();

}
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/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.datetime.eval;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventType;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprIdentNode;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprNodeUtility;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.join.plan.QueryGraph;

import com.espertech.esper.type.RelationalOpEnum;

 

public class ExprDotNodeFilterAnalyzerDTIntervalDesc implements ExprDotNodeFilterAnalyzerDesc

{

   private final DatetimeMethodEnum currentMethod;

   private final EventType[] typesPerStream;

   private final int targetStreamNum;

   private final String targetStartProp;

   private final String targetEndProp;

   private final Integer parameterStreamNum;

   private final String parameterStartProp;

   private final String parameterEndProp;

 

   public ExprDotNodeFilterAnalyzerDTIntervalDesc(DatetimeMethodEnum currentMethod, EventType[]

typesPerStream, int targetStreamNum, String targetStartProp, String targetEndProp, Integer parameterStreamNum,

String parameterStartProp, String parameterEndProp) {

       this.currentMethod = currentMethod;

       this.typesPerStream = typesPerStream;

       this.targetStreamNum = targetStreamNum;

       this.targetStartProp = targetStartProp;

       this.targetEndProp = targetEndProp;

       this.parameterStreamNum = parameterStreamNum;

       this.parameterStartProp = parameterStartProp;

       this.parameterEndProp = parameterEndProp;

   }

 

   public void apply(QueryGraph queryGraph) {

 

       if (targetStreamNum == parameterStreamNum) {

           return;

       }

 

       ExprIdentNode targetStartExpr = ExprNodeUtility.getExprIdentNode(typesPerStream, targetStreamNum,

targetStartProp);
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       ExprIdentNode targetEndExpr = ExprNodeUtility.getExprIdentNode(typesPerStream, targetStreamNum,

targetEndProp);

       ExprIdentNode parameterStartExpr = ExprNodeUtility.getExprIdentNode(typesPerStream,

parameterStreamNum, parameterStartProp);

       ExprIdentNode parameterEndExpr = ExprNodeUtility.getExprIdentNode(typesPerStream,

parameterStreamNum, parameterEndProp);

 

       if (targetStartExpr.getExprEvaluator().getType() != parameterStartExpr.getExprEvaluator().getType()) {

           return;

       }

 

       if (currentMethod == DatetimeMethodEnum.BEFORE) {

           // a.end < b.start

           queryGraph.addRelationalOpStrict(targetStreamNum, targetEndProp, targetEndExpr,

                   parameterStreamNum, parameterStartProp, parameterStartExpr,

                   RelationalOpEnum.LT);

       }

       else if (currentMethod == DatetimeMethodEnum.AFTER) {

           // a.start > b.end

           queryGraph.addRelationalOpStrict(targetStreamNum, targetStartProp, targetStartExpr,

                   parameterStreamNum, parameterEndProp, parameterEndExpr,

                   RelationalOpEnum.GT);

       }

       else if (currentMethod == DatetimeMethodEnum.COINCIDES) {

           // a.startTimestamp = b.startTimestamp and a.endTimestamp = b.endTimestamp

           queryGraph.addStrictEquals(targetStreamNum, targetStartProp, targetStartExpr,

                   parameterStreamNum, parameterStartProp, parameterStartExpr);

 

           boolean noDuration = parameterEndProp.equals(parameterStartProp) &&

targetEndProp.equals(targetStartProp);

           if (!noDuration) {

               ExprIdentNode leftEndExpr = ExprNodeUtility.getExprIdentNode(typesPerStream, targetStreamNum,

targetEndProp);

               ExprIdentNode rightEndExpr = ExprNodeUtility.getExprIdentNode(typesPerStream,

parameterStreamNum, parameterEndProp);

               queryGraph.addStrictEquals(targetStreamNum, targetEndProp, leftEndExpr,

                       parameterStreamNum, parameterEndProp, rightEndExpr);

           }

       }

       else if (currentMethod == DatetimeMethodEnum.DURING || currentMethod ==

DatetimeMethodEnum.INCLUDES) {

           // DURING:   b.startTimestamp < a.startTimestamp <= a.endTimestamp < b.endTimestamp

           // INCLUDES: a.startTimestamp < b.startTimestamp <= b.endTimestamp < a.endTimestamp

           RelationalOpEnum relop = currentMethod == DatetimeMethodEnum.DURING ? RelationalOpEnum.LT :

RelationalOpEnum.GT;

           queryGraph.addRelationalOpStrict(parameterStreamNum, parameterStartProp, parameterStartExpr,

                   targetStreamNum, targetStartProp, targetStartExpr,

                   relop);
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           queryGraph.addRelationalOpStrict(targetStreamNum, targetEndProp, targetEndExpr,

                   parameterStreamNum, parameterEndProp, parameterEndExpr,

                   relop);

       }

       else if (currentMethod == DatetimeMethodEnum.FINISHES || currentMethod ==

DatetimeMethodEnum.FINISHEDBY) {

           // FINISHES:   b.startTimestamp < a.startTimestamp and a.endTimestamp = b.endTimestamp

           // FINISHEDBY: a.startTimestamp < b.startTimestamp and a.endTimestamp = b.endTimestamp

           RelationalOpEnum relop = currentMethod == DatetimeMethodEnum.FINISHES ? RelationalOpEnum.LT :

RelationalOpEnum.GT;

           queryGraph.addRelationalOpStrict(parameterStreamNum, parameterStartProp, parameterStartExpr,

                   targetStreamNum, targetStartProp, targetStartExpr,

                   relop);

 

           queryGraph.addStrictEquals(targetStreamNum, targetEndProp, targetEndExpr,

                   parameterStreamNum, parameterEndProp, parameterEndExpr);

       }

       else if (currentMethod == DatetimeMethodEnum.MEETS) {

           // a.endTimestamp = b.startTimestamp

           queryGraph.addStrictEquals(targetStreamNum, targetEndProp, targetEndExpr,

                   parameterStreamNum, parameterStartProp, parameterStartExpr);

       }

       else if (currentMethod == DatetimeMethodEnum.METBY) {

           // a.startTimestamp = b.endTimestamp

           queryGraph.addStrictEquals(targetStreamNum, targetStartProp, targetStartExpr,

                   parameterStreamNum, parameterEndProp, parameterEndExpr);

       }

       else if (currentMethod == DatetimeMethodEnum.OVERLAPS || currentMethod ==

DatetimeMethodEnum.OVERLAPPEDBY) {

           // OVERLAPS:     a.startTimestamp < b.startTimestamp < a.endTimestamp < b.endTimestamp

           // OVERLAPPEDBY: b.startTimestamp < a.startTimestamp < b.endTimestamp < a.endTimestamp

           RelationalOpEnum relop = currentMethod == DatetimeMethodEnum.OVERLAPS ? RelationalOpEnum.LT :

RelationalOpEnum.GT;

           queryGraph.addRelationalOpStrict(targetStreamNum, targetStartProp, targetStartExpr,

                   parameterStreamNum, parameterStartProp, parameterStartExpr,

                   relop);

 

           queryGraph.addRelationalOpStrict(targetStreamNum, targetEndProp, targetEndExpr,

                   parameterStreamNum, parameterEndProp, parameterEndExpr,

                   relop);

 

           if (currentMethod == DatetimeMethodEnum.OVERLAPS) {

               queryGraph.addRelationalOpStrict(parameterStreamNum, parameterStartProp, parameterStartExpr,

                       targetStreamNum, targetEndProp, targetEndExpr,

                       RelationalOpEnum.LT);

           }

           else {
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               queryGraph.addRelationalOpStrict(targetStreamNum, targetStartProp, targetStartExpr,

                       parameterStreamNum, parameterEndProp, parameterEndExpr,

                       RelationalOpEnum.LT);

           }

       }

       else if (currentMethod == DatetimeMethodEnum.STARTS || currentMethod ==

DatetimeMethodEnum.STARTEDBY) {

           // STARTS:       a.startTimestamp = b.startTimestamp and a.endTimestamp < b.endTimestamp

           // STARTEDBY:    a.startTimestamp = b.startTimestamp and b.endTimestamp < a.endTimestamp

           queryGraph.addStrictEquals(targetStreamNum, targetStartProp, targetStartExpr,

                   parameterStreamNum, parameterStartProp, parameterStartExpr);

 

           RelationalOpEnum relop = currentMethod == DatetimeMethodEnum.STARTS ? RelationalOpEnum.LT :

RelationalOpEnum.GT;

           queryGraph.addRelationalOpStrict(targetStreamNum, targetEndProp, targetEndExpr,

                   parameterStreamNum, parameterEndProp, parameterEndExpr,

                   relop);

       }

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.view;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.collection.UniformPair;

import com.espertech.esper.core.context.util.AgentInstanceContext;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.core.ResultSetProcessor;

 

/**

* A view that prepares output events, batching incoming

* events and invoking the result set processor as necessary.

* <p>

* Handles output rate limiting or stabilizing.

*/

public class OutputProcessViewConditionDefaultPostProcess extends OutputProcessViewConditionDefault

{

   private final OutputStrategyPostProcess postProcessor;

 

   public OutputProcessViewConditionDefaultPostProcess(ResultSetProcessor resultSetProcessor, Long

afterConditionTime, Integer afterConditionNumberOfEvents, boolean afterConditionSatisfied,

OutputProcessViewConditionFactory parent, AgentInstanceContext agentInstanceContext,
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OutputStrategyPostProcess postProcessor) {

       super(resultSetProcessor, afterConditionTime, afterConditionNumberOfEvents, afterConditionSatisfied, parent,

agentInstanceContext);

       this.postProcessor = postProcessor;

   }

 

   @Override

   public void output(boolean forceUpdate, UniformPair<EventBean[]> results)

   {

       // Child view can be null in replay from named window

       if (childView != null)

       {

           postProcessor.output(forceUpdate, results, childView);

       }

   }

}

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.enummethod.eval;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluator;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluatorContext;

 

import java.util.Collection;

 

public class EnumEvalFirstOfPredicateEvents extends EnumEvalBase implements EnumEval {

 

   public EnumEvalFirstOfPredicateEvents(ExprEvaluator innerExpression, int streamCountIncoming) {

       super(innerExpression, streamCountIncoming);

   }

 

   public Object evaluateEnumMethod(EventBean[] eventsLambda, Collection target, boolean isNewData,

ExprEvaluatorContext context) {

       Collection<EventBean> beans = (Collection<EventBean>) target;

       for (EventBean next : beans) {

           eventsLambda[streamNumLambda] = next;

 

           Object pass = getInnerExpression().evaluate(eventsLambda, isNewData, context);
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           if (pass == null || (!(Boolean) pass)) {

               continue;

           }

 

           return next;

       }

 

       return null;

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.join.plan;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventType;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.join.exec.base.JoinExecTableLookupStrategy;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.join.exec.base.LookupInstructionExec;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.join.table.EventTable;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.join.table.HistoricalStreamIndexList;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.virtualdw.VirtualDWView;

import com.espertech.esper.util.IndentWriter;

import com.espertech.esper.view.Viewable;

 

import java.lang.annotation.Annotation;

import java.util.Arrays;

import java.util.HashSet;

import java.util.Map;

 

/**

* Plan for lookup using a from-stream event looking up one or more to-streams using a specified lookup plan for

each

* to-stream.

*/

public class LookupInstructionPlan

{

   private final int fromStream;

   private final String fromStreamName;

   private final int[] toStreams;

   private final TableLookupPlan[] lookupPlans;

   private final boolean[] requiredPerStream;

   private final HistoricalDataPlanNode[] historicalPlans;
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   /**

    * Ctor.

    * @param fromStream - the stream supplying the lookup event

    * @param fromStreamName - the stream name supplying the lookup event

    * @param toStreams - the set of streams to look up in

    * @param lookupPlans - the plan to use for each stream to look up in

    * @param requiredPerStream - indicates which of the lookup streams are required to build a result and which are

not

    * @param historicalPlans - plans for use with historical streams

    */

   public LookupInstructionPlan(int fromStream, String fromStreamName, int[] toStreams, TableLookupPlan[]

lookupPlans, HistoricalDataPlanNode[] historicalPlans, boolean[] requiredPerStream)

   {

       if (toStreams.length != lookupPlans.length)

       {

           throw new IllegalArgumentException("Invalid number of lookup plans for each stream");

       }

       if (requiredPerStream.length < lookupPlans.length)

       {

           throw new IllegalArgumentException("Invalid required per stream array");

       }

       if ((fromStream < 0) || (fromStream >= requiredPerStream.length))

       {

           throw new IllegalArgumentException("Invalid from stream");

       }

 

       this.fromStream = fromStream;

       this.fromStreamName = fromStreamName;

       this.toStreams = toStreams;

       this.lookupPlans = lookupPlans;

       this.historicalPlans = historicalPlans;

       this.requiredPerStream = requiredPerStream;

   }

 

   /**

    * Constructs the executable from the plan.

    *

    * @param statementName

    * @param statementId

    *@param annotations

    * @param indexesPerStream is the index objects for use in lookups

    * @param streamTypes is the types of each stream

    * @param streamViews the viewable representing each stream

    * @param historicalStreamIndexLists index management for historical streams     @return executable instruction

    */

   public LookupInstructionExec makeExec(String statementName, String statementId, Annotation[] annotations,

Map<String, EventTable>[] indexesPerStream, EventType[] streamTypes, Viewable[] streamViews,

HistoricalStreamIndexList[] historicalStreamIndexLists, VirtualDWView[] viewExternal)
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   {

       JoinExecTableLookupStrategy strategies[] = new JoinExecTableLookupStrategy[lookupPlans.length];

       for (int i = 0; i < lookupPlans.length; i++)

       {

           if (lookupPlans[i] != null)

           {

               strategies[i] = lookupPlans[i].makeStrategy(statementName, statementId, annotations, indexesPerStream,

streamTypes, viewExternal);

           }

           else

           {

               strategies[i] = historicalPlans[i].makeOuterJoinStategy(streamViews, fromStream,

historicalStreamIndexLists);

           }

       }

       return new LookupInstructionExec(fromStream, fromStreamName, toStreams, strategies, requiredPerStream);

   }

 

   /**

    * Output the planned instruction.

    * @param writer to output to

    */

   public void print(IndentWriter writer)

   {

       writer.println("LookupInstructionPlan" +

               " fromStream=" + fromStream +

               " fromStreamName=" + fromStreamName +

               " toStreams=" + Arrays.toString(toStreams)

               );

 

       writer.incrIndent();

       for (int i = 0; i < lookupPlans.length; i++)

       {

           if (lookupPlans[i] != null)

           {

               writer.println("plan " + i + " :" + lookupPlans[i].toString());

           }

           else

           {

               writer.println("plan " + i + " : no lookup plan");

           }

       }

       writer.decrIndent();

   }

 

   public void addIndexes(HashSet<String> usedIndexes) {

       for (int i = 0; i < lookupPlans.length; i++)

       {
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           if (lookupPlans[i] != null)

           {

               usedIndexes.add(lookupPlans[i].getIndexNum());

           }

       }       

   }

}

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.virtualdw;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.client.hook.VirtualDataWindowLookup;

import com.espertech.esper.client.hook.VirtualDataWindowKeyRange;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluator;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluatorContext;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.join.plan.CoercionDesc;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.join.plan.QueryGraphValueEntryRangeIn;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.join.plan.QueryGraphValueEntryRangeRelOp;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.lookup.SubordPropHashKey;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.lookup.SubordPropRangeKey;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.lookup.SubordTableLookupStrategy;

import com.espertech.esper.event.EventBeanUtility;

import org.apache.commons.logging.Log;

import org.apache.commons.logging.LogFactory;

 

import java.util.Collection;

import java.util.List;

import java.util.Set;

 

public class SubordTableLookupStrategyVirtualDW implements SubordTableLookupStrategy {

 

   private static final Log log = LogFactory.getLog(SubordTableLookupStrategyVirtualDW.class);

 

   private final String namedWindowName;

   private final VirtualDataWindowLookup externalIndex;

   private final ExternalEvaluator[] evaluators;

   private final boolean nwOnTrigger;

   private final EventBean[] eventsLocal;
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   public SubordTableLookupStrategyVirtualDW(String namedWindowName, VirtualDataWindowLookup

externalIndex, List<SubordPropHashKey> hashKeys, CoercionDesc hashKeyCoercionTypes,

List<SubordPropRangeKey> rangeKeys, CoercionDesc rangeKeyCoercionTypes, boolean nwOnTrigger, int

numOuterStreams) {

       this.namedWindowName = namedWindowName;

       this.externalIndex = externalIndex;

       this.evaluators = new ExternalEvaluator[hashKeys.size() + rangeKeys.size()];

       this.nwOnTrigger = nwOnTrigger;

       this.eventsLocal = new EventBean[numOuterStreams + 1];

 

       int count = 0;

       for (SubordPropHashKey hashKey : hashKeys) {

           ExprEvaluator evaluator = hashKey.getHashKey().getKeyExpr().getExprEvaluator();

           evaluators[count] = new ExternalEvaluatorHashRelOp(evaluator,

hashKeyCoercionTypes.getCoercionTypes()[count]);

           count++;

       }

       for (int i = 0; i < rangeKeys.size(); i++) {

           SubordPropRangeKey rangeKey = rangeKeys.get(i);

           if (rangeKey.getRangeInfo().getType().isRange()) {

               QueryGraphValueEntryRangeIn range = (QueryGraphValueEntryRangeIn) rangeKey.getRangeInfo();

               ExprEvaluator evaluatorStart = range.getExprStart().getExprEvaluator();

               ExprEvaluator evaluatorEnd = range.getExprEnd().getExprEvaluator();

               evaluators[count] = new ExternalEvaluatorBtreeRange(evaluatorStart, evaluatorEnd,

rangeKeyCoercionTypes.getCoercionTypes()[i]);

           }

           else {

               QueryGraphValueEntryRangeRelOp relOp = (QueryGraphValueEntryRangeRelOp)

rangeKey.getRangeInfo();

               ExprEvaluator evaluator = relOp.getExpression().getExprEvaluator();

               evaluators[count] = new ExternalEvaluatorHashRelOp(evaluator,

rangeKeyCoercionTypes.getCoercionTypes()[i]);

           }

           count++;

       }

   }

 

   public Collection<EventBean> lookup(EventBean[] eventsPerStream, ExprEvaluatorContext context) {

       EventBean[] events;

       if (nwOnTrigger) {

           events = eventsPerStream;

       }

       else {

           System.arraycopy(eventsPerStream, 0, eventsLocal, 1, eventsPerStream.length);

           events = eventsLocal;

       }

       Object[] keys = new Object[evaluators.length];
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       for (int i = 0; i < evaluators.length; i++) {

           keys[i] = evaluators[i].evaluate(events, context);

       }

 

       Set<EventBean> data = null;

       try {

           data = externalIndex.lookup(keys, eventsPerStream);

       }

       catch (RuntimeException ex) {

           log.warn("Exception encountered invoking virtual data window external index for window '" +

namedWindowName + "': " + ex.getMessage(), ex);

       }

       return data;

   }

 

   public Collection<EventBean> lookup(Object[] keys) {

       Set<EventBean> data = null;

       try {

           data = externalIndex.lookup(keys, null);

       }

       catch (RuntimeException ex) {

           log.warn("Exception encountered invoking virtual data window external index for window '" +

namedWindowName + "': " + ex.getMessage(), ex);

       }

       return data;

   }

 

   public String toQueryPlan() {

       return this.getClass().getSimpleName() + " external index " + externalIndex;

   }

 

   private interface ExternalEvaluator

   {

       public Object evaluate(EventBean[] events, ExprEvaluatorContext context);

   }

 

   private static class ExternalEvaluatorHashRelOp implements ExternalEvaluator {

 

       private final ExprEvaluator hashKeysEval;

       private final Class coercionType;

 

       private ExternalEvaluatorHashRelOp(ExprEvaluator hashKeysEval, Class coercionType) {

           this.hashKeysEval = hashKeysEval;

           this.coercionType = coercionType;

       }

 

       public Object evaluate(EventBean[] events, ExprEvaluatorContext context) {

           return EventBeanUtility.coerce(hashKeysEval.evaluate(events, true, context), coercionType);
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       }

   }

 

   private static class ExternalEvaluatorBtreeRange implements ExternalEvaluator {

 

       private final ExprEvaluator startEval;

       private final ExprEvaluator endEval;

       private final Class coercionType;

 

       private ExternalEvaluatorBtreeRange(ExprEvaluator startEval, ExprEvaluator endEval, Class coercionType) {

           this.startEval = startEval;

           this.endEval = endEval;

           this.coercionType = coercionType;

       }

 

       public Object evaluate(EventBean[] events, ExprEvaluatorContext context) {

           Object start = EventBeanUtility.coerce(startEval.evaluate(events, true, context), coercionType);

           Object end = EventBeanUtility.coerce(endEval.evaluate(events, true, context), coercionType);

           return new VirtualDataWindowKeyRange(start, end);

       }

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.spec;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.ConfigurationInformation;

import com.espertech.esper.client.ConfigurationPlugInAggregationMultiFunction;

import com.espertech.esper.core.context.mgr.ContextManagementService;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.core.EngineImportService;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.declexpr.ExprDeclaredService;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.named.NamedWindowService;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.variable.VariableService;

import com.espertech.esper.pattern.PatternNodeFactory;

import com.espertech.esper.plugin.PlugInAggregationMultiFunctionFactory;

import com.espertech.esper.schedule.SchedulingService;

import com.espertech.esper.util.LazyAllocatedMap;

 

import java.util.*;

 

/**

* Context for mapping a SODA statement to a statement specification, or multiple for subqueries,
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* and obtaining certain optimization information from a statement.

*/

public class StatementSpecMapContext

{

   private final EngineImportService engineImportService;

   private final VariableService variableService;

   private final ConfigurationInformation configuration;

   private final SchedulingService schedulingService;

   private final String engineURI;

   private final PatternNodeFactory patternNodeFactory;

   private final NamedWindowService namedWindowService;

   private final ContextManagementService contextManagementService;

   private final ExprDeclaredService exprDeclaredService;

 

   private boolean hasVariables;

   private Set<String> variableNames;

   private Map<String, ExpressionDeclItem> expressionDeclarations;

   private Map<String, ExpressionScriptProvided> scripts;

   private LazyAllocatedMap<ConfigurationPlugInAggregationMultiFunction,

PlugInAggregationMultiFunctionFactory> plugInAggregations = new

LazyAllocatedMap<ConfigurationPlugInAggregationMultiFunction, PlugInAggregationMultiFunctionFactory>();

   private String contextName;

 

   /**

    * Ctor.

    * @param engineImportService engine imports

    * @param variableService variable names

    * @param configuration the configuration

    */

   public StatementSpecMapContext(EngineImportService engineImportService, VariableService variableService,

ConfigurationInformation configuration, SchedulingService schedulingService, String engineURI,

PatternNodeFactory patternNodeFactory, NamedWindowService namedWindowService,

ContextManagementService contextManagementService, ExprDeclaredService exprDeclaredService)

   {

       this.engineImportService = engineImportService;

       this.variableService = variableService;

       this.configuration = configuration;

       this.variableNames = new HashSet<String>();

       this.schedulingService = schedulingService;

       this.engineURI = engineURI;

       this.patternNodeFactory = patternNodeFactory;

       this.namedWindowService = namedWindowService;

       this.contextManagementService = contextManagementService;

       this.exprDeclaredService = exprDeclaredService;

   }

 

   /**

    * Returns the engine import service.
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    * @return service

    */

   public EngineImportService getEngineImportService()

   {

       return engineImportService;

   }

 

   /**

    * Returns the variable service.

    * @return service

    */

   public VariableService getVariableService()

   {

       return variableService;

   }

 

   /**

    * Returns true if a statement has variables.

    * @return true for variables found

    */

   public boolean isHasVariables()

   {

       return hasVariables;

   }

 

   /**

    * Set to true to indicate that a statement has variables.

    * @param hasVariables true for variables, false for none

    */

   public void setHasVariables(boolean hasVariables)

   {

       this.hasVariables = hasVariables;

   }

 

   /**

    * Returns the configuration.

    * @return config

    */

   public ConfigurationInformation getConfiguration()

   {

       return configuration;

   }

 

   /**

    * Returns variables.

    * @return variables

    */

   public Set<String> getVariableNames() {
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       return variableNames;

   }

 

   public SchedulingService getSchedulingService()

   {

       return schedulingService;

   }

 

   public String getEngineURI()

   {

       return engineURI;

   }

 

   public PatternNodeFactory getPatternNodeFactory() {

       return patternNodeFactory;

   }

 

   public NamedWindowService getNamedWindowService() {

       return namedWindowService;

   }

 

   public Map<String, ExpressionDeclItem> getExpressionDeclarations() {

       if (expressionDeclarations == null) {

           return Collections.emptyMap();

       }

       return expressionDeclarations;

   }

 

   public void addExpressionDeclarations(ExpressionDeclItem item) {

       if (expressionDeclarations == null) {

           expressionDeclarations = new HashMap<String, ExpressionDeclItem>();

       }

       expressionDeclarations.put(item.getName(), item);

   }

 

   public Map<String, ExpressionScriptProvided> getScripts() {

       if (scripts == null) {

           return Collections.emptyMap();

       }

       return scripts;

   }

 

   public void addScript(ExpressionScriptProvided item) {

       if (scripts == null) {

           scripts = new HashMap<String, ExpressionScriptProvided>();

       }

       scripts.put(item.getName(), item);

   }
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   public ContextManagementService getContextManagementService() {

       return contextManagementService;

   }

 

   public String getContextName() {

       return contextName;

   }

 

   public void setContextName(String contextName) {

       this.contextName = contextName;

   }

 

   public ExprDeclaredService getExprDeclaredService() {

       return exprDeclaredService;

   }

 

   public LazyAllocatedMap<ConfigurationPlugInAggregationMultiFunction,

PlugInAggregationMultiFunctionFactory> getPlugInAggregations() {

       return plugInAggregations;

   }

}

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.enummethod.dot;

 

import com.espertech.esper.epl.methodbase.DotMethodFP;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.methodbase.DotMethodFPInputEnum;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.methodbase.DotMethodFPParam;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.methodbase.DotMethodFPParamTypeEnum;

 

public class EnumMethodEnumParams {

 

   public static final DotMethodFP[] NOOP_REVERSE = new DotMethodFP[] {

                   new DotMethodFP(DotMethodFPInputEnum.ANY),

           };

 

   public static final DotMethodFP[] COUNTOF_FIRST_LAST = new DotMethodFP[] {

                   new DotMethodFP(DotMethodFPInputEnum.ANY),
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                   new DotMethodFP(DotMethodFPInputEnum.ANY, new DotMethodFPParam(1, "predicate",

DotMethodFPParamTypeEnum.BOOLEAN)),

           };

 

   public static final DotMethodFP[] TAKE_TAKELAST = new DotMethodFP[] {

                   new DotMethodFP(DotMethodFPInputEnum.ANY),

                   new DotMethodFP(DotMethodFPInputEnum.ANY, new DotMethodFPParam(0, "count",

DotMethodFPParamTypeEnum.NUMERIC)),

           };

 

   public static final DotMethodFP[] AGGREGATE_FP = new DotMethodFP[] {

                   new DotMethodFP(DotMethodFPInputEnum.ANY,

                           new DotMethodFPParam(0, "initialization-value", DotMethodFPParamTypeEnum.ANY),

                           new DotMethodFPParam(2, "(result, next)", DotMethodFPParamTypeEnum.ANY)),

           };

 

   public static final DotMethodFP[] ALLOF_ANYOF = new DotMethodFP[] {

                   new DotMethodFP(DotMethodFPInputEnum.ANY, new DotMethodFPParam(1, "predicate",

DotMethodFPParamTypeEnum.BOOLEAN)),

           };

 

   public static final DotMethodFP[] MIN_MAX = new DotMethodFP[] {

                   new DotMethodFP(DotMethodFPInputEnum.SCALAR_ANY),

                   new DotMethodFP(DotMethodFPInputEnum.SCALAR_ANY, new DotMethodFPParam(1, "value-

selector", DotMethodFPParamTypeEnum.ANY)),

                   new DotMethodFP(DotMethodFPInputEnum.EVENTCOLL, new DotMethodFPParam(1, "value-

selector", DotMethodFPParamTypeEnum.ANY)),

           };

 

   public static final DotMethodFP[] SELECTFROM_MINBY_MAXBY = new DotMethodFP[] {

                   new DotMethodFP(DotMethodFPInputEnum.SCALAR_ANY, new DotMethodFPParam(1, "value-

selector", DotMethodFPParamTypeEnum.ANY)),

                   new DotMethodFP(DotMethodFPInputEnum.EVENTCOLL, new DotMethodFPParam(1, "value-

selector", DotMethodFPParamTypeEnum.ANY)),

           };

 

   public static final DotMethodFP[] AVERAGE_SUMOF = new DotMethodFP[] {

                   new DotMethodFP(DotMethodFPInputEnum.SCALAR_NUMERIC),

                   new DotMethodFP(DotMethodFPInputEnum.SCALAR_ANY, new DotMethodFPParam(1, "value-

selector", DotMethodFPParamTypeEnum.NUMERIC)),

                   new DotMethodFP(DotMethodFPInputEnum.EVENTCOLL, new DotMethodFPParam(1, "value-

selector", DotMethodFPParamTypeEnum.NUMERIC))

           };

 

   public static final DotMethodFP[] MOST_LEAST_FREQ = new DotMethodFP[] {

                   new DotMethodFP(DotMethodFPInputEnum.SCALAR_ANY),

                   new DotMethodFP(DotMethodFPInputEnum.SCALAR_ANY, new DotMethodFPParam(1, "value-

selector", DotMethodFPParamTypeEnum.ANY)),
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                   new DotMethodFP(DotMethodFPInputEnum.EVENTCOLL, new DotMethodFPParam(1, "value-

selector", DotMethodFPParamTypeEnum.ANY))

           };

 

   public static final DotMethodFP[] MAP = new DotMethodFP[] {

                   new DotMethodFP(DotMethodFPInputEnum.SCALAR_ANY,

                           new DotMethodFPParam(1, "key-selector", DotMethodFPParamTypeEnum.ANY),

                           new DotMethodFPParam(1, "value-selector", DotMethodFPParamTypeEnum.ANY)),

                   new DotMethodFP(DotMethodFPInputEnum.EVENTCOLL,

                           new DotMethodFPParam(1, "key-selector", DotMethodFPParamTypeEnum.ANY),

                           new DotMethodFPParam(1, "value-selector", DotMethodFPParamTypeEnum.ANY)),

           };

 

   public static final DotMethodFP[] GROUP = new DotMethodFP[] {

                   new DotMethodFP(DotMethodFPInputEnum.SCALAR_ANY, new DotMethodFPParam(1, "key-

selector", DotMethodFPParamTypeEnum.ANY)),

                   new DotMethodFP(DotMethodFPInputEnum.EVENTCOLL, new DotMethodFPParam(1, "key-

selector", DotMethodFPParamTypeEnum.ANY)),

                   new DotMethodFP(DotMethodFPInputEnum.SCALAR_ANY,

                           new DotMethodFPParam(1, "key-selector", DotMethodFPParamTypeEnum.ANY),

                           new DotMethodFPParam(1, "value-selector", DotMethodFPParamTypeEnum.ANY)),

                   new DotMethodFP(DotMethodFPInputEnum.EVENTCOLL,

                           new DotMethodFPParam(1, "key-selector", DotMethodFPParamTypeEnum.ANY),

                           new DotMethodFPParam(1, "value-selector", DotMethodFPParamTypeEnum.ANY)),

           };

 

   public static final DotMethodFP[] ORDERBY = new DotMethodFP[] {

                   new DotMethodFP(DotMethodFPInputEnum.SCALAR_ANY),

                   new DotMethodFP(DotMethodFPInputEnum.SCALAR_ANY, new DotMethodFPParam(1, "compare-

selector", DotMethodFPParamTypeEnum.ANY)),

                   new DotMethodFP(DotMethodFPInputEnum.EVENTCOLL, new DotMethodFPParam(1, "compare-

selector", DotMethodFPParamTypeEnum.ANY)),

           };

 

   public static final DotMethodFP[] WHERE_FP = new DotMethodFP[] {

                   new DotMethodFP(DotMethodFPInputEnum.ANY, new DotMethodFPParam(1, "predicate",

DotMethodFPParamTypeEnum.BOOLEAN)),

                   new DotMethodFP(DotMethodFPInputEnum.ANY, new DotMethodFPParam(2, "(predicate, index)",

DotMethodFPParamTypeEnum.BOOLEAN))

           };

 

   public static final DotMethodFP[] SET_LOGIC_FP = new DotMethodFP[] {

                   new DotMethodFP(DotMethodFPInputEnum.ANY, new DotMethodFPParam(0, "collection",

DotMethodFPParamTypeEnum.ANY)),

           };

 

   public static final DotMethodFP[] SEQ_EQUALS_FP = new DotMethodFP[] {

                   new DotMethodFP(DotMethodFPInputEnum.SCALAR_ANY, new DotMethodFPParam(0, "sequence",
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DotMethodFPParamTypeEnum.ANY)),

           };

}

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.enummethod.eval;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluator;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluatorContext;

 

import java.util.ArrayDeque;

import java.util.Collection;

import java.util.Collections;

 

public class EnumEvalTakeWhileEvents extends EnumEvalBase implements EnumEval {

 

   public EnumEvalTakeWhileEvents(ExprEvaluator innerExpression, int streamCountIncoming) {

       super(innerExpression, streamCountIncoming);

   }

 

   public Object evaluateEnumMethod(EventBean[] eventsLambda, Collection target, boolean isNewData,

ExprEvaluatorContext context) {

       if (target.isEmpty()) {

           return target;

       }

 

       Collection<EventBean> beans = (Collection<EventBean>) target;

       if (target.size() == 1) {

           EventBean item = beans.iterator().next();

           eventsLambda[streamNumLambda] = item;

 

           Object pass = innerExpression.evaluate(eventsLambda, isNewData, context);

           if (pass == null || (!(Boolean) pass)) {

               return Collections.emptyList();

           }

           return Collections.singletonList(item);

       }
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       ArrayDeque<Object> result = new ArrayDeque<Object>();

 

       for (EventBean next : beans) {

           eventsLambda[streamNumLambda] = next;

 

           Object pass = innerExpression.evaluate(eventsLambda, isNewData, context);

           if (pass == null || (!(Boolean) pass)) {

               break;

           }

 

           result.add(next);

       }

 

       return result;

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.lookup;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventPropertyGetter;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluatorContext;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.join.table.PropertyIndexedEventTable;

 

import java.util.Arrays;

import java.util.Collection;

 

/**

* Index lookup strategy for subqueries.

*/

public class SubordIndexedTableLookupStrategyProp implements SubordTableLookupStrategy

{

   /**

    * Stream numbers to get key values from.

    */

   protected final int[] keyStreamNums;

 

   /**

    * Getters to use to get key values.

    */

   protected final EventPropertyGetter[] propertyGetters;
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   /**

    * Index to look up in.

    */

   protected final PropertyIndexedEventTable index;

 

 

   public SubordIndexedTableLookupStrategyProp(int[] keyStreamNums, EventPropertyGetter[] propertyGetters,

PropertyIndexedEventTable index) {

       this.keyStreamNums = keyStreamNums;

       this.propertyGetters = propertyGetters;

       this.index = index;

   }

 

   /**

    * Returns index to look up in.

    * @return index to use

    */

   public PropertyIndexedEventTable getIndex()

   {

       return index;

   }

 

   public Collection<EventBean> lookup(EventBean[] eventsPerStream, ExprEvaluatorContext context)

   {

       Object[] keys = getKeys(eventsPerStream);

       return index.lookup(keys);

   }

 

   public Collection<EventBean> lookup(Object[] keys) {

       return index.lookup(keys);

   }

 

   /**

    * Get the index lookup keys.

    * @param eventsPerStream is the events for each stream

    * @return key object

    */

   protected Object[] getKeys(EventBean[] eventsPerStream)

   {

       Object[] keyValues = new Object[propertyGetters.length];

       for (int i = 0; i < propertyGetters.length; i++)

       {

           int streamNum = keyStreamNums[i];

           EventBean theEvent = eventsPerStream[streamNum];

           keyValues[i] = propertyGetters[i].get(theEvent);

       }

       return keyValues;
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   }

 

   public String toString()

   {

       return toQueryPlan();

   }

 

   public String toQueryPlan() {

       return this.getClass().getSimpleName() +

               " keyStreamNums=" + Arrays.toString(keyStreamNums);

   }

}

<!--

 ~ **************************************************************************************

 ~ * Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

 ~ * http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

 ~ * http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

 ~ * ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

 ~ * The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

 ~ * a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

 ~ **************************************************************************************

 -->

 

<html>

<head></head>

<body>

<p>

	Enumeration method utility classes and input data sources.

</p>

</body>

</html>

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.join.plan;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventType;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprIdentNode;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprIdentNodeImpl;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprNode;

import com.espertech.esper.type.RelationalOpEnum;

 

import java.io.PrintWriter;
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import java.io.StringWriter;

import java.util.HashMap;

import java.util.HashSet;

import java.util.Map;

import java.util.Set;

 

/**

* Model of relationships between streams based on properties in both streams that are

* specified as equal in a filter expression.

*/

public class QueryGraph

{

   private final int numStreams;

   private final Map<QueryGraphKey, QueryGraphValue> streamJoinMap;

 

   /**

    * Ctor.

    * @param numStreams - number of streams

    */

   public QueryGraph(int numStreams)

   {

       this.numStreams = numStreams;

       streamJoinMap = new HashMap<QueryGraphKey, QueryGraphValue>();

   }

 

   /**

    * Returns the number of streams.

    * @return number of streams

    */

   public int getNumStreams()

   {

       return numStreams;

   }

 

   /**

    * Add properties for 2 streams that are equal.

    * @param streamLeft - left hand stream

    * @param propertyLeft - left hand stream property

    * @param streamRight - right hand stream

    * @param propertyRight - right hand stream property

    * @return true if added and did not exist, false if already known

    */

   public boolean addStrictEquals(int streamLeft, String propertyLeft, ExprIdentNode nodeLeft, int streamRight,

String propertyRight, ExprIdentNode nodeRight)

   {

       check(streamLeft, streamRight);

       if (propertyLeft == null || propertyRight == null)

       {
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           throw new IllegalArgumentException("Null property names supplied");

       }

 

       if (streamLeft == streamRight)

       {

           throw new IllegalArgumentException("Streams supplied are the same");

       }

 

       boolean addedLeft = addInteral(streamLeft, propertyLeft, nodeLeft, streamRight, propertyRight, nodeRight);

       boolean addedRight = addInteral(streamRight, propertyRight, nodeRight, streamLeft, propertyLeft, nodeLeft);

       return addedLeft || addedRight;

   }

 

   private boolean addInteral(int streamLookup, String propertyLookup, ExprIdentNode propertyLookupNode, int

streamIndexed, String propertyIndexed, ExprIdentNode propertyIndexedNode) {

       QueryGraphKey key = new QueryGraphKey(streamLookup, streamIndexed);

       QueryGraphValue value = streamJoinMap.get(key);

 

       if (value == null)

       {

           value = new QueryGraphValue();

           streamJoinMap.put(key, value);

       }

 

       return value.addStrictCompare(propertyLookup, propertyLookupNode, propertyIndexed,

propertyIndexedNode);

   }

 

   public boolean isNavigableAtAll(int streamFrom, int streamTo)

   {

       QueryGraphKey key = new QueryGraphKey(streamFrom, streamTo);

       QueryGraphValue value = streamJoinMap.get(key);

       if (value == null) {

           return false;

       }

       return !value.getEntries().isEmpty();

   }

 

   /**

    * Returns set of streams that the given stream is navigable to.

    * @param streamFrom - from stream number

    * @return set of streams related to this stream, or empty set if none

    */

   public Set<Integer> getNavigableStreams(int streamFrom)

   {

       Set<Integer> result = new HashSet<Integer>();

       for (int i = 0; i < numStreams; i++)

       {
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           if (isNavigableAtAll(streamFrom, i))

           {

               result.add(i);

           }

       }

       return result;

   }

 

   private QueryGraphValue getCreateValue(int streamKey, int streamValue) {

       check(streamValue, streamKey);

       QueryGraphKey key = new QueryGraphKey(streamKey, streamValue);

       QueryGraphValue value = streamJoinMap.get(key);

       if (value == null) {

           value = new QueryGraphValue();

           streamJoinMap.put(key, value);

       }

       return value;

   }

 

   public QueryGraphValue getGraphValue(int streamLookup, int streamIndexed) {

       QueryGraphKey key = new QueryGraphKey(streamLookup, streamIndexed);

       QueryGraphValue value = streamJoinMap.get(key);

       if (value != null) {

           return value;

       }

       return new QueryGraphValue();

   }

 

   /**

    * Fill in equivalent key properties (navigation entries) on all streams.

    * For example, if  a=b and b=c  then addRelOpInternal a=c. The method adds new equalivalent key properties

    * until no additional entries to be added are found, ie. several passes can be made.

    * @param queryGraph - navigablity info between streamss

    */

   public static void fillEquivalentNav(EventType[] typesPerStream, QueryGraph queryGraph)

   {

       boolean addedEquivalency;

 

       // Repeat until no more entries were added

       do

       {

           addedEquivalency = false;

 

           // For each stream-to-stream combination

           for (int lookupStream = 0; lookupStream < queryGraph.numStreams; lookupStream++)

           {

               for (int indexedStream = 0; indexedStream < queryGraph.numStreams; indexedStream++)

               {
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                   if (lookupStream == indexedStream)

                   {

                       continue;

                   }

 

                   boolean added = fillEquivalentNav(typesPerStream, queryGraph, lookupStream, indexedStream);

                   if (added)

                   {

                       addedEquivalency = true;

                   }

               }

           }

       }

       while (addedEquivalency);

   }

 

   /*

    * Looks at the key and index (aka. left and right) properties of the 2 streams and checks

    * for each property if any equivalent index properties exist for other streams.

    */

   private static boolean fillEquivalentNav(EventType[] typesPerStream, QueryGraph queryGraph, int

lookupStream, int indexedStream)

   {

       boolean addedEquivalency = false;

 

       QueryGraphValue value = queryGraph.getGraphValue(lookupStream, indexedStream);

       if (value.getEntries().isEmpty()) {

           return false;

       }

 

       QueryGraphValuePairHashKeyIndex hashKeys = value.getHashKeyProps();

       String[] strictKeyProps = hashKeys.getStrictKeys();

       String[] indexProps = hashKeys.getIndexed();

 

       if (strictKeyProps.length == 0)

       {

           return false;

       }

       if (strictKeyProps.length != indexProps.length)

       {

           throw new IllegalStateException("Unexpected key and index property number mismatch");

       }

 

       for (int i = 0; i < strictKeyProps.length; i++)

       {

           if (strictKeyProps[i] == null) {

               continue;   // not a strict key

           }
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           boolean added = fillEquivalentNav(typesPerStream, queryGraph, lookupStream, strictKeyProps[i],

indexedStream, indexProps[i]);

           if (added)

           {

               addedEquivalency = true;

           }

       }

 

       return addedEquivalency;

   }

 

   /*

    * Looks at the key and index (aka. left and right) properties of the 2 streams and checks

    * for each property if any equivalent index properties exist for other streams.

    *

    * Example:  s0.p0 = s1.p1  and  s1.p1 = s2.p2  ==> therefore s0.p0 = s2.p2

    * ==> look stream s0, property p0; indexed stream s1, property p1

    * Is there any other lookup stream that has stream 1 and property p1 as index property? ==> this is stream s2, p2

    * Add navigation entry between stream s0 and property p0 to stream s2, property p2

    */

   private static boolean fillEquivalentNav(EventType[] typesPerStream, QueryGraph queryGraph, int

lookupStream, String keyProp, int indexedStream, String indexProp)

   {

       boolean addedEquivalency = false;

 

       for (int otherStream = 0; otherStream < queryGraph.numStreams; otherStream++)

       {

           if ((otherStream == lookupStream) || (otherStream == indexedStream))

           {

               continue;

           }

 

           QueryGraphValue value = queryGraph.getGraphValue(otherStream, indexedStream);

           QueryGraphValuePairHashKeyIndex hashKeys = value.getHashKeyProps();

 

           String[] otherStrictKeyProps = hashKeys.getStrictKeys();

           String[] otherIndexProps = hashKeys.getIndexed();

           int otherPropertyNum = -1;

 

           if (otherIndexProps == null)

           {

               continue;

           }

 

           for (int i = 0; i < otherIndexProps.length; i++)

           {

               if (otherIndexProps[i].equals(indexProp))
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               {

                   otherPropertyNum = i;

                   break;

               }

           }

 

           if (otherPropertyNum != -1)

           {

               if (otherStrictKeyProps[otherPropertyNum] != null) {

                   ExprIdentNode identNodeLookup = new ExprIdentNodeImpl(typesPerStream[lookupStream], keyProp,

lookupStream);

                   ExprIdentNode identNodeOther = new ExprIdentNodeImpl(typesPerStream[otherStream],

otherStrictKeyProps[otherPropertyNum], otherStream);

                   boolean added = queryGraph.addStrictEquals(lookupStream, keyProp, identNodeLookup, otherStream,

otherStrictKeyProps[otherPropertyNum], identNodeOther);

                   if (added)

                   {

                       addedEquivalency = true;

                   }

               }

           }

       }

 

       return addedEquivalency;

   }

 

   public String toString()

   {

       StringWriter buf = new StringWriter();

       PrintWriter writer = new PrintWriter(buf);

 

       int count = 0;

       for (Map.Entry<QueryGraphKey, QueryGraphValue> entry : streamJoinMap.entrySet())

       {

           count++;

           writer.println("Entry " + count + ": key=" + entry.getKey());

           writer.println("  value=" + entry.getValue());

       }

 

       return buf.toString();

   }

 

   public void addRangeStrict(int streamNumStart, String propertyStart, ExprIdentNode propertyStartExpr,

                              int streamNumEnd, String propertyEnd, ExprIdentNode propertyEndExpr,

                              int streamNumValue, String propertyValue, ExprIdentNode propertyValueExpr,

                              boolean includeStart, boolean includeEnd, boolean isInverted) {

       check(streamNumStart, streamNumValue);

       check(streamNumEnd, streamNumValue);
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       // add as a range if the endpoints are from the same stream

       if (streamNumStart == streamNumEnd && streamNumStart != streamNumValue) {

           QueryGraphRangeEnum rangeOp = QueryGraphRangeEnum.getRangeOp(includeStart, includeEnd,

isInverted);

           QueryGraphValue valueLeft = getCreateValue(streamNumStart, streamNumValue);

           valueLeft.addRange(rangeOp, propertyStartExpr, propertyEndExpr, propertyValue);

 

           QueryGraphValue valueRight = getCreateValue(streamNumValue, streamNumStart);

           valueRight.addRelOp(propertyValueExpr, QueryGraphRangeEnum.GREATER_OR_EQUAL, propertyEnd,

false);

           valueRight.addRelOp(propertyValueExpr, QueryGraphRangeEnum.LESS_OR_EQUAL, propertyStart,

false);

       }

       else {

           // endpoints from a different stream, add individually

           if (streamNumValue != streamNumStart) {

               QueryGraphValue valueStart = getCreateValue(streamNumStart, streamNumValue);

               valueStart.addRelOp(propertyStartExpr, QueryGraphRangeEnum.GREATER_OR_EQUAL,

propertyValue, true); // read propertyValue >= propertyStart

 

               QueryGraphValue valueStartReversed = getCreateValue(streamNumValue, streamNumStart);

               valueStartReversed.addRelOp(propertyValueExpr, QueryGraphRangeEnum.LESS_OR_EQUAL,

propertyStart, true);  // read propertyStart <= propertyValue

           }

 

           if (streamNumValue != streamNumEnd) {

               QueryGraphValue valueEnd = getCreateValue(streamNumEnd, streamNumValue);

               valueEnd.addRelOp(propertyEndExpr, QueryGraphRangeEnum.LESS_OR_EQUAL, propertyValue,

true);   // read propertyValue <= propertyEnd

 

               QueryGraphValue valueEndReversed = getCreateValue(streamNumValue, streamNumEnd);

               valueEndReversed.addRelOp(propertyValueExpr, QueryGraphRangeEnum.GREATER_OR_EQUAL,

propertyEnd, true); // read propertyEnd >= propertyValue

           }

       }

   }

 

   public void addRelationalOpStrict(int streamIdLeft, String propertyLeft, ExprNode propertyLeftExpr,

                                     int streamIdRight, String propertyRight, ExprNode propertyRightExpr,

                                     RelationalOpEnum relationalOpEnum) {

       check(streamIdLeft, streamIdRight);

       QueryGraphValue valueLeft = getCreateValue(streamIdLeft, streamIdRight);

       valueLeft.addRelOp(propertyLeftExpr, QueryGraphRangeEnum.mapFrom(relationalOpEnum.reversed()),

propertyRight, false);

 

       QueryGraphValue valueRight = getCreateValue(streamIdRight, streamIdLeft);

       valueRight.addRelOp(propertyRightExpr, QueryGraphRangeEnum.mapFrom(relationalOpEnum), propertyLeft,
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false);

   }

 

   public void addUnkeyedExpression(int indexedStream, String indexedProp, ExprNode exprNodeNoIdent) {

       if (indexedStream < 0 || indexedStream >= numStreams) {

           throw new IllegalArgumentException("Invalid indexed stream " + indexedStream);

       }

 

       for (int i = 0; i < numStreams; i++) {

           if (i != indexedStream) {

               QueryGraphValue value = getCreateValue(i, indexedStream);

               value.addUnkeyedExpr(indexedProp, exprNodeNoIdent);

           }

       }

   }

 

   public void addKeyedExpression(int indexedStream, String indexedProp, int keyExprStream, ExprNode

exprNodeNoIdent) {

       check(indexedStream, keyExprStream);

       QueryGraphValue value = getCreateValue(keyExprStream, indexedStream);

       value.addKeyedExpr(indexedProp, exprNodeNoIdent);

   }

 

   private void check(int indexedStream, int keyStream) {

       if (indexedStream < 0 || indexedStream >= numStreams) {

           throw new IllegalArgumentException("Invalid indexed stream " + indexedStream);

       }

       if (keyStream < 0 || keyStream >= numStreams) {

           throw new IllegalArgumentException("Invalid key stream " + keyStream);

       }

       if (keyStream == indexedStream) {

           throw new IllegalArgumentException("Invalid key stream equals indexed stream " + keyStream);

       }

   }

 

   public void addRangeExpr(int indexedStream, String indexedProp, ExprNode startNode, Integer

optionalStartStreamNum, ExprNode endNode, Integer optionalEndStreamNum) {

       if (optionalStartStreamNum == null && optionalEndStreamNum == null) {

           for (int i = 0; i < numStreams; i++) {

               if (i == indexedStream) {

                   continue;

               }

               QueryGraphValue value = getCreateValue(i, indexedStream);

               value.addRange(QueryGraphRangeEnum.RANGE_CLOSED, startNode, endNode, indexedProp);

           }

           return;

       }
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       optionalStartStreamNum = optionalStartStreamNum != null ? optionalStartStreamNum : -1;

       optionalEndStreamNum = optionalEndStreamNum != null ? optionalEndStreamNum : -1;

 

           // add for a specific stream only

       if (optionalStartStreamNum.equals(optionalEndStreamNum) || optionalEndStreamNum.equals(-1)) {

           QueryGraphValue value = getCreateValue(optionalStartStreamNum, indexedStream);

           value.addRange(QueryGraphRangeEnum.RANGE_CLOSED, startNode, endNode, indexedProp);

       }

       if (optionalStartStreamNum.equals(-1)) {

           QueryGraphValue value = getCreateValue(optionalEndStreamNum, indexedStream);

           value.addRange(QueryGraphRangeEnum.RANGE_CLOSED, startNode, endNode, indexedProp);

       }

   }

 

   public void addRelationalOp(int indexedStream, String indexedProp, Integer keyStreamNum, ExprNode

exprNodeNoIdent, RelationalOpEnum relationalOpEnum) {

       if (keyStreamNum == null) {

           for (int i = 0; i < numStreams; i++) {

               if (i == indexedStream) {

                   continue;

               }

               QueryGraphValue value = getCreateValue(i, indexedStream);

               value.addRelOp(exprNodeNoIdent, QueryGraphRangeEnum.mapFrom(relationalOpEnum), indexedProp,

false);

           }

           return;

       }

 

       // add for a specific stream only

       QueryGraphValue value = getCreateValue(keyStreamNum, indexedStream);

       value.addRelOp(exprNodeNoIdent, QueryGraphRangeEnum.mapFrom(relationalOpEnum), indexedProp,

false);

   }

}

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.datetime.eval;

 

import java.util.Date;
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public class DatetimeLongCoercerDate implements DatetimeLongCoercer {

   public long coerce(Object date) {

       return ((Date) date).getTime();

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.expression;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventPropertyGetter;

import com.espertech.esper.client.annotation.AuditEnum;

import com.espertech.esper.util.AuditPath;

 

public class ExprIdentNodeEvaluatorLogging extends ExprIdentNodeEvaluatorImpl

{

   private final String engineURI;

   private final String propertyName;

   private final String statementName;

 

   public ExprIdentNodeEvaluatorLogging(int streamNum, EventPropertyGetter propertyGetter, Class propertyType,

String propertyName, String statementName, String engineURI) {

       super(streamNum, propertyGetter, propertyType);

       this.propertyName = propertyName;

       this.statementName = statementName;

       this.engineURI = engineURI;

   }

 

   public Object evaluate(EventBean[] eventsPerStream, boolean isNewData, ExprEvaluatorContext

exprEvaluatorContext)

   {

       Object result = super.evaluate(eventsPerStream, isNewData, exprEvaluatorContext);

       if (AuditPath.isInfoEnabled()) {

           AuditPath.auditLog(engineURI, statementName, AuditEnum.PROPERTY, propertyName + " value " +

result);

       }

       return result;

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *
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* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.join.assemble;

 

import org.apache.commons.logging.Log;

import org.apache.commons.logging.LogFactory;

 

import java.util.*;

import java.io.PrintWriter;

import java.io.StringWriter;

 

import com.espertech.esper.util.IndentWriter;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.join.plan.NStreamOuterQueryPlanBuilder;

 

/**

* Builds a tree of assembly nodes given a strategy for how to join streams.

*/

public class AssemblyStrategyTreeBuilder

{

   /**

    * Builds a tree of {@link BaseAssemblyNode} from join strategy information.

    * @param rootStream - the root stream supplying the event to evaluate

    * @param streamsJoinedPerStream - a map in which the key is the stream number to supply an event,

    * and the value is an array of streams to find events in for the given event

    * @param isRequiredPerStream - indicates which streams are required join streams versus optional streams

    * @return root assembly node

    */

   public static BaseAssemblyNode build(int rootStream, Map<Integer, int[]> streamsJoinedPerStream, boolean

isRequiredPerStream[])

   {

       if (streamsJoinedPerStream.size() < 3)

       {

           throw new IllegalArgumentException("Not a 3-way join");

       }

       if ((rootStream < 0) || (rootStream >= streamsJoinedPerStream.size()))

       {

           throw new IllegalArgumentException("Invalid root stream");

       }

       if (isRequiredPerStream.length != streamsJoinedPerStream.size())

       {

           throw new IllegalArgumentException("Arrays not matching up");

       }

 

       NStreamOuterQueryPlanBuilder.verifyJoinedPerStream(rootStream, streamsJoinedPerStream);
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       if (log.isDebugEnabled())

       {

           log.debug(".build Building node for root stream " + rootStream +

                           " streamsJoinedPerStream=" + NStreamOuterQueryPlanBuilder.print(streamsJoinedPerStream) +

                           " isRequiredPerStream=" + Arrays.toString(isRequiredPerStream));

       }

 

       BaseAssemblyNode topNode = createNode(true, rootStream, streamsJoinedPerStream.size(),

streamsJoinedPerStream.get(rootStream), isRequiredPerStream);

 

       recursiveBuild(rootStream, topNode, streamsJoinedPerStream, isRequiredPerStream);

 

       if (log.isDebugEnabled())

       {

           StringWriter buf = new StringWriter();

           PrintWriter print = new PrintWriter(buf);

           IndentWriter indentWriter = new IndentWriter(print, 0, 2);

           topNode.printDescendends(indentWriter);

 

           log.debug(".build Dumping root node for stream " + rootStream + ": \n" + buf.toString());

       }

 

       return topNode;

   }

 

   private static void recursiveBuild(int parentStreamNum, BaseAssemblyNode parentNode,

                               Map<Integer, int[]> streamsJoinedPerStream, boolean isRequiredPerStream[])

   {

       int numStreams = streamsJoinedPerStream.size();

 

       for (int i = 0; i < streamsJoinedPerStream.get(parentStreamNum).length; i++)

       {

           int streamJoined = streamsJoinedPerStream.get(parentStreamNum)[i];

           BaseAssemblyNode childNode = createNode(false, streamJoined, numStreams,

streamsJoinedPerStream.get(streamJoined), isRequiredPerStream);

           parentNode.addChild(childNode);

 

           if (streamsJoinedPerStream.get(streamJoined).length > 0)

           {

               recursiveBuild(streamJoined, childNode, streamsJoinedPerStream, isRequiredPerStream);

           }

       }

   }

 

   private static BaseAssemblyNode createNode(boolean isRoot, int streamNum, int numStreams, int[]

joinedStreams, boolean isRequiredPerStream[])

   {
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       if (joinedStreams.length == 0)

       {

           return new LeafAssemblyNode(streamNum, numStreams);

       }

       if (joinedStreams.length == 1)

       {

           int joinedStream = joinedStreams[0];

           boolean isRequired = isRequiredPerStream[joinedStream];

           if (isRequired)

           {

               if (isRoot)

               {

                   return new RootRequiredAssemblyNode(streamNum, numStreams);

               }

               else

               {

                   return new BranchRequiredAssemblyNode(streamNum, numStreams);

               }

           }

           else

           {

               if (isRoot)

               {

                   return new RootOptionalAssemblyNode(streamNum, numStreams);

               }

               else

               {

                   return new BranchOptionalAssemblyNode(streamNum, numStreams);

               }

           }

       }

 

       // Determine if all substream are outer (optional) joins

       boolean allSubStreamsOptional = true;

       for (int i = 0; i < joinedStreams.length; i++)

       {

           int stream = joinedStreams[i];

           if (isRequiredPerStream[stream])

           {

               allSubStreamsOptional = false;

           }

       }

 

       // Make node for building a cartesian product

       if (isRoot)

       {

           return new RootCartProdAssemblyNode(streamNum, numStreams, allSubStreamsOptional);

       }
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       else

       {

           return new CartesianProdAssemblyNode(streamNum, numStreams, allSubStreamsOptional);

       }

   }

 

   private static final Log log = LogFactory.getLog(AssemblyStrategyTreeBuilder.class);

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.agg.aggregator;

 

import java.math.BigDecimal;

 

/**

* Sum for BigInteger values.

*/

public class AggregatorSumBigDecimal implements AggregationMethod

{

   protected BigDecimal sum;

   protected long numDataPoints;

 

   /**

    * Ctor.

    */

   public AggregatorSumBigDecimal()

   {

       sum = new BigDecimal(0.0);

   }

 

   public void clear()

   {

       sum = new BigDecimal(0.0);

       numDataPoints = 0;

   }

 

   public void enter(Object object)

   {

       if (object == null)

       {

           return;

       }
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       numDataPoints++;

       sum = sum.add((BigDecimal)object);

   }

 

   public void leave(Object object)

   {

       if (object == null)

       {

           return;

       }

       numDataPoints--;

       sum = sum.subtract((BigDecimal)object);

   }

 

   public Object getValue()

   {

       if (numDataPoints == 0)

       {

           return null;

       }

       return sum;

   }

 

   public Class getValueType()

   {

       return BigDecimal.class;

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.view;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.collection.MultiKey;

import com.espertech.esper.collection.UniformPair;

import com.espertech.esper.core.service.StatementContext;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.core.ResultSetProcessor;

import org.apache.commons.logging.Log;

import org.apache.commons.logging.LogFactory;

 

import java.util.Set;
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public abstract class OutputProcessViewBaseWAfter extends OutputProcessViewBase

{

   private static final Log log = LogFactory.getLog(OutputProcessViewBaseWAfter.class);

 

   private final Long afterConditionTime;

   private final Integer afterConditionNumberOfEvents;

   protected boolean isAfterConditionSatisfied;

 

   private int afterConditionEventsFound;

 

   protected OutputProcessViewBaseWAfter(ResultSetProcessor resultSetProcessor, Long afterConditionTime,

Integer afterConditionNumberOfEvents, boolean afterConditionSatisfied) {

       super(resultSetProcessor);

       this.afterConditionTime = afterConditionTime;

       this.afterConditionNumberOfEvents = afterConditionNumberOfEvents;

       isAfterConditionSatisfied = afterConditionSatisfied;

   }

 

   /**

    * Returns true if the after-condition is satisfied.

    * @param newEvents is the view new events

    * @return indicator for output condition

    */

   public boolean checkAfterCondition(EventBean[] newEvents, StatementContext statementContext)

   {

       return isAfterConditionSatisfied || checkAfterCondition(newEvents == null ? 0 : newEvents.length,

statementContext);

   }

 

   /**

    * Returns true if the after-condition is satisfied.

    * @param newEvents is the join new events

    * @return indicator for output condition

    */

   public boolean checkAfterCondition(Set<MultiKey<EventBean>> newEvents, StatementContext

statementContext)

   {

       return isAfterConditionSatisfied || checkAfterCondition(newEvents == null ? 0 : newEvents.size(),

statementContext);

   }

 

   /**

    * Returns true if the after-condition is satisfied.

    * @param newOldEvents is the new and old events pair

    * @return indicator for output condition

    */

   public boolean checkAfterCondition(UniformPair<EventBean[]> newOldEvents, StatementContext

statementContext)
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   {

       return isAfterConditionSatisfied || checkAfterCondition(newOldEvents == null ? 0 : (newOldEvents.getFirst()

== null ? 0 : newOldEvents.getFirst().length), statementContext);

   }

 

   private boolean checkAfterCondition(int numOutputEvents, StatementContext statementContext)

   {

       if (afterConditionTime != null)

       {

           long time = statementContext.getTimeProvider().getTime();

           if (time < afterConditionTime)

           {

               return false;

           }

 

           isAfterConditionSatisfied = true;

           return true;

       }

       else if (afterConditionNumberOfEvents != null)

       {

           afterConditionEventsFound += numOutputEvents;

           if (afterConditionEventsFound <= afterConditionNumberOfEvents)

           {

               return false;

           }

 

           isAfterConditionSatisfied = true;

           return true;

       }

       else

       {

           isAfterConditionSatisfied = true;

           return true;

       }

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.join.rep;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;
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import java.util.Set;

 

/**

* Node is the structure to hold results of event lookups in joined streams. A node holds a set of event which

* are the result of a lookup in a stream's table. A Node can be linked to its parent node and the event within the

* parent node, which was the event that was used to perform a lookup.

*/

public class Node

{

   private final int stream;

 

   private Node parent;

   private EventBean parentEvent;

   private Set<EventBean> events;

 

   /**

    * Ctor.

    * @param stream this node stores results for

    */

   public Node(int stream)

   {

       this.stream = stream;

   }

 

   /**

    * Returns the stream number of the stream that supplied the event results.

    * @return stream number for results

    */

   public int getStream()

   {

       return stream;

   }

 

   /**

    * Returns the parent node, or null if this is a root node.

    * @return parent node or null for root node

    */

   public Node getParent()

   {

       return parent;

   }

 

   /**

    * Sets the parent node.

    * @param parent to set

    */

   public void setParent(Node parent)

   {
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       this.parent = parent;

   }

 

   /**

    * Returns lookup event.

    * @return parent node's event that was used to lookup

    */

   public EventBean getParentEvent()

   {

       return parentEvent;

   }

 

   /**

    * Set the parent lookup (from stream) event whose results (to stream) are stored.

    * @param parentEvent is the lookup event

    */

   public void setParentEvent(EventBean parentEvent)

   {

       this.parentEvent = parentEvent;

   }

 

   /**

    * Returns the results of the lookup.

    * @return set of events

    */

   public Set<EventBean> getEvents()

   {

       return events;

   }

 

   /**

    * Store lookup results.

    * @param events is a set of events

    */

   public void setEvents(Set<EventBean> events)

   {

       this.events = events;

   }

}

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************
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*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.lookup;

 

import com.espertech.esper.epl.join.plan.QueryGraphValueEntryRange;

 

import java.io.Serializable;

import java.io.StringWriter;

import java.util.Collection;

 

public class SubordPropRangeKey implements Serializable {

   private static final long serialVersionUID = 8075290397924970479L;

  

   private QueryGraphValueEntryRange rangeInfo;

   private Class coercionType;

 

   public SubordPropRangeKey(QueryGraphValueEntryRange rangeInfo, Class coercionType) {

       this.rangeInfo = rangeInfo;

       this.coercionType = coercionType;

   }

 

   public Class getCoercionType() {

       return coercionType;

   }

 

   public QueryGraphValueEntryRange getRangeInfo() {

       return rangeInfo;

   }

 

   public String toQueryPlan() {

       return " info " + rangeInfo.toQueryPlan() + " coercion " + coercionType;

   }

 

   public static String toQueryPlan(Collection<SubordPropRangeKey> rangeDescs) {

       StringWriter writer = new StringWriter();

       String delimiter = "";

       for (SubordPropRangeKey key : rangeDescs) {

           writer.append(delimiter);

           writer.append(key.toQueryPlan());

           delimiter = ", ";

       }

       return writer.toString();

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *
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* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.view;

 

import com.espertech.esper.core.context.util.AgentInstanceContext;

import com.espertech.esper.core.service.EPStatementHandle;

import com.espertech.esper.core.service.InternalEventRouter;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.spec.SelectClauseStreamSelectorEnum;

 

/**

* An output strategy that handles routing (insert-into) and stream selection.

*/

public class OutputStrategyPostProcessFactory

{

   private final boolean isRoute;

   private final SelectClauseStreamSelectorEnum insertIntoStreamSelector;

   private final SelectClauseStreamSelectorEnum selectStreamDirEnum;

   private final InternalEventRouter internalEventRouter;

   private final EPStatementHandle epStatementHandle;

   private final boolean addToFront;

 

   public OutputStrategyPostProcessFactory(boolean route, SelectClauseStreamSelectorEnum

insertIntoStreamSelector, SelectClauseStreamSelectorEnum selectStreamDirEnum, InternalEventRouter

internalEventRouter, EPStatementHandle epStatementHandle, boolean addToFront) {

       isRoute = route;

       this.insertIntoStreamSelector = insertIntoStreamSelector;

       this.selectStreamDirEnum = selectStreamDirEnum;

       this.internalEventRouter = internalEventRouter;

       this.epStatementHandle = epStatementHandle;

       this.addToFront = addToFront;

   }

 

   public OutputStrategyPostProcess make(AgentInstanceContext agentInstanceContext) {

       return new OutputStrategyPostProcess(this, agentInstanceContext);

   }

 

   public boolean isRoute() {

       return isRoute;

   }

 

   public SelectClauseStreamSelectorEnum getInsertIntoStreamSelector() {

       return insertIntoStreamSelector;

   }

 

   public SelectClauseStreamSelectorEnum getSelectStreamDirEnum() {

       return selectStreamDirEnum;
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   }

 

   public InternalEventRouter getInternalEventRouter() {

       return internalEventRouter;

   }

 

   public EPStatementHandle getEpStatementHandle() {

       return epStatementHandle;

   }

 

   public boolean isAddToFront() {

       return addToFront;

   }

}

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.property;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.*;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.core.*;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.*;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.spec.*;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.variable.VariableService;

import com.espertech.esper.event.EventAdapterService;

import com.espertech.esper.event.EventAdapterServiceHelper;

import com.espertech.esper.schedule.TimeProvider;

import com.espertech.esper.util.JavaClassHelper;

import com.espertech.esper.util.UuidGenerator;

 

import java.lang.annotation.Annotation;

import java.util.*;

 

/**

* Factory for property evaluators.

*/

public class PropertyEvaluatorFactory

{

   /**

    * Makes the property evaluator.
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    * @param spec is the property specification

    * @param sourceEventType the event type

    * @param optionalSourceStreamName the source stream name

    * @param eventAdapterService for event instances

    * @param methodResolutionService for resolving UDF

    * @param timeProvider provides time

    * @param variableService for resolving variables

    * @param engineURI engine URI

    * @return propert evaluator

    * @throws ExprValidationException if any expressions could not be verified

    */

   public static PropertyEvaluator makeEvaluator(PropertyEvalSpec spec,

                                                 EventType sourceEventType,

                                                 String optionalSourceStreamName,

                                                 EventAdapterService eventAdapterService,

                                                 MethodResolutionService methodResolutionService,

                                                 final TimeProvider timeProvider,

                                                 VariableService variableService,

                                                 String engineURI,

                                                 String statementId,

                                                 String statementName,

                                                 Annotation[] annotations,

                                                 Collection<Integer> assignedTypeNumberStack,

                                                 ConfigurationInformation configuration)

           throws ExprValidationException

   {

       int length = spec.getAtoms().size();

       ContainedEventEval[] containedEventEvals = new ContainedEventEval[length];

       FragmentEventType fragmentEventTypes[] = new FragmentEventType[length];

       EventType currentEventType = sourceEventType;

       ExprEvaluator whereClauses[] = new ExprEvaluator[length];

 

       List<EventType> streamEventTypes = new ArrayList<EventType>();

       List<String> streamNames = new ArrayList<String>();

       Map<String, Integer> streamNameAndNumber = new HashMap<String,Integer>();

       List<String> expressionTexts = new ArrayList<String>();

       ExprEvaluatorContext validateContext = new ExprEvaluatorContextTimeOnly(timeProvider);

 

       streamEventTypes.add(sourceEventType);

       streamNames.add(optionalSourceStreamName);

       streamNameAndNumber.put(optionalSourceStreamName, 0);

       expressionTexts.add(sourceEventType.getName());

 

       List<SelectClauseElementCompiled> cumulativeSelectClause = new

ArrayList<SelectClauseElementCompiled>();

       for (int i = 0; i < length; i++)

       {

           PropertyEvalAtom atom = spec.getAtoms().get(i);
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           ContainedEventEval containedEventEval = null;

           String expressionText = null;

           EventType streamEventType = null;

           FragmentEventType fragmentEventType = null;

 

           // Resolve directly as fragment event type if possible

           if (atom.getSplitterExpression() instanceof ExprIdentNode) {

               String propertyName = ((ExprIdentNode) atom.getSplitterExpression()).getFullUnresolvedName();

               fragmentEventType = currentEventType.getFragmentType(propertyName);

               if (fragmentEventType != null) {

                   EventPropertyGetter getter = currentEventType.getGetter(propertyName);

                   if (getter != null) {

                       containedEventEval = new ContainedEventEvalGetter(getter);

                       expressionText = propertyName;

                       streamEventType = fragmentEventType.getFragmentType();

                   }

               }

           }

 

           // evaluate splitter expression

           if (containedEventEval == null) {

               ExprNodeUtility.validatePlainExpression("contained-event expression", atom.getSplitterExpression());

 

               EventType[] availableTypes = streamEventTypes.toArray(new EventType[streamEventTypes.size()]);

               String[] availableStreamNames = streamNames.toArray(new String[streamNames.size()]);

               boolean[] isIStreamOnly = new boolean[streamNames.size()];

               Arrays.fill(isIStreamOnly, true);

               StreamTypeService streamTypeService = new StreamTypeServiceImpl(availableTypes,

availableStreamNames, isIStreamOnly, engineURI, false);

               ExprValidationContext validationContext = new ExprValidationContext(streamTypeService,

methodResolutionService, null, timeProvider, variableService, validateContext, eventAdapterService,

statementName, statementId, annotations, null);

               ExprNode validatedExprNode = ExprNodeUtility.getValidatedSubtree(atom.getSplitterExpression(),

validationContext);

               ExprEvaluator evaluator = validatedExprNode.getExprEvaluator();

 

               // determine result type

               if (atom.getOptionalResultEventType() == null) {

                   throw new ExprValidationException("Missing @type(name) declaration providing the event type name

of the return type for expression '" + atom.getSplitterExpression().toExpressionString() + "'");

               }

               streamEventType = eventAdapterService.getExistsTypeByName(atom.getOptionalResultEventType());

               if (streamEventType == null) {

                   throw new ExprValidationException("Event type by name '" + atom.getOptionalResultEventType() + "'

could not be found");

               }

               EventBeanFactory eventBeanFactory = EventAdapterServiceHelper.getFactoryForType(streamEventType,

eventAdapterService);
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               // check expression result type against eventtype expected underlying type

               Class returnType = evaluator.getType();

               if (returnType.isArray()) {

                   if ((!JavaClassHelper.isSubclassOrImplementsInterface(returnType.getComponentType(),

streamEventType.getUnderlyingType()))) {

                       throw new ExprValidationException("Event type '" + streamEventType.getName() + "' underlying

type " + streamEventType.getUnderlyingType().getName() +

                               " cannot be assigned a value of type " +

JavaClassHelper.getClassNameFullyQualPretty(returnType));

                   }

               }

               else if (JavaClassHelper.isImplementsInterface(returnType, Iterable.class)) {

                   // fine, assumed to return the right type

               }

               else {

                   throw new ExprValidationException("Return type of expression '" +

atom.getSplitterExpression().toExpressionString() + "' is '" + returnType.getName() + "', expected an Iterable or

array result");

               }

 

               containedEventEval = new ContainedEventEvalExprNode(evaluator, eventBeanFactory);

               expressionText = validatedExprNode.toExpressionString();

               fragmentEventType = new FragmentEventType(streamEventType, true, false);

           }

 

           // validate where clause, if any

           streamEventTypes.add(streamEventType);

           streamNames.add(atom.getOptionalAsName());

           streamNameAndNumber.put(atom.getOptionalAsName(), i + 1);

           expressionTexts.add(expressionText);

 

           if (atom.getOptionalWhereClause() != null)

           {

               EventType[] whereTypes = streamEventTypes.toArray(new EventType[streamEventTypes.size()]);

               String[] whereStreamNames = streamNames.toArray(new String[streamNames.size()]);

               boolean[] isIStreamOnly = new boolean[streamNames.size()];

               Arrays.fill(isIStreamOnly, true);

               StreamTypeService streamTypeService = new StreamTypeServiceImpl(whereTypes, whereStreamNames,

isIStreamOnly, engineURI, false);

               ExprValidationContext validationContext = new ExprValidationContext(streamTypeService,

methodResolutionService, null, timeProvider, variableService, validateContext, eventAdapterService,

statementName, statementId, annotations, null);

               whereClauses[i] = ExprNodeUtility.getValidatedSubtree(atom.getOptionalWhereClause(),

validationContext).getExprEvaluator();

           }

 

           // validate select clause
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           if (atom.getOptionalSelectClause() != null)

           {

               EventType[] whereTypes = streamEventTypes.toArray(new EventType[streamEventTypes.size()]);

               String[] whereStreamNames = streamNames.toArray(new String[streamNames.size()]);

               boolean[] isIStreamOnly = new boolean[streamNames.size()];

               Arrays.fill(isIStreamOnly, true);

               StreamTypeService streamTypeService = new StreamTypeServiceImpl(whereTypes, whereStreamNames,

isIStreamOnly, engineURI, false);

               ExprValidationContext validationContext = new ExprValidationContext(streamTypeService,

methodResolutionService, null, timeProvider, variableService, validateContext, eventAdapterService,

statementName, statementId, annotations, null);

 

               for (SelectClauseElementRaw raw : atom.getOptionalSelectClause().getSelectExprList())

               {

                   if (raw instanceof SelectClauseStreamRawSpec)

                   {

                       SelectClauseStreamRawSpec rawStreamSpec = (SelectClauseStreamRawSpec) raw;

                       if (!streamNames.contains(rawStreamSpec.getStreamName()))

                       {

                           throw new ExprValidationException("Property rename '" + rawStreamSpec.getStreamName() + "'

not found in path");

                       }

                       SelectClauseStreamCompiledSpec streamSpec = new

SelectClauseStreamCompiledSpec(rawStreamSpec.getStreamName(), rawStreamSpec.getOptionalAsName());

                       int streamNumber = streamNameAndNumber.get(rawStreamSpec.getStreamName());

                       streamSpec.setStreamNumber(streamNumber);

                       cumulativeSelectClause.add(streamSpec);

                   }

                   else if (raw instanceof SelectClauseExprRawSpec)

                   {

                       SelectClauseExprRawSpec exprSpec = (SelectClauseExprRawSpec) raw;

                       ExprNode exprCompiled = ExprNodeUtility.getValidatedSubtree(exprSpec.getSelectExpression(),

validationContext);

                       String resultName = exprSpec.getOptionalAsName();

                       if (resultName == null)

                       {

                           resultName = exprCompiled.toExpressionString();

                       }

                       cumulativeSelectClause.add(new SelectClauseExprCompiledSpec(exprCompiled, resultName,

exprSpec.getOptionalAsName(), exprSpec.isEvents()));

 

                       String isMinimal = ExprNodeUtility.isMinimalExpression(exprCompiled);

                       if (isMinimal != null)

                       {

                           throw new ExprValidationException("Expression in a property-selection may not utilize " +

isMinimal);

                       }

                   }
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                   else if (raw instanceof SelectClauseElementWildcard)

                   {

                       // wildcards are stream selects: we assign a stream name (any) and add a stream wildcard select

                       String streamNameAtom = atom.getOptionalAsName();

                       if (streamNameAtom == null)

                       {

                           streamNameAtom = UuidGenerator.generate();

                       }

 

                       SelectClauseStreamCompiledSpec streamSpec = new

SelectClauseStreamCompiledSpec(streamNameAtom, atom.getOptionalAsName());

                       int streamNumber = i + 1;

                       streamSpec.setStreamNumber(streamNumber);

                       cumulativeSelectClause.add(streamSpec);

                   }

                   else

                   {

                       throw new IllegalStateException("Unknown select clause item:" + raw);

                   }

               }

           }

 

           currentEventType = fragmentEventType.getFragmentType();

           fragmentEventTypes[i] = fragmentEventType;

           containedEventEvals[i] = containedEventEval;

       }

 

       if (cumulativeSelectClause.isEmpty())

       {

           if (length == 1)

           {

               return new PropertyEvaluatorSimple(containedEventEvals[0], fragmentEventTypes[0], whereClauses[0],

expressionTexts.get(0));

           }

           else

           {

               return new PropertyEvaluatorNested(containedEventEvals, fragmentEventTypes, whereClauses,

expressionTexts);

           }

       }

       else

       {

           PropertyEvaluatorAccumulative accumulative = new PropertyEvaluatorAccumulative(containedEventEvals,

fragmentEventTypes, whereClauses, expressionTexts);

 

           EventType[] whereTypes = streamEventTypes.toArray(new EventType[streamEventTypes.size()]);

           String[] whereStreamNames = streamNames.toArray(new String[streamNames.size()]);

           boolean[] isIStreamOnly = new boolean[streamNames.size()];
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           Arrays.fill(isIStreamOnly, true);

           StreamTypeService streamTypeService = new StreamTypeServiceImpl(whereTypes, whereStreamNames,

isIStreamOnly, engineURI, false);

 

           SelectClauseElementCompiled[] cumulativeSelectArr = cumulativeSelectClause.toArray(new

SelectClauseElementCompiled[cumulativeSelectClause.size()]);

           SelectExprProcessor selectExpr = SelectExprProcessorFactory.getProcessor(assignedTypeNumberStack,

cumulativeSelectArr, false, null, null, streamTypeService, eventAdapterService, null, null, null,

methodResolutionService, validateContext, variableService, timeProvider, engineURI, statementId, statementName,

annotations, null, configuration, null);

           return new PropertyEvaluatorSelect(selectExpr, accumulative);

       }

   }

}

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.enummethod.dot;

 

import java.lang.reflect.Array;

import java.util.Iterator;

import java.util.NoSuchElementException;

 

public class ArrayWrappingIterator implements Iterator {

   private Object array;

   private int count;

 

   public ArrayWrappingIterator(Object array) {

       this.array = array;

   }

 

   public boolean hasNext() {

       if (Array.getLength(array) > count) {

           return true;

       }

       return false;

   }

 

   public Object next() {

       if (hasNext()) {
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           return Array.get(array, count++);

       }

       throw new NoSuchElementException();

   }

 

   public void remove() {

       throw new UnsupportedOperationException();

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.db;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.ConfigurationDataCache;

import com.espertech.esper.client.ConfigurationLRUCache;

import com.espertech.esper.client.ConfigurationExpiryTimeCache;

import com.espertech.esper.core.context.util.EPStatementAgentInstanceHandle;

import com.espertech.esper.schedule.ScheduleBucket;

import com.espertech.esper.schedule.SchedulingService;

 

/**

* Factory for data caches for use caching database query results and method invocation results.

*/

public class DataCacheFactory

{

   /**

    * Creates a cache implementation for the strategy as defined by the cache descriptor.

    * @param cacheDesc cache descriptor

    * @param epStatementAgentInstanceHandle statement handle for timer invocations

    * @param schedulingService scheduling service for time-based caches

    * @param scheduleBucket for ordered timer invokation

    * @return data cache implementation

    */

   public static DataCache getDataCache(ConfigurationDataCache cacheDesc,

                                        EPStatementAgentInstanceHandle epStatementAgentInstanceHandle,

                                        SchedulingService schedulingService,

                                        ScheduleBucket scheduleBucket)

   {

       if (cacheDesc == null)

       {

           return new DataCacheNullImpl();

       }
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       if (cacheDesc instanceof ConfigurationLRUCache)

       {

           ConfigurationLRUCache lruCache = (ConfigurationLRUCache) cacheDesc;

           return new DataCacheLRUImpl(lruCache.getSize());

       }

 

       if (cacheDesc instanceof ConfigurationExpiryTimeCache)

       {

           ConfigurationExpiryTimeCache expCache = (ConfigurationExpiryTimeCache) cacheDesc;

           return new DataCacheExpiringImpl(expCache.getMaxAgeSeconds(), expCache.getPurgeIntervalSeconds(),

expCache.getCacheReferenceType(),

                   schedulingService, scheduleBucket.allocateSlot(), epStatementAgentInstanceHandle);

       }

 

       throw new IllegalStateException("Cache implementation class not configured");

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.spec;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventType;

import com.espertech.esper.collection.Pair;

import com.espertech.esper.pattern.EvalFactoryNode;

import com.espertech.esper.pattern.MatchedEventMapMeta;

 

import java.util.LinkedHashMap;

import java.util.LinkedHashSet;

import java.util.List;

 

/**

* Specification for building an event stream out of a pattern statement and views staggered onto the

* pattern statement.

* <p>

* The pattern statement is represented by the top EvalNode evaluation node.

* A pattern statement contains tagged events (i.e. a=A -> b=B).

* Thus the resulting event type is has properties "a" and "b" of the type of A and B.

*/

public class PatternStreamSpecCompiled extends StreamSpecBase implements StreamSpecCompiled

{

   private final EvalFactoryNode evalFactoryNode;
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   private final LinkedHashMap<String, Pair<EventType, String>> taggedEventTypes;       // Stores types for filters

with tags, single event

   private final LinkedHashMap<String, Pair<EventType, String>> arrayEventTypes;       // Stores types for filters

with tags, array event

   private final LinkedHashSet<String> allTags;

   private static final long serialVersionUID = 1268004301792124753L;

 

   /**

    * Ctor.

    * @param evalFactoryNode - pattern evaluation node representing pattern statement

    * @param viewSpecs - specifies what view to use to derive data

    * @param taggedEventTypes - event tags and their types as specified in the pattern, copied to allow original

collection to change

    * @param arrayEventTypes - event tags and their types as specified in the pattern for any repeat-expressions that

generate an array of events

    * @param optionalStreamName - stream name, or null if none supplied

    * @param streamSpecOptions - additional stream options such as unidirectional stream in a join, applicable for

joins

    */

   public PatternStreamSpecCompiled(EvalFactoryNode evalFactoryNode, LinkedHashMap<String,

Pair<EventType, String>> taggedEventTypes, LinkedHashMap<String, Pair<EventType, String>>

arrayEventTypes, LinkedHashSet<String> allTags, ViewSpec[] viewSpecs, String optionalStreamName,

StreamSpecOptions streamSpecOptions)

   {

       super(optionalStreamName, viewSpecs, streamSpecOptions);

       this.evalFactoryNode = evalFactoryNode;

       this.allTags = allTags;

 

       LinkedHashMap<String, Pair<EventType, String>> copy = new LinkedHashMap<String, Pair<EventType,

String>>();

       copy.putAll(taggedEventTypes);

       this.taggedEventTypes = copy;

 

       copy = new LinkedHashMap<String, Pair<EventType, String>>();

       copy.putAll(arrayEventTypes);

       this.arrayEventTypes = copy;

   }

 

   /**

    * Returns the pattern expression evaluation node for the top pattern operator.

    * @return parent pattern expression node

    */

   public EvalFactoryNode getEvalFactoryNode()

   {

       return evalFactoryNode;

   }

 

   /**
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    * Returns event types tagged in the pattern expression.

    * @return map of tag and event type tagged in pattern expression

    */

   public LinkedHashMap<String, Pair<EventType, String>> getTaggedEventTypes()

   {

       return taggedEventTypes;

   }

 

   /**

    * Returns event types tagged in the pattern expression under a repeat-operator.

    * @return map of tag and event type tagged in pattern expression, repeated an thus producing array events

    */

   public LinkedHashMap<String, Pair<EventType, String>> getArrayEventTypes()

   {

       return arrayEventTypes;

   }

 

   public MatchedEventMapMeta getMatchedEventMapMeta() {

       String[] tags = allTags.toArray(new String[allTags.size()]);

       return new MatchedEventMapMeta(tags, !arrayEventTypes.isEmpty());

   }

 

   public LinkedHashSet<String> getAllTags() {

       return allTags;

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.join.table;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

 

import java.util.Iterator;

 

/**

* Table of events allowing add and remove. Lookup in table is coordinated

* through the underlying implementation.

*/

public interface EventTableFactory

{

   public Class getEventTableClass();
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   public EventTable makeEventTable();

 

   public String toQueryPlan();

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.metric;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.metric.StatementMetric;

import com.espertech.esper.client.ConfigurationMetricsReporting;

import com.espertech.esper.type.StringPatternSet;

import com.espertech.esper.type.StringPatternSetUtil;

import com.espertech.esper.collection.Pair;

 

import java.util.Map;

import java.util.List;

import java.util.HashMap;

 

/**

* A repository for all statement metrics that organizes statements into statement groups.

* <p>

* At a minimum there is one group (the default) of index zero.

*/

public class StatementMetricRepository

{

   private final ConfigurationMetricsReporting specification;

   private final StatementMetricArray[] groupMetrics;

   private final Map<String, Integer> statementGroups;

 

   /**

    * Ctor.

    * @param engineURI engine URI

    * @param specification specifies statement groups

    */

   public StatementMetricRepository(String engineURI, ConfigurationMetricsReporting specification)

   {

       this.specification = specification;

       int numGroups = specification.getStatementGroups().size() + 1;  // +1 for default group (remaining stmts)

       this.groupMetrics = new StatementMetricArray[numGroups];

 

       // default group

       groupMetrics[0] = new StatementMetricArray(engineURI, "group-default", 100, false);
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       // initialize all other groups

       int countGroups = 1;

       for (Map.Entry<String, ConfigurationMetricsReporting.StmtGroupMetrics> entry :

specification.getStatementGroups().entrySet())

       {

           ConfigurationMetricsReporting.StmtGroupMetrics config = entry.getValue();

 

           int initialNumStmts = config.getNumStatements();

           if (initialNumStmts < 10)

           {

               initialNumStmts = 10;

           }

           groupMetrics[countGroups] = new StatementMetricArray(engineURI, "group-" + countGroups,

initialNumStmts, config.isReportInactive());

           countGroups++;

       }

 

       statementGroups = new HashMap<String, Integer>();

   }

 

   /**

    * Add a statement, inspecting the statement name and adding it to a statement group or the default group, if none.

    * @param stmtName name to inspect

    * @return handle for statement

    */

   public StatementMetricHandle addStatement(String stmtName)

   {

       // determine group

       int countGroups = 1;

       int groupNumber = -1;

       for (Map.Entry<String, ConfigurationMetricsReporting.StmtGroupMetrics> entry :

specification.getStatementGroups().entrySet())

       {

           List<Pair<StringPatternSet, Boolean>> patterns = entry.getValue().getPatterns();

           boolean result = StringPatternSetUtil.evaluate(entry.getValue().isDefaultInclude(), patterns, stmtName);

 

           if (result)

           {

               groupNumber = countGroups;

               break;

           }

           countGroups++;

       }

 

       // assign to default group if none other apply

       if (groupNumber == -1)

       {
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           groupNumber = 0;

       }

 

       int index = groupMetrics[groupNumber].addStatementGetIndex(stmtName);

 

       statementGroups.put(stmtName, groupNumber);

 

       return new StatementMetricHandle(groupNumber, index);

   }

 

   /**

    * Remove statement.

    * @param stmtName to remove

    */

   public void removeStatement(String stmtName)

   {

       Integer group = statementGroups.remove(stmtName);

       if (group != null)

       {

           groupMetrics[group].removeStatement(stmtName);

       }

   }

 

   /**

    * Account statement times.

    * @param handle statement handle

    * @param cpu time

    * @param wall time

    */

   public void accountTimes(StatementMetricHandle handle, long cpu, long wall, int numInput)

   {

       StatementMetricArray array = groupMetrics[handle.getGroupNum()];

       array.getRwLock().acquireReadLock();

       try

       {

           StatementMetric metric = array.getAddMetric(handle.getIndex());

           metric.addCPUTime(cpu);

           metric.addWallTime(wall);

           metric.addNumInput(numInput);

       }

       finally

       {

           array.getRwLock().releaseReadLock();

       }

   }

 

   /**

    * Account row output.
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    * @param handle statement handle

    * @param numIStream num rows insert stream

    * @param numRStream num rows remove stream

    */

   public void accountOutput(StatementMetricHandle handle, int numIStream, int numRStream)

   {

       StatementMetricArray array = groupMetrics[handle.getGroupNum()];

       array.getRwLock().acquireReadLock();

       try

       {

           StatementMetric metric = array.getAddMetric(handle.getIndex());

           metric.addNumOutputIStream(numIStream);

           metric.addNumOutputRStream(numRStream);

       }

       finally

       {

           array.getRwLock().releaseReadLock();

       }

   }

 

   /**

    * Report for a given statement group.

    * @param group to report

    * @return metrics or null if none

    */

   public StatementMetric[] reportGroup(int group)

   {

       return groupMetrics[group].flushMetrics();

   }

}

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.spec;

 

import java.io.Serializable;

 

public class GraphOperatorInputNamesAlias implements Serializable {

   private static final long serialVersionUID = -1755557830393035854L;

   private final String[] inputStreamNames;
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   private final String optionalAsName;

 

   public GraphOperatorInputNamesAlias(String[] inputStreamNames, String optionalAsName) {

       this.inputStreamNames = inputStreamNames;

       this.optionalAsName = optionalAsName;

   }

 

   public String[] getInputStreamNames() {

       return inputStreamNames;

   }

 

   public String getOptionalAsName() {

       return optionalAsName;

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.db;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.ConfigurationInformation;

import com.espertech.esper.client.EPException;

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventType;

import com.espertech.esper.collection.IterablesArrayIterator;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.core.EngineImportService;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.core.MethodResolutionService;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.core.StreamTypeService;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.*;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.join.pollindex.PollResultIndexingStrategy;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.join.table.EventTable;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.join.table.UnindexedEventTableList;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.variable.VariableService;

import com.espertech.esper.event.EventAdapterService;

import com.espertech.esper.schedule.SchedulingService;

import com.espertech.esper.schedule.TimeProvider;

import com.espertech.esper.view.HistoricalEventViewable;

import com.espertech.esper.view.View;

import com.espertech.esper.view.ViewSupport;

 

import java.lang.annotation.Annotation;

import java.util.*;
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/**

* Implements a poller viewable that uses a polling strategy, a cache and

* some input parameters extracted from event streams to perform the polling.

*/

public class DatabasePollingViewable implements HistoricalEventViewable

{

   private final int myStreamNumber;

   private final PollExecStrategy pollExecStrategy;

   private final List<String> inputParameters;

   private final DataCache dataCache;

   private final EventType eventType;

   private final ThreadLocal<DataCache> dataCacheThreadLocal = new ThreadLocal<DataCache>();

 

   private ExprEvaluator[] evaluators;

   private SortedSet<Integer> subordinateStreams;

   private ExprEvaluatorContext exprEvaluatorContext;

 

   private static final EventBean[][] NULL_ROWS;

   static {

       NULL_ROWS = new EventBean[1][];

       NULL_ROWS[0] = new EventBean[1];

   }

   private static final PollResultIndexingStrategy iteratorIndexingStrategy = new PollResultIndexingStrategy()

   {

       public EventTable index(List<EventBean> pollResult, boolean isActiveCache)

       {

           return new UnindexedEventTableList(pollResult);

       }

 

       public String toQueryPlan() {

           return this.getClass().getSimpleName() + " unindexed";

       }

   };

 

   /**

    * Ctor.

    * @param myStreamNumber is the stream number of the view

    * @param inputParameters are the event property names providing input parameter keys

    * @param pollExecStrategy is the strategy to use for retrieving results

    * @param dataCache is looked up before using the strategy

    * @param eventType is the type of events generated by the view

    */

   public DatabasePollingViewable(int myStreamNumber,

                          List<String> inputParameters,

                          PollExecStrategy pollExecStrategy,

                          DataCache dataCache,

                          EventType eventType)

   {
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       this.myStreamNumber = myStreamNumber;

       this.inputParameters = inputParameters;

       this.pollExecStrategy = pollExecStrategy;

       this.dataCache = dataCache;

       this.eventType = eventType;

   }

 

   public void stop()

   {

       pollExecStrategy.destroy();

   }

 

   public void validate(EngineImportService engineImportService,

                        StreamTypeService streamTypeService,

                        MethodResolutionService methodResolutionService,

                        TimeProvider timeProvider,

                        VariableService variableService,

                        ExprEvaluatorContext exprEvaluatorContext,

                        ConfigurationInformation configSnapshot,

                        SchedulingService schedulingService,

                        String engineURI,

                        Map<Integer, List<ExprNode>> sqlParameters,

                        EventAdapterService eventAdapterService,

                        String statementName,

                        String statementId,

                        Annotation[] annotations) throws ExprValidationException

   {

       evaluators = new ExprEvaluator[inputParameters.size()];

       subordinateStreams = new TreeSet<Integer>();

       this.exprEvaluatorContext = exprEvaluatorContext;

 

       int count = 0;

       ExprValidationContext validationContext = new ExprValidationContext(streamTypeService,

methodResolutionService, null, timeProvider, variableService, exprEvaluatorContext, eventAdapterService,

statementName, statementId, annotations, null);

       for (String inputParam : inputParameters)

       {

           ExprNode raw = findSQLExpressionNode(myStreamNumber, count, sqlParameters);

           if (raw == null) {

               throw new ExprValidationException("Internal error find expression for historical stream parameter " +

count + " stream " + myStreamNumber);

           }

           ExprNode evaluator = ExprNodeUtility.getValidatedSubtree(raw, validationContext);

           evaluators[count++] = evaluator.getExprEvaluator();

 

           ExprNodeIdentifierCollectVisitor visitor = new ExprNodeIdentifierCollectVisitor();

           visitor.visit(evaluator);

           for (ExprIdentNode identNode : visitor.getExprProperties()) {
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               if (identNode.getStreamId() == myStreamNumber) {

                   throw new ExprValidationException("Invalid expression '" + inputParam + "' resolves to the historical

data itself");

               }

               subordinateStreams.add(identNode.getStreamId());

           }

       }

   }

 

   public EventTable[] poll(EventBean[][] lookupEventsPerStream, PollResultIndexingStrategy indexingStrategy,

ExprEvaluatorContext exprEvaluatorContext)

   {

       DataCache localDataCache = dataCacheThreadLocal.get();

       boolean strategyStarted = false;

 

       EventTable[] resultPerInputRow = new EventTable[lookupEventsPerStream.length];

 

       // Get input parameters for each row

       EventBean[] eventsPerStream;

       for (int row = 0; row < lookupEventsPerStream.length; row++)

       {

           Object[] lookupValues = new Object[inputParameters.size()];

 

           // Build lookup keys

           for (int valueNum = 0; valueNum < inputParameters.size(); valueNum++)

           {

               eventsPerStream = lookupEventsPerStream[row];

               Object lookupValue = evaluators[valueNum].evaluate(eventsPerStream, true, exprEvaluatorContext);

               lookupValues[valueNum] = lookupValue;

           }

 

           EventTable result = null;

 

           // try the threadlocal iteration cache, if set

           if (localDataCache != null)

           {

               result = localDataCache.getCached(lookupValues);

           }

 

           // try the connection cache

           if (result == null)

           {

               result = dataCache.getCached(lookupValues);

               if ((result != null) && (localDataCache != null))

               {

                   localDataCache.put(lookupValues, result);

               }

           }
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           // use the result from cache

           if (result != null)     // found in cache

           {

               resultPerInputRow[row] = result;

           }

           else        // not found in cache, get from actual polling (db query)

           {

               try

               {

                   if (!strategyStarted)

                   {

                       pollExecStrategy.start();

                       strategyStarted = true;

                   }

 

                   // Poll using the polling execution strategy and lookup values

                   List<EventBean> pollResult = pollExecStrategy.poll(lookupValues);

 

                   // index the result, if required, using an indexing strategy

                   EventTable indexTable = indexingStrategy.index(pollResult, dataCache.isActive());

 

                   // assign to row

                   resultPerInputRow[row] = indexTable;

 

                   // save in cache

                   dataCache.put(lookupValues, indexTable);

 

                   if (localDataCache != null)

                   {

                       localDataCache.put(lookupValues, indexTable);

                   }

               }

               catch (EPException ex)

               {

                   if (strategyStarted)

                   {

                       pollExecStrategy.done();

                   }

                   throw ex;

               }

           }

       }

 

       if (strategyStarted)

       {

           pollExecStrategy.done();

       }
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       return resultPerInputRow;

   }

 

   public View addView(View view)

   {

       view.setParent(this);

       return view;

   }

 

   public View[] getViews()

   {

       return ViewSupport.EMPTY_VIEW_ARRAY;

   }

 

   public boolean removeView(View view)

   {

       throw new UnsupportedOperationException("Subviews not supported");

   }

 

   public boolean hasViews()

   {

       return false;

   }

 

   public EventType getEventType()

   {

       return eventType;

   }

 

   public Iterator<EventBean> iterator()

   {

       return new IterablesArrayIterator(poll(NULL_ROWS, iteratorIndexingStrategy, exprEvaluatorContext));

   }

 

   public SortedSet<Integer> getRequiredStreams()

   {

       return subordinateStreams;

   }

 

   public boolean hasRequiredStreams()

   {

       return !subordinateStreams.isEmpty();

   }

 

   public ThreadLocal<DataCache> getDataCacheThreadLocal()

   {

       return dataCacheThreadLocal;
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   }

 

   public void removeAllViews()

   {

       throw new UnsupportedOperationException("Subviews not supported");

   }

 

   private static ExprNode findSQLExpressionNode(int myStreamNumber, int count, Map<Integer,

List<ExprNode>> sqlParameters)

   {

       if ((sqlParameters == null) || (sqlParameters.isEmpty())) {

           return null;

       }

       List<ExprNode> parameters = sqlParameters.get(myStreamNumber);

       if ((parameters == null) || (parameters.isEmpty()) || (parameters.size() < (count + 1))) {

           return null;

       }

       return parameters.get(count);

   }

}

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.datetime.eval;

 

public interface OpFactory {

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.named;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EPException;

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventType;
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import com.espertech.esper.core.context.util.EPStatementAgentInstanceHandle;

import com.espertech.esper.core.service.ExceptionHandlingService;

import com.espertech.esper.core.service.StatementAgentInstanceLock;

import com.espertech.esper.core.service.StatementLockFactory;

import com.espertech.esper.core.service.StatementResultService;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluatorContext;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.metric.MetricReportingPath;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.metric.MetricReportingService;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.metric.StatementMetricHandle;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.variable.VariableService;

import com.espertech.esper.event.vaevent.ValueAddEventProcessor;

import com.espertech.esper.util.ManagedReadWriteLock;

import com.espertech.esper.util.MetricUtil;

import com.espertech.esper.view.ViewProcessingException;

 

import java.util.*;

 

/**

* This service hold for each named window a dedicated processor and a lock to the named window.

* This lock is shrared between the named window and on-delete statements.

*/

public class NamedWindowServiceImpl implements NamedWindowService

{

   private final Map<String, NamedWindowProcessor> processors;

   private final Map<String, NamedWindowLockPair> windowStatementLocks;

   private final StatementLockFactory statementLockFactory;

   private final VariableService variableService;

   private final Set<NamedWindowLifecycleObserver> observers;

   private final ExceptionHandlingService exceptionHandlingService;

   private final boolean isPrioritized;

   private final ManagedReadWriteLock eventProcessingRWLock;

   private final boolean enableQueryPlanLog;

   private final MetricReportingService metricReportingService;

 

   private ThreadLocal<List<NamedWindowConsumerDispatchUnit>> threadLocal = new

ThreadLocal<List<NamedWindowConsumerDispatchUnit>>()

   {

       protected synchronized List<NamedWindowConsumerDispatchUnit> initialValue()

       {

           return new ArrayList<NamedWindowConsumerDispatchUnit>();

       }

   };

 

   private ThreadLocal<Map<EPStatementAgentInstanceHandle, Object>> dispatchesPerStmtTL = new

ThreadLocal<Map<EPStatementAgentInstanceHandle, Object>>()

   {

       protected synchronized Map<EPStatementAgentInstanceHandle, Object> initialValue()

       {
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           return new HashMap<EPStatementAgentInstanceHandle, Object>();

       }

   };

 

   /**

    * Ctor.

    * @param statementLockFactory statement lock factory

    * @param variableService is for variable access

    * @param isPrioritized if the engine is running with prioritized execution

    */

   public NamedWindowServiceImpl(StatementLockFactory statementLockFactory, VariableService

variableService, boolean isPrioritized,

                                 ManagedReadWriteLock eventProcessingRWLock, ExceptionHandlingService

exceptionHandlingService, boolean enableQueryPlanLog,

                                 MetricReportingService metricReportingService)

   {

       this.processors = new HashMap<String, NamedWindowProcessor>();

       this.windowStatementLocks = new HashMap<String, NamedWindowLockPair>();

       this.statementLockFactory = statementLockFactory;

       this.variableService = variableService;

       this.observers = new HashSet<NamedWindowLifecycleObserver>();

       this.isPrioritized = isPrioritized;

       this.eventProcessingRWLock = eventProcessingRWLock;

       this.exceptionHandlingService = exceptionHandlingService;

       this.enableQueryPlanLog = enableQueryPlanLog;

       this.metricReportingService = metricReportingService;

   }

 

   public void destroy()

   {

       processors.clear();

       threadLocal.remove();

       dispatchesPerStmtTL.remove();

   }

 

   public String[] getNamedWindows()

   {

       Set<String> names = processors.keySet();

       return names.toArray(new String[names.size()]);

   }

 

   public StatementAgentInstanceLock getNamedWindowLock(String windowName)

   {

       NamedWindowLockPair pair = windowStatementLocks.get(windowName);

       if (pair == null) {

           return null;

       }

       return pair.getLock();
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   }

 

   public void addNamedWindowLock(String windowName, StatementAgentInstanceLock statementResourceLock,

String statementName)

   {

       windowStatementLocks.put(windowName, new NamedWindowLockPair(statementName,

statementResourceLock));

   }

 

   public void removeNamedWindowLock(String statementName) {

       for (Map.Entry<String, NamedWindowLockPair> entry : windowStatementLocks.entrySet()) {

           if (entry.getValue().getStatementName().equals(statementName)) {

               windowStatementLocks.remove(entry.getKey());

               return;

           }

       }

   }

 

   public boolean isNamedWindow(String name)

   {

       return processors.containsKey(name);

   }

 

   public NamedWindowProcessor getProcessor(String name)

   {

       return processors.get(name);

   }

 

   public IndexMultiKey[] getNamedWindowIndexes(String windowName) {

       NamedWindowProcessor processor = processors.get(windowName);

       if (processor == null)

       {

           return null;

       }

       return processor.getProcessorInstance(null).getIndexDescriptors();

   }

 

   public NamedWindowProcessor addProcessor(String name, String contextName, boolean singleInstanceContext,

EventType eventType, StatementResultService statementResultService,

                                            ValueAddEventProcessor revisionProcessor, String eplExpression, String

statementName, boolean isPrioritized,

                                            boolean isEnableSubqueryIndexShare, boolean isBatchingDataWindow,

                                            boolean isVirtualDataWindow, StatementMetricHandle statementMetricHandle,

                                            Set<String> optionalUniqueKeyProps) throws ViewProcessingException

   {

       if (processors.containsKey(name))

       {

           throw new ViewProcessingException("A named window by name '" + name + "' has already been created");
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       }

 

       NamedWindowProcessor processor = new NamedWindowProcessor(name, this, contextName,

singleInstanceContext, eventType, statementResultService, revisionProcessor, eplExpression, statementName,

isPrioritized, isEnableSubqueryIndexShare, enableQueryPlanLog, metricReportingService, isBatchingDataWindow,

isVirtualDataWindow, statementMetricHandle, optionalUniqueKeyProps);

       processors.put(name, processor);

 

       if (!observers.isEmpty())

       {

           NamedWindowLifecycleEvent theEvent = new NamedWindowLifecycleEvent(name, processor,

NamedWindowLifecycleEvent.LifecycleEventType.CREATE);

           for (NamedWindowLifecycleObserver observer : observers)

           {

               observer.observe(theEvent);

           }

       }

 

       return processor;

   }

 

   public void removeProcessor(String name)

   {

       NamedWindowProcessor processor = processors.get(name);

       if (processor != null)

       {

           processor.destroy();

           processors.remove(name);

 

           if (!observers.isEmpty())

           {

               NamedWindowLifecycleEvent theEvent = new NamedWindowLifecycleEvent(name, processor,

NamedWindowLifecycleEvent.LifecycleEventType.DESTROY);

               for (NamedWindowLifecycleObserver observer : observers)

               {

                   observer.observe(theEvent);

               }

           }

       }

   }

 

   public void addDispatch(NamedWindowDeltaData delta, Map<EPStatementAgentInstanceHandle,

List<NamedWindowConsumerView>> consumers)

   {

       if (!consumers.isEmpty()) {

           NamedWindowConsumerDispatchUnit unit = new NamedWindowConsumerDispatchUnit(delta, consumers);

           threadLocal.get().add(unit);

       }
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   }

 

   public boolean dispatch(ExprEvaluatorContext exprEvaluatorContext)

   {

       List<NamedWindowConsumerDispatchUnit> dispatches = threadLocal.get();

       if (dispatches.isEmpty())

       {

           return false;

       }

 

       while (!dispatches.isEmpty()) {

 

           // Acquire main processing lock which locks out statement management

           eventProcessingRWLock.acquireReadLock();

           try

           {

               NamedWindowConsumerDispatchUnit[] units = dispatches.toArray(new

NamedWindowConsumerDispatchUnit[dispatches.size()]);

               dispatches.clear();

               processDispatches(exprEvaluatorContext, units);

           }

           catch (RuntimeException ex)

           {

               throw new EPException(ex);

           }

           finally

           {

               eventProcessingRWLock.releaseReadLock();

           }

       }

 

       return true;

   }

 

   private void processDispatches(ExprEvaluatorContext exprEvaluatorContext,

NamedWindowConsumerDispatchUnit[] dispatches) {

 

       if (dispatches.length == 1)

       {

           NamedWindowConsumerDispatchUnit unit = dispatches[0];

           EventBean[] newData = unit.getDeltaData().getNewData();

           EventBean[] oldData = unit.getDeltaData().getOldData();

 

           if (MetricReportingPath.isMetricsEnabled)

           {

               for (Map.Entry<EPStatementAgentInstanceHandle, List<NamedWindowConsumerView>> entry :

unit.getDispatchTo().entrySet())

               {
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                   EPStatementAgentInstanceHandle handle = entry.getKey();

                   if (handle.getStatementHandle().getMetricsHandle().isEnabled()) {

                       long cpuTimeBefore = MetricUtil.getCPUCurrentThread();

                       long wallTimeBefore = MetricUtil.getWall();

 

                       processHandle(handle, entry.getValue(), newData, oldData, exprEvaluatorContext);

 

                       long wallTimeAfter = MetricUtil.getWall();

                       long cpuTimeAfter = MetricUtil.getCPUCurrentThread();

                       long deltaCPU = cpuTimeAfter - cpuTimeBefore;

                       long deltaWall = wallTimeAfter - wallTimeBefore;

                       metricReportingService.accountTime(handle.getStatementHandle().getMetricsHandle(), deltaCPU,

deltaWall, 1);

                   }

                   else {

                       processHandle(handle, entry.getValue(), newData, oldData, exprEvaluatorContext);

                   }

 

                   if ((isPrioritized) && (handle.isPreemptive()))

                   {

                       break;

                   }

               }

           }

           else {

               for (Map.Entry<EPStatementAgentInstanceHandle, List<NamedWindowConsumerView>> entry :

unit.getDispatchTo().entrySet())

               {

                   EPStatementAgentInstanceHandle handle = entry.getKey();

                   processHandle(handle, entry.getValue(), newData, oldData, exprEvaluatorContext);

 

                   if ((isPrioritized) && (handle.isPreemptive()))

                   {

                       break;

                   }

               }

           }

 

           return;

       }

 

       // Multiple different-result dispatches to same or different statements are needed in two situations:

       // a) an event comes in, triggers two insert-into statements inserting into the same named window and the

window produces 2 results

       // b) a time batch is grouped in the named window, and a timer fires for both groups at the same time producing

more then one result

       // c) two on-merge/update/delete statements fire for the same arriving event each updating the named window
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       // Most likely all dispatches go to different statements since most statements are not joins of

       // named windows that produce results at the same time. Therefore sort by statement handle.

       Map<EPStatementAgentInstanceHandle, Object> dispatchesPerStmt = dispatchesPerStmtTL.get();

       for (NamedWindowConsumerDispatchUnit unit : dispatches)

       {

           for (Map.Entry<EPStatementAgentInstanceHandle, List<NamedWindowConsumerView>> entry :

unit.getDispatchTo().entrySet())

           {

               EPStatementAgentInstanceHandle handle = entry.getKey();

               Object perStmtObj = dispatchesPerStmt.get(handle);

               if (perStmtObj == null)

               {

                   dispatchesPerStmt.put(handle, unit);

               }

               else if (perStmtObj instanceof List)

               {

                   List<NamedWindowConsumerDispatchUnit> list = (List<NamedWindowConsumerDispatchUnit>)

perStmtObj;

                   list.add(unit);

               }

               else    // convert from object to list

               {

                   NamedWindowConsumerDispatchUnit unitObj = (NamedWindowConsumerDispatchUnit) perStmtObj;

                   List<NamedWindowConsumerDispatchUnit> list = new

ArrayList<NamedWindowConsumerDispatchUnit>();

                   list.add(unitObj);

                   list.add(unit);

                   dispatchesPerStmt.put(handle, list);

               }

           }

       }

 

       // Dispatch - with or without metrics reporting

       if (MetricReportingPath.isMetricsEnabled)

       {

           for (Map.Entry<EPStatementAgentInstanceHandle, Object> entry : dispatchesPerStmt.entrySet())

           {

               EPStatementAgentInstanceHandle handle = entry.getKey();

               Object perStmtObj = entry.getValue();

 

               // dispatch of a single result to the statement

               if (perStmtObj instanceof NamedWindowConsumerDispatchUnit)

               {

                   NamedWindowConsumerDispatchUnit unit = (NamedWindowConsumerDispatchUnit) perStmtObj;

                   EventBean[] newData = unit.getDeltaData().getNewData();

                   EventBean[] oldData = unit.getDeltaData().getOldData();

 

                   if (handle.getStatementHandle().getMetricsHandle().isEnabled()) {
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                       long cpuTimeBefore = MetricUtil.getCPUCurrentThread();

                       long wallTimeBefore = MetricUtil.getWall();

 

                       processHandle(handle, unit.getDispatchTo().get(handle), newData, oldData, exprEvaluatorContext);

 

                       long wallTimeAfter = MetricUtil.getWall();

                       long cpuTimeAfter = MetricUtil.getCPUCurrentThread();

                       long deltaCPU = cpuTimeAfter - cpuTimeBefore;

                       long deltaWall = wallTimeAfter - wallTimeBefore;

                       metricReportingService.accountTime(handle.getStatementHandle().getMetricsHandle(), deltaCPU,

deltaWall, 1);

                   }

                   else {

                       Map<EPStatementAgentInstanceHandle, List<NamedWindowConsumerView>> entries =

unit.getDispatchTo();

                   	List<NamedWindowConsumerView> items = entries.get(handle);

                   	if (items != null) {

							processHandle(handle, items, newData, oldData, exprEvaluatorContext);

						}

                   }

 

                   if ((isPrioritized) && (handle.isPreemptive()))

                   {

                       break;

                   }

 

                   continue;

               }

 

               // dispatch of multiple results to a the same statement, need to aggregate per consumer view

               LinkedHashMap<NamedWindowConsumerView, NamedWindowDeltaData> deltaPerConsumer =

getDeltaPerConsumer(perStmtObj, handle);

               if (handle.getStatementHandle().getMetricsHandle().isEnabled()) {

                   long cpuTimeBefore = MetricUtil.getCPUCurrentThread();

                   long wallTimeBefore = MetricUtil.getWall();

 

                   processHandleMultiple(handle, deltaPerConsumer, exprEvaluatorContext);

 

                   long wallTimeAfter = MetricUtil.getWall();

                   long cpuTimeAfter = MetricUtil.getCPUCurrentThread();

                   long deltaCPU = cpuTimeAfter - cpuTimeBefore;

                   long deltaWall = wallTimeAfter - wallTimeBefore;

                   metricReportingService.accountTime(handle.getStatementHandle().getMetricsHandle(), deltaCPU,

deltaWall, 1);

               }

               else {

                   processHandleMultiple(handle, deltaPerConsumer, exprEvaluatorContext);

               }
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               if ((isPrioritized) && (handle.isPreemptive()))

               {

                   break;

               }

           }

       }

       else {

 

           for (Map.Entry<EPStatementAgentInstanceHandle, Object> entry : dispatchesPerStmt.entrySet())

           {

               EPStatementAgentInstanceHandle handle = entry.getKey();

               Object perStmtObj = entry.getValue();

 

               // dispatch of a single result to the statement

               if (perStmtObj instanceof NamedWindowConsumerDispatchUnit)

               {

                   NamedWindowConsumerDispatchUnit unit = (NamedWindowConsumerDispatchUnit) perStmtObj;

                   EventBean[] newData = unit.getDeltaData().getNewData();

                   EventBean[] oldData = unit.getDeltaData().getOldData();

 

                   processHandle(handle, unit.getDispatchTo().get(handle), newData, oldData, exprEvaluatorContext);

 

                   if ((isPrioritized) && (handle.isPreemptive()))

                   {

                       break;

                   }

 

                   continue;

               }

 

               // dispatch of multiple results to a the same statement, need to aggregate per consumer view

               LinkedHashMap<NamedWindowConsumerView, NamedWindowDeltaData> deltaPerConsumer =

getDeltaPerConsumer(perStmtObj, handle);

               processHandleMultiple(handle, deltaPerConsumer, exprEvaluatorContext);

 

               if ((isPrioritized) && (handle.isPreemptive()))

               {

                   break;

               }

           }

       }

 

       dispatchesPerStmt.clear();

       return;

   }

 

   private void processHandleMultiple(EPStatementAgentInstanceHandle handle,
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Map<NamedWindowConsumerView, NamedWindowDeltaData> deltaPerConsumer, ExprEvaluatorContext

exprEvaluatorContext) {

       handle.getStatementAgentInstanceLock().acquireWriteLock(statementLockFactory);

       try

       {

           if (handle.isHasVariables())

           {

               variableService.setLocalVersion();

           }

           for (Map.Entry<NamedWindowConsumerView, NamedWindowDeltaData> entryDelta :

deltaPerConsumer.entrySet())

           {

               EventBean[] newData = entryDelta.getValue().getNewData();

               EventBean[] oldData = entryDelta.getValue().getOldData();

               entryDelta.getKey().update(newData, oldData);

           }

 

           // internal join processing, if applicable

           handle.internalDispatch(exprEvaluatorContext);

       }

       catch (RuntimeException ex) {

           exceptionHandlingService.handleException(ex, handle);

       }

       finally

       {

           handle.getStatementAgentInstanceLock().releaseWriteLock(null);

       }

   }

 

   private void processHandle(EPStatementAgentInstanceHandle handle, List<NamedWindowConsumerView>

value, EventBean[] newData, EventBean[] oldData, ExprEvaluatorContext exprEvaluatorContext) {

       handle.getStatementAgentInstanceLock().acquireWriteLock(statementLockFactory);

       try

       {

           if (handle.isHasVariables())

           {

               variableService.setLocalVersion();

           }

 

           for (NamedWindowConsumerView consumerView : value)

           {

               consumerView.update(newData, oldData);

           }

 

           // internal join processing, if applicable

           handle.internalDispatch(exprEvaluatorContext);

       }

       catch (RuntimeException ex) {
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           exceptionHandlingService.handleException(ex, handle);

       }

       finally

       {

           handle.getStatementAgentInstanceLock().releaseWriteLock(null);

       }

   }

 

   public void addObserver(NamedWindowLifecycleObserver observer)

   {

       observers.add(observer);

   }

 

   public void removeObserver(NamedWindowLifecycleObserver observer)

   {

       observers.remove(observer);

   }

 

   public LinkedHashMap<NamedWindowConsumerView, NamedWindowDeltaData>

getDeltaPerConsumer(Object perStmtObj, EPStatementAgentInstanceHandle handle) {

       List<NamedWindowConsumerDispatchUnit> list = (List<NamedWindowConsumerDispatchUnit>)

perStmtObj;

       LinkedHashMap<NamedWindowConsumerView, NamedWindowDeltaData> deltaPerConsumer = new

LinkedHashMap<NamedWindowConsumerView, NamedWindowDeltaData>();

       for (NamedWindowConsumerDispatchUnit unit : list)   // for each unit

       {

           for (NamedWindowConsumerView consumerView : unit.getDispatchTo().get(handle))   // each consumer

           {

               NamedWindowDeltaData deltaForConsumer = deltaPerConsumer.get(consumerView);

               if (deltaForConsumer == null)

               {

                   deltaPerConsumer.put(consumerView, unit.getDeltaData());

               }

               else

               {

                   NamedWindowDeltaData aggregated = new NamedWindowDeltaData(deltaForConsumer,

unit.getDeltaData());

                   deltaPerConsumer.put(consumerView, aggregated);

               }

           }

       }

       return deltaPerConsumer;

   }

 

   private static class NamedWindowLockPair {

       private final String statementName;

       private final StatementAgentInstanceLock lock;
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       private NamedWindowLockPair(String statementName, StatementAgentInstanceLock lock) {

           this.statementName = statementName;

           this.lock = lock;

       }

 

       public String getStatementName() {

           return statementName;

       }

 

       public StatementAgentInstanceLock getLock() {

           return lock;

       }

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.join.exec.base;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.join.rep.Cursor;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluatorContext;

 

import java.util.Set;

 

/**

* Strategy for looking up, in some sort of table or index, an event, potentially based on the

* events properties, and returning a set of matched events.

*/

public interface JoinExecTableLookupStrategy

{

   /**

    * Returns matched events for a event to look up for. Never returns an empty result set,

    * always returns null to indicate no results.

    * @param theEvent to look up

    * @param cursor the path in the query that the lookup took

    * @param exprEvaluatorContext expression evaluation context

    * @return set of matching events, or null if none matching

    */

   public Set<EventBean> lookup(EventBean theEvent, Cursor cursor, ExprEvaluatorContext

exprEvaluatorContext);

}
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/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.expression;

 

import com.espertech.esper.epl.agg.service.AggregationMethodFactory;

import com.espertech.esper.util.JavaClassHelper;

 

/**

* Represents the rate(...) and aggregate function is an expression tree.

*/

public class ExprRateAggNode extends ExprAggregateNodeBase

{

   private static final long serialVersionUID = -1616393720555472129L;

 

   /**

    * Ctor.

    * @param distinct - flag indicating unique or non-unique value aggregation

    */

   public ExprRateAggNode(boolean distinct)

   {

       super(distinct);

   }

 

   public AggregationMethodFactory validateAggregationChild(ExprValidationContext validationContext) throws

ExprValidationException

   {

       if (this.getChildNodes().length == 0) {

           throw new ExprValidationException("The rate aggregation function minimally requires a numeric constant or

expression as a parameter.");

       }

 

       ExprNode first = this.getChildNodes()[0];

       if (first.isConstantResult()) {

           String message = "The rate aggregation function requires a numeric constant or time period as the first

parameter in the constant-value notation";

           long intervalMSec;

           if (first instanceof ExprTimePeriod) {

               double secInterval = (Double) ((ExprTimePeriod) first).evaluate(null, true,

validationContext.getExprEvaluatorContext());

               intervalMSec = Math.round(secInterval * 1000d);

           }

           else if (ExprNodeUtility.isConstantValueExpr(first)) {
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               if (!JavaClassHelper.isNumeric(first.getExprEvaluator().getType())) {

                   throw new ExprValidationException(message);

               }

               Number num = (Number) first.getExprEvaluator().evaluate(null, true,

validationContext.getExprEvaluatorContext());

               intervalMSec = Math.round(num.doubleValue() * 1000d);

           }

           else {

               throw new ExprValidationException(message);

           }

 

           return new ExprRateAggNodeFactory(true, intervalMSec);

       }

       else {

           String message = "The rate aggregation function requires a property or expression returning a non-constant

long-type value as the first parameter in the timestamp-property notation";

           Class boxedParamOne = JavaClassHelper.getBoxedType(first.getExprEvaluator().getType());

           if (boxedParamOne != Long.class) {

               throw new ExprValidationException(message);

           }

           if (first.isConstantResult()) {

               throw new ExprValidationException(message);

           }

           if (first instanceof ExprTimestampNode) {

               throw new ExprValidationException("The rate aggregation function does not allow the current engine

timestamp as a parameter");

           }

           if (this.getChildNodes().length > 1) {

               if (!JavaClassHelper.isNumeric(this.getChildNodes()[1].getExprEvaluator().getType())) {

                   throw new ExprValidationException("The rate aggregation function accepts an expression returning a

numeric value to accumulate as an optional second parameter");

               }

           }

           boolean hasDataWindows = ExprNodeUtility.hasRemoveStream(first,

validationContext.getStreamTypeService());

           if (!hasDataWindows) {

               throw new ExprValidationException("The rate aggregation function in the timestamp-property notation

requires data windows");

           }

           return new ExprRateAggNodeFactory(false, -1);

       }

   }

 

   protected String getAggregationFunctionName()

   {

       return "rate";

   }
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   public final boolean equalsNodeAggregate(ExprAggregateNode node)

   {

       return node instanceof ExprRateAggNode;

   }

}

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.datetime.reformatop;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventType;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.datetime.calop.CalendarFieldEnum;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.datetime.eval.DatetimeMethodEnum;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.datetime.eval.ExprDotNodeFilterAnalyzerDesc;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprDotNodeFilterAnalyzerInput;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluatorContext;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprNode;

 

import java.util.Calendar;

import java.util.Date;

import java.util.List;

 

public class ReformatOpGetField implements ReformatOp {

 

   private final CalendarFieldEnum fieldNum;

 

   public ReformatOpGetField(CalendarFieldEnum fieldNum) {

       this.fieldNum = fieldNum;

   }

 

   public Object evaluate(Long ts, EventBean[] eventsPerStream, boolean newData, ExprEvaluatorContext

exprEvaluatorContext) {

       Calendar cal = Calendar.getInstance();

       cal.setTimeInMillis(ts);

       return action(cal);

   }

 

   public Object evaluate(Date d, EventBean[] eventsPerStream, boolean newData, ExprEvaluatorContext

exprEvaluatorContext) {
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       Calendar cal = Calendar.getInstance();

       cal.setTimeInMillis(d.getTime());

       return action(cal);

   }

 

   public Object evaluate(Calendar cal, EventBean[] eventsPerStream, boolean newData, ExprEvaluatorContext

exprEvaluatorContext) {

       return action(cal);

   }

 

   private int action(Calendar cal) {

       return cal.get(fieldNum.getCalendarField());

   }

 

   public Class getReturnType() {

       return Integer.class;

   }

 

   public ExprDotNodeFilterAnalyzerDesc getFilterDesc(EventType[] typesPerStream, DatetimeMethodEnum

currentMethod, List<ExprNode> currentParameters, ExprDotNodeFilterAnalyzerInput inputDesc) {

       return null;

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.lookup;

 

import com.espertech.esper.epl.join.plan.QueryGraphValueEntryHashKeyed;

 

import java.io.Serializable;

 

/**

* Holds property information for joined properties in a lookup.

*/

public class SubordPropHashKey implements Serializable

{

   private static final long serialVersionUID = -8830134829029646585L;

 

   private final QueryGraphValueEntryHashKeyed hashKey;

   private final Integer optionalKeyStreamNum;

   private final Class coercionType;
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   public SubordPropHashKey(QueryGraphValueEntryHashKeyed hashKey, Integer optionalKeyStreamNum, Class

coercionType) {

       this.hashKey = hashKey;

       this.optionalKeyStreamNum = optionalKeyStreamNum;

       this.coercionType = coercionType;

   }

 

   public Integer getOptionalKeyStreamNum() {

       return optionalKeyStreamNum;

   }

 

   public QueryGraphValueEntryHashKeyed getHashKey() {

       return hashKey;

   }

 

   public Class getCoercionType() {

       return coercionType;

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.core;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.ConfigurationInformation;

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventType;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprValidationException;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.spec.CreateSchemaDesc;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.spec.InsertIntoDesc;

import com.espertech.esper.event.EventAdapterException;

import com.espertech.esper.event.EventAdapterService;

import com.espertech.esper.event.arr.ObjectArrayEventType;

import com.espertech.esper.util.CollectionUtil;

import com.espertech.esper.util.EventRepresentationUtil;

 

import java.lang.annotation.Annotation;

import java.util.Collection;

import java.util.LinkedHashMap;

import java.util.Map;

 

public class SelectExprJoinWildcardProcessorFactory

{

   /**
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    * Ctor.

    * @param streamNames - name of each stream

    * @param streamTypes - type of each stream

    * @param eventAdapterService - service for generating events and handling event types

    * @param insertIntoDesc - describes the insert-into clause

    * @param selectExprEventTypeRegistry - registry for event type to statements

    * @param methodResolutionService - for resolving writable properties

    * @throws com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprValidationException if the expression validation failed

    */

   public static SelectExprProcessor create(Collection<Integer> assignedTypeNumberStack,

                                                 String statementId,

                                                 String[] streamNames,

                                                 EventType[] streamTypes,

                                                 EventAdapterService eventAdapterService,

                                                 InsertIntoDesc insertIntoDesc,

                                                 SelectExprEventTypeRegistry selectExprEventTypeRegistry,

                                                 MethodResolutionService methodResolutionService,

                                                 Annotation[] annotations,

                                                 ConfigurationInformation configuration) throws ExprValidationException

   {

       if ((streamNames.length < 2) || (streamTypes.length < 2) || (streamNames.length != streamTypes.length))

       {

           throw new IllegalArgumentException("Stream names and types parameter length is invalid, expected use of

this class is for join statements");

       }

 

       // Create EventType of result join events

       Map<String, Object> eventTypeMap = new LinkedHashMap<String, Object>();

       for (int i = 0; i < streamTypes.length; i++)

       {

           eventTypeMap.put(streamNames[i], streamTypes[i]);

       }

 

       // If we have an name for this type, add it

       boolean useMap = EventRepresentationUtil.isMap(annotations, configuration,

CreateSchemaDesc.AssignedType.NONE);

       EventType resultEventType;

 

       if (insertIntoDesc != null)

       {

           EventType existingType =

eventAdapterService.getExistsTypeByName(insertIntoDesc.getEventTypeName());

 

           SelectExprProcessor processor = null;

           if (existingType != null) {

               processor = SelectExprInsertEventBeanFactory.getInsertUnderlyingJoinWildcard(eventAdapterService,

existingType, streamNames, streamTypes, methodResolutionService.getEngineImportService());

           }
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           if (processor != null) {

               return processor;

           }

           else

           {

               try

               {

                   if (useMap) {

                       resultEventType = eventAdapterService.addNestableMapType(insertIntoDesc.getEventTypeName(),

eventTypeMap, null, false, false, false, false, true);

                   }

                   else {

                       resultEventType =

eventAdapterService.addNestableObjectArrayType(insertIntoDesc.getEventTypeName(), eventTypeMap, null,

false, false, false, false, true);

                   }

                   selectExprEventTypeRegistry.add(resultEventType);

               }

               catch (EventAdapterException ex)

               {

                   throw new ExprValidationException(ex.getMessage());

               }

           }

       }

       else

       {

           if (useMap) {

               resultEventType = eventAdapterService.createAnonymousMapType(statementId + "_join_" +

CollectionUtil.toString(assignedTypeNumberStack, "_"), eventTypeMap);

           }

           else {

               resultEventType = eventAdapterService.createAnonymousObjectArrayType(statementId + "_join_" +

CollectionUtil.toString(assignedTypeNumberStack, "_"), eventTypeMap);

           }

       }

 

       if (resultEventType instanceof ObjectArrayEventType) {

           return new SelectExprJoinWildcardProcessorObjectArray(streamNames, resultEventType,

eventAdapterService);

       }

       return new SelectExprJoinWildcardProcessorMap(streamNames, resultEventType, eventAdapterService);

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *
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* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.agg.aggregator;

 

import com.espertech.esper.collection.RefCountedSet;

 

/**

* AggregationMethod for use on top of another aggregator that handles unique value aggregation (versus all-value

aggregation)

* for the underlying aggregator.

*/

public class AggregatorDistinctValueFilter implements AggregationMethod

{

   protected final AggregationMethod inner;

   protected final RefCountedSet<Object> valueSet;

 

   /**

    * Ctor.

    * @param inner is the aggregator function computing aggregation values

    */

   public AggregatorDistinctValueFilter(AggregationMethod inner)

   {

       this.inner = inner;

       this.valueSet = new RefCountedSet<Object>();

   }

 

   public void clear()

   {

       valueSet.clear();

       inner.clear();

   }

 

   public void enter(Object value)

   {

       Object[] values = (Object[]) value;

       if (!checkPass(values)) {

           return;

       }

 

       // if value not already encountered, enter into aggregate

       if (valueSet.add(values[0]))

       {

           inner.enter(value);

       }

   }
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   public void leave(Object value)

   {

       Object[] values = (Object[]) value;

       if (!checkPass(values)) {

           return;

       }

 

       // if last reference to the value is removed, remove from aggregate

       if (valueSet.remove(values[0]))

       {

           inner.leave(value);

       }

   }

 

   public Object getValue()

   {

       return inner.getValue();

   }

 

   public Class getValueType()

   {

       return inner.getValueType();

   }

 

   private boolean checkPass(Object[] object) {

       Boolean first = (Boolean) object[1];

       if (first != null) {

           return first;

       }

       return false;

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.subquery;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventType;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.agg.service.AggregationService;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluator;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluatorContext;

import com.espertech.esper.view.ViewSupport;
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import java.util.Iterator;

 

/**

* View handling the insert and remove stream generated by a subselect

* for application to aggregation state.

*/

public class SubselectAggregatorView extends ViewSupport

{

   private final AggregationService aggregationService;

   private final ExprEvaluator optionalFilterExpr;

   private final ExprEvaluatorContext exprEvaluatorContext;

 

   /**

    * Ctor.

    * @param aggregationService for aggregating

    * @param optionalFilterExpr for filtering the view-posted events before aggregation

    * @param exprEvaluatorContext expression evaluation context

    */

   public SubselectAggregatorView(AggregationService aggregationService, ExprEvaluator optionalFilterExpr,

ExprEvaluatorContext exprEvaluatorContext) {

       this.aggregationService = aggregationService;

       this.optionalFilterExpr = optionalFilterExpr;

       this.exprEvaluatorContext = exprEvaluatorContext;

   }

 

   public void update(EventBean[] newData, EventBean[] oldData) {

       EventBean[] eventsPerStream = new EventBean[1];

 

       if (newData != null)

       {

           for (EventBean theEvent : newData)

           {

               eventsPerStream[0] = theEvent;

 

               boolean isPass = filter(eventsPerStream, true, exprEvaluatorContext);

               if (isPass)

               {

                   aggregationService.applyEnter(eventsPerStream, null, exprEvaluatorContext);

               }

           }

       }

 

       if (oldData != null)

       {

           for (EventBean theEvent : oldData)

           {

               eventsPerStream[0] = theEvent;
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               boolean isPass = filter(eventsPerStream, false, exprEvaluatorContext);

               if (isPass)

               {

                   aggregationService.applyLeave(eventsPerStream, null, exprEvaluatorContext);

               }

           }

       }

   }

 

   public EventType getEventType() {

       return this.getParent().getEventType();

   }

 

   public Iterator<EventBean> iterator() {

       return this.getParent().iterator();

   }

 

   private boolean filter(EventBean[] eventsPerStream, boolean isNewData, ExprEvaluatorContext

exprEvaluatorContext)

   {

       if (optionalFilterExpr == null)

       {

           return true;

       }

 

       Boolean result = (Boolean) optionalFilterExpr.evaluate(eventsPerStream, isNewData, exprEvaluatorContext);

       if (result == null)

       {

           return false;

       }

       return result;

   }

}

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.enummethod.eval;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventType;

import com.espertech.esper.client.util.ExpressionReturnType;
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import com.espertech.esper.epl.core.MethodResolutionService;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.core.StreamTypeService;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.enummethod.dot.*;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprDotNodeUtility;

import com.espertech.esper.event.EventAdapterService;

import com.espertech.esper.event.arr.ObjectArrayEventType;

import com.espertech.esper.util.JavaClassHelper;

 

import java.util.List;

 

public class ExprDotEvalMinMax extends ExprDotEvalEnumMethodBase {

 

   public EventType[] getAddStreamTypes(String enumMethodUsedName, List<String> goesToNames, EventType

inputEventType, Class collectionComponentType, List<ExprDotEvalParam> bodiesAndParameters) {

       return ExprDotNodeUtility.getSingleLambdaParamEventType(enumMethodUsedName, goesToNames,

inputEventType, collectionComponentType);

   }

 

   public EnumEval getEnumEval(MethodResolutionService methodResolutionService, EventAdapterService

eventAdapterService, StreamTypeService streamTypeService, String statementId, String enumMethodUsedName,

List<ExprDotEvalParam> bodiesAndParameters, EventType inputEventType, Class collectionComponentType, int

numStreamsIncoming) {

       boolean max = this.getEnumMethodEnum() == EnumMethodEnum.MAX;

 

       if (bodiesAndParameters.isEmpty()) {

           Class returnType = JavaClassHelper.getBoxedType(collectionComponentType);

           super.setTypeInfo(ExpressionReturnType.singleValue(returnType));

           return new EnumEvalMinMaxScalar(numStreamsIncoming, max);

       }

 

       ExprDotEvalParamLambda first = (ExprDotEvalParamLambda) bodiesAndParameters.get(0);

       Class returnType = JavaClassHelper.getBoxedType(first.getBodyEvaluator().getType());

       super.setTypeInfo(ExpressionReturnType.singleValue(returnType));

 

       if (inputEventType == null) {

           return new EnumEvalMinMaxScalarLambda(first.getBodyEvaluator(), first.getStreamCountIncoming(), max,

                   (ObjectArrayEventType) first.getGoesToTypes()[0]);

       }

       return new EnumEvalMinMaxEvents(first.getBodyEvaluator(), first.getStreamCountIncoming(), max);

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *
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**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.view;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.collection.UniformPair;

import com.espertech.esper.core.context.util.AgentInstanceContext;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.core.ResultSetProcessor;

 

/**

* A view that handles the "output snapshot" keyword in output rate stabilizing.

*/

public class OutputProcessViewConditionSnapshotPostProcess extends OutputProcessViewConditionSnapshot

{

   private final OutputStrategyPostProcess postProcessor;

 

   public OutputProcessViewConditionSnapshotPostProcess(ResultSetProcessor resultSetProcessor, Long

afterConditionTime, Integer afterConditionNumberOfEvents, boolean afterConditionSatisfied,

OutputProcessViewConditionFactory parent, AgentInstanceContext agentInstanceContext,

OutputStrategyPostProcess postProcessor) {

       super(resultSetProcessor, afterConditionTime, afterConditionNumberOfEvents, afterConditionSatisfied, parent,

agentInstanceContext);

       this.postProcessor = postProcessor;

   }

 

   public void output(boolean forceUpdate, UniformPair<EventBean[]> results)

   {

       // Child view can be null in replay from named window

       if (childView != null)

       {

           postProcessor.output(forceUpdate, results, childView);

       }

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.join.assemble;

 

import com.espertech.esper.epl.join.rep.Node;

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.util.IndentWriter;

 

import java.util.Collection;
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import java.util.List;

import java.util.Set;

 

/**

* Assembly node for an event stream that is a leaf with a no child nodes below it.

*/

public class LeafAssemblyNode extends BaseAssemblyNode

{

   /**

    * Ctor.

    * @param streamNum - is the stream number

    * @param numStreams - is the number of streams

    */

   public LeafAssemblyNode(int streamNum, int numStreams)

   {

       super(streamNum, numStreams);

   }

 

   public void init(List<Node>[] result)

   {

   }

 

   public void process(List<Node>[] result, Collection<EventBean[]> resultFinalRows, EventBean resultRootEvent)

   {

       List<Node> nodes = result[streamNum];

       if (nodes == null)

       {

           return;

       }

 

       for (Node node : nodes)

       {

           Set<EventBean> events = node.getEvents();

           for (EventBean theEvent : events)

           {

               processEvent(theEvent, node, resultFinalRows, resultRootEvent);

           }

       }

   }

 

   private void processEvent(EventBean theEvent, Node currentNode, Collection<EventBean[]> resultFinalRows,

EventBean resultRootEvent)

   {

       EventBean[] row = new EventBean[numStreams];

       row[streamNum] = theEvent;

       parentNode.result(row, streamNum, currentNode.getParentEvent(), currentNode.getParent(), resultFinalRows,

resultRootEvent);

   }
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   public void result(EventBean[] row, int streamNum, EventBean myEvent, Node myNode,

Collection<EventBean[]> resultFinalRows, EventBean resultRootEvent)

   {

       throw new UnsupportedOperationException("Leaf node cannot process child results");

   }

 

   public void print(IndentWriter indentWriter)

   {

       indentWriter.println("LeafAssemblyNode streamNum=" + streamNum);

   }

}

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.datetime.reformatop;

 

import com.espertech.esper.epl.datetime.eval.DatetimeMethodEnum;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.datetime.eval.OpFactory;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.datetime.calop.CalendarFieldEnum;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.datetime.calop.CalendarOpUtil;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprNode;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprNodeUtility;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprValidationException;

 

import java.util.List;

 

public class ReformatOpFactory implements OpFactory {

 

   private static ReformatOp FormatString = new ReformatOpStringFormat();

   private static ReformatOp ToCal = new ReformatOpToCalendar();

   private static ReformatOp ToMsec = new ReformatOpToMillisec();

   private static ReformatOp ToDate = new ReformatOpToDate();

 

   public ReformatOp getOp(DatetimeMethodEnum method, String methodNameUsed, List<ExprNode>

parameters) throws ExprValidationException {

       if (method == DatetimeMethodEnum.GET) {

           CalendarFieldEnum fieldNum = CalendarOpUtil.getEnum(methodNameUsed, parameters.get(0));

           return new ReformatOpGetField(fieldNum);

       }
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       if (method == DatetimeMethodEnum.FORMAT) {

           return FormatString;

       }

       if (method == DatetimeMethodEnum.TOCALENDAR) {

           return ToCal;

       }

       if (method == DatetimeMethodEnum.TOMILLISEC) {

           return ToMsec;

       }

       if (method == DatetimeMethodEnum.TODATE) {

           return ToDate;

       }

       if (method == DatetimeMethodEnum.GETDAYOFMONTH) {

           return new ReformatOpCalendarEval(CalendarEvalStatics.DayOfMonth);

       }

       if (method == DatetimeMethodEnum.GETMINUTEOFHOUR) {

           return new ReformatOpCalendarEval(CalendarEvalStatics.MinuteOfHour);

       }

       if (method == DatetimeMethodEnum.GETMONTHOFYEAR) {

           return new ReformatOpCalendarEval(CalendarEvalStatics.MonthOfYear);

       }

       if (method == DatetimeMethodEnum.GETDAYOFWEEK) {

           return new ReformatOpCalendarEval(CalendarEvalStatics.DayOfWeek);

       }

       if (method == DatetimeMethodEnum.GETDAYOFYEAR) {

           return new ReformatOpCalendarEval(CalendarEvalStatics.DayOfYear);

       }

       if (method == DatetimeMethodEnum.GETERA) {

           return new ReformatOpCalendarEval(CalendarEvalStatics.Era);

       }

       if (method == DatetimeMethodEnum.GETHOUROFDAY) {

           return new ReformatOpCalendarEval(CalendarEvalStatics.HourOfDay);

       }

       if (method == DatetimeMethodEnum.GETMILLISOFSECOND) {

           return new ReformatOpCalendarEval(CalendarEvalStatics.MillisOfSecond);

       }

       if (method == DatetimeMethodEnum.GETSECONDOFMINUTE) {

           return new ReformatOpCalendarEval(CalendarEvalStatics.SecondOfMinute);

       }

       if (method == DatetimeMethodEnum.GETWEEKYEAR) {

           return new ReformatOpCalendarEval(CalendarEvalStatics.Weekyear);

       }

       if (method == DatetimeMethodEnum.GETYEAR) {

           return new ReformatOpCalendarEval(CalendarEvalStatics.Year);

       }

       if (method == DatetimeMethodEnum.BETWEEN) {

           if (ExprNodeUtility.isAllConstants(parameters)) {

               return new ReformatOpBetweenConstantParams(parameters);
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           }

           return new ReformatOpBetweenNonConstantParams(parameters);

       }

       throw new IllegalStateException("Unrecognized date-time method code '" + method + "'");

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.named;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventType;

import com.espertech.esper.collection.ArrayEventIterator;

import com.espertech.esper.collection.OneEventCollection;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluatorContext;

import org.apache.commons.logging.Log;

import org.apache.commons.logging.LogFactory;

 

import java.util.Iterator;

 

/**

* View for the on-delete statement that handles removing events from a named window.

*/

public class NamedWindowOnUpdateView extends NamedWindowOnExprBaseView

{

   private static final Log log = LogFactory.getLog(NamedWindowOnUpdateView.class);

 

   private NamedWindowOnUpdateViewFactory parent;

   private EventBean[] lastResult;

 

   public NamedWindowOnUpdateView(NamedWindowLookupStrategy lookupStrategy,

NamedWindowRootViewInstance rootView, ExprEvaluatorContext exprEvaluatorContext,

NamedWindowOnUpdateViewFactory parent) {

       super(lookupStrategy, rootView, exprEvaluatorContext);

       this.parent = parent;

   }

 

   public void handleMatching(EventBean[] triggerEvents, EventBean[] matchingEvents)

   {

       if ((matchingEvents == null) || (matchingEvents.length == 0)){

           return;

       }
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       EventBean[] eventsPerStream = new EventBean[3];

 

       OneEventCollection newData = new OneEventCollection();

       OneEventCollection oldData = new OneEventCollection();

 

       for (EventBean triggerEvent : triggerEvents) {

           eventsPerStream[1] = triggerEvent;

           for (EventBean matchingEvent : matchingEvents) {

               EventBean copy = parent.getUpdateHelper().update(matchingEvent, eventsPerStream,

super.getExprEvaluatorContext());

               newData.add(copy);

               oldData.add(matchingEvent);

           }

       }

 

       if (!newData.isEmpty())

       {

           // Events to delete are indicated via old data

           this.rootView.update(newData.toArray(), oldData.toArray());

 

           // The on-delete listeners receive the events deleted, but only if there is interest

           if (parent.getStatementResultService().isMakeNatural() ||

parent.getStatementResultService().isMakeSynthetic()) {

               updateChildren(newData.toArray(), oldData.toArray());

           }

       }

 

       // Keep the last delete records

       lastResult = matchingEvents;

   }

 

   public EventType getEventType() {

       return rootView.getEventType();

   }

 

   public Iterator<EventBean> iterator() {

       return new ArrayEventIterator(lastResult);

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.db;
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import com.espertech.esper.epl.join.table.EventTable;

 

import java.util.HashMap;

import java.util.Map;

 

/**

* For use in iteration over historical joins, a {@link DataCache} implementation

* that serves to hold EventBean rows generated during a join evaluation

* involving historical streams stable for the same cache lookup keys.

*/

public class DataCacheClearableMap implements DataCache

{

   private Map<Object, EventTable> cache;

 

   /**

    * Ctor.

    */

   public DataCacheClearableMap()

   {

       this.cache = new HashMap<Object, EventTable>();

   }

 

   public EventTable getCached(Object[] lookupKeys)

   {

       Object key = DataCacheUtil.getLookupKey(lookupKeys);

       return cache.get(key);

   }

 

   public void put(Object[] lookupKeys, EventTable rows)

   {

       Object key = DataCacheUtil.getLookupKey(lookupKeys);

       cache.put(key, rows);

   }

 

   public boolean isActive()

   {

       return false;

   }

 

   /**

    * Clears the cache.

    */

   public void clear()

   {

       cache.clear();

   }

}
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/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.methodbase;

 

import java.io.StringWriter;

 

public class DotMethodFP {

 

   private final DotMethodFPInputEnum input;

   private final DotMethodFPParam[] parameters;

 

   public DotMethodFP(DotMethodFPInputEnum input, DotMethodFPParam... parameters) {

       this.input = input;

       this.parameters = parameters;

   }

 

   public DotMethodFPInputEnum getInput() {

       return input;

   }

 

   public DotMethodFPParam[] getParameters() {

       return parameters;

   }

 

   public String toStringFootprint(boolean isLambdaApplies) {

       if (parameters.length == 0) {

           return "no parameters";

       }

       StringWriter buf = new StringWriter();

       String delimiter = "";

       for (DotMethodFPParam param : parameters) {

           buf.append(delimiter);

 

           if (isLambdaApplies) {

               if (param.getLambdaParamNum() == 0) {

                   buf.append("an (non-lambda)");

               }

               else if (param.getLambdaParamNum() == 1) {

                   buf.append("a lambda");
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               }

               else {

                   buf.append("a " + param.getLambdaParamNum() + "-parameter lambda");

               }

           }

           else {

               buf.append("an");

           }

           buf.append(" expression");

           buf.append(" providing ");

           buf.append(param.getDescription());

           delimiter = " and ";

       }

       return buf.toString();

   }

 

   public static String toStringProvided(DotMethodFPProvided provided, boolean isLambdaApplies) {

       if (provided.getParameters().length == 0) {

           return "no parameters";

       }

       StringWriter buf = new StringWriter();

       String delimiter = "";

 

       if (!isLambdaApplies) {

           buf.append(Integer.toString(provided.getParameters().length));

           buf.append(" expressions");

       }

       else {

 

           for (DotMethodFPProvidedParam param : provided.getParameters()) {

               buf.append(delimiter);

 

               if (param.getLambdaParamNum() == 0) {

                   buf.append("an (non-lambda)");

               }

               else if (param.getLambdaParamNum() == 1) {

                   buf.append("a lambda");

               }

               else {

                   buf.append("a " + param.getLambdaParamNum() + "-parameter lambda");

               }

               buf.append(" expression");

               delimiter = " and ";

           }

       }

 

       return buf.toString();

   }
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}

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.datetime.calop;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluatorContext;

 

import java.util.Calendar;

 

public interface CalendarOp {

   public void evaluate(Calendar cal, EventBean[] eventsPerStream, boolean isNewData, ExprEvaluatorContext

context);

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.core;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.ConfigurationMethodRef;

import com.espertech.esper.client.ConfigurationPlugInAggregationFunction;

import com.espertech.esper.client.ConfigurationPlugInAggregationMultiFunction;

import com.espertech.esper.client.ConfigurationPlugInSingleRowFunction;

import com.espertech.esper.client.hook.AggregationFunctionFactory;

import com.espertech.esper.collection.Pair;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.agg.service.AggregationSupport;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprNode;

 

import java.lang.reflect.Constructor;

import java.lang.reflect.Method;

import java.math.MathContext;

 

/**
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* Service for engine-level resolution of static methods and aggregation methods.

*/

public interface EngineImportService

{

   public final static String EXT_SINGLEROW_FUNCTION_TRANSPOSE = "transpose";

 

   /**

    * Returns the method invocation caches for the from-clause for a class.

    * @param className the class name providing the method

    * @return cache configs

    */

   public ConfigurationMethodRef getConfigurationMethodRef(String className);

 

   /**

    * Add an import, such as "com.mypackage.*" or "com.mypackage.MyClass".

    * @param importName is the import to add

    * @throws EngineImportException if the information or format is invalid

    */

   public void addImport(String importName) throws EngineImportException;

 

   /**

    * Add an aggregation function.

    * @param functionName is the name of the function to make known.

    * @param aggregationDesc is the descriptor for the aggregation function

    * @throws EngineImportException throw if format or information is invalid

    */

   public void addAggregation(String functionName, ConfigurationPlugInAggregationFunction aggregationDesc)

throws EngineImportException;

 

   /**

    * Add an single-row function.

    * @param functionName is the name of the function to make known.

    * @param singleRowFuncClass is the class that provides the single row function

    * @param methodName is the name of the public static method provided by the class that provides the single row

function

    * @param valueCache setting to control value cache behavior which may cache a result value when constant

parameters are passed

    * @throws EngineImportException throw if format or information is invalid

    */

   public void addSingleRow(String functionName, String singleRowFuncClass, String methodName,

ConfigurationPlugInSingleRowFunction.ValueCache valueCache,

ConfigurationPlugInSingleRowFunction.FilterOptimizable filterOptimizable, boolean rethrowExceptions) throws

EngineImportException;

 

   /**

    * Used at statement compile-time to try and resolve a given function name into an

    * aggregation method. Matches function name case-neutral.

    * @param functionName is the function name
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    * @return aggregation provider

    * @throws EngineImportUndefinedException if the function is not a configured aggregation function

    * @throws EngineImportException if the aggregation providing class could not be loaded or doesn't match

    */

   public AggregationSupport resolveAggregation(String functionName) throws EngineImportUndefinedException,

EngineImportException;

 

   /**

    * Used at statement compile-time to try and resolve a given function name into an

    * aggregation method. Matches function name case-neutral.

    * @param functionName is the function name

    * @return aggregation provider

    * @throws EngineImportUndefinedException if the function is not a configured aggregation function

    * @throws EngineImportException if the aggregation providing class could not be loaded or doesn't match

    */

   public AggregationFunctionFactory resolveAggregationFactory(String functionName) throws

EngineImportUndefinedException, EngineImportException;

 

   public ConfigurationPlugInAggregationMultiFunction resolveAggregationMultiFunction(String name);

 

       /**

       * Used at statement compile-time to try and resolve a given function name into an

       * single-row function. Matches function name case-neutral.

       * @param functionName is the function name

       * @return class name and method name pair

       * @throws EngineImportUndefinedException if the function is not a configured single-row function

       * @throws EngineImportException if the function providing class could not be loaded or doesn't match

       */

   public Pair<Class, EngineImportSingleRowDesc> resolveSingleRow(String functionName) throws

EngineImportUndefinedException, EngineImportException;

 

   /**

    * Resolves a given class, method and list of parameter types to a static method.

    * @param className is the class name to use

    * @param methodName is the method name

    * @param paramTypes is parameter types match expression sub-nodes

    * @return method this resolves to

    * @throws EngineImportException if the method cannot be resolved to a visible static method

    */

   public Method resolveMethod(String className, String methodName, Class[] paramTypes, boolean[]

allowEventBeanType, boolean[] allowEventBeanCollType) throws EngineImportException;

 

   /**

    * Resolves a constructor matching list of parameter types.

    * @param clazz is the class to use

    * @param paramTypes is parameter types match expression sub-nodes

    * @return method this resolves to

    * @throws EngineImportException if the ctor cannot be resolved
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    */

   public Constructor resolveCtor(Class clazz, Class[] paramTypes) throws EngineImportException;

 

   /**

    * Resolves a given class name, either fully qualified and simple and imported to a class.

    * @param className is the class name to use

    * @return class this resolves to

    * @throws EngineImportException if there was an error resolving the class

    */

   public Class resolveClass(String className) throws EngineImportException;

 

   /**

    * Resolves a given class name, either fully qualified and simple and imported to a annotation.

    * @param className is the class name to use

    * @return annotation class this resolves to

    * @throws EngineImportException if there was an error resolving the class

    */

   public Class resolveAnnotation(String className) throws EngineImportException;

 

   /**

    * Resolves a given class and method name to a static method, expecting the method to exist

    * exactly once and not be overloaded, with any parameters.

    * @param className is the class name to use

    * @param methodName is the method name

    * @return method this resolves to

    * @throws EngineImportException if the method cannot be resolved to a visible static method, or

    * if the method is overloaded

    */

   public Method resolveMethod(String className, String methodName) throws EngineImportException;

 

   /**

    * Resolves a given method name and list of parameter types to an instance or static method exposed by the given

class.

    * @param clazz is the class to look for a fitting method

    * @param methodName is the method name

    * @param paramTypes is parameter types match expression sub-nodes

    * @param allowEventBeanType whether EventBean footprint is allowed

    * @return method this resolves to

    * @throws EngineImportException if the method cannot be resolved to a visible static or instance method

    */

   public Method resolveMethod(Class clazz, String methodName, Class[] paramTypes, boolean[]

allowEventBeanType, boolean[] allowEventBeanCollType) throws EngineImportException;

 

   /**

    * Resolve an extended (non-SQL std) builtin aggregation.

    * @param name of func

    * @param isDistinct indicator

    * @return aggregation func node
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    */

   public ExprNode resolveAggExtendedBuiltin(String name, boolean isDistinct);

 

   public boolean isDuckType();

 

   public boolean isUdfCache();

 

   public boolean isSortUsingCollator();

 

   void addAggregationMultiFunction(ConfigurationPlugInAggregationMultiFunction desc) throws

EngineImportException;

 

   public MathContext getDefaultMathContext();

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.agg.aggregator;

 

import com.espertech.esper.epl.agg.service.AggregatorUtil;

import com.espertech.esper.type.MinMaxTypeEnum;

 

/**

* Min/max aggregator for all values.

*/

public class AggregatorMinMaxFilter extends AggregatorMinMax

{

   public AggregatorMinMaxFilter(MinMaxTypeEnum minMaxTypeEnum, Class returnType) {

       super(minMaxTypeEnum, returnType);

   }

 

   @Override

   public void enter(Object parameters) {

       Object[] paramArray = (Object[]) parameters;

       if (!AggregatorUtil.checkFilter(paramArray)) {

           return;

       }

       super.enter(paramArray[0]);

   }

 

   @Override

   public void leave(Object parameters) {

       Object[] paramArray = (Object[]) parameters;
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       if (!AggregatorUtil.checkFilter(paramArray)) {

           return;

       }

       super.leave(paramArray[0]);

   }

}

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.parse;

 

import com.espertech.esper.collection.Pair;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.core.EngineImportService;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprValidationException;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.generated.EsperEPL2Ast;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.spec.AnnotationDesc;

import com.espertech.esper.util.JavaClassHelper;

import org.antlr.runtime.tree.Tree;

 

import java.util.ArrayList;

import java.util.List;

 

/**

* Walker to annotation stuctures.

*/

public class ASTAnnotationHelper

{

   /**

    * Walk an annotation root name or child node (nested annotations).

    * @param node annotation walk node

    * @param engineImportService for engine imports

    * @return annotation descriptor

    * @throws ASTWalkException if the walk failed

    */

   public static AnnotationDesc walk(Tree node, EngineImportService engineImportService) throws

ASTWalkException

   {

       String name = node.getChild(0).getText();

       List<Pair<String, Object>> values = new ArrayList<Pair<String, Object>>();

       Object value;
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       for (int i = 1; i < node.getChildCount(); i++)

       {

           if (node.getChild(i).getType() == EsperEPL2Ast.ANNOTATION_VALUE)

           {

               Pair<String, Object> entry = walkValuePair(node.getChild(i), engineImportService);

               values.add(new Pair<String, Object>(entry.getFirst(), entry.getSecond()));

           }

           else if (node.getChild(i).getType() == EsperEPL2Ast.CLASS_IDENT)

           {

               Object enumValue = walkClassIdent(node.getChild(i), engineImportService);

               values.add(new Pair<String, Object>("value", enumValue));

           }

           else if (node.getChild(i).getType() == EsperEPL2Ast.ANNOTATION_ARRAY)

           {

               Object[] arrayValues = walkArray(node.getChild(1), engineImportService);

               values.add(new Pair<String, Object>("value", arrayValues));

           }

           else

           {

               value = walkValue(node.getChild(i), engineImportService);

               values.add(new Pair<String, Object>("value", value));

           }

       }

 

       return new AnnotationDesc(name, values);

   }

 

   private static Object walkValue(Tree child, EngineImportService engineImportService)

   {

       if (child.getType() == EsperEPL2Ast.ANNOTATION_ARRAY)

       {

           return walkArray(child, engineImportService);

       }

       if (child.getType() == EsperEPL2Ast.ANNOTATION)

       {

           return walk(child, engineImportService);

       }

       else if (child.getType() == EsperEPL2Ast.CLASS_IDENT)

       {

           return walkClassIdent(child, engineImportService);

       }

       else

       {

           return ASTConstantHelper.parse(child);

       }

   }
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   private static Pair<String, Object> walkValuePair(Tree node, EngineImportService engineImportService)

   {

       String name = node.getChild(0).getText();

       if (node.getChild(1).getType() == EsperEPL2Ast.ANNOTATION_ARRAY)

       {

           Object[] values = walkArray(node.getChild(1), engineImportService);

           return new Pair<String, Object>(name, values);

       }

       if (node.getChild(1).getType() == EsperEPL2Ast.ANNOTATION)

       {

           AnnotationDesc anno = walk(node.getChild(1), engineImportService);

           return new Pair<String, Object>(name, anno);

       }

       else if (node.getChild(1).getType() == EsperEPL2Ast.CLASS_IDENT)

       {

           Object enumValue = walkClassIdent(node.getChild(1), engineImportService);

           return new Pair<String, Object>(name, enumValue);

       }

       else

       {

           Object constant = ASTConstantHelper.parse(node.getChild(1));

           return new Pair<String, Object>(name, constant);

       }

   }

 

   private static Object walkClassIdent(Tree child, EngineImportService engineImportService)

   {

       String enumValueText = child.getText();

       Object enumValue;

       try

       {

           enumValue = JavaClassHelper.resolveIdentAsEnumConst(enumValueText, null, engineImportService);

       }

       catch (ExprValidationException e)

       {

           throw new ASTWalkException("Annotation value '" + enumValueText + "' is not recognized as an

enumeration value, please check imports or use a primitive or string type");

       }

       if (enumValue != null)

       {

           return enumValue;

       }

       throw new ASTWalkException("Annotation enumeration value '" + enumValueText + "' not recognized as an

enumeration class, please check imports or type used");

   }

 

   private static Object[] walkArray(Tree node, EngineImportService engineImportService)

   {
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       Object[] values = new Object[node.getChildCount()];

       for (int i = 0; i < node.getChildCount(); i++)

       {

           values[i] = walkValue(node.getChild(i), engineImportService);

       }

       return values;

   }

}

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.parse;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EPStatementSyntaxException;

import com.espertech.esper.client.PropertyAccessException;

import com.espertech.esper.collection.UniformPair;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.generated.EsperEPL2Ast;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.generated.EsperEPL2GrammarParser;

import org.antlr.runtime.*;

 

import java.util.Set;

import java.util.Stack;

 

/**

* Converts recognition exceptions.

*/

public class ExceptionConvertor

{

   /**

    * Converts from a syntax error to a nice statement exception.

    * @param e is the syntax error

    * @param expression is the expression text

    * @param parser the parser that parsed the expression

    * @param addPleaseCheck indicates to add "please check" paraphrases

    * @return syntax exception

    */

   public static EPStatementSyntaxException convertStatement(RecognitionException e, String expression, boolean

addPleaseCheck, EsperEPL2GrammarParser parser)

   {

       UniformPair<String> pair = convert(e, expression, addPleaseCheck, parser);
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       return new EPStatementSyntaxException(pair.getFirst(), pair.getSecond());

   }

 

   /**

    * Converts from a syntax error to a nice property exception.

    * @param e is the syntax error

    * @param expression is the expression text

    * @param parser the parser that parsed the expression

    * @param addPleaseCheck indicates to add "please check" paraphrases

    * @return syntax exception

    */

   public static PropertyAccessException convertProperty(RecognitionException e, String expression, boolean

addPleaseCheck, EsperEPL2GrammarParser parser)

   {

       UniformPair<String> pair = convert(e, expression, addPleaseCheck, parser);

       return new PropertyAccessException(pair.getFirst(), pair.getSecond());

   }

 

   /**

    * Converts from a syntax error to a nice exception.

    * @param e is the syntax error

    * @param expression is the expression text

    * @param parser the parser that parsed the expression

    * @param addPleaseCheck indicates to add "please check" paraphrases

    * @return syntax exception

    */

   public static UniformPair<String> convert(RecognitionException e, String expression, boolean addPleaseCheck,

EsperEPL2GrammarParser parser)

   {

       if (expression.trim().length() == 0)

       {

           String message = "Unexpected end of input";

           return new UniformPair<String>(message, expression);

       }

 

       Token t;

       Token tBefore = null;

       Token tAfter = null;

       if (e.index < parser.getTokenStream().size())

       {

           t = parser.getTokenStream().get(e.index);

           if ((e.index + 1) < parser.getTokenStream().size())

           {

               tAfter = parser.getTokenStream().get(e.index + 1);

           }

           if (e.index - 1 >= 0)

           {

               tBefore = parser.getTokenStream().get(e.index - 1);
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           }

       }

       else

       {

           if (parser.getTokenStream().size() >= 2) {

               tBefore = parser.getTokenStream().get(parser.getTokenStream().size() - 2);

           }

           t = parser.getTokenStream().get(parser.getTokenStream().size() - 1);

       }

 

       Token tEnd = null;

       if (parser.getTokenStream().size() > 0) {

           tEnd = parser.getTokenStream().get(parser.getTokenStream().size() - 1);

       }

 

       String positionInfo = getPositionInfo(t);

       String token = "'" + t.getText() + "'";

 

       Stack stack = parser.getParaphrases();

       String check = "";

       if ((stack.size() > 0) && addPleaseCheck)

       {

           String delimiter = "";

           StringBuilder checkList = new StringBuilder();

           checkList.append(", please check the ");

           while(stack.size() != 0)

           {

               checkList.append(delimiter);

               checkList.append(stack.pop());

               delimiter = " within the ";

           }

           check = checkList.toString();

       }

 

       // check if token is a reserved keyword

       Set<String> keywords = parser.getKeywords();

       if (keywords.contains(token.toLowerCase()))

       {

           token += " (a reserved keyword)";

       }

       else

       {

           if ((tBefore != null) &&

               (tAfter != null) &&

               (keywords.contains("'" + tBefore.getText().toLowerCase() + "'")) &&

               (keywords.contains("'" + tAfter.getText().toLowerCase() + "'")))

           {

               token += " ('" + tBefore.getText() + "' and '" + tAfter.getText() + "' are a reserved keyword)";
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           }

           else if ((tBefore != null) &&

                    (keywords.contains("'" + tBefore.getText().toLowerCase() + "'")))

           {

               token += " ('" + tBefore.getText() + "' is a reserved keyword)";

           }

           else if (tEnd != null && keywords.contains("'" + tEnd.getText().toLowerCase() + "'")) {

               token += " ('" + tEnd.getText() + "' is a reserved keyword)";

           }

       }

 

       String message = "Incorrect syntax near " + token + positionInfo + check;

       if (e instanceof NoViableAltException)

       {

           NoViableAltException nvae = (NoViableAltException) e;

           if (nvae.token.getType() == -1)

           {

               message = "Unexpected end of input near " + token + positionInfo + check;

           }

           else

           {

               if (parser.getParserTokenParaphrases().get(nvae.token.getType()) != null)

               {

                   message = "Incorrect syntax near " + token + positionInfo + check;

               }

               else

               {

                   // find next keyword in the next 3 tokens

                   int currentIndex = e.index + 1;

                   while ((currentIndex > 0) &&

                          (currentIndex < parser.getTokenStream().size() - 1) &&

                          (currentIndex < e.index + 3))

                   {

                       Token next = parser.getTokenStream().get(currentIndex);

                       currentIndex++;

 

                       String quotedToken = "'" + next.getText() + "'";

                       if (parser.getKeywords().contains(quotedToken))

                       {

                           check += " near reserved keyword '" + next.getText() + "'";

                           break;

                       }

                   }

                   message = "Incorrect syntax near " + token + positionInfo + check;

               }

           }

       }
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       if (e instanceof MismatchedTokenException)

       {

           MismatchedTokenException mismatched = (MismatchedTokenException) e;

 

           String expected = "end of input";

           if ((mismatched.expecting >= 0) && (mismatched.expecting < parser.getTokenNames().length))

           {

               expected = parser.getTokenNames()[mismatched.expecting];

           }

           if (parser.getLexerTokenParaphrases().get(mismatched.expecting) != null)

           {

               expected = parser.getLexerTokenParaphrases().get(mismatched.expecting);

           }

           if (parser.getParserTokenParaphrases().get(mismatched.expecting) != null)

           {

               expected = parser.getParserTokenParaphrases().get(mismatched.expecting);

           }

 

           String unexpected;

           if ((mismatched.getUnexpectedType() < 0) || (mismatched.getUnexpectedType() >=

parser.getTokenNames().length))

           {

               unexpected = "end of input";

           }

           else

           {

               unexpected = parser.getTokenNames()[mismatched.getUnexpectedType()];

           }

           if (parser.getLexerTokenParaphrases().get(mismatched.getUnexpectedType()) != null)

           {

               unexpected = parser.getLexerTokenParaphrases().get(mismatched.getUnexpectedType());

           }

           if (parser.getParserTokenParaphrases().get(mismatched.getUnexpectedType()) != null)

           {

               unexpected = parser.getParserTokenParaphrases().get(mismatched.getUnexpectedType());

           }

 

           String expecting = " expecting " + expected.trim() + " but found " + unexpected.trim();

           message = "Incorrect syntax near " + token + expecting + positionInfo + check;

       }

 

       if (e instanceof EarlyExitException)

       {

           EarlyExitException ee = (EarlyExitException) e;

           char c = (char) ee.c;

           if (c == 65535) {

               message = "Unexpected end of input string, check for an invalid identifier or missing additional keywords

near " + token + positionInfo + " ";
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           }

           else {

               message = "Incorrect syntax near " + token + positionInfo + " unexpected character '" + c + "', check for an

invalid identifier or missing additional keywords";

           }

       }

 

       return new UniformPair<String>(message, expression);

   }

 

   /**

    * Converts from a syntax error to a nice statement exception.

    * @param e is the syntax error

    * @param expression is the expression text

    * @param treeWalker the tree walker that walked the tree

    * @return syntax exception

    */

   public static EPStatementSyntaxException convert(RecognitionException e, String expression, EsperEPL2Ast

treeWalker)

   {

       String positionInfo = getPositionInfo(e.token);

       String tokenName = "end of input";

       if ((e.token != null) && (e.token.getType() >= 0) && (e.token.getType() <

treeWalker.getTokenNames().length))

       {

           tokenName = treeWalker.getTokenNames()[e.token.getType()];

       }

 

       String message = "Unexpected error processing statement near token " + tokenName + positionInfo;

 

       if (e instanceof MismatchedTokenException)

       {

           MismatchedTokenException mismatched = (MismatchedTokenException) e;

 

           String expected = "end of input";

           if ((mismatched.expecting >= 0) && (mismatched.expecting < treeWalker.getTokenNames().length))

           {

               expected = treeWalker.getTokenNames()[mismatched.expecting];

           }

 

           String unexpected;

           if ((mismatched.getUnexpectedType() < 0) || (mismatched.getUnexpectedType() >=

treeWalker.getTokenNames().length))

           {

               unexpected = "end of input";

           }

           else

           {
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               unexpected = treeWalker.getTokenNames()[mismatched.getUnexpectedType()];

           }

 

           String expecting = " expecting " + expected.trim() + " but found " + unexpected.trim();

           message = "Unexpected error processing statement near token " + tokenName + expecting + positionInfo;

       }

 

       return new EPStatementSyntaxException(message, expression);

   }

 

   /**

    * Returns the position information string for a parser exception.

    * @param t the token to return the information for

    * @return is a string with line and column information

    */

   private static String getPositionInfo(Token t)

   {

       return t.getLine() > 0 && t.getCharPositionInLine() > 0

               ? " at line " + t.getLine() + " column " + t.getCharPositionInLine()

               : "";

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.core;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluatorContext;

 

/**

* A processor for ordering output events according to the order specified in the order-by clause.

*/

public interface OrderByProcessor {

 

	/**

	 * Sort the output events. If the order-by processor needs group-by

	 * keys to evaluate the expressions in the order-by clause, these will

	 * be computed from the generating events.

	 * @param outgoingEvents - the events to be sorted

	 * @param generatingEvents - the events that generated the output events (each event has a corresponding array of

generating events per different event streams)

    * @param isNewData - indicates whether we are dealing with new data (istream) or old data (rstream)
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    * @param exprEvaluatorContext context for expression evalauation

	 * @return an array containing the output events in sorted order

	 */

	public EventBean[] sort(EventBean[] outgoingEvents, EventBean[][] generatingEvents, boolean isNewData,

ExprEvaluatorContext exprEvaluatorContext);

 

	/**

	 * Sort the output events, using the provided group-by keys for

	 * evaluating grouped aggregation functions, and avoiding the cost of

	 * recomputing the keys.

	 *

    * @param outgoingEvents - the events to sort

    * @param generatingEvents - the events that generated the output events (each event has a corresponding array of

generating events per different event streams)

    * @param groupByKeys - the keys to use for determining the group-by group of output events

    * @param isNewData - indicates whether we are dealing with new data (istream) or old data (rstream)

    * @param exprEvaluatorContext context for expression evalauation

    * @return an array containing the output events in sorted order

	 */

	public EventBean[] sort(EventBean[] outgoingEvents, EventBean[][] generatingEvents, Object[] groupByKeys,

boolean isNewData, ExprEvaluatorContext exprEvaluatorContext);

 

   /**

    * Returns the sort key for a given row.

    *

    * @param eventsPerStream is the row consisting of one event per stream

    * @param isNewData is true for new data

    * @param exprEvaluatorContext context for expression evalauation

    * @return sort key

    */

   public Object getSortKey(EventBean[] eventsPerStream, boolean isNewData, ExprEvaluatorContext

exprEvaluatorContext);

 

   /**

    * Returns the sort key for a each row where a row is a single event (no join, single stream).

    *

    * @param generatingEvents is the rows consisting of one event per row

    * @param isNewData is true for new data

    * @param exprEvaluatorContext context for expression evalauation

    * @return sort key for each row

    */

   public Object[] getSortKeyPerRow(EventBean[] generatingEvents, boolean isNewData, ExprEvaluatorContext

exprEvaluatorContext);

 

   /**

    * Sort a given array of outgoing events using the sort keys returning a sorted outgoing event array.

    *

    * @param outgoingEvents is the events to sort
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    * @param orderKeys is the keys to sort by

    * @param exprEvaluatorContext context for expression evalauation

    * @return sorted events

    */

   public EventBean[] sort(EventBean[] outgoingEvents, Object[] orderKeys, ExprEvaluatorContext

exprEvaluatorContext);

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.variable;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventType;

import com.espertech.esper.collection.SingleEventIterator;

import com.espertech.esper.core.service.EPServicesContext;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluatorContext;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.spec.OnTriggerSetDesc;

import com.espertech.esper.view.ViewSupport;

import org.apache.commons.logging.Log;

import org.apache.commons.logging.LogFactory;

 

import java.util.HashMap;

import java.util.Iterator;

import java.util.Map;

 

/**

* A view that handles the setting of variables upon receipt of a triggering event.

* <p>

* Variables are updated atomically and thus a separate commit actually updates the

* new variable values, or a rollback if an exception occured during validation.

*/

public class OnSetVariableView extends ViewSupport

{

   private static final Log log = LogFactory.getLog(OnSetVariableView.class);

 

   private final OnSetVariableViewFactory factory;

   private final ExprEvaluatorContext exprEvaluatorContext;

 

   private final EventBean[] eventsPerStream = new EventBean[1];

 

   public OnSetVariableView(OnSetVariableViewFactory factory, ExprEvaluatorContext exprEvaluatorContext) {

       this.factory = factory;
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       this.exprEvaluatorContext = exprEvaluatorContext;

   }

 

   public void update(EventBean[] newData, EventBean[] oldData)

   {

       if ((newData == null) || (newData.length == 0))

       {

           return;

       }

 

       Map<String, Object> values = null;

       boolean produceOutputEvents = (factory.getStatementResultService().isMakeNatural() ||

factory.getStatementResultService().isMakeSynthetic());

 

       if (produceOutputEvents)

       {

           values = new HashMap<String, Object>();

       }

 

       eventsPerStream[0] = newData[newData.length - 1];

       factory.getVariableReadWritePackage().writeVariables(factory.getVariableService(), eventsPerStream, values,

exprEvaluatorContext);

      

       if (values != null)

       {

           EventBean newDataOut[] = new EventBean[1];

           newDataOut[0] = factory.getEventAdapterService().adapterForTypedMap(values, factory.getEventType());

           this.updateChildren(newDataOut, null);

       }

   }

 

   public EventType getEventType()

   {

       return factory.getEventType();

   }

 

   public Iterator<EventBean> iterator()

   {

       Map<String, Object> values = factory.getVariableReadWritePackage().iterate();

       EventBean theEvent = factory.getEventAdapterService().adapterForTypedMap(values,

factory.getEventType());

       return new SingleEventIterator(theEvent);

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *
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* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.lookup;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluatorContext;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.join.exec.composite.CompositeIndexQuery;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.join.table.PropertyCompositeEventTable;

 

import java.util.Collection;

 

/**

* Index lookup strategy for subqueries.

*/

public class SubordCompositeTableLookupStrategy implements SubordTableLookupStrategy

{

   private final CompositeIndexQuery innerIndexQuery;

   private final PropertyCompositeEventTable index;

 

   public SubordCompositeTableLookupStrategy(CompositeIndexQuery innerIndexQuery,

PropertyCompositeEventTable index) {

       this.innerIndexQuery = innerIndexQuery;

       this.index = index;

   }

 

   public Collection<EventBean> lookup(EventBean[] eventsPerStream, ExprEvaluatorContext context)

   {

       return innerIndexQuery.get(eventsPerStream, index.getIndex(), context);

   }

 

   public Collection<EventBean> lookup(Object[] keys) {

       return null;

   }

 

   public String toQueryPlan() {

       return this.getClass().getSimpleName();

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/
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package com.espertech.esper.epl.core;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventType;

import com.espertech.esper.core.context.util.AgentInstanceContext;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.agg.service.AggregationService;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluator;

 

/**

* Result set processor prototype for the simplest case: no aggregation functions used in the select clause, and no

group-by.

*/

public class ResultSetProcessorSimpleFactory implements ResultSetProcessorFactory

{

   private final boolean isSelectRStream;

   private final SelectExprProcessor selectExprProcessor;

   private final ExprEvaluator optionalHavingExpr;

 

   /**

    * Ctor.

    * @param selectExprProcessor - for processing the select expression and generting the final output rows

    * @param optionalHavingNode - having clause expression node

    * @param isSelectRStream - true if remove stream events should be generated

    */

   public ResultSetProcessorSimpleFactory(SelectExprProcessor selectExprProcessor,

                                          ExprEvaluator optionalHavingNode,

                                          boolean isSelectRStream)

   {

       this.selectExprProcessor = selectExprProcessor;

       this.optionalHavingExpr = optionalHavingNode;

       this.isSelectRStream = isSelectRStream;

   }

 

   public ResultSetProcessor instantiate(OrderByProcessor orderByProcessor, AggregationService

aggregationService, AgentInstanceContext agentInstanceContext) {

       return new ResultSetProcessorSimple(this, selectExprProcessor, orderByProcessor, agentInstanceContext);

   }

 

   public EventType getResultEventType()

   {

       return selectExprProcessor.getResultEventType();

   }

 

   public boolean hasAggregation() {

       return false;

   }

 

   public boolean isSelectRStream() {

       return isSelectRStream;
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   }

 

   public ExprEvaluator getOptionalHavingExpr() {

       return optionalHavingExpr;

   }

}

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.core.eval;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventType;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.core.SelectExprProcessor;

import com.espertech.esper.event.vaevent.ValueAddEventProcessor;

import org.apache.commons.logging.Log;

import org.apache.commons.logging.LogFactory;

 

import java.util.Collections;

import java.util.Map;

 

public class EvalInsertNoWildcardSingleColCoercionRevisionMap extends EvalBaseFirstProp implements

SelectExprProcessor {

 

   private static final Log log = LogFactory.getLog(EvalInsertNoWildcardSingleColCoercionRevisionMap.class);

 

   private final ValueAddEventProcessor vaeProcessor;

   private final EventType vaeInnerEventType;

 

   public EvalInsertNoWildcardSingleColCoercionRevisionMap(SelectExprContext selectExprContext, EventType

resultEventType, ValueAddEventProcessor vaeProcessor, EventType vaeInnerEventType) {

       super(selectExprContext, resultEventType);

       this.vaeProcessor = vaeProcessor;

       this.vaeInnerEventType = vaeInnerEventType;

   }

 

   public EventBean processFirstCol(Object result) {

       EventBean wrappedEvent = super.getEventAdapterService().adapterForTypedMap((Map) result,

super.getResultEventType());

       return
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vaeProcessor.getValueAddEventBean(super.getEventAdapterService().adapterForTypedWrapper(wrappedEvent,

Collections.EMPTY_MAP, vaeInnerEventType));

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.agg.aggregator;

 

/**

* Aggregator for the very last value.

*/

public class AggregatorLastEver implements AggregationMethod

{

   protected final Class type;

   protected Object lastValue;

 

   /**

    * Ctor.

    * @param type of result

    */

   public AggregatorLastEver(Class type) {

       this.type = type;

   }

 

   public void clear()

   {

       lastValue = null;

   }

 

   public void enter(Object object)

   {

       lastValue = object;

   }

 

   public void leave(Object object)

   {

   }

 

   public Object getValue()

   {

       return lastValue;

   }
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   public Class getValueType()

   {

       return type;

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.join.plan;

 

import java.util.List;

 

public class QueryGraphValuePairRangeIndex

{

   private final String[] indexed;

   private final List<QueryGraphValueEntryRange> key;

 

   public QueryGraphValuePairRangeIndex(String[] indexed, List<QueryGraphValueEntryRange> key) {

       this.indexed = indexed;

       this.key = key;

   }

 

   public String[] getIndexed() {

       return indexed;

   }

 

   public List<QueryGraphValueEntryRange> getKeys() {

       return key;

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.agg.service;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.agg.access.AggregationState;
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import com.espertech.esper.epl.agg.access.AggregationAccessorSlotPair;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.agg.aggregator.AggregationMethod;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.core.MethodResolutionService;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluator;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluatorContext;

 

import java.util.*;

 

/**

* Implementation for handling aggregation with grouping by group-keys.

*/

public class AggSvcGroupByRefcountedWAccessImpl extends AggregationServiceBaseGrouped

{

   protected final AggregationAccessorSlotPair[] accessors;

   protected final AggregationStateFactory[] accessAggregations;

   protected final boolean isJoin;

 

   // maintain for each group a row of aggregator states that the expression node canb pull the data from via index

   protected Map<Object, AggregationMethodPairRow> aggregatorsPerGroup;

 

   // maintain a current row for random access into the aggregator state table

   // (row=groups, columns=expression nodes that have aggregation functions)

   private AggregationMethod[] currentAggregatorMethods;

   private AggregationState[] currentAggregatorStates;

 

   private MethodResolutionService methodResolutionService;

 

   protected List<Object> removedKeys;

 

   /**

    * Ctor.

    * @param evaluators - evaluate the sub-expression within the aggregate function (ie. sum(4*myNum))

    * @param prototypes - collect the aggregation state that evaluators evaluate to, act as prototypes for new

aggregations

    * aggregation states for each group

    * @param methodResolutionService - factory for creating additional aggregation method instances per group key

    * @param accessors accessor definitions

    * @param accessAggregations access aggs

    * @param isJoin true for join, false for single-stream

    */

   public AggSvcGroupByRefcountedWAccessImpl(ExprEvaluator evaluators[],

                                      AggregationMethodFactory prototypes[],

                                      MethodResolutionService methodResolutionService,

                                      AggregationAccessorSlotPair[] accessors,

                                      AggregationStateFactory[] accessAggregations,

                                      boolean isJoin)

   {

       super(evaluators, prototypes);
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       this.methodResolutionService = methodResolutionService;

       this.aggregatorsPerGroup = new HashMap<Object, AggregationMethodPairRow>();

       this.accessors = accessors;

       this.accessAggregations = accessAggregations;

       this.isJoin = isJoin;

       removedKeys = new ArrayList<Object>();

   }

 

   public void clearResults(ExprEvaluatorContext exprEvaluatorContext)

   {

       aggregatorsPerGroup.clear();

   }

 

   public void applyEnter(EventBean[] eventsPerStream, Object groupByKey, ExprEvaluatorContext

exprEvaluatorContext)

   {

       handleRemovedKeys();

 

       AggregationMethodPairRow row = aggregatorsPerGroup.get(groupByKey);

 

       // The aggregators for this group do not exist, need to create them from the prototypes

       AggregationMethod[] groupAggregators;

       AggregationState[] groupStates;

       if (row == null)

       {

           groupAggregators = methodResolutionService.newAggregators(aggregators,

exprEvaluatorContext.getAgentInstanceId(), groupByKey);

           groupStates = methodResolutionService.newAccesses(exprEvaluatorContext.getAgentInstanceId(), isJoin,

accessAggregations, groupByKey);

           row = new AggregationMethodPairRow(methodResolutionService.getCurrentRowCount(groupAggregators,

groupStates) + 1, groupAggregators, groupStates);

           aggregatorsPerGroup.put(groupByKey, row);

       }

       else

       {

           groupAggregators = row.getMethods();

           groupStates = row.getStates();

           row.increaseRefcount();

       }

 

       currentAggregatorMethods = groupAggregators;

       currentAggregatorStates = groupStates;

 

       // For this row, evaluate sub-expressions, enter result

       for (int j = 0; j < evaluators.length; j++)

       {

           Object columnResult = evaluators[j].evaluate(eventsPerStream, true, exprEvaluatorContext);

           groupAggregators[j].enter(columnResult);
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       }

       for (AggregationState state : currentAggregatorStates) {

           state.applyEnter(eventsPerStream, exprEvaluatorContext);

       }

 

       internalHandleGroupUpdate(groupByKey, row);

   }

 

   public void applyLeave(EventBean[] eventsPerStream, Object groupByKey, ExprEvaluatorContext

exprEvaluatorContext)

   {

       AggregationMethodPairRow row = aggregatorsPerGroup.get(groupByKey);

 

       // The aggregators for this group do not exist, need to create them from the prototypes

       AggregationMethod[] groupAggregators;

       AggregationState[] groupStates;

       if (row != null)

       {

           groupAggregators = row.getMethods();

           groupStates = row.getStates();

       }

       else

       {

           groupAggregators = methodResolutionService.newAggregators(aggregators,

exprEvaluatorContext.getAgentInstanceId(), groupByKey);

           groupStates = methodResolutionService.newAccesses(exprEvaluatorContext.getAgentInstanceId(), isJoin,

accessAggregations, groupByKey);

           row = new AggregationMethodPairRow(methodResolutionService.getCurrentRowCount(groupAggregators,

groupStates) + 1, groupAggregators, groupStates);

           aggregatorsPerGroup.put(groupByKey, row);

       }

 

       currentAggregatorMethods = groupAggregators;

       currentAggregatorStates = groupStates;

 

       // For this row, evaluate sub-expressions, enter result

       for (int j = 0; j < evaluators.length; j++)

       {

           Object columnResult = evaluators[j].evaluate(eventsPerStream, false, exprEvaluatorContext);

           groupAggregators[j].leave(columnResult);

       }

       for (AggregationState state : currentAggregatorStates) {

           state.applyLeave(eventsPerStream, exprEvaluatorContext);

       }

 

       row.decreaseRefcount();

       if (row.getRefcount() <= 0)

       {
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           removedKeys.add(groupByKey);

           methodResolutionService.removeAggregators(exprEvaluatorContext.getAgentInstanceId(), groupByKey);  //

allow persistence to remove keys already

       }

 

       internalHandleGroupUpdate(groupByKey, row);

   }

 

   public void setCurrentAccess(Object groupByKey, int agentInstanceId)

   {

       AggregationMethodPairRow row = aggregatorsPerGroup.get(groupByKey);

 

       if (row != null)

       {

           currentAggregatorMethods = row.getMethods();

           currentAggregatorStates = row.getStates();

       }

       else

       {

           currentAggregatorMethods = null;

       }

 

       if (currentAggregatorMethods == null)

       {

           currentAggregatorMethods = methodResolutionService.newAggregators(aggregators, agentInstanceId,

groupByKey);

           currentAggregatorStates = methodResolutionService.newAccesses(agentInstanceId, isJoin,

accessAggregations, groupByKey);

       }

   }

 

   public Object getValue(int column, int agentInstanceId)

   {

       if (column < aggregators.length) {

           return currentAggregatorMethods[column].getValue();

       }

       else {

           AggregationAccessorSlotPair pair = accessors[column - aggregators.length];

           return pair.getAccessor().getValue(currentAggregatorStates[pair.getSlot()]);

       }

   }

 

   public Collection<EventBean> getCollection(int column, ExprEvaluatorContext context) {

       if (column < aggregators.length) {

           return null;

       }

       else {

           AggregationAccessorSlotPair pair = accessors[column - aggregators.length];
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           return pair.getAccessor().getEnumerableEvents(currentAggregatorStates[pair.getSlot()]);

       }

   }

 

   public EventBean getEventBean(int column, ExprEvaluatorContext context) {

       if (column < aggregators.length) {

           return null;

       }

       else {

           AggregationAccessorSlotPair pair = accessors[column - aggregators.length];

           return pair.getAccessor().getEnumerableEvent(currentAggregatorStates[pair.getSlot()]);

       }

   }

 

   public void setRemovedCallback(AggregationRowRemovedCallback callback) {

       // not applicable

   }

 

   public void internalHandleGroupUpdate(Object groupByKey, AggregationMethodPairRow row) {

       // no action required

   }

 

   public void internalHandleGroupRemove(Object groupByKey) {

       // no action required

   }

 

   protected void handleRemovedKeys() {

       if (!removedKeys.isEmpty())     // we collect removed keys lazily on the next enter to reduce the chance of

empty-group queries creating empty aggregators temporarily

       {

           for (Object removedKey : removedKeys)

           {

               aggregatorsPerGroup.remove(removedKey);

               internalHandleGroupRemove(removedKey);

           }

           removedKeys.clear();

       }

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.join.base;
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import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.collection.MultiKey;

import com.espertech.esper.collection.UniformPair;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluatorContext;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.join.table.EventTable;

 

import java.util.Iterator;

import java.util.LinkedHashSet;

import java.util.Map;

import java.util.Set;

 

/**

* Implements the function to determine a join result set using tables/indexes and query strategy

* instances for each stream.

*/

public class JoinSetComposerImpl implements JoinSetComposer

{

   protected final EventTable[][] repositories;

   protected final QueryStrategy[] queryStrategies;

   private final boolean isPureSelfJoin;

   private final ExprEvaluatorContext exprEvaluatorContext;

   private final boolean joinRemoveStream;

 

   // Set semantic eliminates duplicates in result set, use Linked set to preserve order

   protected Set<MultiKey<EventBean>> oldResults = new LinkedHashSet<MultiKey<EventBean>>();

   protected Set<MultiKey<EventBean>> newResults = new LinkedHashSet<MultiKey<EventBean>>();

 

   /**

    * Ctor.

    * @param repositories - for each stream an array of (indexed/unindexed) tables for lookup.

    * @param queryStrategies - for each stream a strategy to execute the join

    * @param isPureSelfJoin - for self-join only

    * @param exprEvaluatorContext expression evaluation context

    */

   public JoinSetComposerImpl(Map<String, EventTable>[] repositories, QueryStrategy[] queryStrategies, boolean

isPureSelfJoin,

                              ExprEvaluatorContext exprEvaluatorContext, boolean joinRemoveStream)

   {

       this.repositories = JoinSetComposerUtil.toArray(repositories);

       this.queryStrategies = queryStrategies;

       this.isPureSelfJoin = isPureSelfJoin;

       this.exprEvaluatorContext = exprEvaluatorContext;

       this.joinRemoveStream = joinRemoveStream;

   }

 

   public void init(EventBean[][] eventsPerStream)

   {
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       for (int i = 0; i < eventsPerStream.length; i++)

       {

           if (eventsPerStream[i] != null)

           {

               for (int j = 0; j < repositories[i].length; j++)

               {

                   repositories[i][j].add((eventsPerStream[i]));

               }

           }

       }

   }

 

   public void destroy()

   {

       for (int i = 0; i < repositories.length; i++)

       {

           if (repositories[i] != null)

           {

               for (EventTable table : repositories[i])

               {

                   table.clear();

               }

           }

       }

   }

 

   public UniformPair<Set<MultiKey<EventBean>>> join(EventBean[][] newDataPerStream, EventBean[][]

oldDataPerStream, ExprEvaluatorContext exprEvaluatorContext)

   {

       oldResults.clear();

       newResults.clear();

 

       // join old data

       if (joinRemoveStream) {

           for (int i = 0; i < oldDataPerStream.length; i++)

           {

               if (oldDataPerStream[i] != null)

               {

                   queryStrategies[i].lookup(oldDataPerStream[i], oldResults, exprEvaluatorContext);

               }

           }

       }

 

       // We add and remove data in one call to each index.

       // Most indexes will add first then remove as newdata and olddata may contain the same event.

       // Unique indexes may remove then add.

       for (int stream = 0; stream < newDataPerStream.length; stream++) {

           for (int j = 0; j < repositories[stream].length; j++)
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           {

               repositories[stream][j].addRemove(newDataPerStream[stream], oldDataPerStream[stream]);

           }

       }

 

       // join new data

       for (int i = 0; i < newDataPerStream.length; i++)

       {

           if (newDataPerStream[i] != null)

           {

               queryStrategies[i].lookup(newDataPerStream[i], newResults, exprEvaluatorContext);

           }

       }

 

       // on self-joins there can be repositories which are temporary for join execution

       if (isPureSelfJoin)

       {

           for (EventTable[] repository : repositories)

           {

               for (EventTable aRepository : repository)

               {

                   aRepository.clear();

               }

           }

       }

 

       return new UniformPair<Set<MultiKey<EventBean>>>(newResults, oldResults);

   }

 

   /**

    * Returns tables.

    * @return tables for stream.

    */

   protected EventTable[][] getTables()

   {

       return repositories;

   }

 

   /**

    * Returns query strategies.

    * @return query strategies

    */

   protected QueryStrategy[] getQueryStrategies()

   {

       return queryStrategies;

   }

 

   public Set<MultiKey<EventBean>> staticJoin()
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   {

       Set<MultiKey<EventBean>> result = new LinkedHashSet<MultiKey<EventBean>>();

       EventBean[] lookupEvents = new EventBean[1];

 

       // for each stream, perform query strategy

       for (int stream = 0; stream < queryStrategies.length; stream++)

       {

           if (repositories[stream] == null)

           {

               continue;

           }

          

           Iterator<EventBean> streamEvents = repositories[stream][0].iterator();

           for (;streamEvents.hasNext();)

           {

               lookupEvents[0] = streamEvents.next();

               queryStrategies[stream].lookup(lookupEvents, result, exprEvaluatorContext);

           }

       }

 

       return result;

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.join.table;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.collection.MultiKeyUntyped;

 

import java.util.Iterator;

import java.util.Map;

import java.util.NoSuchElementException;

import java.util.Set;

 

/**

* Iterator for use by {@link com.espertech.esper.epl.join.table.PropertyIndexedEventTable}.

*/

public final class PropertyIndexedEventTableIterator<T> implements Iterator<EventBean>

{

   private final Map<T, Set<EventBean>> window;

   private final Iterator<T> keyIterator;
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   private Iterator<EventBean> currentListIterator;

 

   /**

    * Ctor.

    * @param window - sorted map with events

    */

   public PropertyIndexedEventTableIterator(Map<T, Set<EventBean>> window)

   {

       this.window = window;

       keyIterator = window.keySet().iterator();

       if (keyIterator.hasNext())

       {

           T initialKey = keyIterator.next();

           currentListIterator = window.get(initialKey).iterator();

       }

   }

 

   public final EventBean next()

   {

       if (currentListIterator == null)

       {

           throw new NoSuchElementException();

       }

 

       EventBean eventBean = currentListIterator.next();

 

       if (!currentListIterator.hasNext())

       {

           currentListIterator = null;

           if (keyIterator.hasNext())

           {

               T nextKey = keyIterator.next();

               currentListIterator = window.get(nextKey).iterator();

           }

       }

 

       return eventBean;

   }

 

   public final boolean hasNext()

   {

       if (currentListIterator == null)

       {

           return false;

       }

 

       if (currentListIterator.hasNext())

       {
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           return true;

       }

 

       currentListIterator = null;

 

       if (!keyIterator.hasNext())

       {

           return false;

       }

 

       return true;

   }

 

   public final void remove()

   {

       throw new UnsupportedOperationException();

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.agg.service;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluatorContext;

 

import java.util.Collection;

import java.util.Iterator;

 

/**

* Interface for use by aggregate expression nodes representing aggregate functions such as 'sum' or 'avg' to use

* to obtain the current value for the function at time of expression evaluation.

*/

public interface AggregationResultFuture

{

   /**

    * Returns current aggregation state, for use by expression node representing an aggregation function.

    *

    * @param column is assigned to the aggregation expression node and passed as an column (index) into a row

    * @param agentInstanceId the context partition id

    * @return current aggragation state

    */

   public Object getValue(int column, int agentInstanceId);
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   public Collection<EventBean> getCollection(int column, ExprEvaluatorContext context);

 

   public EventBean getEventBean(int column, ExprEvaluatorContext context);

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.agg.service;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.agg.access.AggregationState;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.agg.access.AggregationAccessorSlotPair;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.agg.aggregator.AggregationMethod;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.core.MethodResolutionService;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluator;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluatorContext;

import com.espertech.esper.util.ExecutionPathDebugLog;

import org.apache.commons.logging.Log;

import org.apache.commons.logging.LogFactory;

 

import java.util.*;

 

/**

* Implementation for handling aggregation with grouping by group-keys.

*/

public class AggSvcGroupByReclaimAgedImpl extends AggregationServiceBaseGrouped

{

   private static final Log log = LogFactory.getLog(AggSvcGroupByReclaimAgedImpl.class);

 

   private static final long DEFAULT_MAX_AGE_MSEC = 60000L;

 

   private final AggregationAccessorSlotPair[] accessors;

   protected final AggregationStateFactory[] accessAggregations;

   protected final boolean isJoin;

 

   private final AggSvcGroupByReclaimAgedEvalFunc evaluationFunctionMaxAge;

   private final AggSvcGroupByReclaimAgedEvalFunc evaluationFunctionFrequency;

   private final MethodResolutionService methodResolutionService;

 

   // maintain for each group a row of aggregator states that the expression node canb pull the data from via index

   protected Map<Object, AggregationMethodRowAged> aggregatorsPerGroup;
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   // maintain a current row for random access into the aggregator state table

   // (row=groups, columns=expression nodes that have aggregation functions)

   private AggregationMethod[] currentAggregatorMethods;

   private AggregationState[] currentAggregatorStates;

 

   private List<Object> removedKeys;

   private Long nextSweepTime = null;

   private AggregationRowRemovedCallback removedCallback;

   private volatile long currentMaxAge = DEFAULT_MAX_AGE_MSEC;

   private volatile long currentReclaimFrequency = DEFAULT_MAX_AGE_MSEC;

 

   public AggSvcGroupByReclaimAgedImpl(ExprEvaluator evaluators[], AggregationMethodFactory aggregators[],

AggregationAccessorSlotPair[] accessors, AggregationStateFactory[] accessAggregations, boolean join,

AggSvcGroupByReclaimAgedEvalFunc evaluationFunctionMaxAge, AggSvcGroupByReclaimAgedEvalFunc

evaluationFunctionFrequency, MethodResolutionService methodResolutionService) {

       super(evaluators, aggregators);

       this.accessors = accessors;

       this.accessAggregations = accessAggregations;

       isJoin = join;

       this.evaluationFunctionMaxAge = evaluationFunctionMaxAge;

       this.evaluationFunctionFrequency = evaluationFunctionFrequency;

       this.methodResolutionService = methodResolutionService;

       this.aggregatorsPerGroup = new HashMap<Object, AggregationMethodRowAged>();

       removedKeys = new ArrayList<Object>();

   }

 

   public void clearResults(ExprEvaluatorContext exprEvaluatorContext)

   {

       aggregatorsPerGroup.clear();

   }

 

   public void applyEnter(EventBean[] eventsPerStream, Object groupByKey, ExprEvaluatorContext

exprEvaluatorContext)

   {

       long currentTime = exprEvaluatorContext.getTimeProvider().getTime();

       if ((nextSweepTime == null) || (nextSweepTime <= currentTime))

       {

           currentMaxAge = getMaxAge(currentMaxAge);

           currentReclaimFrequency = getReclaimFrequency(currentReclaimFrequency);

           if ((ExecutionPathDebugLog.isDebugEnabled) && (log.isDebugEnabled()))

           {

               log.debug("Reclaiming groups older then " + currentMaxAge + " msec and every " +

currentReclaimFrequency + "msec in frequency");

           }

           nextSweepTime = currentTime + currentReclaimFrequency;

           sweep(currentTime, currentMaxAge);

       }
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       handleRemovedKeys(); // we collect removed keys lazily on the next enter to reduce the chance of empty-group

queries creating empty aggregators temporarily

 

       AggregationMethodRowAged row = aggregatorsPerGroup.get(groupByKey);

 

       // The aggregators for this group do not exist, need to create them from the prototypes

       AggregationMethod[] groupAggregators;

       AggregationState[] groupStates;

       if (row == null)

       {

           groupAggregators = methodResolutionService.newAggregators(aggregators,

exprEvaluatorContext.getAgentInstanceId(), groupByKey);

           groupStates = methodResolutionService.newAccesses(exprEvaluatorContext.getAgentInstanceId(), isJoin,

accessAggregations, groupByKey);

           row = new

AggregationMethodRowAged(methodResolutionService.getCurrentRowCount(groupAggregators, groupStates) + 1,

currentTime, groupAggregators, groupStates);

           aggregatorsPerGroup.put(groupByKey, row);

       }

       else

       {

           groupAggregators = row.getMethods();

           groupStates = row.getStates();

           row.increaseRefcount();

           row.setLastUpdateTime(currentTime);

       }

 

       currentAggregatorMethods = groupAggregators;

       currentAggregatorStates = groupStates;

 

       // For this row, evaluate sub-expressions, enter result

       for (int j = 0; j < evaluators.length; j++)

       {

           Object columnResult = evaluators[j].evaluate(eventsPerStream, true, exprEvaluatorContext);

           groupAggregators[j].enter(columnResult);

       }

       for (AggregationState state : currentAggregatorStates) {

           state.applyEnter(eventsPerStream, exprEvaluatorContext);

       }

       internalHandleUpdated(groupByKey, row);

   }

 

   private void sweep(long currentTime, long currentMaxAge)

   {

       ArrayDeque<Object> removed = new ArrayDeque<Object>();

       for (Map.Entry<Object, AggregationMethodRowAged> entry : aggregatorsPerGroup.entrySet())

       {

           long age = currentTime - entry.getValue().getLastUpdateTime();
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           if (age > currentMaxAge)

           {

               removed.add(entry.getKey());

           }

       }

 

       for (Object key : removed)

       {

           aggregatorsPerGroup.remove(key);

           internalHandleRemoved(key);

           removedCallback.removed(key);

       }

   }

 

   private long getMaxAge(long currentMaxAge)

   {

       Double maxAge = evaluationFunctionMaxAge.getLongValue();

       if ((maxAge == null) || (maxAge <= 0))

       {

           return currentMaxAge;

       }

       return Math.round(maxAge * 1000d);

   }

 

   private long getReclaimFrequency(long currentReclaimFrequency)

   {

       Double frequency = evaluationFunctionFrequency.getLongValue();

       if ((frequency == null) || (frequency <= 0))

       {

           return currentReclaimFrequency;

       }

       return Math.round(frequency * 1000d);

   }

 

   public void applyLeave(EventBean[] eventsPerStream, Object groupByKey, ExprEvaluatorContext

exprEvaluatorContext)

   {

       AggregationMethodRowAged row = aggregatorsPerGroup.get(groupByKey);

       long currentTime = exprEvaluatorContext.getTimeProvider().getTime();

 

       // The aggregators for this group do not exist, need to create them from the prototypes

       AggregationMethod[] groupAggregators;

       AggregationState[] groupStates;

       if (row != null)

       {

           groupAggregators = row.getMethods();

           groupStates = row.getStates();

       }
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       else

       {

           groupAggregators = methodResolutionService.newAggregators(aggregators,

exprEvaluatorContext.getAgentInstanceId(), groupByKey);

           groupStates = methodResolutionService.newAccesses(exprEvaluatorContext.getAgentInstanceId(), isJoin,

accessAggregations, groupByKey);

           row = new

AggregationMethodRowAged(methodResolutionService.getCurrentRowCount(groupAggregators, groupStates) + 1,

currentTime, groupAggregators, groupStates);

           aggregatorsPerGroup.put(groupByKey, row);

       }

 

       currentAggregatorMethods = groupAggregators;

       currentAggregatorStates = groupStates;

 

       // For this row, evaluate sub-expressions, enter result

       for (int j = 0; j < evaluators.length; j++)

       {

           Object columnResult = evaluators[j].evaluate(eventsPerStream, false, exprEvaluatorContext);

           groupAggregators[j].leave(columnResult);

       }

       for (AggregationState state : currentAggregatorStates) {

           state.applyLeave(eventsPerStream, exprEvaluatorContext);

       }

 

       row.decreaseRefcount();

       row.setLastUpdateTime(currentTime);

       if (row.getRefcount() <= 0)

       {

           removedKeys.add(groupByKey);

           methodResolutionService.removeAggregators(exprEvaluatorContext.getAgentInstanceId(), groupByKey);  //

allow persistence to remove keys already

       }

       internalHandleUpdated(groupByKey, row);

   }

 

   public void setCurrentAccess(Object groupByKey, int agentInstanceId)

   {

       AggregationMethodRowAged row = aggregatorsPerGroup.get(groupByKey);

 

       if (row != null)

       {

           currentAggregatorMethods = row.getMethods();

           currentAggregatorStates = row.getStates();

       }

       else

       {

           currentAggregatorMethods = null;
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       }

 

       if (currentAggregatorMethods == null)

       {

           currentAggregatorMethods = methodResolutionService.newAggregators(aggregators, agentInstanceId,

groupByKey);

           currentAggregatorStates = methodResolutionService.newAccesses(agentInstanceId, isJoin,

accessAggregations, groupByKey);

       }

   }

 

   public Object getValue(int column, int agentInstanceId)

   {

       if (column < aggregators.length) {

           return currentAggregatorMethods[column].getValue();

       }

       else {

           AggregationAccessorSlotPair pair = accessors[column - aggregators.length];

           return pair.getAccessor().getValue(currentAggregatorStates[pair.getSlot()]);

       }

   }

 

   public Collection<EventBean> getCollection(int column, ExprEvaluatorContext context) {

       if (column < aggregators.length) {

           return null;

       }

       else {

           AggregationAccessorSlotPair pair = accessors[column - aggregators.length];

           return pair.getAccessor().getEnumerableEvents(currentAggregatorStates[pair.getSlot()]);

       }

   }

 

   public EventBean getEventBean(int column, ExprEvaluatorContext context) {

       if (column < aggregators.length) {

           return null;

       }

       else {

           AggregationAccessorSlotPair pair = accessors[column - aggregators.length];

           return pair.getAccessor().getEnumerableEvent(currentAggregatorStates[pair.getSlot()]);

       }

   }

 

   public void setRemovedCallback(AggregationRowRemovedCallback callback) {

       this.removedCallback = callback;

   }

 

   public void internalHandleUpdated(Object groupByKey, AggregationMethodRowAged row) {

       // no action required
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   }

 

   public void internalHandleRemoved(Object key) {

       // no action required

   }

 

   protected void handleRemovedKeys() {

       if (!removedKeys.isEmpty())     // we collect removed keys lazily on the next enter to reduce the chance of

empty-group queries creating empty aggregators temporarily

       {

           for (Object removedKey : removedKeys)

           {

               aggregatorsPerGroup.remove(removedKey);

               internalHandleRemoved(removedKey);

           }

           removedKeys.clear();

       }

   }

}

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.spec;

 

import com.espertech.esper.filter.FilterSpecCompiled;

 

import java.util.ArrayList;

import java.util.List;

 

public class ContextDetailHash implements ContextDetail {

 

   private static final long serialVersionUID = -7754347180148095977L;

   private final List<ContextDetailHashItem> items;

   private final int granularity;

   private final boolean preallocate;

 

   public ContextDetailHash(List<ContextDetailHashItem> items, int granularity, boolean preallocate) {

       this.items = items;

       this.preallocate = preallocate;

       this.granularity = granularity;
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   }

 

   public List<ContextDetailHashItem> getItems() {

       return items;

   }

 

   public boolean isPreallocate() {

       return preallocate;

   }

 

   public int getGranularity() {

       return granularity;

   }

 

   public List<FilterSpecCompiled> getFilterSpecsIfAny() {

       List<FilterSpecCompiled> filters = new ArrayList<FilterSpecCompiled>(items.size());

       for (ContextDetailHashItem item : items) {

           filters.add(item.getFilterSpecCompiled());

       }

       return filters;

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.expression;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.agg.service.AggregationMethodFactory;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.agg.service.AggregationResultFuture;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.core.StreamTypeService;

import com.espertech.esper.util.JavaClassHelper;

 

/**

* Base expression node that represents an aggregation function such as 'sum' or 'count'.

* <p>

* In terms of validation each concrete aggregation node must implement it's own validation.

* <p>

* In terms of evaluation this base class will ask the assigned {@link

com.espertech.esper.epl.agg.service.AggregationResultFuture} for the current state,

* using a column number assigned to the node.

* <p>

* Concrete subclasses must supply an aggregation state prototype node {@link
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com.espertech.esper.epl.agg.aggregator.AggregationMethod} that reflects

* each group's (there may be group-by critera) current aggregation state.

*/

public abstract class ExprAggregateNodeBase extends ExprNodeBase implements ExprEvaluator,

ExprAggregateNode

{

	private static final long serialVersionUID = 4859196214837888423L;

 

   protected transient AggregationResultFuture aggregationResultFuture;

	protected int column;

   private transient AggregationMethodFactory aggregationMethodFactory;

 

   /**

    * Indicator for whether the aggregation is distinct - i.e. only unique values are considered.

    */

   protected boolean isDistinct;

 

   /**

    * Returns the aggregation function name for representation in a generate expression string.

    * @return aggregation function name

    */

   protected abstract String getAggregationFunctionName();

 

   /**

    * Return true if a expression aggregate node semantically equals the current node, or false if not.

    * <p>For use by the equalsNode implementation which compares the distinct flag.

    * @param node to compare to

    * @return true if semantically equal, or false if not equals

    */

   protected abstract boolean equalsNodeAggregate(ExprAggregateNode node);

 

   /**

    * Gives the aggregation node a chance to validate the sub-expression types.

    *

    * @param validationContext validation information

    * @return aggregation function factory to use

    * @throws com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprValidationException when expression validation failed

    */

   protected abstract AggregationMethodFactory validateAggregationChild(ExprValidationContext

validationContext)

       throws ExprValidationException;

 

   /**

    * Ctor.

    * @param distinct - sets the flag indicatating whether only unique values should be aggregated

    */

   protected ExprAggregateNodeBase(boolean distinct)

   {
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       isDistinct = distinct;

   }

 

   public ExprEvaluator getExprEvaluator()

   {

       return this;

   }

 

   public boolean isConstantResult()

   {

       return false;

   }

 

   public void validate(ExprValidationContext validationContext) throws ExprValidationException

   {

       aggregationMethodFactory = validateAggregationChild(validationContext);

   }

 

   public Class getType()

   {

       if (aggregationMethodFactory == null)

       {

           throw new IllegalStateException("Aggregation method has not been set");

       }

       return aggregationMethodFactory.getResultType();

   }

 

   /**

    * Returns the aggregation state factory for use in grouping aggregation states per group-by keys.

    * @return prototype aggregation state as a factory for aggregation states per group-by key value

    */

   public AggregationMethodFactory getFactory()

   {

       if (aggregationMethodFactory == null)

       {

           throw new IllegalStateException("Aggregation method has not been set");

       }

       return aggregationMethodFactory;

   }

 

   /**

    * Assigns to the node the future which can be queried for the current aggregation state at evaluation time.

    * @param aggregationResultFuture - future containing state

    * @param column - column to hand to future for easy access

    */

	public void setAggregationResultFuture(AggregationResultFuture aggregationResultFuture, int column)

   {

       this.aggregationResultFuture = aggregationResultFuture;
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       this.column = column;

   }

 

	public final Object evaluate(EventBean[] events, boolean isNewData, ExprEvaluatorContext exprEvaluatorContext)

	{

		return aggregationResultFuture.getValue(column, exprEvaluatorContext.getAgentInstanceId());

	}

 

   /**

    * Returns true if the aggregation node is only aggregatig distinct values, or false if

    * aggregating all values.

    * @return true if 'distinct' keyword was given, false if not

    */

   public boolean isDistinct()

   {

       return isDistinct;

   }

 

   public final boolean equalsNode(ExprNode node)

   {

       if (!(node instanceof ExprAggregateNode))

       {

           return false;

       }

 

       ExprAggregateNode other = (ExprAggregateNode) node;

 

       if (other.isDistinct() != this.isDistinct)

       {

           return false;

       }

 

       return this.equalsNodeAggregate(other);

   }

 

   /**

    * For use by implementing classes, validates the aggregation node expecting

    * a single numeric-type child node.

    * @param streamTypeService - types represented in streams

    * @return numeric type of single child

    * @throws com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprValidationException if the validation failed

    */

   protected final Class validateNumericChildAllowFilter(StreamTypeService streamTypeService, boolean hasFilter)

       throws ExprValidationException

   {

       if (this.getChildNodes().length == 0 || this.getChildNodes().length > 2)

       {

           throw new ExprValidationException(getAggregationFunctionName() + " node must have at least 1 or
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maximum 2 child nodes");

       }

 

       // validate child expression (filter expression is actually always the first expression)

       ExprNode child = this.getChildNodes()[0];

       if (hasFilter) {

           validateFilter(getChildNodes()[1].getExprEvaluator());

       }

 

       Class childType = child.getExprEvaluator().getType();

       if (!JavaClassHelper.isNumeric(childType))

       {

           throw new ExprValidationException("Implicit conversion from datatype '" +

                   childType.getSimpleName() +

                   "' to numeric is not allowed for aggregation function '" + getAggregationFunctionName() + "'");

       }

 

       return childType;

   }

 

   /**

    * Renders the aggregation function expression.

    * @return expression string is the textual rendering of the aggregation function and it's sub-expression

    */

   public String toExpressionString()

   {

       StringBuilder buffer = new StringBuilder();

       buffer.append(getAggregationFunctionName());

       buffer.append('(');

 

       if (isDistinct)

       {

           buffer.append("distinct ");

       }

 

       if (this.getChildNodes().length > 0)

       {

           buffer.append(this.getChildNodes()[0].toExpressionString());

       }

       else

       {

           buffer.append('*');

       }

 

       buffer.append(')');

 

       return buffer.toString();

   }
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   public void validateFilter(ExprEvaluator filterEvaluator) throws ExprValidationException{

       if (JavaClassHelper.getBoxedType(filterEvaluator.getType()) != Boolean.class) {

           throw new ExprValidationException("Invalid filter expression parameter to the aggregation function '" +

                   getAggregationFunctionName() +

                   "' is expected to return a boolean value but returns " +

JavaClassHelper.getClassNameFullyQualPretty(filterEvaluator.getType()));

       }

   }

}

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.join.util;

 

import com.espertech.esper.epl.join.plan.QueryPlan;

 

public interface QueryPlanIndexHook {

   public void subquery(QueryPlanIndexDescSubquery subquery);

   public void namedWindowOnExpr(QueryPlanIndexDescOnExpr onexpr);

   public void fireAndForget(QueryPlanIndexDescFAF queryPlanIndexDescFAF);

   public void join(QueryPlan join);

}

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.datetime.reformatop;

 

import com.espertech.esper.epl.datetime.reformatop.CalendarEval;

 

import java.util.Calendar;
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public class CalendarEvalStatics {

 

   public final static CalendarEval MinuteOfHour = new CalendarEval() {

           public Object evaluateInternal(Calendar cal) {

               return cal.get(Calendar.MINUTE);

           }

       };

 

   public final static CalendarEval MonthOfYear = new CalendarEval() {

           public Object evaluateInternal(Calendar cal) {

               return cal.get(Calendar.MONTH);

           }

       };

 

   public final static CalendarEval DayOfMonth = new CalendarEval() {

           public Object evaluateInternal(Calendar cal) {

               return cal.get(Calendar.DATE);

           }

       };

 

   public final static CalendarEval DayOfWeek = new CalendarEval() {

           public Object evaluateInternal(Calendar cal) {

               return cal.get(Calendar.DAY_OF_WEEK);

           }

       };

 

   public final static CalendarEval DayOfYear = new CalendarEval() {

           public Object evaluateInternal(Calendar cal) {

               return cal.get(Calendar.DAY_OF_YEAR);

           }

       };   

 

   public final static CalendarEval Era = new CalendarEval() {

           public Object evaluateInternal(Calendar cal) {

               return cal.get(Calendar.ERA);

           }

       };

 

   public final static CalendarEval HourOfDay = new CalendarEval() {

           public Object evaluateInternal(Calendar cal) {

               return cal.get(Calendar.HOUR_OF_DAY);

           }

       };

 

   public final static CalendarEval MillisOfSecond = new CalendarEval() {

           public Object evaluateInternal(Calendar cal) {

               return cal.get(Calendar.MILLISECOND);

           }
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       };

 

   public final static CalendarEval SecondOfMinute = new CalendarEval() {

           public Object evaluateInternal(Calendar cal) {

               return cal.get(Calendar.SECOND);

           }

       };

 

   public final static CalendarEval Weekyear = new CalendarEval() {

           public Object evaluateInternal(Calendar cal) {

               return cal.get(Calendar.WEEK_OF_YEAR);

           }

       };

 

   public final static CalendarEval Year = new CalendarEval() {

           public Object evaluateInternal(Calendar cal) {

               return cal.get(Calendar.YEAR);

           }

       };

}

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.parse;

 

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprNode;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprTimePeriod;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprTimePeriodImpl;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.generated.EsperEPL2Ast;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.spec.FilterSpecRaw;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.spec.OnTriggerSetAssignment;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.spec.PropertyEvalSpec;

import org.antlr.runtime.CommonTokenStream;

import org.antlr.runtime.tree.Tree;

 

import java.util.ArrayList;

import java.util.LinkedList;

import java.util.List;

import java.util.Map;
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public class ASTExprHelper {

 

   /**

    * For the given child, return the expression for that child and remove from node-to-expression map

    * @param child to ask for expression

    * @param astExprNodeMap map to remove node from

    * @return expression

    */

   public static ExprNode getRemoveExpr(Tree child, Map<Tree, ExprNode> astExprNodeMap)

   {

       ExprNode thisEvalNode = astExprNodeMap.get(child);

       astExprNodeMap.remove(child);

       return thisEvalNode;

   }

 

   public static String getExpressionText(CommonTokenStream tokenStream, Tree node) {

       int startIndex = node.getTokenStartIndex();

       int stopIndex = node.getTokenStopIndex();

       return tokenStream.toString(startIndex, stopIndex);

   }

 

   public static List<ExprNode> getRemoveAllChildExpr(Tree parent, Map<Tree, ExprNode> astExprNodeMap) {

       ArrayList<ExprNode> expressions = new ArrayList<ExprNode>(parent.getChildCount());

       for (int i = 0; i < parent.getChildCount(); i++)

       {

           expressions.add(astExprNodeMap.remove(parent.getChild(i)));

       }

       return expressions;

   }

 

   public static FilterSpecRaw walkFilterSpec(Tree node, PropertyEvalSpec propertyEvalSpec, Map<Tree,

ExprNode> astExprNodeMap) {

       int count = 0;

       Tree startNode = node.getChild(0);

       if (startNode.getType() == EsperEPL2Ast.IDENT)

       {

           startNode = node.getChild(++count);

       }

 

       // Determine event type

       String eventName = startNode.getText();

       count++;

 

       // get property expression if any

       if ((node.getChildCount() > count) && (node.getChild(count).getType() ==

EsperEPL2Ast.EVENT_FILTER_PROPERTY_EXPR))

       {

           ++count;
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       }

 

       List<ExprNode> exprNodes = getExprNodes(node, count, astExprNodeMap);

 

       return new FilterSpecRaw(eventName, exprNodes, propertyEvalSpec);

   }

 

   public static List<ExprNode> getExprNodes(Tree parentNode, int startIndex, Map<Tree, ExprNode>

astExprNodeMap)

   {

       List<ExprNode> exprNodes = new LinkedList<ExprNode>();

 

       for (int i = startIndex; i < parentNode.getChildCount(); i++)

       {

       	Tree currentNode = parentNode.getChild(i);

           ExprNode exprNode = astExprNodeMap.get(currentNode);

           if (exprNode == null)

           {

               throw new IllegalStateException("Expression node for AST node not found for type " +

currentNode.getType() + " and text " + currentNode.getText());

           }

           exprNodes.add(exprNode);

           astExprNodeMap.remove(currentNode);

       }

       return exprNodes;

   }

 

   public static ExprTimePeriod getTimePeriodExpr(Tree node, Map<Tree, ExprNode> astExprNodeMap) {

 

       ExprNode nodes[] = new ExprNode[8];

       for (int i = 0; i < node.getChildCount(); i++)

       {

           Tree child = node.getChild(i);

           if (child.getType() == EsperEPL2Ast.MILLISECOND_PART)

           {

               nodes[7] = astExprNodeMap.remove(child.getChild(0));

           }

           if (child.getType() == EsperEPL2Ast.SECOND_PART)

           {

               nodes[6] = astExprNodeMap.remove(child.getChild(0));

           }

           if (child.getType() == EsperEPL2Ast.MINUTE_PART)

           {

               nodes[5] = astExprNodeMap.remove(child.getChild(0));

           }

           if (child.getType() == EsperEPL2Ast.HOUR_PART)

           {

               nodes[4] = astExprNodeMap.remove(child.getChild(0));
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           }

           if (child.getType() == EsperEPL2Ast.DAY_PART)

           {

               nodes[3] = astExprNodeMap.remove(child.getChild(0));

           }

           if (child.getType() == EsperEPL2Ast.WEEK_PART)

           {

               nodes[2] = astExprNodeMap.remove(child.getChild(0));

           }

           if (child.getType() == EsperEPL2Ast.MONTH_PART)

           {

               nodes[1] = astExprNodeMap.remove(child.getChild(0));

           }

           if (child.getType() == EsperEPL2Ast.YEAR_PART)

           {

               nodes[0] = astExprNodeMap.remove(child.getChild(0));

           }

       }

       ExprTimePeriod timeNode = new ExprTimePeriodImpl(nodes[0] != null, nodes[1]!= null, nodes[2]!= null,

nodes[3]!= null, nodes[4]!= null, nodes[5]!= null, nodes[6]!= null, nodes[7]!= null);

       if (nodes[0] != null) timeNode.addChildNode(nodes[0]);

       if (nodes[1] != null) timeNode.addChildNode(nodes[1]);

       if (nodes[2] != null) timeNode.addChildNode(nodes[2]);

       if (nodes[3] != null) timeNode.addChildNode(nodes[3]);

       if (nodes[4] != null) timeNode.addChildNode(nodes[4]);

       if (nodes[5] != null) timeNode.addChildNode(nodes[5]);

       if (nodes[6] != null) timeNode.addChildNode(nodes[6]);

       if (nodes[7] != null) timeNode.addChildNode(nodes[7]);

       return timeNode;

   }

 

   /**

    * Returns the list of set-variable assignments under the given node.

    * @param node node to inspect

    * @param astExprNodeMap map of AST to expression

    * @return list of assignments

    */

   protected static List<OnTriggerSetAssignment> getOnTriggerSetAssignments(Tree node, Map<Tree, ExprNode>

astExprNodeMap)

   {

       List<OnTriggerSetAssignment> assignments = new ArrayList<OnTriggerSetAssignment>();

       if (node == null) {

           return assignments;

       }

 

       for (int i = 0; i < node.getChildCount(); i++)

       {

           if (node.getChild(i).getType() != EsperEPL2Ast.ON_SET_EXPR_ITEM)
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           {

               continue;

           }

 

           Tree childNode = node.getChild(i);

           ExprNode childEvalNode = astExprNodeMap.remove(childNode.getChild(0));

           assignments.add(new OnTriggerSetAssignment(childEvalNode));

       }

       return assignments;

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.agg.service;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.agg.aggregator.AggregationMethod;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluator;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluatorContext;

 

import java.util.Collection;

 

/**

* Implementation for handling aggregation without any grouping (no group-by).

*/

public class AggSvcGroupAllNoAccessImpl extends AggregationServiceBaseUngrouped

{

   /**

    * Ctor.

    * @param evaluators - evaluate the sub-expression within the aggregate function (ie. sum(4*myNum))

    * @param aggregators - collect the aggregation state that evaluators evaluate to

    */

   public AggSvcGroupAllNoAccessImpl(ExprEvaluator evaluators[], AggregationMethod aggregators[])

   {

       super(evaluators, aggregators);

   }

 

   public void applyEnter(EventBean[] eventsPerStream, Object optionalGroupKeyPerRow, ExprEvaluatorContext

exprEvaluatorContext)

   {

       for (int j = 0; j < evaluators.length; j++)

       {
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           Object columnResult = evaluators[j].evaluate(eventsPerStream, true, exprEvaluatorContext);

           aggregators[j].enter(columnResult);

       }

   }

 

   public void applyLeave(EventBean[] eventsPerStream, Object optionalGroupKeyPerRow, ExprEvaluatorContext

exprEvaluatorContext)

   {

       for (int j = 0; j < evaluators.length; j++)

       {

           Object columnResult = evaluators[j].evaluate(eventsPerStream, false, exprEvaluatorContext);

           aggregators[j].leave(columnResult);

       }

   }

 

   public void setCurrentAccess(Object groupKey, int agentInstanceId)

   {

       // no action needed - this implementation does not group and the current row is the single group

   }

 

   public Object getValue(int column, int agentInstanceId)

   {

       return aggregators[column].getValue();

   }

 

   public Collection<EventBean> getCollection(int column, ExprEvaluatorContext context) {

       return null;

   }

 

   public EventBean getEventBean(int column, ExprEvaluatorContext context) {

       return null;

   }

 

   public void clearResults(ExprEvaluatorContext exprEvaluatorContext)

   {

       for (AggregationMethod aggregator : aggregators)

       {

           aggregator.clear();

       }

   }

 

   public void setRemovedCallback(AggregationRowRemovedCallback callback) {

       // not applicable

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *
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* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.lookup;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluator;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluatorContext;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.join.table.PropertyIndexedEventTableSingle;

 

import java.util.Collection;

 

/**

* Index lookup strategy for subqueries.

*/

public class SubordIndexedTableLookupStrategySingleExprNW implements SubordTableLookupStrategy

{

   /**

    * Stream numbers to get key values from.

    */

   protected final ExprEvaluator evaluator;

 

   /**

    * Index to look up in.

    */

   protected final PropertyIndexedEventTableSingle index;

 

   public SubordIndexedTableLookupStrategySingleExprNW(ExprEvaluator evaluator,

PropertyIndexedEventTableSingle index) {

       this.evaluator = evaluator;

       this.index = index;

   }

 

   /**

    * Returns index to look up in.

    * @return index to use

    */

   public PropertyIndexedEventTableSingle getIndex()

   {

       return index;

   }

 

   public Collection<EventBean> lookup(EventBean[] eventsPerStream, ExprEvaluatorContext context)

   {

       Object key = getKey(eventsPerStream, context);

       return index.lookup(key);
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   }

 

   public Collection<EventBean> lookup(Object[] keys) {

       return index.lookup(keys[0]);

   }

 

   /**

    * Get the index lookup keys.

    * @param eventsPerStream is the events for each stream

    * @return key object

    */

   protected Object getKey(EventBean[] eventsPerStream, ExprEvaluatorContext context)

   {

       return evaluator.evaluate(eventsPerStream, true, context);

   }

 

   public String toQueryPlan() {

       return this.getClass().getSimpleName() + " evaluator " + evaluator.getClass().getSimpleName();

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.variable;

 

/**

* Exception indicating a variable type error.

*/

public class VariableTypeException extends VariableDeclarationException

{

   private static final long serialVersionUID = 5645137213102033443L;

 

   /**

    * Ctor.

    * @param msg the exception message.

    */

   public VariableTypeException(String msg)

   {

       super(msg);

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *
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* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.view;

 

public abstract class OutputConditionBase implements OutputCondition

{

   protected final OutputCallback outputCallback;

 

   protected OutputConditionBase(OutputCallback outputCallback) {

       this.outputCallback = outputCallback;

   }

 

   public void terminated() {

       outputCallback.continueOutputProcessing(true, true);

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.agg.service;

 

import com.espertech.esper.core.context.util.AgentInstanceContext;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.agg.aggregator.AggregationMethod;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluator;

 

import java.util.LinkedHashMap;

import java.util.Map;

 

/**

* Implements an aggregation service for match recognize.

*/

public class AggregationServiceMatchRecognizeFactoryImpl implements

AggregationServiceMatchRecognizeFactory

{

   private ExprEvaluator evaluatorsEachStream[][];

   private AggregationMethodFactory factoryEachStream[][];

 

   /**

    * Ctor.
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    * @param countStreams number of streams/variables

    * @param aggregatorsPerStream aggregation methods per stream

    * @param evaluatorsPerStream evaluation functions per stream

    */

   public AggregationServiceMatchRecognizeFactoryImpl(int countStreams, LinkedHashMap<Integer,

AggregationMethodFactory[]> aggregatorsPerStream, Map<Integer, ExprEvaluator[]> evaluatorsPerStream) {

       evaluatorsEachStream = new ExprEvaluator[countStreams][];

       factoryEachStream = new AggregationMethodFactory[countStreams][];

 

       for (Map.Entry<Integer, AggregationMethodFactory[]> agg : aggregatorsPerStream.entrySet())

       {

           factoryEachStream[agg.getKey()] = agg.getValue();

       }

 

       for (Map.Entry<Integer, ExprEvaluator[]> eval : evaluatorsPerStream.entrySet())

       {

           evaluatorsEachStream[eval.getKey()] = eval.getValue();

       }

   }

 

   public AggregationServiceMatchRecognize makeService(AgentInstanceContext agentInstanceContext) {

 

       AggregationMethod aggregatorsEachStream[][] = new AggregationMethod[factoryEachStream.length][];

 

       int count = 0;

       for (int stream = 0; stream < factoryEachStream.length; stream++) {

           AggregationMethodFactory[] thatStream = factoryEachStream[stream];

           if (thatStream != null) {

               aggregatorsEachStream[stream] = new AggregationMethod[thatStream.length];

               for (int aggId = 0; aggId < thatStream.length; aggId++) {

                   aggregatorsEachStream[stream][aggId] =

factoryEachStream[stream][aggId].make(agentInstanceContext.getStatementContext().getMethodResolutionService

(), agentInstanceContext.getAgentInstanceId(), 0, aggId);

                   count++;

               }

           }

       }

 

       AggregationMethod[] aggregatorsAll = new AggregationMethod[count];

       count = 0;

       for (int stream = 0; stream < factoryEachStream.length; stream++) {

           if (factoryEachStream[stream] != null) {

               for (int aggId = 0; aggId < factoryEachStream[stream].length; aggId++) {

                   aggregatorsAll[count] = aggregatorsEachStream[stream][aggId];

                   count++;

               }

           }

       }
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       return new AggregationServiceMatchRecognizeImpl(evaluatorsEachStream, aggregatorsEachStream,

aggregatorsAll);

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.join.pollindex;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventType;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.join.table.EventTable;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.join.table.PropertyIndexedEventTableFactory;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.join.table.UnindexedEventTableList;

 

import java.util.Arrays;

import java.util.List;

 

/**

* Strategy for building an index out of poll-results knowing the properties to base the index on.

*/

public class PollResultIndexingStrategyIndex implements PollResultIndexingStrategy

{

   private final int streamNum;

   private final EventType eventType;

   private final String[] propertyNames;

 

   /**

    * Ctor.

    * @param streamNum is the stream number of the indexed stream

    * @param eventType is the event type of the indexed stream

    * @param propertyNames is the property names to be indexed

    */

   public PollResultIndexingStrategyIndex(int streamNum, EventType eventType, String[] propertyNames)

   {

       this.streamNum = streamNum;

       this.eventType = eventType;

       this.propertyNames = propertyNames;

   }

 

   public EventTable index(List<EventBean> pollResult, boolean isActiveCache)

   {
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       if (!isActiveCache)

       {

           return new UnindexedEventTableList(pollResult);

       }

       PropertyIndexedEventTableFactory factory = new PropertyIndexedEventTableFactory(streamNum, eventType,

propertyNames, false, null);

       EventTable table = factory.makeEventTable();

       table.add(pollResult.toArray(new EventBean[pollResult.size()]));

       return table;

   }

 

   public String toQueryPlan() {

       return this.getClass().getSimpleName() + " properties " + Arrays.toString(propertyNames);

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.lookup;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluator;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluatorContext;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprNodeUtility;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.join.table.PropertyIndexedEventTable;

 

import java.util.Collection;

import java.util.List;

 

/**

* Index lookup strategy for subqueries.

*/

public class SubordIndexedTableLookupStrategyExprNW implements SubordTableLookupStrategy

{

   /**

    * Index to look up in.

    */

   protected final PropertyIndexedEventTable index;

 

   protected final ExprEvaluator[] evaluators;

 

   /**

    * Ctor.
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    * @param index is the table carrying the data to lookup into

    */

   public SubordIndexedTableLookupStrategyExprNW(ExprEvaluator[] evaluators, PropertyIndexedEventTable

index)

   {

       this.evaluators = evaluators;

       this.index = index;

   }

 

   /**

    * Returns index to look up in.

    * @return index to use

    */

   public PropertyIndexedEventTable getIndex()

   {

       return index;

   }

 

   public Collection<EventBean> lookup(EventBean[] eventsPerStream, ExprEvaluatorContext context)

   {

       Object[] keys = getKeys(eventsPerStream, context);

       return index.lookup(keys);

   }

 

   public Collection<EventBean> lookup(Object[] keys) {

       return index.lookup(keys);

   }

 

   /**

    * Get the index lookup keys.

    * @param eventsPerStream is the events for each stream

    * @return key object

    */

   protected Object[] getKeys(EventBean[] eventsPerStream, ExprEvaluatorContext context)

   {

       Object[] keyValues = new Object[evaluators.length];

       for (int i = 0; i < evaluators.length; i++)

       {

           keyValues[i] = evaluators[i].evaluate(eventsPerStream, true, context);

       }

       return keyValues;

   }

 

   public String toQueryPlan() {

       return this.getClass().getSimpleName() + " evaluators " + ExprNodeUtility.printEvaluators(evaluators);

   }

}
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/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.metric;

 

/**

* Executor for metrics executions.

*/

public interface MetricsExecutor

{

   /**

    * Execute a metrics execution.

    * @param execution to execute

    * @param executionContext context in which to execute

    */

   public void execute(MetricExec execution, MetricExecutionContext executionContext);

 

   /**

    * Shut down executor.

    */

   public void destroy();

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.agg.aggregator;

 

import com.espertech.esper.epl.agg.service.AggregatorUtil;

 

/**

* Sum for integer values.

*/

public class AggregatorSumIntegerFilter extends AggregatorSumInteger

{

   @Override

   public void enter(Object parameters)

   {

       Object[] paramArray = (Object[]) parameters;
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       if (!AggregatorUtil.checkFilter(paramArray)) {

           return;

       }

       super.enter(paramArray[0]);

   }

 

   @Override

   public void leave(Object parameters)

   {

       Object[] paramArray = (Object[]) parameters;

       if (!AggregatorUtil.checkFilter(paramArray)) {

           return;

       }

       super.leave(paramArray[0]);

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.spec;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventType;

import com.espertech.esper.core.service.EPServiceProviderSPI;

import com.espertech.esper.core.service.StatementContext;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.core.StreamTypeService;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.core.StreamTypeServiceImpl;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprNode;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprValidationException;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.property.PropertyEvaluator;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.property.PropertyEvaluatorFactory;

import com.espertech.esper.event.EventAdapterException;

import com.espertech.esper.event.EventAdapterService;

import com.espertech.esper.event.EventTypeSPI;

import com.espertech.esper.filter.FilterSpecCompiled;

import com.espertech.esper.filter.FilterSpecCompiler;

import com.espertech.esper.util.MetaDefItem;

import org.apache.commons.logging.Log;

import org.apache.commons.logging.LogFactory;

 

import java.io.Serializable;

import java.net.URI;

import java.util.Collection;

import java.util.List;
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import java.util.Set;

 

/**

* Unvalided filter-based stream specification.

*/

public class FilterStreamSpecRaw extends StreamSpecBase implements StreamSpecRaw, MetaDefItem,

Serializable

{

   private static Log log = LogFactory.getLog(FilterStreamSpecRaw.class);

   private FilterSpecRaw rawFilterSpec;

   private static final long serialVersionUID = -7919060568262701953L;

 

 

   /**

    * Ctor.

    * @param rawFilterSpec is unvalidated filter specification

    * @param viewSpecs is the view definition

    * @param optionalStreamName is the stream name if supplied, or null if not supplied

    * @param streamSpecOptions - additional options, such as unidirectional stream in a join

    */

   public FilterStreamSpecRaw(FilterSpecRaw rawFilterSpec, ViewSpec[] viewSpecs, String optionalStreamName,

StreamSpecOptions streamSpecOptions)

   {

       super(optionalStreamName, viewSpecs, streamSpecOptions);

       this.rawFilterSpec = rawFilterSpec;

   }

 

   /**

    * Default ctor.

    */

   public FilterStreamSpecRaw()

   {

   }

 

   /**

    * Returns the unvalided filter spec.

    * @return filter def

    */

   public FilterSpecRaw getRawFilterSpec()

   {

       return rawFilterSpec;

   }

 

   public StreamSpecCompiled compile(StatementContext context, Set<String> eventTypeReferences, boolean

isInsertInto, Collection<Integer> assignedTypeNumberStack)

           throws ExprValidationException

   {

       // Determine the event type
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       String eventName = rawFilterSpec.getEventTypeName();

 

       // Could be a named window

       if (context.getNamedWindowService().isNamedWindow(eventName))

       {

           EventType namedWindowType =

context.getNamedWindowService().getProcessor(eventName).getTailView().getEventType();

           StreamTypeService streamTypeService = new StreamTypeServiceImpl(new EventType[]

{namedWindowType}, new String[] {"s0"}, new boolean[] {true}, context.getEngineURI(), false);

 

           List<ExprNode> validatedNodes =

FilterSpecCompiler.validateAllowSubquery(rawFilterSpec.getFilterExpressions(), streamTypeService, context, null,

null);

 

           PropertyEvaluator optionalPropertyEvaluator = null;

           if (rawFilterSpec.getOptionalPropertyEvalSpec() != null) {

               optionalPropertyEvaluator =

PropertyEvaluatorFactory.makeEvaluator(rawFilterSpec.getOptionalPropertyEvalSpec(), namedWindowType,

this.getOptionalStreamName(), context.getEventAdapterService(), context.getMethodResolutionService(),

context.getTimeProvider(), context.getVariableService(), context.getEngineURI(), context.getStatementId(),

context.getStatementName(), context.getAnnotations(), assignedTypeNumberStack, context.getConfigSnapshot());

           }

           eventTypeReferences.add(((EventTypeSPI) namedWindowType).getMetadata().getPrimaryName());

           return new NamedWindowConsumerStreamSpec(eventName, this.getOptionalStreamName(),

this.getViewSpecs(), validatedNodes, this.getOptions(), optionalPropertyEvaluator);

       }

 

       EventType eventType = null;

 

       if (context.getValueAddEventService().isRevisionTypeName(eventName))

       {

           eventType = context.getValueAddEventService().getValueAddUnderlyingType(eventName);

           eventTypeReferences.add(((EventTypeSPI) eventType).getMetadata().getPrimaryName());

       }

 

       if (eventType == null)

       {

           eventType = resolveType(context.getEngineURI(), eventName, context.getEventAdapterService(),

context.getPlugInTypeResolutionURIs());

           if (eventType instanceof EventTypeSPI) {

               eventTypeReferences.add(((EventTypeSPI) eventType).getMetadata().getPrimaryName());

           }

       }

 

       // Validate all nodes, make sure each returns a boolean and types are good;

       // Also decompose all AND super nodes into individual expressions

       StreamTypeService streamTypeService = new StreamTypeServiceImpl(new EventType[] {eventType}, new

String[] {super.getOptionalStreamName()}, new boolean[] {true}, context.getEngineURI(), false);
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       FilterSpecCompiled spec = FilterSpecCompiler.makeFilterSpec(eventType, eventName,

rawFilterSpec.getFilterExpressions(), rawFilterSpec.getOptionalPropertyEvalSpec(),

               null, null,  // no tags

               streamTypeService, this.getOptionalStreamName(), context, assignedTypeNumberStack);

 

       return new FilterStreamSpecCompiled(spec, this.getViewSpecs(), this.getOptionalStreamName(),

this.getOptions());

   }

 

   /**

    * Resolves a given event name to an event type.

    * @param eventName is the name to resolve

    * @param eventAdapterService for resolving event types

    * @param engineURI the provider URI

    * @param optionalResolutionURIs is URIs for resolving the event name against plug-inn event representations, if

any

    * @return event type

    * @throws ExprValidationException if the info cannot be resolved

    */

   public static EventType resolveType(String engineURI, String eventName, EventAdapterService

eventAdapterService, URI[] optionalResolutionURIs)

           throws ExprValidationException

   {

       EventType eventType = eventAdapterService.getExistsTypeByName(eventName);

 

       // may already be known

       if (eventType != null)

       {

           return eventType;

       }

 

       String engineURIQualifier = engineURI;

       if (engineURI == null || EPServiceProviderSPI.DEFAULT_ENGINE_URI.equals(engineURI))

       {

           engineURIQualifier = EPServiceProviderSPI.DEFAULT_ENGINE_URI__QUALIFIER;

       }

 

       // The event name can be prefixed by the engine URI, i.e. "select * from default.MyEvent"

       if (eventName.startsWith(engineURIQualifier))

       {

           int indexDot = eventName.indexOf(".");

           if (indexDot > 0)

           {

               String eventNameURI = eventName.substring(0, indexDot);

               String eventNameRemainder = eventName.substring(indexDot + 1);

 

               if (engineURIQualifier.equals(eventNameURI))
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               {

                   eventType = eventAdapterService.getExistsTypeByName(eventNameRemainder);

               }

           }

       }

 

       // may now be known

       if (eventType != null)

       {

           return eventType;

       }

 

       // The type is not known yet, attempt to add as a JavaBean type with the same name

       String message = null;

       try

       {

           eventType = eventAdapterService.addBeanType(eventName, eventName, true, false, false, false);

       }

       catch (EventAdapterException ex)

       {

           log.debug(".resolveType Event type named '" + eventName + "' not resolved as Java-Class event");

           message = "Failed to resolve event type: " + ex.getMessage();

       }

 

       // Attempt to use plug-in event types

       try

       {

           eventType = eventAdapterService.addPlugInEventType(eventName, optionalResolutionURIs, null);

       }

       catch (EventAdapterException ex)

       {

           log.debug(".resolveType Event type named '" + eventName + "' not resolved by plug-in event

representations");

           // remains unresolved

       }

 

       if (eventType == null)

       {

           throw new ExprValidationException(message);

       }

       return eventType;

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *
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* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.variable;

 

/**

* A holder for versioned values that holds a current version-value and a prior version-value pair.

*/

public class CurrentValue<T>

{

   private VersionedValue<T> currentVersion;

   private VersionedValue<T> priorVersion;

 

   /**

    * Ctor.

    * @param currentVersion current version and value

    * @param priorVersion prior version and value

    */

   public CurrentValue(VersionedValue<T> currentVersion, VersionedValue<T> priorVersion)

   {

       this.currentVersion = currentVersion;

       this.priorVersion = priorVersion;

   }

 

   /**

    * Returns the current version.

    * @return current version

    */

   public VersionedValue<T> getCurrentVersion()

   {

       return currentVersion;

   }

 

   /**

    * Returns the prior version.

    * @return prior version

    */

   public VersionedValue<T> getPriorVersion()

   {

       return priorVersion;

   }

}

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *
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*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.parse;

 

import org.antlr.runtime.tree.Tree;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.spec.MatchRecognizeSkipEnum;

 

/**

* Helper class for walking the match-recognize AST.

*/

public class ASTMatchRecognizeHelper {

 

   private final static String message = "Match-recognize AFTER clause must be either AFTER MATCH SKIP TO

LAST ROW or AFTER MATCH SKIP TO NEXT ROW or AFTER MATCH SKIP TO CURRENT ROW";

 

   /**

    * Parse the skip clause.

    * @param node parent AST node

    * @return skip node enum

    */

   public static MatchRecognizeSkipEnum parseSkip(Tree node) {

 

       if (node.getChildCount() != 5)

       {

           throw new IllegalArgumentException(message);

       }

 

       if ((!node.getChild(0).getText().toUpperCase().equals("MATCH")) ||

           (!node.getChild(1).getText().toUpperCase().equals("SKIP")) ||

           (!node.getChild(4).getText().toUpperCase().equals("ROW"))

           )

       {

           throw new IllegalArgumentException(message);

       }

 

       if ((!node.getChild(2).getText().toUpperCase().equals("TO")) &&

           (!node.getChild(2).getText().toUpperCase().equals("PAST"))

           )

       {

           throw new IllegalArgumentException(message);

       }

 

       if (node.getChild(3).getText().toUpperCase().equals("LAST"))

       {

           return MatchRecognizeSkipEnum.PAST_LAST_ROW;
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       }

       else if (node.getChild(3).getText().toUpperCase().equals("NEXT"))

       {

           return MatchRecognizeSkipEnum.TO_NEXT_ROW;

       }

       else if (node.getChild(3).getText().toUpperCase().equals("CURRENT"))

       {

           return MatchRecognizeSkipEnum.TO_CURRENT_ROW;

       }

       throw new IllegalArgumentException(message);

   }

}

<!--

 ~ **************************************************************************************

 ~ * Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

 ~ * http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

 ~ * http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

 ~ * ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

 ~ * The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

 ~ * a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

 ~ **************************************************************************************

 -->

 

<html>

<head></head>

<body>

<p>

	Join process interfaces and glue code

</p>

</body>

</html>

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.join.base;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.view.internal.BufferView;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.core.ResultSetProcessor;

import com.espertech.esper.collection.MultiKey;

 

import java.util.Set;

import java.util.HashSet;
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/**

* Implements a method for pre-loading (initializing) join indexes from a filled buffer.

*/

public class JoinPreloadMethodImpl implements JoinPreloadMethod

{

   private final int numStreams;

   private final BufferView[] bufferViews;

   private final JoinSetComposer joinSetComposer;

 

   /**

    * Ctor.

    * @param numStreams number of streams

    * @param joinSetComposer the composer holding stream indexes

    */

   public JoinPreloadMethodImpl(int numStreams, JoinSetComposer joinSetComposer)

   {

       this.numStreams = numStreams;

       this.bufferViews = new BufferView[numStreams];

       this.joinSetComposer = joinSetComposer;

   }

 

   /**

    * Sets the buffer for a stream to preload events from.

    * @param view buffer

    * @param stream the stream number for the buffer

    */

   public void setBuffer(BufferView view, int stream)

   {

       bufferViews[stream] = view;

   }

 

   public void preloadFromBuffer(int stream)

   {

       EventBean[] preloadEvents = bufferViews[stream].getNewDataBuffer().getAndFlush();

       EventBean[][] eventsPerStream = new EventBean[numStreams][];

       eventsPerStream[stream] = preloadEvents;

       joinSetComposer.init(eventsPerStream);

   }

 

   public void preloadAggregation(ResultSetProcessor resultSetProcessor)

   {

       Set<MultiKey<EventBean>> newEvents = joinSetComposer.staticJoin();

       Set<MultiKey<EventBean>> oldEvents = new HashSet<MultiKey<EventBean>>();

       resultSetProcessor.processJoinResult(newEvents, oldEvents, false);

   }

 

   @Override
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   public boolean isPreloading() {

       return true;

   }

}

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.virtualdw;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventType;

import com.espertech.esper.client.hook.VirtualDataWindow;

import com.espertech.esper.collection.Pair;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.join.exec.base.JoinExecTableLookupStrategy;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.join.exec.base.RangeIndexLookupValue;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.join.plan.CoercionDesc;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.join.plan.QueryPlanIndexItem;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.join.plan.TableLookupKeyDesc;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.join.table.EventTable;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.lookup.SubordPropHashKey;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.lookup.SubordPropPlan;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.lookup.SubordPropRangeKey;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.lookup.SubordTableLookupStrategy;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.named.IndexMultiKey;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.named.IndexedPropDesc;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.spec.CreateIndexDesc;

 

import java.lang.annotation.Annotation;

import java.util.Collection;

import java.util.List;

import java.util.Set;

 

public interface VirtualDWView {

   public Pair<IndexMultiKey,EventTable> getSubordinateQueryDesc(boolean unique, List<IndexedPropDesc>

hashedProps, List<IndexedPropDesc> btreeProps);

   public SubordTableLookupStrategy getSubordinateLookupStrategy(String accessedByStatementName, String

accessedByStatementId, Annotation[] accessedByStmtAnnotations, EventType[] outerStreamTypes,

List<SubordPropHashKey> hashKeys, CoercionDesc hashKeyCoercionTypes, List<SubordPropRangeKey>

rangeKeys, CoercionDesc rangeKeyCoercionTypes, boolean nwOnTrigger, EventTable eventTable,

SubordPropPlan joinDesc, boolean forceTableScan);
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   public EventTable getJoinIndexTable(QueryPlanIndexItem queryPlanIndexItem);

   public JoinExecTableLookupStrategy getJoinLookupStrategy(String accessedByStatementName, String

accessedByStatementId, Annotation[] accessedByStmtAnnotations, EventTable eventTable, TableLookupKeyDesc

keyDescriptor, int lookupStreamNum);

 

   public Pair<IndexMultiKey,EventTable> getFireAndForgetDesc(Set<String> keysAvailable, Set<String>

rangesAvailable);

   public Collection<EventBean> getFireAndForgetData(EventTable eventTable, Object[] keyValues,

RangeIndexLookupValue[] rangeValues, Annotation[] accessedByStmtAnnotations);

 

   public VirtualDataWindow getVirtualDataWindow();

 

   public void destroy();

 

   public void handleStartIndex(CreateIndexDesc spec);

   public void handleStopIndex(CreateIndexDesc spec);

   public void handleStopWindow();

}

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.expression;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.client.util.ExpressionReturnType;

import org.apache.commons.logging.Log;

import org.apache.commons.logging.LogFactory;

 

import java.lang.reflect.Array;

 

public class ExprDotEvalArrayGet implements ExprDotEval

{

   private static final Log log = LogFactory.getLog(ExprDotEvalArrayGet.class);

 

   private final ExpressionReturnType typeInfo;

   private final ExprEvaluator indexExpression;

 

   public ExprDotEvalArrayGet(ExprEvaluator index, Class componentType)

   {
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       this.indexExpression = index;

       this.typeInfo = ExpressionReturnType.singleValue(componentType);

   }

 

   public Object evaluate(Object target, EventBean[] eventsPerStream, boolean isNewData, ExprEvaluatorContext

exprEvaluatorContext) {

       if (target == null) {

           return null;

       }

 

       Object index = indexExpression.evaluate(eventsPerStream, isNewData, exprEvaluatorContext);

       if (index == null) {

           return null;

       }

       if (!(index instanceof Integer)) {

           return null;

       }

       int indexNum = (Integer) index;

 

       if (Array.getLength(target) <= indexNum) {

           return null;

       }

       return Array.get(target, indexNum);

   }

 

   public ExpressionReturnType getTypeInfo() {

       return typeInfo;

   }

}

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.spec;

 

import com.espertech.esper.filter.FilterSpecCompiled;

 

import java.util.Collections;

import java.util.List;

 

public class ContextDetailConditionImmediate implements ContextDetailCondition {
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   public List<FilterSpecCompiled> getFilterSpecIfAny() {

       return Collections.emptyList();

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.join.plan;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventType;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.join.exec.base.ExecNode;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.join.exec.base.JoinExecTableLookupStrategy;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.join.exec.base.TableOuterLookupExecNode;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.join.table.EventTable;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.join.table.HistoricalStreamIndexList;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.virtualdw.VirtualDWView;

import com.espertech.esper.util.IndentWriter;

import com.espertech.esper.view.Viewable;

 

import java.lang.annotation.Annotation;

import java.util.HashSet;

import java.util.Map;

 

/**

* Specifies exection of a table lookup with outer join using the a specified lookup plan.

*/

public class TableOuterLookupNode extends QueryPlanNode

{

   private TableLookupPlan tableLookupPlan;

 

   /**

    * Ctor.

    * @param tableLookupPlan - plan for performing lookup

    */

   public TableOuterLookupNode(TableLookupPlan tableLookupPlan)

   {

       this.tableLookupPlan = tableLookupPlan;

   }

 

   /**

    * Returns lookup plan.

    * @return lookup plan

    */
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   protected TableLookupPlan getLookupStrategySpec()

   {

       return tableLookupPlan;

   }

 

   public void print(IndentWriter writer)

   {

       writer.println("TableOuterLookupNode " +

              " tableLookupPlan=" + tableLookupPlan);

   }

 

   public ExecNode makeExec(String statementName, String statementId, Annotation[] annotations, Map<String,

EventTable>[] indexesPerStream, EventType[] streamTypes, Viewable[] streamViews, HistoricalStreamIndexList[]

historicalStreamIndexLists, VirtualDWView[] viewExternal)

   {

       JoinExecTableLookupStrategy lookupStrategy = tableLookupPlan.makeStrategy(statementName, statementId,

annotations, indexesPerStream, streamTypes, viewExternal);

 

       return new TableOuterLookupExecNode(tableLookupPlan.getIndexedStream(), lookupStrategy);

   }

 

   public void addIndexes(HashSet<String> usedIndexes) {

       usedIndexes.add(tableLookupPlan.getIndexNum());

   }

}

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.enummethod.eval;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventType;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.core.MethodResolutionService;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.core.StreamTypeService;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.enummethod.dot.ExprDotEvalEnumMethodBase;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.enummethod.dot.ExprDotEvalParam;

import com.espertech.esper.client.util.ExpressionReturnType;

import com.espertech.esper.event.EventAdapterService;

 

import java.util.List;
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public class ExprDotEvalReverse extends ExprDotEvalEnumMethodBase {

 

   public EventType[] getAddStreamTypes(String enumMethodUsedName, List<String> goesToNames, EventType

inputEventType, Class collectionComponentType, List<ExprDotEvalParam> bodiesAndParameters) {

       return new EventType[] {};

   }

 

   public EnumEval getEnumEval(MethodResolutionService methodResolutionService, EventAdapterService

eventAdapterService, StreamTypeService streamTypeService, String statementId, String enumMethodUsedName,

List<ExprDotEvalParam> bodiesAndParameters, EventType inputEventType, Class collectionComponentType, int

numStreamsIncoming) {

       if (inputEventType != null) {

           super.setTypeInfo(ExpressionReturnType.collectionOfEvents(inputEventType));

       }

       else {

           super.setTypeInfo(ExpressionReturnType.collectionOfSingleValue(collectionComponentType));

       }

       return new EnumEvalReverse(numStreamsIncoming);

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.agg.aggregator;

 

import com.espertech.esper.epl.agg.service.AggregatorUtil;

 

/**

* Sum for any number value.

*/

public class AggregatorSumNumIntegerFilter extends AggregatorSumNumInteger

{

   @Override

   public void enter(Object parameters)

   {

       Object[] paramArray = (Object[]) parameters;

       if (!AggregatorUtil.checkFilter(paramArray)) {

           return;

       }

       super.enter(paramArray[0]);

   }

 

   @Override
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   public void leave(Object parameters)

   {

       Object[] paramArray = (Object[]) parameters;

       if (!AggregatorUtil.checkFilter(paramArray)) {

           return;

       }

       super.leave(paramArray[0]);

   }

}

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.datetime.calop;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.*;

 

public class CalendarOpUtil {

 

   protected static Integer getInt(ExprEvaluator expr, EventBean[] eventsPerStream, boolean isNewData,

ExprEvaluatorContext context) {

       Object result = expr.evaluate(eventsPerStream, isNewData, context);

       if (result == null) {

           return null;

       }

       return (Integer) result;

   }

 

   public static CalendarFieldEnum getEnum(String methodName, ExprNode exprNode) throws

ExprValidationException {

       String message = "Date-time enumeration method '" + methodName + "'";

       String validFieldNames = "valid field names are '" + CalendarFieldEnum.getValidList() + "'";

       if (!ExprNodeUtility.isConstantValueExpr(exprNode)) {

           throw new ExprValidationException(message + " requires a constant string-type parameter as its first

parameter, " + validFieldNames);

       }

       String fieldname = (String) exprNode.getExprEvaluator().evaluate(null, true, null);

       CalendarFieldEnum fieldNum = CalendarFieldEnum.fromString(fieldname);

       if (fieldNum == null) {

           throw new ExprValidationException(message + " datetime-field name '" + fieldname + "' is not recognized, "
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+ validFieldNames);

       }

       return fieldNum;

   }

}

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.agg.access;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluator;

 

import java.util.Collection;

import java.util.Collections;

 

/**

* Represents the aggregation accessor that provides the result for the "first" and "last" aggregation function with

index.

*/

public class AggregationAccessorFirstLastIndex implements AggregationAccessor

{

   private final int streamNum;

   private final ExprEvaluator childNode;

   private final EventBean[] eventsPerStream;

   private final ExprEvaluator indexNode;

   private final int constant;

   private final boolean isFirst;

 

   /**

    * Ctor.

    * @param streamNum stream id

    * @param childNode expression

    * @param indexNode index expression

    * @param constant constant index

    * @param isFirst true if returning first, false for returning last

    */

   public AggregationAccessorFirstLastIndex(int streamNum, ExprEvaluator childNode, ExprEvaluator indexNode,

int constant, boolean isFirst)

   {
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       this.streamNum = streamNum;

       this.childNode = childNode;

       this.indexNode = indexNode;

       this.eventsPerStream = new EventBean[streamNum + 1];

       this.constant = constant;

       this.isFirst = isFirst;

   }

 

   public Object getValue(AggregationState state) {

 

       EventBean bean = getBean(state);

       if (bean == null) {

           return null;

       }

       eventsPerStream[streamNum] = bean;

       return childNode.evaluate(eventsPerStream, true, null);

   }

 

   public Collection<EventBean> getEnumerableEvents(AggregationState state) {

       EventBean bean = getBean(state);

       if (bean == null) {

           return null;

       }

       return Collections.singletonList(bean);

   }

 

   public EventBean getEnumerableEvent(AggregationState state) {

       return getBean(state);

   }

 

   private EventBean getBean(AggregationState state) {

       EventBean bean;

       int index = constant;

       if (index == -1) {

           Object result = indexNode.evaluate(null, true, null);

           if ((result == null) || (!(result instanceof Integer))) {

               return null;

           }

           index = (Integer) result;

       }

       if (isFirst) {

           bean = ((AggregationStateLinear) state).getFirstNthValue(index);

       }

       else {

           bean = ((AggregationStateLinear) state).getLastNthValue(index);

       }

       return bean;

   }
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}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.parse;

 

import com.espertech.esper.antlr.ASTUtil;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.core.StreamTypeServiceImpl;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.*;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.generated.EsperEPL2GrammarParser;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.spec.*;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.variable.VariableService;

import com.espertech.esper.schedule.TimeProvider;

import com.espertech.esper.type.IntValue;

import org.antlr.runtime.tree.Tree;

 

import java.util.List;

import java.util.Map;

 

/**

* Builds an output limit spec from an output limit AST node.

*/

public class ASTOutputLimitHelper

{

   /**

    * Build an output limit spec from the AST node supplied.

    *

    * @param node - parse node

    * @param astExprNodeMap is the map of current AST tree nodes to their respective expression root node

    * @param engineURI the engine uri

    * @param timeProvider provides time

    * @param variableService provides variable resolution

    * @param exprEvaluatorContext context for expression evaluatiom

    * @return output limit spec

    */

   public static OutputLimitSpec buildOutputLimitSpec(Tree node, Map<Tree, ExprNode> astExprNodeMap,

VariableService variableService, String engineURI, TimeProvider timeProvider, ExprEvaluatorContext

exprEvaluatorContext)

   {

       int count = 0;

       Tree child = node.getChild(count);

 

       // parse type
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       OutputLimitLimitType displayLimit = OutputLimitLimitType.DEFAULT;

       if (child.getType() == EsperEPL2GrammarParser.FIRST)

       {

           displayLimit = OutputLimitLimitType.FIRST;

           child = node.getChild(++count);

       }

       else if (child.getType() == EsperEPL2GrammarParser.LAST)

       {

           displayLimit = OutputLimitLimitType.LAST;

           child = node.getChild(++count);

       }

       else if (child.getType() == EsperEPL2GrammarParser.SNAPSHOT)

       {

           displayLimit = OutputLimitLimitType.SNAPSHOT;

           child = node.getChild(++count);

       }

       else if (child.getType() == EsperEPL2GrammarParser.ALL)

       {

           displayLimit = OutputLimitLimitType.ALL;

           child = node.getChild(++count);

       }

 

       // next is a variable, or time period, or number

       String variableName = null;

       double rate = -1;

       ExprNode whenExpression = null;

       List<ExprNode> crontabScheduleSpec = null;

       List<OnTriggerSetAssignment> thenExpressions = null;

       ExprTimePeriod timePeriodExpr = null;

 

       ExprNode andAfterTerminateExpr = null;

       List<OnTriggerSetAssignment> andAfterTerminateSetExpressions = null;

       if (node.getType() == EsperEPL2GrammarParser.TERM_LIMIT_EXPR) {

           Tree terminated = ASTUtil.findFirstNode(node, EsperEPL2GrammarParser.TERMINATED);

           if (terminated.getChildCount() != 0) {

               andAfterTerminateExpr = astExprNodeMap.remove(terminated.getChild(0));

               Tree setExprNode = ASTUtil.findFirstNode(terminated, EsperEPL2GrammarParser.ON_SET_EXPR);

               if (setExprNode != null) {

                   andAfterTerminateSetExpressions = ASTExprHelper.getOnTriggerSetAssignments(setExprNode,

astExprNodeMap);

               }

           }

 

           // no action to walk any other expression

       }

       else if (node.getType() == EsperEPL2GrammarParser.WHEN_LIMIT_EXPR)

       {

           Tree expressionNode = node.getChild(count);
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           whenExpression = astExprNodeMap.remove(expressionNode);

           if (node.getChildCount() > count+1)

           {

               Tree setExpr = ASTUtil.findFirstNode(node, EsperEPL2GrammarParser.ON_SET_EXPR);

               thenExpressions = ASTExprHelper.getOnTriggerSetAssignments(setExpr, astExprNodeMap);

           }

       }

       else if (node.getType() == EsperEPL2GrammarParser.CRONTAB_LIMIT_EXPR)

       {

           Tree parent = node.getChild(0);

           if (parent.getType() != EsperEPL2GrammarParser.CRONTAB_LIMIT_EXPR_PARAM)

           {

               parent = node.getChild(1);

           }

 

           crontabScheduleSpec = ASTExprHelper.getRemoveAllChildExpr(parent, astExprNodeMap);

       }

       else if (node.getType() == EsperEPL2GrammarParser.AFTER_LIMIT_EXPR)

       {

           // no action here, since AFTER time may occur in all

       }

       else

       {

           if (child.getType() == EsperEPL2GrammarParser.IDENT)

           {

               variableName = child.getText();

           }

           else if (child.getType() == EsperEPL2GrammarParser.TIME_PERIOD)

           {

               timePeriodExpr = (ExprTimePeriod) astExprNodeMap.remove(child);

           }

           else

           {

               rate = Double.parseDouble(child.getText());

           }

       }

 

       // get the AFTER time period

       ExprTimePeriod afterTimePeriodExpr = null;

       Integer afterNumberOfEvents = null;

       for (int i = 0; i < node.getChildCount(); i++)

       {

           if (node.getChild(i).getType() == EsperEPL2GrammarParser.AFTER)

           {

               ExprNode expression = astExprNodeMap.remove(node.getChild(i).getChild(0));

               if (expression != null)

               {

                   afterTimePeriodExpr = (ExprTimePeriod) expression;
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               }

               else

               {

                   Object constant = ASTConstantHelper.parse(node.getChild(i).getChild(0));

                   afterNumberOfEvents = ((Number) constant).intValue();

               }

           }

       }

 

       Tree lastNode = node.getChild(node.getChildCount() - 1);

       boolean andAfterTerminate = (lastNode.getType() == EsperEPL2GrammarParser.TERMINATED) &&

andAfterTerminateExpr == null && node.getType() != EsperEPL2GrammarParser.TERM_LIMIT_EXPR;

       if (andAfterTerminate && lastNode.getChildCount() > 0) {

           andAfterTerminateExpr = astExprNodeMap.remove(lastNode.getChild(0));

           Tree setExprNode = ASTUtil.findFirstNode(lastNode, EsperEPL2GrammarParser.ON_SET_EXPR);

           if (setExprNode != null) {

               andAfterTerminateSetExpressions = ASTExprHelper.getOnTriggerSetAssignments(setExprNode,

astExprNodeMap);

           }

       }

 

       switch (node.getType())

       {

           case EsperEPL2GrammarParser.EVENT_LIMIT_EXPR:

               return new OutputLimitSpec(rate, variableName, OutputLimitRateType.EVENTS, displayLimit, null, null,

null, null, afterTimePeriodExpr, afterNumberOfEvents, andAfterTerminate, andAfterTerminateExpr,

andAfterTerminateSetExpressions);

           case EsperEPL2GrammarParser.TIMEPERIOD_LIMIT_EXPR:

               return new OutputLimitSpec(null, null, OutputLimitRateType.TIME_PERIOD, displayLimit, null, null,

null, timePeriodExpr, afterTimePeriodExpr, afterNumberOfEvents, andAfterTerminate, andAfterTerminateExpr,

andAfterTerminateSetExpressions);

           case EsperEPL2GrammarParser.CRONTAB_LIMIT_EXPR:

               return new OutputLimitSpec(null, null, OutputLimitRateType.CRONTAB, displayLimit, null, null,

crontabScheduleSpec, null, afterTimePeriodExpr, afterNumberOfEvents, andAfterTerminate,

andAfterTerminateExpr, andAfterTerminateSetExpressions);

           case EsperEPL2GrammarParser.WHEN_LIMIT_EXPR:

               return new OutputLimitSpec(null, null, OutputLimitRateType.WHEN_EXPRESSION, displayLimit,

whenExpression, thenExpressions, null, null, afterTimePeriodExpr, afterNumberOfEvents, andAfterTerminate,

andAfterTerminateExpr, andAfterTerminateSetExpressions);

           case EsperEPL2GrammarParser.AFTER_LIMIT_EXPR:

               return new OutputLimitSpec(null, null, OutputLimitRateType.AFTER, displayLimit, null, null, null, null,

afterTimePeriodExpr, afterNumberOfEvents, andAfterTerminate, andAfterTerminateExpr,

andAfterTerminateSetExpressions);

           case EsperEPL2GrammarParser.TERM_LIMIT_EXPR:

               return new OutputLimitSpec(null, null, OutputLimitRateType.TERM, displayLimit, null, null, null, null,

afterTimePeriodExpr, afterNumberOfEvents, andAfterTerminate, andAfterTerminateExpr,

andAfterTerminateSetExpressions);

           default:
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               throw new IllegalArgumentException("Node type " + node.getType() + " not a recognized output limit

type");

		 }

	}

 

   /**

    * Builds a row limit specification.

    * @param node to interrogate

    * @return row limit spec

    */

   public static RowLimitSpec buildRowLimitSpec(Tree node)

   {

       Object numRows;

       Object offset;

 

       if (node.getChildCount() == 1)

       {

           numRows = parseNumOrVariableIdent(node.getChild(0));

           offset = null;

       }

       else

       {

           if (node.getChild(node.getChildCount()- 1).getType() == EsperEPL2GrammarParser.COMMA)

           {

               offset = parseNumOrVariableIdent(node.getChild(0));

               numRows = parseNumOrVariableIdent(node.getChild(1));

           }

           else

           {

               numRows = parseNumOrVariableIdent(node.getChild(0));

               offset = parseNumOrVariableIdent(node.getChild(1));

           }

       }

 

       Integer numRowsInt = null;

       String numRowsVariable = null;

       if (numRows instanceof String)

       {

           numRowsVariable = (String) numRows;

       }

       else

       {

           numRowsInt = (Integer) numRows;

       }

 

       Integer offsetInt = null;

       String offsetVariable = null;

       if (offset instanceof String)
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       {

           offsetVariable = (String) offset;

       }

       else

       {

           offsetInt = (Integer) offset;

       }

 

       return new RowLimitSpec(numRowsInt, offsetInt, numRowsVariable, offsetVariable);

   }

 

   private static Object parseNumOrVariableIdent(Tree child)

   {

       if (child.getType() == EsperEPL2GrammarParser.IDENT)

       {

           return child.getText();

       }

       else

       {

           return IntValue.parseString(child.getText());

       }

   }

}

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.enummethod.eval;

 

public interface ExprDotEvalSumMethodFactory {

   public ExprDotEvalSumMethod getSumAggregator();

   public Class getValueType();

}

<!--

 ~ **************************************************************************************

 ~ * Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

 ~ * http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

 ~ * http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

 ~ * ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

 ~ * The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

 ~ * a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *
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 ~ **************************************************************************************

 -->

 

<html>

<head></head>

<body>

<p>

	Btree lookup for query execution.

</p>

</body>

</html>

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.enummethod.eval;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluator;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluatorContext;

 

import java.util.ArrayDeque;

import java.util.Collection;

import java.util.Collections;

 

public class EnumEvalTakeWhileLastEvents extends EnumEvalBase implements EnumEval {

 

   public EnumEvalTakeWhileLastEvents(ExprEvaluator innerExpression, int streamCountIncoming) {

       super(innerExpression, streamCountIncoming);

   }

 

   public Object evaluateEnumMethod(EventBean[] eventsLambda, Collection target, boolean isNewData,

ExprEvaluatorContext context) {

       if (target.isEmpty()) {

           return target;

       }

 

       Collection<EventBean> beans = (Collection<EventBean>) target;

       if (target.size() == 1) {

           EventBean item = beans.iterator().next();

           eventsLambda[streamNumLambda] = item;
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           Object pass = innerExpression.evaluate(eventsLambda, isNewData, context);

           if (pass == null || (!(Boolean) pass)) {

               return Collections.emptyList();

           }

           return Collections.singletonList(item);

       }

      

       int size = target.size();

       EventBean[] all = new EventBean[size];

       int count = 0;

       for (EventBean item : beans) {

           all[count++] = item;

       }

 

       ArrayDeque<Object> result = new ArrayDeque<Object>();

 

       for (int i = all.length - 1; i >= 0; i--) {

           eventsLambda[streamNumLambda] = all[i];

 

           Object pass = innerExpression.evaluate(eventsLambda, isNewData, context);

           if (pass == null || (!(Boolean) pass)) {

               break;

           }

 

           result.addFirst(all[i]);

       }

 

       return result;

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.join.table;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventType;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.join.plan.QueryPlanIndexItem;

import com.espertech.esper.util.CollectionUtil;

 

import java.util.Collections;

 

public class EventTableUtil
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{

   /**

    * Build an index/table instance using the event properties for the event type.

    *

    * @param indexedStreamNum - number of stream indexed

    * @param eventType - type of event to expect

    * @param optionalIndexName

    * @return table build

    */

   public static EventTable buildIndex(int indexedStreamNum, QueryPlanIndexItem item, EventType eventType,

boolean coerceOnAddOnly, boolean unique, String optionalIndexName)

   {

       String[] indexProps = item.getIndexProps();

       Class[] indexCoercionTypes = normalize(item.getOptIndexCoercionTypes());

       String[] rangeProps = item.getRangeProps();

       Class[] rangeCoercionTypes = normalize(item.getOptRangeCoercionTypes());

 

       EventTable table;

       if (rangeProps == null || rangeProps.length == 0) {

           if (indexProps == null || indexProps.length == 0)

           {

               table = new UnindexedEventTable(indexedStreamNum);

           }

           else

           {

               // single index key

               if (indexProps.length == 1) {

                   if (indexCoercionTypes == null || indexCoercionTypes.length == 0)

                   {

                       PropertyIndexedEventTableSingleFactory factory = new

PropertyIndexedEventTableSingleFactory(indexedStreamNum, eventType, indexProps[0], unique,

optionalIndexName);

                       table = factory.makeEventTable();

                   }

                   else

                   {

                       if (coerceOnAddOnly) {

                           PropertyIndexedEventTableSingleCoerceAddFactory factory = new

PropertyIndexedEventTableSingleCoerceAddFactory(indexedStreamNum, eventType, indexProps[0],

indexCoercionTypes[0]);

                           table = factory.makeEventTable();

                       }

                       else {

                           PropertyIndexedEventTableSingleCoerceAllFactory factory = new

PropertyIndexedEventTableSingleCoerceAllFactory(indexedStreamNum, eventType, indexProps[0],

indexCoercionTypes[0]);

                           table = factory.makeEventTable();

                       }
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                   }

               }

               // Multiple index keys

               else {

                   if (indexCoercionTypes == null || indexCoercionTypes.length == 0)

                   {

                       PropertyIndexedEventTableFactory factory = new

PropertyIndexedEventTableFactory(indexedStreamNum, eventType, indexProps, unique, optionalIndexName);

                       table = factory.makeEventTable();

                   }

                   else

                   {

                       if (coerceOnAddOnly) {

                           PropertyIndexedEventTableCoerceAddFactory factory = new

PropertyIndexedEventTableCoerceAddFactory(indexedStreamNum, eventType, indexProps, indexCoercionTypes);

                           table = factory.makeEventTable();

                       }

                       else {

                           PropertyIndexedEventTableCoerceAllFactory factory = new

PropertyIndexedEventTableCoerceAllFactory(indexedStreamNum, eventType, indexProps, indexCoercionTypes);

                           table = factory.makeEventTable();

                       }

                   }

               }

           }

       }

       else {

           if ((rangeProps.length == 1) && (indexProps == null || indexProps.length == 0)) {

               if (rangeCoercionTypes == null) {

                   PropertySortedEventTableFactory factory = new

PropertySortedEventTableFactory(indexedStreamNum, eventType, rangeProps[0]);

                   return factory.makeEventTable();

               }

               else {

                   PropertySortedEventTableCoercedFactory factory = new

PropertySortedEventTableCoercedFactory(indexedStreamNum, eventType, rangeProps[0],

rangeCoercionTypes[0]);

                   return factory.makeEventTable();

               }

           }

           else {

               PropertyCompositeEventTableFactory factory = new

PropertyCompositeEventTableFactory(indexedStreamNum, eventType, indexProps, indexCoercionTypes,

rangeProps, rangeCoercionTypes);

               return factory.makeEventTable();

           }

       }

       return table;
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   }

 

   private static Class[] normalize(Class[] types) {

       if (types == null) {

           return null;

       }

       if (CollectionUtil.isAllNullArray(types)) {

           return null;

       }

       return types;

   }

}

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.core.eval;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventType;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.core.SelectExprProcessor;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluatorContext;

import org.apache.commons.logging.Log;

import org.apache.commons.logging.LogFactory;

 

import java.util.Map;

 

public class EvalSelectWildcard extends EvalBaseMap implements SelectExprProcessor {

 

   private static final Log log = LogFactory.getLog(EvalSelectWildcard.class);

 

   public EvalSelectWildcard(SelectExprContext selectExprContext, EventType resultEventType) {

       super(selectExprContext, resultEventType);

   }

 

   public EventBean processSpecific(Map<String, Object> props, EventBean[] eventsPerStream, boolean

isNewData, boolean isSynthesize, ExprEvaluatorContext exprEvaluatorContext)

   {

       EventBean theEvent = eventsPerStream[0];

 

       // Using a wrapper bean since we cannot use the same event type else same-type filters match.
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       // Wrapping it even when not adding properties is very inexpensive.

       return super.getEventAdapterService().adapterForTypedWrapper(theEvent, props,

super.getResultEventType());

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.agg.access;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.collection.ArrayEventIterator;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluatorContext;

 

import java.util.*;

 

/**

* Implementation of access function for joins.

*/

public class AggregationStateJoinImpl implements AggregationStateWithSize, AggregationStateLinear

{

   protected int streamId;

   protected LinkedHashMap<EventBean, Integer> refSet = new LinkedHashMap<EventBean, Integer>();

   private EventBean[] array;

 

   /**

    * Ctor.

    * @param streamId stream id

    */

   public AggregationStateJoinImpl(int streamId)

   {

       this.streamId = streamId;

   }

 

   public void clear() {

       refSet.clear();

       array = null;

   }

 

   public void applyEnter(EventBean[] eventsPerStream, ExprEvaluatorContext exprEvaluatorContext)

   {

       EventBean theEvent = eventsPerStream[streamId];

       if (theEvent == null) {
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           return;

       }

       array = null;

       Integer value = refSet.get(theEvent);

       if (value == null)

       {

           refSet.put(theEvent, 1);

           return;

       }

 

       value++;

       refSet.put(theEvent, value);

   }

 

   public void applyLeave(EventBean[] eventsPerStream, ExprEvaluatorContext exprEvaluatorContext)

   {

       EventBean theEvent = eventsPerStream[streamId];

       if (theEvent == null) {

           return;

       }

       array = null;

 

       Integer value = refSet.get(theEvent);

       if (value == null)

       {

           return;

       }

 

       if (value == 1)

       {

           refSet.remove(theEvent);

           return;

       }

 

       value--;

       refSet.put(theEvent, value);

   }

 

   public EventBean getFirstNthValue(int index) {

       if (index < 0) {

           return null;

       }

       if (refSet.isEmpty()) {

           return null;

       }

       if (index >= refSet.size()) {

           return null;

       }
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       if (array == null) {

           initArray();

       }

       return array[index];

   }

 

   public EventBean getLastNthValue(int index) {

       if (index < 0) {

           return null;

       }

       if (refSet.isEmpty()) {

           return null;

       }

       if (index >= refSet.size()) {

           return null;

       }

       if (array == null) {

           initArray();

       }

       return array[array.length - index - 1];

   }

 

   public EventBean getFirstValue() {

       if (refSet.isEmpty()) {

           return null;

       }

       return refSet.entrySet().iterator().next().getKey();

   }

 

   public EventBean getLastValue()

   {

       if (refSet.isEmpty()) {

           return null;

       }

       if (array == null) {

           initArray();

       }

       return array[array.length - 1];

   }

 

   public Iterator<EventBean> iterator()

   {

       if (array == null) {

           initArray();

       }

       return new ArrayEventIterator(array);

   }
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   public Collection<EventBean> collectionReadOnly() {

       if (array == null) {

           initArray();

       }

       return Arrays.asList(array);

   }

 

   public int size()

   {

       return refSet.size();

   }

 

   private void initArray() {

       Set<EventBean> events = refSet.keySet();

       array = events.toArray(new EventBean[events.size()]);

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.agg.service;

 

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluator;

 

/**

* All aggregation services require evaluation nodes which supply the value to be aggregated (summed, averaged,

etc.)

* and aggregation state factories to make new aggregation states.

*/

public abstract class AggregationServiceBase implements AggregationService

{

   /**

    * Evaluation nodes under.

    */

   protected ExprEvaluator evaluators[];

 

   /**

    * Ctor.

    * @param evaluators - are the child node of each aggregation function used for computing the value to be

aggregated

    */

   public AggregationServiceBase(ExprEvaluator evaluators[])

   {
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       this.evaluators = evaluators;

   }

 

   public ExprEvaluator[] getEvaluators() {

       return evaluators;

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.lookup;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluatorContext;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.join.exec.sorted.SortedAccessStrategy;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.join.table.PropertySortedEventTable;

 

import java.util.Collection;

 

/**

* Index lookup strategy for subqueries.

*/

public class SubordSortedTableLookupStrategy implements SubordTableLookupStrategy

{

   protected final SortedAccessStrategy strategy;

 

   /**

    * Index to look up in.

    */

   protected final PropertySortedEventTable index;

 

   public SubordSortedTableLookupStrategy(SortedAccessStrategy strategy, PropertySortedEventTable index) {

       this.strategy = strategy;

       this.index = index;

   }

 

   public Collection<EventBean> lookup(EventBean[] eventsPerStream, ExprEvaluatorContext context) {

       return strategy.lookup(eventsPerStream, index, context);

   }

 

   public Collection<EventBean> lookup(Object[] keys) {

       return null;

   }
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   public String toQueryPlan() {

       return this.getClass().getSimpleName();

   }

}

<!--

 ~ **************************************************************************************

 ~ * Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

 ~ * http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

 ~ * http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

 ~ * ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

 ~ * The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

 ~ * a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

 ~ **************************************************************************************

 -->

 

<html>

<head></head>

<body>

<p>

 MVEL script expression evaluation.

</p>

</body>

</html>

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.view;

 

public interface OutputTerminationCallback

{

   public void terminated();

}

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/
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package com.espertech.esper.epl.spec;

 

import java.io.Serializable;

import java.util.List;

 

public class GraphOperatorOutputItem implements Serializable {

   private static final long serialVersionUID = 261430636902379399L;

   private final String streamName;

   private final List<GraphOperatorOutputItemType> typeInfo;

 

   public GraphOperatorOutputItem(String streamName, List<GraphOperatorOutputItemType> typeInfo) {

       this.streamName = streamName;

       this.typeInfo = typeInfo;

   }

 

   public String getStreamName() {

       return streamName;

   }

 

   public List<GraphOperatorOutputItemType> getTypeInfo() {

       return typeInfo;

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.spec;

 

import com.espertech.esper.core.service.StatementContext;

import com.espertech.esper.util.MetaDefItem;

 

import java.io.Serializable;

import java.util.Collection;

import java.util.Set;

 

/**

* Specification object for historical data poll via database SQL statement.

*/

public class DBStatementStreamSpec extends StreamSpecBase implements StreamSpecRaw, StreamSpecCompiled,

MetaDefItem, Serializable

{

   private String databaseName;
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   private String sqlWithSubsParams;

   private String metadataSQL;

   private static final long serialVersionUID = -4034289101265714058L;

 

   /**

    * Ctor.

    * @param optionalStreamName is a stream name optionally given to stream

    * @param viewSpecs is a list of views onto the stream

    * @param databaseName is the database name to poll

    * @param sqlWithSubsParams is the SQL with placeholder parameters

    * @param metadataSQL is the sample SQL to retrieve statement metadata, if any was supplied

    */

   public DBStatementStreamSpec(String optionalStreamName, ViewSpec[] viewSpecs, String databaseName,

String sqlWithSubsParams, String metadataSQL)

   {

       super(optionalStreamName, viewSpecs, new StreamSpecOptions());

 

       this.databaseName = databaseName;

       this.sqlWithSubsParams = sqlWithSubsParams;

       this.metadataSQL = metadataSQL;

   }

 

   /**

    * Returns the database name.

    * @return name of database.

    */

   public String getDatabaseName()

   {

       return databaseName;

   }

 

   /**

    * Returns the SQL with substitution parameters.

    * @return SQL with parameters embedded as ${stream.param}

    */

   public String getSqlWithSubsParams()

   {

       return sqlWithSubsParams;

   }

 

   /**

    * Returns the optional sample metadata SQL

    * @return null if not supplied, or SQL to fire to retrieve metadata

    */

   public String getMetadataSQL()

   {

       return metadataSQL;

   }
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   public StreamSpecCompiled compile(StatementContext statementContext,

                                     Set<String> eventTypeReferences,

                                     boolean isInsertInto,

                                     Collection<Integer> assignedTypeNumberStack)

   {

       return this;

   }

 

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.expression;

 

import com.espertech.esper.type.RelationalOpEnum;

 

/**

* Represents a lesser or greater then (</<=/>/>=) expression in a filter expression tree.

*/

public interface ExprRelationalOpNode extends ExprNode, ExprEvaluator

{

   public RelationalOpEnum getRelationalOpEnum();

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.join.table;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventPropertyGetter;

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventType;

import org.apache.commons.logging.Log;

import org.apache.commons.logging.LogFactory;

 

import java.util.Arrays;

 

/**

* Index factory that organizes events by the event property values into hash buckets. Based on a HashMap
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* with {@link com.espertech.esper.collection.MultiKeyUntyped} keys that store the property values.

*

* Takes a list of property names as parameter. Doesn't care which event type the events have as long as the

properties

* exist. If the same event is added twice, the class throws an exception on add.

*/

public class PropertyIndexedEventTableFactory implements EventTableFactory

{

   protected final int streamNum;

   protected final String[] propertyNames;

   protected final boolean unique;

   protected final String optionalIndexName;

 

   /**

    * Getters for properties.

    */

   protected final EventPropertyGetter[] propertyGetters;

 

   /**

    * Ctor.

    * @param streamNum - the stream number that is indexed

    * @param eventType - types of events indexed

    * @param propertyNames - property names to use for indexing

    * @param unique

    * @param optionalIndexName

    */

   public PropertyIndexedEventTableFactory(int streamNum, EventType eventType, String[] propertyNames,

boolean unique, String optionalIndexName)

   {

       this.streamNum = streamNum;

       this.propertyNames = propertyNames;

       this.unique = unique;

       this.optionalIndexName = optionalIndexName;

 

       // Init getters

       propertyGetters = new EventPropertyGetter[propertyNames.length];

       for (int i = 0; i < propertyNames.length; i++)

       {

           propertyGetters[i] = eventType.getGetter(propertyNames[i]);

       }

   }

 

   public EventTable makeEventTable() {

       if (unique) {

           return new PropertyIndexedEventTableUnique(streamNum, propertyGetters, optionalIndexName);

       }

       else {

           return new PropertyIndexedEventTable(streamNum, propertyGetters);
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       }

   }

 

   public Class getEventTableClass() {

       if (unique) {

           return PropertyIndexedEventTableUnique.class;

       }

       else {

           return PropertyIndexedEventTable.class;

       }

   }

 

   public String toQueryPlan()

   {

       return this.getClass().getSimpleName() +

               (unique ? " unique" : " non-unique") +

               " streamNum=" + streamNum +

               " propertyNames=" + Arrays.toString(propertyNames);

   }

 

   private static Log log = LogFactory.getLog(PropertyIndexedEventTableFactory.class);

}

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.spec;

 

import com.espertech.esper.filter.FilterSpecCompiled;

import com.espertech.esper.filter.FilterValueSetParam;

 

import java.io.Serializable;

import java.util.List;

 

public class ContextDetailPartitionItem implements Serializable {

 

   private static final long serialVersionUID = -4009763999241702138L;

   private final FilterSpecRaw filterSpecRaw;

   private final List<String> propertyNames;

 

   private transient FilterSpecCompiled filterSpecCompiled;
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   private transient FilterValueSetParam[] parametersCompiled;

 

   public ContextDetailPartitionItem(FilterSpecRaw filterSpecRaw, List<String> propertyNames) {

       this.filterSpecRaw = filterSpecRaw;

       this.propertyNames = propertyNames;

   }

 

   public FilterSpecRaw getFilterSpecRaw() {

       return filterSpecRaw;

   }

 

   public List<String> getPropertyNames() {

       return propertyNames;

   }

 

   public FilterSpecCompiled getFilterSpecCompiled() {

       return filterSpecCompiled;

   }

 

   public void setFilterSpecCompiled(FilterSpecCompiled filterSpecCompiled) {

       this.filterSpecCompiled = filterSpecCompiled;

       this.parametersCompiled = filterSpecCompiled.getValueSet(null, null, null).getParameters();

   }

 

   public FilterValueSetParam[] getParametersCompiled() {

       return parametersCompiled;

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.join.rep;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

 

import java.util.Iterator;

import java.util.Set;

import java.util.List;

import java.util.LinkedList;

 

/**

* Implements a repository for join events and lookup results.

*/
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public class RepositoryImpl implements Repository

{

   private final int rootStream;

   private final EventBean rootEvent;

   private final int numStreams;

 

   private List<Node>[] nodesPerStream;

 

   private static Iterator<Cursor> emptyCursorIterator = new SingleCursorIterator(null);

 

   /**

    * Ctor.

    * @param rootStream is the stream supplying the root event

    * @param rootEvent is the root event

    * @param numStreams is the number of streams

    */

   public RepositoryImpl(int rootStream, EventBean rootEvent, int numStreams)

   {

       this.rootStream = rootStream;

       this.rootEvent = rootEvent;

       this.numStreams = numStreams;

   }

 

   public Iterator<Cursor> getCursors(int lookupFromStream)

   {

       if (lookupFromStream == rootStream)

       {

           Cursor cursor = new Cursor(rootEvent, rootStream, null);

           return new SingleCursorIterator(cursor);

       }

 

       List<Node> nodeList = nodesPerStream[lookupFromStream];

       if (nodeList == null)

       {

           return emptyCursorIterator;

       }

       return new NodeCursorIterator(lookupFromStream, nodeList.iterator());

   }

 

   public void addResult(Cursor cursor, Set<EventBean> lookupResults, int resultStream)

   {

       if (lookupResults.isEmpty())

       {

           throw new IllegalArgumentException("Attempting to add zero results");

       }

 

       Node parentNode = cursor.getNode();

       if (parentNode == null)
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       {

           Node leafNode = new Node(resultStream);

           leafNode.setEvents(lookupResults);

 

           if (nodesPerStream == null)

           {

               nodesPerStream = new List[numStreams];

           }

 

           List<Node> nodes = nodesPerStream[resultStream];

           if (nodes == null)

           {

               nodes = new LinkedList<Node>();

               nodesPerStream[resultStream] = nodes;

           }

           leafNode.setParentEvent(rootEvent);

 

           nodes.add(leafNode);

           return;

       }

 

       Node leafNode = new Node(resultStream);

       leafNode.setEvents(lookupResults);

       leafNode.setParent(cursor.getNode());

       leafNode.setParentEvent(cursor.getTheEvent());

 

       List<Node> nodes = nodesPerStream[resultStream];

       if (nodes == null)

       {

           nodes = new LinkedList<Node>();

           nodesPerStream[resultStream] = nodes;

       }

 

       nodes.add(leafNode);

   }

 

   /**

    * Returns a list of nodes that are the lookup results per stream.

    * @return result nodes per stream

    */

   public List<Node>[] getNodesPerStream()

   {

       return nodesPerStream;

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *
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* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.spec;

 

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprNode;

 

import java.util.List;

 

/**

* Specification for the merge statement update-part.

*/

public class OnTriggerMergeActionUpdate extends OnTriggerMergeAction

{

   private static final long serialVersionUID = 726673263717907039L;

 

   private List<OnTriggerSetAssignment> assignments;

 

   public OnTriggerMergeActionUpdate(ExprNode optionalMatchCond, List<OnTriggerSetAssignment>

assignments) {

       super(optionalMatchCond);

       this.assignments = assignments;

   }

 

   public List<OnTriggerSetAssignment> getAssignments() {

       return assignments;

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.spec;

 

import java.util.List;

 

/**

* Specification for the merge statement.

*/

public class OnTriggerMergeDesc extends OnTriggerWindowDesc

{

   private static final long serialVersionUID = 3388811105339812571L;
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   private List<OnTriggerMergeMatched> items;

 

   public OnTriggerMergeDesc(String windowName, String optionalAsName, List<OnTriggerMergeMatched>

items) {

       super(windowName, optionalAsName, OnTriggerType.ON_MERGE, false);

       this.items = items;

   }

 

   public List<OnTriggerMergeMatched> getItems() {

       return items;

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.core;

 

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.*;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.spec.OrderByItem;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.spec.RowLimitSpec;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.spec.SelectClauseExprCompiledSpec;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.variable.VariableService;

import org.apache.commons.logging.Log;

import org.apache.commons.logging.LogFactory;

 

import java.util.ArrayList;

import java.util.LinkedList;

import java.util.List;

 

/**

* Factory for {@link com.espertech.esper.epl.core.OrderByProcessor} processors.

*/

public class OrderByProcessorFactoryFactory {

	private static final Log log = LogFactory.getLog(OrderByProcessorFactoryFactory.class);

 

   /**

    * Returns processor for order-by clauses.

    * @param selectionList is a list of select expressions

    * @param groupByNodes is a list of group-by expressions

    * @param orderByList is a list of order-by expressions

    * @param rowLimitSpec specification for row limit, or null if no row limit is defined

    * @param variableService for retrieving variable state for use with row limiting
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    * @param isSortUsingCollator for string value sorting using compare or Collator

    * @return ordering processor instance

    * @throws com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprValidationException when validation of expressions fails

    */

   public static OrderByProcessorFactory getProcessor(List<SelectClauseExprCompiledSpec> selectionList,

											   ExprNode[] groupByNodes,

											   List<OrderByItem> orderByList,

                                              RowLimitSpec rowLimitSpec,

                                              VariableService variableService,

                                              boolean isSortUsingCollator)

	throws ExprValidationException

	{

		// Get the order by expression nodes

		List<ExprNode> orderByNodes = new ArrayList<ExprNode>();

		for(OrderByItem element : orderByList)

		{

			orderByNodes.add(element.getExprNode());

		}

 

		// No order-by clause

		if(orderByList.isEmpty())

		{

			log.debug(".getProcessor Using no OrderByProcessor");

           if (rowLimitSpec != null)

           {

               return new OrderByProcessorRowLimitFactory(rowLimitSpec, variableService);

           }

           return null;

       }

 

       // Determine aggregate functions used in select, if any

       List<ExprAggregateNode> selectAggNodes = new LinkedList<ExprAggregateNode>();

       for (SelectClauseExprCompiledSpec element : selectionList)

       {

           ExprAggregateNodeUtil.getAggregatesBottomUp(element.getSelectExpression(), selectAggNodes);

       }

 

		// Get all the aggregate functions occuring in the order-by clause

       List<ExprAggregateNode> orderAggNodes = new LinkedList<ExprAggregateNode>();

       for (ExprNode orderByNode : orderByNodes)

       {

           ExprAggregateNodeUtil.getAggregatesBottomUp(orderByNode, orderAggNodes);

       }

 

		validateOrderByAggregates(selectAggNodes, orderAggNodes);

 

       // Tell the order-by processor whether to compute group-by

       // keys if they are not present
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   	boolean needsGroupByKeys = !selectionList.isEmpty() && !orderAggNodes.isEmpty();

 

       log.debug(".getProcessor Using OrderByProcessorImpl");

       OrderByProcessorFactoryImpl orderByProcessorFactory = new OrderByProcessorFactoryImpl(orderByList,

groupByNodes, needsGroupByKeys, isSortUsingCollator);

       if (rowLimitSpec == null)

       {

           return orderByProcessorFactory;

       }

       else

       {

           return new OrderByProcessorOrderedLimitFactory(orderByProcessorFactory, new

OrderByProcessorRowLimitFactory(rowLimitSpec, variableService));

       }

	}

 

	private static void validateOrderByAggregates(List<ExprAggregateNode> selectAggNodes,

									   List<ExprAggregateNode> orderAggNodes)

	throws ExprValidationException

	{

		// Check that the order-by clause doesn't contain

		// any aggregate functions not in the select expression

		for(ExprAggregateNode orderAgg : orderAggNodes)

		{

			boolean inSelect = false;

			for(ExprAggregateNode selectAgg : selectAggNodes)

			{

				if(ExprNodeUtility.deepEquals(selectAgg, orderAgg))

				{

					inSelect = true;

					break;

				}

			}

			if(!inSelect)

			{

				throw new ExprValidationException("Aggregate functions in the order-by clause must also occur in the select

expression");

			}

		}

	}

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *
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**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.spec;

 

import com.espertech.esper.util.MetaDefItem;

 

import java.io.Serializable;

import java.util.List;

 

/**

* Specification for creating a named window index column.

*/

public class CreateIndexItem implements MetaDefItem, Serializable

{

   private static final long serialVersionUID = -3552356958442063252L;

 

   private final String name;

   private final CreateIndexType type;

 

   public CreateIndexItem(String name, CreateIndexType type) {

       this.name = name;

       this.type = type;

   }

 

   public String getName() {

       return name;

   }

 

   public CreateIndexType getType() {

       return type;

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.agg.service;

 

import java.util.List;

 

public class AggregationServiceMatchRecognizeFactoryDesc

{

   private final AggregationServiceMatchRecognizeFactory aggregationServiceFactory;

   private final List<AggregationServiceAggExpressionDesc> expressions;
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   public AggregationServiceMatchRecognizeFactoryDesc(AggregationServiceMatchRecognizeFactory

aggregationServiceFactory, List<AggregationServiceAggExpressionDesc> expressions) {

       this.aggregationServiceFactory = aggregationServiceFactory;

       this.expressions = expressions;

   }

 

   public AggregationServiceMatchRecognizeFactory getAggregationServiceFactory() {

       return aggregationServiceFactory;

   }

 

   public List<AggregationServiceAggExpressionDesc> getExpressions() {

       return expressions;

   }

}

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.enummethod.eval;

 

public interface ExprDotEvalSumMethod {

   public void enter(Object o);

   public Object getValue();

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.named;

 

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluator;

import com.espertech.esper.event.EventPropertyWriter;

import com.espertech.esper.util.TypeWidener;

import org.apache.commons.logging.Log;

import org.apache.commons.logging.LogFactory;

 

public class NamedWindowUpdateItem
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{

   private final ExprEvaluator expression;

   private final String optinalPropertyName;

   private final EventPropertyWriter optionalWriter;

   private final boolean notNullableField;

   private final TypeWidener optionalWidener;

 

   public NamedWindowUpdateItem(ExprEvaluator expression, String optinalPropertyName, EventPropertyWriter

optionalWriter, boolean notNullableField, TypeWidener optionalWidener) {

       this.expression = expression;

       this.optinalPropertyName = optinalPropertyName;

       this.optionalWriter = optionalWriter;

       this.notNullableField = notNullableField;

       this.optionalWidener = optionalWidener;

   }

 

   public ExprEvaluator getExpression() {

       return expression;

   }

 

   public String getOptinalPropertyName() {

       return optinalPropertyName;

   }

 

   public EventPropertyWriter getOptionalWriter() {

       return optionalWriter;

   }

 

   public boolean isNotNullableField() {

       return notNullableField;

   }

 

   public TypeWidener getOptionalWidener() {

       return optionalWidener;

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.metric;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EPRuntime;

import com.espertech.esper.core.service.EPServicesContext;
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/**

* Metrics reporting service for instrumentation data publishing, if enabled.

*/

public interface MetricReportingService

{

   /**

    * Sets runtime and services.

    * @param runtime runtime

    * @param servicesContext services

    */

   public void setContext(EPRuntime runtime, EPServicesContext servicesContext);

 

   /**

    * Indicates current engine time.

    * @param currentTime engine time

    */

   public void processTimeEvent(long currentTime);

 

   /**

    * Destroy the service.

    */

   public void destroy();

 

   /**

    * Account for statement CPU and wall time.

    * @param metricsHandle statement handle

    * @param deltaCPU cpu time nsec

    * @param deltaWall wall time nsec

    */

   public void accountTime(StatementMetricHandle metricsHandle, long deltaCPU, long deltaWall, int numInput);

 

   /**

    * Account for statement output row counting.

    * @param handle statement handle

    * @param numIStream number of insert stream rows

    * @param numRStream number of remove stream rows

    */

   public void accountOutput(StatementMetricHandle handle, int numIStream, int numRStream);

 

   /**

    * Returns for a new statement a handle for later accounting.

    * @param statementId statement id

    * @param statementName statement name

    * @return handle

    */

   public StatementMetricHandle getStatementHandle(String statementId, String statementName);
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   /**

    * Change the reporting interval for the given statement group name.

    * @param stmtGroupName group name

    * @param newInterval new interval, or zero or negative value to disable reporting

    */

   public void setMetricsReportingInterval(String stmtGroupName, long newInterval);

 

   /**

    * Disable metrics reporting for statement.

    * @param statementName statement name

    */

   public void setMetricsReportingStmtDisabled(String statementName);

 

   /**

    * Enable metrics reporting for statement.

    * @param statementName statement name

    */

   public void setMetricsReportingStmtEnabled(String statementName);

 

   /**

    * Enables metrics reporting globally.

    */

   public void setMetricsReportingEnabled();

 

   /**

    * Disables metrics reporting globally.

    */

   public void setMetricsReportingDisabled();

}

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.enummethod.dot;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventPropertyGetterIndexed;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluator;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluatorContext;

 

public class PropertyExprEvaluatorNonLambdaIndexed implements ExprEvaluator {
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   private final int streamId;

   private final EventPropertyGetterIndexed indexedGetter;

   private final ExprEvaluator paramEval;

   private final Class returnType;

 

   public PropertyExprEvaluatorNonLambdaIndexed(int streamId, EventPropertyGetterIndexed indexedGetter,

ExprEvaluator paramEval, Class returnType) {

       this.streamId = streamId;

       this.indexedGetter = indexedGetter;

       this.paramEval = paramEval;

       this.returnType = returnType;

   }

 

   public Object evaluate(EventBean[] eventsPerStream, boolean isNewData, ExprEvaluatorContext context) {

       Integer key = (Integer) paramEval.evaluate(eventsPerStream, isNewData, context);

       EventBean eventInQuestion = eventsPerStream[streamId];

       if (eventInQuestion == null) {

           return null;

       }

       return indexedGetter.get(eventInQuestion, key);

   }

 

   public Class getType() {

       return returnType;

   }

 

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.expression;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.enummethod.dot.ExprDotStaticMethodWrap;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.variable.VariableReader;

 

public class ExprDotEvalVariable implements ExprEvaluator

{

   private final VariableReader variableReader;

   private final ExprDotEval[] chainEval;

   private final ExprDotStaticMethodWrap resultWrapLambda;
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   public ExprDotEvalVariable(VariableReader variableReader,

                              ExprDotStaticMethodWrap resultWrapLambda,

                              ExprDotEval[] chainEval)

   {

       this.variableReader = variableReader;

       this.resultWrapLambda = resultWrapLambda;

       this.chainEval = chainEval;

   }

 

   public Class getType()

   {

       if (chainEval.length == 0) {

           return variableReader.getType();

       }

       else {

           return chainEval[chainEval.length - 1].getTypeInfo().getSingleValueType();

       }

   }

 

   public Object evaluate(EventBean[] eventsPerStream, boolean isNewData, ExprEvaluatorContext

exprEvaluatorContext)

	{

       Object result = variableReader.getValue();

       if (result == null) {

           return null;

       }

 

       if (resultWrapLambda != null) {

           result = resultWrapLambda.convert(result);

       }

 

       for (ExprDotEval aChainEval : chainEval) {

           result = aChainEval.evaluate(result, eventsPerStream, isNewData, exprEvaluatorContext);

           if (result == null) {

               return result;

           }

       }

 

       return result;

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *
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**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.spec;

 

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprNode;

 

import java.io.Serializable;

import java.util.List;

 

public class ExpressionDeclItem implements Serializable

{

   private static final long serialVersionUID = 1823345580817519502L;

 

   private final String name;

   private ExprNode inner;

   private List<String> parametersNames;

 

   public ExpressionDeclItem(String name, List<String> parametersNames, ExprNode inner) {

       this.name = name;

       this.parametersNames = parametersNames;

       this.inner = inner;

   }

 

   public String getName() {

       return name;

   }

 

   public ExprNode getInner() {

       return inner;

   }

 

   public List<String> getParametersNames() {

       return parametersNames;

   }

}

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.agg.service;

 

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprNode;
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/**

* Context for use with plug-in custom aggregation functions that implement {@link AggregationSupport}.

* <p>

* This context object provides access to the parameter expressions themselves as well

* as information compiled from the parameter expressions for your convenience.

*/

public class AggregationValidationContext

{

   private final Class[] parameterTypes;

   private final boolean[] isConstantValue;

   private final Object[] constantValues;

   private final boolean distinct;

   private final boolean windowed;

   private final ExprNode[] expressions;

 

   /**

    * Ctor.

    * @param parameterTypes the type of each parameter expression.

    * @param constantValue for each parameter expression an indicator whether the expression returns a constant

result

    * @param constantValues for each parameter expression that returns a constant result this array contains the

constant value

    * @param distinct true if 'distinct' keyword was provided

    * @param windowed true if all event properties references by parameter expressions are from streams that have

data windows declared onto the stream or are from named windows

    * @param expressions the parameter expressions themselves

    */

   public AggregationValidationContext(Class[] parameterTypes, boolean[] constantValue, Object[] constantValues,

boolean distinct, boolean windowed, ExprNode[] expressions)

   {

       this.parameterTypes = parameterTypes;

       this.isConstantValue = constantValue;

       this.constantValues = constantValues;

       this.distinct = distinct;

       this.windowed = windowed;

       this.expressions = expressions;

   }

 

   /**

    * The return type of each parameter expression.

    * <p>

    * This information can also be obtained by calling getType on each parameter expression.

    * @return array providing result type of each parameter expression

    */

   public Class[] getParameterTypes()

   {

       return parameterTypes;
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   }

 

   /**

    * A boolean indicator for each parameter expression that is true if the expression

    * returns a constant result or false if the expression result is not a constant value.

    * <p>

    * This information can also be obtained by calling isConstantResult on each parameter expression.

    * @return array providing an indicator per parameter expression that the result is a constant value

    */

   public boolean[] getIsConstantValue()

   {

       return isConstantValue;

   }

 

   /**

    * If a parameter expression returns a constant value, the value of the constant it returns

    * is provided in this array.

    * <p>

    * This information can also be obtained by calling evaluate on each parameter expression

    * providing a constant value.

    * @return array providing the constant return value per parameter expression that has constant result value, or

null

    * if a parameter expression is deemded to not provide a constant result value

    */

   public Object[] getConstantValues()

   {

       return constantValues;

   }

 

   /**

    * Returns true to indicate that the 'distinct' keyword was specified for this aggregation function.

    * @return distinct value indicator

    */

   public boolean isDistinct()

   {

       return distinct;

   }

 

   /**

    * Returns true to indicate that all parameter expressions return event properties that originate from a stream that

    * provides a remove stream.

    * @return windowed indicator

    */

   public boolean isWindowed()

   {

       return windowed;

   }
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   /**

    * Returns the parameter expressions themselves for interrogation.

    * @return parameter expressions

    */

   public ExprNode[] getExpressions()

   {

       return expressions;

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.expression;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.util.JavaClassHelper;

import com.espertech.esper.util.SimpleNumberBigDecimalCoercer;

import com.espertech.esper.util.SimpleNumberBigIntegerCoercer;

import com.espertech.esper.util.SimpleNumberCoercerFactory;

 

import java.math.BigDecimal;

import java.math.BigInteger;

import java.util.Arrays;

import java.util.Iterator;

 

/**

* Represents the between-clause function in an expression tree.

*/

public class ExprBetweenNodeImpl extends ExprNodeBase implements ExprEvaluator, ExprBetweenNode

{

   private final boolean isLowEndpointIncluded;

   private final boolean isHighEndpointIncluded;

   private final boolean isNotBetween;

 

   private boolean isAlwaysFalse;

   private transient ExprBetweenComp computer;

   private transient ExprEvaluator[] evaluators;

 

   private static final long serialVersionUID = -9089344387956311948L;

 

   /**

    * Ctor.

    * @param lowEndpointIncluded is true for the regular 'between' or false for "val in (a:b)" (open range), or
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    * false if the endpoint is not included

    * @param highEndpointIncluded indicates whether the high endpoint is included

    * @param notBetween is true for 'not between' or 'not in (a:b), or false for a regular between

    */

   public ExprBetweenNodeImpl(boolean lowEndpointIncluded, boolean highEndpointIncluded, boolean

notBetween)

   {

       isLowEndpointIncluded = lowEndpointIncluded;

       isHighEndpointIncluded = highEndpointIncluded;

       isNotBetween = notBetween;

   }

 

   public ExprEvaluator getExprEvaluator()

   {

       return this;

   }

 

   public boolean isConstantResult()

   {

       return false;

   }

 

   /**

    * Returns true if the low endpoint is included, false if not

    * @return indicator if endppoint is included

    */

   public boolean isLowEndpointIncluded()

   {

       return isLowEndpointIncluded;

   }

 

   /**

    * Returns true if the high endpoint is included, false if not

    * @return indicator if endppoint is included

    */

   public boolean isHighEndpointIncluded()

   {

       return isHighEndpointIncluded;

   }

 

   /**

    * Returns true for inverted range, or false for regular (openn/close/half-open/half-closed) ranges.

    * @return true for not betwene, false for between

    */

   public boolean isNotBetween()

   {

       return isNotBetween;

   }
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   public void validate(ExprValidationContext validationContext) throws ExprValidationException

   {

       if (this.getChildNodes().length != 3)

       {

           throw new ExprValidationException("The Between operator requires exactly 3 child expressions");

       }

 

       // Must be either numeric or string

       evaluators = ExprNodeUtility.getEvaluators(this.getChildNodes());

       Class typeOne = JavaClassHelper.getBoxedType(evaluators[0].getType());

       Class typeTwo = JavaClassHelper.getBoxedType(evaluators[1].getType());

       Class typeThree = JavaClassHelper.getBoxedType(evaluators[2].getType());

 

       if (typeOne == null)

       {

           throw new ExprValidationException("Null value not allowed in between-clause");

       }

 

       Class compareType;

       if ((typeTwo == null) || (typeThree == null))

       {

           isAlwaysFalse = true;

       }

       else {

           if ((typeOne != String.class) || (typeTwo != String.class) || (typeThree != String.class))

           {

               if (!JavaClassHelper.isNumeric(typeOne))

               {

                   throw new ExprValidationException("Implicit conversion from datatype '" +

                           typeOne.getSimpleName() +

                           "' to numeric is not allowed");

               }

               if (!JavaClassHelper.isNumeric(typeTwo))

               {

                   throw new ExprValidationException("Implicit conversion from datatype '" +

                           typeTwo.getSimpleName() +

                           "' to numeric is not allowed");

               }

               if (!JavaClassHelper.isNumeric(typeThree))

               {

                   throw new ExprValidationException("Implicit conversion from datatype '" +

                           typeThree.getSimpleName() +

                           "' to numeric is not allowed");

               }

           }

 

           Class intermedType = JavaClassHelper.getCompareToCoercionType(typeOne, typeTwo);
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           compareType = JavaClassHelper.getCompareToCoercionType(intermedType, typeThree);

           computer = makeComputer(compareType, typeOne, typeTwo, typeThree);

       }

   }

 

   public Class getType()

   {

       return Boolean.class;

   }

 

   public Object evaluate(EventBean[] eventsPerStream, boolean isNewData, ExprEvaluatorContext

exprEvaluatorContext)

   {

       if (isAlwaysFalse)

       {

           return false;

       }

 

       // Evaluate first child which is the base value to compare to

       Object value = evaluators[0].evaluate(eventsPerStream, isNewData, exprEvaluatorContext);

       if (value == null)

       {

           return false;

       }

       Object lower = evaluators[1].evaluate(eventsPerStream, isNewData, exprEvaluatorContext);

       Object higher = evaluators[2].evaluate(eventsPerStream, isNewData, exprEvaluatorContext);

 

       boolean result = computer.isBetween(value, lower, higher);

 

       if (isNotBetween)

       {

           return !result;

       }

 

       return result;

   }

 

   public boolean equalsNode(ExprNode node_)

   {

       if (!(node_ instanceof ExprBetweenNodeImpl))

       {

           return false;

       }

 

       ExprBetweenNodeImpl other = (ExprBetweenNodeImpl) node_;

       return other.isNotBetween == this.isNotBetween;

   }
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   public String toExpressionString()

   {

       StringBuilder buffer = new StringBuilder();

 

       Iterator<ExprNode> it = Arrays.asList(this.getChildNodes()).iterator();

       buffer.append(it.next().toExpressionString());

       if (isNotBetween)

       {

           buffer.append(" not between ");

       }

       else

       {

           buffer.append(" between ");

       }

 

       buffer.append(it.next().toExpressionString());

       buffer.append(" and ");

       buffer.append(it.next().toExpressionString());

 

       return buffer.toString();

   }

 

   private ExprBetweenComp makeComputer(Class compareType, Class valueType, Class lowType, Class

highType)

   {

       ExprBetweenComp computer;

 

       if (compareType == String.class)

       {

           computer = new ExprBetweenCompString(isLowEndpointIncluded, isHighEndpointIncluded);

       }

       else if (compareType == BigDecimal.class)

       {

           computer = new ExprBetweenCompBigDecimal(isLowEndpointIncluded, isHighEndpointIncluded,

valueType, lowType, highType);

       }

       else if (compareType == BigInteger.class)

       {

           computer = new ExprBetweenCompBigInteger(isLowEndpointIncluded, isHighEndpointIncluded,

valueType, lowType, highType);

       }

       else if (compareType == Long.class)

       {

           computer = new ExprBetweenCompLong(isLowEndpointIncluded, isHighEndpointIncluded);

       }

       else

       {

           computer = new ExprBetweenCompDouble(isLowEndpointIncluded, isHighEndpointIncluded);
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       }

       return computer;

   }

 

   private interface ExprBetweenComp

   {

       public boolean isBetween(Object value, Object lower, Object upper);

   }

 

   private static class ExprBetweenCompString implements ExprBetweenComp

   {

       private boolean isLowIncluded;

       private boolean isHighIncluded;

 

       public ExprBetweenCompString(boolean lowIncluded, boolean isHighIncluded)

       {

           this.isLowIncluded = lowIncluded;

           this.isHighIncluded = isHighIncluded;

       }

 

       public boolean isBetween(Object value, Object lower, Object upper)

       {

           if ((value == null) || (lower == null) || ((upper == null)))

           {

               return false;

           }

           String valueStr = (String) value;

           String lowerStr = (String) lower;

           String upperStr = (String) upper;

 

           if (upperStr.compareTo(lowerStr) < 0)

           {

               String temp = upperStr;

               upperStr = lowerStr;

               lowerStr = temp;

           }

 

           if (valueStr.compareTo(lowerStr) < 0)

           {

               return false;

           }

           if (valueStr.compareTo(upperStr) > 0)

           {

               return false;

           }

           if (!(isLowIncluded))

           {

               if (valueStr.equals(lowerStr))
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               {

                   return false;

               }

           }

           if (!(isHighIncluded))

           {

               if (valueStr.equals(upperStr))

               {

                   return false;

               }

           }

           return true;

       }

 

       public boolean isEqualsEndpoint(Object value, Object endpoint)

       {

           return value.equals(endpoint);

       }

   }

 

   private static class ExprBetweenCompDouble implements ExprBetweenComp

   {

       private boolean isLowIncluded;

       private boolean isHighIncluded;

 

       public ExprBetweenCompDouble(boolean lowIncluded, boolean highIncluded)

       {

           isLowIncluded = lowIncluded;

           isHighIncluded = highIncluded;

       }

 

       public boolean isBetween(Object value, Object lower, Object upper)

       {

           if ((value == null) || (lower == null) || ((upper == null)))

           {

               return false;

           }

           double valueD = ((Number) value).doubleValue();

           double lowerD = ((Number) lower).doubleValue();

           double upperD = ((Number) upper).doubleValue();

 

           if (lowerD > upperD)

           {

               double temp = upperD;

               upperD = lowerD;

               lowerD = temp;

           }
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           if (valueD > lowerD)

           {

               if (valueD < upperD)

               {

                   return true;

               }

               if (isHighIncluded)

               {

                   return valueD == upperD;

               }

               return false;

           }

           if ((isLowIncluded) && (valueD == lowerD))

           {

               return true;

           }

           return false;

       }

   }

 

   private static class ExprBetweenCompLong implements ExprBetweenComp

   {

       private boolean isLowIncluded;

       private boolean isHighIncluded;

 

       public ExprBetweenCompLong(boolean lowIncluded, boolean highIncluded)

       {

           isLowIncluded = lowIncluded;

           isHighIncluded = highIncluded;

       }

 

       public boolean isBetween(Object value, Object lower, Object upper)

       {

           if ((value == null) || (lower == null) || ((upper == null)))

           {

               return false;

           }

           long valueD = ((Number) value).longValue();

           long lowerD = ((Number) lower).longValue();

           long upperD = ((Number) upper).longValue();

 

           if (lowerD > upperD)

           {

               long temp = upperD;

               upperD = lowerD;

               lowerD = temp;

           }
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           if (valueD > lowerD)

           {

               if (valueD < upperD)

               {

                   return true;

               }

               if (isHighIncluded)

               {

                   return valueD == upperD;

               }

               return false;

           }

           if ((isLowIncluded) && (valueD == lowerD))

           {

               return true;

           }

           return false;

       }

   }

 

   private static class ExprBetweenCompBigDecimal implements ExprBetweenComp

   {

       private boolean isLowIncluded;

       private boolean isHighIncluded;

       private SimpleNumberBigDecimalCoercer numberCoercerLower;

       private SimpleNumberBigDecimalCoercer numberCoercerUpper;

       private SimpleNumberBigDecimalCoercer numberCoercerValue;

 

       public ExprBetweenCompBigDecimal(boolean lowIncluded, boolean highIncluded, Class valueType, Class

lowerType, Class upperType)

       {

           isLowIncluded = lowIncluded;

           isHighIncluded = highIncluded;

 

           numberCoercerLower = SimpleNumberCoercerFactory.getCoercerBigDecimal(lowerType);

           numberCoercerUpper = SimpleNumberCoercerFactory.getCoercerBigDecimal(upperType);

           numberCoercerValue = SimpleNumberCoercerFactory.getCoercerBigDecimal(valueType);

       }

 

       public boolean isBetween(Object value, Object lower, Object upper)

       {

           if ((value == null) || (lower == null) || ((upper == null)))

           {

               return false;

           }

           BigDecimal valueD = numberCoercerValue.coerceBoxedBigDec((Number) value);

           BigDecimal lowerD = numberCoercerLower.coerceBoxedBigDec((Number) lower);

           BigDecimal upperD = numberCoercerUpper.coerceBoxedBigDec((Number) upper);
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           if (lowerD.compareTo(upperD) > 0)

           {

               BigDecimal temp = upperD;

               upperD = lowerD;

               lowerD = temp;

           }

 

           if (valueD.compareTo(lowerD) > 0)

           {

               if (valueD.compareTo(upperD) < 0)

               {

                   return true;

               }

               if (isHighIncluded)

               {

                   return valueD.equals(upperD);

               }

               return false;

           }

           if ((isLowIncluded) && (valueD.equals(lowerD)))

           {

               return true;

           }

           return false;

       }

   }

 

   private static class ExprBetweenCompBigInteger implements ExprBetweenComp

   {

       private boolean isLowIncluded;

       private boolean isHighIncluded;

       private SimpleNumberBigIntegerCoercer numberCoercerLower;

       private SimpleNumberBigIntegerCoercer numberCoercerUpper;

       private SimpleNumberBigIntegerCoercer numberCoercerValue;

 

       public ExprBetweenCompBigInteger(boolean lowIncluded, boolean highIncluded, Class valueType, Class

lowerType, Class upperType)

       {

           isLowIncluded = lowIncluded;

           isHighIncluded = highIncluded;

 

           numberCoercerLower = SimpleNumberCoercerFactory.getCoercerBigInteger(lowerType);

           numberCoercerUpper = SimpleNumberCoercerFactory.getCoercerBigInteger(upperType);

           numberCoercerValue = SimpleNumberCoercerFactory.getCoercerBigInteger(valueType);

       }

 

       public boolean isBetween(Object value, Object lower, Object upper)
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       {

           if ((value == null) || (lower == null) || ((upper == null)))

           {

               return false;

           }

           BigInteger valueD = numberCoercerValue.coerceBoxedBigInt((Number) value);

           BigInteger lowerD = numberCoercerLower.coerceBoxedBigInt((Number) lower);

           BigInteger upperD = numberCoercerUpper.coerceBoxedBigInt((Number) upper);

 

           if (lowerD.compareTo(upperD) > 0)

           {

               BigInteger temp = upperD;

               upperD = lowerD;

               lowerD = temp;

           }

 

           if (valueD.compareTo(lowerD) > 0)

           {

               if (valueD.compareTo(upperD) < 0)

               {

                   return true;

               }

               if (isHighIncluded)

               {

                   return valueD.equals(upperD);

               }

               return false;

           }

           if ((isLowIncluded) && (valueD.equals(lowerD)))

           {

               return true;

           }

           return false;

       }

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.agg.access;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluatorContext;
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import java.util.Collection;

import java.util.Iterator;

 

public interface AggregationStateLinear

{

   /**

    * Returns the first (oldest) value entered.

    * @return first value

    */

   public EventBean getFirstValue();

 

   /**

    * Returns the newest (last) value entered.

    * @return last value

    */

   public EventBean getLastValue();

 

   /**

    * Counting from the first element to the last, returns the oldest (first) value entered for index zero

    * and the n-th oldest value for index N.

    * @param index index

    * @return last value

    */

   public EventBean getFirstNthValue(int index);

 

   /**

    * Counting from the last element to the first, returns the newest (last) value entered for index zero

    * and the n-th newest value for index N.

    * @param index index

    * @return last value

    */

   public EventBean getLastNthValue(int index);

 

   /**

    * Returns all events for the group.

    * @return group event iterator

    */

   public Iterator<EventBean> iterator();

 

   /**

    * Returns all events for the group.

    * @return group event iterator

    */

   public Collection<EventBean> collectionReadOnly();

 

   /**

    * Returns the number of events in the group.
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    * @return size

    */

   public int size();

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.join.exec.base;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventType;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluatorContext;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.join.exec.composite.CompositeIndexQuery;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.join.exec.composite.CompositeIndexQueryFactory;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.join.plan.QueryGraphValueEntryHashKeyed;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.join.plan.QueryGraphValueEntryRange;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.join.rep.Cursor;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.join.table.PropertyCompositeEventTable;

 

import java.util.Arrays;

import java.util.List;

import java.util.Set;

 

/**

* Lookup on an nested map structure that represents an index for use with at least one range and possibly multiple

ranges

* and optionally keyed by one or more unique keys.

* <p>

* Use the sorted strategy instead if supporting a single range only and no other unique keys are part of the index.

*/

public class CompositeTableLookupStrategy implements JoinExecTableLookupStrategy

{

   private final EventType eventType;

   private final PropertyCompositeEventTable index;

   private final CompositeIndexQuery chain;

   private final List<QueryGraphValueEntryRange> rangeKeyPairs;

 

   /**

    * Ctor.

    * @param eventType - event type to expect for lookup

    * @param index - index to look up in

    */

   public CompositeTableLookupStrategy(EventType eventType, int lookupStream,
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List<QueryGraphValueEntryHashKeyed> hashKeys, List<QueryGraphValueEntryRange> rangeKeyPairs,

PropertyCompositeEventTable index)

   {

       this.eventType = eventType;

       this.index = index;

       this.rangeKeyPairs = rangeKeyPairs;

       chain = CompositeIndexQueryFactory.makeJoinSingleLookupStream(false, lookupStream, hashKeys,

index.getOptKeyCoercedTypes(), rangeKeyPairs, index.getOptRangeCoercedTypes());

   }

 

   /**

    * Returns event type of the lookup event.

    * @return event type of the lookup event

    */

   public EventType getEventType()

   {

       return eventType;

   }

 

   /**

    * Returns index to look up in.

    * @return index to use

    */

   public PropertyCompositeEventTable getIndex()

   {

       return index;

   }

 

   public Set<EventBean> lookup(EventBean theEvent, Cursor cursor, ExprEvaluatorContext context)

   {

       Set<EventBean> result = chain.get(theEvent, index.getIndex(), context);

       if (result != null && result.isEmpty()) {

           return null;

       }

       return result;

   }

 

   public String toString()

   {

       return "CompositeTableLookupStrategy indexProps=" + Arrays.toString(rangeKeyPairs.toArray()) +

               " index=(" + index + ')';

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *
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* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.agg.aggregator;

 

/**

* Sum for integer values.

*/

public class AggregatorSumInteger implements AggregationMethod

{

   protected int sum;

   protected long numDataPoints;

 

   public void clear()

   {

       sum = 0;

       numDataPoints = 0;

   }

 

   public void enter(Object object)

   {

       if (object == null)

       {

           return;

       }

       numDataPoints++;

       sum += (Integer) object;

   }

 

   public void leave(Object object)

   {

       if (object == null)

       {

           return;

       }

       numDataPoints--;

       sum -= (Integer) object;

   }

 

   public Object getValue()

   {

       if (numDataPoints == 0)

       {

           return null;

       }

       return sum;

   }
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   public Class getValueType()

   {

       return Integer.class;

   }

}

<!--

 ~ **************************************************************************************

 ~ * Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

 ~ * http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

 ~ * http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

 ~ * ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

 ~ * The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

 ~ * a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

 ~ **************************************************************************************

 -->

 

<html>

<head></head>

<body>

<p>

	State multifunction aggregation methods

</p>

</body>

</html>

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.datetime.eval;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventPropertyGetter;

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventType;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.datetime.calop.CalendarOp;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.datetime.interval.IntervalOp;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.datetime.reformatop.ReformatOp;

import com.espertech.esper.client.util.ExpressionReturnType;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprDotEval;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluatorContext;

import com.espertech.esper.util.JavaClassHelper;
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import java.util.Calendar;

import java.util.Date;

import java.util.List;

 

public class ExprDotEvalDT implements ExprDotEval

{

   private final ExpressionReturnType returnType;

   private final DTLocalEvaluator evaluator;

 

   public ExprDotEvalDT(List<CalendarOp> calendarOps, ReformatOp reformatOp, IntervalOp intervalOp, Class

inputType, EventType inputEventType) {

       this.evaluator = getEvaluator(calendarOps, inputType, inputEventType, reformatOp, intervalOp);

 

       if (intervalOp != null) {

           returnType = ExpressionReturnType.singleValue(Boolean.class);

       }

       else if (reformatOp != null) {

           returnType = ExpressionReturnType.singleValue(reformatOp.getReturnType());

       }

       else {  // only calendar ops

           if (inputEventType != null) {

               returnType =

ExpressionReturnType.singleValue(inputEventType.getPropertyType(inputEventType.getStartTimestampPropertyN

ame()));

           }

           else {

               returnType = ExpressionReturnType.singleValue(inputType);

           }

       }

   }

 

   public ExpressionReturnType getTypeInfo() {

       return returnType;

   }

 

   public DTLocalEvaluator getEvaluator(List<CalendarOp> calendarOps, Class inputType, EventType

inputEventType, ReformatOp reformatOp, IntervalOp intervalOp) {

       if (inputEventType == null) {

           if (reformatOp != null) {

               if (JavaClassHelper.isSubclassOrImplementsInterface(inputType, Calendar.class)) {

                   if (calendarOps.isEmpty()) {

                       return new DTLocalEvaluatorCalReformat(reformatOp);

                   }

                   return new DTLocalEvaluatorCalOpsReformat(calendarOps, reformatOp);

               }

               else if (JavaClassHelper.isSubclassOrImplementsInterface(inputType, Date.class)) {

                   if (calendarOps.isEmpty()) {

                       return new DTLocalEvaluatorDateReformat(reformatOp);
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                   }

                   return new DTLocalEvaluatorDateOpsReformat(calendarOps, reformatOp);

               }

               else if (JavaClassHelper.getBoxedType(inputType) == Long.class) {

                   if (calendarOps.isEmpty()) {

                       return new DTLocalEvaluatorLongReformat(reformatOp);

                   }

                   return new DTLocalEvaluatorLongOpsReformat(calendarOps, reformatOp);

               }

           }

           else if (intervalOp != null) {

               if (JavaClassHelper.isSubclassOrImplementsInterface(inputType, Calendar.class)) {

                   if (calendarOps.isEmpty()) {

                       return new DTLocalEvaluatorCalInterval(intervalOp);

                   }

                   return new DTLocalEvaluatorCalOpsInterval(calendarOps, intervalOp);

               }

               else if (JavaClassHelper.isSubclassOrImplementsInterface(inputType, Date.class)) {

                   if (calendarOps.isEmpty()) {

                       return new DTLocalEvaluatorDateInterval(intervalOp);

                   }

                   return new DTLocalEvaluatorDateOpsInterval(calendarOps, intervalOp);

               }

               else if (JavaClassHelper.getBoxedType(inputType) == Long.class) {

                   if (calendarOps.isEmpty()) {

                       return new DTLocalEvaluatorLongInterval(intervalOp);

                   }

                   return new DTLocalEvaluatorLongOpsInterval(calendarOps, intervalOp);

               }

           }

           else { // only calendar ops, nothing else

               if (JavaClassHelper.isSubclassOrImplementsInterface(inputType, Calendar.class)) {

                   return new DTLocalEvaluatorCalOpsCal(calendarOps);

               }

               else if (JavaClassHelper.isSubclassOrImplementsInterface(inputType, Date.class)) {

                   return new DTLocalEvaluatorCalOpsDate(calendarOps);

               }

               else if (JavaClassHelper.getBoxedType(inputType) == Long.class) {

                   return new DTLocalEvaluatorCalOpsLong(calendarOps);

               }

           }

           throw new IllegalArgumentException("Invalid input type '" + inputType + "'");

       }

 

       EventPropertyGetter getter = inputEventType.getGetter(inputEventType.getStartTimestampPropertyName());

       Class getterResultType =

inputEventType.getPropertyType(inputEventType.getStartTimestampPropertyName());
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       if (reformatOp != null) {

           DTLocalEvaluator inner = getEvaluator(calendarOps, getterResultType, null, reformatOp, null);

           return new DTLocalEvaluatorBeanReformat(getter, inner);

       }

       if (intervalOp == null) {   // only calendar ops

           DTLocalEvaluator inner = getEvaluator(calendarOps, getterResultType, null, null, null);

           return new DTLocalEvaluatorBeanCalOps(getter, inner);

       }

 

       // have interval ops but no end timestamp

       if (inputEventType.getEndTimestampPropertyName() == null) {

           DTLocalEvaluator inner = getEvaluator(calendarOps, getterResultType, null, null, intervalOp);

           return new DTLocalEvaluatorBeanIntervalNoEndTS(getter, inner);

       }

 

       // interval ops and have end timestamp

       EventPropertyGetter getterEndTimestamp =

inputEventType.getGetter(inputEventType.getEndTimestampPropertyName());

       DTLocalEvaluatorIntervalComp inner = (DTLocalEvaluatorIntervalComp) getEvaluator(calendarOps,

getterResultType, null, null, intervalOp);

       return new DTLocalEvaluatorBeanIntervalWithEnd(getter, getterEndTimestamp, inner);

   }

 

   public Object evaluate(Object target, EventBean[] eventsPerStream, boolean isNewData, ExprEvaluatorContext

exprEvaluatorContext) {

       if (target == null) {

           return null;

       }

       return evaluator.evaluate(target, eventsPerStream, isNewData, exprEvaluatorContext);

   }

 

   protected static void evaluateCalOps(List<CalendarOp> calendarOps, Calendar cal, EventBean[]

eventsPerStream, boolean isNewData, ExprEvaluatorContext exprEvaluatorContext) {

       for (CalendarOp calendarOp : calendarOps) {

           calendarOp.evaluate(cal, eventsPerStream, isNewData, exprEvaluatorContext);

       }

   }

 

   private static interface DTLocalEvaluator {

       public Object evaluate(Object target, EventBean[] eventsPerStream, boolean isNewData, ExprEvaluatorContext

exprEvaluatorContext);

   }

 

   private abstract static class DTLocalEvaluatorReformatBase implements DTLocalEvaluator {

       protected final ReformatOp reformatOp;

 

       protected DTLocalEvaluatorReformatBase(ReformatOp reformatOp) {

           this.reformatOp = reformatOp;
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       }

   }

 

   private abstract static class DTLocalEvaluatorCalopReformatBase implements DTLocalEvaluator {

       protected final List<CalendarOp> calendarOps;

       protected final ReformatOp reformatOp;

 

       protected DTLocalEvaluatorCalopReformatBase(List<CalendarOp> calendarOps, ReformatOp reformatOp) {

           this.calendarOps = calendarOps;

           this.reformatOp = reformatOp;

       }

   }

 

   private static class DTLocalEvaluatorCalReformat extends DTLocalEvaluatorReformatBase {

       private DTLocalEvaluatorCalReformat(ReformatOp reformatOp) {

           super(reformatOp);

       }

 

       public Object evaluate(Object target, EventBean[] eventsPerStream, boolean isNewData, ExprEvaluatorContext

exprEvaluatorContext) {

           return reformatOp.evaluate((Calendar) target, eventsPerStream, isNewData, exprEvaluatorContext);

       }

   }

 

   private static class DTLocalEvaluatorCalOpsReformat extends DTLocalEvaluatorCalopReformatBase {

       private DTLocalEvaluatorCalOpsReformat(List<CalendarOp> calendarOps, ReformatOp reformatOp) {

           super(calendarOps, reformatOp);

       }

 

       public Object evaluate(Object target, EventBean[] eventsPerStream, boolean isNewData, ExprEvaluatorContext

exprEvaluatorContext) {

           Calendar cal = (Calendar) ((Calendar) target).clone();

           evaluateCalOps(calendarOps, cal, eventsPerStream, isNewData, exprEvaluatorContext);

           return reformatOp.evaluate(cal, eventsPerStream, isNewData, exprEvaluatorContext);

       }

   }

 

   private static class DTLocalEvaluatorDateReformat extends DTLocalEvaluatorReformatBase {

       private DTLocalEvaluatorDateReformat(ReformatOp reformatOp) {

           super(reformatOp);

       }

 

       public Object evaluate(Object target, EventBean[] eventsPerStream, boolean isNewData, ExprEvaluatorContext

exprEvaluatorContext) {

           return reformatOp.evaluate((Date) target, eventsPerStream, isNewData, exprEvaluatorContext);

       }

   }
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   private static class DTLocalEvaluatorDateOpsReformat extends DTLocalEvaluatorCalopReformatBase {

       private DTLocalEvaluatorDateOpsReformat(List<CalendarOp> calendarOps, ReformatOp reformatOp) {

           super(calendarOps, reformatOp);

       }

 

       public Object evaluate(Object target, EventBean[] eventsPerStream, boolean isNewData, ExprEvaluatorContext

exprEvaluatorContext) {

           Calendar cal = Calendar.getInstance();

           cal.setTimeInMillis(((Date) target).getTime());

           evaluateCalOps(calendarOps, cal, eventsPerStream, isNewData, exprEvaluatorContext);

           return reformatOp.evaluate(cal, eventsPerStream, isNewData, exprEvaluatorContext);

       }

   }

 

   private static class DTLocalEvaluatorLongReformat extends DTLocalEvaluatorReformatBase {

       private DTLocalEvaluatorLongReformat(ReformatOp reformatOp) {

           super(reformatOp);

       }

 

       public Object evaluate(Object target, EventBean[] eventsPerStream, boolean isNewData, ExprEvaluatorContext

exprEvaluatorContext) {

           return reformatOp.evaluate((Long) target, eventsPerStream, isNewData, exprEvaluatorContext);

       }

   }

 

   private static class DTLocalEvaluatorLongOpsReformat extends DTLocalEvaluatorCalopReformatBase {

       private DTLocalEvaluatorLongOpsReformat(List<CalendarOp> calendarOps, ReformatOp reformatOp) {

           super(calendarOps, reformatOp);

       }

 

       public Object evaluate(Object target, EventBean[] eventsPerStream, boolean isNewData, ExprEvaluatorContext

exprEvaluatorContext) {

           Calendar cal = Calendar.getInstance();

           cal.setTimeInMillis((Long) target);

           evaluateCalOps(calendarOps, cal, eventsPerStream, isNewData, exprEvaluatorContext);

           return reformatOp.evaluate(cal, eventsPerStream, isNewData, exprEvaluatorContext);

       }

   }

 

   /**

    * Interval methods.

    */

   private interface DTLocalEvaluatorIntervalComp {

       public Object evaluate(Object startTimestamp, Object endTimestamp, EventBean[] eventsPerStream, boolean

isNewData, ExprEvaluatorContext exprEvaluatorContext);

   }

 

   private abstract static class DTLocalEvaluatorIntervalBase implements DTLocalEvaluator,
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DTLocalEvaluatorIntervalComp {

       protected final IntervalOp intervalOp;

 

       protected DTLocalEvaluatorIntervalBase(IntervalOp intervalOp) {

           this.intervalOp = intervalOp;

       }

   }

 

   private abstract static class DTLocalEvaluatorCalOpsIntervalBase implements DTLocalEvaluator,

DTLocalEvaluatorIntervalComp {

       protected final List<CalendarOp> calendarOps;

       protected final IntervalOp intervalOp;

 

       protected DTLocalEvaluatorCalOpsIntervalBase(List<CalendarOp> calendarOps, IntervalOp intervalOp) {

           this.calendarOps = calendarOps;

           this.intervalOp = intervalOp;

       }

   }

 

   private static class DTLocalEvaluatorCalInterval extends DTLocalEvaluatorIntervalBase {

       private DTLocalEvaluatorCalInterval(IntervalOp intervalOp) {

           super(intervalOp);

       }

 

       public Object evaluate(Object target, EventBean[] eventsPerStream, boolean isNewData, ExprEvaluatorContext

exprEvaluatorContext) {

           long time = ((Calendar) target).getTimeInMillis();

           return intervalOp.evaluate(time, time, eventsPerStream, isNewData, exprEvaluatorContext);

       }

 

       public Object evaluate(Object startTimestamp, Object endTimestamp, EventBean[] eventsPerStream, boolean

isNewData, ExprEvaluatorContext exprEvaluatorContext) {

           long start = ((Calendar) startTimestamp).getTimeInMillis();

           long end = ((Calendar) endTimestamp).getTimeInMillis();

           return intervalOp.evaluate(start, end, eventsPerStream, isNewData, exprEvaluatorContext);

       }

   }

 

   private static class DTLocalEvaluatorCalOpsInterval extends DTLocalEvaluatorCalOpsIntervalBase {

       private DTLocalEvaluatorCalOpsInterval(List<CalendarOp> calendarOps, IntervalOp intervalOp) {

           super(calendarOps, intervalOp);

       }

 

       public Object evaluate(Object target, EventBean[] eventsPerStream, boolean isNewData, ExprEvaluatorContext

exprEvaluatorContext) {

           Calendar cal = (Calendar) ((Calendar) target).clone();

           evaluateCalOps(calendarOps, cal, eventsPerStream, isNewData, exprEvaluatorContext);

           long time = cal.getTimeInMillis();
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           return intervalOp.evaluate(time, time, eventsPerStream, isNewData, exprEvaluatorContext);

       }

 

       public Object evaluate(Object startTimestamp, Object endTimestamp, EventBean[] eventsPerStream, boolean

isNewData, ExprEvaluatorContext exprEvaluatorContext) {

           long startLong = ((Calendar) startTimestamp).getTimeInMillis();

           long endLong = ((Calendar) endTimestamp).getTimeInMillis();

           Calendar cal = Calendar.getInstance();

           cal.setTimeInMillis(startLong);

           evaluateCalOps(calendarOps, cal, eventsPerStream, isNewData, exprEvaluatorContext);

           long startTime = cal.getTimeInMillis();

           long endTime = startTime + (endLong - startLong);

           return intervalOp.evaluate(startTime, endTime, eventsPerStream, isNewData, exprEvaluatorContext);

       }

   }

 

   private static class DTLocalEvaluatorDateInterval extends DTLocalEvaluatorIntervalBase {

       private DTLocalEvaluatorDateInterval(IntervalOp intervalOp) {

           super(intervalOp);

       }

 

       public Object evaluate(Object target, EventBean[] eventsPerStream, boolean isNewData, ExprEvaluatorContext

exprEvaluatorContext) {

           long time = ((Date) target).getTime();

           return intervalOp.evaluate(time, time, eventsPerStream, isNewData, exprEvaluatorContext);

       }

 

       public Object evaluate(Object startTimestamp, Object endTimestamp, EventBean[] eventsPerStream, boolean

isNewData, ExprEvaluatorContext exprEvaluatorContext) {

           long start = ((Date) startTimestamp).getTime();

           long end = ((Date) endTimestamp).getTime();

           return intervalOp.evaluate(start, end, eventsPerStream, isNewData, exprEvaluatorContext);

       }

   }

 

   private static class DTLocalEvaluatorDateOpsInterval extends DTLocalEvaluatorCalOpsIntervalBase {

       private DTLocalEvaluatorDateOpsInterval(List<CalendarOp> calendarOps, IntervalOp intervalOp) {

           super(calendarOps, intervalOp);

       }

 

       public Object evaluate(Object target, EventBean[] eventsPerStream, boolean isNewData, ExprEvaluatorContext

exprEvaluatorContext) {

           Calendar cal = Calendar.getInstance();

           cal.setTimeInMillis(((Date) target).getTime());

           evaluateCalOps(calendarOps, cal, eventsPerStream, isNewData, exprEvaluatorContext);

           long time = cal.getTimeInMillis();

           return intervalOp.evaluate(time, time, eventsPerStream, isNewData, exprEvaluatorContext);

       }
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       public Object evaluate(Object startTimestamp, Object endTimestamp, EventBean[] eventsPerStream, boolean

isNewData, ExprEvaluatorContext exprEvaluatorContext) {

           long startLong = ((Date) startTimestamp).getTime();

           long endLong = ((Date) endTimestamp).getTime();

           Calendar cal = Calendar.getInstance();

           cal.setTimeInMillis(startLong);

           evaluateCalOps(calendarOps, cal, eventsPerStream, isNewData, exprEvaluatorContext);

           long startTime = cal.getTimeInMillis();

           long endTime = startTime + (endLong - startLong);

           return intervalOp.evaluate(startTime, endTime, eventsPerStream, isNewData, exprEvaluatorContext);

       }

   }

 

   private static class DTLocalEvaluatorLongInterval extends DTLocalEvaluatorIntervalBase {

 

       private DTLocalEvaluatorLongInterval(IntervalOp intervalOp) {

           super(intervalOp);

       }

 

       public Object evaluate(Object target, EventBean[] eventsPerStream, boolean isNewData, ExprEvaluatorContext

exprEvaluatorContext) {

           long time = (Long) target;

           return intervalOp.evaluate(time, time, eventsPerStream, isNewData, exprEvaluatorContext);

       }

 

       public Object evaluate(Object startTimestamp, Object endTimestamp, EventBean[] eventsPerStream, boolean

isNewData, ExprEvaluatorContext exprEvaluatorContext) {

           long startTime = (Long) startTimestamp;

           long endTime = (Long) endTimestamp;

           return intervalOp.evaluate(startTime, endTime, eventsPerStream, isNewData, exprEvaluatorContext);

       }

   }

 

   private static class DTLocalEvaluatorLongOpsInterval extends DTLocalEvaluatorCalOpsIntervalBase {

 

       private DTLocalEvaluatorLongOpsInterval(List<CalendarOp> calendarOps, IntervalOp intervalOp) {

           super(calendarOps, intervalOp);

       }

 

       public Object evaluate(Object target, EventBean[] eventsPerStream, boolean isNewData, ExprEvaluatorContext

exprEvaluatorContext) {

           Calendar cal = Calendar.getInstance();

           cal.setTimeInMillis((Long) target);

           evaluateCalOps(calendarOps, cal, eventsPerStream, isNewData, exprEvaluatorContext);

           long time = cal.getTimeInMillis();

           return intervalOp.evaluate(time, time, eventsPerStream, isNewData, exprEvaluatorContext);

       }
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       public Object evaluate(Object startTimestamp, Object endTimestamp, EventBean[] eventsPerStream, boolean

isNewData, ExprEvaluatorContext exprEvaluatorContext) {

           long startLong = (Long) startTimestamp;

           long endLong = (Long) endTimestamp;

           Calendar cal = Calendar.getInstance();

           cal.setTimeInMillis(startLong);

           evaluateCalOps(calendarOps, cal, eventsPerStream, isNewData, exprEvaluatorContext);

           long startTime = cal.getTimeInMillis();

           long endTime = startTime + (endLong - startLong);

           return intervalOp.evaluate(startTime, endTime, eventsPerStream, isNewData, exprEvaluatorContext);

       }

   }

 

   private static class DTLocalEvaluatorBeanReformat implements DTLocalEvaluator {

       private final EventPropertyGetter getter;

       private final DTLocalEvaluator inner;

 

       private DTLocalEvaluatorBeanReformat(EventPropertyGetter getter, DTLocalEvaluator inner) {

           this.getter = getter;

           this.inner = inner;

       }

 

       public Object evaluate(Object target, EventBean[] eventsPerStream, boolean isNewData, ExprEvaluatorContext

exprEvaluatorContext) {

           Object timestamp = getter.get((EventBean)target);

           if (timestamp == null) {

               return null;

           }

           return inner.evaluate(timestamp, eventsPerStream, isNewData, exprEvaluatorContext);

       }

   }

 

   private static class DTLocalEvaluatorBeanIntervalNoEndTS implements DTLocalEvaluator {

       private final EventPropertyGetter getter;

       private final DTLocalEvaluator inner;

 

       private DTLocalEvaluatorBeanIntervalNoEndTS(EventPropertyGetter getter, DTLocalEvaluator inner) {

           this.getter = getter;

           this.inner = inner;

       }

 

       public Object evaluate(Object target, EventBean[] eventsPerStream, boolean isNewData, ExprEvaluatorContext

exprEvaluatorContext) {

           Object timestamp = getter.get((EventBean)target);

           if (timestamp == null) {

               return null;

           }
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           return inner.evaluate(timestamp, eventsPerStream, isNewData, exprEvaluatorContext);

       }

   }

 

   private static class DTLocalEvaluatorBeanIntervalWithEnd implements DTLocalEvaluator {

       private final EventPropertyGetter getterStartTimestamp;

       private final EventPropertyGetter getterEndTimestamp;

       private final DTLocalEvaluatorIntervalComp inner;

 

       private DTLocalEvaluatorBeanIntervalWithEnd(EventPropertyGetter getterStartTimestamp,

EventPropertyGetter getterEndTimestamp, DTLocalEvaluatorIntervalComp inner) {

           this.getterStartTimestamp = getterStartTimestamp;

           this.getterEndTimestamp = getterEndTimestamp;

           this.inner = inner;

       }

 

       public Object evaluate(Object target, EventBean[] eventsPerStream, boolean isNewData, ExprEvaluatorContext

exprEvaluatorContext) {

           Object startTimestamp = getterStartTimestamp.get((EventBean)target);

           if (startTimestamp == null) {

               return null;

           }

           Object endTimestamp = getterEndTimestamp.get((EventBean)target);

           if (endTimestamp == null) {

               return null;

           }

           return inner.evaluate(startTimestamp, endTimestamp, eventsPerStream, isNewData, exprEvaluatorContext);

       }

   }

 

   private abstract class DTLocalEvaluatorCalOpsCalBase  {

 

       protected final List<CalendarOp> calendarOps;

 

       private DTLocalEvaluatorCalOpsCalBase(List<CalendarOp> calendarOps) {

           this.calendarOps = calendarOps;

       }

   }

 

   private class DTLocalEvaluatorCalOpsLong extends DTLocalEvaluatorCalOpsCalBase implements

DTLocalEvaluator {

 

       private DTLocalEvaluatorCalOpsLong(List<CalendarOp> calendarOps) {

           super(calendarOps);

       }

 

       public Object evaluate(Object target, EventBean[] eventsPerStream, boolean isNewData, ExprEvaluatorContext

exprEvaluatorContext) {
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           Long longValue = (Long) target;

           Calendar cal = Calendar.getInstance();

           cal.setTimeInMillis(longValue);

 

           evaluateCalOps(calendarOps, cal, eventsPerStream, isNewData, exprEvaluatorContext);

 

           return cal.getTimeInMillis();

       }

   }

 

   private class DTLocalEvaluatorCalOpsDate extends DTLocalEvaluatorCalOpsCalBase implements

DTLocalEvaluator {

 

       private DTLocalEvaluatorCalOpsDate(List<CalendarOp> calendarOps) {

           super(calendarOps);

       }

 

       public Object evaluate(Object target, EventBean[] eventsPerStream, boolean isNewData, ExprEvaluatorContext

exprEvaluatorContext) {

           Date dateValue = (Date) target;

           Calendar cal = Calendar.getInstance();

           cal.setTimeInMillis(dateValue.getTime());

 

           evaluateCalOps(calendarOps, cal, eventsPerStream, isNewData, exprEvaluatorContext);

 

           return cal.getTime();

       }

   }

 

   private class DTLocalEvaluatorCalOpsCal extends DTLocalEvaluatorCalOpsCalBase implements

DTLocalEvaluator {

       private DTLocalEvaluatorCalOpsCal(List<CalendarOp> calendarOps) {

           super(calendarOps);

       }

 

       public Object evaluate(Object target, EventBean[] eventsPerStream, boolean isNewData, ExprEvaluatorContext

exprEvaluatorContext) {

           Calendar calValue = (Calendar) target;

           Calendar cal = (Calendar) calValue.clone();

 

           evaluateCalOps(calendarOps, cal, eventsPerStream, isNewData, exprEvaluatorContext);

 

           return cal;

       }

   }

 

   private static class DTLocalEvaluatorBeanCalOps implements DTLocalEvaluator {

       private final EventPropertyGetter getter;
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       private final DTLocalEvaluator inner;

 

       private DTLocalEvaluatorBeanCalOps(EventPropertyGetter getter, DTLocalEvaluator inner) {

           this.getter = getter;

           this.inner = inner;

       }

 

       public Object evaluate(Object target, EventBean[] eventsPerStream, boolean isNewData, ExprEvaluatorContext

exprEvaluatorContext) {

           Object timestamp = getter.get((EventBean)target);

           if (timestamp == null) {

               return null;

           }

           return inner.evaluate(timestamp, eventsPerStream, isNewData, exprEvaluatorContext);

       }

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.spec;

 

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprNode;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.property.PropertyEvaluator;

 

import java.util.List;

 

/**

* Specification for use of an existing named window.

*/

public class NamedWindowConsumerStreamSpec extends StreamSpecBase implements StreamSpecCompiled

{

   private String windowName;

   private List<ExprNode> filterExpressions;

   private transient PropertyEvaluator optPropertyEvaluator;

   private static final long serialVersionUID = -8549850729310756432L;

 

   /**

    * Ctor.

    * @param windowName - specifies the name of the named window

    * @param optionalAsName - a name or null if none defined

    * @param viewSpecs - is the view specifications

    * @param filterExpressions - the named window filters
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    * @param streamSpecOptions - additional options such as unidirectional stream in a join

    */

   public NamedWindowConsumerStreamSpec(String windowName, String optionalAsName, ViewSpec[]

viewSpecs, List<ExprNode> filterExpressions, StreamSpecOptions streamSpecOptions, PropertyEvaluator

optPropertyEvaluator)

   {

       super(optionalAsName, viewSpecs, streamSpecOptions);

       this.windowName = windowName;

       this.filterExpressions = filterExpressions;

       this.optPropertyEvaluator = optPropertyEvaluator;

   }

 

   /**

    * Returns the window name.

    * @return window name

    */

   public String getWindowName()

   {

       return windowName;

   }

 

   /**

    * Returns list of filter expressions onto the named window, or no filter expressions if none defined.

    * @return list of filter expressions

    */

   public List<ExprNode> getFilterExpressions()

   {

       return filterExpressions;

   }

 

   public PropertyEvaluator getOptPropertyEvaluator()

   {

       return optPropertyEvaluator;

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.db;

 

import com.espertech.esper.collection.MultiKeyUntyped;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.join.table.EventTable;
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import java.util.LinkedHashMap;

import java.util.Map;

 

/**

* Query result data cache implementation that uses a least-recently-used algorithm

* to store and evict query results.

*/

public class DataCacheLRUImpl implements DataCache

{

   private final int cacheSize;

   private static final float hashTableLoadFactor = 0.75f;

   private final LinkedHashMap<Object, EventTable> cache;

 

   /**

    * Ctor.

    * @param cacheSize is the maximum cache size

    */

   public DataCacheLRUImpl(int cacheSize)

   {

       this.cacheSize = cacheSize;

       int hashTableCapacity = (int)Math.ceil(cacheSize / hashTableLoadFactor) + 1;

       this.cache = new LinkedHashMap<Object,EventTable>(hashTableCapacity, hashTableLoadFactor, true)

       {

           private static final long serialVersionUID = 1;

 

           @Override protected boolean removeEldestEntry (Map.Entry<Object,EventTable> eldest)

           {

               return size() > DataCacheLRUImpl.this.cacheSize;

           }

       };

   }

 

   /**

   * Retrieves an entry from the cache.

   * The retrieved entry becomes the MRU (most recently used) entry.

   * @param lookupKeys the key whose associated value is to be returned.

   * @return the value associated to this key, or null if no value with this key exists in the cache.

   */

   public EventTable getCached(Object[] lookupKeys)

   {

       Object key = DataCacheUtil.getLookupKey(lookupKeys);

       return cache.get(key);

   }

 

   /**

   * Adds an entry to this cache.

   * If the cache is full, the LRU (least recently used) entry is dropped.

   * @param keys the keys with which the specified value is to be associated.
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   * @param value a value to be associated with the specified key.

   */

   public synchronized void put(Object[] keys, EventTable value)

   {

       Object key = DataCacheUtil.getLookupKey(keys);

       cache.put(key, value);

   }

 

   /**

    * Returns the maximum cache size.

    * @return maximum cache size

    */

   public int getCacheSize()

   {

       return cacheSize;

   }

 

   public boolean isActive()

   {

       return true;

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.named;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventType;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluatorContext;

import com.espertech.esper.util.StopCallback;

import com.espertech.esper.view.ViewSupport;

import org.apache.commons.logging.Log;

import org.apache.commons.logging.LogFactory;

 

import java.util.List;

 

/**

* View for the on-delete statement that handles removing events from a named window.

*/

public abstract class NamedWindowOnExprBaseView extends ViewSupport implements StopCallback

{

   private static final Log log = LogFactory.getLog(NamedWindowOnExprBaseView.class);
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   /**

    * The event type of the events hosted in the named window.

    */

   private final NamedWindowLookupStrategy lookupStrategy;

   private final ExprEvaluatorContext exprEvaluatorContext;

 

   /**

    * The root view accepting removals (old data).

    */

   protected final NamedWindowRootViewInstance rootView;

 

   /**

    * Ctor.

    * @param lookupStrategy for handling trigger events to determine deleted events

    * @param rootView to indicate which events to delete

    * @param exprEvaluatorContext context for expression evalauation

    */

   public NamedWindowOnExprBaseView(NamedWindowLookupStrategy lookupStrategy,

                                NamedWindowRootViewInstance rootView,

                                ExprEvaluatorContext exprEvaluatorContext)

   {

       this.lookupStrategy = lookupStrategy;

       this.rootView = rootView;

       this.exprEvaluatorContext = exprEvaluatorContext;

   }

 

   /**

    * Implemented by on-trigger views to action on the combination of trigger and matching events in the named

window.

    * @param triggerEvents is the trigger events (usually 1)

    * @param matchingEvents is the matching events retrieved via lookup strategy

    */

   public abstract void handleMatching(EventBean[] triggerEvents, EventBean[] matchingEvents);

 

   public void stop() {

       log.debug(".stop");

       rootView.removeOnExpr(lookupStrategy);

   }

 

   public void update(EventBean[] newData, EventBean[] oldData)

   {

       if (newData == null)

       {

           return;

       }

 

       // Determine via the lookup strategy a subset of events to process
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       EventBean[] eventsFound = lookupStrategy.lookup(newData, exprEvaluatorContext);

 

       // Let the implementation handle the delete or

       handleMatching(newData, eventsFound);

   }

 

   /**

    * returns expr context.

    * @return context

    */

   public ExprEvaluatorContext getExprEvaluatorContext() {

       return exprEvaluatorContext;

   }

}

<!--

 ~ **************************************************************************************

 ~ * Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

 ~ * http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

 ~ * http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

 ~ * ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

 ~ * The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

 ~ * a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

 ~ **************************************************************************************

 -->

 

<html>

<head></head>

<body>

<p>

	Enumeration method implementations.

</p>

</body>

</html>

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.join.exec.sorted;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluator;
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import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluatorContext;

 

public abstract class SortedAccessStrategyRelOpBase {

   private final ExprEvaluator keyEval;

   private final EventBean[] events;

   private final int lookupStream;

   private final boolean isNWOnTrigger;

 

   protected SortedAccessStrategyRelOpBase(boolean isNWOnTrigger, int lookupStream, int numStreams,

ExprEvaluator keyEval) {

       this.lookupStream = lookupStream;

       this.keyEval = keyEval;

       this.isNWOnTrigger = isNWOnTrigger;

       if (lookupStream != -1) {

           events = new EventBean[lookupStream + 1];

       }

       else {

           events = new EventBean[numStreams + 1];

       }

   }

 

   public Object evaluateLookup(EventBean theEvent, ExprEvaluatorContext context) {

       events[lookupStream] = theEvent;

       return keyEval.evaluate(events, true, context);

   }

 

   public Object evaluatePerStream(EventBean[] eventsPerStream, ExprEvaluatorContext context) {

       if (isNWOnTrigger) {

           return keyEval.evaluate(eventsPerStream, true, context);

       }

       else {

           System.arraycopy(eventsPerStream, 0, events, 1, eventsPerStream.length);

           return keyEval.evaluate(events, true, context);

       }

   }

 

   public String toQueryPlan() {

       return this.getClass().getSimpleName() + " key " + keyEval.getClass().getSimpleName();

   }

}

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *
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* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.spec;

 

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprChainedSpec;

import com.espertech.esper.filter.FilterSpecCompiled;

import com.espertech.esper.filter.FilterSpecLookupable;

import com.espertech.esper.filter.FilterValueSetParam;

 

import java.io.Serializable;

 

public class ContextDetailHashItem implements Serializable {

 

   private static final long serialVersionUID = -1311534513012512587L;

   private final ExprChainedSpec function;

   private final FilterSpecRaw filterSpecRaw;

 

   private transient FilterValueSetParam[] parametersCompiled;

   private transient FilterSpecCompiled filterSpecCompiled;

   private FilterSpecLookupable lookupable;

 

   public ContextDetailHashItem(ExprChainedSpec function, FilterSpecRaw filterSpecRaw) {

       this.function = function;

       this.filterSpecRaw = filterSpecRaw;

   }

 

   public ExprChainedSpec getFunction() {

       return function;

   }

 

   public FilterSpecRaw getFilterSpecRaw() {

       return filterSpecRaw;

   }

 

   public FilterSpecCompiled getFilterSpecCompiled() {

       return filterSpecCompiled;

   }

 

   public void setFilterSpecCompiled(FilterSpecCompiled filterSpecCompiled) {

       this.filterSpecCompiled = filterSpecCompiled;

       this.parametersCompiled = filterSpecCompiled.getValueSet(null, null, null).getParameters();

   }

 

   public FilterValueSetParam[] getParametersCompiled() {

       return parametersCompiled;

   }
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   public FilterSpecLookupable getLookupable() {

       return lookupable;

   }

 

   public void setLookupable(FilterSpecLookupable lookupable) {

       this.lookupable = lookupable;

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.named;

 

import com.espertech.esper.epl.join.table.EventTable;

 

public class NamedWindowIndexRepEntry

{

   private final EventTable table;

   private final String optionalIndexName;

   private int refCount;

 

   public NamedWindowIndexRepEntry(EventTable table, String optionalIndexName, int refCount) {

       this.table = table;

       this.optionalIndexName = optionalIndexName;

       this.refCount = refCount;

   }

 

   public EventTable getTable() {

       return table;

   }

 

   public String getOptionalIndexName() {

       return optionalIndexName;

   }

 

   public int getRefCount() {

       return refCount;

   }

 

   public void setRefCount(int refCount) {

       this.refCount = refCount;

   }

}
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/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.join.exec.base;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluator;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluatorContext;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprNode;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.join.rep.Cursor;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.join.table.PropertyIndexedEventTableSingle;

 

import java.util.Set;

 

public class IndexedTableLookupStrategySingleExpr implements JoinExecTableLookupStrategy

{

   private final PropertyIndexedEventTableSingle index;

   private final ExprEvaluator exprEvaluator;

   private final int streamNum;

   private final EventBean[] eventsPerStream;

 

   /**

    * Ctor.

    * @param index - index to look up in

    */

   public IndexedTableLookupStrategySingleExpr(ExprNode exprNode, int streamNum,

PropertyIndexedEventTableSingle index)

   {

       if (index == null) {

           throw new IllegalArgumentException("Unexpected null index received");

       }

       this.index = index;

       this.streamNum = streamNum;

       this.eventsPerStream = new EventBean[streamNum + 1];

       exprEvaluator = exprNode.getExprEvaluator();

   }

 

   /**

    * Returns index to look up in.

    * @return index to use

    */

   public PropertyIndexedEventTableSingle getIndex()

   {
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       return index;

   }

 

   public Set<EventBean> lookup(EventBean theEvent, Cursor cursor, ExprEvaluatorContext exprEvaluatorContext)

   {

       eventsPerStream[streamNum] = theEvent;

       Object key = exprEvaluator.evaluate(eventsPerStream, true, exprEvaluatorContext);

       return index.lookup(key);

   }

 

   public String toString()

   {

       return "IndexedTableLookupStrategySingleExpr evaluation" +

               " index=(" + index + ')';

   }

}

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.script.jsr223;

 

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprValidationException;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.spec.ExpressionScriptProvided;

import org.apache.commons.logging.Log;

import org.apache.commons.logging.LogFactory;

 

import javax.script.*;

 

public class JSR223Helper {

 

   private static final Log log = LogFactory.getLog(JSR223Helper.class);

 

   public static CompiledScript verifyCompileScript(ExpressionScriptProvided script, String dialect) throws

ExprValidationException {

       ScriptEngineManager manager = new ScriptEngineManager();

       ScriptEngine engine = manager.getEngineByName(dialect);

       if (engine == null) {

           throw new ExprValidationException("Failed to obtain script engine for dialect '" + dialect + "' for script '" +

script.getName() + "'");

       }
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       engine.put(ScriptEngine.FILENAME, script.getName());

 

       Compilable compilingEngine = (Compilable)engine;

       try {

           return compilingEngine.compile(script.getExpression());

       }

       catch (ScriptException ex) {

           String message = "Exception compiling script '" + script.getName() + "' of dialect '" + dialect + "': " +

getScriptCompileMsg(ex);

           log.info(message, ex);

           throw new ExprValidationException(message, ex);

       }

   }

 

   public static String getScriptCompileMsg(ScriptException ex) {

       if (ex.getLineNumber() != 1 && ex.getColumnNumber() != -1) {

           return "At line " + ex.getLineNumber() + " column " + ex.getColumnNumber() + ": " + ex.getMessage();

       }

       else {

           return ex.getMessage();

       }

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.agg.service;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluatorContext;

 

/**

* Service for maintaining aggregation state. Processes events entering (a window, a join etc,) and

* events leaving. Answers questions about current aggregation state for a given row.

*/

public interface AggregationService extends AggregationResultFuture

{

   /**

    * Apply events as entering a window (new events).

    * @param eventsPerStream - events for each stream entering window

    * @param optionalGroupKeyPerRow - can be null if grouping without keys is desired, else the keys

    * to use for grouping, each distinct key value results in a new row of aggregation state.

    * @param exprEvaluatorContext context for expression evaluatiom
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    */

   public void applyEnter(EventBean[] eventsPerStream, Object optionalGroupKeyPerRow, ExprEvaluatorContext

exprEvaluatorContext);

 

   /**

    * Apply events as leaving a window (old events).

    * @param eventsPerStream - events for each stream entering window

    * @param optionalGroupKeyPerRow - can be null if grouping without keys is desired, else the keys

    * to use for grouping, each distinct key value results in a new row of aggregation state.

    * @param exprEvaluatorContext context for expression evaluatiom

    */

   public void applyLeave(EventBean[] eventsPerStream, Object optionalGroupKeyPerRow, ExprEvaluatorContext

exprEvaluatorContext);

 

   /**

    * Set the current aggregation state row - for use when evaluation nodes are asked to evaluate.

    * @param groupKey - key identify the row of aggregation states

    * @param agentInstanceId context partition id

    */

   public void setCurrentAccess(Object groupKey, int agentInstanceId);

 

   /**

    * Clear current aggregation state.

    * @param exprEvaluatorContext

    */

   public void clearResults(ExprEvaluatorContext exprEvaluatorContext);

 

   public void setRemovedCallback(AggregationRowRemovedCallback callback);

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.datetime.eval;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventType;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.*;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.join.plan.QueryGraph;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.join.util.RangeFilterAnalyzer;

 

public class ExprDotNodeFilterAnalyzerDTBetweenDesc implements ExprDotNodeFilterAnalyzerDesc

{

   private final EventType[] typesPerStream;

   private final int targetStreamNum;
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   private final String targetPropertyName;

   private final ExprNode start;

   private final ExprNode end;

   private final boolean includeLow;

   private final boolean includeHigh;

 

   public ExprDotNodeFilterAnalyzerDTBetweenDesc(EventType[] typesPerStream, int targetStreamNum, String

targetPropertyName, ExprNode start, ExprNode end, boolean includeLow, boolean includeHigh) {

       this.typesPerStream = typesPerStream;

       this.targetStreamNum = targetStreamNum;

       this.targetPropertyName = targetPropertyName;

       this.start = start;

       this.end = end;

       this.includeLow = includeLow;

       this.includeHigh = includeHigh;

   }

 

   public void apply(QueryGraph queryGraph) {

       ExprIdentNode targetExpr = ExprNodeUtility.getExprIdentNode(typesPerStream, targetStreamNum,

targetPropertyName);

       RangeFilterAnalyzer.apply(targetExpr, start, end, includeLow, includeHigh, false, queryGraph);

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.agg.service;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.annotation.Hint;

import com.espertech.esper.client.annotation.HintEnum;

import com.espertech.esper.core.context.util.AgentInstanceContext;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.agg.access.AggregationAccessorSlotPair;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.core.MethodResolutionService;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluator;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprValidationException;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.variable.VariableReader;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.variable.VariableService;

import com.espertech.esper.type.DoubleValue;

import com.espertech.esper.util.JavaClassHelper;

 

/**

* Implementation for handling aggregation with grouping by group-keys.

*/
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public class AggSvcGroupByReclaimAgedFactory extends AggregationServiceFactoryBase

{

   private static final long DEFAULT_MAX_AGE_MSEC = 60000L;

 

   protected final AggregationAccessorSlotPair[] accessors;

   protected final AggregationStateFactory[] accessAggregations;

   protected final boolean isJoin;

 

   protected final AggSvcGroupByReclaimAgedEvalFunc evaluationFunctionMaxAge;

   protected final AggSvcGroupByReclaimAgedEvalFunc evaluationFunctionFrequency;

   private volatile long currentReclaimFrequency = DEFAULT_MAX_AGE_MSEC;

 

   /**

    * Ctor.

    * @param evaluators - evaluate the sub-expression within the aggregate function (ie. sum(4*myNum))

    * @param prototypes - collect the aggregation state that evaluators evaluate to, act as prototypes for new

aggregations

    * aggregation states for each group

    * @param reclaimGroupAged hint to reclaim

    * @param reclaimGroupFrequency hint to reclaim

    * @param variableService variables

    * @param accessors accessor definitions

    * @param accessAggregations access aggs

    * @param isJoin true for join, false for single-stream

    * @throws com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprValidationException when validation fails

    */

   public AggSvcGroupByReclaimAgedFactory(ExprEvaluator evaluators[],

                                          AggregationMethodFactory prototypes[],

                                          Hint reclaimGroupAged,

                                          Hint reclaimGroupFrequency,

                                          final VariableService variableService,

                                          AggregationAccessorSlotPair[] accessors,

                                          AggregationStateFactory[] accessAggregations,

                                          boolean isJoin)

           throws ExprValidationException

   {

       super(evaluators, prototypes);

       this.accessors = accessors;

       this.accessAggregations = accessAggregations;

       this.isJoin = isJoin;

 

       String hintValueMaxAge =

HintEnum.RECLAIM_GROUP_AGED.getHintAssignedValue(reclaimGroupAged);

       if (hintValueMaxAge == null)

       {

           throw new ExprValidationException("Required hint value for hint '" +

HintEnum.RECLAIM_GROUP_AGED + "' has not been provided");

       }
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       evaluationFunctionMaxAge = getEvaluationFunction(variableService, hintValueMaxAge);

 

       String hintValueFrequency =

HintEnum.RECLAIM_GROUP_FREQ.getHintAssignedValue(reclaimGroupAged);

       if ((reclaimGroupFrequency == null) || (hintValueFrequency == null))

       {

           evaluationFunctionFrequency = evaluationFunctionMaxAge;

           currentReclaimFrequency = getReclaimFrequency(currentReclaimFrequency);

       }

       else

       {

           evaluationFunctionFrequency = getEvaluationFunction(variableService, hintValueFrequency);

       }

   }

 

   public AggregationService makeService(AgentInstanceContext agentInstanceContext, MethodResolutionService

methodResolutionService) {

       return new AggSvcGroupByReclaimAgedImpl(evaluators, aggregators, accessors, accessAggregations, isJoin,

evaluationFunctionMaxAge, evaluationFunctionFrequency, methodResolutionService);

   }

 

   private AggSvcGroupByReclaimAgedEvalFunc getEvaluationFunction(final VariableService variableService,

String hintValue)

           throws ExprValidationException

   {

       final VariableReader variableReader = variableService.getReader(hintValue);

       if (variableReader != null)

       {

           if (!JavaClassHelper.isNumeric(variableReader.getType()))

           {

               throw new ExprValidationException("Variable type of variable '" + variableReader.getVariableName() + "'

is not numeric");

           }

 

           return new AggSvcGroupByReclaimAgedEvalFuncVariable(variableReader);

       }

       else

       {

           Double valueDouble;

           try

           {

               valueDouble = DoubleValue.parseString(hintValue);

           }

           catch (RuntimeException ex)

           {

               throw new ExprValidationException("Failed to parse hint parameter value '" + hintValue + "' as a double-

typed seconds value or variable name");

           }
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           if (valueDouble <= 0)

           {

               throw new ExprValidationException("Hint parameter value '" + hintValue + "' is an invalid value,

expecting a double-typed seconds value or variable name");

           }

           return new AggSvcGroupByReclaimAgedEvalFuncConstant(valueDouble);

       }

   }

 

   private long getReclaimFrequency(long currentReclaimFrequency)

   {

       Double frequency = evaluationFunctionFrequency.getLongValue();

       if ((frequency == null) || (frequency <= 0))

       {

           return currentReclaimFrequency;

       }

       return Math.round(frequency * 1000d);

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.agg.service;

 

import com.espertech.esper.core.context.util.AgentInstanceContext;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.core.MethodResolutionService;

 

/**

* Factory for aggregation service instances.

* <p>

* Consolidates aggregation nodes such that result futures point to a single instance and

* no re-evaluation of the same result occurs.

*/

public interface AggregationServiceFactory

{

   public AggregationService makeService(AgentInstanceContext agentInstanceContext, MethodResolutionService

methodResolutionService);

}

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *
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*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.enummethod.eval;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventType;

import com.espertech.esper.client.util.ExpressionReturnType;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.core.MethodResolutionService;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.core.StreamTypeService;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.enummethod.dot.*;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprDotNodeUtility;

import com.espertech.esper.event.EventAdapterService;

import com.espertech.esper.event.arr.ObjectArrayEventType;

 

import java.util.List;

 

public class ExprDotEvalAllOfAnyOf extends ExprDotEvalEnumMethodBase {

 

   public EventType[] getAddStreamTypes(String enumMethodUsedName, List<String> goesToNames, EventType

inputEventType, Class collectionComponentType, List<ExprDotEvalParam> bodiesAndParameters) {

       return ExprDotNodeUtility.getSingleLambdaParamEventType(enumMethodUsedName, goesToNames,

inputEventType, collectionComponentType);

   }

 

   public EnumEval getEnumEval(MethodResolutionService methodResolutionService, EventAdapterService

eventAdapterService, StreamTypeService streamTypeService, String statementId, String enumMethodUsedName,

List<ExprDotEvalParam> bodiesAndParameters, EventType inputEventType, Class collectionComponentType, int

numStreamsIncoming) {

       ExprDotEvalParamLambda first = (ExprDotEvalParamLambda) bodiesAndParameters.get(0);

 

       super.setTypeInfo(ExpressionReturnType.singleValue(Boolean.class));

       if (inputEventType != null) {

           if (super.getEnumMethodEnum() == EnumMethodEnum.ALLOF) {

               return new EnumEvalAllOfEvents(first.getBodyEvaluator(), first.getStreamCountIncoming());

           }

           return new EnumEvalAnyOfEvents(first.getBodyEvaluator(), first.getStreamCountIncoming());

       }

 

       if (super.getEnumMethodEnum() == EnumMethodEnum.ALLOF) {

           return new EnumEvalAllOfScalar(first.getBodyEvaluator(), first.getStreamCountIncoming(),

(ObjectArrayEventType) first.getGoesToTypes()[0]);

       }

       return new EnumEvalAnyOfScalar(first.getBodyEvaluator(), first.getStreamCountIncoming(),

(ObjectArrayEventType) first.getGoesToTypes()[0]);

   }
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}

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.annotation;

 

import java.lang.reflect.Method;

import java.lang.reflect.InvocationHandler;

import java.lang.reflect.Proxy;

import java.lang.annotation.Annotation;

import java.util.Map;

 

/**

* Invocation handler for EPL and application-specified annotations.

*/

public class EPLAnnotationInvocationHandler implements InvocationHandler

{

   private final Class annotationClass;

   private String toStringResult;

   private final Map<String, Object> attributes;

   private volatile Integer hashCode;

 

   /**

    * Ctor.

    * @param annotationClass annotation class

    * @param attributes attribute values

    */

   public EPLAnnotationInvocationHandler(Class annotationClass, Map<String, Object> attributes)

   {

       this.annotationClass = annotationClass;

       this.attributes = attributes;

   }

 

   public Object invoke(Object proxy, Method method, Object[] args) throws Throwable

   {

       if (method.getName().equals("equals"))

       {

           if (args.length != 0)

           {

               return handleEquals(args[0]);
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           }

       }

       if (method.getName().equals("hashCode"))

       {

           return handleHashCode();

       }

       if (method.getName().equals("toString"))

       {

           if (toStringResult == null)

           {

               StringBuilder buf = new StringBuilder();

               buf.append("@");

               buf.append(annotationClass.getSimpleName());

               if (!attributes.isEmpty())

               {

                   String delimiter = "";

                   buf.append("(");

 

                   if ((attributes.size() == 1) && (attributes.containsKey("value")))

                   {

                       if (attributes.get("value") instanceof String)

                       {

                           buf.append("\"");

                           buf.append(attributes.get("value"));

                           buf.append("\"");

                       }

                       else

                       {

                           buf.append(attributes.get("value"));

                       }

                   }

                   else

                   {

                       for (Map.Entry<String, Object> attribute : attributes.entrySet())

                       {

                           buf.append(delimiter);

                           buf.append(attribute.getKey());

                           buf.append("=");

                           if (attribute.getValue() instanceof String)

                           {

                               buf.append("\"");

                               buf.append(attribute.getValue());

                               buf.append("\"");

                           }

                           else

                           {

                               buf.append(attribute.getValue());

                           }
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                           delimiter = ", ";

                       }

                   }

                   buf.append(")");

               }

               toStringResult = buf.toString();

           }

           return toStringResult;

       }

       if (method.getName().equals("annotationType"))

       {

           return annotationClass;

       }

       if (attributes.containsKey(method.getName()))

       {

           return attributes.get(method.getName());

       }

       return null;

   }

 

   private Object handleEquals(Object arg)

   {

       if (this == arg)

       {

           return true;

       }

 

       if (!(arg instanceof Annotation))

       {

           return false;

       }

 

       Annotation other = (Annotation) arg;

       if (other.annotationType() != annotationClass)

       {

           return false;

       }

 

       if (!Proxy.isProxyClass(arg.getClass()))

       {

           return false;

       }

       InvocationHandler handler = Proxy.getInvocationHandler(arg);

       if (!(handler instanceof EPLAnnotationInvocationHandler))

       {

           return false;

       }
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       EPLAnnotationInvocationHandler that = (EPLAnnotationInvocationHandler) handler;

       if (annotationClass != null ? !annotationClass.equals(that.annotationClass) : that.annotationClass != null)

       {

           return false;

       }

 

       for (Map.Entry<String, Object> entry : attributes.entrySet())

       {

           if (!that.attributes.containsKey(entry.getKey()))

           {

               return false;

           }

 

           Object thisValue = entry.getValue();

           Object thatValue = that.attributes.get(entry.getKey());

           if (thisValue != null ? !thisValue.equals(thatValue) : thatValue != null)

           {

               return false;

           }

       }

 

       return true;

   }

 

   private Object handleHashCode()

   {

       if (hashCode != null)

       {

           return hashCode;

       }

 

       int result = annotationClass.hashCode();

       for (String key : attributes.keySet())

       {

           result = 31 * result + key.hashCode();

       }

       hashCode = result;

       return hashCode;

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/
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package com.espertech.esper.epl.core;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventType;

import com.espertech.esper.collection.MultiKey;

import com.espertech.esper.collection.UniformPair;

import com.espertech.esper.core.context.util.AgentInstanceContext;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.spec.OutputLimitLimitType;

import com.espertech.esper.view.Viewable;

 

import java.util.Iterator;

import java.util.List;

import java.util.Set;

 

/**

* Processor for result sets coming from 2 sources. First, out of a simple view (no join).

* And second, out of a join of event streams. The processor must apply the select-clause, grou-by-clause and having-

clauses

* as supplied. It must state what the event type of the result rows is.

*/

public interface ResultSetProcessor

{

   /**

    * Returns the event type of processed results.

    * @return event type of the resulting events posted by the processor.

    */

   public EventType getResultEventType();

 

   /**

    * For use by views posting their result, process the event rows that are entered and removed (new and old events).

    * Processes according to select-clauses, group-by clauses and having-clauses and returns new events and

    * old events as specified.

    * @param newData - new events posted by view

    * @param oldData - old events posted by view

    * @param isSynthesize - set to true to indicate that synthetic events are required for an iterator result set

    * @return pair of new events and old events

    */

   public UniformPair<EventBean[]> processViewResult(EventBean[] newData, EventBean[] oldData, boolean

isSynthesize);

 

   /**

    * For use by joins posting their result, process the event rows that are entered and removed (new and old events).

    * Processes according to select-clauses, group-by clauses and having-clauses and returns new events and

    * old events as specified.

    * @param newEvents - new events posted by join

    * @param oldEvents - old events posted by join

    * @param isSynthesize - set to true to indicate that synthetic events are required for an iterator result set

    * @return pair of new events and old events
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    */

   public UniformPair<EventBean[]> processJoinResult(Set<MultiKey<EventBean>> newEvents,

Set<MultiKey<EventBean>> oldEvents, boolean isSynthesize);

 

   /**

    * Returns the iterator implementing the group-by and aggregation and order-by logic

    * specific to each case of use of these construct.

    * @param parent is the parent view iterator

    * @return event iterator

    */

   public Iterator<EventBean> getIterator(Viewable parent);

 

   /**

    * Returns the iterator for iterating over a join-result.

    * @param joinSet is the join result set

    * @return iterator over join results

    */

   public Iterator<EventBean> getIterator(Set<MultiKey<EventBean>> joinSet);

 

   /**

    * Clear out current state.

    */

   public void clear();

 

   /**

    * Processes batched events in case of output-rate limiting.

    * @param joinEventsSet the join results

    * @param generateSynthetic flag to indicate whether synthetic events must be generated

    * @param outputLimitLimitType the type of output rate limiting

    * @return results for dispatch

    */

   public UniformPair<EventBean[]> processOutputLimitedJoin(List<UniformPair<Set<MultiKey<EventBean>>>>

joinEventsSet, boolean generateSynthetic, OutputLimitLimitType outputLimitLimitType);

 

   /**

    * Processes batched events in case of output-rate limiting.

    * @param viewEventsList the view results

    * @param generateSynthetic flag to indicate whether synthetic events must be generated

    * @param outputLimitLimitType the type of output rate limiting

    * @return results for dispatch

    */

   public UniformPair<EventBean[]> processOutputLimitedView(List<UniformPair<EventBean[]>>

viewEventsList, boolean generateSynthetic, OutputLimitLimitType outputLimitLimitType);

 

   public boolean hasAggregation();

 

   public void setAgentInstanceContext(AgentInstanceContext context);

}
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/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.enummethod.eval;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluatorContext;

 

import java.util.Collection;

 

public class EnumEvalFirstOfNoPredicate extends EnumEvalBase implements EnumEval {

 

   public EnumEvalFirstOfNoPredicate(int streamCountIncoming) {

       super(streamCountIncoming);

   }

 

   public Object evaluateEnumMethod(EventBean[] eventsLambda, Collection target, boolean isNewData,

ExprEvaluatorContext context) {

       if (target == null || target.isEmpty()) {

           return null;

       }

       return target.iterator().next();

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.join.plan;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventType;

import com.espertech.esper.collection.Pair;

import com.espertech.esper.type.OuterJoinType;

 

import java.util.Collections;

import java.util.List;
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/**

* Builds a query plan for the simple 2-stream scenario.

*/

public class TwoStreamQueryPlanBuilder

{

   /**

    * Build query plan.

    * @param queryGraph - navigability info

    * @param optionalOuterJoinType - outer join type, null if not an outer join

    * @param typesPerStream - event types for each stream

    * @return query plan

    */

   public static QueryPlan build(EventType[] typesPerStream, QueryGraph queryGraph, OuterJoinType

optionalOuterJoinType, String[][][] uniqueIndexProps)

   {

       QueryPlanIndex[] indexSpecs = new QueryPlanIndex[2];

       QueryPlanNode[] execNodeSpecs = new QueryPlanNode[2];

 

       TableLookupPlan lookupPlans[] = new TableLookupPlan[2];

 

       // plan lookup from 1 to zero

       Pair<QueryPlanIndex, TableLookupPlan> plan = planQuery(1, 0, typesPerStream, queryGraph,

uniqueIndexProps[0]);

       indexSpecs[0] = plan.getFirst();

       lookupPlans[1] = plan.getSecond();

 

       // plan lookup from zero to 1

       plan = planQuery(0, 1, typesPerStream, queryGraph, uniqueIndexProps[1]);

       indexSpecs[1] = plan.getFirst();

       lookupPlans[0] = plan.getSecond();

 

       execNodeSpecs[0] = new TableLookupNode(lookupPlans[0]);

       execNodeSpecs[1] = new TableLookupNode(lookupPlans[1]);

 

       if (optionalOuterJoinType != null)

       {

           if ( (optionalOuterJoinType.equals(OuterJoinType.LEFT)) ||

                (optionalOuterJoinType.equals(OuterJoinType.FULL)) )

           {

               execNodeSpecs[0] = new TableOuterLookupNode(lookupPlans[0]);

           }

           if ( (optionalOuterJoinType.equals(OuterJoinType.RIGHT)) ||

                (optionalOuterJoinType.equals(OuterJoinType.FULL)) )

           {

               execNodeSpecs[1] = new TableOuterLookupNode(lookupPlans[1]);

           }

       }
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       return new QueryPlan(indexSpecs, execNodeSpecs);

   }

 

   private static Pair<QueryPlanIndex, TableLookupPlan> planQuery(int lookupStream, int indexedStream,

EventType[] typesPerStream, QueryGraph queryGraph, String[][] indexStreamsUniqueProps) {

 

       // not navigable, full table scan

       if (!queryGraph.isNavigableAtAll(lookupStream, indexedStream)) {

           QueryPlanIndex index = QueryPlanIndex.makeIndex(new QueryPlanIndexItem(null, null, null, null, false));

           FullTableScanLookupPlan plan = new FullTableScanLookupPlan(lookupStream, indexedStream,

index.getFirstIndexNum());

           return new Pair<QueryPlanIndex, TableLookupPlan>(index, plan);

       }

 

       QueryGraphValue queryGraphValue = queryGraph.getGraphValue(lookupStream, indexedStream);

 

       // determine hash coercion types - these are the same regardless of direction

       QueryGraphValuePairHashKeyIndex hashKeyIndexPair = queryGraphValue.getHashKeyProps();

       List<QueryGraphValueEntryHashKeyed> hashKeyFunctions = hashKeyIndexPair.getKeys();

       String[] hashIndexProps = hashKeyIndexPair.getIndexed();

       CoercionDesc hashCoercionTypesDesc = CoercionUtil.getCoercionTypesHash(typesPerStream, lookupStream,

indexedStream, hashKeyFunctions, hashIndexProps);

       Class[] hashCoercionTypes = hashCoercionTypesDesc.isCoerce() ?

hashCoercionTypesDesc.getCoercionTypes() : null;

 

       // determine range coercion types, these may not be the same

       QueryGraphValuePairRangeIndex rangeKeyIndexPair = queryGraphValue.getRangeProps();

       String[] rangeIndexedProps = rangeKeyIndexPair.getIndexed();

       CoercionDesc rangeCoercionTypeDesc = CoercionUtil.getCoercionTypesRange(typesPerStream,

indexedStream, rangeIndexedProps, rangeKeyIndexPair.getKeys());

       Class[] rangeCoercionType = rangeCoercionTypeDesc.isCoerce() ?

rangeCoercionTypeDesc.getCoercionTypes() : null;

 

       // reduce to any unique index if applicable

       boolean unique = false;

       QueryPlanIndexUniqueHelper.ReducedHashKeys reduced =

QueryPlanIndexUniqueHelper.reduceToUniqueIfPossible(hashIndexProps, hashCoercionTypes, hashKeyFunctions,

indexStreamsUniqueProps);

       if (reduced != null) {

           hashIndexProps = reduced.getPropertyNames();

           hashCoercionTypes = reduced.getCoercionTypes();

           hashKeyFunctions = reduced.getHashKeyFunctions();

           unique = true;

           rangeIndexedProps = new String[0];

           rangeCoercionType = new Class[0];

           rangeKeyIndexPair = new QueryGraphValuePairRangeIndex(rangeIndexedProps,

Collections.<QueryGraphValueEntryRange>emptyList());
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       }

 

       // build index description

       QueryPlanIndexItem indexItem = new QueryPlanIndexItem(hashIndexProps, hashCoercionTypes,

rangeIndexedProps, rangeCoercionType, unique);

       QueryPlanIndex queryPlanIndex = QueryPlanIndex.makeIndex(indexItem);

       String indexName = queryPlanIndex.getFirstIndexNum();

 

       // straight no-range case means direct index lookup

       TableLookupPlan lookupPlan;

       if (rangeKeyIndexPair.getKeys().isEmpty()) {

           if (hashKeyFunctions.size() == 1) {

               QueryGraphValueEntryHashKeyed first = hashKeyFunctions.get(0);

               lookupPlan = new IndexedTableLookupPlanSingle(lookupStream, indexedStream, indexName, first);

           }

           else {

               lookupPlan = new IndexedTableLookupPlanMulti(lookupStream, indexedStream, indexName,

hashKeyFunctions);

           }

       }

       // we have ranges

       else {

           // stream zero-to-one

           if (hashKeyFunctions.isEmpty() && rangeKeyIndexPair.getKeys().size() == 1) {

               lookupPlan = new SortedTableLookupPlan(lookupStream, indexedStream, indexName,

rangeKeyIndexPair.getKeys().get(0));

           }

           else {

               lookupPlan = new CompositeTableLookupPlan(lookupStream, indexedStream, indexName,

hashKeyFunctions, rangeKeyIndexPair.getKeys());

           }

       }

       return new Pair<QueryPlanIndex, TableLookupPlan>(queryPlanIndex, lookupPlan);

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.expression;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

 

/**
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* Represents the 'prior' prior event function in an expression node tree.

*/

public abstract class ExprPriorEvalStrategyBase implements ExprPriorEvalStrategy

{

   public abstract EventBean getSubstituteEvent(EventBean originalEvent, boolean isNewData, int

constantIndexNumber);

 

   public Object evaluate(EventBean[] eventsPerStream, boolean isNewData, ExprEvaluatorContext

exprEvaluatorContext, int streamNumber, ExprEvaluator evaluator, int constantIndexNumber)

   {

       EventBean originalEvent = eventsPerStream[streamNumber];

 

       EventBean substituteEvent = getSubstituteEvent(originalEvent, isNewData, constantIndexNumber);

 

       // Substitute original event with prior event, evaluate inner expression

       eventsPerStream[streamNumber] = substituteEvent;

       Object evalResult = evaluator.evaluate(eventsPerStream, isNewData, exprEvaluatorContext);

       eventsPerStream[streamNumber] = originalEvent;

 

       return evalResult;

   }

}

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.enummethod.eval;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluator;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluatorContext;

 

import java.util.ArrayList;

import java.util.Collection;

import java.util.Collections;

 

public class EnumEvalTakeLast implements EnumEval {

 

   private ExprEvaluator sizeEval;

   private int numStreams;
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   public EnumEvalTakeLast(ExprEvaluator sizeEval, int numStreams) {

       this.sizeEval = sizeEval;

       this.numStreams = numStreams;

   }

 

   public int getStreamNumSize() {

       return numStreams;

   }

 

   public Object evaluateEnumMethod(EventBean[] eventsLambda, Collection target, boolean isNewData,

ExprEvaluatorContext context) {

 

       Object sizeObj = sizeEval.evaluate(eventsLambda, isNewData, context);

       if (sizeObj == null) {

           return null;

       }

 

       if (target.isEmpty()) {

           return target;

       }

 

       int size = ((Number) sizeObj).intValue();

       if (size <= 0) {

           return Collections.emptyList();

       }

 

       if (target.size() < size) {

           return target;

       }

 

       if (size == 1) {

           Object last = null;

           for (Object next : target) {

               last = next;

           }

           return Collections.singletonList(last);

       }

 

       ArrayList<Object> result = new ArrayList<Object>();

       for (Object next : target) {

           result.add(next);

           if (result.size() > size) {

               result.remove(0);

           }

       }

       return result;

   }

}
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/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.spec;

 

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprNode;

import com.espertech.esper.util.MetaDefItem;

 

import java.io.Serializable;

 

/**

* Specification for a "define" construct within a match_recognize.

*/

public class MatchRecognizeDefineItem implements MetaDefItem, Serializable

{

   private String identifier;

   private ExprNode expression;

   private static final long serialVersionUID = -7736241770279336651L;

 

   /**

    * Ctor.

    * @param identifier variable name

    * @param expression expression

    */

   public MatchRecognizeDefineItem(String identifier, ExprNode expression) {

       this.identifier = identifier;

       this.expression = expression;

   }

 

   /**

    * Returns the variable name.

    * @return name

    */

   public String getIdentifier() {

       return identifier;

   }

 

   /**

    * Returns the expression.

    * @return expression
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    */

   public ExprNode getExpression() {

       return expression;

   }

 

   /**

    * Sets the validated expression

    * @param validated to set

    */

   public void setExpression(ExprNode validated)

   {

       this.expression = validated;

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.variable;

 

import java.util.Date;

 

/**

* Holds a version of a value and a timestamp when that version is taken.

*/

public class VersionedValue<T>

{

   private int version;

   private T value;

   private long timestamp;

 

   /**

    * Ctor.

    * @param version version number

    * @param value value at that version

    * @param timestamp time when version was taken

    */

   public VersionedValue(int version, T value, long timestamp)

   {

       this.version = version;

       this.value = value;

       this.timestamp = timestamp;

   }
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   /**

    * Returns the version.

    * @return version

    */

   public int getVersion()

   {

       return version;

   }

 

   /**

    * Returns the value.

    * @return value

    */

   public T getValue()

   {

       return value;

   }

 

   /**

    * Returns the time the version was taken.

    * @return time of version

    */

   public long getTimestamp()

   {

       return timestamp;

   }

 

   public String toString()

   {

       return value + "@" + version + "@" + (new Date(timestamp));

   }

}

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.join.exec.composite;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventPropertyGetter;

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventType;
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import com.espertech.esper.collection.MultiKeyUntyped;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.join.table.PropertyCompositeEventTable;

import com.espertech.esper.event.EventBeanUtility;

 

import java.util.Collection;

import java.util.Map;

import java.util.Set;

 

public class CompositeIndexLookupKeyed implements CompositeIndexLookup {

 

   private final Object[] keys;

   private CompositeIndexLookup next;

 

   public CompositeIndexLookupKeyed(Object[] keys) {

       this.keys = keys;

   }

 

   public void setNext(CompositeIndexLookup next) {

       this.next = next;

   }

 

   public void lookup(Map parent, Set<EventBean> result) {

       MultiKeyUntyped mk = new MultiKeyUntyped(keys);

       Map innerIndex = (Map) parent.get(mk);

       if (innerIndex == null) {

           return;

       }

       next.lookup(innerIndex, result);       

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.agg.aggregator;

 

/**

* Sum for any number value.

*/

public class AggregatorSumNumInteger implements AggregationMethod

{

   protected int sum;

   protected long numDataPoints;
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   public void clear()

   {

       sum = 0;

       numDataPoints = 0;

   }

 

   public void enter(Object object)

   {

       if (object == null)

       {

           return;

       }

       numDataPoints++;

       Number number = (Number) object;

       sum += number.intValue();

   }

 

   public void leave(Object object)

   {

       if (object == null)

       {

           return;

       }

       numDataPoints--;

       Number number = (Number) object;

       sum -= number.intValue();

   }

 

   public Object getValue()

   {

       if (numDataPoints == 0)

       {

           return null;

       }

       return sum;

   }

 

   public Class getValueType()

   {

       return Integer.class;

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *
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* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.core;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventType;

import com.espertech.esper.core.context.util.AgentInstanceContext;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.agg.service.AggregationService;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluator;

 

/**

* Result set processor prototype for the case: aggregation functions used in the select clause, and no group-by,

* and all properties in the select clause are under an aggregation function.

*/

public class ResultSetProcessorRowForAllFactory implements ResultSetProcessorFactory

{

   private final boolean isSelectRStream;

   private final boolean isUnidirectional;

   private final SelectExprProcessor selectExprProcessor;

   private final ExprEvaluator optionalHavingNode;

 

   /**

    * Ctor.

    * @param selectExprProcessor - for processing the select expression and generting the final output rows

    * @param optionalHavingNode - having clause expression node

    * @param isSelectRStream - true if remove stream events should be generated

    * @param isUnidirectional - true if unidirectional join

    */

   public ResultSetProcessorRowForAllFactory(SelectExprProcessor selectExprProcessor,

                                             ExprEvaluator optionalHavingNode,

                                             boolean isSelectRStream,

                                             boolean isUnidirectional)

   {

       this.selectExprProcessor = selectExprProcessor;

       this.optionalHavingNode = optionalHavingNode;

       this.isSelectRStream = isSelectRStream;

       this.isUnidirectional = isUnidirectional;

   }

 

   public ResultSetProcessor instantiate(OrderByProcessor orderByProcessor, AggregationService

aggregationService, AgentInstanceContext agentInstanceContext) {

       return new ResultSetProcessorRowForAll(this, selectExprProcessor, orderByProcessor, aggregationService,

agentInstanceContext);

   }

 

   public EventType getResultEventType()

   {

       return selectExprProcessor.getResultEventType();

   }
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   public boolean hasAggregation() {

       return true;

   }

 

   public boolean isSelectRStream() {

       return isSelectRStream;

   }

 

   public boolean isUnidirectional() {

       return isUnidirectional;

   }

 

   public ExprEvaluator getOptionalHavingNode() {

       return optionalHavingNode;

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.lookup;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluator;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluatorContext;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprNodeUtility;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.join.table.PropertyIndexedEventTable;

 

import java.util.Collection;

import java.util.List;

 

/**

* Index lookup strategy for subqueries.

*/

public class SubordIndexedTableLookupStrategyExpr implements SubordTableLookupStrategy

{

   /**

    * Index to look up in.

    */

   protected final PropertyIndexedEventTable index;

 

   protected final ExprEvaluator[] evaluators;

   private EventBean[] events;
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   /**

    * Ctor.

    * @param index is the table carrying the data to lookup into

    */

   public SubordIndexedTableLookupStrategyExpr(int numStreamsOuter, ExprEvaluator[] evaluators,

PropertyIndexedEventTable index)

   {

       this.evaluators = evaluators;

       events = new EventBean[numStreamsOuter + 1];

       this.index = index;

   }

 

   /**

    * Returns index to look up in.

    * @return index to use

    */

   public PropertyIndexedEventTable getIndex()

   {

       return index;

   }

 

   public Collection<EventBean> lookup(EventBean[] eventsPerStream, ExprEvaluatorContext context)

   {

       Object[] keys = getKeys(eventsPerStream, context);

       return index.lookup(keys);

   }

 

   public Collection<EventBean> lookup(Object[] keys) {

       return index.lookup(keys);

   }

 

   /**

    * Get the index lookup keys.

    * @param eventsPerStream is the events for each stream

    * @return key object

    */

   protected Object[] getKeys(EventBean[] eventsPerStream, ExprEvaluatorContext context)

   {

       System.arraycopy(eventsPerStream, 0, events, 1, eventsPerStream.length);

       Object[] keyValues = new Object[evaluators.length];

       for (int i = 0; i < evaluators.length; i++)

       {

           keyValues[i] = evaluators[i].evaluate(events, true, context);

       }

       return keyValues;

   }
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   public String toQueryPlan() {

       return this.getClass().getSimpleName() + " evaluators " + ExprNodeUtility.printEvaluators(evaluators);

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.join.assemble;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.join.rep.Node;

 

import java.util.Collection;

import java.util.List;

 

/**

* Interface for indicating a result in the form of a single row of multiple events, which could

* represent either a full result over all streams or a partial result over a subset of streams.

*/

public interface ResultAssembler

{

   /**

    * Publish a result row.

    * @param row is the result to publish

    * @param fromStreamNum is the originitor that publishes the row

    * @param myEvent is optional and is the event that led to the row result

    * @param myNode is optional and is the result node of the event that led to the row result

    * @param resultFinalRows is the final result rows

    * @param resultRootEvent

    */

   public void result(EventBean[] row, int fromStreamNum, EventBean myEvent, Node myNode,

Collection<EventBean[]> resultFinalRows, EventBean resultRootEvent);

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.parse;
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import org.antlr.runtime.RecognitionException;

 

/**

* For selection of the AST tree walk rule to use.

*/

public interface WalkRuleSelector

{

   /**

    * Implementations can invoke a walk rule of their choice on the walker and AST passed in.

    * @param walker - to invoke walk rule on

    * @throws org.antlr.runtime.RecognitionException - throw on walk errors

    */

   public void invokeWalkRule(EPLTreeWalker walker) throws RecognitionException;

}

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.enummethod.eval;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluator;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluatorContext;

 

import java.util.Collection;

 

public class EnumEvalSumEvents extends EnumEvalBase implements EnumEval {

 

   private final ExprDotEvalSumMethodFactory sumMethodFactory;

 

   public EnumEvalSumEvents(ExprEvaluator innerExpression, int streamCountIncoming,

ExprDotEvalSumMethodFactory sumMethodFactory) {

       super(innerExpression, streamCountIncoming);

       this.sumMethodFactory = sumMethodFactory;

   }

 

   public Object evaluateEnumMethod(EventBean[] eventsLambda, Collection target, boolean isNewData,

ExprEvaluatorContext context) {

 

       ExprDotEvalSumMethod method = sumMethodFactory.getSumAggregator();
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       Collection<EventBean> beans = (Collection<EventBean>) target;

       for (EventBean next : beans) {

           eventsLambda[streamNumLambda] = next;

 

           Object value = innerExpression.evaluate(eventsLambda, isNewData, context);

           method.enter(value);

       }

 

       return method.getValue();

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.named;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventType;

import com.espertech.esper.core.context.util.AgentInstanceContext;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.core.ResultSetProcessor;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluatorContext;

import com.espertech.esper.util.StopCallback;

import com.espertech.esper.view.ViewSupport;

import org.apache.commons.logging.Log;

import org.apache.commons.logging.LogFactory;

 

import java.util.List;

 

/**

* View for the on-delete statement that handles removing events from a named window.

*/

public interface NamedWindowOnExprFactory

{

   public NamedWindowOnExprBaseView make(NamedWindowLookupStrategy lookupStrategy,

                                         NamedWindowRootViewInstance namedWindowRootViewInstance,

                                         AgentInstanceContext agentInstanceContext, ResultSetProcessor resultSetProcessor);

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *
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* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.parse;

 

import com.espertech.esper.epl.generated.EsperEPL2GrammarParser;

import org.antlr.runtime.RecognitionException;

import org.antlr.runtime.tree.Tree;

 

/**

* For selection of the parse rule to use.

*/

public interface ParseRuleSelector

{

   /**

    * Implementations can invoke a parse rule of their choice on the parser.

    * @param parser - to invoke parse rule on

    * @return the AST tree as a result of the parsing

    * @throws RecognitionException is a parse exception

    */

   public Tree invokeParseRule(EsperEPL2GrammarParser parser) throws RecognitionException;

}

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.join.base;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventType;

import com.espertech.esper.core.service.StreamJoinAnalysisResult;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.*;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.join.exec.base.ExecNode;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.join.plan.QueryPlan;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.join.plan.QueryPlanIndex;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.join.plan.QueryPlanIndexItem;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.join.plan.QueryPlanNode;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.join.table.EventTable;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.join.table.EventTableUtil;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.join.table.HistoricalStreamIndexList;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.spec.OuterJoinDesc;

import com.espertech.esper.view.DerivedValueView;
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import com.espertech.esper.view.HistoricalEventViewable;

import com.espertech.esper.view.Viewable;

import org.apache.commons.logging.Log;

import org.apache.commons.logging.LogFactory;

 

import java.lang.annotation.Annotation;

import java.util.*;

 

public class JoinSetComposerPrototypeImpl implements JoinSetComposerPrototype {

 

   private static final Log log = LogFactory.getLog(JoinSetComposerPrototypeFactory.class);

 

   private final String statementName;

   private final String statementId;

   private final OuterJoinDesc[] outerJoinDescList;

   private final ExprNode optionalFilterNode;

   private final EventType[] streamTypes;

   private final String[] streamNames;

   private final StreamJoinAnalysisResult streamJoinAnalysisResult;

   private final Annotation[] annotations;

   private final HistoricalViewableDesc historicalViewableDesc;

   private final ExprEvaluatorContext exprEvaluatorContext;

   private final QueryPlanIndex[] indexSpecs;

   private final QueryPlan queryPlan;

   private final HistoricalStreamIndexList[] historicalStreamIndexLists;

   private final boolean joinRemoveStream;

   private final boolean isOuterJoins;

 

   public JoinSetComposerPrototypeImpl(String statementName,

                                       String statementId,

                                       OuterJoinDesc[] outerJoinDescList,

                                       ExprNode optionalFilterNode,

                                       EventType[] streamTypes,

                                       String[] streamNames,

                                       StreamJoinAnalysisResult streamJoinAnalysisResult,

                                       Annotation[] annotations,

                                       HistoricalViewableDesc historicalViewableDesc,

                                       ExprEvaluatorContext exprEvaluatorContext,

                                       QueryPlanIndex[] indexSpecs,

                                       QueryPlan queryPlan,

                                       HistoricalStreamIndexList[] historicalStreamIndexLists,

                                       boolean joinRemoveStream,

                                       boolean isOuterJoins) {

       this.statementName = statementName;

       this.statementId = statementId;

       this.outerJoinDescList = outerJoinDescList;

       this.optionalFilterNode = optionalFilterNode;

       this.streamTypes = streamTypes;
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       this.streamNames = streamNames;

       this.streamJoinAnalysisResult = streamJoinAnalysisResult;

       this.annotations = annotations;

       this.historicalViewableDesc = historicalViewableDesc;

       this.exprEvaluatorContext = exprEvaluatorContext;

       this.indexSpecs = indexSpecs;

       this.queryPlan = queryPlan;

       this.historicalStreamIndexLists = historicalStreamIndexLists;

       this.joinRemoveStream = joinRemoveStream;

       this.isOuterJoins = isOuterJoins;

   }

 

   public JoinSetComposerDesc create(Viewable[] streamViews, boolean isFireAndForget) {

 

       // Build indexes

       Map<String, EventTable>[] indexesPerStream = new HashMap[indexSpecs.length];

       for (int streamNo = 0; streamNo < indexSpecs.length; streamNo++)

       {

           if (indexSpecs[streamNo] == null)

           {

               continue;

           }

 

           Map<String, QueryPlanIndexItem> items = indexSpecs[streamNo].getItems();

           indexesPerStream[streamNo] = new LinkedHashMap<String, EventTable>();

 

           for (Map.Entry<String, QueryPlanIndexItem> entry : items.entrySet()) {

               EventTable index;

               if (streamJoinAnalysisResult.getViewExternal()[streamNo] != null) {

                   index =

streamJoinAnalysisResult.getViewExternal()[streamNo].getJoinIndexTable(items.get(entry.getKey()));

               }

               else {

                   index = EventTableUtil.buildIndex(streamNo, items.get(entry.getKey()), streamTypes[streamNo], false,

entry.getValue().isUnique(), null);

               }

               indexesPerStream[streamNo].put(entry.getKey(), index);

           }

       }

 

       // Build strategies

       QueryPlanNode[] queryExecSpecs = queryPlan.getExecNodeSpecs();

       QueryStrategy[] queryStrategies = new QueryStrategy[queryExecSpecs.length];

       for (int i = 0; i < queryExecSpecs.length; i++)

       {

           QueryPlanNode planNode = queryExecSpecs[i];

           if (planNode == null)

           {
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               log.debug(".makeComposer No execution node for stream " + i + " '" + streamNames[i] + "'");

               continue;

           }

 

           ExecNode executionNode = planNode.makeExec(statementName, statementId, annotations,

indexesPerStream, streamTypes, streamViews, historicalStreamIndexLists,

streamJoinAnalysisResult.getViewExternal());

 

           if (log.isDebugEnabled())

           {

               log.debug(".makeComposer Execution nodes for stream " + i + " '" + streamNames[i] +

                   "' : \n" + ExecNode.print(executionNode));

           }

 

           queryStrategies[i] = new ExecNodeQueryStrategy(i, streamTypes.length, executionNode);

       }

 

       // If this is not unidirectional and not a self-join (excluding self-outer-join)

       JoinSetComposerDesc joinSetComposerDesc;

       if ((!streamJoinAnalysisResult.isUnidirectional()) &&

           (!streamJoinAnalysisResult.isPureSelfJoin() || outerJoinDescList.length > 0))

       {

           JoinSetComposer composer;

           if (historicalViewableDesc.isHasHistorical())

           {

               composer = new JoinSetComposerHistoricalImpl(indexesPerStream, queryStrategies, streamViews,

exprEvaluatorContext);

           }

           else

           {

               if (isFireAndForget) {

                   composer = new JoinSetComposerFAFImpl(indexesPerStream, queryStrategies,

streamJoinAnalysisResult.isPureSelfJoin(), exprEvaluatorContext, joinRemoveStream, isOuterJoins);

               }

               else {

                   composer = new JoinSetComposerImpl(indexesPerStream, queryStrategies,

streamJoinAnalysisResult.isPureSelfJoin(), exprEvaluatorContext, joinRemoveStream);

               }

           }

 

           // rewrite the filter expression for all-inner joins in case "on"-clause outer join syntax was used to include

those expressions

           ExprNode filterExpression = getFilterExpressionInclOnClause(optionalFilterNode, outerJoinDescList);

 

           ExprEvaluator postJoinEval = filterExpression == null ? null : filterExpression.getExprEvaluator();

           joinSetComposerDesc = new JoinSetComposerDesc(composer, postJoinEval);

       }

       else
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       {

           QueryStrategy driver;

           int unidirectionalStream;

           if (streamJoinAnalysisResult.getUnidirectionalStreamNumber() != -1)

           {

               unidirectionalStream = streamJoinAnalysisResult.getUnidirectionalStreamNumber();

               driver = queryStrategies[unidirectionalStream];

           }

           else

           {

               unidirectionalStream = 0;

               driver = queryStrategies[0];

           }

           JoinSetComposer composer = new JoinSetComposerStreamToWinImpl(indexesPerStream,

streamJoinAnalysisResult.isPureSelfJoin(),

                   unidirectionalStream, driver, streamJoinAnalysisResult.getUnidirectionalNonDriving());

           ExprEvaluator postJoinEval = optionalFilterNode == null ? null : optionalFilterNode.getExprEvaluator();

           joinSetComposerDesc = new JoinSetComposerDesc(composer, postJoinEval);

       }

 

       // compile prior events per stream to preload any indexes

       EventBean[][] eventsPerStream = new EventBean[streamNames.length][];

       ArrayList<EventBean> events = new ArrayList<EventBean>();

       for (int i = 0; i < eventsPerStream.length; i++)

       {

           // For named windows, we don't need to preload indexes from the iterators as this is always done already

           if (streamJoinAnalysisResult.getNamedWindow()[i])

           {

               continue;

           }

 

           Iterator<EventBean> it = null;

           if (!(streamViews[i] instanceof HistoricalEventViewable) && !(streamViews[i] instanceof

DerivedValueView))

           {

               try

               {

                   it = streamViews[i].iterator();

               }

               catch (UnsupportedOperationException ex)

               {

                   // Joins do not support the iterator

               }

           }

 

           if (it != null)

           {

               for (;it.hasNext();)
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               {

                   events.add(it.next());

               }

               eventsPerStream[i] = events.toArray(new EventBean[events.size()]);

               events.clear();

           }

           else

           {

               eventsPerStream[i] = new EventBean[0];

           }

       }

 

       // init

       joinSetComposerDesc.getJoinSetComposer().init(eventsPerStream);

 

       return joinSetComposerDesc;

   }

 

   private ExprNode getFilterExpressionInclOnClause(ExprNode optionalFilterNode, OuterJoinDesc[]

outerJoinDescList)

   {

       if (optionalFilterNode == null) {   // no need to add as query planning is fully based on on-clause

           return null;

       }

       if (outerJoinDescList.length == 0) {  // not an outer-join syntax

           return optionalFilterNode;

       }

       if (!OuterJoinDesc.consistsOfAllInnerJoins(outerJoinDescList)) {    // all-inner joins

           return optionalFilterNode;

       }

       ExprAndNode andNode = new ExprAndNodeImpl();

       andNode.addChildNode(optionalFilterNode);

       for (OuterJoinDesc outerJoinDesc : outerJoinDescList) {

           andNode.addChildNode(outerJoinDesc.makeExprNode(null));

       }

       try {

           andNode.validate(null);

       }

       catch (ExprValidationException ex) {

           throw new RuntimeException("Unexpected exception validating expression: " + ex.getMessage(), ex);

       }

       return andNode;

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *
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* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.agg.service;

 

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprAggregateNode;

 

import java.util.ArrayList;

import java.util.List;

 

public class AggregationServiceAggExpressionDesc

{

   private ExprAggregateNode aggregationNode;

   private AggregationMethodFactory factory;

 

   private List<ExprAggregateNode> equivalentNodes;

   private Integer columnNum;

 

   /**

    * Ctor.

    * @param aggregationNode expression

    * @param factory method factory

    */

   public AggregationServiceAggExpressionDesc(ExprAggregateNode aggregationNode,

AggregationMethodFactory factory)

   {

       this.aggregationNode = aggregationNode;

       this.factory = factory;

   }

 

   /**

    * Returns the equivalent aggregation functions.

    * @return list of agg nodes

    */

   public List<ExprAggregateNode> getEquivalentNodes()

   {

       return equivalentNodes;

   }

 

   /**

    * Returns the method factory.

    * @return factory

    */

   public AggregationMethodFactory getFactory()

   {

       return factory;

   }
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   /**

    * Returns the column number assigned.

    * @return column number

    */

   public Integer getColumnNum()

   {

       return columnNum;

   }

 

   /**

    * Assigns a column number.

    * @param columnNum column number

    */

   public void setColumnNum(Integer columnNum)

   {

       this.columnNum = columnNum;

   }

 

   /**

    * Add an equivalent aggregation function node

    * @param aggNodeToAdd node to add

    */

   public void addEquivalent(ExprAggregateNode aggNodeToAdd)

   {

       if (equivalentNodes == null) {

           equivalentNodes = new ArrayList<ExprAggregateNode>();

       }

       equivalentNodes.add(aggNodeToAdd);

   }

 

   /**

    * Returns the expression.

    * @return expression

    */

   public ExprAggregateNode getAggregationNode()

   {

       return aggregationNode;

   }

 

   /**

    * Assigns a future to the expression

    * @param service the future

    */

   public void assignFuture(AggregationResultFuture service)

   {

       aggregationNode.setAggregationResultFuture(service, columnNum);

       if (equivalentNodes == null) {
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           return;

       }

       for (ExprAggregateNode equivalentAggNode : equivalentNodes)

       {

           equivalentAggNode.setAggregationResultFuture(service, columnNum);

       }

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.metric;

 

/**

* Handle for statements metric reporting by runtime.

*/

public class StatementMetricHandle

{

   private final int groupNum;

   private final int index;

   private boolean isEnabled;

 

   /**

    * Ctor.

    * @param groupNum group number, zero for default group

    * @param index index slot

    */

   public StatementMetricHandle(int groupNum, int index)

   {

       this.groupNum = groupNum;

       this.index = index;

       this.isEnabled = true;

   }

 

   /**

    * Returns group number for statement.

    * @return group number

    */

   public int getGroupNum()

   {

       return groupNum;

   }
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   /**

    * Returns slot number of metric.

    * @return metric index

    */

   public int getIndex()

   {

       return index;

   }

 

   /**

    * Returns true if enabled for statement.

    * @return enabled flag

    */

   public boolean isEnabled()

   {

       return isEnabled;

   }

 

   /**

    * Set to true if statement metric reporting is enabled, false for disabled.

    * @param enabled flag

    */

   public void setEnabled(boolean enabled)

   {

       isEnabled = enabled;

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.named;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventType;

import com.espertech.esper.collection.Pair;

import com.espertech.esper.core.service.EPStatementHandle;

import com.espertech.esper.core.service.InternalEventRouter;

import com.espertech.esper.core.service.StatementContext;

import com.espertech.esper.core.service.StatementResultService;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.core.ResultSetProcessor;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprNode;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprValidationException;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.join.table.EventTable;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.lookup.SubordPropPlan;
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import com.espertech.esper.epl.lookup.SubordTableLookupStrategy;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.metric.MetricReportingService;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.spec.CreateIndexItem;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.spec.OnTriggerDesc;

import com.espertech.esper.event.vaevent.ValueAddEventProcessor;

import com.espertech.esper.util.AuditPath;

import com.espertech.esper.view.StatementStopService;

import org.apache.commons.logging.Log;

import org.apache.commons.logging.LogFactory;

 

import java.lang.annotation.Annotation;

import java.util.List;

import java.util.Set;

 

/**

* The root window in a named window plays multiple roles: It holds the indexes for deleting rows, if any on-delete

statement

* requires such indexes. Such indexes are updated when events arrive, or remove from when a data window

* or on-delete statement expires events. The view keeps track of on-delete statements their indexes used.

*/

public class NamedWindowRootView

{

   private static final Log queryPlanLog = LogFactory.getLog(AuditPath.QUERYPLAN_LOG);

   private static final Log log = LogFactory.getLog(NamedWindowRootView.class);

 

   private final ValueAddEventProcessor revisionProcessor;

   private final boolean queryPlanLogging;

   private final EventType eventType;

   private final boolean isChildBatching;

   private final boolean isEnableIndexShare;

   private final Set<String> optionalUniqueKeyProps;

 

   public NamedWindowRootView(ValueAddEventProcessor revisionProcessor, boolean queryPlanLogging,

MetricReportingService metricReportingService, EventType eventType, boolean childBatching, boolean

isEnableIndexShare, Set<String> optionalUniqueKeyProps) {

       this.revisionProcessor = revisionProcessor;

       this.queryPlanLogging = queryPlanLogging;

       this.eventType = eventType;

       this.isChildBatching = childBatching;

       this.isEnableIndexShare = isEnableIndexShare;

       this.optionalUniqueKeyProps = optionalUniqueKeyProps;

   }

 

   public Set<String> getOptionalUniqueKeyProps() {

       return optionalUniqueKeyProps;

   }

 

   public ValueAddEventProcessor getRevisionProcessor() {
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       return revisionProcessor;

   }

 

   public boolean isChildBatching() {

       return isChildBatching;

   }

 

   public static Log getQueryPlanLog() {

       return queryPlanLog;

   }

 

   public boolean isQueryPlanLogging() {

       return queryPlanLogging;

   }

 

   public EventType getEventType() {

       return eventType;

   }

 

   public boolean isEnableIndexShare() {

       return isEnableIndexShare;

   }

}

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.join.plan;

 

import java.util.List;

 

public class TableLookupKeyDesc {

   private List<QueryGraphValueEntryHashKeyed> hashes;

   private List<QueryGraphValueEntryRange> ranges;

 

   public TableLookupKeyDesc(List<QueryGraphValueEntryHashKeyed> hashes,

List<QueryGraphValueEntryRange> ranges) {

       this.hashes = hashes;

       this.ranges = ranges;

   }
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   public List<QueryGraphValueEntryHashKeyed> getHashes() {

       return hashes;

   }

 

   public List<QueryGraphValueEntryRange> getRanges() {

       return ranges;

   }

 

   public String toString() {

 

       return "TableLookupKeyDesc{" +

               "hashes=" + QueryGraphValueEntryHashKeyed.toQueryPlan(hashes) +

               ", ranges=" + QueryGraphValueEntryRange.toQueryPlan(ranges) +

               '}';

   }

}

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.enummethod.eval;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluator;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluatorContext;

 

import java.util.Collection;

 

public class EnumEvalLastOfPredicateEvents extends EnumEvalBase implements EnumEval {

 

   public EnumEvalLastOfPredicateEvents(ExprEvaluator innerExpression, int streamCountIncoming) {

       super(innerExpression, streamCountIncoming);

   }

 

   public Object evaluateEnumMethod(EventBean[] eventsLambda, Collection target, boolean isNewData,

ExprEvaluatorContext context) {

 

       Collection<EventBean> beans = (Collection<EventBean>) target;

       Object result = null;

       for (EventBean next : beans) {

           eventsLambda[streamNumLambda] = next;
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           Object pass = innerExpression.evaluate(eventsLambda, isNewData, context);

           if (pass == null || (!(Boolean) pass)) {

               continue;

           }

 

           result = next;

       }

 

       return result;

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.agg.service;

 

import java.util.List;

 

public class AggregationServiceFactoryDesc

{

   private final AggregationServiceFactory aggregationServiceFactory;

   private final List<AggregationServiceAggExpressionDesc> expressions;

 

   public AggregationServiceFactoryDesc(AggregationServiceFactory aggregationServiceFactory,

List<AggregationServiceAggExpressionDesc> expressions) {

       this.aggregationServiceFactory = aggregationServiceFactory;

       this.expressions = expressions;

   }

 

   public AggregationServiceFactory getAggregationServiceFactory() {

       return aggregationServiceFactory;

   }

 

   public List<AggregationServiceAggExpressionDesc> getExpressions() {

       return expressions;

   }

}

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *
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*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.core.eval;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventType;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.core.EngineImportService;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.core.SelectExprProcessor;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluator;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluatorContext;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprNode;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprValidationException;

import com.espertech.esper.event.*;

import com.espertech.esper.event.map.MapEventType;

import com.espertech.esper.util.TypeWidener;

import com.espertech.esper.util.TypeWidenerFactory;

 

import java.util.ArrayList;

import java.util.List;

import java.util.Set;

 

public class EvalSelectStreamWUndRecastMapFactory {

 

   public static SelectExprProcessor make(EventType[] eventTypes, SelectExprContext selectExprContext, int

streamNumber, EventType targetType, ExprNode[] exprNodes, EngineImportService engineImportService)

           throws ExprValidationException

   {

       MapEventType mapResultType = (MapEventType) targetType;

       MapEventType mapStreamType = (MapEventType) eventTypes[streamNumber];

 

       // (A) fully assignment-compatible: same number, name and type of fields, no additional expressions: Straight

repackage

       String typeSameMssage = BaseNestableEventType.isDeepEqualsProperties(mapResultType.getName(),

mapResultType.getTypes(), mapStreamType.getTypes());

       if (typeSameMssage == null && selectExprContext.getExpressionNodes().length == 0) {

           return new MapInsertProcessorSimpleRepackage(selectExprContext, streamNumber, targetType);

       }

 

       // (B) not completely assignable: find matching properties

       Set<WriteablePropertyDescriptor> writables =

selectExprContext.getEventAdapterService().getWriteableProperties(mapResultType, true);

       List<Item> items = new ArrayList<Item>();

       List<WriteablePropertyDescriptor> written = new ArrayList<WriteablePropertyDescriptor>();
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       // find the properties coming from the providing source stream

       int count = 0;

       for (WriteablePropertyDescriptor writeable : writables) {

           String propertyName = writeable.getPropertyName();

 

           if (mapStreamType.getTypes().containsKey(propertyName)) {

               Object setOneType = mapStreamType.getTypes().get(propertyName);

               Object setTwoType = mapResultType.getTypes().get(propertyName);

               boolean setTwoTypeFound = mapResultType.getTypes().containsKey(propertyName);

               String message = BaseNestableEventUtil.comparePropType(propertyName, setOneType, setTwoType,

setTwoTypeFound, mapResultType.getName());

               if (message != null) {

                   throw new ExprValidationException(message);

               }

               items.add(new Item(count, propertyName, null, null));

               written.add(writeable);

               count++;

           }

       }

 

       // find the properties coming from the expressions of the select clause

       for (int i = 0; i < selectExprContext.getExpressionNodes().length; i++) {

           String columnName = selectExprContext.getColumnNames()[i];

           ExprEvaluator evaluator = selectExprContext.getExpressionNodes()[i];

           ExprNode exprNode = exprNodes[i];

 

           WriteablePropertyDescriptor writable = findWritable(columnName, writables);

           if (writable == null) {

               throw new ExprValidationException("Failed to find column '" + columnName + "' in target type '" +

mapResultType.getName() + "'");

           }

 

           TypeWidener widener = TypeWidenerFactory.getCheckPropertyAssignType(exprNode.toExpressionString(),

exprNode.getExprEvaluator().getType(),

                   writable.getType(), columnName);

           items.add(new Item(count, null, evaluator, widener));

           written.add(writable);

           count++;

       }

 

       // make manufacturer

       Item[] itemsArr = items.toArray(new Item[items.size()]);

       EventBeanManufacturer manufacturer;

       try {

           manufacturer = selectExprContext.getEventAdapterService().getManufacturer(mapResultType,

                   written.toArray(new WriteablePropertyDescriptor[written.size()]), engineImportService, true);

       }

       catch (EventBeanManufactureException e) {
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           throw new ExprValidationException("Failed to write to type: " + e.getMessage(), e);

       }

 

       return new MapInsertProcessorAllocate(streamNumber, itemsArr, manufacturer, targetType);

   }

 

   private static WriteablePropertyDescriptor findWritable(String columnName, Set<WriteablePropertyDescriptor>

writables) {

       for (WriteablePropertyDescriptor writable : writables) {

           if (writable.getPropertyName().equals(columnName)) {

               return writable;

           }

       }

       return null;

   }

 

   private static class MapInsertProcessorSimpleRepackage implements SelectExprProcessor {

       private final SelectExprContext selectExprContext;

       private final int underlyingStreamNumber;

       private final EventType resultType;

 

       private MapInsertProcessorSimpleRepackage(SelectExprContext selectExprContext, int

underlyingStreamNumber, EventType resultType) {

           this.selectExprContext = selectExprContext;

           this.underlyingStreamNumber = underlyingStreamNumber;

           this.resultType = resultType;

       }

 

       public EventType getResultEventType() {

           return resultType;

       }

 

       public EventBean process(EventBean[] eventsPerStream, boolean isNewData, boolean isSynthesize,

ExprEvaluatorContext exprEvaluatorContext) {

           MappedEventBean theEvent = (MappedEventBean) eventsPerStream[underlyingStreamNumber];

           return selectExprContext.getEventAdapterService().adapterForTypedMap(theEvent.getProperties(),

resultType);

       }

   }

 

   private static class MapInsertProcessorAllocate implements SelectExprProcessor {

       private final int underlyingStreamNumber;

       private final Item[] items;

       private final EventBeanManufacturer manufacturer;

       private final EventType resultType;

 

       private MapInsertProcessorAllocate(int underlyingStreamNumber, Item[] items, EventBeanManufacturer

manufacturer, EventType resultType) {
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           this.underlyingStreamNumber = underlyingStreamNumber;

           this.items = items;

           this.manufacturer = manufacturer;

           this.resultType = resultType;

       }

 

       public EventType getResultEventType() {

           return resultType;

       }

 

       public EventBean process(EventBean[] eventsPerStream, boolean isNewData, boolean isSynthesize,

ExprEvaluatorContext exprEvaluatorContext) {

 

           MappedEventBean theEvent = (MappedEventBean) eventsPerStream[underlyingStreamNumber];

 

           Object[] props = new Object[items.length];

           for (Item item : items) {

               Object value;

 

               if (item.getOptionalPropertyName() != null) {

                   value = theEvent.getProperties().get(item.getOptionalPropertyName());

               }

               else {

                   value = item.getEvaluator().evaluate(eventsPerStream, isNewData, exprEvaluatorContext);

                   if (item.getOptionalWidener() != null) {

                       value = item.getOptionalWidener().widen(value);

                   }

               }

 

               props[item.getToIndex()] = value;

           }

 

           return manufacturer.make(props);

       }

   }

 

   private static class Item {

       private final int toIndex;

       private final String optionalPropertyName;

       private final ExprEvaluator evaluator;

       private final TypeWidener optionalWidener;

 

       private Item(int toIndex, String optionalPropertyName, ExprEvaluator evaluator, TypeWidener

optionalWidener) {

           this.toIndex = toIndex;

           this.optionalPropertyName = optionalPropertyName;

           this.evaluator = evaluator;

           this.optionalWidener = optionalWidener;
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       }

 

       public int getToIndex() {

           return toIndex;

       }

 

       public String getOptionalPropertyName() {

           return optionalPropertyName;

       }

 

       public ExprEvaluator getEvaluator() {

           return evaluator;

       }

 

       public TypeWidener getOptionalWidener() {

           return optionalWidener;

       }

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.expression;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

 

/**

* Represents the CURRENT_TIMESTAMP() function or reserved keyword in an expression tree.

*/

public class ExprTimestampNode extends ExprNodeBase implements ExprEvaluator

{

   private static final long serialVersionUID = -6332243334897136751L;

 

   /**

    * Ctor.

    */

   public ExprTimestampNode()

   {

   }

 

   public ExprEvaluator getExprEvaluator()

   {

       return this;
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   }

 

   public void validate(ExprValidationContext validationContext) throws ExprValidationException

   {

       if (this.getChildNodes().length != 0)

       {

           throw new ExprValidationException("current_timestamp function node must have exactly 1 child node");

       }

   }

 

   public boolean isConstantResult()

   {

       return false;

   }

 

   public Class getType()

   {

       return Long.class;

   }

 

   public Object evaluate(EventBean[] eventsPerStream, boolean isNewData, ExprEvaluatorContext

exprEvaluatorContext)

   {

       return exprEvaluatorContext.getTimeProvider().getTime();

   }

 

   public String toExpressionString()

   {

       StringBuilder buffer = new StringBuilder();

       buffer.append("current_timestamp()");

       return buffer.toString();

   }

 

   public boolean equalsNode(ExprNode node)

   {

       if (!(node instanceof ExprTimestampNode))

       {

           return false;

       }

       return true;

   }

}

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *
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*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.named;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.collection.OneEventCollection;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluator;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluatorContext;

 

public abstract class NamedWindowOnMergeAction {

 

   private final ExprEvaluator optionalFilter;

 

   protected NamedWindowOnMergeAction(ExprEvaluator optionalFilter) {

       this.optionalFilter = optionalFilter;

   }

 

   public boolean isApplies(EventBean[] eventsPerStream, ExprEvaluatorContext context) {

       if (optionalFilter == null) {

           return true;

       }

       Object result = optionalFilter.evaluate(eventsPerStream, true, context);

       return result != null && (Boolean) result;

   }

 

   public abstract void apply(EventBean matchingEvent, EventBean[] eventsPerStream, OneEventCollection

newData, OneEventCollection oldData, ExprEvaluatorContext exprEvaluatorContext);

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.agg.aggregator;

 

/**

* Count all non-null values.

*/

public class AggregatorCountNonNull implements AggregationMethod

{

   protected long numDataPoints;
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   public void clear()

   {

       numDataPoints = 0;

   }

 

   public void enter(Object object)

   {

       if (object == null)

       {

           return;

       }

       numDataPoints++;

   }

 

   public void leave(Object object)

   {

       if (object == null)

       {

           return;

       }

       numDataPoints--;

   }

 

   public Object getValue()

   {

       return numDataPoints;

   }

 

   public Class getValueType()

   {

       return Long.class;

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.view;

 

import com.espertech.esper.core.context.util.AgentInstanceContext;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.core.StreamTypeServiceImpl;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.*;

import com.espertech.esper.schedule.ScheduleComputeHelper;

import com.espertech.esper.schedule.ScheduleParameterException;
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import com.espertech.esper.schedule.ScheduleSpec;

import com.espertech.esper.schedule.ScheduleSpecUtil;

import com.espertech.esper.util.ExecutionPathDebugLog;

import org.apache.commons.logging.Log;

import org.apache.commons.logging.LogFactory;

 

import java.util.List;

 

/**

* Output condition handling crontab-at schedule output.

*/

public final class OutputConditionPolledCrontab implements OutputConditionPolled

{

   private Long currentReferencePoint;

   private AgentInstanceContext agentInstanceContext;

   private ScheduleSpec scheduleSpec;

   private long nextScheduledTime;

 

   /**

    * Constructor.

    * @param agentInstanceContext is the view context for time scheduling

    * @param scheduleSpecExpressionList list of schedule parameters

    * @throws com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprValidationException if the crontab expression failed to

validate

    */

   public OutputConditionPolledCrontab(List<ExprNode> scheduleSpecExpressionList,

                                  AgentInstanceContext agentInstanceContext)

           throws ExprValidationException

   {

       if (agentInstanceContext == null)

       {

           String message = "OutputConditionTime requires a non-null view context";

           throw new NullPointerException(message);

       }

 

       this.agentInstanceContext = agentInstanceContext;

 

       // Validate the expression

       ExprEvaluator[] expressions = new ExprEvaluator[scheduleSpecExpressionList.size()];

       int count = 0;

       ExprValidationContext validationContext = new ExprValidationContext(new

StreamTypeServiceImpl(agentInstanceContext.getStatementContext().getEngineURI(), false),

agentInstanceContext.getStatementContext().getMethodResolutionService(), null,

agentInstanceContext.getStatementContext().getSchedulingService(),

agentInstanceContext.getStatementContext().getVariableService(), agentInstanceContext,

agentInstanceContext.getStatementContext().getEventAdapterService(),

agentInstanceContext.getStatementContext().getStatementName(),

agentInstanceContext.getStatementContext().getStatementId(),
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agentInstanceContext.getStatementContext().getAnnotations(),

agentInstanceContext.getStatementContext().getContextDescriptor());

       for (ExprNode parameters : scheduleSpecExpressionList)

       {

           ExprNode node = ExprNodeUtility.getValidatedSubtree(parameters, validationContext);

           expressions[count++] = node.getExprEvaluator();

       }

 

       try

       {

           Object[] scheduleSpecParameterList = evaluate(expressions, agentInstanceContext);

           scheduleSpec = ScheduleSpecUtil.computeValues(scheduleSpecParameterList);

       }

       catch (ScheduleParameterException e)

       {

           throw new IllegalArgumentException("Invalid schedule specification : " + e.getMessage(), e);

       }

   }

 

   public final boolean updateOutputCondition(int newEventsCount, int oldEventsCount)

   {

       if ((ExecutionPathDebugLog.isDebugEnabled) && (log.isDebugEnabled()))

       {

       	log.debug(".updateOutputCondition, " +

       			"  newEventsCount==" + newEventsCount +

       			"  oldEventsCount==" + oldEventsCount);

       }

 

       boolean output = false;

       long currentTime = agentInstanceContext.getStatementContext().getSchedulingService().getTime();

       if (currentReferencePoint == null)

       {

       	currentReferencePoint = currentTime;

           nextScheduledTime = ScheduleComputeHelper.computeNextOccurance(scheduleSpec, currentTime);

           output = true;

       }

 

       if (nextScheduledTime <= currentTime)

       {

           nextScheduledTime = ScheduleComputeHelper.computeNextOccurance(scheduleSpec, currentTime);

           output = true;

       }

 

       return output;

   }

 

   private static Object[] evaluate(ExprEvaluator[] parameters, ExprEvaluatorContext exprEvaluatorContext)

   {
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       Object[] results = new Object[parameters.length];

       int count = 0;

       for (ExprEvaluator expr : parameters)

       {

           try

           {

               results[count] = expr.evaluate(null, true, exprEvaluatorContext);

               count++;

           }

           catch (RuntimeException ex)

           {

               String message = "Failed expression evaluation in crontab timer-at for parameter " + count + ": " +

ex.getMessage();

               log.error(message, ex);

               throw new IllegalArgumentException(message);

           }

       }

       return results;

   }

 

   private static final Log log = LogFactory.getLog(OutputConditionPolledCrontab.class);

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.agg.access;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluatorContext;

 

/**

* Base interface for providing access-aggregations, i.e. aggregations that mirror a data window

* but group by the group-by clause and that do not mirror the data windows sorting policy.

*/

public interface AggregationState

{

   /**

    * Enter an event.

    * @param eventsPerStream all events in all streams, typically implementations pick the relevant stream's events

to add

    * @param exprEvaluatorContext expression eval context

    */

   void applyEnter(EventBean[] eventsPerStream, ExprEvaluatorContext exprEvaluatorContext);
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   /**

    * Remove an event.

    * @param eventsPerStream all events in all streams, typically implementations pick the relevant stream's events

to remove

    * @param exprEvaluatorContext expression eval context

    */

   void applyLeave(EventBean[] eventsPerStream, ExprEvaluatorContext exprEvaluatorContext);

 

   /**

    * Clear all events in the group.

    */

   public void clear();

}

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.enummethod.dot;

 

import java.lang.reflect.Array;

import java.util.Collection;

import java.util.Iterator;

 

public class ArrayWrappingCollection implements Collection {

 

   private Object array;

 

   public ArrayWrappingCollection(Object array) {

       if (array == null) {

           throw new IllegalArgumentException("Null array provided");

       }

       if (!array.getClass().isArray()) {

           throw new IllegalArgumentException("Non-array value provided to collection, expected array type but

received type " + array.getClass().getName());

       }

       this.array = array;

   }

 

   public int size() {

       return Array.getLength(array);
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   }

 

   public boolean isEmpty() {

       return size() == 0;

   }

 

   public Iterator iterator() {

       return new ArrayWrappingIterator(array);

   }

 

   public Object[] toArray() {

       return (Object[]) array;

   }

 

   public Object[] toArray(Object[] a) {

       return (Object[]) array;

   }

 

   public boolean contains(Object o) {

       throw new UnsupportedOperationException("Partial implementation");

   }

 

   public boolean add(Object o) {

       throw new UnsupportedOperationException("Read-only implementation");

   }

 

   public boolean remove(Object o) {

       throw new UnsupportedOperationException("Read-only implementation");

   }

 

   public boolean containsAll(Collection c) {

       throw new UnsupportedOperationException("Read-only implementation");

   }

 

   public boolean addAll(Collection c) {

       throw new UnsupportedOperationException("Read-only implementation");

   }

 

   public boolean removeAll(Collection c) {

       throw new UnsupportedOperationException("Read-only implementation");

   }

 

   public boolean retainAll(Collection c) {

       throw new UnsupportedOperationException("Read-only implementation");

   }

 

   public void clear() {

       throw new UnsupportedOperationException("Read-only implementation");
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   }

}

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.join.exec.composite;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventPropertyGetter;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluator;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluatorContext;

import com.espertech.esper.event.EventBeanUtility;

 

import java.util.Collection;

import java.util.Map;

import java.util.Set;

import java.util.TreeMap;

 

public class CompositeAccessStrategyGT extends CompositeAccessStrategyRelOpBase implements

CompositeAccessStrategy {

 

   public CompositeAccessStrategyGT(boolean isNWOnTrigger, int lookupStream, int numStreams, ExprEvaluator

key, Class coercionType) {

       super(isNWOnTrigger, lookupStream, numStreams, key, coercionType);

   }

 

   public Set<EventBean> lookup(EventBean theEvent, Map parent, Set<EventBean> result, CompositeIndexQuery

next, ExprEvaluatorContext context) {

       TreeMap index = (TreeMap) parent;

       Object comparable = super.evaluateLookup(theEvent, context);

       if (comparable == null) {

           return null;

       }

       comparable = EventBeanUtility.coerce(comparable, coercionType);

       return CompositeIndexQueryRange.handle(theEvent, index.tailMap(comparable, false), null, result, next);

   }

 

   public Collection<EventBean> lookup(EventBean[] eventPerStream, Map parent, Collection<EventBean> result,

CompositeIndexQuery next, ExprEvaluatorContext context) {

       TreeMap index = (TreeMap) parent;
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       Object comparable = super.evaluatePerStream(eventPerStream, context);

       if (comparable == null) {

           return null;

       }

       comparable = EventBeanUtility.coerce(comparable, coercionType);

       return CompositeIndexQueryRange.handle(eventPerStream, index.tailMap(comparable, false), null, result,

next);

   }

}

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.join.exec.sorted;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventPropertyGetter;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluator;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluatorContext;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.join.table.PropertySortedEventTable;

 

import java.util.Collection;

import java.util.Set;

 

public class SortedAccessStrategyRangeInverted extends SortedAccessStrategyRangeBase implements

SortedAccessStrategy {

 

   public SortedAccessStrategyRangeInverted(boolean isNWOnTrigger, int lookupStream, int numStreams,

ExprEvaluator start, boolean includeStart, ExprEvaluator end, boolean includeEnd) {

       super(isNWOnTrigger, lookupStream, numStreams, start, includeStart, end, includeEnd);

   }

 

   public Set<EventBean> lookup(EventBean theEvent, PropertySortedEventTable index, ExprEvaluatorContext

context) {

       return index.lookupRangeInverted(super.evaluateLookupStart(theEvent, context), includeStart,

super.evaluateLookupEnd(theEvent, context), includeEnd);

   }

 

   public Collection<EventBean> lookup(EventBean[] eventsPerStream, PropertySortedEventTable index,

ExprEvaluatorContext context) {

       return index.lookupRangeInvertedColl(super.evaluatePerStreamStart(eventsPerStream, context), includeStart,
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super.evaluatePerStreamEnd(eventsPerStream, context), includeEnd);

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.db;

 

import com.espertech.esper.collection.Pair;

 

import java.sql.Connection;

import java.sql.PreparedStatement;

 

/**

* Caches the Connection and PreparedStatement instance for reuse.

*/

public class ConnectionCacheImpl extends ConnectionCache

{

   private Pair<Connection, PreparedStatement> cache;

 

   /**

    * Ctor.

    * @param databaseConnectionFactory - connection factory

    * @param sql - statement sql

    */

   public ConnectionCacheImpl(DatabaseConnectionFactory databaseConnectionFactory, String sql)

   {

       super(databaseConnectionFactory, sql);

   }

 

   public Pair<Connection, PreparedStatement> getConnection()

   {

       if (cache == null)

       {

           cache = makeNew();

       }

       return cache;

   }

 

   public void doneWith(Pair<Connection, PreparedStatement> pair)

   {

       // no need to implement

   }
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   public void destroy()

   {

       if (cache != null)

       {

           close(cache);

       }

       cache = null;

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.db;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.ConfigurationCacheReferenceType;

import com.espertech.esper.collection.MultiKeyUntyped;

import com.espertech.esper.collection.apachecommons.ReferenceMap;

import com.espertech.esper.core.context.util.EPStatementAgentInstanceHandle;

import com.espertech.esper.core.service.EPStatementHandleCallback;

import com.espertech.esper.core.service.ExtensionServicesContext;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.join.table.EventTable;

import com.espertech.esper.schedule.ScheduleHandleCallback;

import com.espertech.esper.schedule.ScheduleSlot;

import com.espertech.esper.schedule.SchedulingService;

 

import java.util.HashMap;

import java.util.Iterator;

import java.util.Map;

import java.util.WeakHashMap;

 

/**

* Implements an expiry-time cache that evicts data when data becomes stale

* after a given number of seconds.

* <p>

* The cache reference type indicates which backing Map is used: Weak type uses the WeakHashMap,

* Soft type uses the apache commons ReferenceMap, and Hard type simply uses a HashMap.

*/

public class DataCacheExpiringImpl implements DataCache, ScheduleHandleCallback

{

   private final long maxAgeMSec;

   private final long purgeIntervalMSec;

   private final SchedulingService schedulingService;
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   private final ScheduleSlot scheduleSlot;

   private final Map<Object, Item> cache;

   private final EPStatementAgentInstanceHandle epStatementAgentInstanceHandle;

 

   private boolean isScheduled;

 

   /**

    * Ctor.

    * @param maxAgeSec is the maximum age in seconds

    * @param purgeIntervalSec is the purge interval in seconds

    * @param cacheReferenceType indicates whether hard, soft or weak references are used in the cache

    * @param schedulingService is a service for call backs at a scheduled time, for purging

    * @param scheduleSlot slot for scheduling callbacks for this cache

    * @param epStatementAgentInstanceHandle is the statements-own handle for use in registering callbacks with

services

    */

   public DataCacheExpiringImpl(double maxAgeSec,

                                double purgeIntervalSec,

                                ConfigurationCacheReferenceType cacheReferenceType,

                                SchedulingService schedulingService,

                                ScheduleSlot scheduleSlot,

                                EPStatementAgentInstanceHandle epStatementAgentInstanceHandle)

   {

       this.maxAgeMSec = (long) maxAgeSec * 1000;

       this.purgeIntervalMSec = (long) purgeIntervalSec * 1000;

       this.schedulingService = schedulingService;

       this.scheduleSlot = scheduleSlot;

 

       if (cacheReferenceType == ConfigurationCacheReferenceType.HARD)

       {

           this.cache = new HashMap<Object, Item>();

       }

       else if (cacheReferenceType == ConfigurationCacheReferenceType.SOFT)

       {

           this.cache = new ReferenceMap(ReferenceMap.SOFT, ReferenceMap.SOFT);

       }

       else

       {

           this.cache = new WeakHashMap<Object, Item>();

       }

 

       this.epStatementAgentInstanceHandle = epStatementAgentInstanceHandle;

   }

 

   public EventTable getCached(Object[] lookupKeys)

   {

       Object key = DataCacheUtil.getLookupKey(lookupKeys);

       Item item = cache.get(key);
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       if (item == null)

       {

           return null;

       }

 

       long now = schedulingService.getTime();

       if ((now - item.getTime()) > maxAgeMSec)

       {

           cache.remove(key);

           return null;

       }

 

       return item.getData();

   }

 

   public void put(Object[] lookupKeys, EventTable rows)

   {

       Object key = DataCacheUtil.getLookupKey(lookupKeys);

       long now = schedulingService.getTime();

       Item item = new Item(rows, now);

       cache.put(key, item);

 

       if (!isScheduled)

       {

           EPStatementHandleCallback callback = new EPStatementHandleCallback(epStatementAgentInstanceHandle,

this);

           schedulingService.add(purgeIntervalMSec, callback, scheduleSlot);

           isScheduled = true;

       }

   }

 

   /**

    * Returns the maximum age in milliseconds.

    * @return millisecon max age

    */

   protected long getMaxAgeMSec()

   {

       return maxAgeMSec;

   }

 

   /**

    * Returns the purge interval in milliseconds.

    * @return millisecond purge interval

    */

   protected long getPurgeIntervalMSec()

   {

       return purgeIntervalMSec;

   }
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   public boolean isActive()

   {

       return true;

   }

 

   /**

    * Returns the current cache size.

    * @return cache size

    */

   protected long getSize()

   {

       return cache.size();

   }

 

   public void scheduledTrigger(ExtensionServicesContext extensionServicesContext)

   {

       // purge expired

       long now = schedulingService.getTime();

       Iterator<Object> it = cache.keySet().iterator();

       for (;it.hasNext();)

       {

           Item item = cache.get(it.next());

           if ((now - item.getTime()) > maxAgeMSec)

           {

               it.remove();

           }

       }

 

       isScheduled = false;

   }

 

   private static class Item

   {

       private EventTable data;

       private long time;

 

       public Item(EventTable data, long time)

       {

           this.data = data;

           this.time = time;

       }

 

       public EventTable getData()

       {

           return data;

       }
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       public long getTime()

       {

           return time;

       }

   }

}

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.datetime.eval;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.util.ExpressionReturnType;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprDotEval;

 

public class ExprDotEvalDTMethodDesc {

 

   private final ExprDotEval eval;

   private final ExpressionReturnType returnType;

   private final ExprDotNodeFilterAnalyzerDesc intervalFilterDesc;

 

   public ExprDotEvalDTMethodDesc(ExprDotEval eval, ExpressionReturnType returnType,

ExprDotNodeFilterAnalyzerDesc intervalFilterDesc) {

       this.eval = eval;

       this.returnType = returnType;

       this.intervalFilterDesc = intervalFilterDesc;

   }

 

   public ExprDotEval getEval() {

       return eval;

   }

 

   public ExpressionReturnType getReturnType() {

       return returnType;

   }

 

   public ExprDotNodeFilterAnalyzerDesc getIntervalFilterDesc() {

       return intervalFilterDesc;

   }

}
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/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.variable;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventPropertyGetter;

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventType;

import com.espertech.esper.client.VariableValueException;

import com.espertech.esper.collection.Pair;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.*;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.spec.OnTriggerSetAssignment;

import com.espertech.esper.event.EventAdapterService;

import com.espertech.esper.event.EventBeanCopyMethod;

import com.espertech.esper.event.EventPropertyWriter;

import com.espertech.esper.event.EventTypeSPI;

import com.espertech.esper.util.JavaClassHelper;

import org.apache.commons.logging.Log;

import org.apache.commons.logging.LogFactory;

 

import java.util.*;

 

/**

* A convenience class for dealing with reading and updating multiple variable values.

*/

public class VariableReadWritePackage

{

   private static final Log log = LogFactory.getLog(VariableReadWritePackage.class);

 

   private final VariableTriggerSetDesc[] assignments;

   private final VariableReader[] readers;

   private final boolean[] mustCoerce;

   private final WriteDesc writers[];

   private final Map<EventTypeSPI, EventBeanCopyMethod> copyMethods;

 

   private final EventAdapterService eventAdapterService;

   private final Map<String, Object> variableTypes;

 

   /**

    * Ctor.

    * @param assignments the list of variable assignments

    * @param variableService variable service

    * @param eventAdapterService event adapters
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    * @throws ExprValidationException when variables cannot be found

    */

   public VariableReadWritePackage(List<OnTriggerSetAssignment> assignments, VariableService variableService,

EventAdapterService eventAdapterService)

           throws ExprValidationException

   {

       this.readers = new VariableReader[assignments.size()];

       this.mustCoerce = new boolean[assignments.size()];

       this.writers = new WriteDesc[assignments.size()];

 

       this.variableTypes = new HashMap<String, Object>();

       this.eventAdapterService = eventAdapterService;

 

       Map<EventTypeSPI, CopyMethodDesc> eventTypeWrittenProps = new HashMap<EventTypeSPI,

CopyMethodDesc>();

       int count = 0;

       List<VariableTriggerSetDesc> assignmentList = new ArrayList<VariableTriggerSetDesc>();

 

       for (OnTriggerSetAssignment expressionWithAssignments : assignments)

       {

           Pair<String, ExprNode> possibleVariableAssignment =

ExprNodeUtility.checkGetAssignmentToVariableOrProp(expressionWithAssignments.getExpression());

           if (possibleVariableAssignment == null) {

               throw new ExprValidationException("Missing variable assignment expression in assignment number " +

count);

           }

           assignmentList.add(new VariableTriggerSetDesc(possibleVariableAssignment.getFirst(),

possibleVariableAssignment.getSecond().getExprEvaluator()));

 

           String fullVariableName = possibleVariableAssignment.getFirst();

           String variableName = fullVariableName;

           String subPropertyName = null;

 

           int indexOfDot = variableName.indexOf('.');

           if (indexOfDot != -1) {

               subPropertyName = variableName.substring(indexOfDot + 1, variableName.length());

               variableName = variableName.substring(0, indexOfDot);

           }

 

           VariableReader variableReader = variableService.getReader(variableName);

           readers[count] = variableReader;

           if (variableReader == null)

           {

               throw new ExprValidationException("Variable by name '" + variableName + "' has not been created or

configured");

           }

           if (variableReader.isConstant()) {

               throw new ExprValidationException("Variable by name '" + variableName + "' is declared constant and
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may not be set");

           }

 

           if (subPropertyName != null) {

               if (variableReader.getEventType() == null) {

                   throw new ExprValidationException("Variable by name '" + variableName + "' does not have a property

named '" + subPropertyName + "'");

               }

               EventType type = variableReader.getEventType();

               if (!(type instanceof EventTypeSPI)) {

                   throw new ExprValidationException("Variable by name '" + variableName + "' event type '" +

type.getName() + "' not writable");

               }

               EventTypeSPI spi = (EventTypeSPI) type;

               EventPropertyWriter writer = spi.getWriter(subPropertyName);

               EventPropertyGetter getter = spi.getGetter(subPropertyName);

               if (writer == null) {

                   throw new ExprValidationException("Variable by name '" + variableName + "' the property '" +

subPropertyName + "' is not writable");

               }

 

               variableTypes.put(fullVariableName, spi.getPropertyType(subPropertyName));

               CopyMethodDesc writtenProps = eventTypeWrittenProps.get(spi);

               if (writtenProps == null) {

                   writtenProps = new CopyMethodDesc(variableName, new ArrayList<String>());

                   eventTypeWrittenProps.put(spi, writtenProps);

               }

               writtenProps.getPropertiesCopied().add(subPropertyName);

 

               writers[count] = new WriteDesc(spi, variableName, writer, getter);

           }

           else {

 

               // determine types

               Class expressionType = possibleVariableAssignment.getSecond().getExprEvaluator().getType();

 

               if (variableReader.getEventType() != null) {

                   if ((expressionType != null) && (!JavaClassHelper.isSubclassOrImplementsInterface(expressionType,

variableReader.getEventType().getUnderlyingType()))) {

                       throw new VariableValueException("Variable '" + variableName

                           + "' of declared event type '" + variableReader.getEventType().getName() + "' underlying type '" +

variableReader.getEventType().getUnderlyingType().getName() +

                               "' cannot be assigned a value of type '" + expressionType.getName() + "'");

                   }

                   variableTypes.put(variableName, variableReader.getEventType().getUnderlyingType());

               }

               else {
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                   Class variableType = variableReader.getType();

                   variableTypes.put(variableName, variableType);

 

                   // determine if the expression type can be assigned

                   if (variableType != java.lang.Object.class) {

                       if ((JavaClassHelper.getBoxedType(expressionType) != variableType) &&

                           (expressionType != null))

                       {

                           if ((!JavaClassHelper.isNumeric(variableType)) ||

                               (!JavaClassHelper.isNumeric(expressionType)))

                           {

                               throw new

ExprValidationException(VariableServiceImpl.getAssigmentExMessage(variableName, variableType,

expressionType));

                           }

 

                           if (!(JavaClassHelper.canCoerce(expressionType, variableType)))

                           {

                               throw new

ExprValidationException(VariableServiceImpl.getAssigmentExMessage(variableName, variableType,

expressionType));

                           }

 

                           mustCoerce[count] = true;

                       }

                   }

               }

           }

 

           count++;

       }

 

       this.assignments = assignmentList.toArray(new VariableTriggerSetDesc[assignmentList.size()]);

 

       if (eventTypeWrittenProps.isEmpty()) {

           copyMethods = Collections.EMPTY_MAP;

           return;

       }

 

       copyMethods = new HashMap<EventTypeSPI, EventBeanCopyMethod>();

       for (Map.Entry<EventTypeSPI, CopyMethodDesc> entry : eventTypeWrittenProps.entrySet()) {

           List<String> propsWritten = entry.getValue().getPropertiesCopied();

           String[] props = propsWritten.toArray(new String[propsWritten.size()]);

           EventBeanCopyMethod copyMethod = entry.getKey().getCopyMethod(props);

           if (copyMethod == null){

               throw new ExprValidationException("Variable '" + entry.getValue().getVariableName()

                   + "' of declared type " +

JavaClassHelper.getClassNameFullyQualPretty(entry.getKey().getUnderlyingType()) +
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                       "' cannot be assigned to");

           }

           copyMethods.put(entry.getKey(), copyMethod);

       }

   }

 

   /**

    * Write new variable values and commit, evaluating assignment expressions using the given

    * events per stream.

    * <p>

    * Populates an optional map of new values if a non-null map is passed.

    * @param variableService variable service

    * @param eventsPerStream events per stream

    * @param valuesWritten null or an empty map to populate with written values

    * @param exprEvaluatorContext expression evaluation context

    */

   public void writeVariables(VariableService variableService,

                                EventBean[] eventsPerStream,

                                Map<String, Object> valuesWritten,

                                ExprEvaluatorContext exprEvaluatorContext)

   {

       Set<String> variablesBeansCopied = null;

       if (!copyMethods.isEmpty()) {

           variablesBeansCopied = new HashSet<String>();

       }

 

       // We obtain a write lock global to the variable space

       // Since expressions can contain variables themselves, these need to be unchangeable for the duration

       // as there could be multiple statements that do "var1 = var1 + 1".

       variableService.getReadWriteLock().writeLock().lock();

       try

       {

           variableService.setLocalVersion();

 

           int count = 0;

           for (VariableTriggerSetDesc assignment : assignments)

           {

               VariableReader reader = readers[count];

               Object value = assignment.evaluator.evaluate(eventsPerStream, true, exprEvaluatorContext);

 

               if (writers[count] != null) {

                   EventBean current = (EventBean) reader.getValue();

                   if (current == null) {

                       value = null;

                   }

                   else {

                       WriteDesc writeDesc = writers[count];

                       boolean copy = variablesBeansCopied.add(writeDesc.getVariableName());
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                       if (copy) {

                           EventBean copied = copyMethods.get(writeDesc.getType()).copy(current);

                           current = copied;

                       }

                       variableService.write(reader.getVariableNumber(), current);

                       writeDesc.getWriter().write(value, current);

                   }

               }

               else if (reader.getEventType() != null) {

                   EventBean eventBean = eventAdapterService.adapterForType(value, reader.getEventType());

                   variableService.write(reader.getVariableNumber(), eventBean);

               }

               else {

                   if ((value != null) && (mustCoerce[count]))

                   {

                       value = JavaClassHelper.coerceBoxed((Number) value, reader.getType());

                   }

                   variableService.write(reader.getVariableNumber(), value);

               }

              

               count++;

 

               if (valuesWritten != null)

               {

                   valuesWritten.put(assignment.variableName, value);

               }

           }

 

           variableService.commit();

       }

       catch (RuntimeException ex)

       {

           log.error("Error evaluating on-set variable expressions: " + ex.getMessage(), ex);

           variableService.rollback();

       }

       finally

       {

           variableService.getReadWriteLock().writeLock().unlock();

       }

   }

 

   /**

    * Returns the readers to all variables.

    * @return readers

    */

   public VariableReader[] getReaders()

   {

       return readers;
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   }

 

   /**

    * Returns a map of variable names and type of variable.

    * @return variables

    */

   public Map<String, Object> getVariableTypes()

   {

       return variableTypes;

   }

 

   /**

    * Iterate returning all values.

    * @return map of values

    */

   public Map<String, Object> iterate()

   {

       Map<String, Object> values = new HashMap<String, Object>();

 

       int count = 0;

       for (VariableTriggerSetDesc assignment : assignments)

       {

           VariableReader reader = readers[count];

           Object value = reader.getValue();

 

           if (value == null) {

               values.put(assignment.variableName, null);

           }

           else if (writers[count] != null) {

               EventBean current = (EventBean) reader.getValue();

               values.put(assignment.variableName, writers[count].getGetter().get(current));

           }

           else if (value instanceof EventBean) {

               values.put(assignment.variableName, ((EventBean) value).getUnderlying());

           }

           else {

               values.put(assignment.variableName, value);

           }

           count++;

       }

       return values;

   }

 

   private static class CopyMethodDesc {

       private final String variableName;

       private final List<String> propertiesCopied;

 

       public CopyMethodDesc(String variableName, List<String> propertiesCopied)
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       {

           this.variableName = variableName;

           this.propertiesCopied = propertiesCopied;

       }

 

       public String getVariableName()

       {

           return variableName;

       }

 

       public List<String> getPropertiesCopied()

       {

           return propertiesCopied;

       }

   }

 

   private static class WriteDesc {

 

       private final EventTypeSPI type;

       private final String variableName;

       private final EventPropertyWriter writer;

       private final EventPropertyGetter getter;

 

       public WriteDesc(EventTypeSPI type, String variableName, EventPropertyWriter writer, EventPropertyGetter

getter)

       {

           this.type = type;

           this.variableName = variableName;

           this.writer = writer;

           this.getter = getter;

       }

 

       public String getVariableName()

       {

           return variableName;

       }

 

       public EventPropertyWriter getWriter()

       {

           return writer;

       }

 

       public EventTypeSPI getType()

       {

           return type;

       }

 

       public EventPropertyGetter getGetter()
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       {

           return getter;

       }

   }

 

   private static class VariableTriggerSetDesc {

       private String variableName;

       private ExprEvaluator evaluator;

 

       public VariableTriggerSetDesc(String variableName, ExprEvaluator evaluator)

       {

           this.variableName = variableName;

           this.evaluator = evaluator;

       }

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.agg.aggregator;

 

import com.espertech.esper.epl.agg.service.AggregatorUtil;

 

/**

* Sum for BigInteger values.

*/

public class AggregatorSumBigDecimalFilter extends AggregatorSumBigDecimal

{

   @Override

   public void enter(Object parameters)

   {

       Object[] paramArray = (Object[]) parameters;

       if (!AggregatorUtil.checkFilter(paramArray)) {

           return;

       }

       super.enter(paramArray[0]);

   }

 

   @Override

   public void leave(Object parameters)

   {

       Object[] paramArray = (Object[]) parameters;

       if (!AggregatorUtil.checkFilter(paramArray)) {
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           return;

       }

       super.leave(paramArray[0]);

   }

}

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.enummethod.eval;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluator;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluatorContext;

 

import java.util.Collection;

 

public class EnumEvalAllOfEvents extends EnumEvalBase implements EnumEval {

 

   public EnumEvalAllOfEvents(ExprEvaluator innerExpression, int streamCountIncoming) {

       super(innerExpression, streamCountIncoming);

   }

 

   public Object evaluateEnumMethod(EventBean[] eventsLambda, Collection target, boolean isNewData,

ExprEvaluatorContext context) {

       if (target.isEmpty()) {

           return true;

       }

 

       Collection<EventBean> beans = (Collection<EventBean>) target;

       for (EventBean next : beans) {

           eventsLambda[streamNumLambda] = next;

 

           Object result = getInnerExpression().evaluate(eventsLambda, isNewData, context);

           if (result == null || (!(Boolean) result)) {

               return false;

           }

       }

 

       return true;

   }
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}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.named;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluatorContext;

 

import java.util.ArrayList;

import java.util.Iterator;

 

/**

* Deletes from a named window all events simply using the named window's data window iterator.

*/

public class NamedWindowLookupStrategyAllRows implements NamedWindowLookupStrategy

{

   private Iterable<EventBean> source;

 

   /**

    * Ctor.

    * @param source iterator of the data window under the named window

    */

   public NamedWindowLookupStrategyAllRows(Iterable<EventBean> source)

   {

       this.source = source;

   }

 

   public EventBean[] lookup(EventBean[] newData, ExprEvaluatorContext exprEvaluatorContext)

   {

       ArrayList<EventBean> events = new ArrayList<EventBean>();

       for (Iterator<EventBean> it = source.iterator(); it.hasNext();)

       {

           events.add(it.next());

       }

       return events.toArray(new EventBean[events.size()]);

   }

 

   public String toString() {

       return toQueryPlan();

   }

 

   public String toQueryPlan() {
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       return this.getClass().getSimpleName();

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.view;

 

import com.espertech.esper.core.context.util.AgentInstanceContext;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.variable.VariableReader;

 

public final class OutputConditionCountFactory implements OutputConditionFactory

{

   private final long eventRate;

   private final VariableReader variableReader;

 

   /**

    * Constructor.

    * @param eventRate is the number of old or new events that

    * must arrive in order for the condition to be satisfied

    * @param variableReader is for reading the variable value, if a variable was supplied, else null

    */

   public OutputConditionCountFactory(int eventRate, VariableReader variableReader)

   {

       if ((eventRate < 1) && (variableReader == null))

       {

           throw new IllegalArgumentException("Limiting output by event count requires an event count of at least 1 or

a variable name");

       }

       this.eventRate = eventRate;

       this.variableReader = variableReader;

   }

 

   public OutputCondition make(AgentInstanceContext agentInstanceContext, OutputCallback outputCallback) {

       return new OutputConditionCount(outputCallback, this);

   }

 

   public long getEventRate() {

       return eventRate;

   }

 

   public VariableReader getVariableReader() {

       return variableReader;
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   }

}

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.enummethod.eval;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluatorContext;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluatorEnumeration;

 

import java.util.ArrayList;

import java.util.Collection;

 

public class EnumEvalUnion implements EnumEval {

 

   private final int numStreams;

   private final ExprEvaluatorEnumeration evaluator;

   private final boolean scalar;

 

   public EnumEvalUnion(int numStreams, ExprEvaluatorEnumeration evaluator, boolean scalar) {

       this.numStreams = numStreams;

       this.evaluator = evaluator;

       this.scalar = scalar;

   }

 

   public int getStreamNumSize() {

       return numStreams;

   }

 

   public Object evaluateEnumMethod(EventBean[] eventsLambda, Collection target, boolean isNewData,

ExprEvaluatorContext context) {

       if (target == null) {

           return null;

       }

 

       Collection set;

       if (scalar) {

           set = evaluator.evaluateGetROCollectionScalar(eventsLambda, isNewData, context);

       }
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       else {

           set = evaluator.evaluateGetROCollectionEvents(eventsLambda, isNewData, context);

       }

      

       if (set == null || set.isEmpty()) {

           return target;

       }

 

       ArrayList<Object> result = new ArrayList<Object>(target);

       result.addAll(set);

 

       return result;

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.lookup;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventPropertyGetter;

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventType;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.join.table.EventTable;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.join.table.PropertyIndexedEventTable;

 

import java.util.Arrays;

 

/**

* Index lookup strategy for subqueries.

*/

public class SubordIndexedTableLookupStrategyPropFactory implements SubordTableLookupStrategyFactory

{

   private final String[] properties;

 

   /**

    * Stream numbers to get key values from.

    */

   protected final int[] keyStreamNums;

 

   /**

    * Getters to use to get key values.

    */

   protected final EventPropertyGetter[] propertyGetters;
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   /**

    * Ctor.

    * @param eventTypes is the event types per stream

    * @param keyStreamNumbers is the stream number per property

    * @param properties is the key properties

    */

   public SubordIndexedTableLookupStrategyPropFactory(boolean isNWOnTrigger, EventType[] eventTypes, int[]

keyStreamNumbers, String[] properties)

   {

       this.keyStreamNums = keyStreamNumbers;

       this.properties = properties;

 

       propertyGetters = new EventPropertyGetter[properties.length];

       for (int i = 0; i < keyStreamNumbers.length; i++)

       {

           int streamNumber = keyStreamNumbers[i];

           String property = properties[i];

           EventType eventType = eventTypes[streamNumber];

           propertyGetters[i] = eventType.getGetter(property);

 

           if (propertyGetters[i] == null)

           {

               throw new IllegalArgumentException("Property named '" + properties[i] + "' is invalid for type " +

eventType);

           }

       }

 

       for (int i = 0; i < keyStreamNums.length; i++) {

           keyStreamNums[i] += (isNWOnTrigger ? 1 : 0); // for on-trigger the key will be provided in a {1,2,...} stream

and not {0,...}

       }

   }

 

   public SubordTableLookupStrategy makeStrategy(EventTable eventTable) {

       return new SubordIndexedTableLookupStrategyProp(keyStreamNums, propertyGetters,

(PropertyIndexedEventTable) eventTable);

   }

 

   /**

    * Returns properties to use from lookup event to look up in index.

    * @return properties to use from lookup event

    */

   public String[] getProperties()

   {

       return properties;

   }

 

   public String toQueryPlan() {
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       return this.getClass().getSimpleName() +

               " indexProps=" + Arrays.toString(properties) +

               " keyStreamNums=" + Arrays.toString(keyStreamNums);

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.join.plan;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventType;

import com.espertech.esper.client.annotation.HintEnum;

import com.espertech.esper.core.service.StreamJoinAnalysisResult;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluatorContext;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprValidationException;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.join.base.HistoricalViewableDesc;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.join.table.HistoricalStreamIndexList;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.spec.OuterJoinDesc;

import com.espertech.esper.type.OuterJoinType;

import com.espertech.esper.util.AuditPath;

import com.espertech.esper.util.DependencyGraph;

import org.apache.commons.logging.Log;

import org.apache.commons.logging.LogFactory;

 

import java.lang.annotation.Annotation;

import java.util.List;

 

/**

* Build a query plan based on filtering information.

*/

public class QueryPlanBuilder

{

   private static final Log queryPlanLog = LogFactory.getLog(AuditPath.QUERYPLAN_LOG);

 

   /**

    * Build query plan using the filter.

    * @param typesPerStream - event types for each stream

    * @param outerJoinDescList - list of outer join criteria, or null if there are no outer joins

    * @param queryGraph - relationships between streams based on filter expressions and outer-join on-criteria

    * @param streamNames - names of streams

    * @param dependencyGraph - dependencies between historical streams

    * @param historicalStreamIndexLists - index management, populated for the query plan

    * @param streamJoinAnalysisResult
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    * @return query plan

    * @throws ExprValidationException if the query plan fails

    */

   public static QueryPlan getPlan(EventType[] typesPerStream,

                                   OuterJoinDesc[] outerJoinDescList,

                                   QueryGraph queryGraph,

                                   String[] streamNames,

                                   HistoricalViewableDesc historicalViewableDesc,

                                   DependencyGraph dependencyGraph,

                                   HistoricalStreamIndexList[] historicalStreamIndexLists,

                                   StreamJoinAnalysisResult streamJoinAnalysisResult,

                                   boolean isQueryPlanLogging,

                                   Annotation[] annotations,

                                   ExprEvaluatorContext exprEvaluatorContext)

           throws ExprValidationException

   {

       String methodName = ".getPlan ";

 

       int numStreams = typesPerStream.length;

       if (numStreams < 2)

       {

           throw new IllegalArgumentException("Number of join stream types is less then 2");

       }

       if (outerJoinDescList.length >= numStreams)

       {

           throw new IllegalArgumentException("Too many outer join descriptors found");

       }

 

       if (numStreams == 2)

       {

           OuterJoinType outerJoinType = null;

           if (outerJoinDescList.length > 0)

           {

               outerJoinType = outerJoinDescList[0].getOuterJoinType();

           }

 

           QueryPlan queryPlan = TwoStreamQueryPlanBuilder.build(typesPerStream, queryGraph, outerJoinType,

streamJoinAnalysisResult.getUniqueKeys());

           removeUnidirectional(queryPlan, streamJoinAnalysisResult);

 

           if (log.isDebugEnabled())

           {

               log.debug(methodName + "2-Stream queryPlan=" + queryPlan);

           }

           return queryPlan;

       }

 

       boolean hasPreferMergeJoin = HintEnum.PREFER_MERGE_JOIN.getHint(annotations) != null;
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       boolean hasForceNestedIter = HintEnum.FORCE_NESTED_ITER.getHint(annotations) != null;

       boolean isAllInnerJoins = outerJoinDescList.length == 0 ||

OuterJoinDesc.consistsOfAllInnerJoins(outerJoinDescList);

      

       if (isAllInnerJoins && !hasPreferMergeJoin)

       {

           QueryPlan queryPlan = NStreamQueryPlanBuilder.build(queryGraph, typesPerStream,

                                   historicalViewableDesc, dependencyGraph, historicalStreamIndexLists,

                                   hasForceNestedIter, streamJoinAnalysisResult.getUniqueKeys());

 

           if (queryPlan != null) {

               removeUnidirectional(queryPlan, streamJoinAnalysisResult);

 

               if (log.isDebugEnabled())

               {

                   log.debug(methodName + "N-Stream inner-join queryPlan=" + queryPlan);

               }

               return queryPlan;

           }

 

           if (isQueryPlanLogging && queryPlanLog.isInfoEnabled()) {

               log.info("Switching to Outer-NStream algorithm for query plan");

           }

       }

 

       QueryPlan queryPlan = NStreamOuterQueryPlanBuilder.build(queryGraph, outerJoinDescList, streamNames,

typesPerStream,

                                   historicalViewableDesc, dependencyGraph, historicalStreamIndexLists,

exprEvaluatorContext, streamJoinAnalysisResult.getUniqueKeys());

       removeUnidirectional(queryPlan, streamJoinAnalysisResult);

       return queryPlan;

   }

 

   // Remove plans for non-unidirectional streams

   private static void removeUnidirectional(QueryPlan queryPlan, StreamJoinAnalysisResult

streamJoinAnalysisResult) {

       for (int streamNum = 0; streamNum < queryPlan.getExecNodeSpecs().length; streamNum++) {

           if (streamJoinAnalysisResult.isUnidirectional() &&

!streamJoinAnalysisResult.getUnidirectionalInd()[streamNum]) {

               queryPlan.getExecNodeSpecs()[streamNum] = new QueryPlanNodeNoOp();

           }

       }

   }

 

   private static final Log log = LogFactory.getLog(QueryPlanBuilder.class);

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *
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* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.db;

 

import com.espertech.esper.util.DatabaseTypeBinding;

 

/**

* Descriptor for SQL output columns.

*/

public class DBOutputTypeDesc

{

   private int sqlType;

   private String className;

   private DatabaseTypeBinding optionalBinding;

 

   /**

    * Ctor.

    * @param sqlType the type of the column

    * @param className the Java class reflecting column type

    * @param optionalBinding is the optional mapping from output column type to Java built-in

    */

   public DBOutputTypeDesc(int sqlType, String className, DatabaseTypeBinding optionalBinding)

   {

       this.sqlType = sqlType;

       this.className = className;

       this.optionalBinding = optionalBinding;

   }

 

   /**

    * Returns the SQL type of the output column.

    * @return sql type

    */

   public int getSqlType()

   {

       return sqlType;

   }

 

   /**

    * Returns the class name that getObject() on the output column produces.

    * @return class name from statement metadata

    */

   public String getClassName()

   {

       return className;
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   }

 

   /**

    * Returns the optional mapping from output column type to Java built-in.

    * @return database type mapping to Java type

    */

   public DatabaseTypeBinding getOptionalBinding()

   {

       return optionalBinding;

   }

 

   public String toString()

   {

       return "type=" + sqlType +

               " className=" + className;

   }

}

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.enummethod.dot;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.client.util.ExpressionReturnType;

import com.espertech.esper.event.EventAdapterService;

import com.espertech.esper.event.bean.BeanEventType;

 

import java.lang.reflect.Array;

import java.util.Collection;

import java.util.Iterator;

import java.util.NoSuchElementException;

 

public class ExprDotStaticMethodWrapArrayEvents implements ExprDotStaticMethodWrap {

   private EventAdapterService eventAdapterService;

   private BeanEventType type;

 

   public ExprDotStaticMethodWrapArrayEvents(EventAdapterService eventAdapterService, BeanEventType type)

{

       this.eventAdapterService = eventAdapterService;

       this.type = type;
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   }

 

   public ExpressionReturnType getTypeInfo() {

       return ExpressionReturnType.collectionOfEvents(type);

   }

 

   public Collection convert(Object result) {

       if (result == null) {

           return null;

       }

       if (!result.getClass().isArray()) {

           return null;

       }

       return new WrappingCollection(eventAdapterService, type, result);

   }

 

   private static class WrappingCollection implements Collection<EventBean> {

 

       private EventAdapterService eventAdapterService;

       private BeanEventType type;

       private Object array;

 

       private WrappingCollection(EventAdapterService eventAdapterService, BeanEventType type, Object array) {

           this.eventAdapterService = eventAdapterService;

           this.type = type;

           this.array = array;

       }

 

       public int size() {

           return Array.getLength(array);

       }

 

       public boolean isEmpty() {

           return size() == 0;

       }

 

       public Iterator<EventBean> iterator() {

           return new WrappingIterator(eventAdapterService, type, array);

       }

 

       public boolean contains(Object o) {

           throw new UnsupportedOperationException("Partial implementation");

       }

 

       public Object[] toArray() {

           throw new UnsupportedOperationException("Partial implementation");

       }
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       public <T> T[] toArray(T[] a) {

           throw new UnsupportedOperationException("Partial implementation");

       }

 

       public boolean add(EventBean eventBean) {

           throw new UnsupportedOperationException("Read-only implementation");

       }

 

       public boolean remove(Object o) {

           throw new UnsupportedOperationException("Read-only implementation");

       }

 

       public boolean containsAll(Collection<?> c) {

           throw new UnsupportedOperationException("Read-only implementation");

       }

 

       public boolean addAll(Collection<? extends EventBean> c) {

           throw new UnsupportedOperationException("Read-only implementation");

       }

 

       public boolean removeAll(Collection<?> c) {

           throw new UnsupportedOperationException("Read-only implementation");

       }

 

       public boolean retainAll(Collection<?> c) {

           throw new UnsupportedOperationException("Read-only implementation");

       }

 

       public void clear() {

           throw new UnsupportedOperationException("Read-only implementation");

       }

   }

 

   public static class WrappingIterator implements Iterator<EventBean> {

       private EventAdapterService eventAdapterService;

       private BeanEventType type;

       private Object array;

       private int count;

 

       public WrappingIterator(EventAdapterService eventAdapterService, BeanEventType type, Object array) {

           this.eventAdapterService = eventAdapterService;

           this.type = type;

           this.array = array;

       }

 

       public boolean hasNext() {

           if (Array.getLength(array) > count) {

               return true;
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           }

           return false;

       }

 

       public EventBean next() {

           if (!hasNext()) {

               throw new NoSuchElementException();

           }

           Object next = Array.get(array, count++);

           if (next == null) {

               return null;

           }

           return eventAdapterService.adapterForTypedBean(next, type);

       }

 

       public void remove() {

           throw new UnsupportedOperationException();

       }

   }

}

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.join.hint;

 

public interface IndexHintInstruction {

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.join.base;

 

import com.espertech.esper.view.internal.BufferView;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.core.ResultSetProcessor;
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/**

* Implements a method for pre-loading (initializing) join that does not return any events.

*/

public class JoinPreloadMethodNull implements JoinPreloadMethod

{

   /**

    * Ctor.

    */

   public JoinPreloadMethodNull()

   {

   }

 

   public void preloadFromBuffer(int stream)

   {

   }

 

   public void preloadAggregation(ResultSetProcessor resultSetProcessor)

   {

   }

 

   public void setBuffer(BufferView buffer, int i)

   {       

   }

 

   @Override

   public boolean isPreloading() {

       return false;

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.expression;

 

public class ExprDotNodeFilterAnalyzerInputExpr implements ExprDotNodeFilterAnalyzerInput

{

}

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *
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*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.enummethod.eval;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluator;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluatorContext;

 

import java.util.ArrayList;

import java.util.Collection;

import java.util.LinkedHashMap;

import java.util.Map;

 

public class EnumEvalGroupByKeyValueSelectorEvents extends EnumEvalBase implements EnumEval {

 

   private ExprEvaluator secondExpression;

 

   public EnumEvalGroupByKeyValueSelectorEvents(ExprEvaluator innerExpression, int streamCountIncoming,

ExprEvaluator secondExpression) {

       super(innerExpression, streamCountIncoming);

       this.secondExpression = secondExpression;

   }

 

   public Object evaluateEnumMethod(EventBean[] eventsLambda, Collection target, boolean isNewData,

ExprEvaluatorContext context) {

       Map<Object, Collection> result = new LinkedHashMap<Object, Collection>();

 

       Collection<EventBean> beans = (Collection<EventBean>) target;

       for (EventBean next : beans) {

           eventsLambda[streamNumLambda] = next;

 

           Object key = innerExpression.evaluate(eventsLambda, isNewData, context);

           Object entry = secondExpression.evaluate(eventsLambda, isNewData, context);

 

           Collection value = result.get(key);

           if (value == null) {

               value = new ArrayList();

               result.put(key, value);

           }

           value.add(entry);

       }

 

       return result;

   }

}
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/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.agg.service;

 

import com.espertech.esper.core.context.util.AgentInstanceContext;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.agg.access.AggregationState;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.agg.access.AggregationAccessorSlotPair;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.agg.aggregator.AggregationMethod;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.core.MethodResolutionService;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluator;

 

/**

* Implementation for handling aggregation without any grouping (no group-by).

*/

public class AggSvcGroupAllMixedAccessFactory extends AggregationServiceFactoryBase

{

   protected final AggregationAccessorSlotPair[] accessors;

   protected final AggregationStateFactory[] accessAggregations;

   protected final boolean isJoin;

 

   public AggSvcGroupAllMixedAccessFactory(ExprEvaluator evaluators[], AggregationMethodFactory

aggregators[], AggregationAccessorSlotPair[] accessors, AggregationStateFactory[] accessAggregations, boolean

join) {

       super(evaluators, aggregators);

       this.accessors = accessors;

       this.accessAggregations = accessAggregations;

       isJoin = join;

   }

 

   public AggregationService makeService(AgentInstanceContext agentInstanceContext, MethodResolutionService

methodResolutionService) {

       AggregationState[] states =

methodResolutionService.newAccesses(agentInstanceContext.getAgentInstanceId(), isJoin, accessAggregations);

       AggregationMethod[] aggregatorsAgentInstance =

methodResolutionService.newAggregators(super.aggregators, agentInstanceContext.getAgentInstanceId());

       return new AggSvcGroupAllMixedAccessImpl(evaluators, aggregatorsAgentInstance, accessors, states);

   }

}

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *
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*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.join.exec.composite;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluator;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluatorContext;

import com.espertech.esper.event.EventBeanUtility;

 

import java.util.*;

 

public class CompositeAccessStrategyRangeInverted extends CompositeAccessStrategyRangeBase implements

CompositeAccessStrategy {

 

   public CompositeAccessStrategyRangeInverted(boolean isNWOnTrigger, int lookupStream, int numStreams,

ExprEvaluator start, boolean includeStart, ExprEvaluator end, boolean includeEnd, Class coercionType) {

       super(isNWOnTrigger, lookupStream, numStreams, start, includeStart, end, includeEnd, coercionType);

   }

 

   public Set<EventBean> lookup(EventBean theEvent, Map parent, Set<EventBean> result, CompositeIndexQuery

next, ExprEvaluatorContext context) {

       Object comparableStart = super.evaluateLookupStart(theEvent, context);

       if (comparableStart == null) {

           return null;

       }

       Object comparableEnd = super.evaluateLookupEnd(theEvent, context);

       if (comparableEnd == null) {

           return null;

       }

       comparableStart = EventBeanUtility.coerce(comparableStart, coercionType);

       comparableEnd = EventBeanUtility.coerce(comparableEnd, coercionType);

 

       TreeMap index = (TreeMap) parent;

       SortedMap<Object,Set<EventBean>> submapOne = index.headMap(comparableStart, !includeStart);

       SortedMap<Object,Set<EventBean>> submapTwo = index.tailMap(comparableEnd, !includeEnd);

       return CompositeIndexQueryRange.handle(theEvent, submapOne, submapTwo, result, next);

   }

 

   public Collection<EventBean> lookup(EventBean[] eventPerStream, Map parent, Collection<EventBean> result,

CompositeIndexQuery next, ExprEvaluatorContext context) {

       Object comparableStart = super.evaluatePerStreamStart(eventPerStream, context);

       if (comparableStart == null) {

           return null;
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       }

       Object comparableEnd = super.evaluatePerStreamEnd(eventPerStream, context);

       if (comparableEnd == null) {

           return null;

       }

       comparableStart = EventBeanUtility.coerce(comparableStart, coercionType);

       comparableEnd = EventBeanUtility.coerce(comparableEnd, coercionType);

 

       TreeMap index = (TreeMap) parent;

       SortedMap<Object,Set<EventBean>> submapOne = index.headMap(comparableStart, !includeStart);

       SortedMap<Object,Set<EventBean>> submapTwo = index.tailMap(comparableEnd, !includeEnd);

       return CompositeIndexQueryRange.handle(eventPerStream, submapOne, submapTwo, result, next);

   }

}
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'sum'=18

'expression'=123

'full'=40

'as'=17

'set'=83

'coalesce'=22

'while'=119

','=333

'second'=101

'in'=6

'select'=27

'last'=53

'irstream'=61

'context'=126

'metadatasql'=68

'having'=45

'when'=31

'outer'=35

'lastweekday'=76

'every'=14

'matches'=116

'at'=86

'null'=108

'distinct'=46

'typeof'=78

'merge'=121

'weekday'=75

'hours'=97

'group'=44

'retain-union'=64

'stddev'=24

')'=327

'pattern'=66

'on'=41

'max'=20

'match_recognize'=112

'index'=87

'after'=117

'between'=7

'millisecond'=104

'}'=330

'current_timestamp'=80

'by'=43

'prevtail'=70

'sec'=100

'false'=107

'avedev'=25

'min'=21
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'unidirectional'=63

'from'=34

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.core;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventType;

import com.espertech.esper.client.FragmentEventType;

 

/**

* Encapsulates the result of resolving a property and optional stream name against a supplied list of streams

* {@link com.espertech.esper.epl.core.StreamTypeService}.

*/

public class PropertyResolutionDescriptor

{

   private String streamName;

   private EventType streamEventType;

   private String propertyName;

   private int streamNum;

   private Class propertyType;

   private FragmentEventType fragmentEventType;

 

   /**

    * Ctor.

    * @param streamName is the stream name

    * @param streamEventType is the event type of the stream where the property was found

    * @param propertyName is the regular name of property

    * @param streamNum is the number offset of the stream

    * @param propertyType is the type of the property

    */

   public PropertyResolutionDescriptor(String streamName, EventType streamEventType, String propertyName, int

streamNum, Class propertyType, FragmentEventType fragmentEventType)

   {

       this.streamName = streamName;

       this.streamEventType = streamEventType;

       this.propertyName = propertyName;

       this.streamNum = streamNum;

       this.propertyType = propertyType;

       this.fragmentEventType = fragmentEventType;

   }

 

   /**
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    * Returns stream name.

    * @return stream name

    */

   public String getStreamName()

   {

       return streamName;

   }

 

   /**

    * Returns event type of the stream that the property was found in.

    * @return stream's event type

    */

   public EventType getStreamEventType()

   {

       return streamEventType;

   }

 

   /**

    * Returns resolved property name of the property as it exists in a stream.

    * @return property name as resolved in a stream

    */

   public String getPropertyName()

   {

       return propertyName;

   }

 

   /**

    * Returns the number of the stream the property was found in.

    * @return stream offset number starting at zero to N-1 where N is the number of streams

    */

   public int getStreamNum()

   {

       return streamNum;

   }

 

   /**

    * Returns the property type of the resolved property.

    * @return class of property

    */

   public Class getPropertyType()

   {

       return propertyType;

   }

 

   public FragmentEventType getFragmentEventType() {

       return fragmentEventType;

   }

}
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/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.spec;

 

import com.espertech.esper.util.MetaDefItem;

 

import java.io.Serializable;

 

/**

* Abstract base specification for a stream, consists simply of an optional stream name and a list of views

* on to of the stream.

* <p>

* Implementation classes for views and patterns add additional information defining the

* stream of events.

*/

public class StreamSpecOptions implements MetaDefItem, Serializable

{

   private static final long serialVersionUID = 0L;

 

   private final boolean isUnidirectional;

   private final boolean isRetainUnion;

   private final boolean isRetainIntersection;

 

   /**

    * Ctor, sets all options off.

    */

   public StreamSpecOptions()

   {

       isUnidirectional = false;

       isRetainUnion = false;

       isRetainIntersection = false;

   }

 

   /**

    * Ctor.

    * @param isUnidirectional - true to indicate a unidirectional stream in a join, applicable for joins

    * @param isRetainUnion - for retaining the union of multiple data windows

    * @param isRetainIntersection - for retaining the intersection of multiple data windows

    */

   public StreamSpecOptions(boolean isUnidirectional, boolean isRetainUnion, boolean isRetainIntersection)

   {

       if (isRetainUnion && isRetainIntersection)
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       {

           throw new IllegalArgumentException("Invalid retain flags");

       }

       this.isUnidirectional = isUnidirectional;

       this.isRetainUnion = isRetainUnion;

       this.isRetainIntersection = isRetainIntersection;

   }

 

   /**

    * Indicator for retaining the union of multiple expiry policies.

    * @return true for retain union

    */

   public boolean isRetainUnion()

   {

       return isRetainUnion;

   }

 

   /**

    * Indicator for retaining the intersection of multiple expiry policies.

    * @return true for retain intersection

    */

   public boolean isRetainIntersection()

   {

       return isRetainIntersection;

   }

 

   /**

    * Returns true to indicate a unidirectional stream in a join, applicable for joins.

    * @return indicator whether the stream is unidirectional in a join

    */

   public boolean isUnidirectional()

   {

       return isUnidirectional;

   }

}

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.enummethod.eval;
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import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluatorContext;

 

import java.util.ArrayList;

import java.util.Collection;

import java.util.Collections;

import java.util.List;

 

public class EnumEvalOrderByAscDescScalar extends EnumEvalBase implements EnumEval {

 

   private final boolean descending;

 

   public EnumEvalOrderByAscDescScalar(int streamCountIncoming, boolean descending) {

       super(streamCountIncoming);

       this.descending = descending;

   }

 

   public Object evaluateEnumMethod(EventBean[] eventsLambda, Collection target, boolean isNewData,

ExprEvaluatorContext context) {

 

       if (target == null || target.isEmpty()) {

           return target;

       }

 

       List list = new ArrayList(target);

       if (descending) {

           Collections.sort(list, Collections.reverseOrder());

       }

       else {

           Collections.sort(list);

       }

       return list;

   }

}

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.datetime.calop;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;
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import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluatorContext;

 

import java.util.Calendar;

 

public class CalendarOpWithMax implements CalendarOp {

 

   private final CalendarFieldEnum fieldName;

 

   public CalendarOpWithMax(CalendarFieldEnum fieldName) {

       this.fieldName = fieldName;

   }

 

   public void evaluate(Calendar cal, EventBean[] eventsPerStream, boolean isNewData, ExprEvaluatorContext

context) {

       cal.set(fieldName.getCalendarField(), cal.getActualMaximum(fieldName.getCalendarField()));

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.view;

 

public final class OutputConditionTerm extends OutputConditionBase implements OutputCondition

{

   public OutputConditionTerm(OutputCallback outputCallback) {

       super(outputCallback);

   }

 

   public void updateOutputCondition(int newEventsCount, int oldEventsCount) {

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.agg.service;

 

import com.espertech.esper.core.context.util.AgentInstanceContext;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.agg.access.AggregationAccessorSlotPair;
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import com.espertech.esper.epl.core.MethodResolutionService;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluator;

 

/**

* Implementation for handling aggregation with grouping by group-keys.

*/

public class AggSvcGroupByRefcountedWAccessFactory extends AggregationServiceFactoryBase

{

   protected final AggregationAccessorSlotPair[] accessors;

   protected final AggregationStateFactory[] accessAggregations;

   protected final boolean isJoin;

 

   /**

    * Ctor.

    * @param evaluators - evaluate the sub-expression within the aggregate function (ie. sum(4*myNum))

    * @param prototypes - collect the aggregation state that evaluators evaluate to, act as prototypes for new

aggregations

    * aggregation states for each group

    * @param accessors accessor definitions

    * @param accessAggregations access aggs

    * @param isJoin true for join, false for single-stream

    */

   public AggSvcGroupByRefcountedWAccessFactory(ExprEvaluator evaluators[],

                                                AggregationMethodFactory prototypes[],

                                                AggregationAccessorSlotPair[] accessors,

                                                AggregationStateFactory[] accessAggregations,

                                                boolean isJoin)

   {

       super(evaluators, prototypes);

       this.accessors = accessors;

       this.accessAggregations = accessAggregations;

       this.isJoin = isJoin;

   }

 

   public AggregationService makeService(AgentInstanceContext agentInstanceContext, MethodResolutionService

methodResolutionService) {

       return new AggSvcGroupByRefcountedWAccessImpl(evaluators, aggregators, methodResolutionService,

accessors, accessAggregations, isJoin);

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/
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package com.espertech.esper.epl.join.table;

 

public class EventTableAndNamePair

{

   private final EventTable eventTable;

   private final String indexName;

 

   public EventTableAndNamePair(EventTable eventTable, String indexName) {

       this.eventTable = eventTable;

       this.indexName = indexName;

   }

 

   public EventTable getEventTable() {

       return eventTable;

   }

 

   public String getIndexName() {

       return indexName;

   }

}

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.join.util;

 

public class QueryPlanIndexDescFAF extends QueryPlanIndexDescBase {

 

   public QueryPlanIndexDescFAF(String tableName, String indexBackingClass) {

       super(tableName, indexBackingClass);

   }

}

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************
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*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.agg.access;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluator;

 

import java.util.Collection;

import java.util.Collections;

 

/**

* Represents the aggregation accessor that provides the result for the "first" aggregation function without index.

*/

public class AggregationAccessorFirst implements AggregationAccessor

{

   private final int streamNum;

   private final ExprEvaluator childNode;

   private final EventBean[] eventsPerStream;

 

   /**

    * Ctor.

    * @param streamNum stream id

    * @param childNode expression

    */

   public AggregationAccessorFirst(int streamNum, ExprEvaluator childNode)

   {

       this.streamNum = streamNum;

       this.childNode = childNode;

       this.eventsPerStream = new EventBean[streamNum + 1];

   }

 

   public Object getValue(AggregationState state) {

       EventBean bean = ((AggregationStateLinear) state).getFirstValue();

       if (bean == null) {

           return null;

       }

       eventsPerStream[streamNum] = bean;

       return childNode.evaluate(eventsPerStream, true, null);

   }

 

   public Collection<EventBean> getEnumerableEvents(AggregationState state) {

       EventBean bean = ((AggregationStateLinear) state).getFirstValue();

       if (bean == null) {

           return null;

       }

       return Collections.singletonList(bean);

   }
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   public EventBean getEnumerableEvent(AggregationState state) {

       return ((AggregationStateLinear) state).getFirstValue();

   }

}

<!--

 ~ **************************************************************************************

 ~ * Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

 ~ * http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

 ~ * http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

 ~ * ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

 ~ * The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

 ~ * a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

 ~ **************************************************************************************

 -->

 

<html>

<head></head>

<body>

<p>

	Date-Time calendar operations.

</p>

</body>

</html>

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.parse;

 

import com.espertech.esper.collection.Pair;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.generated.EsperEPL2Ast;

import org.antlr.runtime.tree.Tree;

 

import java.io.ByteArrayOutputStream;

import java.io.OutputStreamWriter;

import java.util.ArrayList;

import java.util.LinkedHashMap;

import java.util.List;

import java.util.Map;

 

/**
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* Walker to annotation stuctures.

*/

public class ASTJsonHelper

{

   /**

    * Walk an annotation root name or child node (nested annotations).

    * @param node annotation walk node

    * @return annotation descriptor

    * @throws com.espertech.esper.epl.parse.ASTWalkException if the walk failed

    */

   public static Object walk(Tree node) throws ASTWalkException

   {

       if (node.getType() == EsperEPL2Ast.JSON_OBJECT) {

           return walkObject(node);

       }

       if (node.getType() == EsperEPL2Ast.JSON_ARRAY) {

           return walkArray(node);

       }

       if (node.getType() == EsperEPL2Ast.STRING_TYPE) {

           return extractString(node.getText());

       }

       return ASTConstantHelper.parse(node);

   }

 

   private static String extractString(String text) {

       StringBuffer sb = new StringBuffer(text);

       int startPoint = 1;

       for (;;) {

           int slashIndex = sb.indexOf("\\", startPoint);

           if (slashIndex == -1) {

               break;

           }

           char escapeType = sb.charAt(slashIndex + 1);

           switch (escapeType) {

               case'u':

                   String unicode = extractUnicode(sb, slashIndex);

                   sb.replace(slashIndex, slashIndex + 6, unicode); // backspace

                   break; // back to the loop

 

                   // note: Java's character escapes match JSON's, which is why it looks like we're replacing

               // "\b" with "\b". We're actually replacing 2 characters (slash-b) with one (backspace).

               case 'b':

                   sb.replace(slashIndex, slashIndex + 2, "\b");

                   break;

               case 't':

                   sb.replace(slashIndex, slashIndex + 2, "\t");

                   break;

               case 'n':
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                   sb.replace(slashIndex, slashIndex + 2, "\n");

                   break;

               case 'f':

                   sb.replace(slashIndex, slashIndex + 2, "\f");

                   break;

               case 'r':

                   sb.replace(slashIndex, slashIndex + 2, "\r");

                   break;

               case '\'':

                   sb.replace(slashIndex, slashIndex + 2, "\'");

                   break;

               case '\"':

                   sb.replace(slashIndex, slashIndex + 2, "\"");

                   break;

               case '\\':

                   sb.replace(slashIndex, slashIndex + 2, "\\");

                   break;

               case '/':

                   sb.replace(slashIndex, slashIndex + 2, "/");

                   break;

               default:

                   break;

           }

           startPoint = slashIndex+1;

       }

       sb.deleteCharAt(0);

       sb.deleteCharAt(sb.length() - 1);

       return sb.toString();

   }

 

   private static String extractUnicode(StringBuffer sb, int slashIndex) {

       String result;

       String code = sb.substring(slashIndex + 2, slashIndex + 6);

       int charNum = Integer.parseInt(code, 16); // hex to integer

       try {

           ByteArrayOutputStream baos = new ByteArrayOutputStream();

           OutputStreamWriter osw = new OutputStreamWriter(baos, "UTF-8");

           osw.write(charNum);

           osw.flush();

           result = baos.toString("UTF-8"); // Thanks to Silvester Pozarnik for the tip about adding "UTF-8" here

       }

       catch (Exception e) {

           throw new ASTWalkException("Failed to obtain for unicode '" + charNum + "'");

       }

       return result;

   }

 

   private static Map<String, Object> walkObject(Tree node) {
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       Map<String, Object> map = new LinkedHashMap<String, Object>();

       for (int i = 0; i < node.getChildCount(); i++) {

           Tree child = node.getChild(i);

           if (child.getType() != EsperEPL2Ast.JSON_FIELD) {

               throw new IllegalStateException("Unexpected node type " + child.getType() + " at text " +

child.getText());

           }

           Pair<String, Object> value = walkJSONField(child);

           map.put(value.getFirst(), value.getSecond());

       }

       return map;

   }

 

   private static List<Object> walkArray(Tree node) {

       List<Object> list = new ArrayList<Object>();

       for (int i = 0; i < node.getChildCount(); i++) {

           Object value = walk(node.getChild(i));

           list.add(value);

       }

       return list;

   }

 

   private static Pair<String, Object> walkJSONField(Tree node) {

       String name;

       if (node.getChild(0).getType() == EsperEPL2Ast.STRING_TYPE || node.getChild(0).getType() ==

EsperEPL2Ast.STRING_LITERAL || node.getChild(0).getType() ==

EsperEPL2Ast.QUOTED_STRING_LITERAL) {

           name = extractString(node.getChild(0).getText());

       }

       else {

           name = node.getChild(0).getText();

       }

       Object value = walk(node.getChild(1));

       return new Pair<String, Object>(name, value);

   }

}

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.agg.service;
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import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.agg.access.AggregationState;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.agg.access.AggregationAccessorSlotPair;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.core.MethodResolutionService;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluatorContext;

 

import java.util.Collection;

import java.util.HashMap;

import java.util.Map;

 

/**

* Aggregation service for use when only first/last/window aggregation functions are used an none other.

*/

public class AggSvcGroupByAccessOnlyImpl implements AggregationService, AggregationResultFuture

{

   private final MethodResolutionService methodResolutionService;

   private final Map<Object, AggregationState[]> accessMap;

   private final AggregationAccessorSlotPair[] accessors;

   private final AggregationStateFactory[] accessAggSpecs;

   private final boolean isJoin;

 

   private AggregationState[] currentAcceses;

 

   /**

    * Ctor.

    * @param methodResolutionService factory service for implementations

    * @param accessors accessor definitions

    * @param accessAggSpecs access agg specs

    * @param isJoin true for join, false for single-stream

    */

   public AggSvcGroupByAccessOnlyImpl(MethodResolutionService methodResolutionService,

                                                  AggregationAccessorSlotPair[] accessors,

                                                  AggregationStateFactory[] accessAggSpecs,

                                                  boolean isJoin)

   {

       this.methodResolutionService = methodResolutionService;

       this.accessMap = new HashMap<Object, AggregationState[]>();

       this.accessors = accessors;

       this.accessAggSpecs = accessAggSpecs;

       this.isJoin = isJoin;

   }

 

   public void applyEnter(EventBean[] eventsPerStream, Object groupKey, ExprEvaluatorContext

exprEvaluatorContext)

   {

       AggregationState[] row = getAssertRow(exprEvaluatorContext.getAgentInstanceId(), groupKey);

       for (AggregationState state : row) {
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           state.applyEnter(eventsPerStream, exprEvaluatorContext);

       }

   }

 

   public void applyLeave(EventBean[] eventsPerStream, Object groupKey, ExprEvaluatorContext

exprEvaluatorContext)

   {

       AggregationState[] row = getAssertRow(exprEvaluatorContext.getAgentInstanceId(), groupKey);

       for (AggregationState state : row) {

           state.applyLeave(eventsPerStream, exprEvaluatorContext);

       }

   }

 

   public void setCurrentAccess(Object groupKey, int agentInstanceId)

   {

       currentAcceses = getAssertRow(agentInstanceId, groupKey);

   }

 

   public Object getValue(int column, int agentInstanceId)

   {

       AggregationAccessorSlotPair pair = accessors[column];

       return pair.getAccessor().getValue(currentAcceses[pair.getSlot()]);

   }

 

   public Collection<EventBean> getCollection(int column, ExprEvaluatorContext context) {

       AggregationAccessorSlotPair pair = accessors[column];

       return pair.getAccessor().getEnumerableEvents(currentAcceses[pair.getSlot()]);

   }

 

   public EventBean getEventBean(int column, ExprEvaluatorContext context) {

       AggregationAccessorSlotPair pair = accessors[column];

       return pair.getAccessor().getEnumerableEvent(currentAcceses[pair.getSlot()]);

   }

 

   public void clearResults(ExprEvaluatorContext exprEvaluatorContext)

   {

       accessMap.clear();

   }

 

   private AggregationState[] getAssertRow(int agentInstanceId, Object groupKey) {

       AggregationState[] row = accessMap.get(groupKey);

       if (row != null) {

           return row;

       }

 

       row = methodResolutionService.newAccesses(agentInstanceId, isJoin, accessAggSpecs, groupKey);

       accessMap.put(groupKey, row);

       return row;
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   }

 

   public void setRemovedCallback(AggregationRowRemovedCallback callback) {

       // not applicable

   }

 

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.spec;

 

/**

* Enum for the type of rate for output-rate limiting.

*/

public enum OutputLimitRateType

{

   /**

    * Output by number of events.

    */

   EVENTS,

 

   /**

    * Output following a crontab-like schedule.

    */

   CRONTAB,

 

   /**

    * Output when an expression turns true.

    */

   WHEN_EXPRESSION,

 

   /**

    * Output based on a time period passing.

    */

   TIME_PERIOD,

 

   /**

    * Output after a given time period

    */

   AFTER,

 

   /**
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    * Output upon context partition (agent instance) termination

    */

   TERM

 

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.join.table;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

 

import java.util.*;

 

/**

* Simple table of events without an index.

*/

public class UnindexedEventTable implements EventTable

{

   private final int streamNum;

   private Set<EventBean> eventSet = new LinkedHashSet<EventBean>();

 

   /**

    * Ctor.

    * @param streamNum is the indexed stream's number

    */

   public UnindexedEventTable(int streamNum)

   {

       this.streamNum = streamNum;

   }

 

   public void clear()

   {

       eventSet.clear();

   }

 

   public void addRemove(EventBean[] newData, EventBean[] oldData) {

       add(newData);

       remove(oldData);

   }

 

   public void add(EventBean[] addEvents)

   {
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       if (addEvents == null)

       {

           return;

       }

 

       eventSet.addAll(Arrays.asList(addEvents));

   }

 

   public void remove(EventBean[] removeEvents)

   {

       if (removeEvents == null)

       {

           return;

       }

 

       for (int i = 0; i < removeEvents.length; i++)

       {

           eventSet.remove(removeEvents[i]);

       }

   }

 

   public boolean isEmpty()

   {

       return eventSet.isEmpty();

   }

 

   /**

    * Returns events in table.

    * @return all events

    */

   public Set<EventBean> getEventSet()

   {

       return eventSet;

   }

 

   public Iterator<EventBean> iterator()

   {

       return eventSet.iterator();

   }

 

   public String toString()

   {

       return toQueryPlan();

   }

 

   public String toQueryPlan()

   {

       return this.getClass().getSimpleName() + " streamNum=" + streamNum;
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   }

}

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.agg.service;

 

import com.espertech.esper.epl.agg.aggregator.AggregationMethod;

 

/**

* A row in aggregation state.

*/

public class AggregationMethodRow

{

   private long refcount;

   private AggregationMethod[] methods;

 

   /**

    * Ctor.

    * @param refcount number of items in state

    * @param methods aggregations

    */

   public AggregationMethodRow(long refcount, AggregationMethod[] methods)

   {

       this.refcount = refcount;

       this.methods = methods;

   }

 

   /**

    * Returns number of data points.

    * @return data points

    */

   public long getRefcount()

   {

       return refcount;

   }

 

   /**

    * Returns aggregation state.

    * @return state
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    */

   public AggregationMethod[] getMethods()

   {

       return methods;

   }

 

   /**

    * Increase number of data points by one.

    */

   public void increaseRefcount()

   {

       refcount++;

   }

 

   /**

    * Decrease number of data points by one.

    */

   public void decreaseRefcount()

   {

       refcount--;

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.core;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventType;

import com.espertech.esper.core.context.util.AgentInstanceContext;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.agg.service.AggregationService;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluator;

 

/**

* Result set processor prototype for the case: aggregation functions used in the select clause, and no group-by,

* and not all of the properties in the select clause are under an aggregation function.

*/

public class ResultSetProcessorAggregateAllFactory implements ResultSetProcessorFactory

{

   private final SelectExprProcessor selectExprProcessor;

   private final ExprEvaluator optionalHavingNode;

   private final boolean isSelectRStream;

   private final boolean isUnidirectional;
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   /**

    * Ctor.

    * @param selectExprProcessor - for processing the select expression and generting the final output rows

    * @param optionalHavingNode - having clause expression node

    * @param isSelectRStream - true if remove stream events should be generated

    * @param isUnidirectional - true if unidirectional join

    */

   public ResultSetProcessorAggregateAllFactory(SelectExprProcessor selectExprProcessor,

                                                ExprEvaluator optionalHavingNode,

                                                boolean isSelectRStream,

                                                boolean isUnidirectional)

   {

       this.selectExprProcessor = selectExprProcessor;

       this.optionalHavingNode = optionalHavingNode;

       this.isSelectRStream = isSelectRStream;

       this.isUnidirectional = isUnidirectional;

   }

 

   public ResultSetProcessor instantiate(OrderByProcessor orderByProcessor, AggregationService

aggregationService, AgentInstanceContext agentInstanceContext) {

       return new ResultSetProcessorAggregateAll(this, selectExprProcessor, orderByProcessor, aggregationService,

agentInstanceContext);

   }

 

   public EventType getResultEventType()

   {

       return selectExprProcessor.getResultEventType();

   }

 

   public boolean hasAggregation() {

       return true;

   }

 

   public ExprEvaluator getOptionalHavingNode() {

       return optionalHavingNode;

   }

 

   public boolean isSelectRStream() {

       return isSelectRStream;

   }

 

   public boolean isUnidirectional() {

       return isUnidirectional;

   }

}

<!--

 ~ **************************************************************************************

 ~ * Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *
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 ~ * http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

 ~ * http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

 ~ * ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

 ~ * The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

 ~ * a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

 ~ **************************************************************************************

 -->

 

<html>

<head></head>

<body>

<p>

	Poll result indexing strategies.

</p>

</body>

</html>

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.methodbase;

 

public enum DotMethodFPInputEnum {

   SCALAR_NUMERIC,

   SCALAR_ANY,

   EVENTCOLL,

   ANY;

 

   public boolean isScalar() {

       return this == SCALAR_ANY || this == SCALAR_NUMERIC;

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.agg.aggregator;
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import com.espertech.esper.epl.agg.service.AggregatorUtil;

 

/**

* Sum for long values.

*/

public class AggregatorSumLongFilter extends AggregatorSumLong

{

   @Override

   public void enter(Object parameters)

   {

       Object[] paramArray = (Object[]) parameters;

       if (!AggregatorUtil.checkFilter(paramArray)) {

           return;

       }

       super.enter(paramArray[0]);

   }

 

   @Override

   public void leave(Object parameters)

   {

       Object[] paramArray = (Object[]) parameters;

       if (!AggregatorUtil.checkFilter(paramArray)) {

           return;

       }

       super.leave(paramArray[0]);

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.agg.aggregator;

 

import com.espertech.esper.epl.agg.service.AggregatorUtil;

 

/**

* Standard deviation always generates double-typed numbers.

*/

public class AggregatorStddevFilter extends AggregatorStddev

{

   @Override

   public void enter(Object parameters)

   {
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       Object[] paramArray = (Object[]) parameters;

       if (!AggregatorUtil.checkFilter(paramArray)) {

           return;

       }

       super.enter(paramArray[0]);

   }

 

   @Override

   public void leave(Object parameters)

   {

       Object[] paramArray = (Object[]) parameters;

       if (!AggregatorUtil.checkFilter(paramArray)) {

           return;

       }

       super.leave(paramArray[0]);

   }

}

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.spec;

 

import com.espertech.esper.filter.FilterSpecCompiled;

import com.espertech.esper.pattern.EvalFactoryNode;

import com.espertech.esper.pattern.EvalFilterFactoryNode;

import com.espertech.esper.pattern.EvalNodeAnalysisResult;

import com.espertech.esper.pattern.EvalNodeUtil;

 

import java.util.ArrayList;

import java.util.List;

 

public class ContextDetailConditionPattern implements ContextDetailCondition {

 

   private static final long serialVersionUID = -5855240089039407834L;

   private final EvalFactoryNode patternRaw;

   private final boolean inclusive;

   private final boolean immediate;

 

   private transient PatternStreamSpecCompiled patternCompiled;
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   public ContextDetailConditionPattern(EvalFactoryNode patternRaw, boolean inclusive, boolean immediate) {

       this.patternRaw = patternRaw;

       this.inclusive = inclusive;

       this.immediate = immediate;

   }

 

   public EvalFactoryNode getPatternRaw() {

       return patternRaw;

   }

 

   public PatternStreamSpecCompiled getPatternCompiled() {

       return patternCompiled;

   }

 

   public void setPatternCompiled(PatternStreamSpecCompiled patternCompiled) {

       this.patternCompiled = patternCompiled;

   }

 

   public boolean isInclusive() {

       return inclusive;

   }

 

   public boolean isImmediate() {

       return immediate;

   }

 

   public List<FilterSpecCompiled> getFilterSpecIfAny() {

       List<FilterSpecCompiled> filters = new ArrayList<FilterSpecCompiled>();

       EvalNodeAnalysisResult evalNodeAnalysisResult =

EvalNodeUtil.recursiveAnalyzeChildNodes(patternCompiled.getEvalFactoryNode());

       List<EvalFilterFactoryNode> filterNodes = evalNodeAnalysisResult.getFilterNodes();

       for (EvalFilterFactoryNode filterNode : filterNodes) {

           filters.add(filterNode.getFilterSpec());

       }

       return filters.isEmpty() ? null : filters;

   }

}

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.agg.access;
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import com.espertech.esper.collection.MixedEventBeanAndCollectionIteratorBase;

 

import java.util.SortedMap;

import java.util.TreeMap;

 

public class AggregationStateSortedIterator extends MixedEventBeanAndCollectionIteratorBase

{

   private final SortedMap<Object, Object> window;

 

   /**

    * Ctor.

    * @param window - sorted map with events

    */

   public AggregationStateSortedIterator(TreeMap<Object, Object> window, boolean reverse)

   {

       super(reverse ? window.descendingKeySet().iterator() : window.keySet().iterator());

       this.window = window;

       init();

   }

 

   protected Object getValue(Object iteratorKeyValue) {

       return window.get(iteratorKeyValue);

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.view;

 

import com.espertech.esper.core.context.util.AgentInstanceContext;

import com.espertech.esper.core.service.EPStatementHandleCallback;

import com.espertech.esper.core.service.ExtensionServicesContext;

import com.espertech.esper.schedule.ScheduleComputeHelper;

import com.espertech.esper.schedule.ScheduleHandleCallback;

import com.espertech.esper.schedule.ScheduleSlot;

import com.espertech.esper.schedule.SchedulingService;

import com.espertech.esper.util.ExecutionPathDebugLog;

import org.apache.commons.logging.Log;

import org.apache.commons.logging.LogFactory;

 

/**

* Output condition handling crontab-at schedule output.
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*/

public final class OutputConditionCrontab extends OutputConditionBase implements OutputCondition

{

   private static final boolean DO_OUTPUT = true;

	private static final boolean FORCE_UPDATE = true;

 

   private final AgentInstanceContext context;

   private final OutputConditionCrontabFactory factory;

 

   private final ScheduleSlot scheduleSlot;

   private Long currentReferencePoint;

   private boolean isCallbackScheduled;

 

   public OutputConditionCrontab(OutputCallback outputCallback, AgentInstanceContext context,

OutputConditionCrontabFactory factory) {

       super(outputCallback);

       this.context = context;

       this.factory = factory;

       scheduleSlot = context.getStatementContext().getScheduleBucket().allocateSlot();

   }

 

   public final void updateOutputCondition(int newEventsCount, int oldEventsCount)

   {

       if ((ExecutionPathDebugLog.isDebugEnabled) && (log.isDebugEnabled()))

       {

       	log.debug(".updateOutputCondition, " +

       			"  newEventsCount==" + newEventsCount +

       			"  oldEventsCount==" + oldEventsCount);

       }

 

       if (currentReferencePoint == null)

       {

       	currentReferencePoint = context.getStatementContext().getSchedulingService().getTime();

       }

 

       // Schedule the next callback if there is none currently scheduled

       if (!isCallbackScheduled)

       {

       	scheduleCallback();

       }

   }

 

   public final String toString()

   {

       return this.getClass().getName() +

               " spec=" + factory.getScheduleSpec();

   }
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   private void scheduleCallback()

   {

   	isCallbackScheduled = true;

       long current = context.getStatementContext().getSchedulingService().getTime();

 

       if ((ExecutionPathDebugLog.isDebugEnabled) && (log.isDebugEnabled()))

       {

           log.debug(".scheduleCallback Scheduled new callback for " +

                   " now=" + current +

                   " currentReferencePoint=" + currentReferencePoint +

                   " spec=" + factory.getScheduleSpec());

       }

 

       ScheduleHandleCallback callback = new ScheduleHandleCallback() {

           public void scheduledTrigger(ExtensionServicesContext extensionServicesContext)

           {

               OutputConditionCrontab.this.isCallbackScheduled = false;

               OutputConditionCrontab.this.outputCallback.continueOutputProcessing(DO_OUTPUT,

FORCE_UPDATE);

               scheduleCallback();

           }

       };

       EPStatementHandleCallback handle = new

EPStatementHandleCallback(context.getEpStatementAgentInstanceHandle(), callback);

       SchedulingService schedulingService = context.getStatementContext().getSchedulingService();

       long nextScheduledTime = ScheduleComputeHelper.computeDeltaNextOccurance(factory.getScheduleSpec(),

schedulingService.getTime());

       schedulingService.add(nextScheduledTime, handle, scheduleSlot);

   }

 

   public void terminated() {

       outputCallback.continueOutputProcessing(true, true);

   }

 

   private static final Log log = LogFactory.getLog(OutputConditionCrontab.class);

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.expression;

 

import com.espertech.esper.epl.agg.access.*;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.agg.aggregator.AggregationMethod;
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import com.espertech.esper.epl.agg.service.*;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.core.MethodResolutionService;

import com.espertech.esper.util.CollectionUtil;

import com.espertech.esper.util.JavaClassHelper;

 

import java.util.Comparator;

 

public class ExprAggMultiFunctionSortedMinMaxByNodeFactory implements AggregationMethodFactory

{

   private final int streamNum;

   private final Class resultType;

   private final ExprNode[] criteriaExpressions;

   private final MethodResolutionService methodResolutionService;

   private final boolean[] sortDescending;

   private final ExprEvaluator[] evaluators;

   private final boolean max;

   private final boolean ever;

   private final boolean sortedwin;

 

   public ExprAggMultiFunctionSortedMinMaxByNodeFactory(int streamNum, Class resultType, ExprNode[]

criteriaExpressions, MethodResolutionService methodResolutionService, boolean[] sortDescending,

ExprEvaluator[] evaluators, boolean max, boolean ever, boolean sortedwin) {

       this.streamNum = streamNum;

       this.resultType = resultType;

       this.criteriaExpressions = criteriaExpressions;

       this.methodResolutionService = methodResolutionService;

       this.sortDescending = sortDescending;

       this.evaluators = evaluators;

       this.max = max;

       this.ever = ever;

       this.sortedwin = sortedwin;

   }

 

   public boolean isAccessAggregation() {

       return true;

   }

 

   public AggregationMethod make(MethodResolutionService methodResolutionService, int agentInstanceId, int

groupId, int aggregationId) {

       throw new IllegalStateException("Aggregation function is not available");

   }

 

   public Class getResultType() {

       if (sortedwin) {

           return JavaClassHelper.getArrayType(resultType);

       }

       else {

           return resultType;
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       }

   }

 

   public AggregationStateKey getAggregationStateKey(boolean isMatchRecognize) {

       // For match-recognize we don't use the access functions

       if (isMatchRecognize) {

           return null;

       }

 

       AggregationStateTypeWStream type;

       if (ever) {

           type = max ? AggregationStateTypeWStream.MAXEVER : AggregationStateTypeWStream.MINEVER;

       }

       else {

           type = AggregationStateTypeWStream.SORTED;

       }

       return new AggregationStateKeyWStream(streamNum, type, criteriaExpressions);

   }

 

   public AggregationStateFactory getAggregationStateFactory(boolean isMatchRecognize) {

       // For match-recognize we don't use the access functions

       if (isMatchRecognize) {

           return null;

       }

 

       boolean sortUsingCollator = methodResolutionService.isSortUsingCollator();

       Comparator<Object> comparator = CollectionUtil.getComparator(evaluators, sortUsingCollator,

sortDescending);

       Object criteriaKeyBinding = methodResolutionService.getCriteriaKeyBinding(evaluators);

 

       AggregationStateFactory factory;

       if (ever) {

           final AggregationStateMinMaxByEverSpec spec = new AggregationStateMinMaxByEverSpec(streamNum,

evaluators, max, comparator, criteriaKeyBinding);

           factory = new AggregationStateFactory() {

               public AggregationState createAccess(MethodResolutionService methodResolutionService, int

agentInstanceId, int groupId, int aggregationId, boolean join, Object groupKey) {

                   return methodResolutionService.makeAccessAggMinMaxEver(agentInstanceId, groupId, aggregationId,

spec);

               }

           };

       }

       else {

           final AggregationStateSortedSpec spec = new AggregationStateSortedSpec(streamNum, evaluators,

comparator, criteriaKeyBinding);

           factory = new AggregationStateFactory() {

               public AggregationState createAccess(MethodResolutionService methodResolutionService, int

agentInstanceId, int groupId, int aggregationId, boolean join, Object groupKey) {
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                   if (join) {

                       return methodResolutionService.makeAccessAggSortedJoin(agentInstanceId, groupId, aggregationId,

spec);

                   }

                   return methodResolutionService.makeAccessAggSortedNonJoin(agentInstanceId, groupId,

aggregationId, spec);

               }

           };

       }

       return factory;

   }

 

   public AggregationAccessor getAccessor() {

       if (!sortedwin) {

           return new AggregationAccessorMinMaxBy(max);

       }

       else {

           return new AggregationAccessorSorted(max, resultType);

       }

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.metric;

 

import com.espertech.esper.core.service.EPServicesContext;

import com.espertech.esper.client.EPRuntime;

 

/**

* Execution context for metrics reporting executions.

*/

public class MetricExecutionContext

{

   private final EPServicesContext epServicesContext;

   private final EPRuntime runtime;

   private final StatementMetricRepository statementMetricRepository;

 

   /**

    * Ctor.

    * @param epServicesContext services context

    * @param runtime for routing events

    * @param statementMetricRepository for getting statement data
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    */

   public MetricExecutionContext(EPServicesContext epServicesContext, EPRuntime runtime,

StatementMetricRepository statementMetricRepository)

   {

       this.epServicesContext = epServicesContext;

       this.runtime = runtime;

       this.statementMetricRepository = statementMetricRepository;

   }

 

   /**

    * Returns services.

    * @return services

    */

   public EPServicesContext getServices()

   {

       return epServicesContext;

   }

 

   /**

    * Returns runtime

    * @return runtime

    */

   public EPRuntime getRuntime()

   {

       return runtime;

   }

 

   /**

    * Returns statement metric holder

    * @return holder for metrics

    */

   public StatementMetricRepository getStatementMetricRepository()

   {

       return statementMetricRepository;

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.view;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;
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/**

* Factory for output processing views.

*/

public interface OutputProcessViewCallback

{

   public void outputViaCallback(EventBean[] events);

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.join.base;

 

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluator;

 

public class JoinSetComposerDesc

{

   private final JoinSetComposer joinSetComposer;

   private final ExprEvaluator postJoinFilterEvaluator;

 

   public JoinSetComposerDesc(JoinSetComposer joinSetComposer, ExprEvaluator postJoinFilterEvaluator) {

       this.joinSetComposer = joinSetComposer;

       this.postJoinFilterEvaluator = postJoinFilterEvaluator;

   }

 

   public JoinSetComposer getJoinSetComposer() {

       return joinSetComposer;

   }

 

   public ExprEvaluator getPostJoinFilterEvaluator() {

       return postJoinFilterEvaluator;

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.named;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventType;
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import com.espertech.esper.core.service.InternalEventRouter;

import com.espertech.esper.core.service.StatementContext;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprValidationException;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.metric.StatementMetricHandle;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.spec.*;

import com.espertech.esper.event.EventBeanReader;

import com.espertech.esper.event.EventBeanReaderDefaultImpl;

import com.espertech.esper.event.EventTypeSPI;

 

/**

* View for the on-delete statement that handles removing events from a named window.

*/

public class NamedWindowOnExprFactoryFactory

{

   public static NamedWindowOnExprFactory make(EventType namedWindowEventType,

                                               String namedWindowName,

                                               String namedWindowAlias,

                                               OnTriggerDesc onTriggerDesc,

                                               EventType filterEventType,

                                               String filterStreamName,

                                               boolean addToFront,

                                               InternalEventRouter internalEventRouter,

                                               EventType outputEventType,

                                               StatementContext statementContext,

                                               StatementMetricHandle createNamedWindowMetricsHandle,

                                               boolean isDistinct

                                               )

       throws ExprValidationException

   {

       if (onTriggerDesc.getOnTriggerType() == OnTriggerType.ON_DELETE)

       {

           return new NamedWindowOnDeleteViewFactory(namedWindowEventType,

statementContext.getStatementResultService());

       }

       else if (onTriggerDesc.getOnTriggerType() == OnTriggerType.ON_SELECT)

       {

           EventBeanReader eventBeanReader = null;

           if (isDistinct)

           {

               if (outputEventType instanceof EventTypeSPI)

               {

                   eventBeanReader = ((EventTypeSPI) outputEventType).getReader();

               }

               if (eventBeanReader == null)

               {

                   eventBeanReader = new EventBeanReaderDefaultImpl(outputEventType);

               }

           }
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           OnTriggerWindowDesc windowDesc = (OnTriggerWindowDesc) onTriggerDesc;

           return new NamedWindowOnSelectViewFactory(namedWindowEventType, internalEventRouter,

addToFront,

                   statementContext.getEpStatementHandle(), eventBeanReader, isDistinct, outputEventType,

statementContext.getStatementResultService(), statementContext.getInternalEventEngineRouteDest(),

windowDesc.isDeleteAndSelect());

       }

       else if (onTriggerDesc.getOnTriggerType() == OnTriggerType.ON_UPDATE)

       {

           OnTriggerWindowUpdateDesc updateDesc = (OnTriggerWindowUpdateDesc) onTriggerDesc;

           NamedWindowUpdateHelper updateHelper = NamedWindowUpdateHelper.make(namedWindowName,

(EventTypeSPI) namedWindowEventType, updateDesc.getAssignments(), namedWindowAlias);

           return new NamedWindowOnUpdateViewFactory(namedWindowEventType,

statementContext.getStatementResultService(), updateHelper);

       }

       else if (onTriggerDesc.getOnTriggerType() == OnTriggerType.ON_MERGE)

       {

           OnTriggerMergeDesc onMergeTriggerDesc = (OnTriggerMergeDesc) onTriggerDesc;

           NamedWindowOnMergeHelper onMergeHelper = new NamedWindowOnMergeHelper(statementContext,

onMergeTriggerDesc, filterEventType, filterStreamName, internalEventRouter, namedWindowName,

(EventTypeSPI) namedWindowEventType);

           return new NamedWindowOnMergeViewFactory(namedWindowEventType, onMergeHelper,

statementContext.getStatementResultService(), createNamedWindowMetricsHandle,

statementContext.getMetricReportingService());

       }

       else

       {

           throw new IllegalStateException("Unknown trigger type " + onTriggerDesc.getOnTriggerType());

       }

   }

}

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.join.plan;

 

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprNode;

 

public class QueryGraphValueEntryRangeIn extends QueryGraphValueEntryRange {
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   private static final long serialVersionUID = 7727959298465977751L;

  

   private ExprNode exprStart;

   private ExprNode exprEnd;

   private boolean allowRangeReversal; // indicate whether "a between 60 and 50" should return no results (false,

equivalent to a>= X and a <=Y) or should return results (true, equivalent to 'between' and 'in')

 

   public QueryGraphValueEntryRangeIn(QueryGraphRangeEnum rangeType, ExprNode exprStart, ExprNode

exprEnd, boolean allowRangeReversal) {

       super(rangeType);

       if (!rangeType.isRange()) {

           throw new IllegalArgumentException("Range type expected but received " + rangeType.name());

       }

       this.exprStart = exprStart;

       this.exprEnd = exprEnd;

       this.allowRangeReversal = allowRangeReversal;

   }

 

   public boolean isAllowRangeReversal() {

       return allowRangeReversal;

   }

 

   public ExprNode getExprStart() {

       return exprStart;

   }

 

   public ExprNode getExprEnd() {

       return exprEnd;

   }

 

   public String toQueryPlan() {

       return this.getClass().getSimpleName();

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.spec;

 

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprNode;

import com.espertech.esper.util.MetaDefItem;

 

import java.util.List;
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import java.io.Serializable;

 

/**

* Specification for creating a named window.

*/

public class CreateWindowDesc implements MetaDefItem, Serializable

{

   private String windowName;

   private List<ViewSpec> viewSpecs;

   private boolean isInsert;

   private String insertFromWindow;

   private ExprNode insertFilter;

   private StreamSpecOptions streamSpecOptions;

   private List<ColumnDesc> columns;

   private String asEventTypeName;

   private static final long serialVersionUID = 3889989851649484639L;

 

   /**

    * Ctor.

    * @param windowName the window name

    * @param viewSpecs the view definitions

    * @param insert true for insert-info

    * @param insertFilter optional filter expression

    * @param streamSpecOptions options such as retain-union etc

    * @param columns list of columns, if using column syntax

    */

   public CreateWindowDesc(String windowName, List<ViewSpec> viewSpecs, StreamSpecOptions

streamSpecOptions, boolean insert, ExprNode insertFilter, List<ColumnDesc> columns, String asEventTypeName)

   {

       this.windowName = windowName;

       this.viewSpecs = viewSpecs;

       this.isInsert = insert;

       this.insertFilter = insertFilter;

       this.streamSpecOptions = streamSpecOptions;

       this.columns = columns;

       this.asEventTypeName = asEventTypeName;

   }

 

   /**

    * Returns the window name.

    * @return window name

    */

   public String getWindowName()

   {

       return windowName;

   }

 

   /**
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    * Returns the view specifications.

    * @return view specs

    */

   public List<ViewSpec> getViewSpecs()

   {

       return viewSpecs;

   }

 

   /**

    * Returns true for insert-from.

    * @return indicator to insert from another named window

    */

   public boolean isInsert()

   {

       return isInsert;

   }

 

   /**

    * Returns the expression to filter insert-from events, or null if none supplied.

    * @return insert filter expression

    */

   public ExprNode getInsertFilter()

   {

       return insertFilter;

   }

 

   /**

    * Returns the window name to insert from.

    * @return window name to insert from

    */

   public String getInsertFromWindow()

   {

       return insertFromWindow;

   }

 

   /**

    * Sets the filter expression to use to apply

    * @param insertFilter filter

    */

   public void setInsertFilter(ExprNode insertFilter)

   {

       this.insertFilter = insertFilter;

   }

 

   /**

    * Sets the source named window if inserting from another named window.

    * @param insertFromWindow source named window

    */
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   public void setInsertFromWindow(String insertFromWindow)

   {

       this.insertFromWindow = insertFromWindow;

   }

 

   /**

    * Returns the options for the stream such as unidirectional, retain-union etc.

    * @return stream options

    */

   public StreamSpecOptions getStreamSpecOptions()

   {

       return streamSpecOptions;

   }

 

   /**

    * Returns column names and types.

    * @return column descriptors

    */

   public List<ColumnDesc> getColumns()

   {

       return columns;

   }

 

   public String getAsEventTypeName() {

       return asEventTypeName;

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.spec;

 

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprNode;

 

import java.io.Serializable;

import java.util.List;

 

/**

* Specification for the merge statement insert/update/delete-part.

*/

public class OnTriggerMergeMatched implements Serializable

{

   private static final long serialVersionUID = -8789870272699226779L;
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   private final boolean matchedUnmatched;

   private ExprNode optionalMatchCond;

   private final List<OnTriggerMergeAction> actions;

 

   public OnTriggerMergeMatched(boolean matchedUnmatched, ExprNode optionalMatchCond,

List<OnTriggerMergeAction> actions) {

       this.matchedUnmatched = matchedUnmatched;

       this.optionalMatchCond = optionalMatchCond;

       this.actions = actions;

   }

 

   public ExprNode getOptionalMatchCond() {

       return optionalMatchCond;

   }

 

   public void setOptionalMatchCond(ExprNode optionalMatchCond) {

       this.optionalMatchCond = optionalMatchCond;

   }

 

   public boolean isMatchedUnmatched() {

       return matchedUnmatched;

   }

 

   public List<OnTriggerMergeAction> getActions() {

       return actions;

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.join.base;

 

import com.espertech.esper.collection.FlushedEventBuffer;

import com.espertech.esper.core.service.EPStatementDispatch;

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.view.internal.BufferObserver;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluatorContext;

 

import java.util.HashMap;

import java.util.Map;

 

/**
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* This class reacts to any new data buffered by registring with the dispatch service.

* When dispatched via execute, it takes the buffered events and hands these to the join execution strategy.

*/

public class JoinExecStrategyDispatchable implements EPStatementDispatch, BufferObserver

{

   private final JoinExecutionStrategy joinExecutionStrategy;

   private final Map<Integer, FlushedEventBuffer> oldStreamBuffer;

   private final Map<Integer, FlushedEventBuffer> newStreamBuffer;

   private final int numStreams;

 

   private boolean hasNewData;

 

   /**

    * CTor.

    * @param joinExecutionStrategy - strategy for executing the join

    * @param numStreams - number of stream

    */

   public JoinExecStrategyDispatchable(JoinExecutionStrategy joinExecutionStrategy, int numStreams)

   {

       this.joinExecutionStrategy = joinExecutionStrategy;

       this.numStreams = numStreams;

 

       oldStreamBuffer = new HashMap<Integer, FlushedEventBuffer>();

       newStreamBuffer = new HashMap<Integer, FlushedEventBuffer>();

   }

 

   public void execute(ExprEvaluatorContext exprEvaluatorContext)

   {

       if (!hasNewData)

       {

           return;

       }

       hasNewData = false;

 

       EventBean[][] oldDataPerStream = new EventBean[numStreams][];

       EventBean[][] newDataPerStream = new EventBean[numStreams][];

 

       for (int i = 0; i < numStreams; i++)

       {

           oldDataPerStream[i] = getBufferData(oldStreamBuffer.get(i));

           newDataPerStream[i] = getBufferData(newStreamBuffer.get(i));

       }

 

       joinExecutionStrategy.join(newDataPerStream, oldDataPerStream, exprEvaluatorContext);

   }

 

   private static EventBean[] getBufferData(FlushedEventBuffer buffer)

   {
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       if (buffer == null)

       {

           return null;

       }

       return buffer.getAndFlush();

   }

 

   public void newData(int streamId, FlushedEventBuffer newEventBuffer, FlushedEventBuffer oldEventBuffer)

   {

       hasNewData = true;

       newStreamBuffer.put(streamId, newEventBuffer);

       oldStreamBuffer.put(streamId, oldEventBuffer);

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.db;

 

import com.espertech.esper.epl.join.table.EventTable;

 

/**

* Implementations serve as caches for historical or reference data retrieved

* via lookup keys consisting or one or more rows represented by a list of events.

*/

public interface DataCache

{

   /**

    * Ask the cache if the keyed value is cached, returning a list or rows if the key is in the cache,

    * or returning null to indicate no such key cached. Zero rows may also be cached.

    * @param lookupKeys is the keys to look up in the cache

    * @return a list of rows that can be empty is the key was found in the cache, or null if

    * the key is not found in the cache

    */

   public EventTable getCached(Object[] lookupKeys);

 

   /**

    * Puts into the cache a key and a list of rows, or an empty list if zero rows.

    * <p>

    * The put method is designed to be called when the cache does not contain a key as

    * determined by the get method. Implementations typically simply overwrite

    * any keys put into the cache that already existed in the cache.

    * @param lookupKeys is the keys to the cache entry
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    * @param rows is a number of rows

    */

   public void put(Object[] lookupKeys, EventTable rows);

 

   /**

    * Returns true if the cache is active and currently caching, or false if the cache is inactive and not currently

caching

    * @return true for caching enabled, false for no caching taking place

    */

   public boolean isActive();

}

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.core;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventType;

import com.espertech.esper.core.service.StatementEventTypeRef;

import com.espertech.esper.event.EventTypeSPI;

 

/**

* Registry for event types creates as part of the select expression analysis.

*/

public class SelectExprEventTypeRegistry

{

   private final String statementName;

   private final StatementEventTypeRef statementEventTypeRef;

 

   public SelectExprEventTypeRegistry(String statementName, StatementEventTypeRef statementEventTypeRef) {

       this.statementName = statementName;

       this.statementEventTypeRef = statementEventTypeRef;

   }

 

   /**

    * Adds an event type.

    * @param eventType to add

    */

   public void add(EventType eventType)

   {

       if (!(eventType instanceof EventTypeSPI))
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       {

           return;

       }

       statementEventTypeRef.addReferences(statementName, new String[]{((EventTypeSPI)

eventType).getMetadata().getPrimaryName()});

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.agg.service;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluatorContext;

 

/**

* Aggregation result future for use with match recognize.

*/

public interface AggregationServiceMatchRecognize extends AggregationResultFuture

{

   /**

    * Enter a single event row consisting of one or more events per stream (each stream representing a variable).

    * @param eventsPerStream events per stream

    * @param streamId variable number that is the base

    * @param exprEvaluatorContext context for expression evaluatiom

    */

   public void applyEnter(EventBean[] eventsPerStream, int streamId, ExprEvaluatorContext exprEvaluatorContext);

 

   /**

    * Clear current aggregation state.

    */

   public void clearResults();

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.named;
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import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventType;

import com.espertech.esper.client.annotation.AuditEnum;

import com.espertech.esper.collection.FlushedEventBuffer;

import com.espertech.esper.collection.OneEventCollection;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluator;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluatorContext;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.property.PropertyEvaluator;

import com.espertech.esper.event.EventBeanUtility;

import com.espertech.esper.util.AuditPath;

import com.espertech.esper.util.StopCallback;

import com.espertech.esper.view.ViewSupport;

 

import java.util.Iterator;

 

/**

* Represents a consumer of a named window that selects from a named window via a from-clause.

* <p>

* The view simply dispatches directly to child views, and keeps the last new event for iteration.

*/

public class NamedWindowConsumerView extends ViewSupport implements StopCallback

{

   private final ExprEvaluator[] filterList;

   private final EventType eventType;

   private final NamedWindowConsumerCallback consumerCallback;

   private final ExprEvaluatorContext exprEvaluatorContext;

   private final PropertyEvaluator optPropertyEvaluator;

   private final FlushedEventBuffer optPropertyContainedBuffer;

   private final boolean audit;

 

   /**

    * Ctor.

    * @param eventType the event type of the named window

    * @param filterList is a list of filter expressions

    * @param exprEvaluatorContext context for expression evalauation

    */

   public NamedWindowConsumerView(ExprEvaluator[] filterList,

                                  PropertyEvaluator optPropertyEvaluator,

                                  EventType eventType,

                                  NamedWindowConsumerCallback consumerCallback,

                                  ExprEvaluatorContext exprEvaluatorContext,

                                  boolean audit)

   {

       this.filterList = filterList;

       this.optPropertyEvaluator = optPropertyEvaluator;

       if (optPropertyEvaluator != null) {

           optPropertyContainedBuffer = new FlushedEventBuffer();

       }
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       else {

           optPropertyContainedBuffer = null;

       }

       this.eventType = eventType;

       this.consumerCallback = consumerCallback;

       this.exprEvaluatorContext = exprEvaluatorContext;

       this.audit = audit;

   }

 

   public void update(EventBean[] newData, EventBean[] oldData)

   {

       if (audit) {

           if (AuditPath.isInfoEnabled()) {

               AuditPath.auditLog(exprEvaluatorContext.getEngineURI(), exprEvaluatorContext.getStatementName(),

AuditEnum.STREAM, eventType.getName() + " insert {" + EventBeanUtility.summarize(newData) + "} remove {"

+ EventBeanUtility.summarize(oldData) + "}");

           }

       }

 

       // if we have a filter for the named window,

       if (filterList.length != 0)

       {

           EventBean[] eventPerStream = new EventBean[1];

           newData = passFilter(newData, true, exprEvaluatorContext, eventPerStream);

           oldData = passFilter(oldData, false, exprEvaluatorContext, eventPerStream);

       }

 

       if (optPropertyEvaluator != null) {

           newData = getUnpacked(newData);

           oldData = getUnpacked(oldData);

       }

 

       if ((newData != null) || (oldData != null))

       {

           updateChildren(newData, oldData);

       }

   }

 

   private EventBean[] getUnpacked(EventBean[] data)

   {

       if (data == null) {

           return null;

       }

       if (data.length == 0) {

           return data;

       }

 

       for (int i = 0; i < data.length; i++) {
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           EventBean[] unpacked = optPropertyEvaluator.getProperty(data[i], exprEvaluatorContext);

           optPropertyContainedBuffer.add(unpacked);

       }

       return optPropertyContainedBuffer.getAndFlush();

   }

 

   private EventBean[] passFilter(EventBean[] eventData, boolean isNewData, ExprEvaluatorContext

exprEvaluatorContext, EventBean[] eventPerStream)

   {

       if ((eventData == null) || (eventData.length == 0))

       {

           return null;

       }

 

       OneEventCollection filtered = null;

       for (EventBean theEvent : eventData)

       {

           eventPerStream[0] = theEvent;

           boolean pass = true;

           for (ExprEvaluator filter : filterList)

           {

               Boolean result = (Boolean) filter.evaluate(eventPerStream, isNewData, exprEvaluatorContext);

               if (result == null || !result)

               {

                   pass = false;

                   break;

               }

           }

 

           if (pass)

           {

               if (filtered == null)

               {

                   filtered = new OneEventCollection();

               }

               filtered.add(theEvent);

           }

       }

 

       if (filtered == null)

       {

           return null;

       }

       return filtered.toArray();

   }

 

   public EventType getEventType()

   {
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       if (optPropertyEvaluator != null) {

           return optPropertyEvaluator.getFragmentEventType();

       }

       return eventType;

   }

 

   public Iterator<EventBean> iterator()

   {

       return new FilteredEventIterator(filterList, consumerCallback.getIterator(), exprEvaluatorContext);

   }

 

   public void stop()

   {

       consumerCallback.stopped(this);

   }

}

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.core.eval;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventType;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.core.SelectExprProcessor;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluatorContext;

import com.espertech.esper.event.vaevent.ValueAddEventProcessor;

import org.apache.commons.logging.Log;

import org.apache.commons.logging.LogFactory;

 

import java.util.Map;

 

public class EvalInsertWildcardRevisionWrapper extends EvalBaseMap implements SelectExprProcessor {

 

   private static final Log log = LogFactory.getLog(EvalInsertWildcardRevisionWrapper.class);

 

   private final ValueAddEventProcessor vaeProcessor;

   private final EventType wrappingEventType;

 

   public EvalInsertWildcardRevisionWrapper(SelectExprContext selectExprContext, EventType resultEventType,

ValueAddEventProcessor vaeProcessor, EventType wrappingEventType) {
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       super(selectExprContext, resultEventType);

       this.vaeProcessor = vaeProcessor;

       this.wrappingEventType = wrappingEventType;

   }

 

   public EventBean processSpecific(Map<String, Object> props, EventBean[] eventsPerStream, boolean

isNewData, boolean isSynthesize, ExprEvaluatorContext exprEvaluatorContext)

   {

       EventBean underlying = eventsPerStream[0];

       EventBean wrapped = super.getEventAdapterService().adapterForTypedWrapper(underlying, props,

wrappingEventType);

       return vaeProcessor.getValueAddEventBean(wrapped);

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.expression;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.core.service.ExpressionResultCacheService;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.script.AgentInstanceScriptContext;

import com.espertech.esper.core.service.StatementAgentInstanceLock;

import com.espertech.esper.event.arr.ObjectArrayEventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.event.arr.ObjectArrayEventType;

import com.espertech.esper.schedule.TimeProvider;

 

/**

* Returns the context for expression evaluation.

*/

public interface ExprEvaluatorContext

{

   public String getStatementName();

 

   public String getEngineURI();

 

   public String getStatementId();

 

   /**

    * Returns the time provider.

    * @return time provider

    */

   public TimeProvider getTimeProvider();
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   public ExpressionResultCacheService getExpressionResultCacheService();

 

   public int getAgentInstanceId();

 

   public EventBean getContextProperties();

 

   public AgentInstanceScriptContext getAgentInstanceScriptContext();

 

   public StatementAgentInstanceLock getAgentInstanceLock();

}

<!--

 ~ **************************************************************************************

 ~ * Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

 ~ * http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

 ~ * http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

 ~ * ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

 ~ * The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

 ~ * a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

 ~ **************************************************************************************

 -->

 

<html>

<head></head>

<body>

<p>

	Interval algebra.

</p>

</body>

</html>

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.property;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluatorContext;

 

public interface ContainedEventEval {
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   public Object getFragment(EventBean eventBean, EventBean[] eventsPerStream, ExprEvaluatorContext

exprEvaluatorContext);

}

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.core.eval;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventType;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.core.SelectExprProcessor;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluatorContext;

import com.espertech.esper.event.vaevent.ValueAddEventProcessor;

import org.apache.commons.logging.Log;

import org.apache.commons.logging.LogFactory;

 

import java.util.Map;

 

public class EvalInsertNoWildcardRevision extends EvalBaseMap implements SelectExprProcessor {

 

   private static final Log log = LogFactory.getLog(EvalInsertNoWildcardRevision.class);

 

   private final ValueAddEventProcessor vaeProcessor;

   private final EventType vaeInnerEventType;

 

   public EvalInsertNoWildcardRevision(SelectExprContext selectExprContext, EventType resultEventType,

ValueAddEventProcessor vaeProcessor, EventType vaeInnerEventType) {

       super(selectExprContext, resultEventType);

       this.vaeProcessor = vaeProcessor;

       this.vaeInnerEventType = vaeInnerEventType;

   }

 

   public EventBean processSpecific(Map<String, Object> props, EventBean[] eventsPerStream, boolean

isNewData, boolean isSynthesize, ExprEvaluatorContext exprEvaluatorContext) {

       return vaeProcessor.getValueAddEventBean(super.getEventAdapterService().adapterForTypedMap(props,

vaeInnerEventType));

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *
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* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.subquery;

 

import com.espertech.esper.util.StopCallback;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.join.table.EventTable;

 

/**

* Implements a stop callback for use with subqueries to clear their indexes

* when a statement is stopped.

*/

public class SubqueryStopCallback implements StopCallback

{

   private final EventTable eventIndex;

 

   /**

    * Ctor.

    * @param eventIndex index to clear

    */

   public SubqueryStopCallback(EventTable eventIndex) {

       this.eventIndex = eventIndex;

   }

 

   // Clear out index on statement stop

   public void stop()

   {

       if (eventIndex != null)

       {

           eventIndex.clear();

       }

   }

}

<!--

 ~ **************************************************************************************

 ~ * Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

 ~ * http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

 ~ * http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

 ~ * ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

 ~ * The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

 ~ * a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

 ~ **************************************************************************************

 -->

 

<html>
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<head></head>

<body>

<p>

	Outer join result set assembly code

</p>

</body>

</html>

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.enummethod.eval;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluatorContext;

 

import java.util.Collection;

 

public class EnumEvalMinMaxScalar extends EnumEvalBase implements EnumEval {

 

   private final boolean max;

 

   public EnumEvalMinMaxScalar(int streamCountIncoming, boolean max) {

       super(streamCountIncoming);

       this.max = max;

   }

 

   public Object evaluateEnumMethod(EventBean[] eventsLambda, Collection target, boolean isNewData,

ExprEvaluatorContext context) {

       Comparable minKey = null;

 

       for (Object next : target) {

 

           Object comparable = next;

           if (comparable == null) {

               continue;

           }

 

           if (minKey == null) {

               minKey = (Comparable) comparable;

           }
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           else {

               if (max) {

                   if (minKey.compareTo(comparable) < 0) {

                       minKey = (Comparable) comparable;

                   }

               }

               else {

                   if (minKey.compareTo(comparable) > 0) {

                       minKey = (Comparable) comparable;

                   }

               }

           }

       }

 

       return minKey;

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.agg.service;

 

import com.espertech.esper.epl.agg.access.AggregationAccessor;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.agg.access.AggregationStateKey;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.agg.aggregator.AggregationMethod;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.core.MethodResolutionService;

 

/**

* Factory for aggregation methods.

*/

public interface AggregationMethodFactory

{

   public boolean isAccessAggregation();

 

   public AggregationMethod make(MethodResolutionService methodResolutionService, int agentInstanceId, int

groupId, int aggregationId);

 

   public Class getResultType();

 

   public AggregationStateKey getAggregationStateKey(boolean isMatchRecognize);

 

   public AggregationStateFactory getAggregationStateFactory(boolean isMatchRecognize);
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   public AggregationAccessor getAccessor();

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.agg.access;

 

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluator;

 

import java.util.Comparator;

 

public class AggregationStateMinMaxByEverSpec

{

   protected final int streamId;

   private final ExprEvaluator[] criteria;

   private final boolean max;

   private final Comparator<Object> comparator;

   private final Object criteriaKeyBinding;

 

   public AggregationStateMinMaxByEverSpec(int streamId, ExprEvaluator[] criteria, boolean max,

Comparator<Object> comparator, Object criteriaKeyBinding) {

       this.streamId = streamId;

       this.criteria = criteria;

       this.max = max;

       this.comparator = comparator;

       this.criteriaKeyBinding = criteriaKeyBinding;

   }

 

   public int getStreamId() {

       return streamId;

   }

 

   public ExprEvaluator[] getCriteria() {

       return criteria;

   }

 

   public boolean isMax() {

       return max;

   }

 

   public Comparator<Object> getComparator() {

       return comparator;

   }
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   public Object getCriteriaKeyBinding() {

       return criteriaKeyBinding;

   }

}

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.property;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventType;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluatorContext;

 

/**

* Interface for a function that evaluates the properties of an event and returns event representing the properties.

*/

public interface PropertyEvaluator

{

   /**

    * Returns the result events based on property values, or null if none found.

    * @param theEvent to inspect

    * @param exprEvaluatorContext expression evaluation context

    * @return events representing property(s)

    */

   public EventBean[] getProperty(EventBean theEvent, ExprEvaluatorContext exprEvaluatorContext);

 

   /**

    * Returns the result type of the events generated by evaluating a property expression.

    * @return result event type

    */

   public EventType getFragmentEventType();

 

   /**

    * Compare to another property evaluator.

    * @param otherFilterPropertyEval other

    * @return equals or not

    */

   public boolean compareTo(PropertyEvaluator otherFilterPropertyEval);

}
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/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.spec;

 

public interface ExpressionScriptCompiled {

 

   public Class getKnownReturnType();

}

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.datetime.calop;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluatorContext;

 

import java.util.Calendar;

 

public class CalendarOpWithMin implements CalendarOp {

 

   private final CalendarFieldEnum fieldName;

 

   public CalendarOpWithMin(CalendarFieldEnum fieldName) {

       this.fieldName = fieldName;

   }

 

   public void evaluate(Calendar cal, EventBean[] eventsPerStream, boolean isNewData, ExprEvaluatorContext

context) {

       cal.set(fieldName.getCalendarField(), cal.getActualMinimum(fieldName.getCalendarField()));

   }

}
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/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.core.eval;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventType;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.core.SelectExprProcessor;

import com.espertech.esper.event.vaevent.ValueAddEventProcessor;

import org.apache.commons.logging.Log;

import org.apache.commons.logging.LogFactory;

 

public class EvalInsertNoWildcardSingleColCoercionRevisionBean extends EvalBaseFirstProp implements

SelectExprProcessor {

 

   private static final Log log = LogFactory.getLog(EvalInsertNoWildcardSingleColCoercionRevisionBean.class);

 

   private final ValueAddEventProcessor vaeProcessor;

   private final EventType vaeInnerEventType;

 

   public EvalInsertNoWildcardSingleColCoercionRevisionBean(SelectExprContext selectExprContext, EventType

resultEventType, ValueAddEventProcessor vaeProcessor, EventType vaeInnerEventType) {

       super(selectExprContext, resultEventType);

       this.vaeProcessor = vaeProcessor;

       this.vaeInnerEventType = vaeInnerEventType;

   }

 

   public EventBean processFirstCol(Object result) {

       return vaeProcessor.getValueAddEventBean(super.getEventAdapterService().adapterForTypedBean(result,

vaeInnerEventType));

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/
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package com.espertech.esper.epl.agg.service;

 

import com.espertech.esper.epl.variable.VariableReader;

import org.apache.commons.logging.Log;

import org.apache.commons.logging.LogFactory;

 

/**

* Implementation for handling aggregation with grouping by group-keys.

*/

public class AggSvcGroupByReclaimAgedEvalFuncVariable implements AggSvcGroupByReclaimAgedEvalFunc

{

   private static final Log log = LogFactory.getLog(AggSvcGroupByReclaimAgedEvalFuncVariable.class);

 

   private VariableReader variableReader;

 

   public AggSvcGroupByReclaimAgedEvalFuncVariable(VariableReader variableReader)

   {

       this.variableReader = variableReader;

   }

 

   public Double getLongValue()

   {

       Object val = variableReader.getValue();

       if ((val != null) && (val instanceof Number))

       {

           return ((Number) val).doubleValue();

       }

       log.warn("Variable '" + variableReader.getVariableName() + " returned a null value, using last valid value");

       return null;

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.agg.service;

 

/**

* Implementation for handling aggregation with grouping by group-keys.

*/

public interface AggSvcGroupByReclaimAgedEvalFunc

{

   public Double getLongValue();

}
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/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.join.exec.base;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.join.table.UnindexedEventTable;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.join.rep.Cursor;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluatorContext;

 

import java.util.Set;

 

/**

* Lookup on an unindexed table returning the full table as matching events.

*/

public class FullTableScanLookupStrategy implements JoinExecTableLookupStrategy

{

   private UnindexedEventTable eventIndex;

 

   /**

    * Ctor.

    * @param eventIndex - table to use

    */

   public FullTableScanLookupStrategy(UnindexedEventTable eventIndex)

   {

       this.eventIndex = eventIndex;

   }

 

   public Set<EventBean> lookup(EventBean theEvent, Cursor cursor, ExprEvaluatorContext exprEvaluatorContext)

   {

       Set<EventBean> result = eventIndex.getEventSet();

       if (result.isEmpty())

       {

           return null;

       }

       return result;

   }

 

   /**

    * Returns the associated table.

    * @return table for lookup.

    */

   public UnindexedEventTable getEventIndex()
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   {

       return eventIndex;

   }

}

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.spec;

 

import com.espertech.esper.util.MetaDefItem;

 

import java.util.ArrayList;

import java.util.List;

import java.io.Serializable;

 

/**

* Specification for property evaluation.

*/

public class PropertyEvalSpec implements MetaDefItem, Serializable

{

   private List<PropertyEvalAtom> atoms;

   private static final long serialVersionUID = -8843638696605082278L;

 

   /**

    * Ctor.

    */

   public PropertyEvalSpec()

   {

       this.atoms = new ArrayList<PropertyEvalAtom>();

   }

 

   /**

    * Return a list of atoms.

    * @return atoms

    */

   public List<PropertyEvalAtom> getAtoms()

   {

       return atoms;

   }
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   /**

    * Add an atom.

    * @param atom to add

    */

   public void add(PropertyEvalAtom atom)

   {

       atoms.add(atom);

   }

}

// $ANTLR 3.2 Sep 23, 2009 12:02:23 EsperEPL2Ast.g 2013-09-05 19:55:27

 

 package com.espertech.esper.epl.generated;

 import java.util.Stack;

 import org.apache.commons.logging.Log;

 import org.apache.commons.logging.LogFactory;

 

 

import org.antlr.runtime.*;

import org.antlr.runtime.tree.*;import java.util.Stack;

import java.util.List;

import java.util.ArrayList;

 

public class EsperEPL2Ast extends TreeParser {

   public static final String[] tokenNames = new String[] {

       "<invalid>", "<EOR>", "<DOWN>", "<UP>", "CREATE", "WINDOW", "IN_SET", "BETWEEN", "LIKE",

"REGEXP", "ESCAPE", "OR_EXPR", "AND_EXPR", "NOT_EXPR", "EVERY_EXPR",

"EVERY_DISTINCT_EXPR", "WHERE", "AS", "SUM", "AVG", "MAX", "MIN", "COALESCE", "MEDIAN",

"STDDEV", "AVEDEV", "COUNT", "SELECT", "CASE", "CASE2", "ELSE", "WHEN", "THEN", "END",

"FROM", "OUTER", "INNER", "JOIN", "LEFT", "RIGHT", "FULL", "ON", "IS", "BY", "GROUP", "HAVING",

"DISTINCT", "ALL", "ANY", "SOME", "OUTPUT", "EVENTS", "FIRST", "LAST", "INSERT", "INTO",

"ORDER", "ASC", "DESC", "RSTREAM", "ISTREAM", "IRSTREAM", "SCHEMA", "UNIDIRECTIONAL",

"RETAINUNION", "RETAININTERSECTION", "PATTERN", "SQL", "METADATASQL", "PREVIOUS",

"PREVIOUSTAIL", "PREVIOUSCOUNT", "PREVIOUSWINDOW", "PRIOR", "EXISTS", "WEEKDAY", "LW",

"INSTANCEOF", "TYPEOF", "CAST", "CURRENT_TIMESTAMP", "DELETE", "SNAPSHOT", "SET",

"VARIABLE", "UNTIL", "AT", "INDEX", "TIMEPERIOD_YEAR", "TIMEPERIOD_YEARS",

"TIMEPERIOD_MONTH", "TIMEPERIOD_MONTHS", "TIMEPERIOD_WEEK", "TIMEPERIOD_WEEKS",

"TIMEPERIOD_DAY", "TIMEPERIOD_DAYS", "TIMEPERIOD_HOUR", "TIMEPERIOD_HOURS",

"TIMEPERIOD_MINUTE", "TIMEPERIOD_MINUTES", "TIMEPERIOD_SEC", "TIMEPERIOD_SECOND",

"TIMEPERIOD_SECONDS", "TIMEPERIOD_MILLISEC", "TIMEPERIOD_MILLISECOND",

"TIMEPERIOD_MILLISECONDS", "BOOLEAN_TRUE", "BOOLEAN_FALSE", "VALUE_NULL",

"ROW_LIMIT_EXPR", "OFFSET", "UPDATE", "MATCH_RECOGNIZE", "MEASURES", "DEFINE",

"PARTITION", "MATCHES", "AFTER", "FOR", "WHILE", "USING", "MERGE", "MATCHED",

"EXPRESSIONDECL", "NEWKW", "START", "CONTEXT", "INITIATED", "TERMINATED", "DATAFLOW",

"NUMERIC_PARAM_RANGE", "NUMERIC_PARAM_LIST", "NUMERIC_PARAM_FREQUENCY",

"OBJECT_PARAM_ORDERED_EXPR", "FOLLOWED_BY_EXPR", "FOLLOWED_BY_ITEM",

"PATTERN_FILTER_EXPR", "PATTERN_NOT_EXPR", "PATTERN_EVERY_DISTINCT_EXPR",

"EVENT_FILTER_EXPR", "EVENT_FILTER_PROPERTY_EXPR",

"EVENT_FILTER_PROPERTY_EXPR_ATOM", "PROPERTY_SELECTION_ELEMENT_EXPR",
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"PROPERTY_SELECTION_STREAM", "PROPERTY_WILDCARD_SELECT", "EVENT_FILTER_IDENT",

"EVENT_FILTER_PARAM", "EVENT_FILTER_RANGE", "EVENT_FILTER_NOT_RANGE",

"EVENT_FILTER_IN", "EVENT_FILTER_NOT_IN", "EVENT_FILTER_BETWEEN",

"EVENT_FILTER_NOT_BETWEEN", "CLASS_IDENT", "GUARD_EXPR", "OBSERVER_EXPR",

"VIEW_EXPR", "PATTERN_INCL_EXPR", "DATABASE_JOIN_EXPR", "WHERE_EXPR",

"HAVING_EXPR", "EVAL_BITWISE_EXPR", "EVAL_AND_EXPR", "EVAL_OR_EXPR",

"EVAL_EQUALS_EXPR", "EVAL_NOTEQUALS_EXPR", "EVAL_IS_EXPR", "EVAL_ISNOT_EXPR",

"EVAL_EQUALS_GROUP_EXPR", "EVAL_NOTEQUALS_GROUP_EXPR", "EVAL_IDENT",

"SELECTION_EXPR", "SELECTION_ELEMENT_EXPR", "SELECTION_STREAM", "STREAM_EXPR",

"OUTERJOIN_EXPR", "INNERJOIN_EXPR", "LEFT_OUTERJOIN_EXPR", "RIGHT_OUTERJOIN_EXPR",

"FULL_OUTERJOIN_EXPR", "GROUP_BY_EXPR", "ORDER_BY_EXPR", "ORDER_ELEMENT_EXPR",

"EVENT_PROP_EXPR", "EVENT_PROP_SIMPLE", "EVENT_PROP_MAPPED", "EVENT_PROP_INDEXED",

"EVENT_PROP_DYNAMIC_SIMPLE", "EVENT_PROP_DYNAMIC_INDEXED",

"EVENT_PROP_DYNAMIC_MAPPED", "EVENT_LIMIT_EXPR", "TIMEPERIOD_LIMIT_EXPR",

"AFTER_LIMIT_EXPR", "CRONTAB_LIMIT_EXPR", "CRONTAB_LIMIT_EXPR_PARAM",

"WHEN_LIMIT_EXPR", "TERM_LIMIT_EXPR", "INSERTINTO_EXPR", "EXPRCOL", "INDEXCOL",

"CONCAT", "LIB_FUNCTION", "LIB_FUNC_CHAIN", "DOT_EXPR", "UNARY_MINUS", "TIME_PERIOD",

"ARRAY_EXPR", "YEAR_PART", "MONTH_PART", "WEEK_PART", "DAY_PART", "HOUR_PART",

"MINUTE_PART", "SECOND_PART", "MILLISECOND_PART", "NOT_IN_SET", "NOT_BETWEEN",

"NOT_LIKE", "NOT_REGEXP", "DBSELECT_EXPR", "DBFROM_CLAUSE", "DBWHERE_CLAUSE",

"WILDCARD_SELECT", "INSERTINTO_STREAM_NAME", "IN_RANGE", "NOT_IN_RANGE",

"SUBSELECT_EXPR", "SUBSELECT_GROUP_EXPR", "EXISTS_SUBSELECT_EXPR",

"IN_SUBSELECT_EXPR", "NOT_IN_SUBSELECT_EXPR", "IN_SUBSELECT_QUERY_EXPR",

"LAST_OPERATOR", "WEEKDAY_OPERATOR", "SUBSTITUTION", "CAST_EXPR",

"CREATE_INDEX_EXPR", "CREATE_WINDOW_EXPR", "CREATE_WINDOW_SELECT_EXPR",

"ON_EXPR", "ON_STREAM", "ON_DELETE_EXPR", "ON_SELECT_EXPR", "ON_UPDATE_EXPR",

"ON_MERGE_EXPR", "ON_SELECT_INSERT_EXPR", "ON_SELECT_INSERT_OUTPUT",

"ON_EXPR_FROM", "ON_SET_EXPR", "CREATE_VARIABLE_EXPR", "METHOD_JOIN_EXPR",

"MATCH_UNTIL_EXPR", "MATCH_UNTIL_RANGE_HALFOPEN",

"MATCH_UNTIL_RANGE_HALFCLOSED", "MATCH_UNTIL_RANGE_CLOSED",

"MATCH_UNTIL_RANGE_BOUNDED", "CREATE_COL_TYPE_LIST", "CREATE_COL_TYPE",

"NUMBERSETSTAR", "ANNOTATION", "ANNOTATION_ARRAY", "ANNOTATION_VALUE",

"FIRST_AGGREG", "LAST_AGGREG", "WINDOW_AGGREG", "ACCESS_AGG", "UPDATE_EXPR",

"ON_SET_EXPR_ITEM", "CREATE_SCHEMA_EXPR", "CREATE_SCHEMA_EXPR_QUAL",

"CREATE_SCHEMA_DEF", "VARIANT_LIST", "MERGE_UNM", "MERGE_MAT", "MERGE_UPD",

"MERGE_INS", "MERGE_DEL", "NEW_ITEM", "AGG_FILTER_EXPR", "CREATE_EXPR",

"CREATE_CTX", "CREATE_CTX_FIXED", "CREATE_CTX_PART", "CREATE_CTX_COAL",

"CREATE_CTX_CAT", "CREATE_CTX_INIT", "CREATE_CTX_CATITEM", "CREATE_CTX_NESTED",

"CREATE_CTX_PATTERN", "CREATE_DATAFLOW", "GOP", "GOPPARAM", "GOPPARAMITM",

"GOPOUT", "GOPOUTITM", "GOPOUTTYP", "GOPCFG", "GOPCFGITM", "GOPCFGEPL",

"PARTITIONITEM", "INT_TYPE", "LONG_TYPE", "FLOAT_TYPE", "DOUBLE_TYPE", "STRING_TYPE",

"BOOL_TYPE", "NULL_TYPE", "NUM_DOUBLE", "EPL_EXPR", "MATCHREC_PATTERN",

"MATCHREC_PATTERN_ATOM", "MATCHREC_PATTERN_CONCAT",

"MATCHREC_PATTERN_ALTER", "MATCHREC_PATTERN_NESTED", "MATCHREC_AFTER_SKIP",

"MATCHREC_INTERVAL", "MATCHREC_DEFINE", "MATCHREC_DEFINE_ITEM",

"MATCHREC_MEASURES", "MATCHREC_MEASURE_ITEM", "JSON_OBJECT", "JSON_ARRAY",

"JSON_FIELD", "LBRACK", "RBRACK", "IDENT", "LPAREN", "RPAREN", "COLON", "LCURLY",

"RCURLY", "GOES", "ATCHAR", "COMMA", "DOT", "EQUALS", "STAR", "FOLLOWED_BY", "LT", "GT",
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"QUESTION", "BOR", "PLUS", "STRING_LITERAL", "QUOTED_STRING_LITERAL", "BAND", "BXOR",

"SQL_NE", "NOT_EQUAL", "LE", "GE", "LOR", "MINUS", "DIV", "MOD", "NUM_INT",

"FOLLOWMAX_BEGIN", "FOLLOWMAX_END", "ESCAPECHAR", "TICKED_STRING_LITERAL",

"NUM_LONG", "NUM_FLOAT", "EQUAL", "LNOT", "BNOT", "DIV_ASSIGN", "PLUS_ASSIGN", "INC",

"MINUS_ASSIGN", "DEC", "STAR_ASSIGN", "MOD_ASSIGN", "BXOR_ASSIGN", "BOR_ASSIGN",

"BAND_ASSIGN", "LAND", "SEMI", "WS", "SL_COMMENT", "ML_COMMENT", "EscapeSequence",

"UnicodeEscape", "OctalEscape", "HexDigit", "EXPONENT", "FLOAT_SUFFIX", "GOPCFGEXP",

"EVAL_IS_GROUP_EXPR", "EVAL_ISNOT_GROUP_EXPR"

   };

   public static final int FLOAT_SUFFIX=385;

   public static final int GOPCFGITM=297;

   public static final int NUMERIC_PARAM_LIST=131;

   public static final int OUTERJOIN_EXPR=175;

   public static final int CREATE_COL_TYPE_LIST=256;

   public static final int MERGE_INS=275;

   public static final int TIMEPERIOD_MILLISECONDS=105;

   public static final int CREATE_CTX_FIXED=281;

   public static final int RPAREN=327;

   public static final int LNOT=363;

   public static final int INC=367;

   public static final int CREATE=4;

   public static final int STRING_LITERAL=343;

   public static final int STREAM_EXPR=174;

   public static final int MATCHES=116;

   public static final int METADATASQL=68;

   public static final int EVENT_FILTER_PROPERTY_EXPR=140;

   public static final int GOES=331;

   public static final int REGEXP=9;

   public static final int MATCHED=122;

   public static final int INITIATED=127;

   public static final int FOLLOWED_BY_EXPR=134;

   public static final int RBRACK=324;

   public static final int MATCH_UNTIL_RANGE_CLOSED=254;

   public static final int GE=350;

   public static final int ASC=57;

   public static final int IN_SET=6;

   public static final int EVENT_FILTER_EXPR=139;

   public static final int EVENT_FILTER_NOT_IN=150;

   public static final int NUM_DOUBLE=307;

   public static final int TIMEPERIOD_MILLISEC=103;

   public static final int RETAINUNION=64;

   public static final int DBWHERE_CLAUSE=221;

   public static final int MEDIAN=23;

   public static final int GROUP=44;

   public static final int SUBSELECT_GROUP_EXPR=227;

   public static final int YEAR_PART=207;

   public static final int TYPEOF=78;

   public static final int ESCAPECHAR=358;
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   public static final int EXPRCOL=198;

   public static final int SL_COMMENT=378;

   public static final int NULL_TYPE=306;

   public static final int MATCH_UNTIL_RANGE_HALFOPEN=252;

   public static final int GT=339;

   public static final int LAND=375;

   public static final int EVENT_PROP_EXPR=183;

   public static final int LBRACK=323;

   public static final int VIEW_EXPR=156;

   public static final int MERGE_UPD=274;

   public static final int CREATE_SCHEMA_DEF=270;

   public static final int EVENT_FILTER_PROPERTY_EXPR_ATOM=141;

   public static final int ON_MERGE_EXPR=244;

   public static final int TIMEPERIOD_SEC=100;

   public static final int ON_SELECT_EXPR=242;

   public static final int TICKED_STRING_LITERAL=359;

   public static final int SUM=18;

   public static final int JSON_ARRAY=321;

   public static final int HexDigit=383;

   public static final int AT=86;

   public static final int AS=17;

   public static final int TIMEPERIOD_MONTH=90;

   public static final int LEFT=38;

   public static final int AVG=19;

   public static final int PREVIOUS=69;

   public static final int PREVIOUSWINDOW=72;

   public static final int PARTITIONITEM=299;

   public static final int DATABASE_JOIN_EXPR=158;

   public static final int IDENT=325;

   public static final int PLUS=342;

   public static final int EVENT_PROP_INDEXED=186;

   public static final int CREATE_SCHEMA_EXPR=268;

   public static final int CREATE_INDEX_EXPR=236;

   public static final int ACCESS_AGG=265;

   public static final int LIKE=8;

   public static final int OUTER=35;

   public static final int RIGHT_OUTERJOIN_EXPR=178;

   public static final int BY=43;

   public static final int MATCHREC_DEFINE=316;

   public static final int MERGE=121;

   public static final int MERGE_UNM=272;

   public static final int FOLLOWMAX_END=357;

   public static final int LEFT_OUTERJOIN_EXPR=177;

   public static final int GROUP_BY_EXPR=180;

   public static final int EPL_EXPR=308;

   public static final int RIGHT=39;

   public static final int HAVING=45;

   public static final int GOPOUTITM=294;
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   public static final int MINUS=352;

   public static final int SEMI=376;

   public static final int INDEXCOL=199;

   public static final int STAR_ASSIGN=370;

   public static final int FIRST_AGGREG=262;

   public static final int COLON=328;

   public static final int PREVIOUSTAIL=70;

   public static final int NOT_IN_SET=215;

   public static final int VALUE_NULL=108;

   public static final int EVENT_PROP_DYNAMIC_SIMPLE=187;

   public static final int NOT_IN_SUBSELECT_EXPR=230;

   public static final int GUARD_EXPR=154;

   public static final int RCURLY=330;

   public static final int EXISTS_SUBSELECT_EXPR=228;

   public static final int WEEK_PART=209;

   public static final int ROW_LIMIT_EXPR=109;

   public static final int SELECTION_EXPR=171;

   public static final int EVAL_IS_GROUP_EXPR=387;

   public static final int LW=76;

   public static final int LT=338;

   public static final int CREATE_CTX=280;

   public static final int ORDER_BY_EXPR=181;

   public static final int NEW_ITEM=277;

   public static final int MOD_ASSIGN=371;

   public static final int IN_SUBSELECT_QUERY_EXPR=231;

   public static final int JSON_FIELD=322;

   public static final int EQUALS=335;

   public static final int COUNT=26;

   public static final int RETAININTERSECTION=65;

   public static final int TERMINATED=128;

   public static final int TIMEPERIOD_WEEKS=93;

   public static final int PATTERN=66;

   public static final int MATCHREC_AFTER_SKIP=314;

   public static final int ESCAPE=10;

   public static final int EVAL_NOTEQUALS_GROUP_EXPR=169;

   public static final int SELECT=27;

   public static final int INTO=55;

   public static final int EVAL_ISNOT_EXPR=167;

   public static final int FLOAT_TYPE=302;

   public static final int COALESCE=22;

   public static final int EVENT_FILTER_BETWEEN=151;

   public static final int ANNOTATION_VALUE=261;

   public static final int CLASS_IDENT=153;

   public static final int MATCHREC_PATTERN_ALTER=312;

   public static final int CREATE_WINDOW_EXPR=237;

   public static final int PROPERTY_SELECTION_STREAM=143;

   public static final int ON_DELETE_EXPR=241;

   public static final int ON=41;
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   public static final int DELETE=81;

   public static final int INT_TYPE=300;

   public static final int EVERY_EXPR=14;

   public static final int EVAL_BITWISE_EXPR=161;

   public static final int TIMEPERIOD_HOURS=97;

   public static final int STRING_TYPE=304;

   public static final int MATCHREC_DEFINE_ITEM=317;

   public static final int STDDEV=24;

   public static final int OUTPUT=50;

   public static final int WEEKDAY_OPERATOR=233;

   public static final int DEC=369;

   public static final int WHERE=16;

   public static final int GOPOUT=293;

   public static final int BXOR_ASSIGN=372;

   public static final int AFTER_LIMIT_EXPR=192;

   public static final int SNAPSHOT=82;

   public static final int MAX=20;

   public static final int DEFINE=114;

   public static final int TIMEPERIOD_YEARS=89;

   public static final int TIMEPERIOD_DAYS=95;

   public static final int CONTEXT=126;

   public static final int CREATE_CTX_CAT=284;

   public static final int EVENT_PROP_DYNAMIC_INDEXED=188;

   public static final int BOR_ASSIGN=373;

   public static final int COMMA=333;

   public static final int WHEN_LIMIT_EXPR=195;

   public static final int IS=42;

   public static final int PARTITION=115;

   public static final int SOME=49;

   public static final int EQUAL=362;

   public static final int MATCHREC_MEASURE_ITEM=319;

   public static final int EVENT_FILTER_NOT_BETWEEN=152;

   public static final int IN_RANGE=224;

   public static final int TIMEPERIOD_WEEK=92;

   public static final int PROPERTY_WILDCARD_SELECT=144;

   public static final int INSERTINTO_EXPR=197;

   public static final int UNIDIRECTIONAL=63;

   public static final int MATCH_UNTIL_RANGE_BOUNDED=255;

   public static final int TIMEPERIOD_MINUTES=99;

   public static final int RSTREAM=59;

   public static final int NOT_BETWEEN=216;

   public static final int TIMEPERIOD_MINUTE=98;

   public static final int EVAL_OR_EXPR=163;

   public static final int BAND=345;

   public static final int MATCHREC_PATTERN_ATOM=310;

   public static final int QUOTED_STRING_LITERAL=344;

   public static final int NOT_EXPR=13;

   public static final int QUESTION=340;
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   public static final int EVENT_FILTER_IDENT=145;

   public static final int UnicodeEscape=381;

   public static final int DBSELECT_EXPR=219;

   public static final int FOLLOWMAX_BEGIN=356;

   public static final int WINDOW=5;

   public static final int ON_SET_EXPR_ITEM=267;

   public static final int DBFROM_CLAUSE=220;

   public static final int LE=349;

   public static final int EVAL_IDENT=170;

   public static final int CRONTAB_LIMIT_EXPR=193;

   public static final int STAR=336;

   public static final int DOT_EXPR=203;

   public static final int ISTREAM=60;

   public static final int MOD=354;

   public static final int LIB_FUNC_CHAIN=202;

   public static final int EVAL_ISNOT_GROUP_EXPR=388;

   public static final int MONTH_PART=208;

   public static final int EOF=-1;

   public static final int LIB_FUNCTION=201;

   public static final int FULL_OUTERJOIN_EXPR=179;

   public static final int CREATE_CTX_NESTED=287;

   public static final int MATCHREC_PATTERN_CONCAT=311;

   public static final int USING=120;

   public static final int CAST_EXPR=235;

   public static final int TIMEPERIOD_SECONDS=102;

   public static final int NOT_EQUAL=348;

   public static final int LAST_AGGREG=263;

   public static final int NEWKW=124;

   public static final int HOUR_PART=211;

   public static final int FOLLOWED_BY=337;

   public static final int MATCHREC_PATTERN_NESTED=313;

   public static final int GOPPARAMITM=292;

   public static final int METHOD_JOIN_EXPR=250;

   public static final int CREATE_CTX_PART=282;

   public static final int PATTERN_EVERY_DISTINCT_EXPR=138;

   public static final int CREATE_CTX_COAL=283;

   public static final int ELSE=30;

   public static final int MINUS_ASSIGN=368;

   public static final int INSERTINTO_STREAM_NAME=223;

   public static final int UNARY_MINUS=204;

   public static final int LCURLY=329;

   public static final int EVENTS=51;

   public static final int AND_EXPR=12;

   public static final int EVENT_FILTER_NOT_RANGE=148;

   public static final int WS=377;

   public static final int FOLLOWED_BY_ITEM=135;

   public static final int ON_SELECT_INSERT_EXPR=245;

   public static final int GOPPARAM=291;
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   public static final int BNOT=364;

   public static final int EVAL_IS_EXPR=166;

   public static final int WHERE_EXPR=159;

   public static final int END=33;

   public static final int INNERJOIN_EXPR=176;

   public static final int TERM_LIMIT_EXPR=196;

   public static final int NOT_REGEXP=218;

   public static final int MATCH_UNTIL_EXPR=251;

   public static final int ANNOTATION=259;

   public static final int LONG_TYPE=301;

   public static final int MATCHREC_PATTERN=309;

   public static final int ATCHAR=332;

   public static final int MINUTE_PART=212;

   public static final int PATTERN_NOT_EXPR=137;

   public static final int SQL_NE=347;

   public static final int UPDATE_EXPR=266;

   public static final int LPAREN=326;

   public static final int IN_SUBSELECT_EXPR=229;

   public static final int BOOLEAN_TRUE=106;

   public static final int OR_EXPR=11;

   public static final int JSON_OBJECT=320;

   public static final int THEN=32;

   public static final int NOT_IN_RANGE=225;

   public static final int MATCHREC_INTERVAL=315;

   public static final int OFFSET=110;

   public static final int SECOND_PART=213;

   public static final int MATCH_RECOGNIZE=112;

   public static final int CASE2=29;

   public static final int BXOR=346;

   public static final int TIMEPERIOD_DAY=94;

   public static final int MERGE_MAT=273;

   public static final int EXISTS=74;

   public static final int TIMEPERIOD_MILLISECOND=104;

   public static final int EVAL_NOTEQUALS_EXPR=165;

   public static final int CREATE_CTX_CATITEM=286;

   public static final int CREATE_VARIABLE_EXPR=249;

   public static final int MATCH_UNTIL_RANGE_HALFCLOSED=253;

   public static final int PATTERN_FILTER_EXPR=136;

   public static final int LAST_OPERATOR=232;

   public static final int NUMBERSETSTAR=258;

   public static final int EVAL_AND_EXPR=162;

   public static final int SET=83;

   public static final int INSTANCEOF=77;

   public static final int EVENT_PROP_SIMPLE=184;

   public static final int MIN=21;

   public static final int PREVIOUSCOUNT=71;

   public static final int VARIANT_LIST=271;

   public static final int EVAL_EQUALS_GROUP_EXPR=168;
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   public static final int SCHEMA=62;

   public static final int BAND_ASSIGN=374;

   public static final int CRONTAB_LIMIT_EXPR_PARAM=194;

   public static final int WHEN=31;

   public static final int PLUS_ASSIGN=366;

   public static final int DAY_PART=210;

   public static final int START=125;

   public static final int EVENT_FILTER_IN=149;

   public static final int DIV=353;

   public static final int GOPCFGEXP=386;

   public static final int OBJECT_PARAM_ORDERED_EXPR=133;

   public static final int EXPRESSIONDECL=123;

   public static final int OctalEscape=382;

   public static final int BETWEEN=7;

   public static final int MILLISECOND_PART=214;

   public static final int FIRST=52;

   public static final int PRIOR=73;

   public static final int CAST=79;

   public static final int LOR=351;

   public static final int WILDCARD_SELECT=222;

   public static final int EXPONENT=384;

   public static final int PATTERN_INCL_EXPR=157;

   public static final int WHILE=119;

   public static final int BOOL_TYPE=305;

   public static final int GOPCFG=296;

   public static final int ANNOTATION_ARRAY=260;

   public static final int CASE=28;

   public static final int CREATE_EXPR=279;

   public static final int GOP=290;

   public static final int WINDOW_AGGREG=264;

   public static final int DIV_ASSIGN=365;

   public static final int CREATE_CTX_INIT=285;

   public static final int SQL=67;

   public static final int FULL=40;

   public static final int WEEKDAY=75;

   public static final int INSERT=54;

   public static final int ON_UPDATE_EXPR=243;

   public static final int ARRAY_EXPR=206;

   public static final int CREATE_COL_TYPE=257;

   public static final int LAST=53;

   public static final int BOOLEAN_FALSE=107;

   public static final int TIMEPERIOD_SECOND=101;

   public static final int SUBSELECT_EXPR=226;

   public static final int NUMERIC_PARAM_RANGE=130;

   public static final int CONCAT=200;

   public static final int ON_EXPR=239;

   public static final int NUM_LONG=360;

   public static final int TIME_PERIOD=205;
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   public static final int DOUBLE_TYPE=303;

   public static final int ORDER_ELEMENT_EXPR=182;

   public static final int VARIABLE=84;

   public static final int SUBSTITUTION=234;

   public static final int UNTIL=85;

   public static final int ON_SET_EXPR=248;

   public static final int NUM_INT=355;

   public static final int ON_EXPR_FROM=247;

   public static final int NUM_FLOAT=361;

   public static final int FROM=34;

   public static final int DISTINCT=46;

   public static final int EscapeSequence=380;

   public static final int PROPERTY_SELECTION_ELEMENT_EXPR=142;

   public static final int INNER=36;

   public static final int NUMERIC_PARAM_FREQUENCY=132;

   public static final int ORDER=56;

   public static final int EVENT_FILTER_PARAM=146;

   public static final int EVENT_PROP_DYNAMIC_MAPPED=189;

   public static final int IRSTREAM=61;

   public static final int UPDATE=111;

   public static final int FOR=118;

   public static final int ON_STREAM=240;

   public static final int EVENT_FILTER_RANGE=147;

   public static final int INDEX=87;

   public static final int ML_COMMENT=379;

   public static final int TIMEPERIOD_LIMIT_EXPR=191;

   public static final int TIMEPERIOD_HOUR=96;

   public static final int ALL=47;

   public static final int BOR=341;

   public static final int DOT=334;

   public static final int CURRENT_TIMESTAMP=80;

   public static final int MATCHREC_MEASURES=318;

   public static final int EVERY_DISTINCT_EXPR=15;

   public static final int HAVING_EXPR=160;

   public static final int MERGE_DEL=276;

   public static final int EVAL_EQUALS_EXPR=164;

   public static final int NOT_LIKE=217;

   public static final int EVENT_LIMIT_EXPR=190;

   public static final int ON_SELECT_INSERT_OUTPUT=246;

   public static final int CREATE_DATAFLOW=289;

   public static final int AFTER=117;

   public static final int MEASURES=113;

   public static final int AGG_FILTER_EXPR=278;

   public static final int CREATE_CTX_PATTERN=288;

   public static final int JOIN=37;

   public static final int GOPOUTTYP=295;

   public static final int ANY=48;

   public static final int OBSERVER_EXPR=155;
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   public static final int CREATE_SCHEMA_EXPR_QUAL=269;

   public static final int EVENT_PROP_MAPPED=185;

   public static final int TIMEPERIOD_YEAR=88;

   public static final int AVEDEV=25;

   public static final int GOPCFGEPL=298;

   public static final int TIMEPERIOD_MONTHS=91;

   public static final int SELECTION_ELEMENT_EXPR=172;

   public static final int CREATE_WINDOW_SELECT_EXPR=238;

   public static final int DESC=58;

   public static final int DATAFLOW=129;

   public static final int SELECTION_STREAM=173;

 

   // delegates

   // delegators

 

 

       public EsperEPL2Ast(TreeNodeStream input) {

           this(input, new RecognizerSharedState());

       }

       public EsperEPL2Ast(TreeNodeStream input, RecognizerSharedState state) {

           super(input, state);

           

       }

      

 

   public String[] getTokenNames() { return EsperEPL2Ast.tokenNames; }

   public String getGrammarFileName() { return "EsperEPL2Ast.g"; }

 

 

     private static Log log = LogFactory.getLog(EsperEPL2Ast.class);

 

     // For pattern processing within EPL

     protected void endPattern() {};

 

     protected void pushStmtContext() {};

     protected void leaveNode(Tree node) {};

     protected void end() {};

 

     protected void mismatch(IntStream input, int ttype, BitSet follow) throws RecognitionException {

       throw new MismatchedTokenException(ttype, input); 

     }

 

     public void recoverFromMismatchedToken(IntStream intStream, RecognitionException recognitionException,

int i, BitSet bitSet) throws RecognitionException {

       throw recognitionException;

     }

 

     public Object recoverFromMismatchedSet(IntStream intStream, RecognitionException recognitionException,
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BitSet bitSet) throws RecognitionException {

       throw recognitionException;

     }

 

     protected boolean recoverFromMismatchedElement(IntStream intStream, RecognitionException

recognitionException, BitSet bitSet) {

       throw new RuntimeException("Error recovering from mismatched element", recognitionException);

     }

    

     public void recover(org.antlr.runtime.IntStream intStream, org.antlr.runtime.RecognitionException

recognitionException) {

       throw new RuntimeException("Error recovering from recognition exception", recognitionException);

     }

 

 

 

   // $ANTLR start "annotation"

   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:57:1: annotation[boolean isLeaveNode] : ^(a= ANNOTATION CLASS_IDENT (

elementValuePair )* ( elementValue )? ) ;

   public final void annotation(boolean isLeaveNode) throws RecognitionException {

       CommonTree a=null;

 

       try {

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:58:2: ( ^(a= ANNOTATION CLASS_IDENT ( elementValuePair )* ( elementValue )? ) )

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:58:4: ^(a= ANNOTATION CLASS_IDENT ( elementValuePair )* ( elementValue )? )

           {

           a=(CommonTree)match(input,ANNOTATION,FOLLOW_ANNOTATION_in_annotation92);

 

           match(input, Token.DOWN, null);

           match(input,CLASS_IDENT,FOLLOW_CLASS_IDENT_in_annotation94);

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:58:31: ( elementValuePair )*

           loop1:

           do {

               int alt1=2;

               int LA1_0 = input.LA(1);

 

               if ( (LA1_0==ANNOTATION_VALUE) ) {

                   alt1=1;

               }

 

 

               switch (alt1) {

           	case 1 :

           	    // EsperEPL2Ast.g:58:31: elementValuePair

           	    {

           	    pushFollow(FOLLOW_elementValuePair_in_annotation96);

           	    elementValuePair();
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           	    state._fsp--;

 

 

           	    }

           	    break;

 

           	default :

           	    break loop1;

               }

           } while (true);

 

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:58:49: ( elementValue )?

           int alt2=2;

           int LA2_0 = input.LA(1);

 

           if ( (LA2_0==CLASS_IDENT||(LA2_0>=ANNOTATION &&

LA2_0<=ANNOTATION_ARRAY)||(LA2_0>=INT_TYPE && LA2_0<=NULL_TYPE)) ) {

               alt2=1;

           }

           switch (alt2) {

               case 1 :

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:58:49: elementValue

                   {

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_elementValue_in_annotation99);

                   elementValue();

 

                   state._fsp--;

 

 

                   }

                   break;

 

           }

 

 

           match(input, Token.UP, null);

            if (isLeaveNode) leaveNode(a);

 

           }

 

       }

 

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;

         }

       finally {

       }

       return ;
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   }

   // $ANTLR end "annotation"

 

 

   // $ANTLR start "elementValuePair"

   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:61:1: elementValuePair : ^(a= ANNOTATION_VALUE IDENT elementValue ) ;

   public final void elementValuePair() throws RecognitionException {

       CommonTree a=null;

 

       try {

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:62:2: ( ^(a= ANNOTATION_VALUE IDENT elementValue ) )

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:62:4: ^(a= ANNOTATION_VALUE IDENT elementValue )

           {

a=(CommonTree)match(input,ANNOTATION_VALUE,FOLLOW_ANNOTATION_VALUE_in_elementValuePa

ir117);

 

           match(input, Token.DOWN, null);

           match(input,IDENT,FOLLOW_IDENT_in_elementValuePair119);

           pushFollow(FOLLOW_elementValue_in_elementValuePair121);

           elementValue();

 

           state._fsp--;

 

 

           match(input, Token.UP, null);

 

           }

 

       }

 

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;

         }

       finally {

       }

       return ;

   }

   // $ANTLR end "elementValuePair"

 

 

   // $ANTLR start "elementValue"

   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:65:1: elementValue : ( annotation[false] | ^( ANNOTATION_ARRAY ( elementValue )* ) |

constant[false] | CLASS_IDENT );

   public final void elementValue() throws RecognitionException {

       try {

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:66:6: ( annotation[false] | ^( ANNOTATION_ARRAY ( elementValue )* ) |

constant[false] | CLASS_IDENT )

           int alt4=4;
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           switch ( input.LA(1) ) {

           case ANNOTATION:

               {

               alt4=1;

               }

               break;

           case ANNOTATION_ARRAY:

               {

               alt4=2;

               }

               break;

           case INT_TYPE:

           case LONG_TYPE:

           case FLOAT_TYPE:

           case DOUBLE_TYPE:

           case STRING_TYPE:

           case BOOL_TYPE:

           case NULL_TYPE:

               {

               alt4=3;

               }

               break;

           case CLASS_IDENT:

               {

               alt4=4;

               }

               break;

           default:

               NoViableAltException nvae =

                   new NoViableAltException("", 4, 0, input);

 

               throw nvae;

           }

 

           switch (alt4) {

               case 1 :

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:66:11: annotation[false]

                   {

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_annotation_in_elementValue148);

                   annotation(false);

 

                   state._fsp--;

 

 

                   }

                   break;

               case 2 :

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:67:5: ^( ANNOTATION_ARRAY ( elementValue )* )
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                   {

                   match(input,ANNOTATION_ARRAY,FOLLOW_ANNOTATION_ARRAY_in_elementValue156);

 

                   if ( input.LA(1)==Token.DOWN ) {

                       match(input, Token.DOWN, null);

                       // EsperEPL2Ast.g:67:24: ( elementValue )*

                       loop3:

                       do {

                           int alt3=2;

                           int LA3_0 = input.LA(1);

 

                           if ( (LA3_0==CLASS_IDENT||(LA3_0>=ANNOTATION &&

LA3_0<=ANNOTATION_ARRAY)||(LA3_0>=INT_TYPE && LA3_0<=NULL_TYPE)) ) {

                               alt3=1;

                           }

 

 

                           switch (alt3) {

                       	case 1 :

                       	    // EsperEPL2Ast.g:67:24: elementValue

                       	    {

                       	    pushFollow(FOLLOW_elementValue_in_elementValue158);

                       	    elementValue();

 

                       	    state._fsp--;

 

 

                       	    }

                       	    break;

 

                       	default :

                       	    break loop3;

                           }

                       } while (true);

 

 

                       match(input, Token.UP, null);

                   }

 

                   }

                   break;

               case 3 :

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:68:8: constant[false]

                   {

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_constant_in_elementValue169);

                   constant(false);

 

                   state._fsp--;
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                   }

                   break;

               case 4 :

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:69:8: CLASS_IDENT

                   {

                   match(input,CLASS_IDENT,FOLLOW_CLASS_IDENT_in_elementValue179);

 

                   }

                   break;

 

           }

       }

 

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;

         }

       finally {

       }

       return ;

   }

   // $ANTLR end "elementValue"

 

 

   // $ANTLR start "expressionDecl"

   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:75:1: expressionDecl[boolean isLeaveNode] : ^(e= EXPRESSIONDECL IDENT

expressionDef ( exprCol )? ( CLASS_IDENT )? ( ^( COLON IDENT ) )? ( LBRACK )? ) ;

   public final void expressionDecl(boolean isLeaveNode) throws RecognitionException {

       CommonTree e=null;

 

       try {

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:76:2: ( ^(e= EXPRESSIONDECL IDENT expressionDef ( exprCol )? ( CLASS_IDENT

)? ( ^( COLON IDENT ) )? ( LBRACK )? ) )

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:76:4: ^(e= EXPRESSIONDECL IDENT expressionDef ( exprCol )? ( CLASS_IDENT )?

( ^( COLON IDENT ) )? ( LBRACK )? )

           {

e=(CommonTree)match(input,EXPRESSIONDECL,FOLLOW_EXPRESSIONDECL_in_expressionDecl205); 

       

    match(input, Token.DOWN, null);

           match(input,IDENT,FOLLOW_IDENT_in_expressionDecl207);

           pushFollow(FOLLOW_expressionDef_in_expressionDecl209);

           expressionDef();

 

           state._fsp--;

 

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:76:43: ( exprCol )?

           int alt5=2;

           int LA5_0 = input.LA(1);
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           if ( (LA5_0==EXPRCOL) ) {

               alt5=1;

           }

           switch (alt5) {

               case 1 :

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:76:43: exprCol

                   {

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_exprCol_in_expressionDecl211);

                   exprCol();

 

                   state._fsp--;

 

 

                   }

                   break;

 

           }

 

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:76:52: ( CLASS_IDENT )?

           int alt6=2;

           int LA6_0 = input.LA(1);

 

           if ( (LA6_0==CLASS_IDENT) ) {

               alt6=1;

           }

           switch (alt6) {

               case 1 :

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:76:52: CLASS_IDENT

                   {

                   match(input,CLASS_IDENT,FOLLOW_CLASS_IDENT_in_expressionDecl214);

 

                   }

                   break;

 

           }

 

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:76:65: ( ^( COLON IDENT ) )?

           int alt7=2;

           int LA7_0 = input.LA(1);

 

           if ( (LA7_0==COLON) ) {

               alt7=1;

           }

           switch (alt7) {

               case 1 :

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:76:66: ^( COLON IDENT )

                   {
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                   match(input,COLON,FOLLOW_COLON_in_expressionDecl219);

 

                   match(input, Token.DOWN, null);

                   match(input,IDENT,FOLLOW_IDENT_in_expressionDecl221);

 

                   match(input, Token.UP, null);

 

                   }

                   break;

 

           }

 

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:76:83: ( LBRACK )?

           int alt8=2;

           int LA8_0 = input.LA(1);

 

           if ( (LA8_0==LBRACK) ) {

               alt8=1;

           }

           switch (alt8) {

               case 1 :

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:76:83: LBRACK

                   {

                   match(input,LBRACK,FOLLOW_LBRACK_in_expressionDecl226);

 

                   }

                   break;

 

           }

 

 

           match(input, Token.UP, null);

            if (isLeaveNode) leaveNode(e);

 

           }

 

       }

 

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;

         }

       finally {

       }

       return ;

   }

   // $ANTLR end "expressionDecl"
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   // $ANTLR start "expressionDef"

   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:79:1: expressionDef : ( ^( GOES valueExpr ( expressionLambdaDecl )? ) | ^(

EXPRESSIONDECL constant[false] ) );

   public final void expressionDef() throws RecognitionException {

       try {

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:80:2: ( ^( GOES valueExpr ( expressionLambdaDecl )? ) | ^( EXPRESSIONDECL

constant[false] ) )

           int alt10=2;

           int LA10_0 = input.LA(1);

 

           if ( (LA10_0==GOES) ) {

               alt10=1;

           }

           else if ( (LA10_0==EXPRESSIONDECL) ) {

               alt10=2;

           }

           else {

               NoViableAltException nvae =

                   new NoViableAltException("", 10, 0, input);

 

               throw nvae;

           }

           switch (alt10) {

               case 1 :

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:80:4: ^( GOES valueExpr ( expressionLambdaDecl )? )

                   {

                   match(input,GOES,FOLLOW_GOES_in_expressionDef243);

 

                   match(input, Token.DOWN, null);

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_valueExpr_in_expressionDef245);

                   valueExpr();

 

                   state._fsp--;

 

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:80:21: ( expressionLambdaDecl )?

                   int alt9=2;

                   int LA9_0 = input.LA(1);

 

                   if ( (LA9_0==GOES) ) {

                       alt9=1;

                   }

                   switch (alt9) {

                       case 1 :

                           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:80:21: expressionLambdaDecl

                           {

                           pushFollow(FOLLOW_expressionLambdaDecl_in_expressionDef247);

                           expressionLambdaDecl();
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                           state._fsp--;

 

 

                           }

                           break;

 

                   }

 

 

                   match(input, Token.UP, null);

 

                   }

                   break;

               case 2 :

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:81:4: ^( EXPRESSIONDECL constant[false] )

                   {

                   match(input,EXPRESSIONDECL,FOLLOW_EXPRESSIONDECL_in_expressionDef255);

 

                   match(input, Token.DOWN, null);

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_constant_in_expressionDef257);

                   constant(false);

 

                   state._fsp--;

 

 

                   match(input, Token.UP, null);

 

                   }

                   break;

 

           }

       }

 

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;

         }

       finally {

       }

       return ;

   }

   // $ANTLR end "expressionDef"

 

 

   // $ANTLR start "expressionLambdaDecl"

   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:84:1: expressionLambdaDecl : ^( GOES ( IDENT | exprCol ) ) ;

   public final void expressionLambdaDecl() throws RecognitionException {

       try {

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:85:2: ( ^( GOES ( IDENT | exprCol ) ) )
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           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:85:4: ^( GOES ( IDENT | exprCol ) )

           {

           match(input,GOES,FOLLOW_GOES_in_expressionLambdaDecl271);

 

           match(input, Token.DOWN, null);

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:85:11: ( IDENT | exprCol )

           int alt11=2;

           int LA11_0 = input.LA(1);

 

           if ( (LA11_0==IDENT) ) {

               alt11=1;

           }

           else if ( (LA11_0==EXPRCOL) ) {

               alt11=2;

           }

           else {

               NoViableAltException nvae =

                   new NoViableAltException("", 11, 0, input);

 

               throw nvae;

           }

           switch (alt11) {

               case 1 :

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:85:12: IDENT

                   {

                   match(input,IDENT,FOLLOW_IDENT_in_expressionLambdaDecl274);

 

                   }

                   break;

               case 2 :

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:85:20: exprCol

                   {

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_exprCol_in_expressionLambdaDecl278);

                   exprCol();

 

                   state._fsp--;

 

 

                   }

                   break;

 

           }

 

 

           match(input, Token.UP, null);

 

           }
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       }

 

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;

         }

       finally {

       }

       return ;

   }

   // $ANTLR end "expressionLambdaDecl"

 

 

   // $ANTLR start "startEPLExpressionRule"

   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:91:1: startEPLExpressionRule : ^( EPL_EXPR ( annotation[true] | expressionDecl[true] )*

eplExpressionRule ) ;

   public final void startEPLExpressionRule() throws RecognitionException {

       try {

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:92:2: ( ^( EPL_EXPR ( annotation[true] | expressionDecl[true] )* eplExpressionRule ) )

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:92:4: ^( EPL_EXPR ( annotation[true] | expressionDecl[true] )* eplExpressionRule )

           {

           match(input,EPL_EXPR,FOLLOW_EPL_EXPR_in_startEPLExpressionRule295);

 

           match(input, Token.DOWN, null);

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:92:15: ( annotation[true] | expressionDecl[true] )*

           loop12:

           do {

               int alt12=3;

               int LA12_0 = input.LA(1);

 

               if ( (LA12_0==ANNOTATION) ) {

                   alt12=1;

               }

               else if ( (LA12_0==EXPRESSIONDECL) ) {

                   alt12=2;

               }

 

 

               switch (alt12) {

           	case 1 :

           	    // EsperEPL2Ast.g:92:16: annotation[true]

           	    {

           	    pushFollow(FOLLOW_annotation_in_startEPLExpressionRule298);

           	    annotation(true);

 

           	    state._fsp--;

 

 

           	    }
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           	    break;

           	case 2 :

           	    // EsperEPL2Ast.g:92:35: expressionDecl[true]

           	    {

           	    pushFollow(FOLLOW_expressionDecl_in_startEPLExpressionRule303);

           	    expressionDecl(true);

 

           	    state._fsp--;

 

 

           	    }

           	    break;

 

           	default :

           	    break loop12;

               }

           } while (true);

 

           pushFollow(FOLLOW_eplExpressionRule_in_startEPLExpressionRule308);

           eplExpressionRule();

 

           state._fsp--;

 

 

           match(input, Token.UP, null);

            end();

 

           }

 

       }

 

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;

         }

       finally {

       }

       return ;

   }

   // $ANTLR end "startEPLExpressionRule"

 

 

   // $ANTLR start "eplExpressionRule"

   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:95:1: eplExpressionRule : ( ( ( contextExpr )? ( selectExpr | createWindowExpr |

createIndexExpr | createVariableExpr | createSchemaExpr[true] | onExpr | updateExpr | createDataflow | fafDelete |

fafUpdate ) ( forExpr )? ) | createContextExpr | createExpr );

   public final void eplExpressionRule() throws RecognitionException {

       try {

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:96:2: ( ( ( contextExpr )? ( selectExpr | createWindowExpr | createIndexExpr |
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createVariableExpr | createSchemaExpr[true] | onExpr | updateExpr | createDataflow | fafDelete | fafUpdate ) (

forExpr )? ) | createContextExpr | createExpr )

           int alt16=3;

           switch ( input.LA(1) ) {

           case DELETE:

           case UPDATE:

           case CONTEXT:

           case SELECTION_EXPR:

           case INSERTINTO_EXPR:

           case CREATE_INDEX_EXPR:

           case CREATE_WINDOW_EXPR:

           case ON_EXPR:

           case CREATE_VARIABLE_EXPR:

           case UPDATE_EXPR:

           case CREATE_SCHEMA_EXPR:

           case CREATE_DATAFLOW:

               {

               alt16=1;

               }

               break;

           case CREATE_CTX:

               {

               alt16=2;

               }

               break;

           case CREATE_EXPR:

               {

               alt16=3;

               }

               break;

           default:

               NoViableAltException nvae =

                   new NoViableAltException("", 16, 0, input);

 

               throw nvae;

           }

 

           switch (alt16) {

               case 1 :

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:96:4: ( ( contextExpr )? ( selectExpr | createWindowExpr | createIndexExpr |

createVariableExpr | createSchemaExpr[true] | onExpr | updateExpr | createDataflow | fafDelete | fafUpdate ) (

forExpr )? )

                   {

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:96:4: ( ( contextExpr )? ( selectExpr | createWindowExpr | createIndexExpr |

createVariableExpr | createSchemaExpr[true] | onExpr | updateExpr | createDataflow | fafDelete | fafUpdate ) (

forExpr )? )

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:96:5: ( contextExpr )? ( selectExpr | createWindowExpr | createIndexExpr |

createVariableExpr | createSchemaExpr[true] | onExpr | updateExpr | createDataflow | fafDelete | fafUpdate ) (
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forExpr )?

                   {

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:96:5: ( contextExpr )?

                   int alt13=2;

                   int LA13_0 = input.LA(1);

 

                   if ( (LA13_0==CONTEXT) ) {

                       alt13=1;

                   }

                   switch (alt13) {

                       case 1 :

                           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:96:5: contextExpr

                           {

                           pushFollow(FOLLOW_contextExpr_in_eplExpressionRule325);

                           contextExpr();

 

                           state._fsp--;

 

 

                           }

                           break;

 

                   }

 

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:96:18: ( selectExpr | createWindowExpr | createIndexExpr | createVariableExpr |

createSchemaExpr[true] | onExpr | updateExpr | createDataflow | fafDelete | fafUpdate )

                   int alt14=10;

                   switch ( input.LA(1) ) {

                   case SELECTION_EXPR:

                   case INSERTINTO_EXPR:

                       {

                       alt14=1;

                       }

                       break;

                   case CREATE_WINDOW_EXPR:

                       {

                       alt14=2;

                       }

                       break;

                   case CREATE_INDEX_EXPR:

                       {

                       alt14=3;

                       }

                       break;

                   case CREATE_VARIABLE_EXPR:

                       {

                       alt14=4;

                       }
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                       break;

                   case CREATE_SCHEMA_EXPR:

                       {

                       alt14=5;

                       }

                       break;

                   case ON_EXPR:

                       {

                       alt14=6;

                       }

                       break;

                   case UPDATE_EXPR:

                       {

                       alt14=7;

                       }

                       break;

                   case CREATE_DATAFLOW:

                       {

                       alt14=8;

                       }

                       break;

                   case DELETE:

                       {

                       alt14=9;

                       }

                       break;

                   case UPDATE:

                       {

                       alt14=10;

                       }

                       break;

                   default:

                       NoViableAltException nvae =

                           new NoViableAltException("", 14, 0, input);

 

                       throw nvae;

                   }

 

                   switch (alt14) {

                       case 1 :

                           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:96:19: selectExpr

                           {

                           pushFollow(FOLLOW_selectExpr_in_eplExpressionRule329);

                           selectExpr();

 

                           state._fsp--;
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                           }

                           break;

                       case 2 :

                           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:96:32: createWindowExpr

                           {

                           pushFollow(FOLLOW_createWindowExpr_in_eplExpressionRule333);

                           createWindowExpr();

 

                           state._fsp--;

 

 

                           }

                           break;

                       case 3 :

                           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:96:51: createIndexExpr

                           {

                           pushFollow(FOLLOW_createIndexExpr_in_eplExpressionRule337);

                           createIndexExpr();

 

                           state._fsp--;

 

 

                           }

                           break;

                       case 4 :

                           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:96:69: createVariableExpr

                           {

                           pushFollow(FOLLOW_createVariableExpr_in_eplExpressionRule341);

                           createVariableExpr();

 

                           state._fsp--;

 

 

                           }

                           break;

                       case 5 :

                           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:96:90: createSchemaExpr[true]

                           {

                           pushFollow(FOLLOW_createSchemaExpr_in_eplExpressionRule345);

                           createSchemaExpr(true);

 

                           state._fsp--;

 

 

                           }

                           break;

                       case 6 :

                           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:96:115: onExpr
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                           {

                           pushFollow(FOLLOW_onExpr_in_eplExpressionRule350);

                           onExpr();

 

                           state._fsp--;

 

 

                           }

                           break;

                       case 7 :

                           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:96:124: updateExpr

                           {

                           pushFollow(FOLLOW_updateExpr_in_eplExpressionRule354);

                           updateExpr();

 

                           state._fsp--;

 

 

                           }

                           break;

                       case 8 :

                           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:96:137: createDataflow

                           {

                           pushFollow(FOLLOW_createDataflow_in_eplExpressionRule358);

                           createDataflow();

 

                           state._fsp--;

 

 

                           }

                           break;

                       case 9 :

                           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:96:154: fafDelete

                           {

                           pushFollow(FOLLOW_fafDelete_in_eplExpressionRule362);

                           fafDelete();

 

                           state._fsp--;

 

 

                           }

                           break;

                       case 10 :

                           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:96:166: fafUpdate

                           {

                           pushFollow(FOLLOW_fafUpdate_in_eplExpressionRule366);

                           fafUpdate();
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                           state._fsp--;

 

 

                           }

                           break;

 

                   }

 

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:96:177: ( forExpr )?

                   int alt15=2;

                   int LA15_0 = input.LA(1);

 

                   if ( (LA15_0==FOR) ) {

                       alt15=1;

                   }

                   switch (alt15) {

                       case 1 :

                           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:96:177: forExpr

                           {

                           pushFollow(FOLLOW_forExpr_in_eplExpressionRule369);

                           forExpr();

 

                           state._fsp--;

 

 

                           }

                           break;

 

                   }

 

 

                   }

 

 

                   }

                   break;

               case 2 :

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:97:4: createContextExpr

                   {

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_createContextExpr_in_eplExpressionRule376);

                   createContextExpr();

 

                   state._fsp--;

 

 

                   }

                   break;

               case 3 :
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                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:97:24: createExpr

                   {

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_createExpr_in_eplExpressionRule380);

                   createExpr();

 

                   state._fsp--;

 

 

                   }

                   break;

 

           }

       }

 

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;

         }

       finally {

       }

       return ;

   }

   // $ANTLR end "eplExpressionRule"

 

 

   // $ANTLR start "contextExpr"

   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:100:1: contextExpr : ^(i= CONTEXT IDENT ) ;

   public final void contextExpr() throws RecognitionException {

       CommonTree i=null;

 

       try {

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:101:2: ( ^(i= CONTEXT IDENT ) )

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:101:4: ^(i= CONTEXT IDENT )

           {

           i=(CommonTree)match(input,CONTEXT,FOLLOW_CONTEXT_in_contextExpr395);

 

           match(input, Token.DOWN, null);

           match(input,IDENT,FOLLOW_IDENT_in_contextExpr397);

            leaveNode(i);

 

           match(input, Token.UP, null);

 

           }

 

       }

 

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;

         }
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       finally {

       }

       return ;

   }

   // $ANTLR end "contextExpr"

 

 

   // $ANTLR start "onExpr"

   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:104:1: onExpr : ^(i= ON_EXPR onStreamExpr ( onDeleteExpr | onUpdateExpr | onSelectExpr

( ( onSelectInsertExpr )+ ( onSelectInsertOutput )? )? | onSetExpr | onMergeExpr ) ) ;

   public final void onExpr() throws RecognitionException {

       CommonTree i=null;

 

       try {

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:105:2: ( ^(i= ON_EXPR onStreamExpr ( onDeleteExpr | onUpdateExpr | onSelectExpr ( (

onSelectInsertExpr )+ ( onSelectInsertOutput )? )? | onSetExpr | onMergeExpr ) ) )

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:105:4: ^(i= ON_EXPR onStreamExpr ( onDeleteExpr | onUpdateExpr | onSelectExpr ( (

onSelectInsertExpr )+ ( onSelectInsertOutput )? )? | onSetExpr | onMergeExpr ) )

           {

           i=(CommonTree)match(input,ON_EXPR,FOLLOW_ON_EXPR_in_onExpr416);

 

           match(input, Token.DOWN, null);

           pushFollow(FOLLOW_onStreamExpr_in_onExpr418);

           onStreamExpr();

 

           state._fsp--;

 

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:106:3: ( onDeleteExpr | onUpdateExpr | onSelectExpr ( ( onSelectInsertExpr )+ (

onSelectInsertOutput )? )? | onSetExpr | onMergeExpr )

           int alt20=5;

           switch ( input.LA(1) ) {

           case ON_DELETE_EXPR:

               {

               alt20=1;

               }

               break;

           case ON_UPDATE_EXPR:

               {

               alt20=2;

               }

               break;

           case ON_SELECT_EXPR:

               {

               alt20=3;

               }

               break;

           case ON_SET_EXPR:

               {
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               alt20=4;

               }

               break;

           case ON_MERGE_EXPR:

               {

               alt20=5;

               }

               break;

           default:

               NoViableAltException nvae =

                   new NoViableAltException("", 20, 0, input);

 

               throw nvae;

           }

 

           switch (alt20) {

               case 1 :

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:106:4: onDeleteExpr

                   {

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_onDeleteExpr_in_onExpr423);

                   onDeleteExpr();

 

                   state._fsp--;

 

 

                   }

                   break;

               case 2 :

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:106:19: onUpdateExpr

                   {

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_onUpdateExpr_in_onExpr427);

                   onUpdateExpr();

 

                   state._fsp--;

 

 

                   }

                   break;

               case 3 :

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:106:34: onSelectExpr ( ( onSelectInsertExpr )+ ( onSelectInsertOutput )? )?

                   {

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_onSelectExpr_in_onExpr431);

                   onSelectExpr();

 

                   state._fsp--;

 

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:106:47: ( ( onSelectInsertExpr )+ ( onSelectInsertOutput )? )?

                   int alt19=2;
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                   int LA19_0 = input.LA(1);

 

                   if ( (LA19_0==ON_SELECT_INSERT_EXPR) ) {

                       alt19=1;

                   }

                   switch (alt19) {

                       case 1 :

                           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:106:48: ( onSelectInsertExpr )+ ( onSelectInsertOutput )?

                           {

                           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:106:48: ( onSelectInsertExpr )+

                           int cnt17=0;

                           loop17:

                           do {

                               int alt17=2;

                               int LA17_0 = input.LA(1);

 

                               if ( (LA17_0==ON_SELECT_INSERT_EXPR) ) {

                                   alt17=1;

                               }

 

 

                               switch (alt17) {

                           	case 1 :

                           	    // EsperEPL2Ast.g:106:48: onSelectInsertExpr

                           	    {

                           	    pushFollow(FOLLOW_onSelectInsertExpr_in_onExpr434);

                           	    onSelectInsertExpr();

 

                           	    state._fsp--;

 

 

                           	    }

                           	    break;

 

                           	default :

                           	    if ( cnt17 >= 1 ) break loop17;

                                       EarlyExitException eee =

                                           new EarlyExitException(17, input);

                                       throw eee;

                               }

                               cnt17++;

                           } while (true);

 

                           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:106:68: ( onSelectInsertOutput )?

                           int alt18=2;

                           int LA18_0 = input.LA(1);

 

                           if ( (LA18_0==ON_SELECT_INSERT_OUTPUT) ) {
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                               alt18=1;

                           }

                           switch (alt18) {

                               case 1 :

                                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:106:68: onSelectInsertOutput

                                   {

                                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_onSelectInsertOutput_in_onExpr437);

                                   onSelectInsertOutput();

 

                                   state._fsp--;

 

 

                                   }

                                   break;

 

                           }

 

 

                           }

                           break;

 

                   }

 

 

                   }

                   break;

               case 4 :

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:106:94: onSetExpr

                   {

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_onSetExpr_in_onExpr444);

                   onSetExpr();

 

                   state._fsp--;

 

 

                   }

                   break;

               case 5 :

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:106:106: onMergeExpr

                   {

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_onMergeExpr_in_onExpr448);

                   onMergeExpr();

 

                   state._fsp--;

 

 

                   }

                   break;
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           }

 

            leaveNode(i);

 

           match(input, Token.UP, null);

 

           }

 

       }

 

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;

         }

       finally {

       }

       return ;

   }

   // $ANTLR end "onExpr"

 

 

   // $ANTLR start "onStreamExpr"

   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:110:1: onStreamExpr : ^(s= ON_STREAM ( eventFilterExpr[true] |

patternInclusionExpression ) ( IDENT )? ) ;

   public final void onStreamExpr() throws RecognitionException {

       CommonTree s=null;

 

       try {

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:111:2: ( ^(s= ON_STREAM ( eventFilterExpr[true] | patternInclusionExpression ) (

IDENT )? ) )

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:111:4: ^(s= ON_STREAM ( eventFilterExpr[true] | patternInclusionExpression ) ( IDENT

)? )

           {

           s=(CommonTree)match(input,ON_STREAM,FOLLOW_ON_STREAM_in_onStreamExpr470);

 

           match(input, Token.DOWN, null);

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:111:18: ( eventFilterExpr[true] | patternInclusionExpression )

           int alt21=2;

           int LA21_0 = input.LA(1);

 

           if ( (LA21_0==EVENT_FILTER_EXPR) ) {

               alt21=1;

           }

           else if ( (LA21_0==PATTERN_INCL_EXPR) ) {

               alt21=2;

           }

           else {

               NoViableAltException nvae =
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                   new NoViableAltException("", 21, 0, input);

 

               throw nvae;

           }

           switch (alt21) {

               case 1 :

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:111:19: eventFilterExpr[true]

                   {

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_eventFilterExpr_in_onStreamExpr473);

                   eventFilterExpr(true);

 

                   state._fsp--;

 

 

                   }

                   break;

               case 2 :

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:111:43: patternInclusionExpression

                   {

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_patternInclusionExpression_in_onStreamExpr478);

                   patternInclusionExpression();

 

                   state._fsp--;

 

 

                   }

                   break;

 

           }

 

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:111:71: ( IDENT )?

           int alt22=2;

           int LA22_0 = input.LA(1);

 

           if ( (LA22_0==IDENT) ) {

               alt22=1;

           }

           switch (alt22) {

               case 1 :

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:111:71: IDENT

                   {

                   match(input,IDENT,FOLLOW_IDENT_in_onStreamExpr481);

 

                   }

                   break;

 

           }
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            leaveNode(s);

 

           match(input, Token.UP, null);

 

           }

 

       }

 

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;

         }

       finally {

       }

       return ;

   }

   // $ANTLR end "onStreamExpr"

 

 

   // $ANTLR start "onMergeExpr"

   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:114:1: onMergeExpr : ^(m= ON_MERGE_EXPR IDENT ( IDENT )? ( mergeItem )+ (

whereClause[true] )? ) ;

   public final void onMergeExpr() throws RecognitionException {

       CommonTree m=null;

 

       try {

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:115:2: ( ^(m= ON_MERGE_EXPR IDENT ( IDENT )? ( mergeItem )+ (

whereClause[true] )? ) )

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:115:4: ^(m= ON_MERGE_EXPR IDENT ( IDENT )? ( mergeItem )+ (

whereClause[true] )? )

           {

           m=(CommonTree)match(input,ON_MERGE_EXPR,FOLLOW_ON_MERGE_EXPR_in_onMergeExpr499);

 

 

           match(input, Token.DOWN, null);

           match(input,IDENT,FOLLOW_IDENT_in_onMergeExpr501);

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:115:28: ( IDENT )?

           int alt23=2;

           int LA23_0 = input.LA(1);

 

           if ( (LA23_0==IDENT) ) {

               alt23=1;

           }

           switch (alt23) {

               case 1 :

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:115:28: IDENT

                   {

                   match(input,IDENT,FOLLOW_IDENT_in_onMergeExpr503);
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                   }

                   break;

 

           }

 

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:115:35: ( mergeItem )+

           int cnt24=0;

           loop24:

           do {

               int alt24=2;

               int LA24_0 = input.LA(1);

 

               if ( ((LA24_0>=MERGE_UNM && LA24_0<=MERGE_MAT)) ) {

                   alt24=1;

               }

 

 

               switch (alt24) {

           	case 1 :

           	    // EsperEPL2Ast.g:115:35: mergeItem

           	    {

           	    pushFollow(FOLLOW_mergeItem_in_onMergeExpr506);

           	    mergeItem();

 

           	    state._fsp--;

 

 

           	    }

           	    break;

 

           	default :

           	    if ( cnt24 >= 1 ) break loop24;

                       EarlyExitException eee =

                           new EarlyExitException(24, input);

                       throw eee;

               }

               cnt24++;

           } while (true);

 

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:115:46: ( whereClause[true] )?

           int alt25=2;

           int LA25_0 = input.LA(1);

 

           if ( (LA25_0==WHERE_EXPR) ) {

               alt25=1;

           }

           switch (alt25) {

               case 1 :
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                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:115:46: whereClause[true]

                   {

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_whereClause_in_onMergeExpr509);

                   whereClause(true);

 

                   state._fsp--;

 

 

                   }

                   break;

 

           }

 

 

           match(input, Token.UP, null);

 

           }

 

       }

 

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;

         }

       finally {

       }

       return ;

   }

   // $ANTLR end "onMergeExpr"

 

 

   // $ANTLR start "mergeItem"

   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:118:1: mergeItem : ( mergeMatched | mergeUnmatched ) ;

   public final void mergeItem() throws RecognitionException {

       try {

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:119:2: ( ( mergeMatched | mergeUnmatched ) )

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:119:4: ( mergeMatched | mergeUnmatched )

           {

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:119:4: ( mergeMatched | mergeUnmatched )

           int alt26=2;

           int LA26_0 = input.LA(1);

 

           if ( (LA26_0==MERGE_MAT) ) {

               alt26=1;

           }

           else if ( (LA26_0==MERGE_UNM) ) {

               alt26=2;

           }

           else {
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               NoViableAltException nvae =

                   new NoViableAltException("", 26, 0, input);

 

               throw nvae;

           }

           switch (alt26) {

               case 1 :

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:119:5: mergeMatched

                   {

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_mergeMatched_in_mergeItem525);

                   mergeMatched();

 

                   state._fsp--;

 

 

                   }

                   break;

               case 2 :

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:119:20: mergeUnmatched

                   {

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_mergeUnmatched_in_mergeItem529);

                   mergeUnmatched();

 

                   state._fsp--;

 

 

                   }

                   break;

 

           }

 

 

           }

 

       }

 

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;

         }

       finally {

       }

       return ;

   }

   // $ANTLR end "mergeItem"

 

 

   // $ANTLR start "mergeMatched"

   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:122:1: mergeMatched : ^(m= MERGE_MAT ( mergeMatchedItem )+ ( valueExpr )? ) ;
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   public final void mergeMatched() throws RecognitionException {

       CommonTree m=null;

 

       try {

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:123:2: ( ^(m= MERGE_MAT ( mergeMatchedItem )+ ( valueExpr )? ) )

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:123:4: ^(m= MERGE_MAT ( mergeMatchedItem )+ ( valueExpr )? )

           {

           m=(CommonTree)match(input,MERGE_MAT,FOLLOW_MERGE_MAT_in_mergeMatched544);

 

           match(input, Token.DOWN, null);

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:123:18: ( mergeMatchedItem )+

           int cnt27=0;

           loop27:

           do {

               int alt27=2;

               int LA27_0 = input.LA(1);

 

               if ( ((LA27_0>=MERGE_UPD && LA27_0<=MERGE_DEL)) ) {

                   alt27=1;

               }

 

 

               switch (alt27) {

           	case 1 :

           	    // EsperEPL2Ast.g:123:18: mergeMatchedItem

           	    {

           	    pushFollow(FOLLOW_mergeMatchedItem_in_mergeMatched546);

           	    mergeMatchedItem();

 

           	    state._fsp--;

 

 

           	    }

           	    break;

 

           	default :

           	    if ( cnt27 >= 1 ) break loop27;

                       EarlyExitException eee =

                           new EarlyExitException(27, input);

                       throw eee;

               }

               cnt27++;

           } while (true);

 

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:123:36: ( valueExpr )?

           int alt28=2;

           int LA28_0 = input.LA(1);
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           if ( ((LA28_0>=IN_SET && LA28_0<=REGEXP)||LA28_0==NOT_EXPR||(LA28_0>=SUM &&

LA28_0<=AVG)||(LA28_0>=COALESCE && LA28_0<=COUNT)||(LA28_0>=CASE &&

LA28_0<=CASE2)||LA28_0==ISTREAM||(LA28_0>=PREVIOUS &&

LA28_0<=EXISTS)||(LA28_0>=INSTANCEOF &&

LA28_0<=CURRENT_TIMESTAMP)||LA28_0==NEWKW||(LA28_0>=EVAL_AND_EXPR &&

LA28_0<=EVAL_NOTEQUALS_GROUP_EXPR)||LA28_0==EVENT_PROP_EXPR||LA28_0==CONCAT||(LA2

8_0>=LIB_FUNC_CHAIN && LA28_0<=DOT_EXPR)||LA28_0==ARRAY_EXPR||(LA28_0>=NOT_IN_SET

&& LA28_0<=NOT_REGEXP)||(LA28_0>=IN_RANGE &&

LA28_0<=SUBSELECT_EXPR)||(LA28_0>=EXISTS_SUBSELECT_EXPR &&

LA28_0<=NOT_IN_SUBSELECT_EXPR)||LA28_0==SUBSTITUTION||(LA28_0>=FIRST_AGGREG &&

LA28_0<=WINDOW_AGGREG)||(LA28_0>=INT_TYPE &&

LA28_0<=NULL_TYPE)||(LA28_0>=JSON_OBJECT &&

LA28_0<=JSON_ARRAY)||LA28_0==STAR||(LA28_0>=LT && LA28_0<=GT)||(LA28_0>=BOR &&

LA28_0<=PLUS)||(LA28_0>=BAND && LA28_0<=BXOR)||(LA28_0>=LE &&

LA28_0<=GE)||(LA28_0>=MINUS && LA28_0<=MOD)||(LA28_0>=EVAL_IS_GROUP_EXPR &&

LA28_0<=EVAL_ISNOT_GROUP_EXPR)) ) {

               alt28=1;

           }

           switch (alt28) {

               case 1 :

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:123:36: valueExpr

                   {

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_valueExpr_in_mergeMatched549);

                   valueExpr();

 

                   state._fsp--;

 

 

                   }

                   break;

 

           }

 

            leaveNode(m);

 

           match(input, Token.UP, null);

 

           }

 

       }

 

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;

         }

       finally {

       }

       return ;

   }
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   // $ANTLR end "mergeMatched"

 

 

   // $ANTLR start "mergeMatchedItem"

   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:126:1: mergeMatchedItem : ( ^(m= MERGE_UPD ( onSetAssignment )* ( whereClause[false]

)? ) | ^(d= MERGE_DEL ( whereClause[false] )? INT_TYPE ) | mergeInsert );

   public final void mergeMatchedItem() throws RecognitionException {

       CommonTree m=null;

       CommonTree d=null;

 

       try {

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:127:2: ( ^(m= MERGE_UPD ( onSetAssignment )* ( whereClause[false] )? ) | ^(d=

MERGE_DEL ( whereClause[false] )? INT_TYPE ) | mergeInsert )

           int alt32=3;

           switch ( input.LA(1) ) {

           case MERGE_UPD:

               {

               alt32=1;

               }

               break;

           case MERGE_DEL:

               {

               alt32=2;

               }

               break;

           case MERGE_INS:

               {

               alt32=3;

               }

               break;

           default:

               NoViableAltException nvae =

                   new NoViableAltException("", 32, 0, input);

 

               throw nvae;

           }

 

           switch (alt32) {

               case 1 :

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:127:4: ^(m= MERGE_UPD ( onSetAssignment )* ( whereClause[false] )? )

                   {

                   m=(CommonTree)match(input,MERGE_UPD,FOLLOW_MERGE_UPD_in_mergeMatchedItem567);

 

                   if ( input.LA(1)==Token.DOWN ) {

                       match(input, Token.DOWN, null);

                       // EsperEPL2Ast.g:127:18: ( onSetAssignment )*

                       loop29:

                       do {
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                           int alt29=2;

                           int LA29_0 = input.LA(1);

 

                           if ( (LA29_0==ON_SET_EXPR_ITEM) ) {

                               alt29=1;

                           }

 

 

                           switch (alt29) {

                       	case 1 :

                       	    // EsperEPL2Ast.g:127:18: onSetAssignment

                       	    {

                       	    pushFollow(FOLLOW_onSetAssignment_in_mergeMatchedItem569);

                       	    onSetAssignment();

 

                       	    state._fsp--;

 

 

                       	    }

                       	    break;

 

                       	default :

                       	    break loop29;

                           }

                       } while (true);

 

                       // EsperEPL2Ast.g:127:35: ( whereClause[false] )?

                       int alt30=2;

                       int LA30_0 = input.LA(1);

 

                       if ( (LA30_0==WHERE_EXPR) ) {

                           alt30=1;

                       }

                       switch (alt30) {

                           case 1 :

                               // EsperEPL2Ast.g:127:35: whereClause[false]

                               {

                               pushFollow(FOLLOW_whereClause_in_mergeMatchedItem572);

                               whereClause(false);

 

                               state._fsp--;

 

 

                               }

                               break;

 

                       }
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                        leaveNode(m);

 

                       match(input, Token.UP, null);

                   }

 

                   }

                   break;

               case 2 :

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:128:4: ^(d= MERGE_DEL ( whereClause[false] )? INT_TYPE )

                   {

                   d=(CommonTree)match(input,MERGE_DEL,FOLLOW_MERGE_DEL_in_mergeMatchedItem585);

 

                   match(input, Token.DOWN, null);

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:128:18: ( whereClause[false] )?

                   int alt31=2;

                   int LA31_0 = input.LA(1);

 

                   if ( (LA31_0==WHERE_EXPR) ) {

                       alt31=1;

                   }

                   switch (alt31) {

                       case 1 :

                           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:128:18: whereClause[false]

                           {

                           pushFollow(FOLLOW_whereClause_in_mergeMatchedItem587);

                           whereClause(false);

 

                           state._fsp--;

 

 

                           }

                           break;

 

                   }

 

                   match(input,INT_TYPE,FOLLOW_INT_TYPE_in_mergeMatchedItem591);

                    leaveNode(d);

 

                   match(input, Token.UP, null);

 

                   }

                   break;

               case 3 :

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:129:4: mergeInsert

                   {

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_mergeInsert_in_mergeMatchedItem599);

                   mergeInsert();
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                   state._fsp--;

 

 

                   }

                   break;

 

           }

       }

 

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;

         }

       finally {

       }

       return ;

   }

   // $ANTLR end "mergeMatchedItem"

 

 

   // $ANTLR start "mergeUnmatched"

   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:132:1: mergeUnmatched : ^(m= MERGE_UNM ( mergeInsert )+ ( valueExpr )? ) ;

   public final void mergeUnmatched() throws RecognitionException {

       CommonTree m=null;

 

       try {

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:133:2: ( ^(m= MERGE_UNM ( mergeInsert )+ ( valueExpr )? ) )

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:133:4: ^(m= MERGE_UNM ( mergeInsert )+ ( valueExpr )? )

           {

           m=(CommonTree)match(input,MERGE_UNM,FOLLOW_MERGE_UNM_in_mergeUnmatched613);

 

           match(input, Token.DOWN, null);

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:133:18: ( mergeInsert )+

           int cnt33=0;

           loop33:

           do {

               int alt33=2;

               int LA33_0 = input.LA(1);

 

               if ( (LA33_0==MERGE_INS) ) {

                   alt33=1;

               }

 

 

               switch (alt33) {

           	case 1 :

           	    // EsperEPL2Ast.g:133:18: mergeInsert

           	    {

           	    pushFollow(FOLLOW_mergeInsert_in_mergeUnmatched615);
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           	    mergeInsert();

 

           	    state._fsp--;

 

 

           	    }

           	    break;

 

           	default :

           	    if ( cnt33 >= 1 ) break loop33;

                       EarlyExitException eee =

                           new EarlyExitException(33, input);

                       throw eee;

               }

               cnt33++;

           } while (true);

 

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:133:31: ( valueExpr )?

           int alt34=2;

           int LA34_0 = input.LA(1);

 

           if ( ((LA34_0>=IN_SET && LA34_0<=REGEXP)||LA34_0==NOT_EXPR||(LA34_0>=SUM &&

LA34_0<=AVG)||(LA34_0>=COALESCE && LA34_0<=COUNT)||(LA34_0>=CASE &&

LA34_0<=CASE2)||LA34_0==ISTREAM||(LA34_0>=PREVIOUS &&

LA34_0<=EXISTS)||(LA34_0>=INSTANCEOF &&

LA34_0<=CURRENT_TIMESTAMP)||LA34_0==NEWKW||(LA34_0>=EVAL_AND_EXPR &&

LA34_0<=EVAL_NOTEQUALS_GROUP_EXPR)||LA34_0==EVENT_PROP_EXPR||LA34_0==CONCAT||(LA3

4_0>=LIB_FUNC_CHAIN && LA34_0<=DOT_EXPR)||LA34_0==ARRAY_EXPR||(LA34_0>=NOT_IN_SET

&& LA34_0<=NOT_REGEXP)||(LA34_0>=IN_RANGE &&

LA34_0<=SUBSELECT_EXPR)||(LA34_0>=EXISTS_SUBSELECT_EXPR &&

LA34_0<=NOT_IN_SUBSELECT_EXPR)||LA34_0==SUBSTITUTION||(LA34_0>=FIRST_AGGREG &&

LA34_0<=WINDOW_AGGREG)||(LA34_0>=INT_TYPE &&

LA34_0<=NULL_TYPE)||(LA34_0>=JSON_OBJECT &&

LA34_0<=JSON_ARRAY)||LA34_0==STAR||(LA34_0>=LT && LA34_0<=GT)||(LA34_0>=BOR &&

LA34_0<=PLUS)||(LA34_0>=BAND && LA34_0<=BXOR)||(LA34_0>=LE &&

LA34_0<=GE)||(LA34_0>=MINUS && LA34_0<=MOD)||(LA34_0>=EVAL_IS_GROUP_EXPR &&

LA34_0<=EVAL_ISNOT_GROUP_EXPR)) ) {

               alt34=1;

           }

           switch (alt34) {

               case 1 :

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:133:31: valueExpr

                   {

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_valueExpr_in_mergeUnmatched618);

                   valueExpr();

 

                   state._fsp--;
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                   }

                   break;

 

           }

 

            leaveNode(m);

 

           match(input, Token.UP, null);

 

           }

 

       }

 

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;

         }

       finally {

       }

       return ;

   }

   // $ANTLR end "mergeUnmatched"

 

 

   // $ANTLR start "mergeInsert"

   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:136:1: mergeInsert : ^(um= MERGE_INS selectionList ( CLASS_IDENT )? ( exprCol )? (

whereClause[false] )? ) ;

   public final void mergeInsert() throws RecognitionException {

       CommonTree um=null;

 

       try {

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:137:2: ( ^(um= MERGE_INS selectionList ( CLASS_IDENT )? ( exprCol )? (

whereClause[false] )? ) )

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:137:4: ^(um= MERGE_INS selectionList ( CLASS_IDENT )? ( exprCol )? (

whereClause[false] )? )

           {

           um=(CommonTree)match(input,MERGE_INS,FOLLOW_MERGE_INS_in_mergeInsert637);

 

           match(input, Token.DOWN, null);

           pushFollow(FOLLOW_selectionList_in_mergeInsert639);

           selectionList();

 

           state._fsp--;

 

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:137:33: ( CLASS_IDENT )?

           int alt35=2;

           int LA35_0 = input.LA(1);
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           if ( (LA35_0==CLASS_IDENT) ) {

               alt35=1;

           }

           switch (alt35) {

               case 1 :

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:137:33: CLASS_IDENT

                   {

                   match(input,CLASS_IDENT,FOLLOW_CLASS_IDENT_in_mergeInsert641);

 

                   }

                   break;

 

           }

 

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:137:46: ( exprCol )?

           int alt36=2;

           int LA36_0 = input.LA(1);

 

           if ( (LA36_0==EXPRCOL) ) {

               alt36=1;

           }

           switch (alt36) {

               case 1 :

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:137:46: exprCol

                   {

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_exprCol_in_mergeInsert644);

                   exprCol();

 

                   state._fsp--;

 

 

                   }

                   break;

 

           }

 

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:137:55: ( whereClause[false] )?

           int alt37=2;

           int LA37_0 = input.LA(1);

 

           if ( (LA37_0==WHERE_EXPR) ) {

               alt37=1;

           }

           switch (alt37) {

               case 1 :

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:137:55: whereClause[false]

                   {

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_whereClause_in_mergeInsert647);
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                   whereClause(false);

 

                   state._fsp--;

 

 

                   }

                   break;

 

           }

 

            leaveNode(um);

 

           match(input, Token.UP, null);

 

           }

 

       }

 

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;

         }

       finally {

       }

       return ;

   }

   // $ANTLR end "mergeInsert"

 

 

   // $ANTLR start "updateExpr"

   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:140:1: updateExpr : ^(u= UPDATE_EXPR updateDetails ) ;

   public final void updateExpr() throws RecognitionException {

       CommonTree u=null;

 

       try {

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:141:2: ( ^(u= UPDATE_EXPR updateDetails ) )

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:141:4: ^(u= UPDATE_EXPR updateDetails )

           {

           u=(CommonTree)match(input,UPDATE_EXPR,FOLLOW_UPDATE_EXPR_in_updateExpr667);

 

           match(input, Token.DOWN, null);

           pushFollow(FOLLOW_updateDetails_in_updateExpr669);

           updateDetails();

 

           state._fsp--;

 

            leaveNode(u);

 

           match(input, Token.UP, null);
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           }

 

       }

 

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;

         }

       finally {

       }

       return ;

   }

   // $ANTLR end "updateExpr"

 

 

   // $ANTLR start "updateDetails"

   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:144:1: updateDetails : ^(u= UPDATE CLASS_IDENT ( IDENT )? ( onSetAssignment )+ (

whereClause[false] )? ) ;

   public final void updateDetails() throws RecognitionException {

       CommonTree u=null;

 

       try {

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:145:2: ( ^(u= UPDATE CLASS_IDENT ( IDENT )? ( onSetAssignment )+ (

whereClause[false] )? ) )

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:145:4: ^(u= UPDATE CLASS_IDENT ( IDENT )? ( onSetAssignment )+ (

whereClause[false] )? )

           {

           u=(CommonTree)match(input,UPDATE,FOLLOW_UPDATE_in_updateDetails686);

 

           match(input, Token.DOWN, null);

           match(input,CLASS_IDENT,FOLLOW_CLASS_IDENT_in_updateDetails688);

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:145:27: ( IDENT )?

           int alt38=2;

           int LA38_0 = input.LA(1);

 

           if ( (LA38_0==IDENT) ) {

               alt38=1;

           }

           switch (alt38) {

               case 1 :

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:145:27: IDENT

                   {

                   match(input,IDENT,FOLLOW_IDENT_in_updateDetails690);

 

                   }

                   break;

 

           }
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           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:145:34: ( onSetAssignment )+

           int cnt39=0;

           loop39:

           do {

               int alt39=2;

               int LA39_0 = input.LA(1);

 

               if ( (LA39_0==ON_SET_EXPR_ITEM) ) {

                   alt39=1;

               }

 

 

               switch (alt39) {

           	case 1 :

           	    // EsperEPL2Ast.g:145:34: onSetAssignment

           	    {

           	    pushFollow(FOLLOW_onSetAssignment_in_updateDetails693);

           	    onSetAssignment();

 

           	    state._fsp--;

 

 

           	    }

           	    break;

 

           	default :

           	    if ( cnt39 >= 1 ) break loop39;

                       EarlyExitException eee =

                           new EarlyExitException(39, input);

                       throw eee;

               }

               cnt39++;

           } while (true);

 

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:145:51: ( whereClause[false] )?

           int alt40=2;

           int LA40_0 = input.LA(1);

 

           if ( (LA40_0==WHERE_EXPR) ) {

               alt40=1;

           }

           switch (alt40) {

               case 1 :

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:145:51: whereClause[false]

                   {

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_whereClause_in_updateDetails696);

                   whereClause(false);
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                   state._fsp--;

 

 

                   }

                   break;

 

           }

 

 

           match(input, Token.UP, null);

 

           }

 

       }

 

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;

         }

       finally {

       }

       return ;

   }

   // $ANTLR end "updateDetails"

 

 

   // $ANTLR start "onDeleteExpr"

   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:148:1: onDeleteExpr : ^( ON_DELETE_EXPR onExprFrom ( whereClause[true] )? ) ;

   public final void onDeleteExpr() throws RecognitionException {

       try {

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:149:2: ( ^( ON_DELETE_EXPR onExprFrom ( whereClause[true] )? ) )

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:149:4: ^( ON_DELETE_EXPR onExprFrom ( whereClause[true] )? )

           {

           match(input,ON_DELETE_EXPR,FOLLOW_ON_DELETE_EXPR_in_onDeleteExpr711);

 

           match(input, Token.DOWN, null);

           pushFollow(FOLLOW_onExprFrom_in_onDeleteExpr713);

           onExprFrom();

 

           state._fsp--;

 

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:149:32: ( whereClause[true] )?

           int alt41=2;

           int LA41_0 = input.LA(1);

 

           if ( (LA41_0==WHERE_EXPR) ) {

               alt41=1;

           }
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           switch (alt41) {

               case 1 :

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:149:33: whereClause[true]

                   {

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_whereClause_in_onDeleteExpr716);

                   whereClause(true);

 

                   state._fsp--;

 

 

                   }

                   break;

 

           }

 

 

           match(input, Token.UP, null);

 

           }

 

       }

 

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;

         }

       finally {

       }

       return ;

   }

   // $ANTLR end "onDeleteExpr"

 

 

   // $ANTLR start "onSelectExpr"

   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:152:1: onSelectExpr : ^(s= ON_SELECT_EXPR ( insertIntoExpr )? ( DELETE )? (

DISTINCT )? selectionList ( onExprFrom )? ( whereClause[true] )? ( groupByClause )? ( havingClause )? (

orderByClause )? ( rowLimitClause )? ) ;

   public final void onSelectExpr() throws RecognitionException {

       CommonTree s=null;

 

       try {

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:153:2: ( ^(s= ON_SELECT_EXPR ( insertIntoExpr )? ( DELETE )? ( DISTINCT )?

selectionList ( onExprFrom )? ( whereClause[true] )? ( groupByClause )? ( havingClause )? ( orderByClause )? (

rowLimitClause )? ) )

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:153:4: ^(s= ON_SELECT_EXPR ( insertIntoExpr )? ( DELETE )? ( DISTINCT )?

selectionList ( onExprFrom )? ( whereClause[true] )? ( groupByClause )? ( havingClause )? ( orderByClause )? (

rowLimitClause )? )

           {

           s=(CommonTree)match(input,ON_SELECT_EXPR,FOLLOW_ON_SELECT_EXPR_in_onSelectExpr736);
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           match(input, Token.DOWN, null);

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:153:23: ( insertIntoExpr )?

           int alt42=2;

           int LA42_0 = input.LA(1);

 

           if ( (LA42_0==INSERTINTO_EXPR) ) {

               alt42=1;

           }

           switch (alt42) {

               case 1 :

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:153:23: insertIntoExpr

                   {

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_insertIntoExpr_in_onSelectExpr738);

                   insertIntoExpr();

 

                   state._fsp--;

 

 

                   }

                   break;

 

           }

 

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:153:39: ( DELETE )?

           int alt43=2;

           int LA43_0 = input.LA(1);

 

           if ( (LA43_0==DELETE) ) {

               alt43=1;

           }

           switch (alt43) {

               case 1 :

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:153:39: DELETE

                   {

                   match(input,DELETE,FOLLOW_DELETE_in_onSelectExpr741);

 

                   }

                   break;

 

           }

 

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:153:47: ( DISTINCT )?

           int alt44=2;

           int LA44_0 = input.LA(1);

 

           if ( (LA44_0==DISTINCT) ) {

               alt44=1;
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           }

           switch (alt44) {

               case 1 :

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:153:47: DISTINCT

                   {

                   match(input,DISTINCT,FOLLOW_DISTINCT_in_onSelectExpr744);

 

                   }

                   break;

 

           }

 

           pushFollow(FOLLOW_selectionList_in_onSelectExpr747);

           selectionList();

 

           state._fsp--;

 

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:153:71: ( onExprFrom )?

           int alt45=2;

           int LA45_0 = input.LA(1);

 

           if ( (LA45_0==ON_EXPR_FROM) ) {

               alt45=1;

           }

           switch (alt45) {

               case 1 :

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:153:71: onExprFrom

                   {

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_onExprFrom_in_onSelectExpr749);

                   onExprFrom();

 

                   state._fsp--;

 

 

                   }

                   break;

 

           }

 

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:153:83: ( whereClause[true] )?

           int alt46=2;

           int LA46_0 = input.LA(1);

 

           if ( (LA46_0==WHERE_EXPR) ) {

               alt46=1;

           }

           switch (alt46) {

               case 1 :
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                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:153:83: whereClause[true]

                   {

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_whereClause_in_onSelectExpr752);

                   whereClause(true);

 

                   state._fsp--;

 

 

                   }

                   break;

 

           }

 

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:153:102: ( groupByClause )?

           int alt47=2;

           int LA47_0 = input.LA(1);

 

           if ( (LA47_0==GROUP_BY_EXPR) ) {

               alt47=1;

           }

           switch (alt47) {

               case 1 :

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:153:102: groupByClause

                   {

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_groupByClause_in_onSelectExpr756);

                   groupByClause();

 

                   state._fsp--;

 

 

                   }

                   break;

 

           }

 

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:153:117: ( havingClause )?

           int alt48=2;

           int LA48_0 = input.LA(1);

 

           if ( (LA48_0==HAVING_EXPR) ) {

               alt48=1;

           }

           switch (alt48) {

               case 1 :

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:153:117: havingClause

                   {

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_havingClause_in_onSelectExpr759);

                   havingClause();
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                   state._fsp--;

 

 

                   }

                   break;

 

           }

 

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:153:131: ( orderByClause )?

           int alt49=2;

           int LA49_0 = input.LA(1);

 

           if ( (LA49_0==ORDER_BY_EXPR) ) {

               alt49=1;

           }

           switch (alt49) {

               case 1 :

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:153:131: orderByClause

                   {

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_orderByClause_in_onSelectExpr762);

                   orderByClause();

 

                   state._fsp--;

 

 

                   }

                   break;

 

           }

 

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:153:146: ( rowLimitClause )?

           int alt50=2;

           int LA50_0 = input.LA(1);

 

           if ( (LA50_0==ROW_LIMIT_EXPR) ) {

               alt50=1;

           }

           switch (alt50) {

               case 1 :

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:153:146: rowLimitClause

                   {

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_rowLimitClause_in_onSelectExpr765);

                   rowLimitClause();

 

                   state._fsp--;
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                   }

                   break;

 

           }

 

            leaveNode(s);

 

           match(input, Token.UP, null);

 

           }

 

       }

 

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;

         }

       finally {

       }

       return ;

   }

   // $ANTLR end "onSelectExpr"

 

 

   // $ANTLR start "onSelectInsertExpr"

   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:156:1: onSelectInsertExpr : ^( ON_SELECT_INSERT_EXPR insertIntoExpr selectionList (

whereClause[true] )? ) ;

   public final void onSelectInsertExpr() throws RecognitionException {

       try {

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:157:2: ( ^( ON_SELECT_INSERT_EXPR insertIntoExpr selectionList (

whereClause[true] )? ) )

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:157:4: ^( ON_SELECT_INSERT_EXPR insertIntoExpr selectionList ( whereClause[true]

)? )

           {

           pushStmtContext();

match(input,ON_SELECT_INSERT_EXPR,FOLLOW_ON_SELECT_INSERT_EXPR_in_onSelectInsertExpr785)

;

 

           match(input, Token.DOWN, null);

           pushFollow(FOLLOW_insertIntoExpr_in_onSelectInsertExpr787);

           insertIntoExpr();

 

           state._fsp--;

 

           pushFollow(FOLLOW_selectionList_in_onSelectInsertExpr789);

           selectionList();

 

           state._fsp--;
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           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:157:78: ( whereClause[true] )?

           int alt51=2;

           int LA51_0 = input.LA(1);

 

           if ( (LA51_0==WHERE_EXPR) ) {

               alt51=1;

           }

           switch (alt51) {

               case 1 :

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:157:78: whereClause[true]

                   {

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_whereClause_in_onSelectInsertExpr791);

                   whereClause(true);

 

                   state._fsp--;

 

 

                   }

                   break;

 

           }

 

 

           match(input, Token.UP, null);

 

           }

 

       }

 

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;

         }

       finally {

       }

       return ;

   }

   // $ANTLR end "onSelectInsertExpr"

 

 

   // $ANTLR start "onSelectInsertOutput"

   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:160:1: onSelectInsertOutput : ^( ON_SELECT_INSERT_OUTPUT ( ALL | FIRST ) ) ;

   public final void onSelectInsertOutput() throws RecognitionException {

       try {

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:161:2: ( ^( ON_SELECT_INSERT_OUTPUT ( ALL | FIRST ) ) )

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:161:4: ^( ON_SELECT_INSERT_OUTPUT ( ALL | FIRST ) )

           {

match(input,ON_SELECT_INSERT_OUTPUT,FOLLOW_ON_SELECT_INSERT_OUTPUT_in_onSelectInsertO

utput808);
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           match(input, Token.DOWN, null);

           if ( input.LA(1)==ALL||input.LA(1)==FIRST ) {

               input.consume();

               state.errorRecovery=false;

           }

           else {

               MismatchedSetException mse = new MismatchedSetException(null,input);

               throw mse;

           }

 

 

           match(input, Token.UP, null);

 

           }

 

       }

 

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;

         }

       finally {

       }

       return ;

   }

   // $ANTLR end "onSelectInsertOutput"

 

 

   // $ANTLR start "onSetExpr"

   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:164:1: onSetExpr : ^( ON_SET_EXPR onSetAssignment ( onSetAssignment )* (

whereClause[false] )? ) ;

   public final void onSetExpr() throws RecognitionException {

       try {

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:165:2: ( ^( ON_SET_EXPR onSetAssignment ( onSetAssignment )* ( whereClause[false]

)? ) )

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:165:4: ^( ON_SET_EXPR onSetAssignment ( onSetAssignment )* ( whereClause[false]

)? )

           {

           match(input,ON_SET_EXPR,FOLLOW_ON_SET_EXPR_in_onSetExpr828);

 

           match(input, Token.DOWN, null);

           pushFollow(FOLLOW_onSetAssignment_in_onSetExpr830);

           onSetAssignment();

 

           state._fsp--;

 

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:165:34: ( onSetAssignment )*

           loop52:
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           do {

               int alt52=2;

               int LA52_0 = input.LA(1);

 

               if ( (LA52_0==ON_SET_EXPR_ITEM) ) {

                   alt52=1;

               }

 

 

               switch (alt52) {

           	case 1 :

           	    // EsperEPL2Ast.g:165:35: onSetAssignment

           	    {

           	    pushFollow(FOLLOW_onSetAssignment_in_onSetExpr833);

           	    onSetAssignment();

 

           	    state._fsp--;

 

 

           	    }

           	    break;

 

           	default :

           	    break loop52;

               }

           } while (true);

 

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:165:53: ( whereClause[false] )?

           int alt53=2;

           int LA53_0 = input.LA(1);

 

           if ( (LA53_0==WHERE_EXPR) ) {

               alt53=1;

           }

           switch (alt53) {

               case 1 :

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:165:53: whereClause[false]

                   {

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_whereClause_in_onSetExpr837);

                   whereClause(false);

 

                   state._fsp--;

 

 

                   }

                   break;

 

           }
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           match(input, Token.UP, null);

 

           }

 

       }

 

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;

         }

       finally {

       }

       return ;

   }

   // $ANTLR end "onSetExpr"

 

 

   // $ANTLR start "onUpdateExpr"

   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:168:1: onUpdateExpr : ^( ON_UPDATE_EXPR onExprFrom ( onSetAssignment )+ (

whereClause[false] )? ) ;

   public final void onUpdateExpr() throws RecognitionException {

       try {

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:169:2: ( ^( ON_UPDATE_EXPR onExprFrom ( onSetAssignment )+ (

whereClause[false] )? ) )

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:169:4: ^( ON_UPDATE_EXPR onExprFrom ( onSetAssignment )+ ( whereClause[false]

)? )

           {

           match(input,ON_UPDATE_EXPR,FOLLOW_ON_UPDATE_EXPR_in_onUpdateExpr852);

 

           match(input, Token.DOWN, null);

           pushFollow(FOLLOW_onExprFrom_in_onUpdateExpr854);

           onExprFrom();

 

           state._fsp--;

 

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:169:32: ( onSetAssignment )+

           int cnt54=0;

           loop54:

           do {

               int alt54=2;

               int LA54_0 = input.LA(1);

 

               if ( (LA54_0==ON_SET_EXPR_ITEM) ) {

                   alt54=1;

               }
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               switch (alt54) {

           	case 1 :

           	    // EsperEPL2Ast.g:169:32: onSetAssignment

           	    {

           	    pushFollow(FOLLOW_onSetAssignment_in_onUpdateExpr856);

           	    onSetAssignment();

 

           	    state._fsp--;

 

 

           	    }

           	    break;

 

           	default :

           	    if ( cnt54 >= 1 ) break loop54;

                       EarlyExitException eee =

                           new EarlyExitException(54, input);

                       throw eee;

               }

               cnt54++;

           } while (true);

 

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:169:49: ( whereClause[false] )?

           int alt55=2;

           int LA55_0 = input.LA(1);

 

           if ( (LA55_0==WHERE_EXPR) ) {

               alt55=1;

           }

           switch (alt55) {

               case 1 :

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:169:49: whereClause[false]

                   {

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_whereClause_in_onUpdateExpr859);

                   whereClause(false);

 

                   state._fsp--;

 

 

                   }

                   break;

 

           }

 

 

           match(input, Token.UP, null);

 

           }
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       }

 

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;

         }

       finally {

       }

       return ;

   }

   // $ANTLR end "onUpdateExpr"

 

 

   // $ANTLR start "onSetAssignment"

   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:172:1: onSetAssignment : ^( ON_SET_EXPR_ITEM valueExpr ) ;

   public final void onSetAssignment() throws RecognitionException {

       try {

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:173:2: ( ^( ON_SET_EXPR_ITEM valueExpr ) )

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:173:4: ^( ON_SET_EXPR_ITEM valueExpr )

           {

           match(input,ON_SET_EXPR_ITEM,FOLLOW_ON_SET_EXPR_ITEM_in_onSetAssignment874);

 

           match(input, Token.DOWN, null);

           pushFollow(FOLLOW_valueExpr_in_onSetAssignment876);

           valueExpr();

 

           state._fsp--;

 

 

           match(input, Token.UP, null);

 

           }

 

       }

 

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;

         }

       finally {

       }

       return ;

   }

   // $ANTLR end "onSetAssignment"

 

 

   // $ANTLR start "onExprFrom"

   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:176:1: onExprFrom : ^( ON_EXPR_FROM IDENT ( IDENT )? ) ;

   public final void onExprFrom() throws RecognitionException {
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       try {

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:177:2: ( ^( ON_EXPR_FROM IDENT ( IDENT )? ) )

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:177:4: ^( ON_EXPR_FROM IDENT ( IDENT )? )

           {

           match(input,ON_EXPR_FROM,FOLLOW_ON_EXPR_FROM_in_onExprFrom890);

 

           match(input, Token.DOWN, null);

           match(input,IDENT,FOLLOW_IDENT_in_onExprFrom892);

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:177:25: ( IDENT )?

           int alt56=2;

           int LA56_0 = input.LA(1);

 

           if ( (LA56_0==IDENT) ) {

               alt56=1;

           }

           switch (alt56) {

               case 1 :

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:177:26: IDENT

                   {

                   match(input,IDENT,FOLLOW_IDENT_in_onExprFrom895);

 

                   }

                   break;

 

           }

 

 

           match(input, Token.UP, null);

 

           }

 

       }

 

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;

         }

       finally {

       }

       return ;

   }

   // $ANTLR end "onExprFrom"

 

 

   // $ANTLR start "createWindowExpr"

   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:180:1: createWindowExpr : ^(i= CREATE_WINDOW_EXPR IDENT ( viewListExpr )? (

RETAINUNION )? ( RETAININTERSECTION )? ( ( ( createSelectionList )? CLASS_IDENT ) | (

createColTypeList ) ) ( createWindowExprInsert )? ) ;

   public final void createWindowExpr() throws RecognitionException {
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       CommonTree i=null;

 

       try {

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:181:2: ( ^(i= CREATE_WINDOW_EXPR IDENT ( viewListExpr )? ( RETAINUNION

)? ( RETAININTERSECTION )? ( ( ( createSelectionList )? CLASS_IDENT ) | ( createColTypeList ) ) (

createWindowExprInsert )? ) )

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:181:4: ^(i= CREATE_WINDOW_EXPR IDENT ( viewListExpr )? ( RETAINUNION )?

( RETAININTERSECTION )? ( ( ( createSelectionList )? CLASS_IDENT ) | ( createColTypeList ) ) (

createWindowExprInsert )? )

           {

i=(CommonTree)match(input,CREATE_WINDOW_EXPR,FOLLOW_CREATE_WINDOW_EXPR_in_createWin

dowExpr913);

 

           match(input, Token.DOWN, null);

           match(input,IDENT,FOLLOW_IDENT_in_createWindowExpr915);

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:181:33: ( viewListExpr )?

           int alt57=2;

           int LA57_0 = input.LA(1);

 

           if ( (LA57_0==VIEW_EXPR) ) {

               alt57=1;

           }

           switch (alt57) {

               case 1 :

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:181:34: viewListExpr

                   {

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_viewListExpr_in_createWindowExpr918);

                   viewListExpr();

 

                   state._fsp--;

 

 

                   }

                   break;

 

           }

 

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:181:49: ( RETAINUNION )?

           int alt58=2;

           int LA58_0 = input.LA(1);

 

           if ( (LA58_0==RETAINUNION) ) {

               alt58=1;

           }

           switch (alt58) {

               case 1 :

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:181:49: RETAINUNION

                   {
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                   match(input,RETAINUNION,FOLLOW_RETAINUNION_in_createWindowExpr922);

 

                   }

                   break;

 

           }

 

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:181:62: ( RETAININTERSECTION )?

           int alt59=2;

           int LA59_0 = input.LA(1);

 

           if ( (LA59_0==RETAININTERSECTION) ) {

               alt59=1;

           }

           switch (alt59) {

               case 1 :

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:181:62: RETAININTERSECTION

                   {

match(input,RETAININTERSECTION,FOLLOW_RETAININTERSECTION_in_createWindowExpr925); 

            

       }

                   break;

 

           }

 

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:182:4: ( ( ( createSelectionList )? CLASS_IDENT ) | ( createColTypeList ) )

           int alt61=2;

           int LA61_0 = input.LA(1);

 

           if ( (LA61_0==CLASS_IDENT||LA61_0==CREATE_WINDOW_SELECT_EXPR) ) {

               alt61=1;

           }

           else if ( (LA61_0==CREATE_COL_TYPE_LIST) ) {

               alt61=2;

           }

           else {

               NoViableAltException nvae =

                   new NoViableAltException("", 61, 0, input);

 

               throw nvae;

           }

           switch (alt61) {

               case 1 :

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:183:5: ( ( createSelectionList )? CLASS_IDENT )

                   {

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:183:5: ( ( createSelectionList )? CLASS_IDENT )

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:183:6: ( createSelectionList )? CLASS_IDENT

                   {

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:183:6: ( createSelectionList )?
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                   int alt60=2;

                   int LA60_0 = input.LA(1);

 

                   if ( (LA60_0==CREATE_WINDOW_SELECT_EXPR) ) {

                       alt60=1;

                   }

                   switch (alt60) {

                       case 1 :

                           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:183:6: createSelectionList

                           {

                           pushFollow(FOLLOW_createSelectionList_in_createWindowExpr939);

                           createSelectionList();

 

                           state._fsp--;

 

 

                           }

                           break;

 

                   }

 

                   match(input,CLASS_IDENT,FOLLOW_CLASS_IDENT_in_createWindowExpr942);

 

                   }

 

 

                   }

                   break;

               case 2 :

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:185:12: ( createColTypeList )

                   {

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:185:12: ( createColTypeList )

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:185:13: createColTypeList

                   {

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_createColTypeList_in_createWindowExpr971);

                   createColTypeList();

 

                   state._fsp--;

 

 

                   }

 

 

                   }

                   break;

 

           }
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           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:187:4: ( createWindowExprInsert )?

           int alt62=2;

           int LA62_0 = input.LA(1);

 

           if ( (LA62_0==INSERT) ) {

               alt62=1;

           }

           switch (alt62) {

               case 1 :

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:187:4: createWindowExprInsert

                   {

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_createWindowExprInsert_in_createWindowExpr982);

                   createWindowExprInsert();

 

                   state._fsp--;

 

 

                   }

                   break;

 

           }

 

            leaveNode(i);

 

           match(input, Token.UP, null);

 

           }

 

       }

 

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;

         }

       finally {

       }

       return ;

   }

   // $ANTLR end "createWindowExpr"

 

 

   // $ANTLR start "createIndexExpr"

   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:191:1: createIndexExpr : ^(i= CREATE_INDEX_EXPR IDENT IDENT indexColList (

IDENT )? ) ;

   public final void createIndexExpr() throws RecognitionException {

       CommonTree i=null;

 

       try {

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:192:2: ( ^(i= CREATE_INDEX_EXPR IDENT IDENT indexColList ( IDENT )? ) )
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           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:192:4: ^(i= CREATE_INDEX_EXPR IDENT IDENT indexColList ( IDENT )? )

           {

i=(CommonTree)match(input,CREATE_INDEX_EXPR,FOLLOW_CREATE_INDEX_EXPR_in_createIndexExpr

1002);

 

           match(input, Token.DOWN, null);

           match(input,IDENT,FOLLOW_IDENT_in_createIndexExpr1004);

           match(input,IDENT,FOLLOW_IDENT_in_createIndexExpr1006);

           pushFollow(FOLLOW_indexColList_in_createIndexExpr1008);

           indexColList();

 

           state._fsp--;

 

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:192:51: ( IDENT )?

           int alt63=2;

           int LA63_0 = input.LA(1);

 

           if ( (LA63_0==IDENT) ) {

               alt63=1;

           }

           switch (alt63) {

               case 1 :

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:192:51: IDENT

                   {

                   match(input,IDENT,FOLLOW_IDENT_in_createIndexExpr1010);

 

                   }

                   break;

 

           }

 

            leaveNode(i);

 

           match(input, Token.UP, null);

 

           }

 

       }

 

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;

         }

       finally {

       }

       return ;

   }

   // $ANTLR end "createIndexExpr"
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   // $ANTLR start "indexColList"

   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:195:1: indexColList : ^( INDEXCOL ( indexCol )+ ) ;

   public final void indexColList() throws RecognitionException {

       try {

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:196:2: ( ^( INDEXCOL ( indexCol )+ ) )

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:196:4: ^( INDEXCOL ( indexCol )+ )

           {

           match(input,INDEXCOL,FOLLOW_INDEXCOL_in_indexColList1026);

 

           match(input, Token.DOWN, null);

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:196:15: ( indexCol )+

           int cnt64=0;

           loop64:

           do {

               int alt64=2;

               int LA64_0 = input.LA(1);

 

               if ( (LA64_0==INDEXCOL) ) {

                   alt64=1;

               }

 

 

               switch (alt64) {

           	case 1 :

           	    // EsperEPL2Ast.g:196:15: indexCol

           	    {

           	    pushFollow(FOLLOW_indexCol_in_indexColList1028);

           	    indexCol();

 

           	    state._fsp--;

 

 

           	    }

           	    break;

 

           	default :

           	    if ( cnt64 >= 1 ) break loop64;

                       EarlyExitException eee =

                           new EarlyExitException(64, input);

                       throw eee;

               }

               cnt64++;

           } while (true);

 

 

           match(input, Token.UP, null);
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           }

 

       }

 

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;

         }

       finally {

       }

       return ;

   }

   // $ANTLR end "indexColList"

 

 

   // $ANTLR start "indexCol"

   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:199:1: indexCol : ^( INDEXCOL IDENT ( IDENT )? ) ;

   public final void indexCol() throws RecognitionException {

       try {

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:200:2: ( ^( INDEXCOL IDENT ( IDENT )? ) )

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:200:4: ^( INDEXCOL IDENT ( IDENT )? )

           {

           match(input,INDEXCOL,FOLLOW_INDEXCOL_in_indexCol1043);

 

           match(input, Token.DOWN, null);

           match(input,IDENT,FOLLOW_IDENT_in_indexCol1045);

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:200:21: ( IDENT )?

           int alt65=2;

           int LA65_0 = input.LA(1);

 

           if ( (LA65_0==IDENT) ) {

               alt65=1;

           }

           switch (alt65) {

               case 1 :

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:200:21: IDENT

                   {

                   match(input,IDENT,FOLLOW_IDENT_in_indexCol1047);

 

                   }

                   break;

 

           }

 

 

           match(input, Token.UP, null);

 

           }
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       }

 

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;

         }

       finally {

       }

       return ;

   }

   // $ANTLR end "indexCol"

 

 

   // $ANTLR start "createWindowExprInsert"

   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:203:1: createWindowExprInsert : ^( INSERT ( valueExpr )? ) ;

   public final void createWindowExprInsert() throws RecognitionException {

       try {

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:204:2: ( ^( INSERT ( valueExpr )? ) )

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:204:4: ^( INSERT ( valueExpr )? )

           {

           match(input,INSERT,FOLLOW_INSERT_in_createWindowExprInsert1061);

 

           if ( input.LA(1)==Token.DOWN ) {

               match(input, Token.DOWN, null);

               // EsperEPL2Ast.g:204:13: ( valueExpr )?

               int alt66=2;

               int LA66_0 = input.LA(1);

 

               if ( ((LA66_0>=IN_SET && LA66_0<=REGEXP)||LA66_0==NOT_EXPR||(LA66_0>=SUM &&

LA66_0<=AVG)||(LA66_0>=COALESCE && LA66_0<=COUNT)||(LA66_0>=CASE &&

LA66_0<=CASE2)||LA66_0==ISTREAM||(LA66_0>=PREVIOUS &&

LA66_0<=EXISTS)||(LA66_0>=INSTANCEOF &&

LA66_0<=CURRENT_TIMESTAMP)||LA66_0==NEWKW||(LA66_0>=EVAL_AND_EXPR &&

LA66_0<=EVAL_NOTEQUALS_GROUP_EXPR)||LA66_0==EVENT_PROP_EXPR||LA66_0==CONCAT||(LA6

6_0>=LIB_FUNC_CHAIN && LA66_0<=DOT_EXPR)||LA66_0==ARRAY_EXPR||(LA66_0>=NOT_IN_SET

&& LA66_0<=NOT_REGEXP)||(LA66_0>=IN_RANGE &&

LA66_0<=SUBSELECT_EXPR)||(LA66_0>=EXISTS_SUBSELECT_EXPR &&

LA66_0<=NOT_IN_SUBSELECT_EXPR)||LA66_0==SUBSTITUTION||(LA66_0>=FIRST_AGGREG &&

LA66_0<=WINDOW_AGGREG)||(LA66_0>=INT_TYPE &&

LA66_0<=NULL_TYPE)||(LA66_0>=JSON_OBJECT &&

LA66_0<=JSON_ARRAY)||LA66_0==STAR||(LA66_0>=LT && LA66_0<=GT)||(LA66_0>=BOR &&

LA66_0<=PLUS)||(LA66_0>=BAND && LA66_0<=BXOR)||(LA66_0>=LE &&

LA66_0<=GE)||(LA66_0>=MINUS && LA66_0<=MOD)||(LA66_0>=EVAL_IS_GROUP_EXPR &&

LA66_0<=EVAL_ISNOT_GROUP_EXPR)) ) {

                   alt66=1;

               }

               switch (alt66) {

                   case 1 :

                       // EsperEPL2Ast.g:204:13: valueExpr
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                       {

                       pushFollow(FOLLOW_valueExpr_in_createWindowExprInsert1063);

                       valueExpr();

 

                       state._fsp--;

 

 

                       }

                       break;

 

               }

 

 

               match(input, Token.UP, null);

           }

 

           }

 

       }

 

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;

         }

       finally {

       }

       return ;

   }

   // $ANTLR end "createWindowExprInsert"

 

 

   // $ANTLR start "createSelectionList"

   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:207:1: createSelectionList : ^(s= CREATE_WINDOW_SELECT_EXPR

createSelectionListElement ( createSelectionListElement )* ) ;

   public final void createSelectionList() throws RecognitionException {

       CommonTree s=null;

 

       try {

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:208:2: ( ^(s= CREATE_WINDOW_SELECT_EXPR createSelectionListElement (

createSelectionListElement )* ) )

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:208:4: ^(s= CREATE_WINDOW_SELECT_EXPR createSelectionListElement (

createSelectionListElement )* )

           {

s=(CommonTree)match(input,CREATE_WINDOW_SELECT_EXPR,FOLLOW_CREATE_WINDOW_SELECT_

EXPR_in_createSelectionList1080);

 

           match(input, Token.DOWN, null);

           pushFollow(FOLLOW_createSelectionListElement_in_createSelectionList1082);

           createSelectionListElement();
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           state._fsp--;

 

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:208:61: ( createSelectionListElement )*

           loop67:

           do {

               int alt67=2;

               int LA67_0 = input.LA(1);

 

               if ( (LA67_0==SELECTION_ELEMENT_EXPR||LA67_0==WILDCARD_SELECT) ) {

                   alt67=1;

               }

 

 

               switch (alt67) {

           	case 1 :

           	    // EsperEPL2Ast.g:208:62: createSelectionListElement

           	    {

           	    pushFollow(FOLLOW_createSelectionListElement_in_createSelectionList1085);

           	    createSelectionListElement();

 

           	    state._fsp--;

 

 

           	    }

           	    break;

 

           	default :

           	    break loop67;

               }

           } while (true);

 

            leaveNode(s);

 

           match(input, Token.UP, null);

 

           }

 

       }

 

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;

         }

       finally {

       }

       return ;

   }

   // $ANTLR end "createSelectionList"
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   // $ANTLR start "createColTypeList"

   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:211:1: createColTypeList : ^( CREATE_COL_TYPE_LIST createColTypeListElement (

createColTypeListElement )* ) ;

   public final void createColTypeList() throws RecognitionException {

       try {

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:212:2: ( ^( CREATE_COL_TYPE_LIST createColTypeListElement (

createColTypeListElement )* ) )

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:212:4: ^( CREATE_COL_TYPE_LIST createColTypeListElement (

createColTypeListElement )* )

           {

match(input,CREATE_COL_TYPE_LIST,FOLLOW_CREATE_COL_TYPE_LIST_in_createColTypeList1104); 

  

         match(input, Token.DOWN, null);

           pushFollow(FOLLOW_createColTypeListElement_in_createColTypeList1106);

           createColTypeListElement();

 

           state._fsp--;

 

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:212:52: ( createColTypeListElement )*

           loop68:

           do {

               int alt68=2;

               int LA68_0 = input.LA(1);

 

               if ( (LA68_0==CREATE_COL_TYPE) ) {

                   alt68=1;

               }

 

 

               switch (alt68) {

           	case 1 :

           	    // EsperEPL2Ast.g:212:53: createColTypeListElement

           	    {

           	    pushFollow(FOLLOW_createColTypeListElement_in_createColTypeList1109);

           	    createColTypeListElement();

 

           	    state._fsp--;

 

 

           	    }

           	    break;

 

           	default :

           	    break loop68;

               }

           } while (true);
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           match(input, Token.UP, null);

 

           }

 

       }

 

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;

         }

       finally {

       }

       return ;

   }

   // $ANTLR end "createColTypeList"

 

 

   // $ANTLR start "createColTypeListElement"

   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:215:1: createColTypeListElement : ^( CREATE_COL_TYPE CLASS_IDENT

CLASS_IDENT ( LBRACK )? ) ;

   public final void createColTypeListElement() throws RecognitionException {

       try {

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:216:2: ( ^( CREATE_COL_TYPE CLASS_IDENT CLASS_IDENT ( LBRACK )? ) )

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:216:4: ^( CREATE_COL_TYPE CLASS_IDENT CLASS_IDENT ( LBRACK )? )

           {

           match(input,CREATE_COL_TYPE,FOLLOW_CREATE_COL_TYPE_in_createColTypeListElement1124);

 

 

           match(input, Token.DOWN, null);

           match(input,CLASS_IDENT,FOLLOW_CLASS_IDENT_in_createColTypeListElement1126);

           match(input,CLASS_IDENT,FOLLOW_CLASS_IDENT_in_createColTypeListElement1128);

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:216:46: ( LBRACK )?

           int alt69=2;

           int LA69_0 = input.LA(1);

 

           if ( (LA69_0==LBRACK) ) {

               alt69=1;

           }

           switch (alt69) {

               case 1 :

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:216:46: LBRACK

                   {

                   match(input,LBRACK,FOLLOW_LBRACK_in_createColTypeListElement1130);

 

                   }

                   break;

 

           }
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           match(input, Token.UP, null);

 

           }

 

       }

 

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;

         }

       finally {

       }

       return ;

   }

   // $ANTLR end "createColTypeListElement"

 

 

   // $ANTLR start "createSelectionListElement"

   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:219:1: createSelectionListElement : (w= WILDCARD_SELECT | ^(s=

SELECTION_ELEMENT_EXPR ( ( eventPropertyExpr[true] ( IDENT )? ) | ( constant[true] IDENT ) ) ) );

   public final void createSelectionListElement() throws RecognitionException {

       CommonTree w=null;

       CommonTree s=null;

 

       try {

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:220:2: (w= WILDCARD_SELECT | ^(s= SELECTION_ELEMENT_EXPR ( (

eventPropertyExpr[true] ( IDENT )? ) | ( constant[true] IDENT ) ) ) )

           int alt72=2;

           int LA72_0 = input.LA(1);

 

           if ( (LA72_0==WILDCARD_SELECT) ) {

               alt72=1;

           }

           else if ( (LA72_0==SELECTION_ELEMENT_EXPR) ) {

               alt72=2;

           }

           else {

               NoViableAltException nvae =

                   new NoViableAltException("", 72, 0, input);

 

               throw nvae;

           }

           switch (alt72) {

               case 1 :

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:220:4: w= WILDCARD_SELECT

                   {

w=(CommonTree)match(input,WILDCARD_SELECT,FOLLOW_WILDCARD_SELECT_in_createSelectionListE
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lement1145);

                    leaveNode(w);

 

                   }

                   break;

               case 2 :

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:221:4: ^(s= SELECTION_ELEMENT_EXPR ( ( eventPropertyExpr[true] ( IDENT

)? ) | ( constant[true] IDENT ) ) )

                   {

s=(CommonTree)match(input,SELECTION_ELEMENT_EXPR,FOLLOW_SELECTION_ELEMENT_EXPR_in_c

reateSelectionListElement1155);

 

                   match(input, Token.DOWN, null);

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:221:31: ( ( eventPropertyExpr[true] ( IDENT )? ) | ( constant[true] IDENT ) )

                   int alt71=2;

                   int LA71_0 = input.LA(1);

 

                   if ( (LA71_0==EVENT_PROP_EXPR) ) {

                       alt71=1;

                   }

                   else if ( ((LA71_0>=INT_TYPE && LA71_0<=NULL_TYPE)) ) {

                       alt71=2;

                   }

                   else {

                       NoViableAltException nvae =

                           new NoViableAltException("", 71, 0, input);

 

                       throw nvae;

                   }

                   switch (alt71) {

                       case 1 :

                           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:222:16: ( eventPropertyExpr[true] ( IDENT )? )

                           {

                           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:222:16: ( eventPropertyExpr[true] ( IDENT )? )

                           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:222:17: eventPropertyExpr[true] ( IDENT )?

                           {

                           pushFollow(FOLLOW_eventPropertyExpr_in_createSelectionListElement1175);

                           eventPropertyExpr(true);

 

                           state._fsp--;

 

                           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:222:41: ( IDENT )?

                           int alt70=2;

                           int LA70_0 = input.LA(1);

 

                           if ( (LA70_0==IDENT) ) {

                               alt70=1;

                           }
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                           switch (alt70) {

                               case 1 :

                                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:222:42: IDENT

                                   {

                                   match(input,IDENT,FOLLOW_IDENT_in_createSelectionListElement1179);

 

                                   }

                                   break;

 

                           }

 

 

                           }

 

 

                           }

                           break;

                       case 2 :

                           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:223:16: ( constant[true] IDENT )

                           {

                           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:223:16: ( constant[true] IDENT )

                           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:223:17: constant[true] IDENT

                           {

                           pushFollow(FOLLOW_constant_in_createSelectionListElement1201);

                           constant(true);

 

                           state._fsp--;

 

                           match(input,IDENT,FOLLOW_IDENT_in_createSelectionListElement1204);

 

                           }

 

 

                           }

                           break;

 

                   }

 

                    leaveNode(s);

 

                   match(input, Token.UP, null);

 

                   }

                   break;

 

           }

       }
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         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;

         }

       finally {

       }

       return ;

   }

   // $ANTLR end "createSelectionListElement"

 

 

   // $ANTLR start "createVariableExpr"

   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:227:1: createVariableExpr : ^(i= CREATE_VARIABLE_EXPR CLASS_IDENT IDENT (

IDENT )? ( LBRACK )? ( valueExpr )? ) ;

   public final void createVariableExpr() throws RecognitionException {

       CommonTree i=null;

 

       try {

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:228:2: ( ^(i= CREATE_VARIABLE_EXPR CLASS_IDENT IDENT ( IDENT )? (

LBRACK )? ( valueExpr )? ) )

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:228:4: ^(i= CREATE_VARIABLE_EXPR CLASS_IDENT IDENT ( IDENT )? (

LBRACK )? ( valueExpr )? )

           {

i=(CommonTree)match(input,CREATE_VARIABLE_EXPR,FOLLOW_CREATE_VARIABLE_EXPR_in_create

VariableExpr1240);

 

           match(input, Token.DOWN, null);

           match(input,CLASS_IDENT,FOLLOW_CLASS_IDENT_in_createVariableExpr1242);

           match(input,IDENT,FOLLOW_IDENT_in_createVariableExpr1244);

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:228:47: ( IDENT )?

           int alt73=2;

           int LA73_0 = input.LA(1);

 

           if ( (LA73_0==IDENT) ) {

               alt73=1;

           }

           switch (alt73) {

               case 1 :

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:228:47: IDENT

                   {

                   match(input,IDENT,FOLLOW_IDENT_in_createVariableExpr1246);

 

                   }

                   break;

 

           }

 

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:228:54: ( LBRACK )?

           int alt74=2;
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           int LA74_0 = input.LA(1);

 

           if ( (LA74_0==LBRACK) ) {

               alt74=1;

           }

           switch (alt74) {

               case 1 :

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:228:54: LBRACK

                   {

                   match(input,LBRACK,FOLLOW_LBRACK_in_createVariableExpr1249);

 

                   }

                   break;

 

           }

 

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:228:62: ( valueExpr )?

           int alt75=2;

           int LA75_0 = input.LA(1);

 

           if ( ((LA75_0>=IN_SET && LA75_0<=REGEXP)||LA75_0==NOT_EXPR||(LA75_0>=SUM &&

LA75_0<=AVG)||(LA75_0>=COALESCE && LA75_0<=COUNT)||(LA75_0>=CASE &&

LA75_0<=CASE2)||LA75_0==ISTREAM||(LA75_0>=PREVIOUS &&

LA75_0<=EXISTS)||(LA75_0>=INSTANCEOF &&

LA75_0<=CURRENT_TIMESTAMP)||LA75_0==NEWKW||(LA75_0>=EVAL_AND_EXPR &&

LA75_0<=EVAL_NOTEQUALS_GROUP_EXPR)||LA75_0==EVENT_PROP_EXPR||LA75_0==CONCAT||(LA7

5_0>=LIB_FUNC_CHAIN && LA75_0<=DOT_EXPR)||LA75_0==ARRAY_EXPR||(LA75_0>=NOT_IN_SET

&& LA75_0<=NOT_REGEXP)||(LA75_0>=IN_RANGE &&

LA75_0<=SUBSELECT_EXPR)||(LA75_0>=EXISTS_SUBSELECT_EXPR &&

LA75_0<=NOT_IN_SUBSELECT_EXPR)||LA75_0==SUBSTITUTION||(LA75_0>=FIRST_AGGREG &&

LA75_0<=WINDOW_AGGREG)||(LA75_0>=INT_TYPE &&

LA75_0<=NULL_TYPE)||(LA75_0>=JSON_OBJECT &&

LA75_0<=JSON_ARRAY)||LA75_0==STAR||(LA75_0>=LT && LA75_0<=GT)||(LA75_0>=BOR &&

LA75_0<=PLUS)||(LA75_0>=BAND && LA75_0<=BXOR)||(LA75_0>=LE &&

LA75_0<=GE)||(LA75_0>=MINUS && LA75_0<=MOD)||(LA75_0>=EVAL_IS_GROUP_EXPR &&

LA75_0<=EVAL_ISNOT_GROUP_EXPR)) ) {

               alt75=1;

           }

           switch (alt75) {

               case 1 :

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:228:62: valueExpr

                   {

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_valueExpr_in_createVariableExpr1252);

                   valueExpr();

 

                   state._fsp--;
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                   }

                   break;

 

           }

 

            leaveNode(i);

 

           match(input, Token.UP, null);

 

           }

 

       }

 

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;

         }

       finally {

       }

       return ;

   }

   // $ANTLR end "createVariableExpr"

 

 

   // $ANTLR start "fafDelete"

   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:231:1: fafDelete : ^(d= DELETE IDENT ( IDENT )? ( whereClause[true] )? ) ;

   public final void fafDelete() throws RecognitionException {

       CommonTree d=null;

 

       try {

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:232:2: ( ^(d= DELETE IDENT ( IDENT )? ( whereClause[true] )? ) )

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:232:4: ^(d= DELETE IDENT ( IDENT )? ( whereClause[true] )? )

           {

           d=(CommonTree)match(input,DELETE,FOLLOW_DELETE_in_fafDelete1271);

 

           match(input, Token.DOWN, null);

           match(input,IDENT,FOLLOW_IDENT_in_fafDelete1273);

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:232:21: ( IDENT )?

           int alt76=2;

           int LA76_0 = input.LA(1);

 

           if ( (LA76_0==IDENT) ) {

               alt76=1;

           }

           switch (alt76) {

               case 1 :

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:232:21: IDENT

                   {

                   match(input,IDENT,FOLLOW_IDENT_in_fafDelete1275);
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                   }

                   break;

 

           }

 

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:232:28: ( whereClause[true] )?

           int alt77=2;

           int LA77_0 = input.LA(1);

 

           if ( (LA77_0==WHERE_EXPR) ) {

               alt77=1;

           }

           switch (alt77) {

               case 1 :

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:232:28: whereClause[true]

                   {

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_whereClause_in_fafDelete1278);

                   whereClause(true);

 

                   state._fsp--;

 

 

                   }

                   break;

 

           }

 

            leaveNode(d);

 

           match(input, Token.UP, null);

 

           }

 

       }

 

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;

         }

       finally {

       }

       return ;

   }

   // $ANTLR end "fafDelete"

 

 

   // $ANTLR start "fafUpdate"

   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:235:1: fafUpdate : ^(u= UPDATE updateDetails ) ;
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   public final void fafUpdate() throws RecognitionException {

       CommonTree u=null;

 

       try {

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:236:2: ( ^(u= UPDATE updateDetails ) )

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:236:4: ^(u= UPDATE updateDetails )

           {

           u=(CommonTree)match(input,UPDATE,FOLLOW_UPDATE_in_fafUpdate1300);

 

           match(input, Token.DOWN, null);

           pushFollow(FOLLOW_updateDetails_in_fafUpdate1302);

           updateDetails();

 

           state._fsp--;

 

            leaveNode(u);

 

           match(input, Token.UP, null);

 

           }

 

       }

 

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;

         }

       finally {

       }

       return ;

   }

   // $ANTLR end "fafUpdate"

 

 

   // $ANTLR start "createDataflow"

   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:242:1: createDataflow : ^(s= CREATE_DATAFLOW IDENT ( gop )+ ) ;

   public final void createDataflow() throws RecognitionException {

       CommonTree s=null;

 

       try {

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:243:2: ( ^(s= CREATE_DATAFLOW IDENT ( gop )+ ) )

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:243:4: ^(s= CREATE_DATAFLOW IDENT ( gop )+ )

           {

s=(CommonTree)match(input,CREATE_DATAFLOW,FOLLOW_CREATE_DATAFLOW_in_createDataflow132

2);

 

           match(input, Token.DOWN, null);

           match(input,IDENT,FOLLOW_IDENT_in_createDataflow1324);

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:243:30: ( gop )+
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           int cnt78=0;

           loop78:

           do {

               int alt78=2;

               int LA78_0 = input.LA(1);

 

               if ( (LA78_0==CREATE_SCHEMA_EXPR||LA78_0==GOP) ) {

                   alt78=1;

               }

 

 

               switch (alt78) {

           	case 1 :

           	    // EsperEPL2Ast.g:243:30: gop

           	    {

           	    pushFollow(FOLLOW_gop_in_createDataflow1326);

           	    gop();

 

           	    state._fsp--;

 

 

           	    }

           	    break;

 

           	default :

           	    if ( cnt78 >= 1 ) break loop78;

                       EarlyExitException eee =

                           new EarlyExitException(78, input);

                       throw eee;

               }

               cnt78++;

           } while (true);

 

            leaveNode(s);

 

           match(input, Token.UP, null);

 

           }

 

       }

 

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;

         }

       finally {

       }

       return ;

   }
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   // $ANTLR end "createDataflow"

 

 

   // $ANTLR start "gop"

   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:246:1: gop : ( ^( GOP ( IDENT | SELECT ) ( gopParam )? ( gopOut )? ( gopDetail )? (

annotation[false] )* ) | createSchemaExpr[false] );

   public final void gop() throws RecognitionException {

       try {

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:247:2: ( ^( GOP ( IDENT | SELECT ) ( gopParam )? ( gopOut )? ( gopDetail )? (

annotation[false] )* ) | createSchemaExpr[false] )

           int alt83=2;

           int LA83_0 = input.LA(1);

 

           if ( (LA83_0==GOP) ) {

               alt83=1;

           }

           else if ( (LA83_0==CREATE_SCHEMA_EXPR) ) {

               alt83=2;

           }

           else {

               NoViableAltException nvae =

                   new NoViableAltException("", 83, 0, input);

 

               throw nvae;

           }

           switch (alt83) {

               case 1 :

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:247:4: ^( GOP ( IDENT | SELECT ) ( gopParam )? ( gopOut )? ( gopDetail )? (

annotation[false] )* )

                   {

                   match(input,GOP,FOLLOW_GOP_in_gop1343);

 

                   match(input, Token.DOWN, null);

                   if ( input.LA(1)==SELECT||input.LA(1)==IDENT ) {

                       input.consume();

                       state.errorRecovery=false;

                   }

                   else {

                       MismatchedSetException mse = new MismatchedSetException(null,input);

                       throw mse;

                   }

 

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:247:25: ( gopParam )?

                   int alt79=2;

                   int LA79_0 = input.LA(1);

 

                   if ( (LA79_0==GOPPARAM) ) {

                       alt79=1;
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                   }

                   switch (alt79) {

                       case 1 :

                           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:247:25: gopParam

                           {

                           pushFollow(FOLLOW_gopParam_in_gop1351);

                           gopParam();

 

                           state._fsp--;

 

 

                           }

                           break;

 

                   }

 

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:247:35: ( gopOut )?

                   int alt80=2;

                   int LA80_0 = input.LA(1);

 

                   if ( (LA80_0==GOPOUT) ) {

                       alt80=1;

                   }

                   switch (alt80) {

                       case 1 :

                           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:247:35: gopOut

                           {

                           pushFollow(FOLLOW_gopOut_in_gop1354);

                           gopOut();

 

                           state._fsp--;

 

 

                           }

                           break;

 

                   }

 

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:247:43: ( gopDetail )?

                   int alt81=2;

                   int LA81_0 = input.LA(1);

 

                   if ( (LA81_0==GOPCFG) ) {

                       alt81=1;

                   }

                   switch (alt81) {

                       case 1 :

                           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:247:43: gopDetail
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                           {

                           pushFollow(FOLLOW_gopDetail_in_gop1357);

                           gopDetail();

 

                           state._fsp--;

 

 

                           }

                           break;

 

                   }

 

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:247:54: ( annotation[false] )*

                   loop82:

                   do {

                       int alt82=2;

                       int LA82_0 = input.LA(1);

 

                       if ( (LA82_0==ANNOTATION) ) {

                           alt82=1;

                       }

 

 

                       switch (alt82) {

                   	case 1 :

                   	    // EsperEPL2Ast.g:247:55: annotation[false]

                   	    {

                   	    pushFollow(FOLLOW_annotation_in_gop1361);

                   	    annotation(false);

 

                   	    state._fsp--;

 

 

                   	    }

                   	    break;

 

                   	default :

                   	    break loop82;

                       }

                   } while (true);

 

 

                   match(input, Token.UP, null);

 

                   }

                   break;

               case 2 :

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:248:4: createSchemaExpr[false]
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                   {

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_createSchemaExpr_in_gop1370);

                   createSchemaExpr(false);

 

                   state._fsp--;

 

 

                   }

                   break;

 

           }

       }

 

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;

         }

       finally {

       }

       return ;

   }

   // $ANTLR end "gop"

 

 

   // $ANTLR start "gopParam"

   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:251:1: gopParam : ^( GOPPARAM ( gopParamItem )* ) ;

   public final void gopParam() throws RecognitionException {

       try {

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:252:2: ( ^( GOPPARAM ( gopParamItem )* ) )

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:252:4: ^( GOPPARAM ( gopParamItem )* )

           {

           match(input,GOPPARAM,FOLLOW_GOPPARAM_in_gopParam1385);

 

           if ( input.LA(1)==Token.DOWN ) {

               match(input, Token.DOWN, null);

               // EsperEPL2Ast.g:252:15: ( gopParamItem )*

               loop84:

               do {

                   int alt84=2;

                   int LA84_0 = input.LA(1);

 

                   if ( (LA84_0==GOPPARAMITM) ) {

                       alt84=1;

                   }

 

 

                   switch (alt84) {

               	case 1 :

               	    // EsperEPL2Ast.g:252:15: gopParamItem
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               	    {

               	    pushFollow(FOLLOW_gopParamItem_in_gopParam1387);

               	    gopParamItem();

 

               	    state._fsp--;

 

 

               	    }

               	    break;

 

               	default :

               	    break loop84;

                   }

               } while (true);

 

 

               match(input, Token.UP, null);

           }

 

           }

 

       }

 

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;

         }

       finally {

       }

       return ;

   }

   // $ANTLR end "gopParam"

 

 

   // $ANTLR start "gopParamItem"

   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:255:1: gopParamItem : ^( GOPPARAMITM ( CLASS_IDENT )+ ( ^( AS IDENT ) )? ) ;

   public final void gopParamItem() throws RecognitionException {

       try {

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:256:2: ( ^( GOPPARAMITM ( CLASS_IDENT )+ ( ^( AS IDENT ) )? ) )

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:256:4: ^( GOPPARAMITM ( CLASS_IDENT )+ ( ^( AS IDENT ) )? )

           {

           match(input,GOPPARAMITM,FOLLOW_GOPPARAMITM_in_gopParamItem1401);

 

           match(input, Token.DOWN, null);

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:256:18: ( CLASS_IDENT )+

           int cnt85=0;

           loop85:

           do {

               int alt85=2;
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               int LA85_0 = input.LA(1);

 

               if ( (LA85_0==CLASS_IDENT) ) {

                   alt85=1;

               }

 

 

               switch (alt85) {

           	case 1 :

           	    // EsperEPL2Ast.g:256:18: CLASS_IDENT

           	    {

           	    match(input,CLASS_IDENT,FOLLOW_CLASS_IDENT_in_gopParamItem1403);

 

           	    }

           	    break;

 

           	default :

           	    if ( cnt85 >= 1 ) break loop85;

                       EarlyExitException eee =

                           new EarlyExitException(85, input);

                       throw eee;

               }

               cnt85++;

           } while (true);

 

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:256:31: ( ^( AS IDENT ) )?

           int alt86=2;

           int LA86_0 = input.LA(1);

 

           if ( (LA86_0==AS) ) {

               alt86=1;

           }

           switch (alt86) {

               case 1 :

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:256:32: ^( AS IDENT )

                   {

                   match(input,AS,FOLLOW_AS_in_gopParamItem1408);

 

                   match(input, Token.DOWN, null);

                   match(input,IDENT,FOLLOW_IDENT_in_gopParamItem1410);

 

                   match(input, Token.UP, null);

 

                   }

                   break;

 

           }
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           match(input, Token.UP, null);

 

           }

 

       }

 

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;

         }

       finally {

       }

       return ;

   }

   // $ANTLR end "gopParamItem"

 

 

   // $ANTLR start "gopOut"

   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:259:1: gopOut : ^( GOPOUT ( gopOutItem )* ) ;

   public final void gopOut() throws RecognitionException {

       try {

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:260:2: ( ^( GOPOUT ( gopOutItem )* ) )

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:260:4: ^( GOPOUT ( gopOutItem )* )

           {

           match(input,GOPOUT,FOLLOW_GOPOUT_in_gopOut1426);

 

           if ( input.LA(1)==Token.DOWN ) {

               match(input, Token.DOWN, null);

               // EsperEPL2Ast.g:260:13: ( gopOutItem )*

               loop87:

               do {

                   int alt87=2;

                   int LA87_0 = input.LA(1);

 

                   if ( (LA87_0==GOPOUTITM) ) {

                       alt87=1;

                   }

 

 

                   switch (alt87) {

               	case 1 :

               	    // EsperEPL2Ast.g:260:13: gopOutItem

               	    {

               	    pushFollow(FOLLOW_gopOutItem_in_gopOut1428);

               	    gopOutItem();

 

               	    state._fsp--;
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               	    }

               	    break;

 

               	default :

               	    break loop87;

                   }

               } while (true);

 

 

               match(input, Token.UP, null);

           }

 

           }

 

       }

 

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;

         }

       finally {

       }

       return ;

   }

   // $ANTLR end "gopOut"

 

 

   // $ANTLR start "gopOutItem"

   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:263:1: gopOutItem : ^( GOPOUTITM CLASS_IDENT ( gopOutTypeParam )* ) ;

   public final void gopOutItem() throws RecognitionException {

       try {

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:264:2: ( ^( GOPOUTITM CLASS_IDENT ( gopOutTypeParam )* ) )

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:264:4: ^( GOPOUTITM CLASS_IDENT ( gopOutTypeParam )* )

           {

           match(input,GOPOUTITM,FOLLOW_GOPOUTITM_in_gopOutItem1442);

 

           match(input, Token.DOWN, null);

           match(input,CLASS_IDENT,FOLLOW_CLASS_IDENT_in_gopOutItem1444);

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:264:28: ( gopOutTypeParam )*

           loop88:

           do {

               int alt88=2;

               int LA88_0 = input.LA(1);

 

               if ( (LA88_0==GOPOUTTYP) ) {

                   alt88=1;

               }
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               switch (alt88) {

           	case 1 :

           	    // EsperEPL2Ast.g:264:28: gopOutTypeParam

           	    {

           	    pushFollow(FOLLOW_gopOutTypeParam_in_gopOutItem1446);

           	    gopOutTypeParam();

 

           	    state._fsp--;

 

 

           	    }

           	    break;

 

           	default :

           	    break loop88;

               }

           } while (true);

 

 

           match(input, Token.UP, null);

 

           }

 

       }

 

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;

         }

       finally {

       }

       return ;

   }

   // $ANTLR end "gopOutItem"

 

 

   // $ANTLR start "gopOutTypeParam"

   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:267:1: gopOutTypeParam : ^( GOPOUTTYP ( ( CLASS_IDENT ( gopOutTypeParam )* ) |

QUESTION ) ) ;

   public final void gopOutTypeParam() throws RecognitionException {

       try {

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:268:2: ( ^( GOPOUTTYP ( ( CLASS_IDENT ( gopOutTypeParam )* ) | QUESTION ) ) )

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:268:4: ^( GOPOUTTYP ( ( CLASS_IDENT ( gopOutTypeParam )* ) | QUESTION ) )

           {

           match(input,GOPOUTTYP,FOLLOW_GOPOUTTYP_in_gopOutTypeParam1461);

 

           match(input, Token.DOWN, null);

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:268:16: ( ( CLASS_IDENT ( gopOutTypeParam )* ) | QUESTION )
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           int alt90=2;

           int LA90_0 = input.LA(1);

 

           if ( (LA90_0==CLASS_IDENT) ) {

               alt90=1;

           }

           else if ( (LA90_0==QUESTION) ) {

               alt90=2;

           }

           else {

               NoViableAltException nvae =

                   new NoViableAltException("", 90, 0, input);

 

               throw nvae;

           }

           switch (alt90) {

               case 1 :

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:268:17: ( CLASS_IDENT ( gopOutTypeParam )* )

                   {

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:268:17: ( CLASS_IDENT ( gopOutTypeParam )* )

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:268:18: CLASS_IDENT ( gopOutTypeParam )*

                   {

                   match(input,CLASS_IDENT,FOLLOW_CLASS_IDENT_in_gopOutTypeParam1465);

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:268:30: ( gopOutTypeParam )*

                   loop89:

                   do {

                       int alt89=2;

                       int LA89_0 = input.LA(1);

 

                       if ( (LA89_0==GOPOUTTYP) ) {

                           alt89=1;

                       }

 

 

                       switch (alt89) {

                   	case 1 :

                   	    // EsperEPL2Ast.g:268:30: gopOutTypeParam

                   	    {

                   	    pushFollow(FOLLOW_gopOutTypeParam_in_gopOutTypeParam1467);

                   	    gopOutTypeParam();

 

                   	    state._fsp--;

 

 

                   	    }

                   	    break;

 

                   	default :
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                   	    break loop89;

                       }

                   } while (true);

 

 

                   }

 

 

                   }

                   break;

               case 2 :

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:268:50: QUESTION

                   {

                   match(input,QUESTION,FOLLOW_QUESTION_in_gopOutTypeParam1473);

 

                   }

                   break;

 

           }

 

 

           match(input, Token.UP, null);

 

           }

 

       }

 

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;

         }

       finally {

       }

       return ;

   }

   // $ANTLR end "gopOutTypeParam"

 

 

   // $ANTLR start "gopDetail"

   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:271:1: gopDetail : ^( GOPCFG ( gopConfig )+ ) ;

   public final void gopDetail() throws RecognitionException {

       try {

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:272:2: ( ^( GOPCFG ( gopConfig )+ ) )

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:272:4: ^( GOPCFG ( gopConfig )+ )

           {

           match(input,GOPCFG,FOLLOW_GOPCFG_in_gopDetail1487);

 

           match(input, Token.DOWN, null);

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:272:13: ( gopConfig )+
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           int cnt91=0;

           loop91:

           do {

               int alt91=2;

               int LA91_0 = input.LA(1);

 

               if ( ((LA91_0>=GOPCFGITM && LA91_0<=GOPCFGEPL)||LA91_0==GOPCFGEXP) ) {

                   alt91=1;

               }

 

 

               switch (alt91) {

           	case 1 :

           	    // EsperEPL2Ast.g:272:13: gopConfig

           	    {

           	    pushFollow(FOLLOW_gopConfig_in_gopDetail1489);

           	    gopConfig();

 

           	    state._fsp--;

 

 

           	    }

           	    break;

 

           	default :

           	    if ( cnt91 >= 1 ) break loop91;

                       EarlyExitException eee =

                           new EarlyExitException(91, input);

                       throw eee;

               }

               cnt91++;

           } while (true);

 

 

           match(input, Token.UP, null);

 

           }

 

       }

 

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;

         }

       finally {

       }

       return ;

   }

   // $ANTLR end "gopDetail"
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   // $ANTLR start "gopConfig"

   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:275:1: gopConfig : ( ^(a= GOPCFGITM IDENT valueExpr ) | ^(b= GOPCFGEXP valueExpr )

| ^(c= GOPCFGEPL selectExpr ) );

   public final void gopConfig() throws RecognitionException {

       CommonTree a=null;

       CommonTree b=null;

       CommonTree c=null;

 

       try {

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:276:2: ( ^(a= GOPCFGITM IDENT valueExpr ) | ^(b= GOPCFGEXP valueExpr ) | ^(c=

GOPCFGEPL selectExpr ) )

           int alt92=3;

           switch ( input.LA(1) ) {

           case GOPCFGITM:

               {

               alt92=1;

               }

               break;

           case GOPCFGEXP:

               {

               alt92=2;

               }

               break;

           case GOPCFGEPL:

               {

               alt92=3;

               }

               break;

           default:

               NoViableAltException nvae =

                   new NoViableAltException("", 92, 0, input);

 

               throw nvae;

           }

 

           switch (alt92) {

               case 1 :

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:276:4: ^(a= GOPCFGITM IDENT valueExpr )

                   {

                   a=(CommonTree)match(input,GOPCFGITM,FOLLOW_GOPCFGITM_in_gopConfig1505);

 

                   match(input, Token.DOWN, null);

                   match(input,IDENT,FOLLOW_IDENT_in_gopConfig1507);

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_valueExpr_in_gopConfig1509);

                   valueExpr();
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                   state._fsp--;

 

                    leaveNode(a);

 

                   match(input, Token.UP, null);

 

                   }

                   break;

               case 2 :

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:277:4: ^(b= GOPCFGEXP valueExpr )

                   {

                   b=(CommonTree)match(input,GOPCFGEXP,FOLLOW_GOPCFGEXP_in_gopConfig1520);

 

                   match(input, Token.DOWN, null);

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_valueExpr_in_gopConfig1522);

                   valueExpr();

 

                   state._fsp--;

 

                    leaveNode(b);

 

                   match(input, Token.UP, null);

 

                   }

                   break;

               case 3 :

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:278:4: ^(c= GOPCFGEPL selectExpr )

                   {

                   c=(CommonTree)match(input,GOPCFGEPL,FOLLOW_GOPCFGEPL_in_gopConfig1533);

 

                   match(input, Token.DOWN, null);

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_selectExpr_in_gopConfig1535);

                   selectExpr();

 

                   state._fsp--;

 

                    leaveNode(c);

 

                   match(input, Token.UP, null);

 

                   }

                   break;

 

           }

       }

 

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;
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         }

       finally {

       }

       return ;

   }

   // $ANTLR end "gopConfig"

 

 

   // $ANTLR start "jsonvalue"

   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:281:1: jsonvalue : ( constant[false] | jsonobject[false] | jsonarray[false] );

   public final void jsonvalue() throws RecognitionException {

       try {

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:282:2: ( constant[false] | jsonobject[false] | jsonarray[false] )

           int alt93=3;

           switch ( input.LA(1) ) {

           case INT_TYPE:

           case LONG_TYPE:

           case FLOAT_TYPE:

           case DOUBLE_TYPE:

           case STRING_TYPE:

           case BOOL_TYPE:

           case NULL_TYPE:

               {

               alt93=1;

               }

               break;

           case JSON_OBJECT:

               {

               alt93=2;

               }

               break;

           case JSON_ARRAY:

               {

               alt93=3;

               }

               break;

           default:

               NoViableAltException nvae =

                   new NoViableAltException("", 93, 0, input);

 

               throw nvae;

           }

 

           switch (alt93) {

               case 1 :

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:282:5: constant[false]

                   {

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_constant_in_jsonvalue1551);
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                   constant(false);

 

                   state._fsp--;

 

 

                   }

                   break;

               case 2 :

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:283:5: jsonobject[false]

                   {

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_jsonobject_in_jsonvalue1558);

                   jsonobject(false);

 

                   state._fsp--;

 

 

                   }

                   break;

               case 3 :

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:284:5: jsonarray[false]

                   {

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_jsonarray_in_jsonvalue1565);

                   jsonarray(false);

 

                   state._fsp--;

 

 

                   }

                   break;

 

           }

       }

 

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;

         }

       finally {

       }

       return ;

   }

   // $ANTLR end "jsonvalue"

 

 

   // $ANTLR start "jsonobject"

   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:287:1: jsonobject[boolean isLeaveNode] : ^(o= JSON_OBJECT ( jsonpair )* ) ;

   public final void jsonobject(boolean isLeaveNode) throws RecognitionException {

       CommonTree o=null;
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       try {

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:288:2: ( ^(o= JSON_OBJECT ( jsonpair )* ) )

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:288:5: ^(o= JSON_OBJECT ( jsonpair )* )

           {

           o=(CommonTree)match(input,JSON_OBJECT,FOLLOW_JSON_OBJECT_in_jsonobject1582);

 

           if ( input.LA(1)==Token.DOWN ) {

               match(input, Token.DOWN, null);

               // EsperEPL2Ast.g:288:21: ( jsonpair )*

               loop94:

               do {

                   int alt94=2;

                   int LA94_0 = input.LA(1);

 

                   if ( (LA94_0==JSON_FIELD) ) {

                       alt94=1;

                   }

 

 

                   switch (alt94) {

               	case 1 :

               	    // EsperEPL2Ast.g:288:21: jsonpair

               	    {

               	    pushFollow(FOLLOW_jsonpair_in_jsonobject1584);

               	    jsonpair();

 

               	    state._fsp--;

 

 

               	    }

               	    break;

 

               	default :

               	    break loop94;

                   }

               } while (true);

 

                if (isLeaveNode) leaveNode(o);

 

               match(input, Token.UP, null);

           }

 

           }

 

       }

 

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;
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         }

       finally {

       }

       return ;

   }

   // $ANTLR end "jsonobject"

 

 

   // $ANTLR start "jsonarray"

   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:291:1: jsonarray[boolean isLeaveNode] : ^(a= JSON_ARRAY ( jsonvalue )* ) ;

   public final void jsonarray(boolean isLeaveNode) throws RecognitionException {

       CommonTree a=null;

 

       try {

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:292:9: ( ^(a= JSON_ARRAY ( jsonvalue )* ) )

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:292:12: ^(a= JSON_ARRAY ( jsonvalue )* )

           {

           a=(CommonTree)match(input,JSON_ARRAY,FOLLOW_JSON_ARRAY_in_jsonarray1613);

 

           if ( input.LA(1)==Token.DOWN ) {

               match(input, Token.DOWN, null);

               // EsperEPL2Ast.g:292:27: ( jsonvalue )*

               loop95:

               do {

                   int alt95=2;

                   int LA95_0 = input.LA(1);

 

                   if ( ((LA95_0>=INT_TYPE && LA95_0<=NULL_TYPE)||(LA95_0>=JSON_OBJECT &&

LA95_0<=JSON_ARRAY)) ) {

                       alt95=1;

                   }

 

 

                   switch (alt95) {

               	case 1 :

               	    // EsperEPL2Ast.g:292:27: jsonvalue

               	    {

               	    pushFollow(FOLLOW_jsonvalue_in_jsonarray1615);

               	    jsonvalue();

 

               	    state._fsp--;

 

 

               	    }

               	    break;

 

               	default :

               	    break loop95;
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                   }

               } while (true);

 

                if (isLeaveNode) leaveNode(a);

 

               match(input, Token.UP, null);

           }

 

           }

 

       }

 

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;

         }

       finally {

       }

       return ;

   }

   // $ANTLR end "jsonarray"

 

 

   // $ANTLR start "jsonpair"

   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:295:1: jsonpair : ^( JSON_FIELD ( constant[false] | IDENT ) jsonvalue ) ;

   public final void jsonpair() throws RecognitionException {

       try {

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:296:2: ( ^( JSON_FIELD ( constant[false] | IDENT ) jsonvalue ) )

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:296:5: ^( JSON_FIELD ( constant[false] | IDENT ) jsonvalue )

           {

           match(input,JSON_FIELD,FOLLOW_JSON_FIELD_in_jsonpair1633);

 

           match(input, Token.DOWN, null);

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:296:18: ( constant[false] | IDENT )

           int alt96=2;

           int LA96_0 = input.LA(1);

 

           if ( ((LA96_0>=INT_TYPE && LA96_0<=NULL_TYPE)) ) {

               alt96=1;

           }

           else if ( (LA96_0==IDENT) ) {

               alt96=2;

           }

           else {

               NoViableAltException nvae =

                   new NoViableAltException("", 96, 0, input);

 

               throw nvae;

           }
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           switch (alt96) {

               case 1 :

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:296:19: constant[false]

                   {

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_constant_in_jsonpair1636);

                   constant(false);

 

                   state._fsp--;

 

 

                   }

                   break;

               case 2 :

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:296:37: IDENT

                   {

                   match(input,IDENT,FOLLOW_IDENT_in_jsonpair1641);

 

                   }

                   break;

 

           }

 

           pushFollow(FOLLOW_jsonvalue_in_jsonpair1644);

           jsonvalue();

 

           state._fsp--;

 

 

           match(input, Token.UP, null);

 

           }

 

       }

 

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;

         }

       finally {

       }

       return ;

   }

   // $ANTLR end "jsonpair"

 

 

   // $ANTLR start "createContextExpr"

   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:302:1: createContextExpr : ^(s= CREATE_CTX IDENT createContextDetail ) ;

   public final void createContextExpr() throws RecognitionException {

       CommonTree s=null;
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       try {

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:303:2: ( ^(s= CREATE_CTX IDENT createContextDetail ) )

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:303:4: ^(s= CREATE_CTX IDENT createContextDetail )

           {

           s=(CommonTree)match(input,CREATE_CTX,FOLLOW_CREATE_CTX_in_createContextExpr1664);

 

           match(input, Token.DOWN, null);

           match(input,IDENT,FOLLOW_IDENT_in_createContextExpr1666);

           pushFollow(FOLLOW_createContextDetail_in_createContextExpr1668);

           createContextDetail();

 

           state._fsp--;

 

            leaveNode(s);

 

           match(input, Token.UP, null);

 

           }

 

       }

 

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;

         }

       finally {

       }

       return ;

   }

   // $ANTLR end "createContextExpr"

 

 

   // $ANTLR start "createContextDetail"

   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:306:1: createContextDetail : ( ^( CREATE_CTX_FIXED ( IDENT | createContextRangePoint

) createContextRangePoint ) | ^( CREATE_CTX_INIT createContextRangePoint createContextRangePoint (

IDENT )? ) | ^( CREATE_CTX_PART ( createContextPartitionItem )+ ) | ^( CREATE_CTX_CAT (

createContextCategoryItem )+ eventFilterExpr[false] ) | ^( CREATE_CTX_COAL ( createContextCoalesceItem )+

IDENT number ( IDENT )? ) | ^( CREATE_CTX_NESTED createContextNested ( createContextNested )+ ) );

   public final void createContextDetail() throws RecognitionException {

       try {

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:307:2: ( ^( CREATE_CTX_FIXED ( IDENT | createContextRangePoint )

createContextRangePoint ) | ^( CREATE_CTX_INIT createContextRangePoint createContextRangePoint ( IDENT

)? ) | ^( CREATE_CTX_PART ( createContextPartitionItem )+ ) | ^( CREATE_CTX_CAT (

createContextCategoryItem )+ eventFilterExpr[false] ) | ^( CREATE_CTX_COAL ( createContextCoalesceItem )+

IDENT number ( IDENT )? ) | ^( CREATE_CTX_NESTED createContextNested ( createContextNested )+ ) )

           int alt104=6;

           switch ( input.LA(1) ) {

           case CREATE_CTX_FIXED:
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               {

               alt104=1;

               }

               break;

           case CREATE_CTX_INIT:

               {

               alt104=2;

               }

               break;

           case CREATE_CTX_PART:

               {

               alt104=3;

               }

               break;

           case CREATE_CTX_CAT:

               {

               alt104=4;

               }

               break;

           case CREATE_CTX_COAL:

               {

               alt104=5;

               }

               break;

           case CREATE_CTX_NESTED:

               {

               alt104=6;

               }

               break;

           default:

               NoViableAltException nvae =

                   new NoViableAltException("", 104, 0, input);

 

               throw nvae;

           }

 

           switch (alt104) {

               case 1 :

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:307:4: ^( CREATE_CTX_FIXED ( IDENT | createContextRangePoint )

createContextRangePoint )

                   {

match(input,CREATE_CTX_FIXED,FOLLOW_CREATE_CTX_FIXED_in_createContextDetail1684); 

                 

  match(input, Token.DOWN, null);

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:307:23: ( IDENT | createContextRangePoint )

                   int alt97=2;

                   int LA97_0 = input.LA(1);

 

                   if ( (LA97_0==IDENT) ) {
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                       alt97=1;

                   }

                   else if (

(LA97_0==AFTER||LA97_0==STREAM_EXPR||LA97_0==CRONTAB_LIMIT_EXPR_PARAM||LA97_0==CRE

ATE_CTX_PATTERN) ) {

                       alt97=2;

                   }

                   else {

                       NoViableAltException nvae =

                           new NoViableAltException("", 97, 0, input);

 

                       throw nvae;

                   }

                   switch (alt97) {

                       case 1 :

                           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:307:24: IDENT

                           {

                           match(input,IDENT,FOLLOW_IDENT_in_createContextDetail1687);

 

                           }

                           break;

                       case 2 :

                           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:307:32: createContextRangePoint

                           {

                           pushFollow(FOLLOW_createContextRangePoint_in_createContextDetail1691);

                           createContextRangePoint();

 

                           state._fsp--;

 

 

                           }

                           break;

 

                   }

 

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_createContextRangePoint_in_createContextDetail1694);

                   createContextRangePoint();

 

                   state._fsp--;

 

 

                   match(input, Token.UP, null);

 

                   }

                   break;

               case 2 :

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:308:4: ^( CREATE_CTX_INIT createContextRangePoint createContextRangePoint (

IDENT )? )
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                   {

                   match(input,CREATE_CTX_INIT,FOLLOW_CREATE_CTX_INIT_in_createContextDetail1701);

 

                   match(input, Token.DOWN, null);

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_createContextRangePoint_in_createContextDetail1703);

                   createContextRangePoint();

 

                   state._fsp--;

 

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_createContextRangePoint_in_createContextDetail1705);

                   createContextRangePoint();

 

                   state._fsp--;

 

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:308:70: ( IDENT )?

                   int alt98=2;

                   int LA98_0 = input.LA(1);

 

                   if ( (LA98_0==IDENT) ) {

                       alt98=1;

                   }

                   switch (alt98) {

                       case 1 :

                           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:308:70: IDENT

                           {

                           match(input,IDENT,FOLLOW_IDENT_in_createContextDetail1707);

 

                           }

                           break;

 

                   }

 

 

                   match(input, Token.UP, null);

 

                   }

                   break;

               case 3 :

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:309:4: ^( CREATE_CTX_PART ( createContextPartitionItem )+ )

                   {

                   match(input,CREATE_CTX_PART,FOLLOW_CREATE_CTX_PART_in_createContextDetail1715);

 

                   match(input, Token.DOWN, null);

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:309:22: ( createContextPartitionItem )+

                   int cnt99=0;

                   loop99:

                   do {

                       int alt99=2;
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                       int LA99_0 = input.LA(1);

 

                       if ( (LA99_0==PARTITIONITEM) ) {

                           alt99=1;

                       }

 

 

                       switch (alt99) {

                   	case 1 :

                   	    // EsperEPL2Ast.g:309:22: createContextPartitionItem

                   	    {

                   	    pushFollow(FOLLOW_createContextPartitionItem_in_createContextDetail1717);

                   	    createContextPartitionItem();

 

                   	    state._fsp--;

 

 

                   	    }

                   	    break;

 

                   	default :

                   	    if ( cnt99 >= 1 ) break loop99;

                               EarlyExitException eee =

                                   new EarlyExitException(99, input);

                               throw eee;

                       }

                       cnt99++;

                   } while (true);

 

 

                   match(input, Token.UP, null);

 

                   }

                   break;

               case 4 :

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:310:4: ^( CREATE_CTX_CAT ( createContextCategoryItem )+

eventFilterExpr[false] )

                   {

                   match(input,CREATE_CTX_CAT,FOLLOW_CREATE_CTX_CAT_in_createContextDetail1725);

 

                   match(input, Token.DOWN, null);

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:310:21: ( createContextCategoryItem )+

                   int cnt100=0;

                   loop100:

                   do {

                       int alt100=2;

                       int LA100_0 = input.LA(1);
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                       if ( (LA100_0==CREATE_CTX_CATITEM) ) {

                           alt100=1;

                       }

 

 

                       switch (alt100) {

                   	case 1 :

                   	    // EsperEPL2Ast.g:310:21: createContextCategoryItem

                   	    {

                   	    pushFollow(FOLLOW_createContextCategoryItem_in_createContextDetail1727);

                   	    createContextCategoryItem();

 

                   	    state._fsp--;

 

 

                   	    }

                   	    break;

 

                   	default :

                   	    if ( cnt100 >= 1 ) break loop100;

                               EarlyExitException eee =

                                   new EarlyExitException(100, input);

                               throw eee;

                       }

                       cnt100++;

                   } while (true);

 

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_eventFilterExpr_in_createContextDetail1730);

                   eventFilterExpr(false);

 

                   state._fsp--;

 

 

                   match(input, Token.UP, null);

 

                   }

                   break;

               case 5 :

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:311:4: ^( CREATE_CTX_COAL ( createContextCoalesceItem )+ IDENT number (

IDENT )? )

                   {

                   match(input,CREATE_CTX_COAL,FOLLOW_CREATE_CTX_COAL_in_createContextDetail1738);

 

                   match(input, Token.DOWN, null);

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:311:22: ( createContextCoalesceItem )+

                   int cnt101=0;

                   loop101:

                   do {
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                       int alt101=2;

                       int LA101_0 = input.LA(1);

 

                       if ( (LA101_0==COALESCE) ) {

                           alt101=1;

                       }

 

 

                       switch (alt101) {

                   	case 1 :

                   	    // EsperEPL2Ast.g:311:22: createContextCoalesceItem

                   	    {

                   	    pushFollow(FOLLOW_createContextCoalesceItem_in_createContextDetail1740);

                   	    createContextCoalesceItem();

 

                   	    state._fsp--;

 

 

                   	    }

                   	    break;

 

                   	default :

                   	    if ( cnt101 >= 1 ) break loop101;

                               EarlyExitException eee =

                                   new EarlyExitException(101, input);

                               throw eee;

                       }

                       cnt101++;

                   } while (true);

 

                   match(input,IDENT,FOLLOW_IDENT_in_createContextDetail1743);

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_number_in_createContextDetail1745);

                   number();

 

                   state._fsp--;

 

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:311:62: ( IDENT )?

                   int alt102=2;

                   int LA102_0 = input.LA(1);

 

                   if ( (LA102_0==IDENT) ) {

                       alt102=1;

                   }

                   switch (alt102) {

                       case 1 :

                           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:311:62: IDENT

                           {

                           match(input,IDENT,FOLLOW_IDENT_in_createContextDetail1747);
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                           }

                           break;

 

                   }

 

 

                   match(input, Token.UP, null);

 

                   }

                   break;

               case 6 :

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:312:4: ^( CREATE_CTX_NESTED createContextNested ( createContextNested )+ )

                   {

match(input,CREATE_CTX_NESTED,FOLLOW_CREATE_CTX_NESTED_in_createContextDetail1755); 

          

         match(input, Token.DOWN, null);

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_createContextNested_in_createContextDetail1757);

                   createContextNested();

 

                   state._fsp--;

 

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:312:44: ( createContextNested )+

                   int cnt103=0;

                   loop103:

                   do {

                       int alt103=2;

                       int LA103_0 = input.LA(1);

 

                       if ( (LA103_0==CREATE_CTX) ) {

                           alt103=1;

                       }

 

 

                       switch (alt103) {

                   	case 1 :

                   	    // EsperEPL2Ast.g:312:44: createContextNested

                   	    {

                   	    pushFollow(FOLLOW_createContextNested_in_createContextDetail1759);

                   	    createContextNested();

 

                   	    state._fsp--;

 

 

                   	    }

                   	    break;

 

                   	default :

                   	    if ( cnt103 >= 1 ) break loop103;
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                               EarlyExitException eee =

                                   new EarlyExitException(103, input);

                               throw eee;

                       }

                       cnt103++;

                   } while (true);

 

 

                   match(input, Token.UP, null);

 

                   }

                   break;

 

           }

       }

 

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;

         }

       finally {

       }

       return ;

   }

   // $ANTLR end "createContextDetail"

 

 

   // $ANTLR start "createContextRangePoint"

   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:315:1: createContextRangePoint : ( createContextFilter | ^( CREATE_CTX_PATTERN

patternInclusionExpression ( IDENT )? ) | crontabLimitParameterSet | ^( AFTER timePeriod ) );

   public final void createContextRangePoint() throws RecognitionException {

       try {

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:316:2: ( createContextFilter | ^( CREATE_CTX_PATTERN patternInclusionExpression (

IDENT )? ) | crontabLimitParameterSet | ^( AFTER timePeriod ) )

           int alt106=4;

           switch ( input.LA(1) ) {

           case STREAM_EXPR:

               {

               alt106=1;

               }

               break;

           case CREATE_CTX_PATTERN:

               {

               alt106=2;

               }

               break;

           case CRONTAB_LIMIT_EXPR_PARAM:

               {

               alt106=3;
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               }

               break;

           case AFTER:

               {

               alt106=4;

               }

               break;

           default:

               NoViableAltException nvae =

                   new NoViableAltException("", 106, 0, input);

 

               throw nvae;

           }

 

           switch (alt106) {

               case 1 :

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:316:4: createContextFilter

                   {

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_createContextFilter_in_createContextRangePoint1772);

                   createContextFilter();

 

                   state._fsp--;

 

 

                   }

                   break;

               case 2 :

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:317:5: ^( CREATE_CTX_PATTERN patternInclusionExpression ( IDENT )? )

                   {

match(input,CREATE_CTX_PATTERN,FOLLOW_CREATE_CTX_PATTERN_in_createContextRangePoint1780

);

 

                   match(input, Token.DOWN, null);

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_patternInclusionExpression_in_createContextRangePoint1782);

                   patternInclusionExpression();

 

                   state._fsp--;

 

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:317:53: ( IDENT )?

                   int alt105=2;

                   int LA105_0 = input.LA(1);

 

                   if ( (LA105_0==IDENT) ) {

                       alt105=1;

                   }

                   switch (alt105) {

                       case 1 :

                           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:317:53: IDENT
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                           {

                           match(input,IDENT,FOLLOW_IDENT_in_createContextRangePoint1784);

 

                           }

                           break;

 

                   }

 

 

                   match(input, Token.UP, null);

 

                   }

                   break;

               case 3 :

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:318:4: crontabLimitParameterSet

                   {

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_crontabLimitParameterSet_in_createContextRangePoint1791);

                   crontabLimitParameterSet();

 

                   state._fsp--;

 

 

                   }

                   break;

               case 4 :

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:319:4: ^( AFTER timePeriod )

                   {

                   match(input,AFTER,FOLLOW_AFTER_in_createContextRangePoint1797);

 

                   match(input, Token.DOWN, null);

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_timePeriod_in_createContextRangePoint1799);

                   timePeriod();

 

                   state._fsp--;

 

 

                   match(input, Token.UP, null);

 

                   }

                   break;

 

           }

       }

 

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;

         }

       finally {
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       }

       return ;

   }

   // $ANTLR end "createContextRangePoint"

 

 

   // $ANTLR start "createContextNested"

   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:322:1: createContextNested : ^(s= CREATE_CTX IDENT createContextDetail ) ;

   public final void createContextNested() throws RecognitionException {

       CommonTree s=null;

 

       try {

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:323:2: ( ^(s= CREATE_CTX IDENT createContextDetail ) )

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:323:4: ^(s= CREATE_CTX IDENT createContextDetail )

           {

           s=(CommonTree)match(input,CREATE_CTX,FOLLOW_CREATE_CTX_in_createContextNested1815);

 

           match(input, Token.DOWN, null);

           match(input,IDENT,FOLLOW_IDENT_in_createContextNested1817);

           pushFollow(FOLLOW_createContextDetail_in_createContextNested1819);

           createContextDetail();

 

           state._fsp--;

 

 

           match(input, Token.UP, null);

 

           }

 

       }

 

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;

         }

       finally {

       }

       return ;

   }

   // $ANTLR end "createContextNested"

 

 

   // $ANTLR start "createContextFilter"

   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:326:1: createContextFilter : ^( STREAM_EXPR eventFilterExpr[false] ( IDENT )? ) ;

   public final void createContextFilter() throws RecognitionException {

       try {

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:327:2: ( ^( STREAM_EXPR eventFilterExpr[false] ( IDENT )? ) )

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:327:4: ^( STREAM_EXPR eventFilterExpr[false] ( IDENT )? )

           {
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           match(input,STREAM_EXPR,FOLLOW_STREAM_EXPR_in_createContextFilter1832);

 

           match(input, Token.DOWN, null);

           pushFollow(FOLLOW_eventFilterExpr_in_createContextFilter1834);

           eventFilterExpr(false);

 

           state._fsp--;

 

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:327:41: ( IDENT )?

           int alt107=2;

           int LA107_0 = input.LA(1);

 

           if ( (LA107_0==IDENT) ) {

               alt107=1;

           }

           switch (alt107) {

               case 1 :

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:327:41: IDENT

                   {

                   match(input,IDENT,FOLLOW_IDENT_in_createContextFilter1837);

 

                   }

                   break;

 

           }

 

 

           match(input, Token.UP, null);

 

           }

 

       }

 

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;

         }

       finally {

       }

       return ;

   }

   // $ANTLR end "createContextFilter"

 

 

   // $ANTLR start "createContextPartitionItem"

   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:330:1: createContextPartitionItem : ^( PARTITIONITEM eventFilterExpr[false] (

eventPropertyExpr[false] )+ ) ;

   public final void createContextPartitionItem() throws RecognitionException {

       try {
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           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:331:2: ( ^( PARTITIONITEM eventFilterExpr[false] ( eventPropertyExpr[false] )+ ) )

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:331:4: ^( PARTITIONITEM eventFilterExpr[false] ( eventPropertyExpr[false] )+ )

           {

           match(input,PARTITIONITEM,FOLLOW_PARTITIONITEM_in_createContextPartitionItem1853);

 

           match(input, Token.DOWN, null);

           pushFollow(FOLLOW_eventFilterExpr_in_createContextPartitionItem1855);

           eventFilterExpr(false);

 

           state._fsp--;

 

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:331:43: ( eventPropertyExpr[false] )+

           int cnt108=0;

           loop108:

           do {

               int alt108=2;

               int LA108_0 = input.LA(1);

 

               if ( (LA108_0==EVENT_PROP_EXPR) ) {

                   alt108=1;

               }

 

 

               switch (alt108) {

           	case 1 :

           	    // EsperEPL2Ast.g:331:43: eventPropertyExpr[false]

           	    {

           	    pushFollow(FOLLOW_eventPropertyExpr_in_createContextPartitionItem1858);

           	    eventPropertyExpr(false);

 

           	    state._fsp--;

 

 

           	    }

           	    break;

 

           	default :

           	    if ( cnt108 >= 1 ) break loop108;

                       EarlyExitException eee =

                           new EarlyExitException(108, input);

                       throw eee;

               }

               cnt108++;

           } while (true);

 

 

           match(input, Token.UP, null);
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           }

 

       }

 

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;

         }

       finally {

       }

       return ;

   }

   // $ANTLR end "createContextPartitionItem"

 

 

   // $ANTLR start "createContextCoalesceItem"

   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:334:1: createContextCoalesceItem : ^( COALESCE libFunctionWithClass

eventFilterExpr[false] ) ;

   public final void createContextCoalesceItem() throws RecognitionException {

       try {

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:335:2: ( ^( COALESCE libFunctionWithClass eventFilterExpr[false] ) )

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:335:4: ^( COALESCE libFunctionWithClass eventFilterExpr[false] )

           {

           match(input,COALESCE,FOLLOW_COALESCE_in_createContextCoalesceItem1875);

 

           match(input, Token.DOWN, null);

           pushFollow(FOLLOW_libFunctionWithClass_in_createContextCoalesceItem1877);

           libFunctionWithClass();

 

           state._fsp--;

 

           pushFollow(FOLLOW_eventFilterExpr_in_createContextCoalesceItem1879);

           eventFilterExpr(false);

 

           state._fsp--;

 

 

           match(input, Token.UP, null);

 

           }

 

       }

 

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;

         }

       finally {

       }

       return ;
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   }

   // $ANTLR end "createContextCoalesceItem"

 

 

   // $ANTLR start "createContextCategoryItem"

   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:338:1: createContextCategoryItem : ^( CREATE_CTX_CATITEM valueExpr IDENT ) ;

   public final void createContextCategoryItem() throws RecognitionException {

       try {

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:339:2: ( ^( CREATE_CTX_CATITEM valueExpr IDENT ) )

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:339:4: ^( CREATE_CTX_CATITEM valueExpr IDENT )

           {

match(input,CREATE_CTX_CATITEM,FOLLOW_CREATE_CTX_CATITEM_in_createContextCategoryItem18

95);

 

           match(input, Token.DOWN, null);

           pushFollow(FOLLOW_valueExpr_in_createContextCategoryItem1897);

           valueExpr();

 

           state._fsp--;

 

           match(input,IDENT,FOLLOW_IDENT_in_createContextCategoryItem1899);

 

           match(input, Token.UP, null);

 

           }

 

       }

 

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;

         }

       finally {

       }

       return ;

   }

   // $ANTLR end "createContextCategoryItem"

 

 

   // $ANTLR start "createExpr"

   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:342:1: createExpr : ^(s= CREATE_EXPR expressionDecl[false] ) ;

   public final void createExpr() throws RecognitionException {

       CommonTree s=null;

 

       try {

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:343:2: ( ^(s= CREATE_EXPR expressionDecl[false] ) )

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:343:4: ^(s= CREATE_EXPR expressionDecl[false] )

           {

           s=(CommonTree)match(input,CREATE_EXPR,FOLLOW_CREATE_EXPR_in_createExpr1916);
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           match(input, Token.DOWN, null);

           pushFollow(FOLLOW_expressionDecl_in_createExpr1918);

           expressionDecl(false);

 

           state._fsp--;

 

            leaveNode(s);

 

           match(input, Token.UP, null);

 

           }

 

       }

 

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;

         }

       finally {

       }

       return ;

   }

   // $ANTLR end "createExpr"

 

 

   // $ANTLR start "createSchemaExpr"

   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:346:1: createSchemaExpr[boolean isLeaveNode] : ^(s= CREATE_SCHEMA_EXPR

createSchemaDef ( IDENT )? ) ;

   public final void createSchemaExpr(boolean isLeaveNode) throws RecognitionException {

       CommonTree s=null;

 

       try {

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:347:2: ( ^(s= CREATE_SCHEMA_EXPR createSchemaDef ( IDENT )? ) )

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:347:4: ^(s= CREATE_SCHEMA_EXPR createSchemaDef ( IDENT )? )

           {

s=(CommonTree)match(input,CREATE_SCHEMA_EXPR,FOLLOW_CREATE_SCHEMA_EXPR_in_createSche

maExpr1937);

 

           match(input, Token.DOWN, null);

           pushFollow(FOLLOW_createSchemaDef_in_createSchemaExpr1939);

           createSchemaDef();

 

           state._fsp--;

 

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:347:43: ( IDENT )?

           int alt109=2;

           int LA109_0 = input.LA(1);
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           if ( (LA109_0==IDENT) ) {

               alt109=1;

           }

           switch (alt109) {

               case 1 :

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:347:43: IDENT

                   {

                   match(input,IDENT,FOLLOW_IDENT_in_createSchemaExpr1941);

 

                   }

                   break;

 

           }

 

            if (isLeaveNode) leaveNode(s);

 

           match(input, Token.UP, null);

 

           }

 

       }

 

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;

         }

       finally {

       }

       return ;

   }

   // $ANTLR end "createSchemaExpr"

 

 

   // $ANTLR start "createSchemaDef"

   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:350:1: createSchemaDef : ^( CREATE_SCHEMA_DEF IDENT ( variantList | (

createColTypeList )? ) ( createSchemaQual )* ) ;

   public final void createSchemaDef() throws RecognitionException {

       try {

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:351:2: ( ^( CREATE_SCHEMA_DEF IDENT ( variantList | ( createColTypeList )? ) (

createSchemaQual )* ) )

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:351:4: ^( CREATE_SCHEMA_DEF IDENT ( variantList | ( createColTypeList )? ) (

createSchemaQual )* )

           {

           match(input,CREATE_SCHEMA_DEF,FOLLOW_CREATE_SCHEMA_DEF_in_createSchemaDef1958);

 

           match(input, Token.DOWN, null);

           match(input,IDENT,FOLLOW_IDENT_in_createSchemaDef1960);

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:351:30: ( variantList | ( createColTypeList )? )

           int alt111=2;
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           int LA111_0 = input.LA(1);

 

           if ( (LA111_0==VARIANT_LIST) ) {

               alt111=1;

           }

           else if (

(LA111_0==UP||LA111_0==CREATE_COL_TYPE_LIST||LA111_0==CREATE_SCHEMA_EXPR_QUAL) ) {

               alt111=2;

           }

           else {

               NoViableAltException nvae =

                   new NoViableAltException("", 111, 0, input);

 

               throw nvae;

           }

           switch (alt111) {

               case 1 :

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:351:31: variantList

                   {

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_variantList_in_createSchemaDef1963);

                   variantList();

 

                   state._fsp--;

 

 

                   }

                   break;

               case 2 :

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:351:43: ( createColTypeList )?

                   {

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:351:43: ( createColTypeList )?

                   int alt110=2;

                   int LA110_0 = input.LA(1);

 

                   if ( (LA110_0==CREATE_COL_TYPE_LIST) ) {

                       alt110=1;

                   }

                   switch (alt110) {

                       case 1 :

                           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:351:43: createColTypeList

                           {

                           pushFollow(FOLLOW_createColTypeList_in_createSchemaDef1965);

                           createColTypeList();

 

                           state._fsp--;

 

 

                           }
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                           break;

 

                   }

 

 

                   }

                   break;

 

           }

 

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:351:63: ( createSchemaQual )*

           loop112:

           do {

               int alt112=2;

               int LA112_0 = input.LA(1);

 

               if ( (LA112_0==CREATE_SCHEMA_EXPR_QUAL) ) {

                   alt112=1;

               }

 

 

               switch (alt112) {

           	case 1 :

           	    // EsperEPL2Ast.g:351:63: createSchemaQual

           	    {

           	    pushFollow(FOLLOW_createSchemaQual_in_createSchemaDef1969);

           	    createSchemaQual();

 

           	    state._fsp--;

 

 

           	    }

           	    break;

 

           	default :

           	    break loop112;

               }

           } while (true);

 

 

           match(input, Token.UP, null);

 

           }

 

       }

 

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;
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         }

       finally {

       }

       return ;

   }

   // $ANTLR end "createSchemaDef"

 

 

   // $ANTLR start "createSchemaQual"

   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:354:1: createSchemaQual : ^( CREATE_SCHEMA_EXPR_QUAL IDENT exprCol ) ;

   public final void createSchemaQual() throws RecognitionException {

       try {

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:355:2: ( ^( CREATE_SCHEMA_EXPR_QUAL IDENT exprCol ) )

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:355:4: ^( CREATE_SCHEMA_EXPR_QUAL IDENT exprCol )

           {

match(input,CREATE_SCHEMA_EXPR_QUAL,FOLLOW_CREATE_SCHEMA_EXPR_QUAL_in_createSchem

aQual1984);

 

           match(input, Token.DOWN, null);

           match(input,IDENT,FOLLOW_IDENT_in_createSchemaQual1986);

           pushFollow(FOLLOW_exprCol_in_createSchemaQual1988);

           exprCol();

 

           state._fsp--;

 

 

           match(input, Token.UP, null);

 

           }

 

       }

 

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;

         }

       finally {

       }

       return ;

   }

   // $ANTLR end "createSchemaQual"

 

 

   // $ANTLR start "variantList"

   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:358:1: variantList : ^( VARIANT_LIST ( STAR | CLASS_IDENT )+ ) ;

   public final void variantList() throws RecognitionException {

       try {

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:359:2: ( ^( VARIANT_LIST ( STAR | CLASS_IDENT )+ ) )

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:359:4: ^( VARIANT_LIST ( STAR | CLASS_IDENT )+ )
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           {

           match(input,VARIANT_LIST,FOLLOW_VARIANT_LIST_in_variantList2004);

 

           match(input, Token.DOWN, null);

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:359:19: ( STAR | CLASS_IDENT )+

           int cnt113=0;

           loop113:

           do {

               int alt113=2;

               int LA113_0 = input.LA(1);

 

               if ( (LA113_0==CLASS_IDENT||LA113_0==STAR) ) {

                   alt113=1;

               }

 

 

               switch (alt113) {

           	case 1 :

           	    // EsperEPL2Ast.g:

           	    {

           	    if ( input.LA(1)==CLASS_IDENT||input.LA(1)==STAR ) {

           	        input.consume();

           	        state.errorRecovery=false;

           	    }

           	    else {

           	        MismatchedSetException mse = new MismatchedSetException(null,input);

           	        throw mse;

           	    }

 

 

           	    }

           	    break;

 

           	default :

           	    if ( cnt113 >= 1 ) break loop113;

                       EarlyExitException eee =

                           new EarlyExitException(113, input);

                       throw eee;

               }

               cnt113++;

           } while (true);

 

 

           match(input, Token.UP, null);

 

           }

 

       }
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         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;

         }

       finally {

       }

       return ;

   }

   // $ANTLR end "variantList"

 

 

   // $ANTLR start "selectExpr"

   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:362:1: selectExpr : ( insertIntoExpr )? selectClause ( fromClause )? ( matchRecogClause )? (

whereClause[true] )? ( groupByClause )? ( havingClause )? ( outputLimitExpr )? ( orderByClause )? (

rowLimitClause )? ;

   public final void selectExpr() throws RecognitionException {

       try {

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:363:2: ( ( insertIntoExpr )? selectClause ( fromClause )? ( matchRecogClause )? (

whereClause[true] )? ( groupByClause )? ( havingClause )? ( outputLimitExpr )? ( orderByClause )? (

rowLimitClause )? )

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:363:4: ( insertIntoExpr )? selectClause ( fromClause )? ( matchRecogClause )? (

whereClause[true] )? ( groupByClause )? ( havingClause )? ( outputLimitExpr )? ( orderByClause )? (

rowLimitClause )?

           {

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:363:4: ( insertIntoExpr )?

           int alt114=2;

           int LA114_0 = input.LA(1);

 

           if ( (LA114_0==INSERTINTO_EXPR) ) {

               alt114=1;

           }

           switch (alt114) {

               case 1 :

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:363:5: insertIntoExpr

                   {

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_insertIntoExpr_in_selectExpr2024);

                   insertIntoExpr();

 

                   state._fsp--;

 

 

                   }

                   break;

 

           }

 

           pushFollow(FOLLOW_selectClause_in_selectExpr2030);

           selectClause();
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           state._fsp--;

 

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:365:3: ( fromClause )?

           int alt115=2;

           int LA115_0 = input.LA(1);

 

           if ( (LA115_0==STREAM_EXPR) ) {

               alt115=1;

           }

           switch (alt115) {

               case 1 :

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:365:4: fromClause

                   {

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_fromClause_in_selectExpr2036);

                   fromClause();

 

                   state._fsp--;

 

 

                   }

                   break;

 

           }

 

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:366:3: ( matchRecogClause )?

           int alt116=2;

           int LA116_0 = input.LA(1);

 

           if ( (LA116_0==MATCH_RECOGNIZE) ) {

               alt116=1;

           }

           switch (alt116) {

               case 1 :

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:366:4: matchRecogClause

                   {

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_matchRecogClause_in_selectExpr2043);

                   matchRecogClause();

 

                   state._fsp--;

 

 

                   }

                   break;

 

           }

 

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:367:3: ( whereClause[true] )?
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           int alt117=2;

           int LA117_0 = input.LA(1);

 

           if ( (LA117_0==WHERE_EXPR) ) {

               alt117=1;

           }

           switch (alt117) {

               case 1 :

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:367:4: whereClause[true]

                   {

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_whereClause_in_selectExpr2050);

                   whereClause(true);

 

                   state._fsp--;

 

 

                   }

                   break;

 

           }

 

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:368:3: ( groupByClause )?

           int alt118=2;

           int LA118_0 = input.LA(1);

 

           if ( (LA118_0==GROUP_BY_EXPR) ) {

               alt118=1;

           }

           switch (alt118) {

               case 1 :

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:368:4: groupByClause

                   {

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_groupByClause_in_selectExpr2058);

                   groupByClause();

 

                   state._fsp--;

 

 

                   }

                   break;

 

           }

 

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:369:3: ( havingClause )?

           int alt119=2;

           int LA119_0 = input.LA(1);

 

           if ( (LA119_0==HAVING_EXPR) ) {
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               alt119=1;

           }

           switch (alt119) {

               case 1 :

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:369:4: havingClause

                   {

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_havingClause_in_selectExpr2065);

                   havingClause();

 

                   state._fsp--;

 

 

                   }

                   break;

 

           }

 

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:370:3: ( outputLimitExpr )?

           int alt120=2;

           int LA120_0 = input.LA(1);

 

           if ( ((LA120_0>=EVENT_LIMIT_EXPR &&

LA120_0<=CRONTAB_LIMIT_EXPR)||(LA120_0>=WHEN_LIMIT_EXPR &&

LA120_0<=TERM_LIMIT_EXPR)) ) {

               alt120=1;

           }

           switch (alt120) {

               case 1 :

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:370:4: outputLimitExpr

                   {

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_outputLimitExpr_in_selectExpr2072);

                   outputLimitExpr();

 

                   state._fsp--;

 

 

                   }

                   break;

 

           }

 

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:371:3: ( orderByClause )?

           int alt121=2;

           int LA121_0 = input.LA(1);

 

           if ( (LA121_0==ORDER_BY_EXPR) ) {

               alt121=1;

           }
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           switch (alt121) {

               case 1 :

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:371:4: orderByClause

                   {

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_orderByClause_in_selectExpr2079);

                   orderByClause();

 

                   state._fsp--;

 

 

                   }

                   break;

 

           }

 

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:372:3: ( rowLimitClause )?

           int alt122=2;

           int LA122_0 = input.LA(1);

 

           if ( (LA122_0==ROW_LIMIT_EXPR) ) {

               alt122=1;

           }

           switch (alt122) {

               case 1 :

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:372:4: rowLimitClause

                   {

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_rowLimitClause_in_selectExpr2086);

                   rowLimitClause();

 

                   state._fsp--;

 

 

                   }

                   break;

 

           }

 

 

           }

 

       }

 

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;

         }

       finally {

       }

       return ;
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   }

   // $ANTLR end "selectExpr"

 

 

   // $ANTLR start "insertIntoExpr"

   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:375:1: insertIntoExpr : ^(i= INSERTINTO_EXPR ( ISTREAM | RSTREAM | IRSTREAM )?

CLASS_IDENT ( exprCol )? ) ;

   public final void insertIntoExpr() throws RecognitionException {

       CommonTree i=null;

 

       try {

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:376:2: ( ^(i= INSERTINTO_EXPR ( ISTREAM | RSTREAM | IRSTREAM )?

CLASS_IDENT ( exprCol )? ) )

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:376:4: ^(i= INSERTINTO_EXPR ( ISTREAM | RSTREAM | IRSTREAM )?

CLASS_IDENT ( exprCol )? )

           {

i=(CommonTree)match(input,INSERTINTO_EXPR,FOLLOW_INSERTINTO_EXPR_in_insertIntoExpr2103); 

     

      match(input, Token.DOWN, null);

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:376:24: ( ISTREAM | RSTREAM | IRSTREAM )?

           int alt123=2;

           int LA123_0 = input.LA(1);

 

           if ( ((LA123_0>=RSTREAM && LA123_0<=IRSTREAM)) ) {

               alt123=1;

           }

           switch (alt123) {

               case 1 :

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:

                   {

                   if ( (input.LA(1)>=RSTREAM && input.LA(1)<=IRSTREAM) ) {

                       input.consume();

                       state.errorRecovery=false;

                   }

                   else {

                       MismatchedSetException mse = new MismatchedSetException(null,input);

                       throw mse;

                   }

 

 

                   }

                   break;

 

           }

 

           match(input,CLASS_IDENT,FOLLOW_CLASS_IDENT_in_insertIntoExpr2118);

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:376:68: ( exprCol )?

           int alt124=2;

           int LA124_0 = input.LA(1);
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           if ( (LA124_0==EXPRCOL) ) {

               alt124=1;

           }

           switch (alt124) {

               case 1 :

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:376:69: exprCol

                   {

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_exprCol_in_insertIntoExpr2121);

                   exprCol();

 

                   state._fsp--;

 

 

                   }

                   break;

 

           }

 

            leaveNode(i);

 

           match(input, Token.UP, null);

 

           }

 

       }

 

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;

         }

       finally {

       }

       return ;

   }

   // $ANTLR end "insertIntoExpr"

 

 

   // $ANTLR start "exprCol"

   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:379:1: exprCol : ^( EXPRCOL IDENT ( IDENT )* ) ;

   public final void exprCol() throws RecognitionException {

       try {

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:380:2: ( ^( EXPRCOL IDENT ( IDENT )* ) )

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:380:4: ^( EXPRCOL IDENT ( IDENT )* )

           {

           match(input,EXPRCOL,FOLLOW_EXPRCOL_in_exprCol2140);

 

           match(input, Token.DOWN, null);

           match(input,IDENT,FOLLOW_IDENT_in_exprCol2142);
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           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:380:20: ( IDENT )*

           loop125:

           do {

               int alt125=2;

               int LA125_0 = input.LA(1);

 

               if ( (LA125_0==IDENT) ) {

                   alt125=1;

               }

 

 

               switch (alt125) {

           	case 1 :

           	    // EsperEPL2Ast.g:380:21: IDENT

           	    {

           	    match(input,IDENT,FOLLOW_IDENT_in_exprCol2145);

 

           	    }

           	    break;

 

           	default :

           	    break loop125;

               }

           } while (true);

 

 

           match(input, Token.UP, null);

 

           }

 

       }

 

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;

         }

       finally {

       }

       return ;

   }

   // $ANTLR end "exprCol"

 

 

   // $ANTLR start "selectClause"

   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:383:1: selectClause : ^(s= SELECTION_EXPR ( RSTREAM | ISTREAM | IRSTREAM )? (

DISTINCT )? selectionList ) ;

   public final void selectClause() throws RecognitionException {

       CommonTree s=null;
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       try {

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:384:2: ( ^(s= SELECTION_EXPR ( RSTREAM | ISTREAM | IRSTREAM )? (

DISTINCT )? selectionList ) )

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:384:4: ^(s= SELECTION_EXPR ( RSTREAM | ISTREAM | IRSTREAM )? ( DISTINCT

)? selectionList )

           {

           s=(CommonTree)match(input,SELECTION_EXPR,FOLLOW_SELECTION_EXPR_in_selectClause2163);

 

           match(input, Token.DOWN, null);

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:384:23: ( RSTREAM | ISTREAM | IRSTREAM )?

           int alt126=2;

           int LA126_0 = input.LA(1);

 

           if ( ((LA126_0>=RSTREAM && LA126_0<=IRSTREAM)) ) {

               alt126=1;

           }

           switch (alt126) {

               case 1 :

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:

                   {

                   if ( (input.LA(1)>=RSTREAM && input.LA(1)<=IRSTREAM) ) {

                       input.consume();

                       state.errorRecovery=false;

                   }

                   else {

                       MismatchedSetException mse = new MismatchedSetException(null,input);

                       throw mse;

                   }

 

 

                   }

                   break;

 

           }

 

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:384:55: ( DISTINCT )?

           int alt127=2;

           int LA127_0 = input.LA(1);

 

           if ( (LA127_0==DISTINCT) ) {

               alt127=1;

           }

           switch (alt127) {

               case 1 :

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:384:55: DISTINCT

                   {

                   match(input,DISTINCT,FOLLOW_DISTINCT_in_selectClause2178);
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                   }

                   break;

 

           }

 

           pushFollow(FOLLOW_selectionList_in_selectClause2181);

           selectionList();

 

           state._fsp--;

 

            leaveNode(s);

 

           match(input, Token.UP, null);

 

           }

 

       }

 

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;

         }

       finally {

       }

       return ;

   }

   // $ANTLR end "selectClause"

 

 

   // $ANTLR start "fromClause"

   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:387:1: fromClause : streamExpression ( streamExpression ( outerJoin )* )* ;

   public final void fromClause() throws RecognitionException {

       try {

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:388:2: ( streamExpression ( streamExpression ( outerJoin )* )* )

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:388:4: streamExpression ( streamExpression ( outerJoin )* )*

           {

           pushFollow(FOLLOW_streamExpression_in_fromClause2195);

           streamExpression();

 

           state._fsp--;

 

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:388:21: ( streamExpression ( outerJoin )* )*

           loop129:

           do {

               int alt129=2;

               int LA129_0 = input.LA(1);

 

               if ( (LA129_0==STREAM_EXPR) ) {

                   alt129=1;
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               }

 

 

               switch (alt129) {

           	case 1 :

           	    // EsperEPL2Ast.g:388:22: streamExpression ( outerJoin )*

           	    {

           	    pushFollow(FOLLOW_streamExpression_in_fromClause2198);

           	    streamExpression();

 

           	    state._fsp--;

 

           	    // EsperEPL2Ast.g:388:39: ( outerJoin )*

           	    loop128:

           	    do {

           	        int alt128=2;

           	        int LA128_0 = input.LA(1);

 

           	        if ( ((LA128_0>=INNERJOIN_EXPR && LA128_0<=FULL_OUTERJOIN_EXPR)) ) {

           	            alt128=1;

           	        }

 

 

           	        switch (alt128) {

           	    	case 1 :

           	    	    // EsperEPL2Ast.g:388:40: outerJoin

           	    	    {

           	    	    pushFollow(FOLLOW_outerJoin_in_fromClause2201);

           	    	    outerJoin();

 

           	    	    state._fsp--;

 

 

           	    	    }

           	    	    break;

 

           	    	default :

           	    	    break loop128;

           	        }

           	    } while (true);

 

 

           	    }

           	    break;

 

           	default :

           	    break loop129;

               }
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           } while (true);

 

 

           }

 

       }

 

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;

         }

       finally {

       }

       return ;

   }

   // $ANTLR end "fromClause"

 

 

   // $ANTLR start "forExpr"

   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:391:1: forExpr : ^(f= FOR IDENT ( valueExpr )* ) ;

   public final void forExpr() throws RecognitionException {

       CommonTree f=null;

 

       try {

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:392:2: ( ^(f= FOR IDENT ( valueExpr )* ) )

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:392:4: ^(f= FOR IDENT ( valueExpr )* )

           {

           f=(CommonTree)match(input,FOR,FOLLOW_FOR_in_forExpr2221);

 

           match(input, Token.DOWN, null);

           match(input,IDENT,FOLLOW_IDENT_in_forExpr2223);

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:392:18: ( valueExpr )*

           loop130:

           do {

               int alt130=2;

               int LA130_0 = input.LA(1);

 

               if ( ((LA130_0>=IN_SET && LA130_0<=REGEXP)||LA130_0==NOT_EXPR||(LA130_0>=SUM &&

LA130_0<=AVG)||(LA130_0>=COALESCE && LA130_0<=COUNT)||(LA130_0>=CASE &&

LA130_0<=CASE2)||LA130_0==ISTREAM||(LA130_0>=PREVIOUS &&

LA130_0<=EXISTS)||(LA130_0>=INSTANCEOF &&

LA130_0<=CURRENT_TIMESTAMP)||LA130_0==NEWKW||(LA130_0>=EVAL_AND_EXPR &&

LA130_0<=EVAL_NOTEQUALS_GROUP_EXPR)||LA130_0==EVENT_PROP_EXPR||LA130_0==CONCAT||(

LA130_0>=LIB_FUNC_CHAIN &&

LA130_0<=DOT_EXPR)||LA130_0==ARRAY_EXPR||(LA130_0>=NOT_IN_SET &&

LA130_0<=NOT_REGEXP)||(LA130_0>=IN_RANGE &&

LA130_0<=SUBSELECT_EXPR)||(LA130_0>=EXISTS_SUBSELECT_EXPR &&

LA130_0<=NOT_IN_SUBSELECT_EXPR)||LA130_0==SUBSTITUTION||(LA130_0>=FIRST_AGGREG &&

LA130_0<=WINDOW_AGGREG)||(LA130_0>=INT_TYPE &&
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LA130_0<=NULL_TYPE)||(LA130_0>=JSON_OBJECT &&

LA130_0<=JSON_ARRAY)||LA130_0==STAR||(LA130_0>=LT && LA130_0<=GT)||(LA130_0>=BOR &&

LA130_0<=PLUS)||(LA130_0>=BAND && LA130_0<=BXOR)||(LA130_0>=LE &&

LA130_0<=GE)||(LA130_0>=MINUS && LA130_0<=MOD)||(LA130_0>=EVAL_IS_GROUP_EXPR &&

LA130_0<=EVAL_ISNOT_GROUP_EXPR)) ) {

                   alt130=1;

               }

 

 

               switch (alt130) {

           	case 1 :

           	    // EsperEPL2Ast.g:392:18: valueExpr

           	    {

           	    pushFollow(FOLLOW_valueExpr_in_forExpr2225);

           	    valueExpr();

 

           	    state._fsp--;

 

 

           	    }

           	    break;

 

           	default :

           	    break loop130;

               }

           } while (true);

 

            leaveNode(f);

 

           match(input, Token.UP, null);

 

           }

 

       }

 

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;

         }

       finally {

       }

       return ;

   }

   // $ANTLR end "forExpr"

 

 

   // $ANTLR start "matchRecogClause"

   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:395:1: matchRecogClause : ^(m= MATCH_RECOGNIZE ( matchRecogPartitionBy )?

matchRecogMeasures ( ALL )? ( matchRecogMatchesAfterSkip )? matchRecogPattern (
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matchRecogMatchesInterval )? matchRecogDefine ) ;

   public final void matchRecogClause() throws RecognitionException {

       CommonTree m=null;

 

       try {

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:396:2: ( ^(m= MATCH_RECOGNIZE ( matchRecogPartitionBy )? matchRecogMeasures

( ALL )? ( matchRecogMatchesAfterSkip )? matchRecogPattern ( matchRecogMatchesInterval )?

matchRecogDefine ) )

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:396:4: ^(m= MATCH_RECOGNIZE ( matchRecogPartitionBy )? matchRecogMeasures (

ALL )? ( matchRecogMatchesAfterSkip )? matchRecogPattern ( matchRecogMatchesInterval )? matchRecogDefine

)

           {

m=(CommonTree)match(input,MATCH_RECOGNIZE,FOLLOW_MATCH_RECOGNIZE_in_matchRecogClause

2244);

 

           match(input, Token.DOWN, null);

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:396:24: ( matchRecogPartitionBy )?

           int alt131=2;

           int LA131_0 = input.LA(1);

 

           if ( (LA131_0==PARTITIONITEM) ) {

               alt131=1;

           }

           switch (alt131) {

               case 1 :

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:396:24: matchRecogPartitionBy

                   {

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_matchRecogPartitionBy_in_matchRecogClause2246);

                   matchRecogPartitionBy();

 

                   state._fsp--;

 

 

                   }

                   break;

 

           }

 

           pushFollow(FOLLOW_matchRecogMeasures_in_matchRecogClause2253);

           matchRecogMeasures();

 

           state._fsp--;

 

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:398:4: ( ALL )?

           int alt132=2;

           int LA132_0 = input.LA(1);

 

           if ( (LA132_0==ALL) ) {
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               alt132=1;

           }

           switch (alt132) {

               case 1 :

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:398:4: ALL

                   {

                   match(input,ALL,FOLLOW_ALL_in_matchRecogClause2259);

 

                   }

                   break;

 

           }

 

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:399:4: ( matchRecogMatchesAfterSkip )?

           int alt133=2;

           int LA133_0 = input.LA(1);

 

           if ( (LA133_0==MATCHREC_AFTER_SKIP) ) {

               alt133=1;

           }

           switch (alt133) {

               case 1 :

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:399:4: matchRecogMatchesAfterSkip

                   {

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_matchRecogMatchesAfterSkip_in_matchRecogClause2265);

                   matchRecogMatchesAfterSkip();

 

                   state._fsp--;

 

 

                   }

                   break;

 

           }

 

           pushFollow(FOLLOW_matchRecogPattern_in_matchRecogClause2271);

           matchRecogPattern();

 

           state._fsp--;

 

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:401:4: ( matchRecogMatchesInterval )?

           int alt134=2;

           int LA134_0 = input.LA(1);

 

           if ( (LA134_0==MATCHREC_INTERVAL) ) {

               alt134=1;

           }

           switch (alt134) {
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               case 1 :

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:401:4: matchRecogMatchesInterval

                   {

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_matchRecogMatchesInterval_in_matchRecogClause2277);

                   matchRecogMatchesInterval();

 

                   state._fsp--;

 

 

                   }

                   break;

 

           }

 

           pushFollow(FOLLOW_matchRecogDefine_in_matchRecogClause2283);

           matchRecogDefine();

 

           state._fsp--;

 

            leaveNode(m);

 

           match(input, Token.UP, null);

 

           }

 

       }

 

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;

         }

       finally {

       }

       return ;

   }

   // $ANTLR end "matchRecogClause"

 

 

   // $ANTLR start "matchRecogPartitionBy"

   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:405:1: matchRecogPartitionBy : ^(p= PARTITIONITEM ( valueExpr )+ ) ;

   public final void matchRecogPartitionBy() throws RecognitionException {

       CommonTree p=null;

 

       try {

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:406:2: ( ^(p= PARTITIONITEM ( valueExpr )+ ) )

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:406:4: ^(p= PARTITIONITEM ( valueExpr )+ )

           {

p=(CommonTree)match(input,PARTITIONITEM,FOLLOW_PARTITIONITEM_in_matchRecogPartitionBy2301);
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           match(input, Token.DOWN, null);

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:406:22: ( valueExpr )+

           int cnt135=0;

           loop135:

           do {

               int alt135=2;

               int LA135_0 = input.LA(1);

 

               if ( ((LA135_0>=IN_SET && LA135_0<=REGEXP)||LA135_0==NOT_EXPR||(LA135_0>=SUM &&

LA135_0<=AVG)||(LA135_0>=COALESCE && LA135_0<=COUNT)||(LA135_0>=CASE &&

LA135_0<=CASE2)||LA135_0==ISTREAM||(LA135_0>=PREVIOUS &&

LA135_0<=EXISTS)||(LA135_0>=INSTANCEOF &&

LA135_0<=CURRENT_TIMESTAMP)||LA135_0==NEWKW||(LA135_0>=EVAL_AND_EXPR &&

LA135_0<=EVAL_NOTEQUALS_GROUP_EXPR)||LA135_0==EVENT_PROP_EXPR||LA135_0==CONCAT||(

LA135_0>=LIB_FUNC_CHAIN &&

LA135_0<=DOT_EXPR)||LA135_0==ARRAY_EXPR||(LA135_0>=NOT_IN_SET &&

LA135_0<=NOT_REGEXP)||(LA135_0>=IN_RANGE &&

LA135_0<=SUBSELECT_EXPR)||(LA135_0>=EXISTS_SUBSELECT_EXPR &&

LA135_0<=NOT_IN_SUBSELECT_EXPR)||LA135_0==SUBSTITUTION||(LA135_0>=FIRST_AGGREG &&

LA135_0<=WINDOW_AGGREG)||(LA135_0>=INT_TYPE &&

LA135_0<=NULL_TYPE)||(LA135_0>=JSON_OBJECT &&

LA135_0<=JSON_ARRAY)||LA135_0==STAR||(LA135_0>=LT && LA135_0<=GT)||(LA135_0>=BOR &&

LA135_0<=PLUS)||(LA135_0>=BAND && LA135_0<=BXOR)||(LA135_0>=LE &&

LA135_0<=GE)||(LA135_0>=MINUS && LA135_0<=MOD)||(LA135_0>=EVAL_IS_GROUP_EXPR &&

LA135_0<=EVAL_ISNOT_GROUP_EXPR)) ) {

                   alt135=1;

               }

 

 

               switch (alt135) {

           	case 1 :

           	    // EsperEPL2Ast.g:406:22: valueExpr

           	    {

           	    pushFollow(FOLLOW_valueExpr_in_matchRecogPartitionBy2303);

           	    valueExpr();

 

           	    state._fsp--;

 

 

           	    }

           	    break;

 

           	default :

           	    if ( cnt135 >= 1 ) break loop135;

                       EarlyExitException eee =

                           new EarlyExitException(135, input);

                       throw eee;
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               }

               cnt135++;

           } while (true);

 

            leaveNode(p);

 

           match(input, Token.UP, null);

 

           }

 

       }

 

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;

         }

       finally {

       }

       return ;

   }

   // $ANTLR end "matchRecogPartitionBy"

 

 

   // $ANTLR start "matchRecogMatchesAfterSkip"

   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:409:1: matchRecogMatchesAfterSkip : ^( MATCHREC_AFTER_SKIP IDENT IDENT

IDENT ( IDENT | LAST ) IDENT ) ;

   public final void matchRecogMatchesAfterSkip() throws RecognitionException {

       try {

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:410:2: ( ^( MATCHREC_AFTER_SKIP IDENT IDENT IDENT ( IDENT | LAST )

IDENT ) )

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:410:4: ^( MATCHREC_AFTER_SKIP IDENT IDENT IDENT ( IDENT | LAST )

IDENT )

           {

match(input,MATCHREC_AFTER_SKIP,FOLLOW_MATCHREC_AFTER_SKIP_in_matchRecogMatchesAfterS

kip2320);

 

           match(input, Token.DOWN, null);

           match(input,IDENT,FOLLOW_IDENT_in_matchRecogMatchesAfterSkip2322);

           match(input,IDENT,FOLLOW_IDENT_in_matchRecogMatchesAfterSkip2324);

           match(input,IDENT,FOLLOW_IDENT_in_matchRecogMatchesAfterSkip2326);

           if ( input.LA(1)==LAST||input.LA(1)==IDENT ) {

               input.consume();

               state.errorRecovery=false;

           }

           else {

               MismatchedSetException mse = new MismatchedSetException(null,input);

               throw mse;

           }
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           match(input,IDENT,FOLLOW_IDENT_in_matchRecogMatchesAfterSkip2334);

 

           match(input, Token.UP, null);

 

           }

 

       }

 

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;

         }

       finally {

       }

       return ;

   }

   // $ANTLR end "matchRecogMatchesAfterSkip"

 

 

   // $ANTLR start "matchRecogMatchesInterval"

   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:413:1: matchRecogMatchesInterval : ^( MATCHREC_INTERVAL IDENT timePeriod ) ;

   public final void matchRecogMatchesInterval() throws RecognitionException {

       try {

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:414:2: ( ^( MATCHREC_INTERVAL IDENT timePeriod ) )

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:414:4: ^( MATCHREC_INTERVAL IDENT timePeriod )

           {

match(input,MATCHREC_INTERVAL,FOLLOW_MATCHREC_INTERVAL_in_matchRecogMatchesInterval23

49);

 

           match(input, Token.DOWN, null);

           match(input,IDENT,FOLLOW_IDENT_in_matchRecogMatchesInterval2351);

           pushFollow(FOLLOW_timePeriod_in_matchRecogMatchesInterval2353);

           timePeriod();

 

           state._fsp--;

 

 

           match(input, Token.UP, null);

 

           }

 

       }

 

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;

         }

       finally {

       }

       return ;
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   }

   // $ANTLR end "matchRecogMatchesInterval"

 

 

   // $ANTLR start "matchRecogMeasures"

   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:417:1: matchRecogMeasures : ^(m= MATCHREC_MEASURES (

matchRecogMeasureListElement )* ) ;

   public final void matchRecogMeasures() throws RecognitionException {

       CommonTree m=null;

 

       try {

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:418:2: ( ^(m= MATCHREC_MEASURES ( matchRecogMeasureListElement )* ) )

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:418:4: ^(m= MATCHREC_MEASURES ( matchRecogMeasureListElement )* )

           {

m=(CommonTree)match(input,MATCHREC_MEASURES,FOLLOW_MATCHREC_MEASURES_in_matchReco

gMeasures2369);

 

           if ( input.LA(1)==Token.DOWN ) {

               match(input, Token.DOWN, null);

               // EsperEPL2Ast.g:418:26: ( matchRecogMeasureListElement )*

               loop136:

               do {

                   int alt136=2;

                   int LA136_0 = input.LA(1);

 

                   if ( (LA136_0==MATCHREC_MEASURE_ITEM) ) {

                       alt136=1;

                   }

 

 

                   switch (alt136) {

               	case 1 :

               	    // EsperEPL2Ast.g:418:26: matchRecogMeasureListElement

               	    {

               	    pushFollow(FOLLOW_matchRecogMeasureListElement_in_matchRecogMeasures2371);

               	    matchRecogMeasureListElement();

 

               	    state._fsp--;

 

 

               	    }

               	    break;

 

               	default :

               	    break loop136;

                   }

               } while (true);
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               match(input, Token.UP, null);

           }

 

           }

 

       }

 

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;

         }

       finally {

       }

       return ;

   }

   // $ANTLR end "matchRecogMeasures"

 

 

   // $ANTLR start "matchRecogMeasureListElement"

   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:421:1: matchRecogMeasureListElement : ^(m= MATCHREC_MEASURE_ITEM valueExpr (

IDENT )? ) ;

   public final void matchRecogMeasureListElement() throws RecognitionException {

       CommonTree m=null;

 

       try {

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:422:2: ( ^(m= MATCHREC_MEASURE_ITEM valueExpr ( IDENT )? ) )

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:422:4: ^(m= MATCHREC_MEASURE_ITEM valueExpr ( IDENT )? )

           {

m=(CommonTree)match(input,MATCHREC_MEASURE_ITEM,FOLLOW_MATCHREC_MEASURE_ITEM_in

_matchRecogMeasureListElement2388);

 

           match(input, Token.DOWN, null);

           pushFollow(FOLLOW_valueExpr_in_matchRecogMeasureListElement2390);

           valueExpr();

 

           state._fsp--;

 

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:422:40: ( IDENT )?

           int alt137=2;

           int LA137_0 = input.LA(1);

 

           if ( (LA137_0==IDENT) ) {

               alt137=1;

           }

           switch (alt137) {

               case 1 :

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:422:40: IDENT

                   {
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                   match(input,IDENT,FOLLOW_IDENT_in_matchRecogMeasureListElement2392);

 

                   }

                   break;

 

           }

 

            leaveNode(m);

 

           match(input, Token.UP, null);

 

           }

 

       }

 

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;

         }

       finally {

       }

       return ;

   }

   // $ANTLR end "matchRecogMeasureListElement"

 

 

   // $ANTLR start "matchRecogPattern"

   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:425:1: matchRecogPattern : ^(p= MATCHREC_PATTERN ( matchRecogPatternAlteration )+

) ;

   public final void matchRecogPattern() throws RecognitionException {

       CommonTree p=null;

 

       try {

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:426:2: ( ^(p= MATCHREC_PATTERN ( matchRecogPatternAlteration )+ ) )

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:426:4: ^(p= MATCHREC_PATTERN ( matchRecogPatternAlteration )+ )

           {

p=(CommonTree)match(input,MATCHREC_PATTERN,FOLLOW_MATCHREC_PATTERN_in_matchRecogPatt

ern2412);

 

           match(input, Token.DOWN, null);

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:426:25: ( matchRecogPatternAlteration )+

           int cnt138=0;

           loop138:

           do {

               int alt138=2;

               int LA138_0 = input.LA(1);

 

               if ( ((LA138_0>=MATCHREC_PATTERN_CONCAT &&

LA138_0<=MATCHREC_PATTERN_ALTER)) ) {
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                   alt138=1;

               }

 

 

               switch (alt138) {

           	case 1 :

           	    // EsperEPL2Ast.g:426:25: matchRecogPatternAlteration

           	    {

           	    pushFollow(FOLLOW_matchRecogPatternAlteration_in_matchRecogPattern2414);

           	    matchRecogPatternAlteration();

 

           	    state._fsp--;

 

 

           	    }

           	    break;

 

           	default :

           	    if ( cnt138 >= 1 ) break loop138;

                       EarlyExitException eee =

                           new EarlyExitException(138, input);

                       throw eee;

               }

               cnt138++;

           } while (true);

 

            leaveNode(p);

 

           match(input, Token.UP, null);

 

           }

 

       }

 

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;

         }

       finally {

       }

       return ;

   }

   // $ANTLR end "matchRecogPattern"

 

 

   // $ANTLR start "matchRecogPatternAlteration"

   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:429:1: matchRecogPatternAlteration : ( matchRecogPatternConcat | ^(o=

MATCHREC_PATTERN_ALTER matchRecogPatternConcat ( matchRecogPatternConcat )+ ) );

   public final void matchRecogPatternAlteration() throws RecognitionException {
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       CommonTree o=null;

 

       try {

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:430:2: ( matchRecogPatternConcat | ^(o= MATCHREC_PATTERN_ALTER

matchRecogPatternConcat ( matchRecogPatternConcat )+ ) )

           int alt140=2;

           int LA140_0 = input.LA(1);

 

           if ( (LA140_0==MATCHREC_PATTERN_CONCAT) ) {

               alt140=1;

           }

           else if ( (LA140_0==MATCHREC_PATTERN_ALTER) ) {

               alt140=2;

           }

           else {

               NoViableAltException nvae =

                   new NoViableAltException("", 140, 0, input);

 

               throw nvae;

           }

           switch (alt140) {

               case 1 :

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:430:4: matchRecogPatternConcat

                   {

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_matchRecogPatternConcat_in_matchRecogPatternAlteration2429);

                   matchRecogPatternConcat();

 

                   state._fsp--;

 

 

                   }

                   break;

               case 2 :

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:431:4: ^(o= MATCHREC_PATTERN_ALTER matchRecogPatternConcat (

matchRecogPatternConcat )+ )

                   {

o=(CommonTree)match(input,MATCHREC_PATTERN_ALTER,FOLLOW_MATCHREC_PATTERN_ALTER_i

n_matchRecogPatternAlteration2437);

 

                   match(input, Token.DOWN, null);

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_matchRecogPatternConcat_in_matchRecogPatternAlteration2439);

                   matchRecogPatternConcat();

 

                   state._fsp--;

 

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:431:55: ( matchRecogPatternConcat )+

                   int cnt139=0;

                   loop139:
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                   do {

                       int alt139=2;

                       int LA139_0 = input.LA(1);

 

                       if ( (LA139_0==MATCHREC_PATTERN_CONCAT) ) {

                           alt139=1;

                       }

 

 

                       switch (alt139) {

                   	case 1 :

                   	    // EsperEPL2Ast.g:431:55: matchRecogPatternConcat

                   	    {

                   	    pushFollow(FOLLOW_matchRecogPatternConcat_in_matchRecogPatternAlteration2441);

                   	    matchRecogPatternConcat();

 

                   	    state._fsp--;

 

 

                   	    }

                   	    break;

 

                   	default :

                   	    if ( cnt139 >= 1 ) break loop139;

                               EarlyExitException eee =

                                   new EarlyExitException(139, input);

                               throw eee;

                       }

                       cnt139++;

                   } while (true);

 

                    leaveNode(o);

 

                   match(input, Token.UP, null);

 

                   }

                   break;

 

           }

       }

 

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;

         }

       finally {

       }

       return ;

   }
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   // $ANTLR end "matchRecogPatternAlteration"

 

 

   // $ANTLR start "matchRecogPatternConcat"

   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:434:1: matchRecogPatternConcat : ^(p= MATCHREC_PATTERN_CONCAT (

matchRecogPatternUnary )+ ) ;

   public final void matchRecogPatternConcat() throws RecognitionException {

       CommonTree p=null;

 

       try {

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:435:2: ( ^(p= MATCHREC_PATTERN_CONCAT ( matchRecogPatternUnary )+ ) )

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:435:4: ^(p= MATCHREC_PATTERN_CONCAT ( matchRecogPatternUnary )+ )

           {

p=(CommonTree)match(input,MATCHREC_PATTERN_CONCAT,FOLLOW_MATCHREC_PATTERN_CONC

AT_in_matchRecogPatternConcat2459);

 

           match(input, Token.DOWN, null);

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:435:32: ( matchRecogPatternUnary )+

           int cnt141=0;

           loop141:

           do {

               int alt141=2;

               int LA141_0 = input.LA(1);

 

               if ( (LA141_0==MATCHREC_PATTERN_ATOM||LA141_0==MATCHREC_PATTERN_NESTED) ) {

                   alt141=1;

               }

 

 

               switch (alt141) {

           	case 1 :

           	    // EsperEPL2Ast.g:435:32: matchRecogPatternUnary

           	    {

           	    pushFollow(FOLLOW_matchRecogPatternUnary_in_matchRecogPatternConcat2461);

           	    matchRecogPatternUnary();

 

           	    state._fsp--;

 

 

           	    }

           	    break;

 

           	default :

           	    if ( cnt141 >= 1 ) break loop141;

                       EarlyExitException eee =

                           new EarlyExitException(141, input);

                       throw eee;

               }
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               cnt141++;

           } while (true);

 

            leaveNode(p);

 

           match(input, Token.UP, null);

 

           }

 

       }

 

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;

         }

       finally {

       }

       return ;

   }

   // $ANTLR end "matchRecogPatternConcat"

 

 

   // $ANTLR start "matchRecogPatternUnary"

   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:438:1: matchRecogPatternUnary : ( matchRecogPatternNested | matchRecogPatternAtom );

   public final void matchRecogPatternUnary() throws RecognitionException {

       try {

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:439:2: ( matchRecogPatternNested | matchRecogPatternAtom )

           int alt142=2;

           int LA142_0 = input.LA(1);

 

           if ( (LA142_0==MATCHREC_PATTERN_NESTED) ) {

               alt142=1;

           }

           else if ( (LA142_0==MATCHREC_PATTERN_ATOM) ) {

               alt142=2;

           }

           else {

               NoViableAltException nvae =

                   new NoViableAltException("", 142, 0, input);

 

               throw nvae;

           }

           switch (alt142) {

               case 1 :

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:439:4: matchRecogPatternNested

                   {

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_matchRecogPatternNested_in_matchRecogPatternUnary2476);

                   matchRecogPatternNested();
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                   state._fsp--;

 

 

                   }

                   break;

               case 2 :

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:440:4: matchRecogPatternAtom

                   {

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_matchRecogPatternAtom_in_matchRecogPatternUnary2481);

                   matchRecogPatternAtom();

 

                   state._fsp--;

 

 

                   }

                   break;

 

           }

       }

 

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;

         }

       finally {

       }

       return ;

   }

   // $ANTLR end "matchRecogPatternUnary"

 

 

   // $ANTLR start "matchRecogPatternNested"

   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:443:1: matchRecogPatternNested : ^(p= MATCHREC_PATTERN_NESTED

matchRecogPatternAlteration ( PLUS | STAR | QUESTION )? ) ;

   public final void matchRecogPatternNested() throws RecognitionException {

       CommonTree p=null;

 

       try {

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:444:2: ( ^(p= MATCHREC_PATTERN_NESTED matchRecogPatternAlteration ( PLUS |

STAR | QUESTION )? ) )

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:444:4: ^(p= MATCHREC_PATTERN_NESTED matchRecogPatternAlteration ( PLUS |

STAR | QUESTION )? )

           {

p=(CommonTree)match(input,MATCHREC_PATTERN_NESTED,FOLLOW_MATCHREC_PATTERN_NESTE

D_in_matchRecogPatternNested2496);

 

           match(input, Token.DOWN, null);

           pushFollow(FOLLOW_matchRecogPatternAlteration_in_matchRecogPatternNested2498);

           matchRecogPatternAlteration();
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           state._fsp--;

 

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:444:60: ( PLUS | STAR | QUESTION )?

           int alt143=2;

           int LA143_0 = input.LA(1);

 

           if ( (LA143_0==STAR||LA143_0==QUESTION||LA143_0==PLUS) ) {

               alt143=1;

           }

           switch (alt143) {

               case 1 :

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:

                   {

                   if ( input.LA(1)==STAR||input.LA(1)==QUESTION||input.LA(1)==PLUS ) {

                       input.consume();

                       state.errorRecovery=false;

                   }

                   else {

                       MismatchedSetException mse = new MismatchedSetException(null,input);

                       throw mse;

                   }

 

 

                   }

                   break;

 

           }

 

            leaveNode(p);

 

           match(input, Token.UP, null);

 

           }

 

       }

 

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;

         }

       finally {

       }

       return ;

   }

   // $ANTLR end "matchRecogPatternNested"

 

 

   // $ANTLR start "matchRecogPatternAtom"
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   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:447:1: matchRecogPatternAtom : ^(p= MATCHREC_PATTERN_ATOM IDENT ( ( PLUS |

STAR | QUESTION ) ( QUESTION )? )? ) ;

   public final void matchRecogPatternAtom() throws RecognitionException {

       CommonTree p=null;

 

       try {

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:448:2: ( ^(p= MATCHREC_PATTERN_ATOM IDENT ( ( PLUS | STAR | QUESTION )

( QUESTION )? )? ) )

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:448:4: ^(p= MATCHREC_PATTERN_ATOM IDENT ( ( PLUS | STAR | QUESTION ) (

QUESTION )? )? )

           {

p=(CommonTree)match(input,MATCHREC_PATTERN_ATOM,FOLLOW_MATCHREC_PATTERN_ATOM_in

_matchRecogPatternAtom2529);

 

           match(input, Token.DOWN, null);

           match(input,IDENT,FOLLOW_IDENT_in_matchRecogPatternAtom2531);

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:448:36: ( ( PLUS | STAR | QUESTION ) ( QUESTION )? )?

           int alt145=2;

           int LA145_0 = input.LA(1);

 

           if ( (LA145_0==STAR||LA145_0==QUESTION||LA145_0==PLUS) ) {

               alt145=1;

           }

           switch (alt145) {

               case 1 :

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:448:38: ( PLUS | STAR | QUESTION ) ( QUESTION )?

                   {

                   if ( input.LA(1)==STAR||input.LA(1)==QUESTION||input.LA(1)==PLUS ) {

                       input.consume();

                       state.errorRecovery=false;

                   }

                   else {

                       MismatchedSetException mse = new MismatchedSetException(null,input);

                       throw mse;

                   }

 

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:448:63: ( QUESTION )?

                   int alt144=2;

                   int LA144_0 = input.LA(1);

 

                   if ( (LA144_0==QUESTION) ) {

                       alt144=1;

                   }

                   switch (alt144) {

                       case 1 :

                           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:448:63: QUESTION

                           {

                           match(input,QUESTION,FOLLOW_QUESTION_in_matchRecogPatternAtom2547);
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                           }

                           break;

 

                   }

 

 

                   }

                   break;

 

           }

 

            leaveNode(p);

 

           match(input, Token.UP, null);

 

           }

 

       }

 

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;

         }

       finally {

       }

       return ;

   }

   // $ANTLR end "matchRecogPatternAtom"

 

 

   // $ANTLR start "matchRecogDefine"

   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:451:1: matchRecogDefine : ^(p= MATCHREC_DEFINE ( matchRecogDefineItem )+ ) ;

   public final void matchRecogDefine() throws RecognitionException {

       CommonTree p=null;

 

       try {

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:452:2: ( ^(p= MATCHREC_DEFINE ( matchRecogDefineItem )+ ) )

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:452:4: ^(p= MATCHREC_DEFINE ( matchRecogDefineItem )+ )

           {

p=(CommonTree)match(input,MATCHREC_DEFINE,FOLLOW_MATCHREC_DEFINE_in_matchRecogDefine2

569);

 

           match(input, Token.DOWN, null);

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:452:24: ( matchRecogDefineItem )+

           int cnt146=0;

           loop146:

           do {

               int alt146=2;
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               int LA146_0 = input.LA(1);

 

               if ( (LA146_0==MATCHREC_DEFINE_ITEM) ) {

                   alt146=1;

               }

 

 

               switch (alt146) {

           	case 1 :

           	    // EsperEPL2Ast.g:452:24: matchRecogDefineItem

           	    {

           	    pushFollow(FOLLOW_matchRecogDefineItem_in_matchRecogDefine2571);

           	    matchRecogDefineItem();

 

           	    state._fsp--;

 

 

           	    }

           	    break;

 

           	default :

           	    if ( cnt146 >= 1 ) break loop146;

                       EarlyExitException eee =

                           new EarlyExitException(146, input);

                       throw eee;

               }

               cnt146++;

           } while (true);

 

 

           match(input, Token.UP, null);

 

           }

 

       }

 

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;

         }

       finally {

       }

       return ;

   }

   // $ANTLR end "matchRecogDefine"

 

 

   // $ANTLR start "matchRecogDefineItem"

   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:455:1: matchRecogDefineItem : ^(d= MATCHREC_DEFINE_ITEM IDENT valueExpr ) ;
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   public final void matchRecogDefineItem() throws RecognitionException {

       CommonTree d=null;

 

       try {

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:456:2: ( ^(d= MATCHREC_DEFINE_ITEM IDENT valueExpr ) )

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:456:4: ^(d= MATCHREC_DEFINE_ITEM IDENT valueExpr )

           {

d=(CommonTree)match(input,MATCHREC_DEFINE_ITEM,FOLLOW_MATCHREC_DEFINE_ITEM_in_match

RecogDefineItem2588);

 

           match(input, Token.DOWN, null);

           match(input,IDENT,FOLLOW_IDENT_in_matchRecogDefineItem2590);

           pushFollow(FOLLOW_valueExpr_in_matchRecogDefineItem2592);

           valueExpr();

 

           state._fsp--;

 

            leaveNode(d);

 

           match(input, Token.UP, null);

 

           }

 

       }

 

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;

         }

       finally {

       }

       return ;

   }

   // $ANTLR end "matchRecogDefineItem"

 

 

   // $ANTLR start "selectionList"

   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:460:1: selectionList : selectionListElement ( selectionListElement )* ;

   public final void selectionList() throws RecognitionException {

       try {

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:461:2: ( selectionListElement ( selectionListElement )* )

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:461:4: selectionListElement ( selectionListElement )*

           {

           pushFollow(FOLLOW_selectionListElement_in_selectionList2609);

           selectionListElement();

 

           state._fsp--;

 

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:461:25: ( selectionListElement )*
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           loop147:

           do {

               int alt147=2;

               int LA147_0 = input.LA(1);

 

               if ( ((LA147_0>=SELECTION_ELEMENT_EXPR &&

LA147_0<=SELECTION_STREAM)||LA147_0==WILDCARD_SELECT) ) {

                   alt147=1;

               }

 

 

               switch (alt147) {

           	case 1 :

           	    // EsperEPL2Ast.g:461:26: selectionListElement

           	    {

           	    pushFollow(FOLLOW_selectionListElement_in_selectionList2612);

           	    selectionListElement();

 

           	    state._fsp--;

 

 

           	    }

           	    break;

 

           	default :

           	    break loop147;

               }

           } while (true);

 

 

           }

 

       }

 

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;

         }

       finally {

       }

       return ;

   }

   // $ANTLR end "selectionList"

 

 

   // $ANTLR start "selectionListElement"

   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:464:1: selectionListElement : (w= WILDCARD_SELECT | ^(e=

SELECTION_ELEMENT_EXPR valueExpr ( IDENT )? ( selectionListElementAnno )? ) | ^(s=

SELECTION_STREAM IDENT ( IDENT )? ) );
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   public final void selectionListElement() throws RecognitionException {

       CommonTree w=null;

       CommonTree e=null;

       CommonTree s=null;

 

       try {

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:465:2: (w= WILDCARD_SELECT | ^(e= SELECTION_ELEMENT_EXPR valueExpr (

IDENT )? ( selectionListElementAnno )? ) | ^(s= SELECTION_STREAM IDENT ( IDENT )? ) )

           int alt151=3;

           switch ( input.LA(1) ) {

           case WILDCARD_SELECT:

               {

               alt151=1;

               }

               break;

           case SELECTION_ELEMENT_EXPR:

               {

               alt151=2;

               }

               break;

           case SELECTION_STREAM:

               {

               alt151=3;

               }

               break;

           default:

               NoViableAltException nvae =

                   new NoViableAltException("", 151, 0, input);

 

               throw nvae;

           }

 

           switch (alt151) {

               case 1 :

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:465:4: w= WILDCARD_SELECT

                   {

w=(CommonTree)match(input,WILDCARD_SELECT,FOLLOW_WILDCARD_SELECT_in_selectionListElemen

t2628);

                    leaveNode(w);

 

                   }

                   break;

               case 2 :

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:466:4: ^(e= SELECTION_ELEMENT_EXPR valueExpr ( IDENT )? (

selectionListElementAnno )? )

                   {

e=(CommonTree)match(input,SELECTION_ELEMENT_EXPR,FOLLOW_SELECTION_ELEMENT_EXPR_in_s

electionListElement2638);
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                   match(input, Token.DOWN, null);

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_valueExpr_in_selectionListElement2640);

                   valueExpr();

 

                   state._fsp--;

 

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:466:41: ( IDENT )?

                   int alt148=2;

                   int LA148_0 = input.LA(1);

 

                   if ( (LA148_0==IDENT) ) {

                       alt148=1;

                   }

                   switch (alt148) {

                       case 1 :

                           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:466:42: IDENT

                           {

                           match(input,IDENT,FOLLOW_IDENT_in_selectionListElement2643);

 

                           }

                           break;

 

                   }

 

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:466:50: ( selectionListElementAnno )?

                   int alt149=2;

                   int LA149_0 = input.LA(1);

 

                   if ( (LA149_0==ATCHAR) ) {

                       alt149=1;

                   }

                   switch (alt149) {

                       case 1 :

                           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:466:50: selectionListElementAnno

                           {

                           pushFollow(FOLLOW_selectionListElementAnno_in_selectionListElement2647);

                           selectionListElementAnno();

 

                           state._fsp--;

 

 

                           }

                           break;

 

                   }

 

                    leaveNode(e);
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                   match(input, Token.UP, null);

 

                   }

                   break;

               case 3 :

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:467:4: ^(s= SELECTION_STREAM IDENT ( IDENT )? )

                   {

s=(CommonTree)match(input,SELECTION_STREAM,FOLLOW_SELECTION_STREAM_in_selectionListEleme

nt2660);

 

                   match(input, Token.DOWN, null);

                   match(input,IDENT,FOLLOW_IDENT_in_selectionListElement2662);

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:467:31: ( IDENT )?

                   int alt150=2;

                   int LA150_0 = input.LA(1);

 

                   if ( (LA150_0==IDENT) ) {

                       alt150=1;

                   }

                   switch (alt150) {

                       case 1 :

                           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:467:32: IDENT

                           {

                           match(input,IDENT,FOLLOW_IDENT_in_selectionListElement2665);

 

                           }

                           break;

 

                   }

 

                    leaveNode(s);

 

                   match(input, Token.UP, null);

 

                   }

                   break;

 

           }

       }

 

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;

         }

       finally {

       }

       return ;

   }
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   // $ANTLR end "selectionListElement"

 

 

   // $ANTLR start "selectionListElementAnno"

   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:470:1: selectionListElementAnno : ^( ATCHAR IDENT ) ;

   public final void selectionListElementAnno() throws RecognitionException {

       try {

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:471:2: ( ^( ATCHAR IDENT ) )

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:471:4: ^( ATCHAR IDENT )

           {

           match(input,ATCHAR,FOLLOW_ATCHAR_in_selectionListElementAnno2684);

 

           match(input, Token.DOWN, null);

           match(input,IDENT,FOLLOW_IDENT_in_selectionListElementAnno2686);

 

           match(input, Token.UP, null);

 

           }

 

       }

 

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;

         }

       finally {

       }

       return ;

   }

   // $ANTLR end "selectionListElementAnno"

 

 

   // $ANTLR start "outerJoin"

   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:475:1: outerJoin : ( ^(tl= LEFT_OUTERJOIN_EXPR ON ( outerJoinIdent )? ) | ^(tr=

RIGHT_OUTERJOIN_EXPR ON ( outerJoinIdent )? ) | ^(tf= FULL_OUTERJOIN_EXPR ON ( outerJoinIdent )? )

| ^(i= INNERJOIN_EXPR ON ( outerJoinIdent )? ) );

   public final void outerJoin() throws RecognitionException {

       CommonTree tl=null;

       CommonTree tr=null;

       CommonTree tf=null;

       CommonTree i=null;

 

       try {

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:476:2: ( ^(tl= LEFT_OUTERJOIN_EXPR ON ( outerJoinIdent )? ) | ^(tr=

RIGHT_OUTERJOIN_EXPR ON ( outerJoinIdent )? ) | ^(tf= FULL_OUTERJOIN_EXPR ON ( outerJoinIdent )? )

| ^(i= INNERJOIN_EXPR ON ( outerJoinIdent )? ) )

           int alt156=4;

           switch ( input.LA(1) ) {

           case LEFT_OUTERJOIN_EXPR:
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               {

               alt156=1;

               }

               break;

           case RIGHT_OUTERJOIN_EXPR:

               {

               alt156=2;

               }

               break;

           case FULL_OUTERJOIN_EXPR:

               {

               alt156=3;

               }

               break;

           case INNERJOIN_EXPR:

               {

               alt156=4;

               }

               break;

           default:

               NoViableAltException nvae =

                   new NoViableAltException("", 156, 0, input);

 

               throw nvae;

           }

 

           switch (alt156) {

               case 1 :

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:476:4: ^(tl= LEFT_OUTERJOIN_EXPR ON ( outerJoinIdent )? )

                   {

tl=(CommonTree)match(input,LEFT_OUTERJOIN_EXPR,FOLLOW_LEFT_OUTERJOIN_EXPR_in_outerJoin27

04);

 

                   match(input, Token.DOWN, null);

                   match(input,ON,FOLLOW_ON_in_outerJoin2706);

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:476:32: ( outerJoinIdent )?

                   int alt152=2;

                   int LA152_0 = input.LA(1);

 

                   if ( (LA152_0==EVENT_PROP_EXPR) ) {

                       alt152=1;

                   }

                   switch (alt152) {

                       case 1 :

                           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:476:32: outerJoinIdent

                           {

                           pushFollow(FOLLOW_outerJoinIdent_in_outerJoin2708);

                           outerJoinIdent();
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                           state._fsp--;

 

 

                           }

                           break;

 

                   }

 

                    leaveNode(tl);

 

                   match(input, Token.UP, null);

 

                   }

                   break;

               case 2 :

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:477:4: ^(tr= RIGHT_OUTERJOIN_EXPR ON ( outerJoinIdent )? )

                   {

tr=(CommonTree)match(input,RIGHT_OUTERJOIN_EXPR,FOLLOW_RIGHT_OUTERJOIN_EXPR_in_outerJoi

n2721);

 

                   match(input, Token.DOWN, null);

                   match(input,ON,FOLLOW_ON_in_outerJoin2723);

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:477:33: ( outerJoinIdent )?

                   int alt153=2;

                   int LA153_0 = input.LA(1);

 

                   if ( (LA153_0==EVENT_PROP_EXPR) ) {

                       alt153=1;

                   }

                   switch (alt153) {

                       case 1 :

                           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:477:33: outerJoinIdent

                           {

                           pushFollow(FOLLOW_outerJoinIdent_in_outerJoin2725);

                           outerJoinIdent();

 

                           state._fsp--;

 

 

                           }

                           break;

 

                   }

 

                    leaveNode(tr);

 

                   match(input, Token.UP, null);
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                   }

                   break;

               case 3 :

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:478:4: ^(tf= FULL_OUTERJOIN_EXPR ON ( outerJoinIdent )? )

                   {

tf=(CommonTree)match(input,FULL_OUTERJOIN_EXPR,FOLLOW_FULL_OUTERJOIN_EXPR_in_outerJoin2

738);

 

                   match(input, Token.DOWN, null);

                   match(input,ON,FOLLOW_ON_in_outerJoin2740);

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:478:32: ( outerJoinIdent )?

                   int alt154=2;

                   int LA154_0 = input.LA(1);

 

                   if ( (LA154_0==EVENT_PROP_EXPR) ) {

                       alt154=1;

                   }

                   switch (alt154) {

                       case 1 :

                           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:478:32: outerJoinIdent

                           {

                           pushFollow(FOLLOW_outerJoinIdent_in_outerJoin2742);

                           outerJoinIdent();

 

                           state._fsp--;

 

 

                           }

                           break;

 

                   }

 

                    leaveNode(tf);

 

                   match(input, Token.UP, null);

 

                   }

                   break;

               case 4 :

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:479:4: ^(i= INNERJOIN_EXPR ON ( outerJoinIdent )? )

                   {

                   i=(CommonTree)match(input,INNERJOIN_EXPR,FOLLOW_INNERJOIN_EXPR_in_outerJoin2755);

 

                   match(input, Token.DOWN, null);

                   match(input,ON,FOLLOW_ON_in_outerJoin2757);

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:479:26: ( outerJoinIdent )?

                   int alt155=2;
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                   int LA155_0 = input.LA(1);

 

                   if ( (LA155_0==EVENT_PROP_EXPR) ) {

                       alt155=1;

                   }

                   switch (alt155) {

                       case 1 :

                           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:479:26: outerJoinIdent

                           {

                           pushFollow(FOLLOW_outerJoinIdent_in_outerJoin2759);

                           outerJoinIdent();

 

                           state._fsp--;

 

 

                           }

                           break;

 

                   }

 

                    leaveNode(i);

 

                   match(input, Token.UP, null);

 

                   }

                   break;

 

           }

       }

 

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;

         }

       finally {

       }

       return ;

   }

   // $ANTLR end "outerJoin"

 

 

   // $ANTLR start "outerJoinIdent"

   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:482:1: outerJoinIdent : eventPropertyExpr[true] eventPropertyExpr[true] (

eventPropertyExpr[true] eventPropertyExpr[true] )* ;

   public final void outerJoinIdent() throws RecognitionException {

       try {

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:483:2: ( eventPropertyExpr[true] eventPropertyExpr[true] ( eventPropertyExpr[true]

eventPropertyExpr[true] )* )

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:483:4: eventPropertyExpr[true] eventPropertyExpr[true] ( eventPropertyExpr[true]
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eventPropertyExpr[true] )*

           {

           pushFollow(FOLLOW_eventPropertyExpr_in_outerJoinIdent2775);

           eventPropertyExpr(true);

 

           state._fsp--;

 

           pushFollow(FOLLOW_eventPropertyExpr_in_outerJoinIdent2778);

           eventPropertyExpr(true);

 

           state._fsp--;

 

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:483:52: ( eventPropertyExpr[true] eventPropertyExpr[true] )*

           loop157:

           do {

               int alt157=2;

               int LA157_0 = input.LA(1);

 

               if ( (LA157_0==EVENT_PROP_EXPR) ) {

                   alt157=1;

               }

 

 

               switch (alt157) {

           	case 1 :

           	    // EsperEPL2Ast.g:483:53: eventPropertyExpr[true] eventPropertyExpr[true]

           	    {

           	    pushFollow(FOLLOW_eventPropertyExpr_in_outerJoinIdent2782);

           	    eventPropertyExpr(true);

 

           	    state._fsp--;

 

           	    pushFollow(FOLLOW_eventPropertyExpr_in_outerJoinIdent2785);

           	    eventPropertyExpr(true);

 

           	    state._fsp--;

 

 

           	    }

           	    break;

 

           	default :

           	    break loop157;

               }

           } while (true);

 

 

           }
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       }

 

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;

         }

       finally {

       }

       return ;

   }

   // $ANTLR end "outerJoinIdent"

 

 

   // $ANTLR start "streamExpression"

   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:486:1: streamExpression : ^(v= STREAM_EXPR ( eventFilterExpr[true] |

patternInclusionExpression | databaseJoinExpression | methodJoinExpression ) ( viewListExpr )? ( IDENT )? (

UNIDIRECTIONAL )? ( RETAINUNION | RETAININTERSECTION )? ) ;

   public final void streamExpression() throws RecognitionException {

       CommonTree v=null;

 

       try {

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:487:2: ( ^(v= STREAM_EXPR ( eventFilterExpr[true] | patternInclusionExpression |

databaseJoinExpression | methodJoinExpression ) ( viewListExpr )? ( IDENT )? ( UNIDIRECTIONAL )? (

RETAINUNION | RETAININTERSECTION )? ) )

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:487:4: ^(v= STREAM_EXPR ( eventFilterExpr[true] | patternInclusionExpression |

databaseJoinExpression | methodJoinExpression ) ( viewListExpr )? ( IDENT )? ( UNIDIRECTIONAL )? (

RETAINUNION | RETAININTERSECTION )? )

           {

           v=(CommonTree)match(input,STREAM_EXPR,FOLLOW_STREAM_EXPR_in_streamExpression2802);

 

           match(input, Token.DOWN, null);

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:487:20: ( eventFilterExpr[true] | patternInclusionExpression | databaseJoinExpression |

methodJoinExpression )

           int alt158=4;

           switch ( input.LA(1) ) {

           case EVENT_FILTER_EXPR:

               {

               alt158=1;

               }

               break;

           case PATTERN_INCL_EXPR:

               {

               alt158=2;

               }

               break;

           case DATABASE_JOIN_EXPR:

               {

               alt158=3;
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               }

               break;

           case METHOD_JOIN_EXPR:

               {

               alt158=4;

               }

               break;

           default:

               NoViableAltException nvae =

                   new NoViableAltException("", 158, 0, input);

 

               throw nvae;

           }

 

           switch (alt158) {

               case 1 :

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:487:21: eventFilterExpr[true]

                   {

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_eventFilterExpr_in_streamExpression2805);

                   eventFilterExpr(true);

 

                   state._fsp--;

 

 

                   }

                   break;

               case 2 :

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:487:45: patternInclusionExpression

                   {

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_patternInclusionExpression_in_streamExpression2810);

                   patternInclusionExpression();

 

                   state._fsp--;

 

 

                   }

                   break;

               case 3 :

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:487:74: databaseJoinExpression

                   {

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_databaseJoinExpression_in_streamExpression2814);

                   databaseJoinExpression();

 

                   state._fsp--;

 

 

                   }

                   break;
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               case 4 :

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:487:99: methodJoinExpression

                   {

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_methodJoinExpression_in_streamExpression2818);

                   methodJoinExpression();

 

                   state._fsp--;

 

 

                   }

                   break;

 

           }

 

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:487:121: ( viewListExpr )?

           int alt159=2;

           int LA159_0 = input.LA(1);

 

           if ( (LA159_0==VIEW_EXPR) ) {

               alt159=1;

           }

           switch (alt159) {

               case 1 :

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:487:122: viewListExpr

                   {

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_viewListExpr_in_streamExpression2822);

                   viewListExpr();

 

                   state._fsp--;

 

 

                   }

                   break;

 

           }

 

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:487:137: ( IDENT )?

           int alt160=2;

           int LA160_0 = input.LA(1);

 

           if ( (LA160_0==IDENT) ) {

               alt160=1;

           }

           switch (alt160) {

               case 1 :

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:487:138: IDENT

                   {

                   match(input,IDENT,FOLLOW_IDENT_in_streamExpression2827);
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                   }

                   break;

 

           }

 

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:487:146: ( UNIDIRECTIONAL )?

           int alt161=2;

           int LA161_0 = input.LA(1);

 

           if ( (LA161_0==UNIDIRECTIONAL) ) {

               alt161=1;

           }

           switch (alt161) {

               case 1 :

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:487:147: UNIDIRECTIONAL

                   {

                   match(input,UNIDIRECTIONAL,FOLLOW_UNIDIRECTIONAL_in_streamExpression2832);

 

                   }

                   break;

 

           }

 

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:487:164: ( RETAINUNION | RETAININTERSECTION )?

           int alt162=2;

           int LA162_0 = input.LA(1);

 

           if ( ((LA162_0>=RETAINUNION && LA162_0<=RETAININTERSECTION)) ) {

               alt162=1;

           }

           switch (alt162) {

               case 1 :

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:

                   {

                   if ( (input.LA(1)>=RETAINUNION && input.LA(1)<=RETAININTERSECTION) ) {

                       input.consume();

                       state.errorRecovery=false;

                   }

                   else {

                       MismatchedSetException mse = new MismatchedSetException(null,input);

                       throw mse;

                   }

 

 

                   }

                   break;
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           }

 

            leaveNode(v);

 

           match(input, Token.UP, null);

 

           }

 

       }

 

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;

         }

       finally {

       }

       return ;

   }

   // $ANTLR end "streamExpression"

 

 

   // $ANTLR start "eventFilterExpr"

   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:490:1: eventFilterExpr[boolean isLeaveNode] : ^(f= EVENT_FILTER_EXPR ( IDENT )?

CLASS_IDENT ( propertyExpression )? ( valueExpr )* ) ;

   public final void eventFilterExpr(boolean isLeaveNode) throws RecognitionException {

       CommonTree f=null;

 

       try {

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:491:2: ( ^(f= EVENT_FILTER_EXPR ( IDENT )? CLASS_IDENT ( propertyExpression

)? ( valueExpr )* ) )

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:491:4: ^(f= EVENT_FILTER_EXPR ( IDENT )? CLASS_IDENT ( propertyExpression

)? ( valueExpr )* )

           {

f=(CommonTree)match(input,EVENT_FILTER_EXPR,FOLLOW_EVENT_FILTER_EXPR_in_eventFilterExpr28

61);

 

           match(input, Token.DOWN, null);

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:491:27: ( IDENT )?

           int alt163=2;

           int LA163_0 = input.LA(1);

 

           if ( (LA163_0==IDENT) ) {

               alt163=1;

           }

           switch (alt163) {

               case 1 :

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:491:27: IDENT

                   {

                   match(input,IDENT,FOLLOW_IDENT_in_eventFilterExpr2863);
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                   }

                   break;

 

           }

 

           match(input,CLASS_IDENT,FOLLOW_CLASS_IDENT_in_eventFilterExpr2866);

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:491:46: ( propertyExpression )?

           int alt164=2;

           int LA164_0 = input.LA(1);

 

           if ( (LA164_0==EVENT_FILTER_PROPERTY_EXPR) ) {

               alt164=1;

           }

           switch (alt164) {

               case 1 :

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:491:46: propertyExpression

                   {

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_propertyExpression_in_eventFilterExpr2868);

                   propertyExpression();

 

                   state._fsp--;

 

 

                   }

                   break;

 

           }

 

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:491:66: ( valueExpr )*

           loop165:

           do {

               int alt165=2;

               int LA165_0 = input.LA(1);

 

               if ( ((LA165_0>=IN_SET && LA165_0<=REGEXP)||LA165_0==NOT_EXPR||(LA165_0>=SUM &&

LA165_0<=AVG)||(LA165_0>=COALESCE && LA165_0<=COUNT)||(LA165_0>=CASE &&

LA165_0<=CASE2)||LA165_0==ISTREAM||(LA165_0>=PREVIOUS &&

LA165_0<=EXISTS)||(LA165_0>=INSTANCEOF &&

LA165_0<=CURRENT_TIMESTAMP)||LA165_0==NEWKW||(LA165_0>=EVAL_AND_EXPR &&

LA165_0<=EVAL_NOTEQUALS_GROUP_EXPR)||LA165_0==EVENT_PROP_EXPR||LA165_0==CONCAT||(

LA165_0>=LIB_FUNC_CHAIN &&

LA165_0<=DOT_EXPR)||LA165_0==ARRAY_EXPR||(LA165_0>=NOT_IN_SET &&

LA165_0<=NOT_REGEXP)||(LA165_0>=IN_RANGE &&

LA165_0<=SUBSELECT_EXPR)||(LA165_0>=EXISTS_SUBSELECT_EXPR &&

LA165_0<=NOT_IN_SUBSELECT_EXPR)||LA165_0==SUBSTITUTION||(LA165_0>=FIRST_AGGREG &&

LA165_0<=WINDOW_AGGREG)||(LA165_0>=INT_TYPE &&

LA165_0<=NULL_TYPE)||(LA165_0>=JSON_OBJECT &&
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LA165_0<=JSON_ARRAY)||LA165_0==STAR||(LA165_0>=LT && LA165_0<=GT)||(LA165_0>=BOR &&

LA165_0<=PLUS)||(LA165_0>=BAND && LA165_0<=BXOR)||(LA165_0>=LE &&

LA165_0<=GE)||(LA165_0>=MINUS && LA165_0<=MOD)||(LA165_0>=EVAL_IS_GROUP_EXPR &&

LA165_0<=EVAL_ISNOT_GROUP_EXPR)) ) {

                   alt165=1;

               }

 

 

               switch (alt165) {

           	case 1 :

           	    // EsperEPL2Ast.g:491:67: valueExpr

           	    {

           	    pushFollow(FOLLOW_valueExpr_in_eventFilterExpr2872);

           	    valueExpr();

 

           	    state._fsp--;

 

 

           	    }

           	    break;

 

           	default :

           	    break loop165;

               }

           } while (true);

 

            if (isLeaveNode) leaveNode(f);

 

           match(input, Token.UP, null);

 

           }

 

       }

 

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;

         }

       finally {

       }

       return ;

   }

   // $ANTLR end "eventFilterExpr"

 

 

   // $ANTLR start "propertyExpression"

   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:494:1: propertyExpression : ^( EVENT_FILTER_PROPERTY_EXPR (

propertyExpressionAtom )* ) ;

   public final void propertyExpression() throws RecognitionException {
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       try {

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:495:2: ( ^( EVENT_FILTER_PROPERTY_EXPR ( propertyExpressionAtom )* ) )

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:495:4: ^( EVENT_FILTER_PROPERTY_EXPR ( propertyExpressionAtom )* )

           {

match(input,EVENT_FILTER_PROPERTY_EXPR,FOLLOW_EVENT_FILTER_PROPERTY_EXPR_in_propert

yExpression2892);

 

           if ( input.LA(1)==Token.DOWN ) {

               match(input, Token.DOWN, null);

               // EsperEPL2Ast.g:495:34: ( propertyExpressionAtom )*

               loop166:

               do {

                   int alt166=2;

                   int LA166_0 = input.LA(1);

 

                   if ( (LA166_0==EVENT_FILTER_PROPERTY_EXPR_ATOM) ) {

                       alt166=1;

                   }

 

 

                   switch (alt166) {

               	case 1 :

               	    // EsperEPL2Ast.g:495:34: propertyExpressionAtom

               	    {

               	    pushFollow(FOLLOW_propertyExpressionAtom_in_propertyExpression2894);

               	    propertyExpressionAtom();

 

               	    state._fsp--;

 

 

               	    }

               	    break;

 

               	default :

               	    break loop166;

                   }

               } while (true);

 

 

               match(input, Token.UP, null);

           }

 

           }

 

       }

 

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;
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         }

       finally {

       }

       return ;

   }

   // $ANTLR end "propertyExpression"

 

 

   // $ANTLR start "propertyExpressionAtom"

   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:498:1: propertyExpressionAtom : ^(a= EVENT_FILTER_PROPERTY_EXPR_ATOM ( ^(

SELECT ( propertySelectionListElement )+ ) )? valueExpr ( ^( ATCHAR IDENT IDENT ) )? ( IDENT )? ^(

WHERE_EXPR ( valueExpr )? ) ) ;

   public final void propertyExpressionAtom() throws RecognitionException {

       CommonTree a=null;

 

       try {

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:499:2: ( ^(a= EVENT_FILTER_PROPERTY_EXPR_ATOM ( ^( SELECT (

propertySelectionListElement )+ ) )? valueExpr ( ^( ATCHAR IDENT IDENT ) )? ( IDENT )? ^( WHERE_EXPR (

valueExpr )? ) ) )

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:499:4: ^(a= EVENT_FILTER_PROPERTY_EXPR_ATOM ( ^( SELECT (

propertySelectionListElement )+ ) )? valueExpr ( ^( ATCHAR IDENT IDENT ) )? ( IDENT )? ^( WHERE_EXPR (

valueExpr )? ) )

           {

a=(CommonTree)match(input,EVENT_FILTER_PROPERTY_EXPR_ATOM,FOLLOW_EVENT_FILTER_PROP

ERTY_EXPR_ATOM_in_propertyExpressionAtom2913);

 

           match(input, Token.DOWN, null);

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:499:41: ( ^( SELECT ( propertySelectionListElement )+ ) )?

           int alt168=2;

           int LA168_0 = input.LA(1);

 

           if ( (LA168_0==SELECT) ) {

               alt168=1;

           }

           switch (alt168) {

               case 1 :

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:499:42: ^( SELECT ( propertySelectionListElement )+ )

                   {

                   match(input,SELECT,FOLLOW_SELECT_in_propertyExpressionAtom2917);

 

                   match(input, Token.DOWN, null);

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:499:51: ( propertySelectionListElement )+

                   int cnt167=0;

                   loop167:

                   do {

                       int alt167=2;

                       int LA167_0 = input.LA(1);
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                       if ( ((LA167_0>=PROPERTY_SELECTION_ELEMENT_EXPR &&

LA167_0<=PROPERTY_WILDCARD_SELECT)) ) {

                           alt167=1;

                       }

 

 

                       switch (alt167) {

                   	case 1 :

                   	    // EsperEPL2Ast.g:499:51: propertySelectionListElement

                   	    {

                   	    pushFollow(FOLLOW_propertySelectionListElement_in_propertyExpressionAtom2919);

                   	    propertySelectionListElement();

 

                   	    state._fsp--;

 

 

                   	    }

                   	    break;

 

                   	default :

                   	    if ( cnt167 >= 1 ) break loop167;

                               EarlyExitException eee =

                                   new EarlyExitException(167, input);

                               throw eee;

                       }

                       cnt167++;

                   } while (true);

 

 

                   match(input, Token.UP, null);

 

                   }

                   break;

 

           }

 

           pushFollow(FOLLOW_valueExpr_in_propertyExpressionAtom2925);

           valueExpr();

 

           state._fsp--;

 

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:499:94: ( ^( ATCHAR IDENT IDENT ) )?

           int alt169=2;

           int LA169_0 = input.LA(1);

 

           if ( (LA169_0==ATCHAR) ) {

               alt169=1;

           }
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           switch (alt169) {

               case 1 :

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:499:95: ^( ATCHAR IDENT IDENT )

                   {

                   match(input,ATCHAR,FOLLOW_ATCHAR_in_propertyExpressionAtom2929);

 

                   match(input, Token.DOWN, null);

                   match(input,IDENT,FOLLOW_IDENT_in_propertyExpressionAtom2931);

                   match(input,IDENT,FOLLOW_IDENT_in_propertyExpressionAtom2933);

 

                   match(input, Token.UP, null);

 

                   }

                   break;

 

           }

 

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:499:119: ( IDENT )?

           int alt170=2;

           int LA170_0 = input.LA(1);

 

           if ( (LA170_0==IDENT) ) {

               alt170=1;

           }

           switch (alt170) {

               case 1 :

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:499:119: IDENT

                   {

                   match(input,IDENT,FOLLOW_IDENT_in_propertyExpressionAtom2938);

 

                   }

                   break;

 

           }

 

           match(input,WHERE_EXPR,FOLLOW_WHERE_EXPR_in_propertyExpressionAtom2942);

 

           if ( input.LA(1)==Token.DOWN ) {

               match(input, Token.DOWN, null);

               // EsperEPL2Ast.g:499:139: ( valueExpr )?

               int alt171=2;

               int LA171_0 = input.LA(1);

 

               if ( ((LA171_0>=IN_SET && LA171_0<=REGEXP)||LA171_0==NOT_EXPR||(LA171_0>=SUM &&

LA171_0<=AVG)||(LA171_0>=COALESCE && LA171_0<=COUNT)||(LA171_0>=CASE &&

LA171_0<=CASE2)||LA171_0==ISTREAM||(LA171_0>=PREVIOUS &&

LA171_0<=EXISTS)||(LA171_0>=INSTANCEOF &&

LA171_0<=CURRENT_TIMESTAMP)||LA171_0==NEWKW||(LA171_0>=EVAL_AND_EXPR &&
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LA171_0<=EVAL_NOTEQUALS_GROUP_EXPR)||LA171_0==EVENT_PROP_EXPR||LA171_0==CONCAT||(

LA171_0>=LIB_FUNC_CHAIN &&

LA171_0<=DOT_EXPR)||LA171_0==ARRAY_EXPR||(LA171_0>=NOT_IN_SET &&

LA171_0<=NOT_REGEXP)||(LA171_0>=IN_RANGE &&

LA171_0<=SUBSELECT_EXPR)||(LA171_0>=EXISTS_SUBSELECT_EXPR &&

LA171_0<=NOT_IN_SUBSELECT_EXPR)||LA171_0==SUBSTITUTION||(LA171_0>=FIRST_AGGREG &&

LA171_0<=WINDOW_AGGREG)||(LA171_0>=INT_TYPE &&

LA171_0<=NULL_TYPE)||(LA171_0>=JSON_OBJECT &&

LA171_0<=JSON_ARRAY)||LA171_0==STAR||(LA171_0>=LT && LA171_0<=GT)||(LA171_0>=BOR &&

LA171_0<=PLUS)||(LA171_0>=BAND && LA171_0<=BXOR)||(LA171_0>=LE &&

LA171_0<=GE)||(LA171_0>=MINUS && LA171_0<=MOD)||(LA171_0>=EVAL_IS_GROUP_EXPR &&

LA171_0<=EVAL_ISNOT_GROUP_EXPR)) ) {

                   alt171=1;

               }

               switch (alt171) {

                   case 1 :

                       // EsperEPL2Ast.g:499:139: valueExpr

                       {

                       pushFollow(FOLLOW_valueExpr_in_propertyExpressionAtom2944);

                       valueExpr();

 

                       state._fsp--;

 

 

                       }

                       break;

 

               }

 

 

               match(input, Token.UP, null);

           }

            leaveNode(a);

 

           match(input, Token.UP, null);

 

           }

 

       }

 

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;

         }

       finally {

       }

       return ;

   }

   // $ANTLR end "propertyExpressionAtom"
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   // $ANTLR start "propertySelectionListElement"

   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:502:1: propertySelectionListElement : (w= PROPERTY_WILDCARD_SELECT | ^(e=

PROPERTY_SELECTION_ELEMENT_EXPR valueExpr ( IDENT )? ) | ^(s=

PROPERTY_SELECTION_STREAM IDENT ( IDENT )? ) );

   public final void propertySelectionListElement() throws RecognitionException {

       CommonTree w=null;

       CommonTree e=null;

       CommonTree s=null;

 

       try {

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:503:2: (w= PROPERTY_WILDCARD_SELECT | ^(e=

PROPERTY_SELECTION_ELEMENT_EXPR valueExpr ( IDENT )? ) | ^(s=

PROPERTY_SELECTION_STREAM IDENT ( IDENT )? ) )

           int alt174=3;

           switch ( input.LA(1) ) {

           case PROPERTY_WILDCARD_SELECT:

               {

               alt174=1;

               }

               break;

           case PROPERTY_SELECTION_ELEMENT_EXPR:

               {

               alt174=2;

               }

               break;

           case PROPERTY_SELECTION_STREAM:

               {

               alt174=3;

               }

               break;

           default:

               NoViableAltException nvae =

                   new NoViableAltException("", 174, 0, input);

 

               throw nvae;

           }

 

           switch (alt174) {

               case 1 :

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:503:4: w= PROPERTY_WILDCARD_SELECT

                   {

w=(CommonTree)match(input,PROPERTY_WILDCARD_SELECT,FOLLOW_PROPERTY_WILDCARD_SELE

CT_in_propertySelectionListElement2964);

                    leaveNode(w);

 

                   }
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                   break;

               case 2 :

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:504:4: ^(e= PROPERTY_SELECTION_ELEMENT_EXPR valueExpr ( IDENT )? )

                   {

e=(CommonTree)match(input,PROPERTY_SELECTION_ELEMENT_EXPR,FOLLOW_PROPERTY_SELECTI

ON_ELEMENT_EXPR_in_propertySelectionListElement2974);

 

                   match(input, Token.DOWN, null);

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_valueExpr_in_propertySelectionListElement2976);

                   valueExpr();

 

                   state._fsp--;

 

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:504:50: ( IDENT )?

                   int alt172=2;

                   int LA172_0 = input.LA(1);

 

                   if ( (LA172_0==IDENT) ) {

                       alt172=1;

                   }

                   switch (alt172) {

                       case 1 :

                           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:504:51: IDENT

                           {

                           match(input,IDENT,FOLLOW_IDENT_in_propertySelectionListElement2979);

 

                           }

                           break;

 

                   }

 

                    leaveNode(e);

 

                   match(input, Token.UP, null);

 

                   }

                   break;

               case 3 :

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:505:4: ^(s= PROPERTY_SELECTION_STREAM IDENT ( IDENT )? )

                   {

s=(CommonTree)match(input,PROPERTY_SELECTION_STREAM,FOLLOW_PROPERTY_SELECTION_STRE

AM_in_propertySelectionListElement2993);

 

                   match(input, Token.DOWN, null);

                   match(input,IDENT,FOLLOW_IDENT_in_propertySelectionListElement2995);

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:505:40: ( IDENT )?

                   int alt173=2;

                   int LA173_0 = input.LA(1);
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                   if ( (LA173_0==IDENT) ) {

                       alt173=1;

                   }

                   switch (alt173) {

                       case 1 :

                           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:505:41: IDENT

                           {

                           match(input,IDENT,FOLLOW_IDENT_in_propertySelectionListElement2998);

 

                           }

                           break;

 

                   }

 

                    leaveNode(s);

 

                   match(input, Token.UP, null);

 

                   }

                   break;

 

           }

       }

 

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;

         }

       finally {

       }

       return ;

   }

   // $ANTLR end "propertySelectionListElement"

 

 

   // $ANTLR start "patternInclusionExpression"

   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:508:1: patternInclusionExpression : ^(p= PATTERN_INCL_EXPR exprChoice ) ;

   public final void patternInclusionExpression() throws RecognitionException {

       CommonTree p=null;

 

       try {

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:509:2: ( ^(p= PATTERN_INCL_EXPR exprChoice ) )

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:509:4: ^(p= PATTERN_INCL_EXPR exprChoice )

           {

p=(CommonTree)match(input,PATTERN_INCL_EXPR,FOLLOW_PATTERN_INCL_EXPR_in_patternInclusion

Expression3019);

 

           match(input, Token.DOWN, null);
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           pushFollow(FOLLOW_exprChoice_in_patternInclusionExpression3021);

           exprChoice();

 

           state._fsp--;

 

            leaveNode(p);

 

           match(input, Token.UP, null);

 

           }

 

       }

 

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;

         }

       finally {

       }

       return ;

   }

   // $ANTLR end "patternInclusionExpression"

 

 

   // $ANTLR start "databaseJoinExpression"

   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:512:1: databaseJoinExpression : ^( DATABASE_JOIN_EXPR IDENT ( STRING_LITERAL |

QUOTED_STRING_LITERAL ) ( STRING_LITERAL | QUOTED_STRING_LITERAL )? ) ;

   public final void databaseJoinExpression() throws RecognitionException {

       try {

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:513:2: ( ^( DATABASE_JOIN_EXPR IDENT ( STRING_LITERAL |

QUOTED_STRING_LITERAL ) ( STRING_LITERAL | QUOTED_STRING_LITERAL )? ) )

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:513:4: ^( DATABASE_JOIN_EXPR IDENT ( STRING_LITERAL |

QUOTED_STRING_LITERAL ) ( STRING_LITERAL | QUOTED_STRING_LITERAL )? )

           {

match(input,DATABASE_JOIN_EXPR,FOLLOW_DATABASE_JOIN_EXPR_in_databaseJoinExpression3038); 

 

          match(input, Token.DOWN, null);

           match(input,IDENT,FOLLOW_IDENT_in_databaseJoinExpression3040);

           if ( (input.LA(1)>=STRING_LITERAL && input.LA(1)<=QUOTED_STRING_LITERAL) ) {

               input.consume();

               state.errorRecovery=false;

           }

           else {

               MismatchedSetException mse = new MismatchedSetException(null,input);

               throw mse;

           }

 

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:513:72: ( STRING_LITERAL | QUOTED_STRING_LITERAL )?

           int alt175=2;

           int LA175_0 = input.LA(1);
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           if ( ((LA175_0>=STRING_LITERAL && LA175_0<=QUOTED_STRING_LITERAL)) ) {

               alt175=1;

           }

           switch (alt175) {

               case 1 :

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:

                   {

                   if ( (input.LA(1)>=STRING_LITERAL && input.LA(1)<=QUOTED_STRING_LITERAL) ) {

                       input.consume();

                       state.errorRecovery=false;

                   }

                   else {

                       MismatchedSetException mse = new MismatchedSetException(null,input);

                       throw mse;

                   }

 

 

                   }

                   break;

 

           }

 

 

           match(input, Token.UP, null);

 

           }

 

       }

 

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;

         }

       finally {

       }

       return ;

   }

   // $ANTLR end "databaseJoinExpression"

 

 

   // $ANTLR start "methodJoinExpression"

   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:516:1: methodJoinExpression : ^( METHOD_JOIN_EXPR IDENT CLASS_IDENT (

valueExpr )* ) ;

   public final void methodJoinExpression() throws RecognitionException {

       try {

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:517:2: ( ^( METHOD_JOIN_EXPR IDENT CLASS_IDENT ( valueExpr )* ) )

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:517:4: ^( METHOD_JOIN_EXPR IDENT CLASS_IDENT ( valueExpr )* )

           {
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           match(input,METHOD_JOIN_EXPR,FOLLOW_METHOD_JOIN_EXPR_in_methodJoinExpression3071);

 

           match(input, Token.DOWN, null);

           match(input,IDENT,FOLLOW_IDENT_in_methodJoinExpression3073);

           match(input,CLASS_IDENT,FOLLOW_CLASS_IDENT_in_methodJoinExpression3075);

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:517:41: ( valueExpr )*

           loop176:

           do {

               int alt176=2;

               int LA176_0 = input.LA(1);

 

               if ( ((LA176_0>=IN_SET && LA176_0<=REGEXP)||LA176_0==NOT_EXPR||(LA176_0>=SUM &&

LA176_0<=AVG)||(LA176_0>=COALESCE && LA176_0<=COUNT)||(LA176_0>=CASE &&

LA176_0<=CASE2)||LA176_0==ISTREAM||(LA176_0>=PREVIOUS &&

LA176_0<=EXISTS)||(LA176_0>=INSTANCEOF &&

LA176_0<=CURRENT_TIMESTAMP)||LA176_0==NEWKW||(LA176_0>=EVAL_AND_EXPR &&

LA176_0<=EVAL_NOTEQUALS_GROUP_EXPR)||LA176_0==EVENT_PROP_EXPR||LA176_0==CONCAT||(

LA176_0>=LIB_FUNC_CHAIN &&

LA176_0<=DOT_EXPR)||LA176_0==ARRAY_EXPR||(LA176_0>=NOT_IN_SET &&

LA176_0<=NOT_REGEXP)||(LA176_0>=IN_RANGE &&

LA176_0<=SUBSELECT_EXPR)||(LA176_0>=EXISTS_SUBSELECT_EXPR &&

LA176_0<=NOT_IN_SUBSELECT_EXPR)||LA176_0==SUBSTITUTION||(LA176_0>=FIRST_AGGREG &&

LA176_0<=WINDOW_AGGREG)||(LA176_0>=INT_TYPE &&

LA176_0<=NULL_TYPE)||(LA176_0>=JSON_OBJECT &&

LA176_0<=JSON_ARRAY)||LA176_0==STAR||(LA176_0>=LT && LA176_0<=GT)||(LA176_0>=BOR &&

LA176_0<=PLUS)||(LA176_0>=BAND && LA176_0<=BXOR)||(LA176_0>=LE &&

LA176_0<=GE)||(LA176_0>=MINUS && LA176_0<=MOD)||(LA176_0>=EVAL_IS_GROUP_EXPR &&

LA176_0<=EVAL_ISNOT_GROUP_EXPR)) ) {

                   alt176=1;

               }

 

 

               switch (alt176) {

           	case 1 :

           	    // EsperEPL2Ast.g:517:42: valueExpr

           	    {

           	    pushFollow(FOLLOW_valueExpr_in_methodJoinExpression3078);

           	    valueExpr();

 

           	    state._fsp--;

 

 

           	    }

           	    break;

 

           	default :

           	    break loop176;

               }
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           } while (true);

 

 

           match(input, Token.UP, null);

 

           }

 

       }

 

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;

         }

       finally {

       }

       return ;

   }

   // $ANTLR end "methodJoinExpression"

 

 

   // $ANTLR start "viewListExpr"

   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:520:1: viewListExpr : viewExpr ( viewExpr )* ;

   public final void viewListExpr() throws RecognitionException {

       try {

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:521:2: ( viewExpr ( viewExpr )* )

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:521:4: viewExpr ( viewExpr )*

           {

           pushFollow(FOLLOW_viewExpr_in_viewListExpr3092);

           viewExpr();

 

           state._fsp--;

 

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:521:13: ( viewExpr )*

           loop177:

           do {

               int alt177=2;

               int LA177_0 = input.LA(1);

 

               if ( (LA177_0==VIEW_EXPR) ) {

                   alt177=1;

               }

 

 

               switch (alt177) {

           	case 1 :

           	    // EsperEPL2Ast.g:521:14: viewExpr

           	    {

           	    pushFollow(FOLLOW_viewExpr_in_viewListExpr3095);

           	    viewExpr();
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           	    state._fsp--;

 

 

           	    }

           	    break;

 

           	default :

           	    break loop177;

               }

           } while (true);

 

 

           }

 

       }

 

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;

         }

       finally {

       }

       return ;

   }

   // $ANTLR end "viewListExpr"

 

 

   // $ANTLR start "viewExpr"

   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:524:1: viewExpr : ^(n= VIEW_EXPR IDENT IDENT ( valueExprWithTime )* ) ;

   public final void viewExpr() throws RecognitionException {

       CommonTree n=null;

 

       try {

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:525:2: ( ^(n= VIEW_EXPR IDENT IDENT ( valueExprWithTime )* ) )

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:525:4: ^(n= VIEW_EXPR IDENT IDENT ( valueExprWithTime )* )

           {

           n=(CommonTree)match(input,VIEW_EXPR,FOLLOW_VIEW_EXPR_in_viewExpr3112);

 

           match(input, Token.DOWN, null);

           match(input,IDENT,FOLLOW_IDENT_in_viewExpr3114);

           match(input,IDENT,FOLLOW_IDENT_in_viewExpr3116);

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:525:30: ( valueExprWithTime )*

           loop178:

           do {

               int alt178=2;

               int LA178_0 = input.LA(1);

 

               if ( ((LA178_0>=IN_SET && LA178_0<=REGEXP)||LA178_0==NOT_EXPR||(LA178_0>=SUM &&
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LA178_0<=AVG)||(LA178_0>=COALESCE && LA178_0<=COUNT)||(LA178_0>=CASE &&

LA178_0<=CASE2)||LA178_0==LAST||LA178_0==ISTREAM||(LA178_0>=PREVIOUS &&

LA178_0<=EXISTS)||(LA178_0>=LW &&

LA178_0<=CURRENT_TIMESTAMP)||LA178_0==NEWKW||(LA178_0>=NUMERIC_PARAM_RANGE &&

LA178_0<=OBJECT_PARAM_ORDERED_EXPR)||(LA178_0>=EVAL_AND_EXPR &&

LA178_0<=EVAL_NOTEQUALS_GROUP_EXPR)||LA178_0==EVENT_PROP_EXPR||LA178_0==CONCAT||(

LA178_0>=LIB_FUNC_CHAIN && LA178_0<=DOT_EXPR)||(LA178_0>=TIME_PERIOD &&

LA178_0<=ARRAY_EXPR)||(LA178_0>=NOT_IN_SET &&

LA178_0<=NOT_REGEXP)||(LA178_0>=IN_RANGE &&

LA178_0<=SUBSELECT_EXPR)||(LA178_0>=EXISTS_SUBSELECT_EXPR &&

LA178_0<=NOT_IN_SUBSELECT_EXPR)||(LA178_0>=LAST_OPERATOR &&

LA178_0<=SUBSTITUTION)||LA178_0==NUMBERSETSTAR||(LA178_0>=FIRST_AGGREG &&

LA178_0<=WINDOW_AGGREG)||(LA178_0>=INT_TYPE &&

LA178_0<=NULL_TYPE)||(LA178_0>=JSON_OBJECT &&

LA178_0<=JSON_ARRAY)||LA178_0==STAR||(LA178_0>=LT && LA178_0<=GT)||(LA178_0>=BOR &&

LA178_0<=PLUS)||(LA178_0>=BAND && LA178_0<=BXOR)||(LA178_0>=LE &&

LA178_0<=GE)||(LA178_0>=MINUS && LA178_0<=MOD)||(LA178_0>=EVAL_IS_GROUP_EXPR &&

LA178_0<=EVAL_ISNOT_GROUP_EXPR)) ) {

                   alt178=1;

               }

 

 

               switch (alt178) {

           	case 1 :

           	    // EsperEPL2Ast.g:525:31: valueExprWithTime

           	    {

           	    pushFollow(FOLLOW_valueExprWithTime_in_viewExpr3119);

           	    valueExprWithTime();

 

           	    state._fsp--;

 

 

           	    }

           	    break;

 

           	default :

           	    break loop178;

               }

           } while (true);

 

            leaveNode(n);

 

           match(input, Token.UP, null);

 

           }

 

       }
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         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;

         }

       finally {

       }

       return ;

   }

   // $ANTLR end "viewExpr"

 

 

   // $ANTLR start "whereClause"

   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:528:1: whereClause[boolean isLeaveNode] : ^(n= WHERE_EXPR valueExpr ) ;

   public final void whereClause(boolean isLeaveNode) throws RecognitionException {

       CommonTree n=null;

 

       try {

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:529:2: ( ^(n= WHERE_EXPR valueExpr ) )

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:529:4: ^(n= WHERE_EXPR valueExpr )

           {

           n=(CommonTree)match(input,WHERE_EXPR,FOLLOW_WHERE_EXPR_in_whereClause3141);

 

           match(input, Token.DOWN, null);

           pushFollow(FOLLOW_valueExpr_in_whereClause3143);

           valueExpr();

 

           state._fsp--;

 

            if (isLeaveNode) leaveNode(n);

 

           match(input, Token.UP, null);

 

           }

 

       }

 

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;

         }

       finally {

       }

       return ;

   }

   // $ANTLR end "whereClause"

 

 

   // $ANTLR start "groupByClause"

   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:532:1: groupByClause : ^(g= GROUP_BY_EXPR valueExpr ( valueExpr )* ) ;

   public final void groupByClause() throws RecognitionException {
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       CommonTree g=null;

 

       try {

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:533:2: ( ^(g= GROUP_BY_EXPR valueExpr ( valueExpr )* ) )

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:533:4: ^(g= GROUP_BY_EXPR valueExpr ( valueExpr )* )

           {

g=(CommonTree)match(input,GROUP_BY_EXPR,FOLLOW_GROUP_BY_EXPR_in_groupByClause3161); 

       

    match(input, Token.DOWN, null);

           pushFollow(FOLLOW_valueExpr_in_groupByClause3163);

           valueExpr();

 

           state._fsp--;

 

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:533:32: ( valueExpr )*

           loop179:

           do {

               int alt179=2;

               int LA179_0 = input.LA(1);

 

               if ( ((LA179_0>=IN_SET && LA179_0<=REGEXP)||LA179_0==NOT_EXPR||(LA179_0>=SUM &&

LA179_0<=AVG)||(LA179_0>=COALESCE && LA179_0<=COUNT)||(LA179_0>=CASE &&

LA179_0<=CASE2)||LA179_0==ISTREAM||(LA179_0>=PREVIOUS &&

LA179_0<=EXISTS)||(LA179_0>=INSTANCEOF &&

LA179_0<=CURRENT_TIMESTAMP)||LA179_0==NEWKW||(LA179_0>=EVAL_AND_EXPR &&

LA179_0<=EVAL_NOTEQUALS_GROUP_EXPR)||LA179_0==EVENT_PROP_EXPR||LA179_0==CONCAT||(

LA179_0>=LIB_FUNC_CHAIN &&

LA179_0<=DOT_EXPR)||LA179_0==ARRAY_EXPR||(LA179_0>=NOT_IN_SET &&

LA179_0<=NOT_REGEXP)||(LA179_0>=IN_RANGE &&

LA179_0<=SUBSELECT_EXPR)||(LA179_0>=EXISTS_SUBSELECT_EXPR &&

LA179_0<=NOT_IN_SUBSELECT_EXPR)||LA179_0==SUBSTITUTION||(LA179_0>=FIRST_AGGREG &&

LA179_0<=WINDOW_AGGREG)||(LA179_0>=INT_TYPE &&

LA179_0<=NULL_TYPE)||(LA179_0>=JSON_OBJECT &&

LA179_0<=JSON_ARRAY)||LA179_0==STAR||(LA179_0>=LT && LA179_0<=GT)||(LA179_0>=BOR &&

LA179_0<=PLUS)||(LA179_0>=BAND && LA179_0<=BXOR)||(LA179_0>=LE &&

LA179_0<=GE)||(LA179_0>=MINUS && LA179_0<=MOD)||(LA179_0>=EVAL_IS_GROUP_EXPR &&

LA179_0<=EVAL_ISNOT_GROUP_EXPR)) ) {

                   alt179=1;

               }

 

 

               switch (alt179) {

           	case 1 :

           	    // EsperEPL2Ast.g:533:33: valueExpr

           	    {

           	    pushFollow(FOLLOW_valueExpr_in_groupByClause3166);

           	    valueExpr();

 

           	    state._fsp--;
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           	    }

           	    break;

 

           	default :

           	    break loop179;

               }

           } while (true);

 

 

           match(input, Token.UP, null);

            leaveNode(g);

 

           }

 

       }

 

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;

         }

       finally {

       }

       return ;

   }

   // $ANTLR end "groupByClause"

 

 

   // $ANTLR start "orderByClause"

   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:536:1: orderByClause : ^( ORDER_BY_EXPR orderByElement ( orderByElement )* ) ;

   public final void orderByClause() throws RecognitionException {

       try {

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:537:2: ( ^( ORDER_BY_EXPR orderByElement ( orderByElement )* ) )

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:537:4: ^( ORDER_BY_EXPR orderByElement ( orderByElement )* )

           {

           match(input,ORDER_BY_EXPR,FOLLOW_ORDER_BY_EXPR_in_orderByClause3184);

 

           match(input, Token.DOWN, null);

           pushFollow(FOLLOW_orderByElement_in_orderByClause3186);

           orderByElement();

 

           state._fsp--;

 

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:537:35: ( orderByElement )*

           loop180:

           do {

               int alt180=2;

               int LA180_0 = input.LA(1);
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               if ( (LA180_0==ORDER_ELEMENT_EXPR) ) {

                   alt180=1;

               }

 

 

               switch (alt180) {

           	case 1 :

           	    // EsperEPL2Ast.g:537:36: orderByElement

           	    {

           	    pushFollow(FOLLOW_orderByElement_in_orderByClause3189);

           	    orderByElement();

 

           	    state._fsp--;

 

 

           	    }

           	    break;

 

           	default :

           	    break loop180;

               }

           } while (true);

 

 

           match(input, Token.UP, null);

 

           }

 

       }

 

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;

         }

       finally {

       }

       return ;

   }

   // $ANTLR end "orderByClause"

 

 

   // $ANTLR start "orderByElement"

   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:540:1: orderByElement : ^(e= ORDER_ELEMENT_EXPR valueExpr ( ASC | DESC )? ) ;

   public final void orderByElement() throws RecognitionException {

       CommonTree e=null;

 

       try {

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:541:2: ( ^(e= ORDER_ELEMENT_EXPR valueExpr ( ASC | DESC )? ) )
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           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:541:5: ^(e= ORDER_ELEMENT_EXPR valueExpr ( ASC | DESC )? )

           {

e=(CommonTree)match(input,ORDER_ELEMENT_EXPR,FOLLOW_ORDER_ELEMENT_EXPR_in_orderByEl

ement3209);

 

           match(input, Token.DOWN, null);

           pushFollow(FOLLOW_valueExpr_in_orderByElement3211);

           valueExpr();

 

           state._fsp--;

 

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:541:38: ( ASC | DESC )?

           int alt181=2;

           int LA181_0 = input.LA(1);

 

           if ( ((LA181_0>=ASC && LA181_0<=DESC)) ) {

               alt181=1;

           }

           switch (alt181) {

               case 1 :

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:

                   {

                   if ( (input.LA(1)>=ASC && input.LA(1)<=DESC) ) {

                       input.consume();

                       state.errorRecovery=false;

                   }

                   else {

                       MismatchedSetException mse = new MismatchedSetException(null,input);

                       throw mse;

                   }

 

 

                   }

                   break;

 

           }

 

            leaveNode(e);

 

           match(input, Token.UP, null);

 

           }

 

       }

 

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;

         }
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       finally {

       }

       return ;

   }

   // $ANTLR end "orderByElement"

 

 

   // $ANTLR start "havingClause"

   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:544:1: havingClause : ^(n= HAVING_EXPR valueExpr ) ;

   public final void havingClause() throws RecognitionException {

       CommonTree n=null;

 

       try {

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:545:2: ( ^(n= HAVING_EXPR valueExpr ) )

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:545:4: ^(n= HAVING_EXPR valueExpr )

           {

           n=(CommonTree)match(input,HAVING_EXPR,FOLLOW_HAVING_EXPR_in_havingClause3236);

 

           match(input, Token.DOWN, null);

           pushFollow(FOLLOW_valueExpr_in_havingClause3238);

           valueExpr();

 

           state._fsp--;

 

            leaveNode(n);

 

           match(input, Token.UP, null);

 

           }

 

       }

 

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;

         }

       finally {

       }

       return ;

   }

   // $ANTLR end "havingClause"

 

 

   // $ANTLR start "outputLimitExpr"

   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:548:1: outputLimitExpr : ( ^(e= EVENT_LIMIT_EXPR ( ALL | FIRST | LAST | SNAPSHOT

)? ( number | IDENT ) ( outputLimitAfter )? ( outputLimitAndTerm )? ) | ^(tp= TIMEPERIOD_LIMIT_EXPR (

ALL | FIRST | LAST | SNAPSHOT )? timePeriod ( outputLimitAfter )? ( outputLimitAndTerm )? ) | ^(cron=

CRONTAB_LIMIT_EXPR ( ALL | FIRST | LAST | SNAPSHOT )? crontabLimitParameterSet ( outputLimitAfter

)? ( outputLimitAndTerm )? ) | ^(when= WHEN_LIMIT_EXPR ( ALL | FIRST | LAST | SNAPSHOT )? valueExpr
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( onSetExpr )? ( outputLimitAfter )? ( outputLimitAndTerm )? ) | ^(term= TERM_LIMIT_EXPR ( ALL | FIRST |

LAST | SNAPSHOT )? outputLimitAndTerm ( onSetExpr )? ( outputLimitAfter )? ( outputLimitAndTerm )? ) |

^(after= AFTER_LIMIT_EXPR outputLimitAfter ( outputLimitAndTerm )? ) );

   public final void outputLimitExpr() throws RecognitionException {

       CommonTree e=null;

       CommonTree tp=null;

       CommonTree cron=null;

       CommonTree when=null;

       CommonTree term=null;

       CommonTree after=null;

 

       try {

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:549:2: ( ^(e= EVENT_LIMIT_EXPR ( ALL | FIRST | LAST | SNAPSHOT )? ( number |

IDENT ) ( outputLimitAfter )? ( outputLimitAndTerm )? ) | ^(tp= TIMEPERIOD_LIMIT_EXPR ( ALL | FIRST |

LAST | SNAPSHOT )? timePeriod ( outputLimitAfter )? ( outputLimitAndTerm )? ) | ^(cron=

CRONTAB_LIMIT_EXPR ( ALL | FIRST | LAST | SNAPSHOT )? crontabLimitParameterSet ( outputLimitAfter

)? ( outputLimitAndTerm )? ) | ^(when= WHEN_LIMIT_EXPR ( ALL | FIRST | LAST | SNAPSHOT )? valueExpr

( onSetExpr )? ( outputLimitAfter )? ( outputLimitAndTerm )? ) | ^(term= TERM_LIMIT_EXPR ( ALL | FIRST |

LAST | SNAPSHOT )? outputLimitAndTerm ( onSetExpr )? ( outputLimitAfter )? ( outputLimitAndTerm )? ) |

^(after= AFTER_LIMIT_EXPR outputLimitAfter ( outputLimitAndTerm )? ) )

           int alt201=6;

           switch ( input.LA(1) ) {

           case EVENT_LIMIT_EXPR:

               {

               alt201=1;

               }

               break;

           case TIMEPERIOD_LIMIT_EXPR:

               {

               alt201=2;

               }

               break;

           case CRONTAB_LIMIT_EXPR:

               {

               alt201=3;

               }

               break;

           case WHEN_LIMIT_EXPR:

               {

               alt201=4;

               }

               break;

           case TERM_LIMIT_EXPR:

               {

               alt201=5;

               }

               break;

           case AFTER_LIMIT_EXPR:
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               {

               alt201=6;

               }

               break;

           default:

               NoViableAltException nvae =

                   new NoViableAltException("", 201, 0, input);

 

               throw nvae;

           }

 

           switch (alt201) {

               case 1 :

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:549:4: ^(e= EVENT_LIMIT_EXPR ( ALL | FIRST | LAST | SNAPSHOT )? (

number | IDENT ) ( outputLimitAfter )? ( outputLimitAndTerm )? )

                   {

e=(CommonTree)match(input,EVENT_LIMIT_EXPR,FOLLOW_EVENT_LIMIT_EXPR_in_outputLimitExpr325

6);

 

                   match(input, Token.DOWN, null);

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:549:25: ( ALL | FIRST | LAST | SNAPSHOT )?

                   int alt182=2;

                   int LA182_0 = input.LA(1);

 

                   if ( (LA182_0==ALL||(LA182_0>=FIRST && LA182_0<=LAST)||LA182_0==SNAPSHOT) ) {

                       alt182=1;

                   }

                   switch (alt182) {

                       case 1 :

                           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:

                           {

                           if ( input.LA(1)==ALL||(input.LA(1)>=FIRST &&

input.LA(1)<=LAST)||input.LA(1)==SNAPSHOT ) {

                               input.consume();

                               state.errorRecovery=false;

                           }

                           else {

                               MismatchedSetException mse = new MismatchedSetException(null,input);

                               throw mse;

                           }

 

 

                           }

                           break;

 

                   }

 

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:549:52: ( number | IDENT )
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                   int alt183=2;

                   int LA183_0 = input.LA(1);

 

                   if ( ((LA183_0>=INT_TYPE && LA183_0<=DOUBLE_TYPE)) ) {

                       alt183=1;

                   }

                   else if ( (LA183_0==IDENT) ) {

                       alt183=2;

                   }

                   else {

                       NoViableAltException nvae =

                           new NoViableAltException("", 183, 0, input);

 

                       throw nvae;

                   }

                   switch (alt183) {

                       case 1 :

                           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:549:53: number

                           {

                           pushFollow(FOLLOW_number_in_outputLimitExpr3270);

                           number();

 

                           state._fsp--;

 

 

                           }

                           break;

                       case 2 :

                           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:549:60: IDENT

                           {

                           match(input,IDENT,FOLLOW_IDENT_in_outputLimitExpr3272);

 

                           }

                           break;

 

                   }

 

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:549:67: ( outputLimitAfter )?

                   int alt184=2;

                   int LA184_0 = input.LA(1);

 

                   if ( (LA184_0==AFTER) ) {

                       alt184=1;

                   }

                   switch (alt184) {

                       case 1 :

                           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:549:67: outputLimitAfter

                           {
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                           pushFollow(FOLLOW_outputLimitAfter_in_outputLimitExpr3275);

                           outputLimitAfter();

 

                           state._fsp--;

 

 

                           }

                           break;

 

                   }

 

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:549:85: ( outputLimitAndTerm )?

                   int alt185=2;

                   int LA185_0 = input.LA(1);

 

                   if ( (LA185_0==TERMINATED) ) {

                       alt185=1;

                   }

                   switch (alt185) {

                       case 1 :

                           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:549:85: outputLimitAndTerm

                           {

                           pushFollow(FOLLOW_outputLimitAndTerm_in_outputLimitExpr3278);

                           outputLimitAndTerm();

 

                           state._fsp--;

 

 

                           }

                           break;

 

                   }

 

                    leaveNode(e);

 

                   match(input, Token.UP, null);

 

                   }

                   break;

               case 2 :

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:550:7: ^(tp= TIMEPERIOD_LIMIT_EXPR ( ALL | FIRST | LAST | SNAPSHOT )?

timePeriod ( outputLimitAfter )? ( outputLimitAndTerm )? )

                   {

tp=(CommonTree)match(input,TIMEPERIOD_LIMIT_EXPR,FOLLOW_TIMEPERIOD_LIMIT_EXPR_in_output

LimitExpr3295);

 

                   match(input, Token.DOWN, null);

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:550:34: ( ALL | FIRST | LAST | SNAPSHOT )?
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                   int alt186=2;

                   int LA186_0 = input.LA(1);

 

                   if ( (LA186_0==ALL||(LA186_0>=FIRST && LA186_0<=LAST)||LA186_0==SNAPSHOT) ) {

                       alt186=1;

                   }

                   switch (alt186) {

                       case 1 :

                           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:

                           {

                           if ( input.LA(1)==ALL||(input.LA(1)>=FIRST &&

input.LA(1)<=LAST)||input.LA(1)==SNAPSHOT ) {

                               input.consume();

                               state.errorRecovery=false;

                           }

                           else {

                               MismatchedSetException mse = new MismatchedSetException(null,input);

                               throw mse;

                           }

 

 

                           }

                           break;

 

                   }

 

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_timePeriod_in_outputLimitExpr3308);

                   timePeriod();

 

                   state._fsp--;

 

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:550:72: ( outputLimitAfter )?

                   int alt187=2;

                   int LA187_0 = input.LA(1);

 

                   if ( (LA187_0==AFTER) ) {

                       alt187=1;

                   }

                   switch (alt187) {

                       case 1 :

                           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:550:72: outputLimitAfter

                           {

                           pushFollow(FOLLOW_outputLimitAfter_in_outputLimitExpr3310);

                           outputLimitAfter();

 

                           state._fsp--;
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                           }

                           break;

 

                   }

 

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:550:90: ( outputLimitAndTerm )?

                   int alt188=2;

                   int LA188_0 = input.LA(1);

 

                   if ( (LA188_0==TERMINATED) ) {

                       alt188=1;

                   }

                   switch (alt188) {

                       case 1 :

                           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:550:90: outputLimitAndTerm

                           {

                           pushFollow(FOLLOW_outputLimitAndTerm_in_outputLimitExpr3313);

                           outputLimitAndTerm();

 

                           state._fsp--;

 

 

                           }

                           break;

 

                   }

 

                    leaveNode(tp);

 

                   match(input, Token.UP, null);

 

                   }

                   break;

               case 3 :

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:551:7: ^(cron= CRONTAB_LIMIT_EXPR ( ALL | FIRST | LAST | SNAPSHOT )?

crontabLimitParameterSet ( outputLimitAfter )? ( outputLimitAndTerm )? )

                   {

cron=(CommonTree)match(input,CRONTAB_LIMIT_EXPR,FOLLOW_CRONTAB_LIMIT_EXPR_in_outputLim

itExpr3329);

 

                   match(input, Token.DOWN, null);

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:551:33: ( ALL | FIRST | LAST | SNAPSHOT )?

                   int alt189=2;

                   int LA189_0 = input.LA(1);

 

                   if ( (LA189_0==ALL||(LA189_0>=FIRST && LA189_0<=LAST)||LA189_0==SNAPSHOT) ) {

                       alt189=1;

                   }
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                   switch (alt189) {

                       case 1 :

                           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:

                           {

                           if ( input.LA(1)==ALL||(input.LA(1)>=FIRST &&

input.LA(1)<=LAST)||input.LA(1)==SNAPSHOT ) {

                               input.consume();

                               state.errorRecovery=false;

                           }

                           else {

                               MismatchedSetException mse = new MismatchedSetException(null,input);

                               throw mse;

                           }

 

 

                           }

                           break;

 

                   }

 

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_crontabLimitParameterSet_in_outputLimitExpr3342);

                   crontabLimitParameterSet();

 

                   state._fsp--;

 

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:551:85: ( outputLimitAfter )?

                   int alt190=2;

                   int LA190_0 = input.LA(1);

 

                   if ( (LA190_0==AFTER) ) {

                       alt190=1;

                   }

                   switch (alt190) {

                       case 1 :

                           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:551:85: outputLimitAfter

                           {

                           pushFollow(FOLLOW_outputLimitAfter_in_outputLimitExpr3344);

                           outputLimitAfter();

 

                           state._fsp--;

 

 

                           }

                           break;

 

                   }

 

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:551:103: ( outputLimitAndTerm )?
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                   int alt191=2;

                   int LA191_0 = input.LA(1);

 

                   if ( (LA191_0==TERMINATED) ) {

                       alt191=1;

                   }

                   switch (alt191) {

                       case 1 :

                           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:551:103: outputLimitAndTerm

                           {

                           pushFollow(FOLLOW_outputLimitAndTerm_in_outputLimitExpr3347);

                           outputLimitAndTerm();

 

                           state._fsp--;

 

 

                           }

                           break;

 

                   }

 

                    leaveNode(cron);

 

                   match(input, Token.UP, null);

 

                   }

                   break;

               case 4 :

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:552:7: ^(when= WHEN_LIMIT_EXPR ( ALL | FIRST | LAST | SNAPSHOT )?

valueExpr ( onSetExpr )? ( outputLimitAfter )? ( outputLimitAndTerm )? )

                   {

when=(CommonTree)match(input,WHEN_LIMIT_EXPR,FOLLOW_WHEN_LIMIT_EXPR_in_outputLimitExpr3

363);

 

                   match(input, Token.DOWN, null);

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:552:30: ( ALL | FIRST | LAST | SNAPSHOT )?

                   int alt192=2;

                   int LA192_0 = input.LA(1);

 

                   if ( (LA192_0==ALL||(LA192_0>=FIRST && LA192_0<=LAST)||LA192_0==SNAPSHOT) ) {

                       alt192=1;

                   }

                   switch (alt192) {

                       case 1 :

                           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:

                           {

                           if ( input.LA(1)==ALL||(input.LA(1)>=FIRST &&

input.LA(1)<=LAST)||input.LA(1)==SNAPSHOT ) {
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                               input.consume();

                               state.errorRecovery=false;

                           }

                           else {

                               MismatchedSetException mse = new MismatchedSetException(null,input);

                               throw mse;

                           }

 

 

                           }

                           break;

 

                   }

 

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_valueExpr_in_outputLimitExpr3376);

                   valueExpr();

 

                   state._fsp--;

 

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:552:67: ( onSetExpr )?

                   int alt193=2;

                   int LA193_0 = input.LA(1);

 

                   if ( (LA193_0==ON_SET_EXPR) ) {

                       alt193=1;

                   }

                   switch (alt193) {

                       case 1 :

                           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:552:67: onSetExpr

                           {

                           pushFollow(FOLLOW_onSetExpr_in_outputLimitExpr3378);

                           onSetExpr();

 

                           state._fsp--;

 

 

                           }

                           break;

 

                   }

 

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:552:78: ( outputLimitAfter )?

                   int alt194=2;

                   int LA194_0 = input.LA(1);

 

                   if ( (LA194_0==AFTER) ) {

                       alt194=1;

                   }
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                   switch (alt194) {

                       case 1 :

                           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:552:78: outputLimitAfter

                           {

                           pushFollow(FOLLOW_outputLimitAfter_in_outputLimitExpr3381);

                           outputLimitAfter();

 

                           state._fsp--;

 

 

                           }

                           break;

 

                   }

 

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:552:96: ( outputLimitAndTerm )?

                   int alt195=2;

                   int LA195_0 = input.LA(1);

 

                   if ( (LA195_0==TERMINATED) ) {

                       alt195=1;

                   }

                   switch (alt195) {

                       case 1 :

                           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:552:96: outputLimitAndTerm

                           {

                           pushFollow(FOLLOW_outputLimitAndTerm_in_outputLimitExpr3384);

                           outputLimitAndTerm();

 

                           state._fsp--;

 

 

                           }

                           break;

 

                   }

 

                    leaveNode(when);

 

                   match(input, Token.UP, null);

 

                   }

                   break;

               case 5 :

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:553:7: ^(term= TERM_LIMIT_EXPR ( ALL | FIRST | LAST | SNAPSHOT )?

outputLimitAndTerm ( onSetExpr )? ( outputLimitAfter )? ( outputLimitAndTerm )? )

                   {

term=(CommonTree)match(input,TERM_LIMIT_EXPR,FOLLOW_TERM_LIMIT_EXPR_in_outputLimitExpr34
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00);

 

                   match(input, Token.DOWN, null);

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:553:30: ( ALL | FIRST | LAST | SNAPSHOT )?

                   int alt196=2;

                   int LA196_0 = input.LA(1);

 

                   if ( (LA196_0==ALL||(LA196_0>=FIRST && LA196_0<=LAST)||LA196_0==SNAPSHOT) ) {

                       alt196=1;

                   }

                   switch (alt196) {

                       case 1 :

                           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:

                           {

                           if ( input.LA(1)==ALL||(input.LA(1)>=FIRST &&

input.LA(1)<=LAST)||input.LA(1)==SNAPSHOT ) {

                               input.consume();

                               state.errorRecovery=false;

                           }

                           else {

                               MismatchedSetException mse = new MismatchedSetException(null,input);

                               throw mse;

                           }

 

 

                           }

                           break;

 

                   }

 

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_outputLimitAndTerm_in_outputLimitExpr3413);

                   outputLimitAndTerm();

 

                   state._fsp--;

 

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:553:76: ( onSetExpr )?

                   int alt197=2;

                   int LA197_0 = input.LA(1);

 

                   if ( (LA197_0==ON_SET_EXPR) ) {

                       alt197=1;

                   }

                   switch (alt197) {

                       case 1 :

                           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:553:76: onSetExpr

                           {

                           pushFollow(FOLLOW_onSetExpr_in_outputLimitExpr3415);

                           onSetExpr();
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                           state._fsp--;

 

 

                           }

                           break;

 

                   }

 

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:553:87: ( outputLimitAfter )?

                   int alt198=2;

                   int LA198_0 = input.LA(1);

 

                   if ( (LA198_0==AFTER) ) {

                       alt198=1;

                   }

                   switch (alt198) {

                       case 1 :

                           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:553:87: outputLimitAfter

                           {

                           pushFollow(FOLLOW_outputLimitAfter_in_outputLimitExpr3418);

                           outputLimitAfter();

 

                           state._fsp--;

 

 

                           }

                           break;

 

                   }

 

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:553:105: ( outputLimitAndTerm )?

                   int alt199=2;

                   int LA199_0 = input.LA(1);

 

                   if ( (LA199_0==TERMINATED) ) {

                       alt199=1;

                   }

                   switch (alt199) {

                       case 1 :

                           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:553:105: outputLimitAndTerm

                           {

                           pushFollow(FOLLOW_outputLimitAndTerm_in_outputLimitExpr3421);

                           outputLimitAndTerm();

 

                           state._fsp--;
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                           }

                           break;

 

                   }

 

                    leaveNode(term);

 

                   match(input, Token.UP, null);

 

                   }

                   break;

               case 6 :

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:554:4: ^(after= AFTER_LIMIT_EXPR outputLimitAfter ( outputLimitAndTerm )? )

                   {

after=(CommonTree)match(input,AFTER_LIMIT_EXPR,FOLLOW_AFTER_LIMIT_EXPR_in_outputLimitExpr3

434);

 

                   match(input, Token.DOWN, null);

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_outputLimitAfter_in_outputLimitExpr3436);

                   outputLimitAfter();

 

                   state._fsp--;

 

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:554:46: ( outputLimitAndTerm )?

                   int alt200=2;

                   int LA200_0 = input.LA(1);

 

                   if ( (LA200_0==TERMINATED) ) {

                       alt200=1;

                   }

                   switch (alt200) {

                       case 1 :

                           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:554:46: outputLimitAndTerm

                           {

                           pushFollow(FOLLOW_outputLimitAndTerm_in_outputLimitExpr3438);

                           outputLimitAndTerm();

 

                           state._fsp--;

 

 

                           }

                           break;

 

                   }

 

                    leaveNode(after);

 

                   match(input, Token.UP, null);
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                   }

                   break;

 

           }

       }

 

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;

         }

       finally {

       }

       return ;

   }

   // $ANTLR end "outputLimitExpr"

 

 

   // $ANTLR start "outputLimitAndTerm"

   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:557:1: outputLimitAndTerm : ^( TERMINATED ( valueExpr )? ( onSetExpr )? ) ;

   public final void outputLimitAndTerm() throws RecognitionException {

       try {

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:558:2: ( ^( TERMINATED ( valueExpr )? ( onSetExpr )? ) )

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:558:5: ^( TERMINATED ( valueExpr )? ( onSetExpr )? )

           {

           match(input,TERMINATED,FOLLOW_TERMINATED_in_outputLimitAndTerm3455);

 

           if ( input.LA(1)==Token.DOWN ) {

               match(input, Token.DOWN, null);

               // EsperEPL2Ast.g:558:18: ( valueExpr )?

               int alt202=2;

               int LA202_0 = input.LA(1);

 

               if ( ((LA202_0>=IN_SET && LA202_0<=REGEXP)||LA202_0==NOT_EXPR||(LA202_0>=SUM &&

LA202_0<=AVG)||(LA202_0>=COALESCE && LA202_0<=COUNT)||(LA202_0>=CASE &&

LA202_0<=CASE2)||LA202_0==ISTREAM||(LA202_0>=PREVIOUS &&

LA202_0<=EXISTS)||(LA202_0>=INSTANCEOF &&

LA202_0<=CURRENT_TIMESTAMP)||LA202_0==NEWKW||(LA202_0>=EVAL_AND_EXPR &&

LA202_0<=EVAL_NOTEQUALS_GROUP_EXPR)||LA202_0==EVENT_PROP_EXPR||LA202_0==CONCAT||(

LA202_0>=LIB_FUNC_CHAIN &&

LA202_0<=DOT_EXPR)||LA202_0==ARRAY_EXPR||(LA202_0>=NOT_IN_SET &&

LA202_0<=NOT_REGEXP)||(LA202_0>=IN_RANGE &&

LA202_0<=SUBSELECT_EXPR)||(LA202_0>=EXISTS_SUBSELECT_EXPR &&

LA202_0<=NOT_IN_SUBSELECT_EXPR)||LA202_0==SUBSTITUTION||(LA202_0>=FIRST_AGGREG &&

LA202_0<=WINDOW_AGGREG)||(LA202_0>=INT_TYPE &&

LA202_0<=NULL_TYPE)||(LA202_0>=JSON_OBJECT &&

LA202_0<=JSON_ARRAY)||LA202_0==STAR||(LA202_0>=LT && LA202_0<=GT)||(LA202_0>=BOR &&

LA202_0<=PLUS)||(LA202_0>=BAND && LA202_0<=BXOR)||(LA202_0>=LE &&

LA202_0<=GE)||(LA202_0>=MINUS && LA202_0<=MOD)||(LA202_0>=EVAL_IS_GROUP_EXPR &&
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LA202_0<=EVAL_ISNOT_GROUP_EXPR)) ) {

                   alt202=1;

               }

               switch (alt202) {

                   case 1 :

                       // EsperEPL2Ast.g:558:18: valueExpr

                       {

                       pushFollow(FOLLOW_valueExpr_in_outputLimitAndTerm3457);

                       valueExpr();

 

                       state._fsp--;

 

 

                       }

                       break;

 

               }

 

               // EsperEPL2Ast.g:558:29: ( onSetExpr )?

               int alt203=2;

               int LA203_0 = input.LA(1);

 

               if ( (LA203_0==ON_SET_EXPR) ) {

                   alt203=1;

               }

               switch (alt203) {

                   case 1 :

                       // EsperEPL2Ast.g:558:29: onSetExpr

                       {

                       pushFollow(FOLLOW_onSetExpr_in_outputLimitAndTerm3460);

                       onSetExpr();

 

                       state._fsp--;

 

 

                       }

                       break;

 

               }

 

 

               match(input, Token.UP, null);

           }

 

           }

 

       }
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         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;

         }

       finally {

       }

       return ;

   }

   // $ANTLR end "outputLimitAndTerm"

 

 

   // $ANTLR start "outputLimitAfter"

   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:561:1: outputLimitAfter : ^( AFTER ( timePeriod )? ( number )? ) ;

   public final void outputLimitAfter() throws RecognitionException {

       try {

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:562:2: ( ^( AFTER ( timePeriod )? ( number )? ) )

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:562:4: ^( AFTER ( timePeriod )? ( number )? )

           {

           match(input,AFTER,FOLLOW_AFTER_in_outputLimitAfter3474);

 

           if ( input.LA(1)==Token.DOWN ) {

               match(input, Token.DOWN, null);

               // EsperEPL2Ast.g:562:12: ( timePeriod )?

               int alt204=2;

               int LA204_0 = input.LA(1);

 

               if ( (LA204_0==TIME_PERIOD) ) {

                   alt204=1;

               }

               switch (alt204) {

                   case 1 :

                       // EsperEPL2Ast.g:562:12: timePeriod

                       {

                       pushFollow(FOLLOW_timePeriod_in_outputLimitAfter3476);

                       timePeriod();

 

                       state._fsp--;

 

 

                       }

                       break;

 

               }

 

               // EsperEPL2Ast.g:562:24: ( number )?

               int alt205=2;

               int LA205_0 = input.LA(1);

 

               if ( ((LA205_0>=INT_TYPE && LA205_0<=DOUBLE_TYPE)) ) {
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                   alt205=1;

               }

               switch (alt205) {

                   case 1 :

                       // EsperEPL2Ast.g:562:24: number

                       {

                       pushFollow(FOLLOW_number_in_outputLimitAfter3479);

                       number();

 

                       state._fsp--;

 

 

                       }

                       break;

 

               }

 

 

               match(input, Token.UP, null);

           }

 

           }

 

       }

 

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;

         }

       finally {

       }

       return ;

   }

   // $ANTLR end "outputLimitAfter"

 

 

   // $ANTLR start "rowLimitClause"

   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:565:1: rowLimitClause : ^(e= ROW_LIMIT_EXPR ( number | IDENT ) ( number | IDENT )? (

COMMA )? ( OFFSET )? ) ;

   public final void rowLimitClause() throws RecognitionException {

       CommonTree e=null;

 

       try {

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:566:2: ( ^(e= ROW_LIMIT_EXPR ( number | IDENT ) ( number | IDENT )? ( COMMA

)? ( OFFSET )? ) )

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:566:4: ^(e= ROW_LIMIT_EXPR ( number | IDENT ) ( number | IDENT )? ( COMMA )?

( OFFSET )? )

           {

e=(CommonTree)match(input,ROW_LIMIT_EXPR,FOLLOW_ROW_LIMIT_EXPR_in_rowLimitClause3495); 
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       match(input, Token.DOWN, null);

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:566:23: ( number | IDENT )

           int alt206=2;

           int LA206_0 = input.LA(1);

 

           if ( ((LA206_0>=INT_TYPE && LA206_0<=DOUBLE_TYPE)) ) {

               alt206=1;

           }

           else if ( (LA206_0==IDENT) ) {

               alt206=2;

           }

           else {

               NoViableAltException nvae =

                   new NoViableAltException("", 206, 0, input);

 

               throw nvae;

           }

           switch (alt206) {

               case 1 :

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:566:24: number

                   {

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_number_in_rowLimitClause3498);

                   number();

 

                   state._fsp--;

 

 

                   }

                   break;

               case 2 :

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:566:31: IDENT

                   {

                   match(input,IDENT,FOLLOW_IDENT_in_rowLimitClause3500);

 

                   }

                   break;

 

           }

 

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:566:38: ( number | IDENT )?

           int alt207=3;

           int LA207_0 = input.LA(1);

 

           if ( ((LA207_0>=INT_TYPE && LA207_0<=DOUBLE_TYPE)) ) {

               alt207=1;

           }

           else if ( (LA207_0==IDENT) ) {

               alt207=2;
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           }

           switch (alt207) {

               case 1 :

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:566:39: number

                   {

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_number_in_rowLimitClause3504);

                   number();

 

                   state._fsp--;

 

 

                   }

                   break;

               case 2 :

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:566:46: IDENT

                   {

                   match(input,IDENT,FOLLOW_IDENT_in_rowLimitClause3506);

 

                   }

                   break;

 

           }

 

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:566:54: ( COMMA )?

           int alt208=2;

           int LA208_0 = input.LA(1);

 

           if ( (LA208_0==COMMA) ) {

               alt208=1;

           }

           switch (alt208) {

               case 1 :

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:566:54: COMMA

                   {

                   match(input,COMMA,FOLLOW_COMMA_in_rowLimitClause3510);

 

                   }

                   break;

 

           }

 

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:566:61: ( OFFSET )?

           int alt209=2;

           int LA209_0 = input.LA(1);

 

           if ( (LA209_0==OFFSET) ) {

               alt209=1;

           }
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           switch (alt209) {

               case 1 :

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:566:61: OFFSET

                   {

                   match(input,OFFSET,FOLLOW_OFFSET_in_rowLimitClause3513);

 

                   }

                   break;

 

           }

 

            leaveNode(e);

 

           match(input, Token.UP, null);

 

           }

 

       }

 

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;

         }

       finally {

       }

       return ;

   }

   // $ANTLR end "rowLimitClause"

 

 

   // $ANTLR start "crontabLimitParameterSet"

   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:569:1: crontabLimitParameterSet : ^( CRONTAB_LIMIT_EXPR_PARAM (

valueExprWithTime )* ) ;

   public final void crontabLimitParameterSet() throws RecognitionException {

       try {

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:570:2: ( ^( CRONTAB_LIMIT_EXPR_PARAM ( valueExprWithTime )* ) )

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:570:4: ^( CRONTAB_LIMIT_EXPR_PARAM ( valueExprWithTime )* )

           {

match(input,CRONTAB_LIMIT_EXPR_PARAM,FOLLOW_CRONTAB_LIMIT_EXPR_PARAM_in_crontabLim

itParameterSet3531);

 

           if ( input.LA(1)==Token.DOWN ) {

               match(input, Token.DOWN, null);

               // EsperEPL2Ast.g:570:31: ( valueExprWithTime )*

               loop210:

               do {

                   int alt210=2;

                   int LA210_0 = input.LA(1);
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                   if ( ((LA210_0>=IN_SET && LA210_0<=REGEXP)||LA210_0==NOT_EXPR||(LA210_0>=SUM &&

LA210_0<=AVG)||(LA210_0>=COALESCE && LA210_0<=COUNT)||(LA210_0>=CASE &&

LA210_0<=CASE2)||LA210_0==LAST||LA210_0==ISTREAM||(LA210_0>=PREVIOUS &&

LA210_0<=EXISTS)||(LA210_0>=LW &&

LA210_0<=CURRENT_TIMESTAMP)||LA210_0==NEWKW||(LA210_0>=NUMERIC_PARAM_RANGE &&

LA210_0<=OBJECT_PARAM_ORDERED_EXPR)||(LA210_0>=EVAL_AND_EXPR &&

LA210_0<=EVAL_NOTEQUALS_GROUP_EXPR)||LA210_0==EVENT_PROP_EXPR||LA210_0==CONCAT||(

LA210_0>=LIB_FUNC_CHAIN && LA210_0<=DOT_EXPR)||(LA210_0>=TIME_PERIOD &&

LA210_0<=ARRAY_EXPR)||(LA210_0>=NOT_IN_SET &&

LA210_0<=NOT_REGEXP)||(LA210_0>=IN_RANGE &&

LA210_0<=SUBSELECT_EXPR)||(LA210_0>=EXISTS_SUBSELECT_EXPR &&

LA210_0<=NOT_IN_SUBSELECT_EXPR)||(LA210_0>=LAST_OPERATOR &&

LA210_0<=SUBSTITUTION)||LA210_0==NUMBERSETSTAR||(LA210_0>=FIRST_AGGREG &&

LA210_0<=WINDOW_AGGREG)||(LA210_0>=INT_TYPE &&

LA210_0<=NULL_TYPE)||(LA210_0>=JSON_OBJECT &&

LA210_0<=JSON_ARRAY)||LA210_0==STAR||(LA210_0>=LT && LA210_0<=GT)||(LA210_0>=BOR &&

LA210_0<=PLUS)||(LA210_0>=BAND && LA210_0<=BXOR)||(LA210_0>=LE &&

LA210_0<=GE)||(LA210_0>=MINUS && LA210_0<=MOD)||(LA210_0>=EVAL_IS_GROUP_EXPR &&

LA210_0<=EVAL_ISNOT_GROUP_EXPR)) ) {

                       alt210=1;

                   }

 

 

                   switch (alt210) {

               	case 1 :

               	    // EsperEPL2Ast.g:570:31: valueExprWithTime

               	    {

               	    pushFollow(FOLLOW_valueExprWithTime_in_crontabLimitParameterSet3533);

               	    valueExprWithTime();

 

               	    state._fsp--;

 

 

               	    }

               	    break;

 

               	default :

               	    break loop210;

                   }

               } while (true);

 

 

               match(input, Token.UP, null);

           }

 

           }

 

       }
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         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;

         }

       finally {

       }

       return ;

   }

   // $ANTLR end "crontabLimitParameterSet"

 

 

   // $ANTLR start "relationalExpr"

   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:573:1: relationalExpr : ( ^(n= LT relationalExprValue ) | ^(n= GT relationalExprValue ) | ^(n=

LE relationalExprValue ) | ^(n= GE relationalExprValue ) );

   public final void relationalExpr() throws RecognitionException {

       CommonTree n=null;

 

       try {

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:574:2: ( ^(n= LT relationalExprValue ) | ^(n= GT relationalExprValue ) | ^(n= LE

relationalExprValue ) | ^(n= GE relationalExprValue ) )

           int alt211=4;

           switch ( input.LA(1) ) {

           case LT:

               {

               alt211=1;

               }

               break;

           case GT:

               {

               alt211=2;

               }

               break;

           case LE:

               {

               alt211=3;

               }

               break;

           case GE:

               {

               alt211=4;

               }

               break;

           default:

               NoViableAltException nvae =

                   new NoViableAltException("", 211, 0, input);

 

               throw nvae;

           }
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           switch (alt211) {

               case 1 :

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:574:5: ^(n= LT relationalExprValue )

                   {

                   n=(CommonTree)match(input,LT,FOLLOW_LT_in_relationalExpr3550);

 

                   match(input, Token.DOWN, null);

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_relationalExprValue_in_relationalExpr3552);

                   relationalExprValue();

 

                   state._fsp--;

 

                    leaveNode(n);

 

                   match(input, Token.UP, null);

 

                   }

                   break;

               case 2 :

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:575:5: ^(n= GT relationalExprValue )

                   {

                   n=(CommonTree)match(input,GT,FOLLOW_GT_in_relationalExpr3565);

 

                   match(input, Token.DOWN, null);

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_relationalExprValue_in_relationalExpr3567);

                   relationalExprValue();

 

                   state._fsp--;

 

                    leaveNode(n);

 

                   match(input, Token.UP, null);

 

                   }

                   break;

               case 3 :

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:576:5: ^(n= LE relationalExprValue )

                   {

                   n=(CommonTree)match(input,LE,FOLLOW_LE_in_relationalExpr3580);

 

                   match(input, Token.DOWN, null);

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_relationalExprValue_in_relationalExpr3582);

                   relationalExprValue();

 

                   state._fsp--;

 

                    leaveNode(n);
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                   match(input, Token.UP, null);

 

                   }

                   break;

               case 4 :

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:577:4: ^(n= GE relationalExprValue )

                   {

                   n=(CommonTree)match(input,GE,FOLLOW_GE_in_relationalExpr3594);

 

                   match(input, Token.DOWN, null);

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_relationalExprValue_in_relationalExpr3596);

                   relationalExprValue();

 

                   state._fsp--;

 

                    leaveNode(n);

 

                   match(input, Token.UP, null);

 

                   }

                   break;

 

           }

       }

 

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;

         }

       finally {

       }

       return ;

   }

   // $ANTLR end "relationalExpr"

 

 

   // $ANTLR start "relationalExprValue"

   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:580:1: relationalExprValue : ( valueExpr ( valueExpr | ( ANY | SOME | ALL ) ( ( valueExpr )*

| subSelectGroupExpr ) ) ) ;

   public final void relationalExprValue() throws RecognitionException {

       try {

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:581:2: ( ( valueExpr ( valueExpr | ( ANY | SOME | ALL ) ( ( valueExpr )* |

subSelectGroupExpr ) ) ) )

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:581:4: ( valueExpr ( valueExpr | ( ANY | SOME | ALL ) ( ( valueExpr )* |

subSelectGroupExpr ) ) )

           {

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:581:4: ( valueExpr ( valueExpr | ( ANY | SOME | ALL ) ( ( valueExpr )* |

subSelectGroupExpr ) ) )
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           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:582:5: valueExpr ( valueExpr | ( ANY | SOME | ALL ) ( ( valueExpr )* |

subSelectGroupExpr ) )

           {

           pushFollow(FOLLOW_valueExpr_in_relationalExprValue3618);

           valueExpr();

 

           state._fsp--;

 

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:583:6: ( valueExpr | ( ANY | SOME | ALL ) ( ( valueExpr )* | subSelectGroupExpr ) )

           int alt214=2;

           int LA214_0 = input.LA(1);

 

           if ( ((LA214_0>=IN_SET && LA214_0<=REGEXP)||LA214_0==NOT_EXPR||(LA214_0>=SUM &&

LA214_0<=AVG)||(LA214_0>=COALESCE && LA214_0<=COUNT)||(LA214_0>=CASE &&

LA214_0<=CASE2)||LA214_0==ISTREAM||(LA214_0>=PREVIOUS &&

LA214_0<=EXISTS)||(LA214_0>=INSTANCEOF &&

LA214_0<=CURRENT_TIMESTAMP)||LA214_0==NEWKW||(LA214_0>=EVAL_AND_EXPR &&

LA214_0<=EVAL_NOTEQUALS_GROUP_EXPR)||LA214_0==EVENT_PROP_EXPR||LA214_0==CONCAT||(

LA214_0>=LIB_FUNC_CHAIN &&

LA214_0<=DOT_EXPR)||LA214_0==ARRAY_EXPR||(LA214_0>=NOT_IN_SET &&

LA214_0<=NOT_REGEXP)||(LA214_0>=IN_RANGE &&

LA214_0<=SUBSELECT_EXPR)||(LA214_0>=EXISTS_SUBSELECT_EXPR &&

LA214_0<=NOT_IN_SUBSELECT_EXPR)||LA214_0==SUBSTITUTION||(LA214_0>=FIRST_AGGREG &&

LA214_0<=WINDOW_AGGREG)||(LA214_0>=INT_TYPE &&

LA214_0<=NULL_TYPE)||(LA214_0>=JSON_OBJECT &&

LA214_0<=JSON_ARRAY)||LA214_0==STAR||(LA214_0>=LT && LA214_0<=GT)||(LA214_0>=BOR &&

LA214_0<=PLUS)||(LA214_0>=BAND && LA214_0<=BXOR)||(LA214_0>=LE &&

LA214_0<=GE)||(LA214_0>=MINUS && LA214_0<=MOD)||(LA214_0>=EVAL_IS_GROUP_EXPR &&

LA214_0<=EVAL_ISNOT_GROUP_EXPR)) ) {

               alt214=1;

           }

           else if ( ((LA214_0>=ALL && LA214_0<=SOME)) ) {

               alt214=2;

           }

           else {

               NoViableAltException nvae =

                   new NoViableAltException("", 214, 0, input);

 

               throw nvae;

           }

           switch (alt214) {

               case 1 :

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:583:8: valueExpr

                   {

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_valueExpr_in_relationalExprValue3628);

                   valueExpr();

 

                   state._fsp--;
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                   }

                   break;

               case 2 :

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:585:6: ( ANY | SOME | ALL ) ( ( valueExpr )* | subSelectGroupExpr )

                   {

                   if ( (input.LA(1)>=ALL && input.LA(1)<=SOME) ) {

                       input.consume();

                       state.errorRecovery=false;

                   }

                   else {

                       MismatchedSetException mse = new MismatchedSetException(null,input);

                       throw mse;

                   }

 

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:585:21: ( ( valueExpr )* | subSelectGroupExpr )

                   int alt213=2;

                   int LA213_0 = input.LA(1);

 

                   if ( (LA213_0==UP||(LA213_0>=IN_SET &&

LA213_0<=REGEXP)||LA213_0==NOT_EXPR||(LA213_0>=SUM &&

LA213_0<=AVG)||(LA213_0>=COALESCE && LA213_0<=COUNT)||(LA213_0>=CASE &&

LA213_0<=CASE2)||LA213_0==ISTREAM||(LA213_0>=PREVIOUS &&

LA213_0<=EXISTS)||(LA213_0>=INSTANCEOF &&

LA213_0<=CURRENT_TIMESTAMP)||LA213_0==NEWKW||(LA213_0>=EVAL_AND_EXPR &&

LA213_0<=EVAL_NOTEQUALS_GROUP_EXPR)||LA213_0==EVENT_PROP_EXPR||LA213_0==CONCAT||(

LA213_0>=LIB_FUNC_CHAIN &&

LA213_0<=DOT_EXPR)||LA213_0==ARRAY_EXPR||(LA213_0>=NOT_IN_SET &&

LA213_0<=NOT_REGEXP)||(LA213_0>=IN_RANGE &&

LA213_0<=SUBSELECT_EXPR)||(LA213_0>=EXISTS_SUBSELECT_EXPR &&

LA213_0<=NOT_IN_SUBSELECT_EXPR)||LA213_0==SUBSTITUTION||(LA213_0>=FIRST_AGGREG &&

LA213_0<=WINDOW_AGGREG)||(LA213_0>=INT_TYPE &&

LA213_0<=NULL_TYPE)||(LA213_0>=JSON_OBJECT &&

LA213_0<=JSON_ARRAY)||LA213_0==STAR||(LA213_0>=LT && LA213_0<=GT)||(LA213_0>=BOR &&

LA213_0<=PLUS)||(LA213_0>=BAND && LA213_0<=BXOR)||(LA213_0>=LE &&

LA213_0<=GE)||(LA213_0>=MINUS && LA213_0<=MOD)||(LA213_0>=EVAL_IS_GROUP_EXPR &&

LA213_0<=EVAL_ISNOT_GROUP_EXPR)) ) {

                       alt213=1;

                   }

                   else if ( (LA213_0==SUBSELECT_GROUP_EXPR) ) {

                       alt213=2;

                   }

                   else {

                       NoViableAltException nvae =

                           new NoViableAltException("", 213, 0, input);

 

                       throw nvae;
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                   }

                   switch (alt213) {

                       case 1 :

                           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:585:22: ( valueExpr )*

                           {

                           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:585:22: ( valueExpr )*

                           loop212:

                           do {

                               int alt212=2;

                               int LA212_0 = input.LA(1);

 

                               if ( ((LA212_0>=IN_SET &&

LA212_0<=REGEXP)||LA212_0==NOT_EXPR||(LA212_0>=SUM &&

LA212_0<=AVG)||(LA212_0>=COALESCE && LA212_0<=COUNT)||(LA212_0>=CASE &&

LA212_0<=CASE2)||LA212_0==ISTREAM||(LA212_0>=PREVIOUS &&

LA212_0<=EXISTS)||(LA212_0>=INSTANCEOF &&

LA212_0<=CURRENT_TIMESTAMP)||LA212_0==NEWKW||(LA212_0>=EVAL_AND_EXPR &&

LA212_0<=EVAL_NOTEQUALS_GROUP_EXPR)||LA212_0==EVENT_PROP_EXPR||LA212_0==CONCAT||(

LA212_0>=LIB_FUNC_CHAIN &&

LA212_0<=DOT_EXPR)||LA212_0==ARRAY_EXPR||(LA212_0>=NOT_IN_SET &&

LA212_0<=NOT_REGEXP)||(LA212_0>=IN_RANGE &&

LA212_0<=SUBSELECT_EXPR)||(LA212_0>=EXISTS_SUBSELECT_EXPR &&

LA212_0<=NOT_IN_SUBSELECT_EXPR)||LA212_0==SUBSTITUTION||(LA212_0>=FIRST_AGGREG &&

LA212_0<=WINDOW_AGGREG)||(LA212_0>=INT_TYPE &&

LA212_0<=NULL_TYPE)||(LA212_0>=JSON_OBJECT &&

LA212_0<=JSON_ARRAY)||LA212_0==STAR||(LA212_0>=LT && LA212_0<=GT)||(LA212_0>=BOR &&

LA212_0<=PLUS)||(LA212_0>=BAND && LA212_0<=BXOR)||(LA212_0>=LE &&

LA212_0<=GE)||(LA212_0>=MINUS && LA212_0<=MOD)||(LA212_0>=EVAL_IS_GROUP_EXPR &&

LA212_0<=EVAL_ISNOT_GROUP_EXPR)) ) {

                                   alt212=1;

                               }

 

 

                               switch (alt212) {

                           	case 1 :

                           	    // EsperEPL2Ast.g:585:22: valueExpr

                           	    {

                           	    pushFollow(FOLLOW_valueExpr_in_relationalExprValue3652);

                           	    valueExpr();

 

                           	    state._fsp--;

 

 

                           	    }

                           	    break;

 

                           	default :

                           	    break loop212;
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                               }

                           } while (true);

 

 

                           }

                           break;

                       case 2 :

                           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:585:35: subSelectGroupExpr

                           {

                           pushFollow(FOLLOW_subSelectGroupExpr_in_relationalExprValue3657);

                           subSelectGroupExpr();

 

                           state._fsp--;

 

 

                           }

                           break;

 

                   }

 

 

                   }

                   break;

 

           }

 

 

           }

 

 

           }

 

       }

 

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;

         }

       finally {

       }

       return ;

   }

   // $ANTLR end "relationalExprValue"

 

 

   // $ANTLR start "evalExprChoice"

   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:590:1: evalExprChoice : ( ^(jo= EVAL_OR_EXPR valueExpr valueExpr ( valueExpr )* ) |

^(ja= EVAL_AND_EXPR valueExpr valueExpr ( valueExpr )* ) | ^(je= EVAL_EQUALS_EXPR valueExpr

valueExpr ) | ^(ji= EVAL_IS_EXPR valueExpr valueExpr ) | ^(jne= EVAL_NOTEQUALS_EXPR valueExpr
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valueExpr ) | ^(jis= EVAL_ISNOT_EXPR valueExpr valueExpr ) | ^(jge= EVAL_EQUALS_GROUP_EXPR

equalsSubquery ) | ^(jgi= EVAL_IS_GROUP_EXPR equalsSubquery ) | ^(jgne=

EVAL_NOTEQUALS_GROUP_EXPR equalsSubquery ) | ^(jgni= EVAL_ISNOT_GROUP_EXPR

equalsSubquery ) | ^(n= NOT_EXPR valueExpr ) | r= relationalExpr );

   public final void evalExprChoice() throws RecognitionException {

       CommonTree jo=null;

       CommonTree ja=null;

       CommonTree je=null;

       CommonTree ji=null;

       CommonTree jne=null;

       CommonTree jis=null;

       CommonTree jge=null;

       CommonTree jgi=null;

       CommonTree jgne=null;

       CommonTree jgni=null;

       CommonTree n=null;

 

       try {

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:591:2: ( ^(jo= EVAL_OR_EXPR valueExpr valueExpr ( valueExpr )* ) | ^(ja=

EVAL_AND_EXPR valueExpr valueExpr ( valueExpr )* ) | ^(je= EVAL_EQUALS_EXPR valueExpr valueExpr ) |

^(ji= EVAL_IS_EXPR valueExpr valueExpr ) | ^(jne= EVAL_NOTEQUALS_EXPR valueExpr valueExpr ) | ^(jis=

EVAL_ISNOT_EXPR valueExpr valueExpr ) | ^(jge= EVAL_EQUALS_GROUP_EXPR equalsSubquery ) | ^(jgi=

EVAL_IS_GROUP_EXPR equalsSubquery ) | ^(jgne= EVAL_NOTEQUALS_GROUP_EXPR equalsSubquery ) |

^(jgni= EVAL_ISNOT_GROUP_EXPR equalsSubquery ) | ^(n= NOT_EXPR valueExpr ) | r= relationalExpr )

           int alt217=12;

           switch ( input.LA(1) ) {

           case EVAL_OR_EXPR:

               {

               alt217=1;

               }

               break;

           case EVAL_AND_EXPR:

               {

               alt217=2;

               }

               break;

           case EVAL_EQUALS_EXPR:

               {

               alt217=3;

               }

               break;

           case EVAL_IS_EXPR:

               {

               alt217=4;

               }

               break;

           case EVAL_NOTEQUALS_EXPR:

               {
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               alt217=5;

               }

               break;

           case EVAL_ISNOT_EXPR:

               {

               alt217=6;

               }

               break;

           case EVAL_EQUALS_GROUP_EXPR:

               {

               alt217=7;

               }

               break;

           case EVAL_IS_GROUP_EXPR:

               {

               alt217=8;

               }

               break;

           case EVAL_NOTEQUALS_GROUP_EXPR:

               {

               alt217=9;

               }

               break;

           case EVAL_ISNOT_GROUP_EXPR:

               {

               alt217=10;

               }

               break;

           case NOT_EXPR:

               {

               alt217=11;

               }

               break;

           case LT:

           case GT:

           case LE:

           case GE:

               {

               alt217=12;

               }

               break;

           default:

               NoViableAltException nvae =

                   new NoViableAltException("", 217, 0, input);

 

               throw nvae;

           }
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           switch (alt217) {

               case 1 :

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:591:4: ^(jo= EVAL_OR_EXPR valueExpr valueExpr ( valueExpr )* )

                   {

jo=(CommonTree)match(input,EVAL_OR_EXPR,FOLLOW_EVAL_OR_EXPR_in_evalExprChoice3683); 

           

        match(input, Token.DOWN, null);

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_valueExpr_in_evalExprChoice3685);

                   valueExpr();

 

                   state._fsp--;

 

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_valueExpr_in_evalExprChoice3687);

                   valueExpr();

 

                   state._fsp--;

 

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:591:42: ( valueExpr )*

                   loop215:

                   do {

                       int alt215=2;

                       int LA215_0 = input.LA(1);

 

                       if ( ((LA215_0>=IN_SET && LA215_0<=REGEXP)||LA215_0==NOT_EXPR||(LA215_0>=SUM

&& LA215_0<=AVG)||(LA215_0>=COALESCE && LA215_0<=COUNT)||(LA215_0>=CASE &&

LA215_0<=CASE2)||LA215_0==ISTREAM||(LA215_0>=PREVIOUS &&

LA215_0<=EXISTS)||(LA215_0>=INSTANCEOF &&

LA215_0<=CURRENT_TIMESTAMP)||LA215_0==NEWKW||(LA215_0>=EVAL_AND_EXPR &&

LA215_0<=EVAL_NOTEQUALS_GROUP_EXPR)||LA215_0==EVENT_PROP_EXPR||LA215_0==CONCAT||(

LA215_0>=LIB_FUNC_CHAIN &&

LA215_0<=DOT_EXPR)||LA215_0==ARRAY_EXPR||(LA215_0>=NOT_IN_SET &&

LA215_0<=NOT_REGEXP)||(LA215_0>=IN_RANGE &&

LA215_0<=SUBSELECT_EXPR)||(LA215_0>=EXISTS_SUBSELECT_EXPR &&

LA215_0<=NOT_IN_SUBSELECT_EXPR)||LA215_0==SUBSTITUTION||(LA215_0>=FIRST_AGGREG &&

LA215_0<=WINDOW_AGGREG)||(LA215_0>=INT_TYPE &&

LA215_0<=NULL_TYPE)||(LA215_0>=JSON_OBJECT &&

LA215_0<=JSON_ARRAY)||LA215_0==STAR||(LA215_0>=LT && LA215_0<=GT)||(LA215_0>=BOR &&

LA215_0<=PLUS)||(LA215_0>=BAND && LA215_0<=BXOR)||(LA215_0>=LE &&

LA215_0<=GE)||(LA215_0>=MINUS && LA215_0<=MOD)||(LA215_0>=EVAL_IS_GROUP_EXPR &&

LA215_0<=EVAL_ISNOT_GROUP_EXPR)) ) {

                           alt215=1;

                       }

 

 

                       switch (alt215) {

                   	case 1 :

                   	    // EsperEPL2Ast.g:591:43: valueExpr

                   	    {

                   	    pushFollow(FOLLOW_valueExpr_in_evalExprChoice3690);
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                   	    valueExpr();

 

                   	    state._fsp--;

 

 

                   	    }

                   	    break;

 

                   	default :

                   	    break loop215;

                       }

                   } while (true);

 

                    leaveNode(jo);

 

                   match(input, Token.UP, null);

 

                   }

                   break;

               case 2 :

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:592:4: ^(ja= EVAL_AND_EXPR valueExpr valueExpr ( valueExpr )* )

                   {

ja=(CommonTree)match(input,EVAL_AND_EXPR,FOLLOW_EVAL_AND_EXPR_in_evalExprChoice3704); 

     

              match(input, Token.DOWN, null);

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_valueExpr_in_evalExprChoice3706);

                   valueExpr();

 

                   state._fsp--;

 

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_valueExpr_in_evalExprChoice3708);

                   valueExpr();

 

                   state._fsp--;

 

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:592:43: ( valueExpr )*

                   loop216:

                   do {

                       int alt216=2;

                       int LA216_0 = input.LA(1);

 

                       if ( ((LA216_0>=IN_SET && LA216_0<=REGEXP)||LA216_0==NOT_EXPR||(LA216_0>=SUM

&& LA216_0<=AVG)||(LA216_0>=COALESCE && LA216_0<=COUNT)||(LA216_0>=CASE &&

LA216_0<=CASE2)||LA216_0==ISTREAM||(LA216_0>=PREVIOUS &&

LA216_0<=EXISTS)||(LA216_0>=INSTANCEOF &&

LA216_0<=CURRENT_TIMESTAMP)||LA216_0==NEWKW||(LA216_0>=EVAL_AND_EXPR &&

LA216_0<=EVAL_NOTEQUALS_GROUP_EXPR)||LA216_0==EVENT_PROP_EXPR||LA216_0==CONCAT||(

LA216_0>=LIB_FUNC_CHAIN &&

LA216_0<=DOT_EXPR)||LA216_0==ARRAY_EXPR||(LA216_0>=NOT_IN_SET &&
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LA216_0<=NOT_REGEXP)||(LA216_0>=IN_RANGE &&

LA216_0<=SUBSELECT_EXPR)||(LA216_0>=EXISTS_SUBSELECT_EXPR &&

LA216_0<=NOT_IN_SUBSELECT_EXPR)||LA216_0==SUBSTITUTION||(LA216_0>=FIRST_AGGREG &&

LA216_0<=WINDOW_AGGREG)||(LA216_0>=INT_TYPE &&

LA216_0<=NULL_TYPE)||(LA216_0>=JSON_OBJECT &&

LA216_0<=JSON_ARRAY)||LA216_0==STAR||(LA216_0>=LT && LA216_0<=GT)||(LA216_0>=BOR &&

LA216_0<=PLUS)||(LA216_0>=BAND && LA216_0<=BXOR)||(LA216_0>=LE &&

LA216_0<=GE)||(LA216_0>=MINUS && LA216_0<=MOD)||(LA216_0>=EVAL_IS_GROUP_EXPR &&

LA216_0<=EVAL_ISNOT_GROUP_EXPR)) ) {

                           alt216=1;

                       }

 

 

                       switch (alt216) {

                   	case 1 :

                   	    // EsperEPL2Ast.g:592:44: valueExpr

                   	    {

                   	    pushFollow(FOLLOW_valueExpr_in_evalExprChoice3711);

                   	    valueExpr();

 

                   	    state._fsp--;

 

 

                   	    }

                   	    break;

 

                   	default :

                   	    break loop216;

                       }

                   } while (true);

 

                    leaveNode(ja);

 

                   match(input, Token.UP, null);

 

                   }

                   break;

               case 3 :

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:593:4: ^(je= EVAL_EQUALS_EXPR valueExpr valueExpr )

                   {

je=(CommonTree)match(input,EVAL_EQUALS_EXPR,FOLLOW_EVAL_EQUALS_EXPR_in_evalExprChoice3

725);

 

                   match(input, Token.DOWN, null);

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_valueExpr_in_evalExprChoice3727);

                   valueExpr();

 

                   state._fsp--;
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                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_valueExpr_in_evalExprChoice3729);

                   valueExpr();

 

                   state._fsp--;

 

                    leaveNode(je);

 

                   match(input, Token.UP, null);

 

                   }

                   break;

               case 4 :

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:594:4: ^(ji= EVAL_IS_EXPR valueExpr valueExpr )

                   {

ji=(CommonTree)match(input,EVAL_IS_EXPR,FOLLOW_EVAL_IS_EXPR_in_evalExprChoice3741); 

                

   match(input, Token.DOWN, null);

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_valueExpr_in_evalExprChoice3743);

                   valueExpr();

 

                   state._fsp--;

 

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_valueExpr_in_evalExprChoice3745);

                   valueExpr();

 

                   state._fsp--;

 

                    leaveNode(ji);

 

                   match(input, Token.UP, null);

 

                   }

                   break;

               case 5 :

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:595:4: ^(jne= EVAL_NOTEQUALS_EXPR valueExpr valueExpr )

                   {

jne=(CommonTree)match(input,EVAL_NOTEQUALS_EXPR,FOLLOW_EVAL_NOTEQUALS_EXPR_in_evalE

xprChoice3757);

 

                   match(input, Token.DOWN, null);

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_valueExpr_in_evalExprChoice3759);

                   valueExpr();

 

                   state._fsp--;

 

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_valueExpr_in_evalExprChoice3761);

                   valueExpr();
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                   state._fsp--;

 

                    leaveNode(jne);

 

                   match(input, Token.UP, null);

 

                   }

                   break;

               case 6 :

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:596:4: ^(jis= EVAL_ISNOT_EXPR valueExpr valueExpr )

                   {

jis=(CommonTree)match(input,EVAL_ISNOT_EXPR,FOLLOW_EVAL_ISNOT_EXPR_in_evalExprChoice3773)

;

 

                   match(input, Token.DOWN, null);

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_valueExpr_in_evalExprChoice3775);

                   valueExpr();

 

                   state._fsp--;

 

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_valueExpr_in_evalExprChoice3777);

                   valueExpr();

 

                   state._fsp--;

 

                    leaveNode(jis);

 

                   match(input, Token.UP, null);

 

                   }

                   break;

               case 7 :

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:597:4: ^(jge= EVAL_EQUALS_GROUP_EXPR equalsSubquery )

                   {

jge=(CommonTree)match(input,EVAL_EQUALS_GROUP_EXPR,FOLLOW_EVAL_EQUALS_GROUP_EXPR_

in_evalExprChoice3789);

 

                   match(input, Token.DOWN, null);

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_equalsSubquery_in_evalExprChoice3791);

                   equalsSubquery();

 

                   state._fsp--;

 

                    leaveNode(jge);

 

                   match(input, Token.UP, null);

 

                   }
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                   break;

               case 8 :

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:598:4: ^(jgi= EVAL_IS_GROUP_EXPR equalsSubquery )

                   {

jgi=(CommonTree)match(input,EVAL_IS_GROUP_EXPR,FOLLOW_EVAL_IS_GROUP_EXPR_in_evalExprCh

oice3803);

 

                   match(input, Token.DOWN, null);

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_equalsSubquery_in_evalExprChoice3805);

                   equalsSubquery();

 

                   state._fsp--;

 

                    leaveNode(jgi);

 

                   match(input, Token.UP, null);

 

                   }

                   break;

               case 9 :

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:599:4: ^(jgne= EVAL_NOTEQUALS_GROUP_EXPR equalsSubquery )

                   {

jgne=(CommonTree)match(input,EVAL_NOTEQUALS_GROUP_EXPR,FOLLOW_EVAL_NOTEQUALS_GRO

UP_EXPR_in_evalExprChoice3817);

 

                   match(input, Token.DOWN, null);

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_equalsSubquery_in_evalExprChoice3819);

                   equalsSubquery();

 

                   state._fsp--;

 

                    leaveNode(jgne);

 

                   match(input, Token.UP, null);

 

                   }

                   break;

               case 10 :

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:600:4: ^(jgni= EVAL_ISNOT_GROUP_EXPR equalsSubquery )

                   {

jgni=(CommonTree)match(input,EVAL_ISNOT_GROUP_EXPR,FOLLOW_EVAL_ISNOT_GROUP_EXPR_in_e

valExprChoice3831);

 

                   match(input, Token.DOWN, null);

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_equalsSubquery_in_evalExprChoice3833);

                   equalsSubquery();

 

                   state._fsp--;
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                    leaveNode(jgni);

 

                   match(input, Token.UP, null);

 

                   }

                   break;

               case 11 :

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:601:4: ^(n= NOT_EXPR valueExpr )

                   {

                   n=(CommonTree)match(input,NOT_EXPR,FOLLOW_NOT_EXPR_in_evalExprChoice3845);

 

                   match(input, Token.DOWN, null);

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_valueExpr_in_evalExprChoice3847);

                   valueExpr();

 

                   state._fsp--;

 

                    leaveNode(n);

 

                   match(input, Token.UP, null);

 

                   }

                   break;

               case 12 :

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:602:4: r= relationalExpr

                   {

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_relationalExpr_in_evalExprChoice3858);

                   relationalExpr();

 

                   state._fsp--;

 

 

                   }

                   break;

 

           }

       }

 

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;

         }

       finally {

       }

       return ;

   }

   // $ANTLR end "evalExprChoice"
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   // $ANTLR start "equalsSubquery"

   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:605:1: equalsSubquery : valueExpr ( ANY | SOME | ALL ) ( ( valueExpr )* |

subSelectGroupExpr ) ;

   public final void equalsSubquery() throws RecognitionException {

       try {

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:606:2: ( valueExpr ( ANY | SOME | ALL ) ( ( valueExpr )* | subSelectGroupExpr ) )

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:606:4: valueExpr ( ANY | SOME | ALL ) ( ( valueExpr )* | subSelectGroupExpr )

           {

           pushFollow(FOLLOW_valueExpr_in_equalsSubquery3869);

           valueExpr();

 

           state._fsp--;

 

           if ( (input.LA(1)>=ALL && input.LA(1)<=SOME) ) {

               input.consume();

               state.errorRecovery=false;

           }

           else {

               MismatchedSetException mse = new MismatchedSetException(null,input);

               throw mse;

           }

 

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:606:29: ( ( valueExpr )* | subSelectGroupExpr )

           int alt219=2;

           int LA219_0 = input.LA(1);

 

           if ( (LA219_0==UP||(LA219_0>=IN_SET &&

LA219_0<=REGEXP)||LA219_0==NOT_EXPR||(LA219_0>=SUM &&

LA219_0<=AVG)||(LA219_0>=COALESCE && LA219_0<=COUNT)||(LA219_0>=CASE &&

LA219_0<=CASE2)||LA219_0==ISTREAM||(LA219_0>=PREVIOUS &&

LA219_0<=EXISTS)||(LA219_0>=INSTANCEOF &&

LA219_0<=CURRENT_TIMESTAMP)||LA219_0==NEWKW||(LA219_0>=EVAL_AND_EXPR &&

LA219_0<=EVAL_NOTEQUALS_GROUP_EXPR)||LA219_0==EVENT_PROP_EXPR||LA219_0==CONCAT||(

LA219_0>=LIB_FUNC_CHAIN &&

LA219_0<=DOT_EXPR)||LA219_0==ARRAY_EXPR||(LA219_0>=NOT_IN_SET &&

LA219_0<=NOT_REGEXP)||(LA219_0>=IN_RANGE &&

LA219_0<=SUBSELECT_EXPR)||(LA219_0>=EXISTS_SUBSELECT_EXPR &&

LA219_0<=NOT_IN_SUBSELECT_EXPR)||LA219_0==SUBSTITUTION||(LA219_0>=FIRST_AGGREG &&

LA219_0<=WINDOW_AGGREG)||(LA219_0>=INT_TYPE &&

LA219_0<=NULL_TYPE)||(LA219_0>=JSON_OBJECT &&

LA219_0<=JSON_ARRAY)||LA219_0==STAR||(LA219_0>=LT && LA219_0<=GT)||(LA219_0>=BOR &&

LA219_0<=PLUS)||(LA219_0>=BAND && LA219_0<=BXOR)||(LA219_0>=LE &&

LA219_0<=GE)||(LA219_0>=MINUS && LA219_0<=MOD)||(LA219_0>=EVAL_IS_GROUP_EXPR &&

LA219_0<=EVAL_ISNOT_GROUP_EXPR)) ) {

               alt219=1;

           }

           else if ( (LA219_0==SUBSELECT_GROUP_EXPR) ) {
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               alt219=2;

           }

           else {

               NoViableAltException nvae =

                   new NoViableAltException("", 219, 0, input);

 

               throw nvae;

           }

           switch (alt219) {

               case 1 :

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:606:30: ( valueExpr )*

                   {

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:606:30: ( valueExpr )*

                   loop218:

                   do {

                       int alt218=2;

                       int LA218_0 = input.LA(1);

 

                       if ( ((LA218_0>=IN_SET && LA218_0<=REGEXP)||LA218_0==NOT_EXPR||(LA218_0>=SUM

&& LA218_0<=AVG)||(LA218_0>=COALESCE && LA218_0<=COUNT)||(LA218_0>=CASE &&

LA218_0<=CASE2)||LA218_0==ISTREAM||(LA218_0>=PREVIOUS &&

LA218_0<=EXISTS)||(LA218_0>=INSTANCEOF &&

LA218_0<=CURRENT_TIMESTAMP)||LA218_0==NEWKW||(LA218_0>=EVAL_AND_EXPR &&

LA218_0<=EVAL_NOTEQUALS_GROUP_EXPR)||LA218_0==EVENT_PROP_EXPR||LA218_0==CONCAT||(

LA218_0>=LIB_FUNC_CHAIN &&

LA218_0<=DOT_EXPR)||LA218_0==ARRAY_EXPR||(LA218_0>=NOT_IN_SET &&

LA218_0<=NOT_REGEXP)||(LA218_0>=IN_RANGE &&

LA218_0<=SUBSELECT_EXPR)||(LA218_0>=EXISTS_SUBSELECT_EXPR &&

LA218_0<=NOT_IN_SUBSELECT_EXPR)||LA218_0==SUBSTITUTION||(LA218_0>=FIRST_AGGREG &&

LA218_0<=WINDOW_AGGREG)||(LA218_0>=INT_TYPE &&

LA218_0<=NULL_TYPE)||(LA218_0>=JSON_OBJECT &&

LA218_0<=JSON_ARRAY)||LA218_0==STAR||(LA218_0>=LT && LA218_0<=GT)||(LA218_0>=BOR &&

LA218_0<=PLUS)||(LA218_0>=BAND && LA218_0<=BXOR)||(LA218_0>=LE &&

LA218_0<=GE)||(LA218_0>=MINUS && LA218_0<=MOD)||(LA218_0>=EVAL_IS_GROUP_EXPR &&

LA218_0<=EVAL_ISNOT_GROUP_EXPR)) ) {

                           alt218=1;

                       }

 

 

                       switch (alt218) {

                   	case 1 :

                   	    // EsperEPL2Ast.g:606:30: valueExpr

                   	    {

                   	    pushFollow(FOLLOW_valueExpr_in_equalsSubquery3880);

                   	    valueExpr();

 

                   	    state._fsp--;
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                   	    }

                   	    break;

 

                   	default :

                   	    break loop218;

                       }

                   } while (true);

 

 

                   }

                   break;

               case 2 :

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:606:43: subSelectGroupExpr

                   {

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_subSelectGroupExpr_in_equalsSubquery3885);

                   subSelectGroupExpr();

 

                   state._fsp--;

 

 

                   }

                   break;

 

           }

 

 

           }

 

       }

 

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;

         }

       finally {

       }

       return ;

   }

   // $ANTLR end "equalsSubquery"

 

 

   // $ANTLR start "valueExpr"

   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:609:1: valueExpr : ( constant[true] | substitution | arithmeticExpr | eventPropertyExpr[true] |

evalExprChoice | builtinFunc | libFuncChain | caseExpr | inExpr | betweenExpr | likeExpr | regExpExpr | arrayExpr |

subSelectInExpr | subSelectRowExpr | subSelectExistsExpr | dotExpr | newExpr | jsonarray[true] | jsonobject[true] );

   public final void valueExpr() throws RecognitionException {

       try {

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:610:2: ( constant[true] | substitution | arithmeticExpr | eventPropertyExpr[true] |
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evalExprChoice | builtinFunc | libFuncChain | caseExpr | inExpr | betweenExpr | likeExpr | regExpExpr | arrayExpr |

subSelectInExpr | subSelectRowExpr | subSelectExistsExpr | dotExpr | newExpr | jsonarray[true] | jsonobject[true] )

           int alt220=20;

           switch ( input.LA(1) ) {

           case INT_TYPE:

           case LONG_TYPE:

           case FLOAT_TYPE:

           case DOUBLE_TYPE:

           case STRING_TYPE:

           case BOOL_TYPE:

           case NULL_TYPE:

               {

               alt220=1;

               }

               break;

           case SUBSTITUTION:

               {

               alt220=2;

               }

               break;

           case CONCAT:

           case STAR:

           case BOR:

           case PLUS:

           case BAND:

           case BXOR:

           case MINUS:

           case DIV:

           case MOD:

               {

               alt220=3;

               }

               break;

           case EVENT_PROP_EXPR:

               {

               alt220=4;

               }

               break;

           case NOT_EXPR:

           case EVAL_AND_EXPR:

           case EVAL_OR_EXPR:

           case EVAL_EQUALS_EXPR:

           case EVAL_NOTEQUALS_EXPR:

           case EVAL_IS_EXPR:

           case EVAL_ISNOT_EXPR:

           case EVAL_EQUALS_GROUP_EXPR:

           case EVAL_NOTEQUALS_GROUP_EXPR:

           case LT:
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           case GT:

           case LE:

           case GE:

           case EVAL_IS_GROUP_EXPR:

           case EVAL_ISNOT_GROUP_EXPR:

               {

               alt220=5;

               }

               break;

           case SUM:

           case AVG:

           case COALESCE:

           case MEDIAN:

           case STDDEV:

           case AVEDEV:

           case COUNT:

           case ISTREAM:

           case PREVIOUS:

           case PREVIOUSTAIL:

           case PREVIOUSCOUNT:

           case PREVIOUSWINDOW:

           case PRIOR:

           case EXISTS:

           case INSTANCEOF:

           case TYPEOF:

           case CAST:

           case CURRENT_TIMESTAMP:

           case FIRST_AGGREG:

           case LAST_AGGREG:

           case WINDOW_AGGREG:

               {

               alt220=6;

               }

               break;

           case LIB_FUNC_CHAIN:

               {

               alt220=7;

               }

               break;

           case CASE:

           case CASE2:

               {

               alt220=8;

               }

               break;

           case IN_SET:

           case NOT_IN_SET:

           case IN_RANGE:
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           case NOT_IN_RANGE:

               {

               alt220=9;

               }

               break;

           case BETWEEN:

           case NOT_BETWEEN:

               {

               alt220=10;

               }

               break;

           case LIKE:

           case NOT_LIKE:

               {

               alt220=11;

               }

               break;

           case REGEXP:

           case NOT_REGEXP:

               {

               alt220=12;

               }

               break;

           case ARRAY_EXPR:

               {

               alt220=13;

               }

               break;

           case IN_SUBSELECT_EXPR:

           case NOT_IN_SUBSELECT_EXPR:

               {

               alt220=14;

               }

               break;

           case SUBSELECT_EXPR:

               {

               alt220=15;

               }

               break;

           case EXISTS_SUBSELECT_EXPR:

               {

               alt220=16;

               }

               break;

           case DOT_EXPR:

               {

               alt220=17;

               }
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               break;

           case NEWKW:

               {

               alt220=18;

               }

               break;

           case JSON_ARRAY:

               {

               alt220=19;

               }

               break;

           case JSON_OBJECT:

               {

               alt220=20;

               }

               break;

           default:

               NoViableAltException nvae =

                   new NoViableAltException("", 220, 0, input);

 

               throw nvae;

           }

 

           switch (alt220) {

               case 1 :

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:610:5: constant[true]

                   {

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_constant_in_valueExpr3899);

                   constant(true);

 

                   state._fsp--;

 

 

                   }

                   break;

               case 2 :

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:611:4: substitution

                   {

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_substitution_in_valueExpr3905);

                   substitution();

 

                   state._fsp--;

 

 

                   }

                   break;

               case 3 :

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:612:5: arithmeticExpr
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                   {

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_arithmeticExpr_in_valueExpr3911);

                   arithmeticExpr();

 

                   state._fsp--;

 

 

                   }

                   break;

               case 4 :

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:613:5: eventPropertyExpr[true]

                   {

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_eventPropertyExpr_in_valueExpr3918);

                   eventPropertyExpr(true);

 

                   state._fsp--;

 

 

                   }

                   break;

               case 5 :

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:614:7: evalExprChoice

                   {

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_evalExprChoice_in_valueExpr3927);

                   evalExprChoice();

 

                   state._fsp--;

 

 

                   }

                   break;

               case 6 :

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:615:4: builtinFunc

                   {

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_builtinFunc_in_valueExpr3932);

                   builtinFunc();

 

                   state._fsp--;

 

 

                   }

                   break;

               case 7 :

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:616:7: libFuncChain

                   {

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_libFuncChain_in_valueExpr3940);

                   libFuncChain();
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                   state._fsp--;

 

 

                   }

                   break;

               case 8 :

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:617:4: caseExpr

                   {

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_caseExpr_in_valueExpr3945);

                   caseExpr();

 

                   state._fsp--;

 

 

                   }

                   break;

               case 9 :

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:618:4: inExpr

                   {

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_inExpr_in_valueExpr3950);

                   inExpr();

 

                   state._fsp--;

 

 

                   }

                   break;

               case 10 :

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:619:4: betweenExpr

                   {

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_betweenExpr_in_valueExpr3956);

                   betweenExpr();

 

                   state._fsp--;

 

 

                   }

                   break;

               case 11 :

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:620:4: likeExpr

                   {

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_likeExpr_in_valueExpr3961);

                   likeExpr();

 

                   state._fsp--;

 

 

                   }
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                   break;

               case 12 :

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:621:4: regExpExpr

                   {

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_regExpExpr_in_valueExpr3966);

                   regExpExpr();

 

                   state._fsp--;

 

 

                   }

                   break;

               case 13 :

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:622:4: arrayExpr

                   {

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_arrayExpr_in_valueExpr3971);

                   arrayExpr();

 

                   state._fsp--;

 

 

                   }

                   break;

               case 14 :

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:623:4: subSelectInExpr

                   {

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_subSelectInExpr_in_valueExpr3976);

                   subSelectInExpr();

 

                   state._fsp--;

 

 

                   }

                   break;

               case 15 :

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:624:5: subSelectRowExpr

                   {

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_subSelectRowExpr_in_valueExpr3982);

                   subSelectRowExpr();

 

                   state._fsp--;

 

 

                   }

                   break;

               case 16 :

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:625:5: subSelectExistsExpr

                   {
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                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_subSelectExistsExpr_in_valueExpr3989);

                   subSelectExistsExpr();

 

                   state._fsp--;

 

 

                   }

                   break;

               case 17 :

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:626:4: dotExpr

                   {

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_dotExpr_in_valueExpr3994);

                   dotExpr();

 

                   state._fsp--;

 

 

                   }

                   break;

               case 18 :

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:627:4: newExpr

                   {

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_newExpr_in_valueExpr3999);

                   newExpr();

 

                   state._fsp--;

 

 

                   }

                   break;

               case 19 :

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:628:4: jsonarray[true]

                   {

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_jsonarray_in_valueExpr4004);

                   jsonarray(true);

 

                   state._fsp--;

 

 

                   }

                   break;

               case 20 :

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:629:4: jsonobject[true]

                   {

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_jsonobject_in_valueExpr4010);

                   jsonobject(true);

 

                   state._fsp--;
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                   }

                   break;

 

           }

       }

 

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;

         }

       finally {

       }

       return ;

   }

   // $ANTLR end "valueExpr"

 

 

   // $ANTLR start "valueExprWithTime"

   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:632:1: valueExprWithTime : (l= LAST | lw= LW | valueExpr | ^(ordered=

OBJECT_PARAM_ORDERED_EXPR valueExpr ( DESC | ASC ) ) | rangeOperator | frequencyOperator |

lastOperator | weekDayOperator | ^(l= NUMERIC_PARAM_LIST ( numericParameterList )+ ) | s=

NUMBERSETSTAR | timePeriod );

   public final void valueExprWithTime() throws RecognitionException {

       CommonTree l=null;

       CommonTree lw=null;

       CommonTree ordered=null;

       CommonTree s=null;

 

       try {

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:633:2: (l= LAST | lw= LW | valueExpr | ^(ordered=

OBJECT_PARAM_ORDERED_EXPR valueExpr ( DESC | ASC ) ) | rangeOperator | frequencyOperator |

lastOperator | weekDayOperator | ^(l= NUMERIC_PARAM_LIST ( numericParameterList )+ ) | s=

NUMBERSETSTAR | timePeriod )

           int alt222=11;

           switch ( input.LA(1) ) {

           case LAST:

               {

               alt222=1;

               }

               break;

           case LW:

               {

               alt222=2;

               }

               break;

           case IN_SET:

           case BETWEEN:
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           case LIKE:

           case REGEXP:

           case NOT_EXPR:

           case SUM:

           case AVG:

           case COALESCE:

           case MEDIAN:

           case STDDEV:

           case AVEDEV:

           case COUNT:

           case CASE:

           case CASE2:

           case ISTREAM:

           case PREVIOUS:

           case PREVIOUSTAIL:

           case PREVIOUSCOUNT:

           case PREVIOUSWINDOW:

           case PRIOR:

           case EXISTS:

           case INSTANCEOF:

           case TYPEOF:

           case CAST:

           case CURRENT_TIMESTAMP:

           case NEWKW:

           case EVAL_AND_EXPR:

           case EVAL_OR_EXPR:

           case EVAL_EQUALS_EXPR:

           case EVAL_NOTEQUALS_EXPR:

           case EVAL_IS_EXPR:

           case EVAL_ISNOT_EXPR:

           case EVAL_EQUALS_GROUP_EXPR:

           case EVAL_NOTEQUALS_GROUP_EXPR:

           case EVENT_PROP_EXPR:

           case CONCAT:

           case LIB_FUNC_CHAIN:

           case DOT_EXPR:

           case ARRAY_EXPR:

           case NOT_IN_SET:

           case NOT_BETWEEN:

           case NOT_LIKE:

           case NOT_REGEXP:

           case IN_RANGE:

           case NOT_IN_RANGE:

           case SUBSELECT_EXPR:

           case EXISTS_SUBSELECT_EXPR:

           case IN_SUBSELECT_EXPR:

           case NOT_IN_SUBSELECT_EXPR:

           case SUBSTITUTION:
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           case FIRST_AGGREG:

           case LAST_AGGREG:

           case WINDOW_AGGREG:

           case INT_TYPE:

           case LONG_TYPE:

           case FLOAT_TYPE:

           case DOUBLE_TYPE:

           case STRING_TYPE:

           case BOOL_TYPE:

           case NULL_TYPE:

           case JSON_OBJECT:

           case JSON_ARRAY:

           case STAR:

           case LT:

           case GT:

           case BOR:

           case PLUS:

           case BAND:

           case BXOR:

           case LE:

           case GE:

           case MINUS:

           case DIV:

           case MOD:

           case EVAL_IS_GROUP_EXPR:

           case EVAL_ISNOT_GROUP_EXPR:

               {

               alt222=3;

               }

               break;

           case OBJECT_PARAM_ORDERED_EXPR:

               {

               alt222=4;

               }

               break;

           case NUMERIC_PARAM_RANGE:

               {

               alt222=5;

               }

               break;

           case NUMERIC_PARAM_FREQUENCY:

               {

               alt222=6;

               }

               break;

           case LAST_OPERATOR:

               {

               alt222=7;
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               }

               break;

           case WEEKDAY_OPERATOR:

               {

               alt222=8;

               }

               break;

           case NUMERIC_PARAM_LIST:

               {

               alt222=9;

               }

               break;

           case NUMBERSETSTAR:

               {

               alt222=10;

               }

               break;

           case TIME_PERIOD:

               {

               alt222=11;

               }

               break;

           default:

               NoViableAltException nvae =

                   new NoViableAltException("", 222, 0, input);

 

               throw nvae;

           }

 

           switch (alt222) {

               case 1 :

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:633:4: l= LAST

                   {

                   l=(CommonTree)match(input,LAST,FOLLOW_LAST_in_valueExprWithTime4024);

                    leaveNode(l);

 

                   }

                   break;

               case 2 :

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:634:4: lw= LW

                   {

                   lw=(CommonTree)match(input,LW,FOLLOW_LW_in_valueExprWithTime4033);

                    leaveNode(lw);

 

                   }

                   break;

               case 3 :

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:635:4: valueExpr
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                   {

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_valueExpr_in_valueExprWithTime4040);

                   valueExpr();

 

                   state._fsp--;

 

 

                   }

                   break;

               case 4 :

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:636:4: ^(ordered= OBJECT_PARAM_ORDERED_EXPR valueExpr ( DESC | ASC

) )

                   {

ordered=(CommonTree)match(input,OBJECT_PARAM_ORDERED_EXPR,FOLLOW_OBJECT_PARAM_ORDE

RED_EXPR_in_valueExprWithTime4048);

 

                   match(input, Token.DOWN, null);

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_valueExpr_in_valueExprWithTime4050);

                   valueExpr();

 

                   state._fsp--;

 

                   if ( (input.LA(1)>=ASC && input.LA(1)<=DESC) ) {

                       input.consume();

                       state.errorRecovery=false;

                   }

                   else {

                       MismatchedSetException mse = new MismatchedSetException(null,input);

                       throw mse;

                   }

 

                    leaveNode(ordered);

 

                   match(input, Token.UP, null);

 

                   }

                   break;

               case 5 :

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:637:5: rangeOperator

                   {

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_rangeOperator_in_valueExprWithTime4065);

                   rangeOperator();

 

                   state._fsp--;

 

 

                   }

                   break;
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               case 6 :

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:638:5: frequencyOperator

                   {

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_frequencyOperator_in_valueExprWithTime4071);

                   frequencyOperator();

 

                   state._fsp--;

 

 

                   }

                   break;

               case 7 :

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:639:4: lastOperator

                   {

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_lastOperator_in_valueExprWithTime4076);

                   lastOperator();

 

                   state._fsp--;

 

 

                   }

                   break;

               case 8 :

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:640:4: weekDayOperator

                   {

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_weekDayOperator_in_valueExprWithTime4081);

                   weekDayOperator();

 

                   state._fsp--;

 

 

                   }

                   break;

               case 9 :

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:641:5: ^(l= NUMERIC_PARAM_LIST ( numericParameterList )+ )

                   {

l=(CommonTree)match(input,NUMERIC_PARAM_LIST,FOLLOW_NUMERIC_PARAM_LIST_in_valueExprWi

thTime4091);

 

                   match(input, Token.DOWN, null);

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:641:29: ( numericParameterList )+

                   int cnt221=0;

                   loop221:

                   do {

                       int alt221=2;

                       int LA221_0 = input.LA(1);

 

                       if (
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(LA221_0==NUMERIC_PARAM_RANGE||LA221_0==NUMERIC_PARAM_FREQUENCY||(LA221_0>=INT_

TYPE && LA221_0<=NULL_TYPE)) ) {

                           alt221=1;

                       }

 

 

                       switch (alt221) {

                   	case 1 :

                   	    // EsperEPL2Ast.g:641:29: numericParameterList

                   	    {

                   	    pushFollow(FOLLOW_numericParameterList_in_valueExprWithTime4093);

                   	    numericParameterList();

 

                   	    state._fsp--;

 

 

                   	    }

                   	    break;

 

                   	default :

                   	    if ( cnt221 >= 1 ) break loop221;

                               EarlyExitException eee =

                                   new EarlyExitException(221, input);

                               throw eee;

                       }

                       cnt221++;

                   } while (true);

 

                    leaveNode(l);

 

                   match(input, Token.UP, null);

 

                   }

                   break;

               case 10 :

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:642:4: s= NUMBERSETSTAR

                   {

s=(CommonTree)match(input,NUMBERSETSTAR,FOLLOW_NUMBERSETSTAR_in_valueExprWithTime4104)

;

                    leaveNode(s);

 

                   }

                   break;

               case 11 :

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:643:4: timePeriod

                   {

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_timePeriod_in_valueExprWithTime4111);

                   timePeriod();
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                   state._fsp--;

 

 

                   }

                   break;

 

           }

       }

 

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;

         }

       finally {

       }

       return ;

   }

   // $ANTLR end "valueExprWithTime"

 

 

   // $ANTLR start "numericParameterList"

   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:646:1: numericParameterList : ( constant[true] | rangeOperator | frequencyOperator );

   public final void numericParameterList() throws RecognitionException {

       try {

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:647:2: ( constant[true] | rangeOperator | frequencyOperator )

           int alt223=3;

           switch ( input.LA(1) ) {

           case INT_TYPE:

           case LONG_TYPE:

           case FLOAT_TYPE:

           case DOUBLE_TYPE:

           case STRING_TYPE:

           case BOOL_TYPE:

           case NULL_TYPE:

               {

               alt223=1;

               }

               break;

           case NUMERIC_PARAM_RANGE:

               {

               alt223=2;

               }

               break;

           case NUMERIC_PARAM_FREQUENCY:

               {

               alt223=3;

               }

               break;
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           default:

               NoViableAltException nvae =

                   new NoViableAltException("", 223, 0, input);

 

               throw nvae;

           }

 

           switch (alt223) {

               case 1 :

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:647:5: constant[true]

                   {

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_constant_in_numericParameterList4124);

                   constant(true);

 

                   state._fsp--;

 

 

                   }

                   break;

               case 2 :

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:648:5: rangeOperator

                   {

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_rangeOperator_in_numericParameterList4131);

                   rangeOperator();

 

                   state._fsp--;

 

 

                   }

                   break;

               case 3 :

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:649:5: frequencyOperator

                   {

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_frequencyOperator_in_numericParameterList4137);

                   frequencyOperator();

 

                   state._fsp--;

 

 

                   }

                   break;

 

           }

       }

 

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;

         }
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       finally {

       }

       return ;

   }

   // $ANTLR end "numericParameterList"

 

 

   // $ANTLR start "rangeOperator"

   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:652:1: rangeOperator : ^(r= NUMERIC_PARAM_RANGE ( constant[true] |

eventPropertyExpr[true] | substitution ) ( constant[true] | eventPropertyExpr[true] | substitution ) ) ;

   public final void rangeOperator() throws RecognitionException {

       CommonTree r=null;

 

       try {

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:653:2: ( ^(r= NUMERIC_PARAM_RANGE ( constant[true] | eventPropertyExpr[true] |

substitution ) ( constant[true] | eventPropertyExpr[true] | substitution ) ) )

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:653:4: ^(r= NUMERIC_PARAM_RANGE ( constant[true] | eventPropertyExpr[true] |

substitution ) ( constant[true] | eventPropertyExpr[true] | substitution ) )

           {

r=(CommonTree)match(input,NUMERIC_PARAM_RANGE,FOLLOW_NUMERIC_PARAM_RANGE_in_range

Operator4153);

 

           match(input, Token.DOWN, null);

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:653:29: ( constant[true] | eventPropertyExpr[true] | substitution )

           int alt224=3;

           switch ( input.LA(1) ) {

           case INT_TYPE:

           case LONG_TYPE:

           case FLOAT_TYPE:

           case DOUBLE_TYPE:

           case STRING_TYPE:

           case BOOL_TYPE:

           case NULL_TYPE:

               {

               alt224=1;

               }

               break;

           case EVENT_PROP_EXPR:

               {

               alt224=2;

               }

               break;

           case SUBSTITUTION:

               {

               alt224=3;

               }

               break;

           default:
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               NoViableAltException nvae =

                   new NoViableAltException("", 224, 0, input);

 

               throw nvae;

           }

 

           switch (alt224) {

               case 1 :

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:653:30: constant[true]

                   {

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_constant_in_rangeOperator4156);

                   constant(true);

 

                   state._fsp--;

 

 

                   }

                   break;

               case 2 :

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:653:45: eventPropertyExpr[true]

                   {

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_eventPropertyExpr_in_rangeOperator4159);

                   eventPropertyExpr(true);

 

                   state._fsp--;

 

 

                   }

                   break;

               case 3 :

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:653:69: substitution

                   {

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_substitution_in_rangeOperator4162);

                   substitution();

 

                   state._fsp--;

 

 

                   }

                   break;

 

           }

 

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:653:83: ( constant[true] | eventPropertyExpr[true] | substitution )

           int alt225=3;

           switch ( input.LA(1) ) {

           case INT_TYPE:

           case LONG_TYPE:
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           case FLOAT_TYPE:

           case DOUBLE_TYPE:

           case STRING_TYPE:

           case BOOL_TYPE:

           case NULL_TYPE:

               {

               alt225=1;

               }

               break;

           case EVENT_PROP_EXPR:

               {

               alt225=2;

               }

               break;

           case SUBSTITUTION:

               {

               alt225=3;

               }

               break;

           default:

               NoViableAltException nvae =

                   new NoViableAltException("", 225, 0, input);

 

               throw nvae;

           }

 

           switch (alt225) {

               case 1 :

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:653:84: constant[true]

                   {

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_constant_in_rangeOperator4166);

                   constant(true);

 

                   state._fsp--;

 

 

                   }

                   break;

               case 2 :

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:653:99: eventPropertyExpr[true]

                   {

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_eventPropertyExpr_in_rangeOperator4169);

                   eventPropertyExpr(true);

 

                   state._fsp--;

 

 

                   }
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                   break;

               case 3 :

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:653:123: substitution

                   {

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_substitution_in_rangeOperator4172);

                   substitution();

 

                   state._fsp--;

 

 

                   }

                   break;

 

           }

 

            leaveNode(r);

 

           match(input, Token.UP, null);

 

           }

 

       }

 

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;

         }

       finally {

       }

       return ;

   }

   // $ANTLR end "rangeOperator"

 

 

   // $ANTLR start "frequencyOperator"

   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:656:1: frequencyOperator : ^(f= NUMERIC_PARAM_FREQUENCY ( constant[true] |

eventPropertyExpr[true] | substitution ) ) ;

   public final void frequencyOperator() throws RecognitionException {

       CommonTree f=null;

 

       try {

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:657:2: ( ^(f= NUMERIC_PARAM_FREQUENCY ( constant[true] |

eventPropertyExpr[true] | substitution ) ) )

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:657:4: ^(f= NUMERIC_PARAM_FREQUENCY ( constant[true] |

eventPropertyExpr[true] | substitution ) )

           {

f=(CommonTree)match(input,NUMERIC_PARAM_FREQUENCY,FOLLOW_NUMERIC_PARAM_FREQUENC

Y_in_frequencyOperator4193);
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           match(input, Token.DOWN, null);

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:657:33: ( constant[true] | eventPropertyExpr[true] | substitution )

           int alt226=3;

           switch ( input.LA(1) ) {

           case INT_TYPE:

           case LONG_TYPE:

           case FLOAT_TYPE:

           case DOUBLE_TYPE:

           case STRING_TYPE:

           case BOOL_TYPE:

           case NULL_TYPE:

               {

               alt226=1;

               }

               break;

           case EVENT_PROP_EXPR:

               {

               alt226=2;

               }

               break;

           case SUBSTITUTION:

               {

               alt226=3;

               }

               break;

           default:

               NoViableAltException nvae =

                   new NoViableAltException("", 226, 0, input);

 

               throw nvae;

           }

 

           switch (alt226) {

               case 1 :

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:657:34: constant[true]

                   {

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_constant_in_frequencyOperator4196);

                   constant(true);

 

                   state._fsp--;

 

 

                   }

                   break;

               case 2 :

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:657:49: eventPropertyExpr[true]

                   {

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_eventPropertyExpr_in_frequencyOperator4199);
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                   eventPropertyExpr(true);

 

                   state._fsp--;

 

 

                   }

                   break;

               case 3 :

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:657:73: substitution

                   {

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_substitution_in_frequencyOperator4202);

                   substitution();

 

                   state._fsp--;

 

 

                   }

                   break;

 

           }

 

            leaveNode(f);

 

           match(input, Token.UP, null);

 

           }

 

       }

 

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;

         }

       finally {

       }

       return ;

   }

   // $ANTLR end "frequencyOperator"

 

 

   // $ANTLR start "lastOperator"

   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:660:1: lastOperator : ^(l= LAST_OPERATOR ( constant[true] | eventPropertyExpr[true] |

substitution ) ) ;

   public final void lastOperator() throws RecognitionException {

       CommonTree l=null;

 

       try {

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:661:2: ( ^(l= LAST_OPERATOR ( constant[true] | eventPropertyExpr[true] | substitution

) ) )
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           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:661:4: ^(l= LAST_OPERATOR ( constant[true] | eventPropertyExpr[true] | substitution )

)

           {

           l=(CommonTree)match(input,LAST_OPERATOR,FOLLOW_LAST_OPERATOR_in_lastOperator4221);

 

           match(input, Token.DOWN, null);

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:661:23: ( constant[true] | eventPropertyExpr[true] | substitution )

           int alt227=3;

           switch ( input.LA(1) ) {

           case INT_TYPE:

           case LONG_TYPE:

           case FLOAT_TYPE:

           case DOUBLE_TYPE:

           case STRING_TYPE:

           case BOOL_TYPE:

           case NULL_TYPE:

               {

               alt227=1;

               }

               break;

           case EVENT_PROP_EXPR:

               {

               alt227=2;

               }

               break;

           case SUBSTITUTION:

               {

               alt227=3;

               }

               break;

           default:

               NoViableAltException nvae =

                   new NoViableAltException("", 227, 0, input);

 

               throw nvae;

           }

 

           switch (alt227) {

               case 1 :

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:661:24: constant[true]

                   {

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_constant_in_lastOperator4224);

                   constant(true);

 

                   state._fsp--;

 

 

                   }
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                   break;

               case 2 :

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:661:39: eventPropertyExpr[true]

                   {

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_eventPropertyExpr_in_lastOperator4227);

                   eventPropertyExpr(true);

 

                   state._fsp--;

 

 

                   }

                   break;

               case 3 :

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:661:63: substitution

                   {

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_substitution_in_lastOperator4230);

                   substitution();

 

                   state._fsp--;

 

 

                   }

                   break;

 

           }

 

            leaveNode(l);

 

           match(input, Token.UP, null);

 

           }

 

       }

 

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;

         }

       finally {

       }

       return ;

   }

   // $ANTLR end "lastOperator"

 

 

   // $ANTLR start "weekDayOperator"

   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:664:1: weekDayOperator : ^(w= WEEKDAY_OPERATOR ( constant[true] |

eventPropertyExpr[true] | substitution ) ) ;

   public final void weekDayOperator() throws RecognitionException {
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       CommonTree w=null;

 

       try {

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:665:2: ( ^(w= WEEKDAY_OPERATOR ( constant[true] | eventPropertyExpr[true] |

substitution ) ) )

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:665:4: ^(w= WEEKDAY_OPERATOR ( constant[true] | eventPropertyExpr[true] |

substitution ) )

           {

w=(CommonTree)match(input,WEEKDAY_OPERATOR,FOLLOW_WEEKDAY_OPERATOR_in_weekDayOper

ator4249);

 

           match(input, Token.DOWN, null);

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:665:26: ( constant[true] | eventPropertyExpr[true] | substitution )

           int alt228=3;

           switch ( input.LA(1) ) {

           case INT_TYPE:

           case LONG_TYPE:

           case FLOAT_TYPE:

           case DOUBLE_TYPE:

           case STRING_TYPE:

           case BOOL_TYPE:

           case NULL_TYPE:

               {

               alt228=1;

               }

               break;

           case EVENT_PROP_EXPR:

               {

               alt228=2;

               }

               break;

           case SUBSTITUTION:

               {

               alt228=3;

               }

               break;

           default:

               NoViableAltException nvae =

                   new NoViableAltException("", 228, 0, input);

 

               throw nvae;

           }

 

           switch (alt228) {

               case 1 :

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:665:27: constant[true]

                   {

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_constant_in_weekDayOperator4252);
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                   constant(true);

 

                   state._fsp--;

 

 

                   }

                   break;

               case 2 :

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:665:42: eventPropertyExpr[true]

                   {

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_eventPropertyExpr_in_weekDayOperator4255);

                   eventPropertyExpr(true);

 

                   state._fsp--;

 

 

                   }

                   break;

               case 3 :

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:665:66: substitution

                   {

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_substitution_in_weekDayOperator4258);

                   substitution();

 

                   state._fsp--;

 

 

                   }

                   break;

 

           }

 

            leaveNode(w);

 

           match(input, Token.UP, null);

 

           }

 

       }

 

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;

         }

       finally {

       }

       return ;

   }

   // $ANTLR end "weekDayOperator"
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   // $ANTLR start "subSelectGroupExpr"

   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:668:1: subSelectGroupExpr : ^(s= SUBSELECT_GROUP_EXPR subQueryExpr ) ;

   public final void subSelectGroupExpr() throws RecognitionException {

       CommonTree s=null;

 

       try {

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:669:2: ( ^(s= SUBSELECT_GROUP_EXPR subQueryExpr ) )

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:669:4: ^(s= SUBSELECT_GROUP_EXPR subQueryExpr )

           {

           pushStmtContext();

s=(CommonTree)match(input,SUBSELECT_GROUP_EXPR,FOLLOW_SUBSELECT_GROUP_EXPR_in_subSel

ectGroupExpr4279);

 

           match(input, Token.DOWN, null);

           pushFollow(FOLLOW_subQueryExpr_in_subSelectGroupExpr4281);

           subQueryExpr();

 

           state._fsp--;

 

 

           match(input, Token.UP, null);

 

           }

 

       }

 

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;

         }

       finally {

       }

       return ;

   }

   // $ANTLR end "subSelectGroupExpr"

 

 

   // $ANTLR start "subSelectRowExpr"

   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:672:1: subSelectRowExpr : ^(s= SUBSELECT_EXPR subQueryExpr ) ;

   public final void subSelectRowExpr() throws RecognitionException {

       CommonTree s=null;

 

       try {

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:673:2: ( ^(s= SUBSELECT_EXPR subQueryExpr ) )

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:673:4: ^(s= SUBSELECT_EXPR subQueryExpr )

           {

           pushStmtContext();
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s=(CommonTree)match(input,SUBSELECT_EXPR,FOLLOW_SUBSELECT_EXPR_in_subSelectRowExpr4300);

 

 

           match(input, Token.DOWN, null);

           pushFollow(FOLLOW_subQueryExpr_in_subSelectRowExpr4302);

           subQueryExpr();

 

           state._fsp--;

 

 

           match(input, Token.UP, null);

           leaveNode(s);

 

           }

 

       }

 

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;

         }

       finally {

       }

       return ;

   }

   // $ANTLR end "subSelectRowExpr"

 

 

   // $ANTLR start "subSelectExistsExpr"

   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:676:1: subSelectExistsExpr : ^(e= EXISTS_SUBSELECT_EXPR subQueryExpr ) ;

   public final void subSelectExistsExpr() throws RecognitionException {

       CommonTree e=null;

 

       try {

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:677:2: ( ^(e= EXISTS_SUBSELECT_EXPR subQueryExpr ) )

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:677:4: ^(e= EXISTS_SUBSELECT_EXPR subQueryExpr )

           {

           pushStmtContext();

e=(CommonTree)match(input,EXISTS_SUBSELECT_EXPR,FOLLOW_EXISTS_SUBSELECT_EXPR_in_subSel

ectExistsExpr4321);

 

           match(input, Token.DOWN, null);

           pushFollow(FOLLOW_subQueryExpr_in_subSelectExistsExpr4323);

           subQueryExpr();

 

           state._fsp--;

 

 

           match(input, Token.UP, null);
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           leaveNode(e);

 

           }

 

       }

 

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;

         }

       finally {

       }

       return ;

   }

   // $ANTLR end "subSelectExistsExpr"

 

 

   // $ANTLR start "subSelectInExpr"

   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:680:1: subSelectInExpr : ( ^(s= IN_SUBSELECT_EXPR valueExpr subSelectInQueryExpr ) |

^(s= NOT_IN_SUBSELECT_EXPR valueExpr subSelectInQueryExpr ) );

   public final void subSelectInExpr() throws RecognitionException {

       CommonTree s=null;

 

       try {

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:681:2: ( ^(s= IN_SUBSELECT_EXPR valueExpr subSelectInQueryExpr ) | ^(s=

NOT_IN_SUBSELECT_EXPR valueExpr subSelectInQueryExpr ) )

           int alt229=2;

           int LA229_0 = input.LA(1);

 

           if ( (LA229_0==IN_SUBSELECT_EXPR) ) {

               alt229=1;

           }

           else if ( (LA229_0==NOT_IN_SUBSELECT_EXPR) ) {

               alt229=2;

           }

           else {

               NoViableAltException nvae =

                   new NoViableAltException("", 229, 0, input);

 

               throw nvae;

           }

           switch (alt229) {

               case 1 :

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:681:5: ^(s= IN_SUBSELECT_EXPR valueExpr subSelectInQueryExpr )

                   {

s=(CommonTree)match(input,IN_SUBSELECT_EXPR,FOLLOW_IN_SUBSELECT_EXPR_in_subSelectInExpr4

342);

 

                   match(input, Token.DOWN, null);
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                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_valueExpr_in_subSelectInExpr4344);

                   valueExpr();

 

                   state._fsp--;

 

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_subSelectInQueryExpr_in_subSelectInExpr4346);

                   subSelectInQueryExpr();

 

                   state._fsp--;

 

 

                   match(input, Token.UP, null);

                    leaveNode(s);

 

                   }

                   break;

               case 2 :

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:682:5: ^(s= NOT_IN_SUBSELECT_EXPR valueExpr subSelectInQueryExpr )

                   {

s=(CommonTree)match(input,NOT_IN_SUBSELECT_EXPR,FOLLOW_NOT_IN_SUBSELECT_EXPR_in_subS

electInExpr4358);

 

                   match(input, Token.DOWN, null);

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_valueExpr_in_subSelectInExpr4360);

                   valueExpr();

 

                   state._fsp--;

 

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_subSelectInQueryExpr_in_subSelectInExpr4362);

                   subSelectInQueryExpr();

 

                   state._fsp--;

 

 

                   match(input, Token.UP, null);

                    leaveNode(s);

 

                   }

                   break;

 

           }

       }

 

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;

         }

       finally {

       }
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       return ;

   }

   // $ANTLR end "subSelectInExpr"

 

 

   // $ANTLR start "subSelectInQueryExpr"

   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:685:1: subSelectInQueryExpr : ^(i= IN_SUBSELECT_QUERY_EXPR subQueryExpr ) ;

   public final void subSelectInQueryExpr() throws RecognitionException {

       CommonTree i=null;

 

       try {

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:686:2: ( ^(i= IN_SUBSELECT_QUERY_EXPR subQueryExpr ) )

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:686:4: ^(i= IN_SUBSELECT_QUERY_EXPR subQueryExpr )

           {

           pushStmtContext();

i=(CommonTree)match(input,IN_SUBSELECT_QUERY_EXPR,FOLLOW_IN_SUBSELECT_QUERY_EXPR_in

_subSelectInQueryExpr4381);

 

           match(input, Token.DOWN, null);

           pushFollow(FOLLOW_subQueryExpr_in_subSelectInQueryExpr4383);

           subQueryExpr();

 

           state._fsp--;

 

 

           match(input, Token.UP, null);

           leaveNode(i);

 

           }

 

       }

 

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;

         }

       finally {

       }

       return ;

   }

   // $ANTLR end "subSelectInQueryExpr"

 

 

   // $ANTLR start "subQueryExpr"

   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:689:1: subQueryExpr : ( DISTINCT )? selectionList subSelectFilterExpr ( whereClause[true]

)? ;

   public final void subQueryExpr() throws RecognitionException {

       try {

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:690:2: ( ( DISTINCT )? selectionList subSelectFilterExpr ( whereClause[true] )? )
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           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:690:4: ( DISTINCT )? selectionList subSelectFilterExpr ( whereClause[true] )?

           {

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:690:4: ( DISTINCT )?

           int alt230=2;

           int LA230_0 = input.LA(1);

 

           if ( (LA230_0==DISTINCT) ) {

               alt230=1;

           }

           switch (alt230) {

               case 1 :

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:690:4: DISTINCT

                   {

                   match(input,DISTINCT,FOLLOW_DISTINCT_in_subQueryExpr4399);

 

                   }

                   break;

 

           }

 

           pushFollow(FOLLOW_selectionList_in_subQueryExpr4402);

           selectionList();

 

           state._fsp--;

 

           pushFollow(FOLLOW_subSelectFilterExpr_in_subQueryExpr4404);

           subSelectFilterExpr();

 

           state._fsp--;

 

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:690:48: ( whereClause[true] )?

           int alt231=2;

           int LA231_0 = input.LA(1);

 

           if ( (LA231_0==WHERE_EXPR) ) {

               alt231=1;

           }

           switch (alt231) {

               case 1 :

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:690:49: whereClause[true]

                   {

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_whereClause_in_subQueryExpr4407);

                   whereClause(true);

 

                   state._fsp--;

 

 

                   }
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                   break;

 

           }

 

 

           }

 

       }

 

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;

         }

       finally {

       }

       return ;

   }

   // $ANTLR end "subQueryExpr"

 

 

   // $ANTLR start "subSelectFilterExpr"

   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:693:1: subSelectFilterExpr : ^(v= STREAM_EXPR eventFilterExpr[true] ( viewListExpr )? (

IDENT )? ( RETAINUNION )? ( RETAININTERSECTION )? ) ;

   public final void subSelectFilterExpr() throws RecognitionException {

       CommonTree v=null;

 

       try {

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:694:2: ( ^(v= STREAM_EXPR eventFilterExpr[true] ( viewListExpr )? ( IDENT )? (

RETAINUNION )? ( RETAININTERSECTION )? ) )

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:694:4: ^(v= STREAM_EXPR eventFilterExpr[true] ( viewListExpr )? ( IDENT )? (

RETAINUNION )? ( RETAININTERSECTION )? )

           {

           v=(CommonTree)match(input,STREAM_EXPR,FOLLOW_STREAM_EXPR_in_subSelectFilterExpr4425);

 

 

           match(input, Token.DOWN, null);

           pushFollow(FOLLOW_eventFilterExpr_in_subSelectFilterExpr4427);

           eventFilterExpr(true);

 

           state._fsp--;

 

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:694:42: ( viewListExpr )?

           int alt232=2;

           int LA232_0 = input.LA(1);

 

           if ( (LA232_0==VIEW_EXPR) ) {

               alt232=1;

           }

           switch (alt232) {
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               case 1 :

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:694:43: viewListExpr

                   {

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_viewListExpr_in_subSelectFilterExpr4431);

                   viewListExpr();

 

                   state._fsp--;

 

 

                   }

                   break;

 

           }

 

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:694:58: ( IDENT )?

           int alt233=2;

           int LA233_0 = input.LA(1);

 

           if ( (LA233_0==IDENT) ) {

               alt233=1;

           }

           switch (alt233) {

               case 1 :

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:694:59: IDENT

                   {

                   match(input,IDENT,FOLLOW_IDENT_in_subSelectFilterExpr4436);

 

                   }

                   break;

 

           }

 

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:694:67: ( RETAINUNION )?

           int alt234=2;

           int LA234_0 = input.LA(1);

 

           if ( (LA234_0==RETAINUNION) ) {

               alt234=1;

           }

           switch (alt234) {

               case 1 :

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:694:67: RETAINUNION

                   {

                   match(input,RETAINUNION,FOLLOW_RETAINUNION_in_subSelectFilterExpr4440);

 

                   }

                   break;
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           }

 

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:694:80: ( RETAININTERSECTION )?

           int alt235=2;

           int LA235_0 = input.LA(1);

 

           if ( (LA235_0==RETAININTERSECTION) ) {

               alt235=1;

           }

           switch (alt235) {

               case 1 :

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:694:80: RETAININTERSECTION

                   {

match(input,RETAININTERSECTION,FOLLOW_RETAININTERSECTION_in_subSelectFilterExpr4443); 

          

         }

                   break;

 

           }

 

            leaveNode(v);

 

           match(input, Token.UP, null);

 

           }

 

       }

 

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;

         }

       finally {

       }

       return ;

   }

   // $ANTLR end "subSelectFilterExpr"

 

 

   // $ANTLR start "caseExpr"

   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:697:1: caseExpr : ( ^(c= CASE ( valueExpr )* ) | ^(c= CASE2 ( valueExpr )* ) );

   public final void caseExpr() throws RecognitionException {

       CommonTree c=null;

 

       try {

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:698:2: ( ^(c= CASE ( valueExpr )* ) | ^(c= CASE2 ( valueExpr )* ) )

           int alt238=2;

           int LA238_0 = input.LA(1);

 

           if ( (LA238_0==CASE) ) {
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               alt238=1;

           }

           else if ( (LA238_0==CASE2) ) {

               alt238=2;

           }

           else {

               NoViableAltException nvae =

                   new NoViableAltException("", 238, 0, input);

 

               throw nvae;

           }

           switch (alt238) {

               case 1 :

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:698:4: ^(c= CASE ( valueExpr )* )

                   {

                   c=(CommonTree)match(input,CASE,FOLLOW_CASE_in_caseExpr4463);

 

                   if ( input.LA(1)==Token.DOWN ) {

                       match(input, Token.DOWN, null);

                       // EsperEPL2Ast.g:698:13: ( valueExpr )*

                       loop236:

                       do {

                           int alt236=2;

                           int LA236_0 = input.LA(1);

 

                           if ( ((LA236_0>=IN_SET && LA236_0<=REGEXP)||LA236_0==NOT_EXPR||(LA236_0>=SUM

&& LA236_0<=AVG)||(LA236_0>=COALESCE && LA236_0<=COUNT)||(LA236_0>=CASE &&

LA236_0<=CASE2)||LA236_0==ISTREAM||(LA236_0>=PREVIOUS &&

LA236_0<=EXISTS)||(LA236_0>=INSTANCEOF &&

LA236_0<=CURRENT_TIMESTAMP)||LA236_0==NEWKW||(LA236_0>=EVAL_AND_EXPR &&

LA236_0<=EVAL_NOTEQUALS_GROUP_EXPR)||LA236_0==EVENT_PROP_EXPR||LA236_0==CONCAT||(

LA236_0>=LIB_FUNC_CHAIN &&

LA236_0<=DOT_EXPR)||LA236_0==ARRAY_EXPR||(LA236_0>=NOT_IN_SET &&

LA236_0<=NOT_REGEXP)||(LA236_0>=IN_RANGE &&

LA236_0<=SUBSELECT_EXPR)||(LA236_0>=EXISTS_SUBSELECT_EXPR &&

LA236_0<=NOT_IN_SUBSELECT_EXPR)||LA236_0==SUBSTITUTION||(LA236_0>=FIRST_AGGREG &&

LA236_0<=WINDOW_AGGREG)||(LA236_0>=INT_TYPE &&

LA236_0<=NULL_TYPE)||(LA236_0>=JSON_OBJECT &&

LA236_0<=JSON_ARRAY)||LA236_0==STAR||(LA236_0>=LT && LA236_0<=GT)||(LA236_0>=BOR &&

LA236_0<=PLUS)||(LA236_0>=BAND && LA236_0<=BXOR)||(LA236_0>=LE &&

LA236_0<=GE)||(LA236_0>=MINUS && LA236_0<=MOD)||(LA236_0>=EVAL_IS_GROUP_EXPR &&

LA236_0<=EVAL_ISNOT_GROUP_EXPR)) ) {

                               alt236=1;

                           }

 

 

                           switch (alt236) {

                       	case 1 :
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                       	    // EsperEPL2Ast.g:698:14: valueExpr

                       	    {

                       	    pushFollow(FOLLOW_valueExpr_in_caseExpr4466);

                       	    valueExpr();

 

                       	    state._fsp--;

 

 

                       	    }

                       	    break;

 

                       	default :

                       	    break loop236;

                           }

                       } while (true);

 

 

                       match(input, Token.UP, null);

                   }

                    leaveNode(c);

 

                   }

                   break;

               case 2 :

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:699:4: ^(c= CASE2 ( valueExpr )* )

                   {

                   c=(CommonTree)match(input,CASE2,FOLLOW_CASE2_in_caseExpr4479);

 

                   if ( input.LA(1)==Token.DOWN ) {

                       match(input, Token.DOWN, null);

                       // EsperEPL2Ast.g:699:14: ( valueExpr )*

                       loop237:

                       do {

                           int alt237=2;

                           int LA237_0 = input.LA(1);

 

                           if ( ((LA237_0>=IN_SET && LA237_0<=REGEXP)||LA237_0==NOT_EXPR||(LA237_0>=SUM

&& LA237_0<=AVG)||(LA237_0>=COALESCE && LA237_0<=COUNT)||(LA237_0>=CASE &&

LA237_0<=CASE2)||LA237_0==ISTREAM||(LA237_0>=PREVIOUS &&

LA237_0<=EXISTS)||(LA237_0>=INSTANCEOF &&

LA237_0<=CURRENT_TIMESTAMP)||LA237_0==NEWKW||(LA237_0>=EVAL_AND_EXPR &&

LA237_0<=EVAL_NOTEQUALS_GROUP_EXPR)||LA237_0==EVENT_PROP_EXPR||LA237_0==CONCAT||(

LA237_0>=LIB_FUNC_CHAIN &&

LA237_0<=DOT_EXPR)||LA237_0==ARRAY_EXPR||(LA237_0>=NOT_IN_SET &&

LA237_0<=NOT_REGEXP)||(LA237_0>=IN_RANGE &&

LA237_0<=SUBSELECT_EXPR)||(LA237_0>=EXISTS_SUBSELECT_EXPR &&

LA237_0<=NOT_IN_SUBSELECT_EXPR)||LA237_0==SUBSTITUTION||(LA237_0>=FIRST_AGGREG &&

LA237_0<=WINDOW_AGGREG)||(LA237_0>=INT_TYPE &&
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LA237_0<=NULL_TYPE)||(LA237_0>=JSON_OBJECT &&

LA237_0<=JSON_ARRAY)||LA237_0==STAR||(LA237_0>=LT && LA237_0<=GT)||(LA237_0>=BOR &&

LA237_0<=PLUS)||(LA237_0>=BAND && LA237_0<=BXOR)||(LA237_0>=LE &&

LA237_0<=GE)||(LA237_0>=MINUS && LA237_0<=MOD)||(LA237_0>=EVAL_IS_GROUP_EXPR &&

LA237_0<=EVAL_ISNOT_GROUP_EXPR)) ) {

                               alt237=1;

                           }

 

 

                           switch (alt237) {

                       	case 1 :

                       	    // EsperEPL2Ast.g:699:15: valueExpr

                       	    {

                       	    pushFollow(FOLLOW_valueExpr_in_caseExpr4482);

                       	    valueExpr();

 

                       	    state._fsp--;

 

 

                       	    }

                       	    break;

 

                       	default :

                       	    break loop237;

                           }

                       } while (true);

 

 

                       match(input, Token.UP, null);

                   }

                    leaveNode(c);

 

                   }

                   break;

 

           }

       }

 

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;

         }

       finally {

       }

       return ;

   }

   // $ANTLR end "caseExpr"
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   // $ANTLR start "inExpr"

   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:702:1: inExpr : ( ^(i= IN_SET valueExpr ( LPAREN | LBRACK ) valueExpr ( valueExpr )* (

RPAREN | RBRACK ) ) | ^(i= NOT_IN_SET valueExpr ( LPAREN | LBRACK ) valueExpr ( valueExpr )* (

RPAREN | RBRACK ) ) | ^(i= IN_RANGE valueExpr ( LPAREN | LBRACK ) valueExpr valueExpr ( RPAREN |

RBRACK ) ) | ^(i= NOT_IN_RANGE valueExpr ( LPAREN | LBRACK ) valueExpr valueExpr ( RPAREN |

RBRACK ) ) );

   public final void inExpr() throws RecognitionException {

       CommonTree i=null;

 

       try {

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:703:2: ( ^(i= IN_SET valueExpr ( LPAREN | LBRACK ) valueExpr ( valueExpr )* (

RPAREN | RBRACK ) ) | ^(i= NOT_IN_SET valueExpr ( LPAREN | LBRACK ) valueExpr ( valueExpr )* (

RPAREN | RBRACK ) ) | ^(i= IN_RANGE valueExpr ( LPAREN | LBRACK ) valueExpr valueExpr ( RPAREN |

RBRACK ) ) | ^(i= NOT_IN_RANGE valueExpr ( LPAREN | LBRACK ) valueExpr valueExpr ( RPAREN |

RBRACK ) ) )

           int alt241=4;

           switch ( input.LA(1) ) {

           case IN_SET:

               {

               alt241=1;

               }

               break;

           case NOT_IN_SET:

               {

               alt241=2;

               }

               break;

           case IN_RANGE:

               {

               alt241=3;

               }

               break;

           case NOT_IN_RANGE:

               {

               alt241=4;

               }

               break;

           default:

               NoViableAltException nvae =

                   new NoViableAltException("", 241, 0, input);

 

               throw nvae;

           }

 

           switch (alt241) {

               case 1 :

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:703:4: ^(i= IN_SET valueExpr ( LPAREN | LBRACK ) valueExpr ( valueExpr )* (

RPAREN | RBRACK ) )
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                   {

                   i=(CommonTree)match(input,IN_SET,FOLLOW_IN_SET_in_inExpr4502);

 

                   match(input, Token.DOWN, null);

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_valueExpr_in_inExpr4504);

                   valueExpr();

 

                   state._fsp--;

 

                   if ( input.LA(1)==LBRACK||input.LA(1)==LPAREN ) {

                       input.consume();

                       state.errorRecovery=false;

                   }

                   else {

                       MismatchedSetException mse = new MismatchedSetException(null,input);

                       throw mse;

                   }

 

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_valueExpr_in_inExpr4512);

                   valueExpr();

 

                   state._fsp--;

 

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:703:51: ( valueExpr )*

                   loop239:

                   do {

                       int alt239=2;

                       int LA239_0 = input.LA(1);

 

                       if ( ((LA239_0>=IN_SET && LA239_0<=REGEXP)||LA239_0==NOT_EXPR||(LA239_0>=SUM

&& LA239_0<=AVG)||(LA239_0>=COALESCE && LA239_0<=COUNT)||(LA239_0>=CASE &&

LA239_0<=CASE2)||LA239_0==ISTREAM||(LA239_0>=PREVIOUS &&

LA239_0<=EXISTS)||(LA239_0>=INSTANCEOF &&

LA239_0<=CURRENT_TIMESTAMP)||LA239_0==NEWKW||(LA239_0>=EVAL_AND_EXPR &&

LA239_0<=EVAL_NOTEQUALS_GROUP_EXPR)||LA239_0==EVENT_PROP_EXPR||LA239_0==CONCAT||(

LA239_0>=LIB_FUNC_CHAIN &&

LA239_0<=DOT_EXPR)||LA239_0==ARRAY_EXPR||(LA239_0>=NOT_IN_SET &&

LA239_0<=NOT_REGEXP)||(LA239_0>=IN_RANGE &&

LA239_0<=SUBSELECT_EXPR)||(LA239_0>=EXISTS_SUBSELECT_EXPR &&

LA239_0<=NOT_IN_SUBSELECT_EXPR)||LA239_0==SUBSTITUTION||(LA239_0>=FIRST_AGGREG &&

LA239_0<=WINDOW_AGGREG)||(LA239_0>=INT_TYPE &&

LA239_0<=NULL_TYPE)||(LA239_0>=JSON_OBJECT &&

LA239_0<=JSON_ARRAY)||LA239_0==STAR||(LA239_0>=LT && LA239_0<=GT)||(LA239_0>=BOR &&

LA239_0<=PLUS)||(LA239_0>=BAND && LA239_0<=BXOR)||(LA239_0>=LE &&

LA239_0<=GE)||(LA239_0>=MINUS && LA239_0<=MOD)||(LA239_0>=EVAL_IS_GROUP_EXPR &&

LA239_0<=EVAL_ISNOT_GROUP_EXPR)) ) {

                           alt239=1;

                       }
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                       switch (alt239) {

                   	case 1 :

                   	    // EsperEPL2Ast.g:703:52: valueExpr

                   	    {

                   	    pushFollow(FOLLOW_valueExpr_in_inExpr4515);

                   	    valueExpr();

 

                   	    state._fsp--;

 

 

                   	    }

                   	    break;

 

                   	default :

                   	    break loop239;

                       }

                   } while (true);

 

                   if ( input.LA(1)==RBRACK||input.LA(1)==RPAREN ) {

                       input.consume();

                       state.errorRecovery=false;

                   }

                   else {

                       MismatchedSetException mse = new MismatchedSetException(null,input);

                       throw mse;

                   }

 

 

                   match(input, Token.UP, null);

                    leaveNode(i);

 

                   }

                   break;

               case 2 :

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:704:4: ^(i= NOT_IN_SET valueExpr ( LPAREN | LBRACK ) valueExpr (

valueExpr )* ( RPAREN | RBRACK ) )

                   {

                   i=(CommonTree)match(input,NOT_IN_SET,FOLLOW_NOT_IN_SET_in_inExpr4534);

 

                   match(input, Token.DOWN, null);

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_valueExpr_in_inExpr4536);

                   valueExpr();

 

                   state._fsp--;

 

                   if ( input.LA(1)==LBRACK||input.LA(1)==LPAREN ) {
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                       input.consume();

                       state.errorRecovery=false;

                   }

                   else {

                       MismatchedSetException mse = new MismatchedSetException(null,input);

                       throw mse;

                   }

 

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_valueExpr_in_inExpr4544);

                   valueExpr();

 

                   state._fsp--;

 

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:704:55: ( valueExpr )*

                   loop240:

                   do {

                       int alt240=2;

                       int LA240_0 = input.LA(1);

 

                       if ( ((LA240_0>=IN_SET && LA240_0<=REGEXP)||LA240_0==NOT_EXPR||(LA240_0>=SUM

&& LA240_0<=AVG)||(LA240_0>=COALESCE && LA240_0<=COUNT)||(LA240_0>=CASE &&

LA240_0<=CASE2)||LA240_0==ISTREAM||(LA240_0>=PREVIOUS &&

LA240_0<=EXISTS)||(LA240_0>=INSTANCEOF &&

LA240_0<=CURRENT_TIMESTAMP)||LA240_0==NEWKW||(LA240_0>=EVAL_AND_EXPR &&

LA240_0<=EVAL_NOTEQUALS_GROUP_EXPR)||LA240_0==EVENT_PROP_EXPR||LA240_0==CONCAT||(

LA240_0>=LIB_FUNC_CHAIN &&

LA240_0<=DOT_EXPR)||LA240_0==ARRAY_EXPR||(LA240_0>=NOT_IN_SET &&

LA240_0<=NOT_REGEXP)||(LA240_0>=IN_RANGE &&

LA240_0<=SUBSELECT_EXPR)||(LA240_0>=EXISTS_SUBSELECT_EXPR &&

LA240_0<=NOT_IN_SUBSELECT_EXPR)||LA240_0==SUBSTITUTION||(LA240_0>=FIRST_AGGREG &&

LA240_0<=WINDOW_AGGREG)||(LA240_0>=INT_TYPE &&

LA240_0<=NULL_TYPE)||(LA240_0>=JSON_OBJECT &&

LA240_0<=JSON_ARRAY)||LA240_0==STAR||(LA240_0>=LT && LA240_0<=GT)||(LA240_0>=BOR &&

LA240_0<=PLUS)||(LA240_0>=BAND && LA240_0<=BXOR)||(LA240_0>=LE &&

LA240_0<=GE)||(LA240_0>=MINUS && LA240_0<=MOD)||(LA240_0>=EVAL_IS_GROUP_EXPR &&

LA240_0<=EVAL_ISNOT_GROUP_EXPR)) ) {

                           alt240=1;

                       }

 

 

                       switch (alt240) {

                   	case 1 :

                   	    // EsperEPL2Ast.g:704:56: valueExpr

                   	    {

                   	    pushFollow(FOLLOW_valueExpr_in_inExpr4547);

                   	    valueExpr();

 

                   	    state._fsp--;
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                   	    }

                   	    break;

 

                   	default :

                   	    break loop240;

                       }

                   } while (true);

 

                   if ( input.LA(1)==RBRACK||input.LA(1)==RPAREN ) {

                       input.consume();

                       state.errorRecovery=false;

                   }

                   else {

                       MismatchedSetException mse = new MismatchedSetException(null,input);

                       throw mse;

                   }

 

 

                   match(input, Token.UP, null);

                    leaveNode(i);

 

                   }

                   break;

               case 3 :

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:705:4: ^(i= IN_RANGE valueExpr ( LPAREN | LBRACK ) valueExpr valueExpr (

RPAREN | RBRACK ) )

                   {

                   i=(CommonTree)match(input,IN_RANGE,FOLLOW_IN_RANGE_in_inExpr4566);

 

                   match(input, Token.DOWN, null);

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_valueExpr_in_inExpr4568);

                   valueExpr();

 

                   state._fsp--;

 

                   if ( input.LA(1)==LBRACK||input.LA(1)==LPAREN ) {

                       input.consume();

                       state.errorRecovery=false;

                   }

                   else {

                       MismatchedSetException mse = new MismatchedSetException(null,input);

                       throw mse;

                   }

 

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_valueExpr_in_inExpr4576);

                   valueExpr();
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                   state._fsp--;

 

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_valueExpr_in_inExpr4578);

                   valueExpr();

 

                   state._fsp--;

 

                   if ( input.LA(1)==RBRACK||input.LA(1)==RPAREN ) {

                       input.consume();

                       state.errorRecovery=false;

                   }

                   else {

                       MismatchedSetException mse = new MismatchedSetException(null,input);

                       throw mse;

                   }

 

 

                   match(input, Token.UP, null);

                    leaveNode(i);

 

                   }

                   break;

               case 4 :

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:706:4: ^(i= NOT_IN_RANGE valueExpr ( LPAREN | LBRACK ) valueExpr

valueExpr ( RPAREN | RBRACK ) )

                   {

                   i=(CommonTree)match(input,NOT_IN_RANGE,FOLLOW_NOT_IN_RANGE_in_inExpr4595);

 

                   match(input, Token.DOWN, null);

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_valueExpr_in_inExpr4597);

                   valueExpr();

 

                   state._fsp--;

 

                   if ( input.LA(1)==LBRACK||input.LA(1)==LPAREN ) {

                       input.consume();

                       state.errorRecovery=false;

                   }

                   else {

                       MismatchedSetException mse = new MismatchedSetException(null,input);

                       throw mse;

                   }

 

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_valueExpr_in_inExpr4605);

                   valueExpr();

 

                   state._fsp--;
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                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_valueExpr_in_inExpr4607);

                   valueExpr();

 

                   state._fsp--;

 

                   if ( input.LA(1)==RBRACK||input.LA(1)==RPAREN ) {

                       input.consume();

                       state.errorRecovery=false;

                   }

                   else {

                       MismatchedSetException mse = new MismatchedSetException(null,input);

                       throw mse;

                   }

 

 

                   match(input, Token.UP, null);

                    leaveNode(i);

 

                   }

                   break;

 

           }

       }

 

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;

         }

       finally {

       }

       return ;

   }

   // $ANTLR end "inExpr"

 

 

   // $ANTLR start "betweenExpr"

   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:709:1: betweenExpr : ( ^(b= BETWEEN valueExpr valueExpr valueExpr ) | ^(b=

NOT_BETWEEN valueExpr valueExpr ( valueExpr )* ) );

   public final void betweenExpr() throws RecognitionException {

       CommonTree b=null;

 

       try {

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:710:2: ( ^(b= BETWEEN valueExpr valueExpr valueExpr ) | ^(b= NOT_BETWEEN

valueExpr valueExpr ( valueExpr )* ) )

           int alt243=2;

           int LA243_0 = input.LA(1);

 

           if ( (LA243_0==BETWEEN) ) {
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               alt243=1;

           }

           else if ( (LA243_0==NOT_BETWEEN) ) {

               alt243=2;

           }

           else {

               NoViableAltException nvae =

                   new NoViableAltException("", 243, 0, input);

 

               throw nvae;

           }

           switch (alt243) {

               case 1 :

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:710:4: ^(b= BETWEEN valueExpr valueExpr valueExpr )

                   {

                   b=(CommonTree)match(input,BETWEEN,FOLLOW_BETWEEN_in_betweenExpr4632);

 

                   match(input, Token.DOWN, null);

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_valueExpr_in_betweenExpr4634);

                   valueExpr();

 

                   state._fsp--;

 

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_valueExpr_in_betweenExpr4636);

                   valueExpr();

 

                   state._fsp--;

 

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_valueExpr_in_betweenExpr4638);

                   valueExpr();

 

                   state._fsp--;

 

 

                   match(input, Token.UP, null);

                    leaveNode(b);

 

                   }

                   break;

               case 2 :

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:711:4: ^(b= NOT_BETWEEN valueExpr valueExpr ( valueExpr )* )

                   {

                   b=(CommonTree)match(input,NOT_BETWEEN,FOLLOW_NOT_BETWEEN_in_betweenExpr4649);

 

                   match(input, Token.DOWN, null);

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_valueExpr_in_betweenExpr4651);

                   valueExpr();
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                   state._fsp--;

 

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_valueExpr_in_betweenExpr4653);

                   valueExpr();

 

                   state._fsp--;

 

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:711:40: ( valueExpr )*

                   loop242:

                   do {

                       int alt242=2;

                       int LA242_0 = input.LA(1);

 

                       if ( ((LA242_0>=IN_SET && LA242_0<=REGEXP)||LA242_0==NOT_EXPR||(LA242_0>=SUM

&& LA242_0<=AVG)||(LA242_0>=COALESCE && LA242_0<=COUNT)||(LA242_0>=CASE &&

LA242_0<=CASE2)||LA242_0==ISTREAM||(LA242_0>=PREVIOUS &&

LA242_0<=EXISTS)||(LA242_0>=INSTANCEOF &&

LA242_0<=CURRENT_TIMESTAMP)||LA242_0==NEWKW||(LA242_0>=EVAL_AND_EXPR &&

LA242_0<=EVAL_NOTEQUALS_GROUP_EXPR)||LA242_0==EVENT_PROP_EXPR||LA242_0==CONCAT||(

LA242_0>=LIB_FUNC_CHAIN &&

LA242_0<=DOT_EXPR)||LA242_0==ARRAY_EXPR||(LA242_0>=NOT_IN_SET &&

LA242_0<=NOT_REGEXP)||(LA242_0>=IN_RANGE &&

LA242_0<=SUBSELECT_EXPR)||(LA242_0>=EXISTS_SUBSELECT_EXPR &&

LA242_0<=NOT_IN_SUBSELECT_EXPR)||LA242_0==SUBSTITUTION||(LA242_0>=FIRST_AGGREG &&

LA242_0<=WINDOW_AGGREG)||(LA242_0>=INT_TYPE &&

LA242_0<=NULL_TYPE)||(LA242_0>=JSON_OBJECT &&

LA242_0<=JSON_ARRAY)||LA242_0==STAR||(LA242_0>=LT && LA242_0<=GT)||(LA242_0>=BOR &&

LA242_0<=PLUS)||(LA242_0>=BAND && LA242_0<=BXOR)||(LA242_0>=LE &&

LA242_0<=GE)||(LA242_0>=MINUS && LA242_0<=MOD)||(LA242_0>=EVAL_IS_GROUP_EXPR &&

LA242_0<=EVAL_ISNOT_GROUP_EXPR)) ) {

                           alt242=1;

                       }

 

 

                       switch (alt242) {

                   	case 1 :

                   	    // EsperEPL2Ast.g:711:41: valueExpr

                   	    {

                   	    pushFollow(FOLLOW_valueExpr_in_betweenExpr4656);

                   	    valueExpr();

 

                   	    state._fsp--;

 

 

                   	    }

                   	    break;

 

                   	default :
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                   	    break loop242;

                       }

                   } while (true);

 

 

                   match(input, Token.UP, null);

                    leaveNode(b);

 

                   }

                   break;

 

           }

       }

 

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;

         }

       finally {

       }

       return ;

   }

   // $ANTLR end "betweenExpr"

 

 

   // $ANTLR start "likeExpr"

   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:714:1: likeExpr : ( ^(l= LIKE valueExpr valueExpr ( valueExpr )? ) | ^(l= NOT_LIKE

valueExpr valueExpr ( valueExpr )? ) );

   public final void likeExpr() throws RecognitionException {

       CommonTree l=null;

 

       try {

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:715:2: ( ^(l= LIKE valueExpr valueExpr ( valueExpr )? ) | ^(l= NOT_LIKE valueExpr

valueExpr ( valueExpr )? ) )

           int alt246=2;

           int LA246_0 = input.LA(1);

 

           if ( (LA246_0==LIKE) ) {

               alt246=1;

           }

           else if ( (LA246_0==NOT_LIKE) ) {

               alt246=2;

           }

           else {

               NoViableAltException nvae =

                   new NoViableAltException("", 246, 0, input);

 

               throw nvae;

           }
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           switch (alt246) {

               case 1 :

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:715:4: ^(l= LIKE valueExpr valueExpr ( valueExpr )? )

                   {

                   l=(CommonTree)match(input,LIKE,FOLLOW_LIKE_in_likeExpr4676);

 

                   match(input, Token.DOWN, null);

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_valueExpr_in_likeExpr4678);

                   valueExpr();

 

                   state._fsp--;

 

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_valueExpr_in_likeExpr4680);

                   valueExpr();

 

                   state._fsp--;

 

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:715:33: ( valueExpr )?

                   int alt244=2;

                   int LA244_0 = input.LA(1);

 

                   if ( ((LA244_0>=IN_SET && LA244_0<=REGEXP)||LA244_0==NOT_EXPR||(LA244_0>=SUM &&

LA244_0<=AVG)||(LA244_0>=COALESCE && LA244_0<=COUNT)||(LA244_0>=CASE &&

LA244_0<=CASE2)||LA244_0==ISTREAM||(LA244_0>=PREVIOUS &&

LA244_0<=EXISTS)||(LA244_0>=INSTANCEOF &&

LA244_0<=CURRENT_TIMESTAMP)||LA244_0==NEWKW||(LA244_0>=EVAL_AND_EXPR &&

LA244_0<=EVAL_NOTEQUALS_GROUP_EXPR)||LA244_0==EVENT_PROP_EXPR||LA244_0==CONCAT||(

LA244_0>=LIB_FUNC_CHAIN &&

LA244_0<=DOT_EXPR)||LA244_0==ARRAY_EXPR||(LA244_0>=NOT_IN_SET &&

LA244_0<=NOT_REGEXP)||(LA244_0>=IN_RANGE &&

LA244_0<=SUBSELECT_EXPR)||(LA244_0>=EXISTS_SUBSELECT_EXPR &&

LA244_0<=NOT_IN_SUBSELECT_EXPR)||LA244_0==SUBSTITUTION||(LA244_0>=FIRST_AGGREG &&

LA244_0<=WINDOW_AGGREG)||(LA244_0>=INT_TYPE &&

LA244_0<=NULL_TYPE)||(LA244_0>=JSON_OBJECT &&

LA244_0<=JSON_ARRAY)||LA244_0==STAR||(LA244_0>=LT && LA244_0<=GT)||(LA244_0>=BOR &&

LA244_0<=PLUS)||(LA244_0>=BAND && LA244_0<=BXOR)||(LA244_0>=LE &&

LA244_0<=GE)||(LA244_0>=MINUS && LA244_0<=MOD)||(LA244_0>=EVAL_IS_GROUP_EXPR &&

LA244_0<=EVAL_ISNOT_GROUP_EXPR)) ) {

                       alt244=1;

                   }

                   switch (alt244) {

                       case 1 :

                           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:715:34: valueExpr

                           {

                           pushFollow(FOLLOW_valueExpr_in_likeExpr4683);

                           valueExpr();

 

                           state._fsp--;
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                           }

                           break;

 

                   }

 

 

                   match(input, Token.UP, null);

                    leaveNode(l);

 

                   }

                   break;

               case 2 :

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:716:4: ^(l= NOT_LIKE valueExpr valueExpr ( valueExpr )? )

                   {

                   l=(CommonTree)match(input,NOT_LIKE,FOLLOW_NOT_LIKE_in_likeExpr4696);

 

                   match(input, Token.DOWN, null);

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_valueExpr_in_likeExpr4698);

                   valueExpr();

 

                   state._fsp--;

 

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_valueExpr_in_likeExpr4700);

                   valueExpr();

 

                   state._fsp--;

 

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:716:37: ( valueExpr )?

                   int alt245=2;

                   int LA245_0 = input.LA(1);

 

                   if ( ((LA245_0>=IN_SET && LA245_0<=REGEXP)||LA245_0==NOT_EXPR||(LA245_0>=SUM &&

LA245_0<=AVG)||(LA245_0>=COALESCE && LA245_0<=COUNT)||(LA245_0>=CASE &&

LA245_0<=CASE2)||LA245_0==ISTREAM||(LA245_0>=PREVIOUS &&

LA245_0<=EXISTS)||(LA245_0>=INSTANCEOF &&

LA245_0<=CURRENT_TIMESTAMP)||LA245_0==NEWKW||(LA245_0>=EVAL_AND_EXPR &&

LA245_0<=EVAL_NOTEQUALS_GROUP_EXPR)||LA245_0==EVENT_PROP_EXPR||LA245_0==CONCAT||(

LA245_0>=LIB_FUNC_CHAIN &&

LA245_0<=DOT_EXPR)||LA245_0==ARRAY_EXPR||(LA245_0>=NOT_IN_SET &&

LA245_0<=NOT_REGEXP)||(LA245_0>=IN_RANGE &&

LA245_0<=SUBSELECT_EXPR)||(LA245_0>=EXISTS_SUBSELECT_EXPR &&

LA245_0<=NOT_IN_SUBSELECT_EXPR)||LA245_0==SUBSTITUTION||(LA245_0>=FIRST_AGGREG &&

LA245_0<=WINDOW_AGGREG)||(LA245_0>=INT_TYPE &&

LA245_0<=NULL_TYPE)||(LA245_0>=JSON_OBJECT &&

LA245_0<=JSON_ARRAY)||LA245_0==STAR||(LA245_0>=LT && LA245_0<=GT)||(LA245_0>=BOR &&

LA245_0<=PLUS)||(LA245_0>=BAND && LA245_0<=BXOR)||(LA245_0>=LE &&
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LA245_0<=GE)||(LA245_0>=MINUS && LA245_0<=MOD)||(LA245_0>=EVAL_IS_GROUP_EXPR &&

LA245_0<=EVAL_ISNOT_GROUP_EXPR)) ) {

                       alt245=1;

                   }

                   switch (alt245) {

                       case 1 :

                           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:716:38: valueExpr

                           {

                           pushFollow(FOLLOW_valueExpr_in_likeExpr4703);

                           valueExpr();

 

                           state._fsp--;

 

 

                           }

                           break;

 

                   }

 

 

                   match(input, Token.UP, null);

                    leaveNode(l);

 

                   }

                   break;

 

           }

       }

 

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;

         }

       finally {

       }

       return ;

   }

   // $ANTLR end "likeExpr"

 

 

   // $ANTLR start "regExpExpr"

   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:719:1: regExpExpr : ( ^(r= REGEXP valueExpr valueExpr ) | ^(r= NOT_REGEXP valueExpr

valueExpr ) );

   public final void regExpExpr() throws RecognitionException {

       CommonTree r=null;

 

       try {

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:720:2: ( ^(r= REGEXP valueExpr valueExpr ) | ^(r= NOT_REGEXP valueExpr

valueExpr ) )
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           int alt247=2;

           int LA247_0 = input.LA(1);

 

           if ( (LA247_0==REGEXP) ) {

               alt247=1;

           }

           else if ( (LA247_0==NOT_REGEXP) ) {

               alt247=2;

           }

           else {

               NoViableAltException nvae =

                   new NoViableAltException("", 247, 0, input);

 

               throw nvae;

           }

           switch (alt247) {

               case 1 :

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:720:4: ^(r= REGEXP valueExpr valueExpr )

                   {

                   r=(CommonTree)match(input,REGEXP,FOLLOW_REGEXP_in_regExpExpr4722);

 

                   match(input, Token.DOWN, null);

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_valueExpr_in_regExpExpr4724);

                   valueExpr();

 

                   state._fsp--;

 

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_valueExpr_in_regExpExpr4726);

                   valueExpr();

 

                   state._fsp--;

 

 

                   match(input, Token.UP, null);

                    leaveNode(r);

 

                   }

                   break;

               case 2 :

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:721:4: ^(r= NOT_REGEXP valueExpr valueExpr )

                   {

                   r=(CommonTree)match(input,NOT_REGEXP,FOLLOW_NOT_REGEXP_in_regExpExpr4737);

 

                   match(input, Token.DOWN, null);

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_valueExpr_in_regExpExpr4739);

                   valueExpr();

 

                   state._fsp--;
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                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_valueExpr_in_regExpExpr4741);

                   valueExpr();

 

                   state._fsp--;

 

 

                   match(input, Token.UP, null);

                    leaveNode(r);

 

                   }

                   break;

 

           }

       }

 

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;

         }

       finally {

       }

       return ;

   }

   // $ANTLR end "regExpExpr"

 

 

   // $ANTLR start "builtinFunc"

   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:724:1: builtinFunc : ( ^(f= SUM ( DISTINCT )? valueExpr ( aggregationFilterExpr )? ) | ^(f=

AVG ( DISTINCT )? valueExpr ( aggregationFilterExpr )? ) | ^(f= COUNT ( ( DISTINCT )? valueExpr )? (

aggregationFilterExpr )? ) | ^(f= MEDIAN ( DISTINCT )? valueExpr ( aggregationFilterExpr )? ) | ^(f= STDDEV (

DISTINCT )? valueExpr ( aggregationFilterExpr )? ) | ^(f= AVEDEV ( DISTINCT )? valueExpr (

aggregationFilterExpr )? ) | ^(f= LAST_AGGREG ( DISTINCT )? ( accessValueExpr )? ( valueExpr )? ) | ^(f=

FIRST_AGGREG ( DISTINCT )? ( accessValueExpr )? ( valueExpr )? ) | ^(f= WINDOW_AGGREG ( DISTINCT

)? ( accessValueExpr )? ) | ^(f= COALESCE valueExpr valueExpr ( valueExpr )* ) | ^(f= PREVIOUS valueExpr (

valueExpr )? ) | ^(f= PREVIOUSTAIL valueExpr ( valueExpr )? ) | ^(f= PREVIOUSCOUNT valueExpr ) | ^(f=

PREVIOUSWINDOW valueExpr ) | ^(f= PRIOR c= NUM_INT eventPropertyExpr[true] ) | ^(f= INSTANCEOF

valueExpr CLASS_IDENT ( CLASS_IDENT )* ) | ^(f= TYPEOF valueExpr ) | ^(f= CAST valueExpr

CLASS_IDENT ) | ^(f= EXISTS eventPropertyExpr[true] ) | ^(f= CURRENT_TIMESTAMP ) | ^(f= ISTREAM ) );

   public final void builtinFunc() throws RecognitionException {

       CommonTree f=null;

       CommonTree c=null;

 

       try {

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:725:2: ( ^(f= SUM ( DISTINCT )? valueExpr ( aggregationFilterExpr )? ) | ^(f= AVG (

DISTINCT )? valueExpr ( aggregationFilterExpr )? ) | ^(f= COUNT ( ( DISTINCT )? valueExpr )? (

aggregationFilterExpr )? ) | ^(f= MEDIAN ( DISTINCT )? valueExpr ( aggregationFilterExpr )? ) | ^(f= STDDEV (

DISTINCT )? valueExpr ( aggregationFilterExpr )? ) | ^(f= AVEDEV ( DISTINCT )? valueExpr (

aggregationFilterExpr )? ) | ^(f= LAST_AGGREG ( DISTINCT )? ( accessValueExpr )? ( valueExpr )? ) | ^(f=
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FIRST_AGGREG ( DISTINCT )? ( accessValueExpr )? ( valueExpr )? ) | ^(f= WINDOW_AGGREG ( DISTINCT

)? ( accessValueExpr )? ) | ^(f= COALESCE valueExpr valueExpr ( valueExpr )* ) | ^(f= PREVIOUS valueExpr (

valueExpr )? ) | ^(f= PREVIOUSTAIL valueExpr ( valueExpr )? ) | ^(f= PREVIOUSCOUNT valueExpr ) | ^(f=

PREVIOUSWINDOW valueExpr ) | ^(f= PRIOR c= NUM_INT eventPropertyExpr[true] ) | ^(f= INSTANCEOF

valueExpr CLASS_IDENT ( CLASS_IDENT )* ) | ^(f= TYPEOF valueExpr ) | ^(f= CAST valueExpr

CLASS_IDENT ) | ^(f= EXISTS eventPropertyExpr[true] ) | ^(f= CURRENT_TIMESTAMP ) | ^(f= ISTREAM ) )

           int alt273=21;

           switch ( input.LA(1) ) {

           case SUM:

               {

               alt273=1;

               }

               break;

           case AVG:

               {

               alt273=2;

               }

               break;

           case COUNT:

               {

               alt273=3;

               }

               break;

           case MEDIAN:

               {

               alt273=4;

               }

               break;

           case STDDEV:

               {

               alt273=5;

               }

               break;

           case AVEDEV:

               {

               alt273=6;

               }

               break;

           case LAST_AGGREG:

               {

               alt273=7;

               }

               break;

           case FIRST_AGGREG:

               {

               alt273=8;

               }

               break;
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           case WINDOW_AGGREG:

               {

               alt273=9;

               }

               break;

           case COALESCE:

               {

               alt273=10;

               }

               break;

           case PREVIOUS:

               {

               alt273=11;

               }

               break;

           case PREVIOUSTAIL:

               {

               alt273=12;

               }

               break;

           case PREVIOUSCOUNT:

               {

               alt273=13;

               }

               break;

           case PREVIOUSWINDOW:

               {

               alt273=14;

               }

               break;

           case PRIOR:

               {

               alt273=15;

               }

               break;

           case INSTANCEOF:

               {

               alt273=16;

               }

               break;

           case TYPEOF:

               {

               alt273=17;

               }

               break;

           case CAST:

               {

               alt273=18;
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               }

               break;

           case EXISTS:

               {

               alt273=19;

               }

               break;

           case CURRENT_TIMESTAMP:

               {

               alt273=20;

               }

               break;

           case ISTREAM:

               {

               alt273=21;

               }

               break;

           default:

               NoViableAltException nvae =

                   new NoViableAltException("", 273, 0, input);

 

               throw nvae;

           }

 

           switch (alt273) {

               case 1 :

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:725:5: ^(f= SUM ( DISTINCT )? valueExpr ( aggregationFilterExpr )? )

                   {

                   f=(CommonTree)match(input,SUM,FOLLOW_SUM_in_builtinFunc4760);

 

                   match(input, Token.DOWN, null);

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:725:13: ( DISTINCT )?

                   int alt248=2;

                   int LA248_0 = input.LA(1);

 

                   if ( (LA248_0==DISTINCT) ) {

                       alt248=1;

                   }

                   switch (alt248) {

                       case 1 :

                           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:725:14: DISTINCT

                           {

                           match(input,DISTINCT,FOLLOW_DISTINCT_in_builtinFunc4763);

 

                           }

                           break;

 

                   }
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                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_valueExpr_in_builtinFunc4767);

                   valueExpr();

 

                   state._fsp--;

 

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:725:35: ( aggregationFilterExpr )?

                   int alt249=2;

                   int LA249_0 = input.LA(1);

 

                   if ( (LA249_0==AGG_FILTER_EXPR) ) {

                       alt249=1;

                   }

                   switch (alt249) {

                       case 1 :

                           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:725:35: aggregationFilterExpr

                           {

                           pushFollow(FOLLOW_aggregationFilterExpr_in_builtinFunc4769);

                           aggregationFilterExpr();

 

                           state._fsp--;

 

 

                           }

                           break;

 

                   }

 

 

                   match(input, Token.UP, null);

                    leaveNode(f);

 

                   }

                   break;

               case 2 :

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:726:4: ^(f= AVG ( DISTINCT )? valueExpr ( aggregationFilterExpr )? )

                   {

                   f=(CommonTree)match(input,AVG,FOLLOW_AVG_in_builtinFunc4781);

 

                   match(input, Token.DOWN, null);

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:726:12: ( DISTINCT )?

                   int alt250=2;

                   int LA250_0 = input.LA(1);

 

                   if ( (LA250_0==DISTINCT) ) {

                       alt250=1;

                   }

                   switch (alt250) {
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                       case 1 :

                           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:726:13: DISTINCT

                           {

                           match(input,DISTINCT,FOLLOW_DISTINCT_in_builtinFunc4784);

 

                           }

                           break;

 

                   }

 

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_valueExpr_in_builtinFunc4788);

                   valueExpr();

 

                   state._fsp--;

 

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:726:34: ( aggregationFilterExpr )?

                   int alt251=2;

                   int LA251_0 = input.LA(1);

 

                   if ( (LA251_0==AGG_FILTER_EXPR) ) {

                       alt251=1;

                   }

                   switch (alt251) {

                       case 1 :

                           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:726:34: aggregationFilterExpr

                           {

                           pushFollow(FOLLOW_aggregationFilterExpr_in_builtinFunc4790);

                           aggregationFilterExpr();

 

                           state._fsp--;

 

 

                           }

                           break;

 

                   }

 

 

                   match(input, Token.UP, null);

                    leaveNode(f);

 

                   }

                   break;

               case 3 :

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:727:4: ^(f= COUNT ( ( DISTINCT )? valueExpr )? ( aggregationFilterExpr )? )

                   {

                   f=(CommonTree)match(input,COUNT,FOLLOW_COUNT_in_builtinFunc4802);
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                   if ( input.LA(1)==Token.DOWN ) {

                       match(input, Token.DOWN, null);

                       // EsperEPL2Ast.g:727:14: ( ( DISTINCT )? valueExpr )?

                       int alt253=2;

                       int LA253_0 = input.LA(1);

 

                       if ( ((LA253_0>=IN_SET && LA253_0<=REGEXP)||LA253_0==NOT_EXPR||(LA253_0>=SUM

&& LA253_0<=AVG)||(LA253_0>=COALESCE && LA253_0<=COUNT)||(LA253_0>=CASE &&

LA253_0<=CASE2)||LA253_0==DISTINCT||LA253_0==ISTREAM||(LA253_0>=PREVIOUS &&

LA253_0<=EXISTS)||(LA253_0>=INSTANCEOF &&

LA253_0<=CURRENT_TIMESTAMP)||LA253_0==NEWKW||(LA253_0>=EVAL_AND_EXPR &&

LA253_0<=EVAL_NOTEQUALS_GROUP_EXPR)||LA253_0==EVENT_PROP_EXPR||LA253_0==CONCAT||(

LA253_0>=LIB_FUNC_CHAIN &&

LA253_0<=DOT_EXPR)||LA253_0==ARRAY_EXPR||(LA253_0>=NOT_IN_SET &&

LA253_0<=NOT_REGEXP)||(LA253_0>=IN_RANGE &&

LA253_0<=SUBSELECT_EXPR)||(LA253_0>=EXISTS_SUBSELECT_EXPR &&

LA253_0<=NOT_IN_SUBSELECT_EXPR)||LA253_0==SUBSTITUTION||(LA253_0>=FIRST_AGGREG &&

LA253_0<=WINDOW_AGGREG)||(LA253_0>=INT_TYPE &&

LA253_0<=NULL_TYPE)||(LA253_0>=JSON_OBJECT &&

LA253_0<=JSON_ARRAY)||LA253_0==STAR||(LA253_0>=LT && LA253_0<=GT)||(LA253_0>=BOR &&

LA253_0<=PLUS)||(LA253_0>=BAND && LA253_0<=BXOR)||(LA253_0>=LE &&

LA253_0<=GE)||(LA253_0>=MINUS && LA253_0<=MOD)||(LA253_0>=EVAL_IS_GROUP_EXPR &&

LA253_0<=EVAL_ISNOT_GROUP_EXPR)) ) {

                           alt253=1;

                       }

                       switch (alt253) {

                           case 1 :

                               // EsperEPL2Ast.g:727:15: ( DISTINCT )? valueExpr

                               {

                               // EsperEPL2Ast.g:727:15: ( DISTINCT )?

                               int alt252=2;

                               int LA252_0 = input.LA(1);

 

                               if ( (LA252_0==DISTINCT) ) {

                                   alt252=1;

                               }

                               switch (alt252) {

                                   case 1 :

                                       // EsperEPL2Ast.g:727:16: DISTINCT

                                       {

                                       match(input,DISTINCT,FOLLOW_DISTINCT_in_builtinFunc4806);

 

                                       }

                                       break;

 

                               }

 

                               pushFollow(FOLLOW_valueExpr_in_builtinFunc4810);
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                               valueExpr();

 

                               state._fsp--;

 

 

                               }

                               break;

 

                       }

 

                       // EsperEPL2Ast.g:727:39: ( aggregationFilterExpr )?

                       int alt254=2;

                       int LA254_0 = input.LA(1);

 

                       if ( (LA254_0==AGG_FILTER_EXPR) ) {

                           alt254=1;

                       }

                       switch (alt254) {

                           case 1 :

                               // EsperEPL2Ast.g:727:39: aggregationFilterExpr

                               {

                               pushFollow(FOLLOW_aggregationFilterExpr_in_builtinFunc4814);

                               aggregationFilterExpr();

 

                               state._fsp--;

 

 

                               }

                               break;

 

                       }

 

 

                       match(input, Token.UP, null);

                   }

                    leaveNode(f);

 

                   }

                   break;

               case 4 :

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:728:4: ^(f= MEDIAN ( DISTINCT )? valueExpr ( aggregationFilterExpr )? )

                   {

                   f=(CommonTree)match(input,MEDIAN,FOLLOW_MEDIAN_in_builtinFunc4826);

 

                   match(input, Token.DOWN, null);

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:728:15: ( DISTINCT )?

                   int alt255=2;

                   int LA255_0 = input.LA(1);
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                   if ( (LA255_0==DISTINCT) ) {

                       alt255=1;

                   }

                   switch (alt255) {

                       case 1 :

                           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:728:16: DISTINCT

                           {

                           match(input,DISTINCT,FOLLOW_DISTINCT_in_builtinFunc4829);

 

                           }

                           break;

 

                   }

 

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_valueExpr_in_builtinFunc4833);

                   valueExpr();

 

                   state._fsp--;

 

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:728:37: ( aggregationFilterExpr )?

                   int alt256=2;

                   int LA256_0 = input.LA(1);

 

                   if ( (LA256_0==AGG_FILTER_EXPR) ) {

                       alt256=1;

                   }

                   switch (alt256) {

                       case 1 :

                           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:728:37: aggregationFilterExpr

                           {

                           pushFollow(FOLLOW_aggregationFilterExpr_in_builtinFunc4835);

                           aggregationFilterExpr();

 

                           state._fsp--;

 

 

                           }

                           break;

 

                   }

 

 

                   match(input, Token.UP, null);

                    leaveNode(f);

 

                   }

                   break;
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               case 5 :

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:729:4: ^(f= STDDEV ( DISTINCT )? valueExpr ( aggregationFilterExpr )? )

                   {

                   f=(CommonTree)match(input,STDDEV,FOLLOW_STDDEV_in_builtinFunc4847);

 

                   match(input, Token.DOWN, null);

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:729:15: ( DISTINCT )?

                   int alt257=2;

                   int LA257_0 = input.LA(1);

 

                   if ( (LA257_0==DISTINCT) ) {

                       alt257=1;

                   }

                   switch (alt257) {

                       case 1 :

                           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:729:16: DISTINCT

                           {

                           match(input,DISTINCT,FOLLOW_DISTINCT_in_builtinFunc4850);

 

                           }

                           break;

 

                   }

 

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_valueExpr_in_builtinFunc4854);

                   valueExpr();

 

                   state._fsp--;

 

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:729:37: ( aggregationFilterExpr )?

                   int alt258=2;

                   int LA258_0 = input.LA(1);

 

                   if ( (LA258_0==AGG_FILTER_EXPR) ) {

                       alt258=1;

                   }

                   switch (alt258) {

                       case 1 :

                           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:729:37: aggregationFilterExpr

                           {

                           pushFollow(FOLLOW_aggregationFilterExpr_in_builtinFunc4856);

                           aggregationFilterExpr();

 

                           state._fsp--;

 

 

                           }

                           break;
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                   }

 

 

                   match(input, Token.UP, null);

                    leaveNode(f);

 

                   }

                   break;

               case 6 :

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:730:4: ^(f= AVEDEV ( DISTINCT )? valueExpr ( aggregationFilterExpr )? )

                   {

                   f=(CommonTree)match(input,AVEDEV,FOLLOW_AVEDEV_in_builtinFunc4868);

 

                   match(input, Token.DOWN, null);

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:730:15: ( DISTINCT )?

                   int alt259=2;

                   int LA259_0 = input.LA(1);

 

                   if ( (LA259_0==DISTINCT) ) {

                       alt259=1;

                   }

                   switch (alt259) {

                       case 1 :

                           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:730:16: DISTINCT

                           {

                           match(input,DISTINCT,FOLLOW_DISTINCT_in_builtinFunc4871);

 

                           }

                           break;

 

                   }

 

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_valueExpr_in_builtinFunc4875);

                   valueExpr();

 

                   state._fsp--;

 

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:730:37: ( aggregationFilterExpr )?

                   int alt260=2;

                   int LA260_0 = input.LA(1);

 

                   if ( (LA260_0==AGG_FILTER_EXPR) ) {

                       alt260=1;

                   }

                   switch (alt260) {

                       case 1 :

                           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:730:37: aggregationFilterExpr
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                           {

                           pushFollow(FOLLOW_aggregationFilterExpr_in_builtinFunc4877);

                           aggregationFilterExpr();

 

                           state._fsp--;

 

 

                           }

                           break;

 

                   }

 

 

                   match(input, Token.UP, null);

                    leaveNode(f);

 

                   }

                   break;

               case 7 :

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:731:4: ^(f= LAST_AGGREG ( DISTINCT )? ( accessValueExpr )? ( valueExpr )? )

                   {

                   f=(CommonTree)match(input,LAST_AGGREG,FOLLOW_LAST_AGGREG_in_builtinFunc4889);

 

                   if ( input.LA(1)==Token.DOWN ) {

                       match(input, Token.DOWN, null);

                       // EsperEPL2Ast.g:731:20: ( DISTINCT )?

                       int alt261=2;

                       int LA261_0 = input.LA(1);

 

                       if ( (LA261_0==DISTINCT) ) {

                           alt261=1;

                       }

                       switch (alt261) {

                           case 1 :

                               // EsperEPL2Ast.g:731:21: DISTINCT

                               {

                               match(input,DISTINCT,FOLLOW_DISTINCT_in_builtinFunc4892);

 

                               }

                               break;

 

                       }

 

                       // EsperEPL2Ast.g:731:32: ( accessValueExpr )?

                       int alt262=2;

                       int LA262_0 = input.LA(1);

 

                       if ( (LA262_0==ACCESS_AGG) ) {
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                           alt262=1;

                       }

                       switch (alt262) {

                           case 1 :

                               // EsperEPL2Ast.g:731:32: accessValueExpr

                               {

                               pushFollow(FOLLOW_accessValueExpr_in_builtinFunc4896);

                               accessValueExpr();

 

                               state._fsp--;

 

 

                               }

                               break;

 

                       }

 

                       // EsperEPL2Ast.g:731:49: ( valueExpr )?

                       int alt263=2;

                       int LA263_0 = input.LA(1);

 

                       if ( ((LA263_0>=IN_SET && LA263_0<=REGEXP)||LA263_0==NOT_EXPR||(LA263_0>=SUM

&& LA263_0<=AVG)||(LA263_0>=COALESCE && LA263_0<=COUNT)||(LA263_0>=CASE &&

LA263_0<=CASE2)||LA263_0==ISTREAM||(LA263_0>=PREVIOUS &&

LA263_0<=EXISTS)||(LA263_0>=INSTANCEOF &&

LA263_0<=CURRENT_TIMESTAMP)||LA263_0==NEWKW||(LA263_0>=EVAL_AND_EXPR &&

LA263_0<=EVAL_NOTEQUALS_GROUP_EXPR)||LA263_0==EVENT_PROP_EXPR||LA263_0==CONCAT||(

LA263_0>=LIB_FUNC_CHAIN &&

LA263_0<=DOT_EXPR)||LA263_0==ARRAY_EXPR||(LA263_0>=NOT_IN_SET &&

LA263_0<=NOT_REGEXP)||(LA263_0>=IN_RANGE &&

LA263_0<=SUBSELECT_EXPR)||(LA263_0>=EXISTS_SUBSELECT_EXPR &&

LA263_0<=NOT_IN_SUBSELECT_EXPR)||LA263_0==SUBSTITUTION||(LA263_0>=FIRST_AGGREG &&

LA263_0<=WINDOW_AGGREG)||(LA263_0>=INT_TYPE &&

LA263_0<=NULL_TYPE)||(LA263_0>=JSON_OBJECT &&

LA263_0<=JSON_ARRAY)||LA263_0==STAR||(LA263_0>=LT && LA263_0<=GT)||(LA263_0>=BOR &&

LA263_0<=PLUS)||(LA263_0>=BAND && LA263_0<=BXOR)||(LA263_0>=LE &&

LA263_0<=GE)||(LA263_0>=MINUS && LA263_0<=MOD)||(LA263_0>=EVAL_IS_GROUP_EXPR &&

LA263_0<=EVAL_ISNOT_GROUP_EXPR)) ) {

                           alt263=1;

                       }

                       switch (alt263) {

                           case 1 :

                               // EsperEPL2Ast.g:731:49: valueExpr

                               {

                               pushFollow(FOLLOW_valueExpr_in_builtinFunc4899);

                               valueExpr();

 

                               state._fsp--;
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                               }

                               break;

 

                       }

 

 

                       match(input, Token.UP, null);

                   }

                    leaveNode(f);

 

                   }

                   break;

               case 8 :

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:732:4: ^(f= FIRST_AGGREG ( DISTINCT )? ( accessValueExpr )? ( valueExpr )? )

                   {

                   f=(CommonTree)match(input,FIRST_AGGREG,FOLLOW_FIRST_AGGREG_in_builtinFunc4911);

 

                   if ( input.LA(1)==Token.DOWN ) {

                       match(input, Token.DOWN, null);

                       // EsperEPL2Ast.g:732:21: ( DISTINCT )?

                       int alt264=2;

                       int LA264_0 = input.LA(1);

 

                       if ( (LA264_0==DISTINCT) ) {

                           alt264=1;

                       }

                       switch (alt264) {

                           case 1 :

                               // EsperEPL2Ast.g:732:22: DISTINCT

                               {

                               match(input,DISTINCT,FOLLOW_DISTINCT_in_builtinFunc4914);

 

                               }

                               break;

 

                       }

 

                       // EsperEPL2Ast.g:732:33: ( accessValueExpr )?

                       int alt265=2;

                       int LA265_0 = input.LA(1);

 

                       if ( (LA265_0==ACCESS_AGG) ) {

                           alt265=1;

                       }

                       switch (alt265) {

                           case 1 :
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                               // EsperEPL2Ast.g:732:33: accessValueExpr

                               {

                               pushFollow(FOLLOW_accessValueExpr_in_builtinFunc4918);

                               accessValueExpr();

 

                               state._fsp--;

 

 

                               }

                               break;

 

                       }

 

                       // EsperEPL2Ast.g:732:50: ( valueExpr )?

                       int alt266=2;

                       int LA266_0 = input.LA(1);

 

                       if ( ((LA266_0>=IN_SET && LA266_0<=REGEXP)||LA266_0==NOT_EXPR||(LA266_0>=SUM

&& LA266_0<=AVG)||(LA266_0>=COALESCE && LA266_0<=COUNT)||(LA266_0>=CASE &&

LA266_0<=CASE2)||LA266_0==ISTREAM||(LA266_0>=PREVIOUS &&

LA266_0<=EXISTS)||(LA266_0>=INSTANCEOF &&

LA266_0<=CURRENT_TIMESTAMP)||LA266_0==NEWKW||(LA266_0>=EVAL_AND_EXPR &&

LA266_0<=EVAL_NOTEQUALS_GROUP_EXPR)||LA266_0==EVENT_PROP_EXPR||LA266_0==CONCAT||(

LA266_0>=LIB_FUNC_CHAIN &&

LA266_0<=DOT_EXPR)||LA266_0==ARRAY_EXPR||(LA266_0>=NOT_IN_SET &&

LA266_0<=NOT_REGEXP)||(LA266_0>=IN_RANGE &&

LA266_0<=SUBSELECT_EXPR)||(LA266_0>=EXISTS_SUBSELECT_EXPR &&

LA266_0<=NOT_IN_SUBSELECT_EXPR)||LA266_0==SUBSTITUTION||(LA266_0>=FIRST_AGGREG &&

LA266_0<=WINDOW_AGGREG)||(LA266_0>=INT_TYPE &&

LA266_0<=NULL_TYPE)||(LA266_0>=JSON_OBJECT &&

LA266_0<=JSON_ARRAY)||LA266_0==STAR||(LA266_0>=LT && LA266_0<=GT)||(LA266_0>=BOR &&

LA266_0<=PLUS)||(LA266_0>=BAND && LA266_0<=BXOR)||(LA266_0>=LE &&

LA266_0<=GE)||(LA266_0>=MINUS && LA266_0<=MOD)||(LA266_0>=EVAL_IS_GROUP_EXPR &&

LA266_0<=EVAL_ISNOT_GROUP_EXPR)) ) {

                           alt266=1;

                       }

                       switch (alt266) {

                           case 1 :

                               // EsperEPL2Ast.g:732:50: valueExpr

                               {

                               pushFollow(FOLLOW_valueExpr_in_builtinFunc4921);

                               valueExpr();

 

                               state._fsp--;

 

 

                               }

                               break;
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                       }

 

 

                       match(input, Token.UP, null);

                   }

                    leaveNode(f);

 

                   }

                   break;

               case 9 :

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:733:4: ^(f= WINDOW_AGGREG ( DISTINCT )? ( accessValueExpr )? )

                   {

f=(CommonTree)match(input,WINDOW_AGGREG,FOLLOW_WINDOW_AGGREG_in_builtinFunc4933); 

         

          if ( input.LA(1)==Token.DOWN ) {

                       match(input, Token.DOWN, null);

                       // EsperEPL2Ast.g:733:22: ( DISTINCT )?

                       int alt267=2;

                       int LA267_0 = input.LA(1);

 

                       if ( (LA267_0==DISTINCT) ) {

                           alt267=1;

                       }

                       switch (alt267) {

                           case 1 :

                               // EsperEPL2Ast.g:733:23: DISTINCT

                               {

                               match(input,DISTINCT,FOLLOW_DISTINCT_in_builtinFunc4936);

 

                               }

                               break;

 

                       }

 

                       // EsperEPL2Ast.g:733:34: ( accessValueExpr )?

                       int alt268=2;

                       int LA268_0 = input.LA(1);

 

                       if ( (LA268_0==ACCESS_AGG) ) {

                           alt268=1;

                       }

                       switch (alt268) {

                           case 1 :

                               // EsperEPL2Ast.g:733:34: accessValueExpr

                               {

                               pushFollow(FOLLOW_accessValueExpr_in_builtinFunc4940);

                               accessValueExpr();
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                               state._fsp--;

 

 

                               }

                               break;

 

                       }

 

 

                       match(input, Token.UP, null);

                   }

                    leaveNode(f);

 

                   }

                   break;

               case 10 :

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:734:5: ^(f= COALESCE valueExpr valueExpr ( valueExpr )* )

                   {

                   f=(CommonTree)match(input,COALESCE,FOLLOW_COALESCE_in_builtinFunc4953);

 

                   match(input, Token.DOWN, null);

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_valueExpr_in_builtinFunc4955);

                   valueExpr();

 

                   state._fsp--;

 

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_valueExpr_in_builtinFunc4957);

                   valueExpr();

 

                   state._fsp--;

 

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:734:38: ( valueExpr )*

                   loop269:

                   do {

                       int alt269=2;

                       int LA269_0 = input.LA(1);

 

                       if ( ((LA269_0>=IN_SET && LA269_0<=REGEXP)||LA269_0==NOT_EXPR||(LA269_0>=SUM

&& LA269_0<=AVG)||(LA269_0>=COALESCE && LA269_0<=COUNT)||(LA269_0>=CASE &&

LA269_0<=CASE2)||LA269_0==ISTREAM||(LA269_0>=PREVIOUS &&

LA269_0<=EXISTS)||(LA269_0>=INSTANCEOF &&

LA269_0<=CURRENT_TIMESTAMP)||LA269_0==NEWKW||(LA269_0>=EVAL_AND_EXPR &&

LA269_0<=EVAL_NOTEQUALS_GROUP_EXPR)||LA269_0==EVENT_PROP_EXPR||LA269_0==CONCAT||(

LA269_0>=LIB_FUNC_CHAIN &&

LA269_0<=DOT_EXPR)||LA269_0==ARRAY_EXPR||(LA269_0>=NOT_IN_SET &&

LA269_0<=NOT_REGEXP)||(LA269_0>=IN_RANGE &&

LA269_0<=SUBSELECT_EXPR)||(LA269_0>=EXISTS_SUBSELECT_EXPR &&

LA269_0<=NOT_IN_SUBSELECT_EXPR)||LA269_0==SUBSTITUTION||(LA269_0>=FIRST_AGGREG &&
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LA269_0<=WINDOW_AGGREG)||(LA269_0>=INT_TYPE &&

LA269_0<=NULL_TYPE)||(LA269_0>=JSON_OBJECT &&

LA269_0<=JSON_ARRAY)||LA269_0==STAR||(LA269_0>=LT && LA269_0<=GT)||(LA269_0>=BOR &&

LA269_0<=PLUS)||(LA269_0>=BAND && LA269_0<=BXOR)||(LA269_0>=LE &&

LA269_0<=GE)||(LA269_0>=MINUS && LA269_0<=MOD)||(LA269_0>=EVAL_IS_GROUP_EXPR &&

LA269_0<=EVAL_ISNOT_GROUP_EXPR)) ) {

                           alt269=1;

                       }

 

 

                       switch (alt269) {

                   	case 1 :

                   	    // EsperEPL2Ast.g:734:39: valueExpr

                   	    {

                   	    pushFollow(FOLLOW_valueExpr_in_builtinFunc4960);

                   	    valueExpr();

 

                   	    state._fsp--;

 

 

                   	    }

                   	    break;

 

                   	default :

                   	    break loop269;

                       }

                   } while (true);

 

 

                   match(input, Token.UP, null);

                    leaveNode(f);

 

                   }

                   break;

               case 11 :

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:735:5: ^(f= PREVIOUS valueExpr ( valueExpr )? )

                   {

                   f=(CommonTree)match(input,PREVIOUS,FOLLOW_PREVIOUS_in_builtinFunc4975);

 

                   match(input, Token.DOWN, null);

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_valueExpr_in_builtinFunc4977);

                   valueExpr();

 

                   state._fsp--;

 

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:735:28: ( valueExpr )?

                   int alt270=2;

                   int LA270_0 = input.LA(1);
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                   if ( ((LA270_0>=IN_SET && LA270_0<=REGEXP)||LA270_0==NOT_EXPR||(LA270_0>=SUM &&

LA270_0<=AVG)||(LA270_0>=COALESCE && LA270_0<=COUNT)||(LA270_0>=CASE &&

LA270_0<=CASE2)||LA270_0==ISTREAM||(LA270_0>=PREVIOUS &&

LA270_0<=EXISTS)||(LA270_0>=INSTANCEOF &&

LA270_0<=CURRENT_TIMESTAMP)||LA270_0==NEWKW||(LA270_0>=EVAL_AND_EXPR &&

LA270_0<=EVAL_NOTEQUALS_GROUP_EXPR)||LA270_0==EVENT_PROP_EXPR||LA270_0==CONCAT||(

LA270_0>=LIB_FUNC_CHAIN &&

LA270_0<=DOT_EXPR)||LA270_0==ARRAY_EXPR||(LA270_0>=NOT_IN_SET &&

LA270_0<=NOT_REGEXP)||(LA270_0>=IN_RANGE &&

LA270_0<=SUBSELECT_EXPR)||(LA270_0>=EXISTS_SUBSELECT_EXPR &&

LA270_0<=NOT_IN_SUBSELECT_EXPR)||LA270_0==SUBSTITUTION||(LA270_0>=FIRST_AGGREG &&

LA270_0<=WINDOW_AGGREG)||(LA270_0>=INT_TYPE &&

LA270_0<=NULL_TYPE)||(LA270_0>=JSON_OBJECT &&

LA270_0<=JSON_ARRAY)||LA270_0==STAR||(LA270_0>=LT && LA270_0<=GT)||(LA270_0>=BOR &&

LA270_0<=PLUS)||(LA270_0>=BAND && LA270_0<=BXOR)||(LA270_0>=LE &&

LA270_0<=GE)||(LA270_0>=MINUS && LA270_0<=MOD)||(LA270_0>=EVAL_IS_GROUP_EXPR &&

LA270_0<=EVAL_ISNOT_GROUP_EXPR)) ) {

                       alt270=1;

                   }

                   switch (alt270) {

                       case 1 :

                           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:735:28: valueExpr

                           {

                           pushFollow(FOLLOW_valueExpr_in_builtinFunc4979);

                           valueExpr();

 

                           state._fsp--;

 

 

                           }

                           break;

 

                   }

 

 

                   match(input, Token.UP, null);

                    leaveNode(f);

 

                   }

                   break;

               case 12 :

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:736:5: ^(f= PREVIOUSTAIL valueExpr ( valueExpr )? )

                   {

                   f=(CommonTree)match(input,PREVIOUSTAIL,FOLLOW_PREVIOUSTAIL_in_builtinFunc4992);

 

                   match(input, Token.DOWN, null);

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_valueExpr_in_builtinFunc4994);
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                   valueExpr();

 

                   state._fsp--;

 

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:736:32: ( valueExpr )?

                   int alt271=2;

                   int LA271_0 = input.LA(1);

 

                   if ( ((LA271_0>=IN_SET && LA271_0<=REGEXP)||LA271_0==NOT_EXPR||(LA271_0>=SUM &&

LA271_0<=AVG)||(LA271_0>=COALESCE && LA271_0<=COUNT)||(LA271_0>=CASE &&

LA271_0<=CASE2)||LA271_0==ISTREAM||(LA271_0>=PREVIOUS &&

LA271_0<=EXISTS)||(LA271_0>=INSTANCEOF &&

LA271_0<=CURRENT_TIMESTAMP)||LA271_0==NEWKW||(LA271_0>=EVAL_AND_EXPR &&

LA271_0<=EVAL_NOTEQUALS_GROUP_EXPR)||LA271_0==EVENT_PROP_EXPR||LA271_0==CONCAT||(

LA271_0>=LIB_FUNC_CHAIN &&

LA271_0<=DOT_EXPR)||LA271_0==ARRAY_EXPR||(LA271_0>=NOT_IN_SET &&

LA271_0<=NOT_REGEXP)||(LA271_0>=IN_RANGE &&

LA271_0<=SUBSELECT_EXPR)||(LA271_0>=EXISTS_SUBSELECT_EXPR &&

LA271_0<=NOT_IN_SUBSELECT_EXPR)||LA271_0==SUBSTITUTION||(LA271_0>=FIRST_AGGREG &&

LA271_0<=WINDOW_AGGREG)||(LA271_0>=INT_TYPE &&

LA271_0<=NULL_TYPE)||(LA271_0>=JSON_OBJECT &&

LA271_0<=JSON_ARRAY)||LA271_0==STAR||(LA271_0>=LT && LA271_0<=GT)||(LA271_0>=BOR &&

LA271_0<=PLUS)||(LA271_0>=BAND && LA271_0<=BXOR)||(LA271_0>=LE &&

LA271_0<=GE)||(LA271_0>=MINUS && LA271_0<=MOD)||(LA271_0>=EVAL_IS_GROUP_EXPR &&

LA271_0<=EVAL_ISNOT_GROUP_EXPR)) ) {

                       alt271=1;

                   }

                   switch (alt271) {

                       case 1 :

                           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:736:32: valueExpr

                           {

                           pushFollow(FOLLOW_valueExpr_in_builtinFunc4996);

                           valueExpr();

 

                           state._fsp--;

 

 

                           }

                           break;

 

                   }

 

 

                   match(input, Token.UP, null);

                    leaveNode(f);

 

                   }

                   break;
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               case 13 :

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:737:5: ^(f= PREVIOUSCOUNT valueExpr )

                   {

f=(CommonTree)match(input,PREVIOUSCOUNT,FOLLOW_PREVIOUSCOUNT_in_builtinFunc5009); 

               

    match(input, Token.DOWN, null);

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_valueExpr_in_builtinFunc5011);

                   valueExpr();

 

                   state._fsp--;

 

 

                   match(input, Token.UP, null);

                    leaveNode(f);

 

                   }

                   break;

               case 14 :

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:738:5: ^(f= PREVIOUSWINDOW valueExpr )

                   {

f=(CommonTree)match(input,PREVIOUSWINDOW,FOLLOW_PREVIOUSWINDOW_in_builtinFunc5023); 

       

            match(input, Token.DOWN, null);

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_valueExpr_in_builtinFunc5025);

                   valueExpr();

 

                   state._fsp--;

 

 

                   match(input, Token.UP, null);

                    leaveNode(f);

 

                   }

                   break;

               case 15 :

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:739:5: ^(f= PRIOR c= NUM_INT eventPropertyExpr[true] )

                   {

                   f=(CommonTree)match(input,PRIOR,FOLLOW_PRIOR_in_builtinFunc5037);

 

                   match(input, Token.DOWN, null);

                   c=(CommonTree)match(input,NUM_INT,FOLLOW_NUM_INT_in_builtinFunc5041);

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_eventPropertyExpr_in_builtinFunc5043);

                   eventPropertyExpr(true);

 

                   state._fsp--;

 

 

                   match(input, Token.UP, null);

                   leaveNode(c); leaveNode(f);
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                   }

                   break;

               case 16 :

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:740:5: ^(f= INSTANCEOF valueExpr CLASS_IDENT ( CLASS_IDENT )* )

                   {

                   f=(CommonTree)match(input,INSTANCEOF,FOLLOW_INSTANCEOF_in_builtinFunc5056);

 

                   match(input, Token.DOWN, null);

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_valueExpr_in_builtinFunc5058);

                   valueExpr();

 

                   state._fsp--;

 

                   match(input,CLASS_IDENT,FOLLOW_CLASS_IDENT_in_builtinFunc5060);

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:740:42: ( CLASS_IDENT )*

                   loop272:

                   do {

                       int alt272=2;

                       int LA272_0 = input.LA(1);

 

                       if ( (LA272_0==CLASS_IDENT) ) {

                           alt272=1;

                       }

 

 

                       switch (alt272) {

                   	case 1 :

                   	    // EsperEPL2Ast.g:740:43: CLASS_IDENT

                   	    {

                   	    match(input,CLASS_IDENT,FOLLOW_CLASS_IDENT_in_builtinFunc5063);

 

                   	    }

                   	    break;

 

                   	default :

                   	    break loop272;

                       }

                   } while (true);

 

 

                   match(input, Token.UP, null);

                    leaveNode(f);

 

                   }

                   break;

               case 17 :

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:741:5: ^(f= TYPEOF valueExpr )

                   {
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                   f=(CommonTree)match(input,TYPEOF,FOLLOW_TYPEOF_in_builtinFunc5077);

 

                   match(input, Token.DOWN, null);

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_valueExpr_in_builtinFunc5079);

                   valueExpr();

 

                   state._fsp--;

 

 

                   match(input, Token.UP, null);

                    leaveNode(f);

 

                   }

                   break;

               case 18 :

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:742:5: ^(f= CAST valueExpr CLASS_IDENT )

                   {

                   f=(CommonTree)match(input,CAST,FOLLOW_CAST_in_builtinFunc5091);

 

                   match(input, Token.DOWN, null);

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_valueExpr_in_builtinFunc5093);

                   valueExpr();

 

                   state._fsp--;

 

                   match(input,CLASS_IDENT,FOLLOW_CLASS_IDENT_in_builtinFunc5095);

 

                   match(input, Token.UP, null);

                    leaveNode(f);

 

                   }

                   break;

               case 19 :

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:743:5: ^(f= EXISTS eventPropertyExpr[true] )

                   {

                   f=(CommonTree)match(input,EXISTS,FOLLOW_EXISTS_in_builtinFunc5107);

 

                   match(input, Token.DOWN, null);

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_eventPropertyExpr_in_builtinFunc5109);

                   eventPropertyExpr(true);

 

                   state._fsp--;

 

 

                   match(input, Token.UP, null);

                    leaveNode(f);

 

                   }
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                   break;

               case 20 :

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:744:4: ^(f= CURRENT_TIMESTAMP )

                   {

f=(CommonTree)match(input,CURRENT_TIMESTAMP,FOLLOW_CURRENT_TIMESTAMP_in_builtinFunc51

21);

 

 

 

                   if ( input.LA(1)==Token.DOWN ) {

                       match(input, Token.DOWN, null);

                       match(input, Token.UP, null);

                   }

                    leaveNode(f);

 

                   }

                   break;

               case 21 :

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:745:4: ^(f= ISTREAM )

                   {

                   f=(CommonTree)match(input,ISTREAM,FOLLOW_ISTREAM_in_builtinFunc5134);

 

 

 

                   if ( input.LA(1)==Token.DOWN ) {

                       match(input, Token.DOWN, null);

                       match(input, Token.UP, null);

                   }

                    leaveNode(f);

 

                   }

                   break;

 

           }

       }

 

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;

         }

       finally {

       }

       return ;

   }

   // $ANTLR end "builtinFunc"

 

 

   // $ANTLR start "aggregationFilterExpr"

   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:748:1: aggregationFilterExpr : ^( AGG_FILTER_EXPR valueExpr ) ;
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   public final void aggregationFilterExpr() throws RecognitionException {

       try {

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:749:2: ( ^( AGG_FILTER_EXPR valueExpr ) )

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:749:4: ^( AGG_FILTER_EXPR valueExpr )

           {

           match(input,AGG_FILTER_EXPR,FOLLOW_AGG_FILTER_EXPR_in_aggregationFilterExpr5151);

 

           match(input, Token.DOWN, null);

           pushFollow(FOLLOW_valueExpr_in_aggregationFilterExpr5153);

           valueExpr();

 

           state._fsp--;

 

 

           match(input, Token.UP, null);

 

           }

 

       }

 

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;

         }

       finally {

       }

       return ;

   }

   // $ANTLR end "aggregationFilterExpr"

 

 

   // $ANTLR start "accessValueExpr"

   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:752:1: accessValueExpr : ^( ACCESS_AGG accessValueExprChoice ) ;

   public final void accessValueExpr() throws RecognitionException {

       try {

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:753:2: ( ^( ACCESS_AGG accessValueExprChoice ) )

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:753:5: ^( ACCESS_AGG accessValueExprChoice )

           {

           match(input,ACCESS_AGG,FOLLOW_ACCESS_AGG_in_accessValueExpr5167);

 

           match(input, Token.DOWN, null);

           pushFollow(FOLLOW_accessValueExprChoice_in_accessValueExpr5169);

           accessValueExprChoice();

 

           state._fsp--;

 

 

           match(input, Token.UP, null);
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           }

 

       }

 

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;

         }

       finally {

       }

       return ;

   }

   // $ANTLR end "accessValueExpr"

 

 

   // $ANTLR start "accessValueExprChoice"

   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:756:1: accessValueExprChoice : ( PROPERTY_WILDCARD_SELECT | ^(s=

PROPERTY_SELECTION_STREAM IDENT ( IDENT )? ) | valueExpr );

   public final void accessValueExprChoice() throws RecognitionException {

       CommonTree s=null;

 

       try {

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:757:2: ( PROPERTY_WILDCARD_SELECT | ^(s=

PROPERTY_SELECTION_STREAM IDENT ( IDENT )? ) | valueExpr )

           int alt275=3;

           switch ( input.LA(1) ) {

           case PROPERTY_WILDCARD_SELECT:

               {

               alt275=1;

               }

               break;

           case PROPERTY_SELECTION_STREAM:

               {

               alt275=2;

               }

               break;

           case IN_SET:

           case BETWEEN:

           case LIKE:

           case REGEXP:

           case NOT_EXPR:

           case SUM:

           case AVG:

           case COALESCE:

           case MEDIAN:

           case STDDEV:

           case AVEDEV:

           case COUNT:

           case CASE:
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           case CASE2:

           case ISTREAM:

           case PREVIOUS:

           case PREVIOUSTAIL:

           case PREVIOUSCOUNT:

           case PREVIOUSWINDOW:

           case PRIOR:

           case EXISTS:

           case INSTANCEOF:

           case TYPEOF:

           case CAST:

           case CURRENT_TIMESTAMP:

           case NEWKW:

           case EVAL_AND_EXPR:

           case EVAL_OR_EXPR:

           case EVAL_EQUALS_EXPR:

           case EVAL_NOTEQUALS_EXPR:

           case EVAL_IS_EXPR:

           case EVAL_ISNOT_EXPR:

           case EVAL_EQUALS_GROUP_EXPR:

           case EVAL_NOTEQUALS_GROUP_EXPR:

           case EVENT_PROP_EXPR:

           case CONCAT:

           case LIB_FUNC_CHAIN:

           case DOT_EXPR:

           case ARRAY_EXPR:

           case NOT_IN_SET:

           case NOT_BETWEEN:

           case NOT_LIKE:

           case NOT_REGEXP:

           case IN_RANGE:

           case NOT_IN_RANGE:

           case SUBSELECT_EXPR:

           case EXISTS_SUBSELECT_EXPR:

           case IN_SUBSELECT_EXPR:

           case NOT_IN_SUBSELECT_EXPR:

           case SUBSTITUTION:

           case FIRST_AGGREG:

           case LAST_AGGREG:

           case WINDOW_AGGREG:

           case INT_TYPE:

           case LONG_TYPE:

           case FLOAT_TYPE:

           case DOUBLE_TYPE:

           case STRING_TYPE:

           case BOOL_TYPE:

           case NULL_TYPE:

           case JSON_OBJECT:
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           case JSON_ARRAY:

           case STAR:

           case LT:

           case GT:

           case BOR:

           case PLUS:

           case BAND:

           case BXOR:

           case LE:

           case GE:

           case MINUS:

           case DIV:

           case MOD:

           case EVAL_IS_GROUP_EXPR:

           case EVAL_ISNOT_GROUP_EXPR:

               {

               alt275=3;

               }

               break;

           default:

               NoViableAltException nvae =

                   new NoViableAltException("", 275, 0, input);

 

               throw nvae;

           }

 

           switch (alt275) {

               case 1 :

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:757:4: PROPERTY_WILDCARD_SELECT

                   {

match(input,PROPERTY_WILDCARD_SELECT,FOLLOW_PROPERTY_WILDCARD_SELECT_in_accessValu

eExprChoice5184);

 

                   }

                   break;

               case 2 :

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:757:31: ^(s= PROPERTY_SELECTION_STREAM IDENT ( IDENT )? )

                   {

s=(CommonTree)match(input,PROPERTY_SELECTION_STREAM,FOLLOW_PROPERTY_SELECTION_STRE

AM_in_accessValueExprChoice5191);

 

                   match(input, Token.DOWN, null);

                   match(input,IDENT,FOLLOW_IDENT_in_accessValueExprChoice5193);

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:757:67: ( IDENT )?

                   int alt274=2;

                   int LA274_0 = input.LA(1);

 

                   if ( (LA274_0==IDENT) ) {
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                       alt274=1;

                   }

                   switch (alt274) {

                       case 1 :

                           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:757:67: IDENT

                           {

                           match(input,IDENT,FOLLOW_IDENT_in_accessValueExprChoice5195);

 

                           }

                           break;

 

                   }

 

 

                   match(input, Token.UP, null);

 

                   }

                   break;

               case 3 :

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:757:77: valueExpr

                   {

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_valueExpr_in_accessValueExprChoice5201);

                   valueExpr();

 

                   state._fsp--;

 

 

                   }

                   break;

 

           }

       }

 

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;

         }

       finally {

       }

       return ;

   }

   // $ANTLR end "accessValueExprChoice"

 

 

   // $ANTLR start "arrayExpr"

   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:760:1: arrayExpr : ^(a= ARRAY_EXPR ( valueExpr )* ) ;

   public final void arrayExpr() throws RecognitionException {

       CommonTree a=null;
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       try {

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:761:2: ( ^(a= ARRAY_EXPR ( valueExpr )* ) )

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:761:4: ^(a= ARRAY_EXPR ( valueExpr )* )

           {

           a=(CommonTree)match(input,ARRAY_EXPR,FOLLOW_ARRAY_EXPR_in_arrayExpr5217);

 

           if ( input.LA(1)==Token.DOWN ) {

               match(input, Token.DOWN, null);

               // EsperEPL2Ast.g:761:19: ( valueExpr )*

               loop276:

               do {

                   int alt276=2;

                   int LA276_0 = input.LA(1);

 

                   if ( ((LA276_0>=IN_SET && LA276_0<=REGEXP)||LA276_0==NOT_EXPR||(LA276_0>=SUM &&

LA276_0<=AVG)||(LA276_0>=COALESCE && LA276_0<=COUNT)||(LA276_0>=CASE &&

LA276_0<=CASE2)||LA276_0==ISTREAM||(LA276_0>=PREVIOUS &&

LA276_0<=EXISTS)||(LA276_0>=INSTANCEOF &&

LA276_0<=CURRENT_TIMESTAMP)||LA276_0==NEWKW||(LA276_0>=EVAL_AND_EXPR &&

LA276_0<=EVAL_NOTEQUALS_GROUP_EXPR)||LA276_0==EVENT_PROP_EXPR||LA276_0==CONCAT||(

LA276_0>=LIB_FUNC_CHAIN &&

LA276_0<=DOT_EXPR)||LA276_0==ARRAY_EXPR||(LA276_0>=NOT_IN_SET &&

LA276_0<=NOT_REGEXP)||(LA276_0>=IN_RANGE &&

LA276_0<=SUBSELECT_EXPR)||(LA276_0>=EXISTS_SUBSELECT_EXPR &&

LA276_0<=NOT_IN_SUBSELECT_EXPR)||LA276_0==SUBSTITUTION||(LA276_0>=FIRST_AGGREG &&

LA276_0<=WINDOW_AGGREG)||(LA276_0>=INT_TYPE &&

LA276_0<=NULL_TYPE)||(LA276_0>=JSON_OBJECT &&

LA276_0<=JSON_ARRAY)||LA276_0==STAR||(LA276_0>=LT && LA276_0<=GT)||(LA276_0>=BOR &&

LA276_0<=PLUS)||(LA276_0>=BAND && LA276_0<=BXOR)||(LA276_0>=LE &&

LA276_0<=GE)||(LA276_0>=MINUS && LA276_0<=MOD)||(LA276_0>=EVAL_IS_GROUP_EXPR &&

LA276_0<=EVAL_ISNOT_GROUP_EXPR)) ) {

                       alt276=1;

                   }

 

 

                   switch (alt276) {

               	case 1 :

               	    // EsperEPL2Ast.g:761:20: valueExpr

               	    {

               	    pushFollow(FOLLOW_valueExpr_in_arrayExpr5220);

               	    valueExpr();

 

               	    state._fsp--;

 

 

               	    }

               	    break;
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               	default :

               	    break loop276;

                   }

               } while (true);

 

 

               match(input, Token.UP, null);

           }

            leaveNode(a);

 

           }

 

       }

 

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;

         }

       finally {

       }

       return ;

   }

   // $ANTLR end "arrayExpr"

 

 

   // $ANTLR start "arithmeticExpr"

   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:764:1: arithmeticExpr : ( ^(a= PLUS valueExpr valueExpr ) | ^(a= MINUS valueExpr

valueExpr ) | ^(a= DIV valueExpr valueExpr ) | ^(a= STAR valueExpr valueExpr ) | ^(a= MOD valueExpr

valueExpr ) | ^(a= BAND valueExpr valueExpr ) | ^(a= BOR valueExpr valueExpr ) | ^(a= BXOR valueExpr

valueExpr ) | ^(a= CONCAT valueExpr valueExpr ( valueExpr )* ) );

   public final void arithmeticExpr() throws RecognitionException {

       CommonTree a=null;

 

       try {

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:765:2: ( ^(a= PLUS valueExpr valueExpr ) | ^(a= MINUS valueExpr valueExpr ) | ^(a=

DIV valueExpr valueExpr ) | ^(a= STAR valueExpr valueExpr ) | ^(a= MOD valueExpr valueExpr ) | ^(a= BAND

valueExpr valueExpr ) | ^(a= BOR valueExpr valueExpr ) | ^(a= BXOR valueExpr valueExpr ) | ^(a= CONCAT

valueExpr valueExpr ( valueExpr )* ) )

           int alt278=9;

           switch ( input.LA(1) ) {

           case PLUS:

               {

               alt278=1;

               }

               break;

           case MINUS:

               {

               alt278=2;

               }
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               break;

           case DIV:

               {

               alt278=3;

               }

               break;

           case STAR:

               {

               alt278=4;

               }

               break;

           case MOD:

               {

               alt278=5;

               }

               break;

           case BAND:

               {

               alt278=6;

               }

               break;

           case BOR:

               {

               alt278=7;

               }

               break;

           case BXOR:

               {

               alt278=8;

               }

               break;

           case CONCAT:

               {

               alt278=9;

               }

               break;

           default:

               NoViableAltException nvae =

                   new NoViableAltException("", 278, 0, input);

 

               throw nvae;

           }

 

           switch (alt278) {

               case 1 :

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:765:5: ^(a= PLUS valueExpr valueExpr )

                   {

                   a=(CommonTree)match(input,PLUS,FOLLOW_PLUS_in_arithmeticExpr5241);
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                   match(input, Token.DOWN, null);

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_valueExpr_in_arithmeticExpr5243);

                   valueExpr();

 

                   state._fsp--;

 

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_valueExpr_in_arithmeticExpr5245);

                   valueExpr();

 

                   state._fsp--;

 

 

                   match(input, Token.UP, null);

                    leaveNode(a);

 

                   }

                   break;

               case 2 :

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:766:5: ^(a= MINUS valueExpr valueExpr )

                   {

                   a=(CommonTree)match(input,MINUS,FOLLOW_MINUS_in_arithmeticExpr5257);

 

                   match(input, Token.DOWN, null);

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_valueExpr_in_arithmeticExpr5259);

                   valueExpr();

 

                   state._fsp--;

 

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_valueExpr_in_arithmeticExpr5261);

                   valueExpr();

 

                   state._fsp--;

 

 

                   match(input, Token.UP, null);

                    leaveNode(a);

 

                   }

                   break;

               case 3 :

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:767:5: ^(a= DIV valueExpr valueExpr )

                   {

                   a=(CommonTree)match(input,DIV,FOLLOW_DIV_in_arithmeticExpr5273);

 

                   match(input, Token.DOWN, null);

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_valueExpr_in_arithmeticExpr5275);

                   valueExpr();
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                   state._fsp--;

 

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_valueExpr_in_arithmeticExpr5277);

                   valueExpr();

 

                   state._fsp--;

 

 

                   match(input, Token.UP, null);

                    leaveNode(a);

 

                   }

                   break;

               case 4 :

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:768:4: ^(a= STAR valueExpr valueExpr )

                   {

                   a=(CommonTree)match(input,STAR,FOLLOW_STAR_in_arithmeticExpr5288);

 

                   match(input, Token.DOWN, null);

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_valueExpr_in_arithmeticExpr5290);

                   valueExpr();

 

                   state._fsp--;

 

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_valueExpr_in_arithmeticExpr5292);

                   valueExpr();

 

                   state._fsp--;

 

 

                   match(input, Token.UP, null);

                    leaveNode(a);

 

                   }

                   break;

               case 5 :

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:769:5: ^(a= MOD valueExpr valueExpr )

                   {

                   a=(CommonTree)match(input,MOD,FOLLOW_MOD_in_arithmeticExpr5304);

 

                   match(input, Token.DOWN, null);

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_valueExpr_in_arithmeticExpr5306);

                   valueExpr();

 

                   state._fsp--;

 

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_valueExpr_in_arithmeticExpr5308);
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                   valueExpr();

 

                   state._fsp--;

 

 

                   match(input, Token.UP, null);

                    leaveNode(a);

 

                   }

                   break;

               case 6 :

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:770:4: ^(a= BAND valueExpr valueExpr )

                   {

                   a=(CommonTree)match(input,BAND,FOLLOW_BAND_in_arithmeticExpr5319);

 

                   match(input, Token.DOWN, null);

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_valueExpr_in_arithmeticExpr5321);

                   valueExpr();

 

                   state._fsp--;

 

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_valueExpr_in_arithmeticExpr5323);

                   valueExpr();

 

                   state._fsp--;

 

 

                   match(input, Token.UP, null);

                    leaveNode(a);

 

                   }

                   break;

               case 7 :

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:771:4: ^(a= BOR valueExpr valueExpr )

                   {

                   a=(CommonTree)match(input,BOR,FOLLOW_BOR_in_arithmeticExpr5334);

 

                   match(input, Token.DOWN, null);

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_valueExpr_in_arithmeticExpr5336);

                   valueExpr();

 

                   state._fsp--;

 

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_valueExpr_in_arithmeticExpr5338);

                   valueExpr();

 

                   state._fsp--;
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                   match(input, Token.UP, null);

                    leaveNode(a);

 

                   }

                   break;

               case 8 :

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:772:4: ^(a= BXOR valueExpr valueExpr )

                   {

                   a=(CommonTree)match(input,BXOR,FOLLOW_BXOR_in_arithmeticExpr5349);

 

                   match(input, Token.DOWN, null);

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_valueExpr_in_arithmeticExpr5351);

                   valueExpr();

 

                   state._fsp--;

 

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_valueExpr_in_arithmeticExpr5353);

                   valueExpr();

 

                   state._fsp--;

 

 

                   match(input, Token.UP, null);

                    leaveNode(a);

 

                   }

                   break;

               case 9 :

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:773:5: ^(a= CONCAT valueExpr valueExpr ( valueExpr )* )

                   {

                   a=(CommonTree)match(input,CONCAT,FOLLOW_CONCAT_in_arithmeticExpr5365);

 

                   match(input, Token.DOWN, null);

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_valueExpr_in_arithmeticExpr5367);

                   valueExpr();

 

                   state._fsp--;

 

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_valueExpr_in_arithmeticExpr5369);

                   valueExpr();

 

                   state._fsp--;

 

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:773:36: ( valueExpr )*

                   loop277:

                   do {

                       int alt277=2;
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                       int LA277_0 = input.LA(1);

 

                       if ( ((LA277_0>=IN_SET && LA277_0<=REGEXP)||LA277_0==NOT_EXPR||(LA277_0>=SUM

&& LA277_0<=AVG)||(LA277_0>=COALESCE && LA277_0<=COUNT)||(LA277_0>=CASE &&

LA277_0<=CASE2)||LA277_0==ISTREAM||(LA277_0>=PREVIOUS &&

LA277_0<=EXISTS)||(LA277_0>=INSTANCEOF &&

LA277_0<=CURRENT_TIMESTAMP)||LA277_0==NEWKW||(LA277_0>=EVAL_AND_EXPR &&

LA277_0<=EVAL_NOTEQUALS_GROUP_EXPR)||LA277_0==EVENT_PROP_EXPR||LA277_0==CONCAT||(

LA277_0>=LIB_FUNC_CHAIN &&

LA277_0<=DOT_EXPR)||LA277_0==ARRAY_EXPR||(LA277_0>=NOT_IN_SET &&

LA277_0<=NOT_REGEXP)||(LA277_0>=IN_RANGE &&

LA277_0<=SUBSELECT_EXPR)||(LA277_0>=EXISTS_SUBSELECT_EXPR &&

LA277_0<=NOT_IN_SUBSELECT_EXPR)||LA277_0==SUBSTITUTION||(LA277_0>=FIRST_AGGREG &&

LA277_0<=WINDOW_AGGREG)||(LA277_0>=INT_TYPE &&

LA277_0<=NULL_TYPE)||(LA277_0>=JSON_OBJECT &&

LA277_0<=JSON_ARRAY)||LA277_0==STAR||(LA277_0>=LT && LA277_0<=GT)||(LA277_0>=BOR &&

LA277_0<=PLUS)||(LA277_0>=BAND && LA277_0<=BXOR)||(LA277_0>=LE &&

LA277_0<=GE)||(LA277_0>=MINUS && LA277_0<=MOD)||(LA277_0>=EVAL_IS_GROUP_EXPR &&

LA277_0<=EVAL_ISNOT_GROUP_EXPR)) ) {

                           alt277=1;

                       }

 

 

                       switch (alt277) {

                   	case 1 :

                   	    // EsperEPL2Ast.g:773:37: valueExpr

                   	    {

                   	    pushFollow(FOLLOW_valueExpr_in_arithmeticExpr5372);

                   	    valueExpr();

 

                   	    state._fsp--;

 

 

                   	    }

                   	    break;

 

                   	default :

                   	    break loop277;

                       }

                   } while (true);

 

 

                   match(input, Token.UP, null);

                    leaveNode(a);

 

                   }

                   break;
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           }

       }

 

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;

         }

       finally {

       }

       return ;

   }

   // $ANTLR end "arithmeticExpr"

 

 

   // $ANTLR start "dotExpr"

   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:776:1: dotExpr : ^(d= DOT_EXPR valueExpr ( libFunctionWithClass )* ) ;

   public final void dotExpr() throws RecognitionException {

       CommonTree d=null;

 

       try {

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:777:2: ( ^(d= DOT_EXPR valueExpr ( libFunctionWithClass )* ) )

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:777:4: ^(d= DOT_EXPR valueExpr ( libFunctionWithClass )* )

           {

           d=(CommonTree)match(input,DOT_EXPR,FOLLOW_DOT_EXPR_in_dotExpr5392);

 

           match(input, Token.DOWN, null);

           pushFollow(FOLLOW_valueExpr_in_dotExpr5394);

           valueExpr();

 

           state._fsp--;

 

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:777:27: ( libFunctionWithClass )*

           loop279:

           do {

               int alt279=2;

               int LA279_0 = input.LA(1);

 

               if ( (LA279_0==LIB_FUNCTION) ) {

                   alt279=1;

               }

 

 

               switch (alt279) {

           	case 1 :

           	    // EsperEPL2Ast.g:777:27: libFunctionWithClass

           	    {

           	    pushFollow(FOLLOW_libFunctionWithClass_in_dotExpr5396);

           	    libFunctionWithClass();
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           	    state._fsp--;

 

 

           	    }

           	    break;

 

           	default :

           	    break loop279;

               }

           } while (true);

 

 

           match(input, Token.UP, null);

            leaveNode(d);

 

           }

 

       }

 

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;

         }

       finally {

       }

       return ;

   }

   // $ANTLR end "dotExpr"

 

 

   // $ANTLR start "newExpr"

   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:780:1: newExpr : ^(n= NEWKW ( newAssign )* ) ;

   public final void newExpr() throws RecognitionException {

       CommonTree n=null;

 

       try {

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:780:9: ( ^(n= NEWKW ( newAssign )* ) )

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:780:11: ^(n= NEWKW ( newAssign )* )

           {

           n=(CommonTree)match(input,NEWKW,FOLLOW_NEWKW_in_newExpr5414);

 

           if ( input.LA(1)==Token.DOWN ) {

               match(input, Token.DOWN, null);

               // EsperEPL2Ast.g:780:21: ( newAssign )*

               loop280:

               do {

                   int alt280=2;

                   int LA280_0 = input.LA(1);
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                   if ( (LA280_0==NEW_ITEM) ) {

                       alt280=1;

                   }

 

 

                   switch (alt280) {

               	case 1 :

               	    // EsperEPL2Ast.g:780:21: newAssign

               	    {

               	    pushFollow(FOLLOW_newAssign_in_newExpr5416);

               	    newAssign();

 

               	    state._fsp--;

 

 

               	    }

               	    break;

 

               	default :

               	    break loop280;

                   }

               } while (true);

 

 

               match(input, Token.UP, null);

           }

            leaveNode(n);

 

           }

 

       }

 

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;

         }

       finally {

       }

       return ;

   }

   // $ANTLR end "newExpr"

 

 

   // $ANTLR start "newAssign"

   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:783:1: newAssign : ^( NEW_ITEM eventPropertyExpr[false] ( valueExpr )? ) ;

   public final void newAssign() throws RecognitionException {

       try {

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:784:2: ( ^( NEW_ITEM eventPropertyExpr[false] ( valueExpr )? ) )

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:784:4: ^( NEW_ITEM eventPropertyExpr[false] ( valueExpr )? )
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           {

           match(input,NEW_ITEM,FOLLOW_NEW_ITEM_in_newAssign5432);

 

           match(input, Token.DOWN, null);

           pushFollow(FOLLOW_eventPropertyExpr_in_newAssign5434);

           eventPropertyExpr(false);

 

           state._fsp--;

 

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:784:40: ( valueExpr )?

           int alt281=2;

           int LA281_0 = input.LA(1);

 

           if ( ((LA281_0>=IN_SET && LA281_0<=REGEXP)||LA281_0==NOT_EXPR||(LA281_0>=SUM &&

LA281_0<=AVG)||(LA281_0>=COALESCE && LA281_0<=COUNT)||(LA281_0>=CASE &&

LA281_0<=CASE2)||LA281_0==ISTREAM||(LA281_0>=PREVIOUS &&

LA281_0<=EXISTS)||(LA281_0>=INSTANCEOF &&

LA281_0<=CURRENT_TIMESTAMP)||LA281_0==NEWKW||(LA281_0>=EVAL_AND_EXPR &&

LA281_0<=EVAL_NOTEQUALS_GROUP_EXPR)||LA281_0==EVENT_PROP_EXPR||LA281_0==CONCAT||(

LA281_0>=LIB_FUNC_CHAIN &&

LA281_0<=DOT_EXPR)||LA281_0==ARRAY_EXPR||(LA281_0>=NOT_IN_SET &&

LA281_0<=NOT_REGEXP)||(LA281_0>=IN_RANGE &&

LA281_0<=SUBSELECT_EXPR)||(LA281_0>=EXISTS_SUBSELECT_EXPR &&

LA281_0<=NOT_IN_SUBSELECT_EXPR)||LA281_0==SUBSTITUTION||(LA281_0>=FIRST_AGGREG &&

LA281_0<=WINDOW_AGGREG)||(LA281_0>=INT_TYPE &&

LA281_0<=NULL_TYPE)||(LA281_0>=JSON_OBJECT &&

LA281_0<=JSON_ARRAY)||LA281_0==STAR||(LA281_0>=LT && LA281_0<=GT)||(LA281_0>=BOR &&

LA281_0<=PLUS)||(LA281_0>=BAND && LA281_0<=BXOR)||(LA281_0>=LE &&

LA281_0<=GE)||(LA281_0>=MINUS && LA281_0<=MOD)||(LA281_0>=EVAL_IS_GROUP_EXPR &&

LA281_0<=EVAL_ISNOT_GROUP_EXPR)) ) {

               alt281=1;

           }

           switch (alt281) {

               case 1 :

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:784:40: valueExpr

                   {

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_valueExpr_in_newAssign5437);

                   valueExpr();

 

                   state._fsp--;

 

 

                   }

                   break;

 

           }
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           match(input, Token.UP, null);

 

           }

 

       }

 

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;

         }

       finally {

       }

       return ;

   }

   // $ANTLR end "newAssign"

 

 

   // $ANTLR start "libFuncChain"

   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:787:1: libFuncChain : ^(l= LIB_FUNC_CHAIN libFunctionWithClass ( libOrPropFunction )*

) ;

   public final void libFuncChain() throws RecognitionException {

       CommonTree l=null;

 

       try {

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:788:2: ( ^(l= LIB_FUNC_CHAIN libFunctionWithClass ( libOrPropFunction )* ) )

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:788:6: ^(l= LIB_FUNC_CHAIN libFunctionWithClass ( libOrPropFunction )* )

           {

           l=(CommonTree)match(input,LIB_FUNC_CHAIN,FOLLOW_LIB_FUNC_CHAIN_in_libFuncChain5455);

 

           match(input, Token.DOWN, null);

           pushFollow(FOLLOW_libFunctionWithClass_in_libFuncChain5457);

           libFunctionWithClass();

 

           state._fsp--;

 

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:788:46: ( libOrPropFunction )*

           loop282:

           do {

               int alt282=2;

               int LA282_0 = input.LA(1);

 

               if ( (LA282_0==EVENT_PROP_EXPR||LA282_0==LIB_FUNCTION) ) {

                   alt282=1;

               }

 

 

               switch (alt282) {

           	case 1 :

           	    // EsperEPL2Ast.g:788:46: libOrPropFunction
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           	    {

           	    pushFollow(FOLLOW_libOrPropFunction_in_libFuncChain5459);

           	    libOrPropFunction();

 

           	    state._fsp--;

 

 

           	    }

           	    break;

 

           	default :

           	    break loop282;

               }

           } while (true);

 

 

           match(input, Token.UP, null);

            leaveNode(l);

 

           }

 

       }

 

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;

         }

       finally {

       }

       return ;

   }

   // $ANTLR end "libFuncChain"

 

 

   // $ANTLR start "libFunctionWithClass"

   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:791:1: libFunctionWithClass : ^(l= LIB_FUNCTION ( CLASS_IDENT )? IDENT (

DISTINCT )? ( libFunctionArgItem )* ( LPAREN )? ) ;

   public final void libFunctionWithClass() throws RecognitionException {

       CommonTree l=null;

 

       try {

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:792:2: ( ^(l= LIB_FUNCTION ( CLASS_IDENT )? IDENT ( DISTINCT )? (

libFunctionArgItem )* ( LPAREN )? ) )

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:792:6: ^(l= LIB_FUNCTION ( CLASS_IDENT )? IDENT ( DISTINCT )? (

libFunctionArgItem )* ( LPAREN )? )

           {

l=(CommonTree)match(input,LIB_FUNCTION,FOLLOW_LIB_FUNCTION_in_libFunctionWithClass5479); 

       

    match(input, Token.DOWN, null);

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:792:23: ( CLASS_IDENT )?
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           int alt283=2;

           int LA283_0 = input.LA(1);

 

           if ( (LA283_0==CLASS_IDENT) ) {

               alt283=1;

           }

           switch (alt283) {

               case 1 :

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:792:24: CLASS_IDENT

                   {

                   match(input,CLASS_IDENT,FOLLOW_CLASS_IDENT_in_libFunctionWithClass5482);

 

                   }

                   break;

 

           }

 

           match(input,IDENT,FOLLOW_IDENT_in_libFunctionWithClass5486);

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:792:44: ( DISTINCT )?

           int alt284=2;

           int LA284_0 = input.LA(1);

 

           if ( (LA284_0==DISTINCT) ) {

               alt284=1;

           }

           switch (alt284) {

               case 1 :

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:792:45: DISTINCT

                   {

                   match(input,DISTINCT,FOLLOW_DISTINCT_in_libFunctionWithClass5489);

 

                   }

                   break;

 

           }

 

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:792:56: ( libFunctionArgItem )*

           loop285:

           do {

               int alt285=2;

               int LA285_0 = input.LA(1);

 

               if ( ((LA285_0>=IN_SET && LA285_0<=REGEXP)||LA285_0==NOT_EXPR||(LA285_0>=SUM &&

LA285_0<=AVG)||(LA285_0>=COALESCE && LA285_0<=COUNT)||(LA285_0>=CASE &&

LA285_0<=CASE2)||LA285_0==LAST||LA285_0==ISTREAM||(LA285_0>=PREVIOUS &&

LA285_0<=EXISTS)||(LA285_0>=LW &&

LA285_0<=CURRENT_TIMESTAMP)||LA285_0==NEWKW||(LA285_0>=NUMERIC_PARAM_RANGE &&

LA285_0<=OBJECT_PARAM_ORDERED_EXPR)||(LA285_0>=EVAL_AND_EXPR &&
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LA285_0<=EVAL_NOTEQUALS_GROUP_EXPR)||LA285_0==EVENT_PROP_EXPR||LA285_0==CONCAT||(

LA285_0>=LIB_FUNC_CHAIN && LA285_0<=DOT_EXPR)||(LA285_0>=TIME_PERIOD &&

LA285_0<=ARRAY_EXPR)||(LA285_0>=NOT_IN_SET &&

LA285_0<=NOT_REGEXP)||(LA285_0>=IN_RANGE &&

LA285_0<=SUBSELECT_EXPR)||(LA285_0>=EXISTS_SUBSELECT_EXPR &&

LA285_0<=NOT_IN_SUBSELECT_EXPR)||(LA285_0>=LAST_OPERATOR &&

LA285_0<=SUBSTITUTION)||LA285_0==NUMBERSETSTAR||(LA285_0>=FIRST_AGGREG &&

LA285_0<=WINDOW_AGGREG)||(LA285_0>=INT_TYPE &&

LA285_0<=NULL_TYPE)||(LA285_0>=JSON_OBJECT &&

LA285_0<=JSON_ARRAY)||LA285_0==GOES||LA285_0==STAR||(LA285_0>=LT &&

LA285_0<=GT)||(LA285_0>=BOR && LA285_0<=PLUS)||(LA285_0>=BAND &&

LA285_0<=BXOR)||(LA285_0>=LE && LA285_0<=GE)||(LA285_0>=MINUS &&

LA285_0<=MOD)||(LA285_0>=EVAL_IS_GROUP_EXPR && LA285_0<=EVAL_ISNOT_GROUP_EXPR)) ) {

                   alt285=1;

               }

 

 

               switch (alt285) {

           	case 1 :

           	    // EsperEPL2Ast.g:792:56: libFunctionArgItem

           	    {

           	    pushFollow(FOLLOW_libFunctionArgItem_in_libFunctionWithClass5493);

           	    libFunctionArgItem();

 

           	    state._fsp--;

 

 

           	    }

           	    break;

 

           	default :

           	    break loop285;

               }

           } while (true);

 

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:792:76: ( LPAREN )?

           int alt286=2;

           int LA286_0 = input.LA(1);

 

           if ( (LA286_0==LPAREN) ) {

               alt286=1;

           }

           switch (alt286) {

               case 1 :

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:792:76: LPAREN

                   {

                   match(input,LPAREN,FOLLOW_LPAREN_in_libFunctionWithClass5496);
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                   }

                   break;

 

           }

 

 

           match(input, Token.UP, null);

 

           }

 

       }

 

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;

         }

       finally {

       }

       return ;

   }

   // $ANTLR end "libFunctionWithClass"

 

 

   // $ANTLR start "libFunctionArgItem"

   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:795:1: libFunctionArgItem : ( expressionLambdaDecl | valueExprWithTime );

   public final void libFunctionArgItem() throws RecognitionException {

       try {

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:796:2: ( expressionLambdaDecl | valueExprWithTime )

           int alt287=2;

           int LA287_0 = input.LA(1);

 

           if ( (LA287_0==GOES) ) {

               alt287=1;

           }

           else if ( ((LA287_0>=IN_SET && LA287_0<=REGEXP)||LA287_0==NOT_EXPR||(LA287_0>=SUM &&

LA287_0<=AVG)||(LA287_0>=COALESCE && LA287_0<=COUNT)||(LA287_0>=CASE &&

LA287_0<=CASE2)||LA287_0==LAST||LA287_0==ISTREAM||(LA287_0>=PREVIOUS &&

LA287_0<=EXISTS)||(LA287_0>=LW &&

LA287_0<=CURRENT_TIMESTAMP)||LA287_0==NEWKW||(LA287_0>=NUMERIC_PARAM_RANGE &&

LA287_0<=OBJECT_PARAM_ORDERED_EXPR)||(LA287_0>=EVAL_AND_EXPR &&

LA287_0<=EVAL_NOTEQUALS_GROUP_EXPR)||LA287_0==EVENT_PROP_EXPR||LA287_0==CONCAT||(

LA287_0>=LIB_FUNC_CHAIN && LA287_0<=DOT_EXPR)||(LA287_0>=TIME_PERIOD &&

LA287_0<=ARRAY_EXPR)||(LA287_0>=NOT_IN_SET &&

LA287_0<=NOT_REGEXP)||(LA287_0>=IN_RANGE &&

LA287_0<=SUBSELECT_EXPR)||(LA287_0>=EXISTS_SUBSELECT_EXPR &&

LA287_0<=NOT_IN_SUBSELECT_EXPR)||(LA287_0>=LAST_OPERATOR &&

LA287_0<=SUBSTITUTION)||LA287_0==NUMBERSETSTAR||(LA287_0>=FIRST_AGGREG &&

LA287_0<=WINDOW_AGGREG)||(LA287_0>=INT_TYPE &&

LA287_0<=NULL_TYPE)||(LA287_0>=JSON_OBJECT &&
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LA287_0<=JSON_ARRAY)||LA287_0==STAR||(LA287_0>=LT && LA287_0<=GT)||(LA287_0>=BOR &&

LA287_0<=PLUS)||(LA287_0>=BAND && LA287_0<=BXOR)||(LA287_0>=LE &&

LA287_0<=GE)||(LA287_0>=MINUS && LA287_0<=MOD)||(LA287_0>=EVAL_IS_GROUP_EXPR &&

LA287_0<=EVAL_ISNOT_GROUP_EXPR)) ) {

               alt287=2;

           }

           else {

               NoViableAltException nvae =

                   new NoViableAltException("", 287, 0, input);

 

               throw nvae;

           }

           switch (alt287) {

               case 1 :

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:796:4: expressionLambdaDecl

                   {

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_expressionLambdaDecl_in_libFunctionArgItem5510);

                   expressionLambdaDecl();

 

                   state._fsp--;

 

 

                   }

                   break;

               case 2 :

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:796:27: valueExprWithTime

                   {

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_valueExprWithTime_in_libFunctionArgItem5514);

                   valueExprWithTime();

 

                   state._fsp--;

 

 

                   }

                   break;

 

           }

       }

 

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;

         }

       finally {

       }

       return ;

   }

   // $ANTLR end "libFunctionArgItem"
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   // $ANTLR start "libOrPropFunction"

   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:799:1: libOrPropFunction : ( eventPropertyExpr[false] | libFunctionWithClass );

   public final void libOrPropFunction() throws RecognitionException {

       try {

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:800:2: ( eventPropertyExpr[false] | libFunctionWithClass )

           int alt288=2;

           int LA288_0 = input.LA(1);

 

           if ( (LA288_0==EVENT_PROP_EXPR) ) {

               alt288=1;

           }

           else if ( (LA288_0==LIB_FUNCTION) ) {

               alt288=2;

           }

           else {

               NoViableAltException nvae =

                   new NoViableAltException("", 288, 0, input);

 

               throw nvae;

           }

           switch (alt288) {

               case 1 :

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:800:7: eventPropertyExpr[false]

                   {

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_eventPropertyExpr_in_libOrPropFunction5529);

                   eventPropertyExpr(false);

 

                   state._fsp--;

 

 

                   }

                   break;

               case 2 :

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:801:7: libFunctionWithClass

                   {

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_libFunctionWithClass_in_libOrPropFunction5539);

                   libFunctionWithClass();

 

                   state._fsp--;

 

 

                   }

                   break;

 

           }

       }
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         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;

         }

       finally {

       }

       return ;

   }

   // $ANTLR end "libOrPropFunction"

 

 

   // $ANTLR start "startPatternExpressionRule"

   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:807:1: startPatternExpressionRule : ( annotation[true] )* exprChoice ;

   public final void startPatternExpressionRule() throws RecognitionException {

       try {

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:808:2: ( ( annotation[true] )* exprChoice )

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:808:4: ( annotation[true] )* exprChoice

           {

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:808:4: ( annotation[true] )*

           loop289:

           do {

               int alt289=2;

               int LA289_0 = input.LA(1);

 

               if ( (LA289_0==ANNOTATION) ) {

                   alt289=1;

               }

 

 

               switch (alt289) {

           	case 1 :

           	    // EsperEPL2Ast.g:808:4: annotation[true]

           	    {

           	    pushFollow(FOLLOW_annotation_in_startPatternExpressionRule5554);

           	    annotation(true);

 

           	    state._fsp--;

 

 

           	    }

           	    break;

 

           	default :

           	    break loop289;

               }

           } while (true);

 

           pushFollow(FOLLOW_exprChoice_in_startPatternExpressionRule5558);

           exprChoice();
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           state._fsp--;

 

            endPattern(); end();

 

           }

 

       }

 

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;

         }

       finally {

       }

       return ;

   }

   // $ANTLR end "startPatternExpressionRule"

 

 

   // $ANTLR start "exprChoice"

   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:811:1: exprChoice : ( atomicExpr | patternOp | ^(a= EVERY_EXPR exprChoice ) | ^(a=

EVERY_DISTINCT_EXPR distinctExpressions exprChoice ) | ^(n= PATTERN_NOT_EXPR exprChoice ) | ^(g=

GUARD_EXPR exprChoice ( IDENT IDENT ( valueExprWithTime )* | valueExpr ) ) | ^(m=

MATCH_UNTIL_EXPR ( matchUntilRange )? exprChoice ( exprChoice )? ) );

   public final void exprChoice() throws RecognitionException {

       CommonTree a=null;

       CommonTree n=null;

       CommonTree g=null;

       CommonTree m=null;

 

       try {

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:812:2: ( atomicExpr | patternOp | ^(a= EVERY_EXPR exprChoice ) | ^(a=

EVERY_DISTINCT_EXPR distinctExpressions exprChoice ) | ^(n= PATTERN_NOT_EXPR exprChoice ) | ^(g=

GUARD_EXPR exprChoice ( IDENT IDENT ( valueExprWithTime )* | valueExpr ) ) | ^(m=

MATCH_UNTIL_EXPR ( matchUntilRange )? exprChoice ( exprChoice )? ) )

           int alt294=7;

           switch ( input.LA(1) ) {

           case PATTERN_FILTER_EXPR:

           case OBSERVER_EXPR:

               {

               alt294=1;

               }

               break;

           case OR_EXPR:

           case AND_EXPR:

           case FOLLOWED_BY_EXPR:

               {

               alt294=2;
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               }

               break;

           case EVERY_EXPR:

               {

               alt294=3;

               }

               break;

           case EVERY_DISTINCT_EXPR:

               {

               alt294=4;

               }

               break;

           case PATTERN_NOT_EXPR:

               {

               alt294=5;

               }

               break;

           case GUARD_EXPR:

               {

               alt294=6;

               }

               break;

           case MATCH_UNTIL_EXPR:

               {

               alt294=7;

               }

               break;

           default:

               NoViableAltException nvae =

                   new NoViableAltException("", 294, 0, input);

 

               throw nvae;

           }

 

           switch (alt294) {

               case 1 :

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:812:5: atomicExpr

                   {

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_atomicExpr_in_exprChoice5572);

                   atomicExpr();

 

                   state._fsp--;

 

 

                   }

                   break;

               case 2 :

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:813:4: patternOp
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                   {

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_patternOp_in_exprChoice5577);

                   patternOp();

 

                   state._fsp--;

 

 

                   }

                   break;

               case 3 :

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:814:5: ^(a= EVERY_EXPR exprChoice )

                   {

                   a=(CommonTree)match(input,EVERY_EXPR,FOLLOW_EVERY_EXPR_in_exprChoice5587);

 

                   match(input, Token.DOWN, null);

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_exprChoice_in_exprChoice5589);

                   exprChoice();

 

                   state._fsp--;

 

                    leaveNode(a);

 

                   match(input, Token.UP, null);

 

                   }

                   break;

               case 4 :

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:815:5: ^(a= EVERY_DISTINCT_EXPR distinctExpressions exprChoice )

                   {

a=(CommonTree)match(input,EVERY_DISTINCT_EXPR,FOLLOW_EVERY_DISTINCT_EXPR_in_exprChoice

5603);

 

                   match(input, Token.DOWN, null);

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_distinctExpressions_in_exprChoice5605);

                   distinctExpressions();

 

                   state._fsp--;

 

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_exprChoice_in_exprChoice5607);

                   exprChoice();

 

                   state._fsp--;

 

                    leaveNode(a);

 

                   match(input, Token.UP, null);

 

                   }
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                   break;

               case 5 :

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:816:5: ^(n= PATTERN_NOT_EXPR exprChoice )

                   {

n=(CommonTree)match(input,PATTERN_NOT_EXPR,FOLLOW_PATTERN_NOT_EXPR_in_exprChoice5621); 



                   match(input, Token.DOWN, null);

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_exprChoice_in_exprChoice5623);

                   exprChoice();

 

                   state._fsp--;

 

                    leaveNode(n);

 

                   match(input, Token.UP, null);

 

                   }

                   break;

               case 6 :

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:817:5: ^(g= GUARD_EXPR exprChoice ( IDENT IDENT ( valueExprWithTime )* |

valueExpr ) )

                   {

                   g=(CommonTree)match(input,GUARD_EXPR,FOLLOW_GUARD_EXPR_in_exprChoice5637);

 

                   match(input, Token.DOWN, null);

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_exprChoice_in_exprChoice5639);

                   exprChoice();

 

                   state._fsp--;

 

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:817:32: ( IDENT IDENT ( valueExprWithTime )* | valueExpr )

                   int alt291=2;

                   int LA291_0 = input.LA(1);

 

                   if ( (LA291_0==IDENT) ) {

                       alt291=1;

                   }

                   else if ( ((LA291_0>=IN_SET && LA291_0<=REGEXP)||LA291_0==NOT_EXPR||(LA291_0>=SUM

&& LA291_0<=AVG)||(LA291_0>=COALESCE && LA291_0<=COUNT)||(LA291_0>=CASE &&

LA291_0<=CASE2)||LA291_0==ISTREAM||(LA291_0>=PREVIOUS &&

LA291_0<=EXISTS)||(LA291_0>=INSTANCEOF &&

LA291_0<=CURRENT_TIMESTAMP)||LA291_0==NEWKW||(LA291_0>=EVAL_AND_EXPR &&

LA291_0<=EVAL_NOTEQUALS_GROUP_EXPR)||LA291_0==EVENT_PROP_EXPR||LA291_0==CONCAT||(

LA291_0>=LIB_FUNC_CHAIN &&

LA291_0<=DOT_EXPR)||LA291_0==ARRAY_EXPR||(LA291_0>=NOT_IN_SET &&

LA291_0<=NOT_REGEXP)||(LA291_0>=IN_RANGE &&

LA291_0<=SUBSELECT_EXPR)||(LA291_0>=EXISTS_SUBSELECT_EXPR &&

LA291_0<=NOT_IN_SUBSELECT_EXPR)||LA291_0==SUBSTITUTION||(LA291_0>=FIRST_AGGREG &&

LA291_0<=WINDOW_AGGREG)||(LA291_0>=INT_TYPE &&
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LA291_0<=NULL_TYPE)||(LA291_0>=JSON_OBJECT &&

LA291_0<=JSON_ARRAY)||LA291_0==STAR||(LA291_0>=LT && LA291_0<=GT)||(LA291_0>=BOR &&

LA291_0<=PLUS)||(LA291_0>=BAND && LA291_0<=BXOR)||(LA291_0>=LE &&

LA291_0<=GE)||(LA291_0>=MINUS && LA291_0<=MOD)||(LA291_0>=EVAL_IS_GROUP_EXPR &&

LA291_0<=EVAL_ISNOT_GROUP_EXPR)) ) {

                       alt291=2;

                   }

                   else {

                       NoViableAltException nvae =

                           new NoViableAltException("", 291, 0, input);

 

                       throw nvae;

                   }

                   switch (alt291) {

                       case 1 :

                           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:817:33: IDENT IDENT ( valueExprWithTime )*

                           {

                           match(input,IDENT,FOLLOW_IDENT_in_exprChoice5642);

                           match(input,IDENT,FOLLOW_IDENT_in_exprChoice5644);

                           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:817:45: ( valueExprWithTime )*

                           loop290:

                           do {

                               int alt290=2;

                               int LA290_0 = input.LA(1);

 

                               if ( ((LA290_0>=IN_SET &&

LA290_0<=REGEXP)||LA290_0==NOT_EXPR||(LA290_0>=SUM &&

LA290_0<=AVG)||(LA290_0>=COALESCE && LA290_0<=COUNT)||(LA290_0>=CASE &&

LA290_0<=CASE2)||LA290_0==LAST||LA290_0==ISTREAM||(LA290_0>=PREVIOUS &&

LA290_0<=EXISTS)||(LA290_0>=LW &&

LA290_0<=CURRENT_TIMESTAMP)||LA290_0==NEWKW||(LA290_0>=NUMERIC_PARAM_RANGE &&

LA290_0<=OBJECT_PARAM_ORDERED_EXPR)||(LA290_0>=EVAL_AND_EXPR &&

LA290_0<=EVAL_NOTEQUALS_GROUP_EXPR)||LA290_0==EVENT_PROP_EXPR||LA290_0==CONCAT||(

LA290_0>=LIB_FUNC_CHAIN && LA290_0<=DOT_EXPR)||(LA290_0>=TIME_PERIOD &&

LA290_0<=ARRAY_EXPR)||(LA290_0>=NOT_IN_SET &&

LA290_0<=NOT_REGEXP)||(LA290_0>=IN_RANGE &&

LA290_0<=SUBSELECT_EXPR)||(LA290_0>=EXISTS_SUBSELECT_EXPR &&

LA290_0<=NOT_IN_SUBSELECT_EXPR)||(LA290_0>=LAST_OPERATOR &&

LA290_0<=SUBSTITUTION)||LA290_0==NUMBERSETSTAR||(LA290_0>=FIRST_AGGREG &&

LA290_0<=WINDOW_AGGREG)||(LA290_0>=INT_TYPE &&

LA290_0<=NULL_TYPE)||(LA290_0>=JSON_OBJECT &&

LA290_0<=JSON_ARRAY)||LA290_0==STAR||(LA290_0>=LT && LA290_0<=GT)||(LA290_0>=BOR &&

LA290_0<=PLUS)||(LA290_0>=BAND && LA290_0<=BXOR)||(LA290_0>=LE &&

LA290_0<=GE)||(LA290_0>=MINUS && LA290_0<=MOD)||(LA290_0>=EVAL_IS_GROUP_EXPR &&

LA290_0<=EVAL_ISNOT_GROUP_EXPR)) ) {

                                   alt290=1;

                               }
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                               switch (alt290) {

                           	case 1 :

                           	    // EsperEPL2Ast.g:817:45: valueExprWithTime

                           	    {

                           	    pushFollow(FOLLOW_valueExprWithTime_in_exprChoice5646);

                           	    valueExprWithTime();

 

                           	    state._fsp--;

 

 

                           	    }

                           	    break;

 

                           	default :

                           	    break loop290;

                               }

                           } while (true);

 

 

                           }

                           break;

                       case 2 :

                           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:817:66: valueExpr

                           {

                           pushFollow(FOLLOW_valueExpr_in_exprChoice5651);

                           valueExpr();

 

                           state._fsp--;

 

 

                           }

                           break;

 

                   }

 

                    leaveNode(g);

 

                   match(input, Token.UP, null);

 

                   }

                   break;

               case 7 :

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:818:4: ^(m= MATCH_UNTIL_EXPR ( matchUntilRange )? exprChoice (

exprChoice )? )

                   {

m=(CommonTree)match(input,MATCH_UNTIL_EXPR,FOLLOW_MATCH_UNTIL_EXPR_in_exprChoice5665)

;
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                   match(input, Token.DOWN, null);

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:818:26: ( matchUntilRange )?

                   int alt292=2;

                   int LA292_0 = input.LA(1);

 

                   if ( ((LA292_0>=MATCH_UNTIL_RANGE_HALFOPEN &&

LA292_0<=MATCH_UNTIL_RANGE_BOUNDED)) ) {

                       alt292=1;

                   }

                   switch (alt292) {

                       case 1 :

                           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:818:26: matchUntilRange

                           {

                           pushFollow(FOLLOW_matchUntilRange_in_exprChoice5667);

                           matchUntilRange();

 

                           state._fsp--;

 

 

                           }

                           break;

 

                   }

 

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_exprChoice_in_exprChoice5670);

                   exprChoice();

 

                   state._fsp--;

 

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:818:54: ( exprChoice )?

                   int alt293=2;

                   int LA293_0 = input.LA(1);

 

                   if ( ((LA293_0>=OR_EXPR && LA293_0<=AND_EXPR)||(LA293_0>=EVERY_EXPR &&

LA293_0<=EVERY_DISTINCT_EXPR)||LA293_0==FOLLOWED_BY_EXPR||(LA293_0>=PATTERN_FILTER

_EXPR && LA293_0<=PATTERN_NOT_EXPR)||(LA293_0>=GUARD_EXPR &&

LA293_0<=OBSERVER_EXPR)||LA293_0==MATCH_UNTIL_EXPR) ) {

                       alt293=1;

                   }

                   switch (alt293) {

                       case 1 :

                           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:818:54: exprChoice

                           {

                           pushFollow(FOLLOW_exprChoice_in_exprChoice5672);

                           exprChoice();

 

                           state._fsp--;
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                           }

                           break;

 

                   }

 

                    leaveNode(m);

 

                   match(input, Token.UP, null);

 

                   }

                   break;

 

           }

       }

 

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;

         }

       finally {

       }

       return ;

   }

   // $ANTLR end "exprChoice"

 

 

   // $ANTLR start "distinctExpressions"

   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:822:1: distinctExpressions : ^( PATTERN_EVERY_DISTINCT_EXPR ( valueExprWithTime

)+ ) ;

   public final void distinctExpressions() throws RecognitionException {

       try {

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:823:2: ( ^( PATTERN_EVERY_DISTINCT_EXPR ( valueExprWithTime )+ ) )

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:823:4: ^( PATTERN_EVERY_DISTINCT_EXPR ( valueExprWithTime )+ )

           {

match(input,PATTERN_EVERY_DISTINCT_EXPR,FOLLOW_PATTERN_EVERY_DISTINCT_EXPR_in_disti

nctExpressions5693);

 

           match(input, Token.DOWN, null);

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:823:35: ( valueExprWithTime )+

           int cnt295=0;

           loop295:

           do {

               int alt295=2;

               int LA295_0 = input.LA(1);

 

               if ( ((LA295_0>=IN_SET && LA295_0<=REGEXP)||LA295_0==NOT_EXPR||(LA295_0>=SUM &&

LA295_0<=AVG)||(LA295_0>=COALESCE && LA295_0<=COUNT)||(LA295_0>=CASE &&
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LA295_0<=CASE2)||LA295_0==LAST||LA295_0==ISTREAM||(LA295_0>=PREVIOUS &&

LA295_0<=EXISTS)||(LA295_0>=LW &&

LA295_0<=CURRENT_TIMESTAMP)||LA295_0==NEWKW||(LA295_0>=NUMERIC_PARAM_RANGE &&

LA295_0<=OBJECT_PARAM_ORDERED_EXPR)||(LA295_0>=EVAL_AND_EXPR &&

LA295_0<=EVAL_NOTEQUALS_GROUP_EXPR)||LA295_0==EVENT_PROP_EXPR||LA295_0==CONCAT||(

LA295_0>=LIB_FUNC_CHAIN && LA295_0<=DOT_EXPR)||(LA295_0>=TIME_PERIOD &&

LA295_0<=ARRAY_EXPR)||(LA295_0>=NOT_IN_SET &&

LA295_0<=NOT_REGEXP)||(LA295_0>=IN_RANGE &&

LA295_0<=SUBSELECT_EXPR)||(LA295_0>=EXISTS_SUBSELECT_EXPR &&

LA295_0<=NOT_IN_SUBSELECT_EXPR)||(LA295_0>=LAST_OPERATOR &&

LA295_0<=SUBSTITUTION)||LA295_0==NUMBERSETSTAR||(LA295_0>=FIRST_AGGREG &&

LA295_0<=WINDOW_AGGREG)||(LA295_0>=INT_TYPE &&

LA295_0<=NULL_TYPE)||(LA295_0>=JSON_OBJECT &&

LA295_0<=JSON_ARRAY)||LA295_0==STAR||(LA295_0>=LT && LA295_0<=GT)||(LA295_0>=BOR &&

LA295_0<=PLUS)||(LA295_0>=BAND && LA295_0<=BXOR)||(LA295_0>=LE &&

LA295_0<=GE)||(LA295_0>=MINUS && LA295_0<=MOD)||(LA295_0>=EVAL_IS_GROUP_EXPR &&

LA295_0<=EVAL_ISNOT_GROUP_EXPR)) ) {

                   alt295=1;

               }

 

 

               switch (alt295) {

           	case 1 :

           	    // EsperEPL2Ast.g:823:35: valueExprWithTime

           	    {

           	    pushFollow(FOLLOW_valueExprWithTime_in_distinctExpressions5695);

           	    valueExprWithTime();

 

           	    state._fsp--;

 

 

           	    }

           	    break;

 

           	default :

           	    if ( cnt295 >= 1 ) break loop295;

                       EarlyExitException eee =

                           new EarlyExitException(295, input);

                       throw eee;

               }

               cnt295++;

           } while (true);

 

 

           match(input, Token.UP, null);

 

           }
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       }

 

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;

         }

       finally {

       }

       return ;

   }

   // $ANTLR end "distinctExpressions"

 

 

   // $ANTLR start "patternOp"

   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:826:1: patternOp : ( ^(f= FOLLOWED_BY_EXPR followedByItem followedByItem (

followedByItem )* ) | ^(o= OR_EXPR exprChoice exprChoice ( exprChoice )* ) | ^(a= AND_EXPR exprChoice

exprChoice ( exprChoice )* ) );

   public final void patternOp() throws RecognitionException {

       CommonTree f=null;

       CommonTree o=null;

       CommonTree a=null;

 

       try {

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:827:2: ( ^(f= FOLLOWED_BY_EXPR followedByItem followedByItem (

followedByItem )* ) | ^(o= OR_EXPR exprChoice exprChoice ( exprChoice )* ) | ^(a= AND_EXPR exprChoice

exprChoice ( exprChoice )* ) )

           int alt299=3;

           switch ( input.LA(1) ) {

           case FOLLOWED_BY_EXPR:

               {

               alt299=1;

               }

               break;

           case OR_EXPR:

               {

               alt299=2;

               }

               break;

           case AND_EXPR:

               {

               alt299=3;

               }

               break;

           default:

               NoViableAltException nvae =

                   new NoViableAltException("", 299, 0, input);

 

               throw nvae;

           }
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           switch (alt299) {

               case 1 :

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:827:4: ^(f= FOLLOWED_BY_EXPR followedByItem followedByItem (

followedByItem )* )

                   {

f=(CommonTree)match(input,FOLLOWED_BY_EXPR,FOLLOW_FOLLOWED_BY_EXPR_in_patternOp5714); 



                   match(input, Token.DOWN, null);

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_followedByItem_in_patternOp5716);

                   followedByItem();

 

                   state._fsp--;

 

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_followedByItem_in_patternOp5718);

                   followedByItem();

 

                   state._fsp--;

 

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:827:56: ( followedByItem )*

                   loop296:

                   do {

                       int alt296=2;

                       int LA296_0 = input.LA(1);

 

                       if ( (LA296_0==FOLLOWED_BY_ITEM) ) {

                           alt296=1;

                       }

 

 

                       switch (alt296) {

                   	case 1 :

                   	    // EsperEPL2Ast.g:827:57: followedByItem

                   	    {

                   	    pushFollow(FOLLOW_followedByItem_in_patternOp5721);

                   	    followedByItem();

 

                   	    state._fsp--;

 

 

                   	    }

                   	    break;

 

                   	default :

                   	    break loop296;

                       }

                   } while (true);

 

                    leaveNode(f);
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                   match(input, Token.UP, null);

 

                   }

                   break;

               case 2 :

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:828:5: ^(o= OR_EXPR exprChoice exprChoice ( exprChoice )* )

                   {

                   o=(CommonTree)match(input,OR_EXPR,FOLLOW_OR_EXPR_in_patternOp5737);

 

                   match(input, Token.DOWN, null);

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_exprChoice_in_patternOp5739);

                   exprChoice();

 

                   state._fsp--;

 

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_exprChoice_in_patternOp5741);

                   exprChoice();

 

                   state._fsp--;

 

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:828:40: ( exprChoice )*

                   loop297:

                   do {

                       int alt297=2;

                       int LA297_0 = input.LA(1);

 

                       if ( ((LA297_0>=OR_EXPR && LA297_0<=AND_EXPR)||(LA297_0>=EVERY_EXPR &&

LA297_0<=EVERY_DISTINCT_EXPR)||LA297_0==FOLLOWED_BY_EXPR||(LA297_0>=PATTERN_FILTER

_EXPR && LA297_0<=PATTERN_NOT_EXPR)||(LA297_0>=GUARD_EXPR &&

LA297_0<=OBSERVER_EXPR)||LA297_0==MATCH_UNTIL_EXPR) ) {

                           alt297=1;

                       }

 

 

                       switch (alt297) {

                   	case 1 :

                   	    // EsperEPL2Ast.g:828:41: exprChoice

                   	    {

                   	    pushFollow(FOLLOW_exprChoice_in_patternOp5744);

                   	    exprChoice();

 

                   	    state._fsp--;

 

 

                   	    }

                   	    break;
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                   	default :

                   	    break loop297;

                       }

                   } while (true);

 

                    leaveNode(o);

 

                   match(input, Token.UP, null);

 

                   }

                   break;

               case 3 :

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:829:5: ^(a= AND_EXPR exprChoice exprChoice ( exprChoice )* )

                   {

                   a=(CommonTree)match(input,AND_EXPR,FOLLOW_AND_EXPR_in_patternOp5760);

 

                   match(input, Token.DOWN, null);

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_exprChoice_in_patternOp5762);

                   exprChoice();

 

                   state._fsp--;

 

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_exprChoice_in_patternOp5764);

                   exprChoice();

 

                   state._fsp--;

 

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:829:41: ( exprChoice )*

                   loop298:

                   do {

                       int alt298=2;

                       int LA298_0 = input.LA(1);

 

                       if ( ((LA298_0>=OR_EXPR && LA298_0<=AND_EXPR)||(LA298_0>=EVERY_EXPR &&

LA298_0<=EVERY_DISTINCT_EXPR)||LA298_0==FOLLOWED_BY_EXPR||(LA298_0>=PATTERN_FILTER

_EXPR && LA298_0<=PATTERN_NOT_EXPR)||(LA298_0>=GUARD_EXPR &&

LA298_0<=OBSERVER_EXPR)||LA298_0==MATCH_UNTIL_EXPR) ) {

                           alt298=1;

                       }

 

 

                       switch (alt298) {

                   	case 1 :

                   	    // EsperEPL2Ast.g:829:42: exprChoice

                   	    {

                   	    pushFollow(FOLLOW_exprChoice_in_patternOp5767);

                   	    exprChoice();
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                   	    state._fsp--;

 

 

                   	    }

                   	    break;

 

                   	default :

                   	    break loop298;

                       }

                   } while (true);

 

                    leaveNode(a);

 

                   match(input, Token.UP, null);

 

                   }

                   break;

 

           }

       }

 

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;

         }

       finally {

       }

       return ;

   }

   // $ANTLR end "patternOp"

 

 

   // $ANTLR start "followedByItem"

   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:832:1: followedByItem : ^( FOLLOWED_BY_ITEM ( valueExpr )? exprChoice ) ;

   public final void followedByItem() throws RecognitionException {

       try {

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:833:2: ( ^( FOLLOWED_BY_ITEM ( valueExpr )? exprChoice ) )

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:833:4: ^( FOLLOWED_BY_ITEM ( valueExpr )? exprChoice )

           {

           match(input,FOLLOWED_BY_ITEM,FOLLOW_FOLLOWED_BY_ITEM_in_followedByItem5788);

 

           match(input, Token.DOWN, null);

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:833:24: ( valueExpr )?

           int alt300=2;

           int LA300_0 = input.LA(1);

 

           if ( ((LA300_0>=IN_SET && LA300_0<=REGEXP)||LA300_0==NOT_EXPR||(LA300_0>=SUM &&

LA300_0<=AVG)||(LA300_0>=COALESCE && LA300_0<=COUNT)||(LA300_0>=CASE &&

LA300_0<=CASE2)||LA300_0==ISTREAM||(LA300_0>=PREVIOUS &&
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LA300_0<=EXISTS)||(LA300_0>=INSTANCEOF &&

LA300_0<=CURRENT_TIMESTAMP)||LA300_0==NEWKW||(LA300_0>=EVAL_AND_EXPR &&

LA300_0<=EVAL_NOTEQUALS_GROUP_EXPR)||LA300_0==EVENT_PROP_EXPR||LA300_0==CONCAT||(

LA300_0>=LIB_FUNC_CHAIN &&

LA300_0<=DOT_EXPR)||LA300_0==ARRAY_EXPR||(LA300_0>=NOT_IN_SET &&

LA300_0<=NOT_REGEXP)||(LA300_0>=IN_RANGE &&

LA300_0<=SUBSELECT_EXPR)||(LA300_0>=EXISTS_SUBSELECT_EXPR &&

LA300_0<=NOT_IN_SUBSELECT_EXPR)||LA300_0==SUBSTITUTION||(LA300_0>=FIRST_AGGREG &&

LA300_0<=WINDOW_AGGREG)||(LA300_0>=INT_TYPE &&

LA300_0<=NULL_TYPE)||(LA300_0>=JSON_OBJECT &&

LA300_0<=JSON_ARRAY)||LA300_0==STAR||(LA300_0>=LT && LA300_0<=GT)||(LA300_0>=BOR &&

LA300_0<=PLUS)||(LA300_0>=BAND && LA300_0<=BXOR)||(LA300_0>=LE &&

LA300_0<=GE)||(LA300_0>=MINUS && LA300_0<=MOD)||(LA300_0>=EVAL_IS_GROUP_EXPR &&

LA300_0<=EVAL_ISNOT_GROUP_EXPR)) ) {

               alt300=1;

           }

           switch (alt300) {

               case 1 :

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:833:24: valueExpr

                   {

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_valueExpr_in_followedByItem5790);

                   valueExpr();

 

                   state._fsp--;

 

 

                   }

                   break;

 

           }

 

           pushFollow(FOLLOW_exprChoice_in_followedByItem5793);

           exprChoice();

 

           state._fsp--;

 

 

           match(input, Token.UP, null);

 

           }

 

       }

 

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;

         }

       finally {

       }
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       return ;

   }

   // $ANTLR end "followedByItem"

 

 

   // $ANTLR start "atomicExpr"

   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:836:1: atomicExpr : ( patternFilterExpr | ^(ac= OBSERVER_EXPR IDENT IDENT (

valueExprWithTime )* ) );

   public final void atomicExpr() throws RecognitionException {

       CommonTree ac=null;

 

       try {

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:837:2: ( patternFilterExpr | ^(ac= OBSERVER_EXPR IDENT IDENT (

valueExprWithTime )* ) )

           int alt302=2;

           int LA302_0 = input.LA(1);

 

           if ( (LA302_0==PATTERN_FILTER_EXPR) ) {

               alt302=1;

           }

           else if ( (LA302_0==OBSERVER_EXPR) ) {

               alt302=2;

           }

           else {

               NoViableAltException nvae =

                   new NoViableAltException("", 302, 0, input);

 

               throw nvae;

           }

           switch (alt302) {

               case 1 :

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:837:4: patternFilterExpr

                   {

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_patternFilterExpr_in_atomicExpr5807);

                   patternFilterExpr();

 

                   state._fsp--;

 

 

                   }

                   break;

               case 2 :

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:838:7: ^(ac= OBSERVER_EXPR IDENT IDENT ( valueExprWithTime )* )

                   {

ac=(CommonTree)match(input,OBSERVER_EXPR,FOLLOW_OBSERVER_EXPR_in_atomicExpr5819); 

             

      match(input, Token.DOWN, null);

                   match(input,IDENT,FOLLOW_IDENT_in_atomicExpr5821);

                   match(input,IDENT,FOLLOW_IDENT_in_atomicExpr5823);
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                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:838:39: ( valueExprWithTime )*

                   loop301:

                   do {

                       int alt301=2;

                       int LA301_0 = input.LA(1);

 

                       if ( ((LA301_0>=IN_SET && LA301_0<=REGEXP)||LA301_0==NOT_EXPR||(LA301_0>=SUM

&& LA301_0<=AVG)||(LA301_0>=COALESCE && LA301_0<=COUNT)||(LA301_0>=CASE &&

LA301_0<=CASE2)||LA301_0==LAST||LA301_0==ISTREAM||(LA301_0>=PREVIOUS &&

LA301_0<=EXISTS)||(LA301_0>=LW &&

LA301_0<=CURRENT_TIMESTAMP)||LA301_0==NEWKW||(LA301_0>=NUMERIC_PARAM_RANGE &&

LA301_0<=OBJECT_PARAM_ORDERED_EXPR)||(LA301_0>=EVAL_AND_EXPR &&

LA301_0<=EVAL_NOTEQUALS_GROUP_EXPR)||LA301_0==EVENT_PROP_EXPR||LA301_0==CONCAT||(

LA301_0>=LIB_FUNC_CHAIN && LA301_0<=DOT_EXPR)||(LA301_0>=TIME_PERIOD &&

LA301_0<=ARRAY_EXPR)||(LA301_0>=NOT_IN_SET &&

LA301_0<=NOT_REGEXP)||(LA301_0>=IN_RANGE &&

LA301_0<=SUBSELECT_EXPR)||(LA301_0>=EXISTS_SUBSELECT_EXPR &&

LA301_0<=NOT_IN_SUBSELECT_EXPR)||(LA301_0>=LAST_OPERATOR &&

LA301_0<=SUBSTITUTION)||LA301_0==NUMBERSETSTAR||(LA301_0>=FIRST_AGGREG &&

LA301_0<=WINDOW_AGGREG)||(LA301_0>=INT_TYPE &&

LA301_0<=NULL_TYPE)||(LA301_0>=JSON_OBJECT &&

LA301_0<=JSON_ARRAY)||LA301_0==STAR||(LA301_0>=LT && LA301_0<=GT)||(LA301_0>=BOR &&

LA301_0<=PLUS)||(LA301_0>=BAND && LA301_0<=BXOR)||(LA301_0>=LE &&

LA301_0<=GE)||(LA301_0>=MINUS && LA301_0<=MOD)||(LA301_0>=EVAL_IS_GROUP_EXPR &&

LA301_0<=EVAL_ISNOT_GROUP_EXPR)) ) {

                           alt301=1;

                       }

 

 

                       switch (alt301) {

                   	case 1 :

                   	    // EsperEPL2Ast.g:838:39: valueExprWithTime

                   	    {

                   	    pushFollow(FOLLOW_valueExprWithTime_in_atomicExpr5825);

                   	    valueExprWithTime();

 

                   	    state._fsp--;

 

 

                   	    }

                   	    break;

 

                   	default :

                   	    break loop301;

                       }

                   } while (true);

 

                    leaveNode(ac);
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                   match(input, Token.UP, null);

 

                   }

                   break;

 

           }

       }

 

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;

         }

       finally {

       }

       return ;

   }

   // $ANTLR end "atomicExpr"

 

 

   // $ANTLR start "patternFilterExpr"

   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:841:1: patternFilterExpr : ^(f= PATTERN_FILTER_EXPR ( IDENT )? CLASS_IDENT (

propertyExpression )? ( patternFilterAnno )? ( valueExpr )* ) ;

   public final void patternFilterExpr() throws RecognitionException {

       CommonTree f=null;

 

       try {

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:842:2: ( ^(f= PATTERN_FILTER_EXPR ( IDENT )? CLASS_IDENT (

propertyExpression )? ( patternFilterAnno )? ( valueExpr )* ) )

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:842:4: ^(f= PATTERN_FILTER_EXPR ( IDENT )? CLASS_IDENT (

propertyExpression )? ( patternFilterAnno )? ( valueExpr )* )

           {

f=(CommonTree)match(input,PATTERN_FILTER_EXPR,FOLLOW_PATTERN_FILTER_EXPR_in_patternFilter

Expr5845);

 

           match(input, Token.DOWN, null);

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:842:29: ( IDENT )?

           int alt303=2;

           int LA303_0 = input.LA(1);

 

           if ( (LA303_0==IDENT) ) {

               alt303=1;

           }

           switch (alt303) {

               case 1 :

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:842:29: IDENT

                   {

                   match(input,IDENT,FOLLOW_IDENT_in_patternFilterExpr5847);
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                   }

                   break;

 

           }

 

           match(input,CLASS_IDENT,FOLLOW_CLASS_IDENT_in_patternFilterExpr5850);

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:842:48: ( propertyExpression )?

           int alt304=2;

           int LA304_0 = input.LA(1);

 

           if ( (LA304_0==EVENT_FILTER_PROPERTY_EXPR) ) {

               alt304=1;

           }

           switch (alt304) {

               case 1 :

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:842:48: propertyExpression

                   {

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_propertyExpression_in_patternFilterExpr5852);

                   propertyExpression();

 

                   state._fsp--;

 

 

                   }

                   break;

 

           }

 

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:842:68: ( patternFilterAnno )?

           int alt305=2;

           int LA305_0 = input.LA(1);

 

           if ( (LA305_0==ATCHAR) ) {

               alt305=1;

           }

           switch (alt305) {

               case 1 :

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:842:68: patternFilterAnno

                   {

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_patternFilterAnno_in_patternFilterExpr5855);

                   patternFilterAnno();

 

                   state._fsp--;

 

 

                   }

                   break;
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           }

 

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:842:87: ( valueExpr )*

           loop306:

           do {

               int alt306=2;

               int LA306_0 = input.LA(1);

 

               if ( ((LA306_0>=IN_SET && LA306_0<=REGEXP)||LA306_0==NOT_EXPR||(LA306_0>=SUM &&

LA306_0<=AVG)||(LA306_0>=COALESCE && LA306_0<=COUNT)||(LA306_0>=CASE &&

LA306_0<=CASE2)||LA306_0==ISTREAM||(LA306_0>=PREVIOUS &&

LA306_0<=EXISTS)||(LA306_0>=INSTANCEOF &&

LA306_0<=CURRENT_TIMESTAMP)||LA306_0==NEWKW||(LA306_0>=EVAL_AND_EXPR &&

LA306_0<=EVAL_NOTEQUALS_GROUP_EXPR)||LA306_0==EVENT_PROP_EXPR||LA306_0==CONCAT||(

LA306_0>=LIB_FUNC_CHAIN &&

LA306_0<=DOT_EXPR)||LA306_0==ARRAY_EXPR||(LA306_0>=NOT_IN_SET &&

LA306_0<=NOT_REGEXP)||(LA306_0>=IN_RANGE &&

LA306_0<=SUBSELECT_EXPR)||(LA306_0>=EXISTS_SUBSELECT_EXPR &&

LA306_0<=NOT_IN_SUBSELECT_EXPR)||LA306_0==SUBSTITUTION||(LA306_0>=FIRST_AGGREG &&

LA306_0<=WINDOW_AGGREG)||(LA306_0>=INT_TYPE &&

LA306_0<=NULL_TYPE)||(LA306_0>=JSON_OBJECT &&

LA306_0<=JSON_ARRAY)||LA306_0==STAR||(LA306_0>=LT && LA306_0<=GT)||(LA306_0>=BOR &&

LA306_0<=PLUS)||(LA306_0>=BAND && LA306_0<=BXOR)||(LA306_0>=LE &&

LA306_0<=GE)||(LA306_0>=MINUS && LA306_0<=MOD)||(LA306_0>=EVAL_IS_GROUP_EXPR &&

LA306_0<=EVAL_ISNOT_GROUP_EXPR)) ) {

                   alt306=1;

               }

 

 

               switch (alt306) {

           	case 1 :

           	    // EsperEPL2Ast.g:842:88: valueExpr

           	    {

           	    pushFollow(FOLLOW_valueExpr_in_patternFilterExpr5859);

           	    valueExpr();

 

           	    state._fsp--;

 

 

           	    }

           	    break;

 

           	default :

           	    break loop306;

               }

           } while (true);

 

            leaveNode(f);
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           match(input, Token.UP, null);

 

           }

 

       }

 

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;

         }

       finally {

       }

       return ;

   }

   // $ANTLR end "patternFilterExpr"

 

 

   // $ANTLR start "patternFilterAnno"

   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:845:1: patternFilterAnno : ^( ATCHAR IDENT ( number )? ) ;

   public final void patternFilterAnno() throws RecognitionException {

       try {

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:846:2: ( ^( ATCHAR IDENT ( number )? ) )

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:846:4: ^( ATCHAR IDENT ( number )? )

           {

           match(input,ATCHAR,FOLLOW_ATCHAR_in_patternFilterAnno5879);

 

           match(input, Token.DOWN, null);

           match(input,IDENT,FOLLOW_IDENT_in_patternFilterAnno5881);

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:846:20: ( number )?

           int alt307=2;

           int LA307_0 = input.LA(1);

 

           if ( ((LA307_0>=INT_TYPE && LA307_0<=DOUBLE_TYPE)) ) {

               alt307=1;

           }

           switch (alt307) {

               case 1 :

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:846:20: number

                   {

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_number_in_patternFilterAnno5883);

                   number();

 

                   state._fsp--;

 

 

                   }

                   break;
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           }

 

 

           match(input, Token.UP, null);

 

           }

 

       }

 

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;

         }

       finally {

       }

       return ;

   }

   // $ANTLR end "patternFilterAnno"

 

 

   // $ANTLR start "matchUntilRange"

   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:849:1: matchUntilRange : ( ^( MATCH_UNTIL_RANGE_CLOSED valueExpr valueExpr ) |

^( MATCH_UNTIL_RANGE_BOUNDED valueExpr ) | ^( MATCH_UNTIL_RANGE_HALFCLOSED valueExpr

) | ^( MATCH_UNTIL_RANGE_HALFOPEN valueExpr ) );

   public final void matchUntilRange() throws RecognitionException {

       try {

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:850:2: ( ^( MATCH_UNTIL_RANGE_CLOSED valueExpr valueExpr ) | ^(

MATCH_UNTIL_RANGE_BOUNDED valueExpr ) | ^( MATCH_UNTIL_RANGE_HALFCLOSED valueExpr ) |

^( MATCH_UNTIL_RANGE_HALFOPEN valueExpr ) )

           int alt308=4;

           switch ( input.LA(1) ) {

           case MATCH_UNTIL_RANGE_CLOSED:

               {

               alt308=1;

               }

               break;

           case MATCH_UNTIL_RANGE_BOUNDED:

               {

               alt308=2;

               }

               break;

           case MATCH_UNTIL_RANGE_HALFCLOSED:

               {

               alt308=3;

               }

               break;

           case MATCH_UNTIL_RANGE_HALFOPEN:

               {

               alt308=4;
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               }

               break;

           default:

               NoViableAltException nvae =

                   new NoViableAltException("", 308, 0, input);

 

               throw nvae;

           }

 

           switch (alt308) {

               case 1 :

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:850:4: ^( MATCH_UNTIL_RANGE_CLOSED valueExpr valueExpr )

                   {

match(input,MATCH_UNTIL_RANGE_CLOSED,FOLLOW_MATCH_UNTIL_RANGE_CLOSED_in_matchUnt

ilRange5898);

 

                   match(input, Token.DOWN, null);

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_valueExpr_in_matchUntilRange5900);

                   valueExpr();

 

                   state._fsp--;

 

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_valueExpr_in_matchUntilRange5902);

                   valueExpr();

 

                   state._fsp--;

 

 

                   match(input, Token.UP, null);

 

                   }

                   break;

               case 2 :

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:851:5: ^( MATCH_UNTIL_RANGE_BOUNDED valueExpr )

                   {

match(input,MATCH_UNTIL_RANGE_BOUNDED,FOLLOW_MATCH_UNTIL_RANGE_BOUNDED_in_matc

hUntilRange5910);

 

                   match(input, Token.DOWN, null);

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_valueExpr_in_matchUntilRange5912);

                   valueExpr();

 

                   state._fsp--;

 

 

                   match(input, Token.UP, null);

 

                   }
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                   break;

               case 3 :

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:852:5: ^( MATCH_UNTIL_RANGE_HALFCLOSED valueExpr )

                   {

match(input,MATCH_UNTIL_RANGE_HALFCLOSED,FOLLOW_MATCH_UNTIL_RANGE_HALFCLOSED_

in_matchUntilRange5920);

 

                   match(input, Token.DOWN, null);

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_valueExpr_in_matchUntilRange5922);

                   valueExpr();

 

                   state._fsp--;

 

 

                   match(input, Token.UP, null);

 

                   }

                   break;

               case 4 :

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:853:4: ^( MATCH_UNTIL_RANGE_HALFOPEN valueExpr )

                   {

match(input,MATCH_UNTIL_RANGE_HALFOPEN,FOLLOW_MATCH_UNTIL_RANGE_HALFOPEN_in_ma

tchUntilRange5929);

 

                   match(input, Token.DOWN, null);

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_valueExpr_in_matchUntilRange5931);

                   valueExpr();

 

                   state._fsp--;

 

 

                   match(input, Token.UP, null);

 

                   }

                   break;

 

           }

       }

 

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;

         }

       finally {

       }

       return ;

   }

   // $ANTLR end "matchUntilRange"
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   // $ANTLR start "filterParam"

   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:856:1: filterParam : ^( EVENT_FILTER_PARAM valueExpr ( valueExpr )* ) ;

   public final void filterParam() throws RecognitionException {

       try {

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:857:2: ( ^( EVENT_FILTER_PARAM valueExpr ( valueExpr )* ) )

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:857:4: ^( EVENT_FILTER_PARAM valueExpr ( valueExpr )* )

           {

           match(input,EVENT_FILTER_PARAM,FOLLOW_EVENT_FILTER_PARAM_in_filterParam5944);

 

           match(input, Token.DOWN, null);

           pushFollow(FOLLOW_valueExpr_in_filterParam5946);

           valueExpr();

 

           state._fsp--;

 

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:857:35: ( valueExpr )*

           loop309:

           do {

               int alt309=2;

               int LA309_0 = input.LA(1);

 

               if ( ((LA309_0>=IN_SET && LA309_0<=REGEXP)||LA309_0==NOT_EXPR||(LA309_0>=SUM &&

LA309_0<=AVG)||(LA309_0>=COALESCE && LA309_0<=COUNT)||(LA309_0>=CASE &&

LA309_0<=CASE2)||LA309_0==ISTREAM||(LA309_0>=PREVIOUS &&

LA309_0<=EXISTS)||(LA309_0>=INSTANCEOF &&

LA309_0<=CURRENT_TIMESTAMP)||LA309_0==NEWKW||(LA309_0>=EVAL_AND_EXPR &&

LA309_0<=EVAL_NOTEQUALS_GROUP_EXPR)||LA309_0==EVENT_PROP_EXPR||LA309_0==CONCAT||(

LA309_0>=LIB_FUNC_CHAIN &&

LA309_0<=DOT_EXPR)||LA309_0==ARRAY_EXPR||(LA309_0>=NOT_IN_SET &&

LA309_0<=NOT_REGEXP)||(LA309_0>=IN_RANGE &&

LA309_0<=SUBSELECT_EXPR)||(LA309_0>=EXISTS_SUBSELECT_EXPR &&

LA309_0<=NOT_IN_SUBSELECT_EXPR)||LA309_0==SUBSTITUTION||(LA309_0>=FIRST_AGGREG &&

LA309_0<=WINDOW_AGGREG)||(LA309_0>=INT_TYPE &&

LA309_0<=NULL_TYPE)||(LA309_0>=JSON_OBJECT &&

LA309_0<=JSON_ARRAY)||LA309_0==STAR||(LA309_0>=LT && LA309_0<=GT)||(LA309_0>=BOR &&

LA309_0<=PLUS)||(LA309_0>=BAND && LA309_0<=BXOR)||(LA309_0>=LE &&

LA309_0<=GE)||(LA309_0>=MINUS && LA309_0<=MOD)||(LA309_0>=EVAL_IS_GROUP_EXPR &&

LA309_0<=EVAL_ISNOT_GROUP_EXPR)) ) {

                   alt309=1;

               }

 

 

               switch (alt309) {

           	case 1 :

           	    // EsperEPL2Ast.g:857:36: valueExpr

           	    {

           	    pushFollow(FOLLOW_valueExpr_in_filterParam5949);
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           	    valueExpr();

 

           	    state._fsp--;

 

 

           	    }

           	    break;

 

           	default :

           	    break loop309;

               }

           } while (true);

 

 

           match(input, Token.UP, null);

 

           }

 

       }

 

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;

         }

       finally {

       }

       return ;

   }

   // $ANTLR end "filterParam"

 

 

   // $ANTLR start "filterParamComparator"

   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:860:1: filterParamComparator : ( ^( EQUALS filterAtom ) | ^( NOT_EQUAL filterAtom ) | ^(

LT filterAtom ) | ^( LE filterAtom ) | ^( GT filterAtom ) | ^( GE filterAtom ) | ^( EVENT_FILTER_RANGE (

LPAREN | LBRACK ) ( constant[false] | filterIdentifier ) ( constant[false] | filterIdentifier ) ( RPAREN | RBRACK )

) | ^( EVENT_FILTER_NOT_RANGE ( LPAREN | LBRACK ) ( constant[false] | filterIdentifier ) ( constant[false] |

filterIdentifier ) ( RPAREN | RBRACK ) ) | ^( EVENT_FILTER_IN ( LPAREN | LBRACK ) ( constant[false] |

filterIdentifier ) ( constant[false] | filterIdentifier )* ( RPAREN | RBRACK ) ) | ^( EVENT_FILTER_NOT_IN (

LPAREN | LBRACK ) ( constant[false] | filterIdentifier ) ( constant[false] | filterIdentifier )* ( RPAREN | RBRACK

) ) | ^( EVENT_FILTER_BETWEEN ( constant[false] | filterIdentifier ) ( constant[false] | filterIdentifier ) ) | ^(

EVENT_FILTER_NOT_BETWEEN ( constant[false] | filterIdentifier ) ( constant[false] | filterIdentifier ) ) );

   public final void filterParamComparator() throws RecognitionException {

       try {

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:861:2: ( ^( EQUALS filterAtom ) | ^( NOT_EQUAL filterAtom ) | ^( LT filterAtom ) | ^(

LE filterAtom ) | ^( GT filterAtom ) | ^( GE filterAtom ) | ^( EVENT_FILTER_RANGE ( LPAREN | LBRACK ) (

constant[false] | filterIdentifier ) ( constant[false] | filterIdentifier ) ( RPAREN | RBRACK ) ) | ^(

EVENT_FILTER_NOT_RANGE ( LPAREN | LBRACK ) ( constant[false] | filterIdentifier ) ( constant[false] |

filterIdentifier ) ( RPAREN | RBRACK ) ) | ^( EVENT_FILTER_IN ( LPAREN | LBRACK ) ( constant[false] |

filterIdentifier ) ( constant[false] | filterIdentifier )* ( RPAREN | RBRACK ) ) | ^( EVENT_FILTER_NOT_IN (
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LPAREN | LBRACK ) ( constant[false] | filterIdentifier ) ( constant[false] | filterIdentifier )* ( RPAREN | RBRACK

) ) | ^( EVENT_FILTER_BETWEEN ( constant[false] | filterIdentifier ) ( constant[false] | filterIdentifier ) ) | ^(

EVENT_FILTER_NOT_BETWEEN ( constant[false] | filterIdentifier ) ( constant[false] | filterIdentifier ) ) )

           int alt322=12;

           switch ( input.LA(1) ) {

           case EQUALS:

               {

               alt322=1;

               }

               break;

           case NOT_EQUAL:

               {

               alt322=2;

               }

               break;

           case LT:

               {

               alt322=3;

               }

               break;

           case LE:

               {

               alt322=4;

               }

               break;

           case GT:

               {

               alt322=5;

               }

               break;

           case GE:

               {

               alt322=6;

               }

               break;

           case EVENT_FILTER_RANGE:

               {

               alt322=7;

               }

               break;

           case EVENT_FILTER_NOT_RANGE:

               {

               alt322=8;

               }

               break;

           case EVENT_FILTER_IN:

               {

               alt322=9;
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               }

               break;

           case EVENT_FILTER_NOT_IN:

               {

               alt322=10;

               }

               break;

           case EVENT_FILTER_BETWEEN:

               {

               alt322=11;

               }

               break;

           case EVENT_FILTER_NOT_BETWEEN:

               {

               alt322=12;

               }

               break;

           default:

               NoViableAltException nvae =

                   new NoViableAltException("", 322, 0, input);

 

               throw nvae;

           }

 

           switch (alt322) {

               case 1 :

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:861:4: ^( EQUALS filterAtom )

                   {

                   match(input,EQUALS,FOLLOW_EQUALS_in_filterParamComparator5965);

 

                   match(input, Token.DOWN, null);

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_filterAtom_in_filterParamComparator5967);

                   filterAtom();

 

                   state._fsp--;

 

 

                   match(input, Token.UP, null);

 

                   }

                   break;

               case 2 :

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:862:4: ^( NOT_EQUAL filterAtom )

                   {

                   match(input,NOT_EQUAL,FOLLOW_NOT_EQUAL_in_filterParamComparator5974);

 

                   match(input, Token.DOWN, null);

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_filterAtom_in_filterParamComparator5976);
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                   filterAtom();

 

                   state._fsp--;

 

 

                   match(input, Token.UP, null);

 

                   }

                   break;

               case 3 :

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:863:4: ^( LT filterAtom )

                   {

                   match(input,LT,FOLLOW_LT_in_filterParamComparator5983);

 

                   match(input, Token.DOWN, null);

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_filterAtom_in_filterParamComparator5985);

                   filterAtom();

 

                   state._fsp--;

 

 

                   match(input, Token.UP, null);

 

                   }

                   break;

               case 4 :

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:864:4: ^( LE filterAtom )

                   {

                   match(input,LE,FOLLOW_LE_in_filterParamComparator5992);

 

                   match(input, Token.DOWN, null);

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_filterAtom_in_filterParamComparator5994);

                   filterAtom();

 

                   state._fsp--;

 

 

                   match(input, Token.UP, null);

 

                   }

                   break;

               case 5 :

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:865:4: ^( GT filterAtom )

                   {

                   match(input,GT,FOLLOW_GT_in_filterParamComparator6001);

 

                   match(input, Token.DOWN, null);

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_filterAtom_in_filterParamComparator6003);
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                   filterAtom();

 

                   state._fsp--;

 

 

                   match(input, Token.UP, null);

 

                   }

                   break;

               case 6 :

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:866:4: ^( GE filterAtom )

                   {

                   match(input,GE,FOLLOW_GE_in_filterParamComparator6010);

 

                   match(input, Token.DOWN, null);

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_filterAtom_in_filterParamComparator6012);

                   filterAtom();

 

                   state._fsp--;

 

 

                   match(input, Token.UP, null);

 

                   }

                   break;

               case 7 :

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:867:4: ^( EVENT_FILTER_RANGE ( LPAREN | LBRACK ) ( constant[false] |

filterIdentifier ) ( constant[false] | filterIdentifier ) ( RPAREN | RBRACK ) )

                   {

match(input,EVENT_FILTER_RANGE,FOLLOW_EVENT_FILTER_RANGE_in_filterParamComparator6019); 

  

                 match(input, Token.DOWN, null);

                   if ( input.LA(1)==LBRACK||input.LA(1)==LPAREN ) {

                       input.consume();

                       state.errorRecovery=false;

                   }

                   else {

                       MismatchedSetException mse = new MismatchedSetException(null,input);

                       throw mse;

                   }

 

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:867:41: ( constant[false] | filterIdentifier )

                   int alt310=2;

                   int LA310_0 = input.LA(1);

 

                   if ( ((LA310_0>=INT_TYPE && LA310_0<=NULL_TYPE)) ) {

                       alt310=1;

                   }

                   else if ( (LA310_0==EVENT_FILTER_IDENT) ) {
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                       alt310=2;

                   }

                   else {

                       NoViableAltException nvae =

                           new NoViableAltException("", 310, 0, input);

 

                       throw nvae;

                   }

                   switch (alt310) {

                       case 1 :

                           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:867:42: constant[false]

                           {

                           pushFollow(FOLLOW_constant_in_filterParamComparator6028);

                           constant(false);

 

                           state._fsp--;

 

 

                           }

                           break;

                       case 2 :

                           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:867:58: filterIdentifier

                           {

                           pushFollow(FOLLOW_filterIdentifier_in_filterParamComparator6031);

                           filterIdentifier();

 

                           state._fsp--;

 

 

                           }

                           break;

 

                   }

 

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:867:76: ( constant[false] | filterIdentifier )

                   int alt311=2;

                   int LA311_0 = input.LA(1);

 

                   if ( ((LA311_0>=INT_TYPE && LA311_0<=NULL_TYPE)) ) {

                       alt311=1;

                   }

                   else if ( (LA311_0==EVENT_FILTER_IDENT) ) {

                       alt311=2;

                   }

                   else {

                       NoViableAltException nvae =

                           new NoViableAltException("", 311, 0, input);
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                       throw nvae;

                   }

                   switch (alt311) {

                       case 1 :

                           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:867:77: constant[false]

                           {

                           pushFollow(FOLLOW_constant_in_filterParamComparator6035);

                           constant(false);

 

                           state._fsp--;

 

 

                           }

                           break;

                       case 2 :

                           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:867:93: filterIdentifier

                           {

                           pushFollow(FOLLOW_filterIdentifier_in_filterParamComparator6038);

                           filterIdentifier();

 

                           state._fsp--;

 

 

                           }

                           break;

 

                   }

 

                   if ( input.LA(1)==RBRACK||input.LA(1)==RPAREN ) {

                       input.consume();

                       state.errorRecovery=false;

                   }

                   else {

                       MismatchedSetException mse = new MismatchedSetException(null,input);

                       throw mse;

                   }

 

 

                   match(input, Token.UP, null);

 

                   }

                   break;

               case 8 :

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:868:4: ^( EVENT_FILTER_NOT_RANGE ( LPAREN | LBRACK ) (

constant[false] | filterIdentifier ) ( constant[false] | filterIdentifier ) ( RPAREN | RBRACK ) )

                   {

match(input,EVENT_FILTER_NOT_RANGE,FOLLOW_EVENT_FILTER_NOT_RANGE_in_filterParamCompa

rator6052);
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                   match(input, Token.DOWN, null);

                   if ( input.LA(1)==LBRACK||input.LA(1)==LPAREN ) {

                       input.consume();

                       state.errorRecovery=false;

                   }

                   else {

                       MismatchedSetException mse = new MismatchedSetException(null,input);

                       throw mse;

                   }

 

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:868:45: ( constant[false] | filterIdentifier )

                   int alt312=2;

                   int LA312_0 = input.LA(1);

 

                   if ( ((LA312_0>=INT_TYPE && LA312_0<=NULL_TYPE)) ) {

                       alt312=1;

                   }

                   else if ( (LA312_0==EVENT_FILTER_IDENT) ) {

                       alt312=2;

                   }

                   else {

                       NoViableAltException nvae =

                           new NoViableAltException("", 312, 0, input);

 

                       throw nvae;

                   }

                   switch (alt312) {

                       case 1 :

                           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:868:46: constant[false]

                           {

                           pushFollow(FOLLOW_constant_in_filterParamComparator6061);

                           constant(false);

 

                           state._fsp--;

 

 

                           }

                           break;

                       case 2 :

                           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:868:62: filterIdentifier

                           {

                           pushFollow(FOLLOW_filterIdentifier_in_filterParamComparator6064);

                           filterIdentifier();

 

                           state._fsp--;
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                           }

                           break;

 

                   }

 

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:868:80: ( constant[false] | filterIdentifier )

                   int alt313=2;

                   int LA313_0 = input.LA(1);

 

                   if ( ((LA313_0>=INT_TYPE && LA313_0<=NULL_TYPE)) ) {

                       alt313=1;

                   }

                   else if ( (LA313_0==EVENT_FILTER_IDENT) ) {

                       alt313=2;

                   }

                   else {

                       NoViableAltException nvae =

                           new NoViableAltException("", 313, 0, input);

 

                       throw nvae;

                   }

                   switch (alt313) {

                       case 1 :

                           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:868:81: constant[false]

                           {

                           pushFollow(FOLLOW_constant_in_filterParamComparator6068);

                           constant(false);

 

                           state._fsp--;

 

 

                           }

                           break;

                       case 2 :

                           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:868:97: filterIdentifier

                           {

                           pushFollow(FOLLOW_filterIdentifier_in_filterParamComparator6071);

                           filterIdentifier();

 

                           state._fsp--;

 

 

                           }

                           break;

 

                   }

 

                   if ( input.LA(1)==RBRACK||input.LA(1)==RPAREN ) {
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                       input.consume();

                       state.errorRecovery=false;

                   }

                   else {

                       MismatchedSetException mse = new MismatchedSetException(null,input);

                       throw mse;

                   }

 

 

                   match(input, Token.UP, null);

 

                   }

                   break;

               case 9 :

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:869:4: ^( EVENT_FILTER_IN ( LPAREN | LBRACK ) ( constant[false] |

filterIdentifier ) ( constant[false] | filterIdentifier )* ( RPAREN | RBRACK ) )

                   {

                   match(input,EVENT_FILTER_IN,FOLLOW_EVENT_FILTER_IN_in_filterParamComparator6085);

 

                   match(input, Token.DOWN, null);

                   if ( input.LA(1)==LBRACK||input.LA(1)==LPAREN ) {

                       input.consume();

                       state.errorRecovery=false;

                   }

                   else {

                       MismatchedSetException mse = new MismatchedSetException(null,input);

                       throw mse;

                   }

 

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:869:38: ( constant[false] | filterIdentifier )

                   int alt314=2;

                   int LA314_0 = input.LA(1);

 

                   if ( ((LA314_0>=INT_TYPE && LA314_0<=NULL_TYPE)) ) {

                       alt314=1;

                   }

                   else if ( (LA314_0==EVENT_FILTER_IDENT) ) {

                       alt314=2;

                   }

                   else {

                       NoViableAltException nvae =

                           new NoViableAltException("", 314, 0, input);

 

                       throw nvae;

                   }

                   switch (alt314) {

                       case 1 :

                           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:869:39: constant[false]
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                           {

                           pushFollow(FOLLOW_constant_in_filterParamComparator6094);

                           constant(false);

 

                           state._fsp--;

 

 

                           }

                           break;

                       case 2 :

                           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:869:55: filterIdentifier

                           {

                           pushFollow(FOLLOW_filterIdentifier_in_filterParamComparator6097);

                           filterIdentifier();

 

                           state._fsp--;

 

 

                           }

                           break;

 

                   }

 

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:869:73: ( constant[false] | filterIdentifier )*

                   loop315:

                   do {

                       int alt315=3;

                       int LA315_0 = input.LA(1);

 

                       if ( ((LA315_0>=INT_TYPE && LA315_0<=NULL_TYPE)) ) {

                           alt315=1;

                       }

                       else if ( (LA315_0==EVENT_FILTER_IDENT) ) {

                           alt315=2;

                       }

 

 

                       switch (alt315) {

                   	case 1 :

                   	    // EsperEPL2Ast.g:869:74: constant[false]

                   	    {

                   	    pushFollow(FOLLOW_constant_in_filterParamComparator6101);

                   	    constant(false);

 

                   	    state._fsp--;

 

 

                   	    }
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                   	    break;

                   	case 2 :

                   	    // EsperEPL2Ast.g:869:90: filterIdentifier

                   	    {

                   	    pushFollow(FOLLOW_filterIdentifier_in_filterParamComparator6104);

                   	    filterIdentifier();

 

                   	    state._fsp--;

 

 

                   	    }

                   	    break;

 

                   	default :

                   	    break loop315;

                       }

                   } while (true);

 

                   if ( input.LA(1)==RBRACK||input.LA(1)==RPAREN ) {

                       input.consume();

                       state.errorRecovery=false;

                   }

                   else {

                       MismatchedSetException mse = new MismatchedSetException(null,input);

                       throw mse;

                   }

 

 

                   match(input, Token.UP, null);

 

                   }

                   break;

               case 10 :

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:870:4: ^( EVENT_FILTER_NOT_IN ( LPAREN | LBRACK ) ( constant[false] |

filterIdentifier ) ( constant[false] | filterIdentifier )* ( RPAREN | RBRACK ) )

                   {

match(input,EVENT_FILTER_NOT_IN,FOLLOW_EVENT_FILTER_NOT_IN_in_filterParamComparator6119); 

 

                  match(input, Token.DOWN, null);

                   if ( input.LA(1)==LBRACK||input.LA(1)==LPAREN ) {

                       input.consume();

                       state.errorRecovery=false;

                   }

                   else {

                       MismatchedSetException mse = new MismatchedSetException(null,input);

                       throw mse;

                   }

 

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:870:42: ( constant[false] | filterIdentifier )
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                   int alt316=2;

                   int LA316_0 = input.LA(1);

 

                   if ( ((LA316_0>=INT_TYPE && LA316_0<=NULL_TYPE)) ) {

                       alt316=1;

                   }

                   else if ( (LA316_0==EVENT_FILTER_IDENT) ) {

                       alt316=2;

                   }

                   else {

                       NoViableAltException nvae =

                           new NoViableAltException("", 316, 0, input);

 

                       throw nvae;

                   }

                   switch (alt316) {

                       case 1 :

                           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:870:43: constant[false]

                           {

                           pushFollow(FOLLOW_constant_in_filterParamComparator6128);

                           constant(false);

 

                           state._fsp--;

 

 

                           }

                           break;

                       case 2 :

                           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:870:59: filterIdentifier

                           {

                           pushFollow(FOLLOW_filterIdentifier_in_filterParamComparator6131);

                           filterIdentifier();

 

                           state._fsp--;

 

 

                           }

                           break;

 

                   }

 

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:870:77: ( constant[false] | filterIdentifier )*

                   loop317:

                   do {

                       int alt317=3;

                       int LA317_0 = input.LA(1);

 

                       if ( ((LA317_0>=INT_TYPE && LA317_0<=NULL_TYPE)) ) {
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                           alt317=1;

                       }

                       else if ( (LA317_0==EVENT_FILTER_IDENT) ) {

                           alt317=2;

                       }

 

 

                       switch (alt317) {

                   	case 1 :

                   	    // EsperEPL2Ast.g:870:78: constant[false]

                   	    {

                   	    pushFollow(FOLLOW_constant_in_filterParamComparator6135);

                   	    constant(false);

 

                   	    state._fsp--;

 

 

                   	    }

                   	    break;

                   	case 2 :

                   	    // EsperEPL2Ast.g:870:94: filterIdentifier

                   	    {

                   	    pushFollow(FOLLOW_filterIdentifier_in_filterParamComparator6138);

                   	    filterIdentifier();

 

                   	    state._fsp--;

 

 

                   	    }

                   	    break;

 

                   	default :

                   	    break loop317;

                       }

                   } while (true);

 

                   if ( input.LA(1)==RBRACK||input.LA(1)==RPAREN ) {

                       input.consume();

                       state.errorRecovery=false;

                   }

                   else {

                       MismatchedSetException mse = new MismatchedSetException(null,input);

                       throw mse;

                   }

 

 

                   match(input, Token.UP, null);
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                   }

                   break;

               case 11 :

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:871:4: ^( EVENT_FILTER_BETWEEN ( constant[false] | filterIdentifier ) (

constant[false] | filterIdentifier ) )

                   {

match(input,EVENT_FILTER_BETWEEN,FOLLOW_EVENT_FILTER_BETWEEN_in_filterParamComparator6

153);

 

                   match(input, Token.DOWN, null);

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:871:27: ( constant[false] | filterIdentifier )

                   int alt318=2;

                   int LA318_0 = input.LA(1);

 

                   if ( ((LA318_0>=INT_TYPE && LA318_0<=NULL_TYPE)) ) {

                       alt318=1;

                   }

                   else if ( (LA318_0==EVENT_FILTER_IDENT) ) {

                       alt318=2;

                   }

                   else {

                       NoViableAltException nvae =

                           new NoViableAltException("", 318, 0, input);

 

                       throw nvae;

                   }

                   switch (alt318) {

                       case 1 :

                           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:871:28: constant[false]

                           {

                           pushFollow(FOLLOW_constant_in_filterParamComparator6156);

                           constant(false);

 

                           state._fsp--;

 

 

                           }

                           break;

                       case 2 :

                           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:871:44: filterIdentifier

                           {

                           pushFollow(FOLLOW_filterIdentifier_in_filterParamComparator6159);

                           filterIdentifier();

 

                           state._fsp--;

 

 

                           }
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                           break;

 

                   }

 

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:871:62: ( constant[false] | filterIdentifier )

                   int alt319=2;

                   int LA319_0 = input.LA(1);

 

                   if ( ((LA319_0>=INT_TYPE && LA319_0<=NULL_TYPE)) ) {

                       alt319=1;

                   }

                   else if ( (LA319_0==EVENT_FILTER_IDENT) ) {

                       alt319=2;

                   }

                   else {

                       NoViableAltException nvae =

                           new NoViableAltException("", 319, 0, input);

 

                       throw nvae;

                   }

                   switch (alt319) {

                       case 1 :

                           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:871:63: constant[false]

                           {

                           pushFollow(FOLLOW_constant_in_filterParamComparator6163);

                           constant(false);

 

                           state._fsp--;

 

 

                           }

                           break;

                       case 2 :

                           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:871:79: filterIdentifier

                           {

                           pushFollow(FOLLOW_filterIdentifier_in_filterParamComparator6166);

                           filterIdentifier();

 

                           state._fsp--;

 

 

                           }

                           break;

 

                   }

 

 

                   match(input, Token.UP, null);
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                   }

                   break;

               case 12 :

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:872:4: ^( EVENT_FILTER_NOT_BETWEEN ( constant[false] | filterIdentifier ) (

constant[false] | filterIdentifier ) )

                   {

match(input,EVENT_FILTER_NOT_BETWEEN,FOLLOW_EVENT_FILTER_NOT_BETWEEN_in_filterParam

Comparator6174);

 

                   match(input, Token.DOWN, null);

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:872:31: ( constant[false] | filterIdentifier )

                   int alt320=2;

                   int LA320_0 = input.LA(1);

 

                   if ( ((LA320_0>=INT_TYPE && LA320_0<=NULL_TYPE)) ) {

                       alt320=1;

                   }

                   else if ( (LA320_0==EVENT_FILTER_IDENT) ) {

                       alt320=2;

                   }

                   else {

                       NoViableAltException nvae =

                           new NoViableAltException("", 320, 0, input);

 

                       throw nvae;

                   }

                   switch (alt320) {

                       case 1 :

                           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:872:32: constant[false]

                           {

                           pushFollow(FOLLOW_constant_in_filterParamComparator6177);

                           constant(false);

 

                           state._fsp--;

 

 

                           }

                           break;

                       case 2 :

                           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:872:48: filterIdentifier

                           {

                           pushFollow(FOLLOW_filterIdentifier_in_filterParamComparator6180);

                           filterIdentifier();

 

                           state._fsp--;
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                           }

                           break;

 

                   }

 

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:872:66: ( constant[false] | filterIdentifier )

                   int alt321=2;

                   int LA321_0 = input.LA(1);

 

                   if ( ((LA321_0>=INT_TYPE && LA321_0<=NULL_TYPE)) ) {

                       alt321=1;

                   }

                   else if ( (LA321_0==EVENT_FILTER_IDENT) ) {

                       alt321=2;

                   }

                   else {

                       NoViableAltException nvae =

                           new NoViableAltException("", 321, 0, input);

 

                       throw nvae;

                   }

                   switch (alt321) {

                       case 1 :

                           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:872:67: constant[false]

                           {

                           pushFollow(FOLLOW_constant_in_filterParamComparator6184);

                           constant(false);

 

                           state._fsp--;

 

 

                           }

                           break;

                       case 2 :

                           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:872:83: filterIdentifier

                           {

                           pushFollow(FOLLOW_filterIdentifier_in_filterParamComparator6187);

                           filterIdentifier();

 

                           state._fsp--;

 

 

                           }

                           break;

 

                   }
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                   match(input, Token.UP, null);

 

                   }

                   break;

 

           }

       }

 

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;

         }

       finally {

       }

       return ;

   }

   // $ANTLR end "filterParamComparator"

 

 

   // $ANTLR start "filterAtom"

   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:875:1: filterAtom : ( constant[false] | filterIdentifier );

   public final void filterAtom() throws RecognitionException {

       try {

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:876:2: ( constant[false] | filterIdentifier )

           int alt323=2;

           int LA323_0 = input.LA(1);

 

           if ( ((LA323_0>=INT_TYPE && LA323_0<=NULL_TYPE)) ) {

               alt323=1;

           }

           else if ( (LA323_0==EVENT_FILTER_IDENT) ) {

               alt323=2;

           }

           else {

               NoViableAltException nvae =

                   new NoViableAltException("", 323, 0, input);

 

               throw nvae;

           }

           switch (alt323) {

               case 1 :

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:876:4: constant[false]

                   {

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_constant_in_filterAtom6201);

                   constant(false);

 

                   state._fsp--;
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                   }

                   break;

               case 2 :

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:877:4: filterIdentifier

                   {

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_filterIdentifier_in_filterAtom6207);

                   filterIdentifier();

 

                   state._fsp--;

 

 

                   }

                   break;

 

           }

       }

 

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;

         }

       finally {

       }

       return ;

   }

   // $ANTLR end "filterAtom"

 

 

   // $ANTLR start "filterIdentifier"

   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:879:1: filterIdentifier : ^( EVENT_FILTER_IDENT IDENT eventPropertyExpr[true] ) ;

   public final void filterIdentifier() throws RecognitionException {

       try {

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:880:2: ( ^( EVENT_FILTER_IDENT IDENT eventPropertyExpr[true] ) )

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:880:4: ^( EVENT_FILTER_IDENT IDENT eventPropertyExpr[true] )

           {

           match(input,EVENT_FILTER_IDENT,FOLLOW_EVENT_FILTER_IDENT_in_filterIdentifier6218);

 

           match(input, Token.DOWN, null);

           match(input,IDENT,FOLLOW_IDENT_in_filterIdentifier6220);

           pushFollow(FOLLOW_eventPropertyExpr_in_filterIdentifier6222);

           eventPropertyExpr(true);

 

           state._fsp--;

 

 

           match(input, Token.UP, null);

 

           }
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       }

 

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;

         }

       finally {

       }

       return ;

   }

   // $ANTLR end "filterIdentifier"

 

 

   // $ANTLR start "eventPropertyExpr"

   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:883:1: eventPropertyExpr[boolean isLeaveNode] : ^(p= EVENT_PROP_EXPR

eventPropertyAtomic ( eventPropertyAtomic )* ) ;

   public final void eventPropertyExpr(boolean isLeaveNode) throws RecognitionException {

       CommonTree p=null;

 

       try {

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:884:2: ( ^(p= EVENT_PROP_EXPR eventPropertyAtomic ( eventPropertyAtomic )* ) )

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:884:4: ^(p= EVENT_PROP_EXPR eventPropertyAtomic ( eventPropertyAtomic )* )

           {

p=(CommonTree)match(input,EVENT_PROP_EXPR,FOLLOW_EVENT_PROP_EXPR_in_eventPropertyExpr624

1);

 

           match(input, Token.DOWN, null);

           pushFollow(FOLLOW_eventPropertyAtomic_in_eventPropertyExpr6243);

           eventPropertyAtomic();

 

           state._fsp--;

 

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:884:44: ( eventPropertyAtomic )*

           loop324:

           do {

               int alt324=2;

               int LA324_0 = input.LA(1);

 

               if ( ((LA324_0>=EVENT_PROP_SIMPLE && LA324_0<=EVENT_PROP_DYNAMIC_MAPPED)) ) {

                   alt324=1;

               }

 

 

               switch (alt324) {

           	case 1 :

           	    // EsperEPL2Ast.g:884:45: eventPropertyAtomic

           	    {

           	    pushFollow(FOLLOW_eventPropertyAtomic_in_eventPropertyExpr6246);

           	    eventPropertyAtomic();
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           	    state._fsp--;

 

 

           	    }

           	    break;

 

           	default :

           	    break loop324;

               }

           } while (true);

 

 

           match(input, Token.UP, null);

            if (isLeaveNode) leaveNode(p);

 

           }

 

       }

 

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;

         }

       finally {

       }

       return ;

   }

   // $ANTLR end "eventPropertyExpr"

 

 

   // $ANTLR start "eventPropertyAtomic"

   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:887:1: eventPropertyAtomic : ( ^( EVENT_PROP_SIMPLE IDENT ) | ^(

EVENT_PROP_INDEXED IDENT NUM_INT ) | ^( EVENT_PROP_MAPPED IDENT ( STRING_LITERAL |

QUOTED_STRING_LITERAL ) ) | ^( EVENT_PROP_DYNAMIC_SIMPLE IDENT ) | ^(

EVENT_PROP_DYNAMIC_INDEXED IDENT NUM_INT ) | ^( EVENT_PROP_DYNAMIC_MAPPED IDENT (

STRING_LITERAL | QUOTED_STRING_LITERAL ) ) );

   public final void eventPropertyAtomic() throws RecognitionException {

       try {

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:888:2: ( ^( EVENT_PROP_SIMPLE IDENT ) | ^( EVENT_PROP_INDEXED IDENT

NUM_INT ) | ^( EVENT_PROP_MAPPED IDENT ( STRING_LITERAL | QUOTED_STRING_LITERAL ) ) | ^(

EVENT_PROP_DYNAMIC_SIMPLE IDENT ) | ^( EVENT_PROP_DYNAMIC_INDEXED IDENT NUM_INT ) |

^( EVENT_PROP_DYNAMIC_MAPPED IDENT ( STRING_LITERAL | QUOTED_STRING_LITERAL ) ) )

           int alt325=6;

           switch ( input.LA(1) ) {

           case EVENT_PROP_SIMPLE:

               {

               alt325=1;

               }
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               break;

           case EVENT_PROP_INDEXED:

               {

               alt325=2;

               }

               break;

           case EVENT_PROP_MAPPED:

               {

               alt325=3;

               }

               break;

           case EVENT_PROP_DYNAMIC_SIMPLE:

               {

               alt325=4;

               }

               break;

           case EVENT_PROP_DYNAMIC_INDEXED:

               {

               alt325=5;

               }

               break;

           case EVENT_PROP_DYNAMIC_MAPPED:

               {

               alt325=6;

               }

               break;

           default:

               NoViableAltException nvae =

                   new NoViableAltException("", 325, 0, input);

 

               throw nvae;

           }

 

           switch (alt325) {

               case 1 :

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:888:4: ^( EVENT_PROP_SIMPLE IDENT )

                   {

match(input,EVENT_PROP_SIMPLE,FOLLOW_EVENT_PROP_SIMPLE_in_eventPropertyAtomic6265); 

           

        match(input, Token.DOWN, null);

                   match(input,IDENT,FOLLOW_IDENT_in_eventPropertyAtomic6267);

 

                   match(input, Token.UP, null);

 

                   }

                   break;

               case 2 :

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:889:4: ^( EVENT_PROP_INDEXED IDENT NUM_INT )

                   {
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match(input,EVENT_PROP_INDEXED,FOLLOW_EVENT_PROP_INDEXED_in_eventPropertyAtomic6274); 

    

               match(input, Token.DOWN, null);

                   match(input,IDENT,FOLLOW_IDENT_in_eventPropertyAtomic6276);

                   match(input,NUM_INT,FOLLOW_NUM_INT_in_eventPropertyAtomic6278);

 

                   match(input, Token.UP, null);

 

                   }

                   break;

               case 3 :

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:890:4: ^( EVENT_PROP_MAPPED IDENT ( STRING_LITERAL |

QUOTED_STRING_LITERAL ) )

                   {

match(input,EVENT_PROP_MAPPED,FOLLOW_EVENT_PROP_MAPPED_in_eventPropertyAtomic6285); 

       

            match(input, Token.DOWN, null);

                   match(input,IDENT,FOLLOW_IDENT_in_eventPropertyAtomic6287);

                   if ( (input.LA(1)>=STRING_LITERAL && input.LA(1)<=QUOTED_STRING_LITERAL) ) {

                       input.consume();

                       state.errorRecovery=false;

                   }

                   else {

                       MismatchedSetException mse = new MismatchedSetException(null,input);

                       throw mse;

                   }

 

 

                   match(input, Token.UP, null);

 

                   }

                   break;

               case 4 :

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:891:4: ^( EVENT_PROP_DYNAMIC_SIMPLE IDENT )

                   {

match(input,EVENT_PROP_DYNAMIC_SIMPLE,FOLLOW_EVENT_PROP_DYNAMIC_SIMPLE_in_eventPro

pertyAtomic6302);

 

                   match(input, Token.DOWN, null);

                   match(input,IDENT,FOLLOW_IDENT_in_eventPropertyAtomic6304);

 

                   match(input, Token.UP, null);

 

                   }

                   break;

               case 5 :

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:892:4: ^( EVENT_PROP_DYNAMIC_INDEXED IDENT NUM_INT )

                   {

match(input,EVENT_PROP_DYNAMIC_INDEXED,FOLLOW_EVENT_PROP_DYNAMIC_INDEXED_in_even

tPropertyAtomic6311);
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                   match(input, Token.DOWN, null);

                   match(input,IDENT,FOLLOW_IDENT_in_eventPropertyAtomic6313);

                   match(input,NUM_INT,FOLLOW_NUM_INT_in_eventPropertyAtomic6315);

 

                   match(input, Token.UP, null);

 

                   }

                   break;

               case 6 :

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:893:4: ^( EVENT_PROP_DYNAMIC_MAPPED IDENT ( STRING_LITERAL |

QUOTED_STRING_LITERAL ) )

                   {

match(input,EVENT_PROP_DYNAMIC_MAPPED,FOLLOW_EVENT_PROP_DYNAMIC_MAPPED_in_eventP

ropertyAtomic6322);

 

                   match(input, Token.DOWN, null);

                   match(input,IDENT,FOLLOW_IDENT_in_eventPropertyAtomic6324);

                   if ( (input.LA(1)>=STRING_LITERAL && input.LA(1)<=QUOTED_STRING_LITERAL) ) {

                       input.consume();

                       state.errorRecovery=false;

                   }

                   else {

                       MismatchedSetException mse = new MismatchedSetException(null,input);

                       throw mse;

                   }

 

 

                   match(input, Token.UP, null);

 

                   }

                   break;

 

           }

       }

 

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;

         }

       finally {

       }

       return ;

   }

   // $ANTLR end "eventPropertyAtomic"

 

 

   // $ANTLR start "timePeriod"

   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:896:1: timePeriod : ^(t= TIME_PERIOD timePeriodDef ) ;
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   public final void timePeriod() throws RecognitionException {

       CommonTree t=null;

 

       try {

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:897:2: ( ^(t= TIME_PERIOD timePeriodDef ) )

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:897:5: ^(t= TIME_PERIOD timePeriodDef )

           {

           t=(CommonTree)match(input,TIME_PERIOD,FOLLOW_TIME_PERIOD_in_timePeriod6351);

 

           match(input, Token.DOWN, null);

           pushFollow(FOLLOW_timePeriodDef_in_timePeriod6353);

           timePeriodDef();

 

           state._fsp--;

 

            leaveNode(t);

 

           match(input, Token.UP, null);

 

           }

 

       }

 

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;

         }

       finally {

       }

       return ;

   }

   // $ANTLR end "timePeriod"

 

 

   // $ANTLR start "timePeriodDef"

   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:900:1: timePeriodDef : ( yearPart ( monthPart )? ( weekPart )? ( dayPart )? ( hourPart )? (

minutePart )? ( secondPart )? ( millisecondPart )? | monthPart ( weekPart )? ( dayPart )? ( hourPart )? ( minutePart )?

( secondPart )? ( millisecondPart )? | weekPart ( dayPart )? ( hourPart )? ( minutePart )? ( secondPart )? (

millisecondPart )? | dayPart ( hourPart )? ( minutePart )? ( secondPart )? ( millisecondPart )? | hourPart ( minutePart

)? ( secondPart )? ( millisecondPart )? | minutePart ( secondPart )? ( millisecondPart )? | secondPart (

millisecondPart )? | millisecondPart );

   public final void timePeriodDef() throws RecognitionException {

       try {

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:901:2: ( yearPart ( monthPart )? ( weekPart )? ( dayPart )? ( hourPart )? ( minutePart )? (

secondPart )? ( millisecondPart )? | monthPart ( weekPart )? ( dayPart )? ( hourPart )? ( minutePart )? ( secondPart )?

( millisecondPart )? | weekPart ( dayPart )? ( hourPart )? ( minutePart )? ( secondPart )? ( millisecondPart )? |

dayPart ( hourPart )? ( minutePart )? ( secondPart )? ( millisecondPart )? | hourPart ( minutePart )? ( secondPart )? (

millisecondPart )? | minutePart ( secondPart )? ( millisecondPart )? | secondPart ( millisecondPart )? |

millisecondPart )
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           int alt354=8;

           switch ( input.LA(1) ) {

           case YEAR_PART:

               {

               alt354=1;

               }

               break;

           case MONTH_PART:

               {

               alt354=2;

               }

               break;

           case WEEK_PART:

               {

               alt354=3;

               }

               break;

           case DAY_PART:

               {

               alt354=4;

               }

               break;

           case HOUR_PART:

               {

               alt354=5;

               }

               break;

           case MINUTE_PART:

               {

               alt354=6;

               }

               break;

           case SECOND_PART:

               {

               alt354=7;

               }

               break;

           case MILLISECOND_PART:

               {

               alt354=8;

               }

               break;

           default:

               NoViableAltException nvae =

                   new NoViableAltException("", 354, 0, input);

 

               throw nvae;

           }
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           switch (alt354) {

               case 1 :

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:901:5: yearPart ( monthPart )? ( weekPart )? ( dayPart )? ( hourPart )? ( minutePart )?

( secondPart )? ( millisecondPart )?

                   {

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_yearPart_in_timePeriodDef6369);

                   yearPart();

 

                   state._fsp--;

 

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:901:14: ( monthPart )?

                   int alt326=2;

                   int LA326_0 = input.LA(1);

 

                   if ( (LA326_0==MONTH_PART) ) {

                       alt326=1;

                   }

                   switch (alt326) {

                       case 1 :

                           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:901:15: monthPart

                           {

                           pushFollow(FOLLOW_monthPart_in_timePeriodDef6372);

                           monthPart();

 

                           state._fsp--;

 

 

                           }

                           break;

 

                   }

 

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:901:27: ( weekPart )?

                   int alt327=2;

                   int LA327_0 = input.LA(1);

 

                   if ( (LA327_0==WEEK_PART) ) {

                       alt327=1;

                   }

                   switch (alt327) {

                       case 1 :

                           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:901:28: weekPart

                           {

                           pushFollow(FOLLOW_weekPart_in_timePeriodDef6377);

                           weekPart();

 

                           state._fsp--;
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                           }

                           break;

 

                   }

 

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:901:39: ( dayPart )?

                   int alt328=2;

                   int LA328_0 = input.LA(1);

 

                   if ( (LA328_0==DAY_PART) ) {

                       alt328=1;

                   }

                   switch (alt328) {

                       case 1 :

                           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:901:40: dayPart

                           {

                           pushFollow(FOLLOW_dayPart_in_timePeriodDef6382);

                           dayPart();

 

                           state._fsp--;

 

 

                           }

                           break;

 

                   }

 

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:901:50: ( hourPart )?

                   int alt329=2;

                   int LA329_0 = input.LA(1);

 

                   if ( (LA329_0==HOUR_PART) ) {

                       alt329=1;

                   }

                   switch (alt329) {

                       case 1 :

                           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:901:51: hourPart

                           {

                           pushFollow(FOLLOW_hourPart_in_timePeriodDef6387);

                           hourPart();

 

                           state._fsp--;

 

 

                           }

                           break;
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                   }

 

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:901:62: ( minutePart )?

                   int alt330=2;

                   int LA330_0 = input.LA(1);

 

                   if ( (LA330_0==MINUTE_PART) ) {

                       alt330=1;

                   }

                   switch (alt330) {

                       case 1 :

                           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:901:63: minutePart

                           {

                           pushFollow(FOLLOW_minutePart_in_timePeriodDef6392);

                           minutePart();

 

                           state._fsp--;

 

 

                           }

                           break;

 

                   }

 

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:901:76: ( secondPart )?

                   int alt331=2;

                   int LA331_0 = input.LA(1);

 

                   if ( (LA331_0==SECOND_PART) ) {

                       alt331=1;

                   }

                   switch (alt331) {

                       case 1 :

                           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:901:77: secondPart

                           {

                           pushFollow(FOLLOW_secondPart_in_timePeriodDef6397);

                           secondPart();

 

                           state._fsp--;

 

 

                           }

                           break;

 

                   }

 

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:901:90: ( millisecondPart )?
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                   int alt332=2;

                   int LA332_0 = input.LA(1);

 

                   if ( (LA332_0==MILLISECOND_PART) ) {

                       alt332=1;

                   }

                   switch (alt332) {

                       case 1 :

                           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:901:91: millisecondPart

                           {

                           pushFollow(FOLLOW_millisecondPart_in_timePeriodDef6402);

                           millisecondPart();

 

                           state._fsp--;

 

 

                           }

                           break;

 

                   }

 

 

                   }

                   break;

               case 2 :

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:902:5: monthPart ( weekPart )? ( dayPart )? ( hourPart )? ( minutePart )? ( secondPart

)? ( millisecondPart )?

                   {

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_monthPart_in_timePeriodDef6410);

                   monthPart();

 

                   state._fsp--;

 

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:902:15: ( weekPart )?

                   int alt333=2;

                   int LA333_0 = input.LA(1);

 

                   if ( (LA333_0==WEEK_PART) ) {

                       alt333=1;

                   }

                   switch (alt333) {

                       case 1 :

                           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:902:16: weekPart

                           {

                           pushFollow(FOLLOW_weekPart_in_timePeriodDef6413);

                           weekPart();

 

                           state._fsp--;
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                           }

                           break;

 

                   }

 

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:902:27: ( dayPart )?

                   int alt334=2;

                   int LA334_0 = input.LA(1);

 

                   if ( (LA334_0==DAY_PART) ) {

                       alt334=1;

                   }

                   switch (alt334) {

                       case 1 :

                           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:902:28: dayPart

                           {

                           pushFollow(FOLLOW_dayPart_in_timePeriodDef6418);

                           dayPart();

 

                           state._fsp--;

 

 

                           }

                           break;

 

                   }

 

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:902:38: ( hourPart )?

                   int alt335=2;

                   int LA335_0 = input.LA(1);

 

                   if ( (LA335_0==HOUR_PART) ) {

                       alt335=1;

                   }

                   switch (alt335) {

                       case 1 :

                           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:902:39: hourPart

                           {

                           pushFollow(FOLLOW_hourPart_in_timePeriodDef6423);

                           hourPart();

 

                           state._fsp--;

 

 

                           }

                           break;
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                   }

 

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:902:50: ( minutePart )?

                   int alt336=2;

                   int LA336_0 = input.LA(1);

 

                   if ( (LA336_0==MINUTE_PART) ) {

                       alt336=1;

                   }

                   switch (alt336) {

                       case 1 :

                           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:902:51: minutePart

                           {

                           pushFollow(FOLLOW_minutePart_in_timePeriodDef6428);

                           minutePart();

 

                           state._fsp--;

 

 

                           }

                           break;

 

                   }

 

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:902:64: ( secondPart )?

                   int alt337=2;

                   int LA337_0 = input.LA(1);

 

                   if ( (LA337_0==SECOND_PART) ) {

                       alt337=1;

                   }

                   switch (alt337) {

                       case 1 :

                           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:902:65: secondPart

                           {

                           pushFollow(FOLLOW_secondPart_in_timePeriodDef6433);

                           secondPart();

 

                           state._fsp--;

 

 

                           }

                           break;

 

                   }

 

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:902:78: ( millisecondPart )?
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                   int alt338=2;

                   int LA338_0 = input.LA(1);

 

                   if ( (LA338_0==MILLISECOND_PART) ) {

                       alt338=1;

                   }

                   switch (alt338) {

                       case 1 :

                           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:902:79: millisecondPart

                           {

                           pushFollow(FOLLOW_millisecondPart_in_timePeriodDef6438);

                           millisecondPart();

 

                           state._fsp--;

 

 

                           }

                           break;

 

                   }

 

 

                   }

                   break;

               case 3 :

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:903:5: weekPart ( dayPart )? ( hourPart )? ( minutePart )? ( secondPart )? (

millisecondPart )?

                   {

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_weekPart_in_timePeriodDef6446);

                   weekPart();

 

                   state._fsp--;

 

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:903:14: ( dayPart )?

                   int alt339=2;

                   int LA339_0 = input.LA(1);

 

                   if ( (LA339_0==DAY_PART) ) {

                       alt339=1;

                   }

                   switch (alt339) {

                       case 1 :

                           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:903:15: dayPart

                           {

                           pushFollow(FOLLOW_dayPart_in_timePeriodDef6449);

                           dayPart();

 

                           state._fsp--;
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                           }

                           break;

 

                   }

 

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:903:25: ( hourPart )?

                   int alt340=2;

                   int LA340_0 = input.LA(1);

 

                   if ( (LA340_0==HOUR_PART) ) {

                       alt340=1;

                   }

                   switch (alt340) {

                       case 1 :

                           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:903:26: hourPart

                           {

                           pushFollow(FOLLOW_hourPart_in_timePeriodDef6454);

                           hourPart();

 

                           state._fsp--;

 

 

                           }

                           break;

 

                   }

 

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:903:37: ( minutePart )?

                   int alt341=2;

                   int LA341_0 = input.LA(1);

 

                   if ( (LA341_0==MINUTE_PART) ) {

                       alt341=1;

                   }

                   switch (alt341) {

                       case 1 :

                           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:903:38: minutePart

                           {

                           pushFollow(FOLLOW_minutePart_in_timePeriodDef6459);

                           minutePart();

 

                           state._fsp--;

 

 

                           }

                           break;
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                   }

 

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:903:51: ( secondPart )?

                   int alt342=2;

                   int LA342_0 = input.LA(1);

 

                   if ( (LA342_0==SECOND_PART) ) {

                       alt342=1;

                   }

                   switch (alt342) {

                       case 1 :

                           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:903:52: secondPart

                           {

                           pushFollow(FOLLOW_secondPart_in_timePeriodDef6464);

                           secondPart();

 

                           state._fsp--;

 

 

                           }

                           break;

 

                   }

 

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:903:65: ( millisecondPart )?

                   int alt343=2;

                   int LA343_0 = input.LA(1);

 

                   if ( (LA343_0==MILLISECOND_PART) ) {

                       alt343=1;

                   }

                   switch (alt343) {

                       case 1 :

                           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:903:66: millisecondPart

                           {

                           pushFollow(FOLLOW_millisecondPart_in_timePeriodDef6469);

                           millisecondPart();

 

                           state._fsp--;

 

 

                           }

                           break;

 

                   }
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                   }

                   break;

               case 4 :

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:904:5: dayPart ( hourPart )? ( minutePart )? ( secondPart )? ( millisecondPart )?

                   {

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_dayPart_in_timePeriodDef6477);

                   dayPart();

 

                   state._fsp--;

 

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:904:13: ( hourPart )?

                   int alt344=2;

                   int LA344_0 = input.LA(1);

 

                   if ( (LA344_0==HOUR_PART) ) {

                       alt344=1;

                   }

                   switch (alt344) {

                       case 1 :

                           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:904:14: hourPart

                           {

                           pushFollow(FOLLOW_hourPart_in_timePeriodDef6480);

                           hourPart();

 

                           state._fsp--;

 

 

                           }

                           break;

 

                   }

 

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:904:25: ( minutePart )?

                   int alt345=2;

                   int LA345_0 = input.LA(1);

 

                   if ( (LA345_0==MINUTE_PART) ) {

                       alt345=1;

                   }

                   switch (alt345) {

                       case 1 :

                           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:904:26: minutePart

                           {

                           pushFollow(FOLLOW_minutePart_in_timePeriodDef6485);

                           minutePart();

 

                           state._fsp--;
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                           }

                           break;

 

                   }

 

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:904:39: ( secondPart )?

                   int alt346=2;

                   int LA346_0 = input.LA(1);

 

                   if ( (LA346_0==SECOND_PART) ) {

                       alt346=1;

                   }

                   switch (alt346) {

                       case 1 :

                           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:904:40: secondPart

                           {

                           pushFollow(FOLLOW_secondPart_in_timePeriodDef6490);

                           secondPart();

 

                           state._fsp--;

 

 

                           }

                           break;

 

                   }

 

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:904:53: ( millisecondPart )?

                   int alt347=2;

                   int LA347_0 = input.LA(1);

 

                   if ( (LA347_0==MILLISECOND_PART) ) {

                       alt347=1;

                   }

                   switch (alt347) {

                       case 1 :

                           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:904:54: millisecondPart

                           {

                           pushFollow(FOLLOW_millisecondPart_in_timePeriodDef6495);

                           millisecondPart();

 

                           state._fsp--;

 

 

                           }

                           break;
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                   }

 

 

                   }

                   break;

               case 5 :

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:905:4: hourPart ( minutePart )? ( secondPart )? ( millisecondPart )?

                   {

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_hourPart_in_timePeriodDef6502);

                   hourPart();

 

                   state._fsp--;

 

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:905:13: ( minutePart )?

                   int alt348=2;

                   int LA348_0 = input.LA(1);

 

                   if ( (LA348_0==MINUTE_PART) ) {

                       alt348=1;

                   }

                   switch (alt348) {

                       case 1 :

                           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:905:14: minutePart

                           {

                           pushFollow(FOLLOW_minutePart_in_timePeriodDef6505);

                           minutePart();

 

                           state._fsp--;

 

 

                           }

                           break;

 

                   }

 

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:905:27: ( secondPart )?

                   int alt349=2;

                   int LA349_0 = input.LA(1);

 

                   if ( (LA349_0==SECOND_PART) ) {

                       alt349=1;

                   }

                   switch (alt349) {

                       case 1 :

                           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:905:28: secondPart

                           {

                           pushFollow(FOLLOW_secondPart_in_timePeriodDef6510);

                           secondPart();
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                           state._fsp--;

 

 

                           }

                           break;

 

                   }

 

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:905:41: ( millisecondPart )?

                   int alt350=2;

                   int LA350_0 = input.LA(1);

 

                   if ( (LA350_0==MILLISECOND_PART) ) {

                       alt350=1;

                   }

                   switch (alt350) {

                       case 1 :

                           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:905:42: millisecondPart

                           {

                           pushFollow(FOLLOW_millisecondPart_in_timePeriodDef6515);

                           millisecondPart();

 

                           state._fsp--;

 

 

                           }

                           break;

 

                   }

 

 

                   }

                   break;

               case 6 :

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:906:4: minutePart ( secondPart )? ( millisecondPart )?

                   {

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_minutePart_in_timePeriodDef6522);

                   minutePart();

 

                   state._fsp--;

 

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:906:15: ( secondPart )?

                   int alt351=2;

                   int LA351_0 = input.LA(1);

 

                   if ( (LA351_0==SECOND_PART) ) {

                       alt351=1;
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                   }

                   switch (alt351) {

                       case 1 :

                           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:906:16: secondPart

                           {

                           pushFollow(FOLLOW_secondPart_in_timePeriodDef6525);

                           secondPart();

 

                           state._fsp--;

 

 

                           }

                           break;

 

                   }

 

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:906:29: ( millisecondPart )?

                   int alt352=2;

                   int LA352_0 = input.LA(1);

 

                   if ( (LA352_0==MILLISECOND_PART) ) {

                       alt352=1;

                   }

                   switch (alt352) {

                       case 1 :

                           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:906:30: millisecondPart

                           {

                           pushFollow(FOLLOW_millisecondPart_in_timePeriodDef6530);

                           millisecondPart();

 

                           state._fsp--;

 

 

                           }

                           break;

 

                   }

 

 

                   }

                   break;

               case 7 :

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:907:4: secondPart ( millisecondPart )?

                   {

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_secondPart_in_timePeriodDef6537);

                   secondPart();

 

                   state._fsp--;
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                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:907:15: ( millisecondPart )?

                   int alt353=2;

                   int LA353_0 = input.LA(1);

 

                   if ( (LA353_0==MILLISECOND_PART) ) {

                       alt353=1;

                   }

                   switch (alt353) {

                       case 1 :

                           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:907:16: millisecondPart

                           {

                           pushFollow(FOLLOW_millisecondPart_in_timePeriodDef6540);

                           millisecondPart();

 

                           state._fsp--;

 

 

                           }

                           break;

 

                   }

 

 

                   }

                   break;

               case 8 :

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:908:4: millisecondPart

                   {

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_millisecondPart_in_timePeriodDef6547);

                   millisecondPart();

 

                   state._fsp--;

 

 

                   }

                   break;

 

           }

       }

 

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;

         }

       finally {

       }

       return ;

   }
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   // $ANTLR end "timePeriodDef"

 

 

   // $ANTLR start "yearPart"

   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:911:1: yearPart : ^( YEAR_PART valueExpr ) ;

   public final void yearPart() throws RecognitionException {

       try {

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:912:2: ( ^( YEAR_PART valueExpr ) )

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:912:4: ^( YEAR_PART valueExpr )

           {

           match(input,YEAR_PART,FOLLOW_YEAR_PART_in_yearPart6561);

 

           match(input, Token.DOWN, null);

           pushFollow(FOLLOW_valueExpr_in_yearPart6563);

           valueExpr();

 

           state._fsp--;

 

 

           match(input, Token.UP, null);

 

           }

 

       }

 

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;

         }

       finally {

       }

       return ;

   }

   // $ANTLR end "yearPart"

 

 

   // $ANTLR start "monthPart"

   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:915:1: monthPart : ^( MONTH_PART valueExpr ) ;

   public final void monthPart() throws RecognitionException {

       try {

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:916:2: ( ^( MONTH_PART valueExpr ) )

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:916:4: ^( MONTH_PART valueExpr )

           {

           match(input,MONTH_PART,FOLLOW_MONTH_PART_in_monthPart6578);

 

           match(input, Token.DOWN, null);

           pushFollow(FOLLOW_valueExpr_in_monthPart6580);

           valueExpr();
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           state._fsp--;

 

 

           match(input, Token.UP, null);

 

           }

 

       }

 

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;

         }

       finally {

       }

       return ;

   }

   // $ANTLR end "monthPart"

 

 

   // $ANTLR start "weekPart"

   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:919:1: weekPart : ^( WEEK_PART valueExpr ) ;

   public final void weekPart() throws RecognitionException {

       try {

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:920:2: ( ^( WEEK_PART valueExpr ) )

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:920:4: ^( WEEK_PART valueExpr )

           {

           match(input,WEEK_PART,FOLLOW_WEEK_PART_in_weekPart6595);

 

           match(input, Token.DOWN, null);

           pushFollow(FOLLOW_valueExpr_in_weekPart6597);

           valueExpr();

 

           state._fsp--;

 

 

           match(input, Token.UP, null);

 

           }

 

       }

 

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;

         }

       finally {

       }

       return ;

   }
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   // $ANTLR end "weekPart"

 

 

   // $ANTLR start "dayPart"

   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:923:1: dayPart : ^( DAY_PART valueExpr ) ;

   public final void dayPart() throws RecognitionException {

       try {

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:924:2: ( ^( DAY_PART valueExpr ) )

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:924:4: ^( DAY_PART valueExpr )

           {

           match(input,DAY_PART,FOLLOW_DAY_PART_in_dayPart6612);

 

           match(input, Token.DOWN, null);

           pushFollow(FOLLOW_valueExpr_in_dayPart6614);

           valueExpr();

 

           state._fsp--;

 

 

           match(input, Token.UP, null);

 

           }

 

       }

 

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;

         }

       finally {

       }

       return ;

   }

   // $ANTLR end "dayPart"

 

 

   // $ANTLR start "hourPart"

   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:927:1: hourPart : ^( HOUR_PART valueExpr ) ;

   public final void hourPart() throws RecognitionException {

       try {

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:928:2: ( ^( HOUR_PART valueExpr ) )

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:928:4: ^( HOUR_PART valueExpr )

           {

           match(input,HOUR_PART,FOLLOW_HOUR_PART_in_hourPart6629);

 

           match(input, Token.DOWN, null);

           pushFollow(FOLLOW_valueExpr_in_hourPart6631);

           valueExpr();
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           state._fsp--;

 

 

           match(input, Token.UP, null);

 

           }

 

       }

 

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;

         }

       finally {

       }

       return ;

   }

   // $ANTLR end "hourPart"

 

 

   // $ANTLR start "minutePart"

   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:931:1: minutePart : ^( MINUTE_PART valueExpr ) ;

   public final void minutePart() throws RecognitionException {

       try {

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:932:2: ( ^( MINUTE_PART valueExpr ) )

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:932:4: ^( MINUTE_PART valueExpr )

           {

           match(input,MINUTE_PART,FOLLOW_MINUTE_PART_in_minutePart6646);

 

           match(input, Token.DOWN, null);

           pushFollow(FOLLOW_valueExpr_in_minutePart6648);

           valueExpr();

 

           state._fsp--;

 

 

           match(input, Token.UP, null);

 

           }

 

       }

 

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;

         }

       finally {

       }

       return ;

   }
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   // $ANTLR end "minutePart"

 

 

   // $ANTLR start "secondPart"

   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:935:1: secondPart : ^( SECOND_PART valueExpr ) ;

   public final void secondPart() throws RecognitionException {

       try {

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:936:2: ( ^( SECOND_PART valueExpr ) )

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:936:4: ^( SECOND_PART valueExpr )

           {

           match(input,SECOND_PART,FOLLOW_SECOND_PART_in_secondPart6663);

 

           match(input, Token.DOWN, null);

           pushFollow(FOLLOW_valueExpr_in_secondPart6665);

           valueExpr();

 

           state._fsp--;

 

 

           match(input, Token.UP, null);

 

           }

 

       }

 

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;

         }

       finally {

       }

       return ;

   }

   // $ANTLR end "secondPart"

 

 

   // $ANTLR start "millisecondPart"

   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:939:1: millisecondPart : ^( MILLISECOND_PART valueExpr ) ;

   public final void millisecondPart() throws RecognitionException {

       try {

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:940:2: ( ^( MILLISECOND_PART valueExpr ) )

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:940:4: ^( MILLISECOND_PART valueExpr )

           {

           match(input,MILLISECOND_PART,FOLLOW_MILLISECOND_PART_in_millisecondPart6680);

 

           match(input, Token.DOWN, null);

           pushFollow(FOLLOW_valueExpr_in_millisecondPart6682);

           valueExpr();
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           state._fsp--;

 

 

           match(input, Token.UP, null);

 

           }

 

       }

 

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;

         }

       finally {

       }

       return ;

   }

   // $ANTLR end "millisecondPart"

 

 

   // $ANTLR start "substitution"

   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:943:1: substitution : s= SUBSTITUTION ;

   public final void substitution() throws RecognitionException {

       CommonTree s=null;

 

       try {

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:944:2: (s= SUBSTITUTION )

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:944:4: s= SUBSTITUTION

           {

           s=(CommonTree)match(input,SUBSTITUTION,FOLLOW_SUBSTITUTION_in_substitution6697);

            leaveNode(s);

 

           }

 

       }

 

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;

         }

       finally {

       }

       return ;

   }

   // $ANTLR end "substitution"

 

 

   // $ANTLR start "constant"

   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:947:1: constant[boolean isLeaveNode] : (c= INT_TYPE | c= LONG_TYPE | c=

FLOAT_TYPE | c= DOUBLE_TYPE | c= STRING_TYPE | c= BOOL_TYPE | c= NULL_TYPE );
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   public final void constant(boolean isLeaveNode) throws RecognitionException {

       CommonTree c=null;

 

       try {

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:948:2: (c= INT_TYPE | c= LONG_TYPE | c= FLOAT_TYPE | c= DOUBLE_TYPE | c=

STRING_TYPE | c= BOOL_TYPE | c= NULL_TYPE )

           int alt355=7;

           switch ( input.LA(1) ) {

           case INT_TYPE:

               {

               alt355=1;

               }

               break;

           case LONG_TYPE:

               {

               alt355=2;

               }

               break;

           case FLOAT_TYPE:

               {

               alt355=3;

               }

               break;

           case DOUBLE_TYPE:

               {

               alt355=4;

               }

               break;

           case STRING_TYPE:

               {

               alt355=5;

               }

               break;

           case BOOL_TYPE:

               {

               alt355=6;

               }

               break;

           case NULL_TYPE:

               {

               alt355=7;

               }

               break;

           default:

               NoViableAltException nvae =

                   new NoViableAltException("", 355, 0, input);

 

               throw nvae;
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           }

 

           switch (alt355) {

               case 1 :

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:948:4: c= INT_TYPE

                   {

                   c=(CommonTree)match(input,INT_TYPE,FOLLOW_INT_TYPE_in_constant6713);

                    if (isLeaveNode) leaveNode(c);

 

                   }

                   break;

               case 2 :

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:949:4: c= LONG_TYPE

                   {

                   c=(CommonTree)match(input,LONG_TYPE,FOLLOW_LONG_TYPE_in_constant6722);

                    if (isLeaveNode) leaveNode(c);

 

                   }

                   break;

               case 3 :

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:950:4: c= FLOAT_TYPE

                   {

                   c=(CommonTree)match(input,FLOAT_TYPE,FOLLOW_FLOAT_TYPE_in_constant6731);

                    if (isLeaveNode) leaveNode(c);

 

                   }

                   break;

               case 4 :

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:951:4: c= DOUBLE_TYPE

                   {

                   c=(CommonTree)match(input,DOUBLE_TYPE,FOLLOW_DOUBLE_TYPE_in_constant6740);

                    if (isLeaveNode) leaveNode(c);

 

                   }

                   break;

               case 5 :

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:952:11: c= STRING_TYPE

                   {

                   c=(CommonTree)match(input,STRING_TYPE,FOLLOW_STRING_TYPE_in_constant6756);

                    if (isLeaveNode) leaveNode(c);

 

                   }

                   break;

               case 6 :

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:953:11: c= BOOL_TYPE

                   {

                   c=(CommonTree)match(input,BOOL_TYPE,FOLLOW_BOOL_TYPE_in_constant6772);

                    if (isLeaveNode) leaveNode(c);
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                   }

                   break;

               case 7 :

                   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:954:8: c= NULL_TYPE

                   {

                   c=(CommonTree)match(input,NULL_TYPE,FOLLOW_NULL_TYPE_in_constant6785);

                    if (isLeaveNode) leaveNode(c);

 

                   }

                   break;

 

           }

       }

 

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;

         }

       finally {

       }

       return ;

   }

   // $ANTLR end "constant"

 

 

   // $ANTLR start "number"

   // EsperEPL2Ast.g:957:1: number : ( INT_TYPE | LONG_TYPE | FLOAT_TYPE | DOUBLE_TYPE );

   public final void number() throws RecognitionException {

       try {

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:958:2: ( INT_TYPE | LONG_TYPE | FLOAT_TYPE | DOUBLE_TYPE )

           // EsperEPL2Ast.g:

           {

           if ( (input.LA(1)>=INT_TYPE && input.LA(1)<=DOUBLE_TYPE) ) {

               input.consume();

               state.errorRecovery=false;

           }

           else {

               MismatchedSetException mse = new MismatchedSetException(null,input);

               throw mse;

           }

 

 

           }

 

       }

 

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;
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         }

       finally {

       }

       return ;

   }

   // $ANTLR end "number"

 

   // Delegated rules

 

 

 

 

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_ANNOTATION_in_annotation92 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000004L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_CLASS_IDENT_in_annotation94 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000008L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000002000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0007F0

0000000038L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_elementValuePair_in_annotation96 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000008L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000002000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0007F0

0000000038L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_elementValue_in_annotation99 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000008L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_ANNOTATION_VALUE_in_elementValuePair117 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000004L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_IDENT_in_elementValuePair119 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000002000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0007F0

0000000018L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_elementValue_in_elementValuePair121 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000008L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_annotation_in_elementValue148 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_ANNOTATION_ARRAY_in_elementValue156 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000004L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_elementValue_in_elementValue158 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000008L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000002000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0007F0

0000000018L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_constant_in_elementValue169 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_CLASS_IDENT_in_elementValue179 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_EXPRESSIONDECL_in_expressionDecl205 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000004L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_IDENT_in_expressionDecl207 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0800000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000000800L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_expressionDef_in_expressionDecl209 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000008L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000002000000L,0x0000000000000040L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000000108L});
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   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_exprCol_in_expressionDecl211 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000008L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000002000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000000108L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_CLASS_IDENT_in_expressionDecl214 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000008L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000000108L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_COLON_in_expressionDecl219 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000004L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_IDENT_in_expressionDecl221 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000008L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_LBRACK_in_expressionDecl226 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000008L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_GOES_in_expressionDef243 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000004L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_valueExpr_in_expressionDef245 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000008L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000000800L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_expressionLambdaDecl_in_expressionDef247 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000008L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_EXPRESSIONDECL_in_expressionDef255 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000004L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_constant_in_expressionDef257 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000008L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_GOES_in_expressionLambdaDecl271 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000004L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_IDENT_in_expressionLambdaDecl274 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000008L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_exprCol_in_expressionLambdaDecl278 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000008L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_EPL_EXPR_in_startEPLExpressionRule295 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000004L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_annotation_in_startEPLExpressionRule298 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x4800800000020000L,0x0000080000000000L,0x0200B00000000020L,0x000000

0201801408L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_expressionDecl_in_startEPLExpressionRule303 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x4800800000020000L,0x0000080000000000L,0x0200B00000000020L,0x000000

0201801408L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_eplExpressionRule_in_startEPLExpressionRule308 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000008L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_contextExpr_in_eplExpressionRule325 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x4000800000020000L,0x0000080000000000L,0x0200B00000000020L,0x000000

0200001400L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_selectExpr_in_eplExpressionRule329 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L,0x0040000000000000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_createWindowExpr_in_eplExpressionRule333 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L,0x0040000000000000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_createIndexExpr_in_eplExpressionRule337 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L,0x0040000000000000L});
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   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_createVariableExpr_in_eplExpressionRule341 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L,0x0040000000000000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_createSchemaExpr_in_eplExpressionRule345 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L,0x0040000000000000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_onExpr_in_eplExpressionRule350 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L,0x0040000000000000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_updateExpr_in_eplExpressionRule354 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L,0x0040000000000000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_createDataflow_in_eplExpressionRule358 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L,0x0040000000000000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_fafDelete_in_eplExpressionRule362 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L,0x0040000000000000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_fafUpdate_in_eplExpressionRule366 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L,0x0040000000000000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_forExpr_in_eplExpressionRule369 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_createContextExpr_in_eplExpressionRule376 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_createExpr_in_eplExpressionRule380 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_CONTEXT_in_contextExpr395 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000004L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_IDENT_in_contextExpr397 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000008L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_ON_EXPR_in_onExpr416 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000004L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_onStreamExpr_in_onExpr418 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x011E000000000000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_onDeleteExpr_in_onExpr423 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000008L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_onUpdateExpr_in_onExpr427 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000008L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_onSelectExpr_in_onExpr431 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000008L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0020000000000000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_onSelectInsertExpr_in_onExpr434 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000008L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0060000000000000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_onSelectInsertOutput_in_onExpr437 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000008L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_onSetExpr_in_onExpr444 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000008L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_onMergeExpr_in_onExpr448 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000008L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_ON_STREAM_in_onStreamExpr470 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000004L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_eventFilterExpr_in_onStreamExpr473 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000008L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000000020L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_patternInclusionExpression_in_onStreamExpr478 = new BitSet(new
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long[]{0x0000000000000008L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000000020L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_IDENT_in_onStreamExpr481 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000008L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_ON_MERGE_EXPR_in_onMergeExpr499 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000004L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_IDENT_in_onMergeExpr501 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000030000L,0x0000000000000020L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_IDENT_in_onMergeExpr503 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000030000L,0x0000000000000020L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_mergeItem_in_onMergeExpr506 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000008L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000080000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000030000L,0x0000000000000020L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_whereClause_in_onMergeExpr509 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000008L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_mergeMatched_in_mergeItem525 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_mergeUnmatched_in_mergeItem529 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_MERGE_MAT_in_mergeMatched544 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000004L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_mergeMatchedItem_in_mergeMatched546 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x1000000037CC23C8L,0x100000000001E7E0L,0x008003FC00000000L,0x0000047707804D00L,0x0007

F000001C01C0L,0x00000007666D0003L,0x0000000000000018L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_valueExpr_in_mergeMatched549 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000008L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_MERGE_UPD_in_mergeMatchedItem567 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000004L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_onSetAssignment_in_mergeMatchedItem569 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000008L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000080000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000800L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_whereClause_in_mergeMatchedItem572 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000008L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_MERGE_DEL_in_mergeMatchedItem585 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000004L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_whereClause_in_mergeMatchedItem587 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000010

0000000000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_INT_TYPE_in_mergeMatchedItem591 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000008L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_mergeInsert_in_mergeMatchedItem599 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_MERGE_UNM_in_mergeUnmatched613 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000004L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_mergeInsert_in_mergeUnmatched615 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x1000000037CC23C8L,0x100000000001E7E0L,0x008003FC00000000L,0x0000047707804D00L,0x0007
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F000001C01C0L,0x00000007666D0003L,0x0000000000000018L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_valueExpr_in_mergeUnmatched618 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000008L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_MERGE_INS_in_mergeInsert637 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000004L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_selectionList_in_mergeInsert639 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000008L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000082000000L,0x0000000000000040L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_CLASS_IDENT_in_mergeInsert641 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000008L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000080000000L,0x0000000000000040L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_exprCol_in_mergeInsert644 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000008L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000080000000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_whereClause_in_mergeInsert647 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000008L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_UPDATE_EXPR_in_updateExpr667 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000004L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_updateDetails_in_updateExpr669 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000008L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_UPDATE_in_updateDetails686 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000004L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_CLASS_IDENT_in_updateDetails688 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000008L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000080000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000800L,0x0000000000000020L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_IDENT_in_updateDetails690 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000008L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000080000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000800L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_onSetAssignment_in_updateDetails693 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000008L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000080000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000800L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_whereClause_in_updateDetails696 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000008L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_ON_DELETE_EXPR_in_onDeleteExpr711 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000004L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_onExprFrom_in_onDeleteExpr713 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000008L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000080000000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_whereClause_in_onDeleteExpr716 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000008L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_ON_SELECT_EXPR_in_onSelectExpr736 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000004L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_insertIntoExpr_in_onSelectExpr738 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000400000000000L,0x0000000000020000L,0x0000300000000000L,0x0000000040000000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_DELETE_in_onSelectExpr741 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000400000000000L,0x0000000000020000L,0x0000300000000000L,0x0000000040000000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_DISTINCT_in_onSelectExpr744 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000400000000000L,0x0000000000020000L,0x0000300000000000L,0x0000000040000000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_selectionList_in_onSelectExpr747 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000008L,0x0000200000000000L,0x0030000180000000L,0x0080000000000000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_onExprFrom_in_onSelectExpr749 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000008L,0x0000200000000000L,0x0030000180000000L});
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   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_whereClause_in_onSelectExpr752 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000008L,0x0000200000000000L,0x0030000100000000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_groupByClause_in_onSelectExpr756 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000008L,0x0000200000000000L,0x0020000100000000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_havingClause_in_onSelectExpr759 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000008L,0x0000200000000000L,0x0020000000000000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_orderByClause_in_onSelectExpr762 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000008L,0x0000200000000000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_rowLimitClause_in_onSelectExpr765 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000008L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_ON_SELECT_INSERT_EXPR_in_onSelectInsertExpr785 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000004L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_insertIntoExpr_in_onSelectInsertExpr787 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000400000000000L,0x0000000000020000L,0x0000300000000000L,0x0000000040000000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_selectionList_in_onSelectInsertExpr789 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000008L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000080000000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_whereClause_in_onSelectInsertExpr791 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000008L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_ON_SELECT_INSERT_OUTPUT_in_onSelectInsertOutput808 = new

BitSet(new long[]{0x0000000000000004L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_set_in_onSelectInsertOutput810 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000008L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_ON_SET_EXPR_in_onSetExpr828 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000004L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_onSetAssignment_in_onSetExpr830 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000008L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000080000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000800L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_onSetAssignment_in_onSetExpr833 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000008L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000080000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000800L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_whereClause_in_onSetExpr837 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000008L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_ON_UPDATE_EXPR_in_onUpdateExpr852 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000004L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_onExprFrom_in_onUpdateExpr854 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000008L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000080000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000800L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_onSetAssignment_in_onUpdateExpr856 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000008L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000080000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000800L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_whereClause_in_onUpdateExpr859 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000008L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_ON_SET_EXPR_ITEM_in_onSetAssignment874 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000004L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_valueExpr_in_onSetAssignment876 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000008L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_ON_EXPR_FROM_in_onExprFrom890 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000004L});
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   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_IDENT_in_onExprFrom892 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000008L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000000020L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_IDENT_in_onExprFrom895 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000008L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_CREATE_WINDOW_EXPR_in_createWindowExpr913 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000004L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_IDENT_in_createWindowExpr915 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000003L,0x0000000012000000L,0x0000400000000000L,0x000000

0000000001L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_viewListExpr_in_createWindowExpr918 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000003L,0x0000000012000000L,0x0000400000000000L,0x000000

0000000001L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_RETAINUNION_in_createWindowExpr922 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000003L,0x0000000012000000L,0x0000400000000000L,0x000000

0000000001L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_RETAININTERSECTION_in_createWindowExpr925 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000003L,0x0000000012000000L,0x0000400000000000L,0x000000

0000000001L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_createSelectionList_in_createWindowExpr939 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000002000000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_CLASS_IDENT_in_createWindowExpr942 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0040000000000008L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_createColTypeList_in_createWindowExpr971 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0040000000000008L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_createWindowExprInsert_in_createWindowExpr982 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000008L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_CREATE_INDEX_EXPR_in_createIndexExpr1002 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000004L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_IDENT_in_createIndexExpr1004 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000000020L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_IDENT_in_createIndexExpr1006 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000080L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_indexColList_in_createIndexExpr1008 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000008L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000000020L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_IDENT_in_createIndexExpr1010 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000008L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_INDEXCOL_in_indexColList1026 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000004L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_indexCol_in_indexColList1028 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000008L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000080L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_INDEXCOL_in_indexCol1043 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000004L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_IDENT_in_indexCol1045 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000008L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000000020L});
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   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_IDENT_in_indexCol1047 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000008L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_INSERT_in_createWindowExprInsert1061 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000004L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_valueExpr_in_createWindowExprInsert1063 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000008L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_CREATE_WINDOW_SELECT_EXPR_in_createSelectionList1080 = new

BitSet(new long[]{0x0000000000000004L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_createSelectionListElement_in_createSelectionList1082 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000008L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000100000000000L,0x0000000040000000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_createSelectionListElement_in_createSelectionList1085 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000008L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000100000000000L,0x0000000040000000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_CREATE_COL_TYPE_LIST_in_createColTypeList1104 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000004L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_createColTypeListElement_in_createColTypeList1106 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000008L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_createColTypeListElement_in_createColTypeList1109 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000008L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_CREATE_COL_TYPE_in_createColTypeListElement1124 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000004L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_CLASS_IDENT_in_createColTypeListElement1126 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000002000000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_CLASS_IDENT_in_createColTypeListElement1128 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000008L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000000008L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_LBRACK_in_createColTypeListElement1130 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000008L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_WILDCARD_SELECT_in_createSelectionListElement1145 = new

BitSet(new long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_SELECTION_ELEMENT_EXPR_in_createSelectionListElement1155 = new

BitSet(new long[]{0x0000000000000004L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_eventPropertyExpr_in_createSelectionListElement1175 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000008L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000000020L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_IDENT_in_createSelectionListElement1179 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000008L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_constant_in_createSelectionListElement1201 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000000020L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_IDENT_in_createSelectionListElement1204 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000008L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_CREATE_VARIABLE_EXPR_in_createVariableExpr1240 = new

BitSet(new long[]{0x0000000000000004L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_CLASS_IDENT_in_createVariableExpr1242 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000000020L});
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   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_IDENT_in_createVariableExpr1244 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x1000000037CC23C8L,0x100000000001E7E0L,0x008003FC00000000L,0x0000047707804D00L,0x0007

F000000001C0L,0x00000007666D002BL,0x0000000000000018L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_IDENT_in_createVariableExpr1246 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x1000000037CC23C8L,0x100000000001E7E0L,0x008003FC00000000L,0x0000047707804D00L,0x0007

F000000001C0L,0x00000007666D000BL,0x0000000000000018L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_LBRACK_in_createVariableExpr1249 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x1000000037CC23C8L,0x100000000001E7E0L,0x008003FC00000000L,0x0000047707804D00L,0x0007

F000000001C0L,0x00000007666D0003L,0x0000000000000018L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_valueExpr_in_createVariableExpr1252 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000008L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_DELETE_in_fafDelete1271 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000004L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_IDENT_in_fafDelete1273 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000008L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000080000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000000020L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_IDENT_in_fafDelete1275 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000008L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000080000000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_whereClause_in_fafDelete1278 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000008L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_UPDATE_in_fafUpdate1300 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000004L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_updateDetails_in_fafUpdate1302 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000008L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_CREATE_DATAFLOW_in_createDataflow1322 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000004L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_IDENT_in_createDataflow1324 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0400001000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_gop_in_createDataflow1326 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000008L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0400001000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_GOP_in_gop1343 = new BitSet(new long[]{0x0000000000000004L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_set_in_gop1345 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000008L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000001

2800000008L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_gopParam_in_gop1351 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000008L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000001

2000000008L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_gopOut_in_gop1354 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000008L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000001

0000000008L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_gopDetail_in_gop1357 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000008L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000008L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_annotation_in_gop1361 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000008L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000008L});
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   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_createSchemaExpr_in_gop1370 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_GOPPARAM_in_gopParam1385 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000004L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_gopParamItem_in_gopParam1387 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000008L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

1000000000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_GOPPARAMITM_in_gopParamItem1401 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000004L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_CLASS_IDENT_in_gopParamItem1403 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000020008L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000002000000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_AS_in_gopParamItem1408 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000004L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_IDENT_in_gopParamItem1410 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000008L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_GOPOUT_in_gopOut1426 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000004L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_gopOutItem_in_gopOut1428 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000008L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

4000000000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_GOPOUTITM_in_gopOutItem1442 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000004L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_CLASS_IDENT_in_gopOutItem1444 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000008L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

8000000000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_gopOutTypeParam_in_gopOutItem1446 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000008L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

8000000000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_GOPOUTTYP_in_gopOutTypeParam1461 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000004L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_CLASS_IDENT_in_gopOutTypeParam1465 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000008L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

8000000000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_gopOutTypeParam_in_gopOutTypeParam1467 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000008L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

8000000000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_QUESTION_in_gopOutTypeParam1473 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000008L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_GOPCFG_in_gopDetail1487 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000004L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_gopConfig_in_gopDetail1489 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000008L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000006

0000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000004L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_GOPCFGITM_in_gopConfig1505 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000004L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_IDENT_in_gopConfig1507 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x1000000037CC23C0L,0x100000000001E7E0L,0x008003FC00000000L,0x0000047707804D00L,0x0007

F000000001C0L,0x00000007666D0003L,0x0000000000000018L});
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   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_valueExpr_in_gopConfig1509 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000008L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_GOPCFGEXP_in_gopConfig1520 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000004L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_valueExpr_in_gopConfig1522 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000008L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_GOPCFGEPL_in_gopConfig1533 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000004L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_selectExpr_in_gopConfig1535 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000008L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_constant_in_jsonvalue1551 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_jsonobject_in_jsonvalue1558 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_jsonarray_in_jsonvalue1565 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_JSON_OBJECT_in_jsonobject1582 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000004L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_jsonpair_in_jsonobject1584 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000008L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000000004L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_JSON_ARRAY_in_jsonarray1613 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000004L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_jsonvalue_in_jsonarray1615 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x1000000037CC23C8L,0x100000000001E7E0L,0x008003FC00000000L,0x0000047707804D00L,0x0007

F000000001C0L,0x00000007666D0003L,0x0000000000000018L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_JSON_FIELD_in_jsonpair1633 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000004L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_constant_in_jsonpair1636 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x1000000037CC23C8L,0x100000000001E7E0L,0x008003FC00000000L,0x0000047707804D00L,0x0007

F000000001C0L,0x00000007666D0003L,0x0000000000000018L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_IDENT_in_jsonpair1641 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x1000000037CC23C8L,0x100000000001E7E0L,0x008003FC00000000L,0x0000047707804D00L,0x0007

F000000001C0L,0x00000007666D0003L,0x0000000000000018L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_jsonvalue_in_jsonpair1644 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000008L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_CREATE_CTX_in_createContextExpr1664 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000004L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_IDENT_in_createContextExpr1666 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

00BE000000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_createContextDetail_in_createContextExpr1668 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000008L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_CREATE_CTX_FIXED_in_createContextDetail1684 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000004L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_IDENT_in_createContextDetail1687 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0020000000000000L,0x0000400000000000L,0x0000000000000004L,0x000000

0100000000L});
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   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_createContextRangePoint_in_createContextDetail1691 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0020000000000000L,0x0000400000000000L,0x0000000000000004L,0x000000

0100000000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_createContextRangePoint_in_createContextDetail1694 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000008L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_CREATE_CTX_INIT_in_createContextDetail1701 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000004L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_createContextRangePoint_in_createContextDetail1703 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0020000000000000L,0x0000400000000000L,0x0000000000000004L,0x000000

0100000000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_createContextRangePoint_in_createContextDetail1705 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000008L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000000020L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_IDENT_in_createContextDetail1707 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000008L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_CREATE_CTX_PART_in_createContextDetail1715 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000004L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_createContextPartitionItem_in_createContextDetail1717 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000008L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000008

0000000000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_CREATE_CTX_CAT_in_createContextDetail1725 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000004L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_createContextCategoryItem_in_createContextDetail1727 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000800L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0040000000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_eventFilterExpr_in_createContextDetail1730 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000008L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_CREATE_CTX_COAL_in_createContextDetail1738 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000004L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_createContextCoalesceItem_in_createContextDetail1740 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000400000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000000020L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_IDENT_in_createContextDetail1743 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000F0

0000000000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_number_in_createContextDetail1745 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000008L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000000020L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_IDENT_in_createContextDetail1747 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000008L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_CREATE_CTX_NESTED_in_createContextDetail1755 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000004L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_createContextNested_in_createContextDetail1757 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0001000000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_createContextNested_in_createContextDetail1759 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000008L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0001000000L});
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   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_createContextFilter_in_createContextRangePoint1772 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_CREATE_CTX_PATTERN_in_createContextRangePoint1780 = new

BitSet(new long[]{0x0000000000000004L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_patternInclusionExpression_in_createContextRangePoint1782 = new

BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000008L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000000020L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_IDENT_in_createContextRangePoint1784 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000008L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_crontabLimitParameterSet_in_createContextRangePoint1791 = new

BitSet(new long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_AFTER_in_createContextRangePoint1797 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000004L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_timePeriod_in_createContextRangePoint1799 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000008L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_CREATE_CTX_in_createContextNested1815 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000004L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_IDENT_in_createContextNested1817 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

00BE000000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_createContextDetail_in_createContextNested1819 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000008L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_STREAM_EXPR_in_createContextFilter1832 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000004L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_eventFilterExpr_in_createContextFilter1834 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000008L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000000020L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_IDENT_in_createContextFilter1837 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000008L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_PARTITIONITEM_in_createContextPartitionItem1853 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000004L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_eventFilterExpr_in_createContextPartitionItem1855 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0080000000000000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_eventPropertyExpr_in_createContextPartitionItem1858 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000008L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0080000000000000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_COALESCE_in_createContextCoalesceItem1875 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000004L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_libFunctionWithClass_in_createContextCoalesceItem1877 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000800L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_eventFilterExpr_in_createContextCoalesceItem1879 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000008L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_CREATE_CTX_CATITEM_in_createContextCategoryItem1895 = new

BitSet(new long[]{0x0000000000000004L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_valueExpr_in_createContextCategoryItem1897 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000000020L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_IDENT_in_createContextCategoryItem1899 = new BitSet(new
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long[]{0x0000000000000008L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_CREATE_EXPR_in_createExpr1916 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000004L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_expressionDecl_in_createExpr1918 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000008L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_CREATE_SCHEMA_EXPR_in_createSchemaExpr1937 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000004L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_createSchemaDef_in_createSchemaExpr1939 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000008L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000000020L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_IDENT_in_createSchemaExpr1941 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000008L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_CREATE_SCHEMA_DEF_in_createSchemaDef1958 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000004L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_IDENT_in_createSchemaDef1960 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000008L,0x0000000000000003L,0x0000000012000000L,0x0000400000000000L,0x000000

000000A001L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_variantList_in_createSchemaDef1963 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000008L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000002000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_createColTypeList_in_createSchemaDef1965 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000008L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000002000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_createSchemaQual_in_createSchemaDef1969 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000008L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000002000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_CREATE_SCHEMA_EXPR_QUAL_in_createSchemaQual1984 = new

BitSet(new long[]{0x0000000000000004L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_IDENT_in_createSchemaQual1986 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000040L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_exprCol_in_createSchemaQual1988 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000008L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_VARIANT_LIST_in_variantList2004 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000004L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_set_in_variantList2006 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000008L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000002000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000010000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_insertIntoExpr_in_selectExpr2024 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000080000000000L,0x0000000000000020L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_selectClause_in_selectExpr2030 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L,0x0001200000000000L,0xC030400180000000L,0x000000000000001BL});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_fromClause_in_selectExpr2036 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L,0x0001200000000000L,0xC030000180000000L,0x000000000000001BL});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_matchRecogClause_in_selectExpr2043 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L,0x0000200000000000L,0xC030000180000000L,0x000000000000001BL});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_whereClause_in_selectExpr2050 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L,0x0000200000000000L,0xC030000100000000L,0x000000000000001BL});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_groupByClause_in_selectExpr2058 = new BitSet(new
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long[]{0x0000000000000002L,0x0000200000000000L,0xC020000100000000L,0x000000000000001BL});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_havingClause_in_selectExpr2065 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L,0x0000200000000000L,0xC020000000000000L,0x000000000000001BL});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_outputLimitExpr_in_selectExpr2072 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L,0x0000200000000000L,0x0020000000000000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_orderByClause_in_selectExpr2079 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L,0x0000200000000000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_rowLimitClause_in_selectExpr2086 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_INSERTINTO_EXPR_in_insertIntoExpr2103 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000004L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_set_in_insertIntoExpr2105 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000002000000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_CLASS_IDENT_in_insertIntoExpr2118 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000008L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000040L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_exprCol_in_insertIntoExpr2121 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000008L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_EXPRCOL_in_exprCol2140 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000004L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_IDENT_in_exprCol2142 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000008L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000000020L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_IDENT_in_exprCol2145 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000008L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000000020L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_SELECTION_EXPR_in_selectClause2163 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000004L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_set_in_selectClause2165 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000400000000000L,0x0000000000020000L,0x0000300000000000L,0x0000000040000000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_DISTINCT_in_selectClause2178 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000400000000000L,0x0000000000020000L,0x0000300000000000L,0x0000000040000000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_selectionList_in_selectClause2181 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000008L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_streamExpression_in_fromClause2195 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000400000000000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_streamExpression_in_fromClause2198 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000F400000000000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_outerJoin_in_fromClause2201 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000F400000000000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_FOR_in_forExpr2221 = new BitSet(new long[]{0x0000000000000004L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_IDENT_in_forExpr2223 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x1000000037CC23C8L,0x100000000001E7E0L,0x008003FC00000000L,0x0000047707804D00L,0x0007

F000000001C0L,0x00000007666D0003L,0x0000000000000018L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_valueExpr_in_forExpr2225 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x1000000037CC23C8L,0x100000000001E7E0L,0x008003FC00000000L,0x0000047707804D00L,0x0007

F000000001C0L,0x00000007666D0003L,0x0000000000000018L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_MATCH_RECOGNIZE_in_matchRecogClause2244 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000004L});
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   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_matchRecogPartitionBy_in_matchRecogClause2246 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x400000

0000000000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_matchRecogMeasures_in_matchRecogClause2253 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000800000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x042000

0000000000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_ALL_in_matchRecogClause2259 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000800000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x042000

0000000000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_matchRecogMatchesAfterSkip_in_matchRecogClause2265 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000800000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x042000

0000000000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_matchRecogPattern_in_matchRecogClause2271 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x180000

0000000000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_matchRecogMatchesInterval_in_matchRecogClause2277 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x180000

0000000000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_matchRecogDefine_in_matchRecogClause2283 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000008L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_PARTITIONITEM_in_matchRecogPartitionBy2301 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000004L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_valueExpr_in_matchRecogPartitionBy2303 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x1000000037CC23C8L,0x100000000001E7E0L,0x008003FC00000000L,0x0000047707804D00L,0x0007

F000000001C0L,0x00000007666D0003L,0x0000000000000018L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_MATCHREC_AFTER_SKIP_in_matchRecogMatchesAfterSkip2320 = new

BitSet(new long[]{0x0000000000000004L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_IDENT_in_matchRecogMatchesAfterSkip2322 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000000020L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_IDENT_in_matchRecogMatchesAfterSkip2324 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000000020L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_IDENT_in_matchRecogMatchesAfterSkip2326 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0020000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000000020L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_set_in_matchRecogMatchesAfterSkip2328 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000000020L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_IDENT_in_matchRecogMatchesAfterSkip2334 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000008L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_MATCHREC_INTERVAL_in_matchRecogMatchesInterval2349 = new

BitSet(new long[]{0x0000000000000004L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_IDENT_in_matchRecogMatchesInterval2351 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000002000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_timePeriod_in_matchRecogMatchesInterval2353 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000008L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_MATCHREC_MEASURES_in_matchRecogMeasures2369 = new
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BitSet(new long[]{0x0000000000000004L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_matchRecogMeasureListElement_in_matchRecogMeasures2371 = new

BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000008L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x800000

0000000000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_MATCHREC_MEASURE_ITEM_in_matchRecogMeasureListElement2388

= new BitSet(new long[]{0x0000000000000004L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_valueExpr_in_matchRecogMeasureListElement2390 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000008L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000000020L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_IDENT_in_matchRecogMeasureListElement2392 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000008L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_MATCHREC_PATTERN_in_matchRecogPattern2412 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000004L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_matchRecogPatternAlteration_in_matchRecogPattern2414 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000008L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x018000

0000000000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_matchRecogPatternConcat_in_matchRecogPatternAlteration2429 = new

BitSet(new long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_MATCHREC_PATTERN_ALTER_in_matchRecogPatternAlteration2437 =

new BitSet(new long[]{0x0000000000000004L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_matchRecogPatternConcat_in_matchRecogPatternAlteration2439 = new

BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x008000

0000000000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_matchRecogPatternConcat_in_matchRecogPatternAlteration2441 = new

BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000008L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x008000

0000000000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_MATCHREC_PATTERN_CONCAT_in_matchRecogPatternConcat2459 =

new BitSet(new long[]{0x0000000000000004L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_matchRecogPatternUnary_in_matchRecogPatternConcat2461 = new

BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000008L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x024000

0000000000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_matchRecogPatternNested_in_matchRecogPatternUnary2476 = new

BitSet(new long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_matchRecogPatternAtom_in_matchRecogPatternUnary2481 = new

BitSet(new long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_MATCHREC_PATTERN_NESTED_in_matchRecogPatternNested2496 =

new BitSet(new long[]{0x0000000000000004L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_matchRecogPatternAlteration_in_matchRecogPatternNested2498 = new

BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000008L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000510000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_set_in_matchRecogPatternNested2500 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000008L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_MATCHREC_PATTERN_ATOM_in_matchRecogPatternAtom2529 = new
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BitSet(new long[]{0x0000000000000004L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_IDENT_in_matchRecogPatternAtom2531 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000008L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000510000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_set_in_matchRecogPatternAtom2535 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000008L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000100000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_QUESTION_in_matchRecogPatternAtom2547 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000008L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_MATCHREC_DEFINE_in_matchRecogDefine2569 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000004L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_matchRecogDefineItem_in_matchRecogDefine2571 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000008L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x200000

0000000000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_MATCHREC_DEFINE_ITEM_in_matchRecogDefineItem2588 = new

BitSet(new long[]{0x0000000000000004L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_IDENT_in_matchRecogDefineItem2590 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x1000000037CC23C0L,0x100000000001E7E0L,0x008003FC00000000L,0x0000047707804D00L,0x0007

F000000001C0L,0x00000007666D0003L,0x0000000000000018L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_valueExpr_in_matchRecogDefineItem2592 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000008L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_selectionListElement_in_selectionList2609 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000400000000002L,0x0000000000020000L,0x0000300000000000L,0x0000000040000000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_selectionListElement_in_selectionList2612 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000400000000002L,0x0000000000020000L,0x0000300000000000L,0x0000000040000000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_WILDCARD_SELECT_in_selectionListElement2628 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_SELECTION_ELEMENT_EXPR_in_selectionListElement2638 = new

BitSet(new long[]{0x0000000000000004L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_valueExpr_in_selectionListElement2640 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000008L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000001020L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_IDENT_in_selectionListElement2643 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000008L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000001000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_selectionListElementAnno_in_selectionListElement2647 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000008L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_SELECTION_STREAM_in_selectionListElement2660 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000004L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_IDENT_in_selectionListElement2662 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000008L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000000020L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_IDENT_in_selectionListElement2665 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000008L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_ATCHAR_in_selectionListElementAnno2684 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000004L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_IDENT_in_selectionListElementAnno2686 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000008L});
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   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_LEFT_OUTERJOIN_EXPR_in_outerJoin2704 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000004L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_ON_in_outerJoin2706 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000008L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0080000000000000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_outerJoinIdent_in_outerJoin2708 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000008L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_RIGHT_OUTERJOIN_EXPR_in_outerJoin2721 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000004L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_ON_in_outerJoin2723 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000008L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0080000000000000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_outerJoinIdent_in_outerJoin2725 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000008L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_FULL_OUTERJOIN_EXPR_in_outerJoin2738 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000004L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_ON_in_outerJoin2740 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000008L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0080000000000000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_outerJoinIdent_in_outerJoin2742 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000008L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_INNERJOIN_EXPR_in_outerJoin2755 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000004L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_ON_in_outerJoin2757 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000008L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0080000000000000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_outerJoinIdent_in_outerJoin2759 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000008L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_eventPropertyExpr_in_outerJoinIdent2775 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0080000000000000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_eventPropertyExpr_in_outerJoinIdent2778 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0080000000000000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_eventPropertyExpr_in_outerJoinIdent2782 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0080000000000000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_eventPropertyExpr_in_outerJoinIdent2785 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0080000000000000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_STREAM_EXPR_in_streamExpression2802 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000004L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_eventFilterExpr_in_streamExpression2805 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x8000000000000008L,0x0000000000000003L,0x0000000010000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000000020L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_patternInclusionExpression_in_streamExpression2810 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x8000000000000008L,0x0000000000000003L,0x0000000010000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000000020L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_databaseJoinExpression_in_streamExpression2814 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x8000000000000008L,0x0000000000000003L,0x0000000010000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000000020L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_methodJoinExpression_in_streamExpression2818 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x8000000000000008L,0x0000000000000003L,0x0000000010000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000000020L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_viewListExpr_in_streamExpression2822 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x8000000000000008L,0x0000000000000003L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000
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0000000000L,0x0000000000000020L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_IDENT_in_streamExpression2827 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x8000000000000008L,0x0000000000000003L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_UNIDIRECTIONAL_in_streamExpression2832 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000008L,0x0000000000000003L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_set_in_streamExpression2836 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000008L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_EVENT_FILTER_EXPR_in_eventFilterExpr2861 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000004L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_IDENT_in_eventFilterExpr2863 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000002000000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_CLASS_IDENT_in_eventFilterExpr2866 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x1000000037CC23C8L,0x100000000001E7E0L,0x008003FC00001000L,0x0000047707804D00L,0x0007

F000000001C0L,0x00000007666D0003L,0x0000000000000018L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_propertyExpression_in_eventFilterExpr2868 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x1000000037CC23C8L,0x100000000001E7E0L,0x008003FC00000000L,0x0000047707804D00L,0x0007

F000000001C0L,0x00000007666D0003L,0x0000000000000018L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_valueExpr_in_eventFilterExpr2872 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x1000000037CC23C8L,0x100000000001E7E0L,0x008003FC00000000L,0x0000047707804D00L,0x0007

F000000001C0L,0x00000007666D0003L,0x0000000000000018L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_EVENT_FILTER_PROPERTY_EXPR_in_propertyExpression2892 = new

BitSet(new long[]{0x0000000000000004L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_propertyExpressionAtom_in_propertyExpression2894 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000008L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000002000L});

   public static final BitSet

FOLLOW_EVENT_FILTER_PROPERTY_EXPR_ATOM_in_propertyExpressionAtom2913 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000004L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_SELECT_in_propertyExpressionAtom2917 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000004L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_propertySelectionListElement_in_propertyExpressionAtom2919 = new

BitSet(new long[]{0x0000000000000008L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000000001C000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_valueExpr_in_propertyExpressionAtom2925 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000080000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000001020L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_ATCHAR_in_propertyExpressionAtom2929 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000004L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_IDENT_in_propertyExpressionAtom2931 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000000020L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_IDENT_in_propertyExpressionAtom2933 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000008L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_IDENT_in_propertyExpressionAtom2938 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000080000000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_WHERE_EXPR_in_propertyExpressionAtom2942 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000004L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_valueExpr_in_propertyExpressionAtom2944 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000008L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_PROPERTY_WILDCARD_SELECT_in_propertySelectionListElement2964
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= new BitSet(new long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet

FOLLOW_PROPERTY_SELECTION_ELEMENT_EXPR_in_propertySelectionListElement2974 = new

BitSet(new long[]{0x0000000000000004L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_valueExpr_in_propertySelectionListElement2976 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000008L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000000020L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_IDENT_in_propertySelectionListElement2979 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000008L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_PROPERTY_SELECTION_STREAM_in_propertySelectionListElement2993

= new BitSet(new long[]{0x0000000000000004L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_IDENT_in_propertySelectionListElement2995 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000008L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000000020L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_IDENT_in_propertySelectionListElement2998 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000008L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_PATTERN_INCL_EXPR_in_patternInclusionExpression3019 = new

BitSet(new long[]{0x0000000000000004L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_exprChoice_in_patternInclusionExpression3021 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000008L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_DATABASE_JOIN_EXPR_in_databaseJoinExpression3038 = new

BitSet(new long[]{0x0000000000000004L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_IDENT_in_databaseJoinExpression3040 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000001800000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_set_in_databaseJoinExpression3042 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000008L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000001800000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_set_in_databaseJoinExpression3050 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000008L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_METHOD_JOIN_EXPR_in_methodJoinExpression3071 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000004L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_IDENT_in_methodJoinExpression3073 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000002000000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_CLASS_IDENT_in_methodJoinExpression3075 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x1000000037CC23C8L,0x100000000001E7E0L,0x008003FC00000000L,0x0000047707804D00L,0x0007

F000000001C0L,0x00000007666D0003L,0x0000000000000018L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_valueExpr_in_methodJoinExpression3078 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x1000000037CC23C8L,0x100000000001E7E0L,0x008003FC00000000L,0x0000047707804D00L,0x0007

F000000001C0L,0x00000007666D0003L,0x0000000000000018L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_viewExpr_in_viewListExpr3092 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000010000000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_viewExpr_in_viewListExpr3095 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000010000000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_VIEW_EXPR_in_viewExpr3112 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000004L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_IDENT_in_viewExpr3114 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000
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0000000000L,0x0000000000000020L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_IDENT_in_viewExpr3116 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x1020000037CC23C8L,0x100000000001F7E0L,0x008003FC0000003CL,0x0000077707806D00L,0x0007

F000000001C4L,0x00000007666D0003L,0x0000000000000018L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_valueExprWithTime_in_viewExpr3119 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x1020000037CC23C8L,0x100000000001F7E0L,0x008003FC0000003CL,0x0000077707806D00L,0x0007

F000000001C4L,0x00000007666D0003L,0x0000000000000018L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_WHERE_EXPR_in_whereClause3141 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000004L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_valueExpr_in_whereClause3143 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000008L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_GROUP_BY_EXPR_in_groupByClause3161 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000004L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_valueExpr_in_groupByClause3163 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x1000000037CC23C8L,0x100000000001E7E0L,0x008003FC00000000L,0x0000047707804D00L,0x0007

F000000001C0L,0x00000007666D0003L,0x0000000000000018L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_valueExpr_in_groupByClause3166 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x1000000037CC23C8L,0x100000000001E7E0L,0x008003FC00000000L,0x0000047707804D00L,0x0007

F000000001C0L,0x00000007666D0003L,0x0000000000000018L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_ORDER_BY_EXPR_in_orderByClause3184 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000004L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_orderByElement_in_orderByClause3186 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000008L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0040000000000000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_orderByElement_in_orderByClause3189 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000008L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0040000000000000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_ORDER_ELEMENT_EXPR_in_orderByElement3209 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000004L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_valueExpr_in_orderByElement3211 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0600000000000008L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_set_in_orderByElement3213 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000008L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_HAVING_EXPR_in_havingClause3236 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000004L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_valueExpr_in_havingClause3238 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000008L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_EVENT_LIMIT_EXPR_in_outputLimitExpr3256 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000004L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_set_in_outputLimitExpr3258 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000F0

0000000000L,0x0000000000000020L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_number_in_outputLimitExpr3270 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000008L,0x0020000000000000L,0x0000000000000001L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_IDENT_in_outputLimitExpr3272 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000008L,0x0020000000000000L,0x0000000000000001L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_outputLimitAfter_in_outputLimitExpr3275 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000008L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000001L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_outputLimitAndTerm_in_outputLimitExpr3278 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000008L});
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   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_TIMEPERIOD_LIMIT_EXPR_in_outputLimitExpr3295 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000004L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_set_in_outputLimitExpr3297 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000002000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_timePeriod_in_outputLimitExpr3308 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000008L,0x0020000000000000L,0x0000000000000001L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_outputLimitAfter_in_outputLimitExpr3310 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000008L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000001L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_outputLimitAndTerm_in_outputLimitExpr3313 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000008L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_CRONTAB_LIMIT_EXPR_in_outputLimitExpr3329 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000004L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_set_in_outputLimitExpr3331 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000004L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_crontabLimitParameterSet_in_outputLimitExpr3342 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000008L,0x0020000000000000L,0x0000000000000001L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_outputLimitAfter_in_outputLimitExpr3344 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000008L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000001L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_outputLimitAndTerm_in_outputLimitExpr3347 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000008L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_WHEN_LIMIT_EXPR_in_outputLimitExpr3363 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000004L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_set_in_outputLimitExpr3365 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x1000000037CC23C0L,0x100000000001E7E0L,0x008003FC00000000L,0x0000047707804D00L,0x0007

F000000001C0L,0x00000007666D0003L,0x0000000000000018L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_valueExpr_in_outputLimitExpr3376 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000008L,0x0020000000000000L,0x0000000000000001L,0x0100000000000000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_onSetExpr_in_outputLimitExpr3378 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000008L,0x0020000000000000L,0x0000000000000001L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_outputLimitAfter_in_outputLimitExpr3381 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000008L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000001L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_outputLimitAndTerm_in_outputLimitExpr3384 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000008L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_TERM_LIMIT_EXPR_in_outputLimitExpr3400 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000004L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_set_in_outputLimitExpr3402 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000001L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_outputLimitAndTerm_in_outputLimitExpr3413 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000008L,0x0020000000000000L,0x0000000000000001L,0x0100000000000000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_onSetExpr_in_outputLimitExpr3415 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000008L,0x0020000000000000L,0x0000000000000001L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_outputLimitAfter_in_outputLimitExpr3418 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000008L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000001L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_outputLimitAndTerm_in_outputLimitExpr3421 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000008L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_AFTER_LIMIT_EXPR_in_outputLimitExpr3434 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000004L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_outputLimitAfter_in_outputLimitExpr3436 = new BitSet(new
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long[]{0x0000000000000008L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000001L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_outputLimitAndTerm_in_outputLimitExpr3438 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000008L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_TERMINATED_in_outputLimitAndTerm3455 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000004L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_valueExpr_in_outputLimitAndTerm3457 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000008L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0100000000000000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_onSetExpr_in_outputLimitAndTerm3460 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000008L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_AFTER_in_outputLimitAfter3474 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000004L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_timePeriod_in_outputLimitAfter3476 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000008L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000F0

0000000000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_number_in_outputLimitAfter3479 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000008L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_ROW_LIMIT_EXPR_in_rowLimitClause3495 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000004L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_number_in_rowLimitClause3498 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000008L,0x0000400000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000F0

0000000000L,0x0000000000002020L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_IDENT_in_rowLimitClause3500 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000008L,0x0000400000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000F0

0000000000L,0x0000000000002020L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_number_in_rowLimitClause3504 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000008L,0x0000400000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000002000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_IDENT_in_rowLimitClause3506 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000008L,0x0000400000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000002000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_COMMA_in_rowLimitClause3510 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000008L,0x0000400000000000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_OFFSET_in_rowLimitClause3513 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000008L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_CRONTAB_LIMIT_EXPR_PARAM_in_crontabLimitParameterSet3531 =

new BitSet(new long[]{0x0000000000000004L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_valueExprWithTime_in_crontabLimitParameterSet3533 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x1020000037CC23C8L,0x100000000001F7E0L,0x008003FC0000003CL,0x0000077707806D00L,0x0007

F000000001C4L,0x00000007666D0003L,0x0000000000000018L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_LT_in_relationalExpr3550 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000004L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_relationalExprValue_in_relationalExpr3552 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000008L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_GT_in_relationalExpr3565 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000004L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_relationalExprValue_in_relationalExpr3567 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000008L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_LE_in_relationalExpr3580 = new BitSet(new
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long[]{0x0000000000000004L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_relationalExprValue_in_relationalExpr3582 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000008L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_GE_in_relationalExpr3594 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000004L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_relationalExprValue_in_relationalExpr3596 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000008L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_valueExpr_in_relationalExprValue3618 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x1003800037CC23C0L,0x100000000001E7E0L,0x008003FC00000000L,0x0000047707804D00L,0x0007

F000000001C0L,0x00000007666D0003L,0x0000000000000018L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_valueExpr_in_relationalExprValue3628 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_set_in_relationalExprValue3643 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x1000000037CC23C2L,0x100000000001E7E0L,0x008003FC00000000L,0x0000047F07804D00L,0x0007

F000000001C0L,0x00000007666D0003L,0x0000000000000018L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_valueExpr_in_relationalExprValue3652 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x1000000037CC23C2L,0x100000000001E7E0L,0x008003FC00000000L,0x0000047707804D00L,0x0007

F000000001C0L,0x00000007666D0003L,0x0000000000000018L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_subSelectGroupExpr_in_relationalExprValue3657 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_EVAL_OR_EXPR_in_evalExprChoice3683 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000004L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_valueExpr_in_evalExprChoice3685 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x1000000037CC23C0L,0x100000000001E7E0L,0x008003FC00000000L,0x0000047707804D00L,0x0007

F000000001C0L,0x00000007666D0003L,0x0000000000000018L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_valueExpr_in_evalExprChoice3687 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x1000000037CC23C8L,0x100000000001E7E0L,0x008003FC00000000L,0x0000047707804D00L,0x0007

F000000001C0L,0x00000007666D0003L,0x0000000000000018L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_valueExpr_in_evalExprChoice3690 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x1000000037CC23C8L,0x100000000001E7E0L,0x008003FC00000000L,0x0000047707804D00L,0x0007

F000000001C0L,0x00000007666D0003L,0x0000000000000018L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_EVAL_AND_EXPR_in_evalExprChoice3704 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000004L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_valueExpr_in_evalExprChoice3706 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x1000000037CC23C0L,0x100000000001E7E0L,0x008003FC00000000L,0x0000047707804D00L,0x0007

F000000001C0L,0x00000007666D0003L,0x0000000000000018L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_valueExpr_in_evalExprChoice3708 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x1000000037CC23C8L,0x100000000001E7E0L,0x008003FC00000000L,0x0000047707804D00L,0x0007

F000000001C0L,0x00000007666D0003L,0x0000000000000018L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_valueExpr_in_evalExprChoice3711 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x1000000037CC23C8L,0x100000000001E7E0L,0x008003FC00000000L,0x0000047707804D00L,0x0007

F000000001C0L,0x00000007666D0003L,0x0000000000000018L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_EVAL_EQUALS_EXPR_in_evalExprChoice3725 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000004L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_valueExpr_in_evalExprChoice3727 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x1000000037CC23C0L,0x100000000001E7E0L,0x008003FC00000000L,0x0000047707804D00L,0x0007

F000000001C0L,0x00000007666D0003L,0x0000000000000018L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_valueExpr_in_evalExprChoice3729 = new BitSet(new
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long[]{0x0000000000000008L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_EVAL_IS_EXPR_in_evalExprChoice3741 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000004L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_valueExpr_in_evalExprChoice3743 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x1000000037CC23C0L,0x100000000001E7E0L,0x008003FC00000000L,0x0000047707804D00L,0x0007

F000000001C0L,0x00000007666D0003L,0x0000000000000018L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_valueExpr_in_evalExprChoice3745 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000008L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_EVAL_NOTEQUALS_EXPR_in_evalExprChoice3757 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000004L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_valueExpr_in_evalExprChoice3759 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x1000000037CC23C0L,0x100000000001E7E0L,0x008003FC00000000L,0x0000047707804D00L,0x0007

F000000001C0L,0x00000007666D0003L,0x0000000000000018L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_valueExpr_in_evalExprChoice3761 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000008L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_EVAL_ISNOT_EXPR_in_evalExprChoice3773 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000004L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_valueExpr_in_evalExprChoice3775 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x1000000037CC23C0L,0x100000000001E7E0L,0x008003FC00000000L,0x0000047707804D00L,0x0007

F000000001C0L,0x00000007666D0003L,0x0000000000000018L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_valueExpr_in_evalExprChoice3777 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000008L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_EVAL_EQUALS_GROUP_EXPR_in_evalExprChoice3789 = new

BitSet(new long[]{0x0000000000000004L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_equalsSubquery_in_evalExprChoice3791 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000008L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_EVAL_IS_GROUP_EXPR_in_evalExprChoice3803 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000004L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_equalsSubquery_in_evalExprChoice3805 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000008L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_EVAL_NOTEQUALS_GROUP_EXPR_in_evalExprChoice3817 = new

BitSet(new long[]{0x0000000000000004L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_equalsSubquery_in_evalExprChoice3819 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000008L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_EVAL_ISNOT_GROUP_EXPR_in_evalExprChoice3831 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000004L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_equalsSubquery_in_evalExprChoice3833 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000008L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_NOT_EXPR_in_evalExprChoice3845 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000004L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_valueExpr_in_evalExprChoice3847 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000008L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_relationalExpr_in_evalExprChoice3858 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_valueExpr_in_equalsSubquery3869 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0003800000000000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_set_in_equalsSubquery3871 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x1000000037CC23C2L,0x100000000001E7E0L,0x008003FC00000000L,0x0000047F07804D00L,0x0007
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F000000001C0L,0x00000007666D0003L,0x0000000000000018L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_valueExpr_in_equalsSubquery3880 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x1000000037CC23C2L,0x100000000001E7E0L,0x008003FC00000000L,0x0000047707804D00L,0x0007

F000000001C0L,0x00000007666D0003L,0x0000000000000018L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_subSelectGroupExpr_in_equalsSubquery3885 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_constant_in_valueExpr3899 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_substitution_in_valueExpr3905 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_arithmeticExpr_in_valueExpr3911 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_eventPropertyExpr_in_valueExpr3918 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_evalExprChoice_in_valueExpr3927 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_builtinFunc_in_valueExpr3932 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_libFuncChain_in_valueExpr3940 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_caseExpr_in_valueExpr3945 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_inExpr_in_valueExpr3950 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_betweenExpr_in_valueExpr3956 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_likeExpr_in_valueExpr3961 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_regExpExpr_in_valueExpr3966 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_arrayExpr_in_valueExpr3971 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_subSelectInExpr_in_valueExpr3976 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_subSelectRowExpr_in_valueExpr3982 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_subSelectExistsExpr_in_valueExpr3989 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_dotExpr_in_valueExpr3994 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_newExpr_in_valueExpr3999 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_jsonarray_in_valueExpr4004 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_jsonobject_in_valueExpr4010 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_LAST_in_valueExprWithTime4024 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});
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   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_LW_in_valueExprWithTime4033 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_valueExpr_in_valueExprWithTime4040 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_OBJECT_PARAM_ORDERED_EXPR_in_valueExprWithTime4048 = new

BitSet(new long[]{0x0000000000000004L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_valueExpr_in_valueExprWithTime4050 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0600000000000000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_set_in_valueExprWithTime4052 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000008L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_rangeOperator_in_valueExprWithTime4065 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_frequencyOperator_in_valueExprWithTime4071 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_lastOperator_in_valueExprWithTime4076 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_weekDayOperator_in_valueExprWithTime4081 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_NUMERIC_PARAM_LIST_in_valueExprWithTime4091 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000004L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_numericParameterList_in_valueExprWithTime4093 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000008L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000014L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0007F0

0000000000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_NUMBERSETSTAR_in_valueExprWithTime4104 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_timePeriod_in_valueExprWithTime4111 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_constant_in_numericParameterList4124 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_rangeOperator_in_numericParameterList4131 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_frequencyOperator_in_numericParameterList4137 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_NUMERIC_PARAM_RANGE_in_rangeOperator4153 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000004L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_constant_in_rangeOperator4156 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0080000000000000L,0x0000040000000000L,0x0007F0

0000000000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_eventPropertyExpr_in_rangeOperator4159 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0080000000000000L,0x0000040000000000L,0x0007F0

0000000000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_substitution_in_rangeOperator4162 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0080000000000000L,0x0000040000000000L,0x0007F0

0000000000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_constant_in_rangeOperator4166 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000008L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_eventPropertyExpr_in_rangeOperator4169 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000008L});
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   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_substitution_in_rangeOperator4172 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000008L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_NUMERIC_PARAM_FREQUENCY_in_frequencyOperator4193 = new

BitSet(new long[]{0x0000000000000004L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_constant_in_frequencyOperator4196 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000008L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_eventPropertyExpr_in_frequencyOperator4199 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000008L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_substitution_in_frequencyOperator4202 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000008L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_LAST_OPERATOR_in_lastOperator4221 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000004L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_constant_in_lastOperator4224 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000008L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_eventPropertyExpr_in_lastOperator4227 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000008L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_substitution_in_lastOperator4230 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000008L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_WEEKDAY_OPERATOR_in_weekDayOperator4249 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000004L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_constant_in_weekDayOperator4252 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000008L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_eventPropertyExpr_in_weekDayOperator4255 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000008L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_substitution_in_weekDayOperator4258 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000008L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_SUBSELECT_GROUP_EXPR_in_subSelectGroupExpr4279 = new

BitSet(new long[]{0x0000000000000004L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_subQueryExpr_in_subSelectGroupExpr4281 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000008L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_SUBSELECT_EXPR_in_subSelectRowExpr4300 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000004L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_subQueryExpr_in_subSelectRowExpr4302 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000008L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_EXISTS_SUBSELECT_EXPR_in_subSelectExistsExpr4321 = new

BitSet(new long[]{0x0000000000000004L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_subQueryExpr_in_subSelectExistsExpr4323 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000008L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_IN_SUBSELECT_EXPR_in_subSelectInExpr4342 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000004L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_valueExpr_in_subSelectInExpr4344 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000008000000000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_subSelectInQueryExpr_in_subSelectInExpr4346 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000008L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_NOT_IN_SUBSELECT_EXPR_in_subSelectInExpr4358 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000004L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_valueExpr_in_subSelectInExpr4360 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000008000000000L});
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   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_subSelectInQueryExpr_in_subSelectInExpr4362 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000008L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_IN_SUBSELECT_QUERY_EXPR_in_subSelectInQueryExpr4381 = new

BitSet(new long[]{0x0000000000000004L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_subQueryExpr_in_subSelectInQueryExpr4383 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000008L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_DISTINCT_in_subQueryExpr4399 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000400000000000L,0x0000000000020000L,0x0000300000000000L,0x0000000040000000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_selectionList_in_subQueryExpr4402 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000400000000000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_subSelectFilterExpr_in_subQueryExpr4404 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000080000000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_whereClause_in_subQueryExpr4407 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_STREAM_EXPR_in_subSelectFilterExpr4425 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000004L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_eventFilterExpr_in_subSelectFilterExpr4427 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000008L,0x0000000000000003L,0x0000000010000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000000020L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_viewListExpr_in_subSelectFilterExpr4431 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000008L,0x0000000000000003L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000000020L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_IDENT_in_subSelectFilterExpr4436 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000008L,0x0000000000000003L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_RETAINUNION_in_subSelectFilterExpr4440 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000008L,0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_RETAININTERSECTION_in_subSelectFilterExpr4443 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000008L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_CASE_in_caseExpr4463 = new BitSet(new long[]{0x0000000000000004L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_valueExpr_in_caseExpr4466 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x1000000037CC23C8L,0x100000000001E7E0L,0x008003FC00000000L,0x0000047707804D00L,0x0007

F000000001C0L,0x00000007666D0003L,0x0000000000000018L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_CASE2_in_caseExpr4479 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000004L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_valueExpr_in_caseExpr4482 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x1000000037CC23C8L,0x100000000001E7E0L,0x008003FC00000000L,0x0000047707804D00L,0x0007

F000000001C0L,0x00000007666D0003L,0x0000000000000018L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_IN_SET_in_inExpr4502 = new BitSet(new long[]{0x0000000000000004L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_valueExpr_in_inExpr4504 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000000048L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_set_in_inExpr4506 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x1000000037CC23C0L,0x100000000001E7E0L,0x008003FC00000000L,0x0000047707804D00L,0x0007

F000000001C0L,0x00000007666D0003L,0x0000000000000018L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_valueExpr_in_inExpr4512 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x1000000037CC23C0L,0x100000000001E7E0L,0x008003FC00000000L,0x0000047707804D00L,0x0007

F000000001C0L,0x00000007666D0093L,0x0000000000000018L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_valueExpr_in_inExpr4515 = new BitSet(new
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long[]{0x1000000037CC23C0L,0x100000000001E7E0L,0x008003FC00000000L,0x0000047707804D00L,0x0007

F000000001C0L,0x00000007666D0093L,0x0000000000000018L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_set_in_inExpr4519 = new BitSet(new long[]{0x0000000000000008L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_NOT_IN_SET_in_inExpr4534 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000004L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_valueExpr_in_inExpr4536 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000000048L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_set_in_inExpr4538 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x1000000037CC23C0L,0x100000000001E7E0L,0x008003FC00000000L,0x0000047707804D00L,0x0007

F000000001C0L,0x00000007666D0003L,0x0000000000000018L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_valueExpr_in_inExpr4544 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x1000000037CC23C0L,0x100000000001E7E0L,0x008003FC00000000L,0x0000047707804D00L,0x0007

F000000001C0L,0x00000007666D0093L,0x0000000000000018L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_valueExpr_in_inExpr4547 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x1000000037CC23C0L,0x100000000001E7E0L,0x008003FC00000000L,0x0000047707804D00L,0x0007

F000000001C0L,0x00000007666D0093L,0x0000000000000018L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_set_in_inExpr4551 = new BitSet(new long[]{0x0000000000000008L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_IN_RANGE_in_inExpr4566 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000004L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_valueExpr_in_inExpr4568 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000000048L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_set_in_inExpr4570 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x1000000037CC23C0L,0x100000000001E7E0L,0x008003FC00000000L,0x0000047707804D00L,0x0007

F000000001C0L,0x00000007666D0003L,0x0000000000000018L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_valueExpr_in_inExpr4576 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x1000000037CC23C0L,0x100000000001E7E0L,0x008003FC00000000L,0x0000047707804D00L,0x0007

F000000001C0L,0x00000007666D0003L,0x0000000000000018L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_valueExpr_in_inExpr4578 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000000090L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_set_in_inExpr4580 = new BitSet(new long[]{0x0000000000000008L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_NOT_IN_RANGE_in_inExpr4595 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000004L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_valueExpr_in_inExpr4597 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000000048L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_set_in_inExpr4599 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x1000000037CC23C0L,0x100000000001E7E0L,0x008003FC00000000L,0x0000047707804D00L,0x0007

F000000001C0L,0x00000007666D0003L,0x0000000000000018L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_valueExpr_in_inExpr4605 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x1000000037CC23C0L,0x100000000001E7E0L,0x008003FC00000000L,0x0000047707804D00L,0x0007

F000000001C0L,0x00000007666D0003L,0x0000000000000018L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_valueExpr_in_inExpr4607 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000000090L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_set_in_inExpr4609 = new BitSet(new long[]{0x0000000000000008L});
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   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_BETWEEN_in_betweenExpr4632 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000004L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_valueExpr_in_betweenExpr4634 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x1000000037CC23C0L,0x100000000001E7E0L,0x008003FC00000000L,0x0000047707804D00L,0x0007

F000000001C0L,0x00000007666D0003L,0x0000000000000018L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_valueExpr_in_betweenExpr4636 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x1000000037CC23C0L,0x100000000001E7E0L,0x008003FC00000000L,0x0000047707804D00L,0x0007

F000000001C0L,0x00000007666D0003L,0x0000000000000018L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_valueExpr_in_betweenExpr4638 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000008L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_NOT_BETWEEN_in_betweenExpr4649 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000004L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_valueExpr_in_betweenExpr4651 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x1000000037CC23C0L,0x100000000001E7E0L,0x008003FC00000000L,0x0000047707804D00L,0x0007

F000000001C0L,0x00000007666D0003L,0x0000000000000018L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_valueExpr_in_betweenExpr4653 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x1000000037CC23C8L,0x100000000001E7E0L,0x008003FC00000000L,0x0000047707804D00L,0x0007

F000000001C0L,0x00000007666D0003L,0x0000000000000018L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_valueExpr_in_betweenExpr4656 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x1000000037CC23C8L,0x100000000001E7E0L,0x008003FC00000000L,0x0000047707804D00L,0x0007

F000000001C0L,0x00000007666D0003L,0x0000000000000018L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_LIKE_in_likeExpr4676 = new BitSet(new long[]{0x0000000000000004L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_valueExpr_in_likeExpr4678 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x1000000037CC23C0L,0x100000000001E7E0L,0x008003FC00000000L,0x0000047707804D00L,0x0007

F000000001C0L,0x00000007666D0003L,0x0000000000000018L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_valueExpr_in_likeExpr4680 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x1000000037CC23C8L,0x100000000001E7E0L,0x008003FC00000000L,0x0000047707804D00L,0x0007

F000000001C0L,0x00000007666D0003L,0x0000000000000018L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_valueExpr_in_likeExpr4683 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000008L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_NOT_LIKE_in_likeExpr4696 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000004L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_valueExpr_in_likeExpr4698 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x1000000037CC23C0L,0x100000000001E7E0L,0x008003FC00000000L,0x0000047707804D00L,0x0007

F000000001C0L,0x00000007666D0003L,0x0000000000000018L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_valueExpr_in_likeExpr4700 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x1000000037CC23C8L,0x100000000001E7E0L,0x008003FC00000000L,0x0000047707804D00L,0x0007

F000000001C0L,0x00000007666D0003L,0x0000000000000018L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_valueExpr_in_likeExpr4703 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000008L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_REGEXP_in_regExpExpr4722 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000004L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_valueExpr_in_regExpExpr4724 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x1000000037CC23C0L,0x100000000001E7E0L,0x008003FC00000000L,0x0000047707804D00L,0x0007

F000000001C0L,0x00000007666D0003L,0x0000000000000018L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_valueExpr_in_regExpExpr4726 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000008L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_NOT_REGEXP_in_regExpExpr4737 = new BitSet(new
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long[]{0x0000000000000004L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_valueExpr_in_regExpExpr4739 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x1000000037CC23C0L,0x100000000001E7E0L,0x008003FC00000000L,0x0000047707804D00L,0x0007

F000000001C0L,0x00000007666D0003L,0x0000000000000018L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_valueExpr_in_regExpExpr4741 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000008L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_SUM_in_builtinFunc4760 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000004L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_DISTINCT_in_builtinFunc4763 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x1000000037CC23C0L,0x100000000001E7E0L,0x008003FC00000000L,0x0000047707804D00L,0x0007

F000000001C0L,0x00000007666D0003L,0x0000000000000018L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_valueExpr_in_builtinFunc4767 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000008L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000400000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_aggregationFilterExpr_in_builtinFunc4769 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000008L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_AVG_in_builtinFunc4781 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000004L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_DISTINCT_in_builtinFunc4784 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x1000000037CC23C0L,0x100000000001E7E0L,0x008003FC00000000L,0x0000047707804D00L,0x0007

F000000001C0L,0x00000007666D0003L,0x0000000000000018L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_valueExpr_in_builtinFunc4788 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000008L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000400000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_aggregationFilterExpr_in_builtinFunc4790 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000008L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_COUNT_in_builtinFunc4802 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000004L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_DISTINCT_in_builtinFunc4806 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x1000000037CC23C0L,0x100000000001E7E0L,0x008003FC00000000L,0x0000047707804D00L,0x0007

F000000001C0L,0x00000007666D0003L,0x0000000000000018L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_valueExpr_in_builtinFunc4810 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000008L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000400000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_aggregationFilterExpr_in_builtinFunc4814 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000008L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_MEDIAN_in_builtinFunc4826 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000004L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_DISTINCT_in_builtinFunc4829 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x1000000037CC23C0L,0x100000000001E7E0L,0x008003FC00000000L,0x0000047707804D00L,0x0007

F000000001C0L,0x00000007666D0003L,0x0000000000000018L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_valueExpr_in_builtinFunc4833 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000008L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000400000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_aggregationFilterExpr_in_builtinFunc4835 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000008L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_STDDEV_in_builtinFunc4847 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000004L});
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   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_DISTINCT_in_builtinFunc4850 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x1000000037CC23C0L,0x100000000001E7E0L,0x008003FC00000000L,0x0000047707804D00L,0x0007

F000000001C0L,0x00000007666D0003L,0x0000000000000018L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_valueExpr_in_builtinFunc4854 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000008L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000400000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_aggregationFilterExpr_in_builtinFunc4856 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000008L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_AVEDEV_in_builtinFunc4868 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000004L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_DISTINCT_in_builtinFunc4871 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x1000000037CC23C0L,0x100000000001E7E0L,0x008003FC00000000L,0x0000047707804D00L,0x0007

F000000001C0L,0x00000007666D0003L,0x0000000000000018L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_valueExpr_in_builtinFunc4875 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000008L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000400000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_aggregationFilterExpr_in_builtinFunc4877 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000008L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_LAST_AGGREG_in_builtinFunc4889 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000004L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_DISTINCT_in_builtinFunc4892 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x1000000037CC23C8L,0x100000000001E7E0L,0x008003FC00000000L,0x0000047707804D00L,0x0007

F000000003C0L,0x00000007666D0003L,0x0000000000000018L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_accessValueExpr_in_builtinFunc4896 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x1000000037CC23C8L,0x100000000001E7E0L,0x008003FC00000000L,0x0000047707804D00L,0x0007

F000000001C0L,0x00000007666D0003L,0x0000000000000018L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_valueExpr_in_builtinFunc4899 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000008L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_FIRST_AGGREG_in_builtinFunc4911 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000004L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_DISTINCT_in_builtinFunc4914 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x1000000037CC23C8L,0x100000000001E7E0L,0x008003FC00000000L,0x0000047707804D00L,0x0007

F000000003C0L,0x00000007666D0003L,0x0000000000000018L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_accessValueExpr_in_builtinFunc4918 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x1000000037CC23C8L,0x100000000001E7E0L,0x008003FC00000000L,0x0000047707804D00L,0x0007

F000000001C0L,0x00000007666D0003L,0x0000000000000018L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_valueExpr_in_builtinFunc4921 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000008L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_WINDOW_AGGREG_in_builtinFunc4933 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000004L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_DISTINCT_in_builtinFunc4936 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000008L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000200L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_accessValueExpr_in_builtinFunc4940 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000008L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_COALESCE_in_builtinFunc4953 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000004L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_valueExpr_in_builtinFunc4955 = new BitSet(new
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long[]{0x1000000037CC23C0L,0x100000000001E7E0L,0x008003FC00000000L,0x0000047707804D00L,0x0007

F000000001C0L,0x00000007666D0003L,0x0000000000000018L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_valueExpr_in_builtinFunc4957 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x1000000037CC23C8L,0x100000000001E7E0L,0x008003FC00000000L,0x0000047707804D00L,0x0007

F000000001C0L,0x00000007666D0003L,0x0000000000000018L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_valueExpr_in_builtinFunc4960 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x1000000037CC23C8L,0x100000000001E7E0L,0x008003FC00000000L,0x0000047707804D00L,0x0007

F000000001C0L,0x00000007666D0003L,0x0000000000000018L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_PREVIOUS_in_builtinFunc4975 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000004L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_valueExpr_in_builtinFunc4977 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x1000000037CC23C8L,0x100000000001E7E0L,0x008003FC00000000L,0x0000047707804D00L,0x0007

F000000001C0L,0x00000007666D0003L,0x0000000000000018L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_valueExpr_in_builtinFunc4979 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000008L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_PREVIOUSTAIL_in_builtinFunc4992 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000004L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_valueExpr_in_builtinFunc4994 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x1000000037CC23C8L,0x100000000001E7E0L,0x008003FC00000000L,0x0000047707804D00L,0x0007

F000000001C0L,0x00000007666D0003L,0x0000000000000018L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_valueExpr_in_builtinFunc4996 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000008L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_PREVIOUSCOUNT_in_builtinFunc5009 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000004L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_valueExpr_in_builtinFunc5011 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000008L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_PREVIOUSWINDOW_in_builtinFunc5023 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000004L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_valueExpr_in_builtinFunc5025 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000008L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_PRIOR_in_builtinFunc5037 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000004L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_NUM_INT_in_builtinFunc5041 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0080000000000000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_eventPropertyExpr_in_builtinFunc5043 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000008L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_INSTANCEOF_in_builtinFunc5056 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000004L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_valueExpr_in_builtinFunc5058 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000002000000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_CLASS_IDENT_in_builtinFunc5060 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000008L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000002000000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_CLASS_IDENT_in_builtinFunc5063 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000008L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000002000000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_TYPEOF_in_builtinFunc5077 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000004L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_valueExpr_in_builtinFunc5079 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000008L});
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   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_CAST_in_builtinFunc5091 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000004L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_valueExpr_in_builtinFunc5093 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000002000000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_CLASS_IDENT_in_builtinFunc5095 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000008L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_EXISTS_in_builtinFunc5107 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000004L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_eventPropertyExpr_in_builtinFunc5109 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000008L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_CURRENT_TIMESTAMP_in_builtinFunc5121 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000004L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_ISTREAM_in_builtinFunc5134 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000004L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_AGG_FILTER_EXPR_in_aggregationFilterExpr5151 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000004L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_valueExpr_in_aggregationFilterExpr5153 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000008L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_ACCESS_AGG_in_accessValueExpr5167 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000004L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_accessValueExprChoice_in_accessValueExpr5169 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000008L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_PROPERTY_WILDCARD_SELECT_in_accessValueExprChoice5184 = new

BitSet(new long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_PROPERTY_SELECTION_STREAM_in_accessValueExprChoice5191 =

new BitSet(new long[]{0x0000000000000004L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_IDENT_in_accessValueExprChoice5193 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000008L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000000020L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_IDENT_in_accessValueExprChoice5195 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000008L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_valueExpr_in_accessValueExprChoice5201 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_ARRAY_EXPR_in_arrayExpr5217 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000004L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_valueExpr_in_arrayExpr5220 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x1000000037CC23C8L,0x100000000001E7E0L,0x008003FC00000000L,0x0000047707804D00L,0x0007

F000000001C0L,0x00000007666D0003L,0x0000000000000018L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_PLUS_in_arithmeticExpr5241 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000004L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_valueExpr_in_arithmeticExpr5243 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x1000000037CC23C0L,0x100000000001E7E0L,0x008003FC00000000L,0x0000047707804D00L,0x0007

F000000001C0L,0x00000007666D0003L,0x0000000000000018L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_valueExpr_in_arithmeticExpr5245 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000008L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_MINUS_in_arithmeticExpr5257 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000004L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_valueExpr_in_arithmeticExpr5259 = new BitSet(new
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long[]{0x1000000037CC23C0L,0x100000000001E7E0L,0x008003FC00000000L,0x0000047707804D00L,0x0007

F000000001C0L,0x00000007666D0003L,0x0000000000000018L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_valueExpr_in_arithmeticExpr5261 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000008L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_DIV_in_arithmeticExpr5273 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000004L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_valueExpr_in_arithmeticExpr5275 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x1000000037CC23C0L,0x100000000001E7E0L,0x008003FC00000000L,0x0000047707804D00L,0x0007

F000000001C0L,0x00000007666D0003L,0x0000000000000018L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_valueExpr_in_arithmeticExpr5277 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000008L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_STAR_in_arithmeticExpr5288 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000004L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_valueExpr_in_arithmeticExpr5290 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x1000000037CC23C0L,0x100000000001E7E0L,0x008003FC00000000L,0x0000047707804D00L,0x0007

F000000001C0L,0x00000007666D0003L,0x0000000000000018L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_valueExpr_in_arithmeticExpr5292 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000008L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_MOD_in_arithmeticExpr5304 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000004L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_valueExpr_in_arithmeticExpr5306 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x1000000037CC23C0L,0x100000000001E7E0L,0x008003FC00000000L,0x0000047707804D00L,0x0007

F000000001C0L,0x00000007666D0003L,0x0000000000000018L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_valueExpr_in_arithmeticExpr5308 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000008L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_BAND_in_arithmeticExpr5319 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000004L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_valueExpr_in_arithmeticExpr5321 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x1000000037CC23C0L,0x100000000001E7E0L,0x008003FC00000000L,0x0000047707804D00L,0x0007

F000000001C0L,0x00000007666D0003L,0x0000000000000018L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_valueExpr_in_arithmeticExpr5323 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000008L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_BOR_in_arithmeticExpr5334 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000004L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_valueExpr_in_arithmeticExpr5336 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x1000000037CC23C0L,0x100000000001E7E0L,0x008003FC00000000L,0x0000047707804D00L,0x0007

F000000001C0L,0x00000007666D0003L,0x0000000000000018L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_valueExpr_in_arithmeticExpr5338 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000008L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_BXOR_in_arithmeticExpr5349 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000004L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_valueExpr_in_arithmeticExpr5351 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x1000000037CC23C0L,0x100000000001E7E0L,0x008003FC00000000L,0x0000047707804D00L,0x0007

F000000001C0L,0x00000007666D0003L,0x0000000000000018L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_valueExpr_in_arithmeticExpr5353 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000008L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_CONCAT_in_arithmeticExpr5365 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000004L});
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   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_valueExpr_in_arithmeticExpr5367 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x1000000037CC23C0L,0x100000000001E7E0L,0x008003FC00000000L,0x0000047707804D00L,0x0007

F000000001C0L,0x00000007666D0003L,0x0000000000000018L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_valueExpr_in_arithmeticExpr5369 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x1000000037CC23C8L,0x100000000001E7E0L,0x008003FC00000000L,0x0000047707804D00L,0x0007

F000000001C0L,0x00000007666D0003L,0x0000000000000018L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_valueExpr_in_arithmeticExpr5372 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x1000000037CC23C8L,0x100000000001E7E0L,0x008003FC00000000L,0x0000047707804D00L,0x0007

F000000001C0L,0x00000007666D0003L,0x0000000000000018L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_DOT_EXPR_in_dotExpr5392 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000004L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_valueExpr_in_dotExpr5394 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000008L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000200L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_libFunctionWithClass_in_dotExpr5396 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000008L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000200L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_NEWKW_in_newExpr5414 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000004L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_newAssign_in_newExpr5416 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000008L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000200000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_NEW_ITEM_in_newAssign5432 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000004L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_eventPropertyExpr_in_newAssign5434 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x1000000037CC23C8L,0x100000000001E7E0L,0x008003FC00000000L,0x0000047707804D00L,0x0007

F000000001C0L,0x00000007666D0003L,0x0000000000000018L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_valueExpr_in_newAssign5437 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000008L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_LIB_FUNC_CHAIN_in_libFuncChain5455 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000004L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_libFunctionWithClass_in_libFuncChain5457 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000008L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0080000000000000L,0x0000000000000200L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_libOrPropFunction_in_libFuncChain5459 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000008L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0080000000000000L,0x0000000000000200L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_LIB_FUNCTION_in_libFunctionWithClass5479 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000004L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_CLASS_IDENT_in_libFunctionWithClass5482 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000000020L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_IDENT_in_libFunctionWithClass5486 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x1020400037CC23C8L,0x100000000001F7E0L,0x008003FC0000003CL,0x0000077707806D00L,0x0007

F000000001C4L,0x00000007666D0843L,0x0000000000000018L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_DISTINCT_in_libFunctionWithClass5489 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x1020000037CC23C8L,0x100000000001F7E0L,0x008003FC0000003CL,0x0000077707806D00L,0x0007

F000000001C4L,0x00000007666D0843L,0x0000000000000018L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_libFunctionArgItem_in_libFunctionWithClass5493 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x1020000037CC23C8L,0x100000000001F7E0L,0x008003FC0000003CL,0x0000077707806D00L,0x0007

F000000001C4L,0x00000007666D0843L,0x0000000000000018L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_LPAREN_in_libFunctionWithClass5496 = new BitSet(new
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long[]{0x0000000000000008L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_expressionLambdaDecl_in_libFunctionArgItem5510 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_valueExprWithTime_in_libFunctionArgItem5514 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_eventPropertyExpr_in_libOrPropFunction5529 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_libFunctionWithClass_in_libOrPropFunction5539 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_annotation_in_startPatternExpressionRule5554 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x000000000000D800L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000000C000340L,0x0800000000000000L,0x000000

0000000008L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_exprChoice_in_startPatternExpressionRule5558 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_atomicExpr_in_exprChoice5572 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_patternOp_in_exprChoice5577 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_EVERY_EXPR_in_exprChoice5587 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000004L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_exprChoice_in_exprChoice5589 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000008L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_EVERY_DISTINCT_EXPR_in_exprChoice5603 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000004L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_distinctExpressions_in_exprChoice5605 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x000000000000D800L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000000C000340L,0x0800000000000000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_exprChoice_in_exprChoice5607 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000008L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_PATTERN_NOT_EXPR_in_exprChoice5621 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000004L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_exprChoice_in_exprChoice5623 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000008L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_GUARD_EXPR_in_exprChoice5637 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000004L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_exprChoice_in_exprChoice5639 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x1000000037CC23C0L,0x100000000001E7E0L,0x008003FC00000000L,0x0000047707804D00L,0x0007

F000000001C0L,0x00000007666D0023L,0x0000000000000018L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_IDENT_in_exprChoice5642 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000000020L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_IDENT_in_exprChoice5644 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x1020000037CC23C8L,0x100000000001F7E0L,0x008003FC0000003CL,0x0000077707806D00L,0x0007

F000000001C4L,0x00000007666D0003L,0x0000000000000018L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_valueExprWithTime_in_exprChoice5646 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x1020000037CC23C8L,0x100000000001F7E0L,0x008003FC0000003CL,0x0000077707806D00L,0x0007

F000000001C4L,0x00000007666D0003L,0x0000000000000018L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_valueExpr_in_exprChoice5651 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000008L});
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   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_MATCH_UNTIL_EXPR_in_exprChoice5665 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000004L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_matchUntilRange_in_exprChoice5667 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x000000000000D800L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000000C000340L,0x0800000000000000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_exprChoice_in_exprChoice5670 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x000000000000D808L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000000C000340L,0x0800000000000000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_exprChoice_in_exprChoice5672 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000008L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_PATTERN_EVERY_DISTINCT_EXPR_in_distinctExpressions5693 = new

BitSet(new long[]{0x0000000000000004L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_valueExprWithTime_in_distinctExpressions5695 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x1020000037CC23C8L,0x100000000001F7E0L,0x008003FC0000003CL,0x0000077707806D00L,0x0007

F000000001C4L,0x00000007666D0003L,0x0000000000000018L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_FOLLOWED_BY_EXPR_in_patternOp5714 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000004L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_followedByItem_in_patternOp5716 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000080L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_followedByItem_in_patternOp5718 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000008L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000080L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_followedByItem_in_patternOp5721 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000008L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000080L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_OR_EXPR_in_patternOp5737 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000004L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_exprChoice_in_patternOp5739 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x000000000000D800L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000000C000340L,0x0800000000000000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_exprChoice_in_patternOp5741 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x000000000000D808L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000000C000340L,0x0800000000000000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_exprChoice_in_patternOp5744 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x000000000000D808L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000000C000340L,0x0800000000000000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_AND_EXPR_in_patternOp5760 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000004L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_exprChoice_in_patternOp5762 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x000000000000D800L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000000C000340L,0x0800000000000000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_exprChoice_in_patternOp5764 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x000000000000D808L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000000C000340L,0x0800000000000000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_exprChoice_in_patternOp5767 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x000000000000D808L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000000C000340L,0x0800000000000000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_FOLLOWED_BY_ITEM_in_followedByItem5788 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000004L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_valueExpr_in_followedByItem5790 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x000000000000D800L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000000C000340L,0x0800000000000000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_exprChoice_in_followedByItem5793 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000008L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_patternFilterExpr_in_atomicExpr5807 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_OBSERVER_EXPR_in_atomicExpr5819 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000004L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_IDENT_in_atomicExpr5821 = new BitSet(new
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long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000000020L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_IDENT_in_atomicExpr5823 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x1020000037CC23C8L,0x100000000001F7E0L,0x008003FC0000003CL,0x0000077707806D00L,0x0007

F000000001C4L,0x00000007666D0003L,0x0000000000000018L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_valueExprWithTime_in_atomicExpr5825 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x1020000037CC23C8L,0x100000000001F7E0L,0x008003FC0000003CL,0x0000077707806D00L,0x0007

F000000001C4L,0x00000007666D0003L,0x0000000000000018L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_PATTERN_FILTER_EXPR_in_patternFilterExpr5845 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000004L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_IDENT_in_patternFilterExpr5847 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000002000000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_CLASS_IDENT_in_patternFilterExpr5850 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x1000000037CC23C8L,0x100000000001E7E0L,0x008003FC00001000L,0x0000047707804D00L,0x0007

F000000001C0L,0x00000007666D1003L,0x0000000000000018L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_propertyExpression_in_patternFilterExpr5852 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x1000000037CC23C8L,0x100000000001E7E0L,0x008003FC00000000L,0x0000047707804D00L,0x0007

F000000001C0L,0x00000007666D1003L,0x0000000000000018L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_patternFilterAnno_in_patternFilterExpr5855 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x1000000037CC23C8L,0x100000000001E7E0L,0x008003FC00000000L,0x0000047707804D00L,0x0007

F000000001C0L,0x00000007666D0003L,0x0000000000000018L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_valueExpr_in_patternFilterExpr5859 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x1000000037CC23C8L,0x100000000001E7E0L,0x008003FC00000000L,0x0000047707804D00L,0x0007

F000000001C0L,0x00000007666D0003L,0x0000000000000018L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_ATCHAR_in_patternFilterAnno5879 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000004L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_IDENT_in_patternFilterAnno5881 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000008L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000F0

0000000000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_number_in_patternFilterAnno5883 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000008L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_MATCH_UNTIL_RANGE_CLOSED_in_matchUntilRange5898 = new

BitSet(new long[]{0x0000000000000004L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_valueExpr_in_matchUntilRange5900 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x1000000037CC23C0L,0x100000000001E7E0L,0x008003FC00000000L,0x0000047707804D00L,0x0007

F000000001C0L,0x00000007666D0003L,0x0000000000000018L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_valueExpr_in_matchUntilRange5902 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000008L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_MATCH_UNTIL_RANGE_BOUNDED_in_matchUntilRange5910 = new

BitSet(new long[]{0x0000000000000004L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_valueExpr_in_matchUntilRange5912 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000008L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_MATCH_UNTIL_RANGE_HALFCLOSED_in_matchUntilRange5920 =

new BitSet(new long[]{0x0000000000000004L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_valueExpr_in_matchUntilRange5922 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000008L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_MATCH_UNTIL_RANGE_HALFOPEN_in_matchUntilRange5929 = new

BitSet(new long[]{0x0000000000000004L});
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   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_valueExpr_in_matchUntilRange5931 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000008L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_EVENT_FILTER_PARAM_in_filterParam5944 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000004L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_valueExpr_in_filterParam5946 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x1000000037CC23C8L,0x100000000001E7E0L,0x008003FC00000000L,0x0000047707804D00L,0x0007

F000000001C0L,0x00000007666D0003L,0x0000000000000018L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_valueExpr_in_filterParam5949 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x1000000037CC23C8L,0x100000000001E7E0L,0x008003FC00000000L,0x0000047707804D00L,0x0007

F000000001C0L,0x00000007666D0003L,0x0000000000000018L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_EQUALS_in_filterParamComparator5965 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000004L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_filterAtom_in_filterParamComparator5967 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000008L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_NOT_EQUAL_in_filterParamComparator5974 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000004L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_filterAtom_in_filterParamComparator5976 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000008L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_LT_in_filterParamComparator5983 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000004L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_filterAtom_in_filterParamComparator5985 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000008L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_LE_in_filterParamComparator5992 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000004L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_filterAtom_in_filterParamComparator5994 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000008L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_GT_in_filterParamComparator6001 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000004L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_filterAtom_in_filterParamComparator6003 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000008L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_GE_in_filterParamComparator6010 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000004L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_filterAtom_in_filterParamComparator6012 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000008L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_EVENT_FILTER_RANGE_in_filterParamComparator6019 = new

BitSet(new long[]{0x0000000000000004L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_set_in_filterParamComparator6021 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000020000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0007F0

0000000000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_constant_in_filterParamComparator6028 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000020000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0007F0

0000000000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_filterIdentifier_in_filterParamComparator6031 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000020000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0007F0

0000000000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_constant_in_filterParamComparator6035 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000000090L});
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   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_filterIdentifier_in_filterParamComparator6038 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000000090L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_set_in_filterParamComparator6041 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000008L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_EVENT_FILTER_NOT_RANGE_in_filterParamComparator6052 = new

BitSet(new long[]{0x0000000000000004L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_set_in_filterParamComparator6054 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000020000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0007F0

0000000000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_constant_in_filterParamComparator6061 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000020000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0007F0

0000000000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_filterIdentifier_in_filterParamComparator6064 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000020000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0007F0

0000000000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_constant_in_filterParamComparator6068 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000000090L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_filterIdentifier_in_filterParamComparator6071 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000000090L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_set_in_filterParamComparator6074 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000008L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_EVENT_FILTER_IN_in_filterParamComparator6085 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000004L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_set_in_filterParamComparator6087 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000020000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0007F0

0000000000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_constant_in_filterParamComparator6094 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000020000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0007F0

0000000000L,0x0000000000000090L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_filterIdentifier_in_filterParamComparator6097 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000020000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0007F0

0000000000L,0x0000000000000090L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_constant_in_filterParamComparator6101 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000020000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0007F0

0000000000L,0x0000000000000090L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_filterIdentifier_in_filterParamComparator6104 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000020000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0007F0

0000000000L,0x0000000000000090L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_set_in_filterParamComparator6108 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000008L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_EVENT_FILTER_NOT_IN_in_filterParamComparator6119 = new

BitSet(new long[]{0x0000000000000004L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_set_in_filterParamComparator6121 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000020000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0007F0

0000000000L});
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   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_constant_in_filterParamComparator6128 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000020000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0007F0

0000000000L,0x0000000000000090L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_filterIdentifier_in_filterParamComparator6131 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000020000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0007F0

0000000000L,0x0000000000000090L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_constant_in_filterParamComparator6135 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000020000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0007F0

0000000000L,0x0000000000000090L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_filterIdentifier_in_filterParamComparator6138 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000020000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0007F0

0000000000L,0x0000000000000090L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_set_in_filterParamComparator6142 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000008L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_EVENT_FILTER_BETWEEN_in_filterParamComparator6153 = new

BitSet(new long[]{0x0000000000000004L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_constant_in_filterParamComparator6156 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000020000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0007F0

0000000000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_filterIdentifier_in_filterParamComparator6159 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000020000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0007F0

0000000000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_constant_in_filterParamComparator6163 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000008L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_filterIdentifier_in_filterParamComparator6166 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000008L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_EVENT_FILTER_NOT_BETWEEN_in_filterParamComparator6174 = new

BitSet(new long[]{0x0000000000000004L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_constant_in_filterParamComparator6177 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000020000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0007F0

0000000000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_filterIdentifier_in_filterParamComparator6180 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000020000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0007F0

0000000000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_constant_in_filterParamComparator6184 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000008L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_filterIdentifier_in_filterParamComparator6187 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000008L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_constant_in_filterAtom6201 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_filterIdentifier_in_filterAtom6207 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_EVENT_FILTER_IDENT_in_filterIdentifier6218 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000004L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_IDENT_in_filterIdentifier6220 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0080000000000000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_eventPropertyExpr_in_filterIdentifier6222 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000008L});
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   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_EVENT_PROP_EXPR_in_eventPropertyExpr6241 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000004L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_eventPropertyAtomic_in_eventPropertyExpr6243 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000008L,0x0000000000000000L,0x3F00000000000000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_eventPropertyAtomic_in_eventPropertyExpr6246 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000008L,0x0000000000000000L,0x3F00000000000000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_EVENT_PROP_SIMPLE_in_eventPropertyAtomic6265 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000004L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_IDENT_in_eventPropertyAtomic6267 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000008L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_EVENT_PROP_INDEXED_in_eventPropertyAtomic6274 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000004L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_IDENT_in_eventPropertyAtomic6276 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000800000000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_NUM_INT_in_eventPropertyAtomic6278 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000008L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_EVENT_PROP_MAPPED_in_eventPropertyAtomic6285 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000004L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_IDENT_in_eventPropertyAtomic6287 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000001800000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_set_in_eventPropertyAtomic6289 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000008L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_EVENT_PROP_DYNAMIC_SIMPLE_in_eventPropertyAtomic6302 = new

BitSet(new long[]{0x0000000000000004L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_IDENT_in_eventPropertyAtomic6304 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000008L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_EVENT_PROP_DYNAMIC_INDEXED_in_eventPropertyAtomic6311 =

new BitSet(new long[]{0x0000000000000004L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_IDENT_in_eventPropertyAtomic6313 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000800000000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_NUM_INT_in_eventPropertyAtomic6315 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000008L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_EVENT_PROP_DYNAMIC_MAPPED_in_eventPropertyAtomic6322 = new

BitSet(new long[]{0x0000000000000004L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_IDENT_in_eventPropertyAtomic6324 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000001800000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_set_in_eventPropertyAtomic6326 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000008L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_TIME_PERIOD_in_timePeriod6351 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000004L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_timePeriodDef_in_timePeriod6353 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000008L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_yearPart_in_timePeriodDef6369 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x00000000007F0000L});
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   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_monthPart_in_timePeriodDef6372 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x00000000007E0000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_weekPart_in_timePeriodDef6377 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x00000000007C0000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_dayPart_in_timePeriodDef6382 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000780000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_hourPart_in_timePeriodDef6387 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000700000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_minutePart_in_timePeriodDef6392 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000600000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_secondPart_in_timePeriodDef6397 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000400000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_millisecondPart_in_timePeriodDef6402 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_monthPart_in_timePeriodDef6410 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x00000000007E0000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_weekPart_in_timePeriodDef6413 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x00000000007C0000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_dayPart_in_timePeriodDef6418 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000780000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_hourPart_in_timePeriodDef6423 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000700000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_minutePart_in_timePeriodDef6428 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000600000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_secondPart_in_timePeriodDef6433 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000400000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_millisecondPart_in_timePeriodDef6438 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_weekPart_in_timePeriodDef6446 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x00000000007C0000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_dayPart_in_timePeriodDef6449 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000780000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_hourPart_in_timePeriodDef6454 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000700000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_minutePart_in_timePeriodDef6459 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000600000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_secondPart_in_timePeriodDef6464 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000400000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_millisecondPart_in_timePeriodDef6469 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_dayPart_in_timePeriodDef6477 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000780000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_hourPart_in_timePeriodDef6480 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000700000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_minutePart_in_timePeriodDef6485 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000600000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_secondPart_in_timePeriodDef6490 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000400000L});
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   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_millisecondPart_in_timePeriodDef6495 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_hourPart_in_timePeriodDef6502 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000700000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_minutePart_in_timePeriodDef6505 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000600000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_secondPart_in_timePeriodDef6510 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000400000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_millisecondPart_in_timePeriodDef6515 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_minutePart_in_timePeriodDef6522 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000600000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_secondPart_in_timePeriodDef6525 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000400000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_millisecondPart_in_timePeriodDef6530 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_secondPart_in_timePeriodDef6537 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000400000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_millisecondPart_in_timePeriodDef6540 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_millisecondPart_in_timePeriodDef6547 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_YEAR_PART_in_yearPart6561 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000004L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_valueExpr_in_yearPart6563 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000008L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_MONTH_PART_in_monthPart6578 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000004L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_valueExpr_in_monthPart6580 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000008L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_WEEK_PART_in_weekPart6595 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000004L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_valueExpr_in_weekPart6597 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000008L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_DAY_PART_in_dayPart6612 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000004L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_valueExpr_in_dayPart6614 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000008L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_HOUR_PART_in_hourPart6629 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000004L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_valueExpr_in_hourPart6631 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000008L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_MINUTE_PART_in_minutePart6646 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000004L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_valueExpr_in_minutePart6648 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000008L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_SECOND_PART_in_secondPart6663 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000004L});
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   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_valueExpr_in_secondPart6665 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000008L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_MILLISECOND_PART_in_millisecondPart6680 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000004L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_valueExpr_in_millisecondPart6682 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000008L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_SUBSTITUTION_in_substitution6697 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_INT_TYPE_in_constant6713 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_LONG_TYPE_in_constant6722 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_FLOAT_TYPE_in_constant6731 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_DOUBLE_TYPE_in_constant6740 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_STRING_TYPE_in_constant6756 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_BOOL_TYPE_in_constant6772 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_NULL_TYPE_in_constant6785 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_set_in_number0 = new BitSet(new long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

 

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.agg.service;

 

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluator;

 

/**

* All aggregation services require evaluation nodes which supply the value to be aggregated (summed, averaged,

etc.)

* and aggregation state factories to make new aggregation states.

*/

public abstract class AggregationServiceFactoryBase implements AggregationServiceFactory

{

   /**

    * Evaluation nodes under.

    */

   protected ExprEvaluator evaluators[];
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   /**

    * Prototype aggregation states and factories.

    */

   protected AggregationMethodFactory aggregators[];

 

   /**

    * Ctor.

    * @param evaluators - are the child node of each aggregation function used for computing the value to be

aggregated

    * @param aggregators - aggregation states/factories

    */

   public AggregationServiceFactoryBase(ExprEvaluator evaluators[], AggregationMethodFactory aggregators[])

   {

       this.evaluators = evaluators;

       this.aggregators = aggregators;

 

       if (evaluators.length != aggregators.length)

       {

           throw new IllegalArgumentException("Expected the same number of evaluates as computer prototypes");

       }

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.join.exec.base;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.util.IndentWriter;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.join.table.EventTable;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.join.pollindex.PollResultIndexingStrategy;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.join.base.HistoricalIndexLookupStrategy;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluatorContext;

import com.espertech.esper.view.HistoricalEventViewable;

 

import java.util.Collection;

import java.util.Iterator;

 

import org.apache.commons.logging.Log;

import org.apache.commons.logging.LogFactory;

 

/**
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* Execution node for executing a join or outer join against a historical data source,

* using an lookup strategy for looking up into cached indexes, and an indexing strategy for indexing poll results

* for future lookups.

*/

public class HistoricalDataExecNode extends ExecNode

{

   private static final Log log = LogFactory.getLog(HistoricalDataExecNode.class);

 

   private final EventBean[][] lookupRows1Event;

   private final int numStreams;

   private final HistoricalEventViewable historicalEventViewable;

   private final PollResultIndexingStrategy indexingStrategy;

   private final HistoricalIndexLookupStrategy indexLookupStrategy;

   private final int historicalStreamNumber;

 

   /**

    * Ctor.

    * @param historicalEventViewable the view of the historical

    * @param indexingStrategy the strategy to index poll result for future use

    * @param indexLookupStrategy the strategy to use past indexed results

    * @param numStreams the number of streams in the join

    * @param historicalStreamNumber the stream number of the historical

    */

   public HistoricalDataExecNode(HistoricalEventViewable historicalEventViewable, PollResultIndexingStrategy

indexingStrategy, HistoricalIndexLookupStrategy indexLookupStrategy, int numStreams, int

historicalStreamNumber)

   {

       this.historicalEventViewable = historicalEventViewable;

       this.indexingStrategy = indexingStrategy;

       this.indexLookupStrategy = indexLookupStrategy;

       this.numStreams = numStreams;

       this.historicalStreamNumber = historicalStreamNumber;

 

       lookupRows1Event = new EventBean[1][];

       lookupRows1Event[0] = new EventBean[numStreams];

   }

 

   public void process(EventBean lookupEvent, EventBean[] prefillPath, Collection<EventBean[]> result,

ExprEvaluatorContext exprEvaluatorContext)

   {

       lookupRows1Event[0] = prefillPath;

       EventTable[] indexPerLookupRow = historicalEventViewable.poll(lookupRows1Event, indexingStrategy,

exprEvaluatorContext);

 

       for (EventTable index : indexPerLookupRow)

       {

           // Using the index, determine a subset of the whole indexed table to process, unless

           // the strategy is a full table scan
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           Iterator<EventBean> subsetIter = indexLookupStrategy.lookup(lookupEvent, index, exprEvaluatorContext);

 

           if (subsetIter != null)

           {

               // Add each row to the join result or, for outer joins, run through the outer join filter

               for (;subsetIter.hasNext();)

               {

                   EventBean[] resultRow = new EventBean[numStreams];

                   System.arraycopy(prefillPath, 0, resultRow, 0, numStreams);

                   resultRow[historicalStreamNumber] = subsetIter.next();

                   result.add(resultRow);

               }

           }

       }

   }

 

   public void print(IndentWriter writer)

   {

       writer.println("HistoricalDataExecNode");

   }

}

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.join.util;

 

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprIdentNode;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprNode;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.join.plan.QueryGraph;

 

public class RangeFilterAnalyzer {

 

   public static void apply(ExprNode target, ExprNode start, ExprNode end,

                            boolean includeStart, boolean includeEnd, boolean isNot,

                            QueryGraph queryGraph) {

       if ( ((target instanceof ExprIdentNode)) &&

            ((start instanceof ExprIdentNode)) &&

            ((end instanceof ExprIdentNode)) )

       {

           ExprIdentNode identNodeValue = (ExprIdentNode) target;
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           ExprIdentNode identNodeStart = (ExprIdentNode) start;

           ExprIdentNode identNodeEnd = (ExprIdentNode) end;

 

           int keyStreamStart = identNodeStart.getStreamId();

           int keyStreamEnd = identNodeEnd.getStreamId();

           int valueStream = identNodeValue.getStreamId();

           queryGraph.addRangeStrict(keyStreamStart, identNodeStart.getResolvedPropertyName(), identNodeStart,

keyStreamEnd,

                   identNodeEnd.getResolvedPropertyName(), identNodeEnd, valueStream,

                   identNodeValue.getResolvedPropertyName(), identNodeValue,

                   includeStart, includeEnd, isNot);

           return;

       }

 

       // handle constant-compare or transformation case

       if (target instanceof ExprIdentNode) {

           ExprIdentNode identNode = (ExprIdentNode) target;

           int indexedStream = identNode.getStreamId();

           String indexedProp = identNode.getResolvedPropertyName();

 

           EligibilityDesc eligibilityStart = EligibilityUtil.verifyInputStream(start, indexedStream);

           if (!eligibilityStart.getEligibility().isEligible()) {

               return;

           }

           EligibilityDesc eligibilityEnd = EligibilityUtil.verifyInputStream(end, indexedStream);

           if (!eligibilityEnd.getEligibility().isEligible()) {

               return;

           }

 

           queryGraph.addRangeExpr(indexedStream, indexedProp, start, eligibilityStart.getStreamNum(), end,

eligibilityEnd.getStreamNum());

       }

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.expression;

 

import com.espertech.esper.epl.agg.access.AggregationAccessor;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.agg.aggregator.AggregationMethod;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.agg.service.AggregationStateFactory;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.agg.access.AggregationStateKey;
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import com.espertech.esper.epl.agg.service.AggregationMethodFactory;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.core.MethodResolutionService;

 

public class ExprNthAggNodeFactory implements AggregationMethodFactory

{

   private final Class childType;

   private int size;

   private final boolean isDistinct;

 

   public ExprNthAggNodeFactory(Class childType, int size, boolean isDistinct)

   {

       this.childType = childType;

       this.size = size;

       this.isDistinct = isDistinct;

   }

 

   public boolean isAccessAggregation() {

       return false;

   }

 

   public Class getResultType()

   {

       return childType;

   }

 

   public AggregationStateKey getAggregationStateKey(boolean isMatchRecognize) {

       throw new IllegalStateException("Not an access aggregation function");

   }

 

   public AggregationStateFactory getAggregationStateFactory(boolean isMatchRecognize) {

       throw new IllegalStateException("Not an access aggregation function");

   }

 

   public AggregationAccessor getAccessor() {

       throw new IllegalStateException("Not an access aggregation function");

   }

 

   public AggregationMethod make(MethodResolutionService methodResolutionService, int agentInstanceId, int

groupId, int aggregationId) {

       AggregationMethod method = methodResolutionService.makeNthAggregator(agentInstanceId, groupId,

aggregationId, childType, size + 1);

       if (!isDistinct) {

           return method;

       }

       return methodResolutionService.makeDistinctAggregator(agentInstanceId, groupId, aggregationId, method,

childType, false);

   }
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   public AggregationMethodFactory getPrototypeAggregator() {

       return this;

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.enummethod.dot;

 

public interface ExprDeclaredOrLambdaNode

{

   public boolean validated();

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.spec;

 

import com.espertech.esper.collection.Pair;

 

import java.util.Map;

 

public class PluggableObjectRegistryImpl implements PluggableObjectRegistry

{

   private PluggableObjectCollection[] collections;

 

   public PluggableObjectRegistryImpl(PluggableObjectCollection[] collections) {

       this.collections = collections;

   }

 

   public Pair<Class, PluggableObjectEntry> lookup(String nameSpace, String name) {

 

       for (int i = 0; i < collections.length; i++) {

           Map<String, Pair<Class, PluggableObjectEntry>> names = collections[i].getPluggables().get(nameSpace);

           if (names == null) {

               continue;

           }

           Pair<Class, PluggableObjectEntry> entry = names.get(name);
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           if (entry == null) {

               continue;

           }

           return entry;

       }

       return null;

   }

}

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.join.hint;

 

import java.util.List;

 

public class SelectorInstructionPair {

   private final List<IndexHintSelector> selector;

   private final List<IndexHintInstruction> instructions;

 

   public SelectorInstructionPair(List<IndexHintSelector> selector, List<IndexHintInstruction> instructions) {

       this.selector = selector;

       this.instructions = instructions;

   }

 

   public List<IndexHintSelector> getSelector() {

       return selector;

   }

 

   public List<IndexHintInstruction> getInstructions() {

       return instructions;

   }

}

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *
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* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.spec;

 

import com.espertech.esper.filter.FilterSpecCompiled;

 

import java.io.Serializable;

import java.util.List;

 

public interface ContextDetailCondition extends Serializable {

   public List<FilterSpecCompiled> getFilterSpecIfAny();

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.join.table;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventPropertyGetter;

import com.espertech.esper.util.SimpleNumberCoercer;

import org.apache.commons.logging.Log;

import org.apache.commons.logging.LogFactory;

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.collection.MultiKeyUntyped;

import com.espertech.esper.util.JavaClassHelper;

 

import java.util.Set;

 

/**

* Index that organizes events by the event property values into hash buckets. Based on a HashMap

* with {@link com.espertech.esper.collection.MultiKeyUntyped} keys that store the property values.

* <p>

* Performs coercion of the index keys before storing the keys, and coercion of the lookup keys before lookup.

* <p>

* Takes a list of property names as parameter. Doesn't care which event type the events have as long as the

properties

* exist. If the same event is added twice, the class throws an exception on add.

*/

public class PropertyIndexedEventTableCoerceAll extends PropertyIndexedEventTableCoerceAdd

{

   private static Log log = LogFactory.getLog(PropertyIndexedEventTableCoerceAll.class);

 

   public PropertyIndexedEventTableCoerceAll(int streamNum, EventPropertyGetter[] propertyGetters,
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SimpleNumberCoercer[] coercers, Class[] coercionType) {

       super(streamNum, propertyGetters, coercers, coercionType);

   }

 

   /**

    * Returns the set of events that have the same property value as the given event.

    * @param keys to compare against

    * @return set of events with property value, or null if none found (never returns zero-sized set)

    */

   public Set<EventBean> lookup(Object[] keys)

   {

       for (int i = 0; i < keys.length; i++)

       {

           Class coercionType = coercionTypes[i];

           Object key = keys[i];

           if ((key != null) && (!key.getClass().equals(coercionType)))

           {

               if (key instanceof Number)

               {

                   key = JavaClassHelper.coerceBoxed((Number) key, coercionTypes[i]);

                   keys[i] = key;

               }

           }

       }

       MultiKeyUntyped key = new MultiKeyUntyped(keys);

       return propertyIndex.get(key);

   }

 

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.spec;

 

import com.espertech.esper.util.MetaDefItem;

 

import java.io.Serializable;

 

/**

* Marker interface for elements in a select clause that is in the raw (storable) form.

*/

public interface SelectClauseElementRaw extends MetaDefItem, Serializable

{
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}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.agg.aggregator;

 

import java.math.BigInteger;

 

/**

* Sum for BigInteger values.

*/

public class AggregatorSumBigInteger implements AggregationMethod

{

   protected BigInteger sum;

   protected long numDataPoints;

 

   /**

    * Ctor.

    */

   public AggregatorSumBigInteger()

   {

       sum = BigInteger.valueOf(0);

   }

 

   public void clear()

   {

       sum = BigInteger.valueOf(0);

       numDataPoints = 0;

   }

 

   public void enter(Object object)

   {

       if (object == null)

       {

           return;

       }

       numDataPoints++;

       sum = sum.add((BigInteger)object);

   }

 

   public void leave(Object object)

   {

       if (object == null)
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       {

           return;

       }

       numDataPoints--;

       sum = sum.subtract((BigInteger)object);

   }

 

   public Object getValue()

   {

       if (numDataPoints == 0)

       {

           return null;

       }

       return sum;

   }

 

   public Class getValueType()

   {

       return BigInteger.class;

   }

}

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.declexpr;

 

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprValidationException;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.spec.CreateExpressionDesc;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.spec.ExpressionDeclItem;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.spec.ExpressionScriptProvided;

 

import java.util.ArrayList;

import java.util.HashMap;

import java.util.List;

import java.util.Map;

 

public class ExprDeclaredServiceImpl implements ExprDeclaredService {

 

   private final Map<String, ExpressionDeclItem> globalExpressions;

   private final Map<String, List<ExpressionScriptProvided>> globalScripts;
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   public ExprDeclaredServiceImpl() {

       this.globalExpressions = new HashMap<String, ExpressionDeclItem>();

       this.globalScripts = new HashMap<String, List<ExpressionScriptProvided>>();

   }

 

   public synchronized String addExpressionOrScript(CreateExpressionDesc expressionDesc) throws

ExprValidationException {

       if (expressionDesc.getExpression() != null) {

           ExpressionDeclItem expression = expressionDesc.getExpression();

           String name = expression.getName();

           if (globalExpressions.containsKey(name)) {

               throw new ExprValidationException("Expression '" + name + "' has already been declared");

           }

           globalExpressions.put(name, expression);

           return name;

       }

       else {

           ExpressionScriptProvided newScript = expressionDesc.getScript();

           String name = newScript.getName();

 

           List<ExpressionScriptProvided> scripts = globalScripts.get(name);

           if (scripts != null) {

               for (ExpressionScriptProvided script : scripts) {

                   if (script.getParameterNames().size() == newScript.getParameterNames().size()) {

                       throw new ExprValidationException("Script '" + name + "' that takes the same number of parameters

has already been declared");

                   }

               }

           }

           else {

               scripts = new ArrayList<ExpressionScriptProvided>(2);

               globalScripts.put(name, scripts);

           }

           scripts.add(newScript);

 

           return name;

       }

   }

 

   public ExpressionDeclItem getExpression(String name) {

       return globalExpressions.get(name);

   }

 

   public List<ExpressionScriptProvided> getScriptsByName(String name) {

       return globalScripts.get(name);

   }
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   public synchronized void destroyedExpression(CreateExpressionDesc expressionDesc) {

       if (expressionDesc.getExpression() != null) {

           globalExpressions.remove(expressionDesc.getExpression().getName());

       }

       else {

           globalScripts.remove(expressionDesc.getScript().getName());

       }

   }

 

   public void destroy() {

       globalExpressions.clear();

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.agg.aggregator;

 

import com.espertech.esper.epl.agg.service.AggregatorUtil;

import com.espertech.esper.type.MinMaxTypeEnum;

 

/**

* Min/max aggregator for all values, not considering events leaving the aggregation (i.e. ever).

*/

public class AggregatorMinMaxEverFilter extends AggregatorMinMaxEver

{

   public AggregatorMinMaxEverFilter(MinMaxTypeEnum minMaxTypeEnum, Class returnType) {

       super(minMaxTypeEnum, returnType);

   }

 

   @Override

   public void enter(Object parameters)

   {

       Object[] paramArray = (Object[]) parameters;

       if (!AggregatorUtil.checkFilter(paramArray)) {

           return;

       }

       super.enter(paramArray[0]);

   }

 

   @Override

   public void leave(Object parameters)

   {
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       Object[] paramArray = (Object[]) parameters;

       if (!AggregatorUtil.checkFilter(paramArray)) {

           return;

       }

       super.leave(paramArray[0]);

   }

}

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.datetime.eval;

 

public interface DatetimeLongCoercer {

   public long coerce(Object date);

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.join.base;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.collection.MultiKey;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluatorContext;

 

import java.util.Set;

 

/**

* Encapsulates the strategy use to resolve the events for a stream into a tuples of events in a join.

*/

public interface QueryStrategy

{

   /**

    * Look up events returning tuples of joined events.

    * @param lookupEvents - events to use to perform the join

    * @param joinSet - result join tuples of events
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    * @param exprEvaluatorContext expression evaluation context

    */

   public void lookup(EventBean[] lookupEvents, Set<MultiKey<EventBean>> joinSet, ExprEvaluatorContext

exprEvaluatorContext);

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.join.exec.base;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventType;

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventPropertyGetter;

import com.espertech.esper.event.EventBeanUtility;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.join.table.PropertyIndexedEventTable;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.join.rep.Cursor;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluatorContext;

 

import java.util.Set;

import java.util.Arrays;

 

/**

* Lookup on an index using a set of properties as key values.

*/

public class IndexedTableLookupStrategy implements JoinExecTableLookupStrategy

{

   private final EventType eventType;

   private final String[] properties;

   private final PropertyIndexedEventTable index;

   private final EventPropertyGetter[] propertyGetters;

 

   /**

    * Ctor.

    * @param eventType - event type to expect for lookup

    * @param properties - key properties

    * @param index - index to look up in

    */

   public IndexedTableLookupStrategy(EventType eventType, String[] properties, PropertyIndexedEventTable

index)

   {

       this.eventType = eventType;

       this.properties = properties;

       if (index == null) {
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           throw new IllegalArgumentException("Unexpected null index received");

       }

       this.index = index;

 

       propertyGetters = new EventPropertyGetter[properties.length];

       for (int i = 0; i < properties.length; i++)

       {

           propertyGetters[i] = eventType.getGetter(properties[i]);

 

           if (propertyGetters[i] == null)

           {

               throw new IllegalArgumentException("Property named '" + properties[i] + "' is invalid for type " +

eventType);

           }

       }

   }

 

   /**

    * Returns event type of the lookup event.

    * @return event type of the lookup event

    */

   public EventType getEventType()

   {

       return eventType;

   }

 

   /**

    * Returns properties to use from lookup event to look up in index.

    * @return properties to use from lookup event

    */

   public String[] getProperties()

   {

       return properties;

   }

 

   /**

    * Returns index to look up in.

    * @return index to use

    */

   public PropertyIndexedEventTable getIndex()

   {

       return index;

   }

 

   public Set<EventBean> lookup(EventBean theEvent, Cursor cursor, ExprEvaluatorContext exprEvaluatorContext)

   {

       Object[] keys = getKeys(theEvent);

       return index.lookup(keys);
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   }

 

   private Object[] getKeys(EventBean theEvent)

   {

       return EventBeanUtility.getPropertyArray(theEvent, propertyGetters);

   }

 

   public String toString()

   {

       return "IndexedTableLookupStrategy indexProps=" + Arrays.toString(properties) +

               " index=(" + index + ')';

   }

}

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.enummethod.dot;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventPropertyGetterMapped;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluator;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluatorContext;

 

public class PropertyExprEvaluatorNonLambdaMapped implements ExprEvaluator {

 

   private final int streamId;

   private final EventPropertyGetterMapped mappedGetter;

   private final ExprEvaluator paramEval;

   private final Class returnType;

 

   public PropertyExprEvaluatorNonLambdaMapped(int streamId, EventPropertyGetterMapped mappedGetter,

ExprEvaluator paramEval, Class returnType) {

       this.streamId = streamId;

       this.mappedGetter = mappedGetter;

       this.paramEval = paramEval;

       this.returnType = returnType;

   }

 

   public Object evaluate(EventBean[] eventsPerStream, boolean isNewData, ExprEvaluatorContext context) {

       String key = (String) paramEval.evaluate(eventsPerStream, isNewData, context);
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       EventBean eventInQuestion = eventsPerStream[streamId];

       if (eventInQuestion == null) {

           return null;

       }

       return mappedGetter.get(eventInQuestion, key);

   }

 

   public Class getType() {

       return returnType;

   }

 

}

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.join.exec.sorted;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluator;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluatorContext;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.join.table.PropertySortedEventTable;

 

import java.util.Collection;

import java.util.Set;

 

public class SortedAccessStrategyLE extends SortedAccessStrategyRelOpBase implements SortedAccessStrategy {

 

   public SortedAccessStrategyLE(boolean isNWOnTrigger, int lookupStream, int numStreams, ExprEvaluator

keyEval) {

       super(isNWOnTrigger, lookupStream, numStreams, keyEval);

   }

 

   public Set<EventBean> lookup(EventBean theEvent, PropertySortedEventTable index, ExprEvaluatorContext

context) {

       return index.lookupLessEqual(super.evaluateLookup(theEvent, context));

   }

 

   public Collection<EventBean> lookup(EventBean[] eventsPerStream, PropertySortedEventTable index,

ExprEvaluatorContext context) {

       return index.lookupLessEqualColl(super.evaluatePerStream(eventsPerStream, context));
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   }

}

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.agg.service;

 

public enum AggregationStateTypeWStream

{

   DATAWINDOWACCESS_LINEAR,

   SORTED,

   MAXEVER,

   MINEVER

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.view;

 

import com.espertech.esper.core.context.util.AgentInstanceContext;

import com.espertech.esper.core.service.StatementContext;

import com.espertech.esper.core.service.StatementResultService;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.core.ResultSetProcessor;

import org.apache.commons.logging.Log;

import org.apache.commons.logging.LogFactory;

 

/**

* Factory for output process view that does not enforce any output policies and may simply

* hand over events to child views, does not handle distinct.

*/

public class OutputProcessViewDirectFactory implements OutputProcessViewFactory

{

	private static final Log log = LogFactory.getLog(OutputProcessViewDirectFactory.class);

 

   private final StatementContext statementContext;
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   private final StatementResultService statementResultService;

   protected final OutputStrategyPostProcessFactory postProcessFactory;

 

   public OutputProcessViewDirectFactory(StatementContext statementContext, OutputStrategyPostProcessFactory

postProcessFactory) {

       this.statementContext = statementContext;

       this.statementResultService = statementContext.getStatementResultService();

       this.postProcessFactory = postProcessFactory;

   }

 

   public OutputProcessViewBase makeView(ResultSetProcessor resultSetProcessor, AgentInstanceContext

agentInstanceContext) {

       if (postProcessFactory == null) {

           return new OutputProcessViewDirect(resultSetProcessor, this);

       }

       OutputStrategyPostProcess postProcess = postProcessFactory.make(agentInstanceContext);

       return new OutputProcessViewDirectPostProcess(resultSetProcessor, this, postProcess);

   }

 

   public StatementResultService getStatementResultService() {

       return statementResultService;

   }

 

   public StatementContext getStatementContext() {

       return statementContext;

   }

}

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.datetime.calop;

 

import java.io.StringWriter;

import java.util.Calendar;

 

public enum CalendarFieldEnum {

   MILLISEC(Calendar.MILLISECOND, "msec,millisecond,milliseconds"),

   SECOND(Calendar.SECOND, "sec,second,seconds"),

   MINUTE(Calendar.MINUTE, "min,minute,minutes"),

   HOUR(Calendar.HOUR_OF_DAY, "hour,hours"),
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   DAY(Calendar.DATE, "day,days"),

   MONTH(Calendar.MONTH, "month,months"),

   WEEK(Calendar.WEEK_OF_YEAR, "week,weeks"),

   YEAR(Calendar.YEAR, "year,years")

   ;

 

   private final int calendarField;

   private final String[] names;

 

   CalendarFieldEnum(int calendarField, String names) {

       this.calendarField = calendarField;

       this.names = names.split(",");

   }

 

   public static String getValidList() {

       StringWriter writer = new StringWriter();

       String delimiter = "";

       for (CalendarFieldEnum v : CalendarFieldEnum.values()) {

           for (String name : v.names) {

               writer.append(delimiter);

               writer.append(name);

               delimiter = ",";

           }

       }

       return writer.toString();

   }

 

   public int getCalendarField() {

       return calendarField;

   }

 

   public String[] getNames() {

       return names;

   }

 

   public static CalendarFieldEnum fromString(String field) {

       String compareTo = field.trim().toLowerCase();

       for (CalendarFieldEnum v : CalendarFieldEnum.values()) {

           for (String name : v.names) {

               if (name.equals(compareTo)) {

                   return v;

               }

           }

       }

       return null;

   }

}
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/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.agg.service;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.agg.aggregator.AggregationMethod;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.core.MethodResolutionService;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluator;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluatorContext;

 

import java.util.Collection;

 

/**

* Implementation for handling aggregation with grouping by group-keys.

*/

public class AggSvcGroupByExperimental extends AggregationServiceBaseGrouped

{

   // maintain a current row for random access into the aggregator state table

   // (row=groups, columns=expression nodes that have aggregation functions)

   private AggregationMethod[] currentAggregatorRow;

 

   private MethodResolutionService methodResolutionService;

   private Object lastrow;

 

   /**

    * Ctor.

    * @param evaluators - evaluate the sub-expression within the aggregate function (ie. sum(4*myNum))

    * @param prototypes - collect the aggregation state that evaluators evaluate to, act as prototypes for new

aggregations

    * aggregation states for each group

    * @param methodResolutionService - factory for creating additional aggregation method instances per group key

    */

   public AggSvcGroupByExperimental(ExprEvaluator evaluators[],

                                    AggregationMethodFactory prototypes[],

                                    MethodResolutionService methodResolutionService)

   {

       super(evaluators, prototypes);

       this.methodResolutionService = methodResolutionService;

   }

 

   public void clearResults(ExprEvaluatorContext exprEvaluatorContext)

   {
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   }

 

   public void applyEnter(EventBean[] eventsPerStream, Object groupByKey, ExprEvaluatorContext

exprEvaluatorContext)

   {

       if (lastrow != null && lastrow.equals(groupByKey)) {

           // no action

       }

       else {

           AggregationMethod[] groupAggregators = methodResolutionService.newAggregators(aggregators,

exprEvaluatorContext.getAgentInstanceId(), groupByKey);

           currentAggregatorRow = groupAggregators;

       }

       lastrow = groupByKey;

 

       // For this row, evaluate sub-expressions, enter result

       for (int j = 0; j < evaluators.length; j++)

       {

           Object columnResult = evaluators[j].evaluate(eventsPerStream, true, exprEvaluatorContext);

           currentAggregatorRow[j].enter(columnResult);

       }

   }

 

   public void applyLeave(EventBean[] eventsPerStream, Object groupByKey, ExprEvaluatorContext

exprEvaluatorContext)

   {

       if (lastrow != null && lastrow.equals(groupByKey)) {

           // no action

       }

       else {

           AggregationMethod[] groupAggregators = methodResolutionService.newAggregators(aggregators,

exprEvaluatorContext.getAgentInstanceId(), groupByKey);

           currentAggregatorRow = groupAggregators;

       }

       lastrow = groupByKey;

 

       // For this row, evaluate sub-expressions, enter result

       for (int j = 0; j < evaluators.length; j++)

       {

           Object columnResult = evaluators[j].evaluate(eventsPerStream, false, exprEvaluatorContext);

           currentAggregatorRow[j].leave(columnResult);

       }

   }

 

   public void setCurrentAccess(Object groupByKey, int agentInstanceId)

   {

       if (lastrow != null && lastrow.equals(groupByKey)) {

           // no action
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       }

       else {

           AggregationMethod[] groupAggregators = methodResolutionService.newAggregators(aggregators,

agentInstanceId, groupByKey);

           currentAggregatorRow = groupAggregators;

       }

       lastrow = groupByKey;

   }

 

   public Object getValue(int column, int agentInstanceId)

   {

       return currentAggregatorRow[column].getValue();

   }

 

   public Collection<EventBean> getCollection(int column, ExprEvaluatorContext context) {

       return null;

   }

 

   public EventBean getEventBean(int column, ExprEvaluatorContext context) {

       return null;

   }

 

   public void setRemovedCallback(AggregationRowRemovedCallback callback) {

       // not applicable

   }

 

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.parse;

 

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprNode;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprNodeUtility;

 

/**

* Helper for walking a pattern match-until clause.

*/

public class ASTMatchUntilHelper

{

   /**

    * Validate.

    * @param lowerBounds is the lower bounds, or null if none supplied
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    * @param upperBounds is the upper bounds, or null if none supplied

    * @param isAllowLowerZero true to allow zero value for lower range

    * @return true if closed range of constants and the constants are the same value

    * @throws ASTWalkException if the AST is incorrect

    */

   public static boolean validate(ExprNode lowerBounds, ExprNode upperBounds, boolean isAllowLowerZero)

throws ASTWalkException

   {

       boolean isConstants = true;

       Object constantLower = null;

       String numericMessage = "Match-until bounds expect a numeric or expression value";

       if (ExprNodeUtility.isConstantValueExpr(lowerBounds)) {

           constantLower = lowerBounds.getExprEvaluator().evaluate(null, true, null);

           if (constantLower == null || !(constantLower instanceof Number)) {

               throw new ASTWalkException(numericMessage);

           }

       }

       else {

           isConstants = lowerBounds == null;

       }

 

       Object constantUpper = null;

       if (ExprNodeUtility.isConstantValueExpr(upperBounds)) {

           constantUpper = upperBounds.getExprEvaluator().evaluate(null, true, null);

           if (constantUpper == null || !(constantUpper instanceof Number)) {

               throw new ASTWalkException(numericMessage);

           }

       }

       else {

           isConstants = isConstants && upperBounds == null;

       }

 

       if (!isConstants) {

           return true;

       }

 

       if (constantLower != null && constantUpper != null) {

           Integer lower = ((Number) constantLower).intValue();

           Integer upper = ((Number) constantUpper).intValue();

           if (lower > upper) {

               throw new ASTWalkException("Incorrect range specification, lower bounds value '" + lower +

                       "' is higher then higher bounds '" + upper + "'");

           }

       }

       verifyConstant(constantLower, isAllowLowerZero);

       verifyConstant(constantUpper, false);

 

       return constantLower != null && constantUpper != null && constantLower.equals(constantUpper);
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   }

 

   private static void verifyConstant(Object value, boolean isAllowZero) {

       if (value != null) {

           Integer bound = ((Number) value).intValue();

           if (isAllowZero) {

               if (bound < 0) {

                   throw new ASTWalkException("Incorrect range specification, a bounds value of negative value is not

allowed");

               }

           }

           else {

               if (bound <= 0) {

                   throw new ASTWalkException("Incorrect range specification, a bounds value of zero or negative value

is not allowed");

               }

           }

       }

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.core;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.collection.UniformPair;

import com.espertech.esper.core.context.util.AgentInstanceContext;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.agg.service.AggregationRowRemovedCallback;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.agg.service.AggregationService;

import com.espertech.esper.view.Viewable;

import org.apache.commons.logging.Log;

import org.apache.commons.logging.LogFactory;

 

import java.util.HashMap;

import java.util.Iterator;

import java.util.LinkedHashMap;

import java.util.Map;

 

public class ResultSetProcessorRowPerGroupSpecial extends ResultSetProcessorRowPerGroup implements

AggregationRowRemovedCallback {

   private static final Log log = LogFactory.getLog(ResultSetProcessorRowPerGroupSpecial.class);
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   protected final Map<Object, EventBean> groupReps = new LinkedHashMap<Object, EventBean>();

 

   public ResultSetProcessorRowPerGroupSpecial(ResultSetProcessorRowPerGroupFactory prototype,

SelectExprProcessor selectExprProcessor, OrderByProcessor orderByProcessor, AggregationService

aggregationService, AgentInstanceContext agentInstanceContext) {

       super(prototype, selectExprProcessor, orderByProcessor, aggregationService, agentInstanceContext);

 

       aggregationService.setRemovedCallback(this);

   }

 

   @Override

   public UniformPair<EventBean[]> processViewResult(EventBean[] newData, EventBean[] oldData, boolean

isSynthesize)

   {

       // Generate group-by keys for all events, collect all keys in a set for later event generation

       Map<Object, EventBean> keysAndEvents = new HashMap<Object, EventBean>();

       Object[] newDataMultiKey = generateGroupKeys(newData, keysAndEvents, true);

       Object[] oldDataMultiKey = generateGroupKeys(oldData, keysAndEvents, false);

 

       EventBean[] selectOldEvents = null;

       if (prototype.isSelectRStream())

       {

           selectOldEvents = generateOutputEventsView(keysAndEvents, false, isSynthesize);

       }

 

       // update aggregates

       EventBean[] eventsPerStream = new EventBean[1];

       if (newData != null)

       {

           // apply new data to aggregates

           for (int i = 0; i < newData.length; i++)

           {

               eventsPerStream[0] = newData[i];

               groupReps.put(newDataMultiKey[i], eventsPerStream[0]);

               aggregationService.applyEnter(eventsPerStream, newDataMultiKey[i], agentInstanceContext);

           }

       }

       if (oldData != null)

       {

           // apply old data to aggregates

           for (int i = 0; i < oldData.length; i++)

           {

               eventsPerStream[0] = oldData[i];

               aggregationService.applyLeave(eventsPerStream, oldDataMultiKey[i], agentInstanceContext);

           }

       }

 

       // generate new events using select expressions
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       EventBean[] selectNewEvents = generateOutputEventsView(keysAndEvents, true, isSynthesize);

 

       if ((selectNewEvents != null) || (selectOldEvents != null))

       {

           return new UniformPair<EventBean[]>(selectNewEvents, selectOldEvents);

       }

       return null;

   }

 

   @Override

   public Iterator<EventBean> getIterator(Viewable parent) {

       if (orderByProcessor == null)

       {

           Iterator<EventBean> it = groupReps.values().iterator();

           return new ResultSetRowPerGroupIterator(it, this, aggregationService, agentInstanceContext);

       }

       return getIteratorSorted(groupReps.values().iterator());

   }

 

 

   public void removed(Object optionalGroupKeyPerRow) {

       groupReps.remove(optionalGroupKeyPerRow);

   }

}

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.datetime.interval;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventType;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.datetime.eval.DatetimeMethodEnum;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.datetime.eval.ExprDotNodeFilterAnalyzerDTIntervalDesc;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprDotNodeFilterAnalyzerInput;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluatorContext;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprNode;

 

import java.util.List;

 

public interface IntervalOp {
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   public Object evaluate(long startTs, long endTs, EventBean[] eventsPerStream, boolean isNewData,

ExprEvaluatorContext context);

   public ExprDotNodeFilterAnalyzerDTIntervalDesc getFilterDesc(EventType[] typesPerStream,

DatetimeMethodEnum currentMethod, List<ExprNode> currentParameters, ExprDotNodeFilterAnalyzerInput

inputDesc);

}

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.spec;

 

public class FireAndForgetSpecDelete extends FireAndForgetSpec {

   private static final long serialVersionUID = -6597047869325330881L;

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.join.plan;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventType;

import com.espertech.esper.collection.NumberSetPermutationEnumeration;

import com.espertech.esper.collection.NumberSetShiftGroupEnumeration;

import com.espertech.esper.collection.Pair;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.join.base.HistoricalViewableDesc;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.join.table.HistoricalStreamIndexList;

import com.espertech.esper.util.DependencyGraph;

import com.espertech.esper.util.JavaClassHelper;

import org.apache.commons.logging.Log;

import org.apache.commons.logging.LogFactory;

 

import java.util.*;

 

/**

*

2 Stream query strategy/execution tree
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(stream 0)         Lookup in stream 1

(stream 1)         Lookup in stream 0

 

* ------ Example 1   a 3 table join

*

*          " where streamA.id = streamB.id " +

           "   and streamB.id = streamC.id";

 

=> Index propery names for each stream

   for stream 0 to 4 = "id"

 

=> join order, ie.

   for stream 0 = {1, 2}

   for stream 1 = {factor [0,2]}

   for stream 2 = {1, 0}

 

=> IndexKeyGen optionalIndexKeyGen, created by nested query plan nodes

 

 

3 Stream query strategy

(stream 0)          Nested iteration

   Lookup in stream 1        Lookup in stream 2

 

(stream 1)         Factor

   Lookup in stream 0        Lookup in stream 2

 

(stream 2)         Nested iteration

   Lookup in stream 1        Lookup in stream 0

 

 

* ------ Example 2  a 4 table join

*

*          " where streamA.id = streamB.id " +

           "   and streamB.id = streamC.id";

           "   and streamC.id = streamD.id";

 

=> join order, ie.

   for stream 0 = {1, 2, 3}

   for stream 1 = {factor [0,2], use 2 for 3}

   for stream 2 = {factor [1,3], use 1 for 0}

   for stream 3 = {2, 1, 0}

 

 

concepts... nested iteration, inner loop

 

select * from s1, s2, s3, s4 where s1.id=s2.id and s2.id=s3.id and s3.id=s4.id
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(stream 0)              Nested iteration

   Lookup in stream 1        Lookup in stream 2        Lookup in stream 3

 

(stream 1)              Factor

lookup in stream 0                 Nested iteration

                         Lookup in stream 2        Lookup in stream 3

 

(stream 2)              Factor

lookup in stream 3                 Nested iteration

                         Lookup in stream 1        Lookup in stream 0

 

(stream 3)              Nested iteration

   Lookup in stream 2        Lookup in stream 1        Lookup in stream 0

 

* ------ Example 4  a 4 table join, orphan table

*

*          " where streamA.id = streamB.id " +

           "   and streamB.id = streamC.id"; (no table D join criteria)

 

* ------ Example 5  a 3 table join with 2 indexes for stream B

*

*          " where streamA.A1 = streamB.B1 " +

           "   and streamB.B2 = streamC.C1"; (no table D join criteria)

*/

 

/**

* Builds a query plan for 3 or more streams in a join.

*/

public class NStreamQueryPlanBuilder

{

   /**

    * Build a query plan based on the stream property relationships indicated in queryGraph.

    * @param queryGraph - navigation info between streams

    * @param typesPerStream - event types for each stream

    * @param dependencyGraph - dependencies between historical streams

    * @param historicalStreamIndexLists - index management, populated for the query plan

    * @return query plan

    */

   protected static QueryPlan build(QueryGraph queryGraph,

                                    EventType[] typesPerStream,

                                    HistoricalViewableDesc historicalViewableDesc,

                                    DependencyGraph dependencyGraph,

                                    HistoricalStreamIndexList[] historicalStreamIndexLists,

                                    boolean hasForceNestedIter,

                                    String[][][] indexedStreamsUniqueProps)

   {

       if (log.isDebugEnabled())

       {
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           log.debug(".build queryGraph=" + queryGraph);

       }

 

       int numStreams = queryGraph.getNumStreams();

       QueryPlanIndex[] indexSpecs = QueryPlanIndexBuilder.buildIndexSpec(queryGraph, typesPerStream,

indexedStreamsUniqueProps);

       if (log.isDebugEnabled())

       {

           log.debug(".build Index build completed, indexes=" + QueryPlanIndex.print(indexSpecs));

       }

 

       // any historical streams don't get indexes, the lookup strategy accounts for cached indexes

       if (historicalViewableDesc.isHasHistorical())

       {

           for (int i = 0; i < historicalViewableDesc.getHistorical().length; i++)

           {

               if (historicalViewableDesc.getHistorical()[i])

               {

                   indexSpecs[i] = null;

               }

           }

       }

 

       QueryPlanNode[] planNodeSpecs = new QueryPlanNode[numStreams];

       int worstDepth = Integer.MAX_VALUE;

       for (int streamNo = 0; streamNo < numStreams; streamNo++)

       {

           // no plan for historical streams that are dependent upon other streams

           if ((historicalViewableDesc.getHistorical()[streamNo]) && (dependencyGraph.hasDependency(streamNo)))

           {

               planNodeSpecs[streamNo] = new QueryPlanNodeNoOp();

               continue;

           }

 

           BestChainResult bestChainResult = computeBestPath(streamNo, queryGraph, dependencyGraph);

           int[] bestChain = bestChainResult.getChain();

           if (log.isDebugEnabled())

           {

               log.debug(".build For stream " + streamNo + " bestChain=" + Arrays.toString(bestChain));

           }

 

           if (bestChainResult.depth < worstDepth) {

               worstDepth = bestChainResult.depth;

           }

 

           planNodeSpecs[streamNo] = createStreamPlan(streamNo, bestChain, queryGraph, indexSpecs,

typesPerStream, historicalViewableDesc.getHistorical(), historicalStreamIndexLists);

           if (log.isDebugEnabled())
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           {

               log.debug(".build spec=" + planNodeSpecs[streamNo]);

           }

       }

 

       // We use the merge/nested (outer) join algorithm instead.

       if ((worstDepth < numStreams - 1) && (!hasForceNestedIter)) {

           return null;

       }

       return new QueryPlan(indexSpecs, planNodeSpecs);

   }

 

   /**

    * Walks the chain of lookups and constructs lookup strategy and plan specification based

    * on the index specifications.

    * @param lookupStream - the stream to construct the query plan for

    * @param bestChain - the chain that the lookup follows to make best use of indexes

    * @param queryGraph - the repository for key properties to indexes

    * @param indexSpecsPerStream - specifications of indexes

    * @param typesPerStream - event types for each stream

    * @param isHistorical - indicator for each stream if it is a historical streams or not

    * @param historicalStreamIndexLists - index management, populated for the query plan

    * @return NestedIterationNode with lookups attached underneath

    */

   protected static QueryPlanNode createStreamPlan(int lookupStream, int[] bestChain, QueryGraph queryGraph,

                                                   QueryPlanIndex[] indexSpecsPerStream, EventType[] typesPerStream,

                                                   boolean[] isHistorical, HistoricalStreamIndexList[] historicalStreamIndexLists)

   {

       NestedIterationNode nestedIterNode = new NestedIterationNode(bestChain);

       int currentLookupStream = lookupStream;

 

       // Walk through each successive lookup

       for (int i = 0; i < bestChain.length; i++)

       {

           int indexedStream = bestChain[i];

 

           QueryPlanNode node;

           if (isHistorical[indexedStream])

           {

               if (historicalStreamIndexLists[indexedStream] == null)

               {

                   historicalStreamIndexLists[indexedStream] = new HistoricalStreamIndexList(indexedStream,

typesPerStream, queryGraph);

               }

               historicalStreamIndexLists[indexedStream].addIndex(currentLookupStream);

               node = new HistoricalDataPlanNode(indexedStream, lookupStream, currentLookupStream,

typesPerStream.length, null);

           }
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           else

           {

               TableLookupPlan tableLookupPlan = createLookupPlan(queryGraph, currentLookupStream,

indexedStream, indexSpecsPerStream[indexedStream], typesPerStream);

               node = new TableLookupNode(tableLookupPlan);

           }

           nestedIterNode.addChildNode(node);

 

           currentLookupStream = bestChain[i];

       }

 

       return nestedIterNode;

   }

 

   /**

    * Create the table lookup plan for a from-stream to look up in an indexed stream

    * using the columns supplied in the query graph and looking at the actual indexes available

    * and their index number.

    * @param queryGraph - contains properties joining the 2 streams

    * @param currentLookupStream - stream to use key values from

    * @param indexedStream - stream to look up in

    * @param indexSpecs - index specification defining indexes to be created for stream

    * @param typesPerStream - event types for each stream

    * @return plan for performing a lookup in a given table using one of the indexes supplied

    */

   protected static TableLookupPlan createLookupPlan(QueryGraph queryGraph, int currentLookupStream, int

indexedStream,

                                              QueryPlanIndex indexSpecs, EventType[] typesPerStream)

   {

       QueryGraphValue queryGraphValue = queryGraph.getGraphValue(currentLookupStream, indexedStream);

       QueryGraphValuePairHashKeyIndex hashKeyProps = queryGraphValue.getHashKeyProps();

       List<QueryGraphValueEntryHashKeyed> hashKeyPropsKeys = hashKeyProps.getKeys();

       String[] hashIndexProps = hashKeyProps.getIndexed();

 

       QueryGraphValuePairRangeIndex rangeProps = queryGraphValue.getRangeProps();

       List<QueryGraphValueEntryRange> rangePropsKeys = rangeProps.getKeys();

       String[] rangeIndexProps = rangeProps.getIndexed();

 

       Pair<String, int[]> pairIndexHashRewrite = indexSpecs.getIndexNum(hashIndexProps, rangeIndexProps);

       String indexNum = pairIndexHashRewrite == null ? null : pairIndexHashRewrite.getFirst();

 

       // handle index redirection towards unique index

       if (pairIndexHashRewrite != null && pairIndexHashRewrite.getSecond() != null) {

           int[] indexes = pairIndexHashRewrite.getSecond();

           String[] newHashIndexProps = new String[indexes.length];

           List<QueryGraphValueEntryHashKeyed> newHashKeys = new

ArrayList<QueryGraphValueEntryHashKeyed>();

           for (int i = 0; i < indexes.length; i++) {
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               newHashIndexProps[i] = hashIndexProps[indexes[i]];

               newHashKeys.add(hashKeyPropsKeys.get(indexes[i]));

           }

           hashIndexProps = newHashIndexProps;

           hashKeyPropsKeys = newHashKeys;

           rangeIndexProps = new String[0];

           rangePropsKeys = Collections.emptyList();

       }

 

       // full table scan - no lookups

       if (hashIndexProps.length == 0 && rangeIndexProps.length == 0) {

           // We don't use a keyed index but use the full stream set as the stream does not have any indexes

 

           // If no such full set index exists yet, add to specs

           if (indexNum == null)

           {

               indexNum = indexSpecs.addIndex(null, null);

           }

           return new FullTableScanLookupPlan(currentLookupStream, indexedStream, indexNum);

       }

 

       if (indexNum == null)

       {

           throw new IllegalStateException("Failed to query plan as index for " + Arrays.toString(hashIndexProps) + "

and " + Arrays.toString(rangeIndexProps) + " in the index specification");

       }

 

       // straight keyed-index lookup

       if (hashIndexProps.length > 0 && rangeIndexProps.length == 0)

       {

           // Constructed keyed lookup strategy

           List<QueryGraphValueEntryHashKeyed> hashKeys = hashKeyPropsKeys;

 

           TableLookupPlan tableLookupPlan;

           if (hashKeys.size() == 1) {

               tableLookupPlan = new IndexedTableLookupPlanSingle(currentLookupStream, indexedStream,

indexNum, hashKeys.get(0));

           }

           else {

               tableLookupPlan = new IndexedTableLookupPlanMulti(currentLookupStream, indexedStream, indexNum,

hashKeys);

           }

 

           // Determine coercion required

           CoercionDesc coercionTypes = CoercionUtil.getCoercionTypesHash(typesPerStream, currentLookupStream,

indexedStream, hashKeys, hashIndexProps);

           if (coercionTypes.isCoerce())

           {
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               // check if there already are coercion types for this index

               Class[] existCoercionTypes = indexSpecs.getCoercionTypes(hashIndexProps);

               if (existCoercionTypes != null)

               {

                   for (int i = 0; i < existCoercionTypes.length; i++)

                   {

                       coercionTypes.getCoercionTypes()[i] =

JavaClassHelper.getCompareToCoercionType(existCoercionTypes[i], coercionTypes.getCoercionTypes()[i]);

                   }

               }

               indexSpecs.setCoercionTypes(hashIndexProps, coercionTypes.getCoercionTypes());

           }

 

           return tableLookupPlan;

       }

 

       // sorted index lookup

       if (hashIndexProps.length == 0 && rangeIndexProps.length == 1) {

           QueryGraphValueEntryRange range = rangePropsKeys.get(0);

           return new SortedTableLookupPlan(currentLookupStream, indexedStream, indexNum, range);

       }

       // composite range and index lookup

       else {

           List<QueryGraphValueEntryHashKeyed> hashKeys = hashKeyPropsKeys;

           return new CompositeTableLookupPlan(currentLookupStream, indexedStream, indexNum, hashKeys,

rangePropsKeys);

       }

   }

 

   /**

    * Compute a best chain or path for lookups to take for the lookup stream passed in and the query

    * property relationships.

    * The method runs through all possible permutations of lookup path {@link NumberSetPermutationEnumeration}

    * until a path is found in which all streams can be accessed via an index.

    * If not such path is found, the method returns the path with the greatest depth, ie. where

    * the first one or more streams are index accesses.

    * If no depth other then zero is found, returns the default nesting order.

    *

    * @param lookupStream - stream to start look up

    * @param queryGraph - navigability between streams

    * @param dependencyGraph - dependencies between historical streams

    * @return chain and chain depth

    */

   protected static BestChainResult computeBestPath(int lookupStream, QueryGraph queryGraph,

DependencyGraph dependencyGraph)

   {

       int[] defNestingorder = buildDefaultNestingOrder(queryGraph.getNumStreams(), lookupStream);

       Enumeration<int[]> streamEnum;
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       if (defNestingorder.length < 6) {

           streamEnum = new NumberSetPermutationEnumeration(defNestingorder);

       }

       else {

           streamEnum = new NumberSetShiftGroupEnumeration(defNestingorder);

       }

       int[] bestPermutation = null;

       int bestDepth = -1;

 

       while(streamEnum.hasMoreElements())

       {

           int[] permutation = streamEnum.nextElement();

 

           // Only if the permutation satisfies all dependencies is the permutation considered

           if (dependencyGraph != null)

           {

               boolean pass = isDependencySatisfied(lookupStream, permutation, dependencyGraph);

               if (!pass)

               {

                   continue;

               }                   

           }

 

           int permutationDepth = computeNavigableDepth(lookupStream, permutation, queryGraph);

 

           if (permutationDepth > bestDepth)

           {

               bestPermutation = permutation;

               bestDepth = permutationDepth;

           }

 

           // Stop when the permutation yielding the full depth (lenght of stream chain) was hit

           if (permutationDepth == queryGraph.getNumStreams() - 1)

           {

               break;

           }

       }

 

       return new BestChainResult(bestDepth, bestPermutation);

   }

 

   /**

    * Determine if the proposed permutation of lookups passes dependencies

    * @param lookupStream stream to initiate

    * @param permutation permutation of lookups

    * @param dependencyGraph dependencies

    * @return pass or fail indication

    */
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   protected static boolean isDependencySatisfied(int lookupStream, int[] permutation, DependencyGraph

dependencyGraph)

   {

       for (Map.Entry<Integer, SortedSet<Integer>> entry : dependencyGraph.getDependencies().entrySet())

       {

           int target = entry.getKey();

           int positionTarget = positionOf(target, lookupStream, permutation);

           if (positionTarget == -1)

           {

               throw new IllegalArgumentException("Target dependency not found in permutation for target " + target +

" and permutation " + Arrays.toString(permutation) + " and lookup stream " + lookupStream);

           }

 

           // check the position of each dependency, it must be higher

           for (int dependency : entry.getValue())

           {

               int positonDep = positionOf(dependency, lookupStream, permutation);

               if (positonDep == -1)

               {

                   throw new IllegalArgumentException("Dependency not found in permutation for dependency " +

dependency + " and permutation " + Arrays.toString(permutation)  + " and lookup stream " + lookupStream);

               }

 

               if (positonDep > positionTarget)

               {

                   return false;

               }

           }

       }

       return true;

   }

 

   private static int positionOf(int stream, int lookupStream, int[] permutation)

   {

       if (stream == lookupStream)

       {

           return 0;

       }

       for (int i = 0; i < permutation.length; i++)

       {

           if (permutation[i] == stream)

           {

               return i + 1;

           }

       }

       return -1;

   }
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   /**

    * Given a chain of streams to look up and indexing information, compute the index within the

    * chain of the first non-index lookup.

    * @param lookupStream - stream to start lookup for

    * @param nextStreams - list of stream numbers next in lookup

    * @param queryGraph - indexing information

    * @return value between 0 and (nextStreams.lenght - 1)

    */

   protected static int computeNavigableDepth(int lookupStream, int[] nextStreams, QueryGraph queryGraph)

   {

       int currentStream = lookupStream;

       int currentDepth = 0;

 

       for (int i = 0; i < nextStreams.length; i++)

       {

           int nextStream = nextStreams[i];

           boolean navigable = queryGraph.isNavigableAtAll(currentStream, nextStream);

           if (!navigable)

           {

               break;

           }

           currentStream = nextStream;

           currentDepth++;

       }

 

       return currentDepth;

   }

 

   /**

    * Returns default nesting order for a given number of streams for a certain stream.

    * Example: numStreams = 5, forStream = 2, result = {0, 1, 3, 4}

    * The resulting array has all streams except the forStream, in ascdending order.

    * @param numStreams - number of streams

    * @param forStream - stream to generate a nesting order for

    * @return int array with all stream numbers starting at 0 to (numStreams - 1) leaving the

    * forStream out

    */

   protected static int[] buildDefaultNestingOrder(int numStreams, int forStream)

   {

       int[] nestingOrder = new int[numStreams - 1];

 

       int count = 0;

       for (int i = 0; i < numStreams; i++)

       {

           if (i == forStream)

           {

               continue;

           }
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           nestingOrder[count++] = i;

       }

 

       return nestingOrder;

   }

 

   /**

    * Encapsulates the chain information.

    */

   public static class BestChainResult

   {

       private int depth;

       private int[] chain;

 

       /**

        * Ctor.

        * @param depth - depth this chain resolves into a indexed lookup

        * @param chain - chain for nested lookup

        */

       public BestChainResult(int depth, int[] chain)

       {

           this.depth = depth;

           this.chain = chain;

       }

 

       /**

        * Returns depth of lookups via index in chain.

        * @return depth

        */

       public int getDepth()

       {

           return depth;

       }

 

       /**

        * Returns chain of stream numbers.

        * @return array of stream numbers

        */

       public int[] getChain()

       {

           return chain;

       }

 

       public String toString()

       {

           return "depth=" + depth + " chain=" + Arrays.toString(chain);

       }

   }
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   private static Log log = LogFactory.getLog(NStreamQueryPlanBuilder.class);

}

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.join.exec.composite;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.join.exec.base.RangeIndexLookupValue;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.join.exec.base.RangeIndexLookupValueEquals;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.join.exec.base.RangeIndexLookupValueRange;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.join.plan.QueryGraphRangeEnum;

import com.espertech.esper.event.EventBeanUtility;

import com.espertech.esper.filter.Range;

 

import java.util.Map;

import java.util.Set;

import java.util.SortedMap;

import java.util.TreeMap;

 

public class CompositeIndexLookupRange implements CompositeIndexLookup {

 

   private final RangeIndexLookupValue lookupValue;

   private final Class coercionType;

   private CompositeIndexLookup next;

 

   public CompositeIndexLookupRange(RangeIndexLookupValue lookupValue, Class coercionType) {

       this.lookupValue = lookupValue;

       this.coercionType = coercionType;

   }

 

   public void lookup(Map parent, Set<EventBean> result) {

       if (lookupValue instanceof RangeIndexLookupValueEquals) {

           RangeIndexLookupValueEquals equals = (RangeIndexLookupValueEquals) lookupValue;

           Object inner = parent.get(equals.getValue());

           if (next == null) {

               result.addAll((Set<EventBean>) inner);

           }

           else {
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               Map innerMap = (Map) inner;

               next.lookup(innerMap, result);

           }

           return;

       }

 

       RangeIndexLookupValueRange lookup = (RangeIndexLookupValueRange) lookupValue;

 

       TreeMap treeMap = (TreeMap) parent;

       Object rangeValue = lookup.getValue();

       if (lookup.getOperator() == QueryGraphRangeEnum.RANGE_CLOSED) {

           Range range = (Range) rangeValue;

           lookupRange(result, treeMap, range.getLowEndpoint(), true, range.getHighEndpoint(), true, true);

       }

       else if (lookup.getOperator() == QueryGraphRangeEnum.RANGE_HALF_OPEN) {

           Range range = (Range) rangeValue;

           lookupRange(result, treeMap, range.getLowEndpoint(), true, range.getHighEndpoint(), false, true);

       }

       else if (lookup.getOperator() == QueryGraphRangeEnum.RANGE_HALF_CLOSED) {

           Range range = (Range) rangeValue;

           lookupRange(result, treeMap, range.getLowEndpoint(), false, range.getHighEndpoint(), true, true);

       }

       else if (lookup.getOperator() == QueryGraphRangeEnum.RANGE_OPEN) {

           Range range = (Range) rangeValue;

           lookupRange(result, treeMap, range.getLowEndpoint(), false, range.getHighEndpoint(), false, true);

       }

       else if (lookup.getOperator() == QueryGraphRangeEnum.NOT_RANGE_CLOSED) {

           Range range = (Range) rangeValue;

           lookupRangeInverted(result, treeMap, range.getLowEndpoint(), true, range.getHighEndpoint(), true);

       }

       else if (lookup.getOperator() == QueryGraphRangeEnum.NOT_RANGE_HALF_OPEN) {

           Range range = (Range) rangeValue;

           lookupRangeInverted(result, treeMap, range.getLowEndpoint(), true, range.getHighEndpoint(), false);

       }

       else if (lookup.getOperator() == QueryGraphRangeEnum.NOT_RANGE_HALF_CLOSED) {

           Range range = (Range) rangeValue;

           lookupRangeInverted(result, treeMap, range.getLowEndpoint(), false, range.getHighEndpoint(), true);

       }

       else if (lookup.getOperator() == QueryGraphRangeEnum.NOT_RANGE_OPEN) {

           Range range = (Range) rangeValue;

           lookupRangeInverted(result, treeMap, range.getLowEndpoint(), false, range.getHighEndpoint(), false);

       }

       else if (lookup.getOperator() == QueryGraphRangeEnum.GREATER) {

           lookupGreater(result, treeMap, rangeValue);

       }

       else if (lookup.getOperator() == QueryGraphRangeEnum.GREATER_OR_EQUAL) {

           lookupGreaterEqual(result, treeMap, rangeValue);

       }
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       else if (lookup.getOperator() == QueryGraphRangeEnum.LESS) {

           lookupLess(result, treeMap, rangeValue);

       }

       else if (lookup.getOperator() == QueryGraphRangeEnum.LESS_OR_EQUAL) {

           lookupLessEqual(result, treeMap, rangeValue);

       }

       else {

           throw new IllegalArgumentException("Unrecognized operator '" + lookup.getOperator() + "'");

       }

   }

 

   public void lookupRange(Set<EventBean> result, TreeMap propertyIndex, Object keyStart, boolean includeStart,

Object keyEnd, boolean includeEnd, boolean allowRangeReversal) {

       if (keyStart == null || keyEnd == null) {

           return;

       }

       keyStart = coerce(keyStart);

       keyEnd = coerce(keyEnd);

       SortedMap<Object,Object> submap;

       try {

           submap = propertyIndex.subMap(keyStart, includeStart, keyEnd, includeEnd);

       }

       catch (IllegalArgumentException ex) {

           if (allowRangeReversal) {

               submap = propertyIndex.subMap(keyEnd, includeStart, keyStart, includeEnd);

           }

           else {

               return;

           }

       }

       normalize(result, submap);

   }

 

   public void lookupRangeInverted(Set<EventBean> result, TreeMap propertyIndex, Object keyStart, boolean

includeStart, Object keyEnd, boolean includeEnd) {

       if (keyStart == null || keyEnd == null) {

           return;

       }

       keyStart = coerce(keyStart);

       keyEnd = coerce(keyEnd);

       SortedMap<Object,Object> submapOne = propertyIndex.headMap(keyStart, !includeStart);

       SortedMap<Object,Object> submapTwo = propertyIndex.tailMap(keyEnd, !includeEnd);

       normalize(result, submapOne, submapTwo);

   }

 

   public void lookupLess(Set<EventBean> result, TreeMap propertyIndex, Object keyStart) {

       if (keyStart == null) {

           return;
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       }

       keyStart = coerce(keyStart);

       normalize(result, propertyIndex.headMap(keyStart));

   }

 

   public void lookupLessEqual(Set<EventBean> result, TreeMap propertyIndex, Object keyStart) {

       if (keyStart == null) {

           return;

       }

       keyStart = coerce(keyStart);

       normalize(result, propertyIndex.headMap(keyStart, true));

   }

 

   public void lookupGreaterEqual(Set<EventBean> result, TreeMap propertyIndex, Object keyStart) {

       if (keyStart == null) {

           return;

       }

       keyStart = coerce(keyStart);

       normalize(result, propertyIndex.tailMap(keyStart));

   }

 

   public void lookupGreater(Set<EventBean> result, TreeMap propertyIndex, Object keyStart) {

       if (keyStart == null) {

           return;

       }

       keyStart = coerce(keyStart);

       normalize(result, propertyIndex.tailMap(keyStart, false));

   }

 

   private Object coerce(Object key) {

       return EventBeanUtility.coerce(key, coercionType);

   }

 

   private void normalize(Set<EventBean> result, Map<Object, Object> submap) {

       if (submap.size() == 0) {

           return;

       }

       if (next == null) {

           for (Map.Entry<Object, Object> entry : submap.entrySet()) {

               Set<EventBean> set = (Set<EventBean>) entry.getValue();

               result.addAll(set);

           }

       }

       else {

           for (Map.Entry<Object,Object> entry : submap.entrySet()) {

               TreeMap index = (TreeMap) entry.getValue();

               next.lookup(index, result);

           }
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       }

   }

 

   private void normalize(Set<EventBean> result, SortedMap<Object,Object> submapOne,

SortedMap<Object,Object> submapTwo) {

       normalize(result, submapTwo);

       normalize(result, submapOne);

   }

 

   public void setNext(CompositeIndexLookup next) {

       this.next = next;

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.join.plan;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventType;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.join.exec.base.JoinExecTableLookupStrategy;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.join.exec.base.SortedTableLookupStrategy;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.join.table.EventTable;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.join.table.PropertySortedEventTable;

 

import java.util.Collections;

 

/**

* Plan to perform an indexed table lookup.

*/

public class SortedTableLookupPlan extends TableLookupPlan

{

   private QueryGraphValueEntryRange rangeKeyPair;

   private int lookupStream;

 

   /**

    * Ctor.

    * @param lookupStream - stream that generates event to look up for

    * @param indexedStream - stream to index table lookup

    * @param indexNum - index number for the table containing the full unindexed contents

    */

   public SortedTableLookupPlan(int lookupStream, int indexedStream, String indexNum,

QueryGraphValueEntryRange rangeKeyPair)

   {
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       super(lookupStream, indexedStream, indexNum);

       this.rangeKeyPair = rangeKeyPair;

       this.lookupStream = lookupStream;

   }

 

   public TableLookupKeyDesc getKeyDescriptor() {

       return new TableLookupKeyDesc(Collections.<QueryGraphValueEntryHashKeyed>emptyList(),

Collections.singletonList(rangeKeyPair));

   }

 

   public JoinExecTableLookupStrategy makeStrategyInternal(EventTable eventTable, EventType[] eventTypes)

   {

       PropertySortedEventTable index = (PropertySortedEventTable) eventTable;

       return new SortedTableLookupStrategy(lookupStream, -1, rangeKeyPair, null, index);

   }

 

   public String toString()

   {

       return "SortedTableLookupPlan " +

               super.toString() +

              " keyProperties=" + rangeKeyPair.toQueryPlan();

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.core;

 

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprPreviousNode;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprPriorNode;

 

import java.util.*;

 

/**

* Coordinates between view factories and requested resource (by expressions) the

* availability of view resources to expressions.

*/

public class ViewResourceDelegateVerifiedStream

{

   private final List<ExprPreviousNode> previousRequests;

   private final SortedMap<Integer, List<ExprPriorNode>> priorRequests;

 

   public ViewResourceDelegateVerifiedStream(List<ExprPreviousNode> previousRequests, SortedMap<Integer,
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List<ExprPriorNode>> priorRequests) {

       this.previousRequests = previousRequests;

       this.priorRequests = priorRequests;

   }

 

   public List<ExprPreviousNode> getPreviousRequests() {

       return previousRequests;

   }

 

   public SortedMap<Integer, List<ExprPriorNode>> getPriorRequests() {

       return priorRequests;

   }

 

   public List<ExprPriorNode> getPriorRequestsAsList() {

       if (priorRequests.isEmpty()) {

           return Collections.emptyList();

       }

       List<ExprPriorNode> nodes = new ArrayList<ExprPriorNode>();

       for (List<ExprPriorNode> priorNodes : priorRequests.values()) {

           nodes.addAll(priorNodes);

       }

       return nodes;

   }

}

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.join.util;

 

public enum Eligibility {

   REQUIRE_NONE,

   REQUIRE_ONE,

   INELIGIBLE;

 

   public boolean isEligible() {

       return this != INELIGIBLE;

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *
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* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.view;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventType;

import com.espertech.esper.core.context.util.AgentInstanceContext;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluator;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprNode;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprNodeIdentifierVisitor;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprValidationException;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.spec.OnTriggerSetAssignment;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.variable.VariableReadWritePackage;

import com.espertech.esper.event.EventAdapterService;

import org.apache.commons.logging.Log;

import org.apache.commons.logging.LogFactory;

 

import java.util.HashMap;

import java.util.List;

import java.util.Map;

 

/**

* Output condition for output rate limiting that handles when-then expressions for controlling output.

*/

public class OutputConditionPolledExpression implements OutputConditionPolled

{

   private static final Log log = LogFactory.getLog(OutputConditionPolledExpression.class);

   private final ExprEvaluator whenExpressionNode;

   private final AgentInstanceContext agentInstanceContext;

   private final VariableReadWritePackage variableReadWritePackage;

 

   private Map<String, Object> builtinProperties;

   private EventBean[] eventsPerStream;

   private EventType builtinPropertiesEventType;

 

   // ongoing builtin properties

   private int totalNewEventsCount;

   private int totalOldEventsCount;

   private int totalNewEventsSum;

   private int totalOldEventsSum;

   private Long lastOutputTimestamp;

 

   /**

    * Ctor.
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    * @param whenExpressionNode the expression to evaluate, returning true when to output

    * @param assignments is the optional then-clause variable assignments, or null or empty if none

    * @throws com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprValidationException when validation fails

    */

   public OutputConditionPolledExpression(ExprNode whenExpressionNode, List<OnTriggerSetAssignment>

assignments, AgentInstanceContext agentInstanceContext)

           throws ExprValidationException

   {

       this.whenExpressionNode = whenExpressionNode.getExprEvaluator();

       this.agentInstanceContext = agentInstanceContext;

       this.eventsPerStream = new EventBean[1];

 

       // determine if using properties

       boolean containsBuiltinProperties = false;

       if (containsBuiltinProperties(whenExpressionNode))

       {

           containsBuiltinProperties = true;

       }

       else

       {

           if (assignments != null)

           {

               for (OnTriggerSetAssignment assignment : assignments)

               {

                   if (containsBuiltinProperties(assignment.getExpression()))

                   {

                       containsBuiltinProperties = true;

                   }

               }

           }

       }

 

       if (containsBuiltinProperties)

       {

           builtinProperties = new HashMap<String, Object>();

           builtinPropertiesEventType =

getBuiltInEventType(agentInstanceContext.getStatementContext().getEventAdapterService());

           lastOutputTimestamp = agentInstanceContext.getStatementContext().getSchedulingService().getTime();

       }

 

       if (assignments != null)

       {

           variableReadWritePackage = new VariableReadWritePackage(assignments,

agentInstanceContext.getStatementContext().getVariableService(),

agentInstanceContext.getStatementContext().getEventAdapterService());

       }

       else

       {
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           variableReadWritePackage = null;

       }

   }

 

   public boolean updateOutputCondition(int newEventsCount, int oldEventsCount)

   {

       this.totalNewEventsCount += newEventsCount;

       this.totalOldEventsCount += oldEventsCount;

       this.totalNewEventsSum += newEventsCount;

       this.totalOldEventsSum += oldEventsCount;

 

       boolean isOutput = evaluate();

       if (isOutput)

       {

           resetBuiltinProperties();

 

           // execute assignments

           if (variableReadWritePackage != null)

           {

               if (builtinProperties != null)

               {

                   populateBuiltinProperties();

                   eventsPerStream[0] =

agentInstanceContext.getStatementContext().getEventAdapterService().adapterForTypedMap(builtinProperties,

builtinPropertiesEventType);

               }

 

               try {

variableReadWritePackage.writeVariables(agentInstanceContext.getStatementContext().getVariableService(), event

sPerStream, null, agentInstanceContext);

               }

               finally {

               }

           }

       }

       return isOutput;

   }

 

   private void populateBuiltinProperties() {

       builtinProperties.put("count_insert", totalNewEventsCount);

       builtinProperties.put("count_remove", totalOldEventsCount);

       builtinProperties.put("count_insert_total", totalNewEventsSum);

       builtinProperties.put("count_remove_total", totalOldEventsSum);

       builtinProperties.put("last_output_timestamp", lastOutputTimestamp);

   }

 

   private boolean evaluate()

   {
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       if (builtinProperties != null)

       {

           populateBuiltinProperties();

           eventsPerStream[0] =

agentInstanceContext.getStatementContext().getEventAdapterService().adapterForTypedMap(builtinProperties,

builtinPropertiesEventType);

       }

 

       boolean result = false;

       Boolean output = (Boolean) whenExpressionNode.evaluate(eventsPerStream, true, agentInstanceContext);

       if ((output != null) && (output))

       {

           result = true;

       }

 

       return result;

   }

 

 

   /**

    * Build the event type for built-in properties.

    * @param eventAdapterService event adapters

    * @return event type

    */

   public static EventType getBuiltInEventType(EventAdapterService eventAdapterService)

   {

       Map<String, Object> outputLimitProperties = new HashMap<String, Object>();

       outputLimitProperties.put("count_insert", Integer.class);

       outputLimitProperties.put("count_remove", Integer.class);

       outputLimitProperties.put("last_output_timestamp", Long.class);

       return eventAdapterService.createAnonymousMapType(OutputConditionPolledExpression.class.getName(),

outputLimitProperties);

   }

 

   private void resetBuiltinProperties()

   {

       if (builtinProperties  != null)

       {

           totalNewEventsCount = 0;

           totalOldEventsCount = 0;

           lastOutputTimestamp = agentInstanceContext.getStatementContext().getSchedulingService().getTime();

       }

   }

 

   private boolean containsBuiltinProperties(ExprNode expr)

   {

       ExprNodeIdentifierVisitor propertyVisitor = new ExprNodeIdentifierVisitor(false);

       expr.accept(propertyVisitor);
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       return !propertyVisitor.getExprProperties().isEmpty();

   }

}

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.enummethod.eval;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.agg.aggregator.AggregatorAvgBigDecimal;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluator;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluatorContext;

 

import java.math.MathContext;

import java.util.Collection;

 

public class EnumEvalAverageBigDecimalEvents extends EnumEvalBase implements EnumEval {

 

   private final MathContext optionalMathContext;

 

   public EnumEvalAverageBigDecimalEvents(ExprEvaluator innerExpression, int streamCountIncoming,

MathContext optionalMathContext) {

       super(innerExpression, streamCountIncoming);

       this.optionalMathContext = optionalMathContext;

   }

 

   public Object evaluateEnumMethod(EventBean[] eventsLambda, Collection target, boolean isNewData,

ExprEvaluatorContext context) {

 

       AggregatorAvgBigDecimal agg = new AggregatorAvgBigDecimal(optionalMathContext);

 

       Collection<EventBean> beans = (Collection<EventBean>) target;

       for (EventBean next : beans) {

           eventsLambda[streamNumLambda] = next;

 

           Number num = (Number) innerExpression.evaluate(eventsLambda, isNewData, context);

           if (num == null) {

               continue;

           }

           agg.enter(num);
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       }

 

       return agg.getValue();

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.spec;

 

import com.espertech.esper.util.MetaDefItem;

 

import java.io.Serializable;

 

/**

* Specification for on-trigger statements.

*/

public abstract class OnTriggerDesc implements MetaDefItem, Serializable

{

   private OnTriggerType onTriggerType;

   private static final long serialVersionUID = -70427959082206739L;

 

   /**

    * Ctor.

    * @param onTriggerType the type of on-trigger

    */

   public OnTriggerDesc(OnTriggerType onTriggerType)

   {

       this.onTriggerType = onTriggerType;

   }

 

   /**

    * Returns the type of the on-trigger statement.

    * @return trigger type

    */

   public OnTriggerType getOnTriggerType()

   {

       return onTriggerType;

   }

}

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *
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*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.join.exec.sorted;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluator;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluatorContext;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.join.table.PropertySortedEventTable;

 

import java.util.Collection;

import java.util.Set;

 

public class SortedAccessStrategyLT extends SortedAccessStrategyRelOpBase implements SortedAccessStrategy {

 

   public SortedAccessStrategyLT(boolean isNWOnTrigger, int lookupStream, int numStreams, ExprEvaluator

keyEval) {

       super(isNWOnTrigger, lookupStream, numStreams, keyEval);

   }

 

   public Set<EventBean> lookup(EventBean theEvent, PropertySortedEventTable index, ExprEvaluatorContext

context) {

       return index.lookupLess(super.evaluateLookup(theEvent, context));

   }

 

   public Collection<EventBean> lookup(EventBean[] eventsPerStream, PropertySortedEventTable index,

ExprEvaluatorContext context) {

       return index.lookupLessThenColl(super.evaluatePerStream(eventsPerStream, context));

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.join.exec.base;

 

import com.espertech.esper.epl.join.rep.Cursor;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.join.rep.Repository;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluatorContext;
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import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.util.IndentWriter;

 

import java.util.*;

 

/**

* Execution for a lookup instruction to look up in one or more event streams with a supplied event

* and using a given set of lookup strategies, and adding any lookup results to a lighweight repository object

* for later result assembly.

*/

public class LookupInstructionExec

{

   private final int fromStream;

   private final String fromStreamName;

   private final JoinExecTableLookupStrategy[] lookupStrategies;

 

   private final int numSubStreams;

   private final Set<EventBean>[] resultPerStream;

   private final int[] requiredSubStreams;

   private final int[] optionalSubStreams;

   private final boolean hasRequiredSubStreams;

 

   /**

    * Ctor.

    * @param fromStream - the stream supplying the lookup event

    * @param fromStreamName - the stream name supplying the lookup event

    * @param toStreams - the set of streams to look up in

    * @param lookupStrategies - the strategy to use for each stream to look up in

    * @param requiredPerStream - indicates which of the lookup streams are required to build a result and which are

not

    */

   public LookupInstructionExec(int fromStream, String fromStreamName, int[] toStreams,

JoinExecTableLookupStrategy[] lookupStrategies, boolean[] requiredPerStream)

   {

       if (toStreams.length != lookupStrategies.length)

       {

           throw new IllegalArgumentException("Invalid number of strategies for each stream");

       }

       if (requiredPerStream.length < lookupStrategies.length)

       {

           throw new IllegalArgumentException("Invalid required per stream array");

       }

       if ((fromStream < 0) || (fromStream >= requiredPerStream.length))

       {

           throw new IllegalArgumentException("Invalid from stream");

       }

 

       this.fromStream = fromStream;
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       this.fromStreamName = fromStreamName;

       this.numSubStreams = toStreams.length;

       this.lookupStrategies = lookupStrategies;

 

       resultPerStream = new Set[numSubStreams];

 

       // Build a separate array for the required and for the optional streams

       List<Integer> required = new LinkedList<Integer>();

       List<Integer> optional = new LinkedList<Integer>();

       for (int stream : toStreams)

       {

           if (requiredPerStream[stream])

           {

               required.add(stream);

           }

           else

           {

               optional.add(stream);

           }

       }

       requiredSubStreams = toArray(required);

       optionalSubStreams = toArray(optional);

       hasRequiredSubStreams = requiredSubStreams.length > 0;

   }

 

   /**

    * Returns the stream number of the stream supplying the event to use for lookup.

    * @return stream number

    */

   public int getFromStream()

   {

       return fromStream;

   }

 

   /**

    * Returns true if there is one or more required substreams or false if no substreams are required joins.

    * @return true if any substreams are required (inner) joins, or false if not

    */

   public boolean hasRequiredStream()

   {

       return hasRequiredSubStreams;

   }

 

   /**

    * Execute the instruction adding results to the repository and obtaining events for lookup from the

    * repository.

    * @param repository supplies events for lookup, and place to add results to

    * @param exprEvaluatorContext expression evaluation context
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    * @return true if one or more results, false if no results

    */

   public boolean process(Repository repository, ExprEvaluatorContext exprEvaluatorContext)

   {

       boolean hasOneResultRow = false;

       Iterator<Cursor> it = repository.getCursors(fromStream);

 

       // Loop over all events for that stream

       for (;it.hasNext();)

       {

           Cursor cursor = it.next();

           EventBean lookupEvent = cursor.getTheEvent();

           int streamCount = 0;

 

           // For that event, lookup in all required streams

           while (streamCount < requiredSubStreams.length)

           {

               Set<EventBean> lookupResult = lookupStrategies[streamCount].lookup(lookupEvent, cursor,

exprEvaluatorContext);

 

               // There is no result, break if this is a required stream

               if (lookupResult == null || lookupResult.isEmpty())

               {

                   break;

               }

               resultPerStream[streamCount] = lookupResult;

               streamCount++;

           }

 

           // No results for a required stream, we are done with this event

           if (streamCount < requiredSubStreams.length)

           {

               continue;

           }

           else

           {

               // Add results to repository

               for (int i = 0; i < requiredSubStreams.length; i++)

               {

                   hasOneResultRow = true;

                   repository.addResult(cursor, resultPerStream[i], requiredSubStreams[i]);

               }

           }

 

           // For that event, lookup in all optional streams

           for (int i = 0; i < optionalSubStreams.length; i++)

           {

               Set<EventBean> lookupResult = lookupStrategies[streamCount].lookup(lookupEvent, cursor,
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exprEvaluatorContext);

 

               if (lookupResult != null)

               {

                   hasOneResultRow = true;

                   repository.addResult(cursor, lookupResult, optionalSubStreams[i]);

               }

               streamCount++;

           }

       }

 

       return hasOneResultRow;

   }

 

   private static int[] toArray(List<Integer> list)

   {

       int[] arr = new int[list.size()];

       int count = 0;

       for (int value : list)

       {

           arr[count++] = value;

       }

       return arr;

   }

 

   /**

    * Output the instruction.

    * @param writer is the write to output to

    */

   @SuppressWarnings({"StringContatenationInLoop"})

   public void print(IndentWriter writer)

   {

       writer.println("LookupInstructionExec" +

               " fromStream=" + fromStream +

               " fromStreamName=" + fromStreamName +

               " numSubStreams=" + numSubStreams +

               " requiredSubStreams=" + Arrays.toString(requiredSubStreams) +

               " optionalSubStreams=" + Arrays.toString(optionalSubStreams));

 

       writer.incrIndent();

       for (int i = 0; i < lookupStrategies.length; i++)

       {

           writer.println("lookupStrategies[" + i + "] : " + lookupStrategies[i].toString());

       }

       writer.decrIndent();

   }

}
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package com.espertech.esper.epl.generated;

public class EsperEPL2GrammarParser_DFAS {

   static final String[] DFA263_transitionS = {

           "\1\64\1\uffff\1\16\2\uffff\1\16\3\uffff\1\16\1\uffff\1\16\1"+

           "\uffff\1\24\1\25\2\16\1\30\1\31\1\32\1\33\1\21\10\uffff\1\16"+

           "\1\uffff\4\16\12\uffff\1\16\1\35\1\36\6\uffff\1\110\2\uffff"+

           "\6\16\1\51\1\52\1\104\1\105\1\53\1\106\2\16\1\56\1\57\1\60\1"+

           "\107\1\uffff\6\16\22\uffff\3\2\5\uffff\11\16\1\uffff\1\112\1"+
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}
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/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.join.table;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.join.exec.composite.CompositeIndexEnterRemove;

import org.apache.commons.logging.Log;

import org.apache.commons.logging.LogFactory;

 

import java.util.*;

 

/**

* For use when the index comprises of either two or more ranges or a unique key in combination with a range.

* Organizes into a TreeMap<key, TreeMap<key2, Set<EventBean>>, for short. The top level can also be just

Map<MultiKeyUntyped, TreeMap...>.

* Expected at least either (A) one key and one range or (B) zero keys and 2 ranges.

* <p>

* An alternative implementatation could have been based on "TreeMap<ComparableMultiKey,

Set<EventBean>>>", however the following implication arrive

* - not applicable for range-only lookups (since there the key can be the value itself

* - not applicable for multiple nested range as ordering not nested

* - each add/remove and lookup would also need to construct a key object.

*/

public class PropertyCompositeEventTable implements EventTable

{

   private final CompositeIndexEnterRemove chain;

   private final Class[] optKeyCoercedTypes;

   private final Class[] optRangeCoercedTypes;

 

   /**

    * Index table (sorted and/or keyed, always nested).

    */

   protected final Map<Object, Object> index;

 

   public PropertyCompositeEventTable(boolean isHashKeyed, CompositeIndexEnterRemove chain, Class[]

optKeyCoercedTypes, Class[] optRangeCoercedTypes)

   {

       this.chain = chain;

       this.optKeyCoercedTypes = optKeyCoercedTypes;

       this.optRangeCoercedTypes = optRangeCoercedTypes;

 

       if (isHashKeyed) {
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           index = new HashMap<Object, Object>();

       }

       else {

           index = new TreeMap<Object, Object>();

       }

   }

 

   public Map<Object, Object> getIndex() {

       return index;

   }

 

   public void addRemove(EventBean[] newData, EventBean[] oldData) {

       add(newData);

       remove(oldData);

   }

 

   /**

    * Add an array of events. Same event instance is not added twice. Event properties should be immutable.

    * Allow null passed instead of an empty array.

    * @param events to add

    * @throws IllegalArgumentException if the event was already existed in the index

    */

   public void add(EventBean[] events)

   {

       if (events == null)

       {

           return;

       }

       for (EventBean theEvent : events)

       {

           add(theEvent);

       }

   }

 

   /**

    * Remove events.

    * @param events to be removed, can be null instead of an empty array.

    * @throws IllegalArgumentException when the event could not be removed as its not in the index

    */

   public void remove(EventBean[] events)

   {

       if (events == null)

       {

           return;

       }

       for (EventBean theEvent : events)

       {

           remove(theEvent);
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       }

   }

 

   private void add(EventBean theEvent)

   {

       chain.enter(theEvent, index);

   }

 

   private void remove(EventBean theEvent)

   {

       chain.remove(theEvent, index);

   }

 

   public boolean isEmpty()

   {

       return index.isEmpty();

   }

 

   public Iterator<EventBean> iterator()

   {

       HashSet<EventBean> result = new LinkedHashSet<EventBean>();

       chain.getAll(result, index);

       return result.iterator();

   }

 

   public void clear()

   {

       index.clear();

   }

 

   public String toString() {

       return toQueryPlan();

   }

 

   public String toQueryPlan()

   {

       return this.getClass().getName();

   }

 

   public Class[] getOptRangeCoercedTypes() {

       return optRangeCoercedTypes;

   }

 

   public Class[] getOptKeyCoercedTypes() {

       return optKeyCoercedTypes;

   }

 

   private static Log log = LogFactory.getLog(PropertyCompositeEventTable.class);
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}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.variable;

 

/**

* Exception indicating a problem in a variable declaration.

*/

public class VariableDeclarationException extends Exception

{

   private static final long serialVersionUID = 3583219395054834117L;

 

   /**

    * Ctor.

    * @param msg the exception message.

    */

   public VariableDeclarationException(String msg)

   {

       super(msg);

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.expression;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.view.window.RandomAccessByIndex;

import com.espertech.esper.view.window.RandomAccessByIndexGetter;

import com.espertech.esper.view.window.RelativeAccessByEventNIndex;

import com.espertech.esper.view.window.RelativeAccessByEventNIndexMap;

 

import java.util.Collection;

 

public class ExprPreviousEvalStrategyCount implements ExprPreviousEvalStrategy

{

   private final int streamNumber;
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   private final RandomAccessByIndexGetter randomAccessGetter;

   private final RelativeAccessByEventNIndexMap relativeAccessGetter;

 

   public ExprPreviousEvalStrategyCount(int streamNumber, RandomAccessByIndexGetter randomAccessGetter,

RelativeAccessByEventNIndexMap relativeAccessGetter)

   {

       this.streamNumber = streamNumber;

       this.randomAccessGetter = randomAccessGetter;

       this.relativeAccessGetter = relativeAccessGetter;

   }

 

   public Object evaluate(EventBean[] eventsPerStream, ExprEvaluatorContext exprEvaluatorContext)

   {

       long size;

       if (randomAccessGetter != null)

       {

           RandomAccessByIndex randomAccess = randomAccessGetter.getAccessor();

           size = randomAccess.getWindowCount();

       }

       else

       {

           EventBean evalEvent = eventsPerStream[streamNumber];

           RelativeAccessByEventNIndex relativeAccess = relativeAccessGetter.getAccessor(evalEvent);

           if (relativeAccess == null) {

               return null;

           }

           size = relativeAccess.getWindowToEventCount(evalEvent);

       }

 

       return size;

   }

 

   public Collection<EventBean> evaluateGetCollEvents(EventBean[] eventsPerStream, ExprEvaluatorContext

context) {

       return null;

   }

 

   public Collection evaluateGetCollScalar(EventBean[] eventsPerStream, ExprEvaluatorContext context) {

       return null;

   }

 

   public EventBean evaluateGetEventBean(EventBean[] eventsPerStream, ExprEvaluatorContext context) {

       return null;

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *
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* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.agg.service;

 

import com.espertech.esper.epl.agg.access.AggregationAccessorSlotPair;

 

public class AggregationMultiFunctionAnalysisResult

{

   private final AggregationAccessorSlotPair[] accessorPairs;

   private final AggregationStateFactory[] stateFactories;

 

   public AggregationMultiFunctionAnalysisResult(AggregationAccessorSlotPair[] accessorPairs,

AggregationStateFactory[] stateFactories) {

       this.accessorPairs = accessorPairs;

       this.stateFactories = stateFactories;

   }

 

   public AggregationAccessorSlotPair[] getAccessorPairs() {

       return accessorPairs;

   }

 

   public AggregationStateFactory[] getStateFactories() {

       return stateFactories;

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.join.assemble;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.join.rep.Node;

import com.espertech.esper.util.IndentWriter;

 

import java.util.*;

 

/**

* Represents a node in a tree responsible for assembling outer join query results.

* <p>

* The tree is double-linked, child nodes know each parent and parent know all child nodes.
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* <p>

* Each specific subclass of this abstract assembly node is dedicated to assembling results for

* a certain event stream.

*/

public abstract class BaseAssemblyNode implements ResultAssembler

{

   /**

    * Parent node.

    */

   protected ResultAssembler parentNode;

 

   /**

    * Child nodes.

    */

   protected final List<BaseAssemblyNode> childNodes;

 

   /**

    * Stream number.

    */

   protected final int streamNum;

 

   /**

    * Number of streams in statement.

    */

   protected final int numStreams;

 

   /**

    * Ctor.

    * @param streamNum - stream number of the event stream that this node assembles results for.

    * @param numStreams - number of streams

    */

   protected BaseAssemblyNode(int streamNum, int numStreams)

   {

       this.streamNum = streamNum;

       this.numStreams = numStreams;

       childNodes = new LinkedList<BaseAssemblyNode>();

   }

 

   /**

    * Provides results to assembly nodes for initialization.

    * @param result is a list of result nodes per stream

    */

   public abstract void init(List<Node>[] result);

 

   /**

    * Process results.

    * @param result is a list of result nodes per stream

    * @param resultFinalRows
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    * @param resultRootEvent

    */

   public abstract void process(List<Node>[] result, Collection<EventBean[]> resultFinalRows, EventBean

resultRootEvent);

 

   /**

    * Output this node using writer, not outputting child nodes.

    * @param indentWriter to use for output

    */

   public abstract void print(IndentWriter indentWriter);

 

   /**

    * Set parent node.

    * @param resultAssembler is the parent node

    */

   public void setParentAssembler(ResultAssembler resultAssembler)

   {

       this.parentNode = resultAssembler;

   }

 

   /**

    * Add a child node.

    * @param childNode to add

    */

   public void addChild(BaseAssemblyNode childNode)

   {

       childNode.parentNode = this;

       childNodes.add(childNode);

   }

 

   /**

    * Returns the stream number.

    * @return stream number

    */

   protected int getStreamNum()

   {

       return streamNum;

   }

 

   /**

    * Returns child nodes.

    * @return child nodes

    */

   protected List<BaseAssemblyNode> getChildNodes()

   {

       return childNodes;

   }
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   /**

    * Returns parent node.

    * @return parent node

    */

   protected ResultAssembler getParentAssembler()

   {

       return parentNode;

   }

 

   /**

    * Returns an array of stream numbers that lists all child node's stream numbers.

    * @return child node stream numbers

    */

   protected int[] getSubstreams()

   {

       List<Integer> substreams = new LinkedList<Integer>();

       recusiveAddSubstreams(substreams);

 

       // copy to array

       int[] substreamArr = new int[substreams.size()];

       int count = 0;

       for (Integer stream : substreams)

       {

           substreamArr[count++] = stream;

       }

 

       return substreamArr;

   }

 

   private void recusiveAddSubstreams(List<Integer> substreams)

   {

       substreams.add(streamNum);

       for (BaseAssemblyNode child : childNodes)

       {

           child.recusiveAddSubstreams(substreams);

       }

   }

 

   /**

    * Output this node and all descendent nodes using writer, outputting child nodes.

    * @param indentWriter to output to

    */

   public void printDescendends(IndentWriter indentWriter)

   {

       this.print(indentWriter);

       for (BaseAssemblyNode child : childNodes)

       {

           indentWriter.incrIndent();
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           child.print(indentWriter);

           indentWriter.decrIndent();

       }

   }

 

   /**

    * Returns all descendent nodes to the top node in a list in which the utmost descendants are

    * listed first and the top node itself is listed last.

    * @param topNode is the root node of a tree structure

    * @return list of nodes with utmost descendants first ordered by level of depth in tree with top node last

    */

   public static List<BaseAssemblyNode> getDescendentNodesBottomUp(BaseAssemblyNode topNode)

   {

       List<BaseAssemblyNode> result = new LinkedList<BaseAssemblyNode>();

 

       // Map to hold per level of the node (1 to N depth) of node a list of nodes, if any

       // exist at that level

       TreeMap<Integer, List<BaseAssemblyNode>> nodesPerLevel = new TreeMap<Integer,

List<BaseAssemblyNode>>();

 

       // Recursively enter all aggregate functions and their level into map

       recursiveAggregateEnter(topNode, nodesPerLevel, 1);

 

       // Done if none found

       if (nodesPerLevel.isEmpty())

       {

           throw new IllegalStateException("Empty collection for nodes per level");

       }

 

       // From the deepest (highest) level to the lowest, add aggregates to list

       int deepLevel = nodesPerLevel.lastKey();

       for (int i = deepLevel; i >= 1; i--)

       {

           List<BaseAssemblyNode> list = nodesPerLevel.get(i);

           if (list == null)

           {

               continue;

           }

           result.addAll(list);

       }

 

       return result;

   }

 

   private static void recursiveAggregateEnter(BaseAssemblyNode currentNode, Map<Integer,

List<BaseAssemblyNode>> nodesPerLevel, int currentLevel)

   {

       // ask all child nodes to enter themselves
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       for (BaseAssemblyNode node : currentNode.childNodes)

       {

           recursiveAggregateEnter(node, nodesPerLevel, currentLevel + 1);

       }

 

       // Add myself to list

       List<BaseAssemblyNode> aggregates = nodesPerLevel.get(currentLevel);

       if (aggregates == null)

       {

           aggregates = new LinkedList<BaseAssemblyNode>();

           nodesPerLevel.put(currentLevel, aggregates);

       }

       aggregates.add(currentNode);

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.join.rep;

 

import java.util.Iterator;

import java.util.NoSuchElementException;

 

/**

* A utility class for an iterator that has one element.

*/

public class SingleCursorIterator implements Iterator<Cursor>

{

   private Cursor cursor;

 

   /**

    * Ctor.

    * @param cursor is the single element.

    */

   public SingleCursorIterator(Cursor cursor)

   {

       this.cursor = cursor;

   }

 

   public boolean hasNext()

   {

       return (cursor != null);

   }
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   public Cursor next()

   {

       if (cursor == null)

       {

           throw new NoSuchElementException();

       }

       Cursor c = cursor;

       this.cursor = null;

       return c;

   }

 

   public void remove()

   {

       throw new UnsupportedOperationException();

   }

}

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.join.util;

 

public abstract class QueryPlanIndexDescBase {

   private final String tableName;

   private final String indexBackingClass;

 

   public QueryPlanIndexDescBase(String tableName, String indexBackingClass) {

       this.tableName = tableName;

       this.indexBackingClass = indexBackingClass;

   }

 

   public String getTableName() {

       return tableName;

   }

 

   public String getIndexBackingClass() {

       return indexBackingClass;

   }

}
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/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.join.table;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

 

import java.util.Arrays;

import java.util.Iterator;

import java.util.LinkedHashSet;

import java.util.Set;

 

/**

* Factory for simple table of events without an index.

*/

public class UnindexedEventTableFactory implements EventTableFactory

{

   private final int streamNum;

 

   public UnindexedEventTableFactory(int streamNum) {

       this.streamNum = streamNum;

   }

 

   public EventTable makeEventTable() {

       return new UnindexedEventTable(streamNum);

   }

 

   public Class getEventTableClass() {

       return UnindexedEventTable.class;

   }

 

   public String toQueryPlan()

   {

       return this.getClass().getSimpleName() + " streamNum=" + streamNum;

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *
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**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.join.exec.base;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluatorContext;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.join.assemble.BaseAssemblyNode;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.join.assemble.ResultAssembler;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.join.rep.Node;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.join.rep.RepositoryImpl;

import com.espertech.esper.util.IndentWriter;

 

import java.util.Arrays;

import java.util.Collection;

import java.util.List;

 

/**

* Execution for a set of lookup instructions and for a set of result assemble instructions to perform

* joins and construct a complex result.

*/

@SuppressWarnings({"StringContatenationInLoop"})

public class LookupInstructionExecNode extends ExecNode

{

   private final int rootStream;

   private final String rootStreamName;

   private final int numStreams;

   private final boolean[] requiredPerStream;

   private final LookupInstructionExec[] lookupInstructions;

   private final BaseAssemblyNode[] assemblyInstructions;

   private final MyResultAssembler myResultAssembler;

   private int requireResultsInstruction;

 

   /**

    * Ctor.

    * @param rootStream is the stream supplying the lookup event

    * @param rootStreamName is the name of the stream supplying the lookup event

    * @param numStreams is the number of streams

    * @param lookupInstructions is a list of lookups to perform

    * @param requiredPerStream indicates which streams are required and which are optional in the lookup

    * @param assemblyInstructions is the bottom-up assembly nodes to assemble a lookup result nodes

    */

   public LookupInstructionExecNode(int rootStream,

                                    String rootStreamName,

                                  int numStreams,

                                  LookupInstructionExec[] lookupInstructions,

                                  boolean[] requiredPerStream,

                                  BaseAssemblyNode[] assemblyInstructions)

   {

       this.rootStream = rootStream;
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       this.rootStreamName = rootStreamName;

       this.numStreams = numStreams;

       this.lookupInstructions = lookupInstructions;

       this.requiredPerStream = requiredPerStream;

       this.assemblyInstructions = assemblyInstructions;

 

       myResultAssembler = new MyResultAssembler(rootStream);

       assemblyInstructions[assemblyInstructions.length - 1].setParentAssembler(myResultAssembler);

 

       // Determine up to which instruction we are dealing with optional results.

       // When dealing with optional results we don't do fast exists if we find no lookup results

       requireResultsInstruction = 1;  // we always require results from the very first lookup

       for (int i = 1; i < lookupInstructions.length; i++)

       {

           int fromStream = lookupInstructions[i].getFromStream();

           if (requiredPerStream[fromStream])

           {

               requireResultsInstruction = i + 1;      // require results as long as the from-stream is a required stream

           }

           else

           {

               break;

           }

       }

   }

 

   public void process(EventBean lookupEvent, EventBean[] prefillPath, Collection<EventBean[]> resultFinalRows,

ExprEvaluatorContext exprEvaluatorContext)

   {

       RepositoryImpl repository = new RepositoryImpl(rootStream, lookupEvent, numStreams);

       boolean processOptional = true;

 

       for (int i = 0; i < requireResultsInstruction; i++)

       {

           LookupInstructionExec currentInstruction = lookupInstructions[i];

           boolean hasResults = currentInstruction.process(repository,exprEvaluatorContext);

 

           // no results, check what to do

           if (!hasResults)

           {

               // If there was a required stream, we are done.

               if (currentInstruction.hasRequiredStream())

               {

                   return;

               }

 

               // If this is the first stream and there are no results, we are done with lookups

               if (i == 0)
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               {

                   processOptional = false;  // go to result processing

               }

           }

       }

 

       if (processOptional)

       {

           for (int i = requireResultsInstruction; i < lookupInstructions.length; i++)

           {

               LookupInstructionExec currentInstruction = lookupInstructions[i];

               currentInstruction.process(repository, exprEvaluatorContext);

           }

       }

 

       // go over the assembly instruction set

       List<Node>[] results = repository.getNodesPerStream();

 

       // no results - need to execute the very last instruction/top node

       if (results == null)

       {

           BaseAssemblyNode lastAssemblyNode = assemblyInstructions[assemblyInstructions.length - 1];

           lastAssemblyNode.init(null);

           lastAssemblyNode.process(null, resultFinalRows, lookupEvent);

           return;

       }

 

       // we have results - execute all instructions

       BaseAssemblyNode assemblyNode;

       for (int i = 0; i < assemblyInstructions.length; i++)

       {

           assemblyNode = assemblyInstructions[i];

           assemblyNode.init(results);

       }

       for (int i = 0; i < assemblyInstructions.length; i++)

       {

           assemblyNode = assemblyInstructions[i];

           assemblyNode.process(results, resultFinalRows, lookupEvent);

       }

   }

 

   public void print(IndentWriter writer)

   {

       writer.println("LookupInstructionExecNode" +

               " rootStream=" + rootStream +

               " name=" + rootStreamName +

               " requiredPerStream=" + Arrays.toString(requiredPerStream));
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       writer.incrIndent();

       for (int i = 0; i < lookupInstructions.length; i++)

       {

           writer.println("lookup inst node " + i);

           writer.incrIndent();

           lookupInstructions[i].print(writer);

           writer.decrIndent();

       }

       writer.decrIndent();

 

       writer.incrIndent();

       for (int i = 0; i < assemblyInstructions.length; i++)

       {

           writer.println("assembly inst node " + i);

           writer.incrIndent();

           assemblyInstructions[i].print(writer);

           writer.decrIndent();

       }

       writer.decrIndent();

   }

 

   /**

    * Receives result rows posted by result set assembly nodes.

    */

   public static class MyResultAssembler implements ResultAssembler

   {

       private final int rootStream;

 

       /**

        * Ctor.

        * @param rootStream is the root stream for which we get results

        */

       public MyResultAssembler(int rootStream)

       {

           this.rootStream = rootStream;

       }

 

       public void result(EventBean[] row, int fromStreamNum, EventBean myEvent, Node myNode,

Collection<EventBean[]> resultFinalRows, EventBean resultRootEvent)

       {

           row[rootStream] = resultRootEvent;

           resultFinalRows.add(row);

       }

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *
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* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.named;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventPropertyDescriptor;

import com.espertech.esper.collection.Pair;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.*;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.spec.OnTriggerSetAssignment;

import com.espertech.esper.event.EventBeanCopyMethod;

import com.espertech.esper.event.EventPropertyWriter;

import com.espertech.esper.event.EventTypeSPI;

import com.espertech.esper.util.TypeWidener;

import com.espertech.esper.util.TypeWidenerFactory;

import org.apache.commons.logging.Log;

import org.apache.commons.logging.LogFactory;

 

import java.util.ArrayList;

import java.util.HashSet;

import java.util.List;

 

public class NamedWindowUpdateHelper

{

   private static final Log log = LogFactory.getLog(NamedWindowUpdateHelper.class);

 

   private final EventBeanCopyMethod copyMethod;

   private final NamedWindowUpdateItem[] updateItems;

 

   public NamedWindowUpdateHelper(EventBeanCopyMethod copyMethod, NamedWindowUpdateItem[]

updateItems) {

       this.copyMethod = copyMethod;

       this.updateItems = updateItems;

   }

 

   public static NamedWindowUpdateHelper make(String namedWindowName,

                                              EventTypeSPI eventTypeSPI,

                                       List<OnTriggerSetAssignment> assignments,

                                       String namedWindowAlias)

           throws ExprValidationException

   {

       List<NamedWindowUpdateItem> updateItems = new ArrayList<NamedWindowUpdateItem>();

       List<String> properties = new ArrayList<String>();

 

       for (int i = 0; i < assignments.size(); i++)

       {
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           OnTriggerSetAssignment assignment = assignments.get(i);

           NamedWindowUpdateItem updateItem;

 

           // determine whether this is a "property=value" assignment, we use property setters in this case

           Pair<String, ExprNode> possibleAssignment =

ExprNodeUtility.checkGetAssignmentToProp(assignment.getExpression());

 

           // handle assignment "property = value"

           if (possibleAssignment != null) {

 

               String propertyName = possibleAssignment.getFirst();

               EventPropertyDescriptor writableProperty = eventTypeSPI.getWritableProperty(propertyName);

 

               if (writableProperty == null) {

                   Pair<String, EventPropertyDescriptor> nameWriteablePair =

checkIndexedOrMappedProp(possibleAssignment.getFirst(), namedWindowName, namedWindowAlias,

eventTypeSPI);

                   propertyName = nameWriteablePair.getFirst();

                   writableProperty = nameWriteablePair.getSecond();

               }

 

               ExprEvaluator evaluator = possibleAssignment.getSecond().getExprEvaluator();

               EventPropertyWriter writers = eventTypeSPI.getWriter(propertyName);

               boolean notNullableField = writableProperty.getPropertyType().isPrimitive();

 

               properties.add(propertyName);

               TypeWidener widener =

TypeWidenerFactory.getCheckPropertyAssignType(possibleAssignment.getSecond().toExpressionString(),

possibleAssignment.getSecond().getExprEvaluator().getType(),

                       writableProperty.getPropertyType(), propertyName);

               updateItem = new NamedWindowUpdateItem(evaluator, propertyName, writers, notNullableField,

widener);

           }

           // handle non-assignment, i.e. UDF or other expression

           else {

               ExprEvaluator evaluator = assignment.getExpression().getExprEvaluator();

               updateItem = new NamedWindowUpdateItem(evaluator, null, null, false, null);

           }

           updateItems.add(updateItem);

       }

 

       // obtain copy method

       List<String> propertiesUniqueList = new ArrayList<String>(new HashSet<String>(properties));

       String[] propertiesArray = propertiesUniqueList.toArray(new String[propertiesUniqueList.size()]);

       EventBeanCopyMethod copyMethod = eventTypeSPI.getCopyMethod(propertiesArray);

       if (copyMethod == null) {

           throw new ExprValidationException("Event type does not support event bean copy");

       }
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       NamedWindowUpdateItem[] updateItemsArray = updateItems.toArray(new

NamedWindowUpdateItem[updateItems.size()]);

 

       return new NamedWindowUpdateHelper(copyMethod, updateItemsArray);

   }

 

   public EventBean update(EventBean matchingEvent, EventBean[] eventsPerStream, ExprEvaluatorContext

exprEvaluatorContext)

   {

       EventBean copy = copyMethod.copy(matchingEvent);

       eventsPerStream[0] = copy;

       eventsPerStream[2] = matchingEvent; // initial value

 

       for (NamedWindowUpdateItem updateItem : updateItems) {

           Object result = updateItem.getExpression().evaluate(eventsPerStream, true, exprEvaluatorContext);

 

           if (updateItem.getOptionalWriter() != null) {

               if (result == null && updateItem.isNotNullableField()) {

                   log.warn("Null value returned by expression for assignment to property '" +

updateItem.getOptinalPropertyName() + " is ignored as the property type is not nullable for expression");

                   continue;

               }

 

               if (updateItem.getOptionalWidener() != null) {

                   result = updateItem.getOptionalWidener().widen(result);

               }

               updateItem.getOptionalWriter().write(result, copy);

           }

       }

       return copy;

   }

 

   private static Pair<String, EventPropertyDescriptor> checkIndexedOrMappedProp(String propertyName, String

namedWindowName, String namedWindowAlias, EventTypeSPI eventTypeSPI) throws ExprValidationException {

 

       EventPropertyDescriptor writableProperty = null;

 

       int indexDot = propertyName.indexOf(".");

       if ((namedWindowAlias != null) && (indexDot != -1)) {

           String prefix = propertyName.substring(0, indexDot);

           String name = propertyName.substring(indexDot + 1);

           if (prefix.equals(namedWindowAlias)) {

               writableProperty = eventTypeSPI.getWritableProperty(name);

               propertyName = name;

           }

       }

       if (writableProperty == null && indexDot != -1) {
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           String prefix = propertyName.substring(0, indexDot);

           String name = propertyName.substring(indexDot + 1);

           if (prefix.equals(namedWindowName)) {

               writableProperty = eventTypeSPI.getWritableProperty(name);

               propertyName = name;

           }

       }

       if (writableProperty == null) {

           throw new ExprValidationException("Property '" + propertyName + "' is not available for write access");

       }

       return new Pair<String, EventPropertyDescriptor>(propertyName, writableProperty);

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.core;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.hook.AggregationFunctionFactory;

import com.espertech.esper.collection.Pair;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.agg.access.AggregationState;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.agg.access.AggregationStateMinMaxByEverSpec;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.agg.access.AggregationStateSortedSpec;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.agg.aggregator.AggregationMethod;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.agg.service.AggregationMethodFactory;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.agg.service.AggregationStateFactory;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.agg.service.AggregationSupport;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluator;

import com.espertech.esper.plugin.PlugInAggregationMultiFunctionStateFactory;

import com.espertech.esper.type.MinMaxTypeEnum;

 

import java.lang.reflect.Constructor;

import java.lang.reflect.Method;

 

/**

* Service for resolving methods and aggregation functions, and for creating managing aggregation instances.

*/

public interface MethodResolutionService

{

   /**

    * Returns true to cache UDF results for constant parameter sets.

    * @return cache UDF results config

    */
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   public boolean isUdfCache();

 

   public boolean isDuckType();

 

   public boolean isSortUsingCollator();

 

   /**

    * Resolves a given method name and list of parameter types to an instance or static method exposed by the given

class.

    *

    * @param clazz is the class to look for a fitting method

    * @param methodName is the method name

    * @param paramTypes is parameter types match expression sub-nodes

    * @return method this resolves to

    * @throws EngineImportException if the method cannot be resolved to a visible static or instance method

    */

   public Method resolveMethod(Class clazz, String methodName, Class[] paramTypes, boolean[]

allowEventBeanType, boolean[] allowEventBeanCollType) throws EngineImportException;

 

   /**

    * Resolves matching available constructors to a list of parameter types to an instance or static method exposed by

the given class.

    * @param clazz is the class to look for a fitting method

    * @param paramTypes is parameter types match expression sub-nodes

    * @return method this resolves to

    * @throws EngineImportException if the method cannot be resolved to a visible static or instance method

    */

   public Constructor resolveCtor(Class clazz, Class[] paramTypes) throws EngineImportException;

 

   /**

    * Resolves a given class, method and list of parameter types to a static method.

    *

    * @param className is the class name to use

    * @param methodName is the method name

    * @param paramTypes is parameter types match expression sub-nodes

    * @param allowEventBeanType allow event bean type footprint

    * @return method this resolves to

    * @throws EngineImportException if the method cannot be resolved to a visible static method

    */

   public Method resolveMethod(String className, String methodName, Class[] paramTypes, boolean[]

allowEventBeanType, boolean[] allowEventBeanCollType) throws EngineImportException;

 

   /**

    * Resolves a given class and method name to a static method, not allowing overloaded methods

    * and expecting the method to be found exactly once with zero or more parameters.

    * @param className is the class name to use

    * @param methodName is the method name

    * @return method this resolves to
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    * @throws EngineImportException if the method cannot be resolved to a visible static method, or if the method

exists more

    * then once with different parameters

    */

   public Method resolveMethod(String className, String methodName) throws EngineImportException;

 

   /**

    * Resolves a given class name, either fully qualified and simple and imported to a class.

    * @param className is the class name to use

    * @return class this resolves to

    * @throws EngineImportException if there was an error resolving the class

    */

   public Class resolveClass(String className) throws EngineImportException;

 

   /**

    * Returns a plug-in aggregation method for a given configured aggregation function name.

    * @param functionName is the aggregation function name

    * @return aggregation-providing class

    * @throws EngineImportUndefinedException is the function name cannot be found

    * @throws EngineImportException if there was an error resolving class information

    */

   public AggregationSupport resolveAggregation(String functionName) throws EngineImportUndefinedException,

EngineImportException;

 

   /**

    * Returns a plug-in aggregation function factory for a given configured aggregation function name.

    * @param functionName is the aggregation function name

    * @return aggregation-factory

    * @throws EngineImportUndefinedException is the function name cannot be found

    * @throws EngineImportException if there was an error resolving class information

    */

   public AggregationFunctionFactory resolveAggregationFactory(String functionName) throws

EngineImportUndefinedException, EngineImportException;

 

   /**

    * Used at statement compile-time to try and resolve a given function name into an

    * single-row function. Matches function name case-neutral.

    * @param functionName is the function name

    * @throws EngineImportUndefinedException if the function is not a configured single-row function

    * @throws EngineImportException if the function providing class could not be loaded or doesn't match

    */

   public Pair<Class, EngineImportSingleRowDesc> resolveSingleRow(String functionName) throws

EngineImportUndefinedException, EngineImportException;

 

   /**

    * Makes a new plug-in aggregation instance by name.

    * @param name is the plug-in aggregation function name

    * @return new instance of plug-in aggregation method
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    */

   public AggregationSupport makePlugInAggregator(String name);

 

   /**

    * Makes a new count-aggregator.

    *

    * @param agentInstanceId

    * @param groupId

    *@param aggregationId

    * @param isIgnoreNull is true to ignore nulls, or false to count nulls  @return aggregator

    */

   public AggregationMethod makeCountAggregator(int agentInstanceId, int groupId, int aggregationId, boolean

isIgnoreNull, boolean hasFilter);

 

   /**

    * Makes a new first-value aggregator.

    *

    * @param agentInstanceId

    * @param groupId

    *@param aggregationId

    * @param type of value  @return aggregator

    */

   public AggregationMethod makeFirstEverValueAggregator(int agentInstanceId, int groupId, int aggregationId,

Class type, boolean hasFilter);

 

   /**

    * Makes a new last-value aggregator.

    *

    * @param agentInstanceId

    * @param groupId

    *@param aggregationId

    * @param type of value  @return aggregator

    */

   public AggregationMethod makeLastEverValueAggregator(int agentInstanceId, int groupId, int aggregationId,

Class type, boolean hasFilter);

 

   /**

    * Makes a new sum-aggregator.

    *

    * @param agentInstanceId

    * @param groupId

    *@param aggregationId

    * @param type is the type to be summed up, i.e. float, long etc.  @return aggregator

    */

   public AggregationMethod makeSumAggregator(int agentInstanceId, int groupId, int aggregationId, Class type,

boolean hasFilter);

 

   public Class getSumAggregatorType(Class inputValueType);
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   /**

    * Makes a new distinct-value-aggregator.

    *

    * @param agentInstanceId

    * @param groupId

    *@param aggregationId

    * @param aggregationMethod is the inner aggregation method

    * @param childType is the return type of the inner expression to aggregate, if any   @return aggregator

    */

   public AggregationMethod makeDistinctAggregator(int agentInstanceId, int groupId, int aggregationId,

AggregationMethod aggregationMethod, Class childType, boolean hasFilter);

 

   /**

    * Makes a new avg-aggregator.

    *

    * @param agentInstanceId

    * @param groupId

    *@param aggregationId

    * @param type the expression return type  @return aggregator

    */

   public AggregationMethod makeAvgAggregator(int agentInstanceId, int groupId, int aggregationId, Class type,

boolean hasFilter);

   public Class getAvgAggregatorType(Class childType);

 

   /**

    * Makes a new avedev-aggregator.

    * @return aggregator

    */

   public AggregationMethod makeAvedevAggregator(int agentInstanceId, int groupId, int aggregationId, boolean

hasFilter);

 

   /**

    * Makes a new median-aggregator.

    * @return aggregator

    * @param agentInstanceId

    * @param groupId

    * @param aggregationId

    * @param hasFilter

    */

   public AggregationMethod makeMedianAggregator(int agentInstanceId, int groupId, int aggregationId, boolean

hasFilter);

 

   /**

    * Makes a new min-max-aggregator.

    *

    * @param agentInstanceId

    * @param groupId
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    *@param aggregationId

    * @param minMaxType dedicates whether to do min or max

    * @param targetType is the type to max or min

    * @param isHasDataWindows true for has data windows    @return aggregator to use

    */

   public AggregationMethod makeMinMaxAggregator(int agentInstanceId, int groupId, int aggregationId,

MinMaxTypeEnum minMaxType, Class targetType, boolean isHasDataWindows, boolean hasFilter);

 

   /**

    * Makes a new stddev-aggregator.

    * @return aggregator

    */

   public AggregationMethod makeStddevAggregator(int agentInstanceId, int groupId, int aggregationId, boolean

hasFilter);

 

   /**

    * Makes a new rate-aggregator.

    * @return aggregator

    * @param agentInstanceId

    * @param groupId

    * @param aggregationId

    */

   public AggregationMethod makeRateAggregator(int agentInstanceId, int groupId, int aggregationId);

 

   /**

    * Makes a new rate-aggregator.

    * @param interval seconds

    * @return aggregator to use

    */

   public AggregationMethod makeRateEverAggregator(int agentInstanceId, int groupId, int aggregationId, long

interval);

 

   /**

    * Makes a Nth element aggregator.

    *

    * @param agentInstanceId

    * @param groupId

    *@param aggregationId

    * @param returnType of aggregation

    * @param size of elements   @return aggregator

    */

   public AggregationMethod makeNthAggregator(int agentInstanceId, int groupId, int aggregationId, Class

returnType, int size);

 

   /**

    * Make leaving agg.

    * @return agg

    * @param agentInstanceId
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    * @param groupId

    * @param aggregationId

    */

   public AggregationMethod makeLeavingAggregator(int agentInstanceId, int groupId, int aggregationId);

 

   /**

    * Sets the group key types.

    * @param groupKeyTypes types of group keys

    */

   public void setGroupKeyTypes(Class[] groupKeyTypes);

  

   /**

    * Returns a new set of aggregators given an existing prototype-set of aggregators for a given context partition and

group key.

    *

    *

    * @param prototypes is the prototypes

    * @param agentInstanceId context partition

    * @param groupKey is the key to group-by for

    * @return new set of aggregators for this group

    */

   public AggregationMethod[] newAggregators(AggregationMethodFactory[] prototypes, int agentInstanceId,

Object groupKey);

 

   /**

    * Returns a new set of aggregators given an existing prototype-set of aggregators for a given context partition (no

groups).

    *

    * @param agentInstanceId context partition

    * @return new set of aggregators for this group

    */

   public AggregationMethod[] newAggregators(AggregationMethodFactory[] aggregators, int agentInstanceId);

 

   /**

    * Opportunity to remove aggregations for a group.

    * @param agentInstanceId

    * @param groupKey that is no longer used

    */

   public void removeAggregators(int agentInstanceId, Object groupKey);

 

   /**

    * Returns the current row count of an aggregation, for use with resilience.

    * @param aggregators aggregators

    * @return row count

    */

   public long getCurrentRowCount(AggregationMethod[] aggregators, AggregationState[] states);

 

   public void destroyedAgentInstance(int agentInstanceId);
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   public EngineImportService getEngineImportService();

 

   public AggregationState[] newAccesses(int agentInstanceId, boolean isJoin, AggregationStateFactory[]

accessAggSpecs);

 

   public AggregationState[] newAccesses(int agentInstanceId, boolean isJoin, AggregationStateFactory[]

accessAggSpecs, Object groupKey);

 

   public AggregationState makeAccessAggLinearNonJoin(int agentInstanceId, int groupId, int aggregationId, int

streamNum);

 

   public AggregationState makeAccessAggLinearJoin(int agentInstanceId, int groupId, int aggregationId, int

streamNum);

 

   public AggregationState makeAccessAggSortedNonJoin(int agentInstanceId, int groupId, int aggregationId,

AggregationStateSortedSpec spec);

 

   public AggregationState makeAccessAggSortedJoin(int agentInstanceId, int groupId, int aggregationId,

AggregationStateSortedSpec spec);

 

   public AggregationState makeAccessAggMinMaxEver(int agentInstanceId, int groupId, int aggregationId,

AggregationStateMinMaxByEverSpec spec);

 

   public AggregationState makeAccessAggPlugin(int agentInstanceId, int groupId, int aggregationId, boolean join,

PlugInAggregationMultiFunctionStateFactory providerFactory, Object groupKey);

 

   public Object getCriteriaKeyBinding(ExprEvaluator[] evaluators);

}

package com.espertech.esper.epl.generated;

 

import org.antlr.runtime.BitSet;

 

public interface EsperEPL2GrammarParser_Const {

 

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_annotationNoEnum_in_startPatternExpressionRule1978 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x000800000000E000L,0x0800000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000008000001068L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_expressionDecl_in_startPatternExpressionRule1982 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x000800000000E000L,0x0800000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000008000001068L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_patternExpression_in_startPatternExpressionRule1988 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_EOF_in_startPatternExpressionRule1992 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_annotationEnum_in_startEPLExpressionRule2007 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x004802000800E010L,0x4800800000020000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000008000001068L});
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   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_expressionDecl_in_startEPLExpressionRule2011 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x004802000800E010L,0x4800800000020000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000008000001068L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_eplExpression_in_startEPLExpressionRule2017 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_EOF_in_startEPLExpressionRule2021 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_eventProperty_in_startEventPropertyRule2050 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_EOF_in_startEventPropertyRule2054 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_jsonvalue_in_startJsonValueRule2067 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_EOF_in_startJsonValueRule2071 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_EXPRESSIONDECL_in_expressionDecl2090 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0008000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000008000000028L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_classIdentifier_in_expressionDecl2092 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000000028L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_LBRACK_in_expressionDecl2098 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000000010L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_RBRACK_in_expressionDecl2100 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000000020L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_expressionDialect_in_expressionDecl2104 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000000020L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_IDENT_in_expressionDecl2109 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000000248L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_LPAREN_in_expressionDecl2112 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x00000000000000A0L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_columnList_in_expressionDecl2114 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000000080L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_RPAREN_in_expressionDecl2117 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000000248L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_expressionDef_in_expressionDecl2121 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_IDENT_in_expressionDialect2164 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000000100L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_COLON_in_expressionDialect2166 = new BitSet(new
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long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_LCURLY_in_expressionDef2188 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x903801E817FD64A0L,0x57FC1C0000FDFFFFL,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000

8000000000000L,0x0000038901D00260L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_expressionLambdaDecl_in_expressionDef2190 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x903801E817FD64A0L,0x57FC1C0000FDFFFFL,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000

8000000000000L,0x0000038901D00260L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_expression_in_expressionDef2193 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000000400L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_RCURLY_in_expressionDef2195 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_LBRACK_in_expressionDef2211 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000001800000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_stringconstant_in_expressionDef2213 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000000010L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_RBRACK_in_expressionDef2215 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_IDENT_in_expressionLambdaDecl2238 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000000800L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_LPAREN_in_expressionLambdaDecl2243 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000000020L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_columnList_in_expressionLambdaDecl2245 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000000080L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_RPAREN_in_expressionLambdaDecl2247 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000000800L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_GOES_in_expressionLambdaDecl2251 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_ATCHAR_in_annotationNoEnum2286 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0008000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000008000000020L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_classIdentifier_in_annotationNoEnum2288 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000000040L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_LPAREN_in_annotationNoEnum2292 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x00001C0000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000800

0000000000L,0x0000030901C012A0L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_elementValuePairsNoEnum_in_annotationNoEnum2296 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000000080L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_elementValueNoEnum_in_annotationNoEnum2300 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000
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0000000000L,0x0000000000000080L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_RPAREN_in_annotationNoEnum2305 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_ATCHAR_in_annotationEnum2346 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0008000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000008000000020L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_classIdentifier_in_annotationEnum2348 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000000040L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_LPAREN_in_annotationEnum2352 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0008000000000000L,0x00001C0000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000800

0000000000L,0x0000038901C012A0L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_elementValuePairsEnum_in_annotationEnum2356 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000000080L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_elementValueEnum_in_annotationEnum2360 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000000080L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_RPAREN_in_annotationEnum2365 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_elementValuePairNoEnum_in_elementValuePairsNoEnum2406 = new

BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000002000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_COMMA_in_elementValuePairsNoEnum2409 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000000020L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_elementValuePairNoEnum_in_elementValuePairsNoEnum2412 = new

BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000002000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_elementValuePairEnum_in_elementValuePairsEnum2433 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000002000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_COMMA_in_elementValuePairsEnum2436 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000000020L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_elementValuePairEnum_in_elementValuePairsEnum2439 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000002000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_IDENT_in_elementValuePairNoEnum2462 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000008000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_EQUALS_in_elementValuePairNoEnum2464 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x00001C0000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000800

0000000000L,0x0000030901C01200L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_elementValueNoEnum_in_elementValuePairNoEnum2466 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});
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   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_IDENT_in_elementValuePairEnum2503 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000008000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_EQUALS_in_elementValuePairEnum2505 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0008000000000000L,0x00001C0000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000800

0000000000L,0x0000038901C01220L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_elementValueEnum_in_elementValuePairEnum2507 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_annotationEnum_in_elementValueNoEnum2538 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_elementValueArrayNoEnum_in_elementValueNoEnum2549 = new

BitSet(new long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_constant_in_elementValueNoEnum2562 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_annotationEnum_in_elementValueEnum2585 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_elementValueArrayEnum_in_elementValueEnum2596 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_constant_in_elementValueEnum2609 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_classIdentifier_in_elementValueEnum2617 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_LCURLY_in_elementValueArrayNoEnum2637 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x00001C0000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000800

0000000000L,0x0000030901C03600L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_elementValueNoEnum_in_elementValueArrayNoEnum2640 = new

BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000002400L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_COMMA_in_elementValueArrayNoEnum2643 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x00001C0000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000800

0000000000L,0x0000030901C01200L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_elementValueNoEnum_in_elementValueArrayNoEnum2645 = new

BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000002400L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_COMMA_in_elementValueArrayNoEnum2652 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000000400L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_RCURLY_in_elementValueArrayNoEnum2656 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_LCURLY_in_elementValueArrayEnum2685 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0008000000000000L,0x00001C0000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000800

0000000000L,0x0000038901C03620L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_elementValueEnum_in_elementValueArrayEnum2688 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000002400L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_COMMA_in_elementValueArrayEnum2691 = new BitSet(new
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long[]{0x0008000000000000L,0x00001C0000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000800

0000000000L,0x0000038901C01220L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_elementValueEnum_in_elementValueArrayEnum2693 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000002400L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_COMMA_in_elementValueArrayEnum2700 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000000400L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_RCURLY_in_elementValueArrayEnum2704 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_contextExpr_in_eplExpression2736 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0040020008000010L,0x4000800000020000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_selectExpr_in_eplExpression2743 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L,0x0040000000000000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_createWindowExpr_in_eplExpression2748 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L,0x0040000000000000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_createIndexExpr_in_eplExpression2753 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L,0x0040000000000000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_createVariableExpr_in_eplExpression2758 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L,0x0040000000000000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_createSchemaExpr_in_eplExpression2763 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L,0x0040000000000000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_createContextExpr_in_eplExpression2768 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L,0x0040000000000000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_createExpressionExpr_in_eplExpression2773 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L,0x0040000000000000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_onExpr_in_eplExpression2778 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L,0x0040000000000000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_updateExpr_in_eplExpression2783 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L,0x0040000000000000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_createDataflow_in_eplExpression2788 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L,0x0040000000000000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_fafDelete_in_eplExpression2793 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L,0x0040000000000000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_fafUpdate_in_eplExpression2798 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L,0x0040000000000000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_forExpr_in_eplExpression2801 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_CONTEXT_in_contextExpr2814 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000000020L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_IDENT_in_contextExpr2818 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_INSERT_in_selectExpr2842 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x3880000000000000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_insertIntoExpr_in_selectExpr2845 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000008000000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_SELECT_in_selectExpr2851 = new BitSet(new
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long[]{0xB83841E817FD64A0L,0x57FC1C0000FDFFFFL,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000

8000000000000L,0x0000038901D10260L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_selectClause_in_selectExpr2854 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0104300400010002L,0x0001200000000000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_FROM_in_selectExpr2859 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0008000000000000L,0x000000000000000CL,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000008000000020L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_fromClause_in_selectExpr2862 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0104300000010002L,0x0001200000000000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_matchRecog_in_selectExpr2868 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0104300000010002L,0x0000200000000000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_WHERE_in_selectExpr2874 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x903801E817FD64A0L,0x57FC1C0000FDFFFFL,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000

8000000000000L,0x0000038901D00260L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_whereClause_in_selectExpr2877 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0104300000000002L,0x0000200000000000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_GROUP_in_selectExpr2884 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000080000000000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_BY_in_selectExpr2887 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x903801E817FD64A0L,0x57FC1C0000FDFFFFL,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000

8000000000000L,0x0000038901D00260L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_groupByListExpr_in_selectExpr2890 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0104200000000002L,0x0000200000000000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_HAVING_in_selectExpr2897 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x903801E817FD64A0L,0x57FC1C0000FDFFFFL,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000

8000000000000L,0x0000038901D00260L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_havingClause_in_selectExpr2900 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0104000000000002L,0x0000200000000000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_OUTPUT_in_selectExpr2907 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0130800080005000L,0x0020200000440000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_outputLimit_in_selectExpr2910 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0100000000000002L,0x0000200000000000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_ORDER_in_selectExpr2917 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000080000000000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_BY_in_selectExpr2920 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x903801E817FD64A0L,0x57FC1C0000FDFFFFL,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000

8000000000000L,0x0000038901D00260L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_orderByListExpr_in_selectExpr2923 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L,0x0000200000000000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_ROW_LIMIT_EXPR_in_selectExpr2930 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000800

0000000000L,0x0000030900400020L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_rowLimit_in_selectExpr2933 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_ON_in_onExpr2948 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0008000000000000L,0x0000000000000004L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000008000000020L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_onStreamExpr_in_onExpr2950 = new BitSet(new
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long[]{0x0040000008000000L,0x02008000000A0000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_onDeleteExpr_in_onExpr2955 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_onSelectExpr_in_onExpr2959 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0040000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_onSelectInsertExpr_in_onExpr2962 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0044000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_outputClauseInsert_in_onExpr2965 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_onSetExpr_in_onExpr2972 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_onUpdateExpr_in_onExpr2976 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_onMergeExpr_in_onExpr2980 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_eventFilterExpression_in_onStreamExpr3025 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000020002L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000000020L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_patternInclusionExpression_in_onStreamExpr3029 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000020002L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000000020L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_AS_in_onStreamExpr3033 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000000020L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_IDENT_in_onStreamExpr3037 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_IDENT_in_onStreamExpr3043 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_UPDATE_in_updateExpr3074 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x1000000000000000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_ISTREAM_in_updateExpr3076 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0008000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000008000000020L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_updateDetails_in_updateExpr3078 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_classIdentifier_in_updateDetails3100 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000020000L,0x0000000000080000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000000020L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_AS_in_updateDetails3103 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000000020L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_IDENT_in_updateDetails3107 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000080000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_IDENT_in_updateDetails3113 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000080000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_SET_in_updateDetails3119 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x903801E817FD64A0L,0x57FC1C0000FDFFFFL,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000

8000000000000L,0x0000038901D00260L});
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   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_onSetAssignment_in_updateDetails3121 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000010002L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000002000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_COMMA_in_updateDetails3124 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x903801E817FD64A0L,0x57FC1C0000FDFFFFL,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000

8000000000000L,0x0000038901D00260L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_onSetAssignment_in_updateDetails3126 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000010002L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000002000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_WHERE_in_updateDetails3134 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x903801E817FD64A0L,0x57FC1C0000FDFFFFL,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000

8000000000000L,0x0000038901D00260L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_whereClause_in_updateDetails3136 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_MERGE_in_onMergeExpr3171 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0080000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000000020L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_INTO_in_onMergeExpr3173 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000000020L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_IDENT_in_onMergeExpr3178 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000080030000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000000020L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_AS_in_onMergeExpr3181 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000000020L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_IDENT_in_onMergeExpr3185 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000080030000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000000020L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_IDENT_in_onMergeExpr3191 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000080030000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000000020L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_WHERE_in_onMergeExpr3198 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x903801E817FD64A0L,0x57FC1C0000FDFFFFL,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000

8000000000000L,0x0000038901D00260L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_whereClause_in_onMergeExpr3200 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000080030000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000000020L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_mergeItem_in_onMergeExpr3208 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000080030002L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000000020L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_mergeMatched_in_mergeItem3242 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_mergeUnmatched_in_mergeItem3246 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_WHEN_in_mergeMatched3259 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0400000000000000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_MATCHED_in_mergeMatched3261 = new BitSet(new
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long[]{0x0000000100001000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_AND_EXPR_in_mergeMatched3264 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x903801E817FD64A0L,0x57FC1C0000FDFFFFL,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000

8000000000000L,0x0000038901D00260L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_expression_in_mergeMatched3266 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000100001000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_mergeMatchedItem_in_mergeMatched3270 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000100001002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_THEN_in_mergeMatchedItem3296 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0040000000000000L,0x0000800000020000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_UPDATE_in_mergeMatchedItem3311 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000080000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_SET_in_mergeMatchedItem3313 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x903801E817FD64A0L,0x57FC1C0000FDFFFFL,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000

8000000000000L,0x0000038901D00260L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_onSetAssignment_in_mergeMatchedItem3315 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000010002L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000002000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_COMMA_in_mergeMatchedItem3318 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x903801E817FD64A0L,0x57FC1C0000FDFFFFL,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000

8000000000000L,0x0000038901D00260L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_onSetAssignment_in_mergeMatchedItem3320 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000010002L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000002000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_WHERE_in_mergeMatchedItem3326 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x903801E817FD64A0L,0x57FC1C0000FDFFFFL,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000

8000000000000L,0x0000038901D00260L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_whereClause_in_mergeMatchedItem3328 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_DELETE_in_mergeMatchedItem3340 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000010002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_WHERE_in_mergeMatchedItem3343 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x903801E817FD64A0L,0x57FC1C0000FDFFFFL,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000

8000000000000L,0x0000038901D00260L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_whereClause_in_mergeMatchedItem3345 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_mergeInsert_in_mergeMatchedItem3356 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_WHEN_in_mergeUnmatched3413 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000002000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_NOT_EXPR_in_mergeUnmatched3415 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0400000000000000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_MATCHED_in_mergeUnmatched3417 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000100001000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_AND_EXPR_in_mergeUnmatched3420 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x903801E817FD64A0L,0x57FC1C0000FDFFFFL,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000

8000000000000L,0x0000038901D00260L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_expression_in_mergeUnmatched3422 = new BitSet(new
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long[]{0x0000000100001000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_mergeUnmatchedItem_in_mergeUnmatched3426 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000100001002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_THEN_in_mergeUnmatchedItem3453 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0040000000000000L,0x0000800000020000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_mergeInsert_in_mergeUnmatchedItem3456 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_INSERT_in_mergeInsert3471 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0080000008000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000000040L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_INTO_in_mergeInsert3474 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0008000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000008000000020L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_classIdentifier_in_mergeInsert3476 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000008000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000000040L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_LPAREN_in_mergeInsert3481 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000000020L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_columnList_in_mergeInsert3483 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000000080L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_RPAREN_in_mergeInsert3485 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000008000000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_SELECT_in_mergeInsert3489 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0xB83841E817FD64A0L,0x57FC1C0000FDFFFFL,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000

8000000000000L,0x0000038901D10260L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_selectionList_in_mergeInsert3491 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000010002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_WHERE_in_mergeInsert3494 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x903801E817FD64A0L,0x57FC1C0000FDFFFFL,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000

8000000000000L,0x0000038901D00260L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_whereClause_in_mergeInsert3496 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_INSERT_in_onSelectExpr3542 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x3880000000000000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_insertIntoExpr_in_onSelectExpr3544 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000008000000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_SELECT_in_onSelectExpr3552 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0xB83841E817FD74A0L,0x57FC1C0000FFFFFFL,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000

8000000000000L,0x0000038901D10260L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_AND_EXPR_in_onSelectExpr3555 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000020000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_DELETE_in_onSelectExpr3560 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0xB83841E817FD64A0L,0x57FC1C0000FDFFFFL,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000

8000000000000L,0x0000038901D10260L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_DISTINCT_in_onSelectExpr3564 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0xB83841E817FD64A0L,0x57FC1C0000FDFFFFL,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000
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8000000000000L,0x0000038901D10260L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_selectionList_in_onSelectExpr3567 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0100300400010002L,0x0000200000000000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_onExprFrom_in_onSelectExpr3571 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0100300000010002L,0x0000200000000000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_WHERE_in_onSelectExpr3577 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x903801E817FD64A0L,0x57FC1C0000FDFFFFL,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000

8000000000000L,0x0000038901D00260L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_whereClause_in_onSelectExpr3579 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0100300000000002L,0x0000200000000000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_GROUP_in_onSelectExpr3588 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000080000000000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_BY_in_onSelectExpr3590 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x903801E817FD64A0L,0x57FC1C0000FDFFFFL,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000

8000000000000L,0x0000038901D00260L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_groupByListExpr_in_onSelectExpr3592 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0100200000000002L,0x0000200000000000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_HAVING_in_onSelectExpr3599 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x903801E817FD64A0L,0x57FC1C0000FDFFFFL,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000

8000000000000L,0x0000038901D00260L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_havingClause_in_onSelectExpr3601 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0100000000000002L,0x0000200000000000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_ORDER_in_onSelectExpr3608 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000080000000000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_BY_in_onSelectExpr3610 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x903801E817FD64A0L,0x57FC1C0000FDFFFFL,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000

8000000000000L,0x0000038901D00260L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_orderByListExpr_in_onSelectExpr3612 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L,0x0000200000000000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_ROW_LIMIT_EXPR_in_onSelectExpr3619 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000800

0000000000L,0x0000030900400020L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_rowLimit_in_onSelectExpr3621 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_UPDATE_in_onUpdateExpr3685 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000000020L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_IDENT_in_onUpdateExpr3692 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000020000L,0x0000000000080000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000000020L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_AS_in_onUpdateExpr3695 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000000020L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_IDENT_in_onUpdateExpr3699 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000080000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_IDENT_in_onUpdateExpr3705 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000080000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_SET_in_onUpdateExpr3711 = new BitSet(new
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long[]{0x903801E817FD64A0L,0x57FC1C0000FDFFFFL,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000

8000000000000L,0x0000038901D00260L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_onSetAssignment_in_onUpdateExpr3713 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000010002L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000002000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_COMMA_in_onUpdateExpr3716 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x903801E817FD64A0L,0x57FC1C0000FDFFFFL,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000

8000000000000L,0x0000038901D00260L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_onSetAssignment_in_onUpdateExpr3718 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000010002L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000002000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_WHERE_in_onUpdateExpr3725 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x903801E817FD64A0L,0x57FC1C0000FDFFFFL,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000

8000000000000L,0x0000038901D00260L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_whereClause_in_onUpdateExpr3727 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_INSERT_in_onSelectInsertExpr3778 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x3880000000000000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_insertIntoExpr_in_onSelectInsertExpr3780 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000008000000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_SELECT_in_onSelectInsertExpr3784 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0xB83841E817FD64A0L,0x57FC1C0000FDFFFFL,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000

8000000000000L,0x0000038901D10260L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_selectionList_in_onSelectInsertExpr3786 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000010002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_WHERE_in_onSelectInsertExpr3791 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x903801E817FD64A0L,0x57FC1C0000FDFFFFL,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000

8000000000000L,0x0000038901D00260L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_whereClause_in_onSelectInsertExpr3793 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_OUTPUT_in_outputClauseInsert3824 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0010800000000000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_FIRST_in_outputClauseInsert3829 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_ALL_in_outputClauseInsert3835 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_DELETE_in_onDeleteExpr3877 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000400000000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_onExprFrom_in_onDeleteExpr3881 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000010002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_WHERE_in_onDeleteExpr3886 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x903801E817FD64A0L,0x57FC1C0000FDFFFFL,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000

8000000000000L,0x0000038901D00260L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_whereClause_in_onDeleteExpr3888 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_SET_in_onSetExpr3928 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x903801E817FD64A0L,0x57FC1C0000FDFFFFL,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000

8000000000000L,0x0000038901D00260L});
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   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_onSetAssignment_in_onSetExpr3930 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000002000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_COMMA_in_onSetExpr3933 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x903801E817FD64A0L,0x57FC1C0000FDFFFFL,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000

8000000000000L,0x0000038901D00260L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_onSetAssignment_in_onSetExpr3935 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000002000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_expression_in_onSetAssignment3960 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_FROM_in_onExprFrom3983 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000000020L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_IDENT_in_onExprFrom3987 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000020002L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000000020L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_AS_in_onExprFrom3990 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000000020L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_IDENT_in_onExprFrom3994 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_IDENT_in_onExprFrom4000 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_CREATE_in_createWindowExpr4028 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000020L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_WINDOW_in_createWindowExpr4030 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000000020L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_IDENT_in_createWindowExpr4034 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0008000008020000L,0x0000000000000003L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000008000004060L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_DOT_in_createWindowExpr4037 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000000020L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_viewExpression_in_createWindowExpr4039 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0008000008020000L,0x0000000000000003L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000008000004060L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_DOT_in_createWindowExpr4042 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000000020L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_viewExpression_in_createWindowExpr4044 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0008000008020000L,0x0000000000000003L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000008000004060L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_RETAINUNION_in_createWindowExpr4053 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0008000008020000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000008000000060L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_RETAININTERSECTION_in_createWindowExpr4057 = new BitSet(new
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long[]{0x0008000008020000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000008000000060L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_AS_in_createWindowExpr4061 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0008000008000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000008000000060L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_createWindowExprModelAfter_in_createWindowExpr4076 = new

BitSet(new long[]{0x0040000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_LPAREN_in_createWindowExpr4091 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0008000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000008000000020L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_createColumnList_in_createWindowExpr4093 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000000080L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_RPAREN_in_createWindowExpr4095 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0040000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_INSERT_in_createWindowExpr4112 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000010002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_WHERE_in_createWindowExpr4115 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x903801E817FD64A0L,0x57FC1C0000FDFFFFL,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000

8000000000000L,0x0000038901D00260L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_expression_in_createWindowExpr4117 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_SELECT_in_createWindowExprModelAfter4204 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x803801E807FC4420L,0x47DC1C0000F4FA7FL,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0008

000000000000L,0x0000038901C10020L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_createSelectionList_in_createWindowExprModelAfter4207 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000400000000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_FROM_in_createWindowExprModelAfter4209 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0008000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000008000000020L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_classIdentifier_in_createWindowExprModelAfter4214 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_CREATE_in_createIndexExpr4227 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000800000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000000020L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_IDENT_in_createIndexExpr4232 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000800000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_INDEX_in_createIndexExpr4236 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000000020L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_IDENT_in_createIndexExpr4240 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000020000000000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_ON_in_createIndexExpr4242 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000000020L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_IDENT_in_createIndexExpr4246 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000000040L});
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   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_LPAREN_in_createIndexExpr4248 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000000020L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_createIndexColumnList_in_createIndexExpr4250 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000000080L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_RPAREN_in_createIndexExpr4252 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_createIndexColumn_in_createIndexColumnList4285 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000002000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_COMMA_in_createIndexColumnList4288 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000000020L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_createIndexColumn_in_createIndexColumnList4290 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000002000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_IDENT_in_createIndexColumn4317 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000000020L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_IDENT_in_createIndexColumn4319 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_CREATE_in_createVariableExpr4344 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000100000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000000020L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_IDENT_in_createVariableExpr4348 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000100000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_VARIABLE_in_createVariableExpr4351 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0008000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000008000000020L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_classIdentifier_in_createVariableExpr4353 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000000028L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_LBRACK_in_createVariableExpr4358 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000000010L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_RBRACK_in_createVariableExpr4360 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000000020L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_IDENT_in_createVariableExpr4366 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000008000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_EQUALS_in_createVariableExpr4369 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x903801E817FD64A0L,0x57FC1C0000FDFFFFL,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000

8000000000000L,0x0000038901D00260L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_expression_in_createVariableExpr4371 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_createColumnListElement_in_createColumnList4421 = new BitSet(new
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long[]{0x0000000000000002L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000002000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_COMMA_in_createColumnList4424 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0008000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000008000000020L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_createColumnListElement_in_createColumnList4426 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000002000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_classIdentifierNonGreedy_in_createColumnListElement4454 = new

BitSet(new

long[]{0x0008000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000008000000020L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_classIdentifier_in_createColumnListElement4457 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000000008L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_LBRACK_in_createColumnListElement4462 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000000010L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_RBRACK_in_createColumnListElement4464 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_createSelectionListElement_in_createSelectionList4507 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000002000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_COMMA_in_createSelectionList4510 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x803801E807FC4420L,0x47DC1C0000F4FA7FL,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0008

000000000000L,0x0000038901C10020L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_createSelectionListElement_in_createSelectionList4512 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000002000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_STAR_in_createSelectionListElement4541 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_eventProperty_in_createSelectionListElement4553 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000020002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_AS_in_createSelectionListElement4556 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000000020L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_IDENT_in_createSelectionListElement4560 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_constant_in_createSelectionListElement4581 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000020000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_AS_in_createSelectionListElement4583 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000000020L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_IDENT_in_createSelectionListElement4587 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_CREATE_in_createSchemaExpr4612 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x4000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000000020L});
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   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_IDENT_in_createSchemaExpr4616 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x4000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000000020L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_createSchemaDef_in_createSchemaExpr4619 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_SCHEMA_in_createSchemaDef4644 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000000020L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_IDENT_in_createSchemaDef4648 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0008000000020000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000008000010060L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_AS_in_createSchemaDef4650 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0008000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000008000010060L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_variantList_in_createSchemaDef4663 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000000020L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_LPAREN_in_createSchemaDef4674 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0008000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x00000080000000A0L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_createColumnList_in_createSchemaDef4676 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000000080L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_RPAREN_in_createSchemaDef4679 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000000020L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_createSchemaQual_in_createSchemaDef4688 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000000020L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_DELETE_in_fafDelete4724 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000400000000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_FROM_in_fafDelete4726 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000000020L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_IDENT_in_fafDelete4730 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000030002L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000000020L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_AS_in_fafDelete4733 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000000020L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_IDENT_in_fafDelete4737 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000010002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_IDENT_in_fafDelete4743 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000010002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_WHERE_in_fafDelete4748 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x903801E817FD64A0L,0x57FC1C0000FDFFFFL,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000

8000000000000L,0x0000038901D00260L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_whereClause_in_fafDelete4750 = new BitSet(new
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long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_UPDATE_in_fafUpdate4781 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0008000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000008000000020L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_updateDetails_in_fafUpdate4783 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_CREATE_in_createDataflow4804 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_DATAFLOW_in_createDataflow4806 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000000020L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_IDENT_in_createDataflow4810 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000008020010L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000001020L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_AS_in_createDataflow4812 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000008020010L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000001020L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_gopList_in_createDataflow4815 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_gop_in_gopList4840 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000008020012L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000001020L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_gop_in_gopList4842 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000008020012L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000001020L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_annotationEnum_in_gop4855 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000008000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000001020L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_IDENT_in_gop4861 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000020240L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_SELECT_in_gop4867 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000020240L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_gopParams_in_gop4870 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000020200L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_gopOut_in_gop4873 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000000200L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_LCURLY_in_gop4876 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000008000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000002420L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_gopDetail_in_gop4878 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000002400L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_COMMA_in_gop4881 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000
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0000000000L,0x0000000000000400L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_RCURLY_in_gop4884 = new BitSet(new long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_createSchemaExpr_in_gop4917 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000002000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_COMMA_in_gop4919 = new BitSet(new long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_LPAREN_in_gopParams4933 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0008000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000008000000060L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_gopParamsItemList_in_gopParams4935 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000000080L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_RPAREN_in_gopParams4937 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_gopParamsItem_in_gopParamsItemList4959 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000002000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_COMMA_in_gopParamsItemList4962 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0008000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000008000000060L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_gopParamsItem_in_gopParamsItemList4965 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000002000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_classIdentifier_in_gopParamsItem4984 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000020002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_gopParamsItemMany_in_gopParamsItem4988 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000020002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_gopParamsItemAs_in_gopParamsItem4991 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_LPAREN_in_gopParamsItemMany5021 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0008000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000008000000020L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_classIdentifier_in_gopParamsItemMany5024 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000002000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_COMMA_in_gopParamsItemMany5027 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0008000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000008000000020L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_classIdentifier_in_gopParamsItemMany5030 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000000080L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_RPAREN_in_gopParamsItemMany5033 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_AS_in_gopParamsItemAs5045 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000000020L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_IDENT_in_gopParamsItemAs5049 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});
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   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_FOLLOWED_BY_in_gopOut5071 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0008000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000008000000020L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_gopOutItem_in_gopOut5073 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000002000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_COMMA_in_gopOut5076 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0008000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000008000000020L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_gopOutItem_in_gopOut5078 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000002000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_classIdentifier_in_gopOutItem5104 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000040000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_gopOutTypeList_in_gopOutItem5106 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_LT_in_gopOutTypeList5133 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0008000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000008000100020L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_gopOutTypeParam_in_gopOutTypeList5136 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000082000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_COMMA_in_gopOutTypeList5139 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0008000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000008000100020L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_gopOutTypeParam_in_gopOutTypeList5142 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000082000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_GT_in_gopOutTypeList5146 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_gopOutTypeItem_in_gopOutTypeParam5160 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_QUESTION_in_gopOutTypeParam5166 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_classIdentifier_in_gopOutTypeItem5193 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000040000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_gopOutTypeList_in_gopOutTypeItem5195 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_gopConfig_in_gopDetail5207 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000002000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_COMMA_in_gopDetail5210 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000008000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000000020L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_gopConfig_in_gopDetail5212 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000
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0000000000L,0x0000000000002000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_SELECT_in_gopConfig5236 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000008100L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_COLON_in_gopConfig5239 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000000040L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_EQUALS_in_gopConfig5241 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000000040L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_LPAREN_in_gopConfig5244 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0040000008000000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_selectExpr_in_gopConfig5246 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000000080L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_RPAREN_in_gopConfig5248 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_IDENT_in_gopConfig5265 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000008100L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_COLON_in_gopConfig5268 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x903801E817FD64A0L,0x57FC1C0000FDFFFFL,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000

8000000000000L,0x0000038901D00268L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_EQUALS_in_gopConfig5270 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x903801E817FD64A0L,0x57FC1C0000FDFFFFL,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000

8000000000000L,0x0000038901D00268L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_expression_in_gopConfig5274 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_jsonobject_in_gopConfig5278 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_jsonarray_in_gopConfig5282 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_IDENT_in_streamFilterExpression5315 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000004000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_DOT_in_streamFilterExpression5318 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000000020L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_viewExpression_in_streamFilterExpression5320 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000004000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_DOT_in_streamFilterExpression5323 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000000020L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_viewExpression_in_streamFilterExpression5325 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000004000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_CREATE_in_createContextExpr5341 = new BitSet(new
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long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x4000000000000000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_CONTEXT_in_createContextExpr5343 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000000020L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_IDENT_in_createContextExpr5347 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000100000420000L,0xE008000000000000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_AS_in_createContextExpr5349 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000100000420000L,0xE008000000000000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_createContextDetail_in_createContextExpr5352 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_CREATE_in_createExpressionExpr5377 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x000800000000E000L,0x0800000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000008000001068L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_expressionDecl_in_createExpressionExpr5379 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_createContextChoice_in_createContextDetail5400 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_contextContextNested_in_createContextDetail5405 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000002000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_COMMA_in_createContextDetail5407 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000100000420000L,0xE008000000000000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_contextContextNested_in_createContextDetail5409 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000002000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_COMMA_in_createContextDetail5412 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000100000420000L,0xE008000000000000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_contextContextNested_in_createContextDetail5414 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000002000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_CONTEXT_in_contextContextNested5440 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000000020L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_IDENT_in_contextContextNested5444 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000100000420000L,0xA008000000000000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_AS_in_contextContextNested5446 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000100000400000L,0xA008000000000000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_createContextChoice_in_contextContextNested5449 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_START_in_createContextChoice5474 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0008000000000000L,0x0020000000000004L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000008000001060L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_ATCHAR_in_createContextChoice5477 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000000020L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_IDENT_in_createContextChoice5481 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000200000000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_createContextRangePoint_in_createContextChoice5485 = new BitSet(new
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long[]{0x0000000200000000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_END_in_createContextChoice5488 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0008000000000000L,0x0020000000000004L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000008000001060L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_createContextRangePoint_in_createContextChoice5490 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_INITIATED_in_createContextChoice5510 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0008080000000000L,0x0020000000000004L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000008000001060L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_BY_in_createContextChoice5513 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0008000000000000L,0x0020000000000004L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000008000001060L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_ATCHAR_in_createContextChoice5518 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000000020L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_IDENT_in_createContextChoice5522 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000001000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_AND_EXPR_in_createContextChoice5524 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0008000000000000L,0x0020000000000004L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000008000001060L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_createContextRangePoint_in_createContextChoice5528 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000001L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_TERMINATED_in_createContextChoice5530 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0008080000000000L,0x0020000000000004L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000008000001060L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_BY_in_createContextChoice5533 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0008000000000000L,0x0020000000000004L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000008000001060L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_createContextRangePoint_in_createContextChoice5537 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_PARTITION_in_createContextChoice5558 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x803809E807FC4420L,0x47DC000000F4FA7FL,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000

000000000000L,0x0000008000000020L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_BY_in_createContextChoice5561 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x803809E807FC4420L,0x47DC000000F4FA7FL,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000

000000000000L,0x0000008000000020L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_createContextPartitionItem_in_createContextChoice5565 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000002000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_COMMA_in_createContextChoice5568 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x803809E807FC4420L,0x47DC000000F4FA7FL,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000

000000000000L,0x0000008000000020L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_createContextPartitionItem_in_createContextChoice5570 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000002000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_createContextGroupItem_in_createContextChoice5589 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000400000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000002000L});
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   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_COMMA_in_createContextChoice5592 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000100000000000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_createContextGroupItem_in_createContextChoice5594 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000400000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000002000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_FROM_in_createContextChoice5598 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0008000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000008000000020L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_eventFilterExpression_in_createContextChoice5600 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_COALESCE_in_createContextChoice5618 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x803809E807FD44A0L,0x47FC000000FCFA7FL,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000

000000000000L,0x0000008000000020L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_BY_in_createContextChoice5621 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x803809E807FD44A0L,0x47FC000000FCFA7FL,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000

000000000000L,0x0000008000000020L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_createContextCoalesceItem_in_createContextChoice5625 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000002020L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_COMMA_in_createContextChoice5628 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x803809E807FD44A0L,0x47FC000000FCFA7FL,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000

000000000000L,0x0000008000000020L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_createContextCoalesceItem_in_createContextChoice5630 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000002020L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_IDENT_in_createContextChoice5636 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000800

0000000000L,0x0000030900400000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_number_in_createContextChoice5638 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000000020L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_IDENT_in_createContextChoice5643 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_createContextFilter_in_createContextRangePoint5677 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_patternInclusionExpression_in_createContextRangePoint5684 = new

BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000001000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_ATCHAR_in_createContextRangePoint5687 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000000020L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_IDENT_in_createContextRangePoint5691 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_crontabLimitParameterSet_in_createContextRangePoint5710 = new

BitSet(new long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_AFTER_in_createContextRangePoint5715 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000800
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0000000000L,0x0000030900500020L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_timePeriod_in_createContextRangePoint5717 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_eventFilterExpression_in_createContextFilter5738 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000020002L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000000020L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_AS_in_createContextFilter5741 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000000020L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_IDENT_in_createContextFilter5746 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_eventProperty_in_createContextPartitionItem5773 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000400001000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000002000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_AND_EXPR_in_createContextPartitionItem5777 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x803801E807FC4420L,0x47DC000000F4FA7FL,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000

000000000000L,0x0000008000000020L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_COMMA_in_createContextPartitionItem5779 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x803801E807FC4420L,0x47DC000000F4FA7FL,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000

000000000000L,0x0000008000000020L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_eventProperty_in_createContextPartitionItem5782 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000400001000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000002000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_FROM_in_createContextPartitionItem5786 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0008000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000008000000020L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_eventFilterExpression_in_createContextPartitionItem5788 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_libFunctionNoClass_in_createContextCoalesceItem5814 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000400000000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_FROM_in_createContextCoalesceItem5816 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0008000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000008000000020L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_eventFilterExpression_in_createContextCoalesceItem5818 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_GROUP_in_createContextGroupItem5842 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x903809E817FD64A0L,0x57FC1C0000FDFFFFL,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000

8000000000000L,0x0000038901D00260L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_BY_in_createContextGroupItem5844 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x903801E817FD64A0L,0x57FC1C0000FDFFFFL,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000

8000000000000L,0x0000038901D00260L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_expression_in_createContextGroupItem5847 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000020000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_AS_in_createContextGroupItem5849 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000000020L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_IDENT_in_createContextGroupItem5853 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});
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   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_IDENT_in_createSchemaQual5883 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000000020L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_columnList_in_createSchemaQual5885 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_variantListElement_in_variantList5911 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000002000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_COMMA_in_variantList5914 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0008000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000008000010020L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_variantListElement_in_variantList5916 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000002000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_STAR_in_variantListElement5943 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_classIdentifier_in_variantListElement5949 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_ISTREAM_in_insertIntoExpr5974 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0080000000000000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_RSTREAM_in_insertIntoExpr5980 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0080000000000000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_IRSTREAM_in_insertIntoExpr5986 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0080000000000000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_INTO_in_insertIntoExpr5990 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0008000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000008000000020L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_classIdentifier_in_insertIntoExpr5992 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000000040L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_LPAREN_in_insertIntoExpr5995 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000000020L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_columnList_in_insertIntoExpr5997 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000000080L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_RPAREN_in_insertIntoExpr5999 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_IDENT_in_columnList6032 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000002000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_COMMA_in_columnList6035 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000000020L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_IDENT_in_columnList6037 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000002000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_streamExpression_in_fromClause6075 = new BitSet(new
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long[]{0x000001F000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000002000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_regularJoin_in_fromClause6078 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_outerJoinList_in_fromClause6082 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_COMMA_in_regularJoin6096 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0008000000000000L,0x000000000000000CL,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000008000000020L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_streamExpression_in_regularJoin6099 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000002000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_outerJoin_in_outerJoinList6113 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x000001F000000002L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000002000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_outerJoin_in_outerJoinList6116 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x000001F000000002L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000002000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_LEFT_in_outerJoin6159 = new BitSet(new long[]{0x0000000800000000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_RIGHT_in_outerJoin6163 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000800000000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_FULL_in_outerJoin6167 = new BitSet(new long[]{0x0000000800000000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_OUTER_in_outerJoin6170 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000002000000000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_INNER_in_outerJoin6191 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000002000000000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_JOIN_in_outerJoin6205 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0008000000000000L,0x000000000000000CL,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000008000000020L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_streamExpression_in_outerJoin6207 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000020000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_outerJoinIdent_in_outerJoin6209 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_ON_in_outerJoinIdent6287 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x803801E807FC4420L,0x47DC000000F4FA7FL,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000

000000000000L,0x0000008000000020L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_outerJoinIdentPair_in_outerJoinIdent6290 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000001002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_AND_EXPR_in_outerJoinIdent6293 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x803801E807FC4420L,0x47DC000000F4FA7FL,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000

000000000000L,0x0000008000000020L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_outerJoinIdentPair_in_outerJoinIdent6296 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000001002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_eventProperty_in_outerJoinIdentPair6311 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000008000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_EQUALS_in_outerJoinIdentPair6313 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x803801E807FC4420L,0x47DC000000F4FA7FL,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000
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000000000000L,0x0000008000000020L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_eventProperty_in_outerJoinIdentPair6316 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_evalOrExpression_in_whereClause6338 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_RSTREAM_in_selectClause6374 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0xB83841E817FD64A0L,0x57FC1C0000FDFFFFL,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000

8000000000000L,0x0000038901D10260L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_ISTREAM_in_selectClause6380 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0xB83841E817FD64A0L,0x57FC1C0000FDFFFFL,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000

8000000000000L,0x0000038901D10260L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_IRSTREAM_in_selectClause6386 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0xB83841E817FD64A0L,0x57FC1C0000FDFFFFL,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000

8000000000000L,0x0000038901D10260L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_DISTINCT_in_selectClause6392 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0xB83841E817FD64A0L,0x57FC1C0000FDFFFFL,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000

8000000000000L,0x0000038901D10260L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_selectionList_in_selectClause6395 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_selectionListElement_in_selectionList6426 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000002000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_COMMA_in_selectionList6429 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0xB83841E817FD64A0L,0x57FC1C0000FDFFFFL,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000

8000000000000L,0x0000038901D10260L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_selectionListElement_in_selectionList6432 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000002000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_STAR_in_selectionListElement6450 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_streamSelector_in_selectionListElement6468 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_selectionListElementExpr_in_selectionListElement6473 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_expression_in_selectionListElementExpr6495 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000020002L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000001000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_selectionListElementAnno_in_selectionListElementExpr6500 = new

BitSet(new long[]{0x0000000000020002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_AS_in_selectionListElementExpr6506 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x803801E807FC4420L,0x47DC000000F4FA7FL,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000

000000000000L,0x0000008000000020L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_keywordAllowedIdent_in_selectionListElementExpr6510 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_ATCHAR_in_selectionListElementAnno6558 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000000020L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_IDENT_in_selectionListElementAnno6562 = new BitSet(new
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long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_IDENT_in_streamSelector6588 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000004000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_DOT_in_streamSelector6590 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000010000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_STAR_in_streamSelector6592 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000020002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_AS_in_streamSelector6595 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000000020L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_IDENT_in_streamSelector6599 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_eventFilterExpression_in_streamExpression6629 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x8000000000020002L,0x0000000000000003L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000004020L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_patternInclusionExpression_in_streamExpression6633 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x8000000000020002L,0x0000000000000003L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000004020L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_databaseJoinExpression_in_streamExpression6637 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x8000000000020002L,0x0000000000000003L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000004020L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_methodJoinExpression_in_streamExpression6641 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x8000000000020002L,0x0000000000000003L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000004020L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_DOT_in_streamExpression6648 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000000020L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_viewExpression_in_streamExpression6650 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x8000000000020002L,0x0000000000000003L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000004020L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_DOT_in_streamExpression6653 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000000020L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_viewExpression_in_streamExpression6655 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x8000000000020002L,0x0000000000000003L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000004020L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_AS_in_streamExpression6662 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000000020L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_IDENT_in_streamExpression6666 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x8000000000000002L,0x0000000000000003L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_IDENT_in_streamExpression6672 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x8000000000000002L,0x0000000000000003L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_UNIDIRECTIONAL_in_streamExpression6679 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L,0x0000000000000003L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_RETAINUNION_in_streamExpression6686 = new BitSet(new
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long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_RETAININTERSECTION_in_streamExpression6690 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_FOR_in_forExpr6746 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000000020L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_IDENT_in_forExpr6750 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000000040L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_LPAREN_in_forExpr6753 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x903801E817FD64A0L,0x57FC1C0000FDFFFFL,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000

8000000000000L,0x0000038901D002E0L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_expressionList_in_forExpr6755 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000000080L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_RPAREN_in_forExpr6758 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_MATCH_RECOGNIZE_in_matchRecog6794 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000000040L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_LPAREN_in_matchRecog6808 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x000A000000000000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_matchRecogPartitionBy_in_matchRecog6814 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x000A000000000000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_matchRecogMeasures_in_matchRecog6821 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000800000000000L,0x0020000000000004L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_matchRecogMatchesSelection_in_matchRecog6826 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000800000000000L,0x0020000000000004L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_matchRecogMatchesAfterSkip_in_matchRecog6832 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000800000000000L,0x0020000000000004L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_matchRecogPattern_in_matchRecog6838 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0004000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000000020L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_matchRecogMatchesInterval_in_matchRecog6844 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0004000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000000020L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_matchRecogDefine_in_matchRecog6850 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000000080L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_RPAREN_in_matchRecog6857 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_PARTITION_in_matchRecogPartitionBy6894 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000080000000000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_BY_in_matchRecogPartitionBy6896 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x903801E817FD64A0L,0x57FC1C0000FDFFFFL,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000

8000000000000L,0x0000038901D00260L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_expression_in_matchRecogPartitionBy6898 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000
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0000000000L,0x0000000000002000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_COMMA_in_matchRecogPartitionBy6901 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x903801E817FD64A0L,0x57FC1C0000FDFFFFL,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000

8000000000000L,0x0000038901D00260L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_expression_in_matchRecogPartitionBy6903 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000002000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_MEASURES_in_matchRecogMeasures6932 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x903801E817FD64A0L,0x57FC1C0000FDFFFFL,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000

8000000000000L,0x0000038901D00260L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_matchRecogMeasureItem_in_matchRecogMeasures6934 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000002000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_COMMA_in_matchRecogMeasures6937 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x903801E817FD64A0L,0x57FC1C0000FDFFFFL,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000

8000000000000L,0x0000038901D00260L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_matchRecogMeasureItem_in_matchRecogMeasures6939 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000002000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_expression_in_matchRecogMeasureItem6964 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000020002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_AS_in_matchRecogMeasureItem6967 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000000020L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_IDENT_in_matchRecogMeasureItem6972 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_ALL_in_matchRecogMatchesSelection7003 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0010000000000000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_MATCHES_in_matchRecogMatchesSelection7006 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_PATTERN_in_matchRecogPattern7021 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000000040L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_LPAREN_in_matchRecogPattern7023 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000000060L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_matchRecogPatternAlteration_in_matchRecogPattern7025 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000000080L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_RPAREN_in_matchRecogPattern7027 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_AFTER_in_matchRecogMatchesAfterSkip7049 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x803801E807FC4420L,0x47DC000000F4FA7FL,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000

000000000000L,0x0000008000000020L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_keywordAllowedIdent_in_matchRecogMatchesAfterSkip7053 = new

BitSet(new

long[]{0x803801E807FC4420L,0x47DC000000F4FA7FL,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000

000000000000L,0x0000008000000020L});
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   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_keywordAllowedIdent_in_matchRecogMatchesAfterSkip7057 = new

BitSet(new

long[]{0x803801E807FC4420L,0x47DC000000F4FA7FL,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000

000000000000L,0x0000008000000020L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_keywordAllowedIdent_in_matchRecogMatchesAfterSkip7061 = new

BitSet(new

long[]{0x803801E807FC4420L,0x47DC000000F4FA7FL,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000

000000000000L,0x0000008000000020L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_keywordAllowedIdent_in_matchRecogMatchesAfterSkip7065 = new

BitSet(new

long[]{0x803801E807FC4420L,0x47DC000000F4FA7FL,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000

000000000000L,0x0000008000000020L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_keywordAllowedIdent_in_matchRecogMatchesAfterSkip7069 = new

BitSet(new long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_IDENT_in_matchRecogMatchesInterval7105 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000800

0000000000L,0x0000030900500020L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_timePeriod_in_matchRecogMatchesInterval7107 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_matchRecogPatternConcat_in_matchRecogPatternAlteration7133 = new

BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000200000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_BOR_in_matchRecogPatternAlteration7138 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000000060L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_matchRecogPatternConcat_in_matchRecogPatternAlteration7140 = new

BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000200000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_matchRecogPatternUnary_in_matchRecogPatternConcat7173 = new

BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000000060L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_matchRecogPatternNested_in_matchRecogPatternUnary7198 = new

BitSet(new long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_matchRecogPatternAtom_in_matchRecogPatternUnary7204 = new

BitSet(new long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_LPAREN_in_matchRecogPatternNested7216 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000000060L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_matchRecogPatternAlteration_in_matchRecogPatternNested7218 = new

BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000000080L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_RPAREN_in_matchRecogPatternNested7220 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000510000L});
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   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_STAR_in_matchRecogPatternNested7225 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_PLUS_in_matchRecogPatternNested7231 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_QUESTION_in_matchRecogPatternNested7237 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_IDENT_in_matchRecogPatternAtom7276 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000510000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_STAR_in_matchRecogPatternAtom7282 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000100000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_PLUS_in_matchRecogPatternAtom7288 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000100000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_QUESTION_in_matchRecogPatternAtom7294 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000100000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_QUESTION_in_matchRecogPatternAtom7300 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_DEFINE_in_matchRecogDefine7344 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000000020L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_matchRecogDefineItem_in_matchRecogDefine7346 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000002000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_COMMA_in_matchRecogDefine7349 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000000020L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_matchRecogDefineItem_in_matchRecogDefine7351 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000002000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_IDENT_in_matchRecogDefineItem7378 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000020000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_AS_in_matchRecogDefineItem7380 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x903801E817FD64A0L,0x57FC1C0000FDFFFFL,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000

8000000000000L,0x0000038901D00260L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_expression_in_matchRecogDefineItem7382 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_PATTERN_in_patternInclusionExpression7407 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000000008L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_LBRACK_in_patternInclusionExpression7409 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x000800000000E000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000008000000068L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_patternExpression_in_patternInclusionExpression7411 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000000010L});
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   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_RBRACK_in_patternInclusionExpression7413 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_SQL_in_databaseJoinExpression7446 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000000100L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_COLON_in_databaseJoinExpression7448 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000000020L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_IDENT_in_databaseJoinExpression7452 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000000008L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_LBRACK_in_databaseJoinExpression7454 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000001800000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_STRING_LITERAL_in_databaseJoinExpression7459 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000010L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000000010L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_QUOTED_STRING_LITERAL_in_databaseJoinExpression7465 = new

BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000010L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000000010L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_METADATASQL_in_databaseJoinExpression7469 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000001800000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_STRING_LITERAL_in_databaseJoinExpression7474 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000000010L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_QUOTED_STRING_LITERAL_in_databaseJoinExpression7480 = new

BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000000010L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_RBRACK_in_databaseJoinExpression7485 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_IDENT_in_methodJoinExpression7536 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000000100L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_COLON_in_methodJoinExpression7538 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0008000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000008000000020L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_classIdentifier_in_methodJoinExpression7540 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000000040L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_LPAREN_in_methodJoinExpression7543 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x903801E817FD64A0L,0x57FC1C0000FDFFFFL,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000

8000000000000L,0x0000038901D002E0L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_expressionList_in_methodJoinExpression7545 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000000080L});
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   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_RPAREN_in_methodJoinExpression7548 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_IDENT_in_viewExpression7601 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000000100L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_COLON_in_viewExpression7603 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0200000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000000020L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_IDENT_in_viewExpression7608 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000000040L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_MERGE_in_viewExpression7612 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000000040L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_LPAREN_in_viewExpression7615 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x903801E817FD64A0L,0x57FC1C0000FDFFFFL,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000

8000000000000L,0x0000038901D102E8L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_expressionWithTimeList_in_viewExpression7617 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000000080L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_RPAREN_in_viewExpression7620 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_expression_in_groupByListExpr7680 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000002000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_COMMA_in_groupByListExpr7683 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x903801E817FD64A0L,0x57FC1C0000FDFFFFL,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000

8000000000000L,0x0000038901D00260L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_expression_in_groupByListExpr7685 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000002000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_orderByListElement_in_orderByListExpr7720 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000002000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_COMMA_in_orderByListExpr7723 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x903801E817FD64A0L,0x57FC1C0000FDFFFFL,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000

8000000000000L,0x0000038901D00260L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_orderByListElement_in_orderByListExpr7725 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000002000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_expression_in_orderByListElement7750 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0600000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_ASC_in_orderByListElement7755 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_DESC_in_orderByListElement7759 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_evalOrExpression_in_havingClause7797 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});
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   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_outputLimitAfter_in_outputLimit7835 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0030800080005002L,0x0000000000440000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_ALL_in_outputLimit7850 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000080005002L,0x0000000000400000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_FIRST_in_outputLimit7854 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000080005002L,0x0000000000400000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_LAST_in_outputLimit7858 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000080005002L,0x0000000000400000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_SNAPSHOT_in_outputLimit7862 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000080005002L,0x0000000000400000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_EVERY_EXPR_in_outputLimit7893 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000800

0000000000L,0x0000030900500020L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_timePeriod_in_outputLimit7919 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000001002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_number_in_outputLimit7930 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0008000000000000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_IDENT_in_outputLimit7936 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0008000000000000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_EVENTS_in_outputLimit7942 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000001002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_AT_in_outputLimit7973 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000000040L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_crontabLimitParameterSet_in_outputLimit7975 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000001002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_WHEN_in_outputLimit7992 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x903801E817FD64A0L,0x57FC1C0000FDFFFFL,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000

8000000000000L,0x0000038901D00260L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_expression_in_outputLimit7994 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000100001002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_THEN_in_outputLimit7997 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000080000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_onSetExpr_in_outputLimit7999 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000001002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_WHEN_in_outputLimit8019 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000001L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_TERMINATED_in_outputLimit8021 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000100001002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_AND_EXPR_in_outputLimit8024 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x903801E817FD64A0L,0x57FC1C0000FDFFFFL,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000

8000000000000L,0x0000038901D00260L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_expression_in_outputLimit8026 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000100001002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_THEN_in_outputLimit8031 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000080000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_onSetExpr_in_outputLimit8033 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000001002L});
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   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_outputLimitAndTerm_in_outputLimit8066 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_AND_EXPR_in_outputLimitAndTerm8240 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000080000000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_WHEN_in_outputLimitAndTerm8242 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000001L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_TERMINATED_in_outputLimitAndTerm8244 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000100001002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_AND_EXPR_in_outputLimitAndTerm8247 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x903801E817FD64A0L,0x57FC1C0000FDFFFFL,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000

8000000000000L,0x0000038901D00260L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_expression_in_outputLimitAndTerm8249 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000100000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_THEN_in_outputLimitAndTerm8254 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000080000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_onSetExpr_in_outputLimitAndTerm8256 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_AFTER_in_outputLimitAfter8286 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000800

0000000000L,0x0000030900500020L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_timePeriod_in_outputLimitAfter8289 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_number_in_outputLimitAfter8293 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0008000000000000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_EVENTS_in_outputLimitAfter8295 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_numberconstant_in_rowLimit8341 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L,0x0000400000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000002000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_IDENT_in_rowLimit8347 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L,0x0000400000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000002000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_COMMA_in_rowLimit8354 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000800

0000000000L,0x0000030900400020L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_OFFSET_in_rowLimit8360 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000800

0000000000L,0x0000030900400020L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_numberconstant_in_rowLimit8366 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_IDENT_in_rowLimit8372 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_LPAREN_in_crontabLimitParameterSet8424 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x903801E817FD64A0L,0x57FC1C0000FDFFFFL,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000

8000000000000L,0x0000038901D10268L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_expressionWithTimeList_in_crontabLimitParameterSet8426 = new

BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000
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0000000000L,0x0000000000000080L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_RPAREN_in_crontabLimitParameterSet8428 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_WHEN_in_whenClause8457 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x903801E817FD64A0L,0x57FC1C0000FDFFFFL,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000

8000000000000L,0x0000038901D00260L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_expression_in_whenClause8460 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000100000000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_THEN_in_whenClause8462 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x903801E817FD64A0L,0x57FC1C0000FDFFFFL,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000

8000000000000L,0x0000038901D00260L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_expression_in_whenClause8465 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_ELSE_in_elseClause8478 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x903801E817FD64A0L,0x57FC1C0000FDFFFFL,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000

8000000000000L,0x0000038901D00260L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_expression_in_elseClause8481 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_caseExpression_in_expression8494 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_CASE_in_caseExpression8508 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000080000000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_whenClause_in_caseExpression8511 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x00000002C0000000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_elseClause_in_caseExpression8514 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000200000000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_END_in_caseExpression8517 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_CASE_in_caseExpression8528 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x903801E817FD64A0L,0x57FC1C0000FDFFFFL,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000

8000000000000L,0x0000038901D00260L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_expression_in_caseExpression8530 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000080000000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_whenClause_in_caseExpression8532 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x00000002C0000000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_elseClause_in_caseExpression8535 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000200000000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_END_in_caseExpression8538 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_evalOrExpression_in_caseExpression8562 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_evalAndExpression_in_evalOrExpression8573 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000802L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_OR_EXPR_in_evalOrExpression8578 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x903801E817FD64A0L,0x57FC1C0000FDFFFFL,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000

8000000000000L,0x0000038901D00260L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_evalAndExpression_in_evalOrExpression8580 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000802L});
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   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_bitWiseExpression_in_evalAndExpression8612 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000001002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_AND_EXPR_in_evalAndExpression8617 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x903801E817FD64A0L,0x57FC1C0000FDFFFFL,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000

8000000000000L,0x0000038901D00260L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_bitWiseExpression_in_evalAndExpression8619 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000001002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_negatedExpression_in_bitWiseExpression8651 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000006200000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_BAND_in_bitWiseExpression8656 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x903801E817FD64A0L,0x57FC1C0000FDFFFFL,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000

8000000000000L,0x0000038901D00260L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_BOR_in_bitWiseExpression8659 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x903801E817FD64A0L,0x57FC1C0000FDFFFFL,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000

8000000000000L,0x0000038901D00260L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_BXOR_in_bitWiseExpression8662 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x903801E817FD64A0L,0x57FC1C0000FDFFFFL,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000

8000000000000L,0x0000038901D00260L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_negatedExpression_in_bitWiseExpression8666 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000006200000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_evalEqualsExpression_in_negatedExpression8681 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_NOT_EXPR_in_negatedExpression8687 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x903801E807FD44A0L,0x57FC1C0000FDFFFFL,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000

8000000000000L,0x0000038901D00260L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_evalEqualsExpression_in_negatedExpression8690 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_evalRelationalExpression_in_evalEqualsExpression8703 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000040000000002L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000018008000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_EQUALS_in_evalEqualsExpression8716 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x903B81E807FD44A0L,0x57FC1C0000FDFFFFL,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000

8000000000000L,0x0000038901D00260L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_IS_in_evalEqualsExpression8734 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x903B81E807FD44A0L,0x57FC1C0000FDFFFFL,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000

8000000000000L,0x0000038901D00260L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_IS_in_evalEqualsExpression8748 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000002000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_NOT_EXPR_in_evalEqualsExpression8750 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x903B81E807FD44A0L,0x57FC1C0000FDFFFFL,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000

8000000000000L,0x0000038901D00260L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_SQL_NE_in_evalEqualsExpression8764 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x903B81E807FD44A0L,0x57FC1C0000FDFFFFL,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000

8000000000000L,0x0000038901D00260L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_NOT_EQUAL_in_evalEqualsExpression8778 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x903B81E807FD44A0L,0x57FC1C0000FDFFFFL,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000
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8000000000000L,0x0000038901D00260L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_evalRelationalExpression_in_evalEqualsExpression8808 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000040000000002L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000018008000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_ANY_in_evalEqualsExpression8825 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000000040L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_SOME_in_evalEqualsExpression8831 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000000040L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_ALL_in_evalEqualsExpression8837 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000000040L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_LPAREN_in_evalEqualsExpression8843 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x903801E817FD64A0L,0x57FC1C0000FDFFFFL,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000

8000000000000L,0x0000038901D002E0L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_expressionList_in_evalEqualsExpression8845 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000000080L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_RPAREN_in_evalEqualsExpression8848 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000040000000002L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000018008000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_subSelectGroupExpression_in_evalEqualsExpression8853 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000040000000002L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000018008000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_concatenationExpr_in_evalRelationalExpression9013 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x00000000000023C2L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x00000000600C0000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_LT_in_evalRelationalExpression9045 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x903B81E807FD44A0L,0x57FC1C0000FDFFFFL,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000

8000000000000L,0x0000038901D00260L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_GT_in_evalRelationalExpression9049 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x903B81E807FD44A0L,0x57FC1C0000FDFFFFL,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000

8000000000000L,0x0000038901D00260L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_LE_in_evalRelationalExpression9053 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x903B81E807FD44A0L,0x57FC1C0000FDFFFFL,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000

8000000000000L,0x0000038901D00260L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_GE_in_evalRelationalExpression9057 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x903B81E807FD44A0L,0x57FC1C0000FDFFFFL,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000

8000000000000L,0x0000038901D00260L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_concatenationExpr_in_evalRelationalExpression9081 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x00000000600C0000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_ANY_in_evalRelationalExpression9098 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000000040L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_SOME_in_evalRelationalExpression9104 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000
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0000000000L,0x0000000000000040L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_ALL_in_evalRelationalExpression9110 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000000040L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_LPAREN_in_evalRelationalExpression9116 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x903801E817FD64A0L,0x57FC1C0000FDFFFFL,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000

8000000000000L,0x0000038901D002E0L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_expressionList_in_evalRelationalExpression9118 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000000080L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_RPAREN_in_evalRelationalExpression9121 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x00000000600C0000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_subSelectGroupExpression_in_evalRelationalExpression9126 = new

BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x00000000600C0000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_NOT_EXPR_in_evalRelationalExpression9222 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x00000000000003C0L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_IN_SET_in_evalRelationalExpression9249 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000000048L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_LPAREN_in_evalRelationalExpression9261 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x903801E817FD64A0L,0x57FC1C0000FDFFFFL,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000

8000000000000L,0x0000038901D00260L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_LBRACK_in_evalRelationalExpression9267 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x903801E817FD64A0L,0x57FC1C0000FDFFFFL,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000

8000000000000L,0x0000038901D00260L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_expression_in_evalRelationalExpression9270 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000002190L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_COLON_in_evalRelationalExpression9292 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x903801E817FD64A0L,0x57FC1C0000FDFFFFL,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000

8000000000000L,0x0000038901D00260L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_expression_in_evalRelationalExpression9295 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000000090L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_COMMA_in_evalRelationalExpression9321 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x903801E817FD64A0L,0x57FC1C0000FDFFFFL,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000

8000000000000L,0x0000038901D00260L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_expression_in_evalRelationalExpression9323 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000002090L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_RPAREN_in_evalRelationalExpression9349 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_RBRACK_in_evalRelationalExpression9355 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_IN_SET_in_evalRelationalExpression9478 = new BitSet(new
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long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000000040L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_inSubSelectQuery_in_evalRelationalExpression9480 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_BETWEEN_in_evalRelationalExpression9526 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x903801E807FD44A0L,0x57FC1C0000FDFFFFL,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000

8000000000000L,0x0000038901D00260L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_betweenList_in_evalRelationalExpression9528 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_LIKE_in_evalRelationalExpression9578 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x903801E807FD44A0L,0x57FC1C0000FDFFFFL,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000

8000000000000L,0x0000038901D00260L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_concatenationExpr_in_evalRelationalExpression9580 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000402L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_ESCAPE_in_evalRelationalExpression9583 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000001800000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_stringconstant_in_evalRelationalExpression9585 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_REGEXP_in_evalRelationalExpression9637 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x903801E807FD44A0L,0x57FC1C0000FDFFFFL,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000

8000000000000L,0x0000038901D00260L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_concatenationExpr_in_evalRelationalExpression9639 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_subQueryExpr_in_inSubSelectQuery9701 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_additiveExpression_in_concatenationExpr9726 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000080000000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_LOR_in_concatenationExpr9732 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x903801E807FD44A0L,0x57FC1C0000FDFFFFL,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000

8000000000000L,0x0000038901D00260L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_additiveExpression_in_concatenationExpr9734 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000080000000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_LOR_in_concatenationExpr9738 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x903801E807FD44A0L,0x57FC1C0000FDFFFFL,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000

8000000000000L,0x0000038901D00260L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_additiveExpression_in_concatenationExpr9740 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000080000000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_multiplyExpression_in_additiveExpression9781 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000100400000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_PLUS_in_additiveExpression9786 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x903801E807FD44A0L,0x57FC1C0000FDFFFFL,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000

8000000000000L,0x0000038901D00260L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_MINUS_in_additiveExpression9789 = new BitSet(new
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long[]{0x903801E807FD44A0L,0x57FC1C0000FDFFFFL,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000

8000000000000L,0x0000038901D00260L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_multiplyExpression_in_additiveExpression9793 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000100400000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_unaryExpression_in_multiplyExpression9807 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000600010000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_STAR_in_multiplyExpression9812 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x903801E807FD44A0L,0x57FC1C0000FDFFFFL,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000

8000000000000L,0x0000038901D00260L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_DIV_in_multiplyExpression9815 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x903801E807FD44A0L,0x57FC1C0000FDFFFFL,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000

8000000000000L,0x0000038901D00260L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_MOD_in_multiplyExpression9818 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x903801E807FD44A0L,0x57FC1C0000FDFFFFL,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000

8000000000000L,0x0000038901D00260L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_unaryExpression_in_multiplyExpression9822 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000600010000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_MINUS_in_unaryExpression9837 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x803801E807FC4420L,0x47DC000000F4FA7FL,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000

000000000000L,0x0000008000000020L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_eventProperty_in_unaryExpression9839 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_constant_in_unaryExpression9852 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_substitution_in_unaryExpression9857 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_LPAREN_in_unaryExpression9862 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x903801E817FD64A0L,0x57FC1C0000FDFFFFL,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000

8000000000000L,0x0000038901D00260L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_expression_in_unaryExpression9864 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000000080L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_RPAREN_in_unaryExpression9866 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000004000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_DOT_in_unaryExpression9871 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x803809E807FD44A0L,0x47FC000000FCFA7FL,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000

000000000000L,0x0000008000000020L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_libFunctionNoClass_in_unaryExpression9873 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000004000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_DOT_in_unaryExpression9878 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x803809E807FD44A0L,0x47FC000000FCFA7FL,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000

000000000000L,0x0000008000000020L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_libFunctionNoClass_in_unaryExpression9880 = new BitSet(new
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long[]{0x0000000000000002L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000004000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_eventPropertyOrLibFunction_in_unaryExpression9917 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_builtinFunc_in_unaryExpression9929 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_arrayExpression_in_unaryExpression9935 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_subSelectExpression_in_unaryExpression9940 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000004000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_DOT_in_unaryExpression9945 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x803809E807FD44A0L,0x47FC000000FCFA7FL,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000

000000000000L,0x0000008000000020L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_libFunctionNoClass_in_unaryExpression9947 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000004000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_DOT_in_unaryExpression9952 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x803809E807FD44A0L,0x47FC000000FCFA7FL,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000

000000000000L,0x0000008000000020L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_libFunctionNoClass_in_unaryExpression9954 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000004000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_existsSubSelectExpression_in_unaryExpression9991 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_NEWKW_in_unaryExpression9996 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000000200L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_LCURLY_in_unaryExpression9998 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x803801E807FC4420L,0x47DC000000F4FA7FL,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000

000000000000L,0x0000008000000020L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_newAssign_in_unaryExpression10000 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000002400L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_COMMA_in_unaryExpression10003 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x803801E807FC4420L,0x47DC000000F4FA7FL,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000

000000000000L,0x0000008000000020L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_newAssign_in_unaryExpression10005 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000002400L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_RCURLY_in_unaryExpression10009 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_eventProperty_in_newAssign10031 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000008000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_EQUALS_in_newAssign10034 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x903801E817FD64A0L,0x57FC1C0000FDFFFFL,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000

8000000000000L,0x0000038901D00260L});
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   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_expression_in_newAssign10036 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_subQueryExpr_in_subSelectExpression10064 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_subQueryExpr_in_subSelectGroupExpression10086 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_EXISTS_in_existsSubSelectExpression10108 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000000040L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_subQueryExpr_in_existsSubSelectExpression10110 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_LPAREN_in_subQueryExpr10143 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000008000000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_SELECT_in_subQueryExpr10149 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0xB83841E817FD64A0L,0x57FC1C0000FDFFFFL,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000

8000000000000L,0x0000038901D10260L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_DISTINCT_in_subQueryExpr10152 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0xB83841E817FD64A0L,0x57FC1C0000FDFFFFL,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000

8000000000000L,0x0000038901D10260L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_selectionList_in_subQueryExpr10155 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000400000000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_FROM_in_subQueryExpr10162 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0008000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000008000000020L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_subSelectFilterExpr_in_subQueryExpr10165 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000010000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000000080L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_WHERE_in_subQueryExpr10173 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x903801E817FD64A0L,0x57FC1C0000FDFFFFL,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000

8000000000000L,0x0000038901D00260L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_whereClause_in_subQueryExpr10176 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000000080L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_RPAREN_in_subQueryExpr10185 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_eventFilterExpression_in_subSelectFilterExpr10209 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000020002L,0x0000000000000003L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000004020L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_DOT_in_subSelectFilterExpr10214 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000000020L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_viewExpression_in_subSelectFilterExpr10216 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000020002L,0x0000000000000003L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000004020L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_DOT_in_subSelectFilterExpr10219 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000000020L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_viewExpression_in_subSelectFilterExpr10221 = new BitSet(new
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long[]{0x0000000000020002L,0x0000000000000003L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000004020L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_AS_in_subSelectFilterExpr10228 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000000020L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_IDENT_in_subSelectFilterExpr10232 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L,0x0000000000000003L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_IDENT_in_subSelectFilterExpr10238 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L,0x0000000000000003L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_RETAINUNION_in_subSelectFilterExpr10245 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_RETAININTERSECTION_in_subSelectFilterExpr10249 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_LCURLY_in_arrayExpression10289 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x903801E817FD64A0L,0x57FC1C0000FDFFFFL,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000

8000000000000L,0x0000038901D00660L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_expression_in_arrayExpression10292 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000002400L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_COMMA_in_arrayExpression10295 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x903801E817FD64A0L,0x57FC1C0000FDFFFFL,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000

8000000000000L,0x0000038901D00260L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_expression_in_arrayExpression10297 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000002400L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_RCURLY_in_arrayExpression10304 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000004000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_DOT_in_arrayExpression10309 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x803809E807FD44A0L,0x47FC000000FCFA7FL,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000

000000000000L,0x0000008000000020L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_libFunctionNoClass_in_arrayExpression10311 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000004000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_DOT_in_arrayExpression10316 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x803809E807FD44A0L,0x47FC000000FCFA7FL,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000

000000000000L,0x0000008000000020L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_libFunctionNoClass_in_arrayExpression10318 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000004000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_SUM_in_builtinFunc10367 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000000040L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_LPAREN_in_builtinFunc10370 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x9038C1E817FD64A0L,0x57FC1C0000FDFFFFL,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000

8000000000000L,0x0000038901D00260L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_ALL_in_builtinFunc10374 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x903801E817FD64A0L,0x57FC1C0000FDFFFFL,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000
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8000000000000L,0x0000038901D00260L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_DISTINCT_in_builtinFunc10379 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x903801E817FD64A0L,0x57FC1C0000FDFFFFL,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000

8000000000000L,0x0000038901D00260L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_expression_in_builtinFunc10383 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000002080L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_aggregationFilterExpr_in_builtinFunc10385 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000000080L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_RPAREN_in_builtinFunc10388 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_AVG_in_builtinFunc10394 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000000040L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_LPAREN_in_builtinFunc10397 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x9038C1E817FD64A0L,0x57FC1C0000FDFFFFL,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000

8000000000000L,0x0000038901D00260L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_ALL_in_builtinFunc10401 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x903801E817FD64A0L,0x57FC1C0000FDFFFFL,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000

8000000000000L,0x0000038901D00260L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_DISTINCT_in_builtinFunc10406 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x903801E817FD64A0L,0x57FC1C0000FDFFFFL,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000

8000000000000L,0x0000038901D00260L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_expression_in_builtinFunc10410 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000002080L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_aggregationFilterExpr_in_builtinFunc10412 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000000080L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_RPAREN_in_builtinFunc10415 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_COUNT_in_builtinFunc10421 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000000040L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_LPAREN_in_builtinFunc10424 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x9038C1E817FD64A0L,0x57FC1C0000FDFFFFL,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000

8000000000000L,0x0000038901D10260L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_ALL_in_builtinFunc10436 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x903801E817FD64A0L,0x57FC1C0000FDFFFFL,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000

8000000000000L,0x0000038901D00260L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_DISTINCT_in_builtinFunc10441 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x903801E817FD64A0L,0x57FC1C0000FDFFFFL,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000

8000000000000L,0x0000038901D00260L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_expression_in_builtinFunc10445 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000002080L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_STAR_in_builtinFunc10456 = new BitSet(new
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long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000002080L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_aggregationFilterExpr_in_builtinFunc10467 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000000080L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_RPAREN_in_builtinFunc10470 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_MEDIAN_in_builtinFunc10476 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000000040L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_LPAREN_in_builtinFunc10479 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x9038C1E817FD64A0L,0x57FC1C0000FDFFFFL,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000

8000000000000L,0x0000038901D00260L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_ALL_in_builtinFunc10483 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x903801E817FD64A0L,0x57FC1C0000FDFFFFL,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000

8000000000000L,0x0000038901D00260L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_DISTINCT_in_builtinFunc10488 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x903801E817FD64A0L,0x57FC1C0000FDFFFFL,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000

8000000000000L,0x0000038901D00260L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_expression_in_builtinFunc10492 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000002080L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_aggregationFilterExpr_in_builtinFunc10494 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000000080L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_RPAREN_in_builtinFunc10497 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_STDDEV_in_builtinFunc10503 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000000040L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_LPAREN_in_builtinFunc10506 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x9038C1E817FD64A0L,0x57FC1C0000FDFFFFL,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000

8000000000000L,0x0000038901D00260L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_ALL_in_builtinFunc10510 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x903801E817FD64A0L,0x57FC1C0000FDFFFFL,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000

8000000000000L,0x0000038901D00260L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_DISTINCT_in_builtinFunc10515 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x903801E817FD64A0L,0x57FC1C0000FDFFFFL,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000

8000000000000L,0x0000038901D00260L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_expression_in_builtinFunc10519 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000002080L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_aggregationFilterExpr_in_builtinFunc10521 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000000080L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_RPAREN_in_builtinFunc10524 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_AVEDEV_in_builtinFunc10530 = new BitSet(new
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long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000000040L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_LPAREN_in_builtinFunc10533 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x9038C1E817FD64A0L,0x57FC1C0000FDFFFFL,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000

8000000000000L,0x0000038901D00260L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_ALL_in_builtinFunc10537 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x903801E817FD64A0L,0x57FC1C0000FDFFFFL,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000

8000000000000L,0x0000038901D00260L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_DISTINCT_in_builtinFunc10542 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x903801E817FD64A0L,0x57FC1C0000FDFFFFL,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000

8000000000000L,0x0000038901D00260L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_expression_in_builtinFunc10546 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000002080L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_aggregationFilterExpr_in_builtinFunc10548 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000000080L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_RPAREN_in_builtinFunc10551 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_firstAggregation_in_builtinFunc10557 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_lastAggregation_in_builtinFunc10562 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_windowAggregation_in_builtinFunc10567 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_COALESCE_in_builtinFunc10572 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000000040L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_LPAREN_in_builtinFunc10575 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x903801E817FD64A0L,0x57FC1C0000FDFFFFL,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000

8000000000000L,0x0000038901D00260L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_expression_in_builtinFunc10578 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000002000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_COMMA_in_builtinFunc10580 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x903801E817FD64A0L,0x57FC1C0000FDFFFFL,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000

8000000000000L,0x0000038901D00260L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_expression_in_builtinFunc10583 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000002080L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_COMMA_in_builtinFunc10586 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x903801E817FD64A0L,0x57FC1C0000FDFFFFL,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000

8000000000000L,0x0000038901D00260L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_expression_in_builtinFunc10589 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000002080L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_RPAREN_in_builtinFunc10593 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});
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   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_PREVIOUS_in_builtinFunc10599 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000000040L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_LPAREN_in_builtinFunc10601 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x903801E817FD64A0L,0x57FC1C0000FDFFFFL,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000

8000000000000L,0x0000038901D00260L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_expression_in_builtinFunc10603 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000002080L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_COMMA_in_builtinFunc10606 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x903801E817FD64A0L,0x57FC1C0000FDFFFFL,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000

8000000000000L,0x0000038901D00260L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_expression_in_builtinFunc10608 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000000080L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_RPAREN_in_builtinFunc10612 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000004000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_DOT_in_builtinFunc10617 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x803809E807FD44A0L,0x47FC000000FCFA7FL,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000

000000000000L,0x0000008000000020L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_libFunctionNoClass_in_builtinFunc10619 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000004000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_DOT_in_builtinFunc10624 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x803809E807FD44A0L,0x47FC000000FCFA7FL,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000

000000000000L,0x0000008000000020L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_libFunctionNoClass_in_builtinFunc10626 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000004000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_PREVIOUSTAIL_in_builtinFunc10673 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000000040L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_LPAREN_in_builtinFunc10675 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x903801E817FD64A0L,0x57FC1C0000FDFFFFL,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000

8000000000000L,0x0000038901D00260L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_expression_in_builtinFunc10677 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000002080L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_COMMA_in_builtinFunc10680 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x903801E817FD64A0L,0x57FC1C0000FDFFFFL,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000

8000000000000L,0x0000038901D00260L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_expression_in_builtinFunc10682 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000000080L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_RPAREN_in_builtinFunc10686 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000004000L});
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   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_DOT_in_builtinFunc10691 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x803809E807FD44A0L,0x47FC000000FCFA7FL,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000

000000000000L,0x0000008000000020L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_libFunctionNoClass_in_builtinFunc10693 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000004000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_DOT_in_builtinFunc10698 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x803809E807FD44A0L,0x47FC000000FCFA7FL,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000

000000000000L,0x0000008000000020L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_libFunctionNoClass_in_builtinFunc10700 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000004000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_PREVIOUSCOUNT_in_builtinFunc10747 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000000040L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_LPAREN_in_builtinFunc10750 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x903801E817FD64A0L,0x57FC1C0000FDFFFFL,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000

8000000000000L,0x0000038901D00260L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_expression_in_builtinFunc10753 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000000080L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_RPAREN_in_builtinFunc10755 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_PREVIOUSWINDOW_in_builtinFunc10761 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000000040L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_LPAREN_in_builtinFunc10763 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x903801E817FD64A0L,0x57FC1C0000FDFFFFL,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000

8000000000000L,0x0000038901D00260L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_expression_in_builtinFunc10765 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000000080L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_RPAREN_in_builtinFunc10767 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000004000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_DOT_in_builtinFunc10772 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x803809E807FD44A0L,0x47FC000000FCFA7FL,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000

000000000000L,0x0000008000000020L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_libFunctionNoClass_in_builtinFunc10774 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000004000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_DOT_in_builtinFunc10779 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x803809E807FD44A0L,0x47FC000000FCFA7FL,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000

000000000000L,0x0000008000000020L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_libFunctionNoClass_in_builtinFunc10781 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000004000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_PRIOR_in_builtinFunc10826 = new BitSet(new
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long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000000040L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_LPAREN_in_builtinFunc10829 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000800000000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_NUM_INT_in_builtinFunc10832 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000002000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_COMMA_in_builtinFunc10834 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x803801E807FC4420L,0x47DC000000F4FA7FL,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000

000000000000L,0x0000008000000020L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_eventProperty_in_builtinFunc10837 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000000080L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_RPAREN_in_builtinFunc10839 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_INSTANCEOF_in_builtinFunc10849 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000000040L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_LPAREN_in_builtinFunc10852 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x903801E817FD64A0L,0x57FC1C0000FDFFFFL,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000

8000000000000L,0x0000038901D00260L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_expression_in_builtinFunc10855 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000002000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_COMMA_in_builtinFunc10857 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0008000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000008000000020L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_classIdentifier_in_builtinFunc10860 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000002080L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_COMMA_in_builtinFunc10863 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0008000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000008000000020L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_classIdentifier_in_builtinFunc10866 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000002080L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_RPAREN_in_builtinFunc10870 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_TYPEOF_in_builtinFunc10876 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000000040L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_LPAREN_in_builtinFunc10879 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x903801E817FD64A0L,0x57FC1C0000FDFFFFL,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000

8000000000000L,0x0000038901D00260L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_expression_in_builtinFunc10882 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000000080L});
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   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_RPAREN_in_builtinFunc10884 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_CAST_in_builtinFunc10890 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000000040L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_LPAREN_in_builtinFunc10892 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x903801E817FD64A0L,0x57FC1C0000FDFFFFL,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000

8000000000000L,0x0000038901D00260L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_expression_in_builtinFunc10894 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000020000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000002000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_COMMA_in_builtinFunc10897 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0008000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000008000000020L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_AS_in_builtinFunc10901 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0008000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000008000000020L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_classIdentifier_in_builtinFunc10904 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000000080L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_RPAREN_in_builtinFunc10906 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000004000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_DOT_in_builtinFunc10911 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x803809E807FD44A0L,0x47FC000000FCFA7FL,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000

000000000000L,0x0000008000000020L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_libFunctionNoClass_in_builtinFunc10913 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000004000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_DOT_in_builtinFunc10918 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x803809E807FD44A0L,0x47FC000000FCFA7FL,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000

000000000000L,0x0000008000000020L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_libFunctionNoClass_in_builtinFunc10920 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000004000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_EXISTS_in_builtinFunc10965 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000000040L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_LPAREN_in_builtinFunc10968 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x803801E807FC4420L,0x47DC000000F4FA7FL,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000

000000000000L,0x0000008000000020L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_eventProperty_in_builtinFunc10971 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000000080L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_RPAREN_in_builtinFunc10973 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_CURRENT_TIMESTAMP_in_builtinFunc10979 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000
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0000000000L,0x0000000000004040L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_LPAREN_in_builtinFunc10982 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000000080L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_RPAREN_in_builtinFunc10984 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000004000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_DOT_in_builtinFunc10991 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x803809E807FD44A0L,0x47FC000000FCFA7FL,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000

000000000000L,0x0000008000000020L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_libFunctionNoClass_in_builtinFunc10993 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000004000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_DOT_in_builtinFunc10998 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x803809E807FD44A0L,0x47FC000000FCFA7FL,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000

000000000000L,0x0000008000000020L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_libFunctionNoClass_in_builtinFunc11000 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000004000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_ISTREAM_in_builtinFunc11037 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000000040L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_LPAREN_in_builtinFunc11040 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000000080L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_RPAREN_in_builtinFunc11043 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_FIRST_in_firstAggregation11056 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000000040L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_LPAREN_in_firstAggregation11058 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x903801E817FD64A0L,0x57FC1C0000FDFFFFL,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000

8000000000000L,0x0000038901D102E0L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_accessAggExpr_in_firstAggregation11061 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000002080L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_COMMA_in_firstAggregation11064 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x903801E817FD64A0L,0x57FC1C0000FDFFFFL,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000

8000000000000L,0x0000038901D00260L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_expression_in_firstAggregation11066 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000000080L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_RPAREN_in_firstAggregation11072 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000004000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_DOT_in_firstAggregation11077 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x803809E807FD44A0L,0x47FC000000FCFA7FL,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000

000000000000L,0x0000008000000020L});
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   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_libFunctionNoClass_in_firstAggregation11079 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000004000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_DOT_in_firstAggregation11084 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x803809E807FD44A0L,0x47FC000000FCFA7FL,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000

000000000000L,0x0000008000000020L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_libFunctionNoClass_in_firstAggregation11086 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000004000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_LAST_in_lastAggregation11141 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000000040L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_LPAREN_in_lastAggregation11143 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x903801E817FD64A0L,0x57FC1C0000FDFFFFL,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000

8000000000000L,0x0000038901D102E0L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_accessAggExpr_in_lastAggregation11146 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000002080L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_COMMA_in_lastAggregation11149 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x903801E817FD64A0L,0x57FC1C0000FDFFFFL,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000

8000000000000L,0x0000038901D00260L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_expression_in_lastAggregation11151 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000000080L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_RPAREN_in_lastAggregation11157 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000004000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_DOT_in_lastAggregation11162 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x803809E807FD44A0L,0x47FC000000FCFA7FL,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000

000000000000L,0x0000008000000020L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_libFunctionNoClass_in_lastAggregation11164 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000004000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_DOT_in_lastAggregation11169 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x803809E807FD44A0L,0x47FC000000FCFA7FL,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000

000000000000L,0x0000008000000020L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_libFunctionNoClass_in_lastAggregation11171 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000004000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_WINDOW_in_windowAggregation11227 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000000040L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_LPAREN_in_windowAggregation11229 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x903801E817FD64A0L,0x57FC1C0000FDFFFFL,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000

8000000000000L,0x0000038901D102E0L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_accessAggExpr_in_windowAggregation11231 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000000080L});
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   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_RPAREN_in_windowAggregation11234 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000004000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_DOT_in_windowAggregation11239 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x803809E807FD44A0L,0x47FC000000FCFA7FL,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000

000000000000L,0x0000008000000020L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_libFunctionNoClass_in_windowAggregation11241 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000004000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_DOT_in_windowAggregation11246 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x803809E807FD44A0L,0x47FC000000FCFA7FL,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000

000000000000L,0x0000008000000020L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_libFunctionNoClass_in_windowAggregation11248 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000004000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_STAR_in_accessAggExpr11305 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_propertyStreamSelector_in_accessAggExpr11325 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_expression_in_accessAggExpr11338 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_COMMA_in_aggregationFilterExpr11357 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x903801E817FD64A0L,0x57FC1C0000FDFFFFL,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000

8000000000000L,0x0000038901D00260L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_expression_in_aggregationFilterExpr11359 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_eventProperty_in_eventPropertyOrLibFunction11387 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_libFunction_in_eventPropertyOrLibFunction11392 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_libFunctionWithClass_in_libFunction11404 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000004000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_DOT_in_libFunction11407 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x803809E807FD44A0L,0x47FC000000FCFA7FL,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000

000000000000L,0x0000008000000020L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_libFunctionNoClass_in_libFunction11409 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000004000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_classIdentifierNonGreedy_in_libFunctionWithClass11442 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000004000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_DOT_in_libFunctionWithClass11444 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x803801E807FD44A0L,0x47FC000000FCFA7FL,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000

000000000000L,0x0000008000000020L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_funcIdent_in_libFunctionWithClass11448 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000000040L});
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   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_LPAREN_in_libFunctionWithClass11452 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x9038C1E817FD64A0L,0x57FC1C0000FDFFFFL,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000

8000000000000L,0x0000038901D102E8L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_libFunctionArgs_in_libFunctionWithClass11455 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000000080L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_RPAREN_in_libFunctionWithClass11459 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_funcIdent_in_libFunctionNoClass11492 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000000040L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_LPAREN_in_libFunctionNoClass11497 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x9038C1E817FD64A0L,0x57FC1C0000FDFFFFL,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000

8000000000000L,0x0000038901D102E8L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_libFunctionArgs_in_libFunctionNoClass11500 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000000080L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_RPAREN_in_libFunctionNoClass11504 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_escapableIdent_in_funcIdent11536 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_MAX_in_funcIdent11543 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_MIN_in_funcIdent11555 = new BitSet(new long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_WHERE_in_funcIdent11567 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_SET_in_funcIdent11579 = new BitSet(new long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_AFTER_in_funcIdent11591 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_BETWEEN_in_funcIdent11602 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_ALL_in_libFunctionArgs11619 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x9038C1E817FD64A0L,0x57FC1C0000FDFFFFL,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000

8000000000000L,0x0000038901D10268L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_DISTINCT_in_libFunctionArgs11624 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x9038C1E817FD64A0L,0x57FC1C0000FDFFFFL,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000

8000000000000L,0x0000038901D10268L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_libFunctionArgItem_in_libFunctionArgs11628 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000002000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_COMMA_in_libFunctionArgs11631 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x9038C1E817FD64A0L,0x57FC1C0000FDFFFFL,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000

8000000000000L,0x0000038901D10268L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_libFunctionArgItem_in_libFunctionArgs11634 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000002000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_expressionLambdaDecl_in_libFunctionArgItem11648 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x903801E817FD64A0L,0x57FC1C0000FDFFFFL,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000
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8000000000000L,0x0000038901D10268L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_expressionWithTime_in_libFunctionArgItem11651 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_concatenationExpr_in_betweenList11662 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000001000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_AND_EXPR_in_betweenList11664 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x903801E807FD44A0L,0x57FC1C0000FDFFFFL,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000

8000000000000L,0x0000038901D00260L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_concatenationExpr_in_betweenList11667 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_followedByExpression_in_patternExpression11695 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_orExpression_in_followedByExpression11714 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000001000020000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_followedByRepeat_in_followedByExpression11717 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000001000020000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_FOLLOWED_BY_in_followedByRepeat11770 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x000800000000E000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000008000000068L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_FOLLOWMAX_BEGIN_in_followedByRepeat11777 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x903801E817FD64A0L,0x57FC1C0000FDFFFFL,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000

8000000000000L,0x0000038901D00260L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_expression_in_followedByRepeat11779 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000002000000000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_FOLLOWMAX_END_in_followedByRepeat11781 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x000800000000E000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000008000000068L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_orExpression_in_followedByRepeat11785 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_andExpression_in_orExpression11814 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000802L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_OR_EXPR_in_orExpression11819 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x000800000000E000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000008000000068L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_andExpression_in_orExpression11821 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000802L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_matchUntilExpression_in_andExpression11853 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000001002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_AND_EXPR_in_andExpression11858 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x000800000000E000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000008000000068L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_matchUntilExpression_in_andExpression11860 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000001002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_matchUntilRange_in_matchUntilExpression11895 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x000800000000E000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000
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0000000000L,0x0000008000000068L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_qualifyExpression_in_matchUntilExpression11899 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L,0x0000000000200000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_UNTIL_in_matchUntilExpression11904 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x000800000000E000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000008000000068L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_qualifyExpression_in_matchUntilExpression11906 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_EVERY_EXPR_in_qualifyExpression11971 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x000800000000E000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000008000000068L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_NOT_EXPR_in_qualifyExpression11977 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x000800000000E000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000008000000068L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_EVERY_DISTINCT_EXPR_in_qualifyExpression11983 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000000040L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_distinctExpressionList_in_qualifyExpression11985 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x000800000000E000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000008000000068L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_matchUntilRange_in_qualifyExpression11991 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x000800000000E000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000008000000068L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_guardPostFix_in_qualifyExpression12000 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_LPAREN_in_distinctExpressionList12115 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x903801E817FD64A0L,0x57FC1C0000FDFFFFL,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000

8000000000000L,0x0000038901D10268L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_distinctExpressionAtom_in_distinctExpressionList12117 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000002080L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_COMMA_in_distinctExpressionList12120 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x903801E817FD64A0L,0x57FC1C0000FDFFFFL,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000

8000000000000L,0x0000038901D10268L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_distinctExpressionAtom_in_distinctExpressionList12122 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000002080L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_RPAREN_in_distinctExpressionList12126 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_expressionWithTime_in_distinctExpressionAtom12149 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_atomicExpression_in_guardPostFix12164 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000010002L,0x0080000000000000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_LPAREN_in_guardPostFix12170 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x000800000000E000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000008000000068L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_patternExpression_in_guardPostFix12172 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000
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0000000000L,0x0000000000000080L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_RPAREN_in_guardPostFix12174 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000010002L,0x0080000000000000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_WHERE_in_guardPostFix12181 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000000020L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_guardWhereExpression_in_guardPostFix12183 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_WHILE_in_guardPostFix12191 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000000040L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_guardWhileExpression_in_guardPostFix12193 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_observerExpression_in_atomicExpression12255 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_patternFilterExpression_in_atomicExpression12259 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_IDENT_in_observerExpression12274 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000000100L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_COLON_in_observerExpression12276 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000400000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000000020L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_IDENT_in_observerExpression12281 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000000040L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_AT_in_observerExpression12287 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000000040L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_LPAREN_in_observerExpression12290 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x903801E817FD64A0L,0x57FC1C0000FDFFFFL,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000

8000000000000L,0x0000038901D102E8L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_expressionWithTimeList_in_observerExpression12292 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000000080L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_RPAREN_in_observerExpression12295 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_IDENT_in_guardWhereExpression12344 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000000100L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_COLON_in_guardWhereExpression12346 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000000020L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_IDENT_in_guardWhereExpression12349 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000000040L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_LPAREN_in_guardWhereExpression12351 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x903801E817FD64A0L,0x57FC1C0000FDFFFFL,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000
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8000000000000L,0x0000038901D102E8L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_expressionWithTimeList_in_guardWhereExpression12355 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000000080L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_RPAREN_in_guardWhereExpression12359 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_LPAREN_in_guardWhileExpression12372 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x903801E817FD64A0L,0x57FC1C0000FDFFFFL,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000

8000000000000L,0x0000038901D00260L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_expression_in_guardWhileExpression12375 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000000080L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_RPAREN_in_guardWhileExpression12377 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_LBRACK_in_matchUntilRange12398 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x903801E817FD64A0L,0x57FC1C0000FDFFFFL,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000

8000000000000L,0x0000038901D00360L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_expression_in_matchUntilRange12405 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000000110L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_COLON_in_matchUntilRange12410 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x903801E817FD64A0L,0x57FC1C0000FDFFFFL,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000

8000000000000L,0x0000038901D00270L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_expression_in_matchUntilRange12413 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000000010L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_COLON_in_matchUntilRange12433 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x903801E817FD64A0L,0x57FC1C0000FDFFFFL,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000

8000000000000L,0x0000038901D00260L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_expression_in_matchUntilRange12435 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000000010L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_RBRACK_in_matchUntilRange12446 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_IDENT_in_eventFilterExpression12533 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000008000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_EQUALS_in_eventFilterExpression12535 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0008000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000008000000020L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_classIdentifier_in_eventFilterExpression12544 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000000048L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_LPAREN_in_eventFilterExpression12555 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x903801E817FD64A0L,0x57FC1C0000FDFFFFL,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000

8000000000000L,0x0000038901D002E0L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_expressionList_in_eventFilterExpression12557 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000
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0000000000L,0x0000000000000080L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_RPAREN_in_eventFilterExpression12560 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000000008L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_propertyExpression_in_eventFilterExpression12572 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_propertyExpressionAtomic_in_propertyExpression12617 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000000008L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_propertyExpressionAtomic_in_propertyExpression12620 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000000008L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_LBRACK_in_propertyExpressionAtomic12650 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x903801E81FFD64A0L,0x57FC1C0000FDFFFFL,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000

8000000000000L,0x0000038901D00260L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_propertyExpressionSelect_in_propertyExpressionAtomic12652 = new

BitSet(new

long[]{0x903801E817FD64A0L,0x57FC1C0000FDFFFFL,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000

8000000000000L,0x0000038901D00260L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_expression_in_propertyExpressionAtomic12655 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000030000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000001010L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_propertyExpressionAnnotation_in_propertyExpressionAtomic12657 = new

BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000030000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000000010L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_AS_in_propertyExpressionAtomic12661 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000000020L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_IDENT_in_propertyExpressionAtomic12663 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000010000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000000010L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_WHERE_in_propertyExpressionAtomic12668 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x903801E817FD64A0L,0x57FC1C0000FDFFFFL,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000

8000000000000L,0x0000038901D00260L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_expression_in_propertyExpressionAtomic12670 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000000010L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_RBRACK_in_propertyExpressionAtomic12674 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_SELECT_in_propertyExpressionSelect12732 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x903801E817FD64A0L,0x57FC1C0000FDFFFFL,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000

8000000000000L,0x0000038901D10260L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_propertySelectionList_in_propertyExpressionSelect12734 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000400000000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_FROM_in_propertyExpressionSelect12736 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_ATCHAR_in_propertyExpressionAnnotation12759 = new BitSet(new
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long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000000020L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_IDENT_in_propertyExpressionAnnotation12763 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000000040L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_LPAREN_in_propertyExpressionAnnotation12766 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000000020L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_IDENT_in_propertyExpressionAnnotation12770 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000000080L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_RPAREN_in_propertyExpressionAnnotation12772 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_propertySelectionListElement_in_propertySelectionList12802 = new

BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000002000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_COMMA_in_propertySelectionList12805 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x903801E817FD64A0L,0x57FC1C0000FDFFFFL,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000

8000000000000L,0x0000038901D10260L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_propertySelectionListElement_in_propertySelectionList12808 = new

BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000002000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_STAR_in_propertySelectionListElement12834 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_propertyStreamSelector_in_propertySelectionListElement12850 = new

BitSet(new long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_expression_in_propertySelectionListElement12855 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000020002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_AS_in_propertySelectionListElement12858 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x803801E807FC4420L,0x47DC000000F4FA7FL,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000

000000000000L,0x0000008000000020L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_keywordAllowedIdent_in_propertySelectionListElement12862 = new

BitSet(new long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_IDENT_in_propertyStreamSelector12906 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000004000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_DOT_in_propertyStreamSelector12908 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000010000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_STAR_in_propertyStreamSelector12910 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000020002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_AS_in_propertyStreamSelector12913 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000000020L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_IDENT_in_propertyStreamSelector12917 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});
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   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_IDENT_in_patternFilterExpression12964 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000008000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_EQUALS_in_patternFilterExpression12966 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0008000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000008000000020L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_classIdentifier_in_patternFilterExpression12975 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000001048L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_LPAREN_in_patternFilterExpression12986 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x903801E817FD64A0L,0x57FC1C0000FDFFFFL,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000

8000000000000L,0x0000038901D002E0L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_expressionList_in_patternFilterExpression12988 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000000080L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_RPAREN_in_patternFilterExpression12991 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000001008L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_propertyExpression_in_patternFilterExpression13003 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000001000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_patternFilterAnnotation_in_patternFilterExpression13014 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_ATCHAR_in_patternFilterAnnotation13066 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000000020L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_IDENT_in_patternFilterAnnotation13070 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000000040L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_LPAREN_in_patternFilterAnnotation13073 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000800

0000000000L,0x0000030900400000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_number_in_patternFilterAnnotation13075 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000000080L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_RPAREN_in_patternFilterAnnotation13077 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_escapableStr_in_classIdentifier13113 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000004000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_DOT_in_classIdentifier13132 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0008000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000008000000020L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_escapableStr_in_classIdentifier13136 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000004000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_escapableStr_in_classIdentifierNonGreedy13181 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000
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0000000000L,0x0000000000004000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_DOT_in_classIdentifierNonGreedy13216 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0008000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000008000000020L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_escapableStr_in_classIdentifierNonGreedy13220 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000004000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_expression_in_expressionList13262 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000002000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_COMMA_in_expressionList13265 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x903801E817FD64A0L,0x57FC1C0000FDFFFFL,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000

8000000000000L,0x0000038901D00260L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_expression_in_expressionList13268 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000002000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_expressionWithTimeInclLast_in_expressionWithTimeList13296 = new

BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000002000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_COMMA_in_expressionWithTimeList13299 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x903801E817FD64A0L,0x57FC1C0000FDFFFFL,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000

8000000000000L,0x0000038901D10268L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_expressionWithTimeInclLast_in_expressionWithTimeList13302 = new

BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000002000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_lastWeekdayOperand_in_expressionWithTime13331 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_timePeriod_in_expressionWithTime13342 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_expressionQualifyable_in_expressionWithTime13353 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_rangeOperand_in_expressionWithTime13364 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_frequencyOperand_in_expressionWithTime13376 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_lastOperator_in_expressionWithTime13387 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_weekDayOperator_in_expressionWithTime13399 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_numericParameterList_in_expressionWithTime13411 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_numberSetStar_in_expressionWithTime13416 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_lastOperand_in_expressionWithTimeInclLast13436 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_expressionWithTime_in_expressionWithTimeInclLast13441 = new
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BitSet(new long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_expression_in_expressionQualifyable13452 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0600000000000002L,0x0000007000000000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_ASC_in_expressionQualifyable13457 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_DESC_in_expressionQualifyable13461 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_TIMEPERIOD_SECONDS_in_expressionQualifyable13465 = new

BitSet(new long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_TIMEPERIOD_SECOND_in_expressionQualifyable13469 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_TIMEPERIOD_SEC_in_expressionQualifyable13473 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_STAR_in_numberSetStar13530 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_LW_in_lastWeekdayOperand13550 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_LAST_in_lastOperand13563 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_STAR_in_frequencyOperand13575 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000200000000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_DIV_in_frequencyOperand13577 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000800

0000000000L,0x0000030900500020L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_number_in_frequencyOperand13580 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_IDENT_in_frequencyOperand13584 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_substitution_in_frequencyOperand13586 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_number_in_rangeOperand13635 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000000100L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_IDENT_in_rangeOperand13639 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000000100L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_substitution_in_rangeOperand13641 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000000100L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_COLON_in_rangeOperand13644 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000800

0000000000L,0x0000030900500020L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_number_in_rangeOperand13647 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_IDENT_in_rangeOperand13651 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_substitution_in_rangeOperand13653 = new BitSet(new
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long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_number_in_lastOperator13767 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0020000000000000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_IDENT_in_lastOperator13771 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0020000000000000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_substitution_in_lastOperator13773 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0020000000000000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_LAST_in_lastOperator13776 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_number_in_weekDayOperator13824 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000800L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_IDENT_in_weekDayOperator13828 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000800L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_substitution_in_weekDayOperator13830 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000800L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_WEEKDAY_in_weekDayOperator13833 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_LBRACK_in_numericParameterList13880 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000800

0000000000L,0x0000030900510020L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_numericListParameter_in_numericParameterList13882 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000002010L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_COMMA_in_numericParameterList13885 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000800

0000000000L,0x0000030900510020L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_numericListParameter_in_numericParameterList13887 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000002010L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_RBRACK_in_numericParameterList13891 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_rangeOperand_in_numericListParameter13913 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_frequencyOperand_in_numericListParameter13919 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_numberconstant_in_numericListParameter13924 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_eventPropertyAtomic_in_eventProperty13940 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000004000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_DOT_in_eventProperty13943 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x803801E807FC4420L,0x47DC000000F4FA7FL,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000

000000000000L,0x0000008000000020L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_eventPropertyAtomic_in_eventProperty13945 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000004000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_eventPropertyIdent_in_eventPropertyAtomic13971 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000
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0000000000L,0x0000000000100048L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_LBRACK_in_eventPropertyAtomic13980 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000800000000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_NUM_INT_in_eventPropertyAtomic13984 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000000010L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_RBRACK_in_eventPropertyAtomic13986 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000100000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_QUESTION_in_eventPropertyAtomic13991 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_LPAREN_in_eventPropertyAtomic14005 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000001800000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_STRING_LITERAL_in_eventPropertyAtomic14010 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000000080L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_QUOTED_STRING_LITERAL_in_eventPropertyAtomic14016 = new

BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000000080L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_RPAREN_in_eventPropertyAtomic14019 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000100000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_QUESTION_in_eventPropertyAtomic14024 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_QUESTION_in_eventPropertyAtomic14038 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_keywordAllowedIdent_in_eventPropertyIdent14161 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000004000000000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_ESCAPECHAR_in_eventPropertyIdent14173 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000004000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_DOT_in_eventPropertyIdent14175 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x803801E807FC4422L,0x47DC000000F4FA7FL,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000

000000000000L,0x000000C000000020L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_keywordAllowedIdent_in_eventPropertyIdent14179 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000004000000000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_IDENT_in_keywordAllowedIdent14218 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_TICKED_STRING_LITERAL_in_keywordAllowedIdent14227 = new

BitSet(new long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_AT_in_keywordAllowedIdent14234 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_COUNT_in_keywordAllowedIdent14241 = new BitSet(new
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long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_ESCAPE_in_keywordAllowedIdent14248 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_EVERY_EXPR_in_keywordAllowedIdent14259 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_SUM_in_keywordAllowedIdent14266 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_AVG_in_keywordAllowedIdent14273 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_MAX_in_keywordAllowedIdent14280 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_MIN_in_keywordAllowedIdent14287 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_COALESCE_in_keywordAllowedIdent14294 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_MEDIAN_in_keywordAllowedIdent14301 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_STDDEV_in_keywordAllowedIdent14308 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_AVEDEV_in_keywordAllowedIdent14315 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_EVENTS_in_keywordAllowedIdent14322 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_FIRST_in_keywordAllowedIdent14329 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_LAST_in_keywordAllowedIdent14336 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_WHILE_in_keywordAllowedIdent14343 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_MERGE_in_keywordAllowedIdent14350 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_MATCHED_in_keywordAllowedIdent14357 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_UNIDIRECTIONAL_in_keywordAllowedIdent14364 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_RETAINUNION_in_keywordAllowedIdent14371 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_RETAININTERSECTION_in_keywordAllowedIdent14378 = new

BitSet(new long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_UNTIL_in_keywordAllowedIdent14385 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_PATTERN_in_keywordAllowedIdent14392 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_SQL_in_keywordAllowedIdent14399 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_METADATASQL_in_keywordAllowedIdent14406 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_PREVIOUS_in_keywordAllowedIdent14413 = new BitSet(new
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long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_PREVIOUSTAIL_in_keywordAllowedIdent14420 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_PRIOR_in_keywordAllowedIdent14427 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_WEEKDAY_in_keywordAllowedIdent14434 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_LW_in_keywordAllowedIdent14441 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_INSTANCEOF_in_keywordAllowedIdent14448 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_TYPEOF_in_keywordAllowedIdent14455 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_CAST_in_keywordAllowedIdent14462 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_SNAPSHOT_in_keywordAllowedIdent14469 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_VARIABLE_in_keywordAllowedIdent14476 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_INDEX_in_keywordAllowedIdent14485 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_WINDOW_in_keywordAllowedIdent14494 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_LEFT_in_keywordAllowedIdent14501 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_RIGHT_in_keywordAllowedIdent14508 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_OUTER_in_keywordAllowedIdent14515 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_FULL_in_keywordAllowedIdent14522 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_JOIN_in_keywordAllowedIdent14529 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_DEFINE_in_keywordAllowedIdent14536 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_PARTITION_in_keywordAllowedIdent14543 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_MATCHES_in_keywordAllowedIdent14550 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_CONTEXT_in_keywordAllowedIdent14557 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_FOR_in_keywordAllowedIdent14564 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_USING_in_keywordAllowedIdent14571 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_IDENT_in_escapableStr14592 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_EVENTS_in_escapableStr14601 = new BitSet(new
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long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_TICKED_STRING_LITERAL_in_escapableStr14610 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_IDENT_in_escapableIdent14624 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_TICKED_STRING_LITERAL_in_escapableIdent14632 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_yearPart_in_timePeriod14657 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000800

0000000000L,0x0000030900500020L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_monthPart_in_timePeriod14659 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000800

0000000000L,0x0000030900500020L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_weekPart_in_timePeriod14662 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000800

0000000000L,0x0000030900500020L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_dayPart_in_timePeriod14665 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000800

0000000000L,0x0000030900500020L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_hourPart_in_timePeriod14668 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000800

0000000000L,0x0000030900500020L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_minutePart_in_timePeriod14671 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000800

0000000000L,0x0000030900500020L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_secondPart_in_timePeriod14674 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000800

0000000000L,0x0000030900500020L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_millisecondPart_in_timePeriod14677 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_monthPart_in_timePeriod14683 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000800

0000000000L,0x0000030900500020L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_weekPart_in_timePeriod14685 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000800

0000000000L,0x0000030900500020L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_dayPart_in_timePeriod14688 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000800

0000000000L,0x0000030900500020L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_hourPart_in_timePeriod14691 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000800

0000000000L,0x0000030900500020L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_minutePart_in_timePeriod14694 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000800

0000000000L,0x0000030900500020L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_secondPart_in_timePeriod14697 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000800

0000000000L,0x0000030900500020L});
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   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_millisecondPart_in_timePeriod14700 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_weekPart_in_timePeriod14706 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000800

0000000000L,0x0000030900500020L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_dayPart_in_timePeriod14708 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000800

0000000000L,0x0000030900500020L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_hourPart_in_timePeriod14711 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000800

0000000000L,0x0000030900500020L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_minutePart_in_timePeriod14714 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000800

0000000000L,0x0000030900500020L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_secondPart_in_timePeriod14717 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000800

0000000000L,0x0000030900500020L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_millisecondPart_in_timePeriod14720 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_dayPart_in_timePeriod14726 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000800

0000000000L,0x0000030900500020L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_hourPart_in_timePeriod14728 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000800

0000000000L,0x0000030900500020L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_minutePart_in_timePeriod14731 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000800

0000000000L,0x0000030900500020L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_secondPart_in_timePeriod14734 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000800

0000000000L,0x0000030900500020L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_millisecondPart_in_timePeriod14737 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_hourPart_in_timePeriod14743 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000800

0000000000L,0x0000030900500020L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_minutePart_in_timePeriod14745 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000800

0000000000L,0x0000030900500020L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_secondPart_in_timePeriod14748 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000800

0000000000L,0x0000030900500020L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_millisecondPart_in_timePeriod14751 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_minutePart_in_timePeriod14757 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000800

0000000000L,0x0000030900500020L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_secondPart_in_timePeriod14759 = new BitSet(new
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long[]{0x0000000000000002L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000800

0000000000L,0x0000030900500020L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_millisecondPart_in_timePeriod14762 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_secondPart_in_timePeriod14768 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000800

0000000000L,0x0000030900500020L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_millisecondPart_in_timePeriod14770 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_millisecondPart_in_timePeriod14776 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_numberconstant_in_yearPart14823 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000003000000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_IDENT_in_yearPart14827 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000003000000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_substitution_in_yearPart14829 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000003000000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_TIMEPERIOD_YEARS_in_yearPart14833 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_TIMEPERIOD_YEAR_in_yearPart14837 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_numberconstant_in_monthPart14885 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x000000000C000000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_IDENT_in_monthPart14889 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x000000000C000000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_substitution_in_monthPart14891 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x000000000C000000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_TIMEPERIOD_MONTHS_in_monthPart14895 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_TIMEPERIOD_MONTH_in_monthPart14899 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_numberconstant_in_weekPart14947 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000030000000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_IDENT_in_weekPart14951 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000030000000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_substitution_in_weekPart14953 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000030000000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_TIMEPERIOD_WEEKS_in_weekPart14957 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_TIMEPERIOD_WEEK_in_weekPart14961 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_numberconstant_in_dayPart15009 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x00000000C0000000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_IDENT_in_dayPart15013 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x00000000C0000000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_substitution_in_dayPart15015 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x00000000C0000000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_TIMEPERIOD_DAYS_in_dayPart15019 = new BitSet(new
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long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_TIMEPERIOD_DAY_in_dayPart15023 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_numberconstant_in_hourPart15072 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000300000000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_IDENT_in_hourPart15076 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000300000000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_substitution_in_hourPart15078 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000300000000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_TIMEPERIOD_HOURS_in_hourPart15082 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_TIMEPERIOD_HOUR_in_hourPart15086 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_numberconstant_in_minutePart15135 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000200000L,0x0000000C00000000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_IDENT_in_minutePart15139 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000200000L,0x0000000C00000000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_substitution_in_minutePart15141 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000200000L,0x0000000C00000000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_TIMEPERIOD_MINUTES_in_minutePart15145 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_TIMEPERIOD_MINUTE_in_minutePart15149 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_MIN_in_minutePart15153 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_numberconstant_in_secondPart15203 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000007000000000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_IDENT_in_secondPart15207 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000007000000000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_substitution_in_secondPart15209 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000007000000000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_TIMEPERIOD_SECONDS_in_secondPart15213 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_TIMEPERIOD_SECOND_in_secondPart15217 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_TIMEPERIOD_SEC_in_secondPart15221 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_numberconstant_in_millisecondPart15271 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000038000000000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_IDENT_in_millisecondPart15275 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000038000000000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_substitution_in_millisecondPart15277 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000038000000000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_TIMEPERIOD_MILLISECONDS_in_millisecondPart15281 = new

BitSet(new long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_TIMEPERIOD_MILLISECOND_in_millisecondPart15285 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_TIMEPERIOD_MILLISEC_in_millisecondPart15289 = new BitSet(new
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long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_NUM_INT_in_number15344 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_NUM_LONG_in_number15361 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_NUM_FLOAT_in_number15378 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_NUM_DOUBLE_in_number15395 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_QUESTION_in_substitution15416 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_numberconstant_in_constant15435 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_stringconstant_in_constant15442 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_BOOLEAN_TRUE_in_constant15455 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_BOOLEAN_FALSE_in_constant15475 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_VALUE_NULL_in_constant15495 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_MINUS_in_numberconstant15517 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000800

0000000000L,0x0000030900400000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_PLUS_in_numberconstant15523 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000800

0000000000L,0x0000030900400000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_number_in_numberconstant15527 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_STRING_LITERAL_in_stringconstant15556 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_QUOTED_STRING_LITERAL_in_stringconstant15572 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_constant_in_jsonvalue15593 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_jsonobject_in_jsonvalue15598 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_jsonarray_in_jsonvalue15603 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_LCURLY_in_jsonobject15614 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x803801E807FC4420L,0x47DC000000F4FA7FL,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000

000000000000L,0x0000008001800020L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_jsonmembers_in_jsonobject15616 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000000400L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_RCURLY_in_jsonobject15618 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_LBRACK_in_jsonarray15650 = new BitSet(new
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long[]{0x903801E817FD64A0L,0x57FC1C0000FDFFFFL,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000

8000000000000L,0x0000038901D00278L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_jsonelements_in_jsonarray15652 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000000010L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_RBRACK_in_jsonarray15655 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_jsonvalue_in_jsonelements15678 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000002000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_COMMA_in_jsonelements15681 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x903801E817FD64A0L,0x57FC1C0000FDFFFFL,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000

8000000000000L,0x0000038901D00268L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_jsonvalue_in_jsonelements15684 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000002000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_COMMA_in_jsonelements15689 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_jsonpair_in_jsonmembers15705 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000002000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_COMMA_in_jsonmembers15708 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x803801E807FC4420L,0x47DC000000F4FA7FL,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000

000000000000L,0x0000008001800020L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_jsonpair_in_jsonmembers15711 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000002000L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_COMMA_in_jsonmembers15716 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_stringconstant_in_jsonpair15733 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000000100L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_keywordAllowedIdent_in_jsonpair15737 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000000

0000000000L,0x0000000000000100L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_COLON_in_jsonpair15740 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x903801E817FD64A0L,0x57FC1C0000FDFFFFL,0x0000000000000000L,0x0000000000000000L,0x000

8000000000000L,0x0000038901D00268L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_jsonvalue_in_jsonpair15742 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_streamSelector_in_synpred1_EsperEPL2Grammar6463 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_timePeriod_in_synpred2_EsperEPL2Grammar7914 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_builtinFunc_in_synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar9923 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_propertyStreamSelector_in_synpred4_EsperEPL2Grammar11320 = new

BitSet(new long[]{0x0000000000000002L});
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   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_eventProperty_in_synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar11382 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_propertyStreamSelector_in_synpred6_EsperEPL2Grammar12845 = new

BitSet(new long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_lastWeekdayOperand_in_synpred7_EsperEPL2Grammar13326 = new

BitSet(new long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_timePeriod_in_synpred8_EsperEPL2Grammar13337 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_expressionQualifyable_in_synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar13348 = new

BitSet(new long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_rangeOperand_in_synpred10_EsperEPL2Grammar13359 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_frequencyOperand_in_synpred11_EsperEPL2Grammar13371 = new

BitSet(new long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_lastOperator_in_synpred12_EsperEPL2Grammar13382 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_weekDayOperator_in_synpred13_EsperEPL2Grammar13393 = new

BitSet(new long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_numericParameterList_in_synpred14_EsperEPL2Grammar13406 = new

BitSet(new long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

   public static final BitSet FOLLOW_lastOperand_in_synpred15_EsperEPL2Grammar13431 = new BitSet(new

long[]{0x0000000000000002L});

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.spec;

 

import com.espertech.esper.util.MetaDefItem;

 

import java.io.Serializable;

import java.util.List;

 

/**

* Specification for creating a named window.

*/

public class CreateIndexDesc implements MetaDefItem, Serializable

{

   private static final long serialVersionUID = -6758785746637089810L;

 

   private final boolean unique;

   private final String indexName;

   private final String windowName;
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   private final List<CreateIndexItem> columns;

 

   /**

    * Ctor.

    * @param unique indicator whether unique or not

    * @param indexName index name

    * @param windowName window name

    * @param columns properties to index

    */

   public CreateIndexDesc(boolean unique, String indexName, String windowName, List<CreateIndexItem>

columns) {

       this.unique = unique;

       this.indexName = indexName;

       this.windowName = windowName;

       this.columns = columns;

   }

 

   /**

    * Returns index name.

    * @return index name

    */

   public String getIndexName()

   {

       return indexName;

   }

 

   /**

    * Returns window name.

    * @return window name

    */

   public String getWindowName()

   {

       return windowName;

   }

 

   /**

    * Returns columns.

    * @return columns

    */

   public List<CreateIndexItem> getColumns()

   {

       return columns;

   }

 

   public boolean isUnique() {

       return unique;

   }

}
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/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.expression;

 

import com.espertech.esper.util.MetaDefItem;

 

import java.io.Serializable;

import java.util.Collection;

 

public interface ExprNode extends ExprValidator, MetaDefItem, Serializable {

  

   public ExprEvaluator getExprEvaluator();

 

   /**

    * Returns the expression node rendered as a string.

    * @return string rendering of expression

    */

   public String toExpressionString();

 

   /**

    * Returns true if the expression node's evaluation value doesn't depend on any events data,

    * as must be determined at validation time, which is bottom-up and therefore

    * reliably allows each node to determine constant value.

    * @return true for constant evaluation value, false for non-constant evaluation value

    */

   public boolean isConstantResult();

 

   /**

    * Return true if a expression node semantically equals the current node, or false if not.

    * <p>Concrete implementations should compare the type and any additional information

    * that impact the evaluation of a node.

    * @param node to compare to

    * @return true if semantically equal, or false if not equals

    */

   public boolean equalsNode(ExprNode node);

 

   /**

    * Accept the visitor. The visitor will first visit the parent then visit all child nodes, then their child nodes.

    * <p>The visitor can decide to skip child nodes by returning false in isVisit.
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    * @param visitor to visit each node and each child node.

    */

   public void accept(ExprNodeVisitor visitor);

 

   /**

    * Accept the visitor. The visitor will first visit the parent then visit all child nodes, then their child nodes.

    * <p>The visitor can decide to skip child nodes by returning false in isVisit.

    *

    * @param visitor to visit each node and each child node.

    */

   public void accept(ExprNodeVisitorWithParent visitor);

 

   /**

    * Accept a visitor that receives both parent and child node.

    * @param visitor to apply

    * @param parent node

    */

   public void acceptChildnodes(ExprNodeVisitorWithParent visitor, ExprNode parent);

 

   /**

    * Adds a child node.

    * @param childNode is the child evaluation tree node to add

    */

   public void addChildNode(ExprNode childNode);

 

   /**

    * Adds child nodes.

    * @param childNodes are the child evaluation tree node to add

    */

   public void addChildNodes(Collection<ExprNode> childNodes);

 

   /**

    * Returns list of child nodes.

    * @return list of child nodes

    */

   public ExprNode[] getChildNodes();

 

   public void replaceUnlistedChildNode(ExprNode nodeToReplace, ExprNode newNode);

 

   public void setChildNode(int index, ExprNode newNode);

 

   public void setChildNodes(ExprNode ... nodes);

}

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *
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*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.join.exec.composite;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventPropertyGetter;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluator;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluatorContext;

import com.espertech.esper.event.EventBeanUtility;

 

import java.util.Collection;

import java.util.Map;

import java.util.Set;

import java.util.TreeMap;

 

public class CompositeAccessStrategyLT extends CompositeAccessStrategyRelOpBase implements

CompositeAccessStrategy {

 

   public CompositeAccessStrategyLT(boolean isNWOnTrigger, int lookupStream, int numStreams, ExprEvaluator

key, Class coercionType) {

       super(isNWOnTrigger, lookupStream, numStreams, key, coercionType);

   }

 

   public Set<EventBean> lookup(EventBean theEvent, Map parent, Set<EventBean> result, CompositeIndexQuery

next, ExprEvaluatorContext context) {

       TreeMap index = (TreeMap) parent;

       Object comparable = super.evaluateLookup(theEvent, context);

       if (comparable == null) {

           return null;

       }

       comparable = EventBeanUtility.coerce(comparable, coercionType);

       return CompositeIndexQueryRange.handle(theEvent, index.headMap(comparable), null, result, next);

   }

 

   public Collection<EventBean> lookup(EventBean[] eventsPerStream, Map parent, Collection<EventBean> result,

CompositeIndexQuery next, ExprEvaluatorContext context) {

       TreeMap index = (TreeMap) parent;

       Object comparable = super.evaluatePerStream(eventsPerStream, context);

       if (comparable == null) {

           return null;

       }

       comparable = EventBeanUtility.coerce(comparable, coercionType);

       return CompositeIndexQueryRange.handle(eventsPerStream, index.headMap(comparable), null, result, next);

   }
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}

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.enummethod.eval;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluatorContext;

 

import java.util.Collection;

 

public class EnumEvalSumScalar extends EnumEvalBase implements EnumEval {

 

   private final ExprDotEvalSumMethodFactory sumMethodFactory;

 

   public EnumEvalSumScalar(int streamCountIncoming, ExprDotEvalSumMethodFactory sumMethodFactory) {

       super(streamCountIncoming);

       this.sumMethodFactory = sumMethodFactory;

   }

 

   public Object evaluateEnumMethod(EventBean[] eventsLambda, Collection target, boolean isNewData,

ExprEvaluatorContext context) {

 

       ExprDotEvalSumMethod method = sumMethodFactory.getSumAggregator();

       for (Object next : target) {

           method.enter(next);

       }

       return method.getValue();

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.lookup;
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import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluator;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.join.table.EventTable;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.join.table.PropertyIndexedEventTableSingle;

 

/**

* Index lookup strategy for subqueries.

*/

public class SubordIndexedTableLookupStrategySingleExprFactory implements

SubordTableLookupStrategyFactory

{

   protected final ExprEvaluator evaluator;

   protected boolean isNWOnTrigger;

   protected int streamCountOuter;

 

   public SubordIndexedTableLookupStrategySingleExprFactory(boolean isNWOnTrigger, int streamCountOuter,

SubordPropHashKey hashKey)

   {

       this.streamCountOuter = streamCountOuter;

       this.evaluator = hashKey.getHashKey().getKeyExpr().getExprEvaluator();

       this.isNWOnTrigger = isNWOnTrigger;

   }

 

   public SubordTableLookupStrategy makeStrategy(EventTable eventTable) {

       if (isNWOnTrigger) {

           return new SubordIndexedTableLookupStrategySingleExprNW(evaluator,

(PropertyIndexedEventTableSingle) eventTable);

       }

       else {

           return new SubordIndexedTableLookupStrategySingleExpr(streamCountOuter, evaluator,

(PropertyIndexedEventTableSingle) eventTable);

       }

   }

 

   public String toQueryPlan() {

       return this.getClass().getSimpleName() + " evaluator " + evaluator.getClass().getSimpleName();

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.named;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventType;
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import com.espertech.esper.core.context.util.AgentInstanceContext;

import com.espertech.esper.core.service.StatementResultService;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.core.ResultSetProcessor;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.metric.MetricReportingService;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.metric.StatementMetricHandle;

import org.apache.commons.logging.Log;

import org.apache.commons.logging.LogFactory;

 

/**

* View for the on-delete statement that handles removing events from a named window.

*/

public class NamedWindowOnMergeViewFactory extends NamedWindowOnExprBaseViewFactory

{

   private static final Log log = LogFactory.getLog(NamedWindowOnMergeViewFactory.class);

   private final NamedWindowOnMergeHelper namedWindowOnMergeHelper;

   private final StatementResultService statementResultService;

   private final StatementMetricHandle createNamedWindowMetricHandle;

   private final MetricReportingService metricReportingService;

 

   public NamedWindowOnMergeViewFactory(EventType namedWindowEventType,

NamedWindowOnMergeHelper namedWindowOnMergeHelper, StatementResultService statementResultService,

StatementMetricHandle createNamedWindowMetricHandle, MetricReportingService metricReportingService) {

       super(namedWindowEventType);

       this.namedWindowOnMergeHelper = namedWindowOnMergeHelper;

       this.statementResultService = statementResultService;

       this.createNamedWindowMetricHandle = createNamedWindowMetricHandle;

       this.metricReportingService = metricReportingService;

   }

 

   public NamedWindowOnExprBaseView make(NamedWindowLookupStrategy lookupStrategy,

NamedWindowRootViewInstance namedWindowRootViewInstance, AgentInstanceContext agentInstanceContext,

ResultSetProcessor resultSetProcessor) {

       return new NamedWindowOnMergeView(lookupStrategy, namedWindowRootViewInstance,

agentInstanceContext, this);

   }

 

   public NamedWindowOnMergeHelper getNamedWindowOnMergeHelper() {

       return namedWindowOnMergeHelper;

   }

 

   public StatementResultService getStatementResultService() {

       return statementResultService;

   }

 

   public StatementMetricHandle getCreateNamedWindowMetricHandle() {

       return createNamedWindowMetricHandle;

   }
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   public MetricReportingService getMetricReportingService() {

       return metricReportingService;

   }

}

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.spec;

 

import com.espertech.esper.util.MetaDefItem;

 

import java.io.Serializable;

 

/**

* Specification for the skip-part of match_recognize.

*/

public class MatchRecognizeSkip implements MetaDefItem, Serializable

{

   private MatchRecognizeSkipEnum skip;

   private static final long serialVersionUID = 579228626022249216L;

 

   /**

    * Ctor.

    * @param skip enum

    */

   public MatchRecognizeSkip(MatchRecognizeSkipEnum skip) {

       this.skip = skip;

   }

 

   /**

    * Skip enum.

    * @return skip value

    */

   public MatchRecognizeSkipEnum getSkip() {

       return skip;

   }

 

   /**

    * Sets the skip value.

    * @param skip to set
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    */

   public void setSkip(MatchRecognizeSkipEnum skip)

   {

       this.skip = skip;

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.agg.access;

 

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluator;

 

import java.util.Comparator;

 

public class AggregationStateSortedSpec

{

   private final int streamId;

   private final ExprEvaluator[] criteria;

   private final Comparator<Object> comparator;

   private final Object criteriaKeyBinding;

 

   public AggregationStateSortedSpec(int streamId, ExprEvaluator[] criteria, Comparator<Object> comparator,

Object criteriaKeyBinding) {

       this.streamId = streamId;

       this.criteria = criteria;

       this.comparator = comparator;

       this.criteriaKeyBinding = criteriaKeyBinding;

   }

 

   public int getStreamId() {

       return streamId;

   }

 

   public ExprEvaluator[] getCriteria() {

       return criteria;

   }

 

   public Comparator<Object> getComparator() {

       return comparator;

   }

 

   public Object getCriteriaKeyBinding() {
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       return criteriaKeyBinding;

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.spec;

 

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.*;

import com.espertech.esper.type.OuterJoinType;

import com.espertech.esper.util.MetaDefItem;

 

import java.io.Serializable;

import java.util.Collection;

 

/**

* Contains the ON-clause criteria in an outer join.

*/

public class OuterJoinDesc implements MetaDefItem, Serializable

{

   public static final OuterJoinDesc[] EMPTY_OUTERJOIN_ARRAY = new OuterJoinDesc[0];

 

   private OuterJoinType outerJoinType;

   private ExprIdentNode optLeftNode;

   private ExprIdentNode optRightNode;

   private ExprIdentNode[] optAddLeftNode;

   private ExprIdentNode[] optAddRightNode;

   private static final long serialVersionUID = -2616847070429124382L;

 

   /**

    * Ctor.

    * @param outerJoinType - type of the outer join

    * @param optLeftNode - left hand identifier node

    * @param optRightNode - right hand identifier node

    * @param optAddLeftNode - additional optional left hand identifier nodes for the on-clause in a logical-and

    * @param optAddRightNode - additional optional right hand identifier nodes for the on-clause in a logical-and

    */

   public OuterJoinDesc(OuterJoinType outerJoinType, ExprIdentNode optLeftNode, ExprIdentNode optRightNode,

ExprIdentNode[] optAddLeftNode, ExprIdentNode[] optAddRightNode)

   {

       this.outerJoinType = outerJoinType;

       this.optLeftNode = optLeftNode;

       this.optRightNode = optRightNode;
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       this.optAddLeftNode = optAddLeftNode;

       this.optAddRightNode = optAddRightNode;

   }

 

   /**

    * Returns the type of outer join (left/right/full).

    * @return outer join type

    */

   public OuterJoinType getOuterJoinType()

   {

       return outerJoinType;

   }

 

   /**

    * Returns left hand identifier node.

    * @return left hand

    */

   public ExprIdentNode getOptLeftNode()

   {

       return optLeftNode;

   }

 

   /**

    * Returns right hand identifier node.

    * @return right hand

    */

   public ExprIdentNode getOptRightNode()

   {

       return optRightNode;

   }

 

   /**

    * Returns additional properties in the on-clause, if any, that are connected via logical-and

    * @return additional properties

    */

   public ExprIdentNode[] getAdditionalLeftNodes()

   {

       return optAddLeftNode;

   }

 

   /**

    * Returns additional properties in the on-clause, if any, that are connected via logical-and

    * @return additional properties

    */

   public ExprIdentNode[] getAdditionalRightNodes()

   {

       return optAddRightNode;

   }
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   /**

    * Make an expression node that represents the outer join criteria as specified in the on-clause.

    * @param exprEvaluatorContext context for expression evalauation

    * @return expression node for outer join criteria

    */

   public ExprNode makeExprNode(ExprEvaluatorContext exprEvaluatorContext)

   {

       ExprNode representativeNode = new ExprEqualsNodeImpl(false, false);

       representativeNode.addChildNode(optLeftNode);

       representativeNode.addChildNode(optRightNode);

 

       if (optAddLeftNode == null) {

           topValidate(representativeNode, exprEvaluatorContext);

           return representativeNode;

       }

 

       ExprAndNode andNode = new ExprAndNodeImpl();

       topValidate(representativeNode, exprEvaluatorContext);

       andNode.addChildNode(representativeNode);

       representativeNode = andNode;

 

       for (int i = 0; i < optAddLeftNode.length; i++)

       {

           ExprEqualsNode eqNode = new ExprEqualsNodeImpl(false, false);

           eqNode.addChildNode(optAddLeftNode[i]);

           eqNode.addChildNode(optAddRightNode[i]);

           topValidate(eqNode, exprEvaluatorContext);

           andNode.addChildNode(eqNode);

       }

 

       topValidate(andNode, exprEvaluatorContext);

       return representativeNode;

   }

 

   public static boolean consistsOfAllInnerJoins(OuterJoinDesc[] outerJoinDescList) {

       for (OuterJoinDesc desc : outerJoinDescList) {

           if (desc.getOuterJoinType() != OuterJoinType.INNER) {

               return false;

           }

       }

       return true;

   }

 

   public static OuterJoinDesc[] toArray(Collection<OuterJoinDesc> expressions) {

       if (expressions.isEmpty()) {

           return EMPTY_OUTERJOIN_ARRAY;

       }
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       return expressions.toArray(new OuterJoinDesc[expressions.size()]);

   }

 

   private void topValidate(ExprNode exprNode, ExprEvaluatorContext exprEvaluatorContext) {

       try

       {

           ExprValidationContext validationContext = new ExprValidationContext(null, null, null, null, null,

exprEvaluatorContext, null, null, null, null, null);

           exprNode.validate(validationContext);

       }

       catch (ExprValidationException e)

       {

           throw new IllegalStateException("Failed to make representative node for outer join criteria");

       }

   }

}

<!--

 ~ **************************************************************************************

 ~ * Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

 ~ * http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

 ~ * http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

 ~ * ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

 ~ * The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

 ~ * a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

 ~ **************************************************************************************

 -->

 

<html>

<head></head>

<body>

<p>

	Contains aggregation service and aggregators

</p>

</body>

</html>

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.agg.service;
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import com.espertech.esper.epl.agg.access.AggregationState;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.agg.aggregator.AggregationMethod;

 

/**

* A row in aggregation state, with aging information.

*/

public class AggregationMethodRowAged

{

   private long refcount;

   private long lastUpdateTime;

   private final AggregationMethod[] methods;

   private final AggregationState[] states;

 

   /**

    * Ctor.

    * @param lastUpdateTime time of creation

    * @param refcount number of items in state

    * @param methods aggregations

    * @param states for first/last/window type access

    */

   public AggregationMethodRowAged(long refcount, long lastUpdateTime, AggregationMethod[] methods,

AggregationState[] states)

   {

       this.refcount = refcount;

       this.lastUpdateTime = lastUpdateTime;

       this.methods = methods;

       this.states = states;

   }

 

   /**

    * Returns number of data points.

    * @return data points

    */

   public long getRefcount()

   {

       return refcount;

   }

 

   /**

    * Returns last upd time.

    * @return time

    */

   public long getLastUpdateTime()

   {

       return lastUpdateTime;

   }

 

   /**
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    * Returns aggregation state.

    * @return state

    */

   public AggregationMethod[] getMethods()

   {

       return methods;

   }

 

   /**

    * Set last update time.

    * @param lastUpdateTime time

    */

   public void setLastUpdateTime(long lastUpdateTime)

   {

       this.lastUpdateTime = lastUpdateTime;

   }

 

   /**

    * Increase number of data points by one.

    */

   public void increaseRefcount()

   {

       refcount++;

   }

 

   /**

    * Decrease number of data points by one.

    */

   public void decreaseRefcount()

   {

       refcount--;

   }

 

   /**

    * Returns the states for first/last/window aggregation functions.

    * @return states

    */

   public AggregationState[] getStates()

   {

       return states;

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *
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* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.agg.service;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventType;

import com.espertech.esper.client.annotation.Hint;

import com.espertech.esper.client.annotation.HintEnum;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.agg.access.AggregationAccessorSlotPair;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.*;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.variable.VariableService;

 

import java.lang.annotation.Annotation;

import java.util.*;

 

/**

* Factory for aggregation service instances.

* <p>

* Consolidates aggregation nodes such that result futures point to a single instance and

* no re-evaluation of the same result occurs.

*/

public class AggregationServiceFactoryFactory

{

   /**

    * Produces an aggregation service for use with match-recognice.

    *

    * @param numStreams number of streams

    * @param measureExprNodesPerStream measure nodes

    * @param exprEvaluatorContext context for expression evaluatiom

    * @return service

    */

   public static AggregationServiceMatchRecognizeFactoryDesc getServiceMatchRecognize(int numStreams,

                                                                                      Map<Integer, List<ExprAggregateNode>>

measureExprNodesPerStream,

                                                                                      ExprEvaluatorContext exprEvaluatorContext)

   {

       Map<Integer, List<AggregationServiceAggExpressionDesc>> equivalencyListPerStream = new

TreeMap<Integer, List<AggregationServiceAggExpressionDesc>>();

 

       for (Map.Entry<Integer, List<ExprAggregateNode>> entry : measureExprNodesPerStream.entrySet())

       {

           List<AggregationServiceAggExpressionDesc> equivalencyList = new

ArrayList<AggregationServiceAggExpressionDesc>();

           equivalencyListPerStream.put(entry.getKey(), equivalencyList);

           for (ExprAggregateNode selectAggNode : entry.getValue())

           {

               addEquivalent(selectAggNode, equivalencyList);

           }
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       }

 

       LinkedHashMap<Integer, AggregationMethodFactory[]> aggregatorsPerStream = new

LinkedHashMap<Integer, AggregationMethodFactory[]>();

       Map<Integer, ExprEvaluator[]> evaluatorsPerStream = new HashMap<Integer, ExprEvaluator[]>();

 

       for (Map.Entry<Integer, List<AggregationServiceAggExpressionDesc>> equivalencyPerStream :

equivalencyListPerStream.entrySet())

       {

           int index = 0;

           int stream = equivalencyPerStream.getKey();

 

           AggregationMethodFactory[] aggregators = new

AggregationMethodFactory[equivalencyPerStream.getValue().size()];

           aggregatorsPerStream.put(stream, aggregators);

 

           ExprEvaluator[] evaluators = new ExprEvaluator[equivalencyPerStream.getValue().size()];

           evaluatorsPerStream.put(stream, evaluators);

 

           for (AggregationServiceAggExpressionDesc aggregation : equivalencyPerStream.getValue())

           {

               ExprAggregateNode aggregateNode = aggregation.getAggregationNode();

               if (aggregateNode.getChildNodes().length > 1)

               {

                   evaluators[index] = getMultiNodeEvaluator(aggregateNode.getChildNodes(), exprEvaluatorContext);

               }

               else if (aggregateNode.getChildNodes().length > 0)

               {

                   // Use the evaluation node under the aggregation node to obtain the aggregation value

                   evaluators[index] = aggregateNode.getChildNodes()[0].getExprEvaluator();

               }

               // For aggregation that doesn't evaluate any particular sub-expression, return null on evaluation

               else

               {

                   evaluators[index] = new ExprEvaluator() {

                       public Object evaluate(EventBean[] eventsPerStream, boolean isNewData, ExprEvaluatorContext

exprEvaluatorContext)

                       {

                           return null;

                       }

 

                       public Class getType()

                       {

                           return null;

                       }

                   };

               }
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               aggregators[index] = aggregateNode.getFactory();

               index++;

           }

       }

 

       // Assign a column number to each aggregation node. The regular aggregation goes first followed by access-

aggregation.

       int columnNumber = 0;

       List<AggregationServiceAggExpressionDesc> allExpressions = new

ArrayList<AggregationServiceAggExpressionDesc>();

       for (Map.Entry<Integer, List<AggregationServiceAggExpressionDesc>> equivalencyPerStream :

equivalencyListPerStream.entrySet())

       {

           for (AggregationServiceAggExpressionDesc entry : equivalencyPerStream.getValue())

           {

               entry.setColumnNum(columnNumber++);

           }

           allExpressions.addAll(equivalencyPerStream.getValue());

       }

 

       AggregationServiceMatchRecognizeFactory factory = new

AggregationServiceMatchRecognizeFactoryImpl(numStreams, aggregatorsPerStream, evaluatorsPerStream);

       return new AggregationServiceMatchRecognizeFactoryDesc(factory, allExpressions);

   }

 

   /**

    * Returns an instance to handle the aggregation required by the aggregation expression nodes, depending on

    * whether there are any group-by nodes.

    *

    *

    * @param selectAggregateExprNodes - aggregation nodes extracted out of the select expression

    * @param havingAggregateExprNodes - aggregation nodes extracted out of the select expression

    * @param orderByAggregateExprNodes - aggregation nodes extracted out of the select expression

    * @param hasGroupByClause - indicator on whethere there is group-by required, or group-all

    * @param exprEvaluatorContext context for expression evaluatiom

    * @param annotations - statement annotations

    * @param variableService - variable

    * @param isJoin - true for joins

    * @param whereClause the where-clause function if any

    * @param havingClause the having-clause function if any

    * @return instance for aggregation handling

    * @throws com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprValidationException if validation fails

    */

   public static AggregationServiceFactoryDesc getService(List<ExprAggregateNode> selectAggregateExprNodes,

                                                          List<ExprAggregateNode> havingAggregateExprNodes,

                                                          List<ExprAggregateNode> orderByAggregateExprNodes,

                                                          boolean hasGroupByClause,

                                                          ExprEvaluatorContext exprEvaluatorContext,
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                                                          Annotation[] annotations,

                                                          VariableService variableService,

                                                          boolean isJoin,

                                                          ExprNode whereClause,

                                                          ExprNode havingClause,

                                                          AggregationServiceFactoryService factoryService,

                                                          EventType[] typesPerStream)

           throws ExprValidationException

   {

       // No aggregates used, we do not need this service

       if ((selectAggregateExprNodes.isEmpty()) && (havingAggregateExprNodes.isEmpty()))

       {

           return new AggregationServiceFactoryDesc(factoryService.getNullAggregationService(),

Collections.<AggregationServiceAggExpressionDesc>emptyList());

       }

 

       // Validate the absence of "prev" function in where-clause:

       // Since the "previous" function does not post remove stream results, disallow when used with aggregations.

       if ((whereClause != null) || (havingClause != null)) {

           ExprNodePreviousVisitorWParent visitor = new ExprNodePreviousVisitorWParent();

           if (whereClause != null) {

               whereClause.accept(visitor);

           }

           if (havingClause != null) {

               havingClause.accept(visitor);

           }

           if ((visitor.getPrevious() != null) && (!visitor.getPrevious().isEmpty())) {

               String funcname = visitor.getPrevious().get(0).getSecond().getPreviousType().toString().toLowerCase();

               throw new ExprValidationException("The '" + funcname + "' function may not occur in the where-clause

or having-clause of a statement with aggregations as 'previous' does not provide remove stream data; Use the

'first','last','window' or 'count' aggregation functions instead");

           }

       }

 

       // Compile a map of aggregation nodes and equivalent-to aggregation nodes.

       // Equivalent-to functions are for example "select sum(a*b), 5*sum(a*b)".

       // Reducing the total number of aggregation functions.

       List<AggregationServiceAggExpressionDesc> aggregations = new

ArrayList<AggregationServiceAggExpressionDesc>();

       for (ExprAggregateNode selectAggNode : selectAggregateExprNodes)

       {

           addEquivalent(selectAggNode, aggregations);

       }

       for (ExprAggregateNode havingAggNode : havingAggregateExprNodes)

       {

           addEquivalent(havingAggNode, aggregations);

       }

       for (ExprAggregateNode orderByAggNode : orderByAggregateExprNodes)
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       {

           addEquivalent(orderByAggNode, aggregations);

       }

 

       // Assign a column number to each aggregation node. The regular aggregation goes first followed by access-

aggregation.

       int columnNumber = 0;

       for (AggregationServiceAggExpressionDesc entry : aggregations)

       {

           if (!entry.getFactory().isAccessAggregation()) {

               entry.setColumnNum(columnNumber++);

           }

       }

       for (AggregationServiceAggExpressionDesc entry : aggregations)

       {

           if (entry.getFactory().isAccessAggregation()) {

               entry.setColumnNum(columnNumber++);

           }

       }

 

       // handle regular aggregation (function provides value(s) to aggregate)

       List<AggregationMethodFactory> aggregators = new ArrayList<AggregationMethodFactory>();

       List<ExprEvaluator> evaluators = new ArrayList<ExprEvaluator>();

 

       // Construct a list of evaluation node for the aggregation functions (regular agg).

       // For example "sum(2 * 3)" would make the sum an evaluation node.

       // Also determine all the streams that need direct access and compute a index (slot) for each (access agg).

       for (AggregationServiceAggExpressionDesc aggregation : aggregations)

       {

           ExprAggregateNode aggregateNode = aggregation.getAggregationNode();

           if (!aggregateNode.getFactory().isAccessAggregation()) {

               ExprEvaluator evaluator;

               if (aggregateNode.getChildNodes().length > 1)

               {

                   evaluator = getMultiNodeEvaluator(aggregateNode.getChildNodes(), exprEvaluatorContext);

               }

               else if (aggregateNode.getChildNodes().length > 0)

               {

                   if (aggregateNode.getChildNodes()[0] instanceof ExprNumberSetWildcardMarker) {

                       final Class returnType = typesPerStream != null && typesPerStream.length > 0 ?

typesPerStream[0].getUnderlyingType() : null;

                       if (isJoin || returnType == null) {

                           throw new ExprValidationException("Invalid use of wildcard (*) for stream selection in a join or

an empty from-clause, please use the stream-alias syntax to select a specific stream instead");

                       }

                       evaluator = new ExprEvaluator() {

                           public Object evaluate(EventBean[] eventsPerStream, boolean isNewData, ExprEvaluatorContext

exprEvaluatorContext) {
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                               return eventsPerStream[0].getUnderlying();

                           }

                           public Class getType() {

                               return returnType;

                           }

                       };

                   }

                   else {

                       // Use the evaluation node under the aggregation node to obtain the aggregation value

                       evaluator = aggregateNode.getChildNodes()[0].getExprEvaluator();

                   }

               }

               // For aggregation that doesn't evaluate any particular sub-expression, return null on evaluation

               else

               {

                   evaluator = new ExprEvaluator() {

                       public Object evaluate(EventBean[] eventsPerStream, boolean isNewData, ExprEvaluatorContext

exprEvaluatorContext)

                       {

                           return null;

                       }

                       public Class getType()

                       {

                           return null;

                       }

                   };

               }

               AggregationMethodFactory aggregator = aggregateNode.getFactory();

 

               evaluators.add(evaluator);

               aggregators.add(aggregator);

           }

       }

       ExprEvaluator[] evaluatorsArr = evaluators.toArray(new ExprEvaluator[evaluators.size()]);

       AggregationMethodFactory[] aggregatorsArr = aggregators.toArray(new

AggregationMethodFactory[aggregators.size()]);

 

       // handle access aggregations

       AggregationMultiFunctionAnalysisResult multiFunctionAggPlan =

AggregationMultiFunctionAnalysisHelper.analyzeAccessAggregations(aggregations);

       AggregationAccessorSlotPair[] accessorPairs = multiFunctionAggPlan.getAccessorPairs();

       AggregationStateFactory[] accessAggregations = multiFunctionAggPlan.getStateFactories();

 

       AggregationServiceFactory serviceFactory;

 

       // Handle without a group-by clause: we group all into the same pot

       if (!hasGroupByClause) {

           if ((evaluatorsArr.length > 0) && (accessorPairs.length == 0)) {
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               serviceFactory = factoryService.getNoGroupNoAccess(evaluatorsArr, aggregatorsArr);

           }

           else if ((evaluatorsArr.length == 0) && (accessorPairs.length > 0)) {

               serviceFactory = factoryService.getNoGroupAccessOnly(accessorPairs, accessAggregations, isJoin);

           }

           else {

               serviceFactory = factoryService.getNoGroupAccessMixed(evaluatorsArr, aggregatorsArr, accessorPairs,

accessAggregations, isJoin);

           }

       }

       else {

           boolean hasNoReclaim = HintEnum.DISABLE_RECLAIM_GROUP.getHint(annotations) != null;

           Hint reclaimGroupAged = HintEnum.RECLAIM_GROUP_AGED.getHint(annotations);

           Hint reclaimGroupFrequency = HintEnum.RECLAIM_GROUP_AGED.getHint(annotations);

           if (hasNoReclaim)

           {

               if ((evaluatorsArr.length > 0) && (accessorPairs.length == 0)) {

                   serviceFactory = factoryService.getGroupedNoReclaimNoAccess(evaluatorsArr, aggregatorsArr);

               }

               else if ((evaluatorsArr.length == 0) && (accessorPairs.length > 0)) {

                   serviceFactory = factoryService.getGroupNoReclaimAccessOnly(accessorPairs, accessAggregations,

isJoin);

               }

               else {

                   serviceFactory = factoryService.getGroupNoReclaimMixed(evaluatorsArr, aggregatorsArr,

accessorPairs, accessAggregations, isJoin);

               }

           }

           else if (reclaimGroupAged != null)

           {

               serviceFactory = factoryService.getGroupReclaimAged(evaluatorsArr, aggregatorsArr,

reclaimGroupAged, reclaimGroupFrequency, variableService, accessorPairs, accessAggregations, isJoin);

           }

           else

           {

               if ((evaluatorsArr.length > 0) && (accessorPairs.length == 0)) {

                   serviceFactory = factoryService.getGroupReclaimNoAccess(evaluatorsArr, aggregatorsArr,

accessorPairs, accessAggregations, isJoin);

               }

               else {

                   serviceFactory = factoryService.getGroupReclaimMixable(evaluatorsArr, aggregatorsArr, accessorPairs,

accessAggregations, isJoin);

               }

           }

       }

 

       return new AggregationServiceFactoryDesc(serviceFactory, aggregations);

   }
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   private static ExprEvaluator getMultiNodeEvaluator(ExprNode[] childNodes, ExprEvaluatorContext

exprEvaluatorContext)

   {

       final int size = childNodes.length;

       final ExprNode[] exprNodes = childNodes;

       final Object[] prototype = new Object[size];

 

       // determine constant nodes

       int count = 0;

       for (ExprNode node : exprNodes)

       {

           if (node.isConstantResult())

           {

               prototype[count] = node.getExprEvaluator().evaluate(null, true, exprEvaluatorContext);

           }

           count++;

       }

 

       return new ExprEvaluator() {

           public Object evaluate(EventBean[] eventsPerStream, boolean isNewData, ExprEvaluatorContext

exprEvaluatorContext)

           {

               int count = 0;

               for (ExprNode node : exprNodes)

               {

                   prototype[count] = node.getExprEvaluator().evaluate(eventsPerStream, isNewData,

exprEvaluatorContext);

                   count++;

               }

               return prototype;

           }

 

           public Class getType()

           {

               return Object[].class;

           }

       };

   }

 

   private static void addEquivalent(ExprAggregateNode aggNodeToAdd,

List<AggregationServiceAggExpressionDesc> equivalencyList)

   {

       // Check any same aggregation nodes among all aggregation clauses

       boolean foundEquivalent = false;

       for (AggregationServiceAggExpressionDesc existing : equivalencyList)

       {

           ExprAggregateNode aggNode = existing.getAggregationNode();
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           if (ExprNodeUtility.deepEquals(aggNode, aggNodeToAdd))

           {

               existing.addEquivalent(aggNodeToAdd);

               foundEquivalent = true;

               break;

           }

       }

 

       if (!foundEquivalent)

       {

           equivalencyList.add(new AggregationServiceAggExpressionDesc(aggNodeToAdd,

aggNodeToAdd.getFactory()));

       }

   }

}

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.core.eval;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventType;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.core.SelectExprProcessor;

import com.espertech.esper.event.vaevent.ValueAddEventProcessor;

import org.apache.commons.logging.Log;

import org.apache.commons.logging.LogFactory;

 

import java.util.Collections;

 

public class EvalInsertNoWildcardSingleColCoercionRevisionBeanWrap extends EvalBaseFirstProp implements

SelectExprProcessor {

 

   private static final Log log =

LogFactory.getLog(EvalInsertNoWildcardSingleColCoercionRevisionBeanWrap.class);

 

   private final ValueAddEventProcessor vaeProcessor;

   private final EventType vaeInnerEventType;

 

   public EvalInsertNoWildcardSingleColCoercionRevisionBeanWrap(SelectExprContext selectExprContext,

EventType resultEventType, ValueAddEventProcessor vaeProcessor, EventType vaeInnerEventType) {
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       super(selectExprContext, resultEventType);

       this.vaeProcessor = vaeProcessor;

       this.vaeInnerEventType = vaeInnerEventType;

   }

 

   public EventBean processFirstCol(Object result) {

       EventBean wrappedEvent = super.getEventAdapterService().adapterForBean(result);

       return

vaeProcessor.getValueAddEventBean(super.getEventAdapterService().adapterForTypedWrapper(wrappedEvent,

Collections.EMPTY_MAP, vaeInnerEventType));

   }

}

<!--

 ~ **************************************************************************************

 ~ * Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

 ~ * http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

 ~ * http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

 ~ * ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

 ~ * The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

 ~ * a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

 ~ **************************************************************************************

 -->

 

<html>

<head></head>

<body>

<p>

	Parsers and AST tree walkers and helper classes transforming AST into business objects

</p>

</body>

</html>

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.parse;

 

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprChainedSpec;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprNode;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprTimePeriod;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.generated.EsperEPL2Ast;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.spec.*;

import com.espertech.esper.pattern.EvalFactoryNode;

import com.espertech.esper.util.JavaClassHelper;
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import org.antlr.runtime.tree.Tree;

import org.apache.commons.logging.Log;

import org.apache.commons.logging.LogFactory;

 

import java.util.ArrayList;

import java.util.List;

import java.util.Map;

 

public class ASTContextHelper

{

   private static final Log log = LogFactory.getLog(ASTContextHelper.class);

 

   public static CreateContextDesc walkCreateContext(Tree parent, Map<Tree, ExprNode> astExprNodeMap,

Map<Tree, EvalFactoryNode> astPatternNodeMap, PropertyEvalSpec propertyEvalSpec, FilterSpecRaw filterSpec)

   {

       String contextName = parent.getChild(0).getText();

       Tree detailParent = parent.getChild(1);

 

       ContextDetail contextDetail;

 

       // temporal fixed (start+end) and overlapping (initiated/terminated)

       if (detailParent.getType() == EsperEPL2Ast.CREATE_CTX_INIT || detailParent.getType() ==

EsperEPL2Ast.CREATE_CTX_FIXED) {

           ContextDetailCondition startEndpoint;

           if (detailParent.getType() == EsperEPL2Ast.CREATE_CTX_FIXED) {

               if (detailParent.getChild(0).getType() == EsperEPL2Ast.IDENT) {

                   String ident = detailParent.getChild(0).getText().toLowerCase();

                   if (!ident.equals("now")) {

                       throw new ASTWalkException("Expected 'now' keyword after '@', found '" + ident + "' instead");

                   }

                   startEndpoint = new ContextDetailConditionImmediate();

               }

               else {

                   startEndpoint = getContextCondition(detailParent.getChild(0), astExprNodeMap, astPatternNodeMap,

propertyEvalSpec, false);

               }

           }

           else {

               boolean immediate = false;

               if (detailParent.getChild(detailParent.getChildCount()-1).getType() == EsperEPL2Ast.IDENT) {

                   String ident = detailParent.getChild(detailParent.getChildCount()-1).getText().toLowerCase();

                   if (!ident.equals("now")) {

                       throw new ASTWalkException("Expected 'now' keyword after '@', found '" + ident + "' instead");

                   }

                   immediate = true;

               }

               startEndpoint = getContextCondition(detailParent.getChild(0), astExprNodeMap, astPatternNodeMap,

propertyEvalSpec, immediate);
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           }

           ContextDetailCondition endEndpoint = getContextCondition(detailParent.getChild(1), astExprNodeMap,

astPatternNodeMap, propertyEvalSpec, false);

           boolean overlapping = detailParent.getType() == EsperEPL2Ast.CREATE_CTX_INIT;

           contextDetail = new ContextDetailInitiatedTerminated(startEndpoint, endEndpoint, overlapping);

       }

       // categorized

       else if (detailParent.getType() == EsperEPL2Ast.CREATE_CTX_CAT){

           List<ContextDetailCategoryItem> items = new ArrayList<ContextDetailCategoryItem>();

           for (int i = 0; i < detailParent.getChildCount() -1; i++) {

               Tree categoryParent = detailParent.getChild(i);

               ExprNode exprNode = astExprNodeMap.remove(categoryParent.getChild(0));

               String name = categoryParent.getChild(1).getText();

               items.add(new ContextDetailCategoryItem(exprNode, name));

           }

           filterSpec = ASTExprHelper.walkFilterSpec(detailParent.getChild(detailParent.getChildCount() - 1),

propertyEvalSpec, astExprNodeMap);

           contextDetail = new ContextDetailCategory(items, filterSpec);

       }

       // partitioned

       else if (detailParent.getType() == EsperEPL2Ast.CREATE_CTX_PART){

           List<ContextDetailPartitionItem> rawSpecs = new ArrayList<ContextDetailPartitionItem>();

           for (int i = 0; i < detailParent.getChildCount(); i++) {

 

               Tree partitionParent = detailParent.getChild(i);

               filterSpec = ASTExprHelper.walkFilterSpec(partitionParent.getChild(0), propertyEvalSpec,

astExprNodeMap);

               propertyEvalSpec = null;

 

               List<String> propertyNames = new ArrayList<String>();

               for (int j = 1; j < partitionParent.getChildCount(); j++) {

                   String propertyName = ASTFilterSpecHelper.getPropertyName(partitionParent.getChild(j), 0);

                   propertyNames.add(propertyName);

               }

 

               rawSpecs.add(new ContextDetailPartitionItem(filterSpec, propertyNames));

           }

           contextDetail = new ContextDetailPartitioned(rawSpecs);

       }

       // partitioned

       else if (detailParent.getType() == EsperEPL2Ast.CREATE_CTX_COAL){

           List<ContextDetailHashItem> rawSpecs = new ArrayList<ContextDetailHashItem>();

           int count = 0;

           for (int i = 0; i < detailParent.getChildCount(); i++) {

               Tree hashItemParent = detailParent.getChild(i);

               if (hashItemParent.getType() == EsperEPL2Ast.COALESCE) {

                   count++;

                   ExprChainedSpec func = ASTLibHelper.getLibFunctionChainSpec(hashItemParent.getChild(0),
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astExprNodeMap);

                   filterSpec = ASTExprHelper.walkFilterSpec(hashItemParent.getChild(1), propertyEvalSpec,

astExprNodeMap);

                   propertyEvalSpec = null;

                   rawSpecs.add(new ContextDetailHashItem(func, filterSpec));

               }

           }

 

           String granularity = detailParent.getChild(count).getText();

           if (!granularity.toLowerCase().equals("granularity")) {

               throw new ASTWalkException("Expected 'granularity' keyword after list of coalesce items, found '" +

granularity + "' instead");

           }

           Number num = (Number) ASTConstantHelper.parse(detailParent.getChild(count + 1));

           String preallocateStr = detailParent.getChildCount() - 1 < count+2 ? null : detailParent.getChild(count +

2).getText();

           if (preallocateStr != null && !preallocateStr.toLowerCase().equals("preallocate")) {

               throw new ASTWalkException("Expected 'preallocate' keyword after list of coalesce items, found '" +

preallocateStr + "' instead");

           }

           if (!JavaClassHelper.isNumericNonFP(num.getClass()) || JavaClassHelper.getBoxedType(num.getClass()) ==

Long.class) {

               throw new ASTWalkException("Granularity provided must be an int-type number, received " +

num.getClass() + " instead");

           }

 

           contextDetail = new ContextDetailHash(rawSpecs, num.intValue(), preallocateStr != null);

       }

       else if (detailParent.getType() == EsperEPL2Ast.CREATE_CTX_NESTED) {

           List<CreateContextDesc> contexts = new ArrayList<CreateContextDesc>();

           for (int i = 0; i < detailParent.getChildCount(); i++) {

               Tree parentCreate = detailParent.getChild(i);

               if (parentCreate.getType() != EsperEPL2Ast.CREATE_CTX) {

                   throw new IllegalStateException("Child to nested context is not a context-create but type " +

parentCreate.getType());

               }

               contexts.add(walkCreateContext(parentCreate, astExprNodeMap, astPatternNodeMap, propertyEvalSpec,

filterSpec));

           }

           contextDetail = new ContextDetailNested(contexts);

       }

       else {

           throw new IllegalStateException("Unrecognized context detail type '" + detailParent.getType() + "'");

       }

 

       return new CreateContextDesc(contextName, contextDetail);

   }
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   private static ContextDetailCondition getContextCondition(Tree parent, Map<Tree, ExprNode> astExprNodeMap,

Map<Tree, EvalFactoryNode> astPatternNodeMap, PropertyEvalSpec propertyEvalSpec, boolean immediate) {

       if (parent.getType() == EsperEPL2Ast.CRONTAB_LIMIT_EXPR_PARAM) {

           List<ExprNode> crontab = ASTExprHelper.getRemoveAllChildExpr(parent, astExprNodeMap);

           return new ContextDetailConditionCrontab(crontab, immediate);

       }

       else if (parent.getType() == EsperEPL2Ast.CREATE_CTX_PATTERN) {

           EvalFactoryNode evalNode = astPatternNodeMap.remove(parent.getChild(0).getChild(0));

           boolean inclusive = false;

           if (parent.getChildCount() > 1) {

               String ident = parent.getChild(1).getText();

               if (ident != null && !ident.toLowerCase().equals("inclusive")) {

                   throw new ASTWalkException("Expected 'inclusive' keyword after '@', found '" + ident + "' instead");

               }

               inclusive = true;

           }

           return new ContextDetailConditionPattern(evalNode, inclusive, immediate);

       }

       else if (parent.getType() == EsperEPL2Ast.STREAM_EXPR) {

           FilterSpecRaw filterSpecRaw = ASTExprHelper.walkFilterSpec(parent.getChild(0), propertyEvalSpec,

astExprNodeMap);

           String asName = parent.getChildCount() > 1 ? parent.getChild(1).getText() : null;

           if (immediate) {

               throw new ASTWalkException("Invalid use of 'now' with initiated-by stream, this combination is not

supported");

           }

           return new ContextDetailConditionFilter(filterSpecRaw, asName);

       }

       else if (parent.getType() == EsperEPL2Ast.AFTER) {

           ExprTimePeriod timePeriod = (ExprTimePeriod) astExprNodeMap.remove(parent.getChild(0));

           return new ContextDetailConditionTimePeriod(timePeriod, immediate);

       }

       else {

           throw new IllegalStateException("Unrecognized child type " + parent.getType());

       }

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.join.plan;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventType;
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import com.espertech.esper.epl.join.exec.base.FullTableScanLookupStrategy;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.join.exec.base.JoinExecTableLookupStrategy;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.join.table.EventTable;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.join.table.UnindexedEventTable;

 

import java.util.Collections;

 

/**

* Plan for a full table scan.

*/

public class FullTableScanLookupPlan extends TableLookupPlan

{

   /**

    * Ctor.

    * @param lookupStream - stream that generates event to look up for

    * @param indexedStream - stream to full table scan

    * @param indexNum - index number for the table containing the full unindexed contents

    */

   public FullTableScanLookupPlan(int lookupStream, int indexedStream, String indexNum)

   {

       super(lookupStream, indexedStream, indexNum);

   }

 

   public TableLookupKeyDesc getKeyDescriptor() {

       return new TableLookupKeyDesc(Collections.<QueryGraphValueEntryHashKeyed>emptyList(),

Collections.<QueryGraphValueEntryRange>emptyList());

   }

 

   public JoinExecTableLookupStrategy makeStrategyInternal(EventTable eventTable, EventType[] eventTypes)

   {

       UnindexedEventTable index = (UnindexedEventTable) eventTable;

       return new FullTableScanLookupStrategy(index);

   }

 

   public String toString()

   {

       return "FullTableScanLookupPlan " +

               super.toString();

   }

 

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *
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**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.db;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.ConfigurationDBRef;

 

import java.util.Map;

 

/**

* Column-level configuration settings are held in this immutable descriptor.

*/

public class ColumnSettings

{

   private ConfigurationDBRef.MetadataOriginEnum metadataOriginEnum;

   private ConfigurationDBRef.ColumnChangeCaseEnum columnCaseConversionEnum;

   private Map<Integer, String> javaSqlTypeBinding;

 

   /**

    * Ctor.

    * @param metadataOriginEnum defines how to obtain output columnn metadata

    * @param columnCaseConversionEnum defines if to change case on output columns

    * @param javaSqlTypeBinding is the Java sql types mapping to Java class

    */

   public ColumnSettings(ConfigurationDBRef.MetadataOriginEnum metadataOriginEnum,

                         ConfigurationDBRef.ColumnChangeCaseEnum columnCaseConversionEnum,

                         Map<Integer, String> javaSqlTypeBinding)

   {

       this.metadataOriginEnum = metadataOriginEnum;

       this.columnCaseConversionEnum = columnCaseConversionEnum;

       this.javaSqlTypeBinding = javaSqlTypeBinding;

   }

 

   /**

    * Returns the metadata orgin.

    * @return indicator how the engine obtains output column metadata

    */

   public ConfigurationDBRef.MetadataOriginEnum getMetadataRetrievalEnum()

   {

       return metadataOriginEnum;

   }

 

   /**

    * Returns the change case policy.

    * @return indicator how the engine should change case on output columns

    */

   public ConfigurationDBRef.ColumnChangeCaseEnum getColumnCaseConversionEnum()

   {

       return columnCaseConversionEnum;

   }
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   /**

    * Returns the mapping of java.sql.Types value to Java built-in name (class or simple name).

    * @return map of sql type to Java built-in

    */

   public Map<Integer, String> getJavaSqlTypeBinding()

   {

       return javaSqlTypeBinding;

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.agg.aggregator;

 

import com.espertech.esper.type.MinMaxTypeEnum;

import org.apache.commons.logging.Log;

import org.apache.commons.logging.LogFactory;

 

/**

* Min/max aggregator for all values, not considering events leaving the aggregation (i.e. ever).

*/

public class AggregatorMinMaxEver implements AggregationMethod

{

   private static final Log log = LogFactory.getLog(AggregatorMinMaxEver.class);

 

   protected final MinMaxTypeEnum minMaxTypeEnum;

   protected final Class returnType;

 

   protected Comparable currentMinMax;

 

   /**

    * Ctor.

    *

    * @param minMaxTypeEnum - enum indicating to return minimum or maximum values

    * @param returnType     - is the value type returned by aggregator

    */

   public AggregatorMinMaxEver(MinMaxTypeEnum minMaxTypeEnum, Class returnType)

   {

       this.minMaxTypeEnum = minMaxTypeEnum;

       this.returnType = returnType;

   }
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   public void clear()

   {

       currentMinMax = null;

   }

 

   public void enter(Object object)

   {

       if (object == null)

       {

           return;

       }

       if (currentMinMax == null) {

           currentMinMax = (Comparable) object;

           return;

       }

       if (minMaxTypeEnum == MinMaxTypeEnum.MAX) {

           if (currentMinMax.compareTo(object) < 0) {

               currentMinMax = (Comparable) object;

           }

       }

       else {

           if (currentMinMax.compareTo(object) > 0) {

               currentMinMax = (Comparable) object;

           }

       }

   }

 

   public void leave(Object object)

   {

       // no-op, this is designed to handle min-max ever

       log.warn(".leave Received remove stream, none was expected");

   }

 

   public Object getValue()

   {

       return currentMinMax;

   }

 

   public Class getValueType()

   {

       return returnType;

   }

 

   public void setCurrentMinMax(Comparable currentMinMax) {

       this.currentMinMax = currentMinMax;

   }

 

   public Comparable getCurrentMinMax() {
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       return currentMinMax;

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.db;

 

import java.util.List;

import java.util.Map;

 

/**

* Holder for query meta data information obtained from interrogating statements.

*/

public class QueryMetaData

{

   private List<String> inputParameters;

   private Map<String, DBOutputTypeDesc> outputParameters;

 

   /**

    * Ctor.

    * @param inputParameters is the input parameter names

    * @param outputParameters is the output column names and types

    */

   public QueryMetaData(List<String> inputParameters, Map<String, DBOutputTypeDesc> outputParameters)

   {

       this.inputParameters = inputParameters;

       this.outputParameters = outputParameters;

   }

 

   /**

    * Return the input parameters.

    * @return input parameter names

    */

   public List<String> getInputParameters()

   {

       return inputParameters;

   }

 

   /**

    * Returns a map of output column name and type descriptor.

    * @return column names and types

    */
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   public Map<String, DBOutputTypeDesc> getOutputParameters()

   {

       return outputParameters;

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.agg.aggregator;

 

import com.espertech.esper.schedule.TimeProvider;

 

import java.util.ArrayDeque;

 

/**

* Aggregation computing an event arrival rate for with and without data window.

*/

public class AggregatorRateEver implements AggregationMethod {

 

   protected final long interval;

   protected final ArrayDeque<Long> points;

   protected boolean hasLeave = false;

   protected final TimeProvider timeProvider;

 

   /**

    * Ctor.

    * @param interval rate interval

    * @param timeProvider time

    */

   public AggregatorRateEver(long interval, TimeProvider timeProvider) {

       this.interval = interval;

       this.timeProvider = timeProvider;

       points = new ArrayDeque<Long>();

   }

 

   public void clear()

   {

       points.clear();

   }

 

   public void enter(Object object)

   {

       long timestamp = timeProvider.getTime();
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       points.add(timestamp);

       removeFromHead(timestamp);

   }

 

   public void leave(Object object)

   {

       // This is an "ever" aggregator and is designed for use in non-window env

   }

 

   public Object getValue()

   {

       if (!points.isEmpty()) {

           long newest = points.getLast();

           removeFromHead(newest);

       }

       if (!hasLeave) {

           return null;

       }

       if (points.isEmpty()) {

           return 0d;

       }

       return (points.size() * 1000d) / interval;

   }

 

   private void removeFromHead(long timestamp) {

       if (points.size() > 1) {

           while(true) {

               long first = points.getFirst();

               long delta = timestamp - first;

               if (delta >= interval) {

                   points.remove();

                   hasLeave = true;

               }

               else if (delta == interval) {

                   hasLeave = true;

                   break;

               }

               else {

                   break;

               }

               if (points.isEmpty()) {

                   break;

               }

           }

       }

   }

 

   public Class getValueType()
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   {

       return Double.class;

   }

}

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.methodbase;

 

public enum DotMethodFPParamTypeEnum {

 

   BOOLEAN,

   NUMERIC,

   ANY,

   SPECIFIC,

   TIME_PERIOD_OR_SEC,

   DATETIME

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.view;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.collection.MultiKey;

import com.espertech.esper.collection.UniformPair;

import com.espertech.esper.core.context.util.AgentInstanceContext;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.core.ResultSetProcessor;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluatorContext;

import com.espertech.esper.event.EventBeanUtility;

import com.espertech.esper.util.AuditPath;

import com.espertech.esper.util.ExecutionPathDebugLog;

import org.apache.commons.logging.Log;

import org.apache.commons.logging.LogFactory;
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import java.util.*;

 

/**

* A view that prepares output events, batching incoming

* events and invoking the result set processor as necessary.

* <p>

* Handles output rate limiting or stabilizing.

*/

public class OutputProcessViewConditionDefault extends OutputProcessViewBaseWAfter

{

   private final OutputProcessViewConditionFactory parent;

   private final OutputCondition outputCondition;

 

   // Posted events in ordered form (for applying to aggregates) and summarized per type

   // Using ArrayList as random access is a requirement.

   private List<UniformPair<EventBean[]>> viewEventsList = new ArrayList<UniformPair<EventBean[]>>();

	private List<UniformPair<Set<MultiKey<EventBean>>>> joinEventsSet = new

ArrayList<UniformPair<Set<MultiKey<EventBean>>>>();

 

	private static final Log log = LogFactory.getLog(OutputProcessViewConditionDefault.class);

 

   public OutputProcessViewConditionDefault(ResultSetProcessor resultSetProcessor, Long afterConditionTime,

Integer afterConditionNumberOfEvents, boolean afterConditionSatisfied, OutputProcessViewConditionFactory

parent, AgentInstanceContext agentInstanceContext) {

       super(resultSetProcessor, afterConditionTime, afterConditionNumberOfEvents, afterConditionSatisfied);

       this.parent = parent;

 

       OutputCallback outputCallback = getCallbackToLocal(parent.getStreamCount());

       this.outputCondition = parent.getOutputConditionFactory().make(agentInstanceContext, outputCallback);

   }

 

   /**

    * The update method is called if the view does not participate in a join.

    * @param newData - new events

    * @param oldData - old events

    */

   public void update(EventBean[] newData, EventBean[] oldData)

   {

       if ((ExecutionPathDebugLog.isDebugEnabled) && (log.isDebugEnabled()))

       {

           log.debug(".update Received update, " +

                   "  newData.length==" + ((newData == null) ? 0 : newData.length) +

                   "  oldData.length==" + ((oldData == null) ? 0 : oldData.length));

       }

 

       if (!super.checkAfterCondition(newData, parent.getStatementContext()))

       {

           return;
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       }

 

       int newDataLength = 0;

       int oldDataLength = 0;

       if(newData != null)

       {

       	newDataLength = newData.length;

       }

       if(oldData != null)

       {

       	oldDataLength = oldData.length;

       }

 

       // add the incoming events to the event batches

       viewEventsList.add(new UniformPair<EventBean[]>(newData, oldData));

 

       outputCondition.updateOutputCondition(newDataLength, oldDataLength);

   }

 

   /**

    * This process (update) method is for participation in a join.

    * @param newEvents - new events

    * @param oldEvents - old events

    */

   public void process(Set<MultiKey<EventBean>> newEvents, Set<MultiKey<EventBean>> oldEvents,

ExprEvaluatorContext exprEvaluatorContext)

   {

       if ((ExecutionPathDebugLog.isDebugEnabled) && (log.isDebugEnabled()))

       {

           log.debug(".process Received update, " +

                   "  newData.length==" + ((newEvents == null) ? 0 : newEvents.size()) +

                   "  oldData.length==" + ((oldEvents == null) ? 0 : oldEvents.size()));

       }

 

       if (!super.checkAfterCondition(newEvents, parent.getStatementContext()))

       {

           return;

       }

 

       int newEventsSize = 0;

       if (newEvents != null)

       {

           newEventsSize = newEvents.size();

       }

 

       int oldEventsSize = 0;

       if (oldEvents != null)

       {
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           oldEventsSize = oldEvents.size();

       }

 

       // add the incoming events to the event batches

       Set<MultiKey<EventBean>> copyNew;

       if (newEvents != null)

       {

           copyNew = new LinkedHashSet<MultiKey<EventBean>>(newEvents);

       }

       else

       {

           copyNew = new LinkedHashSet<MultiKey<EventBean>>();

       }

 

       Set<MultiKey<EventBean>> copyOld;

       if (oldEvents != null)

       {

           copyOld = new LinkedHashSet<MultiKey<EventBean>>(oldEvents);

       }

       else

       {

           copyOld = new LinkedHashSet<MultiKey<EventBean>>();

       }

      

       joinEventsSet.add(new UniformPair<Set<MultiKey<EventBean>>>(copyNew, copyOld));

 

       outputCondition.updateOutputCondition(newEventsSize, oldEventsSize);

   }

 

	/**

	 * Called once the output condition has been met.

	 * Invokes the result set processor.

	 * Used for non-join event data.

	 * @param doOutput - true if the batched events should actually be output as well as processed, false if they should

just be processed

	 * @param forceUpdate - true if output should be made even when no updating events have arrived

	 * */

	protected void continueOutputProcessingView(boolean doOutput, boolean forceUpdate)

	{

		if ((ExecutionPathDebugLog.isDebugEnabled) && (log.isDebugEnabled()))

       {

           log.debug(".continueOutputProcessingView");

       }

 

       boolean isGenerateSynthetic = parent.getStatementResultService().isMakeSynthetic();

       boolean isGenerateNatural = parent.getStatementResultService().isMakeNatural();

 

       // Process the events and get the result
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       UniformPair<EventBean[]> newOldEvents = resultSetProcessor.processOutputLimitedView(viewEventsList,

isGenerateSynthetic, parent.getOutputLimitLimitType());

 

       if (parent.isDistinct() && newOldEvents != null)

       {

           newOldEvents.setFirst(EventBeanUtility.getDistinctByProp(newOldEvents.getFirst(),

parent.getEventBeanReader()));

           newOldEvents.setSecond(EventBeanUtility.getDistinctByProp(newOldEvents.getSecond(),

parent.getEventBeanReader()));

       }

 

       if ((!isGenerateSynthetic) && (!isGenerateNatural))

       {

           if (AuditPath.isAuditEnabled) {

               OutputStrategyUtil.indicateEarlyReturn(parent.getStatementContext(), newOldEvents);

           }

           resetEventBatches();

           return;

       }

 

       if(doOutput)

		{

			output(forceUpdate, newOldEvents);

		}

		resetEventBatches();

	}

 

	protected void output(boolean forceUpdate, UniformPair<EventBean[]> results)

	{

       // Child view can be null in replay from named window

       if (childView != null)

       {

           OutputStrategyUtil.output(forceUpdate, results, childView);

       }

	}

 

	private void resetEventBatches()

	{

		viewEventsList.clear();

		joinEventsSet.clear();

   }

 

	/**

	 * Called once the output condition has been met.

	 * Invokes the result set processor.

	 * Used for join event data.

	 * @param doOutput - true if the batched events should actually be output as well as processed, false if they should

just be processed
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	 * @param forceUpdate - true if output should be made even when no updating events have arrived

	 */

	protected void continueOutputProcessingJoin(boolean doOutput, boolean forceUpdate)

	{

		if ((ExecutionPathDebugLog.isDebugEnabled) && (log.isDebugEnabled()))

       {

           log.debug(".continueOutputProcessingJoin");

       }

 

       boolean isGenerateSynthetic = parent.getStatementResultService().isMakeSynthetic();

       boolean isGenerateNatural = parent.getStatementResultService().isMakeNatural();

 

       // Process the events and get the result

       UniformPair<EventBean[]> newOldEvents = resultSetProcessor.processOutputLimitedJoin(joinEventsSet,

isGenerateSynthetic, parent.getOutputLimitLimitType());

 

       if (parent.isDistinct() && newOldEvents != null)

       {

           newOldEvents.setFirst(EventBeanUtility.getDistinctByProp(newOldEvents.getFirst(),

parent.getEventBeanReader()));

           newOldEvents.setSecond(EventBeanUtility.getDistinctByProp(newOldEvents.getSecond(),

parent.getEventBeanReader()));

       }

 

       if ((!isGenerateSynthetic) && (!isGenerateNatural))

       {

           if (AuditPath.isAuditEnabled) {

               OutputStrategyUtil.indicateEarlyReturn(parent.getStatementContext(), newOldEvents);

           }

           resetEventBatches();

           return;

       }

 

		if(doOutput)

		{

			output(forceUpdate, newOldEvents);

		}

		resetEventBatches();

	}

 

   private OutputCallback getCallbackToLocal(int streamCount)

   {

       // single stream means no join

       // multiple streams means a join

       if(streamCount == 1)

       {

           return new OutputCallback()

           {
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               public void continueOutputProcessing(boolean doOutput, boolean forceUpdate)

               {

                   OutputProcessViewConditionDefault.this.continueOutputProcessingView(doOutput, forceUpdate);

               }

           };

       }

       else

       {

           return new OutputCallback()

           {

               public void continueOutputProcessing(boolean doOutput, boolean forceUpdate)

               {

                   OutputProcessViewConditionDefault.this.continueOutputProcessingJoin(doOutput, forceUpdate);

               }

           };

       }

   }

 

   public Iterator<EventBean> iterator() {

       return OutputStrategyUtil.getIterator(joinExecutionStrategy, resultSetProcessor, parentView,

parent.isDistinct());

   }

 

   public void terminated() {

       if (parent.isTerminable()) {

           outputCondition.terminated();

       }

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.expression;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.util.JavaClassHelper;

import com.espertech.esper.util.LikeUtil;

 

/**

* Represents the like-clause in an expression tree.

*/

public class ExprLikeNode extends ExprNodeBase implements ExprEvaluator

{
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   private final boolean isNot;

 

   private boolean isNumericValue;

   private boolean isConstantPattern;

 

   private transient LikeUtil likeUtil;

   private transient ExprEvaluator[] evaluators;

 

   private static final long serialVersionUID = 34888860063217132L;

 

   /**

    * Ctor.

    * @param not is true if this is a "not like", or false if just a like

    */

   public ExprLikeNode(boolean not)

   {

       this.isNot = not;

   }

 

   public ExprEvaluator getExprEvaluator()

   {

       return this;

   }

 

   public void validate(ExprValidationContext validationContext) throws ExprValidationException

   {

       if ((this.getChildNodes().length != 2) && (this.getChildNodes().length != 3))

       {

           throw new ExprValidationException("The 'like' operator requires 2 (no escape) or 3 (with escape) child

expressions");

       }

       evaluators = ExprNodeUtility.getEvaluators(this.getChildNodes());

 

       // check eval child node - can be String or numeric

       Class evalChildType = evaluators[0].getType();

       isNumericValue = JavaClassHelper.isNumeric(evalChildType);

       if ((evalChildType != String.class) && (!isNumericValue))

       {

           throw new ExprValidationException("The 'like' operator requires a String or numeric type left-hand

expression");

       }

 

       // check pattern child node

       ExprEvaluator patternChildNode = evaluators[1];

       Class patternChildType = patternChildNode.getType();

       if (patternChildType != String.class)

       {

           throw new ExprValidationException("The 'like' operator requires a String-type pattern expression");
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       }

       if (getChildNodes()[1].isConstantResult())

       {

           isConstantPattern = true;

       }

 

       // check escape character node

       if (this.getChildNodes().length == 3)

       {

           ExprEvaluator escapeChildNode = evaluators[2];

           if (escapeChildNode.getType() != String.class)

           {

               throw new ExprValidationException("The 'like' operator escape parameter requires a character-type

value");

           }

       }

   }

 

   public Class getType()

   {

       return Boolean.class;

   }

 

   public boolean isConstantResult()

   {

       return false;

   }

 

   public Object evaluate(EventBean[] eventsPerStream, boolean isNewData, ExprEvaluatorContext

exprEvaluatorContext)

   {

       if (likeUtil == null)

       {

           String patternVal = (String) evaluators[1].evaluate(eventsPerStream, isNewData, exprEvaluatorContext);

           if (patternVal == null)

           {

               return null;

           }

           String escape = "\\";

           Character escapeCharacter = null;

           if (this.getChildNodes().length == 3)

           {

               escape = (String) evaluators[2].evaluate(eventsPerStream, isNewData,exprEvaluatorContext);

           }

           if (escape.length() > 0)

           {

               escapeCharacter = escape.charAt(0);

           }
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           likeUtil = new LikeUtil(patternVal, escapeCharacter, false);

       }

       else

       {

           if (!isConstantPattern)

           {

               String patternVal = (String) evaluators[1].evaluate(eventsPerStream, isNewData,exprEvaluatorContext);

               if (patternVal == null)

               {

                   return null;

               }

               likeUtil.resetPattern(patternVal);

           }

       }

 

       Object evalValue = evaluators[0].evaluate(eventsPerStream, isNewData,exprEvaluatorContext);

       if (evalValue == null)

       {

           return null;

       }

 

       if (isNumericValue)

       {

           evalValue = evalValue.toString();

       }

 

       Boolean result = likeUtil.compare( (String) evalValue);

 

       if (isNot)

       {

           return !result;

       }

 

       return result;

   }

 

   public boolean equalsNode(ExprNode node_)

   {

       if (!(node_ instanceof ExprLikeNode))

       {

           return false;

       }

 

       ExprLikeNode other = (ExprLikeNode) node_;

       if (this.isNot != other.isNot)

       {

           return false;

       }
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       return true;

   }

 

   public String toExpressionString()

   {

       StringBuilder buffer = new StringBuilder();

       buffer.append(this.getChildNodes()[0].toExpressionString());

 

       if (isNot)

       {

           buffer.append(" not");

       }

 

       buffer.append(" like ");

       buffer.append(this.getChildNodes()[1].toExpressionString());

 

       if (this.getChildNodes().length == 3)

       {

           buffer.append(" escape ");

           buffer.append(this.getChildNodes()[2].toExpressionString());

       }

 

       return buffer.toString();

   }

 

   /**

    * Returns true if this is a "not like", or false if just a like

    * @return indicator whether negated or not

    */

   public boolean isNot()

   {

       return isNot;

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.join.base;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventType;

import com.espertech.esper.collection.Pair;

import com.espertech.esper.core.service.StreamJoinAnalysisResult;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprAndNodeImpl;
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import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluatorContext;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprNode;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprValidationException;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.join.plan.*;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.join.pollindex.*;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.join.table.HistoricalStreamIndexList;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.join.util.QueryPlanIndexHook;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.join.util.QueryPlanIndexHookUtil;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.spec.OuterJoinDesc;

import com.espertech.esper.type.OuterJoinType;

import com.espertech.esper.util.AuditPath;

import com.espertech.esper.util.DependencyGraph;

import org.apache.commons.logging.Log;

import org.apache.commons.logging.LogFactory;

 

import java.lang.annotation.Annotation;

import java.util.HashSet;

import java.util.List;

import java.util.Map;

import java.util.SortedSet;

 

/**

* Factory for building a {@link JoinSetComposer} from analyzing filter nodes, for

* fast join tuple result set composition.

*/

public class JoinSetComposerPrototypeFactory

{

   private static final Log queryPlanLog = LogFactory.getLog(AuditPath.QUERYPLAN_LOG);

 

   /**

    * Builds join tuple composer.

    * @param outerJoinDescList - list of descriptors for outer join criteria

    * @param optionalFilterNode - filter tree for analysis to build indexes for fast access

    * @param streamTypes - types of streams

    * @param streamNames - names of streams

    * @return composer implementation

    * @throws ExprValidationException is thrown to indicate that

    * validation of view use in joins failed.

    */

   public static JoinSetComposerPrototype makeComposerPrototype(String statementName,

                                                         String statementId,

                                                         OuterJoinDesc[] outerJoinDescList,

                                                         ExprNode optionalFilterNode,

                                                         EventType[] streamTypes,

                                                         String[] streamNames,

                                                         StreamJoinAnalysisResult streamJoinAnalysisResult,

                                                         boolean queryPlanLogging,

                                                         Annotation[] annotations,
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                                                         HistoricalViewableDesc historicalViewableDesc,

                                                         ExprEvaluatorContext exprEvaluatorContext,

                                                         boolean selectsRemoveStream,

                                                         boolean hasAggregations)

           throws ExprValidationException

   {

       // Determine if there is a historical stream, and what dependencies exist

       DependencyGraph historicalDependencyGraph = new DependencyGraph(streamTypes.length, false);

       for (int i = 0; i < streamTypes.length; i++)

       {

           if (historicalViewableDesc.getHistorical()[i]) {

               SortedSet<Integer> streamsThisStreamDependsOn =

historicalViewableDesc.getDependenciesPerHistorical()[i];

               historicalDependencyGraph.addDependency(i, streamsThisStreamDependsOn);

           }

       }

 

       if (log.isDebugEnabled()) {

           log.debug("Dependency graph: " + historicalDependencyGraph);

       }

 

       // Handle a join with a database or other historical data source for 2 streams

       if ((historicalViewableDesc.isHasHistorical()) && (streamTypes.length == 2))

       {

           return makeComposerHistorical2Stream(outerJoinDescList, optionalFilterNode, streamTypes,

historicalViewableDesc, queryPlanLogging, exprEvaluatorContext);

       }

 

       boolean isOuterJoins = !OuterJoinDesc.consistsOfAllInnerJoins(outerJoinDescList);

 

       // Query graph for graph relationships between streams/historicals

       // For outer joins the query graph will just contain outer join relationships

       QueryGraph queryGraph = new QueryGraph(streamTypes.length);

       if (outerJoinDescList.length > 0)

       {

           OuterJoinAnalyzer.analyze(outerJoinDescList, queryGraph);

           if (log.isDebugEnabled())

           {

               log.debug(".makeComposer After outer join queryGraph=\n" + queryGraph);

           }

       }

 

       // Let the query graph reflect the where-clause

       if (optionalFilterNode != null)

       {

           // Analyze relationships between streams using the optional filter expression.

           // Relationships are properties in AND and EQUALS nodes of joins.

           FilterExprAnalyzer.analyze(optionalFilterNode, queryGraph, isOuterJoins);
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           if (log.isDebugEnabled())

           {

               log.debug(".makeComposer After filter expression queryGraph=\n" + queryGraph);

           }

 

           // Add navigation entries based on key and index property equivalency (a=b, b=c follows a=c)

           QueryGraph.fillEquivalentNav(streamTypes, queryGraph);

           if (log.isDebugEnabled())

           {

               log.debug(".makeComposer After fill equiv. nav. queryGraph=\n" + queryGraph);

           }

       }

 

       // Historical index lists

       HistoricalStreamIndexList[] historicalStreamIndexLists = new HistoricalStreamIndexList[streamTypes.length];

 

       QueryPlan queryPlan = QueryPlanBuilder.getPlan(streamTypes, outerJoinDescList, queryGraph, streamNames,

               historicalViewableDesc, historicalDependencyGraph, historicalStreamIndexLists,

               streamJoinAnalysisResult, queryPlanLogging, annotations, exprEvaluatorContext);

 

       // remove unused indexes - consider all streams or all unidirectional

       HashSet<String> usedIndexes = new HashSet<String>();

       QueryPlanIndex[] indexSpecs = queryPlan.getIndexSpecs();

       for (int streamNum = 0; streamNum < queryPlan.getExecNodeSpecs().length; streamNum++) {

           QueryPlanNode planNode = queryPlan.getExecNodeSpecs()[streamNum];

           if (planNode != null) {

               planNode.addIndexes(usedIndexes);

           }

       }

       for (QueryPlanIndex indexSpec : indexSpecs) {

           if (indexSpec == null) {

               continue;

           }

           Map<String, QueryPlanIndexItem> items = indexSpec.getItems();

           String[] indexNames = items.keySet().toArray(new String[items.size()]);

           for (String indexName : indexNames) {

               if (!usedIndexes.contains(indexName)) {

                   items.remove(indexName);

               }

           }

       }

 

       if (queryPlanLogging && queryPlanLog.isInfoEnabled()) {

           queryPlanLog.info("Query plan: " + queryPlan.toQueryPlan());

 

           QueryPlanIndexHook hook = QueryPlanIndexHookUtil.getHook(annotations);

           if (hook != null) {

               hook.join(queryPlan);
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           }

       }

 

       boolean joinRemoveStream = selectsRemoveStream || hasAggregations;

       return new JoinSetComposerPrototypeImpl(statementName,

                                               statementId,

                                               outerJoinDescList,

                                               optionalFilterNode,

                                               streamTypes,

                                               streamNames,

                                               streamJoinAnalysisResult,

                                               annotations,

                                               historicalViewableDesc,

                                               exprEvaluatorContext,

                                               indexSpecs,

                                               queryPlan,

                                               historicalStreamIndexLists,

                                               joinRemoveStream,

                                               isOuterJoins);

   }

 

   private static JoinSetComposerPrototype makeComposerHistorical2Stream(OuterJoinDesc[] outerJoinDescList,

                                                  ExprNode optionalFilterNode,

                                                  EventType[] streamTypes,

                                                  HistoricalViewableDesc historicalViewableDesc,

                                                  boolean queryPlanLogging,

                                                  ExprEvaluatorContext exprEvaluatorContext)

           throws ExprValidationException

   {

       int polledViewNum = 0;

       int streamViewNum = 1;

       if (historicalViewableDesc.getHistorical()[1])

       {

           streamViewNum = 0;

           polledViewNum = 1;

       }

 

       // if all-historical join, check dependency

       boolean isAllHistoricalNoSubordinate = false;

       if ((historicalViewableDesc.getHistorical()[0]) && historicalViewableDesc.getHistorical()[1])

       {

           DependencyGraph graph = new DependencyGraph(2, false);

           graph.addDependency(0, historicalViewableDesc.getDependenciesPerHistorical()[0]);

           graph.addDependency(1, historicalViewableDesc.getDependenciesPerHistorical()[1]);

           if (graph.getFirstCircularDependency() != null)

           {

               throw new ExprValidationException("Circular dependency detected between historical streams");

           }
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           // if both streams are independent

           if (graph.getRootNodes().size() == 2)

           {

               isAllHistoricalNoSubordinate = true; // No parameters used by either historical

           }

           else

           {

               if ((graph.getDependenciesForStream(0).size() == 0))

               {

                   streamViewNum = 0;

                   polledViewNum = 1;

               }

               else

               {

                   streamViewNum = 1;

                   polledViewNum = 0;

               }

           }

       }

 

       // Build an outer join expression node

       boolean isOuterJoin = false;

       ExprNode outerJoinEqualsNode = null;

       if (outerJoinDescList.length > 0)

       {

           OuterJoinDesc outerJoinDesc = outerJoinDescList[0];

           if (outerJoinDesc.getOuterJoinType().equals(OuterJoinType.FULL))

           {

               isOuterJoin = true;

           }

           else if ((outerJoinDesc.getOuterJoinType().equals(OuterJoinType.LEFT)) &&

                   (streamViewNum == 0))

           {

                   isOuterJoin = true;

           }

           else if ((outerJoinDesc.getOuterJoinType().equals(OuterJoinType.RIGHT)) &&

                   (streamViewNum == 1))

           {

                   isOuterJoin = true;

           }

 

           outerJoinEqualsNode  = outerJoinDesc.makeExprNode(exprEvaluatorContext);

       }

 

       // Determine filter for indexing purposes

       ExprNode filterForIndexing = null;

       if ((outerJoinEqualsNode != null) && (optionalFilterNode != null))  // both filter and outer join, add
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       {

           filterForIndexing = new ExprAndNodeImpl();

           filterForIndexing.addChildNode(optionalFilterNode);

           filterForIndexing.addChildNode(outerJoinEqualsNode);

       }

       else if ((outerJoinEqualsNode == null) && (optionalFilterNode != null))

       {

           filterForIndexing = optionalFilterNode;

       }

       else if (outerJoinEqualsNode != null)

       {

           filterForIndexing = outerJoinEqualsNode;

       }

 

       Pair<HistoricalIndexLookupStrategy, PollResultIndexingStrategy> indexStrategies =

               determineIndexing(filterForIndexing, streamTypes[polledViewNum], streamTypes[streamViewNum],

polledViewNum, streamViewNum);

 

       if (queryPlanLogging && queryPlanLog.isInfoEnabled()) {

           queryPlanLog.info("historical lookup strategy: " + indexStrategies.getFirst().toQueryPlan());

           queryPlanLog.info("historical index strategy: " + indexStrategies.getSecond().toQueryPlan());

       }

 

       return new JoinSetComposerPrototypeHistorical2StreamImpl(

                                                   optionalFilterNode,

                                                   streamTypes,

                                                   exprEvaluatorContext,

                                                   polledViewNum,

                                                   streamViewNum,

                                                   isOuterJoin,

                                                   outerJoinEqualsNode,

                                                   indexStrategies,

                                                   isAllHistoricalNoSubordinate,

                                                   outerJoinDescList);

   }

 

   private static Pair<HistoricalIndexLookupStrategy, PollResultIndexingStrategy> determineIndexing(ExprNode

filterForIndexing,

                                                                                             EventType polledViewType,

                                                                                             EventType streamViewType,

                                                                                             int polledViewStreamNum,

                                                                                             int streamViewStreamNum)

   {

       // No filter means unindexed event tables

       if (filterForIndexing == null)

       {

           return new Pair<HistoricalIndexLookupStrategy, PollResultIndexingStrategy>(

                           new HistoricalIndexLookupStrategyNoIndex(), new PollResultIndexingStrategyNoIndex());
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       }

 

       // analyze query graph; Whereas stream0=named window, stream1=delete-expr filter

       QueryGraph queryGraph = new QueryGraph(2);

       FilterExprAnalyzer.analyze(filterForIndexing, queryGraph, false);

 

       return determineIndexing(queryGraph, polledViewType, streamViewType, polledViewStreamNum,

streamViewStreamNum);

   }

 

   /**

    * Constructs indexing and lookup strategy for a given relationship that a historical stream may have with another

    * stream (historical or not) that looks up into results of a poll of a historical stream.

    * <p>

    * The term "polled" refers to the assumed-historical stream.

    * @param queryGraph relationship representation of where-clause filter and outer join on-expressions

    * @param polledViewType the event type of the historical that is indexed

    * @param streamViewType the event type of the stream looking up in indexes

    * @param polledViewStreamNum the stream number of the historical that is indexed

    * @param streamViewStreamNum the stream number of the historical that is looking up

    * @return indexing and lookup strategy pair

    */

   public static Pair<HistoricalIndexLookupStrategy, PollResultIndexingStrategy> determineIndexing(QueryGraph

queryGraph,

                                                                                                 EventType polledViewType,

                                                                                                 EventType streamViewType,

                                                                                                 int polledViewStreamNum,

                                                                                                 int streamViewStreamNum)

   {

       QueryGraphValue queryGraphValue = queryGraph.getGraphValue(streamViewStreamNum,

polledViewStreamNum);

       QueryGraphValuePairHashKeyIndex hashKeysAndIndes = queryGraphValue.getHashKeyProps();

       QueryGraphValuePairRangeIndex rangeKeysAndIndex = queryGraphValue.getRangeProps();

 

       // index and key property names

       List<QueryGraphValueEntryHashKeyed> hashKeys = hashKeysAndIndes.getKeys();

       String[] hashIndexes = hashKeysAndIndes.getIndexed();

       List<QueryGraphValueEntryRange> rangeKeys = rangeKeysAndIndex.getKeys();

       String[] rangeIndexes = rangeKeysAndIndex.getIndexed();

 

       // If the analysis revealed no join columns, must use the brute-force full table scan

       if (hashKeys.isEmpty() && rangeKeys.isEmpty())

       {

           return new Pair<HistoricalIndexLookupStrategy, PollResultIndexingStrategy>(

                           new HistoricalIndexLookupStrategyNoIndex(), new PollResultIndexingStrategyNoIndex());

       }

 

       CoercionDesc keyCoercionTypes = CoercionUtil.getCoercionTypesHash(new EventType[]{streamViewType,
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polledViewType}, 0, 1, hashKeys, hashIndexes);

 

       if (rangeKeys.isEmpty()) {

           // No coercion

           if (!keyCoercionTypes.isCoerce())

           {

               if (hashIndexes.length == 1) {

                   PollResultIndexingStrategyIndexSingle indexing = new

PollResultIndexingStrategyIndexSingle(polledViewStreamNum, polledViewType, hashIndexes[0]);

                   HistoricalIndexLookupStrategy strategy = new

HistoricalIndexLookupStrategyIndexSingle(streamViewStreamNum, hashKeys.get(0));

                   return new Pair<HistoricalIndexLookupStrategy, PollResultIndexingStrategy>(strategy, indexing);

               }

               else {

                   PollResultIndexingStrategyIndex indexing = new

PollResultIndexingStrategyIndex(polledViewStreamNum, polledViewType, hashIndexes);

                   HistoricalIndexLookupStrategy strategy = new HistoricalIndexLookupStrategyIndex(streamViewType,

streamViewStreamNum, hashKeys);

                   return new Pair<HistoricalIndexLookupStrategy, PollResultIndexingStrategy>(strategy, indexing);

               }

           }

 

           // With coercion, same lookup strategy as the index coerces

           if (hashIndexes.length == 1) {

               PollResultIndexingStrategy indexing = new

PollResultIndexingStrategyIndexCoerceSingle(polledViewStreamNum, polledViewType, hashIndexes[0],

keyCoercionTypes.getCoercionTypes()[0]);

               HistoricalIndexLookupStrategy strategy = new

HistoricalIndexLookupStrategyIndexSingle(streamViewStreamNum, hashKeys.get(0));

               return new Pair<HistoricalIndexLookupStrategy, PollResultIndexingStrategy>(strategy, indexing);

           }

           else {

               PollResultIndexingStrategy indexing = new

PollResultIndexingStrategyIndexCoerce(polledViewStreamNum, polledViewType, hashIndexes,

keyCoercionTypes.getCoercionTypes());

               HistoricalIndexLookupStrategy strategy = new HistoricalIndexLookupStrategyIndex(streamViewType,

streamViewStreamNum, hashKeys);

               return new Pair<HistoricalIndexLookupStrategy, PollResultIndexingStrategy>(strategy, indexing);

           }

       }

       else {

           CoercionDesc rangeCoercionTypes = CoercionUtil.getCoercionTypesRange(new

EventType[]{streamViewType, polledViewType}, 1, rangeIndexes, rangeKeys);

           if (rangeKeys.size() == 1 && hashKeys.size() == 0) {

               Class rangeCoercionType = rangeCoercionTypes.isCoerce() ? rangeCoercionTypes.getCoercionTypes()[0]

: null;

               PollResultIndexingStrategySorted indexing = new

PollResultIndexingStrategySorted(polledViewStreamNum, polledViewType, rangeIndexes[0], rangeCoercionType);
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               HistoricalIndexLookupStrategy strategy = new

HistoricalIndexLookupStrategySorted(streamViewStreamNum, rangeKeys.get(0));

               return new Pair<HistoricalIndexLookupStrategy, PollResultIndexingStrategy>(strategy, indexing);

           }

           else {

               PollResultIndexingStrategyComposite indexing = new

PollResultIndexingStrategyComposite(polledViewStreamNum, polledViewType, hashIndexes,

keyCoercionTypes.getCoercionTypes(), rangeIndexes, rangeCoercionTypes.getCoercionTypes());

               HistoricalIndexLookupStrategy strategy = new

HistoricalIndexLookupStrategyComposite(streamViewStreamNum, hashKeys,

keyCoercionTypes.getCoercionTypes(), rangeKeys, rangeCoercionTypes.getCoercionTypes());

               return new Pair<HistoricalIndexLookupStrategy, PollResultIndexingStrategy>(strategy, indexing);

           }

       }

   }

 

   private static final Log log = LogFactory.getLog(JoinSetComposerPrototypeFactory.class);

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.spec;

 

/**

* Enum for describing the type of output limit within an interval.

*/

public enum OutputLimitLimitType

{

   /**

    * Output first event, relative to the output batch.

    */

   FIRST,

 

   /**

    * Output last event, relative to the output batch.

    */

   LAST,

 

   /**

    * The ALL keyword has been explicitly specified: Output all events, relative to the output batch.

    * <p>

    * In the fully-grouped and aggregated case, the explicit ALL outputs one row for each group.

    */
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   ALL,

 

   /**

    * The ALL keyword has not been explicitly specified: Output all events, relative to the output batch.

    * <p>

    * In the fully-grouped and aggregated case, the default ALL outputs all events of the batch row-by-row, multiple

per group.

    */

   DEFAULT,

 

   /**

    * Output a snapshot of the current state, relative to the full historical state of a statement.

    */

   SNAPSHOT

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.named;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventType;

import com.espertech.esper.collection.ArrayEventIterator;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluatorContext;

import org.apache.commons.logging.Log;

import org.apache.commons.logging.LogFactory;

 

import java.util.Iterator;

 

/**

* View for the on-delete statement that handles removing events from a named window.

*/

public class NamedWindowOnDeleteView extends NamedWindowOnExprBaseView

{

   private static final Log log = LogFactory.getLog(NamedWindowOnDeleteView.class);

 

   private final NamedWindowOnDeleteViewFactory parent;

   private EventBean[] lastResult;

 

   public NamedWindowOnDeleteView(NamedWindowLookupStrategy lookupStrategy,

NamedWindowRootViewInstance rootView, ExprEvaluatorContext exprEvaluatorContext,

NamedWindowOnDeleteViewFactory parent) {

       super(lookupStrategy, rootView, exprEvaluatorContext);
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       this.parent = parent;

   }

 

   public void handleMatching(EventBean[] triggerEvents, EventBean[] matchingEvents)

   {

       if ((matchingEvents != null) && (matchingEvents.length > 0))

       {

           // Events to delete are indicated via old data

           this.rootView.update(null, matchingEvents);

 

           // The on-delete listeners receive the events deleted, but only if there is interest

           if (parent.getStatementResultService().isMakeNatural() ||

parent.getStatementResultService().isMakeSynthetic()) {

               updateChildren(matchingEvents, null);

           }

       }

 

       // Keep the last delete records

       lastResult = matchingEvents;

   }

 

   public EventType getEventType()

   {

       return rootView.getEventType();

   }

 

   public Iterator<EventBean> iterator()

   {

       return new ArrayEventIterator(lastResult);

   }

}

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.enummethod.eval;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluatorContext;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluatorEnumeration;
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import java.util.ArrayList;

import java.util.Collection;

 

public class EnumEvalIntersect implements EnumEval {

 

   private final int numStreams;

   private final ExprEvaluatorEnumeration evaluator;

   private final boolean scalar;

 

   public EnumEvalIntersect(int numStreams, ExprEvaluatorEnumeration evaluator, boolean scalar) {

       this.numStreams = numStreams;

       this.evaluator = evaluator;

       this.scalar = scalar;

   }

 

   public int getStreamNumSize() {

       return numStreams;

   }

 

   public Object evaluateEnumMethod(EventBean[] eventsLambda, Collection target, boolean isNewData,

ExprEvaluatorContext context) {

       if (target == null) {

           return null;

       }

 

       Collection set;

       if (scalar) {

           set = evaluator.evaluateGetROCollectionScalar(eventsLambda, isNewData, context);

       }

       else {

           set = evaluator.evaluateGetROCollectionEvents(eventsLambda, isNewData, context);

       }

      

       if (set == null || set.isEmpty() || target.isEmpty()) {

           return target;

       }

 

       if (scalar) {

           ArrayList<Object> result = new ArrayList<Object>(target);

           result.retainAll(set);

           return result;

       }

 

       Collection<EventBean> targetEvents = (Collection<EventBean>) target;

       Collection<EventBean> sourceEvents = (Collection<EventBean>) set;

       ArrayList<EventBean> result = new ArrayList<EventBean>();

 

       // we compare event underlying
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       for (EventBean targetEvent : targetEvents) {

           if (targetEvent == null) {

               result.add(null);

               continue;

           }

 

           boolean found = false;

           for (EventBean sourceEvent : sourceEvents) {

               if (targetEvent == sourceEvent) {

                   found = true;

                   break;

               }

               if (sourceEvent == null) {

                   continue;

               }

               if (targetEvent.getUnderlying().equals(sourceEvent.getUnderlying())) {

                   found = true;

                   break;

               }

           }

 

           if (found) {

               result.add(targetEvent);

           }

       }

       return result;

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.declexpr;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventType;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.core.StreamTypeService;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.core.StreamTypeServiceImpl;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.*;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.spec.ExpressionDeclItem;

import com.espertech.esper.util.SerializableObjectCopier;

 

import java.util.ArrayList;

import java.util.List;
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/**

* Expression instance as declared elsewhere.

*

* (1) Statement parse: Expression tree from expression body gets deep-copied.

* (2) Statement create (lifecyle event): Subselect visitor compiles Subselect-list

* (3) Statement start:

*     a) event types of each stream determined

*     b) subselects filter expressions get validated and subselect started

* (4) Remaining expressions get validated

*/

public interface ExprDeclaredNode extends ExprNode

{

   public List<ExprNode> getChainParameters();

   public ExpressionDeclItem getPrototype();

   public void setSubselectOuterStreamNames(String[] outerStreamNames,

                                            EventType[] outerEventTypesSelect,

                                            String[] outerEventTypeNames,

                                            String engineURI,

                                            ExprSubselectNode subselect,

                                            String subexpressionStreamName,

                                            EventType subselectStreamType,

                                            String subselecteventTypeName) throws ExprValidationException;

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.core;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventType;

import com.espertech.esper.collection.ArrayEventIterator;

import com.espertech.esper.collection.MultiKey;

import com.espertech.esper.collection.TransformEventIterator;

import com.espertech.esper.collection.UniformPair;

import com.espertech.esper.core.context.util.AgentInstanceContext;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluatorContext;

import com.espertech.esper.util.CollectionUtil;

import com.espertech.esper.view.Viewable;

 

import java.util.Iterator;

import java.util.Set;

 

/**
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* Result set processor for the hand-through case:

* no aggregation functions used in the select clause, and no group-by, no having and ordering.

*/

public class ResultSetProcessorHandThrough extends ResultSetProcessorBaseSimple

{

   private final ResultSetProcessorHandThrougFactory prototype;

   private final SelectExprProcessor selectExprProcessor;

   private AgentInstanceContext agentInstanceContext;

 

   public ResultSetProcessorHandThrough(ResultSetProcessorHandThrougFactory prototype, SelectExprProcessor

selectExprProcessor, AgentInstanceContext agentInstanceContext) {

       this.prototype = prototype;

       this.selectExprProcessor = selectExprProcessor;

       this.agentInstanceContext = agentInstanceContext;

   }

 

   public void setAgentInstanceContext(AgentInstanceContext agentInstanceContext) {

       this.agentInstanceContext = agentInstanceContext;

   }

 

   public EventType getResultEventType()

   {

       return prototype.getResultEventType();

   }

 

   public UniformPair<EventBean[]> processJoinResult(Set<MultiKey<EventBean>> newEvents,

Set<MultiKey<EventBean>> oldEvents, boolean isSynthesize)

   {

       EventBean[] selectOldEvents = null;

       EventBean[] selectNewEvents;

 

       if (prototype.isSelectRStream())

       {

           selectOldEvents = getSelectEventsNoHaving(selectExprProcessor, oldEvents, false, isSynthesize,

agentInstanceContext);

       }

       selectNewEvents = getSelectEventsNoHaving(selectExprProcessor, newEvents, true, isSynthesize,

agentInstanceContext);

 

       return new UniformPair<EventBean[]>(selectNewEvents, selectOldEvents);

   }

 

   public UniformPair<EventBean[]> processViewResult(EventBean[] newData, EventBean[] oldData, boolean

isSynthesize)

   {

       EventBean[] selectOldEvents = null;

 

       if (prototype.isSelectRStream())
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       {

           selectOldEvents = getSelectEventsNoHaving(selectExprProcessor, oldData, false, isSynthesize,

agentInstanceContext);

       }

       EventBean[] selectNewEvents = getSelectEventsNoHaving(selectExprProcessor, newData, true, isSynthesize,

agentInstanceContext);

 

       return new UniformPair<EventBean[]>(selectNewEvents, selectOldEvents);

   }

 

   /**

    * Applies the select-clause to the given events returning the selected events. The number of events stays the

    * same, i.e. this method does not filter it just transforms the result set.

    * @param exprProcessor - processes each input event and returns output event

    * @param events - input events

    * @param isNewData - indicates whether we are dealing with new data (istream) or old data (rstream)

    * @param isSynthesize - set to true to indicate that synthetic events are required for an iterator result set

    * @return output events, one for each input event

    */

   protected static EventBean[] getSelectEventsNoHaving(SelectExprProcessor exprProcessor, EventBean[] events,

boolean isNewData, boolean isSynthesize, ExprEvaluatorContext agentInstanceContext)

   {

       if (events == null)

       {

           return null;

       }

 

       EventBean[] result = new EventBean[events.length];

 

       EventBean[] eventsPerStream = new EventBean[1];

       for (int i = 0; i < events.length; i++)

       {

           eventsPerStream[0] = events[i];

 

           // Wildcard select case

           if(exprProcessor == null)

           {

               result[i] = events[i];

           }

           else

           {

               result[i] = exprProcessor.process(eventsPerStream, isNewData, isSynthesize, agentInstanceContext);

           }

       }

 

       return result;

   }
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   /**

    * Applies the select-clause to the given events returning the selected events. The number of events stays the

    * same, i.e. this method does not filter it just transforms the result set.

    * @param exprProcessor - processes each input event and returns output event

    * @param events - input events

    * @param isNewData - indicates whether we are dealing with new data (istream) or old data (rstream)

    * @param isSynthesize - set to true to indicate that synthetic events are required for an iterator result set

    * @return output events, one for each input event

    */

   protected static EventBean[] getSelectEventsNoHaving(SelectExprProcessor exprProcessor,

Set<MultiKey<EventBean>> events, boolean isNewData, boolean isSynthesize, ExprEvaluatorContext

agentInstanceContext)

   {

       int length = events.size();

       if (length == 0)

       {

           return null;

       }

 

       EventBean[] result = new EventBean[length];

       int count = 0;

       for (MultiKey<EventBean> key : events)

       {

           EventBean[] eventsPerStream = key.getArray();

           result[count] = exprProcessor.process(eventsPerStream, isNewData, isSynthesize, agentInstanceContext);

           count++;

       }

 

       return result;

   }

 

 

   public void clear()

   {

       // No need to clear state, there is no state held

   }

 

   public Iterator<EventBean> getIterator(Viewable parent)

   {

       // Return an iterator that gives row-by-row a result

       return new TransformEventIterator(parent.iterator(), new ResultSetProcessorSimpleTransform(this));

   }

 

   public Iterator<EventBean> getIterator(Set<MultiKey<EventBean>> joinSet)

   {

       // Process join results set as a regular join, includes sorting and having-clause filter

       UniformPair<EventBean[]> result = processJoinResult(joinSet, CollectionUtil.EMPTY_ROW_SET, true);

       return new ArrayEventIterator(result.getFirst());
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   }

 

   public boolean hasAggregation() {

       return false;

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.lookup;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventPropertyGetter;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluatorContext;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.join.table.PropertyIndexedEventTableSingle;

 

import java.util.Collection;

 

/**

* Index lookup strategy for subqueries.

*/

public class SubordIndexedTableLookupStrategySingleProp implements SubordTableLookupStrategy

{

   /**

    * Stream numbers to get key values from.

    */

   protected final int keyStreamNum;

 

   /**

    * Getters to use to get key values.

    */

   protected final EventPropertyGetter propertyGetter;

 

   /**

    * Index to look up in.

    */

   protected final PropertyIndexedEventTableSingle index;

 

   public SubordIndexedTableLookupStrategySingleProp(int keyStreamNum, EventPropertyGetter propertyGetter,

PropertyIndexedEventTableSingle index) {

       this.keyStreamNum = keyStreamNum;

       this.propertyGetter = propertyGetter;

       this.index = index;
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   }

 

   /**

    * Returns index to look up in.

    * @return index to use

    */

   public PropertyIndexedEventTableSingle getIndex()

   {

       return index;

   }

 

   public Collection<EventBean> lookup(EventBean[] eventsPerStream, ExprEvaluatorContext context)

   {

       Object key = getKey(eventsPerStream);

       return index.lookup(key);

   }

 

   public Collection<EventBean> lookup(Object[] keys) {

       return index.lookup(keys[0]);

   }

 

   /**

    * Get the index lookup keys.

    * @param eventsPerStream is the events for each stream

    * @return key object

    */

   protected Object getKey(EventBean[] eventsPerStream)

   {

       EventBean theEvent = eventsPerStream[keyStreamNum];

       return propertyGetter.get(theEvent);

   }

 

   public String toString()

   {

       return toQueryPlan();

   }

 

   public String toQueryPlan() {

       return this.getClass().getSimpleName() + " stream=" + keyStreamNum;

   }

}

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *
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*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.enummethod.eval;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluator;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluatorContext;

import com.espertech.esper.event.arr.ObjectArrayEventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.event.arr.ObjectArrayEventType;

 

import java.util.ArrayList;

import java.util.Collection;

import java.util.LinkedHashMap;

import java.util.Map;

 

public class EnumEvalGroupByKeySelectorScalarLambda extends EnumEvalBase implements EnumEval {

 

   private final ObjectArrayEventType resultEventType;

 

   public EnumEvalGroupByKeySelectorScalarLambda(ExprEvaluator innerExpression, int streamCountIncoming,

ObjectArrayEventType resultEventType) {

       super(innerExpression, streamCountIncoming);

       this.resultEventType = resultEventType;

   }

 

   public Object evaluateEnumMethod(EventBean[] eventsLambda, Collection target, boolean isNewData,

ExprEvaluatorContext context) {

       Map<Object, Collection> result = new LinkedHashMap<Object, Collection>();

 

       Collection<Object> values = (Collection<Object>) target;

       ObjectArrayEventBean resultEvent = new ObjectArrayEventBean(new Object[1], resultEventType);

 

       for (Object next : values) {

 

           resultEvent.getProperties()[0] = next;

           eventsLambda[streamNumLambda] = resultEvent;

 

           Object key = innerExpression.evaluate(eventsLambda, isNewData, context);

 

           Collection value = result.get(key);

           if (value == null) {

               value = new ArrayList();

               result.put(key, value);

           }

           value.add(next);

       }
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       return result;

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.join.table;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.util.CollectionUtil;

 

import java.util.Arrays;

import java.util.Iterator;

import java.util.List;

 

/**

* Simple table of events without an index, based on a List implementation rather then a set

* since we know there cannot be duplicates (such as a poll returning individual rows).

*/

public class UnindexedEventTableList implements EventTable

{

   private List<EventBean> eventSet;

 

   /**

    * Ctor.

    * @param eventSet is a list initializing the table

    */

   public UnindexedEventTableList(List<EventBean> eventSet)

   {

       this.eventSet = eventSet;

   }

 

   public void addRemove(EventBean[] newData, EventBean[] oldData) {

       add(newData);

       remove(oldData);

   }

 

   public void add(EventBean[] addEvents)

   {

       if (addEvents == null)

       {

           return;
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       }

 

       eventSet.addAll(Arrays.asList(addEvents));

   }

 

   public void remove(EventBean[] removeEvents)

   {

       if (removeEvents == null)

       {

           return;

       }

 

       for (EventBean removeEvent : removeEvents)

       {

           eventSet.remove(removeEvent);

       }

   }

 

   public Iterator<EventBean> iterator()

   {

       if (eventSet == null)

       {

           return CollectionUtil.NULL_EVENT_ITERATOR;

       }

       return eventSet.iterator();

   }

 

   public boolean isEmpty()

   {

       return eventSet.isEmpty();

   }

 

   public String toString()

   {

       return toQueryPlan();

   }

 

   public String toQueryPlan() {

       return this.getClass().getSimpleName();

   }

 

   public void clear()

   {

       eventSet.clear();

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *
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* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.enummethod.dot;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.*;

 

import java.util.List;

 

/**

* Represents the case-when-then-else control flow function is an expression tree.

*/

public class ExprLambdaGoesNode extends ExprNodeBase implements ExprEvaluator,

ExprDeclaredOrLambdaNode

{

   private static final long serialVersionUID = 5551755641199945138L;

   private List<String> goesToNames;

 

   public ExprLambdaGoesNode(List<String> goesToNames)

   {

       this.goesToNames = goesToNames;

   }

 

   public boolean validated() {

       return true;

   }

 

   public List<String> getGoesToNames() {

       return goesToNames;

   }

 

   public ExprEvaluator getExprEvaluator()

   {

       return this;

   }

 

   public void validate(ExprValidationContext validationContext) throws ExprValidationException {

       throw new UnsupportedOperationException();

   }

 

   public boolean isConstantResult()

   {

       return false;

   }
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   public Class getType()

   {

       return null;

   }

 

   public Object evaluate(EventBean[] eventsPerStream, boolean isNewData, ExprEvaluatorContext

exprEvaluatorContext)

   {

       throw new UnsupportedOperationException();

   }

 

   public boolean equalsNode(ExprNode node_)

   {

       return false;

   }

 

   public String toExpressionString()

   {

       return null;

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.join.table;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventPropertyGetter;

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventType;

import com.espertech.esper.event.EventBeanUtility;

import org.apache.commons.logging.Log;

import org.apache.commons.logging.LogFactory;

 

/**

* Index that organizes events by the event property values into a single TreeMap sortable non-nested index

* with Object keys that store the property values.

*/

public class PropertySortedEventTableFactory implements EventTableFactory

{

   protected final int streamNum;

   protected final String propertyName;

 

   /**
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    * Getters for properties.

    */

   protected final EventPropertyGetter propertyGetter;

 

   /**

    * Ctor.

    * @param streamNum - the stream number that is indexed

    * @param eventType - types of events indexed

    */

   public PropertySortedEventTableFactory(int streamNum, EventType eventType, String propertyName)

   {

       this.streamNum = streamNum;

       this.propertyName = propertyName;

       propertyGetter = EventBeanUtility.getAssertPropertyGetter(eventType, propertyName);

   }

 

   public EventTable makeEventTable() {

       return new PropertySortedEventTable(streamNum, propertyGetter);

   }

 

   public Class getEventTableClass() {

       return PropertySortedEventTable.class;

   }

 

   public String toQueryPlan() {

       return this.getClass().getSimpleName() +

               " streamNum=" + streamNum +

               " propertyName=" + propertyName;

   }

 

   private static Log log = LogFactory.getLog(PropertySortedEventTableFactory.class);

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.join.rep;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

 

/**

* This class supplies position information for {@link

com.espertech.esper.epl.join.exec.base.LookupInstructionExec}

* to use for iterating over events for lookup.
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*/

public class Cursor

{

   private final EventBean theEvent;

   private final int stream;

   private final Node node;

 

   /**

    * Ctor.

    * @param theEvent is the current event

    * @param stream is the current stream

    * @param node is the node containing the set of events to which the event belongs to

    */

   public Cursor(EventBean theEvent, int stream, Node node)

   {

       this.theEvent = theEvent;

       this.stream = stream;

       this.node = node;

   }

 

   /**

    * Supplies current event.

    * @return event

    */

   public EventBean getTheEvent()

   {

       return theEvent;

   }

 

   /**

    * Returns current stream the event belongs to.

    * @return stream number for event

    */

   public int getStream()

   {

       return stream;

   }

 

   /**

    * Returns current result node the event belong to.

    * @return result node of event

    */

   public Node getNode()

   {

       return node;

   }

}
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/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.agg.service;

 

import com.espertech.esper.core.context.util.AgentInstanceContext;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.agg.access.AggregationAccessorSlotPair;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.core.MethodResolutionService;

 

/**

* Aggregation service for use when only first/last/window aggregation functions are used an none other.

*/

public class AggSvcGroupByAccessOnlyFactory implements AggregationServiceFactory

{

   private final AggregationAccessorSlotPair[] accessors;

   private final AggregationStateFactory[] accessAggSpecs;

   private final boolean isJoin;

 

   /**

    * Ctor.

    * @param accessors accessor definitions

    * @param accessAggSpecs access aggregations

    * @param isJoin true for join, false for single-stream

    */

   public AggSvcGroupByAccessOnlyFactory(AggregationAccessorSlotPair[] accessors,

                                         AggregationStateFactory[] accessAggSpecs,

                                         boolean isJoin)

   {

       this.accessors = accessors;

       this.accessAggSpecs = accessAggSpecs;

       this.isJoin = isJoin;

   }

 

   public AggregationService makeService(AgentInstanceContext agentInstanceContext, MethodResolutionService

methodResolutionService) {

       return new AggSvcGroupByAccessOnlyImpl(methodResolutionService, accessors, accessAggSpecs, isJoin);

   }

}

/*

* *************************************************************************************
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*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.spec;

 

import java.util.List;

 

public class FireAndForgetSpecUpdate extends FireAndForgetSpec {

   private static final long serialVersionUID = -2633119130798557349L;

   private final List<OnTriggerSetAssignment> assignments;

 

   public FireAndForgetSpecUpdate(List<OnTriggerSetAssignment> assignments) {

       this.assignments = assignments;

   }

 

   public List<OnTriggerSetAssignment> getAssignments() {

       return assignments;

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.core;

 

import com.espertech.esper.collection.Pair;

 

/**

* Exception to indicate that a property name used in a filter doesn't resolve.

*/

public class PropertyNotFoundException extends StreamTypesException

{

   private static final long serialVersionUID = -29171552032256573L;

 

   /**

    * Ctor.

    * @param msg - message

    * @param nearestMatchSuggestion - optional suggestion for a matching name
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    */

   public PropertyNotFoundException(String msg, Pair<Integer, String> nearestMatchSuggestion)

   {

       super(msg, nearestMatchSuggestion);

   }

}

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.join.exec.composite;

 

import com.espertech.esper.epl.join.exec.base.RangeIndexLookupValue;

 

import java.util.ArrayList;

import java.util.List;

 

public class CompositeIndexLookupFactory {

 

   public static CompositeIndexLookup make(Object[] keyValues, RangeIndexLookupValue[] rangeValues, Class[]

rangeCoercion) {

       // construct chain

       List<CompositeIndexLookup> queries = new ArrayList<CompositeIndexLookup>();

       if (keyValues != null && keyValues.length > 0) {

           queries.add(new CompositeIndexLookupKeyed(keyValues));

       }

       for (int i = 0; i < rangeValues.length; i++) {

           queries.add(new CompositeIndexLookupRange(rangeValues[i], rangeCoercion[i]));

       }

 

       // Hook up as chain for remove

       CompositeIndexLookup last = null;

       for (CompositeIndexLookup action : queries) {

           if (last != null) {

               last.setNext(action);

           }

           last = action;

       }

       return queries.get(0);

   }

}
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/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.enummethod.eval;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluator;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluatorContext;

 

import java.util.ArrayList;

import java.util.Collection;

import java.util.Collections;

 

public class EnumEvalTake implements EnumEval {

 

   private ExprEvaluator sizeEval;

   private int numStreams;

 

   public EnumEvalTake(ExprEvaluator sizeEval, int numStreams) {

       this.sizeEval = sizeEval;

       this.numStreams = numStreams;

   }

 

   public int getStreamNumSize() {

       return numStreams;

   }

 

   public Object evaluateEnumMethod(EventBean[] eventsLambda, Collection target, boolean isNewData,

ExprEvaluatorContext context) {

 

       Object sizeObj = sizeEval.evaluate(eventsLambda, isNewData, context);

       if (sizeObj == null) {

           return null;

       }

 

       if (target.isEmpty()) {

           return target;

       }

 

       int size = ((Number) sizeObj).intValue();
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       if (size <= 0) {

           return Collections.emptyList();

       }

 

       if (target.size() < size) {

           return target;

       }

 

       if (size == 1) {

           return Collections.singletonList(target.iterator().next());

       }

 

       ArrayList<Object> result = new ArrayList<Object>(size);

       for (Object next : target) {

           if (result.size() >= size) {

               break;

           }

           result.add(next);

       }

       return result;

   }

}

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.core.eval;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventType;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.core.SelectExprProcessor;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluator;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluatorContext;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.spec.SelectClauseStreamCompiledSpec;

import org.apache.commons.logging.Log;

import org.apache.commons.logging.LogFactory;

 

import java.util.List;

 

public abstract class EvalSelectStreamBaseObjectArray extends EvalSelectStreamBase implements

SelectExprProcessor {
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   private static final Log log = LogFactory.getLog(EvalSelectStreamBaseObjectArray.class);

 

   public EvalSelectStreamBaseObjectArray(SelectExprContext selectExprContext, EventType resultEventType,

List<SelectClauseStreamCompiledSpec> namedStreams, boolean usingWildcard) {

       super(selectExprContext, resultEventType, namedStreams, usingWildcard);

   }

 

   public abstract EventBean processSpecific(Object[] props, EventBean[] eventsPerStream, ExprEvaluatorContext

exprEvaluatorContext);

 

   public EventBean process(EventBean[] eventsPerStream, boolean isNewData, boolean isSynthesize,

ExprEvaluatorContext exprEvaluatorContext)

   {

       // Evaluate all expressions and build a map of name-value pairs

       int size = (isUsingWildcard && eventsPerStream.length > 1) ? eventsPerStream.length : 0;

       size += selectExprContext.getExpressionNodes().length + namedStreams.size();

       Object[] props = new Object[size];

       int count = 0;

       for (ExprEvaluator expressionNode : selectExprContext.getExpressionNodes())

       {

           Object evalResult = expressionNode.evaluate(eventsPerStream, isNewData, exprEvaluatorContext);

           props[count] = evalResult;

           count++;

       }

       for (SelectClauseStreamCompiledSpec element : namedStreams)

       {

           EventBean theEvent = eventsPerStream[element.getStreamNumber()];

           props[count] = theEvent;

           count++;

       }

       if (isUsingWildcard && eventsPerStream.length > 1)

       {

           for (EventBean anEventsPerStream : eventsPerStream)

           {

               props[count] = anEventsPerStream;

               count++;

           }

       }

 

       return processSpecific(props, eventsPerStream, exprEvaluatorContext);

   }

}

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *
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*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.core.eval;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventType;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.core.SelectExprProcessor;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluator;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluatorContext;

import com.espertech.esper.event.EventAdapterService;

import org.apache.commons.logging.Log;

import org.apache.commons.logging.LogFactory;

 

public class EvalSelectNoWildcardObjectArray implements SelectExprProcessor {

 

   private static final Log log = LogFactory.getLog(EvalSelectNoWildcardObjectArray.class);

 

   private final SelectExprContext selectExprContext;

   private final EventType resultEventType;

 

   public EvalSelectNoWildcardObjectArray(SelectExprContext selectExprContext, EventType resultEventType) {

       this.selectExprContext = selectExprContext;

       this.resultEventType = resultEventType;

   }

 

   public EventBean process(EventBean[] eventsPerStream, boolean isNewData, boolean isSynthesize,

ExprEvaluatorContext exprEvaluatorContext)

   {

       ExprEvaluator[] expressionNodes = selectExprContext.getExpressionNodes();

       EventAdapterService eventAdapterService = selectExprContext.getEventAdapterService();

 

       // Evaluate all expressions and build a map of name-value pairs

       Object[] props = new Object[expressionNodes.length];

       for (int i = 0; i < expressionNodes.length; i++)

       {

           Object evalResult = expressionNodes[i].evaluate(eventsPerStream, isNewData, exprEvaluatorContext);

           props[i] = evalResult;

       }

 

       return eventAdapterService.adapterForTypedObjectArray(props, resultEventType);

   }

 

   public EventType getResultEventType()

   {
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       return resultEventType;

   }

}

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.enummethod.dot;

 

public enum EnumMethodReturnType {

 

   ITERATOR_BEAN,

   BEAN,

   ITERATOR_VALUE,

   VALUE

}

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.declexpr;

 

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprNode;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.script.ExprNodeScript;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.spec.ExpressionDeclItem;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.spec.ExpressionScriptProvided;

 

import java.util.Collection;

import java.util.List;

 

public class ExprDeclaredHelper {

   public static ExprDeclaredNodeImpl getExistsDeclaredExpr(String name, List<ExprNode> parameters,

Collection<ExpressionDeclItem> expressionDeclarations, ExprDeclaredService exprDeclaredService) {

       // Find among local expressions
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       if (!expressionDeclarations.isEmpty()) {

           for (ExpressionDeclItem declNode : expressionDeclarations) {

               if (declNode.getName().equals(name)) {

                   return new ExprDeclaredNodeImpl(declNode, parameters);

               }

           }

       }

 

       // find among global expressions

       ExpressionDeclItem found = exprDeclaredService.getExpression(name);

       if (found != null) {

           return new ExprDeclaredNodeImpl(found, parameters);

       }

       return null;

   }

 

   public static ExprNodeScript getExistsScript(String defaultDialect, String expressionName, List<ExprNode>

parameters, Collection<ExpressionScriptProvided> scriptExpressions, ExprDeclaredService exprDeclaredService) {

       if (!scriptExpressions.isEmpty()) {

           ExpressionScriptProvided script = findScript(expressionName, parameters.size(), scriptExpressions);

           if (script != null) {

               return new ExprNodeScript(defaultDialect, script, parameters);

           }

       }

 

       List<ExpressionScriptProvided> globalScripts = exprDeclaredService.getScriptsByName(expressionName);

       ExpressionScriptProvided script = findScript(expressionName, parameters.size(), globalScripts);

       if (script != null) {

           return new ExprNodeScript(defaultDialect, script, parameters);

       }

       return null;

   }

 

   private static ExpressionScriptProvided findScript(String name, int parameterCount,

Collection<ExpressionScriptProvided> scriptsByName) {

       if (scriptsByName == null || scriptsByName.isEmpty()) {

           return null;

       }

       ExpressionScriptProvided nameMatchedScript = null;

       for (ExpressionScriptProvided script : scriptsByName) {

           if (script.getName().equals(name) && script.getParameterNames().size() == parameterCount) {

               return script;

           }

           if (script.getName().equals(name)) {

               nameMatchedScript = script;

           }

       }

       return nameMatchedScript;
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   }

}

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.join.exec.composite;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventPropertyGetter;

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventType;

import com.espertech.esper.event.EventBeanUtility;

 

import java.util.*;

 

public class CompositeIndexEnterRemoveRange implements CompositeIndexEnterRemove {

 

   private final EventPropertyGetter propertyGetter;

   private final Class coercionType;

   private HashSet<EventBean> nullKeys;

   private CompositeIndexEnterRemove next;

 

   public CompositeIndexEnterRemoveRange(EventType eventType, String rangeProp, Class coercionType) {

       this.propertyGetter = EventBeanUtility.getAssertPropertyGetter(eventType, rangeProp);

       this.coercionType = coercionType;

   }

 

   public void setNext(CompositeIndexEnterRemove next) {

       this.next = next;

   }

 

   public void getAll(HashSet<EventBean> result, Map parent) {

       if (next == null) {

           Map<Object, Set<EventBean>> eventMap = parent;

           for (Map.Entry<Object, Set<EventBean>> entry : eventMap.entrySet()) {

               result.addAll(entry.getValue());

           }

       }

       else {

           Map<Object, Map> eventMap = parent;

           for (Map.Entry<Object, Map> entry : eventMap.entrySet()) {
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               next.getAll(result, entry.getValue());

           }

       }

       if (nullKeys != null) {

           result.addAll(nullKeys);

       }

   }

 

   public void enter(EventBean theEvent, Map parent) {

       Object sortable = propertyGetter.get(theEvent);

 

       if (sortable == null) {

           if (nullKeys == null) {

               nullKeys = new HashSet<EventBean>();

           }

           nullKeys.add(theEvent);

           return;

       }

 

       sortable = EventBeanUtility.coerce(sortable, coercionType);

 

       // if this is a leaf, enter event

       if (next == null) {

           Map<Object, Set<EventBean>> eventMap = (Map<Object, Set<EventBean>>) parent;

 

           Set<EventBean> events = eventMap.get(sortable);

           if (events == null)

           {

               events = new HashSet<EventBean>();

               eventMap.put(sortable, events);

           }

           events.add(theEvent);

       }

       else {

           Map innerIndex = (Map) parent.get(sortable);

           if (innerIndex == null) {

               innerIndex = new TreeMap();

               parent.put(sortable, innerIndex);

           }

           next.enter(theEvent, innerIndex);

       }

   }

 

   public void remove(EventBean theEvent, Map parent) {

       Object sortable = propertyGetter.get(theEvent);

 

       if (sortable == null) {

           if (nullKeys != null) {
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               nullKeys.remove(theEvent);

           }

           return;

       }

 

       sortable = EventBeanUtility.coerce(sortable, coercionType);

 

       // if this is a leaf, remove event

       if (next == null) {

           Map<Object, Set<EventBean>> eventMap = (Map<Object, Set<EventBean>>) parent;

 

           if (eventMap == null) {

               return;

           }

          

           Set<EventBean> events = eventMap.get(sortable);

           if (events == null)

           {

               return;

           }

 

           if (!events.remove(theEvent))

           {

               return;

           }

 

           if (events.isEmpty())

           {

               parent.remove(sortable);

           }

       }

       else {

           Map innerIndex = (Map) parent.get(sortable);

           if (innerIndex == null) {

               return;

           }

           next.remove(theEvent, innerIndex);

           if (innerIndex.isEmpty()) {

               parent.remove(sortable);

           }

       }

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *
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* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.view;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventType;

import com.espertech.esper.core.service.ExprEvaluatorContextStatement;

import com.espertech.esper.core.service.InternalEventRouter;

import com.espertech.esper.core.service.StatementContext;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.core.StreamTypeServiceImpl;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprNodeUtility;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprTimePeriod;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprValidationContext;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprValidationException;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.spec.*;

 

/**

* Factory for factories for output processing views.

*/

public class OutputProcessViewFactoryFactory

{

   public static OutputProcessViewFactory make(StatementSpecCompiled statementSpec, InternalEventRouter

internalEventRouter, StatementContext statementContext, EventType resultEventType,

OutputProcessViewCallback optionalOutputProcessViewCallback)

           throws ExprValidationException

   {

       // determine direct-callback

       if (optionalOutputProcessViewCallback != null) {

           return new OutputProcessViewFactoryCallback(optionalOutputProcessViewCallback);

       }

 

       // determine routing

       boolean isRouted = false;

       boolean routeToFront = false;

       if (statementSpec.getInsertIntoDesc() != null)

       {

           isRouted = true;

           routeToFront =

statementContext.getNamedWindowService().isNamedWindow(statementSpec.getInsertIntoDesc().getEventTypeN

ame());

       }

 

       OutputStrategyPostProcessFactory outputStrategyPostProcessFactory = null;

       if ((statementSpec.getInsertIntoDesc() != null) || (statementSpec.getSelectStreamSelectorEnum() ==

SelectClauseStreamSelectorEnum.RSTREAM_ONLY))

       {

           SelectClauseStreamSelectorEnum insertIntoStreamSelector = null;

           if (statementSpec.getInsertIntoDesc() != null) {
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               insertIntoStreamSelector = statementSpec.getInsertIntoDesc().getStreamSelector();

           }

 

           outputStrategyPostProcessFactory = new OutputStrategyPostProcessFactory(isRouted,

insertIntoStreamSelector, statementSpec.getSelectStreamSelectorEnum(), internalEventRouter,

statementContext.getEpStatementHandle(), routeToFront);

       }

 

       // Do we need to enforce an output policy?

       int streamCount = statementSpec.getStreamSpecs().length;

       OutputLimitSpec outputLimitSpec = statementSpec.getOutputLimitSpec();

       boolean isDistinct = statementSpec.getSelectClauseSpec().isDistinct();

       boolean isGrouped = statementSpec.getGroupByExpressions() != null &&

statementSpec.getGroupByExpressions().length > 0;

 

       if (outputLimitSpec != null) {

           ExprEvaluatorContextStatement evaluatorContextStmt = new

ExprEvaluatorContextStatement(statementContext);

           ExprValidationContext validationContext = new ExprValidationContext(new

StreamTypeServiceImpl(statementContext.getEngineURI(), false),

statementContext.getMethodResolutionService(), null, statementContext.getTimeProvider(),

statementContext.getVariableService(), evaluatorContextStmt, statementContext.getEventAdapterService(),

statementContext.getStatementName(), statementContext.getStatementId(), statementContext.getAnnotations(),

statementContext.getContextDescriptor());

           if (outputLimitSpec.getAfterTimePeriodExpr() != null) {

               ExprTimePeriod timePeriodExpr = (ExprTimePeriod)

ExprNodeUtility.getValidatedSubtree(outputLimitSpec.getAfterTimePeriodExpr(), validationContext);

               outputLimitSpec.setAfterTimePeriodExpr(timePeriodExpr);

           }

           if (outputLimitSpec.getTimePeriodExpr() != null) {

               ExprTimePeriod timePeriodExpr = (ExprTimePeriod)

ExprNodeUtility.getValidatedSubtree(outputLimitSpec.getTimePeriodExpr(), validationContext);

               outputLimitSpec.setTimePeriodExpr(timePeriodExpr);

           }

       }

 

       OutputProcessViewFactory outputProcessViewFactory;

       if (outputLimitSpec == null)

       {

           if (!isDistinct)

           {

               outputProcessViewFactory = new OutputProcessViewDirectFactory(statementContext,

outputStrategyPostProcessFactory);

           }

           else

           {

               outputProcessViewFactory = new OutputProcessViewDirectDistinctOrAfterFactory(statementContext,

outputStrategyPostProcessFactory, isDistinct, null, null, resultEventType);
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           }

       }

       else if (outputLimitSpec.getRateType() == OutputLimitRateType.AFTER)

       {

           outputProcessViewFactory = new OutputProcessViewDirectDistinctOrAfterFactory(statementContext,

outputStrategyPostProcessFactory, isDistinct, outputLimitSpec.getAfterTimePeriodExpr(),

outputLimitSpec.getAfterNumberOfEvents(), resultEventType);

       }

       else

       {

           try {

               boolean isWithHavingClause = statementSpec.getHavingExprRootNode() != null;

               OutputConditionFactory outputConditionFactory =

OutputConditionFactoryFactory.createCondition(outputLimitSpec, statementContext, isGrouped,

isWithHavingClause);

 

               OutputProcessViewConditionFactory.ConditionType conditionType;

 

               if (outputLimitSpec.getDisplayLimit() == OutputLimitLimitType.SNAPSHOT)

               {

                   conditionType = OutputProcessViewConditionFactory.ConditionType.SNAPSHOT;

               }

               // For FIRST without groups we are using a special logic that integrates the first-flag, in order to still

conveniently use all sorts of output conditions.

               // FIRST with group-by is handled by setting the output condition to null (OutputConditionNull) and

letting the ResultSetProcessor handle first-per-group.

               // Without having-clause there is no required order of processing, thus also use regular policy.

               else if (outputLimitSpec.getDisplayLimit() == OutputLimitLimitType.FIRST &&

statementSpec.getGroupByExpressions().length == 0 && isWithHavingClause) {

                   conditionType = OutputProcessViewConditionFactory.ConditionType.POLICY_FIRST;

               }

               else

               {

                   conditionType = OutputProcessViewConditionFactory.ConditionType.POLICY_NONFIRST;

               }

 

               boolean terminable = outputLimitSpec.getRateType() == OutputLimitRateType.TERM ||

outputLimitSpec.isAndAfterTerminate();

               outputProcessViewFactory = new OutputProcessViewConditionFactory(statementContext,

outputStrategyPostProcessFactory, isDistinct, outputLimitSpec.getAfterTimePeriodExpr(),

outputLimitSpec.getAfterNumberOfEvents(), resultEventType, outputConditionFactory, streamCount,

conditionType, outputLimitSpec.getDisplayLimit(), terminable);

           }

           catch (RuntimeException ex) {

               throw new ExprValidationException("Error in the output rate limiting clause: " + ex.getMessage(), ex);

           }

       }
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       return outputProcessViewFactory;

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.view;

 

import com.espertech.esper.core.service.StatementContext;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprConstantNodeImpl;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprValidationException;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.spec.OnTriggerSetAssignment;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.spec.OutputLimitLimitType;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.spec.OutputLimitRateType;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.spec.OutputLimitSpec;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.variable.VariableReader;

import com.espertech.esper.util.JavaClassHelper;

import org.apache.commons.logging.Log;

import org.apache.commons.logging.LogFactory;

 

import java.util.Collections;

 

/**

* Factory for output condition instances.

*/

public class OutputConditionFactoryFactory

{

	private static final Log log = LogFactory.getLog(OutputConditionFactoryFactory.class);

 

   /**

    * Creates an output condition instance.

    * @param outputLimitSpec specifies what kind of condition to create

    * @return instance for performing output

    */

	public static OutputConditionFactory createCondition(OutputLimitSpec outputLimitSpec,

										 	  	  StatementContext statementContext,

                                                 boolean isGrouped,

                                                 boolean isWithHavingClause)

           throws ExprValidationException

   {

		if(outputLimitSpec == null)

		{

			return new OutputConditionNullFactory();
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		}

 

       // Check if a variable is present

       VariableReader reader = null;

       if (outputLimitSpec.getVariableName() != null)

       {

           reader = statementContext.getVariableService().getReader(outputLimitSpec.getVariableName());

           if (reader == null)

           {

               throw new IllegalArgumentException("Variable named '" + outputLimitSpec.getVariableName() + "' has

not been declared");

           }

       }

 

       if(outputLimitSpec.getDisplayLimit() == OutputLimitLimitType.FIRST)

		{

           if (isGrouped) {

               return new OutputConditionNullFactory();

           }

           if (!isWithHavingClause) {

               return new OutputConditionFirstFactory(outputLimitSpec, statementContext, isGrouped,

isWithHavingClause);

           }

		}

 

       if(outputLimitSpec.getRateType() == OutputLimitRateType.CRONTAB)

       {

           return new OutputConditionCrontabFactory(outputLimitSpec.getCrontabAtSchedule(), statementContext);

       }

       else if(outputLimitSpec.getRateType() == OutputLimitRateType.WHEN_EXPRESSION)

       {

           return new OutputConditionExpressionFactory(outputLimitSpec.getWhenExpressionNode(),

outputLimitSpec.getThenExpressions(), statementContext, outputLimitSpec.getAndAfterTerminateExpr(),

outputLimitSpec.getAndAfterTerminateThenExpressions());

       }

       else if(outputLimitSpec.getRateType() == OutputLimitRateType.EVENTS)

		{

           if (log.isDebugEnabled())

           {

			    log.debug(".createCondition creating OutputConditionCount with event rate " + outputLimitSpec);

           }

 

           if ((reader != null) && (!JavaClassHelper.isNumericNonFP(reader.getType())))

           {

               throw new IllegalArgumentException("Variable named '" + outputLimitSpec.getVariableName() + "' must

be type integer, long or short");

           }
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           int rate = -1;

           if (outputLimitSpec.getRate() != null)

           {

               rate = outputLimitSpec.getRate().intValue();

           }

           return new OutputConditionCountFactory(rate, reader);

		}

		else if (outputLimitSpec.getRateType() == OutputLimitRateType.TERM)

		{

           if (outputLimitSpec.getAndAfterTerminateExpr() == null &&

(outputLimitSpec.getAndAfterTerminateThenExpressions() == null ||

outputLimitSpec.getAndAfterTerminateThenExpressions().isEmpty())) {

               return new OutputConditionTermFactory();

           }

           else {

               return new OutputConditionExpressionFactory(new ExprConstantNodeImpl(false),

Collections.<OnTriggerSetAssignment>emptyList(), statementContext,

outputLimitSpec.getAndAfterTerminateExpr(), outputLimitSpec.getAndAfterTerminateThenExpressions());

           }

		}

       else {

           if (log.isDebugEnabled())

           {

               log.debug(".createCondition creating OutputConditionTime with interval length " +

outputLimitSpec.getRate());

           }

           if ((reader != null) && (!JavaClassHelper.isNumeric(reader.getType())))

           {

               throw new IllegalArgumentException("Variable named '" + outputLimitSpec.getVariableName() + "' must

be of numeric type");

           }

 

           return new OutputConditionTimeFactory(outputLimitSpec.getTimePeriodExpr(), statementContext);

       }

	}

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.view;

 

/**

* An empty output condition that is always satisfied.
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*/

public class OutputConditionNull extends OutputConditionBase implements OutputCondition {

 

	private static final boolean DO_OUTPUT = true;

	private static final boolean FORCE_UPDATE = false;

 

	/**

	 * Ctor.

	 * @param outputCallback is the callback to make once the condition is satisfied

	 */

	public OutputConditionNull(OutputCallback outputCallback)

	{

       super(outputCallback);

	}

 

	public void updateOutputCondition(int newEventsCount, int oldEventsCount) {

		outputCallback.continueOutputProcessing(DO_OUTPUT, FORCE_UPDATE);

	}

 

   public void terminated() {

       outputCallback.continueOutputProcessing(true, true);

   }

}

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.core.eval;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventType;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.core.SelectExprProcessor;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.spec.SelectClauseStreamCompiledSpec;

 

import java.util.List;

 

public abstract class EvalSelectStreamBase implements SelectExprProcessor {

 

   protected final SelectExprContext selectExprContext;

   protected final EventType resultEventType;

   protected final List<SelectClauseStreamCompiledSpec> namedStreams;

   protected final boolean isUsingWildcard;
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   public EvalSelectStreamBase(SelectExprContext selectExprContext, EventType resultEventType,

List<SelectClauseStreamCompiledSpec> namedStreams, boolean usingWildcard) {

       this.selectExprContext = selectExprContext;

       this.resultEventType = resultEventType;

       this.namedStreams = namedStreams;

       this.isUsingWildcard = usingWildcard;

   }

 

   public EventType getResultEventType()

   {

       return resultEventType;

   }

 

   public SelectExprContext getSelectExprContext() {      

       return selectExprContext;

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.spec;

 

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprNode;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprNodeUtility;

import com.espertech.esper.util.MetaDefItem;

 

import java.util.List;

import java.io.Serializable;

 

/**

* Encapsulates the information required to specify an object identification and construction.

* <p>

* Abstract class for use with any object, such as views, pattern guards or pattern observers.

* <p>

* A object construction specification can be equal to another specification. This information can be

* important to determine reuse of any object.

*/

public abstract class ObjectSpec implements MetaDefItem, Serializable

{

   private final String objectNamespace;

   private final String objectName;

   private final List<ExprNode> objectParameters;
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   private static final long serialVersionUID = 8376856305427395086L;

 

   /**

    * Constructor.

    * @param namespace if the namespace the object is in

    * @param objectName is the name of the object

    * @param objectParameters is a list of values representing the object parameters

    */

   public ObjectSpec(String namespace, String objectName, List<ExprNode> objectParameters)

   {

       this.objectNamespace = namespace;

       this.objectName = objectName;

       this.objectParameters = objectParameters;

   }

 

   /**

    * Returns namespace for view object.

    * @return namespace

    */

   public String getObjectNamespace()

   {

       return objectNamespace;

   }

 

   /**

    * Returns the object name.

    * @return object name

    */

   public final String getObjectName()

   {

       return objectName;

   }

 

   /**

    * Returns the list of object parameters.

    * @return list of expressions representing object parameters

    */

   public final List<ExprNode> getObjectParameters()

   {

       return objectParameters;

   }

 

   public final boolean equals(final Object otherObject)

   {

       if (otherObject == this)

       {

           return true;

       }
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       if (otherObject == null)

       {

           return false;

       }

 

       if (getClass() != otherObject.getClass())

       {

           return false;

       }

 

       final ObjectSpec other = (ObjectSpec) otherObject;

       if (!(this.objectName).equals(other.objectName))

       {

           return false;

       }

 

       if (objectParameters.size() != other.objectParameters.size())

       {

           return false;

       }

 

       // Compare object parameter by object parameter

       int index = 0;

       for (ExprNode thisParam : objectParameters)

       {

           ExprNode otherParam = other.objectParameters.get(index);

           index++;

 

           if (!ExprNodeUtility.deepEquals(thisParam, otherParam))

           {

               return false;

           }

       }

 

       return true;

   }

 

   public int hashCode()

   {

       int result;

       result = objectNamespace.hashCode();

       result = 31 * result + objectName.hashCode();

       return result;

   }

 

   public final String toString()

   {
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       StringBuilder buffer = new StringBuilder();

       buffer.append("objectName=");

       buffer.append(objectName);

       buffer.append("  objectParameters=(");

       char delimiter = ' ';

 

       if (objectParameters != null)

       {

           for (ExprNode param : objectParameters)

           {

               buffer.append(delimiter);

               buffer.append(param.toExpressionString());

               delimiter = ',';

           }

       }

 

       buffer.append(')');

 

       return buffer.toString();

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.view;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.core.context.util.AgentInstanceContext;

import com.espertech.esper.core.service.EPStatementHandleCallback;

import com.espertech.esper.core.service.ExtensionServicesContext;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluator;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.variable.VariableChangeCallback;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.variable.VariableReader;

import com.espertech.esper.schedule.ScheduleHandleCallback;

import com.espertech.esper.schedule.ScheduleSlot;

import com.espertech.esper.util.ExecutionPathDebugLog;

import com.espertech.esper.util.StopCallback;

import org.apache.commons.logging.Log;

import org.apache.commons.logging.LogFactory;

 

import java.util.HashMap;

import java.util.Map;
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/**

* Output condition for output rate limiting that handles when-then expressions for controlling output.

*/

public class OutputConditionExpression extends OutputConditionBase implements OutputCondition,

VariableChangeCallback, StopCallback

{

   private static final Log log = LogFactory.getLog(OutputConditionExpression.class);

   private final AgentInstanceContext agentInstanceContext;

   private final OutputConditionExpressionFactory parent;

 

   private final ScheduleSlot scheduleSlot;

   private boolean isCallbackScheduled;

   private boolean ignoreVariableCallbacks;

   private Map<String, Object> builtinProperties;

   private EventBean[] eventsPerStream;

 

   // ongoing builtin properties

   private int totalNewEventsCount;

   private int totalOldEventsCount;

   private int totalNewEventsSum;

   private int totalOldEventsSum;

   private Long lastOutputTimestamp;

   private EPStatementHandleCallback scheduleHandle;

 

   public OutputConditionExpression(OutputCallback outputCallback, final AgentInstanceContext

agentInstanceContext, OutputConditionExpressionFactory parent) {

       super(outputCallback);

       this.agentInstanceContext = agentInstanceContext;

       this.parent = parent;

 

       scheduleSlot = agentInstanceContext.getStatementContext().getScheduleBucket().allocateSlot();

       this.eventsPerStream = new EventBean[1];

 

       if (parent.getBuiltinPropertiesEventType() != null)

       {

           builtinProperties = new HashMap<String, Object>();

           lastOutputTimestamp = agentInstanceContext.getStatementContext().getSchedulingService().getTime();

       }

 

       if (parent.getVariableNames() != null)

       {

           // if using variables, register a callback on the change of the variable

           for (String variableName : parent.getVariableNames())

           {

               final VariableReader reader =

agentInstanceContext.getStatementContext().getVariableService().getReader(variableName);

agentInstanceContext.getStatementContext().getVariableService().registerCallback(reader.getVariableNumber(), thi

s);
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               agentInstanceContext.addTerminationCallback(new StopCallback() {

                   public void stop() {

agentInstanceContext.getStatementContext().getVariableService().unregisterCallback(reader.getVariableNumber(), 

OutputConditionExpression.this);

                   }

               });

           }

       }

   }

 

   public void updateOutputCondition(int newEventsCount, int oldEventsCount)

   {

       this.totalNewEventsCount += newEventsCount;

       this.totalOldEventsCount += oldEventsCount;

       this.totalNewEventsSum += newEventsCount;

       this.totalOldEventsSum += oldEventsCount;

 

       boolean isOutput = evaluate(parent.getWhenExpressionNodeEval());

       if (isOutput)

       {

           executeThenAssignments();

           outputCallback.continueOutputProcessing(true, true);

           resetBuiltinProperties();

       }

   }

 

   public void update(Object newValue, Object oldValue)

   {

       if (ignoreVariableCallbacks)

       {

           log.debug(".update Ignoring variable callback");

           return;

       }

 

       agentInstanceContext.getStatementContext().getVariableService().setLocalVersion();

       boolean isOutput = evaluate(parent.getWhenExpressionNodeEval());

       if ((isOutput) && (!isCallbackScheduled))

       {

           scheduleCallback();

       }

   }

 

   public void stop() {

       if (scheduleHandle != null) {

           agentInstanceContext.getStatementContext().getSchedulingService().remove(scheduleHandle, scheduleSlot);

           scheduleHandle = null;

       }

   }
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   @Override

   public void terminated() {

       boolean output = true;

       if (parent.getAndWhenTerminatedExpressionNodeEval() != null) {

           output = evaluate(parent.getAndWhenTerminatedExpressionNodeEval());

       }

       if (parent.getVariableReadWritePackageAfterTerminated() != null) {

           if (builtinProperties != null)

           {

               populateBuiltinProps();

               eventsPerStream[0] =

agentInstanceContext.getStatementContext().getEventAdapterService().adapterForTypedMap(builtinProperties,

parent.getBuiltinPropertiesEventType());

           }

 

           ignoreVariableCallbacks = true;

           try {

parent.getVariableReadWritePackageAfterTerminated().writeVariables(agentInstanceContext.getStatementContext(

).getVariableService(), eventsPerStream, null, agentInstanceContext);

           }

           finally {

               ignoreVariableCallbacks = false;

           }

       }

       if (output) {

           super.terminated();

       }

   }

 

   private boolean evaluate(ExprEvaluator evaluator)

   {

       if (builtinProperties != null)

       {

           populateBuiltinProps();

           eventsPerStream[0] =

agentInstanceContext.getStatementContext().getEventAdapterService().adapterForTypedMap(builtinProperties,

parent.getBuiltinPropertiesEventType());

       }

 

       boolean result = false;

       Boolean output = (Boolean) evaluator.evaluate(eventsPerStream, true, agentInstanceContext);

       if ((output != null) && (output))

       {

           result = true;

       }

 

       return result;
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   }

 

   private void scheduleCallback()

   {

   	isCallbackScheduled = true;

       long current = agentInstanceContext.getStatementContext().getSchedulingService().getTime();

 

       if ((ExecutionPathDebugLog.isDebugEnabled) && (log.isDebugEnabled()))

       {

           log.debug(".scheduleCallback Scheduled new callback for " +

                   " afterMsec=" + 0 +

                   " now=" + current);

       }

 

       ScheduleHandleCallback callback = new ScheduleHandleCallback() {

           public void scheduledTrigger(ExtensionServicesContext extensionServicesContext)

           {

               OutputConditionExpression.this.isCallbackScheduled = false;

               OutputConditionExpression.this.outputCallback.continueOutputProcessing(true, true);

               resetBuiltinProperties();

           }

       };

       scheduleHandle = new

EPStatementHandleCallback(agentInstanceContext.getEpStatementAgentInstanceHandle(), callback);

       agentInstanceContext.getStatementContext().getSchedulingService().add(0, scheduleHandle, scheduleSlot);

       agentInstanceContext.addTerminationCallback(this);

 

       // execute assignments

       executeThenAssignments();

   }

 

   private void executeThenAssignments() {

       if (parent.getVariableReadWritePackage() != null)

       {

           if (builtinProperties != null)

           {

               populateBuiltinProps();

               eventsPerStream[0] =

agentInstanceContext.getStatementContext().getEventAdapterService().adapterForTypedMap(builtinProperties,

parent.getBuiltinPropertiesEventType());

           }

 

           ignoreVariableCallbacks = true;

           try {

parent.getVariableReadWritePackage().writeVariables(agentInstanceContext.getStatementContext().getVariableSer

vice(), eventsPerStream, null, agentInstanceContext);

           }

           finally {
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               ignoreVariableCallbacks = false;

           }

       }

   }

 

   private void resetBuiltinProperties()

   {

       if (builtinProperties != null)

       {

           totalNewEventsCount = 0;

           totalOldEventsCount = 0;

           lastOutputTimestamp = agentInstanceContext.getStatementContext().getSchedulingService().getTime();

       }

   }

 

   private void populateBuiltinProps() {

       builtinProperties.put("count_insert", totalNewEventsCount);

       builtinProperties.put("count_remove", totalOldEventsCount);

       builtinProperties.put("count_insert_total", totalNewEventsSum);

       builtinProperties.put("count_remove_total", totalOldEventsSum);

       builtinProperties.put("last_output_timestamp", lastOutputTimestamp);

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.join.plan;

 

import com.espertech.esper.epl.datetime.eval.ExprDotNodeFilterAnalyzerDesc;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.*;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.join.util.Eligibility;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.join.util.EligibilityDesc;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.join.util.EligibilityUtil;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.join.util.RangeFilterAnalyzer;

import com.espertech.esper.type.RelationalOpEnum;

 

/**

* Analyzes a filter expression and builds a query graph model.

* The 'equals', 'and' 'between' and relational operators expressions in the filter expression are extracted

* and placed in the query graph model as navigable relationships (by key and index

* properties as well as ranges) between streams.

*/

public class FilterExprAnalyzer
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{

   /**

    * Analyzes filter expression to build query graph model.

    * @param topNode - filter top node

    * @param queryGraph - model containing relationships between streams, to be written to

    */

   public static void analyze(ExprNode topNode, QueryGraph queryGraph, boolean isOuterJoin)

   {

       // Analyze relationships between streams. Relationships are properties in AND and EQUALS nodes of joins.

       if (topNode instanceof ExprEqualsNode)

       {

           ExprEqualsNode equalsNode = (ExprEqualsNode) topNode;

           if (!equalsNode.isNotEquals())

           {

               analyzeEqualsNode(equalsNode, queryGraph, isOuterJoin);

           }

       }

       else if (topNode instanceof ExprAndNode)

       {

           ExprAndNode andNode = (ExprAndNode) topNode;

           analyzeAndNode(andNode, queryGraph, isOuterJoin);

       }

       else if (topNode instanceof ExprBetweenNode) {

           ExprBetweenNode betweenNode = (ExprBetweenNode) topNode;

           analyzeBetweenNode(betweenNode, queryGraph);

       }

       else if (topNode instanceof ExprRelationalOpNode) {

           ExprRelationalOpNode relNode = (ExprRelationalOpNode) topNode;

           analyzeRelationalOpNode(relNode, queryGraph);

       }

       else if (topNode instanceof ExprDotNode && !isOuterJoin)

       {

           ExprDotNode dotNode = (ExprDotNode) topNode;

           analyzeDotNode(dotNode, queryGraph);

       }

   }

 

   private static void analyzeDotNode(ExprDotNode dotNode, QueryGraph queryGraph) {

       ExprDotNodeFilterAnalyzerDesc interval = dotNode.getExprDotNodeFilterAnalyzerDesc();

       if (interval == null) {

           return;

       }

       interval.apply(queryGraph);

   }

 

   private static void analyzeRelationalOpNode(ExprRelationalOpNode relNode, QueryGraph queryGraph) {

       if ( ((relNode.getChildNodes()[0] instanceof ExprIdentNode)) &&

            ((relNode.getChildNodes()[1] instanceof ExprIdentNode)))
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       {

           ExprIdentNode identNodeLeft = (ExprIdentNode) relNode.getChildNodes()[0];

           ExprIdentNode identNodeRight = (ExprIdentNode) relNode.getChildNodes()[1];

 

           if (identNodeLeft.getStreamId() != identNodeRight.getStreamId())

           {

               queryGraph.addRelationalOpStrict(identNodeLeft.getStreamId(),

identNodeLeft.getResolvedPropertyName(), identNodeLeft,

                       identNodeRight.getStreamId(), identNodeRight.getResolvedPropertyName(), identNodeRight,

relNode.getRelationalOpEnum());

           }

           return;

       }

 

       int indexedStream = -1;

       String indexedProp = null;

       ExprNode exprNodeNoIdent = null;

       RelationalOpEnum relop = relNode.getRelationalOpEnum();

 

       if (relNode.getChildNodes()[0] instanceof ExprIdentNode) {

           ExprIdentNode identNode = (ExprIdentNode) relNode.getChildNodes()[0];

           indexedStream = identNode.getStreamId();

           indexedProp = identNode.getResolvedPropertyName();

           exprNodeNoIdent = relNode.getChildNodes()[1];

       }

       else if (relNode.getChildNodes()[1] instanceof ExprIdentNode) {

           ExprIdentNode identNode = (ExprIdentNode) relNode.getChildNodes()[1];

           indexedStream = identNode.getStreamId();

           indexedProp = identNode.getResolvedPropertyName();

           exprNodeNoIdent = relNode.getChildNodes()[0];

           relop = relop.reversed();

       }

       if (indexedStream == -1) {

           return;     // require property of right/left side of equals

       }

 

       EligibilityDesc eligibility = EligibilityUtil.verifyInputStream(exprNodeNoIdent, indexedStream);

       if (!eligibility.getEligibility().isEligible()) {

           return;

       }

 

       queryGraph.addRelationalOp(indexedStream, indexedProp, eligibility.getStreamNum(), exprNodeNoIdent,

relop);

   }

 

   private static void analyzeBetweenNode(ExprBetweenNode betweenNode, QueryGraph queryGraph) {

       RangeFilterAnalyzer.apply(betweenNode.getChildNodes()[0], betweenNode.getChildNodes()[1],

betweenNode.getChildNodes()[2],
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               betweenNode.isLowEndpointIncluded(), betweenNode.isHighEndpointIncluded(),

betweenNode.isNotBetween(),

               queryGraph);

   }

 

   /**

    * Analye EQUALS (=) node.

    * @param equalsNode - node to analyze

    * @param queryGraph - store relationships between stream properties

    */

   protected static void analyzeEqualsNode(ExprEqualsNode equalsNode, QueryGraph queryGraph, boolean

isOuterJoin)

   {

       if ( (equalsNode.getChildNodes()[0] instanceof ExprIdentNode) &&

            (equalsNode.getChildNodes()[1] instanceof ExprIdentNode))

       {

           ExprIdentNode identNodeLeft = (ExprIdentNode) equalsNode.getChildNodes()[0];

           ExprIdentNode identNodeRight = (ExprIdentNode) equalsNode.getChildNodes()[1];

 

           if (identNodeLeft.getStreamId() != identNodeRight.getStreamId())

           {

               queryGraph.addStrictEquals(identNodeLeft.getStreamId(), identNodeLeft.getResolvedPropertyName(),

identNodeLeft,

                       identNodeRight.getStreamId(), identNodeRight.getResolvedPropertyName(), identNodeRight);

           }

 

           return;

       }

       if (isOuterJoin) {      // outerjoins don't use constants or one-way expression-derived information to evaluate join

           return;

       }

 

       // handle constant-compare or transformation case

       int indexedStream = -1;

       String indexedProp = null;

       ExprNode exprNodeNoIdent = null;

 

       if (equalsNode.getChildNodes()[0] instanceof ExprIdentNode) {

           ExprIdentNode identNode = (ExprIdentNode) equalsNode.getChildNodes()[0];

           indexedStream = identNode.getStreamId();

           indexedProp = identNode.getResolvedPropertyName();

           exprNodeNoIdent = equalsNode.getChildNodes()[1];

       }

       else if (equalsNode.getChildNodes()[1] instanceof ExprIdentNode) {

           ExprIdentNode identNode = (ExprIdentNode) equalsNode.getChildNodes()[1];

           indexedStream = identNode.getStreamId();

           indexedProp = identNode.getResolvedPropertyName();

           exprNodeNoIdent = equalsNode.getChildNodes()[0];
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       }

       if (indexedStream == -1) {

           return;     // require property of right/left side of equals

       }

 

       EligibilityDesc eligibility = EligibilityUtil.verifyInputStream(exprNodeNoIdent, indexedStream);

       if (!eligibility.getEligibility().isEligible()) {

           return;

       }

 

       if (eligibility.getEligibility() == Eligibility.REQUIRE_NONE) {

           queryGraph.addUnkeyedExpression(indexedStream, indexedProp, exprNodeNoIdent);

       }

       else {

           queryGraph.addKeyedExpression(indexedStream, indexedProp, eligibility.getStreamNum(),

exprNodeNoIdent);

       }

   }

 

   /**

    * Analyze the AND-node.

    * @param andNode - node to analyze

    * @param queryGraph - to store relationships between stream properties

    */

   protected static void analyzeAndNode(ExprAndNode andNode, QueryGraph queryGraph, boolean isOuterJoin)

   {

       for (ExprNode childNode : andNode.getChildNodes())

       {

           analyze(childNode, queryGraph, isOuterJoin);

       }

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.db;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

 

import java.util.List;

 

/**

* Interface for polling data from a data source such as a relational database.
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* <p>

* Lifecycle methods are for managing connection resources.

*/

public interface PollExecStrategy

{

   /**

    * Start the poll, called before any poll operation.

    */

   public void start();

 

   /**

    * Poll events using the keys provided.

    * @param lookupValues is keys for exeuting a query or such

    * @return a list of events for the keys

    */

   public List<EventBean> poll(Object[] lookupValues);

 

   /**

    * Indicate we are done polling and can release resources.

    */

   public void done();

 

   /**

    * Indicate we are no going to use this object again.

    */

   public void destroy();

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.agg.aggregator;

 

import com.espertech.esper.epl.agg.service.AggregatorUtil;

 

/**

* Sum for double values.

*/

public class AggregatorSumDoubleFilter extends AggregatorSumDouble

{

   @Override

   public void enter(Object parameters)

   {

       Object[] paramArray = (Object[]) parameters;
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       if (!AggregatorUtil.checkFilter(paramArray)) {

           return;

       }

       super.enter(paramArray[0]);

   }

 

   @Override

   public void leave(Object parameters)

   {

       Object[] paramArray = (Object[]) parameters;

       if (!AggregatorUtil.checkFilter(paramArray)) {

           return;

       }

       super.leave(paramArray[0]);

   }

}

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.core.eval;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventType;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.core.SelectExprProcessor;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluatorContext;

import com.espertech.esper.event.vaevent.ValueAddEventProcessor;

 

public class EvalInsertWildcardJoinRevision extends EvalBase implements SelectExprProcessor {

 

   private final SelectExprProcessor joinWildcardProcessor;

   private final ValueAddEventProcessor vaeProcessor;

 

   public EvalInsertWildcardJoinRevision(SelectExprContext selectExprContext, EventType resultEventType,

SelectExprProcessor joinWildcardProcessor, ValueAddEventProcessor vaeProcessor) {

       super(selectExprContext, resultEventType);

       this.joinWildcardProcessor = joinWildcardProcessor;

       this.vaeProcessor = vaeProcessor;

   }

 

   public EventBean process(EventBean[] eventsPerStream, boolean isNewData, boolean isSynthesize,
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ExprEvaluatorContext exprEvaluatorContext) {

       EventBean theEvent = joinWildcardProcessor.process(eventsPerStream, isNewData, isSynthesize,

exprEvaluatorContext);

       return vaeProcessor.getValueAddEventBean(theEvent);

   }

}

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.enummethod.eval;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventType;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluator;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluatorContext;

import com.espertech.esper.event.arr.ObjectArrayEventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.event.arr.ObjectArrayEventType;

 

import java.util.Collection;

 

public class EnumEvalMinMaxScalarLambda extends EnumEvalBase implements EnumEval {

 

   private final boolean max;

   private final ObjectArrayEventType resultEventType;

 

   public EnumEvalMinMaxScalarLambda(ExprEvaluator innerExpression, int streamCountIncoming, boolean max,

ObjectArrayEventType resultEventType) {

       super(innerExpression, streamCountIncoming);

       this.max = max;

       this.resultEventType = resultEventType;

   }

 

   public Object evaluateEnumMethod(EventBean[] eventsLambda, Collection target, boolean isNewData,

ExprEvaluatorContext context) {

       Comparable minKey = null;

 

       ObjectArrayEventBean resultEvent = new ObjectArrayEventBean(new Object[1], resultEventType);

       Collection<Object> coll = (Collection<Object>) target;

       for (Object next : coll) {
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           resultEvent.getProperties()[0] = next;

           eventsLambda[streamNumLambda] = resultEvent;

 

           Object comparable = innerExpression.evaluate(eventsLambda, isNewData, context);

           if (comparable == null) {

               continue;

           }

 

           if (minKey == null) {

               minKey = (Comparable) comparable;

           }

           else {

               if (max) {

                   if (minKey.compareTo(comparable) < 0) {

                       minKey = (Comparable) comparable;

                   }

               }

               else {

                   if (minKey.compareTo(comparable) > 0) {

                       minKey = (Comparable) comparable;

                   }

               }

           }

       }

 

       return minKey;

   }

}

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.core.eval;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventType;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.core.SelectExprProcessor;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluatorContext;

import com.espertech.esper.event.EventAdapterService;

import com.espertech.esper.event.MappedEventBean;
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public class EvalInsertCoercionMap implements SelectExprProcessor {

 

   private EventType resultEventType;

   private EventAdapterService eventAdapterService;

 

   public EvalInsertCoercionMap(EventType resultEventType, EventAdapterService eventAdapterService) {

       this.resultEventType = resultEventType;

       this.eventAdapterService = eventAdapterService;

   }

 

   public EventBean process(EventBean[] eventsPerStream, boolean isNewData, boolean isSynthesize,

ExprEvaluatorContext exprEvaluatorContext) {

       MappedEventBean theEvent = (MappedEventBean) eventsPerStream[0];

       return eventAdapterService.adapterForTypedMap(theEvent.getProperties(), resultEventType);

   }

 

   public EventType getResultEventType() {

       return resultEventType;

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.spec;

 

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprNode;

import com.espertech.esper.util.MetaDefItem;

 

import java.io.Serializable;

 

/**

* Descriptor for create-variable statements.

*/

public class CreateVariableDesc implements MetaDefItem, Serializable

{

   private String variableType;

   private String variableName;

   private ExprNode assignment;

   private boolean constant;

   private boolean array;

   private static final long serialVersionUID = -7864602464816397227L;

 

   /**
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    * Ctor.

    * @param variableType type of the variable

    * @param variableName name of the variable

    * @param assignment expression assigning the initial value, or null if none

    */

   public CreateVariableDesc(String variableType, String variableName, ExprNode assignment, boolean constant,

boolean array)

   {

       this.variableType = variableType;

       this.variableName = variableName;

       this.assignment = assignment;

       this.constant = constant;

       this.array = array;

   }

 

   /**

    * Returns the variable type.

    * @return type of variable

    */

   public String getVariableType()

   {

       return variableType;

   }

 

   /**

    * Returns the variable name

    * @return name

    */

   public String getVariableName()

   {

       return variableName;

   }

 

   /**

    * Returns the assignment expression, or null if none

    * @return expression or null

    */

   public ExprNode getAssignment()

   {

       return assignment;

   }

 

   public boolean isConstant() {

       return constant;

   }

 

   public boolean isArray() {

       return array;
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   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.join.table;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventType;

import com.espertech.esper.util.JavaClassHelper;

import com.espertech.esper.util.SimpleNumberCoercer;

import com.espertech.esper.util.SimpleNumberCoercerFactory;

import org.apache.commons.logging.Log;

import org.apache.commons.logging.LogFactory;

 

/**

* Index that organizes events by the event property values into hash buckets. Based on a HashMap

* with {@link com.espertech.esper.collection.MultiKeyUntyped} keys that store the property values.

* <p>

* Performs coercion of the index keys before storing the keys.

* <p>

* Takes a list of property names as parameter. Doesn't care which event type the events have as long as the

properties

* exist. If the same event is added twice, the class throws an exception on add.

*/

public class PropertyIndexedEventTableCoerceAddFactory extends PropertyIndexedEventTableFactory

{

   private static Log log = LogFactory.getLog(PropertyIndexedEventTableCoerceAddFactory.class);

   protected final SimpleNumberCoercer[] coercers;

   protected final Class[] coercionType;

 

   /**

    * Ctor.

    * @param streamNum is the stream number of the indexed stream

    * @param eventType is the event type of the indexed stream

    * @param propertyNames are the property names to get property values

    * @param coercionType are the classes to coerce indexed values to

    */

   public PropertyIndexedEventTableCoerceAddFactory(int streamNum, EventType eventType, String[]

propertyNames, Class[] coercionType)

   {

       super(streamNum, eventType, propertyNames, false, null);

       this.coercionType = coercionType;

       coercers = new SimpleNumberCoercer[coercionType.length];
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       for (int i = 0; i < coercionType.length; i++)

       {

           if (JavaClassHelper.isNumeric(coercionType[i])) {

               coercers[i] = SimpleNumberCoercerFactory.getCoercer(null, coercionType[i]);

           }

       }

   }

 

   public EventTable makeEventTable() {

       return new PropertyIndexedEventTableCoerceAdd(streamNum, propertyGetters, coercers, coercionType);

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.join.table;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

 

import java.util.Iterator;

 

/**

* Table of events allowing add and remove. Lookup in table is coordinated

* through the underlying implementation.

*/

public interface EventTable extends Iterable<EventBean>

{

   /**

    * Add and remove events from table.

    * <p>

    *     It is up to the index to decide whether to add first and then remove,

    *     or whether to remove and then add.

    * </p>

    * <p>

    *     It is important to note that a given event can be in both the

    *     removed and the added events. This means that unique indexes probably need to remove first

    *     and then add. Most other non-unique indexes will add first and then remove

    *     since the an event can be both in the add and the remove stream.

    * </p>

    * @param newData to add

    * @param oldData to remove

    */

   void addRemove(EventBean[] newData, EventBean[] oldData);
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   /**

    * Add events to table.

    * @param events to add

    */

   public void add(EventBean[] events);

 

   /**

    * Remove events from table.

    * @param events to remove

    */

   public void remove(EventBean[] events);

 

   /**

    * Returns an iterator over events in the table.

    * @return table iterator

    */

   public Iterator<EventBean> iterator();

 

   /**

    * Returns true if the index is empty, or false if not

    * @return true for empty index

    */

   public boolean isEmpty();

 

   /**

    * Clear out index.

    */

   public void clear();

 

   public String toQueryPlan();

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.declexpr;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluator;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.spec.ExpressionDeclItem;

 

public class ExprDeclaredEvalNoRewrite extends ExprDeclaredEvalBase {
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   public ExprDeclaredEvalNoRewrite(ExprEvaluator innerEvaluator, ExpressionDeclItem prototype, boolean

isCache) {

       super(innerEvaluator, prototype, isCache);

   }

 

   public EventBean[] getEventsPerStreamRewritten(EventBean[] eventsPerStream) {

       return eventsPerStream;

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.parse;

 

import com.espertech.esper.antlr.ASTUtil;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.core.EngineImportService;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.generated.EsperEPL2GrammarParser;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.spec.*;

import org.antlr.runtime.tree.Tree;

import org.apache.commons.logging.Log;

import org.apache.commons.logging.LogFactory;

 

import java.util.*;

 

public class ASTGraphHelper

{

   private static final Log log = LogFactory.getLog(ASTGraphHelper.class);

 

   public static CreateDataFlowDesc walkCreateDataFlow(Tree parent, Map<Tree, Object> astGraphNodeMap,

EngineImportService engineImportService)

   {

       String graphName = parent.getChild(0).getText();

 

       List<GraphOperatorSpec> ops = new ArrayList<GraphOperatorSpec>();

       List<CreateSchemaDesc> schemas = new ArrayList<CreateSchemaDesc>();

 

       for (int i = 1; i < parent.getChildCount(); i++) {

           Tree child = parent.getChild(i);

           if (child.getType() == EsperEPL2GrammarParser.CREATE_SCHEMA_EXPR) {

               schemas.add(ASTCreateSchemaHelper.walkCreateSchema(child));

           }

           else {

               ops.add(parseOp(child, astGraphNodeMap, engineImportService));
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           }

       }

       return new CreateDataFlowDesc(graphName, ops, schemas);

   }

 

   private static GraphOperatorSpec parseOp(Tree parent, Map<Tree, Object> astGraphNodeMap,

EngineImportService engineImportService)

   {

       int current = 0;

       String operatorName = parent.getChild(current++).getText();

 

       GraphOperatorInput input = new GraphOperatorInput();

       if (parent.getChildCount() > current && parent.getChild(current).getType() ==

EsperEPL2GrammarParser.GOPPARAM) {

           parseParams(parent.getChild(current), input);

           current++;

       }

 

       GraphOperatorOutput output = new GraphOperatorOutput();

       if (parent.getChildCount() > current && parent.getChild(current).getType() ==

EsperEPL2GrammarParser.GOPOUT) {

           parseOutput(parent.getChild(current), output);

           current++;

       }

 

       GraphOperatorDetail detail = null;

       if (parent.getChildCount() > current && parent.getChild(current).getType() ==

EsperEPL2GrammarParser.GOPCFG) {

           Tree detailRoot = parent.getChild(current);

           Map<String, Object> configs = new LinkedHashMap<String, Object>();

           for (int i = 0; i < detailRoot.getChildCount(); i++) {

               Tree itemRoot = detailRoot.getChild(i);

 

               String name;

               Object value = astGraphNodeMap.remove(itemRoot);

               if (itemRoot.getType() == EsperEPL2GrammarParser.GOPCFGITM) {

                   name = itemRoot.getChild(0).getText();

               }

               else {

                   name = "select";

               }

               configs.put(name, value);

           }

           detail = new GraphOperatorDetail(configs);

       }

 

       List<Tree> annotationsTrees = ASTUtil.findAllNodes(parent, EsperEPL2GrammarParser.ANNOTATION);

       List<AnnotationDesc> annotations;
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       if (!annotationsTrees.isEmpty()) {

           annotations = new ArrayList<AnnotationDesc>();

           for (Tree tree : annotationsTrees) {

               annotations.add(ASTAnnotationHelper.walk(tree, engineImportService));

           }

       }

       else {

           annotations = Collections.emptyList();

       }

 

       return new GraphOperatorSpec(operatorName, input, output, detail, annotations);

   }

 

   private static void parseParams(Tree paramsRoot, GraphOperatorInput input) {

       for (int i = 0; i < paramsRoot.getChildCount(); i++) {

           Tree child = paramsRoot.getChild(i);

           if (child.getType() == EsperEPL2GrammarParser.GOPPARAMITM) {

               String[] streamNames = parseParamsStreamNames(child);

               String aliasName = child.getChild(child.getChildCount() - 1).getType() == EsperEPL2GrammarParser.AS

?

                       child.getChild(child.getChildCount() - 1).getChild(0).getText() : null;

               input.getStreamNamesAndAliases().add(new GraphOperatorInputNamesAlias(streamNames, aliasName));

           }

       }

   }

 

   private static String[] parseParamsStreamNames(Tree paramsRoot) {

       List<String> paramNames = new ArrayList<String>(1);

       for (int i = 0; i < paramsRoot.getChildCount(); i++) {

           Tree child = paramsRoot.getChild(i);

           if (child.getType() == EsperEPL2GrammarParser.CLASS_IDENT) {

               paramNames.add(child.getText());

           }

       }

       return paramNames.toArray(new String[paramNames.size()]);

   }

 

   private static void parseOutput(Tree outputRoot, GraphOperatorOutput output) {

       for (int i = 0; i < outputRoot.getChildCount(); i++) {

           Tree child = outputRoot.getChild(i);

           if (child.getType() == EsperEPL2GrammarParser.GOPOUTITM) {

               String streamName = child.getChild(0).getText();

 

               List<GraphOperatorOutputItemType> types = new ArrayList<GraphOperatorOutputItemType>();

               for (int childRootId = 1; childRootId < child.getChildCount(); childRootId++) {

                   GraphOperatorOutputItemType type = parseType(child.getChild(childRootId));

                   types.add(type);

               }
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               output.getItems().add(new GraphOperatorOutputItem(streamName, types));

           }

       }

   }

 

   private static GraphOperatorOutputItemType parseType(Tree typeRoot) {

 

       if (typeRoot.getChild(0).getType() == EsperEPL2GrammarParser.QUESTION) {

           return new GraphOperatorOutputItemType(true, null, null);

       }

 

       String className = typeRoot.getChild(0).getText();

       List<GraphOperatorOutputItemType> typeParams = new ArrayList<GraphOperatorOutputItemType>();

       for (int childRootId = 1; childRootId < typeRoot.getChildCount(); childRootId++) {

           GraphOperatorOutputItemType type = parseType(typeRoot.getChild(childRootId));

           typeParams.add(type);

       }

       return new GraphOperatorOutputItemType(false, className, typeParams);

   }

 

}

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.methodbase;

 

public class DotMethodFPProvided {

 

   private final DotMethodFPProvidedParam[] parameters;

 

   public DotMethodFPProvided(DotMethodFPProvidedParam[] parameters) {

       this.parameters = parameters;

   }

 

   public DotMethodFPProvidedParam[] getParameters() {

       return parameters;

   }

}

/*

* *************************************************************************************
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*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.enummethod.eval;

 

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluator;

 

public class EnumEvalBase {

 

   protected ExprEvaluator innerExpression;

   protected int streamNumLambda;

 

   public EnumEvalBase(ExprEvaluator innerExpression, int streamCountIncoming) {

       this(streamCountIncoming);

       this.innerExpression = innerExpression;

   }

 

   public EnumEvalBase(int streamCountIncoming) {

       this.streamNumLambda = streamCountIncoming;

   }

 

   public ExprEvaluator getInnerExpression() {

       return innerExpression;

   }

 

   public int getStreamNumSize() {

       return streamNumLambda + 1;

   }

}

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.enummethod.eval;
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import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventType;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluator;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluatorContext;

import com.espertech.esper.event.arr.ObjectArrayEventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.event.arr.ObjectArrayEventType;

 

import java.util.Collection;

 

public class EnumEvalAverageScalarLambda extends EnumEvalBase implements EnumEval {

 

   private final ObjectArrayEventType resultEventType;

 

   public EnumEvalAverageScalarLambda(ExprEvaluator innerExpression, int streamCountIncoming,

ObjectArrayEventType resultEventType) {

       super(innerExpression, streamCountIncoming);

       this.resultEventType = resultEventType;

   }

 

   public Object evaluateEnumMethod(EventBean[] eventsLambda, Collection target, boolean isNewData,

ExprEvaluatorContext context) {

       double sum = 0d;

       int count = 0;

       ObjectArrayEventBean resultEvent = new ObjectArrayEventBean(new Object[1], resultEventType);

 

       Collection<Object> values = (Collection<Object>) target;

       for (Object next : values) {

 

           resultEvent.getProperties()[0] = next;

           eventsLambda[streamNumLambda] = resultEvent;

 

           Number num = (Number) innerExpression.evaluate(eventsLambda, isNewData, context);

           if (num == null) {

               continue;

           }

           count++;

           sum += num.doubleValue();

       }

 

       if (count == 0) {

           return null;

       }

       return sum / count;

   }

}

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *
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*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.spec;

 

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprNode;

import com.espertech.esper.util.MetaDefItem;

 

import java.io.Serializable;

 

/**

* Specification for measure definition item within match_recognize.

*/

public class MatchRecognizeMeasureItem implements MetaDefItem, Serializable

{

   private ExprNode expr;

   private String name;

   private static final long serialVersionUID = 1609117378292500082L;

 

   /**

    * Ctor.

    * @param expr expression

    * @param name as name

    */

   public MatchRecognizeMeasureItem(ExprNode expr, String name) {

       this.expr = expr;

       this.name = name;

   }

 

   /**

    * Returns the expression.

    * @return expression

    */

   public ExprNode getExpr() {

       return expr;

   }

 

   /**

    * Returns the as-name.

    * @return name

    */

   public String getName() {

       return name;
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   }

 

   /**

    * Sets the validated expression.

    * @param validated expression

    */

   public void setExpr(ExprNode validated)

   {

       this.expr = validated;

   }

}

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.enummethod.dot;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventPropertyGetter;

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventType;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluatorContext;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluatorEnumeration;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprValidationException;

import com.espertech.esper.event.EventAdapterService;

import org.apache.commons.logging.Log;

import org.apache.commons.logging.LogFactory;

 

import java.util.ArrayList;

import java.util.Collection;

import java.util.Iterator;

 

public class PropertyExprEvaluatorScalarIterable implements ExprEvaluatorEnumeration {

   private static final Log log = LogFactory.getLog(PropertyExprEvaluatorScalarIterable.class);

 

   private final String propertyName;

   private final int streamId;

   private final EventPropertyGetter getter;

   private final Class componentType;

 

   public PropertyExprEvaluatorScalarIterable(String propertyName, int streamId, EventPropertyGetter getter, Class

componentType) {
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       this.propertyName = propertyName;

       this.streamId = streamId;

       this.getter = getter;

       this.componentType = componentType;

   }

 

   public Collection<EventBean> evaluateGetROCollectionEvents(EventBean[] eventsPerStream, boolean

isNewData, ExprEvaluatorContext context) {

       return null;

   }

 

   public Collection evaluateGetROCollectionScalar(EventBean[] eventsPerStream, boolean isNewData,

ExprEvaluatorContext context) {

       EventBean eventInQuestion = eventsPerStream[streamId];

       Object result = getter.get(eventInQuestion);

       if (result == null) {

           return null;

       }

       if (!(result instanceof Iterable)) {

           log.warn("Expected iterable-type input from property '" + propertyName + "' but received " +

result.getClass());

           return null;

       }

       ArrayList items = new ArrayList();

       Iterator iterator = ((Iterable) result).iterator();

       for (;iterator.hasNext();)

       {

           items.add(iterator.next());

       }

       return items;

   }

 

   public EventType getEventTypeCollection(EventAdapterService eventAdapterService) {

       return null;

   }

 

   public Class getComponentTypeCollection() throws ExprValidationException {

       return componentType;

   }

 

   public EventType getEventTypeSingle(EventAdapterService eventAdapterService, String statementId) throws

ExprValidationException {

       return null;

   }

 

   public EventBean evaluateGetEventBean(EventBean[] eventsPerStream, boolean isNewData,

ExprEvaluatorContext context) {

       return null;
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   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.spec;

 

/**

* Encapsulates the parsed select expressions in a select-clause in an EPL statement.

*/

public class SelectClauseSpecCompiled

{

   private final static SelectClauseElementCompiled[] EMPTY = new SelectClauseElementCompiled[0];

 

   private final boolean isDistinct;

	private SelectClauseElementCompiled[] selectClauseElements;

 

   /**

    * Ctor.

    * @param isDistinct indicates distinct or not

    */

   public SelectClauseSpecCompiled(boolean isDistinct)

	{

		selectClauseElements = EMPTY;

       this.isDistinct = isDistinct;

   }

 

   /**

    * Ctor.

    * @param selectList for a populates list of select expressions

    * @param isDistinct indicates distinct or not

    */

   public SelectClauseSpecCompiled(SelectClauseElementCompiled[] selectList, boolean isDistinct)

	{

       this.selectClauseElements = selectList;

       this.isDistinct = isDistinct;

	}

 

   public void setSelectExprList(SelectClauseElementWildcard selectClauseElement) {

       selectClauseElements = new SelectClauseElementWildcard[] {selectClauseElement};

   }

 

   /**
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    * Returns the list of select expressions.

    * @return list of expressions

    */

   public SelectClauseElementCompiled[] getSelectExprList()

	{

		return selectClauseElements;

	}

 

   /**

    * Returns true if the select clause contains at least one wildcard.

    * @return true if clause contains wildcard, false if not

    */

   public boolean isUsingWildcard()

   {

       for (SelectClauseElementCompiled element : selectClauseElements)

       {

           if (element instanceof SelectClauseElementWildcard)

           {

               return true;

           }

       }

       return false;

   }

 

   /**

    * Returns indictor whether distinct or not.

    * @return distinct indicator

    */

   public boolean isDistinct()

   {

       return isDistinct;

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.agg.service;

 

import com.espertech.esper.core.context.util.AgentInstanceContext;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.agg.aggregator.AggregationMethod;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.core.MethodResolutionService;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluator;
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/**

* Implementation for handling aggregation without any grouping (no group-by).

*/

public class AggSvcGroupAllNoAccessFactory extends AggregationServiceFactoryBase

{

   public AggSvcGroupAllNoAccessFactory(ExprEvaluator evaluators[], AggregationMethodFactory aggregators[])

{

       super(evaluators, aggregators);

   }

 

   public AggregationService makeService(AgentInstanceContext agentInstanceContext, MethodResolutionService

methodResolutionService) {

 

       AggregationMethod[] aggregatorsAgentInstance =

methodResolutionService.newAggregators(super.aggregators, agentInstanceContext.getAgentInstanceId());

       return new AggSvcGroupAllNoAccessImpl(evaluators, aggregatorsAgentInstance);

   }

}

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.datetime.calop;

 

import com.espertech.esper.epl.datetime.eval.DatetimeMethodEnum;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.datetime.eval.OpFactory;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluator;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprNode;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprValidationException;

 

import java.util.List;

 

public class CalendarOpFactory implements OpFactory {

 

   public CalendarOp getOp(DatetimeMethodEnum method, String methodNameUsed, List<ExprNode> parameters,

ExprEvaluator[] evaluators)

       throws ExprValidationException {

       if (method == DatetimeMethodEnum.WITHTIME) {

           return new CalendarOpWithTime(evaluators[0], evaluators[1], evaluators[2], evaluators[3]);

       }

       if (method == DatetimeMethodEnum.WITHDATE) {
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           return new CalendarOpWithDate(evaluators[0], evaluators[1], evaluators[2]);

       }

       if (method == DatetimeMethodEnum.PLUS || method == DatetimeMethodEnum.MINUS) {

           return new CalendarOpPlusMinus(evaluators[0], method == DatetimeMethodEnum.MINUS ? -1 : 1);

       }

       if (method == DatetimeMethodEnum.WITHMAX ||

           method == DatetimeMethodEnum.WITHMIN ||

           method == DatetimeMethodEnum.ROUNDCEILING ||

           method == DatetimeMethodEnum.ROUNDFLOOR ||

           method == DatetimeMethodEnum.ROUNDHALF ||

           method == DatetimeMethodEnum.SET) {

           CalendarFieldEnum fieldNum = CalendarOpUtil.getEnum(methodNameUsed, parameters.get(0));

           if (method == DatetimeMethodEnum.WITHMIN) {

               return new CalendarOpWithMin(fieldNum);

           }

           if (method == DatetimeMethodEnum.ROUNDCEILING || method ==

DatetimeMethodEnum.ROUNDFLOOR || method == DatetimeMethodEnum.ROUNDHALF) {

               return new CalendarOpRound(fieldNum, method);

           }

           else if (method == DatetimeMethodEnum.SET) {

               return new CalendarOpSet(fieldNum, evaluators[1]);

           }

           return new CalendarOpWithMax(fieldNum);

       }

       throw new IllegalStateException("Unrecognized calendar-op code '" + method + "'");

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.named;

 

import com.espertech.esper.core.context.util.EPStatementAgentInstanceHandle;

import com.espertech.esper.core.context.util.EPStatementAgentInstanceHandleComparator;

 

import java.util.LinkedHashMap;

import java.util.List;

import java.util.Map;

import java.util.TreeMap;

 

public class NamedWindowUtil

{

   protected static Map<EPStatementAgentInstanceHandle, List<NamedWindowConsumerView>>
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createConsumerMap(boolean isPrioritized)

   {

       if (!isPrioritized)

       {

           return new LinkedHashMap<EPStatementAgentInstanceHandle, List<NamedWindowConsumerView>>();

       }

       else

       {

           return new TreeMap<EPStatementAgentInstanceHandle,

List<NamedWindowConsumerView>>(EPStatementAgentInstanceHandleComparator.INSTANCE);

       }

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.db;

 

import com.espertech.esper.antlr.NoCaseSensitiveStream;

import com.espertech.esper.client.ConfigurationDBRef;

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventType;

import com.espertech.esper.client.hook.SQLColumnTypeContext;

import com.espertech.esper.client.hook.SQLColumnTypeConversion;

import com.espertech.esper.client.hook.SQLOutputRowConversion;

import com.espertech.esper.client.hook.SQLOutputRowTypeContext;

import com.espertech.esper.core.context.util.EPStatementAgentInstanceHandle;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprValidationException;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.generated.EsperEPL2GrammarLexer;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.spec.DBStatementStreamSpec;

import com.espertech.esper.event.EventAdapterService;

import com.espertech.esper.util.*;

import com.espertech.esper.view.HistoricalEventViewable;

import org.antlr.runtime.CharStream;

import org.antlr.runtime.CommonTokenStream;

import org.antlr.runtime.Token;

import org.apache.commons.logging.Log;

import org.apache.commons.logging.LogFactory;

 

import java.io.IOException;

import java.io.StringReader;

import java.io.StringWriter;

import java.sql.*;

import java.util.*;
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/**

* Factory for a view onto historical data via SQL statement.

*/

public class DatabasePollingViewableFactory

{

   /**

    * Placeholder name for SQL-where clause substitution.

    */

   public static final String SAMPLE_WHERECLAUSE_PLACEHOLDER = "$ESPER-SAMPLE-WHERE";

 

   /**

    * Creates the viewable for polling via database SQL query.

    * @param streamNumber is the stream number of the view

    * @param databaseStreamSpec provides the SQL statement, database name and additional info

    * @param databaseConfigService for getting database connection and settings

    * @param eventAdapterService for generating event beans from database information

    * @param epStatementAgentInstanceHandle is the statements-own handle for use in registering callbacks with

services

    * @param columnTypeConversionHook hook for statement-specific column conversion

    * @param outputRowConversionHook hook for statement-specific row conversion

    * @param enableJDBCLogging indicator to enable JDBC logging

    * @return viewable providing poll functionality

    * @throws ExprValidationException if the validation failed

    */

   public static HistoricalEventViewable createDBStatementView( String statementId,

                                                                int streamNumber,

                                                                DBStatementStreamSpec databaseStreamSpec,

                                                                DatabaseConfigService databaseConfigService,

                                                                EventAdapterService eventAdapterService,

                                                                EPStatementAgentInstanceHandle epStatementAgentInstanceHandle,

                                                                SQLColumnTypeConversion columnTypeConversionHook,

                                                                SQLOutputRowConversion outputRowConversionHook,

                                                                boolean enableJDBCLogging)

           throws ExprValidationException

   {

       // Parse the SQL for placeholders and text fragments

       List<PlaceholderParser.Fragment> sqlFragments;

       try

       {

           sqlFragments = PlaceholderParser.parsePlaceholder(databaseStreamSpec.getSqlWithSubsParams());

       }

       catch (PlaceholderParseException ex)

       {

           String text = "Error parsing SQL";

           throw new ExprValidationException(text + ", reason: " + ex.getMessage());

       }
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       // Assemble a PreparedStatement and parameter list

       String preparedStatementText = createPreparedStatement(sqlFragments);

       SQLParameterDesc parameterDesc = getParameters(sqlFragments);

       if (log.isDebugEnabled())

       {

           log.debug(".createDBEventStream preparedStatementText=" + preparedStatementText +

               " parameterDesc=" + parameterDesc);

       }

 

       // Get a database connection

       String databaseName = databaseStreamSpec.getDatabaseName();

       DatabaseConnectionFactory databaseConnectionFactory;

       ColumnSettings metadataSetting;

       try

       {

           databaseConnectionFactory = databaseConfigService.getConnectionFactory(databaseName);

           metadataSetting = databaseConfigService.getQuerySetting(databaseName);

       }

       catch (DatabaseConfigException ex)

       {

           String text = "Error connecting to database '" + databaseName + '\'';

           log.error(text, ex);

           throw new ExprValidationException(text + ", reason: " + ex.getMessage());

       }

 

       Connection connection;

       try

       {

           connection = databaseConnectionFactory.getConnection();

       }

       catch (DatabaseConfigException ex)

       {

           String text = "Error connecting to database '" + databaseName + '\'';

           log.error(text, ex);

           throw new ExprValidationException(text + ", reason: " + ex.getMessage());

       }

 

       // On default setting, if we detect Oracle in the connection then don't query metadata from prepared statement

       ConfigurationDBRef.MetadataOriginEnum metaOriginPolicy = metadataSetting.getMetadataRetrievalEnum();

       if (metaOriginPolicy == ConfigurationDBRef.MetadataOriginEnum.DEFAULT)

       {

           String connectionClass = connection.getClass().getName();

           if ((connectionClass.toLowerCase().contains("oracle") ||

(connectionClass.toLowerCase().contains("timesten"))))

           {

               // switch to sample statement if we are dealing with an oracle connection

               metaOriginPolicy = ConfigurationDBRef.MetadataOriginEnum.SAMPLE;

           }
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       }

 

       QueryMetaData queryMetaData;

       try

       {

           if ((metaOriginPolicy == ConfigurationDBRef.MetadataOriginEnum.METADATA) || (metaOriginPolicy ==

ConfigurationDBRef.MetadataOriginEnum.DEFAULT))

           {

               queryMetaData = getPreparedStmtMetadata(connection, parameterDesc.getParameters(),

preparedStatementText, metadataSetting);

           }

           else

           {

               String sampleSQL;

               boolean isGivenMetadataSQL = true;

               if (databaseStreamSpec.getMetadataSQL() != null)

               {

                   sampleSQL = databaseStreamSpec.getMetadataSQL();

                   isGivenMetadataSQL = true;

                   if (log.isInfoEnabled())

                   {

                       log.info(".createDBStatementView Using provided sample SQL '" + sampleSQL + "'");

                   }

               }

               else

               {

                   // Create the sample SQL by replacing placeholders with null and

                   // SAMPLE_WHERECLAUSE_PLACEHOLDER with a "where 1=0" clause

                   sampleSQL = createSamplePlaceholderStatement(sqlFragments);

 

                   if (log.isInfoEnabled())

                   {

                       log.info(".createDBStatementView Using un-lexed sample SQL '" + sampleSQL + "'");

                   }

 

                   // If there is no SAMPLE_WHERECLAUSE_PLACEHOLDER, lexical analyse the SQL

                   // adding a "where 1=0" clause.

                   if (parameterDesc.getBuiltinIdentifiers().length != 1)

                   {

                       sampleSQL = lexSampleSQL(sampleSQL);

                       if (log.isInfoEnabled())

                       {

                           log.info(".createDBStatementView Using lexed sample SQL '" + sampleSQL + "'");

                       }

                   }

               }

 

               // finally get the metadata by firing the sample SQL
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               queryMetaData = getExampleQueryMetaData(connection, parameterDesc.getParameters(), sampleSQL,

metadataSetting, isGivenMetadataSQL);

           }

       }

       catch (ExprValidationException ex)

       {

           try

           {

               connection.close();

           }

           catch (SQLException e)

           {

               // don't handle

           }

           throw ex;

       }

 

       // Close connection

       try

       {

           connection.close();

       }

       catch (SQLException e)

       {

           String text = "Error closing connection";

           log.error(text, e);

           throw new ExprValidationException(text + ", reason: " + e.getMessage());

       }

 

       // Create event type

       // Construct an event type from SQL query result metadata

       Map<String, Object> eventTypeFields = new HashMap<String, Object>();

       int columnNum = 1;

       for (Map.Entry<String, DBOutputTypeDesc> entry : queryMetaData.getOutputParameters().entrySet())

       {

           String name = entry.getKey();

           DBOutputTypeDesc dbOutputDesc = entry.getValue();

 

           Class clazz;

           if (dbOutputDesc.getOptionalBinding() != null)

           {

               clazz = dbOutputDesc.getOptionalBinding().getType();

           }

           else

           {

               clazz = SQLTypeMapUtil.sqlTypeToClass(dbOutputDesc.getSqlType(), dbOutputDesc.getClassName());

           }
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           if (columnTypeConversionHook != null) {

 

               Class newValue = columnTypeConversionHook.getColumnType(new

SQLColumnTypeContext(databaseStreamSpec.getDatabaseName(), databaseStreamSpec.getSqlWithSubsParams(),

name, clazz, dbOutputDesc.getSqlType(), columnNum));

               if (newValue != null) {

                   clazz = newValue;

               }

 

           }

           eventTypeFields.put(name, clazz);

           columnNum++;

       }

 

       EventType eventType;

       if (outputRowConversionHook == null) {

           String outputEventType = statementId + "_dbpoll_" + streamNumber;

           eventType = eventAdapterService.createAnonymousMapType(outputEventType, eventTypeFields);

       }

       else {

           Class carrierClass = outputRowConversionHook.getOutputRowType(new

SQLOutputRowTypeContext(databaseStreamSpec.getDatabaseName(),

databaseStreamSpec.getSqlWithSubsParams(), eventTypeFields));

           if (carrierClass == null) {

               throw new ExprValidationException("Output row conversion hook returned no type");

           }

           eventType = eventAdapterService.addBeanType(carrierClass.getName(), carrierClass, false, false, false);

       }

 

       // Get a proper connection and data cache

       ConnectionCache connectionCache;

       DataCache dataCache;

       try

       {

           connectionCache = databaseConfigService.getConnectionCache(databaseName, preparedStatementText);

           dataCache = databaseConfigService.getDataCache(databaseName, epStatementAgentInstanceHandle);

       }

       catch (DatabaseConfigException e)

       {

           String text = "Error obtaining cache configuration";

           log.error(text, e);

           throw new ExprValidationException(text + ", reason: " + e.getMessage());

       }

 

       PollExecStrategyDBQuery dbPollStrategy = new PollExecStrategyDBQuery(eventAdapterService,

               eventType, connectionCache, preparedStatementText, queryMetaData.getOutputParameters(),

columnTypeConversionHook, outputRowConversionHook, enableJDBCLogging);
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       return new DatabasePollingViewable(streamNumber, queryMetaData.getInputParameters(), dbPollStrategy,

dataCache, eventType);

   }

 

   private static QueryMetaData getExampleQueryMetaData(Connection connection, String[] parameters, String

sampleSQL, ColumnSettings metadataSetting, boolean isUsingMetadataSQL)

           throws ExprValidationException

   {

       // Simply add up all input parameters

       List<String> inputParameters = new LinkedList<String>();

       inputParameters.addAll(Arrays.asList(parameters));

 

       Statement statement;

       try

       {

           statement = connection.createStatement();

       }

       catch (SQLException ex)

       {

           String text = "Error creating statement";

           log.error(text, ex);

           throw new ExprValidationException(text + ", reason: " + ex.getMessage());

       }

 

       ResultSet result = null;

       try

       {

           result = statement.executeQuery(sampleSQL);

       }

       catch (SQLException ex)

       {

           try {

               statement.close();

           } catch (SQLException e) {

               log.info("Error closing statement: " + e.getMessage(), e);

           }

 

           String text;

           if (isUsingMetadataSQL)

           {

               text = "Error compiling metadata SQL to retrieve statement metadata, using sql text '" + sampleSQL + "'";

           }

           else

           {

               text = "Error compiling metadata SQL to retrieve statement metadata, consider using the 'metadatasql'

syntax, using sql text '" + sampleSQL + "'";

           }
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           log.error(text, ex);

           throw new ExprValidationException(text + ", reason: " + ex.getMessage());

       }

 

       Map<String, DBOutputTypeDesc> outputProperties;

       try

       {

           outputProperties = compileResultMetaData(result.getMetaData(), metadataSetting);

       }

       catch (SQLException ex)

       {

           try

           {

               result.close();

           }

           catch (SQLException e)

           {

               // don't handle

           }

           try

           {

               statement.close();

           }

           catch (SQLException e)

           {

               // don't handle

           }

           String text = "Error in statement '" + sampleSQL + "', failed to obtain result metadata";

           log.error(text, ex);

           throw new ExprValidationException(text + ", please check the statement, reason: " + ex.getMessage());

       }

       finally {

           if (result != null) {

               try {

                   result.close();

               }

               catch (SQLException e) {

                   log.warn("Exception closing result set: " + e.getMessage());

               }

           }

           if (statement != null) {

               try {

                   statement.close();

               }

               catch (SQLException e) {

                   log.warn("Exception closing result set: " + e.getMessage());

               }

           }
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       }

 

       return new QueryMetaData(inputParameters, outputProperties);

   }

 

   /**

    * Lexes the sample SQL and inserts a "where 1=0" where-clause.

    * @param querySQL to inspect using lexer

    * @return sample SQL with where-clause inserted

    * @throws ExprValidationException to indicate a lexer problem

    */

   protected static String lexSampleSQL(String querySQL)

               throws ExprValidationException

   {

       querySQL = querySQL.replaceAll("\\s\\s+|\\n|\\r", " ");

       StringReader reader = new StringReader(querySQL);

       CharStream input;

       try

       {

           input = new NoCaseSensitiveStream(reader);

       }

       catch (IOException ex)

       {

           throw new ExprValidationException("IOException lexing query SQL '" + querySQL + '\'', ex);

       }

 

       int whereIndex = -1;

       int groupbyIndex = -1;

       int havingIndex = -1;

       int orderByIndex = -1;

       List<Integer> unionIndexes = new ArrayList<Integer>();

 

       EsperEPL2GrammarLexer lex = new EsperEPL2GrammarLexer(input);

       CommonTokenStream tokens = new CommonTokenStream(lex);

       List tokenList = tokens.getTokens();

 

       for (int i = 0; i < tokenList.size(); i++)

       {

           Token token = (Token) tokenList.get(i);

           if ((token == null) || token.getText() == null)

           {

               break;

           }

           String text = token.getText().toLowerCase().trim();

           if (text.equals("where"))

           {

               whereIndex = token.getCharPositionInLine() + 1;

           }
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           if (text.equals("group"))

           {

               groupbyIndex = token.getCharPositionInLine() + 1;

           }

           if (text.equals("having"))

           {

               havingIndex = token.getCharPositionInLine() + 1;

           }

           if (text.equals("order"))

           {

               orderByIndex = token.getCharPositionInLine() + 1;

           }

           if (text.equals("union"))

           {

               unionIndexes.add(token.getCharPositionInLine() + 1);

           }

       }

 

       // If we have a union, break string into subselects and process each

       if (unionIndexes.size() != 0)

       {

           StringWriter changedSQL = new StringWriter();

           int lastIndex = 0;

           for (int i = 0; i < unionIndexes.size(); i++)

           {

               int index = unionIndexes.get(i);

               String fragment;

               if (i > 0)

               {

                   fragment = querySQL.substring(lastIndex + 5, index - 1);

               }

               else

               {

                   fragment = querySQL.substring(lastIndex, index - 1);

               }

               String lexedFragment = lexSampleSQL(fragment);

 

               if (i > 0)

               {

                   changedSQL.append("union ");

               }

               changedSQL.append(lexedFragment);

               lastIndex = index - 1;

           }

 

           // last part after last union

           String fragment = querySQL.substring(lastIndex + 5, querySQL.length());

           String lexedFragment = lexSampleSQL(fragment);
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           changedSQL.append("union ");

           changedSQL.append(lexedFragment);

 

           return changedSQL.toString();

       }

 

       // Found a where clause, simplest cases

       if (whereIndex != -1)

       {

           StringWriter changedSQL = new StringWriter();

           String prefix = querySQL.substring(0, whereIndex + 5);

           String suffix = querySQL.substring(whereIndex + 5, querySQL.length());

           changedSQL.write(prefix);

           changedSQL.write("1=0 and ");

           changedSQL.write(suffix);

           return changedSQL.toString();

       }

 

       // No where clause, find group-by

       int insertIndex;

       if (groupbyIndex != -1)

       {

           insertIndex = groupbyIndex;

       }

       else if (havingIndex != -1)

       {

           insertIndex = havingIndex;

       }

       else if (orderByIndex != -1)

       {

           insertIndex = orderByIndex;

       }

       else

       {

           StringWriter changedSQL = new StringWriter();

           changedSQL.write(querySQL);

           changedSQL.write(" where 1=0 ");

           return changedSQL.toString();

       }

 

       try

       {

           StringWriter changedSQL = new StringWriter();

           String prefix = querySQL.substring(0, insertIndex - 1);

           changedSQL.write(prefix);

           changedSQL.write("where 1=0 ");

           String suffix = querySQL.substring(insertIndex - 1, querySQL.length());

           changedSQL.write(suffix);
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           return changedSQL.toString();

       }

       catch (Exception ex)

       {

           String text = "Error constructing sample SQL to retrieve metadata for JDBC-drivers that don't support

metadata, consider using the " + SAMPLE_WHERECLAUSE_PLACEHOLDER + " placeholder or providing a

sample SQL";

           log.error(text, ex);

           throw new ExprValidationException(text, ex);

       }

   }

 

   private static QueryMetaData getPreparedStmtMetadata(Connection connection,

                                                        String[] parameters,

                                                        String preparedStatementText,

                                                        ColumnSettings metadataSetting)

           throws ExprValidationException

   {

       PreparedStatement prepared;

       try

       {

           if (log.isInfoEnabled())

           {

               log.info(".getPreparedStmtMetadata Preparing statement '" + preparedStatementText + "'");

           }

           prepared = connection.prepareStatement(preparedStatementText);

       }

       catch (SQLException ex)

       {

           String text = "Error preparing statement '" + preparedStatementText + '\'';

           log.error(text, ex);

           throw new ExprValidationException(text + ", reason: " + ex.getMessage());

       }

 

       // Interrogate prepared statement - parameters and result

       List<String> inputParameters = new LinkedList<String>();

       try

       {

           ParameterMetaData parameterMetaData = prepared.getParameterMetaData();

           inputParameters.addAll(Arrays.asList(parameters).subList(0, parameterMetaData.getParameterCount()));

       }

       catch (Exception ex)

       {

           try

           {

               prepared.close();

           }

           catch (SQLException e)
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           {

               // don't handle

           }

           String text = "Error obtaining parameter metadata from prepared statement, consider turning off metadata

interrogation via configuration, for statement '" + preparedStatementText + '\'';

           log.error(text, ex);

           throw new ExprValidationException(text + ", please check the statement, reason: " + ex.getMessage());

       }

 

       Map<String, DBOutputTypeDesc> outputProperties;

       try

       {

           outputProperties = compileResultMetaData(prepared.getMetaData(), metadataSetting);

       }

       catch (SQLException ex)

       {

           try

           {

               prepared.close();

           }

           catch (SQLException e)

           {

               // don't handle

           }

           String text = "Error in statement '" + preparedStatementText + "', failed to obtain result metadata, consider

turning off metadata interrogation via configuration";

           log.error(text, ex);

           throw new ExprValidationException(text + ", please check the statement, reason: " + ex.getMessage());

       }

 

       if (log.isDebugEnabled())

       {

           log.debug(".createDBEventStream in=" + inputParameters.toString() +

               " out=" + outputProperties.toString());

       }

 

       // Close statement

       try

       {

           prepared.close();

       }

       catch (SQLException e)

       {

           String text = "Error closing prepared statement";

           log.error(text, e);

           throw new ExprValidationException(text + ", reason: " + e.getMessage());

       }
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       return new QueryMetaData(inputParameters, outputProperties);

   }

 

   private static String createPreparedStatement(List<PlaceholderParser.Fragment> parseFragements)

   {

       StringBuilder buffer = new StringBuilder();

       for (PlaceholderParser.Fragment fragment : parseFragements)

       {

           if (!fragment.isParameter())

           {

               buffer.append(fragment.getValue());

           }

           else

           {

               if (fragment.getValue().equals(SAMPLE_WHERECLAUSE_PLACEHOLDER))

               {

                   continue;

               }

               buffer.append('?');

           }

       }

       return buffer.toString();

   }

 

   private static String createSamplePlaceholderStatement(List<PlaceholderParser.Fragment> parseFragements)

   {

       StringBuilder buffer = new StringBuilder();

       for (PlaceholderParser.Fragment fragment : parseFragements)

       {

           if (!fragment.isParameter())

           {

               buffer.append(fragment.getValue());

           }

           else

           {

               if (fragment.getValue().equals(SAMPLE_WHERECLAUSE_PLACEHOLDER))

               {

                   buffer.append(" where 1=0 ");

                   break;

               }

               else

               {

                   buffer.append("null");

               }

           }

       }

       return buffer.toString();

   }
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   private static SQLParameterDesc getParameters(List<PlaceholderParser.Fragment> parseFragements)

   {

       List<String> eventPropertyParams = new LinkedList<String>();

       for (PlaceholderParser.Fragment fragment : parseFragements)

       {

           if (fragment.isParameter())

           {

               if (!fragment.getValue().equals(SAMPLE_WHERECLAUSE_PLACEHOLDER))

               {

                   eventPropertyParams.add(fragment.getValue());

               }

           }

       }

       String[] parameters = eventPropertyParams.toArray(new String[eventPropertyParams.size()]);

       String[] builtin = eventPropertyParams.toArray(new String[eventPropertyParams.size()]);

       return new SQLParameterDesc(parameters, builtin);

   }

 

   private static Map<String, DBOutputTypeDesc> compileResultMetaData(ResultSetMetaData resultMetaData,

                                                                      ColumnSettings columnSettings

                                                                      )

           throws SQLException

   {

       Map<String, DBOutputTypeDesc> outputProperties = new HashMap<String, DBOutputTypeDesc>();

       for (int i = 0; i < resultMetaData.getColumnCount(); i++)

       {

           String columnName = resultMetaData.getColumnLabel(i + 1);

           if (columnName == null) {

               columnName = resultMetaData.getColumnName(i + 1);

           }

           int columnType = resultMetaData.getColumnType(i + 1);

           String javaClass = resultMetaData.getColumnTypeName(i + 1);

 

           ConfigurationDBRef.ColumnChangeCaseEnum caseEnum =

columnSettings.getColumnCaseConversionEnum();

           if ((caseEnum != null) && (caseEnum == ConfigurationDBRef.ColumnChangeCaseEnum.LOWERCASE))

           {

               columnName = columnName.toLowerCase();

           }

           if ((caseEnum != null) && (caseEnum == ConfigurationDBRef.ColumnChangeCaseEnum.UPPERCASE))

           {

               columnName = columnName.toUpperCase();

           }

 

           DatabaseTypeBinding binding = null;

           String javaTypeBinding = null;

           if (columnSettings.getJavaSqlTypeBinding() != null)
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           {

               javaTypeBinding = columnSettings.getJavaSqlTypeBinding().get(columnType);

           }

           if (javaTypeBinding != null)

           {

               binding = DatabaseTypeEnum.getEnum(javaTypeBinding).getBinding();

           }

           DBOutputTypeDesc outputType = new DBOutputTypeDesc(columnType, javaClass, binding);

           outputProperties.put(columnName, outputType);

       }

       return outputProperties;

   }

 

   private static final Log log = LogFactory.getLog(DatabasePollingViewableFactory.class);

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.named;

 

import com.espertech.esper.core.context.util.EPStatementAgentInstanceHandle;

 

import java.util.List;

import java.util.Map;

 

 

/**

* Holds a unit of dispatch that is a result of a named window processing incoming or timer events.

*/

public class NamedWindowConsumerDispatchUnit

{

   private NamedWindowDeltaData deltaData;

   private Map<EPStatementAgentInstanceHandle, List<NamedWindowConsumerView>> dispatchTo;

 

   /**

    * Ctor.

    * @param deltaData the insert and remove stream posted by the named window

    * @param dispatchTo the list of consuming statements, and for each the list of consumer views

    */

   public NamedWindowConsumerDispatchUnit(NamedWindowDeltaData deltaData,

Map<EPStatementAgentInstanceHandle, List<NamedWindowConsumerView>> dispatchTo)

   {

       this.deltaData = deltaData;
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       this.dispatchTo = dispatchTo;

   }

 

   /**

    * Returns the data to dispatch.

    * @return dispatch insert and remove stream events

    */

   public NamedWindowDeltaData getDeltaData()

   {

       return deltaData;

   }

 

   /**

    * Returns the destination of the dispatch: a map of statements and their consuming views (one or multiple)

    * @return map of statement to consumer views

    */

   public Map<EPStatementAgentInstanceHandle, List<NamedWindowConsumerView>> getDispatchTo()

   {

       return dispatchTo;

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.view;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.collection.UniformPair;

import com.espertech.esper.core.context.util.AgentInstanceContext;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.core.ResultSetProcessor;

 

/**

* Handles output rate limiting for FIRST, only applicable with a having-clause and no group-by clause.

* <p>

* Without having-clause the order of processing won't matter therefore its handled by the

* {@link OutputProcessViewConditionDefault}. With group-by the {@link

com.espertech.esper.epl.core.ResultSetProcessor} handles the per-group first criteria.

*/

public class OutputProcessViewConditionFirstPostProcess extends OutputProcessViewConditionFirst

{

   private final OutputStrategyPostProcess postProcessor;

 

   public OutputProcessViewConditionFirstPostProcess(ResultSetProcessor resultSetProcessor, Long
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afterConditionTime, Integer afterConditionNumberOfEvents, boolean afterConditionSatisfied,

OutputProcessViewConditionFactory parent, AgentInstanceContext agentInstanceContext,

OutputStrategyPostProcess postProcessor) {

       super(resultSetProcessor, afterConditionTime, afterConditionNumberOfEvents, afterConditionSatisfied, parent,

agentInstanceContext);

       this.postProcessor = postProcessor;

   }

 

   public void output(boolean forceUpdate, UniformPair<EventBean[]> results)

   {

       // Child view can be null in replay from named window

       if (childView != null)

       {

           postProcessor.output(forceUpdate, results, childView);

       }

   }

}

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.core.eval;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventType;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.core.SelectExprProcessor;

import org.apache.commons.logging.Log;

import org.apache.commons.logging.LogFactory;

 

import java.util.Collections;

 

public class EvalInsertNoWildcardSingleColCoercionObjectArrayWrap extends EvalBaseFirstProp implements

SelectExprProcessor {

 

   private static final Log log =

LogFactory.getLog(EvalInsertNoWildcardSingleColCoercionObjectArrayWrap.class);

 

   public EvalInsertNoWildcardSingleColCoercionObjectArrayWrap(SelectExprContext selectExprContext,

EventType resultEventType) {

       super(selectExprContext, resultEventType);

   }
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   public EventBean processFirstCol(Object result) {

       EventBean wrappedEvent = super.getEventAdapterService().adapterForTypedObjectArray((Object[]) result,

super.getResultEventType());

       return super.getEventAdapterService().adapterForTypedWrapper(wrappedEvent, Collections.EMPTY_MAP,

super.getResultEventType());

   }

}

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.agg.access;

 

/**

* For handling access aggregation functions "first, last, window" a pair of slow and accessor.

*/

public class AggregationAccessorSlotPair

{

   private final int slot;

   private final AggregationAccessor accessor;

 

   /**

    * Ctor.

    * @param slot number of accessor

    * @param accessor accessor

    */

   public AggregationAccessorSlotPair(int slot, AggregationAccessor accessor)

   {

       this.slot = slot;

       this.accessor = accessor;

   }

 

   /**

    * Returns the slot.

    * @return slow

    */

   public int getSlot()

   {

       return slot;

   }
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   /**

    * Returns the accessor.

    * @return accessor

    */

   public AggregationAccessor getAccessor()

   {

       return accessor;

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.parse;

 

import com.espertech.esper.epl.generated.EsperEPL2GrammarParser;

import com.espertech.esper.type.*;

import com.espertech.esper.type.StringValue;

import org.antlr.runtime.tree.Tree;

 

import java.util.ArrayList;

import java.util.List;

 

/**

* Parses constant strings and returns the constant Object.

*/

public class ASTConstantHelper

{

   /**

    * Remove tick '`' character from a string start and end.

    * @param tickedString delimited string

    * @return delimited string with ticks removed, if starting and ending with tick

    */

   public static String removeTicks(String tickedString)

   {

       int indexFirst = tickedString.indexOf('`');

       int indexLast = tickedString.lastIndexOf('`');

       if ((indexFirst != indexLast) && (indexFirst != -1) && (indexLast != -1))

       {

           return tickedString.substring(indexFirst+1, indexLast);

       }

       return tickedString;

   }
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   /**

    * Parse the AST constant node and return Object value.

    * @param node - parse node for which to parse the string value

    * @return value matching AST node type

    */

   public static Object parse(Tree node)

   {

       switch(node.getType())

       {

           case EsperEPL2GrammarParser.NUM_INT:       return parseIntLongByte(node.getText());

           case EsperEPL2GrammarParser.INT_TYPE:      return parseIntLongByte(node.getText());

           case EsperEPL2GrammarParser.LONG_TYPE:     return LongValue.parseString(node.getText());

           case EsperEPL2GrammarParser.BOOL_TYPE:     return BoolValue.parseString(node.getText());

           case EsperEPL2GrammarParser.FLOAT_TYPE:    return FloatValue.parseString(node.getText());

           case EsperEPL2GrammarParser.DOUBLE_TYPE:   return DoubleValue.parseString(node.getText());

           case EsperEPL2GrammarParser.STRING_TYPE:   return StringValue.parseString(node.getText());

           case EsperEPL2GrammarParser.NULL_TYPE:     return null;

           default:

               throw new IllegalArgumentException("Unexpected constant of non-primitive type " + node.getType() + "

encountered");

       }

   }

 

   private static Object parseIntLongByte(String arg)

   {

       // try to parse as an int first, else try to parse as a long

       try

       {

           return IntValue.parseString(arg);

       }

       catch (NumberFormatException e1)

       {

           try

           {

               return LongValue.parseString(arg);

           }

           catch (Exception e2)

           {

               try

               {

                   return Byte.decode(arg);

               }

               catch (Exception e3)

               {

                   throw e1;

               }

           }
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       }

 

   }

}

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.spec.util;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EPException;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.*;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.spec.*;

import com.espertech.esper.pattern.*;

 

import java.util.ArrayList;

import java.util.List;

 

public class StatementSpecRawAnalyzer

{

   public static List<FilterSpecRaw> analyzeFilters(StatementSpecRaw spec) throws ExprValidationException {

       List<FilterSpecRaw> result = new ArrayList<FilterSpecRaw>();

       addFilters(spec, result);

 

       ExprNodeSubselectDeclaredDotVisitor subselects = walkSubselectAndDeclaredDotExpr(spec);

       for (ExprSubselectNode subselect : subselects.getSubselects()) {

           addFilters(subselect.getStatementSpecRaw(), result);

       }

       return result;

   }

 

   private static void addFilters(StatementSpecRaw spec, List<FilterSpecRaw> filters) {

       for (StreamSpecRaw raw : spec.getStreamSpecs()) {

           if (raw instanceof FilterStreamSpecRaw) {

               FilterStreamSpecRaw r = (FilterStreamSpecRaw) raw;

               filters.add(r.getRawFilterSpec());

           }

           if (raw instanceof PatternStreamSpecRaw) {

               PatternStreamSpecRaw r = (PatternStreamSpecRaw) raw;

               EvalNodeAnalysisResult evalNodeAnalysisResult =

EvalNodeUtil.recursiveAnalyzeChildNodes(r.getEvalFactoryNode());
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               List<EvalFilterFactoryNode> filterNodes = evalNodeAnalysisResult.getFilterNodes();

               for (EvalFilterFactoryNode filterNode : filterNodes)

               {

                   filters.add(filterNode.getRawFilterSpec());

               }

           }

       }

   }

 

   public static ExprNodeSubselectDeclaredDotVisitor walkSubselectAndDeclaredDotExpr(StatementSpecRaw

spec) throws ExprValidationException {

 

       // Look for expressions with sub-selects in select expression list and filter expression

       // Recursively compile the statement within the statement.

       ExprNodeSubselectDeclaredDotVisitor visitor = new ExprNodeSubselectDeclaredDotVisitor();

       for (SelectClauseElementRaw raw : spec.getSelectClauseSpec().getSelectExprList())

       {

           if (raw instanceof SelectClauseExprRawSpec)

           {

               SelectClauseExprRawSpec rawExpr = (SelectClauseExprRawSpec) raw;

               rawExpr.getSelectExpression().accept(visitor);

           }

           else

           {

               continue;

           }

       }

       if (spec.getFilterRootNode() != null)

       {

           spec.getFilterRootNode().accept(visitor);

       }

       if (spec.getHavingExprRootNode() != null)

       {

           spec.getHavingExprRootNode().accept(visitor);

       }

       if (spec.getUpdateDesc() != null)

       {

           if (spec.getUpdateDesc().getOptionalWhereClause() != null)

           {

               spec.getUpdateDesc().getOptionalWhereClause().accept(visitor);

           }

           for (OnTriggerSetAssignment assignment : spec.getUpdateDesc().getAssignments())

           {

               assignment.getExpression().accept(visitor);

           }

       }

       if (spec.getOnTriggerDesc() != null) {

           visitSubselectOnTrigger(spec.getOnTriggerDesc(), visitor);
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       }

       // Determine pattern-filter subqueries

       for (StreamSpecRaw streamSpecRaw : spec.getStreamSpecs()) {

           if (streamSpecRaw instanceof PatternStreamSpecRaw) {

               PatternStreamSpecRaw patternStreamSpecRaw = (PatternStreamSpecRaw) streamSpecRaw;

               EvalNodeAnalysisResult analysisResult =

EvalNodeUtil.recursiveAnalyzeChildNodes(patternStreamSpecRaw.getEvalFactoryNode());

               for (EvalFactoryNode evalNode : analysisResult.getActiveNodes()) {

                   if (evalNode instanceof EvalFilterFactoryNode) {

                       EvalFilterFactoryNode filterNode = (EvalFilterFactoryNode) evalNode;

                       for (ExprNode filterExpr : filterNode.getRawFilterSpec().getFilterExpressions()) {

                           filterExpr.accept(visitor);

                       }

                   }

                   else if (evalNode instanceof EvalObserverFactoryNode) {

                       int beforeCount = visitor.getSubselects().size();

                       EvalObserverFactoryNode observerNode = (EvalObserverFactoryNode) evalNode;

                       for (ExprNode param : observerNode.getPatternObserverSpec().getObjectParameters()) {

                           param.accept(visitor);

                       }

                       if (visitor.getSubselects().size() != beforeCount) {

                           throw new ExprValidationException("Subselects are not allowed within pattern observer

parameters, please consider using a variable instead");

                       }

                   }

               }

           }

       }

       // Determine filter streams

       for (StreamSpecRaw rawSpec : spec.getStreamSpecs())

       {

           if (rawSpec instanceof FilterStreamSpecRaw) {

               FilterStreamSpecRaw raw = (FilterStreamSpecRaw) rawSpec;

               for (ExprNode filterExpr : raw.getRawFilterSpec().getFilterExpressions()) {

                   filterExpr.accept(visitor);

               }

           }

       }

 

       return visitor;

   }

 

   private static void visitSubselectOnTrigger(OnTriggerDesc onTriggerDesc,

ExprNodeSubselectDeclaredDotVisitor visitor) {

       if (onTriggerDesc instanceof OnTriggerWindowUpdateDesc) {

           OnTriggerWindowUpdateDesc updates = (OnTriggerWindowUpdateDesc) onTriggerDesc;

           for (OnTriggerSetAssignment assignment : updates.getAssignments())

           {
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               assignment.getExpression().accept(visitor);

           }

       }

       else if (onTriggerDesc instanceof OnTriggerSetDesc) {

           OnTriggerSetDesc sets = (OnTriggerSetDesc) onTriggerDesc;

           for (OnTriggerSetAssignment assignment : sets.getAssignments())

           {

               assignment.getExpression().accept(visitor);

           }

       }

       else if (onTriggerDesc instanceof OnTriggerSplitStreamDesc) {

           OnTriggerSplitStreamDesc splits = (OnTriggerSplitStreamDesc) onTriggerDesc;

           for (OnTriggerSplitStream split : splits.getSplitStreams())

           {

               if (split.getWhereClause() != null) {

                   split.getWhereClause().accept(visitor);

               }

               if (split.getSelectClause().getSelectExprList() != null) {

                   for (SelectClauseElementRaw element : split.getSelectClause().getSelectExprList()) {

                       if (element instanceof SelectClauseExprRawSpec) {

                           SelectClauseExprRawSpec selectExpr = (SelectClauseExprRawSpec) element;

                           selectExpr.getSelectExpression().accept(visitor);

                       }

                   }

               }

           }

       }

       else if (onTriggerDesc instanceof OnTriggerMergeDesc) {

           OnTriggerMergeDesc merge = (OnTriggerMergeDesc) onTriggerDesc;

           for (OnTriggerMergeMatched matched : merge.getItems()) {

               if (matched.getOptionalMatchCond() != null) {

                   matched.getOptionalMatchCond().accept(visitor);

               }

               for (OnTriggerMergeAction action : matched.getActions())

               {

                   if (action.getOptionalWhereClause() != null) {

                       action.getOptionalWhereClause().accept(visitor);

                   }

 

                   if (action instanceof OnTriggerMergeActionUpdate) {

                       OnTriggerMergeActionUpdate update = (OnTriggerMergeActionUpdate) action;

                       for (OnTriggerSetAssignment assignment : update.getAssignments())

                       {

                           assignment.getExpression().accept(visitor);

                       }

                   }

                   if (action instanceof OnTriggerMergeActionInsert) {

                       OnTriggerMergeActionInsert insert = (OnTriggerMergeActionInsert) action;
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                       for (SelectClauseElementRaw element : insert.getSelectClause()) {

                           if (element instanceof SelectClauseExprRawSpec) {

                               SelectClauseExprRawSpec selectExpr = (SelectClauseExprRawSpec) element;

                               selectExpr.getSelectExpression().accept(visitor);

                           }

                       }

                   }

               }

           }

       }

   }

 

   public static List<ExprNode> collectExpressionsShallow(StatementSpecRaw raw) {

       final List<ExprNode> expressions = new ArrayList<ExprNode>();

 

       if (raw.getExpressionDeclDesc() != null) {

           for (ExpressionDeclItem decl : raw.getExpressionDeclDesc().getExpressions()) {

               expressions.add(decl.getInner());

           }

       }

 

       if (raw.getCreateExpressionDesc() != null) {

           if (raw.getCreateExpressionDesc().getExpression() != null) {

               expressions.add(raw.getCreateExpressionDesc().getExpression().getInner());

           }

       }

 

       if (raw.getCreateContextDesc() != null) {

           ContextDetail detail = raw.getCreateContextDesc().getContextDetail();

           if (detail instanceof ContextDetailPartitioned) {

               ContextDetailPartitioned ks = (ContextDetailPartitioned) detail;

               for (ContextDetailPartitionItem item : ks.getItems()) {

                   if (item.getFilterSpecRaw().getFilterExpressions() != null) {

                       expressions.addAll(item.getFilterSpecRaw().getFilterExpressions());

                   }

               }

           }

           else if (detail instanceof ContextDetailCategory) {

               ContextDetailCategory cat = (ContextDetailCategory) detail;

               for (ContextDetailCategoryItem item : cat.getItems()) {

                   if (item.getExpression() != null) {

                       expressions.add(item.getExpression());

                   }

               }

               if (cat.getFilterSpecRaw().getFilterExpressions() != null) {

                   expressions.addAll(cat.getFilterSpecRaw().getFilterExpressions());

               }

           }
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           else if (detail instanceof ContextDetailInitiatedTerminated) {

               ContextDetailInitiatedTerminated ts = (ContextDetailInitiatedTerminated) detail;

               collectExpressions(expressions, ts.getStart());

               collectExpressions(expressions, ts.getEnd());

           }

           else {

               throw new EPException("Failed to obtain expressions from context detail " + detail);

           }

       }

 

       if (raw.getCreateVariableDesc() != null) {

           ExprNode expr = raw.getCreateVariableDesc().getAssignment();

           if (expr != null) {

               expressions.add(expr);

           }

       }

 

       if (raw.getCreateWindowDesc() != null) {

           ExprNode expr = raw.getCreateWindowDesc().getInsertFilter();

           if (expr != null) {

               expressions.add(expr);

           }

           for (ViewSpec view : raw.getCreateWindowDesc().getViewSpecs()) {

               expressions.addAll(view.getObjectParameters());

           }

       }

 

       if (raw.getUpdateDesc() != null) {

           if (raw.getUpdateDesc().getOptionalWhereClause() != null) {

               expressions.add(raw.getUpdateDesc().getOptionalWhereClause());

           }

           if (raw.getUpdateDesc().getAssignments() != null) {

               for (OnTriggerSetAssignment pair : raw.getUpdateDesc().getAssignments()) {

                   expressions.add(pair.getExpression());

               }

           }

       }

                          

       // on-expr

       if (raw.getOnTriggerDesc() != null) {

           if (raw.getOnTriggerDesc() instanceof OnTriggerSplitStreamDesc) {

               OnTriggerSplitStreamDesc onSplit = (OnTriggerSplitStreamDesc) raw.getOnTriggerDesc();

               for (OnTriggerSplitStream item : onSplit.getSplitStreams()) {

                   if (item.getSelectClause() != null) {

                       addSelectClause(expressions, item.getSelectClause().getSelectExprList());

                   }

                   if (item.getWhereClause() != null) {

                       expressions.add(item.getWhereClause());
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                   }

               }

           }

           if (raw.getOnTriggerDesc() instanceof OnTriggerSetDesc) {

               OnTriggerSetDesc onSet = (OnTriggerSetDesc) raw.getOnTriggerDesc();

               if (onSet.getAssignments() != null) {

                   for (OnTriggerSetAssignment aitem : onSet.getAssignments()) {

                       expressions.add(aitem.getExpression());

                   }

               }

           }

           if (raw.getOnTriggerDesc() instanceof OnTriggerWindowUpdateDesc) {

               OnTriggerWindowUpdateDesc onUpdate = (OnTriggerWindowUpdateDesc) raw.getOnTriggerDesc();

               if (onUpdate.getAssignments() != null) {

                   for (OnTriggerSetAssignment bitem : onUpdate.getAssignments()) {

                       expressions.add(bitem.getExpression());

                   }

               }

           }

           if (raw.getOnTriggerDesc() instanceof OnTriggerMergeDesc) {

               OnTriggerMergeDesc onMerge = (OnTriggerMergeDesc) raw.getOnTriggerDesc();

               for (OnTriggerMergeMatched item : onMerge.getItems()) {

                   if (item.getOptionalMatchCond() != null) {

                       expressions.add(item.getOptionalMatchCond());

                   }

                   for (OnTriggerMergeAction action : item.getActions()) {

                       if (action instanceof OnTriggerMergeActionDelete) {

                           OnTriggerMergeActionDelete delete = (OnTriggerMergeActionDelete) action;

                           if (delete.getOptionalWhereClause() != null) {

                               expressions.add(delete.getOptionalWhereClause());

                           }

                       }

                       else if (action instanceof OnTriggerMergeActionUpdate) {

                           OnTriggerMergeActionUpdate update = (OnTriggerMergeActionUpdate) action;

                           if (update.getOptionalWhereClause() != null) {

                               expressions.add(update.getOptionalWhereClause());

                           }

                           for (OnTriggerSetAssignment assignment : update.getAssignments()) {

                               expressions.add(assignment.getExpression());

                           }

                       }

                       else if (action instanceof OnTriggerMergeActionInsert) {

                           OnTriggerMergeActionInsert insert = (OnTriggerMergeActionInsert) action;

                           if (insert.getOptionalWhereClause() != null) {

                               expressions.add(insert.getOptionalWhereClause());

                           }

                           addSelectClause(expressions, insert.getSelectClause());

                       }
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                   }

               }

           }

       }

      

       // select clause

       if (raw.getSelectClauseSpec() != null) {

           addSelectClause(expressions, raw.getSelectClauseSpec().getSelectExprList());

       }

 

       // from clause

       if (raw.getStreamSpecs() != null) {

           for (StreamSpecRaw stream : raw.getStreamSpecs()) {

               // filter stream

               if (stream instanceof FilterStreamSpecRaw) {

                   FilterStreamSpecRaw filterStream = (FilterStreamSpecRaw) stream;

                   FilterSpecRaw filter = filterStream.getRawFilterSpec();

                   if ((filter != null) && (filter.getFilterExpressions() != null)){

                       expressions.addAll(filter.getFilterExpressions());

                   }

                   if ((filter != null) && (filter.getOptionalPropertyEvalSpec() != null)) {

                       for (PropertyEvalAtom contained : filter.getOptionalPropertyEvalSpec().getAtoms()) {

                           addSelectClause(expressions, contained.getOptionalSelectClause() == null ? null :

contained.getOptionalSelectClause().getSelectExprList());

                           if (contained.getOptionalWhereClause() != null) {

                               expressions.add(contained.getOptionalWhereClause());

                           }

                       }

                   }

               }

               // pattern stream

               if (stream instanceof PatternStreamSpecRaw) {

                   PatternStreamSpecRaw patternStream = (PatternStreamSpecRaw) stream;

                   collectPatternExpressions(expressions, patternStream.getEvalFactoryNode());

               }

               // method stream

               if (stream instanceof MethodStreamSpec) {

                   MethodStreamSpec methodStream = (MethodStreamSpec) stream;

                   if (methodStream.getExpressions() != null) {

                       expressions.addAll(methodStream.getExpressions());

                   }

               }

               if (stream.getViewSpecs() != null) {

                   for (ViewSpec view : stream.getViewSpecs()) {

                       expressions.addAll(view.getObjectParameters());

                   }

               }

           }
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           if (raw.getOuterJoinDescList() != null) {

               for (OuterJoinDesc q : raw.getOuterJoinDescList()) {

                   if (q.getOptLeftNode() != null) {

                       expressions.add(q.getOptLeftNode());

                       expressions.add(q.getOptRightNode());

                       for (ExprIdentNode ident : q.getAdditionalLeftNodes()) {

                           expressions.add(ident);

                       }

                       for (ExprIdentNode ident : q.getAdditionalRightNodes()) {

                           expressions.add(ident);

                       }

                   }

               }

           }

       }

      

       if (raw.getFilterRootNode() != null) {

           expressions.add(raw.getFilterRootNode());

       }

      

       if (raw.getGroupByExpressions() != null) {

           expressions.addAll(raw.getGroupByExpressions());

       }

 

       if (raw.getHavingExprRootNode() != null) {

           expressions.add(raw.getHavingExprRootNode());

       }

 

       if (raw.getOutputLimitSpec() != null) {

           if (raw.getOutputLimitSpec().getWhenExpressionNode() != null) {

               expressions.add(raw.getOutputLimitSpec().getWhenExpressionNode());

           }

           if (raw.getOutputLimitSpec().getThenExpressions() != null) {

               for (OnTriggerSetAssignment thenAssign : raw.getOutputLimitSpec().getThenExpressions()) {

                   expressions.add(thenAssign.getExpression());

               }					

           }

           if (raw.getOutputLimitSpec().getCrontabAtSchedule() != null) {

               expressions.addAll(raw.getOutputLimitSpec().getCrontabAtSchedule());

           }

           if (raw.getOutputLimitSpec().getTimePeriodExpr() != null) {

               expressions.add(raw.getOutputLimitSpec().getTimePeriodExpr());

           }

           if (raw.getOutputLimitSpec().getAfterTimePeriodExpr() != null) {

               expressions.add(raw.getOutputLimitSpec().getAfterTimePeriodExpr());

           }

       }
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       if (raw.getOrderByList() != null) {

           for (OrderByItem orderByElement : raw.getOrderByList()) {

               expressions.add(orderByElement.getExprNode());

           }									

       }

      

       if (raw.getMatchRecognizeSpec() != null) {

           if (raw.getMatchRecognizeSpec().getPartitionByExpressions() != null) {

               expressions.addAll(raw.getMatchRecognizeSpec().getPartitionByExpressions());

           }

           for (MatchRecognizeMeasureItem selectItemMR : raw.getMatchRecognizeSpec().getMeasures()) {

               expressions.add(selectItemMR.getExpr());

           }

           for (MatchRecognizeDefineItem define : raw.getMatchRecognizeSpec().getDefines()) {

               expressions.add(define.getExpression());

           }

           if (raw.getMatchRecognizeSpec().getInterval() != null) {

               if (raw.getMatchRecognizeSpec().getInterval().getTimePeriodExpr() != null) {

                   expressions.add(raw.getMatchRecognizeSpec().getInterval().getTimePeriodExpr());

               }

           }

       }

 

       if (raw.getForClauseSpec() != null) {

           for (ForClauseItemSpec item : raw.getForClauseSpec().getClauses()) {

               if (item.getExpressions() != null) {

                   expressions.addAll(item.getExpressions());

               }

           }

       }

 

       return expressions;

   }

 

   private static void collectExpressions(List<ExprNode> expressions, ContextDetailCondition endpoint) {

       if (endpoint instanceof ContextDetailConditionCrontab) {

           ContextDetailConditionCrontab crontab = (ContextDetailConditionCrontab) endpoint;

           expressions.addAll(crontab.getCrontab());

       }

   }

 

   private static void addSelectClause(List<ExprNode> expressions, List<SelectClauseElementRaw> selectClause) {

       if (selectClause == null) {

           return;

       }

       for (SelectClauseElementRaw selement : selectClause) {

           if (!(selement instanceof SelectClauseExprRawSpec)) {
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               continue;

           }

           SelectClauseExprRawSpec sexpr = (SelectClauseExprRawSpec) selement;

           expressions.add(sexpr.getSelectExpression());

       }

   }

 

   private static void collectPatternExpressions(final List<ExprNode> expressions, EvalFactoryNode

patternExpression) {

 

       if (patternExpression instanceof EvalFilterFactoryNode) {

           EvalFilterFactoryNode filter = (EvalFilterFactoryNode) patternExpression;

           if (filter.getRawFilterSpec().getFilterExpressions() != null) {

               expressions.addAll(filter.getRawFilterSpec().getFilterExpressions());

           }

       }

 

       for (EvalFactoryNode child : patternExpression.getChildNodes()) {

           collectPatternExpressions(expressions, child);

       }

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.metric;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.metric.StatementMetric;

 

/**

* Metrics execution producing statement metric events.

*/

public class MetricExecStatement implements MetricExec

{

   private final MetricEventRouter metricEventRouter;

   private final MetricScheduleService metricScheduleService;

   private final int statementGroup;

 

   private long interval;

 

   /**

    * Ctor.

    * @param metricEventRouter for routing metric events
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    * @param metricScheduleService for scheduling a new execution

    * @param interval for rescheduling the execution

    * @param statementGroup group number of statement group

    */

   public MetricExecStatement(MetricEventRouter metricEventRouter, MetricScheduleService

metricScheduleService, long interval, int statementGroup)

   {

       this.metricEventRouter = metricEventRouter;

       this.metricScheduleService = metricScheduleService;

       this.interval = interval;

       this.statementGroup = statementGroup;

   }

 

   public void execute(MetricExecutionContext context)

   {

       long timestamp = metricScheduleService.getCurrentTime();

       StatementMetric[] metrics = context.getStatementMetricRepository().reportGroup(statementGroup);

       if (metrics != null)

       {

           for (int i = 0; i < metrics.length; i++)

           {

               StatementMetric metric = metrics[i];

               if (metric != null)

               {

                   metric.setTimestamp(timestamp);

                   metricEventRouter.route(metrics[i]);

               }

           }

       }

      

       if (interval != -1)

       {

           metricScheduleService.add(interval, this);

       }

   }

 

   /**

    * Set a new interval, cancels the existing schedule, re-establishes the new schedule if the interval is a

    * positive number.

    * @param newInterval to set

    */

   public void setInterval(long newInterval)

   {

       interval = newInterval;

       metricScheduleService.remove(this);

       if (interval > 0)

       {

           metricScheduleService.add(interval, this);
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       }

   }

 

   /**

    * Returns reporting interval.

    * @return reporting interval

    */

   public long getInterval()

   {

       return interval;

   }

}

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.datetime.interval;

 

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprConstantNode;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprConstantNodeImpl;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluator;

 

public class ExprOptionalConstant {

   private final ExprEvaluator evaluator;

   private final Long optionalConstant;

 

   public ExprOptionalConstant(ExprEvaluator evaluator, Long optionalConstant) {

       this.evaluator = evaluator;

       this.optionalConstant = optionalConstant;

   }

 

   public ExprOptionalConstant(ExprEvaluator evaluator) {

       this.evaluator = evaluator;

       this.optionalConstant = null;

   }

 

   public Long getOptionalConstant() {

       return optionalConstant;

   }

 

   public ExprEvaluator getEvaluator() {
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       return evaluator;

   }

 

   public static ExprOptionalConstant make(long maxValue) {

       ExprConstantNode constantNode = new ExprConstantNodeImpl(maxValue);

       return new ExprOptionalConstant(constantNode.getExprEvaluator(), maxValue);

   }

}

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.enummethod.eval;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventType;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.core.MethodResolutionService;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.core.StreamTypeService;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.enummethod.dot.ExprDotEvalEnumMethodBase;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.enummethod.dot.ExprDotEvalParam;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.enummethod.dot.ExprDotEvalParamLambda;

import com.espertech.esper.client.util.ExpressionReturnType;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprDotNodeUtility;

import com.espertech.esper.event.EventAdapterService;

import com.espertech.esper.event.arr.ObjectArrayEventType;

import com.espertech.esper.util.JavaClassHelper;

 

import java.math.BigDecimal;

import java.math.BigInteger;

import java.util.List;

 

public class ExprDotEvalSumOf extends ExprDotEvalEnumMethodBase {

 

   public EventType[] getAddStreamTypes(String enumMethodUsedName, List<String> goesToNames, EventType

inputEventType, Class collectionComponentType, List<ExprDotEvalParam> bodiesAndParameters) {

       return ExprDotNodeUtility.getSingleLambdaParamEventType(enumMethodUsedName, goesToNames,

inputEventType, collectionComponentType);

   }

 

   public EnumEval getEnumEval(MethodResolutionService methodResolutionService, EventAdapterService

eventAdapterService, StreamTypeService streamTypeService, String statementId, String enumMethodUsedName,

List<ExprDotEvalParam> bodiesAndParameters, EventType inputEventType, Class collectionComponentType, int
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numStreamsIncoming) {

 

       if (bodiesAndParameters.isEmpty()) {

           ExprDotEvalSumMethodFactory aggMethodFactory = getAggregatorFactory(collectionComponentType);

super.setTypeInfo(ExpressionReturnType.singleValue(JavaClassHelper.getBoxedType(aggMethodFactory.getValue

Type())));

           return new EnumEvalSumScalar(numStreamsIncoming, aggMethodFactory);

       }

 

       ExprDotEvalParamLambda first = (ExprDotEvalParamLambda) bodiesAndParameters.get(0);

       ExprDotEvalSumMethodFactory aggMethodFactory =

getAggregatorFactory(first.getBodyEvaluator().getType());

       Class returnType = JavaClassHelper.getBoxedType(aggMethodFactory.getValueType());

       super.setTypeInfo(ExpressionReturnType.singleValue(returnType));

       if (inputEventType == null) {

           return new EnumEvalSumScalarLambda(first.getBodyEvaluator(), first.getStreamCountIncoming(),

aggMethodFactory,

                   (ObjectArrayEventType) first.getGoesToTypes()[0]);

       }

       return new EnumEvalSumEvents(first.getBodyEvaluator(), first.getStreamCountIncoming(),

aggMethodFactory);

   }

 

   private static ExprDotEvalSumMethodFactory getAggregatorFactory(Class evalType) {

       if (JavaClassHelper.isFloatingPointClass(evalType)) {

           return new ExprDotEvalSumMethodFactory() {

               public ExprDotEvalSumMethod getSumAggregator() {

                   return new ExprDotEvalSumMethodDouble();

               }

 

               public Class getValueType() {

                   return Double.class;

               }

           };

       }

       else if (evalType == BigDecimal.class) {

           return new ExprDotEvalSumMethodFactory() {

               public ExprDotEvalSumMethod getSumAggregator() {

                   return new ExprDotEvalSumMethodBigDecimal();

               }

 

               public Class getValueType() {

                   return BigDecimal.class;

               }

           };

       }

       else if (evalType == BigInteger.class) {

           return new ExprDotEvalSumMethodFactory() {
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               public ExprDotEvalSumMethod getSumAggregator() {

                   return new ExprDotEvalSumMethodBigInteger();

               }

 

               public Class getValueType() {

                   return BigInteger.class;

               }

           };

       }

       else if (JavaClassHelper.getBoxedType(evalType) == Long.class) {

           return new ExprDotEvalSumMethodFactory() {

               public ExprDotEvalSumMethod getSumAggregator() {

                   return new ExprDotEvalSumMethodLong();

               }

 

               public Class getValueType() {

                   return Long.class;

               }

           };

       }

       else {

           return new ExprDotEvalSumMethodFactory() {

               public ExprDotEvalSumMethod getSumAggregator() {

                   return new ExprDotEvalSumMethodInteger();

               }

 

               public Class getValueType() {

                   return Integer.class;

               }

           };

       }

   }

 

   private static class ExprDotEvalSumMethodDouble implements ExprDotEvalSumMethod {

       protected double sum;

       protected long numDataPoints;

 

       public void enter(Object object)

       {

           if (object == null)

           {

               return;

           }

           numDataPoints++;

           sum += (Double) object;

       }

 

       public Object getValue()
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       {

           if (numDataPoints == 0)

           {

               return null;

           }

           return sum;

       }

   }

 

   private static class ExprDotEvalSumMethodBigDecimal implements ExprDotEvalSumMethod {

       protected BigDecimal sum;

       protected long numDataPoints;

 

       public ExprDotEvalSumMethodBigDecimal()

       {

           sum = new BigDecimal(0.0);

       }

 

       public void enter(Object object)

       {

           if (object == null)

           {

               return;

           }

           numDataPoints++;

           sum = sum.add((BigDecimal)object);

       }

 

       public Object getValue()

       {

           if (numDataPoints == 0)

           {

               return null;

           }

           return sum;

       }

   }

 

   private static class ExprDotEvalSumMethodBigInteger implements ExprDotEvalSumMethod {

       protected BigInteger sum;

       protected long numDataPoints;

 

       public ExprDotEvalSumMethodBigInteger()

       {

           sum = BigInteger.valueOf(0);

       }

 

       public void enter(Object object)
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       {

           if (object == null)

           {

               return;

           }

           numDataPoints++;

           sum = sum.add((BigInteger)object);

       }

 

       public Object getValue()

       {

           if (numDataPoints == 0)

           {

               return null;

           }

           return sum;

       }

   }

 

   private static class ExprDotEvalSumMethodLong implements ExprDotEvalSumMethod {

       protected long sum;

       protected long numDataPoints;

 

       public void enter(Object object)

       {

           if (object == null)

           {

               return;

           }

           numDataPoints++;

           sum += (Long) object;

       }

 

       public Object getValue()

       {

           if (numDataPoints == 0)

           {

               return null;

           }

           return sum;

       }

   }

 

   private static class ExprDotEvalSumMethodInteger implements ExprDotEvalSumMethod {

       protected int sum;

       protected long numDataPoints;

 

       public void enter(Object object)
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       {

           if (object == null)

           {

               return;

           }

           numDataPoints++;

           sum += (Integer) object;

       }

 

       public Object getValue()

       {

           if (numDataPoints == 0)

           {

               return null;

           }

           return sum;

       }

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.join.plan;

 

public interface QueryGraphValueEntry

{

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.spec;

 

import com.espertech.esper.util.MetaDefItem;

 

import java.io.Serializable;

 

/**

* Abstract base specification for a stream, consists simply of an optional stream name and a list of views
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* on to of the stream.

* <p>

* Implementation classes for views and patterns add additional information defining the

* stream of events.

*/

public abstract class StreamSpecBase implements MetaDefItem, Serializable

{

   private static final long serialVersionUID = 0L;

 

   private String optionalStreamName;

   private ViewSpec[] viewSpecs;

   private StreamSpecOptions streamSpecOptions;

 

   /**

    * Ctor.

    * @param optionalStreamName - stream name, or null if none supplied

    * @param viewSpecs - specifies what view to use to derive data

    * @param streamSpecOptions - indicates additional options such as unidirectional stream or retain-union or

retain-intersection

    */

   public StreamSpecBase(String optionalStreamName, ViewSpec[] viewSpecs, StreamSpecOptions

streamSpecOptions)

   {

       this.optionalStreamName = optionalStreamName;

       this.viewSpecs = viewSpecs;

       this.streamSpecOptions = streamSpecOptions;

   }

 

   /**

    * Default ctor.

    */

   public StreamSpecBase()

   {

       viewSpecs = ViewSpec.EMPTY_VIEWSPEC_ARRAY;

   }

 

   /**

    * Returns the name assigned.

    * @return stream name or null if not assigned

    */

   public String getOptionalStreamName()

   {

       return optionalStreamName;

   }

 

   /**

    * Returns view definitions to use to construct views to derive data on stream.

    * @return view defs
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    */

   public ViewSpec[] getViewSpecs()

   {

       return viewSpecs;

   }

 

   /**

    * Returns the options for the stream such as unidirectional, retain-union etc.

    * @return stream options

    */

   public StreamSpecOptions getOptions()

   {

       return streamSpecOptions;

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.variable;

 

import org.apache.commons.logging.Log;

import org.apache.commons.logging.LogFactory;

 

import java.util.ArrayList;

import java.util.concurrent.locks.Lock;

 

import com.espertech.esper.util.ExecutionPathDebugLog;

 

/**

* A self-cleaning list of versioned-values.

* <p>

* The current and prior version are held for lock-less read access in a transient variable.

* <p>

* The list relies on transient as well as a read-lock to guard against concurrent modification. However a read lock is

only

* taken when a list of old versions must be updated.

* <p>

* When a high watermark is reached, the list on write access removes old versions up to the

* number of milliseconds compared to current write timestamp.

* <p>

* If an older version is requested then held by the list, the list can either throw an exception

* or return the current value.

*/
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public class VersionedValueList<T>

{

   private static final Log log = LogFactory.getLog(VersionedValueList.class);

 

   // Variables name and read lock; read lock used when older version then the prior version is requested

   private final String name;

   private final Lock readLock;

   private final int highWatermark;    // used for removing older versions

   private final boolean errorWhenNotFound;

   private final long millisecondLifetimeOldVersions;

 

   // Hold the current and prior version for no-lock reading

   private volatile CurrentValue<T> currentAndPriorValue;

 

   // Holds the older versions

   private ArrayList<VersionedValue<T>> olderVersions;

 

   /**

    * Ctor.

    * @param name variable name

    * @param initialVersion first version number

    * @param initialValue first value

    * @param timestamp timestamp of first version

    * @param millisecondLifetimeOldVersions number of milliseconds after which older versions get expired and

removed

    * @param readLock for coordinating update to old versions

    * @param highWatermark when the number of old versions reached high watermark, the list inspects size on

every write

    * @param errorWhenNotFound true if an exception should be throw if the requested version cannot be found,

    * or false if the engine should log a warning

    */

   public VersionedValueList(String name, int initialVersion, T initialValue, long timestamp, long

millisecondLifetimeOldVersions, Lock readLock, int highWatermark, boolean errorWhenNotFound)

   {

       this.name = name;

       this.readLock = readLock;

       this.highWatermark = highWatermark;

       this.olderVersions = new ArrayList<VersionedValue<T>>();

       this.errorWhenNotFound = errorWhenNotFound;

       this.millisecondLifetimeOldVersions = millisecondLifetimeOldVersions;

 

       currentAndPriorValue = new CurrentValue<T>(new VersionedValue<T>(initialVersion, initialValue,

timestamp),

                                                  new VersionedValue<T>(-1, null, timestamp));

   }

 

   /**

    * Returns the name of the value stored.
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    * @return value name

    */

   public String getName()

   {

       return name;

   }

 

   /**

    * Retrieve a value for the given version or older then then given version.

    * <p>

    * The implementaton only locks the read lock if an older version the the prior version is requested.

    * @param versionAndOlder the version we are looking for

    * @return value for the version or the next older version, ignoring newer versions

    */

   public T getVersion(int versionAndOlder)

   {

       if ((ExecutionPathDebugLog.isDebugEnabled) && (log.isDebugEnabled()))

       {

           log.debug(".getVersion Thread " + Thread.currentThread().getId() + " for '" + name + "' retrieving version " +

versionAndOlder + " or older");

       }

 

       T resultValue = null;

       CurrentValue<T> current = currentAndPriorValue;

 

       if (current.getCurrentVersion().getVersion() <= versionAndOlder)

       {

           resultValue = current.getCurrentVersion().getValue();

       }

       else if ((current.getPriorVersion().getVersion() != -1) &&

           (current.getPriorVersion().getVersion() <= versionAndOlder))

       {

           resultValue = current.getPriorVersion().getValue();

       }

       else

       {

           readLock.lock();

 

           try

           {

               current = currentAndPriorValue;

 

               if (current.getCurrentVersion().getVersion() <= versionAndOlder)

               {

                   resultValue = current.getCurrentVersion().getValue();

               }

               else if ((current.getPriorVersion().getVersion() != -1) &&

                   (current.getPriorVersion().getVersion() <= versionAndOlder))
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               {

                   resultValue = current.getPriorVersion().getValue();

               }

               else

               {

                   boolean found = false;

                   for (int i = olderVersions.size() - 1; i >= 0; i--)

                   {

                       VersionedValue<T> entry = olderVersions.get(i);

                       if (entry.getVersion() <= versionAndOlder)

                       {

                           resultValue = entry.getValue();

                           found = true;

                           break;

                       }

                   }

 

                   if (!found)

                   {

                       int currentVersion = current.getCurrentVersion().getVersion();

                       int priorVersion = current.getPriorVersion().getVersion();

 

                       Integer oldestVersion = (olderVersions.size() > 0) ? olderVersions.get(0).getVersion() : null;

                       T oldestValue = (olderVersions.size() > 0) ? olderVersions.get(0).getValue() : null;

 

                       String text = "Variables value for version '" + versionAndOlder + "' and older could not be found" +

                           " (currentVersion=" + currentVersion + " priorVersion=" + priorVersion + " oldestVersion=" +

oldestVersion + " numOldVersions=" + olderVersions.size() + " oldestValue=" + oldestValue +")";

                       if (errorWhenNotFound)

                       {

                           throw new IllegalStateException(text);

                       }

                       log.warn(text);

                       return current.getCurrentVersion().getValue();

                   }

               }

           }

           finally

           {

               readLock.unlock();

           }

       }

 

       if ((ExecutionPathDebugLog.isDebugEnabled) && (log.isDebugEnabled()))

       {

           log.debug(".getVersion Thread " + Thread.currentThread().getId() +  " for '" + name + " version " +

versionAndOlder + " or older result is " + resultValue);

       }
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       return resultValue;

   }

 

   /**

    * Add a value and version to the list, returning the prior value of the variable.

    * @param version for the value to add

    * @param value to add

    * @param timestamp the time associated with the version

    * @return prior value

    */

   public Object addValue(int version, T value, long timestamp)

   {

       if ((ExecutionPathDebugLog.isDebugEnabled) && (log.isDebugEnabled()))

       {

           log.debug(".addValue Thread " + Thread.currentThread().getId() + " for '" + name + "' adding version " +

version + " at value " + value);

       }

 

       // push to prior if not already used

       if (currentAndPriorValue.getPriorVersion().getVersion() == -1)

       {

           currentAndPriorValue = new CurrentValue<T>(new VersionedValue<T>(version, value, timestamp),

             currentAndPriorValue.getCurrentVersion());

           return currentAndPriorValue.getPriorVersion().getValue();

       }

 

       // add to list

       VersionedValue<T> priorVersion = currentAndPriorValue.getPriorVersion();

       olderVersions.add(priorVersion);

 

       // check watermarks

       if (olderVersions.size() >= highWatermark)

       {

           long expireBefore = timestamp - millisecondLifetimeOldVersions;

           while(olderVersions.size() > 0)

           {

               VersionedValue<T> oldestVersion = olderVersions.get(0);

               if (oldestVersion.getTimestamp() <= expireBefore)

               {

                   olderVersions.remove(0);

               }

               else

               {

                   break;

               }

           }

       }
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       currentAndPriorValue = new CurrentValue<T>(new VersionedValue<T>(version, value, timestamp),

                                                  currentAndPriorValue.getCurrentVersion());

       return currentAndPriorValue.getPriorVersion().getValue();

   }

 

   /**

    * Returns the current and prior version.

    * @return value

    */

   protected CurrentValue<T> getCurrentAndPriorValue()

   {

       return currentAndPriorValue;

   }

 

   /**

    * Returns the list of old versions, for testing purposes.

    * @return list of versions older then current and prior version

    */

   protected ArrayList<VersionedValue<T>> getOlderVersions()

   {

       return olderVersions;

   }

 

   public String toString()

   {

       StringBuilder buffer = new StringBuilder();

       buffer.append("Variable '").append(name).append("' ");

       buffer.append(" current=").append(currentAndPriorValue.getCurrentVersion().toString());

       buffer.append(" prior=").append(currentAndPriorValue.getCurrentVersion().toString());

 

       int count = 0;

       for (VersionedValue<T> old : olderVersions)

       {

           buffer.append(" old(").append(count).append(")=").append(old.toString()).append("\n");

           count++;

       }

       return buffer.toString();

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/
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package com.espertech.esper.epl.spec;

 

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprNode;

import com.espertech.esper.util.MetaDefItem;

 

import java.util.List;

import java.io.Serializable;

 

/**

* Specification for the update statement.

*/

public class UpdateDesc implements MetaDefItem, Serializable

{

   private final String optionalStreamName;

   private final List<OnTriggerSetAssignment> assignments;

   private ExprNode optionalWhereClause;

   private static final long serialVersionUID = -5995788555238052741L;

 

   /**

    * Ctor.

    * @param optionalStreamName a stream name if provided for the update

    * @param assignments the individual assignments made

    * @param optionalWhereClause the where-clause expression if provided

    */

   public UpdateDesc(String optionalStreamName, List<OnTriggerSetAssignment> assignments, ExprNode

optionalWhereClause) {

       this.optionalStreamName = optionalStreamName;

       this.assignments = assignments;

       this.optionalWhereClause = optionalWhereClause;

   }

 

   /**

    * Returns a list of all assignment

    * @return list of assignments

    */

   public List<OnTriggerSetAssignment> getAssignments()

   {

       return assignments;

   }

 

   /**

    * Returns the stream name if defined.

    * @return stream name

    */

   public String getOptionalStreamName() {

       return optionalStreamName;

   }
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   /**

    * Returns the where-clause if defined.

    * @return where clause

    */

   public ExprNode getOptionalWhereClause() {

       return optionalWhereClause;

   }

 

   /**

    * Sets the where-clause if defined.

    * @param optionalWhereClause where clause to set or null

    */

   public void setOptionalWhereClause(ExprNode optionalWhereClause) {

       this.optionalWhereClause = optionalWhereClause;

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.agg.aggregator;

 

/**

* Counts all datapoints including null values.

*/

public class AggregatorCount implements AggregationMethod

{

   protected long numDataPoints;

 

   public void clear()

   {

       numDataPoints = 0;

   }

 

   public void enter(Object object)

   {

       numDataPoints++;

   }

 

   public void leave(Object object)

   {

       numDataPoints--;

   }
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   public Object getValue()

   {

       return numDataPoints;

   }

 

   public Class getValueType()

   {

       return Long.class;

   }

}

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.datetime.eval;

 

import java.util.Calendar;

import java.util.Date;

 

public class DatetimeLongCoercerCal implements DatetimeLongCoercer {

   public long coerce(Object date) {

       return ((Calendar) date).getTimeInMillis();

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.view;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.client.annotation.AuditEnum;

import com.espertech.esper.collection.UniformPair;

import com.espertech.esper.core.context.util.AgentInstanceContext;

import com.espertech.esper.core.service.UpdateDispatchView;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluatorContext;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.spec.SelectClauseStreamSelectorEnum;
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import com.espertech.esper.event.EventBeanUtility;

import com.espertech.esper.event.NaturalEventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.util.AuditPath;

 

/**

* An output strategy that handles routing (insert-into) and stream selection.

*/

public class OutputStrategyPostProcess

{

   private final OutputStrategyPostProcessFactory parent;

   private final AgentInstanceContext agentInstanceContext;

   private final boolean audit;

 

   public OutputStrategyPostProcess(OutputStrategyPostProcessFactory parent, AgentInstanceContext

agentInstanceContext) {

       this.parent = parent;

       this.agentInstanceContext = agentInstanceContext;

       this.audit = AuditEnum.INSERT.getAudit(agentInstanceContext.getStatementContext().getAnnotations()) !=

null;

   }

 

   public void output(boolean forceUpdate, UniformPair<EventBean[]> result, UpdateDispatchView finalView)

   {

       EventBean[] newEvents = result != null ? result.getFirst() : null;

       EventBean[] oldEvents = result != null ? result.getSecond() : null;

 

       // route first

       if (parent.isRoute())

       {

           if ((newEvents != null) && (parent.getInsertIntoStreamSelector().isSelectsIStream()))

           {

               route(newEvents, agentInstanceContext);

           }

 

           if ((oldEvents != null) && (parent.getInsertIntoStreamSelector().isSelectsRStream()))

           {

               route(oldEvents, agentInstanceContext);

           }

       }

 

       // discard one side of results

       if (parent.getSelectStreamDirEnum() == SelectClauseStreamSelectorEnum.RSTREAM_ONLY)

       {

           newEvents = oldEvents;

           oldEvents = null;

       }

       else if (parent.getSelectStreamDirEnum() == SelectClauseStreamSelectorEnum.ISTREAM_ONLY)

       {
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           oldEvents = null;   // since the insert-into may require rstream

       }

 

       // dispatch

       if(newEvents != null || oldEvents != null)

       {

           finalView.newResult(new UniformPair<EventBean[]>(newEvents, oldEvents));

       }

       else if(forceUpdate)

       {

           finalView.newResult(new UniformPair<EventBean[]>(null, null));

       }

   }

 

   private void route(EventBean[] events, ExprEvaluatorContext exprEvaluatorContext)

   {

       for (EventBean routed : events) {

           if (routed instanceof NaturalEventBean) {

               NaturalEventBean natural = (NaturalEventBean) routed;

               if (audit) {

                   AuditPath.auditInsertInto(agentInstanceContext.getEngineURI(),

agentInstanceContext.getStatementName(), natural.getOptionalSynthetic());

               }

               parent.getInternalEventRouter().route(natural.getOptionalSynthetic(), parent.getEpStatementHandle(),

agentInstanceContext.getStatementContext().getInternalEventEngineRouteDest(), exprEvaluatorContext,

parent.isAddToFront());

           }

           else {

               if (audit) {

                   AuditPath.auditInsertInto(agentInstanceContext.getEngineURI(),

agentInstanceContext.getStatementName(), routed);

               }

               parent.getInternalEventRouter().route(routed, parent.getEpStatementHandle(),

agentInstanceContext.getStatementContext().getInternalEventEngineRouteDest(), exprEvaluatorContext,

parent.isAddToFront());

           }

       }

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.spec;
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import com.espertech.esper.client.soda.EPStatementObjectModel;

 

import java.util.Map;

 

/**

* Return result for unmap operators unmapping an intermal statement representation to the SODA object model.

*/

public class StatementSpecUnMapResult

{

   private final EPStatementObjectModel objectModel;

   private final Map<Integer, SubstitutionParameterExpression> indexedParams;

 

   /**

    * Ctor.

    * @param objectModel of the statement

    * @param indexedParams a map of parameter index and parameter

    */

   public StatementSpecUnMapResult(EPStatementObjectModel objectModel, Map<Integer,

SubstitutionParameterExpression> indexedParams)

   {

       this.objectModel = objectModel;

       this.indexedParams = indexedParams;

   }

 

   /**

    * Returns the object model.

    * @return object model

    */

   public EPStatementObjectModel getObjectModel()

   {

       return objectModel;

   }

 

   /**

    * Returns the substitution paremeters keyed by the parameter's index.

    * @return map of index and parameter

    */

   public Map<Integer, SubstitutionParameterExpression> getIndexedParams()

   {

       return indexedParams;

   }

}

<!--

 ~ **************************************************************************************

 ~ * Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

 ~ * http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

 ~ * http://www.espertech.com                                                           *
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 ~ * ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

 ~ * The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

 ~ * a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

 ~ **************************************************************************************

 -->

 

<html>

<head></head>

<body>

<p>

 Script expression evaluation.

</p>

</body>

</html>

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.datetime.eval;

 

public class DatetimeLongCoercerLong implements DatetimeLongCoercer {

   public long coerce(Object date) {

       return (Long) date;

   }

}

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.core.eval;

 

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluator;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluatorContext;

import com.espertech.esper.event.EventAdapterService;
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public class SelectExprContext {

   private final ExprEvaluator[] expressionNodes;

   private final String[] columnNames;

   private final EventAdapterService eventAdapterService;

 

   public SelectExprContext(ExprEvaluator[] expressionNodes, String[] columnNames, EventAdapterService

eventAdapterService) {

       this.expressionNodes = expressionNodes;

       this.columnNames = columnNames;

       this.eventAdapterService = eventAdapterService;

   }

 

   public ExprEvaluator[] getExpressionNodes() {

       return expressionNodes;

   }

 

   public String[] getColumnNames() {

       return columnNames;

   }

 

   public EventAdapterService getEventAdapterService() {

       return eventAdapterService;

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.core;

 

/**

* Indicates a problem importing classes, aggregation functions and the like.

*/

public class EngineImportUndefinedException extends Exception

{

   private static final long serialVersionUID = -3010083483020041598L;

 

   /**

    * Ctor.

    * @param msg - exception message

    */

   public EngineImportUndefinedException(String msg)

   {
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       super(msg);

   }

 

   /**

    * Ctor.

    * @param msg - exception message

    * @param ex - inner exception

    */

   public EngineImportUndefinedException(String msg, Exception ex)

   {

       super(msg, ex);

   }

}

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.enummethod.eval;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluator;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluatorContext;

import com.espertech.esper.event.arr.ObjectArrayEventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.event.arr.ObjectArrayEventType;

 

import java.util.Collection;

 

public class EnumEvalMinMaxByScalarLambda extends EnumEvalBase implements EnumEval {

 

   private final boolean max;

   private final ObjectArrayEventType resultEventType;

 

   public EnumEvalMinMaxByScalarLambda(ExprEvaluator innerExpression, int streamCountIncoming, boolean

max, ObjectArrayEventType resultEventType) {

       super(innerExpression, streamCountIncoming);

       this.max = max;

       this.resultEventType = resultEventType;

   }

 

   public Object evaluateEnumMethod(EventBean[] eventsLambda, Collection target, boolean isNewData,

ExprEvaluatorContext context) {
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       Comparable minKey = null;

       Object result = null;

       ObjectArrayEventBean resultEvent = new ObjectArrayEventBean(new Object[1], resultEventType);

       Collection<Object> values = (Collection<Object>) target;

       for (Object next : values) {

 

           resultEvent.getProperties()[0] = next;

           eventsLambda[streamNumLambda] = resultEvent;

 

           Object comparable = innerExpression.evaluate(eventsLambda, isNewData, context);

           if (comparable == null) {

               continue;

           }

 

           if (minKey == null) {

               minKey = (Comparable) comparable;

               result = next;

           }

           else {

               if (max) {

                   if (minKey.compareTo(comparable) < 0) {

                       minKey = (Comparable) comparable;

                       result = next;

                   }

               }

               else {

                   if (minKey.compareTo(comparable) > 0) {

                       minKey = (Comparable) comparable;

                       result = next;

                   }

               }

           }

       }

 

       return result;  // unpack of EventBean to underlying performed at another stage

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.variable;

 

import com.espertech.esper.core.service.StatementExtensionSvcContext;
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import com.espertech.esper.collection.Pair;

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventType;

 

/**

* Interface for a plug-in to {@link VariableService} to handle variable persistent state.

*/

public interface VariableStateHandler

{

   /**

    * Returns the current variable state plus Boolean.TRUE if there is a current state since the variable

    * may have the value of null; returns Boolean.FALSE and null if there is no current state

    * @param variableName variable name

    * @param variableNumber number of the variable

    * @param type type of the variable

    * @param eventType event type or null if not a variable that represents an event

    * @param statementExtContext for caches etc.

    * @return indicator whether the variable is known and it's state, or whether it doesn't have state (false)

    */

   public Pair<Boolean, Object> getHasState(String variableName, int variableNumber, Class type, EventType

eventType, StatementExtensionSvcContext statementExtContext);

 

   /**

    * Sets the new variable value

    * @param variableName name of the variable

    * @param variableNumber number of the variable

    * @param newValue new variable value, null values allowed

    */

   public void setState(String variableName, int variableNumber, Object newValue);

}

<!--

 ~ **************************************************************************************

 ~ * Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

 ~ * http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

 ~ * http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

 ~ * ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

 ~ * The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

 ~ * a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

 ~ **************************************************************************************

 -->

 

<html>

<head></head>

<body>

<p>

	Aggregation function implementations.

</p>

</body>

</html>
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/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.core;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventType;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluatorContext;

 

/**

* Interface for processors of select-clause items, implementors are computing results based on matching events.

*/

public class SelectExprProcessorWDeliveryCallback implements SelectExprProcessor

{

   private final EventType eventType;

   private final BindProcessor bindProcessor;

   private final SelectExprProcessorDeliveryCallback selectExprProcessorCallback;

 

   public SelectExprProcessorWDeliveryCallback(EventType eventType, BindProcessor bindProcessor,

SelectExprProcessorDeliveryCallback selectExprProcessorCallback) {

       this.eventType = eventType;

       this.bindProcessor = bindProcessor;

       this.selectExprProcessorCallback = selectExprProcessorCallback;

   }

 

   public EventType getResultEventType() {

       return eventType;

   }

 

   public EventBean process(EventBean[] eventsPerStream, boolean isNewData, boolean isSynthesize,

ExprEvaluatorContext exprEvaluatorContext) {

       Object[] columns = bindProcessor.process(eventsPerStream, isNewData, exprEvaluatorContext);

       return selectExprProcessorCallback.selected(columns);

   }

}

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *
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* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.property;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventPropertyGetter;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluatorContext;

 

public class ContainedEventEvalGetter implements ContainedEventEval {

 

   private final EventPropertyGetter getter;

 

   public ContainedEventEvalGetter(EventPropertyGetter getter) {

       this.getter = getter;

   }

 

   public Object getFragment(EventBean eventBean, EventBean[] eventsPerStream, ExprEvaluatorContext

exprEvaluatorContext) {

       return getter.getFragment(eventBean);

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.join.plan;

 

import com.espertech.esper.collection.Pair;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprNode;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.join.base.HistoricalIndexLookupStrategy;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.join.pollindex.PollResultIndexingStrategy;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.join.exec.base.ExecNode;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.join.exec.base.HistoricalDataExecNode;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.join.exec.base.HistoricalTableLookupStrategy;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.join.table.EventTable;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.join.table.HistoricalStreamIndexList;

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventType;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.virtualdw.VirtualDWView;

import com.espertech.esper.util.IndentWriter;

import com.espertech.esper.view.HistoricalEventViewable;

import com.espertech.esper.view.Viewable;

 

import java.lang.annotation.Annotation;
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import java.util.HashSet;

import java.util.Map;

 

/**

* Query plan for performing a historical data lookup.

* <p>

* Translates into a particular execution for use in regular and outer joins.

*/

public class HistoricalDataPlanNode extends QueryPlanNode

{

   private final int streamNum;

   private final int rootStreamNum;

   private final int lookupStreamNum;

   private final int numStreams;

   private final ExprNode outerJoinExprNode;

 

   /**

    * Ctor.

    * @param streamNum the historical stream num

    * @param rootStreamNum the stream number of the query plan providing incoming events

    * @param lookupStreamNum the stream that provides polling/lookup events

    * @param numStreams number of streams in join

    * @param exprNode outer join expression node or null if none defined

    */

   public HistoricalDataPlanNode(int streamNum, int rootStreamNum, int lookupStreamNum, int numStreams,

ExprNode exprNode)

   {

       this.streamNum = streamNum;

       this.rootStreamNum = rootStreamNum;

       this.lookupStreamNum = lookupStreamNum;

       this.numStreams = numStreams;

       this.outerJoinExprNode = exprNode;

   }

 

   public ExecNode makeExec(String statementName, String statementId, Annotation[] annotations, Map<String,

EventTable>[] indexesPerStream, EventType[] streamTypes, Viewable[] streamViews, HistoricalStreamIndexList[]

historicalStreamIndexLists, VirtualDWView[] viewExternal)

   {

       Pair<HistoricalIndexLookupStrategy, PollResultIndexingStrategy> pair =

historicalStreamIndexLists[streamNum].getStrategy(lookupStreamNum);

       HistoricalEventViewable viewable = (HistoricalEventViewable) streamViews[streamNum];

       return new HistoricalDataExecNode(viewable, pair.getSecond(), pair.getFirst(), numStreams, streamNum);

   }

 

   public void addIndexes(HashSet<String> usedIndexes) {

       // none to add

   }
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   /**

    * Returns the table lookup strategy for use in outer joins.

    * @param streamViews all views in join

    * @param pollingStreamNum the stream number of the stream looking up into the historical

    * @param historicalStreamIndexLists the index management for the historical stream

    * @return strategy

    */

   public HistoricalTableLookupStrategy makeOuterJoinStategy(Viewable[] streamViews, int pollingStreamNum,

HistoricalStreamIndexList[] historicalStreamIndexLists)

   {

       Pair<HistoricalIndexLookupStrategy, PollResultIndexingStrategy> pair =

historicalStreamIndexLists[streamNum].getStrategy(pollingStreamNum);

       HistoricalEventViewable viewable = (HistoricalEventViewable) streamViews[streamNum];

       return new HistoricalTableLookupStrategy(viewable, pair.getSecond(), pair.getFirst(), numStreams,

streamNum, rootStreamNum, outerJoinExprNode == null ? null : outerJoinExprNode.getExprEvaluator());

   }

 

   protected void print(IndentWriter writer)

   {

       writer.incrIndent();

       writer.println("HistoricalDataPlanNode streamNum=" + streamNum);

   }

}

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.core.eval;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventType;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.core.SelectExprProcessor;

import org.apache.commons.logging.Log;

import org.apache.commons.logging.LogFactory;

 

public class EvalInsertNoWildcardSingleColCoercionBean extends EvalBaseFirstProp implements

SelectExprProcessor {

 

   private static final Log log = LogFactory.getLog(EvalInsertNoWildcardSingleColCoercionBean.class);

 

   public EvalInsertNoWildcardSingleColCoercionBean(SelectExprContext selectExprContext, EventType
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resultEventType) {

       super(selectExprContext, resultEventType);

   }

 

   public EventBean processFirstCol(Object result) {

       return super.getEventAdapterService().adapterForTypedBean(result, super.getResultEventType());

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.spec;

 

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprNode;

 

import java.util.List;

 

/**

* Specification for the merge statement insert-part.

*/

public class OnTriggerMergeActionInsert extends OnTriggerMergeAction

{

   private static final long serialVersionUID = -657179063417985357L;

 

   private final String optionalStreamName;

   private final List<String> columns;

   private final List<SelectClauseElementRaw> selectClause;

   private transient List<SelectClauseElementCompiled> selectClauseCompiled;

 

   public OnTriggerMergeActionInsert(ExprNode optionalWhereClause, String optionalStreamName, List<String>

columns, List<SelectClauseElementRaw> selectClause) {

       super(optionalWhereClause);

       this.optionalStreamName = optionalStreamName;

       this.columns = columns;

       this.selectClause = selectClause;

   }

 

   public String getOptionalStreamName() {

       return optionalStreamName;

   }

 

   public List<String> getColumns() {

       return columns;
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   }

 

   public List<SelectClauseElementRaw> getSelectClause() {

       return selectClause;

   }

 

   public void setSelectClauseCompiled(List<SelectClauseElementCompiled> selectClauseCompiled) {

       this.selectClauseCompiled = selectClauseCompiled;

   }

 

   public List<SelectClauseElementCompiled> getSelectClauseCompiled() {

       return selectClauseCompiled;

   }

}

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.named;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.collection.OneEventCollection;

import com.espertech.esper.core.service.EPStatementHandle;

import com.espertech.esper.core.service.InternalEventRouteDest;

import com.espertech.esper.core.service.InternalEventRouter;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.core.SelectExprProcessor;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluator;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluatorContext;

import com.espertech.esper.util.AuditPath;

 

public class NamedWindowOnMergeActionIns extends NamedWindowOnMergeAction {

   private final SelectExprProcessor insertHelper;

   private final InternalEventRouter internalEventRouter;

   private final EPStatementHandle statementHandle;

   private final InternalEventRouteDest internalEventRouteDest;

   private final boolean audit;

 

   public NamedWindowOnMergeActionIns(ExprEvaluator optionalFilter, SelectExprProcessor insertHelper,

InternalEventRouter internalEventRouter, EPStatementHandle statementHandle, InternalEventRouteDest

internalEventRouteDest, boolean audit) {

       super(optionalFilter);
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       this.insertHelper = insertHelper;

       this.internalEventRouter = internalEventRouter;

       this.statementHandle = statementHandle;

       this.internalEventRouteDest = internalEventRouteDest;

       this.audit = audit;

   }

 

   public void apply(EventBean matchingEvent, EventBean[] eventsPerStream, OneEventCollection newData,

OneEventCollection oldData, ExprEvaluatorContext exprEvaluatorContext) {

       EventBean theEvent = insertHelper.process(eventsPerStream, true, true, exprEvaluatorContext);

       if (internalEventRouter == null) {

           newData.add(theEvent);

           return;

       }

 

       if (audit) {

           AuditPath.auditInsertInto(internalEventRouteDest.getEngineURI(), statementHandle.getStatementName(),

theEvent);

       }

       internalEventRouter.route(theEvent, statementHandle, internalEventRouteDest, exprEvaluatorContext, false);

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.view;

 

import com.espertech.esper.core.context.util.AgentInstanceContext;

import com.espertech.esper.core.service.StatementContext;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprNode;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprNodeUtility;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprValidationException;

import com.espertech.esper.schedule.ScheduleSpec;

 

import java.util.List;

 

/**

* Output condition handling crontab-at schedule output.

*/

public final class OutputConditionCrontabFactory implements OutputConditionFactory

{

   private final ScheduleSpec scheduleSpec;
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   public OutputConditionCrontabFactory(List<ExprNode> scheduleSpecExpressionList,

                                        StatementContext statementContext)

           throws ExprValidationException

   {

       scheduleSpec = ExprNodeUtility.toCrontabSchedule(scheduleSpecExpressionList, statementContext);

   }

 

   public OutputCondition make(AgentInstanceContext agentInstanceContext, OutputCallback outputCallback) {

       return new OutputConditionCrontab(outputCallback, agentInstanceContext, this);

   }

 

   public ScheduleSpec getScheduleSpec() {

       return scheduleSpec;

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.join.table;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventPropertyGetter;

import com.espertech.esper.collection.MultiKeyUntyped;

import com.espertech.esper.event.EventBeanUtility;

import org.apache.commons.logging.Log;

import org.apache.commons.logging.LogFactory;

 

import java.util.*;

 

/**

* Index that organizes events by the event property values into hash buckets. Based on a HashMap

* with {@link com.espertech.esper.collection.MultiKeyUntyped} keys that store the property values.

*

* Takes a list of property names as parameter. Doesn't care which event type the events have as long as the

properties

* exist. If the same event is added twice, the class throws an exception on add.

*/

public class PropertyIndexedEventTable implements EventTable

{

   protected final int streamNum;

   protected final EventPropertyGetter[] propertyGetters;

   protected final Map<MultiKeyUntyped, Set<EventBean>> propertyIndex;
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   public PropertyIndexedEventTable(int streamNum, EventPropertyGetter[] propertyGetters) {

       this.streamNum = streamNum;

       this.propertyGetters = propertyGetters;

       propertyIndex = new HashMap<MultiKeyUntyped, Set<EventBean>>();

   }

 

   /**

    * Determine multikey for index access.

    * @param theEvent to get properties from for key

    * @return multi key

    */

   protected MultiKeyUntyped getMultiKey(EventBean theEvent)

   {

       return EventBeanUtility.getMultiKey(theEvent, propertyGetters);

   }

 

   public void addRemove(EventBean[] newData, EventBean[] oldData) {

       add(newData);

       remove(oldData);

   }

 

   /**

    * Add an array of events. Same event instance is not added twice. Event properties should be immutable.

    * Allow null passed instead of an empty array.

    * @param events to add

    * @throws IllegalArgumentException if the event was already existed in the index

    */

   public void add(EventBean[] events)

   {

       if (events == null)

       {

           return;

       }

       for (EventBean theEvent : events)

       {

           add(theEvent);

       }

   }

 

   /**

    * Remove events.

    * @param events to be removed, can be null instead of an empty array.

    * @throws IllegalArgumentException when the event could not be removed as its not in the index

    */

   public void remove(EventBean[] events)

   {

       if (events == null)

       {
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           return;

       }

       for (EventBean theEvent : events)

       {

           remove(theEvent);

       }

   }

 

   /**

    * Returns the set of events that have the same property value as the given event.

    * @param keys to compare against

    * @return set of events with property value, or null if none found (never returns zero-sized set)

    */

   public Set<EventBean> lookup(Object[] keys)

   {

       MultiKeyUntyped key = new MultiKeyUntyped(keys);

       return propertyIndex.get(key);

   }

 

   private void add(EventBean theEvent)

   {

       MultiKeyUntyped key = getMultiKey(theEvent);

 

       Set<EventBean> events = propertyIndex.get(key);

       if (events == null)

       {

           events = new LinkedHashSet<EventBean>();

           propertyIndex.put(key, events);

       }

 

       events.add(theEvent);

   }

 

   private void remove(EventBean theEvent)

   {

       MultiKeyUntyped key = getMultiKey(theEvent);

 

       Set<EventBean> events = propertyIndex.get(key);

       if (events == null)

       {

           return;

       }

 

       if (!events.remove(theEvent))

       {

           // Not an error, its possible that an old-data event is artificial (such as for statistics) and

           // thus did not correspond to a new-data event raised earlier.

           return;
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       }

 

       if (events.isEmpty())

       {

           propertyIndex.remove(key);

       }

   }

 

   public boolean isEmpty()

   {

       return propertyIndex.isEmpty();

   }

 

   public Iterator<EventBean> iterator()

   {

       return new PropertyIndexedEventTableIterator<MultiKeyUntyped>(propertyIndex);

   }

 

   public void clear()

   {

       propertyIndex.clear();

   }

 

   public String toQueryPlan()

   {

       return this.getClass().getSimpleName() +

               " streamNum=" + streamNum +

               " propertyGetters=" + Arrays.toString(propertyGetters);

   }

 

   private static Log log = LogFactory.getLog(PropertyIndexedEventTable.class);

}

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.join.exec.sorted;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluator;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluatorContext;
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import java.util.Arrays;

 

public abstract class SortedAccessStrategyRangeBase  {

   protected ExprEvaluator start;

   protected boolean includeStart;

   protected ExprEvaluator end;

   protected boolean includeEnd;

 

   private final boolean isNWOnTrigger;

   private final EventBean[] events;

   private final int lookupStream;

 

   protected SortedAccessStrategyRangeBase(boolean isNWOnTrigger, int lookupStream, int numStreams,

ExprEvaluator start, boolean includeStart, ExprEvaluator end, boolean includeEnd) {

       this.start = start;

       this.includeStart = includeStart;

       this.end = end;

       this.includeEnd = includeEnd;

       this.isNWOnTrigger = isNWOnTrigger;

 

       this.lookupStream = lookupStream;

       if (lookupStream != -1) {

           events = new EventBean[lookupStream + 1];

       }

       else {

           events = new EventBean[numStreams + 1];

       }

   }

 

   public Object evaluateLookupStart(EventBean theEvent, ExprEvaluatorContext context) {

       events[lookupStream] = theEvent;

       return start.evaluate(events, true, context);

   }

 

   public Object evaluateLookupEnd(EventBean theEvent, ExprEvaluatorContext context) {

       events[lookupStream] = theEvent;

       return end.evaluate(events, true, context);

   }

 

   public Object evaluatePerStreamStart(EventBean[] eventsPerStream, ExprEvaluatorContext context) {

       if (isNWOnTrigger) {

           return start.evaluate(eventsPerStream, true, context);

       }

       else {

           System.arraycopy(eventsPerStream, 0, events, 1, eventsPerStream.length);

           return start.evaluate(events, true, context);

       }
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   }

 

   public Object evaluatePerStreamEnd(EventBean[] eventsPerStream, ExprEvaluatorContext context) {

       if (isNWOnTrigger) {

           return end.evaluate(eventsPerStream, true, context);

       }

       else {

           System.arraycopy(eventsPerStream, 0, events, 1, eventsPerStream.length);

           return end.evaluate(events, true, context);

       }

   }

 

   public String toQueryPlan() {

       return this.getClass().getSimpleName() + " start=" + start.getClass().getSimpleName() +

               ", includeStart=" + includeStart +

               ", end=" + end.getClass().getSimpleName() +

               ", includeEnd=" + includeEnd;

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.expression;

 

/**

* Visitor interface for use with expression node trees.

*/

public interface ExprNodeVisitor

{

   /**

    * Allows visitor to indicate whether to visit a given node.

    * Implicitly if a visitor doesn't visit a node it would also not visit any descendent child nodes of that node.

    * @param exprNode is the node in questions

    * @return true if the visitor wants to visit the child node (next call is visit), or false to skip child

    */

   public boolean isVisit(ExprNode exprNode);

 

   /**

    * Visit the given expression node.

    * @param exprNode is the expression node to visit

    */

   public void visit(ExprNode exprNode);

}
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/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.agg.service;

 

/**

* Implementation for handling aggregation with grouping by group-keys.

*/

public class AggSvcGroupByReclaimAgedEvalFuncConstant implements AggSvcGroupByReclaimAgedEvalFunc

{

   private final double longValue;

 

   public AggSvcGroupByReclaimAgedEvalFuncConstant(double longValue)

   {

       this.longValue = longValue;

   }

 

   public Double getLongValue()

   {

       return longValue;

   }

}

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.agg.service;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.agg.access.AggregationState;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.agg.access.AggregationAccessorSlotPair;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluatorContext;

 

import java.util.Collection;

 

/**
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* Aggregation service for use when only first/last/window aggregation functions are used an none other.

*/

public class AggSvcGroupAllAccessOnlyImpl implements AggregationService, AggregationResultFuture

{

   private final AggregationAccessorSlotPair[] accessors;

   protected final AggregationState[] states;

 

   public AggSvcGroupAllAccessOnlyImpl(AggregationAccessorSlotPair[] accessors, AggregationState[] states) {

       this.accessors = accessors;

       this.states = states;

   }

 

   public void applyEnter(EventBean[] eventsPerStream, Object groupKey, ExprEvaluatorContext

exprEvaluatorContext)

   {

       for (AggregationState state : states) {

           state.applyEnter(eventsPerStream, exprEvaluatorContext);

       }

   }

 

   public void applyLeave(EventBean[] eventsPerStream, Object groupKey, ExprEvaluatorContext

exprEvaluatorContext)

   {

       for (AggregationState state : states) {

           state.applyLeave(eventsPerStream, exprEvaluatorContext);

       }

   }

 

   public void setCurrentAccess(Object groupKey, int agentInstanceId)

   {

       // no implementation required

   }

 

   public Object getValue(int column, int agentInstanceId)

   {

       AggregationAccessorSlotPair pair = accessors[column];

       return pair.getAccessor().getValue(states[pair.getSlot()]);

   }

 

   public EventBean getEventBean(int column, ExprEvaluatorContext context) {

       AggregationAccessorSlotPair pair = accessors[column];

       return pair.getAccessor().getEnumerableEvent(states[pair.getSlot()]);

   }

 

   public Collection<EventBean> getCollection(int column, ExprEvaluatorContext context)

   {

       AggregationAccessorSlotPair pair = accessors[column];

       return pair.getAccessor().getEnumerableEvents(states[pair.getSlot()]);
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   }

 

   public void clearResults(ExprEvaluatorContext exprEvaluatorContext)

   {

       for (AggregationState state : states) {

           state.clear();

       }

   }

 

   public void setRemovedCallback(AggregationRowRemovedCallback callback) {

       // not applicable

   }

 

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.metric;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.metric.EngineMetric;

 

/**

* Metrics execution producing engine metric events.

*/

public class MetricExecEngine implements MetricExec

{

   private final MetricEventRouter metricEventRouter;

   private final String engineURI;

   private final MetricScheduleService metricScheduleService;

   private final long interval;

   private EngineMetric lastMetric;

 

   /**

    * Ctor.

    * @param metricEventRouter for routing metric events

    * @param engineURI engine uri

    * @param metricScheduleService for scheduling a new execution

    * @param interval for rescheduling the execution

    */

   public MetricExecEngine(MetricEventRouter metricEventRouter, String engineURI, MetricScheduleService

metricScheduleService, long interval)

   {

       this.metricEventRouter = metricEventRouter;
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       this.engineURI = engineURI;

       this.metricScheduleService = metricScheduleService;

       this.interval = interval;

   }

 

   public void execute(MetricExecutionContext context)

   {

       long inputCount = context.getServices().getFilterService().getNumEventsEvaluated();

       long schedDepth = context.getServices().getSchedulingService().getScheduleHandleCount();

       long deltaInputCount = lastMetric == null ? inputCount : inputCount - lastMetric.getInputCount();

       EngineMetric metric = new EngineMetric(engineURI, metricScheduleService.getCurrentTime(), inputCount,

deltaInputCount, schedDepth);

       lastMetric = metric;

       metricEventRouter.route(metric);

       metricScheduleService.add(interval, this);       

   }

 

   /**

    * Returns reporting interval.

    * @return reporting interval

    */

   public long getInterval()

   {

       return interval;

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.spec;

 

/**

* Enumeration for types of plug-in objects.

*/

public enum PluggableObjectType

{

   /**

    * Pattern guard object type.

    */

   PATTERN_GUARD,

 

   /**

    * Pattern observer object type.
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    */

   PATTERN_OBSERVER,

 

   /**

    * View object type.

    */

   VIEW,

 

   /**

    * Virtual data window object type.

    */

   VIRTUALDW

}

<!--

 ~ **************************************************************************************

 ~ * Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

 ~ * http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

 ~ * http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

 ~ * ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

 ~ * The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

 ~ * a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

 ~ **************************************************************************************

 -->

 

<html>

<head></head>

<body>

<p>

	Outer join result set handling

</p>

</body>

</html>

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.spec;

 

import com.espertech.esper.core.service.StatementContext;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprNode;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprValidationException;

import com.espertech.esper.util.MetaDefItem;

 

import java.io.Serializable;
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import java.util.Collection;

import java.util.List;

import java.util.Set;

 

/**

* Specification object for historical data poll via database SQL statement.

*/

public class MethodStreamSpec extends StreamSpecBase implements StreamSpecRaw, StreamSpecCompiled,

MetaDefItem, Serializable

{

   private String ident;

   private String className;

   private String methodName;

   private List<ExprNode> expressions;

   private static final long serialVersionUID = -5290682188045211532L;

 

   /**

    * Ctor.

    * @param optionalStreamName is the stream name or null if none defined

    * @param viewSpecs is an list of view specifications

    * @param ident the prefix in the clause

    * @param className the class name

    * @param methodName the method name

    * @param expressions the parameter expressions

    */

   public MethodStreamSpec(String optionalStreamName, ViewSpec[] viewSpecs, String ident, String className,

String methodName, List<ExprNode> expressions)

   {

       super(optionalStreamName, viewSpecs, new StreamSpecOptions());

       this.ident = ident;

       this.className = className;

       this.methodName = methodName;

       this.expressions = expressions;

   }

 

   /**

    * Returns the prefix (method) for the method invocation syntax.

    * @return identifier

    */

   public String getIdent()

   {

       return ident;

   }

 

   /**

    * Returns the class name.

    * @return class name

    */
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   public String getClassName()

   {

       return className;

   }

 

   /**

    * Returns the method name.

    * @return method name

    */

   public String getMethodName()

   {

       return methodName;

   }

 

   /**

    * Returns the parameter expressions.

    * @return parameter expressions

    */

   public List<ExprNode> getExpressions()

   {

       return expressions;

   }

 

   public StreamSpecCompiled compile(StatementContext context, Set<String> eventTypeReferences, boolean

isInsertInto, Collection<Integer> assignedTypeNumberStack) throws ExprValidationException

   {

       if (!ident.equals("method"))

       {

           throw new ExprValidationException("Expecting keyword 'method', found '" + ident + "'");

       }

       if (methodName == null)

       {

           throw new ExprValidationException("No method name specified for method-based join");

       }

       return this;

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.spec;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EPException;
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import com.espertech.esper.client.soda.CreateSchemaClauseTypeDef;

import com.espertech.esper.util.MetaDefItem;

 

import java.io.Serializable;

import java.util.List;

import java.util.Set;

 

/**

* Specification for creating an event type/schema.

*/

public class CreateSchemaDesc implements MetaDefItem, Serializable

{

   private static final long serialVersionUID = 8400789369907593190L;

  

   private final String schemaName;

   private final Set<String> types;

   private final List<ColumnDesc> columns;

   private final Set<String> inherits;

   private final AssignedType assignedType;

   private final String startTimestampProperty;

   private final String endTimestampProperty;

   private final Set<String> copyFrom;

 

   /**

    * Ctor.

    * @param schemaName name

    * @param types event type name(s)

    * @param columns column definition

    * @param inherits supertypes

    * @param assignedType any type assignment such as Map, Object-array or variant or none-specified

    */

   public CreateSchemaDesc(String schemaName, Set<String> types, List<ColumnDesc> columns, Set<String>

inherits, AssignedType assignedType, String startTimestampProperty, String endTimestampProperty, Set<String>

copyFrom) {

       this.schemaName = schemaName;

       this.types = types;

       this.columns = columns;

       this.inherits = inherits;

       this.assignedType = assignedType;

       this.startTimestampProperty = startTimestampProperty;

       this.endTimestampProperty = endTimestampProperty;

       this.copyFrom = copyFrom;

   }

 

   /**

    * Returns schema name.

    * @return schema name

    */
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   public String getSchemaName()

   {

       return schemaName;

   }

 

   /**

    * Returns column definitions.

    * @return column defs

    */

   public List<ColumnDesc> getColumns()

   {

       return columns;

   }

 

   /**

    * Returns supertypes.

    * @return supertypes

    */

   public Set<String> getInherits()

   {

       return inherits;

   }

 

   /**

    * Returns type name(s).

    * @return types

    */

   public Set<String> getTypes()

   {

       return types;

   }

 

   public AssignedType getAssignedType() {

       return assignedType;

   }

 

   public String getStartTimestampProperty() {

       return startTimestampProperty;

   }

 

   public String getEndTimestampProperty() {

       return endTimestampProperty;

   }

 

   public Set<String> getCopyFrom() {

       return copyFrom;

   }
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   public static enum AssignedType {

       VARIANT,

       MAP,

       OBJECTARRAY,

       NONE;

 

       public CreateSchemaClauseTypeDef mapToSoda() {

           if (this == VARIANT) {

               return CreateSchemaClauseTypeDef.VARIANT;

           }

           else if (this == MAP) {

               return CreateSchemaClauseTypeDef.MAP;

           }

           else if (this == OBJECTARRAY) {

               return CreateSchemaClauseTypeDef.OBJECTARRAY;

           }

           else {

               return CreateSchemaClauseTypeDef.NONE;

           }

       }

 

       public static AssignedType parseKeyword(String keywordNodeText) {

           if (keywordNodeText.toLowerCase().equals("variant")) {

               return VARIANT;

           }

           if (keywordNodeText.toLowerCase().equals("map")) {

               return MAP;

           }

           if (keywordNodeText.toLowerCase().equals("objectarray")) {

               return OBJECTARRAY;

           }

           throw new EPException("Expected 'variant', 'map' or 'objectarray' keyword after create-schema clause but

encountered '" + keywordNodeText + "'");

       }

 

       public static AssignedType mapFrom(CreateSchemaClauseTypeDef typeDefinition) {

           if (typeDefinition == null || CreateSchemaClauseTypeDef.NONE == typeDefinition) {

               return NONE;

           }

           if (CreateSchemaClauseTypeDef.MAP == typeDefinition) {

               return MAP;

           }

           if (CreateSchemaClauseTypeDef.OBJECTARRAY == typeDefinition) {

               return OBJECTARRAY;

           }

           return VARIANT;

       }

   }
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}

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.spec;

 

/**

* Skip-enum for match_recognize.

*/

public enum MatchRecognizeSkipEnum {

   /**

    * Skip to current row.

    */

   TO_CURRENT_ROW,

 

   /**

    * Skip to next row.

    */

   TO_NEXT_ROW,

  

   /**

    * Skip past last row.

    */

   PAST_LAST_ROW

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.named;

 

import java.util.ArrayList;

import java.util.Collections;

import java.util.Comparator;

import java.util.List;
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/**

* Holds property information for joined properties in a lookup.

*/

public class IndexedPropDesc implements Comparable

{

   private final String indexPropName;

   private final Class coercionType;

 

   /**

    * Ctor.

    * @param indexPropName is the property name of the indexed field

    * @param coercionType is the type to coerce to

    */

   public IndexedPropDesc(String indexPropName, Class coercionType)

   {

       this.indexPropName = indexPropName;

       this.coercionType = coercionType;

   }

 

   /**

    * Returns the property name of the indexed field.

    * @return property name of indexed field

    */

   public String getIndexPropName()

   {

       return indexPropName;

   }

 

   /**

    * Returns the coercion type of key to index field.

    * @return type to coerce to

    */

   public Class getCoercionType()

   {

       return coercionType;

   }

 

   /**

    * Returns the index property names given an array of descriptors.

    * @param descList descriptors of joined properties

    * @return array of index property names

    */

   public static String[] getIndexProperties(IndexedPropDesc[] descList)

   {

       String[] result = new String[descList.length];

       int count = 0;

       for (IndexedPropDesc desc : descList)

       {
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           result[count++] = desc.getIndexPropName();

       }

       return result;

   }

 

   public static String[] getIndexProperties(List<IndexedPropDesc> descList) {

       String[] result = new String[descList.size()];

       int count = 0;

       for (IndexedPropDesc desc : descList)

       {

           result[count++] = desc.getIndexPropName();

       }

       return result;

   }

 

   public static int getPropertyIndex(String propertyName, IndexedPropDesc[] descList) {

       for (int i = 0; i < descList.length; i++) {

           if (descList[i].getIndexPropName().equals(propertyName)) {

               return i;

           }

       }

       return -1;

   }

 

   /**

    * Returns the key coercion types.

    * @param descList a list of descriptors

    * @return key coercion types

    */

   public static Class[] getCoercionTypes(IndexedPropDesc[] descList)

   {

       Class[] result = new Class[descList.length];

       int count = 0;

       for (IndexedPropDesc desc : descList)

       {

           result[count++] = desc.getCoercionType();

       }

       return result;

   }

 

   public int compareTo(Object o)

   {

       IndexedPropDesc other = (IndexedPropDesc) o;

       return indexPropName.compareTo(other.getIndexPropName());

   }

 

   public boolean equals(Object o)

   {
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       if (this == o)

       {

           return true;

       }

       if (o == null || getClass() != o.getClass())

       {

           return false;

       }

 

       IndexedPropDesc that = (IndexedPropDesc) o;

 

       if (!coercionType.equals(that.coercionType))

       {

           return false;

       }

       if (!indexPropName.equals(that.indexPropName))

       {

           return false;

       }

       return true;

   }

 

   public static boolean compare(List<IndexedPropDesc> first, List<IndexedPropDesc> second) {

       if (first.size() != second.size()) {

           return false;

       }

       List<IndexedPropDesc> copyFirst = new ArrayList<IndexedPropDesc>(first);

       List<IndexedPropDesc> copySecond = new ArrayList<IndexedPropDesc>(second);

       Comparator<IndexedPropDesc> comparator = new Comparator<IndexedPropDesc>() {

           public int compare(IndexedPropDesc o1, IndexedPropDesc o2) {

               return o1.getIndexPropName().compareTo(o2.getIndexPropName());

           }

       };

       Collections.sort(copyFirst, comparator);

       Collections.sort(copySecond, comparator);

       for (int i = 0; i < copyFirst.size(); i++) {

           if (!copyFirst.get(i).equals(copySecond.get(i))) {

               return false;

           }

       }

       return true;

   }

  

   public int hashCode()

   {

       int result;

       result = indexPropName.hashCode();

       result = 31 * result + coercionType.hashCode();
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       return result;

   }

}

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.parse;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.ConfigurationPlugInAggregationMultiFunction;

import com.espertech.esper.client.hook.AggregationFunctionFactory;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.agg.service.AggregationSupport;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.core.EngineImportException;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.core.EngineImportService;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.core.EngineImportUndefinedException;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprNode;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprPlugInAggFunctionFactoryNode;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprPlugInAggFunctionNode;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprPlugInAggMultiFunctionNode;

import com.espertech.esper.plugin.PlugInAggregationMultiFunctionDeclarationContext;

import com.espertech.esper.plugin.PlugInAggregationMultiFunctionFactory;

import com.espertech.esper.util.JavaClassHelper;

import com.espertech.esper.util.LazyAllocatedMap;

 

public class ASTAggregationHelper {

   public static ExprNode tryResolveAsAggregation(EngineImportService engineImportService,

                                            boolean distinct,

                                            String functionName,

                                            LazyAllocatedMap<ConfigurationPlugInAggregationMultiFunction,

PlugInAggregationMultiFunctionFactory> plugInAggregations,

                                            String engineURI) {

       try

       {

           AggregationFunctionFactory aggregationFactory =

engineImportService.resolveAggregationFactory(functionName);

           return new ExprPlugInAggFunctionFactoryNode(distinct, aggregationFactory, functionName);

       }

       catch (EngineImportUndefinedException e)

       {

           // Not an aggregation function

       }
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       catch (EngineImportException e)

       {

           throw new IllegalStateException("Error resolving aggregation: " + e.getMessage(), e);

       }

 

       // try plug-in aggregation function (AggregationSupport, deprecated)

       try

       {

           AggregationSupport aggregation = engineImportService.resolveAggregation(functionName);

           return new ExprPlugInAggFunctionNode(distinct, aggregation, functionName);

       }

       catch (EngineImportUndefinedException e)

       {

           // Not an aggretaion function

       }

       catch (EngineImportException e)

       {

           throw new IllegalStateException("Error resolving aggregation: " + e.getMessage(), e);

       }

 

       // try plug-in aggregation multi-function

       ConfigurationPlugInAggregationMultiFunction config =

engineImportService.resolveAggregationMultiFunction(functionName);

       if (config != null) {

           PlugInAggregationMultiFunctionFactory factory = plugInAggregations.getMap().get(config);

           if (factory == null) {

               factory = (PlugInAggregationMultiFunctionFactory)

JavaClassHelper.instantiate(PlugInAggregationMultiFunctionFactory.class,

config.getMultiFunctionFactoryClassName());

               plugInAggregations.getMap().put(config, factory);

           }

           factory.addAggregationFunction(new

PlugInAggregationMultiFunctionDeclarationContext(functionName.toLowerCase(), distinct, engineURI, config));

           return new ExprPlugInAggMultiFunctionNode(distinct, config, factory, functionName);

       }

 

       // try built-in expanded set of aggregation functions

       return engineImportService.resolveAggExtendedBuiltin(functionName, distinct);

   }

}

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *
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* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.agg.service;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.annotation.Hint;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.agg.access.AggregationAccessorSlotPair;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluator;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprValidationException;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.variable.VariableService;

 

public class AggregationServiceFactoryServiceImpl implements AggregationServiceFactoryService {

 

   public final static AggregationServiceFactoryService DEFAULT_FACTORY = new

AggregationServiceFactoryServiceImpl();

 

   public AggregationServiceFactory getNullAggregationService() {

       return AggregationServiceNullFactory.AGGREGATION_SERVICE_NULL_FACTORY;

   }

 

   public AggregationServiceFactory getNoGroupNoAccess(ExprEvaluator[] evaluatorsArr,

AggregationMethodFactory[] aggregatorsArr) {

       return new AggSvcGroupAllNoAccessFactory(evaluatorsArr, aggregatorsArr);

   }

 

   public AggregationServiceFactory getNoGroupAccessOnly(AggregationAccessorSlotPair[] pairs,

AggregationStateFactory[] accessAggSpecs, boolean join) {

       return new AggSvcGroupAllAccessOnlyFactory(pairs, accessAggSpecs, join);

   }

 

   public AggregationServiceFactory getNoGroupAccessMixed(ExprEvaluator[] evaluatorsArr,

AggregationMethodFactory[] aggregatorsArr, AggregationAccessorSlotPair[] pairs, AggregationStateFactory[]

accessAggregations, boolean join) {

       return new AggSvcGroupAllMixedAccessFactory(evaluatorsArr, aggregatorsArr, pairs, accessAggregations,

join);

   }

 

   public AggregationServiceFactory getGroupedNoReclaimNoAccess(ExprEvaluator[] evaluatorsArr,

AggregationMethodFactory[] aggregatorsArr) {

       return new AggSvcGroupByNoAccessFactory(evaluatorsArr, aggregatorsArr);

   }

 

   public AggregationServiceFactory getGroupNoReclaimAccessOnly(AggregationAccessorSlotPair[] pairs,

AggregationStateFactory[] accessAggSpecs, boolean join) {

       return new AggSvcGroupByAccessOnlyFactory(pairs, accessAggSpecs, join);

   }

 

   public AggregationServiceFactory getGroupNoReclaimMixed(ExprEvaluator[] evaluatorsArr,
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AggregationMethodFactory[] aggregatorsArr, AggregationAccessorSlotPair[] pairs, AggregationStateFactory[]

accessAggregations, boolean join) {

       return new AggSvcGroupByMixedAccessFactory(evaluatorsArr, aggregatorsArr, pairs, accessAggregations,

join);

   }

 

   public AggregationServiceFactory getGroupReclaimAged(ExprEvaluator[] evaluatorsArr,

AggregationMethodFactory[] aggregatorsArr, Hint reclaimGroupAged, Hint reclaimGroupFrequency,

VariableService variableService, AggregationAccessorSlotPair[] pairs, AggregationStateFactory[]

accessAggregations, boolean join) throws ExprValidationException{

       return new AggSvcGroupByReclaimAgedFactory(evaluatorsArr, aggregatorsArr, reclaimGroupAged,

reclaimGroupFrequency, variableService, pairs, accessAggregations, join);

   }

 

   public AggregationServiceFactory getGroupReclaimNoAccess(ExprEvaluator[] evaluatorsArr,

AggregationMethodFactory[] aggregatorsArr, AggregationAccessorSlotPair[] pairs, AggregationStateFactory[]

accessAggregations, boolean join) {

       return new AggSvcGroupByRefcountedNoAccessFactory(evaluatorsArr, aggregatorsArr);

   }

 

   public AggregationServiceFactory getGroupReclaimMixable(ExprEvaluator[] evaluatorsArr,

AggregationMethodFactory[] aggregatorsArr, AggregationAccessorSlotPair[] pairs, AggregationStateFactory[]

accessAggregations, boolean join) {

       return new AggSvcGroupByRefcountedWAccessFactory(evaluatorsArr, aggregatorsArr, pairs,

accessAggregations, join);

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.view;

 

/**

* A wrapper for the callback from the output limit condition to the output handler.

*/

public interface OutputCallback

{

	/**

    * Invoked to perform output processing.

	 * @param doOutput - true if the batched events should actually be output as well as processed, false if they should

just be processed

	 * @param forceUpdate - true if output should be made even when no updating events have arrived

	 */
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	public void continueOutputProcessing(boolean doOutput, boolean forceUpdate);

 

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.agg.aggregator;

 

import com.espertech.esper.epl.agg.service.AggregatorUtil;

 

/**

* Aggregator for the very last value.

*/

public class AggregatorLastEverFilter extends AggregatorLastEver

{

   public AggregatorLastEverFilter(Class type) {

       super(type);

   }

 

   @Override

   public void enter(Object parameters)

   {

       Object[] paramArray = (Object[]) parameters;

       if (!AggregatorUtil.checkFilter(paramArray)) {

           return;

       }

       super.enter(paramArray[0]);

   }

 

   @Override

   public void leave(Object parameters)

   {

       Object[] paramArray = (Object[]) parameters;

       if (!AggregatorUtil.checkFilter(paramArray)) {

           return;

       }

       super.leave(paramArray[0]);

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *
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* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.join.table;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventType;

import com.espertech.esper.util.JavaClassHelper;

import com.espertech.esper.util.SimpleNumberCoercer;

import com.espertech.esper.util.SimpleNumberCoercerFactory;

 

public class PropertyIndexedEventTableSingleCoerceAddFactory extends

PropertyIndexedEventTableSingleFactory

{

   protected final SimpleNumberCoercer coercer;

   protected final Class coercionType;

 

   /**

    * Ctor.

    * @param streamNum is the stream number of the indexed stream

    * @param eventType is the event type of the indexed stream

    * @param propertyName are the property names to get property values

    * @param coercionType are the classes to coerce indexed values to

    */

   public PropertyIndexedEventTableSingleCoerceAddFactory(int streamNum, EventType eventType, String

propertyName, Class coercionType)

   {

       super(streamNum, eventType, propertyName, false, null);

       this.coercionType = coercionType;

       if (JavaClassHelper.isNumeric(coercionType)) {

           coercer = SimpleNumberCoercerFactory.getCoercer(null, coercionType);

       }

       else {

           coercer = null;

       }

   }

 

   @Override

   public EventTable makeEventTable() {

       return new PropertyIndexedEventTableSingleCoerceAdd(streamNum, propertyGetter, coercer, coercionType);

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *
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* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.agg.service;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.agg.access.AggregationState;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.agg.access.AggregationAccessorSlotPair;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.agg.aggregator.AggregationMethod;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluator;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluatorContext;

 

import java.util.Collection;

 

/**

* Implementation for handling aggregation without any grouping (no group-by).

*/

public class AggSvcGroupAllMixedAccessImpl extends AggregationServiceBaseUngrouped

{

   private final AggregationAccessorSlotPair[] accessors;

   protected AggregationState[] states;

 

   public AggSvcGroupAllMixedAccessImpl(ExprEvaluator evaluators[], AggregationMethod aggregators[],

AggregationAccessorSlotPair[] accessors, AggregationState[] states) {

       super(evaluators, aggregators);

       this.accessors = accessors;

       this.states = states;

   }

 

   public void applyEnter(EventBean[] eventsPerStream, Object optionalGroupKeyPerRow, ExprEvaluatorContext

exprEvaluatorContext)

   {

       for (int j = 0; j < evaluators.length; j++)

       {

           Object columnResult = evaluators[j].evaluate(eventsPerStream, true, exprEvaluatorContext);

           aggregators[j].enter(columnResult);

       }

 

       for (AggregationState state : states) {

           state.applyEnter(eventsPerStream, exprEvaluatorContext);

       }

   }

 

   public void applyLeave(EventBean[] eventsPerStream, Object optionalGroupKeyPerRow, ExprEvaluatorContext

exprEvaluatorContext)

   {

       for (int j = 0; j < evaluators.length; j++)

       {

           Object columnResult = evaluators[j].evaluate(eventsPerStream, false, exprEvaluatorContext);
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           aggregators[j].leave(columnResult);

       }

 

       for (AggregationState state : states) {

           state.applyLeave(eventsPerStream, exprEvaluatorContext);

       }       

   }

 

   public void setCurrentAccess(Object groupKey, int agentInstanceId)

   {

       // no action needed - this implementation does not group and the current row is the single group

   }

 

   public Object getValue(int column, int agentInstanceId)

   {

       if (column < aggregators.length) {

           return aggregators[column].getValue();

       }

       else {

           AggregationAccessorSlotPair pair = accessors[column - aggregators.length];

           return pair.getAccessor().getValue(states[pair.getSlot()]);

       }

   }

 

   public Collection<EventBean> getCollection(int column, ExprEvaluatorContext context) {

       if (column < aggregators.length) {

           return null;

       }

       else {

           AggregationAccessorSlotPair pair = accessors[column - aggregators.length];

           return pair.getAccessor().getEnumerableEvents(states[pair.getSlot()]);

       }

   }

 

   public EventBean getEventBean(int column, ExprEvaluatorContext context) {

       if (column < aggregators.length) {

           return null;

       }

       else {

           AggregationAccessorSlotPair pair = accessors[column - aggregators.length];

           return pair.getAccessor().getEnumerableEvent(states[pair.getSlot()]);

       }

   }

 

   public void clearResults(ExprEvaluatorContext exprEvaluatorContext)

   {

       for (AggregationState state : states) {

           state.clear();
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       }

       for (AggregationMethod aggregator : aggregators)

       {

           aggregator.clear();

       }

   }

 

   public void setRemovedCallback(AggregationRowRemovedCallback callback) {

       // not applicable

   }

}

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.enummethod.eval;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluator;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluatorContext;

import com.espertech.esper.event.arr.ObjectArrayEventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.event.arr.ObjectArrayEventType;

 

import java.util.ArrayList;

import java.util.Collection;

import java.util.LinkedHashMap;

import java.util.Map;

 

public class EnumEvalGroupByKeyValueSelectorScalarLambda extends EnumEvalBase implements EnumEval {

 

   private final ExprEvaluator secondExpression;

   private final ObjectArrayEventType resultEventType;

 

   public EnumEvalGroupByKeyValueSelectorScalarLambda(ExprEvaluator innerExpression, int

streamCountIncoming, ExprEvaluator secondExpression, ObjectArrayEventType resultEventType) {

       super(innerExpression, streamCountIncoming);

       this.secondExpression = secondExpression;

       this.resultEventType = resultEventType;

   }

 

   public Object evaluateEnumMethod(EventBean[] eventsLambda, Collection target, boolean isNewData,
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ExprEvaluatorContext context) {

       Map<Object, Collection> result = new LinkedHashMap<Object, Collection>();

 

       ObjectArrayEventBean resultEvent = new ObjectArrayEventBean(new Object[1], resultEventType);

       Collection<Object> values = (Collection<Object>) target;

       for (Object next : values) {

 

           resultEvent.getProperties()[0] = next;

           eventsLambda[streamNumLambda] = resultEvent;

           Object key = innerExpression.evaluate(eventsLambda, isNewData, context);

 

           resultEvent.getProperties()[0] = next;

           Object entry = secondExpression.evaluate(eventsLambda, isNewData, context);

 

           Collection value = result.get(key);

           if (value == null) {

               value = new ArrayList();

               result.put(key, value);

           }

           value.add(entry);

       }

 

       return result;

   }

}

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.agg.access;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

 

import java.lang.reflect.Array;

import java.util.Collection;

import java.util.Iterator;

 

/**

* Represents the aggregation accessor that provides the result for the "maxBy" aggregation function.

*/

public class AggregationAccessorSorted implements AggregationAccessor
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{

   private final boolean max;

   private final Class componentType;

 

   public AggregationAccessorSorted(boolean max, Class componentType) {

       this.max = max;

       this.componentType = componentType;

   }

 

   public Object getValue(AggregationState state) {

       AggregationStateSorted sorted = (AggregationStateSorted) state;

       if (sorted.size() == 0) {

           return null;

       }

       Object array = Array.newInstance(componentType, sorted.size());

 

       Iterator<EventBean> it;

       if (max) {

           it = sorted.getReverseIterator();

       }

       else {

           it = sorted.iterator();

       }

 

       int count = 0;

       for (;it.hasNext();) {

           EventBean bean = it.next();

           Array.set(array, count++, bean.getUnderlying());

       }

       return array;

   }

 

   public Collection<EventBean> getEnumerableEvents(AggregationState state) {

       return ((AggregationStateSorted) state).collectionReadOnly();

   }

 

   public EventBean getEnumerableEvent(AggregationState state) {

       return null;

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/
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package com.espertech.esper.epl.spec;

 

/**

* For use in select clauses for specifying a selected stream: select a.* from MyEvent as a, MyOther as b

*/

public class SelectClauseStreamRawSpec implements SelectClauseElementRaw

{

   private String streamName;

   private String optionalAsName;

   private static final long serialVersionUID = 3679315688549186789L;

 

   /**

    * Ctor.

    * @param streamName is the stream name of the stream to select

    * @param optionalAsName is the column name

    */

   public SelectClauseStreamRawSpec(String streamName, String optionalAsName)

   {

       this.streamName = streamName;

       this.optionalAsName = optionalAsName;

   }

 

   /**

    * Returns the stream name (e.g. select streamName from MyEvent as streamName).

    * @return name

    */

   public String getStreamName()

   {

       return streamName;

   }

 

    /**

     * Returns the column name.

     * @return name

     */

   public String getOptionalAsName()

   {

       return optionalAsName;

   }

}

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *
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* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.join.exec.base;

 

import com.espertech.esper.epl.join.plan.QueryGraphRangeEnum;

 

public class RangeIndexLookupValueRange extends RangeIndexLookupValue {

   private QueryGraphRangeEnum operator;

   private boolean isAllowRangeReverse;

 

   public RangeIndexLookupValueRange(Object value, QueryGraphRangeEnum operator, boolean

allowRangeReverse) {

       super(value);

       this.operator = operator;

       isAllowRangeReverse = allowRangeReverse;

   }

 

   public QueryGraphRangeEnum getOperator() {

       return operator;

   }

 

   public boolean isAllowRangeReverse() {

       return isAllowRangeReverse;

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.join.table;

 

import java.util.Arrays;

 

/**

* Descriptor for an index requirement on a historical stream.

* <p>

* Saves and compares the properties indexed and their types, as well as the types of key properties to

* account for coercion.

*/

public class HistoricalStreamIndexDesc

{

   private final String[] indexProperties;

   private final Class[] indexPropTypes;
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   private final Class[] keyPropTypes;

 

   /**

    * Ctor.

    * @param indexProperties index properties

    * @param indexPropTypes index property types

    * @param keyPropTypes key property types

    */

   public HistoricalStreamIndexDesc(String[] indexProperties, Class[] indexPropTypes, Class[] keyPropTypes)

   {

       this.indexProperties = indexProperties;

       this.indexPropTypes = indexPropTypes;

       this.keyPropTypes = keyPropTypes;

   }

 

   /**

    * Returns index properties.

    * @return index properties

    */

   public String[] getIndexProperties()

   {

       return indexProperties;

   }

 

   /**

    * Returns index property types.

    * @return index property types

    */

   public Class[] getIndexPropTypes()

   {

       return indexPropTypes;

   }

 

   /**

    * Returns key property types.

    * @return key property types

    */

   public Class[] getKeyPropTypes()

   {

       return keyPropTypes;

   }

 

   public boolean equals(Object o)

   {

       if (this == o) return true;

       if (o == null || getClass() != o.getClass()) return false;

 

       HistoricalStreamIndexDesc that = (HistoricalStreamIndexDesc) o;
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       if (!Arrays.equals(indexPropTypes, that.indexPropTypes)) return false;

       if (!Arrays.equals(indexProperties, that.indexProperties)) return false;

       if (!Arrays.equals(keyPropTypes, that.keyPropTypes)) return false;

 

       return true;

   }

 

   public int hashCode()

   {

       int result;

       result = Arrays.hashCode(indexProperties);

       result = 31 * result + Arrays.hashCode(indexPropTypes);

       result = 31 * result + Arrays.hashCode(keyPropTypes);

       return result;

   }

}

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.spec;

 

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprTimePeriod;

import com.espertech.esper.filter.FilterSpecCompiled;

 

import java.util.List;

 

public class ContextDetailConditionTimePeriod implements ContextDetailCondition {

   private static final long serialVersionUID = 5140498109356559324L;

   private ExprTimePeriod timePeriod;

   private boolean immediate;

 

   public ContextDetailConditionTimePeriod(ExprTimePeriod timePeriod, boolean immediate) {

       this.timePeriod = timePeriod;

       this.immediate = immediate;

   }

 

   public ExprTimePeriod getTimePeriod() {

       return timePeriod;

   }
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   public void setTimePeriod(ExprTimePeriod timePeriod) {

       this.timePeriod = timePeriod;

   }

 

   public List<FilterSpecCompiled> getFilterSpecIfAny() {

       return null;

   }

 

   public boolean isImmediate() {

       return immediate;

   }

}

<!--

 ~ **************************************************************************************

 ~ * Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

 ~ * http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

 ~ * http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

 ~ * ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

 ~ * The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

 ~ * a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

 ~ **************************************************************************************

 -->

 

<html>

<head></head>

<body>

<p>

	Dot-method validation for enumeration and date-time methods.

</p>

</body>

</html>

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.join.plan;

 

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprNode;

 

public class QueryGraphValueEntryHashKeyedProp extends QueryGraphValueEntryHashKeyed

{

   private static final long serialVersionUID = -3745044093486590108L;
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   private final String keyProperty;

 

   public QueryGraphValueEntryHashKeyedProp(ExprNode keyExpr, String keyProperty) {

       super(keyExpr);

       this.keyProperty = keyProperty;

   }

 

   public String getKeyProperty() {

       return keyProperty;

   }

 

   public String toQueryPlan() {

       return keyProperty;

   }

}

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.spec;

 

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprNode;

import com.espertech.esper.util.MetaDefItem;

 

import java.io.Serializable;

 

/**

* Atom in a specification for property evaluation.

*/

public class PropertyEvalAtom implements MetaDefItem, Serializable

{

   private final ExprNode splitterExpression;

   private final String optionalResultEventType;

   private final String optionalAsName;

   private final SelectClauseSpecRaw optionalSelectClause;

   private final ExprNode optionalWhereClause;

   private static final long serialVersionUID = -7123359550634592847L;

 

   /**

    * Ctor.

    * @param optionalAsName column name assigned, if any
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    * @param optionalSelectClause select clause, if any

    * @param optionalWhereClause where clause, if any

    */

   public PropertyEvalAtom(ExprNode splitterExpression, String optionalResultEventType, String optionalAsName,

SelectClauseSpecRaw optionalSelectClause, ExprNode optionalWhereClause)

   {

       this.splitterExpression = splitterExpression;

       this.optionalResultEventType = optionalResultEventType;

       this.optionalAsName = optionalAsName;

       this.optionalSelectClause = optionalSelectClause;

       this.optionalWhereClause = optionalWhereClause;

   }

 

   /**

    * Returns the column name if assigned.

    * @return column name

    */

   public String getOptionalAsName()

   {

       return optionalAsName;

   }

 

   /**

    * Returns the select clause if specified.

    * @return select clause

    */

   public SelectClauseSpecRaw getOptionalSelectClause()

   {

       return optionalSelectClause;

   }

 

   /**

    * Returns the where clause, if specified.

    * @return filter expression

    */

   public ExprNode getOptionalWhereClause()

   {

       return optionalWhereClause;

   }

 

   public ExprNode getSplitterExpression() {

       return splitterExpression;

   }

 

   public String getOptionalResultEventType() {

       return optionalResultEventType;

   }

}
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/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.lookup;

 

import com.espertech.esper.epl.join.table.EventTable;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.join.table.PropertyIndexedEventTableSingle;

 

/**

* Index lookup strategy that coerces the key values before performing a lookup.

*/

public class SubordIndexedTableLookupStrategySingleCoercingFactory extends

SubordIndexedTableLookupStrategySingleExprFactory

{

   private Class coercionType;

 

   /**

    * Ctor.

    */

   public SubordIndexedTableLookupStrategySingleCoercingFactory(boolean isNWOnTrigger, int

streamCountOuter, SubordPropHashKey hashKey, Class coercionType) {

       super(isNWOnTrigger, streamCountOuter, hashKey);

       this.coercionType = coercionType;

   }

 

   @Override

   public SubordTableLookupStrategy makeStrategy(EventTable eventTable) {

       if (isNWOnTrigger) {

           return new SubordIndexedTableLookupStrategySingleCoercingNW(evaluator,

(PropertyIndexedEventTableSingle) eventTable, coercionType);

       }

       else {

           return new SubordIndexedTableLookupStrategySingleCoercing(streamCountOuter, evaluator,

(PropertyIndexedEventTableSingle) eventTable, coercionType);

       }

   }

}

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *
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*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.parse;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EPException;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.generated.EsperEPL2Ast;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.spec.ColumnDesc;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.spec.CreateSchemaDesc;

import org.antlr.runtime.tree.Tree;

 

import java.util.ArrayList;

import java.util.LinkedHashSet;

import java.util.List;

import java.util.Set;

 

public class ASTCreateSchemaHelper {

 

   public static CreateSchemaDesc walkCreateSchema(Tree node) throws EPException {

       CreateSchemaDesc.AssignedType assignedType = CreateSchemaDesc.AssignedType.NONE;

       if (node.getChildCount() > 1) {

           String keywordNodeText = node.getChild(1).getText();

           assignedType = CreateSchemaDesc.AssignedType.parseKeyword(keywordNodeText);

       }

 

       return getSchemaDesc(node.getChild(0), assignedType);

   }

 

   private static CreateSchemaDesc getSchemaDesc(Tree node, CreateSchemaDesc.AssignedType assignedType)

throws EPException {

       String schemaName = node.getChild(0).getText();

 

       List<ColumnDesc> columnTypes = getColTypeList(node);

 

       // get model-after types (could be multiple for variants)

       Set<String> typeNames = new LinkedHashSet<String>();

       for (int i = 0; i < node.getChildCount(); i++) {

           if (node.getChild(i).getType() == EsperEPL2Ast.VARIANT_LIST) {

               for (int j = 0; j < node.getChild(i).getChildCount(); j++) {

                   typeNames.add(node.getChild(i).getChild(j).getText());

               }

           }

       }

 

       // get inherited and start timestamp and end timestamps

       String startTimestamp = null;
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       String endTimestamp = null;

       Set<String> inherited = new LinkedHashSet<String>();

       Set<String> copyFrom = new LinkedHashSet<String>();

       for (int i = 0; i < node.getChildCount(); i++) {

           Tree p = node.getChild(i);

           if (p.getType() == EsperEPL2Ast.CREATE_SCHEMA_EXPR_QUAL) {

               String childName = p.getChild(0).getText().toLowerCase();

               if (childName.equals("inherits")) {

                   for (int j = 1; j < p.getChildCount(); j++) {

                       if (p.getChild(j).getType() == EsperEPL2Ast.EXPRCOL) {

                           for (int k = 0; k < p.getChild(j).getChildCount(); k++) {

                               inherited.add(p.getChild(j).getChild(k).getText());

                           }

                       }

                   }

                   continue;

               }

               else if (childName.equals("starttimestamp")) {

                   startTimestamp = p.getChild(1).getChild(0).getText();

                   continue;

               }

               else if (childName.equals("endtimestamp")) {

                   endTimestamp = p.getChild(1).getChild(0).getText();

                   continue;

               }

               else if (childName.equals("copyfrom")) {

                   Tree parent = p.getChild(1);

                   for (int j = 0; j < parent.getChildCount(); j++) {

                       copyFrom.add(parent.getChild(j).getText());

                   }

                   continue;

               }

               throw new EPException("Expected 'inherits', 'starttimestamp', 'endtimestamp' or 'copyfrom' keyword after

create-schema clause but encountered '" + p.getChild(0).getText() + "'");

           }

       }

 

       return new CreateSchemaDesc(schemaName, typeNames, columnTypes, inherited, assignedType,

startTimestamp, endTimestamp, copyFrom);

   }

 

   public static List<ColumnDesc> getColTypeList(Tree node)

   {

       List<ColumnDesc> result = new ArrayList<ColumnDesc>();

       for (int nodeNum = 0; nodeNum < node.getChildCount(); nodeNum++) {

           if (node.getChild(nodeNum).getType() == EsperEPL2Ast.CREATE_COL_TYPE_LIST)

           {

               Tree parent = node.getChild(nodeNum);
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               for (int i = 0; i < parent.getChildCount(); i++)

               {

                   String name = parent.getChild(i).getChild(0).getText();

                   String type = parent.getChild(i).getChild(1).getText();

                   boolean array = parent.getChild(i).getChildCount() > 2;

                   result.add(new ColumnDesc(name, type, array));

               }

           }

       }

       return result;

   }

}

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.join.plan;

 

import com.espertech.esper.filter.FilterOperator;

import com.espertech.esper.type.RelationalOpEnum;

 

public enum QueryGraphRangeEnum {

   /**

    * Less (<).

    */

   LESS(false, "<"),

 

   /**

    * Less or equal (<=).

    */

   LESS_OR_EQUAL(false, "<="),

 

   /**

    * Greater or equal (>=).

    */

   GREATER_OR_EQUAL(false, ">="),

 

   /**

    * Greater (>).

    */

   GREATER(false, ">"),
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   /**

    * Range contains neither endpoint, i.e. (a,b)

    */

   RANGE_OPEN(true, "(,)"),

 

   /**

    * Range contains low and high endpoint, i.e. [a,b]

    */

   RANGE_CLOSED(true, "[,]"),

 

   /**

    * Range includes low endpoint but not high endpoint, i.e. [a,b)

    */

   RANGE_HALF_OPEN(true, "[,)"),

 

   /**

    * Range includes high endpoint but not low endpoint, i.e. (a,b]

    */

   RANGE_HALF_CLOSED(true, "(,]"),

 

   /**

    * Inverted-Range contains neither endpoint, i.e. (a,b)

    */

   NOT_RANGE_OPEN(true, "-(,)"),

 

   /**

    * Inverted-Range contains low and high endpoint, i.e. [a,b]

    */

   NOT_RANGE_CLOSED(true, "-[,]"),

 

   /**

    * Inverted-Range includes low endpoint but not high endpoint, i.e. [a,b)

    */

   NOT_RANGE_HALF_OPEN(true, "-[,)"),

 

   /**

    * Inverted-Range includes high endpoint but not low endpoint, i.e. (a,b]

    */

   NOT_RANGE_HALF_CLOSED(true, "-(,])");

 

   private boolean range;

   private String stringOp;

 

   QueryGraphRangeEnum(boolean range, String stringOp) {

       this.range = range;

       this.stringOp = stringOp;

   }
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   public static QueryGraphRangeEnum mapFrom(FilterOperator op) {

       if (op == FilterOperator.GREATER) {

           return GREATER;

       }

       else if (op == FilterOperator.GREATER_OR_EQUAL) {

           return GREATER_OR_EQUAL;

       }

       else if (op == FilterOperator.LESS) {

           return LESS;

       }

       else if (op == FilterOperator.LESS_OR_EQUAL) {

           return LESS_OR_EQUAL;

       }

       else if (op == FilterOperator.RANGE_OPEN) {

           return RANGE_OPEN;

       }

       else if (op == FilterOperator.RANGE_HALF_CLOSED) {

           return RANGE_HALF_CLOSED;

       }

       else if (op == FilterOperator.RANGE_HALF_OPEN) {

           return RANGE_HALF_OPEN;

       }

       else if (op == FilterOperator.RANGE_CLOSED) {

           return RANGE_CLOSED;

       }

       else if (op == FilterOperator.NOT_RANGE_OPEN) {

           return NOT_RANGE_OPEN;

       }

       else if (op == FilterOperator.NOT_RANGE_HALF_CLOSED) {

           return NOT_RANGE_HALF_CLOSED;

       }

       else if (op == FilterOperator.NOT_RANGE_HALF_OPEN) {

           return NOT_RANGE_HALF_OPEN;

       }

       else if (op == FilterOperator.NOT_RANGE_CLOSED) {

           return NOT_RANGE_CLOSED;

       }

       else {

           return null;

       }

   }

 

   public static QueryGraphRangeEnum mapFrom(RelationalOpEnum relationalOpEnum) {

       if (relationalOpEnum == RelationalOpEnum.GE) {

           return GREATER_OR_EQUAL;

       }

       else if (relationalOpEnum == RelationalOpEnum.GT) {
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           return GREATER;

       }

       else if (relationalOpEnum == RelationalOpEnum.LT) {

           return LESS;

       }

       else if (relationalOpEnum == RelationalOpEnum.LE) {

           return LESS_OR_EQUAL;

       }

       else {

           throw new IllegalArgumentException("Failed to map code " + relationalOpEnum);

       }

   }

 

   public boolean isRange() {

       return range;

   }

 

   public boolean isIncludeStart() {

       if (!this.isRange()) {

           throw new UnsupportedOperationException("Cannot determine endpoint-start included for op " + this);

       }

       return this == QueryGraphRangeEnum.RANGE_HALF_OPEN || this ==

QueryGraphRangeEnum.RANGE_CLOSED ||

               this == QueryGraphRangeEnum.NOT_RANGE_HALF_OPEN || this ==

QueryGraphRangeEnum.NOT_RANGE_CLOSED;

   }

 

   public boolean isIncludeEnd() {

       if (!this.isRange()) {

           throw new UnsupportedOperationException("Cannot determine endpoint-end included for op " + this);

       }

       return this == QueryGraphRangeEnum.RANGE_HALF_CLOSED || this ==

QueryGraphRangeEnum.RANGE_CLOSED ||

               this == QueryGraphRangeEnum.NOT_RANGE_HALF_CLOSED || this ==

QueryGraphRangeEnum.NOT_RANGE_CLOSED;

   }

 

   public static QueryGraphRangeEnum getRangeOp(boolean includeStart, boolean includeEnd, boolean isInverted)

{

       if (!isInverted) {

           if (includeStart) {

               if (includeEnd) {

                   return RANGE_CLOSED;

               }

               return RANGE_HALF_OPEN;

           }

           else {

               if (includeEnd) {
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                   return RANGE_HALF_CLOSED;

               }

               return RANGE_OPEN;

           }

       }

       else {

           if (includeStart) {

               if (includeEnd) {

                   return NOT_RANGE_CLOSED;

               }

               return NOT_RANGE_HALF_OPEN;

           }

           else {

               if (includeEnd) {

                   return NOT_RANGE_HALF_CLOSED;

               }

               return NOT_RANGE_OPEN;

           }

       }

   }

 

   public boolean isRangeInverted() {

       return isRange() && (this == NOT_RANGE_HALF_CLOSED || this == NOT_RANGE_HALF_OPEN ||

               this == NOT_RANGE_OPEN || this == NOT_RANGE_CLOSED);

   }

 

   public String getStringOp() {

       return stringOp;

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.db;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.ConfigurationDBRef;

 

import java.sql.Connection;

import java.sql.DriverManager;

import java.sql.SQLException;

import java.util.Properties;

 

/**
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* Database connection factory using {@link DriverManager} to obtain connections.

*/

public class DatabaseDMConnFactory implements DatabaseConnectionFactory

{

   private final ConfigurationDBRef.DriverManagerConnection driverConfig;

   private final ConfigurationDBRef.ConnectionSettings connectionSettings;

 

   /**

    * Ctor.

    * @param driverConfig is the driver manager configuration

    * @param connectionSettings are connection-level settings

    * @throws DatabaseConfigException thrown if the driver class cannot be loaded

    */

   public DatabaseDMConnFactory(ConfigurationDBRef.DriverManagerConnection driverConfig,

                                ConfigurationDBRef.ConnectionSettings connectionSettings)

           throws DatabaseConfigException

   {

       this.driverConfig = driverConfig;

       this.connectionSettings = connectionSettings;

 

       // load driver class

       String driverClassName = driverConfig.getClassName();

       try

       {

           ClassLoader cl = Thread.currentThread().getContextClassLoader();

           Class.forName(driverClassName, true, cl);

       }

       catch (ClassNotFoundException ex)

       {

           throw new DatabaseConfigException("Error loading driver class '" + driverClassName + '\'', ex);

       }

       catch (RuntimeException ex)

       {

           throw new DatabaseConfigException("Error loading driver class '" + driverClassName + '\'', ex);

       }

   }

 

   public Connection getConnection() throws DatabaseConfigException

   {

       // use driver manager to get a connection

       Connection connection;

       String url = driverConfig.getUrl();

       Properties properties = driverConfig.getOptionalProperties();

       if (properties == null)

       {

           properties = new Properties();

       }

       try
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       {

           String user = driverConfig.getOptionalUserName();

           String pwd = driverConfig.getOptionalPassword();

           if ((user == null) && (pwd == null) && (properties.isEmpty()))

           {

               connection = DriverManager.getConnection(url);

           }

           else if (!properties.isEmpty())

           {

               connection = DriverManager.getConnection(url, properties);

           }

           else

           {

               connection = DriverManager.getConnection(url, user, pwd);

           }

       }

       catch (SQLException ex)

       {

           String detail = "SQLException: " + ex.getMessage() +

                   " SQLState: " + ex.getSQLState() +

                   " VendorError: " + ex.getErrorCode();

 

           throw new DatabaseConfigException("Error obtaining database connection using url '" + url +

                   "' with detail " + detail

                   , ex);

       }

 

       setConnectionOptions(connection, connectionSettings);

 

       return connection;

   }

 

   /**

    * Method to set connection-level configuration settings.

    * @param connection is the connection to set on

    * @param connectionSettings are the settings to apply

    * @throws DatabaseConfigException is thrown if an SQLException is thrown

    */

   protected static void setConnectionOptions(Connection connection,

                                              ConfigurationDBRef.ConnectionSettings connectionSettings)

           throws DatabaseConfigException

   {

       try

       {

           if (connectionSettings.getReadOnly() != null)

           {

               connection.setReadOnly(connectionSettings.getReadOnly());

           }
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       }

       catch (SQLException ex)

       {

           throw new DatabaseConfigException("Error setting read-only to " + connectionSettings.getReadOnly() +

                   " on connection with detail " + getDetail(ex), ex);

       }

 

       try

       {

           if (connectionSettings.getTransactionIsolation() != null)

           {

               connection.setTransactionIsolation(connectionSettings.getTransactionIsolation());

           }

       }

       catch (SQLException ex)

       {

           throw new DatabaseConfigException("Error setting transaction isolation level to " +

                   connectionSettings.getTransactionIsolation() + " on connection with detail " + getDetail(ex), ex);

       }

 

       try

       {

           if (connectionSettings.getCatalog() != null)

           {

               connection.setCatalog(connectionSettings.getCatalog());

           }

       }

       catch (SQLException ex)

       {

           throw new DatabaseConfigException("Error setting catalog to '" + connectionSettings.getCatalog() +

                   "' on connection with detail " + getDetail(ex), ex);

       }

 

       try

       {

           if (connectionSettings.getAutoCommit() != null)

           {

               connection.setCatalog(connectionSettings.getCatalog());

           }

       }

       catch (SQLException ex)

       {

           throw new DatabaseConfigException("Error setting auto-commit to " + connectionSettings.getAutoCommit()

+

                   " on connection with detail " + getDetail(ex), ex);

       }

   }
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   private static String getDetail(SQLException ex)

   {

       return "SQLException: " + ex.getMessage() +

               " SQLState: " + ex.getSQLState() +

               " VendorError: " + ex.getErrorCode();

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.lookup;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventPropertyGetter;

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventType;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.join.table.EventTable;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.join.table.PropertyIndexedEventTableSingle;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.join.table.PropertyIndexedEventTableSingleUnique;

import com.espertech.esper.event.EventBeanUtility;

 

/**

* Index lookup strategy for subqueries.

*/

public class SubordIndexedTableLookupStrategySinglePropFactory implements

SubordTableLookupStrategyFactory

{

   private final String property;

 

   /**

    * Stream numbers to get key values from.

    */

   protected final int keyStreamNum;

 

   /**

    * Getters to use to get key values.

    */

   protected final EventPropertyGetter propertyGetter;

 

   /**

    * Ctor.

    * @param eventTypes is the event types per stream

    * @param keyStreamNum is the stream number per property

    * @param property is the key properties

    */
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   public SubordIndexedTableLookupStrategySinglePropFactory(boolean isNWOnTrigger, EventType[] eventTypes,

int keyStreamNum, String property)

   {

       this.keyStreamNum = keyStreamNum + (isNWOnTrigger ? 1 : 0); // for on-trigger the key will be provided in a

{1,2,...} stream and not {0,...}

       this.property = property;

       propertyGetter = EventBeanUtility.getAssertPropertyGetter(eventTypes, keyStreamNum, property);

   }

 

   public SubordTableLookupStrategy makeStrategy(EventTable eventTable) {

       if (eventTable instanceof PropertyIndexedEventTableSingleUnique) {

           return new SubordIndexedTableLookupStrategySinglePropUnique(keyStreamNum, propertyGetter,

(PropertyIndexedEventTableSingleUnique) eventTable);

       }

       return new SubordIndexedTableLookupStrategySingleProp(keyStreamNum, propertyGetter,

(PropertyIndexedEventTableSingle) eventTable);

   }

 

   public String toString()

   {

       return toQueryPlan();

   }

 

   public String toQueryPlan() {

       return this.getClass().getSimpleName() + " property=" + property + " stream=" + keyStreamNum;

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.agg.aggregator;

 

import com.espertech.esper.epl.agg.service.AggregatorUtil;

 

/**

* Average that generates double-typed numbers.

*/

public class AggregatorAvgFilter extends AggregatorAvg

{

   @Override

   public void enter(Object parameters)

   {

       Object[] paramArray = (Object[]) parameters;
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       if (!AggregatorUtil.checkFilter(paramArray)) {

           return;

       }

       super.enter(paramArray[0]);

   }

 

   @Override

   public void leave(Object parameters)

   {

       Object[] paramArray = (Object[]) parameters;

       if (!AggregatorUtil.checkFilter(paramArray)) {

           return;

       }

       super.leave(paramArray[0]);

   }

}

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.join.hint;

 

public interface IndexHintSelector {

   public boolean matchesSubquery(int subqueryNumber);

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.spec;

 

import com.espertech.esper.epl.spec.ViewSpec;

import com.espertech.esper.util.MetaDefItem;

 

import java.io.Serializable;

import java.util.List;
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/**

* Specification for a stream, consists simply of an optional stream name and a list of views

* on to of the stream.

* <p>

* Implementation classes for views and patterns add additional information defining the

* stream of events.

*/

public interface StreamSpec extends MetaDefItem, Serializable

{

   /**

    * Returns the stream name, or null if undefined.

    * @return stream name

    */

   public String getOptionalStreamName();

 

   /**

    * Returns views definitions onto the stream

    * @return view defs

    */

   public ViewSpec[] getViewSpecs();

 

   /**

    * Returns the options for the stream such as unidirectional, retain-union etc.

    * @return stream options

    */   

   public StreamSpecOptions getOptions();

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.core;

 

/**

* Indicates a property exists in multiple streams.

*/

public class DuplicatePropertyException extends StreamTypesException

{

   private static final long serialVersionUID = -4239595353787781082L;

 

   /**

    * Ctor.

    * @param msg - exception message

    */
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   public DuplicatePropertyException(String msg)

   {

       super(msg, null);

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.join.exec.base;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.util.IndentWriter;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluatorContext;

 

import java.util.Collection;

import java.util.Set;

 

/**

* Execution node for lookup in a table for outer joins. This execution node thus generates

* rows even if no joined events could be found, the joined table events are set to null if no

* joined events are found.

*/

public class TableOuterLookupExecNode extends ExecNode

{

   private int indexedStream;

   private JoinExecTableLookupStrategy lookupStrategy;

 

   /**

    * Ctor.

    * @param indexedStream - stream indexed for lookup

    * @param lookupStrategy - strategy to use for lookup (full table/indexed)

    */

   public TableOuterLookupExecNode(int indexedStream, JoinExecTableLookupStrategy lookupStrategy)

   {

       this.indexedStream = indexedStream;

       this.lookupStrategy = lookupStrategy;

   }

 

   /**

    * Returns strategy for lookup.

    * @return lookup strategy

    */

   public JoinExecTableLookupStrategy getLookupStrategy()
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   {

       return lookupStrategy;

   }

 

   public void process(EventBean lookupEvent, EventBean[] prefillPath, Collection<EventBean[]> result,

ExprEvaluatorContext exprEvaluatorContext)

   {

       // Lookup events

       Set<EventBean> joinedEvents = lookupStrategy.lookup(lookupEvent, null, exprEvaluatorContext);

 

       // If no events are found, since this is an outer join, create a result row leaving the

       // joined event as null.

       if ((joinedEvents == null) || (joinedEvents.isEmpty()))

       {

           EventBean[] events = new EventBean[prefillPath.length];

           System.arraycopy(prefillPath, 0, events, 0, events.length);

           result.add(events);

 

           return;

       }

 

       // Create result row for each found event

       for (EventBean joinedEvent : joinedEvents)

       {

           EventBean[] events = new EventBean[prefillPath.length];

           System.arraycopy(prefillPath, 0, events, 0, events.length);

           events[indexedStream] = joinedEvent;

           result.add(events);

       }

   }

 

   /**

    * Returns target stream for lookup.

    * @return indexed stream

    */

   public int getIndexedStream()

   {

       return indexedStream;

   }

 

   public void print(IndentWriter writer)

   {

       writer.println("TableOuterLookupExecNode indexedStream=" + indexedStream + " lookup=" +

lookupStrategy);

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *
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* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.spec;

 

import com.espertech.esper.filter.FilterSpecCompiled;

 

/**

* Specification for building an event stream out of a filter for events (supplying type and basic filter criteria)

* and views onto these events which are staggered onto each other to supply a final stream of events.

*/

public class FilterStreamSpecCompiled extends StreamSpecBase implements StreamSpecCompiled

{

   private static final long serialVersionUID = 0L;

   private transient FilterSpecCompiled filterSpec = null;

 

   /**

    * Ctor.

    * @param filterSpec - specifies what events we are interested in.

    * @param viewSpecs - specifies what view to use to derive data

    * @param optionalStreamName - stream name, or null if none supplied

    * @param streamSpecOptions - additional options such as unidirectional stream in a join

    */

   public FilterStreamSpecCompiled(FilterSpecCompiled filterSpec, ViewSpec[] viewSpecs, String

optionalStreamName, StreamSpecOptions streamSpecOptions)

   {

       super(optionalStreamName, viewSpecs, streamSpecOptions);

       this.filterSpec = filterSpec;

   }

 

   /**

    * Returns filter specification for which events the stream will getSelectListEvents.

    * @return filter spec

    */

   public FilterSpecCompiled getFilterSpec()

   {

       return filterSpec;

   }

 

   /**

    * Sets a filter specification.

    * @param filterSpec to set

    */

   public void setFilterSpec(FilterSpecCompiled filterSpec)

   {
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       this.filterSpec = filterSpec;

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.expression;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.util.CoercionException;

import com.espertech.esper.util.JavaClassHelper;

import com.espertech.esper.util.SimpleNumberCoercer;

import com.espertech.esper.util.SimpleNumberCoercerFactory;

 

import java.util.Map;

 

/**

* Represents an equals (=) comparator in a filter expressiun tree.

*/

public class ExprEqualsNodeImpl extends ExprNodeBase implements ExprEqualsNode

{

   private final boolean isNotEquals;

   private final boolean isIs;

   private transient ExprEvaluator evaluator;

 

   private static final long serialVersionUID = 5504809379222369952L;

 

   /**

    * Ctor.

    * @param isNotEquals - true if this is a (!=) not equals rather then equals, false if its a '=' equals

    * @param isIs - true when "is" or "is not" (instead of = or <>)

    */

   public ExprEqualsNodeImpl(boolean isNotEquals, boolean isIs)

   {

       this.isNotEquals = isNotEquals;

       this.isIs = isIs;

   }

 

   public ExprEvaluator getExprEvaluator()

   {

       return evaluator;

   }
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   public boolean isNotEquals()

   {

       return isNotEquals;

   }

 

   public boolean isIs() {

       return isIs;

   }

 

   public void validate(ExprValidationContext validationContext) throws ExprValidationException

   {

       // Must have 2 child nodes

       if (this.getChildNodes().length != 2)

       {

           throw new IllegalStateException("Equals node does not have exactly 2 child nodes");

       }

       ExprEvaluator[] evaluators = ExprNodeUtility.getEvaluators(this.getChildNodes());

 

       // Must be the same boxed type returned by expressions under this

       Class typeOne = JavaClassHelper.getBoxedType(evaluators[0].getType());

       Class typeTwo = JavaClassHelper.getBoxedType(evaluators[1].getType());

 

       // Null constants can be compared for any type

       if ((typeOne == null) || (typeTwo == null))

       {

           evaluator = getEvaluator(evaluators[0], evaluators[1]);

           return;

       }

 

       if (typeOne.equals(typeTwo) || typeOne.isAssignableFrom(typeTwo))

       {

           evaluator = getEvaluator(evaluators[0], evaluators[1]);

           return;

       }

 

       // Get the common type such as Bool, String or Double and Long

       Class coercionType;

       try

       {

           coercionType = JavaClassHelper.getCompareToCoercionType(typeOne, typeTwo);

       }

       catch (CoercionException ex)

       {

           throw new ExprValidationException("Implicit conversion from datatype '" +

                   typeTwo.getSimpleName() +

                   "' to '" +

                   typeOne.getSimpleName() +

                   "' is not allowed");
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       }

 

       // Check if we need to coerce

       if ((coercionType == JavaClassHelper.getBoxedType(typeOne)) &&

           (coercionType == JavaClassHelper.getBoxedType(typeTwo)))

       {

           evaluator = getEvaluator(evaluators[0], evaluators[1]);

       }

       else

       {

           if (!JavaClassHelper.isNumeric(coercionType))

           {

               throw new ExprValidationException("Cannot convert datatype '" + coercionType.getName() + "' to a

numeric value");

           }

           SimpleNumberCoercer numberCoercerLHS = SimpleNumberCoercerFactory.getCoercer(typeOne,

coercionType);

           SimpleNumberCoercer numberCoercerRHS = SimpleNumberCoercerFactory.getCoercer(typeTwo,

coercionType);

           evaluator = new ExprEqualsEvaluatorCoercing(isIs, isNotEquals, evaluators[0], evaluators[1],

numberCoercerLHS, numberCoercerRHS);

       }

   }

 

   public boolean isConstantResult()

   {

       return false;

   }

 

   public Map<String, Object> getEventType() {

       return null;

   }

 

   public String toExpressionString()

   {

       StringBuilder buffer = new StringBuilder();

 

       buffer.append(this.getChildNodes()[0].toExpressionString());

       if (isIs) {

           buffer.append(" is ");

           if (isNotEquals) {

               buffer.append("not ");

           }

       }

       else {

           if (!isNotEquals) {

               buffer.append(" = ");

           }
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           else {

               buffer.append(" != ");

           }

       }

       buffer.append(this.getChildNodes()[1].toExpressionString());

 

       return buffer.toString();

   }

 

   public boolean equalsNode(ExprNode node)

   {

       if (!(node instanceof ExprEqualsNodeImpl))

       {

           return false;

       }

 

       ExprEqualsNodeImpl other = (ExprEqualsNodeImpl) node;

       return other.isNotEquals == this.isNotEquals;

   }

 

   private ExprEvaluator getEvaluator(ExprEvaluator lhs, ExprEvaluator rhs) {

       if (isIs) {

           return new ExprEqualsEvaluatorIs(isNotEquals, lhs, rhs);

       }

       else {

           return new ExprEqualsEvaluatorEquals(isNotEquals, lhs, rhs);

       }

   }

 

   public static class ExprEqualsEvaluatorCoercing implements ExprEvaluator {

       private transient boolean isIs;

       private transient boolean isNotEquals;

       private transient ExprEvaluator lhs;

       private transient ExprEvaluator rhs;

       private transient SimpleNumberCoercer numberCoercerLHS;

       private transient SimpleNumberCoercer numberCoercerRHS;

 

       public ExprEqualsEvaluatorCoercing(boolean isIs, boolean isNotEquals, ExprEvaluator lhs, ExprEvaluator rhs,

SimpleNumberCoercer numberCoercerLHS, SimpleNumberCoercer numberCoercerRHS) {

           this.isIs = isIs;

           this.isNotEquals = isNotEquals;

           this.lhs = lhs;

           this.rhs = rhs;

           this.numberCoercerLHS = numberCoercerLHS;

           this.numberCoercerRHS = numberCoercerRHS;

       }

 

       public Object evaluate(EventBean[] eventsPerStream, boolean isNewData, ExprEvaluatorContext context) {
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           Object leftResult = lhs.evaluate(eventsPerStream, isNewData, context);

           Object rightResult = rhs.evaluate(eventsPerStream, isNewData, context);

 

           if (!isIs) {

               if (leftResult == null || rightResult == null)  // null comparison

               {

                   return null;

               }

           }

           else {

               if (leftResult == null) {

                   return rightResult == null;

               }

               if (rightResult == null) {

                   return false;

               }

           }

 

           Number left = numberCoercerLHS.coerceBoxed((Number) leftResult);

           Number right = numberCoercerRHS.coerceBoxed((Number) rightResult);

           return left.equals(right) ^ isNotEquals;

       }

 

       public Class getType() {

           return Boolean.class;

       }

 

   }

 

   public static class ExprEqualsEvaluatorEquals implements ExprEvaluator {

       private transient boolean isNotEquals;

       private transient ExprEvaluator lhs;

       private transient ExprEvaluator rhs;

 

       public ExprEqualsEvaluatorEquals(boolean notEquals, ExprEvaluator lhs, ExprEvaluator rhs) {

           isNotEquals = notEquals;

           this.lhs = lhs;

           this.rhs = rhs;

       }

 

       public Object evaluate(EventBean[] eventsPerStream, boolean isNewData, ExprEvaluatorContext context) {

           Object leftResult = lhs.evaluate(eventsPerStream, isNewData, context);

           Object rightResult = rhs.evaluate(eventsPerStream, isNewData, context);

 

           if (leftResult == null || rightResult == null)  // null comparison

           {

               return null;

           }
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           return leftResult.equals(rightResult) ^ isNotEquals;

       }

 

       public Class getType() {

           return Boolean.class;

       }

 

   }

 

   public static class ExprEqualsEvaluatorIs implements ExprEvaluator {

       private transient boolean isNotEquals;

       private transient ExprEvaluator lhs;

       private transient ExprEvaluator rhs;

 

       public ExprEqualsEvaluatorIs(boolean notEquals, ExprEvaluator lhs, ExprEvaluator rhs) {

           isNotEquals = notEquals;

           this.lhs = lhs;

           this.rhs = rhs;

       }

 

       public Object evaluate(EventBean[] eventsPerStream, boolean isNewData, ExprEvaluatorContext context) {

           Object leftResult = lhs.evaluate(eventsPerStream, isNewData, context);

           Object rightResult = rhs.evaluate(eventsPerStream, isNewData, context);

 

           if (leftResult == null) {

               return rightResult == null ^ isNotEquals;

           }

           return (rightResult != null && leftResult.equals(rightResult)) ^ isNotEquals;

 

       }

 

       public Class getType() {

           return Boolean.class;

       }

 

   }

}

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/
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package com.espertech.esper.epl.enummethod.dot;

 

import com.espertech.esper.epl.enummethod.eval.*;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.methodbase.DotMethodFP;

 

public enum EnumMethodEnum {

 

   AGGREGATE("aggregate", ExprDotEvalAggregate.class, EnumMethodEnumParams.AGGREGATE_FP),

 

   ALLOF("allOf", ExprDotEvalAllOfAnyOf.class, EnumMethodEnumParams.ALLOF_ANYOF),

   ANYOF("anyOf", ExprDotEvalAllOfAnyOf.class, EnumMethodEnumParams.ALLOF_ANYOF),

 

   TOMAP("toMap", ExprDotEvalToMap.class, EnumMethodEnumParams.MAP),

   GROUPBY("groupBy", ExprDotEvalGroupBy.class, EnumMethodEnumParams.GROUP),

 

   COUNTOF("countOf", ExprDotEvalCountOf.class, EnumMethodEnumParams.COUNTOF_FIRST_LAST),

   MIN("min", ExprDotEvalMinMax.class, EnumMethodEnumParams.MIN_MAX),

   MAX("max", ExprDotEvalMinMax.class, EnumMethodEnumParams.MIN_MAX),

   AVERAGE("average", ExprDotEvalAverage.class, EnumMethodEnumParams.AVERAGE_SUMOF),

   SUMOF("sumOf", ExprDotEvalSumOf.class, EnumMethodEnumParams.AVERAGE_SUMOF),

 

   MOSTFREQUENT("mostFrequent", ExprDotEvalMostLeastFrequent.class,

EnumMethodEnumParams.MOST_LEAST_FREQ),

   LEASTFREQUENT("leastFrequent", ExprDotEvalMostLeastFrequent.class,

EnumMethodEnumParams.MOST_LEAST_FREQ),

 

   SELECTFROM("selectFrom", ExprDotEvalSelectFrom.class,

EnumMethodEnumParams.SELECTFROM_MINBY_MAXBY),

 

   FIRST("firstOf", ExprDotEvalFirstLastOf.class, EnumMethodEnumParams.COUNTOF_FIRST_LAST),

   LAST("lastOf", ExprDotEvalFirstLastOf.class, EnumMethodEnumParams.COUNTOF_FIRST_LAST),

   MINBY("minBy", ExprDotEvalMinByMaxBy.class,

EnumMethodEnumParams.SELECTFROM_MINBY_MAXBY),

   MAXBY("maxBy", ExprDotEvalMinByMaxBy.class,

EnumMethodEnumParams.SELECTFROM_MINBY_MAXBY),

 

   TAKE("take", ExprDotEvalTakeAndTakeLast.class, EnumMethodEnumParams.TAKE_TAKELAST),

   TAKELAST("takeLast", ExprDotEvalTakeAndTakeLast.class, EnumMethodEnumParams.TAKE_TAKELAST),

   TAKEWHILE("takeWhile", ExprDotEvalTakeWhileAndLast.class, EnumMethodEnumParams.WHERE_FP),

   TAKEWHILELAST("takeWhileLast", ExprDotEvalTakeWhileAndLast.class,

EnumMethodEnumParams.WHERE_FP),

   ORDERBY("orderBy", ExprDotEvalOrderByAscDesc.class, EnumMethodEnumParams.ORDERBY),

   ORDERBYDESC("orderByDesc", ExprDotEvalOrderByAscDesc.class, EnumMethodEnumParams.ORDERBY),

   WHERE("where", ExprDotEvalWhere.class, EnumMethodEnumParams.WHERE_FP),

   UNION("union", ExprDotEvalSetExceptUnionIntersect.class, EnumMethodEnumParams.SET_LOGIC_FP),

   EXCEPT("except", ExprDotEvalSetExceptUnionIntersect.class, EnumMethodEnumParams.SET_LOGIC_FP),

   INTERSECT("intersect", ExprDotEvalSetExceptUnionIntersect.class,
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EnumMethodEnumParams.SET_LOGIC_FP),

   REVERSE("reverse", ExprDotEvalReverse.class, EnumMethodEnumParams.NOOP_REVERSE),

   NOOP("esperInternalNoop", ExprDotEvalNoOp.class, EnumMethodEnumParams.NOOP_REVERSE),

 

   SEQUENCE_EQUAL("sequenceequal", ExprDotEvalSequenceEqual.class,

EnumMethodEnumParams.SEQ_EQUALS_FP),

   ;

 

   private final String nameCamel;

   private final Class implementation;

   private final DotMethodFP[] footprints;

 

   private EnumMethodEnum(String nameCamel, Class implementation, DotMethodFP[] footprints) {

       this.nameCamel = nameCamel;

       this.implementation = implementation;

       this.footprints = footprints;

   }

 

   public String getNameCamel() {

       return nameCamel;

   }

 

   public DotMethodFP[] getFootprints() {

       return footprints;

   }

 

   public static boolean isEnumerationMethod(String name) {

       for (EnumMethodEnum e : EnumMethodEnum.values()) {

           if (e.getNameCamel().toLowerCase().equals(name.toLowerCase())) {

               return true;

           }

       }

       return false;

   }

 

   public static EnumMethodEnum fromName(String name) {

       for (EnumMethodEnum e : EnumMethodEnum.values()) {

           if (e.getNameCamel().toLowerCase().equals(name.toLowerCase())) {

               return e;

           }

       }

       return null;

   }

 

   public Class getImplementation() {

       return implementation;

   }

}
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/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.agg.aggregator;

 

/**

* Aggregator for the very first value.

*/

public class AggregatorFirstEver implements AggregationMethod

{

   protected final Class type;

   protected boolean isSet;

   protected Object firstValue;

 

   /**

    * Ctor.

    * @param type type of value returned

    */

   public AggregatorFirstEver(Class type) {

       this.type = type;

   }

 

   public void clear()

   {

       firstValue = null;

       isSet = false;

   }

 

   public void enter(Object object)

   {

       if (!isSet)

       {

           isSet = true;

           firstValue = object;

       }

   }

 

   public void leave(Object object)

   {

   }

 

   public Object getValue()

   {
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       return firstValue;

   }

 

   public Class getValueType()

   {

       return type;

   }

 

   public boolean isSet() {

       return isSet;

   }

 

   public void setSet(boolean set) {

       isSet = set;

   }

 

   public Object getFirstValue() {

       return firstValue;

   }

 

   public void setFirstValue(Object firstValue) {

       this.firstValue = firstValue;

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.expression;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventType;

import com.espertech.esper.client.hook.AggregationFunctionFactory;

import com.espertech.esper.client.hook.EPLMethodInvocationContext;

import com.espertech.esper.collection.Pair;

import com.espertech.esper.core.context.util.ContextPropertyRegistry;

import com.espertech.esper.core.service.ExprEvaluatorContextStatement;

import com.espertech.esper.core.service.StatementContext;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.agg.service.AggregationSupport;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.core.*;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.declexpr.ExprDeclaredNode;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.enummethod.dot.ExprDeclaredOrLambdaNode;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.enummethod.dot.ExprLambdaGoesNode;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.spec.OnTriggerSetAssignment;
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import com.espertech.esper.event.EventAdapterService;

import com.espertech.esper.event.EventBeanUtility;

import com.espertech.esper.schedule.ScheduleParameterException;

import com.espertech.esper.schedule.ScheduleSpec;

import com.espertech.esper.schedule.ScheduleSpecUtil;

import com.espertech.esper.util.CollectionUtil;

import com.espertech.esper.util.JavaClassHelper;

import net.sf.cglib.reflect.FastClass;

import net.sf.cglib.reflect.FastMethod;

import org.apache.commons.logging.Log;

import org.apache.commons.logging.LogFactory;

 

import java.io.StringWriter;

import java.lang.reflect.Method;

import java.util.*;

 

public class ExprNodeUtility {

 

   public static final ExprNode[] EMPTY_EXPR_ARRAY = new ExprNode[0];

   public static final ExprDeclaredNode[] EMPTY_DECLARED_ARR = new ExprDeclaredNode[0];

 

   public static Pair<String, ExprNode> checkGetAssignmentToProp(ExprNode node) {

       if (!(node instanceof ExprEqualsNode)) {

           return null;

       }

       ExprEqualsNode equals = (ExprEqualsNode) node;

       if (!(equals.getChildNodes()[0] instanceof ExprIdentNode)) {

           return null;

       }

       ExprIdentNode identNode = (ExprIdentNode) equals.getChildNodes()[0];

       return new Pair<String, ExprNode>(identNode.getFullUnresolvedName(), equals.getChildNodes()[1]);

   }

 

   public static Pair<String, ExprNode> checkGetAssignmentToVariableOrProp(ExprNode node) {

       Pair<String, ExprNode> prop = checkGetAssignmentToProp(node);

       if (prop != null) {

           return prop;

       }

       if (!(node instanceof ExprEqualsNode)) {

           return null;

       }

       ExprEqualsNode equals = (ExprEqualsNode) node;

       if (!(equals.getChildNodes()[0] instanceof ExprVariableNode)) {

           return null;

       }

       ExprVariableNode variableNode = (ExprVariableNode) equals.getChildNodes()[0];

       return new Pair<String, ExprNode>(variableNode.getVariableNameWithSubProp(),

equals.getChildNodes()[1]);
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   }

 

   public static void applyFilterExpressionsIterable(Iterable<EventBean> iterable, List<ExprNode>

filterExpressions, ExprEvaluatorContext exprEvaluatorContext, Collection<EventBean> eventsInWindow) {

       ExprEvaluator[] evaluators = ExprNodeUtility.getEvaluators(filterExpressions);

       EventBean[] events = new EventBean[1];

       for (EventBean theEvent : iterable) {

           events[0] = theEvent;

           boolean add = true;

           for (ExprEvaluator filter : evaluators) {

               Object result = filter.evaluate(events, true, exprEvaluatorContext);

               if ((result == null) || (!((Boolean) result))) {

                   add = false;

                   break;

               }

           }

           if (add) {

               eventsInWindow.add(events[0]);

           }

       }

   }

 

   public static void applyFilterExpressionIterable(Iterable<EventBean> iterable, ExprEvaluator filterExpression,

ExprEvaluatorContext exprEvaluatorContext, Collection<EventBean> eventsInWindow) {

       EventBean[] events = new EventBean[1];

       for (EventBean theEvent : iterable) {

           events[0] = theEvent;

           Object result = filterExpression.evaluate(events, true, exprEvaluatorContext);

           if ((result == null) || (!((Boolean) result))) {

               continue;

           }

           eventsInWindow.add(events[0]);

       }

   }

 

   public static ExprAndNode connectExpressionsByLogicalAnd(List<ExprNode> nodes) {

       if (nodes.size() < 2) {

           throw new IllegalArgumentException("Invalid empty or 1-element list of nodes");

       }

       ExprAndNode andNode = new ExprAndNodeImpl();

       for (ExprNode node : nodes) {

           andNode.addChildNode(node);

       }

       return andNode;

   }

 

   /**

    * Walk expression returning properties used.
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    * @param exprNode to walk

    * @param visitAggregateNodes true to visit aggregation nodes

    * @return list of props

    */

   public static List<Pair<Integer, String>> getExpressionProperties(ExprNode exprNode, boolean

visitAggregateNodes)

   {

       ExprNodeIdentifierVisitor visitor = new ExprNodeIdentifierVisitor(visitAggregateNodes);

       exprNode.accept(visitor);

       return visitor.getExprProperties();

   }

 

   public static boolean isConstantValueExpr(ExprNode exprNode) {

       if (!(exprNode instanceof ExprConstantNode)) {

           return false;

       }

       ExprConstantNode constantNode = (ExprConstantNode) exprNode;

       return constantNode.isConstantValue();

   }

 

   /**

    * Validates the expression node subtree that has this

    * node as root. Some of the nodes of the tree, including the

    * root, might be replaced in the process.

    * @throws com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprValidationException when the validation fails

    * @return the root node of the validated subtree, possibly

    *         different than the root node of the unvalidated subtree

    */

   public static ExprNode getValidatedSubtree(ExprNode exprNode, ExprValidationContext validationContext)

throws ExprValidationException

   {

       if (exprNode instanceof ExprLambdaGoesNode) {

           return exprNode;

       }

 

       return getValidatedSubtreeInternal(exprNode, validationContext, true);

   }

 

   public static ExprNode getValidatedAssignment(OnTriggerSetAssignment assignment, ExprValidationContext

validationContext) throws ExprValidationException

   {

       Pair<String, ExprNode> strictAssignment =

checkGetAssignmentToVariableOrProp(assignment.getExpression());

       if (strictAssignment != null) {

           ExprNode validatedRightSide = getValidatedSubtreeInternal(strictAssignment.getSecond(),

validationContext, true);

           assignment.getExpression().setChildNode(1, validatedRightSide);

           return assignment.getExpression();
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       }

       else {

           return getValidatedSubtreeInternal(assignment.getExpression(), validationContext, true);

       }

   }

 

   private static ExprNode getValidatedSubtreeInternal(ExprNode exprNode, ExprValidationContext

validationContext, boolean isTopLevel) throws ExprValidationException

   {

       ExprNode result = exprNode;

       if (exprNode instanceof ExprLambdaGoesNode) {

           return exprNode;

       }

 

       for (int i = 0; i < exprNode.getChildNodes().length; i++)

       {

           ExprNode childNode = exprNode.getChildNodes()[i];

           if (childNode instanceof ExprDeclaredOrLambdaNode) {

               ExprDeclaredOrLambdaNode node = (ExprDeclaredOrLambdaNode) childNode;

               if (node.validated()) {

                   continue;

               }

           }

           ExprNode childNodeValidated = getValidatedSubtreeInternal(childNode, validationContext, false);

           exprNode.setChildNode(i, childNodeValidated);

       }

 

       try

       {

           exprNode.validate(validationContext);

       }

       catch(ExprValidationException e)

       {

           if (exprNode instanceof ExprIdentNode)

           {

               ExprIdentNode identNode = (ExprIdentNode) exprNode;

               try

               {

                   result = resolveStaticMethodOrField(identNode, e, validationContext);

               }

               catch(ExprValidationException ex)

               {

                   e = ex;

                   result = resolveAsStreamName(identNode, e, validationContext);

               }

           }

           else

           {
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               throw e;

           }

       }

 

       // For top-level expressions check if we perform audit

       if (isTopLevel) {

           if (validationContext.isExpressionAudit()) {

               return (ExprNode)

ExprNodeProxy.newInstance(validationContext.getStreamTypeService().getEngineURIQualifier(),

validationContext.getStatementName(), result);

           }

       }

       else {

           if (validationContext.isExpressionNestedAudit() && !(result instanceof ExprIdentNode) &&

!(ExprNodeUtility.isConstantValueExpr(result))) {

               return (ExprNode)

ExprNodeProxy.newInstance(validationContext.getStreamTypeService().getEngineURIQualifier(),

validationContext.getStatementName(), result);

           }

       }

      

       return result;

   }

 

   private static ExprNode resolveAsStreamName(ExprIdentNode identNode, ExprValidationException

existingException, ExprValidationContext validationContext)

           throws ExprValidationException

   {

       ExprStreamUnderlyingNode exprStream = new

ExprStreamUnderlyingNodeImpl(identNode.getUnresolvedPropertyName(), false);

 

       try

       {

           exprStream.validate(validationContext);

       }

       catch (ExprValidationException ex)

       {

           throw existingException;

       }

 

       return exprStream;

   }

 

   // Since static method calls such as "Class.method('a')" and mapped properties "Stream.property('key')"

   // look the same, however as the validation could not resolve "Stream.property('key')" before calling this method,

   // this method tries to resolve the mapped property as a static method.

   // Assumes that this is an ExprIdentNode.

   private static ExprNode resolveStaticMethodOrField(ExprIdentNode identNode, ExprValidationException
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propertyException, ExprValidationContext validationContext)

   throws ExprValidationException

   {

       // Reconstruct the original string

       StringBuilder mappedProperty = new StringBuilder(identNode.getUnresolvedPropertyName());

       if(identNode.getStreamOrPropertyName() != null)

       {

           mappedProperty.insert(0, identNode.getStreamOrPropertyName() + '.');

       }

 

       // Parse the mapped property format into a class name, method and single string parameter

       MappedPropertyParseResult parse = parseMappedProperty(mappedProperty.toString());

       if (parse == null)

       {

           ExprConstantNode constNode = resolveIdentAsEnumConst(mappedProperty.toString(),

validationContext.getMethodResolutionService());

           if (constNode == null)

           {

               throw propertyException;

           }

           else

           {

               return constNode;

           }

       }

 

       // If there is a class name, assume a static method is possible.

       if (parse.getClassName() != null)

       {

           List<ExprNode> parameters = Collections.singletonList((ExprNode) new

ExprConstantNodeImpl(parse.getArgString()));

           List<ExprChainedSpec> chain = new ArrayList<ExprChainedSpec>();

           chain.add(new ExprChainedSpec(parse.getClassName(), Collections.<ExprNode>emptyList(), false));

           chain.add(new ExprChainedSpec(parse.getMethodName(), parameters, false));

           ExprNode result = new ExprDotNode(chain, validationContext.getMethodResolutionService().isDuckType(),

validationContext.getMethodResolutionService().isUdfCache());

 

           // Validate

           try

           {

               result.validate(validationContext);

           }

           catch(ExprValidationException e)

           {

               throw new ExprValidationException("Failed to resolve enumeration method, date-time method or mapped

property '" + mappedProperty + "': " + e.getMessage());

           }
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           return result;

       }

 

       // There is no class name, try a single-row function

       String functionName = parse.getMethodName();

       try

       {

           Pair<Class, EngineImportSingleRowDesc> classMethodPair =

validationContext.getMethodResolutionService().resolveSingleRow(functionName);

           List<ExprNode> parameters = Collections.singletonList((ExprNode) new

ExprConstantNodeImpl(parse.getArgString()));

           List<ExprChainedSpec> chain = Collections.singletonList(new

ExprChainedSpec(classMethodPair.getSecond().getMethodName(), parameters, false));

           ExprNode result = new ExprPlugInSingleRowNode(functionName, classMethodPair.getFirst(), chain,

classMethodPair.getSecond());

 

           // Validate

           try

           {

               result.validate(validationContext);

           }

           catch (RuntimeException e)

           {

               throw new ExprValidationException("Plug-in aggregation function '" + parse.getMethodName() + "' failed

validation: " + e.getMessage());

           }

 

           return result;

       }

       catch (EngineImportUndefinedException e)

       {

           // Not an single-row function

       }

       catch (EngineImportException e)

       {

           throw new IllegalStateException("Error resolving single-row function: " + e.getMessage(), e);

       }

 

       // Try an aggregation function factory

       try

       {

           AggregationFunctionFactory aggregationFactory =

validationContext.getMethodResolutionService().resolveAggregationFactory(parse.getMethodName());

           ExprNode result = new ExprPlugInAggFunctionFactoryNode(false, aggregationFactory,

parse.getMethodName());

           result.addChildNode(new ExprConstantNodeImpl(parse.getArgString()));

 

           // Validate
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           try

           {

               result.validate(validationContext);

           }

           catch (RuntimeException e)

           {

               throw new ExprValidationException("Plug-in aggregation function '" + parse.getMethodName() + "' failed

validation: " + e.getMessage());

           }

 

           return result;

       }

       catch (EngineImportUndefinedException e)

       {

           // Not an aggregation function

       }

       catch (EngineImportException e)

       {

           throw new IllegalStateException("Error resolving aggregation: " + e.getMessage(), e);

       }

 

       // There is no class name, try an aggregation function (AggregationSupport version, deprecated)

       try

       {

           AggregationSupport aggregation =

validationContext.getMethodResolutionService().resolveAggregation(parse.getMethodName());

           ExprNode result = new ExprPlugInAggFunctionNode(false, aggregation, parse.getMethodName());

           result.addChildNode(new ExprConstantNodeImpl(parse.getArgString()));

 

           // Validate

           try

           {

               result.validate(validationContext);

           }

           catch (RuntimeException e)

           {

               throw new ExprValidationException("Plug-in aggregation function '" + parse.getMethodName() + "' failed

validation: " + e.getMessage());

           }

 

           return result;

       }

       catch (EngineImportUndefinedException e)

       {

           // Not an aggregation function

       }

       catch (EngineImportException e)

       {
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           throw new IllegalStateException("Error resolving aggregation: " + e.getMessage(), e);

       }

 

       // absolutly cannot be resolved

       throw propertyException;

   }

 

   private static ExprConstantNode resolveIdentAsEnumConst(String constant, MethodResolutionService

methodResolutionService)

           throws ExprValidationException

   {

       Object enumValue = JavaClassHelper.resolveIdentAsEnumConst(constant, methodResolutionService, null);

       if (enumValue != null)

       {

           return new ExprConstantNodeImpl(enumValue);

       }

       return null;

   }

 

   /**

    * Parse the mapped property into classname, method and string argument.

    * Mind this has been parsed already and is a valid mapped property.

    * @param property is the string property to be passed as a static method invocation

    * @return descriptor object

    */

   protected static MappedPropertyParseResult parseMappedProperty(String property)

   {

       // get argument

       int indexFirstDoubleQuote = property.indexOf("\"");

       int indexFirstSingleQuote = property.indexOf("'");

       int startArg;

       if ((indexFirstSingleQuote == -1) && (indexFirstDoubleQuote == -1))

       {

           return null;

       }

       if ((indexFirstSingleQuote != -1) && (indexFirstDoubleQuote != -1))

       {

           if (indexFirstSingleQuote < indexFirstDoubleQuote)

           {

               startArg = indexFirstSingleQuote;

           }

           else

           {

               startArg = indexFirstDoubleQuote;

           }

       }

       else if (indexFirstSingleQuote != -1)

       {
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           startArg = indexFirstSingleQuote;

       }

       else

       {

           startArg = indexFirstDoubleQuote;

       }

 

       int indexLastDoubleQuote = property.lastIndexOf("\"");

       int indexLastSingleQuote = property.lastIndexOf("'");

       int endArg;

       if ((indexLastSingleQuote == -1) && (indexLastDoubleQuote == -1))

       {

           return null;

       }

       if ((indexLastSingleQuote != -1) && (indexLastDoubleQuote != -1))

       {

           if (indexLastSingleQuote > indexLastDoubleQuote)

           {

               endArg = indexLastSingleQuote;

           }

           else

           {

               endArg = indexLastDoubleQuote;

           }

       }

       else if (indexLastSingleQuote != -1)

       {

           if (indexLastSingleQuote == indexFirstSingleQuote) {

               return null;

           }

           endArg = indexLastSingleQuote;

       }

       else

       {

           if (indexLastDoubleQuote == indexFirstDoubleQuote) {

               return null;

           }

           endArg = indexLastDoubleQuote;

       }

       String argument = property.substring(startArg + 1, endArg);

 

       // get method

       String splitDots[] = property.split("[\\.]");

       if (splitDots.length == 0)

       {

           return null;

       }
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       // find which element represents the method, its the element with the parenthesis

       int indexMethod = -1;

       for (int i = 0; i < splitDots.length; i++)

       {

           if (splitDots[i].contains("("))

           {

               indexMethod = i;

               break;

           }

       }

       if (indexMethod == -1)

       {

           return null;

       }

 

       String method = splitDots[indexMethod];

       int indexParan = method.indexOf("(");

       method = method.substring(0, indexParan);

       if (method.length() == 0)

       {

           return null;

       }

 

       if (splitDots.length == 1)

       {

           // no class name

           return new MappedPropertyParseResult(null, method, argument);

       }

 

 

       // get class

       StringBuilder clazz = new StringBuilder();

       for (int i = 0; i < indexMethod; i++)

       {

           if (i > 0)

           {

               clazz.append('.');

           }

           clazz.append(splitDots[i]);

       }

 

       return new MappedPropertyParseResult(clazz.toString(), method, argument);

   }

 

   public static boolean isAllConstants(List<ExprNode> parameters) {

       for (ExprNode node : parameters) {

           if (!node.isConstantResult()) {

               return false;
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           }

       }

       return true;

   }

 

   public static ExprIdentNode getExprIdentNode(EventType[] typesPerStream, int streamId, String property) {

       return new ExprIdentNodeImpl(typesPerStream[streamId], property, streamId);

   }

 

   public static Class[] getExprResultTypes(ExprEvaluator[] evaluators) {

       Class[] returnTypes = new Class[evaluators.length];

       for (int i = 0; i < evaluators.length; i++) {

           returnTypes[i] = evaluators[i].getType();

       }

       return returnTypes;

   }

 

   public static Class[] getExprResultTypes(List<ExprNode> expressions) {

       Class[] returnTypes = new Class[expressions.size()];

       for (int i = 0; i < expressions.size(); i++) {

           returnTypes[i] = expressions.get(i).getExprEvaluator().getType();

       }

       return returnTypes;

   }

 

   public static ExprNodeUtilMethodDesc resolveMethodAllowWildcardAndStream(String className,

                                                                            Class optionalClass,

                                                                            String methodName,

                                                                            List<ExprNode> parameters,

                                                                            MethodResolutionService methodResolutionService,

                                                                            EventAdapterService eventAdapterService,

                                                                            String statementId,

                                                                            boolean allowWildcard,

                                                                            final EventType wildcardType,

                                                                            ExprNodeUtilResolveExceptionHandler exceptionHandler,

                                                                            String functionName) throws ExprValidationException {

       Class[] paramTypes = new Class[parameters.size()];

       ExprEvaluator[] childEvals = new ExprEvaluator[parameters.size()];

       int count = 0;

       boolean[] allowEventBeanType = new boolean[parameters.size()];

       boolean[] allowEventBeanCollType = new boolean[parameters.size()];

       ExprEvaluator[] childEvalsEventBeanReturnTypes = new ExprEvaluator[parameters.size()];

       boolean allConstants = true;

       for(ExprNode childNode : parameters)

       {

           if (childNode instanceof ExprLambdaGoesNode) {

               throw new ExprValidationException("Unexpected lambda-expression encountered as parameter to UDF or

static method '" + methodName + "'");
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           }

           if (childNode instanceof ExprNumberSetWildcardMarker) {

               if (wildcardType == null || !allowWildcard) {

                   throw new ExprValidationException("Failed to resolve wildcard parameter to a given event type");

               }

               childEvals[count] = new ExprNodeUtilExprEvalStreamNumUnd(0, wildcardType.getUnderlyingType());

               childEvalsEventBeanReturnTypes[count] = new ExprNodeUtilExprEvalStreamNumEvent(0);

               paramTypes[count] = wildcardType.getUnderlyingType();

               allowEventBeanType[count] = true;

               allConstants = false;

               count++;

               continue;

           }

           if (childNode instanceof ExprStreamUnderlyingNode) {

               ExprStreamUnderlyingNode und = (ExprStreamUnderlyingNode) childNode;

               childEvals[count] = childNode.getExprEvaluator();

               childEvalsEventBeanReturnTypes[count] = new

ExprNodeUtilExprEvalStreamNumEvent(und.getStreamId());

               paramTypes[count] = childEvals[count].getType();

               allowEventBeanType[count] = true;

               allConstants = false;

               count++;

               continue;

           }

           if (childNode instanceof ExprEvaluatorEnumeration) {

               ExprEvaluatorEnumeration enumeration = (ExprEvaluatorEnumeration) childNode;

               EventType eventType = enumeration.getEventTypeSingle(eventAdapterService, statementId);

               childEvals[count] = childNode.getExprEvaluator();

               paramTypes[count] = childEvals[count].getType();

               allConstants = false;

               if (eventType != null) {

                   childEvalsEventBeanReturnTypes[count] = new

ExprNodeUtilExprEvalStreamNumEnumSingle(enumeration);

                   allowEventBeanType[count] = true;

                   count++;

                   continue;

               }

               EventType eventTypeColl = enumeration.getEventTypeCollection(eventAdapterService);

               if (eventTypeColl != null) {

                   childEvalsEventBeanReturnTypes[count] = new

ExprNodeUtilExprEvalStreamNumEnumColl(enumeration);

                   allowEventBeanCollType[count] = true;

                   count++;

                   continue;

               }

           }

           ExprEvaluator eval = childNode.getExprEvaluator();

           childEvals[count] = eval;
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           paramTypes[count] = eval.getType();

           count++;

           if (!(childNode.isConstantResult()))

           {

               allConstants = false;

           }

       }

 

       // Try to resolve the method

       final FastMethod staticMethod;

       Method method;

       try

       {

           if (optionalClass != null) {

               method = methodResolutionService.resolveMethod(optionalClass, methodName, paramTypes,

allowEventBeanType, allowEventBeanCollType);

           }

           else {

               method = methodResolutionService.resolveMethod(className, methodName, paramTypes,

allowEventBeanType, allowEventBeanCollType);

           }

           FastClass declaringClass = FastClass.create(Thread.currentThread().getContextClassLoader(),

method.getDeclaringClass());

           staticMethod = declaringClass.getMethod(method);

       }

       catch(Exception e)

       {

           throw exceptionHandler.handle(e);

       }

 

       // rewrite those evaluator that should return the event itself

       if (CollectionUtil.isAnySet(allowEventBeanType)) {

           for (int i = 0; i < parameters.size(); i++) {

               if (allowEventBeanType[i] && method.getParameterTypes()[i] == EventBean.class) {

                   childEvals[i] = childEvalsEventBeanReturnTypes[i];

               }

           }

       }

 

       // rewrite those evaluators that should return the event collection

       if (CollectionUtil.isAnySet(allowEventBeanCollType)) {

           for (int i = 0; i < parameters.size(); i++) {

               if (allowEventBeanCollType[i] && method.getParameterTypes()[i] == Collection.class) {

                   childEvals[i] = childEvalsEventBeanReturnTypes[i];

               }

           }

       }
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       // add an evaluator if the method expects a context object

       if (method.getParameterTypes().length > 0 &&

           method.getParameterTypes()[method.getParameterTypes().length - 1] ==

EPLMethodInvocationContext.class) {

           childEvals = (ExprEvaluator[]) CollectionUtil.arrayExpandAddSingle(childEvals, new

ExprNodeUtilExprEvalMethodContext(functionName));

       }

 

       return new ExprNodeUtilMethodDesc(allConstants, paramTypes, childEvals, method, staticMethod);

   }

 

   public static void validatePlainExpression(String expressionTextualName, ExprNode expression) throws

ExprValidationException {

       ExprNodeSummaryVisitor summaryVisitor = new ExprNodeSummaryVisitor();

       expression.accept(summaryVisitor);

       if (summaryVisitor.isHasAggregation() || summaryVisitor.isHasSubselect() ||

summaryVisitor.isHasStreamSelect() || summaryVisitor.isHasPreviousPrior()) {

           throw new ExprValidationException("Invalid expression '" + expressionTextualName + "': Aggregation, sub-

select, previous or prior functions are not supported in this context");

       }

   }

 

   public static ExprNode validateSimpleGetSubtree(ExprNode expression, StatementContext statementContext,

EventType optionalEventType)

       throws ExprValidationException {

 

       ExprNodeUtility.validatePlainExpression(expression.toExpressionString(), expression);

 

       StreamTypeServiceImpl streamTypes;

       if (optionalEventType != null) {

           streamTypes = new StreamTypeServiceImpl(optionalEventType, null, true,

statementContext.getEngineURI());

       }

       else {

           streamTypes = new StreamTypeServiceImpl(statementContext.getEngineURI(), false);

       }

 

       ExprValidationContext validationContext = new ExprValidationContext(streamTypes,

statementContext.getMethodResolutionService(), null, statementContext.getSchedulingService(),

statementContext.getVariableService(), new ExprEvaluatorContextStatement(statementContext),

statementContext.getEventAdapterService(), statementContext.getStatementName(),

statementContext.getStatementId(), statementContext.getAnnotations(), statementContext.getContextDescriptor());

       return ExprNodeUtility.getValidatedSubtree(expression, validationContext);

   }

 

   public static Set<String> getPropertyNamesIfAllProps(ExprNode[] expressions) {

       for (ExprNode expression : expressions) {

           if (!(expression instanceof ExprIdentNode)) {
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               return null;

           }

       }

       Set<String> uniquePropertyNames = new HashSet<String>();

       for (ExprNode expression : expressions) {

           ExprIdentNode identNode = (ExprIdentNode) expression;

           uniquePropertyNames.add(identNode.getUnresolvedPropertyName());

       }

       return uniquePropertyNames;

   }

 

   /**

    * Encapsulates the parse result parsing a mapped property as a class and method name with args.

    */

   protected static class MappedPropertyParseResult

   {

       private String className;

       private String methodName;

       private String argString;

 

       /**

        * Returns class name.

        * @return name of class

        */

       public String getClassName()

       {

           return className;

       }

 

       /**

        * Returns the method name.

        * @return method name

        */

       public String getMethodName()

       {

           return methodName;

       }

 

       /**

        * Returns the method argument.

        * @return arg

        */

       public String getArgString()

       {

           return argString;

       }

 

       /**
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        * Returns the parse result of the mapped property.

        * @param className is the class name, or null if there isn't one

        * @param methodName is the method name

        * @param argString is the argument

        */

       public MappedPropertyParseResult(String className, String methodName, String argString)

       {

           this.className = className;

           this.methodName = methodName;

           this.argString = argString;

       }

   }

 

   public static void acceptChain(ExprNodeVisitor visitor, List<ExprChainedSpec> chainSpec) {

       for (ExprChainedSpec chain : chainSpec) {

           for (ExprNode param : chain.getParameters()) {

               param.accept(visitor);

           }

       }

   }

 

   public static void acceptChain(ExprNodeVisitorWithParent visitor, List<ExprChainedSpec> chainSpec) {

       for (ExprChainedSpec chain : chainSpec) {

           for (ExprNode param : chain.getParameters()) {

               param.accept(visitor);

           }

       }

   }

 

   public static void acceptChain(ExprNodeVisitorWithParent visitor, List<ExprChainedSpec> chainSpec, ExprNode

parent) {

       for (ExprChainedSpec chain : chainSpec) {

           for (ExprNode param : chain.getParameters()) {

               param.acceptChildnodes(visitor, parent);

           }

       }

   }

 

   public static final void replaceChildNode(ExprNode parentNode, ExprNode nodeToReplace, ExprNode newNode)

{

       int index = ExprNodeUtility.findChildNode(parentNode, nodeToReplace);

       if (index == -1) {

           parentNode.replaceUnlistedChildNode(nodeToReplace, newNode);

       }

       else {

           parentNode.setChildNode(index, newNode);

       }

   }
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   private static int findChildNode(ExprNode parentNode, ExprNode childNode) {

       for (int i = 0; i < parentNode.getChildNodes().length; i++) {

           if (parentNode.getChildNodes()[i] == childNode) {

               return i;

           }

       }

       return -1;

   }

 

   public static void replaceChainChildNode(ExprNode nodeToReplace, ExprNode newNode,

List<ExprChainedSpec> chainSpec) {

       for (ExprChainedSpec chained : chainSpec) {

           int index = chained.getParameters().indexOf(nodeToReplace);

           if (index != -1) {

               chained.getParameters().set(index, newNode);

           }

       }

   }

 

   public static Set<Pair<Integer, String>> getNonAggregatedProps(EventType[] types, List<ExprNode> exprNodes,

ContextPropertyRegistry contextPropertyRegistry)

   {

       // Determine all event properties in the clause

       Set<Pair<Integer, String>> nonAggProps = new HashSet<Pair<Integer, String>>();

       for (ExprNode node : exprNodes)

       {

           ExprNodeIdentifierVisitor visitor = new ExprNodeIdentifierVisitor(false);

           node.accept(visitor);

           List<Pair<Integer, String>> propertiesNodes = visitor.getExprProperties();

           for (Pair<Integer, String> pair : propertiesNodes) {

               EventType originType = types.length > pair.getFirst() ? types[pair.getFirst()] : null;

               if (originType == null || contextPropertyRegistry == null ||

!contextPropertyRegistry.isPartitionProperty(originType, pair.getSecond())) {

                   nonAggProps.add(pair);

               }               

           }

       }

 

       return nonAggProps;

   }

 

   public static void addNonAggregatedProps(ExprNode exprNode, Set<Pair<Integer, String>> set) {

       ExprNodeIdentifierVisitor visitor = new ExprNodeIdentifierVisitor(false);

       exprNode.accept(visitor);

       set.addAll(visitor.getExprProperties());

   }
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   public static Set<Pair<Integer, String>> getAggregatedProperties(List<ExprAggregateNode> aggregateNodes)

   {

       // Get a list of properties being aggregated in the clause.

       Set<Pair<Integer, String>> propertiesAggregated = new HashSet<Pair<Integer, String>>();

       for (ExprNode selectAggExprNode : aggregateNodes)

       {

           ExprNodeIdentifierVisitor visitor = new ExprNodeIdentifierVisitor(true);

           selectAggExprNode.accept(visitor);

           List<Pair<Integer, String>> properties = visitor.getExprProperties();

           propertiesAggregated.addAll(properties);

       }

 

       return propertiesAggregated;

   }

 

   public static ExprEvaluator[] getEvaluators(ExprNode[] exprNodes) {

       if (exprNodes == null) {

           return null;

       }

       ExprEvaluator[] eval = new ExprEvaluator[exprNodes.length];

       for (int i = 0; i < exprNodes.length; i++) {

           ExprNode node = exprNodes[i];

           if (node != null) {

               eval[i] = node.getExprEvaluator();

           }

       }

       return eval;

   }

 

   public static ExprEvaluator[] getEvaluators(List<ExprNode> childNodes)

   {

       ExprEvaluator[] eval = new ExprEvaluator[childNodes.size()];

       for (int i = 0; i < childNodes.size(); i++) {

           eval[i] = childNodes.get(i).getExprEvaluator();

       }

       return eval;

   }

 

   public static Set<Integer> getIdentStreamNumbers(ExprNode child) {

 

       Set<Integer> streams = new HashSet<Integer>();

       ExprNodeIdentifierCollectVisitor visitor = new ExprNodeIdentifierCollectVisitor();

       child.accept(visitor);

       for (ExprIdentNode node : visitor.getExprProperties()) {

           streams.add(node.getStreamId());

       }

       return streams;

   }
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   /**

    * Returns true if all properties within the expression are witin data window'd streams.

    * @param child expression to interrogate

    * @param streamTypeService streams

    * @return indicator

    */

   public static boolean hasRemoveStream(ExprNode child, StreamTypeService streamTypeService) {

 

       // Determine whether all streams are istream-only or irstream

       boolean[] isIStreamOnly = streamTypeService.getIStreamOnly();

       boolean isAllIStream = true;    // all true?

       boolean isAllIRStream = true;   // all false?

       for (boolean anIsIStreamOnly : isIStreamOnly) {

           if (!anIsIStreamOnly) {

               isAllIStream = false;

           }

           else {

               isAllIRStream = false;

           }

       }

 

       // determine if a data-window applies to this max function

       boolean hasDataWindows = true;

       if (isAllIStream) {

           hasDataWindows = false;

       }

       else if (!isAllIRStream) {

           if (streamTypeService.getEventTypes().length > 1) {

               // In a join we assume that a data window is present or implicit via unidirectional

           }

           else {

               hasDataWindows = false;

               // get all aggregated properties to determine if any is from a windowed stream

               ExprNodeIdentifierCollectVisitor visitor = new ExprNodeIdentifierCollectVisitor();

               child.accept(visitor);

               for (ExprIdentNode node : visitor.getExprProperties()) {

                   if (!isIStreamOnly[node.getStreamId()]) {

                       hasDataWindows = true;

                       break;

                   }

               }

           }

       }

 

       return hasDataWindows;

   }
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   /**

    * Apply a filter expression.

    * @param filter expression

    * @param streamZeroEvent the event that represents stream zero

    * @param streamOneEvents all events thate are stream one events

    * @param exprEvaluatorContext context for expression evaluation

    * @return filtered stream one events

    */

   public static EventBean[] applyFilterExpression(ExprEvaluator filter, EventBean streamZeroEvent, EventBean[]

streamOneEvents, ExprEvaluatorContext exprEvaluatorContext)

   {

       EventBean[] eventsPerStream = new EventBean[2];

       eventsPerStream[0] = streamZeroEvent;

 

       EventBean[] filtered = new EventBean[streamOneEvents.length];

       int countPass = 0;

 

       for (EventBean eventBean : streamOneEvents)

       {

           eventsPerStream[1] = eventBean;

 

           Boolean result = (Boolean) filter.evaluate(eventsPerStream, true, exprEvaluatorContext);

           if ((result != null) && result)

           {

               filtered[countPass] = eventBean;

               countPass++;

           }

       }

 

       if (countPass == streamOneEvents.length)

       {

           return streamOneEvents;

       }

       return EventBeanUtility.resizeArray(filtered, countPass);

   }

 

   /**

    * Apply a filter expression returning a pass indicator.

    * @param filter to apply

    * @param eventsPerStream events per stream

    * @param exprEvaluatorContext context for expression evaluation

    * @return pass indicator

    */

   public static boolean applyFilterExpression(ExprEvaluator filter, EventBean[] eventsPerStream,

ExprEvaluatorContext exprEvaluatorContext)

   {

       Boolean result = (Boolean) filter.evaluate(eventsPerStream, true, exprEvaluatorContext);
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       return (result != null) && result;

   }

 

   /**

    * Compare two expression nodes and their children in exact child-node sequence,

    * returning true if the 2 expression nodes trees are equals, or false if they are not equals.

    * <p>

    * Recursive call since it uses this method to compare child nodes in the same exact sequence.

    * Nodes are compared using the equalsNode method.

    * @param nodeOne - first expression top node of the tree to compare

    * @param nodeTwo - second expression top node of the tree to compare

    * @return false if this or all child nodes are not equal, true if equal

    */

   public static boolean deepEquals(ExprNode nodeOne, ExprNode nodeTwo)

   {

       if (nodeOne.getChildNodes().length != nodeTwo.getChildNodes().length)

       {

           return false;

       }

       if (!nodeOne.equalsNode(nodeTwo))

       {

           return false;

       }

       for (int i = 0; i < nodeOne.getChildNodes().length; i++)

       {

           ExprNode childNodeOne = nodeOne.getChildNodes()[i];

           ExprNode childNodeTwo = nodeTwo.getChildNodes()[i];

 

           if (!ExprNodeUtility.deepEquals(childNodeOne, childNodeTwo))

           {

               return false;

           }

       }

       return true;

   }

 

   /**

    * Compares two expression nodes via deep comparison, considering all

    * child nodes of either side.

    * @param one array of expressions

    * @param two array of expressions

    * @return true if the expressions are equal, false if not

    */

   public static boolean deepEquals(ExprNode[] one, ExprNode[] two)

   {

       if (one.length != two.length)

       {

           return false;
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       }

       for (int i = 0; i < one.length; i++)

       {

           if (!ExprNodeUtility.deepEquals(one[i], two[i]))

           {

               return false;

           }

       }

       return true;

   }

 

   public static boolean deepEquals(List<ExprNode> one, List<ExprNode> two)

   {

       if (one.size() != two.size())

       {

           return false;

       }

       for (int i = 0; i < one.size(); i++)

       {

           if (!ExprNodeUtility.deepEquals(one.get(i), two.get(i)))

           {

               return false;

           }

       }

       return true;

   }

 

   /**

    * Check if the expression is minimal: does not have a subselect, aggregation and does not need view resources

    * @param expression to inspect

    * @return null if minimal, otherwise name of offending sub-expression

    */

   public static String isMinimalExpression(ExprNode expression)

   {

       ExprNodeSubselectDeclaredDotVisitor subselectVisitor = new ExprNodeSubselectDeclaredDotVisitor();

       expression.accept(subselectVisitor);

       if (subselectVisitor.getSubselects().size() > 0)

       {

           return "a subselect";

       }

 

       ExprNodeViewResourceVisitor viewResourceVisitor = new ExprNodeViewResourceVisitor();

       expression.accept(viewResourceVisitor);

       if (viewResourceVisitor.getExprNodes().size() > 0)

       {

           return "a function that requires view resources (prior, prev)";

       }
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       List<ExprAggregateNode> aggregateNodes = new LinkedList<ExprAggregateNode>();

       ExprAggregateNodeUtil.getAggregatesBottomUp(expression, aggregateNodes);

       if (!aggregateNodes.isEmpty())

       {

           return "an aggregation function";

       }

       return null;

   }

 

   protected static void toExpressionString(List<ExprChainedSpec> chainSpec, StringBuilder buffer, boolean

prefixDot, String functionName)

   {

       String delimiterOuter = "";

       if (prefixDot) {

           delimiterOuter = ".";

       }

       boolean isFirst = true;

       for (ExprChainedSpec element : chainSpec) {

           buffer.append(delimiterOuter);

           if (functionName != null) {

               buffer.append(functionName);

           }

           else {

               buffer.append(element.getName());

           }

 

           // the first item without dot-prefix and empty parameters should not be appended with parenthesis

           if (!isFirst || prefixDot || !element.getParameters().isEmpty()) {

               toExpressionStringIncludeParen(element.getParameters(), buffer);

           }

 

           delimiterOuter = ".";

           isFirst = false;

       }

   }

 

   public static void toExpressionString(List<ExprNode> parameters, StringBuilder buffer) {

       String delimiter = "";

       for (ExprNode param : parameters) {

           buffer.append(delimiter);

           delimiter = ", ";

           buffer.append(param.toExpressionString());

       }

   }

 

   public static void toExpressionStringIncludeParen(List<ExprNode> parameters, StringBuilder buffer) {

       buffer.append("(");

       toExpressionString(parameters, buffer);
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       buffer.append(")");

   }

 

   public static void validate(List<ExprChainedSpec> chainSpec, ExprValidationContext validationContext) throws

ExprValidationException {

 

       // validate all parameters

       for (ExprChainedSpec chainElement : chainSpec) {

           List<ExprNode> validated = new ArrayList<ExprNode>();

           for (ExprNode expr : chainElement.getParameters()) {

               validated.add(ExprNodeUtility.getValidatedSubtree(expr, validationContext));

           }

           chainElement.setParameters(validated);

       }

   }

 

   public static List<ExprNode> collectChainParameters(List<ExprChainedSpec> chainSpec) {

       List<ExprNode> result = new ArrayList<ExprNode>();

       for (ExprChainedSpec chainElement : chainSpec) {

           result.addAll(chainElement.getParameters());

       }

       return result;

   }

 

   public static void toExpressionStringParams(StringWriter writer, ExprNode[] params, boolean isWildcard, String

streamWildcard, boolean firstParamOnly) {

       writer.append('(');

       if (isWildcard) {

           writer.append('*');

       }

       else if (streamWildcard != null) {

           writer.append(streamWildcard);

           writer.append(".*");

       }

       else {

           String delimiter = "";

           for (ExprNode childNode : params) {

               writer.append(delimiter);

               delimiter = ",";

               writer.append(childNode.toExpressionString());

               if (firstParamOnly) {

                   break;

               }

           }

       }

       writer.append(')');

   }
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   public static String printEvaluators(ExprEvaluator[] evaluators) {

       StringWriter writer = new StringWriter();

       String delimiter = "";

       for (int i = 0; i < evaluators.length; i++) {

           writer.append(delimiter);

           writer.append(evaluators[i].getClass().getSimpleName());

           delimiter = ", ";

       }

       return writer.toString();

   }

 

   public static ScheduleSpec toCrontabSchedule(List<ExprNode> scheduleSpecExpressionList, StatementContext

context)

       throws ExprValidationException {

 

       // Validate the expressions

       ExprEvaluator[] expressions = new ExprEvaluator[scheduleSpecExpressionList.size()];

       int count = 0;

       ExprEvaluatorContextStatement evaluatorContextStmt = new ExprEvaluatorContextStatement(context);

       for (ExprNode parameters : scheduleSpecExpressionList)

       {

           ExprValidationContext validationContext = new ExprValidationContext(new

StreamTypeServiceImpl(context.getEngineURI(), false), context.getMethodResolutionService(), null,

context.getSchedulingService(), context.getVariableService(), evaluatorContextStmt,

context.getEventAdapterService(), context.getStatementName(), context.getStatementId(), context.getAnnotations(),

context.getContextDescriptor());

           ExprNode node = ExprNodeUtility.getValidatedSubtree(parameters, validationContext);

           expressions[count++] = node.getExprEvaluator();

       }

 

       // Build a schedule

       try

       {

           Object[] scheduleSpecParameterList = evaluateExpressions(expressions, evaluatorContextStmt);

           return ScheduleSpecUtil.computeValues(scheduleSpecParameterList);

       }

       catch (ScheduleParameterException e)

       {

           throw new ExprValidationException("Invalid schedule specification: " + e.getMessage(), e);

       }

   }

 

   public static Object[] evaluateExpressions(ExprEvaluator[] parameters, ExprEvaluatorContext

exprEvaluatorContext)

   {

       Object[] results = new Object[parameters.length];

       int count = 0;

       for (ExprEvaluator expr : parameters)
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       {

           try

           {

               results[count] = expr.evaluate(null, true, exprEvaluatorContext);

               count++;

           }

           catch (RuntimeException ex)

           {

               String message = "Failed expression evaluation in crontab timer-at for parameter " + count + ": " +

ex.getMessage();

               log.error(message, ex);

               throw new IllegalArgumentException(message);

           }

       }

       return results;

   }

 

   public static ExprNode[] toArray(Collection<ExprNode> expressions) {

       if (expressions.isEmpty()) {

           return EMPTY_EXPR_ARRAY;

       }

       return expressions.toArray(new ExprNode[expressions.size()]);

   }

 

   public static ExprDeclaredNode[] toArray(List<ExprDeclaredNode> declaredNodes) {

       if (declaredNodes.isEmpty()) {

           return EMPTY_DECLARED_ARR;

       }

       return declaredNodes.toArray(new ExprDeclaredNode[declaredNodes.size()]);

   }

 

   private static final Log log = LogFactory.getLog(ExprNodeUtility.class);

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.view;

 

 

/**

* A condition that must be satisfied before output processing

* is allowed to continue. Once the condition is satisfied, it

* makes a callback to continue output processing.
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*/

public interface OutputCondition

{

	/**

	 * Update the output condition.

	 * @param newEventsCount - number of new events incoming

    * @param oldEventsCount  - number of old events incoming

    */

	public void updateOutputCondition(int newEventsCount, int oldEventsCount);

 

   public void terminated();

}
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/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *
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*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.datetime.reformatop;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventType;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.datetime.eval.DatetimeMethodEnum;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.datetime.eval.ExprDotNodeFilterAnalyzerDesc;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprDotNodeFilterAnalyzerInput;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluatorContext;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprNode;

 

import java.util.Calendar;

import java.util.Date;

import java.util.List;

 

public class ReformatOpCalendarEval implements ReformatOp {

 

   private final CalendarEval calendarEval;

 

   public ReformatOpCalendarEval(CalendarEval calendarEval) {

       this.calendarEval = calendarEval;

   }

 

   public Object evaluate(Long ts, EventBean[] eventsPerStream, boolean newData, ExprEvaluatorContext

exprEvaluatorContext) {

       Calendar cal = Calendar.getInstance();

       cal.setTimeInMillis(ts);

       return calendarEval.evaluateInternal(cal);

   }

 

   public Object evaluate(Date d, EventBean[] eventsPerStream, boolean newData, ExprEvaluatorContext

exprEvaluatorContext) {

       Calendar cal = Calendar.getInstance();

       cal.setTimeInMillis(d.getTime());

       return calendarEval.evaluateInternal(cal);

   }

 

   public Object evaluate(Calendar cal, EventBean[] eventsPerStream, boolean newData, ExprEvaluatorContext

exprEvaluatorContext) {

       return calendarEval.evaluateInternal(cal);

   }
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   public Class getReturnType() {

       return Integer.class;

   }

 

   public ExprDotNodeFilterAnalyzerDesc getFilterDesc(EventType[] typesPerStream, DatetimeMethodEnum

currentMethod, List<ExprNode> currentParameters, ExprDotNodeFilterAnalyzerInput inputDesc) {

       return null;

   }

}

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.spec;

 

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprNode;

import com.espertech.esper.filter.FilterSpecCompiled;

import com.espertech.esper.filter.FilterValueSetParam;

 

import java.io.Serializable;

 

public class ContextDetailCategoryItem implements Serializable {

 

   private static final long serialVersionUID = -2022340210686656104L;

   private final ExprNode expression;

   private final String name;

   private FilterValueSetParam[] compiledFilterParam;

 

   public ContextDetailCategoryItem(ExprNode expression, String name) {

       this.expression = expression;

       this.name = name;

   }

 

   public ExprNode getExpression() {

       return expression;

   }

 

   public String getName() {

       return name;

   }
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   public FilterValueSetParam[] getCompiledFilterParam() {

       return compiledFilterParam;

   }

 

   public void setCompiledFilter(FilterSpecCompiled filterSpec) {

       this.compiledFilterParam = filterSpec.getValueSet(null, null, null).getParameters();

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.metric;

 

/**

* Interface for producing a metric events.

*/

public interface MetricExec

{

   /**

    * Execute the production of metric events.

    * @param context provides services and scheduling

    */

   public void execute(MetricExecutionContext context);

}

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.core.eval;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventType;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluator;

import com.espertech.esper.event.EventAdapterService;

import org.apache.commons.logging.Log;

import org.apache.commons.logging.LogFactory;
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public abstract class EvalBase {

 

   private static final Log log = LogFactory.getLog(EvalBase.class);

 

   protected final SelectExprContext selectExprContext;

   protected final EventType resultEventType;

 

   public EvalBase(SelectExprContext selectExprContext, EventType resultEventType) {

       this.selectExprContext = selectExprContext;

       this.resultEventType = resultEventType;

   }

 

   public EventAdapterService getEventAdapterService() {

       return selectExprContext.getEventAdapterService();

   }

 

   public EventType getResultEventType() {

       return resultEventType;

   }

 

   public ExprEvaluator[] getExprNodes() {

       return selectExprContext.getExpressionNodes();

   }

}

<!--

 ~ **************************************************************************************

 ~ * Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

 ~ * http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

 ~ * http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

 ~ * ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

 ~ * The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

 ~ * a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

 ~ **************************************************************************************

 -->

 

<html>

<head></head>

<body>

<p>

	Inner join and outer join query planning

</p>

</body>

</html>

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *
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*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.enummethod.eval;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluator;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluatorContext;

import com.espertech.esper.event.arr.ObjectArrayEventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.event.arr.ObjectArrayEventType;

 

import java.util.Collection;

 

public class EnumEvalSumScalarLambda extends EnumEvalBase implements EnumEval {

 

   private final ExprDotEvalSumMethodFactory sumMethodFactory;

   private final ObjectArrayEventType resultEventType;

 

   public EnumEvalSumScalarLambda(ExprEvaluator innerExpression, int streamCountIncoming,

ExprDotEvalSumMethodFactory sumMethodFactory, ObjectArrayEventType resultEventType) {

       super(innerExpression, streamCountIncoming);

       this.sumMethodFactory = sumMethodFactory;

       this.resultEventType = resultEventType;

   }

 

   public Object evaluateEnumMethod(EventBean[] eventsLambda, Collection target, boolean isNewData,

ExprEvaluatorContext context) {

 

       ExprDotEvalSumMethod method = sumMethodFactory.getSumAggregator();

 

       ObjectArrayEventBean resultEvent = new ObjectArrayEventBean(new Object[1], resultEventType);

 

       Collection<Object> values = (Collection<Object>) target;

       for (Object next : values) {

           resultEvent.getProperties()[0] = next;

           eventsLambda[streamNumLambda] = resultEvent;

 

           Object value = innerExpression.evaluate(eventsLambda, isNewData, context);

           method.enter(value);

       }

 

       return method.getValue();

   }

}
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/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.agg.service;

 

import com.espertech.esper.core.context.util.AgentInstanceContext;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.core.MethodResolutionService;

 

/**

* A null object implementation of the AggregationService

* interface.

*/

public class AggregationServiceNullFactory implements AggregationServiceFactory {

 

   public final static AggregationServiceNullFactory AGGREGATION_SERVICE_NULL_FACTORY = new

AggregationServiceNullFactory();

 

   private final static AggregationServiceNull AGGREGATION_SERVICE_NULL = new

AggregationServiceNull();

 

   public AggregationService makeService(AgentInstanceContext agentInstanceContext, MethodResolutionService

methodResolutionService) {

       return AGGREGATION_SERVICE_NULL;

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.core;

 

import com.espertech.esper.collection.Pair;

 

/**

* Base class for stream and property name resolution errors.

*/

public abstract class StreamTypesException extends Exception

{

   private static final long serialVersionUID = -6230611896745775451L;
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   private final Pair<Integer, String> optionalSuggestion;

 

   /**

    * Ctor.

    * @param message - message

    * @param suggestion - optional suggestion for a matching name

    */

   public StreamTypesException(String message, Pair<Integer, String> suggestion)

   {

       super(message);

       this.optionalSuggestion = suggestion;

   }

 

   /**

    * Returns the optional suggestion for a matching name.

    * @return suggested match

    */

   public Pair<Integer, String> getOptionalSuggestion()

   {

       return optionalSuggestion;

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.spec;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.soda.ExpressionBase;

import com.espertech.esper.client.soda.ExpressionPrecedenceEnum;

import com.espertech.esper.core.service.EPStatementObjectModelHelper;

 

import java.io.StringWriter;

 

/**

* Substitution parameter that represents a node in an expression tree for which to supply a parameter value

* before statement creation time.

*/

public class SubstitutionParameterExpression extends ExpressionBase

{

   private final int index;

   private Object constant;

   private boolean isSatisfied;
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   private static final long serialVersionUID = -2310287186517093069L;

 

   /**

    * Ctor.

    * @param index is the index of the substitution parameter

    */

   public SubstitutionParameterExpression(int index)

   {

       this.index = index;

   }

 

   public ExpressionPrecedenceEnum getPrecedence()

   {

       return ExpressionPrecedenceEnum.UNARY;

   }

 

   public void toPrecedenceFreeEPL(StringWriter writer)

   {

       if (!isSatisfied)

       {

           writer.write("?");

       }

       else

       {

           EPStatementObjectModelHelper.renderEPL(writer, constant);

       }

   }

 

   /**

    * Returns the constant value that the expression represents.

    * @return value of constant

    */

   public Object getConstant()

   {

       return constant;

   }

 

   /**

    * Returns true if the parameter is satisfied, or false if not.

    * @return true if the actual value is supplied, false if not

    */

   public boolean isSatisfied()

   {

       return isSatisfied;

   }

 

   /**

    * Returns the index of the parameter.
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    * @return parameter index.

    */

   public int getIndex()

   {

       return index;

   }

 

   /**

    * Sets the constant value that the expression represents.

    * @param constant is the value, or null to indicate the null value

    */

   public void setConstant(Object constant)

   {

       this.constant = constant;

       isSatisfied = true;

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.lookup;

 

import com.espertech.esper.epl.join.exec.sorted.SortedAccessStrategy;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.join.exec.sorted.SortedAccessStrategyFactory;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.join.table.EventTable;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.join.table.PropertySortedEventTable;

 

/**

* Index lookup strategy for subqueries.

*/

public class SubordSortedTableLookupStrategyFactory implements SubordTableLookupStrategyFactory

{

   private final SubordPropRangeKey rangeKey;

 

   protected final SortedAccessStrategy strategy;

 

   public SubordSortedTableLookupStrategyFactory(boolean isNWOnTrigger, int numStreams,

SubordPropRangeKey rangeKey)

   {

       this.rangeKey = rangeKey;

       this.strategy = SortedAccessStrategyFactory.make(isNWOnTrigger, -1, numStreams, rangeKey);

   }
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   public SubordTableLookupStrategy makeStrategy(EventTable eventTable) {

       return new SubordSortedTableLookupStrategy(strategy, (PropertySortedEventTable) eventTable);

   }

 

   public String toQueryPlan() {

       return this.getClass().getSimpleName() + " range " + rangeKey.toQueryPlan();

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.agg.service;

 

import com.espertech.esper.epl.agg.aggregator.AggregationMethod;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluator;

 

/**

* All aggregation services require evaluation nodes which supply the value to be aggregated (summed, averaged,

etc.)

* and aggregation state factories to make new aggregation states.

*/

public abstract class AggregationServiceBaseUngrouped implements AggregationService

{

   /**

    * Evaluation nodes under.

    */

   protected ExprEvaluator evaluators[];

 

   /**

    * Aggregation states.

    */

   protected AggregationMethod aggregators[];

 

   /**

    * Ctor.

    * @param evaluators - are the child node of each aggregation function used for computing the value to be

aggregated

    * @param aggregators - aggregation states/factories

    */

   public AggregationServiceBaseUngrouped(ExprEvaluator evaluators[], AggregationMethod aggregators[])

   {

       this.evaluators = evaluators;

       this.aggregators = aggregators;
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       if (evaluators.length != aggregators.length)

       {

           throw new IllegalArgumentException("Expected the same number of evaluates as aggregation methods");

       }

   }

 

}

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.spec;

 

import com.espertech.esper.filter.FilterSpecCompiled;

 

import java.util.List;

 

public class ContextDetailNested implements ContextDetail {

   private static final long serialVersionUID = -6809635026804573109L;

   private final List<CreateContextDesc> contexts;

 

   public ContextDetailNested(List<CreateContextDesc> contexts) {

       this.contexts = contexts;

   }

 

   public List<CreateContextDesc> getContexts() {

       return contexts;

   }

 

   public List<FilterSpecCompiled> getFilterSpecsIfAny() {

       return null;

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *
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**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.join.plan;

 

import java.io.PrintWriter;

import java.io.StringWriter;

import java.lang.annotation.Annotation;

import java.util.HashSet;

import java.util.Map;

 

import com.espertech.esper.epl.join.exec.base.ExecNode;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.join.table.EventTable;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.join.table.HistoricalStreamIndexList;

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventType;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.virtualdw.VirtualDWView;

import com.espertech.esper.util.IndentWriter;

import com.espertech.esper.view.Viewable;

 

/**

* Specification node for a query execution plan to be extended by specific execution specification nodes.

*/

public abstract class QueryPlanNode

{

   /**

    * Make execution node from this specification.

    *

    *

    * @param statementName

    * @param statementId

    *@param annotations

    * @param indexesPerStream - tables build for each stream

    * @param streamTypes - event type of each stream

    * @param streamViews - viewable per stream for access to historical data

    * @param historicalStreamIndexLists index management for historical streams

    * @param viewExternal      @return execution node matching spec

    */

   public abstract ExecNode makeExec(String statementName, String statementId, Annotation[] annotations,

Map<String, EventTable>[] indexesPerStream, EventType[] streamTypes, Viewable[] streamViews,

HistoricalStreamIndexList[] historicalStreamIndexLists, VirtualDWView[] viewExternal);

 

   public abstract void addIndexes(HashSet<String> usedIndexes);

 

   /**

    * Print a long readable format of the query node to the supplied PrintWriter.

    * @param writer is the indentation writer to print to

    */

   protected abstract void print(IndentWriter writer);

 

   /**
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    * Print in readable format the execution plan spec.

    * @param planNodeSpecs - plans to print

    * @return readable text with plans

    */

   @SuppressWarnings({"StringConcatenationInsideStringBufferAppend", "StringContatenationInLoop"})

   public static String print(QueryPlanNode[] planNodeSpecs)

   {

       StringBuilder buffer = new StringBuilder();

       buffer.append("QueryPlanNode[]\n");

 

       for (int i = 0; i < planNodeSpecs.length; i++)

       {

           buffer.append("  node spec " + i + " :\n");

 

           StringWriter buf = new StringWriter();

           PrintWriter printer = new PrintWriter(buf);

           IndentWriter indentWriter = new IndentWriter(printer, 4, 2);

 

           if (planNodeSpecs[i] != null)

           {

               planNodeSpecs[i].print(indentWriter);

           }

           else

           {

               indentWriter.println("no plan (historical)");

           }

 

           buffer.append(buf.toString());

       }

 

       return buffer.toString();

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.spec;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.ConfigurationException;

import com.espertech.esper.client.ConfigurationPlugInPatternObject;

import com.espertech.esper.client.ConfigurationPlugInView;

import com.espertech.esper.client.ConfigurationPlugInVirtualDataWindow;

import com.espertech.esper.collection.Pair;
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import java.io.Serializable;

import java.util.HashMap;

import java.util.List;

import java.util.Map;

 

/**

* Repository for pluggable objects of different types that follow a "namespace:name" notation.

*/

public class PluggableObjectCollection

{

   // Map of namespace, name and class plus type

   private Map<String, Map<String, Pair<Class, PluggableObjectEntry>>> pluggables;

 

   /**

    * Ctor.

    */

   public PluggableObjectCollection()

   {

       pluggables = new HashMap<String, Map<String, Pair<Class, PluggableObjectEntry>>>();

   }

 

   /**

    * Add a plug-in view.

    * @param configurationPlugInViews is a list of configured plug-in view objects.

    * @throws ConfigurationException if the configured views don't resolve

    */

   public void addViews(List<ConfigurationPlugInView> configurationPlugInViews,

List<ConfigurationPlugInVirtualDataWindow> configurationPlugInVirtualDW) throws ConfigurationException

   {

       initViews(configurationPlugInViews);

       initVirtualDW(configurationPlugInVirtualDW);

   }

 

   /**

    * Add a plug-in pattern object.

    * @param configPattern is a list of configured plug-in pattern objects.

    * @throws ConfigurationException if the configured patterns don't resolve

    */

   public void addPatternObjects(List<ConfigurationPlugInPatternObject> configPattern) throws

ConfigurationException

   {

       initPatterns(configPattern);

   }

 

   /**

    * Add the plug-in objects for another collection.

    * @param other is the collection to add
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    */

   public void addObjects(PluggableObjectCollection other)

   {

       for (Map.Entry<String, Map<String, Pair<Class, PluggableObjectEntry>>> entry :

other.getPluggables().entrySet())

       {

           Map<String, Pair<Class, PluggableObjectEntry>> namespaceMap = pluggables.get(entry.getKey());

           if (namespaceMap == null)

           {

               namespaceMap = new HashMap<String, Pair<Class, PluggableObjectEntry>>();

               pluggables.put(entry.getKey(), namespaceMap);

           }

 

           for (String name : entry.getValue().keySet())

           {

               if (namespaceMap.containsKey(name))

               {

                   throw new ConfigurationException("Duplicate object detected in namespace '" + entry.getKey() +

                               "' by name '" + name + "'");

               }

           }

 

           namespaceMap.putAll(entry.getValue());

       }

   }

 

   /**

    * Add a single object to the collection.

    * @param namespace is the object's namespace

    * @param name is the object's name

    * @param clazz is the class the object resolves to

    * @param type is the object type

    */

   public void addObject(String namespace, String name, Class clazz, PluggableObjectType type)

   {

       addObject(namespace, name, clazz, type, null);

   }

 

   /**

    * Add a single object to the collection also adding additional configuration.

    * @param namespace is the object's namespace

    * @param name is the object's name

    * @param clazz is the class the object resolves to

    * @param type is the object type

    */

   public void addObject(String namespace, String name, Class clazz, PluggableObjectType type, Serializable

configuration)

   {
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       Map<String, Pair<Class, PluggableObjectEntry>> namespaceMap = pluggables.get(namespace);

       if (namespaceMap == null)

       {

           namespaceMap = new HashMap<String, Pair<Class, PluggableObjectEntry>>();

           pluggables.put(namespace, namespaceMap);

       }

       namespaceMap.put(name, new Pair<Class, PluggableObjectEntry>(clazz, new PluggableObjectEntry(type,

configuration)));

   }

 

   /**

    * Returns the underlying nested map of namespace keys and name-to-object maps.

    * @return pluggable object collected

    */

   public Map<String, Map<String, Pair<Class, PluggableObjectEntry>>> getPluggables()

   {

       return pluggables;

   }

 

   private void initViews(List<ConfigurationPlugInView> configurationPlugInViews)

   {

       if (configurationPlugInViews == null) {

           return;

       }

 

       for (ConfigurationPlugInView entry : configurationPlugInViews) {

           handleAddPluggableObject(entry.getFactoryClassName(), entry.getNamespace(), entry.getName(),

PluggableObjectType.VIEW, null);

       }

   }

 

   private void initVirtualDW(List<ConfigurationPlugInVirtualDataWindow>

configurationPlugInVirtualDataWindows)

   {

       if (configurationPlugInVirtualDataWindows == null) {

           return;

       }

 

       for (ConfigurationPlugInVirtualDataWindow entry : configurationPlugInVirtualDataWindows) {

           handleAddPluggableObject(entry.getFactoryClassName(), entry.getNamespace(), entry.getName(),

PluggableObjectType.VIRTUALDW, entry.getConfig());

       }

   }

 

   private void handleAddPluggableObject(String factoryClassName, String namespace, String name,

PluggableObjectType type, Serializable optionalCustomConfig) {

 

       if (factoryClassName == null)
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       {

           throw new ConfigurationException("Factory class name has not been supplied for object '" + name + "'");

       }

       if (namespace == null)

       {

           throw new ConfigurationException("Namespace name has not been supplied for object '" + name + "'");

       }

       if (name == null)

       {

           throw new ConfigurationException("Name has not been supplied for object in namespace '" + namespace +

"'");

       }

 

       Class clazz;

       try

       {

           ClassLoader cl = Thread.currentThread().getContextClassLoader();

           clazz = Class.forName(factoryClassName, true, cl);

       }

       catch (ClassNotFoundException ex)

       {

           throw new ConfigurationException("View factory class " + factoryClassName + " could not be loaded");

       }

 

       Map<String, Pair<Class, PluggableObjectEntry>> namespaceMap = pluggables.get(namespace);

       if (namespaceMap == null)

       {

           namespaceMap = new HashMap<String, Pair<Class, PluggableObjectEntry>>();

           pluggables.put(namespace, namespaceMap);

       }

       namespaceMap.put(name, new Pair<Class, PluggableObjectEntry>(clazz, new PluggableObjectEntry(type,

optionalCustomConfig)));

   }

 

   private void initPatterns(List<ConfigurationPlugInPatternObject> configEntries) throws ConfigurationException

   {

       if (configEntries == null)

       {

           return;

       }

 

       for (ConfigurationPlugInPatternObject entry : configEntries)

       {

           if (entry.getPatternObjectType() == null) {

               throw new ConfigurationException("Pattern object type has not been supplied for object '" +

entry.getName() + "'");

           }
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           PluggableObjectType typeEnum;

           if (entry.getPatternObjectType() == ConfigurationPlugInPatternObject.PatternObjectType.GUARD) {

               typeEnum =  PluggableObjectType.PATTERN_GUARD;

           }

           else if (entry.getPatternObjectType() == ConfigurationPlugInPatternObject.PatternObjectType.OBSERVER)

{

               typeEnum =  PluggableObjectType.PATTERN_OBSERVER;

           }

           else {

               throw new IllegalArgumentException("Pattern object type '" + entry.getPatternObjectType() + "' not

known");

           }

 

           handleAddPluggableObject(entry.getFactoryClassName(), entry.getNamespace(), entry.getName(),

typeEnum, null);

       }

   }

 

}

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.join.plan;

 

public class QueryGraphRangeConsolidateDesc {

   private QueryGraphRangeEnum type;

   private boolean isReverse;

 

   public QueryGraphRangeConsolidateDesc(QueryGraphRangeEnum type, boolean reverse) {

       this.type = type;

       isReverse = reverse;

   }

 

   public QueryGraphRangeEnum getType() {

       return type;

   }

 

   public boolean isReverse() {

       return isReverse;

   }
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}

<!--

 ~ **************************************************************************************

 ~ * Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

 ~ * http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

 ~ * http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

 ~ * ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

 ~ * The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

 ~ * a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

 ~ **************************************************************************************

 -->

 

<html>

<head></head>

<body>

<p>

	Select expression evaluators.

</p>

</body>

</html>

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.spec;

 

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprNode;

import com.espertech.esper.filter.FilterSpecCompiled;

import com.espertech.esper.schedule.ScheduleSpec;

 

import java.util.List;

 

public class ContextDetailConditionCrontab implements ContextDetailCondition {

   private static final long serialVersionUID = -1671433952748059211L;

   private final List<ExprNode> crontab;

   private final boolean immediate;

   private ScheduleSpec schedule;

 

   public ContextDetailConditionCrontab(List<ExprNode> crontab, boolean immediate) {

       this.crontab = crontab;

       this.immediate = immediate;
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   }

 

   public List<ExprNode> getCrontab() {

       return crontab;

   }

 

   public ScheduleSpec getSchedule() {

       return schedule;

   }

 

   public void setSchedule(ScheduleSpec schedule) {

       this.schedule = schedule;

   }

 

   public List<FilterSpecCompiled> getFilterSpecIfAny() {

       return null;

   }

 

   public boolean isImmediate() {

       return immediate;

   }

}

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.core.eval;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventPropertyGetter;

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventType;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.core.SelectExprProcessor;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluator;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluatorContext;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.spec.SelectClauseStreamCompiledSpec;

import com.espertech.esper.event.DecoratingEventBean;

import org.apache.commons.logging.Log;

import org.apache.commons.logging.LogFactory;

 

import java.util.List;

import java.util.Map;
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public class EvalSelectStreamWUnderlying extends EvalSelectStreamBaseMap implements SelectExprProcessor {

 

   private static final Log log = LogFactory.getLog(EvalSelectStreamWUnderlying.class);

 

   private final List<SelectExprStreamDesc> unnamedStreams;

   private final boolean singleStreamWrapper;

   private final boolean underlyingIsFragmentEvent;

   private final int underlyingStreamNumber;

   private final EventPropertyGetter underlyingPropertyEventGetter;

   private final ExprEvaluator underlyingExprEvaluator;

 

   public EvalSelectStreamWUnderlying(SelectExprContext selectExprContext,

                                      EventType resultEventType,

                                      List<SelectClauseStreamCompiledSpec> namedStreams,

                                      boolean usingWildcard,

                                      List<SelectExprStreamDesc> unnamedStreams,

                                      boolean singleStreamWrapper,

                                      boolean underlyingIsFragmentEvent,

                                      int underlyingStreamNumber,

                                      EventPropertyGetter underlyingPropertyEventGetter,

                                      ExprEvaluator underlyingExprEvaluator) {

       super(selectExprContext, resultEventType, namedStreams, usingWildcard);

       this.unnamedStreams = unnamedStreams;

       this.singleStreamWrapper = singleStreamWrapper;

       this.underlyingIsFragmentEvent = underlyingIsFragmentEvent;

       this.underlyingStreamNumber = underlyingStreamNumber;

       this.underlyingPropertyEventGetter = underlyingPropertyEventGetter;

       this.underlyingExprEvaluator = underlyingExprEvaluator;

   }

 

   public EventBean processSpecific(Map<String, Object> props, EventBean[] eventsPerStream,

ExprEvaluatorContext exprEvaluatorContext)

   {

       // In case of a wildcard and single stream that is itself a

       // wrapper bean, we also need to add the map properties

       if(singleStreamWrapper)

       {

           DecoratingEventBean wrapper = (DecoratingEventBean)eventsPerStream[0];

           if(wrapper != null)

           {

               Map<String, Object> map = wrapper.getDecoratingProperties();

               props.putAll(map);

           }

       }

 

       EventBean theEvent = null;

       if (underlyingIsFragmentEvent)
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       {

           EventBean eventBean = eventsPerStream[underlyingStreamNumber];

           theEvent = (EventBean)

eventBean.getFragment(unnamedStreams.get(0).getStreamSelected().getStreamName());

       }

       else if (underlyingPropertyEventGetter != null)

       {

           Object value = underlyingPropertyEventGetter.get(eventsPerStream[underlyingStreamNumber]);

           if (value != null)

           {

               theEvent = super.getSelectExprContext().getEventAdapterService().adapterForBean(value);

           }

       }

       else if (underlyingExprEvaluator != null) {

           Object value = underlyingExprEvaluator.evaluate(eventsPerStream, true, exprEvaluatorContext);

           if (value != null)

           {

               theEvent = super.getSelectExprContext().getEventAdapterService().adapterForBean(value);

           }

       }

       else

       {

           theEvent = eventsPerStream[underlyingStreamNumber];

       }

 

       // Using a wrapper bean since we cannot use the same event type else same-type filters match.

       // Wrapping it even when not adding properties is very inexpensive.

       return super.getSelectExprContext().getEventAdapterService().adapterForTypedWrapper(theEvent, props,

super.getResultEventType());

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.join.assemble;

 

import com.espertech.esper.epl.join.rep.Node;

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.util.IndentWriter;

 

import java.util.Collection;

import java.util.List;
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/**

* Assembly node for an event stream that is a root with a one required child node below it.

*/

public class RootRequiredAssemblyNode extends BaseAssemblyNode

{

   /**

    * Ctor.

    * @param streamNum - is the stream number

    * @param numStreams - is the number of streams

    */

   public RootRequiredAssemblyNode(int streamNum, int numStreams)

   {

       super(streamNum, numStreams);

   }

 

   public void init(List<Node>[] result)

   {

       // need not be concerned with results, all is passed from the child node

   }

 

   public void process(List<Node>[] result, Collection<EventBean[]> resultFinalRows, EventBean resultRootEvent)

   {

       // no action here, since we have a required child row

       // The single required child generates all events that may exist

   }

 

   public void result(EventBean[] row, int fromStreamNum, EventBean myEvent, Node myNode,

Collection<EventBean[]> resultFinalRows, EventBean resultRootEvent)

   {

       parentNode.result(row, streamNum, null, null, resultFinalRows, resultRootEvent);

   }

 

   public void print(IndentWriter indentWriter)

   {

       indentWriter.println("RootRequiredAssemblyNode streamNum=" + streamNum);

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.join.exec.base;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;
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import com.espertech.esper.client.EventPropertyGetter;

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventType;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluatorContext;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.join.rep.Cursor;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.join.table.PropertyIndexedEventTableSingle;

import com.espertech.esper.event.EventBeanUtility;

 

import java.util.Set;

 

public class IndexedTableLookupStrategySingle implements JoinExecTableLookupStrategy

{

   private final EventType eventType;

   private final String property;

   private final PropertyIndexedEventTableSingle index;

   private final EventPropertyGetter propertyGetter;

 

   /**

    * Ctor.

    * @param eventType - event type to expect for lookup

    * @param index - index to look up in

    */

   public IndexedTableLookupStrategySingle(EventType eventType, String property,

PropertyIndexedEventTableSingle index)

   {

       this.eventType = eventType;

       this.property = property;

       if (index == null) {

           throw new IllegalArgumentException("Unexpected null index received");

       }

       this.index = index;

       propertyGetter = EventBeanUtility.getAssertPropertyGetter(eventType, property);

   }

 

   /**

    * Returns event type of the lookup event.

    * @return event type of the lookup event

    */

   public EventType getEventType()

   {

       return eventType;

   }

 

   /**

    * Returns index to look up in.

    * @return index to use

    */

   public PropertyIndexedEventTableSingle getIndex()

   {
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       return index;

   }

 

   public Set<EventBean> lookup(EventBean theEvent, Cursor cursor, ExprEvaluatorContext exprEvaluatorContext)

   {

       Object key = getKey(theEvent);

       return index.lookup(key);

   }

 

   private Object getKey(EventBean theEvent)

   {

       return propertyGetter.get(theEvent);

   }

 

   public String toString()

   {

       return "IndexedTableLookupStrategy indexProp=" + property +

               " index=(" + index + ')';

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.core;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventType;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluatorContext;

import com.espertech.esper.event.EventAdapterService;

 

import java.util.HashMap;

import java.util.Map;

 

/**

* Processor for select-clause expressions that handles wildcards. Computes results based on matching events.

*/

public class SelectExprJoinWildcardProcessorMap implements SelectExprProcessor

{

   private final String[] streamNames;

   private final EventType resultEventType;

   private final EventAdapterService eventAdapterService;

 

   public SelectExprJoinWildcardProcessorMap(String[] streamNames, EventType resultEventType,
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EventAdapterService eventAdapterService) {

       this.streamNames = streamNames;

       this.resultEventType = resultEventType;

       this.eventAdapterService = eventAdapterService;

   }

 

   public EventBean process(EventBean[] eventsPerStream, boolean isNewData, boolean isSynthesize,

ExprEvaluatorContext exprEvaluatorContext)

   {

       Map<String, Object> tuple = new HashMap<String, Object>();

       for (int i = 0; i < streamNames.length; i++)

       {

           if (streamNames[i] == null)

           {

               throw new IllegalStateException("Event name for stream " + i + " is null");

           }

           tuple.put(streamNames[i], eventsPerStream[i]);

       }

 

       return eventAdapterService.adapterForTypedMap(tuple, resultEventType);

   }

 

   public EventType getResultEventType()

   {

       return resultEventType;

   }

}

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.datetime.reformatop;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventType;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.datetime.eval.DatetimeMethodEnum;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.datetime.eval.ExprDotNodeFilterAnalyzerDesc;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprDotNodeFilterAnalyzerInput;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluatorContext;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprNode;
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import java.util.Calendar;

import java.util.Date;

import java.util.List;

 

public class ReformatOpToMillisec implements ReformatOp {

 

   public Object evaluate(Long ts, EventBean[] eventsPerStream, boolean newData, ExprEvaluatorContext

exprEvaluatorContext) {

       return ts;

   }

 

   public Object evaluate(Date d, EventBean[] eventsPerStream, boolean newData, ExprEvaluatorContext

exprEvaluatorContext) {

       return d.getTime();

   }

 

   public Object evaluate(Calendar cal, EventBean[] eventsPerStream, boolean newData, ExprEvaluatorContext

exprEvaluatorContext) {

       return cal.getTimeInMillis();

   }

 

   public Class getReturnType() {

       return Long.class;

   }

 

   public ExprDotNodeFilterAnalyzerDesc getFilterDesc(EventType[] typesPerStream, DatetimeMethodEnum

currentMethod, List<ExprNode> currentParameters, ExprDotNodeFilterAnalyzerInput inputDesc) {

       return null;

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.agg.access;

 

public interface AggregationStateWithSize extends AggregationState

{

   /**

    * Must return the number of events currently held, if applicable.

    * Return -1 if not applicable.

    * @return number of events

    */

   public int size();
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}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.db;

 

import com.espertech.esper.core.context.util.EPStatementAgentInstanceHandle;

 

/**

* Service providing database connection factory and configuration information

* for use with historical data polling.

*/

public interface DatabaseConfigService

{

   /**

    * Returns a connection factory for a configured database.

    * @param databaseName is the name of the database

    * @return is a connection factory to use to get connections to the database

    * @throws DatabaseConfigException is thrown to indicate database configuration errors

    */

   public DatabaseConnectionFactory getConnectionFactory(String databaseName) throws

DatabaseConfigException;

 

   /**

    * Returns the column metadata settings for the database.

    * @param databaseName is the database name

    * @return indicators for change case, metadata retrieval strategy and others

    * @throws DatabaseConfigException if the name was not configured

    */

   public ColumnSettings getQuerySetting(String databaseName) throws DatabaseConfigException;

 

   /**

    * Returns true to indicate a setting to retain connections between lookups.

    * @param databaseName is the name of the database

    * @param preparedStatementText is the sql text

    * @return a cache implementation to cache connection and prepared statements

    * @throws DatabaseConfigException is thrown to indicate database configuration errors

    */

   public ConnectionCache getConnectionCache(String databaseName, String preparedStatementText) throws

DatabaseConfigException;

 

   /**

    * Returns a new cache implementation for this database.
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    * @param databaseName is the name of the database to return a new cache implementation for for

    * @param epStatementAgentInstanceHandle is the statements-own handle for use in registering callbacks with

services

    * @return cache implementation

    * @throws DatabaseConfigException is thrown to indicate database configuration errors

    */

   public DataCache getDataCache(String databaseName, EPStatementAgentInstanceHandle

epStatementAgentInstanceHandle) throws DatabaseConfigException;

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.join.table;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventType;

import com.espertech.esper.collection.Pair;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluatorContext;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.join.base.HistoricalIndexLookupStrategy;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.join.base.JoinSetComposerPrototypeFactory;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.join.pollindex.PollResultIndexingStrategy;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.join.plan.QueryGraph;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.join.plan.QueryGraphValue;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.join.plan.QueryGraphValueEntryHashKeyed;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.join.plan.QueryGraphValuePairHashKeyIndex;

import com.espertech.esper.util.JavaClassHelper;

 

import java.io.StringWriter;

import java.util.*;

 

/**

* Manages index-building and sharing for historical streams by collecting required indexes during the

* query planning phase, and by providing the right lookup strategy and indexing strategy during

* query execution node creation.

*/

public class HistoricalStreamIndexList

{

   private final int historicalStreamNum;

   private final EventType[] typesPerStream;

   private final QueryGraph queryGraph;

   private final TreeSet<Integer> pollingStreams;

 

   private Map<HistoricalStreamIndexDesc, List<Integer>> indexesUsedByStreams;
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   private PollResultIndexingStrategy masterIndexingStrategy;

 

   /**

    * Ctor.

    * @param historicalStreamNum number of the historical stream

    * @param typesPerStream event types for each stream

    * @param queryGraph relationship between key and index properties

    */

   public HistoricalStreamIndexList(int historicalStreamNum, EventType[] typesPerStream, QueryGraph

queryGraph)

   {

       this.historicalStreamNum = historicalStreamNum;

       this.typesPerStream = typesPerStream;

       this.queryGraph = queryGraph;

       this.pollingStreams = new TreeSet<Integer>();

   }

 

   /**

    * Used during query plan phase to indicate that an index must be provided for use in lookup of historical events

by using a

    * stream's events.

    * @param streamViewStreamNum the stream providing lookup events

    */

   public void addIndex(int streamViewStreamNum)

   {

       pollingStreams.add(streamViewStreamNum);

   }

 

   /**

    * Get the strategies to use for polling from a given stream.

    * @param streamViewStreamNum the stream providing the polling events

    * @return looking and indexing strategy

    */

   public Pair<HistoricalIndexLookupStrategy, PollResultIndexingStrategy> getStrategy(int

streamViewStreamNum)

   {

       // If there is only a single polling stream, then build a single index

       if (pollingStreams.size() == 1)

       {

           return JoinSetComposerPrototypeFactory.determineIndexing(queryGraph,

typesPerStream[historicalStreamNum], typesPerStream[streamViewStreamNum], historicalStreamNum,

streamViewStreamNum);

       }

 

       // If there are multiple polling streams, determine if a single index is appropriate.

       // An index can be reused if:

       //  (a) indexed property names are the same

       //  (b) indexed property types are the same
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       //  (c) key property types are the same (because of coercion)

       // A index lookup strategy is always specific to the providing stream.

       if (indexesUsedByStreams == null)

       {

           indexesUsedByStreams = new LinkedHashMap<HistoricalStreamIndexDesc, List<Integer>>();

           for (int pollingStream : pollingStreams)

           {

               QueryGraphValue queryGraphValue = queryGraph.getGraphValue(pollingStream, historicalStreamNum);

               QueryGraphValuePairHashKeyIndex hashKeyProps = queryGraphValue.getHashKeyProps();

               String[] indexProperties = hashKeyProps.getIndexed();

 

               Class[] keyTypes = getPropertyTypes(hashKeyProps.getKeys());

               Class[] indexTypes = getPropertyTypes(typesPerStream[historicalStreamNum], indexProperties);

 

               HistoricalStreamIndexDesc desc = new HistoricalStreamIndexDesc(indexProperties, indexTypes,

keyTypes);

               List<Integer> usedByStreams = indexesUsedByStreams.get(desc);

               if (usedByStreams == null)

               {

                   usedByStreams = new LinkedList<Integer>();

                   indexesUsedByStreams.put(desc, usedByStreams);

               }

               usedByStreams.add(pollingStream);

           }

 

           // There are multiple indexes required:

           // Build a master indexing strategy that forms multiple indexes and numbers each.

           if (indexesUsedByStreams.size() > 1)

           {

               final int numIndexes = indexesUsedByStreams.size();

               final PollResultIndexingStrategy[] indexingStrategies = new PollResultIndexingStrategy[numIndexes];

 

               // create an indexing strategy for each index

               int count = 0;

               for (Map.Entry<HistoricalStreamIndexDesc, List<Integer>> desc : indexesUsedByStreams.entrySet())

               {

                   int sampleStreamViewStreamNum = desc.getValue().get(0);

                   indexingStrategies[count] = JoinSetComposerPrototypeFactory.determineIndexing(queryGraph,

typesPerStream[historicalStreamNum], typesPerStream[sampleStreamViewStreamNum], historicalStreamNum,

sampleStreamViewStreamNum).getSecond();

                   count++;

               }

 

               // create a master indexing strategy that utilizes each indexing strategy to create a set of indexes

               masterIndexingStrategy = new PollResultIndexingStrategy() {

                   public EventTable index(List<EventBean> pollResult, boolean isActiveCache)

                   {

                       EventTable[] tables = new EventTable[numIndexes];
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                       for (int i = 0; i < numIndexes; i++)

                       {

                           tables[i] = indexingStrategies[i].index(pollResult, isActiveCache);

                       }

                       return new MultiIndexEventTable(tables);

                   }

 

                   public String toQueryPlan() {

                       StringWriter writer = new StringWriter();

                       String delimiter = "";

                       for (PollResultIndexingStrategy strategy : indexingStrategies) {

                           writer.append(delimiter);

                           writer.append(strategy.toQueryPlan());

                           delimiter = ", ";

                       }

                       return this.getClass().getSimpleName() + " " + writer.toString();

                   }

               };

           }

       }

 

       // there is one type of index

       if (indexesUsedByStreams.size() == 1)

       {

           return JoinSetComposerPrototypeFactory.determineIndexing(queryGraph,

typesPerStream[historicalStreamNum], typesPerStream[streamViewStreamNum], historicalStreamNum,

streamViewStreamNum);

       }

 

       // determine which index number the polling stream must use

       int indexUsed = 0;

       boolean found = false;

       for (List<Integer> desc : indexesUsedByStreams.values())

       {

           if (desc.contains(streamViewStreamNum))

           {

               found = true;

               break;

           }

           indexUsed++;

       }

       if (!found) {

           throw new IllegalStateException("Index not found for use by stream " + streamViewStreamNum);

       }

 

       // Use one of the indexes built by the master index and a lookup strategy

       final int indexNumber = indexUsed;

       final HistoricalIndexLookupStrategy innerLookupStrategy =
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JoinSetComposerPrototypeFactory.determineIndexing(queryGraph, typesPerStream[historicalStreamNum],

typesPerStream[streamViewStreamNum], historicalStreamNum, streamViewStreamNum).getFirst();

 

       HistoricalIndexLookupStrategy lookupStrategy = new HistoricalIndexLookupStrategy()

       {

           public Iterator<EventBean> lookup(EventBean lookupEvent, EventTable index, ExprEvaluatorContext

context)

           {

               MultiIndexEventTable multiIndex = (MultiIndexEventTable) index;

               EventTable indexToUse = multiIndex.getTables()[indexNumber];

               return innerLookupStrategy.lookup(lookupEvent, indexToUse, context);

           }

 

           public String toQueryPlan() {

               return this.getClass().getSimpleName() + " inner: " + innerLookupStrategy.toQueryPlan();

           }

       };

 

       return new Pair<HistoricalIndexLookupStrategy, PollResultIndexingStrategy> (lookupStrategy,

masterIndexingStrategy);

   }

 

   private Class[] getPropertyTypes(EventType eventType, String[] properties)

   {

       Class[] types = new Class[properties.length];

       for (int i = 0; i < properties.length; i++)

       {

           types[i] = JavaClassHelper.getBoxedType(eventType.getPropertyType(properties[i]));

       }

       return types;

   }

 

   private Class[] getPropertyTypes(List<QueryGraphValueEntryHashKeyed> hashKeys)

   {

       Class[] types = new Class[hashKeys.size()];

       for (int i = 0; i < hashKeys.size(); i++)

       {

           types[i] = JavaClassHelper.getBoxedType(hashKeys.get(i).getKeyExpr().getExprEvaluator().getType());

       }

       return types;

   }

 

 

}

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *
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*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.enummethod.eval;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluatorContext;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluatorEnumeration;

 

import java.util.ArrayList;

import java.util.Collection;

 

public class EnumEvalExcept implements EnumEval {

 

   private final int numStreams;

   private final ExprEvaluatorEnumeration evaluator;

   private final boolean scalar;

 

   public EnumEvalExcept(int numStreams, ExprEvaluatorEnumeration evaluator, boolean scalar) {

       this.numStreams = numStreams;

       this.evaluator = evaluator;

       this.scalar = scalar;

   }

 

   public int getStreamNumSize() {

       return numStreams;

   }

 

   public Object evaluateEnumMethod(EventBean[] eventsLambda, Collection target, boolean isNewData,

ExprEvaluatorContext context) {

       if (target == null) {

           return null;

       }

 

       Collection set;

       if (scalar) {

           set = evaluator.evaluateGetROCollectionScalar(eventsLambda, isNewData, context);

       }

       else {

           set = evaluator.evaluateGetROCollectionEvents(eventsLambda, isNewData, context);

       }

      

       if (set == null || set.isEmpty() || target.isEmpty()) {

           return target;
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       }

 

       if (scalar) {

           ArrayList<Object> result = new ArrayList<Object>(target);

           result.removeAll(set);

           return result;

       }

 

       Collection<EventBean> targetEvents = (Collection<EventBean>) target;

       Collection<EventBean> sourceEvents = (Collection<EventBean>) set;

       ArrayList<EventBean> result = new ArrayList<EventBean>();

 

       // we compare event underlying

       for (EventBean targetEvent : targetEvents) {

           if (targetEvent == null) {

               result.add(null);

               continue;

           }

 

           boolean found = false;

           for (EventBean sourceEvent : sourceEvents) {

               if (targetEvent == sourceEvent) {

                   found = true;

                   break;

               }

               if (sourceEvent == null) {

                   continue;

               }

               if (targetEvent.getUnderlying().equals(sourceEvent.getUnderlying())) {

                   found = true;

                   break;

               }

           }

 

           if (!found) {

               result.add(targetEvent);

           }

       }

       return result;

   }

}

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *
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*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.spec;

 

import java.io.Serializable;

import java.util.List;

 

public class GraphOperatorOutputItemType implements Serializable {

   private static final long serialVersionUID = 9021595021369141198L;

   private final boolean isWildcard;

   private final String typeOrClassname;

   private final List<GraphOperatorOutputItemType> typeParameters;

 

   public GraphOperatorOutputItemType(boolean wildcard, String typeOrClassname,

List<GraphOperatorOutputItemType> typeParameters) {

       isWildcard = wildcard;

       this.typeOrClassname = typeOrClassname;

       this.typeParameters = typeParameters;

   }

 

   public boolean isWildcard() {

       return isWildcard;

   }

 

   public String getTypeOrClassname() {

       return typeOrClassname;

   }

 

   public List<GraphOperatorOutputItemType> getTypeParameters() {

       return typeParameters;

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.db;

 

import java.sql.Connection;

 

/**

* Factory for new database connections.
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*/

public interface DatabaseConnectionFactory

{

   /**

    * Creates a new database connection.

    * @return new connection

    * @throws DatabaseConfigException throws to indicate a problem getting a new connection

    */

   public Connection getConnection() throws DatabaseConfigException;

}

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.core;

 

import java.lang.reflect.Constructor;

 

/**

* Exception for resolution of a method failed.

*/

public class EngineNoSuchCtorException extends Exception

{

   private static final long serialVersionUID = 5903661121726479172L;

 

   private transient Constructor nearestMissCtor;

 

   /**

    * Ctor.

    * @param message message

    * @param nearestMissCtor best-match method

    */

   public EngineNoSuchCtorException(String message, Constructor nearestMissCtor)

   {

       super(message);

       this.nearestMissCtor = nearestMissCtor;

   }

 

   /**

    * Returns the best-match ctor.

    * @return ctor
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    */

   public Constructor getNearestMissCtor()

   {

       return nearestMissCtor;

   }

}

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.join.util;

 

public class QueryPlanIndexDescSubquery extends QueryPlanIndexDescBase {

   private final int subqueryNum;

 

   public QueryPlanIndexDescSubquery(String tableName, String indexBackingClass, int subqueryNum) {

       super(tableName, indexBackingClass);

       this.subqueryNum = subqueryNum;

   }

 

   public int getSubqueryNum() {

       return subqueryNum;

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.join.table;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventPropertyGetter;

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventType;

import com.espertech.esper.event.EventBeanUtility;

import org.apache.commons.logging.Log;

import org.apache.commons.logging.LogFactory;

 

/**
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* Index factory that organizes events by the event property values into hash buckets. Based on a HashMap

* with {@link com.espertech.esper.collection.MultiKeyUntyped} keys that store the property values.

*/

public class PropertyIndexedEventTableSingleFactory implements EventTableFactory

{

   protected final int streamNum;

   protected final String propertyName;

   protected final boolean unique;

   protected final String optionalIndexName;

 

   protected final EventPropertyGetter propertyGetter;

 

   /**

    * Ctor.

    * @param streamNum - the stream number that is indexed

    * @param eventType - types of events indexed

    */

   public PropertyIndexedEventTableSingleFactory(int streamNum, EventType eventType, String propertyName,

boolean unique, String optionalIndexName)

   {

       this.streamNum = streamNum;

       this.propertyName = propertyName;

       this.unique = unique;

       this.optionalIndexName = optionalIndexName;

 

       // Init getters

       propertyGetter = EventBeanUtility.getAssertPropertyGetter(eventType, propertyName);

   }

 

   public EventTable makeEventTable() {

       if (unique) {

           return new PropertyIndexedEventTableSingleUnique(streamNum, propertyGetter, optionalIndexName);

       }

       else {

           return new PropertyIndexedEventTableSingle(streamNum, propertyGetter);

       }

   }

 

   public Class getEventTableClass() {

       if (unique) {

           return PropertyIndexedEventTableSingleUnique.class;

       }

       else {

           return PropertyIndexedEventTableSingle.class;

       }

   }

 

   public String toQueryPlan() {
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       return this.getClass().getSimpleName() +

               (unique ? " unique" : " non-unique") +

               " streamNum=" + streamNum +

               " propertyName=" + propertyName;

   }

 

   private static Log log = LogFactory.getLog(PropertyIndexedEventTableSingleFactory.class);

}

  package com.espertech.esper.epl.generated;

import org.antlr.runtime.*;

import java.util.Stack;

import java.util.List;

import java.util.ArrayList;

import java.util.Map;

import java.util.HashMap;

import org.antlr.runtime.tree.*;

public class EsperEPL2GrammarParser extends Parser implements EsperEPL2GrammarParser_Const {

   public static final String[] tokenNames = new String[] {

       "<invalid>", "<EOR>", "<DOWN>", "<UP>", "CREATE", "WINDOW", "IN_SET", "BETWEEN", "LIKE",

"REGEXP", "ESCAPE", "OR_EXPR", "AND_EXPR", "NOT_EXPR", "EVERY_EXPR",

"EVERY_DISTINCT_EXPR", "WHERE", "AS", "SUM", "AVG", "MAX", "MIN", "COALESCE", "MEDIAN",

"STDDEV", "AVEDEV", "COUNT", "SELECT", "CASE", "CASE2", "ELSE", "WHEN", "THEN", "END",

"FROM", "OUTER", "INNER", "JOIN", "LEFT", "RIGHT", "FULL", "ON", "IS", "BY", "GROUP", "HAVING",

"DISTINCT", "ALL", "ANY", "SOME", "OUTPUT", "EVENTS", "FIRST", "LAST", "INSERT", "INTO",

"ORDER", "ASC", "DESC", "RSTREAM", "ISTREAM", "IRSTREAM", "SCHEMA", "UNIDIRECTIONAL",

"RETAINUNION", "RETAININTERSECTION", "PATTERN", "SQL", "METADATASQL", "PREVIOUS",

"PREVIOUSTAIL", "PREVIOUSCOUNT", "PREVIOUSWINDOW", "PRIOR", "EXISTS", "WEEKDAY", "LW",

"INSTANCEOF", "TYPEOF", "CAST", "CURRENT_TIMESTAMP", "DELETE", "SNAPSHOT", "SET",

"VARIABLE", "UNTIL", "AT", "INDEX", "TIMEPERIOD_YEAR", "TIMEPERIOD_YEARS",

"TIMEPERIOD_MONTH", "TIMEPERIOD_MONTHS", "TIMEPERIOD_WEEK", "TIMEPERIOD_WEEKS",

"TIMEPERIOD_DAY", "TIMEPERIOD_DAYS", "TIMEPERIOD_HOUR", "TIMEPERIOD_HOURS",

"TIMEPERIOD_MINUTE", "TIMEPERIOD_MINUTES", "TIMEPERIOD_SEC", "TIMEPERIOD_SECOND",

"TIMEPERIOD_SECONDS", "TIMEPERIOD_MILLISEC", "TIMEPERIOD_MILLISECOND",

"TIMEPERIOD_MILLISECONDS", "BOOLEAN_TRUE", "BOOLEAN_FALSE", "VALUE_NULL",

"ROW_LIMIT_EXPR", "OFFSET", "UPDATE", "MATCH_RECOGNIZE", "MEASURES", "DEFINE",

"PARTITION", "MATCHES", "AFTER", "FOR", "WHILE", "USING", "MERGE", "MATCHED",

"EXPRESSIONDECL", "NEWKW", "START", "CONTEXT", "INITIATED", "TERMINATED", "DATAFLOW",

"NUMERIC_PARAM_RANGE", "NUMERIC_PARAM_LIST", "NUMERIC_PARAM_FREQUENCY",

"OBJECT_PARAM_ORDERED_EXPR", "FOLLOWED_BY_EXPR", "FOLLOWED_BY_ITEM",

"PATTERN_FILTER_EXPR", "PATTERN_NOT_EXPR", "PATTERN_EVERY_DISTINCT_EXPR",

"EVENT_FILTER_EXPR", "EVENT_FILTER_PROPERTY_EXPR",

"EVENT_FILTER_PROPERTY_EXPR_ATOM", "PROPERTY_SELECTION_ELEMENT_EXPR",

"PROPERTY_SELECTION_STREAM", "PROPERTY_WILDCARD_SELECT", "EVENT_FILTER_IDENT",

"EVENT_FILTER_PARAM", "EVENT_FILTER_RANGE", "EVENT_FILTER_NOT_RANGE",

"EVENT_FILTER_IN", "EVENT_FILTER_NOT_IN", "EVENT_FILTER_BETWEEN",

"EVENT_FILTER_NOT_BETWEEN", "CLASS_IDENT", "GUARD_EXPR", "OBSERVER_EXPR",

"VIEW_EXPR", "PATTERN_INCL_EXPR", "DATABASE_JOIN_EXPR", "WHERE_EXPR",

"HAVING_EXPR", "EVAL_BITWISE_EXPR", "EVAL_AND_EXPR", "EVAL_OR_EXPR",
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"EVAL_EQUALS_EXPR", "EVAL_NOTEQUALS_EXPR", "EVAL_IS_EXPR", "EVAL_ISNOT_EXPR",

"EVAL_EQUALS_GROUP_EXPR", "EVAL_NOTEQUALS_GROUP_EXPR", "EVAL_IDENT",

"SELECTION_EXPR", "SELECTION_ELEMENT_EXPR", "SELECTION_STREAM", "STREAM_EXPR",

"OUTERJOIN_EXPR", "INNERJOIN_EXPR", "LEFT_OUTERJOIN_EXPR", "RIGHT_OUTERJOIN_EXPR",

"FULL_OUTERJOIN_EXPR", "GROUP_BY_EXPR", "ORDER_BY_EXPR", "ORDER_ELEMENT_EXPR",

"EVENT_PROP_EXPR", "EVENT_PROP_SIMPLE", "EVENT_PROP_MAPPED", "EVENT_PROP_INDEXED",

"EVENT_PROP_DYNAMIC_SIMPLE", "EVENT_PROP_DYNAMIC_INDEXED",

"EVENT_PROP_DYNAMIC_MAPPED", "EVENT_LIMIT_EXPR", "TIMEPERIOD_LIMIT_EXPR",

"AFTER_LIMIT_EXPR", "CRONTAB_LIMIT_EXPR", "CRONTAB_LIMIT_EXPR_PARAM",

"WHEN_LIMIT_EXPR", "TERM_LIMIT_EXPR", "INSERTINTO_EXPR", "EXPRCOL", "INDEXCOL",

"CONCAT", "LIB_FUNCTION", "LIB_FUNC_CHAIN", "DOT_EXPR", "UNARY_MINUS", "TIME_PERIOD",

"ARRAY_EXPR", "YEAR_PART", "MONTH_PART", "WEEK_PART", "DAY_PART", "HOUR_PART",

"MINUTE_PART", "SECOND_PART", "MILLISECOND_PART", "NOT_IN_SET", "NOT_BETWEEN",

"NOT_LIKE", "NOT_REGEXP", "DBSELECT_EXPR", "DBFROM_CLAUSE", "DBWHERE_CLAUSE",

"WILDCARD_SELECT", "INSERTINTO_STREAM_NAME", "IN_RANGE", "NOT_IN_RANGE",

"SUBSELECT_EXPR", "SUBSELECT_GROUP_EXPR", "EXISTS_SUBSELECT_EXPR",

"IN_SUBSELECT_EXPR", "NOT_IN_SUBSELECT_EXPR", "IN_SUBSELECT_QUERY_EXPR",

"LAST_OPERATOR", "WEEKDAY_OPERATOR", "SUBSTITUTION", "CAST_EXPR",

"CREATE_INDEX_EXPR", "CREATE_WINDOW_EXPR", "CREATE_WINDOW_SELECT_EXPR",

"ON_EXPR", "ON_STREAM", "ON_DELETE_EXPR", "ON_SELECT_EXPR", "ON_UPDATE_EXPR",

"ON_MERGE_EXPR", "ON_SELECT_INSERT_EXPR", "ON_SELECT_INSERT_OUTPUT",

"ON_EXPR_FROM", "ON_SET_EXPR", "CREATE_VARIABLE_EXPR", "METHOD_JOIN_EXPR",

"MATCH_UNTIL_EXPR", "MATCH_UNTIL_RANGE_HALFOPEN",

"MATCH_UNTIL_RANGE_HALFCLOSED", "MATCH_UNTIL_RANGE_CLOSED",

"MATCH_UNTIL_RANGE_BOUNDED", "CREATE_COL_TYPE_LIST", "CREATE_COL_TYPE",

"NUMBERSETSTAR", "ANNOTATION", "ANNOTATION_ARRAY", "ANNOTATION_VALUE",

"FIRST_AGGREG", "LAST_AGGREG", "WINDOW_AGGREG", "ACCESS_AGG", "UPDATE_EXPR",

"ON_SET_EXPR_ITEM", "CREATE_SCHEMA_EXPR", "CREATE_SCHEMA_EXPR_QUAL",

"CREATE_SCHEMA_DEF", "VARIANT_LIST", "MERGE_UNM", "MERGE_MAT", "MERGE_UPD",

"MERGE_INS", "MERGE_DEL", "NEW_ITEM", "AGG_FILTER_EXPR", "CREATE_EXPR",

"CREATE_CTX", "CREATE_CTX_FIXED", "CREATE_CTX_PART", "CREATE_CTX_COAL",

"CREATE_CTX_CAT", "CREATE_CTX_INIT", "CREATE_CTX_CATITEM", "CREATE_CTX_NESTED",

"CREATE_CTX_PATTERN", "CREATE_DATAFLOW", "GOP", "GOPPARAM", "GOPPARAMITM",

"GOPOUT", "GOPOUTITM", "GOPOUTTYP", "GOPCFG", "GOPCFGITM", "GOPCFGEPL",

"PARTITIONITEM", "INT_TYPE", "LONG_TYPE", "FLOAT_TYPE", "DOUBLE_TYPE", "STRING_TYPE",

"BOOL_TYPE", "NULL_TYPE", "NUM_DOUBLE", "EPL_EXPR", "MATCHREC_PATTERN",

"MATCHREC_PATTERN_ATOM", "MATCHREC_PATTERN_CONCAT",

"MATCHREC_PATTERN_ALTER", "MATCHREC_PATTERN_NESTED", "MATCHREC_AFTER_SKIP",

"MATCHREC_INTERVAL", "MATCHREC_DEFINE", "MATCHREC_DEFINE_ITEM",

"MATCHREC_MEASURES", "MATCHREC_MEASURE_ITEM", "JSON_OBJECT", "JSON_ARRAY",

"JSON_FIELD", "LBRACK", "RBRACK", "IDENT", "LPAREN", "RPAREN", "COLON", "LCURLY",

"RCURLY", "GOES", "ATCHAR", "COMMA", "DOT", "EQUALS", "STAR", "FOLLOWED_BY", "LT", "GT",

"QUESTION", "BOR", "PLUS", "STRING_LITERAL", "QUOTED_STRING_LITERAL", "BAND", "BXOR",

"SQL_NE", "NOT_EQUAL", "LE", "GE", "LOR", "MINUS", "DIV", "MOD", "NUM_INT",

"FOLLOWMAX_BEGIN", "FOLLOWMAX_END", "ESCAPECHAR", "TICKED_STRING_LITERAL",

"NUM_LONG", "NUM_FLOAT", "EQUAL", "LNOT", "BNOT", "DIV_ASSIGN", "PLUS_ASSIGN", "INC",

"MINUS_ASSIGN", "DEC", "STAR_ASSIGN", "MOD_ASSIGN", "BXOR_ASSIGN", "BOR_ASSIGN",

"BAND_ASSIGN", "LAND", "SEMI", "WS", "SL_COMMENT", "ML_COMMENT", "EscapeSequence",
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"UnicodeEscape", "OctalEscape", "HexDigit", "EXPONENT", "FLOAT_SUFFIX"

   };

   public static final int FLOAT_SUFFIX=385;

   public static final int NUMERIC_PARAM_LIST=131;

   public static final int GOPCFGITM=297;

   public static final int OUTERJOIN_EXPR=175;

   public static final int CREATE_COL_TYPE_LIST=256;

   public static final int MERGE_INS=275;

   public static final int TIMEPERIOD_MILLISECONDS=105;

   public static final int CREATE_CTX_FIXED=281;

   public static final int RPAREN=327;

   public static final int LNOT=363;

   public static final int INC=367;

   public static final int CREATE=4;

   public static final int STRING_LITERAL=343;

   public static final int STREAM_EXPR=174;

   public static final int MATCHES=116;

   public static final int METADATASQL=68;

   public static final int EVENT_FILTER_PROPERTY_EXPR=140;

   public static final int REGEXP=9;

   public static final int GOES=331;

   public static final int MATCHED=122;

   public static final int INITIATED=127;

   public static final int FOLLOWED_BY_EXPR=134;

   public static final int MATCH_UNTIL_RANGE_CLOSED=254;

   public static final int RBRACK=324;

   public static final int GE=350;

   public static final int ASC=57;

   public static final int IN_SET=6;

   public static final int EVENT_FILTER_EXPR=139;

   public static final int EVENT_FILTER_NOT_IN=150;

   public static final int NUM_DOUBLE=307;

   public static final int TIMEPERIOD_MILLISEC=103;

   public static final int RETAINUNION=64;

   public static final int DBWHERE_CLAUSE=221;

   public static final int MEDIAN=23;

   public static final int GROUP=44;

   public static final int SUBSELECT_GROUP_EXPR=227;

   public static final int YEAR_PART=207;

   public static final int TYPEOF=78;

   public static final int ESCAPECHAR=358;

   public static final int EXPRCOL=198;

   public static final int SL_COMMENT=378;

   public static final int NULL_TYPE=306;

   public static final int MATCH_UNTIL_RANGE_HALFOPEN=252;

   public static final int GT=339;

   public static final int LAND=375;

   public static final int EVENT_PROP_EXPR=183;
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   public static final int LBRACK=323;

   public static final int VIEW_EXPR=156;

   public static final int MERGE_UPD=274;

   public static final int CREATE_SCHEMA_DEF=270;

   public static final int EVENT_FILTER_PROPERTY_EXPR_ATOM=141;

   public static final int ON_MERGE_EXPR=244;

   public static final int TIMEPERIOD_SEC=100;

   public static final int ON_SELECT_EXPR=242;

   public static final int TICKED_STRING_LITERAL=359;

   public static final int SUM=18;

   public static final int JSON_ARRAY=321;

   public static final int HexDigit=383;

   public static final int AT=86;

   public static final int AS=17;

   public static final int TIMEPERIOD_MONTH=90;

   public static final int LEFT=38;

   public static final int AVG=19;

   public static final int PREVIOUS=69;

   public static final int PREVIOUSWINDOW=72;

   public static final int PARTITIONITEM=299;

   public static final int DATABASE_JOIN_EXPR=158;

   public static final int IDENT=325;

   public static final int PLUS=342;

   public static final int EVENT_PROP_INDEXED=186;

   public static final int CREATE_SCHEMA_EXPR=268;

   public static final int CREATE_INDEX_EXPR=236;

   public static final int ACCESS_AGG=265;

   public static final int LIKE=8;

   public static final int OUTER=35;

   public static final int RIGHT_OUTERJOIN_EXPR=178;

   public static final int BY=43;

   public static final int MATCHREC_DEFINE=316;

   public static final int MERGE=121;

   public static final int MERGE_UNM=272;

   public static final int FOLLOWMAX_END=357;

   public static final int LEFT_OUTERJOIN_EXPR=177;

   public static final int GROUP_BY_EXPR=180;

   public static final int EPL_EXPR=308;

   public static final int RIGHT=39;

   public static final int HAVING=45;

   public static final int GOPOUTITM=294;

   public static final int MINUS=352;

   public static final int INDEXCOL=199;

   public static final int SEMI=376;

   public static final int STAR_ASSIGN=370;

   public static final int FIRST_AGGREG=262;

   public static final int COLON=328;

   public static final int PREVIOUSTAIL=70;
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   public static final int VALUE_NULL=108;

   public static final int NOT_IN_SET=215;

   public static final int EVENT_PROP_DYNAMIC_SIMPLE=187;

   public static final int NOT_IN_SUBSELECT_EXPR=230;

   public static final int GUARD_EXPR=154;

   public static final int RCURLY=330;

   public static final int EXISTS_SUBSELECT_EXPR=228;

   public static final int WEEK_PART=209;

   public static final int ROW_LIMIT_EXPR=109;

   public static final int SELECTION_EXPR=171;

   public static final int LW=76;

   public static final int LT=338;

   public static final int CREATE_CTX=280;

   public static final int ORDER_BY_EXPR=181;

   public static final int NEW_ITEM=277;

   public static final int MOD_ASSIGN=371;

   public static final int IN_SUBSELECT_QUERY_EXPR=231;

   public static final int JSON_FIELD=322;

   public static final int COUNT=26;

   public static final int EQUALS=335;

   public static final int RETAININTERSECTION=65;

   public static final int TERMINATED=128;

   public static final int TIMEPERIOD_WEEKS=93;

   public static final int PATTERN=66;

   public static final int MATCHREC_AFTER_SKIP=314;

   public static final int ESCAPE=10;

   public static final int EVAL_NOTEQUALS_GROUP_EXPR=169;

   public static final int SELECT=27;

   public static final int INTO=55;

   public static final int EVAL_ISNOT_EXPR=167;

   public static final int EVENT_FILTER_BETWEEN=151;

   public static final int COALESCE=22;

   public static final int FLOAT_TYPE=302;

   public static final int ANNOTATION_VALUE=261;

   public static final int CLASS_IDENT=153;

   public static final int MATCHREC_PATTERN_ALTER=312;

   public static final int CREATE_WINDOW_EXPR=237;

   public static final int PROPERTY_SELECTION_STREAM=143;

   public static final int ON_DELETE_EXPR=241;

   public static final int ON=41;

   public static final int DELETE=81;

   public static final int INT_TYPE=300;

   public static final int EVAL_BITWISE_EXPR=161;

   public static final int EVERY_EXPR=14;

   public static final int TIMEPERIOD_HOURS=97;

   public static final int STRING_TYPE=304;

   public static final int MATCHREC_DEFINE_ITEM=317;

   public static final int STDDEV=24;
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   public static final int OUTPUT=50;

   public static final int WEEKDAY_OPERATOR=233;

   public static final int WHERE=16;

   public static final int DEC=369;

   public static final int GOPOUT=293;

   public static final int BXOR_ASSIGN=372;

   public static final int SNAPSHOT=82;

   public static final int AFTER_LIMIT_EXPR=192;

   public static final int MAX=20;

   public static final int DEFINE=114;

   public static final int TIMEPERIOD_YEARS=89;

   public static final int CONTEXT=126;

   public static final int TIMEPERIOD_DAYS=95;

   public static final int CREATE_CTX_CAT=284;

   public static final int EVENT_PROP_DYNAMIC_INDEXED=188;

   public static final int BOR_ASSIGN=373;

   public static final int COMMA=333;

   public static final int PARTITION=115;

   public static final int IS=42;

   public static final int WHEN_LIMIT_EXPR=195;

   public static final int SOME=49;

   public static final int MATCHREC_MEASURE_ITEM=319;

   public static final int EQUAL=362;

   public static final int EVENT_FILTER_NOT_BETWEEN=152;

   public static final int IN_RANGE=224;

   public static final int TIMEPERIOD_WEEK=92;

   public static final int PROPERTY_WILDCARD_SELECT=144;

   public static final int INSERTINTO_EXPR=197;

   public static final int UNIDIRECTIONAL=63;

   public static final int MATCH_UNTIL_RANGE_BOUNDED=255;

   public static final int TIMEPERIOD_MINUTES=99;

   public static final int RSTREAM=59;

   public static final int TIMEPERIOD_MINUTE=98;

   public static final int NOT_BETWEEN=216;

   public static final int EVAL_OR_EXPR=163;

   public static final int MATCHREC_PATTERN_ATOM=310;

   public static final int BAND=345;

   public static final int QUOTED_STRING_LITERAL=344;

   public static final int NOT_EXPR=13;

   public static final int QUESTION=340;

   public static final int EVENT_FILTER_IDENT=145;

   public static final int UnicodeEscape=381;

   public static final int DBSELECT_EXPR=219;

   public static final int FOLLOWMAX_BEGIN=356;

   public static final int WINDOW=5;

   public static final int ON_SET_EXPR_ITEM=267;

   public static final int DBFROM_CLAUSE=220;

   public static final int LE=349;
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   public static final int EVAL_IDENT=170;

   public static final int CRONTAB_LIMIT_EXPR=193;

   public static final int STAR=336;

   public static final int DOT_EXPR=203;

   public static final int ISTREAM=60;

   public static final int MOD=354;

   public static final int LIB_FUNC_CHAIN=202;

   public static final int MONTH_PART=208;

   public static final int EOF=-1;

   public static final int LIB_FUNCTION=201;

   public static final int FULL_OUTERJOIN_EXPR=179;

   public static final int CREATE_CTX_NESTED=287;

   public static final int MATCHREC_PATTERN_CONCAT=311;

   public static final int USING=120;

   public static final int CAST_EXPR=235;

   public static final int TIMEPERIOD_SECONDS=102;

   public static final int NOT_EQUAL=348;

   public static final int LAST_AGGREG=263;

   public static final int NEWKW=124;

   public static final int HOUR_PART=211;

   public static final int FOLLOWED_BY=337;

   public static final int MATCHREC_PATTERN_NESTED=313;

   public static final int GOPPARAMITM=292;

   public static final int METHOD_JOIN_EXPR=250;

   public static final int CREATE_CTX_PART=282;

   public static final int PATTERN_EVERY_DISTINCT_EXPR=138;

   public static final int CREATE_CTX_COAL=283;

   public static final int ELSE=30;

   public static final int MINUS_ASSIGN=368;

   public static final int INSERTINTO_STREAM_NAME=223;

   public static final int UNARY_MINUS=204;

   public static final int LCURLY=329;

   public static final int EVENTS=51;

   public static final int AND_EXPR=12;

   public static final int EVENT_FILTER_NOT_RANGE=148;

   public static final int WS=377;

   public static final int FOLLOWED_BY_ITEM=135;

   public static final int ON_SELECT_INSERT_EXPR=245;

   public static final int GOPPARAM=291;

   public static final int BNOT=364;

   public static final int EVAL_IS_EXPR=166;

   public static final int WHERE_EXPR=159;

   public static final int END=33;

   public static final int INNERJOIN_EXPR=176;

   public static final int TERM_LIMIT_EXPR=196;

   public static final int NOT_REGEXP=218;

   public static final int MATCH_UNTIL_EXPR=251;

   public static final int ANNOTATION=259;
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   public static final int LONG_TYPE=301;

   public static final int MATCHREC_PATTERN=309;

   public static final int ATCHAR=332;

   public static final int MINUTE_PART=212;

   public static final int PATTERN_NOT_EXPR=137;

   public static final int SQL_NE=347;

   public static final int UPDATE_EXPR=266;

   public static final int LPAREN=326;

   public static final int IN_SUBSELECT_EXPR=229;

   public static final int BOOLEAN_TRUE=106;

   public static final int OR_EXPR=11;

   public static final int JSON_OBJECT=320;

   public static final int THEN=32;

   public static final int NOT_IN_RANGE=225;

   public static final int MATCHREC_INTERVAL=315;

   public static final int OFFSET=110;

   public static final int SECOND_PART=213;

   public static final int MATCH_RECOGNIZE=112;

   public static final int CASE2=29;

   public static final int BXOR=346;

   public static final int TIMEPERIOD_DAY=94;

   public static final int MERGE_MAT=273;

   public static final int EXISTS=74;

   public static final int TIMEPERIOD_MILLISECOND=104;

   public static final int EVAL_NOTEQUALS_EXPR=165;

   public static final int CREATE_CTX_CATITEM=286;

   public static final int CREATE_VARIABLE_EXPR=249;

   public static final int MATCH_UNTIL_RANGE_HALFCLOSED=253;

   public static final int PATTERN_FILTER_EXPR=136;

   public static final int LAST_OPERATOR=232;

   public static final int NUMBERSETSTAR=258;

   public static final int EVAL_AND_EXPR=162;

   public static final int SET=83;

   public static final int INSTANCEOF=77;

   public static final int EVENT_PROP_SIMPLE=184;

   public static final int MIN=21;

   public static final int PREVIOUSCOUNT=71;

   public static final int VARIANT_LIST=271;

   public static final int EVAL_EQUALS_GROUP_EXPR=168;

   public static final int SCHEMA=62;

   public static final int BAND_ASSIGN=374;

   public static final int CRONTAB_LIMIT_EXPR_PARAM=194;

   public static final int WHEN=31;

   public static final int PLUS_ASSIGN=366;

   public static final int DAY_PART=210;

   public static final int START=125;

   public static final int EVENT_FILTER_IN=149;

   public static final int DIV=353;
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   public static final int OBJECT_PARAM_ORDERED_EXPR=133;

   public static final int EXPRESSIONDECL=123;

   public static final int OctalEscape=382;

   public static final int BETWEEN=7;

   public static final int MILLISECOND_PART=214;

   public static final int FIRST=52;

   public static final int PRIOR=73;

   public static final int CAST=79;

   public static final int LOR=351;

   public static final int WILDCARD_SELECT=222;

   public static final int EXPONENT=384;

   public static final int PATTERN_INCL_EXPR=157;

   public static final int WHILE=119;

   public static final int BOOL_TYPE=305;

   public static final int GOPCFG=296;

   public static final int ANNOTATION_ARRAY=260;

   public static final int CASE=28;

   public static final int CREATE_EXPR=279;

   public static final int GOP=290;

   public static final int WINDOW_AGGREG=264;

   public static final int DIV_ASSIGN=365;

   public static final int CREATE_CTX_INIT=285;

   public static final int SQL=67;

   public static final int FULL=40;

   public static final int WEEKDAY=75;

   public static final int INSERT=54;

   public static final int ON_UPDATE_EXPR=243;

   public static final int ARRAY_EXPR=206;

   public static final int CREATE_COL_TYPE=257;

   public static final int LAST=53;

   public static final int BOOLEAN_FALSE=107;

   public static final int TIMEPERIOD_SECOND=101;

   public static final int SUBSELECT_EXPR=226;

   public static final int NUMERIC_PARAM_RANGE=130;

   public static final int CONCAT=200;

   public static final int ON_EXPR=239;

   public static final int NUM_LONG=360;

   public static final int TIME_PERIOD=205;

   public static final int DOUBLE_TYPE=303;

   public static final int ORDER_ELEMENT_EXPR=182;

   public static final int VARIABLE=84;

   public static final int SUBSTITUTION=234;

   public static final int UNTIL=85;

   public static final int ON_SET_EXPR=248;

   public static final int NUM_INT=355;

   public static final int ON_EXPR_FROM=247;

   public static final int NUM_FLOAT=361;

   public static final int FROM=34;
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   public static final int DISTINCT=46;

   public static final int EscapeSequence=380;

   public static final int PROPERTY_SELECTION_ELEMENT_EXPR=142;

   public static final int INNER=36;

   public static final int NUMERIC_PARAM_FREQUENCY=132;

   public static final int ORDER=56;

   public static final int EVENT_FILTER_PARAM=146;

   public static final int EVENT_PROP_DYNAMIC_MAPPED=189;

   public static final int IRSTREAM=61;

   public static final int UPDATE=111;

   public static final int FOR=118;

   public static final int ON_STREAM=240;

   public static final int EVENT_FILTER_RANGE=147;

   public static final int INDEX=87;

   public static final int ML_COMMENT=379;

   public static final int TIMEPERIOD_LIMIT_EXPR=191;

   public static final int TIMEPERIOD_HOUR=96;

   public static final int ALL=47;

   public static final int BOR=341;

   public static final int DOT=334;

   public static final int CURRENT_TIMESTAMP=80;

   public static final int MATCHREC_MEASURES=318;

   public static final int EVERY_DISTINCT_EXPR=15;

   public static final int HAVING_EXPR=160;

   public static final int MERGE_DEL=276;

   public static final int EVAL_EQUALS_EXPR=164;

   public static final int NOT_LIKE=217;

   public static final int EVENT_LIMIT_EXPR=190;

   public static final int ON_SELECT_INSERT_OUTPUT=246;

   public static final int CREATE_DATAFLOW=289;

   public static final int AFTER=117;

   public static final int MEASURES=113;

   public static final int AGG_FILTER_EXPR=278;

   public static final int CREATE_CTX_PATTERN=288;

   public static final int JOIN=37;

   public static final int GOPOUTTYP=295;

   public static final int ANY=48;

   public static final int OBSERVER_EXPR=155;

   public static final int CREATE_SCHEMA_EXPR_QUAL=269;

   public static final int EVENT_PROP_MAPPED=185;

   public static final int TIMEPERIOD_YEAR=88;

   public static final int AVEDEV=25;

   public static final int TIMEPERIOD_MONTHS=91;

   public static final int GOPCFGEPL=298;

   public static final int SELECTION_ELEMENT_EXPR=172;

   public static final int CREATE_WINDOW_SELECT_EXPR=238;

   public static final int DESC=58;

   public static final int SELECTION_STREAM=173;
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   public static final int DATAFLOW=129;

       public EsperEPL2GrammarParser(TokenStream input) {

           this(input, new RecognizerSharedState());

       }

       public EsperEPL2GrammarParser(TokenStream input, RecognizerSharedState state) {

           super(input, state);

       }

   protected TreeAdaptor adaptor = new CommonTreeAdaptor();

   public void setTreeAdaptor(TreeAdaptor adaptor) {

       this.adaptor = adaptor;

   }

   public TreeAdaptor getTreeAdaptor() {

       return adaptor;

   }

   public String[] getTokenNames() { return EsperEPL2GrammarParser.tokenNames; }

   public String getGrammarFileName() { return "EsperEPL2Grammar.g"; }

     private Stack<String> paraphrases = new Stack<String>();

     private static Map<Integer, String> lexerTokenParaphases = new HashMap<Integer, String>();

     private static Map<Integer, String> parserTokenParaphases = new HashMap<Integer, String>();

     private static java.util.Set<String> parserKeywordSet = new java.util.HashSet<String>();

     private static java.util.Set<Integer> afterScriptTokens = new java.util.HashSet<Integer>();

     public Stack getParaphrases() {

       return paraphrases;

     }

     public java.util.Set<String> getKeywords() {

     	getParserTokenParaphrases();

     	return parserKeywordSet;

     }

     public String removeTicks(String tickedString) {

     	return com.espertech.esper.epl.parse.ASTConstantHelper.removeTicks(tickedString);

     }

     public synchronized static Map<Integer, String> getLexerTokenParaphrases() {

       if (lexerTokenParaphases.size() == 0) {

         	lexerTokenParaphases.put(IDENT, "an identifier");

         	lexerTokenParaphases.put(NUM_INT, "a numeric literal");

   	lexerTokenParaphases.put(FOLLOWED_BY, "an followed-by '->'");

   	lexerTokenParaphases.put(EQUALS, "an equals '='");

   	lexerTokenParaphases.put(SQL_NE, "a sql-style not equals '<>'");

   	lexerTokenParaphases.put(QUESTION, "a questionmark '?'");

   	lexerTokenParaphases.put(LPAREN, "an opening parenthesis '('");

   	lexerTokenParaphases.put(RPAREN, "a closing parenthesis ')'");

   	lexerTokenParaphases.put(LBRACK, "a left angle bracket '['");

   	lexerTokenParaphases.put(RBRACK, "a right angle bracket ']'");

   	lexerTokenParaphases.put(LCURLY, "a left curly bracket '{'");

   	lexerTokenParaphases.put(RCURLY, "a right curly bracket '}'");

   	lexerTokenParaphases.put(COLON, "a colon ':'");

   	lexerTokenParaphases.put(COMMA, "a comma ','");

   	lexerTokenParaphases.put(EQUAL, "an equals compare '=='");
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   	lexerTokenParaphases.put(LNOT, "a not '!'");

   	lexerTokenParaphases.put(BNOT, "a binary not '~'");

   	lexerTokenParaphases.put(NOT_EQUAL, "a not equals '!='");

   	lexerTokenParaphases.put(DIV, "a division operator '\'");

   	lexerTokenParaphases.put(DIV_ASSIGN, "a division assign '/='");

   	lexerTokenParaphases.put(PLUS, "a plus operator '+'");

   	lexerTokenParaphases.put(PLUS_ASSIGN, "a plus assign '+='");

   	lexerTokenParaphases.put(INC, "an increment operator '++'");

   	lexerTokenParaphases.put(MINUS, "a minus '-'");

   	lexerTokenParaphases.put(MINUS_ASSIGN, "a minus assign '-='");

   	lexerTokenParaphases.put(DEC, "a decrement operator '--'");

   	lexerTokenParaphases.put(STAR, "a star '*'");

   	lexerTokenParaphases.put(STAR_ASSIGN, "a star assign '*='");

   	lexerTokenParaphases.put(MOD, "a modulo");

   	lexerTokenParaphases.put(MOD_ASSIGN, "a modulo assign");

   	lexerTokenParaphases.put(GE, "a greater equals '>='");

   	lexerTokenParaphases.put(GT, "a greater then '>'");

   	lexerTokenParaphases.put(LE, "a less equals '<='");

   	lexerTokenParaphases.put(LT, "a lesser then '<'");

   	lexerTokenParaphases.put(BXOR, "a binary xor '^'");

   	lexerTokenParaphases.put(BXOR_ASSIGN, "a binary xor assign '^='");

   	lexerTokenParaphases.put(BOR, "a binary or '|'");

   	lexerTokenParaphases.put(BOR_ASSIGN, "a binary or assign '|='");

   	lexerTokenParaphases.put(LOR, "a logical or '||'");

   	lexerTokenParaphases.put(BAND, "a binary and '&'");

   	lexerTokenParaphases.put(BAND_ASSIGN, "a binary and assign '&='");

   	lexerTokenParaphases.put(LAND, "a logical and '&&'");

   	lexerTokenParaphases.put(SEMI, "a semicolon ';'");

   	lexerTokenParaphases.put(DOT, "a dot '.'");		

       }

       return lexerTokenParaphases;

     }

     public synchronized static Map<Integer, String> getParserTokenParaphrases() {

       if (parserTokenParaphases.size() == 0) {

   	parserTokenParaphases.put(CREATE, "'create'");

   	parserTokenParaphases.put(WINDOW, "'window'");

   	parserTokenParaphases.put(IN_SET, "'in'");

   	parserTokenParaphases.put(BETWEEN, "'between'");

   	parserTokenParaphases.put(LIKE, "'like'");

   	parserTokenParaphases.put(REGEXP, "'regexp'");

   	parserTokenParaphases.put(ESCAPE, "'escape'");

   	parserTokenParaphases.put(OR_EXPR, "'or'");

   	parserTokenParaphases.put(AND_EXPR, "'and'");

   	parserTokenParaphases.put(NOT_EXPR, "'not'");

   	parserTokenParaphases.put(EVERY_EXPR, "'every'");

   	parserTokenParaphases.put(EVERY_DISTINCT_EXPR, "'every-distinct'");

   	parserTokenParaphases.put(WHERE, "'where'");

   	parserTokenParaphases.put(AS, "'as'");	
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   	parserTokenParaphases.put(SUM, "'sum'");

   	parserTokenParaphases.put(AVG, "'avg'");

   	parserTokenParaphases.put(MAX, "'max'");

   	parserTokenParaphases.put(MIN, "'min'");

   	parserTokenParaphases.put(COALESCE, "'coalesce'");

   	parserTokenParaphases.put(MEDIAN, "'median'");

   	parserTokenParaphases.put(STDDEV, "'stddev'");

   	parserTokenParaphases.put(AVEDEV, "'avedev'");

   	parserTokenParaphases.put(COUNT, "'count'");

   	parserTokenParaphases.put(SELECT, "'select'");

   	parserTokenParaphases.put(CASE, "'case'");

   	parserTokenParaphases.put(CASE2, "'case'");

   	parserTokenParaphases.put(ELSE, "'else'");

   	parserTokenParaphases.put(WHEN, "'when'");

   	parserTokenParaphases.put(THEN, "'then'");

   	parserTokenParaphases.put(END, "'end'");

   	parserTokenParaphases.put(FROM, "'from'");

   	parserTokenParaphases.put(OUTER, "'outer'");

   	parserTokenParaphases.put(INNER, "'inner'");

   	parserTokenParaphases.put(JOIN, "'join'");

   	parserTokenParaphases.put(LEFT, "'left'");

   	parserTokenParaphases.put(RIGHT, "'right'");

   	parserTokenParaphases.put(FULL, "'full'");

   	parserTokenParaphases.put(ON, "'on'");	

   	parserTokenParaphases.put(IS, "'is'");

   	parserTokenParaphases.put(BY, "'by'");

   	parserTokenParaphases.put(GROUP, "'group'");

   	parserTokenParaphases.put(HAVING, "'having'");

   	parserTokenParaphases.put(ALL, "'all'");

   	parserTokenParaphases.put(ANY, "'any'");

   	parserTokenParaphases.put(SOME, "'some'");

   	parserTokenParaphases.put(OUTPUT, "'output'");

   	parserTokenParaphases.put(EVENTS, "'events'");

   	parserTokenParaphases.put(FIRST, "'first'");

   	parserTokenParaphases.put(LAST, "'last'");

   	parserTokenParaphases.put(INSERT, "'insert'");

   	parserTokenParaphases.put(INTO, "'into'");

   	parserTokenParaphases.put(ORDER, "'order'");

   	parserTokenParaphases.put(ASC, "'asc'");

   	parserTokenParaphases.put(DESC, "'desc'");

   	parserTokenParaphases.put(RSTREAM, "'rstream'");

   	parserTokenParaphases.put(ISTREAM, "'istream'");

   	parserTokenParaphases.put(IRSTREAM, "'irstream'");

   	parserTokenParaphases.put(SCHEMA, "'schema'");

   	parserTokenParaphases.put(UNIDIRECTIONAL, "'unidirectional'");

   	parserTokenParaphases.put(RETAINUNION, "'retain-union'");

   	parserTokenParaphases.put(RETAININTERSECTION, "'retain-intersection'");

   	parserTokenParaphases.put(PATTERN, "'pattern'");
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   	parserTokenParaphases.put(SQL, "'sql'");

   	parserTokenParaphases.put(METADATASQL, "'metadatasql'");

   	parserTokenParaphases.put(PREVIOUS, "'prev'");

   	parserTokenParaphases.put(PREVIOUSTAIL, "'prevtail'");

   	parserTokenParaphases.put(PREVIOUSCOUNT, "'prevcount'");

   	parserTokenParaphases.put(PREVIOUSWINDOW, "'prevwindow'");

   	parserTokenParaphases.put(PRIOR, "'prior'");

   	parserTokenParaphases.put(EXISTS, "'exists'");

   	parserTokenParaphases.put(WEEKDAY, "'weekday'");

   	parserTokenParaphases.put(LW, "'lastweekday'");

   	parserTokenParaphases.put(INSTANCEOF, "'instanceof'");

   	parserTokenParaphases.put(TYPEOF, "'typeof'");

   	parserTokenParaphases.put(CAST, "'cast'");

   	parserTokenParaphases.put(CURRENT_TIMESTAMP, "'current_timestamp'");

   	parserTokenParaphases.put(DELETE, "'delete'");

   	parserTokenParaphases.put(DISTINCT, "'distinct'");

   	parserTokenParaphases.put(SNAPSHOT, "'snapshot'");

   	parserTokenParaphases.put(SET, "'set'");

   	parserTokenParaphases.put(VARIABLE, "'variable'");

   	parserTokenParaphases.put(INDEX, "'index'");

   	parserTokenParaphases.put(UNTIL, "'until'");

   	parserTokenParaphases.put(AT, "'at'");

   	parserTokenParaphases.put(TIMEPERIOD_YEAR, "'year'");

   	parserTokenParaphases.put(TIMEPERIOD_YEARS, "'years'");

   	parserTokenParaphases.put(TIMEPERIOD_MONTH, "'month'");

   	parserTokenParaphases.put(TIMEPERIOD_MONTHS, "'months'");

   	parserTokenParaphases.put(TIMEPERIOD_WEEK, "'week'");

   	parserTokenParaphases.put(TIMEPERIOD_WEEKS, "'weeks'");

   	parserTokenParaphases.put(TIMEPERIOD_DAY, "'day'");

   	parserTokenParaphases.put(TIMEPERIOD_DAYS, "'days'");

   	parserTokenParaphases.put(TIMEPERIOD_HOUR, "'hour'");

   	parserTokenParaphases.put(TIMEPERIOD_HOURS, "'hours'");

   	parserTokenParaphases.put(TIMEPERIOD_MINUTE, "'minute'");

   	parserTokenParaphases.put(TIMEPERIOD_MINUTES, "'minutes'");

   	parserTokenParaphases.put(TIMEPERIOD_SEC, "'sec'");

   	parserTokenParaphases.put(TIMEPERIOD_SECOND, "'second'");

   	parserTokenParaphases.put(TIMEPERIOD_SECONDS, "'seconds'");

   	parserTokenParaphases.put(TIMEPERIOD_MILLISEC, "'msec'");

   	parserTokenParaphases.put(TIMEPERIOD_MILLISECOND, "'millisecond'");

   	parserTokenParaphases.put(TIMEPERIOD_MILLISECONDS, "'milliseconds'");

   	parserTokenParaphases.put(BOOLEAN_TRUE, "'true'");

   	parserTokenParaphases.put(BOOLEAN_FALSE, "'false'");

   	parserTokenParaphases.put(VALUE_NULL, "'null'");

   	parserTokenParaphases.put(ROW_LIMIT_EXPR, "'limit'");

   	parserTokenParaphases.put(OFFSET, "'offset'");

   	parserTokenParaphases.put(UPDATE, "'update'");

   	parserTokenParaphases.put(MATCH_RECOGNIZE, "'match_recognize'");

   	parserTokenParaphases.put(MEASURES, "'measures'");
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   	parserTokenParaphases.put(DEFINE, "'define'");

   	parserTokenParaphases.put(PARTITION, "'partition'");

   	parserTokenParaphases.put(MATCHES, "'matches'");

   	parserTokenParaphases.put(AFTER, "'after'");

   	parserTokenParaphases.put(FOR, "'for'");

   	parserTokenParaphases.put(WHILE, "'while'");

   	parserTokenParaphases.put(MERGE, "'merge'");

   	parserTokenParaphases.put(MATCHED, "'matched'");

   	parserTokenParaphases.put(CONTEXT, "'context'");

   	parserTokenParaphases.put(START, "'start'");

   	parserTokenParaphases.put(END, "'end'");

   	parserTokenParaphases.put(INITIATED, "'initiated'");

   	parserTokenParaphases.put(TERMINATED, "'terminated'");

   	parserTokenParaphases.put(USING, "'using'");

   	parserTokenParaphases.put(EXPRESSIONDECL, "'expression'");

   	parserTokenParaphases.put(NEWKW, "'new'");

   	parserTokenParaphases.put(DATAFLOW, "'dataflow'");

   	parserKeywordSet = new java.util.TreeSet<String>(parserTokenParaphases.values());

       }

       return parserTokenParaphases;

     }

     public synchronized static java.util.Set<Integer> getAfterScriptTokens() {

       if (afterScriptTokens.size() == 0) {

   	afterScriptTokens.add(CREATE);

   	afterScriptTokens.add(EXPRESSIONDECL);

   	afterScriptTokens.add(SELECT);

   	afterScriptTokens.add(INSERT);

   	afterScriptTokens.add(ON);

   	afterScriptTokens.add(DELETE);

   	afterScriptTokens.add(UPDATE);

   	afterScriptTokens.add(ATCHAR);

       }

       return afterScriptTokens;

     }

     protected void mismatch(IntStream input, int ttype, BitSet follow) throws RecognitionException {

       throw new MismatchedTokenException(ttype, input); 

     }

     public void recoverFromMismatchedToken(IntStream intStream, RecognitionException recognitionException,

int i, BitSet bitSet) throws RecognitionException {

       throw recognitionException;

     }

     public Object recoverFromMismatchedSet(IntStream intStream, RecognitionException recognitionException,

BitSet bitSet) throws RecognitionException {

       throw recognitionException;

     }

     protected boolean recoverFromMismatchedElement(IntStream intStream, RecognitionException

recognitionException, BitSet bitSet) {

       throw new RuntimeException("Error recovering from mismatched element: " +
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recognitionException.getMessage(), recognitionException);

     }

     public void displayRecognitionError(String[] tokenNames,

                                           RecognitionException e) {

       throw new RuntimeException(e);

     }

   public static class startPatternExpressionRule_return extends ParserRuleReturnScope {

       CommonTree tree;

       public Object getTree() { return tree; }

   };

   public final EsperEPL2GrammarParser.startPatternExpressionRule_return startPatternExpressionRule() throws

RecognitionException {

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.startPatternExpressionRule_return retval = new

EsperEPL2GrammarParser.startPatternExpressionRule_return();

       retval.start = input.LT(1);

       CommonTree root_0 = null;

       Token EOF4=null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.annotationNoEnum_return annotationNoEnum1 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.expressionDecl_return expressionDecl2 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.patternExpression_return patternExpression3 = null;

       CommonTree EOF4_tree=null;

       try {

           {

           root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

           loop1:

           do {

               int alt1=3;

               int LA1_0 = input.LA(1);

               if ( (LA1_0==ATCHAR) ) {

                   alt1=1;

               }

               else if ( (LA1_0==EXPRESSIONDECL) ) {

                   alt1=2;

               }

               switch (alt1) {

           	case 1 :

           	    {

           	    pushFollow(FOLLOW_annotationNoEnum_in_startPatternExpressionRule1978);

           	    annotationNoEnum1=annotationNoEnum();

           	    state._fsp--;

           	    if (state.failed) return retval;

           	    if ( state.backtracking==0 ) adaptor.addChild(root_0, annotationNoEnum1.getTree());

           	    }

           	    break;

           	case 2 :

           	    {

           	    pushFollow(FOLLOW_expressionDecl_in_startPatternExpressionRule1982);

           	    expressionDecl2=expressionDecl();
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           	    state._fsp--;

           	    if (state.failed) return retval;

           	    if ( state.backtracking==0 ) adaptor.addChild(root_0, expressionDecl2.getTree());

           	    }

           	    break;

           	default :

           	    break loop1;

               }

           } while (true);

           pushFollow(FOLLOW_patternExpression_in_startPatternExpressionRule1988);

           patternExpression3=patternExpression();

           state._fsp--;

           if (state.failed) return retval;

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) adaptor.addChild(root_0, patternExpression3.getTree());

           EOF4=(Token)match(input,EOF,FOLLOW_EOF_in_startPatternExpressionRule1992); if (state.failed) return

retval;

           }

           retval.stop = input.LT(-1);

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           retval.tree = (CommonTree)adaptor.rulePostProcessing(root_0);

           adaptor.setTokenBoundaries(retval.tree, retval.start, retval.stop);

           }

       }

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;

         }

       finally {

       }

       return retval;

   }

   public static class startEPLExpressionRule_return extends ParserRuleReturnScope {

       CommonTree tree;

       public Object getTree() { return tree; }

   };

   public final EsperEPL2GrammarParser.startEPLExpressionRule_return startEPLExpressionRule() throws

RecognitionException {

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.startEPLExpressionRule_return retval = new

EsperEPL2GrammarParser.startEPLExpressionRule_return();

       retval.start = input.LT(1);

       CommonTree root_0 = null;

       Token EOF8=null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.annotationEnum_return annotationEnum5 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.expressionDecl_return expressionDecl6 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.eplExpression_return eplExpression7 = null;

       CommonTree EOF8_tree=null;

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_EOF=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token EOF");

       RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_expressionDecl=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

expressionDecl");
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       RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_annotationEnum=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

annotationEnum");

       RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_eplExpression=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

eplExpression");

       try {

           {

           loop2:

           do {

               int alt2=3;

               int LA2_0 = input.LA(1);

               if ( (LA2_0==ATCHAR) ) {

                   alt2=1;

               }

               else if ( (LA2_0==EXPRESSIONDECL) ) {

                   alt2=2;

               }

               switch (alt2) {

           	case 1 :

           	    {

           	    pushFollow(FOLLOW_annotationEnum_in_startEPLExpressionRule2007);

           	    annotationEnum5=annotationEnum();

           	    state._fsp--;

           	    if (state.failed) return retval;

           	    if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_annotationEnum.add(annotationEnum5.getTree());

           	    }

           	    break;

           	case 2 :

           	    {

           	    pushFollow(FOLLOW_expressionDecl_in_startEPLExpressionRule2011);

           	    expressionDecl6=expressionDecl();

           	    state._fsp--;

           	    if (state.failed) return retval;

           	    if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_expressionDecl.add(expressionDecl6.getTree());

           	    }

           	    break;

           	default :

           	    break loop2;

               }

           } while (true);

           pushFollow(FOLLOW_eplExpression_in_startEPLExpressionRule2017);

           eplExpression7=eplExpression();

           state._fsp--;

           if (state.failed) return retval;

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_eplExpression.add(eplExpression7.getTree());

           EOF8=(Token)match(input,EOF,FOLLOW_EOF_in_startEPLExpressionRule2021); if (state.failed) return

retval;

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_EOF.add(EOF8);

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {
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           retval.tree = root_0;

           RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_retval=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

retval",retval!=null?retval.tree:null);

           root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

           {

               {

               CommonTree root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

               root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.becomeRoot((CommonTree)adaptor.create(EPL_EXPR, "EPL_EXPR"),

root_1);

               while ( stream_annotationEnum.hasNext() ) {

                   adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_annotationEnum.nextTree());

               }

               stream_annotationEnum.reset();

               while ( stream_expressionDecl.hasNext() ) {

                   adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_expressionDecl.nextTree());

               }

               stream_expressionDecl.reset();

               adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_eplExpression.nextTree());

               adaptor.addChild(root_0, root_1);

               }

           }

           retval.tree = root_0;}

           }

           retval.stop = input.LT(-1);

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           retval.tree = (CommonTree)adaptor.rulePostProcessing(root_0);

           adaptor.setTokenBoundaries(retval.tree, retval.start, retval.stop);

           }

       }

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;

         }

       finally {

       }

       return retval;

   }

   public static class startEventPropertyRule_return extends ParserRuleReturnScope {

       CommonTree tree;

       public Object getTree() { return tree; }

   };

   public final EsperEPL2GrammarParser.startEventPropertyRule_return startEventPropertyRule() throws

RecognitionException {

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.startEventPropertyRule_return retval = new

EsperEPL2GrammarParser.startEventPropertyRule_return();

       retval.start = input.LT(1);

       CommonTree root_0 = null;

       Token EOF10=null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.eventProperty_return eventProperty9 = null;
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       CommonTree EOF10_tree=null;

       try {

           {

           root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

           pushFollow(FOLLOW_eventProperty_in_startEventPropertyRule2050);

           eventProperty9=eventProperty();

           state._fsp--;

           if (state.failed) return retval;

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) adaptor.addChild(root_0, eventProperty9.getTree());

           EOF10=(Token)match(input,EOF,FOLLOW_EOF_in_startEventPropertyRule2054); if (state.failed) return

retval;

           }

           retval.stop = input.LT(-1);

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           retval.tree = (CommonTree)adaptor.rulePostProcessing(root_0);

           adaptor.setTokenBoundaries(retval.tree, retval.start, retval.stop);

           }

       }

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;

         }

       finally {

       }

       return retval;

   }

   public static class startJsonValueRule_return extends ParserRuleReturnScope {

       CommonTree tree;

       public Object getTree() { return tree; }

   };

   public final EsperEPL2GrammarParser.startJsonValueRule_return startJsonValueRule() throws

RecognitionException {

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.startJsonValueRule_return retval = new

EsperEPL2GrammarParser.startJsonValueRule_return();

       retval.start = input.LT(1);

       CommonTree root_0 = null;

       Token EOF12=null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.jsonvalue_return jsonvalue11 = null;

       CommonTree EOF12_tree=null;

       try {

           {

           root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

           pushFollow(FOLLOW_jsonvalue_in_startJsonValueRule2067);

           jsonvalue11=jsonvalue();

           state._fsp--;

           if (state.failed) return retval;

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) adaptor.addChild(root_0, jsonvalue11.getTree());

           EOF12=(Token)match(input,EOF,FOLLOW_EOF_in_startJsonValueRule2071); if (state.failed) return

retval;
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           }

           retval.stop = input.LT(-1);

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           retval.tree = (CommonTree)adaptor.rulePostProcessing(root_0);

           adaptor.setTokenBoundaries(retval.tree, retval.start, retval.stop);

           }

       }

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;

         }

       finally {

       }

       return retval;

   }

   public static class expressionDecl_return extends ParserRuleReturnScope {

       CommonTree tree;

       public Object getTree() { return tree; }

   };

   public final EsperEPL2GrammarParser.expressionDecl_return expressionDecl() throws RecognitionException {

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.expressionDecl_return retval = new

EsperEPL2GrammarParser.expressionDecl_return();

       retval.start = input.LT(1);

       CommonTree root_0 = null;

       Token array=null;

       Token name=null;

       Token EXPRESSIONDECL13=null;

       Token RBRACK15=null;

       Token LPAREN17=null;

       Token RPAREN19=null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.classIdentifier_return classIdentifier14 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.expressionDialect_return expressionDialect16 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.columnList_return columnList18 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.expressionDef_return expressionDef20 = null;

       CommonTree array_tree=null;

       CommonTree name_tree=null;

       CommonTree EXPRESSIONDECL13_tree=null;

       CommonTree RBRACK15_tree=null;

       CommonTree LPAREN17_tree=null;

       CommonTree RPAREN19_tree=null;

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_RBRACK=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token RBRACK");

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_IDENT=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token IDENT");

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_RPAREN=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token RPAREN");

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_LBRACK=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token LBRACK");

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_EXPRESSIONDECL=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token

EXPRESSIONDECL");

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_LPAREN=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token LPAREN");

       RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_expressionDef=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

expressionDef");
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       RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_columnList=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule columnList");

       RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_expressionDialect=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

expressionDialect");

       RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_classIdentifier=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

classIdentifier");

       try {

           {

EXPRESSIONDECL13=(Token)match(input,EXPRESSIONDECL,FOLLOW_EXPRESSIONDECL_in_expressio

nDecl2090); if (state.failed) return retval;

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_EXPRESSIONDECL.add(EXPRESSIONDECL13);

           int alt3=2;

           int LA3_0 = input.LA(1);

           if ( (LA3_0==IDENT) ) {

               int LA3_1 = input.LA(2);

               if ( (LA3_1==IDENT||LA3_1==DOT) ) {

                   alt3=1;

               }

               else if ( (LA3_1==LBRACK) ) {

                   int LA3_7 = input.LA(3);

                   if ( (LA3_7==RBRACK) ) {

                       alt3=1;

                   }

               }

           }

           else if ( (LA3_0==EVENTS||LA3_0==TICKED_STRING_LITERAL) ) {

               alt3=1;

           }

           switch (alt3) {

               case 1 :

                   {

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_classIdentifier_in_expressionDecl2092);

                   classIdentifier14=classIdentifier();

                   state._fsp--;

                   if (state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_classIdentifier.add(classIdentifier14.getTree());

                   }

                   break;

           }

           int alt4=2;

           int LA4_0 = input.LA(1);

           if ( (LA4_0==LBRACK) ) {

               alt4=1;

           }

           switch (alt4) {

               case 1 :

                   {

                   array=(Token)match(input,LBRACK,FOLLOW_LBRACK_in_expressionDecl2098); if (state.failed)

return retval;
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                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_LBRACK.add(array);

                   RBRACK15=(Token)match(input,RBRACK,FOLLOW_RBRACK_in_expressionDecl2100); if

(state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_RBRACK.add(RBRACK15);

                   }

                   break;

           }

           int alt5=2;

           int LA5_0 = input.LA(1);

           if ( (LA5_0==IDENT) ) {

               int LA5_1 = input.LA(2);

               if ( (LA5_1==COLON) ) {

                   alt5=1;

               }

           }

           switch (alt5) {

               case 1 :

                   {

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_expressionDialect_in_expressionDecl2104);

                   expressionDialect16=expressionDialect();

                   state._fsp--;

                   if (state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_expressionDialect.add(expressionDialect16.getTree());

                   }

                   break;

           }

           name=(Token)match(input,IDENT,FOLLOW_IDENT_in_expressionDecl2109); if (state.failed) return

retval;

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_IDENT.add(name);

           int alt7=2;

           int LA7_0 = input.LA(1);

           if ( (LA7_0==LPAREN) ) {

               alt7=1;

           }

           switch (alt7) {

               case 1 :

                   {

                   LPAREN17=(Token)match(input,LPAREN,FOLLOW_LPAREN_in_expressionDecl2112); if

(state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_LPAREN.add(LPAREN17);

                   int alt6=2;

                   int LA6_0 = input.LA(1);

                   if ( (LA6_0==IDENT) ) {

                       alt6=1;

                   }

                   switch (alt6) {

                       case 1 :

                           {
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                           pushFollow(FOLLOW_columnList_in_expressionDecl2114);

                           columnList18=columnList();

                           state._fsp--;

                           if (state.failed) return retval;

                           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_columnList.add(columnList18.getTree());

                           }

                           break;

                   }

                   RPAREN19=(Token)match(input,RPAREN,FOLLOW_RPAREN_in_expressionDecl2117); if

(state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_RPAREN.add(RPAREN19);

                   }

                   break;

           }

           pushFollow(FOLLOW_expressionDef_in_expressionDecl2121);

           expressionDef20=expressionDef();

           state._fsp--;

           if (state.failed) return retval;

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_expressionDef.add(expressionDef20.getTree());

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           retval.tree = root_0;

           RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_name=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token name",name);

           RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_array=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token array",array);

           RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_retval=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

retval",retval!=null?retval.tree:null);

           root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

           {

               {

               CommonTree root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

               root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.becomeRoot(stream_EXPRESSIONDECL.nextNode(), root_1);

               adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_name.nextNode());

               adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_expressionDef.nextTree());

               if ( stream_columnList.hasNext() ) {

                   adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_columnList.nextTree());

               }

               stream_columnList.reset();

               if ( stream_classIdentifier.hasNext() ) {

                   adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_classIdentifier.nextTree());

               }

               stream_classIdentifier.reset();

               if ( stream_expressionDialect.hasNext() ) {

                   adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_expressionDialect.nextTree());

               }

               stream_expressionDialect.reset();

               if ( stream_array.hasNext() ) {

                   adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_array.nextNode());

               }

               stream_array.reset();
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               adaptor.addChild(root_0, root_1);

               }

           }

           retval.tree = root_0;}

           }

           retval.stop = input.LT(-1);

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           retval.tree = (CommonTree)adaptor.rulePostProcessing(root_0);

           adaptor.setTokenBoundaries(retval.tree, retval.start, retval.stop);

           }

       }

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;

         }

       finally {

       }

       return retval;

   }

   public static class expressionDialect_return extends ParserRuleReturnScope {

       CommonTree tree;

       public Object getTree() { return tree; }

   };

   public final EsperEPL2GrammarParser.expressionDialect_return expressionDialect() throws

RecognitionException {

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.expressionDialect_return retval = new

EsperEPL2GrammarParser.expressionDialect_return();

       retval.start = input.LT(1);

       CommonTree root_0 = null;

       Token d=null;

       Token COLON21=null;

       CommonTree d_tree=null;

       CommonTree COLON21_tree=null;

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_COLON=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token COLON");

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_IDENT=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token IDENT");

       try {

           {

           d=(Token)match(input,IDENT,FOLLOW_IDENT_in_expressionDialect2164); if (state.failed) return retval;

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_IDENT.add(d);

           COLON21=(Token)match(input,COLON,FOLLOW_COLON_in_expressionDialect2166); if (state.failed)

return retval;

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_COLON.add(COLON21);

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           retval.tree = root_0;

           RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_d=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token d",d);

           RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_retval=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

retval",retval!=null?retval.tree:null);

           root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

           {
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               {

               CommonTree root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

               root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.becomeRoot(stream_COLON.nextNode(), root_1);

               adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_d.nextNode());

               adaptor.addChild(root_0, root_1);

               }

           }

           retval.tree = root_0;}

           }

           retval.stop = input.LT(-1);

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           retval.tree = (CommonTree)adaptor.rulePostProcessing(root_0);

           adaptor.setTokenBoundaries(retval.tree, retval.start, retval.stop);

           }

       }

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;

         }

       finally {

       }

       return retval;

   }

   public static class expressionDef_return extends ParserRuleReturnScope {

       CommonTree tree;

       public Object getTree() { return tree; }

   };

   public final EsperEPL2GrammarParser.expressionDef_return expressionDef() throws RecognitionException {

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.expressionDef_return retval = new

EsperEPL2GrammarParser.expressionDef_return();

       retval.start = input.LT(1);

       CommonTree root_0 = null;

       Token LCURLY22=null;

       Token RCURLY25=null;

       Token LBRACK26=null;

       Token RBRACK28=null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.expressionLambdaDecl_return expressionLambdaDecl23 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.expression_return expression24 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.stringconstant_return stringconstant27 = null;

       CommonTree LCURLY22_tree=null;

       CommonTree RCURLY25_tree=null;

       CommonTree LBRACK26_tree=null;

       CommonTree RBRACK28_tree=null;

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_RBRACK=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token RBRACK");

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_LCURLY=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token LCURLY");

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_LBRACK=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token LBRACK");

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_RCURLY=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token RCURLY");

       RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_expression=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule expression");

       RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_expressionLambdaDecl=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule
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expressionLambdaDecl");

       RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_stringconstant=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

stringconstant");

       try {

           int alt9=2;

           int LA9_0 = input.LA(1);

           if ( (LA9_0==LCURLY) ) {

               alt9=1;

           }

           else if ( (LA9_0==LBRACK) ) {

               alt9=2;

           }

           else {

               if (state.backtracking>0) {state.failed=true; return retval;}

               NoViableAltException nvae =

                   new NoViableAltException("", 9, 0, input);

               throw nvae;

           }

           switch (alt9) {

               case 1 :

                   {

                   LCURLY22=(Token)match(input,LCURLY,FOLLOW_LCURLY_in_expressionDef2188); if

(state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_LCURLY.add(LCURLY22);

                   int alt8=2;

                   int LA8_0 = input.LA(1);

                   if ( (LA8_0==IDENT) ) {

                       int LA8_1 = input.LA(2);

                       if ( (LA8_1==GOES) ) {

                           alt8=1;

                       }

                   }

                   else if ( (LA8_0==LPAREN) ) {

                       int LA8_2 = input.LA(2);

                       if ( (LA8_2==IDENT) ) {

                           int LA8_109 = input.LA(3);

                           if ( (LA8_109==COMMA) ) {

                               alt8=1;

                           }

                           else if ( (LA8_109==RPAREN) ) {

                               int LA8_187 = input.LA(4);

                               if ( (LA8_187==GOES) ) {

                                   alt8=1;

                               }

                           }

                       }

                   }

                   switch (alt8) {
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                       case 1 :

                           {

                           pushFollow(FOLLOW_expressionLambdaDecl_in_expressionDef2190);

                           expressionLambdaDecl23=expressionLambdaDecl();

                           state._fsp--;

                           if (state.failed) return retval;

                           if ( state.backtracking==0 )

stream_expressionLambdaDecl.add(expressionLambdaDecl23.getTree());

                           }

                           break;

                   }

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_expression_in_expressionDef2193);

                   expression24=expression();

                   state._fsp--;

                   if (state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_expression.add(expression24.getTree());

                   RCURLY25=(Token)match(input,RCURLY,FOLLOW_RCURLY_in_expressionDef2195); if

(state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_RCURLY.add(RCURLY25);

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

                   retval.tree = root_0;

                   RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_retval=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

retval",retval!=null?retval.tree:null);

                   root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

                   {

                       {

                       CommonTree root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

                       root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.becomeRoot((CommonTree)adaptor.create(GOES, "GOES"),

root_1);

                       adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_expression.nextTree());

                       if ( stream_expressionLambdaDecl.hasNext() ) {

                           adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_expressionLambdaDecl.nextTree());

                       }

                       stream_expressionLambdaDecl.reset();

                       adaptor.addChild(root_0, root_1);

                       }

                   }

                   retval.tree = root_0;}

                   }

                   break;

               case 2 :

                   {

                   LBRACK26=(Token)match(input,LBRACK,FOLLOW_LBRACK_in_expressionDef2211); if

(state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_LBRACK.add(LBRACK26);

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_stringconstant_in_expressionDef2213);

                   stringconstant27=stringconstant();

                   state._fsp--;
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                   if (state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_stringconstant.add(stringconstant27.getTree());

                   RBRACK28=(Token)match(input,RBRACK,FOLLOW_RBRACK_in_expressionDef2215); if

(state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_RBRACK.add(RBRACK28);

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

                   retval.tree = root_0;

                   RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_retval=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

retval",retval!=null?retval.tree:null);

                   root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

                   {

                       {

                       CommonTree root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

                       root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.becomeRoot((CommonTree)adaptor.create(EXPRESSIONDECL,

"EXPRESSIONDECL"), root_1);

                       adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_stringconstant.nextTree());

                       adaptor.addChild(root_0, root_1);

                       }

                   }

                   retval.tree = root_0;}

                   }

                   break;

           }

           retval.stop = input.LT(-1);

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           retval.tree = (CommonTree)adaptor.rulePostProcessing(root_0);

           adaptor.setTokenBoundaries(retval.tree, retval.start, retval.stop);

           }

       }

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;

         }

       finally {

       }

       return retval;

   }

   public static class expressionLambdaDecl_return extends ParserRuleReturnScope {

       CommonTree tree;

       public Object getTree() { return tree; }

   };

   public final EsperEPL2GrammarParser.expressionLambdaDecl_return expressionLambdaDecl() throws

RecognitionException {

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.expressionLambdaDecl_return retval = new

EsperEPL2GrammarParser.expressionLambdaDecl_return();

       retval.start = input.LT(1);

       CommonTree root_0 = null;

       Token i=null;

       Token LPAREN29=null;
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       Token RPAREN31=null;

       Token GOES32=null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.columnList_return columnList30 = null;

       CommonTree i_tree=null;

       CommonTree LPAREN29_tree=null;

       CommonTree RPAREN31_tree=null;

       CommonTree GOES32_tree=null;

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_GOES=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token GOES");

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_IDENT=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token IDENT");

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_RPAREN=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token RPAREN");

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_LPAREN=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token LPAREN");

       RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_columnList=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule columnList");

       try {

           {

           int alt10=2;

           int LA10_0 = input.LA(1);

           if ( (LA10_0==IDENT) ) {

               alt10=1;

           }

           else if ( (LA10_0==LPAREN) ) {

               alt10=2;

           }

           else {

               if (state.backtracking>0) {state.failed=true; return retval;}

               NoViableAltException nvae =

                   new NoViableAltException("", 10, 0, input);

               throw nvae;

           }

           switch (alt10) {

               case 1 :

                   {

                   i=(Token)match(input,IDENT,FOLLOW_IDENT_in_expressionLambdaDecl2238); if (state.failed)

return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_IDENT.add(i);

                   }

                   break;

               case 2 :

                   {

                   {

                   LPAREN29=(Token)match(input,LPAREN,FOLLOW_LPAREN_in_expressionLambdaDecl2243); if

(state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_LPAREN.add(LPAREN29);

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_columnList_in_expressionLambdaDecl2245);

                   columnList30=columnList();

                   state._fsp--;

                   if (state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_columnList.add(columnList30.getTree());

                   RPAREN31=(Token)match(input,RPAREN,FOLLOW_RPAREN_in_expressionLambdaDecl2247); if
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(state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_RPAREN.add(RPAREN31);

                   }

                   }

                   break;

           }

           GOES32=(Token)match(input,GOES,FOLLOW_GOES_in_expressionLambdaDecl2251); if (state.failed)

return retval;

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_GOES.add(GOES32);

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           retval.tree = root_0;

           RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_i=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token i",i);

           RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_retval=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

retval",retval!=null?retval.tree:null);

           root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

           {

               {

               CommonTree root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

               root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.becomeRoot(stream_GOES.nextNode(), root_1);

               if ( stream_i.hasNext() ) {

                   adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_i.nextNode());

               }

               stream_i.reset();

               if ( stream_columnList.hasNext() ) {

                   adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_columnList.nextTree());

               }

               stream_columnList.reset();

               adaptor.addChild(root_0, root_1);

               }

           }

           retval.tree = root_0;}

           }

           retval.stop = input.LT(-1);

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           retval.tree = (CommonTree)adaptor.rulePostProcessing(root_0);

           adaptor.setTokenBoundaries(retval.tree, retval.start, retval.stop);

           }

       }

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;

         }

       finally {

       }

       return retval;

   }

   public static class annotationNoEnum_return extends ParserRuleReturnScope {

       CommonTree tree;

       public Object getTree() { return tree; }
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   };

   public final EsperEPL2GrammarParser.annotationNoEnum_return annotationNoEnum() throws

RecognitionException {

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.annotationNoEnum_return retval = new

EsperEPL2GrammarParser.annotationNoEnum_return();

       retval.start = input.LT(1);

       CommonTree root_0 = null;

       Token ATCHAR33=null;

       Token char_literal35=null;

       Token char_literal38=null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.classIdentifier_return classIdentifier34 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.elementValuePairsNoEnum_return elementValuePairsNoEnum36 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.elementValueNoEnum_return elementValueNoEnum37 = null;

       CommonTree ATCHAR33_tree=null;

       CommonTree char_literal35_tree=null;

       CommonTree char_literal38_tree=null;

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_ATCHAR=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token ATCHAR");

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_RPAREN=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token RPAREN");

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_LPAREN=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token LPAREN");

       RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_elementValuePairsNoEnum=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

elementValuePairsNoEnum");

       RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_elementValueNoEnum=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

elementValueNoEnum");

       RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_classIdentifier=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

classIdentifier");

       try {

           {

           ATCHAR33=(Token)match(input,ATCHAR,FOLLOW_ATCHAR_in_annotationNoEnum2286); if

(state.failed) return retval;

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_ATCHAR.add(ATCHAR33);

           pushFollow(FOLLOW_classIdentifier_in_annotationNoEnum2288);

           classIdentifier34=classIdentifier();

           state._fsp--;

           if (state.failed) return retval;

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_classIdentifier.add(classIdentifier34.getTree());

           int alt12=2;

           int LA12_0 = input.LA(1);

           if ( (LA12_0==LPAREN) ) {

               int LA12_1 = input.LA(2);

               if ( (LA12_1==IDENT) ) {

                   int LA12_15 = input.LA(3);

                   if ( (LA12_15==EQUALS) ) {

                       int LA12_34 = input.LA(4);

                       if ( ((LA12_34>=BOOLEAN_TRUE &&

LA12_34<=VALUE_NULL)||LA12_34==NUM_DOUBLE||LA12_34==LCURLY||LA12_34==ATCHAR||(LA12_

34>=PLUS &&

LA12_34<=QUOTED_STRING_LITERAL)||LA12_34==MINUS||LA12_34==NUM_INT||(LA12_34>=NUM_LO

NG && LA12_34<=NUM_FLOAT)) ) {
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                           alt12=1;

                       }

                   }

               }

               else if ( ((LA12_1>=BOOLEAN_TRUE &&

LA12_1<=VALUE_NULL)||LA12_1==NUM_DOUBLE||LA12_1==RPAREN||LA12_1==LCURLY||LA12_1==A

TCHAR||(LA12_1>=PLUS &&

LA12_1<=QUOTED_STRING_LITERAL)||LA12_1==MINUS||LA12_1==NUM_INT||(LA12_1>=NUM_LONG

&& LA12_1<=NUM_FLOAT)) ) {

                   alt12=1;

               }

           }

           switch (alt12) {

               case 1 :

                   {

                   char_literal35=(Token)match(input,LPAREN,FOLLOW_LPAREN_in_annotationNoEnum2292); if

(state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_LPAREN.add(char_literal35);

                   int alt11=3;

                   int LA11_0 = input.LA(1);

                   if ( (LA11_0==IDENT) ) {

                       alt11=1;

                   }

                   else if ( ((LA11_0>=BOOLEAN_TRUE &&

LA11_0<=VALUE_NULL)||LA11_0==NUM_DOUBLE||LA11_0==LCURLY||LA11_0==ATCHAR||(LA11_0>=P

LUS &&

LA11_0<=QUOTED_STRING_LITERAL)||LA11_0==MINUS||LA11_0==NUM_INT||(LA11_0>=NUM_LONG

&& LA11_0<=NUM_FLOAT)) ) {

                       alt11=2;

                   }

                   switch (alt11) {

                       case 1 :

                           {

                           pushFollow(FOLLOW_elementValuePairsNoEnum_in_annotationNoEnum2296);

                           elementValuePairsNoEnum36=elementValuePairsNoEnum();

                           state._fsp--;

                           if (state.failed) return retval;

                           if ( state.backtracking==0 )

stream_elementValuePairsNoEnum.add(elementValuePairsNoEnum36.getTree());

                           }

                           break;

                       case 2 :

                           {

                           pushFollow(FOLLOW_elementValueNoEnum_in_annotationNoEnum2300);

                           elementValueNoEnum37=elementValueNoEnum();

                           state._fsp--;

                           if (state.failed) return retval;

                           if ( state.backtracking==0 )
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stream_elementValueNoEnum.add(elementValueNoEnum37.getTree());

                           }

                           break;

                   }

                   char_literal38=(Token)match(input,RPAREN,FOLLOW_RPAREN_in_annotationNoEnum2305); if

(state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_RPAREN.add(char_literal38);

                   }

                   break;

           }

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           retval.tree = root_0;

           RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_retval=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

retval",retval!=null?retval.tree:null);

           root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

           {

               {

               CommonTree root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

               root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.becomeRoot((CommonTree)adaptor.create(ANNOTATION,

"ANNOTATION"), root_1);

               adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_classIdentifier.nextTree());

               if ( stream_elementValuePairsNoEnum.hasNext() ) {

                   adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_elementValuePairsNoEnum.nextTree());

               }

               stream_elementValuePairsNoEnum.reset();

               if ( stream_elementValueNoEnum.hasNext() ) {

                   adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_elementValueNoEnum.nextTree());

               }

               stream_elementValueNoEnum.reset();

               adaptor.addChild(root_0, root_1);

               }

           }

           retval.tree = root_0;}

           }

           retval.stop = input.LT(-1);

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           retval.tree = (CommonTree)adaptor.rulePostProcessing(root_0);

           adaptor.setTokenBoundaries(retval.tree, retval.start, retval.stop);

           }

       }

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;

         }

       finally {

       }

       return retval;

   }

   public static class annotationEnum_return extends ParserRuleReturnScope {
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       CommonTree tree;

       public Object getTree() { return tree; }

   };

   public final EsperEPL2GrammarParser.annotationEnum_return annotationEnum() throws RecognitionException {

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.annotationEnum_return retval = new

EsperEPL2GrammarParser.annotationEnum_return();

       retval.start = input.LT(1);

       CommonTree root_0 = null;

       Token ATCHAR39=null;

       Token char_literal41=null;

       Token char_literal44=null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.classIdentifier_return classIdentifier40 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.elementValuePairsEnum_return elementValuePairsEnum42 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.elementValueEnum_return elementValueEnum43 = null;

       CommonTree ATCHAR39_tree=null;

       CommonTree char_literal41_tree=null;

       CommonTree char_literal44_tree=null;

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_ATCHAR=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token ATCHAR");

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_RPAREN=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token RPAREN");

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_LPAREN=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token LPAREN");

       RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_elementValuePairsEnum=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

elementValuePairsEnum");

       RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_elementValueEnum=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

elementValueEnum");

       RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_classIdentifier=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

classIdentifier");

       try {

           {

           ATCHAR39=(Token)match(input,ATCHAR,FOLLOW_ATCHAR_in_annotationEnum2346); if

(state.failed) return retval;

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_ATCHAR.add(ATCHAR39);

           pushFollow(FOLLOW_classIdentifier_in_annotationEnum2348);

           classIdentifier40=classIdentifier();

           state._fsp--;

           if (state.failed) return retval;

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_classIdentifier.add(classIdentifier40.getTree());

           int alt14=2;

           int LA14_0 = input.LA(1);

           if ( (LA14_0==LPAREN) ) {

               alt14=1;

           }

           switch (alt14) {

               case 1 :

                   {

                   char_literal41=(Token)match(input,LPAREN,FOLLOW_LPAREN_in_annotationEnum2352); if

(state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_LPAREN.add(char_literal41);

                   int alt13=3;
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                   int LA13_0 = input.LA(1);

                   if ( (LA13_0==IDENT) ) {

                       int LA13_1 = input.LA(2);

                       if ( (LA13_1==EQUALS) ) {

                           alt13=1;

                       }

                       else if ( (LA13_1==RPAREN||LA13_1==DOT) ) {

                           alt13=2;

                       }

                   }

                   else if ( (LA13_0==EVENTS||(LA13_0>=BOOLEAN_TRUE &&

LA13_0<=VALUE_NULL)||LA13_0==NUM_DOUBLE||LA13_0==LCURLY||LA13_0==ATCHAR||(LA13_0>=P

LUS &&

LA13_0<=QUOTED_STRING_LITERAL)||LA13_0==MINUS||LA13_0==NUM_INT||(LA13_0>=TICKED_STRI

NG_LITERAL && LA13_0<=NUM_FLOAT)) ) {

                       alt13=2;

                   }

                   switch (alt13) {

                       case 1 :

                           {

                           pushFollow(FOLLOW_elementValuePairsEnum_in_annotationEnum2356);

                           elementValuePairsEnum42=elementValuePairsEnum();

                           state._fsp--;

                           if (state.failed) return retval;

                           if ( state.backtracking==0 )

stream_elementValuePairsEnum.add(elementValuePairsEnum42.getTree());

                           }

                           break;

                       case 2 :

                           {

                           pushFollow(FOLLOW_elementValueEnum_in_annotationEnum2360);

                           elementValueEnum43=elementValueEnum();

                           state._fsp--;

                           if (state.failed) return retval;

                           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_elementValueEnum.add(elementValueEnum43.getTree());

                           }

                           break;

                   }

                   char_literal44=(Token)match(input,RPAREN,FOLLOW_RPAREN_in_annotationEnum2365); if

(state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_RPAREN.add(char_literal44);

                   }

                   break;

           }

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           retval.tree = root_0;

           RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_retval=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

retval",retval!=null?retval.tree:null);
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           root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

           {

               {

               CommonTree root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

               root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.becomeRoot((CommonTree)adaptor.create(ANNOTATION,

"ANNOTATION"), root_1);

               adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_classIdentifier.nextTree());

               if ( stream_elementValuePairsEnum.hasNext() ) {

                   adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_elementValuePairsEnum.nextTree());

               }

               stream_elementValuePairsEnum.reset();

               if ( stream_elementValueEnum.hasNext() ) {

                   adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_elementValueEnum.nextTree());

               }

               stream_elementValueEnum.reset();

               adaptor.addChild(root_0, root_1);

               }

           }

           retval.tree = root_0;}

           }

           retval.stop = input.LT(-1);

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           retval.tree = (CommonTree)adaptor.rulePostProcessing(root_0);

           adaptor.setTokenBoundaries(retval.tree, retval.start, retval.stop);

           }

       }

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;

         }

       finally {

       }

       return retval;

   }

   public static class elementValuePairsNoEnum_return extends ParserRuleReturnScope {

       CommonTree tree;

       public Object getTree() { return tree; }

   };

   public final EsperEPL2GrammarParser.elementValuePairsNoEnum_return elementValuePairsNoEnum() throws

RecognitionException {

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.elementValuePairsNoEnum_return retval = new

EsperEPL2GrammarParser.elementValuePairsNoEnum_return();

       retval.start = input.LT(1);

       CommonTree root_0 = null;

       Token COMMA46=null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.elementValuePairNoEnum_return elementValuePairNoEnum45 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.elementValuePairNoEnum_return elementValuePairNoEnum47 = null;

       CommonTree COMMA46_tree=null;

       try {
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           {

           root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

           pushFollow(FOLLOW_elementValuePairNoEnum_in_elementValuePairsNoEnum2406);

           elementValuePairNoEnum45=elementValuePairNoEnum();

           state._fsp--;

           if (state.failed) return retval;

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) adaptor.addChild(root_0, elementValuePairNoEnum45.getTree());

           loop15:

           do {

               int alt15=2;

               int LA15_0 = input.LA(1);

               if ( (LA15_0==COMMA) ) {

                   alt15=1;

               }

               switch (alt15) {

           	case 1 :

           	    {

           	    COMMA46=(Token)match(input,COMMA,FOLLOW_COMMA_in_elementValuePairsNoEnum2409); if

(state.failed) return retval;

           	    pushFollow(FOLLOW_elementValuePairNoEnum_in_elementValuePairsNoEnum2412);

           	    elementValuePairNoEnum47=elementValuePairNoEnum();

           	    state._fsp--;

           	    if (state.failed) return retval;

           	    if ( state.backtracking==0 ) adaptor.addChild(root_0, elementValuePairNoEnum47.getTree());

           	    }

           	    break;

           	default :

           	    break loop15;

               }

           } while (true);

           }

           retval.stop = input.LT(-1);

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           retval.tree = (CommonTree)adaptor.rulePostProcessing(root_0);

           adaptor.setTokenBoundaries(retval.tree, retval.start, retval.stop);

           }

       }

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;

         }

       finally {

       }

       return retval;

   }

   public static class elementValuePairsEnum_return extends ParserRuleReturnScope {

       CommonTree tree;

       public Object getTree() { return tree; }

   };
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   public final EsperEPL2GrammarParser.elementValuePairsEnum_return elementValuePairsEnum() throws

RecognitionException {

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.elementValuePairsEnum_return retval = new

EsperEPL2GrammarParser.elementValuePairsEnum_return();

       retval.start = input.LT(1);

       CommonTree root_0 = null;

       Token COMMA49=null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.elementValuePairEnum_return elementValuePairEnum48 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.elementValuePairEnum_return elementValuePairEnum50 = null;

       CommonTree COMMA49_tree=null;

       try {

           {

           root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

           pushFollow(FOLLOW_elementValuePairEnum_in_elementValuePairsEnum2433);

           elementValuePairEnum48=elementValuePairEnum();

           state._fsp--;

           if (state.failed) return retval;

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) adaptor.addChild(root_0, elementValuePairEnum48.getTree());

           loop16:

           do {

               int alt16=2;

               int LA16_0 = input.LA(1);

               if ( (LA16_0==COMMA) ) {

                   alt16=1;

               }

               switch (alt16) {

           	case 1 :

           	    {

           	    COMMA49=(Token)match(input,COMMA,FOLLOW_COMMA_in_elementValuePairsEnum2436); if

(state.failed) return retval;

           	    pushFollow(FOLLOW_elementValuePairEnum_in_elementValuePairsEnum2439);

           	    elementValuePairEnum50=elementValuePairEnum();

           	    state._fsp--;

           	    if (state.failed) return retval;

           	    if ( state.backtracking==0 ) adaptor.addChild(root_0, elementValuePairEnum50.getTree());

           	    }

           	    break;

           	default :

           	    break loop16;

               }

           } while (true);

           }

           retval.stop = input.LT(-1);

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           retval.tree = (CommonTree)adaptor.rulePostProcessing(root_0);

           adaptor.setTokenBoundaries(retval.tree, retval.start, retval.stop);

           }

       }
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         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;

         }

       finally {

       }

       return retval;

   }

   public static class elementValuePairNoEnum_return extends ParserRuleReturnScope {

       CommonTree tree;

       public Object getTree() { return tree; }

   };

   public final EsperEPL2GrammarParser.elementValuePairNoEnum_return elementValuePairNoEnum() throws

RecognitionException {

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.elementValuePairNoEnum_return retval = new

EsperEPL2GrammarParser.elementValuePairNoEnum_return();

       retval.start = input.LT(1);

       CommonTree root_0 = null;

       Token i=null;

       Token char_literal51=null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.elementValueNoEnum_return elementValueNoEnum52 = null;

       CommonTree i_tree=null;

       CommonTree char_literal51_tree=null;

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_IDENT=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token IDENT");

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_EQUALS=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token EQUALS");

       RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_elementValueNoEnum=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

elementValueNoEnum");

       try {

           {

           i=(Token)match(input,IDENT,FOLLOW_IDENT_in_elementValuePairNoEnum2462); if (state.failed) return

retval;

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_IDENT.add(i);

           char_literal51=(Token)match(input,EQUALS,FOLLOW_EQUALS_in_elementValuePairNoEnum2464); if

(state.failed) return retval;

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_EQUALS.add(char_literal51);

           pushFollow(FOLLOW_elementValueNoEnum_in_elementValuePairNoEnum2466);

           elementValueNoEnum52=elementValueNoEnum();

           state._fsp--;

           if (state.failed) return retval;

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_elementValueNoEnum.add(elementValueNoEnum52.getTree());

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           retval.tree = root_0;

           RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_i=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token i",i);

           RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_retval=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

retval",retval!=null?retval.tree:null);

           root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

           {

               {

               CommonTree root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();
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               root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.becomeRoot((CommonTree)adaptor.create(ANNOTATION_VALUE,

"ANNOTATION_VALUE"), root_1);

               adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_i.nextNode());

               adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_elementValueNoEnum.nextTree());

               adaptor.addChild(root_0, root_1);

               }

           }

           retval.tree = root_0;}

           }

           retval.stop = input.LT(-1);

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           retval.tree = (CommonTree)adaptor.rulePostProcessing(root_0);

           adaptor.setTokenBoundaries(retval.tree, retval.start, retval.stop);

           }

       }

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;

         }

       finally {

       }

       return retval;

   }

   public static class elementValuePairEnum_return extends ParserRuleReturnScope {

       CommonTree tree;

       public Object getTree() { return tree; }

   };

   public final EsperEPL2GrammarParser.elementValuePairEnum_return elementValuePairEnum() throws

RecognitionException {

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.elementValuePairEnum_return retval = new

EsperEPL2GrammarParser.elementValuePairEnum_return();

       retval.start = input.LT(1);

       CommonTree root_0 = null;

       Token i=null;

       Token char_literal53=null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.elementValueEnum_return elementValueEnum54 = null;

       CommonTree i_tree=null;

       CommonTree char_literal53_tree=null;

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_IDENT=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token IDENT");

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_EQUALS=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token EQUALS");

       RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_elementValueEnum=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

elementValueEnum");

       try {

           {

           i=(Token)match(input,IDENT,FOLLOW_IDENT_in_elementValuePairEnum2503); if (state.failed) return

retval;

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_IDENT.add(i);

           char_literal53=(Token)match(input,EQUALS,FOLLOW_EQUALS_in_elementValuePairEnum2505); if

(state.failed) return retval;
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           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_EQUALS.add(char_literal53);

           pushFollow(FOLLOW_elementValueEnum_in_elementValuePairEnum2507);

           elementValueEnum54=elementValueEnum();

           state._fsp--;

           if (state.failed) return retval;

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_elementValueEnum.add(elementValueEnum54.getTree());

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           retval.tree = root_0;

           RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_i=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token i",i);

           RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_retval=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

retval",retval!=null?retval.tree:null);

           root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

           {

               {

               CommonTree root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

               root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.becomeRoot((CommonTree)adaptor.create(ANNOTATION_VALUE,

"ANNOTATION_VALUE"), root_1);

               adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_i.nextNode());

               adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_elementValueEnum.nextTree());

               adaptor.addChild(root_0, root_1);

               }

           }

           retval.tree = root_0;}

           }

           retval.stop = input.LT(-1);

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           retval.tree = (CommonTree)adaptor.rulePostProcessing(root_0);

           adaptor.setTokenBoundaries(retval.tree, retval.start, retval.stop);

           }

       }

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;

         }

       finally {

       }

       return retval;

   }

   public static class elementValueNoEnum_return extends ParserRuleReturnScope {

       CommonTree tree;

       public Object getTree() { return tree; }

   };

   public final EsperEPL2GrammarParser.elementValueNoEnum_return elementValueNoEnum() throws

RecognitionException {

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.elementValueNoEnum_return retval = new

EsperEPL2GrammarParser.elementValueNoEnum_return();

       retval.start = input.LT(1);

       CommonTree root_0 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.annotationEnum_return annotationEnum55 = null;
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       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.elementValueArrayNoEnum_return elementValueArrayNoEnum56 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.constant_return constant57 = null;

       RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_elementValueArrayNoEnum=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

elementValueArrayNoEnum");

       try {

           int alt17=3;

           switch ( input.LA(1) ) {

           case ATCHAR:

               {

               alt17=1;

               }

               break;

           case LCURLY:

               {

               alt17=2;

               }

               break;

           case BOOLEAN_TRUE:

           case BOOLEAN_FALSE:

           case VALUE_NULL:

           case NUM_DOUBLE:

           case PLUS:

           case STRING_LITERAL:

           case QUOTED_STRING_LITERAL:

           case MINUS:

           case NUM_INT:

           case NUM_LONG:

           case NUM_FLOAT:

               {

               alt17=3;

               }

               break;

           default:

               if (state.backtracking>0) {state.failed=true; return retval;}

               NoViableAltException nvae =

                   new NoViableAltException("", 17, 0, input);

               throw nvae;

           }

           switch (alt17) {

               case 1 :

                   {

                   root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_annotationEnum_in_elementValueNoEnum2538);

                   annotationEnum55=annotationEnum();

                   state._fsp--;

                   if (state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) adaptor.addChild(root_0, annotationEnum55.getTree());

                   }
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                   break;

               case 2 :

                   {

                   {

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_elementValueArrayNoEnum_in_elementValueNoEnum2549);

                   elementValueArrayNoEnum56=elementValueArrayNoEnum();

                   state._fsp--;

                   if (state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 )

stream_elementValueArrayNoEnum.add(elementValueArrayNoEnum56.getTree());

                   }

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

                   retval.tree = root_0;

                   RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_retval=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

retval",retval!=null?retval.tree:null);

                   root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

                   {

                       adaptor.addChild(root_0, stream_elementValueArrayNoEnum.nextTree());

                   }

                   retval.tree = root_0;}

                   }

                   break;

               case 3 :

                   {

                   root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_constant_in_elementValueNoEnum2562);

                   constant57=constant();

                   state._fsp--;

                   if (state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) adaptor.addChild(root_0, constant57.getTree());

                   }

                   break;

           }

           retval.stop = input.LT(-1);

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           retval.tree = (CommonTree)adaptor.rulePostProcessing(root_0);

           adaptor.setTokenBoundaries(retval.tree, retval.start, retval.stop);

           }

       }

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;

         }

       finally {

       }

       return retval;

   }

   public static class elementValueEnum_return extends ParserRuleReturnScope {

       CommonTree tree;
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       public Object getTree() { return tree; }

   };

   public final EsperEPL2GrammarParser.elementValueEnum_return elementValueEnum() throws

RecognitionException {

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.elementValueEnum_return retval = new

EsperEPL2GrammarParser.elementValueEnum_return();

       retval.start = input.LT(1);

       CommonTree root_0 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.annotationEnum_return annotationEnum58 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.elementValueArrayEnum_return elementValueArrayEnum59 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.constant_return constant60 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.classIdentifier_return classIdentifier61 = null;

       RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_elementValueArrayEnum=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

elementValueArrayEnum");

       try {

           int alt18=4;

           switch ( input.LA(1) ) {

           case ATCHAR:

               {

               alt18=1;

               }

               break;

           case LCURLY:

               {

               alt18=2;

               }

               break;

           case BOOLEAN_TRUE:

           case BOOLEAN_FALSE:

           case VALUE_NULL:

           case NUM_DOUBLE:

           case PLUS:

           case STRING_LITERAL:

           case QUOTED_STRING_LITERAL:

           case MINUS:

           case NUM_INT:

           case NUM_LONG:

           case NUM_FLOAT:

               {

               alt18=3;

               }

               break;

           case EVENTS:

           case IDENT:

           case TICKED_STRING_LITERAL:

               {

               alt18=4;

               }
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               break;

           default:

               if (state.backtracking>0) {state.failed=true; return retval;}

               NoViableAltException nvae =

                   new NoViableAltException("", 18, 0, input);

               throw nvae;

           }

           switch (alt18) {

               case 1 :

                   {

                   root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_annotationEnum_in_elementValueEnum2585);

                   annotationEnum58=annotationEnum();

                   state._fsp--;

                   if (state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) adaptor.addChild(root_0, annotationEnum58.getTree());

                   }

                   break;

               case 2 :

                   {

                   {

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_elementValueArrayEnum_in_elementValueEnum2596);

                   elementValueArrayEnum59=elementValueArrayEnum();

                   state._fsp--;

                   if (state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 )

stream_elementValueArrayEnum.add(elementValueArrayEnum59.getTree());

                   }

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

                   retval.tree = root_0;

                   RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_retval=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

retval",retval!=null?retval.tree:null);

                   root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

                   {

                       adaptor.addChild(root_0, stream_elementValueArrayEnum.nextTree());

                   }

                   retval.tree = root_0;}

                   }

                   break;

               case 3 :

                   {

                   root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_constant_in_elementValueEnum2609);

                   constant60=constant();

                   state._fsp--;

                   if (state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) adaptor.addChild(root_0, constant60.getTree());

                   }
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                   break;

               case 4 :

                   {

                   root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_classIdentifier_in_elementValueEnum2617);

                   classIdentifier61=classIdentifier();

                   state._fsp--;

                   if (state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) adaptor.addChild(root_0, classIdentifier61.getTree());

                   }

                   break;

           }

           retval.stop = input.LT(-1);

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           retval.tree = (CommonTree)adaptor.rulePostProcessing(root_0);

           adaptor.setTokenBoundaries(retval.tree, retval.start, retval.stop);

           }

       }

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;

         }

       finally {

       }

       return retval;

   }

   public static class elementValueArrayNoEnum_return extends ParserRuleReturnScope {

       CommonTree tree;

       public Object getTree() { return tree; }

   };

   public final EsperEPL2GrammarParser.elementValueArrayNoEnum_return elementValueArrayNoEnum() throws

RecognitionException {

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.elementValueArrayNoEnum_return retval = new

EsperEPL2GrammarParser.elementValueArrayNoEnum_return();

       retval.start = input.LT(1);

       CommonTree root_0 = null;

       Token char_literal62=null;

       Token char_literal64=null;

       Token char_literal66=null;

       Token char_literal67=null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.elementValueNoEnum_return elementValueNoEnum63 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.elementValueNoEnum_return elementValueNoEnum65 = null;

       CommonTree char_literal62_tree=null;

       CommonTree char_literal64_tree=null;

       CommonTree char_literal66_tree=null;

       CommonTree char_literal67_tree=null;

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_LCURLY=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token LCURLY");

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_COMMA=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token COMMA");

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_RCURLY=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token RCURLY");
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       RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_elementValueNoEnum=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

elementValueNoEnum");

       try {

           {

           char_literal62=(Token)match(input,LCURLY,FOLLOW_LCURLY_in_elementValueArrayNoEnum2637);

if (state.failed) return retval;

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_LCURLY.add(char_literal62);

           int alt20=2;

           int LA20_0 = input.LA(1);

           if ( ((LA20_0>=BOOLEAN_TRUE &&

LA20_0<=VALUE_NULL)||LA20_0==NUM_DOUBLE||LA20_0==LCURLY||LA20_0==ATCHAR||(LA20_0>=P

LUS &&

LA20_0<=QUOTED_STRING_LITERAL)||LA20_0==MINUS||LA20_0==NUM_INT||(LA20_0>=NUM_LONG

&& LA20_0<=NUM_FLOAT)) ) {

               alt20=1;

           }

           switch (alt20) {

               case 1 :

                   {

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_elementValueNoEnum_in_elementValueArrayNoEnum2640);

                   elementValueNoEnum63=elementValueNoEnum();

                   state._fsp--;

                   if (state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_elementValueNoEnum.add(elementValueNoEnum63.getTree());

                   loop19:

                   do {

                       int alt19=2;

                       int LA19_0 = input.LA(1);

                       if ( (LA19_0==COMMA) ) {

                           int LA19_1 = input.LA(2);

                           if ( ((LA19_1>=BOOLEAN_TRUE &&

LA19_1<=VALUE_NULL)||LA19_1==NUM_DOUBLE||LA19_1==LCURLY||LA19_1==ATCHAR||(LA19_1>=P

LUS &&

LA19_1<=QUOTED_STRING_LITERAL)||LA19_1==MINUS||LA19_1==NUM_INT||(LA19_1>=NUM_LONG

&& LA19_1<=NUM_FLOAT)) ) {

                               alt19=1;

                           }

                       }

                       switch (alt19) {

                   	case 1 :

                   	    {

char_literal64=(Token)match(input,COMMA,FOLLOW_COMMA_in_elementValueArrayNoEnum2643); if (state.

failed) return retval;

                   	    if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_COMMA.add(char_literal64);

                   	    pushFollow(FOLLOW_elementValueNoEnum_in_elementValueArrayNoEnum2645);

                   	    elementValueNoEnum65=elementValueNoEnum();

                   	    state._fsp--;

                   	    if (state.failed) return retval;
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                   	    if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_elementValueNoEnum.add(elementValueNoEnum65.getTree());

                   	    }

                   	    break;

                   	default :

                   	    break loop19;

                       }

                   } while (true);

                   }

                   break;

           }

           int alt21=2;

           int LA21_0 = input.LA(1);

           if ( (LA21_0==COMMA) ) {

               alt21=1;

           }

           switch (alt21) {

               case 1 :

                   {

char_literal66=(Token)match(input,COMMA,FOLLOW_COMMA_in_elementValueArrayNoEnum2652); if (state.

failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_COMMA.add(char_literal66);

                   }

                   break;

           }

           char_literal67=(Token)match(input,RCURLY,FOLLOW_RCURLY_in_elementValueArrayNoEnum2656);

if (state.failed) return retval;

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_RCURLY.add(char_literal67);

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           retval.tree = root_0;

           RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_retval=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

retval",retval!=null?retval.tree:null);

           root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

           {

               {

               CommonTree root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

               root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.becomeRoot((CommonTree)adaptor.create(ANNOTATION_ARRAY,

"ANNOTATION_ARRAY"), root_1);

               while ( stream_elementValueNoEnum.hasNext() ) {

                   adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_elementValueNoEnum.nextTree());

               }

               stream_elementValueNoEnum.reset();

               adaptor.addChild(root_0, root_1);

               }

           }

           retval.tree = root_0;}

           }

           retval.stop = input.LT(-1);

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {
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           retval.tree = (CommonTree)adaptor.rulePostProcessing(root_0);

           adaptor.setTokenBoundaries(retval.tree, retval.start, retval.stop);

           }

       }

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;

         }

       finally {

       }

       return retval;

   }

   public static class elementValueArrayEnum_return extends ParserRuleReturnScope {

       CommonTree tree;

       public Object getTree() { return tree; }

   };

   public final EsperEPL2GrammarParser.elementValueArrayEnum_return elementValueArrayEnum() throws

RecognitionException {

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.elementValueArrayEnum_return retval = new

EsperEPL2GrammarParser.elementValueArrayEnum_return();

       retval.start = input.LT(1);

       CommonTree root_0 = null;

       Token char_literal68=null;

       Token char_literal70=null;

       Token char_literal72=null;

       Token char_literal73=null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.elementValueEnum_return elementValueEnum69 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.elementValueEnum_return elementValueEnum71 = null;

       CommonTree char_literal68_tree=null;

       CommonTree char_literal70_tree=null;

       CommonTree char_literal72_tree=null;

       CommonTree char_literal73_tree=null;

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_LCURLY=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token LCURLY");

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_COMMA=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token COMMA");

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_RCURLY=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token RCURLY");

       RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_elementValueEnum=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

elementValueEnum");

       try {

           {

           char_literal68=(Token)match(input,LCURLY,FOLLOW_LCURLY_in_elementValueArrayEnum2685); if

(state.failed) return retval;

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_LCURLY.add(char_literal68);

           int alt23=2;

           int LA23_0 = input.LA(1);

           if ( (LA23_0==EVENTS||(LA23_0>=BOOLEAN_TRUE &&

LA23_0<=VALUE_NULL)||LA23_0==NUM_DOUBLE||LA23_0==IDENT||LA23_0==LCURLY||LA23_0==ATC

HAR||(LA23_0>=PLUS &&

LA23_0<=QUOTED_STRING_LITERAL)||LA23_0==MINUS||LA23_0==NUM_INT||(LA23_0>=TICKED_STRI

NG_LITERAL && LA23_0<=NUM_FLOAT)) ) {
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               alt23=1;

           }

           switch (alt23) {

               case 1 :

                   {

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_elementValueEnum_in_elementValueArrayEnum2688);

                   elementValueEnum69=elementValueEnum();

                   state._fsp--;

                   if (state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_elementValueEnum.add(elementValueEnum69.getTree());

                   loop22:

                   do {

                       int alt22=2;

                       int LA22_0 = input.LA(1);

                       if ( (LA22_0==COMMA) ) {

                           int LA22_1 = input.LA(2);

                           if ( (LA22_1==EVENTS||(LA22_1>=BOOLEAN_TRUE &&

LA22_1<=VALUE_NULL)||LA22_1==NUM_DOUBLE||LA22_1==IDENT||LA22_1==LCURLY||LA22_1==ATC

HAR||(LA22_1>=PLUS &&

LA22_1<=QUOTED_STRING_LITERAL)||LA22_1==MINUS||LA22_1==NUM_INT||(LA22_1>=TICKED_STRI

NG_LITERAL && LA22_1<=NUM_FLOAT)) ) {

                               alt22=1;

                           }

                       }

                       switch (alt22) {

                   	case 1 :

                   	    {

char_literal70=(Token)match(input,COMMA,FOLLOW_COMMA_in_elementValueArrayEnum2691); if (state.fail

ed) return retval;

                   	    if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_COMMA.add(char_literal70);

                   	    pushFollow(FOLLOW_elementValueEnum_in_elementValueArrayEnum2693);

                   	    elementValueEnum71=elementValueEnum();

                   	    state._fsp--;

                   	    if (state.failed) return retval;

                   	    if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_elementValueEnum.add(elementValueEnum71.getTree());

                   	    }

                   	    break;

                   	default :

                   	    break loop22;

                       }

                   } while (true);

                   }

                   break;

           }

           int alt24=2;

           int LA24_0 = input.LA(1);

           if ( (LA24_0==COMMA) ) {

               alt24=1;
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           }

           switch (alt24) {

               case 1 :

                   {

                   char_literal72=(Token)match(input,COMMA,FOLLOW_COMMA_in_elementValueArrayEnum2700);

if (state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_COMMA.add(char_literal72);

                   }

                   break;

           }

           char_literal73=(Token)match(input,RCURLY,FOLLOW_RCURLY_in_elementValueArrayEnum2704); if

(state.failed) return retval;

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_RCURLY.add(char_literal73);

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           retval.tree = root_0;

           RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_retval=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

retval",retval!=null?retval.tree:null);

           root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

           {

               {

               CommonTree root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

               root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.becomeRoot((CommonTree)adaptor.create(ANNOTATION_ARRAY,

"ANNOTATION_ARRAY"), root_1);

               while ( stream_elementValueEnum.hasNext() ) {

                   adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_elementValueEnum.nextTree());

               }

               stream_elementValueEnum.reset();

               adaptor.addChild(root_0, root_1);

               }

           }

           retval.tree = root_0;}

           }

           retval.stop = input.LT(-1);

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           retval.tree = (CommonTree)adaptor.rulePostProcessing(root_0);

           adaptor.setTokenBoundaries(retval.tree, retval.start, retval.stop);

           }

       }

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;

         }

       finally {

       }

       return retval;

   }

   public static class eplExpression_return extends ParserRuleReturnScope {

       CommonTree tree;

       public Object getTree() { return tree; }
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   };

   public final EsperEPL2GrammarParser.eplExpression_return eplExpression() throws RecognitionException {

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.eplExpression_return retval = new

EsperEPL2GrammarParser.eplExpression_return();

       retval.start = input.LT(1);

       CommonTree root_0 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.contextExpr_return contextExpr74 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.selectExpr_return selectExpr75 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.createWindowExpr_return createWindowExpr76 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.createIndexExpr_return createIndexExpr77 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.createVariableExpr_return createVariableExpr78 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.createSchemaExpr_return createSchemaExpr79 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.createContextExpr_return createContextExpr80 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.createExpressionExpr_return createExpressionExpr81 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.onExpr_return onExpr82 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.updateExpr_return updateExpr83 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.createDataflow_return createDataflow84 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.fafDelete_return fafDelete85 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.fafUpdate_return fafUpdate86 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.forExpr_return forExpr87 = null;

       try {

           {

           root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

           int alt25=2;

           int LA25_0 = input.LA(1);

           if ( (LA25_0==CONTEXT) ) {

               alt25=1;

           }

           switch (alt25) {

               case 1 :

                   {

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_contextExpr_in_eplExpression2736);

                   contextExpr74=contextExpr();

                   state._fsp--;

                   if (state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) adaptor.addChild(root_0, contextExpr74.getTree());

                   }

                   break;

           }

           int alt26=12;

           switch ( input.LA(1) ) {

           case SELECT:

           case INSERT:

               {

               alt26=1;

               }

               break;

           case CREATE:
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               {

               switch ( input.LA(2) ) {

               case WINDOW:

                   {

                   alt26=2;

                   }

                   break;

               case CONTEXT:

                   {

                   alt26=6;

                   }

                   break;

               case DATAFLOW:

                   {

                   alt26=10;

                   }

                   break;

               case IDENT:

                   {

                   switch ( input.LA(3) ) {

                   case INDEX:

                       {

                       alt26=3;

                       }

                       break;

                   case SCHEMA:

                       {

                       alt26=5;

                       }

                       break;

                   case VARIABLE:

                       {

                       alt26=4;

                       }

                       break;

                   default:

                       if (state.backtracking>0) {state.failed=true; return retval;}

                       NoViableAltException nvae =

                           new NoViableAltException("", 26, 10, input);

                       throw nvae;

                   }

                   }

                   break;

               case SCHEMA:

                   {

                   alt26=5;

                   }

                   break;
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               case VARIABLE:

                   {

                   alt26=4;

                   }

                   break;

               case EXPRESSIONDECL:

                   {

                   alt26=7;

                   }

                   break;

               case INDEX:

                   {

                   alt26=3;

                   }

                   break;

               default:

                   if (state.backtracking>0) {state.failed=true; return retval;}

                   NoViableAltException nvae =

                       new NoViableAltException("", 26, 3, input);

                   throw nvae;

               }

               }

               break;

           case ON:

               {

               alt26=8;

               }

               break;

           case UPDATE:

               {

               int LA26_5 = input.LA(2);

               if ( (LA26_5==ISTREAM) ) {

                   alt26=9;

               }

               else if ( (LA26_5==EVENTS||LA26_5==IDENT||LA26_5==TICKED_STRING_LITERAL) ) {

                   alt26=12;

               }

               else {

                   if (state.backtracking>0) {state.failed=true; return retval;}

                   NoViableAltException nvae =

                       new NoViableAltException("", 26, 5, input);

                   throw nvae;

               }

               }

               break;

           case DELETE:

               {

               alt26=11;
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               }

               break;

           default:

               if (state.backtracking>0) {state.failed=true; return retval;}

               NoViableAltException nvae =

                   new NoViableAltException("", 26, 0, input);

               throw nvae;

           }

           switch (alt26) {

               case 1 :

                   {

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_selectExpr_in_eplExpression2743);

                   selectExpr75=selectExpr();

                   state._fsp--;

                   if (state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) adaptor.addChild(root_0, selectExpr75.getTree());

                   }

                   break;

               case 2 :

                   {

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_createWindowExpr_in_eplExpression2748);

                   createWindowExpr76=createWindowExpr();

                   state._fsp--;

                   if (state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) adaptor.addChild(root_0, createWindowExpr76.getTree());

                   }

                   break;

               case 3 :

                   {

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_createIndexExpr_in_eplExpression2753);

                   createIndexExpr77=createIndexExpr();

                   state._fsp--;

                   if (state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) adaptor.addChild(root_0, createIndexExpr77.getTree());

                   }

                   break;

               case 4 :

                   {

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_createVariableExpr_in_eplExpression2758);

                   createVariableExpr78=createVariableExpr();

                   state._fsp--;

                   if (state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) adaptor.addChild(root_0, createVariableExpr78.getTree());

                   }

                   break;

               case 5 :

                   {

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_createSchemaExpr_in_eplExpression2763);
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                   createSchemaExpr79=createSchemaExpr();

                   state._fsp--;

                   if (state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) adaptor.addChild(root_0, createSchemaExpr79.getTree());

                   }

                   break;

               case 6 :

                   {

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_createContextExpr_in_eplExpression2768);

                   createContextExpr80=createContextExpr();

                   state._fsp--;

                   if (state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) adaptor.addChild(root_0, createContextExpr80.getTree());

                   }

                   break;

               case 7 :

                   {

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_createExpressionExpr_in_eplExpression2773);

                   createExpressionExpr81=createExpressionExpr();

                   state._fsp--;

                   if (state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) adaptor.addChild(root_0, createExpressionExpr81.getTree());

                   }

                   break;

               case 8 :

                   {

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_onExpr_in_eplExpression2778);

                   onExpr82=onExpr();

                   state._fsp--;

                   if (state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) adaptor.addChild(root_0, onExpr82.getTree());

                   }

                   break;

               case 9 :

                   {

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_updateExpr_in_eplExpression2783);

                   updateExpr83=updateExpr();

                   state._fsp--;

                   if (state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) adaptor.addChild(root_0, updateExpr83.getTree());

                   }

                   break;

               case 10 :

                   {

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_createDataflow_in_eplExpression2788);

                   createDataflow84=createDataflow();

                   state._fsp--;

                   if (state.failed) return retval;
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                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) adaptor.addChild(root_0, createDataflow84.getTree());

                   }

                   break;

               case 11 :

                   {

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_fafDelete_in_eplExpression2793);

                   fafDelete85=fafDelete();

                   state._fsp--;

                   if (state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) adaptor.addChild(root_0, fafDelete85.getTree());

                   }

                   break;

               case 12 :

                   {

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_fafUpdate_in_eplExpression2798);

                   fafUpdate86=fafUpdate();

                   state._fsp--;

                   if (state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) adaptor.addChild(root_0, fafUpdate86.getTree());

                   }

                   break;

           }

           int alt27=2;

           int LA27_0 = input.LA(1);

           if ( (LA27_0==FOR) ) {

               alt27=1;

           }

           switch (alt27) {

               case 1 :

                   {

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_forExpr_in_eplExpression2801);

                   forExpr87=forExpr();

                   state._fsp--;

                   if (state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) adaptor.addChild(root_0, forExpr87.getTree());

                   }

                   break;

           }

           }

           retval.stop = input.LT(-1);

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           retval.tree = (CommonTree)adaptor.rulePostProcessing(root_0);

           adaptor.setTokenBoundaries(retval.tree, retval.start, retval.stop);

           }

       }

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;

         }
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       finally {

       }

       return retval;

   }

   public static class contextExpr_return extends ParserRuleReturnScope {

       CommonTree tree;

       public Object getTree() { return tree; }

   };

   public final EsperEPL2GrammarParser.contextExpr_return contextExpr() throws RecognitionException {

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.contextExpr_return retval = new EsperEPL2GrammarParser.contextExpr_return();

       retval.start = input.LT(1);

       CommonTree root_0 = null;

       Token i=null;

       Token CONTEXT88=null;

       CommonTree i_tree=null;

       CommonTree CONTEXT88_tree=null;

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_IDENT=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token IDENT");

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_CONTEXT=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token CONTEXT");

       try {

           {

           CONTEXT88=(Token)match(input,CONTEXT,FOLLOW_CONTEXT_in_contextExpr2814); if

(state.failed) return retval;

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_CONTEXT.add(CONTEXT88);

           i=(Token)match(input,IDENT,FOLLOW_IDENT_in_contextExpr2818); if (state.failed) return retval;

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_IDENT.add(i);

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           retval.tree = root_0;

           RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_i=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token i",i);

           RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_retval=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

retval",retval!=null?retval.tree:null);

           root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

           {

               {

               CommonTree root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

               root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.becomeRoot(stream_CONTEXT.nextNode(), root_1);

               adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_i.nextNode());

               adaptor.addChild(root_0, root_1);

               }

           }

           retval.tree = root_0;}

           }

           retval.stop = input.LT(-1);

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           retval.tree = (CommonTree)adaptor.rulePostProcessing(root_0);

           adaptor.setTokenBoundaries(retval.tree, retval.start, retval.stop);

           }

       }

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {
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           throw rex;

         }

       finally {

       }

       return retval;

   }

   public static class selectExpr_return extends ParserRuleReturnScope {

       CommonTree tree;

       public Object getTree() { return tree; }

   };

   public final EsperEPL2GrammarParser.selectExpr_return selectExpr() throws RecognitionException {

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.selectExpr_return retval = new EsperEPL2GrammarParser.selectExpr_return();

       retval.start = input.LT(1);

       CommonTree root_0 = null;

       Token INSERT89=null;

       Token SELECT91=null;

       Token FROM93=null;

       Token WHERE96=null;

       Token GROUP98=null;

       Token BY99=null;

       Token HAVING101=null;

       Token OUTPUT103=null;

       Token ORDER105=null;

       Token BY106=null;

       Token ROW_LIMIT_EXPR108=null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.insertIntoExpr_return insertIntoExpr90 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.selectClause_return selectClause92 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.fromClause_return fromClause94 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.matchRecog_return matchRecog95 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.whereClause_return whereClause97 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.groupByListExpr_return groupByListExpr100 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.havingClause_return havingClause102 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.outputLimit_return outputLimit104 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.orderByListExpr_return orderByListExpr107 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.rowLimit_return rowLimit109 = null;

       CommonTree INSERT89_tree=null;

       CommonTree SELECT91_tree=null;

       CommonTree FROM93_tree=null;

       CommonTree WHERE96_tree=null;

       CommonTree GROUP98_tree=null;

       CommonTree BY99_tree=null;

       CommonTree HAVING101_tree=null;

       CommonTree OUTPUT103_tree=null;

       CommonTree ORDER105_tree=null;

       CommonTree BY106_tree=null;

       CommonTree ROW_LIMIT_EXPR108_tree=null;

       try {

           {
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           root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

           int alt28=2;

           int LA28_0 = input.LA(1);

           if ( (LA28_0==INSERT) ) {

               alt28=1;

           }

           switch (alt28) {

               case 1 :

                   {

                   INSERT89=(Token)match(input,INSERT,FOLLOW_INSERT_in_selectExpr2842); if (state.failed)

return retval;

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_insertIntoExpr_in_selectExpr2845);

                   insertIntoExpr90=insertIntoExpr();

                   state._fsp--;

                   if (state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) adaptor.addChild(root_0, insertIntoExpr90.getTree());

                   }

                   break;

           }

           SELECT91=(Token)match(input,SELECT,FOLLOW_SELECT_in_selectExpr2851); if (state.failed) return

retval;

           pushFollow(FOLLOW_selectClause_in_selectExpr2854);

           selectClause92=selectClause();

           state._fsp--;

           if (state.failed) return retval;

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) adaptor.addChild(root_0, selectClause92.getTree());

           int alt29=2;

           int LA29_0 = input.LA(1);

           if ( (LA29_0==FROM) ) {

               alt29=1;

           }

           switch (alt29) {

               case 1 :

                   {

                   FROM93=(Token)match(input,FROM,FOLLOW_FROM_in_selectExpr2859); if (state.failed) return

retval;

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_fromClause_in_selectExpr2862);

                   fromClause94=fromClause();

                   state._fsp--;

                   if (state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) adaptor.addChild(root_0, fromClause94.getTree());

                   }

                   break;

           }

           int alt30=2;

           int LA30_0 = input.LA(1);

           if ( (LA30_0==MATCH_RECOGNIZE) ) {

               alt30=1;
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           }

           switch (alt30) {

               case 1 :

                   {

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_matchRecog_in_selectExpr2868);

                   matchRecog95=matchRecog();

                   state._fsp--;

                   if (state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) adaptor.addChild(root_0, matchRecog95.getTree());

                   }

                   break;

           }

           int alt31=2;

           int LA31_0 = input.LA(1);

           if ( (LA31_0==WHERE) ) {

               alt31=1;

           }

           switch (alt31) {

               case 1 :

                   {

                   WHERE96=(Token)match(input,WHERE,FOLLOW_WHERE_in_selectExpr2874); if (state.failed)

return retval;

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_whereClause_in_selectExpr2877);

                   whereClause97=whereClause();

                   state._fsp--;

                   if (state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) adaptor.addChild(root_0, whereClause97.getTree());

                   }

                   break;

           }

           int alt32=2;

           int LA32_0 = input.LA(1);

           if ( (LA32_0==GROUP) ) {

               alt32=1;

           }

           switch (alt32) {

               case 1 :

                   {

                   GROUP98=(Token)match(input,GROUP,FOLLOW_GROUP_in_selectExpr2884); if (state.failed)

return retval;

                   BY99=(Token)match(input,BY,FOLLOW_BY_in_selectExpr2887); if (state.failed) return retval;

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_groupByListExpr_in_selectExpr2890);

                   groupByListExpr100=groupByListExpr();

                   state._fsp--;

                   if (state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) adaptor.addChild(root_0, groupByListExpr100.getTree());

                   }

                   break;
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           }

           int alt33=2;

           int LA33_0 = input.LA(1);

           if ( (LA33_0==HAVING) ) {

               alt33=1;

           }

           switch (alt33) {

               case 1 :

                   {

                   HAVING101=(Token)match(input,HAVING,FOLLOW_HAVING_in_selectExpr2897); if (state.failed)

return retval;

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_havingClause_in_selectExpr2900);

                   havingClause102=havingClause();

                   state._fsp--;

                   if (state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) adaptor.addChild(root_0, havingClause102.getTree());

                   }

                   break;

           }

           int alt34=2;

           int LA34_0 = input.LA(1);

           if ( (LA34_0==OUTPUT) ) {

               alt34=1;

           }

           switch (alt34) {

               case 1 :

                   {

                   OUTPUT103=(Token)match(input,OUTPUT,FOLLOW_OUTPUT_in_selectExpr2907); if (state.failed)

return retval;

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_outputLimit_in_selectExpr2910);

                   outputLimit104=outputLimit();

                   state._fsp--;

                   if (state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) adaptor.addChild(root_0, outputLimit104.getTree());

                   }

                   break;

           }

           int alt35=2;

           int LA35_0 = input.LA(1);

           if ( (LA35_0==ORDER) ) {

               alt35=1;

           }

           switch (alt35) {

               case 1 :

                   {

                   ORDER105=(Token)match(input,ORDER,FOLLOW_ORDER_in_selectExpr2917); if (state.failed)

return retval;

                   BY106=(Token)match(input,BY,FOLLOW_BY_in_selectExpr2920); if (state.failed) return retval;
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                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_orderByListExpr_in_selectExpr2923);

                   orderByListExpr107=orderByListExpr();

                   state._fsp--;

                   if (state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) adaptor.addChild(root_0, orderByListExpr107.getTree());

                   }

                   break;

           }

           int alt36=2;

           int LA36_0 = input.LA(1);

           if ( (LA36_0==ROW_LIMIT_EXPR) ) {

               alt36=1;

           }

           switch (alt36) {

               case 1 :

                   {

ROW_LIMIT_EXPR108=(Token)match(input,ROW_LIMIT_EXPR,FOLLOW_ROW_LIMIT_EXPR_in_selectEx

pr2930); if (state.failed) return retval;

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_rowLimit_in_selectExpr2933);

                   rowLimit109=rowLimit();

                   state._fsp--;

                   if (state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) adaptor.addChild(root_0, rowLimit109.getTree());

                   }

                   break;

           }

           }

           retval.stop = input.LT(-1);

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           retval.tree = (CommonTree)adaptor.rulePostProcessing(root_0);

           adaptor.setTokenBoundaries(retval.tree, retval.start, retval.stop);

           }

       }

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;

         }

       finally {

       }

       return retval;

   }

   public static class onExpr_return extends ParserRuleReturnScope {

       CommonTree tree;

       public Object getTree() { return tree; }

   };

   public final EsperEPL2GrammarParser.onExpr_return onExpr() throws RecognitionException {

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.onExpr_return retval = new EsperEPL2GrammarParser.onExpr_return();

       retval.start = input.LT(1);

       CommonTree root_0 = null;
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       Token ON110=null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.onStreamExpr_return onStreamExpr111 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.onDeleteExpr_return onDeleteExpr112 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.onSelectExpr_return onSelectExpr113 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.onSelectInsertExpr_return onSelectInsertExpr114 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.outputClauseInsert_return outputClauseInsert115 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.onSetExpr_return onSetExpr116 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.onUpdateExpr_return onUpdateExpr117 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.onMergeExpr_return onMergeExpr118 = null;

       CommonTree ON110_tree=null;

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_ON=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token ON");

       RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_onMergeExpr=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

onMergeExpr");

       RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_onStreamExpr=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

onStreamExpr");

       RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_onSelectExpr=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

onSelectExpr");

       RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_onDeleteExpr=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

onDeleteExpr");

       RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_onSelectInsertExpr=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

onSelectInsertExpr");

       RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_outputClauseInsert=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

outputClauseInsert");

       RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_onSetExpr=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule onSetExpr");

       RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_onUpdateExpr=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

onUpdateExpr");

       try {

           {

           ON110=(Token)match(input,ON,FOLLOW_ON_in_onExpr2948); if (state.failed) return retval;

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_ON.add(ON110);

           pushFollow(FOLLOW_onStreamExpr_in_onExpr2950);

           onStreamExpr111=onStreamExpr();

           state._fsp--;

           if (state.failed) return retval;

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_onStreamExpr.add(onStreamExpr111.getTree());

           int alt40=5;

           switch ( input.LA(1) ) {

           case DELETE:

               {

               alt40=1;

               }

               break;

           case SELECT:

           case INSERT:

               {

               alt40=2;

               }

               break;
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           case SET:

               {

               alt40=3;

               }

               break;

           case UPDATE:

               {

               alt40=4;

               }

               break;

           case MERGE:

               {

               alt40=5;

               }

               break;

           default:

               if (state.backtracking>0) {state.failed=true; return retval;}

               NoViableAltException nvae =

                   new NoViableAltException("", 40, 0, input);

               throw nvae;

           }

           switch (alt40) {

               case 1 :

                   {

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_onDeleteExpr_in_onExpr2955);

                   onDeleteExpr112=onDeleteExpr();

                   state._fsp--;

                   if (state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_onDeleteExpr.add(onDeleteExpr112.getTree());

                   }

                   break;

               case 2 :

                   {

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_onSelectExpr_in_onExpr2959);

                   onSelectExpr113=onSelectExpr();

                   state._fsp--;

                   if (state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_onSelectExpr.add(onSelectExpr113.getTree());

                   int alt39=2;

                   int LA39_0 = input.LA(1);

                   if ( (LA39_0==INSERT) ) {

                       alt39=1;

                   }

                   switch (alt39) {

                       case 1 :

                           {

                           int cnt37=0;

                           loop37:
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                           do {

                               int alt37=2;

                               int LA37_0 = input.LA(1);

                               if ( (LA37_0==INSERT) ) {

                                   alt37=1;

                               }

                               switch (alt37) {

                           	case 1 :

                           	    {

                           	    pushFollow(FOLLOW_onSelectInsertExpr_in_onExpr2962);

                           	    onSelectInsertExpr114=onSelectInsertExpr();

                           	    state._fsp--;

                           	    if (state.failed) return retval;

                           	    if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_onSelectInsertExpr.add(onSelectInsertExpr114.getTree());

                           	    }

                           	    break;

                           	default :

                           	    if ( cnt37 >= 1 ) break loop37;

                           	    if (state.backtracking>0) {state.failed=true; return retval;}

                                       EarlyExitException eee =

                                           new EarlyExitException(37, input);

                                       throw eee;

                               }

                               cnt37++;

                           } while (true);

                           int alt38=2;

                           int LA38_0 = input.LA(1);

                           if ( (LA38_0==OUTPUT) ) {

                               alt38=1;

                           }

                           switch (alt38) {

                               case 1 :

                                   {

                                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_outputClauseInsert_in_onExpr2965);

                                   outputClauseInsert115=outputClauseInsert();

                                   state._fsp--;

                                   if (state.failed) return retval;

                                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_outputClauseInsert.add(outputClauseInsert115.getTree());

                                   }

                                   break;

                           }

                           }

                           break;

                   }

                   }

                   break;

               case 3 :

                   {
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                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_onSetExpr_in_onExpr2972);

                   onSetExpr116=onSetExpr();

                   state._fsp--;

                   if (state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_onSetExpr.add(onSetExpr116.getTree());

                   }

                   break;

               case 4 :

                   {

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_onUpdateExpr_in_onExpr2976);

                   onUpdateExpr117=onUpdateExpr();

                   state._fsp--;

                   if (state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_onUpdateExpr.add(onUpdateExpr117.getTree());

                   }

                   break;

               case 5 :

                   {

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_onMergeExpr_in_onExpr2980);

                   onMergeExpr118=onMergeExpr();

                   state._fsp--;

                   if (state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_onMergeExpr.add(onMergeExpr118.getTree());

                   }

                   break;

           }

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           retval.tree = root_0;

           RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_retval=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

retval",retval!=null?retval.tree:null);

           root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

           {

               {

               CommonTree root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

               root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.becomeRoot((CommonTree)adaptor.create(ON_EXPR, "ON_EXPR"),

root_1);

               adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_onStreamExpr.nextTree());

               if ( stream_onDeleteExpr.hasNext() ) {

                   adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_onDeleteExpr.nextTree());

               }

               stream_onDeleteExpr.reset();

               if ( stream_onSelectExpr.hasNext() ) {

                   adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_onSelectExpr.nextTree());

               }

               stream_onSelectExpr.reset();

               while ( stream_onSelectInsertExpr.hasNext() ) {

                   adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_onSelectInsertExpr.nextTree());

               }
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               stream_onSelectInsertExpr.reset();

               if ( stream_outputClauseInsert.hasNext() ) {

                   adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_outputClauseInsert.nextTree());

               }

               stream_outputClauseInsert.reset();

               if ( stream_onSetExpr.hasNext() ) {

                   adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_onSetExpr.nextTree());

               }

               stream_onSetExpr.reset();

               if ( stream_onUpdateExpr.hasNext() ) {

                   adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_onUpdateExpr.nextTree());

               }

               stream_onUpdateExpr.reset();

               if ( stream_onMergeExpr.hasNext() ) {

                   adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_onMergeExpr.nextTree());

               }

               stream_onMergeExpr.reset();

               adaptor.addChild(root_0, root_1);

               }

           }

           retval.tree = root_0;}

           }

           retval.stop = input.LT(-1);

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           retval.tree = (CommonTree)adaptor.rulePostProcessing(root_0);

           adaptor.setTokenBoundaries(retval.tree, retval.start, retval.stop);

           }

       }

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;

         }

       finally {

       }

       return retval;

   }

   public static class onStreamExpr_return extends ParserRuleReturnScope {

       CommonTree tree;

       public Object getTree() { return tree; }

   };

   public final EsperEPL2GrammarParser.onStreamExpr_return onStreamExpr() throws RecognitionException {

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.onStreamExpr_return retval = new

EsperEPL2GrammarParser.onStreamExpr_return();

       retval.start = input.LT(1);

       CommonTree root_0 = null;

       Token i=null;

       Token AS121=null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.eventFilterExpression_return eventFilterExpression119 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.patternInclusionExpression_return patternInclusionExpression120 = null;
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       CommonTree i_tree=null;

       CommonTree AS121_tree=null;

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_AS=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token AS");

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_IDENT=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token IDENT");

       RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_eventFilterExpression=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

eventFilterExpression");

       RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_patternInclusionExpression=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

patternInclusionExpression");

       try {

           {

           int alt41=2;

           int LA41_0 = input.LA(1);

           if ( (LA41_0==EVENTS||LA41_0==IDENT||LA41_0==TICKED_STRING_LITERAL) ) {

               alt41=1;

           }

           else if ( (LA41_0==PATTERN) ) {

               alt41=2;

           }

           else {

               if (state.backtracking>0) {state.failed=true; return retval;}

               NoViableAltException nvae =

                   new NoViableAltException("", 41, 0, input);

               throw nvae;

           }

           switch (alt41) {

               case 1 :

                   {

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_eventFilterExpression_in_onStreamExpr3025);

                   eventFilterExpression119=eventFilterExpression();

                   state._fsp--;

                   if (state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_eventFilterExpression.add(eventFilterExpression119.getTree());

                   }

                   break;

               case 2 :

                   {

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_patternInclusionExpression_in_onStreamExpr3029);

                   patternInclusionExpression120=patternInclusionExpression();

                   state._fsp--;

                   if (state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 )

stream_patternInclusionExpression.add(patternInclusionExpression120.getTree());

                   }

                   break;

           }

           int alt42=3;

           int LA42_0 = input.LA(1);

           if ( (LA42_0==AS) ) {
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               alt42=1;

           }

           else if ( (LA42_0==IDENT) ) {

               alt42=2;

           }

           switch (alt42) {

               case 1 :

                   {

                   AS121=(Token)match(input,AS,FOLLOW_AS_in_onStreamExpr3033); if (state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_AS.add(AS121);

                   i=(Token)match(input,IDENT,FOLLOW_IDENT_in_onStreamExpr3037); if (state.failed) return retval;

 

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_IDENT.add(i);

                   }

                   break;

               case 2 :

                   {

                   i=(Token)match(input,IDENT,FOLLOW_IDENT_in_onStreamExpr3043); if (state.failed) return retval;

 

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_IDENT.add(i);

                   }

                   break;

           }

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           retval.tree = root_0;

           RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_i=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token i",i);

           RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_retval=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

retval",retval!=null?retval.tree:null);

           root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

           {

               {

               CommonTree root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

               root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.becomeRoot((CommonTree)adaptor.create(ON_STREAM,

"ON_STREAM"), root_1);

               if ( stream_eventFilterExpression.hasNext() ) {

                   adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_eventFilterExpression.nextTree());

               }

               stream_eventFilterExpression.reset();

               if ( stream_patternInclusionExpression.hasNext() ) {

                   adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_patternInclusionExpression.nextTree());

               }

               stream_patternInclusionExpression.reset();

               if ( stream_i.hasNext() ) {

                   adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_i.nextNode());

               }

               stream_i.reset();

               adaptor.addChild(root_0, root_1);

               }
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           }

           retval.tree = root_0;}

           }

           retval.stop = input.LT(-1);

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           retval.tree = (CommonTree)adaptor.rulePostProcessing(root_0);

           adaptor.setTokenBoundaries(retval.tree, retval.start, retval.stop);

           }

       }

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;

         }

       finally {

       }

       return retval;

   }

   public static class updateExpr_return extends ParserRuleReturnScope {

       CommonTree tree;

       public Object getTree() { return tree; }

   };

   public final EsperEPL2GrammarParser.updateExpr_return updateExpr() throws RecognitionException {

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.updateExpr_return retval = new EsperEPL2GrammarParser.updateExpr_return();

       retval.start = input.LT(1);

       CommonTree root_0 = null;

       Token UPDATE122=null;

       Token ISTREAM123=null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.updateDetails_return updateDetails124 = null;

       CommonTree UPDATE122_tree=null;

       CommonTree ISTREAM123_tree=null;

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_UPDATE=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token UPDATE");

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_ISTREAM=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token ISTREAM");

       RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_updateDetails=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

updateDetails");

       try {

           {

           UPDATE122=(Token)match(input,UPDATE,FOLLOW_UPDATE_in_updateExpr3074); if (state.failed)

return retval;

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_UPDATE.add(UPDATE122);

           ISTREAM123=(Token)match(input,ISTREAM,FOLLOW_ISTREAM_in_updateExpr3076); if (state.failed)

return retval;

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_ISTREAM.add(ISTREAM123);

           pushFollow(FOLLOW_updateDetails_in_updateExpr3078);

           updateDetails124=updateDetails();

           state._fsp--;

           if (state.failed) return retval;

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_updateDetails.add(updateDetails124.getTree());

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           retval.tree = root_0;
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           RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_retval=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

retval",retval!=null?retval.tree:null);

           root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

           {

               {

               CommonTree root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

               root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.becomeRoot((CommonTree)adaptor.create(UPDATE_EXPR,

"UPDATE_EXPR"), root_1);

               adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_updateDetails.nextTree());

               adaptor.addChild(root_0, root_1);

               }

           }

           retval.tree = root_0;}

           }

           retval.stop = input.LT(-1);

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           retval.tree = (CommonTree)adaptor.rulePostProcessing(root_0);

           adaptor.setTokenBoundaries(retval.tree, retval.start, retval.stop);

           }

       }

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;

         }

       finally {

       }

       return retval;

   }

   public static class updateDetails_return extends ParserRuleReturnScope {

       CommonTree tree;

       public Object getTree() { return tree; }

   };

   public final EsperEPL2GrammarParser.updateDetails_return updateDetails() throws RecognitionException {

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.updateDetails_return retval = new

EsperEPL2GrammarParser.updateDetails_return();

       retval.start = input.LT(1);

       CommonTree root_0 = null;

       Token i=null;

       Token AS126=null;

       Token SET127=null;

       Token COMMA129=null;

       Token WHERE131=null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.classIdentifier_return classIdentifier125 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.onSetAssignment_return onSetAssignment128 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.onSetAssignment_return onSetAssignment130 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.whereClause_return whereClause132 = null;

       CommonTree i_tree=null;

       CommonTree AS126_tree=null;

       CommonTree SET127_tree=null;
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       CommonTree COMMA129_tree=null;

       CommonTree WHERE131_tree=null;

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_AS=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token AS");

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_IDENT=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token IDENT");

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_WHERE=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token WHERE");

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_SET=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token SET");

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_COMMA=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token COMMA");

       RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_whereClause=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule whereClause");

       RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_onSetAssignment=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

onSetAssignment");

       RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_classIdentifier=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

classIdentifier");

       try {

           {

           pushFollow(FOLLOW_classIdentifier_in_updateDetails3100);

           classIdentifier125=classIdentifier();

           state._fsp--;

           if (state.failed) return retval;

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_classIdentifier.add(classIdentifier125.getTree());

           int alt43=3;

           int LA43_0 = input.LA(1);

           if ( (LA43_0==AS) ) {

               alt43=1;

           }

           else if ( (LA43_0==IDENT) ) {

               alt43=2;

           }

           switch (alt43) {

               case 1 :

                   {

                   AS126=(Token)match(input,AS,FOLLOW_AS_in_updateDetails3103); if (state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_AS.add(AS126);

                   i=(Token)match(input,IDENT,FOLLOW_IDENT_in_updateDetails3107); if (state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_IDENT.add(i);

                   }

                   break;

               case 2 :

                   {

                   i=(Token)match(input,IDENT,FOLLOW_IDENT_in_updateDetails3113); if (state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_IDENT.add(i);

                   }

                   break;

           }

           SET127=(Token)match(input,SET,FOLLOW_SET_in_updateDetails3119); if (state.failed) return retval;

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_SET.add(SET127);

           pushFollow(FOLLOW_onSetAssignment_in_updateDetails3121);

           onSetAssignment128=onSetAssignment();

           state._fsp--;
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           if (state.failed) return retval;

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_onSetAssignment.add(onSetAssignment128.getTree());

           loop44:

           do {

               int alt44=2;

               int LA44_0 = input.LA(1);

               if ( (LA44_0==COMMA) ) {

                   alt44=1;

               }

               switch (alt44) {

           	case 1 :

           	    {

           	    COMMA129=(Token)match(input,COMMA,FOLLOW_COMMA_in_updateDetails3124); if (state.failed)

return retval;

           	    if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_COMMA.add(COMMA129);

           	    pushFollow(FOLLOW_onSetAssignment_in_updateDetails3126);

           	    onSetAssignment130=onSetAssignment();

           	    state._fsp--;

           	    if (state.failed) return retval;

           	    if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_onSetAssignment.add(onSetAssignment130.getTree());

           	    }

           	    break;

           	default :

           	    break loop44;

               }

           } while (true);

           int alt45=2;

           int LA45_0 = input.LA(1);

           if ( (LA45_0==WHERE) ) {

               alt45=1;

           }

           switch (alt45) {

               case 1 :

                   {

                   WHERE131=(Token)match(input,WHERE,FOLLOW_WHERE_in_updateDetails3134); if (state.failed)

return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_WHERE.add(WHERE131);

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_whereClause_in_updateDetails3136);

                   whereClause132=whereClause();

                   state._fsp--;

                   if (state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_whereClause.add(whereClause132.getTree());

                   }

                   break;

           }

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           retval.tree = root_0;

           RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_i=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token i",i);
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           RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_retval=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

retval",retval!=null?retval.tree:null);

           root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

           {

               {

               CommonTree root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

               root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.becomeRoot((CommonTree)adaptor.create(UPDATE, "UPDATE"),

root_1);

               adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_classIdentifier.nextTree());

               if ( stream_i.hasNext() ) {

                   adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_i.nextNode());

               }

               stream_i.reset();

               if ( !(stream_onSetAssignment.hasNext()) ) {

                   throw new RewriteEarlyExitException();

               }

               while ( stream_onSetAssignment.hasNext() ) {

                   adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_onSetAssignment.nextTree());

               }

               stream_onSetAssignment.reset();

               if ( stream_whereClause.hasNext() ) {

                   adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_whereClause.nextTree());

               }

               stream_whereClause.reset();

               adaptor.addChild(root_0, root_1);

               }

           }

           retval.tree = root_0;}

           }

           retval.stop = input.LT(-1);

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           retval.tree = (CommonTree)adaptor.rulePostProcessing(root_0);

           adaptor.setTokenBoundaries(retval.tree, retval.start, retval.stop);

           }

       }

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;

         }

       finally {

       }

       return retval;

   }

   public static class onMergeExpr_return extends ParserRuleReturnScope {

       CommonTree tree;

       public Object getTree() { return tree; }

   };

   public final EsperEPL2GrammarParser.onMergeExpr_return onMergeExpr() throws RecognitionException {

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.onMergeExpr_return retval = new
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EsperEPL2GrammarParser.onMergeExpr_return();

       retval.start = input.LT(1);

       CommonTree root_0 = null;

       Token n=null;

       Token i=null;

       Token MERGE133=null;

       Token INTO134=null;

       Token AS135=null;

       Token WHERE136=null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.whereClause_return whereClause137 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.mergeItem_return mergeItem138 = null;

       CommonTree n_tree=null;

       CommonTree i_tree=null;

       CommonTree MERGE133_tree=null;

       CommonTree INTO134_tree=null;

       CommonTree AS135_tree=null;

       CommonTree WHERE136_tree=null;

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_AS=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token AS");

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_IDENT=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token IDENT");

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_WHERE=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token WHERE");

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_INTO=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token INTO");

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_MERGE=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token MERGE");

       RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_mergeItem=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule mergeItem");

       RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_whereClause=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule whereClause");

       try {

           {

           MERGE133=(Token)match(input,MERGE,FOLLOW_MERGE_in_onMergeExpr3171); if (state.failed)

return retval;

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_MERGE.add(MERGE133);

           int alt46=2;

           int LA46_0 = input.LA(1);

           if ( (LA46_0==INTO) ) {

               alt46=1;

           }

           switch (alt46) {

               case 1 :

                   {

                   INTO134=(Token)match(input,INTO,FOLLOW_INTO_in_onMergeExpr3173); if (state.failed) return

retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_INTO.add(INTO134);

                   }

                   break;

           }

           n=(Token)match(input,IDENT,FOLLOW_IDENT_in_onMergeExpr3178); if (state.failed) return retval;

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_IDENT.add(n);

           int alt47=3;

           int LA47_0 = input.LA(1);

           if ( (LA47_0==AS) ) {
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               alt47=1;

           }

           else if ( (LA47_0==IDENT) ) {

               alt47=2;

           }

           switch (alt47) {

               case 1 :

                   {

                   AS135=(Token)match(input,AS,FOLLOW_AS_in_onMergeExpr3181); if (state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_AS.add(AS135);

                   i=(Token)match(input,IDENT,FOLLOW_IDENT_in_onMergeExpr3185); if (state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_IDENT.add(i);

                   }

                   break;

               case 2 :

                   {

                   i=(Token)match(input,IDENT,FOLLOW_IDENT_in_onMergeExpr3191); if (state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_IDENT.add(i);

                   }

                   break;

           }

           int alt48=2;

           int LA48_0 = input.LA(1);

           if ( (LA48_0==WHERE) ) {

               alt48=1;

           }

           switch (alt48) {

               case 1 :

                   {

                   WHERE136=(Token)match(input,WHERE,FOLLOW_WHERE_in_onMergeExpr3198); if (state.failed)

return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_WHERE.add(WHERE136);

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_whereClause_in_onMergeExpr3200);

                   whereClause137=whereClause();

                   state._fsp--;

                   if (state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_whereClause.add(whereClause137.getTree());

                   }

                   break;

           }

           int cnt49=0;

           loop49:

           do {

               int alt49=2;

               int LA49_0 = input.LA(1);

               if ( (LA49_0==WHEN) ) {

                   alt49=1;

               }
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               switch (alt49) {

           	case 1 :

           	    {

           	    pushFollow(FOLLOW_mergeItem_in_onMergeExpr3208);

           	    mergeItem138=mergeItem();

           	    state._fsp--;

           	    if (state.failed) return retval;

           	    if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_mergeItem.add(mergeItem138.getTree());

           	    }

           	    break;

           	default :

           	    if ( cnt49 >= 1 ) break loop49;

           	    if (state.backtracking>0) {state.failed=true; return retval;}

                       EarlyExitException eee =

                           new EarlyExitException(49, input);

                       throw eee;

               }

               cnt49++;

           } while (true);

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           retval.tree = root_0;

           RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_n=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token n",n);

           RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_i=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token i",i);

           RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_retval=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

retval",retval!=null?retval.tree:null);

           root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

           {

               {

               CommonTree root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

               root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.becomeRoot((CommonTree)adaptor.create(ON_MERGE_EXPR,

"ON_MERGE_EXPR"), root_1);

               adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_n.nextNode());

               if ( stream_i.hasNext() ) {

                   adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_i.nextNode());

               }

               stream_i.reset();

               if ( !(stream_mergeItem.hasNext()) ) {

                   throw new RewriteEarlyExitException();

               }

               while ( stream_mergeItem.hasNext() ) {

                   adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_mergeItem.nextTree());

               }

               stream_mergeItem.reset();

               if ( stream_whereClause.hasNext() ) {

                   adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_whereClause.nextTree());

               }

               stream_whereClause.reset();

               adaptor.addChild(root_0, root_1);
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               }

           }

           retval.tree = root_0;}

           }

           retval.stop = input.LT(-1);

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           retval.tree = (CommonTree)adaptor.rulePostProcessing(root_0);

           adaptor.setTokenBoundaries(retval.tree, retval.start, retval.stop);

           }

       }

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;

         }

       finally {

       }

       return retval;

   }

   public static class mergeItem_return extends ParserRuleReturnScope {

       CommonTree tree;

       public Object getTree() { return tree; }

   };

   public final EsperEPL2GrammarParser.mergeItem_return mergeItem() throws RecognitionException {

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.mergeItem_return retval = new EsperEPL2GrammarParser.mergeItem_return();

       retval.start = input.LT(1);

       CommonTree root_0 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.mergeMatched_return mergeMatched139 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.mergeUnmatched_return mergeUnmatched140 = null;

       try {

           {

           root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

           int alt50=2;

           int LA50_0 = input.LA(1);

           if ( (LA50_0==WHEN) ) {

               int LA50_1 = input.LA(2);

               if ( (LA50_1==MATCHED) ) {

                   alt50=1;

               }

               else if ( (LA50_1==NOT_EXPR) ) {

                   alt50=2;

               }

               else {

                   if (state.backtracking>0) {state.failed=true; return retval;}

                   NoViableAltException nvae =

                       new NoViableAltException("", 50, 1, input);

                   throw nvae;

               }

           }

           else {
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               if (state.backtracking>0) {state.failed=true; return retval;}

               NoViableAltException nvae =

                   new NoViableAltException("", 50, 0, input);

               throw nvae;

           }

           switch (alt50) {

               case 1 :

                   {

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_mergeMatched_in_mergeItem3242);

                   mergeMatched139=mergeMatched();

                   state._fsp--;

                   if (state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) adaptor.addChild(root_0, mergeMatched139.getTree());

                   }

                   break;

               case 2 :

                   {

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_mergeUnmatched_in_mergeItem3246);

                   mergeUnmatched140=mergeUnmatched();

                   state._fsp--;

                   if (state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) adaptor.addChild(root_0, mergeUnmatched140.getTree());

                   }

                   break;

           }

           }

           retval.stop = input.LT(-1);

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           retval.tree = (CommonTree)adaptor.rulePostProcessing(root_0);

           adaptor.setTokenBoundaries(retval.tree, retval.start, retval.stop);

           }

       }

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;

         }

       finally {

       }

       return retval;

   }

   public static class mergeMatched_return extends ParserRuleReturnScope {

       CommonTree tree;

       public Object getTree() { return tree; }

   };

   public final EsperEPL2GrammarParser.mergeMatched_return mergeMatched() throws RecognitionException {

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.mergeMatched_return retval = new

EsperEPL2GrammarParser.mergeMatched_return();

       retval.start = input.LT(1);

       CommonTree root_0 = null;
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       Token WHEN141=null;

       Token MATCHED142=null;

       Token AND_EXPR143=null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.expression_return expression144 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.mergeMatchedItem_return mergeMatchedItem145 = null;

       CommonTree WHEN141_tree=null;

       CommonTree MATCHED142_tree=null;

       CommonTree AND_EXPR143_tree=null;

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_MATCHED=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token MATCHED");

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_AND_EXPR=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token AND_EXPR");

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_WHEN=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token WHEN");

       RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_expression=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule expression");

       RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_mergeMatchedItem=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

mergeMatchedItem");

       try {

           {

           WHEN141=(Token)match(input,WHEN,FOLLOW_WHEN_in_mergeMatched3259); if (state.failed) return

retval;

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_WHEN.add(WHEN141);

           MATCHED142=(Token)match(input,MATCHED,FOLLOW_MATCHED_in_mergeMatched3261); if

(state.failed) return retval;

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_MATCHED.add(MATCHED142);

           int alt51=2;

           int LA51_0 = input.LA(1);

           if ( (LA51_0==AND_EXPR) ) {

               alt51=1;

           }

           switch (alt51) {

               case 1 :

                   {

                   AND_EXPR143=(Token)match(input,AND_EXPR,FOLLOW_AND_EXPR_in_mergeMatched3264);

if (state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_AND_EXPR.add(AND_EXPR143);

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_expression_in_mergeMatched3266);

                   expression144=expression();

                   state._fsp--;

                   if (state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_expression.add(expression144.getTree());

                   }

                   break;

           }

           int cnt52=0;

           loop52:

           do {

               int alt52=2;

               int LA52_0 = input.LA(1);

               if ( (LA52_0==THEN) ) {

                   alt52=1;
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               }

               switch (alt52) {

           	case 1 :

           	    {

           	    pushFollow(FOLLOW_mergeMatchedItem_in_mergeMatched3270);

           	    mergeMatchedItem145=mergeMatchedItem();

           	    state._fsp--;

           	    if (state.failed) return retval;

           	    if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_mergeMatchedItem.add(mergeMatchedItem145.getTree());

           	    }

           	    break;

           	default :

           	    if ( cnt52 >= 1 ) break loop52;

           	    if (state.backtracking>0) {state.failed=true; return retval;}

                       EarlyExitException eee =

                           new EarlyExitException(52, input);

                       throw eee;

               }

               cnt52++;

           } while (true);

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           retval.tree = root_0;

           RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_retval=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

retval",retval!=null?retval.tree:null);

           root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

           {

               {

               CommonTree root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

               root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.becomeRoot((CommonTree)adaptor.create(MERGE_MAT,

"MERGE_MAT"), root_1);

               if ( !(stream_mergeMatchedItem.hasNext()) ) {

                   throw new RewriteEarlyExitException();

               }

               while ( stream_mergeMatchedItem.hasNext() ) {

                   adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_mergeMatchedItem.nextTree());

               }

               stream_mergeMatchedItem.reset();

               if ( stream_expression.hasNext() ) {

                   adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_expression.nextTree());

               }

               stream_expression.reset();

               adaptor.addChild(root_0, root_1);

               }

           }

           retval.tree = root_0;}

           }

           retval.stop = input.LT(-1);

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {
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           retval.tree = (CommonTree)adaptor.rulePostProcessing(root_0);

           adaptor.setTokenBoundaries(retval.tree, retval.start, retval.stop);

           }

       }

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;

         }

       finally {

       }

       return retval;

   }

   public static class mergeMatchedItem_return extends ParserRuleReturnScope {

       CommonTree tree;

       public Object getTree() { return tree; }

   };

   public final EsperEPL2GrammarParser.mergeMatchedItem_return mergeMatchedItem() throws

RecognitionException {

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.mergeMatchedItem_return retval = new

EsperEPL2GrammarParser.mergeMatchedItem_return();

       retval.start = input.LT(1);

       CommonTree root_0 = null;

       Token u=null;

       Token d=null;

       Token THEN146=null;

       Token SET147=null;

       Token COMMA149=null;

       Token WHERE151=null;

       Token WHERE153=null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.onSetAssignment_return onSetAssignment148 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.onSetAssignment_return onSetAssignment150 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.whereClause_return whereClause152 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.whereClause_return whereClause154 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.mergeInsert_return mergeInsert155 = null;

       CommonTree u_tree=null;

       CommonTree d_tree=null;

       CommonTree THEN146_tree=null;

       CommonTree SET147_tree=null;

       CommonTree COMMA149_tree=null;

       CommonTree WHERE151_tree=null;

       CommonTree WHERE153_tree=null;

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_UPDATE=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token UPDATE");

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_WHERE=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token WHERE");

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_SET=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token SET");

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_THEN=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token THEN");

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_DELETE=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token DELETE");

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_COMMA=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token COMMA");

       RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_whereClause=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule whereClause");

       RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_mergeInsert=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule mergeInsert");
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       RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_onSetAssignment=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

onSetAssignment");

       try {

           {

           THEN146=(Token)match(input,THEN,FOLLOW_THEN_in_mergeMatchedItem3296); if (state.failed)

return retval;

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_THEN.add(THEN146);

           int alt56=3;

           switch ( input.LA(1) ) {

           case UPDATE:

               {

               alt56=1;

               }

               break;

           case DELETE:

               {

               alt56=2;

               }

               break;

           case INSERT:

               {

               alt56=3;

               }

               break;

           default:

               if (state.backtracking>0) {state.failed=true; return retval;}

               NoViableAltException nvae =

                   new NoViableAltException("", 56, 0, input);

               throw nvae;

           }

           switch (alt56) {

               case 1 :

                   {

                   {

                   u=(Token)match(input,UPDATE,FOLLOW_UPDATE_in_mergeMatchedItem3311); if (state.failed)

return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_UPDATE.add(u);

                   SET147=(Token)match(input,SET,FOLLOW_SET_in_mergeMatchedItem3313); if (state.failed) return

retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_SET.add(SET147);

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_onSetAssignment_in_mergeMatchedItem3315);

                   onSetAssignment148=onSetAssignment();

                   state._fsp--;

                   if (state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_onSetAssignment.add(onSetAssignment148.getTree());

                   loop53:

                   do {

                       int alt53=2;
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                       int LA53_0 = input.LA(1);

                       if ( (LA53_0==COMMA) ) {

                           alt53=1;

                       }

                       switch (alt53) {

                   	case 1 :

                   	    {

                   	    COMMA149=(Token)match(input,COMMA,FOLLOW_COMMA_in_mergeMatchedItem3318); if

(state.failed) return retval;

                   	    if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_COMMA.add(COMMA149);

                   	    pushFollow(FOLLOW_onSetAssignment_in_mergeMatchedItem3320);

                   	    onSetAssignment150=onSetAssignment();

                   	    state._fsp--;

                   	    if (state.failed) return retval;

                   	    if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_onSetAssignment.add(onSetAssignment150.getTree());

                   	    }

                   	    break;

                   	default :

                   	    break loop53;

                       }

                   } while (true);

                   }

                   int alt54=2;

                   int LA54_0 = input.LA(1);

                   if ( (LA54_0==WHERE) ) {

                       alt54=1;

                   }

                   switch (alt54) {

                       case 1 :

                           {

                           WHERE151=(Token)match(input,WHERE,FOLLOW_WHERE_in_mergeMatchedItem3326); if

(state.failed) return retval;

                           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_WHERE.add(WHERE151);

                           pushFollow(FOLLOW_whereClause_in_mergeMatchedItem3328);

                           whereClause152=whereClause();

                           state._fsp--;

                           if (state.failed) return retval;

                           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_whereClause.add(whereClause152.getTree());

                           }

                           break;

                   }

                   }

                   break;

               case 2 :

                   {

                   d=(Token)match(input,DELETE,FOLLOW_DELETE_in_mergeMatchedItem3340); if (state.failed)

return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_DELETE.add(d);
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                   int alt55=2;

                   int LA55_0 = input.LA(1);

                   if ( (LA55_0==WHERE) ) {

                       alt55=1;

                   }

                   switch (alt55) {

                       case 1 :

                           {

                           WHERE153=(Token)match(input,WHERE,FOLLOW_WHERE_in_mergeMatchedItem3343); if

(state.failed) return retval;

                           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_WHERE.add(WHERE153);

                           pushFollow(FOLLOW_whereClause_in_mergeMatchedItem3345);

                           whereClause154=whereClause();

                           state._fsp--;

                           if (state.failed) return retval;

                           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_whereClause.add(whereClause154.getTree());

                           }

                           break;

                   }

                   }

                   break;

               case 3 :

                   {

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_mergeInsert_in_mergeMatchedItem3356);

                   mergeInsert155=mergeInsert();

                   state._fsp--;

                   if (state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_mergeInsert.add(mergeInsert155.getTree());

                   }

                   break;

           }

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           retval.tree = root_0;

           RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_retval=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

retval",retval!=null?retval.tree:null);

           root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

           if (d != null) {

               {

               CommonTree root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

               root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.becomeRoot((CommonTree)adaptor.create(MERGE_DEL,

"MERGE_DEL"), root_1);

               if ( stream_whereClause.hasNext() ) {

                   adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_whereClause.nextTree());

               }

               stream_whereClause.reset();

               adaptor.addChild(root_1, (CommonTree)adaptor.create(INT_TYPE, "dummy"));

               adaptor.addChild(root_0, root_1);

               }
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           }

           else

           if (u != null) {

               {

               CommonTree root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

               root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.becomeRoot((CommonTree)adaptor.create(MERGE_UPD,

"MERGE_UPD"), root_1);

               while ( stream_onSetAssignment.hasNext() ) {

                   adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_onSetAssignment.nextTree());

               }

               stream_onSetAssignment.reset();

               if ( stream_whereClause.hasNext() ) {

                   adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_whereClause.nextTree());

               }

               stream_whereClause.reset();

               adaptor.addChild(root_0, root_1);

               }

           }

           else

           {

               adaptor.addChild(root_0, stream_mergeInsert.nextTree());

           }

           retval.tree = root_0;}

           }

           retval.stop = input.LT(-1);

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           retval.tree = (CommonTree)adaptor.rulePostProcessing(root_0);

           adaptor.setTokenBoundaries(retval.tree, retval.start, retval.stop);

           }

       }

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;

         }

       finally {

       }

       return retval;

   }

   public static class mergeUnmatched_return extends ParserRuleReturnScope {

       CommonTree tree;

       public Object getTree() { return tree; }

   };

   public final EsperEPL2GrammarParser.mergeUnmatched_return mergeUnmatched() throws

RecognitionException {

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.mergeUnmatched_return retval = new

EsperEPL2GrammarParser.mergeUnmatched_return();

       retval.start = input.LT(1);

       CommonTree root_0 = null;

       Token WHEN156=null;
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       Token NOT_EXPR157=null;

       Token MATCHED158=null;

       Token AND_EXPR159=null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.expression_return expression160 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.mergeUnmatchedItem_return mergeUnmatchedItem161 = null;

       CommonTree WHEN156_tree=null;

       CommonTree NOT_EXPR157_tree=null;

       CommonTree MATCHED158_tree=null;

       CommonTree AND_EXPR159_tree=null;

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_MATCHED=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token MATCHED");

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_AND_EXPR=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token AND_EXPR");

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_NOT_EXPR=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token NOT_EXPR");

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_WHEN=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token WHEN");

       RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_expression=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule expression");

       RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_mergeUnmatchedItem=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

mergeUnmatchedItem");

       try {

           {

           WHEN156=(Token)match(input,WHEN,FOLLOW_WHEN_in_mergeUnmatched3413); if (state.failed)

return retval;

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_WHEN.add(WHEN156);

           NOT_EXPR157=(Token)match(input,NOT_EXPR,FOLLOW_NOT_EXPR_in_mergeUnmatched3415); if

(state.failed) return retval;

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_NOT_EXPR.add(NOT_EXPR157);

           MATCHED158=(Token)match(input,MATCHED,FOLLOW_MATCHED_in_mergeUnmatched3417); if

(state.failed) return retval;

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_MATCHED.add(MATCHED158);

           int alt57=2;

           int LA57_0 = input.LA(1);

           if ( (LA57_0==AND_EXPR) ) {

               alt57=1;

           }

           switch (alt57) {

               case 1 :

                   {

AND_EXPR159=(Token)match(input,AND_EXPR,FOLLOW_AND_EXPR_in_mergeUnmatched3420); if (state.fa

iled) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_AND_EXPR.add(AND_EXPR159);

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_expression_in_mergeUnmatched3422);

                   expression160=expression();

                   state._fsp--;

                   if (state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_expression.add(expression160.getTree());

                   }

                   break;

           }

           int cnt58=0;

           loop58:
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           do {

               int alt58=2;

               int LA58_0 = input.LA(1);

               if ( (LA58_0==THEN) ) {

                   alt58=1;

               }

               switch (alt58) {

           	case 1 :

           	    {

           	    pushFollow(FOLLOW_mergeUnmatchedItem_in_mergeUnmatched3426);

           	    mergeUnmatchedItem161=mergeUnmatchedItem();

           	    state._fsp--;

           	    if (state.failed) return retval;

           	    if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_mergeUnmatchedItem.add(mergeUnmatchedItem161.getTree());

           	    }

           	    break;

           	default :

           	    if ( cnt58 >= 1 ) break loop58;

           	    if (state.backtracking>0) {state.failed=true; return retval;}

                       EarlyExitException eee =

                           new EarlyExitException(58, input);

                       throw eee;

               }

               cnt58++;

           } while (true);

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           retval.tree = root_0;

           RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_retval=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

retval",retval!=null?retval.tree:null);

           root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

           {

               {

               CommonTree root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

               root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.becomeRoot((CommonTree)adaptor.create(MERGE_UNM,

"MERGE_UNM"), root_1);

               if ( !(stream_mergeUnmatchedItem.hasNext()) ) {

                   throw new RewriteEarlyExitException();

               }

               while ( stream_mergeUnmatchedItem.hasNext() ) {

                   adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_mergeUnmatchedItem.nextTree());

               }

               stream_mergeUnmatchedItem.reset();

               if ( stream_expression.hasNext() ) {

                   adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_expression.nextTree());

               }

               stream_expression.reset();

               adaptor.addChild(root_0, root_1);

               }
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           }

           retval.tree = root_0;}

           }

           retval.stop = input.LT(-1);

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           retval.tree = (CommonTree)adaptor.rulePostProcessing(root_0);

           adaptor.setTokenBoundaries(retval.tree, retval.start, retval.stop);

           }

       }

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;

         }

       finally {

       }

       return retval;

   }

   public static class mergeUnmatchedItem_return extends ParserRuleReturnScope {

       CommonTree tree;

       public Object getTree() { return tree; }

   };

   public final EsperEPL2GrammarParser.mergeUnmatchedItem_return mergeUnmatchedItem() throws

RecognitionException {

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.mergeUnmatchedItem_return retval = new

EsperEPL2GrammarParser.mergeUnmatchedItem_return();

       retval.start = input.LT(1);

       CommonTree root_0 = null;

       Token THEN162=null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.mergeInsert_return mergeInsert163 = null;

       CommonTree THEN162_tree=null;

       try {

           {

           root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

           THEN162=(Token)match(input,THEN,FOLLOW_THEN_in_mergeUnmatchedItem3453); if (state.failed)

return retval;

           pushFollow(FOLLOW_mergeInsert_in_mergeUnmatchedItem3456);

           mergeInsert163=mergeInsert();

           state._fsp--;

           if (state.failed) return retval;

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) adaptor.addChild(root_0, mergeInsert163.getTree());

           }

           retval.stop = input.LT(-1);

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           retval.tree = (CommonTree)adaptor.rulePostProcessing(root_0);

           adaptor.setTokenBoundaries(retval.tree, retval.start, retval.stop);

           }

       }

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;
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         }

       finally {

       }

       return retval;

   }

   public static class mergeInsert_return extends ParserRuleReturnScope {

       CommonTree tree;

       public Object getTree() { return tree; }

   };

   public final EsperEPL2GrammarParser.mergeInsert_return mergeInsert() throws RecognitionException {

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.mergeInsert_return retval = new EsperEPL2GrammarParser.mergeInsert_return();

       retval.start = input.LT(1);

       CommonTree root_0 = null;

       Token INSERT164=null;

       Token INTO165=null;

       Token LPAREN167=null;

       Token RPAREN169=null;

       Token SELECT170=null;

       Token WHERE172=null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.classIdentifier_return classIdentifier166 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.columnList_return columnList168 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.selectionList_return selectionList171 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.whereClause_return whereClause173 = null;

       CommonTree INSERT164_tree=null;

       CommonTree INTO165_tree=null;

       CommonTree LPAREN167_tree=null;

       CommonTree RPAREN169_tree=null;

       CommonTree SELECT170_tree=null;

       CommonTree WHERE172_tree=null;

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_RPAREN=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token RPAREN");

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_WHERE=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token WHERE");

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_INSERT=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token INSERT");

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_SELECT=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token SELECT");

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_INTO=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token INTO");

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_LPAREN=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token LPAREN");

       RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_whereClause=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule whereClause");

       RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_selectionList=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule selectionList");

       RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_columnList=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule columnList");

       RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_classIdentifier=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

classIdentifier");

       try {

           {

           INSERT164=(Token)match(input,INSERT,FOLLOW_INSERT_in_mergeInsert3471); if (state.failed) return

retval;

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_INSERT.add(INSERT164);

           int alt59=2;

           int LA59_0 = input.LA(1);

           if ( (LA59_0==INTO) ) {
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               alt59=1;

           }

           switch (alt59) {

               case 1 :

                   {

                   INTO165=(Token)match(input,INTO,FOLLOW_INTO_in_mergeInsert3474); if (state.failed) return

retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_INTO.add(INTO165);

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_classIdentifier_in_mergeInsert3476);

                   classIdentifier166=classIdentifier();

                   state._fsp--;

                   if (state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_classIdentifier.add(classIdentifier166.getTree());

                   }

                   break;

           }

           int alt60=2;

           int LA60_0 = input.LA(1);

           if ( (LA60_0==LPAREN) ) {

               alt60=1;

           }

           switch (alt60) {

               case 1 :

                   {

                   LPAREN167=(Token)match(input,LPAREN,FOLLOW_LPAREN_in_mergeInsert3481); if

(state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_LPAREN.add(LPAREN167);

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_columnList_in_mergeInsert3483);

                   columnList168=columnList();

                   state._fsp--;

                   if (state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_columnList.add(columnList168.getTree());

                   RPAREN169=(Token)match(input,RPAREN,FOLLOW_RPAREN_in_mergeInsert3485); if

(state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_RPAREN.add(RPAREN169);

                   }

                   break;

           }

           SELECT170=(Token)match(input,SELECT,FOLLOW_SELECT_in_mergeInsert3489); if (state.failed)

return retval;

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_SELECT.add(SELECT170);

           pushFollow(FOLLOW_selectionList_in_mergeInsert3491);

           selectionList171=selectionList();

           state._fsp--;

           if (state.failed) return retval;

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_selectionList.add(selectionList171.getTree());

           int alt61=2;

           int LA61_0 = input.LA(1);
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           if ( (LA61_0==WHERE) ) {

               alt61=1;

           }

           switch (alt61) {

               case 1 :

                   {

                   WHERE172=(Token)match(input,WHERE,FOLLOW_WHERE_in_mergeInsert3494); if (state.failed)

return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_WHERE.add(WHERE172);

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_whereClause_in_mergeInsert3496);

                   whereClause173=whereClause();

                   state._fsp--;

                   if (state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_whereClause.add(whereClause173.getTree());

                   }

                   break;

           }

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           retval.tree = root_0;

           RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_retval=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

retval",retval!=null?retval.tree:null);

           root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

           {

               {

               CommonTree root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

               root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.becomeRoot((CommonTree)adaptor.create(MERGE_INS,

"MERGE_INS"), root_1);

               adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_selectionList.nextTree());

               if ( stream_classIdentifier.hasNext() ) {

                   adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_classIdentifier.nextTree());

               }

               stream_classIdentifier.reset();

               if ( stream_columnList.hasNext() ) {

                   adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_columnList.nextTree());

               }

               stream_columnList.reset();

               if ( stream_whereClause.hasNext() ) {

                   adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_whereClause.nextTree());

               }

               stream_whereClause.reset();

               adaptor.addChild(root_0, root_1);

               }

           }

           retval.tree = root_0;}

           }

           retval.stop = input.LT(-1);

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           retval.tree = (CommonTree)adaptor.rulePostProcessing(root_0);
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           adaptor.setTokenBoundaries(retval.tree, retval.start, retval.stop);

           }

       }

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;

         }

       finally {

       }

       return retval;

   }

   public static class onSelectExpr_return extends ParserRuleReturnScope {

       CommonTree tree;

       public Object getTree() { return tree; }

   };

   public final EsperEPL2GrammarParser.onSelectExpr_return onSelectExpr() throws RecognitionException {

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.onSelectExpr_return retval = new

EsperEPL2GrammarParser.onSelectExpr_return();

       retval.start = input.LT(1);

       CommonTree root_0 = null;

       Token d=null;

       Token INSERT174=null;

       Token SELECT176=null;

       Token AND_EXPR177=null;

       Token DISTINCT178=null;

       Token WHERE181=null;

       Token GROUP183=null;

       Token BY184=null;

       Token HAVING186=null;

       Token ORDER188=null;

       Token BY189=null;

       Token ROW_LIMIT_EXPR191=null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.insertIntoExpr_return insertIntoExpr175 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.selectionList_return selectionList179 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.onExprFrom_return onExprFrom180 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.whereClause_return whereClause182 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.groupByListExpr_return groupByListExpr185 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.havingClause_return havingClause187 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.orderByListExpr_return orderByListExpr190 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.rowLimit_return rowLimit192 = null;

       CommonTree d_tree=null;

       CommonTree INSERT174_tree=null;

       CommonTree SELECT176_tree=null;

       CommonTree AND_EXPR177_tree=null;

       CommonTree DISTINCT178_tree=null;

       CommonTree WHERE181_tree=null;

       CommonTree GROUP183_tree=null;

       CommonTree BY184_tree=null;

       CommonTree HAVING186_tree=null;
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       CommonTree ORDER188_tree=null;

       CommonTree BY189_tree=null;

       CommonTree ROW_LIMIT_EXPR191_tree=null;

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_AND_EXPR=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token AND_EXPR");

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_WHERE=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token WHERE");

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_GROUP=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token GROUP");

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_BY=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token BY");

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_HAVING=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token HAVING");

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_DELETE=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token DELETE");

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_INSERT=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token INSERT");

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_ORDER=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token ORDER");

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_SELECT=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token SELECT");

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_DISTINCT=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token DISTINCT");

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_ROW_LIMIT_EXPR=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token

ROW_LIMIT_EXPR");

       RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_whereClause=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule whereClause");

       RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_groupByListExpr=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

groupByListExpr");

       RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_insertIntoExpr=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

insertIntoExpr");

       RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_orderByListExpr=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

orderByListExpr");

       RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_selectionList=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule selectionList");

       RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_onExprFrom=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule onExprFrom");

       RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_havingClause=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

havingClause");

       RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_rowLimit=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule rowLimit");

        paraphrases.push("on-select clause");

       try {

           {

           int alt62=2;

           int LA62_0 = input.LA(1);

           if ( (LA62_0==INSERT) ) {

               alt62=1;

           }

           switch (alt62) {

               case 1 :

                   {

                   INSERT174=(Token)match(input,INSERT,FOLLOW_INSERT_in_onSelectExpr3542); if (state.failed)

return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_INSERT.add(INSERT174);

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_insertIntoExpr_in_onSelectExpr3544);

                   insertIntoExpr175=insertIntoExpr();

                   state._fsp--;

                   if (state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_insertIntoExpr.add(insertIntoExpr175.getTree());

                   }

                   break;
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           }

           SELECT176=(Token)match(input,SELECT,FOLLOW_SELECT_in_onSelectExpr3552); if (state.failed)

return retval;

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_SELECT.add(SELECT176);

           int alt64=2;

           int LA64_0 = input.LA(1);

           if ( (LA64_0==AND_EXPR||LA64_0==DELETE) ) {

               alt64=1;

           }

           switch (alt64) {

               case 1 :

                   {

                   int alt63=2;

                   int LA63_0 = input.LA(1);

                   if ( (LA63_0==AND_EXPR) ) {

                       alt63=1;

                   }

                   switch (alt63) {

                       case 1 :

                           {

AND_EXPR177=(Token)match(input,AND_EXPR,FOLLOW_AND_EXPR_in_onSelectExpr3555); if (state.failed

) return retval;

                           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_AND_EXPR.add(AND_EXPR177);

                           }

                           break;

                   }

                   d=(Token)match(input,DELETE,FOLLOW_DELETE_in_onSelectExpr3560); if (state.failed) return

retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_DELETE.add(d);

                   }

                   break;

           }

           int alt65=2;

           int LA65_0 = input.LA(1);

           if ( (LA65_0==DISTINCT) ) {

               alt65=1;

           }

           switch (alt65) {

               case 1 :

                   {

                   DISTINCT178=(Token)match(input,DISTINCT,FOLLOW_DISTINCT_in_onSelectExpr3564); if

(state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_DISTINCT.add(DISTINCT178);

                   }

                   break;

           }

           pushFollow(FOLLOW_selectionList_in_onSelectExpr3567);

           selectionList179=selectionList();
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           state._fsp--;

           if (state.failed) return retval;

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_selectionList.add(selectionList179.getTree());

           int alt66=2;

           int LA66_0 = input.LA(1);

           if ( (LA66_0==FROM) ) {

               alt66=1;

           }

           switch (alt66) {

               case 1 :

                   {

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_onExprFrom_in_onSelectExpr3571);

                   onExprFrom180=onExprFrom();

                   state._fsp--;

                   if (state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_onExprFrom.add(onExprFrom180.getTree());

                   }

                   break;

           }

           int alt67=2;

           int LA67_0 = input.LA(1);

           if ( (LA67_0==WHERE) ) {

               alt67=1;

           }

           switch (alt67) {

               case 1 :

                   {

                   WHERE181=(Token)match(input,WHERE,FOLLOW_WHERE_in_onSelectExpr3577); if (state.failed)

return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_WHERE.add(WHERE181);

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_whereClause_in_onSelectExpr3579);

                   whereClause182=whereClause();

                   state._fsp--;

                   if (state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_whereClause.add(whereClause182.getTree());

                   }

                   break;

           }

           int alt68=2;

           int LA68_0 = input.LA(1);

           if ( (LA68_0==GROUP) ) {

               alt68=1;

           }

           switch (alt68) {

               case 1 :

                   {

                   GROUP183=(Token)match(input,GROUP,FOLLOW_GROUP_in_onSelectExpr3588); if (state.failed)

return retval;
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                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_GROUP.add(GROUP183);

                   BY184=(Token)match(input,BY,FOLLOW_BY_in_onSelectExpr3590); if (state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_BY.add(BY184);

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_groupByListExpr_in_onSelectExpr3592);

                   groupByListExpr185=groupByListExpr();

                   state._fsp--;

                   if (state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_groupByListExpr.add(groupByListExpr185.getTree());

                   }

                   break;

           }

           int alt69=2;

           int LA69_0 = input.LA(1);

           if ( (LA69_0==HAVING) ) {

               alt69=1;

           }

           switch (alt69) {

               case 1 :

                   {

                   HAVING186=(Token)match(input,HAVING,FOLLOW_HAVING_in_onSelectExpr3599); if

(state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_HAVING.add(HAVING186);

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_havingClause_in_onSelectExpr3601);

                   havingClause187=havingClause();

                   state._fsp--;

                   if (state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_havingClause.add(havingClause187.getTree());

                   }

                   break;

           }

           int alt70=2;

           int LA70_0 = input.LA(1);

           if ( (LA70_0==ORDER) ) {

               alt70=1;

           }

           switch (alt70) {

               case 1 :

                   {

                   ORDER188=(Token)match(input,ORDER,FOLLOW_ORDER_in_onSelectExpr3608); if (state.failed)

return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_ORDER.add(ORDER188);

                   BY189=(Token)match(input,BY,FOLLOW_BY_in_onSelectExpr3610); if (state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_BY.add(BY189);

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_orderByListExpr_in_onSelectExpr3612);

                   orderByListExpr190=orderByListExpr();

                   state._fsp--;

                   if (state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_orderByListExpr.add(orderByListExpr190.getTree());
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                   }

                   break;

           }

           int alt71=2;

           int LA71_0 = input.LA(1);

           if ( (LA71_0==ROW_LIMIT_EXPR) ) {

               alt71=1;

           }

           switch (alt71) {

               case 1 :

                   {

ROW_LIMIT_EXPR191=(Token)match(input,ROW_LIMIT_EXPR,FOLLOW_ROW_LIMIT_EXPR_in_onSelect

Expr3619); if (state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_ROW_LIMIT_EXPR.add(ROW_LIMIT_EXPR191);

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_rowLimit_in_onSelectExpr3621);

                   rowLimit192=rowLimit();

                   state._fsp--;

                   if (state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_rowLimit.add(rowLimit192.getTree());

                   }

                   break;

           }

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           retval.tree = root_0;

           RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_d=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token d",d);

           RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_retval=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

retval",retval!=null?retval.tree:null);

           root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

           {

               {

               CommonTree root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

               root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.becomeRoot((CommonTree)adaptor.create(ON_SELECT_EXPR,

"ON_SELECT_EXPR"), root_1);

               if ( stream_insertIntoExpr.hasNext() ) {

                   adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_insertIntoExpr.nextTree());

               }

               stream_insertIntoExpr.reset();

               if ( stream_d.hasNext() ) {

                   adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_d.nextNode());

               }

               stream_d.reset();

               if ( stream_DISTINCT.hasNext() ) {

                   adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_DISTINCT.nextNode());

               }

               stream_DISTINCT.reset();

               adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_selectionList.nextTree());

               if ( stream_onExprFrom.hasNext() ) {

                   adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_onExprFrom.nextTree());
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               }

               stream_onExprFrom.reset();

               if ( stream_whereClause.hasNext() ) {

                   adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_whereClause.nextTree());

               }

               stream_whereClause.reset();

               if ( stream_groupByListExpr.hasNext() ) {

                   adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_groupByListExpr.nextTree());

               }

               stream_groupByListExpr.reset();

               if ( stream_havingClause.hasNext() ) {

                   adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_havingClause.nextTree());

               }

               stream_havingClause.reset();

               if ( stream_orderByListExpr.hasNext() ) {

                   adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_orderByListExpr.nextTree());

               }

               stream_orderByListExpr.reset();

               if ( stream_rowLimit.hasNext() ) {

                   adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_rowLimit.nextTree());

               }

               stream_rowLimit.reset();

               adaptor.addChild(root_0, root_1);

               }

           }

           retval.tree = root_0;}

           }

           retval.stop = input.LT(-1);

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           retval.tree = (CommonTree)adaptor.rulePostProcessing(root_0);

           adaptor.setTokenBoundaries(retval.tree, retval.start, retval.stop);

           }

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

              paraphrases.pop();

           }

       }

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;

         }

       finally {

       }

       return retval;

   }

   public static class onUpdateExpr_return extends ParserRuleReturnScope {

       CommonTree tree;

       public Object getTree() { return tree; }

   };

   public final EsperEPL2GrammarParser.onUpdateExpr_return onUpdateExpr() throws RecognitionException {
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       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.onUpdateExpr_return retval = new

EsperEPL2GrammarParser.onUpdateExpr_return();

       retval.start = input.LT(1);

       CommonTree root_0 = null;

       Token n=null;

       Token i=null;

       Token UPDATE193=null;

       Token AS194=null;

       Token SET195=null;

       Token COMMA197=null;

       Token WHERE199=null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.onSetAssignment_return onSetAssignment196 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.onSetAssignment_return onSetAssignment198 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.whereClause_return whereClause200 = null;

       CommonTree n_tree=null;

       CommonTree i_tree=null;

       CommonTree UPDATE193_tree=null;

       CommonTree AS194_tree=null;

       CommonTree SET195_tree=null;

       CommonTree COMMA197_tree=null;

       CommonTree WHERE199_tree=null;

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_UPDATE=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token UPDATE");

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_AS=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token AS");

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_IDENT=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token IDENT");

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_WHERE=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token WHERE");

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_SET=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token SET");

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_COMMA=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token COMMA");

       RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_whereClause=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule whereClause");

       RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_onSetAssignment=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

onSetAssignment");

        paraphrases.push("on-update clause");

       try {

           {

           UPDATE193=(Token)match(input,UPDATE,FOLLOW_UPDATE_in_onUpdateExpr3685); if (state.failed)

return retval;

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_UPDATE.add(UPDATE193);

           n=(Token)match(input,IDENT,FOLLOW_IDENT_in_onUpdateExpr3692); if (state.failed) return retval;

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_IDENT.add(n);

           int alt72=3;

           int LA72_0 = input.LA(1);

           if ( (LA72_0==AS) ) {

               alt72=1;

           }

           else if ( (LA72_0==IDENT) ) {

               alt72=2;

           }

           switch (alt72) {

               case 1 :
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                   {

                   AS194=(Token)match(input,AS,FOLLOW_AS_in_onUpdateExpr3695); if (state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_AS.add(AS194);

                   i=(Token)match(input,IDENT,FOLLOW_IDENT_in_onUpdateExpr3699); if (state.failed) return retval;

 

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_IDENT.add(i);

                   }

                   break;

               case 2 :

                   {

                   i=(Token)match(input,IDENT,FOLLOW_IDENT_in_onUpdateExpr3705); if (state.failed) return retval;

 

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_IDENT.add(i);

                   }

                   break;

           }

           SET195=(Token)match(input,SET,FOLLOW_SET_in_onUpdateExpr3711); if (state.failed) return retval;

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_SET.add(SET195);

           pushFollow(FOLLOW_onSetAssignment_in_onUpdateExpr3713);

           onSetAssignment196=onSetAssignment();

           state._fsp--;

           if (state.failed) return retval;

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_onSetAssignment.add(onSetAssignment196.getTree());

           loop73:

           do {

               int alt73=2;

               int LA73_0 = input.LA(1);

               if ( (LA73_0==COMMA) ) {

                   alt73=1;

               }

               switch (alt73) {

           	case 1 :

           	    {

           	    COMMA197=(Token)match(input,COMMA,FOLLOW_COMMA_in_onUpdateExpr3716); if

(state.failed) return retval;

           	    if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_COMMA.add(COMMA197);

           	    pushFollow(FOLLOW_onSetAssignment_in_onUpdateExpr3718);

           	    onSetAssignment198=onSetAssignment();

           	    state._fsp--;

           	    if (state.failed) return retval;

           	    if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_onSetAssignment.add(onSetAssignment198.getTree());

           	    }

           	    break;

           	default :

           	    break loop73;

               }

           } while (true);

           int alt74=2;
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           int LA74_0 = input.LA(1);

           if ( (LA74_0==WHERE) ) {

               alt74=1;

           }

           switch (alt74) {

               case 1 :

                   {

                   WHERE199=(Token)match(input,WHERE,FOLLOW_WHERE_in_onUpdateExpr3725); if

(state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_WHERE.add(WHERE199);

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_whereClause_in_onUpdateExpr3727);

                   whereClause200=whereClause();

                   state._fsp--;

                   if (state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_whereClause.add(whereClause200.getTree());

                   }

                   break;

           }

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           retval.tree = root_0;

           RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_n=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token n",n);

           RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_i=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token i",i);

           RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_retval=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

retval",retval!=null?retval.tree:null);

           root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

           {

               {

               CommonTree root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

               root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.becomeRoot((CommonTree)adaptor.create(ON_UPDATE_EXPR,

"ON_UPDATE_EXPR"), root_1);

               {

               CommonTree root_2 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

               root_2 = (CommonTree)adaptor.becomeRoot((CommonTree)adaptor.create(ON_EXPR_FROM,

"ON_EXPR_FROM"), root_2);

               adaptor.addChild(root_2, stream_n.nextNode());

               if ( stream_i.hasNext() ) {

                   adaptor.addChild(root_2, stream_i.nextNode());

               }

               stream_i.reset();

               adaptor.addChild(root_1, root_2);

               }

               if ( !(stream_onSetAssignment.hasNext()) ) {

                   throw new RewriteEarlyExitException();

               }

               while ( stream_onSetAssignment.hasNext() ) {

                   adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_onSetAssignment.nextTree());

               }

               stream_onSetAssignment.reset();
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               if ( stream_whereClause.hasNext() ) {

                   adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_whereClause.nextTree());

               }

               stream_whereClause.reset();

               adaptor.addChild(root_0, root_1);

               }

           }

           retval.tree = root_0;}

           }

           retval.stop = input.LT(-1);

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           retval.tree = (CommonTree)adaptor.rulePostProcessing(root_0);

           adaptor.setTokenBoundaries(retval.tree, retval.start, retval.stop);

           }

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

              paraphrases.pop();

           }

       }

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;

         }

       finally {

       }

       return retval;

   }

   public static class onSelectInsertExpr_return extends ParserRuleReturnScope {

       CommonTree tree;

       public Object getTree() { return tree; }

   };

   public final EsperEPL2GrammarParser.onSelectInsertExpr_return onSelectInsertExpr() throws

RecognitionException {

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.onSelectInsertExpr_return retval = new

EsperEPL2GrammarParser.onSelectInsertExpr_return();

       retval.start = input.LT(1);

       CommonTree root_0 = null;

       Token INSERT201=null;

       Token SELECT203=null;

       Token WHERE205=null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.insertIntoExpr_return insertIntoExpr202 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.selectionList_return selectionList204 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.whereClause_return whereClause206 = null;

       CommonTree INSERT201_tree=null;

       CommonTree SELECT203_tree=null;

       CommonTree WHERE205_tree=null;

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_WHERE=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token WHERE");

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_INSERT=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token INSERT");

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_SELECT=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token SELECT");

       RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_whereClause=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule whereClause");
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       RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_insertIntoExpr=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

insertIntoExpr");

       RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_selectionList=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule selectionList");

        paraphrases.push("on-select-insert clause");

       try {

           {

           INSERT201=(Token)match(input,INSERT,FOLLOW_INSERT_in_onSelectInsertExpr3778); if (state.failed)

return retval;

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_INSERT.add(INSERT201);

           pushFollow(FOLLOW_insertIntoExpr_in_onSelectInsertExpr3780);

           insertIntoExpr202=insertIntoExpr();

           state._fsp--;

           if (state.failed) return retval;

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_insertIntoExpr.add(insertIntoExpr202.getTree());

           SELECT203=(Token)match(input,SELECT,FOLLOW_SELECT_in_onSelectInsertExpr3784); if

(state.failed) return retval;

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_SELECT.add(SELECT203);

           pushFollow(FOLLOW_selectionList_in_onSelectInsertExpr3786);

           selectionList204=selectionList();

           state._fsp--;

           if (state.failed) return retval;

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_selectionList.add(selectionList204.getTree());

           int alt75=2;

           int LA75_0 = input.LA(1);

           if ( (LA75_0==WHERE) ) {

               alt75=1;

           }

           switch (alt75) {

               case 1 :

                   {

                   WHERE205=(Token)match(input,WHERE,FOLLOW_WHERE_in_onSelectInsertExpr3791); if

(state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_WHERE.add(WHERE205);

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_whereClause_in_onSelectInsertExpr3793);

                   whereClause206=whereClause();

                   state._fsp--;

                   if (state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_whereClause.add(whereClause206.getTree());

                   }

                   break;

           }

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           retval.tree = root_0;

           RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_retval=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

retval",retval!=null?retval.tree:null);

           root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

           {

               {
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               CommonTree root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

               root_1 =

(CommonTree)adaptor.becomeRoot((CommonTree)adaptor.create(ON_SELECT_INSERT_EXPR,

"ON_SELECT_INSERT_EXPR"), root_1);

               adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_insertIntoExpr.nextTree());

               adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_selectionList.nextTree());

               if ( stream_whereClause.hasNext() ) {

                   adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_whereClause.nextTree());

               }

               stream_whereClause.reset();

               adaptor.addChild(root_0, root_1);

               }

           }

           retval.tree = root_0;}

           }

           retval.stop = input.LT(-1);

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           retval.tree = (CommonTree)adaptor.rulePostProcessing(root_0);

           adaptor.setTokenBoundaries(retval.tree, retval.start, retval.stop);

           }

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

              paraphrases.pop();

           }

       }

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;

         }

       finally {

       }

       return retval;

   }

   public static class outputClauseInsert_return extends ParserRuleReturnScope {

       CommonTree tree;

       public Object getTree() { return tree; }

   };

   public final EsperEPL2GrammarParser.outputClauseInsert_return outputClauseInsert() throws

RecognitionException {

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.outputClauseInsert_return retval = new

EsperEPL2GrammarParser.outputClauseInsert_return();

       retval.start = input.LT(1);

       CommonTree root_0 = null;

       Token f=null;

       Token a=null;

       Token OUTPUT207=null;

       CommonTree f_tree=null;

       CommonTree a_tree=null;

       CommonTree OUTPUT207_tree=null;

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_OUTPUT=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token OUTPUT");
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       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_ALL=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token ALL");

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_FIRST=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token FIRST");

       try {

           {

           OUTPUT207=(Token)match(input,OUTPUT,FOLLOW_OUTPUT_in_outputClauseInsert3824); if

(state.failed) return retval;

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_OUTPUT.add(OUTPUT207);

           int alt76=2;

           int LA76_0 = input.LA(1);

           if ( (LA76_0==FIRST) ) {

               alt76=1;

           }

           else if ( (LA76_0==ALL) ) {

               alt76=2;

           }

           else {

               if (state.backtracking>0) {state.failed=true; return retval;}

               NoViableAltException nvae =

                   new NoViableAltException("", 76, 0, input);

               throw nvae;

           }

           switch (alt76) {

               case 1 :

                   {

                   f=(Token)match(input,FIRST,FOLLOW_FIRST_in_outputClauseInsert3829); if (state.failed) return

retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_FIRST.add(f);

                   }

                   break;

               case 2 :

                   {

                   a=(Token)match(input,ALL,FOLLOW_ALL_in_outputClauseInsert3835); if (state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_ALL.add(a);

                   }

                   break;

           }

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           retval.tree = root_0;

           RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_f=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token f",f);

           RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_a=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token a",a);

           RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_retval=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

retval",retval!=null?retval.tree:null);

           root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

           {

               {

               CommonTree root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

               root_1 =

(CommonTree)adaptor.becomeRoot((CommonTree)adaptor.create(ON_SELECT_INSERT_OUTPUT,
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"ON_SELECT_INSERT_OUTPUT"), root_1);

               if ( stream_f.hasNext() ) {

                   adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_f.nextNode());

               }

               stream_f.reset();

               if ( stream_a.hasNext() ) {

                   adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_a.nextNode());

               }

               stream_a.reset();

               adaptor.addChild(root_0, root_1);

               }

           }

           retval.tree = root_0;}

           }

           retval.stop = input.LT(-1);

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           retval.tree = (CommonTree)adaptor.rulePostProcessing(root_0);

           adaptor.setTokenBoundaries(retval.tree, retval.start, retval.stop);

           }

       }

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;

         }

       finally {

       }

       return retval;

   }

   public static class onDeleteExpr_return extends ParserRuleReturnScope {

       CommonTree tree;

       public Object getTree() { return tree; }

   };

   public final EsperEPL2GrammarParser.onDeleteExpr_return onDeleteExpr() throws RecognitionException {

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.onDeleteExpr_return retval = new

EsperEPL2GrammarParser.onDeleteExpr_return();

       retval.start = input.LT(1);

       CommonTree root_0 = null;

       Token DELETE208=null;

       Token WHERE210=null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.onExprFrom_return onExprFrom209 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.whereClause_return whereClause211 = null;

       CommonTree DELETE208_tree=null;

       CommonTree WHERE210_tree=null;

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_WHERE=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token WHERE");

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_DELETE=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token DELETE");

       RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_whereClause=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule whereClause");

       RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_onExprFrom=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule onExprFrom");

        paraphrases.push("on-delete clause");

       try {
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           {

           DELETE208=(Token)match(input,DELETE,FOLLOW_DELETE_in_onDeleteExpr3877); if (state.failed)

return retval;

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_DELETE.add(DELETE208);

           pushFollow(FOLLOW_onExprFrom_in_onDeleteExpr3881);

           onExprFrom209=onExprFrom();

           state._fsp--;

           if (state.failed) return retval;

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_onExprFrom.add(onExprFrom209.getTree());

           int alt77=2;

           int LA77_0 = input.LA(1);

           if ( (LA77_0==WHERE) ) {

               alt77=1;

           }

           switch (alt77) {

               case 1 :

                   {

                   WHERE210=(Token)match(input,WHERE,FOLLOW_WHERE_in_onDeleteExpr3886); if (state.failed)

return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_WHERE.add(WHERE210);

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_whereClause_in_onDeleteExpr3888);

                   whereClause211=whereClause();

                   state._fsp--;

                   if (state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_whereClause.add(whereClause211.getTree());

                   }

                   break;

           }

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           retval.tree = root_0;

           RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_retval=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

retval",retval!=null?retval.tree:null);

           root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

           {

               {

               CommonTree root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

               root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.becomeRoot((CommonTree)adaptor.create(ON_DELETE_EXPR,

"ON_DELETE_EXPR"), root_1);

               adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_onExprFrom.nextTree());

               if ( stream_whereClause.hasNext() ) {

                   adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_whereClause.nextTree());

               }

               stream_whereClause.reset();

               adaptor.addChild(root_0, root_1);

               }

           }

           retval.tree = root_0;}

           }
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           retval.stop = input.LT(-1);

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           retval.tree = (CommonTree)adaptor.rulePostProcessing(root_0);

           adaptor.setTokenBoundaries(retval.tree, retval.start, retval.stop);

           }

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

              paraphrases.pop();

           }

       }

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;

         }

       finally {

       }

       return retval;

   }

   public static class onSetExpr_return extends ParserRuleReturnScope {

       CommonTree tree;

       public Object getTree() { return tree; }

   };

   public final EsperEPL2GrammarParser.onSetExpr_return onSetExpr() throws RecognitionException {

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.onSetExpr_return retval = new EsperEPL2GrammarParser.onSetExpr_return();

       retval.start = input.LT(1);

       CommonTree root_0 = null;

       Token SET212=null;

       Token COMMA214=null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.onSetAssignment_return onSetAssignment213 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.onSetAssignment_return onSetAssignment215 = null;

       CommonTree SET212_tree=null;

       CommonTree COMMA214_tree=null;

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_SET=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token SET");

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_COMMA=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token COMMA");

       RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_onSetAssignment=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

onSetAssignment");

        paraphrases.push("on-set clause");

       try {

           {

           SET212=(Token)match(input,SET,FOLLOW_SET_in_onSetExpr3928); if (state.failed) return retval;

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_SET.add(SET212);

           pushFollow(FOLLOW_onSetAssignment_in_onSetExpr3930);

           onSetAssignment213=onSetAssignment();

           state._fsp--;

           if (state.failed) return retval;

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_onSetAssignment.add(onSetAssignment213.getTree());

           loop78:

           do {

               int alt78=2;

               int LA78_0 = input.LA(1);
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               if ( (LA78_0==COMMA) ) {

                   alt78=1;

               }

               switch (alt78) {

           	case 1 :

           	    {

           	    COMMA214=(Token)match(input,COMMA,FOLLOW_COMMA_in_onSetExpr3933); if (state.failed)

return retval;

           	    if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_COMMA.add(COMMA214);

           	    pushFollow(FOLLOW_onSetAssignment_in_onSetExpr3935);

           	    onSetAssignment215=onSetAssignment();

           	    state._fsp--;

           	    if (state.failed) return retval;

           	    if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_onSetAssignment.add(onSetAssignment215.getTree());

           	    }

           	    break;

           	default :

           	    break loop78;

               }

           } while (true);

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           retval.tree = root_0;

           RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_retval=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

retval",retval!=null?retval.tree:null);

           root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

           {

               {

               CommonTree root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

               root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.becomeRoot((CommonTree)adaptor.create(ON_SET_EXPR,

"ON_SET_EXPR"), root_1);

               if ( !(stream_onSetAssignment.hasNext()) ) {

                   throw new RewriteEarlyExitException();

               }

               while ( stream_onSetAssignment.hasNext() ) {

                   adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_onSetAssignment.nextTree());

               }

               stream_onSetAssignment.reset();

               adaptor.addChild(root_0, root_1);

               }

           }

           retval.tree = root_0;}

           }

           retval.stop = input.LT(-1);

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           retval.tree = (CommonTree)adaptor.rulePostProcessing(root_0);

           adaptor.setTokenBoundaries(retval.tree, retval.start, retval.stop);

           }

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {
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              paraphrases.pop();

           }

       }

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;

         }

       finally {

       }

       return retval;

   }

   public static class onSetAssignment_return extends ParserRuleReturnScope {

       CommonTree tree;

       public Object getTree() { return tree; }

   };

   public final EsperEPL2GrammarParser.onSetAssignment_return onSetAssignment() throws

RecognitionException {

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.onSetAssignment_return retval = new

EsperEPL2GrammarParser.onSetAssignment_return();

       retval.start = input.LT(1);

       CommonTree root_0 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.expression_return expression216 = null;

       RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_expression=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule expression");

       try {

           {

           pushFollow(FOLLOW_expression_in_onSetAssignment3960);

           expression216=expression();

           state._fsp--;

           if (state.failed) return retval;

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_expression.add(expression216.getTree());

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           retval.tree = root_0;

           RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_retval=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

retval",retval!=null?retval.tree:null);

           root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

           {

               {

               CommonTree root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

               root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.becomeRoot((CommonTree)adaptor.create(ON_SET_EXPR_ITEM,

"ON_SET_EXPR_ITEM"), root_1);

               adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_expression.nextTree());

               adaptor.addChild(root_0, root_1);

               }

           }

           retval.tree = root_0;}

           }

           retval.stop = input.LT(-1);

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           retval.tree = (CommonTree)adaptor.rulePostProcessing(root_0);
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           adaptor.setTokenBoundaries(retval.tree, retval.start, retval.stop);

           }

       }

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;

         }

       finally {

       }

       return retval;

   }

   public static class onExprFrom_return extends ParserRuleReturnScope {

       CommonTree tree;

       public Object getTree() { return tree; }

   };

   public final EsperEPL2GrammarParser.onExprFrom_return onExprFrom() throws RecognitionException {

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.onExprFrom_return retval = new EsperEPL2GrammarParser.onExprFrom_return();

       retval.start = input.LT(1);

       CommonTree root_0 = null;

       Token n=null;

       Token i=null;

       Token FROM217=null;

       Token AS218=null;

       CommonTree n_tree=null;

       CommonTree i_tree=null;

       CommonTree FROM217_tree=null;

       CommonTree AS218_tree=null;

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_AS=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token AS");

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_IDENT=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token IDENT");

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_FROM=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token FROM");

       try {

           {

           FROM217=(Token)match(input,FROM,FOLLOW_FROM_in_onExprFrom3983); if (state.failed) return

retval;

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_FROM.add(FROM217);

           n=(Token)match(input,IDENT,FOLLOW_IDENT_in_onExprFrom3987); if (state.failed) return retval;

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_IDENT.add(n);

           int alt79=3;

           int LA79_0 = input.LA(1);

           if ( (LA79_0==AS) ) {

               alt79=1;

           }

           else if ( (LA79_0==IDENT) ) {

               alt79=2;

           }

           switch (alt79) {

               case 1 :

                   {

                   AS218=(Token)match(input,AS,FOLLOW_AS_in_onExprFrom3990); if (state.failed) return retval;
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                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_AS.add(AS218);

                   i=(Token)match(input,IDENT,FOLLOW_IDENT_in_onExprFrom3994); if (state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_IDENT.add(i);

                   }

                   break;

               case 2 :

                   {

                   i=(Token)match(input,IDENT,FOLLOW_IDENT_in_onExprFrom4000); if (state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_IDENT.add(i);

                   }

                   break;

           }

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           retval.tree = root_0;

           RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_n=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token n",n);

           RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_i=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token i",i);

           RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_retval=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

retval",retval!=null?retval.tree:null);

           root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

           {

               {

               CommonTree root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

               root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.becomeRoot((CommonTree)adaptor.create(ON_EXPR_FROM,

"ON_EXPR_FROM"), root_1);

               adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_n.nextNode());

               if ( stream_i.hasNext() ) {

                   adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_i.nextNode());

               }

               stream_i.reset();

               adaptor.addChild(root_0, root_1);

               }

           }

           retval.tree = root_0;}

           }

           retval.stop = input.LT(-1);

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           retval.tree = (CommonTree)adaptor.rulePostProcessing(root_0);

           adaptor.setTokenBoundaries(retval.tree, retval.start, retval.stop);

           }

       }

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;

         }

       finally {

       }

       return retval;

   }

   public static class createWindowExpr_return extends ParserRuleReturnScope {
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       CommonTree tree;

       public Object getTree() { return tree; }

   };

   public final EsperEPL2GrammarParser.createWindowExpr_return createWindowExpr() throws

RecognitionException {

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.createWindowExpr_return retval = new

EsperEPL2GrammarParser.createWindowExpr_return();

       retval.start = input.LT(1);

       CommonTree root_0 = null;

       Token i=null;

       Token ru=null;

       Token ri=null;

       Token i1=null;

       Token CREATE219=null;

       Token WINDOW220=null;

       Token DOT221=null;

       Token DOT223=null;

       Token AS225=null;

       Token LPAREN227=null;

       Token RPAREN229=null;

       Token WHERE230=null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.viewExpression_return viewExpression222 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.viewExpression_return viewExpression224 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.createWindowExprModelAfter_return createWindowExprModelAfter226 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.createColumnList_return createColumnList228 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.expression_return expression231 = null;

       CommonTree i_tree=null;

       CommonTree ru_tree=null;

       CommonTree ri_tree=null;

       CommonTree i1_tree=null;

       CommonTree CREATE219_tree=null;

       CommonTree WINDOW220_tree=null;

       CommonTree DOT221_tree=null;

       CommonTree DOT223_tree=null;

       CommonTree AS225_tree=null;

       CommonTree LPAREN227_tree=null;

       CommonTree RPAREN229_tree=null;

       CommonTree WHERE230_tree=null;

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_AS=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token AS");

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_IDENT=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token IDENT");

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_RPAREN=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token RPAREN");

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_WHERE=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token WHERE");

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_CREATE=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token CREATE");

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_WINDOW=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token WINDOW");

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_RETAINUNION=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token

RETAINUNION");

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_RETAININTERSECTION=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token

RETAININTERSECTION");
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       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_INSERT=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token INSERT");

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_DOT=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token DOT");

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_LPAREN=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token LPAREN");

       RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_expression=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule expression");

       RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_createWindowExprModelAfter=new

RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule createWindowExprModelAfter");

       RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_createColumnList=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

createColumnList");

       RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_viewExpression=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

viewExpression");

       try {

           {

           CREATE219=(Token)match(input,CREATE,FOLLOW_CREATE_in_createWindowExpr4028); if

(state.failed) return retval;

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_CREATE.add(CREATE219);

           WINDOW220=(Token)match(input,WINDOW,FOLLOW_WINDOW_in_createWindowExpr4030); if

(state.failed) return retval;

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_WINDOW.add(WINDOW220);

           i=(Token)match(input,IDENT,FOLLOW_IDENT_in_createWindowExpr4034); if (state.failed) return retval;

 

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_IDENT.add(i);

           int alt81=2;

           int LA81_0 = input.LA(1);

           if ( (LA81_0==DOT) ) {

               alt81=1;

           }

           switch (alt81) {

               case 1 :

                   {

                   DOT221=(Token)match(input,DOT,FOLLOW_DOT_in_createWindowExpr4037); if (state.failed)

return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_DOT.add(DOT221);

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_viewExpression_in_createWindowExpr4039);

                   viewExpression222=viewExpression();

                   state._fsp--;

                   if (state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_viewExpression.add(viewExpression222.getTree());

                   loop80:

                   do {

                       int alt80=2;

                       int LA80_0 = input.LA(1);

                       if ( (LA80_0==DOT) ) {

                           alt80=1;

                       }

                       switch (alt80) {

                   	case 1 :

                   	    {

                   	    DOT223=(Token)match(input,DOT,FOLLOW_DOT_in_createWindowExpr4042); if (state.failed)
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return retval;

                   	    if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_DOT.add(DOT223);

                   	    pushFollow(FOLLOW_viewExpression_in_createWindowExpr4044);

                   	    viewExpression224=viewExpression();

                   	    state._fsp--;

                   	    if (state.failed) return retval;

                   	    if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_viewExpression.add(viewExpression224.getTree());

                   	    }

                   	    break;

                   	default :

                   	    break loop80;

                       }

                   } while (true);

                   }

                   break;

           }

           int alt82=3;

           int LA82_0 = input.LA(1);

           if ( (LA82_0==RETAINUNION) ) {

               alt82=1;

           }

           else if ( (LA82_0==RETAININTERSECTION) ) {

               alt82=2;

           }

           switch (alt82) {

               case 1 :

                   {

                   ru=(Token)match(input,RETAINUNION,FOLLOW_RETAINUNION_in_createWindowExpr4053); if

(state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_RETAINUNION.add(ru);

                   }

                   break;

               case 2 :

                   {

ri=(Token)match(input,RETAININTERSECTION,FOLLOW_RETAININTERSECTION_in_createWindowExpr40

57); if (state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_RETAININTERSECTION.add(ri);

                   }

                   break;

           }

           int alt83=2;

           int LA83_0 = input.LA(1);

           if ( (LA83_0==AS) ) {

               alt83=1;

           }

           switch (alt83) {

               case 1 :

                   {
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                   AS225=(Token)match(input,AS,FOLLOW_AS_in_createWindowExpr4061); if (state.failed) return

retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_AS.add(AS225);

                   }

                   break;

           }

           int alt84=2;

           int LA84_0 = input.LA(1);

           if (

(LA84_0==SELECT||LA84_0==EVENTS||LA84_0==IDENT||LA84_0==TICKED_STRING_LITERAL) ) {

               alt84=1;

           }

           else if ( (LA84_0==LPAREN) ) {

               alt84=2;

           }

           else {

               if (state.backtracking>0) {state.failed=true; return retval;}

               NoViableAltException nvae =

                   new NoViableAltException("", 84, 0, input);

               throw nvae;

           }

           switch (alt84) {

               case 1 :

                   {

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_createWindowExprModelAfter_in_createWindowExpr4076);

                   createWindowExprModelAfter226=createWindowExprModelAfter();

                   state._fsp--;

                   if (state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 )

stream_createWindowExprModelAfter.add(createWindowExprModelAfter226.getTree());

                   }

                   break;

               case 2 :

                   {

                   LPAREN227=(Token)match(input,LPAREN,FOLLOW_LPAREN_in_createWindowExpr4091); if

(state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_LPAREN.add(LPAREN227);

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_createColumnList_in_createWindowExpr4093);

                   createColumnList228=createColumnList();

                   state._fsp--;

                   if (state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_createColumnList.add(createColumnList228.getTree());

                   RPAREN229=(Token)match(input,RPAREN,FOLLOW_RPAREN_in_createWindowExpr4095); if

(state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_RPAREN.add(RPAREN229);

                   }

                   break;

           }
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           int alt86=2;

           int LA86_0 = input.LA(1);

           if ( (LA86_0==INSERT) ) {

               alt86=1;

           }

           switch (alt86) {

               case 1 :

                   {

                   i1=(Token)match(input,INSERT,FOLLOW_INSERT_in_createWindowExpr4112); if (state.failed)

return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_INSERT.add(i1);

                   int alt85=2;

                   int LA85_0 = input.LA(1);

                   if ( (LA85_0==WHERE) ) {

                       alt85=1;

                   }

                   switch (alt85) {

                       case 1 :

                           {

                           WHERE230=(Token)match(input,WHERE,FOLLOW_WHERE_in_createWindowExpr4115); if

(state.failed) return retval;

                           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_WHERE.add(WHERE230);

                           pushFollow(FOLLOW_expression_in_createWindowExpr4117);

                           expression231=expression();

                           state._fsp--;

                           if (state.failed) return retval;

                           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_expression.add(expression231.getTree());

                           }

                           break;

                   }

                   }

                   break;

           }

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           retval.tree = root_0;

           RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_ri=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token ri",ri);

           RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_ru=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token ru",ru);

           RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_i=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token i",i);

           RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_retval=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

retval",retval!=null?retval.tree:null);

           root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

           if (i1 != null) {

               {

               CommonTree root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

               root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.becomeRoot((CommonTree)adaptor.create(CREATE_WINDOW_EXPR,

"CREATE_WINDOW_EXPR"), root_1);

               adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_i.nextNode());

               while ( stream_viewExpression.hasNext() ) {
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                   adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_viewExpression.nextTree());

               }

               stream_viewExpression.reset();

               if ( stream_ru.hasNext() ) {

                   adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_ru.nextNode());

               }

               stream_ru.reset();

               if ( stream_ri.hasNext() ) {

                   adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_ri.nextNode());

               }

               stream_ri.reset();

               if ( stream_createWindowExprModelAfter.hasNext() ) {

                   adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_createWindowExprModelAfter.nextTree());

               }

               stream_createWindowExprModelAfter.reset();

               if ( stream_createColumnList.hasNext() ) {

                   adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_createColumnList.nextTree());

               }

               stream_createColumnList.reset();

               {

               CommonTree root_2 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

               root_2 = (CommonTree)adaptor.becomeRoot(stream_INSERT.nextNode(), root_2);

               if ( stream_expression.hasNext() ) {

                   adaptor.addChild(root_2, stream_expression.nextTree());

               }

               stream_expression.reset();

               adaptor.addChild(root_1, root_2);

               }

               adaptor.addChild(root_0, root_1);

               }

           }

           else

           {

               {

               CommonTree root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

               root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.becomeRoot((CommonTree)adaptor.create(CREATE_WINDOW_EXPR,

"CREATE_WINDOW_EXPR"), root_1);

               adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_i.nextNode());

               while ( stream_viewExpression.hasNext() ) {

                   adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_viewExpression.nextTree());

               }

               stream_viewExpression.reset();

               if ( stream_ru.hasNext() ) {

                   adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_ru.nextNode());

               }

               stream_ru.reset();

               if ( stream_ri.hasNext() ) {

                   adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_ri.nextNode());
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               }

               stream_ri.reset();

               if ( stream_createWindowExprModelAfter.hasNext() ) {

                   adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_createWindowExprModelAfter.nextTree());

               }

               stream_createWindowExprModelAfter.reset();

               if ( stream_createColumnList.hasNext() ) {

                   adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_createColumnList.nextTree());

               }

               stream_createColumnList.reset();

               adaptor.addChild(root_0, root_1);

               }

           }

           retval.tree = root_0;}

           }

           retval.stop = input.LT(-1);

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           retval.tree = (CommonTree)adaptor.rulePostProcessing(root_0);

           adaptor.setTokenBoundaries(retval.tree, retval.start, retval.stop);

           }

       }

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;

         }

       finally {

       }

       return retval;

   }

   public static class createWindowExprModelAfter_return extends ParserRuleReturnScope {

       CommonTree tree;

       public Object getTree() { return tree; }

   };

   public final EsperEPL2GrammarParser.createWindowExprModelAfter_return createWindowExprModelAfter()

throws RecognitionException {

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.createWindowExprModelAfter_return retval = new

EsperEPL2GrammarParser.createWindowExprModelAfter_return();

       retval.start = input.LT(1);

       CommonTree root_0 = null;

       Token SELECT232=null;

       Token FROM234=null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.createSelectionList_return createSelectionList233 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.classIdentifier_return classIdentifier235 = null;

       CommonTree SELECT232_tree=null;

       CommonTree FROM234_tree=null;

       try {

           {

           root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

           int alt87=2;
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           int LA87_0 = input.LA(1);

           if ( (LA87_0==SELECT) ) {

               alt87=1;

           }

           switch (alt87) {

               case 1 :

                   {

SELECT232=(Token)match(input,SELECT,FOLLOW_SELECT_in_createWindowExprModelAfter4204); if (state.

failed) return retval;

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_createSelectionList_in_createWindowExprModelAfter4207);

                   createSelectionList233=createSelectionList();

                   state._fsp--;

                   if (state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) adaptor.addChild(root_0, createSelectionList233.getTree());

                   FROM234=(Token)match(input,FROM,FOLLOW_FROM_in_createWindowExprModelAfter4209); if

(state.failed) return retval;

                   }

                   break;

           }

           pushFollow(FOLLOW_classIdentifier_in_createWindowExprModelAfter4214);

           classIdentifier235=classIdentifier();

           state._fsp--;

           if (state.failed) return retval;

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) adaptor.addChild(root_0, classIdentifier235.getTree());

           }

           retval.stop = input.LT(-1);

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           retval.tree = (CommonTree)adaptor.rulePostProcessing(root_0);

           adaptor.setTokenBoundaries(retval.tree, retval.start, retval.stop);

           }

       }

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;

         }

       finally {

       }

       return retval;

   }

   public static class createIndexExpr_return extends ParserRuleReturnScope {

       CommonTree tree;

       public Object getTree() { return tree; }

   };

   public final EsperEPL2GrammarParser.createIndexExpr_return createIndexExpr() throws RecognitionException {

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.createIndexExpr_return retval = new

EsperEPL2GrammarParser.createIndexExpr_return();

       retval.start = input.LT(1);

       CommonTree root_0 = null;

       Token u=null;
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       Token n=null;

       Token w=null;

       Token CREATE236=null;

       Token INDEX237=null;

       Token ON238=null;

       Token LPAREN239=null;

       Token RPAREN241=null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.createIndexColumnList_return createIndexColumnList240 = null;

       CommonTree u_tree=null;

       CommonTree n_tree=null;

       CommonTree w_tree=null;

       CommonTree CREATE236_tree=null;

       CommonTree INDEX237_tree=null;

       CommonTree ON238_tree=null;

       CommonTree LPAREN239_tree=null;

       CommonTree RPAREN241_tree=null;

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_INDEX=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token INDEX");

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_ON=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token ON");

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_IDENT=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token IDENT");

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_RPAREN=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token RPAREN");

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_CREATE=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token CREATE");

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_LPAREN=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token LPAREN");

       RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_createIndexColumnList=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

createIndexColumnList");

       try {

           {

           CREATE236=(Token)match(input,CREATE,FOLLOW_CREATE_in_createIndexExpr4227); if

(state.failed) return retval;

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_CREATE.add(CREATE236);

           int alt88=2;

           int LA88_0 = input.LA(1);

           if ( (LA88_0==IDENT) ) {

               alt88=1;

           }

           switch (alt88) {

               case 1 :

                   {

                   u=(Token)match(input,IDENT,FOLLOW_IDENT_in_createIndexExpr4232); if (state.failed) return

retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_IDENT.add(u);

                   }

                   break;

           }

           INDEX237=(Token)match(input,INDEX,FOLLOW_INDEX_in_createIndexExpr4236); if (state.failed)

return retval;

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_INDEX.add(INDEX237);

           n=(Token)match(input,IDENT,FOLLOW_IDENT_in_createIndexExpr4240); if (state.failed) return retval;

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_IDENT.add(n);
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           ON238=(Token)match(input,ON,FOLLOW_ON_in_createIndexExpr4242); if (state.failed) return retval;

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_ON.add(ON238);

           w=(Token)match(input,IDENT,FOLLOW_IDENT_in_createIndexExpr4246); if (state.failed) return retval;

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_IDENT.add(w);

           LPAREN239=(Token)match(input,LPAREN,FOLLOW_LPAREN_in_createIndexExpr4248); if

(state.failed) return retval;

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_LPAREN.add(LPAREN239);

           pushFollow(FOLLOW_createIndexColumnList_in_createIndexExpr4250);

           createIndexColumnList240=createIndexColumnList();

           state._fsp--;

           if (state.failed) return retval;

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_createIndexColumnList.add(createIndexColumnList240.getTree());

           RPAREN241=(Token)match(input,RPAREN,FOLLOW_RPAREN_in_createIndexExpr4252); if

(state.failed) return retval;

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_RPAREN.add(RPAREN241);

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           retval.tree = root_0;

           RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_w=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token w",w);

           RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_u=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token u",u);

           RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_n=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token n",n);

           RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_retval=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

retval",retval!=null?retval.tree:null);

           root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

           {

               {

               CommonTree root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

               root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.becomeRoot((CommonTree)adaptor.create(CREATE_INDEX_EXPR,

"CREATE_INDEX_EXPR"), root_1);

               adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_n.nextNode());

               adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_w.nextNode());

               adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_createIndexColumnList.nextTree());

               if ( stream_u.hasNext() ) {

                   adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_u.nextNode());

               }

               stream_u.reset();

               adaptor.addChild(root_0, root_1);

               }

           }

           retval.tree = root_0;}

           }

           retval.stop = input.LT(-1);

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           retval.tree = (CommonTree)adaptor.rulePostProcessing(root_0);

           adaptor.setTokenBoundaries(retval.tree, retval.start, retval.stop);

           }

       }

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;
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         }

       finally {

       }

       return retval;

   }

   public static class createIndexColumnList_return extends ParserRuleReturnScope {

       CommonTree tree;

       public Object getTree() { return tree; }

   };

   public final EsperEPL2GrammarParser.createIndexColumnList_return createIndexColumnList() throws

RecognitionException {

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.createIndexColumnList_return retval = new

EsperEPL2GrammarParser.createIndexColumnList_return();

       retval.start = input.LT(1);

       CommonTree root_0 = null;

       Token COMMA243=null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.createIndexColumn_return createIndexColumn242 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.createIndexColumn_return createIndexColumn244 = null;

       CommonTree COMMA243_tree=null;

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_COMMA=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token COMMA");

       RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_createIndexColumn=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

createIndexColumn");

       try {

           {

           pushFollow(FOLLOW_createIndexColumn_in_createIndexColumnList4285);

           createIndexColumn242=createIndexColumn();

           state._fsp--;

           if (state.failed) return retval;

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_createIndexColumn.add(createIndexColumn242.getTree());

           loop89:

           do {

               int alt89=2;

               int LA89_0 = input.LA(1);

               if ( (LA89_0==COMMA) ) {

                   alt89=1;

               }

               switch (alt89) {

           	case 1 :

           	    {

           	    COMMA243=(Token)match(input,COMMA,FOLLOW_COMMA_in_createIndexColumnList4288); if

(state.failed) return retval;

           	    if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_COMMA.add(COMMA243);

           	    pushFollow(FOLLOW_createIndexColumn_in_createIndexColumnList4290);

           	    createIndexColumn244=createIndexColumn();

           	    state._fsp--;

           	    if (state.failed) return retval;

           	    if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_createIndexColumn.add(createIndexColumn244.getTree());

           	    }
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           	    break;

           	default :

           	    break loop89;

               }

           } while (true);

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           retval.tree = root_0;

           RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_retval=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

retval",retval!=null?retval.tree:null);

           root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

           {

               {

               CommonTree root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

               root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.becomeRoot((CommonTree)adaptor.create(INDEXCOL, "INDEXCOL"),

root_1);

               if ( !(stream_createIndexColumn.hasNext()) ) {

                   throw new RewriteEarlyExitException();

               }

               while ( stream_createIndexColumn.hasNext() ) {

                   adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_createIndexColumn.nextTree());

               }

               stream_createIndexColumn.reset();

               adaptor.addChild(root_0, root_1);

               }

           }

           retval.tree = root_0;}

           }

           retval.stop = input.LT(-1);

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           retval.tree = (CommonTree)adaptor.rulePostProcessing(root_0);

           adaptor.setTokenBoundaries(retval.tree, retval.start, retval.stop);

           }

       }

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;

         }

       finally {

       }

       return retval;

   }

   public static class createIndexColumn_return extends ParserRuleReturnScope {

       CommonTree tree;

       public Object getTree() { return tree; }

   };

   public final EsperEPL2GrammarParser.createIndexColumn_return createIndexColumn() throws

RecognitionException {

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.createIndexColumn_return retval = new

EsperEPL2GrammarParser.createIndexColumn_return();
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       retval.start = input.LT(1);

       CommonTree root_0 = null;

       Token IDENT245=null;

       Token IDENT246=null;

       CommonTree IDENT245_tree=null;

       CommonTree IDENT246_tree=null;

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_IDENT=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token IDENT");

       try {

           {

           IDENT245=(Token)match(input,IDENT,FOLLOW_IDENT_in_createIndexColumn4317); if (state.failed)

return retval;

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_IDENT.add(IDENT245);

           int alt90=2;

           int LA90_0 = input.LA(1);

           if ( (LA90_0==IDENT) ) {

               alt90=1;

           }

           switch (alt90) {

               case 1 :

                   {

                   IDENT246=(Token)match(input,IDENT,FOLLOW_IDENT_in_createIndexColumn4319); if

(state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_IDENT.add(IDENT246);

                   }

                   break;

           }

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           retval.tree = root_0;

           RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_retval=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

retval",retval!=null?retval.tree:null);

           root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

           {

               {

               CommonTree root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

               root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.becomeRoot((CommonTree)adaptor.create(INDEXCOL, "INDEXCOL"),

root_1);

               while ( stream_IDENT.hasNext() ) {

                   adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_IDENT.nextNode());

               }

               stream_IDENT.reset();

               adaptor.addChild(root_0, root_1);

               }

           }

           retval.tree = root_0;}

           }

           retval.stop = input.LT(-1);

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           retval.tree = (CommonTree)adaptor.rulePostProcessing(root_0);
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           adaptor.setTokenBoundaries(retval.tree, retval.start, retval.stop);

           }

       }

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;

         }

       finally {

       }

       return retval;

   }

   public static class createVariableExpr_return extends ParserRuleReturnScope {

       CommonTree tree;

       public Object getTree() { return tree; }

   };

   public final EsperEPL2GrammarParser.createVariableExpr_return createVariableExpr() throws

RecognitionException {

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.createVariableExpr_return retval = new

EsperEPL2GrammarParser.createVariableExpr_return();

       retval.start = input.LT(1);

       CommonTree root_0 = null;

       Token c=null;

       Token arr=null;

       Token n=null;

       Token CREATE247=null;

       Token VARIABLE248=null;

       Token RBRACK250=null;

       Token EQUALS251=null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.classIdentifier_return classIdentifier249 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.expression_return expression252 = null;

       CommonTree c_tree=null;

       CommonTree arr_tree=null;

       CommonTree n_tree=null;

       CommonTree CREATE247_tree=null;

       CommonTree VARIABLE248_tree=null;

       CommonTree RBRACK250_tree=null;

       CommonTree EQUALS251_tree=null;

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_RBRACK=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token RBRACK");

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_IDENT=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token IDENT");

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_CREATE=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token CREATE");

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_LBRACK=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token LBRACK");

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_EQUALS=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token EQUALS");

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_VARIABLE=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token VARIABLE");

       RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_expression=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule expression");

       RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_classIdentifier=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

classIdentifier");

       try {

           {

           CREATE247=(Token)match(input,CREATE,FOLLOW_CREATE_in_createVariableExpr4344); if
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(state.failed) return retval;

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_CREATE.add(CREATE247);

           int alt91=2;

           int LA91_0 = input.LA(1);

           if ( (LA91_0==IDENT) ) {

               alt91=1;

           }

           switch (alt91) {

               case 1 :

                   {

                   c=(Token)match(input,IDENT,FOLLOW_IDENT_in_createVariableExpr4348); if (state.failed) return

retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_IDENT.add(c);

                   }

                   break;

           }

           VARIABLE248=(Token)match(input,VARIABLE,FOLLOW_VARIABLE_in_createVariableExpr4351); if

(state.failed) return retval;

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_VARIABLE.add(VARIABLE248);

           pushFollow(FOLLOW_classIdentifier_in_createVariableExpr4353);

           classIdentifier249=classIdentifier();

           state._fsp--;

           if (state.failed) return retval;

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_classIdentifier.add(classIdentifier249.getTree());

           int alt92=2;

           int LA92_0 = input.LA(1);

           if ( (LA92_0==LBRACK) ) {

               alt92=1;

           }

           switch (alt92) {

               case 1 :

                   {

                   arr=(Token)match(input,LBRACK,FOLLOW_LBRACK_in_createVariableExpr4358); if (state.failed)

return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_LBRACK.add(arr);

                   RBRACK250=(Token)match(input,RBRACK,FOLLOW_RBRACK_in_createVariableExpr4360); if

(state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_RBRACK.add(RBRACK250);

                   }

                   break;

           }

           n=(Token)match(input,IDENT,FOLLOW_IDENT_in_createVariableExpr4366); if (state.failed) return retval;

 

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_IDENT.add(n);

           int alt93=2;

           int LA93_0 = input.LA(1);

           if ( (LA93_0==EQUALS) ) {

               alt93=1;
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           }

           switch (alt93) {

               case 1 :

                   {

                   EQUALS251=(Token)match(input,EQUALS,FOLLOW_EQUALS_in_createVariableExpr4369); if

(state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_EQUALS.add(EQUALS251);

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_expression_in_createVariableExpr4371);

                   expression252=expression();

                   state._fsp--;

                   if (state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_expression.add(expression252.getTree());

                   }

                   break;

           }

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           retval.tree = root_0;

           RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_arr=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token arr",arr);

           RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_c=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token c",c);

           RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_n=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token n",n);

           RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_retval=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

retval",retval!=null?retval.tree:null);

           root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

           {

               {

               CommonTree root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

               root_1 =

(CommonTree)adaptor.becomeRoot((CommonTree)adaptor.create(CREATE_VARIABLE_EXPR,

"CREATE_VARIABLE_EXPR"), root_1);

               adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_classIdentifier.nextTree());

               adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_n.nextNode());

               if ( stream_c.hasNext() ) {

                   adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_c.nextNode());

               }

               stream_c.reset();

               if ( stream_arr.hasNext() ) {

                   adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_arr.nextNode());

               }

               stream_arr.reset();

               if ( stream_expression.hasNext() ) {

                   adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_expression.nextTree());

               }

               stream_expression.reset();

               adaptor.addChild(root_0, root_1);

               }

           }

           retval.tree = root_0;}

           }
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           retval.stop = input.LT(-1);

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           retval.tree = (CommonTree)adaptor.rulePostProcessing(root_0);

           adaptor.setTokenBoundaries(retval.tree, retval.start, retval.stop);

           }

       }

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;

         }

       finally {

       }

       return retval;

   }

   public static class createColumnList_return extends ParserRuleReturnScope {

       CommonTree tree;

       public Object getTree() { return tree; }

   };

   public final EsperEPL2GrammarParser.createColumnList_return createColumnList() throws

RecognitionException {

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.createColumnList_return retval = new

EsperEPL2GrammarParser.createColumnList_return();

       retval.start = input.LT(1);

       CommonTree root_0 = null;

       Token COMMA254=null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.createColumnListElement_return createColumnListElement253 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.createColumnListElement_return createColumnListElement255 = null;

       CommonTree COMMA254_tree=null;

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_COMMA=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token COMMA");

       RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_createColumnListElement=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

createColumnListElement");

        paraphrases.push("column list");

       try {

           {

           pushFollow(FOLLOW_createColumnListElement_in_createColumnList4421);

           createColumnListElement253=createColumnListElement();

           state._fsp--;

           if (state.failed) return retval;

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_createColumnListElement.add(createColumnListElement253.getTree());

           loop94:

           do {

               int alt94=2;

               int LA94_0 = input.LA(1);

               if ( (LA94_0==COMMA) ) {

                   alt94=1;

               }

               switch (alt94) {

           	case 1 :

           	    {
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           	    COMMA254=(Token)match(input,COMMA,FOLLOW_COMMA_in_createColumnList4424); if

(state.failed) return retval;

           	    if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_COMMA.add(COMMA254);

           	    pushFollow(FOLLOW_createColumnListElement_in_createColumnList4426);

           	    createColumnListElement255=createColumnListElement();

           	    state._fsp--;

           	    if (state.failed) return retval;

           	    if ( state.backtracking==0 )

stream_createColumnListElement.add(createColumnListElement255.getTree());

           	    }

           	    break;

           	default :

           	    break loop94;

               }

           } while (true);

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           retval.tree = root_0;

           RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_retval=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

retval",retval!=null?retval.tree:null);

           root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

           {

               {

               CommonTree root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

               root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.becomeRoot((CommonTree)adaptor.create(CREATE_COL_TYPE_LIST,

"CREATE_COL_TYPE_LIST"), root_1);

               if ( !(stream_createColumnListElement.hasNext()) ) {

                   throw new RewriteEarlyExitException();

               }

               while ( stream_createColumnListElement.hasNext() ) {

                   adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_createColumnListElement.nextTree());

               }

               stream_createColumnListElement.reset();

               adaptor.addChild(root_0, root_1);

               }

           }

           retval.tree = root_0;}

           }

           retval.stop = input.LT(-1);

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           retval.tree = (CommonTree)adaptor.rulePostProcessing(root_0);

           adaptor.setTokenBoundaries(retval.tree, retval.start, retval.stop);

           }

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

              paraphrases.pop();

           }

       }

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;
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         }

       finally {

       }

       return retval;

   }

   public static class createColumnListElement_return extends ParserRuleReturnScope {

       CommonTree tree;

       public Object getTree() { return tree; }

   };

   public final EsperEPL2GrammarParser.createColumnListElement_return createColumnListElement() throws

RecognitionException {

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.createColumnListElement_return retval = new

EsperEPL2GrammarParser.createColumnListElement_return();

       retval.start = input.LT(1);

       CommonTree root_0 = null;

       Token b=null;

       Token RBRACK258=null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.classIdentifierNonGreedy_return classIdentifierNonGreedy256 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.classIdentifier_return classIdentifier257 = null;

       CommonTree b_tree=null;

       CommonTree RBRACK258_tree=null;

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_RBRACK=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token RBRACK");

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_LBRACK=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token LBRACK");

       RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_classIdentifierNonGreedy=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

classIdentifierNonGreedy");

       RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_classIdentifier=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

classIdentifier");

       try {

           {

           pushFollow(FOLLOW_classIdentifierNonGreedy_in_createColumnListElement4454);

           classIdentifierNonGreedy256=classIdentifierNonGreedy();

           state._fsp--;

           if (state.failed) return retval;

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_classIdentifierNonGreedy.add(classIdentifierNonGreedy256.getTree());

           {

           pushFollow(FOLLOW_classIdentifier_in_createColumnListElement4457);

           classIdentifier257=classIdentifier();

           state._fsp--;

           if (state.failed) return retval;

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_classIdentifier.add(classIdentifier257.getTree());

           int alt95=2;

           int LA95_0 = input.LA(1);

           if ( (LA95_0==LBRACK) ) {

               alt95=1;

           }

           switch (alt95) {

               case 1 :

                   {
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                   b=(Token)match(input,LBRACK,FOLLOW_LBRACK_in_createColumnListElement4462); if

(state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_LBRACK.add(b);

RBRACK258=(Token)match(input,RBRACK,FOLLOW_RBRACK_in_createColumnListElement4464); if (state.f

ailed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_RBRACK.add(RBRACK258);

                   }

                   break;

           }

           }

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           retval.tree = root_0;

           RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_b=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token b",b);

           RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_retval=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

retval",retval!=null?retval.tree:null);

           root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

           {

               {

               CommonTree root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

               root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.becomeRoot((CommonTree)adaptor.create(CREATE_COL_TYPE,

"CREATE_COL_TYPE"), root_1);

               adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_classIdentifierNonGreedy.nextTree());

               adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_classIdentifier.nextTree());

               if ( stream_b.hasNext() ) {

                   adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_b.nextNode());

               }

               stream_b.reset();

               adaptor.addChild(root_0, root_1);

               }

           }

           retval.tree = root_0;}

           }

           retval.stop = input.LT(-1);

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           retval.tree = (CommonTree)adaptor.rulePostProcessing(root_0);

           adaptor.setTokenBoundaries(retval.tree, retval.start, retval.stop);

           }

       }

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;

         }

       finally {

       }

       return retval;

   }

   public static class createSelectionList_return extends ParserRuleReturnScope {

       CommonTree tree;

       public Object getTree() { return tree; }
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   };

   public final EsperEPL2GrammarParser.createSelectionList_return createSelectionList() throws

RecognitionException {

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.createSelectionList_return retval = new

EsperEPL2GrammarParser.createSelectionList_return();

       retval.start = input.LT(1);

       CommonTree root_0 = null;

       Token COMMA260=null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.createSelectionListElement_return createSelectionListElement259 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.createSelectionListElement_return createSelectionListElement261 = null;

       CommonTree COMMA260_tree=null;

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_COMMA=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token COMMA");

       RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_createSelectionListElement=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

createSelectionListElement");

        paraphrases.push("select clause");

       try {

           {

           pushFollow(FOLLOW_createSelectionListElement_in_createSelectionList4507);

           createSelectionListElement259=createSelectionListElement();

           state._fsp--;

           if (state.failed) return retval;

           if ( state.backtracking==0 )

stream_createSelectionListElement.add(createSelectionListElement259.getTree());

           loop96:

           do {

               int alt96=2;

               int LA96_0 = input.LA(1);

               if ( (LA96_0==COMMA) ) {

                   alt96=1;

               }

               switch (alt96) {

           	case 1 :

           	    {

           	    COMMA260=(Token)match(input,COMMA,FOLLOW_COMMA_in_createSelectionList4510); if

(state.failed) return retval;

           	    if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_COMMA.add(COMMA260);

           	    pushFollow(FOLLOW_createSelectionListElement_in_createSelectionList4512);

           	    createSelectionListElement261=createSelectionListElement();

           	    state._fsp--;

           	    if (state.failed) return retval;

           	    if ( state.backtracking==0 )

stream_createSelectionListElement.add(createSelectionListElement261.getTree());

           	    }

           	    break;

           	default :

           	    break loop96;

               }

           } while (true);
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           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           retval.tree = root_0;

           RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_retval=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

retval",retval!=null?retval.tree:null);

           root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

           {

               {

               CommonTree root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

               root_1 =

(CommonTree)adaptor.becomeRoot((CommonTree)adaptor.create(CREATE_WINDOW_SELECT_EXPR,

"CREATE_WINDOW_SELECT_EXPR"), root_1);

               if ( !(stream_createSelectionListElement.hasNext()) ) {

                   throw new RewriteEarlyExitException();

               }

               while ( stream_createSelectionListElement.hasNext() ) {

                   adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_createSelectionListElement.nextTree());

               }

               stream_createSelectionListElement.reset();

               adaptor.addChild(root_0, root_1);

               }

           }

           retval.tree = root_0;}

           }

           retval.stop = input.LT(-1);

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           retval.tree = (CommonTree)adaptor.rulePostProcessing(root_0);

           adaptor.setTokenBoundaries(retval.tree, retval.start, retval.stop);

           }

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

              paraphrases.pop();

           }

       }

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;

         }

       finally {

       }

       return retval;

   }

   public static class createSelectionListElement_return extends ParserRuleReturnScope {

       CommonTree tree;

       public Object getTree() { return tree; }

   };

   public final EsperEPL2GrammarParser.createSelectionListElement_return createSelectionListElement() throws

RecognitionException {

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.createSelectionListElement_return retval = new

EsperEPL2GrammarParser.createSelectionListElement_return();

       retval.start = input.LT(1);
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       CommonTree root_0 = null;

       Token s=null;

       Token i=null;

       Token AS263=null;

       Token AS265=null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.eventProperty_return eventProperty262 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.constant_return constant264 = null;

       CommonTree s_tree=null;

       CommonTree i_tree=null;

       CommonTree AS263_tree=null;

       CommonTree AS265_tree=null;

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_AS=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token AS");

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_IDENT=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token IDENT");

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_STAR=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token STAR");

       RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_constant=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule constant");

       RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_eventProperty=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

eventProperty");

       try {

           int alt98=3;

           switch ( input.LA(1) ) {

           case STAR:

               {

               alt98=1;

               }

               break;

           case WINDOW:

           case ESCAPE:

           case EVERY_EXPR:

           case SUM:

           case AVG:

           case MAX:

           case MIN:

           case COALESCE:

           case MEDIAN:

           case STDDEV:

           case AVEDEV:

           case COUNT:

           case OUTER:

           case JOIN:

           case LEFT:

           case RIGHT:

           case FULL:

           case EVENTS:

           case FIRST:

           case LAST:

           case UNIDIRECTIONAL:

           case RETAINUNION:

           case RETAININTERSECTION:
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           case PATTERN:

           case SQL:

           case METADATASQL:

           case PREVIOUS:

           case PREVIOUSTAIL:

           case PRIOR:

           case WEEKDAY:

           case LW:

           case INSTANCEOF:

           case TYPEOF:

           case CAST:

           case SNAPSHOT:

           case VARIABLE:

           case UNTIL:

           case AT:

           case INDEX:

           case DEFINE:

           case PARTITION:

           case MATCHES:

           case FOR:

           case WHILE:

           case USING:

           case MERGE:

           case MATCHED:

           case CONTEXT:

           case IDENT:

           case TICKED_STRING_LITERAL:

               {

               alt98=2;

               }

               break;

           case BOOLEAN_TRUE:

           case BOOLEAN_FALSE:

           case VALUE_NULL:

           case NUM_DOUBLE:

           case PLUS:

           case STRING_LITERAL:

           case QUOTED_STRING_LITERAL:

           case MINUS:

           case NUM_INT:

           case NUM_LONG:

           case NUM_FLOAT:

               {

               alt98=3;

               }

               break;

           default:

               if (state.backtracking>0) {state.failed=true; return retval;}
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               NoViableAltException nvae =

                   new NoViableAltException("", 98, 0, input);

               throw nvae;

           }

           switch (alt98) {

               case 1 :

                   {

                   s=(Token)match(input,STAR,FOLLOW_STAR_in_createSelectionListElement4541); if (state.failed)

return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_STAR.add(s);

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

                   retval.tree = root_0;

                   RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_retval=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

retval",retval!=null?retval.tree:null);

                   root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

                   {

                       adaptor.addChild(root_0, (CommonTree)adaptor.create(WILDCARD_SELECT, s));

                   }

                   retval.tree = root_0;}

                   }

                   break;

               case 2 :

                   {

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_eventProperty_in_createSelectionListElement4553);

                   eventProperty262=eventProperty();

                   state._fsp--;

                   if (state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_eventProperty.add(eventProperty262.getTree());

                   int alt97=2;

                   int LA97_0 = input.LA(1);

                   if ( (LA97_0==AS) ) {

                       alt97=1;

                   }

                   switch (alt97) {

                       case 1 :

                           {

                           AS263=(Token)match(input,AS,FOLLOW_AS_in_createSelectionListElement4556); if

(state.failed) return retval;

                           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_AS.add(AS263);

                           i=(Token)match(input,IDENT,FOLLOW_IDENT_in_createSelectionListElement4560); if

(state.failed) return retval;

                           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_IDENT.add(i);

                           }

                           break;

                   }

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

                   retval.tree = root_0;

                   RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_i=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token i",i);
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                   RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_retval=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

retval",retval!=null?retval.tree:null);

                   root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

                   {

                       {

                       CommonTree root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

                       root_1 =

(CommonTree)adaptor.becomeRoot((CommonTree)adaptor.create(SELECTION_ELEMENT_EXPR,

"SELECTION_ELEMENT_EXPR"), root_1);

                       adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_eventProperty.nextTree());

                       if ( stream_i.hasNext() ) {

                           adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_i.nextNode());

                       }

                       stream_i.reset();

                       adaptor.addChild(root_0, root_1);

                       }

                   }

                   retval.tree = root_0;}

                   }

                   break;

               case 3 :

                   {

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_constant_in_createSelectionListElement4581);

                   constant264=constant();

                   state._fsp--;

                   if (state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_constant.add(constant264.getTree());

                   AS265=(Token)match(input,AS,FOLLOW_AS_in_createSelectionListElement4583); if (state.failed)

return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_AS.add(AS265);

                   i=(Token)match(input,IDENT,FOLLOW_IDENT_in_createSelectionListElement4587); if (state.failed)

return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_IDENT.add(i);

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

                   retval.tree = root_0;

                   RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_i=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token i",i);

                   RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_retval=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

retval",retval!=null?retval.tree:null);

                   root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

                   {

                       {

                       CommonTree root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

                       root_1 =

(CommonTree)adaptor.becomeRoot((CommonTree)adaptor.create(SELECTION_ELEMENT_EXPR,

"SELECTION_ELEMENT_EXPR"), root_1);

                       adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_constant.nextTree());

                       if ( stream_i.hasNext() ) {

                           adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_i.nextNode());
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                       }

                       stream_i.reset();

                       adaptor.addChild(root_0, root_1);

                       }

                   }

                   retval.tree = root_0;}

                   }

                   break;

           }

           retval.stop = input.LT(-1);

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           retval.tree = (CommonTree)adaptor.rulePostProcessing(root_0);

           adaptor.setTokenBoundaries(retval.tree, retval.start, retval.stop);

           }

       }

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;

         }

       finally {

       }

       return retval;

   }

   public static class createSchemaExpr_return extends ParserRuleReturnScope {

       CommonTree tree;

       public Object getTree() { return tree; }

   };

   public final EsperEPL2GrammarParser.createSchemaExpr_return createSchemaExpr() throws

RecognitionException {

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.createSchemaExpr_return retval = new

EsperEPL2GrammarParser.createSchemaExpr_return();

       retval.start = input.LT(1);

       CommonTree root_0 = null;

       Token keyword=null;

       Token CREATE266=null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.createSchemaDef_return createSchemaDef267 = null;

       CommonTree keyword_tree=null;

       CommonTree CREATE266_tree=null;

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_IDENT=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token IDENT");

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_CREATE=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token CREATE");

       RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_createSchemaDef=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

createSchemaDef");

       try {

           {

           CREATE266=(Token)match(input,CREATE,FOLLOW_CREATE_in_createSchemaExpr4612); if

(state.failed) return retval;

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_CREATE.add(CREATE266);

           int alt99=2;

           int LA99_0 = input.LA(1);
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           if ( (LA99_0==IDENT) ) {

               alt99=1;

           }

           switch (alt99) {

               case 1 :

                   {

                   keyword=(Token)match(input,IDENT,FOLLOW_IDENT_in_createSchemaExpr4616); if (state.failed)

return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_IDENT.add(keyword);

                   }

                   break;

           }

           pushFollow(FOLLOW_createSchemaDef_in_createSchemaExpr4619);

           createSchemaDef267=createSchemaDef();

           state._fsp--;

           if (state.failed) return retval;

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_createSchemaDef.add(createSchemaDef267.getTree());

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           retval.tree = root_0;

           RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_keyword=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token

keyword",keyword);

           RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_retval=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

retval",retval!=null?retval.tree:null);

           root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

           {

               {

               CommonTree root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

               root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.becomeRoot((CommonTree)adaptor.create(CREATE_SCHEMA_EXPR,

"CREATE_SCHEMA_EXPR"), root_1);

               adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_createSchemaDef.nextTree());

               if ( stream_keyword.hasNext() ) {

                   adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_keyword.nextNode());

               }

               stream_keyword.reset();

               adaptor.addChild(root_0, root_1);

               }

           }

           retval.tree = root_0;}

           }

           retval.stop = input.LT(-1);

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           retval.tree = (CommonTree)adaptor.rulePostProcessing(root_0);

           adaptor.setTokenBoundaries(retval.tree, retval.start, retval.stop);

           }

       }

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;

         }
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       finally {

       }

       return retval;

   }

   public static class createSchemaDef_return extends ParserRuleReturnScope {

       CommonTree tree;

       public Object getTree() { return tree; }

   };

   public final EsperEPL2GrammarParser.createSchemaDef_return createSchemaDef() throws RecognitionException

{

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.createSchemaDef_return retval = new

EsperEPL2GrammarParser.createSchemaDef_return();

       retval.start = input.LT(1);

       CommonTree root_0 = null;

       Token name=null;

       Token SCHEMA268=null;

       Token AS269=null;

       Token LPAREN271=null;

       Token RPAREN273=null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.variantList_return variantList270 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.createColumnList_return createColumnList272 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.createSchemaQual_return createSchemaQual274 = null;

       CommonTree name_tree=null;

       CommonTree SCHEMA268_tree=null;

       CommonTree AS269_tree=null;

       CommonTree LPAREN271_tree=null;

       CommonTree RPAREN273_tree=null;

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_AS=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token AS");

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_IDENT=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token IDENT");

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_RPAREN=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token RPAREN");

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_SCHEMA=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token SCHEMA");

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_LPAREN=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token LPAREN");

       RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_createColumnList=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

createColumnList");

       RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_variantList=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule variantList");

       RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_createSchemaQual=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

createSchemaQual");

       try {

           {

           SCHEMA268=(Token)match(input,SCHEMA,FOLLOW_SCHEMA_in_createSchemaDef4644); if

(state.failed) return retval;

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_SCHEMA.add(SCHEMA268);

           name=(Token)match(input,IDENT,FOLLOW_IDENT_in_createSchemaDef4648); if (state.failed) return

retval;

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_IDENT.add(name);

           int alt100=2;

           int LA100_0 = input.LA(1);

           if ( (LA100_0==AS) ) {
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               alt100=1;

           }

           switch (alt100) {

               case 1 :

                   {

                   AS269=(Token)match(input,AS,FOLLOW_AS_in_createSchemaDef4650); if (state.failed) return

retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_AS.add(AS269);

                   }

                   break;

           }

           int alt102=2;

           int LA102_0 = input.LA(1);

           if (

(LA102_0==EVENTS||LA102_0==IDENT||LA102_0==STAR||LA102_0==TICKED_STRING_LITERAL) ) {

               alt102=1;

           }

           else if ( (LA102_0==LPAREN) ) {

               alt102=2;

           }

           else {

               if (state.backtracking>0) {state.failed=true; return retval;}

               NoViableAltException nvae =

                   new NoViableAltException("", 102, 0, input);

               throw nvae;

           }

           switch (alt102) {

               case 1 :

                   {

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_variantList_in_createSchemaDef4663);

                   variantList270=variantList();

                   state._fsp--;

                   if (state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_variantList.add(variantList270.getTree());

                   }

                   break;

               case 2 :

                   {

                   LPAREN271=(Token)match(input,LPAREN,FOLLOW_LPAREN_in_createSchemaDef4674); if

(state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_LPAREN.add(LPAREN271);

                   int alt101=2;

                   int LA101_0 = input.LA(1);

                   if ( (LA101_0==EVENTS||LA101_0==IDENT||LA101_0==TICKED_STRING_LITERAL) ) {

                       alt101=1;

                   }

                   switch (alt101) {

                       case 1 :
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                           {

                           pushFollow(FOLLOW_createColumnList_in_createSchemaDef4676);

                           createColumnList272=createColumnList();

                           state._fsp--;

                           if (state.failed) return retval;

                           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_createColumnList.add(createColumnList272.getTree());

                           }

                           break;

                   }

                   RPAREN273=(Token)match(input,RPAREN,FOLLOW_RPAREN_in_createSchemaDef4679); if

(state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_RPAREN.add(RPAREN273);

                   }

                   break;

           }

           loop103:

           do {

               int alt103=2;

               int LA103_0 = input.LA(1);

               if ( (LA103_0==IDENT) ) {

                   alt103=1;

               }

               switch (alt103) {

           	case 1 :

           	    {

           	    pushFollow(FOLLOW_createSchemaQual_in_createSchemaDef4688);

           	    createSchemaQual274=createSchemaQual();

           	    state._fsp--;

           	    if (state.failed) return retval;

           	    if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_createSchemaQual.add(createSchemaQual274.getTree());

           	    }

           	    break;

           	default :

           	    break loop103;

               }

           } while (true);

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           retval.tree = root_0;

           RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_name=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token name",name);

           RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_retval=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

retval",retval!=null?retval.tree:null);

           root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

           {

               {

               CommonTree root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

               root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.becomeRoot((CommonTree)adaptor.create(CREATE_SCHEMA_DEF,

"CREATE_SCHEMA_DEF"), root_1);

               adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_name.nextNode());
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               if ( stream_variantList.hasNext() ) {

                   adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_variantList.nextTree());

               }

               stream_variantList.reset();

               if ( stream_createColumnList.hasNext() ) {

                   adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_createColumnList.nextTree());

               }

               stream_createColumnList.reset();

               while ( stream_createSchemaQual.hasNext() ) {

                   adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_createSchemaQual.nextTree());

               }

               stream_createSchemaQual.reset();

               adaptor.addChild(root_0, root_1);

               }

           }

           retval.tree = root_0;}

           }

           retval.stop = input.LT(-1);

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           retval.tree = (CommonTree)adaptor.rulePostProcessing(root_0);

           adaptor.setTokenBoundaries(retval.tree, retval.start, retval.stop);

           }

       }

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;

         }

       finally {

       }

       return retval;

   }

   public static class fafDelete_return extends ParserRuleReturnScope {

       CommonTree tree;

       public Object getTree() { return tree; }

   };

   public final EsperEPL2GrammarParser.fafDelete_return fafDelete() throws RecognitionException {

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.fafDelete_return retval = new EsperEPL2GrammarParser.fafDelete_return();

       retval.start = input.LT(1);

       CommonTree root_0 = null;

       Token name=null;

       Token i=null;

       Token DELETE275=null;

       Token FROM276=null;

       Token AS277=null;

       Token WHERE278=null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.whereClause_return whereClause279 = null;

       CommonTree name_tree=null;

       CommonTree i_tree=null;

       CommonTree DELETE275_tree=null;
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       CommonTree FROM276_tree=null;

       CommonTree AS277_tree=null;

       CommonTree WHERE278_tree=null;

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_AS=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token AS");

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_IDENT=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token IDENT");

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_WHERE=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token WHERE");

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_DELETE=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token DELETE");

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_FROM=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token FROM");

       RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_whereClause=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule whereClause");

       try {

           {

           DELETE275=(Token)match(input,DELETE,FOLLOW_DELETE_in_fafDelete4724); if (state.failed) return

retval;

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_DELETE.add(DELETE275);

           FROM276=(Token)match(input,FROM,FOLLOW_FROM_in_fafDelete4726); if (state.failed) return retval;

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_FROM.add(FROM276);

           name=(Token)match(input,IDENT,FOLLOW_IDENT_in_fafDelete4730); if (state.failed) return retval;

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_IDENT.add(name);

           int alt104=3;

           int LA104_0 = input.LA(1);

           if ( (LA104_0==AS) ) {

               alt104=1;

           }

           else if ( (LA104_0==IDENT) ) {

               alt104=2;

           }

           switch (alt104) {

               case 1 :

                   {

                   AS277=(Token)match(input,AS,FOLLOW_AS_in_fafDelete4733); if (state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_AS.add(AS277);

                   i=(Token)match(input,IDENT,FOLLOW_IDENT_in_fafDelete4737); if (state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_IDENT.add(i);

                   }

                   break;

               case 2 :

                   {

                   i=(Token)match(input,IDENT,FOLLOW_IDENT_in_fafDelete4743); if (state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_IDENT.add(i);

                   }

                   break;

           }

           int alt105=2;

           int LA105_0 = input.LA(1);

           if ( (LA105_0==WHERE) ) {

               alt105=1;

           }

           switch (alt105) {
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               case 1 :

                   {

                   WHERE278=(Token)match(input,WHERE,FOLLOW_WHERE_in_fafDelete4748); if (state.failed)

return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_WHERE.add(WHERE278);

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_whereClause_in_fafDelete4750);

                   whereClause279=whereClause();

                   state._fsp--;

                   if (state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_whereClause.add(whereClause279.getTree());

                   }

                   break;

           }

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           retval.tree = root_0;

           RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_name=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token name",name);

           RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_i=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token i",i);

           RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_retval=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

retval",retval!=null?retval.tree:null);

           root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

           {

               {

               CommonTree root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

               root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.becomeRoot(stream_DELETE.nextNode(), root_1);

               adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_name.nextNode());

               if ( stream_i.hasNext() ) {

                   adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_i.nextNode());

               }

               stream_i.reset();

               if ( stream_whereClause.hasNext() ) {

                   adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_whereClause.nextTree());

               }

               stream_whereClause.reset();

               adaptor.addChild(root_0, root_1);

               }

           }

           retval.tree = root_0;}

           }

           retval.stop = input.LT(-1);

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           retval.tree = (CommonTree)adaptor.rulePostProcessing(root_0);

           adaptor.setTokenBoundaries(retval.tree, retval.start, retval.stop);

           }

       }

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;

         }

       finally {
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       }

       return retval;

   }

   public static class fafUpdate_return extends ParserRuleReturnScope {

       CommonTree tree;

       public Object getTree() { return tree; }

   };

   public final EsperEPL2GrammarParser.fafUpdate_return fafUpdate() throws RecognitionException {

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.fafUpdate_return retval = new EsperEPL2GrammarParser.fafUpdate_return();

       retval.start = input.LT(1);

       CommonTree root_0 = null;

       Token UPDATE280=null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.updateDetails_return updateDetails281 = null;

       CommonTree UPDATE280_tree=null;

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_UPDATE=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token UPDATE");

       RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_updateDetails=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

updateDetails");

       try {

           {

           UPDATE280=(Token)match(input,UPDATE,FOLLOW_UPDATE_in_fafUpdate4781); if (state.failed)

return retval;

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_UPDATE.add(UPDATE280);

           pushFollow(FOLLOW_updateDetails_in_fafUpdate4783);

           updateDetails281=updateDetails();

           state._fsp--;

           if (state.failed) return retval;

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_updateDetails.add(updateDetails281.getTree());

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           retval.tree = root_0;

           RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_retval=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

retval",retval!=null?retval.tree:null);

           root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

           {

               {

               CommonTree root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

               root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.becomeRoot(stream_UPDATE.nextNode(), root_1);

               adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_updateDetails.nextTree());

               adaptor.addChild(root_0, root_1);

               }

           }

           retval.tree = root_0;}

           }

           retval.stop = input.LT(-1);

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           retval.tree = (CommonTree)adaptor.rulePostProcessing(root_0);

           adaptor.setTokenBoundaries(retval.tree, retval.start, retval.stop);

           }

       }
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         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;

         }

       finally {

       }

       return retval;

   }

   public static class createDataflow_return extends ParserRuleReturnScope {

       CommonTree tree;

       public Object getTree() { return tree; }

   };

   public final EsperEPL2GrammarParser.createDataflow_return createDataflow() throws RecognitionException {

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.createDataflow_return retval = new

EsperEPL2GrammarParser.createDataflow_return();

       retval.start = input.LT(1);

       CommonTree root_0 = null;

       Token name=null;

       Token CREATE282=null;

       Token DATAFLOW283=null;

       Token AS284=null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.gopList_return gopList285 = null;

       CommonTree name_tree=null;

       CommonTree CREATE282_tree=null;

       CommonTree DATAFLOW283_tree=null;

       CommonTree AS284_tree=null;

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_AS=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token AS");

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_IDENT=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token IDENT");

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_CREATE=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token CREATE");

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_DATAFLOW=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token

DATAFLOW");

       RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_gopList=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule gopList");

       try {

           {

           CREATE282=(Token)match(input,CREATE,FOLLOW_CREATE_in_createDataflow4804); if (state.failed)

return retval;

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_CREATE.add(CREATE282);

           DATAFLOW283=(Token)match(input,DATAFLOW,FOLLOW_DATAFLOW_in_createDataflow4806); if

(state.failed) return retval;

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_DATAFLOW.add(DATAFLOW283);

           name=(Token)match(input,IDENT,FOLLOW_IDENT_in_createDataflow4810); if (state.failed) return retval;

 

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_IDENT.add(name);

           int alt106=2;

           int LA106_0 = input.LA(1);

           if ( (LA106_0==AS) ) {

               alt106=1;

           }

           switch (alt106) {
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               case 1 :

                   {

                   AS284=(Token)match(input,AS,FOLLOW_AS_in_createDataflow4812); if (state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_AS.add(AS284);

                   }

                   break;

           }

           pushFollow(FOLLOW_gopList_in_createDataflow4815);

           gopList285=gopList();

           state._fsp--;

           if (state.failed) return retval;

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_gopList.add(gopList285.getTree());

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           retval.tree = root_0;

           RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_name=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token name",name);

           RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_retval=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

retval",retval!=null?retval.tree:null);

           root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

           {

               {

               CommonTree root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

               root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.becomeRoot((CommonTree)adaptor.create(CREATE_DATAFLOW,

"CREATE_DATAFLOW"), root_1);

               adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_name.nextNode());

               adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_gopList.nextTree());

               adaptor.addChild(root_0, root_1);

               }

           }

           retval.tree = root_0;}

           }

           retval.stop = input.LT(-1);

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           retval.tree = (CommonTree)adaptor.rulePostProcessing(root_0);

           adaptor.setTokenBoundaries(retval.tree, retval.start, retval.stop);

           }

       }

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;

         }

       finally {

       }

       return retval;

   }

   public static class gopList_return extends ParserRuleReturnScope {

       CommonTree tree;

       public Object getTree() { return tree; }

   };

   public final EsperEPL2GrammarParser.gopList_return gopList() throws RecognitionException {
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       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.gopList_return retval = new EsperEPL2GrammarParser.gopList_return();

       retval.start = input.LT(1);

       CommonTree root_0 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.gop_return gop286 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.gop_return gop287 = null;

       try {

           {

           root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

           pushFollow(FOLLOW_gop_in_gopList4840);

           gop286=gop();

           state._fsp--;

           if (state.failed) return retval;

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) adaptor.addChild(root_0, gop286.getTree());

           loop107:

           do {

               int alt107=2;

               int LA107_0 = input.LA(1);

               if ( (LA107_0==CREATE||LA107_0==SELECT||LA107_0==IDENT||LA107_0==ATCHAR) ) {

                   alt107=1;

               }

               switch (alt107) {

           	case 1 :

           	    {

           	    pushFollow(FOLLOW_gop_in_gopList4842);

           	    gop287=gop();

           	    state._fsp--;

           	    if (state.failed) return retval;

           	    if ( state.backtracking==0 ) adaptor.addChild(root_0, gop287.getTree());

           	    }

           	    break;

           	default :

           	    break loop107;

               }

           } while (true);

           }

           retval.stop = input.LT(-1);

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           retval.tree = (CommonTree)adaptor.rulePostProcessing(root_0);

           adaptor.setTokenBoundaries(retval.tree, retval.start, retval.stop);

           }

       }

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;

         }

       finally {

       }

       return retval;

   }
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   public static class gop_return extends ParserRuleReturnScope {

       CommonTree tree;

       public Object getTree() { return tree; }

   };

   public final EsperEPL2GrammarParser.gop_return gop() throws RecognitionException {

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.gop_return retval = new EsperEPL2GrammarParser.gop_return();

       retval.start = input.LT(1);

       CommonTree root_0 = null;

       Token opName=null;

       Token s=null;

       Token LCURLY291=null;

       Token COMMA293=null;

       Token RCURLY294=null;

       Token COMMA296=null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.annotationEnum_return annotationEnum288 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.gopParams_return gopParams289 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.gopOut_return gopOut290 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.gopDetail_return gopDetail292 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.createSchemaExpr_return createSchemaExpr295 = null;

       CommonTree opName_tree=null;

       CommonTree s_tree=null;

       CommonTree LCURLY291_tree=null;

       CommonTree COMMA293_tree=null;

       CommonTree RCURLY294_tree=null;

       CommonTree COMMA296_tree=null;

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_IDENT=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token IDENT");

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_LCURLY=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token LCURLY");

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_COMMA=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token COMMA");

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_SELECT=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token SELECT");

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_RCURLY=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token RCURLY");

       RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_gopOut=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule gopOut");

       RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_gopDetail=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule gopDetail");

       RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_gopParams=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule gopParams");

       RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_annotationEnum=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

annotationEnum");

       try {

           int alt114=2;

           int LA114_0 = input.LA(1);

           if ( (LA114_0==SELECT||LA114_0==IDENT||LA114_0==ATCHAR) ) {

               alt114=1;

           }

           else if ( (LA114_0==CREATE) ) {

               alt114=2;

           }

           else {

               if (state.backtracking>0) {state.failed=true; return retval;}

               NoViableAltException nvae =

                   new NoViableAltException("", 114, 0, input);
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               throw nvae;

           }

           switch (alt114) {

               case 1 :

                   {

                   loop108:

                   do {

                       int alt108=2;

                       int LA108_0 = input.LA(1);

                       if ( (LA108_0==ATCHAR) ) {

                           alt108=1;

                       }

                       switch (alt108) {

                   	case 1 :

                   	    {

                   	    pushFollow(FOLLOW_annotationEnum_in_gop4855);

                   	    annotationEnum288=annotationEnum();

                   	    state._fsp--;

                   	    if (state.failed) return retval;

                   	    if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_annotationEnum.add(annotationEnum288.getTree());

                   	    }

                   	    break;

                   	default :

                   	    break loop108;

                       }

                   } while (true);

                   int alt109=2;

                   int LA109_0 = input.LA(1);

                   if ( (LA109_0==IDENT) ) {

                       alt109=1;

                   }

                   else if ( (LA109_0==SELECT) ) {

                       alt109=2;

                   }

                   else {

                       if (state.backtracking>0) {state.failed=true; return retval;}

                       NoViableAltException nvae =

                           new NoViableAltException("", 109, 0, input);

                       throw nvae;

                   }

                   switch (alt109) {

                       case 1 :

                           {

                           opName=(Token)match(input,IDENT,FOLLOW_IDENT_in_gop4861); if (state.failed) return

retval;

                           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_IDENT.add(opName);

                           }

                           break;
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                       case 2 :

                           {

                           s=(Token)match(input,SELECT,FOLLOW_SELECT_in_gop4867); if (state.failed) return retval;

                           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_SELECT.add(s);

                           }

                           break;

                   }

                   int alt110=2;

                   int LA110_0 = input.LA(1);

                   if ( (LA110_0==LPAREN) ) {

                       alt110=1;

                   }

                   switch (alt110) {

                       case 1 :

                           {

                           pushFollow(FOLLOW_gopParams_in_gop4870);

                           gopParams289=gopParams();

                           state._fsp--;

                           if (state.failed) return retval;

                           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_gopParams.add(gopParams289.getTree());

                           }

                           break;

                   }

                   int alt111=2;

                   int LA111_0 = input.LA(1);

                   if ( (LA111_0==FOLLOWED_BY) ) {

                       alt111=1;

                   }

                   switch (alt111) {

                       case 1 :

                           {

                           pushFollow(FOLLOW_gopOut_in_gop4873);

                           gopOut290=gopOut();

                           state._fsp--;

                           if (state.failed) return retval;

                           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_gopOut.add(gopOut290.getTree());

                           }

                           break;

                   }

                   LCURLY291=(Token)match(input,LCURLY,FOLLOW_LCURLY_in_gop4876); if (state.failed) return

retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_LCURLY.add(LCURLY291);

                   int alt112=2;

                   int LA112_0 = input.LA(1);

                   if ( (LA112_0==SELECT||LA112_0==IDENT) ) {

                       alt112=1;

                   }

                   switch (alt112) {
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                       case 1 :

                           {

                           pushFollow(FOLLOW_gopDetail_in_gop4878);

                           gopDetail292=gopDetail();

                           state._fsp--;

                           if (state.failed) return retval;

                           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_gopDetail.add(gopDetail292.getTree());

                           }

                           break;

                   }

                   int alt113=2;

                   int LA113_0 = input.LA(1);

                   if ( (LA113_0==COMMA) ) {

                       alt113=1;

                   }

                   switch (alt113) {

                       case 1 :

                           {

                           COMMA293=(Token)match(input,COMMA,FOLLOW_COMMA_in_gop4881); if (state.failed)

return retval;

                           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_COMMA.add(COMMA293);

                           }

                           break;

                   }

                   RCURLY294=(Token)match(input,RCURLY,FOLLOW_RCURLY_in_gop4884); if (state.failed)

return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_RCURLY.add(RCURLY294);

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

                   retval.tree = root_0;

                   RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_s=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token s",s);

                   RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_opName=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token

opName",opName);

                   RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_retval=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

retval",retval!=null?retval.tree:null);

                   root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

                   {

                       {

                       CommonTree root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

                       root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.becomeRoot((CommonTree)adaptor.create(GOP, "GOP"), root_1);

                       if ( stream_opName.hasNext() ) {

                           adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_opName.nextNode());

                       }

                       stream_opName.reset();

                       if ( stream_s.hasNext() ) {

                           adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_s.nextNode());

                       }

                       stream_s.reset();

                       if ( stream_gopParams.hasNext() ) {
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                           adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_gopParams.nextTree());

                       }

                       stream_gopParams.reset();

                       if ( stream_gopOut.hasNext() ) {

                           adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_gopOut.nextTree());

                       }

                       stream_gopOut.reset();

                       if ( stream_gopDetail.hasNext() ) {

                           adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_gopDetail.nextTree());

                       }

                       stream_gopDetail.reset();

                       while ( stream_annotationEnum.hasNext() ) {

                           adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_annotationEnum.nextTree());

                       }

                       stream_annotationEnum.reset();

                       adaptor.addChild(root_0, root_1);

                       }

                   }

                   retval.tree = root_0;}

                   }

                   break;

               case 2 :

                   {

                   root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_createSchemaExpr_in_gop4917);

                   createSchemaExpr295=createSchemaExpr();

                   state._fsp--;

                   if (state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) adaptor.addChild(root_0, createSchemaExpr295.getTree());

                   COMMA296=(Token)match(input,COMMA,FOLLOW_COMMA_in_gop4919); if (state.failed) return

retval;

                   }

                   break;

           }

           retval.stop = input.LT(-1);

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           retval.tree = (CommonTree)adaptor.rulePostProcessing(root_0);

           adaptor.setTokenBoundaries(retval.tree, retval.start, retval.stop);

           }

       }

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;

         }

       finally {

       }

       return retval;

   }

   public static class gopParams_return extends ParserRuleReturnScope {
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       CommonTree tree;

       public Object getTree() { return tree; }

   };

   public final EsperEPL2GrammarParser.gopParams_return gopParams() throws RecognitionException {

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.gopParams_return retval = new EsperEPL2GrammarParser.gopParams_return();

       retval.start = input.LT(1);

       CommonTree root_0 = null;

       Token LPAREN297=null;

       Token RPAREN299=null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.gopParamsItemList_return gopParamsItemList298 = null;

       CommonTree LPAREN297_tree=null;

       CommonTree RPAREN299_tree=null;

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_RPAREN=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token RPAREN");

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_LPAREN=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token LPAREN");

       RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_gopParamsItemList=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

gopParamsItemList");

       try {

           {

           LPAREN297=(Token)match(input,LPAREN,FOLLOW_LPAREN_in_gopParams4933); if (state.failed)

return retval;

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_LPAREN.add(LPAREN297);

           pushFollow(FOLLOW_gopParamsItemList_in_gopParams4935);

           gopParamsItemList298=gopParamsItemList();

           state._fsp--;

           if (state.failed) return retval;

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_gopParamsItemList.add(gopParamsItemList298.getTree());

           RPAREN299=(Token)match(input,RPAREN,FOLLOW_RPAREN_in_gopParams4937); if (state.failed)

return retval;

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_RPAREN.add(RPAREN299);

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           retval.tree = root_0;

           RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_retval=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

retval",retval!=null?retval.tree:null);

           root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

           {

               {

               CommonTree root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

               root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.becomeRoot((CommonTree)adaptor.create(GOPPARAM,

"GOPPARAM"), root_1);

               adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_gopParamsItemList.nextTree());

               adaptor.addChild(root_0, root_1);

               }

           }

           retval.tree = root_0;}

           }

           retval.stop = input.LT(-1);

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           retval.tree = (CommonTree)adaptor.rulePostProcessing(root_0);
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           adaptor.setTokenBoundaries(retval.tree, retval.start, retval.stop);

           }

       }

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;

         }

       finally {

       }

       return retval;

   }

   public static class gopParamsItemList_return extends ParserRuleReturnScope {

       CommonTree tree;

       public Object getTree() { return tree; }

   };

   public final EsperEPL2GrammarParser.gopParamsItemList_return gopParamsItemList() throws

RecognitionException {

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.gopParamsItemList_return retval = new

EsperEPL2GrammarParser.gopParamsItemList_return();

       retval.start = input.LT(1);

       CommonTree root_0 = null;

       Token COMMA301=null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.gopParamsItem_return gopParamsItem300 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.gopParamsItem_return gopParamsItem302 = null;

       CommonTree COMMA301_tree=null;

       try {

           {

           root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

           pushFollow(FOLLOW_gopParamsItem_in_gopParamsItemList4959);

           gopParamsItem300=gopParamsItem();

           state._fsp--;

           if (state.failed) return retval;

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) adaptor.addChild(root_0, gopParamsItem300.getTree());

           loop115:

           do {

               int alt115=2;

               int LA115_0 = input.LA(1);

               if ( (LA115_0==COMMA) ) {

                   alt115=1;

               }

               switch (alt115) {

           	case 1 :

           	    {

           	    COMMA301=(Token)match(input,COMMA,FOLLOW_COMMA_in_gopParamsItemList4962); if

(state.failed) return retval;

           	    pushFollow(FOLLOW_gopParamsItem_in_gopParamsItemList4965);

           	    gopParamsItem302=gopParamsItem();

           	    state._fsp--;

           	    if (state.failed) return retval;
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           	    if ( state.backtracking==0 ) adaptor.addChild(root_0, gopParamsItem302.getTree());

           	    }

           	    break;

           	default :

           	    break loop115;

               }

           } while (true);

           }

           retval.stop = input.LT(-1);

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           retval.tree = (CommonTree)adaptor.rulePostProcessing(root_0);

           adaptor.setTokenBoundaries(retval.tree, retval.start, retval.stop);

           }

       }

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;

         }

       finally {

       }

       return retval;

   }

   public static class gopParamsItem_return extends ParserRuleReturnScope {

       CommonTree tree;

       public Object getTree() { return tree; }

   };

   public final EsperEPL2GrammarParser.gopParamsItem_return gopParamsItem() throws RecognitionException {

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.gopParamsItem_return retval = new

EsperEPL2GrammarParser.gopParamsItem_return();

       retval.start = input.LT(1);

       CommonTree root_0 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.classIdentifier_return n = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.gopParamsItemMany_return gopParamsItemMany303 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.gopParamsItemAs_return gopParamsItemAs304 = null;

       RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_gopParamsItemMany=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

gopParamsItemMany");

       RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_gopParamsItemAs=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

gopParamsItemAs");

       RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_classIdentifier=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

classIdentifier");

       try {

           {

           int alt116=2;

           int LA116_0 = input.LA(1);

           if ( (LA116_0==EVENTS||LA116_0==IDENT||LA116_0==TICKED_STRING_LITERAL) ) {

               alt116=1;

           }

           else if ( (LA116_0==LPAREN) ) {

               alt116=2;
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           }

           else {

               if (state.backtracking>0) {state.failed=true; return retval;}

               NoViableAltException nvae =

                   new NoViableAltException("", 116, 0, input);

               throw nvae;

           }

           switch (alt116) {

               case 1 :

                   {

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_classIdentifier_in_gopParamsItem4984);

                   n=classIdentifier();

                   state._fsp--;

                   if (state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_classIdentifier.add(n.getTree());

                   }

                   break;

               case 2 :

                   {

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_gopParamsItemMany_in_gopParamsItem4988);

                   gopParamsItemMany303=gopParamsItemMany();

                   state._fsp--;

                   if (state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_gopParamsItemMany.add(gopParamsItemMany303.getTree());

                   }

                   break;

           }

           int alt117=2;

           int LA117_0 = input.LA(1);

           if ( (LA117_0==AS) ) {

               alt117=1;

           }

           switch (alt117) {

               case 1 :

                   {

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_gopParamsItemAs_in_gopParamsItem4991);

                   gopParamsItemAs304=gopParamsItemAs();

                   state._fsp--;

                   if (state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_gopParamsItemAs.add(gopParamsItemAs304.getTree());

                   }

                   break;

           }

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           retval.tree = root_0;

           RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_retval=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

retval",retval!=null?retval.tree:null);

           RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_n=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule n",n!=null?n.tree:null);
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           root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

           {

               {

               CommonTree root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

               root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.becomeRoot((CommonTree)adaptor.create(GOPPARAMITM,

"GOPPARAMITM"), root_1);

               if ( stream_n.hasNext() ) {

                   adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_n.nextTree());

               }

               stream_n.reset();

               if ( stream_gopParamsItemMany.hasNext() ) {

                   adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_gopParamsItemMany.nextTree());

               }

               stream_gopParamsItemMany.reset();

               if ( stream_gopParamsItemAs.hasNext() ) {

                   adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_gopParamsItemAs.nextTree());

               }

               stream_gopParamsItemAs.reset();

               adaptor.addChild(root_0, root_1);

               }

           }

           retval.tree = root_0;}

           }

           retval.stop = input.LT(-1);

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           retval.tree = (CommonTree)adaptor.rulePostProcessing(root_0);

           adaptor.setTokenBoundaries(retval.tree, retval.start, retval.stop);

           }

       }

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;

         }

       finally {

       }

       return retval;

   }

   public static class gopParamsItemMany_return extends ParserRuleReturnScope {

       CommonTree tree;

       public Object getTree() { return tree; }

   };

   public final EsperEPL2GrammarParser.gopParamsItemMany_return gopParamsItemMany() throws

RecognitionException {

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.gopParamsItemMany_return retval = new

EsperEPL2GrammarParser.gopParamsItemMany_return();

       retval.start = input.LT(1);

       CommonTree root_0 = null;

       Token LPAREN305=null;

       Token COMMA307=null;
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       Token RPAREN309=null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.classIdentifier_return classIdentifier306 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.classIdentifier_return classIdentifier308 = null;

       CommonTree LPAREN305_tree=null;

       CommonTree COMMA307_tree=null;

       CommonTree RPAREN309_tree=null;

       try {

           {

           root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

           LPAREN305=(Token)match(input,LPAREN,FOLLOW_LPAREN_in_gopParamsItemMany5021); if

(state.failed) return retval;

           pushFollow(FOLLOW_classIdentifier_in_gopParamsItemMany5024);

           classIdentifier306=classIdentifier();

           state._fsp--;

           if (state.failed) return retval;

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) adaptor.addChild(root_0, classIdentifier306.getTree());

           {

           COMMA307=(Token)match(input,COMMA,FOLLOW_COMMA_in_gopParamsItemMany5027); if

(state.failed) return retval;

           pushFollow(FOLLOW_classIdentifier_in_gopParamsItemMany5030);

           classIdentifier308=classIdentifier();

           state._fsp--;

           if (state.failed) return retval;

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) adaptor.addChild(root_0, classIdentifier308.getTree());

           }

           RPAREN309=(Token)match(input,RPAREN,FOLLOW_RPAREN_in_gopParamsItemMany5033); if

(state.failed) return retval;

           }

           retval.stop = input.LT(-1);

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           retval.tree = (CommonTree)adaptor.rulePostProcessing(root_0);

           adaptor.setTokenBoundaries(retval.tree, retval.start, retval.stop);

           }

       }

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;

         }

       finally {

       }

       return retval;

   }

   public static class gopParamsItemAs_return extends ParserRuleReturnScope {

       CommonTree tree;

       public Object getTree() { return tree; }

   };

   public final EsperEPL2GrammarParser.gopParamsItemAs_return gopParamsItemAs() throws

RecognitionException {

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.gopParamsItemAs_return retval = new
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EsperEPL2GrammarParser.gopParamsItemAs_return();

       retval.start = input.LT(1);

       CommonTree root_0 = null;

       Token a=null;

       Token AS310=null;

       CommonTree a_tree=null;

       CommonTree AS310_tree=null;

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_AS=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token AS");

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_IDENT=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token IDENT");

       try {

           {

           AS310=(Token)match(input,AS,FOLLOW_AS_in_gopParamsItemAs5045); if (state.failed) return retval;

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_AS.add(AS310);

           a=(Token)match(input,IDENT,FOLLOW_IDENT_in_gopParamsItemAs5049); if (state.failed) return retval;

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_IDENT.add(a);

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           retval.tree = root_0;

           RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_a=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token a",a);

           RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_retval=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

retval",retval!=null?retval.tree:null);

           root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

           {

               {

               CommonTree root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

               root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.becomeRoot(stream_AS.nextNode(), root_1);

               adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_a.nextNode());

               adaptor.addChild(root_0, root_1);

               }

           }

           retval.tree = root_0;}

           }

           retval.stop = input.LT(-1);

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           retval.tree = (CommonTree)adaptor.rulePostProcessing(root_0);

           adaptor.setTokenBoundaries(retval.tree, retval.start, retval.stop);

           }

       }

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;

         }

       finally {

       }

       return retval;

   }

   public static class gopOut_return extends ParserRuleReturnScope {

       CommonTree tree;

       public Object getTree() { return tree; }

   };
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   public final EsperEPL2GrammarParser.gopOut_return gopOut() throws RecognitionException {

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.gopOut_return retval = new EsperEPL2GrammarParser.gopOut_return();

       retval.start = input.LT(1);

       CommonTree root_0 = null;

       Token FOLLOWED_BY311=null;

       Token COMMA313=null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.gopOutItem_return gopOutItem312 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.gopOutItem_return gopOutItem314 = null;

       CommonTree FOLLOWED_BY311_tree=null;

       CommonTree COMMA313_tree=null;

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_COMMA=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token COMMA");

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_FOLLOWED_BY=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token

FOLLOWED_BY");

       RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_gopOutItem=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule gopOutItem");

       try {

           {

FOLLOWED_BY311=(Token)match(input,FOLLOWED_BY,FOLLOW_FOLLOWED_BY_in_gopOut5071); if (s

tate.failed) return retval;

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_FOLLOWED_BY.add(FOLLOWED_BY311);

           pushFollow(FOLLOW_gopOutItem_in_gopOut5073);

           gopOutItem312=gopOutItem();

           state._fsp--;

           if (state.failed) return retval;

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_gopOutItem.add(gopOutItem312.getTree());

           loop118:

           do {

               int alt118=2;

               int LA118_0 = input.LA(1);

               if ( (LA118_0==COMMA) ) {

                   alt118=1;

               }

               switch (alt118) {

           	case 1 :

           	    {

           	    COMMA313=(Token)match(input,COMMA,FOLLOW_COMMA_in_gopOut5076); if (state.failed)

return retval;

           	    if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_COMMA.add(COMMA313);

           	    pushFollow(FOLLOW_gopOutItem_in_gopOut5078);

           	    gopOutItem314=gopOutItem();

           	    state._fsp--;

           	    if (state.failed) return retval;

           	    if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_gopOutItem.add(gopOutItem314.getTree());

           	    }

           	    break;

           	default :

           	    break loop118;

               }

           } while (true);
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           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           retval.tree = root_0;

           RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_retval=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

retval",retval!=null?retval.tree:null);

           root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

           {

               {

               CommonTree root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

               root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.becomeRoot((CommonTree)adaptor.create(GOPOUT, "GOPOUT"),

root_1);

               if ( !(stream_gopOutItem.hasNext()) ) {

                   throw new RewriteEarlyExitException();

               }

               while ( stream_gopOutItem.hasNext() ) {

                   adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_gopOutItem.nextTree());

               }

               stream_gopOutItem.reset();

               adaptor.addChild(root_0, root_1);

               }

           }

           retval.tree = root_0;}

           }

           retval.stop = input.LT(-1);

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           retval.tree = (CommonTree)adaptor.rulePostProcessing(root_0);

           adaptor.setTokenBoundaries(retval.tree, retval.start, retval.stop);

           }

       }

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;

         }

       finally {

       }

       return retval;

   }

   public static class gopOutItem_return extends ParserRuleReturnScope {

       CommonTree tree;

       public Object getTree() { return tree; }

   };

   public final EsperEPL2GrammarParser.gopOutItem_return gopOutItem() throws RecognitionException {

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.gopOutItem_return retval = new EsperEPL2GrammarParser.gopOutItem_return();

       retval.start = input.LT(1);

       CommonTree root_0 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.classIdentifier_return n = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.gopOutTypeList_return gopOutTypeList315 = null;

       RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_gopOutTypeList=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

gopOutTypeList");

       RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_classIdentifier=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule
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classIdentifier");

       try {

           {

           pushFollow(FOLLOW_classIdentifier_in_gopOutItem5104);

           n=classIdentifier();

           state._fsp--;

           if (state.failed) return retval;

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_classIdentifier.add(n.getTree());

           int alt119=2;

           int LA119_0 = input.LA(1);

           if ( (LA119_0==LT) ) {

               alt119=1;

           }

           switch (alt119) {

               case 1 :

                   {

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_gopOutTypeList_in_gopOutItem5106);

                   gopOutTypeList315=gopOutTypeList();

                   state._fsp--;

                   if (state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_gopOutTypeList.add(gopOutTypeList315.getTree());

                   }

                   break;

           }

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           retval.tree = root_0;

           RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_retval=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

retval",retval!=null?retval.tree:null);

           RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_n=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule n",n!=null?n.tree:null);

           root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

           {

               {

               CommonTree root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

               root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.becomeRoot((CommonTree)adaptor.create(GOPOUTITM,

"GOPOUTITM"), root_1);

               adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_n.nextTree());

               if ( stream_gopOutTypeList.hasNext() ) {

                   adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_gopOutTypeList.nextTree());

               }

               stream_gopOutTypeList.reset();

               adaptor.addChild(root_0, root_1);

               }

           }

           retval.tree = root_0;}

           }

           retval.stop = input.LT(-1);

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           retval.tree = (CommonTree)adaptor.rulePostProcessing(root_0);
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           adaptor.setTokenBoundaries(retval.tree, retval.start, retval.stop);

           }

       }

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;

         }

       finally {

       }

       return retval;

   }

   public static class gopOutTypeList_return extends ParserRuleReturnScope {

       CommonTree tree;

       public Object getTree() { return tree; }

   };

   public final EsperEPL2GrammarParser.gopOutTypeList_return gopOutTypeList() throws RecognitionException {

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.gopOutTypeList_return retval = new

EsperEPL2GrammarParser.gopOutTypeList_return();

       retval.start = input.LT(1);

       CommonTree root_0 = null;

       Token LT316=null;

       Token COMMA318=null;

       Token GT320=null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.gopOutTypeParam_return gopOutTypeParam317 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.gopOutTypeParam_return gopOutTypeParam319 = null;

       CommonTree LT316_tree=null;

       CommonTree COMMA318_tree=null;

       CommonTree GT320_tree=null;

       try {

           {

           root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

           LT316=(Token)match(input,LT,FOLLOW_LT_in_gopOutTypeList5133); if (state.failed) return retval;

           pushFollow(FOLLOW_gopOutTypeParam_in_gopOutTypeList5136);

           gopOutTypeParam317=gopOutTypeParam();

           state._fsp--;

           if (state.failed) return retval;

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) adaptor.addChild(root_0, gopOutTypeParam317.getTree());

           loop120:

           do {

               int alt120=2;

               int LA120_0 = input.LA(1);

               if ( (LA120_0==COMMA) ) {

                   alt120=1;

               }

               switch (alt120) {

           	case 1 :

           	    {

           	    COMMA318=(Token)match(input,COMMA,FOLLOW_COMMA_in_gopOutTypeList5139); if

(state.failed) return retval;
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           	    pushFollow(FOLLOW_gopOutTypeParam_in_gopOutTypeList5142);

           	    gopOutTypeParam319=gopOutTypeParam();

           	    state._fsp--;

           	    if (state.failed) return retval;

           	    if ( state.backtracking==0 ) adaptor.addChild(root_0, gopOutTypeParam319.getTree());

           	    }

           	    break;

           	default :

           	    break loop120;

               }

           } while (true);

           GT320=(Token)match(input,GT,FOLLOW_GT_in_gopOutTypeList5146); if (state.failed) return retval;

           }

           retval.stop = input.LT(-1);

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           retval.tree = (CommonTree)adaptor.rulePostProcessing(root_0);

           adaptor.setTokenBoundaries(retval.tree, retval.start, retval.stop);

           }

       }

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;

         }

       finally {

       }

       return retval;

   }

   public static class gopOutTypeParam_return extends ParserRuleReturnScope {

       CommonTree tree;

       public Object getTree() { return tree; }

   };

   public final EsperEPL2GrammarParser.gopOutTypeParam_return gopOutTypeParam() throws

RecognitionException {

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.gopOutTypeParam_return retval = new

EsperEPL2GrammarParser.gopOutTypeParam_return();

       retval.start = input.LT(1);

       CommonTree root_0 = null;

       Token q=null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.gopOutTypeItem_return gopOutTypeItem321 = null;

       CommonTree q_tree=null;

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_QUESTION=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token QUESTION");

       RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_gopOutTypeItem=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

gopOutTypeItem");

       try {

           {

           int alt121=2;

           int LA121_0 = input.LA(1);

           if ( (LA121_0==EVENTS||LA121_0==IDENT||LA121_0==TICKED_STRING_LITERAL) ) {

               alt121=1;
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           }

           else if ( (LA121_0==QUESTION) ) {

               alt121=2;

           }

           else {

               if (state.backtracking>0) {state.failed=true; return retval;}

               NoViableAltException nvae =

                   new NoViableAltException("", 121, 0, input);

               throw nvae;

           }

           switch (alt121) {

               case 1 :

                   {

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_gopOutTypeItem_in_gopOutTypeParam5160);

                   gopOutTypeItem321=gopOutTypeItem();

                   state._fsp--;

                   if (state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_gopOutTypeItem.add(gopOutTypeItem321.getTree());

                   }

                   break;

               case 2 :

                   {

                   q=(Token)match(input,QUESTION,FOLLOW_QUESTION_in_gopOutTypeParam5166); if

(state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_QUESTION.add(q);

                   }

                   break;

           }

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           retval.tree = root_0;

           RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_q=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token q",q);

           RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_retval=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

retval",retval!=null?retval.tree:null);

           root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

           {

               {

               CommonTree root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

               root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.becomeRoot((CommonTree)adaptor.create(GOPOUTTYP,

"GOPOUTTYP"), root_1);

               if ( stream_gopOutTypeItem.hasNext() ) {

                   adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_gopOutTypeItem.nextTree());

               }

               stream_gopOutTypeItem.reset();

               if ( stream_q.hasNext() ) {

                   adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_q.nextNode());

               }

               stream_q.reset();

               adaptor.addChild(root_0, root_1);
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               }

           }

           retval.tree = root_0;}

           }

           retval.stop = input.LT(-1);

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           retval.tree = (CommonTree)adaptor.rulePostProcessing(root_0);

           adaptor.setTokenBoundaries(retval.tree, retval.start, retval.stop);

           }

       }

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;

         }

       finally {

       }

       return retval;

   }

   public static class gopOutTypeItem_return extends ParserRuleReturnScope {

       CommonTree tree;

       public Object getTree() { return tree; }

   };

   public final EsperEPL2GrammarParser.gopOutTypeItem_return gopOutTypeItem() throws RecognitionException

{

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.gopOutTypeItem_return retval = new

EsperEPL2GrammarParser.gopOutTypeItem_return();

       retval.start = input.LT(1);

       CommonTree root_0 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.classIdentifier_return classIdentifier322 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.gopOutTypeList_return gopOutTypeList323 = null;

       try {

           {

           root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

           pushFollow(FOLLOW_classIdentifier_in_gopOutTypeItem5193);

           classIdentifier322=classIdentifier();

           state._fsp--;

           if (state.failed) return retval;

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) adaptor.addChild(root_0, classIdentifier322.getTree());

           int alt122=2;

           int LA122_0 = input.LA(1);

           if ( (LA122_0==LT) ) {

               alt122=1;

           }

           switch (alt122) {

               case 1 :

                   {

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_gopOutTypeList_in_gopOutTypeItem5195);

                   gopOutTypeList323=gopOutTypeList();

                   state._fsp--;
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                   if (state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) adaptor.addChild(root_0, gopOutTypeList323.getTree());

                   }

                   break;

           }

           }

           retval.stop = input.LT(-1);

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           retval.tree = (CommonTree)adaptor.rulePostProcessing(root_0);

           adaptor.setTokenBoundaries(retval.tree, retval.start, retval.stop);

           }

       }

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;

         }

       finally {

       }

       return retval;

   }

   public static class gopDetail_return extends ParserRuleReturnScope {

       CommonTree tree;

       public Object getTree() { return tree; }

   };

   public final EsperEPL2GrammarParser.gopDetail_return gopDetail() throws RecognitionException {

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.gopDetail_return retval = new EsperEPL2GrammarParser.gopDetail_return();

       retval.start = input.LT(1);

       CommonTree root_0 = null;

       Token COMMA325=null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.gopConfig_return gopConfig324 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.gopConfig_return gopConfig326 = null;

       CommonTree COMMA325_tree=null;

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_COMMA=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token COMMA");

       RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_gopConfig=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule gopConfig");

       try {

           {

           pushFollow(FOLLOW_gopConfig_in_gopDetail5207);

           gopConfig324=gopConfig();

           state._fsp--;

           if (state.failed) return retval;

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_gopConfig.add(gopConfig324.getTree());

           loop123:

           do {

               int alt123=2;

               int LA123_0 = input.LA(1);

               if ( (LA123_0==COMMA) ) {

                   int LA123_1 = input.LA(2);

                   if ( (LA123_1==SELECT||LA123_1==IDENT) ) {

                       alt123=1;
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                   }

               }

               switch (alt123) {

           	case 1 :

           	    {

           	    COMMA325=(Token)match(input,COMMA,FOLLOW_COMMA_in_gopDetail5210); if (state.failed)

return retval;

           	    if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_COMMA.add(COMMA325);

           	    pushFollow(FOLLOW_gopConfig_in_gopDetail5212);

           	    gopConfig326=gopConfig();

           	    state._fsp--;

           	    if (state.failed) return retval;

           	    if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_gopConfig.add(gopConfig326.getTree());

           	    }

           	    break;

           	default :

           	    break loop123;

               }

           } while (true);

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           retval.tree = root_0;

           RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_retval=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

retval",retval!=null?retval.tree:null);

           root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

           {

               {

               CommonTree root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

               root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.becomeRoot((CommonTree)adaptor.create(GOPCFG, "GOPCFG"),

root_1);

               if ( !(stream_gopConfig.hasNext()) ) {

                   throw new RewriteEarlyExitException();

               }

               while ( stream_gopConfig.hasNext() ) {

                   adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_gopConfig.nextTree());

               }

               stream_gopConfig.reset();

               adaptor.addChild(root_0, root_1);

               }

           }

           retval.tree = root_0;}

           }

           retval.stop = input.LT(-1);

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           retval.tree = (CommonTree)adaptor.rulePostProcessing(root_0);

           adaptor.setTokenBoundaries(retval.tree, retval.start, retval.stop);

           }

       }

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {
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           throw rex;

         }

       finally {

       }

       return retval;

   }

   public static class gopConfig_return extends ParserRuleReturnScope {

       CommonTree tree;

       public Object getTree() { return tree; }

   };

   public final EsperEPL2GrammarParser.gopConfig_return gopConfig() throws RecognitionException {

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.gopConfig_return retval = new EsperEPL2GrammarParser.gopConfig_return();

       retval.start = input.LT(1);

       CommonTree root_0 = null;

       Token n=null;

       Token SELECT327=null;

       Token COLON328=null;

       Token EQUALS329=null;

       Token LPAREN330=null;

       Token RPAREN332=null;

       Token COLON333=null;

       Token EQUALS334=null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.selectExpr_return selectExpr331 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.expression_return expression335 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.jsonobject_return jsonobject336 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.jsonarray_return jsonarray337 = null;

       CommonTree n_tree=null;

       CommonTree SELECT327_tree=null;

       CommonTree COLON328_tree=null;

       CommonTree EQUALS329_tree=null;

       CommonTree LPAREN330_tree=null;

       CommonTree RPAREN332_tree=null;

       CommonTree COLON333_tree=null;

       CommonTree EQUALS334_tree=null;

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_COLON=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token COLON");

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_IDENT=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token IDENT");

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_RPAREN=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token RPAREN");

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_EQUALS=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token EQUALS");

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_SELECT=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token SELECT");

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_LPAREN=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token LPAREN");

       RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_expression=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule expression");

       RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_selectExpr=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule selectExpr");

       RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_jsonarray=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule jsonarray");

       RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_jsonobject=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule jsonobject");

       try {

           int alt127=2;

           int LA127_0 = input.LA(1);

           if ( (LA127_0==SELECT) ) {
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               alt127=1;

           }

           else if ( (LA127_0==IDENT) ) {

               alt127=2;

           }

           else {

               if (state.backtracking>0) {state.failed=true; return retval;}

               NoViableAltException nvae =

                   new NoViableAltException("", 127, 0, input);

               throw nvae;

           }

           switch (alt127) {

               case 1 :

                   {

                   SELECT327=(Token)match(input,SELECT,FOLLOW_SELECT_in_gopConfig5236); if (state.failed)

return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_SELECT.add(SELECT327);

                   int alt124=2;

                   int LA124_0 = input.LA(1);

                   if ( (LA124_0==COLON) ) {

                       alt124=1;

                   }

                   else if ( (LA124_0==EQUALS) ) {

                       alt124=2;

                   }

                   else {

                       if (state.backtracking>0) {state.failed=true; return retval;}

                       NoViableAltException nvae =

                           new NoViableAltException("", 124, 0, input);

                       throw nvae;

                   }

                   switch (alt124) {

                       case 1 :

                           {

                           COLON328=(Token)match(input,COLON,FOLLOW_COLON_in_gopConfig5239); if

(state.failed) return retval;

                           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_COLON.add(COLON328);

                           }

                           break;

                       case 2 :

                           {

                           EQUALS329=(Token)match(input,EQUALS,FOLLOW_EQUALS_in_gopConfig5241); if

(state.failed) return retval;

                           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_EQUALS.add(EQUALS329);

                           }

                           break;

                   }

                   LPAREN330=(Token)match(input,LPAREN,FOLLOW_LPAREN_in_gopConfig5244); if (state.failed)
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return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_LPAREN.add(LPAREN330);

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_selectExpr_in_gopConfig5246);

                   selectExpr331=selectExpr();

                   state._fsp--;

                   if (state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_selectExpr.add(selectExpr331.getTree());

                   RPAREN332=(Token)match(input,RPAREN,FOLLOW_RPAREN_in_gopConfig5248); if (state.failed)

return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_RPAREN.add(RPAREN332);

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

                   retval.tree = root_0;

                   RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_retval=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

retval",retval!=null?retval.tree:null);

                   root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

                   {

                       {

                       CommonTree root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

                       root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.becomeRoot((CommonTree)adaptor.create(GOPCFGEPL,

"GOPCFGEPL"), root_1);

                       adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_selectExpr.nextTree());

                       adaptor.addChild(root_0, root_1);

                       }

                   }

                   retval.tree = root_0;}

                   }

                   break;

               case 2 :

                   {

                   n=(Token)match(input,IDENT,FOLLOW_IDENT_in_gopConfig5265); if (state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_IDENT.add(n);

                   int alt125=2;

                   int LA125_0 = input.LA(1);

                   if ( (LA125_0==COLON) ) {

                       alt125=1;

                   }

                   else if ( (LA125_0==EQUALS) ) {

                       alt125=2;

                   }

                   else {

                       if (state.backtracking>0) {state.failed=true; return retval;}

                       NoViableAltException nvae =

                           new NoViableAltException("", 125, 0, input);

                       throw nvae;

                   }

                   switch (alt125) {

                       case 1 :

                           {
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                           COLON333=(Token)match(input,COLON,FOLLOW_COLON_in_gopConfig5268); if

(state.failed) return retval;

                           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_COLON.add(COLON333);

                           }

                           break;

                       case 2 :

                           {

                           EQUALS334=(Token)match(input,EQUALS,FOLLOW_EQUALS_in_gopConfig5270); if

(state.failed) return retval;

                           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_EQUALS.add(EQUALS334);

                           }

                           break;

                   }

                   int alt126=3;

                   switch ( input.LA(1) ) {

                   case WINDOW:

                   case BETWEEN:

                   case ESCAPE:

                   case NOT_EXPR:

                   case EVERY_EXPR:

                   case WHERE:

                   case SUM:

                   case AVG:

                   case MAX:

                   case MIN:

                   case COALESCE:

                   case MEDIAN:

                   case STDDEV:

                   case AVEDEV:

                   case COUNT:

                   case CASE:

                   case OUTER:

                   case JOIN:

                   case LEFT:

                   case RIGHT:

                   case FULL:

                   case EVENTS:

                   case FIRST:

                   case LAST:

                   case ISTREAM:

                   case UNIDIRECTIONAL:

                   case RETAINUNION:

                   case RETAININTERSECTION:

                   case PATTERN:

                   case SQL:

                   case METADATASQL:

                   case PREVIOUS:

                   case PREVIOUSTAIL:
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                   case PREVIOUSCOUNT:

                   case PREVIOUSWINDOW:

                   case PRIOR:

                   case EXISTS:

                   case WEEKDAY:

                   case LW:

                   case INSTANCEOF:

                   case TYPEOF:

                   case CAST:

                   case CURRENT_TIMESTAMP:

                   case SNAPSHOT:

                   case SET:

                   case VARIABLE:

                   case UNTIL:

                   case AT:

                   case INDEX:

                   case BOOLEAN_TRUE:

                   case BOOLEAN_FALSE:

                   case VALUE_NULL:

                   case DEFINE:

                   case PARTITION:

                   case MATCHES:

                   case AFTER:

                   case FOR:

                   case WHILE:

                   case USING:

                   case MERGE:

                   case MATCHED:

                   case NEWKW:

                   case CONTEXT:

                   case NUM_DOUBLE:

                   case IDENT:

                   case LPAREN:

                   case QUESTION:

                   case PLUS:

                   case STRING_LITERAL:

                   case QUOTED_STRING_LITERAL:

                   case MINUS:

                   case NUM_INT:

                   case TICKED_STRING_LITERAL:

                   case NUM_LONG:

                   case NUM_FLOAT:

                       {

                       alt126=1;

                       }

                       break;

                   case LCURLY:

                       {
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                       switch ( input.LA(2) ) {

                       case STRING_LITERAL:

                           {

                           int LA126_78 = input.LA(3);

                           if ( (LA126_78==COLON) ) {

                               alt126=2;

                           }

                           else if ( ((LA126_78>=IN_SET && LA126_78<=REGEXP)||(LA126_78>=OR_EXPR &&

LA126_78<=NOT_EXPR)||LA126_78==IS||LA126_78==RCURLY||LA126_78==COMMA||(LA126_78>=EQUA

LS && LA126_78<=STAR)||(LA126_78>=LT && LA126_78<=GT)||(LA126_78>=BOR &&

LA126_78<=PLUS)||(LA126_78>=BAND && LA126_78<=MOD)) ) {

                               alt126=1;

                           }

                           else {

                               if (state.backtracking>0) {state.failed=true; return retval;}

                               NoViableAltException nvae =

                                   new NoViableAltException("", 126, 78, input);

                               throw nvae;

                           }

                           }

                           break;

                       case QUOTED_STRING_LITERAL:

                           {

                           int LA126_79 = input.LA(3);

                           if ( (LA126_79==COLON) ) {

                               alt126=2;

                           }

                           else if ( ((LA126_79>=IN_SET && LA126_79<=REGEXP)||(LA126_79>=OR_EXPR &&

LA126_79<=NOT_EXPR)||LA126_79==IS||LA126_79==RCURLY||LA126_79==COMMA||(LA126_79>=EQUA

LS && LA126_79<=STAR)||(LA126_79>=LT && LA126_79<=GT)||(LA126_79>=BOR &&

LA126_79<=PLUS)||(LA126_79>=BAND && LA126_79<=MOD)) ) {

                               alt126=1;

                           }

                           else {

                               if (state.backtracking>0) {state.failed=true; return retval;}

                               NoViableAltException nvae =

                                   new NoViableAltException("", 126, 79, input);

                               throw nvae;

                           }

                           }

                           break;

                       case IDENT:

                           {

                           int LA126_80 = input.LA(3);

                           if ( ((LA126_80>=IN_SET && LA126_80<=REGEXP)||(LA126_80>=OR_EXPR &&

LA126_80<=NOT_EXPR)||LA126_80==IS||LA126_80==LBRACK||LA126_80==LPAREN||LA126_80==RCURL

Y||(LA126_80>=COMMA && LA126_80<=STAR)||(LA126_80>=LT &&

LA126_80<=PLUS)||(LA126_80>=BAND && LA126_80<=MOD)||LA126_80==ESCAPECHAR) ) {
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                               alt126=1;

                           }

                           else if ( (LA126_80==COLON) ) {

                               alt126=2;

                           }

                           else {

                               if (state.backtracking>0) {state.failed=true; return retval;}

                               NoViableAltException nvae =

                                   new NoViableAltException("", 126, 80, input);

                               throw nvae;

                           }

                           }

                           break;

                       case TICKED_STRING_LITERAL:

                           {

                           int LA126_81 = input.LA(3);

                           if ( (LA126_81==COLON) ) {

                               alt126=2;

                           }

                           else if ( ((LA126_81>=IN_SET && LA126_81<=REGEXP)||(LA126_81>=OR_EXPR &&

LA126_81<=NOT_EXPR)||LA126_81==IS||LA126_81==LBRACK||LA126_81==LPAREN||LA126_81==RCURL

Y||(LA126_81>=COMMA && LA126_81<=STAR)||(LA126_81>=LT &&

LA126_81<=PLUS)||(LA126_81>=BAND && LA126_81<=MOD)||LA126_81==ESCAPECHAR) ) {

                               alt126=1;

                           }

                           else {

                               if (state.backtracking>0) {state.failed=true; return retval;}

                               NoViableAltException nvae =

                                   new NoViableAltException("", 126, 81, input);

                               throw nvae;

                           }

                           }

                           break;

                       case AT:

                           {

                           int LA126_82 = input.LA(3);

                           if ( ((LA126_82>=IN_SET && LA126_82<=REGEXP)||(LA126_82>=OR_EXPR &&

LA126_82<=NOT_EXPR)||LA126_82==IS||LA126_82==LBRACK||LA126_82==LPAREN||LA126_82==RCURL

Y||(LA126_82>=COMMA && LA126_82<=STAR)||(LA126_82>=LT &&

LA126_82<=PLUS)||(LA126_82>=BAND && LA126_82<=MOD)||LA126_82==ESCAPECHAR) ) {

                               alt126=1;

                           }

                           else if ( (LA126_82==COLON) ) {

                               alt126=2;

                           }

                           else {

                               if (state.backtracking>0) {state.failed=true; return retval;}

                               NoViableAltException nvae =
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                                   new NoViableAltException("", 126, 82, input);

                               throw nvae;

                           }

                           }

                           break;

                       case COUNT:

                           {

                           int LA126_83 = input.LA(3);

                           if ( ((LA126_83>=IN_SET && LA126_83<=REGEXP)||(LA126_83>=OR_EXPR &&

LA126_83<=NOT_EXPR)||LA126_83==IS||LA126_83==LBRACK||LA126_83==LPAREN||LA126_83==RCURL

Y||(LA126_83>=COMMA && LA126_83<=STAR)||(LA126_83>=LT &&

LA126_83<=PLUS)||(LA126_83>=BAND && LA126_83<=MOD)||LA126_83==ESCAPECHAR) ) {

                               alt126=1;

                           }

                           else if ( (LA126_83==COLON) ) {

                               alt126=2;

                           }

                           else {

                               if (state.backtracking>0) {state.failed=true; return retval;}

                               NoViableAltException nvae =

                                   new NoViableAltException("", 126, 83, input);

                               throw nvae;

                           }

                           }

                           break;

                       case ESCAPE:

                           {

                           int LA126_84 = input.LA(3);

                           if ( (LA126_84==COLON) ) {

                               alt126=2;

                           }

                           else if ( ((LA126_84>=IN_SET && LA126_84<=REGEXP)||(LA126_84>=OR_EXPR &&

LA126_84<=NOT_EXPR)||LA126_84==IS||LA126_84==LBRACK||LA126_84==LPAREN||LA126_84==RCURL

Y||(LA126_84>=COMMA && LA126_84<=STAR)||(LA126_84>=LT &&

LA126_84<=PLUS)||(LA126_84>=BAND && LA126_84<=MOD)||LA126_84==ESCAPECHAR) ) {

                               alt126=1;

                           }

                           else {

                               if (state.backtracking>0) {state.failed=true; return retval;}

                               NoViableAltException nvae =

                                   new NoViableAltException("", 126, 84, input);

                               throw nvae;

                           }

                           }

                           break;

                       case EVERY_EXPR:

                           {

                           int LA126_85 = input.LA(3);
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                           if ( ((LA126_85>=IN_SET && LA126_85<=REGEXP)||(LA126_85>=OR_EXPR &&

LA126_85<=NOT_EXPR)||LA126_85==IS||LA126_85==LBRACK||LA126_85==LPAREN||LA126_85==RCURL

Y||(LA126_85>=COMMA && LA126_85<=STAR)||(LA126_85>=LT &&

LA126_85<=PLUS)||(LA126_85>=BAND && LA126_85<=MOD)||LA126_85==ESCAPECHAR) ) {

                               alt126=1;

                           }

                           else if ( (LA126_85==COLON) ) {

                               alt126=2;

                           }

                           else {

                               if (state.backtracking>0) {state.failed=true; return retval;}

                               NoViableAltException nvae =

                                   new NoViableAltException("", 126, 85, input);

                               throw nvae;

                           }

                           }

                           break;

                       case SUM:

                           {

                           int LA126_86 = input.LA(3);

                           if ( ((LA126_86>=IN_SET && LA126_86<=REGEXP)||(LA126_86>=OR_EXPR &&

LA126_86<=NOT_EXPR)||LA126_86==IS||LA126_86==LBRACK||LA126_86==LPAREN||LA126_86==RCURL

Y||(LA126_86>=COMMA && LA126_86<=STAR)||(LA126_86>=LT &&

LA126_86<=PLUS)||(LA126_86>=BAND && LA126_86<=MOD)||LA126_86==ESCAPECHAR) ) {

                               alt126=1;

                           }

                           else if ( (LA126_86==COLON) ) {

                               alt126=2;

                           }

                           else {

                               if (state.backtracking>0) {state.failed=true; return retval;}

                               NoViableAltException nvae =

                                   new NoViableAltException("", 126, 86, input);

                               throw nvae;

                           }

                           }

                           break;

                       case AVG:

                           {

                           int LA126_87 = input.LA(3);

                           if ( ((LA126_87>=IN_SET && LA126_87<=REGEXP)||(LA126_87>=OR_EXPR &&

LA126_87<=NOT_EXPR)||LA126_87==IS||LA126_87==LBRACK||LA126_87==LPAREN||LA126_87==RCURL

Y||(LA126_87>=COMMA && LA126_87<=STAR)||(LA126_87>=LT &&

LA126_87<=PLUS)||(LA126_87>=BAND && LA126_87<=MOD)||LA126_87==ESCAPECHAR) ) {

                               alt126=1;

                           }

                           else if ( (LA126_87==COLON) ) {

                               alt126=2;
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                           }

                           else {

                               if (state.backtracking>0) {state.failed=true; return retval;}

                               NoViableAltException nvae =

                                   new NoViableAltException("", 126, 87, input);

                               throw nvae;

                           }

                           }

                           break;

                       case MAX:

                           {

                           int LA126_88 = input.LA(3);

                           if ( ((LA126_88>=IN_SET && LA126_88<=REGEXP)||(LA126_88>=OR_EXPR &&

LA126_88<=NOT_EXPR)||LA126_88==IS||LA126_88==LBRACK||LA126_88==LPAREN||LA126_88==RCURL

Y||(LA126_88>=COMMA && LA126_88<=STAR)||(LA126_88>=LT &&

LA126_88<=PLUS)||(LA126_88>=BAND && LA126_88<=MOD)||LA126_88==ESCAPECHAR) ) {

                               alt126=1;

                           }

                           else if ( (LA126_88==COLON) ) {

                               alt126=2;

                           }

                           else {

                               if (state.backtracking>0) {state.failed=true; return retval;}

                               NoViableAltException nvae =

                                   new NoViableAltException("", 126, 88, input);

                               throw nvae;

                           }

                           }

                           break;

                       case MIN:

                           {

                           int LA126_89 = input.LA(3);

                           if ( (LA126_89==COLON) ) {

                               alt126=2;

                           }

                           else if ( ((LA126_89>=IN_SET && LA126_89<=REGEXP)||(LA126_89>=OR_EXPR &&

LA126_89<=NOT_EXPR)||LA126_89==IS||LA126_89==LBRACK||LA126_89==LPAREN||LA126_89==RCURL

Y||(LA126_89>=COMMA && LA126_89<=STAR)||(LA126_89>=LT &&

LA126_89<=PLUS)||(LA126_89>=BAND && LA126_89<=MOD)||LA126_89==ESCAPECHAR) ) {

                               alt126=1;

                           }

                           else {

                               if (state.backtracking>0) {state.failed=true; return retval;}

                               NoViableAltException nvae =

                                   new NoViableAltException("", 126, 89, input);

                               throw nvae;

                           }

                           }
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                           break;

                       case COALESCE:

                           {

                           int LA126_90 = input.LA(3);

                           if ( ((LA126_90>=IN_SET && LA126_90<=REGEXP)||(LA126_90>=OR_EXPR &&

LA126_90<=NOT_EXPR)||LA126_90==IS||LA126_90==LBRACK||LA126_90==LPAREN||LA126_90==RCURL

Y||(LA126_90>=COMMA && LA126_90<=STAR)||(LA126_90>=LT &&

LA126_90<=PLUS)||(LA126_90>=BAND && LA126_90<=MOD)||LA126_90==ESCAPECHAR) ) {

                               alt126=1;

                           }

                           else if ( (LA126_90==COLON) ) {

                               alt126=2;

                           }

                           else {

                               if (state.backtracking>0) {state.failed=true; return retval;}

                               NoViableAltException nvae =

                                   new NoViableAltException("", 126, 90, input);

                               throw nvae;

                           }

                           }

                           break;

                       case MEDIAN:

                           {

                           int LA126_91 = input.LA(3);

                           if ( ((LA126_91>=IN_SET && LA126_91<=REGEXP)||(LA126_91>=OR_EXPR &&

LA126_91<=NOT_EXPR)||LA126_91==IS||LA126_91==LBRACK||LA126_91==LPAREN||LA126_91==RCURL

Y||(LA126_91>=COMMA && LA126_91<=STAR)||(LA126_91>=LT &&

LA126_91<=PLUS)||(LA126_91>=BAND && LA126_91<=MOD)||LA126_91==ESCAPECHAR) ) {

                               alt126=1;

                           }

                           else if ( (LA126_91==COLON) ) {

                               alt126=2;

                           }

                           else {

                               if (state.backtracking>0) {state.failed=true; return retval;}

                               NoViableAltException nvae =

                                   new NoViableAltException("", 126, 91, input);

                               throw nvae;

                           }

                           }

                           break;

                       case STDDEV:

                           {

                           int LA126_92 = input.LA(3);

                           if ( ((LA126_92>=IN_SET && LA126_92<=REGEXP)||(LA126_92>=OR_EXPR &&

LA126_92<=NOT_EXPR)||LA126_92==IS||LA126_92==LBRACK||LA126_92==LPAREN||LA126_92==RCURL

Y||(LA126_92>=COMMA && LA126_92<=STAR)||(LA126_92>=LT &&

LA126_92<=PLUS)||(LA126_92>=BAND && LA126_92<=MOD)||LA126_92==ESCAPECHAR) ) {
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                               alt126=1;

                           }

                           else if ( (LA126_92==COLON) ) {

                               alt126=2;

                           }

                           else {

                               if (state.backtracking>0) {state.failed=true; return retval;}

                               NoViableAltException nvae =

                                   new NoViableAltException("", 126, 92, input);

                               throw nvae;

                           }

                           }

                           break;

                       case AVEDEV:

                           {

                           int LA126_93 = input.LA(3);

                           if ( ((LA126_93>=IN_SET && LA126_93<=REGEXP)||(LA126_93>=OR_EXPR &&

LA126_93<=NOT_EXPR)||LA126_93==IS||LA126_93==LBRACK||LA126_93==LPAREN||LA126_93==RCURL

Y||(LA126_93>=COMMA && LA126_93<=STAR)||(LA126_93>=LT &&

LA126_93<=PLUS)||(LA126_93>=BAND && LA126_93<=MOD)||LA126_93==ESCAPECHAR) ) {

                               alt126=1;

                           }

                           else if ( (LA126_93==COLON) ) {

                               alt126=2;

                           }

                           else {

                               if (state.backtracking>0) {state.failed=true; return retval;}

                               NoViableAltException nvae =

                                   new NoViableAltException("", 126, 93, input);

                               throw nvae;

                           }

                           }

                           break;

                       case EVENTS:

                           {

                           int LA126_94 = input.LA(3);

                           if ( ((LA126_94>=IN_SET && LA126_94<=REGEXP)||(LA126_94>=OR_EXPR &&

LA126_94<=NOT_EXPR)||LA126_94==IS||LA126_94==LBRACK||LA126_94==LPAREN||LA126_94==RCURL

Y||(LA126_94>=COMMA && LA126_94<=STAR)||(LA126_94>=LT &&

LA126_94<=PLUS)||(LA126_94>=BAND && LA126_94<=MOD)||LA126_94==ESCAPECHAR) ) {

                               alt126=1;

                           }

                           else if ( (LA126_94==COLON) ) {

                               alt126=2;

                           }

                           else {

                               if (state.backtracking>0) {state.failed=true; return retval;}

                               NoViableAltException nvae =
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                                   new NoViableAltException("", 126, 94, input);

                               throw nvae;

                           }

                           }

                           break;

                       case FIRST:

                           {

                           int LA126_95 = input.LA(3);

                           if ( ((LA126_95>=IN_SET && LA126_95<=REGEXP)||(LA126_95>=OR_EXPR &&

LA126_95<=NOT_EXPR)||LA126_95==IS||LA126_95==LBRACK||LA126_95==LPAREN||LA126_95==RCURL

Y||(LA126_95>=COMMA && LA126_95<=STAR)||(LA126_95>=LT &&

LA126_95<=PLUS)||(LA126_95>=BAND && LA126_95<=MOD)||LA126_95==ESCAPECHAR) ) {

                               alt126=1;

                           }

                           else if ( (LA126_95==COLON) ) {

                               alt126=2;

                           }

                           else {

                               if (state.backtracking>0) {state.failed=true; return retval;}

                               NoViableAltException nvae =

                                   new NoViableAltException("", 126, 95, input);

                               throw nvae;

                           }

                           }

                           break;

                       case LAST:

                           {

                           int LA126_96 = input.LA(3);

                           if ( ((LA126_96>=IN_SET && LA126_96<=REGEXP)||(LA126_96>=OR_EXPR &&

LA126_96<=NOT_EXPR)||LA126_96==IS||LA126_96==LBRACK||LA126_96==LPAREN||LA126_96==RCURL

Y||(LA126_96>=COMMA && LA126_96<=STAR)||(LA126_96>=LT &&

LA126_96<=PLUS)||(LA126_96>=BAND && LA126_96<=MOD)||LA126_96==ESCAPECHAR) ) {

                               alt126=1;

                           }

                           else if ( (LA126_96==COLON) ) {

                               alt126=2;

                           }

                           else {

                               if (state.backtracking>0) {state.failed=true; return retval;}

                               NoViableAltException nvae =

                                   new NoViableAltException("", 126, 96, input);

                               throw nvae;

                           }

                           }

                           break;

                       case WHILE:

                           {

                           int LA126_97 = input.LA(3);
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                           if ( (LA126_97==COLON) ) {

                               alt126=2;

                           }

                           else if ( ((LA126_97>=IN_SET && LA126_97<=REGEXP)||(LA126_97>=OR_EXPR &&

LA126_97<=NOT_EXPR)||LA126_97==IS||LA126_97==LBRACK||LA126_97==LPAREN||LA126_97==RCURL

Y||(LA126_97>=COMMA && LA126_97<=STAR)||(LA126_97>=LT &&

LA126_97<=PLUS)||(LA126_97>=BAND && LA126_97<=MOD)||LA126_97==ESCAPECHAR) ) {

                               alt126=1;

                           }

                           else {

                               if (state.backtracking>0) {state.failed=true; return retval;}

                               NoViableAltException nvae =

                                   new NoViableAltException("", 126, 97, input);

                               throw nvae;

                           }

                           }

                           break;

                       case MERGE:

                           {

                           int LA126_98 = input.LA(3);

                           if ( ((LA126_98>=IN_SET && LA126_98<=REGEXP)||(LA126_98>=OR_EXPR &&

LA126_98<=NOT_EXPR)||LA126_98==IS||LA126_98==LBRACK||LA126_98==LPAREN||LA126_98==RCURL

Y||(LA126_98>=COMMA && LA126_98<=STAR)||(LA126_98>=LT &&

LA126_98<=PLUS)||(LA126_98>=BAND && LA126_98<=MOD)||LA126_98==ESCAPECHAR) ) {

                               alt126=1;

                           }

                           else if ( (LA126_98==COLON) ) {

                               alt126=2;

                           }

                           else {

                               if (state.backtracking>0) {state.failed=true; return retval;}

                               NoViableAltException nvae =

                                   new NoViableAltException("", 126, 98, input);

                               throw nvae;

                           }

                           }

                           break;

                       case MATCHED:

                           {

                           int LA126_99 = input.LA(3);

                           if ( ((LA126_99>=IN_SET && LA126_99<=REGEXP)||(LA126_99>=OR_EXPR &&

LA126_99<=NOT_EXPR)||LA126_99==IS||LA126_99==LBRACK||LA126_99==LPAREN||LA126_99==RCURL

Y||(LA126_99>=COMMA && LA126_99<=STAR)||(LA126_99>=LT &&

LA126_99<=PLUS)||(LA126_99>=BAND && LA126_99<=MOD)||LA126_99==ESCAPECHAR) ) {

                               alt126=1;

                           }

                           else if ( (LA126_99==COLON) ) {

                               alt126=2;
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                           }

                           else {

                               if (state.backtracking>0) {state.failed=true; return retval;}

                               NoViableAltException nvae =

                                   new NoViableAltException("", 126, 99, input);

                               throw nvae;

                           }

                           }

                           break;

                       case UNIDIRECTIONAL:

                           {

                           int LA126_100 = input.LA(3);

                           if ( ((LA126_100>=IN_SET && LA126_100<=REGEXP)||(LA126_100>=OR_EXPR &&

LA126_100<=NOT_EXPR)||LA126_100==IS||LA126_100==LBRACK||LA126_100==LPAREN||LA126_100==R

CURLY||(LA126_100>=COMMA && LA126_100<=STAR)||(LA126_100>=LT &&

LA126_100<=PLUS)||(LA126_100>=BAND && LA126_100<=MOD)||LA126_100==ESCAPECHAR) ) {

                               alt126=1;

                           }

                           else if ( (LA126_100==COLON) ) {

                               alt126=2;

                           }

                           else {

                               if (state.backtracking>0) {state.failed=true; return retval;}

                               NoViableAltException nvae =

                                   new NoViableAltException("", 126, 100, input);

                               throw nvae;

                           }

                           }

                           break;

                       case RETAINUNION:

                           {

                           int LA126_101 = input.LA(3);

                           if ( (LA126_101==COLON) ) {

                               alt126=2;

                           }

                           else if ( ((LA126_101>=IN_SET && LA126_101<=REGEXP)||(LA126_101>=OR_EXPR &&

LA126_101<=NOT_EXPR)||LA126_101==IS||LA126_101==LBRACK||LA126_101==LPAREN||LA126_101==R

CURLY||(LA126_101>=COMMA && LA126_101<=STAR)||(LA126_101>=LT &&

LA126_101<=PLUS)||(LA126_101>=BAND && LA126_101<=MOD)||LA126_101==ESCAPECHAR) ) {

                               alt126=1;

                           }

                           else {

                               if (state.backtracking>0) {state.failed=true; return retval;}

                               NoViableAltException nvae =

                                   new NoViableAltException("", 126, 101, input);

                               throw nvae;

                           }

                           }
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                           break;

                       case RETAININTERSECTION:

                           {

                           int LA126_102 = input.LA(3);

                           if ( ((LA126_102>=IN_SET && LA126_102<=REGEXP)||(LA126_102>=OR_EXPR &&

LA126_102<=NOT_EXPR)||LA126_102==IS||LA126_102==LBRACK||LA126_102==LPAREN||LA126_102==R

CURLY||(LA126_102>=COMMA && LA126_102<=STAR)||(LA126_102>=LT &&

LA126_102<=PLUS)||(LA126_102>=BAND && LA126_102<=MOD)||LA126_102==ESCAPECHAR) ) {

                               alt126=1;

                           }

                           else if ( (LA126_102==COLON) ) {

                               alt126=2;

                           }

                           else {

                               if (state.backtracking>0) {state.failed=true; return retval;}

                               NoViableAltException nvae =

                                   new NoViableAltException("", 126, 102, input);

                               throw nvae;

                           }

                           }

                           break;

                       case UNTIL:

                           {

                           int LA126_103 = input.LA(3);

                           if ( ((LA126_103>=IN_SET && LA126_103<=REGEXP)||(LA126_103>=OR_EXPR &&

LA126_103<=NOT_EXPR)||LA126_103==IS||LA126_103==LBRACK||LA126_103==LPAREN||LA126_103==R

CURLY||(LA126_103>=COMMA && LA126_103<=STAR)||(LA126_103>=LT &&

LA126_103<=PLUS)||(LA126_103>=BAND && LA126_103<=MOD)||LA126_103==ESCAPECHAR) ) {

                               alt126=1;

                           }

                           else if ( (LA126_103==COLON) ) {

                               alt126=2;

                           }

                           else {

                               if (state.backtracking>0) {state.failed=true; return retval;}

                               NoViableAltException nvae =

                                   new NoViableAltException("", 126, 103, input);

                               throw nvae;

                           }

                           }

                           break;

                       case PATTERN:

                           {

                           int LA126_104 = input.LA(3);

                           if ( ((LA126_104>=IN_SET && LA126_104<=REGEXP)||(LA126_104>=OR_EXPR &&

LA126_104<=NOT_EXPR)||LA126_104==IS||LA126_104==LBRACK||LA126_104==LPAREN||LA126_104==R

CURLY||(LA126_104>=COMMA && LA126_104<=STAR)||(LA126_104>=LT &&

LA126_104<=PLUS)||(LA126_104>=BAND && LA126_104<=MOD)||LA126_104==ESCAPECHAR) ) {
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                               alt126=1;

                           }

                           else if ( (LA126_104==COLON) ) {

                               alt126=2;

                           }

                           else {

                               if (state.backtracking>0) {state.failed=true; return retval;}

                               NoViableAltException nvae =

                                   new NoViableAltException("", 126, 104, input);

                               throw nvae;

                           }

                           }

                           break;

                       case SQL:

                           {

                           int LA126_105 = input.LA(3);

                           if ( (LA126_105==COLON) ) {

                               alt126=2;

                           }

                           else if ( ((LA126_105>=IN_SET && LA126_105<=REGEXP)||(LA126_105>=OR_EXPR &&

LA126_105<=NOT_EXPR)||LA126_105==IS||LA126_105==LBRACK||LA126_105==LPAREN||LA126_105==R

CURLY||(LA126_105>=COMMA && LA126_105<=STAR)||(LA126_105>=LT &&

LA126_105<=PLUS)||(LA126_105>=BAND && LA126_105<=MOD)||LA126_105==ESCAPECHAR) ) {

                               alt126=1;

                           }

                           else {

                               if (state.backtracking>0) {state.failed=true; return retval;}

                               NoViableAltException nvae =

                                   new NoViableAltException("", 126, 105, input);

                               throw nvae;

                           }

                           }

                           break;

                       case METADATASQL:

                           {

                           int LA126_106 = input.LA(3);

                           if ( ((LA126_106>=IN_SET && LA126_106<=REGEXP)||(LA126_106>=OR_EXPR &&

LA126_106<=NOT_EXPR)||LA126_106==IS||LA126_106==LBRACK||LA126_106==LPAREN||LA126_106==R

CURLY||(LA126_106>=COMMA && LA126_106<=STAR)||(LA126_106>=LT &&

LA126_106<=PLUS)||(LA126_106>=BAND && LA126_106<=MOD)||LA126_106==ESCAPECHAR) ) {

                               alt126=1;

                           }

                           else if ( (LA126_106==COLON) ) {

                               alt126=2;

                           }

                           else {

                               if (state.backtracking>0) {state.failed=true; return retval;}

                               NoViableAltException nvae =
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                                   new NoViableAltException("", 126, 106, input);

                               throw nvae;

                           }

                           }

                           break;

                       case PREVIOUS:

                           {

                           int LA126_107 = input.LA(3);

                           if ( ((LA126_107>=IN_SET && LA126_107<=REGEXP)||(LA126_107>=OR_EXPR &&

LA126_107<=NOT_EXPR)||LA126_107==IS||LA126_107==LBRACK||LA126_107==LPAREN||LA126_107==R

CURLY||(LA126_107>=COMMA && LA126_107<=STAR)||(LA126_107>=LT &&

LA126_107<=PLUS)||(LA126_107>=BAND && LA126_107<=MOD)||LA126_107==ESCAPECHAR) ) {

                               alt126=1;

                           }

                           else if ( (LA126_107==COLON) ) {

                               alt126=2;

                           }

                           else {

                               if (state.backtracking>0) {state.failed=true; return retval;}

                               NoViableAltException nvae =

                                   new NoViableAltException("", 126, 107, input);

                               throw nvae;

                           }

                           }

                           break;

                       case PREVIOUSTAIL:

                           {

                           int LA126_108 = input.LA(3);

                           if ( ((LA126_108>=IN_SET && LA126_108<=REGEXP)||(LA126_108>=OR_EXPR &&

LA126_108<=NOT_EXPR)||LA126_108==IS||LA126_108==LBRACK||LA126_108==LPAREN||LA126_108==R

CURLY||(LA126_108>=COMMA && LA126_108<=STAR)||(LA126_108>=LT &&

LA126_108<=PLUS)||(LA126_108>=BAND && LA126_108<=MOD)||LA126_108==ESCAPECHAR) ) {

                               alt126=1;

                           }

                           else if ( (LA126_108==COLON) ) {

                               alt126=2;

                           }

                           else {

                               if (state.backtracking>0) {state.failed=true; return retval;}

                               NoViableAltException nvae =

                                   new NoViableAltException("", 126, 108, input);

                               throw nvae;

                           }

                           }

                           break;

                       case PRIOR:

                           {

                           int LA126_109 = input.LA(3);
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                           if ( ((LA126_109>=IN_SET && LA126_109<=REGEXP)||(LA126_109>=OR_EXPR &&

LA126_109<=NOT_EXPR)||LA126_109==IS||LA126_109==LBRACK||LA126_109==LPAREN||LA126_109==R

CURLY||(LA126_109>=COMMA && LA126_109<=STAR)||(LA126_109>=LT &&

LA126_109<=PLUS)||(LA126_109>=BAND && LA126_109<=MOD)||LA126_109==ESCAPECHAR) ) {

                               alt126=1;

                           }

                           else if ( (LA126_109==COLON) ) {

                               alt126=2;

                           }

                           else {

                               if (state.backtracking>0) {state.failed=true; return retval;}

                               NoViableAltException nvae =

                                   new NoViableAltException("", 126, 109, input);

                               throw nvae;

                           }

                           }

                           break;

                       case WEEKDAY:

                           {

                           int LA126_110 = input.LA(3);

                           if ( ((LA126_110>=IN_SET && LA126_110<=REGEXP)||(LA126_110>=OR_EXPR &&

LA126_110<=NOT_EXPR)||LA126_110==IS||LA126_110==LBRACK||LA126_110==LPAREN||LA126_110==R

CURLY||(LA126_110>=COMMA && LA126_110<=STAR)||(LA126_110>=LT &&

LA126_110<=PLUS)||(LA126_110>=BAND && LA126_110<=MOD)||LA126_110==ESCAPECHAR) ) {

                               alt126=1;

                           }

                           else if ( (LA126_110==COLON) ) {

                               alt126=2;

                           }

                           else {

                               if (state.backtracking>0) {state.failed=true; return retval;}

                               NoViableAltException nvae =

                                   new NoViableAltException("", 126, 110, input);

                               throw nvae;

                           }

                           }

                           break;

                       case LW:

                           {

                           int LA126_111 = input.LA(3);

                           if ( ((LA126_111>=IN_SET && LA126_111<=REGEXP)||(LA126_111>=OR_EXPR &&

LA126_111<=NOT_EXPR)||LA126_111==IS||LA126_111==LBRACK||LA126_111==LPAREN||LA126_111==R

CURLY||(LA126_111>=COMMA && LA126_111<=STAR)||(LA126_111>=LT &&

LA126_111<=PLUS)||(LA126_111>=BAND && LA126_111<=MOD)||LA126_111==ESCAPECHAR) ) {

                               alt126=1;

                           }

                           else if ( (LA126_111==COLON) ) {

                               alt126=2;
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                           }

                           else {

                               if (state.backtracking>0) {state.failed=true; return retval;}

                               NoViableAltException nvae =

                                   new NoViableAltException("", 126, 111, input);

                               throw nvae;

                           }

                           }

                           break;

                       case INSTANCEOF:

                           {

                           int LA126_112 = input.LA(3);

                           if ( ((LA126_112>=IN_SET && LA126_112<=REGEXP)||(LA126_112>=OR_EXPR &&

LA126_112<=NOT_EXPR)||LA126_112==IS||LA126_112==LBRACK||LA126_112==LPAREN||LA126_112==R

CURLY||(LA126_112>=COMMA && LA126_112<=STAR)||(LA126_112>=LT &&

LA126_112<=PLUS)||(LA126_112>=BAND && LA126_112<=MOD)||LA126_112==ESCAPECHAR) ) {

                               alt126=1;

                           }

                           else if ( (LA126_112==COLON) ) {

                               alt126=2;

                           }

                           else {

                               if (state.backtracking>0) {state.failed=true; return retval;}

                               NoViableAltException nvae =

                                   new NoViableAltException("", 126, 112, input);

                               throw nvae;

                           }

                           }

                           break;

                       case TYPEOF:

                           {

                           int LA126_113 = input.LA(3);

                           if ( ((LA126_113>=IN_SET && LA126_113<=REGEXP)||(LA126_113>=OR_EXPR &&

LA126_113<=NOT_EXPR)||LA126_113==IS||LA126_113==LBRACK||LA126_113==LPAREN||LA126_113==R

CURLY||(LA126_113>=COMMA && LA126_113<=STAR)||(LA126_113>=LT &&

LA126_113<=PLUS)||(LA126_113>=BAND && LA126_113<=MOD)||LA126_113==ESCAPECHAR) ) {

                               alt126=1;

                           }

                           else if ( (LA126_113==COLON) ) {

                               alt126=2;

                           }

                           else {

                               if (state.backtracking>0) {state.failed=true; return retval;}

                               NoViableAltException nvae =

                                   new NoViableAltException("", 126, 113, input);

                               throw nvae;

                           }

                           }
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                           break;

                       case CAST:

                           {

                           int LA126_114 = input.LA(3);

                           if ( ((LA126_114>=IN_SET && LA126_114<=REGEXP)||(LA126_114>=OR_EXPR &&

LA126_114<=NOT_EXPR)||LA126_114==IS||LA126_114==LBRACK||LA126_114==LPAREN||LA126_114==R

CURLY||(LA126_114>=COMMA && LA126_114<=STAR)||(LA126_114>=LT &&

LA126_114<=PLUS)||(LA126_114>=BAND && LA126_114<=MOD)||LA126_114==ESCAPECHAR) ) {

                               alt126=1;

                           }

                           else if ( (LA126_114==COLON) ) {

                               alt126=2;

                           }

                           else {

                               if (state.backtracking>0) {state.failed=true; return retval;}

                               NoViableAltException nvae =

                                   new NoViableAltException("", 126, 114, input);

                               throw nvae;

                           }

                           }

                           break;

                       case SNAPSHOT:

                           {

                           int LA126_115 = input.LA(3);

                           if ( (LA126_115==COLON) ) {

                               alt126=2;

                           }

                           else if ( ((LA126_115>=IN_SET && LA126_115<=REGEXP)||(LA126_115>=OR_EXPR &&

LA126_115<=NOT_EXPR)||LA126_115==IS||LA126_115==LBRACK||LA126_115==LPAREN||LA126_115==R

CURLY||(LA126_115>=COMMA && LA126_115<=STAR)||(LA126_115>=LT &&

LA126_115<=PLUS)||(LA126_115>=BAND && LA126_115<=MOD)||LA126_115==ESCAPECHAR) ) {

                               alt126=1;

                           }

                           else {

                               if (state.backtracking>0) {state.failed=true; return retval;}

                               NoViableAltException nvae =

                                   new NoViableAltException("", 126, 115, input);

                               throw nvae;

                           }

                           }

                           break;

                       case VARIABLE:

                           {

                           int LA126_116 = input.LA(3);

                           if ( ((LA126_116>=IN_SET && LA126_116<=REGEXP)||(LA126_116>=OR_EXPR &&

LA126_116<=NOT_EXPR)||LA126_116==IS||LA126_116==LBRACK||LA126_116==LPAREN||LA126_116==R

CURLY||(LA126_116>=COMMA && LA126_116<=STAR)||(LA126_116>=LT &&

LA126_116<=PLUS)||(LA126_116>=BAND && LA126_116<=MOD)||LA126_116==ESCAPECHAR) ) {
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                               alt126=1;

                           }

                           else if ( (LA126_116==COLON) ) {

                               alt126=2;

                           }

                           else {

                               if (state.backtracking>0) {state.failed=true; return retval;}

                               NoViableAltException nvae =

                                   new NoViableAltException("", 126, 116, input);

                               throw nvae;

                           }

                           }

                           break;

                       case INDEX:

                           {

                           int LA126_117 = input.LA(3);

                           if ( (LA126_117==COLON) ) {

                               alt126=2;

                           }

                           else if ( ((LA126_117>=IN_SET && LA126_117<=REGEXP)||(LA126_117>=OR_EXPR &&

LA126_117<=NOT_EXPR)||LA126_117==IS||LA126_117==LBRACK||LA126_117==LPAREN||LA126_117==R

CURLY||(LA126_117>=COMMA && LA126_117<=STAR)||(LA126_117>=LT &&

LA126_117<=PLUS)||(LA126_117>=BAND && LA126_117<=MOD)||LA126_117==ESCAPECHAR) ) {

                               alt126=1;

                           }

                           else {

                               if (state.backtracking>0) {state.failed=true; return retval;}

                               NoViableAltException nvae =

                                   new NoViableAltException("", 126, 117, input);

                               throw nvae;

                           }

                           }

                           break;

                       case WINDOW:

                           {

                           int LA126_118 = input.LA(3);

                           if ( ((LA126_118>=IN_SET && LA126_118<=REGEXP)||(LA126_118>=OR_EXPR &&

LA126_118<=NOT_EXPR)||LA126_118==IS||LA126_118==LBRACK||LA126_118==LPAREN||LA126_118==R

CURLY||(LA126_118>=COMMA && LA126_118<=STAR)||(LA126_118>=LT &&

LA126_118<=PLUS)||(LA126_118>=BAND && LA126_118<=MOD)||LA126_118==ESCAPECHAR) ) {

                               alt126=1;

                           }

                           else if ( (LA126_118==COLON) ) {

                               alt126=2;

                           }

                           else {

                               if (state.backtracking>0) {state.failed=true; return retval;}

                               NoViableAltException nvae =
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                                   new NoViableAltException("", 126, 118, input);

                               throw nvae;

                           }

                           }

                           break;

                       case LEFT:

                           {

                           int LA126_119 = input.LA(3);

                           if ( ((LA126_119>=IN_SET && LA126_119<=REGEXP)||(LA126_119>=OR_EXPR &&

LA126_119<=NOT_EXPR)||LA126_119==IS||LA126_119==LBRACK||LA126_119==LPAREN||LA126_119==R

CURLY||(LA126_119>=COMMA && LA126_119<=STAR)||(LA126_119>=LT &&

LA126_119<=PLUS)||(LA126_119>=BAND && LA126_119<=MOD)||LA126_119==ESCAPECHAR) ) {

                               alt126=1;

                           }

                           else if ( (LA126_119==COLON) ) {

                               alt126=2;

                           }

                           else {

                               if (state.backtracking>0) {state.failed=true; return retval;}

                               NoViableAltException nvae =

                                   new NoViableAltException("", 126, 119, input);

                               throw nvae;

                           }

                           }

                           break;

                       case RIGHT:

                           {

                           int LA126_120 = input.LA(3);

                           if ( ((LA126_120>=IN_SET && LA126_120<=REGEXP)||(LA126_120>=OR_EXPR &&

LA126_120<=NOT_EXPR)||LA126_120==IS||LA126_120==LBRACK||LA126_120==LPAREN||LA126_120==R

CURLY||(LA126_120>=COMMA && LA126_120<=STAR)||(LA126_120>=LT &&

LA126_120<=PLUS)||(LA126_120>=BAND && LA126_120<=MOD)||LA126_120==ESCAPECHAR) ) {

                               alt126=1;

                           }

                           else if ( (LA126_120==COLON) ) {

                               alt126=2;

                           }

                           else {

                               if (state.backtracking>0) {state.failed=true; return retval;}

                               NoViableAltException nvae =

                                   new NoViableAltException("", 126, 120, input);

                               throw nvae;

                           }

                           }

                           break;

                       case OUTER:

                           {

                           int LA126_121 = input.LA(3);
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                           if ( ((LA126_121>=IN_SET && LA126_121<=REGEXP)||(LA126_121>=OR_EXPR &&

LA126_121<=NOT_EXPR)||LA126_121==IS||LA126_121==LBRACK||LA126_121==LPAREN||LA126_121==R

CURLY||(LA126_121>=COMMA && LA126_121<=STAR)||(LA126_121>=LT &&

LA126_121<=PLUS)||(LA126_121>=BAND && LA126_121<=MOD)||LA126_121==ESCAPECHAR) ) {

                               alt126=1;

                           }

                           else if ( (LA126_121==COLON) ) {

                               alt126=2;

                           }

                           else {

                               if (state.backtracking>0) {state.failed=true; return retval;}

                               NoViableAltException nvae =

                                   new NoViableAltException("", 126, 121, input);

                               throw nvae;

                           }

                           }

                           break;

                       case FULL:

                           {

                           int LA126_122 = input.LA(3);

                           if ( (LA126_122==COLON) ) {

                               alt126=2;

                           }

                           else if ( ((LA126_122>=IN_SET && LA126_122<=REGEXP)||(LA126_122>=OR_EXPR &&

LA126_122<=NOT_EXPR)||LA126_122==IS||LA126_122==LBRACK||LA126_122==LPAREN||LA126_122==R

CURLY||(LA126_122>=COMMA && LA126_122<=STAR)||(LA126_122>=LT &&

LA126_122<=PLUS)||(LA126_122>=BAND && LA126_122<=MOD)||LA126_122==ESCAPECHAR) ) {

                               alt126=1;

                           }

                           else {

                               if (state.backtracking>0) {state.failed=true; return retval;}

                               NoViableAltException nvae =

                                   new NoViableAltException("", 126, 122, input);

                               throw nvae;

                           }

                           }

                           break;

                       case JOIN:

                           {

                           int LA126_123 = input.LA(3);

                           if ( ((LA126_123>=IN_SET && LA126_123<=REGEXP)||(LA126_123>=OR_EXPR &&

LA126_123<=NOT_EXPR)||LA126_123==IS||LA126_123==LBRACK||LA126_123==LPAREN||LA126_123==R

CURLY||(LA126_123>=COMMA && LA126_123<=STAR)||(LA126_123>=LT &&

LA126_123<=PLUS)||(LA126_123>=BAND && LA126_123<=MOD)||LA126_123==ESCAPECHAR) ) {

                               alt126=1;

                           }

                           else if ( (LA126_123==COLON) ) {

                               alt126=2;
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                           }

                           else {

                               if (state.backtracking>0) {state.failed=true; return retval;}

                               NoViableAltException nvae =

                                   new NoViableAltException("", 126, 123, input);

                               throw nvae;

                           }

                           }

                           break;

                       case DEFINE:

                           {

                           int LA126_124 = input.LA(3);

                           if ( ((LA126_124>=IN_SET && LA126_124<=REGEXP)||(LA126_124>=OR_EXPR &&

LA126_124<=NOT_EXPR)||LA126_124==IS||LA126_124==LBRACK||LA126_124==LPAREN||LA126_124==R

CURLY||(LA126_124>=COMMA && LA126_124<=STAR)||(LA126_124>=LT &&

LA126_124<=PLUS)||(LA126_124>=BAND && LA126_124<=MOD)||LA126_124==ESCAPECHAR) ) {

                               alt126=1;

                           }

                           else if ( (LA126_124==COLON) ) {

                               alt126=2;

                           }

                           else {

                               if (state.backtracking>0) {state.failed=true; return retval;}

                               NoViableAltException nvae =

                                   new NoViableAltException("", 126, 124, input);

                               throw nvae;

                           }

                           }

                           break;

                       case PARTITION:

                           {

                           int LA126_125 = input.LA(3);

                           if ( ((LA126_125>=IN_SET && LA126_125<=REGEXP)||(LA126_125>=OR_EXPR &&

LA126_125<=NOT_EXPR)||LA126_125==IS||LA126_125==LBRACK||LA126_125==LPAREN||LA126_125==R

CURLY||(LA126_125>=COMMA && LA126_125<=STAR)||(LA126_125>=LT &&

LA126_125<=PLUS)||(LA126_125>=BAND && LA126_125<=MOD)||LA126_125==ESCAPECHAR) ) {

                               alt126=1;

                           }

                           else if ( (LA126_125==COLON) ) {

                               alt126=2;

                           }

                           else {

                               if (state.backtracking>0) {state.failed=true; return retval;}

                               NoViableAltException nvae =

                                   new NoViableAltException("", 126, 125, input);

                               throw nvae;

                           }

                           }
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                           break;

                       case MATCHES:

                           {

                           int LA126_126 = input.LA(3);

                           if ( (LA126_126==COLON) ) {

                               alt126=2;

                           }

                           else if ( ((LA126_126>=IN_SET && LA126_126<=REGEXP)||(LA126_126>=OR_EXPR &&

LA126_126<=NOT_EXPR)||LA126_126==IS||LA126_126==LBRACK||LA126_126==LPAREN||LA126_126==R

CURLY||(LA126_126>=COMMA && LA126_126<=STAR)||(LA126_126>=LT &&

LA126_126<=PLUS)||(LA126_126>=BAND && LA126_126<=MOD)||LA126_126==ESCAPECHAR) ) {

                               alt126=1;

                           }

                           else {

                               if (state.backtracking>0) {state.failed=true; return retval;}

                               NoViableAltException nvae =

                                   new NoViableAltException("", 126, 126, input);

                               throw nvae;

                           }

                           }

                           break;

                       case CONTEXT:

                           {

                           int LA126_127 = input.LA(3);

                           if ( ((LA126_127>=IN_SET && LA126_127<=REGEXP)||(LA126_127>=OR_EXPR &&

LA126_127<=NOT_EXPR)||LA126_127==IS||LA126_127==LBRACK||LA126_127==LPAREN||LA126_127==R

CURLY||(LA126_127>=COMMA && LA126_127<=STAR)||(LA126_127>=LT &&

LA126_127<=PLUS)||(LA126_127>=BAND && LA126_127<=MOD)||LA126_127==ESCAPECHAR) ) {

                               alt126=1;

                           }

                           else if ( (LA126_127==COLON) ) {

                               alt126=2;

                           }

                           else {

                               if (state.backtracking>0) {state.failed=true; return retval;}

                               NoViableAltException nvae =

                                   new NoViableAltException("", 126, 127, input);

                               throw nvae;

                           }

                           }

                           break;

                       case FOR:

                           {

                           int LA126_128 = input.LA(3);

                           if ( ((LA126_128>=IN_SET && LA126_128<=REGEXP)||(LA126_128>=OR_EXPR &&

LA126_128<=NOT_EXPR)||LA126_128==IS||LA126_128==LBRACK||LA126_128==LPAREN||LA126_128==R

CURLY||(LA126_128>=COMMA && LA126_128<=STAR)||(LA126_128>=LT &&

LA126_128<=PLUS)||(LA126_128>=BAND && LA126_128<=MOD)||LA126_128==ESCAPECHAR) ) {
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                               alt126=1;

                           }

                           else if ( (LA126_128==COLON) ) {

                               alt126=2;

                           }

                           else {

                               if (state.backtracking>0) {state.failed=true; return retval;}

                               NoViableAltException nvae =

                                   new NoViableAltException("", 126, 128, input);

                               throw nvae;

                           }

                           }

                           break;

                       case USING:

                           {

                           int LA126_129 = input.LA(3);

                           if ( ((LA126_129>=IN_SET && LA126_129<=REGEXP)||(LA126_129>=OR_EXPR &&

LA126_129<=NOT_EXPR)||LA126_129==IS||LA126_129==LBRACK||LA126_129==LPAREN||LA126_129==R

CURLY||(LA126_129>=COMMA && LA126_129<=STAR)||(LA126_129>=LT &&

LA126_129<=PLUS)||(LA126_129>=BAND && LA126_129<=MOD)||LA126_129==ESCAPECHAR) ) {

                               alt126=1;

                           }

                           else if ( (LA126_129==COLON) ) {

                               alt126=2;

                           }

                           else {

                               if (state.backtracking>0) {state.failed=true; return retval;}

                               NoViableAltException nvae =

                                   new NoViableAltException("", 126, 129, input);

                               throw nvae;

                           }

                           }

                           break;

                       case BETWEEN:

                       case NOT_EXPR:

                       case WHERE:

                       case CASE:

                       case ISTREAM:

                       case PREVIOUSCOUNT:

                       case PREVIOUSWINDOW:

                       case EXISTS:

                       case CURRENT_TIMESTAMP:

                       case SET:

                       case BOOLEAN_TRUE:

                       case BOOLEAN_FALSE:

                       case VALUE_NULL:

                       case AFTER:

                       case NEWKW:
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                       case NUM_DOUBLE:

                       case LPAREN:

                       case LCURLY:

                       case RCURLY:

                       case QUESTION:

                       case PLUS:

                       case MINUS:

                       case NUM_INT:

                       case NUM_LONG:

                       case NUM_FLOAT:

                           {

                           alt126=1;

                           }

                           break;

                       default:

                           if (state.backtracking>0) {state.failed=true; return retval;}

                           NoViableAltException nvae =

                               new NoViableAltException("", 126, 74, input);

                           throw nvae;

                       }

                       }

                       break;

                   case LBRACK:

                       {

                       alt126=3;

                       }

                       break;

                   default:

                       if (state.backtracking>0) {state.failed=true; return retval;}

                       NoViableAltException nvae =

                           new NoViableAltException("", 126, 0, input);

                       throw nvae;

                   }

                   switch (alt126) {

                       case 1 :

                           {

                           pushFollow(FOLLOW_expression_in_gopConfig5274);

                           expression335=expression();

                           state._fsp--;

                           if (state.failed) return retval;

                           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_expression.add(expression335.getTree());

                           }

                           break;

                       case 2 :

                           {

                           pushFollow(FOLLOW_jsonobject_in_gopConfig5278);

                           jsonobject336=jsonobject();

                           state._fsp--;
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                           if (state.failed) return retval;

                           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_jsonobject.add(jsonobject336.getTree());

                           }

                           break;

                       case 3 :

                           {

                           pushFollow(FOLLOW_jsonarray_in_gopConfig5282);

                           jsonarray337=jsonarray();

                           state._fsp--;

                           if (state.failed) return retval;

                           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_jsonarray.add(jsonarray337.getTree());

                           }

                           break;

                   }

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

                   retval.tree = root_0;

                   RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_n=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token n",n);

                   RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_retval=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

retval",retval!=null?retval.tree:null);

                   root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

                   {

                       {

                       CommonTree root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

                       root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.becomeRoot((CommonTree)adaptor.create(GOPCFGITM,

"GOPCFGITM"), root_1);

                       adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_n.nextNode());

                       if ( stream_expression.hasNext() ) {

                           adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_expression.nextTree());

                       }

                       stream_expression.reset();

                       if ( stream_jsonobject.hasNext() ) {

                           adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_jsonobject.nextTree());

                       }

                       stream_jsonobject.reset();

                       if ( stream_jsonarray.hasNext() ) {

                           adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_jsonarray.nextTree());

                       }

                       stream_jsonarray.reset();

                       adaptor.addChild(root_0, root_1);

                       }

                   }

                   retval.tree = root_0;}

                   }

                   break;

           }

           retval.stop = input.LT(-1);

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           retval.tree = (CommonTree)adaptor.rulePostProcessing(root_0);
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           adaptor.setTokenBoundaries(retval.tree, retval.start, retval.stop);

           }

       }

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;

         }

       finally {

       }

       return retval;

   }

   public static class streamFilterExpression_return extends ParserRuleReturnScope {

       CommonTree tree;

       public Object getTree() { return tree; }

   };

   public final EsperEPL2GrammarParser.streamFilterExpression_return streamFilterExpression() throws

RecognitionException {

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.streamFilterExpression_return retval = new

EsperEPL2GrammarParser.streamFilterExpression_return();

       retval.start = input.LT(1);

       CommonTree root_0 = null;

       Token IDENT338=null;

       Token DOT339=null;

       Token DOT341=null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.viewExpression_return viewExpression340 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.viewExpression_return viewExpression342 = null;

       CommonTree IDENT338_tree=null;

       CommonTree DOT339_tree=null;

       CommonTree DOT341_tree=null;

       try {

           {

           root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

           IDENT338=(Token)match(input,IDENT,FOLLOW_IDENT_in_streamFilterExpression5315); if

(state.failed) return retval;

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           IDENT338_tree = (CommonTree)adaptor.create(IDENT338);

           adaptor.addChild(root_0, IDENT338_tree);

           }

           int alt129=2;

           int LA129_0 = input.LA(1);

           if ( (LA129_0==DOT) ) {

               alt129=1;

           }

           switch (alt129) {

               case 1 :

                   {

                   DOT339=(Token)match(input,DOT,FOLLOW_DOT_in_streamFilterExpression5318); if (state.failed)

return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {
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                   DOT339_tree = (CommonTree)adaptor.create(DOT339);

                   adaptor.addChild(root_0, DOT339_tree);

                   }

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_viewExpression_in_streamFilterExpression5320);

                   viewExpression340=viewExpression();

                   state._fsp--;

                   if (state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) adaptor.addChild(root_0, viewExpression340.getTree());

                   loop128:

                   do {

                       int alt128=2;

                       int LA128_0 = input.LA(1);

                       if ( (LA128_0==DOT) ) {

                           alt128=1;

                       }

                       switch (alt128) {

                   	case 1 :

                   	    {

                   	    DOT341=(Token)match(input,DOT,FOLLOW_DOT_in_streamFilterExpression5323); if

(state.failed) return retval;

                   	    if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

                   	    DOT341_tree = (CommonTree)adaptor.create(DOT341);

                   	    adaptor.addChild(root_0, DOT341_tree);

                   	    }

                   	    pushFollow(FOLLOW_viewExpression_in_streamFilterExpression5325);

                   	    viewExpression342=viewExpression();

                   	    state._fsp--;

                   	    if (state.failed) return retval;

                   	    if ( state.backtracking==0 ) adaptor.addChild(root_0, viewExpression342.getTree());

                   	    }

                   	    break;

                   	default :

                   	    break loop128;

                       }

                   } while (true);

                   }

                   break;

           }

           }

           retval.stop = input.LT(-1);

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           retval.tree = (CommonTree)adaptor.rulePostProcessing(root_0);

           adaptor.setTokenBoundaries(retval.tree, retval.start, retval.stop);

           }

       }

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;

         }
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       finally {

       }

       return retval;

   }

   public static class createContextExpr_return extends ParserRuleReturnScope {

       CommonTree tree;

       public Object getTree() { return tree; }

   };

   public final EsperEPL2GrammarParser.createContextExpr_return createContextExpr() throws

RecognitionException {

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.createContextExpr_return retval = new

EsperEPL2GrammarParser.createContextExpr_return();

       retval.start = input.LT(1);

       CommonTree root_0 = null;

       Token name=null;

       Token CREATE343=null;

       Token CONTEXT344=null;

       Token AS345=null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.createContextDetail_return createContextDetail346 = null;

       CommonTree name_tree=null;

       CommonTree CREATE343_tree=null;

       CommonTree CONTEXT344_tree=null;

       CommonTree AS345_tree=null;

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_AS=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token AS");

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_IDENT=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token IDENT");

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_CREATE=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token CREATE");

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_CONTEXT=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token CONTEXT");

       RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_createContextDetail=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

createContextDetail");

       try {

           {

           CREATE343=(Token)match(input,CREATE,FOLLOW_CREATE_in_createContextExpr5341); if

(state.failed) return retval;

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_CREATE.add(CREATE343);

           CONTEXT344=(Token)match(input,CONTEXT,FOLLOW_CONTEXT_in_createContextExpr5343); if

(state.failed) return retval;

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_CONTEXT.add(CONTEXT344);

           name=(Token)match(input,IDENT,FOLLOW_IDENT_in_createContextExpr5347); if (state.failed) return

retval;

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_IDENT.add(name);

           int alt130=2;

           int LA130_0 = input.LA(1);

           if ( (LA130_0==AS) ) {

               alt130=1;

           }

           switch (alt130) {

               case 1 :

                   {
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                   AS345=(Token)match(input,AS,FOLLOW_AS_in_createContextExpr5349); if (state.failed) return

retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_AS.add(AS345);

                   }

                   break;

           }

           pushFollow(FOLLOW_createContextDetail_in_createContextExpr5352);

           createContextDetail346=createContextDetail();

           state._fsp--;

           if (state.failed) return retval;

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_createContextDetail.add(createContextDetail346.getTree());

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           retval.tree = root_0;

           RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_name=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token name",name);

           RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_retval=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

retval",retval!=null?retval.tree:null);

           root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

           {

               {

               CommonTree root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

               root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.becomeRoot((CommonTree)adaptor.create(CREATE_CTX,

"CREATE_CTX"), root_1);

               adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_name.nextNode());

               adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_createContextDetail.nextTree());

               adaptor.addChild(root_0, root_1);

               }

           }

           retval.tree = root_0;}

           }

           retval.stop = input.LT(-1);

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           retval.tree = (CommonTree)adaptor.rulePostProcessing(root_0);

           adaptor.setTokenBoundaries(retval.tree, retval.start, retval.stop);

           }

       }

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;

         }

       finally {

       }

       return retval;

   }

   public static class createExpressionExpr_return extends ParserRuleReturnScope {

       CommonTree tree;

       public Object getTree() { return tree; }

   };

   public final EsperEPL2GrammarParser.createExpressionExpr_return createExpressionExpr() throws

RecognitionException {
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       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.createExpressionExpr_return retval = new

EsperEPL2GrammarParser.createExpressionExpr_return();

       retval.start = input.LT(1);

       CommonTree root_0 = null;

       Token CREATE347=null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.expressionDecl_return expressionDecl348 = null;

       CommonTree CREATE347_tree=null;

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_CREATE=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token CREATE");

       RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_expressionDecl=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

expressionDecl");

       try {

           {

           CREATE347=(Token)match(input,CREATE,FOLLOW_CREATE_in_createExpressionExpr5377); if

(state.failed) return retval;

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_CREATE.add(CREATE347);

           pushFollow(FOLLOW_expressionDecl_in_createExpressionExpr5379);

           expressionDecl348=expressionDecl();

           state._fsp--;

           if (state.failed) return retval;

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_expressionDecl.add(expressionDecl348.getTree());

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           retval.tree = root_0;

           RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_retval=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

retval",retval!=null?retval.tree:null);

           root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

           {

               {

               CommonTree root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

               root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.becomeRoot((CommonTree)adaptor.create(CREATE_EXPR,

"CREATE_EXPR"), root_1);

               adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_expressionDecl.nextTree());

               adaptor.addChild(root_0, root_1);

               }

           }

           retval.tree = root_0;}

           }

           retval.stop = input.LT(-1);

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           retval.tree = (CommonTree)adaptor.rulePostProcessing(root_0);

           adaptor.setTokenBoundaries(retval.tree, retval.start, retval.stop);

           }

       }

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;

         }

       finally {

       }

       return retval;
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   }

   public static class createContextDetail_return extends ParserRuleReturnScope {

       CommonTree tree;

       public Object getTree() { return tree; }

   };

   public final EsperEPL2GrammarParser.createContextDetail_return createContextDetail() throws

RecognitionException {

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.createContextDetail_return retval = new

EsperEPL2GrammarParser.createContextDetail_return();

       retval.start = input.LT(1);

       CommonTree root_0 = null;

       Token COMMA351=null;

       Token COMMA353=null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.createContextChoice_return createContextChoice349 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.contextContextNested_return contextContextNested350 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.contextContextNested_return contextContextNested352 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.contextContextNested_return contextContextNested354 = null;

       CommonTree COMMA351_tree=null;

       CommonTree COMMA353_tree=null;

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_COMMA=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token COMMA");

       RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_contextContextNested=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

contextContextNested");

       try {

           int alt132=2;

           int LA132_0 = input.LA(1);

           if (

(LA132_0==COALESCE||LA132_0==GROUP||LA132_0==PARTITION||LA132_0==START||LA132_0==INITIA

TED) ) {

               alt132=1;

           }

           else if ( (LA132_0==CONTEXT) ) {

               alt132=2;

           }

           else {

               if (state.backtracking>0) {state.failed=true; return retval;}

               NoViableAltException nvae =

                   new NoViableAltException("", 132, 0, input);

               throw nvae;

           }

           switch (alt132) {

               case 1 :

                   {

                   root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_createContextChoice_in_createContextDetail5400);

                   createContextChoice349=createContextChoice();

                   state._fsp--;

                   if (state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) adaptor.addChild(root_0, createContextChoice349.getTree());
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                   }

                   break;

               case 2 :

                   {

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_contextContextNested_in_createContextDetail5405);

                   contextContextNested350=contextContextNested();

                   state._fsp--;

                   if (state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_contextContextNested.add(contextContextNested350.getTree());

                   COMMA351=(Token)match(input,COMMA,FOLLOW_COMMA_in_createContextDetail5407); if

(state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_COMMA.add(COMMA351);

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_contextContextNested_in_createContextDetail5409);

                   contextContextNested352=contextContextNested();

                   state._fsp--;

                   if (state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_contextContextNested.add(contextContextNested352.getTree());

                   loop131:

                   do {

                       int alt131=2;

                       int LA131_0 = input.LA(1);

                       if ( (LA131_0==COMMA) ) {

                           alt131=1;

                       }

                       switch (alt131) {

                   	case 1 :

                   	    {

                   	    COMMA353=(Token)match(input,COMMA,FOLLOW_COMMA_in_createContextDetail5412); if

(state.failed) return retval;

                   	    if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_COMMA.add(COMMA353);

                   	    pushFollow(FOLLOW_contextContextNested_in_createContextDetail5414);

                   	    contextContextNested354=contextContextNested();

                   	    state._fsp--;

                   	    if (state.failed) return retval;

                   	    if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_contextContextNested.add(contextContextNested354.getTree());

                   	    }

                   	    break;

                   	default :

                   	    break loop131;

                       }

                   } while (true);

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

                   retval.tree = root_0;

                   RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_retval=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

retval",retval!=null?retval.tree:null);

                   root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

                   {

                       {
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                       CommonTree root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

                       root_1 =

(CommonTree)adaptor.becomeRoot((CommonTree)adaptor.create(CREATE_CTX_NESTED,

"CREATE_CTX_NESTED"), root_1);

                       if ( !(stream_contextContextNested.hasNext()) ) {

                           throw new RewriteEarlyExitException();

                       }

                       while ( stream_contextContextNested.hasNext() ) {

                           adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_contextContextNested.nextTree());

                       }

                       stream_contextContextNested.reset();

                       adaptor.addChild(root_0, root_1);

                       }

                   }

                   retval.tree = root_0;}

                   }

                   break;

           }

           retval.stop = input.LT(-1);

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           retval.tree = (CommonTree)adaptor.rulePostProcessing(root_0);

           adaptor.setTokenBoundaries(retval.tree, retval.start, retval.stop);

           }

       }

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;

         }

       finally {

       }

       return retval;

   }

   public static class contextContextNested_return extends ParserRuleReturnScope {

       CommonTree tree;

       public Object getTree() { return tree; }

   };

   public final EsperEPL2GrammarParser.contextContextNested_return contextContextNested() throws

RecognitionException {

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.contextContextNested_return retval = new

EsperEPL2GrammarParser.contextContextNested_return();

       retval.start = input.LT(1);

       CommonTree root_0 = null;

       Token name=null;

       Token CONTEXT355=null;

       Token AS356=null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.createContextChoice_return createContextChoice357 = null;

       CommonTree name_tree=null;

       CommonTree CONTEXT355_tree=null;

       CommonTree AS356_tree=null;
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       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_AS=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token AS");

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_IDENT=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token IDENT");

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_CONTEXT=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token CONTEXT");

       RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_createContextChoice=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

createContextChoice");

       try {

           {

           CONTEXT355=(Token)match(input,CONTEXT,FOLLOW_CONTEXT_in_contextContextNested5440); if

(state.failed) return retval;

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_CONTEXT.add(CONTEXT355);

           name=(Token)match(input,IDENT,FOLLOW_IDENT_in_contextContextNested5444); if (state.failed) return

retval;

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_IDENT.add(name);

           int alt133=2;

           int LA133_0 = input.LA(1);

           if ( (LA133_0==AS) ) {

               alt133=1;

           }

           switch (alt133) {

               case 1 :

                   {

                   AS356=(Token)match(input,AS,FOLLOW_AS_in_contextContextNested5446); if (state.failed) return

retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_AS.add(AS356);

                   }

                   break;

           }

           pushFollow(FOLLOW_createContextChoice_in_contextContextNested5449);

           createContextChoice357=createContextChoice();

           state._fsp--;

           if (state.failed) return retval;

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_createContextChoice.add(createContextChoice357.getTree());

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           retval.tree = root_0;

           RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_name=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token name",name);

           RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_retval=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

retval",retval!=null?retval.tree:null);

           root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

           {

               {

               CommonTree root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

               root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.becomeRoot((CommonTree)adaptor.create(CREATE_CTX,

"CREATE_CTX"), root_1);

               adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_name.nextNode());

               adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_createContextChoice.nextTree());

               adaptor.addChild(root_0, root_1);

               }

           }
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           retval.tree = root_0;}

           }

           retval.stop = input.LT(-1);

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           retval.tree = (CommonTree)adaptor.rulePostProcessing(root_0);

           adaptor.setTokenBoundaries(retval.tree, retval.start, retval.stop);

           }

       }

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;

         }

       finally {

       }

       return retval;

   }

   public static class createContextChoice_return extends ParserRuleReturnScope {

       CommonTree tree;

       public Object getTree() { return tree; }

   };

   public final EsperEPL2GrammarParser.createContextChoice_return createContextChoice() throws

RecognitionException {

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.createContextChoice_return retval = new

EsperEPL2GrammarParser.createContextChoice_return();

       retval.start = input.LT(1);

       CommonTree root_0 = null;

       Token i=null;

       Token g=null;

       Token p=null;

       Token START358=null;

       Token ATCHAR359=null;

       Token END361=null;

       Token INITIATED363=null;

       Token BY364=null;

       Token ATCHAR365=null;

       Token AND_EXPR366=null;

       Token TERMINATED368=null;

       Token BY369=null;

       Token PARTITION371=null;

       Token BY372=null;

       Token COMMA374=null;

       Token COMMA377=null;

       Token FROM379=null;

       Token COALESCE381=null;

       Token BY382=null;

       Token COMMA384=null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.createContextRangePoint_return createContextRangePoint360 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.createContextRangePoint_return createContextRangePoint362 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.createContextRangePoint_return createContextRangePoint367 = null;
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       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.createContextRangePoint_return createContextRangePoint370 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.createContextPartitionItem_return createContextPartitionItem373 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.createContextPartitionItem_return createContextPartitionItem375 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.createContextGroupItem_return createContextGroupItem376 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.createContextGroupItem_return createContextGroupItem378 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.eventFilterExpression_return eventFilterExpression380 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.createContextCoalesceItem_return createContextCoalesceItem383 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.createContextCoalesceItem_return createContextCoalesceItem385 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.number_return number386 = null;

       CommonTree i_tree=null;

       CommonTree g_tree=null;

       CommonTree p_tree=null;

       CommonTree START358_tree=null;

       CommonTree ATCHAR359_tree=null;

       CommonTree END361_tree=null;

       CommonTree INITIATED363_tree=null;

       CommonTree BY364_tree=null;

       CommonTree ATCHAR365_tree=null;

       CommonTree AND_EXPR366_tree=null;

       CommonTree TERMINATED368_tree=null;

       CommonTree BY369_tree=null;

       CommonTree PARTITION371_tree=null;

       CommonTree BY372_tree=null;

       CommonTree COMMA374_tree=null;

       CommonTree COMMA377_tree=null;

       CommonTree FROM379_tree=null;

       CommonTree COALESCE381_tree=null;

       CommonTree BY382_tree=null;

       CommonTree COMMA384_tree=null;

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_AND_EXPR=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token AND_EXPR");

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_ATCHAR=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token ATCHAR");

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_INITIATED=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token INITIATED");

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_BY=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token BY");

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_START=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token START");

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_IDENT=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token IDENT");

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_COALESCE=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token COALESCE");

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_FROM=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token FROM");

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_END=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token END");

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_COMMA=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token COMMA");

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_TERMINATED=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token

TERMINATED");

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_PARTITION=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token PARTITION");

       RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_createContextRangePoint=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

createContextRangePoint");

       RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_createContextPartitionItem=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

createContextPartitionItem");

       RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_createContextCoalesceItem=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

createContextCoalesceItem");
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       RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_eventFilterExpression=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

eventFilterExpression");

       RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_number=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule number");

       RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_createContextGroupItem=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

createContextGroupItem");

       try {

           int alt144=5;

           switch ( input.LA(1) ) {

           case START:

               {

               alt144=1;

               }

               break;

           case INITIATED:

               {

               alt144=2;

               }

               break;

           case PARTITION:

               {

               alt144=3;

               }

               break;

           case GROUP:

               {

               alt144=4;

               }

               break;

           case COALESCE:

               {

               alt144=5;

               }

               break;

           default:

               if (state.backtracking>0) {state.failed=true; return retval;}

               NoViableAltException nvae =

                   new NoViableAltException("", 144, 0, input);

               throw nvae;

           }

           switch (alt144) {

               case 1 :

                   {

                   START358=(Token)match(input,START,FOLLOW_START_in_createContextChoice5474); if

(state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_START.add(START358);

                   int alt134=2;

                   int LA134_0 = input.LA(1);

                   if ( (LA134_0==ATCHAR) ) {
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                       alt134=1;

                   }

                   else if ( (LA134_0==EVENTS||LA134_0==PATTERN||LA134_0==AFTER||(LA134_0>=IDENT &&

LA134_0<=LPAREN)||LA134_0==TICKED_STRING_LITERAL) ) {

                       alt134=2;

                   }

                   else {

                       if (state.backtracking>0) {state.failed=true; return retval;}

                       NoViableAltException nvae =

                           new NoViableAltException("", 134, 0, input);

                       throw nvae;

                   }

                   switch (alt134) {

                       case 1 :

                           {

ATCHAR359=(Token)match(input,ATCHAR,FOLLOW_ATCHAR_in_createContextChoice5477); if (state.failed) 

return retval;

                           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_ATCHAR.add(ATCHAR359);

                           i=(Token)match(input,IDENT,FOLLOW_IDENT_in_createContextChoice5481); if (state.failed)

return retval;

                           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_IDENT.add(i);

                           }

                           break;

                       case 2 :

                           {

                           pushFollow(FOLLOW_createContextRangePoint_in_createContextChoice5485);

                           createContextRangePoint360=createContextRangePoint();

                           state._fsp--;

                           if (state.failed) return retval;

                           if ( state.backtracking==0 )

stream_createContextRangePoint.add(createContextRangePoint360.getTree());

                           }

                           break;

                   }

                   END361=(Token)match(input,END,FOLLOW_END_in_createContextChoice5488); if (state.failed)

return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_END.add(END361);

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_createContextRangePoint_in_createContextChoice5490);

                   createContextRangePoint362=createContextRangePoint();

                   state._fsp--;

                   if (state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 )

stream_createContextRangePoint.add(createContextRangePoint362.getTree());

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

                   retval.tree = root_0;

                   RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_i=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token i",i);

                   RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_retval=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

retval",retval!=null?retval.tree:null);
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                   root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

                   {

                       {

                       CommonTree root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

                       root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.becomeRoot((CommonTree)adaptor.create(CREATE_CTX_FIXED,

"CREATE_CTX_FIXED"), root_1);

                       if ( stream_i.hasNext() ) {

                           adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_i.nextNode());

                       }

                       stream_i.reset();

                       if ( !(stream_createContextRangePoint.hasNext()) ) {

                           throw new RewriteEarlyExitException();

                       }

                       while ( stream_createContextRangePoint.hasNext() ) {

                           adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_createContextRangePoint.nextTree());

                       }

                       stream_createContextRangePoint.reset();

                       adaptor.addChild(root_0, root_1);

                       }

                   }

                   retval.tree = root_0;}

                   }

                   break;

               case 2 :

                   {

INITIATED363=(Token)match(input,INITIATED,FOLLOW_INITIATED_in_createContextChoice5510); if (state.

failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_INITIATED.add(INITIATED363);

                   int alt135=2;

                   int LA135_0 = input.LA(1);

                   if ( (LA135_0==BY) ) {

                       alt135=1;

                   }

                   switch (alt135) {

                       case 1 :

                           {

                           BY364=(Token)match(input,BY,FOLLOW_BY_in_createContextChoice5513); if (state.failed)

return retval;

                           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_BY.add(BY364);

                           }

                           break;

                   }

                   int alt136=2;

                   int LA136_0 = input.LA(1);

                   if ( (LA136_0==ATCHAR) ) {

                       alt136=1;

                   }

                   switch (alt136) {
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                       case 1 :

                           {

ATCHAR365=(Token)match(input,ATCHAR,FOLLOW_ATCHAR_in_createContextChoice5518); if (state.failed) 

return retval;

                           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_ATCHAR.add(ATCHAR365);

                           i=(Token)match(input,IDENT,FOLLOW_IDENT_in_createContextChoice5522); if (state.failed)

return retval;

                           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_IDENT.add(i);

AND_EXPR366=(Token)match(input,AND_EXPR,FOLLOW_AND_EXPR_in_createContextChoice5524); if (stat

e.failed) return retval;

                           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_AND_EXPR.add(AND_EXPR366);

                           }

                           break;

                   }

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_createContextRangePoint_in_createContextChoice5528);

                   createContextRangePoint367=createContextRangePoint();

                   state._fsp--;

                   if (state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 )

stream_createContextRangePoint.add(createContextRangePoint367.getTree());

TERMINATED368=(Token)match(input,TERMINATED,FOLLOW_TERMINATED_in_createContextChoice553

0); if (state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_TERMINATED.add(TERMINATED368);

                   int alt137=2;

                   int LA137_0 = input.LA(1);

                   if ( (LA137_0==BY) ) {

                       alt137=1;

                   }

                   switch (alt137) {

                       case 1 :

                           {

                           BY369=(Token)match(input,BY,FOLLOW_BY_in_createContextChoice5533); if (state.failed)

return retval;

                           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_BY.add(BY369);

                           }

                           break;

                   }

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_createContextRangePoint_in_createContextChoice5537);

                   createContextRangePoint370=createContextRangePoint();

                   state._fsp--;

                   if (state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 )

stream_createContextRangePoint.add(createContextRangePoint370.getTree());

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

                   retval.tree = root_0;

                   RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_i=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token i",i);

                   RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_retval=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

retval",retval!=null?retval.tree:null);
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                   root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

                   {

                       {

                       CommonTree root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

                       root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.becomeRoot((CommonTree)adaptor.create(CREATE_CTX_INIT,

"CREATE_CTX_INIT"), root_1);

                       adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_createContextRangePoint.nextTree());

                       adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_createContextRangePoint.nextTree());

                       if ( stream_i.hasNext() ) {

                           adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_i.nextNode());

                       }

                       stream_i.reset();

                       adaptor.addChild(root_0, root_1);

                       }

                   }

                   retval.tree = root_0;}

                   }

                   break;

               case 3 :

                   {

PARTITION371=(Token)match(input,PARTITION,FOLLOW_PARTITION_in_createContextChoice5558); if (stat

e.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_PARTITION.add(PARTITION371);

                   int alt138=2;

                   int LA138_0 = input.LA(1);

                   if ( (LA138_0==BY) ) {

                       alt138=1;

                   }

                   switch (alt138) {

                       case 1 :

                           {

                           BY372=(Token)match(input,BY,FOLLOW_BY_in_createContextChoice5561); if (state.failed)

return retval;

                           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_BY.add(BY372);

                           }

                           break;

                   }

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_createContextPartitionItem_in_createContextChoice5565);

                   createContextPartitionItem373=createContextPartitionItem();

                   state._fsp--;

                   if (state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 )

stream_createContextPartitionItem.add(createContextPartitionItem373.getTree());

                   loop139:

                   do {

                       int alt139=2;

                       int LA139_0 = input.LA(1);

                       if ( (LA139_0==COMMA) ) {
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                           int LA139_3 = input.LA(2);

                           if ( (LA139_3==CONTEXT) ) {

                               int LA139_4 = input.LA(3);

                               if (

(LA139_4==AND_EXPR||LA139_4==FROM||LA139_4==LBRACK||LA139_4==LPAREN||(LA139_4>=COMM

A && LA139_4<=DOT)||LA139_4==QUESTION||LA139_4==ESCAPECHAR) ) {

                                   alt139=1;

                               }

                           }

                           else if (

(LA139_3==WINDOW||LA139_3==ESCAPE||LA139_3==EVERY_EXPR||(LA139_3>=SUM &&

LA139_3<=COUNT)||LA139_3==OUTER||(LA139_3>=JOIN && LA139_3<=FULL)||(LA139_3>=EVENTS &&

LA139_3<=LAST)||(LA139_3>=UNIDIRECTIONAL &&

LA139_3<=PREVIOUSTAIL)||LA139_3==PRIOR||(LA139_3>=WEEKDAY &&

LA139_3<=CAST)||LA139_3==SNAPSHOT||(LA139_3>=VARIABLE &&

LA139_3<=INDEX)||(LA139_3>=DEFINE && LA139_3<=MATCHES)||(LA139_3>=FOR &&

LA139_3<=MATCHED)||LA139_3==IDENT||LA139_3==TICKED_STRING_LITERAL) ) {

                               alt139=1;

                           }

                       }

                       switch (alt139) {

                   	case 1 :

                   	    {

                   	    COMMA374=(Token)match(input,COMMA,FOLLOW_COMMA_in_createContextChoice5568); if

(state.failed) return retval;

                   	    if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_COMMA.add(COMMA374);

                   	    pushFollow(FOLLOW_createContextPartitionItem_in_createContextChoice5570);

                   	    createContextPartitionItem375=createContextPartitionItem();

                   	    state._fsp--;

                   	    if (state.failed) return retval;

                   	    if ( state.backtracking==0 )

stream_createContextPartitionItem.add(createContextPartitionItem375.getTree());

                   	    }

                   	    break;

                   	default :

                   	    break loop139;

                       }

                   } while (true);

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

                   retval.tree = root_0;

                   RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_retval=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

retval",retval!=null?retval.tree:null);

                   root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

                   {

                       {

                       CommonTree root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

                       root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.becomeRoot((CommonTree)adaptor.create(CREATE_CTX_PART,

"CREATE_CTX_PART"), root_1);
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                       if ( !(stream_createContextPartitionItem.hasNext()) ) {

                           throw new RewriteEarlyExitException();

                       }

                       while ( stream_createContextPartitionItem.hasNext() ) {

                           adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_createContextPartitionItem.nextTree());

                       }

                       stream_createContextPartitionItem.reset();

                       adaptor.addChild(root_0, root_1);

                       }

                   }

                   retval.tree = root_0;}

                   }

                   break;

               case 4 :

                   {

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_createContextGroupItem_in_createContextChoice5589);

                   createContextGroupItem376=createContextGroupItem();

                   state._fsp--;

                   if (state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 )

stream_createContextGroupItem.add(createContextGroupItem376.getTree());

                   loop140:

                   do {

                       int alt140=2;

                       int LA140_0 = input.LA(1);

                       if ( (LA140_0==COMMA) ) {

                           alt140=1;

                       }

                       switch (alt140) {

                   	case 1 :

                   	    {

                   	    COMMA377=(Token)match(input,COMMA,FOLLOW_COMMA_in_createContextChoice5592); if

(state.failed) return retval;

                   	    if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_COMMA.add(COMMA377);

                   	    pushFollow(FOLLOW_createContextGroupItem_in_createContextChoice5594);

                   	    createContextGroupItem378=createContextGroupItem();

                   	    state._fsp--;

                   	    if (state.failed) return retval;

                   	    if ( state.backtracking==0 )

stream_createContextGroupItem.add(createContextGroupItem378.getTree());

                   	    }

                   	    break;

                   	default :

                   	    break loop140;

                       }

                   } while (true);

                   FROM379=(Token)match(input,FROM,FOLLOW_FROM_in_createContextChoice5598); if

(state.failed) return retval;
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                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_FROM.add(FROM379);

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_eventFilterExpression_in_createContextChoice5600);

                   eventFilterExpression380=eventFilterExpression();

                   state._fsp--;

                   if (state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_eventFilterExpression.add(eventFilterExpression380.getTree());

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

                   retval.tree = root_0;

                   RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_retval=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

retval",retval!=null?retval.tree:null);

                   root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

                   {

                       {

                       CommonTree root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

                       root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.becomeRoot((CommonTree)adaptor.create(CREATE_CTX_CAT,

"CREATE_CTX_CAT"), root_1);

                       if ( !(stream_createContextGroupItem.hasNext()) ) {

                           throw new RewriteEarlyExitException();

                       }

                       while ( stream_createContextGroupItem.hasNext() ) {

                           adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_createContextGroupItem.nextTree());

                       }

                       stream_createContextGroupItem.reset();

                       adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_eventFilterExpression.nextTree());

                       adaptor.addChild(root_0, root_1);

                       }

                   }

                   retval.tree = root_0;}

                   }

                   break;

               case 5 :

                   {

COALESCE381=(Token)match(input,COALESCE,FOLLOW_COALESCE_in_createContextChoice5618); if (stat

e.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_COALESCE.add(COALESCE381);

                   int alt141=2;

                   int LA141_0 = input.LA(1);

                   if ( (LA141_0==BY) ) {

                       alt141=1;

                   }

                   switch (alt141) {

                       case 1 :

                           {

                           BY382=(Token)match(input,BY,FOLLOW_BY_in_createContextChoice5621); if (state.failed)

return retval;

                           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_BY.add(BY382);

                           }

                           break;
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                   }

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_createContextCoalesceItem_in_createContextChoice5625);

                   createContextCoalesceItem383=createContextCoalesceItem();

                   state._fsp--;

                   if (state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 )

stream_createContextCoalesceItem.add(createContextCoalesceItem383.getTree());

                   loop142:

                   do {

                       int alt142=2;

                       int LA142_0 = input.LA(1);

                       if ( (LA142_0==COMMA) ) {

                           alt142=1;

                       }

                       switch (alt142) {

                   	case 1 :

                   	    {

                   	    COMMA384=(Token)match(input,COMMA,FOLLOW_COMMA_in_createContextChoice5628); if

(state.failed) return retval;

                   	    if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_COMMA.add(COMMA384);

                   	    pushFollow(FOLLOW_createContextCoalesceItem_in_createContextChoice5630);

                   	    createContextCoalesceItem385=createContextCoalesceItem();

                   	    state._fsp--;

                   	    if (state.failed) return retval;

                   	    if ( state.backtracking==0 )

stream_createContextCoalesceItem.add(createContextCoalesceItem385.getTree());

                   	    }

                   	    break;

                   	default :

                   	    break loop142;

                       }

                   } while (true);

                   g=(Token)match(input,IDENT,FOLLOW_IDENT_in_createContextChoice5636); if (state.failed) return

retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_IDENT.add(g);

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_number_in_createContextChoice5638);

                   number386=number();

                   state._fsp--;

                   if (state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_number.add(number386.getTree());

                   int alt143=2;

                   int LA143_0 = input.LA(1);

                   if ( (LA143_0==IDENT) ) {

                       alt143=1;

                   }

                   switch (alt143) {

                       case 1 :

                           {
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                           p=(Token)match(input,IDENT,FOLLOW_IDENT_in_createContextChoice5643); if (state.failed)

return retval;

                           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_IDENT.add(p);

                           }

                           break;

                   }

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

                   retval.tree = root_0;

                   RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_g=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token g",g);

                   RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_p=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token p",p);

                   RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_retval=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

retval",retval!=null?retval.tree:null);

                   root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

                   {

                       {

                       CommonTree root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

                       root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.becomeRoot((CommonTree)adaptor.create(CREATE_CTX_COAL,

"CREATE_CTX_COAL"), root_1);

                       if ( !(stream_createContextCoalesceItem.hasNext()) ) {

                           throw new RewriteEarlyExitException();

                       }

                       while ( stream_createContextCoalesceItem.hasNext() ) {

                           adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_createContextCoalesceItem.nextTree());

                       }

                       stream_createContextCoalesceItem.reset();

                       adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_g.nextNode());

                       adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_number.nextTree());

                       if ( stream_p.hasNext() ) {

                           adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_p.nextNode());

                       }

                       stream_p.reset();

                       adaptor.addChild(root_0, root_1);

                       }

                   }

                   retval.tree = root_0;}

                   }

                   break;

           }

           retval.stop = input.LT(-1);

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           retval.tree = (CommonTree)adaptor.rulePostProcessing(root_0);

           adaptor.setTokenBoundaries(retval.tree, retval.start, retval.stop);

           }

       }

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;

         }

       finally {
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       }

       return retval;

   }

   public static class createContextRangePoint_return extends ParserRuleReturnScope {

       CommonTree tree;

       public Object getTree() { return tree; }

   };

   public final EsperEPL2GrammarParser.createContextRangePoint_return createContextRangePoint() throws

RecognitionException {

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.createContextRangePoint_return retval = new

EsperEPL2GrammarParser.createContextRangePoint_return();

       retval.start = input.LT(1);

       CommonTree root_0 = null;

       Token i=null;

       Token ATCHAR389=null;

       Token AFTER391=null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.createContextFilter_return createContextFilter387 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.patternInclusionExpression_return patternInclusionExpression388 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.crontabLimitParameterSet_return crontabLimitParameterSet390 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.timePeriod_return timePeriod392 = null;

       CommonTree i_tree=null;

       CommonTree ATCHAR389_tree=null;

       CommonTree AFTER391_tree=null;

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_ATCHAR=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token ATCHAR");

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_IDENT=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token IDENT");

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_AFTER=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token AFTER");

       RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_timePeriod=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule timePeriod");

       RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_patternInclusionExpression=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

patternInclusionExpression");

       try {

           int alt146=4;

           switch ( input.LA(1) ) {

           case EVENTS:

           case IDENT:

           case TICKED_STRING_LITERAL:

               {

               alt146=1;

               }

               break;

           case PATTERN:

               {

               alt146=2;

               }

               break;

           case LPAREN:

               {

               alt146=3;

               }
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               break;

           case AFTER:

               {

               alt146=4;

               }

               break;

           default:

               if (state.backtracking>0) {state.failed=true; return retval;}

               NoViableAltException nvae =

                   new NoViableAltException("", 146, 0, input);

               throw nvae;

           }

           switch (alt146) {

               case 1 :

                   {

                   root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_createContextFilter_in_createContextRangePoint5677);

                   createContextFilter387=createContextFilter();

                   state._fsp--;

                   if (state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) adaptor.addChild(root_0, createContextFilter387.getTree());

                   }

                   break;

               case 2 :

                   {

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_patternInclusionExpression_in_createContextRangePoint5684);

                   patternInclusionExpression388=patternInclusionExpression();

                   state._fsp--;

                   if (state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 )

stream_patternInclusionExpression.add(patternInclusionExpression388.getTree());

                   int alt145=2;

                   int LA145_0 = input.LA(1);

                   if ( (LA145_0==ATCHAR) ) {

                       alt145=1;

                   }

                   switch (alt145) {

                       case 1 :

                           {

ATCHAR389=(Token)match(input,ATCHAR,FOLLOW_ATCHAR_in_createContextRangePoint5687); if (state.fa

iled) return retval;

                           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_ATCHAR.add(ATCHAR389);

                           i=(Token)match(input,IDENT,FOLLOW_IDENT_in_createContextRangePoint5691); if

(state.failed) return retval;

                           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_IDENT.add(i);

                           }

                           break;

                   }
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                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

                   retval.tree = root_0;

                   RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_i=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token i",i);

                   RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_retval=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

retval",retval!=null?retval.tree:null);

                   root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

                   {

                       {

                       CommonTree root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

                       root_1 =

(CommonTree)adaptor.becomeRoot((CommonTree)adaptor.create(CREATE_CTX_PATTERN,

"CREATE_CTX_PATTERN"), root_1);

                       adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_patternInclusionExpression.nextTree());

                       if ( stream_i.hasNext() ) {

                           adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_i.nextNode());

                       }

                       stream_i.reset();

                       adaptor.addChild(root_0, root_1);

                       }

                   }

                   retval.tree = root_0;}

                   }

                   break;

               case 3 :

                   {

                   root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_crontabLimitParameterSet_in_createContextRangePoint5710);

                   crontabLimitParameterSet390=crontabLimitParameterSet();

                   state._fsp--;

                   if (state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) adaptor.addChild(root_0, crontabLimitParameterSet390.getTree());

                   }

                   break;

               case 4 :

                   {

                   AFTER391=(Token)match(input,AFTER,FOLLOW_AFTER_in_createContextRangePoint5715); if

(state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_AFTER.add(AFTER391);

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_timePeriod_in_createContextRangePoint5717);

                   timePeriod392=timePeriod();

                   state._fsp--;

                   if (state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_timePeriod.add(timePeriod392.getTree());

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

                   retval.tree = root_0;

                   RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_retval=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

retval",retval!=null?retval.tree:null);

                   root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();
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                   {

                       {

                       CommonTree root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

                       root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.becomeRoot(stream_AFTER.nextNode(), root_1);

                       adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_timePeriod.nextTree());

                       adaptor.addChild(root_0, root_1);

                       }

                   }

                   retval.tree = root_0;}

                   }

                   break;

           }

           retval.stop = input.LT(-1);

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           retval.tree = (CommonTree)adaptor.rulePostProcessing(root_0);

           adaptor.setTokenBoundaries(retval.tree, retval.start, retval.stop);

           }

       }

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;

         }

       finally {

       }

       return retval;

   }

   public static class createContextFilter_return extends ParserRuleReturnScope {

       CommonTree tree;

       public Object getTree() { return tree; }

   };

   public final EsperEPL2GrammarParser.createContextFilter_return createContextFilter() throws

RecognitionException {

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.createContextFilter_return retval = new

EsperEPL2GrammarParser.createContextFilter_return();

       retval.start = input.LT(1);

       CommonTree root_0 = null;

       Token i=null;

       Token AS394=null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.eventFilterExpression_return eventFilterExpression393 = null;

       CommonTree i_tree=null;

       CommonTree AS394_tree=null;

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_AS=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token AS");

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_IDENT=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token IDENT");

       RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_eventFilterExpression=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

eventFilterExpression");

       try {

           {

           pushFollow(FOLLOW_eventFilterExpression_in_createContextFilter5738);

           eventFilterExpression393=eventFilterExpression();
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           state._fsp--;

           if (state.failed) return retval;

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_eventFilterExpression.add(eventFilterExpression393.getTree());

           int alt148=2;

           int LA148_0 = input.LA(1);

           if ( (LA148_0==AS||LA148_0==IDENT) ) {

               alt148=1;

           }

           switch (alt148) {

               case 1 :

                   {

                   int alt147=2;

                   int LA147_0 = input.LA(1);

                   if ( (LA147_0==AS) ) {

                       alt147=1;

                   }

                   switch (alt147) {

                       case 1 :

                           {

                           AS394=(Token)match(input,AS,FOLLOW_AS_in_createContextFilter5741); if (state.failed) return

retval;

                           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_AS.add(AS394);

                           }

                           break;

                   }

                   i=(Token)match(input,IDENT,FOLLOW_IDENT_in_createContextFilter5746); if (state.failed) return

retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_IDENT.add(i);

                   }

                   break;

           }

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           retval.tree = root_0;

           RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_i=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token i",i);

           RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_retval=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

retval",retval!=null?retval.tree:null);

           root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

           {

               {

               CommonTree root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

               root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.becomeRoot((CommonTree)adaptor.create(STREAM_EXPR,

"STREAM_EXPR"), root_1);

               adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_eventFilterExpression.nextTree());

               if ( stream_i.hasNext() ) {

                   adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_i.nextNode());

               }

               stream_i.reset();

               adaptor.addChild(root_0, root_1);
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               }

           }

           retval.tree = root_0;}

           }

           retval.stop = input.LT(-1);

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           retval.tree = (CommonTree)adaptor.rulePostProcessing(root_0);

           adaptor.setTokenBoundaries(retval.tree, retval.start, retval.stop);

           }

       }

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;

         }

       finally {

       }

       return retval;

   }

   public static class createContextPartitionItem_return extends ParserRuleReturnScope {

       CommonTree tree;

       public Object getTree() { return tree; }

   };

   public final EsperEPL2GrammarParser.createContextPartitionItem_return createContextPartitionItem() throws

RecognitionException {

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.createContextPartitionItem_return retval = new

EsperEPL2GrammarParser.createContextPartitionItem_return();

       retval.start = input.LT(1);

       CommonTree root_0 = null;

       Token AND_EXPR396=null;

       Token COMMA397=null;

       Token FROM399=null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.eventProperty_return eventProperty395 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.eventProperty_return eventProperty398 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.eventFilterExpression_return eventFilterExpression400 = null;

       CommonTree AND_EXPR396_tree=null;

       CommonTree COMMA397_tree=null;

       CommonTree FROM399_tree=null;

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_AND_EXPR=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token AND_EXPR");

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_FROM=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token FROM");

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_COMMA=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token COMMA");

       RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_eventFilterExpression=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

eventFilterExpression");

       RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_eventProperty=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

eventProperty");

       try {

           {

           pushFollow(FOLLOW_eventProperty_in_createContextPartitionItem5773);

           eventProperty395=eventProperty();

           state._fsp--;
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           if (state.failed) return retval;

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_eventProperty.add(eventProperty395.getTree());

           loop150:

           do {

               int alt150=2;

               int LA150_0 = input.LA(1);

               if ( (LA150_0==AND_EXPR||LA150_0==COMMA) ) {

                   alt150=1;

               }

               switch (alt150) {

           	case 1 :

           	    {

           	    int alt149=2;

           	    int LA149_0 = input.LA(1);

           	    if ( (LA149_0==AND_EXPR) ) {

           	        alt149=1;

           	    }

           	    else if ( (LA149_0==COMMA) ) {

           	        alt149=2;

           	    }

           	    else {

           	        if (state.backtracking>0) {state.failed=true; return retval;}

           	        NoViableAltException nvae =

           	            new NoViableAltException("", 149, 0, input);

           	        throw nvae;

           	    }

           	    switch (alt149) {

           	        case 1 :

           	            {

AND_EXPR396=(Token)match(input,AND_EXPR,FOLLOW_AND_EXPR_in_createContextPartitionItem5777); i

f (state.failed) return retval;

           	            if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_AND_EXPR.add(AND_EXPR396);

           	            }

           	            break;

           	        case 2 :

           	            {

COMMA397=(Token)match(input,COMMA,FOLLOW_COMMA_in_createContextPartitionItem5779); if (state.fai

led) return retval;

           	            if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_COMMA.add(COMMA397);

           	            }

           	            break;

           	    }

           	    pushFollow(FOLLOW_eventProperty_in_createContextPartitionItem5782);

           	    eventProperty398=eventProperty();

           	    state._fsp--;

           	    if (state.failed) return retval;

           	    if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_eventProperty.add(eventProperty398.getTree());

           	    }
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           	    break;

           	default :

           	    break loop150;

               }

           } while (true);

           FROM399=(Token)match(input,FROM,FOLLOW_FROM_in_createContextPartitionItem5786); if

(state.failed) return retval;

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_FROM.add(FROM399);

           pushFollow(FOLLOW_eventFilterExpression_in_createContextPartitionItem5788);

           eventFilterExpression400=eventFilterExpression();

           state._fsp--;

           if (state.failed) return retval;

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_eventFilterExpression.add(eventFilterExpression400.getTree());

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           retval.tree = root_0;

           RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_retval=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

retval",retval!=null?retval.tree:null);

           root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

           {

               {

               CommonTree root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

               root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.becomeRoot((CommonTree)adaptor.create(PARTITIONITEM,

"PARTITIONITEM"), root_1);

               adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_eventFilterExpression.nextTree());

               while ( stream_eventProperty.hasNext() ) {

                   adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_eventProperty.nextTree());

               }

               stream_eventProperty.reset();

               adaptor.addChild(root_0, root_1);

               }

           }

           retval.tree = root_0;}

           }

           retval.stop = input.LT(-1);

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           retval.tree = (CommonTree)adaptor.rulePostProcessing(root_0);

           adaptor.setTokenBoundaries(retval.tree, retval.start, retval.stop);

           }

       }

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;

         }

       finally {

       }

       return retval;

   }

   public static class createContextCoalesceItem_return extends ParserRuleReturnScope {

       CommonTree tree;
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       public Object getTree() { return tree; }

   };

   public final EsperEPL2GrammarParser.createContextCoalesceItem_return createContextCoalesceItem() throws

RecognitionException {

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.createContextCoalesceItem_return retval = new

EsperEPL2GrammarParser.createContextCoalesceItem_return();

       retval.start = input.LT(1);

       CommonTree root_0 = null;

       Token FROM402=null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.libFunctionNoClass_return libFunctionNoClass401 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.eventFilterExpression_return eventFilterExpression403 = null;

       CommonTree FROM402_tree=null;

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_FROM=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token FROM");

       RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_eventFilterExpression=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

eventFilterExpression");

       RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_libFunctionNoClass=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

libFunctionNoClass");

       try {

           {

           pushFollow(FOLLOW_libFunctionNoClass_in_createContextCoalesceItem5814);

           libFunctionNoClass401=libFunctionNoClass();

           state._fsp--;

           if (state.failed) return retval;

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_libFunctionNoClass.add(libFunctionNoClass401.getTree());

           FROM402=(Token)match(input,FROM,FOLLOW_FROM_in_createContextCoalesceItem5816); if

(state.failed) return retval;

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_FROM.add(FROM402);

           pushFollow(FOLLOW_eventFilterExpression_in_createContextCoalesceItem5818);

           eventFilterExpression403=eventFilterExpression();

           state._fsp--;

           if (state.failed) return retval;

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_eventFilterExpression.add(eventFilterExpression403.getTree());

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           retval.tree = root_0;

           RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_retval=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

retval",retval!=null?retval.tree:null);

           root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

           {

               {

               CommonTree root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

               root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.becomeRoot((CommonTree)adaptor.create(COALESCE, "COALESCE"),

root_1);

               adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_libFunctionNoClass.nextTree());

               adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_eventFilterExpression.nextTree());

               adaptor.addChild(root_0, root_1);

               }

           }

           retval.tree = root_0;}
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           }

           retval.stop = input.LT(-1);

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           retval.tree = (CommonTree)adaptor.rulePostProcessing(root_0);

           adaptor.setTokenBoundaries(retval.tree, retval.start, retval.stop);

           }

       }

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;

         }

       finally {

       }

       return retval;

   }

   public static class createContextGroupItem_return extends ParserRuleReturnScope {

       CommonTree tree;

       public Object getTree() { return tree; }

   };

   public final EsperEPL2GrammarParser.createContextGroupItem_return createContextGroupItem() throws

RecognitionException {

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.createContextGroupItem_return retval = new

EsperEPL2GrammarParser.createContextGroupItem_return();

       retval.start = input.LT(1);

       CommonTree root_0 = null;

       Token i=null;

       Token GROUP404=null;

       Token BY405=null;

       Token AS407=null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.expression_return expression406 = null;

       CommonTree i_tree=null;

       CommonTree GROUP404_tree=null;

       CommonTree BY405_tree=null;

       CommonTree AS407_tree=null;

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_AS=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token AS");

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_GROUP=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token GROUP");

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_BY=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token BY");

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_IDENT=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token IDENT");

       RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_expression=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule expression");

       try {

           {

           GROUP404=(Token)match(input,GROUP,FOLLOW_GROUP_in_createContextGroupItem5842); if

(state.failed) return retval;

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_GROUP.add(GROUP404);

           int alt151=2;

           int LA151_0 = input.LA(1);

           if ( (LA151_0==BY) ) {

               alt151=1;

           }
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           switch (alt151) {

               case 1 :

                   {

                   BY405=(Token)match(input,BY,FOLLOW_BY_in_createContextGroupItem5844); if (state.failed)

return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_BY.add(BY405);

                   }

                   break;

           }

           pushFollow(FOLLOW_expression_in_createContextGroupItem5847);

           expression406=expression();

           state._fsp--;

           if (state.failed) return retval;

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_expression.add(expression406.getTree());

           AS407=(Token)match(input,AS,FOLLOW_AS_in_createContextGroupItem5849); if (state.failed) return

retval;

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_AS.add(AS407);

           i=(Token)match(input,IDENT,FOLLOW_IDENT_in_createContextGroupItem5853); if (state.failed) return

retval;

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_IDENT.add(i);

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           retval.tree = root_0;

           RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_i=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token i",i);

           RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_retval=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

retval",retval!=null?retval.tree:null);

           root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

           {

               {

               CommonTree root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

               root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.becomeRoot((CommonTree)adaptor.create(CREATE_CTX_CATITEM,

"CREATE_CTX_CATITEM"), root_1);

               adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_expression.nextTree());

               if ( stream_i.hasNext() ) {

                   adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_i.nextNode());

               }

               stream_i.reset();

               adaptor.addChild(root_0, root_1);

               }

           }

           retval.tree = root_0;}

           }

           retval.stop = input.LT(-1);

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           retval.tree = (CommonTree)adaptor.rulePostProcessing(root_0);

           adaptor.setTokenBoundaries(retval.tree, retval.start, retval.stop);

           }

       }

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {
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           throw rex;

         }

       finally {

       }

       return retval;

   }

   public static class createSchemaQual_return extends ParserRuleReturnScope {

       CommonTree tree;

       public Object getTree() { return tree; }

   };

   public final EsperEPL2GrammarParser.createSchemaQual_return createSchemaQual() throws

RecognitionException {

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.createSchemaQual_return retval = new

EsperEPL2GrammarParser.createSchemaQual_return();

       retval.start = input.LT(1);

       CommonTree root_0 = null;

       Token i=null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.columnList_return columnList408 = null;

       CommonTree i_tree=null;

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_IDENT=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token IDENT");

       RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_columnList=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule columnList");

       try {

           {

           i=(Token)match(input,IDENT,FOLLOW_IDENT_in_createSchemaQual5883); if (state.failed) return retval;

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_IDENT.add(i);

           pushFollow(FOLLOW_columnList_in_createSchemaQual5885);

           columnList408=columnList();

           state._fsp--;

           if (state.failed) return retval;

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_columnList.add(columnList408.getTree());

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           retval.tree = root_0;

           RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_i=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token i",i);

           RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_retval=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

retval",retval!=null?retval.tree:null);

           root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

           {

               {

               CommonTree root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

               root_1 =

(CommonTree)adaptor.becomeRoot((CommonTree)adaptor.create(CREATE_SCHEMA_EXPR_QUAL,

"CREATE_SCHEMA_EXPR_QUAL"), root_1);

               adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_i.nextNode());

               adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_columnList.nextTree());

               adaptor.addChild(root_0, root_1);

               }

           }

           retval.tree = root_0;}
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           }

           retval.stop = input.LT(-1);

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           retval.tree = (CommonTree)adaptor.rulePostProcessing(root_0);

           adaptor.setTokenBoundaries(retval.tree, retval.start, retval.stop);

           }

       }

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;

         }

       finally {

       }

       return retval;

   }

   public static class variantList_return extends ParserRuleReturnScope {

       CommonTree tree;

       public Object getTree() { return tree; }

   };

   public final EsperEPL2GrammarParser.variantList_return variantList() throws RecognitionException {

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.variantList_return retval = new EsperEPL2GrammarParser.variantList_return();

       retval.start = input.LT(1);

       CommonTree root_0 = null;

       Token COMMA410=null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.variantListElement_return variantListElement409 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.variantListElement_return variantListElement411 = null;

       CommonTree COMMA410_tree=null;

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_COMMA=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token COMMA");

       RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_variantListElement=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

variantListElement");

       try {

           {

           pushFollow(FOLLOW_variantListElement_in_variantList5911);

           variantListElement409=variantListElement();

           state._fsp--;

           if (state.failed) return retval;

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_variantListElement.add(variantListElement409.getTree());

           loop152:

           do {

               int alt152=2;

               int LA152_0 = input.LA(1);

               if ( (LA152_0==COMMA) ) {

                   int LA152_4 = input.LA(2);

                   if ( (LA152_4==EVENTS||LA152_4==STAR||LA152_4==TICKED_STRING_LITERAL) ) {

                       alt152=1;

                   }

                   else if ( (LA152_4==IDENT) ) {

                       int LA152_6 = input.LA(3);

                       if ( (LA152_6==EOF||LA152_6==FOR||LA152_6==IDENT||(LA152_6>=COMMA &&
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LA152_6<=DOT)) ) {

                           alt152=1;

                       }

                   }

               }

               switch (alt152) {

           	case 1 :

           	    {

           	    COMMA410=(Token)match(input,COMMA,FOLLOW_COMMA_in_variantList5914); if (state.failed)

return retval;

           	    if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_COMMA.add(COMMA410);

           	    pushFollow(FOLLOW_variantListElement_in_variantList5916);

           	    variantListElement411=variantListElement();

           	    state._fsp--;

           	    if (state.failed) return retval;

           	    if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_variantListElement.add(variantListElement411.getTree());

           	    }

           	    break;

           	default :

           	    break loop152;

               }

           } while (true);

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           retval.tree = root_0;

           RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_retval=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

retval",retval!=null?retval.tree:null);

           root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

           {

               {

               CommonTree root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

               root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.becomeRoot((CommonTree)adaptor.create(VARIANT_LIST,

"VARIANT_LIST"), root_1);

               if ( !(stream_variantListElement.hasNext()) ) {

                   throw new RewriteEarlyExitException();

               }

               while ( stream_variantListElement.hasNext() ) {

                   adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_variantListElement.nextTree());

               }

               stream_variantListElement.reset();

               adaptor.addChild(root_0, root_1);

               }

           }

           retval.tree = root_0;}

           }

           retval.stop = input.LT(-1);

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           retval.tree = (CommonTree)adaptor.rulePostProcessing(root_0);

           adaptor.setTokenBoundaries(retval.tree, retval.start, retval.stop);
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           }

       }

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;

         }

       finally {

       }

       return retval;

   }

   public static class variantListElement_return extends ParserRuleReturnScope {

       CommonTree tree;

       public Object getTree() { return tree; }

   };

   public final EsperEPL2GrammarParser.variantListElement_return variantListElement() throws

RecognitionException {

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.variantListElement_return retval = new

EsperEPL2GrammarParser.variantListElement_return();

       retval.start = input.LT(1);

       CommonTree root_0 = null;

       Token STAR412=null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.classIdentifier_return classIdentifier413 = null;

       CommonTree STAR412_tree=null;

       try {

           int alt153=2;

           int LA153_0 = input.LA(1);

           if ( (LA153_0==STAR) ) {

               alt153=1;

           }

           else if ( (LA153_0==EVENTS||LA153_0==IDENT||LA153_0==TICKED_STRING_LITERAL) ) {

               alt153=2;

           }

           else {

               if (state.backtracking>0) {state.failed=true; return retval;}

               NoViableAltException nvae =

                   new NoViableAltException("", 153, 0, input);

               throw nvae;

           }

           switch (alt153) {

               case 1 :

                   {

                   root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

                   STAR412=(Token)match(input,STAR,FOLLOW_STAR_in_variantListElement5943); if (state.failed)

return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

                   STAR412_tree = (CommonTree)adaptor.create(STAR412);

                   root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.becomeRoot(STAR412_tree, root_0);

                   }

                   }
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                   break;

               case 2 :

                   {

                   root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_classIdentifier_in_variantListElement5949);

                   classIdentifier413=classIdentifier();

                   state._fsp--;

                   if (state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) adaptor.addChild(root_0, classIdentifier413.getTree());

                   }

                   break;

           }

           retval.stop = input.LT(-1);

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           retval.tree = (CommonTree)adaptor.rulePostProcessing(root_0);

           adaptor.setTokenBoundaries(retval.tree, retval.start, retval.stop);

           }

       }

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;

         }

       finally {

       }

       return retval;

   }

   public static class insertIntoExpr_return extends ParserRuleReturnScope {

       CommonTree tree;

       public Object getTree() { return tree; }

   };

   public final EsperEPL2GrammarParser.insertIntoExpr_return insertIntoExpr() throws RecognitionException {

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.insertIntoExpr_return retval = new

EsperEPL2GrammarParser.insertIntoExpr_return();

       retval.start = input.LT(1);

       CommonTree root_0 = null;

       Token s=null;

       Token INTO414=null;

       Token LPAREN416=null;

       Token RPAREN418=null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.classIdentifier_return classIdentifier415 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.columnList_return columnList417 = null;

       CommonTree s_tree=null;

       CommonTree INTO414_tree=null;

       CommonTree LPAREN416_tree=null;

       CommonTree RPAREN418_tree=null;

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_IRSTREAM=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token IRSTREAM");

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_RPAREN=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token RPAREN");

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_ISTREAM=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token ISTREAM");

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_INTO=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token INTO");
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       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_RSTREAM=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token RSTREAM");

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_LPAREN=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token LPAREN");

       RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_columnList=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule columnList");

       RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_classIdentifier=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

classIdentifier");

        paraphrases.push("insert-into clause");

       try {

           {

           int alt154=4;

           switch ( input.LA(1) ) {

               case ISTREAM:

                   {

                   alt154=1;

                   }

                   break;

               case RSTREAM:

                   {

                   alt154=2;

                   }

                   break;

               case IRSTREAM:

                   {

                   alt154=3;

                   }

                   break;

           }

           switch (alt154) {

               case 1 :

                   {

                   s=(Token)match(input,ISTREAM,FOLLOW_ISTREAM_in_insertIntoExpr5974); if (state.failed) return

retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_ISTREAM.add(s);

                   }

                   break;

               case 2 :

                   {

                   s=(Token)match(input,RSTREAM,FOLLOW_RSTREAM_in_insertIntoExpr5980); if (state.failed)

return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_RSTREAM.add(s);

                   }

                   break;

               case 3 :

                   {

                   s=(Token)match(input,IRSTREAM,FOLLOW_IRSTREAM_in_insertIntoExpr5986); if (state.failed)

return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_IRSTREAM.add(s);

                   }

                   break;
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           }

           INTO414=(Token)match(input,INTO,FOLLOW_INTO_in_insertIntoExpr5990); if (state.failed) return

retval;

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_INTO.add(INTO414);

           pushFollow(FOLLOW_classIdentifier_in_insertIntoExpr5992);

           classIdentifier415=classIdentifier();

           state._fsp--;

           if (state.failed) return retval;

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_classIdentifier.add(classIdentifier415.getTree());

           int alt155=2;

           int LA155_0 = input.LA(1);

           if ( (LA155_0==LPAREN) ) {

               alt155=1;

           }

           switch (alt155) {

               case 1 :

                   {

                   LPAREN416=(Token)match(input,LPAREN,FOLLOW_LPAREN_in_insertIntoExpr5995); if

(state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_LPAREN.add(LPAREN416);

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_columnList_in_insertIntoExpr5997);

                   columnList417=columnList();

                   state._fsp--;

                   if (state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_columnList.add(columnList417.getTree());

                   RPAREN418=(Token)match(input,RPAREN,FOLLOW_RPAREN_in_insertIntoExpr5999); if

(state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_RPAREN.add(RPAREN418);

                   }

                   break;

           }

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           retval.tree = root_0;

           RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_s=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token s",s);

           RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_retval=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

retval",retval!=null?retval.tree:null);

           root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

           {

               {

               CommonTree root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

               root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.becomeRoot((CommonTree)adaptor.create(INSERTINTO_EXPR,

"INSERTINTO_EXPR"), root_1);

               if ( stream_s.hasNext() ) {

                   adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_s.nextNode());

               }

               stream_s.reset();

               adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_classIdentifier.nextTree());

               if ( stream_columnList.hasNext() ) {
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                   adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_columnList.nextTree());

               }

               stream_columnList.reset();

               adaptor.addChild(root_0, root_1);

               }

           }

           retval.tree = root_0;}

           }

           retval.stop = input.LT(-1);

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           retval.tree = (CommonTree)adaptor.rulePostProcessing(root_0);

           adaptor.setTokenBoundaries(retval.tree, retval.start, retval.stop);

           }

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

              paraphrases.pop();

           }

       }

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;

         }

       finally {

       }

       return retval;

   }

   public static class columnList_return extends ParserRuleReturnScope {

       CommonTree tree;

       public Object getTree() { return tree; }

   };

   public final EsperEPL2GrammarParser.columnList_return columnList() throws RecognitionException {

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.columnList_return retval = new EsperEPL2GrammarParser.columnList_return();

       retval.start = input.LT(1);

       CommonTree root_0 = null;

       Token IDENT419=null;

       Token COMMA420=null;

       Token IDENT421=null;

       CommonTree IDENT419_tree=null;

       CommonTree COMMA420_tree=null;

       CommonTree IDENT421_tree=null;

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_IDENT=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token IDENT");

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_COMMA=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token COMMA");

       try {

           {

           IDENT419=(Token)match(input,IDENT,FOLLOW_IDENT_in_columnList6032); if (state.failed) return

retval;

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_IDENT.add(IDENT419);

           loop156:

           do {

               int alt156=2;
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               int LA156_0 = input.LA(1);

               if ( (LA156_0==COMMA) ) {

                   int LA156_4 = input.LA(2);

                   if ( (LA156_4==IDENT) ) {

                       int LA156_6 = input.LA(3);

                       if (

(LA156_6==EOF||LA156_6==FOR||LA156_6==IDENT||LA156_6==RPAREN||LA156_6==COMMA) ) {

                           alt156=1;

                       }

                   }

               }

               switch (alt156) {

           	case 1 :

           	    {

           	    COMMA420=(Token)match(input,COMMA,FOLLOW_COMMA_in_columnList6035); if (state.failed)

return retval;

           	    if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_COMMA.add(COMMA420);

           	    IDENT421=(Token)match(input,IDENT,FOLLOW_IDENT_in_columnList6037); if (state.failed) return

retval;

           	    if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_IDENT.add(IDENT421);

           	    }

           	    break;

           	default :

           	    break loop156;

               }

           } while (true);

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           retval.tree = root_0;

           RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_retval=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

retval",retval!=null?retval.tree:null);

           root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

           {

               {

               CommonTree root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

               root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.becomeRoot((CommonTree)adaptor.create(EXPRCOL, "EXPRCOL"),

root_1);

               while ( stream_IDENT.hasNext() ) {

                   adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_IDENT.nextNode());

               }

               stream_IDENT.reset();

               adaptor.addChild(root_0, root_1);

               }

           }

           retval.tree = root_0;}

           }

           retval.stop = input.LT(-1);

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           retval.tree = (CommonTree)adaptor.rulePostProcessing(root_0);
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           adaptor.setTokenBoundaries(retval.tree, retval.start, retval.stop);

           }

       }

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;

         }

       finally {

       }

       return retval;

   }

   public static class fromClause_return extends ParserRuleReturnScope {

       CommonTree tree;

       public Object getTree() { return tree; }

   };

   public final EsperEPL2GrammarParser.fromClause_return fromClause() throws RecognitionException {

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.fromClause_return retval = new EsperEPL2GrammarParser.fromClause_return();

       retval.start = input.LT(1);

       CommonTree root_0 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.streamExpression_return streamExpression422 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.regularJoin_return regularJoin423 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.outerJoinList_return outerJoinList424 = null;

        paraphrases.push("from clause");

       try {

           {

           root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

           pushFollow(FOLLOW_streamExpression_in_fromClause6075);

           streamExpression422=streamExpression();

           state._fsp--;

           if (state.failed) return retval;

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) adaptor.addChild(root_0, streamExpression422.getTree());

           int alt157=2;

           int LA157_0 = input.LA(1);

           if ( (LA157_0==EOF||LA157_0==WHERE||(LA157_0>=GROUP &&

LA157_0<=HAVING)||LA157_0==OUTPUT||LA157_0==ORDER||LA157_0==ROW_LIMIT_EXPR||LA157_0==

MATCH_RECOGNIZE||LA157_0==FOR||LA157_0==RPAREN||LA157_0==COMMA) ) {

               alt157=1;

           }

           else if ( ((LA157_0>=INNER && LA157_0<=FULL)) ) {

               alt157=2;

           }

           else {

               if (state.backtracking>0) {state.failed=true; return retval;}

               NoViableAltException nvae =

                   new NoViableAltException("", 157, 0, input);

               throw nvae;

           }

           switch (alt157) {

               case 1 :
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                   {

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_regularJoin_in_fromClause6078);

                   regularJoin423=regularJoin();

                   state._fsp--;

                   if (state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) adaptor.addChild(root_0, regularJoin423.getTree());

                   }

                   break;

               case 2 :

                   {

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_outerJoinList_in_fromClause6082);

                   outerJoinList424=outerJoinList();

                   state._fsp--;

                   if (state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) adaptor.addChild(root_0, outerJoinList424.getTree());

                   }

                   break;

           }

           }

           retval.stop = input.LT(-1);

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           retval.tree = (CommonTree)adaptor.rulePostProcessing(root_0);

           adaptor.setTokenBoundaries(retval.tree, retval.start, retval.stop);

           }

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

              paraphrases.pop();

           }

       }

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;

         }

       finally {

       }

       return retval;

   }

   public static class regularJoin_return extends ParserRuleReturnScope {

       CommonTree tree;

       public Object getTree() { return tree; }

   };

   public final EsperEPL2GrammarParser.regularJoin_return regularJoin() throws RecognitionException {

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.regularJoin_return retval = new EsperEPL2GrammarParser.regularJoin_return();

       retval.start = input.LT(1);

       CommonTree root_0 = null;

       Token COMMA425=null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.streamExpression_return streamExpression426 = null;

       CommonTree COMMA425_tree=null;

       try {

           {
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           root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

           loop158:

           do {

               int alt158=2;

               int LA158_0 = input.LA(1);

               if ( (LA158_0==COMMA) ) {

                   alt158=1;

               }

               switch (alt158) {

           	case 1 :

           	    {

           	    COMMA425=(Token)match(input,COMMA,FOLLOW_COMMA_in_regularJoin6096); if (state.failed)

return retval;

           	    pushFollow(FOLLOW_streamExpression_in_regularJoin6099);

           	    streamExpression426=streamExpression();

           	    state._fsp--;

           	    if (state.failed) return retval;

           	    if ( state.backtracking==0 ) adaptor.addChild(root_0, streamExpression426.getTree());

           	    }

           	    break;

           	default :

           	    break loop158;

               }

           } while (true);

           }

           retval.stop = input.LT(-1);

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           retval.tree = (CommonTree)adaptor.rulePostProcessing(root_0);

           adaptor.setTokenBoundaries(retval.tree, retval.start, retval.stop);

           }

       }

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;

         }

       finally {

       }

       return retval;

   }

   public static class outerJoinList_return extends ParserRuleReturnScope {

       CommonTree tree;

       public Object getTree() { return tree; }

   };

   public final EsperEPL2GrammarParser.outerJoinList_return outerJoinList() throws RecognitionException {

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.outerJoinList_return retval = new

EsperEPL2GrammarParser.outerJoinList_return();

       retval.start = input.LT(1);

       CommonTree root_0 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.outerJoin_return outerJoin427 = null;
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       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.outerJoin_return outerJoin428 = null;

       try {

           {

           root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

           pushFollow(FOLLOW_outerJoin_in_outerJoinList6113);

           outerJoin427=outerJoin();

           state._fsp--;

           if (state.failed) return retval;

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) adaptor.addChild(root_0, outerJoin427.getTree());

           loop159:

           do {

               int alt159=2;

               int LA159_0 = input.LA(1);

               if ( ((LA159_0>=INNER && LA159_0<=FULL)) ) {

                   alt159=1;

               }

               switch (alt159) {

           	case 1 :

           	    {

           	    pushFollow(FOLLOW_outerJoin_in_outerJoinList6116);

           	    outerJoin428=outerJoin();

           	    state._fsp--;

           	    if (state.failed) return retval;

           	    if ( state.backtracking==0 ) adaptor.addChild(root_0, outerJoin428.getTree());

           	    }

           	    break;

           	default :

           	    break loop159;

               }

           } while (true);

           }

           retval.stop = input.LT(-1);

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           retval.tree = (CommonTree)adaptor.rulePostProcessing(root_0);

           adaptor.setTokenBoundaries(retval.tree, retval.start, retval.stop);

           }

       }

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;

         }

       finally {

       }

       return retval;

   }

   public static class outerJoin_return extends ParserRuleReturnScope {

       CommonTree tree;

       public Object getTree() { return tree; }

   };
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   public final EsperEPL2GrammarParser.outerJoin_return outerJoin() throws RecognitionException {

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.outerJoin_return retval = new EsperEPL2GrammarParser.outerJoin_return();

       retval.start = input.LT(1);

       CommonTree root_0 = null;

       Token tl=null;

       Token tr=null;

       Token tf=null;

       Token i=null;

       Token OUTER429=null;

       Token JOIN430=null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.streamExpression_return streamExpression431 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.outerJoinIdent_return outerJoinIdent432 = null;

       CommonTree tl_tree=null;

       CommonTree tr_tree=null;

       CommonTree tf_tree=null;

       CommonTree i_tree=null;

       CommonTree OUTER429_tree=null;

       CommonTree JOIN430_tree=null;

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_OUTER=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token OUTER");

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_RIGHT=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token RIGHT");

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_FULL=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token FULL");

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_INNER=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token INNER");

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_LEFT=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token LEFT");

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_JOIN=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token JOIN");

       RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_streamExpression=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

streamExpression");

       RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_outerJoinIdent=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

outerJoinIdent");

        paraphrases.push("outer join");

       try {

           {

           int alt162=2;

           int LA162_0 = input.LA(1);

           if ( ((LA162_0>=JOIN && LA162_0<=FULL)) ) {

               alt162=1;

           }

           else if ( (LA162_0==INNER) ) {

               alt162=2;

           }

           else {

               if (state.backtracking>0) {state.failed=true; return retval;}

               NoViableAltException nvae =

                   new NoViableAltException("", 162, 0, input);

               throw nvae;

           }

           switch (alt162) {

               case 1 :

                   {
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                   int alt161=2;

                   int LA161_0 = input.LA(1);

                   if ( ((LA161_0>=LEFT && LA161_0<=FULL)) ) {

                       alt161=1;

                   }

                   switch (alt161) {

                       case 1 :

                           {

                           int alt160=3;

                           switch ( input.LA(1) ) {

                           case LEFT:

                               {

                               alt160=1;

                               }

                               break;

                           case RIGHT:

                               {

                               alt160=2;

                               }

                               break;

                           case FULL:

                               {

                               alt160=3;

                               }

                               break;

                           default:

                               if (state.backtracking>0) {state.failed=true; return retval;}

                               NoViableAltException nvae =

                                   new NoViableAltException("", 160, 0, input);

                               throw nvae;

                           }

                           switch (alt160) {

                               case 1 :

                                   {

                                   tl=(Token)match(input,LEFT,FOLLOW_LEFT_in_outerJoin6159); if (state.failed) return

retval;

                                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_LEFT.add(tl);

                                   }

                                   break;

                               case 2 :

                                   {

                                   tr=(Token)match(input,RIGHT,FOLLOW_RIGHT_in_outerJoin6163); if (state.failed) return

retval;

                                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_RIGHT.add(tr);

                                   }

                                   break;

                               case 3 :

                                   {
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                                   tf=(Token)match(input,FULL,FOLLOW_FULL_in_outerJoin6167); if (state.failed) return

retval;

                                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_FULL.add(tf);

                                   }

                                   break;

                           }

                           OUTER429=(Token)match(input,OUTER,FOLLOW_OUTER_in_outerJoin6170); if (state.failed)

return retval;

                           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_OUTER.add(OUTER429);

                           }

                           break;

                   }

                   }

                   break;

               case 2 :

                   {

                   {

                   i=(Token)match(input,INNER,FOLLOW_INNER_in_outerJoin6191); if (state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_INNER.add(i);

                   }

                   }

                   break;

           }

           JOIN430=(Token)match(input,JOIN,FOLLOW_JOIN_in_outerJoin6205); if (state.failed) return retval;

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_JOIN.add(JOIN430);

           pushFollow(FOLLOW_streamExpression_in_outerJoin6207);

           streamExpression431=streamExpression();

           state._fsp--;

           if (state.failed) return retval;

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_streamExpression.add(streamExpression431.getTree());

           int alt163=2;

           int LA163_0 = input.LA(1);

           if ( (LA163_0==ON) ) {

               alt163=1;

           }

           switch (alt163) {

               case 1 :

                   {

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_outerJoinIdent_in_outerJoin6209);

                   outerJoinIdent432=outerJoinIdent();

                   state._fsp--;

                   if (state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_outerJoinIdent.add(outerJoinIdent432.getTree());

                   }

                   break;

           }

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           retval.tree = root_0;
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           RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_retval=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

retval",retval!=null?retval.tree:null);

           root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

           if (i != null) {

               adaptor.addChild(root_0, stream_streamExpression.nextTree());

               {

               CommonTree root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

               root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.becomeRoot((CommonTree)adaptor.create(INNERJOIN_EXPR,

"INNERJOIN_EXPR"), root_1);

               adaptor.addChild(root_1, (CommonTree)adaptor.create(ON, "ON"));

               if ( stream_outerJoinIdent.hasNext() ) {

                   adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_outerJoinIdent.nextTree());

               }

               stream_outerJoinIdent.reset();

               adaptor.addChild(root_0, root_1);

               }

           }

           else

           if (tl != null) {

               adaptor.addChild(root_0, stream_streamExpression.nextTree());

               {

               CommonTree root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

               root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.becomeRoot((CommonTree)adaptor.create(LEFT_OUTERJOIN_EXPR,

"LEFT_OUTERJOIN_EXPR"), root_1);

               adaptor.addChild(root_1, (CommonTree)adaptor.create(ON, "ON"));

               if ( stream_outerJoinIdent.hasNext() ) {

                   adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_outerJoinIdent.nextTree());

               }

               stream_outerJoinIdent.reset();

               adaptor.addChild(root_0, root_1);

               }

           }

           else

           if (tr != null) {

               adaptor.addChild(root_0, stream_streamExpression.nextTree());

               {

               CommonTree root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

               root_1 =

(CommonTree)adaptor.becomeRoot((CommonTree)adaptor.create(RIGHT_OUTERJOIN_EXPR,

"RIGHT_OUTERJOIN_EXPR"), root_1);

               adaptor.addChild(root_1, (CommonTree)adaptor.create(ON, "ON"));

               if ( stream_outerJoinIdent.hasNext() ) {

                   adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_outerJoinIdent.nextTree());

               }

               stream_outerJoinIdent.reset();

               adaptor.addChild(root_0, root_1);

               }

           }
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           else

           {

               adaptor.addChild(root_0, stream_streamExpression.nextTree());

               {

               CommonTree root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

               root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.becomeRoot((CommonTree)adaptor.create(FULL_OUTERJOIN_EXPR,

"FULL_OUTERJOIN_EXPR"), root_1);

               adaptor.addChild(root_1, (CommonTree)adaptor.create(ON, "ON"));

               if ( stream_outerJoinIdent.hasNext() ) {

                   adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_outerJoinIdent.nextTree());

               }

               stream_outerJoinIdent.reset();

               adaptor.addChild(root_0, root_1);

               }

           }

           retval.tree = root_0;}

           }

           retval.stop = input.LT(-1);

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           retval.tree = (CommonTree)adaptor.rulePostProcessing(root_0);

           adaptor.setTokenBoundaries(retval.tree, retval.start, retval.stop);

           }

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

              paraphrases.pop();

           }

       }

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;

         }

       finally {

       }

       return retval;

   }

   public static class outerJoinIdent_return extends ParserRuleReturnScope {

       CommonTree tree;

       public Object getTree() { return tree; }

   };

   public final EsperEPL2GrammarParser.outerJoinIdent_return outerJoinIdent() throws RecognitionException {

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.outerJoinIdent_return retval = new

EsperEPL2GrammarParser.outerJoinIdent_return();

       retval.start = input.LT(1);

       CommonTree root_0 = null;

       Token ON433=null;

       Token AND_EXPR435=null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.outerJoinIdentPair_return outerJoinIdentPair434 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.outerJoinIdentPair_return outerJoinIdentPair436 = null;

       CommonTree ON433_tree=null;

       CommonTree AND_EXPR435_tree=null;
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       try {

           {

           root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

           ON433=(Token)match(input,ON,FOLLOW_ON_in_outerJoinIdent6287); if (state.failed) return retval;

           pushFollow(FOLLOW_outerJoinIdentPair_in_outerJoinIdent6290);

           outerJoinIdentPair434=outerJoinIdentPair();

           state._fsp--;

           if (state.failed) return retval;

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) adaptor.addChild(root_0, outerJoinIdentPair434.getTree());

           loop164:

           do {

               int alt164=2;

               int LA164_0 = input.LA(1);

               if ( (LA164_0==AND_EXPR) ) {

                   alt164=1;

               }

               switch (alt164) {

           	case 1 :

           	    {

           	    AND_EXPR435=(Token)match(input,AND_EXPR,FOLLOW_AND_EXPR_in_outerJoinIdent6293); if

(state.failed) return retval;

           	    pushFollow(FOLLOW_outerJoinIdentPair_in_outerJoinIdent6296);

           	    outerJoinIdentPair436=outerJoinIdentPair();

           	    state._fsp--;

           	    if (state.failed) return retval;

           	    if ( state.backtracking==0 ) adaptor.addChild(root_0, outerJoinIdentPair436.getTree());

           	    }

           	    break;

           	default :

           	    break loop164;

               }

           } while (true);

           }

           retval.stop = input.LT(-1);

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           retval.tree = (CommonTree)adaptor.rulePostProcessing(root_0);

           adaptor.setTokenBoundaries(retval.tree, retval.start, retval.stop);

           }

       }

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;

         }

       finally {

       }

       return retval;

   }

   public static class outerJoinIdentPair_return extends ParserRuleReturnScope {

       CommonTree tree;
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       public Object getTree() { return tree; }

   };

   public final EsperEPL2GrammarParser.outerJoinIdentPair_return outerJoinIdentPair() throws

RecognitionException {

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.outerJoinIdentPair_return retval = new

EsperEPL2GrammarParser.outerJoinIdentPair_return();

       retval.start = input.LT(1);

       CommonTree root_0 = null;

       Token EQUALS438=null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.eventProperty_return eventProperty437 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.eventProperty_return eventProperty439 = null;

       CommonTree EQUALS438_tree=null;

       try {

           {

           root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

           pushFollow(FOLLOW_eventProperty_in_outerJoinIdentPair6311);

           eventProperty437=eventProperty();

           state._fsp--;

           if (state.failed) return retval;

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) adaptor.addChild(root_0, eventProperty437.getTree());

           EQUALS438=(Token)match(input,EQUALS,FOLLOW_EQUALS_in_outerJoinIdentPair6313); if

(state.failed) return retval;

           pushFollow(FOLLOW_eventProperty_in_outerJoinIdentPair6316);

           eventProperty439=eventProperty();

           state._fsp--;

           if (state.failed) return retval;

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) adaptor.addChild(root_0, eventProperty439.getTree());

           }

           retval.stop = input.LT(-1);

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           retval.tree = (CommonTree)adaptor.rulePostProcessing(root_0);

           adaptor.setTokenBoundaries(retval.tree, retval.start, retval.stop);

           }

       }

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;

         }

       finally {

       }

       return retval;

   }

   public static class whereClause_return extends ParserRuleReturnScope {

       CommonTree tree;

       public Object getTree() { return tree; }

   };

   public final EsperEPL2GrammarParser.whereClause_return whereClause() throws RecognitionException {

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.whereClause_return retval = new EsperEPL2GrammarParser.whereClause_return();

       retval.start = input.LT(1);
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       CommonTree root_0 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.evalOrExpression_return evalOrExpression440 = null;

       RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_evalOrExpression=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

evalOrExpression");

        paraphrases.push("where clause");

       try {

           {

           pushFollow(FOLLOW_evalOrExpression_in_whereClause6338);

           evalOrExpression440=evalOrExpression();

           state._fsp--;

           if (state.failed) return retval;

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_evalOrExpression.add(evalOrExpression440.getTree());

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           retval.tree = root_0;

           RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_retval=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

retval",retval!=null?retval.tree:null);

           root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

           {

               {

               CommonTree root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

               root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.becomeRoot((CommonTree)adaptor.create(WHERE_EXPR,

"WHERE_EXPR"), root_1);

               adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_evalOrExpression.nextTree());

               adaptor.addChild(root_0, root_1);

               }

           }

           retval.tree = root_0;}

           }

           retval.stop = input.LT(-1);

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           retval.tree = (CommonTree)adaptor.rulePostProcessing(root_0);

           adaptor.setTokenBoundaries(retval.tree, retval.start, retval.stop);

           }

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

              paraphrases.pop();

           }

       }

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;

         }

       finally {

       }

       return retval;

   }

   public static class selectClause_return extends ParserRuleReturnScope {

       CommonTree tree;

       public Object getTree() { return tree; }

   };
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   public final EsperEPL2GrammarParser.selectClause_return selectClause() throws RecognitionException {

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.selectClause_return retval = new EsperEPL2GrammarParser.selectClause_return();

       retval.start = input.LT(1);

       CommonTree root_0 = null;

       Token s=null;

       Token d=null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.selectionList_return selectionList441 = null;

       CommonTree s_tree=null;

       CommonTree d_tree=null;

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_IRSTREAM=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token IRSTREAM");

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_ISTREAM=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token ISTREAM");

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_DISTINCT=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token DISTINCT");

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_RSTREAM=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token RSTREAM");

       RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_selectionList=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule selectionList");

        paraphrases.push("select clause");

       try {

           {

           int alt165=4;

           switch ( input.LA(1) ) {

               case RSTREAM:

                   {

                   alt165=1;

                   }

                   break;

               case ISTREAM:

                   {

                   int LA165_2 = input.LA(2);

                   if ( (LA165_2==LPAREN) ) {

                       int LA165_81 = input.LA(3);

                       if (

(LA165_81==WINDOW||LA165_81==BETWEEN||LA165_81==ESCAPE||(LA165_81>=NOT_EXPR &&

LA165_81<=EVERY_EXPR)||LA165_81==WHERE||(LA165_81>=SUM &&

LA165_81<=CASE)||LA165_81==OUTER||(LA165_81>=JOIN && LA165_81<=FULL)||(LA165_81>=EVENTS

&& LA165_81<=LAST)||LA165_81==ISTREAM||(LA165_81>=UNIDIRECTIONAL &&

LA165_81<=CURRENT_TIMESTAMP)||(LA165_81>=SNAPSHOT &&

LA165_81<=INDEX)||(LA165_81>=BOOLEAN_TRUE &&

LA165_81<=VALUE_NULL)||(LA165_81>=DEFINE &&

LA165_81<=MATCHED)||LA165_81==NEWKW||LA165_81==CONTEXT||LA165_81==NUM_DOUBLE||(LA1

65_81>=IDENT &&

LA165_81<=LPAREN)||LA165_81==LCURLY||LA165_81==QUESTION||(LA165_81>=PLUS &&

LA165_81<=QUOTED_STRING_LITERAL)||LA165_81==MINUS||LA165_81==NUM_INT||(LA165_81>=TICK

ED_STRING_LITERAL && LA165_81<=NUM_FLOAT)) ) {

                           alt165=2;

                       }

                   }

                   else if (

(LA165_2==WINDOW||LA165_2==BETWEEN||LA165_2==ESCAPE||(LA165_2>=NOT_EXPR &&

LA165_2<=EVERY_EXPR)||LA165_2==WHERE||(LA165_2>=SUM &&
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LA165_2<=COUNT)||LA165_2==CASE||LA165_2==OUTER||(LA165_2>=JOIN &&

LA165_2<=FULL)||LA165_2==DISTINCT||(LA165_2>=EVENTS &&

LA165_2<=LAST)||LA165_2==ISTREAM||(LA165_2>=UNIDIRECTIONAL &&

LA165_2<=CURRENT_TIMESTAMP)||(LA165_2>=SNAPSHOT &&

LA165_2<=INDEX)||(LA165_2>=BOOLEAN_TRUE && LA165_2<=VALUE_NULL)||(LA165_2>=DEFINE

&&

LA165_2<=MATCHED)||LA165_2==NEWKW||LA165_2==CONTEXT||LA165_2==NUM_DOUBLE||LA165_2=

=IDENT||LA165_2==LCURLY||LA165_2==STAR||LA165_2==QUESTION||(LA165_2>=PLUS &&

LA165_2<=QUOTED_STRING_LITERAL)||LA165_2==MINUS||LA165_2==NUM_INT||(LA165_2>=TICKED_

STRING_LITERAL && LA165_2<=NUM_FLOAT)) ) {

                       alt165=2;

                   }

                   }

                   break;

               case IRSTREAM:

                   {

                   alt165=3;

                   }

                   break;

           }

           switch (alt165) {

               case 1 :

                   {

                   s=(Token)match(input,RSTREAM,FOLLOW_RSTREAM_in_selectClause6374); if (state.failed) return

retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_RSTREAM.add(s);

                   }

                   break;

               case 2 :

                   {

                   s=(Token)match(input,ISTREAM,FOLLOW_ISTREAM_in_selectClause6380); if (state.failed) return

retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_ISTREAM.add(s);

                   }

                   break;

               case 3 :

                   {

                   s=(Token)match(input,IRSTREAM,FOLLOW_IRSTREAM_in_selectClause6386); if (state.failed)

return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_IRSTREAM.add(s);

                   }

                   break;

           }

           int alt166=2;

           int LA166_0 = input.LA(1);

           if ( (LA166_0==DISTINCT) ) {

               alt166=1;

           }
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           switch (alt166) {

               case 1 :

                   {

                   d=(Token)match(input,DISTINCT,FOLLOW_DISTINCT_in_selectClause6392); if (state.failed) return

retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_DISTINCT.add(d);

                   }

                   break;

           }

           pushFollow(FOLLOW_selectionList_in_selectClause6395);

           selectionList441=selectionList();

           state._fsp--;

           if (state.failed) return retval;

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_selectionList.add(selectionList441.getTree());

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           retval.tree = root_0;

           RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_d=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token d",d);

           RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_s=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token s",s);

           RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_retval=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

retval",retval!=null?retval.tree:null);

           root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

           {

               {

               CommonTree root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

               root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.becomeRoot((CommonTree)adaptor.create(SELECTION_EXPR,

"SELECTION_EXPR"), root_1);

               if ( stream_s.hasNext() ) {

                   adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_s.nextNode());

               }

               stream_s.reset();

               if ( stream_d.hasNext() ) {

                   adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_d.nextNode());

               }

               stream_d.reset();

               adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_selectionList.nextTree());

               adaptor.addChild(root_0, root_1);

               }

           }

           retval.tree = root_0;}

           }

           retval.stop = input.LT(-1);

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           retval.tree = (CommonTree)adaptor.rulePostProcessing(root_0);

           adaptor.setTokenBoundaries(retval.tree, retval.start, retval.stop);

           }

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

              paraphrases.pop();

           }
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       }

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;

         }

       finally {

       }

       return retval;

   }

   public static class selectionList_return extends ParserRuleReturnScope {

       CommonTree tree;

       public Object getTree() { return tree; }

   };

   public final EsperEPL2GrammarParser.selectionList_return selectionList() throws RecognitionException {

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.selectionList_return retval = new EsperEPL2GrammarParser.selectionList_return();

       retval.start = input.LT(1);

       CommonTree root_0 = null;

       Token COMMA443=null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.selectionListElement_return selectionListElement442 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.selectionListElement_return selectionListElement444 = null;

       CommonTree COMMA443_tree=null;

       try {

           {

           root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

           pushFollow(FOLLOW_selectionListElement_in_selectionList6426);

           selectionListElement442=selectionListElement();

           state._fsp--;

           if (state.failed) return retval;

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) adaptor.addChild(root_0, selectionListElement442.getTree());

           loop167:

           do {

               int alt167=2;

               int LA167_0 = input.LA(1);

               if ( (LA167_0==COMMA) ) {

                   alt167=1;

               }

               switch (alt167) {

           	case 1 :

           	    {

           	    COMMA443=(Token)match(input,COMMA,FOLLOW_COMMA_in_selectionList6429); if (state.failed)

return retval;

           	    pushFollow(FOLLOW_selectionListElement_in_selectionList6432);

           	    selectionListElement444=selectionListElement();

           	    state._fsp--;

           	    if (state.failed) return retval;

           	    if ( state.backtracking==0 ) adaptor.addChild(root_0, selectionListElement444.getTree());

           	    }

           	    break;

           	default :
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           	    break loop167;

               }

           } while (true);

           }

           retval.stop = input.LT(-1);

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           retval.tree = (CommonTree)adaptor.rulePostProcessing(root_0);

           adaptor.setTokenBoundaries(retval.tree, retval.start, retval.stop);

           }

       }

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;

         }

       finally {

       }

       return retval;

   }

   public static class selectionListElement_return extends ParserRuleReturnScope {

       CommonTree tree;

       public Object getTree() { return tree; }

   };

   public final EsperEPL2GrammarParser.selectionListElement_return selectionListElement() throws

RecognitionException {

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.selectionListElement_return retval = new

EsperEPL2GrammarParser.selectionListElement_return();

       retval.start = input.LT(1);

       CommonTree root_0 = null;

       Token s=null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.streamSelector_return streamSelector445 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.selectionListElementExpr_return selectionListElementExpr446 = null;

       CommonTree s_tree=null;

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_STAR=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token STAR");

       try {

           int alt168=3;

           switch ( input.LA(1) ) {

           case STAR:

               {

               alt168=1;

               }

               break;

           case IDENT:

               {

               int LA168_2 = input.LA(2);

               if ( (LA168_2==DOT) ) {

                   int LA168_78 = input.LA(3);

                   if ( (LA168_78==STAR) && (synpred1_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                       alt168=2;

                   }
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                   else if (

(LA168_78==WINDOW||LA168_78==BETWEEN||LA168_78==ESCAPE||LA168_78==EVERY_EXPR||LA168_

78==WHERE||(LA168_78>=SUM && LA168_78<=COUNT)||LA168_78==OUTER||(LA168_78>=JOIN &&

LA168_78<=FULL)||(LA168_78>=EVENTS && LA168_78<=LAST)||(LA168_78>=UNIDIRECTIONAL &&

LA168_78<=PREVIOUSTAIL)||LA168_78==PRIOR||(LA168_78>=WEEKDAY &&

LA168_78<=CAST)||(LA168_78>=SNAPSHOT && LA168_78<=INDEX)||(LA168_78>=DEFINE &&

LA168_78<=MATCHED)||LA168_78==CONTEXT||LA168_78==IDENT||LA168_78==TICKED_STRING_LITE

RAL) ) {

                       alt168=3;

                   }

                   else {

                       if (state.backtracking>0) {state.failed=true; return retval;}

                       NoViableAltException nvae =

                           new NoViableAltException("", 168, 78, input);

                       throw nvae;

                   }

               }

               else if ( (LA168_2==EOF||(LA168_2>=IN_SET && LA168_2<=REGEXP)||(LA168_2>=OR_EXPR &&

LA168_2<=NOT_EXPR)||(LA168_2>=WHERE && LA168_2<=AS)||(LA168_2>=WHEN &&

LA168_2<=THEN)||LA168_2==FROM||LA168_2==IS||(LA168_2>=GROUP &&

LA168_2<=HAVING)||LA168_2==OUTPUT||LA168_2==INSERT||LA168_2==ORDER||LA168_2==ROW_LIMI

T_EXPR||LA168_2==MATCH_RECOGNIZE||LA168_2==FOR||LA168_2==LBRACK||(LA168_2>=LPAREN

&& LA168_2<=RPAREN)||(LA168_2>=ATCHAR && LA168_2<=COMMA)||(LA168_2>=EQUALS &&

LA168_2<=STAR)||(LA168_2>=LT && LA168_2<=PLUS)||(LA168_2>=BAND &&

LA168_2<=MOD)||LA168_2==ESCAPECHAR) ) {

                   alt168=3;

               }

               else {

                   if (state.backtracking>0) {state.failed=true; return retval;}

                   NoViableAltException nvae =

                       new NoViableAltException("", 168, 2, input);

                   throw nvae;

               }

               }

               break;

           case WINDOW:

           case BETWEEN:

           case ESCAPE:

           case NOT_EXPR:

           case EVERY_EXPR:

           case WHERE:

           case SUM:

           case AVG:

           case MAX:

           case MIN:

           case COALESCE:

           case MEDIAN:

           case STDDEV:
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           case AVEDEV:

           case COUNT:

           case CASE:

           case OUTER:

           case JOIN:

           case LEFT:

           case RIGHT:

           case FULL:

           case EVENTS:

           case FIRST:

           case LAST:

           case ISTREAM:

           case UNIDIRECTIONAL:

           case RETAINUNION:

           case RETAININTERSECTION:

           case PATTERN:

           case SQL:

           case METADATASQL:

           case PREVIOUS:

           case PREVIOUSTAIL:

           case PREVIOUSCOUNT:

           case PREVIOUSWINDOW:

           case PRIOR:

           case EXISTS:

           case WEEKDAY:

           case LW:

           case INSTANCEOF:

           case TYPEOF:

           case CAST:

           case CURRENT_TIMESTAMP:

           case SNAPSHOT:

           case SET:

           case VARIABLE:

           case UNTIL:

           case AT:

           case INDEX:

           case BOOLEAN_TRUE:

           case BOOLEAN_FALSE:

           case VALUE_NULL:

           case DEFINE:

           case PARTITION:

           case MATCHES:

           case AFTER:

           case FOR:

           case WHILE:

           case USING:

           case MERGE:

           case MATCHED:
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           case NEWKW:

           case CONTEXT:

           case NUM_DOUBLE:

           case LPAREN:

           case LCURLY:

           case QUESTION:

           case PLUS:

           case STRING_LITERAL:

           case QUOTED_STRING_LITERAL:

           case MINUS:

           case NUM_INT:

           case TICKED_STRING_LITERAL:

           case NUM_LONG:

           case NUM_FLOAT:

               {

               alt168=3;

               }

               break;

           default:

               if (state.backtracking>0) {state.failed=true; return retval;}

               NoViableAltException nvae =

                   new NoViableAltException("", 168, 0, input);

               throw nvae;

           }

           switch (alt168) {

               case 1 :

                   {

                   s=(Token)match(input,STAR,FOLLOW_STAR_in_selectionListElement6450); if (state.failed) return

retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_STAR.add(s);

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

                   retval.tree = root_0;

                   RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_retval=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

retval",retval!=null?retval.tree:null);

                   root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

                   {

                       adaptor.addChild(root_0, (CommonTree)adaptor.create(WILDCARD_SELECT, s));

                   }

                   retval.tree = root_0;}

                   }

                   break;

               case 2 :

                   {

                   root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_streamSelector_in_selectionListElement6468);

                   streamSelector445=streamSelector();

                   state._fsp--;

                   if (state.failed) return retval;
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                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) adaptor.addChild(root_0, streamSelector445.getTree());

                   }

                   break;

               case 3 :

                   {

                   root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_selectionListElementExpr_in_selectionListElement6473);

                   selectionListElementExpr446=selectionListElementExpr();

                   state._fsp--;

                   if (state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) adaptor.addChild(root_0, selectionListElementExpr446.getTree());

                   }

                   break;

           }

           retval.stop = input.LT(-1);

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           retval.tree = (CommonTree)adaptor.rulePostProcessing(root_0);

           adaptor.setTokenBoundaries(retval.tree, retval.start, retval.stop);

           }

       }

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;

         }

       finally {

       }

       return retval;

   }

   public static class selectionListElementExpr_return extends ParserRuleReturnScope {

       CommonTree tree;

       public Object getTree() { return tree; }

   };

   public final EsperEPL2GrammarParser.selectionListElementExpr_return selectionListElementExpr() throws

RecognitionException {

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.selectionListElementExpr_return retval = new

EsperEPL2GrammarParser.selectionListElementExpr_return();

       retval.start = input.LT(1);

       CommonTree root_0 = null;

       Token AS449=null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.keywordAllowedIdent_return i = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.expression_return expression447 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.selectionListElementAnno_return selectionListElementAnno448 = null;

       CommonTree AS449_tree=null;

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_AS=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token AS");

       RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_expression=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule expression");

       RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_keywordAllowedIdent=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

keywordAllowedIdent");

       RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_selectionListElementAnno=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

selectionListElementAnno");
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        String identifier = null;

       try {

           {

           pushFollow(FOLLOW_expression_in_selectionListElementExpr6495);

           expression447=expression();

           state._fsp--;

           if (state.failed) return retval;

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_expression.add(expression447.getTree());

           int alt169=2;

           int LA169_0 = input.LA(1);

           if ( (LA169_0==ATCHAR) ) {

               alt169=1;

           }

           switch (alt169) {

               case 1 :

                   {

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_selectionListElementAnno_in_selectionListElementExpr6500);

                   selectionListElementAnno448=selectionListElementAnno();

                   state._fsp--;

                   if (state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 )

stream_selectionListElementAnno.add(selectionListElementAnno448.getTree());

                   }

                   break;

           }

           int alt170=2;

           int LA170_0 = input.LA(1);

           if ( (LA170_0==AS) ) {

               alt170=1;

           }

           switch (alt170) {

               case 1 :

                   {

                   AS449=(Token)match(input,AS,FOLLOW_AS_in_selectionListElementExpr6506); if (state.failed)

return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_AS.add(AS449);

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_keywordAllowedIdent_in_selectionListElementExpr6510);

                   i=keywordAllowedIdent();

                   state._fsp--;

                   if (state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_keywordAllowedIdent.add(i.getTree());

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

                      identifier = i.getTree().toString();

                   }

                   }

                   break;

           }

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {
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           retval.tree = root_0;

           RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_retval=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

retval",retval!=null?retval.tree:null);

           root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

           if (identifier != null) {

               {

               CommonTree root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

               root_1 =

(CommonTree)adaptor.becomeRoot((CommonTree)adaptor.create(SELECTION_ELEMENT_EXPR,

"SELECTION_ELEMENT_EXPR"), root_1);

               adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_expression.nextTree());

               adaptor.addChild(root_1, (CommonTree)adaptor.create(IDENT, identifier));

               if ( stream_selectionListElementAnno.hasNext() ) {

                   adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_selectionListElementAnno.nextTree());

               }

               stream_selectionListElementAnno.reset();

               adaptor.addChild(root_0, root_1);

               }

           }

           else

           {

               {

               CommonTree root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

               root_1 =

(CommonTree)adaptor.becomeRoot((CommonTree)adaptor.create(SELECTION_ELEMENT_EXPR,

"SELECTION_ELEMENT_EXPR"), root_1);

               adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_expression.nextTree());

               if ( stream_selectionListElementAnno.hasNext() ) {

                   adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_selectionListElementAnno.nextTree());

               }

               stream_selectionListElementAnno.reset();

               adaptor.addChild(root_0, root_1);

               }

           }

           retval.tree = root_0;}

           }

           retval.stop = input.LT(-1);

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           retval.tree = (CommonTree)adaptor.rulePostProcessing(root_0);

           adaptor.setTokenBoundaries(retval.tree, retval.start, retval.stop);

           }

       }

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;

         }

       finally {

       }

       return retval;
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   }

   public static class selectionListElementAnno_return extends ParserRuleReturnScope {

       CommonTree tree;

       public Object getTree() { return tree; }

   };

   public final EsperEPL2GrammarParser.selectionListElementAnno_return selectionListElementAnno() throws

RecognitionException {

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.selectionListElementAnno_return retval = new

EsperEPL2GrammarParser.selectionListElementAnno_return();

       retval.start = input.LT(1);

       CommonTree root_0 = null;

       Token i=null;

       Token ATCHAR450=null;

       CommonTree i_tree=null;

       CommonTree ATCHAR450_tree=null;

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_ATCHAR=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token ATCHAR");

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_IDENT=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token IDENT");

       try {

           {

           ATCHAR450=(Token)match(input,ATCHAR,FOLLOW_ATCHAR_in_selectionListElementAnno6558); if

(state.failed) return retval;

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_ATCHAR.add(ATCHAR450);

           i=(Token)match(input,IDENT,FOLLOW_IDENT_in_selectionListElementAnno6562); if (state.failed) return

retval;

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_IDENT.add(i);

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           retval.tree = root_0;

           RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_i=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token i",i);

           RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_retval=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

retval",retval!=null?retval.tree:null);

           root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

           {

               {

               CommonTree root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

               root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.becomeRoot(stream_ATCHAR.nextNode(), root_1);

               adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_i.nextNode());

               adaptor.addChild(root_0, root_1);

               }

           }

           retval.tree = root_0;}

           }

           retval.stop = input.LT(-1);

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           retval.tree = (CommonTree)adaptor.rulePostProcessing(root_0);

           adaptor.setTokenBoundaries(retval.tree, retval.start, retval.stop);

           }

       }

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {
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           throw rex;

         }

       finally {

       }

       return retval;

   }

   public static class streamSelector_return extends ParserRuleReturnScope {

       CommonTree tree;

       public Object getTree() { return tree; }

   };

   public final EsperEPL2GrammarParser.streamSelector_return streamSelector() throws RecognitionException {

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.streamSelector_return retval = new

EsperEPL2GrammarParser.streamSelector_return();

       retval.start = input.LT(1);

       CommonTree root_0 = null;

       Token s=null;

       Token i=null;

       Token DOT451=null;

       Token STAR452=null;

       Token AS453=null;

       CommonTree s_tree=null;

       CommonTree i_tree=null;

       CommonTree DOT451_tree=null;

       CommonTree STAR452_tree=null;

       CommonTree AS453_tree=null;

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_AS=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token AS");

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_IDENT=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token IDENT");

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_STAR=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token STAR");

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_DOT=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token DOT");

       try {

           {

           s=(Token)match(input,IDENT,FOLLOW_IDENT_in_streamSelector6588); if (state.failed) return retval;

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_IDENT.add(s);

           DOT451=(Token)match(input,DOT,FOLLOW_DOT_in_streamSelector6590); if (state.failed) return retval;

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_DOT.add(DOT451);

           STAR452=(Token)match(input,STAR,FOLLOW_STAR_in_streamSelector6592); if (state.failed) return

retval;

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_STAR.add(STAR452);

           int alt171=2;

           int LA171_0 = input.LA(1);

           if ( (LA171_0==AS) ) {

               alt171=1;

           }

           switch (alt171) {

               case 1 :

                   {

                   AS453=(Token)match(input,AS,FOLLOW_AS_in_streamSelector6595); if (state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_AS.add(AS453);
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                   i=(Token)match(input,IDENT,FOLLOW_IDENT_in_streamSelector6599); if (state.failed) return retval;

 

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_IDENT.add(i);

                   }

                   break;

           }

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           retval.tree = root_0;

           RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_s=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token s",s);

           RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_i=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token i",i);

           RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_retval=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

retval",retval!=null?retval.tree:null);

           root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

           {

               {

               CommonTree root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

               root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.becomeRoot((CommonTree)adaptor.create(SELECTION_STREAM,

"SELECTION_STREAM"), root_1);

               adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_s.nextNode());

               if ( stream_i.hasNext() ) {

                   adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_i.nextNode());

               }

               stream_i.reset();

               adaptor.addChild(root_0, root_1);

               }

           }

           retval.tree = root_0;}

           }

           retval.stop = input.LT(-1);

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           retval.tree = (CommonTree)adaptor.rulePostProcessing(root_0);

           adaptor.setTokenBoundaries(retval.tree, retval.start, retval.stop);

           }

       }

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;

         }

       finally {

       }

       return retval;

   }

   public static class streamExpression_return extends ParserRuleReturnScope {

       CommonTree tree;

       public Object getTree() { return tree; }

   };

   public final EsperEPL2GrammarParser.streamExpression_return streamExpression() throws

RecognitionException {

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.streamExpression_return retval = new
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EsperEPL2GrammarParser.streamExpression_return();

       retval.start = input.LT(1);

       CommonTree root_0 = null;

       Token i=null;

       Token u=null;

       Token ru=null;

       Token ri=null;

       Token DOT458=null;

       Token DOT460=null;

       Token AS462=null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.eventFilterExpression_return eventFilterExpression454 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.patternInclusionExpression_return patternInclusionExpression455 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.databaseJoinExpression_return databaseJoinExpression456 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.methodJoinExpression_return methodJoinExpression457 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.viewExpression_return viewExpression459 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.viewExpression_return viewExpression461 = null;

       CommonTree i_tree=null;

       CommonTree u_tree=null;

       CommonTree ru_tree=null;

       CommonTree ri_tree=null;

       CommonTree DOT458_tree=null;

       CommonTree DOT460_tree=null;

       CommonTree AS462_tree=null;

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_AS=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token AS");

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_IDENT=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token IDENT");

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_RETAINUNION=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token

RETAINUNION");

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_RETAININTERSECTION=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token

RETAININTERSECTION");

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_UNIDIRECTIONAL=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token

UNIDIRECTIONAL");

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_DOT=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token DOT");

       RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_databaseJoinExpression=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

databaseJoinExpression");

       RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_methodJoinExpression=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

methodJoinExpression");

       RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_viewExpression=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

viewExpression");

       RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_eventFilterExpression=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

eventFilterExpression");

       RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_patternInclusionExpression=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

patternInclusionExpression");

       try {

           {

           int alt172=4;

           switch ( input.LA(1) ) {

           case IDENT:

               {
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               int LA172_1 = input.LA(2);

               if ( (LA172_1==EOF||(LA172_1>=WHERE && LA172_1<=AS)||(LA172_1>=INNER &&

LA172_1<=ON)||(LA172_1>=GROUP &&

LA172_1<=HAVING)||LA172_1==OUTPUT||LA172_1==ORDER||(LA172_1>=UNIDIRECTIONAL &&

LA172_1<=RETAININTERSECTION)||LA172_1==ROW_LIMIT_EXPR||LA172_1==MATCH_RECOGNIZE||L

A172_1==FOR||LA172_1==LBRACK||(LA172_1>=IDENT && LA172_1<=RPAREN)||(LA172_1>=COMMA

&& LA172_1<=EQUALS)) ) {

                   alt172=1;

               }

               else if ( (LA172_1==COLON) ) {

                   alt172=4;

               }

               else {

                   if (state.backtracking>0) {state.failed=true; return retval;}

                   NoViableAltException nvae =

                       new NoViableAltException("", 172, 1, input);

                   throw nvae;

               }

               }

               break;

           case EVENTS:

           case TICKED_STRING_LITERAL:

               {

               alt172=1;

               }

               break;

           case PATTERN:

               {

               alt172=2;

               }

               break;

           case SQL:

               {

               alt172=3;

               }

               break;

           default:

               if (state.backtracking>0) {state.failed=true; return retval;}

               NoViableAltException nvae =

                   new NoViableAltException("", 172, 0, input);

               throw nvae;

           }

           switch (alt172) {

               case 1 :

                   {

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_eventFilterExpression_in_streamExpression6629);

                   eventFilterExpression454=eventFilterExpression();

                   state._fsp--;
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                   if (state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_eventFilterExpression.add(eventFilterExpression454.getTree());

                   }

                   break;

               case 2 :

                   {

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_patternInclusionExpression_in_streamExpression6633);

                   patternInclusionExpression455=patternInclusionExpression();

                   state._fsp--;

                   if (state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 )

stream_patternInclusionExpression.add(patternInclusionExpression455.getTree());

                   }

                   break;

               case 3 :

                   {

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_databaseJoinExpression_in_streamExpression6637);

                   databaseJoinExpression456=databaseJoinExpression();

                   state._fsp--;

                   if (state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_databaseJoinExpression.add(databaseJoinExpression456.getTree());

                   }

                   break;

               case 4 :

                   {

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_methodJoinExpression_in_streamExpression6641);

                   methodJoinExpression457=methodJoinExpression();

                   state._fsp--;

                   if (state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_methodJoinExpression.add(methodJoinExpression457.getTree());

                   }

                   break;

           }

           int alt174=2;

           int LA174_0 = input.LA(1);

           if ( (LA174_0==DOT) ) {

               alt174=1;

           }

           switch (alt174) {

               case 1 :

                   {

                   DOT458=(Token)match(input,DOT,FOLLOW_DOT_in_streamExpression6648); if (state.failed) return

retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_DOT.add(DOT458);

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_viewExpression_in_streamExpression6650);

                   viewExpression459=viewExpression();

                   state._fsp--;

                   if (state.failed) return retval;
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                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_viewExpression.add(viewExpression459.getTree());

                   loop173:

                   do {

                       int alt173=2;

                       int LA173_0 = input.LA(1);

                       if ( (LA173_0==DOT) ) {

                           alt173=1;

                       }

                       switch (alt173) {

                   	case 1 :

                   	    {

                   	    DOT460=(Token)match(input,DOT,FOLLOW_DOT_in_streamExpression6653); if (state.failed)

return retval;

                   	    if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_DOT.add(DOT460);

                   	    pushFollow(FOLLOW_viewExpression_in_streamExpression6655);

                   	    viewExpression461=viewExpression();

                   	    state._fsp--;

                   	    if (state.failed) return retval;

                   	    if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_viewExpression.add(viewExpression461.getTree());

                   	    }

                   	    break;

                   	default :

                   	    break loop173;

                       }

                   } while (true);

                   }

                   break;

           }

           int alt175=3;

           int LA175_0 = input.LA(1);

           if ( (LA175_0==AS) ) {

               alt175=1;

           }

           else if ( (LA175_0==IDENT) ) {

               alt175=2;

           }

           switch (alt175) {

               case 1 :

                   {

                   AS462=(Token)match(input,AS,FOLLOW_AS_in_streamExpression6662); if (state.failed) return

retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_AS.add(AS462);

                   i=(Token)match(input,IDENT,FOLLOW_IDENT_in_streamExpression6666); if (state.failed) return

retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_IDENT.add(i);

                   }

                   break;

               case 2 :
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                   {

                   i=(Token)match(input,IDENT,FOLLOW_IDENT_in_streamExpression6672); if (state.failed) return

retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_IDENT.add(i);

                   }

                   break;

           }

           int alt176=2;

           int LA176_0 = input.LA(1);

           if ( (LA176_0==UNIDIRECTIONAL) ) {

               alt176=1;

           }

           switch (alt176) {

               case 1 :

                   {

u=(Token)match(input,UNIDIRECTIONAL,FOLLOW_UNIDIRECTIONAL_in_streamExpression6679); if (state.f

ailed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_UNIDIRECTIONAL.add(u);

                   }

                   break;

           }

           int alt177=3;

           int LA177_0 = input.LA(1);

           if ( (LA177_0==RETAINUNION) ) {

               alt177=1;

           }

           else if ( (LA177_0==RETAININTERSECTION) ) {

               alt177=2;

           }

           switch (alt177) {

               case 1 :

                   {

                   ru=(Token)match(input,RETAINUNION,FOLLOW_RETAINUNION_in_streamExpression6686); if

(state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_RETAINUNION.add(ru);

                   }

                   break;

               case 2 :

                   {

ri=(Token)match(input,RETAININTERSECTION,FOLLOW_RETAININTERSECTION_in_streamExpression669

0); if (state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_RETAININTERSECTION.add(ri);

                   }

                   break;

           }

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           retval.tree = root_0;

           RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_u=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token u",u);
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           RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_ri=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token ri",ri);

           RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_ru=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token ru",ru);

           RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_i=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token i",i);

           RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_retval=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

retval",retval!=null?retval.tree:null);

           root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

           {

               {

               CommonTree root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

               root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.becomeRoot((CommonTree)adaptor.create(STREAM_EXPR,

"STREAM_EXPR"), root_1);

               if ( stream_eventFilterExpression.hasNext() ) {

                   adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_eventFilterExpression.nextTree());

               }

               stream_eventFilterExpression.reset();

               if ( stream_patternInclusionExpression.hasNext() ) {

                   adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_patternInclusionExpression.nextTree());

               }

               stream_patternInclusionExpression.reset();

               if ( stream_databaseJoinExpression.hasNext() ) {

                   adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_databaseJoinExpression.nextTree());

               }

               stream_databaseJoinExpression.reset();

               if ( stream_methodJoinExpression.hasNext() ) {

                   adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_methodJoinExpression.nextTree());

               }

               stream_methodJoinExpression.reset();

               while ( stream_viewExpression.hasNext() ) {

                   adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_viewExpression.nextTree());

               }

               stream_viewExpression.reset();

               if ( stream_i.hasNext() ) {

                   adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_i.nextNode());

               }

               stream_i.reset();

               if ( stream_u.hasNext() ) {

                   adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_u.nextNode());

               }

               stream_u.reset();

               if ( stream_ru.hasNext() ) {

                   adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_ru.nextNode());

               }

               stream_ru.reset();

               if ( stream_ri.hasNext() ) {

                   adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_ri.nextNode());

               }

               stream_ri.reset();

               adaptor.addChild(root_0, root_1);
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               }

           }

           retval.tree = root_0;}

           }

           retval.stop = input.LT(-1);

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           retval.tree = (CommonTree)adaptor.rulePostProcessing(root_0);

           adaptor.setTokenBoundaries(retval.tree, retval.start, retval.stop);

           }

       }

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;

         }

       finally {

       }

       return retval;

   }

   public static class forExpr_return extends ParserRuleReturnScope {

       CommonTree tree;

       public Object getTree() { return tree; }

   };

   public final EsperEPL2GrammarParser.forExpr_return forExpr() throws RecognitionException {

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.forExpr_return retval = new EsperEPL2GrammarParser.forExpr_return();

       retval.start = input.LT(1);

       CommonTree root_0 = null;

       Token i=null;

       Token FOR463=null;

       Token LPAREN464=null;

       Token RPAREN466=null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.expressionList_return expressionList465 = null;

       CommonTree i_tree=null;

       CommonTree FOR463_tree=null;

       CommonTree LPAREN464_tree=null;

       CommonTree RPAREN466_tree=null;

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_FOR=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token FOR");

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_IDENT=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token IDENT");

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_RPAREN=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token RPAREN");

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_LPAREN=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token LPAREN");

       RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_expressionList=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

expressionList");

       try {

           {

           FOR463=(Token)match(input,FOR,FOLLOW_FOR_in_forExpr6746); if (state.failed) return retval;

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_FOR.add(FOR463);

           i=(Token)match(input,IDENT,FOLLOW_IDENT_in_forExpr6750); if (state.failed) return retval;

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_IDENT.add(i);

           int alt179=2;

           int LA179_0 = input.LA(1);
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           if ( (LA179_0==LPAREN) ) {

               alt179=1;

           }

           switch (alt179) {

               case 1 :

                   {

                   LPAREN464=(Token)match(input,LPAREN,FOLLOW_LPAREN_in_forExpr6753); if (state.failed)

return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_LPAREN.add(LPAREN464);

                   int alt178=2;

                   int LA178_0 = input.LA(1);

                   if ( (LA178_0==WINDOW||LA178_0==BETWEEN||LA178_0==ESCAPE||(LA178_0>=NOT_EXPR

&& LA178_0<=EVERY_EXPR)||LA178_0==WHERE||(LA178_0>=SUM &&

LA178_0<=COUNT)||LA178_0==CASE||LA178_0==OUTER||(LA178_0>=JOIN &&

LA178_0<=FULL)||(LA178_0>=EVENTS &&

LA178_0<=LAST)||LA178_0==ISTREAM||(LA178_0>=UNIDIRECTIONAL &&

LA178_0<=CURRENT_TIMESTAMP)||(LA178_0>=SNAPSHOT &&

LA178_0<=INDEX)||(LA178_0>=BOOLEAN_TRUE && LA178_0<=VALUE_NULL)||(LA178_0>=DEFINE

&&

LA178_0<=MATCHED)||LA178_0==NEWKW||LA178_0==CONTEXT||LA178_0==NUM_DOUBLE||(LA178_0

>=IDENT && LA178_0<=LPAREN)||LA178_0==LCURLY||LA178_0==QUESTION||(LA178_0>=PLUS &&

LA178_0<=QUOTED_STRING_LITERAL)||LA178_0==MINUS||LA178_0==NUM_INT||(LA178_0>=TICKED_

STRING_LITERAL && LA178_0<=NUM_FLOAT)) ) {

                       alt178=1;

                   }

                   switch (alt178) {

                       case 1 :

                           {

                           pushFollow(FOLLOW_expressionList_in_forExpr6755);

                           expressionList465=expressionList();

                           state._fsp--;

                           if (state.failed) return retval;

                           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_expressionList.add(expressionList465.getTree());

                           }

                           break;

                   }

                   RPAREN466=(Token)match(input,RPAREN,FOLLOW_RPAREN_in_forExpr6758); if (state.failed)

return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_RPAREN.add(RPAREN466);

                   }

                   break;

           }

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           retval.tree = root_0;

           RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_i=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token i",i);

           RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_retval=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

retval",retval!=null?retval.tree:null);

           root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();
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           {

               {

               CommonTree root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

               root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.becomeRoot(stream_FOR.nextNode(), root_1);

               adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_i.nextNode());

               if ( stream_expressionList.hasNext() ) {

                   adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_expressionList.nextTree());

               }

               stream_expressionList.reset();

               adaptor.addChild(root_0, root_1);

               }

           }

           retval.tree = root_0;}

           }

           retval.stop = input.LT(-1);

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           retval.tree = (CommonTree)adaptor.rulePostProcessing(root_0);

           adaptor.setTokenBoundaries(retval.tree, retval.start, retval.stop);

           }

       }

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;

         }

       finally {

       }

       return retval;

   }

   public static class matchRecog_return extends ParserRuleReturnScope {

       CommonTree tree;

       public Object getTree() { return tree; }

   };

   public final EsperEPL2GrammarParser.matchRecog_return matchRecog() throws RecognitionException {

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.matchRecog_return retval = new EsperEPL2GrammarParser.matchRecog_return();

       retval.start = input.LT(1);

       CommonTree root_0 = null;

       Token MATCH_RECOGNIZE467=null;

       Token LPAREN468=null;

       Token RPAREN476=null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.matchRecogPartitionBy_return matchRecogPartitionBy469 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.matchRecogMeasures_return matchRecogMeasures470 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.matchRecogMatchesSelection_return matchRecogMatchesSelection471 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.matchRecogMatchesAfterSkip_return matchRecogMatchesAfterSkip472 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.matchRecogPattern_return matchRecogPattern473 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.matchRecogMatchesInterval_return matchRecogMatchesInterval474 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.matchRecogDefine_return matchRecogDefine475 = null;

       CommonTree MATCH_RECOGNIZE467_tree=null;

       CommonTree LPAREN468_tree=null;

       CommonTree RPAREN476_tree=null;
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       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_RPAREN=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token RPAREN");

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_LPAREN=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token LPAREN");

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_MATCH_RECOGNIZE=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token

MATCH_RECOGNIZE");

       RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_matchRecogPattern=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

matchRecogPattern");

       RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_matchRecogMatchesInterval=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

matchRecogMatchesInterval");

       RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_matchRecogMatchesAfterSkip=new

RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule matchRecogMatchesAfterSkip");

       RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_matchRecogMeasures=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

matchRecogMeasures");

       RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_matchRecogPartitionBy=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

matchRecogPartitionBy");

       RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_matchRecogMatchesSelection=new

RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule matchRecogMatchesSelection");

       RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_matchRecogDefine=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

matchRecogDefine");

       try {

           {

MATCH_RECOGNIZE467=(Token)match(input,MATCH_RECOGNIZE,FOLLOW_MATCH_RECOGNIZE_in_

matchRecog6794); if (state.failed) return retval;

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_MATCH_RECOGNIZE.add(MATCH_RECOGNIZE467);

           LPAREN468=(Token)match(input,LPAREN,FOLLOW_LPAREN_in_matchRecog6808); if (state.failed)

return retval;

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_LPAREN.add(LPAREN468);

           int alt180=2;

           int LA180_0 = input.LA(1);

           if ( (LA180_0==PARTITION) ) {

               alt180=1;

           }

           switch (alt180) {

               case 1 :

                   {

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_matchRecogPartitionBy_in_matchRecog6814);

                   matchRecogPartitionBy469=matchRecogPartitionBy();

                   state._fsp--;

                   if (state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_matchRecogPartitionBy.add(matchRecogPartitionBy469.getTree());

                   }

                   break;

           }

           pushFollow(FOLLOW_matchRecogMeasures_in_matchRecog6821);

           matchRecogMeasures470=matchRecogMeasures();

           state._fsp--;

           if (state.failed) return retval;

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_matchRecogMeasures.add(matchRecogMeasures470.getTree());

           int alt181=2;
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           int LA181_0 = input.LA(1);

           if ( (LA181_0==ALL) ) {

               alt181=1;

           }

           switch (alt181) {

               case 1 :

                   {

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_matchRecogMatchesSelection_in_matchRecog6826);

                   matchRecogMatchesSelection471=matchRecogMatchesSelection();

                   state._fsp--;

                   if (state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 )

stream_matchRecogMatchesSelection.add(matchRecogMatchesSelection471.getTree());

                   }

                   break;

           }

           int alt182=2;

           int LA182_0 = input.LA(1);

           if ( (LA182_0==AFTER) ) {

               alt182=1;

           }

           switch (alt182) {

               case 1 :

                   {

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_matchRecogMatchesAfterSkip_in_matchRecog6832);

                   matchRecogMatchesAfterSkip472=matchRecogMatchesAfterSkip();

                   state._fsp--;

                   if (state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 )

stream_matchRecogMatchesAfterSkip.add(matchRecogMatchesAfterSkip472.getTree());

                   }

                   break;

           }

           pushFollow(FOLLOW_matchRecogPattern_in_matchRecog6838);

           matchRecogPattern473=matchRecogPattern();

           state._fsp--;

           if (state.failed) return retval;

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_matchRecogPattern.add(matchRecogPattern473.getTree());

           int alt183=2;

           int LA183_0 = input.LA(1);

           if ( (LA183_0==IDENT) ) {

               alt183=1;

           }

           switch (alt183) {

               case 1 :

                   {

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_matchRecogMatchesInterval_in_matchRecog6844);

                   matchRecogMatchesInterval474=matchRecogMatchesInterval();
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                   state._fsp--;

                   if (state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 )

stream_matchRecogMatchesInterval.add(matchRecogMatchesInterval474.getTree());

                   }

                   break;

           }

           pushFollow(FOLLOW_matchRecogDefine_in_matchRecog6850);

           matchRecogDefine475=matchRecogDefine();

           state._fsp--;

           if (state.failed) return retval;

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_matchRecogDefine.add(matchRecogDefine475.getTree());

           RPAREN476=(Token)match(input,RPAREN,FOLLOW_RPAREN_in_matchRecog6857); if (state.failed)

return retval;

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_RPAREN.add(RPAREN476);

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           retval.tree = root_0;

           RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_retval=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

retval",retval!=null?retval.tree:null);

           root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

           {

               {

               CommonTree root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

               root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.becomeRoot(stream_MATCH_RECOGNIZE.nextNode(), root_1);

               if ( stream_matchRecogPartitionBy.hasNext() ) {

                   adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_matchRecogPartitionBy.nextTree());

               }

               stream_matchRecogPartitionBy.reset();

               adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_matchRecogMeasures.nextTree());

               if ( stream_matchRecogMatchesSelection.hasNext() ) {

                   adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_matchRecogMatchesSelection.nextTree());

               }

               stream_matchRecogMatchesSelection.reset();

               if ( stream_matchRecogMatchesAfterSkip.hasNext() ) {

                   adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_matchRecogMatchesAfterSkip.nextTree());

               }

               stream_matchRecogMatchesAfterSkip.reset();

               adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_matchRecogPattern.nextTree());

               if ( stream_matchRecogMatchesInterval.hasNext() ) {

                   adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_matchRecogMatchesInterval.nextTree());

               }

               stream_matchRecogMatchesInterval.reset();

               adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_matchRecogDefine.nextTree());

               adaptor.addChild(root_0, root_1);

               }

           }

           retval.tree = root_0;}

           }
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           retval.stop = input.LT(-1);

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           retval.tree = (CommonTree)adaptor.rulePostProcessing(root_0);

           adaptor.setTokenBoundaries(retval.tree, retval.start, retval.stop);

           }

       }

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;

         }

       finally {

       }

       return retval;

   }

   public static class matchRecogPartitionBy_return extends ParserRuleReturnScope {

       CommonTree tree;

       public Object getTree() { return tree; }

   };

   public final EsperEPL2GrammarParser.matchRecogPartitionBy_return matchRecogPartitionBy() throws

RecognitionException {

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.matchRecogPartitionBy_return retval = new

EsperEPL2GrammarParser.matchRecogPartitionBy_return();

       retval.start = input.LT(1);

       CommonTree root_0 = null;

       Token PARTITION477=null;

       Token BY478=null;

       Token COMMA480=null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.expression_return expression479 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.expression_return expression481 = null;

       CommonTree PARTITION477_tree=null;

       CommonTree BY478_tree=null;

       CommonTree COMMA480_tree=null;

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_BY=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token BY");

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_COMMA=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token COMMA");

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_PARTITION=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token PARTITION");

       RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_expression=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule expression");

       try {

           {

PARTITION477=(Token)match(input,PARTITION,FOLLOW_PARTITION_in_matchRecogPartitionBy6894); if (

state.failed) return retval;

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_PARTITION.add(PARTITION477);

           BY478=(Token)match(input,BY,FOLLOW_BY_in_matchRecogPartitionBy6896); if (state.failed) return

retval;

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_BY.add(BY478);

           pushFollow(FOLLOW_expression_in_matchRecogPartitionBy6898);

           expression479=expression();

           state._fsp--;

           if (state.failed) return retval;

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_expression.add(expression479.getTree());
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           loop184:

           do {

               int alt184=2;

               int LA184_0 = input.LA(1);

               if ( (LA184_0==COMMA) ) {

                   alt184=1;

               }

               switch (alt184) {

           	case 1 :

           	    {

           	    COMMA480=(Token)match(input,COMMA,FOLLOW_COMMA_in_matchRecogPartitionBy6901); if

(state.failed) return retval;

           	    if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_COMMA.add(COMMA480);

           	    pushFollow(FOLLOW_expression_in_matchRecogPartitionBy6903);

           	    expression481=expression();

           	    state._fsp--;

           	    if (state.failed) return retval;

           	    if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_expression.add(expression481.getTree());

           	    }

           	    break;

           	default :

           	    break loop184;

               }

           } while (true);

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           retval.tree = root_0;

           RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_retval=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

retval",retval!=null?retval.tree:null);

           root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

           {

               {

               CommonTree root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

               root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.becomeRoot((CommonTree)adaptor.create(PARTITIONITEM,

"PARTITIONITEM"), root_1);

               if ( !(stream_expression.hasNext()) ) {

                   throw new RewriteEarlyExitException();

               }

               while ( stream_expression.hasNext() ) {

                   adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_expression.nextTree());

               }

               stream_expression.reset();

               adaptor.addChild(root_0, root_1);

               }

           }

           retval.tree = root_0;}

           }

           retval.stop = input.LT(-1);

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {
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           retval.tree = (CommonTree)adaptor.rulePostProcessing(root_0);

           adaptor.setTokenBoundaries(retval.tree, retval.start, retval.stop);

           }

       }

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;

         }

       finally {

       }

       return retval;

   }

   public static class matchRecogMeasures_return extends ParserRuleReturnScope {

       CommonTree tree;

       public Object getTree() { return tree; }

   };

   public final EsperEPL2GrammarParser.matchRecogMeasures_return matchRecogMeasures() throws

RecognitionException {

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.matchRecogMeasures_return retval = new

EsperEPL2GrammarParser.matchRecogMeasures_return();

       retval.start = input.LT(1);

       CommonTree root_0 = null;

       Token MEASURES482=null;

       Token COMMA484=null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.matchRecogMeasureItem_return matchRecogMeasureItem483 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.matchRecogMeasureItem_return matchRecogMeasureItem485 = null;

       CommonTree MEASURES482_tree=null;

       CommonTree COMMA484_tree=null;

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_MEASURES=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token MEASURES");

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_COMMA=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token COMMA");

       RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_matchRecogMeasureItem=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

matchRecogMeasureItem");

       try {

           {

MEASURES482=(Token)match(input,MEASURES,FOLLOW_MEASURES_in_matchRecogMeasures6932); if (st

ate.failed) return retval;

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_MEASURES.add(MEASURES482);

           pushFollow(FOLLOW_matchRecogMeasureItem_in_matchRecogMeasures6934);

           matchRecogMeasureItem483=matchRecogMeasureItem();

           state._fsp--;

           if (state.failed) return retval;

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_matchRecogMeasureItem.add(matchRecogMeasureItem483.getTree());

           loop185:

           do {

               int alt185=2;

               int LA185_0 = input.LA(1);

               if ( (LA185_0==COMMA) ) {

                   alt185=1;

               }
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               switch (alt185) {

           	case 1 :

           	    {

           	    COMMA484=(Token)match(input,COMMA,FOLLOW_COMMA_in_matchRecogMeasures6937); if

(state.failed) return retval;

           	    if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_COMMA.add(COMMA484);

           	    pushFollow(FOLLOW_matchRecogMeasureItem_in_matchRecogMeasures6939);

           	    matchRecogMeasureItem485=matchRecogMeasureItem();

           	    state._fsp--;

           	    if (state.failed) return retval;

           	    if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_matchRecogMeasureItem.add(matchRecogMeasureItem485.getTree());

           	    }

           	    break;

           	default :

           	    break loop185;

               }

           } while (true);

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           retval.tree = root_0;

           RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_retval=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

retval",retval!=null?retval.tree:null);

           root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

           {

               {

               CommonTree root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

               root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.becomeRoot((CommonTree)adaptor.create(MATCHREC_MEASURES,

"MATCHREC_MEASURES"), root_1);

               while ( stream_matchRecogMeasureItem.hasNext() ) {

                   adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_matchRecogMeasureItem.nextTree());

               }

               stream_matchRecogMeasureItem.reset();

               adaptor.addChild(root_0, root_1);

               }

           }

           retval.tree = root_0;}

           }

           retval.stop = input.LT(-1);

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           retval.tree = (CommonTree)adaptor.rulePostProcessing(root_0);

           adaptor.setTokenBoundaries(retval.tree, retval.start, retval.stop);

           }

       }

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;

         }

       finally {

       }

       return retval;
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   }

   public static class matchRecogMeasureItem_return extends ParserRuleReturnScope {

       CommonTree tree;

       public Object getTree() { return tree; }

   };

   public final EsperEPL2GrammarParser.matchRecogMeasureItem_return matchRecogMeasureItem() throws

RecognitionException {

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.matchRecogMeasureItem_return retval = new

EsperEPL2GrammarParser.matchRecogMeasureItem_return();

       retval.start = input.LT(1);

       CommonTree root_0 = null;

       Token i=null;

       Token AS487=null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.expression_return expression486 = null;

       CommonTree i_tree=null;

       CommonTree AS487_tree=null;

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_AS=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token AS");

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_IDENT=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token IDENT");

       RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_expression=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule expression");

       try {

           {

           pushFollow(FOLLOW_expression_in_matchRecogMeasureItem6964);

           expression486=expression();

           state._fsp--;

           if (state.failed) return retval;

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_expression.add(expression486.getTree());

           int alt187=2;

           int LA187_0 = input.LA(1);

           if ( (LA187_0==AS) ) {

               alt187=1;

           }

           switch (alt187) {

               case 1 :

                   {

                   AS487=(Token)match(input,AS,FOLLOW_AS_in_matchRecogMeasureItem6967); if (state.failed)

return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_AS.add(AS487);

                   int alt186=2;

                   int LA186_0 = input.LA(1);

                   if ( (LA186_0==IDENT) ) {

                       alt186=1;

                   }

                   switch (alt186) {

                       case 1 :

                           {

                           i=(Token)match(input,IDENT,FOLLOW_IDENT_in_matchRecogMeasureItem6972); if

(state.failed) return retval;

                           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_IDENT.add(i);
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                           }

                           break;

                   }

                   }

                   break;

           }

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           retval.tree = root_0;

           RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_i=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token i",i);

           RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_retval=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

retval",retval!=null?retval.tree:null);

           root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

           {

               {

               CommonTree root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

               root_1 =

(CommonTree)adaptor.becomeRoot((CommonTree)adaptor.create(MATCHREC_MEASURE_ITEM,

"MATCHREC_MEASURE_ITEM"), root_1);

               adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_expression.nextTree());

               if ( stream_i.hasNext() ) {

                   adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_i.nextNode());

               }

               stream_i.reset();

               adaptor.addChild(root_0, root_1);

               }

           }

           retval.tree = root_0;}

           }

           retval.stop = input.LT(-1);

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           retval.tree = (CommonTree)adaptor.rulePostProcessing(root_0);

           adaptor.setTokenBoundaries(retval.tree, retval.start, retval.stop);

           }

       }

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;

         }

       finally {

       }

       return retval;

   }

   public static class matchRecogMatchesSelection_return extends ParserRuleReturnScope {

       CommonTree tree;

       public Object getTree() { return tree; }

   };

   public final EsperEPL2GrammarParser.matchRecogMatchesSelection_return matchRecogMatchesSelection()

throws RecognitionException {

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.matchRecogMatchesSelection_return retval = new
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EsperEPL2GrammarParser.matchRecogMatchesSelection_return();

       retval.start = input.LT(1);

       CommonTree root_0 = null;

       Token ALL488=null;

       Token MATCHES489=null;

       CommonTree ALL488_tree=null;

       CommonTree MATCHES489_tree=null;

       try {

           {

           root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

           ALL488=(Token)match(input,ALL,FOLLOW_ALL_in_matchRecogMatchesSelection7003); if (state.failed)

return retval;

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           ALL488_tree = (CommonTree)adaptor.create(ALL488);

           root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.becomeRoot(ALL488_tree, root_0);

           }

MATCHES489=(Token)match(input,MATCHES,FOLLOW_MATCHES_in_matchRecogMatchesSelection7006); i

f (state.failed) return retval;

           }

           retval.stop = input.LT(-1);

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           retval.tree = (CommonTree)adaptor.rulePostProcessing(root_0);

           adaptor.setTokenBoundaries(retval.tree, retval.start, retval.stop);

           }

       }

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;

         }

       finally {

       }

       return retval;

   }

   public static class matchRecogPattern_return extends ParserRuleReturnScope {

       CommonTree tree;

       public Object getTree() { return tree; }

   };

   public final EsperEPL2GrammarParser.matchRecogPattern_return matchRecogPattern() throws

RecognitionException {

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.matchRecogPattern_return retval = new

EsperEPL2GrammarParser.matchRecogPattern_return();

       retval.start = input.LT(1);

       CommonTree root_0 = null;

       Token PATTERN490=null;

       Token LPAREN491=null;

       Token RPAREN493=null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.matchRecogPatternAlteration_return matchRecogPatternAlteration492 = null;

       CommonTree PATTERN490_tree=null;

       CommonTree LPAREN491_tree=null;
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       CommonTree RPAREN493_tree=null;

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_PATTERN=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token PATTERN");

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_RPAREN=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token RPAREN");

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_LPAREN=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token LPAREN");

       RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_matchRecogPatternAlteration=new

RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule matchRecogPatternAlteration");

       try {

           {

           PATTERN490=(Token)match(input,PATTERN,FOLLOW_PATTERN_in_matchRecogPattern7021); if

(state.failed) return retval;

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_PATTERN.add(PATTERN490);

           LPAREN491=(Token)match(input,LPAREN,FOLLOW_LPAREN_in_matchRecogPattern7023); if

(state.failed) return retval;

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_LPAREN.add(LPAREN491);

           pushFollow(FOLLOW_matchRecogPatternAlteration_in_matchRecogPattern7025);

           matchRecogPatternAlteration492=matchRecogPatternAlteration();

           state._fsp--;

           if (state.failed) return retval;

           if ( state.backtracking==0 )

stream_matchRecogPatternAlteration.add(matchRecogPatternAlteration492.getTree());

           RPAREN493=(Token)match(input,RPAREN,FOLLOW_RPAREN_in_matchRecogPattern7027); if

(state.failed) return retval;

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_RPAREN.add(RPAREN493);

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           retval.tree = root_0;

           RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_retval=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

retval",retval!=null?retval.tree:null);

           root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

           {

               {

               CommonTree root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

               root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.becomeRoot((CommonTree)adaptor.create(MATCHREC_PATTERN,

"MATCHREC_PATTERN"), root_1);

               adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_matchRecogPatternAlteration.nextTree());

               adaptor.addChild(root_0, root_1);

               }

           }

           retval.tree = root_0;}

           }

           retval.stop = input.LT(-1);

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           retval.tree = (CommonTree)adaptor.rulePostProcessing(root_0);

           adaptor.setTokenBoundaries(retval.tree, retval.start, retval.stop);

           }

       }

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;

         }
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       finally {

       }

       return retval;

   }

   public static class matchRecogMatchesAfterSkip_return extends ParserRuleReturnScope {

       CommonTree tree;

       public Object getTree() { return tree; }

   };

   public final EsperEPL2GrammarParser.matchRecogMatchesAfterSkip_return matchRecogMatchesAfterSkip()

throws RecognitionException {

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.matchRecogMatchesAfterSkip_return retval = new

EsperEPL2GrammarParser.matchRecogMatchesAfterSkip_return();

       retval.start = input.LT(1);

       CommonTree root_0 = null;

       Token AFTER494=null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.keywordAllowedIdent_return i1 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.keywordAllowedIdent_return i2 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.keywordAllowedIdent_return i3 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.keywordAllowedIdent_return i4 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.keywordAllowedIdent_return i5 = null;

       CommonTree AFTER494_tree=null;

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_AFTER=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token AFTER");

       RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_keywordAllowedIdent=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

keywordAllowedIdent");

       try {

           {

           AFTER494=(Token)match(input,AFTER,FOLLOW_AFTER_in_matchRecogMatchesAfterSkip7049); if

(state.failed) return retval;

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_AFTER.add(AFTER494);

           pushFollow(FOLLOW_keywordAllowedIdent_in_matchRecogMatchesAfterSkip7053);

           i1=keywordAllowedIdent();

           state._fsp--;

           if (state.failed) return retval;

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_keywordAllowedIdent.add(i1.getTree());

           pushFollow(FOLLOW_keywordAllowedIdent_in_matchRecogMatchesAfterSkip7057);

           i2=keywordAllowedIdent();

           state._fsp--;

           if (state.failed) return retval;

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_keywordAllowedIdent.add(i2.getTree());

           pushFollow(FOLLOW_keywordAllowedIdent_in_matchRecogMatchesAfterSkip7061);

           i3=keywordAllowedIdent();

           state._fsp--;

           if (state.failed) return retval;

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_keywordAllowedIdent.add(i3.getTree());

           pushFollow(FOLLOW_keywordAllowedIdent_in_matchRecogMatchesAfterSkip7065);

           i4=keywordAllowedIdent();

           state._fsp--;

           if (state.failed) return retval;
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           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_keywordAllowedIdent.add(i4.getTree());

           pushFollow(FOLLOW_keywordAllowedIdent_in_matchRecogMatchesAfterSkip7069);

           i5=keywordAllowedIdent();

           state._fsp--;

           if (state.failed) return retval;

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_keywordAllowedIdent.add(i5.getTree());

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           retval.tree = root_0;

           RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_retval=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

retval",retval!=null?retval.tree:null);

           RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_i5=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

i5",i5!=null?i5.tree:null);

           RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_i4=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

i4",i4!=null?i4.tree:null);

           RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_i3=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

i3",i3!=null?i3.tree:null);

           RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_i2=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

i2",i2!=null?i2.tree:null);

           RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_i1=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

i1",i1!=null?i1.tree:null);

           root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

           {

               {

               CommonTree root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

               root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.becomeRoot((CommonTree)adaptor.create(MATCHREC_AFTER_SKIP,

"MATCHREC_AFTER_SKIP"), root_1);

               adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_i1.nextTree());

               adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_i2.nextTree());

               adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_i3.nextTree());

               adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_i4.nextTree());

               adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_i5.nextTree());

               adaptor.addChild(root_0, root_1);

               }

           }

           retval.tree = root_0;}

           }

           retval.stop = input.LT(-1);

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           retval.tree = (CommonTree)adaptor.rulePostProcessing(root_0);

           adaptor.setTokenBoundaries(retval.tree, retval.start, retval.stop);

           }

       }

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;

         }

       finally {

       }

       return retval;
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   }

   public static class matchRecogMatchesInterval_return extends ParserRuleReturnScope {

       CommonTree tree;

       public Object getTree() { return tree; }

   };

   public final EsperEPL2GrammarParser.matchRecogMatchesInterval_return matchRecogMatchesInterval() throws

RecognitionException {

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.matchRecogMatchesInterval_return retval = new

EsperEPL2GrammarParser.matchRecogMatchesInterval_return();

       retval.start = input.LT(1);

       CommonTree root_0 = null;

       Token i=null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.timePeriod_return timePeriod495 = null;

       CommonTree i_tree=null;

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_IDENT=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token IDENT");

       RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_timePeriod=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule timePeriod");

       try {

           {

           i=(Token)match(input,IDENT,FOLLOW_IDENT_in_matchRecogMatchesInterval7105); if (state.failed)

return retval;

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_IDENT.add(i);

           pushFollow(FOLLOW_timePeriod_in_matchRecogMatchesInterval7107);

           timePeriod495=timePeriod();

           state._fsp--;

           if (state.failed) return retval;

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_timePeriod.add(timePeriod495.getTree());

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           retval.tree = root_0;

           RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_i=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token i",i);

           RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_retval=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

retval",retval!=null?retval.tree:null);

           root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

           {

               {

               CommonTree root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

               root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.becomeRoot((CommonTree)adaptor.create(MATCHREC_INTERVAL,

"MATCHREC_INTERVAL"), root_1);

               adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_i.nextNode());

               adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_timePeriod.nextTree());

               adaptor.addChild(root_0, root_1);

               }

           }

           retval.tree = root_0;}

           }

           retval.stop = input.LT(-1);

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           retval.tree = (CommonTree)adaptor.rulePostProcessing(root_0);

           adaptor.setTokenBoundaries(retval.tree, retval.start, retval.stop);
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           }

       }

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;

         }

       finally {

       }

       return retval;

   }

   public static class matchRecogPatternAlteration_return extends ParserRuleReturnScope {

       CommonTree tree;

       public Object getTree() { return tree; }

   };

   public final EsperEPL2GrammarParser.matchRecogPatternAlteration_return matchRecogPatternAlteration()

throws RecognitionException {

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.matchRecogPatternAlteration_return retval = new

EsperEPL2GrammarParser.matchRecogPatternAlteration_return();

       retval.start = input.LT(1);

       CommonTree root_0 = null;

       Token o=null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.matchRecogPatternConcat_return matchRecogPatternConcat496 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.matchRecogPatternConcat_return matchRecogPatternConcat497 = null;

       CommonTree o_tree=null;

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_BOR=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token BOR");

       RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_matchRecogPatternConcat=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

matchRecogPatternConcat");

       try {

           {

           pushFollow(FOLLOW_matchRecogPatternConcat_in_matchRecogPatternAlteration7133);

           matchRecogPatternConcat496=matchRecogPatternConcat();

           state._fsp--;

           if (state.failed) return retval;

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_matchRecogPatternConcat.add(matchRecogPatternConcat496.getTree());

           loop188:

           do {

               int alt188=2;

               int LA188_0 = input.LA(1);

               if ( (LA188_0==BOR) ) {

                   alt188=1;

               }

               switch (alt188) {

           	case 1 :

           	    {

           	    o=(Token)match(input,BOR,FOLLOW_BOR_in_matchRecogPatternAlteration7138); if (state.failed)

return retval;

           	    if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_BOR.add(o);

           	    pushFollow(FOLLOW_matchRecogPatternConcat_in_matchRecogPatternAlteration7140);

           	    matchRecogPatternConcat497=matchRecogPatternConcat();
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           	    state._fsp--;

           	    if (state.failed) return retval;

           	    if ( state.backtracking==0 )

stream_matchRecogPatternConcat.add(matchRecogPatternConcat497.getTree());

           	    }

           	    break;

           	default :

           	    break loop188;

               }

           } while (true);

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           retval.tree = root_0;

           RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_retval=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

retval",retval!=null?retval.tree:null);

           root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

           if (o != null) {

               {

               CommonTree root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

               root_1 =

(CommonTree)adaptor.becomeRoot((CommonTree)adaptor.create(MATCHREC_PATTERN_ALTER,

"MATCHREC_PATTERN_ALTER"), root_1);

               if ( !(stream_matchRecogPatternConcat.hasNext()) ) {

                   throw new RewriteEarlyExitException();

               }

               while ( stream_matchRecogPatternConcat.hasNext() ) {

                   adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_matchRecogPatternConcat.nextTree());

               }

               stream_matchRecogPatternConcat.reset();

               adaptor.addChild(root_0, root_1);

               }

           }

           else

           {

               adaptor.addChild(root_0, stream_matchRecogPatternConcat.nextTree());

           }

           retval.tree = root_0;}

           }

           retval.stop = input.LT(-1);

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           retval.tree = (CommonTree)adaptor.rulePostProcessing(root_0);

           adaptor.setTokenBoundaries(retval.tree, retval.start, retval.stop);

           }

       }

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;

         }

       finally {

       }
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       return retval;

   }

   public static class matchRecogPatternConcat_return extends ParserRuleReturnScope {

       CommonTree tree;

       public Object getTree() { return tree; }

   };

   public final EsperEPL2GrammarParser.matchRecogPatternConcat_return matchRecogPatternConcat() throws

RecognitionException {

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.matchRecogPatternConcat_return retval = new

EsperEPL2GrammarParser.matchRecogPatternConcat_return();

       retval.start = input.LT(1);

       CommonTree root_0 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.matchRecogPatternUnary_return matchRecogPatternUnary498 = null;

       RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_matchRecogPatternUnary=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

matchRecogPatternUnary");

       try {

           {

           int cnt189=0;

           loop189:

           do {

               int alt189=2;

               int LA189_0 = input.LA(1);

               if ( ((LA189_0>=IDENT && LA189_0<=LPAREN)) ) {

                   alt189=1;

               }

               switch (alt189) {

           	case 1 :

           	    {

           	    pushFollow(FOLLOW_matchRecogPatternUnary_in_matchRecogPatternConcat7173);

           	    matchRecogPatternUnary498=matchRecogPatternUnary();

           	    state._fsp--;

           	    if (state.failed) return retval;

           	    if ( state.backtracking==0 )

stream_matchRecogPatternUnary.add(matchRecogPatternUnary498.getTree());

           	    }

           	    break;

           	default :

           	    if ( cnt189 >= 1 ) break loop189;

           	    if (state.backtracking>0) {state.failed=true; return retval;}

                       EarlyExitException eee =

                           new EarlyExitException(189, input);

                       throw eee;

               }

               cnt189++;

           } while (true);

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           retval.tree = root_0;

           RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_retval=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule
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retval",retval!=null?retval.tree:null);

           root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

           {

               {

               CommonTree root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

               root_1 =

(CommonTree)adaptor.becomeRoot((CommonTree)adaptor.create(MATCHREC_PATTERN_CONCAT,

"MATCHREC_PATTERN_CONCAT"), root_1);

               if ( !(stream_matchRecogPatternUnary.hasNext()) ) {

                   throw new RewriteEarlyExitException();

               }

               while ( stream_matchRecogPatternUnary.hasNext() ) {

                   adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_matchRecogPatternUnary.nextTree());

               }

               stream_matchRecogPatternUnary.reset();

               adaptor.addChild(root_0, root_1);

               }

           }

           retval.tree = root_0;}

           }

           retval.stop = input.LT(-1);

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           retval.tree = (CommonTree)adaptor.rulePostProcessing(root_0);

           adaptor.setTokenBoundaries(retval.tree, retval.start, retval.stop);

           }

       }

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;

         }

       finally {

       }

       return retval;

   }

   public static class matchRecogPatternUnary_return extends ParserRuleReturnScope {

       CommonTree tree;

       public Object getTree() { return tree; }

   };

   public final EsperEPL2GrammarParser.matchRecogPatternUnary_return matchRecogPatternUnary() throws

RecognitionException {

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.matchRecogPatternUnary_return retval = new

EsperEPL2GrammarParser.matchRecogPatternUnary_return();

       retval.start = input.LT(1);

       CommonTree root_0 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.matchRecogPatternNested_return matchRecogPatternNested499 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.matchRecogPatternAtom_return matchRecogPatternAtom500 = null;

       try {

           int alt190=2;

           int LA190_0 = input.LA(1);
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           if ( (LA190_0==LPAREN) ) {

               alt190=1;

           }

           else if ( (LA190_0==IDENT) ) {

               alt190=2;

           }

           else {

               if (state.backtracking>0) {state.failed=true; return retval;}

               NoViableAltException nvae =

                   new NoViableAltException("", 190, 0, input);

               throw nvae;

           }

           switch (alt190) {

               case 1 :

                   {

                   root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_matchRecogPatternNested_in_matchRecogPatternUnary7198);

                   matchRecogPatternNested499=matchRecogPatternNested();

                   state._fsp--;

                   if (state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) adaptor.addChild(root_0, matchRecogPatternNested499.getTree());

                   }

                   break;

               case 2 :

                   {

                   root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_matchRecogPatternAtom_in_matchRecogPatternUnary7204);

                   matchRecogPatternAtom500=matchRecogPatternAtom();

                   state._fsp--;

                   if (state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) adaptor.addChild(root_0, matchRecogPatternAtom500.getTree());

                   }

                   break;

           }

           retval.stop = input.LT(-1);

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           retval.tree = (CommonTree)adaptor.rulePostProcessing(root_0);

           adaptor.setTokenBoundaries(retval.tree, retval.start, retval.stop);

           }

       }

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;

         }

       finally {

       }

       return retval;

   }

   public static class matchRecogPatternNested_return extends ParserRuleReturnScope {
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       CommonTree tree;

       public Object getTree() { return tree; }

   };

   public final EsperEPL2GrammarParser.matchRecogPatternNested_return matchRecogPatternNested() throws

RecognitionException {

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.matchRecogPatternNested_return retval = new

EsperEPL2GrammarParser.matchRecogPatternNested_return();

       retval.start = input.LT(1);

       CommonTree root_0 = null;

       Token s=null;

       Token p=null;

       Token q=null;

       Token LPAREN501=null;

       Token RPAREN503=null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.matchRecogPatternAlteration_return matchRecogPatternAlteration502 = null;

       CommonTree s_tree=null;

       CommonTree p_tree=null;

       CommonTree q_tree=null;

       CommonTree LPAREN501_tree=null;

       CommonTree RPAREN503_tree=null;

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_RPAREN=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token RPAREN");

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_PLUS=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token PLUS");

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_STAR=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token STAR");

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_QUESTION=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token QUESTION");

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_LPAREN=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token LPAREN");

       RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_matchRecogPatternAlteration=new

RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule matchRecogPatternAlteration");

       try {

           {

           LPAREN501=(Token)match(input,LPAREN,FOLLOW_LPAREN_in_matchRecogPatternNested7216); if

(state.failed) return retval;

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_LPAREN.add(LPAREN501);

           pushFollow(FOLLOW_matchRecogPatternAlteration_in_matchRecogPatternNested7218);

           matchRecogPatternAlteration502=matchRecogPatternAlteration();

           state._fsp--;

           if (state.failed) return retval;

           if ( state.backtracking==0 )

stream_matchRecogPatternAlteration.add(matchRecogPatternAlteration502.getTree());

           RPAREN503=(Token)match(input,RPAREN,FOLLOW_RPAREN_in_matchRecogPatternNested7220); if

(state.failed) return retval;

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_RPAREN.add(RPAREN503);

           int alt191=4;

           switch ( input.LA(1) ) {

               case STAR:

                   {

                   alt191=1;

                   }

                   break;
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               case PLUS:

                   {

                   alt191=2;

                   }

                   break;

               case QUESTION:

                   {

                   alt191=3;

                   }

                   break;

           }

           switch (alt191) {

               case 1 :

                   {

                   s=(Token)match(input,STAR,FOLLOW_STAR_in_matchRecogPatternNested7225); if (state.failed)

return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_STAR.add(s);

                   }

                   break;

               case 2 :

                   {

                   p=(Token)match(input,PLUS,FOLLOW_PLUS_in_matchRecogPatternNested7231); if (state.failed)

return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_PLUS.add(p);

                   }

                   break;

               case 3 :

                   {

                   q=(Token)match(input,QUESTION,FOLLOW_QUESTION_in_matchRecogPatternNested7237); if

(state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_QUESTION.add(q);

                   }

                   break;

           }

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           retval.tree = root_0;

           RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_s=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token s",s);

           RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_q=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token q",q);

           RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_p=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token p",p);

           RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_retval=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

retval",retval!=null?retval.tree:null);

           root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

           {

               {

               CommonTree root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

               root_1 =

(CommonTree)adaptor.becomeRoot((CommonTree)adaptor.create(MATCHREC_PATTERN_NESTED,

"MATCHREC_PATTERN_NESTED"), root_1);
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               adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_matchRecogPatternAlteration.nextTree());

               if ( stream_s.hasNext() ) {

                   adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_s.nextNode());

               }

               stream_s.reset();

               if ( stream_p.hasNext() ) {

                   adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_p.nextNode());

               }

               stream_p.reset();

               if ( stream_q.hasNext() ) {

                   adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_q.nextNode());

               }

               stream_q.reset();

               adaptor.addChild(root_0, root_1);

               }

           }

           retval.tree = root_0;}

           }

           retval.stop = input.LT(-1);

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           retval.tree = (CommonTree)adaptor.rulePostProcessing(root_0);

           adaptor.setTokenBoundaries(retval.tree, retval.start, retval.stop);

           }

       }

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;

         }

       finally {

       }

       return retval;

   }

   public static class matchRecogPatternAtom_return extends ParserRuleReturnScope {

       CommonTree tree;

       public Object getTree() { return tree; }

   };

   public final EsperEPL2GrammarParser.matchRecogPatternAtom_return matchRecogPatternAtom() throws

RecognitionException {

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.matchRecogPatternAtom_return retval = new

EsperEPL2GrammarParser.matchRecogPatternAtom_return();

       retval.start = input.LT(1);

       CommonTree root_0 = null;

       Token i=null;

       Token s=null;

       Token p=null;

       Token q=null;

       Token reluctant=null;

       CommonTree i_tree=null;

       CommonTree s_tree=null;
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       CommonTree p_tree=null;

       CommonTree q_tree=null;

       CommonTree reluctant_tree=null;

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_IDENT=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token IDENT");

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_PLUS=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token PLUS");

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_STAR=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token STAR");

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_QUESTION=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token QUESTION");

       try {

           {

           i=(Token)match(input,IDENT,FOLLOW_IDENT_in_matchRecogPatternAtom7276); if (state.failed) return

retval;

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_IDENT.add(i);

           int alt194=2;

           int LA194_0 = input.LA(1);

           if ( (LA194_0==STAR||LA194_0==QUESTION||LA194_0==PLUS) ) {

               alt194=1;

           }

           switch (alt194) {

               case 1 :

                   {

                   int alt192=3;

                   switch ( input.LA(1) ) {

                   case STAR:

                       {

                       alt192=1;

                       }

                       break;

                   case PLUS:

                       {

                       alt192=2;

                       }

                       break;

                   case QUESTION:

                       {

                       alt192=3;

                       }

                       break;

                   default:

                       if (state.backtracking>0) {state.failed=true; return retval;}

                       NoViableAltException nvae =

                           new NoViableAltException("", 192, 0, input);

                       throw nvae;

                   }

                   switch (alt192) {

                       case 1 :

                           {

                           s=(Token)match(input,STAR,FOLLOW_STAR_in_matchRecogPatternAtom7282); if (state.failed)

return retval;
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                           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_STAR.add(s);

                           }

                           break;

                       case 2 :

                           {

                           p=(Token)match(input,PLUS,FOLLOW_PLUS_in_matchRecogPatternAtom7288); if (state.failed)

return retval;

                           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_PLUS.add(p);

                           }

                           break;

                       case 3 :

                           {

                           q=(Token)match(input,QUESTION,FOLLOW_QUESTION_in_matchRecogPatternAtom7294); if

(state.failed) return retval;

                           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_QUESTION.add(q);

                           }

                           break;

                   }

                   int alt193=2;

                   int LA193_0 = input.LA(1);

                   if ( (LA193_0==QUESTION) ) {

                       alt193=1;

                   }

                   switch (alt193) {

                       case 1 :

                           {

reluctant=(Token)match(input,QUESTION,FOLLOW_QUESTION_in_matchRecogPatternAtom7300); if (state.fail

ed) return retval;

                           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_QUESTION.add(reluctant);

                           }

                           break;

                   }

                   }

                   break;

           }

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           retval.tree = root_0;

           RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_s=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token s",s);

           RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_reluctant=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token

reluctant",reluctant);

           RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_q=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token q",q);

           RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_p=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token p",p);

           RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_i=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token i",i);

           RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_retval=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

retval",retval!=null?retval.tree:null);

           root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

           {

               {
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               CommonTree root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

               root_1 =

(CommonTree)adaptor.becomeRoot((CommonTree)adaptor.create(MATCHREC_PATTERN_ATOM,

"MATCHREC_PATTERN_ATOM"), root_1);

               adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_i.nextNode());

               if ( stream_s.hasNext() ) {

                   adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_s.nextNode());

               }

               stream_s.reset();

               if ( stream_p.hasNext() ) {

                   adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_p.nextNode());

               }

               stream_p.reset();

               if ( stream_q.hasNext() ) {

                   adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_q.nextNode());

               }

               stream_q.reset();

               if ( stream_reluctant.hasNext() ) {

                   adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_reluctant.nextNode());

               }

               stream_reluctant.reset();

               adaptor.addChild(root_0, root_1);

               }

           }

           retval.tree = root_0;}

           }

           retval.stop = input.LT(-1);

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           retval.tree = (CommonTree)adaptor.rulePostProcessing(root_0);

           adaptor.setTokenBoundaries(retval.tree, retval.start, retval.stop);

           }

       }

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;

         }

       finally {

       }

       return retval;

   }

   public static class matchRecogDefine_return extends ParserRuleReturnScope {

       CommonTree tree;

       public Object getTree() { return tree; }

   };

   public final EsperEPL2GrammarParser.matchRecogDefine_return matchRecogDefine() throws

RecognitionException {

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.matchRecogDefine_return retval = new

EsperEPL2GrammarParser.matchRecogDefine_return();

       retval.start = input.LT(1);
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       CommonTree root_0 = null;

       Token DEFINE504=null;

       Token COMMA506=null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.matchRecogDefineItem_return matchRecogDefineItem505 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.matchRecogDefineItem_return matchRecogDefineItem507 = null;

       CommonTree DEFINE504_tree=null;

       CommonTree COMMA506_tree=null;

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_DEFINE=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token DEFINE");

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_COMMA=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token COMMA");

       RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_matchRecogDefineItem=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

matchRecogDefineItem");

       try {

           {

           DEFINE504=(Token)match(input,DEFINE,FOLLOW_DEFINE_in_matchRecogDefine7344); if

(state.failed) return retval;

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_DEFINE.add(DEFINE504);

           pushFollow(FOLLOW_matchRecogDefineItem_in_matchRecogDefine7346);

           matchRecogDefineItem505=matchRecogDefineItem();

           state._fsp--;

           if (state.failed) return retval;

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_matchRecogDefineItem.add(matchRecogDefineItem505.getTree());

           loop195:

           do {

               int alt195=2;

               int LA195_0 = input.LA(1);

               if ( (LA195_0==COMMA) ) {

                   alt195=1;

               }

               switch (alt195) {

           	case 1 :

           	    {

           	    COMMA506=(Token)match(input,COMMA,FOLLOW_COMMA_in_matchRecogDefine7349); if

(state.failed) return retval;

           	    if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_COMMA.add(COMMA506);

           	    pushFollow(FOLLOW_matchRecogDefineItem_in_matchRecogDefine7351);

           	    matchRecogDefineItem507=matchRecogDefineItem();

           	    state._fsp--;

           	    if (state.failed) return retval;

           	    if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_matchRecogDefineItem.add(matchRecogDefineItem507.getTree());

           	    }

           	    break;

           	default :

           	    break loop195;

               }

           } while (true);

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           retval.tree = root_0;

           RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_retval=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule
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retval",retval!=null?retval.tree:null);

           root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

           {

               {

               CommonTree root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

               root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.becomeRoot((CommonTree)adaptor.create(MATCHREC_DEFINE,

"MATCHREC_DEFINE"), root_1);

               if ( !(stream_matchRecogDefineItem.hasNext()) ) {

                   throw new RewriteEarlyExitException();

               }

               while ( stream_matchRecogDefineItem.hasNext() ) {

                   adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_matchRecogDefineItem.nextTree());

               }

               stream_matchRecogDefineItem.reset();

               adaptor.addChild(root_0, root_1);

               }

           }

           retval.tree = root_0;}

           }

           retval.stop = input.LT(-1);

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           retval.tree = (CommonTree)adaptor.rulePostProcessing(root_0);

           adaptor.setTokenBoundaries(retval.tree, retval.start, retval.stop);

           }

       }

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;

         }

       finally {

       }

       return retval;

   }

   public static class matchRecogDefineItem_return extends ParserRuleReturnScope {

       CommonTree tree;

       public Object getTree() { return tree; }

   };

   public final EsperEPL2GrammarParser.matchRecogDefineItem_return matchRecogDefineItem() throws

RecognitionException {

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.matchRecogDefineItem_return retval = new

EsperEPL2GrammarParser.matchRecogDefineItem_return();

       retval.start = input.LT(1);

       CommonTree root_0 = null;

       Token i=null;

       Token AS508=null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.expression_return expression509 = null;

       CommonTree i_tree=null;

       CommonTree AS508_tree=null;

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_AS=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token AS");
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       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_IDENT=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token IDENT");

       RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_expression=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule expression");

       try {

           {

           i=(Token)match(input,IDENT,FOLLOW_IDENT_in_matchRecogDefineItem7378); if (state.failed) return

retval;

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_IDENT.add(i);

           AS508=(Token)match(input,AS,FOLLOW_AS_in_matchRecogDefineItem7380); if (state.failed) return

retval;

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_AS.add(AS508);

           pushFollow(FOLLOW_expression_in_matchRecogDefineItem7382);

           expression509=expression();

           state._fsp--;

           if (state.failed) return retval;

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_expression.add(expression509.getTree());

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           retval.tree = root_0;

           RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_i=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token i",i);

           RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_retval=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

retval",retval!=null?retval.tree:null);

           root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

           {

               {

               CommonTree root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

               root_1 =

(CommonTree)adaptor.becomeRoot((CommonTree)adaptor.create(MATCHREC_DEFINE_ITEM,

"MATCHREC_DEFINE_ITEM"), root_1);

               adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_i.nextNode());

               adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_expression.nextTree());

               adaptor.addChild(root_0, root_1);

               }

           }

           retval.tree = root_0;}

           }

           retval.stop = input.LT(-1);

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           retval.tree = (CommonTree)adaptor.rulePostProcessing(root_0);

           adaptor.setTokenBoundaries(retval.tree, retval.start, retval.stop);

           }

       }

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;

         }

       finally {

       }

       return retval;

   }

   public static class patternInclusionExpression_return extends ParserRuleReturnScope {
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       CommonTree tree;

       public Object getTree() { return tree; }

   };

   public final EsperEPL2GrammarParser.patternInclusionExpression_return patternInclusionExpression() throws

RecognitionException {

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.patternInclusionExpression_return retval = new

EsperEPL2GrammarParser.patternInclusionExpression_return();

       retval.start = input.LT(1);

       CommonTree root_0 = null;

       Token PATTERN510=null;

       Token LBRACK511=null;

       Token RBRACK513=null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.patternExpression_return patternExpression512 = null;

       CommonTree PATTERN510_tree=null;

       CommonTree LBRACK511_tree=null;

       CommonTree RBRACK513_tree=null;

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_PATTERN=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token PATTERN");

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_RBRACK=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token RBRACK");

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_LBRACK=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token LBRACK");

       RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_patternExpression=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

patternExpression");

       try {

           {

PATTERN510=(Token)match(input,PATTERN,FOLLOW_PATTERN_in_patternInclusionExpression7407); if (sta

te.failed) return retval;

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_PATTERN.add(PATTERN510);

           LBRACK511=(Token)match(input,LBRACK,FOLLOW_LBRACK_in_patternInclusionExpression7409); if

(state.failed) return retval;

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_LBRACK.add(LBRACK511);

           pushFollow(FOLLOW_patternExpression_in_patternInclusionExpression7411);

           patternExpression512=patternExpression();

           state._fsp--;

           if (state.failed) return retval;

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_patternExpression.add(patternExpression512.getTree());

           RBRACK513=(Token)match(input,RBRACK,FOLLOW_RBRACK_in_patternInclusionExpression7413); if

(state.failed) return retval;

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_RBRACK.add(RBRACK513);

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           retval.tree = root_0;

           RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_retval=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

retval",retval!=null?retval.tree:null);

           root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

           {

               {

               CommonTree root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

               root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.becomeRoot((CommonTree)adaptor.create(PATTERN_INCL_EXPR,

"PATTERN_INCL_EXPR"), root_1);

               adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_patternExpression.nextTree());
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               adaptor.addChild(root_0, root_1);

               }

           }

           retval.tree = root_0;}

           }

           retval.stop = input.LT(-1);

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           retval.tree = (CommonTree)adaptor.rulePostProcessing(root_0);

           adaptor.setTokenBoundaries(retval.tree, retval.start, retval.stop);

           }

       }

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;

         }

       finally {

       }

       return retval;

   }

   public static class databaseJoinExpression_return extends ParserRuleReturnScope {

       CommonTree tree;

       public Object getTree() { return tree; }

   };

   public final EsperEPL2GrammarParser.databaseJoinExpression_return databaseJoinExpression() throws

RecognitionException {

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.databaseJoinExpression_return retval = new

EsperEPL2GrammarParser.databaseJoinExpression_return();

       retval.start = input.LT(1);

       CommonTree root_0 = null;

       Token i=null;

       Token s=null;

       Token s2=null;

       Token SQL514=null;

       Token COLON515=null;

       Token LBRACK516=null;

       Token METADATASQL517=null;

       Token RBRACK518=null;

       CommonTree i_tree=null;

       CommonTree s_tree=null;

       CommonTree s2_tree=null;

       CommonTree SQL514_tree=null;

       CommonTree COLON515_tree=null;

       CommonTree LBRACK516_tree=null;

       CommonTree METADATASQL517_tree=null;

       CommonTree RBRACK518_tree=null;

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_COLON=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token COLON");

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_RBRACK=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token RBRACK");

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_SQL=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token SQL");

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_IDENT=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token IDENT");
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       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_LBRACK=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token LBRACK");

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_STRING_LITERAL=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token

STRING_LITERAL");

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_METADATASQL=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token

METADATASQL");

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_QUOTED_STRING_LITERAL=new

RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token QUOTED_STRING_LITERAL");

        paraphrases.push("relational data join");

       try {

           {

           SQL514=(Token)match(input,SQL,FOLLOW_SQL_in_databaseJoinExpression7446); if (state.failed) return

retval;

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_SQL.add(SQL514);

           COLON515=(Token)match(input,COLON,FOLLOW_COLON_in_databaseJoinExpression7448); if

(state.failed) return retval;

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_COLON.add(COLON515);

           i=(Token)match(input,IDENT,FOLLOW_IDENT_in_databaseJoinExpression7452); if (state.failed) return

retval;

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_IDENT.add(i);

           LBRACK516=(Token)match(input,LBRACK,FOLLOW_LBRACK_in_databaseJoinExpression7454); if

(state.failed) return retval;

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_LBRACK.add(LBRACK516);

           int alt196=2;

           int LA196_0 = input.LA(1);

           if ( (LA196_0==STRING_LITERAL) ) {

               alt196=1;

           }

           else if ( (LA196_0==QUOTED_STRING_LITERAL) ) {

               alt196=2;

           }

           else {

               if (state.backtracking>0) {state.failed=true; return retval;}

               NoViableAltException nvae =

                   new NoViableAltException("", 196, 0, input);

               throw nvae;

           }

           switch (alt196) {

               case 1 :

                   {

s=(Token)match(input,STRING_LITERAL,FOLLOW_STRING_LITERAL_in_databaseJoinExpression7459); if (st

ate.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_STRING_LITERAL.add(s);

                   }

                   break;

               case 2 :

                   {

s=(Token)match(input,QUOTED_STRING_LITERAL,FOLLOW_QUOTED_STRING_LITERAL_in_databaseJoi

nExpression7465); if (state.failed) return retval;
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                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_QUOTED_STRING_LITERAL.add(s);

                   }

                   break;

           }

           int alt198=2;

           int LA198_0 = input.LA(1);

           if ( (LA198_0==METADATASQL) ) {

               alt198=1;

           }

           switch (alt198) {

               case 1 :

                   {

METADATASQL517=(Token)match(input,METADATASQL,FOLLOW_METADATASQL_in_databaseJoinExpr

ession7469); if (state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_METADATASQL.add(METADATASQL517);

                   int alt197=2;

                   int LA197_0 = input.LA(1);

                   if ( (LA197_0==STRING_LITERAL) ) {

                       alt197=1;

                   }

                   else if ( (LA197_0==QUOTED_STRING_LITERAL) ) {

                       alt197=2;

                   }

                   else {

                       if (state.backtracking>0) {state.failed=true; return retval;}

                       NoViableAltException nvae =

                           new NoViableAltException("", 197, 0, input);

                       throw nvae;

                   }

                   switch (alt197) {

                       case 1 :

                           {

s2=(Token)match(input,STRING_LITERAL,FOLLOW_STRING_LITERAL_in_databaseJoinExpression7474); if (

state.failed) return retval;

                           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_STRING_LITERAL.add(s2);

                           }

                           break;

                       case 2 :

                           {

s2=(Token)match(input,QUOTED_STRING_LITERAL,FOLLOW_QUOTED_STRING_LITERAL_in_databaseJo

inExpression7480); if (state.failed) return retval;

                           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_QUOTED_STRING_LITERAL.add(s2);

                           }

                           break;

                   }

                   }

                   break;

           }
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           RBRACK518=(Token)match(input,RBRACK,FOLLOW_RBRACK_in_databaseJoinExpression7485); if

(state.failed) return retval;

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_RBRACK.add(RBRACK518);

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           retval.tree = root_0;

           RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_s2=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token s2",s2);

           RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_s=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token s",s);

           RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_i=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token i",i);

           RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_retval=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

retval",retval!=null?retval.tree:null);

           root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

           {

               {

               CommonTree root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

               root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.becomeRoot((CommonTree)adaptor.create(DATABASE_JOIN_EXPR,

"DATABASE_JOIN_EXPR"), root_1);

               adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_i.nextNode());

               adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_s.nextNode());

               if ( stream_s2.hasNext() ) {

                   adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_s2.nextNode());

               }

               stream_s2.reset();

               adaptor.addChild(root_0, root_1);

               }

           }

           retval.tree = root_0;}

           }

           retval.stop = input.LT(-1);

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           retval.tree = (CommonTree)adaptor.rulePostProcessing(root_0);

           adaptor.setTokenBoundaries(retval.tree, retval.start, retval.stop);

           }

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

              paraphrases.pop();

           }

       }

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;

         }

       finally {

       }

       return retval;

   }

   public static class methodJoinExpression_return extends ParserRuleReturnScope {

       CommonTree tree;

       public Object getTree() { return tree; }

   };

   public final EsperEPL2GrammarParser.methodJoinExpression_return methodJoinExpression() throws
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RecognitionException {

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.methodJoinExpression_return retval = new

EsperEPL2GrammarParser.methodJoinExpression_return();

       retval.start = input.LT(1);

       CommonTree root_0 = null;

       Token i=null;

       Token COLON519=null;

       Token LPAREN521=null;

       Token RPAREN523=null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.classIdentifier_return classIdentifier520 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.expressionList_return expressionList522 = null;

       CommonTree i_tree=null;

       CommonTree COLON519_tree=null;

       CommonTree LPAREN521_tree=null;

       CommonTree RPAREN523_tree=null;

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_COLON=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token COLON");

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_IDENT=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token IDENT");

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_RPAREN=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token RPAREN");

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_LPAREN=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token LPAREN");

       RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_expressionList=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

expressionList");

       RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_classIdentifier=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

classIdentifier");

        paraphrases.push("method invocation join");

       try {

           {

           i=(Token)match(input,IDENT,FOLLOW_IDENT_in_methodJoinExpression7536); if (state.failed) return

retval;

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_IDENT.add(i);

           COLON519=(Token)match(input,COLON,FOLLOW_COLON_in_methodJoinExpression7538); if

(state.failed) return retval;

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_COLON.add(COLON519);

           pushFollow(FOLLOW_classIdentifier_in_methodJoinExpression7540);

           classIdentifier520=classIdentifier();

           state._fsp--;

           if (state.failed) return retval;

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_classIdentifier.add(classIdentifier520.getTree());

           int alt200=2;

           int LA200_0 = input.LA(1);

           if ( (LA200_0==LPAREN) ) {

               alt200=1;

           }

           switch (alt200) {

               case 1 :

                   {

                   LPAREN521=(Token)match(input,LPAREN,FOLLOW_LPAREN_in_methodJoinExpression7543); if

(state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_LPAREN.add(LPAREN521);
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                   int alt199=2;

                   int LA199_0 = input.LA(1);

                   if ( (LA199_0==WINDOW||LA199_0==BETWEEN||LA199_0==ESCAPE||(LA199_0>=NOT_EXPR

&& LA199_0<=EVERY_EXPR)||LA199_0==WHERE||(LA199_0>=SUM &&

LA199_0<=COUNT)||LA199_0==CASE||LA199_0==OUTER||(LA199_0>=JOIN &&

LA199_0<=FULL)||(LA199_0>=EVENTS &&

LA199_0<=LAST)||LA199_0==ISTREAM||(LA199_0>=UNIDIRECTIONAL &&

LA199_0<=CURRENT_TIMESTAMP)||(LA199_0>=SNAPSHOT &&

LA199_0<=INDEX)||(LA199_0>=BOOLEAN_TRUE && LA199_0<=VALUE_NULL)||(LA199_0>=DEFINE

&&

LA199_0<=MATCHED)||LA199_0==NEWKW||LA199_0==CONTEXT||LA199_0==NUM_DOUBLE||(LA199_0

>=IDENT && LA199_0<=LPAREN)||LA199_0==LCURLY||LA199_0==QUESTION||(LA199_0>=PLUS &&

LA199_0<=QUOTED_STRING_LITERAL)||LA199_0==MINUS||LA199_0==NUM_INT||(LA199_0>=TICKED_

STRING_LITERAL && LA199_0<=NUM_FLOAT)) ) {

                       alt199=1;

                   }

                   switch (alt199) {

                       case 1 :

                           {

                           pushFollow(FOLLOW_expressionList_in_methodJoinExpression7545);

                           expressionList522=expressionList();

                           state._fsp--;

                           if (state.failed) return retval;

                           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_expressionList.add(expressionList522.getTree());

                           }

                           break;

                   }

                   RPAREN523=(Token)match(input,RPAREN,FOLLOW_RPAREN_in_methodJoinExpression7548); if

(state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_RPAREN.add(RPAREN523);

                   }

                   break;

           }

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           retval.tree = root_0;

           RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_i=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token i",i);

           RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_retval=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

retval",retval!=null?retval.tree:null);

           root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

           {

               {

               CommonTree root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

               root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.becomeRoot((CommonTree)adaptor.create(METHOD_JOIN_EXPR,

"METHOD_JOIN_EXPR"), root_1);

               adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_i.nextNode());

               adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_classIdentifier.nextTree());

               if ( stream_expressionList.hasNext() ) {

                   adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_expressionList.nextTree());
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               }

               stream_expressionList.reset();

               adaptor.addChild(root_0, root_1);

               }

           }

           retval.tree = root_0;}

           }

           retval.stop = input.LT(-1);

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           retval.tree = (CommonTree)adaptor.rulePostProcessing(root_0);

           adaptor.setTokenBoundaries(retval.tree, retval.start, retval.stop);

           }

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

              paraphrases.pop();

           }

       }

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;

         }

       finally {

       }

       return retval;

   }

   public static class viewExpression_return extends ParserRuleReturnScope {

       CommonTree tree;

       public Object getTree() { return tree; }

   };

   public final EsperEPL2GrammarParser.viewExpression_return viewExpression() throws RecognitionException {

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.viewExpression_return retval = new

EsperEPL2GrammarParser.viewExpression_return();

       retval.start = input.LT(1);

       CommonTree root_0 = null;

       Token ns=null;

       Token i=null;

       Token m=null;

       Token COLON524=null;

       Token LPAREN525=null;

       Token RPAREN527=null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.expressionWithTimeList_return expressionWithTimeList526 = null;

       CommonTree ns_tree=null;

       CommonTree i_tree=null;

       CommonTree m_tree=null;

       CommonTree COLON524_tree=null;

       CommonTree LPAREN525_tree=null;

       CommonTree RPAREN527_tree=null;

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_COLON=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token COLON");

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_IDENT=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token IDENT");

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_RPAREN=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token RPAREN");
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       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_MERGE=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token MERGE");

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_LPAREN=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token LPAREN");

       RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_expressionWithTimeList=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

expressionWithTimeList");

        paraphrases.push("view specifications");

       try {

           {

           ns=(Token)match(input,IDENT,FOLLOW_IDENT_in_viewExpression7601); if (state.failed) return retval;

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_IDENT.add(ns);

           COLON524=(Token)match(input,COLON,FOLLOW_COLON_in_viewExpression7603); if (state.failed)

return retval;

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_COLON.add(COLON524);

           int alt201=2;

           int LA201_0 = input.LA(1);

           if ( (LA201_0==IDENT) ) {

               alt201=1;

           }

           else if ( (LA201_0==MERGE) ) {

               alt201=2;

           }

           else {

               if (state.backtracking>0) {state.failed=true; return retval;}

               NoViableAltException nvae =

                   new NoViableAltException("", 201, 0, input);

               throw nvae;

           }

           switch (alt201) {

               case 1 :

                   {

                   i=(Token)match(input,IDENT,FOLLOW_IDENT_in_viewExpression7608); if (state.failed) return

retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_IDENT.add(i);

                   }

                   break;

               case 2 :

                   {

                   m=(Token)match(input,MERGE,FOLLOW_MERGE_in_viewExpression7612); if (state.failed) return

retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_MERGE.add(m);

                   }

                   break;

           }

           LPAREN525=(Token)match(input,LPAREN,FOLLOW_LPAREN_in_viewExpression7615); if (state.failed)

return retval;

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_LPAREN.add(LPAREN525);

           int alt202=2;

           int LA202_0 = input.LA(1);

           if ( (LA202_0==WINDOW||LA202_0==BETWEEN||LA202_0==ESCAPE||(LA202_0>=NOT_EXPR &&
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LA202_0<=EVERY_EXPR)||LA202_0==WHERE||(LA202_0>=SUM &&

LA202_0<=COUNT)||LA202_0==CASE||LA202_0==OUTER||(LA202_0>=JOIN &&

LA202_0<=FULL)||(LA202_0>=EVENTS &&

LA202_0<=LAST)||LA202_0==ISTREAM||(LA202_0>=UNIDIRECTIONAL &&

LA202_0<=CURRENT_TIMESTAMP)||(LA202_0>=SNAPSHOT &&

LA202_0<=INDEX)||(LA202_0>=BOOLEAN_TRUE && LA202_0<=VALUE_NULL)||(LA202_0>=DEFINE

&&

LA202_0<=MATCHED)||LA202_0==NEWKW||LA202_0==CONTEXT||LA202_0==NUM_DOUBLE||LA202_0=

=LBRACK||(LA202_0>=IDENT &&

LA202_0<=LPAREN)||LA202_0==LCURLY||LA202_0==STAR||LA202_0==QUESTION||(LA202_0>=PLUS &&

LA202_0<=QUOTED_STRING_LITERAL)||LA202_0==MINUS||LA202_0==NUM_INT||(LA202_0>=TICKED_

STRING_LITERAL && LA202_0<=NUM_FLOAT)) ) {

               alt202=1;

           }

           switch (alt202) {

               case 1 :

                   {

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_expressionWithTimeList_in_viewExpression7617);

                   expressionWithTimeList526=expressionWithTimeList();

                   state._fsp--;

                   if (state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 )

stream_expressionWithTimeList.add(expressionWithTimeList526.getTree());

                   }

                   break;

           }

           RPAREN527=(Token)match(input,RPAREN,FOLLOW_RPAREN_in_viewExpression7620); if (state.failed)

return retval;

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_RPAREN.add(RPAREN527);

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           retval.tree = root_0;

           RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_ns=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token ns",ns);

           RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_i=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token i",i);

           RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_retval=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

retval",retval!=null?retval.tree:null);

           root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

           if (m != null) {

               {

               CommonTree root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

               root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.becomeRoot((CommonTree)adaptor.create(VIEW_EXPR,

"VIEW_EXPR"), root_1);

               adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_ns.nextNode());

               {

               CommonTree root_2 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

               root_2 = (CommonTree)adaptor.becomeRoot((CommonTree)adaptor.create(IDENT, "merge"), root_2);

               adaptor.addChild(root_1, root_2);

               }

               if ( stream_expressionWithTimeList.hasNext() ) {
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                   adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_expressionWithTimeList.nextTree());

               }

               stream_expressionWithTimeList.reset();

               adaptor.addChild(root_0, root_1);

               }

           }

           else

           {

               {

               CommonTree root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

               root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.becomeRoot((CommonTree)adaptor.create(VIEW_EXPR,

"VIEW_EXPR"), root_1);

               adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_ns.nextNode());

               adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_i.nextNode());

               if ( stream_expressionWithTimeList.hasNext() ) {

                   adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_expressionWithTimeList.nextTree());

               }

               stream_expressionWithTimeList.reset();

               adaptor.addChild(root_0, root_1);

               }

           }

           retval.tree = root_0;}

           }

           retval.stop = input.LT(-1);

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           retval.tree = (CommonTree)adaptor.rulePostProcessing(root_0);

           adaptor.setTokenBoundaries(retval.tree, retval.start, retval.stop);

           }

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

              paraphrases.pop();

           }

       }

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;

         }

       finally {

       }

       return retval;

   }

   public static class groupByListExpr_return extends ParserRuleReturnScope {

       CommonTree tree;

       public Object getTree() { return tree; }

   };

   public final EsperEPL2GrammarParser.groupByListExpr_return groupByListExpr() throws RecognitionException

{

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.groupByListExpr_return retval = new

EsperEPL2GrammarParser.groupByListExpr_return();

       retval.start = input.LT(1);
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       CommonTree root_0 = null;

       Token COMMA529=null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.expression_return expression528 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.expression_return expression530 = null;

       CommonTree COMMA529_tree=null;

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_COMMA=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token COMMA");

       RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_expression=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule expression");

        paraphrases.push("group-by clause");

       try {

           {

           pushFollow(FOLLOW_expression_in_groupByListExpr7680);

           expression528=expression();

           state._fsp--;

           if (state.failed) return retval;

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_expression.add(expression528.getTree());

           loop203:

           do {

               int alt203=2;

               int LA203_0 = input.LA(1);

               if ( (LA203_0==COMMA) ) {

                   alt203=1;

               }

               switch (alt203) {

           	case 1 :

           	    {

           	    COMMA529=(Token)match(input,COMMA,FOLLOW_COMMA_in_groupByListExpr7683); if

(state.failed) return retval;

           	    if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_COMMA.add(COMMA529);

           	    pushFollow(FOLLOW_expression_in_groupByListExpr7685);

           	    expression530=expression();

           	    state._fsp--;

           	    if (state.failed) return retval;

           	    if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_expression.add(expression530.getTree());

           	    }

           	    break;

           	default :

           	    break loop203;

               }

           } while (true);

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           retval.tree = root_0;

           RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_retval=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

retval",retval!=null?retval.tree:null);

           root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

           {

               {

               CommonTree root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

               root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.becomeRoot((CommonTree)adaptor.create(GROUP_BY_EXPR,
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"GROUP_BY_EXPR"), root_1);

               if ( !(stream_expression.hasNext()) ) {

                   throw new RewriteEarlyExitException();

               }

               while ( stream_expression.hasNext() ) {

                   adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_expression.nextTree());

               }

               stream_expression.reset();

               adaptor.addChild(root_0, root_1);

               }

           }

           retval.tree = root_0;}

           }

           retval.stop = input.LT(-1);

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           retval.tree = (CommonTree)adaptor.rulePostProcessing(root_0);

           adaptor.setTokenBoundaries(retval.tree, retval.start, retval.stop);

           }

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

              paraphrases.pop();

           }

       }

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;

         }

       finally {

       }

       return retval;

   }

   public static class orderByListExpr_return extends ParserRuleReturnScope {

       CommonTree tree;

       public Object getTree() { return tree; }

   };

   public final EsperEPL2GrammarParser.orderByListExpr_return orderByListExpr() throws RecognitionException

{

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.orderByListExpr_return retval = new

EsperEPL2GrammarParser.orderByListExpr_return();

       retval.start = input.LT(1);

       CommonTree root_0 = null;

       Token COMMA532=null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.orderByListElement_return orderByListElement531 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.orderByListElement_return orderByListElement533 = null;

       CommonTree COMMA532_tree=null;

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_COMMA=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token COMMA");

       RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_orderByListElement=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

orderByListElement");

        paraphrases.push("order by clause");

       try {
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           {

           pushFollow(FOLLOW_orderByListElement_in_orderByListExpr7720);

           orderByListElement531=orderByListElement();

           state._fsp--;

           if (state.failed) return retval;

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_orderByListElement.add(orderByListElement531.getTree());

           loop204:

           do {

               int alt204=2;

               int LA204_0 = input.LA(1);

               if ( (LA204_0==COMMA) ) {

                   alt204=1;

               }

               switch (alt204) {

           	case 1 :

           	    {

           	    COMMA532=(Token)match(input,COMMA,FOLLOW_COMMA_in_orderByListExpr7723); if

(state.failed) return retval;

           	    if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_COMMA.add(COMMA532);

           	    pushFollow(FOLLOW_orderByListElement_in_orderByListExpr7725);

           	    orderByListElement533=orderByListElement();

           	    state._fsp--;

           	    if (state.failed) return retval;

           	    if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_orderByListElement.add(orderByListElement533.getTree());

           	    }

           	    break;

           	default :

           	    break loop204;

               }

           } while (true);

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           retval.tree = root_0;

           RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_retval=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

retval",retval!=null?retval.tree:null);

           root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

           {

               {

               CommonTree root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

               root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.becomeRoot((CommonTree)adaptor.create(ORDER_BY_EXPR,

"ORDER_BY_EXPR"), root_1);

               if ( !(stream_orderByListElement.hasNext()) ) {

                   throw new RewriteEarlyExitException();

               }

               while ( stream_orderByListElement.hasNext() ) {

                   adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_orderByListElement.nextTree());

               }

               stream_orderByListElement.reset();

               adaptor.addChild(root_0, root_1);
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               }

           }

           retval.tree = root_0;}

           }

           retval.stop = input.LT(-1);

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           retval.tree = (CommonTree)adaptor.rulePostProcessing(root_0);

           adaptor.setTokenBoundaries(retval.tree, retval.start, retval.stop);

           }

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

              paraphrases.pop();

           }

       }

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;

         }

       finally {

       }

       return retval;

   }

   public static class orderByListElement_return extends ParserRuleReturnScope {

       CommonTree tree;

       public Object getTree() { return tree; }

   };

   public final EsperEPL2GrammarParser.orderByListElement_return orderByListElement() throws

RecognitionException {

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.orderByListElement_return retval = new

EsperEPL2GrammarParser.orderByListElement_return();

       retval.start = input.LT(1);

       CommonTree root_0 = null;

       Token d=null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.expression_return expression534 = null;

       CommonTree d_tree=null;

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_ASC=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token ASC");

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_DESC=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token DESC");

       RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_expression=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule expression");

       try {

           {

           pushFollow(FOLLOW_expression_in_orderByListElement7750);

           expression534=expression();

           state._fsp--;

           if (state.failed) return retval;

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_expression.add(expression534.getTree());

           int alt205=3;

           int LA205_0 = input.LA(1);

           if ( (LA205_0==ASC) ) {

               alt205=1;

           }
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           else if ( (LA205_0==DESC) ) {

               alt205=2;

           }

           switch (alt205) {

               case 1 :

                   {

                   d=(Token)match(input,ASC,FOLLOW_ASC_in_orderByListElement7755); if (state.failed) return

retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_ASC.add(d);

                   }

                   break;

               case 2 :

                   {

                   d=(Token)match(input,DESC,FOLLOW_DESC_in_orderByListElement7759); if (state.failed) return

retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_DESC.add(d);

                   }

                   break;

           }

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           retval.tree = root_0;

           RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_d=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token d",d);

           RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_retval=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

retval",retval!=null?retval.tree:null);

           root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

           {

               {

               CommonTree root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

               root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.becomeRoot((CommonTree)adaptor.create(ORDER_ELEMENT_EXPR,

"ORDER_ELEMENT_EXPR"), root_1);

               adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_expression.nextTree());

               if ( stream_d.hasNext() ) {

                   adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_d.nextNode());

               }

               stream_d.reset();

               adaptor.addChild(root_0, root_1);

               }

           }

           retval.tree = root_0;}

           }

           retval.stop = input.LT(-1);

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           retval.tree = (CommonTree)adaptor.rulePostProcessing(root_0);

           adaptor.setTokenBoundaries(retval.tree, retval.start, retval.stop);

           }

       }

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;
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         }

       finally {

       }

       return retval;

   }

   public static class havingClause_return extends ParserRuleReturnScope {

       CommonTree tree;

       public Object getTree() { return tree; }

   };

   public final EsperEPL2GrammarParser.havingClause_return havingClause() throws RecognitionException {

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.havingClause_return retval = new

EsperEPL2GrammarParser.havingClause_return();

       retval.start = input.LT(1);

       CommonTree root_0 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.evalOrExpression_return evalOrExpression535 = null;

       RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_evalOrExpression=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

evalOrExpression");

        paraphrases.push("having clause");

       try {

           {

           pushFollow(FOLLOW_evalOrExpression_in_havingClause7797);

           evalOrExpression535=evalOrExpression();

           state._fsp--;

           if (state.failed) return retval;

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_evalOrExpression.add(evalOrExpression535.getTree());

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           retval.tree = root_0;

           RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_retval=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

retval",retval!=null?retval.tree:null);

           root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

           {

               {

               CommonTree root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

               root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.becomeRoot((CommonTree)adaptor.create(HAVING_EXPR,

"HAVING_EXPR"), root_1);

               adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_evalOrExpression.nextTree());

               adaptor.addChild(root_0, root_1);

               }

           }

           retval.tree = root_0;}

           }

           retval.stop = input.LT(-1);

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           retval.tree = (CommonTree)adaptor.rulePostProcessing(root_0);

           adaptor.setTokenBoundaries(retval.tree, retval.start, retval.stop);

           }

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

              paraphrases.pop();
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           }

       }

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;

         }

       finally {

       }

       return retval;

   }

   public static class outputLimit_return extends ParserRuleReturnScope {

       CommonTree tree;

       public Object getTree() { return tree; }

   };

   public final EsperEPL2GrammarParser.outputLimit_return outputLimit() throws RecognitionException {

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.outputLimit_return retval = new EsperEPL2GrammarParser.outputLimit_return();

       retval.start = input.LT(1);

       CommonTree root_0 = null;

       Token k=null;

       Token ev=null;

       Token i=null;

       Token e=null;

       Token at=null;

       Token wh=null;

       Token t=null;

       Token THEN541=null;

       Token TERMINATED543=null;

       Token AND_EXPR544=null;

       Token THEN546=null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.outputLimitAfter_return outputLimitAfter536 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.timePeriod_return timePeriod537 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.number_return number538 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.crontabLimitParameterSet_return crontabLimitParameterSet539 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.expression_return expression540 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.onSetExpr_return onSetExpr542 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.expression_return expression545 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.onSetExpr_return onSetExpr547 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.outputLimitAndTerm_return outputLimitAndTerm548 = null;

       CommonTree k_tree=null;

       CommonTree ev_tree=null;

       CommonTree i_tree=null;

       CommonTree e_tree=null;

       CommonTree at_tree=null;

       CommonTree wh_tree=null;

       CommonTree t_tree=null;

       CommonTree THEN541_tree=null;

       CommonTree TERMINATED543_tree=null;

       CommonTree AND_EXPR544_tree=null;

       CommonTree THEN546_tree=null;
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       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_AT=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token AT");

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_AND_EXPR=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token AND_EXPR");

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_IDENT=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token IDENT");

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_THEN=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token THEN");

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_LAST=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token LAST");

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_SNAPSHOT=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token SNAPSHOT");

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_TERMINATED=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token

TERMINATED");

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_EVENTS=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token EVENTS");

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_WHEN=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token WHEN");

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_EVERY_EXPR=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token

EVERY_EXPR");

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_ALL=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token ALL");

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_FIRST=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token FIRST");

       RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_crontabLimitParameterSet=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

crontabLimitParameterSet");

       RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_expression=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule expression");

       RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_outputLimitAfter=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

outputLimitAfter");

       RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_timePeriod=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule timePeriod");

       RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_number=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule number");

       RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_onSetExpr=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule onSetExpr");

       RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_outputLimitAndTerm=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

outputLimitAndTerm");

        paraphrases.push("output rate clause");

       try {

           {

           int alt206=2;

           int LA206_0 = input.LA(1);

           if ( (LA206_0==AFTER) ) {

               alt206=1;

           }

           switch (alt206) {

               case 1 :

                   {

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_outputLimitAfter_in_outputLimit7835);

                   outputLimitAfter536=outputLimitAfter();

                   state._fsp--;

                   if (state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_outputLimitAfter.add(outputLimitAfter536.getTree());

                   }

                   break;

           }

           int alt207=5;

           switch ( input.LA(1) ) {

               case ALL:

                   {

                   alt207=1;
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                   }

                   break;

               case FIRST:

                   {

                   alt207=2;

                   }

                   break;

               case LAST:

                   {

                   alt207=3;

                   }

                   break;

               case SNAPSHOT:

                   {

                   alt207=4;

                   }

                   break;

           }

           switch (alt207) {

               case 1 :

                   {

                   k=(Token)match(input,ALL,FOLLOW_ALL_in_outputLimit7850); if (state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_ALL.add(k);

                   }

                   break;

               case 2 :

                   {

                   k=(Token)match(input,FIRST,FOLLOW_FIRST_in_outputLimit7854); if (state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_FIRST.add(k);

                   }

                   break;

               case 3 :

                   {

                   k=(Token)match(input,LAST,FOLLOW_LAST_in_outputLimit7858); if (state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_LAST.add(k);

                   }

                   break;

               case 4 :

                   {

                   k=(Token)match(input,SNAPSHOT,FOLLOW_SNAPSHOT_in_outputLimit7862); if (state.failed)

return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_SNAPSHOT.add(k);

                   }

                   break;

           }

           int alt213=5;

           switch ( input.LA(1) ) {

           case EVERY_EXPR:
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               {

               alt213=1;

               }

               break;

           case AT:

               {

               alt213=2;

               }

               break;

           case WHEN:

               {

               int LA213_3 = input.LA(2);

               if ( (LA213_3==TERMINATED) ) {

                   alt213=4;

               }

               else if ( (LA213_3==WINDOW||LA213_3==BETWEEN||LA213_3==ESCAPE||(LA213_3>=NOT_EXPR

&& LA213_3<=EVERY_EXPR)||LA213_3==WHERE||(LA213_3>=SUM &&

LA213_3<=COUNT)||LA213_3==CASE||LA213_3==OUTER||(LA213_3>=JOIN &&

LA213_3<=FULL)||(LA213_3>=EVENTS &&

LA213_3<=LAST)||LA213_3==ISTREAM||(LA213_3>=UNIDIRECTIONAL &&

LA213_3<=CURRENT_TIMESTAMP)||(LA213_3>=SNAPSHOT &&

LA213_3<=INDEX)||(LA213_3>=BOOLEAN_TRUE && LA213_3<=VALUE_NULL)||(LA213_3>=DEFINE

&&

LA213_3<=MATCHED)||LA213_3==NEWKW||LA213_3==CONTEXT||LA213_3==NUM_DOUBLE||(LA213_3

>=IDENT && LA213_3<=LPAREN)||LA213_3==LCURLY||LA213_3==QUESTION||(LA213_3>=PLUS &&

LA213_3<=QUOTED_STRING_LITERAL)||LA213_3==MINUS||LA213_3==NUM_INT||(LA213_3>=TICKED_

STRING_LITERAL && LA213_3<=NUM_FLOAT)) ) {

                   alt213=3;

               }

               else {

                   if (state.backtracking>0) {state.failed=true; return retval;}

                   NoViableAltException nvae =

                       new NoViableAltException("", 213, 3, input);

                   throw nvae;

               }

               }

               break;

           case EOF:

           case AND_EXPR:

           case ORDER:

           case ROW_LIMIT_EXPR:

           case FOR:

           case RPAREN:

               {

               alt213=5;

               }

               break;

           default:
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               if (state.backtracking>0) {state.failed=true; return retval;}

               NoViableAltException nvae =

                   new NoViableAltException("", 213, 0, input);

               throw nvae;

           }

           switch (alt213) {

               case 1 :

                   {

                   {

                   ev=(Token)match(input,EVERY_EXPR,FOLLOW_EVERY_EXPR_in_outputLimit7893); if

(state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_EVERY_EXPR.add(ev);

                   int alt209=2;

                   int LA209_0 = input.LA(1);

                   if ( (LA209_0==MINUS) && (synpred2_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                       alt209=1;

                   }

                   else if ( (LA209_0==PLUS) && (synpred2_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                       alt209=1;

                   }

                   else if ( (LA209_0==NUM_INT) ) {

                       int LA209_3 = input.LA(2);

                       if ( (LA209_3==TIMEPERIOD_SECONDS) && (synpred2_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                           alt209=1;

                       }

                       else if ( (LA209_3==TIMEPERIOD_SECOND) && (synpred2_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                           alt209=1;

                       }

                       else if ( (LA209_3==TIMEPERIOD_SEC) && (synpred2_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                           alt209=1;

                       }

                       else if ( (LA209_3==TIMEPERIOD_MILLISECONDS) && (synpred2_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                           alt209=1;

                       }

                       else if ( (LA209_3==TIMEPERIOD_MILLISECOND) && (synpred2_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                           alt209=1;

                       }

                       else if ( (LA209_3==TIMEPERIOD_MILLISEC) && (synpred2_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                           alt209=1;

                       }

                       else if ( (LA209_3==TIMEPERIOD_YEARS) && (synpred2_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                           alt209=1;

                       }

                       else if ( (LA209_3==TIMEPERIOD_YEAR) && (synpred2_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                           alt209=1;

                       }

                       else if ( (LA209_3==TIMEPERIOD_MINUTES) && (synpred2_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                           alt209=1;
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                       }

                       else if ( (LA209_3==TIMEPERIOD_MINUTE) && (synpred2_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                           alt209=1;

                       }

                       else if ( (LA209_3==MIN) && (synpred2_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                           alt209=1;

                       }

                       else if ( (LA209_3==TIMEPERIOD_MONTHS) && (synpred2_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                           alt209=1;

                       }

                       else if ( (LA209_3==TIMEPERIOD_MONTH) && (synpred2_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                           alt209=1;

                       }

                       else if ( (LA209_3==TIMEPERIOD_DAYS) && (synpred2_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                           alt209=1;

                       }

                       else if ( (LA209_3==TIMEPERIOD_DAY) && (synpred2_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                           alt209=1;

                       }

                       else if ( (LA209_3==EVENTS) ) {

                           alt209=2;

                       }

                       else if ( (LA209_3==TIMEPERIOD_HOURS) && (synpred2_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                           alt209=1;

                       }

                       else if ( (LA209_3==TIMEPERIOD_HOUR) && (synpred2_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                           alt209=1;

                       }

                       else if ( (LA209_3==TIMEPERIOD_WEEKS) && (synpred2_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                           alt209=1;

                       }

                       else if ( (LA209_3==TIMEPERIOD_WEEK) && (synpred2_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                           alt209=1;

                       }

                       else {

                           if (state.backtracking>0) {state.failed=true; return retval;}

                           NoViableAltException nvae =

                               new NoViableAltException("", 209, 3, input);

                           throw nvae;

                       }

                   }

                   else if ( (LA209_0==NUM_LONG) ) {

                       int LA209_4 = input.LA(2);

                       if ( (LA209_4==EVENTS) ) {

                           alt209=2;

                       }

                       else if ( (LA209_4==TIMEPERIOD_SECONDS) && (synpred2_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                           alt209=1;
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                       }

                       else if ( (LA209_4==TIMEPERIOD_SECOND) && (synpred2_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                           alt209=1;

                       }

                       else if ( (LA209_4==TIMEPERIOD_SEC) && (synpred2_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                           alt209=1;

                       }

                       else if ( (LA209_4==TIMEPERIOD_DAYS) && (synpred2_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                           alt209=1;

                       }

                       else if ( (LA209_4==TIMEPERIOD_DAY) && (synpred2_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                           alt209=1;

                       }

                       else if ( (LA209_4==TIMEPERIOD_MILLISECONDS) && (synpred2_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                           alt209=1;

                       }

                       else if ( (LA209_4==TIMEPERIOD_MILLISECOND) && (synpred2_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                           alt209=1;

                       }

                       else if ( (LA209_4==TIMEPERIOD_MILLISEC) && (synpred2_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                           alt209=1;

                       }

                       else if ( (LA209_4==TIMEPERIOD_YEARS) && (synpred2_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                           alt209=1;

                       }

                       else if ( (LA209_4==TIMEPERIOD_YEAR) && (synpred2_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                           alt209=1;

                       }

                       else if ( (LA209_4==TIMEPERIOD_MINUTES) && (synpred2_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                           alt209=1;

                       }

                       else if ( (LA209_4==TIMEPERIOD_MINUTE) && (synpred2_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                           alt209=1;

                       }

                       else if ( (LA209_4==MIN) && (synpred2_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                           alt209=1;

                       }

                       else if ( (LA209_4==TIMEPERIOD_MONTHS) && (synpred2_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                           alt209=1;

                       }

                       else if ( (LA209_4==TIMEPERIOD_MONTH) && (synpred2_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                           alt209=1;

                       }

                       else if ( (LA209_4==TIMEPERIOD_WEEKS) && (synpred2_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                           alt209=1;

                       }

                       else if ( (LA209_4==TIMEPERIOD_WEEK) && (synpred2_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                           alt209=1;
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                       }

                       else if ( (LA209_4==TIMEPERIOD_HOURS) && (synpred2_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                           alt209=1;

                       }

                       else if ( (LA209_4==TIMEPERIOD_HOUR) && (synpred2_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                           alt209=1;

                       }

                       else {

                           if (state.backtracking>0) {state.failed=true; return retval;}

                           NoViableAltException nvae =

                               new NoViableAltException("", 209, 4, input);

                           throw nvae;

                       }

                   }

                   else if ( (LA209_0==NUM_FLOAT) ) {

                       int LA209_5 = input.LA(2);

                       if ( (LA209_5==EVENTS) ) {

                           alt209=2;

                       }

                       else if ( (LA209_5==TIMEPERIOD_HOURS) && (synpred2_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                           alt209=1;

                       }

                       else if ( (LA209_5==TIMEPERIOD_HOUR) && (synpred2_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                           alt209=1;

                       }

                       else if ( (LA209_5==TIMEPERIOD_DAYS) && (synpred2_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                           alt209=1;

                       }

                       else if ( (LA209_5==TIMEPERIOD_DAY) && (synpred2_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                           alt209=1;

                       }

                       else if ( (LA209_5==TIMEPERIOD_MINUTES) && (synpred2_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                           alt209=1;

                       }

                       else if ( (LA209_5==TIMEPERIOD_MINUTE) && (synpred2_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                           alt209=1;

                       }

                       else if ( (LA209_5==MIN) && (synpred2_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                           alt209=1;

                       }

                       else if ( (LA209_5==TIMEPERIOD_MONTHS) && (synpred2_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                           alt209=1;

                       }

                       else if ( (LA209_5==TIMEPERIOD_MONTH) && (synpred2_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                           alt209=1;

                       }

                       else if ( (LA209_5==TIMEPERIOD_MILLISECONDS) && (synpred2_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                           alt209=1;
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                       }

                       else if ( (LA209_5==TIMEPERIOD_MILLISECOND) && (synpred2_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                           alt209=1;

                       }

                       else if ( (LA209_5==TIMEPERIOD_MILLISEC) && (synpred2_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                           alt209=1;

                       }

                       else if ( (LA209_5==TIMEPERIOD_YEARS) && (synpred2_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                           alt209=1;

                       }

                       else if ( (LA209_5==TIMEPERIOD_YEAR) && (synpred2_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                           alt209=1;

                       }

                       else if ( (LA209_5==TIMEPERIOD_SECONDS) && (synpred2_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                           alt209=1;

                       }

                       else if ( (LA209_5==TIMEPERIOD_SECOND) && (synpred2_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                           alt209=1;

                       }

                       else if ( (LA209_5==TIMEPERIOD_SEC) && (synpred2_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                           alt209=1;

                       }

                       else if ( (LA209_5==TIMEPERIOD_WEEKS) && (synpred2_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                           alt209=1;

                       }

                       else if ( (LA209_5==TIMEPERIOD_WEEK) && (synpred2_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                           alt209=1;

                       }

                       else {

                           if (state.backtracking>0) {state.failed=true; return retval;}

                           NoViableAltException nvae =

                               new NoViableAltException("", 209, 5, input);

                           throw nvae;

                       }

                   }

                   else if ( (LA209_0==NUM_DOUBLE) ) {

                       int LA209_6 = input.LA(2);

                       if ( (LA209_6==TIMEPERIOD_MINUTES) && (synpred2_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                           alt209=1;

                       }

                       else if ( (LA209_6==TIMEPERIOD_MINUTE) && (synpred2_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                           alt209=1;

                       }

                       else if ( (LA209_6==MIN) && (synpred2_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                           alt209=1;

                       }

                       else if ( (LA209_6==TIMEPERIOD_HOURS) && (synpred2_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                           alt209=1;
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                       }

                       else if ( (LA209_6==TIMEPERIOD_HOUR) && (synpred2_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                           alt209=1;

                       }

                       else if ( (LA209_6==TIMEPERIOD_MONTHS) && (synpred2_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                           alt209=1;

                       }

                       else if ( (LA209_6==TIMEPERIOD_MONTH) && (synpred2_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                           alt209=1;

                       }

                       else if ( (LA209_6==EVENTS) ) {

                           alt209=2;

                       }

                       else if ( (LA209_6==TIMEPERIOD_DAYS) && (synpred2_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                           alt209=1;

                       }

                       else if ( (LA209_6==TIMEPERIOD_DAY) && (synpred2_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                           alt209=1;

                       }

                       else if ( (LA209_6==TIMEPERIOD_YEARS) && (synpred2_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                           alt209=1;

                       }

                       else if ( (LA209_6==TIMEPERIOD_YEAR) && (synpred2_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                           alt209=1;

                       }

                       else if ( (LA209_6==TIMEPERIOD_SECONDS) && (synpred2_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                           alt209=1;

                       }

                       else if ( (LA209_6==TIMEPERIOD_SECOND) && (synpred2_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                           alt209=1;

                       }

                       else if ( (LA209_6==TIMEPERIOD_SEC) && (synpred2_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                           alt209=1;

                       }

                       else if ( (LA209_6==TIMEPERIOD_WEEKS) && (synpred2_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                           alt209=1;

                       }

                       else if ( (LA209_6==TIMEPERIOD_WEEK) && (synpred2_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                           alt209=1;

                       }

                       else if ( (LA209_6==TIMEPERIOD_MILLISECONDS) && (synpred2_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                           alt209=1;

                       }

                       else if ( (LA209_6==TIMEPERIOD_MILLISECOND) && (synpred2_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                           alt209=1;

                       }

                       else if ( (LA209_6==TIMEPERIOD_MILLISEC) && (synpred2_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                           alt209=1;
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                       }

                       else {

                           if (state.backtracking>0) {state.failed=true; return retval;}

                           NoViableAltException nvae =

                               new NoViableAltException("", 209, 6, input);

                           throw nvae;

                       }

                   }

                   else if ( (LA209_0==IDENT) ) {

                       int LA209_7 = input.LA(2);

                       if ( (LA209_7==TIMEPERIOD_HOURS) && (synpred2_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                           alt209=1;

                       }

                       else if ( (LA209_7==TIMEPERIOD_HOUR) && (synpred2_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                           alt209=1;

                       }

                       else if ( (LA209_7==TIMEPERIOD_DAYS) && (synpred2_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                           alt209=1;

                       }

                       else if ( (LA209_7==TIMEPERIOD_DAY) && (synpred2_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                           alt209=1;

                       }

                       else if ( (LA209_7==TIMEPERIOD_WEEKS) && (synpred2_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                           alt209=1;

                       }

                       else if ( (LA209_7==TIMEPERIOD_WEEK) && (synpred2_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                           alt209=1;

                       }

                       else if ( (LA209_7==TIMEPERIOD_MINUTES) && (synpred2_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                           alt209=1;

                       }

                       else if ( (LA209_7==TIMEPERIOD_MINUTE) && (synpred2_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                           alt209=1;

                       }

                       else if ( (LA209_7==MIN) && (synpred2_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                           alt209=1;

                       }

                       else if ( (LA209_7==TIMEPERIOD_YEARS) && (synpred2_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                           alt209=1;

                       }

                       else if ( (LA209_7==TIMEPERIOD_YEAR) && (synpred2_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                           alt209=1;

                       }

                       else if ( (LA209_7==EVENTS) ) {

                           alt209=2;

                       }

                       else if ( (LA209_7==TIMEPERIOD_MONTHS) && (synpred2_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                           alt209=1;
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                       }

                       else if ( (LA209_7==TIMEPERIOD_MONTH) && (synpred2_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                           alt209=1;

                       }

                       else if ( (LA209_7==TIMEPERIOD_MILLISECONDS) && (synpred2_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                           alt209=1;

                       }

                       else if ( (LA209_7==TIMEPERIOD_MILLISECOND) && (synpred2_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                           alt209=1;

                       }

                       else if ( (LA209_7==TIMEPERIOD_MILLISEC) && (synpred2_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                           alt209=1;

                       }

                       else if ( (LA209_7==TIMEPERIOD_SECONDS) && (synpred2_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                           alt209=1;

                       }

                       else if ( (LA209_7==TIMEPERIOD_SECOND) && (synpred2_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                           alt209=1;

                       }

                       else if ( (LA209_7==TIMEPERIOD_SEC) && (synpred2_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                           alt209=1;

                       }

                       else {

                           if (state.backtracking>0) {state.failed=true; return retval;}

                           NoViableAltException nvae =

                               new NoViableAltException("", 209, 7, input);

                           throw nvae;

                       }

                   }

                   else if ( (LA209_0==QUESTION) && (synpred2_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                       alt209=1;

                   }

                   else {

                       if (state.backtracking>0) {state.failed=true; return retval;}

                       NoViableAltException nvae =

                           new NoViableAltException("", 209, 0, input);

                       throw nvae;

                   }

                   switch (alt209) {

                       case 1 :

                           {

                           pushFollow(FOLLOW_timePeriod_in_outputLimit7919);

                           timePeriod537=timePeriod();

                           state._fsp--;

                           if (state.failed) return retval;

                           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_timePeriod.add(timePeriod537.getTree());

                           }

                           break;
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                       case 2 :

                           {

                           int alt208=2;

                           int LA208_0 = input.LA(1);

                           if ( (LA208_0==NUM_DOUBLE||LA208_0==NUM_INT||(LA208_0>=NUM_LONG &&

LA208_0<=NUM_FLOAT)) ) {

                               alt208=1;

                           }

                           else if ( (LA208_0==IDENT) ) {

                               alt208=2;

                           }

                           else {

                               if (state.backtracking>0) {state.failed=true; return retval;}

                               NoViableAltException nvae =

                                   new NoViableAltException("", 208, 0, input);

                               throw nvae;

                           }

                           switch (alt208) {

                               case 1 :

                                   {

                                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_number_in_outputLimit7930);

                                   number538=number();

                                   state._fsp--;

                                   if (state.failed) return retval;

                                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_number.add(number538.getTree());

                                   }

                                   break;

                               case 2 :

                                   {

                                   i=(Token)match(input,IDENT,FOLLOW_IDENT_in_outputLimit7936); if (state.failed) return

retval;

                                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_IDENT.add(i);

                                   }

                                   break;

                           }

                           {

                           e=(Token)match(input,EVENTS,FOLLOW_EVENTS_in_outputLimit7942); if (state.failed) return

retval;

                           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_EVENTS.add(e);

                           }

                           }

                           break;

                   }

                   }

                   }

                   break;

               case 2 :

                   {
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                   {

                   at=(Token)match(input,AT,FOLLOW_AT_in_outputLimit7973); if (state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_AT.add(at);

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_crontabLimitParameterSet_in_outputLimit7975);

                   crontabLimitParameterSet539=crontabLimitParameterSet();

                   state._fsp--;

                   if (state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 )

stream_crontabLimitParameterSet.add(crontabLimitParameterSet539.getTree());

                   }

                   }

                   break;

               case 3 :

                   {

                   {

                   wh=(Token)match(input,WHEN,FOLLOW_WHEN_in_outputLimit7992); if (state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_WHEN.add(wh);

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_expression_in_outputLimit7994);

                   expression540=expression();

                   state._fsp--;

                   if (state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_expression.add(expression540.getTree());

                   int alt210=2;

                   int LA210_0 = input.LA(1);

                   if ( (LA210_0==THEN) ) {

                       alt210=1;

                   }

                   switch (alt210) {

                       case 1 :

                           {

                           THEN541=(Token)match(input,THEN,FOLLOW_THEN_in_outputLimit7997); if (state.failed)

return retval;

                           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_THEN.add(THEN541);

                           pushFollow(FOLLOW_onSetExpr_in_outputLimit7999);

                           onSetExpr542=onSetExpr();

                           state._fsp--;

                           if (state.failed) return retval;

                           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_onSetExpr.add(onSetExpr542.getTree());

                           }

                           break;

                   }

                   }

                   }

                   break;

               case 4 :

                   {

                   {

                   t=(Token)match(input,WHEN,FOLLOW_WHEN_in_outputLimit8019); if (state.failed) return retval;
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                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_WHEN.add(t);

TERMINATED543=(Token)match(input,TERMINATED,FOLLOW_TERMINATED_in_outputLimit8021); if (stat

e.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_TERMINATED.add(TERMINATED543);

                   int alt211=2;

                   int LA211_0 = input.LA(1);

                   if ( (LA211_0==AND_EXPR) ) {

                       int LA211_1 = input.LA(2);

                       if (

(LA211_1==WINDOW||LA211_1==BETWEEN||LA211_1==ESCAPE||(LA211_1>=NOT_EXPR &&

LA211_1<=EVERY_EXPR)||LA211_1==WHERE||(LA211_1>=SUM &&

LA211_1<=COUNT)||LA211_1==CASE||LA211_1==OUTER||(LA211_1>=JOIN &&

LA211_1<=FULL)||(LA211_1>=EVENTS &&

LA211_1<=LAST)||LA211_1==ISTREAM||(LA211_1>=UNIDIRECTIONAL &&

LA211_1<=CURRENT_TIMESTAMP)||(LA211_1>=SNAPSHOT &&

LA211_1<=INDEX)||(LA211_1>=BOOLEAN_TRUE && LA211_1<=VALUE_NULL)||(LA211_1>=DEFINE

&&

LA211_1<=MATCHED)||LA211_1==NEWKW||LA211_1==CONTEXT||LA211_1==NUM_DOUBLE||(LA211_1

>=IDENT && LA211_1<=LPAREN)||LA211_1==LCURLY||LA211_1==QUESTION||(LA211_1>=PLUS &&

LA211_1<=QUOTED_STRING_LITERAL)||LA211_1==MINUS||LA211_1==NUM_INT||(LA211_1>=TICKED_

STRING_LITERAL && LA211_1<=NUM_FLOAT)) ) {

                           alt211=1;

                       }

                   }

                   switch (alt211) {

                       case 1 :

                           {

AND_EXPR544=(Token)match(input,AND_EXPR,FOLLOW_AND_EXPR_in_outputLimit8024); if (state.failed) 

return retval;

                           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_AND_EXPR.add(AND_EXPR544);

                           pushFollow(FOLLOW_expression_in_outputLimit8026);

                           expression545=expression();

                           state._fsp--;

                           if (state.failed) return retval;

                           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_expression.add(expression545.getTree());

                           }

                           break;

                   }

                   int alt212=2;

                   int LA212_0 = input.LA(1);

                   if ( (LA212_0==THEN) ) {

                       alt212=1;

                   }

                   switch (alt212) {

                       case 1 :

                           {

                           THEN546=(Token)match(input,THEN,FOLLOW_THEN_in_outputLimit8031); if (state.failed)

return retval;
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                           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_THEN.add(THEN546);

                           pushFollow(FOLLOW_onSetExpr_in_outputLimit8033);

                           onSetExpr547=onSetExpr();

                           state._fsp--;

                           if (state.failed) return retval;

                           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_onSetExpr.add(onSetExpr547.getTree());

                           }

                           break;

                   }

                   }

                   }

                   break;

               case 5 :

                   {

                   }

                   break;

           }

           int alt214=2;

           int LA214_0 = input.LA(1);

           if ( (LA214_0==AND_EXPR) ) {

               alt214=1;

           }

           switch (alt214) {

               case 1 :

                   {

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_outputLimitAndTerm_in_outputLimit8066);

                   outputLimitAndTerm548=outputLimitAndTerm();

                   state._fsp--;

                   if (state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_outputLimitAndTerm.add(outputLimitAndTerm548.getTree());

                   }

                   break;

           }

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           retval.tree = root_0;

           RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_k=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token k",k);

           RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_i=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token i",i);

           RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_retval=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

retval",retval!=null?retval.tree:null);

           root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

           if (ev != null && e != null) {

               {

               CommonTree root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

               root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.becomeRoot((CommonTree)adaptor.create(EVENT_LIMIT_EXPR,

"EVENT_LIMIT_EXPR"), root_1);

               if ( stream_k.hasNext() ) {

                   adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_k.nextNode());

               }
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               stream_k.reset();

               if ( stream_number.hasNext() ) {

                   adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_number.nextTree());

               }

               stream_number.reset();

               if ( stream_i.hasNext() ) {

                   adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_i.nextNode());

               }

               stream_i.reset();

               if ( stream_outputLimitAfter.hasNext() ) {

                   adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_outputLimitAfter.nextTree());

               }

               stream_outputLimitAfter.reset();

               if ( stream_outputLimitAndTerm.hasNext() ) {

                   adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_outputLimitAndTerm.nextTree());

               }

               stream_outputLimitAndTerm.reset();

               adaptor.addChild(root_0, root_1);

               }

           }

           else

           if (ev != null) {

               {

               CommonTree root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

               root_1 =

(CommonTree)adaptor.becomeRoot((CommonTree)adaptor.create(TIMEPERIOD_LIMIT_EXPR,

"TIMEPERIOD_LIMIT_EXPR"), root_1);

               if ( stream_k.hasNext() ) {

                   adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_k.nextNode());

               }

               stream_k.reset();

               adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_timePeriod.nextTree());

               if ( stream_outputLimitAfter.hasNext() ) {

                   adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_outputLimitAfter.nextTree());

               }

               stream_outputLimitAfter.reset();

               if ( stream_outputLimitAndTerm.hasNext() ) {

                   adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_outputLimitAndTerm.nextTree());

               }

               stream_outputLimitAndTerm.reset();

               adaptor.addChild(root_0, root_1);

               }

           }

           else

           if (at != null) {

               {

               CommonTree root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

               root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.becomeRoot((CommonTree)adaptor.create(CRONTAB_LIMIT_EXPR,
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"CRONTAB_LIMIT_EXPR"), root_1);

               if ( stream_k.hasNext() ) {

                   adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_k.nextNode());

               }

               stream_k.reset();

               adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_crontabLimitParameterSet.nextTree());

               if ( stream_outputLimitAfter.hasNext() ) {

                   adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_outputLimitAfter.nextTree());

               }

               stream_outputLimitAfter.reset();

               if ( stream_outputLimitAndTerm.hasNext() ) {

                   adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_outputLimitAndTerm.nextTree());

               }

               stream_outputLimitAndTerm.reset();

               adaptor.addChild(root_0, root_1);

               }

           }

           else

           if (wh != null) {

               {

               CommonTree root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

               root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.becomeRoot((CommonTree)adaptor.create(WHEN_LIMIT_EXPR,

"WHEN_LIMIT_EXPR"), root_1);

               if ( stream_k.hasNext() ) {

                   adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_k.nextNode());

               }

               stream_k.reset();

               adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_expression.nextTree());

               if ( stream_onSetExpr.hasNext() ) {

                   adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_onSetExpr.nextTree());

               }

               stream_onSetExpr.reset();

               if ( stream_outputLimitAfter.hasNext() ) {

                   adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_outputLimitAfter.nextTree());

               }

               stream_outputLimitAfter.reset();

               if ( stream_outputLimitAndTerm.hasNext() ) {

                   adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_outputLimitAndTerm.nextTree());

               }

               stream_outputLimitAndTerm.reset();

               adaptor.addChild(root_0, root_1);

               }

           }

           else

           if (t != null) {

               {

               CommonTree root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

               root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.becomeRoot((CommonTree)adaptor.create(TERM_LIMIT_EXPR,
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"TERM_LIMIT_EXPR"), root_1);

               if ( stream_k.hasNext() ) {

                   adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_k.nextNode());

               }

               stream_k.reset();

               {

               CommonTree root_2 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

               root_2 = (CommonTree)adaptor.becomeRoot(stream_TERMINATED.nextNode(), root_2);

               if ( stream_expression.hasNext() ) {

                   adaptor.addChild(root_2, stream_expression.nextTree());

               }

               stream_expression.reset();

               if ( stream_onSetExpr.hasNext() ) {

                   adaptor.addChild(root_2, stream_onSetExpr.nextTree());

               }

               stream_onSetExpr.reset();

               adaptor.addChild(root_1, root_2);

               }

               if ( stream_outputLimitAfter.hasNext() ) {

                   adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_outputLimitAfter.nextTree());

               }

               stream_outputLimitAfter.reset();

               if ( stream_outputLimitAndTerm.hasNext() ) {

                   adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_outputLimitAndTerm.nextTree());

               }

               stream_outputLimitAndTerm.reset();

               adaptor.addChild(root_0, root_1);

               }

           }

           else

           {

               {

               CommonTree root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

               root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.becomeRoot((CommonTree)adaptor.create(AFTER_LIMIT_EXPR,

"AFTER_LIMIT_EXPR"), root_1);

               adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_outputLimitAfter.nextTree());

               if ( stream_outputLimitAndTerm.hasNext() ) {

                   adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_outputLimitAndTerm.nextTree());

               }

               stream_outputLimitAndTerm.reset();

               adaptor.addChild(root_0, root_1);

               }

           }

           retval.tree = root_0;}

           }

           retval.stop = input.LT(-1);

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           retval.tree = (CommonTree)adaptor.rulePostProcessing(root_0);
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           adaptor.setTokenBoundaries(retval.tree, retval.start, retval.stop);

           }

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

              paraphrases.pop();

           }

       }

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;

         }

       finally {

       }

       return retval;

   }

   public static class outputLimitAndTerm_return extends ParserRuleReturnScope {

       CommonTree tree;

       public Object getTree() { return tree; }

   };

   public final EsperEPL2GrammarParser.outputLimitAndTerm_return outputLimitAndTerm() throws

RecognitionException {

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.outputLimitAndTerm_return retval = new

EsperEPL2GrammarParser.outputLimitAndTerm_return();

       retval.start = input.LT(1);

       CommonTree root_0 = null;

       Token AND_EXPR549=null;

       Token WHEN550=null;

       Token TERMINATED551=null;

       Token AND_EXPR552=null;

       Token THEN554=null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.expression_return expression553 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.onSetExpr_return onSetExpr555 = null;

       CommonTree AND_EXPR549_tree=null;

       CommonTree WHEN550_tree=null;

       CommonTree TERMINATED551_tree=null;

       CommonTree AND_EXPR552_tree=null;

       CommonTree THEN554_tree=null;

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_AND_EXPR=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token AND_EXPR");

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_THEN=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token THEN");

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_TERMINATED=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token

TERMINATED");

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_WHEN=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token WHEN");

       RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_expression=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule expression");

       RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_onSetExpr=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule onSetExpr");

       try {

           {

           AND_EXPR549=(Token)match(input,AND_EXPR,FOLLOW_AND_EXPR_in_outputLimitAndTerm8240);

if (state.failed) return retval;

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_AND_EXPR.add(AND_EXPR549);

           WHEN550=(Token)match(input,WHEN,FOLLOW_WHEN_in_outputLimitAndTerm8242); if (state.failed)
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return retval;

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_WHEN.add(WHEN550);

TERMINATED551=(Token)match(input,TERMINATED,FOLLOW_TERMINATED_in_outputLimitAndTerm824

4); if (state.failed) return retval;

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_TERMINATED.add(TERMINATED551);

           int alt215=2;

           int LA215_0 = input.LA(1);

           if ( (LA215_0==AND_EXPR) ) {

               alt215=1;

           }

           switch (alt215) {

               case 1 :

                   {

AND_EXPR552=(Token)match(input,AND_EXPR,FOLLOW_AND_EXPR_in_outputLimitAndTerm8247); if (sta

te.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_AND_EXPR.add(AND_EXPR552);

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_expression_in_outputLimitAndTerm8249);

                   expression553=expression();

                   state._fsp--;

                   if (state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_expression.add(expression553.getTree());

                   }

                   break;

           }

           int alt216=2;

           int LA216_0 = input.LA(1);

           if ( (LA216_0==THEN) ) {

               alt216=1;

           }

           switch (alt216) {

               case 1 :

                   {

                   THEN554=(Token)match(input,THEN,FOLLOW_THEN_in_outputLimitAndTerm8254); if

(state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_THEN.add(THEN554);

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_onSetExpr_in_outputLimitAndTerm8256);

                   onSetExpr555=onSetExpr();

                   state._fsp--;

                   if (state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_onSetExpr.add(onSetExpr555.getTree());

                   }

                   break;

           }

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           retval.tree = root_0;

           RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_retval=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

retval",retval!=null?retval.tree:null);

           root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();
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           {

               {

               CommonTree root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

               root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.becomeRoot(stream_TERMINATED.nextNode(), root_1);

               if ( stream_expression.hasNext() ) {

                   adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_expression.nextTree());

               }

               stream_expression.reset();

               if ( stream_onSetExpr.hasNext() ) {

                   adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_onSetExpr.nextTree());

               }

               stream_onSetExpr.reset();

               adaptor.addChild(root_0, root_1);

               }

           }

           retval.tree = root_0;}

           }

           retval.stop = input.LT(-1);

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           retval.tree = (CommonTree)adaptor.rulePostProcessing(root_0);

           adaptor.setTokenBoundaries(retval.tree, retval.start, retval.stop);

           }

       }

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;

         }

       finally {

       }

       return retval;

   }

   public static class outputLimitAfter_return extends ParserRuleReturnScope {

       CommonTree tree;

       public Object getTree() { return tree; }

   };

   public final EsperEPL2GrammarParser.outputLimitAfter_return outputLimitAfter() throws RecognitionException

{

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.outputLimitAfter_return retval = new

EsperEPL2GrammarParser.outputLimitAfter_return();

       retval.start = input.LT(1);

       CommonTree root_0 = null;

       Token a=null;

       Token EVENTS558=null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.timePeriod_return timePeriod556 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.number_return number557 = null;

       CommonTree a_tree=null;

       CommonTree EVENTS558_tree=null;

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_AFTER=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token AFTER");

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_EVENTS=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token EVENTS");
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       RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_timePeriod=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule timePeriod");

       RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_number=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule number");

       try {

           {

           a=(Token)match(input,AFTER,FOLLOW_AFTER_in_outputLimitAfter8286); if (state.failed) return retval;

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_AFTER.add(a);

           int alt217=2;

           switch ( input.LA(1) ) {

           case IDENT:

           case QUESTION:

           case PLUS:

           case MINUS:

               {

               alt217=1;

               }

               break;

           case NUM_INT:

               {

               int LA217_3 = input.LA(2);

               if ( (LA217_3==MIN||(LA217_3>=TIMEPERIOD_YEAR &&

LA217_3<=TIMEPERIOD_MILLISECONDS)) ) {

                   alt217=1;

               }

               else if ( (LA217_3==EVENTS) ) {

                   alt217=2;

               }

               else {

                   if (state.backtracking>0) {state.failed=true; return retval;}

                   NoViableAltException nvae =

                       new NoViableAltException("", 217, 3, input);

                   throw nvae;

               }

               }

               break;

           case NUM_LONG:

               {

               int LA217_4 = input.LA(2);

               if ( (LA217_4==MIN||(LA217_4>=TIMEPERIOD_YEAR &&

LA217_4<=TIMEPERIOD_MILLISECONDS)) ) {

                   alt217=1;

               }

               else if ( (LA217_4==EVENTS) ) {

                   alt217=2;

               }

               else {

                   if (state.backtracking>0) {state.failed=true; return retval;}

                   NoViableAltException nvae =

                       new NoViableAltException("", 217, 4, input);
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                   throw nvae;

               }

               }

               break;

           case NUM_FLOAT:

               {

               int LA217_5 = input.LA(2);

               if ( (LA217_5==EVENTS) ) {

                   alt217=2;

               }

               else if ( (LA217_5==MIN||(LA217_5>=TIMEPERIOD_YEAR &&

LA217_5<=TIMEPERIOD_MILLISECONDS)) ) {

                   alt217=1;

               }

               else {

                   if (state.backtracking>0) {state.failed=true; return retval;}

                   NoViableAltException nvae =

                       new NoViableAltException("", 217, 5, input);

                   throw nvae;

               }

               }

               break;

           case NUM_DOUBLE:

               {

               int LA217_6 = input.LA(2);

               if ( (LA217_6==EVENTS) ) {

                   alt217=2;

               }

               else if ( (LA217_6==MIN||(LA217_6>=TIMEPERIOD_YEAR &&

LA217_6<=TIMEPERIOD_MILLISECONDS)) ) {

                   alt217=1;

               }

               else {

                   if (state.backtracking>0) {state.failed=true; return retval;}

                   NoViableAltException nvae =

                       new NoViableAltException("", 217, 6, input);

                   throw nvae;

               }

               }

               break;

           default:

               if (state.backtracking>0) {state.failed=true; return retval;}

               NoViableAltException nvae =

                   new NoViableAltException("", 217, 0, input);

               throw nvae;

           }

           switch (alt217) {

               case 1 :
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                   {

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_timePeriod_in_outputLimitAfter8289);

                   timePeriod556=timePeriod();

                   state._fsp--;

                   if (state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_timePeriod.add(timePeriod556.getTree());

                   }

                   break;

               case 2 :

                   {

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_number_in_outputLimitAfter8293);

                   number557=number();

                   state._fsp--;

                   if (state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_number.add(number557.getTree());

                   EVENTS558=(Token)match(input,EVENTS,FOLLOW_EVENTS_in_outputLimitAfter8295); if

(state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_EVENTS.add(EVENTS558);

                   }

                   break;

           }

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           retval.tree = root_0;

           RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_retval=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

retval",retval!=null?retval.tree:null);

           root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

           {

               {

               CommonTree root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

               root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.becomeRoot(stream_AFTER.nextNode(), root_1);

               if ( stream_timePeriod.hasNext() ) {

                   adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_timePeriod.nextTree());

               }

               stream_timePeriod.reset();

               if ( stream_number.hasNext() ) {

                   adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_number.nextTree());

               }

               stream_number.reset();

               adaptor.addChild(root_0, root_1);

               }

           }

           retval.tree = root_0;}

           }

           retval.stop = input.LT(-1);

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           retval.tree = (CommonTree)adaptor.rulePostProcessing(root_0);

           adaptor.setTokenBoundaries(retval.tree, retval.start, retval.stop);

           }
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       }

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;

         }

       finally {

       }

       return retval;

   }

   public static class rowLimit_return extends ParserRuleReturnScope {

       CommonTree tree;

       public Object getTree() { return tree; }

   };

   public final EsperEPL2GrammarParser.rowLimit_return rowLimit() throws RecognitionException {

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.rowLimit_return retval = new EsperEPL2GrammarParser.rowLimit_return();

       retval.start = input.LT(1);

       CommonTree root_0 = null;

       Token i1=null;

       Token c=null;

       Token o=null;

       Token i2=null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.numberconstant_return n1 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.numberconstant_return n2 = null;

       CommonTree i1_tree=null;

       CommonTree c_tree=null;

       CommonTree o_tree=null;

       CommonTree i2_tree=null;

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_IDENT=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token IDENT");

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_COMMA=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token COMMA");

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_OFFSET=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token OFFSET");

       RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_numberconstant=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

numberconstant");

        paraphrases.push("row limit clause");

       try {

           {

           int alt218=2;

           int LA218_0 = input.LA(1);

           if (

(LA218_0==NUM_DOUBLE||LA218_0==PLUS||LA218_0==MINUS||LA218_0==NUM_INT||(LA218_0>=NUM

_LONG && LA218_0<=NUM_FLOAT)) ) {

               alt218=1;

           }

           else if ( (LA218_0==IDENT) ) {

               alt218=2;

           }

           else {

               if (state.backtracking>0) {state.failed=true; return retval;}

               NoViableAltException nvae =

                   new NoViableAltException("", 218, 0, input);
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               throw nvae;

           }

           switch (alt218) {

               case 1 :

                   {

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_numberconstant_in_rowLimit8341);

                   n1=numberconstant();

                   state._fsp--;

                   if (state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_numberconstant.add(n1.getTree());

                   }

                   break;

               case 2 :

                   {

                   i1=(Token)match(input,IDENT,FOLLOW_IDENT_in_rowLimit8347); if (state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_IDENT.add(i1);

                   }

                   break;

           }

           int alt221=2;

           int LA221_0 = input.LA(1);

           if ( (LA221_0==OFFSET||LA221_0==COMMA) ) {

               alt221=1;

           }

           switch (alt221) {

               case 1 :

                   {

                   int alt219=2;

                   int LA219_0 = input.LA(1);

                   if ( (LA219_0==COMMA) ) {

                       alt219=1;

                   }

                   else if ( (LA219_0==OFFSET) ) {

                       alt219=2;

                   }

                   else {

                       if (state.backtracking>0) {state.failed=true; return retval;}

                       NoViableAltException nvae =

                           new NoViableAltException("", 219, 0, input);

                       throw nvae;

                   }

                   switch (alt219) {

                       case 1 :

                           {

                           c=(Token)match(input,COMMA,FOLLOW_COMMA_in_rowLimit8354); if (state.failed) return

retval;

                           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_COMMA.add(c);

                           }
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                           break;

                       case 2 :

                           {

                           o=(Token)match(input,OFFSET,FOLLOW_OFFSET_in_rowLimit8360); if (state.failed) return

retval;

                           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_OFFSET.add(o);

                           }

                           break;

                   }

                   int alt220=2;

                   int LA220_0 = input.LA(1);

                   if (

(LA220_0==NUM_DOUBLE||LA220_0==PLUS||LA220_0==MINUS||LA220_0==NUM_INT||(LA220_0>=NUM

_LONG && LA220_0<=NUM_FLOAT)) ) {

                       alt220=1;

                   }

                   else if ( (LA220_0==IDENT) ) {

                       alt220=2;

                   }

                   else {

                       if (state.backtracking>0) {state.failed=true; return retval;}

                       NoViableAltException nvae =

                           new NoViableAltException("", 220, 0, input);

                       throw nvae;

                   }

                   switch (alt220) {

                       case 1 :

                           {

                           pushFollow(FOLLOW_numberconstant_in_rowLimit8366);

                           n2=numberconstant();

                           state._fsp--;

                           if (state.failed) return retval;

                           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_numberconstant.add(n2.getTree());

                           }

                           break;

                       case 2 :

                           {

                           i2=(Token)match(input,IDENT,FOLLOW_IDENT_in_rowLimit8372); if (state.failed) return

retval;

                           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_IDENT.add(i2);

                           }

                           break;

                   }

                   }

                   break;

           }

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           retval.tree = root_0;
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           RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_c=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token c",c);

           RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_o=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token o",o);

           RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_i2=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token i2",i2);

           RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_i1=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token i1",i1);

           RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_n1=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

n1",n1!=null?n1.tree:null);

           RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_retval=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

retval",retval!=null?retval.tree:null);

           RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_n2=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

n2",n2!=null?n2.tree:null);

           root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

           {

               {

               CommonTree root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

               root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.becomeRoot((CommonTree)adaptor.create(ROW_LIMIT_EXPR,

"ROW_LIMIT_EXPR"), root_1);

               if ( stream_n1.hasNext() ) {

                   adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_n1.nextTree());

               }

               stream_n1.reset();

               if ( stream_i1.hasNext() ) {

                   adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_i1.nextNode());

               }

               stream_i1.reset();

               if ( stream_n2.hasNext() ) {

                   adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_n2.nextTree());

               }

               stream_n2.reset();

               if ( stream_i2.hasNext() ) {

                   adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_i2.nextNode());

               }

               stream_i2.reset();

               if ( stream_o.hasNext() ) {

                   adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_o.nextNode());

               }

               stream_o.reset();

               if ( stream_c.hasNext() ) {

                   adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_c.nextNode());

               }

               stream_c.reset();

               adaptor.addChild(root_0, root_1);

               }

           }

           retval.tree = root_0;}

           }

           retval.stop = input.LT(-1);

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           retval.tree = (CommonTree)adaptor.rulePostProcessing(root_0);
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           adaptor.setTokenBoundaries(retval.tree, retval.start, retval.stop);

           }

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

              paraphrases.pop();

           }

       }

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;

         }

       finally {

       }

       return retval;

   }

   public static class crontabLimitParameterSet_return extends ParserRuleReturnScope {

       CommonTree tree;

       public Object getTree() { return tree; }

   };

   public final EsperEPL2GrammarParser.crontabLimitParameterSet_return crontabLimitParameterSet() throws

RecognitionException {

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.crontabLimitParameterSet_return retval = new

EsperEPL2GrammarParser.crontabLimitParameterSet_return();

       retval.start = input.LT(1);

       CommonTree root_0 = null;

       Token LPAREN559=null;

       Token RPAREN561=null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.expressionWithTimeList_return expressionWithTimeList560 = null;

       CommonTree LPAREN559_tree=null;

       CommonTree RPAREN561_tree=null;

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_RPAREN=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token RPAREN");

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_LPAREN=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token LPAREN");

       RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_expressionWithTimeList=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

expressionWithTimeList");

       try {

           {

           LPAREN559=(Token)match(input,LPAREN,FOLLOW_LPAREN_in_crontabLimitParameterSet8424); if

(state.failed) return retval;

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_LPAREN.add(LPAREN559);

           pushFollow(FOLLOW_expressionWithTimeList_in_crontabLimitParameterSet8426);

           expressionWithTimeList560=expressionWithTimeList();

           state._fsp--;

           if (state.failed) return retval;

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_expressionWithTimeList.add(expressionWithTimeList560.getTree());

           RPAREN561=(Token)match(input,RPAREN,FOLLOW_RPAREN_in_crontabLimitParameterSet8428); if

(state.failed) return retval;

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_RPAREN.add(RPAREN561);

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           retval.tree = root_0;

           RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_retval=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule
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retval",retval!=null?retval.tree:null);

           root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

           {

               {

               CommonTree root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

               root_1 =

(CommonTree)adaptor.becomeRoot((CommonTree)adaptor.create(CRONTAB_LIMIT_EXPR_PARAM,

"CRONTAB_LIMIT_EXPR_PARAM"), root_1);

               adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_expressionWithTimeList.nextTree());

               adaptor.addChild(root_0, root_1);

               }

           }

           retval.tree = root_0;}

           }

           retval.stop = input.LT(-1);

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           retval.tree = (CommonTree)adaptor.rulePostProcessing(root_0);

           adaptor.setTokenBoundaries(retval.tree, retval.start, retval.stop);

           }

       }

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;

         }

       finally {

       }

       return retval;

   }

   public static class whenClause_return extends ParserRuleReturnScope {

       CommonTree tree;

       public Object getTree() { return tree; }

   };

   public final EsperEPL2GrammarParser.whenClause_return whenClause() throws RecognitionException {

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.whenClause_return retval = new EsperEPL2GrammarParser.whenClause_return();

       retval.start = input.LT(1);

       CommonTree root_0 = null;

       Token WHEN562=null;

       Token THEN564=null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.expression_return expression563 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.expression_return expression565 = null;

       CommonTree WHEN562_tree=null;

       CommonTree THEN564_tree=null;

       try {

           {

           root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

           {

           WHEN562=(Token)match(input,WHEN,FOLLOW_WHEN_in_whenClause8457); if (state.failed) return

retval;

           pushFollow(FOLLOW_expression_in_whenClause8460);
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           expression563=expression();

           state._fsp--;

           if (state.failed) return retval;

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) adaptor.addChild(root_0, expression563.getTree());

           THEN564=(Token)match(input,THEN,FOLLOW_THEN_in_whenClause8462); if (state.failed) return

retval;

           pushFollow(FOLLOW_expression_in_whenClause8465);

           expression565=expression();

           state._fsp--;

           if (state.failed) return retval;

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) adaptor.addChild(root_0, expression565.getTree());

           }

           }

           retval.stop = input.LT(-1);

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           retval.tree = (CommonTree)adaptor.rulePostProcessing(root_0);

           adaptor.setTokenBoundaries(retval.tree, retval.start, retval.stop);

           }

       }

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;

         }

       finally {

       }

       return retval;

   }

   public static class elseClause_return extends ParserRuleReturnScope {

       CommonTree tree;

       public Object getTree() { return tree; }

   };

   public final EsperEPL2GrammarParser.elseClause_return elseClause() throws RecognitionException {

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.elseClause_return retval = new EsperEPL2GrammarParser.elseClause_return();

       retval.start = input.LT(1);

       CommonTree root_0 = null;

       Token ELSE566=null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.expression_return expression567 = null;

       CommonTree ELSE566_tree=null;

       try {

           {

           root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

           {

           ELSE566=(Token)match(input,ELSE,FOLLOW_ELSE_in_elseClause8478); if (state.failed) return retval;

           pushFollow(FOLLOW_expression_in_elseClause8481);

           expression567=expression();

           state._fsp--;

           if (state.failed) return retval;

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) adaptor.addChild(root_0, expression567.getTree());

           }
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           }

           retval.stop = input.LT(-1);

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           retval.tree = (CommonTree)adaptor.rulePostProcessing(root_0);

           adaptor.setTokenBoundaries(retval.tree, retval.start, retval.stop);

           }

       }

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;

         }

       finally {

       }

       return retval;

   }

   public static class expression_return extends ParserRuleReturnScope {

       CommonTree tree;

       public Object getTree() { return tree; }

   };

   public final EsperEPL2GrammarParser.expression_return expression() throws RecognitionException {

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.expression_return retval = new EsperEPL2GrammarParser.expression_return();

       retval.start = input.LT(1);

       CommonTree root_0 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.caseExpression_return caseExpression568 = null;

       try {

           {

           root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

           pushFollow(FOLLOW_caseExpression_in_expression8494);

           caseExpression568=caseExpression();

           state._fsp--;

           if (state.failed) return retval;

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) adaptor.addChild(root_0, caseExpression568.getTree());

           }

           retval.stop = input.LT(-1);

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           retval.tree = (CommonTree)adaptor.rulePostProcessing(root_0);

           adaptor.setTokenBoundaries(retval.tree, retval.start, retval.stop);

           }

       }

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;

         }

       finally {

       }

       return retval;

   }

   public static class caseExpression_return extends ParserRuleReturnScope {

       CommonTree tree;

       public Object getTree() { return tree; }
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   };

   public final EsperEPL2GrammarParser.caseExpression_return caseExpression() throws RecognitionException {

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.caseExpression_return retval = new

EsperEPL2GrammarParser.caseExpression_return();

       retval.start = input.LT(1);

       CommonTree root_0 = null;

       Token CASE569=null;

       Token END572=null;

       Token CASE573=null;

       Token END577=null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.whenClause_return whenClause570 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.elseClause_return elseClause571 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.expression_return expression574 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.whenClause_return whenClause575 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.elseClause_return elseClause576 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.evalOrExpression_return evalOrExpression578 = null;

       CommonTree CASE569_tree=null;

       CommonTree END572_tree=null;

       CommonTree CASE573_tree=null;

       CommonTree END577_tree=null;

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_END=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token END");

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_CASE=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token CASE");

       RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_expression=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule expression");

       RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_whenClause=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule whenClause");

       RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_elseClause=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule elseClause");

       try {

           int alt226=3;

           int LA226_0 = input.LA(1);

           if ( (LA226_0==CASE) ) {

               int LA226_1 = input.LA(2);

               if ( (LA226_1==WINDOW||LA226_1==BETWEEN||LA226_1==ESCAPE||(LA226_1>=NOT_EXPR &&

LA226_1<=EVERY_EXPR)||LA226_1==WHERE||(LA226_1>=SUM &&

LA226_1<=COUNT)||LA226_1==CASE||LA226_1==OUTER||(LA226_1>=JOIN &&

LA226_1<=FULL)||(LA226_1>=EVENTS &&

LA226_1<=LAST)||LA226_1==ISTREAM||(LA226_1>=UNIDIRECTIONAL &&

LA226_1<=CURRENT_TIMESTAMP)||(LA226_1>=SNAPSHOT &&

LA226_1<=INDEX)||(LA226_1>=BOOLEAN_TRUE && LA226_1<=VALUE_NULL)||(LA226_1>=DEFINE

&&

LA226_1<=MATCHED)||LA226_1==NEWKW||LA226_1==CONTEXT||LA226_1==NUM_DOUBLE||(LA226_1

>=IDENT && LA226_1<=LPAREN)||LA226_1==LCURLY||LA226_1==QUESTION||(LA226_1>=PLUS &&

LA226_1<=QUOTED_STRING_LITERAL)||LA226_1==MINUS||LA226_1==NUM_INT||(LA226_1>=TICKED_

STRING_LITERAL && LA226_1<=NUM_FLOAT)) ) {

                   alt226=2;

               }

               else if ( (LA226_1==WHEN) ) {

                   alt226=1;

               }

               else {
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                   if (state.backtracking>0) {state.failed=true; return retval;}

                   NoViableAltException nvae =

                       new NoViableAltException("", 226, 1, input);

                   throw nvae;

               }

           }

           else if ( (LA226_0==WINDOW||LA226_0==BETWEEN||LA226_0==ESCAPE||(LA226_0>=NOT_EXPR

&& LA226_0<=EVERY_EXPR)||LA226_0==WHERE||(LA226_0>=SUM &&

LA226_0<=COUNT)||LA226_0==OUTER||(LA226_0>=JOIN && LA226_0<=FULL)||(LA226_0>=EVENTS &&

LA226_0<=LAST)||LA226_0==ISTREAM||(LA226_0>=UNIDIRECTIONAL &&

LA226_0<=CURRENT_TIMESTAMP)||(LA226_0>=SNAPSHOT &&

LA226_0<=INDEX)||(LA226_0>=BOOLEAN_TRUE && LA226_0<=VALUE_NULL)||(LA226_0>=DEFINE

&&

LA226_0<=MATCHED)||LA226_0==NEWKW||LA226_0==CONTEXT||LA226_0==NUM_DOUBLE||(LA226_0

>=IDENT && LA226_0<=LPAREN)||LA226_0==LCURLY||LA226_0==QUESTION||(LA226_0>=PLUS &&

LA226_0<=QUOTED_STRING_LITERAL)||LA226_0==MINUS||LA226_0==NUM_INT||(LA226_0>=TICKED_

STRING_LITERAL && LA226_0<=NUM_FLOAT)) ) {

               alt226=3;

           }

           else {

               if (state.backtracking>0) {state.failed=true; return retval;}

               NoViableAltException nvae =

                   new NoViableAltException("", 226, 0, input);

               throw nvae;

           }

           switch (alt226) {

               case 1 :

                   {

                   root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

                      paraphrases.push("case expression");

                   }

                   CASE569=(Token)match(input,CASE,FOLLOW_CASE_in_caseExpression8508); if (state.failed)

return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

                   CASE569_tree = (CommonTree)adaptor.create(CASE569);

                   root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.becomeRoot(CASE569_tree, root_0);

                   }

                   int cnt222=0;

                   loop222:

                   do {

                       int alt222=2;

                       int LA222_0 = input.LA(1);

                       if ( (LA222_0==WHEN) ) {

                           alt222=1;

                       }

                       switch (alt222) {

                   	case 1 :
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                   	    {

                   	    pushFollow(FOLLOW_whenClause_in_caseExpression8511);

                   	    whenClause570=whenClause();

                   	    state._fsp--;

                   	    if (state.failed) return retval;

                   	    if ( state.backtracking==0 ) adaptor.addChild(root_0, whenClause570.getTree());

                   	    }

                   	    break;

                   	default :

                   	    if ( cnt222 >= 1 ) break loop222;

                   	    if (state.backtracking>0) {state.failed=true; return retval;}

                               EarlyExitException eee =

                                   new EarlyExitException(222, input);

                               throw eee;

                       }

                       cnt222++;

                   } while (true);

                   int alt223=2;

                   int LA223_0 = input.LA(1);

                   if ( (LA223_0==ELSE) ) {

                       alt223=1;

                   }

                   switch (alt223) {

                       case 1 :

                           {

                           pushFollow(FOLLOW_elseClause_in_caseExpression8514);

                           elseClause571=elseClause();

                           state._fsp--;

                           if (state.failed) return retval;

                           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) adaptor.addChild(root_0, elseClause571.getTree());

                           }

                           break;

                   }

                   END572=(Token)match(input,END,FOLLOW_END_in_caseExpression8517); if (state.failed) return

retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

                      paraphrases.pop();

                   }

                   }

                   break;

               case 2 :

                   {

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

                      paraphrases.push("case expression");

                   }

                   CASE573=(Token)match(input,CASE,FOLLOW_CASE_in_caseExpression8528); if (state.failed)

return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_CASE.add(CASE573);
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                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_expression_in_caseExpression8530);

                   expression574=expression();

                   state._fsp--;

                   if (state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_expression.add(expression574.getTree());

                   int cnt224=0;

                   loop224:

                   do {

                       int alt224=2;

                       int LA224_0 = input.LA(1);

                       if ( (LA224_0==WHEN) ) {

                           alt224=1;

                       }

                       switch (alt224) {

                   	case 1 :

                   	    {

                   	    pushFollow(FOLLOW_whenClause_in_caseExpression8532);

                   	    whenClause575=whenClause();

                   	    state._fsp--;

                   	    if (state.failed) return retval;

                   	    if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_whenClause.add(whenClause575.getTree());

                   	    }

                   	    break;

                   	default :

                   	    if ( cnt224 >= 1 ) break loop224;

                   	    if (state.backtracking>0) {state.failed=true; return retval;}

                               EarlyExitException eee =

                                   new EarlyExitException(224, input);

                               throw eee;

                       }

                       cnt224++;

                   } while (true);

                   int alt225=2;

                   int LA225_0 = input.LA(1);

                   if ( (LA225_0==ELSE) ) {

                       alt225=1;

                   }

                   switch (alt225) {

                       case 1 :

                           {

                           pushFollow(FOLLOW_elseClause_in_caseExpression8535);

                           elseClause576=elseClause();

                           state._fsp--;

                           if (state.failed) return retval;

                           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_elseClause.add(elseClause576.getTree());

                           }

                           break;

                   }
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                   END577=(Token)match(input,END,FOLLOW_END_in_caseExpression8538); if (state.failed) return

retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_END.add(END577);

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

                      paraphrases.pop();

                   }

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

                   retval.tree = root_0;

                   RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_retval=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

retval",retval!=null?retval.tree:null);

                   root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

                   {

                       {

                       CommonTree root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

                       root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.becomeRoot((CommonTree)adaptor.create(CASE2, "CASE2"),

root_1);

                       adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_expression.nextTree());

                       if ( !(stream_whenClause.hasNext()) ) {

                           throw new RewriteEarlyExitException();

                       }

                       while ( stream_whenClause.hasNext() ) {

                           adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_whenClause.nextTree());

                       }

                       stream_whenClause.reset();

                       if ( stream_elseClause.hasNext() ) {

                           adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_elseClause.nextTree());

                       }

                       stream_elseClause.reset();

                       adaptor.addChild(root_0, root_1);

                       }

                   }

                   retval.tree = root_0;}

                   }

                   break;

               case 3 :

                   {

                   root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_evalOrExpression_in_caseExpression8562);

                   evalOrExpression578=evalOrExpression();

                   state._fsp--;

                   if (state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) adaptor.addChild(root_0, evalOrExpression578.getTree());

                   }

                   break;

           }

           retval.stop = input.LT(-1);

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           retval.tree = (CommonTree)adaptor.rulePostProcessing(root_0);
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           adaptor.setTokenBoundaries(retval.tree, retval.start, retval.stop);

           }

       }

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;

         }

       finally {

       }

       return retval;

   }

   public static class evalOrExpression_return extends ParserRuleReturnScope {

       CommonTree tree;

       public Object getTree() { return tree; }

   };

   public final EsperEPL2GrammarParser.evalOrExpression_return evalOrExpression() throws

RecognitionException {

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.evalOrExpression_return retval = new

EsperEPL2GrammarParser.evalOrExpression_return();

       retval.start = input.LT(1);

       CommonTree root_0 = null;

       Token op=null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.evalAndExpression_return evalAndExpression579 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.evalAndExpression_return evalAndExpression580 = null;

       CommonTree op_tree=null;

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_OR_EXPR=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token OR_EXPR");

       RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_evalAndExpression=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

evalAndExpression");

       try {

           {

           pushFollow(FOLLOW_evalAndExpression_in_evalOrExpression8573);

           evalAndExpression579=evalAndExpression();

           state._fsp--;

           if (state.failed) return retval;

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_evalAndExpression.add(evalAndExpression579.getTree());

           loop227:

           do {

               int alt227=2;

               int LA227_0 = input.LA(1);

               if ( (LA227_0==OR_EXPR) ) {

                   alt227=1;

               }

               switch (alt227) {

           	case 1 :

           	    {

           	    op=(Token)match(input,OR_EXPR,FOLLOW_OR_EXPR_in_evalOrExpression8578); if (state.failed)

return retval;

           	    if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_OR_EXPR.add(op);

           	    pushFollow(FOLLOW_evalAndExpression_in_evalOrExpression8580);
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           	    evalAndExpression580=evalAndExpression();

           	    state._fsp--;

           	    if (state.failed) return retval;

           	    if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_evalAndExpression.add(evalAndExpression580.getTree());

           	    }

           	    break;

           	default :

           	    break loop227;

               }

           } while (true);

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           retval.tree = root_0;

           RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_retval=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

retval",retval!=null?retval.tree:null);

           root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

           if (op != null) {

               {

               CommonTree root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

               root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.becomeRoot((CommonTree)adaptor.create(EVAL_OR_EXPR,

"EVAL_OR_EXPR"), root_1);

               while ( stream_evalAndExpression.hasNext() ) {

                   adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_evalAndExpression.nextTree());

               }

               stream_evalAndExpression.reset();

               adaptor.addChild(root_0, root_1);

               }

           }

           else

           {

               adaptor.addChild(root_0, stream_evalAndExpression.nextTree());

           }

           retval.tree = root_0;}

           }

           retval.stop = input.LT(-1);

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           retval.tree = (CommonTree)adaptor.rulePostProcessing(root_0);

           adaptor.setTokenBoundaries(retval.tree, retval.start, retval.stop);

           }

       }

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;

         }

       finally {

       }

       return retval;

   }

   public static class evalAndExpression_return extends ParserRuleReturnScope {

       CommonTree tree;
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       public Object getTree() { return tree; }

   };

   public final EsperEPL2GrammarParser.evalAndExpression_return evalAndExpression() throws

RecognitionException {

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.evalAndExpression_return retval = new

EsperEPL2GrammarParser.evalAndExpression_return();

       retval.start = input.LT(1);

       CommonTree root_0 = null;

       Token op=null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.bitWiseExpression_return bitWiseExpression581 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.bitWiseExpression_return bitWiseExpression582 = null;

       CommonTree op_tree=null;

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_AND_EXPR=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token AND_EXPR");

       RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_bitWiseExpression=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

bitWiseExpression");

       try {

           {

           pushFollow(FOLLOW_bitWiseExpression_in_evalAndExpression8612);

           bitWiseExpression581=bitWiseExpression();

           state._fsp--;

           if (state.failed) return retval;

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_bitWiseExpression.add(bitWiseExpression581.getTree());

           loop228:

           do {

               int alt228=2;

               int LA228_0 = input.LA(1);

               if ( (LA228_0==AND_EXPR) ) {

                   int LA228_16 = input.LA(2);

                   if (

(LA228_16==WINDOW||LA228_16==BETWEEN||LA228_16==ESCAPE||(LA228_16>=NOT_EXPR &&

LA228_16<=EVERY_EXPR)||LA228_16==WHERE||(LA228_16>=SUM &&

LA228_16<=COUNT)||LA228_16==OUTER||(LA228_16>=JOIN &&

LA228_16<=FULL)||(LA228_16>=EVENTS &&

LA228_16<=LAST)||LA228_16==ISTREAM||(LA228_16>=UNIDIRECTIONAL &&

LA228_16<=CURRENT_TIMESTAMP)||(LA228_16>=SNAPSHOT &&

LA228_16<=INDEX)||(LA228_16>=BOOLEAN_TRUE &&

LA228_16<=VALUE_NULL)||(LA228_16>=DEFINE &&

LA228_16<=MATCHED)||LA228_16==NEWKW||LA228_16==CONTEXT||LA228_16==NUM_DOUBLE||(LA2

28_16>=IDENT &&

LA228_16<=LPAREN)||LA228_16==LCURLY||LA228_16==QUESTION||(LA228_16>=PLUS &&

LA228_16<=QUOTED_STRING_LITERAL)||LA228_16==MINUS||LA228_16==NUM_INT||(LA228_16>=TICK

ED_STRING_LITERAL && LA228_16<=NUM_FLOAT)) ) {

                       alt228=1;

                   }

               }

               switch (alt228) {

           	case 1 :

           	    {
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           	    op=(Token)match(input,AND_EXPR,FOLLOW_AND_EXPR_in_evalAndExpression8617); if

(state.failed) return retval;

           	    if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_AND_EXPR.add(op);

           	    pushFollow(FOLLOW_bitWiseExpression_in_evalAndExpression8619);

           	    bitWiseExpression582=bitWiseExpression();

           	    state._fsp--;

           	    if (state.failed) return retval;

           	    if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_bitWiseExpression.add(bitWiseExpression582.getTree());

           	    }

           	    break;

           	default :

           	    break loop228;

               }

           } while (true);

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           retval.tree = root_0;

           RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_retval=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

retval",retval!=null?retval.tree:null);

           root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

           if (op != null) {

               {

               CommonTree root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

               root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.becomeRoot((CommonTree)adaptor.create(EVAL_AND_EXPR,

"EVAL_AND_EXPR"), root_1);

               if ( !(stream_bitWiseExpression.hasNext()) ) {

                   throw new RewriteEarlyExitException();

               }

               while ( stream_bitWiseExpression.hasNext() ) {

                   adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_bitWiseExpression.nextTree());

               }

               stream_bitWiseExpression.reset();

               adaptor.addChild(root_0, root_1);

               }

           }

           else

           {

               adaptor.addChild(root_0, stream_bitWiseExpression.nextTree());

           }

           retval.tree = root_0;}

           }

           retval.stop = input.LT(-1);

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           retval.tree = (CommonTree)adaptor.rulePostProcessing(root_0);

           adaptor.setTokenBoundaries(retval.tree, retval.start, retval.stop);

           }

       }

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;
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         }

       finally {

       }

       return retval;

   }

   public static class bitWiseExpression_return extends ParserRuleReturnScope {

       CommonTree tree;

       public Object getTree() { return tree; }

   };

   public final EsperEPL2GrammarParser.bitWiseExpression_return bitWiseExpression() throws

RecognitionException {

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.bitWiseExpression_return retval = new

EsperEPL2GrammarParser.bitWiseExpression_return();

       retval.start = input.LT(1);

       CommonTree root_0 = null;

       Token BAND584=null;

       Token BOR585=null;

       Token BXOR586=null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.negatedExpression_return negatedExpression583 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.negatedExpression_return negatedExpression587 = null;

       CommonTree BAND584_tree=null;

       CommonTree BOR585_tree=null;

       CommonTree BXOR586_tree=null;

       try {

           {

           root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

           pushFollow(FOLLOW_negatedExpression_in_bitWiseExpression8651);

           negatedExpression583=negatedExpression();

           state._fsp--;

           if (state.failed) return retval;

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) adaptor.addChild(root_0, negatedExpression583.getTree());

           loop230:

           do {

               int alt230=2;

               int LA230_0 = input.LA(1);

               if ( (LA230_0==BOR||(LA230_0>=BAND && LA230_0<=BXOR)) ) {

                   alt230=1;

               }

               switch (alt230) {

           	case 1 :

           	    {

           	    int alt229=3;

           	    switch ( input.LA(1) ) {

           	    case BAND:

           	        {

           	        alt229=1;

           	        }

           	        break;
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           	    case BOR:

           	        {

           	        alt229=2;

           	        }

           	        break;

           	    case BXOR:

           	        {

           	        alt229=3;

           	        }

           	        break;

           	    default:

           	        if (state.backtracking>0) {state.failed=true; return retval;}

           	        NoViableAltException nvae =

           	            new NoViableAltException("", 229, 0, input);

           	        throw nvae;

           	    }

           	    switch (alt229) {

           	        case 1 :

           	            {

           	            BAND584=(Token)match(input,BAND,FOLLOW_BAND_in_bitWiseExpression8656); if

(state.failed) return retval;

           	            if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           	            BAND584_tree = (CommonTree)adaptor.create(BAND584);

           	            root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.becomeRoot(BAND584_tree, root_0);

           	            }

           	            }

           	            break;

           	        case 2 :

           	            {

           	            BOR585=(Token)match(input,BOR,FOLLOW_BOR_in_bitWiseExpression8659); if (state.failed)

return retval;

           	            if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           	            BOR585_tree = (CommonTree)adaptor.create(BOR585);

           	            root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.becomeRoot(BOR585_tree, root_0);

           	            }

           	            }

           	            break;

           	        case 3 :

           	            {

           	            BXOR586=(Token)match(input,BXOR,FOLLOW_BXOR_in_bitWiseExpression8662); if

(state.failed) return retval;

           	            if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           	            BXOR586_tree = (CommonTree)adaptor.create(BXOR586);

           	            root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.becomeRoot(BXOR586_tree, root_0);

           	            }

           	            }

           	            break;

           	    }
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           	    pushFollow(FOLLOW_negatedExpression_in_bitWiseExpression8666);

           	    negatedExpression587=negatedExpression();

           	    state._fsp--;

           	    if (state.failed) return retval;

           	    if ( state.backtracking==0 ) adaptor.addChild(root_0, negatedExpression587.getTree());

           	    }

           	    break;

           	default :

           	    break loop230;

               }

           } while (true);

           }

           retval.stop = input.LT(-1);

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           retval.tree = (CommonTree)adaptor.rulePostProcessing(root_0);

           adaptor.setTokenBoundaries(retval.tree, retval.start, retval.stop);

           }

       }

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;

         }

       finally {

       }

       return retval;

   }

   public static class negatedExpression_return extends ParserRuleReturnScope {

       CommonTree tree;

       public Object getTree() { return tree; }

   };

   public final EsperEPL2GrammarParser.negatedExpression_return negatedExpression() throws

RecognitionException {

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.negatedExpression_return retval = new

EsperEPL2GrammarParser.negatedExpression_return();

       retval.start = input.LT(1);

       CommonTree root_0 = null;

       Token NOT_EXPR589=null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.evalEqualsExpression_return evalEqualsExpression588 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.evalEqualsExpression_return evalEqualsExpression590 = null;

       CommonTree NOT_EXPR589_tree=null;

       try {

           int alt231=2;

           int LA231_0 = input.LA(1);

           if (

(LA231_0==WINDOW||LA231_0==BETWEEN||LA231_0==ESCAPE||LA231_0==EVERY_EXPR||LA231_0==

WHERE||(LA231_0>=SUM && LA231_0<=COUNT)||LA231_0==OUTER||(LA231_0>=JOIN &&

LA231_0<=FULL)||(LA231_0>=EVENTS &&

LA231_0<=LAST)||LA231_0==ISTREAM||(LA231_0>=UNIDIRECTIONAL &&

LA231_0<=CURRENT_TIMESTAMP)||(LA231_0>=SNAPSHOT &&
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LA231_0<=INDEX)||(LA231_0>=BOOLEAN_TRUE && LA231_0<=VALUE_NULL)||(LA231_0>=DEFINE

&&

LA231_0<=MATCHED)||LA231_0==NEWKW||LA231_0==CONTEXT||LA231_0==NUM_DOUBLE||(LA231_0

>=IDENT && LA231_0<=LPAREN)||LA231_0==LCURLY||LA231_0==QUESTION||(LA231_0>=PLUS &&

LA231_0<=QUOTED_STRING_LITERAL)||LA231_0==MINUS||LA231_0==NUM_INT||(LA231_0>=TICKED_

STRING_LITERAL && LA231_0<=NUM_FLOAT)) ) {

               alt231=1;

           }

           else if ( (LA231_0==NOT_EXPR) ) {

               alt231=2;

           }

           else {

               if (state.backtracking>0) {state.failed=true; return retval;}

               NoViableAltException nvae =

                   new NoViableAltException("", 231, 0, input);

               throw nvae;

           }

           switch (alt231) {

               case 1 :

                   {

                   root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_evalEqualsExpression_in_negatedExpression8681);

                   evalEqualsExpression588=evalEqualsExpression();

                   state._fsp--;

                   if (state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) adaptor.addChild(root_0, evalEqualsExpression588.getTree());

                   }

                   break;

               case 2 :

                   {

                   root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

NOT_EXPR589=(Token)match(input,NOT_EXPR,FOLLOW_NOT_EXPR_in_negatedExpression8687); if (state.f

ailed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

                   NOT_EXPR589_tree = (CommonTree)adaptor.create(NOT_EXPR589);

                   root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.becomeRoot(NOT_EXPR589_tree, root_0);

                   }

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_evalEqualsExpression_in_negatedExpression8690);

                   evalEqualsExpression590=evalEqualsExpression();

                   state._fsp--;

                   if (state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) adaptor.addChild(root_0, evalEqualsExpression590.getTree());

                   }

                   break;

           }

           retval.stop = input.LT(-1);

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           retval.tree = (CommonTree)adaptor.rulePostProcessing(root_0);
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           adaptor.setTokenBoundaries(retval.tree, retval.start, retval.stop);

           }

       }

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;

         }

       finally {

       }

       return retval;

   }

   public static class evalEqualsExpression_return extends ParserRuleReturnScope {

       CommonTree tree;

       public Object getTree() { return tree; }

   };

   public final EsperEPL2GrammarParser.evalEqualsExpression_return evalEqualsExpression() throws

RecognitionException {

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.evalEqualsExpression_return retval = new

EsperEPL2GrammarParser.evalEqualsExpression_return();

       retval.start = input.LT(1);

       CommonTree root_0 = null;

       Token eq=null;

       Token is=null;

       Token isnot=null;

       Token sqlne=null;

       Token ne=null;

       Token a=null;

       Token NOT_EXPR592=null;

       Token LPAREN594=null;

       Token RPAREN596=null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.evalRelationalExpression_return evalRelationalExpression591 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.evalRelationalExpression_return evalRelationalExpression593 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.expressionList_return expressionList595 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.subSelectGroupExpression_return subSelectGroupExpression597 = null;

       CommonTree eq_tree=null;

       CommonTree is_tree=null;

       CommonTree isnot_tree=null;

       CommonTree sqlne_tree=null;

       CommonTree ne_tree=null;

       CommonTree a_tree=null;

       CommonTree NOT_EXPR592_tree=null;

       CommonTree LPAREN594_tree=null;

       CommonTree RPAREN596_tree=null;

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_RPAREN=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token RPAREN");

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_EQUALS=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token EQUALS");

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_ANY=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token ANY");

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_NOT_EXPR=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token NOT_EXPR");

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_SQL_NE=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token SQL_NE");

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_NOT_EQUAL=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token
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NOT_EQUAL");

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_IS=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token IS");

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_SOME=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token SOME");

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_ALL=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token ALL");

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_LPAREN=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token LPAREN");

       RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_subSelectGroupExpression=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

subSelectGroupExpression");

       RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_expressionList=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

expressionList");

       RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_evalRelationalExpression=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

evalRelationalExpression");

       try {

           {

           pushFollow(FOLLOW_evalRelationalExpression_in_evalEqualsExpression8703);

           evalRelationalExpression591=evalRelationalExpression();

           state._fsp--;

           if (state.failed) return retval;

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_evalRelationalExpression.add(evalRelationalExpression591.getTree());

           loop237:

           do {

               int alt237=2;

               int LA237_0 = input.LA(1);

               if ( (LA237_0==IS||LA237_0==EQUALS||(LA237_0>=SQL_NE && LA237_0<=NOT_EQUAL)) ) {

                   alt237=1;

               }

               switch (alt237) {

           	case 1 :

           	    {

           	    int alt232=5;

           	    switch ( input.LA(1) ) {

           	    case EQUALS:

           	        {

           	        alt232=1;

           	        }

           	        break;

           	    case IS:

           	        {

           	        int LA232_2 = input.LA(2);

           	        if ( (LA232_2==NOT_EXPR) ) {

           	            alt232=3;

           	        }

           	        else if (

(LA232_2==WINDOW||LA232_2==BETWEEN||LA232_2==ESCAPE||LA232_2==EVERY_EXPR||LA232_2==

WHERE||(LA232_2>=SUM && LA232_2<=COUNT)||LA232_2==OUTER||(LA232_2>=JOIN &&

LA232_2<=FULL)||(LA232_2>=ALL && LA232_2<=SOME)||(LA232_2>=EVENTS &&

LA232_2<=LAST)||LA232_2==ISTREAM||(LA232_2>=UNIDIRECTIONAL &&

LA232_2<=CURRENT_TIMESTAMP)||(LA232_2>=SNAPSHOT &&

LA232_2<=INDEX)||(LA232_2>=BOOLEAN_TRUE && LA232_2<=VALUE_NULL)||(LA232_2>=DEFINE
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&&

LA232_2<=MATCHED)||LA232_2==NEWKW||LA232_2==CONTEXT||LA232_2==NUM_DOUBLE||(LA232_2

>=IDENT && LA232_2<=LPAREN)||LA232_2==LCURLY||LA232_2==QUESTION||(LA232_2>=PLUS &&

LA232_2<=QUOTED_STRING_LITERAL)||LA232_2==MINUS||LA232_2==NUM_INT||(LA232_2>=TICKED_

STRING_LITERAL && LA232_2<=NUM_FLOAT)) ) {

           	            alt232=2;

           	        }

           	        else {

           	            if (state.backtracking>0) {state.failed=true; return retval;}

           	            NoViableAltException nvae =

           	                new NoViableAltException("", 232, 2, input);

           	            throw nvae;

           	        }

           	        }

           	        break;

           	    case SQL_NE:

           	        {

           	        alt232=4;

           	        }

           	        break;

           	    case NOT_EQUAL:

           	        {

           	        alt232=5;

           	        }

           	        break;

           	    default:

           	        if (state.backtracking>0) {state.failed=true; return retval;}

           	        NoViableAltException nvae =

           	            new NoViableAltException("", 232, 0, input);

           	        throw nvae;

           	    }

           	    switch (alt232) {

           	        case 1 :

           	            {

           	            eq=(Token)match(input,EQUALS,FOLLOW_EQUALS_in_evalEqualsExpression8716); if

(state.failed) return retval;

           	            if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_EQUALS.add(eq);

           	            }

           	            break;

           	        case 2 :

           	            {

           	            is=(Token)match(input,IS,FOLLOW_IS_in_evalEqualsExpression8734); if (state.failed) return retval;

 

           	            if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_IS.add(is);

           	            }

           	            break;

           	        case 3 :

           	            {
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           	            isnot=(Token)match(input,IS,FOLLOW_IS_in_evalEqualsExpression8748); if (state.failed) return

retval;

           	            if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_IS.add(isnot);

NOT_EXPR592=(Token)match(input,NOT_EXPR,FOLLOW_NOT_EXPR_in_evalEqualsExpression8750); if (stat

e.failed) return retval;

           	            if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_NOT_EXPR.add(NOT_EXPR592);

           	            }

           	            break;

           	        case 4 :

           	            {

           	            sqlne=(Token)match(input,SQL_NE,FOLLOW_SQL_NE_in_evalEqualsExpression8764); if

(state.failed) return retval;

           	            if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_SQL_NE.add(sqlne);

           	            }

           	            break;

           	        case 5 :

           	            {

           	            ne=(Token)match(input,NOT_EQUAL,FOLLOW_NOT_EQUAL_in_evalEqualsExpression8778); if

(state.failed) return retval;

           	            if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_NOT_EQUAL.add(ne);

           	            }

           	            break;

           	    }

           	    int alt236=2;

           	    int LA236_0 = input.LA(1);

           	    if (

(LA236_0==WINDOW||LA236_0==BETWEEN||LA236_0==ESCAPE||LA236_0==EVERY_EXPR||LA236_0==

WHERE||(LA236_0>=SUM && LA236_0<=COUNT)||LA236_0==OUTER||(LA236_0>=JOIN &&

LA236_0<=FULL)||(LA236_0>=EVENTS &&

LA236_0<=LAST)||LA236_0==ISTREAM||(LA236_0>=UNIDIRECTIONAL &&

LA236_0<=CURRENT_TIMESTAMP)||(LA236_0>=SNAPSHOT &&

LA236_0<=INDEX)||(LA236_0>=BOOLEAN_TRUE && LA236_0<=VALUE_NULL)||(LA236_0>=DEFINE

&&

LA236_0<=MATCHED)||LA236_0==NEWKW||LA236_0==CONTEXT||LA236_0==NUM_DOUBLE||(LA236_0

>=IDENT && LA236_0<=LPAREN)||LA236_0==LCURLY||LA236_0==QUESTION||(LA236_0>=PLUS &&

LA236_0<=QUOTED_STRING_LITERAL)||LA236_0==MINUS||LA236_0==NUM_INT||(LA236_0>=TICKED_

STRING_LITERAL && LA236_0<=NUM_FLOAT)) ) {

           	        alt236=1;

           	    }

           	    else if ( ((LA236_0>=ALL && LA236_0<=SOME)) ) {

           	        alt236=2;

           	    }

           	    else {

           	        if (state.backtracking>0) {state.failed=true; return retval;}

           	        NoViableAltException nvae =

           	            new NoViableAltException("", 236, 0, input);

           	        throw nvae;

           	    }
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           	    switch (alt236) {

           	        case 1 :

           	            {

           	            pushFollow(FOLLOW_evalRelationalExpression_in_evalEqualsExpression8808);

           	            evalRelationalExpression593=evalRelationalExpression();

           	            state._fsp--;

           	            if (state.failed) return retval;

           	            if ( state.backtracking==0 )

stream_evalRelationalExpression.add(evalRelationalExpression593.getTree());

           	            }

           	            break;

           	        case 2 :

           	            {

           	            int alt233=3;

           	            switch ( input.LA(1) ) {

           	            case ANY:

           	                {

           	                alt233=1;

           	                }

           	                break;

           	            case SOME:

           	                {

           	                alt233=2;

           	                }

           	                break;

           	            case ALL:

           	                {

           	                alt233=3;

           	                }

           	                break;

           	            default:

           	                if (state.backtracking>0) {state.failed=true; return retval;}

           	                NoViableAltException nvae =

           	                    new NoViableAltException("", 233, 0, input);

           	                throw nvae;

           	            }

           	            switch (alt233) {

           	                case 1 :

           	                    {

           	                    a=(Token)match(input,ANY,FOLLOW_ANY_in_evalEqualsExpression8825); if (state.failed)

return retval;

           	                    if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_ANY.add(a);

           	                    }

           	                    break;

           	                case 2 :

           	                    {

           	                    a=(Token)match(input,SOME,FOLLOW_SOME_in_evalEqualsExpression8831); if

(state.failed) return retval;
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           	                    if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_SOME.add(a);

           	                    }

           	                    break;

           	                case 3 :

           	                    {

           	                    a=(Token)match(input,ALL,FOLLOW_ALL_in_evalEqualsExpression8837); if (state.failed)

return retval;

           	                    if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_ALL.add(a);

           	                    }

           	                    break;

           	            }

           	            int alt235=2;

           	            int LA235_0 = input.LA(1);

           	            if ( (LA235_0==LPAREN) ) {

           	                int LA235_1 = input.LA(2);

           	                if ( (LA235_1==SELECT) ) {

           	                    alt235=2;

           	                }

           	                else if (

(LA235_1==WINDOW||LA235_1==BETWEEN||LA235_1==ESCAPE||(LA235_1>=NOT_EXPR &&

LA235_1<=EVERY_EXPR)||LA235_1==WHERE||(LA235_1>=SUM &&

LA235_1<=COUNT)||LA235_1==CASE||LA235_1==OUTER||(LA235_1>=JOIN &&

LA235_1<=FULL)||(LA235_1>=EVENTS &&

LA235_1<=LAST)||LA235_1==ISTREAM||(LA235_1>=UNIDIRECTIONAL &&

LA235_1<=CURRENT_TIMESTAMP)||(LA235_1>=SNAPSHOT &&

LA235_1<=INDEX)||(LA235_1>=BOOLEAN_TRUE && LA235_1<=VALUE_NULL)||(LA235_1>=DEFINE

&&

LA235_1<=MATCHED)||LA235_1==NEWKW||LA235_1==CONTEXT||LA235_1==NUM_DOUBLE||(LA235_1

>=IDENT && LA235_1<=RPAREN)||LA235_1==LCURLY||LA235_1==QUESTION||(LA235_1>=PLUS &&

LA235_1<=QUOTED_STRING_LITERAL)||LA235_1==MINUS||LA235_1==NUM_INT||(LA235_1>=TICKED_

STRING_LITERAL && LA235_1<=NUM_FLOAT)) ) {

           	                    alt235=1;

           	                }

           	                else {

           	                    if (state.backtracking>0) {state.failed=true; return retval;}

           	                    NoViableAltException nvae =

           	                        new NoViableAltException("", 235, 1, input);

           	                    throw nvae;

           	                }

           	            }

           	            else {

           	                if (state.backtracking>0) {state.failed=true; return retval;}

           	                NoViableAltException nvae =

           	                    new NoViableAltException("", 235, 0, input);

           	                throw nvae;

           	            }

           	            switch (alt235) {

           	                case 1 :
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           	                    {

           	                    {

LPAREN594=(Token)match(input,LPAREN,FOLLOW_LPAREN_in_evalEqualsExpression8843); if (state.failed) 

return retval;

           	                    if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_LPAREN.add(LPAREN594);

           	                    int alt234=2;

           	                    int LA234_0 = input.LA(1);

           	                    if (

(LA234_0==WINDOW||LA234_0==BETWEEN||LA234_0==ESCAPE||(LA234_0>=NOT_EXPR &&

LA234_0<=EVERY_EXPR)||LA234_0==WHERE||(LA234_0>=SUM &&

LA234_0<=COUNT)||LA234_0==CASE||LA234_0==OUTER||(LA234_0>=JOIN &&

LA234_0<=FULL)||(LA234_0>=EVENTS &&

LA234_0<=LAST)||LA234_0==ISTREAM||(LA234_0>=UNIDIRECTIONAL &&

LA234_0<=CURRENT_TIMESTAMP)||(LA234_0>=SNAPSHOT &&

LA234_0<=INDEX)||(LA234_0>=BOOLEAN_TRUE && LA234_0<=VALUE_NULL)||(LA234_0>=DEFINE

&&

LA234_0<=MATCHED)||LA234_0==NEWKW||LA234_0==CONTEXT||LA234_0==NUM_DOUBLE||(LA234_0

>=IDENT && LA234_0<=LPAREN)||LA234_0==LCURLY||LA234_0==QUESTION||(LA234_0>=PLUS &&

LA234_0<=QUOTED_STRING_LITERAL)||LA234_0==MINUS||LA234_0==NUM_INT||(LA234_0>=TICKED_

STRING_LITERAL && LA234_0<=NUM_FLOAT)) ) {

           	                        alt234=1;

           	                    }

           	                    switch (alt234) {

           	                        case 1 :

           	                            {

           	                            pushFollow(FOLLOW_expressionList_in_evalEqualsExpression8845);

           	                            expressionList595=expressionList();

           	                            state._fsp--;

           	                            if (state.failed) return retval;

           	                            if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_expressionList.add(expressionList595.getTree());

           	                            }

           	                            break;

           	                    }

RPAREN596=(Token)match(input,RPAREN,FOLLOW_RPAREN_in_evalEqualsExpression8848); if (state.failed) 

return retval;

           	                    if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_RPAREN.add(RPAREN596);

           	                    }

           	                    }

           	                    break;

           	                case 2 :

           	                    {

           	                    pushFollow(FOLLOW_subSelectGroupExpression_in_evalEqualsExpression8853);

           	                    subSelectGroupExpression597=subSelectGroupExpression();

           	                    state._fsp--;

           	                    if (state.failed) return retval;

           	                    if ( state.backtracking==0 )

stream_subSelectGroupExpression.add(subSelectGroupExpression597.getTree());

           	                    }
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           	                    break;

           	            }

           	            }

           	            break;

           	    }

           	    }

           	    break;

           	default :

           	    break loop237;

               }

           } while (true);

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           retval.tree = root_0;

           RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_a=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token a",a);

           RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_retval=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

retval",retval!=null?retval.tree:null);

           root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

           if (a == null && eq != null) {

               {

               CommonTree root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

               root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.becomeRoot((CommonTree)adaptor.create(EVAL_EQUALS_EXPR,

"EVAL_EQUALS_EXPR"), root_1);

               if ( !(stream_evalRelationalExpression.hasNext()) ) {

                   throw new RewriteEarlyExitException();

               }

               while ( stream_evalRelationalExpression.hasNext() ) {

                   adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_evalRelationalExpression.nextTree());

               }

               stream_evalRelationalExpression.reset();

               adaptor.addChild(root_0, root_1);

               }

           }

           else

           if (a == null && is != null) {

               {

               CommonTree root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

               root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.becomeRoot((CommonTree)adaptor.create(EVAL_IS_EXPR,

"EVAL_IS_EXPR"), root_1);

               if ( !(stream_evalRelationalExpression.hasNext()) ) {

                   throw new RewriteEarlyExitException();

               }

               while ( stream_evalRelationalExpression.hasNext() ) {

                   adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_evalRelationalExpression.nextTree());

               }

               stream_evalRelationalExpression.reset();

               adaptor.addChild(root_0, root_1);

               }

           }
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           else

           if (a == null && (sqlne != null || ne != null)) {

               {

               CommonTree root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

               root_1 =

(CommonTree)adaptor.becomeRoot((CommonTree)adaptor.create(EVAL_NOTEQUALS_EXPR,

"EVAL_NOTEQUALS_EXPR"), root_1);

               if ( !(stream_evalRelationalExpression.hasNext()) ) {

                   throw new RewriteEarlyExitException();

               }

               while ( stream_evalRelationalExpression.hasNext() ) {

                   adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_evalRelationalExpression.nextTree());

               }

               stream_evalRelationalExpression.reset();

               adaptor.addChild(root_0, root_1);

               }

           }

           else

           if (a == null && isnot != null) {

               {

               CommonTree root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

               root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.becomeRoot((CommonTree)adaptor.create(EVAL_ISNOT_EXPR,

"EVAL_ISNOT_EXPR"), root_1);

               if ( !(stream_evalRelationalExpression.hasNext()) ) {

                   throw new RewriteEarlyExitException();

               }

               while ( stream_evalRelationalExpression.hasNext() ) {

                   adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_evalRelationalExpression.nextTree());

               }

               stream_evalRelationalExpression.reset();

               adaptor.addChild(root_0, root_1);

               }

           }

           else

           if (a != null && (eq != null || is != null)) {

               {

               CommonTree root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

               root_1 =

(CommonTree)adaptor.becomeRoot((CommonTree)adaptor.create(EVAL_EQUALS_GROUP_EXPR,

"EVAL_EQUALS_GROUP_EXPR"), root_1);

               adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_evalRelationalExpression.nextTree());

               adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_a.nextNode());

               if ( stream_expressionList.hasNext() ) {

                   adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_expressionList.nextTree());

               }

               stream_expressionList.reset();

               if ( stream_subSelectGroupExpression.hasNext() ) {

                   adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_subSelectGroupExpression.nextTree());
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               }

               stream_subSelectGroupExpression.reset();

               adaptor.addChild(root_0, root_1);

               }

           }

           else

           if (a != null && (sqlne != null || ne != null || isnot != null)) {

               {

               CommonTree root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

               root_1 =

(CommonTree)adaptor.becomeRoot((CommonTree)adaptor.create(EVAL_NOTEQUALS_GROUP_EXPR,

"EVAL_NOTEQUALS_GROUP_EXPR"), root_1);

               adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_evalRelationalExpression.nextTree());

               adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_a.nextNode());

               if ( stream_expressionList.hasNext() ) {

                   adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_expressionList.nextTree());

               }

               stream_expressionList.reset();

               if ( stream_subSelectGroupExpression.hasNext() ) {

                   adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_subSelectGroupExpression.nextTree());

               }

               stream_subSelectGroupExpression.reset();

               adaptor.addChild(root_0, root_1);

               }

           }

           else

           {

               if ( !(stream_evalRelationalExpression.hasNext()) ) {

                   throw new RewriteEarlyExitException();

               }

               while ( stream_evalRelationalExpression.hasNext() ) {

                   adaptor.addChild(root_0, stream_evalRelationalExpression.nextTree());

               }

               stream_evalRelationalExpression.reset();

           }

           retval.tree = root_0;}

           }

           retval.stop = input.LT(-1);

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           retval.tree = (CommonTree)adaptor.rulePostProcessing(root_0);

           adaptor.setTokenBoundaries(retval.tree, retval.start, retval.stop);

           }

       }

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;

         }

       finally {

       }
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       return retval;

   }

   public static class evalRelationalExpression_return extends ParserRuleReturnScope {

       CommonTree tree;

       public Object getTree() { return tree; }

   };

   public final EsperEPL2GrammarParser.evalRelationalExpression_return evalRelationalExpression() throws

RecognitionException {

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.evalRelationalExpression_return retval = new

EsperEPL2GrammarParser.evalRelationalExpression_return();

       retval.start = input.LT(1);

       CommonTree root_0 = null;

       Token r=null;

       Token g=null;

       Token n=null;

       Token i=null;

       Token l=null;

       Token col=null;

       Token LPAREN600=null;

       Token RPAREN602=null;

       Token COMMA606=null;

       Token IN_SET608=null;

       Token BETWEEN610=null;

       Token LIKE612=null;

       Token ESCAPE614=null;

       Token REGEXP616=null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.concatenationExpr_return concatenationExpr598 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.concatenationExpr_return concatenationExpr599 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.expressionList_return expressionList601 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.subSelectGroupExpression_return subSelectGroupExpression603 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.expression_return expression604 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.expression_return expression605 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.expression_return expression607 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.inSubSelectQuery_return inSubSelectQuery609 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.betweenList_return betweenList611 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.concatenationExpr_return concatenationExpr613 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.stringconstant_return stringconstant615 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.concatenationExpr_return concatenationExpr617 = null;

       CommonTree r_tree=null;

       CommonTree g_tree=null;

       CommonTree n_tree=null;

       CommonTree i_tree=null;

       CommonTree l_tree=null;

       CommonTree col_tree=null;

       CommonTree LPAREN600_tree=null;

       CommonTree RPAREN602_tree=null;

       CommonTree COMMA606_tree=null;

       CommonTree IN_SET608_tree=null;
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       CommonTree BETWEEN610_tree=null;

       CommonTree LIKE612_tree=null;

       CommonTree ESCAPE614_tree=null;

       CommonTree REGEXP616_tree=null;

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_RBRACK=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token RBRACK");

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_COLON=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token COLON");

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_GE=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token GE");

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_RPAREN=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token RPAREN");

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_LT=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token LT");

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_ANY=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token ANY");

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_LBRACK=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token LBRACK");

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_NOT_EXPR=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token NOT_EXPR");

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_ESCAPE=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token ESCAPE");

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_COMMA=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token COMMA");

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_IN_SET=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token IN_SET");

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_SOME=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token SOME");

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_ALL=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token ALL");

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_REGEXP=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token REGEXP");

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_GT=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token GT");

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_BETWEEN=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token BETWEEN");

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_LE=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token LE");

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_LPAREN=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token LPAREN");

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_LIKE=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token LIKE");

       RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_expression=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule expression");

       RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_inSubSelectQuery=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

inSubSelectQuery");

       RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_concatenationExpr=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

concatenationExpr");

       RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_subSelectGroupExpression=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

subSelectGroupExpression");

       RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_expressionList=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

expressionList");

       RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_stringconstant=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

stringconstant");

       RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_betweenList=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule betweenList");

       try {

           {

           pushFollow(FOLLOW_concatenationExpr_in_evalRelationalExpression9013);

           concatenationExpr598=concatenationExpr();

           state._fsp--;

           if (state.failed) return retval;

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_concatenationExpr.add(concatenationExpr598.getTree());

           int alt251=2;

           int LA251_0 = input.LA(1);

           if ( (LA251_0==EOF||(LA251_0>=OR_EXPR && LA251_0<=AND_EXPR)||(LA251_0>=WHERE &&

LA251_0<=AS)||(LA251_0>=ELSE && LA251_0<=FROM)||LA251_0==IS||(LA251_0>=GROUP &&

LA251_0<=HAVING)||LA251_0==ALL||LA251_0==OUTPUT||LA251_0==INSERT||(LA251_0>=ORDER &&

LA251_0<=DESC)||LA251_0==PATTERN||(LA251_0>=TIMEPERIOD_SEC &&
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LA251_0<=TIMEPERIOD_SECONDS)||LA251_0==ROW_LIMIT_EXPR||(LA251_0>=MATCH_RECOGNIZE

&& LA251_0<=MEASURES)||(LA251_0>=AFTER &&

LA251_0<=FOR)||LA251_0==RBRACK||(LA251_0>=RPAREN &&

LA251_0<=COLON)||LA251_0==RCURLY||(LA251_0>=ATCHAR &&

LA251_0<=COMMA)||LA251_0==EQUALS||(LA251_0>=LT &&

LA251_0<=GT)||LA251_0==BOR||(LA251_0>=BAND && LA251_0<=GE)||LA251_0==FOLLOWMAX_END) )

{

               alt251=1;

           }

           else if ( ((LA251_0>=IN_SET && LA251_0<=REGEXP)||LA251_0==NOT_EXPR) ) {

               alt251=2;

           }

           else {

               if (state.backtracking>0) {state.failed=true; return retval;}

               NoViableAltException nvae =

                   new NoViableAltException("", 251, 0, input);

               throw nvae;

           }

           switch (alt251) {

               case 1 :

                   {

                   {

                   loop243:

                   do {

                       int alt243=2;

                       int LA243_0 = input.LA(1);

                       if ( ((LA243_0>=LT && LA243_0<=GT)||(LA243_0>=LE && LA243_0<=GE)) ) {

                           alt243=1;

                       }

                       switch (alt243) {

                   	case 1 :

                   	    {

                   	    int alt238=4;

                   	    switch ( input.LA(1) ) {

                   	    case LT:

                   	        {

                   	        alt238=1;

                   	        }

                   	        break;

                   	    case GT:

                   	        {

                   	        alt238=2;

                   	        }

                   	        break;

                   	    case LE:

                   	        {

                   	        alt238=3;

                   	        }
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                   	        break;

                   	    case GE:

                   	        {

                   	        alt238=4;

                   	        }

                   	        break;

                   	    default:

                   	        if (state.backtracking>0) {state.failed=true; return retval;}

                   	        NoViableAltException nvae =

                   	            new NoViableAltException("", 238, 0, input);

                   	        throw nvae;

                   	    }

                   	    switch (alt238) {

                   	        case 1 :

                   	            {

                   	            r=(Token)match(input,LT,FOLLOW_LT_in_evalRelationalExpression9045); if (state.failed)

return retval;

                   	            if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_LT.add(r);

                   	            }

                   	            break;

                   	        case 2 :

                   	            {

                   	            r=(Token)match(input,GT,FOLLOW_GT_in_evalRelationalExpression9049); if (state.failed)

return retval;

                   	            if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_GT.add(r);

                   	            }

                   	            break;

                   	        case 3 :

                   	            {

                   	            r=(Token)match(input,LE,FOLLOW_LE_in_evalRelationalExpression9053); if (state.failed)

return retval;

                   	            if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_LE.add(r);

                   	            }

                   	            break;

                   	        case 4 :

                   	            {

                   	            r=(Token)match(input,GE,FOLLOW_GE_in_evalRelationalExpression9057); if (state.failed)

return retval;

                   	            if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_GE.add(r);

                   	            }

                   	            break;

                   	    }

                   	    int alt242=2;

                   	    int LA242_0 = input.LA(1);

                   	    if (

(LA242_0==WINDOW||LA242_0==BETWEEN||LA242_0==ESCAPE||LA242_0==EVERY_EXPR||LA242_0==

WHERE||(LA242_0>=SUM && LA242_0<=COUNT)||LA242_0==OUTER||(LA242_0>=JOIN &&

LA242_0<=FULL)||(LA242_0>=EVENTS &&
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LA242_0<=LAST)||LA242_0==ISTREAM||(LA242_0>=UNIDIRECTIONAL &&

LA242_0<=CURRENT_TIMESTAMP)||(LA242_0>=SNAPSHOT &&

LA242_0<=INDEX)||(LA242_0>=BOOLEAN_TRUE && LA242_0<=VALUE_NULL)||(LA242_0>=DEFINE

&&

LA242_0<=MATCHED)||LA242_0==NEWKW||LA242_0==CONTEXT||LA242_0==NUM_DOUBLE||(LA242_0

>=IDENT && LA242_0<=LPAREN)||LA242_0==LCURLY||LA242_0==QUESTION||(LA242_0>=PLUS &&

LA242_0<=QUOTED_STRING_LITERAL)||LA242_0==MINUS||LA242_0==NUM_INT||(LA242_0>=TICKED_

STRING_LITERAL && LA242_0<=NUM_FLOAT)) ) {

                   	        alt242=1;

                   	    }

                   	    else if ( ((LA242_0>=ALL && LA242_0<=SOME)) ) {

                   	        alt242=2;

                   	    }

                   	    else {

                   	        if (state.backtracking>0) {state.failed=true; return retval;}

                   	        NoViableAltException nvae =

                   	            new NoViableAltException("", 242, 0, input);

                   	        throw nvae;

                   	    }

                   	    switch (alt242) {

                   	        case 1 :

                   	            {

                   	            pushFollow(FOLLOW_concatenationExpr_in_evalRelationalExpression9081);

                   	            concatenationExpr599=concatenationExpr();

                   	            state._fsp--;

                   	            if (state.failed) return retval;

                   	            if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_concatenationExpr.add(concatenationExpr599.getTree());

                   	            }

                   	            break;

                   	        case 2 :

                   	            {

                   	            int alt239=3;

                   	            switch ( input.LA(1) ) {

                   	            case ANY:

                   	                {

                   	                alt239=1;

                   	                }

                   	                break;

                   	            case SOME:

                   	                {

                   	                alt239=2;

                   	                }

                   	                break;

                   	            case ALL:

                   	                {

                   	                alt239=3;

                   	                }

                   	                break;
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                   	            default:

                   	                if (state.backtracking>0) {state.failed=true; return retval;}

                   	                NoViableAltException nvae =

                   	                    new NoViableAltException("", 239, 0, input);

                   	                throw nvae;

                   	            }

                   	            switch (alt239) {

                   	                case 1 :

                   	                    {

                   	                    g=(Token)match(input,ANY,FOLLOW_ANY_in_evalRelationalExpression9098); if

(state.failed) return retval;

                   	                    if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_ANY.add(g);

                   	                    }

                   	                    break;

                   	                case 2 :

                   	                    {

                   	                    g=(Token)match(input,SOME,FOLLOW_SOME_in_evalRelationalExpression9104); if

(state.failed) return retval;

                   	                    if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_SOME.add(g);

                   	                    }

                   	                    break;

                   	                case 3 :

                   	                    {

                   	                    g=(Token)match(input,ALL,FOLLOW_ALL_in_evalRelationalExpression9110); if

(state.failed) return retval;

                   	                    if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_ALL.add(g);

                   	                    }

                   	                    break;

                   	            }

                   	            int alt241=2;

                   	            int LA241_0 = input.LA(1);

                   	            if ( (LA241_0==LPAREN) ) {

                   	                int LA241_1 = input.LA(2);

                   	                if ( (LA241_1==SELECT) ) {

                   	                    alt241=2;

                   	                }

                   	                else if (

(LA241_1==WINDOW||LA241_1==BETWEEN||LA241_1==ESCAPE||(LA241_1>=NOT_EXPR &&

LA241_1<=EVERY_EXPR)||LA241_1==WHERE||(LA241_1>=SUM &&

LA241_1<=COUNT)||LA241_1==CASE||LA241_1==OUTER||(LA241_1>=JOIN &&

LA241_1<=FULL)||(LA241_1>=EVENTS &&

LA241_1<=LAST)||LA241_1==ISTREAM||(LA241_1>=UNIDIRECTIONAL &&

LA241_1<=CURRENT_TIMESTAMP)||(LA241_1>=SNAPSHOT &&

LA241_1<=INDEX)||(LA241_1>=BOOLEAN_TRUE && LA241_1<=VALUE_NULL)||(LA241_1>=DEFINE

&&

LA241_1<=MATCHED)||LA241_1==NEWKW||LA241_1==CONTEXT||LA241_1==NUM_DOUBLE||(LA241_1

>=IDENT && LA241_1<=RPAREN)||LA241_1==LCURLY||LA241_1==QUESTION||(LA241_1>=PLUS &&

LA241_1<=QUOTED_STRING_LITERAL)||LA241_1==MINUS||LA241_1==NUM_INT||(LA241_1>=TICKED_
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STRING_LITERAL && LA241_1<=NUM_FLOAT)) ) {

                   	                    alt241=1;

                   	                }

                   	                else {

                   	                    if (state.backtracking>0) {state.failed=true; return retval;}

                   	                    NoViableAltException nvae =

                   	                        new NoViableAltException("", 241, 1, input);

                   	                    throw nvae;

                   	                }

                   	            }

                   	            else {

                   	                if (state.backtracking>0) {state.failed=true; return retval;}

                   	                NoViableAltException nvae =

                   	                    new NoViableAltException("", 241, 0, input);

                   	                throw nvae;

                   	            }

                   	            switch (alt241) {

                   	                case 1 :

                   	                    {

                   	                    {

LPAREN600=(Token)match(input,LPAREN,FOLLOW_LPAREN_in_evalRelationalExpression9116); if (state.fail

ed) return retval;

                   	                    if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_LPAREN.add(LPAREN600);

                   	                    int alt240=2;

                   	                    int LA240_0 = input.LA(1);

                   	                    if (

(LA240_0==WINDOW||LA240_0==BETWEEN||LA240_0==ESCAPE||(LA240_0>=NOT_EXPR &&

LA240_0<=EVERY_EXPR)||LA240_0==WHERE||(LA240_0>=SUM &&

LA240_0<=COUNT)||LA240_0==CASE||LA240_0==OUTER||(LA240_0>=JOIN &&

LA240_0<=FULL)||(LA240_0>=EVENTS &&

LA240_0<=LAST)||LA240_0==ISTREAM||(LA240_0>=UNIDIRECTIONAL &&

LA240_0<=CURRENT_TIMESTAMP)||(LA240_0>=SNAPSHOT &&

LA240_0<=INDEX)||(LA240_0>=BOOLEAN_TRUE && LA240_0<=VALUE_NULL)||(LA240_0>=DEFINE

&&

LA240_0<=MATCHED)||LA240_0==NEWKW||LA240_0==CONTEXT||LA240_0==NUM_DOUBLE||(LA240_0

>=IDENT && LA240_0<=LPAREN)||LA240_0==LCURLY||LA240_0==QUESTION||(LA240_0>=PLUS &&

LA240_0<=QUOTED_STRING_LITERAL)||LA240_0==MINUS||LA240_0==NUM_INT||(LA240_0>=TICKED_

STRING_LITERAL && LA240_0<=NUM_FLOAT)) ) {

                   	                        alt240=1;

                   	                    }

                   	                    switch (alt240) {

                   	                        case 1 :

                   	                            {

                   	                            pushFollow(FOLLOW_expressionList_in_evalRelationalExpression9118);

                   	                            expressionList601=expressionList();

                   	                            state._fsp--;

                   	                            if (state.failed) return retval;

                   	                            if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_expressionList.add(expressionList601.getTree());
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                   	                            }

                   	                            break;

                   	                    }

RPAREN602=(Token)match(input,RPAREN,FOLLOW_RPAREN_in_evalRelationalExpression9121); if (state.fail

ed) return retval;

                   	                    if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_RPAREN.add(RPAREN602);

                   	                    }

                   	                    }

                   	                    break;

                   	                case 2 :

                   	                    {

                   	                    pushFollow(FOLLOW_subSelectGroupExpression_in_evalRelationalExpression9126);

                   	                    subSelectGroupExpression603=subSelectGroupExpression();

                   	                    state._fsp--;

                   	                    if (state.failed) return retval;

                   	                    if ( state.backtracking==0 )

stream_subSelectGroupExpression.add(subSelectGroupExpression603.getTree());

                   	                    }

                   	                    break;

                   	            }

                   	            }

                   	            break;

                   	    }

                   	    }

                   	    break;

                   	default :

                   	    break loop243;

                       }

                   } while (true);

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

                   retval.tree = root_0;

                   RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_g=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token g",g);

                   RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_retval=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

retval",retval!=null?retval.tree:null);

                   root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

                   if (g == null && r != null) {

                       {

                       CommonTree root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

                       root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.becomeRoot(adaptor.create(r), root_1);

                       if ( !(stream_concatenationExpr.hasNext()) ) {

                           throw new RewriteEarlyExitException();

                       }

                       while ( stream_concatenationExpr.hasNext() ) {

                           adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_concatenationExpr.nextTree());

                       }

                       stream_concatenationExpr.reset();

                       adaptor.addChild(root_0, root_1);

                       }
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                   }

                   else

                   if (g != null && r != null) {

                       {

                       CommonTree root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

                       root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.becomeRoot(adaptor.create(r), root_1);

                       adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_concatenationExpr.nextTree());

                       adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_g.nextNode());

                       if ( stream_expressionList.hasNext() ) {

                           adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_expressionList.nextTree());

                       }

                       stream_expressionList.reset();

                       if ( stream_subSelectGroupExpression.hasNext() ) {

                           adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_subSelectGroupExpression.nextTree());

                       }

                       stream_subSelectGroupExpression.reset();

                       adaptor.addChild(root_0, root_1);

                       }

                   }

                   else

                   {

                       if ( !(stream_concatenationExpr.hasNext()) ) {

                           throw new RewriteEarlyExitException();

                       }

                       while ( stream_concatenationExpr.hasNext() ) {

                           adaptor.addChild(root_0, stream_concatenationExpr.nextTree());

                       }

                       stream_concatenationExpr.reset();

                   }

                   retval.tree = root_0;}

                   }

                   }

                   break;

               case 2 :

                   {

                   int alt244=2;

                   int LA244_0 = input.LA(1);

                   if ( (LA244_0==NOT_EXPR) ) {

                       alt244=1;

                   }

                   switch (alt244) {

                       case 1 :

                           {

                           n=(Token)match(input,NOT_EXPR,FOLLOW_NOT_EXPR_in_evalRelationalExpression9222); if

(state.failed) return retval;

                           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_NOT_EXPR.add(n);

                           }

                           break;
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                   }

                   int alt250=5;

                   switch ( input.LA(1) ) {

                   case IN_SET:

                       {

                       int LA250_1 = input.LA(2);

                       if ( (LA250_1==LPAREN) ) {

                           int LA250_5 = input.LA(3);

                           if ( (LA250_5==SELECT) ) {

                               alt250=2;

                           }

                           else if (

(LA250_5==WINDOW||LA250_5==BETWEEN||LA250_5==ESCAPE||(LA250_5>=NOT_EXPR &&

LA250_5<=EVERY_EXPR)||LA250_5==WHERE||(LA250_5>=SUM &&

LA250_5<=COUNT)||LA250_5==CASE||LA250_5==OUTER||(LA250_5>=JOIN &&

LA250_5<=FULL)||(LA250_5>=EVENTS &&

LA250_5<=LAST)||LA250_5==ISTREAM||(LA250_5>=UNIDIRECTIONAL &&

LA250_5<=CURRENT_TIMESTAMP)||(LA250_5>=SNAPSHOT &&

LA250_5<=INDEX)||(LA250_5>=BOOLEAN_TRUE && LA250_5<=VALUE_NULL)||(LA250_5>=DEFINE

&&

LA250_5<=MATCHED)||LA250_5==NEWKW||LA250_5==CONTEXT||LA250_5==NUM_DOUBLE||(LA250_5

>=IDENT && LA250_5<=LPAREN)||LA250_5==LCURLY||LA250_5==QUESTION||(LA250_5>=PLUS &&

LA250_5<=QUOTED_STRING_LITERAL)||LA250_5==MINUS||LA250_5==NUM_INT||(LA250_5>=TICKED_

STRING_LITERAL && LA250_5<=NUM_FLOAT)) ) {

                               alt250=1;

                           }

                           else {

                               if (state.backtracking>0) {state.failed=true; return retval;}

                               NoViableAltException nvae =

                                   new NoViableAltException("", 250, 5, input);

                               throw nvae;

                           }

                       }

                       else if ( (LA250_1==LBRACK) ) {

                           alt250=1;

                       }

                       else {

                           if (state.backtracking>0) {state.failed=true; return retval;}

                           NoViableAltException nvae =

                               new NoViableAltException("", 250, 1, input);

                           throw nvae;

                       }

                       }

                       break;

                   case BETWEEN:

                       {

                       alt250=3;

                       }
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                       break;

                   case LIKE:

                       {

                       alt250=4;

                       }

                       break;

                   case REGEXP:

                       {

                       alt250=5;

                       }

                       break;

                   default:

                       if (state.backtracking>0) {state.failed=true; return retval;}

                       NoViableAltException nvae =

                           new NoViableAltException("", 250, 0, input);

                       throw nvae;

                   }

                   switch (alt250) {

                       case 1 :

                           {

                           {

                           i=(Token)match(input,IN_SET,FOLLOW_IN_SET_in_evalRelationalExpression9249); if

(state.failed) return retval;

                           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_IN_SET.add(i);

                           int alt245=2;

                           int LA245_0 = input.LA(1);

                           if ( (LA245_0==LPAREN) ) {

                               alt245=1;

                           }

                           else if ( (LA245_0==LBRACK) ) {

                               alt245=2;

                           }

                           else {

                               if (state.backtracking>0) {state.failed=true; return retval;}

                               NoViableAltException nvae =

                                   new NoViableAltException("", 245, 0, input);

                               throw nvae;

                           }

                           switch (alt245) {

                               case 1 :

                                   {

                                   l=(Token)match(input,LPAREN,FOLLOW_LPAREN_in_evalRelationalExpression9261); if

(state.failed) return retval;

                                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_LPAREN.add(l);

                                   }

                                   break;

                               case 2 :

                                   {
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                                   l=(Token)match(input,LBRACK,FOLLOW_LBRACK_in_evalRelationalExpression9267); if

(state.failed) return retval;

                                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_LBRACK.add(l);

                                   }

                                   break;

                           }

                           pushFollow(FOLLOW_expression_in_evalRelationalExpression9270);

                           expression604=expression();

                           state._fsp--;

                           if (state.failed) return retval;

                           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_expression.add(expression604.getTree());

                           int alt247=2;

                           int LA247_0 = input.LA(1);

                           if ( (LA247_0==COLON) ) {

                               alt247=1;

                           }

                           else if ( (LA247_0==RBRACK||LA247_0==RPAREN||LA247_0==COMMA) ) {

                               alt247=2;

                           }

                           else {

                               if (state.backtracking>0) {state.failed=true; return retval;}

                               NoViableAltException nvae =

                                   new NoViableAltException("", 247, 0, input);

                               throw nvae;

                           }

                           switch (alt247) {

                               case 1 :

                                   {

                                   {

                                   col=(Token)match(input,COLON,FOLLOW_COLON_in_evalRelationalExpression9292); if

(state.failed) return retval;

                                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_COLON.add(col);

                                   {

                                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_expression_in_evalRelationalExpression9295);

                                   expression605=expression();

                                   state._fsp--;

                                   if (state.failed) return retval;

                                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_expression.add(expression605.getTree());

                                   }

                                   }

                                   }

                                   break;

                               case 2 :

                                   {

                                   {

                                   loop246:

                                   do {

                                       int alt246=2;
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                                       int LA246_0 = input.LA(1);

                                       if ( (LA246_0==COMMA) ) {

                                           alt246=1;

                                       }

                                       switch (alt246) {

                                   	case 1 :

                                   	    {

COMMA606=(Token)match(input,COMMA,FOLLOW_COMMA_in_evalRelationalExpression9321); if (state.fail

ed) return retval;

                                   	    if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_COMMA.add(COMMA606);

                                   	    pushFollow(FOLLOW_expression_in_evalRelationalExpression9323);

                                   	    expression607=expression();

                                   	    state._fsp--;

                                   	    if (state.failed) return retval;

                                   	    if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_expression.add(expression607.getTree());

                                   	    }

                                   	    break;

                                   	default :

                                   	    break loop246;

                                       }

                                   } while (true);

                                   }

                                   }

                                   break;

                           }

                           int alt248=2;

                           int LA248_0 = input.LA(1);

                           if ( (LA248_0==RPAREN) ) {

                               alt248=1;

                           }

                           else if ( (LA248_0==RBRACK) ) {

                               alt248=2;

                           }

                           else {

                               if (state.backtracking>0) {state.failed=true; return retval;}

                               NoViableAltException nvae =

                                   new NoViableAltException("", 248, 0, input);

                               throw nvae;

                           }

                           switch (alt248) {

                               case 1 :

                                   {

                                   r=(Token)match(input,RPAREN,FOLLOW_RPAREN_in_evalRelationalExpression9349); if

(state.failed) return retval;

                                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_RPAREN.add(r);

                                   }

                                   break;

                               case 2 :
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                                   {

                                   r=(Token)match(input,RBRACK,FOLLOW_RBRACK_in_evalRelationalExpression9355); if

(state.failed) return retval;

                                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_RBRACK.add(r);

                                   }

                                   break;

                           }

                           }

                           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

                           retval.tree = root_0;

                           RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_r=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token r",r);

                           RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_l=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token l",l);

                           RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_retval=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

retval",retval!=null?retval.tree:null);

                           root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

                           if (col == null && n == null) {

                               {

                               CommonTree root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

                               root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.becomeRoot(stream_IN_SET.nextNode(), root_1);

                               adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_concatenationExpr.nextTree());

                               adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_l.nextNode());

                               if ( !(stream_expression.hasNext()) ) {

                                   throw new RewriteEarlyExitException();

                               }

                               while ( stream_expression.hasNext() ) {

                                   adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_expression.nextTree());

                               }

                               stream_expression.reset();

                               adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_r.nextNode());

                               adaptor.addChild(root_0, root_1);

                               }

                           }

                           else

                           if (col == null && n != null) {

                               {

                               CommonTree root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

                               root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.becomeRoot((CommonTree)adaptor.create(NOT_IN_SET,

"NOT_IN_SET"), root_1);

                               adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_concatenationExpr.nextTree());

                               adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_l.nextNode());

                               if ( !(stream_expression.hasNext()) ) {

                                   throw new RewriteEarlyExitException();

                               }

                               while ( stream_expression.hasNext() ) {

                                   adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_expression.nextTree());

                               }

                               stream_expression.reset();

                               adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_r.nextNode());
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                               adaptor.addChild(root_0, root_1);

                               }

                           }

                           else

                           if (col != null && n == null) {

                               {

                               CommonTree root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

                               root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.becomeRoot((CommonTree)adaptor.create(IN_RANGE,

"IN_RANGE"), root_1);

                               adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_concatenationExpr.nextTree());

                               adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_l.nextNode());

                               if ( !(stream_expression.hasNext()) ) {

                                   throw new RewriteEarlyExitException();

                               }

                               while ( stream_expression.hasNext() ) {

                                   adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_expression.nextTree());

                               }

                               stream_expression.reset();

                               adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_r.nextNode());

                               adaptor.addChild(root_0, root_1);

                               }

                           }

                           else

                           {

                               {

                               CommonTree root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

                               root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.becomeRoot((CommonTree)adaptor.create(NOT_IN_RANGE,

"NOT_IN_RANGE"), root_1);

                               adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_concatenationExpr.nextTree());

                               adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_l.nextNode());

                               if ( !(stream_expression.hasNext()) ) {

                                   throw new RewriteEarlyExitException();

                               }

                               while ( stream_expression.hasNext() ) {

                                   adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_expression.nextTree());

                               }

                               stream_expression.reset();

                               adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_r.nextNode());

                               adaptor.addChild(root_0, root_1);

                               }

                           }

                           retval.tree = root_0;}

                           }

                           break;

                       case 2 :

                           {

                           IN_SET608=(Token)match(input,IN_SET,FOLLOW_IN_SET_in_evalRelationalExpression9478);

if (state.failed) return retval;
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                           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_IN_SET.add(IN_SET608);

                           pushFollow(FOLLOW_inSubSelectQuery_in_evalRelationalExpression9480);

                           inSubSelectQuery609=inSubSelectQuery();

                           state._fsp--;

                           if (state.failed) return retval;

                           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_inSubSelectQuery.add(inSubSelectQuery609.getTree());

                           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

                           retval.tree = root_0;

                           RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_retval=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

retval",retval!=null?retval.tree:null);

                           root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

                           if (n == null) {

                               {

                               CommonTree root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

                               root_1 =

(CommonTree)adaptor.becomeRoot((CommonTree)adaptor.create(IN_SUBSELECT_EXPR,

"IN_SUBSELECT_EXPR"), root_1);

                               adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_concatenationExpr.nextTree());

                               adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_inSubSelectQuery.nextTree());

                               adaptor.addChild(root_0, root_1);

                               }

                           }

                           else

                           {

                               {

                               CommonTree root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

                               root_1 =

(CommonTree)adaptor.becomeRoot((CommonTree)adaptor.create(NOT_IN_SUBSELECT_EXPR,

"NOT_IN_SUBSELECT_EXPR"), root_1);

                               adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_concatenationExpr.nextTree());

                               adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_inSubSelectQuery.nextTree());

                               adaptor.addChild(root_0, root_1);

                               }

                           }

                           retval.tree = root_0;}

                           }

                           break;

                       case 3 :

                           {

BETWEEN610=(Token)match(input,BETWEEN,FOLLOW_BETWEEN_in_evalRelationalExpression9526); if (sta

te.failed) return retval;

                           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_BETWEEN.add(BETWEEN610);

                           pushFollow(FOLLOW_betweenList_in_evalRelationalExpression9528);

                           betweenList611=betweenList();

                           state._fsp--;

                           if (state.failed) return retval;

                           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_betweenList.add(betweenList611.getTree());

                           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {
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                           retval.tree = root_0;

                           RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_retval=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

retval",retval!=null?retval.tree:null);

                           root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

                           if (n == null) {

                               {

                               CommonTree root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

                               root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.becomeRoot(stream_BETWEEN.nextNode(), root_1);

                               adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_concatenationExpr.nextTree());

                               adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_betweenList.nextTree());

                               adaptor.addChild(root_0, root_1);

                               }

                           }

                           else

                           {

                               {

                               CommonTree root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

                               root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.becomeRoot((CommonTree)adaptor.create(NOT_BETWEEN,

"NOT_BETWEEN"), root_1);

                               adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_concatenationExpr.nextTree());

                               adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_betweenList.nextTree());

                               adaptor.addChild(root_0, root_1);

                               }

                           }

                           retval.tree = root_0;}

                           }

                           break;

                       case 4 :

                           {

                           LIKE612=(Token)match(input,LIKE,FOLLOW_LIKE_in_evalRelationalExpression9578); if

(state.failed) return retval;

                           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_LIKE.add(LIKE612);

                           pushFollow(FOLLOW_concatenationExpr_in_evalRelationalExpression9580);

                           concatenationExpr613=concatenationExpr();

                           state._fsp--;

                           if (state.failed) return retval;

                           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_concatenationExpr.add(concatenationExpr613.getTree());

                           int alt249=2;

                           int LA249_0 = input.LA(1);

                           if ( (LA249_0==ESCAPE) ) {

                               alt249=1;

                           }

                           switch (alt249) {

                               case 1 :

                                   {

ESCAPE614=(Token)match(input,ESCAPE,FOLLOW_ESCAPE_in_evalRelationalExpression9583); if (state.faile

d) return retval;

                                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_ESCAPE.add(ESCAPE614);
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                                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_stringconstant_in_evalRelationalExpression9585);

                                   stringconstant615=stringconstant();

                                   state._fsp--;

                                   if (state.failed) return retval;

                                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_stringconstant.add(stringconstant615.getTree());

                                   }

                                   break;

                           }

                           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

                           retval.tree = root_0;

                           RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_retval=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

retval",retval!=null?retval.tree:null);

                           root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

                           if (n == null) {

                               {

                               CommonTree root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

                               root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.becomeRoot(stream_LIKE.nextNode(), root_1);

                               while ( stream_concatenationExpr.hasNext() ) {

                                   adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_concatenationExpr.nextTree());

                               }

                               stream_concatenationExpr.reset();

                               if ( stream_stringconstant.hasNext() ) {

                                   adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_stringconstant.nextTree());

                               }

                               stream_stringconstant.reset();

                               adaptor.addChild(root_0, root_1);

                               }

                           }

                           else

                           {

                               {

                               CommonTree root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

                               root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.becomeRoot((CommonTree)adaptor.create(NOT_LIKE,

"NOT_LIKE"), root_1);

                               while ( stream_concatenationExpr.hasNext() ) {

                                   adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_concatenationExpr.nextTree());

                               }

                               stream_concatenationExpr.reset();

                               if ( stream_stringconstant.hasNext() ) {

                                   adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_stringconstant.nextTree());

                               }

                               stream_stringconstant.reset();

                               adaptor.addChild(root_0, root_1);

                               }

                           }

                           retval.tree = root_0;}

                           }

                           break;
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                       case 5 :

                           {

REGEXP616=(Token)match(input,REGEXP,FOLLOW_REGEXP_in_evalRelationalExpression9637); if (state.fail

ed) return retval;

                           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_REGEXP.add(REGEXP616);

                           pushFollow(FOLLOW_concatenationExpr_in_evalRelationalExpression9639);

                           concatenationExpr617=concatenationExpr();

                           state._fsp--;

                           if (state.failed) return retval;

                           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_concatenationExpr.add(concatenationExpr617.getTree());

                           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

                           retval.tree = root_0;

                           RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_retval=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

retval",retval!=null?retval.tree:null);

                           root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

                           if (n == null) {

                               {

                               CommonTree root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

                               root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.becomeRoot(stream_REGEXP.nextNode(), root_1);

                               if ( !(stream_concatenationExpr.hasNext()) ) {

                                   throw new RewriteEarlyExitException();

                               }

                               while ( stream_concatenationExpr.hasNext() ) {

                                   adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_concatenationExpr.nextTree());

                               }

                               stream_concatenationExpr.reset();

                               adaptor.addChild(root_0, root_1);

                               }

                           }

                           else

                           {

                               {

                               CommonTree root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

                               root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.becomeRoot((CommonTree)adaptor.create(NOT_REGEXP,

"NOT_REGEXP"), root_1);

                               if ( !(stream_concatenationExpr.hasNext()) ) {

                                   throw new RewriteEarlyExitException();

                               }

                               while ( stream_concatenationExpr.hasNext() ) {

                                   adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_concatenationExpr.nextTree());

                               }

                               stream_concatenationExpr.reset();

                               adaptor.addChild(root_0, root_1);

                               }

                           }

                           retval.tree = root_0;}

                           }

                           break;
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                   }

                   }

                   break;

           }

           }

           retval.stop = input.LT(-1);

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           retval.tree = (CommonTree)adaptor.rulePostProcessing(root_0);

           adaptor.setTokenBoundaries(retval.tree, retval.start, retval.stop);

           }

       }

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;

         }

       finally {

       }

       return retval;

   }

   public static class inSubSelectQuery_return extends ParserRuleReturnScope {

       CommonTree tree;

       public Object getTree() { return tree; }

   };

   public final EsperEPL2GrammarParser.inSubSelectQuery_return inSubSelectQuery() throws

RecognitionException {

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.inSubSelectQuery_return retval = new

EsperEPL2GrammarParser.inSubSelectQuery_return();

       retval.start = input.LT(1);

       CommonTree root_0 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.subQueryExpr_return subQueryExpr618 = null;

       RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_subQueryExpr=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

subQueryExpr");

       try {

           {

           pushFollow(FOLLOW_subQueryExpr_in_inSubSelectQuery9701);

           subQueryExpr618=subQueryExpr();

           state._fsp--;

           if (state.failed) return retval;

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_subQueryExpr.add(subQueryExpr618.getTree());

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           retval.tree = root_0;

           RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_retval=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

retval",retval!=null?retval.tree:null);

           root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

           {

               {

               CommonTree root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

               root_1 =

(CommonTree)adaptor.becomeRoot((CommonTree)adaptor.create(IN_SUBSELECT_QUERY_EXPR,
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"IN_SUBSELECT_QUERY_EXPR"), root_1);

               adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_subQueryExpr.nextTree());

               adaptor.addChild(root_0, root_1);

               }

           }

           retval.tree = root_0;}

           }

           retval.stop = input.LT(-1);

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           retval.tree = (CommonTree)adaptor.rulePostProcessing(root_0);

           adaptor.setTokenBoundaries(retval.tree, retval.start, retval.stop);

           }

       }

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;

         }

       finally {

       }

       return retval;

   }

   public static class concatenationExpr_return extends ParserRuleReturnScope {

       CommonTree tree;

       public Object getTree() { return tree; }

   };

   public final EsperEPL2GrammarParser.concatenationExpr_return concatenationExpr() throws

RecognitionException {

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.concatenationExpr_return retval = new

EsperEPL2GrammarParser.concatenationExpr_return();

       retval.start = input.LT(1);

       CommonTree root_0 = null;

       Token c=null;

       Token LOR621=null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.additiveExpression_return additiveExpression619 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.additiveExpression_return additiveExpression620 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.additiveExpression_return additiveExpression622 = null;

       CommonTree c_tree=null;

       CommonTree LOR621_tree=null;

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_LOR=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token LOR");

       RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_additiveExpression=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

additiveExpression");

       try {

           {

           pushFollow(FOLLOW_additiveExpression_in_concatenationExpr9726);

           additiveExpression619=additiveExpression();

           state._fsp--;

           if (state.failed) return retval;

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_additiveExpression.add(additiveExpression619.getTree());

           int alt253=2;
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           int LA253_0 = input.LA(1);

           if ( (LA253_0==LOR) ) {

               alt253=1;

           }

           switch (alt253) {

               case 1 :

                   {

                   c=(Token)match(input,LOR,FOLLOW_LOR_in_concatenationExpr9732); if (state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_LOR.add(c);

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_additiveExpression_in_concatenationExpr9734);

                   additiveExpression620=additiveExpression();

                   state._fsp--;

                   if (state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_additiveExpression.add(additiveExpression620.getTree());

                   loop252:

                   do {

                       int alt252=2;

                       int LA252_0 = input.LA(1);

                       if ( (LA252_0==LOR) ) {

                           alt252=1;

                       }

                       switch (alt252) {

                   	case 1 :

                   	    {

                   	    LOR621=(Token)match(input,LOR,FOLLOW_LOR_in_concatenationExpr9738); if (state.failed)

return retval;

                   	    if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_LOR.add(LOR621);

                   	    pushFollow(FOLLOW_additiveExpression_in_concatenationExpr9740);

                   	    additiveExpression622=additiveExpression();

                   	    state._fsp--;

                   	    if (state.failed) return retval;

                   	    if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_additiveExpression.add(additiveExpression622.getTree());

                   	    }

                   	    break;

                   	default :

                   	    break loop252;

                       }

                   } while (true);

                   }

                   break;

           }

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           retval.tree = root_0;

           RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_retval=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

retval",retval!=null?retval.tree:null);

           root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

           if (c != null) {

               {
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               CommonTree root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

               root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.becomeRoot((CommonTree)adaptor.create(CONCAT, "CONCAT"),

root_1);

               if ( !(stream_additiveExpression.hasNext()) ) {

                   throw new RewriteEarlyExitException();

               }

               while ( stream_additiveExpression.hasNext() ) {

                   adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_additiveExpression.nextTree());

               }

               stream_additiveExpression.reset();

               adaptor.addChild(root_0, root_1);

               }

           }

           else

           {

               adaptor.addChild(root_0, stream_additiveExpression.nextTree());

           }

           retval.tree = root_0;}

           }

           retval.stop = input.LT(-1);

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           retval.tree = (CommonTree)adaptor.rulePostProcessing(root_0);

           adaptor.setTokenBoundaries(retval.tree, retval.start, retval.stop);

           }

       }

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;

         }

       finally {

       }

       return retval;

   }

   public static class additiveExpression_return extends ParserRuleReturnScope {

       CommonTree tree;

       public Object getTree() { return tree; }

   };

   public final EsperEPL2GrammarParser.additiveExpression_return additiveExpression() throws

RecognitionException {

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.additiveExpression_return retval = new

EsperEPL2GrammarParser.additiveExpression_return();

       retval.start = input.LT(1);

       CommonTree root_0 = null;

       Token PLUS624=null;

       Token MINUS625=null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.multiplyExpression_return multiplyExpression623 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.multiplyExpression_return multiplyExpression626 = null;

       CommonTree PLUS624_tree=null;

       CommonTree MINUS625_tree=null;
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       try {

           {

           root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

           pushFollow(FOLLOW_multiplyExpression_in_additiveExpression9781);

           multiplyExpression623=multiplyExpression();

           state._fsp--;

           if (state.failed) return retval;

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) adaptor.addChild(root_0, multiplyExpression623.getTree());

           loop255:

           do {

               int alt255=2;

               int LA255_0 = input.LA(1);

               if ( (LA255_0==PLUS||LA255_0==MINUS) ) {

                   alt255=1;

               }

               switch (alt255) {

           	case 1 :

           	    {

           	    int alt254=2;

           	    int LA254_0 = input.LA(1);

           	    if ( (LA254_0==PLUS) ) {

           	        alt254=1;

           	    }

           	    else if ( (LA254_0==MINUS) ) {

           	        alt254=2;

           	    }

           	    else {

           	        if (state.backtracking>0) {state.failed=true; return retval;}

           	        NoViableAltException nvae =

           	            new NoViableAltException("", 254, 0, input);

           	        throw nvae;

           	    }

           	    switch (alt254) {

           	        case 1 :

           	            {

           	            PLUS624=(Token)match(input,PLUS,FOLLOW_PLUS_in_additiveExpression9786); if (state.failed)

return retval;

           	            if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           	            PLUS624_tree = (CommonTree)adaptor.create(PLUS624);

           	            root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.becomeRoot(PLUS624_tree, root_0);

           	            }

           	            }

           	            break;

           	        case 2 :

           	            {

           	            MINUS625=(Token)match(input,MINUS,FOLLOW_MINUS_in_additiveExpression9789); if

(state.failed) return retval;

           	            if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {
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           	            MINUS625_tree = (CommonTree)adaptor.create(MINUS625);

           	            root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.becomeRoot(MINUS625_tree, root_0);

           	            }

           	            }

           	            break;

           	    }

           	    pushFollow(FOLLOW_multiplyExpression_in_additiveExpression9793);

           	    multiplyExpression626=multiplyExpression();

           	    state._fsp--;

           	    if (state.failed) return retval;

           	    if ( state.backtracking==0 ) adaptor.addChild(root_0, multiplyExpression626.getTree());

           	    }

           	    break;

           	default :

           	    break loop255;

               }

           } while (true);

           }

           retval.stop = input.LT(-1);

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           retval.tree = (CommonTree)adaptor.rulePostProcessing(root_0);

           adaptor.setTokenBoundaries(retval.tree, retval.start, retval.stop);

           }

       }

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;

         }

       finally {

       }

       return retval;

   }

   public static class multiplyExpression_return extends ParserRuleReturnScope {

       CommonTree tree;

       public Object getTree() { return tree; }

   };

   public final EsperEPL2GrammarParser.multiplyExpression_return multiplyExpression() throws

RecognitionException {

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.multiplyExpression_return retval = new

EsperEPL2GrammarParser.multiplyExpression_return();

       retval.start = input.LT(1);

       CommonTree root_0 = null;

       Token STAR628=null;

       Token DIV629=null;

       Token MOD630=null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.unaryExpression_return unaryExpression627 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.unaryExpression_return unaryExpression631 = null;

       CommonTree STAR628_tree=null;

       CommonTree DIV629_tree=null;
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       CommonTree MOD630_tree=null;

       try {

           {

           root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

           pushFollow(FOLLOW_unaryExpression_in_multiplyExpression9807);

           unaryExpression627=unaryExpression();

           state._fsp--;

           if (state.failed) return retval;

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) adaptor.addChild(root_0, unaryExpression627.getTree());

           loop257:

           do {

               int alt257=2;

               int LA257_0 = input.LA(1);

               if ( (LA257_0==STAR||(LA257_0>=DIV && LA257_0<=MOD)) ) {

                   alt257=1;

               }

               switch (alt257) {

           	case 1 :

           	    {

           	    int alt256=3;

           	    switch ( input.LA(1) ) {

           	    case STAR:

           	        {

           	        alt256=1;

           	        }

           	        break;

           	    case DIV:

           	        {

           	        alt256=2;

           	        }

           	        break;

           	    case MOD:

           	        {

           	        alt256=3;

           	        }

           	        break;

           	    default:

           	        if (state.backtracking>0) {state.failed=true; return retval;}

           	        NoViableAltException nvae =

           	            new NoViableAltException("", 256, 0, input);

           	        throw nvae;

           	    }

           	    switch (alt256) {

           	        case 1 :

           	            {

           	            STAR628=(Token)match(input,STAR,FOLLOW_STAR_in_multiplyExpression9812); if

(state.failed) return retval;

           	            if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {
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           	            STAR628_tree = (CommonTree)adaptor.create(STAR628);

           	            root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.becomeRoot(STAR628_tree, root_0);

           	            }

           	            }

           	            break;

           	        case 2 :

           	            {

           	            DIV629=(Token)match(input,DIV,FOLLOW_DIV_in_multiplyExpression9815); if (state.failed)

return retval;

           	            if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           	            DIV629_tree = (CommonTree)adaptor.create(DIV629);

           	            root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.becomeRoot(DIV629_tree, root_0);

           	            }

           	            }

           	            break;

           	        case 3 :

           	            {

           	            MOD630=(Token)match(input,MOD,FOLLOW_MOD_in_multiplyExpression9818); if (state.failed)

return retval;

           	            if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           	            MOD630_tree = (CommonTree)adaptor.create(MOD630);

           	            root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.becomeRoot(MOD630_tree, root_0);

           	            }

           	            }

           	            break;

           	    }

           	    pushFollow(FOLLOW_unaryExpression_in_multiplyExpression9822);

           	    unaryExpression631=unaryExpression();

           	    state._fsp--;

           	    if (state.failed) return retval;

           	    if ( state.backtracking==0 ) adaptor.addChild(root_0, unaryExpression631.getTree());

           	    }

           	    break;

           	default :

           	    break loop257;

               }

           } while (true);

           }

           retval.stop = input.LT(-1);

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           retval.tree = (CommonTree)adaptor.rulePostProcessing(root_0);

           adaptor.setTokenBoundaries(retval.tree, retval.start, retval.stop);

           }

       }

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;

         }

       finally {
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       }

       return retval;

   }

   public static class unaryExpression_return extends ParserRuleReturnScope {

       CommonTree tree;

       public Object getTree() { return tree; }

   };

   public final EsperEPL2GrammarParser.unaryExpression_return unaryExpression() throws RecognitionException

{

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.unaryExpression_return retval = new

EsperEPL2GrammarParser.unaryExpression_return();

       retval.start = input.LT(1);

       CommonTree root_0 = null;

       Token d=null;

       Token MINUS632=null;

       Token LPAREN636=null;

       Token RPAREN638=null;

       Token NEWKW648=null;

       Token LCURLY649=null;

       Token COMMA651=null;

       Token RCURLY653=null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.eventProperty_return eventProperty633 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.constant_return constant634 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.substitution_return substitution635 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.expression_return expression637 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.libFunctionNoClass_return libFunctionNoClass639 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.libFunctionNoClass_return libFunctionNoClass640 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.eventPropertyOrLibFunction_return eventPropertyOrLibFunction641 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.builtinFunc_return builtinFunc642 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.arrayExpression_return arrayExpression643 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.subSelectExpression_return subSelectExpression644 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.libFunctionNoClass_return libFunctionNoClass645 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.libFunctionNoClass_return libFunctionNoClass646 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.existsSubSelectExpression_return existsSubSelectExpression647 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.newAssign_return newAssign650 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.newAssign_return newAssign652 = null;

       CommonTree d_tree=null;

       CommonTree MINUS632_tree=null;

       CommonTree LPAREN636_tree=null;

       CommonTree RPAREN638_tree=null;

       CommonTree NEWKW648_tree=null;

       CommonTree LCURLY649_tree=null;

       CommonTree COMMA651_tree=null;

       CommonTree RCURLY653_tree=null;

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_RPAREN=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token RPAREN");

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_LCURLY=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token LCURLY");

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_NEWKW=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token NEWKW");

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_MINUS=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token MINUS");
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       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_DOT=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token DOT");

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_COMMA=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token COMMA");

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_LPAREN=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token LPAREN");

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_RCURLY=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token RCURLY");

       RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_expression=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule expression");

       RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_newAssign=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule newAssign");

       RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_subSelectExpression=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

subSelectExpression");

       RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_libFunctionNoClass=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

libFunctionNoClass");

       RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_eventProperty=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

eventProperty");

       try {

           int alt263=10;

           alt263 = dfa263.predict(input);

           switch (alt263) {

               case 1 :

                   {

                   MINUS632=(Token)match(input,MINUS,FOLLOW_MINUS_in_unaryExpression9837); if

(state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_MINUS.add(MINUS632);

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_eventProperty_in_unaryExpression9839);

                   eventProperty633=eventProperty();

                   state._fsp--;

                   if (state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_eventProperty.add(eventProperty633.getTree());

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

                   retval.tree = root_0;

                   RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_retval=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

retval",retval!=null?retval.tree:null);

                   root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

                   {

                       {

                       CommonTree root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

                       root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.becomeRoot((CommonTree)adaptor.create(UNARY_MINUS,

"UNARY_MINUS"), root_1);

                       adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_eventProperty.nextTree());

                       adaptor.addChild(root_0, root_1);

                       }

                   }

                   retval.tree = root_0;}

                   }

                   break;

               case 2 :

                   {

                   root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_constant_in_unaryExpression9852);

                   constant634=constant();
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                   state._fsp--;

                   if (state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) adaptor.addChild(root_0, constant634.getTree());

                   }

                   break;

               case 3 :

                   {

                   root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_substitution_in_unaryExpression9857);

                   substitution635=substitution();

                   state._fsp--;

                   if (state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) adaptor.addChild(root_0, substitution635.getTree());

                   }

                   break;

               case 4 :

                   {

                   LPAREN636=(Token)match(input,LPAREN,FOLLOW_LPAREN_in_unaryExpression9862); if

(state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_LPAREN.add(LPAREN636);

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_expression_in_unaryExpression9864);

                   expression637=expression();

                   state._fsp--;

                   if (state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_expression.add(expression637.getTree());

                   RPAREN638=(Token)match(input,RPAREN,FOLLOW_RPAREN_in_unaryExpression9866); if

(state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_RPAREN.add(RPAREN638);

                   int alt259=2;

                   int LA259_0 = input.LA(1);

                   if ( (LA259_0==DOT) ) {

                       alt259=1;

                   }

                   switch (alt259) {

                       case 1 :

                           {

                           d=(Token)match(input,DOT,FOLLOW_DOT_in_unaryExpression9871); if (state.failed) return

retval;

                           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_DOT.add(d);

                           pushFollow(FOLLOW_libFunctionNoClass_in_unaryExpression9873);

                           libFunctionNoClass639=libFunctionNoClass();

                           state._fsp--;

                           if (state.failed) return retval;

                           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_libFunctionNoClass.add(libFunctionNoClass639.getTree());

                           loop258:

                           do {

                               int alt258=2;

                               int LA258_0 = input.LA(1);
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                               if ( (LA258_0==DOT) ) {

                                   alt258=1;

                               }

                               switch (alt258) {

                           	case 1 :

                           	    {

                           	    d=(Token)match(input,DOT,FOLLOW_DOT_in_unaryExpression9878); if (state.failed) return

retval;

                           	    if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_DOT.add(d);

                           	    pushFollow(FOLLOW_libFunctionNoClass_in_unaryExpression9880);

                           	    libFunctionNoClass640=libFunctionNoClass();

                           	    state._fsp--;

                           	    if (state.failed) return retval;

                           	    if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_libFunctionNoClass.add(libFunctionNoClass640.getTree());

                           	    }

                           	    break;

                           	default :

                           	    break loop258;

                               }

                           } while (true);

                           }

                           break;

                   }

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

                   retval.tree = root_0;

                   RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_retval=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

retval",retval!=null?retval.tree:null);

                   root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

                   if (d != null) {

                       {

                       CommonTree root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

                       root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.becomeRoot((CommonTree)adaptor.create(DOT_EXPR,

"DOT_EXPR"), root_1);

                       adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_expression.nextTree());

                       if ( !(stream_libFunctionNoClass.hasNext()) ) {

                           throw new RewriteEarlyExitException();

                       }

                       while ( stream_libFunctionNoClass.hasNext() ) {

                           adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_libFunctionNoClass.nextTree());

                       }

                       stream_libFunctionNoClass.reset();

                       adaptor.addChild(root_0, root_1);

                       }

                   }

                   else

                   {

                       adaptor.addChild(root_0, stream_expression.nextTree());

                   }
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                   retval.tree = root_0;}

                   }

                   break;

               case 5 :

                   {

                   root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_eventPropertyOrLibFunction_in_unaryExpression9917);

                   eventPropertyOrLibFunction641=eventPropertyOrLibFunction();

                   state._fsp--;

                   if (state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) adaptor.addChild(root_0, eventPropertyOrLibFunction641.getTree());

                   }

                   break;

               case 6 :

                   {

                   root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

                   {

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_builtinFunc_in_unaryExpression9929);

                   builtinFunc642=builtinFunc();

                   state._fsp--;

                   if (state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) adaptor.addChild(root_0, builtinFunc642.getTree());

                   }

                   }

                   break;

               case 7 :

                   {

                   root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_arrayExpression_in_unaryExpression9935);

                   arrayExpression643=arrayExpression();

                   state._fsp--;

                   if (state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) adaptor.addChild(root_0, arrayExpression643.getTree());

                   }

                   break;

               case 8 :

                   {

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_subSelectExpression_in_unaryExpression9940);

                   subSelectExpression644=subSelectExpression();

                   state._fsp--;

                   if (state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_subSelectExpression.add(subSelectExpression644.getTree());

                   int alt261=2;

                   int LA261_0 = input.LA(1);

                   if ( (LA261_0==DOT) ) {

                       alt261=1;

                   }

                   switch (alt261) {
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                       case 1 :

                           {

                           d=(Token)match(input,DOT,FOLLOW_DOT_in_unaryExpression9945); if (state.failed) return

retval;

                           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_DOT.add(d);

                           pushFollow(FOLLOW_libFunctionNoClass_in_unaryExpression9947);

                           libFunctionNoClass645=libFunctionNoClass();

                           state._fsp--;

                           if (state.failed) return retval;

                           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_libFunctionNoClass.add(libFunctionNoClass645.getTree());

                           loop260:

                           do {

                               int alt260=2;

                               int LA260_0 = input.LA(1);

                               if ( (LA260_0==DOT) ) {

                                   alt260=1;

                               }

                               switch (alt260) {

                           	case 1 :

                           	    {

                           	    d=(Token)match(input,DOT,FOLLOW_DOT_in_unaryExpression9952); if (state.failed) return

retval;

                           	    if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_DOT.add(d);

                           	    pushFollow(FOLLOW_libFunctionNoClass_in_unaryExpression9954);

                           	    libFunctionNoClass646=libFunctionNoClass();

                           	    state._fsp--;

                           	    if (state.failed) return retval;

                           	    if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_libFunctionNoClass.add(libFunctionNoClass646.getTree());

                           	    }

                           	    break;

                           	default :

                           	    break loop260;

                               }

                           } while (true);

                           }

                           break;

                   }

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

                   retval.tree = root_0;

                   RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_retval=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

retval",retval!=null?retval.tree:null);

                   root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

                   if (d != null) {

                       {

                       CommonTree root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

                       root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.becomeRoot((CommonTree)adaptor.create(DOT_EXPR,

"DOT_EXPR"), root_1);

                       adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_subSelectExpression.nextTree());
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                       if ( !(stream_libFunctionNoClass.hasNext()) ) {

                           throw new RewriteEarlyExitException();

                       }

                       while ( stream_libFunctionNoClass.hasNext() ) {

                           adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_libFunctionNoClass.nextTree());

                       }

                       stream_libFunctionNoClass.reset();

                       adaptor.addChild(root_0, root_1);

                       }

                   }

                   else

                   {

                       adaptor.addChild(root_0, stream_subSelectExpression.nextTree());

                   }

                   retval.tree = root_0;}

                   }

                   break;

               case 9 :

                   {

                   root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_existsSubSelectExpression_in_unaryExpression9991);

                   existsSubSelectExpression647=existsSubSelectExpression();

                   state._fsp--;

                   if (state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) adaptor.addChild(root_0, existsSubSelectExpression647.getTree());

                   }

                   break;

               case 10 :

                   {

                   NEWKW648=(Token)match(input,NEWKW,FOLLOW_NEWKW_in_unaryExpression9996); if

(state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_NEWKW.add(NEWKW648);

                   LCURLY649=(Token)match(input,LCURLY,FOLLOW_LCURLY_in_unaryExpression9998); if

(state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_LCURLY.add(LCURLY649);

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_newAssign_in_unaryExpression10000);

                   newAssign650=newAssign();

                   state._fsp--;

                   if (state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_newAssign.add(newAssign650.getTree());

                   loop262:

                   do {

                       int alt262=2;

                       int LA262_0 = input.LA(1);

                       if ( (LA262_0==COMMA) ) {

                           alt262=1;

                       }

                       switch (alt262) {
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                   	case 1 :

                   	    {

                   	    COMMA651=(Token)match(input,COMMA,FOLLOW_COMMA_in_unaryExpression10003); if

(state.failed) return retval;

                   	    if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_COMMA.add(COMMA651);

                   	    pushFollow(FOLLOW_newAssign_in_unaryExpression10005);

                   	    newAssign652=newAssign();

                   	    state._fsp--;

                   	    if (state.failed) return retval;

                   	    if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_newAssign.add(newAssign652.getTree());

                   	    }

                   	    break;

                   	default :

                   	    break loop262;

                       }

                   } while (true);

                   RCURLY653=(Token)match(input,RCURLY,FOLLOW_RCURLY_in_unaryExpression10009); if

(state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_RCURLY.add(RCURLY653);

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

                   retval.tree = root_0;

                   RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_retval=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

retval",retval!=null?retval.tree:null);

                   root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

                   {

                       {

                       CommonTree root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

                       root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.becomeRoot(stream_NEWKW.nextNode(), root_1);

                       while ( stream_newAssign.hasNext() ) {

                           adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_newAssign.nextTree());

                       }

                       stream_newAssign.reset();

                       adaptor.addChild(root_0, root_1);

                       }

                   }

                   retval.tree = root_0;}

                   }

                   break;

           }

           retval.stop = input.LT(-1);

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           retval.tree = (CommonTree)adaptor.rulePostProcessing(root_0);

           adaptor.setTokenBoundaries(retval.tree, retval.start, retval.stop);

           }

       }

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;

         }
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       finally {

       }

       return retval;

   }

   public static class newAssign_return extends ParserRuleReturnScope {

       CommonTree tree;

       public Object getTree() { return tree; }

   };

   public final EsperEPL2GrammarParser.newAssign_return newAssign() throws RecognitionException {

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.newAssign_return retval = new EsperEPL2GrammarParser.newAssign_return();

       retval.start = input.LT(1);

       CommonTree root_0 = null;

       Token EQUALS655=null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.eventProperty_return eventProperty654 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.expression_return expression656 = null;

       CommonTree EQUALS655_tree=null;

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_EQUALS=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token EQUALS");

       RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_expression=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule expression");

       RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_eventProperty=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

eventProperty");

       try {

           {

           pushFollow(FOLLOW_eventProperty_in_newAssign10031);

           eventProperty654=eventProperty();

           state._fsp--;

           if (state.failed) return retval;

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_eventProperty.add(eventProperty654.getTree());

           int alt264=2;

           int LA264_0 = input.LA(1);

           if ( (LA264_0==EQUALS) ) {

               alt264=1;

           }

           switch (alt264) {

               case 1 :

                   {

                   EQUALS655=(Token)match(input,EQUALS,FOLLOW_EQUALS_in_newAssign10034); if

(state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_EQUALS.add(EQUALS655);

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_expression_in_newAssign10036);

                   expression656=expression();

                   state._fsp--;

                   if (state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_expression.add(expression656.getTree());

                   }

                   break;

           }

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           retval.tree = root_0;
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           RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_retval=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

retval",retval!=null?retval.tree:null);

           root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

           {

               {

               CommonTree root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

               root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.becomeRoot((CommonTree)adaptor.create(NEW_ITEM,

"NEW_ITEM"), root_1);

               adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_eventProperty.nextTree());

               if ( stream_expression.hasNext() ) {

                   adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_expression.nextTree());

               }

               stream_expression.reset();

               adaptor.addChild(root_0, root_1);

               }

           }

           retval.tree = root_0;}

           }

           retval.stop = input.LT(-1);

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           retval.tree = (CommonTree)adaptor.rulePostProcessing(root_0);

           adaptor.setTokenBoundaries(retval.tree, retval.start, retval.stop);

           }

       }

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;

         }

       finally {

       }

       return retval;

   }

   public static class subSelectExpression_return extends ParserRuleReturnScope {

       CommonTree tree;

       public Object getTree() { return tree; }

   };

   public final EsperEPL2GrammarParser.subSelectExpression_return subSelectExpression() throws

RecognitionException {

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.subSelectExpression_return retval = new

EsperEPL2GrammarParser.subSelectExpression_return();

       retval.start = input.LT(1);

       CommonTree root_0 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.subQueryExpr_return subQueryExpr657 = null;

       RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_subQueryExpr=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

subQueryExpr");

       try {

           {

           pushFollow(FOLLOW_subQueryExpr_in_subSelectExpression10064);

           subQueryExpr657=subQueryExpr();
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           state._fsp--;

           if (state.failed) return retval;

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_subQueryExpr.add(subQueryExpr657.getTree());

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           retval.tree = root_0;

           RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_retval=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

retval",retval!=null?retval.tree:null);

           root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

           {

               {

               CommonTree root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

               root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.becomeRoot((CommonTree)adaptor.create(SUBSELECT_EXPR,

"SUBSELECT_EXPR"), root_1);

               adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_subQueryExpr.nextTree());

               adaptor.addChild(root_0, root_1);

               }

           }

           retval.tree = root_0;}

           }

           retval.stop = input.LT(-1);

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           retval.tree = (CommonTree)adaptor.rulePostProcessing(root_0);

           adaptor.setTokenBoundaries(retval.tree, retval.start, retval.stop);

           }

       }

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;

         }

       finally {

       }

       return retval;

   }

   public static class subSelectGroupExpression_return extends ParserRuleReturnScope {

       CommonTree tree;

       public Object getTree() { return tree; }

   };

   public final EsperEPL2GrammarParser.subSelectGroupExpression_return subSelectGroupExpression() throws

RecognitionException {

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.subSelectGroupExpression_return retval = new

EsperEPL2GrammarParser.subSelectGroupExpression_return();

       retval.start = input.LT(1);

       CommonTree root_0 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.subQueryExpr_return subQueryExpr658 = null;

       RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_subQueryExpr=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

subQueryExpr");

       try {

           {

           pushFollow(FOLLOW_subQueryExpr_in_subSelectGroupExpression10086);
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           subQueryExpr658=subQueryExpr();

           state._fsp--;

           if (state.failed) return retval;

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_subQueryExpr.add(subQueryExpr658.getTree());

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           retval.tree = root_0;

           RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_retval=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

retval",retval!=null?retval.tree:null);

           root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

           {

               {

               CommonTree root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

               root_1 =

(CommonTree)adaptor.becomeRoot((CommonTree)adaptor.create(SUBSELECT_GROUP_EXPR,

"SUBSELECT_GROUP_EXPR"), root_1);

               adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_subQueryExpr.nextTree());

               adaptor.addChild(root_0, root_1);

               }

           }

           retval.tree = root_0;}

           }

           retval.stop = input.LT(-1);

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           retval.tree = (CommonTree)adaptor.rulePostProcessing(root_0);

           adaptor.setTokenBoundaries(retval.tree, retval.start, retval.stop);

           }

       }

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;

         }

       finally {

       }

       return retval;

   }

   public static class existsSubSelectExpression_return extends ParserRuleReturnScope {

       CommonTree tree;

       public Object getTree() { return tree; }

   };

   public final EsperEPL2GrammarParser.existsSubSelectExpression_return existsSubSelectExpression() throws

RecognitionException {

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.existsSubSelectExpression_return retval = new

EsperEPL2GrammarParser.existsSubSelectExpression_return();

       retval.start = input.LT(1);

       CommonTree root_0 = null;

       Token EXISTS659=null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.subQueryExpr_return subQueryExpr660 = null;

       CommonTree EXISTS659_tree=null;

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_EXISTS=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token EXISTS");
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       RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_subQueryExpr=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

subQueryExpr");

       try {

           {

           EXISTS659=(Token)match(input,EXISTS,FOLLOW_EXISTS_in_existsSubSelectExpression10108); if

(state.failed) return retval;

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_EXISTS.add(EXISTS659);

           pushFollow(FOLLOW_subQueryExpr_in_existsSubSelectExpression10110);

           subQueryExpr660=subQueryExpr();

           state._fsp--;

           if (state.failed) return retval;

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_subQueryExpr.add(subQueryExpr660.getTree());

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           retval.tree = root_0;

           RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_retval=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

retval",retval!=null?retval.tree:null);

           root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

           {

               {

               CommonTree root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

               root_1 =

(CommonTree)adaptor.becomeRoot((CommonTree)adaptor.create(EXISTS_SUBSELECT_EXPR,

"EXISTS_SUBSELECT_EXPR"), root_1);

               adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_subQueryExpr.nextTree());

               adaptor.addChild(root_0, root_1);

               }

           }

           retval.tree = root_0;}

           }

           retval.stop = input.LT(-1);

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           retval.tree = (CommonTree)adaptor.rulePostProcessing(root_0);

           adaptor.setTokenBoundaries(retval.tree, retval.start, retval.stop);

           }

       }

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;

         }

       finally {

       }

       return retval;

   }

   public static class subQueryExpr_return extends ParserRuleReturnScope {

       CommonTree tree;

       public Object getTree() { return tree; }

   };

   public final EsperEPL2GrammarParser.subQueryExpr_return subQueryExpr() throws RecognitionException {

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.subQueryExpr_return retval = new
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EsperEPL2GrammarParser.subQueryExpr_return();

       retval.start = input.LT(1);

       CommonTree root_0 = null;

       Token LPAREN661=null;

       Token SELECT662=null;

       Token DISTINCT663=null;

       Token FROM665=null;

       Token WHERE667=null;

       Token RPAREN669=null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.selectionList_return selectionList664 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.subSelectFilterExpr_return subSelectFilterExpr666 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.whereClause_return whereClause668 = null;

       CommonTree LPAREN661_tree=null;

       CommonTree SELECT662_tree=null;

       CommonTree DISTINCT663_tree=null;

       CommonTree FROM665_tree=null;

       CommonTree WHERE667_tree=null;

       CommonTree RPAREN669_tree=null;

        paraphrases.push("subquery");

       try {

           {

           root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

           LPAREN661=(Token)match(input,LPAREN,FOLLOW_LPAREN_in_subQueryExpr10143); if (state.failed)

return retval;

           SELECT662=(Token)match(input,SELECT,FOLLOW_SELECT_in_subQueryExpr10149); if (state.failed)

return retval;

           int alt265=2;

           int LA265_0 = input.LA(1);

           if ( (LA265_0==DISTINCT) ) {

               alt265=1;

           }

           switch (alt265) {

               case 1 :

                   {

                   DISTINCT663=(Token)match(input,DISTINCT,FOLLOW_DISTINCT_in_subQueryExpr10152); if

(state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

                   DISTINCT663_tree = (CommonTree)adaptor.create(DISTINCT663);

                   adaptor.addChild(root_0, DISTINCT663_tree);

                   }

                   }

                   break;

           }

           pushFollow(FOLLOW_selectionList_in_subQueryExpr10155);

           selectionList664=selectionList();

           state._fsp--;

           if (state.failed) return retval;

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) adaptor.addChild(root_0, selectionList664.getTree());
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           FROM665=(Token)match(input,FROM,FOLLOW_FROM_in_subQueryExpr10162); if (state.failed) return

retval;

           pushFollow(FOLLOW_subSelectFilterExpr_in_subQueryExpr10165);

           subSelectFilterExpr666=subSelectFilterExpr();

           state._fsp--;

           if (state.failed) return retval;

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) adaptor.addChild(root_0, subSelectFilterExpr666.getTree());

           int alt266=2;

           int LA266_0 = input.LA(1);

           if ( (LA266_0==WHERE) ) {

               alt266=1;

           }

           switch (alt266) {

               case 1 :

                   {

                   WHERE667=(Token)match(input,WHERE,FOLLOW_WHERE_in_subQueryExpr10173); if

(state.failed) return retval;

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_whereClause_in_subQueryExpr10176);

                   whereClause668=whereClause();

                   state._fsp--;

                   if (state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) adaptor.addChild(root_0, whereClause668.getTree());

                   }

                   break;

           }

           RPAREN669=(Token)match(input,RPAREN,FOLLOW_RPAREN_in_subQueryExpr10185); if (state.failed)

return retval;

           }

           retval.stop = input.LT(-1);

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           retval.tree = (CommonTree)adaptor.rulePostProcessing(root_0);

           adaptor.setTokenBoundaries(retval.tree, retval.start, retval.stop);

           }

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

              paraphrases.pop();

           }

       }

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;

         }

       finally {

       }

       return retval;

   }

   public static class subSelectFilterExpr_return extends ParserRuleReturnScope {

       CommonTree tree;

       public Object getTree() { return tree; }

   };
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   public final EsperEPL2GrammarParser.subSelectFilterExpr_return subSelectFilterExpr() throws

RecognitionException {

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.subSelectFilterExpr_return retval = new

EsperEPL2GrammarParser.subSelectFilterExpr_return();

       retval.start = input.LT(1);

       CommonTree root_0 = null;

       Token i=null;

       Token ru=null;

       Token ri=null;

       Token DOT671=null;

       Token DOT673=null;

       Token AS675=null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.eventFilterExpression_return eventFilterExpression670 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.viewExpression_return viewExpression672 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.viewExpression_return viewExpression674 = null;

       CommonTree i_tree=null;

       CommonTree ru_tree=null;

       CommonTree ri_tree=null;

       CommonTree DOT671_tree=null;

       CommonTree DOT673_tree=null;

       CommonTree AS675_tree=null;

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_AS=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token AS");

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_IDENT=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token IDENT");

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_RETAINUNION=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token

RETAINUNION");

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_RETAININTERSECTION=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token

RETAININTERSECTION");

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_DOT=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token DOT");

       RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_viewExpression=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

viewExpression");

       RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_eventFilterExpression=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

eventFilterExpression");

        paraphrases.push("subquery filter specification");

       try {

           {

           pushFollow(FOLLOW_eventFilterExpression_in_subSelectFilterExpr10209);

           eventFilterExpression670=eventFilterExpression();

           state._fsp--;

           if (state.failed) return retval;

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_eventFilterExpression.add(eventFilterExpression670.getTree());

           int alt268=2;

           int LA268_0 = input.LA(1);

           if ( (LA268_0==DOT) ) {

               alt268=1;

           }

           switch (alt268) {

               case 1 :

                   {
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                   DOT671=(Token)match(input,DOT,FOLLOW_DOT_in_subSelectFilterExpr10214); if (state.failed)

return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_DOT.add(DOT671);

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_viewExpression_in_subSelectFilterExpr10216);

                   viewExpression672=viewExpression();

                   state._fsp--;

                   if (state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_viewExpression.add(viewExpression672.getTree());

                   loop267:

                   do {

                       int alt267=2;

                       int LA267_0 = input.LA(1);

                       if ( (LA267_0==DOT) ) {

                           alt267=1;

                       }

                       switch (alt267) {

                   	case 1 :

                   	    {

                   	    DOT673=(Token)match(input,DOT,FOLLOW_DOT_in_subSelectFilterExpr10219); if (state.failed)

return retval;

                   	    if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_DOT.add(DOT673);

                   	    pushFollow(FOLLOW_viewExpression_in_subSelectFilterExpr10221);

                   	    viewExpression674=viewExpression();

                   	    state._fsp--;

                   	    if (state.failed) return retval;

                   	    if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_viewExpression.add(viewExpression674.getTree());

                   	    }

                   	    break;

                   	default :

                   	    break loop267;

                       }

                   } while (true);

                   }

                   break;

           }

           int alt269=3;

           int LA269_0 = input.LA(1);

           if ( (LA269_0==AS) ) {

               alt269=1;

           }

           else if ( (LA269_0==IDENT) ) {

               alt269=2;

           }

           switch (alt269) {

               case 1 :

                   {

                   AS675=(Token)match(input,AS,FOLLOW_AS_in_subSelectFilterExpr10228); if (state.failed) return

retval;
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                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_AS.add(AS675);

                   i=(Token)match(input,IDENT,FOLLOW_IDENT_in_subSelectFilterExpr10232); if (state.failed) return

retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_IDENT.add(i);

                   }

                   break;

               case 2 :

                   {

                   i=(Token)match(input,IDENT,FOLLOW_IDENT_in_subSelectFilterExpr10238); if (state.failed) return

retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_IDENT.add(i);

                   }

                   break;

           }

           int alt270=3;

           int LA270_0 = input.LA(1);

           if ( (LA270_0==RETAINUNION) ) {

               alt270=1;

           }

           else if ( (LA270_0==RETAININTERSECTION) ) {

               alt270=2;

           }

           switch (alt270) {

               case 1 :

                   {

                   ru=(Token)match(input,RETAINUNION,FOLLOW_RETAINUNION_in_subSelectFilterExpr10245);

if (state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_RETAINUNION.add(ru);

                   }

                   break;

               case 2 :

                   {

ri=(Token)match(input,RETAININTERSECTION,FOLLOW_RETAININTERSECTION_in_subSelectFilterExpr10

249); if (state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_RETAININTERSECTION.add(ri);

                   }

                   break;

           }

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           retval.tree = root_0;

           RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_ri=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token ri",ri);

           RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_ru=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token ru",ru);

           RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_i=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token i",i);

           RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_retval=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

retval",retval!=null?retval.tree:null);

           root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

           {

               {
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               CommonTree root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

               root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.becomeRoot((CommonTree)adaptor.create(STREAM_EXPR,

"STREAM_EXPR"), root_1);

               adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_eventFilterExpression.nextTree());

               while ( stream_viewExpression.hasNext() ) {

                   adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_viewExpression.nextTree());

               }

               stream_viewExpression.reset();

               if ( stream_i.hasNext() ) {

                   adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_i.nextNode());

               }

               stream_i.reset();

               if ( stream_ru.hasNext() ) {

                   adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_ru.nextNode());

               }

               stream_ru.reset();

               if ( stream_ri.hasNext() ) {

                   adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_ri.nextNode());

               }

               stream_ri.reset();

               adaptor.addChild(root_0, root_1);

               }

           }

           retval.tree = root_0;}

           }

           retval.stop = input.LT(-1);

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           retval.tree = (CommonTree)adaptor.rulePostProcessing(root_0);

           adaptor.setTokenBoundaries(retval.tree, retval.start, retval.stop);

           }

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

              paraphrases.pop();

           }

       }

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;

         }

       finally {

       }

       return retval;

   }

   public static class arrayExpression_return extends ParserRuleReturnScope {

       CommonTree tree;

       public Object getTree() { return tree; }

   };

   public final EsperEPL2GrammarParser.arrayExpression_return arrayExpression() throws RecognitionException {

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.arrayExpression_return retval = new

EsperEPL2GrammarParser.arrayExpression_return();
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       retval.start = input.LT(1);

       CommonTree root_0 = null;

       Token d=null;

       Token LCURLY676=null;

       Token COMMA678=null;

       Token RCURLY680=null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.expression_return expression677 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.expression_return expression679 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.libFunctionNoClass_return libFunctionNoClass681 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.libFunctionNoClass_return libFunctionNoClass682 = null;

       CommonTree d_tree=null;

       CommonTree LCURLY676_tree=null;

       CommonTree COMMA678_tree=null;

       CommonTree RCURLY680_tree=null;

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_LCURLY=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token LCURLY");

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_DOT=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token DOT");

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_COMMA=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token COMMA");

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_RCURLY=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token RCURLY");

       RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_expression=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule expression");

       RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_libFunctionNoClass=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

libFunctionNoClass");

       try {

           {

           LCURLY676=(Token)match(input,LCURLY,FOLLOW_LCURLY_in_arrayExpression10289); if

(state.failed) return retval;

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_LCURLY.add(LCURLY676);

           int alt272=2;

           int LA272_0 = input.LA(1);

           if ( (LA272_0==WINDOW||LA272_0==BETWEEN||LA272_0==ESCAPE||(LA272_0>=NOT_EXPR &&

LA272_0<=EVERY_EXPR)||LA272_0==WHERE||(LA272_0>=SUM &&

LA272_0<=COUNT)||LA272_0==CASE||LA272_0==OUTER||(LA272_0>=JOIN &&

LA272_0<=FULL)||(LA272_0>=EVENTS &&

LA272_0<=LAST)||LA272_0==ISTREAM||(LA272_0>=UNIDIRECTIONAL &&

LA272_0<=CURRENT_TIMESTAMP)||(LA272_0>=SNAPSHOT &&

LA272_0<=INDEX)||(LA272_0>=BOOLEAN_TRUE && LA272_0<=VALUE_NULL)||(LA272_0>=DEFINE

&&

LA272_0<=MATCHED)||LA272_0==NEWKW||LA272_0==CONTEXT||LA272_0==NUM_DOUBLE||(LA272_0

>=IDENT && LA272_0<=LPAREN)||LA272_0==LCURLY||LA272_0==QUESTION||(LA272_0>=PLUS &&

LA272_0<=QUOTED_STRING_LITERAL)||LA272_0==MINUS||LA272_0==NUM_INT||(LA272_0>=TICKED_

STRING_LITERAL && LA272_0<=NUM_FLOAT)) ) {

               alt272=1;

           }

           switch (alt272) {

               case 1 :

                   {

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_expression_in_arrayExpression10292);

                   expression677=expression();

                   state._fsp--;
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                   if (state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_expression.add(expression677.getTree());

                   loop271:

                   do {

                       int alt271=2;

                       int LA271_0 = input.LA(1);

                       if ( (LA271_0==COMMA) ) {

                           alt271=1;

                       }

                       switch (alt271) {

                   	case 1 :

                   	    {

                   	    COMMA678=(Token)match(input,COMMA,FOLLOW_COMMA_in_arrayExpression10295); if

(state.failed) return retval;

                   	    if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_COMMA.add(COMMA678);

                   	    pushFollow(FOLLOW_expression_in_arrayExpression10297);

                   	    expression679=expression();

                   	    state._fsp--;

                   	    if (state.failed) return retval;

                   	    if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_expression.add(expression679.getTree());

                   	    }

                   	    break;

                   	default :

                   	    break loop271;

                       }

                   } while (true);

                   }

                   break;

           }

           RCURLY680=(Token)match(input,RCURLY,FOLLOW_RCURLY_in_arrayExpression10304); if

(state.failed) return retval;

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_RCURLY.add(RCURLY680);

           int alt274=2;

           int LA274_0 = input.LA(1);

           if ( (LA274_0==DOT) ) {

               alt274=1;

           }

           switch (alt274) {

               case 1 :

                   {

                   d=(Token)match(input,DOT,FOLLOW_DOT_in_arrayExpression10309); if (state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_DOT.add(d);

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_libFunctionNoClass_in_arrayExpression10311);

                   libFunctionNoClass681=libFunctionNoClass();

                   state._fsp--;

                   if (state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_libFunctionNoClass.add(libFunctionNoClass681.getTree());

                   loop273:
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                   do {

                       int alt273=2;

                       int LA273_0 = input.LA(1);

                       if ( (LA273_0==DOT) ) {

                           alt273=1;

                       }

                       switch (alt273) {

                   	case 1 :

                   	    {

                   	    d=(Token)match(input,DOT,FOLLOW_DOT_in_arrayExpression10316); if (state.failed) return

retval;

                   	    if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_DOT.add(d);

                   	    pushFollow(FOLLOW_libFunctionNoClass_in_arrayExpression10318);

                   	    libFunctionNoClass682=libFunctionNoClass();

                   	    state._fsp--;

                   	    if (state.failed) return retval;

                   	    if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_libFunctionNoClass.add(libFunctionNoClass682.getTree());

                   	    }

                   	    break;

                   	default :

                   	    break loop273;

                       }

                   } while (true);

                   }

                   break;

           }

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           retval.tree = root_0;

           RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_retval=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

retval",retval!=null?retval.tree:null);

           root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

           if (d != null) {

               {

               CommonTree root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

               root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.becomeRoot((CommonTree)adaptor.create(DOT_EXPR, "DOT_EXPR"),

root_1);

               {

               CommonTree root_2 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

               root_2 = (CommonTree)adaptor.becomeRoot((CommonTree)adaptor.create(ARRAY_EXPR,

"ARRAY_EXPR"), root_2);

               while ( stream_expression.hasNext() ) {

                   adaptor.addChild(root_2, stream_expression.nextTree());

               }

               stream_expression.reset();

               adaptor.addChild(root_1, root_2);

               }

               if ( !(stream_libFunctionNoClass.hasNext()) ) {

                   throw new RewriteEarlyExitException();
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               }

               while ( stream_libFunctionNoClass.hasNext() ) {

                   adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_libFunctionNoClass.nextTree());

               }

               stream_libFunctionNoClass.reset();

               adaptor.addChild(root_0, root_1);

               }

           }

           else

           {

               {

               CommonTree root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

               root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.becomeRoot((CommonTree)adaptor.create(ARRAY_EXPR,

"ARRAY_EXPR"), root_1);

               while ( stream_expression.hasNext() ) {

                   adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_expression.nextTree());

               }

               stream_expression.reset();

               adaptor.addChild(root_0, root_1);

               }

           }

           retval.tree = root_0;}

           }

           retval.stop = input.LT(-1);

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           retval.tree = (CommonTree)adaptor.rulePostProcessing(root_0);

           adaptor.setTokenBoundaries(retval.tree, retval.start, retval.stop);

           }

       }

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;

         }

       finally {

       }

       return retval;

   }

   public static class builtinFunc_return extends ParserRuleReturnScope {

       CommonTree tree;

       public Object getTree() { return tree; }

   };

   public final EsperEPL2GrammarParser.builtinFunc_return builtinFunc() throws RecognitionException {

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.builtinFunc_return retval = new EsperEPL2GrammarParser.builtinFunc_return();

       retval.start = input.LT(1);

       CommonTree root_0 = null;

       Token d=null;

       Token SUM683=null;

       Token LPAREN684=null;

       Token ALL685=null;
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       Token DISTINCT686=null;

       Token RPAREN689=null;

       Token AVG690=null;

       Token LPAREN691=null;

       Token ALL692=null;

       Token DISTINCT693=null;

       Token RPAREN696=null;

       Token COUNT697=null;

       Token LPAREN698=null;

       Token ALL699=null;

       Token DISTINCT700=null;

       Token STAR702=null;

       Token RPAREN704=null;

       Token MEDIAN705=null;

       Token LPAREN706=null;

       Token ALL707=null;

       Token DISTINCT708=null;

       Token RPAREN711=null;

       Token STDDEV712=null;

       Token LPAREN713=null;

       Token ALL714=null;

       Token DISTINCT715=null;

       Token RPAREN718=null;

       Token AVEDEV719=null;

       Token LPAREN720=null;

       Token ALL721=null;

       Token DISTINCT722=null;

       Token RPAREN725=null;

       Token COALESCE729=null;

       Token LPAREN730=null;

       Token COMMA732=null;

       Token COMMA734=null;

       Token RPAREN736=null;

       Token PREVIOUS737=null;

       Token LPAREN738=null;

       Token COMMA740=null;

       Token RPAREN742=null;

       Token PREVIOUSTAIL745=null;

       Token LPAREN746=null;

       Token COMMA748=null;

       Token RPAREN750=null;

       Token PREVIOUSCOUNT753=null;

       Token LPAREN754=null;

       Token RPAREN756=null;

       Token PREVIOUSWINDOW757=null;

       Token LPAREN758=null;

       Token RPAREN760=null;

       Token PRIOR763=null;
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       Token LPAREN764=null;

       Token NUM_INT765=null;

       Token COMMA766=null;

       Token RPAREN768=null;

       Token INSTANCEOF769=null;

       Token LPAREN770=null;

       Token COMMA772=null;

       Token COMMA774=null;

       Token RPAREN776=null;

       Token TYPEOF777=null;

       Token LPAREN778=null;

       Token RPAREN780=null;

       Token CAST781=null;

       Token LPAREN782=null;

       Token COMMA784=null;

       Token AS785=null;

       Token RPAREN787=null;

       Token EXISTS790=null;

       Token LPAREN791=null;

       Token RPAREN793=null;

       Token CURRENT_TIMESTAMP794=null;

       Token LPAREN795=null;

       Token RPAREN796=null;

       Token ISTREAM799=null;

       Token LPAREN800=null;

       Token RPAREN801=null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.expression_return expression687 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.aggregationFilterExpr_return aggregationFilterExpr688 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.expression_return expression694 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.aggregationFilterExpr_return aggregationFilterExpr695 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.expression_return expression701 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.aggregationFilterExpr_return aggregationFilterExpr703 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.expression_return expression709 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.aggregationFilterExpr_return aggregationFilterExpr710 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.expression_return expression716 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.aggregationFilterExpr_return aggregationFilterExpr717 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.expression_return expression723 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.aggregationFilterExpr_return aggregationFilterExpr724 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.firstAggregation_return firstAggregation726 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.lastAggregation_return lastAggregation727 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.windowAggregation_return windowAggregation728 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.expression_return expression731 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.expression_return expression733 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.expression_return expression735 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.expression_return expression739 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.expression_return expression741 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.libFunctionNoClass_return libFunctionNoClass743 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.libFunctionNoClass_return libFunctionNoClass744 = null;
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       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.expression_return expression747 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.expression_return expression749 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.libFunctionNoClass_return libFunctionNoClass751 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.libFunctionNoClass_return libFunctionNoClass752 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.expression_return expression755 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.expression_return expression759 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.libFunctionNoClass_return libFunctionNoClass761 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.libFunctionNoClass_return libFunctionNoClass762 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.eventProperty_return eventProperty767 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.expression_return expression771 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.classIdentifier_return classIdentifier773 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.classIdentifier_return classIdentifier775 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.expression_return expression779 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.expression_return expression783 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.classIdentifier_return classIdentifier786 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.libFunctionNoClass_return libFunctionNoClass788 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.libFunctionNoClass_return libFunctionNoClass789 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.eventProperty_return eventProperty792 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.libFunctionNoClass_return libFunctionNoClass797 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.libFunctionNoClass_return libFunctionNoClass798 = null;

       CommonTree d_tree=null;

       CommonTree SUM683_tree=null;

       CommonTree LPAREN684_tree=null;

       CommonTree ALL685_tree=null;

       CommonTree DISTINCT686_tree=null;

       CommonTree RPAREN689_tree=null;

       CommonTree AVG690_tree=null;

       CommonTree LPAREN691_tree=null;

       CommonTree ALL692_tree=null;

       CommonTree DISTINCT693_tree=null;

       CommonTree RPAREN696_tree=null;

       CommonTree COUNT697_tree=null;

       CommonTree LPAREN698_tree=null;

       CommonTree ALL699_tree=null;

       CommonTree DISTINCT700_tree=null;

       CommonTree STAR702_tree=null;

       CommonTree RPAREN704_tree=null;

       CommonTree MEDIAN705_tree=null;

       CommonTree LPAREN706_tree=null;

       CommonTree ALL707_tree=null;

       CommonTree DISTINCT708_tree=null;

       CommonTree RPAREN711_tree=null;

       CommonTree STDDEV712_tree=null;

       CommonTree LPAREN713_tree=null;

       CommonTree ALL714_tree=null;

       CommonTree DISTINCT715_tree=null;

       CommonTree RPAREN718_tree=null;

       CommonTree AVEDEV719_tree=null;
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       CommonTree LPAREN720_tree=null;

       CommonTree ALL721_tree=null;

       CommonTree DISTINCT722_tree=null;

       CommonTree RPAREN725_tree=null;

       CommonTree COALESCE729_tree=null;

       CommonTree LPAREN730_tree=null;

       CommonTree COMMA732_tree=null;

       CommonTree COMMA734_tree=null;

       CommonTree RPAREN736_tree=null;

       CommonTree PREVIOUS737_tree=null;

       CommonTree LPAREN738_tree=null;

       CommonTree COMMA740_tree=null;

       CommonTree RPAREN742_tree=null;

       CommonTree PREVIOUSTAIL745_tree=null;

       CommonTree LPAREN746_tree=null;

       CommonTree COMMA748_tree=null;

       CommonTree RPAREN750_tree=null;

       CommonTree PREVIOUSCOUNT753_tree=null;

       CommonTree LPAREN754_tree=null;

       CommonTree RPAREN756_tree=null;

       CommonTree PREVIOUSWINDOW757_tree=null;

       CommonTree LPAREN758_tree=null;

       CommonTree RPAREN760_tree=null;

       CommonTree PRIOR763_tree=null;

       CommonTree LPAREN764_tree=null;

       CommonTree NUM_INT765_tree=null;

       CommonTree COMMA766_tree=null;

       CommonTree RPAREN768_tree=null;

       CommonTree INSTANCEOF769_tree=null;

       CommonTree LPAREN770_tree=null;

       CommonTree COMMA772_tree=null;

       CommonTree COMMA774_tree=null;

       CommonTree RPAREN776_tree=null;

       CommonTree TYPEOF777_tree=null;

       CommonTree LPAREN778_tree=null;

       CommonTree RPAREN780_tree=null;

       CommonTree CAST781_tree=null;

       CommonTree LPAREN782_tree=null;

       CommonTree COMMA784_tree=null;

       CommonTree AS785_tree=null;

       CommonTree RPAREN787_tree=null;

       CommonTree EXISTS790_tree=null;

       CommonTree LPAREN791_tree=null;

       CommonTree RPAREN793_tree=null;

       CommonTree CURRENT_TIMESTAMP794_tree=null;

       CommonTree LPAREN795_tree=null;

       CommonTree RPAREN796_tree=null;

       CommonTree ISTREAM799_tree=null;
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       CommonTree LPAREN800_tree=null;

       CommonTree RPAREN801_tree=null;

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_CAST=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token CAST");

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_AS=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token AS");

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_RPAREN=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token RPAREN");

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_PREVIOUSTAIL=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token

PREVIOUSTAIL");

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_DOT=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token DOT");

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_CURRENT_TIMESTAMP=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token

CURRENT_TIMESTAMP");

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_COMMA=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token COMMA");

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_PREVIOUS=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token PREVIOUS");

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_LPAREN=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token LPAREN");

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_PREVIOUSWINDOW=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token

PREVIOUSWINDOW");

       RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_expression=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule expression");

       RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_libFunctionNoClass=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

libFunctionNoClass");

       RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_classIdentifier=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

classIdentifier");

       try {

           int alt304=21;

           switch ( input.LA(1) ) {

           case SUM:

               {

               alt304=1;

               }

               break;

           case AVG:

               {

               alt304=2;

               }

               break;

           case COUNT:

               {

               alt304=3;

               }

               break;

           case MEDIAN:

               {

               alt304=4;

               }

               break;

           case STDDEV:

               {

               alt304=5;

               }

               break;
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           case AVEDEV:

               {

               alt304=6;

               }

               break;

           case FIRST:

               {

               alt304=7;

               }

               break;

           case LAST:

               {

               alt304=8;

               }

               break;

           case WINDOW:

               {

               alt304=9;

               }

               break;

           case COALESCE:

               {

               alt304=10;

               }

               break;

           case PREVIOUS:

               {

               alt304=11;

               }

               break;

           case PREVIOUSTAIL:

               {

               alt304=12;

               }

               break;

           case PREVIOUSCOUNT:

               {

               alt304=13;

               }

               break;

           case PREVIOUSWINDOW:

               {

               alt304=14;

               }

               break;

           case PRIOR:

               {

               alt304=15;
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               }

               break;

           case INSTANCEOF:

               {

               alt304=16;

               }

               break;

           case TYPEOF:

               {

               alt304=17;

               }

               break;

           case CAST:

               {

               alt304=18;

               }

               break;

           case EXISTS:

               {

               alt304=19;

               }

               break;

           case CURRENT_TIMESTAMP:

               {

               alt304=20;

               }

               break;

           case ISTREAM:

               {

               alt304=21;

               }

               break;

           default:

               if (state.backtracking>0) {state.failed=true; return retval;}

               NoViableAltException nvae =

                   new NoViableAltException("", 304, 0, input);

               throw nvae;

           }

           switch (alt304) {

               case 1 :

                   {

                   root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

                   SUM683=(Token)match(input,SUM,FOLLOW_SUM_in_builtinFunc10367); if (state.failed) return

retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

                   SUM683_tree = (CommonTree)adaptor.create(SUM683);

                   root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.becomeRoot(SUM683_tree, root_0);

                   }
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                   LPAREN684=(Token)match(input,LPAREN,FOLLOW_LPAREN_in_builtinFunc10370); if

(state.failed) return retval;

                   int alt275=3;

                   int LA275_0 = input.LA(1);

                   if ( (LA275_0==ALL) ) {

                       alt275=1;

                   }

                   else if ( (LA275_0==DISTINCT) ) {

                       alt275=2;

                   }

                   switch (alt275) {

                       case 1 :

                           {

                           ALL685=(Token)match(input,ALL,FOLLOW_ALL_in_builtinFunc10374); if (state.failed) return

retval;

                           }

                           break;

                       case 2 :

                           {

                           DISTINCT686=(Token)match(input,DISTINCT,FOLLOW_DISTINCT_in_builtinFunc10379); if

(state.failed) return retval;

                           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

                           DISTINCT686_tree = (CommonTree)adaptor.create(DISTINCT686);

                           adaptor.addChild(root_0, DISTINCT686_tree);

                           }

                           }

                           break;

                   }

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_expression_in_builtinFunc10383);

                   expression687=expression();

                   state._fsp--;

                   if (state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) adaptor.addChild(root_0, expression687.getTree());

                   int alt276=2;

                   int LA276_0 = input.LA(1);

                   if ( (LA276_0==COMMA) ) {

                       alt276=1;

                   }

                   switch (alt276) {

                       case 1 :

                           {

                           pushFollow(FOLLOW_aggregationFilterExpr_in_builtinFunc10385);

                           aggregationFilterExpr688=aggregationFilterExpr();

                           state._fsp--;

                           if (state.failed) return retval;

                           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) adaptor.addChild(root_0, aggregationFilterExpr688.getTree());

                           }

                           break;
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                   }

                   RPAREN689=(Token)match(input,RPAREN,FOLLOW_RPAREN_in_builtinFunc10388); if

(state.failed) return retval;

                   }

                   break;

               case 2 :

                   {

                   root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

                   AVG690=(Token)match(input,AVG,FOLLOW_AVG_in_builtinFunc10394); if (state.failed) return

retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

                   AVG690_tree = (CommonTree)adaptor.create(AVG690);

                   root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.becomeRoot(AVG690_tree, root_0);

                   }

                   LPAREN691=(Token)match(input,LPAREN,FOLLOW_LPAREN_in_builtinFunc10397); if

(state.failed) return retval;

                   int alt277=3;

                   int LA277_0 = input.LA(1);

                   if ( (LA277_0==ALL) ) {

                       alt277=1;

                   }

                   else if ( (LA277_0==DISTINCT) ) {

                       alt277=2;

                   }

                   switch (alt277) {

                       case 1 :

                           {

                           ALL692=(Token)match(input,ALL,FOLLOW_ALL_in_builtinFunc10401); if (state.failed) return

retval;

                           }

                           break;

                       case 2 :

                           {

                           DISTINCT693=(Token)match(input,DISTINCT,FOLLOW_DISTINCT_in_builtinFunc10406); if

(state.failed) return retval;

                           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

                           DISTINCT693_tree = (CommonTree)adaptor.create(DISTINCT693);

                           adaptor.addChild(root_0, DISTINCT693_tree);

                           }

                           }

                           break;

                   }

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_expression_in_builtinFunc10410);

                   expression694=expression();

                   state._fsp--;

                   if (state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) adaptor.addChild(root_0, expression694.getTree());

                   int alt278=2;
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                   int LA278_0 = input.LA(1);

                   if ( (LA278_0==COMMA) ) {

                       alt278=1;

                   }

                   switch (alt278) {

                       case 1 :

                           {

                           pushFollow(FOLLOW_aggregationFilterExpr_in_builtinFunc10412);

                           aggregationFilterExpr695=aggregationFilterExpr();

                           state._fsp--;

                           if (state.failed) return retval;

                           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) adaptor.addChild(root_0, aggregationFilterExpr695.getTree());

                           }

                           break;

                   }

                   RPAREN696=(Token)match(input,RPAREN,FOLLOW_RPAREN_in_builtinFunc10415); if

(state.failed) return retval;

                   }

                   break;

               case 3 :

                   {

                   root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

                   COUNT697=(Token)match(input,COUNT,FOLLOW_COUNT_in_builtinFunc10421); if (state.failed)

return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

                   COUNT697_tree = (CommonTree)adaptor.create(COUNT697);

                   root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.becomeRoot(COUNT697_tree, root_0);

                   }

                   LPAREN698=(Token)match(input,LPAREN,FOLLOW_LPAREN_in_builtinFunc10424); if

(state.failed) return retval;

                   int alt280=2;

                   int LA280_0 = input.LA(1);

                   if ( (LA280_0==WINDOW||LA280_0==BETWEEN||LA280_0==ESCAPE||(LA280_0>=NOT_EXPR

&& LA280_0<=EVERY_EXPR)||LA280_0==WHERE||(LA280_0>=SUM &&

LA280_0<=COUNT)||LA280_0==CASE||LA280_0==OUTER||(LA280_0>=JOIN &&

LA280_0<=FULL)||(LA280_0>=DISTINCT && LA280_0<=ALL)||(LA280_0>=EVENTS &&

LA280_0<=LAST)||LA280_0==ISTREAM||(LA280_0>=UNIDIRECTIONAL &&

LA280_0<=CURRENT_TIMESTAMP)||(LA280_0>=SNAPSHOT &&

LA280_0<=INDEX)||(LA280_0>=BOOLEAN_TRUE && LA280_0<=VALUE_NULL)||(LA280_0>=DEFINE

&&

LA280_0<=MATCHED)||LA280_0==NEWKW||LA280_0==CONTEXT||LA280_0==NUM_DOUBLE||(LA280_0

>=IDENT && LA280_0<=LPAREN)||LA280_0==LCURLY||LA280_0==QUESTION||(LA280_0>=PLUS &&

LA280_0<=QUOTED_STRING_LITERAL)||LA280_0==MINUS||LA280_0==NUM_INT||(LA280_0>=TICKED_

STRING_LITERAL && LA280_0<=NUM_FLOAT)) ) {

                       alt280=1;

                   }

                   else if ( (LA280_0==STAR) ) {

                       alt280=2;
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                   }

                   else {

                       if (state.backtracking>0) {state.failed=true; return retval;}

                       NoViableAltException nvae =

                           new NoViableAltException("", 280, 0, input);

                       throw nvae;

                   }

                   switch (alt280) {

                       case 1 :

                           {

                           {

                           int alt279=3;

                           int LA279_0 = input.LA(1);

                           if ( (LA279_0==ALL) ) {

                               alt279=1;

                           }

                           else if ( (LA279_0==DISTINCT) ) {

                               alt279=2;

                           }

                           switch (alt279) {

                               case 1 :

                                   {

                                   ALL699=(Token)match(input,ALL,FOLLOW_ALL_in_builtinFunc10436); if (state.failed)

return retval;

                                   }

                                   break;

                               case 2 :

                                   {

DISTINCT700=(Token)match(input,DISTINCT,FOLLOW_DISTINCT_in_builtinFunc10441); if (state.failed) retur

n retval;

                                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

                                   DISTINCT700_tree = (CommonTree)adaptor.create(DISTINCT700);

                                   adaptor.addChild(root_0, DISTINCT700_tree);

                                   }

                                   }

                                   break;

                           }

                           pushFollow(FOLLOW_expression_in_builtinFunc10445);

                           expression701=expression();

                           state._fsp--;

                           if (state.failed) return retval;

                           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) adaptor.addChild(root_0, expression701.getTree());

                           }

                           }

                           break;

                       case 2 :

                           {

                           {
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                           STAR702=(Token)match(input,STAR,FOLLOW_STAR_in_builtinFunc10456); if (state.failed)

return retval;

                           }

                           }

                           break;

                   }

                   int alt281=2;

                   int LA281_0 = input.LA(1);

                   if ( (LA281_0==COMMA) ) {

                       alt281=1;

                   }

                   switch (alt281) {

                       case 1 :

                           {

                           pushFollow(FOLLOW_aggregationFilterExpr_in_builtinFunc10467);

                           aggregationFilterExpr703=aggregationFilterExpr();

                           state._fsp--;

                           if (state.failed) return retval;

                           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) adaptor.addChild(root_0, aggregationFilterExpr703.getTree());

                           }

                           break;

                   }

                   RPAREN704=(Token)match(input,RPAREN,FOLLOW_RPAREN_in_builtinFunc10470); if

(state.failed) return retval;

                   }

                   break;

               case 4 :

                   {

                   root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

                   MEDIAN705=(Token)match(input,MEDIAN,FOLLOW_MEDIAN_in_builtinFunc10476); if

(state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

                   MEDIAN705_tree = (CommonTree)adaptor.create(MEDIAN705);

                   root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.becomeRoot(MEDIAN705_tree, root_0);

                   }

                   LPAREN706=(Token)match(input,LPAREN,FOLLOW_LPAREN_in_builtinFunc10479); if

(state.failed) return retval;

                   int alt282=3;

                   int LA282_0 = input.LA(1);

                   if ( (LA282_0==ALL) ) {

                       alt282=1;

                   }

                   else if ( (LA282_0==DISTINCT) ) {

                       alt282=2;

                   }

                   switch (alt282) {

                       case 1 :

                           {
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                           ALL707=(Token)match(input,ALL,FOLLOW_ALL_in_builtinFunc10483); if (state.failed) return

retval;

                           }

                           break;

                       case 2 :

                           {

                           DISTINCT708=(Token)match(input,DISTINCT,FOLLOW_DISTINCT_in_builtinFunc10488); if

(state.failed) return retval;

                           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

                           DISTINCT708_tree = (CommonTree)adaptor.create(DISTINCT708);

                           adaptor.addChild(root_0, DISTINCT708_tree);

                           }

                           }

                           break;

                   }

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_expression_in_builtinFunc10492);

                   expression709=expression();

                   state._fsp--;

                   if (state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) adaptor.addChild(root_0, expression709.getTree());

                   int alt283=2;

                   int LA283_0 = input.LA(1);

                   if ( (LA283_0==COMMA) ) {

                       alt283=1;

                   }

                   switch (alt283) {

                       case 1 :

                           {

                           pushFollow(FOLLOW_aggregationFilterExpr_in_builtinFunc10494);

                           aggregationFilterExpr710=aggregationFilterExpr();

                           state._fsp--;

                           if (state.failed) return retval;

                           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) adaptor.addChild(root_0, aggregationFilterExpr710.getTree());

                           }

                           break;

                   }

                   RPAREN711=(Token)match(input,RPAREN,FOLLOW_RPAREN_in_builtinFunc10497); if

(state.failed) return retval;

                   }

                   break;

               case 5 :

                   {

                   root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

                   STDDEV712=(Token)match(input,STDDEV,FOLLOW_STDDEV_in_builtinFunc10503); if

(state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

                   STDDEV712_tree = (CommonTree)adaptor.create(STDDEV712);

                   root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.becomeRoot(STDDEV712_tree, root_0);
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                   }

                   LPAREN713=(Token)match(input,LPAREN,FOLLOW_LPAREN_in_builtinFunc10506); if

(state.failed) return retval;

                   int alt284=3;

                   int LA284_0 = input.LA(1);

                   if ( (LA284_0==ALL) ) {

                       alt284=1;

                   }

                   else if ( (LA284_0==DISTINCT) ) {

                       alt284=2;

                   }

                   switch (alt284) {

                       case 1 :

                           {

                           ALL714=(Token)match(input,ALL,FOLLOW_ALL_in_builtinFunc10510); if (state.failed) return

retval;

                           }

                           break;

                       case 2 :

                           {

                           DISTINCT715=(Token)match(input,DISTINCT,FOLLOW_DISTINCT_in_builtinFunc10515); if

(state.failed) return retval;

                           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

                           DISTINCT715_tree = (CommonTree)adaptor.create(DISTINCT715);

                           adaptor.addChild(root_0, DISTINCT715_tree);

                           }

                           }

                           break;

                   }

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_expression_in_builtinFunc10519);

                   expression716=expression();

                   state._fsp--;

                   if (state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) adaptor.addChild(root_0, expression716.getTree());

                   int alt285=2;

                   int LA285_0 = input.LA(1);

                   if ( (LA285_0==COMMA) ) {

                       alt285=1;

                   }

                   switch (alt285) {

                       case 1 :

                           {

                           pushFollow(FOLLOW_aggregationFilterExpr_in_builtinFunc10521);

                           aggregationFilterExpr717=aggregationFilterExpr();

                           state._fsp--;

                           if (state.failed) return retval;

                           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) adaptor.addChild(root_0, aggregationFilterExpr717.getTree());

                           }
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                           break;

                   }

                   RPAREN718=(Token)match(input,RPAREN,FOLLOW_RPAREN_in_builtinFunc10524); if

(state.failed) return retval;

                   }

                   break;

               case 6 :

                   {

                   root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

                   AVEDEV719=(Token)match(input,AVEDEV,FOLLOW_AVEDEV_in_builtinFunc10530); if

(state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

                   AVEDEV719_tree = (CommonTree)adaptor.create(AVEDEV719);

                   root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.becomeRoot(AVEDEV719_tree, root_0);

                   }

                   LPAREN720=(Token)match(input,LPAREN,FOLLOW_LPAREN_in_builtinFunc10533); if

(state.failed) return retval;

                   int alt286=3;

                   int LA286_0 = input.LA(1);

                   if ( (LA286_0==ALL) ) {

                       alt286=1;

                   }

                   else if ( (LA286_0==DISTINCT) ) {

                       alt286=2;

                   }

                   switch (alt286) {

                       case 1 :

                           {

                           ALL721=(Token)match(input,ALL,FOLLOW_ALL_in_builtinFunc10537); if (state.failed) return

retval;

                           }

                           break;

                       case 2 :

                           {

                           DISTINCT722=(Token)match(input,DISTINCT,FOLLOW_DISTINCT_in_builtinFunc10542); if

(state.failed) return retval;

                           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

                           DISTINCT722_tree = (CommonTree)adaptor.create(DISTINCT722);

                           adaptor.addChild(root_0, DISTINCT722_tree);

                           }

                           }

                           break;

                   }

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_expression_in_builtinFunc10546);

                   expression723=expression();

                   state._fsp--;

                   if (state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) adaptor.addChild(root_0, expression723.getTree());
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                   int alt287=2;

                   int LA287_0 = input.LA(1);

                   if ( (LA287_0==COMMA) ) {

                       alt287=1;

                   }

                   switch (alt287) {

                       case 1 :

                           {

                           pushFollow(FOLLOW_aggregationFilterExpr_in_builtinFunc10548);

                           aggregationFilterExpr724=aggregationFilterExpr();

                           state._fsp--;

                           if (state.failed) return retval;

                           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) adaptor.addChild(root_0, aggregationFilterExpr724.getTree());

                           }

                           break;

                   }

                   RPAREN725=(Token)match(input,RPAREN,FOLLOW_RPAREN_in_builtinFunc10551); if

(state.failed) return retval;

                   }

                   break;

               case 7 :

                   {

                   root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_firstAggregation_in_builtinFunc10557);

                   firstAggregation726=firstAggregation();

                   state._fsp--;

                   if (state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) adaptor.addChild(root_0, firstAggregation726.getTree());

                   }

                   break;

               case 8 :

                   {

                   root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_lastAggregation_in_builtinFunc10562);

                   lastAggregation727=lastAggregation();

                   state._fsp--;

                   if (state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) adaptor.addChild(root_0, lastAggregation727.getTree());

                   }

                   break;

               case 9 :

                   {

                   root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_windowAggregation_in_builtinFunc10567);

                   windowAggregation728=windowAggregation();

                   state._fsp--;

                   if (state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) adaptor.addChild(root_0, windowAggregation728.getTree());
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                   }

                   break;

               case 10 :

                   {

                   root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

                   COALESCE729=(Token)match(input,COALESCE,FOLLOW_COALESCE_in_builtinFunc10572); if

(state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

                   COALESCE729_tree = (CommonTree)adaptor.create(COALESCE729);

                   root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.becomeRoot(COALESCE729_tree, root_0);

                   }

                   LPAREN730=(Token)match(input,LPAREN,FOLLOW_LPAREN_in_builtinFunc10575); if

(state.failed) return retval;

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_expression_in_builtinFunc10578);

                   expression731=expression();

                   state._fsp--;

                   if (state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) adaptor.addChild(root_0, expression731.getTree());

                   COMMA732=(Token)match(input,COMMA,FOLLOW_COMMA_in_builtinFunc10580); if

(state.failed) return retval;

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_expression_in_builtinFunc10583);

                   expression733=expression();

                   state._fsp--;

                   if (state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) adaptor.addChild(root_0, expression733.getTree());

                   loop288:

                   do {

                       int alt288=2;

                       int LA288_0 = input.LA(1);

                       if ( (LA288_0==COMMA) ) {

                           alt288=1;

                       }

                       switch (alt288) {

                   	case 1 :

                   	    {

                   	    COMMA734=(Token)match(input,COMMA,FOLLOW_COMMA_in_builtinFunc10586); if

(state.failed) return retval;

                   	    pushFollow(FOLLOW_expression_in_builtinFunc10589);

                   	    expression735=expression();

                   	    state._fsp--;

                   	    if (state.failed) return retval;

                   	    if ( state.backtracking==0 ) adaptor.addChild(root_0, expression735.getTree());

                   	    }

                   	    break;

                   	default :

                   	    break loop288;

                       }

                   } while (true);
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                   RPAREN736=(Token)match(input,RPAREN,FOLLOW_RPAREN_in_builtinFunc10593); if

(state.failed) return retval;

                   }

                   break;

               case 11 :

                   {

                   PREVIOUS737=(Token)match(input,PREVIOUS,FOLLOW_PREVIOUS_in_builtinFunc10599); if

(state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_PREVIOUS.add(PREVIOUS737);

                   LPAREN738=(Token)match(input,LPAREN,FOLLOW_LPAREN_in_builtinFunc10601); if

(state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_LPAREN.add(LPAREN738);

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_expression_in_builtinFunc10603);

                   expression739=expression();

                   state._fsp--;

                   if (state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_expression.add(expression739.getTree());

                   int alt289=2;

                   int LA289_0 = input.LA(1);

                   if ( (LA289_0==COMMA) ) {

                       alt289=1;

                   }

                   switch (alt289) {

                       case 1 :

                           {

                           COMMA740=(Token)match(input,COMMA,FOLLOW_COMMA_in_builtinFunc10606); if

(state.failed) return retval;

                           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_COMMA.add(COMMA740);

                           pushFollow(FOLLOW_expression_in_builtinFunc10608);

                           expression741=expression();

                           state._fsp--;

                           if (state.failed) return retval;

                           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_expression.add(expression741.getTree());

                           }

                           break;

                   }

                   RPAREN742=(Token)match(input,RPAREN,FOLLOW_RPAREN_in_builtinFunc10612); if

(state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_RPAREN.add(RPAREN742);

                   int alt291=2;

                   int LA291_0 = input.LA(1);

                   if ( (LA291_0==DOT) ) {

                       alt291=1;

                   }

                   switch (alt291) {

                       case 1 :

                           {

                           d=(Token)match(input,DOT,FOLLOW_DOT_in_builtinFunc10617); if (state.failed) return retval;
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                           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_DOT.add(d);

                           pushFollow(FOLLOW_libFunctionNoClass_in_builtinFunc10619);

                           libFunctionNoClass743=libFunctionNoClass();

                           state._fsp--;

                           if (state.failed) return retval;

                           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_libFunctionNoClass.add(libFunctionNoClass743.getTree());

                           loop290:

                           do {

                               int alt290=2;

                               int LA290_0 = input.LA(1);

                               if ( (LA290_0==DOT) ) {

                                   alt290=1;

                               }

                               switch (alt290) {

                           	case 1 :

                           	    {

                           	    d=(Token)match(input,DOT,FOLLOW_DOT_in_builtinFunc10624); if (state.failed) return

retval;

                           	    if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_DOT.add(d);

                           	    pushFollow(FOLLOW_libFunctionNoClass_in_builtinFunc10626);

                           	    libFunctionNoClass744=libFunctionNoClass();

                           	    state._fsp--;

                           	    if (state.failed) return retval;

                           	    if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_libFunctionNoClass.add(libFunctionNoClass744.getTree());

                           	    }

                           	    break;

                           	default :

                           	    break loop290;

                               }

                           } while (true);

                           }

                           break;

                   }

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

                   retval.tree = root_0;

                   RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_retval=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

retval",retval!=null?retval.tree:null);

                   root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

                   if (d != null) {

                       {

                       CommonTree root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

                       root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.becomeRoot((CommonTree)adaptor.create(DOT_EXPR,

"DOT_EXPR"), root_1);

                       {

                       CommonTree root_2 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

                       root_2 = (CommonTree)adaptor.becomeRoot(stream_PREVIOUS.nextNode(), root_2);

                       if ( !(stream_expression.hasNext()) ) {

                           throw new RewriteEarlyExitException();
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                       }

                       while ( stream_expression.hasNext() ) {

                           adaptor.addChild(root_2, stream_expression.nextTree());

                       }

                       stream_expression.reset();

                       adaptor.addChild(root_1, root_2);

                       }

                       if ( !(stream_libFunctionNoClass.hasNext()) ) {

                           throw new RewriteEarlyExitException();

                       }

                       while ( stream_libFunctionNoClass.hasNext() ) {

                           adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_libFunctionNoClass.nextTree());

                       }

                       stream_libFunctionNoClass.reset();

                       adaptor.addChild(root_0, root_1);

                       }

                   }

                   else

                   {

                       {

                       CommonTree root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

                       root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.becomeRoot(stream_PREVIOUS.nextNode(), root_1);

                       if ( !(stream_expression.hasNext()) ) {

                           throw new RewriteEarlyExitException();

                       }

                       while ( stream_expression.hasNext() ) {

                           adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_expression.nextTree());

                       }

                       stream_expression.reset();

                       adaptor.addChild(root_0, root_1);

                       }

                   }

                   retval.tree = root_0;}

                   }

                   break;

               case 12 :

                   {

PREVIOUSTAIL745=(Token)match(input,PREVIOUSTAIL,FOLLOW_PREVIOUSTAIL_in_builtinFunc10673); 

if (state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_PREVIOUSTAIL.add(PREVIOUSTAIL745);

                   LPAREN746=(Token)match(input,LPAREN,FOLLOW_LPAREN_in_builtinFunc10675); if

(state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_LPAREN.add(LPAREN746);

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_expression_in_builtinFunc10677);

                   expression747=expression();

                   state._fsp--;

                   if (state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_expression.add(expression747.getTree());
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                   int alt292=2;

                   int LA292_0 = input.LA(1);

                   if ( (LA292_0==COMMA) ) {

                       alt292=1;

                   }

                   switch (alt292) {

                       case 1 :

                           {

                           COMMA748=(Token)match(input,COMMA,FOLLOW_COMMA_in_builtinFunc10680); if

(state.failed) return retval;

                           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_COMMA.add(COMMA748);

                           pushFollow(FOLLOW_expression_in_builtinFunc10682);

                           expression749=expression();

                           state._fsp--;

                           if (state.failed) return retval;

                           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_expression.add(expression749.getTree());

                           }

                           break;

                   }

                   RPAREN750=(Token)match(input,RPAREN,FOLLOW_RPAREN_in_builtinFunc10686); if

(state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_RPAREN.add(RPAREN750);

                   int alt294=2;

                   int LA294_0 = input.LA(1);

                   if ( (LA294_0==DOT) ) {

                       alt294=1;

                   }

                   switch (alt294) {

                       case 1 :

                           {

                           d=(Token)match(input,DOT,FOLLOW_DOT_in_builtinFunc10691); if (state.failed) return retval;

                           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_DOT.add(d);

                           pushFollow(FOLLOW_libFunctionNoClass_in_builtinFunc10693);

                           libFunctionNoClass751=libFunctionNoClass();

                           state._fsp--;

                           if (state.failed) return retval;

                           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_libFunctionNoClass.add(libFunctionNoClass751.getTree());

                           loop293:

                           do {

                               int alt293=2;

                               int LA293_0 = input.LA(1);

                               if ( (LA293_0==DOT) ) {

                                   alt293=1;

                               }

                               switch (alt293) {

                           	case 1 :

                           	    {

                           	    d=(Token)match(input,DOT,FOLLOW_DOT_in_builtinFunc10698); if (state.failed) return
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retval;

                           	    if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_DOT.add(d);

                           	    pushFollow(FOLLOW_libFunctionNoClass_in_builtinFunc10700);

                           	    libFunctionNoClass752=libFunctionNoClass();

                           	    state._fsp--;

                           	    if (state.failed) return retval;

                           	    if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_libFunctionNoClass.add(libFunctionNoClass752.getTree());

                           	    }

                           	    break;

                           	default :

                           	    break loop293;

                               }

                           } while (true);

                           }

                           break;

                   }

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

                   retval.tree = root_0;

                   RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_retval=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

retval",retval!=null?retval.tree:null);

                   root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

                   if (d != null) {

                       {

                       CommonTree root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

                       root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.becomeRoot((CommonTree)adaptor.create(DOT_EXPR,

"DOT_EXPR"), root_1);

                       {

                       CommonTree root_2 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

                       root_2 = (CommonTree)adaptor.becomeRoot(stream_PREVIOUSTAIL.nextNode(), root_2);

                       if ( !(stream_expression.hasNext()) ) {

                           throw new RewriteEarlyExitException();

                       }

                       while ( stream_expression.hasNext() ) {

                           adaptor.addChild(root_2, stream_expression.nextTree());

                       }

                       stream_expression.reset();

                       adaptor.addChild(root_1, root_2);

                       }

                       if ( !(stream_libFunctionNoClass.hasNext()) ) {

                           throw new RewriteEarlyExitException();

                       }

                       while ( stream_libFunctionNoClass.hasNext() ) {

                           adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_libFunctionNoClass.nextTree());

                       }

                       stream_libFunctionNoClass.reset();

                       adaptor.addChild(root_0, root_1);

                       }

                   }
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                   else

                   {

                       {

                       CommonTree root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

                       root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.becomeRoot(stream_PREVIOUSTAIL.nextNode(), root_1);

                       if ( !(stream_expression.hasNext()) ) {

                           throw new RewriteEarlyExitException();

                       }

                       while ( stream_expression.hasNext() ) {

                           adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_expression.nextTree());

                       }

                       stream_expression.reset();

                       adaptor.addChild(root_0, root_1);

                       }

                   }

                   retval.tree = root_0;}

                   }

                   break;

               case 13 :

                   {

                   root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

PREVIOUSCOUNT753=(Token)match(input,PREVIOUSCOUNT,FOLLOW_PREVIOUSCOUNT_in_builtinFunc

10747); if (state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

                   PREVIOUSCOUNT753_tree = (CommonTree)adaptor.create(PREVIOUSCOUNT753);

                   root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.becomeRoot(PREVIOUSCOUNT753_tree, root_0);

                   }

                   LPAREN754=(Token)match(input,LPAREN,FOLLOW_LPAREN_in_builtinFunc10750); if

(state.failed) return retval;

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_expression_in_builtinFunc10753);

                   expression755=expression();

                   state._fsp--;

                   if (state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) adaptor.addChild(root_0, expression755.getTree());

                   RPAREN756=(Token)match(input,RPAREN,FOLLOW_RPAREN_in_builtinFunc10755); if

(state.failed) return retval;

                   }

                   break;

               case 14 :

                   {

PREVIOUSWINDOW757=(Token)match(input,PREVIOUSWINDOW,FOLLOW_PREVIOUSWINDOW_in_built

inFunc10761); if (state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_PREVIOUSWINDOW.add(PREVIOUSWINDOW757);

                   LPAREN758=(Token)match(input,LPAREN,FOLLOW_LPAREN_in_builtinFunc10763); if

(state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_LPAREN.add(LPAREN758);

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_expression_in_builtinFunc10765);

                   expression759=expression();
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                   state._fsp--;

                   if (state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_expression.add(expression759.getTree());

                   RPAREN760=(Token)match(input,RPAREN,FOLLOW_RPAREN_in_builtinFunc10767); if

(state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_RPAREN.add(RPAREN760);

                   int alt296=2;

                   int LA296_0 = input.LA(1);

                   if ( (LA296_0==DOT) ) {

                       alt296=1;

                   }

                   switch (alt296) {

                       case 1 :

                           {

                           d=(Token)match(input,DOT,FOLLOW_DOT_in_builtinFunc10772); if (state.failed) return retval;

                           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_DOT.add(d);

                           pushFollow(FOLLOW_libFunctionNoClass_in_builtinFunc10774);

                           libFunctionNoClass761=libFunctionNoClass();

                           state._fsp--;

                           if (state.failed) return retval;

                           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_libFunctionNoClass.add(libFunctionNoClass761.getTree());

                           loop295:

                           do {

                               int alt295=2;

                               int LA295_0 = input.LA(1);

                               if ( (LA295_0==DOT) ) {

                                   alt295=1;

                               }

                               switch (alt295) {

                           	case 1 :

                           	    {

                           	    d=(Token)match(input,DOT,FOLLOW_DOT_in_builtinFunc10779); if (state.failed) return

retval;

                           	    if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_DOT.add(d);

                           	    pushFollow(FOLLOW_libFunctionNoClass_in_builtinFunc10781);

                           	    libFunctionNoClass762=libFunctionNoClass();

                           	    state._fsp--;

                           	    if (state.failed) return retval;

                           	    if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_libFunctionNoClass.add(libFunctionNoClass762.getTree());

                           	    }

                           	    break;

                           	default :

                           	    break loop295;

                               }

                           } while (true);

                           }

                           break;

                   }
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                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

                   retval.tree = root_0;

                   RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_retval=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

retval",retval!=null?retval.tree:null);

                   root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

                   if (d != null) {

                       {

                       CommonTree root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

                       root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.becomeRoot((CommonTree)adaptor.create(DOT_EXPR,

"DOT_EXPR"), root_1);

                       {

                       CommonTree root_2 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

                       root_2 = (CommonTree)adaptor.becomeRoot(stream_PREVIOUSWINDOW.nextNode(), root_2);

                       adaptor.addChild(root_2, stream_expression.nextTree());

                       adaptor.addChild(root_1, root_2);

                       }

                       if ( !(stream_libFunctionNoClass.hasNext()) ) {

                           throw new RewriteEarlyExitException();

                       }

                       while ( stream_libFunctionNoClass.hasNext() ) {

                           adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_libFunctionNoClass.nextTree());

                       }

                       stream_libFunctionNoClass.reset();

                       adaptor.addChild(root_0, root_1);

                       }

                   }

                   else

                   {

                       {

                       CommonTree root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

                       root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.becomeRoot(stream_PREVIOUSWINDOW.nextNode(), root_1);

                       adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_expression.nextTree());

                       adaptor.addChild(root_0, root_1);

                       }

                   }

                   retval.tree = root_0;}

                   }

                   break;

               case 15 :

                   {

                   root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

                   PRIOR763=(Token)match(input,PRIOR,FOLLOW_PRIOR_in_builtinFunc10826); if (state.failed)

return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

                   PRIOR763_tree = (CommonTree)adaptor.create(PRIOR763);

                   root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.becomeRoot(PRIOR763_tree, root_0);

                   }

                   LPAREN764=(Token)match(input,LPAREN,FOLLOW_LPAREN_in_builtinFunc10829); if
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(state.failed) return retval;

                   NUM_INT765=(Token)match(input,NUM_INT,FOLLOW_NUM_INT_in_builtinFunc10832); if

(state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

                   NUM_INT765_tree = (CommonTree)adaptor.create(NUM_INT765);

                   adaptor.addChild(root_0, NUM_INT765_tree);

                   }

                   COMMA766=(Token)match(input,COMMA,FOLLOW_COMMA_in_builtinFunc10834); if

(state.failed) return retval;

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_eventProperty_in_builtinFunc10837);

                   eventProperty767=eventProperty();

                   state._fsp--;

                   if (state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) adaptor.addChild(root_0, eventProperty767.getTree());

                   RPAREN768=(Token)match(input,RPAREN,FOLLOW_RPAREN_in_builtinFunc10839); if

(state.failed) return retval;

                   }

                   break;

               case 16 :

                   {

                   root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

INSTANCEOF769=(Token)match(input,INSTANCEOF,FOLLOW_INSTANCEOF_in_builtinFunc10849); if (state

.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

                   INSTANCEOF769_tree = (CommonTree)adaptor.create(INSTANCEOF769);

                   root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.becomeRoot(INSTANCEOF769_tree, root_0);

                   }

                   LPAREN770=(Token)match(input,LPAREN,FOLLOW_LPAREN_in_builtinFunc10852); if

(state.failed) return retval;

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_expression_in_builtinFunc10855);

                   expression771=expression();

                   state._fsp--;

                   if (state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) adaptor.addChild(root_0, expression771.getTree());

                   COMMA772=(Token)match(input,COMMA,FOLLOW_COMMA_in_builtinFunc10857); if

(state.failed) return retval;

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_classIdentifier_in_builtinFunc10860);

                   classIdentifier773=classIdentifier();

                   state._fsp--;

                   if (state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) adaptor.addChild(root_0, classIdentifier773.getTree());

                   loop297:

                   do {

                       int alt297=2;

                       int LA297_0 = input.LA(1);

                       if ( (LA297_0==COMMA) ) {

                           alt297=1;

                       }
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                       switch (alt297) {

                   	case 1 :

                   	    {

                   	    COMMA774=(Token)match(input,COMMA,FOLLOW_COMMA_in_builtinFunc10863); if

(state.failed) return retval;

                   	    pushFollow(FOLLOW_classIdentifier_in_builtinFunc10866);

                   	    classIdentifier775=classIdentifier();

                   	    state._fsp--;

                   	    if (state.failed) return retval;

                   	    if ( state.backtracking==0 ) adaptor.addChild(root_0, classIdentifier775.getTree());

                   	    }

                   	    break;

                   	default :

                   	    break loop297;

                       }

                   } while (true);

                   RPAREN776=(Token)match(input,RPAREN,FOLLOW_RPAREN_in_builtinFunc10870); if

(state.failed) return retval;

                   }

                   break;

               case 17 :

                   {

                   root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

                   TYPEOF777=(Token)match(input,TYPEOF,FOLLOW_TYPEOF_in_builtinFunc10876); if

(state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

                   TYPEOF777_tree = (CommonTree)adaptor.create(TYPEOF777);

                   root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.becomeRoot(TYPEOF777_tree, root_0);

                   }

                   LPAREN778=(Token)match(input,LPAREN,FOLLOW_LPAREN_in_builtinFunc10879); if

(state.failed) return retval;

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_expression_in_builtinFunc10882);

                   expression779=expression();

                   state._fsp--;

                   if (state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) adaptor.addChild(root_0, expression779.getTree());

                   RPAREN780=(Token)match(input,RPAREN,FOLLOW_RPAREN_in_builtinFunc10884); if

(state.failed) return retval;

                   }

                   break;

               case 18 :

                   {

                   CAST781=(Token)match(input,CAST,FOLLOW_CAST_in_builtinFunc10890); if (state.failed) return

retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_CAST.add(CAST781);

                   LPAREN782=(Token)match(input,LPAREN,FOLLOW_LPAREN_in_builtinFunc10892); if

(state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_LPAREN.add(LPAREN782);
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                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_expression_in_builtinFunc10894);

                   expression783=expression();

                   state._fsp--;

                   if (state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_expression.add(expression783.getTree());

                   int alt298=2;

                   int LA298_0 = input.LA(1);

                   if ( (LA298_0==COMMA) ) {

                       alt298=1;

                   }

                   else if ( (LA298_0==AS) ) {

                       alt298=2;

                   }

                   else {

                       if (state.backtracking>0) {state.failed=true; return retval;}

                       NoViableAltException nvae =

                           new NoViableAltException("", 298, 0, input);

                       throw nvae;

                   }

                   switch (alt298) {

                       case 1 :

                           {

                           COMMA784=(Token)match(input,COMMA,FOLLOW_COMMA_in_builtinFunc10897); if

(state.failed) return retval;

                           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_COMMA.add(COMMA784);

                           }

                           break;

                       case 2 :

                           {

                           AS785=(Token)match(input,AS,FOLLOW_AS_in_builtinFunc10901); if (state.failed) return

retval;

                           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_AS.add(AS785);

                           }

                           break;

                   }

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_classIdentifier_in_builtinFunc10904);

                   classIdentifier786=classIdentifier();

                   state._fsp--;

                   if (state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_classIdentifier.add(classIdentifier786.getTree());

                   RPAREN787=(Token)match(input,RPAREN,FOLLOW_RPAREN_in_builtinFunc10906); if

(state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_RPAREN.add(RPAREN787);

                   int alt300=2;

                   int LA300_0 = input.LA(1);

                   if ( (LA300_0==DOT) ) {

                       alt300=1;

                   }
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                   switch (alt300) {

                       case 1 :

                           {

                           d=(Token)match(input,DOT,FOLLOW_DOT_in_builtinFunc10911); if (state.failed) return retval;

                           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_DOT.add(d);

                           pushFollow(FOLLOW_libFunctionNoClass_in_builtinFunc10913);

                           libFunctionNoClass788=libFunctionNoClass();

                           state._fsp--;

                           if (state.failed) return retval;

                           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_libFunctionNoClass.add(libFunctionNoClass788.getTree());

                           loop299:

                           do {

                               int alt299=2;

                               int LA299_0 = input.LA(1);

                               if ( (LA299_0==DOT) ) {

                                   alt299=1;

                               }

                               switch (alt299) {

                           	case 1 :

                           	    {

                           	    d=(Token)match(input,DOT,FOLLOW_DOT_in_builtinFunc10918); if (state.failed) return

retval;

                           	    if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_DOT.add(d);

                           	    pushFollow(FOLLOW_libFunctionNoClass_in_builtinFunc10920);

                           	    libFunctionNoClass789=libFunctionNoClass();

                           	    state._fsp--;

                           	    if (state.failed) return retval;

                           	    if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_libFunctionNoClass.add(libFunctionNoClass789.getTree());

                           	    }

                           	    break;

                           	default :

                           	    break loop299;

                               }

                           } while (true);

                           }

                           break;

                   }

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

                   retval.tree = root_0;

                   RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_retval=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

retval",retval!=null?retval.tree:null);

                   root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

                   if (d != null) {

                       {

                       CommonTree root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

                       root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.becomeRoot((CommonTree)adaptor.create(DOT_EXPR,

"DOT_EXPR"), root_1);

                       {
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                       CommonTree root_2 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

                       root_2 = (CommonTree)adaptor.becomeRoot(stream_CAST.nextNode(), root_2);

                       adaptor.addChild(root_2, stream_expression.nextTree());

                       adaptor.addChild(root_2, stream_classIdentifier.nextTree());

                       adaptor.addChild(root_1, root_2);

                       }

                       if ( !(stream_libFunctionNoClass.hasNext()) ) {

                           throw new RewriteEarlyExitException();

                       }

                       while ( stream_libFunctionNoClass.hasNext() ) {

                           adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_libFunctionNoClass.nextTree());

                       }

                       stream_libFunctionNoClass.reset();

                       adaptor.addChild(root_0, root_1);

                       }

                   }

                   else

                   {

                       {

                       CommonTree root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

                       root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.becomeRoot(stream_CAST.nextNode(), root_1);

                       adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_expression.nextTree());

                       adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_classIdentifier.nextTree());

                       adaptor.addChild(root_0, root_1);

                       }

                   }

                   retval.tree = root_0;}

                   }

                   break;

               case 19 :

                   {

                   root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

                   EXISTS790=(Token)match(input,EXISTS,FOLLOW_EXISTS_in_builtinFunc10965); if (state.failed)

return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

                   EXISTS790_tree = (CommonTree)adaptor.create(EXISTS790);

                   root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.becomeRoot(EXISTS790_tree, root_0);

                   }

                   LPAREN791=(Token)match(input,LPAREN,FOLLOW_LPAREN_in_builtinFunc10968); if

(state.failed) return retval;

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_eventProperty_in_builtinFunc10971);

                   eventProperty792=eventProperty();

                   state._fsp--;

                   if (state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) adaptor.addChild(root_0, eventProperty792.getTree());

                   RPAREN793=(Token)match(input,RPAREN,FOLLOW_RPAREN_in_builtinFunc10973); if

(state.failed) return retval;

                   }
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                   break;

               case 20 :

                   {

CURRENT_TIMESTAMP794=(Token)match(input,CURRENT_TIMESTAMP,FOLLOW_CURRENT_TIMESTA

MP_in_builtinFunc10979); if (state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_CURRENT_TIMESTAMP.add(CURRENT_TIMESTAMP794);

                   int alt301=2;

                   int LA301_0 = input.LA(1);

                   if ( (LA301_0==LPAREN) ) {

                       alt301=1;

                   }

                   switch (alt301) {

                       case 1 :

                           {

                           LPAREN795=(Token)match(input,LPAREN,FOLLOW_LPAREN_in_builtinFunc10982); if

(state.failed) return retval;

                           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_LPAREN.add(LPAREN795);

                           RPAREN796=(Token)match(input,RPAREN,FOLLOW_RPAREN_in_builtinFunc10984); if

(state.failed) return retval;

                           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_RPAREN.add(RPAREN796);

                           }

                           break;

                   }

                   int alt303=2;

                   int LA303_0 = input.LA(1);

                   if ( (LA303_0==DOT) ) {

                       alt303=1;

                   }

                   switch (alt303) {

                       case 1 :

                           {

                           d=(Token)match(input,DOT,FOLLOW_DOT_in_builtinFunc10991); if (state.failed) return retval;

                           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_DOT.add(d);

                           pushFollow(FOLLOW_libFunctionNoClass_in_builtinFunc10993);

                           libFunctionNoClass797=libFunctionNoClass();

                           state._fsp--;

                           if (state.failed) return retval;

                           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_libFunctionNoClass.add(libFunctionNoClass797.getTree());

                           loop302:

                           do {

                               int alt302=2;

                               int LA302_0 = input.LA(1);

                               if ( (LA302_0==DOT) ) {

                                   alt302=1;

                               }

                               switch (alt302) {

                           	case 1 :

                           	    {
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                           	    d=(Token)match(input,DOT,FOLLOW_DOT_in_builtinFunc10998); if (state.failed) return

retval;

                           	    if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_DOT.add(d);

                           	    pushFollow(FOLLOW_libFunctionNoClass_in_builtinFunc11000);

                           	    libFunctionNoClass798=libFunctionNoClass();

                           	    state._fsp--;

                           	    if (state.failed) return retval;

                           	    if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_libFunctionNoClass.add(libFunctionNoClass798.getTree());

                           	    }

                           	    break;

                           	default :

                           	    break loop302;

                               }

                           } while (true);

                           }

                           break;

                   }

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

                   retval.tree = root_0;

                   RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_retval=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

retval",retval!=null?retval.tree:null);

                   root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

                   if (d != null) {

                       {

                       CommonTree root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

                       root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.becomeRoot((CommonTree)adaptor.create(DOT_EXPR,

"DOT_EXPR"), root_1);

                       {

                       CommonTree root_2 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

                       root_2 = (CommonTree)adaptor.becomeRoot(stream_CURRENT_TIMESTAMP.nextNode(),

root_2);

                       adaptor.addChild(root_1, root_2);

                       }

                       if ( !(stream_libFunctionNoClass.hasNext()) ) {

                           throw new RewriteEarlyExitException();

                       }

                       while ( stream_libFunctionNoClass.hasNext() ) {

                           adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_libFunctionNoClass.nextTree());

                       }

                       stream_libFunctionNoClass.reset();

                       adaptor.addChild(root_0, root_1);

                       }

                   }

                   else

                   {

                       {

                       CommonTree root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

                       root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.becomeRoot(stream_CURRENT_TIMESTAMP.nextNode(),
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root_1);

                       adaptor.addChild(root_0, root_1);

                       }

                   }

                   retval.tree = root_0;}

                   }

                   break;

               case 21 :

                   {

                   root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

                   ISTREAM799=(Token)match(input,ISTREAM,FOLLOW_ISTREAM_in_builtinFunc11037); if

(state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

                   ISTREAM799_tree = (CommonTree)adaptor.create(ISTREAM799);

                   root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.becomeRoot(ISTREAM799_tree, root_0);

                   }

                   LPAREN800=(Token)match(input,LPAREN,FOLLOW_LPAREN_in_builtinFunc11040); if

(state.failed) return retval;

                   RPAREN801=(Token)match(input,RPAREN,FOLLOW_RPAREN_in_builtinFunc11043); if

(state.failed) return retval;

                   }

                   break;

           }

           retval.stop = input.LT(-1);

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           retval.tree = (CommonTree)adaptor.rulePostProcessing(root_0);

           adaptor.setTokenBoundaries(retval.tree, retval.start, retval.stop);

           }

       }

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;

         }

       finally {

       }

       return retval;

   }

   public static class firstAggregation_return extends ParserRuleReturnScope {

       CommonTree tree;

       public Object getTree() { return tree; }

   };

   public final EsperEPL2GrammarParser.firstAggregation_return firstAggregation() throws RecognitionException {

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.firstAggregation_return retval = new

EsperEPL2GrammarParser.firstAggregation_return();

       retval.start = input.LT(1);

       CommonTree root_0 = null;

       Token d=null;

       Token FIRST802=null;

       Token LPAREN803=null;
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       Token COMMA805=null;

       Token RPAREN807=null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.accessAggExpr_return accessAggExpr804 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.expression_return expression806 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.libFunctionNoClass_return libFunctionNoClass808 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.libFunctionNoClass_return libFunctionNoClass809 = null;

       CommonTree d_tree=null;

       CommonTree FIRST802_tree=null;

       CommonTree LPAREN803_tree=null;

       CommonTree COMMA805_tree=null;

       CommonTree RPAREN807_tree=null;

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_RPAREN=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token RPAREN");

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_DOT=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token DOT");

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_COMMA=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token COMMA");

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_LPAREN=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token LPAREN");

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_FIRST=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token FIRST");

       RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_expression=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule expression");

       RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_accessAggExpr=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

accessAggExpr");

       RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_libFunctionNoClass=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

libFunctionNoClass");

       try {

           {

           FIRST802=(Token)match(input,FIRST,FOLLOW_FIRST_in_firstAggregation11056); if (state.failed) return

retval;

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_FIRST.add(FIRST802);

           LPAREN803=(Token)match(input,LPAREN,FOLLOW_LPAREN_in_firstAggregation11058); if

(state.failed) return retval;

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_LPAREN.add(LPAREN803);

           int alt306=2;

           int LA306_0 = input.LA(1);

           if ( (LA306_0==WINDOW||LA306_0==BETWEEN||LA306_0==ESCAPE||(LA306_0>=NOT_EXPR &&

LA306_0<=EVERY_EXPR)||LA306_0==WHERE||(LA306_0>=SUM &&

LA306_0<=COUNT)||LA306_0==CASE||LA306_0==OUTER||(LA306_0>=JOIN &&

LA306_0<=FULL)||(LA306_0>=EVENTS &&

LA306_0<=LAST)||LA306_0==ISTREAM||(LA306_0>=UNIDIRECTIONAL &&

LA306_0<=CURRENT_TIMESTAMP)||(LA306_0>=SNAPSHOT &&

LA306_0<=INDEX)||(LA306_0>=BOOLEAN_TRUE && LA306_0<=VALUE_NULL)||(LA306_0>=DEFINE

&&

LA306_0<=MATCHED)||LA306_0==NEWKW||LA306_0==CONTEXT||LA306_0==NUM_DOUBLE||(LA306_0

>=IDENT &&

LA306_0<=LPAREN)||LA306_0==LCURLY||LA306_0==STAR||LA306_0==QUESTION||(LA306_0>=PLUS &&

LA306_0<=QUOTED_STRING_LITERAL)||LA306_0==MINUS||LA306_0==NUM_INT||(LA306_0>=TICKED_

STRING_LITERAL && LA306_0<=NUM_FLOAT)) ) {

               alt306=1;

           }

           switch (alt306) {

               case 1 :
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                   {

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_accessAggExpr_in_firstAggregation11061);

                   accessAggExpr804=accessAggExpr();

                   state._fsp--;

                   if (state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_accessAggExpr.add(accessAggExpr804.getTree());

                   int alt305=2;

                   int LA305_0 = input.LA(1);

                   if ( (LA305_0==COMMA) ) {

                       alt305=1;

                   }

                   switch (alt305) {

                       case 1 :

                           {

                           COMMA805=(Token)match(input,COMMA,FOLLOW_COMMA_in_firstAggregation11064); if

(state.failed) return retval;

                           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_COMMA.add(COMMA805);

                           pushFollow(FOLLOW_expression_in_firstAggregation11066);

                           expression806=expression();

                           state._fsp--;

                           if (state.failed) return retval;

                           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_expression.add(expression806.getTree());

                           }

                           break;

                   }

                   }

                   break;

           }

           RPAREN807=(Token)match(input,RPAREN,FOLLOW_RPAREN_in_firstAggregation11072); if

(state.failed) return retval;

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_RPAREN.add(RPAREN807);

           int alt308=2;

           int LA308_0 = input.LA(1);

           if ( (LA308_0==DOT) ) {

               alt308=1;

           }

           switch (alt308) {

               case 1 :

                   {

                   d=(Token)match(input,DOT,FOLLOW_DOT_in_firstAggregation11077); if (state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_DOT.add(d);

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_libFunctionNoClass_in_firstAggregation11079);

                   libFunctionNoClass808=libFunctionNoClass();

                   state._fsp--;

                   if (state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_libFunctionNoClass.add(libFunctionNoClass808.getTree());

                   loop307:

                   do {
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                       int alt307=2;

                       int LA307_0 = input.LA(1);

                       if ( (LA307_0==DOT) ) {

                           alt307=1;

                       }

                       switch (alt307) {

                   	case 1 :

                   	    {

                   	    d=(Token)match(input,DOT,FOLLOW_DOT_in_firstAggregation11084); if (state.failed) return

retval;

                   	    if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_DOT.add(d);

                   	    pushFollow(FOLLOW_libFunctionNoClass_in_firstAggregation11086);

                   	    libFunctionNoClass809=libFunctionNoClass();

                   	    state._fsp--;

                   	    if (state.failed) return retval;

                   	    if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_libFunctionNoClass.add(libFunctionNoClass809.getTree());

                   	    }

                   	    break;

                   	default :

                   	    break loop307;

                       }

                   } while (true);

                   }

                   break;

           }

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           retval.tree = root_0;

           RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_retval=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

retval",retval!=null?retval.tree:null);

           root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

           if (d != null) {

               {

               CommonTree root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

               root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.becomeRoot((CommonTree)adaptor.create(DOT_EXPR, "DOT_EXPR"),

root_1);

               {

               CommonTree root_2 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

               root_2 = (CommonTree)adaptor.becomeRoot((CommonTree)adaptor.create(FIRST_AGGREG,

"FIRST_AGGREG"), root_2);

               if ( stream_accessAggExpr.hasNext() ) {

                   adaptor.addChild(root_2, stream_accessAggExpr.nextTree());

               }

               stream_accessAggExpr.reset();

               if ( stream_expression.hasNext() ) {

                   adaptor.addChild(root_2, stream_expression.nextTree());

               }

               stream_expression.reset();

               adaptor.addChild(root_1, root_2);
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               }

               if ( !(stream_libFunctionNoClass.hasNext()) ) {

                   throw new RewriteEarlyExitException();

               }

               while ( stream_libFunctionNoClass.hasNext() ) {

                   adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_libFunctionNoClass.nextTree());

               }

               stream_libFunctionNoClass.reset();

               adaptor.addChild(root_0, root_1);

               }

           }

           else

           {

               {

               CommonTree root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

               root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.becomeRoot((CommonTree)adaptor.create(FIRST_AGGREG,

"FIRST_AGGREG"), root_1);

               if ( stream_accessAggExpr.hasNext() ) {

                   adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_accessAggExpr.nextTree());

               }

               stream_accessAggExpr.reset();

               if ( stream_expression.hasNext() ) {

                   adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_expression.nextTree());

               }

               stream_expression.reset();

               adaptor.addChild(root_0, root_1);

               }

           }

           retval.tree = root_0;}

           }

           retval.stop = input.LT(-1);

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           retval.tree = (CommonTree)adaptor.rulePostProcessing(root_0);

           adaptor.setTokenBoundaries(retval.tree, retval.start, retval.stop);

           }

       }

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;

         }

       finally {

       }

       return retval;

   }

   public static class lastAggregation_return extends ParserRuleReturnScope {

       CommonTree tree;

       public Object getTree() { return tree; }

   };

   public final EsperEPL2GrammarParser.lastAggregation_return lastAggregation() throws RecognitionException {
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       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.lastAggregation_return retval = new

EsperEPL2GrammarParser.lastAggregation_return();

       retval.start = input.LT(1);

       CommonTree root_0 = null;

       Token d=null;

       Token LAST810=null;

       Token LPAREN811=null;

       Token COMMA813=null;

       Token RPAREN815=null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.accessAggExpr_return accessAggExpr812 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.expression_return expression814 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.libFunctionNoClass_return libFunctionNoClass816 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.libFunctionNoClass_return libFunctionNoClass817 = null;

       CommonTree d_tree=null;

       CommonTree LAST810_tree=null;

       CommonTree LPAREN811_tree=null;

       CommonTree COMMA813_tree=null;

       CommonTree RPAREN815_tree=null;

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_RPAREN=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token RPAREN");

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_LAST=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token LAST");

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_DOT=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token DOT");

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_COMMA=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token COMMA");

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_LPAREN=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token LPAREN");

       RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_expression=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule expression");

       RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_accessAggExpr=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

accessAggExpr");

       RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_libFunctionNoClass=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

libFunctionNoClass");

       try {

           {

           LAST810=(Token)match(input,LAST,FOLLOW_LAST_in_lastAggregation11141); if (state.failed) return

retval;

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_LAST.add(LAST810);

           LPAREN811=(Token)match(input,LPAREN,FOLLOW_LPAREN_in_lastAggregation11143); if

(state.failed) return retval;

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_LPAREN.add(LPAREN811);

           int alt310=2;

           int LA310_0 = input.LA(1);

           if ( (LA310_0==WINDOW||LA310_0==BETWEEN||LA310_0==ESCAPE||(LA310_0>=NOT_EXPR &&

LA310_0<=EVERY_EXPR)||LA310_0==WHERE||(LA310_0>=SUM &&

LA310_0<=COUNT)||LA310_0==CASE||LA310_0==OUTER||(LA310_0>=JOIN &&

LA310_0<=FULL)||(LA310_0>=EVENTS &&

LA310_0<=LAST)||LA310_0==ISTREAM||(LA310_0>=UNIDIRECTIONAL &&

LA310_0<=CURRENT_TIMESTAMP)||(LA310_0>=SNAPSHOT &&

LA310_0<=INDEX)||(LA310_0>=BOOLEAN_TRUE && LA310_0<=VALUE_NULL)||(LA310_0>=DEFINE

&&

LA310_0<=MATCHED)||LA310_0==NEWKW||LA310_0==CONTEXT||LA310_0==NUM_DOUBLE||(LA310_0

>=IDENT &&
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LA310_0<=LPAREN)||LA310_0==LCURLY||LA310_0==STAR||LA310_0==QUESTION||(LA310_0>=PLUS &&

LA310_0<=QUOTED_STRING_LITERAL)||LA310_0==MINUS||LA310_0==NUM_INT||(LA310_0>=TICKED_

STRING_LITERAL && LA310_0<=NUM_FLOAT)) ) {

               alt310=1;

           }

           switch (alt310) {

               case 1 :

                   {

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_accessAggExpr_in_lastAggregation11146);

                   accessAggExpr812=accessAggExpr();

                   state._fsp--;

                   if (state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_accessAggExpr.add(accessAggExpr812.getTree());

                   int alt309=2;

                   int LA309_0 = input.LA(1);

                   if ( (LA309_0==COMMA) ) {

                       alt309=1;

                   }

                   switch (alt309) {

                       case 1 :

                           {

                           COMMA813=(Token)match(input,COMMA,FOLLOW_COMMA_in_lastAggregation11149); if

(state.failed) return retval;

                           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_COMMA.add(COMMA813);

                           pushFollow(FOLLOW_expression_in_lastAggregation11151);

                           expression814=expression();

                           state._fsp--;

                           if (state.failed) return retval;

                           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_expression.add(expression814.getTree());

                           }

                           break;

                   }

                   }

                   break;

           }

           RPAREN815=(Token)match(input,RPAREN,FOLLOW_RPAREN_in_lastAggregation11157); if

(state.failed) return retval;

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_RPAREN.add(RPAREN815);

           int alt312=2;

           int LA312_0 = input.LA(1);

           if ( (LA312_0==DOT) ) {

               alt312=1;

           }

           switch (alt312) {

               case 1 :

                   {

                   d=(Token)match(input,DOT,FOLLOW_DOT_in_lastAggregation11162); if (state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_DOT.add(d);
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                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_libFunctionNoClass_in_lastAggregation11164);

                   libFunctionNoClass816=libFunctionNoClass();

                   state._fsp--;

                   if (state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_libFunctionNoClass.add(libFunctionNoClass816.getTree());

                   loop311:

                   do {

                       int alt311=2;

                       int LA311_0 = input.LA(1);

                       if ( (LA311_0==DOT) ) {

                           alt311=1;

                       }

                       switch (alt311) {

                   	case 1 :

                   	    {

                   	    d=(Token)match(input,DOT,FOLLOW_DOT_in_lastAggregation11169); if (state.failed) return

retval;

                   	    if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_DOT.add(d);

                   	    pushFollow(FOLLOW_libFunctionNoClass_in_lastAggregation11171);

                   	    libFunctionNoClass817=libFunctionNoClass();

                   	    state._fsp--;

                   	    if (state.failed) return retval;

                   	    if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_libFunctionNoClass.add(libFunctionNoClass817.getTree());

                   	    }

                   	    break;

                   	default :

                   	    break loop311;

                       }

                   } while (true);

                   }

                   break;

           }

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           retval.tree = root_0;

           RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_retval=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

retval",retval!=null?retval.tree:null);

           root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

           if (d != null) {

               {

               CommonTree root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

               root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.becomeRoot((CommonTree)adaptor.create(DOT_EXPR, "DOT_EXPR"),

root_1);

               {

               CommonTree root_2 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

               root_2 = (CommonTree)adaptor.becomeRoot((CommonTree)adaptor.create(LAST_AGGREG,

"LAST_AGGREG"), root_2);

               if ( stream_accessAggExpr.hasNext() ) {

                   adaptor.addChild(root_2, stream_accessAggExpr.nextTree());
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               }

               stream_accessAggExpr.reset();

               if ( stream_expression.hasNext() ) {

                   adaptor.addChild(root_2, stream_expression.nextTree());

               }

               stream_expression.reset();

               adaptor.addChild(root_1, root_2);

               }

               if ( !(stream_libFunctionNoClass.hasNext()) ) {

                   throw new RewriteEarlyExitException();

               }

               while ( stream_libFunctionNoClass.hasNext() ) {

                   adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_libFunctionNoClass.nextTree());

               }

               stream_libFunctionNoClass.reset();

               adaptor.addChild(root_0, root_1);

               }

           }

           else

           {

               {

               CommonTree root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

               root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.becomeRoot((CommonTree)adaptor.create(LAST_AGGREG,

"LAST_AGGREG"), root_1);

               if ( stream_accessAggExpr.hasNext() ) {

                   adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_accessAggExpr.nextTree());

               }

               stream_accessAggExpr.reset();

               if ( stream_expression.hasNext() ) {

                   adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_expression.nextTree());

               }

               stream_expression.reset();

               adaptor.addChild(root_0, root_1);

               }

           }

           retval.tree = root_0;}

           }

           retval.stop = input.LT(-1);

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           retval.tree = (CommonTree)adaptor.rulePostProcessing(root_0);

           adaptor.setTokenBoundaries(retval.tree, retval.start, retval.stop);

           }

       }

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;

         }

       finally {

       }
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       return retval;

   }

   public static class windowAggregation_return extends ParserRuleReturnScope {

       CommonTree tree;

       public Object getTree() { return tree; }

   };

   public final EsperEPL2GrammarParser.windowAggregation_return windowAggregation() throws

RecognitionException {

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.windowAggregation_return retval = new

EsperEPL2GrammarParser.windowAggregation_return();

       retval.start = input.LT(1);

       CommonTree root_0 = null;

       Token d=null;

       Token WINDOW818=null;

       Token LPAREN819=null;

       Token RPAREN821=null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.accessAggExpr_return accessAggExpr820 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.libFunctionNoClass_return libFunctionNoClass822 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.libFunctionNoClass_return libFunctionNoClass823 = null;

       CommonTree d_tree=null;

       CommonTree WINDOW818_tree=null;

       CommonTree LPAREN819_tree=null;

       CommonTree RPAREN821_tree=null;

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_RPAREN=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token RPAREN");

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_WINDOW=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token WINDOW");

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_DOT=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token DOT");

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_LPAREN=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token LPAREN");

       RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_accessAggExpr=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

accessAggExpr");

       RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_libFunctionNoClass=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

libFunctionNoClass");

       try {

           {

           WINDOW818=(Token)match(input,WINDOW,FOLLOW_WINDOW_in_windowAggregation11227); if

(state.failed) return retval;

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_WINDOW.add(WINDOW818);

           LPAREN819=(Token)match(input,LPAREN,FOLLOW_LPAREN_in_windowAggregation11229); if

(state.failed) return retval;

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_LPAREN.add(LPAREN819);

           int alt313=2;

           int LA313_0 = input.LA(1);

           if ( (LA313_0==WINDOW||LA313_0==BETWEEN||LA313_0==ESCAPE||(LA313_0>=NOT_EXPR &&

LA313_0<=EVERY_EXPR)||LA313_0==WHERE||(LA313_0>=SUM &&

LA313_0<=COUNT)||LA313_0==CASE||LA313_0==OUTER||(LA313_0>=JOIN &&

LA313_0<=FULL)||(LA313_0>=EVENTS &&

LA313_0<=LAST)||LA313_0==ISTREAM||(LA313_0>=UNIDIRECTIONAL &&

LA313_0<=CURRENT_TIMESTAMP)||(LA313_0>=SNAPSHOT &&

LA313_0<=INDEX)||(LA313_0>=BOOLEAN_TRUE && LA313_0<=VALUE_NULL)||(LA313_0>=DEFINE
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&&

LA313_0<=MATCHED)||LA313_0==NEWKW||LA313_0==CONTEXT||LA313_0==NUM_DOUBLE||(LA313_0

>=IDENT &&

LA313_0<=LPAREN)||LA313_0==LCURLY||LA313_0==STAR||LA313_0==QUESTION||(LA313_0>=PLUS &&

LA313_0<=QUOTED_STRING_LITERAL)||LA313_0==MINUS||LA313_0==NUM_INT||(LA313_0>=TICKED_

STRING_LITERAL && LA313_0<=NUM_FLOAT)) ) {

               alt313=1;

           }

           switch (alt313) {

               case 1 :

                   {

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_accessAggExpr_in_windowAggregation11231);

                   accessAggExpr820=accessAggExpr();

                   state._fsp--;

                   if (state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_accessAggExpr.add(accessAggExpr820.getTree());

                   }

                   break;

           }

           RPAREN821=(Token)match(input,RPAREN,FOLLOW_RPAREN_in_windowAggregation11234); if

(state.failed) return retval;

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_RPAREN.add(RPAREN821);

           int alt315=2;

           int LA315_0 = input.LA(1);

           if ( (LA315_0==DOT) ) {

               alt315=1;

           }

           switch (alt315) {

               case 1 :

                   {

                   d=(Token)match(input,DOT,FOLLOW_DOT_in_windowAggregation11239); if (state.failed) return

retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_DOT.add(d);

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_libFunctionNoClass_in_windowAggregation11241);

                   libFunctionNoClass822=libFunctionNoClass();

                   state._fsp--;

                   if (state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_libFunctionNoClass.add(libFunctionNoClass822.getTree());

                   loop314:

                   do {

                       int alt314=2;

                       int LA314_0 = input.LA(1);

                       if ( (LA314_0==DOT) ) {

                           alt314=1;

                       }

                       switch (alt314) {

                   	case 1 :

                   	    {
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                   	    d=(Token)match(input,DOT,FOLLOW_DOT_in_windowAggregation11246); if (state.failed) return

retval;

                   	    if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_DOT.add(d);

                   	    pushFollow(FOLLOW_libFunctionNoClass_in_windowAggregation11248);

                   	    libFunctionNoClass823=libFunctionNoClass();

                   	    state._fsp--;

                   	    if (state.failed) return retval;

                   	    if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_libFunctionNoClass.add(libFunctionNoClass823.getTree());

                   	    }

                   	    break;

                   	default :

                   	    break loop314;

                       }

                   } while (true);

                   }

                   break;

           }

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           retval.tree = root_0;

           RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_retval=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

retval",retval!=null?retval.tree:null);

           root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

           if (d != null) {

               {

               CommonTree root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

               root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.becomeRoot((CommonTree)adaptor.create(DOT_EXPR, "DOT_EXPR"),

root_1);

               {

               CommonTree root_2 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

               root_2 = (CommonTree)adaptor.becomeRoot((CommonTree)adaptor.create(WINDOW_AGGREG,

"WINDOW_AGGREG"), root_2);

               if ( stream_accessAggExpr.hasNext() ) {

                   adaptor.addChild(root_2, stream_accessAggExpr.nextTree());

               }

               stream_accessAggExpr.reset();

               adaptor.addChild(root_1, root_2);

               }

               if ( !(stream_libFunctionNoClass.hasNext()) ) {

                   throw new RewriteEarlyExitException();

               }

               while ( stream_libFunctionNoClass.hasNext() ) {

                   adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_libFunctionNoClass.nextTree());

               }

               stream_libFunctionNoClass.reset();

               adaptor.addChild(root_0, root_1);

               }

           }

           else
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           {

               {

               CommonTree root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

               root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.becomeRoot((CommonTree)adaptor.create(WINDOW_AGGREG,

"WINDOW_AGGREG"), root_1);

               if ( stream_accessAggExpr.hasNext() ) {

                   adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_accessAggExpr.nextTree());

               }

               stream_accessAggExpr.reset();

               adaptor.addChild(root_0, root_1);

               }

           }

           retval.tree = root_0;}

           }

           retval.stop = input.LT(-1);

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           retval.tree = (CommonTree)adaptor.rulePostProcessing(root_0);

           adaptor.setTokenBoundaries(retval.tree, retval.start, retval.stop);

           }

       }

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;

         }

       finally {

       }

       return retval;

   }

   public static class accessAggExpr_return extends ParserRuleReturnScope {

       CommonTree tree;

       public Object getTree() { return tree; }

   };

   public final EsperEPL2GrammarParser.accessAggExpr_return accessAggExpr() throws RecognitionException {

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.accessAggExpr_return retval = new

EsperEPL2GrammarParser.accessAggExpr_return();

       retval.start = input.LT(1);

       CommonTree root_0 = null;

       Token s=null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.propertyStreamSelector_return propertyStreamSelector824 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.expression_return expression825 = null;

       CommonTree s_tree=null;

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_STAR=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token STAR");

       RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_expression=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule expression");

       RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_propertyStreamSelector=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

propertyStreamSelector");

       try {

           int alt316=3;

           switch ( input.LA(1) ) {

           case STAR:
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               {

               alt316=1;

               }

               break;

           case IDENT:

               {

               int LA316_2 = input.LA(2);

               if ( (LA316_2==DOT) ) {

                   int LA316_78 = input.LA(3);

                   if ( (LA316_78==STAR) && (synpred4_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                       alt316=2;

                   }

                   else if (

(LA316_78==WINDOW||LA316_78==BETWEEN||LA316_78==ESCAPE||LA316_78==EVERY_EXPR||LA316_

78==WHERE||(LA316_78>=SUM && LA316_78<=COUNT)||LA316_78==OUTER||(LA316_78>=JOIN &&

LA316_78<=FULL)||(LA316_78>=EVENTS && LA316_78<=LAST)||(LA316_78>=UNIDIRECTIONAL &&

LA316_78<=PREVIOUSTAIL)||LA316_78==PRIOR||(LA316_78>=WEEKDAY &&

LA316_78<=CAST)||(LA316_78>=SNAPSHOT && LA316_78<=INDEX)||(LA316_78>=DEFINE &&

LA316_78<=MATCHED)||LA316_78==CONTEXT||LA316_78==IDENT||LA316_78==TICKED_STRING_LITE

RAL) ) {

                       alt316=3;

                   }

                   else {

                       if (state.backtracking>0) {state.failed=true; return retval;}

                       NoViableAltException nvae =

                           new NoViableAltException("", 316, 78, input);

                       throw nvae;

                   }

               }

               else if ( ((LA316_2>=IN_SET && LA316_2<=REGEXP)||(LA316_2>=OR_EXPR &&

LA316_2<=NOT_EXPR)||LA316_2==IS||LA316_2==LBRACK||(LA316_2>=LPAREN &&

LA316_2<=RPAREN)||LA316_2==COMMA||(LA316_2>=EQUALS && LA316_2<=STAR)||(LA316_2>=LT &&

LA316_2<=PLUS)||(LA316_2>=BAND && LA316_2<=MOD)||LA316_2==ESCAPECHAR) ) {

                   alt316=3;

               }

               else {

                   if (state.backtracking>0) {state.failed=true; return retval;}

                   NoViableAltException nvae =

                       new NoViableAltException("", 316, 2, input);

                   throw nvae;

               }

               }

               break;

           case WINDOW:

           case BETWEEN:

           case ESCAPE:

           case NOT_EXPR:

           case EVERY_EXPR:
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           case WHERE:

           case SUM:

           case AVG:

           case MAX:

           case MIN:

           case COALESCE:

           case MEDIAN:

           case STDDEV:

           case AVEDEV:

           case COUNT:

           case CASE:

           case OUTER:

           case JOIN:

           case LEFT:

           case RIGHT:

           case FULL:

           case EVENTS:

           case FIRST:

           case LAST:

           case ISTREAM:

           case UNIDIRECTIONAL:

           case RETAINUNION:

           case RETAININTERSECTION:

           case PATTERN:

           case SQL:

           case METADATASQL:

           case PREVIOUS:

           case PREVIOUSTAIL:

           case PREVIOUSCOUNT:

           case PREVIOUSWINDOW:

           case PRIOR:

           case EXISTS:

           case WEEKDAY:

           case LW:

           case INSTANCEOF:

           case TYPEOF:

           case CAST:

           case CURRENT_TIMESTAMP:

           case SNAPSHOT:

           case SET:

           case VARIABLE:

           case UNTIL:

           case AT:

           case INDEX:

           case BOOLEAN_TRUE:

           case BOOLEAN_FALSE:

           case VALUE_NULL:

           case DEFINE:
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           case PARTITION:

           case MATCHES:

           case AFTER:

           case FOR:

           case WHILE:

           case USING:

           case MERGE:

           case MATCHED:

           case NEWKW:

           case CONTEXT:

           case NUM_DOUBLE:

           case LPAREN:

           case LCURLY:

           case QUESTION:

           case PLUS:

           case STRING_LITERAL:

           case QUOTED_STRING_LITERAL:

           case MINUS:

           case NUM_INT:

           case TICKED_STRING_LITERAL:

           case NUM_LONG:

           case NUM_FLOAT:

               {

               alt316=3;

               }

               break;

           default:

               if (state.backtracking>0) {state.failed=true; return retval;}

               NoViableAltException nvae =

                   new NoViableAltException("", 316, 0, input);

               throw nvae;

           }

           switch (alt316) {

               case 1 :

                   {

                   s=(Token)match(input,STAR,FOLLOW_STAR_in_accessAggExpr11305); if (state.failed) return retval;

 

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_STAR.add(s);

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

                   retval.tree = root_0;

                   RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_retval=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

retval",retval!=null?retval.tree:null);

                   root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

                   {

                       {

                       CommonTree root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

                       root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.becomeRoot((CommonTree)adaptor.create(ACCESS_AGG,

"ACCESS_AGG"), root_1);
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                       adaptor.addChild(root_1, (CommonTree)adaptor.create(PROPERTY_WILDCARD_SELECT, s));

                       adaptor.addChild(root_0, root_1);

                       }

                   }

                   retval.tree = root_0;}

                   }

                   break;

               case 2 :

                   {

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_propertyStreamSelector_in_accessAggExpr11325);

                   propertyStreamSelector824=propertyStreamSelector();

                   state._fsp--;

                   if (state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_propertyStreamSelector.add(propertyStreamSelector824.getTree());

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

                   retval.tree = root_0;

                   RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_retval=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

retval",retval!=null?retval.tree:null);

                   root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

                   {

                       {

                       CommonTree root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

                       root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.becomeRoot((CommonTree)adaptor.create(ACCESS_AGG,

"ACCESS_AGG"), root_1);

                       adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_propertyStreamSelector.nextTree());

                       adaptor.addChild(root_0, root_1);

                       }

                   }

                   retval.tree = root_0;}

                   }

                   break;

               case 3 :

                   {

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_expression_in_accessAggExpr11338);

                   expression825=expression();

                   state._fsp--;

                   if (state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_expression.add(expression825.getTree());

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

                   retval.tree = root_0;

                   RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_retval=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

retval",retval!=null?retval.tree:null);

                   root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

                   {

                       {

                       CommonTree root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

                       root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.becomeRoot((CommonTree)adaptor.create(ACCESS_AGG,

"ACCESS_AGG"), root_1);
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                       adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_expression.nextTree());

                       adaptor.addChild(root_0, root_1);

                       }

                   }

                   retval.tree = root_0;}

                   }

                   break;

           }

           retval.stop = input.LT(-1);

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           retval.tree = (CommonTree)adaptor.rulePostProcessing(root_0);

           adaptor.setTokenBoundaries(retval.tree, retval.start, retval.stop);

           }

       }

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;

         }

       finally {

       }

       return retval;

   }

   public static class aggregationFilterExpr_return extends ParserRuleReturnScope {

       CommonTree tree;

       public Object getTree() { return tree; }

   };

   public final EsperEPL2GrammarParser.aggregationFilterExpr_return aggregationFilterExpr() throws

RecognitionException {

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.aggregationFilterExpr_return retval = new

EsperEPL2GrammarParser.aggregationFilterExpr_return();

       retval.start = input.LT(1);

       CommonTree root_0 = null;

       Token COMMA826=null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.expression_return expression827 = null;

       CommonTree COMMA826_tree=null;

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_COMMA=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token COMMA");

       RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_expression=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule expression");

       try {

           {

           COMMA826=(Token)match(input,COMMA,FOLLOW_COMMA_in_aggregationFilterExpr11357); if

(state.failed) return retval;

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_COMMA.add(COMMA826);

           pushFollow(FOLLOW_expression_in_aggregationFilterExpr11359);

           expression827=expression();

           state._fsp--;

           if (state.failed) return retval;

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_expression.add(expression827.getTree());

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           retval.tree = root_0;
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           RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_retval=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

retval",retval!=null?retval.tree:null);

           root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

           {

               {

               CommonTree root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

               root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.becomeRoot((CommonTree)adaptor.create(AGG_FILTER_EXPR,

"AGG_FILTER_EXPR"), root_1);

               adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_expression.nextTree());

               adaptor.addChild(root_0, root_1);

               }

           }

           retval.tree = root_0;}

           }

           retval.stop = input.LT(-1);

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           retval.tree = (CommonTree)adaptor.rulePostProcessing(root_0);

           adaptor.setTokenBoundaries(retval.tree, retval.start, retval.stop);

           }

       }

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;

         }

       finally {

       }

       return retval;

   }

   public static class eventPropertyOrLibFunction_return extends ParserRuleReturnScope {

       CommonTree tree;

       public Object getTree() { return tree; }

   };

   public final EsperEPL2GrammarParser.eventPropertyOrLibFunction_return eventPropertyOrLibFunction() throws

RecognitionException {

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.eventPropertyOrLibFunction_return retval = new

EsperEPL2GrammarParser.eventPropertyOrLibFunction_return();

       retval.start = input.LT(1);

       CommonTree root_0 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.eventProperty_return eventProperty828 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.libFunction_return libFunction829 = null;

       try {

           int alt317=2;

           alt317 = dfa317.predict(input);

           switch (alt317) {

               case 1 :

                   {

                   root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_eventProperty_in_eventPropertyOrLibFunction11387);

                   eventProperty828=eventProperty();
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                   state._fsp--;

                   if (state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) adaptor.addChild(root_0, eventProperty828.getTree());

                   }

                   break;

               case 2 :

                   {

                   root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_libFunction_in_eventPropertyOrLibFunction11392);

                   libFunction829=libFunction();

                   state._fsp--;

                   if (state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) adaptor.addChild(root_0, libFunction829.getTree());

                   }

                   break;

           }

           retval.stop = input.LT(-1);

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           retval.tree = (CommonTree)adaptor.rulePostProcessing(root_0);

           adaptor.setTokenBoundaries(retval.tree, retval.start, retval.stop);

           }

       }

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;

         }

       finally {

       }

       return retval;

   }

   public static class libFunction_return extends ParserRuleReturnScope {

       CommonTree tree;

       public Object getTree() { return tree; }

   };

   public final EsperEPL2GrammarParser.libFunction_return libFunction() throws RecognitionException {

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.libFunction_return retval = new EsperEPL2GrammarParser.libFunction_return();

       retval.start = input.LT(1);

       CommonTree root_0 = null;

       Token DOT831=null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.libFunctionWithClass_return libFunctionWithClass830 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.libFunctionNoClass_return libFunctionNoClass832 = null;

       CommonTree DOT831_tree=null;

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_DOT=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token DOT");

       RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_libFunctionWithClass=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

libFunctionWithClass");

       RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_libFunctionNoClass=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

libFunctionNoClass");

       try {

           {
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           pushFollow(FOLLOW_libFunctionWithClass_in_libFunction11404);

           libFunctionWithClass830=libFunctionWithClass();

           state._fsp--;

           if (state.failed) return retval;

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_libFunctionWithClass.add(libFunctionWithClass830.getTree());

           loop318:

           do {

               int alt318=2;

               int LA318_0 = input.LA(1);

               if ( (LA318_0==DOT) ) {

                   alt318=1;

               }

               switch (alt318) {

           	case 1 :

           	    {

           	    DOT831=(Token)match(input,DOT,FOLLOW_DOT_in_libFunction11407); if (state.failed) return retval;

           	    if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_DOT.add(DOT831);

           	    pushFollow(FOLLOW_libFunctionNoClass_in_libFunction11409);

           	    libFunctionNoClass832=libFunctionNoClass();

           	    state._fsp--;

           	    if (state.failed) return retval;

           	    if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_libFunctionNoClass.add(libFunctionNoClass832.getTree());

           	    }

           	    break;

           	default :

           	    break loop318;

               }

           } while (true);

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           retval.tree = root_0;

           RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_retval=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

retval",retval!=null?retval.tree:null);

           root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

           {

               {

               CommonTree root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

               root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.becomeRoot((CommonTree)adaptor.create(LIB_FUNC_CHAIN,

"LIB_FUNC_CHAIN"), root_1);

               adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_libFunctionWithClass.nextTree());

               while ( stream_libFunctionNoClass.hasNext() ) {

                   adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_libFunctionNoClass.nextTree());

               }

               stream_libFunctionNoClass.reset();

               adaptor.addChild(root_0, root_1);

               }

           }

           retval.tree = root_0;}

           }
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           retval.stop = input.LT(-1);

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           retval.tree = (CommonTree)adaptor.rulePostProcessing(root_0);

           adaptor.setTokenBoundaries(retval.tree, retval.start, retval.stop);

           }

       }

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;

         }

       finally {

       }

       return retval;

   }

   public static class libFunctionWithClass_return extends ParserRuleReturnScope {

       CommonTree tree;

       public Object getTree() { return tree; }

   };

   public final EsperEPL2GrammarParser.libFunctionWithClass_return libFunctionWithClass() throws

RecognitionException {

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.libFunctionWithClass_return retval = new

EsperEPL2GrammarParser.libFunctionWithClass_return();

       retval.start = input.LT(1);

       CommonTree root_0 = null;

       Token l=null;

       Token DOT834=null;

       Token RPAREN837=null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.classIdentifierNonGreedy_return classIdentifierNonGreedy833 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.funcIdent_return funcIdent835 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.libFunctionArgs_return libFunctionArgs836 = null;

       CommonTree l_tree=null;

       CommonTree DOT834_tree=null;

       CommonTree RPAREN837_tree=null;

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_RPAREN=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token RPAREN");

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_DOT=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token DOT");

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_LPAREN=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token LPAREN");

       RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_libFunctionArgs=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

libFunctionArgs");

       RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_classIdentifierNonGreedy=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

classIdentifierNonGreedy");

       RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_funcIdent=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule funcIdent");

       try {

           {

           int alt319=2;

           switch ( input.LA(1) ) {

               case IDENT:

                   {

                   int LA319_1 = input.LA(2);

                   if ( (LA319_1==DOT) ) {
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                       alt319=1;

                   }

                   }

                   break;

               case EVENTS:

                   {

                   alt319=1;

                   }

                   break;

               case TICKED_STRING_LITERAL:

                   {

                   int LA319_3 = input.LA(2);

                   if ( (LA319_3==DOT) ) {

                       alt319=1;

                   }

                   }

                   break;

           }

           switch (alt319) {

               case 1 :

                   {

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_classIdentifierNonGreedy_in_libFunctionWithClass11442);

                   classIdentifierNonGreedy833=classIdentifierNonGreedy();

                   state._fsp--;

                   if (state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 )

stream_classIdentifierNonGreedy.add(classIdentifierNonGreedy833.getTree());

                   DOT834=(Token)match(input,DOT,FOLLOW_DOT_in_libFunctionWithClass11444); if (state.failed)

return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_DOT.add(DOT834);

                   }

                   break;

           }

           pushFollow(FOLLOW_funcIdent_in_libFunctionWithClass11448);

           funcIdent835=funcIdent();

           state._fsp--;

           if (state.failed) return retval;

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_funcIdent.add(funcIdent835.getTree());

           l=(Token)match(input,LPAREN,FOLLOW_LPAREN_in_libFunctionWithClass11452); if (state.failed)

return retval;

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_LPAREN.add(l);

           int alt320=2;

           int LA320_0 = input.LA(1);

           if ( (LA320_0==WINDOW||LA320_0==BETWEEN||LA320_0==ESCAPE||(LA320_0>=NOT_EXPR &&

LA320_0<=EVERY_EXPR)||LA320_0==WHERE||(LA320_0>=SUM &&

LA320_0<=COUNT)||LA320_0==CASE||LA320_0==OUTER||(LA320_0>=JOIN &&

LA320_0<=FULL)||(LA320_0>=DISTINCT && LA320_0<=ALL)||(LA320_0>=EVENTS &&

LA320_0<=LAST)||LA320_0==ISTREAM||(LA320_0>=UNIDIRECTIONAL &&
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LA320_0<=CURRENT_TIMESTAMP)||(LA320_0>=SNAPSHOT &&

LA320_0<=INDEX)||(LA320_0>=BOOLEAN_TRUE && LA320_0<=VALUE_NULL)||(LA320_0>=DEFINE

&&

LA320_0<=MATCHED)||LA320_0==NEWKW||LA320_0==CONTEXT||LA320_0==NUM_DOUBLE||LA320_0=

=LBRACK||(LA320_0>=IDENT &&

LA320_0<=LPAREN)||LA320_0==LCURLY||LA320_0==STAR||LA320_0==QUESTION||(LA320_0>=PLUS &&

LA320_0<=QUOTED_STRING_LITERAL)||LA320_0==MINUS||LA320_0==NUM_INT||(LA320_0>=TICKED_

STRING_LITERAL && LA320_0<=NUM_FLOAT)) ) {

               alt320=1;

           }

           switch (alt320) {

               case 1 :

                   {

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_libFunctionArgs_in_libFunctionWithClass11455);

                   libFunctionArgs836=libFunctionArgs();

                   state._fsp--;

                   if (state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_libFunctionArgs.add(libFunctionArgs836.getTree());

                   }

                   break;

           }

           RPAREN837=(Token)match(input,RPAREN,FOLLOW_RPAREN_in_libFunctionWithClass11459); if

(state.failed) return retval;

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_RPAREN.add(RPAREN837);

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           retval.tree = root_0;

           RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_l=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token l",l);

           RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_retval=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

retval",retval!=null?retval.tree:null);

           root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

           {

               {

               CommonTree root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

               root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.becomeRoot((CommonTree)adaptor.create(LIB_FUNCTION,

"LIB_FUNCTION"), root_1);

               if ( stream_classIdentifierNonGreedy.hasNext() ) {

                   adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_classIdentifierNonGreedy.nextTree());

               }

               stream_classIdentifierNonGreedy.reset();

               adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_funcIdent.nextTree());

               if ( stream_libFunctionArgs.hasNext() ) {

                   adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_libFunctionArgs.nextTree());

               }

               stream_libFunctionArgs.reset();

               if ( stream_l.hasNext() ) {

                   adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_l.nextNode());

               }

               stream_l.reset();
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               adaptor.addChild(root_0, root_1);

               }

           }

           retval.tree = root_0;}

           }

           retval.stop = input.LT(-1);

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           retval.tree = (CommonTree)adaptor.rulePostProcessing(root_0);

           adaptor.setTokenBoundaries(retval.tree, retval.start, retval.stop);

           }

       }

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;

         }

       finally {

       }

       return retval;

   }

   public static class libFunctionNoClass_return extends ParserRuleReturnScope {

       CommonTree tree;

       public Object getTree() { return tree; }

   };

   public final EsperEPL2GrammarParser.libFunctionNoClass_return libFunctionNoClass() throws

RecognitionException {

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.libFunctionNoClass_return retval = new

EsperEPL2GrammarParser.libFunctionNoClass_return();

       retval.start = input.LT(1);

       CommonTree root_0 = null;

       Token l=null;

       Token RPAREN840=null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.funcIdent_return funcIdent838 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.libFunctionArgs_return libFunctionArgs839 = null;

       CommonTree l_tree=null;

       CommonTree RPAREN840_tree=null;

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_RPAREN=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token RPAREN");

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_LPAREN=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token LPAREN");

       RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_libFunctionArgs=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

libFunctionArgs");

       RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_funcIdent=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule funcIdent");

       try {

           {

           pushFollow(FOLLOW_funcIdent_in_libFunctionNoClass11492);

           funcIdent838=funcIdent();

           state._fsp--;

           if (state.failed) return retval;

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_funcIdent.add(funcIdent838.getTree());

           int alt322=2;

           int LA322_0 = input.LA(1);
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           if ( (LA322_0==LPAREN) ) {

               alt322=1;

           }

           switch (alt322) {

               case 1 :

                   {

                   l=(Token)match(input,LPAREN,FOLLOW_LPAREN_in_libFunctionNoClass11497); if (state.failed)

return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_LPAREN.add(l);

                   int alt321=2;

                   int LA321_0 = input.LA(1);

                   if ( (LA321_0==WINDOW||LA321_0==BETWEEN||LA321_0==ESCAPE||(LA321_0>=NOT_EXPR

&& LA321_0<=EVERY_EXPR)||LA321_0==WHERE||(LA321_0>=SUM &&

LA321_0<=COUNT)||LA321_0==CASE||LA321_0==OUTER||(LA321_0>=JOIN &&

LA321_0<=FULL)||(LA321_0>=DISTINCT && LA321_0<=ALL)||(LA321_0>=EVENTS &&

LA321_0<=LAST)||LA321_0==ISTREAM||(LA321_0>=UNIDIRECTIONAL &&

LA321_0<=CURRENT_TIMESTAMP)||(LA321_0>=SNAPSHOT &&

LA321_0<=INDEX)||(LA321_0>=BOOLEAN_TRUE && LA321_0<=VALUE_NULL)||(LA321_0>=DEFINE

&&

LA321_0<=MATCHED)||LA321_0==NEWKW||LA321_0==CONTEXT||LA321_0==NUM_DOUBLE||LA321_0=

=LBRACK||(LA321_0>=IDENT &&

LA321_0<=LPAREN)||LA321_0==LCURLY||LA321_0==STAR||LA321_0==QUESTION||(LA321_0>=PLUS &&

LA321_0<=QUOTED_STRING_LITERAL)||LA321_0==MINUS||LA321_0==NUM_INT||(LA321_0>=TICKED_

STRING_LITERAL && LA321_0<=NUM_FLOAT)) ) {

                       alt321=1;

                   }

                   switch (alt321) {

                       case 1 :

                           {

                           pushFollow(FOLLOW_libFunctionArgs_in_libFunctionNoClass11500);

                           libFunctionArgs839=libFunctionArgs();

                           state._fsp--;

                           if (state.failed) return retval;

                           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_libFunctionArgs.add(libFunctionArgs839.getTree());

                           }

                           break;

                   }

                   RPAREN840=(Token)match(input,RPAREN,FOLLOW_RPAREN_in_libFunctionNoClass11504); if

(state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_RPAREN.add(RPAREN840);

                   }

                   break;

           }

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           retval.tree = root_0;

           RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_l=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token l",l);

           RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_retval=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

retval",retval!=null?retval.tree:null);
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           root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

           {

               {

               CommonTree root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

               root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.becomeRoot((CommonTree)adaptor.create(LIB_FUNCTION,

"LIB_FUNCTION"), root_1);

               adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_funcIdent.nextTree());

               if ( stream_libFunctionArgs.hasNext() ) {

                   adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_libFunctionArgs.nextTree());

               }

               stream_libFunctionArgs.reset();

               if ( stream_l.hasNext() ) {

                   adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_l.nextNode());

               }

               stream_l.reset();

               adaptor.addChild(root_0, root_1);

               }

           }

           retval.tree = root_0;}

           }

           retval.stop = input.LT(-1);

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           retval.tree = (CommonTree)adaptor.rulePostProcessing(root_0);

           adaptor.setTokenBoundaries(retval.tree, retval.start, retval.stop);

           }

       }

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;

         }

       finally {

       }

       return retval;

   }

   public static class funcIdent_return extends ParserRuleReturnScope {

       CommonTree tree;

       public Object getTree() { return tree; }

   };

   public final EsperEPL2GrammarParser.funcIdent_return funcIdent() throws RecognitionException {

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.funcIdent_return retval = new EsperEPL2GrammarParser.funcIdent_return();

       retval.start = input.LT(1);

       CommonTree root_0 = null;

       Token max=null;

       Token min=null;

       Token w=null;

       Token s=null;

       Token after=null;

       Token between=null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.escapableIdent_return escapableIdent841 = null;
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       CommonTree max_tree=null;

       CommonTree min_tree=null;

       CommonTree w_tree=null;

       CommonTree s_tree=null;

       CommonTree after_tree=null;

       CommonTree between_tree=null;

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_MAX=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token MAX");

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_WHERE=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token WHERE");

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_SET=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token SET");

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_MIN=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token MIN");

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_AFTER=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token AFTER");

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_BETWEEN=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token BETWEEN");

       try {

           int alt323=7;

           switch ( input.LA(1) ) {

           case IDENT:

           case TICKED_STRING_LITERAL:

               {

               alt323=1;

               }

               break;

           case MAX:

               {

               alt323=2;

               }

               break;

           case MIN:

               {

               alt323=3;

               }

               break;

           case WHERE:

               {

               alt323=4;

               }

               break;

           case SET:

               {

               alt323=5;

               }

               break;

           case AFTER:

               {

               alt323=6;

               }

               break;

           case BETWEEN:

               {
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               alt323=7;

               }

               break;

           default:

               if (state.backtracking>0) {state.failed=true; return retval;}

               NoViableAltException nvae =

                   new NoViableAltException("", 323, 0, input);

               throw nvae;

           }

           switch (alt323) {

               case 1 :

                   {

                   root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_escapableIdent_in_funcIdent11536);

                   escapableIdent841=escapableIdent();

                   state._fsp--;

                   if (state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) adaptor.addChild(root_0, escapableIdent841.getTree());

                   }

                   break;

               case 2 :

                   {

                   max=(Token)match(input,MAX,FOLLOW_MAX_in_funcIdent11543); if (state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_MAX.add(max);

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

                   retval.tree = root_0;

                   RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_retval=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

retval",retval!=null?retval.tree:null);

                   root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

                   {

                       adaptor.addChild(root_0, (CommonTree)adaptor.create(IDENT, max));

                   }

                   retval.tree = root_0;}

                   }

                   break;

               case 3 :

                   {

                   min=(Token)match(input,MIN,FOLLOW_MIN_in_funcIdent11555); if (state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_MIN.add(min);

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

                   retval.tree = root_0;

                   RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_retval=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

retval",retval!=null?retval.tree:null);

                   root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

                   {

                       adaptor.addChild(root_0, (CommonTree)adaptor.create(IDENT, min));

                   }

                   retval.tree = root_0;}
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                   }

                   break;

               case 4 :

                   {

                   w=(Token)match(input,WHERE,FOLLOW_WHERE_in_funcIdent11567); if (state.failed) return retval;

 

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_WHERE.add(w);

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

                   retval.tree = root_0;

                   RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_retval=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

retval",retval!=null?retval.tree:null);

                   root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

                   {

                       adaptor.addChild(root_0, (CommonTree)adaptor.create(IDENT, w));

                   }

                   retval.tree = root_0;}

                   }

                   break;

               case 5 :

                   {

                   s=(Token)match(input,SET,FOLLOW_SET_in_funcIdent11579); if (state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_SET.add(s);

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

                   retval.tree = root_0;

                   RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_retval=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

retval",retval!=null?retval.tree:null);

                   root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

                   {

                       adaptor.addChild(root_0, (CommonTree)adaptor.create(IDENT, s));

                   }

                   retval.tree = root_0;}

                   }

                   break;

               case 6 :

                   {

                   after=(Token)match(input,AFTER,FOLLOW_AFTER_in_funcIdent11591); if (state.failed) return

retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_AFTER.add(after);

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

                   retval.tree = root_0;

                   RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_retval=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

retval",retval!=null?retval.tree:null);

                   root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

                   {

                       adaptor.addChild(root_0, (CommonTree)adaptor.create(IDENT, after));

                   }

                   retval.tree = root_0;}

                   }
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                   break;

               case 7 :

                   {

                   between=(Token)match(input,BETWEEN,FOLLOW_BETWEEN_in_funcIdent11602); if (state.failed)

return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_BETWEEN.add(between);

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

                   retval.tree = root_0;

                   RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_retval=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

retval",retval!=null?retval.tree:null);

                   root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

                   {

                       adaptor.addChild(root_0, (CommonTree)adaptor.create(IDENT, between));

                   }

                   retval.tree = root_0;}

                   }

                   break;

           }

           retval.stop = input.LT(-1);

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           retval.tree = (CommonTree)adaptor.rulePostProcessing(root_0);

           adaptor.setTokenBoundaries(retval.tree, retval.start, retval.stop);

           }

       }

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;

         }

       finally {

       }

       return retval;

   }

   public static class libFunctionArgs_return extends ParserRuleReturnScope {

       CommonTree tree;

       public Object getTree() { return tree; }

   };

   public final EsperEPL2GrammarParser.libFunctionArgs_return libFunctionArgs() throws RecognitionException {

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.libFunctionArgs_return retval = new

EsperEPL2GrammarParser.libFunctionArgs_return();

       retval.start = input.LT(1);

       CommonTree root_0 = null;

       Token ALL842=null;

       Token DISTINCT843=null;

       Token COMMA845=null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.libFunctionArgItem_return libFunctionArgItem844 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.libFunctionArgItem_return libFunctionArgItem846 = null;

       CommonTree ALL842_tree=null;

       CommonTree DISTINCT843_tree=null;

       CommonTree COMMA845_tree=null;
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       try {

           {

           root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

           int alt324=3;

           int LA324_0 = input.LA(1);

           if ( (LA324_0==ALL) ) {

               alt324=1;

           }

           else if ( (LA324_0==DISTINCT) ) {

               alt324=2;

           }

           switch (alt324) {

               case 1 :

                   {

                   ALL842=(Token)match(input,ALL,FOLLOW_ALL_in_libFunctionArgs11619); if (state.failed) return

retval;

                   }

                   break;

               case 2 :

                   {

                   DISTINCT843=(Token)match(input,DISTINCT,FOLLOW_DISTINCT_in_libFunctionArgs11624); if

(state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

                   DISTINCT843_tree = (CommonTree)adaptor.create(DISTINCT843);

                   adaptor.addChild(root_0, DISTINCT843_tree);

                   }

                   }

                   break;

           }

           pushFollow(FOLLOW_libFunctionArgItem_in_libFunctionArgs11628);

           libFunctionArgItem844=libFunctionArgItem();

           state._fsp--;

           if (state.failed) return retval;

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) adaptor.addChild(root_0, libFunctionArgItem844.getTree());

           loop325:

           do {

               int alt325=2;

               int LA325_0 = input.LA(1);

               if ( (LA325_0==COMMA) ) {

                   alt325=1;

               }

               switch (alt325) {

           	case 1 :

           	    {

           	    COMMA845=(Token)match(input,COMMA,FOLLOW_COMMA_in_libFunctionArgs11631); if

(state.failed) return retval;

           	    pushFollow(FOLLOW_libFunctionArgItem_in_libFunctionArgs11634);

           	    libFunctionArgItem846=libFunctionArgItem();
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           	    state._fsp--;

           	    if (state.failed) return retval;

           	    if ( state.backtracking==0 ) adaptor.addChild(root_0, libFunctionArgItem846.getTree());

           	    }

           	    break;

           	default :

           	    break loop325;

               }

           } while (true);

           }

           retval.stop = input.LT(-1);

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           retval.tree = (CommonTree)adaptor.rulePostProcessing(root_0);

           adaptor.setTokenBoundaries(retval.tree, retval.start, retval.stop);

           }

       }

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;

         }

       finally {

       }

       return retval;

   }

   public static class libFunctionArgItem_return extends ParserRuleReturnScope {

       CommonTree tree;

       public Object getTree() { return tree; }

   };

   public final EsperEPL2GrammarParser.libFunctionArgItem_return libFunctionArgItem() throws

RecognitionException {

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.libFunctionArgItem_return retval = new

EsperEPL2GrammarParser.libFunctionArgItem_return();

       retval.start = input.LT(1);

       CommonTree root_0 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.expressionLambdaDecl_return expressionLambdaDecl847 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.expressionWithTime_return expressionWithTime848 = null;

       try {

           {

           root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

           int alt326=2;

           int LA326_0 = input.LA(1);

           if ( (LA326_0==IDENT) ) {

               int LA326_1 = input.LA(2);

               if ( (LA326_1==GOES) ) {

                   alt326=1;

               }

           }

           else if ( (LA326_0==LPAREN) ) {

               int LA326_2 = input.LA(2);
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               if ( (LA326_2==IDENT) ) {

                   int LA326_150 = input.LA(3);

                   if ( (LA326_150==COMMA) ) {

                       alt326=1;

                   }

                   else if ( (LA326_150==RPAREN) ) {

                       int LA326_214 = input.LA(4);

                       if ( (LA326_214==GOES) ) {

                           alt326=1;

                       }

                   }

               }

           }

           switch (alt326) {

               case 1 :

                   {

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_expressionLambdaDecl_in_libFunctionArgItem11648);

                   expressionLambdaDecl847=expressionLambdaDecl();

                   state._fsp--;

                   if (state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) adaptor.addChild(root_0, expressionLambdaDecl847.getTree());

                   }

                   break;

           }

           pushFollow(FOLLOW_expressionWithTime_in_libFunctionArgItem11651);

           expressionWithTime848=expressionWithTime();

           state._fsp--;

           if (state.failed) return retval;

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) adaptor.addChild(root_0, expressionWithTime848.getTree());

           }

           retval.stop = input.LT(-1);

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           retval.tree = (CommonTree)adaptor.rulePostProcessing(root_0);

           adaptor.setTokenBoundaries(retval.tree, retval.start, retval.stop);

           }

       }

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;

         }

       finally {

       }

       return retval;

   }

   public static class betweenList_return extends ParserRuleReturnScope {

       CommonTree tree;

       public Object getTree() { return tree; }

   };

   public final EsperEPL2GrammarParser.betweenList_return betweenList() throws RecognitionException {
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       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.betweenList_return retval = new EsperEPL2GrammarParser.betweenList_return();

       retval.start = input.LT(1);

       CommonTree root_0 = null;

       Token AND_EXPR850=null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.concatenationExpr_return concatenationExpr849 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.concatenationExpr_return concatenationExpr851 = null;

       CommonTree AND_EXPR850_tree=null;

       try {

           {

           root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

           pushFollow(FOLLOW_concatenationExpr_in_betweenList11662);

           concatenationExpr849=concatenationExpr();

           state._fsp--;

           if (state.failed) return retval;

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) adaptor.addChild(root_0, concatenationExpr849.getTree());

           AND_EXPR850=(Token)match(input,AND_EXPR,FOLLOW_AND_EXPR_in_betweenList11664); if

(state.failed) return retval;

           pushFollow(FOLLOW_concatenationExpr_in_betweenList11667);

           concatenationExpr851=concatenationExpr();

           state._fsp--;

           if (state.failed) return retval;

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) adaptor.addChild(root_0, concatenationExpr851.getTree());

           }

           retval.stop = input.LT(-1);

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           retval.tree = (CommonTree)adaptor.rulePostProcessing(root_0);

           adaptor.setTokenBoundaries(retval.tree, retval.start, retval.stop);

           }

       }

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;

         }

       finally {

       }

       return retval;

   }

   public static class patternExpression_return extends ParserRuleReturnScope {

       CommonTree tree;

       public Object getTree() { return tree; }

   };

   public final EsperEPL2GrammarParser.patternExpression_return patternExpression() throws

RecognitionException {

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.patternExpression_return retval = new

EsperEPL2GrammarParser.patternExpression_return();

       retval.start = input.LT(1);

       CommonTree root_0 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.followedByExpression_return followedByExpression852 = null;

        paraphrases.push("pattern expression");
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       try {

           {

           root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

           pushFollow(FOLLOW_followedByExpression_in_patternExpression11695);

           followedByExpression852=followedByExpression();

           state._fsp--;

           if (state.failed) return retval;

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) adaptor.addChild(root_0, followedByExpression852.getTree());

           }

           retval.stop = input.LT(-1);

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           retval.tree = (CommonTree)adaptor.rulePostProcessing(root_0);

           adaptor.setTokenBoundaries(retval.tree, retval.start, retval.stop);

           }

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

              paraphrases.pop();

           }

       }

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;

         }

       finally {

       }

       return retval;

   }

   public static class followedByExpression_return extends ParserRuleReturnScope {

       CommonTree tree;

       public Object getTree() { return tree; }

   };

   public final EsperEPL2GrammarParser.followedByExpression_return followedByExpression() throws

RecognitionException {

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.followedByExpression_return retval = new

EsperEPL2GrammarParser.followedByExpression_return();

       retval.start = input.LT(1);

       CommonTree root_0 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.orExpression_return orExpression853 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.followedByRepeat_return followedByRepeat854 = null;

       RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_followedByRepeat=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

followedByRepeat");

       RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_orExpression=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

orExpression");

        boolean fb = false;

       try {

           {

           pushFollow(FOLLOW_orExpression_in_followedByExpression11714);

           orExpression853=orExpression();

           state._fsp--;

           if (state.failed) return retval;
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           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_orExpression.add(orExpression853.getTree());

           loop327:

           do {

               int alt327=2;

               int LA327_0 = input.LA(1);

               if ( (LA327_0==FOLLOWED_BY||LA327_0==FOLLOWMAX_BEGIN) ) {

                   alt327=1;

               }

               switch (alt327) {

           	case 1 :

           	    {

           	    pushFollow(FOLLOW_followedByRepeat_in_followedByExpression11717);

           	    followedByRepeat854=followedByRepeat();

           	    state._fsp--;

           	    if (state.failed) return retval;

           	    if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_followedByRepeat.add(followedByRepeat854.getTree());

           	    if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           	       fb = true;

           	    }

           	    }

           	    break;

           	default :

           	    break loop327;

               }

           } while (true);

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           retval.tree = root_0;

           RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_retval=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

retval",retval!=null?retval.tree:null);

           root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

           if (fb == true) {

               {

               CommonTree root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

               root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.becomeRoot((CommonTree)adaptor.create(FOLLOWED_BY_EXPR,

"FOLLOWED_BY_EXPR"), root_1);

               {

               CommonTree root_2 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

               root_2 = (CommonTree)adaptor.becomeRoot((CommonTree)adaptor.create(FOLLOWED_BY_ITEM,

"FOLLOWED_BY_ITEM"), root_2);

               adaptor.addChild(root_2, stream_orExpression.nextTree());

               adaptor.addChild(root_1, root_2);

               }

               if ( !(stream_followedByRepeat.hasNext()) ) {

                   throw new RewriteEarlyExitException();

               }

               while ( stream_followedByRepeat.hasNext() ) {

                   adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_followedByRepeat.nextTree());

               }
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               stream_followedByRepeat.reset();

               adaptor.addChild(root_0, root_1);

               }

           }

           else

           {

               adaptor.addChild(root_0, stream_orExpression.nextTree());

           }

           retval.tree = root_0;}

           }

           retval.stop = input.LT(-1);

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           retval.tree = (CommonTree)adaptor.rulePostProcessing(root_0);

           adaptor.setTokenBoundaries(retval.tree, retval.start, retval.stop);

           }

       }

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;

         }

       finally {

       }

       return retval;

   }

   public static class followedByRepeat_return extends ParserRuleReturnScope {

       CommonTree tree;

       public Object getTree() { return tree; }

   };

   public final EsperEPL2GrammarParser.followedByRepeat_return followedByRepeat() throws

RecognitionException {

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.followedByRepeat_return retval = new

EsperEPL2GrammarParser.followedByRepeat_return();

       retval.start = input.LT(1);

       CommonTree root_0 = null;

       Token f=null;

       Token g=null;

       Token FOLLOWMAX_END856=null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.expression_return expression855 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.orExpression_return orExpression857 = null;

       CommonTree f_tree=null;

       CommonTree g_tree=null;

       CommonTree FOLLOWMAX_END856_tree=null;

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_FOLLOWED_BY=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token

FOLLOWED_BY");

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_FOLLOWMAX_END=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token

FOLLOWMAX_END");

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_FOLLOWMAX_BEGIN=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token

FOLLOWMAX_BEGIN");

       RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_expression=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule expression");
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       RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_orExpression=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

orExpression");

       try {

           {

           int alt328=2;

           int LA328_0 = input.LA(1);

           if ( (LA328_0==FOLLOWED_BY) ) {

               alt328=1;

           }

           else if ( (LA328_0==FOLLOWMAX_BEGIN) ) {

               alt328=2;

           }

           else {

               if (state.backtracking>0) {state.failed=true; return retval;}

               NoViableAltException nvae =

                   new NoViableAltException("", 328, 0, input);

               throw nvae;

           }

           switch (alt328) {

               case 1 :

                   {

                   f=(Token)match(input,FOLLOWED_BY,FOLLOW_FOLLOWED_BY_in_followedByRepeat11770);

if (state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_FOLLOWED_BY.add(f);

                   }

                   break;

               case 2 :

                   {

                   {

g=(Token)match(input,FOLLOWMAX_BEGIN,FOLLOW_FOLLOWMAX_BEGIN_in_followedByRepeat11777);

if (state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_FOLLOWMAX_BEGIN.add(g);

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_expression_in_followedByRepeat11779);

                   expression855=expression();

                   state._fsp--;

                   if (state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_expression.add(expression855.getTree());

FOLLOWMAX_END856=(Token)match(input,FOLLOWMAX_END,FOLLOW_FOLLOWMAX_END_in_follo

wedByRepeat11781); if (state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_FOLLOWMAX_END.add(FOLLOWMAX_END856);

                   }

                   }

                   break;

           }

           pushFollow(FOLLOW_orExpression_in_followedByRepeat11785);

           orExpression857=orExpression();

           state._fsp--;

           if (state.failed) return retval;
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           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_orExpression.add(orExpression857.getTree());

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           retval.tree = root_0;

           RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_retval=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

retval",retval!=null?retval.tree:null);

           root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

           {

               {

               CommonTree root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

               root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.becomeRoot((CommonTree)adaptor.create(FOLLOWED_BY_ITEM,

"FOLLOWED_BY_ITEM"), root_1);

               if ( stream_expression.hasNext() ) {

                   adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_expression.nextTree());

               }

               stream_expression.reset();

               adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_orExpression.nextTree());

               adaptor.addChild(root_0, root_1);

               }

           }

           retval.tree = root_0;}

           }

           retval.stop = input.LT(-1);

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           retval.tree = (CommonTree)adaptor.rulePostProcessing(root_0);

           adaptor.setTokenBoundaries(retval.tree, retval.start, retval.stop);

           }

       }

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;

         }

       finally {

       }

       return retval;

   }

   public static class orExpression_return extends ParserRuleReturnScope {

       CommonTree tree;

       public Object getTree() { return tree; }

   };

   public final EsperEPL2GrammarParser.orExpression_return orExpression() throws RecognitionException {

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.orExpression_return retval = new

EsperEPL2GrammarParser.orExpression_return();

       retval.start = input.LT(1);

       CommonTree root_0 = null;

       Token o=null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.andExpression_return andExpression858 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.andExpression_return andExpression859 = null;

       CommonTree o_tree=null;

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_OR_EXPR=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token OR_EXPR");
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       RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_andExpression=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

andExpression");

       try {

           {

           pushFollow(FOLLOW_andExpression_in_orExpression11814);

           andExpression858=andExpression();

           state._fsp--;

           if (state.failed) return retval;

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_andExpression.add(andExpression858.getTree());

           loop329:

           do {

               int alt329=2;

               int LA329_0 = input.LA(1);

               if ( (LA329_0==OR_EXPR) ) {

                   alt329=1;

               }

               switch (alt329) {

           	case 1 :

           	    {

           	    o=(Token)match(input,OR_EXPR,FOLLOW_OR_EXPR_in_orExpression11819); if (state.failed) return

retval;

           	    if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_OR_EXPR.add(o);

           	    pushFollow(FOLLOW_andExpression_in_orExpression11821);

           	    andExpression859=andExpression();

           	    state._fsp--;

           	    if (state.failed) return retval;

           	    if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_andExpression.add(andExpression859.getTree());

           	    }

           	    break;

           	default :

           	    break loop329;

               }

           } while (true);

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           retval.tree = root_0;

           RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_retval=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

retval",retval!=null?retval.tree:null);

           root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

           if (o != null) {

               {

               CommonTree root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

               root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.becomeRoot(stream_OR_EXPR.nextNode(), root_1);

               if ( !(stream_andExpression.hasNext()) ) {

                   throw new RewriteEarlyExitException();

               }

               while ( stream_andExpression.hasNext() ) {

                   adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_andExpression.nextTree());

               }
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               stream_andExpression.reset();

               adaptor.addChild(root_0, root_1);

               }

           }

           else

           {

               adaptor.addChild(root_0, stream_andExpression.nextTree());

           }

           retval.tree = root_0;}

           }

           retval.stop = input.LT(-1);

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           retval.tree = (CommonTree)adaptor.rulePostProcessing(root_0);

           adaptor.setTokenBoundaries(retval.tree, retval.start, retval.stop);

           }

       }

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;

         }

       finally {

       }

       return retval;

   }

   public static class andExpression_return extends ParserRuleReturnScope {

       CommonTree tree;

       public Object getTree() { return tree; }

   };

   public final EsperEPL2GrammarParser.andExpression_return andExpression() throws RecognitionException {

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.andExpression_return retval = new

EsperEPL2GrammarParser.andExpression_return();

       retval.start = input.LT(1);

       CommonTree root_0 = null;

       Token a=null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.matchUntilExpression_return matchUntilExpression860 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.matchUntilExpression_return matchUntilExpression861 = null;

       CommonTree a_tree=null;

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_AND_EXPR=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token AND_EXPR");

       RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_matchUntilExpression=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

matchUntilExpression");

       try {

           {

           pushFollow(FOLLOW_matchUntilExpression_in_andExpression11853);

           matchUntilExpression860=matchUntilExpression();

           state._fsp--;

           if (state.failed) return retval;

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_matchUntilExpression.add(matchUntilExpression860.getTree());

           loop330:

           do {
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               int alt330=2;

               int LA330_0 = input.LA(1);

               if ( (LA330_0==AND_EXPR) ) {

                   alt330=1;

               }

               switch (alt330) {

           	case 1 :

           	    {

           	    a=(Token)match(input,AND_EXPR,FOLLOW_AND_EXPR_in_andExpression11858); if (state.failed)

return retval;

           	    if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_AND_EXPR.add(a);

           	    pushFollow(FOLLOW_matchUntilExpression_in_andExpression11860);

           	    matchUntilExpression861=matchUntilExpression();

           	    state._fsp--;

           	    if (state.failed) return retval;

           	    if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_matchUntilExpression.add(matchUntilExpression861.getTree());

           	    }

           	    break;

           	default :

           	    break loop330;

               }

           } while (true);

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           retval.tree = root_0;

           RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_retval=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

retval",retval!=null?retval.tree:null);

           root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

           if (a != null) {

               {

               CommonTree root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

               root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.becomeRoot(stream_AND_EXPR.nextNode(), root_1);

               if ( !(stream_matchUntilExpression.hasNext()) ) {

                   throw new RewriteEarlyExitException();

               }

               while ( stream_matchUntilExpression.hasNext() ) {

                   adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_matchUntilExpression.nextTree());

               }

               stream_matchUntilExpression.reset();

               adaptor.addChild(root_0, root_1);

               }

           }

           else

           {

               adaptor.addChild(root_0, stream_matchUntilExpression.nextTree());

           }

           retval.tree = root_0;}

           }

           retval.stop = input.LT(-1);
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           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           retval.tree = (CommonTree)adaptor.rulePostProcessing(root_0);

           adaptor.setTokenBoundaries(retval.tree, retval.start, retval.stop);

           }

       }

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;

         }

       finally {

       }

       return retval;

   }

   public static class matchUntilExpression_return extends ParserRuleReturnScope {

       CommonTree tree;

       public Object getTree() { return tree; }

   };

   public final EsperEPL2GrammarParser.matchUntilExpression_return matchUntilExpression() throws

RecognitionException {

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.matchUntilExpression_return retval = new

EsperEPL2GrammarParser.matchUntilExpression_return();

       retval.start = input.LT(1);

       CommonTree root_0 = null;

       Token a=null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.matchUntilRange_return r = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.qualifyExpression_return qualifyExpression862 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.qualifyExpression_return qualifyExpression863 = null;

       CommonTree a_tree=null;

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_UNTIL=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token UNTIL");

       RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_qualifyExpression=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

qualifyExpression");

       RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_matchUntilRange=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

matchUntilRange");

       try {

           {

           int alt331=2;

           int LA331_0 = input.LA(1);

           if ( (LA331_0==LBRACK) ) {

               alt331=1;

           }

           switch (alt331) {

               case 1 :

                   {

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_matchUntilRange_in_matchUntilExpression11895);

                   r=matchUntilRange();

                   state._fsp--;

                   if (state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_matchUntilRange.add(r.getTree());

                   }
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                   break;

           }

           pushFollow(FOLLOW_qualifyExpression_in_matchUntilExpression11899);

           qualifyExpression862=qualifyExpression();

           state._fsp--;

           if (state.failed) return retval;

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_qualifyExpression.add(qualifyExpression862.getTree());

           int alt332=2;

           int LA332_0 = input.LA(1);

           if ( (LA332_0==UNTIL) ) {

               alt332=1;

           }

           switch (alt332) {

               case 1 :

                   {

                   a=(Token)match(input,UNTIL,FOLLOW_UNTIL_in_matchUntilExpression11904); if (state.failed)

return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_UNTIL.add(a);

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_qualifyExpression_in_matchUntilExpression11906);

                   qualifyExpression863=qualifyExpression();

                   state._fsp--;

                   if (state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_qualifyExpression.add(qualifyExpression863.getTree());

                   }

                   break;

           }

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           retval.tree = root_0;

           RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_retval=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

retval",retval!=null?retval.tree:null);

           root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

           if (r != null && a != null) {

               {

               CommonTree root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

               root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.becomeRoot((CommonTree)adaptor.create(MATCH_UNTIL_EXPR,

"MATCH_UNTIL_EXPR"), root_1);

               adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_matchUntilRange.nextTree());

               if ( !(stream_qualifyExpression.hasNext()) ) {

                   throw new RewriteEarlyExitException();

               }

               while ( stream_qualifyExpression.hasNext() ) {

                   adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_qualifyExpression.nextTree());

               }

               stream_qualifyExpression.reset();

               adaptor.addChild(root_0, root_1);

               }

           }

           else
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           if (r != null && a == null) {

               {

               CommonTree root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

               root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.becomeRoot((CommonTree)adaptor.create(MATCH_UNTIL_EXPR,

"MATCH_UNTIL_EXPR"), root_1);

               adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_matchUntilRange.nextTree());

               adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_qualifyExpression.nextTree());

               adaptor.addChild(root_0, root_1);

               }

           }

           else

           if (a != null) {

               {

               CommonTree root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

               root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.becomeRoot((CommonTree)adaptor.create(MATCH_UNTIL_EXPR,

"MATCH_UNTIL_EXPR"), root_1);

               if ( !(stream_qualifyExpression.hasNext()) ) {

                   throw new RewriteEarlyExitException();

               }

               while ( stream_qualifyExpression.hasNext() ) {

                   adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_qualifyExpression.nextTree());

               }

               stream_qualifyExpression.reset();

               adaptor.addChild(root_0, root_1);

               }

           }

           else

           {

               adaptor.addChild(root_0, stream_qualifyExpression.nextTree());

           }

           retval.tree = root_0;}

           }

           retval.stop = input.LT(-1);

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           retval.tree = (CommonTree)adaptor.rulePostProcessing(root_0);

           adaptor.setTokenBoundaries(retval.tree, retval.start, retval.stop);

           }

       }

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;

         }

       finally {

       }

       return retval;

   }

   public static class qualifyExpression_return extends ParserRuleReturnScope {

       CommonTree tree;

       public Object getTree() { return tree; }
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   };

   public final EsperEPL2GrammarParser.qualifyExpression_return qualifyExpression() throws

RecognitionException {

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.qualifyExpression_return retval = new

EsperEPL2GrammarParser.qualifyExpression_return();

       retval.start = input.LT(1);

       CommonTree root_0 = null;

       Token e=null;

       Token n=null;

       Token d=null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.matchUntilRange_return r = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.distinctExpressionList_return distinctExpressionList864 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.guardPostFix_return guardPostFix865 = null;

       CommonTree e_tree=null;

       CommonTree n_tree=null;

       CommonTree d_tree=null;

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_NOT_EXPR=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token NOT_EXPR");

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_EVERY_EXPR=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token

EVERY_EXPR");

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_EVERY_DISTINCT_EXPR=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token

EVERY_DISTINCT_EXPR");

       RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_distinctExpressionList=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

distinctExpressionList");

       RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_guardPostFix=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

guardPostFix");

       RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_matchUntilRange=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

matchUntilRange");

       try {

           {

           int alt335=2;

           int LA335_0 = input.LA(1);

           if ( ((LA335_0>=NOT_EXPR && LA335_0<=EVERY_DISTINCT_EXPR)) ) {

               alt335=1;

           }

           switch (alt335) {

               case 1 :

                   {

                   int alt333=3;

                   switch ( input.LA(1) ) {

                   case EVERY_EXPR:

                       {

                       alt333=1;

                       }

                       break;

                   case NOT_EXPR:

                       {

                       alt333=2;

                       }
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                       break;

                   case EVERY_DISTINCT_EXPR:

                       {

                       alt333=3;

                       }

                       break;

                   default:

                       if (state.backtracking>0) {state.failed=true; return retval;}

                       NoViableAltException nvae =

                           new NoViableAltException("", 333, 0, input);

                       throw nvae;

                   }

                   switch (alt333) {

                       case 1 :

                           {

                           e=(Token)match(input,EVERY_EXPR,FOLLOW_EVERY_EXPR_in_qualifyExpression11971); if

(state.failed) return retval;

                           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_EVERY_EXPR.add(e);

                           }

                           break;

                       case 2 :

                           {

                           n=(Token)match(input,NOT_EXPR,FOLLOW_NOT_EXPR_in_qualifyExpression11977); if

(state.failed) return retval;

                           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_NOT_EXPR.add(n);

                           }

                           break;

                       case 3 :

                           {

d=(Token)match(input,EVERY_DISTINCT_EXPR,FOLLOW_EVERY_DISTINCT_EXPR_in_qualifyExpression1

1983); if (state.failed) return retval;

                           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_EVERY_DISTINCT_EXPR.add(d);

                           pushFollow(FOLLOW_distinctExpressionList_in_qualifyExpression11985);

                           distinctExpressionList864=distinctExpressionList();

                           state._fsp--;

                           if (state.failed) return retval;

                           if ( state.backtracking==0 )

stream_distinctExpressionList.add(distinctExpressionList864.getTree());

                           }

                           break;

                   }

                   int alt334=2;

                   int LA334_0 = input.LA(1);

                   if ( (LA334_0==LBRACK) ) {

                       alt334=1;

                   }

                   switch (alt334) {

                       case 1 :
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                           {

                           pushFollow(FOLLOW_matchUntilRange_in_qualifyExpression11991);

                           r=matchUntilRange();

                           state._fsp--;

                           if (state.failed) return retval;

                           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_matchUntilRange.add(r.getTree());

                           }

                           break;

                   }

                   }

                   break;

           }

           pushFollow(FOLLOW_guardPostFix_in_qualifyExpression12000);

           guardPostFix865=guardPostFix();

           state._fsp--;

           if (state.failed) return retval;

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_guardPostFix.add(guardPostFix865.getTree());

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           retval.tree = root_0;

           RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_retval=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

retval",retval!=null?retval.tree:null);

           root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

           if (e != null && r == null) {

               {

               CommonTree root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

               root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.becomeRoot(stream_EVERY_EXPR.nextNode(), root_1);

               adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_guardPostFix.nextTree());

               adaptor.addChild(root_0, root_1);

               }

           }

           else

           if (n != null && r == null) {

               {

               CommonTree root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

               root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.becomeRoot((CommonTree)adaptor.create(PATTERN_NOT_EXPR,

"PATTERN_NOT_EXPR"), root_1);

               adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_guardPostFix.nextTree());

               adaptor.addChild(root_0, root_1);

               }

           }

           else

           if (d != null && r == null) {

               {

               CommonTree root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

               root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.becomeRoot(stream_EVERY_DISTINCT_EXPR.nextNode(), root_1);

               adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_distinctExpressionList.nextTree());

               adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_guardPostFix.nextTree());

               adaptor.addChild(root_0, root_1);
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               }

           }

           else

           if (e != null && r != null) {

               {

               CommonTree root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

               root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.becomeRoot(stream_EVERY_EXPR.nextNode(), root_1);

               {

               CommonTree root_2 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

               root_2 = (CommonTree)adaptor.becomeRoot((CommonTree)adaptor.create(MATCH_UNTIL_EXPR,

"MATCH_UNTIL_EXPR"), root_2);

               adaptor.addChild(root_2, stream_matchUntilRange.nextTree());

               adaptor.addChild(root_2, stream_guardPostFix.nextTree());

               adaptor.addChild(root_1, root_2);

               }

               adaptor.addChild(root_0, root_1);

               }

           }

           else

           if (n != null && r != null) {

               {

               CommonTree root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

               root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.becomeRoot((CommonTree)adaptor.create(PATTERN_NOT_EXPR,

"PATTERN_NOT_EXPR"), root_1);

               {

               CommonTree root_2 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

               root_2 = (CommonTree)adaptor.becomeRoot((CommonTree)adaptor.create(MATCH_UNTIL_EXPR,

"MATCH_UNTIL_EXPR"), root_2);

               adaptor.addChild(root_2, stream_matchUntilRange.nextTree());

               adaptor.addChild(root_2, stream_guardPostFix.nextTree());

               adaptor.addChild(root_1, root_2);

               }

               adaptor.addChild(root_0, root_1);

               }

           }

           else

           if (d != null && r != null) {

               {

               CommonTree root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

               root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.becomeRoot(stream_EVERY_DISTINCT_EXPR.nextNode(), root_1);

               adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_distinctExpressionList.nextTree());

               {

               CommonTree root_2 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

               root_2 = (CommonTree)adaptor.becomeRoot((CommonTree)adaptor.create(MATCH_UNTIL_EXPR,

"MATCH_UNTIL_EXPR"), root_2);

               adaptor.addChild(root_2, stream_matchUntilRange.nextTree());

               adaptor.addChild(root_2, stream_guardPostFix.nextTree());

               adaptor.addChild(root_1, root_2);
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               }

               adaptor.addChild(root_0, root_1);

               }

           }

           else

           {

               adaptor.addChild(root_0, stream_guardPostFix.nextTree());

           }

           retval.tree = root_0;}

           }

           retval.stop = input.LT(-1);

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           retval.tree = (CommonTree)adaptor.rulePostProcessing(root_0);

           adaptor.setTokenBoundaries(retval.tree, retval.start, retval.stop);

           }

       }

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;

         }

       finally {

       }

       return retval;

   }

   public static class distinctExpressionList_return extends ParserRuleReturnScope {

       CommonTree tree;

       public Object getTree() { return tree; }

   };

   public final EsperEPL2GrammarParser.distinctExpressionList_return distinctExpressionList() throws

RecognitionException {

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.distinctExpressionList_return retval = new

EsperEPL2GrammarParser.distinctExpressionList_return();

       retval.start = input.LT(1);

       CommonTree root_0 = null;

       Token LPAREN866=null;

       Token COMMA868=null;

       Token RPAREN870=null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.distinctExpressionAtom_return distinctExpressionAtom867 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.distinctExpressionAtom_return distinctExpressionAtom869 = null;

       CommonTree LPAREN866_tree=null;

       CommonTree COMMA868_tree=null;

       CommonTree RPAREN870_tree=null;

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_RPAREN=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token RPAREN");

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_COMMA=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token COMMA");

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_LPAREN=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token LPAREN");

       RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_distinctExpressionAtom=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

distinctExpressionAtom");

       try {

           {
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           LPAREN866=(Token)match(input,LPAREN,FOLLOW_LPAREN_in_distinctExpressionList12115); if

(state.failed) return retval;

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_LPAREN.add(LPAREN866);

           pushFollow(FOLLOW_distinctExpressionAtom_in_distinctExpressionList12117);

           distinctExpressionAtom867=distinctExpressionAtom();

           state._fsp--;

           if (state.failed) return retval;

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_distinctExpressionAtom.add(distinctExpressionAtom867.getTree());

           loop336:

           do {

               int alt336=2;

               int LA336_0 = input.LA(1);

               if ( (LA336_0==COMMA) ) {

                   alt336=1;

               }

               switch (alt336) {

           	case 1 :

           	    {

           	    COMMA868=(Token)match(input,COMMA,FOLLOW_COMMA_in_distinctExpressionList12120); if

(state.failed) return retval;

           	    if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_COMMA.add(COMMA868);

           	    pushFollow(FOLLOW_distinctExpressionAtom_in_distinctExpressionList12122);

           	    distinctExpressionAtom869=distinctExpressionAtom();

           	    state._fsp--;

           	    if (state.failed) return retval;

           	    if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_distinctExpressionAtom.add(distinctExpressionAtom869.getTree());

           	    }

           	    break;

           	default :

           	    break loop336;

               }

           } while (true);

           RPAREN870=(Token)match(input,RPAREN,FOLLOW_RPAREN_in_distinctExpressionList12126); if

(state.failed) return retval;

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_RPAREN.add(RPAREN870);

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           retval.tree = root_0;

           RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_retval=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

retval",retval!=null?retval.tree:null);

           root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

           {

               {

               CommonTree root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

               root_1 =

(CommonTree)adaptor.becomeRoot((CommonTree)adaptor.create(PATTERN_EVERY_DISTINCT_EXPR,

"PATTERN_EVERY_DISTINCT_EXPR"), root_1);

               if ( !(stream_distinctExpressionAtom.hasNext()) ) {

                   throw new RewriteEarlyExitException();
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               }

               while ( stream_distinctExpressionAtom.hasNext() ) {

                   adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_distinctExpressionAtom.nextTree());

               }

               stream_distinctExpressionAtom.reset();

               adaptor.addChild(root_0, root_1);

               }

           }

           retval.tree = root_0;}

           }

           retval.stop = input.LT(-1);

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           retval.tree = (CommonTree)adaptor.rulePostProcessing(root_0);

           adaptor.setTokenBoundaries(retval.tree, retval.start, retval.stop);

           }

       }

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;

         }

       finally {

       }

       return retval;

   }

   public static class distinctExpressionAtom_return extends ParserRuleReturnScope {

       CommonTree tree;

       public Object getTree() { return tree; }

   };

   public final EsperEPL2GrammarParser.distinctExpressionAtom_return distinctExpressionAtom() throws

RecognitionException {

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.distinctExpressionAtom_return retval = new

EsperEPL2GrammarParser.distinctExpressionAtom_return();

       retval.start = input.LT(1);

       CommonTree root_0 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.expressionWithTime_return expressionWithTime871 = null;

       try {

           {

           root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

           pushFollow(FOLLOW_expressionWithTime_in_distinctExpressionAtom12149);

           expressionWithTime871=expressionWithTime();

           state._fsp--;

           if (state.failed) return retval;

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) adaptor.addChild(root_0, expressionWithTime871.getTree());

           }

           retval.stop = input.LT(-1);

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           retval.tree = (CommonTree)adaptor.rulePostProcessing(root_0);

           adaptor.setTokenBoundaries(retval.tree, retval.start, retval.stop);

           }
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       }

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;

         }

       finally {

       }

       return retval;

   }

   public static class guardPostFix_return extends ParserRuleReturnScope {

       CommonTree tree;

       public Object getTree() { return tree; }

   };

   public final EsperEPL2GrammarParser.guardPostFix_return guardPostFix() throws RecognitionException {

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.guardPostFix_return retval = new

EsperEPL2GrammarParser.guardPostFix_return();

       retval.start = input.LT(1);

       CommonTree root_0 = null;

       Token l=null;

       Token wh=null;

       Token wi=null;

       Token RPAREN874=null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.atomicExpression_return atomicExpression872 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.patternExpression_return patternExpression873 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.guardWhereExpression_return guardWhereExpression875 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.guardWhileExpression_return guardWhileExpression876 = null;

       CommonTree l_tree=null;

       CommonTree wh_tree=null;

       CommonTree wi_tree=null;

       CommonTree RPAREN874_tree=null;

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_RPAREN=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token RPAREN");

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_WHERE=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token WHERE");

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_WHILE=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token WHILE");

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_LPAREN=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token LPAREN");

       RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_guardWhileExpression=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

guardWhileExpression");

       RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_atomicExpression=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

atomicExpression");

       RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_guardWhereExpression=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

guardWhereExpression");

       RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_patternExpression=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

patternExpression");

       try {

           {

           int alt337=2;

           int LA337_0 = input.LA(1);

           if ( (LA337_0==EVENTS||LA337_0==IDENT||LA337_0==TICKED_STRING_LITERAL) ) {

               alt337=1;

           }
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           else if ( (LA337_0==LPAREN) ) {

               alt337=2;

           }

           else {

               if (state.backtracking>0) {state.failed=true; return retval;}

               NoViableAltException nvae =

                   new NoViableAltException("", 337, 0, input);

               throw nvae;

           }

           switch (alt337) {

               case 1 :

                   {

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_atomicExpression_in_guardPostFix12164);

                   atomicExpression872=atomicExpression();

                   state._fsp--;

                   if (state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_atomicExpression.add(atomicExpression872.getTree());

                   }

                   break;

               case 2 :

                   {

                   l=(Token)match(input,LPAREN,FOLLOW_LPAREN_in_guardPostFix12170); if (state.failed) return

retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_LPAREN.add(l);

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_patternExpression_in_guardPostFix12172);

                   patternExpression873=patternExpression();

                   state._fsp--;

                   if (state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_patternExpression.add(patternExpression873.getTree());

                   RPAREN874=(Token)match(input,RPAREN,FOLLOW_RPAREN_in_guardPostFix12174); if

(state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_RPAREN.add(RPAREN874);

                   }

                   break;

           }

           int alt338=3;

           int LA338_0 = input.LA(1);

           if ( (LA338_0==WHERE) ) {

               alt338=1;

           }

           else if ( (LA338_0==WHILE) ) {

               alt338=2;

           }

           switch (alt338) {

               case 1 :

                   {

                   {

                   wh=(Token)match(input,WHERE,FOLLOW_WHERE_in_guardPostFix12181); if (state.failed) return
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retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_WHERE.add(wh);

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_guardWhereExpression_in_guardPostFix12183);

                   guardWhereExpression875=guardWhereExpression();

                   state._fsp--;

                   if (state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_guardWhereExpression.add(guardWhereExpression875.getTree());

                   }

                   }

                   break;

               case 2 :

                   {

                   {

                   wi=(Token)match(input,WHILE,FOLLOW_WHILE_in_guardPostFix12191); if (state.failed) return

retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_WHILE.add(wi);

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_guardWhileExpression_in_guardPostFix12193);

                   guardWhileExpression876=guardWhileExpression();

                   state._fsp--;

                   if (state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_guardWhileExpression.add(guardWhileExpression876.getTree());

                   }

                   }

                   break;

           }

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           retval.tree = root_0;

           RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_retval=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

retval",retval!=null?retval.tree:null);

           root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

           if (wh != null) {

               {

               CommonTree root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

               root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.becomeRoot((CommonTree)adaptor.create(GUARD_EXPR,

"GUARD_EXPR"), root_1);

               if ( stream_atomicExpression.hasNext() ) {

                   adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_atomicExpression.nextTree());

               }

               stream_atomicExpression.reset();

               if ( stream_patternExpression.hasNext() ) {

                   adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_patternExpression.nextTree());

               }

               stream_patternExpression.reset();

               adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_guardWhereExpression.nextTree());

               adaptor.addChild(root_0, root_1);

               }

           }

           else
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           if (wi != null) {

               {

               CommonTree root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

               root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.becomeRoot((CommonTree)adaptor.create(GUARD_EXPR,

"GUARD_EXPR"), root_1);

               if ( stream_atomicExpression.hasNext() ) {

                   adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_atomicExpression.nextTree());

               }

               stream_atomicExpression.reset();

               if ( stream_patternExpression.hasNext() ) {

                   adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_patternExpression.nextTree());

               }

               stream_patternExpression.reset();

               adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_guardWhileExpression.nextTree());

               adaptor.addChild(root_0, root_1);

               }

           }

           else

           {

               if ( stream_atomicExpression.hasNext() ) {

                   adaptor.addChild(root_0, stream_atomicExpression.nextTree());

               }

               stream_atomicExpression.reset();

               if ( stream_patternExpression.hasNext() ) {

                   adaptor.addChild(root_0, stream_patternExpression.nextTree());

               }

               stream_patternExpression.reset();

           }

           retval.tree = root_0;}

           }

           retval.stop = input.LT(-1);

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           retval.tree = (CommonTree)adaptor.rulePostProcessing(root_0);

           adaptor.setTokenBoundaries(retval.tree, retval.start, retval.stop);

           }

       }

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;

         }

       finally {

       }

       return retval;

   }

   public static class atomicExpression_return extends ParserRuleReturnScope {

       CommonTree tree;

       public Object getTree() { return tree; }

   };

   public final EsperEPL2GrammarParser.atomicExpression_return atomicExpression() throws
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RecognitionException {

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.atomicExpression_return retval = new

EsperEPL2GrammarParser.atomicExpression_return();

       retval.start = input.LT(1);

       CommonTree root_0 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.observerExpression_return observerExpression877 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.patternFilterExpression_return patternFilterExpression878 = null;

       try {

           int alt339=2;

           int LA339_0 = input.LA(1);

           if ( (LA339_0==IDENT) ) {

               int LA339_1 = input.LA(2);

               if ( (LA339_1==COLON) ) {

                   alt339=1;

               }

               else if ( (LA339_1==EOF||(LA339_1>=OR_EXPR &&

LA339_1<=AND_EXPR)||LA339_1==WHERE||LA339_1==UNTIL||LA339_1==WHILE||(LA339_1>=LBRACK

&& LA339_1<=RBRACK)||(LA339_1>=LPAREN &&

LA339_1<=RPAREN)||LA339_1==ATCHAR||(LA339_1>=DOT &&

LA339_1<=EQUALS)||LA339_1==FOLLOWED_BY||LA339_1==FOLLOWMAX_BEGIN) ) {

                   alt339=2;

               }

               else {

                   if (state.backtracking>0) {state.failed=true; return retval;}

                   NoViableAltException nvae =

                       new NoViableAltException("", 339, 1, input);

                   throw nvae;

               }

           }

           else if ( (LA339_0==EVENTS||LA339_0==TICKED_STRING_LITERAL) ) {

               alt339=2;

           }

           else {

               if (state.backtracking>0) {state.failed=true; return retval;}

               NoViableAltException nvae =

                   new NoViableAltException("", 339, 0, input);

               throw nvae;

           }

           switch (alt339) {

               case 1 :

                   {

                   root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_observerExpression_in_atomicExpression12255);

                   observerExpression877=observerExpression();

                   state._fsp--;

                   if (state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) adaptor.addChild(root_0, observerExpression877.getTree());

                   }
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                   break;

               case 2 :

                   {

                   root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_patternFilterExpression_in_atomicExpression12259);

                   patternFilterExpression878=patternFilterExpression();

                   state._fsp--;

                   if (state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) adaptor.addChild(root_0, patternFilterExpression878.getTree());

                   }

                   break;

           }

           retval.stop = input.LT(-1);

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           retval.tree = (CommonTree)adaptor.rulePostProcessing(root_0);

           adaptor.setTokenBoundaries(retval.tree, retval.start, retval.stop);

           }

       }

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;

         }

       finally {

       }

       return retval;

   }

   public static class observerExpression_return extends ParserRuleReturnScope {

       CommonTree tree;

       public Object getTree() { return tree; }

   };

   public final EsperEPL2GrammarParser.observerExpression_return observerExpression() throws

RecognitionException {

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.observerExpression_return retval = new

EsperEPL2GrammarParser.observerExpression_return();

       retval.start = input.LT(1);

       CommonTree root_0 = null;

       Token ns=null;

       Token nm=null;

       Token a=null;

       Token COLON879=null;

       Token LPAREN880=null;

       Token RPAREN882=null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.expressionWithTimeList_return expressionWithTimeList881 = null;

       CommonTree ns_tree=null;

       CommonTree nm_tree=null;

       CommonTree a_tree=null;

       CommonTree COLON879_tree=null;

       CommonTree LPAREN880_tree=null;

       CommonTree RPAREN882_tree=null;
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       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_COLON=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token COLON");

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_AT=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token AT");

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_IDENT=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token IDENT");

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_RPAREN=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token RPAREN");

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_LPAREN=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token LPAREN");

       RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_expressionWithTimeList=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

expressionWithTimeList");

       try {

           {

           ns=(Token)match(input,IDENT,FOLLOW_IDENT_in_observerExpression12274); if (state.failed) return

retval;

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_IDENT.add(ns);

           COLON879=(Token)match(input,COLON,FOLLOW_COLON_in_observerExpression12276); if

(state.failed) return retval;

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_COLON.add(COLON879);

           int alt340=2;

           int LA340_0 = input.LA(1);

           if ( (LA340_0==IDENT) ) {

               alt340=1;

           }

           else if ( (LA340_0==AT) ) {

               alt340=2;

           }

           else {

               if (state.backtracking>0) {state.failed=true; return retval;}

               NoViableAltException nvae =

                   new NoViableAltException("", 340, 0, input);

               throw nvae;

           }

           switch (alt340) {

               case 1 :

                   {

                   nm=(Token)match(input,IDENT,FOLLOW_IDENT_in_observerExpression12281); if (state.failed)

return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_IDENT.add(nm);

                   }

                   break;

               case 2 :

                   {

                   a=(Token)match(input,AT,FOLLOW_AT_in_observerExpression12287); if (state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_AT.add(a);

                   }

                   break;

           }

           LPAREN880=(Token)match(input,LPAREN,FOLLOW_LPAREN_in_observerExpression12290); if

(state.failed) return retval;

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_LPAREN.add(LPAREN880);

           int alt341=2;
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           int LA341_0 = input.LA(1);

           if ( (LA341_0==WINDOW||LA341_0==BETWEEN||LA341_0==ESCAPE||(LA341_0>=NOT_EXPR &&

LA341_0<=EVERY_EXPR)||LA341_0==WHERE||(LA341_0>=SUM &&

LA341_0<=COUNT)||LA341_0==CASE||LA341_0==OUTER||(LA341_0>=JOIN &&

LA341_0<=FULL)||(LA341_0>=EVENTS &&

LA341_0<=LAST)||LA341_0==ISTREAM||(LA341_0>=UNIDIRECTIONAL &&

LA341_0<=CURRENT_TIMESTAMP)||(LA341_0>=SNAPSHOT &&

LA341_0<=INDEX)||(LA341_0>=BOOLEAN_TRUE && LA341_0<=VALUE_NULL)||(LA341_0>=DEFINE

&&

LA341_0<=MATCHED)||LA341_0==NEWKW||LA341_0==CONTEXT||LA341_0==NUM_DOUBLE||LA341_0=

=LBRACK||(LA341_0>=IDENT &&

LA341_0<=LPAREN)||LA341_0==LCURLY||LA341_0==STAR||LA341_0==QUESTION||(LA341_0>=PLUS &&

LA341_0<=QUOTED_STRING_LITERAL)||LA341_0==MINUS||LA341_0==NUM_INT||(LA341_0>=TICKED_

STRING_LITERAL && LA341_0<=NUM_FLOAT)) ) {

               alt341=1;

           }

           switch (alt341) {

               case 1 :

                   {

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_expressionWithTimeList_in_observerExpression12292);

                   expressionWithTimeList881=expressionWithTimeList();

                   state._fsp--;

                   if (state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 )

stream_expressionWithTimeList.add(expressionWithTimeList881.getTree());

                   }

                   break;

           }

           RPAREN882=(Token)match(input,RPAREN,FOLLOW_RPAREN_in_observerExpression12295); if

(state.failed) return retval;

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_RPAREN.add(RPAREN882);

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           retval.tree = root_0;

           RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_ns=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token ns",ns);

           RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_nm=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token nm",nm);

           RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_retval=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

retval",retval!=null?retval.tree:null);

           root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

           if (a != null) {

               {

               CommonTree root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

               root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.becomeRoot((CommonTree)adaptor.create(OBSERVER_EXPR,

"OBSERVER_EXPR"), root_1);

               adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_ns.nextNode());

               {

               CommonTree root_2 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

               root_2 = (CommonTree)adaptor.becomeRoot((CommonTree)adaptor.create(IDENT,

(a!=null?a.getText():null)), root_2);
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               adaptor.addChild(root_1, root_2);

               }

               if ( stream_expressionWithTimeList.hasNext() ) {

                   adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_expressionWithTimeList.nextTree());

               }

               stream_expressionWithTimeList.reset();

               adaptor.addChild(root_0, root_1);

               }

           }

           else

           {

               {

               CommonTree root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

               root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.becomeRoot((CommonTree)adaptor.create(OBSERVER_EXPR,

"OBSERVER_EXPR"), root_1);

               adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_ns.nextNode());

               adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_nm.nextNode());

               if ( stream_expressionWithTimeList.hasNext() ) {

                   adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_expressionWithTimeList.nextTree());

               }

               stream_expressionWithTimeList.reset();

               adaptor.addChild(root_0, root_1);

               }

           }

           retval.tree = root_0;}

           }

           retval.stop = input.LT(-1);

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           retval.tree = (CommonTree)adaptor.rulePostProcessing(root_0);

           adaptor.setTokenBoundaries(retval.tree, retval.start, retval.stop);

           }

       }

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;

         }

       finally {

       }

       return retval;

   }

   public static class guardWhereExpression_return extends ParserRuleReturnScope {

       CommonTree tree;

       public Object getTree() { return tree; }

   };

   public final EsperEPL2GrammarParser.guardWhereExpression_return guardWhereExpression() throws

RecognitionException {

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.guardWhereExpression_return retval = new

EsperEPL2GrammarParser.guardWhereExpression_return();

       retval.start = input.LT(1);
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       CommonTree root_0 = null;

       Token IDENT883=null;

       Token COLON884=null;

       Token IDENT885=null;

       Token LPAREN886=null;

       Token RPAREN888=null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.expressionWithTimeList_return expressionWithTimeList887 = null;

       CommonTree IDENT883_tree=null;

       CommonTree COLON884_tree=null;

       CommonTree IDENT885_tree=null;

       CommonTree LPAREN886_tree=null;

       CommonTree RPAREN888_tree=null;

       try {

           {

           root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

           IDENT883=(Token)match(input,IDENT,FOLLOW_IDENT_in_guardWhereExpression12344); if

(state.failed) return retval;

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           IDENT883_tree = (CommonTree)adaptor.create(IDENT883);

           adaptor.addChild(root_0, IDENT883_tree);

           }

           COLON884=(Token)match(input,COLON,FOLLOW_COLON_in_guardWhereExpression12346); if

(state.failed) return retval;

           IDENT885=(Token)match(input,IDENT,FOLLOW_IDENT_in_guardWhereExpression12349); if

(state.failed) return retval;

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           IDENT885_tree = (CommonTree)adaptor.create(IDENT885);

           adaptor.addChild(root_0, IDENT885_tree);

           }

           LPAREN886=(Token)match(input,LPAREN,FOLLOW_LPAREN_in_guardWhereExpression12351); if

(state.failed) return retval;

           int alt342=2;

           int LA342_0 = input.LA(1);

           if ( (LA342_0==WINDOW||LA342_0==BETWEEN||LA342_0==ESCAPE||(LA342_0>=NOT_EXPR &&

LA342_0<=EVERY_EXPR)||LA342_0==WHERE||(LA342_0>=SUM &&

LA342_0<=COUNT)||LA342_0==CASE||LA342_0==OUTER||(LA342_0>=JOIN &&

LA342_0<=FULL)||(LA342_0>=EVENTS &&

LA342_0<=LAST)||LA342_0==ISTREAM||(LA342_0>=UNIDIRECTIONAL &&

LA342_0<=CURRENT_TIMESTAMP)||(LA342_0>=SNAPSHOT &&

LA342_0<=INDEX)||(LA342_0>=BOOLEAN_TRUE && LA342_0<=VALUE_NULL)||(LA342_0>=DEFINE

&&

LA342_0<=MATCHED)||LA342_0==NEWKW||LA342_0==CONTEXT||LA342_0==NUM_DOUBLE||LA342_0=

=LBRACK||(LA342_0>=IDENT &&

LA342_0<=LPAREN)||LA342_0==LCURLY||LA342_0==STAR||LA342_0==QUESTION||(LA342_0>=PLUS &&

LA342_0<=QUOTED_STRING_LITERAL)||LA342_0==MINUS||LA342_0==NUM_INT||(LA342_0>=TICKED_

STRING_LITERAL && LA342_0<=NUM_FLOAT)) ) {

               alt342=1;

           }
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           switch (alt342) {

               case 1 :

                   {

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_expressionWithTimeList_in_guardWhereExpression12355);

                   expressionWithTimeList887=expressionWithTimeList();

                   state._fsp--;

                   if (state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) adaptor.addChild(root_0, expressionWithTimeList887.getTree());

                   }

                   break;

           }

           RPAREN888=(Token)match(input,RPAREN,FOLLOW_RPAREN_in_guardWhereExpression12359); if

(state.failed) return retval;

           }

           retval.stop = input.LT(-1);

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           retval.tree = (CommonTree)adaptor.rulePostProcessing(root_0);

           adaptor.setTokenBoundaries(retval.tree, retval.start, retval.stop);

           }

       }

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;

         }

       finally {

       }

       return retval;

   }

   public static class guardWhileExpression_return extends ParserRuleReturnScope {

       CommonTree tree;

       public Object getTree() { return tree; }

   };

   public final EsperEPL2GrammarParser.guardWhileExpression_return guardWhileExpression() throws

RecognitionException {

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.guardWhileExpression_return retval = new

EsperEPL2GrammarParser.guardWhileExpression_return();

       retval.start = input.LT(1);

       CommonTree root_0 = null;

       Token LPAREN889=null;

       Token RPAREN891=null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.expression_return expression890 = null;

       CommonTree LPAREN889_tree=null;

       CommonTree RPAREN891_tree=null;

       try {

           {

           root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

           LPAREN889=(Token)match(input,LPAREN,FOLLOW_LPAREN_in_guardWhileExpression12372); if

(state.failed) return retval;

           pushFollow(FOLLOW_expression_in_guardWhileExpression12375);
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           expression890=expression();

           state._fsp--;

           if (state.failed) return retval;

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) adaptor.addChild(root_0, expression890.getTree());

           RPAREN891=(Token)match(input,RPAREN,FOLLOW_RPAREN_in_guardWhileExpression12377); if

(state.failed) return retval;

           }

           retval.stop = input.LT(-1);

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           retval.tree = (CommonTree)adaptor.rulePostProcessing(root_0);

           adaptor.setTokenBoundaries(retval.tree, retval.start, retval.stop);

           }

       }

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;

         }

       finally {

       }

       return retval;

   }

   public static class matchUntilRange_return extends ParserRuleReturnScope {

       CommonTree tree;

       public Object getTree() { return tree; }

   };

   public final EsperEPL2GrammarParser.matchUntilRange_return matchUntilRange() throws RecognitionException

{

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.matchUntilRange_return retval = new

EsperEPL2GrammarParser.matchUntilRange_return();

       retval.start = input.LT(1);

       CommonTree root_0 = null;

       Token c1=null;

       Token c2=null;

       Token LBRACK892=null;

       Token RBRACK896=null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.expression_return expression893 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.expression_return expression894 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.expression_return expression895 = null;

       CommonTree c1_tree=null;

       CommonTree c2_tree=null;

       CommonTree LBRACK892_tree=null;

       CommonTree RBRACK896_tree=null;

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_COLON=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token COLON");

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_RBRACK=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token RBRACK");

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_LBRACK=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token LBRACK");

       RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_expression=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule expression");

        Boolean isopen = true;

       try {

           {
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           LBRACK892=(Token)match(input,LBRACK,FOLLOW_LBRACK_in_matchUntilRange12398); if

(state.failed) return retval;

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_LBRACK.add(LBRACK892);

           int alt345=2;

           int LA345_0 = input.LA(1);

           if ( (LA345_0==WINDOW||LA345_0==BETWEEN||LA345_0==ESCAPE||(LA345_0>=NOT_EXPR &&

LA345_0<=EVERY_EXPR)||LA345_0==WHERE||(LA345_0>=SUM &&

LA345_0<=COUNT)||LA345_0==CASE||LA345_0==OUTER||(LA345_0>=JOIN &&

LA345_0<=FULL)||(LA345_0>=EVENTS &&

LA345_0<=LAST)||LA345_0==ISTREAM||(LA345_0>=UNIDIRECTIONAL &&

LA345_0<=CURRENT_TIMESTAMP)||(LA345_0>=SNAPSHOT &&

LA345_0<=INDEX)||(LA345_0>=BOOLEAN_TRUE && LA345_0<=VALUE_NULL)||(LA345_0>=DEFINE

&&

LA345_0<=MATCHED)||LA345_0==NEWKW||LA345_0==CONTEXT||LA345_0==NUM_DOUBLE||(LA345_0

>=IDENT && LA345_0<=LPAREN)||LA345_0==LCURLY||LA345_0==QUESTION||(LA345_0>=PLUS &&

LA345_0<=QUOTED_STRING_LITERAL)||LA345_0==MINUS||LA345_0==NUM_INT||(LA345_0>=TICKED_

STRING_LITERAL && LA345_0<=NUM_FLOAT)) ) {

               alt345=1;

           }

           else if ( (LA345_0==COLON) ) {

               alt345=2;

           }

           else {

               if (state.backtracking>0) {state.failed=true; return retval;}

               NoViableAltException nvae =

                   new NoViableAltException("", 345, 0, input);

               throw nvae;

           }

           switch (alt345) {

               case 1 :

                   {

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_expression_in_matchUntilRange12405);

                   expression893=expression();

                   state._fsp--;

                   if (state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_expression.add(expression893.getTree());

                   int alt344=2;

                   int LA344_0 = input.LA(1);

                   if ( (LA344_0==COLON) ) {

                       alt344=1;

                   }

                   switch (alt344) {

                       case 1 :

                           {

                           c1=(Token)match(input,COLON,FOLLOW_COLON_in_matchUntilRange12410); if (state.failed)

return retval;

                           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_COLON.add(c1);

                           int alt343=2;
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                           int LA343_0 = input.LA(1);

                           if (

(LA343_0==WINDOW||LA343_0==BETWEEN||LA343_0==ESCAPE||(LA343_0>=NOT_EXPR &&

LA343_0<=EVERY_EXPR)||LA343_0==WHERE||(LA343_0>=SUM &&

LA343_0<=COUNT)||LA343_0==CASE||LA343_0==OUTER||(LA343_0>=JOIN &&

LA343_0<=FULL)||(LA343_0>=EVENTS &&

LA343_0<=LAST)||LA343_0==ISTREAM||(LA343_0>=UNIDIRECTIONAL &&

LA343_0<=CURRENT_TIMESTAMP)||(LA343_0>=SNAPSHOT &&

LA343_0<=INDEX)||(LA343_0>=BOOLEAN_TRUE && LA343_0<=VALUE_NULL)||(LA343_0>=DEFINE

&&

LA343_0<=MATCHED)||LA343_0==NEWKW||LA343_0==CONTEXT||LA343_0==NUM_DOUBLE||(LA343_0

>=IDENT && LA343_0<=LPAREN)||LA343_0==LCURLY||LA343_0==QUESTION||(LA343_0>=PLUS &&

LA343_0<=QUOTED_STRING_LITERAL)||LA343_0==MINUS||LA343_0==NUM_INT||(LA343_0>=TICKED_

STRING_LITERAL && LA343_0<=NUM_FLOAT)) ) {

                               alt343=1;

                           }

                           switch (alt343) {

                               case 1 :

                                   {

                                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_expression_in_matchUntilRange12413);

                                   expression894=expression();

                                   state._fsp--;

                                   if (state.failed) return retval;

                                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_expression.add(expression894.getTree());

                                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

                                      isopen = false;

                                   }

                                   }

                                   break;

                           }

                           }

                           break;

                   }

                   }

                   break;

               case 2 :

                   {

                   c2=(Token)match(input,COLON,FOLLOW_COLON_in_matchUntilRange12433); if (state.failed)

return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_COLON.add(c2);

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_expression_in_matchUntilRange12435);

                   expression895=expression();

                   state._fsp--;

                   if (state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_expression.add(expression895.getTree());

                   }

                   break;

           }
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           RBRACK896=(Token)match(input,RBRACK,FOLLOW_RBRACK_in_matchUntilRange12446); if

(state.failed) return retval;

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_RBRACK.add(RBRACK896);

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           retval.tree = root_0;

           RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_retval=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

retval",retval!=null?retval.tree:null);

           root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

           if (c1 != null && !isopen) {

               {

               CommonTree root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

               root_1 =

(CommonTree)adaptor.becomeRoot((CommonTree)adaptor.create(MATCH_UNTIL_RANGE_CLOSED,

"MATCH_UNTIL_RANGE_CLOSED"), root_1);

               adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_expression.nextTree());

               adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_expression.nextTree());

               adaptor.addChild(root_0, root_1);

               }

           }

           else

           if (c1 != null && isopen) {

               {

               CommonTree root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

               root_1 =

(CommonTree)adaptor.becomeRoot((CommonTree)adaptor.create(MATCH_UNTIL_RANGE_HALFOPEN,

"MATCH_UNTIL_RANGE_HALFOPEN"), root_1);

               adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_expression.nextTree());

               adaptor.addChild(root_0, root_1);

               }

           }

           else

           if (c2 != null) {

               {

               CommonTree root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

               root_1 =

(CommonTree)adaptor.becomeRoot((CommonTree)adaptor.create(MATCH_UNTIL_RANGE_HALFCLOSED,

"MATCH_UNTIL_RANGE_HALFCLOSED"), root_1);

               adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_expression.nextTree());

               adaptor.addChild(root_0, root_1);

               }

           }

           else

           {

               {

               CommonTree root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

               root_1 =

(CommonTree)adaptor.becomeRoot((CommonTree)adaptor.create(MATCH_UNTIL_RANGE_BOUNDED,

"MATCH_UNTIL_RANGE_BOUNDED"), root_1);
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               adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_expression.nextTree());

               adaptor.addChild(root_0, root_1);

               }

           }

           retval.tree = root_0;}

           }

           retval.stop = input.LT(-1);

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           retval.tree = (CommonTree)adaptor.rulePostProcessing(root_0);

           adaptor.setTokenBoundaries(retval.tree, retval.start, retval.stop);

           }

       }

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;

         }

       finally {

       }

       return retval;

   }

   public static class eventFilterExpression_return extends ParserRuleReturnScope {

       CommonTree tree;

       public Object getTree() { return tree; }

   };

   public final EsperEPL2GrammarParser.eventFilterExpression_return eventFilterExpression() throws

RecognitionException {

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.eventFilterExpression_return retval = new

EsperEPL2GrammarParser.eventFilterExpression_return();

       retval.start = input.LT(1);

       CommonTree root_0 = null;

       Token i=null;

       Token EQUALS897=null;

       Token LPAREN899=null;

       Token RPAREN901=null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.classIdentifier_return classIdentifier898 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.expressionList_return expressionList900 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.propertyExpression_return propertyExpression902 = null;

       CommonTree i_tree=null;

       CommonTree EQUALS897_tree=null;

       CommonTree LPAREN899_tree=null;

       CommonTree RPAREN901_tree=null;

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_IDENT=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token IDENT");

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_RPAREN=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token RPAREN");

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_EQUALS=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token EQUALS");

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_LPAREN=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token LPAREN");

       RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_expressionList=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

expressionList");

       RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_propertyExpression=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

propertyExpression");
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       RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_classIdentifier=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

classIdentifier");

        paraphrases.push("filter specification");

       try {

           {

           int alt346=2;

           int LA346_0 = input.LA(1);

           if ( (LA346_0==IDENT) ) {

               int LA346_1 = input.LA(2);

               if ( (LA346_1==EQUALS) ) {

                   alt346=1;

               }

           }

           switch (alt346) {

               case 1 :

                   {

                   i=(Token)match(input,IDENT,FOLLOW_IDENT_in_eventFilterExpression12533); if (state.failed)

return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_IDENT.add(i);

                   EQUALS897=(Token)match(input,EQUALS,FOLLOW_EQUALS_in_eventFilterExpression12535); if

(state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_EQUALS.add(EQUALS897);

                   }

                   break;

           }

           pushFollow(FOLLOW_classIdentifier_in_eventFilterExpression12544);

           classIdentifier898=classIdentifier();

           state._fsp--;

           if (state.failed) return retval;

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_classIdentifier.add(classIdentifier898.getTree());

           int alt348=2;

           int LA348_0 = input.LA(1);

           if ( (LA348_0==LPAREN) ) {

               alt348=1;

           }

           switch (alt348) {

               case 1 :

                   {

                   LPAREN899=(Token)match(input,LPAREN,FOLLOW_LPAREN_in_eventFilterExpression12555); if

(state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_LPAREN.add(LPAREN899);

                   int alt347=2;

                   int LA347_0 = input.LA(1);

                   if ( (LA347_0==WINDOW||LA347_0==BETWEEN||LA347_0==ESCAPE||(LA347_0>=NOT_EXPR

&& LA347_0<=EVERY_EXPR)||LA347_0==WHERE||(LA347_0>=SUM &&

LA347_0<=COUNT)||LA347_0==CASE||LA347_0==OUTER||(LA347_0>=JOIN &&

LA347_0<=FULL)||(LA347_0>=EVENTS &&

LA347_0<=LAST)||LA347_0==ISTREAM||(LA347_0>=UNIDIRECTIONAL &&
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LA347_0<=CURRENT_TIMESTAMP)||(LA347_0>=SNAPSHOT &&

LA347_0<=INDEX)||(LA347_0>=BOOLEAN_TRUE && LA347_0<=VALUE_NULL)||(LA347_0>=DEFINE

&&

LA347_0<=MATCHED)||LA347_0==NEWKW||LA347_0==CONTEXT||LA347_0==NUM_DOUBLE||(LA347_0

>=IDENT && LA347_0<=LPAREN)||LA347_0==LCURLY||LA347_0==QUESTION||(LA347_0>=PLUS &&

LA347_0<=QUOTED_STRING_LITERAL)||LA347_0==MINUS||LA347_0==NUM_INT||(LA347_0>=TICKED_

STRING_LITERAL && LA347_0<=NUM_FLOAT)) ) {

                       alt347=1;

                   }

                   switch (alt347) {

                       case 1 :

                           {

                           pushFollow(FOLLOW_expressionList_in_eventFilterExpression12557);

                           expressionList900=expressionList();

                           state._fsp--;

                           if (state.failed) return retval;

                           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_expressionList.add(expressionList900.getTree());

                           }

                           break;

                   }

                   RPAREN901=(Token)match(input,RPAREN,FOLLOW_RPAREN_in_eventFilterExpression12560); if

(state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_RPAREN.add(RPAREN901);

                   }

                   break;

           }

           int alt349=2;

           int LA349_0 = input.LA(1);

           if ( (LA349_0==LBRACK) ) {

               alt349=1;

           }

           switch (alt349) {

               case 1 :

                   {

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_propertyExpression_in_eventFilterExpression12572);

                   propertyExpression902=propertyExpression();

                   state._fsp--;

                   if (state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_propertyExpression.add(propertyExpression902.getTree());

                   }

                   break;

           }

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           retval.tree = root_0;

           RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_i=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token i",i);

           RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_retval=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

retval",retval!=null?retval.tree:null);

           root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();
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           {

               {

               CommonTree root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

               root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.becomeRoot((CommonTree)adaptor.create(EVENT_FILTER_EXPR,

"EVENT_FILTER_EXPR"), root_1);

               if ( stream_i.hasNext() ) {

                   adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_i.nextNode());

               }

               stream_i.reset();

               adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_classIdentifier.nextTree());

               if ( stream_propertyExpression.hasNext() ) {

                   adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_propertyExpression.nextTree());

               }

               stream_propertyExpression.reset();

               if ( stream_expressionList.hasNext() ) {

                   adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_expressionList.nextTree());

               }

               stream_expressionList.reset();

               adaptor.addChild(root_0, root_1);

               }

           }

           retval.tree = root_0;}

           }

           retval.stop = input.LT(-1);

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           retval.tree = (CommonTree)adaptor.rulePostProcessing(root_0);

           adaptor.setTokenBoundaries(retval.tree, retval.start, retval.stop);

           }

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

              paraphrases.pop();

           }

       }

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;

         }

       finally {

       }

       return retval;

   }

   public static class propertyExpression_return extends ParserRuleReturnScope {

       CommonTree tree;

       public Object getTree() { return tree; }

   };

   public final EsperEPL2GrammarParser.propertyExpression_return propertyExpression() throws

RecognitionException {

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.propertyExpression_return retval = new

EsperEPL2GrammarParser.propertyExpression_return();

       retval.start = input.LT(1);
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       CommonTree root_0 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.propertyExpressionAtomic_return propertyExpressionAtomic903 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.propertyExpressionAtomic_return propertyExpressionAtomic904 = null;

       RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_propertyExpressionAtomic=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

propertyExpressionAtomic");

       try {

           {

           pushFollow(FOLLOW_propertyExpressionAtomic_in_propertyExpression12617);

           propertyExpressionAtomic903=propertyExpressionAtomic();

           state._fsp--;

           if (state.failed) return retval;

           if ( state.backtracking==0 )

stream_propertyExpressionAtomic.add(propertyExpressionAtomic903.getTree());

           loop350:

           do {

               int alt350=2;

               int LA350_0 = input.LA(1);

               if ( (LA350_0==LBRACK) ) {

                   alt350=1;

               }

               switch (alt350) {

           	case 1 :

           	    {

           	    pushFollow(FOLLOW_propertyExpressionAtomic_in_propertyExpression12620);

           	    propertyExpressionAtomic904=propertyExpressionAtomic();

           	    state._fsp--;

           	    if (state.failed) return retval;

           	    if ( state.backtracking==0 )

stream_propertyExpressionAtomic.add(propertyExpressionAtomic904.getTree());

           	    }

           	    break;

           	default :

           	    break loop350;

               }

           } while (true);

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           retval.tree = root_0;

           RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_retval=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

retval",retval!=null?retval.tree:null);

           root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

           {

               {

               CommonTree root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

               root_1 =

(CommonTree)adaptor.becomeRoot((CommonTree)adaptor.create(EVENT_FILTER_PROPERTY_EXPR,

"EVENT_FILTER_PROPERTY_EXPR"), root_1);

               if ( !(stream_propertyExpressionAtomic.hasNext()) ) {

                   throw new RewriteEarlyExitException();
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               }

               while ( stream_propertyExpressionAtomic.hasNext() ) {

                   adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_propertyExpressionAtomic.nextTree());

               }

               stream_propertyExpressionAtomic.reset();

               adaptor.addChild(root_0, root_1);

               }

           }

           retval.tree = root_0;}

           }

           retval.stop = input.LT(-1);

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           retval.tree = (CommonTree)adaptor.rulePostProcessing(root_0);

           adaptor.setTokenBoundaries(retval.tree, retval.start, retval.stop);

           }

       }

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;

         }

       finally {

       }

       return retval;

   }

   public static class propertyExpressionAtomic_return extends ParserRuleReturnScope {

       CommonTree tree;

       public Object getTree() { return tree; }

   };

   public final EsperEPL2GrammarParser.propertyExpressionAtomic_return propertyExpressionAtomic() throws

RecognitionException {

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.propertyExpressionAtomic_return retval = new

EsperEPL2GrammarParser.propertyExpressionAtomic_return();

       retval.start = input.LT(1);

       CommonTree root_0 = null;

       Token LBRACK905=null;

       Token AS909=null;

       Token IDENT910=null;

       Token WHERE911=null;

       Token RBRACK913=null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.propertyExpressionSelect_return propertyExpressionSelect906 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.expression_return expression907 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.propertyExpressionAnnotation_return propertyExpressionAnnotation908 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.expression_return expression912 = null;

       CommonTree LBRACK905_tree=null;

       CommonTree AS909_tree=null;

       CommonTree IDENT910_tree=null;

       CommonTree WHERE911_tree=null;

       CommonTree RBRACK913_tree=null;

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_RBRACK=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token RBRACK");
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       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_AS=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token AS");

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_IDENT=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token IDENT");

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_WHERE=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token WHERE");

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_LBRACK=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token LBRACK");

       RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_expression=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule expression");

       RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_propertyExpressionAnnotation=new

RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule propertyExpressionAnnotation");

       RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_propertyExpressionSelect=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

propertyExpressionSelect");

       try {

           {

           LBRACK905=(Token)match(input,LBRACK,FOLLOW_LBRACK_in_propertyExpressionAtomic12650); if

(state.failed) return retval;

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_LBRACK.add(LBRACK905);

           int alt351=2;

           int LA351_0 = input.LA(1);

           if ( (LA351_0==SELECT) ) {

               alt351=1;

           }

           switch (alt351) {

               case 1 :

                   {

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_propertyExpressionSelect_in_propertyExpressionAtomic12652);

                   propertyExpressionSelect906=propertyExpressionSelect();

                   state._fsp--;

                   if (state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 )

stream_propertyExpressionSelect.add(propertyExpressionSelect906.getTree());

                   }

                   break;

           }

           pushFollow(FOLLOW_expression_in_propertyExpressionAtomic12655);

           expression907=expression();

           state._fsp--;

           if (state.failed) return retval;

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_expression.add(expression907.getTree());

           int alt352=2;

           int LA352_0 = input.LA(1);

           if ( (LA352_0==ATCHAR) ) {

               alt352=1;

           }

           switch (alt352) {

               case 1 :

                   {

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_propertyExpressionAnnotation_in_propertyExpressionAtomic12657);

                   propertyExpressionAnnotation908=propertyExpressionAnnotation();

                   state._fsp--;

                   if (state.failed) return retval;
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                   if ( state.backtracking==0 )

stream_propertyExpressionAnnotation.add(propertyExpressionAnnotation908.getTree());

                   }

                   break;

           }

           int alt353=2;

           int LA353_0 = input.LA(1);

           if ( (LA353_0==AS) ) {

               alt353=1;

           }

           switch (alt353) {

               case 1 :

                   {

                   AS909=(Token)match(input,AS,FOLLOW_AS_in_propertyExpressionAtomic12661); if (state.failed)

return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_AS.add(AS909);

                   IDENT910=(Token)match(input,IDENT,FOLLOW_IDENT_in_propertyExpressionAtomic12663); if

(state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_IDENT.add(IDENT910);

                   }

                   break;

           }

           int alt354=2;

           int LA354_0 = input.LA(1);

           if ( (LA354_0==WHERE) ) {

               alt354=1;

           }

           switch (alt354) {

               case 1 :

                   {

                   WHERE911=(Token)match(input,WHERE,FOLLOW_WHERE_in_propertyExpressionAtomic12668);

if (state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_WHERE.add(WHERE911);

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_expression_in_propertyExpressionAtomic12670);

                   expression912=expression();

                   state._fsp--;

                   if (state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_expression.add(expression912.getTree());

                   }

                   break;

           }

           RBRACK913=(Token)match(input,RBRACK,FOLLOW_RBRACK_in_propertyExpressionAtomic12674);

if (state.failed) return retval;

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_RBRACK.add(RBRACK913);

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           retval.tree = root_0;

           RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_retval=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

retval",retval!=null?retval.tree:null);
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           root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

           {

               {

               CommonTree root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

               root_1 =

(CommonTree)adaptor.becomeRoot((CommonTree)adaptor.create(EVENT_FILTER_PROPERTY_EXPR_ATOM,

"EVENT_FILTER_PROPERTY_EXPR_ATOM"), root_1);

               if ( stream_propertyExpressionSelect.hasNext() ) {

                   adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_propertyExpressionSelect.nextTree());

               }

               stream_propertyExpressionSelect.reset();

               adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_expression.nextTree());

               if ( stream_propertyExpressionAnnotation.hasNext() ) {

                   adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_propertyExpressionAnnotation.nextTree());

               }

               stream_propertyExpressionAnnotation.reset();

               if ( stream_IDENT.hasNext() ) {

                   adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_IDENT.nextNode());

               }

               stream_IDENT.reset();

               {

               CommonTree root_2 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

               root_2 = (CommonTree)adaptor.becomeRoot((CommonTree)adaptor.create(WHERE_EXPR,

"WHERE_EXPR"), root_2);

               if ( stream_expression.hasNext() ) {

                   adaptor.addChild(root_2, stream_expression.nextTree());

               }

               stream_expression.reset();

               adaptor.addChild(root_1, root_2);

               }

               adaptor.addChild(root_0, root_1);

               }

           }

           retval.tree = root_0;}

           }

           retval.stop = input.LT(-1);

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           retval.tree = (CommonTree)adaptor.rulePostProcessing(root_0);

           adaptor.setTokenBoundaries(retval.tree, retval.start, retval.stop);

           }

       }

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;

         }

       finally {

       }

       return retval;

   }
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   public static class propertyExpressionSelect_return extends ParserRuleReturnScope {

       CommonTree tree;

       public Object getTree() { return tree; }

   };

   public final EsperEPL2GrammarParser.propertyExpressionSelect_return propertyExpressionSelect() throws

RecognitionException {

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.propertyExpressionSelect_return retval = new

EsperEPL2GrammarParser.propertyExpressionSelect_return();

       retval.start = input.LT(1);

       CommonTree root_0 = null;

       Token SELECT914=null;

       Token FROM916=null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.propertySelectionList_return propertySelectionList915 = null;

       CommonTree SELECT914_tree=null;

       CommonTree FROM916_tree=null;

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_FROM=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token FROM");

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_SELECT=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token SELECT");

       RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_propertySelectionList=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

propertySelectionList");

       try {

           {

           SELECT914=(Token)match(input,SELECT,FOLLOW_SELECT_in_propertyExpressionSelect12732); if

(state.failed) return retval;

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_SELECT.add(SELECT914);

           pushFollow(FOLLOW_propertySelectionList_in_propertyExpressionSelect12734);

           propertySelectionList915=propertySelectionList();

           state._fsp--;

           if (state.failed) return retval;

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_propertySelectionList.add(propertySelectionList915.getTree());

           FROM916=(Token)match(input,FROM,FOLLOW_FROM_in_propertyExpressionSelect12736); if

(state.failed) return retval;

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_FROM.add(FROM916);

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           retval.tree = root_0;

           RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_retval=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

retval",retval!=null?retval.tree:null);

           root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

           {

               {

               CommonTree root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

               root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.becomeRoot(stream_SELECT.nextNode(), root_1);

               adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_propertySelectionList.nextTree());

               adaptor.addChild(root_0, root_1);

               }

           }

           retval.tree = root_0;}

           }

           retval.stop = input.LT(-1);
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           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           retval.tree = (CommonTree)adaptor.rulePostProcessing(root_0);

           adaptor.setTokenBoundaries(retval.tree, retval.start, retval.stop);

           }

       }

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;

         }

       finally {

       }

       return retval;

   }

   public static class propertyExpressionAnnotation_return extends ParserRuleReturnScope {

       CommonTree tree;

       public Object getTree() { return tree; }

   };

   public final EsperEPL2GrammarParser.propertyExpressionAnnotation_return propertyExpressionAnnotation()

throws RecognitionException {

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.propertyExpressionAnnotation_return retval = new

EsperEPL2GrammarParser.propertyExpressionAnnotation_return();

       retval.start = input.LT(1);

       CommonTree root_0 = null;

       Token n=null;

       Token v=null;

       Token ATCHAR917=null;

       Token LPAREN918=null;

       Token RPAREN919=null;

       CommonTree n_tree=null;

       CommonTree v_tree=null;

       CommonTree ATCHAR917_tree=null;

       CommonTree LPAREN918_tree=null;

       CommonTree RPAREN919_tree=null;

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_ATCHAR=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token ATCHAR");

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_IDENT=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token IDENT");

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_RPAREN=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token RPAREN");

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_LPAREN=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token LPAREN");

       try {

           {

ATCHAR917=(Token)match(input,ATCHAR,FOLLOW_ATCHAR_in_propertyExpressionAnnotation12759); if (s

tate.failed) return retval;

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_ATCHAR.add(ATCHAR917);

           n=(Token)match(input,IDENT,FOLLOW_IDENT_in_propertyExpressionAnnotation12763); if (state.failed)

return retval;

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_IDENT.add(n);

           {

LPAREN918=(Token)match(input,LPAREN,FOLLOW_LPAREN_in_propertyExpressionAnnotation12766); if (sta

te.failed) return retval;

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_LPAREN.add(LPAREN918);
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           v=(Token)match(input,IDENT,FOLLOW_IDENT_in_propertyExpressionAnnotation12770); if (state.failed)

return retval;

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_IDENT.add(v);

RPAREN919=(Token)match(input,RPAREN,FOLLOW_RPAREN_in_propertyExpressionAnnotation12772); if (st

ate.failed) return retval;

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_RPAREN.add(RPAREN919);

           }

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           retval.tree = root_0;

           RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_v=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token v",v);

           RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_n=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token n",n);

           RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_retval=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

retval",retval!=null?retval.tree:null);

           root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

           {

               {

               CommonTree root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

               root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.becomeRoot(stream_ATCHAR.nextNode(), root_1);

               adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_n.nextNode());

               adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_v.nextNode());

               adaptor.addChild(root_0, root_1);

               }

           }

           retval.tree = root_0;}

           }

           retval.stop = input.LT(-1);

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           retval.tree = (CommonTree)adaptor.rulePostProcessing(root_0);

           adaptor.setTokenBoundaries(retval.tree, retval.start, retval.stop);

           }

       }

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;

         }

       finally {

       }

       return retval;

   }

   public static class propertySelectionList_return extends ParserRuleReturnScope {

       CommonTree tree;

       public Object getTree() { return tree; }

   };

   public final EsperEPL2GrammarParser.propertySelectionList_return propertySelectionList() throws

RecognitionException {

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.propertySelectionList_return retval = new

EsperEPL2GrammarParser.propertySelectionList_return();

       retval.start = input.LT(1);

       CommonTree root_0 = null;
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       Token COMMA921=null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.propertySelectionListElement_return propertySelectionListElement920 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.propertySelectionListElement_return propertySelectionListElement922 = null;

       CommonTree COMMA921_tree=null;

       try {

           {

           root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

           pushFollow(FOLLOW_propertySelectionListElement_in_propertySelectionList12802);

           propertySelectionListElement920=propertySelectionListElement();

           state._fsp--;

           if (state.failed) return retval;

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) adaptor.addChild(root_0, propertySelectionListElement920.getTree());

           loop355:

           do {

               int alt355=2;

               int LA355_0 = input.LA(1);

               if ( (LA355_0==COMMA) ) {

                   alt355=1;

               }

               switch (alt355) {

           	case 1 :

           	    {

           	    COMMA921=(Token)match(input,COMMA,FOLLOW_COMMA_in_propertySelectionList12805); if

(state.failed) return retval;

           	    pushFollow(FOLLOW_propertySelectionListElement_in_propertySelectionList12808);

           	    propertySelectionListElement922=propertySelectionListElement();

           	    state._fsp--;

           	    if (state.failed) return retval;

           	    if ( state.backtracking==0 ) adaptor.addChild(root_0, propertySelectionListElement922.getTree());

           	    }

           	    break;

           	default :

           	    break loop355;

               }

           } while (true);

           }

           retval.stop = input.LT(-1);

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           retval.tree = (CommonTree)adaptor.rulePostProcessing(root_0);

           adaptor.setTokenBoundaries(retval.tree, retval.start, retval.stop);

           }

       }

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;

         }

       finally {

       }

       return retval;
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   }

   public static class propertySelectionListElement_return extends ParserRuleReturnScope {

       CommonTree tree;

       public Object getTree() { return tree; }

   };

   public final EsperEPL2GrammarParser.propertySelectionListElement_return propertySelectionListElement()

throws RecognitionException {

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.propertySelectionListElement_return retval = new

EsperEPL2GrammarParser.propertySelectionListElement_return();

       retval.start = input.LT(1);

       CommonTree root_0 = null;

       Token s=null;

       Token AS925=null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.keywordAllowedIdent_return i = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.propertyStreamSelector_return propertyStreamSelector923 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.expression_return expression924 = null;

       CommonTree s_tree=null;

       CommonTree AS925_tree=null;

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_AS=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token AS");

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_STAR=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token STAR");

       RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_expression=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule expression");

       RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_keywordAllowedIdent=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

keywordAllowedIdent");

        String identifier = null;

       try {

           int alt357=3;

           switch ( input.LA(1) ) {

           case STAR:

               {

               alt357=1;

               }

               break;

           case IDENT:

               {

               int LA357_2 = input.LA(2);

               if ( (LA357_2==DOT) ) {

                   int LA357_78 = input.LA(3);

                   if ( (LA357_78==STAR) && (synpred6_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                       alt357=2;

                   }

                   else if (

(LA357_78==WINDOW||LA357_78==BETWEEN||LA357_78==ESCAPE||LA357_78==EVERY_EXPR||LA357_

78==WHERE||(LA357_78>=SUM && LA357_78<=COUNT)||LA357_78==OUTER||(LA357_78>=JOIN &&

LA357_78<=FULL)||(LA357_78>=EVENTS && LA357_78<=LAST)||(LA357_78>=UNIDIRECTIONAL &&

LA357_78<=PREVIOUSTAIL)||LA357_78==PRIOR||(LA357_78>=WEEKDAY &&

LA357_78<=CAST)||(LA357_78>=SNAPSHOT && LA357_78<=INDEX)||(LA357_78>=DEFINE &&

LA357_78<=MATCHED)||LA357_78==CONTEXT||LA357_78==IDENT||LA357_78==TICKED_STRING_LITE

RAL) ) {
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                       alt357=3;

                   }

                   else {

                       if (state.backtracking>0) {state.failed=true; return retval;}

                       NoViableAltException nvae =

                           new NoViableAltException("", 357, 78, input);

                       throw nvae;

                   }

               }

               else if ( ((LA357_2>=IN_SET && LA357_2<=REGEXP)||(LA357_2>=OR_EXPR &&

LA357_2<=NOT_EXPR)||LA357_2==AS||LA357_2==FROM||LA357_2==IS||LA357_2==LBRACK||LA357_2==

LPAREN||LA357_2==COMMA||(LA357_2>=EQUALS && LA357_2<=STAR)||(LA357_2>=LT &&

LA357_2<=PLUS)||(LA357_2>=BAND && LA357_2<=MOD)||LA357_2==ESCAPECHAR) ) {

                   alt357=3;

               }

               else {

                   if (state.backtracking>0) {state.failed=true; return retval;}

                   NoViableAltException nvae =

                       new NoViableAltException("", 357, 2, input);

                   throw nvae;

               }

               }

               break;

           case WINDOW:

           case BETWEEN:

           case ESCAPE:

           case NOT_EXPR:

           case EVERY_EXPR:

           case WHERE:

           case SUM:

           case AVG:

           case MAX:

           case MIN:

           case COALESCE:

           case MEDIAN:

           case STDDEV:

           case AVEDEV:

           case COUNT:

           case CASE:

           case OUTER:

           case JOIN:

           case LEFT:

           case RIGHT:

           case FULL:

           case EVENTS:

           case FIRST:

           case LAST:

           case ISTREAM:
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           case UNIDIRECTIONAL:

           case RETAINUNION:

           case RETAININTERSECTION:

           case PATTERN:

           case SQL:

           case METADATASQL:

           case PREVIOUS:

           case PREVIOUSTAIL:

           case PREVIOUSCOUNT:

           case PREVIOUSWINDOW:

           case PRIOR:

           case EXISTS:

           case WEEKDAY:

           case LW:

           case INSTANCEOF:

           case TYPEOF:

           case CAST:

           case CURRENT_TIMESTAMP:

           case SNAPSHOT:

           case SET:

           case VARIABLE:

           case UNTIL:

           case AT:

           case INDEX:

           case BOOLEAN_TRUE:

           case BOOLEAN_FALSE:

           case VALUE_NULL:

           case DEFINE:

           case PARTITION:

           case MATCHES:

           case AFTER:

           case FOR:

           case WHILE:

           case USING:

           case MERGE:

           case MATCHED:

           case NEWKW:

           case CONTEXT:

           case NUM_DOUBLE:

           case LPAREN:

           case LCURLY:

           case QUESTION:

           case PLUS:

           case STRING_LITERAL:

           case QUOTED_STRING_LITERAL:

           case MINUS:

           case NUM_INT:

           case TICKED_STRING_LITERAL:
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           case NUM_LONG:

           case NUM_FLOAT:

               {

               alt357=3;

               }

               break;

           default:

               if (state.backtracking>0) {state.failed=true; return retval;}

               NoViableAltException nvae =

                   new NoViableAltException("", 357, 0, input);

               throw nvae;

           }

           switch (alt357) {

               case 1 :

                   {

                   s=(Token)match(input,STAR,FOLLOW_STAR_in_propertySelectionListElement12834); if

(state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_STAR.add(s);

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

                   retval.tree = root_0;

                   RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_retval=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

retval",retval!=null?retval.tree:null);

                   root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

                   {

                       adaptor.addChild(root_0, (CommonTree)adaptor.create(PROPERTY_WILDCARD_SELECT, s));

                   }

                   retval.tree = root_0;}

                   }

                   break;

               case 2 :

                   {

                   root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_propertyStreamSelector_in_propertySelectionListElement12850);

                   propertyStreamSelector923=propertyStreamSelector();

                   state._fsp--;

                   if (state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) adaptor.addChild(root_0, propertyStreamSelector923.getTree());

                   }

                   break;

               case 3 :

                   {

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_expression_in_propertySelectionListElement12855);

                   expression924=expression();

                   state._fsp--;

                   if (state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_expression.add(expression924.getTree());

                   int alt356=2;

                   int LA356_0 = input.LA(1);
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                   if ( (LA356_0==AS) ) {

                       alt356=1;

                   }

                   switch (alt356) {

                       case 1 :

                           {

                           AS925=(Token)match(input,AS,FOLLOW_AS_in_propertySelectionListElement12858); if

(state.failed) return retval;

                           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_AS.add(AS925);

                           pushFollow(FOLLOW_keywordAllowedIdent_in_propertySelectionListElement12862);

                           i=keywordAllowedIdent();

                           state._fsp--;

                           if (state.failed) return retval;

                           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_keywordAllowedIdent.add(i.getTree());

                           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

                              identifier = i.getTree().toString();

                           }

                           }

                           break;

                   }

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

                   retval.tree = root_0;

                   RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_retval=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

retval",retval!=null?retval.tree:null);

                   root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

                   if (identifier != null) {

                       {

                       CommonTree root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

                       root_1 =

(CommonTree)adaptor.becomeRoot((CommonTree)adaptor.create(PROPERTY_SELECTION_ELEMENT_EXPR,

"PROPERTY_SELECTION_ELEMENT_EXPR"), root_1);

                       adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_expression.nextTree());

                       adaptor.addChild(root_1, (CommonTree)adaptor.create(IDENT, identifier));

                       adaptor.addChild(root_0, root_1);

                       }

                   }

                   else

                   {

                       {

                       CommonTree root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

                       root_1 =

(CommonTree)adaptor.becomeRoot((CommonTree)adaptor.create(PROPERTY_SELECTION_ELEMENT_EXPR,

"PROPERTY_SELECTION_ELEMENT_EXPR"), root_1);

                       adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_expression.nextTree());

                       adaptor.addChild(root_0, root_1);

                       }

                   }

                   retval.tree = root_0;}
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                   }

                   break;

           }

           retval.stop = input.LT(-1);

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           retval.tree = (CommonTree)adaptor.rulePostProcessing(root_0);

           adaptor.setTokenBoundaries(retval.tree, retval.start, retval.stop);

           }

       }

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;

         }

       finally {

       }

       return retval;

   }

   public static class propertyStreamSelector_return extends ParserRuleReturnScope {

       CommonTree tree;

       public Object getTree() { return tree; }

   };

   public final EsperEPL2GrammarParser.propertyStreamSelector_return propertyStreamSelector() throws

RecognitionException {

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.propertyStreamSelector_return retval = new

EsperEPL2GrammarParser.propertyStreamSelector_return();

       retval.start = input.LT(1);

       CommonTree root_0 = null;

       Token s=null;

       Token i=null;

       Token DOT926=null;

       Token STAR927=null;

       Token AS928=null;

       CommonTree s_tree=null;

       CommonTree i_tree=null;

       CommonTree DOT926_tree=null;

       CommonTree STAR927_tree=null;

       CommonTree AS928_tree=null;

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_AS=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token AS");

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_IDENT=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token IDENT");

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_STAR=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token STAR");

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_DOT=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token DOT");

       try {

           {

           s=(Token)match(input,IDENT,FOLLOW_IDENT_in_propertyStreamSelector12906); if (state.failed) return

retval;

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_IDENT.add(s);

           DOT926=(Token)match(input,DOT,FOLLOW_DOT_in_propertyStreamSelector12908); if (state.failed)

return retval;

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_DOT.add(DOT926);
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           STAR927=(Token)match(input,STAR,FOLLOW_STAR_in_propertyStreamSelector12910); if (state.failed)

return retval;

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_STAR.add(STAR927);

           int alt358=2;

           int LA358_0 = input.LA(1);

           if ( (LA358_0==AS) ) {

               alt358=1;

           }

           switch (alt358) {

               case 1 :

                   {

                   AS928=(Token)match(input,AS,FOLLOW_AS_in_propertyStreamSelector12913); if (state.failed)

return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_AS.add(AS928);

                   i=(Token)match(input,IDENT,FOLLOW_IDENT_in_propertyStreamSelector12917); if (state.failed)

return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_IDENT.add(i);

                   }

                   break;

           }

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           retval.tree = root_0;

           RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_s=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token s",s);

           RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_i=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token i",i);

           RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_retval=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

retval",retval!=null?retval.tree:null);

           root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

           {

               {

               CommonTree root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

               root_1 =

(CommonTree)adaptor.becomeRoot((CommonTree)adaptor.create(PROPERTY_SELECTION_STREAM,

"PROPERTY_SELECTION_STREAM"), root_1);

               adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_s.nextNode());

               if ( stream_i.hasNext() ) {

                   adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_i.nextNode());

               }

               stream_i.reset();

               adaptor.addChild(root_0, root_1);

               }

           }

           retval.tree = root_0;}

           }

           retval.stop = input.LT(-1);

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           retval.tree = (CommonTree)adaptor.rulePostProcessing(root_0);

           adaptor.setTokenBoundaries(retval.tree, retval.start, retval.stop);

           }
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       }

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;

         }

       finally {

       }

       return retval;

   }

   public static class patternFilterExpression_return extends ParserRuleReturnScope {

       CommonTree tree;

       public Object getTree() { return tree; }

   };

   public final EsperEPL2GrammarParser.patternFilterExpression_return patternFilterExpression() throws

RecognitionException {

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.patternFilterExpression_return retval = new

EsperEPL2GrammarParser.patternFilterExpression_return();

       retval.start = input.LT(1);

       CommonTree root_0 = null;

       Token i=null;

       Token EQUALS929=null;

       Token LPAREN931=null;

       Token RPAREN933=null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.classIdentifier_return classIdentifier930 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.expressionList_return expressionList932 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.propertyExpression_return propertyExpression934 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.patternFilterAnnotation_return patternFilterAnnotation935 = null;

       CommonTree i_tree=null;

       CommonTree EQUALS929_tree=null;

       CommonTree LPAREN931_tree=null;

       CommonTree RPAREN933_tree=null;

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_IDENT=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token IDENT");

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_RPAREN=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token RPAREN");

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_EQUALS=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token EQUALS");

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_LPAREN=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token LPAREN");

       RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_expressionList=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

expressionList");

       RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_propertyExpression=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

propertyExpression");

       RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_classIdentifier=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

classIdentifier");

       RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_patternFilterAnnotation=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

patternFilterAnnotation");

        paraphrases.push("filter specification");

       try {

           {

           int alt359=2;

           int LA359_0 = input.LA(1);

           if ( (LA359_0==IDENT) ) {
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               int LA359_1 = input.LA(2);

               if ( (LA359_1==EQUALS) ) {

                   alt359=1;

               }

           }

           switch (alt359) {

               case 1 :

                   {

                   i=(Token)match(input,IDENT,FOLLOW_IDENT_in_patternFilterExpression12964); if (state.failed)

return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_IDENT.add(i);

                   EQUALS929=(Token)match(input,EQUALS,FOLLOW_EQUALS_in_patternFilterExpression12966);

if (state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_EQUALS.add(EQUALS929);

                   }

                   break;

           }

           pushFollow(FOLLOW_classIdentifier_in_patternFilterExpression12975);

           classIdentifier930=classIdentifier();

           state._fsp--;

           if (state.failed) return retval;

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_classIdentifier.add(classIdentifier930.getTree());

           int alt361=2;

           int LA361_0 = input.LA(1);

           if ( (LA361_0==LPAREN) ) {

               alt361=1;

           }

           switch (alt361) {

               case 1 :

                   {

                   LPAREN931=(Token)match(input,LPAREN,FOLLOW_LPAREN_in_patternFilterExpression12986);

if (state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_LPAREN.add(LPAREN931);

                   int alt360=2;

                   int LA360_0 = input.LA(1);

                   if ( (LA360_0==WINDOW||LA360_0==BETWEEN||LA360_0==ESCAPE||(LA360_0>=NOT_EXPR

&& LA360_0<=EVERY_EXPR)||LA360_0==WHERE||(LA360_0>=SUM &&

LA360_0<=COUNT)||LA360_0==CASE||LA360_0==OUTER||(LA360_0>=JOIN &&

LA360_0<=FULL)||(LA360_0>=EVENTS &&

LA360_0<=LAST)||LA360_0==ISTREAM||(LA360_0>=UNIDIRECTIONAL &&

LA360_0<=CURRENT_TIMESTAMP)||(LA360_0>=SNAPSHOT &&

LA360_0<=INDEX)||(LA360_0>=BOOLEAN_TRUE && LA360_0<=VALUE_NULL)||(LA360_0>=DEFINE

&&

LA360_0<=MATCHED)||LA360_0==NEWKW||LA360_0==CONTEXT||LA360_0==NUM_DOUBLE||(LA360_0

>=IDENT && LA360_0<=LPAREN)||LA360_0==LCURLY||LA360_0==QUESTION||(LA360_0>=PLUS &&

LA360_0<=QUOTED_STRING_LITERAL)||LA360_0==MINUS||LA360_0==NUM_INT||(LA360_0>=TICKED_

STRING_LITERAL && LA360_0<=NUM_FLOAT)) ) {

                       alt360=1;
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                   }

                   switch (alt360) {

                       case 1 :

                           {

                           pushFollow(FOLLOW_expressionList_in_patternFilterExpression12988);

                           expressionList932=expressionList();

                           state._fsp--;

                           if (state.failed) return retval;

                           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_expressionList.add(expressionList932.getTree());

                           }

                           break;

                   }

                   RPAREN933=(Token)match(input,RPAREN,FOLLOW_RPAREN_in_patternFilterExpression12991);

if (state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_RPAREN.add(RPAREN933);

                   }

                   break;

           }

           int alt362=2;

           int LA362_0 = input.LA(1);

           if ( (LA362_0==LBRACK) ) {

               alt362=1;

           }

           switch (alt362) {

               case 1 :

                   {

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_propertyExpression_in_patternFilterExpression13003);

                   propertyExpression934=propertyExpression();

                   state._fsp--;

                   if (state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_propertyExpression.add(propertyExpression934.getTree());

                   }

                   break;

           }

           int alt363=2;

           int LA363_0 = input.LA(1);

           if ( (LA363_0==ATCHAR) ) {

               alt363=1;

           }

           switch (alt363) {

               case 1 :

                   {

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_patternFilterAnnotation_in_patternFilterExpression13014);

                   patternFilterAnnotation935=patternFilterAnnotation();

                   state._fsp--;

                   if (state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_patternFilterAnnotation.add(patternFilterAnnotation935.getTree());

                   }
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                   break;

           }

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           retval.tree = root_0;

           RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_i=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token i",i);

           RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_retval=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

retval",retval!=null?retval.tree:null);

           root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

           {

               {

               CommonTree root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

               root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.becomeRoot((CommonTree)adaptor.create(PATTERN_FILTER_EXPR,

"PATTERN_FILTER_EXPR"), root_1);

               if ( stream_i.hasNext() ) {

                   adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_i.nextNode());

               }

               stream_i.reset();

               adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_classIdentifier.nextTree());

               if ( stream_propertyExpression.hasNext() ) {

                   adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_propertyExpression.nextTree());

               }

               stream_propertyExpression.reset();

               if ( stream_patternFilterAnnotation.hasNext() ) {

                   adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_patternFilterAnnotation.nextTree());

               }

               stream_patternFilterAnnotation.reset();

               if ( stream_expressionList.hasNext() ) {

                   adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_expressionList.nextTree());

               }

               stream_expressionList.reset();

               adaptor.addChild(root_0, root_1);

               }

           }

           retval.tree = root_0;}

           }

           retval.stop = input.LT(-1);

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           retval.tree = (CommonTree)adaptor.rulePostProcessing(root_0);

           adaptor.setTokenBoundaries(retval.tree, retval.start, retval.stop);

           }

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

              paraphrases.pop();

           }

       }

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;

         }

       finally {
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       }

       return retval;

   }

   public static class patternFilterAnnotation_return extends ParserRuleReturnScope {

       CommonTree tree;

       public Object getTree() { return tree; }

   };

   public final EsperEPL2GrammarParser.patternFilterAnnotation_return patternFilterAnnotation() throws

RecognitionException {

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.patternFilterAnnotation_return retval = new

EsperEPL2GrammarParser.patternFilterAnnotation_return();

       retval.start = input.LT(1);

       CommonTree root_0 = null;

       Token i=null;

       Token ATCHAR936=null;

       Token LPAREN937=null;

       Token RPAREN939=null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.number_return number938 = null;

       CommonTree i_tree=null;

       CommonTree ATCHAR936_tree=null;

       CommonTree LPAREN937_tree=null;

       CommonTree RPAREN939_tree=null;

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_ATCHAR=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token ATCHAR");

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_IDENT=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token IDENT");

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_RPAREN=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token RPAREN");

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_LPAREN=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token LPAREN");

       RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_number=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule number");

       try {

           {

           ATCHAR936=(Token)match(input,ATCHAR,FOLLOW_ATCHAR_in_patternFilterAnnotation13066); if

(state.failed) return retval;

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_ATCHAR.add(ATCHAR936);

           i=(Token)match(input,IDENT,FOLLOW_IDENT_in_patternFilterAnnotation13070); if (state.failed) return

retval;

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_IDENT.add(i);

           int alt364=2;

           int LA364_0 = input.LA(1);

           if ( (LA364_0==LPAREN) ) {

               alt364=1;

           }

           switch (alt364) {

               case 1 :

                   {

                   LPAREN937=(Token)match(input,LPAREN,FOLLOW_LPAREN_in_patternFilterAnnotation13073);

if (state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_LPAREN.add(LPAREN937);

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_number_in_patternFilterAnnotation13075);

                   number938=number();
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                   state._fsp--;

                   if (state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_number.add(number938.getTree());

                   RPAREN939=(Token)match(input,RPAREN,FOLLOW_RPAREN_in_patternFilterAnnotation13077);

if (state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_RPAREN.add(RPAREN939);

                   }

                   break;

           }

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           retval.tree = root_0;

           RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_i=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token i",i);

           RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_retval=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

retval",retval!=null?retval.tree:null);

           root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

           {

               {

               CommonTree root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

               root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.becomeRoot(stream_ATCHAR.nextNode(), root_1);

               adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_i.nextNode());

               if ( stream_number.hasNext() ) {

                   adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_number.nextTree());

               }

               stream_number.reset();

               adaptor.addChild(root_0, root_1);

               }

           }

           retval.tree = root_0;}

           }

           retval.stop = input.LT(-1);

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           retval.tree = (CommonTree)adaptor.rulePostProcessing(root_0);

           adaptor.setTokenBoundaries(retval.tree, retval.start, retval.stop);

           }

       }

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;

         }

       finally {

       }

       return retval;

   }

   public static class classIdentifier_return extends ParserRuleReturnScope {

       CommonTree tree;

       public Object getTree() { return tree; }

   };

   public final EsperEPL2GrammarParser.classIdentifier_return classIdentifier() throws RecognitionException {

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.classIdentifier_return retval = new
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EsperEPL2GrammarParser.classIdentifier_return();

       retval.start = input.LT(1);

       CommonTree root_0 = null;

       Token DOT940=null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.escapableStr_return i1 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.escapableStr_return i2 = null;

       CommonTree DOT940_tree=null;

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_DOT=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token DOT");

       RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_escapableStr=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule escapableStr");

        String identifier = "";

       try {

           {

           pushFollow(FOLLOW_escapableStr_in_classIdentifier13113);

           i1=escapableStr();

           state._fsp--;

           if (state.failed) return retval;

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_escapableStr.add(i1.getTree());

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

              identifier = (i1!=null?i1.result:null);

           }

           loop365:

           do {

               int alt365=2;

               int LA365_0 = input.LA(1);

               if ( (LA365_0==DOT) ) {

                   int LA365_28 = input.LA(2);

                   if ( (LA365_28==IDENT) ) {

                       int LA365_54 = input.LA(3);

                       if ( (LA365_54==EOF||LA365_54==CREATE||(LA365_54>=OR_EXPR &&

LA365_54<=AS)||LA365_54==SELECT||LA365_54==END||(LA365_54>=INNER &&

LA365_54<=ON)||(LA365_54>=GROUP && LA365_54<=HAVING)||(LA365_54>=OUTPUT &&

LA365_54<=EVENTS)||LA365_54==INSERT||LA365_54==ORDER||(LA365_54>=UNIDIRECTIONAL &&

LA365_54<=RETAININTERSECTION)||LA365_54==DELETE||LA365_54==SET||LA365_54==UNTIL||LA365_

54==ROW_LIMIT_EXPR||(LA365_54>=UPDATE && LA365_54<=MATCH_RECOGNIZE)||(LA365_54>=FOR

&&

LA365_54<=WHILE)||LA365_54==MERGE||LA365_54==EXPRESSIONDECL||LA365_54==CONTEXT||LA365

_54==TERMINATED||(LA365_54>=LBRACK && LA365_54<=RPAREN)||(LA365_54>=LCURLY &&

LA365_54<=RCURLY)||(LA365_54>=ATCHAR && LA365_54<=DOT)||(LA365_54>=FOLLOWED_BY &&

LA365_54<=GT)||LA365_54==FOLLOWMAX_BEGIN||LA365_54==TICKED_STRING_LITERAL) ) {

                           alt365=1;

                       }

                   }

                   else if ( (LA365_28==EVENTS||LA365_28==TICKED_STRING_LITERAL) ) {

                       alt365=1;

                   }

               }

               switch (alt365) {

           	case 1 :
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           	    {

           	    DOT940=(Token)match(input,DOT,FOLLOW_DOT_in_classIdentifier13132); if (state.failed) return

retval;

           	    if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_DOT.add(DOT940);

           	    pushFollow(FOLLOW_escapableStr_in_classIdentifier13136);

           	    i2=escapableStr();

           	    state._fsp--;

           	    if (state.failed) return retval;

           	    if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_escapableStr.add(i2.getTree());

           	    if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           	       identifier += "." + (i2!=null?i2.result:null);

           	    }

           	    }

           	    break;

           	default :

           	    break loop365;

               }

           } while (true);

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           retval.tree = root_0;

           RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_retval=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

retval",retval!=null?retval.tree:null);

           root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

           {

               {

               CommonTree root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

               root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.becomeRoot((CommonTree)adaptor.create(CLASS_IDENT, identifier),

root_1);

               adaptor.addChild(root_0, root_1);

               }

           }

           retval.tree = root_0;}

           }

           retval.stop = input.LT(-1);

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           retval.tree = (CommonTree)adaptor.rulePostProcessing(root_0);

           adaptor.setTokenBoundaries(retval.tree, retval.start, retval.stop);

           }

       }

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;

         }

       finally {

       }

       return retval;

   }

   public static class classIdentifierNonGreedy_return extends ParserRuleReturnScope {

       CommonTree tree;
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       public Object getTree() { return tree; }

   };

   public final EsperEPL2GrammarParser.classIdentifierNonGreedy_return classIdentifierNonGreedy() throws

RecognitionException {

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.classIdentifierNonGreedy_return retval = new

EsperEPL2GrammarParser.classIdentifierNonGreedy_return();

       retval.start = input.LT(1);

       CommonTree root_0 = null;

       Token DOT941=null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.escapableStr_return i1 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.escapableStr_return i2 = null;

       CommonTree DOT941_tree=null;

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_DOT=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token DOT");

       RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_escapableStr=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule escapableStr");

        String identifier = "";

       try {

           {

           pushFollow(FOLLOW_escapableStr_in_classIdentifierNonGreedy13181);

           i1=escapableStr();

           state._fsp--;

           if (state.failed) return retval;

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_escapableStr.add(i1.getTree());

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

              identifier = (i1!=null?i1.result:null);

           }

           loop366:

           do {

               int alt366=2;

               int LA366_0 = input.LA(1);

               if ( (LA366_0==EVENTS||LA366_0==IDENT||LA366_0==TICKED_STRING_LITERAL) ) {

                   alt366=2;

               }

               else if ( (LA366_0==DOT) ) {

                   switch ( input.LA(2) ) {

                   case IDENT:

                       {

                       int LA366_5 = input.LA(3);

                       if ( (LA366_5==LPAREN) ) {

                           alt366=2;

                       }

                       else if (

(LA366_5==EVENTS||LA366_5==IDENT||LA366_5==DOT||LA366_5==TICKED_STRING_LITERAL) ) {

                           alt366=1;

                       }

                       }

                       break;

                   case TICKED_STRING_LITERAL:

                       {
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                       int LA366_6 = input.LA(3);

                       if ( (LA366_6==LPAREN) ) {

                           alt366=2;

                       }

                       else if (

(LA366_6==EVENTS||LA366_6==IDENT||LA366_6==DOT||LA366_6==TICKED_STRING_LITERAL) ) {

                           alt366=1;

                       }

                       }

                       break;

                   case BETWEEN:

                   case WHERE:

                   case MAX:

                   case MIN:

                   case SET:

                   case AFTER:

                       {

                       alt366=2;

                       }

                       break;

                   case EVENTS:

                       {

                       alt366=1;

                       }

                       break;

                   }

               }

               switch (alt366) {

           	case 1 :

           	    {

           	    DOT941=(Token)match(input,DOT,FOLLOW_DOT_in_classIdentifierNonGreedy13216); if (state.failed)

return retval;

           	    if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_DOT.add(DOT941);

           	    pushFollow(FOLLOW_escapableStr_in_classIdentifierNonGreedy13220);

           	    i2=escapableStr();

           	    state._fsp--;

           	    if (state.failed) return retval;

           	    if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_escapableStr.add(i2.getTree());

           	    if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           	       identifier += "." + (i2!=null?i2.result:null);

           	    }

           	    }

           	    break;

           	default :

           	    break loop366;

               }

           } while (true);

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {
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           retval.tree = root_0;

           RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_retval=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

retval",retval!=null?retval.tree:null);

           root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

           {

               {

               CommonTree root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

               root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.becomeRoot((CommonTree)adaptor.create(CLASS_IDENT, identifier),

root_1);

               adaptor.addChild(root_0, root_1);

               }

           }

           retval.tree = root_0;}

           }

           retval.stop = input.LT(-1);

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           retval.tree = (CommonTree)adaptor.rulePostProcessing(root_0);

           adaptor.setTokenBoundaries(retval.tree, retval.start, retval.stop);

           }

       }

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;

         }

       finally {

       }

       return retval;

   }

   public static class expressionList_return extends ParserRuleReturnScope {

       CommonTree tree;

       public Object getTree() { return tree; }

   };

   public final EsperEPL2GrammarParser.expressionList_return expressionList() throws RecognitionException {

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.expressionList_return retval = new

EsperEPL2GrammarParser.expressionList_return();

       retval.start = input.LT(1);

       CommonTree root_0 = null;

       Token COMMA943=null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.expression_return expression942 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.expression_return expression944 = null;

       CommonTree COMMA943_tree=null;

       try {

           {

           root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

           pushFollow(FOLLOW_expression_in_expressionList13262);

           expression942=expression();

           state._fsp--;

           if (state.failed) return retval;

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) adaptor.addChild(root_0, expression942.getTree());
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           loop367:

           do {

               int alt367=2;

               int LA367_0 = input.LA(1);

               if ( (LA367_0==COMMA) ) {

                   alt367=1;

               }

               switch (alt367) {

           	case 1 :

           	    {

           	    COMMA943=(Token)match(input,COMMA,FOLLOW_COMMA_in_expressionList13265); if

(state.failed) return retval;

           	    pushFollow(FOLLOW_expression_in_expressionList13268);

           	    expression944=expression();

           	    state._fsp--;

           	    if (state.failed) return retval;

           	    if ( state.backtracking==0 ) adaptor.addChild(root_0, expression944.getTree());

           	    }

           	    break;

           	default :

           	    break loop367;

               }

           } while (true);

           }

           retval.stop = input.LT(-1);

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           retval.tree = (CommonTree)adaptor.rulePostProcessing(root_0);

           adaptor.setTokenBoundaries(retval.tree, retval.start, retval.stop);

           }

       }

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;

         }

       finally {

       }

       return retval;

   }

   public static class expressionWithTimeList_return extends ParserRuleReturnScope {

       CommonTree tree;

       public Object getTree() { return tree; }

   };

   public final EsperEPL2GrammarParser.expressionWithTimeList_return expressionWithTimeList() throws

RecognitionException {

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.expressionWithTimeList_return retval = new

EsperEPL2GrammarParser.expressionWithTimeList_return();

       retval.start = input.LT(1);

       CommonTree root_0 = null;

       Token COMMA946=null;
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       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.expressionWithTimeInclLast_return expressionWithTimeInclLast945 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.expressionWithTimeInclLast_return expressionWithTimeInclLast947 = null;

       CommonTree COMMA946_tree=null;

       try {

           {

           root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

           pushFollow(FOLLOW_expressionWithTimeInclLast_in_expressionWithTimeList13296);

           expressionWithTimeInclLast945=expressionWithTimeInclLast();

           state._fsp--;

           if (state.failed) return retval;

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) adaptor.addChild(root_0, expressionWithTimeInclLast945.getTree());

           loop368:

           do {

               int alt368=2;

               int LA368_0 = input.LA(1);

               if ( (LA368_0==COMMA) ) {

                   alt368=1;

               }

               switch (alt368) {

           	case 1 :

           	    {

           	    COMMA946=(Token)match(input,COMMA,FOLLOW_COMMA_in_expressionWithTimeList13299); if

(state.failed) return retval;

           	    pushFollow(FOLLOW_expressionWithTimeInclLast_in_expressionWithTimeList13302);

           	    expressionWithTimeInclLast947=expressionWithTimeInclLast();

           	    state._fsp--;

           	    if (state.failed) return retval;

           	    if ( state.backtracking==0 ) adaptor.addChild(root_0, expressionWithTimeInclLast947.getTree());

           	    }

           	    break;

           	default :

           	    break loop368;

               }

           } while (true);

           }

           retval.stop = input.LT(-1);

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           retval.tree = (CommonTree)adaptor.rulePostProcessing(root_0);

           adaptor.setTokenBoundaries(retval.tree, retval.start, retval.stop);

           }

       }

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;

         }

       finally {

       }

       return retval;

   }
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   public static class expressionWithTime_return extends ParserRuleReturnScope {

       CommonTree tree;

       public Object getTree() { return tree; }

   };

   public final EsperEPL2GrammarParser.expressionWithTime_return expressionWithTime() throws

RecognitionException {

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.expressionWithTime_return retval = new

EsperEPL2GrammarParser.expressionWithTime_return();

       retval.start = input.LT(1);

       CommonTree root_0 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.lastWeekdayOperand_return lastWeekdayOperand948 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.timePeriod_return timePeriod949 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.expressionQualifyable_return expressionQualifyable950 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.rangeOperand_return rangeOperand951 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.frequencyOperand_return frequencyOperand952 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.lastOperator_return lastOperator953 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.weekDayOperator_return weekDayOperator954 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.numericParameterList_return numericParameterList955 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.numberSetStar_return numberSetStar956 = null;

       try {

           int alt369=9;

           int LA369_0 = input.LA(1);

           if ( (LA369_0==LW) ) {

               int LA369_1 = input.LA(2);

               if ( (synpred7_EsperEPL2Grammar()) ) {

                   alt369=1;

               }

               else if ( (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar()) ) {

                   alt369=3;

               }

               else {

                   if (state.backtracking>0) {state.failed=true; return retval;}

                   NoViableAltException nvae =

                       new NoViableAltException("", 369, 1, input);

                   throw nvae;

               }

           }

           else if ( (LA369_0==MINUS) ) {

               int LA369_2 = input.LA(2);

               if ( (LA369_2==NUM_INT) ) {

                   int LA369_116 = input.LA(3);

                   if ( (LA369_116==TIMEPERIOD_MONTHS) && (synpred8_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                       alt369=2;

                   }

                   else if ( (LA369_116==TIMEPERIOD_MONTH) && (synpred8_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                       alt369=2;

                   }

                   else if ( (LA369_116==TIMEPERIOD_MINUTES) && (synpred8_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {
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                       alt369=2;

                   }

                   else if ( (LA369_116==TIMEPERIOD_MINUTE) && (synpred8_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                       alt369=2;

                   }

                   else if ( (LA369_116==MIN) && (synpred8_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                       alt369=2;

                   }

                   else if ( (LA369_116==TIMEPERIOD_YEARS) && (synpred8_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                       alt369=2;

                   }

                   else if ( (LA369_116==TIMEPERIOD_YEAR) && (synpred8_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                       alt369=2;

                   }

                   else if ( (LA369_116==STAR) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                       alt369=3;

                   }

                   else if ( (LA369_116==DIV) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                       alt369=3;

                   }

                   else if ( (LA369_116==MOD) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                       alt369=3;

                   }

                   else if ( (LA369_116==PLUS) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                       alt369=3;

                   }

                   else if ( (LA369_116==MINUS) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                       alt369=3;

                   }

                   else if ( (LA369_116==LOR) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                       alt369=3;

                   }

                   else if ( (LA369_116==LT) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                       alt369=3;

                   }

                   else if ( (LA369_116==GT) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                       alt369=3;

                   }

                   else if ( (LA369_116==LE) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                       alt369=3;

                   }

                   else if ( (LA369_116==GE) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                       alt369=3;

                   }

                   else if ( (LA369_116==EQUALS) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                       alt369=3;

                   }

                   else if ( (LA369_116==IS) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {
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                       alt369=3;

                   }

                   else if ( (LA369_116==SQL_NE) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                       alt369=3;

                   }

                   else if ( (LA369_116==NOT_EQUAL) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                       alt369=3;

                   }

                   else if ( (LA369_116==BAND) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                       alt369=3;

                   }

                   else if ( (LA369_116==BOR) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                       alt369=3;

                   }

                   else if ( (LA369_116==BXOR) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                       alt369=3;

                   }

                   else if ( (LA369_116==AND_EXPR) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                       alt369=3;

                   }

                   else if ( (LA369_116==OR_EXPR) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                       alt369=3;

                   }

                   else if ( (LA369_116==ASC) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                       alt369=3;

                   }

                   else if ( (LA369_116==DESC) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                       alt369=3;

                   }

                   else if ( (LA369_116==TIMEPERIOD_SECONDS) ) {

                       int LA369_510 = input.LA(4);

                       if ( (synpred8_EsperEPL2Grammar()) ) {

                           alt369=2;

                       }

                       else if ( (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar()) ) {

                           alt369=3;

                       }

                       else {

                           if (state.backtracking>0) {state.failed=true; return retval;}

                           NoViableAltException nvae =

                               new NoViableAltException("", 369, 510, input);

                           throw nvae;

                       }

                   }

                   else if ( (LA369_116==TIMEPERIOD_SECOND) ) {

                       int LA369_511 = input.LA(4);

                       if ( (synpred8_EsperEPL2Grammar()) ) {

                           alt369=2;
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                       }

                       else if ( (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar()) ) {

                           alt369=3;

                       }

                       else {

                           if (state.backtracking>0) {state.failed=true; return retval;}

                           NoViableAltException nvae =

                               new NoViableAltException("", 369, 511, input);

                           throw nvae;

                       }

                   }

                   else if ( (LA369_116==TIMEPERIOD_SEC) ) {

                       int LA369_512 = input.LA(4);

                       if ( (synpred8_EsperEPL2Grammar()) ) {

                           alt369=2;

                       }

                       else if ( (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar()) ) {

                           alt369=3;

                       }

                       else {

                           if (state.backtracking>0) {state.failed=true; return retval;}

                           NoViableAltException nvae =

                               new NoViableAltException("", 369, 512, input);

                           throw nvae;

                       }

                   }

                   else if ( (LA369_116==COMMA) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                       alt369=3;

                   }

                   else if ( (LA369_116==RPAREN) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                       alt369=3;

                   }

                   else if ( (LA369_116==NOT_EXPR) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                       alt369=3;

                   }

                   else if ( (LA369_116==IN_SET) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                       alt369=3;

                   }

                   else if ( (LA369_116==BETWEEN) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                       alt369=3;

                   }

                   else if ( (LA369_116==LIKE) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                       alt369=3;

                   }

                   else if ( (LA369_116==REGEXP) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                       alt369=3;

                   }

                   else if ( (LA369_116==TIMEPERIOD_DAYS) && (synpred8_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {
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                       alt369=2;

                   }

                   else if ( (LA369_116==TIMEPERIOD_DAY) && (synpred8_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                       alt369=2;

                   }

                   else if ( (LA369_116==TIMEPERIOD_WEEKS) && (synpred8_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                       alt369=2;

                   }

                   else if ( (LA369_116==TIMEPERIOD_WEEK) && (synpred8_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                       alt369=2;

                   }

                   else if ( (LA369_116==TIMEPERIOD_HOURS) && (synpred8_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                       alt369=2;

                   }

                   else if ( (LA369_116==TIMEPERIOD_HOUR) && (synpred8_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                       alt369=2;

                   }

                   else if ( (LA369_116==TIMEPERIOD_MILLISECONDS) && (synpred8_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                       alt369=2;

                   }

                   else if ( (LA369_116==TIMEPERIOD_MILLISECOND) && (synpred8_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                       alt369=2;

                   }

                   else if ( (LA369_116==TIMEPERIOD_MILLISEC) && (synpred8_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                       alt369=2;

                   }

                   else {

                       if (state.backtracking>0) {state.failed=true; return retval;}

                       NoViableAltException nvae =

                           new NoViableAltException("", 369, 116, input);

                       throw nvae;

                   }

               }

               else if ( (LA369_2==NUM_LONG) ) {

                   int LA369_117 = input.LA(3);

                   if ( (LA369_117==TIMEPERIOD_MINUTES) && (synpred8_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                       alt369=2;

                   }

                   else if ( (LA369_117==TIMEPERIOD_MINUTE) && (synpred8_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                       alt369=2;

                   }

                   else if ( (LA369_117==MIN) && (synpred8_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                       alt369=2;

                   }

                   else if ( (LA369_117==TIMEPERIOD_MONTHS) && (synpred8_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                       alt369=2;

                   }

                   else if ( (LA369_117==TIMEPERIOD_MONTH) && (synpred8_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {
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                       alt369=2;

                   }

                   else if ( (LA369_117==TIMEPERIOD_YEARS) && (synpred8_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                       alt369=2;

                   }

                   else if ( (LA369_117==TIMEPERIOD_YEAR) && (synpred8_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                       alt369=2;

                   }

                   else if ( (LA369_117==TIMEPERIOD_WEEKS) && (synpred8_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                       alt369=2;

                   }

                   else if ( (LA369_117==TIMEPERIOD_WEEK) && (synpred8_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                       alt369=2;

                   }

                   else if ( (LA369_117==STAR) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                       alt369=3;

                   }

                   else if ( (LA369_117==DIV) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                       alt369=3;

                   }

                   else if ( (LA369_117==MOD) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                       alt369=3;

                   }

                   else if ( (LA369_117==PLUS) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                       alt369=3;

                   }

                   else if ( (LA369_117==MINUS) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                       alt369=3;

                   }

                   else if ( (LA369_117==LOR) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                       alt369=3;

                   }

                   else if ( (LA369_117==LT) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                       alt369=3;

                   }

                   else if ( (LA369_117==GT) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                       alt369=3;

                   }

                   else if ( (LA369_117==LE) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                       alt369=3;

                   }

                   else if ( (LA369_117==GE) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                       alt369=3;

                   }

                   else if ( (LA369_117==EQUALS) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                       alt369=3;

                   }

                   else if ( (LA369_117==IS) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {
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                       alt369=3;

                   }

                   else if ( (LA369_117==SQL_NE) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                       alt369=3;

                   }

                   else if ( (LA369_117==NOT_EQUAL) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                       alt369=3;

                   }

                   else if ( (LA369_117==BAND) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                       alt369=3;

                   }

                   else if ( (LA369_117==BOR) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                       alt369=3;

                   }

                   else if ( (LA369_117==BXOR) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                       alt369=3;

                   }

                   else if ( (LA369_117==AND_EXPR) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                       alt369=3;

                   }

                   else if ( (LA369_117==OR_EXPR) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                       alt369=3;

                   }

                   else if ( (LA369_117==ASC) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                       alt369=3;

                   }

                   else if ( (LA369_117==DESC) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                       alt369=3;

                   }

                   else if ( (LA369_117==TIMEPERIOD_SECONDS) ) {

                       int LA369_559 = input.LA(4);

                       if ( (synpred8_EsperEPL2Grammar()) ) {

                           alt369=2;

                       }

                       else if ( (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar()) ) {

                           alt369=3;

                       }

                       else {

                           if (state.backtracking>0) {state.failed=true; return retval;}

                           NoViableAltException nvae =

                               new NoViableAltException("", 369, 559, input);

                           throw nvae;

                       }

                   }

                   else if ( (LA369_117==TIMEPERIOD_SECOND) ) {

                       int LA369_560 = input.LA(4);

                       if ( (synpred8_EsperEPL2Grammar()) ) {

                           alt369=2;
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                       }

                       else if ( (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar()) ) {

                           alt369=3;

                       }

                       else {

                           if (state.backtracking>0) {state.failed=true; return retval;}

                           NoViableAltException nvae =

                               new NoViableAltException("", 369, 560, input);

                           throw nvae;

                       }

                   }

                   else if ( (LA369_117==TIMEPERIOD_SEC) ) {

                       int LA369_561 = input.LA(4);

                       if ( (synpred8_EsperEPL2Grammar()) ) {

                           alt369=2;

                       }

                       else if ( (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar()) ) {

                           alt369=3;

                       }

                       else {

                           if (state.backtracking>0) {state.failed=true; return retval;}

                           NoViableAltException nvae =

                               new NoViableAltException("", 369, 561, input);

                           throw nvae;

                       }

                   }

                   else if ( (LA369_117==COMMA) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                       alt369=3;

                   }

                   else if ( (LA369_117==RPAREN) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                       alt369=3;

                   }

                   else if ( (LA369_117==NOT_EXPR) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                       alt369=3;

                   }

                   else if ( (LA369_117==IN_SET) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                       alt369=3;

                   }

                   else if ( (LA369_117==BETWEEN) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                       alt369=3;

                   }

                   else if ( (LA369_117==LIKE) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                       alt369=3;

                   }

                   else if ( (LA369_117==REGEXP) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                       alt369=3;

                   }

                   else if ( (LA369_117==TIMEPERIOD_DAYS) && (synpred8_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {
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                       alt369=2;

                   }

                   else if ( (LA369_117==TIMEPERIOD_DAY) && (synpred8_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                       alt369=2;

                   }

                   else if ( (LA369_117==TIMEPERIOD_HOURS) && (synpred8_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                       alt369=2;

                   }

                   else if ( (LA369_117==TIMEPERIOD_HOUR) && (synpred8_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                       alt369=2;

                   }

                   else if ( (LA369_117==TIMEPERIOD_MILLISECONDS) && (synpred8_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                       alt369=2;

                   }

                   else if ( (LA369_117==TIMEPERIOD_MILLISECOND) && (synpred8_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                       alt369=2;

                   }

                   else if ( (LA369_117==TIMEPERIOD_MILLISEC) && (synpred8_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                       alt369=2;

                   }

                   else {

                       if (state.backtracking>0) {state.failed=true; return retval;}

                       NoViableAltException nvae =

                           new NoViableAltException("", 369, 117, input);

                       throw nvae;

                   }

               }

               else if ( (LA369_2==NUM_FLOAT) ) {

                   int LA369_118 = input.LA(3);

                   if ( (LA369_118==TIMEPERIOD_MINUTES) && (synpred8_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                       alt369=2;

                   }

                   else if ( (LA369_118==TIMEPERIOD_MINUTE) && (synpred8_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                       alt369=2;

                   }

                   else if ( (LA369_118==MIN) && (synpred8_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                       alt369=2;

                   }

                   else if ( (LA369_118==TIMEPERIOD_YEARS) && (synpred8_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                       alt369=2;

                   }

                   else if ( (LA369_118==TIMEPERIOD_YEAR) && (synpred8_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                       alt369=2;

                   }

                   else if ( (LA369_118==TIMEPERIOD_MONTHS) && (synpred8_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                       alt369=2;

                   }

                   else if ( (LA369_118==TIMEPERIOD_MONTH) && (synpred8_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {
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                       alt369=2;

                   }

                   else if ( (LA369_118==STAR) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                       alt369=3;

                   }

                   else if ( (LA369_118==DIV) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                       alt369=3;

                   }

                   else if ( (LA369_118==MOD) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                       alt369=3;

                   }

                   else if ( (LA369_118==PLUS) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                       alt369=3;

                   }

                   else if ( (LA369_118==MINUS) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                       alt369=3;

                   }

                   else if ( (LA369_118==LOR) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                       alt369=3;

                   }

                   else if ( (LA369_118==LT) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                       alt369=3;

                   }

                   else if ( (LA369_118==GT) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                       alt369=3;

                   }

                   else if ( (LA369_118==LE) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                       alt369=3;

                   }

                   else if ( (LA369_118==GE) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                       alt369=3;

                   }

                   else if ( (LA369_118==EQUALS) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                       alt369=3;

                   }

                   else if ( (LA369_118==IS) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                       alt369=3;

                   }

                   else if ( (LA369_118==SQL_NE) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                       alt369=3;

                   }

                   else if ( (LA369_118==NOT_EQUAL) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                       alt369=3;

                   }

                   else if ( (LA369_118==BAND) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                       alt369=3;

                   }

                   else if ( (LA369_118==BOR) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {
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                       alt369=3;

                   }

                   else if ( (LA369_118==BXOR) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                       alt369=3;

                   }

                   else if ( (LA369_118==AND_EXPR) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                       alt369=3;

                   }

                   else if ( (LA369_118==OR_EXPR) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                       alt369=3;

                   }

                   else if ( (LA369_118==ASC) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                       alt369=3;

                   }

                   else if ( (LA369_118==DESC) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                       alt369=3;

                   }

                   else if ( (LA369_118==TIMEPERIOD_SECONDS) ) {

                       int LA369_604 = input.LA(4);

                       if ( (synpred8_EsperEPL2Grammar()) ) {

                           alt369=2;

                       }

                       else if ( (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar()) ) {

                           alt369=3;

                       }

                       else {

                           if (state.backtracking>0) {state.failed=true; return retval;}

                           NoViableAltException nvae =

                               new NoViableAltException("", 369, 604, input);

                           throw nvae;

                       }

                   }

                   else if ( (LA369_118==TIMEPERIOD_SECOND) ) {

                       int LA369_605 = input.LA(4);

                       if ( (synpred8_EsperEPL2Grammar()) ) {

                           alt369=2;

                       }

                       else if ( (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar()) ) {

                           alt369=3;

                       }

                       else {

                           if (state.backtracking>0) {state.failed=true; return retval;}

                           NoViableAltException nvae =

                               new NoViableAltException("", 369, 605, input);

                           throw nvae;

                       }

                   }

                   else if ( (LA369_118==TIMEPERIOD_SEC) ) {
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                       int LA369_606 = input.LA(4);

                       if ( (synpred8_EsperEPL2Grammar()) ) {

                           alt369=2;

                       }

                       else if ( (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar()) ) {

                           alt369=3;

                       }

                       else {

                           if (state.backtracking>0) {state.failed=true; return retval;}

                           NoViableAltException nvae =

                               new NoViableAltException("", 369, 606, input);

                           throw nvae;

                       }

                   }

                   else if ( (LA369_118==COMMA) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                       alt369=3;

                   }

                   else if ( (LA369_118==RPAREN) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                       alt369=3;

                   }

                   else if ( (LA369_118==NOT_EXPR) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                       alt369=3;

                   }

                   else if ( (LA369_118==IN_SET) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                       alt369=3;

                   }

                   else if ( (LA369_118==BETWEEN) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                       alt369=3;

                   }

                   else if ( (LA369_118==LIKE) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                       alt369=3;

                   }

                   else if ( (LA369_118==REGEXP) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                       alt369=3;

                   }

                   else if ( (LA369_118==TIMEPERIOD_WEEKS) && (synpred8_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                       alt369=2;

                   }

                   else if ( (LA369_118==TIMEPERIOD_WEEK) && (synpred8_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                       alt369=2;

                   }

                   else if ( (LA369_118==TIMEPERIOD_HOURS) && (synpred8_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                       alt369=2;

                   }

                   else if ( (LA369_118==TIMEPERIOD_HOUR) && (synpred8_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                       alt369=2;

                   }

                   else if ( (LA369_118==TIMEPERIOD_MILLISECONDS) && (synpred8_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {
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                       alt369=2;

                   }

                   else if ( (LA369_118==TIMEPERIOD_MILLISECOND) && (synpred8_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                       alt369=2;

                   }

                   else if ( (LA369_118==TIMEPERIOD_MILLISEC) && (synpred8_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                       alt369=2;

                   }

                   else if ( (LA369_118==TIMEPERIOD_DAYS) && (synpred8_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                       alt369=2;

                   }

                   else if ( (LA369_118==TIMEPERIOD_DAY) && (synpred8_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                       alt369=2;

                   }

                   else {

                       if (state.backtracking>0) {state.failed=true; return retval;}

                       NoViableAltException nvae =

                           new NoViableAltException("", 369, 118, input);

                       throw nvae;

                   }

               }

               else if ( (LA369_2==NUM_DOUBLE) ) {

                   int LA369_119 = input.LA(3);

                   if ( (LA369_119==TIMEPERIOD_DAYS) && (synpred8_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                       alt369=2;

                   }

                   else if ( (LA369_119==TIMEPERIOD_DAY) && (synpred8_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                       alt369=2;

                   }

                   else if ( (LA369_119==TIMEPERIOD_YEARS) && (synpred8_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                       alt369=2;

                   }

                   else if ( (LA369_119==TIMEPERIOD_YEAR) && (synpred8_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                       alt369=2;

                   }

                   else if ( (LA369_119==TIMEPERIOD_WEEKS) && (synpred8_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                       alt369=2;

                   }

                   else if ( (LA369_119==TIMEPERIOD_WEEK) && (synpred8_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                       alt369=2;

                   }

                   else if ( (LA369_119==STAR) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                       alt369=3;

                   }

                   else if ( (LA369_119==DIV) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                       alt369=3;

                   }

                   else if ( (LA369_119==MOD) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {
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                       alt369=3;

                   }

                   else if ( (LA369_119==PLUS) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                       alt369=3;

                   }

                   else if ( (LA369_119==MINUS) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                       alt369=3;

                   }

                   else if ( (LA369_119==LOR) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                       alt369=3;

                   }

                   else if ( (LA369_119==LT) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                       alt369=3;

                   }

                   else if ( (LA369_119==GT) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                       alt369=3;

                   }

                   else if ( (LA369_119==LE) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                       alt369=3;

                   }

                   else if ( (LA369_119==GE) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                       alt369=3;

                   }

                   else if ( (LA369_119==EQUALS) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                       alt369=3;

                   }

                   else if ( (LA369_119==IS) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                       alt369=3;

                   }

                   else if ( (LA369_119==SQL_NE) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                       alt369=3;

                   }

                   else if ( (LA369_119==NOT_EQUAL) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                       alt369=3;

                   }

                   else if ( (LA369_119==BAND) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                       alt369=3;

                   }

                   else if ( (LA369_119==BOR) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                       alt369=3;

                   }

                   else if ( (LA369_119==BXOR) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                       alt369=3;

                   }

                   else if ( (LA369_119==AND_EXPR) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                       alt369=3;

                   }

                   else if ( (LA369_119==OR_EXPR) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {
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                       alt369=3;

                   }

                   else if ( (LA369_119==ASC) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                       alt369=3;

                   }

                   else if ( (LA369_119==DESC) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                       alt369=3;

                   }

                   else if ( (LA369_119==TIMEPERIOD_SECONDS) ) {

                       int LA369_650 = input.LA(4);

                       if ( (synpred8_EsperEPL2Grammar()) ) {

                           alt369=2;

                       }

                       else if ( (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar()) ) {

                           alt369=3;

                       }

                       else {

                           if (state.backtracking>0) {state.failed=true; return retval;}

                           NoViableAltException nvae =

                               new NoViableAltException("", 369, 650, input);

                           throw nvae;

                       }

                   }

                   else if ( (LA369_119==TIMEPERIOD_SECOND) ) {

                       int LA369_651 = input.LA(4);

                       if ( (synpred8_EsperEPL2Grammar()) ) {

                           alt369=2;

                       }

                       else if ( (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar()) ) {

                           alt369=3;

                       }

                       else {

                           if (state.backtracking>0) {state.failed=true; return retval;}

                           NoViableAltException nvae =

                               new NoViableAltException("", 369, 651, input);

                           throw nvae;

                       }

                   }

                   else if ( (LA369_119==TIMEPERIOD_SEC) ) {

                       int LA369_652 = input.LA(4);

                       if ( (synpred8_EsperEPL2Grammar()) ) {

                           alt369=2;

                       }

                       else if ( (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar()) ) {

                           alt369=3;

                       }

                       else {

                           if (state.backtracking>0) {state.failed=true; return retval;}
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                           NoViableAltException nvae =

                               new NoViableAltException("", 369, 652, input);

                           throw nvae;

                       }

                   }

                   else if ( (LA369_119==COMMA) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                       alt369=3;

                   }

                   else if ( (LA369_119==RPAREN) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                       alt369=3;

                   }

                   else if ( (LA369_119==NOT_EXPR) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                       alt369=3;

                   }

                   else if ( (LA369_119==IN_SET) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                       alt369=3;

                   }

                   else if ( (LA369_119==BETWEEN) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                       alt369=3;

                   }

                   else if ( (LA369_119==LIKE) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                       alt369=3;

                   }

                   else if ( (LA369_119==REGEXP) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                       alt369=3;

                   }

                   else if ( (LA369_119==TIMEPERIOD_HOURS) && (synpred8_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                       alt369=2;

                   }

                   else if ( (LA369_119==TIMEPERIOD_HOUR) && (synpred8_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                       alt369=2;

                   }

                   else if ( (LA369_119==TIMEPERIOD_MONTHS) && (synpred8_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                       alt369=2;

                   }

                   else if ( (LA369_119==TIMEPERIOD_MONTH) && (synpred8_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                       alt369=2;

                   }

                   else if ( (LA369_119==TIMEPERIOD_MILLISECONDS) && (synpred8_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                       alt369=2;

                   }

                   else if ( (LA369_119==TIMEPERIOD_MILLISECOND) && (synpred8_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                       alt369=2;

                   }

                   else if ( (LA369_119==TIMEPERIOD_MILLISEC) && (synpred8_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                       alt369=2;

                   }

                   else if ( (LA369_119==TIMEPERIOD_MINUTES) && (synpred8_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {
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                       alt369=2;

                   }

                   else if ( (LA369_119==TIMEPERIOD_MINUTE) && (synpred8_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                       alt369=2;

                   }

                   else if ( (LA369_119==MIN) && (synpred8_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                       alt369=2;

                   }

                   else {

                       if (state.backtracking>0) {state.failed=true; return retval;}

                       NoViableAltException nvae =

                           new NoViableAltException("", 369, 119, input);

                       throw nvae;

                   }

               }

               else if ( (LA369_2==IDENT) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                   alt369=3;

               }

               else if ( (LA369_2==TICKED_STRING_LITERAL) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                   alt369=3;

               }

               else if ( (LA369_2==AT) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                   alt369=3;

               }

               else if ( (LA369_2==COUNT) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                   alt369=3;

               }

               else if ( (LA369_2==ESCAPE) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                   alt369=3;

               }

               else if ( (LA369_2==EVERY_EXPR) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                   alt369=3;

               }

               else if ( (LA369_2==SUM) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                   alt369=3;

               }

               else if ( (LA369_2==AVG) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                   alt369=3;

               }

               else if ( (LA369_2==MAX) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                   alt369=3;

               }

               else if ( (LA369_2==MIN) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                   alt369=3;

               }

               else if ( (LA369_2==COALESCE) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                   alt369=3;

               }
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               else if ( (LA369_2==MEDIAN) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                   alt369=3;

               }

               else if ( (LA369_2==STDDEV) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                   alt369=3;

               }

               else if ( (LA369_2==AVEDEV) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                   alt369=3;

               }

               else if ( (LA369_2==EVENTS) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                   alt369=3;

               }

               else if ( (LA369_2==FIRST) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                   alt369=3;

               }

               else if ( (LA369_2==LAST) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                   alt369=3;

               }

               else if ( (LA369_2==WHILE) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                   alt369=3;

               }

               else if ( (LA369_2==MERGE) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                   alt369=3;

               }

               else if ( (LA369_2==MATCHED) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                   alt369=3;

               }

               else if ( (LA369_2==UNIDIRECTIONAL) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                   alt369=3;

               }

               else if ( (LA369_2==RETAINUNION) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                   alt369=3;

               }

               else if ( (LA369_2==RETAININTERSECTION) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                   alt369=3;

               }

               else if ( (LA369_2==UNTIL) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                   alt369=3;

               }

               else if ( (LA369_2==PATTERN) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                   alt369=3;

               }

               else if ( (LA369_2==SQL) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                   alt369=3;

               }

               else if ( (LA369_2==METADATASQL) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                   alt369=3;

               }
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               else if ( (LA369_2==PREVIOUS) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                   alt369=3;

               }

               else if ( (LA369_2==PREVIOUSTAIL) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                   alt369=3;

               }

               else if ( (LA369_2==PRIOR) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                   alt369=3;

               }

               else if ( (LA369_2==WEEKDAY) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                   alt369=3;

               }

               else if ( (LA369_2==LW) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                   alt369=3;

               }

               else if ( (LA369_2==INSTANCEOF) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                   alt369=3;

               }

               else if ( (LA369_2==TYPEOF) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                   alt369=3;

               }

               else if ( (LA369_2==CAST) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                   alt369=3;

               }

               else if ( (LA369_2==SNAPSHOT) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                   alt369=3;

               }

               else if ( (LA369_2==VARIABLE) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                   alt369=3;

               }

               else if ( (LA369_2==INDEX) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                   alt369=3;

               }

               else if ( (LA369_2==WINDOW) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                   alt369=3;

               }

               else if ( (LA369_2==LEFT) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                   alt369=3;

               }

               else if ( (LA369_2==RIGHT) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                   alt369=3;

               }

               else if ( (LA369_2==OUTER) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                   alt369=3;

               }

               else if ( (LA369_2==FULL) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                   alt369=3;

               }
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               else if ( (LA369_2==JOIN) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                   alt369=3;

               }

               else if ( (LA369_2==DEFINE) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                   alt369=3;

               }

               else if ( (LA369_2==PARTITION) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                   alt369=3;

               }

               else if ( (LA369_2==MATCHES) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                   alt369=3;

               }

               else if ( (LA369_2==CONTEXT) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                   alt369=3;

               }

               else if ( (LA369_2==FOR) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                   alt369=3;

               }

               else if ( (LA369_2==USING) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                   alt369=3;

               }

               else {

                   if (state.backtracking>0) {state.failed=true; return retval;}

                   NoViableAltException nvae =

                       new NoViableAltException("", 369, 2, input);

                   throw nvae;

               }

           }

           else if ( (LA369_0==PLUS) ) {

               switch ( input.LA(2) ) {

               case NUM_INT:

                   {

                   int LA369_170 = input.LA(3);

                   if ( (LA369_170==TIMEPERIOD_MONTHS) && (synpred8_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                       alt369=2;

                   }

                   else if ( (LA369_170==TIMEPERIOD_MONTH) && (synpred8_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                       alt369=2;

                   }

                   else if ( (LA369_170==TIMEPERIOD_MINUTES) && (synpred8_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                       alt369=2;

                   }

                   else if ( (LA369_170==TIMEPERIOD_MINUTE) && (synpred8_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                       alt369=2;

                   }

                   else if ( (LA369_170==MIN) && (synpred8_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                       alt369=2;

                   }
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                   else if ( (LA369_170==TIMEPERIOD_YEARS) && (synpred8_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                       alt369=2;

                   }

                   else if ( (LA369_170==TIMEPERIOD_YEAR) && (synpred8_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                       alt369=2;

                   }

                   else if ( (LA369_170==STAR) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                       alt369=3;

                   }

                   else if ( (LA369_170==DIV) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                       alt369=3;

                   }

                   else if ( (LA369_170==MOD) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                       alt369=3;

                   }

                   else if ( (LA369_170==PLUS) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                       alt369=3;

                   }

                   else if ( (LA369_170==MINUS) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                       alt369=3;

                   }

                   else if ( (LA369_170==LOR) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                       alt369=3;

                   }

                   else if ( (LA369_170==LT) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                       alt369=3;

                   }

                   else if ( (LA369_170==GT) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                       alt369=3;

                   }

                   else if ( (LA369_170==LE) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                       alt369=3;

                   }

                   else if ( (LA369_170==GE) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                       alt369=3;

                   }

                   else if ( (LA369_170==EQUALS) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                       alt369=3;

                   }

                   else if ( (LA369_170==IS) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                       alt369=3;

                   }

                   else if ( (LA369_170==SQL_NE) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                       alt369=3;

                   }

                   else if ( (LA369_170==NOT_EQUAL) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                       alt369=3;

                   }
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                   else if ( (LA369_170==BAND) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                       alt369=3;

                   }

                   else if ( (LA369_170==BOR) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                       alt369=3;

                   }

                   else if ( (LA369_170==BXOR) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                       alt369=3;

                   }

                   else if ( (LA369_170==AND_EXPR) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                       alt369=3;

                   }

                   else if ( (LA369_170==OR_EXPR) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                       alt369=3;

                   }

                   else if ( (LA369_170==ASC) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                       alt369=3;

                   }

                   else if ( (LA369_170==DESC) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                       alt369=3;

                   }

                   else if ( (LA369_170==TIMEPERIOD_SECONDS) ) {

                       int LA369_698 = input.LA(4);

                       if ( (synpred8_EsperEPL2Grammar()) ) {

                           alt369=2;

                       }

                       else if ( (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar()) ) {

                           alt369=3;

                       }

                       else {

                           if (state.backtracking>0) {state.failed=true; return retval;}

                           NoViableAltException nvae =

                               new NoViableAltException("", 369, 698, input);

                           throw nvae;

                       }

                   }

                   else if ( (LA369_170==TIMEPERIOD_SECOND) ) {

                       int LA369_699 = input.LA(4);

                       if ( (synpred8_EsperEPL2Grammar()) ) {

                           alt369=2;

                       }

                       else if ( (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar()) ) {

                           alt369=3;

                       }

                       else {

                           if (state.backtracking>0) {state.failed=true; return retval;}

                           NoViableAltException nvae =

                               new NoViableAltException("", 369, 699, input);
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                           throw nvae;

                       }

                   }

                   else if ( (LA369_170==TIMEPERIOD_SEC) ) {

                       int LA369_700 = input.LA(4);

                       if ( (synpred8_EsperEPL2Grammar()) ) {

                           alt369=2;

                       }

                       else if ( (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar()) ) {

                           alt369=3;

                       }

                       else {

                           if (state.backtracking>0) {state.failed=true; return retval;}

                           NoViableAltException nvae =

                               new NoViableAltException("", 369, 700, input);

                           throw nvae;

                       }

                   }

                   else if ( (LA369_170==COMMA) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                       alt369=3;

                   }

                   else if ( (LA369_170==RPAREN) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                       alt369=3;

                   }

                   else if ( (LA369_170==NOT_EXPR) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                       alt369=3;

                   }

                   else if ( (LA369_170==IN_SET) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                       alt369=3;

                   }

                   else if ( (LA369_170==BETWEEN) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                       alt369=3;

                   }

                   else if ( (LA369_170==LIKE) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                       alt369=3;

                   }

                   else if ( (LA369_170==REGEXP) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                       alt369=3;

                   }

                   else if ( (LA369_170==TIMEPERIOD_DAYS) && (synpred8_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                       alt369=2;

                   }

                   else if ( (LA369_170==TIMEPERIOD_DAY) && (synpred8_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                       alt369=2;

                   }

                   else if ( (LA369_170==TIMEPERIOD_WEEKS) && (synpred8_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                       alt369=2;

                   }
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                   else if ( (LA369_170==TIMEPERIOD_WEEK) && (synpred8_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                       alt369=2;

                   }

                   else if ( (LA369_170==TIMEPERIOD_HOURS) && (synpred8_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                       alt369=2;

                   }

                   else if ( (LA369_170==TIMEPERIOD_HOUR) && (synpred8_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                       alt369=2;

                   }

                   else if ( (LA369_170==TIMEPERIOD_MILLISECONDS) && (synpred8_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                       alt369=2;

                   }

                   else if ( (LA369_170==TIMEPERIOD_MILLISECOND) && (synpred8_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                       alt369=2;

                   }

                   else if ( (LA369_170==TIMEPERIOD_MILLISEC) && (synpred8_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                       alt369=2;

                   }

                   else {

                       if (state.backtracking>0) {state.failed=true; return retval;}

                       NoViableAltException nvae =

                           new NoViableAltException("", 369, 170, input);

                       throw nvae;

                   }

                   }

                   break;

               case NUM_LONG:

                   {

                   int LA369_171 = input.LA(3);

                   if ( (LA369_171==TIMEPERIOD_MINUTES) && (synpred8_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                       alt369=2;

                   }

                   else if ( (LA369_171==TIMEPERIOD_MINUTE) && (synpred8_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                       alt369=2;

                   }

                   else if ( (LA369_171==MIN) && (synpred8_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                       alt369=2;

                   }

                   else if ( (LA369_171==TIMEPERIOD_MONTHS) && (synpred8_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                       alt369=2;

                   }

                   else if ( (LA369_171==TIMEPERIOD_MONTH) && (synpred8_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                       alt369=2;

                   }

                   else if ( (LA369_171==TIMEPERIOD_YEARS) && (synpred8_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                       alt369=2;

                   }

                   else if ( (LA369_171==TIMEPERIOD_YEAR) && (synpred8_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {
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                       alt369=2;

                   }

                   else if ( (LA369_171==TIMEPERIOD_WEEKS) && (synpred8_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                       alt369=2;

                   }

                   else if ( (LA369_171==TIMEPERIOD_WEEK) && (synpred8_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                       alt369=2;

                   }

                   else if ( (LA369_171==STAR) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                       alt369=3;

                   }

                   else if ( (LA369_171==DIV) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                       alt369=3;

                   }

                   else if ( (LA369_171==MOD) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                       alt369=3;

                   }

                   else if ( (LA369_171==PLUS) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                       alt369=3;

                   }

                   else if ( (LA369_171==MINUS) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                       alt369=3;

                   }

                   else if ( (LA369_171==LOR) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                       alt369=3;

                   }

                   else if ( (LA369_171==LT) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                       alt369=3;

                   }

                   else if ( (LA369_171==GT) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                       alt369=3;

                   }

                   else if ( (LA369_171==LE) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                       alt369=3;

                   }

                   else if ( (LA369_171==GE) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                       alt369=3;

                   }

                   else if ( (LA369_171==EQUALS) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                       alt369=3;

                   }

                   else if ( (LA369_171==IS) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                       alt369=3;

                   }

                   else if ( (LA369_171==SQL_NE) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                       alt369=3;

                   }

                   else if ( (LA369_171==NOT_EQUAL) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {
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                       alt369=3;

                   }

                   else if ( (LA369_171==BAND) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                       alt369=3;

                   }

                   else if ( (LA369_171==BOR) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                       alt369=3;

                   }

                   else if ( (LA369_171==BXOR) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                       alt369=3;

                   }

                   else if ( (LA369_171==AND_EXPR) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                       alt369=3;

                   }

                   else if ( (LA369_171==OR_EXPR) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                       alt369=3;

                   }

                   else if ( (LA369_171==ASC) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                       alt369=3;

                   }

                   else if ( (LA369_171==DESC) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                       alt369=3;

                   }

                   else if ( (LA369_171==TIMEPERIOD_SECONDS) ) {

                       int LA369_747 = input.LA(4);

                       if ( (synpred8_EsperEPL2Grammar()) ) {

                           alt369=2;

                       }

                       else if ( (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar()) ) {

                           alt369=3;

                       }

                       else {

                           if (state.backtracking>0) {state.failed=true; return retval;}

                           NoViableAltException nvae =

                               new NoViableAltException("", 369, 747, input);

                           throw nvae;

                       }

                   }

                   else if ( (LA369_171==TIMEPERIOD_SECOND) ) {

                       int LA369_748 = input.LA(4);

                       if ( (synpred8_EsperEPL2Grammar()) ) {

                           alt369=2;

                       }

                       else if ( (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar()) ) {

                           alt369=3;

                       }

                       else {

                           if (state.backtracking>0) {state.failed=true; return retval;}
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                           NoViableAltException nvae =

                               new NoViableAltException("", 369, 748, input);

                           throw nvae;

                       }

                   }

                   else if ( (LA369_171==TIMEPERIOD_SEC) ) {

                       int LA369_749 = input.LA(4);

                       if ( (synpred8_EsperEPL2Grammar()) ) {

                           alt369=2;

                       }

                       else if ( (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar()) ) {

                           alt369=3;

                       }

                       else {

                           if (state.backtracking>0) {state.failed=true; return retval;}

                           NoViableAltException nvae =

                               new NoViableAltException("", 369, 749, input);

                           throw nvae;

                       }

                   }

                   else if ( (LA369_171==COMMA) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                       alt369=3;

                   }

                   else if ( (LA369_171==RPAREN) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                       alt369=3;

                   }

                   else if ( (LA369_171==NOT_EXPR) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                       alt369=3;

                   }

                   else if ( (LA369_171==IN_SET) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                       alt369=3;

                   }

                   else if ( (LA369_171==BETWEEN) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                       alt369=3;

                   }

                   else if ( (LA369_171==LIKE) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                       alt369=3;

                   }

                   else if ( (LA369_171==REGEXP) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                       alt369=3;

                   }

                   else if ( (LA369_171==TIMEPERIOD_DAYS) && (synpred8_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                       alt369=2;

                   }

                   else if ( (LA369_171==TIMEPERIOD_DAY) && (synpred8_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                       alt369=2;

                   }

                   else if ( (LA369_171==TIMEPERIOD_HOURS) && (synpred8_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {
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                       alt369=2;

                   }

                   else if ( (LA369_171==TIMEPERIOD_HOUR) && (synpred8_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                       alt369=2;

                   }

                   else if ( (LA369_171==TIMEPERIOD_MILLISECONDS) && (synpred8_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                       alt369=2;

                   }

                   else if ( (LA369_171==TIMEPERIOD_MILLISECOND) && (synpred8_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                       alt369=2;

                   }

                   else if ( (LA369_171==TIMEPERIOD_MILLISEC) && (synpred8_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                       alt369=2;

                   }

                   else {

                       if (state.backtracking>0) {state.failed=true; return retval;}

                       NoViableAltException nvae =

                           new NoViableAltException("", 369, 171, input);

                       throw nvae;

                   }

                   }

                   break;

               case NUM_FLOAT:

                   {

                   int LA369_172 = input.LA(3);

                   if ( (LA369_172==TIMEPERIOD_MINUTES) && (synpred8_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                       alt369=2;

                   }

                   else if ( (LA369_172==TIMEPERIOD_MINUTE) && (synpred8_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                       alt369=2;

                   }

                   else if ( (LA369_172==MIN) && (synpred8_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                       alt369=2;

                   }

                   else if ( (LA369_172==TIMEPERIOD_YEARS) && (synpred8_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                       alt369=2;

                   }

                   else if ( (LA369_172==TIMEPERIOD_YEAR) && (synpred8_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                       alt369=2;

                   }

                   else if ( (LA369_172==TIMEPERIOD_MONTHS) && (synpred8_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                       alt369=2;

                   }

                   else if ( (LA369_172==TIMEPERIOD_MONTH) && (synpred8_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                       alt369=2;

                   }

                   else if ( (LA369_172==STAR) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                       alt369=3;
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                   }

                   else if ( (LA369_172==DIV) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                       alt369=3;

                   }

                   else if ( (LA369_172==MOD) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                       alt369=3;

                   }

                   else if ( (LA369_172==PLUS) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                       alt369=3;

                   }

                   else if ( (LA369_172==MINUS) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                       alt369=3;

                   }

                   else if ( (LA369_172==LOR) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                       alt369=3;

                   }

                   else if ( (LA369_172==LT) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                       alt369=3;

                   }

                   else if ( (LA369_172==GT) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                       alt369=3;

                   }

                   else if ( (LA369_172==LE) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                       alt369=3;

                   }

                   else if ( (LA369_172==GE) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                       alt369=3;

                   }

                   else if ( (LA369_172==EQUALS) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                       alt369=3;

                   }

                   else if ( (LA369_172==IS) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                       alt369=3;

                   }

                   else if ( (LA369_172==SQL_NE) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                       alt369=3;

                   }

                   else if ( (LA369_172==NOT_EQUAL) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                       alt369=3;

                   }

                   else if ( (LA369_172==BAND) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                       alt369=3;

                   }

                   else if ( (LA369_172==BOR) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                       alt369=3;

                   }

                   else if ( (LA369_172==BXOR) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                       alt369=3;
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                   }

                   else if ( (LA369_172==AND_EXPR) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                       alt369=3;

                   }

                   else if ( (LA369_172==OR_EXPR) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                       alt369=3;

                   }

                   else if ( (LA369_172==ASC) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                       alt369=3;

                   }

                   else if ( (LA369_172==DESC) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                       alt369=3;

                   }

                   else if ( (LA369_172==TIMEPERIOD_SECONDS) ) {

                       int LA369_792 = input.LA(4);

                       if ( (synpred8_EsperEPL2Grammar()) ) {

                           alt369=2;

                       }

                       else if ( (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar()) ) {

                           alt369=3;

                       }

                       else {

                           if (state.backtracking>0) {state.failed=true; return retval;}

                           NoViableAltException nvae =

                               new NoViableAltException("", 369, 792, input);

                           throw nvae;

                       }

                   }

                   else if ( (LA369_172==TIMEPERIOD_SECOND) ) {

                       int LA369_793 = input.LA(4);

                       if ( (synpred8_EsperEPL2Grammar()) ) {

                           alt369=2;

                       }

                       else if ( (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar()) ) {

                           alt369=3;

                       }

                       else {

                           if (state.backtracking>0) {state.failed=true; return retval;}

                           NoViableAltException nvae =

                               new NoViableAltException("", 369, 793, input);

                           throw nvae;

                       }

                   }

                   else if ( (LA369_172==TIMEPERIOD_SEC) ) {

                       int LA369_794 = input.LA(4);

                       if ( (synpred8_EsperEPL2Grammar()) ) {

                           alt369=2;

                       }
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                       else if ( (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar()) ) {

                           alt369=3;

                       }

                       else {

                           if (state.backtracking>0) {state.failed=true; return retval;}

                           NoViableAltException nvae =

                               new NoViableAltException("", 369, 794, input);

                           throw nvae;

                       }

                   }

                   else if ( (LA369_172==COMMA) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                       alt369=3;

                   }

                   else if ( (LA369_172==RPAREN) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                       alt369=3;

                   }

                   else if ( (LA369_172==NOT_EXPR) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                       alt369=3;

                   }

                   else if ( (LA369_172==IN_SET) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                       alt369=3;

                   }

                   else if ( (LA369_172==BETWEEN) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                       alt369=3;

                   }

                   else if ( (LA369_172==LIKE) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                       alt369=3;

                   }

                   else if ( (LA369_172==REGEXP) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                       alt369=3;

                   }

                   else if ( (LA369_172==TIMEPERIOD_WEEKS) && (synpred8_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                       alt369=2;

                   }

                   else if ( (LA369_172==TIMEPERIOD_WEEK) && (synpred8_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                       alt369=2;

                   }

                   else if ( (LA369_172==TIMEPERIOD_HOURS) && (synpred8_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                       alt369=2;

                   }

                   else if ( (LA369_172==TIMEPERIOD_HOUR) && (synpred8_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                       alt369=2;

                   }

                   else if ( (LA369_172==TIMEPERIOD_MILLISECONDS) && (synpred8_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                       alt369=2;

                   }

                   else if ( (LA369_172==TIMEPERIOD_MILLISECOND) && (synpred8_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                       alt369=2;
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                   }

                   else if ( (LA369_172==TIMEPERIOD_MILLISEC) && (synpred8_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                       alt369=2;

                   }

                   else if ( (LA369_172==TIMEPERIOD_DAYS) && (synpred8_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                       alt369=2;

                   }

                   else if ( (LA369_172==TIMEPERIOD_DAY) && (synpred8_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                       alt369=2;

                   }

                   else {

                       if (state.backtracking>0) {state.failed=true; return retval;}

                       NoViableAltException nvae =

                           new NoViableAltException("", 369, 172, input);

                       throw nvae;

                   }

                   }

                   break;

               case NUM_DOUBLE:

                   {

                   int LA369_173 = input.LA(3);

                   if ( (LA369_173==TIMEPERIOD_YEARS) && (synpred8_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                       alt369=2;

                   }

                   else if ( (LA369_173==TIMEPERIOD_YEAR) && (synpred8_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                       alt369=2;

                   }

                   else if ( (LA369_173==TIMEPERIOD_DAYS) && (synpred8_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                       alt369=2;

                   }

                   else if ( (LA369_173==TIMEPERIOD_DAY) && (synpred8_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                       alt369=2;

                   }

                   else if ( (LA369_173==TIMEPERIOD_WEEKS) && (synpred8_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                       alt369=2;

                   }

                   else if ( (LA369_173==TIMEPERIOD_WEEK) && (synpred8_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                       alt369=2;

                   }

                   else if ( (LA369_173==STAR) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                       alt369=3;

                   }

                   else if ( (LA369_173==DIV) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                       alt369=3;

                   }

                   else if ( (LA369_173==MOD) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                       alt369=3;

                   }
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                   else if ( (LA369_173==PLUS) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                       alt369=3;

                   }

                   else if ( (LA369_173==MINUS) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                       alt369=3;

                   }

                   else if ( (LA369_173==LOR) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                       alt369=3;

                   }

                   else if ( (LA369_173==LT) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                       alt369=3;

                   }

                   else if ( (LA369_173==GT) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                       alt369=3;

                   }

                   else if ( (LA369_173==LE) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                       alt369=3;

                   }

                   else if ( (LA369_173==GE) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                       alt369=3;

                   }

                   else if ( (LA369_173==EQUALS) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                       alt369=3;

                   }

                   else if ( (LA369_173==IS) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                       alt369=3;

                   }

                   else if ( (LA369_173==SQL_NE) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                       alt369=3;

                   }

                   else if ( (LA369_173==NOT_EQUAL) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                       alt369=3;

                   }

                   else if ( (LA369_173==BAND) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                       alt369=3;

                   }

                   else if ( (LA369_173==BOR) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                       alt369=3;

                   }

                   else if ( (LA369_173==BXOR) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                       alt369=3;

                   }

                   else if ( (LA369_173==AND_EXPR) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                       alt369=3;

                   }

                   else if ( (LA369_173==OR_EXPR) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                       alt369=3;

                   }
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                   else if ( (LA369_173==ASC) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                       alt369=3;

                   }

                   else if ( (LA369_173==DESC) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                       alt369=3;

                   }

                   else if ( (LA369_173==TIMEPERIOD_SECONDS) ) {

                       int LA369_838 = input.LA(4);

                       if ( (synpred8_EsperEPL2Grammar()) ) {

                           alt369=2;

                       }

                       else if ( (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar()) ) {

                           alt369=3;

                       }

                       else {

                           if (state.backtracking>0) {state.failed=true; return retval;}

                           NoViableAltException nvae =

                               new NoViableAltException("", 369, 838, input);

                           throw nvae;

                       }

                   }

                   else if ( (LA369_173==TIMEPERIOD_SECOND) ) {

                       int LA369_839 = input.LA(4);

                       if ( (synpred8_EsperEPL2Grammar()) ) {

                           alt369=2;

                       }

                       else if ( (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar()) ) {

                           alt369=3;

                       }

                       else {

                           if (state.backtracking>0) {state.failed=true; return retval;}

                           NoViableAltException nvae =

                               new NoViableAltException("", 369, 839, input);

                           throw nvae;

                       }

                   }

                   else if ( (LA369_173==TIMEPERIOD_SEC) ) {

                       int LA369_840 = input.LA(4);

                       if ( (synpred8_EsperEPL2Grammar()) ) {

                           alt369=2;

                       }

                       else if ( (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar()) ) {

                           alt369=3;

                       }

                       else {

                           if (state.backtracking>0) {state.failed=true; return retval;}

                           NoViableAltException nvae =

                               new NoViableAltException("", 369, 840, input);
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                           throw nvae;

                       }

                   }

                   else if ( (LA369_173==COMMA) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                       alt369=3;

                   }

                   else if ( (LA369_173==RPAREN) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                       alt369=3;

                   }

                   else if ( (LA369_173==NOT_EXPR) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                       alt369=3;

                   }

                   else if ( (LA369_173==IN_SET) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                       alt369=3;

                   }

                   else if ( (LA369_173==BETWEEN) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                       alt369=3;

                   }

                   else if ( (LA369_173==LIKE) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                       alt369=3;

                   }

                   else if ( (LA369_173==REGEXP) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                       alt369=3;

                   }

                   else if ( (LA369_173==TIMEPERIOD_HOURS) && (synpred8_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                       alt369=2;

                   }

                   else if ( (LA369_173==TIMEPERIOD_HOUR) && (synpred8_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                       alt369=2;

                   }

                   else if ( (LA369_173==TIMEPERIOD_MONTHS) && (synpred8_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                       alt369=2;

                   }

                   else if ( (LA369_173==TIMEPERIOD_MONTH) && (synpred8_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                       alt369=2;

                   }

                   else if ( (LA369_173==TIMEPERIOD_MILLISECONDS) && (synpred8_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                       alt369=2;

                   }

                   else if ( (LA369_173==TIMEPERIOD_MILLISECOND) && (synpred8_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                       alt369=2;

                   }

                   else if ( (LA369_173==TIMEPERIOD_MILLISEC) && (synpred8_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                       alt369=2;

                   }

                   else if ( (LA369_173==TIMEPERIOD_MINUTES) && (synpred8_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                       alt369=2;

                   }
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                   else if ( (LA369_173==TIMEPERIOD_MINUTE) && (synpred8_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                       alt369=2;

                   }

                   else if ( (LA369_173==MIN) && (synpred8_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                       alt369=2;

                   }

                   else {

                       if (state.backtracking>0) {state.failed=true; return retval;}

                       NoViableAltException nvae =

                           new NoViableAltException("", 369, 173, input);

                       throw nvae;

                   }

                   }

                   break;

               default:

                   if (state.backtracking>0) {state.failed=true; return retval;}

                   NoViableAltException nvae =

                       new NoViableAltException("", 369, 3, input);

                   throw nvae;

               }

           }

           else if ( (LA369_0==NUM_INT) ) {

               int LA369_4 = input.LA(2);

               if ( (LA369_4==LAST) && (synpred12_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                   alt369=6;

               }

               else if ( (LA369_4==TIMEPERIOD_MONTHS) && (synpred8_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                   alt369=2;

               }

               else if ( (LA369_4==TIMEPERIOD_MONTH) && (synpred8_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                   alt369=2;

               }

               else if ( (LA369_4==TIMEPERIOD_MINUTES) && (synpred8_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                   alt369=2;

               }

               else if ( (LA369_4==TIMEPERIOD_MINUTE) && (synpred8_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                   alt369=2;

               }

               else if ( (LA369_4==MIN) && (synpred8_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                   alt369=2;

               }

               else if ( (LA369_4==TIMEPERIOD_YEARS) && (synpred8_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                   alt369=2;

               }

               else if ( (LA369_4==TIMEPERIOD_YEAR) && (synpred8_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                   alt369=2;

               }

               else if ( (LA369_4==STAR) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {
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                   alt369=3;

               }

               else if ( (LA369_4==DIV) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                   alt369=3;

               }

               else if ( (LA369_4==MOD) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                   alt369=3;

               }

               else if ( (LA369_4==PLUS) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                   alt369=3;

               }

               else if ( (LA369_4==MINUS) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                   alt369=3;

               }

               else if ( (LA369_4==LOR) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                   alt369=3;

               }

               else if ( (LA369_4==LT) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                   alt369=3;

               }

               else if ( (LA369_4==GT) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                   alt369=3;

               }

               else if ( (LA369_4==LE) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                   alt369=3;

               }

               else if ( (LA369_4==GE) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                   alt369=3;

               }

               else if ( (LA369_4==EQUALS) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                   alt369=3;

               }

               else if ( (LA369_4==IS) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                   alt369=3;

               }

               else if ( (LA369_4==SQL_NE) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                   alt369=3;

               }

               else if ( (LA369_4==NOT_EQUAL) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                   alt369=3;

               }

               else if ( (LA369_4==BAND) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                   alt369=3;

               }

               else if ( (LA369_4==BOR) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                   alt369=3;

               }

               else if ( (LA369_4==BXOR) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {
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                   alt369=3;

               }

               else if ( (LA369_4==AND_EXPR) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                   alt369=3;

               }

               else if ( (LA369_4==OR_EXPR) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                   alt369=3;

               }

               else if ( (LA369_4==ASC) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                   alt369=3;

               }

               else if ( (LA369_4==DESC) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                   alt369=3;

               }

               else if ( (LA369_4==TIMEPERIOD_SECONDS) ) {

                   int LA369_203 = input.LA(3);

                   if ( (synpred8_EsperEPL2Grammar()) ) {

                       alt369=2;

                   }

                   else if ( (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar()) ) {

                       alt369=3;

                   }

                   else {

                       if (state.backtracking>0) {state.failed=true; return retval;}

                       NoViableAltException nvae =

                           new NoViableAltException("", 369, 203, input);

                       throw nvae;

                   }

               }

               else if ( (LA369_4==TIMEPERIOD_SECOND) ) {

                   int LA369_204 = input.LA(3);

                   if ( (synpred8_EsperEPL2Grammar()) ) {

                       alt369=2;

                   }

                   else if ( (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar()) ) {

                       alt369=3;

                   }

                   else {

                       if (state.backtracking>0) {state.failed=true; return retval;}

                       NoViableAltException nvae =

                           new NoViableAltException("", 369, 204, input);

                       throw nvae;

                   }

               }

               else if ( (LA369_4==TIMEPERIOD_SEC) ) {

                   int LA369_205 = input.LA(3);

                   if ( (synpred8_EsperEPL2Grammar()) ) {

                       alt369=2;
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                   }

                   else if ( (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar()) ) {

                       alt369=3;

                   }

                   else {

                       if (state.backtracking>0) {state.failed=true; return retval;}

                       NoViableAltException nvae =

                           new NoViableAltException("", 369, 205, input);

                       throw nvae;

                   }

               }

               else if ( (LA369_4==COMMA) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                   alt369=3;

               }

               else if ( (LA369_4==RPAREN) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                   alt369=3;

               }

               else if ( (LA369_4==NOT_EXPR) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                   alt369=3;

               }

               else if ( (LA369_4==IN_SET) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                   alt369=3;

               }

               else if ( (LA369_4==BETWEEN) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                   alt369=3;

               }

               else if ( (LA369_4==LIKE) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                   alt369=3;

               }

               else if ( (LA369_4==REGEXP) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                   alt369=3;

               }

               else if ( (LA369_4==COLON) && (synpred10_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                   alt369=4;

               }

               else if ( (LA369_4==TIMEPERIOD_DAYS) && (synpred8_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                   alt369=2;

               }

               else if ( (LA369_4==TIMEPERIOD_DAY) && (synpred8_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                   alt369=2;

               }

               else if ( (LA369_4==TIMEPERIOD_WEEKS) && (synpred8_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                   alt369=2;

               }

               else if ( (LA369_4==TIMEPERIOD_WEEK) && (synpred8_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                   alt369=2;

               }

               else if ( (LA369_4==TIMEPERIOD_HOURS) && (synpred8_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {
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                   alt369=2;

               }

               else if ( (LA369_4==TIMEPERIOD_HOUR) && (synpred8_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                   alt369=2;

               }

               else if ( (LA369_4==TIMEPERIOD_MILLISECONDS) && (synpred8_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                   alt369=2;

               }

               else if ( (LA369_4==TIMEPERIOD_MILLISECOND) && (synpred8_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                   alt369=2;

               }

               else if ( (LA369_4==TIMEPERIOD_MILLISEC) && (synpred8_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                   alt369=2;

               }

               else if ( (LA369_4==WEEKDAY) && (synpred13_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                   alt369=7;

               }

               else {

                   if (state.backtracking>0) {state.failed=true; return retval;}

                   NoViableAltException nvae =

                       new NoViableAltException("", 369, 4, input);

                   throw nvae;

               }

           }

           else if ( (LA369_0==NUM_LONG) ) {

               int LA369_5 = input.LA(2);

               if ( (LA369_5==TIMEPERIOD_MINUTES) && (synpred8_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                   alt369=2;

               }

               else if ( (LA369_5==TIMEPERIOD_MINUTE) && (synpred8_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                   alt369=2;

               }

               else if ( (LA369_5==MIN) && (synpred8_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                   alt369=2;

               }

               else if ( (LA369_5==TIMEPERIOD_MONTHS) && (synpred8_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                   alt369=2;

               }

               else if ( (LA369_5==TIMEPERIOD_MONTH) && (synpred8_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                   alt369=2;

               }

               else if ( (LA369_5==TIMEPERIOD_YEARS) && (synpred8_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                   alt369=2;

               }

               else if ( (LA369_5==TIMEPERIOD_YEAR) && (synpred8_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                   alt369=2;

               }

               else if ( (LA369_5==WEEKDAY) && (synpred13_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {
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                   alt369=7;

               }

               else if ( (LA369_5==TIMEPERIOD_WEEKS) && (synpred8_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                   alt369=2;

               }

               else if ( (LA369_5==TIMEPERIOD_WEEK) && (synpred8_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                   alt369=2;

               }

               else if ( (LA369_5==STAR) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                   alt369=3;

               }

               else if ( (LA369_5==DIV) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                   alt369=3;

               }

               else if ( (LA369_5==MOD) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                   alt369=3;

               }

               else if ( (LA369_5==PLUS) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                   alt369=3;

               }

               else if ( (LA369_5==MINUS) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                   alt369=3;

               }

               else if ( (LA369_5==LOR) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                   alt369=3;

               }

               else if ( (LA369_5==LT) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                   alt369=3;

               }

               else if ( (LA369_5==GT) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                   alt369=3;

               }

               else if ( (LA369_5==LE) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                   alt369=3;

               }

               else if ( (LA369_5==GE) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                   alt369=3;

               }

               else if ( (LA369_5==EQUALS) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                   alt369=3;

               }

               else if ( (LA369_5==IS) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                   alt369=3;

               }

               else if ( (LA369_5==SQL_NE) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                   alt369=3;

               }

               else if ( (LA369_5==NOT_EQUAL) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {
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                   alt369=3;

               }

               else if ( (LA369_5==BAND) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                   alt369=3;

               }

               else if ( (LA369_5==BOR) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                   alt369=3;

               }

               else if ( (LA369_5==BXOR) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                   alt369=3;

               }

               else if ( (LA369_5==AND_EXPR) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                   alt369=3;

               }

               else if ( (LA369_5==OR_EXPR) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                   alt369=3;

               }

               else if ( (LA369_5==ASC) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                   alt369=3;

               }

               else if ( (LA369_5==DESC) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                   alt369=3;

               }

               else if ( (LA369_5==TIMEPERIOD_SECONDS) ) {

                   int LA369_255 = input.LA(3);

                   if ( (synpred8_EsperEPL2Grammar()) ) {

                       alt369=2;

                   }

                   else if ( (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar()) ) {

                       alt369=3;

                   }

                   else {

                       if (state.backtracking>0) {state.failed=true; return retval;}

                       NoViableAltException nvae =

                           new NoViableAltException("", 369, 255, input);

                       throw nvae;

                   }

               }

               else if ( (LA369_5==TIMEPERIOD_SECOND) ) {

                   int LA369_256 = input.LA(3);

                   if ( (synpred8_EsperEPL2Grammar()) ) {

                       alt369=2;

                   }

                   else if ( (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar()) ) {

                       alt369=3;

                   }

                   else {

                       if (state.backtracking>0) {state.failed=true; return retval;}
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                       NoViableAltException nvae =

                           new NoViableAltException("", 369, 256, input);

                       throw nvae;

                   }

               }

               else if ( (LA369_5==TIMEPERIOD_SEC) ) {

                   int LA369_257 = input.LA(3);

                   if ( (synpred8_EsperEPL2Grammar()) ) {

                       alt369=2;

                   }

                   else if ( (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar()) ) {

                       alt369=3;

                   }

                   else {

                       if (state.backtracking>0) {state.failed=true; return retval;}

                       NoViableAltException nvae =

                           new NoViableAltException("", 369, 257, input);

                       throw nvae;

                   }

               }

               else if ( (LA369_5==COMMA) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                   alt369=3;

               }

               else if ( (LA369_5==RPAREN) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                   alt369=3;

               }

               else if ( (LA369_5==NOT_EXPR) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                   alt369=3;

               }

               else if ( (LA369_5==IN_SET) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                   alt369=3;

               }

               else if ( (LA369_5==BETWEEN) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                   alt369=3;

               }

               else if ( (LA369_5==LIKE) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                   alt369=3;

               }

               else if ( (LA369_5==REGEXP) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                   alt369=3;

               }

               else if ( (LA369_5==COLON) && (synpred10_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                   alt369=4;

               }

               else if ( (LA369_5==TIMEPERIOD_DAYS) && (synpred8_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                   alt369=2;

               }

               else if ( (LA369_5==TIMEPERIOD_DAY) && (synpred8_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {
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                   alt369=2;

               }

               else if ( (LA369_5==LAST) && (synpred12_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                   alt369=6;

               }

               else if ( (LA369_5==TIMEPERIOD_HOURS) && (synpred8_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                   alt369=2;

               }

               else if ( (LA369_5==TIMEPERIOD_HOUR) && (synpred8_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                   alt369=2;

               }

               else if ( (LA369_5==TIMEPERIOD_MILLISECONDS) && (synpred8_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                   alt369=2;

               }

               else if ( (LA369_5==TIMEPERIOD_MILLISECOND) && (synpred8_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                   alt369=2;

               }

               else if ( (LA369_5==TIMEPERIOD_MILLISEC) && (synpred8_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                   alt369=2;

               }

               else {

                   if (state.backtracking>0) {state.failed=true; return retval;}

                   NoViableAltException nvae =

                       new NoViableAltException("", 369, 5, input);

                   throw nvae;

               }

           }

           else if ( (LA369_0==NUM_FLOAT) ) {

               int LA369_6 = input.LA(2);

               if ( (LA369_6==TIMEPERIOD_MINUTES) && (synpred8_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                   alt369=2;

               }

               else if ( (LA369_6==TIMEPERIOD_MINUTE) && (synpred8_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                   alt369=2;

               }

               else if ( (LA369_6==MIN) && (synpred8_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                   alt369=2;

               }

               else if ( (LA369_6==TIMEPERIOD_YEARS) && (synpred8_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                   alt369=2;

               }

               else if ( (LA369_6==TIMEPERIOD_YEAR) && (synpred8_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                   alt369=2;

               }

               else if ( (LA369_6==TIMEPERIOD_MONTHS) && (synpred8_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                   alt369=2;

               }

               else if ( (LA369_6==TIMEPERIOD_MONTH) && (synpred8_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {
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                   alt369=2;

               }

               else if ( (LA369_6==STAR) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                   alt369=3;

               }

               else if ( (LA369_6==DIV) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                   alt369=3;

               }

               else if ( (LA369_6==MOD) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                   alt369=3;

               }

               else if ( (LA369_6==PLUS) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                   alt369=3;

               }

               else if ( (LA369_6==MINUS) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                   alt369=3;

               }

               else if ( (LA369_6==LOR) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                   alt369=3;

               }

               else if ( (LA369_6==LT) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                   alt369=3;

               }

               else if ( (LA369_6==GT) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                   alt369=3;

               }

               else if ( (LA369_6==LE) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                   alt369=3;

               }

               else if ( (LA369_6==GE) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                   alt369=3;

               }

               else if ( (LA369_6==EQUALS) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                   alt369=3;

               }

               else if ( (LA369_6==IS) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                   alt369=3;

               }

               else if ( (LA369_6==SQL_NE) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                   alt369=3;

               }

               else if ( (LA369_6==NOT_EQUAL) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                   alt369=3;

               }

               else if ( (LA369_6==BAND) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                   alt369=3;

               }

               else if ( (LA369_6==BOR) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {
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                   alt369=3;

               }

               else if ( (LA369_6==BXOR) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                   alt369=3;

               }

               else if ( (LA369_6==AND_EXPR) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                   alt369=3;

               }

               else if ( (LA369_6==OR_EXPR) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                   alt369=3;

               }

               else if ( (LA369_6==ASC) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                   alt369=3;

               }

               else if ( (LA369_6==DESC) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                   alt369=3;

               }

               else if ( (LA369_6==TIMEPERIOD_SECONDS) ) {

                   int LA369_302 = input.LA(3);

                   if ( (synpred8_EsperEPL2Grammar()) ) {

                       alt369=2;

                   }

                   else if ( (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar()) ) {

                       alt369=3;

                   }

                   else {

                       if (state.backtracking>0) {state.failed=true; return retval;}

                       NoViableAltException nvae =

                           new NoViableAltException("", 369, 302, input);

                       throw nvae;

                   }

               }

               else if ( (LA369_6==TIMEPERIOD_SECOND) ) {

                   int LA369_303 = input.LA(3);

                   if ( (synpred8_EsperEPL2Grammar()) ) {

                       alt369=2;

                   }

                   else if ( (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar()) ) {

                       alt369=3;

                   }

                   else {

                       if (state.backtracking>0) {state.failed=true; return retval;}

                       NoViableAltException nvae =

                           new NoViableAltException("", 369, 303, input);

                       throw nvae;

                   }

               }

               else if ( (LA369_6==TIMEPERIOD_SEC) ) {
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                   int LA369_304 = input.LA(3);

                   if ( (synpred8_EsperEPL2Grammar()) ) {

                       alt369=2;

                   }

                   else if ( (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar()) ) {

                       alt369=3;

                   }

                   else {

                       if (state.backtracking>0) {state.failed=true; return retval;}

                       NoViableAltException nvae =

                           new NoViableAltException("", 369, 304, input);

                       throw nvae;

                   }

               }

               else if ( (LA369_6==COMMA) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                   alt369=3;

               }

               else if ( (LA369_6==RPAREN) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                   alt369=3;

               }

               else if ( (LA369_6==NOT_EXPR) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                   alt369=3;

               }

               else if ( (LA369_6==IN_SET) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                   alt369=3;

               }

               else if ( (LA369_6==BETWEEN) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                   alt369=3;

               }

               else if ( (LA369_6==LIKE) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                   alt369=3;

               }

               else if ( (LA369_6==REGEXP) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                   alt369=3;

               }

               else if ( (LA369_6==TIMEPERIOD_WEEKS) && (synpred8_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                   alt369=2;

               }

               else if ( (LA369_6==TIMEPERIOD_WEEK) && (synpred8_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                   alt369=2;

               }

               else if ( (LA369_6==TIMEPERIOD_HOURS) && (synpred8_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                   alt369=2;

               }

               else if ( (LA369_6==TIMEPERIOD_HOUR) && (synpred8_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                   alt369=2;

               }

               else if ( (LA369_6==TIMEPERIOD_MILLISECONDS) && (synpred8_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {
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                   alt369=2;

               }

               else if ( (LA369_6==TIMEPERIOD_MILLISECOND) && (synpred8_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                   alt369=2;

               }

               else if ( (LA369_6==TIMEPERIOD_MILLISEC) && (synpred8_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                   alt369=2;

               }

               else if ( (LA369_6==WEEKDAY) && (synpred13_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                   alt369=7;

               }

               else if ( (LA369_6==COLON) && (synpred10_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                   alt369=4;

               }

               else if ( (LA369_6==TIMEPERIOD_DAYS) && (synpred8_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                   alt369=2;

               }

               else if ( (LA369_6==TIMEPERIOD_DAY) && (synpred8_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                   alt369=2;

               }

               else if ( (LA369_6==LAST) && (synpred12_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                   alt369=6;

               }

               else {

                   if (state.backtracking>0) {state.failed=true; return retval;}

                   NoViableAltException nvae =

                       new NoViableAltException("", 369, 6, input);

                   throw nvae;

               }

           }

           else if ( (LA369_0==NUM_DOUBLE) ) {

               int LA369_7 = input.LA(2);

               if ( (LA369_7==TIMEPERIOD_DAYS) && (synpred8_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                   alt369=2;

               }

               else if ( (LA369_7==TIMEPERIOD_DAY) && (synpred8_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                   alt369=2;

               }

               else if ( (LA369_7==TIMEPERIOD_YEARS) && (synpred8_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                   alt369=2;

               }

               else if ( (LA369_7==TIMEPERIOD_YEAR) && (synpred8_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                   alt369=2;

               }

               else if ( (LA369_7==WEEKDAY) && (synpred13_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                   alt369=7;

               }

               else if ( (LA369_7==TIMEPERIOD_WEEKS) && (synpred8_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {
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                   alt369=2;

               }

               else if ( (LA369_7==TIMEPERIOD_WEEK) && (synpred8_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                   alt369=2;

               }

               else if ( (LA369_7==STAR) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                   alt369=3;

               }

               else if ( (LA369_7==DIV) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                   alt369=3;

               }

               else if ( (LA369_7==MOD) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                   alt369=3;

               }

               else if ( (LA369_7==PLUS) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                   alt369=3;

               }

               else if ( (LA369_7==MINUS) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                   alt369=3;

               }

               else if ( (LA369_7==LOR) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                   alt369=3;

               }

               else if ( (LA369_7==LT) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                   alt369=3;

               }

               else if ( (LA369_7==GT) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                   alt369=3;

               }

               else if ( (LA369_7==LE) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                   alt369=3;

               }

               else if ( (LA369_7==GE) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                   alt369=3;

               }

               else if ( (LA369_7==EQUALS) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                   alt369=3;

               }

               else if ( (LA369_7==IS) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                   alt369=3;

               }

               else if ( (LA369_7==SQL_NE) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                   alt369=3;

               }

               else if ( (LA369_7==NOT_EQUAL) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                   alt369=3;

               }

               else if ( (LA369_7==BAND) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {
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                   alt369=3;

               }

               else if ( (LA369_7==BOR) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                   alt369=3;

               }

               else if ( (LA369_7==BXOR) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                   alt369=3;

               }

               else if ( (LA369_7==AND_EXPR) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                   alt369=3;

               }

               else if ( (LA369_7==OR_EXPR) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                   alt369=3;

               }

               else if ( (LA369_7==ASC) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                   alt369=3;

               }

               else if ( (LA369_7==DESC) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                   alt369=3;

               }

               else if ( (LA369_7==TIMEPERIOD_SECONDS) ) {

                   int LA369_352 = input.LA(3);

                   if ( (synpred8_EsperEPL2Grammar()) ) {

                       alt369=2;

                   }

                   else if ( (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar()) ) {

                       alt369=3;

                   }

                   else {

                       if (state.backtracking>0) {state.failed=true; return retval;}

                       NoViableAltException nvae =

                           new NoViableAltException("", 369, 352, input);

                       throw nvae;

                   }

               }

               else if ( (LA369_7==TIMEPERIOD_SECOND) ) {

                   int LA369_353 = input.LA(3);

                   if ( (synpred8_EsperEPL2Grammar()) ) {

                       alt369=2;

                   }

                   else if ( (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar()) ) {

                       alt369=3;

                   }

                   else {

                       if (state.backtracking>0) {state.failed=true; return retval;}

                       NoViableAltException nvae =

                           new NoViableAltException("", 369, 353, input);

                       throw nvae;
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                   }

               }

               else if ( (LA369_7==TIMEPERIOD_SEC) ) {

                   int LA369_354 = input.LA(3);

                   if ( (synpred8_EsperEPL2Grammar()) ) {

                       alt369=2;

                   }

                   else if ( (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar()) ) {

                       alt369=3;

                   }

                   else {

                       if (state.backtracking>0) {state.failed=true; return retval;}

                       NoViableAltException nvae =

                           new NoViableAltException("", 369, 354, input);

                       throw nvae;

                   }

               }

               else if ( (LA369_7==COMMA) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                   alt369=3;

               }

               else if ( (LA369_7==RPAREN) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                   alt369=3;

               }

               else if ( (LA369_7==NOT_EXPR) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                   alt369=3;

               }

               else if ( (LA369_7==IN_SET) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                   alt369=3;

               }

               else if ( (LA369_7==BETWEEN) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                   alt369=3;

               }

               else if ( (LA369_7==LIKE) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                   alt369=3;

               }

               else if ( (LA369_7==REGEXP) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                   alt369=3;

               }

               else if ( (LA369_7==LAST) && (synpred12_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                   alt369=6;

               }

               else if ( (LA369_7==TIMEPERIOD_HOURS) && (synpred8_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                   alt369=2;

               }

               else if ( (LA369_7==TIMEPERIOD_HOUR) && (synpred8_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                   alt369=2;

               }

               else if ( (LA369_7==TIMEPERIOD_MILLISECONDS) && (synpred8_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {
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                   alt369=2;

               }

               else if ( (LA369_7==TIMEPERIOD_MILLISECOND) && (synpred8_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                   alt369=2;

               }

               else if ( (LA369_7==TIMEPERIOD_MILLISEC) && (synpred8_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                   alt369=2;

               }

               else if ( (LA369_7==TIMEPERIOD_MONTHS) && (synpred8_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                   alt369=2;

               }

               else if ( (LA369_7==TIMEPERIOD_MONTH) && (synpred8_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                   alt369=2;

               }

               else if ( (LA369_7==COLON) && (synpred10_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                   alt369=4;

               }

               else if ( (LA369_7==TIMEPERIOD_MINUTES) && (synpred8_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                   alt369=2;

               }

               else if ( (LA369_7==TIMEPERIOD_MINUTE) && (synpred8_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                   alt369=2;

               }

               else if ( (LA369_7==MIN) && (synpred8_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                   alt369=2;

               }

               else {

                   if (state.backtracking>0) {state.failed=true; return retval;}

                   NoViableAltException nvae =

                       new NoViableAltException("", 369, 7, input);

                   throw nvae;

               }

           }

           else if ( (LA369_0==IDENT) ) {

               int LA369_8 = input.LA(2);

               if ( (LA369_8==TIMEPERIOD_MINUTES) && (synpred8_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                   alt369=2;

               }

               else if ( (LA369_8==TIMEPERIOD_MINUTE) && (synpred8_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                   alt369=2;

               }

               else if ( (LA369_8==MIN) && (synpred8_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                   alt369=2;

               }

               else if ( (LA369_8==TIMEPERIOD_WEEKS) && (synpred8_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                   alt369=2;

               }

               else if ( (LA369_8==TIMEPERIOD_WEEK) && (synpred8_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {
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                   alt369=2;

               }

               else if ( (LA369_8==DOT) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                   alt369=3;

               }

               else if ( (LA369_8==TIMEPERIOD_SECONDS) ) {

                   int LA369_380 = input.LA(3);

                   if ( (synpred8_EsperEPL2Grammar()) ) {

                       alt369=2;

                   }

                   else if ( (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar()) ) {

                       alt369=3;

                   }

                   else {

                       if (state.backtracking>0) {state.failed=true; return retval;}

                       NoViableAltException nvae =

                           new NoViableAltException("", 369, 380, input);

                       throw nvae;

                   }

               }

               else if ( (LA369_8==TIMEPERIOD_SECOND) ) {

                   int LA369_381 = input.LA(3);

                   if ( (synpred8_EsperEPL2Grammar()) ) {

                       alt369=2;

                   }

                   else if ( (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar()) ) {

                       alt369=3;

                   }

                   else {

                       if (state.backtracking>0) {state.failed=true; return retval;}

                       NoViableAltException nvae =

                           new NoViableAltException("", 369, 381, input);

                       throw nvae;

                   }

               }

               else if ( (LA369_8==TIMEPERIOD_SEC) ) {

                   int LA369_382 = input.LA(3);

                   if ( (synpred8_EsperEPL2Grammar()) ) {

                       alt369=2;

                   }

                   else if ( (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar()) ) {

                       alt369=3;

                   }

                   else {

                       if (state.backtracking>0) {state.failed=true; return retval;}

                       NoViableAltException nvae =

                           new NoViableAltException("", 369, 382, input);

                       throw nvae;
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                   }

               }

               else if ( (LA369_8==TIMEPERIOD_HOURS) && (synpred8_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                   alt369=2;

               }

               else if ( (LA369_8==TIMEPERIOD_HOUR) && (synpred8_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                   alt369=2;

               }

               else if ( (LA369_8==TIMEPERIOD_MILLISECONDS) && (synpred8_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                   alt369=2;

               }

               else if ( (LA369_8==TIMEPERIOD_MILLISECOND) && (synpred8_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                   alt369=2;

               }

               else if ( (LA369_8==TIMEPERIOD_MILLISEC) && (synpred8_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                   alt369=2;

               }

               else if ( (LA369_8==WEEKDAY) && (synpred13_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                   alt369=7;

               }

               else if ( (LA369_8==LAST) && (synpred12_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                   alt369=6;

               }

               else if ( (LA369_8==COLON) && (synpred10_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                   alt369=4;

               }

               else if ( (LA369_8==TIMEPERIOD_DAYS) && (synpred8_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                   alt369=2;

               }

               else if ( (LA369_8==TIMEPERIOD_DAY) && (synpred8_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                   alt369=2;

               }

               else if ( (LA369_8==TIMEPERIOD_YEARS) && (synpred8_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                   alt369=2;

               }

               else if ( (LA369_8==TIMEPERIOD_YEAR) && (synpred8_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                   alt369=2;

               }

               else if ( (LA369_8==ESCAPECHAR) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                   alt369=3;

               }

               else if ( (LA369_8==LBRACK) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                   alt369=3;

               }

               else if ( (LA369_8==LPAREN) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                   alt369=3;

               }

               else if ( (LA369_8==QUESTION) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {
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                   alt369=3;

               }

               else if ( (LA369_8==STAR) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                   alt369=3;

               }

               else if ( (LA369_8==DIV) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                   alt369=3;

               }

               else if ( (LA369_8==MOD) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                   alt369=3;

               }

               else if ( (LA369_8==PLUS) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                   alt369=3;

               }

               else if ( (LA369_8==MINUS) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                   alt369=3;

               }

               else if ( (LA369_8==LOR) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                   alt369=3;

               }

               else if ( (LA369_8==LT) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                   alt369=3;

               }

               else if ( (LA369_8==GT) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                   alt369=3;

               }

               else if ( (LA369_8==LE) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                   alt369=3;

               }

               else if ( (LA369_8==GE) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                   alt369=3;

               }

               else if ( (LA369_8==EQUALS) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                   alt369=3;

               }

               else if ( (LA369_8==IS) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                   alt369=3;

               }

               else if ( (LA369_8==SQL_NE) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                   alt369=3;

               }

               else if ( (LA369_8==NOT_EQUAL) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                   alt369=3;

               }

               else if ( (LA369_8==BAND) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                   alt369=3;

               }

               else if ( (LA369_8==BOR) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {
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                   alt369=3;

               }

               else if ( (LA369_8==BXOR) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                   alt369=3;

               }

               else if ( (LA369_8==AND_EXPR) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                   alt369=3;

               }

               else if ( (LA369_8==OR_EXPR) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                   alt369=3;

               }

               else if ( (LA369_8==ASC) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                   alt369=3;

               }

               else if ( (LA369_8==DESC) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                   alt369=3;

               }

               else if ( (LA369_8==COMMA) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                   alt369=3;

               }

               else if ( (LA369_8==RPAREN) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                   alt369=3;

               }

               else if ( (LA369_8==NOT_EXPR) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                   alt369=3;

               }

               else if ( (LA369_8==IN_SET) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                   alt369=3;

               }

               else if ( (LA369_8==BETWEEN) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                   alt369=3;

               }

               else if ( (LA369_8==LIKE) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                   alt369=3;

               }

               else if ( (LA369_8==REGEXP) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                   alt369=3;

               }

               else if ( (LA369_8==TIMEPERIOD_MONTHS) && (synpred8_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                   alt369=2;

               }

               else if ( (LA369_8==TIMEPERIOD_MONTH) && (synpred8_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                   alt369=2;

               }

               else {

                   if (state.backtracking>0) {state.failed=true; return retval;}

                   NoViableAltException nvae =

                       new NoViableAltException("", 369, 8, input);
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                   throw nvae;

               }

           }

           else if ( (LA369_0==QUESTION) ) {

               int LA369_9 = input.LA(2);

               if ( (LA369_9==TIMEPERIOD_DAYS) && (synpred8_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                   alt369=2;

               }

               else if ( (LA369_9==TIMEPERIOD_DAY) && (synpred8_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                   alt369=2;

               }

               else if ( (LA369_9==TIMEPERIOD_MINUTES) && (synpred8_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                   alt369=2;

               }

               else if ( (LA369_9==TIMEPERIOD_MINUTE) && (synpred8_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                   alt369=2;

               }

               else if ( (LA369_9==MIN) && (synpred8_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                   alt369=2;

               }

               else if ( (LA369_9==COLON) && (synpred10_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                   alt369=4;

               }

               else if ( (LA369_9==STAR) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                   alt369=3;

               }

               else if ( (LA369_9==DIV) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                   alt369=3;

               }

               else if ( (LA369_9==MOD) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                   alt369=3;

               }

               else if ( (LA369_9==PLUS) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                   alt369=3;

               }

               else if ( (LA369_9==MINUS) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                   alt369=3;

               }

               else if ( (LA369_9==LOR) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                   alt369=3;

               }

               else if ( (LA369_9==LT) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                   alt369=3;

               }

               else if ( (LA369_9==GT) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                   alt369=3;

               }

               else if ( (LA369_9==LE) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {
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                   alt369=3;

               }

               else if ( (LA369_9==GE) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                   alt369=3;

               }

               else if ( (LA369_9==EQUALS) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                   alt369=3;

               }

               else if ( (LA369_9==IS) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                   alt369=3;

               }

               else if ( (LA369_9==SQL_NE) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                   alt369=3;

               }

               else if ( (LA369_9==NOT_EQUAL) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                   alt369=3;

               }

               else if ( (LA369_9==BAND) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                   alt369=3;

               }

               else if ( (LA369_9==BOR) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                   alt369=3;

               }

               else if ( (LA369_9==BXOR) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                   alt369=3;

               }

               else if ( (LA369_9==AND_EXPR) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                   alt369=3;

               }

               else if ( (LA369_9==OR_EXPR) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                   alt369=3;

               }

               else if ( (LA369_9==ASC) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                   alt369=3;

               }

               else if ( (LA369_9==DESC) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                   alt369=3;

               }

               else if ( (LA369_9==TIMEPERIOD_SECONDS) ) {

                   int LA369_456 = input.LA(3);

                   if ( (synpred8_EsperEPL2Grammar()) ) {

                       alt369=2;

                   }

                   else if ( (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar()) ) {

                       alt369=3;

                   }

                   else {

                       if (state.backtracking>0) {state.failed=true; return retval;}
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                       NoViableAltException nvae =

                           new NoViableAltException("", 369, 456, input);

                       throw nvae;

                   }

               }

               else if ( (LA369_9==TIMEPERIOD_SECOND) ) {

                   int LA369_457 = input.LA(3);

                   if ( (synpred8_EsperEPL2Grammar()) ) {

                       alt369=2;

                   }

                   else if ( (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar()) ) {

                       alt369=3;

                   }

                   else {

                       if (state.backtracking>0) {state.failed=true; return retval;}

                       NoViableAltException nvae =

                           new NoViableAltException("", 369, 457, input);

                       throw nvae;

                   }

               }

               else if ( (LA369_9==TIMEPERIOD_SEC) ) {

                   int LA369_458 = input.LA(3);

                   if ( (synpred8_EsperEPL2Grammar()) ) {

                       alt369=2;

                   }

                   else if ( (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar()) ) {

                       alt369=3;

                   }

                   else {

                       if (state.backtracking>0) {state.failed=true; return retval;}

                       NoViableAltException nvae =

                           new NoViableAltException("", 369, 458, input);

                       throw nvae;

                   }

               }

               else if ( (LA369_9==COMMA) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                   alt369=3;

               }

               else if ( (LA369_9==RPAREN) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                   alt369=3;

               }

               else if ( (LA369_9==NOT_EXPR) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                   alt369=3;

               }

               else if ( (LA369_9==IN_SET) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                   alt369=3;

               }

               else if ( (LA369_9==BETWEEN) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {
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                   alt369=3;

               }

               else if ( (LA369_9==LIKE) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                   alt369=3;

               }

               else if ( (LA369_9==REGEXP) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                   alt369=3;

               }

               else if ( (LA369_9==TIMEPERIOD_YEARS) && (synpred8_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                   alt369=2;

               }

               else if ( (LA369_9==TIMEPERIOD_YEAR) && (synpred8_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                   alt369=2;

               }

               else if ( (LA369_9==TIMEPERIOD_WEEKS) && (synpred8_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                   alt369=2;

               }

               else if ( (LA369_9==TIMEPERIOD_WEEK) && (synpred8_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                   alt369=2;

               }

               else if ( (LA369_9==TIMEPERIOD_MONTHS) && (synpred8_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                   alt369=2;

               }

               else if ( (LA369_9==TIMEPERIOD_MONTH) && (synpred8_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                   alt369=2;

               }

               else if ( (LA369_9==TIMEPERIOD_HOURS) && (synpred8_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                   alt369=2;

               }

               else if ( (LA369_9==TIMEPERIOD_HOUR) && (synpred8_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                   alt369=2;

               }

               else if ( (LA369_9==LAST) && (synpred12_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                   alt369=6;

               }

               else if ( (LA369_9==WEEKDAY) && (synpred13_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                   alt369=7;

               }

               else if ( (LA369_9==TIMEPERIOD_MILLISECONDS) && (synpred8_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                   alt369=2;

               }

               else if ( (LA369_9==TIMEPERIOD_MILLISECOND) && (synpred8_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                   alt369=2;

               }

               else if ( (LA369_9==TIMEPERIOD_MILLISEC) && (synpred8_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                   alt369=2;

               }

               else {
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                   if (state.backtracking>0) {state.failed=true; return retval;}

                   NoViableAltException nvae =

                       new NoViableAltException("", 369, 9, input);

                   throw nvae;

               }

           }

           else if ( (LA369_0==CASE) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

               alt369=3;

           }

           else if ( (LA369_0==STRING_LITERAL) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

               alt369=3;

           }

           else if ( (LA369_0==QUOTED_STRING_LITERAL) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

               alt369=3;

           }

           else if ( (LA369_0==BOOLEAN_TRUE) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

               alt369=3;

           }

           else if ( (LA369_0==BOOLEAN_FALSE) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

               alt369=3;

           }

           else if ( (LA369_0==VALUE_NULL) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

               alt369=3;

           }

           else if ( (LA369_0==LPAREN) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

               alt369=3;

           }

           else if ( (LA369_0==TICKED_STRING_LITERAL) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

               alt369=3;

           }

           else if ( (LA369_0==AT) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

               alt369=3;

           }

           else if ( (LA369_0==COUNT) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

               alt369=3;

           }

           else if ( (LA369_0==ESCAPE) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

               alt369=3;

           }

           else if ( (LA369_0==EVERY_EXPR) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

               alt369=3;

           }

           else if ( (LA369_0==SUM) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

               alt369=3;

           }

           else if ( (LA369_0==AVG) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

               alt369=3;

           }
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           else if ( (LA369_0==MAX) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

               alt369=3;

           }

           else if ( (LA369_0==MIN) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

               alt369=3;

           }

           else if ( (LA369_0==COALESCE) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

               alt369=3;

           }

           else if ( (LA369_0==MEDIAN) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

               alt369=3;

           }

           else if ( (LA369_0==STDDEV) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

               alt369=3;

           }

           else if ( (LA369_0==AVEDEV) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

               alt369=3;

           }

           else if ( (LA369_0==EVENTS) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

               alt369=3;

           }

           else if ( (LA369_0==FIRST) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

               alt369=3;

           }

           else if ( (LA369_0==LAST) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

               alt369=3;

           }

           else if ( (LA369_0==WHILE) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

               alt369=3;

           }

           else if ( (LA369_0==MERGE) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

               alt369=3;

           }

           else if ( (LA369_0==MATCHED) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

               alt369=3;

           }

           else if ( (LA369_0==UNIDIRECTIONAL) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

               alt369=3;

           }

           else if ( (LA369_0==RETAINUNION) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

               alt369=3;

           }

           else if ( (LA369_0==RETAININTERSECTION) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

               alt369=3;

           }

           else if ( (LA369_0==UNTIL) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

               alt369=3;

           }
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           else if ( (LA369_0==PATTERN) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

               alt369=3;

           }

           else if ( (LA369_0==SQL) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

               alt369=3;

           }

           else if ( (LA369_0==METADATASQL) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

               alt369=3;

           }

           else if ( (LA369_0==PREVIOUS) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

               alt369=3;

           }

           else if ( (LA369_0==PREVIOUSTAIL) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

               alt369=3;

           }

           else if ( (LA369_0==PRIOR) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

               alt369=3;

           }

           else if ( (LA369_0==WEEKDAY) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

               alt369=3;

           }

           else if ( (LA369_0==INSTANCEOF) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

               alt369=3;

           }

           else if ( (LA369_0==TYPEOF) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

               alt369=3;

           }

           else if ( (LA369_0==CAST) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

               alt369=3;

           }

           else if ( (LA369_0==SNAPSHOT) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

               alt369=3;

           }

           else if ( (LA369_0==VARIABLE) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

               alt369=3;

           }

           else if ( (LA369_0==INDEX) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

               alt369=3;

           }

           else if ( (LA369_0==WINDOW) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

               alt369=3;

           }

           else if ( (LA369_0==LEFT) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

               alt369=3;

           }

           else if ( (LA369_0==RIGHT) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

               alt369=3;

           }
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           else if ( (LA369_0==OUTER) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

               alt369=3;

           }

           else if ( (LA369_0==FULL) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

               alt369=3;

           }

           else if ( (LA369_0==JOIN) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

               alt369=3;

           }

           else if ( (LA369_0==DEFINE) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

               alt369=3;

           }

           else if ( (LA369_0==PARTITION) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

               alt369=3;

           }

           else if ( (LA369_0==MATCHES) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

               alt369=3;

           }

           else if ( (LA369_0==CONTEXT) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

               alt369=3;

           }

           else if ( (LA369_0==FOR) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

               alt369=3;

           }

           else if ( (LA369_0==USING) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

               alt369=3;

           }

           else if ( (LA369_0==WHERE) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

               alt369=3;

           }

           else if ( (LA369_0==SET) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

               alt369=3;

           }

           else if ( (LA369_0==AFTER) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

               alt369=3;

           }

           else if ( (LA369_0==BETWEEN) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

               alt369=3;

           }

           else if ( (LA369_0==PREVIOUSCOUNT) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

               alt369=3;

           }

           else if ( (LA369_0==PREVIOUSWINDOW) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

               alt369=3;

           }

           else if ( (LA369_0==EXISTS) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

               alt369=3;

           }
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           else if ( (LA369_0==CURRENT_TIMESTAMP) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

               alt369=3;

           }

           else if ( (LA369_0==ISTREAM) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

               alt369=3;

           }

           else if ( (LA369_0==LCURLY) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

               alt369=3;

           }

           else if ( (LA369_0==NEWKW) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

               alt369=3;

           }

           else if ( (LA369_0==NOT_EXPR) && (synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

               alt369=3;

           }

           else if ( (LA369_0==STAR) ) {

               int LA369_77 = input.LA(2);

               if ( (LA369_77==DIV) && (synpred11_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                   alt369=5;

               }

               else if ( (LA369_77==RPAREN||LA369_77==COMMA) ) {

                   alt369=9;

               }

               else {

                   if (state.backtracking>0) {state.failed=true; return retval;}

                   NoViableAltException nvae =

                       new NoViableAltException("", 369, 77, input);

                   throw nvae;

               }

           }

           else if ( (LA369_0==LBRACK) && (synpred14_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

               alt369=8;

           }

           else {

               if (state.backtracking>0) {state.failed=true; return retval;}

               NoViableAltException nvae =

                   new NoViableAltException("", 369, 0, input);

               throw nvae;

           }

           switch (alt369) {

               case 1 :

                   {

                   root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_lastWeekdayOperand_in_expressionWithTime13331);

                   lastWeekdayOperand948=lastWeekdayOperand();

                   state._fsp--;

                   if (state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) adaptor.addChild(root_0, lastWeekdayOperand948.getTree());
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                   }

                   break;

               case 2 :

                   {

                   root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_timePeriod_in_expressionWithTime13342);

                   timePeriod949=timePeriod();

                   state._fsp--;

                   if (state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) adaptor.addChild(root_0, timePeriod949.getTree());

                   }

                   break;

               case 3 :

                   {

                   root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_expressionQualifyable_in_expressionWithTime13353);

                   expressionQualifyable950=expressionQualifyable();

                   state._fsp--;

                   if (state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) adaptor.addChild(root_0, expressionQualifyable950.getTree());

                   }

                   break;

               case 4 :

                   {

                   root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_rangeOperand_in_expressionWithTime13364);

                   rangeOperand951=rangeOperand();

                   state._fsp--;

                   if (state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) adaptor.addChild(root_0, rangeOperand951.getTree());

                   }

                   break;

               case 5 :

                   {

                   root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_frequencyOperand_in_expressionWithTime13376);

                   frequencyOperand952=frequencyOperand();

                   state._fsp--;

                   if (state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) adaptor.addChild(root_0, frequencyOperand952.getTree());

                   }

                   break;

               case 6 :

                   {

                   root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_lastOperator_in_expressionWithTime13387);

                   lastOperator953=lastOperator();

                   state._fsp--;
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                   if (state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) adaptor.addChild(root_0, lastOperator953.getTree());

                   }

                   break;

               case 7 :

                   {

                   root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_weekDayOperator_in_expressionWithTime13399);

                   weekDayOperator954=weekDayOperator();

                   state._fsp--;

                   if (state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) adaptor.addChild(root_0, weekDayOperator954.getTree());

                   }

                   break;

               case 8 :

                   {

                   root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_numericParameterList_in_expressionWithTime13411);

                   numericParameterList955=numericParameterList();

                   state._fsp--;

                   if (state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) adaptor.addChild(root_0, numericParameterList955.getTree());

                   }

                   break;

               case 9 :

                   {

                   root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_numberSetStar_in_expressionWithTime13416);

                   numberSetStar956=numberSetStar();

                   state._fsp--;

                   if (state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) adaptor.addChild(root_0, numberSetStar956.getTree());

                   }

                   break;

           }

           retval.stop = input.LT(-1);

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           retval.tree = (CommonTree)adaptor.rulePostProcessing(root_0);

           adaptor.setTokenBoundaries(retval.tree, retval.start, retval.stop);

           }

       }

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;

         }

       finally {

       }

       return retval;

   }
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   public static class expressionWithTimeInclLast_return extends ParserRuleReturnScope {

       CommonTree tree;

       public Object getTree() { return tree; }

   };

   public final EsperEPL2GrammarParser.expressionWithTimeInclLast_return expressionWithTimeInclLast()

throws RecognitionException {

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.expressionWithTimeInclLast_return retval = new

EsperEPL2GrammarParser.expressionWithTimeInclLast_return();

       retval.start = input.LT(1);

       CommonTree root_0 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.lastOperand_return lastOperand957 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.expressionWithTime_return expressionWithTime958 = null;

       try {

           int alt370=2;

           int LA370_0 = input.LA(1);

           if ( (LA370_0==LAST) ) {

               int LA370_1 = input.LA(2);

               if ( (synpred15_EsperEPL2Grammar()) ) {

                   alt370=1;

               }

               else if ( (true) ) {

                   alt370=2;

               }

               else {

                   if (state.backtracking>0) {state.failed=true; return retval;}

                   NoViableAltException nvae =

                       new NoViableAltException("", 370, 1, input);

                   throw nvae;

               }

           }

           else if ( (LA370_0==WINDOW||LA370_0==BETWEEN||LA370_0==ESCAPE||(LA370_0>=NOT_EXPR

&& LA370_0<=EVERY_EXPR)||LA370_0==WHERE||(LA370_0>=SUM &&

LA370_0<=COUNT)||LA370_0==CASE||LA370_0==OUTER||(LA370_0>=JOIN &&

LA370_0<=FULL)||(LA370_0>=EVENTS &&

LA370_0<=FIRST)||LA370_0==ISTREAM||(LA370_0>=UNIDIRECTIONAL &&

LA370_0<=CURRENT_TIMESTAMP)||(LA370_0>=SNAPSHOT &&

LA370_0<=INDEX)||(LA370_0>=BOOLEAN_TRUE && LA370_0<=VALUE_NULL)||(LA370_0>=DEFINE

&&

LA370_0<=MATCHED)||LA370_0==NEWKW||LA370_0==CONTEXT||LA370_0==NUM_DOUBLE||LA370_0=

=LBRACK||(LA370_0>=IDENT &&

LA370_0<=LPAREN)||LA370_0==LCURLY||LA370_0==STAR||LA370_0==QUESTION||(LA370_0>=PLUS &&

LA370_0<=QUOTED_STRING_LITERAL)||LA370_0==MINUS||LA370_0==NUM_INT||(LA370_0>=TICKED_

STRING_LITERAL && LA370_0<=NUM_FLOAT)) ) {

               alt370=2;

           }

           else {

               if (state.backtracking>0) {state.failed=true; return retval;}

               NoViableAltException nvae =
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                   new NoViableAltException("", 370, 0, input);

               throw nvae;

           }

           switch (alt370) {

               case 1 :

                   {

                   root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_lastOperand_in_expressionWithTimeInclLast13436);

                   lastOperand957=lastOperand();

                   state._fsp--;

                   if (state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) adaptor.addChild(root_0, lastOperand957.getTree());

                   }

                   break;

               case 2 :

                   {

                   root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_expressionWithTime_in_expressionWithTimeInclLast13441);

                   expressionWithTime958=expressionWithTime();

                   state._fsp--;

                   if (state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) adaptor.addChild(root_0, expressionWithTime958.getTree());

                   }

                   break;

           }

           retval.stop = input.LT(-1);

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           retval.tree = (CommonTree)adaptor.rulePostProcessing(root_0);

           adaptor.setTokenBoundaries(retval.tree, retval.start, retval.stop);

           }

       }

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;

         }

       finally {

       }

       return retval;

   }

   public static class expressionQualifyable_return extends ParserRuleReturnScope {

       CommonTree tree;

       public Object getTree() { return tree; }

   };

   public final EsperEPL2GrammarParser.expressionQualifyable_return expressionQualifyable() throws

RecognitionException {

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.expressionQualifyable_return retval = new

EsperEPL2GrammarParser.expressionQualifyable_return();

       retval.start = input.LT(1);

       CommonTree root_0 = null;
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       Token a=null;

       Token d=null;

       Token s=null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.expression_return expression959 = null;

       CommonTree a_tree=null;

       CommonTree d_tree=null;

       CommonTree s_tree=null;

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_TIMEPERIOD_SEC=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token

TIMEPERIOD_SEC");

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_TIMEPERIOD_SECOND=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token

TIMEPERIOD_SECOND");

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_ASC=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token ASC");

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_DESC=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token DESC");

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_TIMEPERIOD_SECONDS=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token

TIMEPERIOD_SECONDS");

       RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_expression=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule expression");

       try {

           {

           pushFollow(FOLLOW_expression_in_expressionQualifyable13452);

           expression959=expression();

           state._fsp--;

           if (state.failed) return retval;

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_expression.add(expression959.getTree());

           int alt371=6;

           switch ( input.LA(1) ) {

               case ASC:

                   {

                   alt371=1;

                   }

                   break;

               case DESC:

                   {

                   alt371=2;

                   }

                   break;

               case TIMEPERIOD_SECONDS:

                   {

                   alt371=3;

                   }

                   break;

               case TIMEPERIOD_SECOND:

                   {

                   alt371=4;

                   }

                   break;

               case TIMEPERIOD_SEC:

                   {

                   alt371=5;
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                   }

                   break;

           }

           switch (alt371) {

               case 1 :

                   {

                   a=(Token)match(input,ASC,FOLLOW_ASC_in_expressionQualifyable13457); if (state.failed) return

retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_ASC.add(a);

                   }

                   break;

               case 2 :

                   {

                   d=(Token)match(input,DESC,FOLLOW_DESC_in_expressionQualifyable13461); if (state.failed)

return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_DESC.add(d);

                   }

                   break;

               case 3 :

                   {

s=(Token)match(input,TIMEPERIOD_SECONDS,FOLLOW_TIMEPERIOD_SECONDS_in_expressionQualifyabl

e13465); if (state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_TIMEPERIOD_SECONDS.add(s);

                   }

                   break;

               case 4 :

                   {

s=(Token)match(input,TIMEPERIOD_SECOND,FOLLOW_TIMEPERIOD_SECOND_in_expressionQualifyable1

3469); if (state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_TIMEPERIOD_SECOND.add(s);

                   }

                   break;

               case 5 :

                   {

s=(Token)match(input,TIMEPERIOD_SEC,FOLLOW_TIMEPERIOD_SEC_in_expressionQualifyable13473); if (s

tate.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_TIMEPERIOD_SEC.add(s);

                   }

                   break;

           }

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           retval.tree = root_0;

           RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_d=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token d",d);

           RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_a=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token a",a);

           RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_retval=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

retval",retval!=null?retval.tree:null);

           root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

           if (d != null || a != null) {
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               {

               CommonTree root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

               root_1 =

(CommonTree)adaptor.becomeRoot((CommonTree)adaptor.create(OBJECT_PARAM_ORDERED_EXPR,

"OBJECT_PARAM_ORDERED_EXPR"), root_1);

               adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_expression.nextTree());

               if ( stream_a.hasNext() ) {

                   adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_a.nextNode());

               }

               stream_a.reset();

               if ( stream_d.hasNext() ) {

                   adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_d.nextNode());

               }

               stream_d.reset();

               adaptor.addChild(root_0, root_1);

               }

           }

           else

           if (s != null) {

               {

               CommonTree root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

               root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.becomeRoot((CommonTree)adaptor.create(TIME_PERIOD,

"TIME_PERIOD"), root_1);

               {

               CommonTree root_2 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

               root_2 = (CommonTree)adaptor.becomeRoot((CommonTree)adaptor.create(SECOND_PART,

"SECOND_PART"), root_2);

               adaptor.addChild(root_2, stream_expression.nextTree());

               adaptor.addChild(root_1, root_2);

               }

               adaptor.addChild(root_0, root_1);

               }

           }

           else

           {

               adaptor.addChild(root_0, stream_expression.nextTree());

           }

           retval.tree = root_0;}

           }

           retval.stop = input.LT(-1);

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           retval.tree = (CommonTree)adaptor.rulePostProcessing(root_0);

           adaptor.setTokenBoundaries(retval.tree, retval.start, retval.stop);

           }

       }

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;

         }
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       finally {

       }

       return retval;

   }

   public static class numberSetStar_return extends ParserRuleReturnScope {

       CommonTree tree;

       public Object getTree() { return tree; }

   };

   public final EsperEPL2GrammarParser.numberSetStar_return numberSetStar() throws RecognitionException {

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.numberSetStar_return retval = new

EsperEPL2GrammarParser.numberSetStar_return();

       retval.start = input.LT(1);

       CommonTree root_0 = null;

       Token STAR960=null;

       CommonTree STAR960_tree=null;

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_STAR=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token STAR");

       try {

           {

           STAR960=(Token)match(input,STAR,FOLLOW_STAR_in_numberSetStar13530); if (state.failed) return

retval;

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_STAR.add(STAR960);

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           retval.tree = root_0;

           RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_retval=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

retval",retval!=null?retval.tree:null);

           root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

           {

               {

               CommonTree root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

               root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.becomeRoot((CommonTree)adaptor.create(NUMBERSETSTAR,

"NUMBERSETSTAR"), root_1);

               adaptor.addChild(root_0, root_1);

               }

           }

           retval.tree = root_0;}

           }

           retval.stop = input.LT(-1);

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           retval.tree = (CommonTree)adaptor.rulePostProcessing(root_0);

           adaptor.setTokenBoundaries(retval.tree, retval.start, retval.stop);

           }

       }

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;

         }

       finally {

       }

       return retval;
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   }

   public static class lastWeekdayOperand_return extends ParserRuleReturnScope {

       CommonTree tree;

       public Object getTree() { return tree; }

   };

   public final EsperEPL2GrammarParser.lastWeekdayOperand_return lastWeekdayOperand() throws

RecognitionException {

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.lastWeekdayOperand_return retval = new

EsperEPL2GrammarParser.lastWeekdayOperand_return();

       retval.start = input.LT(1);

       CommonTree root_0 = null;

       Token LW961=null;

       CommonTree LW961_tree=null;

       try {

           {

           root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

           LW961=(Token)match(input,LW,FOLLOW_LW_in_lastWeekdayOperand13550); if (state.failed) return

retval;

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           LW961_tree = (CommonTree)adaptor.create(LW961);

           root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.becomeRoot(LW961_tree, root_0);

           }

           }

           retval.stop = input.LT(-1);

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           retval.tree = (CommonTree)adaptor.rulePostProcessing(root_0);

           adaptor.setTokenBoundaries(retval.tree, retval.start, retval.stop);

           }

       }

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;

         }

       finally {

       }

       return retval;

   }

   public static class lastOperand_return extends ParserRuleReturnScope {

       CommonTree tree;

       public Object getTree() { return tree; }

   };

   public final EsperEPL2GrammarParser.lastOperand_return lastOperand() throws RecognitionException {

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.lastOperand_return retval = new EsperEPL2GrammarParser.lastOperand_return();

       retval.start = input.LT(1);

       CommonTree root_0 = null;

       Token LAST962=null;

       CommonTree LAST962_tree=null;

       try {

           {
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           root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

           LAST962=(Token)match(input,LAST,FOLLOW_LAST_in_lastOperand13563); if (state.failed) return

retval;

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           LAST962_tree = (CommonTree)adaptor.create(LAST962);

           root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.becomeRoot(LAST962_tree, root_0);

           }

           }

           retval.stop = input.LT(-1);

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           retval.tree = (CommonTree)adaptor.rulePostProcessing(root_0);

           adaptor.setTokenBoundaries(retval.tree, retval.start, retval.stop);

           }

       }

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;

         }

       finally {

       }

       return retval;

   }

   public static class frequencyOperand_return extends ParserRuleReturnScope {

       CommonTree tree;

       public Object getTree() { return tree; }

   };

   public final EsperEPL2GrammarParser.frequencyOperand_return frequencyOperand() throws

RecognitionException {

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.frequencyOperand_return retval = new

EsperEPL2GrammarParser.frequencyOperand_return();

       retval.start = input.LT(1);

       CommonTree root_0 = null;

       Token i=null;

       Token STAR963=null;

       Token DIV964=null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.number_return number965 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.substitution_return substitution966 = null;

       CommonTree i_tree=null;

       CommonTree STAR963_tree=null;

       CommonTree DIV964_tree=null;

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_IDENT=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token IDENT");

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_STAR=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token STAR");

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_DIV=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token DIV");

       RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_number=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule number");

       RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_substitution=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule substitution");

       try {

           {

           STAR963=(Token)match(input,STAR,FOLLOW_STAR_in_frequencyOperand13575); if (state.failed)

return retval;
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           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_STAR.add(STAR963);

           DIV964=(Token)match(input,DIV,FOLLOW_DIV_in_frequencyOperand13577); if (state.failed) return

retval;

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_DIV.add(DIV964);

           int alt372=3;

           switch ( input.LA(1) ) {

           case NUM_DOUBLE:

           case NUM_INT:

           case NUM_LONG:

           case NUM_FLOAT:

               {

               alt372=1;

               }

               break;

           case IDENT:

               {

               alt372=2;

               }

               break;

           case QUESTION:

               {

               alt372=3;

               }

               break;

           default:

               if (state.backtracking>0) {state.failed=true; return retval;}

               NoViableAltException nvae =

                   new NoViableAltException("", 372, 0, input);

               throw nvae;

           }

           switch (alt372) {

               case 1 :

                   {

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_number_in_frequencyOperand13580);

                   number965=number();

                   state._fsp--;

                   if (state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_number.add(number965.getTree());

                   }

                   break;

               case 2 :

                   {

                   i=(Token)match(input,IDENT,FOLLOW_IDENT_in_frequencyOperand13584); if (state.failed) return

retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_IDENT.add(i);

                   }

                   break;

               case 3 :
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                   {

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_substitution_in_frequencyOperand13586);

                   substitution966=substitution();

                   state._fsp--;

                   if (state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_substitution.add(substitution966.getTree());

                   }

                   break;

           }

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           retval.tree = root_0;

           RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_i=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token i",i);

           RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_retval=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

retval",retval!=null?retval.tree:null);

           root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

           if (i!= null) {

               {

               CommonTree root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

               root_1 =

(CommonTree)adaptor.becomeRoot((CommonTree)adaptor.create(NUMERIC_PARAM_FREQUENCY,

"NUMERIC_PARAM_FREQUENCY"), root_1);

               {

               CommonTree root_2 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

               root_2 = (CommonTree)adaptor.becomeRoot((CommonTree)adaptor.create(EVENT_PROP_EXPR,

"EVENT_PROP_EXPR"), root_2);

               {

               CommonTree root_3 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

               root_3 = (CommonTree)adaptor.becomeRoot((CommonTree)adaptor.create(EVENT_PROP_SIMPLE,

"EVENT_PROP_SIMPLE"), root_3);

               adaptor.addChild(root_3, stream_i.nextNode());

               adaptor.addChild(root_2, root_3);

               }

               adaptor.addChild(root_1, root_2);

               }

               adaptor.addChild(root_0, root_1);

               }

           }

           else

           {

               {

               CommonTree root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

               root_1 =

(CommonTree)adaptor.becomeRoot((CommonTree)adaptor.create(NUMERIC_PARAM_FREQUENCY,

"NUMERIC_PARAM_FREQUENCY"), root_1);

               if ( stream_number.hasNext() ) {

                   adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_number.nextTree());

               }

               stream_number.reset();
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               if ( stream_substitution.hasNext() ) {

                   adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_substitution.nextTree());

               }

               stream_substitution.reset();

               adaptor.addChild(root_0, root_1);

               }

           }

           retval.tree = root_0;}

           }

           retval.stop = input.LT(-1);

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           retval.tree = (CommonTree)adaptor.rulePostProcessing(root_0);

           adaptor.setTokenBoundaries(retval.tree, retval.start, retval.stop);

           }

       }

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;

         }

       finally {

       }

       return retval;

   }

   public static class rangeOperand_return extends ParserRuleReturnScope {

       CommonTree tree;

       public Object getTree() { return tree; }

   };

   public final EsperEPL2GrammarParser.rangeOperand_return rangeOperand() throws RecognitionException {

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.rangeOperand_return retval = new

EsperEPL2GrammarParser.rangeOperand_return();

       retval.start = input.LT(1);

       CommonTree root_0 = null;

       Token i1=null;

       Token i2=null;

       Token COLON969=null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.number_return number967 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.substitution_return substitution968 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.number_return number970 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.substitution_return substitution971 = null;

       CommonTree i1_tree=null;

       CommonTree i2_tree=null;

       CommonTree COLON969_tree=null;

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_COLON=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token COLON");

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_IDENT=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token IDENT");

       RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_number=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule number");

       RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_substitution=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule substitution");

       try {

           {

           int alt373=3;
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           switch ( input.LA(1) ) {

           case NUM_DOUBLE:

           case NUM_INT:

           case NUM_LONG:

           case NUM_FLOAT:

               {

               alt373=1;

               }

               break;

           case IDENT:

               {

               alt373=2;

               }

               break;

           case QUESTION:

               {

               alt373=3;

               }

               break;

           default:

               if (state.backtracking>0) {state.failed=true; return retval;}

               NoViableAltException nvae =

                   new NoViableAltException("", 373, 0, input);

               throw nvae;

           }

           switch (alt373) {

               case 1 :

                   {

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_number_in_rangeOperand13635);

                   number967=number();

                   state._fsp--;

                   if (state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_number.add(number967.getTree());

                   }

                   break;

               case 2 :

                   {

                   i1=(Token)match(input,IDENT,FOLLOW_IDENT_in_rangeOperand13639); if (state.failed) return

retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_IDENT.add(i1);

                   }

                   break;

               case 3 :

                   {

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_substitution_in_rangeOperand13641);

                   substitution968=substitution();

                   state._fsp--;

                   if (state.failed) return retval;
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                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_substitution.add(substitution968.getTree());

                   }

                   break;

           }

           COLON969=(Token)match(input,COLON,FOLLOW_COLON_in_rangeOperand13644); if (state.failed)

return retval;

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_COLON.add(COLON969);

           int alt374=3;

           switch ( input.LA(1) ) {

           case NUM_DOUBLE:

           case NUM_INT:

           case NUM_LONG:

           case NUM_FLOAT:

               {

               alt374=1;

               }

               break;

           case IDENT:

               {

               alt374=2;

               }

               break;

           case QUESTION:

               {

               alt374=3;

               }

               break;

           default:

               if (state.backtracking>0) {state.failed=true; return retval;}

               NoViableAltException nvae =

                   new NoViableAltException("", 374, 0, input);

               throw nvae;

           }

           switch (alt374) {

               case 1 :

                   {

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_number_in_rangeOperand13647);

                   number970=number();

                   state._fsp--;

                   if (state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_number.add(number970.getTree());

                   }

                   break;

               case 2 :

                   {

                   i2=(Token)match(input,IDENT,FOLLOW_IDENT_in_rangeOperand13651); if (state.failed) return

retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_IDENT.add(i2);
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                   }

                   break;

               case 3 :

                   {

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_substitution_in_rangeOperand13653);

                   substitution971=substitution();

                   state._fsp--;

                   if (state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_substitution.add(substitution971.getTree());

                   }

                   break;

           }

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           retval.tree = root_0;

           RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_i2=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token i2",i2);

           RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_i1=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token i1",i1);

           RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_retval=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

retval",retval!=null?retval.tree:null);

           root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

           if (i1 != null && i2 != null) {

               {

               CommonTree root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

               root_1 =

(CommonTree)adaptor.becomeRoot((CommonTree)adaptor.create(NUMERIC_PARAM_RANGE,

"NUMERIC_PARAM_RANGE"), root_1);

               {

               CommonTree root_2 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

               root_2 = (CommonTree)adaptor.becomeRoot((CommonTree)adaptor.create(EVENT_PROP_EXPR,

"EVENT_PROP_EXPR"), root_2);

               {

               CommonTree root_3 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

               root_3 = (CommonTree)adaptor.becomeRoot((CommonTree)adaptor.create(EVENT_PROP_SIMPLE,

"EVENT_PROP_SIMPLE"), root_3);

               adaptor.addChild(root_3, stream_i1.nextNode());

               adaptor.addChild(root_2, root_3);

               }

               adaptor.addChild(root_1, root_2);

               }

               {

               CommonTree root_2 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

               root_2 = (CommonTree)adaptor.becomeRoot((CommonTree)adaptor.create(EVENT_PROP_EXPR,

"EVENT_PROP_EXPR"), root_2);

               {

               CommonTree root_3 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

               root_3 = (CommonTree)adaptor.becomeRoot((CommonTree)adaptor.create(EVENT_PROP_SIMPLE,

"EVENT_PROP_SIMPLE"), root_3);

               adaptor.addChild(root_3, stream_i2.nextNode());

               adaptor.addChild(root_2, root_3);
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               }

               adaptor.addChild(root_1, root_2);

               }

               adaptor.addChild(root_0, root_1);

               }

           }

           else

           if (i1 != null && i2 == null) {

               {

               CommonTree root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

               root_1 =

(CommonTree)adaptor.becomeRoot((CommonTree)adaptor.create(NUMERIC_PARAM_RANGE,

"NUMERIC_PARAM_RANGE"), root_1);

               {

               CommonTree root_2 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

               root_2 = (CommonTree)adaptor.becomeRoot((CommonTree)adaptor.create(EVENT_PROP_EXPR,

"EVENT_PROP_EXPR"), root_2);

               {

               CommonTree root_3 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

               root_3 = (CommonTree)adaptor.becomeRoot((CommonTree)adaptor.create(EVENT_PROP_SIMPLE,

"EVENT_PROP_SIMPLE"), root_3);

               adaptor.addChild(root_3, stream_i1.nextNode());

               adaptor.addChild(root_2, root_3);

               }

               adaptor.addChild(root_1, root_2);

               }

               if ( stream_number.hasNext() ) {

                   adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_number.nextTree());

               }

               stream_number.reset();

               if ( stream_substitution.hasNext() ) {

                   adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_substitution.nextTree());

               }

               stream_substitution.reset();

               adaptor.addChild(root_0, root_1);

               }

           }

           else

           if (i1 == null && i2 != null) {

               {

               CommonTree root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

               root_1 =

(CommonTree)adaptor.becomeRoot((CommonTree)adaptor.create(NUMERIC_PARAM_RANGE,

"NUMERIC_PARAM_RANGE"), root_1);

               if ( stream_number.hasNext() ) {

                   adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_number.nextTree());

               }

               stream_number.reset();
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               if ( stream_substitution.hasNext() ) {

                   adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_substitution.nextTree());

               }

               stream_substitution.reset();

               {

               CommonTree root_2 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

               root_2 = (CommonTree)adaptor.becomeRoot((CommonTree)adaptor.create(EVENT_PROP_EXPR,

"EVENT_PROP_EXPR"), root_2);

               {

               CommonTree root_3 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

               root_3 = (CommonTree)adaptor.becomeRoot((CommonTree)adaptor.create(EVENT_PROP_SIMPLE,

"EVENT_PROP_SIMPLE"), root_3);

               adaptor.addChild(root_3, stream_i2.nextNode());

               adaptor.addChild(root_2, root_3);

               }

               adaptor.addChild(root_1, root_2);

               }

               adaptor.addChild(root_0, root_1);

               }

           }

           else

           {

               {

               CommonTree root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

               root_1 =

(CommonTree)adaptor.becomeRoot((CommonTree)adaptor.create(NUMERIC_PARAM_RANGE,

"NUMERIC_PARAM_RANGE"), root_1);

               while ( stream_number.hasNext() ) {

                   adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_number.nextTree());

               }

               stream_number.reset();

               while ( stream_substitution.hasNext() ) {

                   adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_substitution.nextTree());

               }

               stream_substitution.reset();

               adaptor.addChild(root_0, root_1);

               }

           }

           retval.tree = root_0;}

           }

           retval.stop = input.LT(-1);

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           retval.tree = (CommonTree)adaptor.rulePostProcessing(root_0);

           adaptor.setTokenBoundaries(retval.tree, retval.start, retval.stop);

           }

       }

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;
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         }

       finally {

       }

       return retval;

   }

   public static class lastOperator_return extends ParserRuleReturnScope {

       CommonTree tree;

       public Object getTree() { return tree; }

   };

   public final EsperEPL2GrammarParser.lastOperator_return lastOperator() throws RecognitionException {

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.lastOperator_return retval = new EsperEPL2GrammarParser.lastOperator_return();

       retval.start = input.LT(1);

       CommonTree root_0 = null;

       Token i=null;

       Token LAST974=null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.number_return number972 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.substitution_return substitution973 = null;

       CommonTree i_tree=null;

       CommonTree LAST974_tree=null;

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_IDENT=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token IDENT");

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_LAST=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token LAST");

       RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_number=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule number");

       RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_substitution=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule substitution");

       try {

           {

           int alt375=3;

           switch ( input.LA(1) ) {

           case NUM_DOUBLE:

           case NUM_INT:

           case NUM_LONG:

           case NUM_FLOAT:

               {

               alt375=1;

               }

               break;

           case IDENT:

               {

               alt375=2;

               }

               break;

           case QUESTION:

               {

               alt375=3;

               }

               break;

           default:

               if (state.backtracking>0) {state.failed=true; return retval;}

               NoViableAltException nvae =
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                   new NoViableAltException("", 375, 0, input);

               throw nvae;

           }

           switch (alt375) {

               case 1 :

                   {

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_number_in_lastOperator13767);

                   number972=number();

                   state._fsp--;

                   if (state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_number.add(number972.getTree());

                   }

                   break;

               case 2 :

                   {

                   i=(Token)match(input,IDENT,FOLLOW_IDENT_in_lastOperator13771); if (state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_IDENT.add(i);

                   }

                   break;

               case 3 :

                   {

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_substitution_in_lastOperator13773);

                   substitution973=substitution();

                   state._fsp--;

                   if (state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_substitution.add(substitution973.getTree());

                   }

                   break;

           }

           LAST974=(Token)match(input,LAST,FOLLOW_LAST_in_lastOperator13776); if (state.failed) return

retval;

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_LAST.add(LAST974);

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           retval.tree = root_0;

           RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_i=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token i",i);

           RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_retval=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

retval",retval!=null?retval.tree:null);

           root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

           if (i!= null) {

               {

               CommonTree root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

               root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.becomeRoot((CommonTree)adaptor.create(LAST_OPERATOR,

"LAST_OPERATOR"), root_1);

               {

               CommonTree root_2 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

               root_2 = (CommonTree)adaptor.becomeRoot((CommonTree)adaptor.create(EVENT_PROP_EXPR,

"EVENT_PROP_EXPR"), root_2);

               {
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               CommonTree root_3 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

               root_3 = (CommonTree)adaptor.becomeRoot((CommonTree)adaptor.create(EVENT_PROP_SIMPLE,

"EVENT_PROP_SIMPLE"), root_3);

               adaptor.addChild(root_3, stream_i.nextNode());

               adaptor.addChild(root_2, root_3);

               }

               adaptor.addChild(root_1, root_2);

               }

               adaptor.addChild(root_0, root_1);

               }

           }

           else

           {

               {

               CommonTree root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

               root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.becomeRoot((CommonTree)adaptor.create(LAST_OPERATOR,

"LAST_OPERATOR"), root_1);

               if ( stream_number.hasNext() ) {

                   adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_number.nextTree());

               }

               stream_number.reset();

               if ( stream_substitution.hasNext() ) {

                   adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_substitution.nextTree());

               }

               stream_substitution.reset();

               adaptor.addChild(root_0, root_1);

               }

           }

           retval.tree = root_0;}

           }

           retval.stop = input.LT(-1);

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           retval.tree = (CommonTree)adaptor.rulePostProcessing(root_0);

           adaptor.setTokenBoundaries(retval.tree, retval.start, retval.stop);

           }

       }

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;

         }

       finally {

       }

       return retval;

   }

   public static class weekDayOperator_return extends ParserRuleReturnScope {

       CommonTree tree;

       public Object getTree() { return tree; }

   };

   public final EsperEPL2GrammarParser.weekDayOperator_return weekDayOperator() throws
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RecognitionException {

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.weekDayOperator_return retval = new

EsperEPL2GrammarParser.weekDayOperator_return();

       retval.start = input.LT(1);

       CommonTree root_0 = null;

       Token i=null;

       Token WEEKDAY977=null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.number_return number975 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.substitution_return substitution976 = null;

       CommonTree i_tree=null;

       CommonTree WEEKDAY977_tree=null;

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_IDENT=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token IDENT");

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_WEEKDAY=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token WEEKDAY");

       RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_number=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule number");

       RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_substitution=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule substitution");

       try {

           {

           int alt376=3;

           switch ( input.LA(1) ) {

           case NUM_DOUBLE:

           case NUM_INT:

           case NUM_LONG:

           case NUM_FLOAT:

               {

               alt376=1;

               }

               break;

           case IDENT:

               {

               alt376=2;

               }

               break;

           case QUESTION:

               {

               alt376=3;

               }

               break;

           default:

               if (state.backtracking>0) {state.failed=true; return retval;}

               NoViableAltException nvae =

                   new NoViableAltException("", 376, 0, input);

               throw nvae;

           }

           switch (alt376) {

               case 1 :

                   {

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_number_in_weekDayOperator13824);

                   number975=number();
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                   state._fsp--;

                   if (state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_number.add(number975.getTree());

                   }

                   break;

               case 2 :

                   {

                   i=(Token)match(input,IDENT,FOLLOW_IDENT_in_weekDayOperator13828); if (state.failed) return

retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_IDENT.add(i);

                   }

                   break;

               case 3 :

                   {

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_substitution_in_weekDayOperator13830);

                   substitution976=substitution();

                   state._fsp--;

                   if (state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_substitution.add(substitution976.getTree());

                   }

                   break;

           }

           WEEKDAY977=(Token)match(input,WEEKDAY,FOLLOW_WEEKDAY_in_weekDayOperator13833); if

(state.failed) return retval;

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_WEEKDAY.add(WEEKDAY977);

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           retval.tree = root_0;

           RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_i=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token i",i);

           RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_retval=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

retval",retval!=null?retval.tree:null);

           root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

           if (i!= null) {

               {

               CommonTree root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

               root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.becomeRoot((CommonTree)adaptor.create(WEEKDAY_OPERATOR,

"WEEKDAY_OPERATOR"), root_1);

               {

               CommonTree root_2 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

               root_2 = (CommonTree)adaptor.becomeRoot((CommonTree)adaptor.create(EVENT_PROP_EXPR,

"EVENT_PROP_EXPR"), root_2);

               {

               CommonTree root_3 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

               root_3 = (CommonTree)adaptor.becomeRoot((CommonTree)adaptor.create(EVENT_PROP_SIMPLE,

"EVENT_PROP_SIMPLE"), root_3);

               adaptor.addChild(root_3, stream_i.nextNode());

               adaptor.addChild(root_2, root_3);

               }

               adaptor.addChild(root_1, root_2);
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               }

               adaptor.addChild(root_0, root_1);

               }

           }

           else

           {

               {

               CommonTree root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

               root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.becomeRoot((CommonTree)adaptor.create(WEEKDAY_OPERATOR,

"WEEKDAY_OPERATOR"), root_1);

               if ( stream_number.hasNext() ) {

                   adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_number.nextTree());

               }

               stream_number.reset();

               if ( stream_substitution.hasNext() ) {

                   adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_substitution.nextTree());

               }

               stream_substitution.reset();

               adaptor.addChild(root_0, root_1);

               }

           }

           retval.tree = root_0;}

           }

           retval.stop = input.LT(-1);

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           retval.tree = (CommonTree)adaptor.rulePostProcessing(root_0);

           adaptor.setTokenBoundaries(retval.tree, retval.start, retval.stop);

           }

       }

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;

         }

       finally {

       }

       return retval;

   }

   public static class numericParameterList_return extends ParserRuleReturnScope {

       CommonTree tree;

       public Object getTree() { return tree; }

   };

   public final EsperEPL2GrammarParser.numericParameterList_return numericParameterList() throws

RecognitionException {

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.numericParameterList_return retval = new

EsperEPL2GrammarParser.numericParameterList_return();

       retval.start = input.LT(1);

       CommonTree root_0 = null;

       Token LBRACK978=null;

       Token COMMA980=null;
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       Token RBRACK982=null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.numericListParameter_return numericListParameter979 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.numericListParameter_return numericListParameter981 = null;

       CommonTree LBRACK978_tree=null;

       CommonTree COMMA980_tree=null;

       CommonTree RBRACK982_tree=null;

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_RBRACK=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token RBRACK");

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_LBRACK=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token LBRACK");

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_COMMA=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token COMMA");

       RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_numericListParameter=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

numericListParameter");

       try {

           {

           LBRACK978=(Token)match(input,LBRACK,FOLLOW_LBRACK_in_numericParameterList13880); if

(state.failed) return retval;

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_LBRACK.add(LBRACK978);

           pushFollow(FOLLOW_numericListParameter_in_numericParameterList13882);

           numericListParameter979=numericListParameter();

           state._fsp--;

           if (state.failed) return retval;

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_numericListParameter.add(numericListParameter979.getTree());

           loop377:

           do {

               int alt377=2;

               int LA377_0 = input.LA(1);

               if ( (LA377_0==COMMA) ) {

                   alt377=1;

               }

               switch (alt377) {

           	case 1 :

           	    {

           	    COMMA980=(Token)match(input,COMMA,FOLLOW_COMMA_in_numericParameterList13885); if

(state.failed) return retval;

           	    if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_COMMA.add(COMMA980);

           	    pushFollow(FOLLOW_numericListParameter_in_numericParameterList13887);

           	    numericListParameter981=numericListParameter();

           	    state._fsp--;

           	    if (state.failed) return retval;

           	    if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_numericListParameter.add(numericListParameter981.getTree());

           	    }

           	    break;

           	default :

           	    break loop377;

               }

           } while (true);

           RBRACK982=(Token)match(input,RBRACK,FOLLOW_RBRACK_in_numericParameterList13891); if

(state.failed) return retval;

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_RBRACK.add(RBRACK982);
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           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           retval.tree = root_0;

           RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_retval=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

retval",retval!=null?retval.tree:null);

           root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

           {

               {

               CommonTree root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

               root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.becomeRoot((CommonTree)adaptor.create(NUMERIC_PARAM_LIST,

"NUMERIC_PARAM_LIST"), root_1);

               if ( !(stream_numericListParameter.hasNext()) ) {

                   throw new RewriteEarlyExitException();

               }

               while ( stream_numericListParameter.hasNext() ) {

                   adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_numericListParameter.nextTree());

               }

               stream_numericListParameter.reset();

               adaptor.addChild(root_0, root_1);

               }

           }

           retval.tree = root_0;}

           }

           retval.stop = input.LT(-1);

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           retval.tree = (CommonTree)adaptor.rulePostProcessing(root_0);

           adaptor.setTokenBoundaries(retval.tree, retval.start, retval.stop);

           }

       }

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;

         }

       finally {

       }

       return retval;

   }

   public static class numericListParameter_return extends ParserRuleReturnScope {

       CommonTree tree;

       public Object getTree() { return tree; }

   };

   public final EsperEPL2GrammarParser.numericListParameter_return numericListParameter() throws

RecognitionException {

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.numericListParameter_return retval = new

EsperEPL2GrammarParser.numericListParameter_return();

       retval.start = input.LT(1);

       CommonTree root_0 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.rangeOperand_return rangeOperand983 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.frequencyOperand_return frequencyOperand984 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.numberconstant_return numberconstant985 = null;
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       try {

           int alt378=3;

           switch ( input.LA(1) ) {

           case NUM_INT:

               {

               int LA378_1 = input.LA(2);

               if ( (LA378_1==RBRACK||LA378_1==COMMA) ) {

                   alt378=3;

               }

               else if ( (LA378_1==COLON) ) {

                   alt378=1;

               }

               else {

                   if (state.backtracking>0) {state.failed=true; return retval;}

                   NoViableAltException nvae =

                       new NoViableAltException("", 378, 1, input);

                   throw nvae;

               }

               }

               break;

           case NUM_LONG:

               {

               int LA378_2 = input.LA(2);

               if ( (LA378_2==RBRACK||LA378_2==COMMA) ) {

                   alt378=3;

               }

               else if ( (LA378_2==COLON) ) {

                   alt378=1;

               }

               else {

                   if (state.backtracking>0) {state.failed=true; return retval;}

                   NoViableAltException nvae =

                       new NoViableAltException("", 378, 2, input);

                   throw nvae;

               }

               }

               break;

           case NUM_FLOAT:

               {

               int LA378_3 = input.LA(2);

               if ( (LA378_3==COLON) ) {

                   alt378=1;

               }

               else if ( (LA378_3==RBRACK||LA378_3==COMMA) ) {

                   alt378=3;

               }

               else {

                   if (state.backtracking>0) {state.failed=true; return retval;}
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                   NoViableAltException nvae =

                       new NoViableAltException("", 378, 3, input);

                   throw nvae;

               }

               }

               break;

           case NUM_DOUBLE:

               {

               int LA378_4 = input.LA(2);

               if ( (LA378_4==COLON) ) {

                   alt378=1;

               }

               else if ( (LA378_4==RBRACK||LA378_4==COMMA) ) {

                   alt378=3;

               }

               else {

                   if (state.backtracking>0) {state.failed=true; return retval;}

                   NoViableAltException nvae =

                       new NoViableAltException("", 378, 4, input);

                   throw nvae;

               }

               }

               break;

           case IDENT:

           case QUESTION:

               {

               alt378=1;

               }

               break;

           case STAR:

               {

               alt378=2;

               }

               break;

           case PLUS:

           case MINUS:

               {

               alt378=3;

               }

               break;

           default:

               if (state.backtracking>0) {state.failed=true; return retval;}

               NoViableAltException nvae =

                   new NoViableAltException("", 378, 0, input);

               throw nvae;

           }

           switch (alt378) {

               case 1 :
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                   {

                   root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_rangeOperand_in_numericListParameter13913);

                   rangeOperand983=rangeOperand();

                   state._fsp--;

                   if (state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) adaptor.addChild(root_0, rangeOperand983.getTree());

                   }

                   break;

               case 2 :

                   {

                   root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_frequencyOperand_in_numericListParameter13919);

                   frequencyOperand984=frequencyOperand();

                   state._fsp--;

                   if (state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) adaptor.addChild(root_0, frequencyOperand984.getTree());

                   }

                   break;

               case 3 :

                   {

                   root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_numberconstant_in_numericListParameter13924);

                   numberconstant985=numberconstant();

                   state._fsp--;

                   if (state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) adaptor.addChild(root_0, numberconstant985.getTree());

                   }

                   break;

           }

           retval.stop = input.LT(-1);

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           retval.tree = (CommonTree)adaptor.rulePostProcessing(root_0);

           adaptor.setTokenBoundaries(retval.tree, retval.start, retval.stop);

           }

       }

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;

         }

       finally {

       }

       return retval;

   }

   public static class eventProperty_return extends ParserRuleReturnScope {

       CommonTree tree;

       public Object getTree() { return tree; }

   };

   public final EsperEPL2GrammarParser.eventProperty_return eventProperty() throws RecognitionException {
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       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.eventProperty_return retval = new

EsperEPL2GrammarParser.eventProperty_return();

       retval.start = input.LT(1);

       CommonTree root_0 = null;

       Token DOT987=null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.eventPropertyAtomic_return eventPropertyAtomic986 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.eventPropertyAtomic_return eventPropertyAtomic988 = null;

       CommonTree DOT987_tree=null;

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_DOT=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token DOT");

       RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_eventPropertyAtomic=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

eventPropertyAtomic");

       try {

           {

           pushFollow(FOLLOW_eventPropertyAtomic_in_eventProperty13940);

           eventPropertyAtomic986=eventPropertyAtomic();

           state._fsp--;

           if (state.failed) return retval;

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_eventPropertyAtomic.add(eventPropertyAtomic986.getTree());

           loop379:

           do {

               int alt379=2;

               int LA379_0 = input.LA(1);

               if ( (LA379_0==DOT) ) {

                   alt379=1;

               }

               switch (alt379) {

           	case 1 :

           	    {

           	    DOT987=(Token)match(input,DOT,FOLLOW_DOT_in_eventProperty13943); if (state.failed) return

retval;

           	    if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_DOT.add(DOT987);

           	    pushFollow(FOLLOW_eventPropertyAtomic_in_eventProperty13945);

           	    eventPropertyAtomic988=eventPropertyAtomic();

           	    state._fsp--;

           	    if (state.failed) return retval;

           	    if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_eventPropertyAtomic.add(eventPropertyAtomic988.getTree());

           	    }

           	    break;

           	default :

           	    break loop379;

               }

           } while (true);

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           retval.tree = root_0;

           RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_retval=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

retval",retval!=null?retval.tree:null);

           root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

           {
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               {

               CommonTree root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

               root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.becomeRoot((CommonTree)adaptor.create(EVENT_PROP_EXPR,

"EVENT_PROP_EXPR"), root_1);

               if ( !(stream_eventPropertyAtomic.hasNext()) ) {

                   throw new RewriteEarlyExitException();

               }

               while ( stream_eventPropertyAtomic.hasNext() ) {

                   adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_eventPropertyAtomic.nextTree());

               }

               stream_eventPropertyAtomic.reset();

               adaptor.addChild(root_0, root_1);

               }

           }

           retval.tree = root_0;}

           }

           retval.stop = input.LT(-1);

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           retval.tree = (CommonTree)adaptor.rulePostProcessing(root_0);

           adaptor.setTokenBoundaries(retval.tree, retval.start, retval.stop);

           }

       }

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;

         }

       finally {

       }

       return retval;

   }

   public static class eventPropertyAtomic_return extends ParserRuleReturnScope {

       CommonTree tree;

       public Object getTree() { return tree; }

   };

   public final EsperEPL2GrammarParser.eventPropertyAtomic_return eventPropertyAtomic() throws

RecognitionException {

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.eventPropertyAtomic_return retval = new

EsperEPL2GrammarParser.eventPropertyAtomic_return();

       retval.start = input.LT(1);

       CommonTree root_0 = null;

       Token lb=null;

       Token ni=null;

       Token q=null;

       Token lp=null;

       Token s=null;

       Token q1=null;

       Token RBRACK990=null;

       Token RPAREN991=null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.eventPropertyIdent_return eventPropertyIdent989 = null;
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       CommonTree lb_tree=null;

       CommonTree ni_tree=null;

       CommonTree q_tree=null;

       CommonTree lp_tree=null;

       CommonTree s_tree=null;

       CommonTree q1_tree=null;

       CommonTree RBRACK990_tree=null;

       CommonTree RPAREN991_tree=null;

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_RBRACK=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token RBRACK");

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_RPAREN=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token RPAREN");

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_LBRACK=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token LBRACK");

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_STRING_LITERAL=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token

STRING_LITERAL");

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_QUESTION=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token QUESTION");

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_QUOTED_STRING_LITERAL=new

RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token QUOTED_STRING_LITERAL");

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_LPAREN=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token LPAREN");

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_NUM_INT=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token NUM_INT");

       RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_eventPropertyIdent=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

eventPropertyIdent");

       try {

           {

           pushFollow(FOLLOW_eventPropertyIdent_in_eventPropertyAtomic13971);

           eventPropertyIdent989=eventPropertyIdent();

           state._fsp--;

           if (state.failed) return retval;

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_eventPropertyIdent.add(eventPropertyIdent989.getTree());

           int alt383=4;

           switch ( input.LA(1) ) {

               case LBRACK:

                   {

                   alt383=1;

                   }

                   break;

               case LPAREN:

                   {

                   alt383=2;

                   }

                   break;

               case QUESTION:

                   {

                   alt383=3;

                   }

                   break;

           }

           switch (alt383) {

               case 1 :

                   {
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                   lb=(Token)match(input,LBRACK,FOLLOW_LBRACK_in_eventPropertyAtomic13980); if

(state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_LBRACK.add(lb);

                   ni=(Token)match(input,NUM_INT,FOLLOW_NUM_INT_in_eventPropertyAtomic13984); if

(state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_NUM_INT.add(ni);

                   RBRACK990=(Token)match(input,RBRACK,FOLLOW_RBRACK_in_eventPropertyAtomic13986); if

(state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_RBRACK.add(RBRACK990);

                   int alt380=2;

                   int LA380_0 = input.LA(1);

                   if ( (LA380_0==QUESTION) ) {

                       alt380=1;

                   }

                   switch (alt380) {

                       case 1 :

                           {

                           q=(Token)match(input,QUESTION,FOLLOW_QUESTION_in_eventPropertyAtomic13991); if

(state.failed) return retval;

                           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_QUESTION.add(q);

                           }

                           break;

                   }

                   }

                   break;

               case 2 :

                   {

                   lp=(Token)match(input,LPAREN,FOLLOW_LPAREN_in_eventPropertyAtomic14005); if (state.failed)

return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_LPAREN.add(lp);

                   int alt381=2;

                   int LA381_0 = input.LA(1);

                   if ( (LA381_0==STRING_LITERAL) ) {

                       alt381=1;

                   }

                   else if ( (LA381_0==QUOTED_STRING_LITERAL) ) {

                       alt381=2;

                   }

                   else {

                       if (state.backtracking>0) {state.failed=true; return retval;}

                       NoViableAltException nvae =

                           new NoViableAltException("", 381, 0, input);

                       throw nvae;

                   }

                   switch (alt381) {

                       case 1 :

                           {

s=(Token)match(input,STRING_LITERAL,FOLLOW_STRING_LITERAL_in_eventPropertyAtomic14010); if (sta
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te.failed) return retval;

                           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_STRING_LITERAL.add(s);

                           }

                           break;

                       case 2 :

                           {

s=(Token)match(input,QUOTED_STRING_LITERAL,FOLLOW_QUOTED_STRING_LITERAL_in_eventProper

tyAtomic14016); if (state.failed) return retval;

                           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_QUOTED_STRING_LITERAL.add(s);

                           }

                           break;

                   }

                   RPAREN991=(Token)match(input,RPAREN,FOLLOW_RPAREN_in_eventPropertyAtomic14019); if

(state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_RPAREN.add(RPAREN991);

                   int alt382=2;

                   int LA382_0 = input.LA(1);

                   if ( (LA382_0==QUESTION) ) {

                       alt382=1;

                   }

                   switch (alt382) {

                       case 1 :

                           {

                           q=(Token)match(input,QUESTION,FOLLOW_QUESTION_in_eventPropertyAtomic14024); if

(state.failed) return retval;

                           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_QUESTION.add(q);

                           }

                           break;

                   }

                   }

                   break;

               case 3 :

                   {

                   q1=(Token)match(input,QUESTION,FOLLOW_QUESTION_in_eventPropertyAtomic14038); if

(state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_QUESTION.add(q1);

                   }

                   break;

           }

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           retval.tree = root_0;

           RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_s=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token s",s);

           RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_ni=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token ni",ni);

           RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_retval=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

retval",retval!=null?retval.tree:null);

           root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

           if (lb!= null && q == null) {

               {
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               CommonTree root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

               root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.becomeRoot((CommonTree)adaptor.create(EVENT_PROP_INDEXED,

"EVENT_PROP_INDEXED"), root_1);

               adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_eventPropertyIdent.nextTree());

               adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_ni.nextNode());

               adaptor.addChild(root_0, root_1);

               }

           }

           else

           if (lb!= null && q != null) {

               {

               CommonTree root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

               root_1 =

(CommonTree)adaptor.becomeRoot((CommonTree)adaptor.create(EVENT_PROP_DYNAMIC_INDEXED,

"EVENT_PROP_DYNAMIC_INDEXED"), root_1);

               adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_eventPropertyIdent.nextTree());

               adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_ni.nextNode());

               adaptor.addChild(root_0, root_1);

               }

           }

           else

           if (lp!= null && q == null) {

               {

               CommonTree root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

               root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.becomeRoot((CommonTree)adaptor.create(EVENT_PROP_MAPPED,

"EVENT_PROP_MAPPED"), root_1);

               adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_eventPropertyIdent.nextTree());

               adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_s.nextNode());

               adaptor.addChild(root_0, root_1);

               }

           }

           else

           if (lp!= null && q != null) {

               {

               CommonTree root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

               root_1 =

(CommonTree)adaptor.becomeRoot((CommonTree)adaptor.create(EVENT_PROP_DYNAMIC_MAPPED,

"EVENT_PROP_DYNAMIC_MAPPED"), root_1);

               adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_eventPropertyIdent.nextTree());

               adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_s.nextNode());

               adaptor.addChild(root_0, root_1);

               }

           }

           else

           if (q1 != null) {

               {

               CommonTree root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

               root_1 =
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(CommonTree)adaptor.becomeRoot((CommonTree)adaptor.create(EVENT_PROP_DYNAMIC_SIMPLE,

"EVENT_PROP_DYNAMIC_SIMPLE"), root_1);

               adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_eventPropertyIdent.nextTree());

               adaptor.addChild(root_0, root_1);

               }

           }

           else

           {

               {

               CommonTree root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

               root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.becomeRoot((CommonTree)adaptor.create(EVENT_PROP_SIMPLE,

"EVENT_PROP_SIMPLE"), root_1);

               adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_eventPropertyIdent.nextTree());

               adaptor.addChild(root_0, root_1);

               }

           }

           retval.tree = root_0;}

           }

           retval.stop = input.LT(-1);

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           retval.tree = (CommonTree)adaptor.rulePostProcessing(root_0);

           adaptor.setTokenBoundaries(retval.tree, retval.start, retval.stop);

           }

       }

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;

         }

       finally {

       }

       return retval;

   }

   public static class eventPropertyIdent_return extends ParserRuleReturnScope {

       CommonTree tree;

       public Object getTree() { return tree; }

   };

   public final EsperEPL2GrammarParser.eventPropertyIdent_return eventPropertyIdent() throws

RecognitionException {

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.eventPropertyIdent_return retval = new

EsperEPL2GrammarParser.eventPropertyIdent_return();

       retval.start = input.LT(1);

       CommonTree root_0 = null;

       Token ESCAPECHAR992=null;

       Token DOT993=null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.keywordAllowedIdent_return ipi = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.keywordAllowedIdent_return ipi2 = null;

       CommonTree ESCAPECHAR992_tree=null;

       CommonTree DOT993_tree=null;

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_DOT=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token DOT");
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       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_ESCAPECHAR=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token

ESCAPECHAR");

       RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_keywordAllowedIdent=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

keywordAllowedIdent");

        String identifier = "";

       try {

           {

           pushFollow(FOLLOW_keywordAllowedIdent_in_eventPropertyIdent14161);

           ipi=keywordAllowedIdent();

           state._fsp--;

           if (state.failed) return retval;

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_keywordAllowedIdent.add(ipi.getTree());

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

              identifier = ipi.result;

           }

           loop385:

           do {

               int alt385=2;

               int LA385_0 = input.LA(1);

               if ( (LA385_0==ESCAPECHAR) ) {

                   alt385=1;

               }

               switch (alt385) {

           	case 1 :

           	    {

ESCAPECHAR992=(Token)match(input,ESCAPECHAR,FOLLOW_ESCAPECHAR_in_eventPropertyIdent14173

); if (state.failed) return retval;

           	    if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_ESCAPECHAR.add(ESCAPECHAR992);

           	    DOT993=(Token)match(input,DOT,FOLLOW_DOT_in_eventPropertyIdent14175); if (state.failed) return

retval;

           	    if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_DOT.add(DOT993);

           	    int alt384=2;

           	    switch ( input.LA(1) ) {

           	        case WINDOW:

           	        case EVERY_EXPR:

           	        case SUM:

           	        case AVG:

           	        case MAX:

           	        case MIN:

           	        case COALESCE:

           	        case MEDIAN:

           	        case STDDEV:

           	        case AVEDEV:

           	        case COUNT:

           	        case OUTER:

           	        case EVENTS:

           	        case FIRST:

           	        case LAST:
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           	        case UNIDIRECTIONAL:

           	        case RETAINUNION:

           	        case RETAININTERSECTION:

           	        case SQL:

           	        case METADATASQL:

           	        case PREVIOUS:

           	        case PREVIOUSTAIL:

           	        case PRIOR:

           	        case WEEKDAY:

           	        case LW:

           	        case INSTANCEOF:

           	        case TYPEOF:

           	        case CAST:

           	        case SNAPSHOT:

           	        case VARIABLE:

           	        case UNTIL:

           	        case AT:

           	        case INDEX:

           	        case DEFINE:

           	        case PARTITION:

           	        case MATCHES:

           	        case WHILE:

           	        case USING:

           	        case MERGE:

           	        case MATCHED:

           	        case CONTEXT:

           	        case IDENT:

           	        case TICKED_STRING_LITERAL:

           	            {

           	            alt384=1;

           	            }

           	            break;

           	        case ESCAPE:

           	            {

           	            int LA384_5 = input.LA(2);

           	            if ( (LA384_5==EOF||(LA384_5>=IN_SET && LA384_5<=NOT_EXPR)||(LA384_5>=WHERE

&& LA384_5<=AS)||(LA384_5>=ELSE && LA384_5<=FROM)||(LA384_5>=INNER &&

LA384_5<=FULL)||LA384_5==IS||(LA384_5>=GROUP &&

LA384_5<=HAVING)||LA384_5==ALL||LA384_5==OUTPUT||LA384_5==INSERT||(LA384_5>=ORDER &&

LA384_5<=DESC)||LA384_5==PATTERN||(LA384_5>=TIMEPERIOD_SEC &&

LA384_5<=TIMEPERIOD_SECONDS)||LA384_5==ROW_LIMIT_EXPR||(LA384_5>=MATCH_RECOGNIZE

&& LA384_5<=MEASURES)||(LA384_5>=AFTER && LA384_5<=FOR)||(LA384_5>=LBRACK &&

LA384_5<=RBRACK)||(LA384_5>=LPAREN &&

LA384_5<=COLON)||LA384_5==RCURLY||(LA384_5>=ATCHAR && LA384_5<=STAR)||(LA384_5>=LT &&

LA384_5<=PLUS)||(LA384_5>=BAND && LA384_5<=MOD)||(LA384_5>=FOLLOWMAX_END &&

LA384_5<=ESCAPECHAR)) ) {

           	                alt384=1;

           	            }
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           	            }

           	            break;

           	        case PATTERN:

           	            {

           	            int LA384_25 = input.LA(2);

           	            if ( (LA384_25==LPAREN) ) {

           	                int LA384_180 = input.LA(3);

           	                if ( ((LA384_180>=STRING_LITERAL && LA384_180<=QUOTED_STRING_LITERAL)) ) {

           	                    alt384=1;

           	                }

           	            }

           	            else if ( (LA384_25==EOF||(LA384_25>=IN_SET &&

LA384_25<=NOT_EXPR)||(LA384_25>=WHERE && LA384_25<=AS)||(LA384_25>=ELSE &&

LA384_25<=FROM)||(LA384_25>=INNER && LA384_25<=FULL)||LA384_25==IS||(LA384_25>=GROUP &&

LA384_25<=HAVING)||LA384_25==ALL||LA384_25==OUTPUT||LA384_25==INSERT||(LA384_25>=ORDER

&& LA384_25<=DESC)||LA384_25==PATTERN||(LA384_25>=TIMEPERIOD_SEC &&

LA384_25<=TIMEPERIOD_SECONDS)||LA384_25==ROW_LIMIT_EXPR||(LA384_25>=MATCH_RECOGNIZ

E && LA384_25<=MEASURES)||(LA384_25>=AFTER && LA384_25<=FOR)||(LA384_25>=LBRACK &&

LA384_25<=RBRACK)||(LA384_25>=RPAREN &&

LA384_25<=COLON)||LA384_25==RCURLY||(LA384_25>=ATCHAR &&

LA384_25<=STAR)||(LA384_25>=LT && LA384_25<=PLUS)||(LA384_25>=BAND &&

LA384_25<=MOD)||(LA384_25>=FOLLOWMAX_END && LA384_25<=ESCAPECHAR)) ) {

           	                alt384=1;

           	            }

           	            }

           	            break;

           	        case LEFT:

           	            {

           	            int LA384_40 = input.LA(2);

           	            if ( (LA384_40==EOF||(LA384_40>=IN_SET &&

LA384_40<=NOT_EXPR)||(LA384_40>=WHERE && LA384_40<=AS)||(LA384_40>=ELSE &&

LA384_40<=FROM)||(LA384_40>=INNER && LA384_40<=FULL)||LA384_40==IS||(LA384_40>=GROUP &&

LA384_40<=HAVING)||LA384_40==ALL||LA384_40==OUTPUT||LA384_40==INSERT||(LA384_40>=ORDER

&& LA384_40<=DESC)||LA384_40==PATTERN||(LA384_40>=TIMEPERIOD_SEC &&

LA384_40<=TIMEPERIOD_SECONDS)||LA384_40==ROW_LIMIT_EXPR||(LA384_40>=MATCH_RECOGNIZ

E && LA384_40<=MEASURES)||(LA384_40>=AFTER && LA384_40<=FOR)||(LA384_40>=LBRACK &&

LA384_40<=RBRACK)||(LA384_40>=LPAREN &&

LA384_40<=COLON)||LA384_40==RCURLY||(LA384_40>=ATCHAR &&

LA384_40<=STAR)||(LA384_40>=LT && LA384_40<=PLUS)||(LA384_40>=BAND &&

LA384_40<=MOD)||(LA384_40>=FOLLOWMAX_END && LA384_40<=ESCAPECHAR)) ) {

           	                alt384=1;

           	            }

           	            }

           	            break;

           	        case RIGHT:

           	            {

           	            int LA384_41 = input.LA(2);

           	            if ( (LA384_41==EOF||(LA384_41>=IN_SET &&
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LA384_41<=NOT_EXPR)||(LA384_41>=WHERE && LA384_41<=AS)||(LA384_41>=ELSE &&

LA384_41<=FROM)||(LA384_41>=INNER && LA384_41<=FULL)||LA384_41==IS||(LA384_41>=GROUP &&

LA384_41<=HAVING)||LA384_41==ALL||LA384_41==OUTPUT||LA384_41==INSERT||(LA384_41>=ORDER

&& LA384_41<=DESC)||LA384_41==PATTERN||(LA384_41>=TIMEPERIOD_SEC &&

LA384_41<=TIMEPERIOD_SECONDS)||LA384_41==ROW_LIMIT_EXPR||(LA384_41>=MATCH_RECOGNIZ

E && LA384_41<=MEASURES)||(LA384_41>=AFTER && LA384_41<=FOR)||(LA384_41>=LBRACK &&

LA384_41<=RBRACK)||(LA384_41>=LPAREN &&

LA384_41<=COLON)||LA384_41==RCURLY||(LA384_41>=ATCHAR &&

LA384_41<=STAR)||(LA384_41>=LT && LA384_41<=PLUS)||(LA384_41>=BAND &&

LA384_41<=MOD)||(LA384_41>=FOLLOWMAX_END && LA384_41<=ESCAPECHAR)) ) {

           	                alt384=1;

           	            }

           	            }

           	            break;

           	        case FULL:

           	            {

           	            int LA384_43 = input.LA(2);

           	            if ( (LA384_43==EOF||(LA384_43>=IN_SET &&

LA384_43<=NOT_EXPR)||(LA384_43>=WHERE && LA384_43<=AS)||(LA384_43>=ELSE &&

LA384_43<=FROM)||(LA384_43>=INNER && LA384_43<=FULL)||LA384_43==IS||(LA384_43>=GROUP &&

LA384_43<=HAVING)||LA384_43==ALL||LA384_43==OUTPUT||LA384_43==INSERT||(LA384_43>=ORDER

&& LA384_43<=DESC)||LA384_43==PATTERN||(LA384_43>=TIMEPERIOD_SEC &&

LA384_43<=TIMEPERIOD_SECONDS)||LA384_43==ROW_LIMIT_EXPR||(LA384_43>=MATCH_RECOGNIZ

E && LA384_43<=MEASURES)||(LA384_43>=AFTER && LA384_43<=FOR)||(LA384_43>=LBRACK &&

LA384_43<=RBRACK)||(LA384_43>=LPAREN &&

LA384_43<=COLON)||LA384_43==RCURLY||(LA384_43>=ATCHAR &&

LA384_43<=STAR)||(LA384_43>=LT && LA384_43<=PLUS)||(LA384_43>=BAND &&

LA384_43<=MOD)||(LA384_43>=FOLLOWMAX_END && LA384_43<=ESCAPECHAR)) ) {

           	                alt384=1;

           	            }

           	            }

           	            break;

           	        case JOIN:

           	            {

           	            int LA384_44 = input.LA(2);

           	            if ( (LA384_44==PATTERN) ) {

           	                int LA384_454 = input.LA(3);

           	                if ( (LA384_454==LPAREN) ) {

           	                    alt384=1;

           	                }

           	            }

           	            else if ( (LA384_44==EOF||(LA384_44>=IN_SET &&

LA384_44<=NOT_EXPR)||(LA384_44>=WHERE && LA384_44<=AS)||(LA384_44>=ELSE &&

LA384_44<=FROM)||(LA384_44>=INNER && LA384_44<=FULL)||LA384_44==IS||(LA384_44>=GROUP &&

LA384_44<=HAVING)||LA384_44==ALL||LA384_44==OUTPUT||LA384_44==INSERT||(LA384_44>=ORDER

&& LA384_44<=DESC)||(LA384_44>=TIMEPERIOD_SEC &&

LA384_44<=TIMEPERIOD_SECONDS)||LA384_44==ROW_LIMIT_EXPR||(LA384_44>=MATCH_RECOGNIZ

E && LA384_44<=MEASURES)||(LA384_44>=AFTER && LA384_44<=FOR)||(LA384_44>=LBRACK &&
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LA384_44<=RBRACK)||(LA384_44>=LPAREN &&

LA384_44<=COLON)||LA384_44==RCURLY||(LA384_44>=ATCHAR &&

LA384_44<=STAR)||(LA384_44>=LT && LA384_44<=PLUS)||(LA384_44>=BAND &&

LA384_44<=MOD)||(LA384_44>=FOLLOWMAX_END && LA384_44<=ESCAPECHAR)) ) {

           	                alt384=1;

           	            }

           	            }

           	            break;

           	        case FOR:

           	            {

           	            int LA384_49 = input.LA(2);

           	            if ( (LA384_49==EOF||(LA384_49>=IN_SET &&

LA384_49<=NOT_EXPR)||(LA384_49>=WHERE && LA384_49<=AS)||(LA384_49>=ELSE &&

LA384_49<=FROM)||(LA384_49>=INNER && LA384_49<=FULL)||LA384_49==IS||(LA384_49>=GROUP &&

LA384_49<=HAVING)||LA384_49==ALL||LA384_49==OUTPUT||LA384_49==INSERT||(LA384_49>=ORDER

&& LA384_49<=DESC)||LA384_49==PATTERN||(LA384_49>=TIMEPERIOD_SEC &&

LA384_49<=TIMEPERIOD_SECONDS)||LA384_49==ROW_LIMIT_EXPR||(LA384_49>=MATCH_RECOGNIZ

E && LA384_49<=MEASURES)||(LA384_49>=AFTER && LA384_49<=FOR)||(LA384_49>=LBRACK &&

LA384_49<=RBRACK)||(LA384_49>=LPAREN &&

LA384_49<=COLON)||LA384_49==RCURLY||(LA384_49>=ATCHAR &&

LA384_49<=STAR)||(LA384_49>=LT && LA384_49<=PLUS)||(LA384_49>=BAND &&

LA384_49<=MOD)||(LA384_49>=FOLLOWMAX_END && LA384_49<=ESCAPECHAR)) ) {

           	                alt384=1;

           	            }

           	            }

           	            break;

           	    }

           	    switch (alt384) {

           	        case 1 :

           	            {

           	            pushFollow(FOLLOW_keywordAllowedIdent_in_eventPropertyIdent14179);

           	            ipi2=keywordAllowedIdent();

           	            state._fsp--;

           	            if (state.failed) return retval;

           	            if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_keywordAllowedIdent.add(ipi2.getTree());

           	            }

           	            break;

           	    }

           	    if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           	       identifier += "."; if (ipi2 != null) identifier += ipi2.result;

           	    }

           	    }

           	    break;

           	default :

           	    break loop385;

               }

           } while (true);

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {
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           retval.tree = root_0;

           RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_retval=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

retval",retval!=null?retval.tree:null);

           root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

           {

               {

               CommonTree root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

               root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.becomeRoot((CommonTree)adaptor.create(IDENT, identifier), root_1);

               adaptor.addChild(root_0, root_1);

               }

           }

           retval.tree = root_0;}

           }

           retval.stop = input.LT(-1);

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           retval.tree = (CommonTree)adaptor.rulePostProcessing(root_0);

           adaptor.setTokenBoundaries(retval.tree, retval.start, retval.stop);

           }

       }

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;

         }

       finally {

       }

       return retval;

   }

   public static class keywordAllowedIdent_return extends ParserRuleReturnScope {

       public String result;

       CommonTree tree;

       public Object getTree() { return tree; }

   };

   public final EsperEPL2GrammarParser.keywordAllowedIdent_return keywordAllowedIdent() throws

RecognitionException {

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.keywordAllowedIdent_return retval = new

EsperEPL2GrammarParser.keywordAllowedIdent_return();

       retval.start = input.LT(1);

       CommonTree root_0 = null;

       Token i1=null;

       Token i2=null;

       Token AT994=null;

       Token COUNT995=null;

       Token ESCAPE996=null;

       Token EVERY_EXPR997=null;

       Token SUM998=null;

       Token AVG999=null;

       Token MAX1000=null;

       Token MIN1001=null;

       Token COALESCE1002=null;
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       Token MEDIAN1003=null;

       Token STDDEV1004=null;

       Token AVEDEV1005=null;

       Token EVENTS1006=null;

       Token FIRST1007=null;

       Token LAST1008=null;

       Token WHILE1009=null;

       Token MERGE1010=null;

       Token MATCHED1011=null;

       Token UNIDIRECTIONAL1012=null;

       Token RETAINUNION1013=null;

       Token RETAININTERSECTION1014=null;

       Token UNTIL1015=null;

       Token PATTERN1016=null;

       Token SQL1017=null;

       Token METADATASQL1018=null;

       Token PREVIOUS1019=null;

       Token PREVIOUSTAIL1020=null;

       Token PRIOR1021=null;

       Token WEEKDAY1022=null;

       Token LW1023=null;

       Token INSTANCEOF1024=null;

       Token TYPEOF1025=null;

       Token CAST1026=null;

       Token SNAPSHOT1027=null;

       Token VARIABLE1028=null;

       Token INDEX1029=null;

       Token WINDOW1030=null;

       Token LEFT1031=null;

       Token RIGHT1032=null;

       Token OUTER1033=null;

       Token FULL1034=null;

       Token JOIN1035=null;

       Token DEFINE1036=null;

       Token PARTITION1037=null;

       Token MATCHES1038=null;

       Token CONTEXT1039=null;

       Token FOR1040=null;

       Token USING1041=null;

       CommonTree i1_tree=null;

       CommonTree i2_tree=null;

       CommonTree AT994_tree=null;

       CommonTree COUNT995_tree=null;

       CommonTree ESCAPE996_tree=null;

       CommonTree EVERY_EXPR997_tree=null;

       CommonTree SUM998_tree=null;

       CommonTree AVG999_tree=null;

       CommonTree MAX1000_tree=null;
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       CommonTree MIN1001_tree=null;

       CommonTree COALESCE1002_tree=null;

       CommonTree MEDIAN1003_tree=null;

       CommonTree STDDEV1004_tree=null;

       CommonTree AVEDEV1005_tree=null;

       CommonTree EVENTS1006_tree=null;

       CommonTree FIRST1007_tree=null;

       CommonTree LAST1008_tree=null;

       CommonTree WHILE1009_tree=null;

       CommonTree MERGE1010_tree=null;

       CommonTree MATCHED1011_tree=null;

       CommonTree UNIDIRECTIONAL1012_tree=null;

       CommonTree RETAINUNION1013_tree=null;

       CommonTree RETAININTERSECTION1014_tree=null;

       CommonTree UNTIL1015_tree=null;

       CommonTree PATTERN1016_tree=null;

       CommonTree SQL1017_tree=null;

       CommonTree METADATASQL1018_tree=null;

       CommonTree PREVIOUS1019_tree=null;

       CommonTree PREVIOUSTAIL1020_tree=null;

       CommonTree PRIOR1021_tree=null;

       CommonTree WEEKDAY1022_tree=null;

       CommonTree LW1023_tree=null;

       CommonTree INSTANCEOF1024_tree=null;

       CommonTree TYPEOF1025_tree=null;

       CommonTree CAST1026_tree=null;

       CommonTree SNAPSHOT1027_tree=null;

       CommonTree VARIABLE1028_tree=null;

       CommonTree INDEX1029_tree=null;

       CommonTree WINDOW1030_tree=null;

       CommonTree LEFT1031_tree=null;

       CommonTree RIGHT1032_tree=null;

       CommonTree OUTER1033_tree=null;

       CommonTree FULL1034_tree=null;

       CommonTree JOIN1035_tree=null;

       CommonTree DEFINE1036_tree=null;

       CommonTree PARTITION1037_tree=null;

       CommonTree MATCHES1038_tree=null;

       CommonTree CONTEXT1039_tree=null;

       CommonTree FOR1040_tree=null;

       CommonTree USING1041_tree=null;

       try {

           int alt386=50;

           switch ( input.LA(1) ) {

           case IDENT:

               {

               alt386=1;

               }
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               break;

           case TICKED_STRING_LITERAL:

               {

               alt386=2;

               }

               break;

           case AT:

               {

               alt386=3;

               }

               break;

           case COUNT:

               {

               alt386=4;

               }

               break;

           case ESCAPE:

               {

               alt386=5;

               }

               break;

           case EVERY_EXPR:

               {

               alt386=6;

               }

               break;

           case SUM:

               {

               alt386=7;

               }

               break;

           case AVG:

               {

               alt386=8;

               }

               break;

           case MAX:

               {

               alt386=9;

               }

               break;

           case MIN:

               {

               alt386=10;

               }

               break;

           case COALESCE:

               {
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               alt386=11;

               }

               break;

           case MEDIAN:

               {

               alt386=12;

               }

               break;

           case STDDEV:

               {

               alt386=13;

               }

               break;

           case AVEDEV:

               {

               alt386=14;

               }

               break;

           case EVENTS:

               {

               alt386=15;

               }

               break;

           case FIRST:

               {

               alt386=16;

               }

               break;

           case LAST:

               {

               alt386=17;

               }

               break;

           case WHILE:

               {

               alt386=18;

               }

               break;

           case MERGE:

               {

               alt386=19;

               }

               break;

           case MATCHED:

               {

               alt386=20;

               }

               break;
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           case UNIDIRECTIONAL:

               {

               alt386=21;

               }

               break;

           case RETAINUNION:

               {

               alt386=22;

               }

               break;

           case RETAININTERSECTION:

               {

               alt386=23;

               }

               break;

           case UNTIL:

               {

               alt386=24;

               }

               break;

           case PATTERN:

               {

               alt386=25;

               }

               break;

           case SQL:

               {

               alt386=26;

               }

               break;

           case METADATASQL:

               {

               alt386=27;

               }

               break;

           case PREVIOUS:

               {

               alt386=28;

               }

               break;

           case PREVIOUSTAIL:

               {

               alt386=29;

               }

               break;

           case PRIOR:

               {

               alt386=30;
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               }

               break;

           case WEEKDAY:

               {

               alt386=31;

               }

               break;

           case LW:

               {

               alt386=32;

               }

               break;

           case INSTANCEOF:

               {

               alt386=33;

               }

               break;

           case TYPEOF:

               {

               alt386=34;

               }

               break;

           case CAST:

               {

               alt386=35;

               }

               break;

           case SNAPSHOT:

               {

               alt386=36;

               }

               break;

           case VARIABLE:

               {

               alt386=37;

               }

               break;

           case INDEX:

               {

               alt386=38;

               }

               break;

           case WINDOW:

               {

               alt386=39;

               }

               break;

           case LEFT:
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               {

               alt386=40;

               }

               break;

           case RIGHT:

               {

               alt386=41;

               }

               break;

           case OUTER:

               {

               alt386=42;

               }

               break;

           case FULL:

               {

               alt386=43;

               }

               break;

           case JOIN:

               {

               alt386=44;

               }

               break;

           case DEFINE:

               {

               alt386=45;

               }

               break;

           case PARTITION:

               {

               alt386=46;

               }

               break;

           case MATCHES:

               {

               alt386=47;

               }

               break;

           case CONTEXT:

               {

               alt386=48;

               }

               break;

           case FOR:

               {

               alt386=49;

               }
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               break;

           case USING:

               {

               alt386=50;

               }

               break;

           default:

               if (state.backtracking>0) {state.failed=true; return retval;}

               NoViableAltException nvae =

                   new NoViableAltException("", 386, 0, input);

               throw nvae;

           }

           switch (alt386) {

               case 1 :

                   {

                   root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

                   i1=(Token)match(input,IDENT,FOLLOW_IDENT_in_keywordAllowedIdent14218); if (state.failed)

return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

                   i1_tree = (CommonTree)adaptor.create(i1);

                   adaptor.addChild(root_0, i1_tree);

                   }

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

                      retval.result = i1.getText();

                   }

                   }

                   break;

               case 2 :

                   {

                   root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

i2=(Token)match(input,TICKED_STRING_LITERAL,FOLLOW_TICKED_STRING_LITERAL_in_keywordAllo

wedIdent14227); if (state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

                   i2_tree = (CommonTree)adaptor.create(i2);

                   adaptor.addChild(root_0, i2_tree);

                   }

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

                      retval.result = i2.getText();

                   }

                   }

                   break;

               case 3 :

                   {

                   root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

                   AT994=(Token)match(input,AT,FOLLOW_AT_in_keywordAllowedIdent14234); if (state.failed) return

retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

                   AT994_tree = (CommonTree)adaptor.create(AT994);
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                   adaptor.addChild(root_0, AT994_tree);

                   }

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

                      retval.result = "at";

                   }

                   }

                   break;

               case 4 :

                   {

                   root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

                   COUNT995=(Token)match(input,COUNT,FOLLOW_COUNT_in_keywordAllowedIdent14241); if

(state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

                   COUNT995_tree = (CommonTree)adaptor.create(COUNT995);

                   adaptor.addChild(root_0, COUNT995_tree);

                   }

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

                      retval.result = "count";

                   }

                   }

                   break;

               case 5 :

                   {

                   root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

                   ESCAPE996=(Token)match(input,ESCAPE,FOLLOW_ESCAPE_in_keywordAllowedIdent14248); if

(state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

                   ESCAPE996_tree = (CommonTree)adaptor.create(ESCAPE996);

                   adaptor.addChild(root_0, ESCAPE996_tree);

                   }

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

                      retval.result = "escape";

                   }

                   }

                   break;

               case 6 :

                   {

                   root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

EVERY_EXPR997=(Token)match(input,EVERY_EXPR,FOLLOW_EVERY_EXPR_in_keywordAllowedIdent142

59); if (state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

                   EVERY_EXPR997_tree = (CommonTree)adaptor.create(EVERY_EXPR997);

                   adaptor.addChild(root_0, EVERY_EXPR997_tree);

                   }

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

                      retval.result = "every";

                   }

                   }
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                   break;

               case 7 :

                   {

                   root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

                   SUM998=(Token)match(input,SUM,FOLLOW_SUM_in_keywordAllowedIdent14266); if (state.failed)

return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

                   SUM998_tree = (CommonTree)adaptor.create(SUM998);

                   adaptor.addChild(root_0, SUM998_tree);

                   }

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

                      retval.result = "sum";

                   }

                   }

                   break;

               case 8 :

                   {

                   root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

                   AVG999=(Token)match(input,AVG,FOLLOW_AVG_in_keywordAllowedIdent14273); if (state.failed)

return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

                   AVG999_tree = (CommonTree)adaptor.create(AVG999);

                   adaptor.addChild(root_0, AVG999_tree);

                   }

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

                      retval.result = "avg";

                   }

                   }

                   break;

               case 9 :

                   {

                   root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

                   MAX1000=(Token)match(input,MAX,FOLLOW_MAX_in_keywordAllowedIdent14280); if

(state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

                   MAX1000_tree = (CommonTree)adaptor.create(MAX1000);

                   adaptor.addChild(root_0, MAX1000_tree);

                   }

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

                      retval.result = "max";

                   }

                   }

                   break;

               case 10 :

                   {

                   root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

                   MIN1001=(Token)match(input,MIN,FOLLOW_MIN_in_keywordAllowedIdent14287); if (state.failed)

return retval;
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                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

                   MIN1001_tree = (CommonTree)adaptor.create(MIN1001);

                   adaptor.addChild(root_0, MIN1001_tree);

                   }

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

                      retval.result = "min";

                   }

                   }

                   break;

               case 11 :

                   {

                   root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

COALESCE1002=(Token)match(input,COALESCE,FOLLOW_COALESCE_in_keywordAllowedIdent14294); if (

state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

                   COALESCE1002_tree = (CommonTree)adaptor.create(COALESCE1002);

                   adaptor.addChild(root_0, COALESCE1002_tree);

                   }

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

                      retval.result = "coalesce";

                   }

                   }

                   break;

               case 12 :

                   {

                   root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

                   MEDIAN1003=(Token)match(input,MEDIAN,FOLLOW_MEDIAN_in_keywordAllowedIdent14301);

if (state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

                   MEDIAN1003_tree = (CommonTree)adaptor.create(MEDIAN1003);

                   adaptor.addChild(root_0, MEDIAN1003_tree);

                   }

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

                      retval.result = "median";

                   }

                   }

                   break;

               case 13 :

                   {

                   root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

                   STDDEV1004=(Token)match(input,STDDEV,FOLLOW_STDDEV_in_keywordAllowedIdent14308);

if (state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

                   STDDEV1004_tree = (CommonTree)adaptor.create(STDDEV1004);

                   adaptor.addChild(root_0, STDDEV1004_tree);

                   }

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

                      retval.result = "stddev";
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                   }

                   }

                   break;

               case 14 :

                   {

                   root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

                   AVEDEV1005=(Token)match(input,AVEDEV,FOLLOW_AVEDEV_in_keywordAllowedIdent14315);

if (state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

                   AVEDEV1005_tree = (CommonTree)adaptor.create(AVEDEV1005);

                   adaptor.addChild(root_0, AVEDEV1005_tree);

                   }

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

                      retval.result = "avedev";

                   }

                   }

                   break;

               case 15 :

                   {

                   root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

                   EVENTS1006=(Token)match(input,EVENTS,FOLLOW_EVENTS_in_keywordAllowedIdent14322); if

(state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

                   EVENTS1006_tree = (CommonTree)adaptor.create(EVENTS1006);

                   adaptor.addChild(root_0, EVENTS1006_tree);

                   }

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

                      retval.result = "events";

                   }

                   }

                   break;

               case 16 :

                   {

                   root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

                   FIRST1007=(Token)match(input,FIRST,FOLLOW_FIRST_in_keywordAllowedIdent14329); if

(state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

                   FIRST1007_tree = (CommonTree)adaptor.create(FIRST1007);

                   adaptor.addChild(root_0, FIRST1007_tree);

                   }

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

                      retval.result = "first";

                   }

                   }

                   break;

               case 17 :

                   {

                   root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();
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                   LAST1008=(Token)match(input,LAST,FOLLOW_LAST_in_keywordAllowedIdent14336); if

(state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

                   LAST1008_tree = (CommonTree)adaptor.create(LAST1008);

                   adaptor.addChild(root_0, LAST1008_tree);

                   }

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

                      retval.result = "last";

                   }

                   }

                   break;

               case 18 :

                   {

                   root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

                   WHILE1009=(Token)match(input,WHILE,FOLLOW_WHILE_in_keywordAllowedIdent14343); if

(state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

                   WHILE1009_tree = (CommonTree)adaptor.create(WHILE1009);

                   adaptor.addChild(root_0, WHILE1009_tree);

                   }

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

                      retval.result = "while";

                   }

                   }

                   break;

               case 19 :

                   {

                   root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

                   MERGE1010=(Token)match(input,MERGE,FOLLOW_MERGE_in_keywordAllowedIdent14350); if

(state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

                   MERGE1010_tree = (CommonTree)adaptor.create(MERGE1010);

                   adaptor.addChild(root_0, MERGE1010_tree);

                   }

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

                      retval.result = "merge";

                   }

                   }

                   break;

               case 20 :

                   {

                   root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

MATCHED1011=(Token)match(input,MATCHED,FOLLOW_MATCHED_in_keywordAllowedIdent14357); if (st

ate.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

                   MATCHED1011_tree = (CommonTree)adaptor.create(MATCHED1011);

                   adaptor.addChild(root_0, MATCHED1011_tree);

                   }
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                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

                      retval.result = "matched";

                   }

                   }

                   break;

               case 21 :

                   {

                   root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

UNIDIRECTIONAL1012=(Token)match(input,UNIDIRECTIONAL,FOLLOW_UNIDIRECTIONAL_in_keyword

AllowedIdent14364); if (state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

                   UNIDIRECTIONAL1012_tree = (CommonTree)adaptor.create(UNIDIRECTIONAL1012);

                   adaptor.addChild(root_0, UNIDIRECTIONAL1012_tree);

                   }

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

                      retval.result = "unidirectional";

                   }

                   }

                   break;

               case 22 :

                   {

                   root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

RETAINUNION1013=(Token)match(input,RETAINUNION,FOLLOW_RETAINUNION_in_keywordAllowedIde

nt14371); if (state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

                   RETAINUNION1013_tree = (CommonTree)adaptor.create(RETAINUNION1013);

                   adaptor.addChild(root_0, RETAINUNION1013_tree);

                   }

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

                      retval.result = "retain-union";

                   }

                   }

                   break;

               case 23 :

                   {

                   root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

RETAININTERSECTION1014=(Token)match(input,RETAININTERSECTION,FOLLOW_RETAININTERSECT

ION_in_keywordAllowedIdent14378); if (state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

                   RETAININTERSECTION1014_tree = (CommonTree)adaptor.create(RETAININTERSECTION1014);

                   adaptor.addChild(root_0, RETAININTERSECTION1014_tree);

                   }

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

                      retval.result = "retain-intersection";

                   }

                   }

                   break;

               case 24 :
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                   {

                   root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

                   UNTIL1015=(Token)match(input,UNTIL,FOLLOW_UNTIL_in_keywordAllowedIdent14385); if

(state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

                   UNTIL1015_tree = (CommonTree)adaptor.create(UNTIL1015);

                   adaptor.addChild(root_0, UNTIL1015_tree);

                   }

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

                      retval.result = "until";

                   }

                   }

                   break;

               case 25 :

                   {

                   root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

PATTERN1016=(Token)match(input,PATTERN,FOLLOW_PATTERN_in_keywordAllowedIdent14392); if (state.

failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

                   PATTERN1016_tree = (CommonTree)adaptor.create(PATTERN1016);

                   adaptor.addChild(root_0, PATTERN1016_tree);

                   }

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

                      retval.result = "pattern";

                   }

                   }

                   break;

               case 26 :

                   {

                   root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

                   SQL1017=(Token)match(input,SQL,FOLLOW_SQL_in_keywordAllowedIdent14399); if (state.failed)

return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

                   SQL1017_tree = (CommonTree)adaptor.create(SQL1017);

                   adaptor.addChild(root_0, SQL1017_tree);

                   }

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

                      retval.result = "sql";

                   }

                   }

                   break;

               case 27 :

                   {

                   root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

METADATASQL1018=(Token)match(input,METADATASQL,FOLLOW_METADATASQL_in_keywordAllowe

dIdent14406); if (state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

                   METADATASQL1018_tree = (CommonTree)adaptor.create(METADATASQL1018);
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                   adaptor.addChild(root_0, METADATASQL1018_tree);

                   }

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

                      retval.result = "metadatasql";

                   }

                   }

                   break;

               case 28 :

                   {

                   root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

PREVIOUS1019=(Token)match(input,PREVIOUS,FOLLOW_PREVIOUS_in_keywordAllowedIdent14413); if (st

ate.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

                   PREVIOUS1019_tree = (CommonTree)adaptor.create(PREVIOUS1019);

                   adaptor.addChild(root_0, PREVIOUS1019_tree);

                   }

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

                      retval.result = "prev";

                   }

                   }

                   break;

               case 29 :

                   {

                   root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

PREVIOUSTAIL1020=(Token)match(input,PREVIOUSTAIL,FOLLOW_PREVIOUSTAIL_in_keywordAllowedI

dent14420); if (state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

                   PREVIOUSTAIL1020_tree = (CommonTree)adaptor.create(PREVIOUSTAIL1020);

                   adaptor.addChild(root_0, PREVIOUSTAIL1020_tree);

                   }

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

                      retval.result = "prevtail";

                   }

                   }

                   break;

               case 30 :

                   {

                   root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

                   PRIOR1021=(Token)match(input,PRIOR,FOLLOW_PRIOR_in_keywordAllowedIdent14427); if

(state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

                   PRIOR1021_tree = (CommonTree)adaptor.create(PRIOR1021);

                   adaptor.addChild(root_0, PRIOR1021_tree);

                   }

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

                      retval.result = "prior";

                   }

                   }
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                   break;

               case 31 :

                   {

                   root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

WEEKDAY1022=(Token)match(input,WEEKDAY,FOLLOW_WEEKDAY_in_keywordAllowedIdent14434); if (s

tate.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

                   WEEKDAY1022_tree = (CommonTree)adaptor.create(WEEKDAY1022);

                   adaptor.addChild(root_0, WEEKDAY1022_tree);

                   }

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

                      retval.result = "weekday";

                   }

                   }

                   break;

               case 32 :

                   {

                   root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

                   LW1023=(Token)match(input,LW,FOLLOW_LW_in_keywordAllowedIdent14441); if (state.failed)

return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

                   LW1023_tree = (CommonTree)adaptor.create(LW1023);

                   adaptor.addChild(root_0, LW1023_tree);

                   }

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

                      retval.result = "lastweekday";

                   }

                   }

                   break;

               case 33 :

                   {

                   root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

INSTANCEOF1024=(Token)match(input,INSTANCEOF,FOLLOW_INSTANCEOF_in_keywordAllowedIdent144

48); if (state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

                   INSTANCEOF1024_tree = (CommonTree)adaptor.create(INSTANCEOF1024);

                   adaptor.addChild(root_0, INSTANCEOF1024_tree);

                   }

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

                      retval.result = "instanceof";

                   }

                   }

                   break;

               case 34 :

                   {

                   root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

                   TYPEOF1025=(Token)match(input,TYPEOF,FOLLOW_TYPEOF_in_keywordAllowedIdent14455); if

(state.failed) return retval;
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                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

                   TYPEOF1025_tree = (CommonTree)adaptor.create(TYPEOF1025);

                   adaptor.addChild(root_0, TYPEOF1025_tree);

                   }

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

                      retval.result = "typeof";

                   }

                   }

                   break;

               case 35 :

                   {

                   root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

                   CAST1026=(Token)match(input,CAST,FOLLOW_CAST_in_keywordAllowedIdent14462); if

(state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

                   CAST1026_tree = (CommonTree)adaptor.create(CAST1026);

                   adaptor.addChild(root_0, CAST1026_tree);

                   }

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

                      retval.result = "cast";

                   }

                   }

                   break;

               case 36 :

                   {

                   root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

SNAPSHOT1027=(Token)match(input,SNAPSHOT,FOLLOW_SNAPSHOT_in_keywordAllowedIdent14469); if (

state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

                   SNAPSHOT1027_tree = (CommonTree)adaptor.create(SNAPSHOT1027);

                   adaptor.addChild(root_0, SNAPSHOT1027_tree);

                   }

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

                      retval.result = "snapshot";

                   }

                   }

                   break;

               case 37 :

                   {

                   root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

VARIABLE1028=(Token)match(input,VARIABLE,FOLLOW_VARIABLE_in_keywordAllowedIdent14476); if (s

tate.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

                   VARIABLE1028_tree = (CommonTree)adaptor.create(VARIABLE1028);

                   adaptor.addChild(root_0, VARIABLE1028_tree);

                   }

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

                      retval.result = "variable";
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                   }

                   }

                   break;

               case 38 :

                   {

                   root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

                   INDEX1029=(Token)match(input,INDEX,FOLLOW_INDEX_in_keywordAllowedIdent14485); if

(state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

                   INDEX1029_tree = (CommonTree)adaptor.create(INDEX1029);

                   adaptor.addChild(root_0, INDEX1029_tree);

                   }

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

                      retval.result = "index";

                   }

                   }

                   break;

               case 39 :

                   {

                   root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

WINDOW1030=(Token)match(input,WINDOW,FOLLOW_WINDOW_in_keywordAllowedIdent14494); if (state.f

ailed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

                   WINDOW1030_tree = (CommonTree)adaptor.create(WINDOW1030);

                   adaptor.addChild(root_0, WINDOW1030_tree);

                   }

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

                      retval.result = "window";

                   }

                   }

                   break;

               case 40 :

                   {

                   root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

                   LEFT1031=(Token)match(input,LEFT,FOLLOW_LEFT_in_keywordAllowedIdent14501); if

(state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

                   LEFT1031_tree = (CommonTree)adaptor.create(LEFT1031);

                   adaptor.addChild(root_0, LEFT1031_tree);

                   }

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

                      retval.result = "left";

                   }

                   }

                   break;

               case 41 :

                   {

                   root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();
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                   RIGHT1032=(Token)match(input,RIGHT,FOLLOW_RIGHT_in_keywordAllowedIdent14508); if

(state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

                   RIGHT1032_tree = (CommonTree)adaptor.create(RIGHT1032);

                   adaptor.addChild(root_0, RIGHT1032_tree);

                   }

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

                      retval.result = "right";

                   }

                   }

                   break;

               case 42 :

                   {

                   root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

                   OUTER1033=(Token)match(input,OUTER,FOLLOW_OUTER_in_keywordAllowedIdent14515); if

(state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

                   OUTER1033_tree = (CommonTree)adaptor.create(OUTER1033);

                   adaptor.addChild(root_0, OUTER1033_tree);

                   }

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

                      retval.result = "outer";

                   }

                   }

                   break;

               case 43 :

                   {

                   root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

                   FULL1034=(Token)match(input,FULL,FOLLOW_FULL_in_keywordAllowedIdent14522); if

(state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

                   FULL1034_tree = (CommonTree)adaptor.create(FULL1034);

                   adaptor.addChild(root_0, FULL1034_tree);

                   }

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

                      retval.result = "full";

                   }

                   }

                   break;

               case 44 :

                   {

                   root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

                   JOIN1035=(Token)match(input,JOIN,FOLLOW_JOIN_in_keywordAllowedIdent14529); if

(state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

                   JOIN1035_tree = (CommonTree)adaptor.create(JOIN1035);

                   adaptor.addChild(root_0, JOIN1035_tree);

                   }
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                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

                      retval.result = "join";

                   }

                   }

                   break;

               case 45 :

                   {

                   root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

                   DEFINE1036=(Token)match(input,DEFINE,FOLLOW_DEFINE_in_keywordAllowedIdent14536); if

(state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

                   DEFINE1036_tree = (CommonTree)adaptor.create(DEFINE1036);

                   adaptor.addChild(root_0, DEFINE1036_tree);

                   }

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

                      retval.result = "define";

                   }

                   }

                   break;

               case 46 :

                   {

                   root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

PARTITION1037=(Token)match(input,PARTITION,FOLLOW_PARTITION_in_keywordAllowedIdent14543); if 

(state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

                   PARTITION1037_tree = (CommonTree)adaptor.create(PARTITION1037);

                   adaptor.addChild(root_0, PARTITION1037_tree);

                   }

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

                      retval.result = "partition";

                   }

                   }

                   break;

               case 47 :

                   {

                   root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

MATCHES1038=(Token)match(input,MATCHES,FOLLOW_MATCHES_in_keywordAllowedIdent14550); if (sta

te.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

                   MATCHES1038_tree = (CommonTree)adaptor.create(MATCHES1038);

                   adaptor.addChild(root_0, MATCHES1038_tree);

                   }

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

                      retval.result = "matches";

                   }

                   }

                   break;

               case 48 :
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                   {

                   root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

CONTEXT1039=(Token)match(input,CONTEXT,FOLLOW_CONTEXT_in_keywordAllowedIdent14557); if (stat

e.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

                   CONTEXT1039_tree = (CommonTree)adaptor.create(CONTEXT1039);

                   adaptor.addChild(root_0, CONTEXT1039_tree);

                   }

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

                      retval.result = "context";

                   }

                   }

                   break;

               case 49 :

                   {

                   root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

                   FOR1040=(Token)match(input,FOR,FOLLOW_FOR_in_keywordAllowedIdent14564); if (state.failed)

return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

                   FOR1040_tree = (CommonTree)adaptor.create(FOR1040);

                   adaptor.addChild(root_0, FOR1040_tree);

                   }

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

                      retval.result = "for";

                   }

                   }

                   break;

               case 50 :

                   {

                   root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

                   USING1041=(Token)match(input,USING,FOLLOW_USING_in_keywordAllowedIdent14571); if

(state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

                   USING1041_tree = (CommonTree)adaptor.create(USING1041);

                   adaptor.addChild(root_0, USING1041_tree);

                   }

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

                      retval.result = "using";

                   }

                   }

                   break;

           }

           retval.stop = input.LT(-1);

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           retval.tree = (CommonTree)adaptor.rulePostProcessing(root_0);

           adaptor.setTokenBoundaries(retval.tree, retval.start, retval.stop);

           }

       }
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         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;

         }

       finally {

       }

       return retval;

   }

   public static class escapableStr_return extends ParserRuleReturnScope {

       public String result;

       CommonTree tree;

       public Object getTree() { return tree; }

   };

   public final EsperEPL2GrammarParser.escapableStr_return escapableStr() throws RecognitionException {

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.escapableStr_return retval = new EsperEPL2GrammarParser.escapableStr_return();

       retval.start = input.LT(1);

       CommonTree root_0 = null;

       Token i1=null;

       Token i2=null;

       Token i3=null;

       CommonTree i1_tree=null;

       CommonTree i2_tree=null;

       CommonTree i3_tree=null;

       try {

           int alt387=3;

           switch ( input.LA(1) ) {

           case IDENT:

               {

               alt387=1;

               }

               break;

           case EVENTS:

               {

               alt387=2;

               }

               break;

           case TICKED_STRING_LITERAL:

               {

               alt387=3;

               }

               break;

           default:

               if (state.backtracking>0) {state.failed=true; return retval;}

               NoViableAltException nvae =

                   new NoViableAltException("", 387, 0, input);

               throw nvae;

           }

           switch (alt387) {

               case 1 :
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                   {

                   root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

                   i1=(Token)match(input,IDENT,FOLLOW_IDENT_in_escapableStr14592); if (state.failed) return

retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

                   i1_tree = (CommonTree)adaptor.create(i1);

                   adaptor.addChild(root_0, i1_tree);

                   }

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

                      retval.result = i1.getText();

                   }

                   }

                   break;

               case 2 :

                   {

                   root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

                   i2=(Token)match(input,EVENTS,FOLLOW_EVENTS_in_escapableStr14601); if (state.failed) return

retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

                   i2_tree = (CommonTree)adaptor.create(i2);

                   adaptor.addChild(root_0, i2_tree);

                   }

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

                      retval.result = i2.getText();

                   }

                   }

                   break;

               case 3 :

                   {

                   root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

i3=(Token)match(input,TICKED_STRING_LITERAL,FOLLOW_TICKED_STRING_LITERAL_in_escapableStr1

4610); if (state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

                   i3_tree = (CommonTree)adaptor.create(i3);

                   adaptor.addChild(root_0, i3_tree);

                   }

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

                      retval.result = removeTicks(i3.getText());

                   }

                   }

                   break;

           }

           retval.stop = input.LT(-1);

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           retval.tree = (CommonTree)adaptor.rulePostProcessing(root_0);

           adaptor.setTokenBoundaries(retval.tree, retval.start, retval.stop);

           }

       }
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         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;

         }

       finally {

       }

       return retval;

   }

   public static class escapableIdent_return extends ParserRuleReturnScope {

       CommonTree tree;

       public Object getTree() { return tree; }

   };

   public final EsperEPL2GrammarParser.escapableIdent_return escapableIdent() throws RecognitionException {

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.escapableIdent_return retval = new

EsperEPL2GrammarParser.escapableIdent_return();

       retval.start = input.LT(1);

       CommonTree root_0 = null;

       Token t=null;

       Token IDENT1042=null;

       CommonTree t_tree=null;

       CommonTree IDENT1042_tree=null;

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_TICKED_STRING_LITERAL=new

RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token TICKED_STRING_LITERAL");

       try {

           int alt388=2;

           int LA388_0 = input.LA(1);

           if ( (LA388_0==IDENT) ) {

               alt388=1;

           }

           else if ( (LA388_0==TICKED_STRING_LITERAL) ) {

               alt388=2;

           }

           else {

               if (state.backtracking>0) {state.failed=true; return retval;}

               NoViableAltException nvae =

                   new NoViableAltException("", 388, 0, input);

               throw nvae;

           }

           switch (alt388) {

               case 1 :

                   {

                   root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

                   IDENT1042=(Token)match(input,IDENT,FOLLOW_IDENT_in_escapableIdent14624); if (state.failed)

return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

                   IDENT1042_tree = (CommonTree)adaptor.create(IDENT1042);

                   adaptor.addChild(root_0, IDENT1042_tree);

                   }

                   }
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                   break;

               case 2 :

                   {

t=(Token)match(input,TICKED_STRING_LITERAL,FOLLOW_TICKED_STRING_LITERAL_in_escapableIdent

14632); if (state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_TICKED_STRING_LITERAL.add(t);

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

                   retval.tree = root_0;

                   RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_retval=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

retval",retval!=null?retval.tree:null);

                   root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

                   {

                       adaptor.addChild(root_0, (CommonTree)adaptor.create(IDENT, t));

                   }

                   retval.tree = root_0;}

                   }

                   break;

           }

           retval.stop = input.LT(-1);

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           retval.tree = (CommonTree)adaptor.rulePostProcessing(root_0);

           adaptor.setTokenBoundaries(retval.tree, retval.start, retval.stop);

           }

       }

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;

         }

       finally {

       }

       return retval;

   }

   public static class timePeriod_return extends ParserRuleReturnScope {

       CommonTree tree;

       public Object getTree() { return tree; }

   };

   public final EsperEPL2GrammarParser.timePeriod_return timePeriod() throws RecognitionException {

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.timePeriod_return retval = new EsperEPL2GrammarParser.timePeriod_return();

       retval.start = input.LT(1);

       CommonTree root_0 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.yearPart_return yearPart1043 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.monthPart_return monthPart1044 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.weekPart_return weekPart1045 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.dayPart_return dayPart1046 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.hourPart_return hourPart1047 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.minutePart_return minutePart1048 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.secondPart_return secondPart1049 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.millisecondPart_return millisecondPart1050 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.monthPart_return monthPart1051 = null;
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       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.weekPart_return weekPart1052 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.dayPart_return dayPart1053 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.hourPart_return hourPart1054 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.minutePart_return minutePart1055 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.secondPart_return secondPart1056 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.millisecondPart_return millisecondPart1057 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.weekPart_return weekPart1058 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.dayPart_return dayPart1059 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.hourPart_return hourPart1060 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.minutePart_return minutePart1061 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.secondPart_return secondPart1062 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.millisecondPart_return millisecondPart1063 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.dayPart_return dayPart1064 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.hourPart_return hourPart1065 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.minutePart_return minutePart1066 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.secondPart_return secondPart1067 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.millisecondPart_return millisecondPart1068 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.hourPart_return hourPart1069 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.minutePart_return minutePart1070 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.secondPart_return secondPart1071 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.millisecondPart_return millisecondPart1072 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.minutePart_return minutePart1073 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.secondPart_return secondPart1074 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.millisecondPart_return millisecondPart1075 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.secondPart_return secondPart1076 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.millisecondPart_return millisecondPart1077 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.millisecondPart_return millisecondPart1078 = null;

       RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_yearPart=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule yearPart");

       RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_secondPart=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule secondPart");

       RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_minutePart=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule minutePart");

       RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_millisecondPart=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

millisecondPart");

       RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_dayPart=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule dayPart");

       RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_hourPart=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule hourPart");

       RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_weekPart=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule weekPart");

       RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_monthPart=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule monthPart");

       try {

           {

           int alt417=8;

           switch ( input.LA(1) ) {

           case MINUS:

               {

               switch ( input.LA(2) ) {

               case NUM_INT:

                   {

                   switch ( input.LA(3) ) {

                   case TIMEPERIOD_YEAR:

                   case TIMEPERIOD_YEARS:
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                       {

                       alt417=1;

                       }

                       break;

                   case MIN:

                   case TIMEPERIOD_MINUTE:

                   case TIMEPERIOD_MINUTES:

                       {

                       alt417=6;

                       }

                       break;

                   case TIMEPERIOD_DAY:

                   case TIMEPERIOD_DAYS:

                       {

                       alt417=4;

                       }

                       break;

                   case TIMEPERIOD_MILLISEC:

                   case TIMEPERIOD_MILLISECOND:

                   case TIMEPERIOD_MILLISECONDS:

                       {

                       alt417=8;

                       }

                       break;

                   case TIMEPERIOD_MONTH:

                   case TIMEPERIOD_MONTHS:

                       {

                       alt417=2;

                       }

                       break;

                   case TIMEPERIOD_WEEK:

                   case TIMEPERIOD_WEEKS:

                       {

                       alt417=3;

                       }

                       break;

                   case TIMEPERIOD_HOUR:

                   case TIMEPERIOD_HOURS:

                       {

                       alt417=5;

                       }

                       break;

                   case TIMEPERIOD_SEC:

                   case TIMEPERIOD_SECOND:

                   case TIMEPERIOD_SECONDS:

                       {

                       alt417=7;

                       }
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                       break;

                   default:

                       if (state.backtracking>0) {state.failed=true; return retval;}

                       NoViableAltException nvae =

                           new NoViableAltException("", 417, 9, input);

                       throw nvae;

                   }

                   }

                   break;

               case NUM_LONG:

                   {

                   switch ( input.LA(3) ) {

                   case TIMEPERIOD_YEAR:

                   case TIMEPERIOD_YEARS:

                       {

                       alt417=1;

                       }

                       break;

                   case TIMEPERIOD_WEEK:

                   case TIMEPERIOD_WEEKS:

                       {

                       alt417=3;

                       }

                       break;

                   case TIMEPERIOD_DAY:

                   case TIMEPERIOD_DAYS:

                       {

                       alt417=4;

                       }

                       break;

                   case TIMEPERIOD_MILLISEC:

                   case TIMEPERIOD_MILLISECOND:

                   case TIMEPERIOD_MILLISECONDS:

                       {

                       alt417=8;

                       }

                       break;

                   case TIMEPERIOD_HOUR:

                   case TIMEPERIOD_HOURS:

                       {

                       alt417=5;

                       }

                       break;

                   case MIN:

                   case TIMEPERIOD_MINUTE:

                   case TIMEPERIOD_MINUTES:

                       {

                       alt417=6;
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                       }

                       break;

                   case TIMEPERIOD_SEC:

                   case TIMEPERIOD_SECOND:

                   case TIMEPERIOD_SECONDS:

                       {

                       alt417=7;

                       }

                       break;

                   case TIMEPERIOD_MONTH:

                   case TIMEPERIOD_MONTHS:

                       {

                       alt417=2;

                       }

                       break;

                   default:

                       if (state.backtracking>0) {state.failed=true; return retval;}

                       NoViableAltException nvae =

                           new NoViableAltException("", 417, 10, input);

                       throw nvae;

                   }

                   }

                   break;

               case NUM_FLOAT:

                   {

                   switch ( input.LA(3) ) {

                   case TIMEPERIOD_SEC:

                   case TIMEPERIOD_SECOND:

                   case TIMEPERIOD_SECONDS:

                       {

                       alt417=7;

                       }

                       break;

                   case TIMEPERIOD_HOUR:

                   case TIMEPERIOD_HOURS:

                       {

                       alt417=5;

                       }

                       break;

                   case TIMEPERIOD_YEAR:

                   case TIMEPERIOD_YEARS:

                       {

                       alt417=1;

                       }

                       break;

                   case TIMEPERIOD_WEEK:

                   case TIMEPERIOD_WEEKS:

                       {
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                       alt417=3;

                       }

                       break;

                   case TIMEPERIOD_DAY:

                   case TIMEPERIOD_DAYS:

                       {

                       alt417=4;

                       }

                       break;

                   case MIN:

                   case TIMEPERIOD_MINUTE:

                   case TIMEPERIOD_MINUTES:

                       {

                       alt417=6;

                       }

                       break;

                   case TIMEPERIOD_MILLISEC:

                   case TIMEPERIOD_MILLISECOND:

                   case TIMEPERIOD_MILLISECONDS:

                       {

                       alt417=8;

                       }

                       break;

                   case TIMEPERIOD_MONTH:

                   case TIMEPERIOD_MONTHS:

                       {

                       alt417=2;

                       }

                       break;

                   default:

                       if (state.backtracking>0) {state.failed=true; return retval;}

                       NoViableAltException nvae =

                           new NoViableAltException("", 417, 11, input);

                       throw nvae;

                   }

                   }

                   break;

               case NUM_DOUBLE:

                   {

                   switch ( input.LA(3) ) {

                   case TIMEPERIOD_WEEK:

                   case TIMEPERIOD_WEEKS:

                       {

                       alt417=3;

                       }

                       break;

                   case TIMEPERIOD_SEC:

                   case TIMEPERIOD_SECOND:
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                   case TIMEPERIOD_SECONDS:

                       {

                       alt417=7;

                       }

                       break;

                   case TIMEPERIOD_HOUR:

                   case TIMEPERIOD_HOURS:

                       {

                       alt417=5;

                       }

                       break;

                   case TIMEPERIOD_YEAR:

                   case TIMEPERIOD_YEARS:

                       {

                       alt417=1;

                       }

                       break;

                   case TIMEPERIOD_DAY:

                   case TIMEPERIOD_DAYS:

                       {

                       alt417=4;

                       }

                       break;

                   case TIMEPERIOD_MILLISEC:

                   case TIMEPERIOD_MILLISECOND:

                   case TIMEPERIOD_MILLISECONDS:

                       {

                       alt417=8;

                       }

                       break;

                   case MIN:

                   case TIMEPERIOD_MINUTE:

                   case TIMEPERIOD_MINUTES:

                       {

                       alt417=6;

                       }

                       break;

                   case TIMEPERIOD_MONTH:

                   case TIMEPERIOD_MONTHS:

                       {

                       alt417=2;

                       }

                       break;

                   default:

                       if (state.backtracking>0) {state.failed=true; return retval;}

                       NoViableAltException nvae =

                           new NoViableAltException("", 417, 12, input);

                       throw nvae;
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                   }

                   }

                   break;

               default:

                   if (state.backtracking>0) {state.failed=true; return retval;}

                   NoViableAltException nvae =

                       new NoViableAltException("", 417, 1, input);

                   throw nvae;

               }

               }

               break;

           case PLUS:

               {

               switch ( input.LA(2) ) {

               case NUM_INT:

                   {

                   switch ( input.LA(3) ) {

                   case TIMEPERIOD_YEAR:

                   case TIMEPERIOD_YEARS:

                       {

                       alt417=1;

                       }

                       break;

                   case MIN:

                   case TIMEPERIOD_MINUTE:

                   case TIMEPERIOD_MINUTES:

                       {

                       alt417=6;

                       }

                       break;

                   case TIMEPERIOD_DAY:

                   case TIMEPERIOD_DAYS:

                       {

                       alt417=4;

                       }

                       break;

                   case TIMEPERIOD_MILLISEC:

                   case TIMEPERIOD_MILLISECOND:

                   case TIMEPERIOD_MILLISECONDS:

                       {

                       alt417=8;

                       }

                       break;

                   case TIMEPERIOD_MONTH:

                   case TIMEPERIOD_MONTHS:

                       {

                       alt417=2;

                       }
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                       break;

                   case TIMEPERIOD_WEEK:

                   case TIMEPERIOD_WEEKS:

                       {

                       alt417=3;

                       }

                       break;

                   case TIMEPERIOD_HOUR:

                   case TIMEPERIOD_HOURS:

                       {

                       alt417=5;

                       }

                       break;

                   case TIMEPERIOD_SEC:

                   case TIMEPERIOD_SECOND:

                   case TIMEPERIOD_SECONDS:

                       {

                       alt417=7;

                       }

                       break;

                   default:

                       if (state.backtracking>0) {state.failed=true; return retval;}

                       NoViableAltException nvae =

                           new NoViableAltException("", 417, 13, input);

                       throw nvae;

                   }

                   }

                   break;

               case NUM_LONG:

                   {

                   switch ( input.LA(3) ) {

                   case TIMEPERIOD_YEAR:

                   case TIMEPERIOD_YEARS:

                       {

                       alt417=1;

                       }

                       break;

                   case TIMEPERIOD_WEEK:

                   case TIMEPERIOD_WEEKS:

                       {

                       alt417=3;

                       }

                       break;

                   case TIMEPERIOD_DAY:

                   case TIMEPERIOD_DAYS:

                       {

                       alt417=4;

                       }
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                       break;

                   case TIMEPERIOD_MILLISEC:

                   case TIMEPERIOD_MILLISECOND:

                   case TIMEPERIOD_MILLISECONDS:

                       {

                       alt417=8;

                       }

                       break;

                   case TIMEPERIOD_HOUR:

                   case TIMEPERIOD_HOURS:

                       {

                       alt417=5;

                       }

                       break;

                   case MIN:

                   case TIMEPERIOD_MINUTE:

                   case TIMEPERIOD_MINUTES:

                       {

                       alt417=6;

                       }

                       break;

                   case TIMEPERIOD_MONTH:

                   case TIMEPERIOD_MONTHS:

                       {

                       alt417=2;

                       }

                       break;

                   case TIMEPERIOD_SEC:

                   case TIMEPERIOD_SECOND:

                   case TIMEPERIOD_SECONDS:

                       {

                       alt417=7;

                       }

                       break;

                   default:

                       if (state.backtracking>0) {state.failed=true; return retval;}

                       NoViableAltException nvae =

                           new NoViableAltException("", 417, 14, input);

                       throw nvae;

                   }

                   }

                   break;

               case NUM_FLOAT:

                   {

                   switch ( input.LA(3) ) {

                   case TIMEPERIOD_SEC:

                   case TIMEPERIOD_SECOND:

                   case TIMEPERIOD_SECONDS:
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                       {

                       alt417=7;

                       }

                       break;

                   case TIMEPERIOD_YEAR:

                   case TIMEPERIOD_YEARS:

                       {

                       alt417=1;

                       }

                       break;

                   case TIMEPERIOD_HOUR:

                   case TIMEPERIOD_HOURS:

                       {

                       alt417=5;

                       }

                       break;

                   case TIMEPERIOD_WEEK:

                   case TIMEPERIOD_WEEKS:

                       {

                       alt417=3;

                       }

                       break;

                   case MIN:

                   case TIMEPERIOD_MINUTE:

                   case TIMEPERIOD_MINUTES:

                       {

                       alt417=6;

                       }

                       break;

                   case TIMEPERIOD_DAY:

                   case TIMEPERIOD_DAYS:

                       {

                       alt417=4;

                       }

                       break;

                   case TIMEPERIOD_MILLISEC:

                   case TIMEPERIOD_MILLISECOND:

                   case TIMEPERIOD_MILLISECONDS:

                       {

                       alt417=8;

                       }

                       break;

                   case TIMEPERIOD_MONTH:

                   case TIMEPERIOD_MONTHS:

                       {

                       alt417=2;

                       }

                       break;
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                   default:

                       if (state.backtracking>0) {state.failed=true; return retval;}

                       NoViableAltException nvae =

                           new NoViableAltException("", 417, 15, input);

                       throw nvae;

                   }

                   }

                   break;

               case NUM_DOUBLE:

                   {

                   switch ( input.LA(3) ) {

                   case TIMEPERIOD_WEEK:

                   case TIMEPERIOD_WEEKS:

                       {

                       alt417=3;

                       }

                       break;

                   case TIMEPERIOD_SEC:

                   case TIMEPERIOD_SECOND:

                   case TIMEPERIOD_SECONDS:

                       {

                       alt417=7;

                       }

                       break;

                   case TIMEPERIOD_YEAR:

                   case TIMEPERIOD_YEARS:

                       {

                       alt417=1;

                       }

                       break;

                   case TIMEPERIOD_HOUR:

                   case TIMEPERIOD_HOURS:

                       {

                       alt417=5;

                       }

                       break;

                   case TIMEPERIOD_DAY:

                   case TIMEPERIOD_DAYS:

                       {

                       alt417=4;

                       }

                       break;

                   case TIMEPERIOD_MILLISEC:

                   case TIMEPERIOD_MILLISECOND:

                   case TIMEPERIOD_MILLISECONDS:

                       {

                       alt417=8;

                       }
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                       break;

                   case MIN:

                   case TIMEPERIOD_MINUTE:

                   case TIMEPERIOD_MINUTES:

                       {

                       alt417=6;

                       }

                       break;

                   case TIMEPERIOD_MONTH:

                   case TIMEPERIOD_MONTHS:

                       {

                       alt417=2;

                       }

                       break;

                   default:

                       if (state.backtracking>0) {state.failed=true; return retval;}

                       NoViableAltException nvae =

                           new NoViableAltException("", 417, 16, input);

                       throw nvae;

                   }

                   }

                   break;

               default:

                   if (state.backtracking>0) {state.failed=true; return retval;}

                   NoViableAltException nvae =

                       new NoViableAltException("", 417, 2, input);

                   throw nvae;

               }

               }

               break;

           case NUM_INT:

               {

               switch ( input.LA(2) ) {

               case TIMEPERIOD_YEAR:

               case TIMEPERIOD_YEARS:

                   {

                   alt417=1;

                   }

                   break;

               case MIN:

               case TIMEPERIOD_MINUTE:

               case TIMEPERIOD_MINUTES:

                   {

                   alt417=6;

                   }

                   break;

               case TIMEPERIOD_DAY:

               case TIMEPERIOD_DAYS:
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                   {

                   alt417=4;

                   }

                   break;

               case TIMEPERIOD_MILLISEC:

               case TIMEPERIOD_MILLISECOND:

               case TIMEPERIOD_MILLISECONDS:

                   {

                   alt417=8;

                   }

                   break;

               case TIMEPERIOD_MONTH:

               case TIMEPERIOD_MONTHS:

                   {

                   alt417=2;

                   }

                   break;

               case TIMEPERIOD_WEEK:

               case TIMEPERIOD_WEEKS:

                   {

                   alt417=3;

                   }

                   break;

               case TIMEPERIOD_HOUR:

               case TIMEPERIOD_HOURS:

                   {

                   alt417=5;

                   }

                   break;

               case TIMEPERIOD_SEC:

               case TIMEPERIOD_SECOND:

               case TIMEPERIOD_SECONDS:

                   {

                   alt417=7;

                   }

                   break;

               default:

                   if (state.backtracking>0) {state.failed=true; return retval;}

                   NoViableAltException nvae =

                       new NoViableAltException("", 417, 3, input);

                   throw nvae;

               }

               }

               break;

           case NUM_LONG:

               {

               switch ( input.LA(2) ) {

               case TIMEPERIOD_YEAR:
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               case TIMEPERIOD_YEARS:

                   {

                   alt417=1;

                   }

                   break;

               case TIMEPERIOD_WEEK:

               case TIMEPERIOD_WEEKS:

                   {

                   alt417=3;

                   }

                   break;

               case TIMEPERIOD_DAY:

               case TIMEPERIOD_DAYS:

                   {

                   alt417=4;

                   }

                   break;

               case TIMEPERIOD_MILLISEC:

               case TIMEPERIOD_MILLISECOND:

               case TIMEPERIOD_MILLISECONDS:

                   {

                   alt417=8;

                   }

                   break;

               case TIMEPERIOD_HOUR:

               case TIMEPERIOD_HOURS:

                   {

                   alt417=5;

                   }

                   break;

               case MIN:

               case TIMEPERIOD_MINUTE:

               case TIMEPERIOD_MINUTES:

                   {

                   alt417=6;

                   }

                   break;

               case TIMEPERIOD_SEC:

               case TIMEPERIOD_SECOND:

               case TIMEPERIOD_SECONDS:

                   {

                   alt417=7;

                   }

                   break;

               case TIMEPERIOD_MONTH:

               case TIMEPERIOD_MONTHS:

                   {

                   alt417=2;
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                   }

                   break;

               default:

                   if (state.backtracking>0) {state.failed=true; return retval;}

                   NoViableAltException nvae =

                       new NoViableAltException("", 417, 4, input);

                   throw nvae;

               }

               }

               break;

           case NUM_FLOAT:

               {

               switch ( input.LA(2) ) {

               case TIMEPERIOD_SEC:

               case TIMEPERIOD_SECOND:

               case TIMEPERIOD_SECONDS:

                   {

                   alt417=7;

                   }

                   break;

               case TIMEPERIOD_HOUR:

               case TIMEPERIOD_HOURS:

                   {

                   alt417=5;

                   }

                   break;

               case TIMEPERIOD_YEAR:

               case TIMEPERIOD_YEARS:

                   {

                   alt417=1;

                   }

                   break;

               case TIMEPERIOD_WEEK:

               case TIMEPERIOD_WEEKS:

                   {

                   alt417=3;

                   }

                   break;

               case MIN:

               case TIMEPERIOD_MINUTE:

               case TIMEPERIOD_MINUTES:

                   {

                   alt417=6;

                   }

                   break;

               case TIMEPERIOD_DAY:

               case TIMEPERIOD_DAYS:

                   {
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                   alt417=4;

                   }

                   break;

               case TIMEPERIOD_MILLISEC:

               case TIMEPERIOD_MILLISECOND:

               case TIMEPERIOD_MILLISECONDS:

                   {

                   alt417=8;

                   }

                   break;

               case TIMEPERIOD_MONTH:

               case TIMEPERIOD_MONTHS:

                   {

                   alt417=2;

                   }

                   break;

               default:

                   if (state.backtracking>0) {state.failed=true; return retval;}

                   NoViableAltException nvae =

                       new NoViableAltException("", 417, 5, input);

                   throw nvae;

               }

               }

               break;

           case NUM_DOUBLE:

               {

               switch ( input.LA(2) ) {

               case TIMEPERIOD_WEEK:

               case TIMEPERIOD_WEEKS:

                   {

                   alt417=3;

                   }

                   break;

               case TIMEPERIOD_SEC:

               case TIMEPERIOD_SECOND:

               case TIMEPERIOD_SECONDS:

                   {

                   alt417=7;

                   }

                   break;

               case TIMEPERIOD_HOUR:

               case TIMEPERIOD_HOURS:

                   {

                   alt417=5;

                   }

                   break;

               case TIMEPERIOD_YEAR:

               case TIMEPERIOD_YEARS:
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                   {

                   alt417=1;

                   }

                   break;

               case TIMEPERIOD_DAY:

               case TIMEPERIOD_DAYS:

                   {

                   alt417=4;

                   }

                   break;

               case TIMEPERIOD_MILLISEC:

               case TIMEPERIOD_MILLISECOND:

               case TIMEPERIOD_MILLISECONDS:

                   {

                   alt417=8;

                   }

                   break;

               case MIN:

               case TIMEPERIOD_MINUTE:

               case TIMEPERIOD_MINUTES:

                   {

                   alt417=6;

                   }

                   break;

               case TIMEPERIOD_MONTH:

               case TIMEPERIOD_MONTHS:

                   {

                   alt417=2;

                   }

                   break;

               default:

                   if (state.backtracking>0) {state.failed=true; return retval;}

                   NoViableAltException nvae =

                       new NoViableAltException("", 417, 6, input);

                   throw nvae;

               }

               }

               break;

           case IDENT:

               {

               switch ( input.LA(2) ) {

               case TIMEPERIOD_YEAR:

               case TIMEPERIOD_YEARS:

                   {

                   alt417=1;

                   }

                   break;

               case TIMEPERIOD_SEC:
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               case TIMEPERIOD_SECOND:

               case TIMEPERIOD_SECONDS:

                   {

                   alt417=7;

                   }

                   break;

               case TIMEPERIOD_HOUR:

               case TIMEPERIOD_HOURS:

                   {

                   alt417=5;

                   }

                   break;

               case TIMEPERIOD_WEEK:

               case TIMEPERIOD_WEEKS:

                   {

                   alt417=3;

                   }

                   break;

               case TIMEPERIOD_MONTH:

               case TIMEPERIOD_MONTHS:

                   {

                   alt417=2;

                   }

                   break;

               case TIMEPERIOD_MILLISEC:

               case TIMEPERIOD_MILLISECOND:

               case TIMEPERIOD_MILLISECONDS:

                   {

                   alt417=8;

                   }

                   break;

               case TIMEPERIOD_DAY:

               case TIMEPERIOD_DAYS:

                   {

                   alt417=4;

                   }

                   break;

               case MIN:

               case TIMEPERIOD_MINUTE:

               case TIMEPERIOD_MINUTES:

                   {

                   alt417=6;

                   }

                   break;

               default:

                   if (state.backtracking>0) {state.failed=true; return retval;}

                   NoViableAltException nvae =

                       new NoViableAltException("", 417, 7, input);
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                   throw nvae;

               }

               }

               break;

           case QUESTION:

               {

               switch ( input.LA(2) ) {

               case MIN:

               case TIMEPERIOD_MINUTE:

               case TIMEPERIOD_MINUTES:

                   {

                   alt417=6;

                   }

                   break;

               case TIMEPERIOD_MONTH:

               case TIMEPERIOD_MONTHS:

                   {

                   alt417=2;

                   }

                   break;

               case TIMEPERIOD_SEC:

               case TIMEPERIOD_SECOND:

               case TIMEPERIOD_SECONDS:

                   {

                   alt417=7;

                   }

                   break;

               case TIMEPERIOD_DAY:

               case TIMEPERIOD_DAYS:

                   {

                   alt417=4;

                   }

                   break;

               case TIMEPERIOD_HOUR:

               case TIMEPERIOD_HOURS:

                   {

                   alt417=5;

                   }

                   break;

               case TIMEPERIOD_YEAR:

               case TIMEPERIOD_YEARS:

                   {

                   alt417=1;

                   }

                   break;

               case TIMEPERIOD_WEEK:

               case TIMEPERIOD_WEEKS:

                   {
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                   alt417=3;

                   }

                   break;

               case TIMEPERIOD_MILLISEC:

               case TIMEPERIOD_MILLISECOND:

               case TIMEPERIOD_MILLISECONDS:

                   {

                   alt417=8;

                   }

                   break;

               default:

                   if (state.backtracking>0) {state.failed=true; return retval;}

                   NoViableAltException nvae =

                       new NoViableAltException("", 417, 8, input);

                   throw nvae;

               }

               }

               break;

           default:

               if (state.backtracking>0) {state.failed=true; return retval;}

               NoViableAltException nvae =

                   new NoViableAltException("", 417, 0, input);

               throw nvae;

           }

           switch (alt417) {

               case 1 :

                   {

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_yearPart_in_timePeriod14657);

                   yearPart1043=yearPart();

                   state._fsp--;

                   if (state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_yearPart.add(yearPart1043.getTree());

                   int alt389=2;

                   switch ( input.LA(1) ) {

                       case MINUS:

                           {

                           switch ( input.LA(2) ) {

                               case NUM_INT:

                                   {

                                   int LA389_26 = input.LA(3);

                                   if ( ((LA389_26>=TIMEPERIOD_MONTH && LA389_26<=TIMEPERIOD_MONTHS)) )

{

                                       alt389=1;

                                   }

                                   }

                                   break;

                               case NUM_LONG:

                                   {
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                                   int LA389_27 = input.LA(3);

                                   if ( ((LA389_27>=TIMEPERIOD_MONTH && LA389_27<=TIMEPERIOD_MONTHS)) )

{

                                       alt389=1;

                                   }

                                   }

                                   break;

                               case NUM_FLOAT:

                                   {

                                   int LA389_28 = input.LA(3);

                                   if ( ((LA389_28>=TIMEPERIOD_MONTH && LA389_28<=TIMEPERIOD_MONTHS)) )

{

                                       alt389=1;

                                   }

                                   }

                                   break;

                               case NUM_DOUBLE:

                                   {

                                   int LA389_29 = input.LA(3);

                                   if ( ((LA389_29>=TIMEPERIOD_MONTH && LA389_29<=TIMEPERIOD_MONTHS)) )

{

                                       alt389=1;

                                   }

                                   }

                                   break;

                           }

                           }

                           break;

                       case PLUS:

                           {

                           switch ( input.LA(2) ) {

                               case NUM_INT:

                                   {

                                   int LA389_30 = input.LA(3);

                                   if ( ((LA389_30>=TIMEPERIOD_MONTH && LA389_30<=TIMEPERIOD_MONTHS)) )

{

                                       alt389=1;

                                   }

                                   }

                                   break;

                               case NUM_LONG:

                                   {

                                   int LA389_31 = input.LA(3);

                                   if ( ((LA389_31>=TIMEPERIOD_MONTH && LA389_31<=TIMEPERIOD_MONTHS)) )

{

                                       alt389=1;

                                   }

                                   }
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                                   break;

                               case NUM_FLOAT:

                                   {

                                   int LA389_32 = input.LA(3);

                                   if ( ((LA389_32>=TIMEPERIOD_MONTH && LA389_32<=TIMEPERIOD_MONTHS)) )

{

                                       alt389=1;

                                   }

                                   }

                                   break;

                               case NUM_DOUBLE:

                                   {

                                   int LA389_33 = input.LA(3);

                                   if ( ((LA389_33>=TIMEPERIOD_MONTH && LA389_33<=TIMEPERIOD_MONTHS)) )

{

                                       alt389=1;

                                   }

                                   }

                                   break;

                           }

                           }

                           break;

                       case NUM_INT:

                           {

                           int LA389_3 = input.LA(2);

                           if ( ((LA389_3>=TIMEPERIOD_MONTH && LA389_3<=TIMEPERIOD_MONTHS)) ) {

                               alt389=1;

                           }

                           }

                           break;

                       case NUM_LONG:

                           {

                           int LA389_4 = input.LA(2);

                           if ( ((LA389_4>=TIMEPERIOD_MONTH && LA389_4<=TIMEPERIOD_MONTHS)) ) {

                               alt389=1;

                           }

                           }

                           break;

                       case NUM_FLOAT:

                           {

                           int LA389_5 = input.LA(2);

                           if ( ((LA389_5>=TIMEPERIOD_MONTH && LA389_5<=TIMEPERIOD_MONTHS)) ) {

                               alt389=1;

                           }

                           }

                           break;

                       case NUM_DOUBLE:

                           {
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                           int LA389_6 = input.LA(2);

                           if ( ((LA389_6>=TIMEPERIOD_MONTH && LA389_6<=TIMEPERIOD_MONTHS)) ) {

                               alt389=1;

                           }

                           }

                           break;

                       case IDENT:

                           {

                           int LA389_7 = input.LA(2);

                           if ( ((LA389_7>=TIMEPERIOD_MONTH && LA389_7<=TIMEPERIOD_MONTHS)) ) {

                               alt389=1;

                           }

                           }

                           break;

                       case QUESTION:

                           {

                           int LA389_8 = input.LA(2);

                           if ( ((LA389_8>=TIMEPERIOD_MONTH && LA389_8<=TIMEPERIOD_MONTHS)) ) {

                               alt389=1;

                           }

                           }

                           break;

                   }

                   switch (alt389) {

                       case 1 :

                           {

                           pushFollow(FOLLOW_monthPart_in_timePeriod14659);

                           monthPart1044=monthPart();

                           state._fsp--;

                           if (state.failed) return retval;

                           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_monthPart.add(monthPart1044.getTree());

                           }

                           break;

                   }

                   int alt390=2;

                   switch ( input.LA(1) ) {

                       case MINUS:

                           {

                           switch ( input.LA(2) ) {

                               case NUM_INT:

                                   {

                                   int LA390_26 = input.LA(3);

                                   if ( ((LA390_26>=TIMEPERIOD_WEEK && LA390_26<=TIMEPERIOD_WEEKS)) ) {

                                       alt390=1;

                                   }

                                   }

                                   break;

                               case NUM_LONG:
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                                   {

                                   int LA390_27 = input.LA(3);

                                   if ( ((LA390_27>=TIMEPERIOD_WEEK && LA390_27<=TIMEPERIOD_WEEKS)) ) {

                                       alt390=1;

                                   }

                                   }

                                   break;

                               case NUM_FLOAT:

                                   {

                                   int LA390_28 = input.LA(3);

                                   if ( ((LA390_28>=TIMEPERIOD_WEEK && LA390_28<=TIMEPERIOD_WEEKS)) ) {

                                       alt390=1;

                                   }

                                   }

                                   break;

                               case NUM_DOUBLE:

                                   {

                                   int LA390_29 = input.LA(3);

                                   if ( ((LA390_29>=TIMEPERIOD_WEEK && LA390_29<=TIMEPERIOD_WEEKS)) ) {

                                       alt390=1;

                                   }

                                   }

                                   break;

                           }

                           }

                           break;

                       case PLUS:

                           {

                           switch ( input.LA(2) ) {

                               case NUM_INT:

                                   {

                                   int LA390_30 = input.LA(3);

                                   if ( ((LA390_30>=TIMEPERIOD_WEEK && LA390_30<=TIMEPERIOD_WEEKS)) ) {

                                       alt390=1;

                                   }

                                   }

                                   break;

                               case NUM_LONG:

                                   {

                                   int LA390_31 = input.LA(3);

                                   if ( ((LA390_31>=TIMEPERIOD_WEEK && LA390_31<=TIMEPERIOD_WEEKS)) ) {

                                       alt390=1;

                                   }

                                   }

                                   break;

                               case NUM_FLOAT:

                                   {

                                   int LA390_32 = input.LA(3);
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                                   if ( ((LA390_32>=TIMEPERIOD_WEEK && LA390_32<=TIMEPERIOD_WEEKS)) ) {

                                       alt390=1;

                                   }

                                   }

                                   break;

                               case NUM_DOUBLE:

                                   {

                                   int LA390_33 = input.LA(3);

                                   if ( ((LA390_33>=TIMEPERIOD_WEEK && LA390_33<=TIMEPERIOD_WEEKS)) ) {

                                       alt390=1;

                                   }

                                   }

                                   break;

                           }

                           }

                           break;

                       case NUM_INT:

                           {

                           int LA390_3 = input.LA(2);

                           if ( ((LA390_3>=TIMEPERIOD_WEEK && LA390_3<=TIMEPERIOD_WEEKS)) ) {

                               alt390=1;

                           }

                           }

                           break;

                       case NUM_LONG:

                           {

                           int LA390_4 = input.LA(2);

                           if ( ((LA390_4>=TIMEPERIOD_WEEK && LA390_4<=TIMEPERIOD_WEEKS)) ) {

                               alt390=1;

                           }

                           }

                           break;

                       case NUM_FLOAT:

                           {

                           int LA390_5 = input.LA(2);

                           if ( ((LA390_5>=TIMEPERIOD_WEEK && LA390_5<=TIMEPERIOD_WEEKS)) ) {

                               alt390=1;

                           }

                           }

                           break;

                       case NUM_DOUBLE:

                           {

                           int LA390_6 = input.LA(2);

                           if ( ((LA390_6>=TIMEPERIOD_WEEK && LA390_6<=TIMEPERIOD_WEEKS)) ) {

                               alt390=1;

                           }

                           }

                           break;
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                       case IDENT:

                           {

                           int LA390_7 = input.LA(2);

                           if ( ((LA390_7>=TIMEPERIOD_WEEK && LA390_7<=TIMEPERIOD_WEEKS)) ) {

                               alt390=1;

                           }

                           }

                           break;

                       case QUESTION:

                           {

                           int LA390_8 = input.LA(2);

                           if ( ((LA390_8>=TIMEPERIOD_WEEK && LA390_8<=TIMEPERIOD_WEEKS)) ) {

                               alt390=1;

                           }

                           }

                           break;

                   }

                   switch (alt390) {

                       case 1 :

                           {

                           pushFollow(FOLLOW_weekPart_in_timePeriod14662);

                           weekPart1045=weekPart();

                           state._fsp--;

                           if (state.failed) return retval;

                           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_weekPart.add(weekPart1045.getTree());

                           }

                           break;

                   }

                   int alt391=2;

                   switch ( input.LA(1) ) {

                       case MINUS:

                           {

                           switch ( input.LA(2) ) {

                               case NUM_INT:

                                   {

                                   int LA391_26 = input.LA(3);

                                   if ( ((LA391_26>=TIMEPERIOD_DAY && LA391_26<=TIMEPERIOD_DAYS)) ) {

                                       alt391=1;

                                   }

                                   }

                                   break;

                               case NUM_LONG:

                                   {

                                   int LA391_27 = input.LA(3);

                                   if ( ((LA391_27>=TIMEPERIOD_DAY && LA391_27<=TIMEPERIOD_DAYS)) ) {

                                       alt391=1;

                                   }

                                   }
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                                   break;

                               case NUM_FLOAT:

                                   {

                                   int LA391_28 = input.LA(3);

                                   if ( ((LA391_28>=TIMEPERIOD_DAY && LA391_28<=TIMEPERIOD_DAYS)) ) {

                                       alt391=1;

                                   }

                                   }

                                   break;

                               case NUM_DOUBLE:

                                   {

                                   int LA391_29 = input.LA(3);

                                   if ( ((LA391_29>=TIMEPERIOD_DAY && LA391_29<=TIMEPERIOD_DAYS)) ) {

                                       alt391=1;

                                   }

                                   }

                                   break;

                           }

                           }

                           break;

                       case PLUS:

                           {

                           switch ( input.LA(2) ) {

                               case NUM_INT:

                                   {

                                   int LA391_30 = input.LA(3);

                                   if ( ((LA391_30>=TIMEPERIOD_DAY && LA391_30<=TIMEPERIOD_DAYS)) ) {

                                       alt391=1;

                                   }

                                   }

                                   break;

                               case NUM_LONG:

                                   {

                                   int LA391_31 = input.LA(3);

                                   if ( ((LA391_31>=TIMEPERIOD_DAY && LA391_31<=TIMEPERIOD_DAYS)) ) {

                                       alt391=1;

                                   }

                                   }

                                   break;

                               case NUM_FLOAT:

                                   {

                                   int LA391_32 = input.LA(3);

                                   if ( ((LA391_32>=TIMEPERIOD_DAY && LA391_32<=TIMEPERIOD_DAYS)) ) {

                                       alt391=1;

                                   }

                                   }

                                   break;

                               case NUM_DOUBLE:
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                                   {

                                   int LA391_33 = input.LA(3);

                                   if ( ((LA391_33>=TIMEPERIOD_DAY && LA391_33<=TIMEPERIOD_DAYS)) ) {

                                       alt391=1;

                                   }

                                   }

                                   break;

                           }

                           }

                           break;

                       case NUM_INT:

                           {

                           int LA391_3 = input.LA(2);

                           if ( ((LA391_3>=TIMEPERIOD_DAY && LA391_3<=TIMEPERIOD_DAYS)) ) {

                               alt391=1;

                           }

                           }

                           break;

                       case NUM_LONG:

                           {

                           int LA391_4 = input.LA(2);

                           if ( ((LA391_4>=TIMEPERIOD_DAY && LA391_4<=TIMEPERIOD_DAYS)) ) {

                               alt391=1;

                           }

                           }

                           break;

                       case NUM_FLOAT:

                           {

                           int LA391_5 = input.LA(2);

                           if ( ((LA391_5>=TIMEPERIOD_DAY && LA391_5<=TIMEPERIOD_DAYS)) ) {

                               alt391=1;

                           }

                           }

                           break;

                       case NUM_DOUBLE:

                           {

                           int LA391_6 = input.LA(2);

                           if ( ((LA391_6>=TIMEPERIOD_DAY && LA391_6<=TIMEPERIOD_DAYS)) ) {

                               alt391=1;

                           }

                           }

                           break;

                       case IDENT:

                           {

                           int LA391_7 = input.LA(2);

                           if ( ((LA391_7>=TIMEPERIOD_DAY && LA391_7<=TIMEPERIOD_DAYS)) ) {

                               alt391=1;

                           }
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                           }

                           break;

                       case QUESTION:

                           {

                           int LA391_8 = input.LA(2);

                           if ( ((LA391_8>=TIMEPERIOD_DAY && LA391_8<=TIMEPERIOD_DAYS)) ) {

                               alt391=1;

                           }

                           }

                           break;

                   }

                   switch (alt391) {

                       case 1 :

                           {

                           pushFollow(FOLLOW_dayPart_in_timePeriod14665);

                           dayPart1046=dayPart();

                           state._fsp--;

                           if (state.failed) return retval;

                           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_dayPart.add(dayPart1046.getTree());

                           }

                           break;

                   }

                   int alt392=2;

                   switch ( input.LA(1) ) {

                       case MINUS:

                           {

                           switch ( input.LA(2) ) {

                               case NUM_INT:

                                   {

                                   int LA392_26 = input.LA(3);

                                   if ( ((LA392_26>=TIMEPERIOD_HOUR && LA392_26<=TIMEPERIOD_HOURS)) ) {

                                       alt392=1;

                                   }

                                   }

                                   break;

                               case NUM_LONG:

                                   {

                                   int LA392_27 = input.LA(3);

                                   if ( ((LA392_27>=TIMEPERIOD_HOUR && LA392_27<=TIMEPERIOD_HOURS)) ) {

                                       alt392=1;

                                   }

                                   }

                                   break;

                               case NUM_FLOAT:

                                   {

                                   int LA392_28 = input.LA(3);

                                   if ( ((LA392_28>=TIMEPERIOD_HOUR && LA392_28<=TIMEPERIOD_HOURS)) ) {

                                       alt392=1;
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                                   }

                                   }

                                   break;

                               case NUM_DOUBLE:

                                   {

                                   int LA392_29 = input.LA(3);

                                   if ( ((LA392_29>=TIMEPERIOD_HOUR && LA392_29<=TIMEPERIOD_HOURS)) ) {

                                       alt392=1;

                                   }

                                   }

                                   break;

                           }

                           }

                           break;

                       case PLUS:

                           {

                           switch ( input.LA(2) ) {

                               case NUM_INT:

                                   {

                                   int LA392_30 = input.LA(3);

                                   if ( ((LA392_30>=TIMEPERIOD_HOUR && LA392_30<=TIMEPERIOD_HOURS)) ) {

                                       alt392=1;

                                   }

                                   }

                                   break;

                               case NUM_LONG:

                                   {

                                   int LA392_31 = input.LA(3);

                                   if ( ((LA392_31>=TIMEPERIOD_HOUR && LA392_31<=TIMEPERIOD_HOURS)) ) {

                                       alt392=1;

                                   }

                                   }

                                   break;

                               case NUM_FLOAT:

                                   {

                                   int LA392_32 = input.LA(3);

                                   if ( ((LA392_32>=TIMEPERIOD_HOUR && LA392_32<=TIMEPERIOD_HOURS)) ) {

                                       alt392=1;

                                   }

                                   }

                                   break;

                               case NUM_DOUBLE:

                                   {

                                   int LA392_33 = input.LA(3);

                                   if ( ((LA392_33>=TIMEPERIOD_HOUR && LA392_33<=TIMEPERIOD_HOURS)) ) {

                                       alt392=1;

                                   }

                                   }
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                                   break;

                           }

                           }

                           break;

                       case NUM_INT:

                           {

                           int LA392_3 = input.LA(2);

                           if ( ((LA392_3>=TIMEPERIOD_HOUR && LA392_3<=TIMEPERIOD_HOURS)) ) {

                               alt392=1;

                           }

                           }

                           break;

                       case NUM_LONG:

                           {

                           int LA392_4 = input.LA(2);

                           if ( ((LA392_4>=TIMEPERIOD_HOUR && LA392_4<=TIMEPERIOD_HOURS)) ) {

                               alt392=1;

                           }

                           }

                           break;

                       case NUM_FLOAT:

                           {

                           int LA392_5 = input.LA(2);

                           if ( ((LA392_5>=TIMEPERIOD_HOUR && LA392_5<=TIMEPERIOD_HOURS)) ) {

                               alt392=1;

                           }

                           }

                           break;

                       case NUM_DOUBLE:

                           {

                           int LA392_6 = input.LA(2);

                           if ( ((LA392_6>=TIMEPERIOD_HOUR && LA392_6<=TIMEPERIOD_HOURS)) ) {

                               alt392=1;

                           }

                           }

                           break;

                       case IDENT:

                           {

                           int LA392_7 = input.LA(2);

                           if ( ((LA392_7>=TIMEPERIOD_HOUR && LA392_7<=TIMEPERIOD_HOURS)) ) {

                               alt392=1;

                           }

                           }

                           break;

                       case QUESTION:

                           {

                           int LA392_8 = input.LA(2);

                           if ( ((LA392_8>=TIMEPERIOD_HOUR && LA392_8<=TIMEPERIOD_HOURS)) ) {
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                               alt392=1;

                           }

                           }

                           break;

                   }

                   switch (alt392) {

                       case 1 :

                           {

                           pushFollow(FOLLOW_hourPart_in_timePeriod14668);

                           hourPart1047=hourPart();

                           state._fsp--;

                           if (state.failed) return retval;

                           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_hourPart.add(hourPart1047.getTree());

                           }

                           break;

                   }

                   int alt393=2;

                   switch ( input.LA(1) ) {

                       case MINUS:

                           {

                           switch ( input.LA(2) ) {

                               case NUM_INT:

                                   {

                                   int LA393_26 = input.LA(3);

                                   if ( (LA393_26==MIN||(LA393_26>=TIMEPERIOD_MINUTE &&

LA393_26<=TIMEPERIOD_MINUTES)) ) {

                                       alt393=1;

                                   }

                                   }

                                   break;

                               case NUM_LONG:

                                   {

                                   int LA393_27 = input.LA(3);

                                   if ( (LA393_27==MIN||(LA393_27>=TIMEPERIOD_MINUTE &&

LA393_27<=TIMEPERIOD_MINUTES)) ) {

                                       alt393=1;

                                   }

                                   }

                                   break;

                               case NUM_FLOAT:

                                   {

                                   int LA393_28 = input.LA(3);

                                   if ( (LA393_28==MIN||(LA393_28>=TIMEPERIOD_MINUTE &&

LA393_28<=TIMEPERIOD_MINUTES)) ) {

                                       alt393=1;

                                   }

                                   }

                                   break;
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                               case NUM_DOUBLE:

                                   {

                                   int LA393_29 = input.LA(3);

                                   if ( (LA393_29==MIN||(LA393_29>=TIMEPERIOD_MINUTE &&

LA393_29<=TIMEPERIOD_MINUTES)) ) {

                                       alt393=1;

                                   }

                                   }

                                   break;

                           }

                           }

                           break;

                       case PLUS:

                           {

                           switch ( input.LA(2) ) {

                               case NUM_INT:

                                   {

                                   int LA393_30 = input.LA(3);

                                   if ( (LA393_30==MIN||(LA393_30>=TIMEPERIOD_MINUTE &&

LA393_30<=TIMEPERIOD_MINUTES)) ) {

                                       alt393=1;

                                   }

                                   }

                                   break;

                               case NUM_LONG:

                                   {

                                   int LA393_31 = input.LA(3);

                                   if ( (LA393_31==MIN||(LA393_31>=TIMEPERIOD_MINUTE &&

LA393_31<=TIMEPERIOD_MINUTES)) ) {

                                       alt393=1;

                                   }

                                   }

                                   break;

                               case NUM_FLOAT:

                                   {

                                   int LA393_32 = input.LA(3);

                                   if ( (LA393_32==MIN||(LA393_32>=TIMEPERIOD_MINUTE &&

LA393_32<=TIMEPERIOD_MINUTES)) ) {

                                       alt393=1;

                                   }

                                   }

                                   break;

                               case NUM_DOUBLE:

                                   {

                                   int LA393_33 = input.LA(3);

                                   if ( (LA393_33==MIN||(LA393_33>=TIMEPERIOD_MINUTE &&

LA393_33<=TIMEPERIOD_MINUTES)) ) {

                                       alt393=1;
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                                   }

                                   }

                                   break;

                           }

                           }

                           break;

                       case NUM_INT:

                           {

                           int LA393_3 = input.LA(2);

                           if ( (LA393_3==MIN||(LA393_3>=TIMEPERIOD_MINUTE &&

LA393_3<=TIMEPERIOD_MINUTES)) ) {

                               alt393=1;

                           }

                           }

                           break;

                       case NUM_LONG:

                           {

                           int LA393_4 = input.LA(2);

                           if ( (LA393_4==MIN||(LA393_4>=TIMEPERIOD_MINUTE &&

LA393_4<=TIMEPERIOD_MINUTES)) ) {

                               alt393=1;

                           }

                           }

                           break;

                       case NUM_FLOAT:

                           {

                           int LA393_5 = input.LA(2);

                           if ( (LA393_5==MIN||(LA393_5>=TIMEPERIOD_MINUTE &&

LA393_5<=TIMEPERIOD_MINUTES)) ) {

                               alt393=1;

                           }

                           }

                           break;

                       case NUM_DOUBLE:

                           {

                           int LA393_6 = input.LA(2);

                           if ( (LA393_6==MIN||(LA393_6>=TIMEPERIOD_MINUTE &&

LA393_6<=TIMEPERIOD_MINUTES)) ) {

                               alt393=1;

                           }

                           }

                           break;

                       case IDENT:

                           {

                           int LA393_7 = input.LA(2);

                           if ( (LA393_7==MIN||(LA393_7>=TIMEPERIOD_MINUTE &&

LA393_7<=TIMEPERIOD_MINUTES)) ) {

                               alt393=1;
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                           }

                           }

                           break;

                       case QUESTION:

                           {

                           int LA393_8 = input.LA(2);

                           if ( (LA393_8==MIN||(LA393_8>=TIMEPERIOD_MINUTE &&

LA393_8<=TIMEPERIOD_MINUTES)) ) {

                               alt393=1;

                           }

                           }

                           break;

                   }

                   switch (alt393) {

                       case 1 :

                           {

                           pushFollow(FOLLOW_minutePart_in_timePeriod14671);

                           minutePart1048=minutePart();

                           state._fsp--;

                           if (state.failed) return retval;

                           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_minutePart.add(minutePart1048.getTree());

                           }

                           break;

                   }

                   int alt394=2;

                   switch ( input.LA(1) ) {

                       case MINUS:

                           {

                           switch ( input.LA(2) ) {

                               case NUM_INT:

                                   {

                                   int LA394_26 = input.LA(3);

                                   if ( ((LA394_26>=TIMEPERIOD_SEC && LA394_26<=TIMEPERIOD_SECONDS)) ) {

                                       alt394=1;

                                   }

                                   }

                                   break;

                               case NUM_LONG:

                                   {

                                   int LA394_27 = input.LA(3);

                                   if ( ((LA394_27>=TIMEPERIOD_SEC && LA394_27<=TIMEPERIOD_SECONDS)) ) {

                                       alt394=1;

                                   }

                                   }

                                   break;

                               case NUM_FLOAT:

                                   {

                                   int LA394_28 = input.LA(3);
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                                   if ( ((LA394_28>=TIMEPERIOD_SEC && LA394_28<=TIMEPERIOD_SECONDS)) ) {

                                       alt394=1;

                                   }

                                   }

                                   break;

                               case NUM_DOUBLE:

                                   {

                                   int LA394_29 = input.LA(3);

                                   if ( ((LA394_29>=TIMEPERIOD_SEC && LA394_29<=TIMEPERIOD_SECONDS)) ) {

                                       alt394=1;

                                   }

                                   }

                                   break;

                           }

                           }

                           break;

                       case PLUS:

                           {

                           switch ( input.LA(2) ) {

                               case NUM_INT:

                                   {

                                   int LA394_30 = input.LA(3);

                                   if ( ((LA394_30>=TIMEPERIOD_SEC && LA394_30<=TIMEPERIOD_SECONDS)) ) {

                                       alt394=1;

                                   }

                                   }

                                   break;

                               case NUM_LONG:

                                   {

                                   int LA394_31 = input.LA(3);

                                   if ( ((LA394_31>=TIMEPERIOD_SEC && LA394_31<=TIMEPERIOD_SECONDS)) ) {

                                       alt394=1;

                                   }

                                   }

                                   break;

                               case NUM_FLOAT:

                                   {

                                   int LA394_32 = input.LA(3);

                                   if ( ((LA394_32>=TIMEPERIOD_SEC && LA394_32<=TIMEPERIOD_SECONDS)) ) {

                                       alt394=1;

                                   }

                                   }

                                   break;

                               case NUM_DOUBLE:

                                   {

                                   int LA394_33 = input.LA(3);

                                   if ( ((LA394_33>=TIMEPERIOD_SEC && LA394_33<=TIMEPERIOD_SECONDS)) ) {

                                       alt394=1;
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                                   }

                                   }

                                   break;

                           }

                           }

                           break;

                       case NUM_INT:

                           {

                           int LA394_3 = input.LA(2);

                           if ( ((LA394_3>=TIMEPERIOD_SEC && LA394_3<=TIMEPERIOD_SECONDS)) ) {

                               alt394=1;

                           }

                           }

                           break;

                       case NUM_LONG:

                           {

                           int LA394_4 = input.LA(2);

                           if ( ((LA394_4>=TIMEPERIOD_SEC && LA394_4<=TIMEPERIOD_SECONDS)) ) {

                               alt394=1;

                           }

                           }

                           break;

                       case NUM_FLOAT:

                           {

                           int LA394_5 = input.LA(2);

                           if ( ((LA394_5>=TIMEPERIOD_SEC && LA394_5<=TIMEPERIOD_SECONDS)) ) {

                               alt394=1;

                           }

                           }

                           break;

                       case NUM_DOUBLE:

                           {

                           int LA394_6 = input.LA(2);

                           if ( ((LA394_6>=TIMEPERIOD_SEC && LA394_6<=TIMEPERIOD_SECONDS)) ) {

                               alt394=1;

                           }

                           }

                           break;

                       case IDENT:

                           {

                           int LA394_7 = input.LA(2);

                           if ( ((LA394_7>=TIMEPERIOD_SEC && LA394_7<=TIMEPERIOD_SECONDS)) ) {

                               alt394=1;

                           }

                           }

                           break;

                       case QUESTION:

                           {
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                           int LA394_8 = input.LA(2);

                           if ( ((LA394_8>=TIMEPERIOD_SEC && LA394_8<=TIMEPERIOD_SECONDS)) ) {

                               alt394=1;

                           }

                           }

                           break;

                   }

                   switch (alt394) {

                       case 1 :

                           {

                           pushFollow(FOLLOW_secondPart_in_timePeriod14674);

                           secondPart1049=secondPart();

                           state._fsp--;

                           if (state.failed) return retval;

                           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_secondPart.add(secondPart1049.getTree());

                           }

                           break;

                   }

                   int alt395=2;

                   int LA395_0 = input.LA(1);

                   if (

(LA395_0==NUM_DOUBLE||LA395_0==IDENT||LA395_0==QUESTION||LA395_0==PLUS||LA395_0==MINU

S||LA395_0==NUM_INT||(LA395_0>=NUM_LONG && LA395_0<=NUM_FLOAT)) ) {

                       alt395=1;

                   }

                   switch (alt395) {

                       case 1 :

                           {

                           pushFollow(FOLLOW_millisecondPart_in_timePeriod14677);

                           millisecondPart1050=millisecondPart();

                           state._fsp--;

                           if (state.failed) return retval;

                           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_millisecondPart.add(millisecondPart1050.getTree());

                           }

                           break;

                   }

                   }

                   break;

               case 2 :

                   {

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_monthPart_in_timePeriod14683);

                   monthPart1051=monthPart();

                   state._fsp--;

                   if (state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_monthPart.add(monthPart1051.getTree());

                   int alt396=2;

                   switch ( input.LA(1) ) {

                       case MINUS:
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                           {

                           switch ( input.LA(2) ) {

                               case NUM_INT:

                                   {

                                   int LA396_26 = input.LA(3);

                                   if ( ((LA396_26>=TIMEPERIOD_WEEK && LA396_26<=TIMEPERIOD_WEEKS)) ) {

                                       alt396=1;

                                   }

                                   }

                                   break;

                               case NUM_LONG:

                                   {

                                   int LA396_27 = input.LA(3);

                                   if ( ((LA396_27>=TIMEPERIOD_WEEK && LA396_27<=TIMEPERIOD_WEEKS)) ) {

                                       alt396=1;

                                   }

                                   }

                                   break;

                               case NUM_FLOAT:

                                   {

                                   int LA396_28 = input.LA(3);

                                   if ( ((LA396_28>=TIMEPERIOD_WEEK && LA396_28<=TIMEPERIOD_WEEKS)) ) {

                                       alt396=1;

                                   }

                                   }

                                   break;

                               case NUM_DOUBLE:

                                   {

                                   int LA396_29 = input.LA(3);

                                   if ( ((LA396_29>=TIMEPERIOD_WEEK && LA396_29<=TIMEPERIOD_WEEKS)) ) {

                                       alt396=1;

                                   }

                                   }

                                   break;

                           }

                           }

                           break;

                       case PLUS:

                           {

                           switch ( input.LA(2) ) {

                               case NUM_INT:

                                   {

                                   int LA396_30 = input.LA(3);

                                   if ( ((LA396_30>=TIMEPERIOD_WEEK && LA396_30<=TIMEPERIOD_WEEKS)) ) {

                                       alt396=1;

                                   }

                                   }

                                   break;
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                               case NUM_LONG:

                                   {

                                   int LA396_31 = input.LA(3);

                                   if ( ((LA396_31>=TIMEPERIOD_WEEK && LA396_31<=TIMEPERIOD_WEEKS)) ) {

                                       alt396=1;

                                   }

                                   }

                                   break;

                               case NUM_FLOAT:

                                   {

                                   int LA396_32 = input.LA(3);

                                   if ( ((LA396_32>=TIMEPERIOD_WEEK && LA396_32<=TIMEPERIOD_WEEKS)) ) {

                                       alt396=1;

                                   }

                                   }

                                   break;

                               case NUM_DOUBLE:

                                   {

                                   int LA396_33 = input.LA(3);

                                   if ( ((LA396_33>=TIMEPERIOD_WEEK && LA396_33<=TIMEPERIOD_WEEKS)) ) {

                                       alt396=1;

                                   }

                                   }

                                   break;

                           }

                           }

                           break;

                       case NUM_INT:

                           {

                           int LA396_3 = input.LA(2);

                           if ( ((LA396_3>=TIMEPERIOD_WEEK && LA396_3<=TIMEPERIOD_WEEKS)) ) {

                               alt396=1;

                           }

                           }

                           break;

                       case NUM_LONG:

                           {

                           int LA396_4 = input.LA(2);

                           if ( ((LA396_4>=TIMEPERIOD_WEEK && LA396_4<=TIMEPERIOD_WEEKS)) ) {

                               alt396=1;

                           }

                           }

                           break;

                       case NUM_FLOAT:

                           {

                           int LA396_5 = input.LA(2);

                           if ( ((LA396_5>=TIMEPERIOD_WEEK && LA396_5<=TIMEPERIOD_WEEKS)) ) {

                               alt396=1;
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                           }

                           }

                           break;

                       case NUM_DOUBLE:

                           {

                           int LA396_6 = input.LA(2);

                           if ( ((LA396_6>=TIMEPERIOD_WEEK && LA396_6<=TIMEPERIOD_WEEKS)) ) {

                               alt396=1;

                           }

                           }

                           break;

                       case IDENT:

                           {

                           int LA396_7 = input.LA(2);

                           if ( ((LA396_7>=TIMEPERIOD_WEEK && LA396_7<=TIMEPERIOD_WEEKS)) ) {

                               alt396=1;

                           }

                           }

                           break;

                       case QUESTION:

                           {

                           int LA396_8 = input.LA(2);

                           if ( ((LA396_8>=TIMEPERIOD_WEEK && LA396_8<=TIMEPERIOD_WEEKS)) ) {

                               alt396=1;

                           }

                           }

                           break;

                   }

                   switch (alt396) {

                       case 1 :

                           {

                           pushFollow(FOLLOW_weekPart_in_timePeriod14685);

                           weekPart1052=weekPart();

                           state._fsp--;

                           if (state.failed) return retval;

                           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_weekPart.add(weekPart1052.getTree());

                           }

                           break;

                   }

                   int alt397=2;

                   switch ( input.LA(1) ) {

                       case MINUS:

                           {

                           switch ( input.LA(2) ) {

                               case NUM_INT:

                                   {

                                   int LA397_26 = input.LA(3);

                                   if ( ((LA397_26>=TIMEPERIOD_DAY && LA397_26<=TIMEPERIOD_DAYS)) ) {
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                                       alt397=1;

                                   }

                                   }

                                   break;

                               case NUM_LONG:

                                   {

                                   int LA397_27 = input.LA(3);

                                   if ( ((LA397_27>=TIMEPERIOD_DAY && LA397_27<=TIMEPERIOD_DAYS)) ) {

                                       alt397=1;

                                   }

                                   }

                                   break;

                               case NUM_FLOAT:

                                   {

                                   int LA397_28 = input.LA(3);

                                   if ( ((LA397_28>=TIMEPERIOD_DAY && LA397_28<=TIMEPERIOD_DAYS)) ) {

                                       alt397=1;

                                   }

                                   }

                                   break;

                               case NUM_DOUBLE:

                                   {

                                   int LA397_29 = input.LA(3);

                                   if ( ((LA397_29>=TIMEPERIOD_DAY && LA397_29<=TIMEPERIOD_DAYS)) ) {

                                       alt397=1;

                                   }

                                   }

                                   break;

                           }

                           }

                           break;

                       case PLUS:

                           {

                           switch ( input.LA(2) ) {

                               case NUM_INT:

                                   {

                                   int LA397_30 = input.LA(3);

                                   if ( ((LA397_30>=TIMEPERIOD_DAY && LA397_30<=TIMEPERIOD_DAYS)) ) {

                                       alt397=1;

                                   }

                                   }

                                   break;

                               case NUM_LONG:

                                   {

                                   int LA397_31 = input.LA(3);

                                   if ( ((LA397_31>=TIMEPERIOD_DAY && LA397_31<=TIMEPERIOD_DAYS)) ) {

                                       alt397=1;

                                   }
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                                   }

                                   break;

                               case NUM_FLOAT:

                                   {

                                   int LA397_32 = input.LA(3);

                                   if ( ((LA397_32>=TIMEPERIOD_DAY && LA397_32<=TIMEPERIOD_DAYS)) ) {

                                       alt397=1;

                                   }

                                   }

                                   break;

                               case NUM_DOUBLE:

                                   {

                                   int LA397_33 = input.LA(3);

                                   if ( ((LA397_33>=TIMEPERIOD_DAY && LA397_33<=TIMEPERIOD_DAYS)) ) {

                                       alt397=1;

                                   }

                                   }

                                   break;

                           }

                           }

                           break;

                       case NUM_INT:

                           {

                           int LA397_3 = input.LA(2);

                           if ( ((LA397_3>=TIMEPERIOD_DAY && LA397_3<=TIMEPERIOD_DAYS)) ) {

                               alt397=1;

                           }

                           }

                           break;

                       case NUM_LONG:

                           {

                           int LA397_4 = input.LA(2);

                           if ( ((LA397_4>=TIMEPERIOD_DAY && LA397_4<=TIMEPERIOD_DAYS)) ) {

                               alt397=1;

                           }

                           }

                           break;

                       case NUM_FLOAT:

                           {

                           int LA397_5 = input.LA(2);

                           if ( ((LA397_5>=TIMEPERIOD_DAY && LA397_5<=TIMEPERIOD_DAYS)) ) {

                               alt397=1;

                           }

                           }

                           break;

                       case NUM_DOUBLE:

                           {

                           int LA397_6 = input.LA(2);
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                           if ( ((LA397_6>=TIMEPERIOD_DAY && LA397_6<=TIMEPERIOD_DAYS)) ) {

                               alt397=1;

                           }

                           }

                           break;

                       case IDENT:

                           {

                           int LA397_7 = input.LA(2);

                           if ( ((LA397_7>=TIMEPERIOD_DAY && LA397_7<=TIMEPERIOD_DAYS)) ) {

                               alt397=1;

                           }

                           }

                           break;

                       case QUESTION:

                           {

                           int LA397_8 = input.LA(2);

                           if ( ((LA397_8>=TIMEPERIOD_DAY && LA397_8<=TIMEPERIOD_DAYS)) ) {

                               alt397=1;

                           }

                           }

                           break;

                   }

                   switch (alt397) {

                       case 1 :

                           {

                           pushFollow(FOLLOW_dayPart_in_timePeriod14688);

                           dayPart1053=dayPart();

                           state._fsp--;

                           if (state.failed) return retval;

                           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_dayPart.add(dayPart1053.getTree());

                           }

                           break;

                   }

                   int alt398=2;

                   switch ( input.LA(1) ) {

                       case MINUS:

                           {

                           switch ( input.LA(2) ) {

                               case NUM_INT:

                                   {

                                   int LA398_26 = input.LA(3);

                                   if ( ((LA398_26>=TIMEPERIOD_HOUR && LA398_26<=TIMEPERIOD_HOURS)) ) {

                                       alt398=1;

                                   }

                                   }

                                   break;

                               case NUM_LONG:

                                   {
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                                   int LA398_27 = input.LA(3);

                                   if ( ((LA398_27>=TIMEPERIOD_HOUR && LA398_27<=TIMEPERIOD_HOURS)) ) {

                                       alt398=1;

                                   }

                                   }

                                   break;

                               case NUM_FLOAT:

                                   {

                                   int LA398_28 = input.LA(3);

                                   if ( ((LA398_28>=TIMEPERIOD_HOUR && LA398_28<=TIMEPERIOD_HOURS)) ) {

                                       alt398=1;

                                   }

                                   }

                                   break;

                               case NUM_DOUBLE:

                                   {

                                   int LA398_29 = input.LA(3);

                                   if ( ((LA398_29>=TIMEPERIOD_HOUR && LA398_29<=TIMEPERIOD_HOURS)) ) {

                                       alt398=1;

                                   }

                                   }

                                   break;

                           }

                           }

                           break;

                       case PLUS:

                           {

                           switch ( input.LA(2) ) {

                               case NUM_INT:

                                   {

                                   int LA398_30 = input.LA(3);

                                   if ( ((LA398_30>=TIMEPERIOD_HOUR && LA398_30<=TIMEPERIOD_HOURS)) ) {

                                       alt398=1;

                                   }

                                   }

                                   break;

                               case NUM_LONG:

                                   {

                                   int LA398_31 = input.LA(3);

                                   if ( ((LA398_31>=TIMEPERIOD_HOUR && LA398_31<=TIMEPERIOD_HOURS)) ) {

                                       alt398=1;

                                   }

                                   }

                                   break;

                               case NUM_FLOAT:

                                   {

                                   int LA398_32 = input.LA(3);

                                   if ( ((LA398_32>=TIMEPERIOD_HOUR && LA398_32<=TIMEPERIOD_HOURS)) ) {
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                                       alt398=1;

                                   }

                                   }

                                   break;

                               case NUM_DOUBLE:

                                   {

                                   int LA398_33 = input.LA(3);

                                   if ( ((LA398_33>=TIMEPERIOD_HOUR && LA398_33<=TIMEPERIOD_HOURS)) ) {

                                       alt398=1;

                                   }

                                   }

                                   break;

                           }

                           }

                           break;

                       case NUM_INT:

                           {

                           int LA398_3 = input.LA(2);

                           if ( ((LA398_3>=TIMEPERIOD_HOUR && LA398_3<=TIMEPERIOD_HOURS)) ) {

                               alt398=1;

                           }

                           }

                           break;

                       case NUM_LONG:

                           {

                           int LA398_4 = input.LA(2);

                           if ( ((LA398_4>=TIMEPERIOD_HOUR && LA398_4<=TIMEPERIOD_HOURS)) ) {

                               alt398=1;

                           }

                           }

                           break;

                       case NUM_FLOAT:

                           {

                           int LA398_5 = input.LA(2);

                           if ( ((LA398_5>=TIMEPERIOD_HOUR && LA398_5<=TIMEPERIOD_HOURS)) ) {

                               alt398=1;

                           }

                           }

                           break;

                       case NUM_DOUBLE:

                           {

                           int LA398_6 = input.LA(2);

                           if ( ((LA398_6>=TIMEPERIOD_HOUR && LA398_6<=TIMEPERIOD_HOURS)) ) {

                               alt398=1;

                           }

                           }

                           break;

                       case IDENT:
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                           {

                           int LA398_7 = input.LA(2);

                           if ( ((LA398_7>=TIMEPERIOD_HOUR && LA398_7<=TIMEPERIOD_HOURS)) ) {

                               alt398=1;

                           }

                           }

                           break;

                       case QUESTION:

                           {

                           int LA398_8 = input.LA(2);

                           if ( ((LA398_8>=TIMEPERIOD_HOUR && LA398_8<=TIMEPERIOD_HOURS)) ) {

                               alt398=1;

                           }

                           }

                           break;

                   }

                   switch (alt398) {

                       case 1 :

                           {

                           pushFollow(FOLLOW_hourPart_in_timePeriod14691);

                           hourPart1054=hourPart();

                           state._fsp--;

                           if (state.failed) return retval;

                           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_hourPart.add(hourPart1054.getTree());

                           }

                           break;

                   }

                   int alt399=2;

                   switch ( input.LA(1) ) {

                       case MINUS:

                           {

                           switch ( input.LA(2) ) {

                               case NUM_INT:

                                   {

                                   int LA399_26 = input.LA(3);

                                   if ( (LA399_26==MIN||(LA399_26>=TIMEPERIOD_MINUTE &&

LA399_26<=TIMEPERIOD_MINUTES)) ) {

                                       alt399=1;

                                   }

                                   }

                                   break;

                               case NUM_LONG:

                                   {

                                   int LA399_27 = input.LA(3);

                                   if ( (LA399_27==MIN||(LA399_27>=TIMEPERIOD_MINUTE &&

LA399_27<=TIMEPERIOD_MINUTES)) ) {

                                       alt399=1;

                                   }
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                                   }

                                   break;

                               case NUM_FLOAT:

                                   {

                                   int LA399_28 = input.LA(3);

                                   if ( (LA399_28==MIN||(LA399_28>=TIMEPERIOD_MINUTE &&

LA399_28<=TIMEPERIOD_MINUTES)) ) {

                                       alt399=1;

                                   }

                                   }

                                   break;

                               case NUM_DOUBLE:

                                   {

                                   int LA399_29 = input.LA(3);

                                   if ( (LA399_29==MIN||(LA399_29>=TIMEPERIOD_MINUTE &&

LA399_29<=TIMEPERIOD_MINUTES)) ) {

                                       alt399=1;

                                   }

                                   }

                                   break;

                           }

                           }

                           break;

                       case PLUS:

                           {

                           switch ( input.LA(2) ) {

                               case NUM_INT:

                                   {

                                   int LA399_30 = input.LA(3);

                                   if ( (LA399_30==MIN||(LA399_30>=TIMEPERIOD_MINUTE &&

LA399_30<=TIMEPERIOD_MINUTES)) ) {

                                       alt399=1;

                                   }

                                   }

                                   break;

                               case NUM_LONG:

                                   {

                                   int LA399_31 = input.LA(3);

                                   if ( (LA399_31==MIN||(LA399_31>=TIMEPERIOD_MINUTE &&

LA399_31<=TIMEPERIOD_MINUTES)) ) {

                                       alt399=1;

                                   }

                                   }

                                   break;

                               case NUM_FLOAT:

                                   {

                                   int LA399_32 = input.LA(3);

                                   if ( (LA399_32==MIN||(LA399_32>=TIMEPERIOD_MINUTE &&
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LA399_32<=TIMEPERIOD_MINUTES)) ) {

                                       alt399=1;

                                   }

                                   }

                                   break;

                               case NUM_DOUBLE:

                                   {

                                   int LA399_33 = input.LA(3);

                                   if ( (LA399_33==MIN||(LA399_33>=TIMEPERIOD_MINUTE &&

LA399_33<=TIMEPERIOD_MINUTES)) ) {

                                       alt399=1;

                                   }

                                   }

                                   break;

                           }

                           }

                           break;

                       case NUM_INT:

                           {

                           int LA399_3 = input.LA(2);

                           if ( (LA399_3==MIN||(LA399_3>=TIMEPERIOD_MINUTE &&

LA399_3<=TIMEPERIOD_MINUTES)) ) {

                               alt399=1;

                           }

                           }

                           break;

                       case NUM_LONG:

                           {

                           int LA399_4 = input.LA(2);

                           if ( (LA399_4==MIN||(LA399_4>=TIMEPERIOD_MINUTE &&

LA399_4<=TIMEPERIOD_MINUTES)) ) {

                               alt399=1;

                           }

                           }

                           break;

                       case NUM_FLOAT:

                           {

                           int LA399_5 = input.LA(2);

                           if ( (LA399_5==MIN||(LA399_5>=TIMEPERIOD_MINUTE &&

LA399_5<=TIMEPERIOD_MINUTES)) ) {

                               alt399=1;

                           }

                           }

                           break;

                       case NUM_DOUBLE:

                           {

                           int LA399_6 = input.LA(2);

                           if ( (LA399_6==MIN||(LA399_6>=TIMEPERIOD_MINUTE &&
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LA399_6<=TIMEPERIOD_MINUTES)) ) {

                               alt399=1;

                           }

                           }

                           break;

                       case IDENT:

                           {

                           int LA399_7 = input.LA(2);

                           if ( (LA399_7==MIN||(LA399_7>=TIMEPERIOD_MINUTE &&

LA399_7<=TIMEPERIOD_MINUTES)) ) {

                               alt399=1;

                           }

                           }

                           break;

                       case QUESTION:

                           {

                           int LA399_8 = input.LA(2);

                           if ( (LA399_8==MIN||(LA399_8>=TIMEPERIOD_MINUTE &&

LA399_8<=TIMEPERIOD_MINUTES)) ) {

                               alt399=1;

                           }

                           }

                           break;

                   }

                   switch (alt399) {

                       case 1 :

                           {

                           pushFollow(FOLLOW_minutePart_in_timePeriod14694);

                           minutePart1055=minutePart();

                           state._fsp--;

                           if (state.failed) return retval;

                           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_minutePart.add(minutePart1055.getTree());

                           }

                           break;

                   }

                   int alt400=2;

                   switch ( input.LA(1) ) {

                       case MINUS:

                           {

                           switch ( input.LA(2) ) {

                               case NUM_INT:

                                   {

                                   int LA400_26 = input.LA(3);

                                   if ( ((LA400_26>=TIMEPERIOD_SEC && LA400_26<=TIMEPERIOD_SECONDS)) ) {

                                       alt400=1;

                                   }

                                   }

                                   break;
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                               case NUM_LONG:

                                   {

                                   int LA400_27 = input.LA(3);

                                   if ( ((LA400_27>=TIMEPERIOD_SEC && LA400_27<=TIMEPERIOD_SECONDS)) ) {

                                       alt400=1;

                                   }

                                   }

                                   break;

                               case NUM_FLOAT:

                                   {

                                   int LA400_28 = input.LA(3);

                                   if ( ((LA400_28>=TIMEPERIOD_SEC && LA400_28<=TIMEPERIOD_SECONDS)) ) {

                                       alt400=1;

                                   }

                                   }

                                   break;

                               case NUM_DOUBLE:

                                   {

                                   int LA400_29 = input.LA(3);

                                   if ( ((LA400_29>=TIMEPERIOD_SEC && LA400_29<=TIMEPERIOD_SECONDS)) ) {

                                       alt400=1;

                                   }

                                   }

                                   break;

                           }

                           }

                           break;

                       case PLUS:

                           {

                           switch ( input.LA(2) ) {

                               case NUM_INT:

                                   {

                                   int LA400_30 = input.LA(3);

                                   if ( ((LA400_30>=TIMEPERIOD_SEC && LA400_30<=TIMEPERIOD_SECONDS)) ) {

                                       alt400=1;

                                   }

                                   }

                                   break;

                               case NUM_LONG:

                                   {

                                   int LA400_31 = input.LA(3);

                                   if ( ((LA400_31>=TIMEPERIOD_SEC && LA400_31<=TIMEPERIOD_SECONDS)) ) {

                                       alt400=1;

                                   }

                                   }

                                   break;

                               case NUM_FLOAT:

                                   {
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                                   int LA400_32 = input.LA(3);

                                   if ( ((LA400_32>=TIMEPERIOD_SEC && LA400_32<=TIMEPERIOD_SECONDS)) ) {

                                       alt400=1;

                                   }

                                   }

                                   break;

                               case NUM_DOUBLE:

                                   {

                                   int LA400_33 = input.LA(3);

                                   if ( ((LA400_33>=TIMEPERIOD_SEC && LA400_33<=TIMEPERIOD_SECONDS)) ) {

                                       alt400=1;

                                   }

                                   }

                                   break;

                           }

                           }

                           break;

                       case NUM_INT:

                           {

                           int LA400_3 = input.LA(2);

                           if ( ((LA400_3>=TIMEPERIOD_SEC && LA400_3<=TIMEPERIOD_SECONDS)) ) {

                               alt400=1;

                           }

                           }

                           break;

                       case NUM_LONG:

                           {

                           int LA400_4 = input.LA(2);

                           if ( ((LA400_4>=TIMEPERIOD_SEC && LA400_4<=TIMEPERIOD_SECONDS)) ) {

                               alt400=1;

                           }

                           }

                           break;

                       case NUM_FLOAT:

                           {

                           int LA400_5 = input.LA(2);

                           if ( ((LA400_5>=TIMEPERIOD_SEC && LA400_5<=TIMEPERIOD_SECONDS)) ) {

                               alt400=1;

                           }

                           }

                           break;

                       case NUM_DOUBLE:

                           {

                           int LA400_6 = input.LA(2);

                           if ( ((LA400_6>=TIMEPERIOD_SEC && LA400_6<=TIMEPERIOD_SECONDS)) ) {

                               alt400=1;

                           }

                           }
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                           break;

                       case IDENT:

                           {

                           int LA400_7 = input.LA(2);

                           if ( ((LA400_7>=TIMEPERIOD_SEC && LA400_7<=TIMEPERIOD_SECONDS)) ) {

                               alt400=1;

                           }

                           }

                           break;

                       case QUESTION:

                           {

                           int LA400_8 = input.LA(2);

                           if ( ((LA400_8>=TIMEPERIOD_SEC && LA400_8<=TIMEPERIOD_SECONDS)) ) {

                               alt400=1;

                           }

                           }

                           break;

                   }

                   switch (alt400) {

                       case 1 :

                           {

                           pushFollow(FOLLOW_secondPart_in_timePeriod14697);

                           secondPart1056=secondPart();

                           state._fsp--;

                           if (state.failed) return retval;

                           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_secondPart.add(secondPart1056.getTree());

                           }

                           break;

                   }

                   int alt401=2;

                   int LA401_0 = input.LA(1);

                   if (

(LA401_0==NUM_DOUBLE||LA401_0==IDENT||LA401_0==QUESTION||LA401_0==PLUS||LA401_0==MINU

S||LA401_0==NUM_INT||(LA401_0>=NUM_LONG && LA401_0<=NUM_FLOAT)) ) {

                       alt401=1;

                   }

                   switch (alt401) {

                       case 1 :

                           {

                           pushFollow(FOLLOW_millisecondPart_in_timePeriod14700);

                           millisecondPart1057=millisecondPart();

                           state._fsp--;

                           if (state.failed) return retval;

                           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_millisecondPart.add(millisecondPart1057.getTree());

                           }

                           break;

                   }

                   }
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                   break;

               case 3 :

                   {

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_weekPart_in_timePeriod14706);

                   weekPart1058=weekPart();

                   state._fsp--;

                   if (state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_weekPart.add(weekPart1058.getTree());

                   int alt402=2;

                   switch ( input.LA(1) ) {

                       case MINUS:

                           {

                           switch ( input.LA(2) ) {

                               case NUM_INT:

                                   {

                                   int LA402_26 = input.LA(3);

                                   if ( ((LA402_26>=TIMEPERIOD_DAY && LA402_26<=TIMEPERIOD_DAYS)) ) {

                                       alt402=1;

                                   }

                                   }

                                   break;

                               case NUM_LONG:

                                   {

                                   int LA402_27 = input.LA(3);

                                   if ( ((LA402_27>=TIMEPERIOD_DAY && LA402_27<=TIMEPERIOD_DAYS)) ) {

                                       alt402=1;

                                   }

                                   }

                                   break;

                               case NUM_FLOAT:

                                   {

                                   int LA402_28 = input.LA(3);

                                   if ( ((LA402_28>=TIMEPERIOD_DAY && LA402_28<=TIMEPERIOD_DAYS)) ) {

                                       alt402=1;

                                   }

                                   }

                                   break;

                               case NUM_DOUBLE:

                                   {

                                   int LA402_29 = input.LA(3);

                                   if ( ((LA402_29>=TIMEPERIOD_DAY && LA402_29<=TIMEPERIOD_DAYS)) ) {

                                       alt402=1;

                                   }

                                   }

                                   break;

                           }

                           }

                           break;
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                       case PLUS:

                           {

                           switch ( input.LA(2) ) {

                               case NUM_INT:

                                   {

                                   int LA402_30 = input.LA(3);

                                   if ( ((LA402_30>=TIMEPERIOD_DAY && LA402_30<=TIMEPERIOD_DAYS)) ) {

                                       alt402=1;

                                   }

                                   }

                                   break;

                               case NUM_LONG:

                                   {

                                   int LA402_31 = input.LA(3);

                                   if ( ((LA402_31>=TIMEPERIOD_DAY && LA402_31<=TIMEPERIOD_DAYS)) ) {

                                       alt402=1;

                                   }

                                   }

                                   break;

                               case NUM_FLOAT:

                                   {

                                   int LA402_32 = input.LA(3);

                                   if ( ((LA402_32>=TIMEPERIOD_DAY && LA402_32<=TIMEPERIOD_DAYS)) ) {

                                       alt402=1;

                                   }

                                   }

                                   break;

                               case NUM_DOUBLE:

                                   {

                                   int LA402_33 = input.LA(3);

                                   if ( ((LA402_33>=TIMEPERIOD_DAY && LA402_33<=TIMEPERIOD_DAYS)) ) {

                                       alt402=1;

                                   }

                                   }

                                   break;

                           }

                           }

                           break;

                       case NUM_INT:

                           {

                           int LA402_3 = input.LA(2);

                           if ( ((LA402_3>=TIMEPERIOD_DAY && LA402_3<=TIMEPERIOD_DAYS)) ) {

                               alt402=1;

                           }

                           }

                           break;

                       case NUM_LONG:

                           {
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                           int LA402_4 = input.LA(2);

                           if ( ((LA402_4>=TIMEPERIOD_DAY && LA402_4<=TIMEPERIOD_DAYS)) ) {

                               alt402=1;

                           }

                           }

                           break;

                       case NUM_FLOAT:

                           {

                           int LA402_5 = input.LA(2);

                           if ( ((LA402_5>=TIMEPERIOD_DAY && LA402_5<=TIMEPERIOD_DAYS)) ) {

                               alt402=1;

                           }

                           }

                           break;

                       case NUM_DOUBLE:

                           {

                           int LA402_6 = input.LA(2);

                           if ( ((LA402_6>=TIMEPERIOD_DAY && LA402_6<=TIMEPERIOD_DAYS)) ) {

                               alt402=1;

                           }

                           }

                           break;

                       case IDENT:

                           {

                           int LA402_7 = input.LA(2);

                           if ( ((LA402_7>=TIMEPERIOD_DAY && LA402_7<=TIMEPERIOD_DAYS)) ) {

                               alt402=1;

                           }

                           }

                           break;

                       case QUESTION:

                           {

                           int LA402_8 = input.LA(2);

                           if ( ((LA402_8>=TIMEPERIOD_DAY && LA402_8<=TIMEPERIOD_DAYS)) ) {

                               alt402=1;

                           }

                           }

                           break;

                   }

                   switch (alt402) {

                       case 1 :

                           {

                           pushFollow(FOLLOW_dayPart_in_timePeriod14708);

                           dayPart1059=dayPart();

                           state._fsp--;

                           if (state.failed) return retval;

                           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_dayPart.add(dayPart1059.getTree());

                           }
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                           break;

                   }

                   int alt403=2;

                   switch ( input.LA(1) ) {

                       case MINUS:

                           {

                           switch ( input.LA(2) ) {

                               case NUM_INT:

                                   {

                                   int LA403_26 = input.LA(3);

                                   if ( ((LA403_26>=TIMEPERIOD_HOUR && LA403_26<=TIMEPERIOD_HOURS)) ) {

                                       alt403=1;

                                   }

                                   }

                                   break;

                               case NUM_LONG:

                                   {

                                   int LA403_27 = input.LA(3);

                                   if ( ((LA403_27>=TIMEPERIOD_HOUR && LA403_27<=TIMEPERIOD_HOURS)) ) {

                                       alt403=1;

                                   }

                                   }

                                   break;

                               case NUM_FLOAT:

                                   {

                                   int LA403_28 = input.LA(3);

                                   if ( ((LA403_28>=TIMEPERIOD_HOUR && LA403_28<=TIMEPERIOD_HOURS)) ) {

                                       alt403=1;

                                   }

                                   }

                                   break;

                               case NUM_DOUBLE:

                                   {

                                   int LA403_29 = input.LA(3);

                                   if ( ((LA403_29>=TIMEPERIOD_HOUR && LA403_29<=TIMEPERIOD_HOURS)) ) {

                                       alt403=1;

                                   }

                                   }

                                   break;

                           }

                           }

                           break;

                       case PLUS:

                           {

                           switch ( input.LA(2) ) {

                               case NUM_INT:

                                   {

                                   int LA403_30 = input.LA(3);
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                                   if ( ((LA403_30>=TIMEPERIOD_HOUR && LA403_30<=TIMEPERIOD_HOURS)) ) {

                                       alt403=1;

                                   }

                                   }

                                   break;

                               case NUM_LONG:

                                   {

                                   int LA403_31 = input.LA(3);

                                   if ( ((LA403_31>=TIMEPERIOD_HOUR && LA403_31<=TIMEPERIOD_HOURS)) ) {

                                       alt403=1;

                                   }

                                   }

                                   break;

                               case NUM_FLOAT:

                                   {

                                   int LA403_32 = input.LA(3);

                                   if ( ((LA403_32>=TIMEPERIOD_HOUR && LA403_32<=TIMEPERIOD_HOURS)) ) {

                                       alt403=1;

                                   }

                                   }

                                   break;

                               case NUM_DOUBLE:

                                   {

                                   int LA403_33 = input.LA(3);

                                   if ( ((LA403_33>=TIMEPERIOD_HOUR && LA403_33<=TIMEPERIOD_HOURS)) ) {

                                       alt403=1;

                                   }

                                   }

                                   break;

                           }

                           }

                           break;

                       case NUM_INT:

                           {

                           int LA403_3 = input.LA(2);

                           if ( ((LA403_3>=TIMEPERIOD_HOUR && LA403_3<=TIMEPERIOD_HOURS)) ) {

                               alt403=1;

                           }

                           }

                           break;

                       case NUM_LONG:

                           {

                           int LA403_4 = input.LA(2);

                           if ( ((LA403_4>=TIMEPERIOD_HOUR && LA403_4<=TIMEPERIOD_HOURS)) ) {

                               alt403=1;

                           }

                           }

                           break;
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                       case NUM_FLOAT:

                           {

                           int LA403_5 = input.LA(2);

                           if ( ((LA403_5>=TIMEPERIOD_HOUR && LA403_5<=TIMEPERIOD_HOURS)) ) {

                               alt403=1;

                           }

                           }

                           break;

                       case NUM_DOUBLE:

                           {

                           int LA403_6 = input.LA(2);

                           if ( ((LA403_6>=TIMEPERIOD_HOUR && LA403_6<=TIMEPERIOD_HOURS)) ) {

                               alt403=1;

                           }

                           }

                           break;

                       case IDENT:

                           {

                           int LA403_7 = input.LA(2);

                           if ( ((LA403_7>=TIMEPERIOD_HOUR && LA403_7<=TIMEPERIOD_HOURS)) ) {

                               alt403=1;

                           }

                           }

                           break;

                       case QUESTION:

                           {

                           int LA403_8 = input.LA(2);

                           if ( ((LA403_8>=TIMEPERIOD_HOUR && LA403_8<=TIMEPERIOD_HOURS)) ) {

                               alt403=1;

                           }

                           }

                           break;

                   }

                   switch (alt403) {

                       case 1 :

                           {

                           pushFollow(FOLLOW_hourPart_in_timePeriod14711);

                           hourPart1060=hourPart();

                           state._fsp--;

                           if (state.failed) return retval;

                           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_hourPart.add(hourPart1060.getTree());

                           }

                           break;

                   }

                   int alt404=2;

                   switch ( input.LA(1) ) {

                       case MINUS:

                           {
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                           switch ( input.LA(2) ) {

                               case NUM_INT:

                                   {

                                   int LA404_26 = input.LA(3);

                                   if ( (LA404_26==MIN||(LA404_26>=TIMEPERIOD_MINUTE &&

LA404_26<=TIMEPERIOD_MINUTES)) ) {

                                       alt404=1;

                                   }

                                   }

                                   break;

                               case NUM_LONG:

                                   {

                                   int LA404_27 = input.LA(3);

                                   if ( (LA404_27==MIN||(LA404_27>=TIMEPERIOD_MINUTE &&

LA404_27<=TIMEPERIOD_MINUTES)) ) {

                                       alt404=1;

                                   }

                                   }

                                   break;

                               case NUM_FLOAT:

                                   {

                                   int LA404_28 = input.LA(3);

                                   if ( (LA404_28==MIN||(LA404_28>=TIMEPERIOD_MINUTE &&

LA404_28<=TIMEPERIOD_MINUTES)) ) {

                                       alt404=1;

                                   }

                                   }

                                   break;

                               case NUM_DOUBLE:

                                   {

                                   int LA404_29 = input.LA(3);

                                   if ( (LA404_29==MIN||(LA404_29>=TIMEPERIOD_MINUTE &&

LA404_29<=TIMEPERIOD_MINUTES)) ) {

                                       alt404=1;

                                   }

                                   }

                                   break;

                           }

                           }

                           break;

                       case PLUS:

                           {

                           switch ( input.LA(2) ) {

                               case NUM_INT:

                                   {

                                   int LA404_30 = input.LA(3);

                                   if ( (LA404_30==MIN||(LA404_30>=TIMEPERIOD_MINUTE &&

LA404_30<=TIMEPERIOD_MINUTES)) ) {
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                                       alt404=1;

                                   }

                                   }

                                   break;

                               case NUM_LONG:

                                   {

                                   int LA404_31 = input.LA(3);

                                   if ( (LA404_31==MIN||(LA404_31>=TIMEPERIOD_MINUTE &&

LA404_31<=TIMEPERIOD_MINUTES)) ) {

                                       alt404=1;

                                   }

                                   }

                                   break;

                               case NUM_FLOAT:

                                   {

                                   int LA404_32 = input.LA(3);

                                   if ( (LA404_32==MIN||(LA404_32>=TIMEPERIOD_MINUTE &&

LA404_32<=TIMEPERIOD_MINUTES)) ) {

                                       alt404=1;

                                   }

                                   }

                                   break;

                               case NUM_DOUBLE:

                                   {

                                   int LA404_33 = input.LA(3);

                                   if ( (LA404_33==MIN||(LA404_33>=TIMEPERIOD_MINUTE &&

LA404_33<=TIMEPERIOD_MINUTES)) ) {

                                       alt404=1;

                                   }

                                   }

                                   break;

                           }

                           }

                           break;

                       case NUM_INT:

                           {

                           int LA404_3 = input.LA(2);

                           if ( (LA404_3==MIN||(LA404_3>=TIMEPERIOD_MINUTE &&

LA404_3<=TIMEPERIOD_MINUTES)) ) {

                               alt404=1;

                           }

                           }

                           break;

                       case NUM_LONG:

                           {

                           int LA404_4 = input.LA(2);

                           if ( (LA404_4==MIN||(LA404_4>=TIMEPERIOD_MINUTE &&

LA404_4<=TIMEPERIOD_MINUTES)) ) {
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                               alt404=1;

                           }

                           }

                           break;

                       case NUM_FLOAT:

                           {

                           int LA404_5 = input.LA(2);

                           if ( (LA404_5==MIN||(LA404_5>=TIMEPERIOD_MINUTE &&

LA404_5<=TIMEPERIOD_MINUTES)) ) {

                               alt404=1;

                           }

                           }

                           break;

                       case NUM_DOUBLE:

                           {

                           int LA404_6 = input.LA(2);

                           if ( (LA404_6==MIN||(LA404_6>=TIMEPERIOD_MINUTE &&

LA404_6<=TIMEPERIOD_MINUTES)) ) {

                               alt404=1;

                           }

                           }

                           break;

                       case IDENT:

                           {

                           int LA404_7 = input.LA(2);

                           if ( (LA404_7==MIN||(LA404_7>=TIMEPERIOD_MINUTE &&

LA404_7<=TIMEPERIOD_MINUTES)) ) {

                               alt404=1;

                           }

                           }

                           break;

                       case QUESTION:

                           {

                           int LA404_8 = input.LA(2);

                           if ( (LA404_8==MIN||(LA404_8>=TIMEPERIOD_MINUTE &&

LA404_8<=TIMEPERIOD_MINUTES)) ) {

                               alt404=1;

                           }

                           }

                           break;

                   }

                   switch (alt404) {

                       case 1 :

                           {

                           pushFollow(FOLLOW_minutePart_in_timePeriod14714);

                           minutePart1061=minutePart();

                           state._fsp--;

                           if (state.failed) return retval;
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                           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_minutePart.add(minutePart1061.getTree());

                           }

                           break;

                   }

                   int alt405=2;

                   switch ( input.LA(1) ) {

                       case MINUS:

                           {

                           switch ( input.LA(2) ) {

                               case NUM_INT:

                                   {

                                   int LA405_26 = input.LA(3);

                                   if ( ((LA405_26>=TIMEPERIOD_SEC && LA405_26<=TIMEPERIOD_SECONDS)) ) {

                                       alt405=1;

                                   }

                                   }

                                   break;

                               case NUM_LONG:

                                   {

                                   int LA405_27 = input.LA(3);

                                   if ( ((LA405_27>=TIMEPERIOD_SEC && LA405_27<=TIMEPERIOD_SECONDS)) ) {

                                       alt405=1;

                                   }

                                   }

                                   break;

                               case NUM_FLOAT:

                                   {

                                   int LA405_28 = input.LA(3);

                                   if ( ((LA405_28>=TIMEPERIOD_SEC && LA405_28<=TIMEPERIOD_SECONDS)) ) {

                                       alt405=1;

                                   }

                                   }

                                   break;

                               case NUM_DOUBLE:

                                   {

                                   int LA405_29 = input.LA(3);

                                   if ( ((LA405_29>=TIMEPERIOD_SEC && LA405_29<=TIMEPERIOD_SECONDS)) ) {

                                       alt405=1;

                                   }

                                   }

                                   break;

                           }

                           }

                           break;

                       case PLUS:

                           {

                           switch ( input.LA(2) ) {

                               case NUM_INT:
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                                   {

                                   int LA405_30 = input.LA(3);

                                   if ( ((LA405_30>=TIMEPERIOD_SEC && LA405_30<=TIMEPERIOD_SECONDS)) ) {

                                       alt405=1;

                                   }

                                   }

                                   break;

                               case NUM_LONG:

                                   {

                                   int LA405_31 = input.LA(3);

                                   if ( ((LA405_31>=TIMEPERIOD_SEC && LA405_31<=TIMEPERIOD_SECONDS)) ) {

                                       alt405=1;

                                   }

                                   }

                                   break;

                               case NUM_FLOAT:

                                   {

                                   int LA405_32 = input.LA(3);

                                   if ( ((LA405_32>=TIMEPERIOD_SEC && LA405_32<=TIMEPERIOD_SECONDS)) ) {

                                       alt405=1;

                                   }

                                   }

                                   break;

                               case NUM_DOUBLE:

                                   {

                                   int LA405_33 = input.LA(3);

                                   if ( ((LA405_33>=TIMEPERIOD_SEC && LA405_33<=TIMEPERIOD_SECONDS)) ) {

                                       alt405=1;

                                   }

                                   }

                                   break;

                           }

                           }

                           break;

                       case NUM_INT:

                           {

                           int LA405_3 = input.LA(2);

                           if ( ((LA405_3>=TIMEPERIOD_SEC && LA405_3<=TIMEPERIOD_SECONDS)) ) {

                               alt405=1;

                           }

                           }

                           break;

                       case NUM_LONG:

                           {

                           int LA405_4 = input.LA(2);

                           if ( ((LA405_4>=TIMEPERIOD_SEC && LA405_4<=TIMEPERIOD_SECONDS)) ) {

                               alt405=1;

                           }
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                           }

                           break;

                       case NUM_FLOAT:

                           {

                           int LA405_5 = input.LA(2);

                           if ( ((LA405_5>=TIMEPERIOD_SEC && LA405_5<=TIMEPERIOD_SECONDS)) ) {

                               alt405=1;

                           }

                           }

                           break;

                       case NUM_DOUBLE:

                           {

                           int LA405_6 = input.LA(2);

                           if ( ((LA405_6>=TIMEPERIOD_SEC && LA405_6<=TIMEPERIOD_SECONDS)) ) {

                               alt405=1;

                           }

                           }

                           break;

                       case IDENT:

                           {

                           int LA405_7 = input.LA(2);

                           if ( ((LA405_7>=TIMEPERIOD_SEC && LA405_7<=TIMEPERIOD_SECONDS)) ) {

                               alt405=1;

                           }

                           }

                           break;

                       case QUESTION:

                           {

                           int LA405_8 = input.LA(2);

                           if ( ((LA405_8>=TIMEPERIOD_SEC && LA405_8<=TIMEPERIOD_SECONDS)) ) {

                               alt405=1;

                           }

                           }

                           break;

                   }

                   switch (alt405) {

                       case 1 :

                           {

                           pushFollow(FOLLOW_secondPart_in_timePeriod14717);

                           secondPart1062=secondPart();

                           state._fsp--;

                           if (state.failed) return retval;

                           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_secondPart.add(secondPart1062.getTree());

                           }

                           break;

                   }

                   int alt406=2;

                   int LA406_0 = input.LA(1);
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                   if (

(LA406_0==NUM_DOUBLE||LA406_0==IDENT||LA406_0==QUESTION||LA406_0==PLUS||LA406_0==MINU

S||LA406_0==NUM_INT||(LA406_0>=NUM_LONG && LA406_0<=NUM_FLOAT)) ) {

                       alt406=1;

                   }

                   switch (alt406) {

                       case 1 :

                           {

                           pushFollow(FOLLOW_millisecondPart_in_timePeriod14720);

                           millisecondPart1063=millisecondPart();

                           state._fsp--;

                           if (state.failed) return retval;

                           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_millisecondPart.add(millisecondPart1063.getTree());

                           }

                           break;

                   }

                   }

                   break;

               case 4 :

                   {

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_dayPart_in_timePeriod14726);

                   dayPart1064=dayPart();

                   state._fsp--;

                   if (state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_dayPart.add(dayPart1064.getTree());

                   int alt407=2;

                   switch ( input.LA(1) ) {

                       case MINUS:

                           {

                           switch ( input.LA(2) ) {

                               case NUM_INT:

                                   {

                                   int LA407_26 = input.LA(3);

                                   if ( ((LA407_26>=TIMEPERIOD_HOUR && LA407_26<=TIMEPERIOD_HOURS)) ) {

                                       alt407=1;

                                   }

                                   }

                                   break;

                               case NUM_LONG:

                                   {

                                   int LA407_27 = input.LA(3);

                                   if ( ((LA407_27>=TIMEPERIOD_HOUR && LA407_27<=TIMEPERIOD_HOURS)) ) {

                                       alt407=1;

                                   }

                                   }

                                   break;

                               case NUM_FLOAT:

                                   {
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                                   int LA407_28 = input.LA(3);

                                   if ( ((LA407_28>=TIMEPERIOD_HOUR && LA407_28<=TIMEPERIOD_HOURS)) ) {

                                       alt407=1;

                                   }

                                   }

                                   break;

                               case NUM_DOUBLE:

                                   {

                                   int LA407_29 = input.LA(3);

                                   if ( ((LA407_29>=TIMEPERIOD_HOUR && LA407_29<=TIMEPERIOD_HOURS)) ) {

                                       alt407=1;

                                   }

                                   }

                                   break;

                           }

                           }

                           break;

                       case PLUS:

                           {

                           switch ( input.LA(2) ) {

                               case NUM_INT:

                                   {

                                   int LA407_30 = input.LA(3);

                                   if ( ((LA407_30>=TIMEPERIOD_HOUR && LA407_30<=TIMEPERIOD_HOURS)) ) {

                                       alt407=1;

                                   }

                                   }

                                   break;

                               case NUM_LONG:

                                   {

                                   int LA407_31 = input.LA(3);

                                   if ( ((LA407_31>=TIMEPERIOD_HOUR && LA407_31<=TIMEPERIOD_HOURS)) ) {

                                       alt407=1;

                                   }

                                   }

                                   break;

                               case NUM_FLOAT:

                                   {

                                   int LA407_32 = input.LA(3);

                                   if ( ((LA407_32>=TIMEPERIOD_HOUR && LA407_32<=TIMEPERIOD_HOURS)) ) {

                                       alt407=1;

                                   }

                                   }

                                   break;

                               case NUM_DOUBLE:

                                   {

                                   int LA407_33 = input.LA(3);

                                   if ( ((LA407_33>=TIMEPERIOD_HOUR && LA407_33<=TIMEPERIOD_HOURS)) ) {
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                                       alt407=1;

                                   }

                                   }

                                   break;

                           }

                           }

                           break;

                       case NUM_INT:

                           {

                           int LA407_3 = input.LA(2);

                           if ( ((LA407_3>=TIMEPERIOD_HOUR && LA407_3<=TIMEPERIOD_HOURS)) ) {

                               alt407=1;

                           }

                           }

                           break;

                       case NUM_LONG:

                           {

                           int LA407_4 = input.LA(2);

                           if ( ((LA407_4>=TIMEPERIOD_HOUR && LA407_4<=TIMEPERIOD_HOURS)) ) {

                               alt407=1;

                           }

                           }

                           break;

                       case NUM_FLOAT:

                           {

                           int LA407_5 = input.LA(2);

                           if ( ((LA407_5>=TIMEPERIOD_HOUR && LA407_5<=TIMEPERIOD_HOURS)) ) {

                               alt407=1;

                           }

                           }

                           break;

                       case NUM_DOUBLE:

                           {

                           int LA407_6 = input.LA(2);

                           if ( ((LA407_6>=TIMEPERIOD_HOUR && LA407_6<=TIMEPERIOD_HOURS)) ) {

                               alt407=1;

                           }

                           }

                           break;

                       case IDENT:

                           {

                           int LA407_7 = input.LA(2);

                           if ( ((LA407_7>=TIMEPERIOD_HOUR && LA407_7<=TIMEPERIOD_HOURS)) ) {

                               alt407=1;

                           }

                           }

                           break;

                       case QUESTION:
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                           {

                           int LA407_8 = input.LA(2);

                           if ( ((LA407_8>=TIMEPERIOD_HOUR && LA407_8<=TIMEPERIOD_HOURS)) ) {

                               alt407=1;

                           }

                           }

                           break;

                   }

                   switch (alt407) {

                       case 1 :

                           {

                           pushFollow(FOLLOW_hourPart_in_timePeriod14728);

                           hourPart1065=hourPart();

                           state._fsp--;

                           if (state.failed) return retval;

                           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_hourPart.add(hourPart1065.getTree());

                           }

                           break;

                   }

                   int alt408=2;

                   switch ( input.LA(1) ) {

                       case MINUS:

                           {

                           switch ( input.LA(2) ) {

                               case NUM_INT:

                                   {

                                   int LA408_26 = input.LA(3);

                                   if ( (LA408_26==MIN||(LA408_26>=TIMEPERIOD_MINUTE &&

LA408_26<=TIMEPERIOD_MINUTES)) ) {

                                       alt408=1;

                                   }

                                   }

                                   break;

                               case NUM_LONG:

                                   {

                                   int LA408_27 = input.LA(3);

                                   if ( (LA408_27==MIN||(LA408_27>=TIMEPERIOD_MINUTE &&

LA408_27<=TIMEPERIOD_MINUTES)) ) {

                                       alt408=1;

                                   }

                                   }

                                   break;

                               case NUM_FLOAT:

                                   {

                                   int LA408_28 = input.LA(3);

                                   if ( (LA408_28==MIN||(LA408_28>=TIMEPERIOD_MINUTE &&

LA408_28<=TIMEPERIOD_MINUTES)) ) {

                                       alt408=1;
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                                   }

                                   }

                                   break;

                               case NUM_DOUBLE:

                                   {

                                   int LA408_29 = input.LA(3);

                                   if ( (LA408_29==MIN||(LA408_29>=TIMEPERIOD_MINUTE &&

LA408_29<=TIMEPERIOD_MINUTES)) ) {

                                       alt408=1;

                                   }

                                   }

                                   break;

                           }

                           }

                           break;

                       case PLUS:

                           {

                           switch ( input.LA(2) ) {

                               case NUM_INT:

                                   {

                                   int LA408_30 = input.LA(3);

                                   if ( (LA408_30==MIN||(LA408_30>=TIMEPERIOD_MINUTE &&

LA408_30<=TIMEPERIOD_MINUTES)) ) {

                                       alt408=1;

                                   }

                                   }

                                   break;

                               case NUM_LONG:

                                   {

                                   int LA408_31 = input.LA(3);

                                   if ( (LA408_31==MIN||(LA408_31>=TIMEPERIOD_MINUTE &&

LA408_31<=TIMEPERIOD_MINUTES)) ) {

                                       alt408=1;

                                   }

                                   }

                                   break;

                               case NUM_FLOAT:

                                   {

                                   int LA408_32 = input.LA(3);

                                   if ( (LA408_32==MIN||(LA408_32>=TIMEPERIOD_MINUTE &&

LA408_32<=TIMEPERIOD_MINUTES)) ) {

                                       alt408=1;

                                   }

                                   }

                                   break;

                               case NUM_DOUBLE:

                                   {

                                   int LA408_33 = input.LA(3);
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                                   if ( (LA408_33==MIN||(LA408_33>=TIMEPERIOD_MINUTE &&

LA408_33<=TIMEPERIOD_MINUTES)) ) {

                                       alt408=1;

                                   }

                                   }

                                   break;

                           }

                           }

                           break;

                       case NUM_INT:

                           {

                           int LA408_3 = input.LA(2);

                           if ( (LA408_3==MIN||(LA408_3>=TIMEPERIOD_MINUTE &&

LA408_3<=TIMEPERIOD_MINUTES)) ) {

                               alt408=1;

                           }

                           }

                           break;

                       case NUM_LONG:

                           {

                           int LA408_4 = input.LA(2);

                           if ( (LA408_4==MIN||(LA408_4>=TIMEPERIOD_MINUTE &&

LA408_4<=TIMEPERIOD_MINUTES)) ) {

                               alt408=1;

                           }

                           }

                           break;

                       case NUM_FLOAT:

                           {

                           int LA408_5 = input.LA(2);

                           if ( (LA408_5==MIN||(LA408_5>=TIMEPERIOD_MINUTE &&

LA408_5<=TIMEPERIOD_MINUTES)) ) {

                               alt408=1;

                           }

                           }

                           break;

                       case NUM_DOUBLE:

                           {

                           int LA408_6 = input.LA(2);

                           if ( (LA408_6==MIN||(LA408_6>=TIMEPERIOD_MINUTE &&

LA408_6<=TIMEPERIOD_MINUTES)) ) {

                               alt408=1;

                           }

                           }

                           break;

                       case IDENT:

                           {

                           int LA408_7 = input.LA(2);
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                           if ( (LA408_7==MIN||(LA408_7>=TIMEPERIOD_MINUTE &&

LA408_7<=TIMEPERIOD_MINUTES)) ) {

                               alt408=1;

                           }

                           }

                           break;

                       case QUESTION:

                           {

                           int LA408_8 = input.LA(2);

                           if ( (LA408_8==MIN||(LA408_8>=TIMEPERIOD_MINUTE &&

LA408_8<=TIMEPERIOD_MINUTES)) ) {

                               alt408=1;

                           }

                           }

                           break;

                   }

                   switch (alt408) {

                       case 1 :

                           {

                           pushFollow(FOLLOW_minutePart_in_timePeriod14731);

                           minutePart1066=minutePart();

                           state._fsp--;

                           if (state.failed) return retval;

                           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_minutePart.add(minutePart1066.getTree());

                           }

                           break;

                   }

                   int alt409=2;

                   switch ( input.LA(1) ) {

                       case MINUS:

                           {

                           switch ( input.LA(2) ) {

                               case NUM_INT:

                                   {

                                   int LA409_26 = input.LA(3);

                                   if ( ((LA409_26>=TIMEPERIOD_SEC && LA409_26<=TIMEPERIOD_SECONDS)) ) {

                                       alt409=1;

                                   }

                                   }

                                   break;

                               case NUM_LONG:

                                   {

                                   int LA409_27 = input.LA(3);

                                   if ( ((LA409_27>=TIMEPERIOD_SEC && LA409_27<=TIMEPERIOD_SECONDS)) ) {

                                       alt409=1;

                                   }

                                   }

                                   break;
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                               case NUM_FLOAT:

                                   {

                                   int LA409_28 = input.LA(3);

                                   if ( ((LA409_28>=TIMEPERIOD_SEC && LA409_28<=TIMEPERIOD_SECONDS)) ) {

                                       alt409=1;

                                   }

                                   }

                                   break;

                               case NUM_DOUBLE:

                                   {

                                   int LA409_29 = input.LA(3);

                                   if ( ((LA409_29>=TIMEPERIOD_SEC && LA409_29<=TIMEPERIOD_SECONDS)) ) {

                                       alt409=1;

                                   }

                                   }

                                   break;

                           }

                           }

                           break;

                       case PLUS:

                           {

                           switch ( input.LA(2) ) {

                               case NUM_INT:

                                   {

                                   int LA409_30 = input.LA(3);

                                   if ( ((LA409_30>=TIMEPERIOD_SEC && LA409_30<=TIMEPERIOD_SECONDS)) ) {

                                       alt409=1;

                                   }

                                   }

                                   break;

                               case NUM_LONG:

                                   {

                                   int LA409_31 = input.LA(3);

                                   if ( ((LA409_31>=TIMEPERIOD_SEC && LA409_31<=TIMEPERIOD_SECONDS)) ) {

                                       alt409=1;

                                   }

                                   }

                                   break;

                               case NUM_FLOAT:

                                   {

                                   int LA409_32 = input.LA(3);

                                   if ( ((LA409_32>=TIMEPERIOD_SEC && LA409_32<=TIMEPERIOD_SECONDS)) ) {

                                       alt409=1;

                                   }

                                   }

                                   break;

                               case NUM_DOUBLE:

                                   {
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                                   int LA409_33 = input.LA(3);

                                   if ( ((LA409_33>=TIMEPERIOD_SEC && LA409_33<=TIMEPERIOD_SECONDS)) ) {

                                       alt409=1;

                                   }

                                   }

                                   break;

                           }

                           }

                           break;

                       case NUM_INT:

                           {

                           int LA409_3 = input.LA(2);

                           if ( ((LA409_3>=TIMEPERIOD_SEC && LA409_3<=TIMEPERIOD_SECONDS)) ) {

                               alt409=1;

                           }

                           }

                           break;

                       case NUM_LONG:

                           {

                           int LA409_4 = input.LA(2);

                           if ( ((LA409_4>=TIMEPERIOD_SEC && LA409_4<=TIMEPERIOD_SECONDS)) ) {

                               alt409=1;

                           }

                           }

                           break;

                       case NUM_FLOAT:

                           {

                           int LA409_5 = input.LA(2);

                           if ( ((LA409_5>=TIMEPERIOD_SEC && LA409_5<=TIMEPERIOD_SECONDS)) ) {

                               alt409=1;

                           }

                           }

                           break;

                       case NUM_DOUBLE:

                           {

                           int LA409_6 = input.LA(2);

                           if ( ((LA409_6>=TIMEPERIOD_SEC && LA409_6<=TIMEPERIOD_SECONDS)) ) {

                               alt409=1;

                           }

                           }

                           break;

                       case IDENT:

                           {

                           int LA409_7 = input.LA(2);

                           if ( ((LA409_7>=TIMEPERIOD_SEC && LA409_7<=TIMEPERIOD_SECONDS)) ) {

                               alt409=1;

                           }

                           }
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                           break;

                       case QUESTION:

                           {

                           int LA409_8 = input.LA(2);

                           if ( ((LA409_8>=TIMEPERIOD_SEC && LA409_8<=TIMEPERIOD_SECONDS)) ) {

                               alt409=1;

                           }

                           }

                           break;

                   }

                   switch (alt409) {

                       case 1 :

                           {

                           pushFollow(FOLLOW_secondPart_in_timePeriod14734);

                           secondPart1067=secondPart();

                           state._fsp--;

                           if (state.failed) return retval;

                           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_secondPart.add(secondPart1067.getTree());

                           }

                           break;

                   }

                   int alt410=2;

                   int LA410_0 = input.LA(1);

                   if (

(LA410_0==NUM_DOUBLE||LA410_0==IDENT||LA410_0==QUESTION||LA410_0==PLUS||LA410_0==MINU

S||LA410_0==NUM_INT||(LA410_0>=NUM_LONG && LA410_0<=NUM_FLOAT)) ) {

                       alt410=1;

                   }

                   switch (alt410) {

                       case 1 :

                           {

                           pushFollow(FOLLOW_millisecondPart_in_timePeriod14737);

                           millisecondPart1068=millisecondPart();

                           state._fsp--;

                           if (state.failed) return retval;

                           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_millisecondPart.add(millisecondPart1068.getTree());

                           }

                           break;

                   }

                   }

                   break;

               case 5 :

                   {

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_hourPart_in_timePeriod14743);

                   hourPart1069=hourPart();

                   state._fsp--;

                   if (state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_hourPart.add(hourPart1069.getTree());
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                   int alt411=2;

                   switch ( input.LA(1) ) {

                       case MINUS:

                           {

                           switch ( input.LA(2) ) {

                               case NUM_INT:

                                   {

                                   int LA411_26 = input.LA(3);

                                   if ( (LA411_26==MIN||(LA411_26>=TIMEPERIOD_MINUTE &&

LA411_26<=TIMEPERIOD_MINUTES)) ) {

                                       alt411=1;

                                   }

                                   }

                                   break;

                               case NUM_LONG:

                                   {

                                   int LA411_27 = input.LA(3);

                                   if ( (LA411_27==MIN||(LA411_27>=TIMEPERIOD_MINUTE &&

LA411_27<=TIMEPERIOD_MINUTES)) ) {

                                       alt411=1;

                                   }

                                   }

                                   break;

                               case NUM_FLOAT:

                                   {

                                   int LA411_28 = input.LA(3);

                                   if ( (LA411_28==MIN||(LA411_28>=TIMEPERIOD_MINUTE &&

LA411_28<=TIMEPERIOD_MINUTES)) ) {

                                       alt411=1;

                                   }

                                   }

                                   break;

                               case NUM_DOUBLE:

                                   {

                                   int LA411_29 = input.LA(3);

                                   if ( (LA411_29==MIN||(LA411_29>=TIMEPERIOD_MINUTE &&

LA411_29<=TIMEPERIOD_MINUTES)) ) {

                                       alt411=1;

                                   }

                                   }

                                   break;

                           }

                           }

                           break;

                       case PLUS:

                           {

                           switch ( input.LA(2) ) {

                               case NUM_INT:
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                                   {

                                   int LA411_30 = input.LA(3);

                                   if ( (LA411_30==MIN||(LA411_30>=TIMEPERIOD_MINUTE &&

LA411_30<=TIMEPERIOD_MINUTES)) ) {

                                       alt411=1;

                                   }

                                   }

                                   break;

                               case NUM_LONG:

                                   {

                                   int LA411_31 = input.LA(3);

                                   if ( (LA411_31==MIN||(LA411_31>=TIMEPERIOD_MINUTE &&

LA411_31<=TIMEPERIOD_MINUTES)) ) {

                                       alt411=1;

                                   }

                                   }

                                   break;

                               case NUM_FLOAT:

                                   {

                                   int LA411_32 = input.LA(3);

                                   if ( (LA411_32==MIN||(LA411_32>=TIMEPERIOD_MINUTE &&

LA411_32<=TIMEPERIOD_MINUTES)) ) {

                                       alt411=1;

                                   }

                                   }

                                   break;

                               case NUM_DOUBLE:

                                   {

                                   int LA411_33 = input.LA(3);

                                   if ( (LA411_33==MIN||(LA411_33>=TIMEPERIOD_MINUTE &&

LA411_33<=TIMEPERIOD_MINUTES)) ) {

                                       alt411=1;

                                   }

                                   }

                                   break;

                           }

                           }

                           break;

                       case NUM_INT:

                           {

                           int LA411_3 = input.LA(2);

                           if ( (LA411_3==MIN||(LA411_3>=TIMEPERIOD_MINUTE &&

LA411_3<=TIMEPERIOD_MINUTES)) ) {

                               alt411=1;

                           }

                           }

                           break;

                       case NUM_LONG:
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                           {

                           int LA411_4 = input.LA(2);

                           if ( (LA411_4==MIN||(LA411_4>=TIMEPERIOD_MINUTE &&

LA411_4<=TIMEPERIOD_MINUTES)) ) {

                               alt411=1;

                           }

                           }

                           break;

                       case NUM_FLOAT:

                           {

                           int LA411_5 = input.LA(2);

                           if ( (LA411_5==MIN||(LA411_5>=TIMEPERIOD_MINUTE &&

LA411_5<=TIMEPERIOD_MINUTES)) ) {

                               alt411=1;

                           }

                           }

                           break;

                       case NUM_DOUBLE:

                           {

                           int LA411_6 = input.LA(2);

                           if ( (LA411_6==MIN||(LA411_6>=TIMEPERIOD_MINUTE &&

LA411_6<=TIMEPERIOD_MINUTES)) ) {

                               alt411=1;

                           }

                           }

                           break;

                       case IDENT:

                           {

                           int LA411_7 = input.LA(2);

                           if ( (LA411_7==MIN||(LA411_7>=TIMEPERIOD_MINUTE &&

LA411_7<=TIMEPERIOD_MINUTES)) ) {

                               alt411=1;

                           }

                           }

                           break;

                       case QUESTION:

                           {

                           int LA411_8 = input.LA(2);

                           if ( (LA411_8==MIN||(LA411_8>=TIMEPERIOD_MINUTE &&

LA411_8<=TIMEPERIOD_MINUTES)) ) {

                               alt411=1;

                           }

                           }

                           break;

                   }

                   switch (alt411) {

                       case 1 :

                           {
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                           pushFollow(FOLLOW_minutePart_in_timePeriod14745);

                           minutePart1070=minutePart();

                           state._fsp--;

                           if (state.failed) return retval;

                           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_minutePart.add(minutePart1070.getTree());

                           }

                           break;

                   }

                   int alt412=2;

                   switch ( input.LA(1) ) {

                       case MINUS:

                           {

                           switch ( input.LA(2) ) {

                               case NUM_INT:

                                   {

                                   int LA412_26 = input.LA(3);

                                   if ( ((LA412_26>=TIMEPERIOD_SEC && LA412_26<=TIMEPERIOD_SECONDS)) ) {

                                       alt412=1;

                                   }

                                   }

                                   break;

                               case NUM_LONG:

                                   {

                                   int LA412_27 = input.LA(3);

                                   if ( ((LA412_27>=TIMEPERIOD_SEC && LA412_27<=TIMEPERIOD_SECONDS)) ) {

                                       alt412=1;

                                   }

                                   }

                                   break;

                               case NUM_FLOAT:

                                   {

                                   int LA412_28 = input.LA(3);

                                   if ( ((LA412_28>=TIMEPERIOD_SEC && LA412_28<=TIMEPERIOD_SECONDS)) ) {

                                       alt412=1;

                                   }

                                   }

                                   break;

                               case NUM_DOUBLE:

                                   {

                                   int LA412_29 = input.LA(3);

                                   if ( ((LA412_29>=TIMEPERIOD_SEC && LA412_29<=TIMEPERIOD_SECONDS)) ) {

                                       alt412=1;

                                   }

                                   }

                                   break;

                           }

                           }

                           break;
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                       case PLUS:

                           {

                           switch ( input.LA(2) ) {

                               case NUM_INT:

                                   {

                                   int LA412_30 = input.LA(3);

                                   if ( ((LA412_30>=TIMEPERIOD_SEC && LA412_30<=TIMEPERIOD_SECONDS)) ) {

                                       alt412=1;

                                   }

                                   }

                                   break;

                               case NUM_LONG:

                                   {

                                   int LA412_31 = input.LA(3);

                                   if ( ((LA412_31>=TIMEPERIOD_SEC && LA412_31<=TIMEPERIOD_SECONDS)) ) {

                                       alt412=1;

                                   }

                                   }

                                   break;

                               case NUM_FLOAT:

                                   {

                                   int LA412_32 = input.LA(3);

                                   if ( ((LA412_32>=TIMEPERIOD_SEC && LA412_32<=TIMEPERIOD_SECONDS)) ) {

                                       alt412=1;

                                   }

                                   }

                                   break;

                               case NUM_DOUBLE:

                                   {

                                   int LA412_33 = input.LA(3);

                                   if ( ((LA412_33>=TIMEPERIOD_SEC && LA412_33<=TIMEPERIOD_SECONDS)) ) {

                                       alt412=1;

                                   }

                                   }

                                   break;

                           }

                           }

                           break;

                       case NUM_INT:

                           {

                           int LA412_3 = input.LA(2);

                           if ( ((LA412_3>=TIMEPERIOD_SEC && LA412_3<=TIMEPERIOD_SECONDS)) ) {

                               alt412=1;

                           }

                           }

                           break;

                       case NUM_LONG:

                           {
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                           int LA412_4 = input.LA(2);

                           if ( ((LA412_4>=TIMEPERIOD_SEC && LA412_4<=TIMEPERIOD_SECONDS)) ) {

                               alt412=1;

                           }

                           }

                           break;

                       case NUM_FLOAT:

                           {

                           int LA412_5 = input.LA(2);

                           if ( ((LA412_5>=TIMEPERIOD_SEC && LA412_5<=TIMEPERIOD_SECONDS)) ) {

                               alt412=1;

                           }

                           }

                           break;

                       case NUM_DOUBLE:

                           {

                           int LA412_6 = input.LA(2);

                           if ( ((LA412_6>=TIMEPERIOD_SEC && LA412_6<=TIMEPERIOD_SECONDS)) ) {

                               alt412=1;

                           }

                           }

                           break;

                       case IDENT:

                           {

                           int LA412_7 = input.LA(2);

                           if ( ((LA412_7>=TIMEPERIOD_SEC && LA412_7<=TIMEPERIOD_SECONDS)) ) {

                               alt412=1;

                           }

                           }

                           break;

                       case QUESTION:

                           {

                           int LA412_8 = input.LA(2);

                           if ( ((LA412_8>=TIMEPERIOD_SEC && LA412_8<=TIMEPERIOD_SECONDS)) ) {

                               alt412=1;

                           }

                           }

                           break;

                   }

                   switch (alt412) {

                       case 1 :

                           {

                           pushFollow(FOLLOW_secondPart_in_timePeriod14748);

                           secondPart1071=secondPart();

                           state._fsp--;

                           if (state.failed) return retval;

                           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_secondPart.add(secondPart1071.getTree());

                           }
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                           break;

                   }

                   int alt413=2;

                   int LA413_0 = input.LA(1);

                   if (

(LA413_0==NUM_DOUBLE||LA413_0==IDENT||LA413_0==QUESTION||LA413_0==PLUS||LA413_0==MINU

S||LA413_0==NUM_INT||(LA413_0>=NUM_LONG && LA413_0<=NUM_FLOAT)) ) {

                       alt413=1;

                   }

                   switch (alt413) {

                       case 1 :

                           {

                           pushFollow(FOLLOW_millisecondPart_in_timePeriod14751);

                           millisecondPart1072=millisecondPart();

                           state._fsp--;

                           if (state.failed) return retval;

                           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_millisecondPart.add(millisecondPart1072.getTree());

                           }

                           break;

                   }

                   }

                   break;

               case 6 :

                   {

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_minutePart_in_timePeriod14757);

                   minutePart1073=minutePart();

                   state._fsp--;

                   if (state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_minutePart.add(minutePart1073.getTree());

                   int alt414=2;

                   switch ( input.LA(1) ) {

                       case MINUS:

                           {

                           switch ( input.LA(2) ) {

                               case NUM_INT:

                                   {

                                   int LA414_26 = input.LA(3);

                                   if ( ((LA414_26>=TIMEPERIOD_SEC && LA414_26<=TIMEPERIOD_SECONDS)) ) {

                                       alt414=1;

                                   }

                                   }

                                   break;

                               case NUM_LONG:

                                   {

                                   int LA414_27 = input.LA(3);

                                   if ( ((LA414_27>=TIMEPERIOD_SEC && LA414_27<=TIMEPERIOD_SECONDS)) ) {

                                       alt414=1;

                                   }
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                                   }

                                   break;

                               case NUM_FLOAT:

                                   {

                                   int LA414_28 = input.LA(3);

                                   if ( ((LA414_28>=TIMEPERIOD_SEC && LA414_28<=TIMEPERIOD_SECONDS)) ) {

                                       alt414=1;

                                   }

                                   }

                                   break;

                               case NUM_DOUBLE:

                                   {

                                   int LA414_29 = input.LA(3);

                                   if ( ((LA414_29>=TIMEPERIOD_SEC && LA414_29<=TIMEPERIOD_SECONDS)) ) {

                                       alt414=1;

                                   }

                                   }

                                   break;

                           }

                           }

                           break;

                       case PLUS:

                           {

                           switch ( input.LA(2) ) {

                               case NUM_INT:

                                   {

                                   int LA414_30 = input.LA(3);

                                   if ( ((LA414_30>=TIMEPERIOD_SEC && LA414_30<=TIMEPERIOD_SECONDS)) ) {

                                       alt414=1;

                                   }

                                   }

                                   break;

                               case NUM_LONG:

                                   {

                                   int LA414_31 = input.LA(3);

                                   if ( ((LA414_31>=TIMEPERIOD_SEC && LA414_31<=TIMEPERIOD_SECONDS)) ) {

                                       alt414=1;

                                   }

                                   }

                                   break;

                               case NUM_FLOAT:

                                   {

                                   int LA414_32 = input.LA(3);

                                   if ( ((LA414_32>=TIMEPERIOD_SEC && LA414_32<=TIMEPERIOD_SECONDS)) ) {

                                       alt414=1;

                                   }

                                   }

                                   break;
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                               case NUM_DOUBLE:

                                   {

                                   int LA414_33 = input.LA(3);

                                   if ( ((LA414_33>=TIMEPERIOD_SEC && LA414_33<=TIMEPERIOD_SECONDS)) ) {

                                       alt414=1;

                                   }

                                   }

                                   break;

                           }

                           }

                           break;

                       case NUM_INT:

                           {

                           int LA414_3 = input.LA(2);

                           if ( ((LA414_3>=TIMEPERIOD_SEC && LA414_3<=TIMEPERIOD_SECONDS)) ) {

                               alt414=1;

                           }

                           }

                           break;

                       case NUM_LONG:

                           {

                           int LA414_4 = input.LA(2);

                           if ( ((LA414_4>=TIMEPERIOD_SEC && LA414_4<=TIMEPERIOD_SECONDS)) ) {

                               alt414=1;

                           }

                           }

                           break;

                       case NUM_FLOAT:

                           {

                           int LA414_5 = input.LA(2);

                           if ( ((LA414_5>=TIMEPERIOD_SEC && LA414_5<=TIMEPERIOD_SECONDS)) ) {

                               alt414=1;

                           }

                           }

                           break;

                       case NUM_DOUBLE:

                           {

                           int LA414_6 = input.LA(2);

                           if ( ((LA414_6>=TIMEPERIOD_SEC && LA414_6<=TIMEPERIOD_SECONDS)) ) {

                               alt414=1;

                           }

                           }

                           break;

                       case IDENT:

                           {

                           int LA414_7 = input.LA(2);

                           if ( ((LA414_7>=TIMEPERIOD_SEC && LA414_7<=TIMEPERIOD_SECONDS)) ) {

                               alt414=1;
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                           }

                           }

                           break;

                       case QUESTION:

                           {

                           int LA414_8 = input.LA(2);

                           if ( ((LA414_8>=TIMEPERIOD_SEC && LA414_8<=TIMEPERIOD_SECONDS)) ) {

                               alt414=1;

                           }

                           }

                           break;

                   }

                   switch (alt414) {

                       case 1 :

                           {

                           pushFollow(FOLLOW_secondPart_in_timePeriod14759);

                           secondPart1074=secondPart();

                           state._fsp--;

                           if (state.failed) return retval;

                           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_secondPart.add(secondPart1074.getTree());

                           }

                           break;

                   }

                   int alt415=2;

                   int LA415_0 = input.LA(1);

                   if (

(LA415_0==NUM_DOUBLE||LA415_0==IDENT||LA415_0==QUESTION||LA415_0==PLUS||LA415_0==MINU

S||LA415_0==NUM_INT||(LA415_0>=NUM_LONG && LA415_0<=NUM_FLOAT)) ) {

                       alt415=1;

                   }

                   switch (alt415) {

                       case 1 :

                           {

                           pushFollow(FOLLOW_millisecondPart_in_timePeriod14762);

                           millisecondPart1075=millisecondPart();

                           state._fsp--;

                           if (state.failed) return retval;

                           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_millisecondPart.add(millisecondPart1075.getTree());

                           }

                           break;

                   }

                   }

                   break;

               case 7 :

                   {

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_secondPart_in_timePeriod14768);

                   secondPart1076=secondPart();

                   state._fsp--;
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                   if (state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_secondPart.add(secondPart1076.getTree());

                   int alt416=2;

                   int LA416_0 = input.LA(1);

                   if (

(LA416_0==NUM_DOUBLE||LA416_0==IDENT||LA416_0==QUESTION||LA416_0==PLUS||LA416_0==MINU

S||LA416_0==NUM_INT||(LA416_0>=NUM_LONG && LA416_0<=NUM_FLOAT)) ) {

                       alt416=1;

                   }

                   switch (alt416) {

                       case 1 :

                           {

                           pushFollow(FOLLOW_millisecondPart_in_timePeriod14770);

                           millisecondPart1077=millisecondPart();

                           state._fsp--;

                           if (state.failed) return retval;

                           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_millisecondPart.add(millisecondPart1077.getTree());

                           }

                           break;

                   }

                   }

                   break;

               case 8 :

                   {

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_millisecondPart_in_timePeriod14776);

                   millisecondPart1078=millisecondPart();

                   state._fsp--;

                   if (state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_millisecondPart.add(millisecondPart1078.getTree());

                   }

                   break;

           }

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           retval.tree = root_0;

           RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_retval=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

retval",retval!=null?retval.tree:null);

           root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

           {

               {

               CommonTree root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

               root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.becomeRoot((CommonTree)adaptor.create(TIME_PERIOD,

"TIME_PERIOD"), root_1);

               if ( stream_yearPart.hasNext() ) {

                   adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_yearPart.nextTree());

               }

               stream_yearPart.reset();

               if ( stream_monthPart.hasNext() ) {

                   adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_monthPart.nextTree());
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               }

               stream_monthPart.reset();

               if ( stream_weekPart.hasNext() ) {

                   adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_weekPart.nextTree());

               }

               stream_weekPart.reset();

               if ( stream_dayPart.hasNext() ) {

                   adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_dayPart.nextTree());

               }

               stream_dayPart.reset();

               if ( stream_hourPart.hasNext() ) {

                   adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_hourPart.nextTree());

               }

               stream_hourPart.reset();

               if ( stream_minutePart.hasNext() ) {

                   adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_minutePart.nextTree());

               }

               stream_minutePart.reset();

               if ( stream_secondPart.hasNext() ) {

                   adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_secondPart.nextTree());

               }

               stream_secondPart.reset();

               if ( stream_millisecondPart.hasNext() ) {

                   adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_millisecondPart.nextTree());

               }

               stream_millisecondPart.reset();

               adaptor.addChild(root_0, root_1);

               }

           }

           retval.tree = root_0;}

           }

           retval.stop = input.LT(-1);

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           retval.tree = (CommonTree)adaptor.rulePostProcessing(root_0);

           adaptor.setTokenBoundaries(retval.tree, retval.start, retval.stop);

           }

       }

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;

         }

       finally {

       }

       return retval;

   }

   public static class yearPart_return extends ParserRuleReturnScope {

       CommonTree tree;

       public Object getTree() { return tree; }

   };
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   public final EsperEPL2GrammarParser.yearPart_return yearPart() throws RecognitionException {

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.yearPart_return retval = new EsperEPL2GrammarParser.yearPart_return();

       retval.start = input.LT(1);

       CommonTree root_0 = null;

       Token i=null;

       Token TIMEPERIOD_YEARS1081=null;

       Token TIMEPERIOD_YEAR1082=null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.numberconstant_return numberconstant1079 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.substitution_return substitution1080 = null;

       CommonTree i_tree=null;

       CommonTree TIMEPERIOD_YEARS1081_tree=null;

       CommonTree TIMEPERIOD_YEAR1082_tree=null;

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_IDENT=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token IDENT");

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_TIMEPERIOD_YEARS=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token

TIMEPERIOD_YEARS");

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_TIMEPERIOD_YEAR=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token

TIMEPERIOD_YEAR");

       RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_substitution=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule substitution");

       RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_numberconstant=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

numberconstant");

       try {

           {

           int alt418=3;

           switch ( input.LA(1) ) {

           case NUM_DOUBLE:

           case PLUS:

           case MINUS:

           case NUM_INT:

           case NUM_LONG:

           case NUM_FLOAT:

               {

               alt418=1;

               }

               break;

           case IDENT:

               {

               alt418=2;

               }

               break;

           case QUESTION:

               {

               alt418=3;

               }

               break;

           default:

               if (state.backtracking>0) {state.failed=true; return retval;}

               NoViableAltException nvae =

                   new NoViableAltException("", 418, 0, input);
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               throw nvae;

           }

           switch (alt418) {

               case 1 :

                   {

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_numberconstant_in_yearPart14823);

                   numberconstant1079=numberconstant();

                   state._fsp--;

                   if (state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_numberconstant.add(numberconstant1079.getTree());

                   }

                   break;

               case 2 :

                   {

                   i=(Token)match(input,IDENT,FOLLOW_IDENT_in_yearPart14827); if (state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_IDENT.add(i);

                   }

                   break;

               case 3 :

                   {

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_substitution_in_yearPart14829);

                   substitution1080=substitution();

                   state._fsp--;

                   if (state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_substitution.add(substitution1080.getTree());

                   }

                   break;

           }

           int alt419=2;

           int LA419_0 = input.LA(1);

           if ( (LA419_0==TIMEPERIOD_YEARS) ) {

               alt419=1;

           }

           else if ( (LA419_0==TIMEPERIOD_YEAR) ) {

               alt419=2;

           }

           else {

               if (state.backtracking>0) {state.failed=true; return retval;}

               NoViableAltException nvae =

                   new NoViableAltException("", 419, 0, input);

               throw nvae;

           }

           switch (alt419) {

               case 1 :

                   {

TIMEPERIOD_YEARS1081=(Token)match(input,TIMEPERIOD_YEARS,FOLLOW_TIMEPERIOD_YEARS_in

_yearPart14833); if (state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_TIMEPERIOD_YEARS.add(TIMEPERIOD_YEARS1081);
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                   }

                   break;

               case 2 :

                   {

TIMEPERIOD_YEAR1082=(Token)match(input,TIMEPERIOD_YEAR,FOLLOW_TIMEPERIOD_YEAR_in_yea

rPart14837); if (state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_TIMEPERIOD_YEAR.add(TIMEPERIOD_YEAR1082);

                   }

                   break;

           }

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           retval.tree = root_0;

           RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_i=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token i",i);

           RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_retval=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

retval",retval!=null?retval.tree:null);

           root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

           if (i!= null) {

               {

               CommonTree root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

               root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.becomeRoot((CommonTree)adaptor.create(YEAR_PART,

"YEAR_PART"), root_1);

               {

               CommonTree root_2 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

               root_2 = (CommonTree)adaptor.becomeRoot((CommonTree)adaptor.create(EVENT_PROP_EXPR,

"EVENT_PROP_EXPR"), root_2);

               {

               CommonTree root_3 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

               root_3 = (CommonTree)adaptor.becomeRoot((CommonTree)adaptor.create(EVENT_PROP_SIMPLE,

"EVENT_PROP_SIMPLE"), root_3);

               adaptor.addChild(root_3, stream_i.nextNode());

               adaptor.addChild(root_2, root_3);

               }

               adaptor.addChild(root_1, root_2);

               }

               adaptor.addChild(root_0, root_1);

               }

           }

           else

           {

               {

               CommonTree root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

               root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.becomeRoot((CommonTree)adaptor.create(YEAR_PART,

"YEAR_PART"), root_1);

               if ( stream_numberconstant.hasNext() ) {

                   adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_numberconstant.nextTree());

               }

               stream_numberconstant.reset();

               if ( stream_substitution.hasNext() ) {
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                   adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_substitution.nextTree());

               }

               stream_substitution.reset();

               adaptor.addChild(root_0, root_1);

               }

           }

           retval.tree = root_0;}

           }

           retval.stop = input.LT(-1);

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           retval.tree = (CommonTree)adaptor.rulePostProcessing(root_0);

           adaptor.setTokenBoundaries(retval.tree, retval.start, retval.stop);

           }

       }

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;

         }

       finally {

       }

       return retval;

   }

   public static class monthPart_return extends ParserRuleReturnScope {

       CommonTree tree;

       public Object getTree() { return tree; }

   };

   public final EsperEPL2GrammarParser.monthPart_return monthPart() throws RecognitionException {

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.monthPart_return retval = new EsperEPL2GrammarParser.monthPart_return();

       retval.start = input.LT(1);

       CommonTree root_0 = null;

       Token i=null;

       Token TIMEPERIOD_MONTHS1085=null;

       Token TIMEPERIOD_MONTH1086=null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.numberconstant_return numberconstant1083 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.substitution_return substitution1084 = null;

       CommonTree i_tree=null;

       CommonTree TIMEPERIOD_MONTHS1085_tree=null;

       CommonTree TIMEPERIOD_MONTH1086_tree=null;

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_IDENT=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token IDENT");

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_TIMEPERIOD_MONTH=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token

TIMEPERIOD_MONTH");

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_TIMEPERIOD_MONTHS=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token

TIMEPERIOD_MONTHS");

       RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_substitution=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule substitution");

       RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_numberconstant=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

numberconstant");

       try {

           {

           int alt420=3;
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           switch ( input.LA(1) ) {

           case NUM_DOUBLE:

           case PLUS:

           case MINUS:

           case NUM_INT:

           case NUM_LONG:

           case NUM_FLOAT:

               {

               alt420=1;

               }

               break;

           case IDENT:

               {

               alt420=2;

               }

               break;

           case QUESTION:

               {

               alt420=3;

               }

               break;

           default:

               if (state.backtracking>0) {state.failed=true; return retval;}

               NoViableAltException nvae =

                   new NoViableAltException("", 420, 0, input);

               throw nvae;

           }

           switch (alt420) {

               case 1 :

                   {

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_numberconstant_in_monthPart14885);

                   numberconstant1083=numberconstant();

                   state._fsp--;

                   if (state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_numberconstant.add(numberconstant1083.getTree());

                   }

                   break;

               case 2 :

                   {

                   i=(Token)match(input,IDENT,FOLLOW_IDENT_in_monthPart14889); if (state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_IDENT.add(i);

                   }

                   break;

               case 3 :

                   {

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_substitution_in_monthPart14891);

                   substitution1084=substitution();

                   state._fsp--;
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                   if (state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_substitution.add(substitution1084.getTree());

                   }

                   break;

           }

           int alt421=2;

           int LA421_0 = input.LA(1);

           if ( (LA421_0==TIMEPERIOD_MONTHS) ) {

               alt421=1;

           }

           else if ( (LA421_0==TIMEPERIOD_MONTH) ) {

               alt421=2;

           }

           else {

               if (state.backtracking>0) {state.failed=true; return retval;}

               NoViableAltException nvae =

                   new NoViableAltException("", 421, 0, input);

               throw nvae;

           }

           switch (alt421) {

               case 1 :

                   {

TIMEPERIOD_MONTHS1085=(Token)match(input,TIMEPERIOD_MONTHS,FOLLOW_TIMEPERIOD_MON

THS_in_monthPart14895); if (state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_TIMEPERIOD_MONTHS.add(TIMEPERIOD_MONTHS1085);

                   }

                   break;

               case 2 :

                   {

TIMEPERIOD_MONTH1086=(Token)match(input,TIMEPERIOD_MONTH,FOLLOW_TIMEPERIOD_MONTH

_in_monthPart14899); if (state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_TIMEPERIOD_MONTH.add(TIMEPERIOD_MONTH1086);

                   }

                   break;

           }

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           retval.tree = root_0;

           RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_i=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token i",i);

           RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_retval=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

retval",retval!=null?retval.tree:null);

           root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

           if (i!= null) {

               {

               CommonTree root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

               root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.becomeRoot((CommonTree)adaptor.create(MONTH_PART,

"MONTH_PART"), root_1);

               {

               CommonTree root_2 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();
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               root_2 = (CommonTree)adaptor.becomeRoot((CommonTree)adaptor.create(EVENT_PROP_EXPR,

"EVENT_PROP_EXPR"), root_2);

               {

               CommonTree root_3 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

               root_3 = (CommonTree)adaptor.becomeRoot((CommonTree)adaptor.create(EVENT_PROP_SIMPLE,

"EVENT_PROP_SIMPLE"), root_3);

               adaptor.addChild(root_3, stream_i.nextNode());

               adaptor.addChild(root_2, root_3);

               }

               adaptor.addChild(root_1, root_2);

               }

               adaptor.addChild(root_0, root_1);

               }

           }

           else

           {

               {

               CommonTree root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

               root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.becomeRoot((CommonTree)adaptor.create(MONTH_PART,

"MONTH_PART"), root_1);

               if ( stream_numberconstant.hasNext() ) {

                   adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_numberconstant.nextTree());

               }

               stream_numberconstant.reset();

               if ( stream_substitution.hasNext() ) {

                   adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_substitution.nextTree());

               }

               stream_substitution.reset();

               adaptor.addChild(root_0, root_1);

               }

           }

           retval.tree = root_0;}

           }

           retval.stop = input.LT(-1);

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           retval.tree = (CommonTree)adaptor.rulePostProcessing(root_0);

           adaptor.setTokenBoundaries(retval.tree, retval.start, retval.stop);

           }

       }

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;

         }

       finally {

       }

       return retval;

   }

   public static class weekPart_return extends ParserRuleReturnScope {

       CommonTree tree;
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       public Object getTree() { return tree; }

   };

   public final EsperEPL2GrammarParser.weekPart_return weekPart() throws RecognitionException {

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.weekPart_return retval = new EsperEPL2GrammarParser.weekPart_return();

       retval.start = input.LT(1);

       CommonTree root_0 = null;

       Token i=null;

       Token TIMEPERIOD_WEEKS1089=null;

       Token TIMEPERIOD_WEEK1090=null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.numberconstant_return numberconstant1087 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.substitution_return substitution1088 = null;

       CommonTree i_tree=null;

       CommonTree TIMEPERIOD_WEEKS1089_tree=null;

       CommonTree TIMEPERIOD_WEEK1090_tree=null;

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_IDENT=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token IDENT");

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_TIMEPERIOD_WEEK=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token

TIMEPERIOD_WEEK");

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_TIMEPERIOD_WEEKS=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token

TIMEPERIOD_WEEKS");

       RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_substitution=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule substitution");

       RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_numberconstant=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

numberconstant");

       try {

           {

           int alt422=3;

           switch ( input.LA(1) ) {

           case NUM_DOUBLE:

           case PLUS:

           case MINUS:

           case NUM_INT:

           case NUM_LONG:

           case NUM_FLOAT:

               {

               alt422=1;

               }

               break;

           case IDENT:

               {

               alt422=2;

               }

               break;

           case QUESTION:

               {

               alt422=3;

               }

               break;

           default:

               if (state.backtracking>0) {state.failed=true; return retval;}
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               NoViableAltException nvae =

                   new NoViableAltException("", 422, 0, input);

               throw nvae;

           }

           switch (alt422) {

               case 1 :

                   {

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_numberconstant_in_weekPart14947);

                   numberconstant1087=numberconstant();

                   state._fsp--;

                   if (state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_numberconstant.add(numberconstant1087.getTree());

                   }

                   break;

               case 2 :

                   {

                   i=(Token)match(input,IDENT,FOLLOW_IDENT_in_weekPart14951); if (state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_IDENT.add(i);

                   }

                   break;

               case 3 :

                   {

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_substitution_in_weekPart14953);

                   substitution1088=substitution();

                   state._fsp--;

                   if (state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_substitution.add(substitution1088.getTree());

                   }

                   break;

           }

           int alt423=2;

           int LA423_0 = input.LA(1);

           if ( (LA423_0==TIMEPERIOD_WEEKS) ) {

               alt423=1;

           }

           else if ( (LA423_0==TIMEPERIOD_WEEK) ) {

               alt423=2;

           }

           else {

               if (state.backtracking>0) {state.failed=true; return retval;}

               NoViableAltException nvae =

                   new NoViableAltException("", 423, 0, input);

               throw nvae;

           }

           switch (alt423) {

               case 1 :

                   {

TIMEPERIOD_WEEKS1089=(Token)match(input,TIMEPERIOD_WEEKS,FOLLOW_TIMEPERIOD_WEEKS_i
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n_weekPart14957); if (state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_TIMEPERIOD_WEEKS.add(TIMEPERIOD_WEEKS1089);

                   }

                   break;

               case 2 :

                   {

TIMEPERIOD_WEEK1090=(Token)match(input,TIMEPERIOD_WEEK,FOLLOW_TIMEPERIOD_WEEK_in_w

eekPart14961); if (state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_TIMEPERIOD_WEEK.add(TIMEPERIOD_WEEK1090);

                   }

                   break;

           }

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           retval.tree = root_0;

           RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_i=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token i",i);

           RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_retval=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

retval",retval!=null?retval.tree:null);

           root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

           if (i!= null) {

               {

               CommonTree root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

               root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.becomeRoot((CommonTree)adaptor.create(WEEK_PART,

"WEEK_PART"), root_1);

               {

               CommonTree root_2 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

               root_2 = (CommonTree)adaptor.becomeRoot((CommonTree)adaptor.create(EVENT_PROP_EXPR,

"EVENT_PROP_EXPR"), root_2);

               {

               CommonTree root_3 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

               root_3 = (CommonTree)adaptor.becomeRoot((CommonTree)adaptor.create(EVENT_PROP_SIMPLE,

"EVENT_PROP_SIMPLE"), root_3);

               adaptor.addChild(root_3, stream_i.nextNode());

               adaptor.addChild(root_2, root_3);

               }

               adaptor.addChild(root_1, root_2);

               }

               adaptor.addChild(root_0, root_1);

               }

           }

           else

           {

               {

               CommonTree root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

               root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.becomeRoot((CommonTree)adaptor.create(WEEK_PART,

"WEEK_PART"), root_1);

               if ( stream_numberconstant.hasNext() ) {

                   adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_numberconstant.nextTree());

               }
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               stream_numberconstant.reset();

               if ( stream_substitution.hasNext() ) {

                   adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_substitution.nextTree());

               }

               stream_substitution.reset();

               adaptor.addChild(root_0, root_1);

               }

           }

           retval.tree = root_0;}

           }

           retval.stop = input.LT(-1);

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           retval.tree = (CommonTree)adaptor.rulePostProcessing(root_0);

           adaptor.setTokenBoundaries(retval.tree, retval.start, retval.stop);

           }

       }

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;

         }

       finally {

       }

       return retval;

   }

   public static class dayPart_return extends ParserRuleReturnScope {

       CommonTree tree;

       public Object getTree() { return tree; }

   };

   public final EsperEPL2GrammarParser.dayPart_return dayPart() throws RecognitionException {

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.dayPart_return retval = new EsperEPL2GrammarParser.dayPart_return();

       retval.start = input.LT(1);

       CommonTree root_0 = null;

       Token i=null;

       Token TIMEPERIOD_DAYS1093=null;

       Token TIMEPERIOD_DAY1094=null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.numberconstant_return numberconstant1091 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.substitution_return substitution1092 = null;

       CommonTree i_tree=null;

       CommonTree TIMEPERIOD_DAYS1093_tree=null;

       CommonTree TIMEPERIOD_DAY1094_tree=null;

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_IDENT=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token IDENT");

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_TIMEPERIOD_DAY=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token

TIMEPERIOD_DAY");

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_TIMEPERIOD_DAYS=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token

TIMEPERIOD_DAYS");

       RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_substitution=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule substitution");

       RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_numberconstant=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

numberconstant");

       try {
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           {

           int alt424=3;

           switch ( input.LA(1) ) {

           case NUM_DOUBLE:

           case PLUS:

           case MINUS:

           case NUM_INT:

           case NUM_LONG:

           case NUM_FLOAT:

               {

               alt424=1;

               }

               break;

           case IDENT:

               {

               alt424=2;

               }

               break;

           case QUESTION:

               {

               alt424=3;

               }

               break;

           default:

               if (state.backtracking>0) {state.failed=true; return retval;}

               NoViableAltException nvae =

                   new NoViableAltException("", 424, 0, input);

               throw nvae;

           }

           switch (alt424) {

               case 1 :

                   {

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_numberconstant_in_dayPart15009);

                   numberconstant1091=numberconstant();

                   state._fsp--;

                   if (state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_numberconstant.add(numberconstant1091.getTree());

                   }

                   break;

               case 2 :

                   {

                   i=(Token)match(input,IDENT,FOLLOW_IDENT_in_dayPart15013); if (state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_IDENT.add(i);

                   }

                   break;

               case 3 :

                   {

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_substitution_in_dayPart15015);
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                   substitution1092=substitution();

                   state._fsp--;

                   if (state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_substitution.add(substitution1092.getTree());

                   }

                   break;

           }

           int alt425=2;

           int LA425_0 = input.LA(1);

           if ( (LA425_0==TIMEPERIOD_DAYS) ) {

               alt425=1;

           }

           else if ( (LA425_0==TIMEPERIOD_DAY) ) {

               alt425=2;

           }

           else {

               if (state.backtracking>0) {state.failed=true; return retval;}

               NoViableAltException nvae =

                   new NoViableAltException("", 425, 0, input);

               throw nvae;

           }

           switch (alt425) {

               case 1 :

                   {

TIMEPERIOD_DAYS1093=(Token)match(input,TIMEPERIOD_DAYS,FOLLOW_TIMEPERIOD_DAYS_in_da

yPart15019); if (state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_TIMEPERIOD_DAYS.add(TIMEPERIOD_DAYS1093);

                   }

                   break;

               case 2 :

                   {

TIMEPERIOD_DAY1094=(Token)match(input,TIMEPERIOD_DAY,FOLLOW_TIMEPERIOD_DAY_in_dayPart

15023); if (state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_TIMEPERIOD_DAY.add(TIMEPERIOD_DAY1094);

                   }

                   break;

           }

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           retval.tree = root_0;

           RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_i=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token i",i);

           RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_retval=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

retval",retval!=null?retval.tree:null);

           root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

           if (i!= null) {

               {

               CommonTree root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

               root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.becomeRoot((CommonTree)adaptor.create(DAY_PART,

"DAY_PART"), root_1);
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               {

               CommonTree root_2 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

               root_2 = (CommonTree)adaptor.becomeRoot((CommonTree)adaptor.create(EVENT_PROP_EXPR,

"EVENT_PROP_EXPR"), root_2);

               {

               CommonTree root_3 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

               root_3 = (CommonTree)adaptor.becomeRoot((CommonTree)adaptor.create(EVENT_PROP_SIMPLE,

"EVENT_PROP_SIMPLE"), root_3);

               adaptor.addChild(root_3, stream_i.nextNode());

               adaptor.addChild(root_2, root_3);

               }

               adaptor.addChild(root_1, root_2);

               }

               adaptor.addChild(root_0, root_1);

               }

           }

           else

           {

               {

               CommonTree root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

               root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.becomeRoot((CommonTree)adaptor.create(DAY_PART,

"DAY_PART"), root_1);

               if ( stream_numberconstant.hasNext() ) {

                   adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_numberconstant.nextTree());

               }

               stream_numberconstant.reset();

               if ( stream_substitution.hasNext() ) {

                   adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_substitution.nextTree());

               }

               stream_substitution.reset();

               adaptor.addChild(root_0, root_1);

               }

           }

           retval.tree = root_0;}

           }

           retval.stop = input.LT(-1);

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           retval.tree = (CommonTree)adaptor.rulePostProcessing(root_0);

           adaptor.setTokenBoundaries(retval.tree, retval.start, retval.stop);

           }

       }

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;

         }

       finally {

       }

       return retval;

   }
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   public static class hourPart_return extends ParserRuleReturnScope {

       CommonTree tree;

       public Object getTree() { return tree; }

   };

   public final EsperEPL2GrammarParser.hourPart_return hourPart() throws RecognitionException {

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.hourPart_return retval = new EsperEPL2GrammarParser.hourPart_return();

       retval.start = input.LT(1);

       CommonTree root_0 = null;

       Token i=null;

       Token TIMEPERIOD_HOURS1097=null;

       Token TIMEPERIOD_HOUR1098=null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.numberconstant_return numberconstant1095 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.substitution_return substitution1096 = null;

       CommonTree i_tree=null;

       CommonTree TIMEPERIOD_HOURS1097_tree=null;

       CommonTree TIMEPERIOD_HOUR1098_tree=null;

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_TIMEPERIOD_HOURS=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token

TIMEPERIOD_HOURS");

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_IDENT=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token IDENT");

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_TIMEPERIOD_HOUR=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token

TIMEPERIOD_HOUR");

       RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_substitution=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule substitution");

       RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_numberconstant=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

numberconstant");

       try {

           {

           int alt426=3;

           switch ( input.LA(1) ) {

           case NUM_DOUBLE:

           case PLUS:

           case MINUS:

           case NUM_INT:

           case NUM_LONG:

           case NUM_FLOAT:

               {

               alt426=1;

               }

               break;

           case IDENT:

               {

               alt426=2;

               }

               break;

           case QUESTION:

               {

               alt426=3;

               }

               break;
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           default:

               if (state.backtracking>0) {state.failed=true; return retval;}

               NoViableAltException nvae =

                   new NoViableAltException("", 426, 0, input);

               throw nvae;

           }

           switch (alt426) {

               case 1 :

                   {

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_numberconstant_in_hourPart15072);

                   numberconstant1095=numberconstant();

                   state._fsp--;

                   if (state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_numberconstant.add(numberconstant1095.getTree());

                   }

                   break;

               case 2 :

                   {

                   i=(Token)match(input,IDENT,FOLLOW_IDENT_in_hourPart15076); if (state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_IDENT.add(i);

                   }

                   break;

               case 3 :

                   {

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_substitution_in_hourPart15078);

                   substitution1096=substitution();

                   state._fsp--;

                   if (state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_substitution.add(substitution1096.getTree());

                   }

                   break;

           }

           int alt427=2;

           int LA427_0 = input.LA(1);

           if ( (LA427_0==TIMEPERIOD_HOURS) ) {

               alt427=1;

           }

           else if ( (LA427_0==TIMEPERIOD_HOUR) ) {

               alt427=2;

           }

           else {

               if (state.backtracking>0) {state.failed=true; return retval;}

               NoViableAltException nvae =

                   new NoViableAltException("", 427, 0, input);

               throw nvae;

           }

           switch (alt427) {

               case 1 :
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                   {

TIMEPERIOD_HOURS1097=(Token)match(input,TIMEPERIOD_HOURS,FOLLOW_TIMEPERIOD_HOURS_i

n_hourPart15082); if (state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_TIMEPERIOD_HOURS.add(TIMEPERIOD_HOURS1097);

                   }

                   break;

               case 2 :

                   {

TIMEPERIOD_HOUR1098=(Token)match(input,TIMEPERIOD_HOUR,FOLLOW_TIMEPERIOD_HOUR_in_ho

urPart15086); if (state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_TIMEPERIOD_HOUR.add(TIMEPERIOD_HOUR1098);

                   }

                   break;

           }

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           retval.tree = root_0;

           RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_i=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token i",i);

           RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_retval=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

retval",retval!=null?retval.tree:null);

           root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

           if (i!= null) {

               {

               CommonTree root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

               root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.becomeRoot((CommonTree)adaptor.create(HOUR_PART,

"HOUR_PART"), root_1);

               {

               CommonTree root_2 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

               root_2 = (CommonTree)adaptor.becomeRoot((CommonTree)adaptor.create(EVENT_PROP_EXPR,

"EVENT_PROP_EXPR"), root_2);

               {

               CommonTree root_3 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

               root_3 = (CommonTree)adaptor.becomeRoot((CommonTree)adaptor.create(EVENT_PROP_SIMPLE,

"EVENT_PROP_SIMPLE"), root_3);

               adaptor.addChild(root_3, stream_i.nextNode());

               adaptor.addChild(root_2, root_3);

               }

               adaptor.addChild(root_1, root_2);

               }

               adaptor.addChild(root_0, root_1);

               }

           }

           else

           {

               {

               CommonTree root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

               root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.becomeRoot((CommonTree)adaptor.create(HOUR_PART,

"HOUR_PART"), root_1);

               if ( stream_numberconstant.hasNext() ) {
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                   adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_numberconstant.nextTree());

               }

               stream_numberconstant.reset();

               if ( stream_substitution.hasNext() ) {

                   adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_substitution.nextTree());

               }

               stream_substitution.reset();

               adaptor.addChild(root_0, root_1);

               }

           }

           retval.tree = root_0;}

           }

           retval.stop = input.LT(-1);

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           retval.tree = (CommonTree)adaptor.rulePostProcessing(root_0);

           adaptor.setTokenBoundaries(retval.tree, retval.start, retval.stop);

           }

       }

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;

         }

       finally {

       }

       return retval;

   }

   public static class minutePart_return extends ParserRuleReturnScope {

       CommonTree tree;

       public Object getTree() { return tree; }

   };

   public final EsperEPL2GrammarParser.minutePart_return minutePart() throws RecognitionException {

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.minutePart_return retval = new EsperEPL2GrammarParser.minutePart_return();

       retval.start = input.LT(1);

       CommonTree root_0 = null;

       Token i=null;

       Token TIMEPERIOD_MINUTES1101=null;

       Token TIMEPERIOD_MINUTE1102=null;

       Token MIN1103=null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.numberconstant_return numberconstant1099 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.substitution_return substitution1100 = null;

       CommonTree i_tree=null;

       CommonTree TIMEPERIOD_MINUTES1101_tree=null;

       CommonTree TIMEPERIOD_MINUTE1102_tree=null;

       CommonTree MIN1103_tree=null;

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_IDENT=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token IDENT");

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_TIMEPERIOD_MINUTE=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token

TIMEPERIOD_MINUTE");

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_MIN=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token MIN");

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_TIMEPERIOD_MINUTES=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token
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TIMEPERIOD_MINUTES");

       RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_substitution=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule substitution");

       RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_numberconstant=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

numberconstant");

       try {

           {

           int alt428=3;

           switch ( input.LA(1) ) {

           case NUM_DOUBLE:

           case PLUS:

           case MINUS:

           case NUM_INT:

           case NUM_LONG:

           case NUM_FLOAT:

               {

               alt428=1;

               }

               break;

           case IDENT:

               {

               alt428=2;

               }

               break;

           case QUESTION:

               {

               alt428=3;

               }

               break;

           default:

               if (state.backtracking>0) {state.failed=true; return retval;}

               NoViableAltException nvae =

                   new NoViableAltException("", 428, 0, input);

               throw nvae;

           }

           switch (alt428) {

               case 1 :

                   {

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_numberconstant_in_minutePart15135);

                   numberconstant1099=numberconstant();

                   state._fsp--;

                   if (state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_numberconstant.add(numberconstant1099.getTree());

                   }

                   break;

               case 2 :

                   {

                   i=(Token)match(input,IDENT,FOLLOW_IDENT_in_minutePart15139); if (state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_IDENT.add(i);
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                   }

                   break;

               case 3 :

                   {

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_substitution_in_minutePart15141);

                   substitution1100=substitution();

                   state._fsp--;

                   if (state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_substitution.add(substitution1100.getTree());

                   }

                   break;

           }

           int alt429=3;

           switch ( input.LA(1) ) {

           case TIMEPERIOD_MINUTES:

               {

               alt429=1;

               }

               break;

           case TIMEPERIOD_MINUTE:

               {

               alt429=2;

               }

               break;

           case MIN:

               {

               alt429=3;

               }

               break;

           default:

               if (state.backtracking>0) {state.failed=true; return retval;}

               NoViableAltException nvae =

                   new NoViableAltException("", 429, 0, input);

               throw nvae;

           }

           switch (alt429) {

               case 1 :

                   {

TIMEPERIOD_MINUTES1101=(Token)match(input,TIMEPERIOD_MINUTES,FOLLOW_TIMEPERIOD_MIN

UTES_in_minutePart15145); if (state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_TIMEPERIOD_MINUTES.add(TIMEPERIOD_MINUTES1101);

                   }

                   break;

               case 2 :

                   {

TIMEPERIOD_MINUTE1102=(Token)match(input,TIMEPERIOD_MINUTE,FOLLOW_TIMEPERIOD_MINUT

E_in_minutePart15149); if (state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_TIMEPERIOD_MINUTE.add(TIMEPERIOD_MINUTE1102);
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                   }

                   break;

               case 3 :

                   {

                   MIN1103=(Token)match(input,MIN,FOLLOW_MIN_in_minutePart15153); if (state.failed) return

retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_MIN.add(MIN1103);

                   }

                   break;

           }

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           retval.tree = root_0;

           RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_i=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token i",i);

           RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_retval=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

retval",retval!=null?retval.tree:null);

           root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

           if (i!= null) {

               {

               CommonTree root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

               root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.becomeRoot((CommonTree)adaptor.create(MINUTE_PART,

"MINUTE_PART"), root_1);

               {

               CommonTree root_2 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

               root_2 = (CommonTree)adaptor.becomeRoot((CommonTree)adaptor.create(EVENT_PROP_EXPR,

"EVENT_PROP_EXPR"), root_2);

               {

               CommonTree root_3 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

               root_3 = (CommonTree)adaptor.becomeRoot((CommonTree)adaptor.create(EVENT_PROP_SIMPLE,

"EVENT_PROP_SIMPLE"), root_3);

               adaptor.addChild(root_3, stream_i.nextNode());

               adaptor.addChild(root_2, root_3);

               }

               adaptor.addChild(root_1, root_2);

               }

               adaptor.addChild(root_0, root_1);

               }

           }

           else

           {

               {

               CommonTree root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

               root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.becomeRoot((CommonTree)adaptor.create(MINUTE_PART,

"MINUTE_PART"), root_1);

               if ( stream_numberconstant.hasNext() ) {

                   adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_numberconstant.nextTree());

               }

               stream_numberconstant.reset();

               if ( stream_substitution.hasNext() ) {
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                   adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_substitution.nextTree());

               }

               stream_substitution.reset();

               adaptor.addChild(root_0, root_1);

               }

           }

           retval.tree = root_0;}

           }

           retval.stop = input.LT(-1);

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           retval.tree = (CommonTree)adaptor.rulePostProcessing(root_0);

           adaptor.setTokenBoundaries(retval.tree, retval.start, retval.stop);

           }

       }

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;

         }

       finally {

       }

       return retval;

   }

   public static class secondPart_return extends ParserRuleReturnScope {

       CommonTree tree;

       public Object getTree() { return tree; }

   };

   public final EsperEPL2GrammarParser.secondPart_return secondPart() throws RecognitionException {

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.secondPart_return retval = new EsperEPL2GrammarParser.secondPart_return();

       retval.start = input.LT(1);

       CommonTree root_0 = null;

       Token i=null;

       Token TIMEPERIOD_SECONDS1106=null;

       Token TIMEPERIOD_SECOND1107=null;

       Token TIMEPERIOD_SEC1108=null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.numberconstant_return numberconstant1104 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.substitution_return substitution1105 = null;

       CommonTree i_tree=null;

       CommonTree TIMEPERIOD_SECONDS1106_tree=null;

       CommonTree TIMEPERIOD_SECOND1107_tree=null;

       CommonTree TIMEPERIOD_SEC1108_tree=null;

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_IDENT=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token IDENT");

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_TIMEPERIOD_SEC=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token

TIMEPERIOD_SEC");

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_TIMEPERIOD_SECOND=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token

TIMEPERIOD_SECOND");

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_TIMEPERIOD_SECONDS=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token

TIMEPERIOD_SECONDS");

       RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_substitution=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule substitution");

       RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_numberconstant=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule
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numberconstant");

       try {

           {

           int alt430=3;

           switch ( input.LA(1) ) {

           case NUM_DOUBLE:

           case PLUS:

           case MINUS:

           case NUM_INT:

           case NUM_LONG:

           case NUM_FLOAT:

               {

               alt430=1;

               }

               break;

           case IDENT:

               {

               alt430=2;

               }

               break;

           case QUESTION:

               {

               alt430=3;

               }

               break;

           default:

               if (state.backtracking>0) {state.failed=true; return retval;}

               NoViableAltException nvae =

                   new NoViableAltException("", 430, 0, input);

               throw nvae;

           }

           switch (alt430) {

               case 1 :

                   {

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_numberconstant_in_secondPart15203);

                   numberconstant1104=numberconstant();

                   state._fsp--;

                   if (state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_numberconstant.add(numberconstant1104.getTree());

                   }

                   break;

               case 2 :

                   {

                   i=(Token)match(input,IDENT,FOLLOW_IDENT_in_secondPart15207); if (state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_IDENT.add(i);

                   }

                   break;

               case 3 :
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                   {

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_substitution_in_secondPart15209);

                   substitution1105=substitution();

                   state._fsp--;

                   if (state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_substitution.add(substitution1105.getTree());

                   }

                   break;

           }

           int alt431=3;

           switch ( input.LA(1) ) {

           case TIMEPERIOD_SECONDS:

               {

               alt431=1;

               }

               break;

           case TIMEPERIOD_SECOND:

               {

               alt431=2;

               }

               break;

           case TIMEPERIOD_SEC:

               {

               alt431=3;

               }

               break;

           default:

               if (state.backtracking>0) {state.failed=true; return retval;}

               NoViableAltException nvae =

                   new NoViableAltException("", 431, 0, input);

               throw nvae;

           }

           switch (alt431) {

               case 1 :

                   {

TIMEPERIOD_SECONDS1106=(Token)match(input,TIMEPERIOD_SECONDS,FOLLOW_TIMEPERIOD_SEC

ONDS_in_secondPart15213); if (state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_TIMEPERIOD_SECONDS.add(TIMEPERIOD_SECONDS1106);

                   }

                   break;

               case 2 :

                   {

TIMEPERIOD_SECOND1107=(Token)match(input,TIMEPERIOD_SECOND,FOLLOW_TIMEPERIOD_SECON

D_in_secondPart15217); if (state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_TIMEPERIOD_SECOND.add(TIMEPERIOD_SECOND1107);

                   }

                   break;

               case 3 :
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                   {

TIMEPERIOD_SEC1108=(Token)match(input,TIMEPERIOD_SEC,FOLLOW_TIMEPERIOD_SEC_in_secondPa

rt15221); if (state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_TIMEPERIOD_SEC.add(TIMEPERIOD_SEC1108);

                   }

                   break;

           }

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           retval.tree = root_0;

           RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_i=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token i",i);

           RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_retval=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

retval",retval!=null?retval.tree:null);

           root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

           if (i!= null) {

               {

               CommonTree root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

               root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.becomeRoot((CommonTree)adaptor.create(SECOND_PART,

"SECOND_PART"), root_1);

               {

               CommonTree root_2 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

               root_2 = (CommonTree)adaptor.becomeRoot((CommonTree)adaptor.create(EVENT_PROP_EXPR,

"EVENT_PROP_EXPR"), root_2);

               {

               CommonTree root_3 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

               root_3 = (CommonTree)adaptor.becomeRoot((CommonTree)adaptor.create(EVENT_PROP_SIMPLE,

"EVENT_PROP_SIMPLE"), root_3);

               adaptor.addChild(root_3, stream_i.nextNode());

               adaptor.addChild(root_2, root_3);

               }

               adaptor.addChild(root_1, root_2);

               }

               adaptor.addChild(root_0, root_1);

               }

           }

           else

           {

               {

               CommonTree root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

               root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.becomeRoot((CommonTree)adaptor.create(SECOND_PART,

"SECOND_PART"), root_1);

               if ( stream_numberconstant.hasNext() ) {

                   adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_numberconstant.nextTree());

               }

               stream_numberconstant.reset();

               if ( stream_substitution.hasNext() ) {

                   adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_substitution.nextTree());

               }

               stream_substitution.reset();
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               adaptor.addChild(root_0, root_1);

               }

           }

           retval.tree = root_0;}

           }

           retval.stop = input.LT(-1);

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           retval.tree = (CommonTree)adaptor.rulePostProcessing(root_0);

           adaptor.setTokenBoundaries(retval.tree, retval.start, retval.stop);

           }

       }

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;

         }

       finally {

       }

       return retval;

   }

   public static class millisecondPart_return extends ParserRuleReturnScope {

       CommonTree tree;

       public Object getTree() { return tree; }

   };

   public final EsperEPL2GrammarParser.millisecondPart_return millisecondPart() throws RecognitionException {

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.millisecondPart_return retval = new

EsperEPL2GrammarParser.millisecondPart_return();

       retval.start = input.LT(1);

       CommonTree root_0 = null;

       Token i=null;

       Token TIMEPERIOD_MILLISECONDS1111=null;

       Token TIMEPERIOD_MILLISECOND1112=null;

       Token TIMEPERIOD_MILLISEC1113=null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.numberconstant_return numberconstant1109 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.substitution_return substitution1110 = null;

       CommonTree i_tree=null;

       CommonTree TIMEPERIOD_MILLISECONDS1111_tree=null;

       CommonTree TIMEPERIOD_MILLISECOND1112_tree=null;

       CommonTree TIMEPERIOD_MILLISEC1113_tree=null;

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_IDENT=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token IDENT");

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_TIMEPERIOD_MILLISEC=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token

TIMEPERIOD_MILLISEC");

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_TIMEPERIOD_MILLISECOND=new

RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token TIMEPERIOD_MILLISECOND");

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_TIMEPERIOD_MILLISECONDS=new

RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token TIMEPERIOD_MILLISECONDS");

       RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_substitution=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule substitution");

       RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_numberconstant=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

numberconstant");

       try {
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           {

           int alt432=3;

           switch ( input.LA(1) ) {

           case NUM_DOUBLE:

           case PLUS:

           case MINUS:

           case NUM_INT:

           case NUM_LONG:

           case NUM_FLOAT:

               {

               alt432=1;

               }

               break;

           case IDENT:

               {

               alt432=2;

               }

               break;

           case QUESTION:

               {

               alt432=3;

               }

               break;

           default:

               if (state.backtracking>0) {state.failed=true; return retval;}

               NoViableAltException nvae =

                   new NoViableAltException("", 432, 0, input);

               throw nvae;

           }

           switch (alt432) {

               case 1 :

                   {

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_numberconstant_in_millisecondPart15271);

                   numberconstant1109=numberconstant();

                   state._fsp--;

                   if (state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_numberconstant.add(numberconstant1109.getTree());

                   }

                   break;

               case 2 :

                   {

                   i=(Token)match(input,IDENT,FOLLOW_IDENT_in_millisecondPart15275); if (state.failed) return

retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_IDENT.add(i);

                   }

                   break;

               case 3 :

                   {
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                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_substitution_in_millisecondPart15277);

                   substitution1110=substitution();

                   state._fsp--;

                   if (state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_substitution.add(substitution1110.getTree());

                   }

                   break;

           }

           int alt433=3;

           switch ( input.LA(1) ) {

           case TIMEPERIOD_MILLISECONDS:

               {

               alt433=1;

               }

               break;

           case TIMEPERIOD_MILLISECOND:

               {

               alt433=2;

               }

               break;

           case TIMEPERIOD_MILLISEC:

               {

               alt433=3;

               }

               break;

           default:

               if (state.backtracking>0) {state.failed=true; return retval;}

               NoViableAltException nvae =

                   new NoViableAltException("", 433, 0, input);

               throw nvae;

           }

           switch (alt433) {

               case 1 :

                   {

TIMEPERIOD_MILLISECONDS1111=(Token)match(input,TIMEPERIOD_MILLISECONDS,FOLLOW_TIMEP

ERIOD_MILLISECONDS_in_millisecondPart15281); if (state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 )

stream_TIMEPERIOD_MILLISECONDS.add(TIMEPERIOD_MILLISECONDS1111);

                   }

                   break;

               case 2 :

                   {

TIMEPERIOD_MILLISECOND1112=(Token)match(input,TIMEPERIOD_MILLISECOND,FOLLOW_TIMEPER

IOD_MILLISECOND_in_millisecondPart15285); if (state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 )

stream_TIMEPERIOD_MILLISECOND.add(TIMEPERIOD_MILLISECOND1112);

                   }

                   break;
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               case 3 :

                   {

TIMEPERIOD_MILLISEC1113=(Token)match(input,TIMEPERIOD_MILLISEC,FOLLOW_TIMEPERIOD_MIL

LISEC_in_millisecondPart15289); if (state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_TIMEPERIOD_MILLISEC.add(TIMEPERIOD_MILLISEC1113);

                   }

                   break;

           }

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           retval.tree = root_0;

           RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_i=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token i",i);

           RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_retval=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

retval",retval!=null?retval.tree:null);

           root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

           if (i!= null) {

               {

               CommonTree root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

               root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.becomeRoot((CommonTree)adaptor.create(MILLISECOND_PART,

"MILLISECOND_PART"), root_1);

               {

               CommonTree root_2 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

               root_2 = (CommonTree)adaptor.becomeRoot((CommonTree)adaptor.create(EVENT_PROP_EXPR,

"EVENT_PROP_EXPR"), root_2);

               {

               CommonTree root_3 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

               root_3 = (CommonTree)adaptor.becomeRoot((CommonTree)adaptor.create(EVENT_PROP_SIMPLE,

"EVENT_PROP_SIMPLE"), root_3);

               adaptor.addChild(root_3, stream_i.nextNode());

               adaptor.addChild(root_2, root_3);

               }

               adaptor.addChild(root_1, root_2);

               }

               adaptor.addChild(root_0, root_1);

               }

           }

           else

           {

               {

               CommonTree root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

               root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.becomeRoot((CommonTree)adaptor.create(MILLISECOND_PART,

"MILLISECOND_PART"), root_1);

               if ( stream_numberconstant.hasNext() ) {

                   adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_numberconstant.nextTree());

               }

               stream_numberconstant.reset();

               if ( stream_substitution.hasNext() ) {

                   adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_substitution.nextTree());

               }
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               stream_substitution.reset();

               adaptor.addChild(root_0, root_1);

               }

           }

           retval.tree = root_0;}

           }

           retval.stop = input.LT(-1);

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           retval.tree = (CommonTree)adaptor.rulePostProcessing(root_0);

           adaptor.setTokenBoundaries(retval.tree, retval.start, retval.stop);

           }

       }

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;

         }

       finally {

       }

       return retval;

   }

   public static class number_return extends ParserRuleReturnScope {

       CommonTree tree;

       public Object getTree() { return tree; }

   };

   public final EsperEPL2GrammarParser.number_return number() throws RecognitionException {

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.number_return retval = new EsperEPL2GrammarParser.number_return();

       retval.start = input.LT(1);

       CommonTree root_0 = null;

       Token ni=null;

       Token nl=null;

       Token nf=null;

       Token nd=null;

       CommonTree ni_tree=null;

       CommonTree nl_tree=null;

       CommonTree nf_tree=null;

       CommonTree nd_tree=null;

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_NUM_LONG=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token

NUM_LONG");

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_NUM_DOUBLE=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token

NUM_DOUBLE");

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_NUM_FLOAT=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token

NUM_FLOAT");

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_NUM_INT=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token NUM_INT");

       try {

           int alt434=4;

           switch ( input.LA(1) ) {

           case NUM_INT:

               {

               alt434=1;
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               }

               break;

           case NUM_LONG:

               {

               alt434=2;

               }

               break;

           case NUM_FLOAT:

               {

               alt434=3;

               }

               break;

           case NUM_DOUBLE:

               {

               alt434=4;

               }

               break;

           default:

               if (state.backtracking>0) {state.failed=true; return retval;}

               NoViableAltException nvae =

                   new NoViableAltException("", 434, 0, input);

               throw nvae;

           }

           switch (alt434) {

               case 1 :

                   {

                   ni=(Token)match(input,NUM_INT,FOLLOW_NUM_INT_in_number15344); if (state.failed) return

retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_NUM_INT.add(ni);

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

                   retval.tree = root_0;

                   RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_retval=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

retval",retval!=null?retval.tree:null);

                   root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

                   {

                       adaptor.addChild(root_0, (CommonTree)adaptor.create(INT_TYPE, ni));

                   }

                   retval.tree = root_0;}

                   }

                   break;

               case 2 :

                   {

                   nl=(Token)match(input,NUM_LONG,FOLLOW_NUM_LONG_in_number15361); if (state.failed)

return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_NUM_LONG.add(nl);

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

                   retval.tree = root_0;

                   RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_retval=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule
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retval",retval!=null?retval.tree:null);

                   root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

                   {

                       adaptor.addChild(root_0, (CommonTree)adaptor.create(LONG_TYPE, nl));

                   }

                   retval.tree = root_0;}

                   }

                   break;

               case 3 :

                   {

                   nf=(Token)match(input,NUM_FLOAT,FOLLOW_NUM_FLOAT_in_number15378); if (state.failed)

return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_NUM_FLOAT.add(nf);

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

                   retval.tree = root_0;

                   RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_retval=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

retval",retval!=null?retval.tree:null);

                   root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

                   {

                       adaptor.addChild(root_0, (CommonTree)adaptor.create(FLOAT_TYPE, nf));

                   }

                   retval.tree = root_0;}

                   }

                   break;

               case 4 :

                   {

                   nd=(Token)match(input,NUM_DOUBLE,FOLLOW_NUM_DOUBLE_in_number15395); if

(state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_NUM_DOUBLE.add(nd);

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

                   retval.tree = root_0;

                   RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_retval=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

retval",retval!=null?retval.tree:null);

                   root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

                   {

                       adaptor.addChild(root_0, (CommonTree)adaptor.create(DOUBLE_TYPE, nd));

                   }

                   retval.tree = root_0;}

                   }

                   break;

           }

           retval.stop = input.LT(-1);

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           retval.tree = (CommonTree)adaptor.rulePostProcessing(root_0);

           adaptor.setTokenBoundaries(retval.tree, retval.start, retval.stop);

           }

       }

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {
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           throw rex;

         }

       finally {

       }

       return retval;

   }

   public static class substitution_return extends ParserRuleReturnScope {

       CommonTree tree;

       public Object getTree() { return tree; }

   };

   public final EsperEPL2GrammarParser.substitution_return substitution() throws RecognitionException {

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.substitution_return retval = new EsperEPL2GrammarParser.substitution_return();

       retval.start = input.LT(1);

       CommonTree root_0 = null;

       Token q=null;

       CommonTree q_tree=null;

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_QUESTION=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token QUESTION");

       try {

           {

           q=(Token)match(input,QUESTION,FOLLOW_QUESTION_in_substitution15416); if (state.failed) return

retval;

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_QUESTION.add(q);

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           retval.tree = root_0;

           RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_retval=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

retval",retval!=null?retval.tree:null);

           root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

           {

               adaptor.addChild(root_0, (CommonTree)adaptor.create(SUBSTITUTION, q));

           }

           retval.tree = root_0;}

           }

           retval.stop = input.LT(-1);

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           retval.tree = (CommonTree)adaptor.rulePostProcessing(root_0);

           adaptor.setTokenBoundaries(retval.tree, retval.start, retval.stop);

           }

       }

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;

         }

       finally {

       }

       return retval;

   }

   public static class constant_return extends ParserRuleReturnScope {

       CommonTree tree;

       public Object getTree() { return tree; }
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   };

   public final EsperEPL2GrammarParser.constant_return constant() throws RecognitionException {

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.constant_return retval = new EsperEPL2GrammarParser.constant_return();

       retval.start = input.LT(1);

       CommonTree root_0 = null;

       Token t=null;

       Token f=null;

       Token nu=null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.numberconstant_return numberconstant1114 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.stringconstant_return stringconstant1115 = null;

       CommonTree t_tree=null;

       CommonTree f_tree=null;

       CommonTree nu_tree=null;

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_BOOLEAN_TRUE=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token

BOOLEAN_TRUE");

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_VALUE_NULL=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token

VALUE_NULL");

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_BOOLEAN_FALSE=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token

BOOLEAN_FALSE");

       try {

           int alt435=5;

           switch ( input.LA(1) ) {

           case NUM_DOUBLE:

           case PLUS:

           case MINUS:

           case NUM_INT:

           case NUM_LONG:

           case NUM_FLOAT:

               {

               alt435=1;

               }

               break;

           case STRING_LITERAL:

           case QUOTED_STRING_LITERAL:

               {

               alt435=2;

               }

               break;

           case BOOLEAN_TRUE:

               {

               alt435=3;

               }

               break;

           case BOOLEAN_FALSE:

               {

               alt435=4;

               }

               break;
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           case VALUE_NULL:

               {

               alt435=5;

               }

               break;

           default:

               if (state.backtracking>0) {state.failed=true; return retval;}

               NoViableAltException nvae =

                   new NoViableAltException("", 435, 0, input);

               throw nvae;

           }

           switch (alt435) {

               case 1 :

                   {

                   root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_numberconstant_in_constant15435);

                   numberconstant1114=numberconstant();

                   state._fsp--;

                   if (state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) adaptor.addChild(root_0, numberconstant1114.getTree());

                   }

                   break;

               case 2 :

                   {

                   root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_stringconstant_in_constant15442);

                   stringconstant1115=stringconstant();

                   state._fsp--;

                   if (state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) adaptor.addChild(root_0, stringconstant1115.getTree());

                   }

                   break;

               case 3 :

                   {

                   t=(Token)match(input,BOOLEAN_TRUE,FOLLOW_BOOLEAN_TRUE_in_constant15455); if

(state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_BOOLEAN_TRUE.add(t);

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

                   retval.tree = root_0;

                   RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_retval=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

retval",retval!=null?retval.tree:null);

                   root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

                   {

                       {

                       CommonTree root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

                       root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.becomeRoot((CommonTree)adaptor.create(BOOL_TYPE, t),

root_1);

                       adaptor.addChild(root_0, root_1);
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                       }

                   }

                   retval.tree = root_0;}

                   }

                   break;

               case 4 :

                   {

                   f=(Token)match(input,BOOLEAN_FALSE,FOLLOW_BOOLEAN_FALSE_in_constant15475); if

(state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_BOOLEAN_FALSE.add(f);

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

                   retval.tree = root_0;

                   RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_retval=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

retval",retval!=null?retval.tree:null);

                   root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

                   {

                       {

                       CommonTree root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

                       root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.becomeRoot((CommonTree)adaptor.create(BOOL_TYPE, f),

root_1);

                       adaptor.addChild(root_0, root_1);

                       }

                   }

                   retval.tree = root_0;}

                   }

                   break;

               case 5 :

                   {

                   nu=(Token)match(input,VALUE_NULL,FOLLOW_VALUE_NULL_in_constant15495); if

(state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_VALUE_NULL.add(nu);

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

                   retval.tree = root_0;

                   RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_retval=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

retval",retval!=null?retval.tree:null);

                   root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

                   {

                       {

                       CommonTree root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

                       root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.becomeRoot((CommonTree)adaptor.create(NULL_TYPE, nu),

root_1);

                       adaptor.addChild(root_0, root_1);

                       }

                   }

                   retval.tree = root_0;}

                   }

                   break;

           }
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           retval.stop = input.LT(-1);

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           retval.tree = (CommonTree)adaptor.rulePostProcessing(root_0);

           adaptor.setTokenBoundaries(retval.tree, retval.start, retval.stop);

           }

       }

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;

         }

       finally {

       }

       return retval;

   }

   public static class numberconstant_return extends ParserRuleReturnScope {

       CommonTree tree;

       public Object getTree() { return tree; }

   };

   public final EsperEPL2GrammarParser.numberconstant_return numberconstant() throws RecognitionException {

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.numberconstant_return retval = new

EsperEPL2GrammarParser.numberconstant_return();

       retval.start = input.LT(1);

       CommonTree root_0 = null;

       Token m=null;

       Token p=null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.number_return number1116 = null;

       CommonTree m_tree=null;

       CommonTree p_tree=null;

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_PLUS=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token PLUS");

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_MINUS=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token MINUS");

       RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_number=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule number");

       try {

           {

           int alt436=3;

           int LA436_0 = input.LA(1);

           if ( (LA436_0==MINUS) ) {

               alt436=1;

           }

           else if ( (LA436_0==PLUS) ) {

               alt436=2;

           }

           switch (alt436) {

               case 1 :

                   {

                   m=(Token)match(input,MINUS,FOLLOW_MINUS_in_numberconstant15517); if (state.failed) return

retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_MINUS.add(m);

                   }

                   break;
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               case 2 :

                   {

                   p=(Token)match(input,PLUS,FOLLOW_PLUS_in_numberconstant15523); if (state.failed) return retval;

 

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_PLUS.add(p);

                   }

                   break;

           }

           pushFollow(FOLLOW_number_in_numberconstant15527);

           number1116=number();

           state._fsp--;

           if (state.failed) return retval;

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_number.add(number1116.getTree());

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           retval.tree = root_0;

           RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_retval=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

retval",retval!=null?retval.tree:null);

           root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

           if (m != null) {

               adaptor.addChild(root_0,

adaptor.create((number1116!=null?((CommonTree)number1116.tree):null).getType(), "-" +

(number1116!=null?input.toString(number1116.start,number1116.stop):null)));

           }

           else

           {

               adaptor.addChild(root_0, stream_number.nextTree());

           }

           retval.tree = root_0;}

           }

           retval.stop = input.LT(-1);

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           retval.tree = (CommonTree)adaptor.rulePostProcessing(root_0);

           adaptor.setTokenBoundaries(retval.tree, retval.start, retval.stop);

           }

       }

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;

         }

       finally {

       }

       return retval;

   }

   public static class stringconstant_return extends ParserRuleReturnScope {

       CommonTree tree;

       public Object getTree() { return tree; }

   };

   public final EsperEPL2GrammarParser.stringconstant_return stringconstant() throws RecognitionException {

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.stringconstant_return retval = new
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EsperEPL2GrammarParser.stringconstant_return();

       retval.start = input.LT(1);

       CommonTree root_0 = null;

       Token sl=null;

       Token qsl=null;

       CommonTree sl_tree=null;

       CommonTree qsl_tree=null;

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_STRING_LITERAL=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token

STRING_LITERAL");

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_QUOTED_STRING_LITERAL=new

RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token QUOTED_STRING_LITERAL");

       try {

           int alt437=2;

           int LA437_0 = input.LA(1);

           if ( (LA437_0==STRING_LITERAL) ) {

               alt437=1;

           }

           else if ( (LA437_0==QUOTED_STRING_LITERAL) ) {

               alt437=2;

           }

           else {

               if (state.backtracking>0) {state.failed=true; return retval;}

               NoViableAltException nvae =

                   new NoViableAltException("", 437, 0, input);

               throw nvae;

           }

           switch (alt437) {

               case 1 :

                   {

                   sl=(Token)match(input,STRING_LITERAL,FOLLOW_STRING_LITERAL_in_stringconstant15556);

if (state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_STRING_LITERAL.add(sl);

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

                   retval.tree = root_0;

                   RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_retval=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

retval",retval!=null?retval.tree:null);

                   root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

                   {

                       {

                       CommonTree root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

                       root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.becomeRoot((CommonTree)adaptor.create(STRING_TYPE, sl),

root_1);

                       adaptor.addChild(root_0, root_1);

                       }

                   }

                   retval.tree = root_0;}

                   }

                   break;
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               case 2 :

                   {

qsl=(Token)match(input,QUOTED_STRING_LITERAL,FOLLOW_QUOTED_STRING_LITERAL_in_stringcons

tant15572); if (state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_QUOTED_STRING_LITERAL.add(qsl);

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

                   retval.tree = root_0;

                   RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_retval=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

retval",retval!=null?retval.tree:null);

                   root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

                   {

                       {

                       CommonTree root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

                       root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.becomeRoot((CommonTree)adaptor.create(STRING_TYPE, qsl),

root_1);

                       adaptor.addChild(root_0, root_1);

                       }

                   }

                   retval.tree = root_0;}

                   }

                   break;

           }

           retval.stop = input.LT(-1);

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           retval.tree = (CommonTree)adaptor.rulePostProcessing(root_0);

           adaptor.setTokenBoundaries(retval.tree, retval.start, retval.stop);

           }

       }

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;

         }

       finally {

       }

       return retval;

   }

   public static class jsonvalue_return extends ParserRuleReturnScope {

       CommonTree tree;

       public Object getTree() { return tree; }

   };

   public final EsperEPL2GrammarParser.jsonvalue_return jsonvalue() throws RecognitionException {

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.jsonvalue_return retval = new EsperEPL2GrammarParser.jsonvalue_return();

       retval.start = input.LT(1);

       CommonTree root_0 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.constant_return constant1117 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.jsonobject_return jsonobject1118 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.jsonarray_return jsonarray1119 = null;

       try {

           int alt438=3;
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           switch ( input.LA(1) ) {

           case BOOLEAN_TRUE:

           case BOOLEAN_FALSE:

           case VALUE_NULL:

           case NUM_DOUBLE:

           case PLUS:

           case STRING_LITERAL:

           case QUOTED_STRING_LITERAL:

           case MINUS:

           case NUM_INT:

           case NUM_LONG:

           case NUM_FLOAT:

               {

               alt438=1;

               }

               break;

           case LCURLY:

               {

               alt438=2;

               }

               break;

           case LBRACK:

               {

               alt438=3;

               }

               break;

           default:

               if (state.backtracking>0) {state.failed=true; return retval;}

               NoViableAltException nvae =

                   new NoViableAltException("", 438, 0, input);

               throw nvae;

           }

           switch (alt438) {

               case 1 :

                   {

                   root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_constant_in_jsonvalue15593);

                   constant1117=constant();

                   state._fsp--;

                   if (state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) adaptor.addChild(root_0, constant1117.getTree());

                   }

                   break;

               case 2 :

                   {

                   root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_jsonobject_in_jsonvalue15598);

                   jsonobject1118=jsonobject();
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                   state._fsp--;

                   if (state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) adaptor.addChild(root_0, jsonobject1118.getTree());

                   }

                   break;

               case 3 :

                   {

                   root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_jsonarray_in_jsonvalue15603);

                   jsonarray1119=jsonarray();

                   state._fsp--;

                   if (state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) adaptor.addChild(root_0, jsonarray1119.getTree());

                   }

                   break;

           }

           retval.stop = input.LT(-1);

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           retval.tree = (CommonTree)adaptor.rulePostProcessing(root_0);

           adaptor.setTokenBoundaries(retval.tree, retval.start, retval.stop);

           }

       }

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;

         }

       finally {

       }

       return retval;

   }

   public static class jsonobject_return extends ParserRuleReturnScope {

       CommonTree tree;

       public Object getTree() { return tree; }

   };

   public final EsperEPL2GrammarParser.jsonobject_return jsonobject() throws RecognitionException {

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.jsonobject_return retval = new EsperEPL2GrammarParser.jsonobject_return();

       retval.start = input.LT(1);

       CommonTree root_0 = null;

       Token LCURLY1120=null;

       Token RCURLY1122=null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.jsonmembers_return jsonmembers1121 = null;

       CommonTree LCURLY1120_tree=null;

       CommonTree RCURLY1122_tree=null;

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_LCURLY=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token LCURLY");

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_RCURLY=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token RCURLY");

       RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_jsonmembers=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

jsonmembers");

       try {

           {
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           LCURLY1120=(Token)match(input,LCURLY,FOLLOW_LCURLY_in_jsonobject15614); if (state.failed)

return retval;

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_LCURLY.add(LCURLY1120);

           pushFollow(FOLLOW_jsonmembers_in_jsonobject15616);

           jsonmembers1121=jsonmembers();

           state._fsp--;

           if (state.failed) return retval;

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_jsonmembers.add(jsonmembers1121.getTree());

           RCURLY1122=(Token)match(input,RCURLY,FOLLOW_RCURLY_in_jsonobject15618); if (state.failed)

return retval;

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_RCURLY.add(RCURLY1122);

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           retval.tree = root_0;

           RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_retval=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

retval",retval!=null?retval.tree:null);

           root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

           {

               {

               CommonTree root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

               root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.becomeRoot((CommonTree)adaptor.create(JSON_OBJECT,

"JSON_OBJECT"), root_1);

               adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_jsonmembers.nextTree());

               adaptor.addChild(root_0, root_1);

               }

           }

           retval.tree = root_0;}

           }

           retval.stop = input.LT(-1);

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           retval.tree = (CommonTree)adaptor.rulePostProcessing(root_0);

           adaptor.setTokenBoundaries(retval.tree, retval.start, retval.stop);

           }

       }

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;

         }

       finally {

       }

       return retval;

   }

   public static class jsonarray_return extends ParserRuleReturnScope {

       CommonTree tree;

       public Object getTree() { return tree; }

   };

   public final EsperEPL2GrammarParser.jsonarray_return jsonarray() throws RecognitionException {

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.jsonarray_return retval = new EsperEPL2GrammarParser.jsonarray_return();

       retval.start = input.LT(1);

       CommonTree root_0 = null;
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       Token LBRACK1123=null;

       Token RBRACK1125=null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.jsonelements_return jsonelements1124 = null;

       CommonTree LBRACK1123_tree=null;

       CommonTree RBRACK1125_tree=null;

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_RBRACK=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token RBRACK");

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_LBRACK=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token LBRACK");

       RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_jsonelements=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule jsonelements");

       try {

           {

           LBRACK1123=(Token)match(input,LBRACK,FOLLOW_LBRACK_in_jsonarray15650); if (state.failed)

return retval;

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_LBRACK.add(LBRACK1123);

           int alt439=2;

           int LA439_0 = input.LA(1);

           if ( ((LA439_0>=BOOLEAN_TRUE &&

LA439_0<=VALUE_NULL)||LA439_0==NUM_DOUBLE||LA439_0==LBRACK||LA439_0==LCURLY||(LA439

_0>=PLUS &&

LA439_0<=QUOTED_STRING_LITERAL)||LA439_0==MINUS||LA439_0==NUM_INT||(LA439_0>=NUM_LO

NG && LA439_0<=NUM_FLOAT)) ) {

               alt439=1;

           }

           switch (alt439) {

               case 1 :

                   {

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_jsonelements_in_jsonarray15652);

                   jsonelements1124=jsonelements();

                   state._fsp--;

                   if (state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_jsonelements.add(jsonelements1124.getTree());

                   }

                   break;

           }

           RBRACK1125=(Token)match(input,RBRACK,FOLLOW_RBRACK_in_jsonarray15655); if (state.failed)

return retval;

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_RBRACK.add(RBRACK1125);

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           retval.tree = root_0;

           RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_retval=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

retval",retval!=null?retval.tree:null);

           root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

           {

               {

               CommonTree root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

               root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.becomeRoot((CommonTree)adaptor.create(JSON_ARRAY,

"JSON_ARRAY"), root_1);

               if ( stream_jsonelements.hasNext() ) {

                   adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_jsonelements.nextTree());
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               }

               stream_jsonelements.reset();

               adaptor.addChild(root_0, root_1);

               }

           }

           retval.tree = root_0;}

           }

           retval.stop = input.LT(-1);

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           retval.tree = (CommonTree)adaptor.rulePostProcessing(root_0);

           adaptor.setTokenBoundaries(retval.tree, retval.start, retval.stop);

           }

       }

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;

         }

       finally {

       }

       return retval;

   }

   public static class jsonelements_return extends ParserRuleReturnScope {

       CommonTree tree;

       public Object getTree() { return tree; }

   };

   public final EsperEPL2GrammarParser.jsonelements_return jsonelements() throws RecognitionException {

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.jsonelements_return retval = new EsperEPL2GrammarParser.jsonelements_return();

       retval.start = input.LT(1);

       CommonTree root_0 = null;

       Token COMMA1127=null;

       Token COMMA1129=null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.jsonvalue_return jsonvalue1126 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.jsonvalue_return jsonvalue1128 = null;

       CommonTree COMMA1127_tree=null;

       CommonTree COMMA1129_tree=null;

       try {

           {

           root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

           pushFollow(FOLLOW_jsonvalue_in_jsonelements15678);

           jsonvalue1126=jsonvalue();

           state._fsp--;

           if (state.failed) return retval;

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) adaptor.addChild(root_0, jsonvalue1126.getTree());

           loop440:

           do {

               int alt440=2;

               int LA440_0 = input.LA(1);

               if ( (LA440_0==COMMA) ) {

                   int LA440_1 = input.LA(2);
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                   if ( ((LA440_1>=BOOLEAN_TRUE &&

LA440_1<=VALUE_NULL)||LA440_1==NUM_DOUBLE||LA440_1==LBRACK||LA440_1==LCURLY||(LA440

_1>=PLUS &&

LA440_1<=QUOTED_STRING_LITERAL)||LA440_1==MINUS||LA440_1==NUM_INT||(LA440_1>=NUM_LO

NG && LA440_1<=NUM_FLOAT)) ) {

                       alt440=1;

                   }

               }

               switch (alt440) {

           	case 1 :

           	    {

           	    COMMA1127=(Token)match(input,COMMA,FOLLOW_COMMA_in_jsonelements15681); if

(state.failed) return retval;

           	    pushFollow(FOLLOW_jsonvalue_in_jsonelements15684);

           	    jsonvalue1128=jsonvalue();

           	    state._fsp--;

           	    if (state.failed) return retval;

           	    if ( state.backtracking==0 ) adaptor.addChild(root_0, jsonvalue1128.getTree());

           	    }

           	    break;

           	default :

           	    break loop440;

               }

           } while (true);

           int alt441=2;

           int LA441_0 = input.LA(1);

           if ( (LA441_0==COMMA) ) {

               alt441=1;

           }

           switch (alt441) {

               case 1 :

                   {

                   COMMA1129=(Token)match(input,COMMA,FOLLOW_COMMA_in_jsonelements15689); if

(state.failed) return retval;

                   }

                   break;

           }

           }

           retval.stop = input.LT(-1);

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           retval.tree = (CommonTree)adaptor.rulePostProcessing(root_0);

           adaptor.setTokenBoundaries(retval.tree, retval.start, retval.stop);

           }

       }

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;

         }

       finally {
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       }

       return retval;

   }

   public static class jsonmembers_return extends ParserRuleReturnScope {

       CommonTree tree;

       public Object getTree() { return tree; }

   };

   public final EsperEPL2GrammarParser.jsonmembers_return jsonmembers() throws RecognitionException {

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.jsonmembers_return retval = new

EsperEPL2GrammarParser.jsonmembers_return();

       retval.start = input.LT(1);

       CommonTree root_0 = null;

       Token COMMA1131=null;

       Token COMMA1133=null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.jsonpair_return jsonpair1130 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.jsonpair_return jsonpair1132 = null;

       CommonTree COMMA1131_tree=null;

       CommonTree COMMA1133_tree=null;

       try {

           {

           root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

           pushFollow(FOLLOW_jsonpair_in_jsonmembers15705);

           jsonpair1130=jsonpair();

           state._fsp--;

           if (state.failed) return retval;

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) adaptor.addChild(root_0, jsonpair1130.getTree());

           loop442:

           do {

               int alt442=2;

               int LA442_0 = input.LA(1);

               if ( (LA442_0==COMMA) ) {

                   int LA442_1 = input.LA(2);

                   if ( (LA442_1==WINDOW||LA442_1==ESCAPE||LA442_1==EVERY_EXPR||(LA442_1>=SUM &&

LA442_1<=COUNT)||LA442_1==OUTER||(LA442_1>=JOIN && LA442_1<=FULL)||(LA442_1>=EVENTS &&

LA442_1<=LAST)||(LA442_1>=UNIDIRECTIONAL &&

LA442_1<=PREVIOUSTAIL)||LA442_1==PRIOR||(LA442_1>=WEEKDAY &&

LA442_1<=CAST)||LA442_1==SNAPSHOT||(LA442_1>=VARIABLE &&

LA442_1<=INDEX)||(LA442_1>=DEFINE && LA442_1<=MATCHES)||(LA442_1>=FOR &&

LA442_1<=MATCHED)||LA442_1==CONTEXT||LA442_1==IDENT||(LA442_1>=STRING_LITERAL &&

LA442_1<=QUOTED_STRING_LITERAL)||LA442_1==TICKED_STRING_LITERAL) ) {

                       alt442=1;

                   }

               }

               switch (alt442) {

           	case 1 :

           	    {

           	    COMMA1131=(Token)match(input,COMMA,FOLLOW_COMMA_in_jsonmembers15708); if

(state.failed) return retval;
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           	    pushFollow(FOLLOW_jsonpair_in_jsonmembers15711);

           	    jsonpair1132=jsonpair();

           	    state._fsp--;

           	    if (state.failed) return retval;

           	    if ( state.backtracking==0 ) adaptor.addChild(root_0, jsonpair1132.getTree());

           	    }

           	    break;

           	default :

           	    break loop442;

               }

           } while (true);

           int alt443=2;

           int LA443_0 = input.LA(1);

           if ( (LA443_0==COMMA) ) {

               alt443=1;

           }

           switch (alt443) {

               case 1 :

                   {

                   COMMA1133=(Token)match(input,COMMA,FOLLOW_COMMA_in_jsonmembers15716); if

(state.failed) return retval;

                   }

                   break;

           }

           }

           retval.stop = input.LT(-1);

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           retval.tree = (CommonTree)adaptor.rulePostProcessing(root_0);

           adaptor.setTokenBoundaries(retval.tree, retval.start, retval.stop);

           }

       }

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;

         }

       finally {

       }

       return retval;

   }

   public static class jsonpair_return extends ParserRuleReturnScope {

       CommonTree tree;

       public Object getTree() { return tree; }

   };

   public final EsperEPL2GrammarParser.jsonpair_return jsonpair() throws RecognitionException {

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.jsonpair_return retval = new EsperEPL2GrammarParser.jsonpair_return();

       retval.start = input.LT(1);

       CommonTree root_0 = null;

       Token COLON1136=null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.stringconstant_return stringconstant1134 = null;
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       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.keywordAllowedIdent_return keywordAllowedIdent1135 = null;

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser.jsonvalue_return jsonvalue1137 = null;

       CommonTree COLON1136_tree=null;

       RewriteRuleTokenStream stream_COLON=new RewriteRuleTokenStream(adaptor,"token COLON");

       RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_stringconstant=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

stringconstant");

       RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_jsonvalue=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule jsonvalue");

       RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_keywordAllowedIdent=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

keywordAllowedIdent");

       try {

           {

           int alt444=2;

           int LA444_0 = input.LA(1);

           if ( ((LA444_0>=STRING_LITERAL && LA444_0<=QUOTED_STRING_LITERAL)) ) {

               alt444=1;

           }

           else if ( (LA444_0==WINDOW||LA444_0==ESCAPE||LA444_0==EVERY_EXPR||(LA444_0>=SUM &&

LA444_0<=COUNT)||LA444_0==OUTER||(LA444_0>=JOIN && LA444_0<=FULL)||(LA444_0>=EVENTS &&

LA444_0<=LAST)||(LA444_0>=UNIDIRECTIONAL &&

LA444_0<=PREVIOUSTAIL)||LA444_0==PRIOR||(LA444_0>=WEEKDAY &&

LA444_0<=CAST)||LA444_0==SNAPSHOT||(LA444_0>=VARIABLE &&

LA444_0<=INDEX)||(LA444_0>=DEFINE && LA444_0<=MATCHES)||(LA444_0>=FOR &&

LA444_0<=MATCHED)||LA444_0==CONTEXT||LA444_0==IDENT||LA444_0==TICKED_STRING_LITERAL)

) {

               alt444=2;

           }

           else {

               if (state.backtracking>0) {state.failed=true; return retval;}

               NoViableAltException nvae =

                   new NoViableAltException("", 444, 0, input);

               throw nvae;

           }

           switch (alt444) {

               case 1 :

                   {

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_stringconstant_in_jsonpair15733);

                   stringconstant1134=stringconstant();

                   state._fsp--;

                   if (state.failed) return retval;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_stringconstant.add(stringconstant1134.getTree());

                   }

                   break;

               case 2 :

                   {

                   pushFollow(FOLLOW_keywordAllowedIdent_in_jsonpair15737);

                   keywordAllowedIdent1135=keywordAllowedIdent();

                   state._fsp--;

                   if (state.failed) return retval;
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                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_keywordAllowedIdent.add(keywordAllowedIdent1135.getTree());

                   }

                   break;

           }

           COLON1136=(Token)match(input,COLON,FOLLOW_COLON_in_jsonpair15740); if (state.failed) return

retval;

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_COLON.add(COLON1136);

           pushFollow(FOLLOW_jsonvalue_in_jsonpair15742);

           jsonvalue1137=jsonvalue();

           state._fsp--;

           if (state.failed) return retval;

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) stream_jsonvalue.add(jsonvalue1137.getTree());

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           retval.tree = root_0;

           RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_retval=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

retval",retval!=null?retval.tree:null);

           root_0 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

           {

               {

               CommonTree root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.nil();

               root_1 = (CommonTree)adaptor.becomeRoot((CommonTree)adaptor.create(JSON_FIELD,

"JSON_FIELD"), root_1);

               if ( stream_stringconstant.hasNext() ) {

                   adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_stringconstant.nextTree());

               }

               stream_stringconstant.reset();

               if ( stream_keywordAllowedIdent.hasNext() ) {

                   adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_keywordAllowedIdent.nextTree());

               }

               stream_keywordAllowedIdent.reset();

               adaptor.addChild(root_1, stream_jsonvalue.nextTree());

               adaptor.addChild(root_0, root_1);

               }

           }

           retval.tree = root_0;}

           }

           retval.stop = input.LT(-1);

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

           retval.tree = (CommonTree)adaptor.rulePostProcessing(root_0);

           adaptor.setTokenBoundaries(retval.tree, retval.start, retval.stop);

           }

       }

         catch (RecognitionException rex) {

           throw rex;

         }

       finally {

       }

       return retval;
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   }

   public final void synpred1_EsperEPL2Grammar_fragment() throws RecognitionException {  

       {

       pushFollow(FOLLOW_streamSelector_in_synpred1_EsperEPL2Grammar6463);

       streamSelector();

       state._fsp--;

       if (state.failed) return ;

       }

   }

   public final void synpred2_EsperEPL2Grammar_fragment() throws RecognitionException {  

       {

       pushFollow(FOLLOW_timePeriod_in_synpred2_EsperEPL2Grammar7914);

       timePeriod();

       state._fsp--;

       if (state.failed) return ;

       }

   }

   public final void synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar_fragment() throws RecognitionException {  

       {

       pushFollow(FOLLOW_builtinFunc_in_synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar9923);

       builtinFunc();

       state._fsp--;

       if (state.failed) return ;

       }

   }

   public final void synpred4_EsperEPL2Grammar_fragment() throws RecognitionException {  

       {

       pushFollow(FOLLOW_propertyStreamSelector_in_synpred4_EsperEPL2Grammar11320);

       propertyStreamSelector();

       state._fsp--;

       if (state.failed) return ;

       }

   }

   public final void synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar_fragment() throws RecognitionException {  

       {

       pushFollow(FOLLOW_eventProperty_in_synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar11382);

       eventProperty();

       state._fsp--;

       if (state.failed) return ;

       }

   }

   public final void synpred6_EsperEPL2Grammar_fragment() throws RecognitionException {  

       {

       pushFollow(FOLLOW_propertyStreamSelector_in_synpred6_EsperEPL2Grammar12845);

       propertyStreamSelector();

       state._fsp--;

       if (state.failed) return ;

       }
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   }

   public final void synpred7_EsperEPL2Grammar_fragment() throws RecognitionException {  

       {

       pushFollow(FOLLOW_lastWeekdayOperand_in_synpred7_EsperEPL2Grammar13326);

       lastWeekdayOperand();

       state._fsp--;

       if (state.failed) return ;

       }

   }

   public final void synpred8_EsperEPL2Grammar_fragment() throws RecognitionException {  

       {

       pushFollow(FOLLOW_timePeriod_in_synpred8_EsperEPL2Grammar13337);

       timePeriod();

       state._fsp--;

       if (state.failed) return ;

       }

   }

   public final void synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar_fragment() throws RecognitionException {  

       {

       pushFollow(FOLLOW_expressionQualifyable_in_synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar13348);

       expressionQualifyable();

       state._fsp--;

       if (state.failed) return ;

       }

   }

   public final void synpred10_EsperEPL2Grammar_fragment() throws RecognitionException {  

       {

       pushFollow(FOLLOW_rangeOperand_in_synpred10_EsperEPL2Grammar13359);

       rangeOperand();

       state._fsp--;

       if (state.failed) return ;

       }

   }

   public final void synpred11_EsperEPL2Grammar_fragment() throws RecognitionException {  

       {

       pushFollow(FOLLOW_frequencyOperand_in_synpred11_EsperEPL2Grammar13371);

       frequencyOperand();

       state._fsp--;

       if (state.failed) return ;

       }

   }

   public final void synpred12_EsperEPL2Grammar_fragment() throws RecognitionException {  

       {

       pushFollow(FOLLOW_lastOperator_in_synpred12_EsperEPL2Grammar13382);

       lastOperator();

       state._fsp--;

       if (state.failed) return ;

       }
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   }

   public final void synpred13_EsperEPL2Grammar_fragment() throws RecognitionException {  

       {

       pushFollow(FOLLOW_weekDayOperator_in_synpred13_EsperEPL2Grammar13393);

       weekDayOperator();

       state._fsp--;

       if (state.failed) return ;

       }

   }

   public final void synpred14_EsperEPL2Grammar_fragment() throws RecognitionException {  

       {

       pushFollow(FOLLOW_numericParameterList_in_synpred14_EsperEPL2Grammar13406);

       numericParameterList();

       state._fsp--;

       if (state.failed) return ;

       }

   }

   public final void synpred15_EsperEPL2Grammar_fragment() throws RecognitionException {  

       {

       pushFollow(FOLLOW_lastOperand_in_synpred15_EsperEPL2Grammar13431);

       lastOperand();

       state._fsp--;

       if (state.failed) return ;

       }

   }

   public final boolean synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar() {

       state.backtracking++;

       int start = input.mark();

       try {

           synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar_fragment();

       } catch (RecognitionException re) {

           System.err.println("impossible: "+re);

       }

       boolean success = !state.failed;

       input.rewind(start);

       state.backtracking--;

       state.failed=false;

       return success;

   }

   public final boolean synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar() {

       state.backtracking++;

       int start = input.mark();

       try {

           synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar_fragment();

       } catch (RecognitionException re) {

           System.err.println("impossible: "+re);

       }

       boolean success = !state.failed;
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       input.rewind(start);

       state.backtracking--;

       state.failed=false;

       return success;

   }

   public final boolean synpred4_EsperEPL2Grammar() {

       state.backtracking++;

       int start = input.mark();

       try {

           synpred4_EsperEPL2Grammar_fragment();

       } catch (RecognitionException re) {

           System.err.println("impossible: "+re);

       }

       boolean success = !state.failed;

       input.rewind(start);

       state.backtracking--;

       state.failed=false;

       return success;

   }

   public final boolean synpred7_EsperEPL2Grammar() {

       state.backtracking++;

       int start = input.mark();

       try {

           synpred7_EsperEPL2Grammar_fragment();

       } catch (RecognitionException re) {

           System.err.println("impossible: "+re);

       }

       boolean success = !state.failed;

       input.rewind(start);

       state.backtracking--;

       state.failed=false;

       return success;

   }

   public final boolean synpred11_EsperEPL2Grammar() {

       state.backtracking++;

       int start = input.mark();

       try {

           synpred11_EsperEPL2Grammar_fragment();

       } catch (RecognitionException re) {

           System.err.println("impossible: "+re);

       }

       boolean success = !state.failed;

       input.rewind(start);

       state.backtracking--;

       state.failed=false;

       return success;

   }

   public final boolean synpred14_EsperEPL2Grammar() {
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       state.backtracking++;

       int start = input.mark();

       try {

           synpred14_EsperEPL2Grammar_fragment();

       } catch (RecognitionException re) {

           System.err.println("impossible: "+re);

       }

       boolean success = !state.failed;

       input.rewind(start);

       state.backtracking--;

       state.failed=false;

       return success;

   }

   public final boolean synpred2_EsperEPL2Grammar() {

       state.backtracking++;

       int start = input.mark();

       try {

           synpred2_EsperEPL2Grammar_fragment();

       } catch (RecognitionException re) {

           System.err.println("impossible: "+re);

       }

       boolean success = !state.failed;

       input.rewind(start);

       state.backtracking--;

       state.failed=false;

       return success;

   }

   public final boolean synpred12_EsperEPL2Grammar() {

       state.backtracking++;

       int start = input.mark();

       try {

           synpred12_EsperEPL2Grammar_fragment();

       } catch (RecognitionException re) {

           System.err.println("impossible: "+re);

       }

       boolean success = !state.failed;

       input.rewind(start);

       state.backtracking--;

       state.failed=false;

       return success;

   }

   public final boolean synpred13_EsperEPL2Grammar() {

       state.backtracking++;

       int start = input.mark();

       try {

           synpred13_EsperEPL2Grammar_fragment();

       } catch (RecognitionException re) {

           System.err.println("impossible: "+re);
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       }

       boolean success = !state.failed;

       input.rewind(start);

       state.backtracking--;

       state.failed=false;

       return success;

   }

   public final boolean synpred6_EsperEPL2Grammar() {

       state.backtracking++;

       int start = input.mark();

       try {

           synpred6_EsperEPL2Grammar_fragment();

       } catch (RecognitionException re) {

           System.err.println("impossible: "+re);

       }

       boolean success = !state.failed;

       input.rewind(start);

       state.backtracking--;

       state.failed=false;

       return success;

   }

   public final boolean synpred10_EsperEPL2Grammar() {

       state.backtracking++;

       int start = input.mark();

       try {

           synpred10_EsperEPL2Grammar_fragment();

       } catch (RecognitionException re) {

           System.err.println("impossible: "+re);

       }

       boolean success = !state.failed;

       input.rewind(start);

       state.backtracking--;

       state.failed=false;

       return success;

   }

   public final boolean synpred1_EsperEPL2Grammar() {

       state.backtracking++;

       int start = input.mark();

       try {

           synpred1_EsperEPL2Grammar_fragment();

       } catch (RecognitionException re) {

           System.err.println("impossible: "+re);

       }

       boolean success = !state.failed;

       input.rewind(start);

       state.backtracking--;

       state.failed=false;

       return success;
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   }

   public final boolean synpred15_EsperEPL2Grammar() {

       state.backtracking++;

       int start = input.mark();

       try {

           synpred15_EsperEPL2Grammar_fragment();

       } catch (RecognitionException re) {

           System.err.println("impossible: "+re);

       }

       boolean success = !state.failed;

       input.rewind(start);

       state.backtracking--;

       state.failed=false;

       return success;

   }

   public final boolean synpred8_EsperEPL2Grammar() {

       state.backtracking++;

       int start = input.mark();

       try {

           synpred8_EsperEPL2Grammar_fragment();

       } catch (RecognitionException re) {

           System.err.println("impossible: "+re);

       }

       boolean success = !state.failed;

       input.rewind(start);

       state.backtracking--;

       state.failed=false;

       return success;

   }

   public final boolean synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar() {

       state.backtracking++;

       int start = input.mark();

       try {

           synpred9_EsperEPL2Grammar_fragment();

       } catch (RecognitionException re) {

           System.err.println("impossible: "+re);

       }

       boolean success = !state.failed;

       input.rewind(start);

       state.backtracking--;

       state.failed=false;

       return success;

   }

   protected DFA263 dfa263 = new DFA263(this);

   protected DFA317 dfa317 = new DFA317(this);

   static final String DFA263_eotS =

       "\u0c76\uffff";

   static final String DFA263_eofS =
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       "\21\uffff\1\16\2\uffff\2\16\2\uffff\4\16\1\uffff\2\16\12\uffff"+

       "\3\16\2\uffff\3\16\3\uffff\1\16\u0c41\uffff";

   static final String DFA263_minS =

       "\2\5\13\uffff\1\5\3\uffff\1\6\2\uffff\2\6\2\uffff\4\6\1\uffff\2"+

       "\6\12\uffff\3\6\2\uffff\3\6\3\uffff\1\6\21\uffff\1\u0146\u0087\uffff"+

       "\1\5\75\uffff\1\5\75\uffff\1\5\75\uffff\1\5\75\uffff\1\5\75\uffff"+

       "\1\5\75\uffff\1\5\75\uffff\1\5\75\uffff\1\5\75\uffff\1\5\75\uffff"+

       "\1\5\75\uffff\1\u0157\75\uffff\1\5\75\uffff\1\5\75\uffff\1\5\75"+

       "\uffff\1\5\75\uffff\1\5\11\uffff\2\6\104\uffff\2\6\125\uffff\2\6"+

       "\103\uffff\2\6\123\uffff\2\6\103\uffff\2\6\114\uffff\2\6\125\uffff"+

       "\2\6\114\uffff\2\6\112\uffff\2\6\103\uffff\2\6\115\uffff\2\6\121"+

       "\uffff\2\6\103\uffff\2\6\123\uffff\2\6\166\uffff\1\0\31\uffff\1"+

       "\0\31\uffff\1\0\31\uffff\1\0\55\uffff\1\0\5\uffff\1\0\115\uffff"+

       "\1\0\31\uffff\1\0\31\uffff\1\0\55\uffff\1\0\31\uffff\1\0\5\uffff"+

       "\1\0\31\uffff\1\0\31\uffff\1\0\31\uffff\1\0\55\uffff\1\0\31\uffff"+

       "\1\0\31\uffff\1\0\5\uffff\1\0\31\uffff\1\0\115\uffff\1\0\30\uffff"+

       "\1\0\141\uffff\1\0\30\uffff\1\0\5\uffff";

   static final String DFA263_maxS =

       "\2\u0169\13\uffff\1\u0169\3\uffff\1\u0166\2\uffff\2\u0166\2\uffff"+

       "\4\u0166\1\uffff\2\u0166\12\uffff\3\u0166\2\uffff\3\u0166\3\uffff"+

       "\1\u0166\21\uffff\1\u0146\u0087\uffff\1\u0169\75\uffff\1\u0169\75"+

       "\uffff\1\u0169\75\uffff\1\u0169\75\uffff\1\u0169\75\uffff\1\u0169"+

       "\75\uffff\1\u0169\75\uffff\1\u0169\75\uffff\1\u0169\75\uffff\1\u0169"+

       "\75\uffff\1\u0169\75\uffff\1\u0163\75\uffff\1\u0169\75\uffff\1\u0169"+

       "\75\uffff\1\u0169\75\uffff\1\u0169\75\uffff\1\u0167\11\uffff\2\u0162"+

       "\104\uffff\2\u0162\125\uffff\2\u0162\103\uffff\2\u0162\123\uffff"+

       "\2\u0162\103\uffff\2\u0162\114\uffff\2\u0162\125\uffff\2\u0162\114"+

       "\uffff\2\u0162\112\uffff\2\u0162\103\uffff\2\u0162\115\uffff\2\u0162"+

       "\121\uffff\2\u0162\103\uffff\2\u0162\123\uffff\2\u0162\166\uffff"+

       "\1\0\31\uffff\1\0\31\uffff\1\0\31\uffff\1\0\55\uffff\1\0\5\uffff"+

       "\1\0\115\uffff\1\0\31\uffff\1\0\31\uffff\1\0\55\uffff\1\0\31\uffff"+

       "\1\0\5\uffff\1\0\31\uffff\1\0\31\uffff\1\0\31\uffff\1\0\55\uffff"+

       "\1\0\31\uffff\1\0\31\uffff\1\0\5\uffff\1\0\31\uffff\1\0\115\uffff"+

       "\1\0\30\uffff\1\0\141\uffff\1\0\30\uffff\1\0\5\uffff";

   static final String DFA263_acceptS =

       "\2\uffff\1\2\11\uffff\1\3\1\uffff\1\5\65\uffff\2\6\1\uffff\2\6"+

       "\1\7\1\12\4\uffff\1\1\61\uffff\1\10\1\4\u042c\uffff\11\6\2\uffff"+

       "\104\6\2\uffff\125\6\2\uffff\103\6\2\uffff\123\6\2\uffff\103\6\2"+

       "\uffff\114\6\2\uffff\125\6\2\uffff\114\6\2\uffff\112\6\2\uffff\103"+

       "\6\2\uffff\113\6\4\uffff\121\6\2\uffff\103\6\2\uffff\123\6\2\uffff"+

       "\103\6\1\11\62\6\1\uffff\31\6\1\uffff\31\6\1\uffff\31\6\1\uffff"+

       "\55\6\1\uffff\5\6\1\uffff\31\6\1\uffff\62\6\2\uffff\31\6\1\uffff"+

       "\31\6\1\uffff\55\6\1\uffff\31\6\1\uffff\5\6\1\uffff\31\6\1\uffff"+

       "\31\6\1\uffff\31\6\1\uffff\55\6\1\uffff\31\6\1\uffff\31\6\1\uffff"+

       "\5\6\1\uffff\31\6\1\uffff\31\6\1\uffff\62\6\2\uffff\30\6\1\uffff"+

       "\62\6\1\uffff\32\6\1\uffff\23\6\1\uffff\30\6\1\uffff\5\6";

   static final String DFA263_specialS =

       "\1\0\u00cd\uffff\1\1\75\uffff\1\2\75\uffff\1\3\75\uffff\1\4\75"+
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       "\uffff\1\5\75\uffff\1\6\75\uffff\1\7\75\uffff\1\10\75\uffff\1\11"+

       "\75\uffff\1\12\75\uffff\1\13\75\uffff\1\14\75\uffff\1\15\75\uffff"+

       "\1\16\75\uffff\1\17\75\uffff\1\20\75\uffff\1\21\11\uffff\1\22\1"+

       "\23\104\uffff\1\24\1\25\125\uffff\1\26\1\27\103\uffff\1\30\1\31"+

       "\123\uffff\1\32\1\33\103\uffff\1\34\1\35\114\uffff\1\36\1\37\125"+

       "\uffff\1\40\1\41\114\uffff\1\42\1\43\112\uffff\1\44\1\45\103\uffff"+

       "\1\46\1\47\115\uffff\1\50\1\51\121\uffff\1\52\1\53\103\uffff\1\54"+

       "\1\55\123\uffff\1\56\1\57\166\uffff\1\60\31\uffff\1\61\31\uffff"+

       "\1\62\31\uffff\1\63\55\uffff\1\64\5\uffff\1\65\115\uffff\1\66\31"+

       "\uffff\1\67\31\uffff\1\70\55\uffff\1\71\31\uffff\1\72\5\uffff\1"+

       "\73\31\uffff\1\74\31\uffff\1\75\31\uffff\1\76\55\uffff\1\77\31\uffff"+

       "\1\100\31\uffff\1\101\5\uffff\1\102\31\uffff\1\103\115\uffff\1\104"+

       "\30\uffff\1\105\141\uffff\1\106\30\uffff\1\107\5\uffff}>";

   static final short[] DFA263_eot = DFA.unpackEncodedString(DFA263_eotS);

   static final short[] DFA263_eof = DFA.unpackEncodedString(DFA263_eofS);

   static final char[] DFA263_min = DFA.unpackEncodedStringToUnsignedChars(DFA263_minS);

   static final char[] DFA263_max = DFA.unpackEncodedStringToUnsignedChars(DFA263_maxS);

   static final short[] DFA263_accept = DFA.unpackEncodedString(DFA263_acceptS);

   static final short[] DFA263_special = DFA.unpackEncodedString(DFA263_specialS);

   static final short[][] DFA263_transition;

   static {

       int numStates = EsperEPL2GrammarParser_DFAS.DFA263_transitionS.length;

       DFA263_transition = new short[numStates][];

       for (int i=0; i<numStates; i++) {

           DFA263_transition[i] =

DFA.unpackEncodedString(EsperEPL2GrammarParser_DFAS.DFA263_transitionS[i]);

       }

   }

   class DFA263 extends DFA {

       public DFA263(BaseRecognizer recognizer) {

           this.recognizer = recognizer;

           this.decisionNumber = 263;

           this.eot = DFA263_eot;

           this.eof = DFA263_eof;

           this.min = DFA263_min;

           this.max = DFA263_max;

           this.accept = DFA263_accept;

           this.special = DFA263_special;

           this.transition = DFA263_transition;

       }

       public String getDescription() {

           return "1557:1: unaryExpression : ( MINUS eventProperty -> ^( UNARY_MINUS eventProperty ) | constant

| substitution | LPAREN expression RPAREN (d= DOT libFunctionNoClass (d= DOT libFunctionNoClass )* )? ->

{$d != null}? ^( DOT_EXPR expression ( libFunctionNoClass )+ ) -> expression | eventPropertyOrLibFunction | (

builtinFunc )=> ( builtinFunc ) | arrayExpression | subSelectExpression (d= DOT libFunctionNoClass (d= DOT

libFunctionNoClass )* )? -> {$d != null}? ^( DOT_EXPR subSelectExpression ( libFunctionNoClass )+ ) ->

subSelectExpression | existsSubSelectExpression | NEWKW LCURLY newAssign ( COMMA newAssign )*

RCURLY -> ^( NEWKW ( newAssign )* ) );";
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       }

       public int specialStateTransition(int s, IntStream _input) throws NoViableAltException {

           TokenStream input = (TokenStream)_input;

       	int _s = s;

           switch ( s ) {

 case 0:

   s = sst_0();

   if ( s>=0 ) return s;

   break;

 case 1:

   s = sst_1();

   if ( s>=0 ) return s;

   break;

 case 2:

   s = sst_2();

   if ( s>=0 ) return s;

   break;

 case 3:

   s = sst_3();

   if ( s>=0 ) return s;

   break;

 case 4:

   s = sst_4();

   if ( s>=0 ) return s;

   break;

 case 5:

   s = sst_5();

   if ( s>=0 ) return s;

   break;

 case 6:

   s = sst_6();

   if ( s>=0 ) return s;

   break;

 case 7:

   s = sst_7();

   if ( s>=0 ) return s;

   break;

 case 8:

   s = sst_8();

   if ( s>=0 ) return s;

   break;

 case 9:

   s = sst_9();

   if ( s>=0 ) return s;

   break;

 case 10:

   s = sst_10();

   if ( s>=0 ) return s;
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   break;

 case 11:

   s = sst_11();

   if ( s>=0 ) return s;

   break;

 case 12:

   s = sst_12();

   if ( s>=0 ) return s;

   break;

 case 13:

   s = sst_13();

   if ( s>=0 ) return s;

   break;

 case 14:

   s = sst_14();

   if ( s>=0 ) return s;

   break;

 case 15:

   s = sst_15();

   if ( s>=0 ) return s;

   break;

 case 16:

   s = sst_16();

   if ( s>=0 ) return s;

   break;

 case 17:

   s = sst_17();

   if ( s>=0 ) return s;

   break;

 case 18:

   s = sst_18();

   if ( s>=0 ) return s;

   break;

 case 19:

   s = sst_19();

   if ( s>=0 ) return s;

   break;

 case 20:

   s = sst_20();

   if ( s>=0 ) return s;

   break;

 case 21:

   s = sst_21();

   if ( s>=0 ) return s;

   break;

 case 22:

   s = sst_22();

   if ( s>=0 ) return s;
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   break;

 case 23:

   s = sst_23();

   if ( s>=0 ) return s;

   break;

 case 24:

   s = sst_24();

   if ( s>=0 ) return s;

   break;

 case 25:

   s = sst_25();

   if ( s>=0 ) return s;

   break;

 case 26:

   s = sst_26();

   if ( s>=0 ) return s;

   break;

 case 27:

   s = sst_27();

   if ( s>=0 ) return s;

   break;

 case 28:

   s = sst_28();

   if ( s>=0 ) return s;

   break;

 case 29:

   s = sst_29();

   if ( s>=0 ) return s;

   break;

 case 30:

   s = sst_30();

   if ( s>=0 ) return s;

   break;

 case 31:

   s = sst_31();

   if ( s>=0 ) return s;

   break;

 case 32:

   s = sst_32();

   if ( s>=0 ) return s;

   break;

 case 33:

   s = sst_33();

   if ( s>=0 ) return s;

   break;

 case 34:

   s = sst_34();

   if ( s>=0 ) return s;
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   break;

 case 35:

   s = sst_35();

   if ( s>=0 ) return s;

   break;

 case 36:

   s = sst_36();

   if ( s>=0 ) return s;

   break;

 case 37:

   s = sst_37();

   if ( s>=0 ) return s;

   break;

 case 38:

   s = sst_38();

   if ( s>=0 ) return s;

   break;

 case 39:

   s = sst_39();

   if ( s>=0 ) return s;

   break;

 case 40:

   s = sst_40();

   if ( s>=0 ) return s;

   break;

 case 41:

   s = sst_41();

   if ( s>=0 ) return s;

   break;

 case 42:

   s = sst_42();

   if ( s>=0 ) return s;

   break;

 case 43:

   s = sst_43();

   if ( s>=0 ) return s;

   break;

 case 44:

   s = sst_44();

   if ( s>=0 ) return s;

   break;

 case 45:

   s = sst_45();

   if ( s>=0 ) return s;

   break;

 case 46:

   s = sst_46();

   if ( s>=0 ) return s;
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   break;

 case 47:

   s = sst_47();

   if ( s>=0 ) return s;

   break;

 case 48:

   s = sst_48();

   if ( s>=0 ) return s;

   break;

 case 49:

   s = sst_49();

   if ( s>=0 ) return s;

   break;

 case 50:

   s = sst_50();

   if ( s>=0 ) return s;

   break;

 case 51:

   s = sst_51();

   if ( s>=0 ) return s;

   break;

 case 52:

   s = sst_52();

   if ( s>=0 ) return s;

   break;

 case 53:

   s = sst_53();

   if ( s>=0 ) return s;

   break;

 case 54:

   s = sst_54();

   if ( s>=0 ) return s;

   break;

 case 55:

   s = sst_55();

   if ( s>=0 ) return s;

   break;

 case 56:

   s = sst_56();

   if ( s>=0 ) return s;

   break;

 case 57:

   s = sst_57();

   if ( s>=0 ) return s;

   break;

 case 58:

   s = sst_58();

   if ( s>=0 ) return s;
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   break;

 case 59:

   s = sst_59();

   if ( s>=0 ) return s;

   break;

 case 60:

   s = sst_60();

   if ( s>=0 ) return s;

   break;

 case 61:

   s = sst_61();

   if ( s>=0 ) return s;

   break;

 case 62:

   s = sst_62();

   if ( s>=0 ) return s;

   break;

 case 63:

   s = sst_63();

   if ( s>=0 ) return s;

   break;

 case 64:

   s = sst_64();

   if ( s>=0 ) return s;

   break;

 case 65:

   s = sst_65();

   if ( s>=0 ) return s;

   break;

 case 66:

   s = sst_66();

   if ( s>=0 ) return s;

   break;

 case 67:

   s = sst_67();

   if ( s>=0 ) return s;

   break;

 case 68:

   s = sst_68();

   if ( s>=0 ) return s;

   break;

 case 69:

   s = sst_69();

   if ( s>=0 ) return s;

   break;

 case 70:

   s = sst_70();

   if ( s>=0 ) return s;
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   break;

 case 71:

   s = sst_71();

   if ( s>=0 ) return s;

   break;

 }

           if (state.backtracking>0) {state.failed=true; return -1;}

           NoViableAltException nvae =

               new NoViableAltException(getDescription(), 263, _s, input);

           error(nvae);

           throw nvae;

       }

 private int sst_0() {

   int s = -1;

                       int LA263_0 = input.LA(1);

                       int index263_0 = input.index();

                       input.rewind();

                       s = -1;

                       if ( (LA263_0==MINUS) ) {s = 1;}

                       else if ( ((LA263_0>=BOOLEAN_TRUE &&

LA263_0<=VALUE_NULL)||LA263_0==NUM_DOUBLE||(LA263_0>=PLUS &&

LA263_0<=QUOTED_STRING_LITERAL)||LA263_0==NUM_INT||(LA263_0>=NUM_LONG &&

LA263_0<=NUM_FLOAT)) ) {s = 2;}

                       else if ( (LA263_0==QUESTION) ) {s = 12;}

                       else if ( (LA263_0==LPAREN) ) {s = 13;}

                       else if (

(LA263_0==BETWEEN||LA263_0==ESCAPE||LA263_0==EVERY_EXPR||LA263_0==WHERE||(LA263_0>=M

AX && LA263_0<=MIN)||LA263_0==OUTER||(LA263_0>=JOIN &&

LA263_0<=FULL)||LA263_0==EVENTS||(LA263_0>=UNIDIRECTIONAL &&

LA263_0<=METADATASQL)||(LA263_0>=WEEKDAY && LA263_0<=LW)||(LA263_0>=SNAPSHOT &&

LA263_0<=INDEX)||(LA263_0>=DEFINE &&

LA263_0<=MATCHED)||LA263_0==CONTEXT||LA263_0==IDENT||LA263_0==TICKED_STRING_LITERAL)

) {s = 14;}

                       else if ( (LA263_0==COUNT) ) {s = 17;}

                       else if ( (LA263_0==SUM) ) {s = 20;}

                       else if ( (LA263_0==AVG) ) {s = 21;}

                       else if ( (LA263_0==COALESCE) ) {s = 24;}

                       else if ( (LA263_0==MEDIAN) ) {s = 25;}

                       else if ( (LA263_0==STDDEV) ) {s = 26;}

                       else if ( (LA263_0==AVEDEV) ) {s = 27;}

                       else if ( (LA263_0==FIRST) ) {s = 29;}

                       else if ( (LA263_0==LAST) ) {s = 30;}

                       else if ( (LA263_0==PREVIOUS) ) {s = 41;}

                       else if ( (LA263_0==PREVIOUSTAIL) ) {s = 42;}

                       else if ( (LA263_0==PRIOR) ) {s = 43;}

                       else if ( (LA263_0==INSTANCEOF) ) {s = 46;}

                       else if ( (LA263_0==TYPEOF) ) {s = 47;}

                       else if ( (LA263_0==CAST) ) {s = 48;}
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                       else if ( (LA263_0==WINDOW) ) {s = 52;}

                       else if ( (LA263_0==PREVIOUSCOUNT) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 68;}

                       else if ( (LA263_0==PREVIOUSWINDOW) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 69;}

                       else if ( (LA263_0==EXISTS) ) {s = 70;}

                       else if ( (LA263_0==CURRENT_TIMESTAMP) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 71;}

                       else if ( (LA263_0==ISTREAM) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 72;}

                       else if ( (LA263_0==LCURLY) ) {s = 73;}

                       else if ( (LA263_0==NEWKW) ) {s = 74;}

                       input.seek(index263_0);

   return s;

 }

 private int sst_1() {

   int s = -1;

                       int LA263_206 = input.LA(1);

                       int index263_206 = input.index();

                       input.rewind();

                       s = -1;

                       if ( (LA263_206==ALL) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1199;}

                       else if ( (LA263_206==DISTINCT) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1200;}

                       else if ( (LA263_206==CASE) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1201;}

                       else if ( (LA263_206==MINUS) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1202;}

                       else if ( (LA263_206==PLUS) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1203;}

                       else if ( (LA263_206==NUM_INT) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1204;}

                       else if ( (LA263_206==NUM_LONG) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1205;}

                       else if ( (LA263_206==NUM_FLOAT) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1206;}

                       else if ( (LA263_206==NUM_DOUBLE) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1207;}

                       else if ( (LA263_206==STRING_LITERAL) ) {s = 1208;}

                       else if ( (LA263_206==QUOTED_STRING_LITERAL) ) {s = 1209;}

                       else if ( (LA263_206==BOOLEAN_TRUE) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1210;}

                       else if ( (LA263_206==BOOLEAN_FALSE) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1211;}

                       else if ( (LA263_206==VALUE_NULL) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1212;}

                       else if ( (LA263_206==QUESTION) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1213;}

                       else if ( (LA263_206==LPAREN) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1214;}

                       else if ( (LA263_206==IDENT) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1215;}

                       else if ( (LA263_206==TICKED_STRING_LITERAL) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s =

1216;}

                       else if ( (LA263_206==AT) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1217;}

                       else if ( (LA263_206==COUNT) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1218;}

                       else if ( (LA263_206==ESCAPE) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1219;}

                       else if ( (LA263_206==EVERY_EXPR) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1220;}

                       else if ( (LA263_206==SUM) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1221;}

                       else if ( (LA263_206==AVG) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1222;}

                       else if ( (LA263_206==MAX) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1223;}

                       else if ( (LA263_206==MIN) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1224;}

                       else if ( (LA263_206==COALESCE) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1225;}

                       else if ( (LA263_206==MEDIAN) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1226;}

                       else if ( (LA263_206==STDDEV) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1227;}

                       else if ( (LA263_206==AVEDEV) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1228;}
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                       else if ( (LA263_206==EVENTS) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1229;}

                       else if ( (LA263_206==FIRST) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1230;}

                       else if ( (LA263_206==LAST) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1231;}

                       else if ( (LA263_206==WHILE) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1232;}

                       else if ( (LA263_206==MERGE) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1233;}

                       else if ( (LA263_206==MATCHED) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1234;}

                       else if ( (LA263_206==UNIDIRECTIONAL) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1235;}

                       else if ( (LA263_206==RETAINUNION) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1236;}

                       else if ( (LA263_206==RETAININTERSECTION) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s =

1237;}

                       else if ( (LA263_206==UNTIL) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1238;}

                       else if ( (LA263_206==PATTERN) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1239;}

                       else if ( (LA263_206==SQL) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1240;}

                       else if ( (LA263_206==METADATASQL) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1241;}

                       else if ( (LA263_206==PREVIOUS) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1242;}

                       else if ( (LA263_206==PREVIOUSTAIL) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1243;}

                       else if ( (LA263_206==PRIOR) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1244;}

                       else if ( (LA263_206==WEEKDAY) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1245;}

                       else if ( (LA263_206==LW) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1246;}

                       else if ( (LA263_206==INSTANCEOF) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1247;}

                       else if ( (LA263_206==TYPEOF) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1248;}

                       else if ( (LA263_206==CAST) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1249;}

                       else if ( (LA263_206==SNAPSHOT) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1250;}

                       else if ( (LA263_206==VARIABLE) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1251;}

                       else if ( (LA263_206==INDEX) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1252;}

                       else if ( (LA263_206==WINDOW) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1253;}

                       else if ( (LA263_206==LEFT) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1254;}

                       else if ( (LA263_206==RIGHT) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1255;}

                       else if ( (LA263_206==OUTER) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1256;}

                       else if ( (LA263_206==FULL) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1257;}

                       else if ( (LA263_206==JOIN) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1258;}

                       else if ( (LA263_206==DEFINE) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1259;}

                       else if ( (LA263_206==PARTITION) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1260;}

                       else if ( (LA263_206==MATCHES) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1261;}

                       else if ( (LA263_206==CONTEXT) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1262;}

                       else if ( (LA263_206==FOR) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1263;}

                       else if ( (LA263_206==USING) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1264;}

                       else if ( (LA263_206==WHERE) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1265;}

                       else if ( (LA263_206==SET) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1266;}

                       else if ( (LA263_206==AFTER) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1267;}

                       else if ( (LA263_206==BETWEEN) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1268;}

                       else if ( (LA263_206==PREVIOUSCOUNT) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1269;}

                       else if ( (LA263_206==PREVIOUSWINDOW) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1270;}

                       else if ( (LA263_206==EXISTS) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1271;}

                       else if ( (LA263_206==CURRENT_TIMESTAMP) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s =

1272;}

                       else if ( (LA263_206==ISTREAM) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1273;}

                       else if ( (LA263_206==LCURLY) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1274;}
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                       else if ( (LA263_206==NEWKW) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1275;}

                       else if ( (LA263_206==NOT_EXPR) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1276;}

                       else if ( (LA263_206==STAR) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1277;}

                       input.seek(index263_206);

   return s;

 }

 private int sst_2() {

   int s = -1;

                       int LA263_268 = input.LA(1);

                       int index263_268 = input.index();

                       input.rewind();

                       s = -1;

                       if ( (LA263_268==STRING_LITERAL) ) {s = 1278;}

                       else if ( (LA263_268==QUOTED_STRING_LITERAL) ) {s = 1279;}

                       else if ( (LA263_268==ALL) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1280;}

                       else if ( (LA263_268==DISTINCT) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1281;}

                       else if ( (LA263_268==CASE) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1282;}

                       else if ( (LA263_268==MINUS) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1283;}

                       else if ( (LA263_268==PLUS) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1284;}

                       else if ( (LA263_268==NUM_INT) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1285;}

                       else if ( (LA263_268==NUM_LONG) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1286;}

                       else if ( (LA263_268==NUM_FLOAT) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1287;}

                       else if ( (LA263_268==NUM_DOUBLE) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1288;}

                       else if ( (LA263_268==BOOLEAN_TRUE) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1289;}

                       else if ( (LA263_268==BOOLEAN_FALSE) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1290;}

                       else if ( (LA263_268==VALUE_NULL) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1291;}

                       else if ( (LA263_268==QUESTION) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1292;}

                       else if ( (LA263_268==LPAREN) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1293;}

                       else if ( (LA263_268==IDENT) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1294;}

                       else if ( (LA263_268==TICKED_STRING_LITERAL) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s =

1295;}

                       else if ( (LA263_268==AT) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1296;}

                       else if ( (LA263_268==COUNT) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1297;}

                       else if ( (LA263_268==ESCAPE) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1298;}

                       else if ( (LA263_268==EVERY_EXPR) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1299;}

                       else if ( (LA263_268==SUM) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1300;}

                       else if ( (LA263_268==AVG) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1301;}

                       else if ( (LA263_268==MAX) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1302;}

                       else if ( (LA263_268==MIN) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1303;}

                       else if ( (LA263_268==COALESCE) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1304;}

                       else if ( (LA263_268==MEDIAN) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1305;}

                       else if ( (LA263_268==STDDEV) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1306;}

                       else if ( (LA263_268==AVEDEV) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1307;}

                       else if ( (LA263_268==EVENTS) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1308;}

                       else if ( (LA263_268==FIRST) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1309;}

                       else if ( (LA263_268==LAST) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1310;}

                       else if ( (LA263_268==WHILE) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1311;}

                       else if ( (LA263_268==MERGE) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1312;}
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                       else if ( (LA263_268==MATCHED) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1313;}

                       else if ( (LA263_268==UNIDIRECTIONAL) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1314;}

                       else if ( (LA263_268==RETAINUNION) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1315;}

                       else if ( (LA263_268==RETAININTERSECTION) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s =

1316;}

                       else if ( (LA263_268==UNTIL) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1317;}

                       else if ( (LA263_268==PATTERN) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1318;}

                       else if ( (LA263_268==SQL) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1319;}

                       else if ( (LA263_268==METADATASQL) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1320;}

                       else if ( (LA263_268==PREVIOUS) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1321;}

                       else if ( (LA263_268==PREVIOUSTAIL) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1322;}

                       else if ( (LA263_268==PRIOR) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1323;}

                       else if ( (LA263_268==WEEKDAY) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1324;}

                       else if ( (LA263_268==LW) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1325;}

                       else if ( (LA263_268==INSTANCEOF) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1326;}

                       else if ( (LA263_268==TYPEOF) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1327;}

                       else if ( (LA263_268==CAST) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1328;}

                       else if ( (LA263_268==SNAPSHOT) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1329;}

                       else if ( (LA263_268==VARIABLE) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1330;}

                       else if ( (LA263_268==INDEX) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1331;}

                       else if ( (LA263_268==WINDOW) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1332;}

                       else if ( (LA263_268==LEFT) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1333;}

                       else if ( (LA263_268==RIGHT) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1334;}

                       else if ( (LA263_268==OUTER) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1335;}

                       else if ( (LA263_268==FULL) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1336;}

                       else if ( (LA263_268==JOIN) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1337;}

                       else if ( (LA263_268==DEFINE) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1338;}

                       else if ( (LA263_268==PARTITION) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1339;}

                       else if ( (LA263_268==MATCHES) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1340;}

                       else if ( (LA263_268==CONTEXT) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1341;}

                       else if ( (LA263_268==FOR) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1342;}

                       else if ( (LA263_268==USING) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1343;}

                       else if ( (LA263_268==WHERE) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1344;}

                       else if ( (LA263_268==SET) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1345;}

                       else if ( (LA263_268==AFTER) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1346;}

                       else if ( (LA263_268==BETWEEN) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1347;}

                       else if ( (LA263_268==PREVIOUSCOUNT) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1348;}

                       else if ( (LA263_268==PREVIOUSWINDOW) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1349;}

                       else if ( (LA263_268==EXISTS) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1350;}

                       else if ( (LA263_268==CURRENT_TIMESTAMP) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s =

1351;}

                       else if ( (LA263_268==ISTREAM) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1352;}

                       else if ( (LA263_268==LCURLY) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1353;}

                       else if ( (LA263_268==NEWKW) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1354;}

                       else if ( (LA263_268==NOT_EXPR) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1355;}

                       input.seek(index263_268);

   return s;

 }
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 private int sst_3() {

   int s = -1;

                       int LA263_330 = input.LA(1);

                       int index263_330 = input.index();

                       input.rewind();

                       s = -1;

                       if ( (LA263_330==ALL) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1356;}

                       else if ( (LA263_330==DISTINCT) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1357;}

                       else if ( (LA263_330==CASE) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1358;}

                       else if ( (LA263_330==MINUS) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1359;}

                       else if ( (LA263_330==PLUS) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1360;}

                       else if ( (LA263_330==NUM_INT) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1361;}

                       else if ( (LA263_330==NUM_LONG) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1362;}

                       else if ( (LA263_330==NUM_FLOAT) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1363;}

                       else if ( (LA263_330==NUM_DOUBLE) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1364;}

                       else if ( (LA263_330==STRING_LITERAL) ) {s = 1365;}

                       else if ( (LA263_330==QUOTED_STRING_LITERAL) ) {s = 1366;}

                       else if ( (LA263_330==BOOLEAN_TRUE) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1367;}

                       else if ( (LA263_330==BOOLEAN_FALSE) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1368;}

                       else if ( (LA263_330==VALUE_NULL) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1369;}

                       else if ( (LA263_330==QUESTION) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1370;}

                       else if ( (LA263_330==LPAREN) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1371;}

                       else if ( (LA263_330==IDENT) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1372;}

                       else if ( (LA263_330==TICKED_STRING_LITERAL) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s =

1373;}

                       else if ( (LA263_330==AT) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1374;}

                       else if ( (LA263_330==COUNT) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1375;}

                       else if ( (LA263_330==ESCAPE) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1376;}

                       else if ( (LA263_330==EVERY_EXPR) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1377;}

                       else if ( (LA263_330==SUM) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1378;}

                       else if ( (LA263_330==AVG) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1379;}

                       else if ( (LA263_330==MAX) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1380;}

                       else if ( (LA263_330==MIN) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1381;}

                       else if ( (LA263_330==COALESCE) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1382;}

                       else if ( (LA263_330==MEDIAN) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1383;}

                       else if ( (LA263_330==STDDEV) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1384;}

                       else if ( (LA263_330==AVEDEV) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1385;}

                       else if ( (LA263_330==EVENTS) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1386;}

                       else if ( (LA263_330==FIRST) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1387;}

                       else if ( (LA263_330==LAST) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1388;}

                       else if ( (LA263_330==WHILE) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1389;}

                       else if ( (LA263_330==MERGE) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1390;}

                       else if ( (LA263_330==MATCHED) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1391;}

                       else if ( (LA263_330==UNIDIRECTIONAL) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1392;}

                       else if ( (LA263_330==RETAINUNION) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1393;}

                       else if ( (LA263_330==RETAININTERSECTION) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s =

1394;}

                       else if ( (LA263_330==UNTIL) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1395;}
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                       else if ( (LA263_330==PATTERN) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1396;}

                       else if ( (LA263_330==SQL) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1397;}

                       else if ( (LA263_330==METADATASQL) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1398;}

                       else if ( (LA263_330==PREVIOUS) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1399;}

                       else if ( (LA263_330==PREVIOUSTAIL) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1400;}

                       else if ( (LA263_330==PRIOR) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1401;}

                       else if ( (LA263_330==WEEKDAY) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1402;}

                       else if ( (LA263_330==LW) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1403;}

                       else if ( (LA263_330==INSTANCEOF) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1404;}

                       else if ( (LA263_330==TYPEOF) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1405;}

                       else if ( (LA263_330==CAST) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1406;}

                       else if ( (LA263_330==SNAPSHOT) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1407;}

                       else if ( (LA263_330==VARIABLE) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1408;}

                       else if ( (LA263_330==INDEX) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1409;}

                       else if ( (LA263_330==WINDOW) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1410;}

                       else if ( (LA263_330==LEFT) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1411;}

                       else if ( (LA263_330==RIGHT) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1412;}

                       else if ( (LA263_330==OUTER) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1413;}

                       else if ( (LA263_330==FULL) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1414;}

                       else if ( (LA263_330==JOIN) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1415;}

                       else if ( (LA263_330==DEFINE) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1416;}

                       else if ( (LA263_330==PARTITION) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1417;}

                       else if ( (LA263_330==MATCHES) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1418;}

                       else if ( (LA263_330==CONTEXT) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1419;}

                       else if ( (LA263_330==FOR) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1420;}

                       else if ( (LA263_330==USING) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1421;}

                       else if ( (LA263_330==WHERE) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1422;}

                       else if ( (LA263_330==SET) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1423;}

                       else if ( (LA263_330==AFTER) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1424;}

                       else if ( (LA263_330==BETWEEN) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1425;}

                       else if ( (LA263_330==PREVIOUSCOUNT) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1426;}

                       else if ( (LA263_330==PREVIOUSWINDOW) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1427;}

                       else if ( (LA263_330==EXISTS) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1428;}

                       else if ( (LA263_330==CURRENT_TIMESTAMP) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s =

1429;}

                       else if ( (LA263_330==ISTREAM) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1430;}

                       else if ( (LA263_330==LCURLY) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1431;}

                       else if ( (LA263_330==NEWKW) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1432;}

                       else if ( (LA263_330==NOT_EXPR) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1433;}

                       input.seek(index263_330);

   return s;

 }

 private int sst_4() {

   int s = -1;

                       int LA263_392 = input.LA(1);

                       int index263_392 = input.index();

                       input.rewind();

                       s = -1;
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                       if ( (LA263_392==STRING_LITERAL) ) {s = 1434;}

                       else if ( (LA263_392==QUOTED_STRING_LITERAL) ) {s = 1435;}

                       else if ( (LA263_392==CASE) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1436;}

                       else if ( (LA263_392==MINUS) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1437;}

                       else if ( (LA263_392==PLUS) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1438;}

                       else if ( (LA263_392==NUM_INT) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1439;}

                       else if ( (LA263_392==NUM_LONG) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1440;}

                       else if ( (LA263_392==NUM_FLOAT) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1441;}

                       else if ( (LA263_392==NUM_DOUBLE) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1442;}

                       else if ( (LA263_392==BOOLEAN_TRUE) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1443;}

                       else if ( (LA263_392==BOOLEAN_FALSE) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1444;}

                       else if ( (LA263_392==VALUE_NULL) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1445;}

                       else if ( (LA263_392==QUESTION) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1446;}

                       else if ( (LA263_392==LPAREN) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1447;}

                       else if ( (LA263_392==IDENT) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1448;}

                       else if ( (LA263_392==TICKED_STRING_LITERAL) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s =

1449;}

                       else if ( (LA263_392==AT) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1450;}

                       else if ( (LA263_392==COUNT) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1451;}

                       else if ( (LA263_392==ESCAPE) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1452;}

                       else if ( (LA263_392==EVERY_EXPR) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1453;}

                       else if ( (LA263_392==SUM) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1454;}

                       else if ( (LA263_392==AVG) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1455;}

                       else if ( (LA263_392==MAX) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1456;}

                       else if ( (LA263_392==MIN) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1457;}

                       else if ( (LA263_392==COALESCE) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1458;}

                       else if ( (LA263_392==MEDIAN) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1459;}

                       else if ( (LA263_392==STDDEV) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1460;}

                       else if ( (LA263_392==AVEDEV) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1461;}

                       else if ( (LA263_392==EVENTS) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1462;}

                       else if ( (LA263_392==FIRST) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1463;}

                       else if ( (LA263_392==LAST) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1464;}

                       else if ( (LA263_392==WHILE) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1465;}

                       else if ( (LA263_392==MERGE) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1466;}

                       else if ( (LA263_392==MATCHED) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1467;}

                       else if ( (LA263_392==UNIDIRECTIONAL) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1468;}

                       else if ( (LA263_392==RETAINUNION) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1469;}

                       else if ( (LA263_392==RETAININTERSECTION) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s =

1470;}

                       else if ( (LA263_392==UNTIL) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1471;}

                       else if ( (LA263_392==PATTERN) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1472;}

                       else if ( (LA263_392==SQL) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1473;}

                       else if ( (LA263_392==METADATASQL) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1474;}

                       else if ( (LA263_392==PREVIOUS) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1475;}

                       else if ( (LA263_392==PREVIOUSTAIL) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1476;}

                       else if ( (LA263_392==PRIOR) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1477;}

                       else if ( (LA263_392==WEEKDAY) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1478;}

                       else if ( (LA263_392==LW) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1479;}
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                       else if ( (LA263_392==INSTANCEOF) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1480;}

                       else if ( (LA263_392==TYPEOF) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1481;}

                       else if ( (LA263_392==CAST) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1482;}

                       else if ( (LA263_392==SNAPSHOT) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1483;}

                       else if ( (LA263_392==VARIABLE) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1484;}

                       else if ( (LA263_392==INDEX) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1485;}

                       else if ( (LA263_392==WINDOW) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1486;}

                       else if ( (LA263_392==LEFT) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1487;}

                       else if ( (LA263_392==RIGHT) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1488;}

                       else if ( (LA263_392==OUTER) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1489;}

                       else if ( (LA263_392==FULL) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1490;}

                       else if ( (LA263_392==JOIN) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1491;}

                       else if ( (LA263_392==DEFINE) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1492;}

                       else if ( (LA263_392==PARTITION) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1493;}

                       else if ( (LA263_392==MATCHES) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1494;}

                       else if ( (LA263_392==CONTEXT) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1495;}

                       else if ( (LA263_392==FOR) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1496;}

                       else if ( (LA263_392==USING) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1497;}

                       else if ( (LA263_392==WHERE) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1498;}

                       else if ( (LA263_392==SET) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1499;}

                       else if ( (LA263_392==AFTER) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1500;}

                       else if ( (LA263_392==BETWEEN) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1501;}

                       else if ( (LA263_392==PREVIOUSCOUNT) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1502;}

                       else if ( (LA263_392==PREVIOUSWINDOW) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1503;}

                       else if ( (LA263_392==EXISTS) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1504;}

                       else if ( (LA263_392==CURRENT_TIMESTAMP) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s =

1505;}

                       else if ( (LA263_392==ISTREAM) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1506;}

                       else if ( (LA263_392==LCURLY) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1507;}

                       else if ( (LA263_392==NEWKW) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1508;}

                       else if ( (LA263_392==NOT_EXPR) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1509;}

                       input.seek(index263_392);

   return s;

 }

 private int sst_5() {

   int s = -1;

                       int LA263_454 = input.LA(1);

                       int index263_454 = input.index();

                       input.rewind();

                       s = -1;

                       if ( (LA263_454==ALL) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1510;}

                       else if ( (LA263_454==DISTINCT) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1511;}

                       else if ( (LA263_454==CASE) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1512;}

                       else if ( (LA263_454==MINUS) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1513;}

                       else if ( (LA263_454==PLUS) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1514;}

                       else if ( (LA263_454==NUM_INT) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1515;}

                       else if ( (LA263_454==NUM_LONG) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1516;}

                       else if ( (LA263_454==NUM_FLOAT) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1517;}
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                       else if ( (LA263_454==NUM_DOUBLE) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1518;}

                       else if ( (LA263_454==STRING_LITERAL) ) {s = 1519;}

                       else if ( (LA263_454==QUOTED_STRING_LITERAL) ) {s = 1520;}

                       else if ( (LA263_454==BOOLEAN_TRUE) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1521;}

                       else if ( (LA263_454==BOOLEAN_FALSE) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1522;}

                       else if ( (LA263_454==VALUE_NULL) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1523;}

                       else if ( (LA263_454==QUESTION) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1524;}

                       else if ( (LA263_454==LPAREN) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1525;}

                       else if ( (LA263_454==IDENT) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1526;}

                       else if ( (LA263_454==TICKED_STRING_LITERAL) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s =

1527;}

                       else if ( (LA263_454==AT) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1528;}

                       else if ( (LA263_454==COUNT) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1529;}

                       else if ( (LA263_454==ESCAPE) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1530;}

                       else if ( (LA263_454==EVERY_EXPR) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1531;}

                       else if ( (LA263_454==SUM) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1532;}

                       else if ( (LA263_454==AVG) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1533;}

                       else if ( (LA263_454==MAX) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1534;}

                       else if ( (LA263_454==MIN) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1535;}

                       else if ( (LA263_454==COALESCE) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1536;}

                       else if ( (LA263_454==MEDIAN) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1537;}

                       else if ( (LA263_454==STDDEV) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1538;}

                       else if ( (LA263_454==AVEDEV) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1539;}

                       else if ( (LA263_454==EVENTS) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1540;}

                       else if ( (LA263_454==FIRST) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1541;}

                       else if ( (LA263_454==LAST) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1542;}

                       else if ( (LA263_454==WHILE) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1543;}

                       else if ( (LA263_454==MERGE) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1544;}

                       else if ( (LA263_454==MATCHED) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1545;}

                       else if ( (LA263_454==UNIDIRECTIONAL) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1546;}

                       else if ( (LA263_454==RETAINUNION) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1547;}

                       else if ( (LA263_454==RETAININTERSECTION) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s =

1548;}

                       else if ( (LA263_454==UNTIL) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1549;}

                       else if ( (LA263_454==PATTERN) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1550;}

                       else if ( (LA263_454==SQL) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1551;}

                       else if ( (LA263_454==METADATASQL) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1552;}

                       else if ( (LA263_454==PREVIOUS) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1553;}

                       else if ( (LA263_454==PREVIOUSTAIL) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1554;}

                       else if ( (LA263_454==PRIOR) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1555;}

                       else if ( (LA263_454==WEEKDAY) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1556;}

                       else if ( (LA263_454==LW) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1557;}

                       else if ( (LA263_454==INSTANCEOF) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1558;}

                       else if ( (LA263_454==TYPEOF) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1559;}

                       else if ( (LA263_454==CAST) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1560;}

                       else if ( (LA263_454==SNAPSHOT) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1561;}

                       else if ( (LA263_454==VARIABLE) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1562;}

                       else if ( (LA263_454==INDEX) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1563;}
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                       else if ( (LA263_454==WINDOW) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1564;}

                       else if ( (LA263_454==LEFT) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1565;}

                       else if ( (LA263_454==RIGHT) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1566;}

                       else if ( (LA263_454==OUTER) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1567;}

                       else if ( (LA263_454==FULL) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1568;}

                       else if ( (LA263_454==JOIN) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1569;}

                       else if ( (LA263_454==DEFINE) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1570;}

                       else if ( (LA263_454==PARTITION) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1571;}

                       else if ( (LA263_454==MATCHES) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1572;}

                       else if ( (LA263_454==CONTEXT) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1573;}

                       else if ( (LA263_454==FOR) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1574;}

                       else if ( (LA263_454==USING) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1575;}

                       else if ( (LA263_454==WHERE) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1576;}

                       else if ( (LA263_454==SET) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1577;}

                       else if ( (LA263_454==AFTER) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1578;}

                       else if ( (LA263_454==BETWEEN) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1579;}

                       else if ( (LA263_454==PREVIOUSCOUNT) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1580;}

                       else if ( (LA263_454==PREVIOUSWINDOW) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1581;}

                       else if ( (LA263_454==EXISTS) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1582;}

                       else if ( (LA263_454==CURRENT_TIMESTAMP) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s =

1583;}

                       else if ( (LA263_454==ISTREAM) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1584;}

                       else if ( (LA263_454==LCURLY) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1585;}

                       else if ( (LA263_454==NEWKW) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1586;}

                       else if ( (LA263_454==NOT_EXPR) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1587;}

                       input.seek(index263_454);

   return s;

 }

 private int sst_6() {

   int s = -1;

                       int LA263_516 = input.LA(1);

                       int index263_516 = input.index();

                       input.rewind();

                       s = -1;

                       if ( (LA263_516==STRING_LITERAL) ) {s = 1588;}

                       else if ( (LA263_516==QUOTED_STRING_LITERAL) ) {s = 1589;}

                       else if ( (LA263_516==ALL) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1590;}

                       else if ( (LA263_516==DISTINCT) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1591;}

                       else if ( (LA263_516==CASE) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1592;}

                       else if ( (LA263_516==MINUS) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1593;}

                       else if ( (LA263_516==PLUS) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1594;}

                       else if ( (LA263_516==NUM_INT) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1595;}

                       else if ( (LA263_516==NUM_LONG) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1596;}

                       else if ( (LA263_516==NUM_FLOAT) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1597;}

                       else if ( (LA263_516==NUM_DOUBLE) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1598;}

                       else if ( (LA263_516==BOOLEAN_TRUE) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1599;}

                       else if ( (LA263_516==BOOLEAN_FALSE) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1600;}

                       else if ( (LA263_516==VALUE_NULL) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1601;}
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                       else if ( (LA263_516==QUESTION) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1602;}

                       else if ( (LA263_516==LPAREN) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1603;}

                       else if ( (LA263_516==IDENT) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1604;}

                       else if ( (LA263_516==TICKED_STRING_LITERAL) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s =

1605;}

                       else if ( (LA263_516==AT) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1606;}

                       else if ( (LA263_516==COUNT) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1607;}

                       else if ( (LA263_516==ESCAPE) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1608;}

                       else if ( (LA263_516==EVERY_EXPR) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1609;}

                       else if ( (LA263_516==SUM) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1610;}

                       else if ( (LA263_516==AVG) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1611;}

                       else if ( (LA263_516==MAX) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1612;}

                       else if ( (LA263_516==MIN) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1613;}

                       else if ( (LA263_516==COALESCE) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1614;}

                       else if ( (LA263_516==MEDIAN) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1615;}

                       else if ( (LA263_516==STDDEV) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1616;}

                       else if ( (LA263_516==AVEDEV) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1617;}

                       else if ( (LA263_516==EVENTS) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1618;}

                       else if ( (LA263_516==FIRST) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1619;}

                       else if ( (LA263_516==LAST) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1620;}

                       else if ( (LA263_516==WHILE) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1621;}

                       else if ( (LA263_516==MERGE) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1622;}

                       else if ( (LA263_516==MATCHED) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1623;}

                       else if ( (LA263_516==UNIDIRECTIONAL) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1624;}

                       else if ( (LA263_516==RETAINUNION) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1625;}

                       else if ( (LA263_516==RETAININTERSECTION) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s =

1626;}

                       else if ( (LA263_516==UNTIL) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1627;}

                       else if ( (LA263_516==PATTERN) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1628;}

                       else if ( (LA263_516==SQL) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1629;}

                       else if ( (LA263_516==METADATASQL) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1630;}

                       else if ( (LA263_516==PREVIOUS) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1631;}

                       else if ( (LA263_516==PREVIOUSTAIL) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1632;}

                       else if ( (LA263_516==PRIOR) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1633;}

                       else if ( (LA263_516==WEEKDAY) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1634;}

                       else if ( (LA263_516==LW) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1635;}

                       else if ( (LA263_516==INSTANCEOF) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1636;}

                       else if ( (LA263_516==TYPEOF) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1637;}

                       else if ( (LA263_516==CAST) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1638;}

                       else if ( (LA263_516==SNAPSHOT) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1639;}

                       else if ( (LA263_516==VARIABLE) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1640;}

                       else if ( (LA263_516==INDEX) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1641;}

                       else if ( (LA263_516==WINDOW) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1642;}

                       else if ( (LA263_516==LEFT) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1643;}

                       else if ( (LA263_516==RIGHT) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1644;}

                       else if ( (LA263_516==OUTER) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1645;}

                       else if ( (LA263_516==FULL) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1646;}

                       else if ( (LA263_516==JOIN) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1647;}
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                       else if ( (LA263_516==DEFINE) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1648;}

                       else if ( (LA263_516==PARTITION) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1649;}

                       else if ( (LA263_516==MATCHES) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1650;}

                       else if ( (LA263_516==CONTEXT) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1651;}

                       else if ( (LA263_516==FOR) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1652;}

                       else if ( (LA263_516==USING) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1653;}

                       else if ( (LA263_516==WHERE) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1654;}

                       else if ( (LA263_516==SET) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1655;}

                       else if ( (LA263_516==AFTER) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1656;}

                       else if ( (LA263_516==BETWEEN) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1657;}

                       else if ( (LA263_516==PREVIOUSCOUNT) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1658;}

                       else if ( (LA263_516==PREVIOUSWINDOW) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1659;}

                       else if ( (LA263_516==EXISTS) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1660;}

                       else if ( (LA263_516==CURRENT_TIMESTAMP) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s =

1661;}

                       else if ( (LA263_516==ISTREAM) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1662;}

                       else if ( (LA263_516==LCURLY) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1663;}

                       else if ( (LA263_516==NEWKW) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1664;}

                       else if ( (LA263_516==NOT_EXPR) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1665;}

                       input.seek(index263_516);

   return s;

 }

 private int sst_7() {

   int s = -1;

                       int LA263_578 = input.LA(1);

                       int index263_578 = input.index();

                       input.rewind();

                       s = -1;

                       if ( (LA263_578==STRING_LITERAL) ) {s = 1666;}

                       else if ( (LA263_578==QUOTED_STRING_LITERAL) ) {s = 1667;}

                       else if ( (LA263_578==ALL) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1668;}

                       else if ( (LA263_578==DISTINCT) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1669;}

                       else if ( (LA263_578==CASE) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1670;}

                       else if ( (LA263_578==MINUS) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1671;}

                       else if ( (LA263_578==PLUS) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1672;}

                       else if ( (LA263_578==NUM_INT) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1673;}

                       else if ( (LA263_578==NUM_LONG) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1674;}

                       else if ( (LA263_578==NUM_FLOAT) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1675;}

                       else if ( (LA263_578==NUM_DOUBLE) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1676;}

                       else if ( (LA263_578==BOOLEAN_TRUE) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1677;}

                       else if ( (LA263_578==BOOLEAN_FALSE) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1678;}

                       else if ( (LA263_578==VALUE_NULL) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1679;}

                       else if ( (LA263_578==QUESTION) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1680;}

                       else if ( (LA263_578==LPAREN) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1681;}

                       else if ( (LA263_578==IDENT) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1682;}

                       else if ( (LA263_578==TICKED_STRING_LITERAL) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s =

1683;}

                       else if ( (LA263_578==AT) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1684;}
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                       else if ( (LA263_578==COUNT) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1685;}

                       else if ( (LA263_578==ESCAPE) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1686;}

                       else if ( (LA263_578==EVERY_EXPR) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1687;}

                       else if ( (LA263_578==SUM) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1688;}

                       else if ( (LA263_578==AVG) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1689;}

                       else if ( (LA263_578==MAX) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1690;}

                       else if ( (LA263_578==MIN) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1691;}

                       else if ( (LA263_578==COALESCE) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1692;}

                       else if ( (LA263_578==MEDIAN) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1693;}

                       else if ( (LA263_578==STDDEV) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1694;}

                       else if ( (LA263_578==AVEDEV) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1695;}

                       else if ( (LA263_578==EVENTS) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1696;}

                       else if ( (LA263_578==FIRST) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1697;}

                       else if ( (LA263_578==LAST) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1698;}

                       else if ( (LA263_578==WHILE) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1699;}

                       else if ( (LA263_578==MERGE) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1700;}

                       else if ( (LA263_578==MATCHED) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1701;}

                       else if ( (LA263_578==UNIDIRECTIONAL) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1702;}

                       else if ( (LA263_578==RETAINUNION) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1703;}

                       else if ( (LA263_578==RETAININTERSECTION) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s =

1704;}

                       else if ( (LA263_578==UNTIL) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1705;}

                       else if ( (LA263_578==PATTERN) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1706;}

                       else if ( (LA263_578==SQL) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1707;}

                       else if ( (LA263_578==METADATASQL) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1708;}

                       else if ( (LA263_578==PREVIOUS) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1709;}

                       else if ( (LA263_578==PREVIOUSTAIL) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1710;}

                       else if ( (LA263_578==PRIOR) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1711;}

                       else if ( (LA263_578==WEEKDAY) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1712;}

                       else if ( (LA263_578==LW) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1713;}

                       else if ( (LA263_578==INSTANCEOF) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1714;}

                       else if ( (LA263_578==TYPEOF) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1715;}

                       else if ( (LA263_578==CAST) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1716;}

                       else if ( (LA263_578==SNAPSHOT) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1717;}

                       else if ( (LA263_578==VARIABLE) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1718;}

                       else if ( (LA263_578==INDEX) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1719;}

                       else if ( (LA263_578==WINDOW) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1720;}

                       else if ( (LA263_578==LEFT) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1721;}

                       else if ( (LA263_578==RIGHT) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1722;}

                       else if ( (LA263_578==OUTER) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1723;}

                       else if ( (LA263_578==FULL) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1724;}

                       else if ( (LA263_578==JOIN) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1725;}

                       else if ( (LA263_578==DEFINE) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1726;}

                       else if ( (LA263_578==PARTITION) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1727;}

                       else if ( (LA263_578==MATCHES) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1728;}

                       else if ( (LA263_578==CONTEXT) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1729;}

                       else if ( (LA263_578==FOR) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1730;}

                       else if ( (LA263_578==USING) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1731;}
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                       else if ( (LA263_578==WHERE) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1732;}

                       else if ( (LA263_578==SET) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1733;}

                       else if ( (LA263_578==AFTER) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1734;}

                       else if ( (LA263_578==BETWEEN) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1735;}

                       else if ( (LA263_578==PREVIOUSCOUNT) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1736;}

                       else if ( (LA263_578==PREVIOUSWINDOW) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1737;}

                       else if ( (LA263_578==EXISTS) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1738;}

                       else if ( (LA263_578==CURRENT_TIMESTAMP) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s =

1739;}

                       else if ( (LA263_578==ISTREAM) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1740;}

                       else if ( (LA263_578==LCURLY) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1741;}

                       else if ( (LA263_578==NEWKW) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1742;}

                       else if ( (LA263_578==NOT_EXPR) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1743;}

                       input.seek(index263_578);

   return s;

 }

 private int sst_8() {

   int s = -1;

                       int LA263_640 = input.LA(1);

                       int index263_640 = input.index();

                       input.rewind();

                       s = -1;

                       if ( (LA263_640==STAR) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1744;}

                       else if ( (LA263_640==IDENT) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1745;}

                       else if ( (LA263_640==CASE) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1746;}

                       else if ( (LA263_640==MINUS) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1747;}

                       else if ( (LA263_640==PLUS) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1748;}

                       else if ( (LA263_640==NUM_INT) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1749;}

                       else if ( (LA263_640==NUM_LONG) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1750;}

                       else if ( (LA263_640==NUM_FLOAT) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1751;}

                       else if ( (LA263_640==NUM_DOUBLE) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1752;}

                       else if ( (LA263_640==STRING_LITERAL) ) {s = 1753;}

                       else if ( (LA263_640==QUOTED_STRING_LITERAL) ) {s = 1754;}

                       else if ( (LA263_640==BOOLEAN_TRUE) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1755;}

                       else if ( (LA263_640==BOOLEAN_FALSE) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1756;}

                       else if ( (LA263_640==VALUE_NULL) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1757;}

                       else if ( (LA263_640==QUESTION) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1758;}

                       else if ( (LA263_640==LPAREN) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1759;}

                       else if ( (LA263_640==TICKED_STRING_LITERAL) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s =

1760;}

                       else if ( (LA263_640==AT) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1761;}

                       else if ( (LA263_640==COUNT) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1762;}

                       else if ( (LA263_640==ESCAPE) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1763;}

                       else if ( (LA263_640==EVERY_EXPR) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1764;}

                       else if ( (LA263_640==SUM) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1765;}

                       else if ( (LA263_640==AVG) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1766;}

                       else if ( (LA263_640==MAX) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1767;}

                       else if ( (LA263_640==MIN) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1768;}
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                       else if ( (LA263_640==COALESCE) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1769;}

                       else if ( (LA263_640==MEDIAN) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1770;}

                       else if ( (LA263_640==STDDEV) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1771;}

                       else if ( (LA263_640==AVEDEV) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1772;}

                       else if ( (LA263_640==EVENTS) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1773;}

                       else if ( (LA263_640==FIRST) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1774;}

                       else if ( (LA263_640==LAST) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1775;}

                       else if ( (LA263_640==WHILE) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1776;}

                       else if ( (LA263_640==MERGE) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1777;}

                       else if ( (LA263_640==MATCHED) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1778;}

                       else if ( (LA263_640==UNIDIRECTIONAL) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1779;}

                       else if ( (LA263_640==RETAINUNION) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1780;}

                       else if ( (LA263_640==RETAININTERSECTION) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s =

1781;}

                       else if ( (LA263_640==UNTIL) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1782;}

                       else if ( (LA263_640==PATTERN) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1783;}

                       else if ( (LA263_640==SQL) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1784;}

                       else if ( (LA263_640==METADATASQL) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1785;}

                       else if ( (LA263_640==PREVIOUS) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1786;}

                       else if ( (LA263_640==PREVIOUSTAIL) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1787;}

                       else if ( (LA263_640==PRIOR) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1788;}

                       else if ( (LA263_640==WEEKDAY) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1789;}

                       else if ( (LA263_640==LW) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1790;}

                       else if ( (LA263_640==INSTANCEOF) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1791;}

                       else if ( (LA263_640==TYPEOF) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1792;}

                       else if ( (LA263_640==CAST) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1793;}

                       else if ( (LA263_640==SNAPSHOT) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1794;}

                       else if ( (LA263_640==VARIABLE) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1795;}

                       else if ( (LA263_640==INDEX) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1796;}

                       else if ( (LA263_640==WINDOW) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1797;}

                       else if ( (LA263_640==LEFT) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1798;}

                       else if ( (LA263_640==RIGHT) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1799;}

                       else if ( (LA263_640==OUTER) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1800;}

                       else if ( (LA263_640==FULL) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1801;}

                       else if ( (LA263_640==JOIN) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1802;}

                       else if ( (LA263_640==DEFINE) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1803;}

                       else if ( (LA263_640==PARTITION) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1804;}

                       else if ( (LA263_640==MATCHES) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1805;}

                       else if ( (LA263_640==CONTEXT) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1806;}

                       else if ( (LA263_640==FOR) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1807;}

                       else if ( (LA263_640==USING) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1808;}

                       else if ( (LA263_640==WHERE) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1809;}

                       else if ( (LA263_640==SET) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1810;}

                       else if ( (LA263_640==AFTER) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1811;}

                       else if ( (LA263_640==BETWEEN) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1812;}

                       else if ( (LA263_640==PREVIOUSCOUNT) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1813;}

                       else if ( (LA263_640==PREVIOUSWINDOW) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1814;}

                       else if ( (LA263_640==EXISTS) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1815;}
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                       else if ( (LA263_640==CURRENT_TIMESTAMP) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s =

1816;}

                       else if ( (LA263_640==ISTREAM) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1817;}

                       else if ( (LA263_640==LCURLY) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1818;}

                       else if ( (LA263_640==NEWKW) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1819;}

                       else if ( (LA263_640==NOT_EXPR) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1820;}

                       else if ( (LA263_640==RPAREN) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1821;}

                       input.seek(index263_640);

   return s;

 }

 private int sst_9() {

   int s = -1;

                       int LA263_702 = input.LA(1);

                       int index263_702 = input.index();

                       input.rewind();

                       s = -1;

                       if ( (LA263_702==STAR) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1822;}

                       else if ( (LA263_702==IDENT) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1823;}

                       else if ( (LA263_702==CASE) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1824;}

                       else if ( (LA263_702==MINUS) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1825;}

                       else if ( (LA263_702==PLUS) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1826;}

                       else if ( (LA263_702==NUM_INT) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1827;}

                       else if ( (LA263_702==NUM_LONG) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1828;}

                       else if ( (LA263_702==NUM_FLOAT) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1829;}

                       else if ( (LA263_702==NUM_DOUBLE) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1830;}

                       else if ( (LA263_702==STRING_LITERAL) ) {s = 1831;}

                       else if ( (LA263_702==QUOTED_STRING_LITERAL) ) {s = 1832;}

                       else if ( (LA263_702==BOOLEAN_TRUE) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1833;}

                       else if ( (LA263_702==BOOLEAN_FALSE) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1834;}

                       else if ( (LA263_702==VALUE_NULL) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1835;}

                       else if ( (LA263_702==QUESTION) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1836;}

                       else if ( (LA263_702==LPAREN) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1837;}

                       else if ( (LA263_702==TICKED_STRING_LITERAL) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s =

1838;}

                       else if ( (LA263_702==AT) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1839;}

                       else if ( (LA263_702==COUNT) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1840;}

                       else if ( (LA263_702==ESCAPE) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1841;}

                       else if ( (LA263_702==EVERY_EXPR) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1842;}

                       else if ( (LA263_702==SUM) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1843;}

                       else if ( (LA263_702==AVG) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1844;}

                       else if ( (LA263_702==MAX) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1845;}

                       else if ( (LA263_702==MIN) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1846;}

                       else if ( (LA263_702==COALESCE) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1847;}

                       else if ( (LA263_702==MEDIAN) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1848;}

                       else if ( (LA263_702==STDDEV) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1849;}

                       else if ( (LA263_702==AVEDEV) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1850;}

                       else if ( (LA263_702==EVENTS) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1851;}

                       else if ( (LA263_702==FIRST) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1852;}
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                       else if ( (LA263_702==LAST) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1853;}

                       else if ( (LA263_702==WHILE) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1854;}

                       else if ( (LA263_702==MERGE) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1855;}

                       else if ( (LA263_702==MATCHED) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1856;}

                       else if ( (LA263_702==UNIDIRECTIONAL) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1857;}

                       else if ( (LA263_702==RETAINUNION) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1858;}

                       else if ( (LA263_702==RETAININTERSECTION) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s =

1859;}

                       else if ( (LA263_702==UNTIL) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1860;}

                       else if ( (LA263_702==PATTERN) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1861;}

                       else if ( (LA263_702==SQL) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1862;}

                       else if ( (LA263_702==METADATASQL) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1863;}

                       else if ( (LA263_702==PREVIOUS) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1864;}

                       else if ( (LA263_702==PREVIOUSTAIL) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1865;}

                       else if ( (LA263_702==PRIOR) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1866;}

                       else if ( (LA263_702==WEEKDAY) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1867;}

                       else if ( (LA263_702==LW) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1868;}

                       else if ( (LA263_702==INSTANCEOF) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1869;}

                       else if ( (LA263_702==TYPEOF) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1870;}

                       else if ( (LA263_702==CAST) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1871;}

                       else if ( (LA263_702==SNAPSHOT) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1872;}

                       else if ( (LA263_702==VARIABLE) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1873;}

                       else if ( (LA263_702==INDEX) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1874;}

                       else if ( (LA263_702==WINDOW) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1875;}

                       else if ( (LA263_702==LEFT) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1876;}

                       else if ( (LA263_702==RIGHT) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1877;}

                       else if ( (LA263_702==OUTER) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1878;}

                       else if ( (LA263_702==FULL) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1879;}

                       else if ( (LA263_702==JOIN) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1880;}

                       else if ( (LA263_702==DEFINE) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1881;}

                       else if ( (LA263_702==PARTITION) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1882;}

                       else if ( (LA263_702==MATCHES) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1883;}

                       else if ( (LA263_702==CONTEXT) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1884;}

                       else if ( (LA263_702==FOR) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1885;}

                       else if ( (LA263_702==USING) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1886;}

                       else if ( (LA263_702==WHERE) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1887;}

                       else if ( (LA263_702==SET) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1888;}

                       else if ( (LA263_702==AFTER) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1889;}

                       else if ( (LA263_702==BETWEEN) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1890;}

                       else if ( (LA263_702==PREVIOUSCOUNT) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1891;}

                       else if ( (LA263_702==PREVIOUSWINDOW) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1892;}

                       else if ( (LA263_702==EXISTS) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1893;}

                       else if ( (LA263_702==CURRENT_TIMESTAMP) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s =

1894;}

                       else if ( (LA263_702==ISTREAM) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1895;}

                       else if ( (LA263_702==LCURLY) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1896;}

                       else if ( (LA263_702==NEWKW) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1897;}

                       else if ( (LA263_702==NOT_EXPR) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1898;}
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                       else if ( (LA263_702==RPAREN) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1899;}

                       input.seek(index263_702);

   return s;

 }

 private int sst_10() {

   int s = -1;

                       int LA263_764 = input.LA(1);

                       int index263_764 = input.index();

                       input.rewind();

                       s = -1;

                       if ( (LA263_764==CASE) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1900;}

                       else if ( (LA263_764==MINUS) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1901;}

                       else if ( (LA263_764==PLUS) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1902;}

                       else if ( (LA263_764==NUM_INT) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1903;}

                       else if ( (LA263_764==NUM_LONG) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1904;}

                       else if ( (LA263_764==NUM_FLOAT) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1905;}

                       else if ( (LA263_764==NUM_DOUBLE) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1906;}

                       else if ( (LA263_764==STRING_LITERAL) ) {s = 1907;}

                       else if ( (LA263_764==QUOTED_STRING_LITERAL) ) {s = 1908;}

                       else if ( (LA263_764==BOOLEAN_TRUE) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1909;}

                       else if ( (LA263_764==BOOLEAN_FALSE) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1910;}

                       else if ( (LA263_764==VALUE_NULL) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1911;}

                       else if ( (LA263_764==QUESTION) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1912;}

                       else if ( (LA263_764==LPAREN) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1913;}

                       else if ( (LA263_764==IDENT) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1914;}

                       else if ( (LA263_764==TICKED_STRING_LITERAL) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s =

1915;}

                       else if ( (LA263_764==AT) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1916;}

                       else if ( (LA263_764==COUNT) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1917;}

                       else if ( (LA263_764==ESCAPE) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1918;}

                       else if ( (LA263_764==EVERY_EXPR) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1919;}

                       else if ( (LA263_764==SUM) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1920;}

                       else if ( (LA263_764==AVG) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1921;}

                       else if ( (LA263_764==MAX) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1922;}

                       else if ( (LA263_764==MIN) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1923;}

                       else if ( (LA263_764==COALESCE) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1924;}

                       else if ( (LA263_764==MEDIAN) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1925;}

                       else if ( (LA263_764==STDDEV) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1926;}

                       else if ( (LA263_764==AVEDEV) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1927;}

                       else if ( (LA263_764==EVENTS) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1928;}

                       else if ( (LA263_764==FIRST) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1929;}

                       else if ( (LA263_764==LAST) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1930;}

                       else if ( (LA263_764==WHILE) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1931;}

                       else if ( (LA263_764==MERGE) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1932;}

                       else if ( (LA263_764==MATCHED) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1933;}

                       else if ( (LA263_764==UNIDIRECTIONAL) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1934;}

                       else if ( (LA263_764==RETAINUNION) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1935;}

                       else if ( (LA263_764==RETAININTERSECTION) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s =
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1936;}

                       else if ( (LA263_764==UNTIL) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1937;}

                       else if ( (LA263_764==PATTERN) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1938;}

                       else if ( (LA263_764==SQL) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1939;}

                       else if ( (LA263_764==METADATASQL) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1940;}

                       else if ( (LA263_764==PREVIOUS) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1941;}

                       else if ( (LA263_764==PREVIOUSTAIL) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1942;}

                       else if ( (LA263_764==PRIOR) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1943;}

                       else if ( (LA263_764==WEEKDAY) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1944;}

                       else if ( (LA263_764==LW) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1945;}

                       else if ( (LA263_764==INSTANCEOF) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1946;}

                       else if ( (LA263_764==TYPEOF) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1947;}

                       else if ( (LA263_764==CAST) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1948;}

                       else if ( (LA263_764==SNAPSHOT) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1949;}

                       else if ( (LA263_764==VARIABLE) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1950;}

                       else if ( (LA263_764==INDEX) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1951;}

                       else if ( (LA263_764==WINDOW) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1952;}

                       else if ( (LA263_764==LEFT) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1953;}

                       else if ( (LA263_764==RIGHT) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1954;}

                       else if ( (LA263_764==OUTER) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1955;}

                       else if ( (LA263_764==FULL) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1956;}

                       else if ( (LA263_764==JOIN) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1957;}

                       else if ( (LA263_764==DEFINE) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1958;}

                       else if ( (LA263_764==PARTITION) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1959;}

                       else if ( (LA263_764==MATCHES) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1960;}

                       else if ( (LA263_764==CONTEXT) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1961;}

                       else if ( (LA263_764==FOR) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1962;}

                       else if ( (LA263_764==USING) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1963;}

                       else if ( (LA263_764==WHERE) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1964;}

                       else if ( (LA263_764==SET) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1965;}

                       else if ( (LA263_764==AFTER) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1966;}

                       else if ( (LA263_764==BETWEEN) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1967;}

                       else if ( (LA263_764==PREVIOUSCOUNT) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1968;}

                       else if ( (LA263_764==PREVIOUSWINDOW) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1969;}

                       else if ( (LA263_764==EXISTS) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1970;}

                       else if ( (LA263_764==CURRENT_TIMESTAMP) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s =

1971;}

                       else if ( (LA263_764==ISTREAM) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1972;}

                       else if ( (LA263_764==LCURLY) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1973;}

                       else if ( (LA263_764==NEWKW) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1974;}

                       else if ( (LA263_764==NOT_EXPR) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1975;}

                       input.seek(index263_764);

   return s;

 }

 private int sst_11() {

   int s = -1;

                       int LA263_826 = input.LA(1);

                       int index263_826 = input.index();
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                       input.rewind();

                       s = -1;

                       if ( (LA263_826==STRING_LITERAL) ) {s = 1976;}

                       else if ( (LA263_826==QUOTED_STRING_LITERAL) ) {s = 1977;}

                       else if ( (LA263_826==CASE) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1978;}

                       else if ( (LA263_826==MINUS) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1979;}

                       else if ( (LA263_826==PLUS) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1980;}

                       else if ( (LA263_826==NUM_INT) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1981;}

                       else if ( (LA263_826==NUM_LONG) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1982;}

                       else if ( (LA263_826==NUM_FLOAT) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1983;}

                       else if ( (LA263_826==NUM_DOUBLE) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1984;}

                       else if ( (LA263_826==BOOLEAN_TRUE) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1985;}

                       else if ( (LA263_826==BOOLEAN_FALSE) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1986;}

                       else if ( (LA263_826==VALUE_NULL) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1987;}

                       else if ( (LA263_826==QUESTION) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1988;}

                       else if ( (LA263_826==LPAREN) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1989;}

                       else if ( (LA263_826==IDENT) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1990;}

                       else if ( (LA263_826==TICKED_STRING_LITERAL) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s =

1991;}

                       else if ( (LA263_826==AT) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1992;}

                       else if ( (LA263_826==COUNT) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1993;}

                       else if ( (LA263_826==ESCAPE) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1994;}

                       else if ( (LA263_826==EVERY_EXPR) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1995;}

                       else if ( (LA263_826==SUM) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1996;}

                       else if ( (LA263_826==AVG) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1997;}

                       else if ( (LA263_826==MAX) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1998;}

                       else if ( (LA263_826==MIN) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1999;}

                       else if ( (LA263_826==COALESCE) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2000;}

                       else if ( (LA263_826==MEDIAN) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2001;}

                       else if ( (LA263_826==STDDEV) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2002;}

                       else if ( (LA263_826==AVEDEV) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2003;}

                       else if ( (LA263_826==EVENTS) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2004;}

                       else if ( (LA263_826==FIRST) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2005;}

                       else if ( (LA263_826==LAST) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2006;}

                       else if ( (LA263_826==WHILE) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2007;}

                       else if ( (LA263_826==MERGE) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2008;}

                       else if ( (LA263_826==MATCHED) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2009;}

                       else if ( (LA263_826==UNIDIRECTIONAL) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2010;}

                       else if ( (LA263_826==RETAINUNION) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2011;}

                       else if ( (LA263_826==RETAININTERSECTION) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s =

2012;}

                       else if ( (LA263_826==UNTIL) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2013;}

                       else if ( (LA263_826==PATTERN) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2014;}

                       else if ( (LA263_826==SQL) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2015;}

                       else if ( (LA263_826==METADATASQL) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2016;}

                       else if ( (LA263_826==PREVIOUS) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2017;}

                       else if ( (LA263_826==PREVIOUSTAIL) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2018;}

                       else if ( (LA263_826==PRIOR) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2019;}
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                       else if ( (LA263_826==WEEKDAY) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2020;}

                       else if ( (LA263_826==LW) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2021;}

                       else if ( (LA263_826==INSTANCEOF) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2022;}

                       else if ( (LA263_826==TYPEOF) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2023;}

                       else if ( (LA263_826==CAST) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2024;}

                       else if ( (LA263_826==SNAPSHOT) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2025;}

                       else if ( (LA263_826==VARIABLE) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2026;}

                       else if ( (LA263_826==INDEX) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2027;}

                       else if ( (LA263_826==WINDOW) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2028;}

                       else if ( (LA263_826==LEFT) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2029;}

                       else if ( (LA263_826==RIGHT) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2030;}

                       else if ( (LA263_826==OUTER) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2031;}

                       else if ( (LA263_826==FULL) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2032;}

                       else if ( (LA263_826==JOIN) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2033;}

                       else if ( (LA263_826==DEFINE) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2034;}

                       else if ( (LA263_826==PARTITION) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2035;}

                       else if ( (LA263_826==MATCHES) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2036;}

                       else if ( (LA263_826==CONTEXT) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2037;}

                       else if ( (LA263_826==FOR) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2038;}

                       else if ( (LA263_826==USING) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2039;}

                       else if ( (LA263_826==WHERE) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2040;}

                       else if ( (LA263_826==SET) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2041;}

                       else if ( (LA263_826==AFTER) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2042;}

                       else if ( (LA263_826==BETWEEN) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2043;}

                       else if ( (LA263_826==PREVIOUSCOUNT) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2044;}

                       else if ( (LA263_826==PREVIOUSWINDOW) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2045;}

                       else if ( (LA263_826==EXISTS) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2046;}

                       else if ( (LA263_826==CURRENT_TIMESTAMP) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s =

2047;}

                       else if ( (LA263_826==ISTREAM) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2048;}

                       else if ( (LA263_826==LCURLY) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2049;}

                       else if ( (LA263_826==NEWKW) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2050;}

                       else if ( (LA263_826==NOT_EXPR) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2051;}

                       input.seek(index263_826);

   return s;

 }

 private int sst_12() {

   int s = -1;

                       int LA263_888 = input.LA(1);

                       int index263_888 = input.index();

                       input.rewind();

                       s = -1;

                       if ( (LA263_888==NUM_INT) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2052;}

                       else if ( ((LA263_888>=STRING_LITERAL && LA263_888<=QUOTED_STRING_LITERAL)) )

{s = 14;}

                       input.seek(index263_888);

   return s;

 }
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 private int sst_13() {

   int s = -1;

                       int LA263_950 = input.LA(1);

                       int index263_950 = input.index();

                       input.rewind();

                       s = -1;

                       if ( (LA263_950==STRING_LITERAL) ) {s = 2055;}

                       else if ( (LA263_950==QUOTED_STRING_LITERAL) ) {s = 2056;}

                       else if ( (LA263_950==CASE) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2057;}

                       else if ( (LA263_950==MINUS) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2058;}

                       else if ( (LA263_950==PLUS) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2059;}

                       else if ( (LA263_950==NUM_INT) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2060;}

                       else if ( (LA263_950==NUM_LONG) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2061;}

                       else if ( (LA263_950==NUM_FLOAT) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2062;}

                       else if ( (LA263_950==NUM_DOUBLE) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2063;}

                       else if ( (LA263_950==BOOLEAN_TRUE) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2064;}

                       else if ( (LA263_950==BOOLEAN_FALSE) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2065;}

                       else if ( (LA263_950==VALUE_NULL) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2066;}

                       else if ( (LA263_950==QUESTION) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2067;}

                       else if ( (LA263_950==LPAREN) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2068;}

                       else if ( (LA263_950==IDENT) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2069;}

                       else if ( (LA263_950==TICKED_STRING_LITERAL) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s =

2070;}

                       else if ( (LA263_950==AT) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2071;}

                       else if ( (LA263_950==COUNT) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2072;}

                       else if ( (LA263_950==ESCAPE) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2073;}

                       else if ( (LA263_950==EVERY_EXPR) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2074;}

                       else if ( (LA263_950==SUM) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2075;}

                       else if ( (LA263_950==AVG) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2076;}

                       else if ( (LA263_950==MAX) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2077;}

                       else if ( (LA263_950==MIN) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2078;}

                       else if ( (LA263_950==COALESCE) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2079;}

                       else if ( (LA263_950==MEDIAN) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2080;}

                       else if ( (LA263_950==STDDEV) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2081;}

                       else if ( (LA263_950==AVEDEV) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2082;}

                       else if ( (LA263_950==EVENTS) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2083;}

                       else if ( (LA263_950==FIRST) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2084;}

                       else if ( (LA263_950==LAST) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2085;}

                       else if ( (LA263_950==WHILE) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2086;}

                       else if ( (LA263_950==MERGE) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2087;}

                       else if ( (LA263_950==MATCHED) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2088;}

                       else if ( (LA263_950==UNIDIRECTIONAL) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2089;}

                       else if ( (LA263_950==RETAINUNION) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2090;}

                       else if ( (LA263_950==RETAININTERSECTION) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s =

2091;}

                       else if ( (LA263_950==UNTIL) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2092;}

                       else if ( (LA263_950==PATTERN) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2093;}

                       else if ( (LA263_950==SQL) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2094;}
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                       else if ( (LA263_950==METADATASQL) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2095;}

                       else if ( (LA263_950==PREVIOUS) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2096;}

                       else if ( (LA263_950==PREVIOUSTAIL) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2097;}

                       else if ( (LA263_950==PRIOR) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2098;}

                       else if ( (LA263_950==WEEKDAY) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2099;}

                       else if ( (LA263_950==LW) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2100;}

                       else if ( (LA263_950==INSTANCEOF) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2101;}

                       else if ( (LA263_950==TYPEOF) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2102;}

                       else if ( (LA263_950==CAST) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2103;}

                       else if ( (LA263_950==SNAPSHOT) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2104;}

                       else if ( (LA263_950==VARIABLE) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2105;}

                       else if ( (LA263_950==INDEX) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2106;}

                       else if ( (LA263_950==WINDOW) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2107;}

                       else if ( (LA263_950==LEFT) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2108;}

                       else if ( (LA263_950==RIGHT) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2109;}

                       else if ( (LA263_950==OUTER) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2110;}

                       else if ( (LA263_950==FULL) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2111;}

                       else if ( (LA263_950==JOIN) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2112;}

                       else if ( (LA263_950==DEFINE) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2113;}

                       else if ( (LA263_950==PARTITION) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2114;}

                       else if ( (LA263_950==MATCHES) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2115;}

                       else if ( (LA263_950==CONTEXT) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2116;}

                       else if ( (LA263_950==FOR) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2117;}

                       else if ( (LA263_950==USING) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2118;}

                       else if ( (LA263_950==WHERE) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2119;}

                       else if ( (LA263_950==SET) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2120;}

                       else if ( (LA263_950==AFTER) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2121;}

                       else if ( (LA263_950==BETWEEN) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2122;}

                       else if ( (LA263_950==PREVIOUSCOUNT) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2123;}

                       else if ( (LA263_950==PREVIOUSWINDOW) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2124;}

                       else if ( (LA263_950==EXISTS) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2125;}

                       else if ( (LA263_950==CURRENT_TIMESTAMP) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s =

2126;}

                       else if ( (LA263_950==ISTREAM) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2127;}

                       else if ( (LA263_950==LCURLY) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2128;}

                       else if ( (LA263_950==NEWKW) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2129;}

                       else if ( (LA263_950==NOT_EXPR) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2130;}

                       input.seek(index263_950);

   return s;

 }

 private int sst_14() {

   int s = -1;

                       int LA263_1012 = input.LA(1);

                       int index263_1012 = input.index();

                       input.rewind();

                       s = -1;

                       if ( (LA263_1012==CASE) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2131;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1012==MINUS) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2132;}
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                       else if ( (LA263_1012==PLUS) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2133;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1012==NUM_INT) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2134;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1012==NUM_LONG) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2135;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1012==NUM_FLOAT) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2136;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1012==NUM_DOUBLE) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2137;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1012==STRING_LITERAL) ) {s = 2138;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1012==QUOTED_STRING_LITERAL) ) {s = 2139;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1012==BOOLEAN_TRUE) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2140;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1012==BOOLEAN_FALSE) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2141;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1012==VALUE_NULL) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2142;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1012==QUESTION) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2143;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1012==LPAREN) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2144;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1012==IDENT) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2145;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1012==TICKED_STRING_LITERAL) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s =

2146;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1012==AT) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2147;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1012==COUNT) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2148;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1012==ESCAPE) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2149;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1012==EVERY_EXPR) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2150;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1012==SUM) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2151;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1012==AVG) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2152;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1012==MAX) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2153;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1012==MIN) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2154;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1012==COALESCE) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2155;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1012==MEDIAN) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2156;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1012==STDDEV) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2157;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1012==AVEDEV) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2158;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1012==EVENTS) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2159;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1012==FIRST) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2160;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1012==LAST) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2161;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1012==WHILE) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2162;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1012==MERGE) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2163;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1012==MATCHED) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2164;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1012==UNIDIRECTIONAL) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2165;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1012==RETAINUNION) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2166;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1012==RETAININTERSECTION) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s =

2167;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1012==UNTIL) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2168;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1012==PATTERN) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2169;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1012==SQL) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2170;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1012==METADATASQL) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2171;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1012==PREVIOUS) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2172;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1012==PREVIOUSTAIL) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2173;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1012==PRIOR) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2174;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1012==WEEKDAY) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2175;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1012==LW) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2176;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1012==INSTANCEOF) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2177;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1012==TYPEOF) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2178;}
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                       else if ( (LA263_1012==CAST) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2179;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1012==SNAPSHOT) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2180;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1012==VARIABLE) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2181;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1012==INDEX) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2182;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1012==WINDOW) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2183;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1012==LEFT) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2184;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1012==RIGHT) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2185;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1012==OUTER) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2186;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1012==FULL) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2187;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1012==JOIN) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2188;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1012==DEFINE) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2189;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1012==PARTITION) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2190;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1012==MATCHES) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2191;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1012==CONTEXT) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2192;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1012==FOR) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2193;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1012==USING) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2194;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1012==WHERE) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2195;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1012==SET) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2196;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1012==AFTER) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2197;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1012==BETWEEN) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2198;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1012==PREVIOUSCOUNT) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2199;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1012==PREVIOUSWINDOW) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2200;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1012==EXISTS) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2201;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1012==CURRENT_TIMESTAMP) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s =

2202;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1012==ISTREAM) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2203;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1012==LCURLY) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2204;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1012==NEWKW) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2205;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1012==NOT_EXPR) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2206;}

                       input.seek(index263_1012);

   return s;

 }

 private int sst_15() {

   int s = -1;

                       int LA263_1074 = input.LA(1);

                       int index263_1074 = input.index();

                       input.rewind();

                       s = -1;

                       if ( (LA263_1074==STRING_LITERAL) ) {s = 2207;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1074==QUOTED_STRING_LITERAL) ) {s = 2208;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1074==CASE) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2209;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1074==MINUS) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2210;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1074==PLUS) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2211;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1074==NUM_INT) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2212;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1074==NUM_LONG) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2213;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1074==NUM_FLOAT) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2214;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1074==NUM_DOUBLE) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2215;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1074==BOOLEAN_TRUE) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2216;}
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                       else if ( (LA263_1074==BOOLEAN_FALSE) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2217;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1074==VALUE_NULL) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2218;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1074==QUESTION) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2219;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1074==LPAREN) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2220;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1074==IDENT) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2221;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1074==TICKED_STRING_LITERAL) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s =

2222;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1074==AT) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2223;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1074==COUNT) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2224;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1074==ESCAPE) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2225;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1074==EVERY_EXPR) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2226;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1074==SUM) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2227;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1074==AVG) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2228;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1074==MAX) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2229;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1074==MIN) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2230;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1074==COALESCE) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2231;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1074==MEDIAN) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2232;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1074==STDDEV) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2233;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1074==AVEDEV) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2234;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1074==EVENTS) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2235;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1074==FIRST) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2236;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1074==LAST) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2237;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1074==WHILE) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2238;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1074==MERGE) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2239;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1074==MATCHED) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2240;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1074==UNIDIRECTIONAL) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2241;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1074==RETAINUNION) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2242;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1074==RETAININTERSECTION) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s =

2243;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1074==UNTIL) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2244;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1074==PATTERN) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2245;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1074==SQL) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2246;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1074==METADATASQL) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2247;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1074==PREVIOUS) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2248;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1074==PREVIOUSTAIL) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2249;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1074==PRIOR) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2250;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1074==WEEKDAY) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2251;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1074==LW) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2252;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1074==INSTANCEOF) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2253;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1074==TYPEOF) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2254;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1074==CAST) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2255;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1074==SNAPSHOT) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2256;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1074==VARIABLE) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2257;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1074==INDEX) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2258;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1074==WINDOW) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2259;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1074==LEFT) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2260;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1074==RIGHT) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2261;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1074==OUTER) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2262;}
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                       else if ( (LA263_1074==FULL) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2263;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1074==JOIN) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2264;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1074==DEFINE) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2265;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1074==PARTITION) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2266;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1074==MATCHES) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2267;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1074==CONTEXT) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2268;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1074==FOR) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2269;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1074==USING) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2270;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1074==WHERE) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2271;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1074==SET) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2272;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1074==AFTER) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2273;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1074==BETWEEN) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2274;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1074==PREVIOUSCOUNT) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2275;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1074==PREVIOUSWINDOW) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2276;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1074==EXISTS) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2277;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1074==CURRENT_TIMESTAMP) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s =

2278;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1074==ISTREAM) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2279;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1074==LCURLY) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2280;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1074==NEWKW) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2281;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1074==NOT_EXPR) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2282;}

                       input.seek(index263_1074);

   return s;

 }

 private int sst_16() {

   int s = -1;

                       int LA263_1136 = input.LA(1);

                       int index263_1136 = input.index();

                       input.rewind();

                       s = -1;

                       if ( (LA263_1136==STAR) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2283;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1136==IDENT) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2284;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1136==CASE) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2285;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1136==MINUS) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2286;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1136==PLUS) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2287;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1136==NUM_INT) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2288;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1136==NUM_LONG) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2289;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1136==NUM_FLOAT) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2290;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1136==NUM_DOUBLE) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2291;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1136==STRING_LITERAL) ) {s = 2292;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1136==QUOTED_STRING_LITERAL) ) {s = 2293;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1136==BOOLEAN_TRUE) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2294;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1136==BOOLEAN_FALSE) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2295;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1136==VALUE_NULL) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2296;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1136==QUESTION) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2297;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1136==LPAREN) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2298;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1136==TICKED_STRING_LITERAL) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s =

2299;}
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                       else if ( (LA263_1136==AT) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2300;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1136==COUNT) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2301;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1136==ESCAPE) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2302;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1136==EVERY_EXPR) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2303;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1136==SUM) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2304;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1136==AVG) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2305;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1136==MAX) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2306;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1136==MIN) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2307;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1136==COALESCE) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2308;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1136==MEDIAN) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2309;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1136==STDDEV) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2310;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1136==AVEDEV) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2311;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1136==EVENTS) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2312;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1136==FIRST) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2313;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1136==LAST) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2314;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1136==WHILE) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2315;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1136==MERGE) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2316;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1136==MATCHED) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2317;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1136==UNIDIRECTIONAL) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2318;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1136==RETAINUNION) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2319;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1136==RETAININTERSECTION) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s =

2320;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1136==UNTIL) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2321;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1136==PATTERN) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2322;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1136==SQL) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2323;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1136==METADATASQL) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2324;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1136==PREVIOUS) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2325;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1136==PREVIOUSTAIL) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2326;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1136==PRIOR) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2327;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1136==WEEKDAY) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2328;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1136==LW) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2329;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1136==INSTANCEOF) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2330;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1136==TYPEOF) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2331;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1136==CAST) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2332;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1136==SNAPSHOT) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2333;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1136==VARIABLE) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2334;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1136==INDEX) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2335;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1136==WINDOW) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2336;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1136==LEFT) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2337;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1136==RIGHT) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2338;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1136==OUTER) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2339;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1136==FULL) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2340;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1136==JOIN) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2341;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1136==DEFINE) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2342;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1136==PARTITION) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2343;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1136==MATCHES) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2344;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1136==CONTEXT) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2345;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1136==FOR) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2346;}
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                       else if ( (LA263_1136==USING) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2347;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1136==WHERE) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2348;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1136==SET) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2349;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1136==AFTER) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2350;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1136==BETWEEN) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2351;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1136==PREVIOUSCOUNT) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2352;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1136==PREVIOUSWINDOW) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2353;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1136==EXISTS) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2354;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1136==CURRENT_TIMESTAMP) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s =

2355;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1136==ISTREAM) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2356;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1136==LCURLY) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2357;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1136==NEWKW) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2358;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1136==NOT_EXPR) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2359;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1136==RPAREN) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2360;}

                       input.seek(index263_1136);

   return s;

 }

 private int sst_17() {

   int s = -1;

                       int LA263_1198 = input.LA(1);

                       int index263_1198 = input.index();

                       input.rewind();

                       s = -1;

                       if ( (LA263_1198==SELECT) ) {s = 2361;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1198==IDENT) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2362;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1198==TICKED_STRING_LITERAL) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s =

2363;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1198==AT) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2364;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1198==COUNT) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2365;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1198==ESCAPE) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2366;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1198==EVERY_EXPR) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2367;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1198==SUM) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2368;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1198==AVG) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2369;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1198==MAX) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2370;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1198==MIN) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2371;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1198==COALESCE) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2372;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1198==MEDIAN) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2373;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1198==STDDEV) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2374;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1198==AVEDEV) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2375;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1198==EVENTS) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2376;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1198==FIRST) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2377;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1198==LAST) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2378;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1198==WHILE) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2379;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1198==MERGE) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2380;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1198==MATCHED) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2381;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1198==UNIDIRECTIONAL) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2382;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1198==RETAINUNION) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2383;}
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                       else if ( (LA263_1198==RETAININTERSECTION) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s =

2384;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1198==UNTIL) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2385;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1198==PATTERN) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2386;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1198==SQL) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2387;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1198==METADATASQL) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2388;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1198==PREVIOUS) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2389;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1198==PREVIOUSTAIL) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2390;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1198==PRIOR) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2391;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1198==WEEKDAY) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2392;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1198==LW) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2393;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1198==INSTANCEOF) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2394;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1198==TYPEOF) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2395;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1198==CAST) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2396;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1198==SNAPSHOT) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2397;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1198==VARIABLE) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2398;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1198==INDEX) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2399;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1198==WINDOW) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2400;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1198==LEFT) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2401;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1198==RIGHT) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2402;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1198==OUTER) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2403;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1198==FULL) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2404;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1198==JOIN) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2405;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1198==DEFINE) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2406;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1198==PARTITION) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2407;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1198==MATCHES) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2408;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1198==CONTEXT) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2409;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1198==FOR) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2410;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1198==USING) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2411;}

                       input.seek(index263_1198);

   return s;

 }

 private int sst_18() {

   int s = -1;

                       int LA263_1208 = input.LA(1);

                       int index263_1208 = input.index();

                       input.rewind();

                       s = -1;

                       if ( (LA263_1208==RPAREN) ) {s = 2412;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1208==STAR) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2413;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1208==DIV) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2414;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1208==MOD) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2415;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1208==PLUS) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2416;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1208==MINUS) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2417;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1208==LOR) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2418;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1208==LT) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2419;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1208==GT) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2420;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1208==LE) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2421;}
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                       else if ( (LA263_1208==GE) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2422;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1208==EQUALS) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2423;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1208==IS) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2424;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1208==SQL_NE) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2425;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1208==NOT_EQUAL) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2426;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1208==BAND) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2427;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1208==BOR) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2428;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1208==BXOR) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2429;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1208==AND_EXPR) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2430;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1208==OR_EXPR) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2431;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1208==COMMA) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2432;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1208==NOT_EXPR) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2433;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1208==IN_SET) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2434;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1208==BETWEEN) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2435;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1208==LIKE) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2436;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1208==REGEXP) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2437;}

                       input.seek(index263_1208);

   return s;

 }

 private int sst_19() {

   int s = -1;

                       int LA263_1209 = input.LA(1);

                       int index263_1209 = input.index();

                       input.rewind();

                       s = -1;

                       if ( (LA263_1209==RPAREN) ) {s = 2438;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1209==STAR) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2439;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1209==DIV) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2440;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1209==MOD) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2441;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1209==PLUS) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2442;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1209==MINUS) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2443;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1209==LOR) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2444;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1209==LT) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2445;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1209==GT) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2446;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1209==LE) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2447;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1209==GE) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2448;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1209==EQUALS) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2449;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1209==IS) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2450;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1209==SQL_NE) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2451;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1209==NOT_EQUAL) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2452;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1209==BAND) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2453;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1209==BOR) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2454;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1209==BXOR) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2455;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1209==AND_EXPR) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2456;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1209==OR_EXPR) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2457;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1209==COMMA) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2458;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1209==NOT_EXPR) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2459;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1209==IN_SET) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2460;}
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                       else if ( (LA263_1209==BETWEEN) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2461;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1209==LIKE) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2462;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1209==REGEXP) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2463;}

                       input.seek(index263_1209);

   return s;

 }

 private int sst_20() {

   int s = -1;

                       int LA263_1278 = input.LA(1);

                       int index263_1278 = input.index();

                       input.rewind();

                       s = -1;

                       if ( (LA263_1278==RPAREN) ) {s = 2464;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1278==STAR) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2465;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1278==DIV) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2466;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1278==MOD) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2467;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1278==PLUS) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2468;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1278==MINUS) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2469;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1278==LOR) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2470;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1278==LT) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2471;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1278==GT) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2472;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1278==LE) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2473;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1278==GE) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2474;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1278==EQUALS) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2475;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1278==IS) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2476;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1278==SQL_NE) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2477;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1278==NOT_EQUAL) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2478;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1278==BAND) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2479;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1278==BOR) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2480;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1278==BXOR) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2481;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1278==AND_EXPR) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2482;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1278==OR_EXPR) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2483;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1278==COMMA) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2484;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1278==NOT_EXPR) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2485;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1278==IN_SET) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2486;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1278==BETWEEN) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2487;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1278==LIKE) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2488;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1278==REGEXP) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2489;}

                       input.seek(index263_1278);

   return s;

 }

 private int sst_21() {

   int s = -1;

                       int LA263_1279 = input.LA(1);

                       int index263_1279 = input.index();

                       input.rewind();

                       s = -1;

                       if ( (LA263_1279==RPAREN) ) {s = 2490;}
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                       else if ( (LA263_1279==STAR) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2491;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1279==DIV) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2492;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1279==MOD) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2493;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1279==PLUS) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2494;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1279==MINUS) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2495;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1279==LOR) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2496;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1279==LT) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2497;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1279==GT) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2498;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1279==LE) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2499;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1279==GE) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2500;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1279==EQUALS) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2501;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1279==IS) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2502;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1279==SQL_NE) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2503;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1279==NOT_EQUAL) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2504;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1279==BAND) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2505;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1279==BOR) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2506;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1279==BXOR) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2507;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1279==AND_EXPR) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2508;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1279==OR_EXPR) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2509;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1279==COMMA) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2510;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1279==NOT_EXPR) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2511;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1279==IN_SET) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2512;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1279==BETWEEN) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2513;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1279==LIKE) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2514;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1279==REGEXP) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2515;}

                       input.seek(index263_1279);

   return s;

 }

 private int sst_22() {

   int s = -1;

                       int LA263_1365 = input.LA(1);

                       int index263_1365 = input.index();

                       input.rewind();

                       s = -1;

                       if ( (LA263_1365==STAR) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2516;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1365==DIV) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2517;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1365==MOD) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2518;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1365==PLUS) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2519;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1365==MINUS) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2520;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1365==LOR) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2521;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1365==LT) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2522;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1365==GT) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2523;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1365==LE) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2524;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1365==GE) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2525;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1365==EQUALS) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2526;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1365==IS) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2527;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1365==SQL_NE) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2528;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1365==NOT_EQUAL) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2529;}
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                       else if ( (LA263_1365==BAND) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2530;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1365==BOR) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2531;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1365==BXOR) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2532;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1365==AND_EXPR) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2533;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1365==OR_EXPR) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2534;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1365==COMMA) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2535;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1365==RPAREN) ) {s = 2536;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1365==NOT_EXPR) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2537;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1365==IN_SET) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2538;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1365==BETWEEN) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2539;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1365==LIKE) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2540;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1365==REGEXP) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2541;}

                       input.seek(index263_1365);

   return s;

 }

 private int sst_23() {

   int s = -1;

                       int LA263_1366 = input.LA(1);

                       int index263_1366 = input.index();

                       input.rewind();

                       s = -1;

                       if ( (LA263_1366==RPAREN) ) {s = 2542;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1366==STAR) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2543;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1366==DIV) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2544;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1366==MOD) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2545;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1366==PLUS) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2546;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1366==MINUS) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2547;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1366==LOR) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2548;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1366==LT) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2549;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1366==GT) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2550;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1366==LE) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2551;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1366==GE) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2552;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1366==EQUALS) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2553;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1366==IS) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2554;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1366==SQL_NE) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2555;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1366==NOT_EQUAL) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2556;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1366==BAND) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2557;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1366==BOR) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2558;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1366==BXOR) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2559;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1366==AND_EXPR) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2560;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1366==OR_EXPR) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2561;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1366==COMMA) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2562;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1366==NOT_EXPR) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2563;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1366==IN_SET) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2564;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1366==BETWEEN) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2565;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1366==LIKE) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2566;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1366==REGEXP) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2567;}

                       input.seek(index263_1366);
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   return s;

 }

 private int sst_24() {

   int s = -1;

                       int LA263_1434 = input.LA(1);

                       int index263_1434 = input.index();

                       input.rewind();

                       s = -1;

                       if ( (LA263_1434==RPAREN) ) {s = 14;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1434==STAR) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2569;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1434==DIV) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2570;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1434==MOD) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2571;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1434==PLUS) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2572;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1434==MINUS) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2573;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1434==LOR) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2574;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1434==LT) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2575;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1434==GT) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2576;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1434==LE) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2577;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1434==GE) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2578;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1434==EQUALS) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2579;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1434==IS) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2580;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1434==SQL_NE) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2581;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1434==NOT_EQUAL) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2582;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1434==BAND) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2583;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1434==BOR) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2584;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1434==BXOR) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2585;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1434==AND_EXPR) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2586;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1434==OR_EXPR) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2587;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1434==COMMA) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2588;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1434==NOT_EXPR) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2589;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1434==IN_SET) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2590;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1434==BETWEEN) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2591;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1434==LIKE) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2592;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1434==REGEXP) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2593;}

                       input.seek(index263_1434);

   return s;

 }

 private int sst_25() {

   int s = -1;

                       int LA263_1435 = input.LA(1);

                       int index263_1435 = input.index();

                       input.rewind();

                       s = -1;

                       if ( (LA263_1435==STAR) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2594;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1435==DIV) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2595;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1435==MOD) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2596;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1435==PLUS) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2597;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1435==MINUS) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2598;}
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                       else if ( (LA263_1435==LOR) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2599;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1435==LT) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2600;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1435==GT) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2601;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1435==LE) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2602;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1435==GE) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2603;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1435==EQUALS) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2604;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1435==IS) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2605;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1435==SQL_NE) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2606;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1435==NOT_EQUAL) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2607;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1435==BAND) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2608;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1435==BOR) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2609;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1435==BXOR) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2610;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1435==AND_EXPR) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2611;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1435==OR_EXPR) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2612;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1435==COMMA) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2613;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1435==NOT_EXPR) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2614;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1435==IN_SET) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2615;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1435==BETWEEN) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2616;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1435==LIKE) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2617;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1435==REGEXP) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2618;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1435==RPAREN) ) {s = 14;}

                       input.seek(index263_1435);

   return s;

 }

 private int sst_26() {

   int s = -1;

                       int LA263_1519 = input.LA(1);

                       int index263_1519 = input.index();

                       input.rewind();

                       s = -1;

                       if ( (LA263_1519==RPAREN) ) {s = 2620;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1519==STAR) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2621;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1519==DIV) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2622;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1519==MOD) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2623;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1519==PLUS) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2624;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1519==MINUS) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2625;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1519==LOR) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2626;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1519==LT) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2627;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1519==GT) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2628;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1519==LE) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2629;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1519==GE) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2630;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1519==EQUALS) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2631;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1519==IS) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2632;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1519==SQL_NE) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2633;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1519==NOT_EQUAL) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2634;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1519==BAND) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2635;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1519==BOR) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2636;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1519==BXOR) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2637;}
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                       else if ( (LA263_1519==AND_EXPR) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2638;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1519==OR_EXPR) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2639;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1519==COMMA) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2640;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1519==NOT_EXPR) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2641;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1519==IN_SET) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2642;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1519==BETWEEN) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2643;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1519==LIKE) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2644;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1519==REGEXP) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2645;}

                       input.seek(index263_1519);

   return s;

 }

 private int sst_27() {

   int s = -1;

                       int LA263_1520 = input.LA(1);

                       int index263_1520 = input.index();

                       input.rewind();

                       s = -1;

                       if ( (LA263_1520==RPAREN) ) {s = 2646;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1520==STAR) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2647;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1520==DIV) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2648;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1520==MOD) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2649;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1520==PLUS) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2650;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1520==MINUS) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2651;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1520==LOR) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2652;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1520==LT) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2653;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1520==GT) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2654;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1520==LE) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2655;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1520==GE) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2656;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1520==EQUALS) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2657;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1520==IS) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2658;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1520==SQL_NE) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2659;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1520==NOT_EQUAL) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2660;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1520==BAND) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2661;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1520==BOR) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2662;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1520==BXOR) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2663;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1520==AND_EXPR) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2664;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1520==OR_EXPR) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2665;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1520==COMMA) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2666;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1520==NOT_EXPR) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2667;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1520==IN_SET) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2668;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1520==BETWEEN) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2669;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1520==LIKE) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2670;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1520==REGEXP) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2671;}

                       input.seek(index263_1520);

   return s;

 }

 private int sst_28() {

   int s = -1;
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                       int LA263_1588 = input.LA(1);

                       int index263_1588 = input.index();

                       input.rewind();

                       s = -1;

                       if ( (LA263_1588==RPAREN) ) {s = 2672;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1588==STAR) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2673;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1588==DIV) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2674;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1588==MOD) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2675;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1588==PLUS) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2676;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1588==MINUS) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2677;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1588==LOR) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2678;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1588==LT) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2679;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1588==GT) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2680;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1588==LE) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2681;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1588==GE) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2682;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1588==EQUALS) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2683;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1588==IS) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2684;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1588==SQL_NE) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2685;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1588==NOT_EQUAL) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2686;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1588==BAND) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2687;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1588==BOR) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2688;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1588==BXOR) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2689;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1588==AND_EXPR) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2690;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1588==OR_EXPR) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2691;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1588==COMMA) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2692;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1588==NOT_EXPR) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2693;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1588==IN_SET) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2694;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1588==BETWEEN) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2695;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1588==LIKE) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2696;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1588==REGEXP) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2697;}

                       input.seek(index263_1588);

   return s;

 }

 private int sst_29() {

   int s = -1;

                       int LA263_1589 = input.LA(1);

                       int index263_1589 = input.index();

                       input.rewind();

                       s = -1;

                       if ( (LA263_1589==STAR) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2698;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1589==DIV) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2699;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1589==MOD) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2700;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1589==PLUS) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2701;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1589==MINUS) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2702;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1589==LOR) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2703;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1589==LT) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2704;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1589==GT) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2705;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1589==LE) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2706;}
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                       else if ( (LA263_1589==GE) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2707;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1589==EQUALS) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2708;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1589==IS) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2709;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1589==SQL_NE) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2710;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1589==NOT_EQUAL) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2711;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1589==BAND) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2712;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1589==BOR) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2713;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1589==BXOR) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2714;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1589==AND_EXPR) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2715;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1589==OR_EXPR) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2716;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1589==COMMA) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2717;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1589==RPAREN) ) {s = 2718;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1589==NOT_EXPR) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2719;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1589==IN_SET) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2720;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1589==BETWEEN) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2721;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1589==LIKE) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2722;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1589==REGEXP) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2723;}

                       input.seek(index263_1589);

   return s;

 }

 private int sst_30() {

   int s = -1;

                       int LA263_1666 = input.LA(1);

                       int index263_1666 = input.index();

                       input.rewind();

                       s = -1;

                       if ( (LA263_1666==STAR) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2724;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1666==DIV) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2725;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1666==MOD) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2726;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1666==PLUS) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2727;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1666==MINUS) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2728;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1666==LOR) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2729;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1666==LT) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2730;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1666==GT) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2731;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1666==LE) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2732;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1666==GE) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2733;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1666==EQUALS) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2734;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1666==IS) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2735;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1666==SQL_NE) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2736;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1666==NOT_EQUAL) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2737;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1666==BAND) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2738;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1666==BOR) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2739;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1666==BXOR) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2740;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1666==AND_EXPR) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2741;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1666==OR_EXPR) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2742;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1666==COMMA) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2743;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1666==RPAREN) ) {s = 2744;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1666==NOT_EXPR) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2745;}
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                       else if ( (LA263_1666==IN_SET) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2746;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1666==BETWEEN) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2747;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1666==LIKE) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2748;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1666==REGEXP) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2749;}

                       input.seek(index263_1666);

   return s;

 }

 private int sst_31() {

   int s = -1;

                       int LA263_1667 = input.LA(1);

                       int index263_1667 = input.index();

                       input.rewind();

                       s = -1;

                       if ( (LA263_1667==RPAREN) ) {s = 2750;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1667==STAR) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2751;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1667==DIV) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2752;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1667==MOD) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2753;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1667==PLUS) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2754;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1667==MINUS) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2755;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1667==LOR) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2756;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1667==LT) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2757;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1667==GT) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2758;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1667==LE) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2759;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1667==GE) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2760;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1667==EQUALS) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2761;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1667==IS) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2762;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1667==SQL_NE) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2763;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1667==NOT_EQUAL) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2764;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1667==BAND) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2765;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1667==BOR) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2766;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1667==BXOR) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2767;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1667==AND_EXPR) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2768;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1667==OR_EXPR) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2769;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1667==COMMA) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2770;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1667==NOT_EXPR) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2771;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1667==IN_SET) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2772;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1667==BETWEEN) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2773;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1667==LIKE) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2774;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1667==REGEXP) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2775;}

                       input.seek(index263_1667);

   return s;

 }

 private int sst_32() {

   int s = -1;

                       int LA263_1753 = input.LA(1);

                       int index263_1753 = input.index();

                       input.rewind();

                       s = -1;
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                       if ( (LA263_1753==RPAREN) ) {s = 2776;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1753==STAR) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2777;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1753==DIV) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2778;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1753==MOD) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2779;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1753==PLUS) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2780;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1753==MINUS) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2781;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1753==LOR) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2782;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1753==LT) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2783;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1753==GT) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2784;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1753==LE) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2785;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1753==GE) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2786;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1753==EQUALS) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2787;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1753==IS) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2788;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1753==SQL_NE) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2789;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1753==NOT_EQUAL) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2790;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1753==BAND) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2791;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1753==BOR) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2792;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1753==BXOR) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2793;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1753==AND_EXPR) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2794;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1753==OR_EXPR) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2795;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1753==COMMA) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2796;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1753==NOT_EXPR) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2797;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1753==IN_SET) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2798;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1753==BETWEEN) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2799;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1753==LIKE) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2800;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1753==REGEXP) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2801;}

                       input.seek(index263_1753);

   return s;

 }

 private int sst_33() {

   int s = -1;

                       int LA263_1754 = input.LA(1);

                       int index263_1754 = input.index();

                       input.rewind();

                       s = -1;

                       if ( (LA263_1754==RPAREN) ) {s = 2802;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1754==STAR) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2803;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1754==DIV) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2804;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1754==MOD) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2805;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1754==PLUS) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2806;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1754==MINUS) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2807;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1754==LOR) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2808;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1754==LT) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2809;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1754==GT) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2810;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1754==LE) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2811;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1754==GE) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2812;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1754==EQUALS) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2813;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1754==IS) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2814;}
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                       else if ( (LA263_1754==SQL_NE) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2815;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1754==NOT_EQUAL) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2816;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1754==BAND) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2817;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1754==BOR) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2818;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1754==BXOR) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2819;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1754==AND_EXPR) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2820;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1754==OR_EXPR) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2821;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1754==COMMA) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2822;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1754==NOT_EXPR) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2823;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1754==IN_SET) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2824;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1754==BETWEEN) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2825;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1754==LIKE) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2826;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1754==REGEXP) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2827;}

                       input.seek(index263_1754);

   return s;

 }

 private int sst_34() {

   int s = -1;

                       int LA263_1831 = input.LA(1);

                       int index263_1831 = input.index();

                       input.rewind();

                       s = -1;

                       if ( (LA263_1831==RPAREN) ) {s = 2828;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1831==STAR) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2829;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1831==DIV) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2830;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1831==MOD) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2831;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1831==PLUS) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2832;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1831==MINUS) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2833;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1831==LOR) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2834;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1831==LT) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2835;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1831==GT) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2836;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1831==LE) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2837;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1831==GE) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2838;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1831==EQUALS) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2839;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1831==IS) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2840;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1831==SQL_NE) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2841;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1831==NOT_EQUAL) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2842;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1831==BAND) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2843;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1831==BOR) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2844;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1831==BXOR) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2845;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1831==AND_EXPR) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2846;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1831==OR_EXPR) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2847;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1831==COMMA) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2848;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1831==NOT_EXPR) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2849;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1831==IN_SET) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2850;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1831==BETWEEN) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2851;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1831==LIKE) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2852;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1831==REGEXP) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2853;}
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                       input.seek(index263_1831);

   return s;

 }

 private int sst_35() {

   int s = -1;

                       int LA263_1832 = input.LA(1);

                       int index263_1832 = input.index();

                       input.rewind();

                       s = -1;

                       if ( (LA263_1832==STAR) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2854;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1832==DIV) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2855;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1832==MOD) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2856;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1832==PLUS) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2857;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1832==MINUS) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2858;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1832==LOR) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2859;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1832==LT) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2860;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1832==GT) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2861;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1832==LE) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2862;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1832==GE) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2863;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1832==EQUALS) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2864;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1832==IS) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2865;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1832==SQL_NE) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2866;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1832==NOT_EQUAL) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2867;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1832==BAND) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2868;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1832==BOR) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2869;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1832==BXOR) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2870;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1832==AND_EXPR) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2871;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1832==OR_EXPR) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2872;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1832==COMMA) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2873;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1832==RPAREN) ) {s = 2874;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1832==NOT_EXPR) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2875;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1832==IN_SET) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2876;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1832==BETWEEN) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2877;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1832==LIKE) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2878;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1832==REGEXP) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2879;}

                       input.seek(index263_1832);

   return s;

 }

 private int sst_36() {

   int s = -1;

                       int LA263_1907 = input.LA(1);

                       int index263_1907 = input.index();

                       input.rewind();

                       s = -1;

                       if ( (LA263_1907==STAR) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2880;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1907==DIV) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2881;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1907==MOD) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2882;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1907==PLUS) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2883;}
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                       else if ( (LA263_1907==MINUS) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2884;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1907==LOR) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2885;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1907==LT) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2886;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1907==GT) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2887;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1907==LE) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2888;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1907==GE) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2889;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1907==EQUALS) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2890;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1907==IS) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2891;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1907==SQL_NE) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2892;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1907==NOT_EQUAL) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2893;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1907==BAND) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2894;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1907==BOR) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2895;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1907==BXOR) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2896;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1907==AND_EXPR) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2897;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1907==OR_EXPR) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2898;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1907==COMMA) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2899;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1907==RPAREN) ) {s = 2900;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1907==NOT_EXPR) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2901;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1907==IN_SET) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2902;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1907==BETWEEN) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2903;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1907==LIKE) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2904;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1907==REGEXP) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2905;}

                       input.seek(index263_1907);

   return s;

 }

 private int sst_37() {

   int s = -1;

                       int LA263_1908 = input.LA(1);

                       int index263_1908 = input.index();

                       input.rewind();

                       s = -1;

                       if ( (LA263_1908==STAR) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2906;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1908==DIV) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2907;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1908==MOD) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2908;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1908==PLUS) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2909;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1908==MINUS) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2910;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1908==LOR) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2911;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1908==LT) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2912;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1908==GT) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2913;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1908==LE) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2914;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1908==GE) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2915;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1908==EQUALS) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2916;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1908==IS) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2917;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1908==SQL_NE) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2918;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1908==NOT_EQUAL) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2919;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1908==BAND) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2920;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1908==BOR) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2921;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1908==BXOR) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2922;}
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                       else if ( (LA263_1908==AND_EXPR) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2923;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1908==OR_EXPR) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2924;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1908==COMMA) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2925;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1908==RPAREN) ) {s = 2926;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1908==NOT_EXPR) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2927;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1908==IN_SET) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2928;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1908==BETWEEN) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2929;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1908==LIKE) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2930;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1908==REGEXP) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2931;}

                       input.seek(index263_1908);

   return s;

 }

 private int sst_38() {

   int s = -1;

                       int LA263_1976 = input.LA(1);

                       int index263_1976 = input.index();

                       input.rewind();

                       s = -1;

                       if ( (LA263_1976==RPAREN) ) {s = 2932;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1976==STAR) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2933;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1976==DIV) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2934;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1976==MOD) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2935;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1976==PLUS) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2936;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1976==MINUS) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2937;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1976==LOR) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2938;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1976==LT) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2939;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1976==GT) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2940;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1976==LE) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2941;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1976==GE) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2942;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1976==EQUALS) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2943;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1976==IS) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2944;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1976==SQL_NE) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2945;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1976==NOT_EQUAL) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2946;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1976==BAND) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2947;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1976==BOR) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2948;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1976==BXOR) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2949;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1976==AND_EXPR) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2950;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1976==OR_EXPR) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2951;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1976==COMMA) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2952;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1976==NOT_EXPR) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2953;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1976==IN_SET) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2954;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1976==BETWEEN) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2955;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1976==LIKE) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2956;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1976==REGEXP) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2957;}

                       input.seek(index263_1976);

   return s;

 }

 private int sst_39() {
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   int s = -1;

                       int LA263_1977 = input.LA(1);

                       int index263_1977 = input.index();

                       input.rewind();

                       s = -1;

                       if ( (LA263_1977==RPAREN) ) {s = 2958;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1977==STAR) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2959;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1977==DIV) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2960;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1977==MOD) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2961;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1977==PLUS) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2962;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1977==MINUS) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2963;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1977==LOR) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2964;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1977==LT) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2965;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1977==GT) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2966;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1977==LE) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2967;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1977==GE) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2968;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1977==EQUALS) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2969;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1977==IS) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2970;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1977==SQL_NE) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2971;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1977==NOT_EQUAL) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2972;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1977==BAND) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2973;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1977==BOR) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2974;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1977==BXOR) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2975;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1977==AND_EXPR) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2976;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1977==OR_EXPR) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2977;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1977==COMMA) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2978;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1977==NOT_EXPR) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2979;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1977==IN_SET) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2980;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1977==BETWEEN) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2981;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1977==LIKE) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2982;}

                       else if ( (LA263_1977==REGEXP) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2983;}

                       input.seek(index263_1977);

   return s;

 }

 private int sst_40() {

   int s = -1;

                       int LA263_2055 = input.LA(1);

                       int index263_2055 = input.index();

                       input.rewind();

                       s = -1;

                       if ( (LA263_2055==RPAREN) ) {s = 14;}

                       else if ( (LA263_2055==STAR) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2985;}

                       else if ( (LA263_2055==DIV) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2986;}

                       else if ( (LA263_2055==MOD) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2987;}

                       else if ( (LA263_2055==PLUS) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2988;}

                       else if ( (LA263_2055==MINUS) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2989;}

                       else if ( (LA263_2055==LOR) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2990;}

                       else if ( (LA263_2055==LT) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2991;}
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                       else if ( (LA263_2055==GT) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2992;}

                       else if ( (LA263_2055==LE) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2993;}

                       else if ( (LA263_2055==GE) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2994;}

                       else if ( (LA263_2055==EQUALS) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2995;}

                       else if ( (LA263_2055==IS) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2996;}

                       else if ( (LA263_2055==SQL_NE) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2997;}

                       else if ( (LA263_2055==NOT_EQUAL) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2998;}

                       else if ( (LA263_2055==BAND) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2999;}

                       else if ( (LA263_2055==BOR) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 3000;}

                       else if ( (LA263_2055==BXOR) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 3001;}

                       else if ( (LA263_2055==AND_EXPR) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 3002;}

                       else if ( (LA263_2055==OR_EXPR) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 3003;}

                       else if ( (LA263_2055==COMMA) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 3004;}

                       else if ( (LA263_2055==NOT_EXPR) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 3005;}

                       else if ( (LA263_2055==IN_SET) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 3006;}

                       else if ( (LA263_2055==BETWEEN) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 3007;}

                       else if ( (LA263_2055==LIKE) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 3008;}

                       else if ( (LA263_2055==REGEXP) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 3009;}

                       input.seek(index263_2055);

   return s;

 }

 private int sst_41() {

   int s = -1;

                       int LA263_2056 = input.LA(1);

                       int index263_2056 = input.index();

                       input.rewind();

                       s = -1;

                       if ( (LA263_2056==STAR) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 3010;}

                       else if ( (LA263_2056==DIV) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 3011;}

                       else if ( (LA263_2056==MOD) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 3012;}

                       else if ( (LA263_2056==PLUS) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 3013;}

                       else if ( (LA263_2056==MINUS) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 3014;}

                       else if ( (LA263_2056==LOR) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 3015;}

                       else if ( (LA263_2056==LT) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 3016;}

                       else if ( (LA263_2056==GT) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 3017;}

                       else if ( (LA263_2056==LE) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 3018;}

                       else if ( (LA263_2056==GE) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 3019;}

                       else if ( (LA263_2056==EQUALS) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 3020;}

                       else if ( (LA263_2056==IS) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 3021;}

                       else if ( (LA263_2056==SQL_NE) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 3022;}

                       else if ( (LA263_2056==NOT_EQUAL) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 3023;}

                       else if ( (LA263_2056==BAND) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 3024;}

                       else if ( (LA263_2056==BOR) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 3025;}

                       else if ( (LA263_2056==BXOR) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 3026;}

                       else if ( (LA263_2056==AND_EXPR) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 3027;}

                       else if ( (LA263_2056==OR_EXPR) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 3028;}

                       else if ( (LA263_2056==COMMA) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 3029;}

                       else if ( (LA263_2056==NOT_EXPR) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 3030;}
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                       else if ( (LA263_2056==IN_SET) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 3031;}

                       else if ( (LA263_2056==BETWEEN) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 3032;}

                       else if ( (LA263_2056==LIKE) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 3033;}

                       else if ( (LA263_2056==REGEXP) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 3034;}

                       else if ( (LA263_2056==RPAREN) ) {s = 14;}

                       input.seek(index263_2056);

   return s;

 }

 private int sst_42() {

   int s = -1;

                       int LA263_2138 = input.LA(1);

                       int index263_2138 = input.index();

                       input.rewind();

                       s = -1;

                       if ( (LA263_2138==RPAREN) ) {s = 3036;}

                       else if ( (LA263_2138==STAR) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 3037;}

                       else if ( (LA263_2138==DIV) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 3038;}

                       else if ( (LA263_2138==MOD) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 3039;}

                       else if ( (LA263_2138==PLUS) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 3040;}

                       else if ( (LA263_2138==MINUS) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 3041;}

                       else if ( (LA263_2138==LOR) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 3042;}

                       else if ( (LA263_2138==LT) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 3043;}

                       else if ( (LA263_2138==GT) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 3044;}

                       else if ( (LA263_2138==LE) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 3045;}

                       else if ( (LA263_2138==GE) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 3046;}

                       else if ( (LA263_2138==EQUALS) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 3047;}

                       else if ( (LA263_2138==IS) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 3048;}

                       else if ( (LA263_2138==SQL_NE) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 3049;}

                       else if ( (LA263_2138==NOT_EQUAL) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 3050;}

                       else if ( (LA263_2138==BAND) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 3051;}

                       else if ( (LA263_2138==BOR) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 3052;}

                       else if ( (LA263_2138==BXOR) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 3053;}

                       else if ( (LA263_2138==AND_EXPR) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 3054;}

                       else if ( (LA263_2138==OR_EXPR) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 3055;}

                       else if ( (LA263_2138==NOT_EXPR) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 3056;}

                       else if ( (LA263_2138==IN_SET) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 3057;}

                       else if ( (LA263_2138==BETWEEN) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 3058;}

                       else if ( (LA263_2138==LIKE) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 3059;}

                       else if ( (LA263_2138==REGEXP) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 3060;}

                       input.seek(index263_2138);

   return s;

 }

 private int sst_43() {

   int s = -1;

                       int LA263_2139 = input.LA(1);

                       int index263_2139 = input.index();

                       input.rewind();

                       s = -1;
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                       if ( (LA263_2139==RPAREN) ) {s = 3061;}

                       else if ( (LA263_2139==STAR) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 3062;}

                       else if ( (LA263_2139==DIV) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 3063;}

                       else if ( (LA263_2139==MOD) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 3064;}

                       else if ( (LA263_2139==PLUS) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 3065;}

                       else if ( (LA263_2139==MINUS) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 3066;}

                       else if ( (LA263_2139==LOR) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 3067;}

                       else if ( (LA263_2139==LT) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 3068;}

                       else if ( (LA263_2139==GT) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 3069;}

                       else if ( (LA263_2139==LE) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 3070;}

                       else if ( (LA263_2139==GE) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 3071;}

                       else if ( (LA263_2139==EQUALS) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 3072;}

                       else if ( (LA263_2139==IS) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 3073;}

                       else if ( (LA263_2139==SQL_NE) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 3074;}

                       else if ( (LA263_2139==NOT_EQUAL) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 3075;}

                       else if ( (LA263_2139==BAND) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 3076;}

                       else if ( (LA263_2139==BOR) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 3077;}

                       else if ( (LA263_2139==BXOR) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 3078;}

                       else if ( (LA263_2139==AND_EXPR) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 3079;}

                       else if ( (LA263_2139==OR_EXPR) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 3080;}

                       else if ( (LA263_2139==NOT_EXPR) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 3081;}

                       else if ( (LA263_2139==IN_SET) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 3082;}

                       else if ( (LA263_2139==BETWEEN) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 3083;}

                       else if ( (LA263_2139==LIKE) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 3084;}

                       else if ( (LA263_2139==REGEXP) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 3085;}

                       input.seek(index263_2139);

   return s;

 }

 private int sst_44() {

   int s = -1;

                       int LA263_2207 = input.LA(1);

                       int index263_2207 = input.index();

                       input.rewind();

                       s = -1;

                       if ( (LA263_2207==STAR) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 3086;}

                       else if ( (LA263_2207==DIV) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 3087;}

                       else if ( (LA263_2207==MOD) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 3088;}

                       else if ( (LA263_2207==PLUS) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 3089;}

                       else if ( (LA263_2207==MINUS) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 3090;}

                       else if ( (LA263_2207==LOR) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 3091;}

                       else if ( (LA263_2207==LT) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 3092;}

                       else if ( (LA263_2207==GT) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 3093;}

                       else if ( (LA263_2207==LE) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 3094;}

                       else if ( (LA263_2207==GE) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 3095;}

                       else if ( (LA263_2207==EQUALS) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 3096;}

                       else if ( (LA263_2207==IS) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 3097;}

                       else if ( (LA263_2207==SQL_NE) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 3098;}

                       else if ( (LA263_2207==NOT_EQUAL) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 3099;}
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                       else if ( (LA263_2207==BAND) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 3100;}

                       else if ( (LA263_2207==BOR) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 3101;}

                       else if ( (LA263_2207==BXOR) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 3102;}

                       else if ( (LA263_2207==AND_EXPR) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 3103;}

                       else if ( (LA263_2207==OR_EXPR) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 3104;}

                       else if ( (LA263_2207==COMMA) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 3105;}

                       else if ( (LA263_2207==AS) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 3106;}

                       else if ( (LA263_2207==NOT_EXPR) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 3107;}

                       else if ( (LA263_2207==IN_SET) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 3108;}

                       else if ( (LA263_2207==BETWEEN) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 3109;}

                       else if ( (LA263_2207==LIKE) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 3110;}

                       else if ( (LA263_2207==REGEXP) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 3111;}

                       else if ( (LA263_2207==RPAREN) ) {s = 14;}

                       input.seek(index263_2207);

   return s;

 }

 private int sst_45() {

   int s = -1;

                       int LA263_2208 = input.LA(1);

                       int index263_2208 = input.index();

                       input.rewind();

                       s = -1;

                       if ( (LA263_2208==STAR) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 3113;}

                       else if ( (LA263_2208==DIV) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 3114;}

                       else if ( (LA263_2208==MOD) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 3115;}

                       else if ( (LA263_2208==PLUS) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 3116;}

                       else if ( (LA263_2208==MINUS) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 3117;}

                       else if ( (LA263_2208==LOR) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 3118;}

                       else if ( (LA263_2208==LT) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 3119;}

                       else if ( (LA263_2208==GT) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 3120;}

                       else if ( (LA263_2208==LE) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 3121;}

                       else if ( (LA263_2208==GE) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 3122;}

                       else if ( (LA263_2208==EQUALS) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 3123;}

                       else if ( (LA263_2208==IS) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 3124;}

                       else if ( (LA263_2208==SQL_NE) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 3125;}

                       else if ( (LA263_2208==NOT_EQUAL) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 3126;}

                       else if ( (LA263_2208==BAND) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 3127;}

                       else if ( (LA263_2208==BOR) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 3128;}

                       else if ( (LA263_2208==BXOR) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 3129;}

                       else if ( (LA263_2208==AND_EXPR) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 3130;}

                       else if ( (LA263_2208==OR_EXPR) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 3131;}

                       else if ( (LA263_2208==COMMA) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 3132;}

                       else if ( (LA263_2208==AS) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 3133;}

                       else if ( (LA263_2208==NOT_EXPR) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 3134;}

                       else if ( (LA263_2208==IN_SET) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 3135;}

                       else if ( (LA263_2208==BETWEEN) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 3136;}

                       else if ( (LA263_2208==LIKE) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 3137;}

                       else if ( (LA263_2208==REGEXP) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 3138;}
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                       else if ( (LA263_2208==RPAREN) ) {s = 14;}

                       input.seek(index263_2208);

   return s;

 }

 private int sst_46() {

   int s = -1;

                       int LA263_2292 = input.LA(1);

                       int index263_2292 = input.index();

                       input.rewind();

                       s = -1;

                       if ( (LA263_2292==STAR) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 3140;}

                       else if ( (LA263_2292==DIV) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 3141;}

                       else if ( (LA263_2292==MOD) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 3142;}

                       else if ( (LA263_2292==PLUS) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 3143;}

                       else if ( (LA263_2292==MINUS) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 3144;}

                       else if ( (LA263_2292==LOR) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 3145;}

                       else if ( (LA263_2292==LT) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 3146;}

                       else if ( (LA263_2292==GT) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 3147;}

                       else if ( (LA263_2292==LE) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 3148;}

                       else if ( (LA263_2292==GE) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 3149;}

                       else if ( (LA263_2292==EQUALS) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 3150;}

                       else if ( (LA263_2292==IS) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 3151;}

                       else if ( (LA263_2292==SQL_NE) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 3152;}

                       else if ( (LA263_2292==NOT_EQUAL) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 3153;}

                       else if ( (LA263_2292==BAND) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 3154;}

                       else if ( (LA263_2292==BOR) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 3155;}

                       else if ( (LA263_2292==BXOR) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 3156;}

                       else if ( (LA263_2292==AND_EXPR) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 3157;}

                       else if ( (LA263_2292==OR_EXPR) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 3158;}

                       else if ( (LA263_2292==RPAREN) ) {s = 3159;}

                       else if ( (LA263_2292==NOT_EXPR) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 3160;}

                       else if ( (LA263_2292==IN_SET) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 3161;}

                       else if ( (LA263_2292==BETWEEN) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 3162;}

                       else if ( (LA263_2292==LIKE) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 3163;}

                       else if ( (LA263_2292==REGEXP) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 3164;}

                       input.seek(index263_2292);

   return s;

 }

 private int sst_47() {

   int s = -1;

                       int LA263_2293 = input.LA(1);

                       int index263_2293 = input.index();

                       input.rewind();

                       s = -1;

                       if ( (LA263_2293==STAR) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 3165;}

                       else if ( (LA263_2293==DIV) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 3166;}

                       else if ( (LA263_2293==MOD) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 3167;}

                       else if ( (LA263_2293==PLUS) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 3168;}
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                       else if ( (LA263_2293==MINUS) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 3169;}

                       else if ( (LA263_2293==LOR) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 3170;}

                       else if ( (LA263_2293==LT) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 3171;}

                       else if ( (LA263_2293==GT) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 3172;}

                       else if ( (LA263_2293==LE) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 3173;}

                       else if ( (LA263_2293==GE) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 3174;}

                       else if ( (LA263_2293==EQUALS) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 3175;}

                       else if ( (LA263_2293==IS) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 3176;}

                       else if ( (LA263_2293==SQL_NE) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 3177;}

                       else if ( (LA263_2293==NOT_EQUAL) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 3178;}

                       else if ( (LA263_2293==BAND) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 3179;}

                       else if ( (LA263_2293==BOR) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 3180;}

                       else if ( (LA263_2293==BXOR) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 3181;}

                       else if ( (LA263_2293==AND_EXPR) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 3182;}

                       else if ( (LA263_2293==OR_EXPR) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 3183;}

                       else if ( (LA263_2293==RPAREN) ) {s = 3184;}

                       else if ( (LA263_2293==NOT_EXPR) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 3185;}

                       else if ( (LA263_2293==IN_SET) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 3186;}

                       else if ( (LA263_2293==BETWEEN) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 3187;}

                       else if ( (LA263_2293==LIKE) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 3188;}

                       else if ( (LA263_2293==REGEXP) && (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 3189;}

                       input.seek(index263_2293);

   return s;

 }

 private int sst_48() {

   int s = -1;

                       int LA263_2412 = input.LA(1);

                       int index263_2412 = input.index();

                       input.rewind();

                       s = -1;

                       if ( (true) ) {s = 14;}

                       else if ( (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar()) ) {s = 3189;}

                       input.seek(index263_2412);

   return s;

 }

 private int sst_49() {

   int s = -1;

                       int LA263_2438 = input.LA(1);

                       int index263_2438 = input.index();

                       input.rewind();

                       s = -1;

                       if ( (true) ) {s = 14;}

                       else if ( (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar()) ) {s = 3189;}

                       input.seek(index263_2438);

   return s;

 }

 private int sst_50() {

   int s = -1;
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                       int LA263_2464 = input.LA(1);

                       int index263_2464 = input.index();

                       input.rewind();

                       s = -1;

                       if ( (true) ) {s = 14;}

                       else if ( (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar()) ) {s = 3189;}

                       input.seek(index263_2464);

   return s;

 }

 private int sst_51() {

   int s = -1;

                       int LA263_2490 = input.LA(1);

                       int index263_2490 = input.index();

                       input.rewind();

                       s = -1;

                       if ( (true) ) {s = 14;}

                       else if ( (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar()) ) {s = 3189;}

                       input.seek(index263_2490);

   return s;

 }

 private int sst_52() {

   int s = -1;

                       int LA263_2536 = input.LA(1);

                       int index263_2536 = input.index();

                       input.rewind();

                       s = -1;

                       if ( (true) ) {s = 14;}

                       else if ( (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar()) ) {s = 3189;}

                       input.seek(index263_2536);

   return s;

 }

 private int sst_53() {

   int s = -1;

                       int LA263_2542 = input.LA(1);

                       int index263_2542 = input.index();

                       input.rewind();

                       s = -1;

                       if ( (true) ) {s = 14;}

                       else if ( (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar()) ) {s = 3189;}

                       input.seek(index263_2542);

   return s;

 }

 private int sst_54() {

   int s = -1;

                       int LA263_2620 = input.LA(1);

                       int index263_2620 = input.index();

                       input.rewind();

                       s = -1;
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                       if ( (true) ) {s = 14;}

                       else if ( (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar()) ) {s = 3189;}

                       input.seek(index263_2620);

   return s;

 }

 private int sst_55() {

   int s = -1;

                       int LA263_2646 = input.LA(1);

                       int index263_2646 = input.index();

                       input.rewind();

                       s = -1;

                       if ( (true) ) {s = 14;}

                       else if ( (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar()) ) {s = 3189;}

                       input.seek(index263_2646);

   return s;

 }

 private int sst_56() {

   int s = -1;

                       int LA263_2672 = input.LA(1);

                       int index263_2672 = input.index();

                       input.rewind();

                       s = -1;

                       if ( (true) ) {s = 14;}

                       else if ( (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar()) ) {s = 3189;}

                       input.seek(index263_2672);

   return s;

 }

 private int sst_57() {

   int s = -1;

                       int LA263_2718 = input.LA(1);

                       int index263_2718 = input.index();

                       input.rewind();

                       s = -1;

                       if ( (true) ) {s = 14;}

                       else if ( (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar()) ) {s = 3189;}

                       input.seek(index263_2718);

   return s;

 }

 private int sst_58() {

   int s = -1;

                       int LA263_2744 = input.LA(1);

                       int index263_2744 = input.index();

                       input.rewind();

                       s = -1;

                       if ( (true) ) {s = 14;}

                       else if ( (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar()) ) {s = 3189;}

                       input.seek(index263_2744);

   return s;
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 }

 private int sst_59() {

   int s = -1;

                       int LA263_2750 = input.LA(1);

                       int index263_2750 = input.index();

                       input.rewind();

                       s = -1;

                       if ( (true) ) {s = 14;}

                       else if ( (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar()) ) {s = 3189;}

                       input.seek(index263_2750);

   return s;

 }

 private int sst_60() {

   int s = -1;

                       int LA263_2776 = input.LA(1);

                       int index263_2776 = input.index();

                       input.rewind();

                       s = -1;

                       if ( (true) ) {s = 14;}

                       else if ( (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar()) ) {s = 3189;}

                       input.seek(index263_2776);

   return s;

 }

 private int sst_61() {

   int s = -1;

                       int LA263_2802 = input.LA(1);

                       int index263_2802 = input.index();

                       input.rewind();

                       s = -1;

                       if ( (true) ) {s = 14;}

                       else if ( (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar()) ) {s = 3189;}

                       input.seek(index263_2802);

   return s;

 }

 private int sst_62() {

   int s = -1;

                       int LA263_2828 = input.LA(1);

                       int index263_2828 = input.index();

                       input.rewind();

                       s = -1;

                       if ( (true) ) {s = 14;}

                       else if ( (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar()) ) {s = 3189;}

                       input.seek(index263_2828);

   return s;

 }

 private int sst_63() {

   int s = -1;

                       int LA263_2874 = input.LA(1);
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                       int index263_2874 = input.index();

                       input.rewind();

                       s = -1;

                       if ( (true) ) {s = 14;}

                       else if ( (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar()) ) {s = 3189;}

                       input.seek(index263_2874);

   return s;

 }

 private int sst_64() {

   int s = -1;

                       int LA263_2900 = input.LA(1);

                       int index263_2900 = input.index();

                       input.rewind();

                       s = -1;

                       if ( (true) ) {s = 14;}

                       else if ( (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar()) ) {s = 3189;}

                       input.seek(index263_2900);

   return s;

 }

 private int sst_65() {

   int s = -1;

                       int LA263_2926 = input.LA(1);

                       int index263_2926 = input.index();

                       input.rewind();

                       s = -1;

                       if ( (true) ) {s = 14;}

                       else if ( (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar()) ) {s = 3189;}

                       input.seek(index263_2926);

   return s;

 }

 private int sst_66() {

   int s = -1;

                       int LA263_2932 = input.LA(1);

                       int index263_2932 = input.index();

                       input.rewind();

                       s = -1;

                       if ( (true) ) {s = 14;}

                       else if ( (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar()) ) {s = 3189;}

                       input.seek(index263_2932);

   return s;

 }

 private int sst_67() {

   int s = -1;

                       int LA263_2958 = input.LA(1);

                       int index263_2958 = input.index();

                       input.rewind();

                       s = -1;

                       if ( (true) ) {s = 14;}
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                       else if ( (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar()) ) {s = 3189;}

                       input.seek(index263_2958);

   return s;

 }

 private int sst_68() {

   int s = -1;

                       int LA263_3036 = input.LA(1);

                       int index263_3036 = input.index();

                       input.rewind();

                       s = -1;

                       if ( (true) ) {s = 14;}

                       else if ( (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar()) ) {s = 3189;}

                       input.seek(index263_3036);

   return s;

 }

 private int sst_69() {

   int s = -1;

                       int LA263_3061 = input.LA(1);

                       int index263_3061 = input.index();

                       input.rewind();

                       s = -1;

                       if ( (true) ) {s = 14;}

                       else if ( (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar()) ) {s = 3189;}

                       input.seek(index263_3061);

   return s;

 }

 private int sst_70() {

   int s = -1;

                       int LA263_3159 = input.LA(1);

                       int index263_3159 = input.index();

                       input.rewind();

                       s = -1;

                       if ( (true) ) {s = 14;}

                       else if ( (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar()) ) {s = 3189;}

                       input.seek(index263_3159);

   return s;

 }

 private int sst_71() {

   int s = -1;

                       int LA263_3184 = input.LA(1);

                       int index263_3184 = input.index();

                       input.rewind();

                       s = -1;

                       if ( (true) ) {s = 14;}

                       else if ( (synpred3_EsperEPL2Grammar()) ) {s = 3189;}

                       input.seek(index263_3184);

   return s;

 }
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   }

   static final String DFA317_eotS =

       "\u07ed\uffff";

   static final String DFA317_eofS =

       "\1\uffff\1\125\1\u0093\6\uffff\1\u00d1\1\u010f\4\uffff\1\u014d"+

       "\u015d\uffff\1\u0371\1\u03ae\1\u03ec\6\uffff\1\u042a\1\u0468\u00cd"+

       "\uffff\1\u0523\1\u0560\1\u059e\6\uffff\1\u05dc\1\u061a\u00cd\uffff"+

       "\1\u06d5\1\u0712\1\u0750\6\uffff\1\u078e\1\u07cc\u04c5\uffff";

   static final String DFA317_minS =

       "\1\5\2\6\6\uffff\2\6\4\uffff\1\6\47\uffff\1\5\2\uffff\1\5\72\uffff"+

       "\2\5\76\uffff\1\5\73\uffff\1\5\75\uffff\1\5\75\uffff\3\6\6\uffff"+

       "\2\6\53\uffff\2\6\117\uffff\2\6\117\uffff\3\6\6\uffff\2\6\53\uffff"+

       "\2\6\117\uffff\2\6\117\uffff\3\6\6\uffff\2\6\53\uffff\2\0\171\uffff"+

       "\2\0\74\uffff\2\0\75\uffff\1\0\75\uffff\1\0\36\uffff\1\0\36\uffff"+

       "\1\0\36\uffff\1\0\36\uffff\2\0\171\uffff\2\0\74\uffff\2\0\75\uffff"+

       "\1\0\75\uffff\1\0\36\uffff\1\0\36\uffff\1\0\36\uffff\1\0\36\uffff"+

       "\2\0\171\uffff\2\0\74\uffff\2\0\75\uffff\1\0\75\uffff";

   static final String DFA317_maxS =

       "\1\u0167\2\u0166\6\uffff\2\u0166\4\uffff\1\u0166\47\uffff\1\u0167"+

       "\2\uffff\1\u0169\72\uffff\1\u0169\1\u0167\76\uffff\1\u0169\73\uffff"+

       "\1\u0169\75\uffff\1\u0167\75\uffff\3\u0166\6\uffff\2\u0166\53\uffff"+

       "\2\u0162\117\uffff\2\u0162\117\uffff\3\u0166\6\uffff\2\u0166\53"+

       "\uffff\2\u0162\117\uffff\2\u0162\117\uffff\3\u0166\6\uffff\2\u0166"+

       "\53\uffff\2\0\171\uffff\2\0\74\uffff\2\0\75\uffff\1\0\75\uffff\1"+

       "\0\36\uffff\1\0\36\uffff\1\0\36\uffff\1\0\36\uffff\2\0\171\uffff"+

       "\2\0\74\uffff\2\0\75\uffff\1\0\75\uffff\1\0\36\uffff\1\0\36\uffff"+

       "\1\0\36\uffff\1\0\36\uffff\2\0\171\uffff\2\0\74\uffff\2\0\75\uffff"+

       "\1\0\75\uffff";

   static final String DFA317_acceptS =

       "\3\uffff\6\1\2\uffff\4\1\1\uffff\43\1\1\2\4\uffff\2\1\1\uffff\72"+

       "\1\2\uffff\76\1\1\uffff\73\1\1\uffff\75\1\1\uffff\75\1\3\uffff\6"+

       "\1\2\uffff\47\1\u00a9\uffff\6\1\2\uffff\47\1\u00a9\uffff\6\1\2\uffff"+

       "\47\1\6\uffff\171\1\2\uffff\74\1\2\uffff\75\1\1\uffff\75\1\176\uffff"+

       "\171\1\2\uffff\74\1\2\uffff\75\1\1\uffff\75\1\176\uffff\171\1\2"+

       "\uffff\74\1\2\uffff\75\1\1\uffff\75\1";

   static final String DFA317_specialS =

       "\1\0\1\1\1\2\6\uffff\1\3\1\4\4\uffff\1\5\47\uffff\1\6\76\uffff"+

       "\1\7\u00b8\uffff\1\10\75\uffff\1\11\1\12\1\13\6\uffff\1\14\1\15"+

       "\u00cd\uffff\1\16\1\17\1\20\6\uffff\1\21\1\22\u00cd\uffff\1\23\1"+

       "\24\1\25\6\uffff\1\26\1\27\53\uffff\1\30\1\31\171\uffff\1\32\1\33"+

       "\74\uffff\1\34\1\35\75\uffff\1\36\75\uffff\1\37\36\uffff\1\40\36"+

       "\uffff\1\41\36\uffff\1\42\36\uffff\1\43\1\44\171\uffff\1\45\1\46"+

       "\74\uffff\1\47\1\50\75\uffff\1\51\75\uffff\1\52\36\uffff\1\53\36"+

       "\uffff\1\54\36\uffff\1\55\36\uffff\1\56\1\57\171\uffff\1\60\1\61"+

       "\74\uffff\1\62\1\63\75\uffff\1\64\75\uffff}>";

   static final String[] DFA317_transitionS = {

           "\1\47\1\uffff\1\63\2\uffff\1\5\3\uffff\1\6\1\uffff\1\63\1\uffff"+

           "\1\7\1\10\1\11\1\12\1\13\1\14\1\15\1\16\1\4\10\uffff\1\52\1"+
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           "\uffff\1\54\1\50\1\51\1\53\12\uffff\1\17\1\20\1\21\11\uffff"+

           "\1\25\1\26\1\27\1\31\1\32\1\33\1\34\1\35\2\uffff\1\36\1\uffff"+

           "\1\37\1\40\1\41\1\42\1\43\2\uffff\1\44\1\63\1\45\1\30\1\3\1"+

           "\46\32\uffff\1\55\1\56\1\57\1\63\1\61\1\22\1\62\1\23\1\24\3"+

           "\uffff\1\60\u00c6\uffff\1\1\41\uffff\1\2",

           "\1\160\1\161\1\162\1\163\1\164\1\116\1\115\1\157\2\uffff\1"+

           "\134\1\135\14\uffff\1\147\1\127\1\130\1\150\1\137\7\uffff\1"+

           "\107\1\uffff\1\117\1\120\1\uffff\1\142\2\uffff\1\121\3\uffff"+

           "\1\131\1\uffff\1\122\1\145\1\146\7\uffff\1\144\41\uffff\1\156"+

           "\1\155\1\154\6\uffff\1\123\2\uffff\1\140\1\141\3\uffff\1\143"+

           "\1\124\u00cc\uffff\1\71\1\152\1\uffff\1\72\1\126\1\151\1\uffff"+

           "\1\132\1\uffff\1\136\1\133\1\67\1\106\1\74\1\uffff\1\102\1\103"+

           "\1\73\1\113\1\77\2\uffff\1\112\1\114\1\110\1\111\1\104\1\105"+

           "\1\101\1\100\1\75\1\76\2\uffff\1\153\1\70",

           "\1\u00ae\1\u00af\1\u00b0\1\u00b1\1\u00b2\1\u008c\1\u008b\1"+

           "\u00ad\2\uffff\1\u009a\1\u009b\14\uffff\1\u00a5\1\u0095\1\u0096"+

           "\1\u00a6\1\u009d\7\uffff\1\u0085\1\uffff\1\u008d\1\u008e\1\uffff"+

           "\1\u00a0\2\uffff\1\u008f\3\uffff\1\u0097\1\uffff\1\u0090\1\u00a3"+

           "\1\u00a4\7\uffff\1\u00a2\41\uffff\1\u00ac\1\u00ab\1\u00aa\6"+

           "\uffff\1\u0091\2\uffff\1\u009e\1\u009f\3\uffff\1\u00a1\1\u0092"+

           "\u00cc\uffff\1\170\1\u00a8\1\uffff\1\165\1\u0094\1\u00a7\1\uffff"+

           "\1\u0098\1\uffff\1\u009c\1\u0099\1\166\1\u0084\1\172\1\uffff"+

           "\1\u0080\1\u0081\1\171\1\u0089\1\175\2\uffff\1\u0088\1\u008a"+

           "\1\u0086\1\u0087\1\u0082\1\u0083\1\177\1\176\1\173\1\174\2\uffff"+

           "\1\u00a9\1\167",

           "",

           "",

           "",

           "",

           "",

           "",

           "\1\u00ec\1\u00ed\1\u00ee\1\u00ef\1\u00f0\1\u00ca\1\u00c9\1"+

           "\u00eb\2\uffff\1\u00d8\1\u00d9\14\uffff\1\u00e3\1\u00d3\1\u00d4"+

           "\1\u00e4\1\u00db\7\uffff\1\u00c3\1\uffff\1\u00cb\1\u00cc\1\uffff"+

           "\1\u00de\2\uffff\1\u00cd\3\uffff\1\u00d5\1\uffff\1\u00ce\1\u00e1"+

           "\1\u00e2\7\uffff\1\u00e0\41\uffff\1\u00ea\1\u00e9\1\u00e8\6"+

           "\uffff\1\u00cf\2\uffff\1\u00dc\1\u00dd\3\uffff\1\u00df\1\u00d0"+

           "\u00cc\uffff\1\u00b4\1\u00e6\1\uffff\1\u00b5\1\u00d2\1\u00e5"+

           "\1\uffff\1\u00d6\1\uffff\1\u00da\1\u00d7\1\u00b7\1\u00c2\1\u00b8"+

           "\1\uffff\1\u00be\1\u00bf\1\u00b6\1\u00c7\1\u00bb\2\uffff\1\u00c6"+

           "\1\u00c8\1\u00c4\1\u00c5\1\u00c0\1\u00c1\1\u00bd\1\u00bc\1\u00b9"+

           "\1\u00ba\2\uffff\1\u00e7\1\u00b3",

           "\1\u012a\1\u012b\1\u012c\1\u012d\1\u012e\1\u0108\1\u0107\1"+

           "\u0129\2\uffff\1\u0116\1\u0117\14\uffff\1\u0121\1\u0111\1\u0112"+

           "\1\u0122\1\u0119\7\uffff\1\u0101\1\uffff\1\u0109\1\u010a\1\uffff"+

           "\1\u011c\2\uffff\1\u010b\3\uffff\1\u0113\1\uffff\1\u010c\1\u011f"+
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   };

   static final short[] DFA317_eot = DFA.unpackEncodedString(DFA317_eotS);

   static final short[] DFA317_eof = DFA.unpackEncodedString(DFA317_eofS);

   static final char[] DFA317_min = DFA.unpackEncodedStringToUnsignedChars(DFA317_minS);

   static final char[] DFA317_max = DFA.unpackEncodedStringToUnsignedChars(DFA317_maxS);

   static final short[] DFA317_accept = DFA.unpackEncodedString(DFA317_acceptS);

   static final short[] DFA317_special = DFA.unpackEncodedString(DFA317_specialS);

   static final short[][] DFA317_transition;

   static {
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       int numStates = DFA317_transitionS.length;

       DFA317_transition = new short[numStates][];

       for (int i=0; i<numStates; i++) {

           DFA317_transition[i] = DFA.unpackEncodedString(DFA317_transitionS[i]);

       }

   }

   class DFA317 extends DFA {

       public DFA317(BaseRecognizer recognizer) {

           this.recognizer = recognizer;

           this.decisionNumber = 317;

           this.eot = DFA317_eot;

           this.eof = DFA317_eof;

           this.min = DFA317_min;

           this.max = DFA317_max;

           this.accept = DFA317_accept;

           this.special = DFA317_special;

           this.transition = DFA317_transition;

       }

       public String getDescription() {

           return "1689:1: eventPropertyOrLibFunction : ( ( eventProperty )=> eventProperty | libFunction );";

       }

       public int specialStateTransition(int s, IntStream _input) throws NoViableAltException {

           TokenStream input = (TokenStream)_input;

       	int _s = s;

           switch ( s ) {

                   case 0 :

                       int LA317_0 = input.LA(1);

                       int index317_0 = input.index();

                       input.rewind();

                       s = -1;

                       if ( (LA317_0==IDENT) ) {s = 1;}

                       else if ( (LA317_0==TICKED_STRING_LITERAL) ) {s = 2;}

                       else if ( (LA317_0==AT) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 3;}

                       else if ( (LA317_0==COUNT) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 4;}

                       else if ( (LA317_0==ESCAPE) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 5;}

                       else if ( (LA317_0==EVERY_EXPR) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 6;}

                       else if ( (LA317_0==SUM) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 7;}

                       else if ( (LA317_0==AVG) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 8;}

                       else if ( (LA317_0==MAX) ) {s = 9;}

                       else if ( (LA317_0==MIN) ) {s = 10;}

                       else if ( (LA317_0==COALESCE) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 11;}

                       else if ( (LA317_0==MEDIAN) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 12;}

                       else if ( (LA317_0==STDDEV) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 13;}

                       else if ( (LA317_0==AVEDEV) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 14;}

                       else if ( (LA317_0==EVENTS) ) {s = 15;}

                       else if ( (LA317_0==FIRST) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 16;}

                       else if ( (LA317_0==LAST) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 17;}

                       else if ( (LA317_0==WHILE) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 18;}
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                       else if ( (LA317_0==MERGE) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 19;}

                       else if ( (LA317_0==MATCHED) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 20;}

                       else if ( (LA317_0==UNIDIRECTIONAL) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 21;}

                       else if ( (LA317_0==RETAINUNION) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 22;}

                       else if ( (LA317_0==RETAININTERSECTION) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 23;}

                       else if ( (LA317_0==UNTIL) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 24;}

                       else if ( (LA317_0==PATTERN) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 25;}

                       else if ( (LA317_0==SQL) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 26;}

                       else if ( (LA317_0==METADATASQL) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 27;}

                       else if ( (LA317_0==PREVIOUS) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 28;}

                       else if ( (LA317_0==PREVIOUSTAIL) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 29;}

                       else if ( (LA317_0==PRIOR) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 30;}

                       else if ( (LA317_0==WEEKDAY) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 31;}

                       else if ( (LA317_0==LW) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 32;}

                       else if ( (LA317_0==INSTANCEOF) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 33;}

                       else if ( (LA317_0==TYPEOF) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 34;}

                       else if ( (LA317_0==CAST) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 35;}

                       else if ( (LA317_0==SNAPSHOT) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 36;}

                       else if ( (LA317_0==VARIABLE) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 37;}

                       else if ( (LA317_0==INDEX) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 38;}

                       else if ( (LA317_0==WINDOW) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 39;}

                       else if ( (LA317_0==LEFT) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 40;}

                       else if ( (LA317_0==RIGHT) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 41;}

                       else if ( (LA317_0==OUTER) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 42;}

                       else if ( (LA317_0==FULL) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 43;}

                       else if ( (LA317_0==JOIN) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 44;}

                       else if ( (LA317_0==DEFINE) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 45;}

                       else if ( (LA317_0==PARTITION) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 46;}

                       else if ( (LA317_0==MATCHES) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 47;}

                       else if ( (LA317_0==CONTEXT) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 48;}

                       else if ( (LA317_0==FOR) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 49;}

                       else if ( (LA317_0==USING) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 50;}

                       else if ( (LA317_0==BETWEEN||LA317_0==WHERE||LA317_0==SET||LA317_0==AFTER) ) {s =

51;}

                       input.seek(index317_0);

                       if ( s>=0 ) return s;

                       break;

                   case 1 :

                       int LA317_1 = input.LA(1);

                       int index317_1 = input.index();

                       input.rewind();

                       s = -1;

                       if ( (LA317_1==DOT) ) {s = 55;}

                       else if ( (LA317_1==ESCAPECHAR) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 56;}

                       else if ( (LA317_1==LBRACK) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 57;}

                       else if ( (LA317_1==LPAREN) ) {s = 58;}

                       else if ( (LA317_1==QUESTION) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 59;}

                       else if ( (LA317_1==STAR) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 60;}
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                       else if ( (LA317_1==DIV) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 61;}

                       else if ( (LA317_1==MOD) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 62;}

                       else if ( (LA317_1==PLUS) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 63;}

                       else if ( (LA317_1==MINUS) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 64;}

                       else if ( (LA317_1==LOR) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 65;}

                       else if ( (LA317_1==LT) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 66;}

                       else if ( (LA317_1==GT) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 67;}

                       else if ( (LA317_1==LE) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 68;}

                       else if ( (LA317_1==GE) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 69;}

                       else if ( (LA317_1==EQUALS) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 70;}

                       else if ( (LA317_1==IS) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 71;}

                       else if ( (LA317_1==SQL_NE) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 72;}

                       else if ( (LA317_1==NOT_EQUAL) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 73;}

                       else if ( (LA317_1==BAND) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 74;}

                       else if ( (LA317_1==BOR) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 75;}

                       else if ( (LA317_1==BXOR) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 76;}

                       else if ( (LA317_1==AND_EXPR) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 77;}

                       else if ( (LA317_1==OR_EXPR) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 78;}

                       else if ( (LA317_1==GROUP) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 79;}

                       else if ( (LA317_1==HAVING) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 80;}

                       else if ( (LA317_1==OUTPUT) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 81;}

                       else if ( (LA317_1==ORDER) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 82;}

                       else if ( (LA317_1==ROW_LIMIT_EXPR) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 83;}

                       else if ( (LA317_1==FOR) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 84;}

                       else if ( (LA317_1==EOF) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 85;}

                       else if ( (LA317_1==RPAREN) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 86;}

                       else if ( (LA317_1==WHEN) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 87;}

                       else if ( (LA317_1==THEN) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 88;}

                       else if ( (LA317_1==INSERT) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 89;}

                       else if ( (LA317_1==RCURLY) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 90;}

                       else if ( (LA317_1==COMMA) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 91;}

                       else if ( (LA317_1==WHERE) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 92;}

                       else if ( (LA317_1==AS) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 93;}

                       else if ( (LA317_1==ATCHAR) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 94;}

                       else if ( (LA317_1==FROM) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 95;}

                       else if ( (LA317_1==MATCH_RECOGNIZE) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 96;}

                       else if ( (LA317_1==MEASURES) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 97;}

                       else if ( (LA317_1==ALL) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 98;}

                       else if ( (LA317_1==AFTER) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 99;}

                       else if ( (LA317_1==PATTERN) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 100;}

                       else if ( (LA317_1==ASC) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 101;}

                       else if ( (LA317_1==DESC) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 102;}

                       else if ( (LA317_1==ELSE) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 103;}

                       else if ( (LA317_1==END) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 104;}

                       else if ( (LA317_1==COLON) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 105;}

                       else if ( (LA317_1==RBRACK) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 106;}

                       else if ( (LA317_1==FOLLOWMAX_END) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 107;}

                       else if ( (LA317_1==TIMEPERIOD_SECONDS) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 108;}
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                       else if ( (LA317_1==TIMEPERIOD_SECOND) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 109;}

                       else if ( (LA317_1==TIMEPERIOD_SEC) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 110;}

                       else if ( (LA317_1==NOT_EXPR) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 111;}

                       else if ( (LA317_1==IN_SET) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 112;}

                       else if ( (LA317_1==BETWEEN) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 113;}

                       else if ( (LA317_1==LIKE) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 114;}

                       else if ( (LA317_1==REGEXP) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 115;}

                       else if ( (LA317_1==ESCAPE) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 116;}

                       input.seek(index317_1);

                       if ( s>=0 ) return s;

                       break;

                   case 2 :

                       int LA317_2 = input.LA(1);

                       int index317_2 = input.index();

                       input.rewind();

                       s = -1;

                       if ( (LA317_2==LPAREN) ) {s = 117;}

                       else if ( (LA317_2==DOT) ) {s = 118;}

                       else if ( (LA317_2==ESCAPECHAR) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 119;}

                       else if ( (LA317_2==LBRACK) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 120;}

                       else if ( (LA317_2==QUESTION) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 121;}

                       else if ( (LA317_2==STAR) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 122;}

                       else if ( (LA317_2==DIV) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 123;}

                       else if ( (LA317_2==MOD) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 124;}

                       else if ( (LA317_2==PLUS) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 125;}

                       else if ( (LA317_2==MINUS) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 126;}

                       else if ( (LA317_2==LOR) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 127;}

                       else if ( (LA317_2==LT) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 128;}

                       else if ( (LA317_2==GT) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 129;}

                       else if ( (LA317_2==LE) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 130;}

                       else if ( (LA317_2==GE) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 131;}

                       else if ( (LA317_2==EQUALS) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 132;}

                       else if ( (LA317_2==IS) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 133;}

                       else if ( (LA317_2==SQL_NE) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 134;}

                       else if ( (LA317_2==NOT_EQUAL) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 135;}

                       else if ( (LA317_2==BAND) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 136;}

                       else if ( (LA317_2==BOR) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 137;}

                       else if ( (LA317_2==BXOR) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 138;}

                       else if ( (LA317_2==AND_EXPR) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 139;}

                       else if ( (LA317_2==OR_EXPR) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 140;}

                       else if ( (LA317_2==GROUP) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 141;}

                       else if ( (LA317_2==HAVING) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 142;}

                       else if ( (LA317_2==OUTPUT) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 143;}

                       else if ( (LA317_2==ORDER) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 144;}

                       else if ( (LA317_2==ROW_LIMIT_EXPR) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 145;}

                       else if ( (LA317_2==FOR) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 146;}

                       else if ( (LA317_2==EOF) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 147;}

                       else if ( (LA317_2==RPAREN) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 148;}
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                       else if ( (LA317_2==WHEN) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 149;}

                       else if ( (LA317_2==THEN) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 150;}

                       else if ( (LA317_2==INSERT) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 151;}

                       else if ( (LA317_2==RCURLY) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 152;}

                       else if ( (LA317_2==COMMA) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 153;}

                       else if ( (LA317_2==WHERE) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 154;}

                       else if ( (LA317_2==AS) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 155;}

                       else if ( (LA317_2==ATCHAR) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 156;}

                       else if ( (LA317_2==FROM) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 157;}

                       else if ( (LA317_2==MATCH_RECOGNIZE) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 158;}

                       else if ( (LA317_2==MEASURES) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 159;}

                       else if ( (LA317_2==ALL) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 160;}

                       else if ( (LA317_2==AFTER) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 161;}

                       else if ( (LA317_2==PATTERN) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 162;}

                       else if ( (LA317_2==ASC) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 163;}

                       else if ( (LA317_2==DESC) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 164;}

                       else if ( (LA317_2==ELSE) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 165;}

                       else if ( (LA317_2==END) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 166;}

                       else if ( (LA317_2==COLON) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 167;}

                       else if ( (LA317_2==RBRACK) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 168;}

                       else if ( (LA317_2==FOLLOWMAX_END) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 169;}

                       else if ( (LA317_2==TIMEPERIOD_SECONDS) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 170;}

                       else if ( (LA317_2==TIMEPERIOD_SECOND) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 171;}

                       else if ( (LA317_2==TIMEPERIOD_SEC) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 172;}

                       else if ( (LA317_2==NOT_EXPR) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 173;}

                       else if ( (LA317_2==IN_SET) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 174;}

                       else if ( (LA317_2==BETWEEN) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 175;}

                       else if ( (LA317_2==LIKE) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 176;}

                       else if ( (LA317_2==REGEXP) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 177;}

                       else if ( (LA317_2==ESCAPE) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 178;}

                       input.seek(index317_2);

                       if ( s>=0 ) return s;

                       break;

                   case 3 :

                       int LA317_9 = input.LA(1);

                       int index317_9 = input.index();

                       input.rewind();

                       s = -1;

                       if ( (LA317_9==ESCAPECHAR) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 179;}

                       else if ( (LA317_9==LBRACK) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 180;}

                       else if ( (LA317_9==LPAREN) ) {s = 181;}

                       else if ( (LA317_9==QUESTION) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 182;}

                       else if ( (LA317_9==DOT) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 183;}

                       else if ( (LA317_9==STAR) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 184;}

                       else if ( (LA317_9==DIV) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 185;}

                       else if ( (LA317_9==MOD) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 186;}

                       else if ( (LA317_9==PLUS) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 187;}

                       else if ( (LA317_9==MINUS) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 188;}
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                       else if ( (LA317_9==LOR) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 189;}

                       else if ( (LA317_9==LT) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 190;}

                       else if ( (LA317_9==GT) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 191;}

                       else if ( (LA317_9==LE) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 192;}

                       else if ( (LA317_9==GE) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 193;}

                       else if ( (LA317_9==EQUALS) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 194;}

                       else if ( (LA317_9==IS) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 195;}

                       else if ( (LA317_9==SQL_NE) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 196;}

                       else if ( (LA317_9==NOT_EQUAL) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 197;}

                       else if ( (LA317_9==BAND) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 198;}

                       else if ( (LA317_9==BOR) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 199;}

                       else if ( (LA317_9==BXOR) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 200;}

                       else if ( (LA317_9==AND_EXPR) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 201;}

                       else if ( (LA317_9==OR_EXPR) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 202;}

                       else if ( (LA317_9==GROUP) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 203;}

                       else if ( (LA317_9==HAVING) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 204;}

                       else if ( (LA317_9==OUTPUT) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 205;}

                       else if ( (LA317_9==ORDER) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 206;}

                       else if ( (LA317_9==ROW_LIMIT_EXPR) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 207;}

                       else if ( (LA317_9==FOR) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 208;}

                       else if ( (LA317_9==EOF) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 209;}

                       else if ( (LA317_9==RPAREN) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 210;}

                       else if ( (LA317_9==WHEN) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 211;}

                       else if ( (LA317_9==THEN) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 212;}

                       else if ( (LA317_9==INSERT) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 213;}

                       else if ( (LA317_9==RCURLY) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 214;}

                       else if ( (LA317_9==COMMA) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 215;}

                       else if ( (LA317_9==WHERE) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 216;}

                       else if ( (LA317_9==AS) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 217;}

                       else if ( (LA317_9==ATCHAR) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 218;}

                       else if ( (LA317_9==FROM) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 219;}

                       else if ( (LA317_9==MATCH_RECOGNIZE) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 220;}

                       else if ( (LA317_9==MEASURES) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 221;}

                       else if ( (LA317_9==ALL) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 222;}

                       else if ( (LA317_9==AFTER) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 223;}

                       else if ( (LA317_9==PATTERN) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 224;}

                       else if ( (LA317_9==ASC) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 225;}

                       else if ( (LA317_9==DESC) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 226;}

                       else if ( (LA317_9==ELSE) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 227;}

                       else if ( (LA317_9==END) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 228;}

                       else if ( (LA317_9==COLON) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 229;}

                       else if ( (LA317_9==RBRACK) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 230;}

                       else if ( (LA317_9==FOLLOWMAX_END) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 231;}

                       else if ( (LA317_9==TIMEPERIOD_SECONDS) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 232;}

                       else if ( (LA317_9==TIMEPERIOD_SECOND) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 233;}

                       else if ( (LA317_9==TIMEPERIOD_SEC) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 234;}

                       else if ( (LA317_9==NOT_EXPR) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 235;}

                       else if ( (LA317_9==IN_SET) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 236;}
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                       else if ( (LA317_9==BETWEEN) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 237;}

                       else if ( (LA317_9==LIKE) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 238;}

                       else if ( (LA317_9==REGEXP) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 239;}

                       else if ( (LA317_9==ESCAPE) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 240;}

                       input.seek(index317_9);

                       if ( s>=0 ) return s;

                       break;

                   case 4 :

                       int LA317_10 = input.LA(1);

                       int index317_10 = input.index();

                       input.rewind();

                       s = -1;

                       if ( (LA317_10==LPAREN) ) {s = 241;}

                       else if ( (LA317_10==ESCAPECHAR) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 242;}

                       else if ( (LA317_10==LBRACK) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 243;}

                       else if ( (LA317_10==QUESTION) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 244;}

                       else if ( (LA317_10==DOT) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 245;}

                       else if ( (LA317_10==STAR) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 246;}

                       else if ( (LA317_10==DIV) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 247;}

                       else if ( (LA317_10==MOD) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 248;}

                       else if ( (LA317_10==PLUS) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 249;}

                       else if ( (LA317_10==MINUS) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 250;}

                       else if ( (LA317_10==LOR) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 251;}

                       else if ( (LA317_10==LT) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 252;}

                       else if ( (LA317_10==GT) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 253;}

                       else if ( (LA317_10==LE) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 254;}

                       else if ( (LA317_10==GE) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 255;}

                       else if ( (LA317_10==EQUALS) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 256;}

                       else if ( (LA317_10==IS) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 257;}

                       else if ( (LA317_10==SQL_NE) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 258;}

                       else if ( (LA317_10==NOT_EQUAL) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 259;}

                       else if ( (LA317_10==BAND) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 260;}

                       else if ( (LA317_10==BOR) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 261;}

                       else if ( (LA317_10==BXOR) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 262;}

                       else if ( (LA317_10==AND_EXPR) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 263;}

                       else if ( (LA317_10==OR_EXPR) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 264;}

                       else if ( (LA317_10==GROUP) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 265;}

                       else if ( (LA317_10==HAVING) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 266;}

                       else if ( (LA317_10==OUTPUT) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 267;}

                       else if ( (LA317_10==ORDER) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 268;}

                       else if ( (LA317_10==ROW_LIMIT_EXPR) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 269;}

                       else if ( (LA317_10==FOR) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 270;}

                       else if ( (LA317_10==EOF) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 271;}

                       else if ( (LA317_10==RPAREN) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 272;}

                       else if ( (LA317_10==WHEN) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 273;}

                       else if ( (LA317_10==THEN) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 274;}

                       else if ( (LA317_10==INSERT) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 275;}

                       else if ( (LA317_10==RCURLY) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 276;}
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                       else if ( (LA317_10==COMMA) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 277;}

                       else if ( (LA317_10==WHERE) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 278;}

                       else if ( (LA317_10==AS) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 279;}

                       else if ( (LA317_10==ATCHAR) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 280;}

                       else if ( (LA317_10==FROM) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 281;}

                       else if ( (LA317_10==MATCH_RECOGNIZE) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 282;}

                       else if ( (LA317_10==MEASURES) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 283;}

                       else if ( (LA317_10==ALL) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 284;}

                       else if ( (LA317_10==AFTER) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 285;}

                       else if ( (LA317_10==PATTERN) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 286;}

                       else if ( (LA317_10==ASC) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 287;}

                       else if ( (LA317_10==DESC) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 288;}

                       else if ( (LA317_10==ELSE) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 289;}

                       else if ( (LA317_10==END) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 290;}

                       else if ( (LA317_10==COLON) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 291;}

                       else if ( (LA317_10==RBRACK) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 292;}

                       else if ( (LA317_10==FOLLOWMAX_END) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 293;}

                       else if ( (LA317_10==TIMEPERIOD_SECONDS) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s =

294;}

                       else if ( (LA317_10==TIMEPERIOD_SECOND) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 295;}

                       else if ( (LA317_10==TIMEPERIOD_SEC) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 296;}

                       else if ( (LA317_10==NOT_EXPR) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 297;}

                       else if ( (LA317_10==IN_SET) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 298;}

                       else if ( (LA317_10==BETWEEN) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 299;}

                       else if ( (LA317_10==LIKE) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 300;}

                       else if ( (LA317_10==REGEXP) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 301;}

                       else if ( (LA317_10==ESCAPE) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 302;}

                       input.seek(index317_10);

                       if ( s>=0 ) return s;

                       break;

                   case 5 :

                       int LA317_15 = input.LA(1);

                       int index317_15 = input.index();

                       input.rewind();

                       s = -1;

                       if ( (LA317_15==DOT) ) {s = 303;}

                       else if ( (LA317_15==ESCAPECHAR) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 304;}

                       else if ( (LA317_15==LBRACK) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 305;}

                       else if ( (LA317_15==LPAREN) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 306;}

                       else if ( (LA317_15==QUESTION) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 307;}

                       else if ( (LA317_15==STAR) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 308;}

                       else if ( (LA317_15==DIV) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 309;}

                       else if ( (LA317_15==MOD) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 310;}

                       else if ( (LA317_15==PLUS) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 311;}

                       else if ( (LA317_15==MINUS) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 312;}

                       else if ( (LA317_15==LOR) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 313;}

                       else if ( (LA317_15==LT) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 314;}

                       else if ( (LA317_15==GT) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 315;}
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                       else if ( (LA317_15==LE) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 316;}

                       else if ( (LA317_15==GE) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 317;}

                       else if ( (LA317_15==EQUALS) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 318;}

                       else if ( (LA317_15==IS) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 319;}

                       else if ( (LA317_15==SQL_NE) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 320;}

                       else if ( (LA317_15==NOT_EQUAL) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 321;}

                       else if ( (LA317_15==BAND) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 322;}

                       else if ( (LA317_15==BOR) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 323;}

                       else if ( (LA317_15==BXOR) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 324;}

                       else if ( (LA317_15==AND_EXPR) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 325;}

                       else if ( (LA317_15==OR_EXPR) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 326;}

                       else if ( (LA317_15==GROUP) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 327;}

                       else if ( (LA317_15==HAVING) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 328;}

                       else if ( (LA317_15==OUTPUT) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 329;}

                       else if ( (LA317_15==ORDER) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 330;}

                       else if ( (LA317_15==ROW_LIMIT_EXPR) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 331;}

                       else if ( (LA317_15==FOR) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 332;}

                       else if ( (LA317_15==EOF) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 333;}

                       else if ( (LA317_15==RPAREN) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 334;}

                       else if ( (LA317_15==WHEN) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 335;}

                       else if ( (LA317_15==THEN) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 336;}

                       else if ( (LA317_15==INSERT) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 337;}

                       else if ( (LA317_15==RCURLY) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 338;}

                       else if ( (LA317_15==COMMA) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 339;}

                       else if ( (LA317_15==WHERE) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 340;}

                       else if ( (LA317_15==AS) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 341;}

                       else if ( (LA317_15==ATCHAR) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 342;}

                       else if ( (LA317_15==FROM) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 343;}

                       else if ( (LA317_15==MATCH_RECOGNIZE) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 344;}

                       else if ( (LA317_15==MEASURES) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 345;}

                       else if ( (LA317_15==ALL) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 346;}

                       else if ( (LA317_15==AFTER) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 347;}

                       else if ( (LA317_15==PATTERN) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 348;}

                       else if ( (LA317_15==ASC) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 349;}

                       else if ( (LA317_15==DESC) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 350;}

                       else if ( (LA317_15==ELSE) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 351;}

                       else if ( (LA317_15==END) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 352;}

                       else if ( (LA317_15==COLON) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 353;}

                       else if ( (LA317_15==RBRACK) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 354;}

                       else if ( (LA317_15==FOLLOWMAX_END) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 355;}

                       else if ( (LA317_15==TIMEPERIOD_SECONDS) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s =

356;}

                       else if ( (LA317_15==TIMEPERIOD_SECOND) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 357;}

                       else if ( (LA317_15==TIMEPERIOD_SEC) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 358;}

                       else if ( (LA317_15==NOT_EXPR) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 359;}

                       else if ( (LA317_15==IN_SET) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 360;}

                       else if ( (LA317_15==BETWEEN) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 361;}

                       else if ( (LA317_15==LIKE) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 362;}
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                       else if ( (LA317_15==REGEXP) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 363;}

                       else if ( (LA317_15==ESCAPE) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 364;}

                       input.seek(index317_15);

                       if ( s>=0 ) return s;

                       break;

                   case 6 :

                       int LA317_55 = input.LA(1);

                       int index317_55 = input.index();

                       input.rewind();

                       s = -1;

                       if ( (LA317_55==IDENT) ) {s = 365;}

                       else if ( (LA317_55==EVENTS) ) {s = 366;}

                       else if ( (LA317_55==TICKED_STRING_LITERAL) ) {s = 367;}

                       else if ( (LA317_55==AT) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 368;}

                       else if ( (LA317_55==COUNT) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 369;}

                       else if ( (LA317_55==ESCAPE) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 370;}

                       else if ( (LA317_55==EVERY_EXPR) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 371;}

                       else if ( (LA317_55==SUM) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 372;}

                       else if ( (LA317_55==AVG) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 373;}

                       else if ( (LA317_55==MAX) ) {s = 374;}

                       else if ( (LA317_55==MIN) ) {s = 375;}

                       else if ( (LA317_55==COALESCE) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 376;}

                       else if ( (LA317_55==MEDIAN) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 377;}

                       else if ( (LA317_55==STDDEV) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 378;}

                       else if ( (LA317_55==AVEDEV) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 379;}

                       else if ( (LA317_55==FIRST) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 380;}

                       else if ( (LA317_55==LAST) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 381;}

                       else if ( (LA317_55==WHILE) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 382;}

                       else if ( (LA317_55==MERGE) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 383;}

                       else if ( (LA317_55==MATCHED) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 384;}

                       else if ( (LA317_55==UNIDIRECTIONAL) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 385;}

                       else if ( (LA317_55==RETAINUNION) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 386;}

                       else if ( (LA317_55==RETAININTERSECTION) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 387;}

                       else if ( (LA317_55==UNTIL) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 388;}

                       else if ( (LA317_55==PATTERN) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 389;}

                       else if ( (LA317_55==SQL) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 390;}

                       else if ( (LA317_55==METADATASQL) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 391;}

                       else if ( (LA317_55==PREVIOUS) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 392;}

                       else if ( (LA317_55==PREVIOUSTAIL) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 393;}

                       else if ( (LA317_55==PRIOR) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 394;}

                       else if ( (LA317_55==WEEKDAY) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 395;}

                       else if ( (LA317_55==LW) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 396;}

                       else if ( (LA317_55==INSTANCEOF) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 397;}

                       else if ( (LA317_55==TYPEOF) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 398;}

                       else if ( (LA317_55==CAST) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 399;}

                       else if ( (LA317_55==SNAPSHOT) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 400;}

                       else if ( (LA317_55==VARIABLE) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 401;}

                       else if ( (LA317_55==INDEX) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 402;}
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                       else if ( (LA317_55==WINDOW) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 403;}

                       else if ( (LA317_55==LEFT) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 404;}

                       else if ( (LA317_55==RIGHT) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 405;}

                       else if ( (LA317_55==OUTER) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 406;}

                       else if ( (LA317_55==FULL) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 407;}

                       else if ( (LA317_55==JOIN) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 408;}

                       else if ( (LA317_55==DEFINE) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 409;}

                       else if ( (LA317_55==PARTITION) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 410;}

                       else if ( (LA317_55==MATCHES) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 411;}

                       else if ( (LA317_55==CONTEXT) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 412;}

                       else if ( (LA317_55==FOR) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 413;}

                       else if ( (LA317_55==USING) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 414;}

                       else if ( (LA317_55==BETWEEN||LA317_55==WHERE||LA317_55==SET||LA317_55==AFTER) )

{s = 51;}

                       input.seek(index317_55);

                       if ( s>=0 ) return s;

                       break;

                   case 7 :

                       int LA317_118 = input.LA(1);

                       int index317_118 = input.index();

                       input.rewind();

                       s = -1;

                       if ( (LA317_118==IDENT) ) {s = 581;}

                       else if ( (LA317_118==EVENTS) ) {s = 582;}

                       else if ( (LA317_118==TICKED_STRING_LITERAL) ) {s = 583;}

                       else if ( (LA317_118==AT) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 584;}

                       else if ( (LA317_118==COUNT) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 585;}

                       else if ( (LA317_118==ESCAPE) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 586;}

                       else if ( (LA317_118==EVERY_EXPR) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 587;}

                       else if ( (LA317_118==SUM) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 588;}

                       else if ( (LA317_118==AVG) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 589;}

                       else if ( (LA317_118==MAX) ) {s = 590;}

                       else if ( (LA317_118==MIN) ) {s = 591;}

                       else if ( (LA317_118==COALESCE) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 592;}

                       else if ( (LA317_118==MEDIAN) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 593;}

                       else if ( (LA317_118==STDDEV) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 594;}

                       else if ( (LA317_118==AVEDEV) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 595;}

                       else if ( (LA317_118==FIRST) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 596;}

                       else if ( (LA317_118==LAST) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 597;}

                       else if ( (LA317_118==WHILE) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 598;}

                       else if ( (LA317_118==MERGE) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 599;}

                       else if ( (LA317_118==MATCHED) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 600;}

                       else if ( (LA317_118==UNIDIRECTIONAL) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 601;}

                       else if ( (LA317_118==RETAINUNION) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 602;}

                       else if ( (LA317_118==RETAININTERSECTION) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s =

603;}

                       else if ( (LA317_118==UNTIL) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 604;}

                       else if ( (LA317_118==PATTERN) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 605;}
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                       else if ( (LA317_118==SQL) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 606;}

                       else if ( (LA317_118==METADATASQL) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 607;}

                       else if ( (LA317_118==PREVIOUS) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 608;}

                       else if ( (LA317_118==PREVIOUSTAIL) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 609;}

                       else if ( (LA317_118==PRIOR) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 610;}

                       else if ( (LA317_118==WEEKDAY) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 611;}

                       else if ( (LA317_118==LW) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 612;}

                       else if ( (LA317_118==INSTANCEOF) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 613;}

                       else if ( (LA317_118==TYPEOF) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 614;}

                       else if ( (LA317_118==CAST) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 615;}

                       else if ( (LA317_118==SNAPSHOT) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 616;}

                       else if ( (LA317_118==VARIABLE) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 617;}

                       else if ( (LA317_118==INDEX) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 618;}

                       else if ( (LA317_118==WINDOW) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 619;}

                       else if ( (LA317_118==LEFT) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 620;}

                       else if ( (LA317_118==RIGHT) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 621;}

                       else if ( (LA317_118==OUTER) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 622;}

                       else if ( (LA317_118==FULL) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 623;}

                       else if ( (LA317_118==JOIN) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 624;}

                       else if ( (LA317_118==DEFINE) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 625;}

                       else if ( (LA317_118==PARTITION) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 626;}

                       else if ( (LA317_118==MATCHES) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 627;}

                       else if ( (LA317_118==CONTEXT) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 628;}

                       else if ( (LA317_118==FOR) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 629;}

                       else if ( (LA317_118==USING) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 630;}

                       else if (

(LA317_118==BETWEEN||LA317_118==WHERE||LA317_118==SET||LA317_118==AFTER) ) {s = 51;}

                       input.seek(index317_118);

                       if ( s>=0 ) return s;

                       break;

                   case 8 :

                       int LA317_303 = input.LA(1);

                       int index317_303 = input.index();

                       input.rewind();

                       s = -1;

                       if ( (LA317_303==IDENT) ) {s = 797;}

                       else if ( (LA317_303==EVENTS) ) {s = 798;}

                       else if ( (LA317_303==TICKED_STRING_LITERAL) ) {s = 799;}

                       else if ( (LA317_303==AT) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 800;}

                       else if ( (LA317_303==COUNT) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 801;}

                       else if ( (LA317_303==ESCAPE) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 802;}

                       else if ( (LA317_303==EVERY_EXPR) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 803;}

                       else if ( (LA317_303==SUM) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 804;}

                       else if ( (LA317_303==AVG) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 805;}

                       else if ( (LA317_303==MAX) ) {s = 806;}

                       else if ( (LA317_303==MIN) ) {s = 807;}

                       else if ( (LA317_303==COALESCE) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 808;}

                       else if ( (LA317_303==MEDIAN) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 809;}
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                       else if ( (LA317_303==STDDEV) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 810;}

                       else if ( (LA317_303==AVEDEV) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 811;}

                       else if ( (LA317_303==FIRST) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 812;}

                       else if ( (LA317_303==LAST) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 813;}

                       else if ( (LA317_303==WHILE) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 814;}

                       else if ( (LA317_303==MERGE) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 815;}

                       else if ( (LA317_303==MATCHED) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 816;}

                       else if ( (LA317_303==UNIDIRECTIONAL) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 817;}

                       else if ( (LA317_303==RETAINUNION) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 818;}

                       else if ( (LA317_303==RETAININTERSECTION) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s =

819;}

                       else if ( (LA317_303==UNTIL) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 820;}

                       else if ( (LA317_303==PATTERN) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 821;}

                       else if ( (LA317_303==SQL) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 822;}

                       else if ( (LA317_303==METADATASQL) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 823;}

                       else if ( (LA317_303==PREVIOUS) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 824;}

                       else if ( (LA317_303==PREVIOUSTAIL) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 825;}

                       else if ( (LA317_303==PRIOR) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 826;}

                       else if ( (LA317_303==WEEKDAY) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 827;}

                       else if ( (LA317_303==LW) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 828;}

                       else if ( (LA317_303==INSTANCEOF) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 829;}

                       else if ( (LA317_303==TYPEOF) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 830;}

                       else if ( (LA317_303==CAST) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 831;}

                       else if ( (LA317_303==SNAPSHOT) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 832;}

                       else if ( (LA317_303==VARIABLE) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 833;}

                       else if ( (LA317_303==INDEX) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 834;}

                       else if ( (LA317_303==WINDOW) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 835;}

                       else if ( (LA317_303==LEFT) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 836;}

                       else if ( (LA317_303==RIGHT) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 837;}

                       else if ( (LA317_303==OUTER) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 838;}

                       else if ( (LA317_303==FULL) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 839;}

                       else if ( (LA317_303==JOIN) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 840;}

                       else if ( (LA317_303==DEFINE) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 841;}

                       else if ( (LA317_303==PARTITION) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 842;}

                       else if ( (LA317_303==MATCHES) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 843;}

                       else if ( (LA317_303==CONTEXT) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 844;}

                       else if ( (LA317_303==FOR) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 845;}

                       else if ( (LA317_303==USING) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 846;}

                       else if (

(LA317_303==BETWEEN||LA317_303==WHERE||LA317_303==SET||LA317_303==AFTER) ) {s = 51;}

                       input.seek(index317_303);

                       if ( s>=0 ) return s;

                       break;

                   case 9 :

                       int LA317_365 = input.LA(1);

                       int index317_365 = input.index();

                       input.rewind();

                       s = -1;
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                       if ( (LA317_365==LPAREN) ) {s = 851;}

                       else if ( (LA317_365==DOT) ) {s = 852;}

                       else if ( (LA317_365==ESCAPECHAR) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 853;}

                       else if ( (LA317_365==LBRACK) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 854;}

                       else if ( (LA317_365==QUESTION) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 855;}

                       else if ( (LA317_365==STAR) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 856;}

                       else if ( (LA317_365==DIV) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 857;}

                       else if ( (LA317_365==MOD) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 858;}

                       else if ( (LA317_365==PLUS) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 859;}

                       else if ( (LA317_365==MINUS) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 860;}

                       else if ( (LA317_365==LOR) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 861;}

                       else if ( (LA317_365==LT) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 862;}

                       else if ( (LA317_365==GT) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 863;}

                       else if ( (LA317_365==LE) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 864;}

                       else if ( (LA317_365==GE) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 865;}

                       else if ( (LA317_365==EQUALS) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 866;}

                       else if ( (LA317_365==IS) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 867;}

                       else if ( (LA317_365==SQL_NE) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 868;}

                       else if ( (LA317_365==NOT_EQUAL) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 869;}

                       else if ( (LA317_365==BAND) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 870;}

                       else if ( (LA317_365==BOR) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 871;}

                       else if ( (LA317_365==BXOR) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 872;}

                       else if ( (LA317_365==AND_EXPR) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 873;}

                       else if ( (LA317_365==OR_EXPR) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 874;}

                       else if ( (LA317_365==GROUP) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 875;}

                       else if ( (LA317_365==HAVING) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 876;}

                       else if ( (LA317_365==OUTPUT) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 877;}

                       else if ( (LA317_365==ORDER) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 878;}

                       else if ( (LA317_365==ROW_LIMIT_EXPR) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 879;}

                       else if ( (LA317_365==FOR) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 880;}

                       else if ( (LA317_365==EOF) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 881;}

                       else if ( (LA317_365==RPAREN) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 882;}

                       else if ( (LA317_365==WHEN) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 883;}

                       else if ( (LA317_365==THEN) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 884;}

                       else if ( (LA317_365==INSERT) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 885;}

                       else if ( (LA317_365==RCURLY) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 886;}

                       else if ( (LA317_365==COMMA) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 887;}

                       else if ( (LA317_365==WHERE) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 888;}

                       else if ( (LA317_365==AS) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 889;}

                       else if ( (LA317_365==ATCHAR) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 890;}

                       else if ( (LA317_365==FROM) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 891;}

                       else if ( (LA317_365==MATCH_RECOGNIZE) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 892;}

                       else if ( (LA317_365==MEASURES) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 893;}

                       else if ( (LA317_365==ALL) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 894;}

                       else if ( (LA317_365==AFTER) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 895;}

                       else if ( (LA317_365==PATTERN) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 896;}

                       else if ( (LA317_365==ASC) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 897;}

                       else if ( (LA317_365==DESC) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 898;}
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                       else if ( (LA317_365==ELSE) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 899;}

                       else if ( (LA317_365==END) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 900;}

                       else if ( (LA317_365==COLON) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 901;}

                       else if ( (LA317_365==RBRACK) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 902;}

                       else if ( (LA317_365==FOLLOWMAX_END) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 903;}

                       else if ( (LA317_365==TIMEPERIOD_SECONDS) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s =

904;}

                       else if ( (LA317_365==TIMEPERIOD_SECOND) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s =

905;}

                       else if ( (LA317_365==TIMEPERIOD_SEC) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 906;}

                       else if ( (LA317_365==NOT_EXPR) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 907;}

                       else if ( (LA317_365==IN_SET) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 908;}

                       else if ( (LA317_365==BETWEEN) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 909;}

                       else if ( (LA317_365==LIKE) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 910;}

                       else if ( (LA317_365==REGEXP) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 911;}

                       else if ( (LA317_365==ESCAPE) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 912;}

                       input.seek(index317_365);

                       if ( s>=0 ) return s;

                       break;

                   case 10 :

                       int LA317_366 = input.LA(1);

                       int index317_366 = input.index();

                       input.rewind();

                       s = -1;

                       if ( (LA317_366==ESCAPECHAR) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 913;}

                       else if ( (LA317_366==LBRACK) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 914;}

                       else if ( (LA317_366==LPAREN) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 915;}

                       else if ( (LA317_366==QUESTION) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 916;}

                       else if ( (LA317_366==STAR) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 917;}

                       else if ( (LA317_366==DIV) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 918;}

                       else if ( (LA317_366==MOD) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 919;}

                       else if ( (LA317_366==PLUS) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 920;}

                       else if ( (LA317_366==MINUS) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 921;}

                       else if ( (LA317_366==LOR) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 922;}

                       else if ( (LA317_366==LT) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 923;}

                       else if ( (LA317_366==GT) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 924;}

                       else if ( (LA317_366==LE) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 925;}

                       else if ( (LA317_366==GE) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 926;}

                       else if ( (LA317_366==EQUALS) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 927;}

                       else if ( (LA317_366==IS) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 928;}

                       else if ( (LA317_366==SQL_NE) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 929;}

                       else if ( (LA317_366==NOT_EQUAL) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 930;}

                       else if ( (LA317_366==BAND) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 931;}

                       else if ( (LA317_366==BOR) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 932;}

                       else if ( (LA317_366==BXOR) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 933;}

                       else if ( (LA317_366==AND_EXPR) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 934;}

                       else if ( (LA317_366==OR_EXPR) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 935;}

                       else if ( (LA317_366==GROUP) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 936;}
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                       else if ( (LA317_366==HAVING) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 937;}

                       else if ( (LA317_366==OUTPUT) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 938;}

                       else if ( (LA317_366==ORDER) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 939;}

                       else if ( (LA317_366==ROW_LIMIT_EXPR) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 940;}

                       else if ( (LA317_366==FOR) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 941;}

                       else if ( (LA317_366==EOF) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 942;}

                       else if ( (LA317_366==RPAREN) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 943;}

                       else if ( (LA317_366==WHEN) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 944;}

                       else if ( (LA317_366==THEN) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 945;}

                       else if ( (LA317_366==INSERT) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 946;}

                       else if ( (LA317_366==RCURLY) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 947;}

                       else if ( (LA317_366==COMMA) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 948;}

                       else if ( (LA317_366==WHERE) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 949;}

                       else if ( (LA317_366==AS) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 950;}

                       else if ( (LA317_366==ATCHAR) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 951;}

                       else if ( (LA317_366==FROM) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 952;}

                       else if ( (LA317_366==MATCH_RECOGNIZE) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 953;}

                       else if ( (LA317_366==MEASURES) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 954;}

                       else if ( (LA317_366==ALL) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 955;}

                       else if ( (LA317_366==AFTER) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 956;}

                       else if ( (LA317_366==PATTERN) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 957;}

                       else if ( (LA317_366==ASC) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 958;}

                       else if ( (LA317_366==DESC) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 959;}

                       else if ( (LA317_366==ELSE) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 960;}

                       else if ( (LA317_366==END) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 961;}

                       else if ( (LA317_366==COLON) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 962;}

                       else if ( (LA317_366==RBRACK) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 963;}

                       else if ( (LA317_366==FOLLOWMAX_END) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 964;}

                       else if ( (LA317_366==TIMEPERIOD_SECONDS) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s =

965;}

                       else if ( (LA317_366==TIMEPERIOD_SECOND) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s =

966;}

                       else if ( (LA317_366==TIMEPERIOD_SEC) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 967;}

                       else if ( (LA317_366==NOT_EXPR) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 968;}

                       else if ( (LA317_366==IN_SET) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 969;}

                       else if ( (LA317_366==BETWEEN) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 970;}

                       else if ( (LA317_366==LIKE) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 971;}

                       else if ( (LA317_366==REGEXP) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 972;}

                       else if ( (LA317_366==ESCAPE) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 973;}

                       else if ( (LA317_366==DOT) ) {s = 974;}

                       input.seek(index317_366);

                       if ( s>=0 ) return s;

                       break;

                   case 11 :

                       int LA317_367 = input.LA(1);

                       int index317_367 = input.index();

                       input.rewind();

                       s = -1;
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                       if ( (LA317_367==LPAREN) ) {s = 975;}

                       else if ( (LA317_367==ESCAPECHAR) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 976;}

                       else if ( (LA317_367==LBRACK) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 977;}

                       else if ( (LA317_367==QUESTION) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 978;}

                       else if ( (LA317_367==STAR) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 979;}

                       else if ( (LA317_367==DIV) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 980;}

                       else if ( (LA317_367==MOD) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 981;}

                       else if ( (LA317_367==PLUS) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 982;}

                       else if ( (LA317_367==MINUS) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 983;}

                       else if ( (LA317_367==LOR) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 984;}

                       else if ( (LA317_367==LT) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 985;}

                       else if ( (LA317_367==GT) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 986;}

                       else if ( (LA317_367==LE) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 987;}

                       else if ( (LA317_367==GE) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 988;}

                       else if ( (LA317_367==EQUALS) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 989;}

                       else if ( (LA317_367==IS) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 990;}

                       else if ( (LA317_367==SQL_NE) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 991;}

                       else if ( (LA317_367==NOT_EQUAL) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 992;}

                       else if ( (LA317_367==BAND) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 993;}

                       else if ( (LA317_367==BOR) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 994;}

                       else if ( (LA317_367==BXOR) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 995;}

                       else if ( (LA317_367==AND_EXPR) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 996;}

                       else if ( (LA317_367==OR_EXPR) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 997;}

                       else if ( (LA317_367==GROUP) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 998;}

                       else if ( (LA317_367==HAVING) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 999;}

                       else if ( (LA317_367==OUTPUT) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1000;}

                       else if ( (LA317_367==ORDER) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1001;}

                       else if ( (LA317_367==ROW_LIMIT_EXPR) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1002;}

                       else if ( (LA317_367==FOR) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1003;}

                       else if ( (LA317_367==EOF) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1004;}

                       else if ( (LA317_367==RPAREN) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1005;}

                       else if ( (LA317_367==WHEN) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1006;}

                       else if ( (LA317_367==THEN) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1007;}

                       else if ( (LA317_367==INSERT) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1008;}

                       else if ( (LA317_367==RCURLY) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1009;}

                       else if ( (LA317_367==COMMA) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1010;}

                       else if ( (LA317_367==WHERE) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1011;}

                       else if ( (LA317_367==AS) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1012;}

                       else if ( (LA317_367==ATCHAR) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1013;}

                       else if ( (LA317_367==FROM) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1014;}

                       else if ( (LA317_367==MATCH_RECOGNIZE) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1015;}

                       else if ( (LA317_367==MEASURES) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1016;}

                       else if ( (LA317_367==ALL) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1017;}

                       else if ( (LA317_367==AFTER) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1018;}

                       else if ( (LA317_367==PATTERN) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1019;}

                       else if ( (LA317_367==ASC) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1020;}

                       else if ( (LA317_367==DESC) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1021;}

                       else if ( (LA317_367==ELSE) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1022;}
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                       else if ( (LA317_367==END) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1023;}

                       else if ( (LA317_367==COLON) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1024;}

                       else if ( (LA317_367==RBRACK) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1025;}

                       else if ( (LA317_367==FOLLOWMAX_END) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1026;}

                       else if ( (LA317_367==TIMEPERIOD_SECONDS) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s =

1027;}

                       else if ( (LA317_367==TIMEPERIOD_SECOND) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s =

1028;}

                       else if ( (LA317_367==TIMEPERIOD_SEC) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1029;}

                       else if ( (LA317_367==NOT_EXPR) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1030;}

                       else if ( (LA317_367==IN_SET) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1031;}

                       else if ( (LA317_367==BETWEEN) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1032;}

                       else if ( (LA317_367==LIKE) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1033;}

                       else if ( (LA317_367==REGEXP) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1034;}

                       else if ( (LA317_367==ESCAPE) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1035;}

                       else if ( (LA317_367==DOT) ) {s = 1036;}

                       input.seek(index317_367);

                       if ( s>=0 ) return s;

                       break;

                   case 12 :

                       int LA317_374 = input.LA(1);

                       int index317_374 = input.index();

                       input.rewind();

                       s = -1;

                       if ( (LA317_374==LPAREN) ) {s = 1037;}

                       else if ( (LA317_374==ESCAPECHAR) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1038;}

                       else if ( (LA317_374==LBRACK) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1039;}

                       else if ( (LA317_374==QUESTION) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1040;}

                       else if ( (LA317_374==STAR) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1041;}

                       else if ( (LA317_374==DIV) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1042;}

                       else if ( (LA317_374==MOD) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1043;}

                       else if ( (LA317_374==PLUS) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1044;}

                       else if ( (LA317_374==MINUS) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1045;}

                       else if ( (LA317_374==LOR) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1046;}

                       else if ( (LA317_374==LT) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1047;}

                       else if ( (LA317_374==GT) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1048;}

                       else if ( (LA317_374==LE) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1049;}

                       else if ( (LA317_374==GE) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1050;}

                       else if ( (LA317_374==EQUALS) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1051;}

                       else if ( (LA317_374==IS) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1052;}

                       else if ( (LA317_374==SQL_NE) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1053;}

                       else if ( (LA317_374==NOT_EQUAL) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1054;}

                       else if ( (LA317_374==BAND) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1055;}

                       else if ( (LA317_374==BOR) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1056;}

                       else if ( (LA317_374==BXOR) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1057;}

                       else if ( (LA317_374==AND_EXPR) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1058;}

                       else if ( (LA317_374==OR_EXPR) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1059;}

                       else if ( (LA317_374==GROUP) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1060;}
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                       else if ( (LA317_374==HAVING) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1061;}

                       else if ( (LA317_374==OUTPUT) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1062;}

                       else if ( (LA317_374==ORDER) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1063;}

                       else if ( (LA317_374==ROW_LIMIT_EXPR) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1064;}

                       else if ( (LA317_374==FOR) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1065;}

                       else if ( (LA317_374==EOF) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1066;}

                       else if ( (LA317_374==RPAREN) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1067;}

                       else if ( (LA317_374==WHEN) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1068;}

                       else if ( (LA317_374==THEN) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1069;}

                       else if ( (LA317_374==INSERT) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1070;}

                       else if ( (LA317_374==RCURLY) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1071;}

                       else if ( (LA317_374==COMMA) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1072;}

                       else if ( (LA317_374==WHERE) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1073;}

                       else if ( (LA317_374==AS) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1074;}

                       else if ( (LA317_374==ATCHAR) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1075;}

                       else if ( (LA317_374==FROM) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1076;}

                       else if ( (LA317_374==MATCH_RECOGNIZE) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1077;}

                       else if ( (LA317_374==MEASURES) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1078;}

                       else if ( (LA317_374==ALL) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1079;}

                       else if ( (LA317_374==AFTER) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1080;}

                       else if ( (LA317_374==PATTERN) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1081;}

                       else if ( (LA317_374==ASC) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1082;}

                       else if ( (LA317_374==DESC) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1083;}

                       else if ( (LA317_374==ELSE) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1084;}

                       else if ( (LA317_374==END) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1085;}

                       else if ( (LA317_374==COLON) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1086;}

                       else if ( (LA317_374==RBRACK) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1087;}

                       else if ( (LA317_374==FOLLOWMAX_END) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1088;}

                       else if ( (LA317_374==TIMEPERIOD_SECONDS) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s =

1089;}

                       else if ( (LA317_374==TIMEPERIOD_SECOND) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s =

1090;}

                       else if ( (LA317_374==TIMEPERIOD_SEC) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1091;}

                       else if ( (LA317_374==NOT_EXPR) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1092;}

                       else if ( (LA317_374==IN_SET) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1093;}

                       else if ( (LA317_374==BETWEEN) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1094;}

                       else if ( (LA317_374==LIKE) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1095;}

                       else if ( (LA317_374==REGEXP) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1096;}

                       else if ( (LA317_374==ESCAPE) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1097;}

                       else if ( (LA317_374==DOT) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1098;}

                       input.seek(index317_374);

                       if ( s>=0 ) return s;

                       break;

                   case 13 :

                       int LA317_375 = input.LA(1);

                       int index317_375 = input.index();

                       input.rewind();

                       s = -1;
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                       if ( (LA317_375==LPAREN) ) {s = 1099;}

                       else if ( (LA317_375==ESCAPECHAR) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1100;}

                       else if ( (LA317_375==LBRACK) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1101;}

                       else if ( (LA317_375==QUESTION) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1102;}

                       else if ( (LA317_375==STAR) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1103;}

                       else if ( (LA317_375==DIV) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1104;}

                       else if ( (LA317_375==MOD) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1105;}

                       else if ( (LA317_375==PLUS) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1106;}

                       else if ( (LA317_375==MINUS) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1107;}

                       else if ( (LA317_375==LOR) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1108;}

                       else if ( (LA317_375==LT) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1109;}

                       else if ( (LA317_375==GT) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1110;}

                       else if ( (LA317_375==LE) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1111;}

                       else if ( (LA317_375==GE) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1112;}

                       else if ( (LA317_375==EQUALS) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1113;}

                       else if ( (LA317_375==IS) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1114;}

                       else if ( (LA317_375==SQL_NE) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1115;}

                       else if ( (LA317_375==NOT_EQUAL) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1116;}

                       else if ( (LA317_375==BAND) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1117;}

                       else if ( (LA317_375==BOR) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1118;}

                       else if ( (LA317_375==BXOR) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1119;}

                       else if ( (LA317_375==AND_EXPR) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1120;}

                       else if ( (LA317_375==OR_EXPR) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1121;}

                       else if ( (LA317_375==GROUP) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1122;}

                       else if ( (LA317_375==HAVING) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1123;}

                       else if ( (LA317_375==OUTPUT) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1124;}

                       else if ( (LA317_375==ORDER) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1125;}

                       else if ( (LA317_375==ROW_LIMIT_EXPR) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1126;}

                       else if ( (LA317_375==FOR) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1127;}

                       else if ( (LA317_375==EOF) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1128;}

                       else if ( (LA317_375==RPAREN) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1129;}

                       else if ( (LA317_375==WHEN) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1130;}

                       else if ( (LA317_375==THEN) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1131;}

                       else if ( (LA317_375==INSERT) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1132;}

                       else if ( (LA317_375==RCURLY) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1133;}

                       else if ( (LA317_375==COMMA) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1134;}

                       else if ( (LA317_375==WHERE) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1135;}

                       else if ( (LA317_375==AS) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1136;}

                       else if ( (LA317_375==ATCHAR) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1137;}

                       else if ( (LA317_375==FROM) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1138;}

                       else if ( (LA317_375==MATCH_RECOGNIZE) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1139;}

                       else if ( (LA317_375==MEASURES) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1140;}

                       else if ( (LA317_375==ALL) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1141;}

                       else if ( (LA317_375==AFTER) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1142;}

                       else if ( (LA317_375==PATTERN) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1143;}

                       else if ( (LA317_375==ASC) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1144;}

                       else if ( (LA317_375==DESC) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1145;}

                       else if ( (LA317_375==ELSE) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1146;}
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                       else if ( (LA317_375==END) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1147;}

                       else if ( (LA317_375==COLON) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1148;}

                       else if ( (LA317_375==RBRACK) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1149;}

                       else if ( (LA317_375==FOLLOWMAX_END) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1150;}

                       else if ( (LA317_375==TIMEPERIOD_SECONDS) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s =

1151;}

                       else if ( (LA317_375==TIMEPERIOD_SECOND) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s =

1152;}

                       else if ( (LA317_375==TIMEPERIOD_SEC) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1153;}

                       else if ( (LA317_375==NOT_EXPR) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1154;}

                       else if ( (LA317_375==IN_SET) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1155;}

                       else if ( (LA317_375==BETWEEN) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1156;}

                       else if ( (LA317_375==LIKE) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1157;}

                       else if ( (LA317_375==REGEXP) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1158;}

                       else if ( (LA317_375==ESCAPE) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1159;}

                       else if ( (LA317_375==DOT) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1160;}

                       input.seek(index317_375);

                       if ( s>=0 ) return s;

                       break;

                   case 14 :

                       int LA317_581 = input.LA(1);

                       int index317_581 = input.index();

                       input.rewind();

                       s = -1;

                       if ( (LA317_581==LPAREN) ) {s = 1285;}

                       else if ( (LA317_581==DOT) ) {s = 1286;}

                       else if ( (LA317_581==ESCAPECHAR) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1287;}

                       else if ( (LA317_581==LBRACK) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1288;}

                       else if ( (LA317_581==QUESTION) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1289;}

                       else if ( (LA317_581==STAR) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1290;}

                       else if ( (LA317_581==DIV) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1291;}

                       else if ( (LA317_581==MOD) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1292;}

                       else if ( (LA317_581==PLUS) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1293;}

                       else if ( (LA317_581==MINUS) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1294;}

                       else if ( (LA317_581==LOR) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1295;}

                       else if ( (LA317_581==LT) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1296;}

                       else if ( (LA317_581==GT) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1297;}

                       else if ( (LA317_581==LE) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1298;}

                       else if ( (LA317_581==GE) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1299;}

                       else if ( (LA317_581==EQUALS) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1300;}

                       else if ( (LA317_581==IS) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1301;}

                       else if ( (LA317_581==SQL_NE) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1302;}

                       else if ( (LA317_581==NOT_EQUAL) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1303;}

                       else if ( (LA317_581==BAND) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1304;}

                       else if ( (LA317_581==BOR) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1305;}

                       else if ( (LA317_581==BXOR) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1306;}

                       else if ( (LA317_581==AND_EXPR) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1307;}

                       else if ( (LA317_581==OR_EXPR) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1308;}
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                       else if ( (LA317_581==GROUP) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1309;}

                       else if ( (LA317_581==HAVING) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1310;}

                       else if ( (LA317_581==OUTPUT) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1311;}

                       else if ( (LA317_581==ORDER) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1312;}

                       else if ( (LA317_581==ROW_LIMIT_EXPR) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1313;}

                       else if ( (LA317_581==FOR) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1314;}

                       else if ( (LA317_581==EOF) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1315;}

                       else if ( (LA317_581==RPAREN) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1316;}

                       else if ( (LA317_581==WHEN) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1317;}

                       else if ( (LA317_581==THEN) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1318;}

                       else if ( (LA317_581==INSERT) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1319;}

                       else if ( (LA317_581==RCURLY) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1320;}

                       else if ( (LA317_581==COMMA) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1321;}

                       else if ( (LA317_581==WHERE) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1322;}

                       else if ( (LA317_581==AS) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1323;}

                       else if ( (LA317_581==ATCHAR) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1324;}

                       else if ( (LA317_581==FROM) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1325;}

                       else if ( (LA317_581==MATCH_RECOGNIZE) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1326;}

                       else if ( (LA317_581==MEASURES) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1327;}

                       else if ( (LA317_581==ALL) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1328;}

                       else if ( (LA317_581==AFTER) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1329;}

                       else if ( (LA317_581==PATTERN) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1330;}

                       else if ( (LA317_581==ASC) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1331;}

                       else if ( (LA317_581==DESC) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1332;}

                       else if ( (LA317_581==ELSE) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1333;}

                       else if ( (LA317_581==END) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1334;}

                       else if ( (LA317_581==COLON) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1335;}

                       else if ( (LA317_581==RBRACK) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1336;}

                       else if ( (LA317_581==FOLLOWMAX_END) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1337;}

                       else if ( (LA317_581==TIMEPERIOD_SECONDS) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s =

1338;}

                       else if ( (LA317_581==TIMEPERIOD_SECOND) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s =

1339;}

                       else if ( (LA317_581==TIMEPERIOD_SEC) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1340;}

                       else if ( (LA317_581==NOT_EXPR) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1341;}

                       else if ( (LA317_581==IN_SET) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1342;}

                       else if ( (LA317_581==BETWEEN) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1343;}

                       else if ( (LA317_581==LIKE) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1344;}

                       else if ( (LA317_581==REGEXP) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1345;}

                       else if ( (LA317_581==ESCAPE) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1346;}

                       input.seek(index317_581);

                       if ( s>=0 ) return s;

                       break;

                   case 15 :

                       int LA317_582 = input.LA(1);

                       int index317_582 = input.index();

                       input.rewind();

                       s = -1;
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                       if ( (LA317_582==ESCAPECHAR) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1347;}

                       else if ( (LA317_582==LBRACK) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1348;}

                       else if ( (LA317_582==LPAREN) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1349;}

                       else if ( (LA317_582==QUESTION) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1350;}

                       else if ( (LA317_582==STAR) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1351;}

                       else if ( (LA317_582==DIV) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1352;}

                       else if ( (LA317_582==MOD) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1353;}

                       else if ( (LA317_582==PLUS) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1354;}

                       else if ( (LA317_582==MINUS) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1355;}

                       else if ( (LA317_582==LOR) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1356;}

                       else if ( (LA317_582==LT) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1357;}

                       else if ( (LA317_582==GT) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1358;}

                       else if ( (LA317_582==LE) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1359;}

                       else if ( (LA317_582==GE) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1360;}

                       else if ( (LA317_582==EQUALS) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1361;}

                       else if ( (LA317_582==IS) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1362;}

                       else if ( (LA317_582==SQL_NE) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1363;}

                       else if ( (LA317_582==NOT_EQUAL) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1364;}

                       else if ( (LA317_582==BAND) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1365;}

                       else if ( (LA317_582==BOR) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1366;}

                       else if ( (LA317_582==BXOR) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1367;}

                       else if ( (LA317_582==AND_EXPR) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1368;}

                       else if ( (LA317_582==OR_EXPR) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1369;}

                       else if ( (LA317_582==GROUP) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1370;}

                       else if ( (LA317_582==HAVING) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1371;}

                       else if ( (LA317_582==OUTPUT) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1372;}

                       else if ( (LA317_582==ORDER) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1373;}

                       else if ( (LA317_582==ROW_LIMIT_EXPR) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1374;}

                       else if ( (LA317_582==FOR) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1375;}

                       else if ( (LA317_582==EOF) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1376;}

                       else if ( (LA317_582==RPAREN) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1377;}

                       else if ( (LA317_582==WHEN) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1378;}

                       else if ( (LA317_582==THEN) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1379;}

                       else if ( (LA317_582==INSERT) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1380;}

                       else if ( (LA317_582==RCURLY) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1381;}

                       else if ( (LA317_582==COMMA) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1382;}

                       else if ( (LA317_582==WHERE) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1383;}

                       else if ( (LA317_582==AS) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1384;}

                       else if ( (LA317_582==ATCHAR) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1385;}

                       else if ( (LA317_582==FROM) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1386;}

                       else if ( (LA317_582==MATCH_RECOGNIZE) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1387;}

                       else if ( (LA317_582==MEASURES) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1388;}

                       else if ( (LA317_582==ALL) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1389;}

                       else if ( (LA317_582==AFTER) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1390;}

                       else if ( (LA317_582==PATTERN) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1391;}

                       else if ( (LA317_582==ASC) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1392;}

                       else if ( (LA317_582==DESC) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1393;}

                       else if ( (LA317_582==ELSE) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1394;}
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                       else if ( (LA317_582==END) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1395;}

                       else if ( (LA317_582==COLON) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1396;}

                       else if ( (LA317_582==RBRACK) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1397;}

                       else if ( (LA317_582==FOLLOWMAX_END) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1398;}

                       else if ( (LA317_582==TIMEPERIOD_SECONDS) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s =

1399;}

                       else if ( (LA317_582==TIMEPERIOD_SECOND) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s =

1400;}

                       else if ( (LA317_582==TIMEPERIOD_SEC) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1401;}

                       else if ( (LA317_582==NOT_EXPR) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1402;}

                       else if ( (LA317_582==IN_SET) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1403;}

                       else if ( (LA317_582==BETWEEN) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1404;}

                       else if ( (LA317_582==LIKE) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1405;}

                       else if ( (LA317_582==REGEXP) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1406;}

                       else if ( (LA317_582==ESCAPE) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1407;}

                       else if ( (LA317_582==DOT) ) {s = 1408;}

                       input.seek(index317_582);

                       if ( s>=0 ) return s;

                       break;

                   case 16 :

                       int LA317_583 = input.LA(1);

                       int index317_583 = input.index();

                       input.rewind();

                       s = -1;

                       if ( (LA317_583==LPAREN) ) {s = 1409;}

                       else if ( (LA317_583==ESCAPECHAR) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1410;}

                       else if ( (LA317_583==LBRACK) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1411;}

                       else if ( (LA317_583==QUESTION) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1412;}

                       else if ( (LA317_583==STAR) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1413;}

                       else if ( (LA317_583==DIV) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1414;}

                       else if ( (LA317_583==MOD) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1415;}

                       else if ( (LA317_583==PLUS) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1416;}

                       else if ( (LA317_583==MINUS) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1417;}

                       else if ( (LA317_583==LOR) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1418;}

                       else if ( (LA317_583==LT) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1419;}

                       else if ( (LA317_583==GT) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1420;}

                       else if ( (LA317_583==LE) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1421;}

                       else if ( (LA317_583==GE) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1422;}

                       else if ( (LA317_583==EQUALS) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1423;}

                       else if ( (LA317_583==IS) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1424;}

                       else if ( (LA317_583==SQL_NE) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1425;}

                       else if ( (LA317_583==NOT_EQUAL) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1426;}

                       else if ( (LA317_583==BAND) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1427;}

                       else if ( (LA317_583==BOR) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1428;}

                       else if ( (LA317_583==BXOR) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1429;}

                       else if ( (LA317_583==AND_EXPR) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1430;}

                       else if ( (LA317_583==OR_EXPR) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1431;}

                       else if ( (LA317_583==GROUP) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1432;}
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                       else if ( (LA317_583==HAVING) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1433;}

                       else if ( (LA317_583==OUTPUT) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1434;}

                       else if ( (LA317_583==ORDER) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1435;}

                       else if ( (LA317_583==ROW_LIMIT_EXPR) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1436;}

                       else if ( (LA317_583==FOR) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1437;}

                       else if ( (LA317_583==EOF) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1438;}

                       else if ( (LA317_583==RPAREN) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1439;}

                       else if ( (LA317_583==WHEN) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1440;}

                       else if ( (LA317_583==THEN) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1441;}

                       else if ( (LA317_583==INSERT) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1442;}

                       else if ( (LA317_583==RCURLY) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1443;}

                       else if ( (LA317_583==COMMA) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1444;}

                       else if ( (LA317_583==WHERE) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1445;}

                       else if ( (LA317_583==AS) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1446;}

                       else if ( (LA317_583==ATCHAR) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1447;}

                       else if ( (LA317_583==FROM) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1448;}

                       else if ( (LA317_583==MATCH_RECOGNIZE) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1449;}

                       else if ( (LA317_583==MEASURES) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1450;}

                       else if ( (LA317_583==ALL) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1451;}

                       else if ( (LA317_583==AFTER) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1452;}

                       else if ( (LA317_583==PATTERN) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1453;}

                       else if ( (LA317_583==ASC) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1454;}

                       else if ( (LA317_583==DESC) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1455;}

                       else if ( (LA317_583==ELSE) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1456;}

                       else if ( (LA317_583==END) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1457;}

                       else if ( (LA317_583==COLON) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1458;}

                       else if ( (LA317_583==RBRACK) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1459;}

                       else if ( (LA317_583==FOLLOWMAX_END) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1460;}

                       else if ( (LA317_583==TIMEPERIOD_SECONDS) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s =

1461;}

                       else if ( (LA317_583==TIMEPERIOD_SECOND) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s =

1462;}

                       else if ( (LA317_583==TIMEPERIOD_SEC) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1463;}

                       else if ( (LA317_583==NOT_EXPR) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1464;}

                       else if ( (LA317_583==IN_SET) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1465;}

                       else if ( (LA317_583==BETWEEN) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1466;}

                       else if ( (LA317_583==LIKE) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1467;}

                       else if ( (LA317_583==REGEXP) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1468;}

                       else if ( (LA317_583==ESCAPE) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1469;}

                       else if ( (LA317_583==DOT) ) {s = 1470;}

                       input.seek(index317_583);

                       if ( s>=0 ) return s;

                       break;

                   case 17 :

                       int LA317_590 = input.LA(1);

                       int index317_590 = input.index();

                       input.rewind();

                       s = -1;
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                       if ( (LA317_590==LPAREN) ) {s = 1471;}

                       else if ( (LA317_590==ESCAPECHAR) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1472;}

                       else if ( (LA317_590==LBRACK) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1473;}

                       else if ( (LA317_590==QUESTION) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1474;}

                       else if ( (LA317_590==STAR) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1475;}

                       else if ( (LA317_590==DIV) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1476;}

                       else if ( (LA317_590==MOD) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1477;}

                       else if ( (LA317_590==PLUS) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1478;}

                       else if ( (LA317_590==MINUS) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1479;}

                       else if ( (LA317_590==LOR) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1480;}

                       else if ( (LA317_590==LT) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1481;}

                       else if ( (LA317_590==GT) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1482;}

                       else if ( (LA317_590==LE) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1483;}

                       else if ( (LA317_590==GE) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1484;}

                       else if ( (LA317_590==EQUALS) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1485;}

                       else if ( (LA317_590==IS) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1486;}

                       else if ( (LA317_590==SQL_NE) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1487;}

                       else if ( (LA317_590==NOT_EQUAL) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1488;}

                       else if ( (LA317_590==BAND) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1489;}

                       else if ( (LA317_590==BOR) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1490;}

                       else if ( (LA317_590==BXOR) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1491;}

                       else if ( (LA317_590==AND_EXPR) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1492;}

                       else if ( (LA317_590==OR_EXPR) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1493;}

                       else if ( (LA317_590==GROUP) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1494;}

                       else if ( (LA317_590==HAVING) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1495;}

                       else if ( (LA317_590==OUTPUT) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1496;}

                       else if ( (LA317_590==ORDER) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1497;}

                       else if ( (LA317_590==ROW_LIMIT_EXPR) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1498;}

                       else if ( (LA317_590==FOR) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1499;}

                       else if ( (LA317_590==EOF) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1500;}

                       else if ( (LA317_590==RPAREN) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1501;}

                       else if ( (LA317_590==WHEN) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1502;}

                       else if ( (LA317_590==THEN) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1503;}

                       else if ( (LA317_590==INSERT) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1504;}

                       else if ( (LA317_590==RCURLY) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1505;}

                       else if ( (LA317_590==COMMA) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1506;}

                       else if ( (LA317_590==WHERE) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1507;}

                       else if ( (LA317_590==AS) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1508;}

                       else if ( (LA317_590==ATCHAR) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1509;}

                       else if ( (LA317_590==FROM) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1510;}

                       else if ( (LA317_590==MATCH_RECOGNIZE) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1511;}

                       else if ( (LA317_590==MEASURES) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1512;}

                       else if ( (LA317_590==ALL) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1513;}

                       else if ( (LA317_590==AFTER) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1514;}

                       else if ( (LA317_590==PATTERN) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1515;}

                       else if ( (LA317_590==ASC) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1516;}

                       else if ( (LA317_590==DESC) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1517;}

                       else if ( (LA317_590==ELSE) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1518;}
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                       else if ( (LA317_590==END) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1519;}

                       else if ( (LA317_590==COLON) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1520;}

                       else if ( (LA317_590==RBRACK) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1521;}

                       else if ( (LA317_590==FOLLOWMAX_END) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1522;}

                       else if ( (LA317_590==TIMEPERIOD_SECONDS) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s =

1523;}

                       else if ( (LA317_590==TIMEPERIOD_SECOND) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s =

1524;}

                       else if ( (LA317_590==TIMEPERIOD_SEC) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1525;}

                       else if ( (LA317_590==NOT_EXPR) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1526;}

                       else if ( (LA317_590==IN_SET) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1527;}

                       else if ( (LA317_590==BETWEEN) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1528;}

                       else if ( (LA317_590==LIKE) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1529;}

                       else if ( (LA317_590==REGEXP) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1530;}

                       else if ( (LA317_590==ESCAPE) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1531;}

                       else if ( (LA317_590==DOT) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1532;}

                       input.seek(index317_590);

                       if ( s>=0 ) return s;

                       break;

                   case 18 :

                       int LA317_591 = input.LA(1);

                       int index317_591 = input.index();

                       input.rewind();

                       s = -1;

                       if ( (LA317_591==LPAREN) ) {s = 1533;}

                       else if ( (LA317_591==ESCAPECHAR) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1534;}

                       else if ( (LA317_591==LBRACK) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1535;}

                       else if ( (LA317_591==QUESTION) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1536;}

                       else if ( (LA317_591==STAR) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1537;}

                       else if ( (LA317_591==DIV) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1538;}

                       else if ( (LA317_591==MOD) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1539;}

                       else if ( (LA317_591==PLUS) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1540;}

                       else if ( (LA317_591==MINUS) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1541;}

                       else if ( (LA317_591==LOR) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1542;}

                       else if ( (LA317_591==LT) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1543;}

                       else if ( (LA317_591==GT) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1544;}

                       else if ( (LA317_591==LE) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1545;}

                       else if ( (LA317_591==GE) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1546;}

                       else if ( (LA317_591==EQUALS) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1547;}

                       else if ( (LA317_591==IS) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1548;}

                       else if ( (LA317_591==SQL_NE) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1549;}

                       else if ( (LA317_591==NOT_EQUAL) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1550;}

                       else if ( (LA317_591==BAND) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1551;}

                       else if ( (LA317_591==BOR) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1552;}

                       else if ( (LA317_591==BXOR) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1553;}

                       else if ( (LA317_591==AND_EXPR) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1554;}

                       else if ( (LA317_591==OR_EXPR) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1555;}

                       else if ( (LA317_591==GROUP) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1556;}
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                       else if ( (LA317_591==HAVING) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1557;}

                       else if ( (LA317_591==OUTPUT) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1558;}

                       else if ( (LA317_591==ORDER) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1559;}

                       else if ( (LA317_591==ROW_LIMIT_EXPR) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1560;}

                       else if ( (LA317_591==FOR) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1561;}

                       else if ( (LA317_591==EOF) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1562;}

                       else if ( (LA317_591==RPAREN) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1563;}

                       else if ( (LA317_591==WHEN) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1564;}

                       else if ( (LA317_591==THEN) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1565;}

                       else if ( (LA317_591==INSERT) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1566;}

                       else if ( (LA317_591==RCURLY) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1567;}

                       else if ( (LA317_591==COMMA) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1568;}

                       else if ( (LA317_591==WHERE) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1569;}

                       else if ( (LA317_591==AS) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1570;}

                       else if ( (LA317_591==ATCHAR) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1571;}

                       else if ( (LA317_591==FROM) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1572;}

                       else if ( (LA317_591==MATCH_RECOGNIZE) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1573;}

                       else if ( (LA317_591==MEASURES) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1574;}

                       else if ( (LA317_591==ALL) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1575;}

                       else if ( (LA317_591==AFTER) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1576;}

                       else if ( (LA317_591==PATTERN) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1577;}

                       else if ( (LA317_591==ASC) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1578;}

                       else if ( (LA317_591==DESC) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1579;}

                       else if ( (LA317_591==ELSE) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1580;}

                       else if ( (LA317_591==END) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1581;}

                       else if ( (LA317_591==COLON) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1582;}

                       else if ( (LA317_591==RBRACK) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1583;}

                       else if ( (LA317_591==FOLLOWMAX_END) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1584;}

                       else if ( (LA317_591==TIMEPERIOD_SECONDS) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s =

1585;}

                       else if ( (LA317_591==TIMEPERIOD_SECOND) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s =

1586;}

                       else if ( (LA317_591==TIMEPERIOD_SEC) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1587;}

                       else if ( (LA317_591==NOT_EXPR) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1588;}

                       else if ( (LA317_591==IN_SET) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1589;}

                       else if ( (LA317_591==BETWEEN) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1590;}

                       else if ( (LA317_591==LIKE) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1591;}

                       else if ( (LA317_591==REGEXP) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1592;}

                       else if ( (LA317_591==ESCAPE) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1593;}

                       else if ( (LA317_591==DOT) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1594;}

                       input.seek(index317_591);

                       if ( s>=0 ) return s;

                       break;

                   case 19 :

                       int LA317_797 = input.LA(1);

                       int index317_797 = input.index();

                       input.rewind();

                       s = -1;
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                       if ( (LA317_797==LPAREN) ) {s = 1719;}

                       else if ( (LA317_797==DOT) ) {s = 1720;}

                       else if ( (LA317_797==ESCAPECHAR) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1721;}

                       else if ( (LA317_797==LBRACK) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1722;}

                       else if ( (LA317_797==QUESTION) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1723;}

                       else if ( (LA317_797==STAR) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1724;}

                       else if ( (LA317_797==DIV) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1725;}

                       else if ( (LA317_797==MOD) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1726;}

                       else if ( (LA317_797==PLUS) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1727;}

                       else if ( (LA317_797==MINUS) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1728;}

                       else if ( (LA317_797==LOR) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1729;}

                       else if ( (LA317_797==LT) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1730;}

                       else if ( (LA317_797==GT) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1731;}

                       else if ( (LA317_797==LE) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1732;}

                       else if ( (LA317_797==GE) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1733;}

                       else if ( (LA317_797==EQUALS) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1734;}

                       else if ( (LA317_797==IS) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1735;}

                       else if ( (LA317_797==SQL_NE) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1736;}

                       else if ( (LA317_797==NOT_EQUAL) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1737;}

                       else if ( (LA317_797==BAND) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1738;}

                       else if ( (LA317_797==BOR) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1739;}

                       else if ( (LA317_797==BXOR) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1740;}

                       else if ( (LA317_797==AND_EXPR) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1741;}

                       else if ( (LA317_797==OR_EXPR) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1742;}

                       else if ( (LA317_797==GROUP) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1743;}

                       else if ( (LA317_797==HAVING) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1744;}

                       else if ( (LA317_797==OUTPUT) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1745;}

                       else if ( (LA317_797==ORDER) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1746;}

                       else if ( (LA317_797==ROW_LIMIT_EXPR) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1747;}

                       else if ( (LA317_797==FOR) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1748;}

                       else if ( (LA317_797==EOF) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1749;}

                       else if ( (LA317_797==RPAREN) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1750;}

                       else if ( (LA317_797==WHEN) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1751;}

                       else if ( (LA317_797==THEN) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1752;}

                       else if ( (LA317_797==INSERT) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1753;}

                       else if ( (LA317_797==RCURLY) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1754;}

                       else if ( (LA317_797==COMMA) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1755;}

                       else if ( (LA317_797==WHERE) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1756;}

                       else if ( (LA317_797==AS) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1757;}

                       else if ( (LA317_797==ATCHAR) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1758;}

                       else if ( (LA317_797==FROM) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1759;}

                       else if ( (LA317_797==MATCH_RECOGNIZE) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1760;}

                       else if ( (LA317_797==MEASURES) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1761;}

                       else if ( (LA317_797==ALL) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1762;}

                       else if ( (LA317_797==AFTER) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1763;}

                       else if ( (LA317_797==PATTERN) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1764;}

                       else if ( (LA317_797==ASC) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1765;}

                       else if ( (LA317_797==DESC) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1766;}
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                       else if ( (LA317_797==ELSE) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1767;}

                       else if ( (LA317_797==END) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1768;}

                       else if ( (LA317_797==COLON) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1769;}

                       else if ( (LA317_797==RBRACK) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1770;}

                       else if ( (LA317_797==FOLLOWMAX_END) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1771;}

                       else if ( (LA317_797==TIMEPERIOD_SECONDS) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s =

1772;}

                       else if ( (LA317_797==TIMEPERIOD_SECOND) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s =

1773;}

                       else if ( (LA317_797==TIMEPERIOD_SEC) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1774;}

                       else if ( (LA317_797==NOT_EXPR) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1775;}

                       else if ( (LA317_797==IN_SET) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1776;}

                       else if ( (LA317_797==BETWEEN) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1777;}

                       else if ( (LA317_797==LIKE) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1778;}

                       else if ( (LA317_797==REGEXP) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1779;}

                       else if ( (LA317_797==ESCAPE) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1780;}

                       input.seek(index317_797);

                       if ( s>=0 ) return s;

                       break;

                   case 20 :

                       int LA317_798 = input.LA(1);

                       int index317_798 = input.index();

                       input.rewind();

                       s = -1;

                       if ( (LA317_798==ESCAPECHAR) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1781;}

                       else if ( (LA317_798==LBRACK) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1782;}

                       else if ( (LA317_798==LPAREN) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1783;}

                       else if ( (LA317_798==QUESTION) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1784;}

                       else if ( (LA317_798==STAR) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1785;}

                       else if ( (LA317_798==DIV) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1786;}

                       else if ( (LA317_798==MOD) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1787;}

                       else if ( (LA317_798==PLUS) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1788;}

                       else if ( (LA317_798==MINUS) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1789;}

                       else if ( (LA317_798==LOR) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1790;}

                       else if ( (LA317_798==LT) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1791;}

                       else if ( (LA317_798==GT) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1792;}

                       else if ( (LA317_798==LE) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1793;}

                       else if ( (LA317_798==GE) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1794;}

                       else if ( (LA317_798==EQUALS) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1795;}

                       else if ( (LA317_798==IS) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1796;}

                       else if ( (LA317_798==SQL_NE) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1797;}

                       else if ( (LA317_798==NOT_EQUAL) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1798;}

                       else if ( (LA317_798==BAND) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1799;}

                       else if ( (LA317_798==BOR) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1800;}

                       else if ( (LA317_798==BXOR) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1801;}

                       else if ( (LA317_798==AND_EXPR) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1802;}

                       else if ( (LA317_798==OR_EXPR) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1803;}

                       else if ( (LA317_798==GROUP) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1804;}
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                       else if ( (LA317_798==HAVING) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1805;}

                       else if ( (LA317_798==OUTPUT) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1806;}

                       else if ( (LA317_798==ORDER) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1807;}

                       else if ( (LA317_798==ROW_LIMIT_EXPR) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1808;}

                       else if ( (LA317_798==FOR) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1809;}

                       else if ( (LA317_798==EOF) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1810;}

                       else if ( (LA317_798==RPAREN) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1811;}

                       else if ( (LA317_798==WHEN) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1812;}

                       else if ( (LA317_798==THEN) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1813;}

                       else if ( (LA317_798==INSERT) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1814;}

                       else if ( (LA317_798==RCURLY) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1815;}

                       else if ( (LA317_798==COMMA) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1816;}

                       else if ( (LA317_798==WHERE) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1817;}

                       else if ( (LA317_798==AS) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1818;}

                       else if ( (LA317_798==ATCHAR) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1819;}

                       else if ( (LA317_798==FROM) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1820;}

                       else if ( (LA317_798==MATCH_RECOGNIZE) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1821;}

                       else if ( (LA317_798==MEASURES) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1822;}

                       else if ( (LA317_798==ALL) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1823;}

                       else if ( (LA317_798==AFTER) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1824;}

                       else if ( (LA317_798==PATTERN) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1825;}

                       else if ( (LA317_798==ASC) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1826;}

                       else if ( (LA317_798==DESC) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1827;}

                       else if ( (LA317_798==ELSE) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1828;}

                       else if ( (LA317_798==END) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1829;}

                       else if ( (LA317_798==COLON) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1830;}

                       else if ( (LA317_798==RBRACK) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1831;}

                       else if ( (LA317_798==FOLLOWMAX_END) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1832;}

                       else if ( (LA317_798==TIMEPERIOD_SECONDS) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s =

1833;}

                       else if ( (LA317_798==TIMEPERIOD_SECOND) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s =

1834;}

                       else if ( (LA317_798==TIMEPERIOD_SEC) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1835;}

                       else if ( (LA317_798==NOT_EXPR) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1836;}

                       else if ( (LA317_798==IN_SET) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1837;}

                       else if ( (LA317_798==BETWEEN) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1838;}

                       else if ( (LA317_798==LIKE) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1839;}

                       else if ( (LA317_798==REGEXP) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1840;}

                       else if ( (LA317_798==ESCAPE) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1841;}

                       else if ( (LA317_798==DOT) ) {s = 1842;}

                       input.seek(index317_798);

                       if ( s>=0 ) return s;

                       break;

                   case 21 :

                       int LA317_799 = input.LA(1);

                       int index317_799 = input.index();

                       input.rewind();

                       s = -1;
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                       if ( (LA317_799==LPAREN) ) {s = 1843;}

                       else if ( (LA317_799==ESCAPECHAR) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1844;}

                       else if ( (LA317_799==LBRACK) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1845;}

                       else if ( (LA317_799==QUESTION) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1846;}

                       else if ( (LA317_799==STAR) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1847;}

                       else if ( (LA317_799==DIV) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1848;}

                       else if ( (LA317_799==MOD) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1849;}

                       else if ( (LA317_799==PLUS) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1850;}

                       else if ( (LA317_799==MINUS) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1851;}

                       else if ( (LA317_799==LOR) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1852;}

                       else if ( (LA317_799==LT) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1853;}

                       else if ( (LA317_799==GT) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1854;}

                       else if ( (LA317_799==LE) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1855;}

                       else if ( (LA317_799==GE) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1856;}

                       else if ( (LA317_799==EQUALS) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1857;}

                       else if ( (LA317_799==IS) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1858;}

                       else if ( (LA317_799==SQL_NE) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1859;}

                       else if ( (LA317_799==NOT_EQUAL) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1860;}

                       else if ( (LA317_799==BAND) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1861;}

                       else if ( (LA317_799==BOR) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1862;}

                       else if ( (LA317_799==BXOR) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1863;}

                       else if ( (LA317_799==AND_EXPR) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1864;}

                       else if ( (LA317_799==OR_EXPR) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1865;}

                       else if ( (LA317_799==GROUP) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1866;}

                       else if ( (LA317_799==HAVING) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1867;}

                       else if ( (LA317_799==OUTPUT) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1868;}

                       else if ( (LA317_799==ORDER) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1869;}

                       else if ( (LA317_799==ROW_LIMIT_EXPR) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1870;}

                       else if ( (LA317_799==FOR) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1871;}

                       else if ( (LA317_799==EOF) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1872;}

                       else if ( (LA317_799==RPAREN) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1873;}

                       else if ( (LA317_799==WHEN) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1874;}

                       else if ( (LA317_799==THEN) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1875;}

                       else if ( (LA317_799==INSERT) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1876;}

                       else if ( (LA317_799==RCURLY) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1877;}

                       else if ( (LA317_799==COMMA) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1878;}

                       else if ( (LA317_799==WHERE) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1879;}

                       else if ( (LA317_799==AS) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1880;}

                       else if ( (LA317_799==ATCHAR) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1881;}

                       else if ( (LA317_799==FROM) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1882;}

                       else if ( (LA317_799==MATCH_RECOGNIZE) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1883;}

                       else if ( (LA317_799==MEASURES) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1884;}

                       else if ( (LA317_799==ALL) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1885;}

                       else if ( (LA317_799==AFTER) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1886;}

                       else if ( (LA317_799==PATTERN) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1887;}

                       else if ( (LA317_799==ASC) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1888;}

                       else if ( (LA317_799==DESC) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1889;}

                       else if ( (LA317_799==ELSE) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1890;}
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                       else if ( (LA317_799==END) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1891;}

                       else if ( (LA317_799==COLON) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1892;}

                       else if ( (LA317_799==RBRACK) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1893;}

                       else if ( (LA317_799==FOLLOWMAX_END) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1894;}

                       else if ( (LA317_799==TIMEPERIOD_SECONDS) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s =

1895;}

                       else if ( (LA317_799==TIMEPERIOD_SECOND) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s =

1896;}

                       else if ( (LA317_799==TIMEPERIOD_SEC) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1897;}

                       else if ( (LA317_799==NOT_EXPR) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1898;}

                       else if ( (LA317_799==IN_SET) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1899;}

                       else if ( (LA317_799==BETWEEN) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1900;}

                       else if ( (LA317_799==LIKE) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1901;}

                       else if ( (LA317_799==REGEXP) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1902;}

                       else if ( (LA317_799==ESCAPE) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1903;}

                       else if ( (LA317_799==DOT) ) {s = 1904;}

                       input.seek(index317_799);

                       if ( s>=0 ) return s;

                       break;

                   case 22 :

                       int LA317_806 = input.LA(1);

                       int index317_806 = input.index();

                       input.rewind();

                       s = -1;

                       if ( (LA317_806==LPAREN) ) {s = 1905;}

                       else if ( (LA317_806==ESCAPECHAR) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1906;}

                       else if ( (LA317_806==LBRACK) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1907;}

                       else if ( (LA317_806==QUESTION) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1908;}

                       else if ( (LA317_806==STAR) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1909;}

                       else if ( (LA317_806==DIV) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1910;}

                       else if ( (LA317_806==MOD) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1911;}

                       else if ( (LA317_806==PLUS) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1912;}

                       else if ( (LA317_806==MINUS) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1913;}

                       else if ( (LA317_806==LOR) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1914;}

                       else if ( (LA317_806==LT) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1915;}

                       else if ( (LA317_806==GT) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1916;}

                       else if ( (LA317_806==LE) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1917;}

                       else if ( (LA317_806==GE) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1918;}

                       else if ( (LA317_806==EQUALS) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1919;}

                       else if ( (LA317_806==IS) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1920;}

                       else if ( (LA317_806==SQL_NE) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1921;}

                       else if ( (LA317_806==NOT_EQUAL) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1922;}

                       else if ( (LA317_806==BAND) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1923;}

                       else if ( (LA317_806==BOR) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1924;}

                       else if ( (LA317_806==BXOR) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1925;}

                       else if ( (LA317_806==AND_EXPR) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1926;}

                       else if ( (LA317_806==OR_EXPR) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1927;}

                       else if ( (LA317_806==GROUP) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1928;}
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                       else if ( (LA317_806==HAVING) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1929;}

                       else if ( (LA317_806==OUTPUT) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1930;}

                       else if ( (LA317_806==ORDER) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1931;}

                       else if ( (LA317_806==ROW_LIMIT_EXPR) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1932;}

                       else if ( (LA317_806==FOR) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1933;}

                       else if ( (LA317_806==EOF) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1934;}

                       else if ( (LA317_806==RPAREN) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1935;}

                       else if ( (LA317_806==WHEN) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1936;}

                       else if ( (LA317_806==THEN) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1937;}

                       else if ( (LA317_806==INSERT) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1938;}

                       else if ( (LA317_806==RCURLY) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1939;}

                       else if ( (LA317_806==COMMA) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1940;}

                       else if ( (LA317_806==WHERE) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1941;}

                       else if ( (LA317_806==AS) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1942;}

                       else if ( (LA317_806==ATCHAR) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1943;}

                       else if ( (LA317_806==FROM) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1944;}

                       else if ( (LA317_806==MATCH_RECOGNIZE) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1945;}

                       else if ( (LA317_806==MEASURES) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1946;}

                       else if ( (LA317_806==ALL) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1947;}

                       else if ( (LA317_806==AFTER) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1948;}

                       else if ( (LA317_806==PATTERN) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1949;}

                       else if ( (LA317_806==ASC) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1950;}

                       else if ( (LA317_806==DESC) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1951;}

                       else if ( (LA317_806==ELSE) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1952;}

                       else if ( (LA317_806==END) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1953;}

                       else if ( (LA317_806==COLON) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1954;}

                       else if ( (LA317_806==RBRACK) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1955;}

                       else if ( (LA317_806==FOLLOWMAX_END) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1956;}

                       else if ( (LA317_806==TIMEPERIOD_SECONDS) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s =

1957;}

                       else if ( (LA317_806==TIMEPERIOD_SECOND) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s =

1958;}

                       else if ( (LA317_806==TIMEPERIOD_SEC) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1959;}

                       else if ( (LA317_806==NOT_EXPR) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1960;}

                       else if ( (LA317_806==IN_SET) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1961;}

                       else if ( (LA317_806==BETWEEN) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1962;}

                       else if ( (LA317_806==LIKE) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1963;}

                       else if ( (LA317_806==REGEXP) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1964;}

                       else if ( (LA317_806==ESCAPE) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1965;}

                       else if ( (LA317_806==DOT) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1966;}

                       input.seek(index317_806);

                       if ( s>=0 ) return s;

                       break;

                   case 23 :

                       int LA317_807 = input.LA(1);

                       int index317_807 = input.index();

                       input.rewind();

                       s = -1;
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                       if ( (LA317_807==LPAREN) ) {s = 1967;}

                       else if ( (LA317_807==ESCAPECHAR) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1968;}

                       else if ( (LA317_807==LBRACK) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1969;}

                       else if ( (LA317_807==QUESTION) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1970;}

                       else if ( (LA317_807==STAR) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1971;}

                       else if ( (LA317_807==DIV) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1972;}

                       else if ( (LA317_807==MOD) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1973;}

                       else if ( (LA317_807==PLUS) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1974;}

                       else if ( (LA317_807==MINUS) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1975;}

                       else if ( (LA317_807==LOR) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1976;}

                       else if ( (LA317_807==LT) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1977;}

                       else if ( (LA317_807==GT) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1978;}

                       else if ( (LA317_807==LE) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1979;}

                       else if ( (LA317_807==GE) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1980;}

                       else if ( (LA317_807==EQUALS) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1981;}

                       else if ( (LA317_807==IS) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1982;}

                       else if ( (LA317_807==SQL_NE) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1983;}

                       else if ( (LA317_807==NOT_EQUAL) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1984;}

                       else if ( (LA317_807==BAND) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1985;}

                       else if ( (LA317_807==BOR) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1986;}

                       else if ( (LA317_807==BXOR) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1987;}

                       else if ( (LA317_807==AND_EXPR) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1988;}

                       else if ( (LA317_807==OR_EXPR) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1989;}

                       else if ( (LA317_807==GROUP) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1990;}

                       else if ( (LA317_807==HAVING) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1991;}

                       else if ( (LA317_807==OUTPUT) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1992;}

                       else if ( (LA317_807==ORDER) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1993;}

                       else if ( (LA317_807==ROW_LIMIT_EXPR) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1994;}

                       else if ( (LA317_807==FOR) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1995;}

                       else if ( (LA317_807==EOF) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1996;}

                       else if ( (LA317_807==RPAREN) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1997;}

                       else if ( (LA317_807==WHEN) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1998;}

                       else if ( (LA317_807==THEN) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 1999;}

                       else if ( (LA317_807==INSERT) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2000;}

                       else if ( (LA317_807==RCURLY) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2001;}

                       else if ( (LA317_807==COMMA) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2002;}

                       else if ( (LA317_807==WHERE) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2003;}

                       else if ( (LA317_807==AS) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2004;}

                       else if ( (LA317_807==ATCHAR) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2005;}

                       else if ( (LA317_807==FROM) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2006;}

                       else if ( (LA317_807==MATCH_RECOGNIZE) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2007;}

                       else if ( (LA317_807==MEASURES) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2008;}

                       else if ( (LA317_807==ALL) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2009;}

                       else if ( (LA317_807==AFTER) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2010;}

                       else if ( (LA317_807==PATTERN) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2011;}

                       else if ( (LA317_807==ASC) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2012;}

                       else if ( (LA317_807==DESC) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2013;}

                       else if ( (LA317_807==ELSE) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2014;}
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                       else if ( (LA317_807==END) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2015;}

                       else if ( (LA317_807==COLON) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2016;}

                       else if ( (LA317_807==RBRACK) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2017;}

                       else if ( (LA317_807==FOLLOWMAX_END) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2018;}

                       else if ( (LA317_807==TIMEPERIOD_SECONDS) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s =

2019;}

                       else if ( (LA317_807==TIMEPERIOD_SECOND) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s =

2020;}

                       else if ( (LA317_807==TIMEPERIOD_SEC) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2021;}

                       else if ( (LA317_807==NOT_EXPR) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2022;}

                       else if ( (LA317_807==IN_SET) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2023;}

                       else if ( (LA317_807==BETWEEN) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2024;}

                       else if ( (LA317_807==LIKE) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2025;}

                       else if ( (LA317_807==REGEXP) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2026;}

                       else if ( (LA317_807==ESCAPE) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2027;}

                       else if ( (LA317_807==DOT) && (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {s = 2028;}

                       input.seek(index317_807);

                       if ( s>=0 ) return s;

                       break;

                   case 24 :

                       int LA317_851 = input.LA(1);

                       int index317_851 = input.index();

                       input.rewind();

                       s = -1;

                       if ( (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar()) ) {s = 2028;}

                       else if ( (true) ) {s = 51;}

                       input.seek(index317_851);

                       if ( s>=0 ) return s;

                       break;

                   case 25 :

                       int LA317_852 = input.LA(1);

                       int index317_852 = input.index();

                       input.rewind();

                       s = -1;

                       if ( (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar()) ) {s = 2028;}

                       else if ( (true) ) {s = 51;}

                       input.seek(index317_852);

                       if ( s>=0 ) return s;

                       break;

                   case 26 :

                       int LA317_974 = input.LA(1);

                       int index317_974 = input.index();

                       input.rewind();

                       s = -1;

                       if ( (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar()) ) {s = 2028;}

                       else if ( (true) ) {s = 51;}

                       input.seek(index317_974);

                       if ( s>=0 ) return s;
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                       break;

                   case 27 :

                       int LA317_975 = input.LA(1);

                       int index317_975 = input.index();

                       input.rewind();

                       s = -1;

                       if ( (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar()) ) {s = 2028;}

                       else if ( (true) ) {s = 51;}

                       input.seek(index317_975);

                       if ( s>=0 ) return s;

                       break;

                   case 28 :

                       int LA317_1036 = input.LA(1);

                       int index317_1036 = input.index();

                       input.rewind();

                       s = -1;

                       if ( (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar()) ) {s = 2028;}

                       else if ( (true) ) {s = 51;}

                       input.seek(index317_1036);

                       if ( s>=0 ) return s;

                       break;

                   case 29 :

                       int LA317_1037 = input.LA(1);

                       int index317_1037 = input.index();

                       input.rewind();

                       s = -1;

                       if ( (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar()) ) {s = 2028;}

                       else if ( (true) ) {s = 51;}

                       input.seek(index317_1037);

                       if ( s>=0 ) return s;

                       break;

                   case 30 :

                       int LA317_1099 = input.LA(1);

                       int index317_1099 = input.index();

                       input.rewind();

                       s = -1;

                       if ( (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar()) ) {s = 2028;}

                       else if ( (true) ) {s = 51;}

                       input.seek(index317_1099);

                       if ( s>=0 ) return s;

                       break;

                   case 31 :

                       int LA317_1161 = input.LA(1);

                       int index317_1161 = input.index();

                       input.rewind();

                       s = -1;

                       if ( (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar()) ) {s = 2028;}

                       else if ( (true) ) {s = 51;}
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                       input.seek(index317_1161);

                       if ( s>=0 ) return s;

                       break;

                   case 32 :

                       int LA317_1192 = input.LA(1);

                       int index317_1192 = input.index();

                       input.rewind();

                       s = -1;

                       if ( (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar()) ) {s = 2028;}

                       else if ( (true) ) {s = 51;}

                       input.seek(index317_1192);

                       if ( s>=0 ) return s;

                       break;

                   case 33 :

                       int LA317_1223 = input.LA(1);

                       int index317_1223 = input.index();

                       input.rewind();

                       s = -1;

                       if ( (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar()) ) {s = 2028;}

                       else if ( (true) ) {s = 51;}

                       input.seek(index317_1223);

                       if ( s>=0 ) return s;

                       break;

                   case 34 :

                       int LA317_1254 = input.LA(1);

                       int index317_1254 = input.index();

                       input.rewind();

                       s = -1;

                       if ( (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar()) ) {s = 2028;}

                       else if ( (true) ) {s = 51;}

                       input.seek(index317_1254);

                       if ( s>=0 ) return s;

                       break;

                   case 35 :

                       int LA317_1285 = input.LA(1);

                       int index317_1285 = input.index();

                       input.rewind();

                       s = -1;

                       if ( (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar()) ) {s = 2028;}

                       else if ( (true) ) {s = 51;}

                       input.seek(index317_1285);

                       if ( s>=0 ) return s;

                       break;

                   case 36 :

                       int LA317_1286 = input.LA(1);

                       int index317_1286 = input.index();

                       input.rewind();

                       s = -1;
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                       if ( (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar()) ) {s = 2028;}

                       else if ( (true) ) {s = 51;}

                       input.seek(index317_1286);

                       if ( s>=0 ) return s;

                       break;

                   case 37 :

                       int LA317_1408 = input.LA(1);

                       int index317_1408 = input.index();

                       input.rewind();

                       s = -1;

                       if ( (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar()) ) {s = 2028;}

                       else if ( (true) ) {s = 51;}

                       input.seek(index317_1408);

                       if ( s>=0 ) return s;

                       break;

                   case 38 :

                       int LA317_1409 = input.LA(1);

                       int index317_1409 = input.index();

                       input.rewind();

                       s = -1;

                       if ( (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar()) ) {s = 2028;}

                       else if ( (true) ) {s = 51;}

                       input.seek(index317_1409);

                       if ( s>=0 ) return s;

                       break;

                   case 39 :

                       int LA317_1470 = input.LA(1);

                       int index317_1470 = input.index();

                       input.rewind();

                       s = -1;

                       if ( (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar()) ) {s = 2028;}

                       else if ( (true) ) {s = 51;}

                       input.seek(index317_1470);

                       if ( s>=0 ) return s;

                       break;

                   case 40 :

                       int LA317_1471 = input.LA(1);

                       int index317_1471 = input.index();

                       input.rewind();

                       s = -1;

                       if ( (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar()) ) {s = 2028;}

                       else if ( (true) ) {s = 51;}

                       input.seek(index317_1471);

                       if ( s>=0 ) return s;

                       break;

                   case 41 :

                       int LA317_1533 = input.LA(1);

                       int index317_1533 = input.index();
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                       input.rewind();

                       s = -1;

                       if ( (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar()) ) {s = 2028;}

                       else if ( (true) ) {s = 51;}

                       input.seek(index317_1533);

                       if ( s>=0 ) return s;

                       break;

                   case 42 :

                       int LA317_1595 = input.LA(1);

                       int index317_1595 = input.index();

                       input.rewind();

                       s = -1;

                       if ( (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar()) ) {s = 2028;}

                       else if ( (true) ) {s = 51;}

                       input.seek(index317_1595);

                       if ( s>=0 ) return s;

                       break;

                   case 43 :

                       int LA317_1626 = input.LA(1);

                       int index317_1626 = input.index();

                       input.rewind();

                       s = -1;

                       if ( (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar()) ) {s = 2028;}

                       else if ( (true) ) {s = 51;}

                       input.seek(index317_1626);

                       if ( s>=0 ) return s;

                       break;

                   case 44 :

                       int LA317_1657 = input.LA(1);

                       int index317_1657 = input.index();

                       input.rewind();

                       s = -1;

                       if ( (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar()) ) {s = 2028;}

                       else if ( (true) ) {s = 51;}

                       input.seek(index317_1657);

                       if ( s>=0 ) return s;

                       break;

                   case 45 :

                       int LA317_1688 = input.LA(1);

                       int index317_1688 = input.index();

                       input.rewind();

                       s = -1;

                       if ( (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar()) ) {s = 2028;}

                       else if ( (true) ) {s = 51;}

                       input.seek(index317_1688);

                       if ( s>=0 ) return s;

                       break;

                   case 46 :
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                       int LA317_1719 = input.LA(1);

                       int index317_1719 = input.index();

                       input.rewind();

                       s = -1;

                       if ( (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar()) ) {s = 2028;}

                       else if ( (true) ) {s = 51;}

                       input.seek(index317_1719);

                       if ( s>=0 ) return s;

                       break;

                   case 47 :

                       int LA317_1720 = input.LA(1);

                       int index317_1720 = input.index();

                       input.rewind();

                       s = -1;

                       if ( (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar()) ) {s = 2028;}

                       else if ( (true) ) {s = 51;}

                       input.seek(index317_1720);

                       if ( s>=0 ) return s;

                       break;

                   case 48 :

                       int LA317_1842 = input.LA(1);

                       int index317_1842 = input.index();

                       input.rewind();

                       s = -1;

                       if ( (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar()) ) {s = 2028;}

                       else if ( (true) ) {s = 51;}

                       input.seek(index317_1842);

                       if ( s>=0 ) return s;

                       break;

                   case 49 :

                       int LA317_1843 = input.LA(1);

                       int index317_1843 = input.index();

                       input.rewind();

                       s = -1;

                       if ( (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar()) ) {s = 2028;}

                       else if ( (true) ) {s = 51;}

                       input.seek(index317_1843);

                       if ( s>=0 ) return s;

                       break;

                   case 50 :

                       int LA317_1904 = input.LA(1);

                       int index317_1904 = input.index();

                       input.rewind();

                       s = -1;

                       if ( (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar()) ) {s = 2028;}

                       else if ( (true) ) {s = 51;}

                       input.seek(index317_1904);

                       if ( s>=0 ) return s;
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                       break;

                   case 51 :

                       int LA317_1905 = input.LA(1);

                       int index317_1905 = input.index();

                       input.rewind();

                       s = -1;

                       if ( (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar()) ) {s = 2028;}

                       else if ( (true) ) {s = 51;}

                       input.seek(index317_1905);

                       if ( s>=0 ) return s;

                       break;

                   case 52 :

                       int LA317_1967 = input.LA(1);

                       int index317_1967 = input.index();

                       input.rewind();

                       s = -1;

                       if ( (synpred5_EsperEPL2Grammar()) ) {s = 2028;}

                       else if ( (true) ) {s = 51;}

                       input.seek(index317_1967);

                       if ( s>=0 ) return s;

                       break;

           }

           if (state.backtracking>0) {state.failed=true; return -1;}

           NoViableAltException nvae =

               new NoViableAltException(getDescription(), 317, _s, input);

           error(nvae);

           throw nvae;

       }

   }

}

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.enummethod.eval;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluator;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluatorContext;

import com.espertech.esper.event.arr.ObjectArrayEventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.event.arr.ObjectArrayEventType;
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import java.util.ArrayDeque;

import java.util.Collection;

import java.util.Collections;

 

public class EnumEvalTakeWhileIndexScalar extends EnumEvalBaseScalarIndex implements EnumEval {

 

   public EnumEvalTakeWhileIndexScalar(ExprEvaluator innerExpression, int streamNumLambda,

ObjectArrayEventType evalEventType, ObjectArrayEventType indexEventType) {

       super(innerExpression, streamNumLambda, evalEventType, indexEventType);

   }

 

   public Object evaluateEnumMethod(EventBean[] eventsLambda, Collection target, boolean isNewData,

ExprEvaluatorContext context) {

       if (target.isEmpty()) {

           return target;

       }

 

       ObjectArrayEventBean evalEvent = new ObjectArrayEventBean(new Object[1], evalEventType);

       ObjectArrayEventBean indexEvent = new ObjectArrayEventBean(new Object[1], indexEventType);

 

       if (target.size() == 1) {

           Object item = target.iterator().next();

 

           evalEvent.getProperties()[0] = item;

           eventsLambda[streamNumLambda] = evalEvent;

 

           indexEvent.getProperties()[0] = 0;

           eventsLambda[streamNumLambda + 1] = indexEvent;

 

           Object pass = innerExpression.evaluate(eventsLambda, isNewData, context);

           if (pass == null || (!(Boolean) pass)) {

               return Collections.emptyList();

           }

           return Collections.singletonList(item);

       }

 

       ArrayDeque<Object> result = new ArrayDeque<Object>();

 

       int count = -1;

       for (Object next : target) {

 

           count++;

 

           evalEvent.getProperties()[0] = next;

           eventsLambda[streamNumLambda] = evalEvent;

 

           indexEvent.getProperties()[0] = count;
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           eventsLambda[streamNumLambda + 1] = indexEvent;

 

           Object pass = innerExpression.evaluate(eventsLambda, isNewData, context);

           if (pass == null || (!(Boolean) pass)) {

               break;

           }

 

           result.add(next);

       }

 

       return result;

   }

}

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.enummethod.dot;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventType;

import com.espertech.esper.client.util.ExpressionReturnType;

import com.espertech.esper.core.service.ExpressionResultCacheEntry;

import com.espertech.esper.core.service.ExpressionResultCacheStackEntry;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.core.MethodResolutionService;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.core.StreamTypeService;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.core.StreamTypeServiceImpl;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.enummethod.eval.EnumEval;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.*;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.methodbase.*;

import com.espertech.esper.event.EventAdapterService;

import com.espertech.esper.event.EventBeanUtility;

import com.espertech.esper.util.CollectionUtil;

import com.espertech.esper.util.JavaClassHelper;

 

import java.util.*;

 

public abstract class ExprDotEvalEnumMethodBase implements ExprDotEvalEnumMethod,

ExpressionResultCacheStackEntry {

 

   private EnumMethodEnum enumMethodEnum;
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   private String enumMethodUsedName;

   private int streamCountIncoming;

   private EnumEval enumEval;

   private int enumEvalNumRequiredEvents;

   private ExpressionReturnType typeInfo;

 

   private boolean cache;

   private long contextNumber = 0;

 

   protected ExprDotEvalEnumMethodBase() {

   }

 

   public abstract EventType[] getAddStreamTypes(String enumMethodUsedName, List<String> goesToNames,

EventType inputEventType, Class collectionComponentType, List<ExprDotEvalParam> bodiesAndParameters);

   public abstract EnumEval getEnumEval(MethodResolutionService methodResolutionService,

EventAdapterService eventAdapterService, StreamTypeService streamTypeService, String statementId, String

enumMethodUsedName, List<ExprDotEvalParam> bodiesAndParameters, EventType inputEventType, Class

collectionComponentType, int numStreamsIncoming) throws ExprValidationException;

 

   public EnumMethodEnum getEnumMethodEnum() {

       return enumMethodEnum;

   }

 

   public void init(EnumMethodEnum enumMethodEnum, String enumMethodUsedName, ExpressionReturnType

typeInfo, List<ExprNode> parameters, ExprValidationContext validationContext) throws ExprValidationException

{

 

       final EventType eventTypeColl = typeInfo.getCollOfEventEventType();

       final EventType eventTypeBean = typeInfo.getSingleEventEventType();

       final Class collectionComponentType = typeInfo.getComponentType();

 

       this.enumMethodEnum = enumMethodEnum;

       this.enumMethodUsedName = enumMethodUsedName;

       this.streamCountIncoming = validationContext.getStreamTypeService().getEventTypes().length;

 

       if (eventTypeColl == null && collectionComponentType == null && eventTypeBean == null) {

           throw new ExprValidationException("Invalid input for built-in enumeration method '" +

enumMethodUsedName + "', expecting collection of event-type or scalar values as input, received " +

typeInfo.toTypeDescriptive());

       }

 

       // compile parameter abstract for validation against available footprints

       DotMethodFPProvided footprintProvided = DotMethodUtil.getProvidedFootprint(parameters);

 

       // validate parameters

       DotMethodInputTypeMatcher inputTypeMatcher = new DotMethodInputTypeMatcher() {

           public boolean matches(DotMethodFP footprint) {

               if (footprint.getInput() == DotMethodFPInputEnum.EVENTCOLL && eventTypeBean == null &&
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eventTypeColl == null) {

                   return false;

               }

               if (footprint.getInput() == DotMethodFPInputEnum.SCALAR_ANY && collectionComponentType ==

null) {

                   return false;

               }

               return true;

           }

       };

       DotMethodFP footprint =

DotMethodUtil.validateParametersDetermineFootprint(enumMethodEnum.getFootprints(),

DotMethodTypeEnum.ENUM, enumMethodUsedName, footprintProvided, inputTypeMatcher);

 

       // validate input criteria met for this footprint

       if (footprint.getInput() != DotMethodFPInputEnum.ANY) {

           String message = "Invalid input for built-in enumeration method '" + enumMethodUsedName + "' and " +

footprint.getParameters().length + "-parameter footprint, expecting collection of ";

           String received = " as input, received " + typeInfo.toTypeDescriptive();

           if (footprint.getInput() == DotMethodFPInputEnum.EVENTCOLL && typeInfo.getCollOfEventEventType()

== null) {

               throw new ExprValidationException(message + "events" + received);

           }

           if (footprint.getInput().isScalar() && typeInfo.getComponentType() == null) {

               throw new ExprValidationException(message + "values (typically scalar values)" + received);

           }

           if (footprint.getInput() == DotMethodFPInputEnum.SCALAR_NUMERIC &&

!JavaClassHelper.isNumeric(collectionComponentType)) {

               throw new ExprValidationException(message + "numeric values" + received);

           }

       }

 

       // manage context of this lambda-expression in regards to outer lambda-expression that may call this one.

       validationContext.getExprEvaluatorContext().getExpressionResultCacheService().pushStack(this);

 

       List<ExprDotEvalParam> bodiesAndParameters = new ArrayList<ExprDotEvalParam>();

       int count = 0;

       EventType inputEventType = eventTypeBean == null ? eventTypeColl : eventTypeBean;

       for (ExprNode node : parameters) {

           ExprDotEvalParam bodyAndParameter = getBodyAndParameter(enumMethodUsedName, count++, node,

inputEventType, collectionComponentType, validationContext, bodiesAndParameters, footprint);

           bodiesAndParameters.add(bodyAndParameter);

       }

 

       this.enumEval = getEnumEval(validationContext.getMethodResolutionService(),

validationContext.getEventAdapterService(), validationContext.getStreamTypeService(),

validationContext.getStatementId(), enumMethodUsedName, bodiesAndParameters, inputEventType,

collectionComponentType, streamCountIncoming);
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       this.enumEvalNumRequiredEvents = enumEval.getStreamNumSize();

 

       // determine the stream ids of event properties asked for in the evaluator(s)

       HashSet<Integer> streamsRequired = new HashSet<Integer>();

       ExprNodeIdentifierCollectVisitor visitor = new ExprNodeIdentifierCollectVisitor();

       for (ExprDotEvalParam desc : bodiesAndParameters) {

           desc.getBody().accept(visitor);

           for (ExprIdentNode ident : visitor.getExprProperties()) {

               streamsRequired.add(ident.getStreamId());

           }

       }

 

       // We turn on caching if the stack is not empty (we are an inner lambda) and the dependency does not include

the stream.

       boolean isInner =

!validationContext.getExprEvaluatorContext().getExpressionResultCacheService().popLambda();

       if (isInner) {

           // If none of the properties that the current lambda uses comes from the ultimate parent(s) or subsequent

streams, then cache.

           Deque<ExpressionResultCacheStackEntry> parents =

validationContext.getExprEvaluatorContext().getExpressionResultCacheService().getStack();

           boolean found = false;

           for (int req : streamsRequired) {

               ExprDotEvalEnumMethodBase first = (ExprDotEvalEnumMethodBase) parents.getFirst();

               int parentIncoming = first.streamCountIncoming - 1;

               int selfAdded = streamCountIncoming;    // the one we use ourselfs

               if (req > parentIncoming && req < selfAdded) {

                   found = true;

               }

           }

           cache = !found;

       }

   }

 

   public void setTypeInfo(ExpressionReturnType typeInfo) {

       this.typeInfo = typeInfo;

   }

 

   public ExpressionReturnType getTypeInfo() {

       return typeInfo;

   }

 

   public Object evaluate(Object target, EventBean[] eventsPerStream, boolean isNewData, ExprEvaluatorContext

exprEvaluatorContext) {

       if (target instanceof EventBean) {

           target = Collections.singletonList((EventBean) target);

       }

       if (cache) {
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           ExpressionResultCacheEntry<Long[], Object> cacheValue =

exprEvaluatorContext.getExpressionResultCacheService().getEnumerationMethodLastValue(this);

           if (cacheValue != null) {

               return cacheValue.getResult();

           }

           Collection coll = (Collection) target;

           if (coll == null) {

               return null;

           }

           EventBean[] eventsLambda = allocateCopyEventLambda(eventsPerStream);

           Object result = enumEval.evaluateEnumMethod(eventsLambda, coll, isNewData, exprEvaluatorContext);

           exprEvaluatorContext.getExpressionResultCacheService().saveEnumerationMethodLastValue(this, result);

           return result;

       }

 

       contextNumber++;

       try {

           exprEvaluatorContext.getExpressionResultCacheService().pushContext(contextNumber);

           Collection coll = (Collection) target;

           if (coll == null) {

               return null;

           }

           EventBean[] eventsLambda = allocateCopyEventLambda(eventsPerStream);

           return enumEval.evaluateEnumMethod(eventsLambda, coll, isNewData, exprEvaluatorContext);

       }

       finally {

           exprEvaluatorContext.getExpressionResultCacheService().popContext();

       }

   }

 

   private EventBean[] allocateCopyEventLambda(EventBean[] eventsPerStream) {

       EventBean[] eventsLambda = new EventBean[enumEvalNumRequiredEvents];

       EventBeanUtility.safeArrayCopy(eventsPerStream, eventsLambda);

       return eventsLambda;

   }

 

   private ExprDotEvalParam getBodyAndParameter(String enumMethodUsedName,

                                                int parameterNum,

                                                ExprNode parameterNode,

                                                EventType inputEventType,

                                                Class collectionComponentType,

                                                ExprValidationContext validationContext,

                                                List<ExprDotEvalParam> priorParameters,

                                                DotMethodFP footprint) throws ExprValidationException {

 

       // handle an expression that is a constant or other (not =>)

       if (!(parameterNode instanceof ExprLambdaGoesNode)) {
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           // no node subtree validation is required here, the chain parameter validation has taken place in

ExprDotNode.validate

           // validation of parameter types has taken place in footprint matching

           return new ExprDotEvalParamExpr(parameterNum, parameterNode, parameterNode.getExprEvaluator());

       }

 

       ExprLambdaGoesNode goesNode = (ExprLambdaGoesNode) parameterNode;

 

       // Get secondary

       EventType[] additionalTypes = getAddStreamTypes(enumMethodUsedName, goesNode.getGoesToNames(),

inputEventType, collectionComponentType, priorParameters);

       String[] additionalStreamNames = goesNode.getGoesToNames().toArray(new

String[goesNode.getGoesToNames().size()]);

 

       validateDuplicateStreamNames(validationContext.getStreamTypeService().getStreamNames(),

additionalStreamNames);

 

       // add name and type to list of known types

       EventType[] addTypes = (EventType[])

CollectionUtil.arrayExpandAddElements(validationContext.getStreamTypeService().getEventTypes(),

additionalTypes);

       String[] addNames = (String[])

CollectionUtil.arrayExpandAddElements(validationContext.getStreamTypeService().getStreamNames(),

additionalStreamNames);

 

       StreamTypeServiceImpl types = new StreamTypeServiceImpl(addTypes, addNames, new

boolean[addTypes.length], null, false);

 

       // validate expression body

       ExprNode filter = goesNode.getChildNodes()[0];

       try {

           ExprValidationContext filterValidationContext = new ExprValidationContext(types, validationContext);

           filter = ExprNodeUtility.getValidatedSubtree(filter, filterValidationContext);

       }

       catch (ExprValidationException ex) {

           throw new ExprValidationException("Error validating enumeration method '" + enumMethodUsedName + "'

parameter " + parameterNum + ": " + ex.getMessage(), ex);

       }

 

       ExprEvaluator filterEvaluator = filter.getExprEvaluator();

       DotMethodFPParamTypeEnum expectedType = footprint.getParameters()[parameterNum].getType();

       // Lambda-methods don't use a specific expected return-type, so passing null for type is fine.

       DotMethodUtil.validateSpecificType(enumMethodUsedName, DotMethodTypeEnum.ENUM, expectedType,

null, filterEvaluator.getType(), parameterNum, filter);

 

       int numStreamsIncoming = validationContext.getStreamTypeService().getEventTypes().length;

       return new ExprDotEvalParamLambda(parameterNum, filter, filterEvaluator,

               numStreamsIncoming, goesNode.getGoesToNames(), additionalTypes);
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   }

 

   private void validateDuplicateStreamNames(String[] streamNames, String[] additionalStreamNames) throws

ExprValidationException {

       for (int added = 0; added < additionalStreamNames.length; added++) {

           for (int exist = 0; exist < streamNames.length; exist++) {

               if (streamNames[exist] != null &&

streamNames[exist].equalsIgnoreCase(additionalStreamNames[added])) {

                   String message = "Error validating enumeration method '" + enumMethodUsedName + "', the lambda-

parameter name '" + additionalStreamNames[added] + "' has already been declared in this context";

                   throw new ExprValidationException(message);

               }

           }

       }

   }

 

   public String toString() {

       return this.getClass().getSimpleName() +

               " lambda=" + enumMethodEnum;

   }

}

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.enummethod.dot;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventType;

import com.espertech.esper.client.util.ExpressionReturnType;

import com.espertech.esper.collection.EventUnderlyingCollection;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprDotEval;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluatorContext;

 

import java.util.Collection;

 

public class ExprDotEvalUnpackCollEventBean implements ExprDotEval {

 

   private ExpressionReturnType typeInfo;

 

   public ExprDotEvalUnpackCollEventBean(EventType type) {
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       typeInfo = ExpressionReturnType.collectionOfSingleValue(type.getUnderlyingType());

   }

 

   public Object evaluate(Object target, EventBean[] eventsPerStream, boolean isNewData, ExprEvaluatorContext

exprEvaluatorContext) {

       if (target == null) {

           return null;

       }

       Collection<EventBean> it = (Collection<EventBean>) target;

       return new EventUnderlyingCollection(it);

   }

 

   public ExpressionReturnType getTypeInfo() {

       return typeInfo;

   }

}

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.join.util;

 

public class EligibilityDesc {

   private Eligibility eligibility;

   private Integer streamNum;

 

   public EligibilityDesc(Eligibility eligibility, Integer streamNum) {

       this.eligibility = eligibility;

       this.streamNum = streamNum;

   }

 

   public Eligibility getEligibility() {

       return eligibility;

   }

 

   public Integer getStreamNum() {

       return streamNum;

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *
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* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.view;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.collection.MultiKey;

import com.espertech.esper.collection.UniformPair;

import com.espertech.esper.core.context.util.AgentInstanceContext;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.core.ResultSetProcessor;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluatorContext;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.spec.OutputLimitLimitType;

import com.espertech.esper.event.EventBeanUtility;

import com.espertech.esper.util.AuditPath;

import com.espertech.esper.util.ExecutionPathDebugLog;

import org.apache.commons.logging.Log;

import org.apache.commons.logging.LogFactory;

 

import java.util.*;

 

/**

* Handles output rate limiting for FIRST, only applicable with a having-clause and no group-by clause.

* <p>

* Without having-clause the order of processing won't matter therefore its handled by the

* {@link OutputProcessViewConditionDefault}. With group-by the {@link ResultSetProcessor} handles the per-

group first criteria.

*/

public class OutputProcessViewConditionFirst extends OutputProcessViewBaseWAfter

{

   private final OutputProcessViewConditionFactory parent;

   private final OutputCondition outputCondition;

 

   // Posted events in ordered form (for applying to aggregates) and summarized per type

   // Using ArrayList as random access is a requirement.

   private List<UniformPair<EventBean[]>> viewEventsList = new ArrayList<UniformPair<EventBean[]>>();

	private List<UniformPair<Set<MultiKey<EventBean>>>> joinEventsSet = new

ArrayList<UniformPair<Set<MultiKey<EventBean>>>>();

   private boolean witnessedFirst;

 

	private static final Log log = LogFactory.getLog(OutputProcessViewConditionFirst.class);

 

   public OutputProcessViewConditionFirst(ResultSetProcessor resultSetProcessor, Long afterConditionTime,

Integer afterConditionNumberOfEvents, boolean afterConditionSatisfied, OutputProcessViewConditionFactory

parent, AgentInstanceContext agentInstanceContext) {

       super(resultSetProcessor, afterConditionTime, afterConditionNumberOfEvents, afterConditionSatisfied);
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       this.parent = parent;

 

       OutputCallback outputCallback = getCallbackToLocal(parent.getStreamCount());

       this.outputCondition = parent.getOutputConditionFactory().make(agentInstanceContext, outputCallback);

   }

 

   /**

    * The update method is called if the view does not participate in a join.

    * @param newData - new events

    * @param oldData - old events

    */

   public void update(EventBean[] newData, EventBean[] oldData)

   {

       if ((ExecutionPathDebugLog.isDebugEnabled) && (log.isDebugEnabled()))

       {

           log.debug(".update Received update, " +

                   "  newData.length==" + ((newData == null) ? 0 : newData.length) +

                   "  oldData.length==" + ((oldData == null) ? 0 : oldData.length));

       }

 

       if (!super.checkAfterCondition(newData, parent.getStatementContext()))

       {

           return;

       }

 

       if (!witnessedFirst) {

           boolean isGenerateSynthetic = parent.getStatementResultService().isMakeSynthetic();

 

           // Process the events and get the result

           viewEventsList.add(new UniformPair<EventBean[]>(newData, oldData));

           UniformPair<EventBean[]> newOldEvents = resultSetProcessor.processOutputLimitedView(viewEventsList,

isGenerateSynthetic, OutputLimitLimitType.FIRST);

           viewEventsList.clear();

 

           if (newOldEvents == null || (newOldEvents.getFirst() == null && newOldEvents.getSecond() == null)) {

               return; // nothing to indicate

           }

 

           witnessedFirst = true;

 

           if (parent.isDistinct() && newOldEvents != null)

           {

               newOldEvents.setFirst(EventBeanUtility.getDistinctByProp(newOldEvents.getFirst(),

parent.getEventBeanReader()));

               newOldEvents.setSecond(EventBeanUtility.getDistinctByProp(newOldEvents.getSecond(),

parent.getEventBeanReader()));

           }
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           boolean isGenerateNatural = parent.getStatementResultService().isMakeNatural();

           if ((!isGenerateSynthetic) && (!isGenerateNatural))

           {

               if (AuditPath.isAuditEnabled) {

                   OutputStrategyUtil.indicateEarlyReturn(parent.getStatementContext(), newOldEvents);

               }

               return;

           }

 

           output(true, newOldEvents);

       }

       else {

           viewEventsList.add(new UniformPair<EventBean[]>(newData, oldData));

           resultSetProcessor.processOutputLimitedView(viewEventsList, false, OutputLimitLimitType.FIRST);

           viewEventsList.clear();

       }

 

       int newDataLength = 0;

       int oldDataLength = 0;

       if(newData != null)

       {

       	newDataLength = newData.length;

       }

       if(oldData != null)

       {

       	oldDataLength = oldData.length;

       }

 

       outputCondition.updateOutputCondition(newDataLength, oldDataLength);

   }

 

   /**

    * This process (update) method is for participation in a join.

    * @param newEvents - new events

    * @param oldEvents - old events

    */

   public void process(Set<MultiKey<EventBean>> newEvents, Set<MultiKey<EventBean>> oldEvents,

ExprEvaluatorContext exprEvaluatorContext)

   {

       if ((ExecutionPathDebugLog.isDebugEnabled) && (log.isDebugEnabled()))

       {

           log.debug(".process Received update, " +

                   "  newData.length==" + ((newEvents == null) ? 0 : newEvents.size()) +

                   "  oldData.length==" + ((oldEvents == null) ? 0 : oldEvents.size()));

       }

 

       if (!super.checkAfterCondition(newEvents, parent.getStatementContext()))

       {
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           return;

       }

 

       // add the incoming events to the event batches

       if (!witnessedFirst) {

           Set<MultiKey<EventBean>> copyNew;

           if (newEvents != null)

           {

               copyNew = new LinkedHashSet<MultiKey<EventBean>>(newEvents);

           }

           else

           {

               copyNew = new LinkedHashSet<MultiKey<EventBean>>();

           }

 

           Set<MultiKey<EventBean>> copyOld;

           if (oldEvents != null)

           {

               copyOld = new LinkedHashSet<MultiKey<EventBean>>(oldEvents);

           }

           else

           {

               copyOld = new LinkedHashSet<MultiKey<EventBean>>();

           }

 

           joinEventsSet.add(new UniformPair<Set<MultiKey<EventBean>>>(copyNew, copyOld));

           boolean isGenerateSynthetic = parent.getStatementResultService().isMakeSynthetic();

 

           // Process the events and get the result

           UniformPair<EventBean[]> newOldEvents = resultSetProcessor.processOutputLimitedJoin(joinEventsSet,

isGenerateSynthetic, OutputLimitLimitType.FIRST);

           joinEventsSet.clear();

 

           if (newOldEvents == null || (newOldEvents.getFirst() == null && newOldEvents.getSecond() == null)) {

               return; // nothing to indicate

           }

 

           witnessedFirst = true;

 

           if (parent.isDistinct()  && newOldEvents != null)

           {

               newOldEvents.setFirst(EventBeanUtility.getDistinctByProp(newOldEvents.getFirst(),

parent.getEventBeanReader()));

               newOldEvents.setSecond(EventBeanUtility.getDistinctByProp(newOldEvents.getSecond(),

parent.getEventBeanReader()));

           }

 

           boolean isGenerateNatural = parent.getStatementResultService().isMakeNatural();
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           if ((!isGenerateSynthetic) && (!isGenerateNatural))

           {

               if (AuditPath.isAuditEnabled) {

                   OutputStrategyUtil.indicateEarlyReturn(parent.getStatementContext(), newOldEvents);

               }

               return;

           }

 

           output(true, newOldEvents);

       }

       else {

           Set<MultiKey<EventBean>> copyNew;

           if (newEvents != null)

           {

               copyNew = new LinkedHashSet<MultiKey<EventBean>>(newEvents);

           }

           else

           {

               copyNew = new LinkedHashSet<MultiKey<EventBean>>();

           }

 

           Set<MultiKey<EventBean>> copyOld;

           if (oldEvents != null)

           {

               copyOld = new LinkedHashSet<MultiKey<EventBean>>(oldEvents);

           }

           else

           {

               copyOld = new LinkedHashSet<MultiKey<EventBean>>();

           }

           joinEventsSet.add(new UniformPair<Set<MultiKey<EventBean>>>(copyNew, copyOld));

 

           // Process the events and get the result

           resultSetProcessor.processOutputLimitedJoin(joinEventsSet, false, OutputLimitLimitType.FIRST);

           joinEventsSet.clear();

       }

 

       int newEventsSize = 0;

       if (newEvents != null)

       {

           newEventsSize = newEvents.size();

       }

 

       int oldEventsSize = 0;

       if (oldEvents != null)

       {

           oldEventsSize = oldEvents.size();

       }
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       outputCondition.updateOutputCondition(newEventsSize, oldEventsSize);

   }

 

	/**

	 * Called once the output condition has been met.

	 * Invokes the result set processor.

	 * Used for non-join event data.

	 * @param doOutput - true if the batched events should actually be output as well as processed, false if they should

just be processed

	 * @param forceUpdate - true if output should be made even when no updating events have arrived

	 * */

	protected void continueOutputProcessingView(boolean doOutput, boolean forceUpdate)

	{

		if ((ExecutionPathDebugLog.isDebugEnabled) && (log.isDebugEnabled()))

       {

           log.debug(".continueOutputProcessingView");

       }

       witnessedFirst = false;

	}

 

	private void output(boolean forceUpdate, UniformPair<EventBean[]> results)

	{

       // Child view can be null in replay from named window

       if (childView != null)

       {

           OutputStrategyUtil.output(forceUpdate, results, childView);

       }

	}

 

	/**

	 * Called once the output condition has been met.

	 * Invokes the result set processor.

	 * Used for join event data.

	 * @param doOutput - true if the batched events should actually be output as well as processed, false if they should

just be processed

	 * @param forceUpdate - true if output should be made even when no updating events have arrived

	 */

	protected void continueOutputProcessingJoin(boolean doOutput, boolean forceUpdate)

	{

		if ((ExecutionPathDebugLog.isDebugEnabled) && (log.isDebugEnabled()))

       {

           log.debug(".continueOutputProcessingJoin");

       }

       witnessedFirst = false;

	}

 

   private OutputCallback getCallbackToLocal(int streamCount)
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   {

       // single stream means no join

       // multiple streams means a join

       if(streamCount == 1)

       {

           return new OutputCallback()

           {

               public void continueOutputProcessing(boolean doOutput, boolean forceUpdate)

               {

                   OutputProcessViewConditionFirst.this.continueOutputProcessingView(doOutput, forceUpdate);

               }

           };

       }

       else

       {

           return new OutputCallback()

           {

               public void continueOutputProcessing(boolean doOutput, boolean forceUpdate)

               {

                   OutputProcessViewConditionFirst.this.continueOutputProcessingJoin(doOutput, forceUpdate);

               }

           };

       }

   }

 

   public Iterator<EventBean> iterator() {

       return OutputStrategyUtil.getIterator(joinExecutionStrategy, resultSetProcessor, parentView,

parent.isDistinct());

   }

 

   public void terminated() {

       if (parent.isTerminable()) {

           outputCondition.terminated();

       }

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.join.pollindex;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventType;
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import com.espertech.esper.epl.join.table.EventTable;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.join.table.PropertyCompositeEventTable;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.join.table.PropertyCompositeEventTableFactory;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.join.table.UnindexedEventTableList;

 

import java.util.Arrays;

import java.util.List;

 

/**

* Strategy for building an index out of poll-results knowing the properties to base the index on.

*/

public class PollResultIndexingStrategyComposite implements PollResultIndexingStrategy

{

   private final int streamNum;

   private final EventType eventType;

   private final String[] indexPropertiesJoin;

   private final Class[] keyCoercionTypes;

   private final String[] rangePropertiesJoin;

   private final Class[] rangeCoercionTypes;

 

   /**

    * Ctor.

    * @param streamNum is the stream number of the indexed stream

    * @param eventType is the event type of the indexed stream

    */

   public PollResultIndexingStrategyComposite(int streamNum, EventType eventType, String[] indexPropertiesJoin,

Class[] keyCoercionTypes, String[] rangePropertiesJoin, Class[] rangeCoercionTypes)

   {

       this.streamNum = streamNum;

       this.eventType = eventType;

       this.keyCoercionTypes = keyCoercionTypes;

       this.indexPropertiesJoin = indexPropertiesJoin;

       this.rangePropertiesJoin = rangePropertiesJoin;

       this.rangeCoercionTypes = rangeCoercionTypes;

   }

 

   public EventTable index(List<EventBean> pollResult, boolean isActiveCache)

   {

       if (!isActiveCache)

       {

           return new UnindexedEventTableList(pollResult);

       }

       PropertyCompositeEventTableFactory factory = new PropertyCompositeEventTableFactory(streamNum,

eventType, indexPropertiesJoin, keyCoercionTypes, rangePropertiesJoin, rangeCoercionTypes);

       EventTable table = factory.makeEventTable();

       table.add(pollResult.toArray(new EventBean[pollResult.size()]));

       return table;

   }
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   public String toQueryPlan() {

       return this.getClass().getSimpleName() +

               " hash " + Arrays.toString(indexPropertiesJoin) +

               " btree " + Arrays.toString(rangePropertiesJoin) +

               " key coercion " + Arrays.toString(keyCoercionTypes) +

               " range coercion " + Arrays.toString(rangeCoercionTypes);

   }

}

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.join.exec.composite;

 

import com.espertech.esper.epl.join.plan.QueryGraphValueEntryHashKeyed;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.join.plan.QueryGraphValueEntryRange;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.lookup.SubordPropHashKey;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.lookup.SubordPropRangeKey;

 

import java.util.ArrayList;

import java.util.Collection;

import java.util.List;

 

public class CompositeIndexQueryFactory {

 

   public static CompositeIndexQuery makeSubordinate(boolean isNWOnTrigger, int numOuterStreams,

Collection<SubordPropHashKey> keyExpr, Class[] coercionKeyTypes, Collection<SubordPropRangeKey>

rangeProps, Class[] rangeCoercionTypes) {

       // construct chain

       List<CompositeIndexQuery> queries = new ArrayList<CompositeIndexQuery>();

       if (keyExpr.size() > 0) {

           List<QueryGraphValueEntryHashKeyed> hashKeys = new

ArrayList<QueryGraphValueEntryHashKeyed>();

           for (SubordPropHashKey keyExp : keyExpr) {

               hashKeys.add(keyExp.getHashKey());

           }

           queries.add(new CompositeIndexQueryKeyed(isNWOnTrigger, -1, numOuterStreams, hashKeys,

coercionKeyTypes));

       }

       int count = 0;
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       for (SubordPropRangeKey rangeProp : rangeProps) {

           Class coercionType = rangeCoercionTypes == null ? null : rangeCoercionTypes[count];

           queries.add(new CompositeIndexQueryRange(isNWOnTrigger, -1, numOuterStreams, rangeProp,

coercionType));

           count++;

       }

 

       // Hook up as chain for remove

       CompositeIndexQuery last = null;

       for (CompositeIndexQuery action : queries) {

           if (last != null) {

               last.setNext(action);

           }

           last = action;

       }

       return queries.get(0);

   }

 

   public static CompositeIndexQuery makeJoinSingleLookupStream(boolean isNWOnTrigger, int lookupStream,

List<QueryGraphValueEntryHashKeyed> hashKeys, Class[] keyCoercionTypes,

List<QueryGraphValueEntryRange> rangeProps, Class[] rangeCoercionTypes) {

       // construct chain

       List<CompositeIndexQuery> queries = new ArrayList<CompositeIndexQuery>();

       if (hashKeys.size() > 0) {

           queries.add(new CompositeIndexQueryKeyed(false, lookupStream, -1, hashKeys, keyCoercionTypes));

       }

       int count = 0;

       for (QueryGraphValueEntryRange rangeProp : rangeProps) {

           Class coercionType = rangeCoercionTypes == null ? null : rangeCoercionTypes[count];

           SubordPropRangeKey rkey = new SubordPropRangeKey(rangeProp, coercionType);

           queries.add(new CompositeIndexQueryRange(isNWOnTrigger, lookupStream, -1, rkey, coercionType));

           count++;

       }

 

       // Hook up as chain for remove

       CompositeIndexQuery last = null;

       for (CompositeIndexQuery action : queries) {

           if (last != null) {

               last.setNext(action);

           }

           last = action;

       }

       return queries.get(0);

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *
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* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.expression;

 

import java.io.Serializable;

import java.util.List;

 

public class ExprChainedSpec implements Serializable

{

   private static final long serialVersionUID = -5618484186038424466L;

  

   private String name;

   private List<ExprNode> parameters;

   private boolean property;

 

   public ExprChainedSpec(String name, List<ExprNode> parameters, boolean property)

   {

       this.name = name;

       this.parameters = parameters;

       this.property = property;

   }

 

   public String getName()

   {

       return name;

   }

 

   public List<ExprNode> getParameters()

   {

       return parameters;

   }

 

   public boolean isProperty() {

       return property;

   }

 

   public void setParameters(List<ExprNode> parameters) {

       this.parameters = parameters;

   }

 

   public void setName(String name)

   {

       this.name = name;

   }
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   @Override

   public boolean equals(Object o)

   {

       if (this == o)

       {

           return true;

       }

       if (o == null || getClass() != o.getClass())

       {

           return false;

       }

 

       ExprChainedSpec that = (ExprChainedSpec) o;

 

       if (name != null ? !name.equals(that.name) : that.name != null)

       {

           return false;

       }

       return ExprNodeUtility.deepEquals(parameters, that.parameters);

   }

 

   @Override

   public int hashCode()

   {

       int result = 0;

       result = 31 * result + (name != null ? name.hashCode() : 0);

       result = 31 * result + (parameters != null ? parameters.hashCode() : 0);

       return result;

   }

 

   @Override

   public String toString() {

       return "ExprChainedSpec{" +

               "name='" + name + '\'' +

               ", parameters=" + parameters +

               '}';

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.core;
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import com.espertech.esper.epl.agg.service.AggregationServiceFactoryDesc;

 

/**

* Processor prototype for result sets for instances that apply the select-clause, group-by-clause and having-clauses

* as supplied.

*/

public class ResultSetProcessorFactoryDesc

{

   private final ResultSetProcessorFactory resultSetProcessorFactory;

   private final OrderByProcessorFactory orderByProcessorFactory;

   private final AggregationServiceFactoryDesc aggregationServiceFactoryDesc;

 

   public ResultSetProcessorFactoryDesc(ResultSetProcessorFactory resultSetProcessorFactory,

OrderByProcessorFactory orderByProcessorFactory, AggregationServiceFactoryDesc

aggregationServiceFactoryDesc) {

       this.resultSetProcessorFactory = resultSetProcessorFactory;

       this.orderByProcessorFactory = orderByProcessorFactory;

       this.aggregationServiceFactoryDesc = aggregationServiceFactoryDesc;

   }

 

   public ResultSetProcessorFactory getResultSetProcessorFactory() {

       return resultSetProcessorFactory;

   }

 

   public OrderByProcessorFactory getOrderByProcessorFactory() {

       return orderByProcessorFactory;

   }

 

   public AggregationServiceFactoryDesc getAggregationServiceFactoryDesc() {

       return aggregationServiceFactoryDesc;

   }

}

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.methodbase;

 

public interface DotMethodInputTypeMatcher {

 

   public static DotMethodInputTypeMatcher DEFAULT_ALL = new DotMethodInputTypeMatcher() {
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       public boolean matches(DotMethodFP footprint) {

           return true;

       }

   };

 

   boolean matches(DotMethodFP footprint);

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.agg.access;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluatorContext;

 

import java.util.Collection;

import java.util.Collections;

import java.util.Iterator;

 

/**

* Implementation of access function for single-stream (not joins).

*/

public class AggregationStateMinMaxByEver implements AggregationState, AggregationStateSorted

{

   protected final AggregationStateMinMaxByEverSpec spec;

   protected EventBean currentMinMaxBean;

   protected Object currentMinMax;

 

   public AggregationStateMinMaxByEver(AggregationStateMinMaxByEverSpec spec) {

       this.spec = spec;

   }

 

   public void clear() {

       currentMinMax = null;

       currentMinMaxBean = null;

   }

 

   public void applyEnter(EventBean[] eventsPerStream, ExprEvaluatorContext exprEvaluatorContext)

   {

       EventBean theEvent = eventsPerStream[spec.getStreamId()];

       if (theEvent == null) {

           return;

       }
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       Object comparable = AggregationStateSortedImpl.getComparable(spec.getCriteria(), eventsPerStream, true,

exprEvaluatorContext);

       if (currentMinMax == null) {

           currentMinMax = comparable;

           currentMinMaxBean = theEvent;

       }

       else {

           int compareResult = spec.getComparator().compare(currentMinMax, comparable);

           if (spec.isMax()) {

               if (compareResult < 0) {

                   currentMinMax = comparable;

                   currentMinMaxBean = theEvent;

               }

           }

           else {

               if (compareResult > 0) {

                   currentMinMax = comparable;

                   currentMinMaxBean = theEvent;

               }

           }

       }

   }

 

   public void applyLeave(EventBean[] eventsPerStream, ExprEvaluatorContext exprEvaluatorContext)

   {

       // this is an ever-type aggregation

   }

 

   public EventBean getFirstValue() {

       if (spec.isMax()) {

           throw new UnsupportedOperationException("Only accepts max-value queries");

       }

       return currentMinMaxBean;

   }

 

   public EventBean getLastValue() {

       if (!spec.isMax()) {

           throw new UnsupportedOperationException("Only accepts min-value queries");

       }

       return currentMinMaxBean;

   }

 

   public Iterator<EventBean> iterator() {

       throw new UnsupportedOperationException();

   }

 

   public Iterator<EventBean> getReverseIterator() {

       throw new UnsupportedOperationException();
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   }

 

   public Collection<EventBean> collectionReadOnly() {

       if (currentMinMaxBean != null) {

           return Collections.singletonList(currentMinMaxBean);

       }

       return null;

   }

 

   public int size() {

       return currentMinMax == null ? 0 : 1;

   }

}

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.enummethod.eval;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluatorContext;

 

import java.util.Collection;

 

public class EnumEvalNoOp implements EnumEval {

 

   public EnumEvalNoOp(int numEvents) {

   }

 

   public int getStreamNumSize() {

       return 0;

   }

 

   public Object evaluateEnumMethod(EventBean[] eventsLambda, Collection target, boolean isNewData,

ExprEvaluatorContext context) {

       return target;

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *
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* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.core;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventType;

import com.espertech.esper.collection.ArrayEventIterator;

import com.espertech.esper.collection.MultiKey;

import com.espertech.esper.collection.MultiKeyUntyped;

import com.espertech.esper.collection.UniformPair;

import com.espertech.esper.core.context.util.AgentInstanceContext;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.agg.service.AggregationRowRemovedCallback;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.agg.service.AggregationService;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluator;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprValidationException;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.spec.OutputLimitLimitType;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.view.OutputConditionPolled;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.view.OutputConditionPolledFactory;

import com.espertech.esper.view.Viewable;

import org.apache.commons.logging.Log;

import org.apache.commons.logging.LogFactory;

 

import java.util.*;

 

/**

* Result set processor for the fully-grouped case:

* there is a group-by and all non-aggregation event properties in the select clause are listed in the group by,

* and there are aggregation functions.

* <p>

* Produces one row for each group that changed (and not one row per event). Computes MultiKey group-by keys for

* each event and uses a set of the group-by keys to generate the result rows, using the first (old or new, anyone)

event

* for each distinct group-by key.

*/

public class ResultSetProcessorRowPerGroup implements ResultSetProcessor, AggregationRowRemovedCallback

{

   private static final Log log = LogFactory.getLog(ResultSetProcessorRowPerGroup.class);

 

   protected final ResultSetProcessorRowPerGroupFactory prototype;

   protected final SelectExprProcessor selectExprProcessor;

   protected final OrderByProcessor orderByProcessor;

   protected final AggregationService aggregationService;

   protected AgentInstanceContext agentInstanceContext;

 

   // For output rate limiting, keep a representative event for each group for
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   // representing each group in an output limit clause

   protected final Map<Object, EventBean[]> groupRepsView = new LinkedHashMap<Object, EventBean[]>();

 

   private final Map<Object, OutputConditionPolled> outputState = new HashMap<Object,

OutputConditionPolled>();

 

   public ResultSetProcessorRowPerGroup(ResultSetProcessorRowPerGroupFactory prototype, SelectExprProcessor

selectExprProcessor, OrderByProcessor orderByProcessor, AggregationService aggregationService,

AgentInstanceContext agentInstanceContext) {

       this.prototype = prototype;

       this.selectExprProcessor = selectExprProcessor;

       this.orderByProcessor = orderByProcessor;

       this.aggregationService = aggregationService;

       this.agentInstanceContext = agentInstanceContext;

       aggregationService.setRemovedCallback(this);

   }

 

   public void setAgentInstanceContext(AgentInstanceContext agentInstanceContext) {

       this.agentInstanceContext = agentInstanceContext;

   }

 

   public EventType getResultEventType()

   {

       return prototype.getResultEventType();

   }

 

   public UniformPair<EventBean[]> processJoinResult(Set<MultiKey<EventBean>> newEvents,

Set<MultiKey<EventBean>> oldEvents, boolean isSynthesize)

   {

       // Generate group-by keys for all events, collect all keys in a set for later event generation

       Map<Object, EventBean[]> keysAndEvents = new HashMap<Object, EventBean[]>();

       Object[] newDataMultiKey = generateGroupKeys(newEvents, keysAndEvents, true);

       Object[] oldDataMultiKey = generateGroupKeys(oldEvents, keysAndEvents, false);

 

       if (prototype.isUnidirectional())

       {

           this.clear();

       }

 

       // generate old events

       EventBean[] selectOldEvents = null;

       if (prototype.isSelectRStream())

       {

           selectOldEvents = generateOutputEventsJoin(keysAndEvents, false, isSynthesize);

       }

 

       // update aggregates

       if (!newEvents.isEmpty())
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       {

           // apply old data to aggregates

           int count = 0;

           for (MultiKey<EventBean> eventsPerStream : newEvents)

           {

               aggregationService.applyEnter(eventsPerStream.getArray(), newDataMultiKey[count],

agentInstanceContext);

               count++;

           }

       }

       if (oldEvents != null && !oldEvents.isEmpty())

       {

           // apply old data to aggregates

           int count = 0;

           for (MultiKey<EventBean> eventsPerStream : oldEvents)

           {

               aggregationService.applyLeave(eventsPerStream.getArray(), oldDataMultiKey[count],

agentInstanceContext);

               count++;

           }

       }

 

       // generate new events using select expressions

       EventBean[] selectNewEvents = generateOutputEventsJoin(keysAndEvents, true, isSynthesize);

 

       if ((selectNewEvents != null) || (selectOldEvents != null))

       {

           return new UniformPair<EventBean[]>(selectNewEvents, selectOldEvents);

       }

       return null;

   }

 

   public UniformPair<EventBean[]> processViewResult(EventBean[] newData, EventBean[] oldData, boolean

isSynthesize)

   {

       // Generate group-by keys for all events, collect all keys in a set for later event generation

       Map<Object, EventBean> keysAndEvents = new HashMap<Object, EventBean>();

       Object[] newDataMultiKey = generateGroupKeys(newData, keysAndEvents, true);

       Object[] oldDataMultiKey = generateGroupKeys(oldData, keysAndEvents, false);

 

       EventBean[] selectOldEvents = null;

       if (prototype.isSelectRStream())

       {

           selectOldEvents = generateOutputEventsView(keysAndEvents, false, isSynthesize);

       }

 

       // update aggregates

       EventBean[] eventsPerStream = new EventBean[1];
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       if (newData != null)

       {

           // apply new data to aggregates

           for (int i = 0; i < newData.length; i++)

           {

               eventsPerStream[0] = newData[i];

               aggregationService.applyEnter(eventsPerStream, newDataMultiKey[i], agentInstanceContext);

           }

       }

       if (oldData != null)

       {

           // apply old data to aggregates

           for (int i = 0; i < oldData.length; i++)

           {

               eventsPerStream[0] = oldData[i];

               aggregationService.applyLeave(eventsPerStream, oldDataMultiKey[i], agentInstanceContext);

           }

       }

 

       // generate new events using select expressions

       EventBean[] selectNewEvents = generateOutputEventsView(keysAndEvents, true, isSynthesize);

 

       if ((selectNewEvents != null) || (selectOldEvents != null))

       {

           return new UniformPair<EventBean[]>(selectNewEvents, selectOldEvents);

       }

       return null;

   }

 

   protected EventBean[] generateOutputEventsView(Map<Object, EventBean> keysAndEvents, boolean

isNewData, boolean isSynthesize)

   {

       EventBean[] eventsPerStream = new EventBean[1];

       EventBean[] events = new EventBean[keysAndEvents.size()];

       Object[] keys = new Object[keysAndEvents.size()];

       EventBean[][] currentGenerators = null;

       if(prototype.isSorting())

       {

           currentGenerators = new EventBean[keysAndEvents.size()][];

       }

 

       int count = 0;

       for (Map.Entry<Object, EventBean> entry : keysAndEvents.entrySet())

       {

           // Set the current row of aggregation states

           aggregationService.setCurrentAccess(entry.getKey(), agentInstanceContext.getAgentInstanceId());

 

           eventsPerStream[0] = entry.getValue();
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           // Filter the having clause

           if (prototype.getOptionalHavingNode() != null)

           {

               Boolean result = (Boolean) prototype.getOptionalHavingNode().evaluate(eventsPerStream, isNewData,

agentInstanceContext);

               if ((result == null) || (!result))

               {

                   continue;

               }

           }

 

           events[count] = selectExprProcessor.process(eventsPerStream, isNewData, isSynthesize,

agentInstanceContext);

           keys[count] = entry.getKey();

           if(prototype.isSorting())

           {

               EventBean[] currentEventsPerStream = new EventBean[] { entry.getValue() };

               currentGenerators[count] = currentEventsPerStream;

           }

 

           count++;

       }

 

       // Resize if some rows were filtered out

       if (count != events.length)

       {

           if (count == 0)

           {

               return null;

           }

           EventBean[] outEvents = new EventBean[count];

           System.arraycopy(events, 0, outEvents, 0, count);

           events = outEvents;

 

           if(prototype.isSorting())

           {

               Object[] outKeys = new Object[count];

               System.arraycopy(keys, 0, outKeys, 0, count);

               keys = outKeys;

 

               EventBean[][] outGens = new EventBean[count][];

               System.arraycopy(currentGenerators, 0, outGens, 0, count);

               currentGenerators = outGens;

           }

       }

 

       if(prototype.isSorting())
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       {

           events = orderByProcessor.sort(events, currentGenerators, keys, isNewData, agentInstanceContext);

       }

 

       return events;

   }

 

   private void generateOutputBatched(Map<Object, EventBean> keysAndEvents, boolean isNewData, boolean

isSynthesize, List<EventBean> resultEvents, List<Object> optSortKeys, AgentInstanceContext

agentInstanceContext)

   {

       EventBean[] eventsPerStream = new EventBean[1];

 

       for (Map.Entry<Object, EventBean> entry : keysAndEvents.entrySet())

       {

           // Set the current row of aggregation states

           aggregationService.setCurrentAccess(entry.getKey(), agentInstanceContext.getAgentInstanceId());

 

           eventsPerStream[0] = entry.getValue();

 

           // Filter the having clause

           if (prototype.getOptionalHavingNode() != null)

           {

               Boolean result = (Boolean) prototype.getOptionalHavingNode().evaluate(eventsPerStream, isNewData,

agentInstanceContext);

               if ((result == null) || (!result))

               {

                   continue;

               }

           }

 

           resultEvents.add(selectExprProcessor.process(eventsPerStream, isNewData, isSynthesize,

agentInstanceContext));

 

           if(prototype.isSorting())

           {

               optSortKeys.add(orderByProcessor.getSortKey(eventsPerStream, isNewData, agentInstanceContext));

           }

       }

   }

 

   private void generateOutputBatchedArr(Map<Object, EventBean[]> keysAndEvents, boolean isNewData, boolean

isSynthesize, List<EventBean> resultEvents, List<Object> optSortKeys)

   {

       for (Map.Entry<Object, EventBean[]> entry : keysAndEvents.entrySet())

       {

           generateOutputBatched(entry.getKey(), entry.getValue(), isNewData, isSynthesize, resultEvents,

optSortKeys);
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       }

   }

 

   private void generateOutputBatched(Object mk, EventBean[] eventsPerStream, boolean isNewData, boolean

isSynthesize, List<EventBean> resultEvents, List<Object> optSortKeys)

   {

       // Set the current row of aggregation states

       aggregationService.setCurrentAccess(mk, agentInstanceContext.getAgentInstanceId());

 

       // Filter the having clause

       if (prototype.getOptionalHavingNode() != null)

       {

           Boolean result = (Boolean) prototype.getOptionalHavingNode().evaluate(eventsPerStream, isNewData,

agentInstanceContext);

           if ((result == null) || (!result))

           {

               return;

           }

       }

 

       resultEvents.add(selectExprProcessor.process(eventsPerStream, isNewData, isSynthesize,

agentInstanceContext));

 

       if(prototype.isSorting())

       {

           optSortKeys.add(orderByProcessor.getSortKey(eventsPerStream, isNewData, agentInstanceContext));

       }

   }

 

   private EventBean[] generateOutputEventsJoin(Map<Object, EventBean[]> keysAndEvents, boolean isNewData,

boolean isSynthesize)

   {

       EventBean[] events = new EventBean[keysAndEvents.size()];

       Object[] keys = new Object[keysAndEvents.size()];

       EventBean[][] currentGenerators = null;

       if(prototype.isSorting())

       {

           currentGenerators = new EventBean[keysAndEvents.size()][];

       }

 

       int count = 0;

       for (Map.Entry<Object, EventBean[]> entry : keysAndEvents.entrySet())

       {

           aggregationService.setCurrentAccess(entry.getKey(), agentInstanceContext.getAgentInstanceId());

           EventBean[] eventsPerStream = entry.getValue();

 

           // Filter the having clause

           if (prototype.getOptionalHavingNode() != null)
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           {

               Boolean result = (Boolean) prototype.getOptionalHavingNode().evaluate(eventsPerStream, isNewData,

agentInstanceContext);

               if ((result == null) || (!result))

               {

                   continue;

               }

           }

 

           events[count] = selectExprProcessor.process(eventsPerStream, isNewData, isSynthesize,

agentInstanceContext);

           keys[count] = entry.getKey();

           if(prototype.isSorting())

           {

               currentGenerators[count] = eventsPerStream;

           }

 

           count++;

       }

 

       // Resize if some rows were filtered out

       if (count != events.length)

       {

           if (count == 0)

           {

               return null;

           }

           EventBean[] outEvents = new EventBean[count];

           System.arraycopy(events, 0, outEvents, 0, count);

           events = outEvents;

 

           if(prototype.isSorting())

           {

               Object[] outKeys = new Object[count];

               System.arraycopy(keys, 0, outKeys, 0, count);

               keys = outKeys;

 

               EventBean[][] outGens = new EventBean[count][];

               System.arraycopy(currentGenerators, 0, outGens, 0, count);

               currentGenerators = outGens;

           }

       }

 

       if(prototype.isSorting())

       {

           events =  orderByProcessor.sort(events, currentGenerators, keys, isNewData, agentInstanceContext);

       }
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       return events;

   }

 

   private Object[] generateGroupKeys(EventBean[] events, boolean isNewData)

   {

       if (events == null)

       {

           return null;

       }

 

       EventBean[] eventsPerStream = new EventBean[1];

       Object keys[] = new Object[events.length];

 

       for (int i = 0; i < events.length; i++)

       {

           eventsPerStream[0] = events[i];

           keys[i] = generateGroupKey(eventsPerStream, isNewData);

       }

 

       return keys;

   }

 

   protected Object[] generateGroupKeys(EventBean[] events, Map<Object, EventBean> eventPerKey, boolean

isNewData)

   {

       if (events == null)

       {

           return null;

       }

 

       EventBean[] eventsPerStream = new EventBean[1];

       Object keys[] = new Object[events.length];

 

       for (int i = 0; i < events.length; i++)

       {

           eventsPerStream[0] = events[i];

           keys[i] = generateGroupKey(eventsPerStream, isNewData);

           eventPerKey.put(keys[i], events[i]);

       }

 

       return keys;

   }

 

   private Object[] generateGroupKeys(Set<MultiKey<EventBean>> resultSet, Map<Object, EventBean[]>

eventPerKey, boolean isNewData)

   {

       if (resultSet == null || resultSet.isEmpty())

       {
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           return null;

       }

 

       Object keys[] = new Object[resultSet.size()];

 

       int count = 0;

       for (MultiKey<EventBean> eventsPerStream : resultSet)

       {

           keys[count] = generateGroupKey(eventsPerStream.getArray(), isNewData);

           eventPerKey.put(keys[count], eventsPerStream.getArray());

 

           count++;

       }

 

       return keys;

   }

 

   /**

    * Returns the optional having expression.

    * @return having expression node

    */

   public ExprEvaluator getOptionalHavingNode()

   {

       return prototype.getOptionalHavingNode();

   }

 

   /**

    * Returns the select expression processor

    * @return select processor.

    */

   public SelectExprProcessor getSelectExprProcessor()

   {

       return selectExprProcessor;

   }

 

   public Iterator<EventBean> getIterator(Viewable parent)

   {

       if (orderByProcessor == null)

       {

           return new ResultSetRowPerGroupIterator(parent.iterator(), this, aggregationService, agentInstanceContext);

       }

       return getIteratorSorted(parent.iterator());

   }

 

   protected Iterator<EventBean> getIteratorSorted(Iterator<EventBean> parentIter) {

 

       // Pull all parent events, generate order keys

       EventBean[] eventsPerStream = new EventBean[1];
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       List<EventBean> outgoingEvents = new ArrayList<EventBean>();

       List<Object> orderKeys = new ArrayList<Object>();

       Set<Object> priorSeenGroups = new HashSet<Object>();

 

       for (;parentIter.hasNext();) {

           EventBean candidate = parentIter.next();

           eventsPerStream[0] = candidate;

 

           Object groupKey = generateGroupKey(eventsPerStream, true);

           aggregationService.setCurrentAccess(groupKey, agentInstanceContext.getAgentInstanceId());

 

           Boolean pass = true;

           if (prototype.getOptionalHavingNode() != null)

           {

               pass = (Boolean) prototype.getOptionalHavingNode().evaluate(eventsPerStream, true,

agentInstanceContext);

           }

           if ((pass == null) || (!pass))

           {

               continue;

           }

           if (priorSeenGroups.contains(groupKey))

           {

               continue;

           }

           priorSeenGroups.add(groupKey);

 

           outgoingEvents.add(selectExprProcessor.process(eventsPerStream, true, true, agentInstanceContext));

 

           Object orderKey = orderByProcessor.getSortKey(eventsPerStream, true, agentInstanceContext);

           orderKeys.add(orderKey);

       }

 

       // sort

       EventBean[] outgoingEventsArr = outgoingEvents.toArray(new EventBean[outgoingEvents.size()]);

       Object[] orderKeysArr = orderKeys.toArray(new Object[orderKeys.size()]);

       EventBean[] orderedEvents = orderByProcessor.sort(outgoingEventsArr, orderKeysArr, agentInstanceContext);

 

       return new ArrayEventIterator(orderedEvents);

   }

 

   public Iterator<EventBean> getIterator(Set<MultiKey<EventBean>> joinSet)

   {

       Map<Object, EventBean[]> keysAndEvents = new HashMap<Object, EventBean[]>();

       generateGroupKeys(joinSet, keysAndEvents, true);

       EventBean[] selectNewEvents = generateOutputEventsJoin(keysAndEvents, true, true);

       return new ArrayEventIterator(selectNewEvents);

   }
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   public void clear()

   {

       aggregationService.clearResults(agentInstanceContext);

   }

 

   public UniformPair<EventBean[]> processOutputLimitedJoin(List<UniformPair<Set<MultiKey<EventBean>>>>

joinEventsSet, boolean generateSynthetic, OutputLimitLimitType outputLimitLimitType)

   {

       if (outputLimitLimitType == OutputLimitLimitType.DEFAULT)

       {

           List<EventBean> newEvents = new LinkedList<EventBean>();

           List<EventBean> oldEvents = null;

           if (prototype.isSelectRStream())

           {

               oldEvents = new LinkedList<EventBean>();

           }

 

           List<Object> newEventsSortKey = null;

           List<Object> oldEventsSortKey = null;

 

           if (orderByProcessor != null)

           {

               newEventsSortKey = new LinkedList<Object>();

               if (prototype.isSelectRStream())

               {

                   oldEventsSortKey = new LinkedList<Object>();

               }

           }

 

           Map<Object, EventBean[]> keysAndEvents = new HashMap<Object, EventBean[]>();

 

           for (UniformPair<Set<MultiKey<EventBean>>> pair : joinEventsSet)

           {

               Set<MultiKey<EventBean>> newData = pair.getFirst();

               Set<MultiKey<EventBean>> oldData = pair.getSecond();

 

               if (prototype.isUnidirectional())

               {

                   this.clear();

               }

 

               Object[] newDataMultiKey = generateGroupKeys(newData, keysAndEvents, true);

               Object[] oldDataMultiKey = generateGroupKeys(oldData, keysAndEvents, false);

 

               if (prototype.isSelectRStream())

               {

                   generateOutputBatchedArr(keysAndEvents, false, generateSynthetic, oldEvents, oldEventsSortKey);
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               }

 

               if (newData != null)

               {

                   // apply new data to aggregates

                   int count = 0;

                   for (MultiKey<EventBean> aNewData : newData)

                   {

                       aggregationService.applyEnter(aNewData.getArray(), newDataMultiKey[count],

agentInstanceContext);

                       count++;

                   }

               }

               if (oldData != null)

               {

                   // apply old data to aggregates

                   int count = 0;

                   for (MultiKey<EventBean> anOldData : oldData)

                   {

                       aggregationService.applyLeave(anOldData.getArray(), oldDataMultiKey[count],

agentInstanceContext);

                       count++;

                   }

               }

 

               generateOutputBatchedArr(keysAndEvents, true, generateSynthetic, newEvents, newEventsSortKey);

 

               keysAndEvents.clear();

           }

 

           EventBean[] newEventsArr = (newEvents.isEmpty()) ? null : newEvents.toArray(new

EventBean[newEvents.size()]);

           EventBean[] oldEventsArr = null;

           if (prototype.isSelectRStream())

           {

               oldEventsArr = (oldEvents.isEmpty()) ? null : oldEvents.toArray(new EventBean[oldEvents.size()]);

           }

 

           if (orderByProcessor != null)

           {

               Object[] sortKeysNew = (newEventsSortKey.isEmpty()) ? null : newEventsSortKey.toArray(new

Object[newEventsSortKey.size()]);

               newEventsArr = orderByProcessor.sort(newEventsArr, sortKeysNew, agentInstanceContext);

               if (prototype.isSelectRStream())

               {

                   Object[] sortKeysOld = (oldEventsSortKey.isEmpty()) ? null : oldEventsSortKey.toArray(new

Object[oldEventsSortKey.size()]);

                   oldEventsArr = orderByProcessor.sort(oldEventsArr, sortKeysOld, agentInstanceContext);
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               }

           }

 

           if ((newEventsArr == null) && (oldEventsArr == null))

           {

               return null;

           }

           return new UniformPair<EventBean[]>(newEventsArr, oldEventsArr);

       }

       else if (outputLimitLimitType == OutputLimitLimitType.ALL)

       {

           List<EventBean> newEvents = new LinkedList<EventBean>();

           List<EventBean> oldEvents = null;

           if (prototype.isSelectRStream())

           {

               oldEvents = new LinkedList<EventBean>();

           }

 

           List<Object> newEventsSortKey = null;

           List<Object> oldEventsSortKey = null;

           if (orderByProcessor != null)

           {

               newEventsSortKey = new LinkedList<Object>();

               if (prototype.isSelectRStream())

               {

                   oldEventsSortKey = new LinkedList<Object>();

               }

           }

 

           if (prototype.isSelectRStream())

           {

               generateOutputBatchedArr(groupRepsView, false, generateSynthetic, oldEvents, oldEventsSortKey);

           }

 

           for (UniformPair<Set<MultiKey<EventBean>>> pair : joinEventsSet)

           {

               Set<MultiKey<EventBean>> newData = pair.getFirst();

               Set<MultiKey<EventBean>> oldData = pair.getSecond();

 

               if (prototype.isUnidirectional())

               {

                   this.clear();

               }

 

               if (newData != null)

               {

                   // apply new data to aggregates

                   for (MultiKey<EventBean> aNewData : newData)
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                   {

                       Object mk = generateGroupKey(aNewData.getArray(), true);

 

                       // if this is a newly encountered group, generate the remove stream event

                       if (groupRepsView.put(mk, aNewData.getArray()) == null)

                       {

                           if (prototype.isSelectRStream())

                           {

                               generateOutputBatched(mk, aNewData.getArray(), false, generateSynthetic, oldEvents,

oldEventsSortKey);

                           }

                       }

                       aggregationService.applyEnter(aNewData.getArray(), mk, agentInstanceContext);

                   }

               }

               if (oldData != null)

               {

                   // apply old data to aggregates

                   for (MultiKey<EventBean> anOldData : oldData)

                   {

                       Object mk = generateGroupKey(anOldData.getArray(), true);

 

                       if (groupRepsView.put(mk, anOldData.getArray()) == null)

                       {

                           if (prototype.isSelectRStream())

                           {

                               generateOutputBatched(mk, anOldData.getArray(), false, generateSynthetic, oldEvents,

oldEventsSortKey);

                           }

                       }

 

                       aggregationService.applyLeave(anOldData.getArray(), mk, agentInstanceContext);

                   }

               }

           }

 

           generateOutputBatchedArr(groupRepsView, true, generateSynthetic, newEvents, newEventsSortKey);

 

           EventBean[] newEventsArr = (newEvents.isEmpty()) ? null : newEvents.toArray(new

EventBean[newEvents.size()]);

           EventBean[] oldEventsArr = null;

           if (prototype.isSelectRStream())

           {

               oldEventsArr = (oldEvents.isEmpty()) ? null : oldEvents.toArray(new EventBean[oldEvents.size()]);

           }

 

           if (orderByProcessor != null)

           {
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               Object[] sortKeysNew = (newEventsSortKey.isEmpty()) ? null : newEventsSortKey.toArray(new

Object[newEventsSortKey.size()]);

               newEventsArr = orderByProcessor.sort(newEventsArr, sortKeysNew, agentInstanceContext);

               if (prototype.isSelectRStream())

               {

                   Object[] sortKeysOld = (oldEventsSortKey.isEmpty()) ? null : oldEventsSortKey.toArray(new

Object[oldEventsSortKey.size()]);

                   oldEventsArr = orderByProcessor.sort(oldEventsArr, sortKeysOld, agentInstanceContext);

               }

           }

 

           if ((newEventsArr == null) && (oldEventsArr == null))

           {

               return null;

           }

           return new UniformPair<EventBean[]>(newEventsArr, oldEventsArr);

       }

       else if (outputLimitLimitType == OutputLimitLimitType.FIRST) {

 

           List<EventBean> newEvents = new LinkedList<EventBean>();

           List<EventBean> oldEvents = null;

           if (prototype.isSelectRStream())

           {

               oldEvents = new LinkedList<EventBean>();

           }

 

           List<Object> newEventsSortKey = null;

           List<Object> oldEventsSortKey = null;

           if (orderByProcessor != null)

           {

               newEventsSortKey = new LinkedList<Object>();

               if (prototype.isSelectRStream())

               {

                   oldEventsSortKey = new LinkedList<Object>();

               }

           }

 

           groupRepsView.clear();

           if (prototype.getOptionalHavingNode() == null) {

               for (UniformPair<Set<MultiKey<EventBean>>> pair : joinEventsSet)

               {

                   Set<MultiKey<EventBean>> newData = pair.getFirst();

                   Set<MultiKey<EventBean>> oldData = pair.getSecond();

 

                   if (newData != null)

                   {

                       // apply new data to aggregates

                       for (MultiKey<EventBean> aNewData : newData)
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                       {

                           Object mk = generateGroupKey(aNewData.getArray(), true);

 

                           OutputConditionPolled outputStateGroup = outputState.get(mk);

                           if (outputStateGroup == null) {

                               try {

                                   outputStateGroup =

OutputConditionPolledFactory.createCondition(prototype.getOutputLimitSpec(), agentInstanceContext);

                               }

                               catch (ExprValidationException e) {

                                   log.error("Error starting output limit for group for statement '" +

agentInstanceContext.getStatementContext().getStatementName() + "'");

                               }

                               outputState.put(mk, outputStateGroup);

                           }

                           boolean pass = outputStateGroup.updateOutputCondition(1, 0);

                           if (pass) {

                               // if this is a newly encountered group, generate the remove stream event

                               if (groupRepsView.put(mk, aNewData.getArray()) == null)

                               {

                                   if (prototype.isSelectRStream())

                                   {

                                       generateOutputBatched(mk, aNewData.getArray(), false, generateSynthetic, oldEvents,

oldEventsSortKey);

                                   }

                               }

                           }

                           aggregationService.applyEnter(aNewData.getArray(), mk, agentInstanceContext);

                       }

                   }

                   if (oldData != null)

                   {

                       // apply old data to aggregates

                       for (MultiKey<EventBean> anOldData : oldData)

                       {

                           Object mk = generateGroupKey(anOldData.getArray(), true);

 

                           OutputConditionPolled outputStateGroup = outputState.get(mk);

                           if (outputStateGroup == null) {

                               try {

                                   outputStateGroup =

OutputConditionPolledFactory.createCondition(prototype.getOutputLimitSpec(), agentInstanceContext);

                               }

                               catch (ExprValidationException e) {

                                   log.error("Error starting output limit for group for statement '" +

agentInstanceContext.getStatementContext().getStatementName() + "'");

                               }

                               outputState.put(mk, outputStateGroup);
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                           }

                           boolean pass = outputStateGroup.updateOutputCondition(0, 1);

                           if (pass) {

                               if (groupRepsView.put(mk, anOldData.getArray()) == null)

                               {

                                   if (prototype.isSelectRStream())

                                   {

                                       generateOutputBatched(mk, anOldData.getArray(), false, generateSynthetic, oldEvents,

oldEventsSortKey);

                                   }

                               }

                           }

 

                           aggregationService.applyLeave(anOldData.getArray(), mk, agentInstanceContext);

                       }

                   }

               }

           }

           else {

               groupRepsView.clear();

               for (UniformPair<Set<MultiKey<EventBean>>> pair : joinEventsSet)

               {

                   Set<MultiKey<EventBean>> newData = pair.getFirst();

                   Set<MultiKey<EventBean>> oldData = pair.getSecond();

 

                   Object[] newDataMultiKey = generateGroupKeys(newData, true);

                   Object[] oldDataMultiKey = generateGroupKeys(oldData, false);

 

                   if (newData != null)

                   {

                       // apply new data to aggregates

                       int count = 0;

                       for (MultiKey<EventBean> aNewData : newData)

                       {

                           aggregationService.applyEnter(aNewData.getArray(), newDataMultiKey[count],

agentInstanceContext);

                           count++;

                       }

                   }

                   if (oldData != null)

                   {

                       // apply old data to aggregates

                       int count = 0;

                       for (MultiKey<EventBean> anOldData : oldData)

                       {

                           aggregationService.applyLeave(anOldData.getArray(), oldDataMultiKey[count],

agentInstanceContext);

                           count++;
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                       }

                   }

 

                   // evaluate having-clause

                   if (newData != null)

                   {

                       int count = 0;

                       for (MultiKey<EventBean> aNewData : newData)

                       {

                           Object mk = newDataMultiKey[count];

                           aggregationService.setCurrentAccess(mk, agentInstanceContext.getAgentInstanceId());

 

                           // Filter the having clause

                           Boolean result = (Boolean) prototype.getOptionalHavingNode().evaluate(aNewData.getArray(),

true, agentInstanceContext);

                           if ((result == null) || (!result))

                           {

                               count++;

                               continue;

                           }

 

                           OutputConditionPolled outputStateGroup = outputState.get(mk);

                           if (outputStateGroup == null) {

                               try {

                                   outputStateGroup =

OutputConditionPolledFactory.createCondition(prototype.getOutputLimitSpec(), agentInstanceContext);

                               }

                               catch (ExprValidationException e) {

                                   log.error("Error starting output limit for group for statement '" +

agentInstanceContext.getStatementContext().getStatementName() + "'");

                               }

                               outputState.put(mk, outputStateGroup);

                           }

                           boolean pass = outputStateGroup.updateOutputCondition(1, 0);

                           if (pass) {

                               if (groupRepsView.put(mk, aNewData.getArray()) == null)

                               {

                                   if (prototype.isSelectRStream())

                                   {

                                       generateOutputBatched(mk, aNewData.getArray(), false, generateSynthetic, oldEvents,

oldEventsSortKey);

                                   }

                               }

                           }

                           count++;

                       }

                   }
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                   // evaluate having-clause

                   if (oldData != null)

                   {

                       int count = 0;

                       for (MultiKey<EventBean> anOldData : oldData)

                       {

                           Object mk = oldDataMultiKey[count];

                           aggregationService.setCurrentAccess(mk, agentInstanceContext.getAgentInstanceId());

 

                           // Filter the having clause

                           Boolean result = (Boolean) prototype.getOptionalHavingNode().evaluate(anOldData.getArray(),

false, agentInstanceContext);

                           if ((result == null) || (!result))

                           {

                               count++;

                               continue;

                           }

 

                           OutputConditionPolled outputStateGroup = outputState.get(mk);

                           if (outputStateGroup == null) {

                               try {

                                   outputStateGroup =

OutputConditionPolledFactory.createCondition(prototype.getOutputLimitSpec(), agentInstanceContext);

                               }

                               catch (ExprValidationException e) {

                                   log.error("Error starting output limit for group for statement '" +

agentInstanceContext.getStatementContext().getStatementName() + "'");

                               }

                               outputState.put(mk, outputStateGroup);

                           }

                           boolean pass = outputStateGroup.updateOutputCondition(0, 1);

                           if (pass) {

                               if (groupRepsView.put(mk, anOldData.getArray()) == null)

                               {

                                   if (prototype.isSelectRStream())

                                   {

                                       generateOutputBatched(mk, anOldData.getArray(), false, generateSynthetic, oldEvents,

oldEventsSortKey);

                                   }

                               }

                           }

                           count++;

                       }

                   }

               }

           }

 

           generateOutputBatchedArr(groupRepsView, true, generateSynthetic, newEvents, newEventsSortKey);
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           EventBean[] newEventsArr = (newEvents.isEmpty()) ? null : newEvents.toArray(new

EventBean[newEvents.size()]);

           EventBean[] oldEventsArr = null;

           if (prototype.isSelectRStream())

           {

               oldEventsArr = (oldEvents.isEmpty()) ? null : oldEvents.toArray(new EventBean[oldEvents.size()]);

           }

 

           if (orderByProcessor != null)

           {

               Object[] sortKeysNew = (newEventsSortKey.isEmpty()) ? null : newEventsSortKey.toArray(new

Object[newEventsSortKey.size()]);

               newEventsArr = orderByProcessor.sort(newEventsArr, sortKeysNew, agentInstanceContext);

               if (prototype.isSelectRStream())

               {

                   Object[] sortKeysOld = (oldEventsSortKey.isEmpty()) ? null : oldEventsSortKey.toArray(new

Object[oldEventsSortKey.size()]);

                   oldEventsArr = orderByProcessor.sort(oldEventsArr, sortKeysOld, agentInstanceContext);

               }

           }

 

           if ((newEventsArr == null) && (oldEventsArr == null))

           {

               return null;

           }

           return new UniformPair<EventBean[]>(newEventsArr, oldEventsArr);

       }

       else // (outputLimitLimitType == OutputLimitLimitType.LAST)

       {

           List<EventBean> newEvents = new LinkedList<EventBean>();

           List<EventBean> oldEvents = null;

           if (prototype.isSelectRStream())

           {

               oldEvents = new LinkedList<EventBean>();

           }

 

           List<Object> newEventsSortKey = null;

           List<Object> oldEventsSortKey = null;

           if (orderByProcessor != null)

           {

               newEventsSortKey = new LinkedList<Object>();

               if (prototype.isSelectRStream())

               {

                   oldEventsSortKey = new LinkedList<Object>();

               }

           }
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           groupRepsView.clear();

           for (UniformPair<Set<MultiKey<EventBean>>> pair : joinEventsSet)

           {

               Set<MultiKey<EventBean>> newData = pair.getFirst();

               Set<MultiKey<EventBean>> oldData = pair.getSecond();

 

               if (prototype.isUnidirectional())

               {

                   this.clear();

               }

 

               if (newData != null)

               {

                   // apply new data to aggregates

                   for (MultiKey<EventBean> aNewData : newData)

                   {

                       Object mk = generateGroupKey(aNewData.getArray(), true);

 

                       // if this is a newly encountered group, generate the remove stream event

                       if (groupRepsView.put(mk, aNewData.getArray()) == null)

                       {

                           if (prototype.isSelectRStream())

                           {

                               generateOutputBatched(mk, aNewData.getArray(), false, generateSynthetic, oldEvents,

oldEventsSortKey);

                           }

                       }

                       aggregationService.applyEnter(aNewData.getArray(), mk, agentInstanceContext);

                   }

               }

               if (oldData != null)

               {

                   // apply old data to aggregates

                   for (MultiKey<EventBean> anOldData : oldData)

                   {

                       Object mk = generateGroupKey(anOldData.getArray(), true);

 

                       if (groupRepsView.put(mk, anOldData.getArray()) == null)

                       {

                           if (prototype.isSelectRStream())

                           {

                               generateOutputBatched(mk, anOldData.getArray(), false, generateSynthetic, oldEvents,

oldEventsSortKey);

                           }

                       }

 

                       aggregationService.applyLeave(anOldData.getArray(), mk, agentInstanceContext);

                   }
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               }

           }

 

           generateOutputBatchedArr(groupRepsView, true, generateSynthetic, newEvents, newEventsSortKey);

 

           EventBean[] newEventsArr = (newEvents.isEmpty()) ? null : newEvents.toArray(new

EventBean[newEvents.size()]);

           EventBean[] oldEventsArr = null;

           if (prototype.isSelectRStream())

           {

               oldEventsArr = (oldEvents.isEmpty()) ? null : oldEvents.toArray(new EventBean[oldEvents.size()]);

           }

 

           if (orderByProcessor != null)

           {

               Object[] sortKeysNew = (newEventsSortKey.isEmpty()) ? null : newEventsSortKey.toArray(new

Object[newEventsSortKey.size()]);

               newEventsArr = orderByProcessor.sort(newEventsArr, sortKeysNew, agentInstanceContext);

 

               if (prototype.isSelectRStream())

               {

                   Object[] sortKeysOld = (oldEventsSortKey.isEmpty()) ? null : oldEventsSortKey.toArray(new

Object[oldEventsSortKey.size()]);

                   oldEventsArr = orderByProcessor.sort(oldEventsArr, sortKeysOld, agentInstanceContext);

               }

           }

 

           if ((newEventsArr == null) && (oldEventsArr == null))

           {

               return null;

           }

           return new UniformPair<EventBean[]>(newEventsArr, oldEventsArr);

       }

   }

 

   public UniformPair<EventBean[]> processOutputLimitedView(List<UniformPair<EventBean[]>>

viewEventsList, boolean generateSynthetic, OutputLimitLimitType outputLimitLimitType)

   {

       if (outputLimitLimitType == OutputLimitLimitType.DEFAULT)

       {

           List<EventBean> newEvents = new LinkedList<EventBean>();

           List<EventBean> oldEvents = null;

           if (prototype.isSelectRStream())

           {

               oldEvents = new LinkedList<EventBean>();

           }

 

           List<Object> newEventsSortKey = null;
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           List<Object> oldEventsSortKey = null;

           if (orderByProcessor != null)

           {

               newEventsSortKey = new LinkedList<Object>();

               if (prototype.isSelectRStream())

               {

                   oldEventsSortKey = new LinkedList<Object>();

               }

           }

 

           Map<Object, EventBean> keysAndEvents = new HashMap<Object, EventBean>();

 

           for (UniformPair<EventBean[]> pair : viewEventsList)

           {

               EventBean[] newData = pair.getFirst();

               EventBean[] oldData = pair.getSecond();

 

               Object[] newDataMultiKey = generateGroupKeys(newData, keysAndEvents, true);

               Object[] oldDataMultiKey = generateGroupKeys(oldData, keysAndEvents, false);

 

               if (prototype.isSelectRStream())

               {

                   generateOutputBatched(keysAndEvents, false, generateSynthetic, oldEvents, oldEventsSortKey,

agentInstanceContext);

               }

 

               EventBean[] eventsPerStream = new EventBean[1];

               if (newData != null)

               {

                   // apply new data to aggregates

                   int count = 0;

                   for (EventBean aNewData : newData)

                   {

                       eventsPerStream[0] = aNewData;

                       aggregationService.applyEnter(eventsPerStream, newDataMultiKey[count], agentInstanceContext);

                       count++;

                   }

               }

               if (oldData != null)

               {

                   // apply old data to aggregates

                   int count = 0;

                   for (EventBean anOldData : oldData)

                   {

                       eventsPerStream[0] = anOldData;

                       aggregationService.applyLeave(eventsPerStream, oldDataMultiKey[count], agentInstanceContext);

                       count++;

                   }
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               }

 

               generateOutputBatched(keysAndEvents, true, generateSynthetic, newEvents, newEventsSortKey,

agentInstanceContext);

 

               keysAndEvents.clear();

           }

 

           EventBean[] newEventsArr = (newEvents.isEmpty()) ? null : newEvents.toArray(new

EventBean[newEvents.size()]);

           EventBean[] oldEventsArr = null;

           if (prototype.isSelectRStream())

           {

               oldEventsArr = (oldEvents.isEmpty()) ? null : oldEvents.toArray(new EventBean[oldEvents.size()]);

           }

 

           if (orderByProcessor != null)

           {

               Object[] sortKeysNew = (newEventsSortKey.isEmpty()) ? null : newEventsSortKey.toArray(new

Object[newEventsSortKey.size()]);

               newEventsArr = orderByProcessor.sort(newEventsArr, sortKeysNew, agentInstanceContext);

               if (prototype.isSelectRStream())

               {

                   Object[] sortKeysOld = (oldEventsSortKey.isEmpty()) ? null : oldEventsSortKey.toArray(new

Object[oldEventsSortKey.size()]);

                   oldEventsArr = orderByProcessor.sort(oldEventsArr, sortKeysOld, agentInstanceContext);

               }

           }

 

           if ((newEventsArr == null) && (oldEventsArr == null))

           {

               return null;

           }

           return new UniformPair<EventBean[]>(newEventsArr, oldEventsArr);

       }

       else if (outputLimitLimitType == OutputLimitLimitType.ALL)

       {

           EventBean[] eventsPerStream = new EventBean[1];

 

           List<EventBean> newEvents = new LinkedList<EventBean>();

           List<EventBean> oldEvents = null;

           if (prototype.isSelectRStream())

           {

               oldEvents = new LinkedList<EventBean>();

           }

 

           List<Object> newEventsSortKey = null;

           List<Object> oldEventsSortKey = null;
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           if (orderByProcessor != null)

           {

               newEventsSortKey = new LinkedList<Object>();

               if (prototype.isSelectRStream())

               {

                   oldEventsSortKey = new LinkedList<Object>();

               }

           }

 

           if (prototype.isSelectRStream())

           {

               generateOutputBatchedArr(groupRepsView, false, generateSynthetic, oldEvents, oldEventsSortKey);

           }

 

           for (UniformPair<EventBean[]> pair : viewEventsList)

           {

               EventBean[] newData = pair.getFirst();

               EventBean[] oldData = pair.getSecond();

 

               if (newData != null)

               {

                   // apply new data to aggregates

                   for (EventBean aNewData : newData)

                   {

                       eventsPerStream[0] = aNewData;

                       Object mk = generateGroupKey(eventsPerStream, true);

 

                       // if this is a newly encountered group, generate the remove stream event

                       if (groupRepsView.put(mk, new EventBean[] {aNewData}) == null)

                       {

                           if (prototype.isSelectRStream())

                           {

                               generateOutputBatched(mk, eventsPerStream, false, generateSynthetic, oldEvents,

oldEventsSortKey);

                           }

                       }

                       aggregationService.applyEnter(eventsPerStream, mk, agentInstanceContext);

                   }

               }

               if (oldData != null)

               {

                   // apply old data to aggregates

                   for (EventBean anOldData : oldData)

                   {

                       eventsPerStream[0] = anOldData;

                       Object mk = generateGroupKey(eventsPerStream, true);

 

                       if (groupRepsView.put(mk, new EventBean[] {anOldData}) == null)
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                       {

                           if (prototype.isSelectRStream())

                           {

                               generateOutputBatched(mk, eventsPerStream, false, generateSynthetic, oldEvents,

oldEventsSortKey);

                           }

                       }

 

                       aggregationService.applyLeave(eventsPerStream, mk, agentInstanceContext);

                   }

               }

           }

 

           generateOutputBatchedArr(groupRepsView, true, generateSynthetic, newEvents, newEventsSortKey);

 

           EventBean[] newEventsArr = (newEvents.isEmpty()) ? null : newEvents.toArray(new

EventBean[newEvents.size()]);

           EventBean[] oldEventsArr = null;

           if (prototype.isSelectRStream())

           {

               oldEventsArr = (oldEvents.isEmpty()) ? null : oldEvents.toArray(new EventBean[oldEvents.size()]);

           }

 

           if (orderByProcessor != null)

           {

               Object[] sortKeysNew = (newEventsSortKey.isEmpty()) ? null : newEventsSortKey.toArray(new

Object[newEventsSortKey.size()]);

               newEventsArr = orderByProcessor.sort(newEventsArr, sortKeysNew, agentInstanceContext);

               if (prototype.isSelectRStream())

               {

                   Object[] sortKeysOld = (oldEventsSortKey.isEmpty()) ? null : oldEventsSortKey.toArray(new

Object[oldEventsSortKey.size()]);

                   oldEventsArr = orderByProcessor.sort(oldEventsArr, sortKeysOld, agentInstanceContext);

               }

           }

 

           if ((newEventsArr == null) && (oldEventsArr == null))

           {

               return null;

           }

           return new UniformPair<EventBean[]>(newEventsArr, oldEventsArr);

       }

       else if (outputLimitLimitType == OutputLimitLimitType.FIRST)

       {

           List<EventBean> newEvents = new LinkedList<EventBean>();

           List<EventBean> oldEvents = null;

           if (prototype.isSelectRStream())

           {
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               oldEvents = new LinkedList<EventBean>();

           }

 

           List<Object> newEventsSortKey = null;

           List<Object> oldEventsSortKey = null;

           if (orderByProcessor != null)

           {

               newEventsSortKey = new LinkedList<Object>();

               if (prototype.isSelectRStream())

               {

                   oldEventsSortKey = new LinkedList<Object>();

               }

           }

 

           if (prototype.getOptionalHavingNode() == null) {

 

               groupRepsView.clear();

               for (UniformPair<EventBean[]> pair : viewEventsList)

               {

                   EventBean[] newData = pair.getFirst();

                   EventBean[] oldData = pair.getSecond();

 

                   if (newData != null)

                   {

                       // apply new data to aggregates

                       for (EventBean aNewData : newData)

                       {

                           EventBean[] eventsPerStream = new EventBean[] {aNewData};

                           Object mk = generateGroupKey(eventsPerStream, true);

 

                           OutputConditionPolled outputStateGroup = outputState.get(mk);

                           if (outputStateGroup == null) {

                               try {

                                   outputStateGroup =

OutputConditionPolledFactory.createCondition(prototype.getOutputLimitSpec(), agentInstanceContext);

                               }

                               catch (ExprValidationException e) {

                                   log.error("Error starting output limit for group for statement '" +

agentInstanceContext.getStatementContext().getStatementName() + "'");

                               }

                               outputState.put(mk, outputStateGroup);

                           }

                           boolean pass = outputStateGroup.updateOutputCondition(1, 0);

                           if (pass) {

                               // if this is a newly encountered group, generate the remove stream event

                               if (groupRepsView.put(mk, eventsPerStream) == null)

                               {

                                   if (prototype.isSelectRStream())
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                                   {

                                       generateOutputBatched(mk, eventsPerStream, false, generateSynthetic, oldEvents,

oldEventsSortKey);

                                   }

                               }

                           }

                           aggregationService.applyEnter(eventsPerStream, mk, agentInstanceContext);

                       }

                   }

                   if (oldData != null)

                   {

                       // apply old data to aggregates

                       for (EventBean anOldData : oldData)

                       {

                           EventBean[] eventsPerStream = new EventBean[] {anOldData};

                           Object mk = generateGroupKey(eventsPerStream, true);

 

                           OutputConditionPolled outputStateGroup = outputState.get(mk);

                           if (outputStateGroup == null) {

                               try {

                                   outputStateGroup =

OutputConditionPolledFactory.createCondition(prototype.getOutputLimitSpec(), agentInstanceContext);

                               }

                               catch (ExprValidationException e) {

                                   log.error("Error starting output limit for group for statement '" +

agentInstanceContext.getStatementContext().getStatementName() + "'");

                               }

                               outputState.put(mk, outputStateGroup);

                           }

                           boolean pass = outputStateGroup.updateOutputCondition(0, 1);

                           if (pass) {

                               if (groupRepsView.put(mk, eventsPerStream) == null)

                               {

                                   if (prototype.isSelectRStream())

                                   {

                                       generateOutputBatched(mk, eventsPerStream, false, generateSynthetic, oldEvents,

oldEventsSortKey);

                                   }

                               }

                           }

 

                           aggregationService.applyLeave(eventsPerStream, mk, agentInstanceContext);

                       }

                   }

               }

           }

           else { // having clause present, having clause evaluates at the level of individual posts

               EventBean[] eventsPerStreamOneStream = new EventBean[1];
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               groupRepsView.clear();

               for (UniformPair<EventBean[]> pair : viewEventsList)

               {

                   EventBean[] newData = pair.getFirst();

                   EventBean[] oldData = pair.getSecond();

 

                   Object[] newDataMultiKey = generateGroupKeys(newData, true);

                   Object[] oldDataMultiKey = generateGroupKeys(oldData, false);

 

                   if (newData != null)

                   {

                       // apply new data to aggregates

                       for (int i = 0; i < newData.length; i++)

                       {

                           eventsPerStreamOneStream[0] = newData[i];

                           aggregationService.applyEnter(eventsPerStreamOneStream, newDataMultiKey[i],

agentInstanceContext);

                       }

                   }

                   if (oldData != null)

                   {

                       // apply old data to aggregates

                       for (int i = 0; i < oldData.length; i++)

                       {

                           eventsPerStreamOneStream[0] = oldData[i];

                           aggregationService.applyLeave(eventsPerStreamOneStream, oldDataMultiKey[i],

agentInstanceContext);

                       }

                   }

 

                   // evaluate having-clause

                   if (newData != null)

                   {

                       for (int i = 0; i < newData.length; i++)

                       {

                           Object mk = newDataMultiKey[i];

                           eventsPerStreamOneStream[0] = newData[i];

                           aggregationService.setCurrentAccess(mk, agentInstanceContext.getAgentInstanceId());

 

                           // Filter the having clause

                           Boolean result = (Boolean)

prototype.getOptionalHavingNode().evaluate(eventsPerStreamOneStream, true, agentInstanceContext);

                           if ((result == null) || (!result))

                           {

                               continue;

                           }

 

                           OutputConditionPolled outputStateGroup = outputState.get(mk);
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                           if (outputStateGroup == null) {

                               try {

                                   outputStateGroup =

OutputConditionPolledFactory.createCondition(prototype.getOutputLimitSpec(), agentInstanceContext);

                               }

                               catch (ExprValidationException e) {

                                   log.error("Error starting output limit for group for statement '" +

agentInstanceContext.getStatementContext().getStatementName() + "'");

                               }

                               outputState.put(mk, outputStateGroup);

                           }

                           boolean pass = outputStateGroup.updateOutputCondition(0, 1);

                           if (pass) {

                               EventBean[] eventsPerStream = new EventBean[] {newData[i]};

                               if (groupRepsView.put(mk, eventsPerStream) == null)

                               {

                                   if (prototype.isSelectRStream())

                                   {

                                       generateOutputBatched(mk, eventsPerStream, true, generateSynthetic, oldEvents,

oldEventsSortKey);

                                   }

                               }

                           }

                       }

                   }

 

                   // evaluate having-clause

                   if (oldData != null)

                   {

                       for (int i = 0; i < oldData.length; i++)

                       {

                           Object mk = oldDataMultiKey[i];

                           eventsPerStreamOneStream[0] = oldData[i];

                           aggregationService.setCurrentAccess(mk, agentInstanceContext.getAgentInstanceId());

 

                           // Filter the having clause

                           Boolean result = (Boolean)

prototype.getOptionalHavingNode().evaluate(eventsPerStreamOneStream, false, agentInstanceContext);

                           if ((result == null) || (!result))

                           {

                               continue;

                           }

 

                           OutputConditionPolled outputStateGroup = outputState.get(mk);

                           if (outputStateGroup == null) {

                               try {

                                   outputStateGroup =

OutputConditionPolledFactory.createCondition(prototype.getOutputLimitSpec(), agentInstanceContext);
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                               }

                               catch (ExprValidationException e) {

                                   log.error("Error starting output limit for group for statement '" +

agentInstanceContext.getStatementContext().getStatementName() + "'");

                               }

                               outputState.put(mk, outputStateGroup);

                           }

                           boolean pass = outputStateGroup.updateOutputCondition(0, 1);

                           if (pass) {

                               EventBean[] eventsPerStream = new EventBean[] {oldData[i]};

                               if (groupRepsView.put(mk, eventsPerStream) == null)

                               {

                                   if (prototype.isSelectRStream())

                                   {

                                       generateOutputBatched(mk, eventsPerStream, false, generateSynthetic, oldEvents,

oldEventsSortKey);

                                   }

                               }

                           }

                       }

                   }

               }

           }

 

           generateOutputBatchedArr(groupRepsView, true, generateSynthetic, newEvents, newEventsSortKey);

 

           EventBean[] newEventsArr = (newEvents.isEmpty()) ? null : newEvents.toArray(new

EventBean[newEvents.size()]);

           EventBean[] oldEventsArr = null;

           if (prototype.isSelectRStream())

           {

               oldEventsArr = (oldEvents.isEmpty()) ? null : oldEvents.toArray(new EventBean[oldEvents.size()]);

           }

 

           if (orderByProcessor != null)

           {

               Object[] sortKeysNew = (newEventsSortKey.isEmpty()) ? null : newEventsSortKey.toArray(new

Object[newEventsSortKey.size()]);

               newEventsArr = orderByProcessor.sort(newEventsArr, sortKeysNew, agentInstanceContext);

               if (prototype.isSelectRStream())

               {

                   Object[] sortKeysOld = (oldEventsSortKey.isEmpty()) ? null : oldEventsSortKey.toArray(new

Object[oldEventsSortKey.size()]);

                   oldEventsArr = orderByProcessor.sort(oldEventsArr, sortKeysOld, agentInstanceContext);

               }

           }

 

           if ((newEventsArr == null) && (oldEventsArr == null))
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           {

               return null;

           }

           return new UniformPair<EventBean[]>(newEventsArr, oldEventsArr);

       }

       else // (outputLimitLimitType == OutputLimitLimitType.LAST)

       {

           List<EventBean> newEvents = new LinkedList<EventBean>();

           List<EventBean> oldEvents = null;

           if (prototype.isSelectRStream())

           {

               oldEvents = new LinkedList<EventBean>();

           }

 

           List<Object> newEventsSortKey = null;

           List<Object> oldEventsSortKey = null;

           if (orderByProcessor != null)

           {

               newEventsSortKey = new LinkedList<Object>();

               if (prototype.isSelectRStream())

               {

                   oldEventsSortKey = new LinkedList<Object>();

               }

           }

 

           groupRepsView.clear();

           for (UniformPair<EventBean[]> pair : viewEventsList)

           {

               EventBean[] newData = pair.getFirst();

               EventBean[] oldData = pair.getSecond();

 

               if (newData != null)

               {

                   // apply new data to aggregates

                   for (EventBean aNewData : newData)

                   {

                       EventBean[] eventsPerStream = new EventBean[] {aNewData};

                       Object mk = generateGroupKey(eventsPerStream, true);

 

                       // if this is a newly encountered group, generate the remove stream event

                       if (groupRepsView.put(mk, eventsPerStream) == null)

                       {

                           if (prototype.isSelectRStream())

                           {

                               generateOutputBatched(mk, eventsPerStream, false, generateSynthetic, oldEvents,

oldEventsSortKey);

                           }

                       }
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                       aggregationService.applyEnter(eventsPerStream, mk, agentInstanceContext);

                   }

               }

               if (oldData != null)

               {

                   // apply old data to aggregates

                   for (EventBean anOldData : oldData)

                   {

                       EventBean[] eventsPerStream = new EventBean[] {anOldData};

                       Object mk = generateGroupKey(eventsPerStream, true);

 

                       if (groupRepsView.put(mk, eventsPerStream) == null)

                       {

                           if (prototype.isSelectRStream())

                           {

                               generateOutputBatched(mk, eventsPerStream, false, generateSynthetic, oldEvents,

oldEventsSortKey);

                           }

                       }

 

                       aggregationService.applyLeave(eventsPerStream, mk, agentInstanceContext);

                   }

               }

           }

 

           generateOutputBatchedArr(groupRepsView, true, generateSynthetic, newEvents, newEventsSortKey);

 

           EventBean[] newEventsArr = (newEvents.isEmpty()) ? null : newEvents.toArray(new

EventBean[newEvents.size()]);

           EventBean[] oldEventsArr = null;

           if (prototype.isSelectRStream())

           {

               oldEventsArr = (oldEvents.isEmpty()) ? null : oldEvents.toArray(new EventBean[oldEvents.size()]);

           }

 

           if (orderByProcessor != null)

           {

               Object[] sortKeysNew = (newEventsSortKey.isEmpty()) ? null : newEventsSortKey.toArray(new

Object[newEventsSortKey.size()]);

               newEventsArr = orderByProcessor.sort(newEventsArr, sortKeysNew, agentInstanceContext);

               if (prototype.isSelectRStream())

               {

                   Object[] sortKeysOld = (oldEventsSortKey.isEmpty()) ? null : oldEventsSortKey.toArray(new

Object[oldEventsSortKey.size()]);

                   oldEventsArr = orderByProcessor.sort(oldEventsArr, sortKeysOld, agentInstanceContext);

               }

           }
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           if ((newEventsArr == null) && (oldEventsArr == null))

           {

               return null;

           }

           return new UniformPair<EventBean[]>(newEventsArr, oldEventsArr);

       }

   }

 

   private Object[] generateGroupKeys(Set<MultiKey<EventBean>> resultSet, boolean isNewData)

   {

       if (resultSet.isEmpty())

       {

           return null;

       }

 

       Object keys[] = new Object[resultSet.size()];

 

       int count = 0;

       for (MultiKey<EventBean> eventsPerStream : resultSet)

       {

           keys[count] = generateGroupKey(eventsPerStream.getArray(), isNewData);

           count++;

       }

 

       return keys;

   }

 

   public boolean hasAggregation() {

       return true;

   }

 

   public void removed(Object key) {

       groupRepsView.remove(key);

       outputState.remove(key);

   }

 

   protected Object generateGroupKey(EventBean[] eventsPerStream, boolean isNewData) {

       if (prototype.getGroupKeyNode() != null) {

           return prototype.getGroupKeyNode().evaluate(eventsPerStream, isNewData, agentInstanceContext);

       }

       else {

           ExprEvaluator[] evals = prototype.getGroupKeyNodes();

           Object[] keys = new Object[evals.length];

 

           for (int i = 0; i < evals.length; i++)

           {

               keys[i] = evals[i].evaluate(eventsPerStream, isNewData, agentInstanceContext);

           }
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           return new MultiKeyUntyped(keys);

       }

   }

}

<!--

 ~ **************************************************************************************

 ~ * Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

 ~ * http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

 ~ * http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

 ~ * ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

 ~ * The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

 ~ * a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

 ~ **************************************************************************************

 -->

 

<html>

<head></head>

<body>

<p>

	ANTLR-generated classes for parsing and AST tree-walking

</p>

</body>

</html>

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.core.eval;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventType;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.core.SelectExprProcessor;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluatorContext;

import org.apache.commons.logging.Log;

import org.apache.commons.logging.LogFactory;

 

import java.util.Collections;

 

public class EvalSelectNoWildcardEmptyProps implements SelectExprProcessor {
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   private static final Log log = LogFactory.getLog(EvalSelectNoWildcardEmptyProps.class);

 

   private final SelectExprContext selectExprContext;

   private final EventType resultEventType;

 

   public EvalSelectNoWildcardEmptyProps(SelectExprContext selectExprContext, EventType resultEventType) {

       this.selectExprContext = selectExprContext;

       this.resultEventType = resultEventType;

   }

 

   public EventBean process(EventBean[] eventsPerStream, boolean isNewData, boolean isSynthesize,

ExprEvaluatorContext exprEvaluatorContext)

   {

       return selectExprContext.getEventAdapterService().adapterForTypedMap(Collections.EMPTY_MAP,

resultEventType);

   }

 

   public EventType getResultEventType()

   {

       return resultEventType;

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.expression;

 

import java.util.LinkedList;

import java.util.List;

import java.util.Map;

import java.util.TreeMap;

 

public class ExprAggregateNodeUtil

{

   /**

    * Populates into the supplied list all aggregation functions within this expression, if any.

    * <p>Populates by going bottom-up such that nested aggregates appear first.

    * <p>I.e. sum(volume * sum(price)) would put first A then B into the list with A=sum(price) and B=sum(volume

* A)

    * @param topNode is the expression node to deep inspect

    * @param aggregateNodes is a list of node to populate into

    */

   public static void getAggregatesBottomUp(ExprNode topNode, List<ExprAggregateNode> aggregateNodes)
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   {

       // Map to hold per level of the node (1 to N depth) of expression node a list of aggregation expr nodes, if any

       // exist at that level

       TreeMap<Integer, List<ExprAggregateNode>> aggregateExprPerLevel = new TreeMap<Integer,

List<ExprAggregateNode>>();

 

       if (topNode instanceof ExprNodeInnerNodeProvider) {

           ExprNodeInnerNodeProvider parameterized = (ExprNodeInnerNodeProvider) topNode;

           List<ExprNode> additionalNodes = parameterized.getAdditionalNodes();

           for (ExprNode additionalNode : additionalNodes) {

               recursiveAggregateEnter(additionalNode, aggregateExprPerLevel, 1);

           }

       }

 

       // Recursively enter all aggregate functions and their level into map

       recursiveAggregateEnter(topNode, aggregateExprPerLevel, 1);

 

       // Done if none found

       if (aggregateExprPerLevel.isEmpty())

       {

           return;

       }

 

       // From the deepest (highest) level to the lowest, add aggregates to list

       int deepLevel = aggregateExprPerLevel.lastKey();

       for (int i = deepLevel; i >= 1; i--)

       {

           List<ExprAggregateNode> list = aggregateExprPerLevel.get(i);

           if (list == null)

           {

               continue;

           }

           aggregateNodes.addAll(list);

       }

   }

 

   private static void recursiveAggregateEnter(ExprNode currentNode, Map<Integer, List<ExprAggregateNode>>

aggregateExprPerLevel, int currentLevel)

   {

       // ask all child nodes to enter themselves

       for (ExprNode node : currentNode.getChildNodes())

       {

           // handle expression nodes in which have additional expression nodes as part of their parameterization and not

as child nodes

           if (node instanceof ExprNodeInnerNodeProvider) {

               ExprNodeInnerNodeProvider parameterized = (ExprNodeInnerNodeProvider) node;

               List<ExprNode> additionalNodes = parameterized.getAdditionalNodes();

               for (ExprNode additionalNode : additionalNodes) {
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                   recursiveAggregateEnter(additionalNode, aggregateExprPerLevel, currentLevel + 1);

               }

           }

           recursiveAggregateEnter(node, aggregateExprPerLevel, currentLevel + 1);

       }

 

       if (!(currentNode instanceof ExprAggregateNode))

       {

          return;

       }

 

       // Add myself to list, I'm an aggregate function

       List<ExprAggregateNode> aggregates = aggregateExprPerLevel.get(currentLevel);

       if (aggregates == null)

       {

           aggregates = new LinkedList<ExprAggregateNode>();

           aggregateExprPerLevel.put(currentLevel, aggregates);

       }

       aggregates.add((ExprAggregateNode)currentNode);

   }

}

<!--

 ~ **************************************************************************************

 ~ * Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

 ~ * http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

 ~ * http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

 ~ * ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

 ~ * The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

 ~ * a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

 ~ **************************************************************************************

 -->

 

<html>

<head></head>

<body>

<p>

 JSR-223 script expression evaluation.

</p>

</body>

</html>

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/
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package com.espertech.esper.epl.join.plan;

 

import com.espertech.esper.epl.join.exec.base.JoinExecTableLookupStrategy;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.join.table.EventTable;

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventType;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.virtualdw.VirtualDWView;

 

import java.lang.annotation.Annotation;

import java.util.Map;

 

/**

* Abstract specification on how to perform a table lookup.

*/

public abstract class TableLookupPlan

{

   private int lookupStream;

   private int indexedStream;

   private String indexNum;

 

   public abstract JoinExecTableLookupStrategy makeStrategyInternal(EventTable eventTable, EventType[]

eventTypes);

   public abstract TableLookupKeyDesc getKeyDescriptor();

 

   /**

    * Instantiates the lookup plan into a execution strategy for the lookup.

    * @param indexesPerStream - tables for each stream

    * @param eventTypes - types of events in stream

    * @return lookup strategy instance

    */

   public final JoinExecTableLookupStrategy makeStrategy(String statementName, String statementId, Annotation[]

accessedByStmtAnnotations, Map<String,EventTable>[] indexesPerStream, EventType[] eventTypes,

VirtualDWView[] viewExternals) {

       EventTable eventTable = indexesPerStream[this.getIndexedStream()].get(getIndexNum());

       if (viewExternals[indexedStream] != null) {

           return viewExternals[indexedStream].getJoinLookupStrategy(statementName, statementId,

accessedByStmtAnnotations, eventTable, getKeyDescriptor(), lookupStream);

       }

       return makeStrategyInternal(eventTable, eventTypes);

   }

 

   /**

    * Ctor.

    * @param lookupStream - stream number of stream that supplies event to be used to look up

    * @param indexedStream - - stream number of stream that is being access via index/table

    * @param indexNum - index to use for lookup

    */

   protected TableLookupPlan(int lookupStream, int indexedStream, String indexNum)

   {
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       this.lookupStream = lookupStream;

       this.indexedStream = indexedStream;

       this.indexNum = indexNum;

   }

 

   /**

    * Returns the lookup stream.

    * @return lookup stream

    */

   public int getLookupStream()

   {

       return lookupStream;

   }

 

   /**

    * Returns indexed stream.

    * @return indexed stream

    */

   public int getIndexedStream()

   {

       return indexedStream;

   }

 

   /**

    * Returns index number to use for looking up in.

    * @return index number

    */

   public String getIndexNum()

   {

       return indexNum;

   }

 

   public String toString()

   {

       return "lookupStream=" + lookupStream +

              " indexedStream=" + indexedStream +

              " indexNum=" + indexNum;

   }

}

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************
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*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.agg.access;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

 

import java.util.Collection;

import java.util.Collections;

 

/**

* Represents the aggregation accessor that provides the result for the "maxBy" aggregation function.

*/

public class AggregationAccessorMinMaxBy implements AggregationAccessor

{

   private final boolean max;

 

   public AggregationAccessorMinMaxBy(boolean max) {

       this.max = max;

   }

 

   public Object getValue(AggregationState state) {

       EventBean event = getEnumerableEvent(state);

       if (event == null) {

           return null;

       }

       return event.getUnderlying();

   }

 

   public Collection<EventBean> getEnumerableEvents(AggregationState state) {

       EventBean bean = getEnumerableEvent(state);

       if (bean == null) {

           return null;

       }

       return Collections.singletonList(bean);

   }

 

   public EventBean getEnumerableEvent(AggregationState state) {

       if (max) {

           return ((AggregationStateSorted) state).getLastValue();

       }

       else {

           return ((AggregationStateSorted) state).getFirstValue();

       }

   }

}

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *
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*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.script.mvel;

 

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprValidationException;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.script.ExprNodeScript;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.spec.ExpressionScriptCompiled;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.spec.ExpressionScriptProvided;

import org.apache.commons.logging.Log;

import org.apache.commons.logging.LogFactory;

 

import java.lang.reflect.InvocationTargetException;

import java.util.Map;

 

/**

* =============

* Without MVEL dependencies in classpath, this call verifies and compiles an MVEL script.

* =============

*/

public class MVELHelper {

 

   private static final Log log = LogFactory.getLog(MVELHelper.class);

 

   /**

    * Verify MVEL script (not compiling it).

    * Compiling is done by the first expression node using the expression since only then parameter types can be

bound.

    * @param script to verify/analyze

    * @throws ExprValidationException when not all parameters are resolved

    */

   public static void verifyScript(ExpressionScriptProvided script) throws ExprValidationException {

 

       // Reflective invocation - do not add MVEL to classpath

       Object parserContext = MVELInvoker.newParserContext();

 

       // this populates the parser context with the actual undefined MVEL input parameters expected

       try {

           MVELInvoker.analysisCompile(script.getExpression(), parserContext);

       }

       catch (InvocationTargetException ex) {

           throw handleTargetException(script.getName(), ex);

       }
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       catch (Exception ex) {

           throw handleGeneralException(script.getName(), ex);

       }

 

       // obtain input params

       Map<String, Class> scriptRequiredInputs = MVELInvoker.getParserContextInputs(parserContext);

 

       // ensure each of the input params (excluding 'epl' context) is provided as a parameter

       for (Map.Entry<String, Class> input : scriptRequiredInputs.entrySet()) {

           if (input.getKey().toLowerCase().trim().equals(ExprNodeScript.CONTEXT_BINDING_NAME)) {

               continue;

           }

           if (script.getParameterNames().contains(input.getKey())) {

               continue;

           }

           throw new ExprValidationException("For script '" + script.getName() + "' the variable '" + input.getKey() + "'

has not been declared and is not a parameter");

       }

   }

 

   public static ExpressionScriptCompiled compile(String scriptName, String expression, Map<String, Class>

mvelInputParamTypes)

       throws ExprValidationException {

 

       // Reflective invocation - do not add MVEL to classpath

       Object parserContext = MVELInvoker.newParserContext();

       MVELInvoker.setParserContextStrongTyping(parserContext);

       MVELInvoker.setParserContextInputs(parserContext, mvelInputParamTypes);

 

       Object executable;

       try {

           executable = MVELInvoker.compileExpression(expression, parserContext);

       }

       catch (InvocationTargetException ex) {

           throw handleTargetException(scriptName, ex);

       }

       catch (Exception ex) {

           throw handleGeneralException(scriptName, ex);

       }

 

       return new ExpressionScriptCompiledMVEL(executable);

   }

 

   private static ExprValidationException handleTargetException(String scriptName, InvocationTargetException ex)

{

       Throwable mvelException = ex.getTargetException();

       String message = "Exception compiling MVEL script '" + scriptName + "': " + mvelException.getMessage();

       log.info(message, mvelException);
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       return new ExprValidationException(message, mvelException);

   }

 

   private static ExprValidationException handleGeneralException(String scriptName, Exception ex) {

       String message = "Exception compiling MVEL script '" + scriptName + "': " + ex.getMessage();

       log.info(message, ex);

       return new ExprValidationException(message, ex);

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.core;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventType;

import com.espertech.esper.core.context.util.AgentInstanceContext;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.agg.service.AggregationService;

 

/**

* Processor prototype for result sets for instances that apply the select-clause, group-by-clause and having-clauses

* as supplied.

*/

public interface ResultSetProcessorFactory

{

   /**

    * Returns the event type of processed results.

    * @return event type of the resulting events posted by the processor.

    */

   public EventType getResultEventType();

 

   public boolean hasAggregation();

 

   public ResultSetProcessor instantiate(OrderByProcessor orderByProcessor, AggregationService

aggregationService, AgentInstanceContext agentInstanceContext);

}

// $ANTLR 3.2 Sep 23, 2009 12:02:23 EsperEPL2Grammar.g 2013-09-05 19:55:27

 

 package com.espertech.esper.epl.generated;

 

 

import org.antlr.runtime.*;

import java.util.Stack;

import java.util.List;
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import java.util.ArrayList;

import java.util.Map;

import java.util.HashMap;

public class EsperEPL2GrammarLexer extends Lexer {

   public static final int FLOAT_SUFFIX=385;

   public static final int GOPCFGITM=297;

   public static final int NUMERIC_PARAM_LIST=131;

   public static final int OUTERJOIN_EXPR=175;

   public static final int CREATE_COL_TYPE_LIST=256;

   public static final int MERGE_INS=275;

   public static final int TIMEPERIOD_MILLISECONDS=105;

   public static final int CREATE_CTX_FIXED=281;

   public static final int RPAREN=327;

   public static final int LNOT=363;

   public static final int INC=367;

   public static final int CREATE=4;

   public static final int STRING_LITERAL=343;

   public static final int STREAM_EXPR=174;

   public static final int MATCHES=116;

   public static final int METADATASQL=68;

   public static final int EVENT_FILTER_PROPERTY_EXPR=140;

   public static final int GOES=331;

   public static final int REGEXP=9;

   public static final int MATCHED=122;

   public static final int INITIATED=127;

   public static final int FOLLOWED_BY_EXPR=134;

   public static final int RBRACK=324;

   public static final int MATCH_UNTIL_RANGE_CLOSED=254;

   public static final int GE=350;

   public static final int ASC=57;

   public static final int IN_SET=6;

   public static final int EVENT_FILTER_EXPR=139;

   public static final int EVENT_FILTER_NOT_IN=150;

   public static final int NUM_DOUBLE=307;

   public static final int TIMEPERIOD_MILLISEC=103;

   public static final int RETAINUNION=64;

   public static final int DBWHERE_CLAUSE=221;

   public static final int MEDIAN=23;

   public static final int GROUP=44;

   public static final int SUBSELECT_GROUP_EXPR=227;

   public static final int YEAR_PART=207;

   public static final int TYPEOF=78;

   public static final int ESCAPECHAR=358;

   public static final int EXPRCOL=198;

   public static final int SL_COMMENT=378;

   public static final int NULL_TYPE=306;

   public static final int MATCH_UNTIL_RANGE_HALFOPEN=252;

   public static final int GT=339;
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   public static final int LAND=375;

   public static final int EVENT_PROP_EXPR=183;

   public static final int LBRACK=323;

   public static final int VIEW_EXPR=156;

   public static final int MERGE_UPD=274;

   public static final int CREATE_SCHEMA_DEF=270;

   public static final int EVENT_FILTER_PROPERTY_EXPR_ATOM=141;

   public static final int ON_MERGE_EXPR=244;

   public static final int TIMEPERIOD_SEC=100;

   public static final int ON_SELECT_EXPR=242;

   public static final int TICKED_STRING_LITERAL=359;

   public static final int SUM=18;

   public static final int JSON_ARRAY=321;

   public static final int HexDigit=383;

   public static final int AT=86;

   public static final int AS=17;

   public static final int TIMEPERIOD_MONTH=90;

   public static final int LEFT=38;

   public static final int AVG=19;

   public static final int PREVIOUS=69;

   public static final int PREVIOUSWINDOW=72;

   public static final int PARTITIONITEM=299;

   public static final int DATABASE_JOIN_EXPR=158;

   public static final int IDENT=325;

   public static final int PLUS=342;

   public static final int EVENT_PROP_INDEXED=186;

   public static final int CREATE_SCHEMA_EXPR=268;

   public static final int CREATE_INDEX_EXPR=236;

   public static final int ACCESS_AGG=265;

   public static final int LIKE=8;

   public static final int OUTER=35;

   public static final int RIGHT_OUTERJOIN_EXPR=178;

   public static final int BY=43;

   public static final int MATCHREC_DEFINE=316;

   public static final int MERGE=121;

   public static final int MERGE_UNM=272;

   public static final int FOLLOWMAX_END=357;

   public static final int LEFT_OUTERJOIN_EXPR=177;

   public static final int GROUP_BY_EXPR=180;

   public static final int EPL_EXPR=308;

   public static final int RIGHT=39;

   public static final int HAVING=45;

   public static final int GOPOUTITM=294;

   public static final int MINUS=352;

   public static final int SEMI=376;

   public static final int INDEXCOL=199;

   public static final int STAR_ASSIGN=370;

   public static final int FIRST_AGGREG=262;
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   public static final int COLON=328;

   public static final int PREVIOUSTAIL=70;

   public static final int NOT_IN_SET=215;

   public static final int VALUE_NULL=108;

   public static final int EVENT_PROP_DYNAMIC_SIMPLE=187;

   public static final int NOT_IN_SUBSELECT_EXPR=230;

   public static final int GUARD_EXPR=154;

   public static final int RCURLY=330;

   public static final int EXISTS_SUBSELECT_EXPR=228;

   public static final int WEEK_PART=209;

   public static final int ROW_LIMIT_EXPR=109;

   public static final int SELECTION_EXPR=171;

   public static final int LW=76;

   public static final int LT=338;

   public static final int CREATE_CTX=280;

   public static final int ORDER_BY_EXPR=181;

   public static final int NEW_ITEM=277;

   public static final int MOD_ASSIGN=371;

   public static final int IN_SUBSELECT_QUERY_EXPR=231;

   public static final int JSON_FIELD=322;

   public static final int EQUALS=335;

   public static final int COUNT=26;

   public static final int RETAININTERSECTION=65;

   public static final int TERMINATED=128;

   public static final int TIMEPERIOD_WEEKS=93;

   public static final int PATTERN=66;

   public static final int MATCHREC_AFTER_SKIP=314;

   public static final int ESCAPE=10;

   public static final int EVAL_NOTEQUALS_GROUP_EXPR=169;

   public static final int SELECT=27;

   public static final int INTO=55;

   public static final int EVAL_ISNOT_EXPR=167;

   public static final int FLOAT_TYPE=302;

   public static final int COALESCE=22;

   public static final int EVENT_FILTER_BETWEEN=151;

   public static final int ANNOTATION_VALUE=261;

   public static final int CLASS_IDENT=153;

   public static final int MATCHREC_PATTERN_ALTER=312;

   public static final int CREATE_WINDOW_EXPR=237;

   public static final int PROPERTY_SELECTION_STREAM=143;

   public static final int ON_DELETE_EXPR=241;

   public static final int ON=41;

   public static final int DELETE=81;

   public static final int INT_TYPE=300;

   public static final int EVERY_EXPR=14;

   public static final int EVAL_BITWISE_EXPR=161;

   public static final int TIMEPERIOD_HOURS=97;

   public static final int STRING_TYPE=304;
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   public static final int MATCHREC_DEFINE_ITEM=317;

   public static final int STDDEV=24;

   public static final int OUTPUT=50;

   public static final int WEEKDAY_OPERATOR=233;

   public static final int DEC=369;

   public static final int WHERE=16;

   public static final int GOPOUT=293;

   public static final int BXOR_ASSIGN=372;

   public static final int AFTER_LIMIT_EXPR=192;

   public static final int SNAPSHOT=82;

   public static final int MAX=20;

   public static final int DEFINE=114;

   public static final int TIMEPERIOD_YEARS=89;

   public static final int TIMEPERIOD_DAYS=95;

   public static final int CONTEXT=126;

   public static final int CREATE_CTX_CAT=284;

   public static final int EVENT_PROP_DYNAMIC_INDEXED=188;

   public static final int BOR_ASSIGN=373;

   public static final int COMMA=333;

   public static final int WHEN_LIMIT_EXPR=195;

   public static final int IS=42;

   public static final int PARTITION=115;

   public static final int SOME=49;

   public static final int EQUAL=362;

   public static final int MATCHREC_MEASURE_ITEM=319;

   public static final int EVENT_FILTER_NOT_BETWEEN=152;

   public static final int IN_RANGE=224;

   public static final int TIMEPERIOD_WEEK=92;

   public static final int PROPERTY_WILDCARD_SELECT=144;

   public static final int INSERTINTO_EXPR=197;

   public static final int UNIDIRECTIONAL=63;

   public static final int MATCH_UNTIL_RANGE_BOUNDED=255;

   public static final int TIMEPERIOD_MINUTES=99;

   public static final int RSTREAM=59;

   public static final int NOT_BETWEEN=216;

   public static final int TIMEPERIOD_MINUTE=98;

   public static final int EVAL_OR_EXPR=163;

   public static final int BAND=345;

   public static final int MATCHREC_PATTERN_ATOM=310;

   public static final int QUOTED_STRING_LITERAL=344;

   public static final int NOT_EXPR=13;

   public static final int QUESTION=340;

   public static final int EVENT_FILTER_IDENT=145;

   public static final int UnicodeEscape=381;

   public static final int DBSELECT_EXPR=219;

   public static final int FOLLOWMAX_BEGIN=356;

   public static final int WINDOW=5;

   public static final int ON_SET_EXPR_ITEM=267;
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   public static final int DBFROM_CLAUSE=220;

   public static final int LE=349;

   public static final int EVAL_IDENT=170;

   public static final int CRONTAB_LIMIT_EXPR=193;

   public static final int STAR=336;

   public static final int DOT_EXPR=203;

   public static final int ISTREAM=60;

   public static final int MOD=354;

   public static final int LIB_FUNC_CHAIN=202;

   public static final int MONTH_PART=208;

   public static final int EOF=-1;

   public static final int LIB_FUNCTION=201;

   public static final int FULL_OUTERJOIN_EXPR=179;

   public static final int CREATE_CTX_NESTED=287;

   public static final int MATCHREC_PATTERN_CONCAT=311;

   public static final int USING=120;

   public static final int CAST_EXPR=235;

   public static final int TIMEPERIOD_SECONDS=102;

   public static final int NOT_EQUAL=348;

   public static final int LAST_AGGREG=263;

   public static final int NEWKW=124;

   public static final int HOUR_PART=211;

   public static final int FOLLOWED_BY=337;

   public static final int MATCHREC_PATTERN_NESTED=313;

   public static final int GOPPARAMITM=292;

   public static final int METHOD_JOIN_EXPR=250;

   public static final int CREATE_CTX_PART=282;

   public static final int PATTERN_EVERY_DISTINCT_EXPR=138;

   public static final int CREATE_CTX_COAL=283;

   public static final int ELSE=30;

   public static final int MINUS_ASSIGN=368;

   public static final int INSERTINTO_STREAM_NAME=223;

   public static final int UNARY_MINUS=204;

   public static final int LCURLY=329;

   public static final int EVENTS=51;

   public static final int AND_EXPR=12;

   public static final int EVENT_FILTER_NOT_RANGE=148;

   public static final int WS=377;

   public static final int FOLLOWED_BY_ITEM=135;

   public static final int ON_SELECT_INSERT_EXPR=245;

   public static final int GOPPARAM=291;

   public static final int BNOT=364;

   public static final int EVAL_IS_EXPR=166;

   public static final int WHERE_EXPR=159;

   public static final int END=33;

   public static final int INNERJOIN_EXPR=176;

   public static final int TERM_LIMIT_EXPR=196;

   public static final int NOT_REGEXP=218;
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   public static final int MATCH_UNTIL_EXPR=251;

   public static final int ANNOTATION=259;

   public static final int LONG_TYPE=301;

   public static final int MATCHREC_PATTERN=309;

   public static final int ATCHAR=332;

   public static final int MINUTE_PART=212;

   public static final int PATTERN_NOT_EXPR=137;

   public static final int SQL_NE=347;

   public static final int UPDATE_EXPR=266;

   public static final int LPAREN=326;

   public static final int IN_SUBSELECT_EXPR=229;

   public static final int BOOLEAN_TRUE=106;

   public static final int OR_EXPR=11;

   public static final int JSON_OBJECT=320;

   public static final int THEN=32;

   public static final int NOT_IN_RANGE=225;

   public static final int MATCHREC_INTERVAL=315;

   public static final int OFFSET=110;

   public static final int SECOND_PART=213;

   public static final int MATCH_RECOGNIZE=112;

   public static final int CASE2=29;

   public static final int BXOR=346;

   public static final int TIMEPERIOD_DAY=94;

   public static final int MERGE_MAT=273;

   public static final int EXISTS=74;

   public static final int TIMEPERIOD_MILLISECOND=104;

   public static final int EVAL_NOTEQUALS_EXPR=165;

   public static final int CREATE_CTX_CATITEM=286;

   public static final int CREATE_VARIABLE_EXPR=249;

   public static final int MATCH_UNTIL_RANGE_HALFCLOSED=253;

   public static final int PATTERN_FILTER_EXPR=136;

   public static final int LAST_OPERATOR=232;

   public static final int NUMBERSETSTAR=258;

   public static final int EVAL_AND_EXPR=162;

   public static final int SET=83;

   public static final int INSTANCEOF=77;

   public static final int EVENT_PROP_SIMPLE=184;

   public static final int MIN=21;

   public static final int PREVIOUSCOUNT=71;

   public static final int VARIANT_LIST=271;

   public static final int EVAL_EQUALS_GROUP_EXPR=168;

   public static final int SCHEMA=62;

   public static final int BAND_ASSIGN=374;

   public static final int CRONTAB_LIMIT_EXPR_PARAM=194;

   public static final int WHEN=31;

   public static final int PLUS_ASSIGN=366;

   public static final int DAY_PART=210;

   public static final int START=125;
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   public static final int EVENT_FILTER_IN=149;

   public static final int DIV=353;

   public static final int OBJECT_PARAM_ORDERED_EXPR=133;

   public static final int EXPRESSIONDECL=123;

   public static final int OctalEscape=382;

   public static final int BETWEEN=7;

   public static final int MILLISECOND_PART=214;

   public static final int FIRST=52;

   public static final int PRIOR=73;

   public static final int CAST=79;

   public static final int LOR=351;

   public static final int WILDCARD_SELECT=222;

   public static final int EXPONENT=384;

   public static final int PATTERN_INCL_EXPR=157;

   public static final int WHILE=119;

   public static final int BOOL_TYPE=305;

   public static final int GOPCFG=296;

   public static final int ANNOTATION_ARRAY=260;

   public static final int CASE=28;

   public static final int CREATE_EXPR=279;

   public static final int GOP=290;

   public static final int WINDOW_AGGREG=264;

   public static final int DIV_ASSIGN=365;

   public static final int CREATE_CTX_INIT=285;

   public static final int SQL=67;

   public static final int FULL=40;

   public static final int WEEKDAY=75;

   public static final int INSERT=54;

   public static final int ON_UPDATE_EXPR=243;

   public static final int ARRAY_EXPR=206;

   public static final int CREATE_COL_TYPE=257;

   public static final int LAST=53;

   public static final int BOOLEAN_FALSE=107;

   public static final int TIMEPERIOD_SECOND=101;

   public static final int SUBSELECT_EXPR=226;

   public static final int NUMERIC_PARAM_RANGE=130;

   public static final int CONCAT=200;

   public static final int ON_EXPR=239;

   public static final int NUM_LONG=360;

   public static final int TIME_PERIOD=205;

   public static final int DOUBLE_TYPE=303;

   public static final int ORDER_ELEMENT_EXPR=182;

   public static final int VARIABLE=84;

   public static final int SUBSTITUTION=234;

   public static final int UNTIL=85;

   public static final int ON_SET_EXPR=248;

   public static final int NUM_INT=355;

   public static final int ON_EXPR_FROM=247;
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   public static final int NUM_FLOAT=361;

   public static final int FROM=34;

   public static final int DISTINCT=46;

   public static final int EscapeSequence=380;

   public static final int PROPERTY_SELECTION_ELEMENT_EXPR=142;

   public static final int INNER=36;

   public static final int NUMERIC_PARAM_FREQUENCY=132;

   public static final int ORDER=56;

   public static final int EVENT_FILTER_PARAM=146;

   public static final int EVENT_PROP_DYNAMIC_MAPPED=189;

   public static final int IRSTREAM=61;

   public static final int UPDATE=111;

   public static final int FOR=118;

   public static final int ON_STREAM=240;

   public static final int EVENT_FILTER_RANGE=147;

   public static final int INDEX=87;

   public static final int ML_COMMENT=379;

   public static final int TIMEPERIOD_LIMIT_EXPR=191;

   public static final int TIMEPERIOD_HOUR=96;

   public static final int ALL=47;

   public static final int BOR=341;

   public static final int DOT=334;

   public static final int CURRENT_TIMESTAMP=80;

   public static final int MATCHREC_MEASURES=318;

   public static final int EVERY_DISTINCT_EXPR=15;

   public static final int HAVING_EXPR=160;

   public static final int MERGE_DEL=276;

   public static final int EVAL_EQUALS_EXPR=164;

   public static final int NOT_LIKE=217;

   public static final int EVENT_LIMIT_EXPR=190;

   public static final int ON_SELECT_INSERT_OUTPUT=246;

   public static final int CREATE_DATAFLOW=289;

   public static final int AFTER=117;

   public static final int MEASURES=113;

   public static final int AGG_FILTER_EXPR=278;

   public static final int CREATE_CTX_PATTERN=288;

   public static final int JOIN=37;

   public static final int GOPOUTTYP=295;

   public static final int ANY=48;

   public static final int OBSERVER_EXPR=155;

   public static final int CREATE_SCHEMA_EXPR_QUAL=269;

   public static final int EVENT_PROP_MAPPED=185;

   public static final int TIMEPERIOD_YEAR=88;

   public static final int AVEDEV=25;

   public static final int GOPCFGEPL=298;

   public static final int TIMEPERIOD_MONTHS=91;

   public static final int SELECTION_ELEMENT_EXPR=172;

   public static final int CREATE_WINDOW_SELECT_EXPR=238;
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   public static final int DESC=58;

   public static final int DATAFLOW=129;

   public static final int SELECTION_STREAM=173;

 

     protected void mismatch(IntStream input, int ttype, BitSet follow) throws RecognitionException {

       throw new MismatchedTokenException(ttype, input); 

     }

 

     public void recoverFromMismatchedToken(IntStream intStream, RecognitionException recognitionException,

int i, BitSet bitSet) throws RecognitionException {

       throw recognitionException;

     }

 

     public Object recoverFromMismatchedSet(IntStream intStream, RecognitionException recognitionException,

BitSet bitSet) throws RecognitionException {

       throw recognitionException;

     }

 

     protected boolean recoverFromMismatchedElement(IntStream intStream, RecognitionException

recognitionException, BitSet bitSet) {

       throw new RuntimeException("Error recovering from mismatched element", recognitionException);

     }

    

     public String getErrorMessage(RecognitionException e, String[] tokenNames) {

       if(e instanceof EarlyExitException)

           {

               throw new RuntimeException(e);

           }

       return super.getErrorMessage(e, tokenNames);

     }

 

 

   // delegates

   // delegators

 

   public EsperEPL2GrammarLexer() {;}

   public EsperEPL2GrammarLexer(CharStream input) {

       this(input, new RecognizerSharedState());

   }

   public EsperEPL2GrammarLexer(CharStream input, RecognizerSharedState state) {

       super(input,state);

 

   }

   public String getGrammarFileName() { return "EsperEPL2Grammar.g"; }

 

   // $ANTLR start "CREATE"

   public final void mCREATE() throws RecognitionException {

       try {
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           int _type = CREATE;

           int _channel = DEFAULT_TOKEN_CHANNEL;

           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:32:8: ( 'create' )

           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:32:10: 'create'

           {

           match("create"); if (state.failed) return ;

 

 

           }

 

           state.type = _type;

           state.channel = _channel;

       }

       finally {

       }

   }

   // $ANTLR end "CREATE"

 

   // $ANTLR start "WINDOW"

   public final void mWINDOW() throws RecognitionException {

       try {

           int _type = WINDOW;

           int _channel = DEFAULT_TOKEN_CHANNEL;

           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:33:8: ( 'window' )

           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:33:10: 'window'

           {

           match("window"); if (state.failed) return ;

 

 

           }

 

           state.type = _type;

           state.channel = _channel;

       }

       finally {

       }

   }

   // $ANTLR end "WINDOW"

 

   // $ANTLR start "IN_SET"

   public final void mIN_SET() throws RecognitionException {

       try {

           int _type = IN_SET;

           int _channel = DEFAULT_TOKEN_CHANNEL;

           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:34:8: ( 'in' )

           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:34:10: 'in'

           {

           match("in"); if (state.failed) return ;
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           }

 

           state.type = _type;

           state.channel = _channel;

       }

       finally {

       }

   }

   // $ANTLR end "IN_SET"

 

   // $ANTLR start "BETWEEN"

   public final void mBETWEEN() throws RecognitionException {

       try {

           int _type = BETWEEN;

           int _channel = DEFAULT_TOKEN_CHANNEL;

           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:35:9: ( 'between' )

           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:35:11: 'between'

           {

           match("between"); if (state.failed) return ;

 

 

           }

 

           state.type = _type;

           state.channel = _channel;

       }

       finally {

       }

   }

   // $ANTLR end "BETWEEN"

 

   // $ANTLR start "LIKE"

   public final void mLIKE() throws RecognitionException {

       try {

           int _type = LIKE;

           int _channel = DEFAULT_TOKEN_CHANNEL;

           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:36:6: ( 'like' )

           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:36:8: 'like'

           {

           match("like"); if (state.failed) return ;

 

 

           }

 

           state.type = _type;

           state.channel = _channel;
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       }

       finally {

       }

   }

   // $ANTLR end "LIKE"

 

   // $ANTLR start "REGEXP"

   public final void mREGEXP() throws RecognitionException {

       try {

           int _type = REGEXP;

           int _channel = DEFAULT_TOKEN_CHANNEL;

           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:37:8: ( 'regexp' )

           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:37:10: 'regexp'

           {

           match("regexp"); if (state.failed) return ;

 

 

           }

 

           state.type = _type;

           state.channel = _channel;

       }

       finally {

       }

   }

   // $ANTLR end "REGEXP"

 

   // $ANTLR start "ESCAPE"

   public final void mESCAPE() throws RecognitionException {

       try {

           int _type = ESCAPE;

           int _channel = DEFAULT_TOKEN_CHANNEL;

           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:38:8: ( 'escape' )

           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:38:10: 'escape'

           {

           match("escape"); if (state.failed) return ;

 

 

           }

 

           state.type = _type;

           state.channel = _channel;

       }

       finally {

       }

   }

   // $ANTLR end "ESCAPE"
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   // $ANTLR start "OR_EXPR"

   public final void mOR_EXPR() throws RecognitionException {

       try {

           int _type = OR_EXPR;

           int _channel = DEFAULT_TOKEN_CHANNEL;

           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:39:9: ( 'or' )

           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:39:11: 'or'

           {

           match("or"); if (state.failed) return ;

 

 

           }

 

           state.type = _type;

           state.channel = _channel;

       }

       finally {

       }

   }

   // $ANTLR end "OR_EXPR"

 

   // $ANTLR start "AND_EXPR"

   public final void mAND_EXPR() throws RecognitionException {

       try {

           int _type = AND_EXPR;

           int _channel = DEFAULT_TOKEN_CHANNEL;

           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:40:10: ( 'and' )

           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:40:12: 'and'

           {

           match("and"); if (state.failed) return ;

 

 

           }

 

           state.type = _type;

           state.channel = _channel;

       }

       finally {

       }

   }

   // $ANTLR end "AND_EXPR"

 

   // $ANTLR start "NOT_EXPR"

   public final void mNOT_EXPR() throws RecognitionException {

       try {

           int _type = NOT_EXPR;

           int _channel = DEFAULT_TOKEN_CHANNEL;

           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:41:10: ( 'not' )
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           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:41:12: 'not'

           {

           match("not"); if (state.failed) return ;

 

 

           }

 

           state.type = _type;

           state.channel = _channel;

       }

       finally {

       }

   }

   // $ANTLR end "NOT_EXPR"

 

   // $ANTLR start "EVERY_EXPR"

   public final void mEVERY_EXPR() throws RecognitionException {

       try {

           int _type = EVERY_EXPR;

           int _channel = DEFAULT_TOKEN_CHANNEL;

           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:42:12: ( 'every' )

           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:42:14: 'every'

           {

           match("every"); if (state.failed) return ;

 

 

           }

 

           state.type = _type;

           state.channel = _channel;

       }

       finally {

       }

   }

   // $ANTLR end "EVERY_EXPR"

 

   // $ANTLR start "EVERY_DISTINCT_EXPR"

   public final void mEVERY_DISTINCT_EXPR() throws RecognitionException {

       try {

           int _type = EVERY_DISTINCT_EXPR;

           int _channel = DEFAULT_TOKEN_CHANNEL;

           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:43:21: ( 'every-distinct' )

           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:43:23: 'every-distinct'

           {

           match("every-distinct"); if (state.failed) return ;

 

 

           }
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           state.type = _type;

           state.channel = _channel;

       }

       finally {

       }

   }

   // $ANTLR end "EVERY_DISTINCT_EXPR"

 

   // $ANTLR start "WHERE"

   public final void mWHERE() throws RecognitionException {

       try {

           int _type = WHERE;

           int _channel = DEFAULT_TOKEN_CHANNEL;

           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:44:7: ( 'where' )

           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:44:9: 'where'

           {

           match("where"); if (state.failed) return ;

 

 

           }

 

           state.type = _type;

           state.channel = _channel;

       }

       finally {

       }

   }

   // $ANTLR end "WHERE"

 

   // $ANTLR start "AS"

   public final void mAS() throws RecognitionException {

       try {

           int _type = AS;

           int _channel = DEFAULT_TOKEN_CHANNEL;

           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:45:4: ( 'as' )

           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:45:6: 'as'

           {

           match("as"); if (state.failed) return ;

 

 

           }

 

           state.type = _type;

           state.channel = _channel;

       }

       finally {

       }
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   }

   // $ANTLR end "AS"

 

   // $ANTLR start "SUM"

   public final void mSUM() throws RecognitionException {

       try {

           int _type = SUM;

           int _channel = DEFAULT_TOKEN_CHANNEL;

           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:46:5: ( 'sum' )

           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:46:7: 'sum'

           {

           match("sum"); if (state.failed) return ;

 

 

           }

 

           state.type = _type;

           state.channel = _channel;

       }

       finally {

       }

   }

   // $ANTLR end "SUM"

 

   // $ANTLR start "AVG"

   public final void mAVG() throws RecognitionException {

       try {

           int _type = AVG;

           int _channel = DEFAULT_TOKEN_CHANNEL;

           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:47:5: ( 'avg' )

           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:47:7: 'avg'

           {

           match("avg"); if (state.failed) return ;

 

 

           }

 

           state.type = _type;

           state.channel = _channel;

       }

       finally {

       }

   }

   // $ANTLR end "AVG"

 

   // $ANTLR start "MAX"

   public final void mMAX() throws RecognitionException {

       try {
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           int _type = MAX;

           int _channel = DEFAULT_TOKEN_CHANNEL;

           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:48:5: ( 'max' )

           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:48:7: 'max'

           {

           match("max"); if (state.failed) return ;

 

 

           }

 

           state.type = _type;

           state.channel = _channel;

       }

       finally {

       }

   }

   // $ANTLR end "MAX"

 

   // $ANTLR start "MIN"

   public final void mMIN() throws RecognitionException {

       try {

           int _type = MIN;

           int _channel = DEFAULT_TOKEN_CHANNEL;

           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:49:5: ( 'min' )

           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:49:7: 'min'

           {

           match("min"); if (state.failed) return ;

 

 

           }

 

           state.type = _type;

           state.channel = _channel;

       }

       finally {

       }

   }

   // $ANTLR end "MIN"

 

   // $ANTLR start "COALESCE"

   public final void mCOALESCE() throws RecognitionException {

       try {

           int _type = COALESCE;

           int _channel = DEFAULT_TOKEN_CHANNEL;

           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:50:10: ( 'coalesce' )

           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:50:12: 'coalesce'

           {

           match("coalesce"); if (state.failed) return ;
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           }

 

           state.type = _type;

           state.channel = _channel;

       }

       finally {

       }

   }

   // $ANTLR end "COALESCE"

 

   // $ANTLR start "MEDIAN"

   public final void mMEDIAN() throws RecognitionException {

       try {

           int _type = MEDIAN;

           int _channel = DEFAULT_TOKEN_CHANNEL;

           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:51:8: ( 'median' )

           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:51:10: 'median'

           {

           match("median"); if (state.failed) return ;

 

 

           }

 

           state.type = _type;

           state.channel = _channel;

       }

       finally {

       }

   }

   // $ANTLR end "MEDIAN"

 

   // $ANTLR start "STDDEV"

   public final void mSTDDEV() throws RecognitionException {

       try {

           int _type = STDDEV;

           int _channel = DEFAULT_TOKEN_CHANNEL;

           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:52:8: ( 'stddev' )

           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:52:10: 'stddev'

           {

           match("stddev"); if (state.failed) return ;

 

 

           }

 

           state.type = _type;

           state.channel = _channel;
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       }

       finally {

       }

   }

   // $ANTLR end "STDDEV"

 

   // $ANTLR start "AVEDEV"

   public final void mAVEDEV() throws RecognitionException {

       try {

           int _type = AVEDEV;

           int _channel = DEFAULT_TOKEN_CHANNEL;

           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:53:8: ( 'avedev' )

           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:53:10: 'avedev'

           {

           match("avedev"); if (state.failed) return ;

 

 

           }

 

           state.type = _type;

           state.channel = _channel;

       }

       finally {

       }

   }

   // $ANTLR end "AVEDEV"

 

   // $ANTLR start "COUNT"

   public final void mCOUNT() throws RecognitionException {

       try {

           int _type = COUNT;

           int _channel = DEFAULT_TOKEN_CHANNEL;

           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:54:7: ( 'count' )

           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:54:9: 'count'

           {

           match("count"); if (state.failed) return ;

 

 

           }

 

           state.type = _type;

           state.channel = _channel;

       }

       finally {

       }

   }

   // $ANTLR end "COUNT"
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   // $ANTLR start "SELECT"

   public final void mSELECT() throws RecognitionException {

       try {

           int _type = SELECT;

           int _channel = DEFAULT_TOKEN_CHANNEL;

           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:55:8: ( 'select' )

           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:55:10: 'select'

           {

           match("select"); if (state.failed) return ;

 

 

           }

 

           state.type = _type;

           state.channel = _channel;

       }

       finally {

       }

   }

   // $ANTLR end "SELECT"

 

   // $ANTLR start "CASE"

   public final void mCASE() throws RecognitionException {

       try {

           int _type = CASE;

           int _channel = DEFAULT_TOKEN_CHANNEL;

           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:56:6: ( 'case' )

           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:56:8: 'case'

           {

           match("case"); if (state.failed) return ;

 

 

           }

 

           state.type = _type;

           state.channel = _channel;

       }

       finally {

       }

   }

   // $ANTLR end "CASE"

 

   // $ANTLR start "ELSE"

   public final void mELSE() throws RecognitionException {

       try {

           int _type = ELSE;

           int _channel = DEFAULT_TOKEN_CHANNEL;

           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:57:6: ( 'else' )
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           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:57:8: 'else'

           {

           match("else"); if (state.failed) return ;

 

 

           }

 

           state.type = _type;

           state.channel = _channel;

       }

       finally {

       }

   }

   // $ANTLR end "ELSE"

 

   // $ANTLR start "WHEN"

   public final void mWHEN() throws RecognitionException {

       try {

           int _type = WHEN;

           int _channel = DEFAULT_TOKEN_CHANNEL;

           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:58:6: ( 'when' )

           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:58:8: 'when'

           {

           match("when"); if (state.failed) return ;

 

 

           }

 

           state.type = _type;

           state.channel = _channel;

       }

       finally {

       }

   }

   // $ANTLR end "WHEN"

 

   // $ANTLR start "THEN"

   public final void mTHEN() throws RecognitionException {

       try {

           int _type = THEN;

           int _channel = DEFAULT_TOKEN_CHANNEL;

           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:59:6: ( 'then' )

           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:59:8: 'then'

           {

           match("then"); if (state.failed) return ;

 

 

           }
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           state.type = _type;

           state.channel = _channel;

       }

       finally {

       }

   }

   // $ANTLR end "THEN"

 

   // $ANTLR start "END"

   public final void mEND() throws RecognitionException {

       try {

           int _type = END;

           int _channel = DEFAULT_TOKEN_CHANNEL;

           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:60:5: ( 'end' )

           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:60:7: 'end'

           {

           match("end"); if (state.failed) return ;

 

 

           }

 

           state.type = _type;

           state.channel = _channel;

       }

       finally {

       }

   }

   // $ANTLR end "END"

 

   // $ANTLR start "FROM"

   public final void mFROM() throws RecognitionException {

       try {

           int _type = FROM;

           int _channel = DEFAULT_TOKEN_CHANNEL;

           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:61:6: ( 'from' )

           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:61:8: 'from'

           {

           match("from"); if (state.failed) return ;

 

 

           }

 

           state.type = _type;

           state.channel = _channel;

       }

       finally {

       }
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   }

   // $ANTLR end "FROM"

 

   // $ANTLR start "OUTER"

   public final void mOUTER() throws RecognitionException {

       try {

           int _type = OUTER;

           int _channel = DEFAULT_TOKEN_CHANNEL;

           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:62:7: ( 'outer' )

           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:62:9: 'outer'

           {

           match("outer"); if (state.failed) return ;

 

 

           }

 

           state.type = _type;

           state.channel = _channel;

       }

       finally {

       }

   }

   // $ANTLR end "OUTER"

 

   // $ANTLR start "INNER"

   public final void mINNER() throws RecognitionException {

       try {

           int _type = INNER;

           int _channel = DEFAULT_TOKEN_CHANNEL;

           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:63:7: ( 'inner' )

           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:63:9: 'inner'

           {

           match("inner"); if (state.failed) return ;

 

 

           }

 

           state.type = _type;

           state.channel = _channel;

       }

       finally {

       }

   }

   // $ANTLR end "INNER"

 

   // $ANTLR start "JOIN"

   public final void mJOIN() throws RecognitionException {

       try {
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           int _type = JOIN;

           int _channel = DEFAULT_TOKEN_CHANNEL;

           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:64:6: ( 'join' )

           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:64:8: 'join'

           {

           match("join"); if (state.failed) return ;

 

 

           }

 

           state.type = _type;

           state.channel = _channel;

       }

       finally {

       }

   }

   // $ANTLR end "JOIN"

 

   // $ANTLR start "LEFT"

   public final void mLEFT() throws RecognitionException {

       try {

           int _type = LEFT;

           int _channel = DEFAULT_TOKEN_CHANNEL;

           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:65:6: ( 'left' )

           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:65:8: 'left'

           {

           match("left"); if (state.failed) return ;

 

 

           }

 

           state.type = _type;

           state.channel = _channel;

       }

       finally {

       }

   }

   // $ANTLR end "LEFT"

 

   // $ANTLR start "RIGHT"

   public final void mRIGHT() throws RecognitionException {

       try {

           int _type = RIGHT;

           int _channel = DEFAULT_TOKEN_CHANNEL;

           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:66:7: ( 'right' )

           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:66:9: 'right'

           {

           match("right"); if (state.failed) return ;
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           }

 

           state.type = _type;

           state.channel = _channel;

       }

       finally {

       }

   }

   // $ANTLR end "RIGHT"

 

   // $ANTLR start "FULL"

   public final void mFULL() throws RecognitionException {

       try {

           int _type = FULL;

           int _channel = DEFAULT_TOKEN_CHANNEL;

           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:67:6: ( 'full' )

           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:67:8: 'full'

           {

           match("full"); if (state.failed) return ;

 

 

           }

 

           state.type = _type;

           state.channel = _channel;

       }

       finally {

       }

   }

   // $ANTLR end "FULL"

 

   // $ANTLR start "ON"

   public final void mON() throws RecognitionException {

       try {

           int _type = ON;

           int _channel = DEFAULT_TOKEN_CHANNEL;

           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:68:4: ( 'on' )

           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:68:6: 'on'

           {

           match("on"); if (state.failed) return ;

 

 

           }

 

           state.type = _type;

           state.channel = _channel;
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       }

       finally {

       }

   }

   // $ANTLR end "ON"

 

   // $ANTLR start "IS"

   public final void mIS() throws RecognitionException {

       try {

           int _type = IS;

           int _channel = DEFAULT_TOKEN_CHANNEL;

           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:69:4: ( 'is' )

           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:69:6: 'is'

           {

           match("is"); if (state.failed) return ;

 

 

           }

 

           state.type = _type;

           state.channel = _channel;

       }

       finally {

       }

   }

   // $ANTLR end "IS"

 

   // $ANTLR start "BY"

   public final void mBY() throws RecognitionException {

       try {

           int _type = BY;

           int _channel = DEFAULT_TOKEN_CHANNEL;

           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:70:4: ( 'by' )

           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:70:6: 'by'

           {

           match("by"); if (state.failed) return ;

 

 

           }

 

           state.type = _type;

           state.channel = _channel;

       }

       finally {

       }

   }

   // $ANTLR end "BY"
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   // $ANTLR start "GROUP"

   public final void mGROUP() throws RecognitionException {

       try {

           int _type = GROUP;

           int _channel = DEFAULT_TOKEN_CHANNEL;

           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:71:7: ( 'group' )

           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:71:9: 'group'

           {

           match("group"); if (state.failed) return ;

 

 

           }

 

           state.type = _type;

           state.channel = _channel;

       }

       finally {

       }

   }

   // $ANTLR end "GROUP"

 

   // $ANTLR start "HAVING"

   public final void mHAVING() throws RecognitionException {

       try {

           int _type = HAVING;

           int _channel = DEFAULT_TOKEN_CHANNEL;

           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:72:8: ( 'having' )

           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:72:10: 'having'

           {

           match("having"); if (state.failed) return ;

 

 

           }

 

           state.type = _type;

           state.channel = _channel;

       }

       finally {

       }

   }

   // $ANTLR end "HAVING"

 

   // $ANTLR start "DISTINCT"

   public final void mDISTINCT() throws RecognitionException {

       try {

           int _type = DISTINCT;

           int _channel = DEFAULT_TOKEN_CHANNEL;

           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:73:10: ( 'distinct' )
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           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:73:12: 'distinct'

           {

           match("distinct"); if (state.failed) return ;

 

 

           }

 

           state.type = _type;

           state.channel = _channel;

       }

       finally {

       }

   }

   // $ANTLR end "DISTINCT"

 

   // $ANTLR start "ALL"

   public final void mALL() throws RecognitionException {

       try {

           int _type = ALL;

           int _channel = DEFAULT_TOKEN_CHANNEL;

           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:74:5: ( 'all' )

           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:74:7: 'all'

           {

           match("all"); if (state.failed) return ;

 

 

           }

 

           state.type = _type;

           state.channel = _channel;

       }

       finally {

       }

   }

   // $ANTLR end "ALL"

 

   // $ANTLR start "ANY"

   public final void mANY() throws RecognitionException {

       try {

           int _type = ANY;

           int _channel = DEFAULT_TOKEN_CHANNEL;

           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:75:5: ( 'any' )

           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:75:7: 'any'

           {

           match("any"); if (state.failed) return ;

 

 

           }
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           state.type = _type;

           state.channel = _channel;

       }

       finally {

       }

   }

   // $ANTLR end "ANY"

 

   // $ANTLR start "SOME"

   public final void mSOME() throws RecognitionException {

       try {

           int _type = SOME;

           int _channel = DEFAULT_TOKEN_CHANNEL;

           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:76:6: ( 'some' )

           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:76:8: 'some'

           {

           match("some"); if (state.failed) return ;

 

 

           }

 

           state.type = _type;

           state.channel = _channel;

       }

       finally {

       }

   }

   // $ANTLR end "SOME"

 

   // $ANTLR start "OUTPUT"

   public final void mOUTPUT() throws RecognitionException {

       try {

           int _type = OUTPUT;

           int _channel = DEFAULT_TOKEN_CHANNEL;

           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:77:8: ( 'output' )

           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:77:10: 'output'

           {

           match("output"); if (state.failed) return ;

 

 

           }

 

           state.type = _type;

           state.channel = _channel;

       }

       finally {

       }
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   }

   // $ANTLR end "OUTPUT"

 

   // $ANTLR start "EVENTS"

   public final void mEVENTS() throws RecognitionException {

       try {

           int _type = EVENTS;

           int _channel = DEFAULT_TOKEN_CHANNEL;

           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:78:8: ( 'events' )

           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:78:10: 'events'

           {

           match("events"); if (state.failed) return ;

 

 

           }

 

           state.type = _type;

           state.channel = _channel;

       }

       finally {

       }

   }

   // $ANTLR end "EVENTS"

 

   // $ANTLR start "FIRST"

   public final void mFIRST() throws RecognitionException {

       try {

           int _type = FIRST;

           int _channel = DEFAULT_TOKEN_CHANNEL;

           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:79:7: ( 'first' )

           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:79:9: 'first'

           {

           match("first"); if (state.failed) return ;

 

 

           }

 

           state.type = _type;

           state.channel = _channel;

       }

       finally {

       }

   }

   // $ANTLR end "FIRST"

 

   // $ANTLR start "LAST"

   public final void mLAST() throws RecognitionException {

       try {
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           int _type = LAST;

           int _channel = DEFAULT_TOKEN_CHANNEL;

           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:80:6: ( 'last' )

           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:80:8: 'last'

           {

           match("last"); if (state.failed) return ;

 

 

           }

 

           state.type = _type;

           state.channel = _channel;

       }

       finally {

       }

   }

   // $ANTLR end "LAST"

 

   // $ANTLR start "INSERT"

   public final void mINSERT() throws RecognitionException {

       try {

           int _type = INSERT;

           int _channel = DEFAULT_TOKEN_CHANNEL;

           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:81:8: ( 'insert' )

           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:81:10: 'insert'

           {

           match("insert"); if (state.failed) return ;

 

 

           }

 

           state.type = _type;

           state.channel = _channel;

       }

       finally {

       }

   }

   // $ANTLR end "INSERT"

 

   // $ANTLR start "INTO"

   public final void mINTO() throws RecognitionException {

       try {

           int _type = INTO;

           int _channel = DEFAULT_TOKEN_CHANNEL;

           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:82:6: ( 'into' )

           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:82:8: 'into'

           {

           match("into"); if (state.failed) return ;
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           }

 

           state.type = _type;

           state.channel = _channel;

       }

       finally {

       }

   }

   // $ANTLR end "INTO"

 

   // $ANTLR start "ORDER"

   public final void mORDER() throws RecognitionException {

       try {

           int _type = ORDER;

           int _channel = DEFAULT_TOKEN_CHANNEL;

           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:83:7: ( 'order' )

           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:83:9: 'order'

           {

           match("order"); if (state.failed) return ;

 

 

           }

 

           state.type = _type;

           state.channel = _channel;

       }

       finally {

       }

   }

   // $ANTLR end "ORDER"

 

   // $ANTLR start "ASC"

   public final void mASC() throws RecognitionException {

       try {

           int _type = ASC;

           int _channel = DEFAULT_TOKEN_CHANNEL;

           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:84:5: ( 'asc' )

           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:84:7: 'asc'

           {

           match("asc"); if (state.failed) return ;

 

 

           }

 

           state.type = _type;

           state.channel = _channel;
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       }

       finally {

       }

   }

   // $ANTLR end "ASC"

 

   // $ANTLR start "DESC"

   public final void mDESC() throws RecognitionException {

       try {

           int _type = DESC;

           int _channel = DEFAULT_TOKEN_CHANNEL;

           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:85:6: ( 'desc' )

           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:85:8: 'desc'

           {

           match("desc"); if (state.failed) return ;

 

 

           }

 

           state.type = _type;

           state.channel = _channel;

       }

       finally {

       }

   }

   // $ANTLR end "DESC"

 

   // $ANTLR start "RSTREAM"

   public final void mRSTREAM() throws RecognitionException {

       try {

           int _type = RSTREAM;

           int _channel = DEFAULT_TOKEN_CHANNEL;

           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:86:9: ( 'rstream' )

           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:86:11: 'rstream'

           {

           match("rstream"); if (state.failed) return ;

 

 

           }

 

           state.type = _type;

           state.channel = _channel;

       }

       finally {

       }

   }

   // $ANTLR end "RSTREAM"
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   // $ANTLR start "ISTREAM"

   public final void mISTREAM() throws RecognitionException {

       try {

           int _type = ISTREAM;

           int _channel = DEFAULT_TOKEN_CHANNEL;

           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:87:9: ( 'istream' )

           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:87:11: 'istream'

           {

           match("istream"); if (state.failed) return ;

 

 

           }

 

           state.type = _type;

           state.channel = _channel;

       }

       finally {

       }

   }

   // $ANTLR end "ISTREAM"

 

   // $ANTLR start "IRSTREAM"

   public final void mIRSTREAM() throws RecognitionException {

       try {

           int _type = IRSTREAM;

           int _channel = DEFAULT_TOKEN_CHANNEL;

           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:88:10: ( 'irstream' )

           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:88:12: 'irstream'

           {

           match("irstream"); if (state.failed) return ;

 

 

           }

 

           state.type = _type;

           state.channel = _channel;

       }

       finally {

       }

   }

   // $ANTLR end "IRSTREAM"

 

   // $ANTLR start "SCHEMA"

   public final void mSCHEMA() throws RecognitionException {

       try {

           int _type = SCHEMA;

           int _channel = DEFAULT_TOKEN_CHANNEL;

           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:89:8: ( 'schema' )
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           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:89:10: 'schema'

           {

           match("schema"); if (state.failed) return ;

 

 

           }

 

           state.type = _type;

           state.channel = _channel;

       }

       finally {

       }

   }

   // $ANTLR end "SCHEMA"

 

   // $ANTLR start "UNIDIRECTIONAL"

   public final void mUNIDIRECTIONAL() throws RecognitionException {

       try {

           int _type = UNIDIRECTIONAL;

           int _channel = DEFAULT_TOKEN_CHANNEL;

           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:90:16: ( 'unidirectional' )

           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:90:18: 'unidirectional'

           {

           match("unidirectional"); if (state.failed) return ;

 

 

           }

 

           state.type = _type;

           state.channel = _channel;

       }

       finally {

       }

   }

   // $ANTLR end "UNIDIRECTIONAL"

 

   // $ANTLR start "RETAINUNION"

   public final void mRETAINUNION() throws RecognitionException {

       try {

           int _type = RETAINUNION;

           int _channel = DEFAULT_TOKEN_CHANNEL;

           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:91:13: ( 'retain-union' )

           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:91:15: 'retain-union'

           {

           match("retain-union"); if (state.failed) return ;

 

 

           }
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           state.type = _type;

           state.channel = _channel;

       }

       finally {

       }

   }

   // $ANTLR end "RETAINUNION"

 

   // $ANTLR start "RETAININTERSECTION"

   public final void mRETAININTERSECTION() throws RecognitionException {

       try {

           int _type = RETAININTERSECTION;

           int _channel = DEFAULT_TOKEN_CHANNEL;

           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:92:20: ( 'retain-intersection' )

           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:92:22: 'retain-intersection'

           {

           match("retain-intersection"); if (state.failed) return ;

 

 

           }

 

           state.type = _type;

           state.channel = _channel;

       }

       finally {

       }

   }

   // $ANTLR end "RETAININTERSECTION"

 

   // $ANTLR start "PATTERN"

   public final void mPATTERN() throws RecognitionException {

       try {

           int _type = PATTERN;

           int _channel = DEFAULT_TOKEN_CHANNEL;

           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:93:9: ( 'pattern' )

           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:93:11: 'pattern'

           {

           match("pattern"); if (state.failed) return ;

 

 

           }

 

           state.type = _type;

           state.channel = _channel;

       }

       finally {

       }
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   }

   // $ANTLR end "PATTERN"

 

   // $ANTLR start "SQL"

   public final void mSQL() throws RecognitionException {

       try {

           int _type = SQL;

           int _channel = DEFAULT_TOKEN_CHANNEL;

           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:94:5: ( 'sql' )

           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:94:7: 'sql'

           {

           match("sql"); if (state.failed) return ;

 

 

           }

 

           state.type = _type;

           state.channel = _channel;

       }

       finally {

       }

   }

   // $ANTLR end "SQL"

 

   // $ANTLR start "METADATASQL"

   public final void mMETADATASQL() throws RecognitionException {

       try {

           int _type = METADATASQL;

           int _channel = DEFAULT_TOKEN_CHANNEL;

           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:95:13: ( 'metadatasql' )

           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:95:15: 'metadatasql'

           {

           match("metadatasql"); if (state.failed) return ;

 

 

           }

 

           state.type = _type;

           state.channel = _channel;

       }

       finally {

       }

   }

   // $ANTLR end "METADATASQL"

 

   // $ANTLR start "PREVIOUS"

   public final void mPREVIOUS() throws RecognitionException {

       try {
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           int _type = PREVIOUS;

           int _channel = DEFAULT_TOKEN_CHANNEL;

           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:96:10: ( 'prev' )

           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:96:12: 'prev'

           {

           match("prev"); if (state.failed) return ;

 

 

           }

 

           state.type = _type;

           state.channel = _channel;

       }

       finally {

       }

   }

   // $ANTLR end "PREVIOUS"

 

   // $ANTLR start "PREVIOUSTAIL"

   public final void mPREVIOUSTAIL() throws RecognitionException {

       try {

           int _type = PREVIOUSTAIL;

           int _channel = DEFAULT_TOKEN_CHANNEL;

           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:97:14: ( 'prevtail' )

           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:97:16: 'prevtail'

           {

           match("prevtail"); if (state.failed) return ;

 

 

           }

 

           state.type = _type;

           state.channel = _channel;

       }

       finally {

       }

   }

   // $ANTLR end "PREVIOUSTAIL"

 

   // $ANTLR start "PREVIOUSCOUNT"

   public final void mPREVIOUSCOUNT() throws RecognitionException {

       try {

           int _type = PREVIOUSCOUNT;

           int _channel = DEFAULT_TOKEN_CHANNEL;

           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:98:15: ( 'prevcount' )

           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:98:17: 'prevcount'

           {

           match("prevcount"); if (state.failed) return ;
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           }

 

           state.type = _type;

           state.channel = _channel;

       }

       finally {

       }

   }

   // $ANTLR end "PREVIOUSCOUNT"

 

   // $ANTLR start "PREVIOUSWINDOW"

   public final void mPREVIOUSWINDOW() throws RecognitionException {

       try {

           int _type = PREVIOUSWINDOW;

           int _channel = DEFAULT_TOKEN_CHANNEL;

           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:99:16: ( 'prevwindow' )

           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:99:18: 'prevwindow'

           {

           match("prevwindow"); if (state.failed) return ;

 

 

           }

 

           state.type = _type;

           state.channel = _channel;

       }

       finally {

       }

   }

   // $ANTLR end "PREVIOUSWINDOW"

 

   // $ANTLR start "PRIOR"

   public final void mPRIOR() throws RecognitionException {

       try {

           int _type = PRIOR;

           int _channel = DEFAULT_TOKEN_CHANNEL;

           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:100:7: ( 'prior' )

           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:100:9: 'prior'

           {

           match("prior"); if (state.failed) return ;

 

 

           }

 

           state.type = _type;

           state.channel = _channel;
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       }

       finally {

       }

   }

   // $ANTLR end "PRIOR"

 

   // $ANTLR start "EXISTS"

   public final void mEXISTS() throws RecognitionException {

       try {

           int _type = EXISTS;

           int _channel = DEFAULT_TOKEN_CHANNEL;

           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:101:8: ( 'exists' )

           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:101:10: 'exists'

           {

           match("exists"); if (state.failed) return ;

 

 

           }

 

           state.type = _type;

           state.channel = _channel;

       }

       finally {

       }

   }

   // $ANTLR end "EXISTS"

 

   // $ANTLR start "WEEKDAY"

   public final void mWEEKDAY() throws RecognitionException {

       try {

           int _type = WEEKDAY;

           int _channel = DEFAULT_TOKEN_CHANNEL;

           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:102:9: ( 'weekday' )

           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:102:11: 'weekday'

           {

           match("weekday"); if (state.failed) return ;

 

 

           }

 

           state.type = _type;

           state.channel = _channel;

       }

       finally {

       }

   }

   // $ANTLR end "WEEKDAY"
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   // $ANTLR start "LW"

   public final void mLW() throws RecognitionException {

       try {

           int _type = LW;

           int _channel = DEFAULT_TOKEN_CHANNEL;

           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:103:4: ( 'lastweekday' )

           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:103:6: 'lastweekday'

           {

           match("lastweekday"); if (state.failed) return ;

 

 

           }

 

           state.type = _type;

           state.channel = _channel;

       }

       finally {

       }

   }

   // $ANTLR end "LW"

 

   // $ANTLR start "INSTANCEOF"

   public final void mINSTANCEOF() throws RecognitionException {

       try {

           int _type = INSTANCEOF;

           int _channel = DEFAULT_TOKEN_CHANNEL;

           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:104:12: ( 'instanceof' )

           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:104:14: 'instanceof'

           {

           match("instanceof"); if (state.failed) return ;

 

 

           }

 

           state.type = _type;

           state.channel = _channel;

       }

       finally {

       }

   }

   // $ANTLR end "INSTANCEOF"

 

   // $ANTLR start "TYPEOF"

   public final void mTYPEOF() throws RecognitionException {

       try {

           int _type = TYPEOF;

           int _channel = DEFAULT_TOKEN_CHANNEL;

           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:105:8: ( 'typeof' )
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           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:105:10: 'typeof'

           {

           match("typeof"); if (state.failed) return ;

 

 

           }

 

           state.type = _type;

           state.channel = _channel;

       }

       finally {

       }

   }

   // $ANTLR end "TYPEOF"

 

   // $ANTLR start "CAST"

   public final void mCAST() throws RecognitionException {

       try {

           int _type = CAST;

           int _channel = DEFAULT_TOKEN_CHANNEL;

           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:106:6: ( 'cast' )

           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:106:8: 'cast'

           {

           match("cast"); if (state.failed) return ;

 

 

           }

 

           state.type = _type;

           state.channel = _channel;

       }

       finally {

       }

   }

   // $ANTLR end "CAST"

 

   // $ANTLR start "CURRENT_TIMESTAMP"

   public final void mCURRENT_TIMESTAMP() throws RecognitionException {

       try {

           int _type = CURRENT_TIMESTAMP;

           int _channel = DEFAULT_TOKEN_CHANNEL;

           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:107:19: ( 'current_timestamp' )

           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:107:21: 'current_timestamp'

           {

           match("current_timestamp"); if (state.failed) return ;

 

 

           }
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           state.type = _type;

           state.channel = _channel;

       }

       finally {

       }

   }

   // $ANTLR end "CURRENT_TIMESTAMP"

 

   // $ANTLR start "DELETE"

   public final void mDELETE() throws RecognitionException {

       try {

           int _type = DELETE;

           int _channel = DEFAULT_TOKEN_CHANNEL;

           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:108:8: ( 'delete' )

           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:108:10: 'delete'

           {

           match("delete"); if (state.failed) return ;

 

 

           }

 

           state.type = _type;

           state.channel = _channel;

       }

       finally {

       }

   }

   // $ANTLR end "DELETE"

 

   // $ANTLR start "SNAPSHOT"

   public final void mSNAPSHOT() throws RecognitionException {

       try {

           int _type = SNAPSHOT;

           int _channel = DEFAULT_TOKEN_CHANNEL;

           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:109:10: ( 'snapshot' )

           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:109:12: 'snapshot'

           {

           match("snapshot"); if (state.failed) return ;

 

 

           }

 

           state.type = _type;

           state.channel = _channel;

       }

       finally {

       }
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   }

   // $ANTLR end "SNAPSHOT"

 

   // $ANTLR start "SET"

   public final void mSET() throws RecognitionException {

       try {

           int _type = SET;

           int _channel = DEFAULT_TOKEN_CHANNEL;

           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:110:5: ( 'set' )

           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:110:7: 'set'

           {

           match("set"); if (state.failed) return ;

 

 

           }

 

           state.type = _type;

           state.channel = _channel;

       }

       finally {

       }

   }

   // $ANTLR end "SET"

 

   // $ANTLR start "VARIABLE"

   public final void mVARIABLE() throws RecognitionException {

       try {

           int _type = VARIABLE;

           int _channel = DEFAULT_TOKEN_CHANNEL;

           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:111:10: ( 'variable' )

           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:111:12: 'variable'

           {

           match("variable"); if (state.failed) return ;

 

 

           }

 

           state.type = _type;

           state.channel = _channel;

       }

       finally {

       }

   }

   // $ANTLR end "VARIABLE"

 

   // $ANTLR start "UNTIL"

   public final void mUNTIL() throws RecognitionException {

       try {
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           int _type = UNTIL;

           int _channel = DEFAULT_TOKEN_CHANNEL;

           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:112:7: ( 'until' )

           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:112:9: 'until'

           {

           match("until"); if (state.failed) return ;

 

 

           }

 

           state.type = _type;

           state.channel = _channel;

       }

       finally {

       }

   }

   // $ANTLR end "UNTIL"

 

   // $ANTLR start "AT"

   public final void mAT() throws RecognitionException {

       try {

           int _type = AT;

           int _channel = DEFAULT_TOKEN_CHANNEL;

           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:113:4: ( 'at' )

           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:113:6: 'at'

           {

           match("at"); if (state.failed) return ;

 

 

           }

 

           state.type = _type;

           state.channel = _channel;

       }

       finally {

       }

   }

   // $ANTLR end "AT"

 

   // $ANTLR start "INDEX"

   public final void mINDEX() throws RecognitionException {

       try {

           int _type = INDEX;

           int _channel = DEFAULT_TOKEN_CHANNEL;

           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:114:7: ( 'index' )

           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:114:9: 'index'

           {

           match("index"); if (state.failed) return ;
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           }

 

           state.type = _type;

           state.channel = _channel;

       }

       finally {

       }

   }

   // $ANTLR end "INDEX"

 

   // $ANTLR start "TIMEPERIOD_YEAR"

   public final void mTIMEPERIOD_YEAR() throws RecognitionException {

       try {

           int _type = TIMEPERIOD_YEAR;

           int _channel = DEFAULT_TOKEN_CHANNEL;

           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:115:17: ( 'year' )

           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:115:19: 'year'

           {

           match("year"); if (state.failed) return ;

 

 

           }

 

           state.type = _type;

           state.channel = _channel;

       }

       finally {

       }

   }

   // $ANTLR end "TIMEPERIOD_YEAR"

 

   // $ANTLR start "TIMEPERIOD_YEARS"

   public final void mTIMEPERIOD_YEARS() throws RecognitionException {

       try {

           int _type = TIMEPERIOD_YEARS;

           int _channel = DEFAULT_TOKEN_CHANNEL;

           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:116:18: ( 'years' )

           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:116:20: 'years'

           {

           match("years"); if (state.failed) return ;

 

 

           }

 

           state.type = _type;

           state.channel = _channel;
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       }

       finally {

       }

   }

   // $ANTLR end "TIMEPERIOD_YEARS"

 

   // $ANTLR start "TIMEPERIOD_MONTH"

   public final void mTIMEPERIOD_MONTH() throws RecognitionException {

       try {

           int _type = TIMEPERIOD_MONTH;

           int _channel = DEFAULT_TOKEN_CHANNEL;

           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:117:18: ( 'month' )

           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:117:20: 'month'

           {

           match("month"); if (state.failed) return ;

 

 

           }

 

           state.type = _type;

           state.channel = _channel;

       }

       finally {

       }

   }

   // $ANTLR end "TIMEPERIOD_MONTH"

 

   // $ANTLR start "TIMEPERIOD_MONTHS"

   public final void mTIMEPERIOD_MONTHS() throws RecognitionException {

       try {

           int _type = TIMEPERIOD_MONTHS;

           int _channel = DEFAULT_TOKEN_CHANNEL;

           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:118:19: ( 'months' )

           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:118:21: 'months'

           {

           match("months"); if (state.failed) return ;

 

 

           }

 

           state.type = _type;

           state.channel = _channel;

       }

       finally {

       }

   }

   // $ANTLR end "TIMEPERIOD_MONTHS"
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   // $ANTLR start "TIMEPERIOD_WEEK"

   public final void mTIMEPERIOD_WEEK() throws RecognitionException {

       try {

           int _type = TIMEPERIOD_WEEK;

           int _channel = DEFAULT_TOKEN_CHANNEL;

           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:119:17: ( 'week' )

           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:119:19: 'week'

           {

           match("week"); if (state.failed) return ;

 

 

           }

 

           state.type = _type;

           state.channel = _channel;

       }

       finally {

       }

   }

   // $ANTLR end "TIMEPERIOD_WEEK"

 

   // $ANTLR start "TIMEPERIOD_WEEKS"

   public final void mTIMEPERIOD_WEEKS() throws RecognitionException {

       try {

           int _type = TIMEPERIOD_WEEKS;

           int _channel = DEFAULT_TOKEN_CHANNEL;

           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:120:18: ( 'weeks' )

           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:120:20: 'weeks'

           {

           match("weeks"); if (state.failed) return ;

 

 

           }

 

           state.type = _type;

           state.channel = _channel;

       }

       finally {

       }

   }

   // $ANTLR end "TIMEPERIOD_WEEKS"

 

   // $ANTLR start "TIMEPERIOD_DAY"

   public final void mTIMEPERIOD_DAY() throws RecognitionException {

       try {

           int _type = TIMEPERIOD_DAY;

           int _channel = DEFAULT_TOKEN_CHANNEL;

           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:121:16: ( 'day' )
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           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:121:18: 'day'

           {

           match("day"); if (state.failed) return ;

 

 

           }

 

           state.type = _type;

           state.channel = _channel;

       }

       finally {

       }

   }

   // $ANTLR end "TIMEPERIOD_DAY"

 

   // $ANTLR start "TIMEPERIOD_DAYS"

   public final void mTIMEPERIOD_DAYS() throws RecognitionException {

       try {

           int _type = TIMEPERIOD_DAYS;

           int _channel = DEFAULT_TOKEN_CHANNEL;

           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:122:17: ( 'days' )

           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:122:19: 'days'

           {

           match("days"); if (state.failed) return ;

 

 

           }

 

           state.type = _type;

           state.channel = _channel;

       }

       finally {

       }

   }

   // $ANTLR end "TIMEPERIOD_DAYS"

 

   // $ANTLR start "TIMEPERIOD_HOUR"

   public final void mTIMEPERIOD_HOUR() throws RecognitionException {

       try {

           int _type = TIMEPERIOD_HOUR;

           int _channel = DEFAULT_TOKEN_CHANNEL;

           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:123:17: ( 'hour' )

           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:123:19: 'hour'

           {

           match("hour"); if (state.failed) return ;

 

 

           }
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           state.type = _type;

           state.channel = _channel;

       }

       finally {

       }

   }

   // $ANTLR end "TIMEPERIOD_HOUR"

 

   // $ANTLR start "TIMEPERIOD_HOURS"

   public final void mTIMEPERIOD_HOURS() throws RecognitionException {

       try {

           int _type = TIMEPERIOD_HOURS;

           int _channel = DEFAULT_TOKEN_CHANNEL;

           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:124:18: ( 'hours' )

           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:124:20: 'hours'

           {

           match("hours"); if (state.failed) return ;

 

 

           }

 

           state.type = _type;

           state.channel = _channel;

       }

       finally {

       }

   }

   // $ANTLR end "TIMEPERIOD_HOURS"

 

   // $ANTLR start "TIMEPERIOD_MINUTE"

   public final void mTIMEPERIOD_MINUTE() throws RecognitionException {

       try {

           int _type = TIMEPERIOD_MINUTE;

           int _channel = DEFAULT_TOKEN_CHANNEL;

           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:125:19: ( 'minute' )

           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:125:21: 'minute'

           {

           match("minute"); if (state.failed) return ;

 

 

           }

 

           state.type = _type;

           state.channel = _channel;

       }

       finally {

       }
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   }

   // $ANTLR end "TIMEPERIOD_MINUTE"

 

   // $ANTLR start "TIMEPERIOD_MINUTES"

   public final void mTIMEPERIOD_MINUTES() throws RecognitionException {

       try {

           int _type = TIMEPERIOD_MINUTES;

           int _channel = DEFAULT_TOKEN_CHANNEL;

           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:126:20: ( 'minutes' )

           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:126:22: 'minutes'

           {

           match("minutes"); if (state.failed) return ;

 

 

           }

 

           state.type = _type;

           state.channel = _channel;

       }

       finally {

       }

   }

   // $ANTLR end "TIMEPERIOD_MINUTES"

 

   // $ANTLR start "TIMEPERIOD_SEC"

   public final void mTIMEPERIOD_SEC() throws RecognitionException {

       try {

           int _type = TIMEPERIOD_SEC;

           int _channel = DEFAULT_TOKEN_CHANNEL;

           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:127:16: ( 'sec' )

           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:127:18: 'sec'

           {

           match("sec"); if (state.failed) return ;

 

 

           }

 

           state.type = _type;

           state.channel = _channel;

       }

       finally {

       }

   }

   // $ANTLR end "TIMEPERIOD_SEC"

 

   // $ANTLR start "TIMEPERIOD_SECOND"

   public final void mTIMEPERIOD_SECOND() throws RecognitionException {

       try {
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           int _type = TIMEPERIOD_SECOND;

           int _channel = DEFAULT_TOKEN_CHANNEL;

           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:128:19: ( 'second' )

           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:128:21: 'second'

           {

           match("second"); if (state.failed) return ;

 

 

           }

 

           state.type = _type;

           state.channel = _channel;

       }

       finally {

       }

   }

   // $ANTLR end "TIMEPERIOD_SECOND"

 

   // $ANTLR start "TIMEPERIOD_SECONDS"

   public final void mTIMEPERIOD_SECONDS() throws RecognitionException {

       try {

           int _type = TIMEPERIOD_SECONDS;

           int _channel = DEFAULT_TOKEN_CHANNEL;

           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:129:20: ( 'seconds' )

           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:129:22: 'seconds'

           {

           match("seconds"); if (state.failed) return ;

 

 

           }

 

           state.type = _type;

           state.channel = _channel;

       }

       finally {

       }

   }

   // $ANTLR end "TIMEPERIOD_SECONDS"

 

   // $ANTLR start "TIMEPERIOD_MILLISEC"

   public final void mTIMEPERIOD_MILLISEC() throws RecognitionException {

       try {

           int _type = TIMEPERIOD_MILLISEC;

           int _channel = DEFAULT_TOKEN_CHANNEL;

           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:130:21: ( 'msec' )

           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:130:23: 'msec'

           {

           match("msec"); if (state.failed) return ;
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           }

 

           state.type = _type;

           state.channel = _channel;

       }

       finally {

       }

   }

   // $ANTLR end "TIMEPERIOD_MILLISEC"

 

   // $ANTLR start "TIMEPERIOD_MILLISECOND"

   public final void mTIMEPERIOD_MILLISECOND() throws RecognitionException {

       try {

           int _type = TIMEPERIOD_MILLISECOND;

           int _channel = DEFAULT_TOKEN_CHANNEL;

           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:131:24: ( 'millisecond' )

           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:131:26: 'millisecond'

           {

           match("millisecond"); if (state.failed) return ;

 

 

           }

 

           state.type = _type;

           state.channel = _channel;

       }

       finally {

       }

   }

   // $ANTLR end "TIMEPERIOD_MILLISECOND"

 

   // $ANTLR start "TIMEPERIOD_MILLISECONDS"

   public final void mTIMEPERIOD_MILLISECONDS() throws RecognitionException {

       try {

           int _type = TIMEPERIOD_MILLISECONDS;

           int _channel = DEFAULT_TOKEN_CHANNEL;

           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:132:25: ( 'milliseconds' )

           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:132:27: 'milliseconds'

           {

           match("milliseconds"); if (state.failed) return ;

 

 

           }

 

           state.type = _type;

           state.channel = _channel;
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       }

       finally {

       }

   }

   // $ANTLR end "TIMEPERIOD_MILLISECONDS"

 

   // $ANTLR start "BOOLEAN_TRUE"

   public final void mBOOLEAN_TRUE() throws RecognitionException {

       try {

           int _type = BOOLEAN_TRUE;

           int _channel = DEFAULT_TOKEN_CHANNEL;

           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:133:14: ( 'true' )

           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:133:16: 'true'

           {

           match("true"); if (state.failed) return ;

 

 

           }

 

           state.type = _type;

           state.channel = _channel;

       }

       finally {

       }

   }

   // $ANTLR end "BOOLEAN_TRUE"

 

   // $ANTLR start "BOOLEAN_FALSE"

   public final void mBOOLEAN_FALSE() throws RecognitionException {

       try {

           int _type = BOOLEAN_FALSE;

           int _channel = DEFAULT_TOKEN_CHANNEL;

           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:134:15: ( 'false' )

           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:134:17: 'false'

           {

           match("false"); if (state.failed) return ;

 

 

           }

 

           state.type = _type;

           state.channel = _channel;

       }

       finally {

       }

   }

   // $ANTLR end "BOOLEAN_FALSE"
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   // $ANTLR start "VALUE_NULL"

   public final void mVALUE_NULL() throws RecognitionException {

       try {

           int _type = VALUE_NULL;

           int _channel = DEFAULT_TOKEN_CHANNEL;

           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:135:12: ( 'null' )

           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:135:14: 'null'

           {

           match("null"); if (state.failed) return ;

 

 

           }

 

           state.type = _type;

           state.channel = _channel;

       }

       finally {

       }

   }

   // $ANTLR end "VALUE_NULL"

 

   // $ANTLR start "ROW_LIMIT_EXPR"

   public final void mROW_LIMIT_EXPR() throws RecognitionException {

       try {

           int _type = ROW_LIMIT_EXPR;

           int _channel = DEFAULT_TOKEN_CHANNEL;

           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:136:16: ( 'limit' )

           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:136:18: 'limit'

           {

           match("limit"); if (state.failed) return ;

 

 

           }

 

           state.type = _type;

           state.channel = _channel;

       }

       finally {

       }

   }

   // $ANTLR end "ROW_LIMIT_EXPR"

 

   // $ANTLR start "OFFSET"

   public final void mOFFSET() throws RecognitionException {

       try {

           int _type = OFFSET;

           int _channel = DEFAULT_TOKEN_CHANNEL;

           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:137:8: ( 'offset' )
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           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:137:10: 'offset'

           {

           match("offset"); if (state.failed) return ;

 

 

           }

 

           state.type = _type;

           state.channel = _channel;

       }

       finally {

       }

   }

   // $ANTLR end "OFFSET"

 

   // $ANTLR start "UPDATE"

   public final void mUPDATE() throws RecognitionException {

       try {

           int _type = UPDATE;

           int _channel = DEFAULT_TOKEN_CHANNEL;

           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:138:8: ( 'update' )

           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:138:10: 'update'

           {

           match("update"); if (state.failed) return ;

 

 

           }

 

           state.type = _type;

           state.channel = _channel;

       }

       finally {

       }

   }

   // $ANTLR end "UPDATE"

 

   // $ANTLR start "MATCH_RECOGNIZE"

   public final void mMATCH_RECOGNIZE() throws RecognitionException {

       try {

           int _type = MATCH_RECOGNIZE;

           int _channel = DEFAULT_TOKEN_CHANNEL;

           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:139:17: ( 'match_recognize' )

           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:139:19: 'match_recognize'

           {

           match("match_recognize"); if (state.failed) return ;

 

 

           }
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           state.type = _type;

           state.channel = _channel;

       }

       finally {

       }

   }

   // $ANTLR end "MATCH_RECOGNIZE"

 

   // $ANTLR start "MEASURES"

   public final void mMEASURES() throws RecognitionException {

       try {

           int _type = MEASURES;

           int _channel = DEFAULT_TOKEN_CHANNEL;

           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:140:10: ( 'measures' )

           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:140:12: 'measures'

           {

           match("measures"); if (state.failed) return ;

 

 

           }

 

           state.type = _type;

           state.channel = _channel;

       }

       finally {

       }

   }

   // $ANTLR end "MEASURES"

 

   // $ANTLR start "DEFINE"

   public final void mDEFINE() throws RecognitionException {

       try {

           int _type = DEFINE;

           int _channel = DEFAULT_TOKEN_CHANNEL;

           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:141:8: ( 'define' )

           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:141:10: 'define'

           {

           match("define"); if (state.failed) return ;

 

 

           }

 

           state.type = _type;

           state.channel = _channel;

       }

       finally {

       }
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   }

   // $ANTLR end "DEFINE"

 

   // $ANTLR start "PARTITION"

   public final void mPARTITION() throws RecognitionException {

       try {

           int _type = PARTITION;

           int _channel = DEFAULT_TOKEN_CHANNEL;

           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:142:11: ( 'partition' )

           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:142:13: 'partition'

           {

           match("partition"); if (state.failed) return ;

 

 

           }

 

           state.type = _type;

           state.channel = _channel;

       }

       finally {

       }

   }

   // $ANTLR end "PARTITION"

 

   // $ANTLR start "MATCHES"

   public final void mMATCHES() throws RecognitionException {

       try {

           int _type = MATCHES;

           int _channel = DEFAULT_TOKEN_CHANNEL;

           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:143:9: ( 'matches' )

           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:143:11: 'matches'

           {

           match("matches"); if (state.failed) return ;

 

 

           }

 

           state.type = _type;

           state.channel = _channel;

       }

       finally {

       }

   }

   // $ANTLR end "MATCHES"

 

   // $ANTLR start "AFTER"

   public final void mAFTER() throws RecognitionException {

       try {
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           int _type = AFTER;

           int _channel = DEFAULT_TOKEN_CHANNEL;

           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:144:7: ( 'after' )

           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:144:9: 'after'

           {

           match("after"); if (state.failed) return ;

 

 

           }

 

           state.type = _type;

           state.channel = _channel;

       }

       finally {

       }

   }

   // $ANTLR end "AFTER"

 

   // $ANTLR start "FOR"

   public final void mFOR() throws RecognitionException {

       try {

           int _type = FOR;

           int _channel = DEFAULT_TOKEN_CHANNEL;

           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:145:5: ( 'for' )

           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:145:7: 'for'

           {

           match("for"); if (state.failed) return ;

 

 

           }

 

           state.type = _type;

           state.channel = _channel;

       }

       finally {

       }

   }

   // $ANTLR end "FOR"

 

   // $ANTLR start "WHILE"

   public final void mWHILE() throws RecognitionException {

       try {

           int _type = WHILE;

           int _channel = DEFAULT_TOKEN_CHANNEL;

           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:146:7: ( 'while' )

           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:146:9: 'while'

           {

           match("while"); if (state.failed) return ;
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           }

 

           state.type = _type;

           state.channel = _channel;

       }

       finally {

       }

   }

   // $ANTLR end "WHILE"

 

   // $ANTLR start "USING"

   public final void mUSING() throws RecognitionException {

       try {

           int _type = USING;

           int _channel = DEFAULT_TOKEN_CHANNEL;

           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:147:7: ( 'using' )

           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:147:9: 'using'

           {

           match("using"); if (state.failed) return ;

 

 

           }

 

           state.type = _type;

           state.channel = _channel;

       }

       finally {

       }

   }

   // $ANTLR end "USING"

 

   // $ANTLR start "MERGE"

   public final void mMERGE() throws RecognitionException {

       try {

           int _type = MERGE;

           int _channel = DEFAULT_TOKEN_CHANNEL;

           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:148:7: ( 'merge' )

           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:148:9: 'merge'

           {

           match("merge"); if (state.failed) return ;

 

 

           }

 

           state.type = _type;

           state.channel = _channel;
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       }

       finally {

       }

   }

   // $ANTLR end "MERGE"

 

   // $ANTLR start "MATCHED"

   public final void mMATCHED() throws RecognitionException {

       try {

           int _type = MATCHED;

           int _channel = DEFAULT_TOKEN_CHANNEL;

           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:149:9: ( 'matched' )

           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:149:11: 'matched'

           {

           match("matched"); if (state.failed) return ;

 

 

           }

 

           state.type = _type;

           state.channel = _channel;

       }

       finally {

       }

   }

   // $ANTLR end "MATCHED"

 

   // $ANTLR start "EXPRESSIONDECL"

   public final void mEXPRESSIONDECL() throws RecognitionException {

       try {

           int _type = EXPRESSIONDECL;

           int _channel = DEFAULT_TOKEN_CHANNEL;

           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:150:16: ( 'expression' )

           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:150:18: 'expression'

           {

           match("expression"); if (state.failed) return ;

 

 

           }

 

           state.type = _type;

           state.channel = _channel;

       }

       finally {

       }

   }

   // $ANTLR end "EXPRESSIONDECL"
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   // $ANTLR start "NEWKW"

   public final void mNEWKW() throws RecognitionException {

       try {

           int _type = NEWKW;

           int _channel = DEFAULT_TOKEN_CHANNEL;

           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:151:7: ( 'new' )

           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:151:9: 'new'

           {

           match("new"); if (state.failed) return ;

 

 

           }

 

           state.type = _type;

           state.channel = _channel;

       }

       finally {

       }

   }

   // $ANTLR end "NEWKW"

 

   // $ANTLR start "START"

   public final void mSTART() throws RecognitionException {

       try {

           int _type = START;

           int _channel = DEFAULT_TOKEN_CHANNEL;

           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:152:7: ( 'start' )

           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:152:9: 'start'

           {

           match("start"); if (state.failed) return ;

 

 

           }

 

           state.type = _type;

           state.channel = _channel;

       }

       finally {

       }

   }

   // $ANTLR end "START"

 

   // $ANTLR start "CONTEXT"

   public final void mCONTEXT() throws RecognitionException {

       try {

           int _type = CONTEXT;

           int _channel = DEFAULT_TOKEN_CHANNEL;

           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:153:9: ( 'context' )
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           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:153:11: 'context'

           {

           match("context"); if (state.failed) return ;

 

 

           }

 

           state.type = _type;

           state.channel = _channel;

       }

       finally {

       }

   }

   // $ANTLR end "CONTEXT"

 

   // $ANTLR start "INITIATED"

   public final void mINITIATED() throws RecognitionException {

       try {

           int _type = INITIATED;

           int _channel = DEFAULT_TOKEN_CHANNEL;

           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:154:11: ( 'initiated' )

           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:154:13: 'initiated'

           {

           match("initiated"); if (state.failed) return ;

 

 

           }

 

           state.type = _type;

           state.channel = _channel;

       }

       finally {

       }

   }

   // $ANTLR end "INITIATED"

 

   // $ANTLR start "TERMINATED"

   public final void mTERMINATED() throws RecognitionException {

       try {

           int _type = TERMINATED;

           int _channel = DEFAULT_TOKEN_CHANNEL;

           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:155:12: ( 'terminated' )

           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:155:14: 'terminated'

           {

           match("terminated"); if (state.failed) return ;

 

 

           }
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           state.type = _type;

           state.channel = _channel;

       }

       finally {

       }

   }

   // $ANTLR end "TERMINATED"

 

   // $ANTLR start "DATAFLOW"

   public final void mDATAFLOW() throws RecognitionException {

       try {

           int _type = DATAFLOW;

           int _channel = DEFAULT_TOKEN_CHANNEL;

           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:156:10: ( 'dataflow' )

           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:156:12: 'dataflow'

           {

           match("dataflow"); if (state.failed) return ;

 

 

           }

 

           state.type = _type;

           state.channel = _channel;

       }

       finally {

       }

   }

   // $ANTLR end "DATAFLOW"

 

   // $ANTLR start "FOLLOWMAX_BEGIN"

   public final void mFOLLOWMAX_BEGIN() throws RecognitionException {

       try {

           int _type = FOLLOWMAX_BEGIN;

           int _channel = DEFAULT_TOKEN_CHANNEL;

           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:2232:17: ( '-[' )

           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:2232:19: '-['

           {

           match("-["); if (state.failed) return ;

 

 

           }

 

           state.type = _type;

           state.channel = _channel;

       }

       finally {

       }
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   }

   // $ANTLR end "FOLLOWMAX_BEGIN"

 

   // $ANTLR start "FOLLOWMAX_END"

   public final void mFOLLOWMAX_END() throws RecognitionException {

       try {

           int _type = FOLLOWMAX_END;

           int _channel = DEFAULT_TOKEN_CHANNEL;

           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:2233:17: ( ']>' )

           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:2233:19: ']>'

           {

           match("]>"); if (state.failed) return ;

 

 

           }

 

           state.type = _type;

           state.channel = _channel;

       }

       finally {

       }

   }

   // $ANTLR end "FOLLOWMAX_END"

 

   // $ANTLR start "FOLLOWED_BY"

   public final void mFOLLOWED_BY() throws RecognitionException {

       try {

           int _type = FOLLOWED_BY;

           int _channel = DEFAULT_TOKEN_CHANNEL;

           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:2234:14: ( '->' )

           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:2234:16: '->'

           {

           match("->"); if (state.failed) return ;

 

 

           }

 

           state.type = _type;

           state.channel = _channel;

       }

       finally {

       }

   }

   // $ANTLR end "FOLLOWED_BY"

 

   // $ANTLR start "GOES"

   public final void mGOES() throws RecognitionException {

       try {
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           int _type = GOES;

           int _channel = DEFAULT_TOKEN_CHANNEL;

           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:2235:8: ( '=>' )

           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:2235:10: '=>'

           {

           match("=>"); if (state.failed) return ;

 

 

           }

 

           state.type = _type;

           state.channel = _channel;

       }

       finally {

       }

   }

   // $ANTLR end "GOES"

 

   // $ANTLR start "EQUALS"

   public final void mEQUALS() throws RecognitionException {

       try {

           int _type = EQUALS;

           int _channel = DEFAULT_TOKEN_CHANNEL;

           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:2236:10: ( '=' )

           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:2236:12: '='

           {

           match('='); if (state.failed) return ;

 

           }

 

           state.type = _type;

           state.channel = _channel;

       }

       finally {

       }

   }

   // $ANTLR end "EQUALS"

 

   // $ANTLR start "SQL_NE"

   public final void mSQL_NE() throws RecognitionException {

       try {

           int _type = SQL_NE;

           int _channel = DEFAULT_TOKEN_CHANNEL;

           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:2237:10: ( '<>' )

           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:2237:12: '<>'

           {

           match("<>"); if (state.failed) return ;
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           }

 

           state.type = _type;

           state.channel = _channel;

       }

       finally {

       }

   }

   // $ANTLR end "SQL_NE"

 

   // $ANTLR start "QUESTION"

   public final void mQUESTION() throws RecognitionException {

       try {

           int _type = QUESTION;

           int _channel = DEFAULT_TOKEN_CHANNEL;

           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:2238:11: ( '?' )

           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:2238:13: '?'

           {

           match('?'); if (state.failed) return ;

 

           }

 

           state.type = _type;

           state.channel = _channel;

       }

       finally {

       }

   }

   // $ANTLR end "QUESTION"

 

   // $ANTLR start "LPAREN"

   public final void mLPAREN() throws RecognitionException {

       try {

           int _type = LPAREN;

           int _channel = DEFAULT_TOKEN_CHANNEL;

           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:2239:10: ( '(' )

           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:2239:12: '('

           {

           match('('); if (state.failed) return ;

 

           }

 

           state.type = _type;

           state.channel = _channel;

       }

       finally {

       }
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   }

   // $ANTLR end "LPAREN"

 

   // $ANTLR start "RPAREN"

   public final void mRPAREN() throws RecognitionException {

       try {

           int _type = RPAREN;

           int _channel = DEFAULT_TOKEN_CHANNEL;

           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:2240:10: ( ')' )

           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:2240:12: ')'

           {

           match(')'); if (state.failed) return ;

 

           }

 

           state.type = _type;

           state.channel = _channel;

       }

       finally {

       }

   }

   // $ANTLR end "RPAREN"

 

   // $ANTLR start "LBRACK"

   public final void mLBRACK() throws RecognitionException {

       try {

           int _type = LBRACK;

           int _channel = DEFAULT_TOKEN_CHANNEL;

           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:2241:10: ( '[' )

           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:2241:12: '['

           {

           match('['); if (state.failed) return ;

 

           }

 

           state.type = _type;

           state.channel = _channel;

       }

       finally {

       }

   }

   // $ANTLR end "LBRACK"

 

   // $ANTLR start "RBRACK"

   public final void mRBRACK() throws RecognitionException {

       try {

           int _type = RBRACK;

           int _channel = DEFAULT_TOKEN_CHANNEL;
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           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:2242:10: ( ']' )

           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:2242:12: ']'

           {

           match(']'); if (state.failed) return ;

 

           }

 

           state.type = _type;

           state.channel = _channel;

       }

       finally {

       }

   }

   // $ANTLR end "RBRACK"

 

   // $ANTLR start "LCURLY"

   public final void mLCURLY() throws RecognitionException {

       try {

           int _type = LCURLY;

           int _channel = DEFAULT_TOKEN_CHANNEL;

           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:2243:10: ( '{' )

           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:2243:12: '{'

           {

           match('{'); if (state.failed) return ;

 

           }

 

           state.type = _type;

           state.channel = _channel;

       }

       finally {

       }

   }

   // $ANTLR end "LCURLY"

 

   // $ANTLR start "RCURLY"

   public final void mRCURLY() throws RecognitionException {

       try {

           int _type = RCURLY;

           int _channel = DEFAULT_TOKEN_CHANNEL;

           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:2244:10: ( '}' )

           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:2244:12: '}'

           {

           match('}'); if (state.failed) return ;

 

           }

 

           state.type = _type;
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           state.channel = _channel;

       }

       finally {

       }

   }

   // $ANTLR end "RCURLY"

 

   // $ANTLR start "COLON"

   public final void mCOLON() throws RecognitionException {

       try {

           int _type = COLON;

           int _channel = DEFAULT_TOKEN_CHANNEL;

           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:2245:9: ( ':' )

           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:2245:11: ':'

           {

           match(':'); if (state.failed) return ;

 

           }

 

           state.type = _type;

           state.channel = _channel;

       }

       finally {

       }

   }

   // $ANTLR end "COLON"

 

   // $ANTLR start "COMMA"

   public final void mCOMMA() throws RecognitionException {

       try {

           int _type = COMMA;

           int _channel = DEFAULT_TOKEN_CHANNEL;

           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:2246:9: ( ',' )

           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:2246:11: ','

           {

           match(','); if (state.failed) return ;

 

           }

 

           state.type = _type;

           state.channel = _channel;

       }

       finally {

       }

   }

   // $ANTLR end "COMMA"

 

   // $ANTLR start "EQUAL"
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   public final void mEQUAL() throws RecognitionException {

       try {

           int _type = EQUAL;

           int _channel = DEFAULT_TOKEN_CHANNEL;

           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:2247:9: ( '==' )

           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:2247:11: '=='

           {

           match("=="); if (state.failed) return ;

 

 

           }

 

           state.type = _type;

           state.channel = _channel;

       }

       finally {

       }

   }

   // $ANTLR end "EQUAL"

 

   // $ANTLR start "LNOT"

   public final void mLNOT() throws RecognitionException {

       try {

           int _type = LNOT;

           int _channel = DEFAULT_TOKEN_CHANNEL;

           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:2248:8: ( '!' )

           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:2248:10: '!'

           {

           match('!'); if (state.failed) return ;

 

           }

 

           state.type = _type;

           state.channel = _channel;

       }

       finally {

       }

   }

   // $ANTLR end "LNOT"

 

   // $ANTLR start "BNOT"

   public final void mBNOT() throws RecognitionException {

       try {

           int _type = BNOT;

           int _channel = DEFAULT_TOKEN_CHANNEL;

           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:2249:8: ( '~' )

           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:2249:10: '~'

           {
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           match('~'); if (state.failed) return ;

 

           }

 

           state.type = _type;

           state.channel = _channel;

       }

       finally {

       }

   }

   // $ANTLR end "BNOT"

 

   // $ANTLR start "NOT_EQUAL"

   public final void mNOT_EQUAL() throws RecognitionException {

       try {

           int _type = NOT_EQUAL;

           int _channel = DEFAULT_TOKEN_CHANNEL;

           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:2250:12: ( '!=' )

           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:2250:14: '!='

           {

           match("!="); if (state.failed) return ;

 

 

           }

 

           state.type = _type;

           state.channel = _channel;

       }

       finally {

       }

   }

   // $ANTLR end "NOT_EQUAL"

 

   // $ANTLR start "DIV"

   public final void mDIV() throws RecognitionException {

       try {

           int _type = DIV;

           int _channel = DEFAULT_TOKEN_CHANNEL;

           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:2251:7: ( '/' )

           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:2251:9: '/'

           {

           match('/'); if (state.failed) return ;

 

           }

 

           state.type = _type;

           state.channel = _channel;

       }
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       finally {

       }

   }

   // $ANTLR end "DIV"

 

   // $ANTLR start "DIV_ASSIGN"

   public final void mDIV_ASSIGN() throws RecognitionException {

       try {

           int _type = DIV_ASSIGN;

           int _channel = DEFAULT_TOKEN_CHANNEL;

           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:2252:13: ( '/=' )

           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:2252:15: '/='

           {

           match("/="); if (state.failed) return ;

 

 

           }

 

           state.type = _type;

           state.channel = _channel;

       }

       finally {

       }

   }

   // $ANTLR end "DIV_ASSIGN"

 

   // $ANTLR start "PLUS"

   public final void mPLUS() throws RecognitionException {

       try {

           int _type = PLUS;

           int _channel = DEFAULT_TOKEN_CHANNEL;

           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:2253:8: ( '+' )

           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:2253:10: '+'

           {

           match('+'); if (state.failed) return ;

 

           }

 

           state.type = _type;

           state.channel = _channel;

       }

       finally {

       }

   }

   // $ANTLR end "PLUS"

 

   // $ANTLR start "PLUS_ASSIGN"

   public final void mPLUS_ASSIGN() throws RecognitionException {
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       try {

           int _type = PLUS_ASSIGN;

           int _channel = DEFAULT_TOKEN_CHANNEL;

           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:2254:13: ( '+=' )

           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:2254:15: '+='

           {

           match("+="); if (state.failed) return ;

 

 

           }

 

           state.type = _type;

           state.channel = _channel;

       }

       finally {

       }

   }

   // $ANTLR end "PLUS_ASSIGN"

 

   // $ANTLR start "INC"

   public final void mINC() throws RecognitionException {

       try {

           int _type = INC;

           int _channel = DEFAULT_TOKEN_CHANNEL;

           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:2255:7: ( '++' )

           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:2255:9: '++'

           {

           match("++"); if (state.failed) return ;

 

 

           }

 

           state.type = _type;

           state.channel = _channel;

       }

       finally {

       }

   }

   // $ANTLR end "INC"

 

   // $ANTLR start "MINUS"

   public final void mMINUS() throws RecognitionException {

       try {

           int _type = MINUS;

           int _channel = DEFAULT_TOKEN_CHANNEL;

           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:2256:9: ( '-' )

           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:2256:11: '-'

           {
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           match('-'); if (state.failed) return ;

 

           }

 

           state.type = _type;

           state.channel = _channel;

       }

       finally {

       }

   }

   // $ANTLR end "MINUS"

 

   // $ANTLR start "MINUS_ASSIGN"

   public final void mMINUS_ASSIGN() throws RecognitionException {

       try {

           int _type = MINUS_ASSIGN;

           int _channel = DEFAULT_TOKEN_CHANNEL;

           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:2257:15: ( '-=' )

           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:2257:17: '-='

           {

           match("-="); if (state.failed) return ;

 

 

           }

 

           state.type = _type;

           state.channel = _channel;

       }

       finally {

       }

   }

   // $ANTLR end "MINUS_ASSIGN"

 

   // $ANTLR start "DEC"

   public final void mDEC() throws RecognitionException {

       try {

           int _type = DEC;

           int _channel = DEFAULT_TOKEN_CHANNEL;

           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:2258:7: ( '--' )

           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:2258:9: '--'

           {

           match("--"); if (state.failed) return ;

 

 

           }

 

           state.type = _type;

           state.channel = _channel;
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       }

       finally {

       }

   }

   // $ANTLR end "DEC"

 

   // $ANTLR start "STAR"

   public final void mSTAR() throws RecognitionException {

       try {

           int _type = STAR;

           int _channel = DEFAULT_TOKEN_CHANNEL;

           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:2259:8: ( '*' )

           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:2259:10: '*'

           {

           match('*'); if (state.failed) return ;

 

           }

 

           state.type = _type;

           state.channel = _channel;

       }

       finally {

       }

   }

   // $ANTLR end "STAR"

 

   // $ANTLR start "STAR_ASSIGN"

   public final void mSTAR_ASSIGN() throws RecognitionException {

       try {

           int _type = STAR_ASSIGN;

           int _channel = DEFAULT_TOKEN_CHANNEL;

           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:2260:14: ( '*=' )

           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:2260:16: '*='

           {

           match("*="); if (state.failed) return ;

 

 

           }

 

           state.type = _type;

           state.channel = _channel;

       }

       finally {

       }

   }

   // $ANTLR end "STAR_ASSIGN"

 

   // $ANTLR start "MOD"
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   public final void mMOD() throws RecognitionException {

       try {

           int _type = MOD;

           int _channel = DEFAULT_TOKEN_CHANNEL;

           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:2261:7: ( '%' )

           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:2261:9: '%'

           {

           match('%'); if (state.failed) return ;

 

           }

 

           state.type = _type;

           state.channel = _channel;

       }

       finally {

       }

   }

   // $ANTLR end "MOD"

 

   // $ANTLR start "MOD_ASSIGN"

   public final void mMOD_ASSIGN() throws RecognitionException {

       try {

           int _type = MOD_ASSIGN;

           int _channel = DEFAULT_TOKEN_CHANNEL;

           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:2262:13: ( '%=' )

           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:2262:15: '%='

           {

           match("%="); if (state.failed) return ;

 

 

           }

 

           state.type = _type;

           state.channel = _channel;

       }

       finally {

       }

   }

   // $ANTLR end "MOD_ASSIGN"

 

   // $ANTLR start "GE"

   public final void mGE() throws RecognitionException {

       try {

           int _type = GE;

           int _channel = DEFAULT_TOKEN_CHANNEL;

           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:2263:6: ( '>=' )

           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:2263:8: '>='

           {
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           match(">="); if (state.failed) return ;

 

 

           }

 

           state.type = _type;

           state.channel = _channel;

       }

       finally {

       }

   }

   // $ANTLR end "GE"

 

   // $ANTLR start "GT"

   public final void mGT() throws RecognitionException {

       try {

           int _type = GT;

           int _channel = DEFAULT_TOKEN_CHANNEL;

           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:2264:6: ( '>' )

           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:2264:8: '>'

           {

           match('>'); if (state.failed) return ;

 

           }

 

           state.type = _type;

           state.channel = _channel;

       }

       finally {

       }

   }

   // $ANTLR end "GT"

 

   // $ANTLR start "LE"

   public final void mLE() throws RecognitionException {

       try {

           int _type = LE;

           int _channel = DEFAULT_TOKEN_CHANNEL;

           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:2265:6: ( '<=' )

           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:2265:8: '<='

           {

           match("<="); if (state.failed) return ;

 

 

           }

 

           state.type = _type;

           state.channel = _channel;
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       }

       finally {

       }

   }

   // $ANTLR end "LE"

 

   // $ANTLR start "LT"

   public final void mLT() throws RecognitionException {

       try {

           int _type = LT;

           int _channel = DEFAULT_TOKEN_CHANNEL;

           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:2266:6: ( '<' )

           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:2266:8: '<'

           {

           match('<'); if (state.failed) return ;

 

           }

 

           state.type = _type;

           state.channel = _channel;

       }

       finally {

       }

   }

   // $ANTLR end "LT"

 

   // $ANTLR start "BXOR"

   public final void mBXOR() throws RecognitionException {

       try {

           int _type = BXOR;

           int _channel = DEFAULT_TOKEN_CHANNEL;

           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:2267:8: ( '^' )

           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:2267:10: '^'

           {

           match('^'); if (state.failed) return ;

 

           }

 

           state.type = _type;

           state.channel = _channel;

       }

       finally {

       }

   }

   // $ANTLR end "BXOR"

 

   // $ANTLR start "BXOR_ASSIGN"

   public final void mBXOR_ASSIGN() throws RecognitionException {
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       try {

           int _type = BXOR_ASSIGN;

           int _channel = DEFAULT_TOKEN_CHANNEL;

           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:2268:14: ( '^=' )

           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:2268:16: '^='

           {

           match("^="); if (state.failed) return ;

 

 

           }

 

           state.type = _type;

           state.channel = _channel;

       }

       finally {

       }

   }

   // $ANTLR end "BXOR_ASSIGN"

 

   // $ANTLR start "BOR"

   public final void mBOR() throws RecognitionException {

       try {

           int _type = BOR;

           int _channel = DEFAULT_TOKEN_CHANNEL;

           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:2269:6: ( '|' )

           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:2269:8: '|'

           {

           match('|'); if (state.failed) return ;

 

           }

 

           state.type = _type;

           state.channel = _channel;

       }

       finally {

       }

   }

   // $ANTLR end "BOR"

 

   // $ANTLR start "BOR_ASSIGN"

   public final void mBOR_ASSIGN() throws RecognitionException {

       try {

           int _type = BOR_ASSIGN;

           int _channel = DEFAULT_TOKEN_CHANNEL;

           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:2270:13: ( '|=' )

           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:2270:15: '|='

           {

           match("|="); if (state.failed) return ;
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           }

 

           state.type = _type;

           state.channel = _channel;

       }

       finally {

       }

   }

   // $ANTLR end "BOR_ASSIGN"

 

   // $ANTLR start "LOR"

   public final void mLOR() throws RecognitionException {

       try {

           int _type = LOR;

           int _channel = DEFAULT_TOKEN_CHANNEL;

           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:2271:6: ( '||' )

           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:2271:8: '||'

           {

           match("||"); if (state.failed) return ;

 

 

           }

 

           state.type = _type;

           state.channel = _channel;

       }

       finally {

       }

   }

   // $ANTLR end "LOR"

 

   // $ANTLR start "BAND"

   public final void mBAND() throws RecognitionException {

       try {

           int _type = BAND;

           int _channel = DEFAULT_TOKEN_CHANNEL;

           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:2272:8: ( '&' )

           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:2272:10: '&'

           {

           match('&'); if (state.failed) return ;

 

           }

 

           state.type = _type;

           state.channel = _channel;

       }
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       finally {

       }

   }

   // $ANTLR end "BAND"

 

   // $ANTLR start "BAND_ASSIGN"

   public final void mBAND_ASSIGN() throws RecognitionException {

       try {

           int _type = BAND_ASSIGN;

           int _channel = DEFAULT_TOKEN_CHANNEL;

           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:2273:14: ( '&=' )

           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:2273:16: '&='

           {

           match("&="); if (state.failed) return ;

 

 

           }

 

           state.type = _type;

           state.channel = _channel;

       }

       finally {

       }

   }

   // $ANTLR end "BAND_ASSIGN"

 

   // $ANTLR start "LAND"

   public final void mLAND() throws RecognitionException {

       try {

           int _type = LAND;

           int _channel = DEFAULT_TOKEN_CHANNEL;

           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:2274:8: ( '&&' )

           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:2274:10: '&&'

           {

           match("&&"); if (state.failed) return ;

 

 

           }

 

           state.type = _type;

           state.channel = _channel;

       }

       finally {

       }

   }

   // $ANTLR end "LAND"

 

   // $ANTLR start "SEMI"
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   public final void mSEMI() throws RecognitionException {

       try {

           int _type = SEMI;

           int _channel = DEFAULT_TOKEN_CHANNEL;

           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:2275:8: ( ';' )

           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:2275:10: ';'

           {

           match(';'); if (state.failed) return ;

 

           }

 

           state.type = _type;

           state.channel = _channel;

       }

       finally {

       }

   }

   // $ANTLR end "SEMI"

 

   // $ANTLR start "DOT"

   public final void mDOT() throws RecognitionException {

       try {

           int _type = DOT;

           int _channel = DEFAULT_TOKEN_CHANNEL;

           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:2276:7: ( '.' )

           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:2276:9: '.'

           {

           match('.'); if (state.failed) return ;

 

           }

 

           state.type = _type;

           state.channel = _channel;

       }

       finally {

       }

   }

   // $ANTLR end "DOT"

 

   // $ANTLR start "NUM_LONG"

   public final void mNUM_LONG() throws RecognitionException {

       try {

           int _type = NUM_LONG;

           int _channel = DEFAULT_TOKEN_CHANNEL;

           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:2277:10: ( '\\u18FF' )

           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:2277:12: '\\u18FF'

           {

           match('\u18FF'); if (state.failed) return ;
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           }

 

           state.type = _type;

           state.channel = _channel;

       }

       finally {

       }

   }

   // $ANTLR end "NUM_LONG"

 

   // $ANTLR start "NUM_DOUBLE"

   public final void mNUM_DOUBLE() throws RecognitionException {

       try {

           int _type = NUM_DOUBLE;

           int _channel = DEFAULT_TOKEN_CHANNEL;

           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:2278:12: ( '\\u18FE' )

           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:2278:14: '\\u18FE'

           {

           match('\u18FE'); if (state.failed) return ;

 

           }

 

           state.type = _type;

           state.channel = _channel;

       }

       finally {

       }

   }

   // $ANTLR end "NUM_DOUBLE"

 

   // $ANTLR start "NUM_FLOAT"

   public final void mNUM_FLOAT() throws RecognitionException {

       try {

           int _type = NUM_FLOAT;

           int _channel = DEFAULT_TOKEN_CHANNEL;

           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:2279:11: ( '\\u18FD' )

           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:2279:13: '\\u18FD'

           {

           match('\u18FD'); if (state.failed) return ;

 

           }

 

           state.type = _type;

           state.channel = _channel;

       }

       finally {

       }
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   }

   // $ANTLR end "NUM_FLOAT"

 

   // $ANTLR start "ESCAPECHAR"

   public final void mESCAPECHAR() throws RecognitionException {

       try {

           int _type = ESCAPECHAR;

           int _channel = DEFAULT_TOKEN_CHANNEL;

           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:2280:12: ( '\\\\' )

           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:2280:14: '\\\\'

           {

           match('\\'); if (state.failed) return ;

 

           }

 

           state.type = _type;

           state.channel = _channel;

       }

       finally {

       }

   }

   // $ANTLR end "ESCAPECHAR"

 

   // $ANTLR start "ATCHAR"

   public final void mATCHAR() throws RecognitionException {

       try {

           int _type = ATCHAR;

           int _channel = DEFAULT_TOKEN_CHANNEL;

           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:2281:9: ( '@' )

           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:2281:11: '@'

           {

           match('@'); if (state.failed) return ;

 

           }

 

           state.type = _type;

           state.channel = _channel;

       }

       finally {

       }

   }

   // $ANTLR end "ATCHAR"

 

   // $ANTLR start "WS"

   public final void mWS() throws RecognitionException {

       try {

           int _type = WS;

           int _channel = DEFAULT_TOKEN_CHANNEL;
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           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:2284:4: ( ( ' ' | '\\t' | '\\f' | ( '\\r' | '\\n' ) )+ )

           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:2284:6: ( ' ' | '\\t' | '\\f' | ( '\\r' | '\\n' ) )+

           {

           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:2284:6: ( ' ' | '\\t' | '\\f' | ( '\\r' | '\\n' ) )+

           int cnt1=0;

           loop1:

           do {

               int alt1=2;

               int LA1_0 = input.LA(1);

 

               if ( ((LA1_0>='\t' && LA1_0<='\n')||(LA1_0>='\f' && LA1_0<='\r')||LA1_0==' ') ) {

                   alt1=1;

               }

 

 

               switch (alt1) {

           	case 1 :

           	    // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:

           	    {

           	    if ( (input.LA(1)>='\t' && input.LA(1)<='\n')||(input.LA(1)>='\f' && input.LA(1)<='\r')||input.LA(1)==' ' )

{

           	        input.consume();

           	    state.failed=false;

           	    }

           	    else {

           	        if (state.backtracking>0) {state.failed=true; return ;}

           	        MismatchedSetException mse = new MismatchedSetException(null,input);

           	        recover(mse);

           	        throw mse;}

 

 

           	    }

           	    break;

 

           	default :

           	    if ( cnt1 >= 1 ) break loop1;

           	    if (state.backtracking>0) {state.failed=true; return ;}

                       EarlyExitException eee =

                           new EarlyExitException(1, input);

                       throw eee;

               }

               cnt1++;

           } while (true);

 

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

              _channel=HIDDEN;

           }
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           }

 

           state.type = _type;

           state.channel = _channel;

       }

       finally {

       }

   }

   // $ANTLR end "WS"

 

   // $ANTLR start "SL_COMMENT"

   public final void mSL_COMMENT() throws RecognitionException {

       try {

           int _type = SL_COMMENT;

           int _channel = DEFAULT_TOKEN_CHANNEL;

           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:2298:2: ( '//' (~ ( '\\n' | '\\r' ) )* ( '\\n' | '\\r' ( '\\n' )? )? )

           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:2298:4: '//' (~ ( '\\n' | '\\r' ) )* ( '\\n' | '\\r' ( '\\n' )? )?

           {

           match("//"); if (state.failed) return ;

 

           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:2299:3: (~ ( '\\n' | '\\r' ) )*

           loop2:

           do {

               int alt2=2;

               int LA2_0 = input.LA(1);

 

               if ( ((LA2_0>='\u0000' && LA2_0<='\t')||(LA2_0>='\u000B' && LA2_0<='\f')||(LA2_0>='\u000E' &&

LA2_0<='\uFFFF')) ) {

                   alt2=1;

               }

 

 

               switch (alt2) {

           	case 1 :

           	    // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:2299:4: ~ ( '\\n' | '\\r' )

           	    {

           	    if ( (input.LA(1)>='\u0000' && input.LA(1)<='\t')||(input.LA(1)>='\u000B' &&

input.LA(1)<='\f')||(input.LA(1)>='\u000E' && input.LA(1)<='\uFFFF') ) {

           	        input.consume();

           	    state.failed=false;

           	    }

           	    else {

           	        if (state.backtracking>0) {state.failed=true; return ;}

           	        MismatchedSetException mse = new MismatchedSetException(null,input);

           	        recover(mse);

           	        throw mse;}
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           	    }

           	    break;

 

           	default :

           	    break loop2;

               }

           } while (true);

 

           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:2299:19: ( '\\n' | '\\r' ( '\\n' )? )?

           int alt4=3;

           int LA4_0 = input.LA(1);

 

           if ( (LA4_0=='\n') ) {

               alt4=1;

           }

           else if ( (LA4_0=='\r') ) {

               alt4=2;

           }

           switch (alt4) {

               case 1 :

                   // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:2299:20: '\\n'

                   {

                   match('\n'); if (state.failed) return ;

 

                   }

                   break;

               case 2 :

                   // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:2299:25: '\\r' ( '\\n' )?

                   {

                   match('\r'); if (state.failed) return ;

                   // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:2299:29: ( '\\n' )?

                   int alt3=2;

                   int LA3_0 = input.LA(1);

 

                   if ( (LA3_0=='\n') ) {

                       alt3=1;

                   }

                   switch (alt3) {

                       case 1 :

                           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:2299:30: '\\n'

                           {

                           match('\n'); if (state.failed) return ;

 

                           }

                           break;

 

                   }
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                   }

                   break;

 

           }

 

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

             _channel=HIDDEN;

           }

 

           }

 

           state.type = _type;

           state.channel = _channel;

       }

       finally {

       }

   }

   // $ANTLR end "SL_COMMENT"

 

   // $ANTLR start "ML_COMMENT"

   public final void mML_COMMENT() throws RecognitionException {

       try {

           int _type = ML_COMMENT;

           int _channel = DEFAULT_TOKEN_CHANNEL;

           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:2305:5: ( '/*' ( options {greedy=false; } : . )* '*/' )

           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:2305:9: '/*' ( options {greedy=false; } : . )* '*/'

           {

           match("/*"); if (state.failed) return ;

 

           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:2305:14: ( options {greedy=false; } : . )*

           loop5:

           do {

               int alt5=2;

               int LA5_0 = input.LA(1);

 

               if ( (LA5_0=='*') ) {

                   int LA5_1 = input.LA(2);

 

                   if ( (LA5_1=='/') ) {

                       alt5=2;

                   }

                   else if ( ((LA5_1>='\u0000' && LA5_1<='.')||(LA5_1>='0' && LA5_1<='\uFFFF')) ) {

                       alt5=1;

                   }

 

 

               }
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               else if ( ((LA5_0>='\u0000' && LA5_0<=')')||(LA5_0>='+' && LA5_0<='\uFFFF')) ) {

                   alt5=1;

               }

 

 

               switch (alt5) {

           	case 1 :

           	    // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:2305:42: .

           	    {

           	    matchAny(); if (state.failed) return ;

 

           	    }

           	    break;

 

           	default :

           	    break loop5;

               }

           } while (true);

 

           match("*/"); if (state.failed) return ;

 

           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

             _channel=HIDDEN;

           }

 

           }

 

           state.type = _type;

           state.channel = _channel;

       }

       finally {

       }

   }

   // $ANTLR end "ML_COMMENT"

 

   // $ANTLR start "TICKED_STRING_LITERAL"

   public final void mTICKED_STRING_LITERAL() throws RecognitionException {

       try {

           int _type = TICKED_STRING_LITERAL;

           int _channel = DEFAULT_TOKEN_CHANNEL;

           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:2309:5: ( '`' ( EscapeSequence | ~ ( '\\`' | '\\\\' ) )* '`' )

           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:2309:9: '`' ( EscapeSequence | ~ ( '\\`' | '\\\\' ) )* '`'

           {

           match('`'); if (state.failed) return ;

           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:2309:13: ( EscapeSequence | ~ ( '\\`' | '\\\\' ) )*

           loop6:

           do {

               int alt6=3;
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               int LA6_0 = input.LA(1);

 

               if ( (LA6_0=='\\') ) {

                   alt6=1;

               }

               else if ( ((LA6_0>='\u0000' && LA6_0<='[')||(LA6_0>=']' && LA6_0<='_')||(LA6_0>='a' &&

LA6_0<='\uFFFF')) ) {

                   alt6=2;

               }

 

 

               switch (alt6) {

           	case 1 :

           	    // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:2309:15: EscapeSequence

           	    {

           	    mEscapeSequence(); if (state.failed) return ;

 

           	    }

           	    break;

           	case 2 :

           	    // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:2309:32: ~ ( '\\`' | '\\\\' )

           	    {

           	    if ( (input.LA(1)>='\u0000' && input.LA(1)<='[')||(input.LA(1)>=']' &&

input.LA(1)<='_')||(input.LA(1)>='a' && input.LA(1)<='\uFFFF') ) {

           	        input.consume();

           	    state.failed=false;

           	    }

           	    else {

           	        if (state.backtracking>0) {state.failed=true; return ;}

           	        MismatchedSetException mse = new MismatchedSetException(null,input);

           	        recover(mse);

           	        throw mse;}

 

 

           	    }

           	    break;

 

           	default :

           	    break loop6;

               }

           } while (true);

 

           match('`'); if (state.failed) return ;

 

           }

 

           state.type = _type;

           state.channel = _channel;
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       }

       finally {

       }

   }

   // $ANTLR end "TICKED_STRING_LITERAL"

 

   // $ANTLR start "QUOTED_STRING_LITERAL"

   public final void mQUOTED_STRING_LITERAL() throws RecognitionException {

       try {

           int _type = QUOTED_STRING_LITERAL;

           int _channel = DEFAULT_TOKEN_CHANNEL;

           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:2313:5: ( '\\'' ( EscapeSequence | ~ ( '\\'' | '\\\\' ) )* '\\'' )

           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:2313:9: '\\'' ( EscapeSequence | ~ ( '\\'' | '\\\\' ) )* '\\''

           {

           match('\''); if (state.failed) return ;

           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:2313:14: ( EscapeSequence | ~ ( '\\'' | '\\\\' ) )*

           loop7:

           do {

               int alt7=3;

               int LA7_0 = input.LA(1);

 

               if ( (LA7_0=='\\') ) {

                   alt7=1;

               }

               else if ( ((LA7_0>='\u0000' && LA7_0<='&')||(LA7_0>='(' && LA7_0<='[')||(LA7_0>=']' &&

LA7_0<='\uFFFF')) ) {

                   alt7=2;

               }

 

 

               switch (alt7) {

           	case 1 :

           	    // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:2313:16: EscapeSequence

           	    {

           	    mEscapeSequence(); if (state.failed) return ;

 

           	    }

           	    break;

           	case 2 :

           	    // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:2313:33: ~ ( '\\'' | '\\\\' )

           	    {

           	    if ( (input.LA(1)>='\u0000' && input.LA(1)<='&')||(input.LA(1)>='(' &&

input.LA(1)<='[')||(input.LA(1)>=']' && input.LA(1)<='\uFFFF') ) {

           	        input.consume();

           	    state.failed=false;

           	    }

           	    else {

           	        if (state.backtracking>0) {state.failed=true; return ;}
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           	        MismatchedSetException mse = new MismatchedSetException(null,input);

           	        recover(mse);

           	        throw mse;}

 

 

           	    }

           	    break;

 

           	default :

           	    break loop7;

               }

           } while (true);

 

           match('\''); if (state.failed) return ;

 

           }

 

           state.type = _type;

           state.channel = _channel;

       }

       finally {

       }

   }

   // $ANTLR end "QUOTED_STRING_LITERAL"

 

   // $ANTLR start "STRING_LITERAL"

   public final void mSTRING_LITERAL() throws RecognitionException {

       try {

           int _type = STRING_LITERAL;

           int _channel = DEFAULT_TOKEN_CHANNEL;

           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:2317:5: ( '\"' ( EscapeSequence | ~ ( '\\\\' | '\"' ) )* '\"' )

           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:2317:8: '\"' ( EscapeSequence | ~ ( '\\\\' | '\"' ) )* '\"'

           {

           match('\"'); if (state.failed) return ;

           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:2317:12: ( EscapeSequence | ~ ( '\\\\' | '\"' ) )*

           loop8:

           do {

               int alt8=3;

               int LA8_0 = input.LA(1);

 

               if ( (LA8_0=='\\') ) {

                   alt8=1;

               }

               else if ( ((LA8_0>='\u0000' && LA8_0<='!')||(LA8_0>='#' && LA8_0<='[')||(LA8_0>=']' &&

LA8_0<='\uFFFF')) ) {

                   alt8=2;

               }
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               switch (alt8) {

           	case 1 :

           	    // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:2317:14: EscapeSequence

           	    {

           	    mEscapeSequence(); if (state.failed) return ;

 

           	    }

           	    break;

           	case 2 :

           	    // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:2317:31: ~ ( '\\\\' | '\"' )

           	    {

           	    if ( (input.LA(1)>='\u0000' && input.LA(1)<='!')||(input.LA(1)>='#' &&

input.LA(1)<='[')||(input.LA(1)>=']' && input.LA(1)<='\uFFFF') ) {

           	        input.consume();

           	    state.failed=false;

           	    }

           	    else {

           	        if (state.backtracking>0) {state.failed=true; return ;}

           	        MismatchedSetException mse = new MismatchedSetException(null,input);

           	        recover(mse);

           	        throw mse;}

 

 

           	    }

           	    break;

 

           	default :

           	    break loop8;

               }

           } while (true);

 

           match('\"'); if (state.failed) return ;

 

           }

 

           state.type = _type;

           state.channel = _channel;

       }

       finally {

       }

   }

   // $ANTLR end "STRING_LITERAL"

 

   // $ANTLR start "EscapeSequence"

   public final void mEscapeSequence() throws RecognitionException {

       try {

           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:2321:16: ( '\\\\' ( 'n' | 'r' | 't' | 'b' | 'f' | '\"' | '\\'' | '\\\\' | UnicodeEscape | OctalEscape | . ) )
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           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:2321:18: '\\\\' ( 'n' | 'r' | 't' | 'b' | 'f' | '\"' | '\\'' | '\\\\' | UnicodeEscape | OctalEscape | . )

           {

           match('\\'); if (state.failed) return ;

           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:2322:3: ( 'n' | 'r' | 't' | 'b' | 'f' | '\"' | '\\'' | '\\\\' | UnicodeEscape | OctalEscape | . )

           int alt9=11;

           int LA9_0 = input.LA(1);

 

           if ( (LA9_0=='n') ) {

               alt9=1;

           }

           else if ( (LA9_0=='r') ) {

               alt9=2;

           }

           else if ( (LA9_0=='t') ) {

               alt9=3;

           }

           else if ( (LA9_0=='b') ) {

               alt9=4;

           }

           else if ( (LA9_0=='f') ) {

               alt9=5;

           }

           else if ( (LA9_0=='\"') ) {

               alt9=6;

           }

           else if ( (LA9_0=='\'') ) {

               alt9=7;

           }

           else if ( (LA9_0=='\\') ) {

               switch ( input.LA(2) ) {

               case 'u':

                   {

                   alt9=9;

                   }

                   break;

               case '0':

               case '1':

               case '2':

               case '3':

               case '4':

               case '5':

               case '6':

               case '7':

                   {

                   alt9=10;

                   }

                   break;

               default:
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                   alt9=8;}

 

           }

           else if ( ((LA9_0>='\u0000' && LA9_0<='!')||(LA9_0>='#' && LA9_0<='&')||(LA9_0>='(' &&

LA9_0<='[')||(LA9_0>=']' && LA9_0<='a')||(LA9_0>='c' && LA9_0<='e')||(LA9_0>='g' &&

LA9_0<='m')||(LA9_0>='o' && LA9_0<='q')||LA9_0=='s'||(LA9_0>='u' && LA9_0<='\uFFFF')) ) {

               alt9=11;

           }

           else {

               if (state.backtracking>0) {state.failed=true; return ;}

               NoViableAltException nvae =

                   new NoViableAltException("", 9, 0, input);

 

               throw nvae;

           }

           switch (alt9) {

               case 1 :

                   // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:2322:5: 'n'

                   {

                   match('n'); if (state.failed) return ;

 

                   }

                   break;

               case 2 :

                   // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:2323:5: 'r'

                   {

                   match('r'); if (state.failed) return ;

 

                   }

                   break;

               case 3 :

                   // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:2324:5: 't'

                   {

                   match('t'); if (state.failed) return ;

 

                   }

                   break;

               case 4 :

                   // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:2325:5: 'b'

                   {

                   match('b'); if (state.failed) return ;

 

                   }

                   break;

               case 5 :

                   // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:2326:5: 'f'

                   {

                   match('f'); if (state.failed) return ;
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                   }

                   break;

               case 6 :

                   // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:2327:5: '\"'

                   {

                   match('\"'); if (state.failed) return ;

 

                   }

                   break;

               case 7 :

                   // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:2328:5: '\\''

                   {

                   match('\''); if (state.failed) return ;

 

                   }

                   break;

               case 8 :

                   // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:2329:5: '\\\\'

                   {

                   match('\\'); if (state.failed) return ;

 

                   }

                   break;

               case 9 :

                   // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:2330:5: UnicodeEscape

                   {

                   mUnicodeEscape(); if (state.failed) return ;

 

                   }

                   break;

               case 10 :

                   // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:2331:5: OctalEscape

                   {

                   mOctalEscape(); if (state.failed) return ;

 

                   }

                   break;

               case 11 :

                   // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:2332:5: .

                   {

                   matchAny(); if (state.failed) return ;

 

                   }

                   break;

 

           }
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           }

 

       }

       finally {

       }

   }

   // $ANTLR end "EscapeSequence"

 

   // $ANTLR start "OctalEscape"

   public final void mOctalEscape() throws RecognitionException {

       try {

           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:2338:5: ( '\\\\' ( '0' .. '3' ) ( '0' .. '7' ) ( '0' .. '7' ) | '\\\\' ( '0' .. '7' ) ( '0' .. '7' ) | '\\\\' ( '0' ..

'7' ) )

           int alt10=3;

           int LA10_0 = input.LA(1);

 

           if ( (LA10_0=='\\') ) {

               int LA10_1 = input.LA(2);

 

               if ( ((LA10_1>='0' && LA10_1<='3')) ) {

                   int LA10_2 = input.LA(3);

 

                   if ( ((LA10_2>='0' && LA10_2<='7')) ) {

                       int LA10_5 = input.LA(4);

 

                       if ( ((LA10_5>='0' && LA10_5<='7')) ) {

                           alt10=1;

                       }

                       else {

                           alt10=2;}

                   }

                   else {

                       alt10=3;}

               }

               else if ( ((LA10_1>='4' && LA10_1<='7')) ) {

                   int LA10_3 = input.LA(3);

 

                   if ( ((LA10_3>='0' && LA10_3<='7')) ) {

                       alt10=2;

                   }

                   else {

                       alt10=3;}

               }

               else {

                   if (state.backtracking>0) {state.failed=true; return ;}

                   NoViableAltException nvae =

                       new NoViableAltException("", 10, 1, input);
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                   throw nvae;

               }

           }

           else {

               if (state.backtracking>0) {state.failed=true; return ;}

               NoViableAltException nvae =

                   new NoViableAltException("", 10, 0, input);

 

               throw nvae;

           }

           switch (alt10) {

               case 1 :

                   // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:2338:9: '\\\\' ( '0' .. '3' ) ( '0' .. '7' ) ( '0' .. '7' )

                   {

                   match('\\'); if (state.failed) return ;

                   // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:2338:14: ( '0' .. '3' )

                   // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:2338:15: '0' .. '3'

                   {

                   matchRange('0','3'); if (state.failed) return ;

 

                   }

 

                   // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:2338:25: ( '0' .. '7' )

                   // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:2338:26: '0' .. '7'

                   {

                   matchRange('0','7'); if (state.failed) return ;

 

                   }

 

                   // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:2338:36: ( '0' .. '7' )

                   // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:2338:37: '0' .. '7'

                   {

                   matchRange('0','7'); if (state.failed) return ;

 

                   }

 

 

                   }

                   break;

               case 2 :

                   // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:2339:9: '\\\\' ( '0' .. '7' ) ( '0' .. '7' )

                   {

                   match('\\'); if (state.failed) return ;

                   // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:2339:14: ( '0' .. '7' )

                   // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:2339:15: '0' .. '7'

                   {

                   matchRange('0','7'); if (state.failed) return ;
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                   }

 

                   // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:2339:25: ( '0' .. '7' )

                   // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:2339:26: '0' .. '7'

                   {

                   matchRange('0','7'); if (state.failed) return ;

 

                   }

 

 

                   }

                   break;

               case 3 :

                   // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:2340:9: '\\\\' ( '0' .. '7' )

                   {

                   match('\\'); if (state.failed) return ;

                   // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:2340:14: ( '0' .. '7' )

                   // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:2340:15: '0' .. '7'

                   {

                   matchRange('0','7'); if (state.failed) return ;

 

                   }

 

 

                   }

                   break;

 

           }

       }

       finally {

       }

   }

   // $ANTLR end "OctalEscape"

 

   // $ANTLR start "HexDigit"

   public final void mHexDigit() throws RecognitionException {

       try {

           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:2344:10: ( ( '0' .. '9' | 'a' .. 'f' | 'A' .. 'F' ) )

           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:2344:12: ( '0' .. '9' | 'a' .. 'f' | 'A' .. 'F' )

           {

           if ( (input.LA(1)>='0' && input.LA(1)<='9')||(input.LA(1)>='A' && input.LA(1)<='F')||(input.LA(1)>='a' &&

input.LA(1)<='f') ) {

               input.consume();

           state.failed=false;

           }

           else {

               if (state.backtracking>0) {state.failed=true; return ;}
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               MismatchedSetException mse = new MismatchedSetException(null,input);

               recover(mse);

               throw mse;}

 

 

           }

 

       }

       finally {

       }

   }

   // $ANTLR end "HexDigit"

 

   // $ANTLR start "UnicodeEscape"

   public final void mUnicodeEscape() throws RecognitionException {

       try {

           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:2348:5: ( '\\\\' 'u' HexDigit HexDigit HexDigit HexDigit )

           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:2348:9: '\\\\' 'u' HexDigit HexDigit HexDigit HexDigit

           {

           match('\\'); if (state.failed) return ;

           match('u'); if (state.failed) return ;

           mHexDigit(); if (state.failed) return ;

           mHexDigit(); if (state.failed) return ;

           mHexDigit(); if (state.failed) return ;

           mHexDigit(); if (state.failed) return ;

 

           }

 

       }

       finally {

       }

   }

   // $ANTLR end "UnicodeEscape"

 

   // $ANTLR start "IDENT"

   public final void mIDENT() throws RecognitionException {

       try {

           int _type = IDENT;

           int _channel = DEFAULT_TOKEN_CHANNEL;

           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:2355:2: ( ( 'a' .. 'z' | '_' | '$' ) ( 'a' .. 'z' | '_' | '0' .. '9' | '$' )* )

           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:2355:4: ( 'a' .. 'z' | '_' | '$' ) ( 'a' .. 'z' | '_' | '0' .. '9' | '$' )*

           {

           if ( input.LA(1)=='$'||input.LA(1)=='_'||(input.LA(1)>='a' && input.LA(1)<='z') ) {

               input.consume();

           state.failed=false;

           }

           else {

               if (state.backtracking>0) {state.failed=true; return ;}
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               MismatchedSetException mse = new MismatchedSetException(null,input);

               recover(mse);

               throw mse;}

 

           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:2355:23: ( 'a' .. 'z' | '_' | '0' .. '9' | '$' )*

           loop11:

           do {

               int alt11=2;

               int LA11_0 = input.LA(1);

 

               if ( (LA11_0=='$'||(LA11_0>='0' && LA11_0<='9')||LA11_0=='_'||(LA11_0>='a' && LA11_0<='z')) ) {

                   alt11=1;

               }

 

 

               switch (alt11) {

           	case 1 :

           	    // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:

           	    {

           	    if ( input.LA(1)=='$'||(input.LA(1)>='0' && input.LA(1)<='9')||input.LA(1)=='_'||(input.LA(1)>='a' &&

input.LA(1)<='z') ) {

           	        input.consume();

           	    state.failed=false;

           	    }

           	    else {

           	        if (state.backtracking>0) {state.failed=true; return ;}

           	        MismatchedSetException mse = new MismatchedSetException(null,input);

           	        recover(mse);

           	        throw mse;}

 

 

           	    }

           	    break;

 

           	default :

           	    break loop11;

               }

           } while (true);

 

 

           }

 

           state.type = _type;

           state.channel = _channel;

       }

       finally {

       }

   }
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   // $ANTLR end "IDENT"

 

   // $ANTLR start "NUM_INT"

   public final void mNUM_INT() throws RecognitionException {

       try {

           int _type = NUM_INT;

           int _channel = DEFAULT_TOKEN_CHANNEL;

           CommonToken f1=null;

           CommonToken f2=null;

           CommonToken f3=null;

           CommonToken f4=null;

 

           boolean isDecimal=false; Token t=null;

           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:2362:5: ( '.' ( ( '0' .. '9' )+ ( EXPONENT )? (f1= FLOAT_SUFFIX )? )? | ( '0' ( ( 'x' )

( HexDigit )+ | ( ( '0' .. '9' )+ ( '.' | EXPONENT | FLOAT_SUFFIX ) )=> ( '0' .. '9' )+ | ( '0' .. '7' )+ )? | ( '1' .. '9' ) ( '0' ..

'9' )* ) ( ( 'l' ) | {...}? ( '.' ( '0' .. '9' )* ( EXPONENT )? (f2= FLOAT_SUFFIX )? | EXPONENT (f3=

FLOAT_SUFFIX )? | f4= FLOAT_SUFFIX ) )? )

           int alt28=2;

           int LA28_0 = input.LA(1);

 

           if ( (LA28_0=='.') ) {

               alt28=1;

           }

           else if ( ((LA28_0>='0' && LA28_0<='9')) ) {

               alt28=2;

           }

           else {

               if (state.backtracking>0) {state.failed=true; return ;}

               NoViableAltException nvae =

                   new NoViableAltException("", 28, 0, input);

 

               throw nvae;

           }

           switch (alt28) {

               case 1 :

                   // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:2362:9: '.' ( ( '0' .. '9' )+ ( EXPONENT )? (f1= FLOAT_SUFFIX )? )?

                   {

                   match('.'); if (state.failed) return ;

                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

                     _type = DOT;

                   }

                   // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:2363:13: ( ( '0' .. '9' )+ ( EXPONENT )? (f1= FLOAT_SUFFIX )? )?

                   int alt15=2;

                   int LA15_0 = input.LA(1);

 

                   if ( ((LA15_0>='0' && LA15_0<='9')) ) {

                       alt15=1;

                   }
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                   switch (alt15) {

                       case 1 :

                           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:2363:15: ( '0' .. '9' )+ ( EXPONENT )? (f1= FLOAT_SUFFIX )?

                           {

                           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:2363:15: ( '0' .. '9' )+

                           int cnt12=0;

                           loop12:

                           do {

                               int alt12=2;

                               int LA12_0 = input.LA(1);

 

                               if ( ((LA12_0>='0' && LA12_0<='9')) ) {

                                   alt12=1;

                               }

 

 

                               switch (alt12) {

                           	case 1 :

                           	    // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:2363:16: '0' .. '9'

                           	    {

                           	    matchRange('0','9'); if (state.failed) return ;

 

                           	    }

                           	    break;

 

                           	default :

                           	    if ( cnt12 >= 1 ) break loop12;

                           	    if (state.backtracking>0) {state.failed=true; return ;}

                                       EarlyExitException eee =

                                           new EarlyExitException(12, input);

                                       throw eee;

                               }

                               cnt12++;

                           } while (true);

 

                           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:2363:27: ( EXPONENT )?

                           int alt13=2;

                           int LA13_0 = input.LA(1);

 

                           if ( (LA13_0=='e') ) {

                               alt13=1;

                           }

                           switch (alt13) {

                               case 1 :

                                   // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:2363:28: EXPONENT

                                   {

                                   mEXPONENT(); if (state.failed) return ;
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                                   }

                                   break;

 

                           }

 

                           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:2363:39: (f1= FLOAT_SUFFIX )?

                           int alt14=2;

                           int LA14_0 = input.LA(1);

 

                           if ( (LA14_0=='d'||LA14_0=='f') ) {

                               alt14=1;

                           }

                           switch (alt14) {

                               case 1 :

                                   // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:2363:40: f1= FLOAT_SUFFIX

                                   {

                                   int f1Start2080 = getCharIndex();

                                   mFLOAT_SUFFIX(); if (state.failed) return ;

                                   f1 = new CommonToken(input, Token.INVALID_TOKEN_TYPE,

Token.DEFAULT_CHANNEL, f1Start2080, getCharIndex()-1);

                                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

                                     t=f1;

                                   }

 

                                   }

                                   break;

 

                           }

 

                           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

 

                             				if (t != null && t.getText().toUpperCase().indexOf('F')>=0) {

                                             	_type = NUM_FLOAT;

                             				}

                             				else {

                                             	_type = NUM_DOUBLE; // assume double

                             				}

                             				

                           }

 

                           }

                           break;

 

                   }

 

 

                   }

                   break;
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               case 2 :

                   // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:2374:4: ( '0' ( ( 'x' ) ( HexDigit )+ | ( ( '0' .. '9' )+ ( '.' | EXPONENT |

FLOAT_SUFFIX ) )=> ( '0' .. '9' )+ | ( '0' .. '7' )+ )? | ( '1' .. '9' ) ( '0' .. '9' )* ) ( ( 'l' ) | {...}? ( '.' ( '0' .. '9' )* (

EXPONENT )? (f2= FLOAT_SUFFIX )? | EXPONENT (f3= FLOAT_SUFFIX )? | f4= FLOAT_SUFFIX ) )?

                   {

                   // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:2374:4: ( '0' ( ( 'x' ) ( HexDigit )+ | ( ( '0' .. '9' )+ ( '.' | EXPONENT |

FLOAT_SUFFIX ) )=> ( '0' .. '9' )+ | ( '0' .. '7' )+ )? | ( '1' .. '9' ) ( '0' .. '9' )* )

                   int alt21=2;

                   int LA21_0 = input.LA(1);

 

                   if ( (LA21_0=='0') ) {

                       alt21=1;

                   }

                   else if ( ((LA21_0>='1' && LA21_0<='9')) ) {

                       alt21=2;

                   }

                   else {

                       if (state.backtracking>0) {state.failed=true; return ;}

                       NoViableAltException nvae =

                           new NoViableAltException("", 21, 0, input);

 

                       throw nvae;

                   }

                   switch (alt21) {

                       case 1 :

                           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:2374:6: '0' ( ( 'x' ) ( HexDigit )+ | ( ( '0' .. '9' )+ ( '.' | EXPONENT |

FLOAT_SUFFIX ) )=> ( '0' .. '9' )+ | ( '0' .. '7' )+ )?

                           {

                           match('0'); if (state.failed) return ;

                           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

                             isDecimal = true;

                           }

                           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:2375:4: ( ( 'x' ) ( HexDigit )+ | ( ( '0' .. '9' )+ ( '.' | EXPONENT |

FLOAT_SUFFIX ) )=> ( '0' .. '9' )+ | ( '0' .. '7' )+ )?

                           int alt19=4;

                           int LA19_0 = input.LA(1);

 

                           if ( (LA19_0=='x') ) {

                               alt19=1;

                           }

                           else if ( ((LA19_0>='0' && LA19_0<='7')) ) {

                               int LA19_2 = input.LA(2);

 

                               if ( (synpred1_EsperEPL2Grammar()) ) {

                                   alt19=2;

                               }

                               else if ( (true) ) {

                                   alt19=3;
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                               }

                           }

                           else if ( ((LA19_0>='8' && LA19_0<='9')) && (synpred1_EsperEPL2Grammar())) {

                               alt19=2;

                           }

                           switch (alt19) {

                               case 1 :

                                   // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:2375:6: ( 'x' ) ( HexDigit )+

                                   {

                                   // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:2375:6: ( 'x' )

                                   // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:2375:7: 'x'

                                   {

                                   match('x'); if (state.failed) return ;

 

                                   }

 

                                   // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:2376:5: ( HexDigit )+

                                   int cnt16=0;

                                   loop16:

                                   do {

                                       int alt16=2;

                                       switch ( input.LA(1) ) {

                                       case 'e':

                                           {

                                           int LA16_2 = input.LA(2);

 

                                           if ( ((LA16_2>='0' && LA16_2<='9')) ) {

                                               int LA16_5 = input.LA(3);

 

                                               if ( (!(((isDecimal)))) ) {

                                                   alt16=1;

                                               }

 

 

                                           }

 

                                           else {

                                               alt16=1;

                                           }

 

                                           }

                                           break;

                                       case 'd':

                                       case 'f':

                                           {

                                           int LA16_3 = input.LA(2);

 

                                           if ( (!(((isDecimal)))) ) {
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                                               alt16=1;

                                           }

 

 

                                           }

                                           break;

                                       case '0':

                                       case '1':

                                       case '2':

                                       case '3':

                                       case '4':

                                       case '5':

                                       case '6':

                                       case '7':

                                       case '8':

                                       case '9':

                                       case 'A':

                                       case 'B':

                                       case 'C':

                                       case 'D':

                                       case 'E':

                                       case 'F':

                                       case 'a':

                                       case 'b':

                                       case 'c':

                                           {

                                           alt16=1;

                                           }

                                           break;

 

                                       }

 

                                       switch (alt16) {

                                   	case 1 :

                                   	    // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:2382:6: HexDigit

                                   	    {

                                   	    mHexDigit(); if (state.failed) return ;

 

                                   	    }

                                   	    break;

 

                                   	default :

                                   	    if ( cnt16 >= 1 ) break loop16;

                                   	    if (state.backtracking>0) {state.failed=true; return ;}

                                               EarlyExitException eee =

                                                   new EarlyExitException(16, input);

                                               throw eee;

                                       }
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                                       cnt16++;

                                   } while (true);

 

 

                                   }

                                   break;

                               case 2 :

                                   // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:2386:5: ( ( '0' .. '9' )+ ( '.' | EXPONENT | FLOAT_SUFFIX ) )=> ( '0'

.. '9' )+

                                   {

                                   // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:2386:50: ( '0' .. '9' )+

                                   int cnt17=0;

                                   loop17:

                                   do {

                                       int alt17=2;

                                       int LA17_0 = input.LA(1);

 

                                       if ( ((LA17_0>='0' && LA17_0<='9')) ) {

                                           alt17=1;

                                       }

 

 

                                       switch (alt17) {

                                   	case 1 :

                                   	    // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:2386:51: '0' .. '9'

                                   	    {

                                   	    matchRange('0','9'); if (state.failed) return ;

 

                                   	    }

                                   	    break;

 

                                   	default :

                                   	    if ( cnt17 >= 1 ) break loop17;

                                   	    if (state.backtracking>0) {state.failed=true; return ;}

                                               EarlyExitException eee =

                                                   new EarlyExitException(17, input);

                                               throw eee;

                                       }

                                       cnt17++;

                                   } while (true);

 

 

                                   }

                                   break;

                               case 3 :

                                   // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:2388:6: ( '0' .. '7' )+

                                   {

                                   // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:2388:6: ( '0' .. '7' )+
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                                   int cnt18=0;

                                   loop18:

                                   do {

                                       int alt18=2;

                                       int LA18_0 = input.LA(1);

 

                                       if ( ((LA18_0>='0' && LA18_0<='7')) ) {

                                           alt18=1;

                                       }

 

 

                                       switch (alt18) {

                                   	case 1 :

                                   	    // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:2388:7: '0' .. '7'

                                   	    {

                                   	    matchRange('0','7'); if (state.failed) return ;

 

                                   	    }

                                   	    break;

 

                                   	default :

                                   	    if ( cnt18 >= 1 ) break loop18;

                                   	    if (state.backtracking>0) {state.failed=true; return ;}

                                               EarlyExitException eee =

                                                   new EarlyExitException(18, input);

                                               throw eee;

                                       }

                                       cnt18++;

                                   } while (true);

 

 

                                   }

                                   break;

 

                           }

 

 

                           }

                           break;

                       case 2 :

                           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:2390:5: ( '1' .. '9' ) ( '0' .. '9' )*

                           {

                           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:2390:5: ( '1' .. '9' )

                           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:2390:6: '1' .. '9'

                           {

                           matchRange('1','9'); if (state.failed) return ;

 

                           }
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                           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:2390:16: ( '0' .. '9' )*

                           loop20:

                           do {

                               int alt20=2;

                               int LA20_0 = input.LA(1);

 

                               if ( ((LA20_0>='0' && LA20_0<='9')) ) {

                                   alt20=1;

                               }

 

 

                               switch (alt20) {

                           	case 1 :

                           	    // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:2390:17: '0' .. '9'

                           	    {

                           	    matchRange('0','9'); if (state.failed) return ;

 

                           	    }

                           	    break;

 

                           	default :

                           	    break loop20;

                               }

                           } while (true);

 

                           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

                             isDecimal=true;

                           }

 

                           }

                           break;

 

                   }

 

                   // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:2392:3: ( ( 'l' ) | {...}? ( '.' ( '0' .. '9' )* ( EXPONENT )? (f2= FLOAT_SUFFIX

)? | EXPONENT (f3= FLOAT_SUFFIX )? | f4= FLOAT_SUFFIX ) )?

                   int alt27=3;

                   int LA27_0 = input.LA(1);

 

                   if ( (LA27_0=='l') ) {

                       alt27=1;

                   }

                   else if ( (LA27_0=='.'||(LA27_0>='d' && LA27_0<='f')) ) {

                       alt27=2;

                   }

                   switch (alt27) {

                       case 1 :
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                           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:2392:5: ( 'l' )

                           {

                           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:2392:5: ( 'l' )

                           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:2392:6: 'l'

                           {

                           match('l'); if (state.failed) return ;

 

                           }

 

                           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

                              _type = NUM_LONG;

                           }

 

                           }

                           break;

                       case 2 :

                           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:2395:5: {...}? ( '.' ( '0' .. '9' )* ( EXPONENT )? (f2= FLOAT_SUFFIX )? |

EXPONENT (f3= FLOAT_SUFFIX )? | f4= FLOAT_SUFFIX )

                           {

                           if ( !((isDecimal)) ) {

                               if (state.backtracking>0) {state.failed=true; return ;}

                               throw new FailedPredicateException(input, "NUM_INT", "isDecimal");

                           }

                           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:2396:13: ( '.' ( '0' .. '9' )* ( EXPONENT )? (f2= FLOAT_SUFFIX )? |

EXPONENT (f3= FLOAT_SUFFIX )? | f4= FLOAT_SUFFIX )

                           int alt26=3;

                           switch ( input.LA(1) ) {

                           case '.':

                               {

                               alt26=1;

                               }

                               break;

                           case 'e':

                               {

                               alt26=2;

                               }

                               break;

                           case 'd':

                           case 'f':

                               {

                               alt26=3;

                               }

                               break;

                           default:

                               if (state.backtracking>0) {state.failed=true; return ;}

                               NoViableAltException nvae =

                                   new NoViableAltException("", 26, 0, input);
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                               throw nvae;

                           }

 

                           switch (alt26) {

                               case 1 :

                                   // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:2396:17: '.' ( '0' .. '9' )* ( EXPONENT )? (f2= FLOAT_SUFFIX )?

                                   {

                                   match('.'); if (state.failed) return ;

                                   // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:2396:21: ( '0' .. '9' )*

                                   loop22:

                                   do {

                                       int alt22=2;

                                       int LA22_0 = input.LA(1);

 

                                       if ( ((LA22_0>='0' && LA22_0<='9')) ) {

                                           alt22=1;

                                       }

 

 

                                       switch (alt22) {

                                   	case 1 :

                                   	    // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:2396:22: '0' .. '9'

                                   	    {

                                   	    matchRange('0','9'); if (state.failed) return ;

 

                                   	    }

                                   	    break;

 

                                   	default :

                                   	    break loop22;

                                       }

                                   } while (true);

 

                                   // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:2396:33: ( EXPONENT )?

                                   int alt23=2;

                                   int LA23_0 = input.LA(1);

 

                                   if ( (LA23_0=='e') ) {

                                       alt23=1;

                                   }

                                   switch (alt23) {

                                       case 1 :

                                           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:2396:34: EXPONENT

                                           {

                                           mEXPONENT(); if (state.failed) return ;

 

                                           }

                                           break;
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                                   }

 

                                   // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:2396:45: (f2= FLOAT_SUFFIX )?

                                   int alt24=2;

                                   int LA24_0 = input.LA(1);

 

                                   if ( (LA24_0=='d'||LA24_0=='f') ) {

                                       alt24=1;

                                   }

                                   switch (alt24) {

                                       case 1 :

                                           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:2396:46: f2= FLOAT_SUFFIX

                                           {

                                           int f2Start2344 = getCharIndex();

                                           mFLOAT_SUFFIX(); if (state.failed) return ;

                                           f2 = new CommonToken(input, Token.INVALID_TOKEN_TYPE,

Token.DEFAULT_CHANNEL, f2Start2344, getCharIndex()-1);

                                           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

                                             t=f2;

                                           }

 

                                           }

                                           break;

 

                                   }

 

 

                                   }

                                   break;

                               case 2 :

                                   // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:2397:17: EXPONENT (f3= FLOAT_SUFFIX )?

                                   {

                                   mEXPONENT(); if (state.failed) return ;

                                   // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:2397:26: (f3= FLOAT_SUFFIX )?

                                   int alt25=2;

                                   int LA25_0 = input.LA(1);

 

                                   if ( (LA25_0=='d'||LA25_0=='f') ) {

                                       alt25=1;

                                   }

                                   switch (alt25) {

                                       case 1 :

                                           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:2397:27: f3= FLOAT_SUFFIX

                                           {

                                           int f3Start2371 = getCharIndex();

                                           mFLOAT_SUFFIX(); if (state.failed) return ;

                                           f3 = new CommonToken(input, Token.INVALID_TOKEN_TYPE,
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Token.DEFAULT_CHANNEL, f3Start2371, getCharIndex()-1);

                                           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

                                             t=f3;

                                           }

 

                                           }

                                           break;

 

                                   }

 

 

                                   }

                                   break;

                               case 3 :

                                   // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:2398:17: f4= FLOAT_SUFFIX

                                   {

                                   int f4Start2395 = getCharIndex();

                                   mFLOAT_SUFFIX(); if (state.failed) return ;

                                   f4 = new CommonToken(input, Token.INVALID_TOKEN_TYPE,

Token.DEFAULT_CHANNEL, f4Start2395, getCharIndex()-1);

                                   if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

                                     t=f4;

                                   }

 

                                   }

                                   break;

 

                           }

 

                           if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {

 

                             			if (t != null && t.getText().toUpperCase() .indexOf('F') >= 0) {

                                             _type = NUM_FLOAT;

                             			}

                                         else {

                             	           	_type = NUM_DOUBLE; // assume double

                             			}

                             			

                           }

 

                           }

                           break;

 

                   }

 

 

                   }

                   break;
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           }

           state.type = _type;

           state.channel = _channel;

       }

       finally {

       }

   }

   // $ANTLR end "NUM_INT"

 

   // $ANTLR start "EXPONENT"

   public final void mEXPONENT() throws RecognitionException {

       try {

           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:2415:2: ( ( 'e' ) ( '+' | '-' )? ( '0' .. '9' )+ )

           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:2415:4: ( 'e' ) ( '+' | '-' )? ( '0' .. '9' )+

           {

           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:2415:4: ( 'e' )

           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:2415:5: 'e'

           {

           match('e'); if (state.failed) return ;

 

           }

 

           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:2415:10: ( '+' | '-' )?

           int alt29=2;

           int LA29_0 = input.LA(1);

 

           if ( (LA29_0=='+'||LA29_0=='-') ) {

               alt29=1;

           }

           switch (alt29) {

               case 1 :

                   // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:

                   {

                   if ( input.LA(1)=='+'||input.LA(1)=='-' ) {

                       input.consume();

                   state.failed=false;

                   }

                   else {

                       if (state.backtracking>0) {state.failed=true; return ;}

                       MismatchedSetException mse = new MismatchedSetException(null,input);

                       recover(mse);

                       throw mse;}

 

 

                   }

                   break;
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           }

 

           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:2415:21: ( '0' .. '9' )+

           int cnt30=0;

           loop30:

           do {

               int alt30=2;

               int LA30_0 = input.LA(1);

 

               if ( ((LA30_0>='0' && LA30_0<='9')) ) {

                   alt30=1;

               }

 

 

               switch (alt30) {

           	case 1 :

           	    // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:2415:22: '0' .. '9'

           	    {

           	    matchRange('0','9'); if (state.failed) return ;

 

           	    }

           	    break;

 

           	default :

           	    if ( cnt30 >= 1 ) break loop30;

           	    if (state.backtracking>0) {state.failed=true; return ;}

                       EarlyExitException eee =

                           new EarlyExitException(30, input);

                       throw eee;

               }

               cnt30++;

           } while (true);

 

 

           }

 

       }

       finally {

       }

   }

   // $ANTLR end "EXPONENT"

 

   // $ANTLR start "FLOAT_SUFFIX"

   public final void mFLOAT_SUFFIX() throws RecognitionException {

       try {

           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:2421:2: ( 'f' | 'd' )

           // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:

           {
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           if ( input.LA(1)=='d'||input.LA(1)=='f' ) {

               input.consume();

           state.failed=false;

           }

           else {

               if (state.backtracking>0) {state.failed=true; return ;}

               MismatchedSetException mse = new MismatchedSetException(null,input);

               recover(mse);

               throw mse;}

 

 

           }

 

       }

       finally {

       }

   }

   // $ANTLR end "FLOAT_SUFFIX"

 

   public void mTokens() throws RecognitionException {

       // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:1:8: ( CREATE | WINDOW | IN_SET | BETWEEN | LIKE | REGEXP | ESCAPE |

OR_EXPR | AND_EXPR | NOT_EXPR | EVERY_EXPR | EVERY_DISTINCT_EXPR | WHERE | AS | SUM |

AVG | MAX | MIN | COALESCE | MEDIAN | STDDEV | AVEDEV | COUNT | SELECT | CASE | ELSE | WHEN

| THEN | END | FROM | OUTER | INNER | JOIN | LEFT | RIGHT | FULL | ON | IS | BY | GROUP | HAVING |

DISTINCT | ALL | ANY | SOME | OUTPUT | EVENTS | FIRST | LAST | INSERT | INTO | ORDER | ASC | DESC

| RSTREAM | ISTREAM | IRSTREAM | SCHEMA | UNIDIRECTIONAL | RETAINUNION |

RETAININTERSECTION | PATTERN | SQL | METADATASQL | PREVIOUS | PREVIOUSTAIL |

PREVIOUSCOUNT | PREVIOUSWINDOW | PRIOR | EXISTS | WEEKDAY | LW | INSTANCEOF | TYPEOF |

CAST | CURRENT_TIMESTAMP | DELETE | SNAPSHOT | SET | VARIABLE | UNTIL | AT | INDEX |

TIMEPERIOD_YEAR | TIMEPERIOD_YEARS | TIMEPERIOD_MONTH | TIMEPERIOD_MONTHS |

TIMEPERIOD_WEEK | TIMEPERIOD_WEEKS | TIMEPERIOD_DAY | TIMEPERIOD_DAYS |

TIMEPERIOD_HOUR | TIMEPERIOD_HOURS | TIMEPERIOD_MINUTE | TIMEPERIOD_MINUTES |

TIMEPERIOD_SEC | TIMEPERIOD_SECOND | TIMEPERIOD_SECONDS | TIMEPERIOD_MILLISEC |

TIMEPERIOD_MILLISECOND | TIMEPERIOD_MILLISECONDS | BOOLEAN_TRUE | BOOLEAN_FALSE |

VALUE_NULL | ROW_LIMIT_EXPR | OFFSET | UPDATE | MATCH_RECOGNIZE | MEASURES | DEFINE |

PARTITION | MATCHES | AFTER | FOR | WHILE | USING | MERGE | MATCHED | EXPRESSIONDECL |

NEWKW | START | CONTEXT | INITIATED | TERMINATED | DATAFLOW | FOLLOWMAX_BEGIN |

FOLLOWMAX_END | FOLLOWED_BY | GOES | EQUALS | SQL_NE | QUESTION | LPAREN | RPAREN |

LBRACK | RBRACK | LCURLY | RCURLY | COLON | COMMA | EQUAL | LNOT | BNOT | NOT_EQUAL |

DIV | DIV_ASSIGN | PLUS | PLUS_ASSIGN | INC | MINUS | MINUS_ASSIGN | DEC | STAR | STAR_ASSIGN

| MOD | MOD_ASSIGN | GE | GT | LE | LT | BXOR | BXOR_ASSIGN | BOR | BOR_ASSIGN | LOR | BAND |

BAND_ASSIGN | LAND | SEMI | DOT | NUM_LONG | NUM_DOUBLE | NUM_FLOAT | ESCAPECHAR |

ATCHAR | WS | SL_COMMENT | ML_COMMENT | TICKED_STRING_LITERAL |

QUOTED_STRING_LITERAL | STRING_LITERAL | IDENT | NUM_INT )

       int alt31=183;

       switch ( input.LA(1) ) {

       case 'c':

           {
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           switch ( input.LA(2) ) {

           case 'r':

               {

               int LA31_58 = input.LA(3);

 

               if ( (LA31_58=='e') ) {

                   int LA31_166 = input.LA(4);

 

                   if ( (LA31_166=='a') ) {

                       int LA31_267 = input.LA(5);

 

                       if ( (LA31_267=='t') ) {

                           int LA31_369 = input.LA(6);

 

                           if ( (LA31_369=='e') ) {

                               int LA31_463 = input.LA(7);

 

                               if ( (LA31_463=='$'||(LA31_463>='0' && LA31_463<='9')||LA31_463=='_'||(LA31_463>='a'

&& LA31_463<='z')) ) {

                                   alt31=182;

                               }

                               else {

                                   alt31=1;}

                           }

                           else {

                               alt31=182;}

                       }

                       else {

                           alt31=182;}

                   }

                   else {

                       alt31=182;}

               }

               else {

                   alt31=182;}

               }

               break;

           case 'o':

               {

               switch ( input.LA(3) ) {

               case 'a':

                   {

                   int LA31_167 = input.LA(4);

 

                   if ( (LA31_167=='l') ) {

                       int LA31_268 = input.LA(5);

 

                       if ( (LA31_268=='e') ) {
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                           int LA31_370 = input.LA(6);

 

                           if ( (LA31_370=='s') ) {

                               int LA31_464 = input.LA(7);

 

                               if ( (LA31_464=='c') ) {

                                   int LA31_539 = input.LA(8);

 

                                   if ( (LA31_539=='e') ) {

                                       int LA31_592 = input.LA(9);

 

                                       if ( (LA31_592=='$'||(LA31_592>='0' &&

LA31_592<='9')||LA31_592=='_'||(LA31_592>='a' && LA31_592<='z')) ) {

                                           alt31=182;

                                       }

                                       else {

                                           alt31=19;}

                                   }

                                   else {

                                       alt31=182;}

                               }

                               else {

                                   alt31=182;}

                           }

                           else {

                               alt31=182;}

                       }

                       else {

                           alt31=182;}

                   }

                   else {

                       alt31=182;}

                   }

                   break;

               case 'u':

                   {

                   int LA31_168 = input.LA(4);

 

                   if ( (LA31_168=='n') ) {

                       int LA31_269 = input.LA(5);

 

                       if ( (LA31_269=='t') ) {

                           int LA31_371 = input.LA(6);

 

                           if ( (LA31_371=='$'||(LA31_371>='0' && LA31_371<='9')||LA31_371=='_'||(LA31_371>='a' &&

LA31_371<='z')) ) {

                               alt31=182;

                           }
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                           else {

                               alt31=23;}

                       }

                       else {

                           alt31=182;}

                   }

                   else {

                       alt31=182;}

                   }

                   break;

               case 'n':

                   {

                   int LA31_169 = input.LA(4);

 

                   if ( (LA31_169=='t') ) {

                       int LA31_270 = input.LA(5);

 

                       if ( (LA31_270=='e') ) {

                           int LA31_372 = input.LA(6);

 

                           if ( (LA31_372=='x') ) {

                               int LA31_466 = input.LA(7);

 

                               if ( (LA31_466=='t') ) {

                                   int LA31_540 = input.LA(8);

 

                                   if ( (LA31_540=='$'||(LA31_540>='0' && LA31_540<='9')||LA31_540=='_'||(LA31_540>='a'

&& LA31_540<='z')) ) {

                                       alt31=182;

                                   }

                                   else {

                                       alt31=122;}

                               }

                               else {

                                   alt31=182;}

                           }

                           else {

                               alt31=182;}

                       }

                       else {

                           alt31=182;}

                   }

                   else {

                       alt31=182;}

                   }

                   break;

               default:

                   alt31=182;}
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               }

               break;

           case 'a':

               {

               int LA31_60 = input.LA(3);

 

               if ( (LA31_60=='s') ) {

                   switch ( input.LA(4) ) {

                   case 'e':

                       {

                       int LA31_271 = input.LA(5);

 

                       if ( (LA31_271=='$'||(LA31_271>='0' && LA31_271<='9')||LA31_271=='_'||(LA31_271>='a' &&

LA31_271<='z')) ) {

                           alt31=182;

                       }

                       else {

                           alt31=25;}

                       }

                       break;

                   case 't':

                       {

                       int LA31_272 = input.LA(5);

 

                       if ( (LA31_272=='$'||(LA31_272>='0' && LA31_272<='9')||LA31_272=='_'||(LA31_272>='a' &&

LA31_272<='z')) ) {

                           alt31=182;

                       }

                       else {

                           alt31=75;}

                       }

                       break;

                   default:

                       alt31=182;}

 

               }

               else {

                   alt31=182;}

               }

               break;

           case 'u':

               {

               int LA31_61 = input.LA(3);

 

               if ( (LA31_61=='r') ) {

                   int LA31_171 = input.LA(4);
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                   if ( (LA31_171=='r') ) {

                       int LA31_273 = input.LA(5);

 

                       if ( (LA31_273=='e') ) {

                           int LA31_375 = input.LA(6);

 

                           if ( (LA31_375=='n') ) {

                               int LA31_467 = input.LA(7);

 

                               if ( (LA31_467=='t') ) {

                                   int LA31_541 = input.LA(8);

 

                                   if ( (LA31_541=='_') ) {

                                       int LA31_594 = input.LA(9);

 

                                       if ( (LA31_594=='t') ) {

                                           int LA31_626 = input.LA(10);

 

                                           if ( (LA31_626=='i') ) {

                                               int LA31_646 = input.LA(11);

 

                                               if ( (LA31_646=='m') ) {

                                                   int LA31_659 = input.LA(12);

 

                                                   if ( (LA31_659=='e') ) {

                                                       int LA31_669 = input.LA(13);

 

                                                       if ( (LA31_669=='s') ) {

                                                           int LA31_676 = input.LA(14);

 

                                                           if ( (LA31_676=='t') ) {

                                                               int LA31_680 = input.LA(15);

 

                                                               if ( (LA31_680=='a') ) {

                                                                   int LA31_683 = input.LA(16);

 

                                                                   if ( (LA31_683=='m') ) {

                                                                       int LA31_686 = input.LA(17);

 

                                                                       if ( (LA31_686=='p') ) {

                                                                           int LA31_688 = input.LA(18);

 

                                                                           if ( (LA31_688=='$'||(LA31_688>='0' &&

LA31_688<='9')||LA31_688=='_'||(LA31_688>='a' && LA31_688<='z')) ) {

                                                                               alt31=182;

                                                                           }

                                                                           else {

                                                                               alt31=76;}
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                                                                       }

                                                                       else {

                                                                           alt31=182;}

                                                                   }

                                                                   else {

                                                                       alt31=182;}

                                                               }

                                                               else {

                                                                   alt31=182;}

                                                           }

                                                           else {

                                                               alt31=182;}

                                                       }

                                                       else {

                                                           alt31=182;}

                                                   }

                                                   else {

                                                       alt31=182;}

                                               }

                                               else {

                                                   alt31=182;}

                                           }

                                           else {

                                               alt31=182;}

                                       }

                                       else {

                                           alt31=182;}

                                   }

                                   else {

                                       alt31=182;}

                               }

                               else {

                                   alt31=182;}

                           }

                           else {

                               alt31=182;}

                       }

                       else {

                           alt31=182;}

                   }

                   else {

                       alt31=182;}

               }

               else {

                   alt31=182;}

               }

               break;

           default:
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               alt31=182;}

 

           }

           break;

       case 'w':

           {

           switch ( input.LA(2) ) {

           case 'i':

               {

               int LA31_62 = input.LA(3);

 

               if ( (LA31_62=='n') ) {

                   int LA31_172 = input.LA(4);

 

                   if ( (LA31_172=='d') ) {

                       int LA31_274 = input.LA(5);

 

                       if ( (LA31_274=='o') ) {

                           int LA31_376 = input.LA(6);

 

                           if ( (LA31_376=='w') ) {

                               int LA31_468 = input.LA(7);

 

                               if ( (LA31_468=='$'||(LA31_468>='0' && LA31_468<='9')||LA31_468=='_'||(LA31_468>='a'

&& LA31_468<='z')) ) {

                                   alt31=182;

                               }

                               else {

                                   alt31=2;}

                           }

                           else {

                               alt31=182;}

                       }

                       else {

                           alt31=182;}

                   }

                   else {

                       alt31=182;}

               }

               else {

                   alt31=182;}

               }

               break;

           case 'h':

               {

               switch ( input.LA(3) ) {

               case 'e':

                   {
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                   switch ( input.LA(4) ) {

                   case 'r':

                       {

                       int LA31_275 = input.LA(5);

 

                       if ( (LA31_275=='e') ) {

                           int LA31_377 = input.LA(6);

 

                           if ( (LA31_377=='$'||(LA31_377>='0' && LA31_377<='9')||LA31_377=='_'||(LA31_377>='a' &&

LA31_377<='z')) ) {

                               alt31=182;

                           }

                           else {

                               alt31=13;}

                       }

                       else {

                           alt31=182;}

                       }

                       break;

                   case 'n':

                       {

                       int LA31_276 = input.LA(5);

 

                       if ( (LA31_276=='$'||(LA31_276>='0' && LA31_276<='9')||LA31_276=='_'||(LA31_276>='a' &&

LA31_276<='z')) ) {

                           alt31=182;

                       }

                       else {

                           alt31=27;}

                       }

                       break;

                   default:

                       alt31=182;}

 

                   }

                   break;

               case 'i':

                   {

                   int LA31_174 = input.LA(4);

 

                   if ( (LA31_174=='l') ) {

                       int LA31_277 = input.LA(5);

 

                       if ( (LA31_277=='e') ) {

                           int LA31_379 = input.LA(6);

 

                           if ( (LA31_379=='$'||(LA31_379>='0' && LA31_379<='9')||LA31_379=='_'||(LA31_379>='a' &&

LA31_379<='z')) ) {
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                               alt31=182;

                           }

                           else {

                               alt31=115;}

                       }

                       else {

                           alt31=182;}

                   }

                   else {

                       alt31=182;}

                   }

                   break;

               default:

                   alt31=182;}

 

               }

               break;

           case 'e':

               {

               int LA31_64 = input.LA(3);

 

               if ( (LA31_64=='e') ) {

                   int LA31_175 = input.LA(4);

 

                   if ( (LA31_175=='k') ) {

                       switch ( input.LA(5) ) {

                       case 'd':

                           {

                           int LA31_380 = input.LA(6);

 

                           if ( (LA31_380=='a') ) {

                               int LA31_471 = input.LA(7);

 

                               if ( (LA31_471=='y') ) {

                                   int LA31_543 = input.LA(8);

 

                                   if ( (LA31_543=='$'||(LA31_543>='0' && LA31_543<='9')||LA31_543=='_'||(LA31_543>='a'

&& LA31_543<='z')) ) {

                                       alt31=182;

                                   }

                                   else {

                                       alt31=71;}

                               }

                               else {

                                   alt31=182;}

                           }

                           else {

                               alt31=182;}
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                           }

                           break;

                       case 's':

                           {

                           int LA31_381 = input.LA(6);

 

                           if ( (LA31_381=='$'||(LA31_381>='0' && LA31_381<='9')||LA31_381=='_'||(LA31_381>='a' &&

LA31_381<='z')) ) {

                               alt31=182;

                           }

                           else {

                               alt31=89;}

                           }

                           break;

                       case '$':

                       case '0':

                       case '1':

                       case '2':

                       case '3':

                       case '4':

                       case '5':

                       case '6':

                       case '7':

                       case '8':

                       case '9':

                       case '_':

                       case 'a':

                       case 'b':

                       case 'c':

                       case 'e':

                       case 'f':

                       case 'g':

                       case 'h':

                       case 'i':

                       case 'j':

                       case 'k':

                       case 'l':

                       case 'm':

                       case 'n':

                       case 'o':

                       case 'p':

                       case 'q':

                       case 'r':

                       case 't':

                       case 'u':

                       case 'v':

                       case 'w':

                       case 'x':
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                       case 'y':

                       case 'z':

                           {

                           alt31=182;

                           }

                           break;

                       default:

                           alt31=88;}

 

                   }

                   else {

                       alt31=182;}

               }

               else {

                   alt31=182;}

               }

               break;

           default:

               alt31=182;}

 

           }

           break;

       case 'i':

           {

           switch ( input.LA(2) ) {

           case 'n':

               {

               switch ( input.LA(3) ) {

               case 'n':

                   {

                   int LA31_176 = input.LA(4);

 

                   if ( (LA31_176=='e') ) {

                       int LA31_279 = input.LA(5);

 

                       if ( (LA31_279=='r') ) {

                           int LA31_383 = input.LA(6);

 

                           if ( (LA31_383=='$'||(LA31_383>='0' && LA31_383<='9')||LA31_383=='_'||(LA31_383>='a' &&

LA31_383<='z')) ) {

                               alt31=182;

                           }

                           else {

                               alt31=32;}

                       }

                       else {

                           alt31=182;}

                   }
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                   else {

                       alt31=182;}

                   }

                   break;

               case 's':

                   {

                   switch ( input.LA(4) ) {

                   case 'e':

                       {

                       int LA31_280 = input.LA(5);

 

                       if ( (LA31_280=='r') ) {

                           int LA31_384 = input.LA(6);

 

                           if ( (LA31_384=='t') ) {

                               int LA31_474 = input.LA(7);

 

                               if ( (LA31_474=='$'||(LA31_474>='0' && LA31_474<='9')||LA31_474=='_'||(LA31_474>='a'

&& LA31_474<='z')) ) {

                                   alt31=182;

                               }

                               else {

                                   alt31=50;}

                           }

                           else {

                               alt31=182;}

                       }

                       else {

                           alt31=182;}

                       }

                       break;

                   case 't':

                       {

                       int LA31_281 = input.LA(5);

 

                       if ( (LA31_281=='a') ) {

                           int LA31_385 = input.LA(6);

 

                           if ( (LA31_385=='n') ) {

                               int LA31_475 = input.LA(7);

 

                               if ( (LA31_475=='c') ) {

                                   int LA31_545 = input.LA(8);

 

                                   if ( (LA31_545=='e') ) {

                                       int LA31_596 = input.LA(9);

 

                                       if ( (LA31_596=='o') ) {
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                                           int LA31_627 = input.LA(10);

 

                                           if ( (LA31_627=='f') ) {

                                               int LA31_647 = input.LA(11);

 

                                               if ( (LA31_647=='$'||(LA31_647>='0' &&

LA31_647<='9')||LA31_647=='_'||(LA31_647>='a' && LA31_647<='z')) ) {

                                                   alt31=182;

                                               }

                                               else {

                                                   alt31=73;}

                                           }

                                           else {

                                               alt31=182;}

                                       }

                                       else {

                                           alt31=182;}

                                   }

                                   else {

                                       alt31=182;}

                               }

                               else {

                                   alt31=182;}

                           }

                           else {

                               alt31=182;}

                       }

                       else {

                           alt31=182;}

                       }

                       break;

                   default:

                       alt31=182;}

 

                   }

                   break;

               case 't':

                   {

                   int LA31_178 = input.LA(4);

 

                   if ( (LA31_178=='o') ) {

                       int LA31_282 = input.LA(5);

 

                       if ( (LA31_282=='$'||(LA31_282>='0' && LA31_282<='9')||LA31_282=='_'||(LA31_282>='a' &&

LA31_282<='z')) ) {

                           alt31=182;

                       }

                       else {
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                           alt31=51;}

                   }

                   else {

                       alt31=182;}

                   }

                   break;

               case 'd':

                   {

                   int LA31_179 = input.LA(4);

 

                   if ( (LA31_179=='e') ) {

                       int LA31_283 = input.LA(5);

 

                       if ( (LA31_283=='x') ) {

                           int LA31_387 = input.LA(6);

 

                           if ( (LA31_387=='$'||(LA31_387>='0' && LA31_387<='9')||LA31_387=='_'||(LA31_387>='a' &&

LA31_387<='z')) ) {

                               alt31=182;

                           }

                           else {

                               alt31=83;}

                       }

                       else {

                           alt31=182;}

                   }

                   else {

                       alt31=182;}

                   }

                   break;

               case 'i':

                   {

                   int LA31_180 = input.LA(4);

 

                   if ( (LA31_180=='t') ) {

                       int LA31_284 = input.LA(5);

 

                       if ( (LA31_284=='i') ) {

                           int LA31_388 = input.LA(6);

 

                           if ( (LA31_388=='a') ) {

                               int LA31_477 = input.LA(7);

 

                               if ( (LA31_477=='t') ) {

                                   int LA31_546 = input.LA(8);

 

                                   if ( (LA31_546=='e') ) {

                                       int LA31_597 = input.LA(9);
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                                       if ( (LA31_597=='d') ) {

                                           int LA31_628 = input.LA(10);

 

                                           if ( (LA31_628=='$'||(LA31_628>='0' &&

LA31_628<='9')||LA31_628=='_'||(LA31_628>='a' && LA31_628<='z')) ) {

                                               alt31=182;

                                           }

                                           else {

                                               alt31=123;}

                                       }

                                       else {

                                           alt31=182;}

                                   }

                                   else {

                                       alt31=182;}

                               }

                               else {

                                   alt31=182;}

                           }

                           else {

                               alt31=182;}

                       }

                       else {

                           alt31=182;}

                   }

                   else {

                       alt31=182;}

                   }

                   break;

               case '$':

               case '0':

               case '1':

               case '2':

               case '3':

               case '4':

               case '5':

               case '6':

               case '7':

               case '8':

               case '9':

               case '_':

               case 'a':

               case 'b':

               case 'c':

               case 'e':

               case 'f':

               case 'g':
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               case 'h':

               case 'j':

               case 'k':

               case 'l':

               case 'm':

               case 'o':

               case 'p':

               case 'q':

               case 'r':

               case 'u':

               case 'v':

               case 'w':

               case 'x':

               case 'y':

               case 'z':

                   {

                   alt31=182;

                   }

                   break;

               default:

                   alt31=3;}

 

               }

               break;

           case 's':

               {

               switch ( input.LA(3) ) {

               case 't':

                   {

                   int LA31_182 = input.LA(4);

 

                   if ( (LA31_182=='r') ) {

                       int LA31_285 = input.LA(5);

 

                       if ( (LA31_285=='e') ) {

                           int LA31_389 = input.LA(6);

 

                           if ( (LA31_389=='a') ) {

                               int LA31_478 = input.LA(7);

 

                               if ( (LA31_478=='m') ) {

                                   int LA31_547 = input.LA(8);

 

                                   if ( (LA31_547=='$'||(LA31_547>='0' && LA31_547<='9')||LA31_547=='_'||(LA31_547>='a'

&& LA31_547<='z')) ) {

                                       alt31=182;

                                   }

                                   else {
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                                       alt31=56;}

                               }

                               else {

                                   alt31=182;}

                           }

                           else {

                               alt31=182;}

                       }

                       else {

                           alt31=182;}

                   }

                   else {

                       alt31=182;}

                   }

                   break;

               case '$':

               case '0':

               case '1':

               case '2':

               case '3':

               case '4':

               case '5':

               case '6':

               case '7':

               case '8':

               case '9':

               case '_':

               case 'a':

               case 'b':

               case 'c':

               case 'd':

               case 'e':

               case 'f':

               case 'g':

               case 'h':

               case 'i':

               case 'j':

               case 'k':

               case 'l':

               case 'm':

               case 'n':

               case 'o':

               case 'p':

               case 'q':

               case 'r':

               case 's':

               case 'u':

               case 'v':
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               case 'w':

               case 'x':

               case 'y':

               case 'z':

                   {

                   alt31=182;

                   }

                   break;

               default:

                   alt31=38;}

 

               }

               break;

           case 'r':

               {

               int LA31_67 = input.LA(3);

 

               if ( (LA31_67=='s') ) {

                   int LA31_184 = input.LA(4);

 

                   if ( (LA31_184=='t') ) {

                       int LA31_286 = input.LA(5);

 

                       if ( (LA31_286=='r') ) {

                           int LA31_390 = input.LA(6);

 

                           if ( (LA31_390=='e') ) {

                               int LA31_479 = input.LA(7);

 

                               if ( (LA31_479=='a') ) {

                                   int LA31_548 = input.LA(8);

 

                                   if ( (LA31_548=='m') ) {

                                       int LA31_599 = input.LA(9);

 

                                       if ( (LA31_599=='$'||(LA31_599>='0' &&

LA31_599<='9')||LA31_599=='_'||(LA31_599>='a' && LA31_599<='z')) ) {

                                           alt31=182;

                                       }

                                       else {

                                           alt31=57;}

                                   }

                                   else {

                                       alt31=182;}

                               }

                               else {

                                   alt31=182;}

                           }
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                           else {

                               alt31=182;}

                       }

                       else {

                           alt31=182;}

                   }

                   else {

                       alt31=182;}

               }

               else {

                   alt31=182;}

               }

               break;

           default:

               alt31=182;}

 

           }

           break;

       case 'b':

           {

           switch ( input.LA(2) ) {

           case 'e':

               {

               int LA31_68 = input.LA(3);

 

               if ( (LA31_68=='t') ) {

                   int LA31_185 = input.LA(4);

 

                   if ( (LA31_185=='w') ) {

                       int LA31_287 = input.LA(5);

 

                       if ( (LA31_287=='e') ) {

                           int LA31_391 = input.LA(6);

 

                           if ( (LA31_391=='e') ) {

                               int LA31_480 = input.LA(7);

 

                               if ( (LA31_480=='n') ) {

                                   int LA31_549 = input.LA(8);

 

                                   if ( (LA31_549=='$'||(LA31_549>='0' && LA31_549<='9')||LA31_549=='_'||(LA31_549>='a'

&& LA31_549<='z')) ) {

                                       alt31=182;

                                   }

                                   else {

                                       alt31=4;}

                               }

                               else {
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                                   alt31=182;}

                           }

                           else {

                               alt31=182;}

                       }

                       else {

                           alt31=182;}

                   }

                   else {

                       alt31=182;}

               }

               else {

                   alt31=182;}

               }

               break;

           case 'y':

               {

               int LA31_69 = input.LA(3);

 

               if ( (LA31_69=='$'||(LA31_69>='0' && LA31_69<='9')||LA31_69=='_'||(LA31_69>='a' &&

LA31_69<='z')) ) {

                   alt31=182;

               }

               else {

                   alt31=39;}

               }

               break;

           default:

               alt31=182;}

 

           }

           break;

       case 'l':

           {

           switch ( input.LA(2) ) {

           case 'i':

               {

               switch ( input.LA(3) ) {

               case 'k':

                   {

                   int LA31_187 = input.LA(4);

 

                   if ( (LA31_187=='e') ) {

                       int LA31_288 = input.LA(5);

 

                       if ( (LA31_288=='$'||(LA31_288>='0' && LA31_288<='9')||LA31_288=='_'||(LA31_288>='a' &&

LA31_288<='z')) ) {

                           alt31=182;
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                       }

                       else {

                           alt31=5;}

                   }

                   else {

                       alt31=182;}

                   }

                   break;

               case 'm':

                   {

                   int LA31_188 = input.LA(4);

 

                   if ( (LA31_188=='i') ) {

                       int LA31_289 = input.LA(5);

 

                       if ( (LA31_289=='t') ) {

                           int LA31_393 = input.LA(6);

 

                           if ( (LA31_393=='$'||(LA31_393>='0' && LA31_393<='9')||LA31_393=='_'||(LA31_393>='a' &&

LA31_393<='z')) ) {

                               alt31=182;

                           }

                           else {

                               alt31=105;}

                       }

                       else {

                           alt31=182;}

                   }

                   else {

                       alt31=182;}

                   }

                   break;

               default:

                   alt31=182;}

 

               }

               break;

           case 'e':

               {

               int LA31_71 = input.LA(3);

 

               if ( (LA31_71=='f') ) {

                   int LA31_189 = input.LA(4);

 

                   if ( (LA31_189=='t') ) {

                       int LA31_290 = input.LA(5);

 

                       if ( (LA31_290=='$'||(LA31_290>='0' && LA31_290<='9')||LA31_290=='_'||(LA31_290>='a' &&
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LA31_290<='z')) ) {

                           alt31=182;

                       }

                       else {

                           alt31=34;}

                   }

                   else {

                       alt31=182;}

               }

               else {

                   alt31=182;}

               }

               break;

           case 'a':

               {

               int LA31_72 = input.LA(3);

 

               if ( (LA31_72=='s') ) {

                   int LA31_190 = input.LA(4);

 

                   if ( (LA31_190=='t') ) {

                       switch ( input.LA(5) ) {

                       case 'w':

                           {

                           int LA31_395 = input.LA(6);

 

                           if ( (LA31_395=='e') ) {

                               int LA31_482 = input.LA(7);

 

                               if ( (LA31_482=='e') ) {

                                   int LA31_550 = input.LA(8);

 

                                   if ( (LA31_550=='k') ) {

                                       int LA31_601 = input.LA(9);

 

                                       if ( (LA31_601=='d') ) {

                                           int LA31_630 = input.LA(10);

 

                                           if ( (LA31_630=='a') ) {

                                               int LA31_649 = input.LA(11);

 

                                               if ( (LA31_649=='y') ) {

                                                   int LA31_661 = input.LA(12);

 

                                                   if ( (LA31_661=='$'||(LA31_661>='0' &&

LA31_661<='9')||LA31_661=='_'||(LA31_661>='a' && LA31_661<='z')) ) {

                                                       alt31=182;

                                                   }
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                                                   else {

                                                       alt31=72;}

                                               }

                                               else {

                                                   alt31=182;}

                                           }

                                           else {

                                               alt31=182;}

                                       }

                                       else {

                                           alt31=182;}

                                   }

                                   else {

                                       alt31=182;}

                               }

                               else {

                                   alt31=182;}

                           }

                           else {

                               alt31=182;}

                           }

                           break;

                       case '$':

                       case '0':

                       case '1':

                       case '2':

                       case '3':

                       case '4':

                       case '5':

                       case '6':

                       case '7':

                       case '8':

                       case '9':

                       case '_':

                       case 'a':

                       case 'b':

                       case 'c':

                       case 'd':

                       case 'e':

                       case 'f':

                       case 'g':

                       case 'h':

                       case 'i':

                       case 'j':

                       case 'k':

                       case 'l':

                       case 'm':

                       case 'n':
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                       case 'o':

                       case 'p':

                       case 'q':

                       case 'r':

                       case 's':

                       case 't':

                       case 'u':

                       case 'v':

                       case 'x':

                       case 'y':

                       case 'z':

                           {

                           alt31=182;

                           }

                           break;

                       default:

                           alt31=49;}

 

                   }

                   else {

                       alt31=182;}

               }

               else {

                   alt31=182;}

               }

               break;

           default:

               alt31=182;}

 

           }

           break;

       case 'r':

           {

           switch ( input.LA(2) ) {

           case 'e':

               {

               switch ( input.LA(3) ) {

               case 'g':

                   {

                   int LA31_191 = input.LA(4);

 

                   if ( (LA31_191=='e') ) {

                       int LA31_292 = input.LA(5);

 

                       if ( (LA31_292=='x') ) {

                           int LA31_397 = input.LA(6);

 

                           if ( (LA31_397=='p') ) {
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                               int LA31_483 = input.LA(7);

 

                               if ( (LA31_483=='$'||(LA31_483>='0' && LA31_483<='9')||LA31_483=='_'||(LA31_483>='a'

&& LA31_483<='z')) ) {

                                   alt31=182;

                               }

                               else {

                                   alt31=6;}

                           }

                           else {

                               alt31=182;}

                       }

                       else {

                           alt31=182;}

                   }

                   else {

                       alt31=182;}

                   }

                   break;

               case 't':

                   {

                   int LA31_192 = input.LA(4);

 

                   if ( (LA31_192=='a') ) {

                       int LA31_293 = input.LA(5);

 

                       if ( (LA31_293=='i') ) {

                           int LA31_398 = input.LA(6);

 

                           if ( (LA31_398=='n') ) {

                               int LA31_484 = input.LA(7);

 

                               if ( (LA31_484=='-') ) {

                                   int LA31_552 = input.LA(8);

 

                                   if ( (LA31_552=='u') ) {

                                       alt31=60;

                                   }

                                   else if ( (LA31_552=='i') ) {

                                       alt31=61;

                                   }

                                   else {

                                       if (state.backtracking>0) {state.failed=true; return ;}

                                       NoViableAltException nvae =

                                           new NoViableAltException("", 31, 552, input);

 

                                       throw nvae;

                                   }
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                               }

                               else {

                                   alt31=182;}

                           }

                           else {

                               alt31=182;}

                       }

                       else {

                           alt31=182;}

                   }

                   else {

                       alt31=182;}

                   }

                   break;

               default:

                   alt31=182;}

 

               }

               break;

           case 'i':

               {

               int LA31_74 = input.LA(3);

 

               if ( (LA31_74=='g') ) {

                   int LA31_193 = input.LA(4);

 

                   if ( (LA31_193=='h') ) {

                       int LA31_294 = input.LA(5);

 

                       if ( (LA31_294=='t') ) {

                           int LA31_399 = input.LA(6);

 

                           if ( (LA31_399=='$'||(LA31_399>='0' && LA31_399<='9')||LA31_399=='_'||(LA31_399>='a' &&

LA31_399<='z')) ) {

                               alt31=182;

                           }

                           else {

                               alt31=35;}

                       }

                       else {

                           alt31=182;}

                   }

                   else {

                       alt31=182;}

               }

               else {

                   alt31=182;}

               }
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               break;

           case 's':

               {

               int LA31_75 = input.LA(3);

 

               if ( (LA31_75=='t') ) {

                   int LA31_194 = input.LA(4);

 

                   if ( (LA31_194=='r') ) {

                       int LA31_295 = input.LA(5);

 

                       if ( (LA31_295=='e') ) {

                           int LA31_400 = input.LA(6);

 

                           if ( (LA31_400=='a') ) {

                               int LA31_486 = input.LA(7);

 

                               if ( (LA31_486=='m') ) {

                                   int LA31_553 = input.LA(8);

 

                                   if ( (LA31_553=='$'||(LA31_553>='0' && LA31_553<='9')||LA31_553=='_'||(LA31_553>='a'

&& LA31_553<='z')) ) {

                                       alt31=182;

                                   }

                                   else {

                                       alt31=55;}

                               }

                               else {

                                   alt31=182;}

                           }

                           else {

                               alt31=182;}

                       }

                       else {

                           alt31=182;}

                   }

                   else {

                       alt31=182;}

               }

               else {

                   alt31=182;}

               }

               break;

           default:

               alt31=182;}

 

           }

           break;
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       case 'e':

           {

           switch ( input.LA(2) ) {

           case 's':

               {

               int LA31_76 = input.LA(3);

 

               if ( (LA31_76=='c') ) {

                   int LA31_195 = input.LA(4);

 

                   if ( (LA31_195=='a') ) {

                       int LA31_296 = input.LA(5);

 

                       if ( (LA31_296=='p') ) {

                           int LA31_401 = input.LA(6);

 

                           if ( (LA31_401=='e') ) {

                               int LA31_487 = input.LA(7);

 

                               if ( (LA31_487=='$'||(LA31_487>='0' && LA31_487<='9')||LA31_487=='_'||(LA31_487>='a'

&& LA31_487<='z')) ) {

                                   alt31=182;

                               }

                               else {

                                   alt31=7;}

                           }

                           else {

                               alt31=182;}

                       }

                       else {

                           alt31=182;}

                   }

                   else {

                       alt31=182;}

               }

               else {

                   alt31=182;}

               }

               break;

           case 'v':

               {

               int LA31_77 = input.LA(3);

 

               if ( (LA31_77=='e') ) {

                   switch ( input.LA(4) ) {

                   case 'r':

                       {

                       int LA31_297 = input.LA(5);
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                       if ( (LA31_297=='y') ) {

                           switch ( input.LA(6) ) {

                           case '-':

                               {

                               alt31=12;

                               }

                               break;

                           case '$':

                           case '0':

                           case '1':

                           case '2':

                           case '3':

                           case '4':

                           case '5':

                           case '6':

                           case '7':

                           case '8':

                           case '9':

                           case '_':

                           case 'a':

                           case 'b':

                           case 'c':

                           case 'd':

                           case 'e':

                           case 'f':

                           case 'g':

                           case 'h':

                           case 'i':

                           case 'j':

                           case 'k':

                           case 'l':

                           case 'm':

                           case 'n':

                           case 'o':

                           case 'p':

                           case 'q':

                           case 'r':

                           case 's':

                           case 't':

                           case 'u':

                           case 'v':

                           case 'w':

                           case 'x':

                           case 'y':

                           case 'z':

                               {

                               alt31=182;
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                               }

                               break;

                           default:

                               alt31=11;}

 

                       }

                       else {

                           alt31=182;}

                       }

                       break;

                   case 'n':

                       {

                       int LA31_298 = input.LA(5);

 

                       if ( (LA31_298=='t') ) {

                           int LA31_403 = input.LA(6);

 

                           if ( (LA31_403=='s') ) {

                               int LA31_490 = input.LA(7);

 

                               if ( (LA31_490=='$'||(LA31_490>='0' && LA31_490<='9')||LA31_490=='_'||(LA31_490>='a'

&& LA31_490<='z')) ) {

                                   alt31=182;

                               }

                               else {

                                   alt31=47;}

                           }

                           else {

                               alt31=182;}

                       }

                       else {

                           alt31=182;}

                       }

                       break;

                   default:

                       alt31=182;}

 

               }

               else {

                   alt31=182;}

               }

               break;

           case 'l':

               {

               int LA31_78 = input.LA(3);

 

               if ( (LA31_78=='s') ) {

                   int LA31_197 = input.LA(4);
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                   if ( (LA31_197=='e') ) {

                       int LA31_299 = input.LA(5);

 

                       if ( (LA31_299=='$'||(LA31_299>='0' && LA31_299<='9')||LA31_299=='_'||(LA31_299>='a' &&

LA31_299<='z')) ) {

                           alt31=182;

                       }

                       else {

                           alt31=26;}

                   }

                   else {

                       alt31=182;}

               }

               else {

                   alt31=182;}

               }

               break;

           case 'n':

               {

               int LA31_79 = input.LA(3);

 

               if ( (LA31_79=='d') ) {

                   int LA31_198 = input.LA(4);

 

                   if ( (LA31_198=='$'||(LA31_198>='0' && LA31_198<='9')||LA31_198=='_'||(LA31_198>='a' &&

LA31_198<='z')) ) {

                       alt31=182;

                   }

                   else {

                       alt31=29;}

               }

               else {

                   alt31=182;}

               }

               break;

           case 'x':

               {

               switch ( input.LA(3) ) {

               case 'i':

                   {

                   int LA31_199 = input.LA(4);

 

                   if ( (LA31_199=='s') ) {

                       int LA31_301 = input.LA(5);

 

                       if ( (LA31_301=='t') ) {

                           int LA31_405 = input.LA(6);
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                           if ( (LA31_405=='s') ) {

                               int LA31_491 = input.LA(7);

 

                               if ( (LA31_491=='$'||(LA31_491>='0' && LA31_491<='9')||LA31_491=='_'||(LA31_491>='a'

&& LA31_491<='z')) ) {

                                   alt31=182;

                               }

                               else {

                                   alt31=70;}

                           }

                           else {

                               alt31=182;}

                       }

                       else {

                           alt31=182;}

                   }

                   else {

                       alt31=182;}

                   }

                   break;

               case 'p':

                   {

                   int LA31_200 = input.LA(4);

 

                   if ( (LA31_200=='r') ) {

                       int LA31_302 = input.LA(5);

 

                       if ( (LA31_302=='e') ) {

                           int LA31_406 = input.LA(6);

 

                           if ( (LA31_406=='s') ) {

                               int LA31_492 = input.LA(7);

 

                               if ( (LA31_492=='s') ) {

                                   int LA31_557 = input.LA(8);

 

                                   if ( (LA31_557=='i') ) {

                                       int LA31_605 = input.LA(9);

 

                                       if ( (LA31_605=='o') ) {

                                           int LA31_631 = input.LA(10);

 

                                           if ( (LA31_631=='n') ) {

                                               int LA31_650 = input.LA(11);

 

                                               if ( (LA31_650=='$'||(LA31_650>='0' &&

LA31_650<='9')||LA31_650=='_'||(LA31_650>='a' && LA31_650<='z')) ) {
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                                                   alt31=182;

                                               }

                                               else {

                                                   alt31=119;}

                                           }

                                           else {

                                               alt31=182;}

                                       }

                                       else {

                                           alt31=182;}

                                   }

                                   else {

                                       alt31=182;}

                               }

                               else {

                                   alt31=182;}

                           }

                           else {

                               alt31=182;}

                       }

                       else {

                           alt31=182;}

                   }

                   else {

                       alt31=182;}

                   }

                   break;

               default:

                   alt31=182;}

 

               }

               break;

           default:

               alt31=182;}

 

           }

           break;

       case 'o':

           {

           switch ( input.LA(2) ) {

           case 'r':

               {

               switch ( input.LA(3) ) {

               case 'd':

                   {

                   int LA31_201 = input.LA(4);

 

                   if ( (LA31_201=='e') ) {
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                       int LA31_303 = input.LA(5);

 

                       if ( (LA31_303=='r') ) {

                           int LA31_407 = input.LA(6);

 

                           if ( (LA31_407=='$'||(LA31_407>='0' && LA31_407<='9')||LA31_407=='_'||(LA31_407>='a' &&

LA31_407<='z')) ) {

                               alt31=182;

                           }

                           else {

                               alt31=52;}

                       }

                       else {

                           alt31=182;}

                   }

                   else {

                       alt31=182;}

                   }

                   break;

               case '$':

               case '0':

               case '1':

               case '2':

               case '3':

               case '4':

               case '5':

               case '6':

               case '7':

               case '8':

               case '9':

               case '_':

               case 'a':

               case 'b':

               case 'c':

               case 'e':

               case 'f':

               case 'g':

               case 'h':

               case 'i':

               case 'j':

               case 'k':

               case 'l':

               case 'm':

               case 'n':

               case 'o':

               case 'p':

               case 'q':

               case 'r':
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               case 's':

               case 't':

               case 'u':

               case 'v':

               case 'w':

               case 'x':

               case 'y':

               case 'z':

                   {

                   alt31=182;

                   }

                   break;

               default:

                   alt31=8;}

 

               }

               break;

           case 'u':

               {

               int LA31_82 = input.LA(3);

 

               if ( (LA31_82=='t') ) {

                   switch ( input.LA(4) ) {

                   case 'e':

                       {

                       int LA31_304 = input.LA(5);

 

                       if ( (LA31_304=='r') ) {

                           int LA31_408 = input.LA(6);

 

                           if ( (LA31_408=='$'||(LA31_408>='0' && LA31_408<='9')||LA31_408=='_'||(LA31_408>='a' &&

LA31_408<='z')) ) {

                               alt31=182;

                           }

                           else {

                               alt31=31;}

                       }

                       else {

                           alt31=182;}

                       }

                       break;

                   case 'p':

                       {

                       int LA31_305 = input.LA(5);

 

                       if ( (LA31_305=='u') ) {

                           int LA31_409 = input.LA(6);
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                           if ( (LA31_409=='t') ) {

                               int LA31_495 = input.LA(7);

 

                               if ( (LA31_495=='$'||(LA31_495>='0' && LA31_495<='9')||LA31_495=='_'||(LA31_495>='a'

&& LA31_495<='z')) ) {

                                   alt31=182;

                               }

                               else {

                                   alt31=46;}

                           }

                           else {

                               alt31=182;}

                       }

                       else {

                           alt31=182;}

                       }

                       break;

                   default:

                       alt31=182;}

 

               }

               else {

                   alt31=182;}

               }

               break;

           case 'n':

               {

               int LA31_83 = input.LA(3);

 

               if ( (LA31_83=='$'||(LA31_83>='0' && LA31_83<='9')||LA31_83=='_'||(LA31_83>='a' &&

LA31_83<='z')) ) {

                   alt31=182;

               }

               else {

                   alt31=37;}

               }

               break;

           case 'f':

               {

               int LA31_84 = input.LA(3);

 

               if ( (LA31_84=='f') ) {

                   int LA31_205 = input.LA(4);

 

                   if ( (LA31_205=='s') ) {

                       int LA31_306 = input.LA(5);

 

                       if ( (LA31_306=='e') ) {
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                           int LA31_410 = input.LA(6);

 

                           if ( (LA31_410=='t') ) {

                               int LA31_496 = input.LA(7);

 

                               if ( (LA31_496=='$'||(LA31_496>='0' && LA31_496<='9')||LA31_496=='_'||(LA31_496>='a'

&& LA31_496<='z')) ) {

                                   alt31=182;

                               }

                               else {

                                   alt31=106;}

                           }

                           else {

                               alt31=182;}

                       }

                       else {

                           alt31=182;}

                   }

                   else {

                       alt31=182;}

               }

               else {

                   alt31=182;}

               }

               break;

           default:

               alt31=182;}

 

           }

           break;

       case 'a':

           {

           switch ( input.LA(2) ) {

           case 'n':

               {

               switch ( input.LA(3) ) {

               case 'd':

                   {

                   int LA31_206 = input.LA(4);

 

                   if ( (LA31_206=='$'||(LA31_206>='0' && LA31_206<='9')||LA31_206=='_'||(LA31_206>='a' &&

LA31_206<='z')) ) {

                       alt31=182;

                   }

                   else {

                       alt31=9;}

                   }

                   break;
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               case 'y':

                   {

                   int LA31_207 = input.LA(4);

 

                   if ( (LA31_207=='$'||(LA31_207>='0' && LA31_207<='9')||LA31_207=='_'||(LA31_207>='a' &&

LA31_207<='z')) ) {

                       alt31=182;

                   }

                   else {

                       alt31=44;}

                   }

                   break;

               default:

                   alt31=182;}

 

               }

               break;

           case 's':

               {

               switch ( input.LA(3) ) {

               case 'c':

                   {

                   int LA31_208 = input.LA(4);

 

                   if ( (LA31_208=='$'||(LA31_208>='0' && LA31_208<='9')||LA31_208=='_'||(LA31_208>='a' &&

LA31_208<='z')) ) {

                       alt31=182;

                   }

                   else {

                       alt31=53;}

                   }

                   break;

               case '$':

               case '0':

               case '1':

               case '2':

               case '3':

               case '4':

               case '5':

               case '6':

               case '7':

               case '8':

               case '9':

               case '_':

               case 'a':

               case 'b':

               case 'd':

               case 'e':
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               case 'f':

               case 'g':

               case 'h':

               case 'i':

               case 'j':

               case 'k':

               case 'l':

               case 'm':

               case 'n':

               case 'o':

               case 'p':

               case 'q':

               case 'r':

               case 's':

               case 't':

               case 'u':

               case 'v':

               case 'w':

               case 'x':

               case 'y':

               case 'z':

                   {

                   alt31=182;

                   }

                   break;

               default:

                   alt31=14;}

 

               }

               break;

           case 'v':

               {

               switch ( input.LA(3) ) {

               case 'g':

                   {

                   int LA31_210 = input.LA(4);

 

                   if ( (LA31_210=='$'||(LA31_210>='0' && LA31_210<='9')||LA31_210=='_'||(LA31_210>='a' &&

LA31_210<='z')) ) {

                       alt31=182;

                   }

                   else {

                       alt31=16;}

                   }

                   break;

               case 'e':

                   {

                   int LA31_211 = input.LA(4);
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                   if ( (LA31_211=='d') ) {

                       int LA31_311 = input.LA(5);

 

                       if ( (LA31_311=='e') ) {

                           int LA31_411 = input.LA(6);

 

                           if ( (LA31_411=='v') ) {

                               int LA31_497 = input.LA(7);

 

                               if ( (LA31_497=='$'||(LA31_497>='0' && LA31_497<='9')||LA31_497=='_'||(LA31_497>='a'

&& LA31_497<='z')) ) {

                                   alt31=182;

                               }

                               else {

                                   alt31=22;}

                           }

                           else {

                               alt31=182;}

                       }

                       else {

                           alt31=182;}

                   }

                   else {

                       alt31=182;}

                   }

                   break;

               default:

                   alt31=182;}

 

               }

               break;

           case 'l':

               {

               int LA31_88 = input.LA(3);

 

               if ( (LA31_88=='l') ) {

                   int LA31_212 = input.LA(4);

 

                   if ( (LA31_212=='$'||(LA31_212>='0' && LA31_212<='9')||LA31_212=='_'||(LA31_212>='a' &&

LA31_212<='z')) ) {

                       alt31=182;

                   }

                   else {

                       alt31=43;}

               }

               else {

                   alt31=182;}
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               }

               break;

           case 't':

               {

               int LA31_89 = input.LA(3);

 

               if ( (LA31_89=='$'||(LA31_89>='0' && LA31_89<='9')||LA31_89=='_'||(LA31_89>='a' &&

LA31_89<='z')) ) {

                   alt31=182;

               }

               else {

                   alt31=82;}

               }

               break;

           case 'f':

               {

               int LA31_90 = input.LA(3);

 

               if ( (LA31_90=='t') ) {

                   int LA31_214 = input.LA(4);

 

                   if ( (LA31_214=='e') ) {

                       int LA31_313 = input.LA(5);

 

                       if ( (LA31_313=='r') ) {

                           int LA31_412 = input.LA(6);

 

                           if ( (LA31_412=='$'||(LA31_412>='0' && LA31_412<='9')||LA31_412=='_'||(LA31_412>='a' &&

LA31_412<='z')) ) {

                               alt31=182;

                           }

                           else {

                               alt31=113;}

                       }

                       else {

                           alt31=182;}

                   }

                   else {

                       alt31=182;}

               }

               else {

                   alt31=182;}

               }

               break;

           default:

               alt31=182;}

 

           }
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           break;

       case 'n':

           {

           switch ( input.LA(2) ) {

           case 'o':

               {

               int LA31_91 = input.LA(3);

 

               if ( (LA31_91=='t') ) {

                   int LA31_215 = input.LA(4);

 

                   if ( (LA31_215=='$'||(LA31_215>='0' && LA31_215<='9')||LA31_215=='_'||(LA31_215>='a' &&

LA31_215<='z')) ) {

                       alt31=182;

                   }

                   else {

                       alt31=10;}

               }

               else {

                   alt31=182;}

               }

               break;

           case 'u':

               {

               int LA31_92 = input.LA(3);

 

               if ( (LA31_92=='l') ) {

                   int LA31_216 = input.LA(4);

 

                   if ( (LA31_216=='l') ) {

                       int LA31_315 = input.LA(5);

 

                       if ( (LA31_315=='$'||(LA31_315>='0' && LA31_315<='9')||LA31_315=='_'||(LA31_315>='a' &&

LA31_315<='z')) ) {

                           alt31=182;

                       }

                       else {

                           alt31=104;}

                   }

                   else {

                       alt31=182;}

               }

               else {

                   alt31=182;}

               }

               break;

           case 'e':

               {
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               int LA31_93 = input.LA(3);

 

               if ( (LA31_93=='w') ) {

                   int LA31_217 = input.LA(4);

 

                   if ( (LA31_217=='$'||(LA31_217>='0' && LA31_217<='9')||LA31_217=='_'||(LA31_217>='a' &&

LA31_217<='z')) ) {

                       alt31=182;

                   }

                   else {

                       alt31=120;}

               }

               else {

                   alt31=182;}

               }

               break;

           default:

               alt31=182;}

 

           }

           break;

       case 's':

           {

           switch ( input.LA(2) ) {

           case 'u':

               {

               int LA31_94 = input.LA(3);

 

               if ( (LA31_94=='m') ) {

                   int LA31_218 = input.LA(4);

 

                   if ( (LA31_218=='$'||(LA31_218>='0' && LA31_218<='9')||LA31_218=='_'||(LA31_218>='a' &&

LA31_218<='z')) ) {

                       alt31=182;

                   }

                   else {

                       alt31=15;}

               }

               else {

                   alt31=182;}

               }

               break;

           case 't':

               {

               switch ( input.LA(3) ) {

               case 'd':

                   {

                   int LA31_219 = input.LA(4);
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                   if ( (LA31_219=='d') ) {

                       int LA31_318 = input.LA(5);

 

                       if ( (LA31_318=='e') ) {

                           int LA31_414 = input.LA(6);

 

                           if ( (LA31_414=='v') ) {

                               int LA31_499 = input.LA(7);

 

                               if ( (LA31_499=='$'||(LA31_499>='0' && LA31_499<='9')||LA31_499=='_'||(LA31_499>='a'

&& LA31_499<='z')) ) {

                                   alt31=182;

                               }

                               else {

                                   alt31=21;}

                           }

                           else {

                               alt31=182;}

                       }

                       else {

                           alt31=182;}

                   }

                   else {

                       alt31=182;}

                   }

                   break;

               case 'a':

                   {

                   int LA31_220 = input.LA(4);

 

                   if ( (LA31_220=='r') ) {

                       int LA31_319 = input.LA(5);

 

                       if ( (LA31_319=='t') ) {

                           int LA31_415 = input.LA(6);

 

                           if ( (LA31_415=='$'||(LA31_415>='0' && LA31_415<='9')||LA31_415=='_'||(LA31_415>='a' &&

LA31_415<='z')) ) {

                               alt31=182;

                           }

                           else {

                               alt31=121;}

                       }

                       else {

                           alt31=182;}

                   }

                   else {
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                       alt31=182;}

                   }

                   break;

               default:

                   alt31=182;}

 

               }

               break;

           case 'e':

               {

               switch ( input.LA(3) ) {

               case 'l':

                   {

                   int LA31_221 = input.LA(4);

 

                   if ( (LA31_221=='e') ) {

                       int LA31_320 = input.LA(5);

 

                       if ( (LA31_320=='c') ) {

                           int LA31_416 = input.LA(6);

 

                           if ( (LA31_416=='t') ) {

                               int LA31_501 = input.LA(7);

 

                               if ( (LA31_501=='$'||(LA31_501>='0' && LA31_501<='9')||LA31_501=='_'||(LA31_501>='a'

&& LA31_501<='z')) ) {

                                   alt31=182;

                               }

                               else {

                                   alt31=24;}

                           }

                           else {

                               alt31=182;}

                       }

                       else {

                           alt31=182;}

                   }

                   else {

                       alt31=182;}

                   }

                   break;

               case 't':

                   {

                   int LA31_222 = input.LA(4);

 

                   if ( (LA31_222=='$'||(LA31_222>='0' && LA31_222<='9')||LA31_222=='_'||(LA31_222>='a' &&

LA31_222<='z')) ) {

                       alt31=182;
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                   }

                   else {

                       alt31=79;}

                   }

                   break;

               case 'c':

                   {

                   switch ( input.LA(4) ) {

                   case 'o':

                       {

                       int LA31_322 = input.LA(5);

 

                       if ( (LA31_322=='n') ) {

                           int LA31_417 = input.LA(6);

 

                           if ( (LA31_417=='d') ) {

                               switch ( input.LA(7) ) {

                               case 's':

                                   {

                                   int LA31_563 = input.LA(8);

 

                                   if ( (LA31_563=='$'||(LA31_563>='0' && LA31_563<='9')||LA31_563=='_'||(LA31_563>='a'

&& LA31_563<='z')) ) {

                                       alt31=182;

                                   }

                                   else {

                                       alt31=98;}

                                   }

                                   break;

                               case '$':

                               case '0':

                               case '1':

                               case '2':

                               case '3':

                               case '4':

                               case '5':

                               case '6':

                               case '7':

                               case '8':

                               case '9':

                               case '_':

                               case 'a':

                               case 'b':

                               case 'c':

                               case 'd':

                               case 'e':

                               case 'f':

                               case 'g':
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                               case 'h':

                               case 'i':

                               case 'j':

                               case 'k':

                               case 'l':

                               case 'm':

                               case 'n':

                               case 'o':

                               case 'p':

                               case 'q':

                               case 'r':

                               case 't':

                               case 'u':

                               case 'v':

                               case 'w':

                               case 'x':

                               case 'y':

                               case 'z':

                                   {

                                   alt31=182;

                                   }

                                   break;

                               default:

                                   alt31=97;}

 

                           }

                           else {

                               alt31=182;}

                       }

                       else {

                           alt31=182;}

                       }

                       break;

                   case '$':

                   case '0':

                   case '1':

                   case '2':

                   case '3':

                   case '4':

                   case '5':

                   case '6':

                   case '7':

                   case '8':

                   case '9':

                   case '_':

                   case 'a':

                   case 'b':

                   case 'c':
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                   case 'd':

                   case 'e':

                   case 'f':

                   case 'g':

                   case 'h':

                   case 'i':

                   case 'j':

                   case 'k':

                   case 'l':

                   case 'm':

                   case 'n':

                   case 'p':

                   case 'q':

                   case 'r':

                   case 's':

                   case 't':

                   case 'u':

                   case 'v':

                   case 'w':

                   case 'x':

                   case 'y':

                   case 'z':

                       {

                       alt31=182;

                       }

                       break;

                   default:

                       alt31=96;}

 

                   }

                   break;

               default:

                   alt31=182;}

 

               }

               break;

           case 'o':

               {

               int LA31_97 = input.LA(3);

 

               if ( (LA31_97=='m') ) {

                   int LA31_224 = input.LA(4);

 

                   if ( (LA31_224=='e') ) {

                       int LA31_324 = input.LA(5);

 

                       if ( (LA31_324=='$'||(LA31_324>='0' && LA31_324<='9')||LA31_324=='_'||(LA31_324>='a' &&

LA31_324<='z')) ) {
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                           alt31=182;

                       }

                       else {

                           alt31=45;}

                   }

                   else {

                       alt31=182;}

               }

               else {

                   alt31=182;}

               }

               break;

           case 'c':

               {

               int LA31_98 = input.LA(3);

 

               if ( (LA31_98=='h') ) {

                   int LA31_225 = input.LA(4);

 

                   if ( (LA31_225=='e') ) {

                       int LA31_325 = input.LA(5);

 

                       if ( (LA31_325=='m') ) {

                           int LA31_419 = input.LA(6);

 

                           if ( (LA31_419=='a') ) {

                               int LA31_503 = input.LA(7);

 

                               if ( (LA31_503=='$'||(LA31_503>='0' && LA31_503<='9')||LA31_503=='_'||(LA31_503>='a'

&& LA31_503<='z')) ) {

                                   alt31=182;

                               }

                               else {

                                   alt31=58;}

                           }

                           else {

                               alt31=182;}

                       }

                       else {

                           alt31=182;}

                   }

                   else {

                       alt31=182;}

               }

               else {

                   alt31=182;}

               }

               break;
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           case 'q':

               {

               int LA31_99 = input.LA(3);

 

               if ( (LA31_99=='l') ) {

                   int LA31_226 = input.LA(4);

 

                   if ( (LA31_226=='$'||(LA31_226>='0' && LA31_226<='9')||LA31_226=='_'||(LA31_226>='a' &&

LA31_226<='z')) ) {

                       alt31=182;

                   }

                   else {

                       alt31=63;}

               }

               else {

                   alt31=182;}

               }

               break;

           case 'n':

               {

               int LA31_100 = input.LA(3);

 

               if ( (LA31_100=='a') ) {

                   int LA31_227 = input.LA(4);

 

                   if ( (LA31_227=='p') ) {

                       int LA31_327 = input.LA(5);

 

                       if ( (LA31_327=='s') ) {

                           int LA31_420 = input.LA(6);

 

                           if ( (LA31_420=='h') ) {

                               int LA31_504 = input.LA(7);

 

                               if ( (LA31_504=='o') ) {

                                   int LA31_566 = input.LA(8);

 

                                   if ( (LA31_566=='t') ) {

                                       int LA31_607 = input.LA(9);

 

                                       if ( (LA31_607=='$'||(LA31_607>='0' &&

LA31_607<='9')||LA31_607=='_'||(LA31_607>='a' && LA31_607<='z')) ) {

                                           alt31=182;

                                       }

                                       else {

                                           alt31=78;}

                                   }

                                   else {
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                                       alt31=182;}

                               }

                               else {

                                   alt31=182;}

                           }

                           else {

                               alt31=182;}

                       }

                       else {

                           alt31=182;}

                   }

                   else {

                       alt31=182;}

               }

               else {

                   alt31=182;}

               }

               break;

           default:

               alt31=182;}

 

           }

           break;

       case 'm':

           {

           switch ( input.LA(2) ) {

           case 'a':

               {

               switch ( input.LA(3) ) {

               case 'x':

                   {

                   int LA31_228 = input.LA(4);

 

                   if ( (LA31_228=='$'||(LA31_228>='0' && LA31_228<='9')||LA31_228=='_'||(LA31_228>='a' &&

LA31_228<='z')) ) {

                       alt31=182;

                   }

                   else {

                       alt31=17;}

                   }

                   break;

               case 't':

                   {

                   int LA31_229 = input.LA(4);

 

                   if ( (LA31_229=='c') ) {

                       int LA31_329 = input.LA(5);
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                       if ( (LA31_329=='h') ) {

                           switch ( input.LA(6) ) {

                           case '_':

                               {

                               int LA31_505 = input.LA(7);

 

                               if ( (LA31_505=='r') ) {

                                   int LA31_567 = input.LA(8);

 

                                   if ( (LA31_567=='e') ) {

                                       int LA31_608 = input.LA(9);

 

                                       if ( (LA31_608=='c') ) {

                                           int LA31_633 = input.LA(10);

 

                                           if ( (LA31_633=='o') ) {

                                               int LA31_651 = input.LA(11);

 

                                               if ( (LA31_651=='g') ) {

                                                   int LA31_663 = input.LA(12);

 

                                                   if ( (LA31_663=='n') ) {

                                                       int LA31_671 = input.LA(13);

 

                                                       if ( (LA31_671=='i') ) {

                                                           int LA31_677 = input.LA(14);

 

                                                           if ( (LA31_677=='z') ) {

                                                               int LA31_681 = input.LA(15);

 

                                                               if ( (LA31_681=='e') ) {

                                                                   int LA31_684 = input.LA(16);

 

                                                                   if ( (LA31_684=='$'||(LA31_684>='0' &&

LA31_684<='9')||LA31_684=='_'||(LA31_684>='a' && LA31_684<='z')) ) {

                                                                       alt31=182;

                                                                   }

                                                                   else {

                                                                       alt31=108;}

                                                               }

                                                               else {

                                                                   alt31=182;}

                                                           }

                                                           else {

                                                               alt31=182;}

                                                       }

                                                       else {

                                                           alt31=182;}
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                                                   }

                                                   else {

                                                       alt31=182;}

                                               }

                                               else {

                                                   alt31=182;}

                                           }

                                           else {

                                               alt31=182;}

                                       }

                                       else {

                                           alt31=182;}

                                   }

                                   else {

                                       alt31=182;}

                               }

                               else {

                                   alt31=182;}

                               }

                               break;

                           case 'e':

                               {

                               switch ( input.LA(7) ) {

                               case 's':

                                   {

                                   int LA31_568 = input.LA(8);

 

                                   if ( (LA31_568=='$'||(LA31_568>='0' && LA31_568<='9')||LA31_568=='_'||(LA31_568>='a'

&& LA31_568<='z')) ) {

                                       alt31=182;

                                   }

                                   else {

                                       alt31=112;}

                                   }

                                   break;

                               case 'd':

                                   {

                                   int LA31_569 = input.LA(8);

 

                                   if ( (LA31_569=='$'||(LA31_569>='0' && LA31_569<='9')||LA31_569=='_'||(LA31_569>='a'

&& LA31_569<='z')) ) {

                                       alt31=182;

                                   }

                                   else {

                                       alt31=118;}

                                   }

                                   break;

                               default:
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                                   alt31=182;}

 

                               }

                               break;

                           default:

                               alt31=182;}

 

                       }

                       else {

                           alt31=182;}

                   }

                   else {

                       alt31=182;}

                   }

                   break;

               default:

                   alt31=182;}

 

               }

               break;

           case 'i':

               {

               switch ( input.LA(3) ) {

               case 'n':

                   {

                   switch ( input.LA(4) ) {

                   case 'u':

                       {

                       int LA31_330 = input.LA(5);

 

                       if ( (LA31_330=='t') ) {

                           int LA31_422 = input.LA(6);

 

                           if ( (LA31_422=='e') ) {

                               switch ( input.LA(7) ) {

                               case 's':

                                   {

                                   int LA31_570 = input.LA(8);

 

                                   if ( (LA31_570=='$'||(LA31_570>='0' && LA31_570<='9')||LA31_570=='_'||(LA31_570>='a'

&& LA31_570<='z')) ) {

                                       alt31=182;

                                   }

                                   else {

                                       alt31=95;}

                                   }

                                   break;

                               case '$':
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                               case '0':

                               case '1':

                               case '2':

                               case '3':

                               case '4':

                               case '5':

                               case '6':

                               case '7':

                               case '8':

                               case '9':

                               case '_':

                               case 'a':

                               case 'b':

                               case 'c':

                               case 'd':

                               case 'e':

                               case 'f':

                               case 'g':

                               case 'h':

                               case 'i':

                               case 'j':

                               case 'k':

                               case 'l':

                               case 'm':

                               case 'n':

                               case 'o':

                               case 'p':

                               case 'q':

                               case 'r':

                               case 't':

                               case 'u':

                               case 'v':

                               case 'w':

                               case 'x':

                               case 'y':

                               case 'z':

                                   {

                                   alt31=182;

                                   }

                                   break;

                               default:

                                   alt31=94;}

 

                           }

                           else {

                               alt31=182;}

                       }

                       else {
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                           alt31=182;}

                       }

                       break;

                   case '$':

                   case '0':

                   case '1':

                   case '2':

                   case '3':

                   case '4':

                   case '5':

                   case '6':

                   case '7':

                   case '8':

                   case '9':

                   case '_':

                   case 'a':

                   case 'b':

                   case 'c':

                   case 'd':

                   case 'e':

                   case 'f':

                   case 'g':

                   case 'h':

                   case 'i':

                   case 'j':

                   case 'k':

                   case 'l':

                   case 'm':

                   case 'n':

                   case 'o':

                   case 'p':

                   case 'q':

                   case 'r':

                   case 's':

                   case 't':

                   case 'v':

                   case 'w':

                   case 'x':

                   case 'y':

                   case 'z':

                       {

                       alt31=182;

                       }

                       break;

                   default:

                       alt31=18;}

 

                   }
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                   break;

               case 'l':

                   {

                   int LA31_231 = input.LA(4);

 

                   if ( (LA31_231=='l') ) {

                       int LA31_332 = input.LA(5);

 

                       if ( (LA31_332=='i') ) {

                           int LA31_423 = input.LA(6);

 

                           if ( (LA31_423=='s') ) {

                               int LA31_508 = input.LA(7);

 

                               if ( (LA31_508=='e') ) {

                                   int LA31_572 = input.LA(8);

 

                                   if ( (LA31_572=='c') ) {

                                       int LA31_612 = input.LA(9);

 

                                       if ( (LA31_612=='o') ) {

                                           int LA31_634 = input.LA(10);

 

                                           if ( (LA31_634=='n') ) {

                                               int LA31_652 = input.LA(11);

 

                                               if ( (LA31_652=='d') ) {

                                                   switch ( input.LA(12) ) {

                                                   case 's':

                                                       {

                                                       int LA31_672 = input.LA(13);

 

                                                       if ( (LA31_672=='$'||(LA31_672>='0' &&

LA31_672<='9')||LA31_672=='_'||(LA31_672>='a' && LA31_672<='z')) ) {

                                                           alt31=182;

                                                       }

                                                       else {

                                                           alt31=101;}

                                                       }

                                                       break;

                                                   case '$':

                                                   case '0':

                                                   case '1':

                                                   case '2':

                                                   case '3':

                                                   case '4':

                                                   case '5':

                                                   case '6':
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                                                   case '7':

                                                   case '8':

                                                   case '9':

                                                   case '_':

                                                   case 'a':

                                                   case 'b':

                                                   case 'c':

                                                   case 'd':

                                                   case 'e':

                                                   case 'f':

                                                   case 'g':

                                                   case 'h':

                                                   case 'i':

                                                   case 'j':

                                                   case 'k':

                                                   case 'l':

                                                   case 'm':

                                                   case 'n':

                                                   case 'o':

                                                   case 'p':

                                                   case 'q':

                                                   case 'r':

                                                   case 't':

                                                   case 'u':

                                                   case 'v':

                                                   case 'w':

                                                   case 'x':

                                                   case 'y':

                                                   case 'z':

                                                       {

                                                       alt31=182;

                                                       }

                                                       break;

                                                   default:

                                                       alt31=100;}

 

                                               }

                                               else {

                                                   alt31=182;}

                                           }

                                           else {

                                               alt31=182;}

                                       }

                                       else {

                                           alt31=182;}

                                   }

                                   else {

                                       alt31=182;}
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                               }

                               else {

                                   alt31=182;}

                           }

                           else {

                               alt31=182;}

                       }

                       else {

                           alt31=182;}

                   }

                   else {

                       alt31=182;}

                   }

                   break;

               default:

                   alt31=182;}

 

               }

               break;

           case 'e':

               {

               switch ( input.LA(3) ) {

               case 'd':

                   {

                   int LA31_232 = input.LA(4);

 

                   if ( (LA31_232=='i') ) {

                       int LA31_333 = input.LA(5);

 

                       if ( (LA31_333=='a') ) {

                           int LA31_424 = input.LA(6);

 

                           if ( (LA31_424=='n') ) {

                               int LA31_509 = input.LA(7);

 

                               if ( (LA31_509=='$'||(LA31_509>='0' && LA31_509<='9')||LA31_509=='_'||(LA31_509>='a'

&& LA31_509<='z')) ) {

                                   alt31=182;

                               }

                               else {

                                   alt31=20;}

                           }

                           else {

                               alt31=182;}

                       }

                       else {

                           alt31=182;}

                   }
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                   else {

                       alt31=182;}

                   }

                   break;

               case 't':

                   {

                   int LA31_233 = input.LA(4);

 

                   if ( (LA31_233=='a') ) {

                       int LA31_334 = input.LA(5);

 

                       if ( (LA31_334=='d') ) {

                           int LA31_425 = input.LA(6);

 

                           if ( (LA31_425=='a') ) {

                               int LA31_510 = input.LA(7);

 

                               if ( (LA31_510=='t') ) {

                                   int LA31_574 = input.LA(8);

 

                                   if ( (LA31_574=='a') ) {

                                       int LA31_613 = input.LA(9);

 

                                       if ( (LA31_613=='s') ) {

                                           int LA31_635 = input.LA(10);

 

                                           if ( (LA31_635=='q') ) {

                                               int LA31_653 = input.LA(11);

 

                                               if ( (LA31_653=='l') ) {

                                                   int LA31_665 = input.LA(12);

 

                                                   if ( (LA31_665=='$'||(LA31_665>='0' &&

LA31_665<='9')||LA31_665=='_'||(LA31_665>='a' && LA31_665<='z')) ) {

                                                       alt31=182;

                                                   }

                                                   else {

                                                       alt31=64;}

                                               }

                                               else {

                                                   alt31=182;}

                                           }

                                           else {

                                               alt31=182;}

                                       }

                                       else {

                                           alt31=182;}

                                   }
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                                   else {

                                       alt31=182;}

                               }

                               else {

                                   alt31=182;}

                           }

                           else {

                               alt31=182;}

                       }

                       else {

                           alt31=182;}

                   }

                   else {

                       alt31=182;}

                   }

                   break;

               case 'a':

                   {

                   int LA31_234 = input.LA(4);

 

                   if ( (LA31_234=='s') ) {

                       int LA31_335 = input.LA(5);

 

                       if ( (LA31_335=='u') ) {

                           int LA31_426 = input.LA(6);

 

                           if ( (LA31_426=='r') ) {

                               int LA31_511 = input.LA(7);

 

                               if ( (LA31_511=='e') ) {

                                   int LA31_575 = input.LA(8);

 

                                   if ( (LA31_575=='s') ) {

                                       int LA31_614 = input.LA(9);

 

                                       if ( (LA31_614=='$'||(LA31_614>='0' &&

LA31_614<='9')||LA31_614=='_'||(LA31_614>='a' && LA31_614<='z')) ) {

                                           alt31=182;

                                       }

                                       else {

                                           alt31=109;}

                                   }

                                   else {

                                       alt31=182;}

                               }

                               else {

                                   alt31=182;}

                           }
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                           else {

                               alt31=182;}

                       }

                       else {

                           alt31=182;}

                   }

                   else {

                       alt31=182;}

                   }

                   break;

               case 'r':

                   {

                   int LA31_235 = input.LA(4);

 

                   if ( (LA31_235=='g') ) {

                       int LA31_336 = input.LA(5);

 

                       if ( (LA31_336=='e') ) {

                           int LA31_427 = input.LA(6);

 

                           if ( (LA31_427=='$'||(LA31_427>='0' && LA31_427<='9')||LA31_427=='_'||(LA31_427>='a' &&

LA31_427<='z')) ) {

                               alt31=182;

                           }

                           else {

                               alt31=117;}

                       }

                       else {

                           alt31=182;}

                   }

                   else {

                       alt31=182;}

                   }

                   break;

               default:

                   alt31=182;}

 

               }

               break;

           case 'o':

               {

               int LA31_104 = input.LA(3);

 

               if ( (LA31_104=='n') ) {

                   int LA31_236 = input.LA(4);

 

                   if ( (LA31_236=='t') ) {

                       int LA31_337 = input.LA(5);
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                       if ( (LA31_337=='h') ) {

                           switch ( input.LA(6) ) {

                           case 's':

                               {

                               int LA31_513 = input.LA(7);

 

                               if ( (LA31_513=='$'||(LA31_513>='0' && LA31_513<='9')||LA31_513=='_'||(LA31_513>='a'

&& LA31_513<='z')) ) {

                                   alt31=182;

                               }

                               else {

                                   alt31=87;}

                               }

                               break;

                           case '$':

                           case '0':

                           case '1':

                           case '2':

                           case '3':

                           case '4':

                           case '5':

                           case '6':

                           case '7':

                           case '8':

                           case '9':

                           case '_':

                           case 'a':

                           case 'b':

                           case 'c':

                           case 'd':

                           case 'e':

                           case 'f':

                           case 'g':

                           case 'h':

                           case 'i':

                           case 'j':

                           case 'k':

                           case 'l':

                           case 'm':

                           case 'n':

                           case 'o':

                           case 'p':

                           case 'q':

                           case 'r':

                           case 't':

                           case 'u':

                           case 'v':
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                           case 'w':

                           case 'x':

                           case 'y':

                           case 'z':

                               {

                               alt31=182;

                               }

                               break;

                           default:

                               alt31=86;}

 

                       }

                       else {

                           alt31=182;}

                   }

                   else {

                       alt31=182;}

               }

               else {

                   alt31=182;}

               }

               break;

           case 's':

               {

               int LA31_105 = input.LA(3);

 

               if ( (LA31_105=='e') ) {

                   int LA31_237 = input.LA(4);

 

                   if ( (LA31_237=='c') ) {

                       int LA31_338 = input.LA(5);

 

                       if ( (LA31_338=='$'||(LA31_338>='0' && LA31_338<='9')||LA31_338=='_'||(LA31_338>='a' &&

LA31_338<='z')) ) {

                           alt31=182;

                       }

                       else {

                           alt31=99;}

                   }

                   else {

                       alt31=182;}

               }

               else {

                   alt31=182;}

               }

               break;

           default:

               alt31=182;}
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           }

           break;

       case 't':

           {

           switch ( input.LA(2) ) {

           case 'h':

               {

               int LA31_106 = input.LA(3);

 

               if ( (LA31_106=='e') ) {

                   int LA31_238 = input.LA(4);

 

                   if ( (LA31_238=='n') ) {

                       int LA31_339 = input.LA(5);

 

                       if ( (LA31_339=='$'||(LA31_339>='0' && LA31_339<='9')||LA31_339=='_'||(LA31_339>='a' &&

LA31_339<='z')) ) {

                           alt31=182;

                       }

                       else {

                           alt31=28;}

                   }

                   else {

                       alt31=182;}

               }

               else {

                   alt31=182;}

               }

               break;

           case 'y':

               {

               int LA31_107 = input.LA(3);

 

               if ( (LA31_107=='p') ) {

                   int LA31_239 = input.LA(4);

 

                   if ( (LA31_239=='e') ) {

                       int LA31_340 = input.LA(5);

 

                       if ( (LA31_340=='o') ) {

                           int LA31_431 = input.LA(6);

 

                           if ( (LA31_431=='f') ) {

                               int LA31_515 = input.LA(7);

 

                               if ( (LA31_515=='$'||(LA31_515>='0' && LA31_515<='9')||LA31_515=='_'||(LA31_515>='a'

&& LA31_515<='z')) ) {
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                                   alt31=182;

                               }

                               else {

                                   alt31=74;}

                           }

                           else {

                               alt31=182;}

                       }

                       else {

                           alt31=182;}

                   }

                   else {

                       alt31=182;}

               }

               else {

                   alt31=182;}

               }

               break;

           case 'r':

               {

               int LA31_108 = input.LA(3);

 

               if ( (LA31_108=='u') ) {

                   int LA31_240 = input.LA(4);

 

                   if ( (LA31_240=='e') ) {

                       int LA31_341 = input.LA(5);

 

                       if ( (LA31_341=='$'||(LA31_341>='0' && LA31_341<='9')||LA31_341=='_'||(LA31_341>='a' &&

LA31_341<='z')) ) {

                           alt31=182;

                       }

                       else {

                           alt31=102;}

                   }

                   else {

                       alt31=182;}

               }

               else {

                   alt31=182;}

               }

               break;

           case 'e':

               {

               int LA31_109 = input.LA(3);

 

               if ( (LA31_109=='r') ) {

                   int LA31_241 = input.LA(4);
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                   if ( (LA31_241=='m') ) {

                       int LA31_342 = input.LA(5);

 

                       if ( (LA31_342=='i') ) {

                           int LA31_433 = input.LA(6);

 

                           if ( (LA31_433=='n') ) {

                               int LA31_516 = input.LA(7);

 

                               if ( (LA31_516=='a') ) {

                                   int LA31_578 = input.LA(8);

 

                                   if ( (LA31_578=='t') ) {

                                       int LA31_615 = input.LA(9);

 

                                       if ( (LA31_615=='e') ) {

                                           int LA31_637 = input.LA(10);

 

                                           if ( (LA31_637=='d') ) {

                                               int LA31_654 = input.LA(11);

 

                                               if ( (LA31_654=='$'||(LA31_654>='0' &&

LA31_654<='9')||LA31_654=='_'||(LA31_654>='a' && LA31_654<='z')) ) {

                                                   alt31=182;

                                               }

                                               else {

                                                   alt31=124;}

                                           }

                                           else {

                                               alt31=182;}

                                       }

                                       else {

                                           alt31=182;}

                                   }

                                   else {

                                       alt31=182;}

                               }

                               else {

                                   alt31=182;}

                           }

                           else {

                               alt31=182;}

                       }

                       else {

                           alt31=182;}

                   }

                   else {
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                       alt31=182;}

               }

               else {

                   alt31=182;}

               }

               break;

           default:

               alt31=182;}

 

           }

           break;

       case 'f':

           {

           switch ( input.LA(2) ) {

           case 'r':

               {

               int LA31_110 = input.LA(3);

 

               if ( (LA31_110=='o') ) {

                   int LA31_242 = input.LA(4);

 

                   if ( (LA31_242=='m') ) {

                       int LA31_343 = input.LA(5);

 

                       if ( (LA31_343=='$'||(LA31_343>='0' && LA31_343<='9')||LA31_343=='_'||(LA31_343>='a' &&

LA31_343<='z')) ) {

                           alt31=182;

                       }

                       else {

                           alt31=30;}

                   }

                   else {

                       alt31=182;}

               }

               else {

                   alt31=182;}

               }

               break;

           case 'u':

               {

               int LA31_111 = input.LA(3);

 

               if ( (LA31_111=='l') ) {

                   int LA31_243 = input.LA(4);

 

                   if ( (LA31_243=='l') ) {

                       int LA31_344 = input.LA(5);
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                       if ( (LA31_344=='$'||(LA31_344>='0' && LA31_344<='9')||LA31_344=='_'||(LA31_344>='a' &&

LA31_344<='z')) ) {

                           alt31=182;

                       }

                       else {

                           alt31=36;}

                   }

                   else {

                       alt31=182;}

               }

               else {

                   alt31=182;}

               }

               break;

           case 'i':

               {

               int LA31_112 = input.LA(3);

 

               if ( (LA31_112=='r') ) {

                   int LA31_244 = input.LA(4);

 

                   if ( (LA31_244=='s') ) {

                       int LA31_345 = input.LA(5);

 

                       if ( (LA31_345=='t') ) {

                           int LA31_436 = input.LA(6);

 

                           if ( (LA31_436=='$'||(LA31_436>='0' && LA31_436<='9')||LA31_436=='_'||(LA31_436>='a' &&

LA31_436<='z')) ) {

                               alt31=182;

                           }

                           else {

                               alt31=48;}

                       }

                       else {

                           alt31=182;}

                   }

                   else {

                       alt31=182;}

               }

               else {

                   alt31=182;}

               }

               break;

           case 'a':

               {

               int LA31_113 = input.LA(3);
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               if ( (LA31_113=='l') ) {

                   int LA31_245 = input.LA(4);

 

                   if ( (LA31_245=='s') ) {

                       int LA31_346 = input.LA(5);

 

                       if ( (LA31_346=='e') ) {

                           int LA31_437 = input.LA(6);

 

                           if ( (LA31_437=='$'||(LA31_437>='0' && LA31_437<='9')||LA31_437=='_'||(LA31_437>='a' &&

LA31_437<='z')) ) {

                               alt31=182;

                           }

                           else {

                               alt31=103;}

                       }

                       else {

                           alt31=182;}

                   }

                   else {

                       alt31=182;}

               }

               else {

                   alt31=182;}

               }

               break;

           case 'o':

               {

               int LA31_114 = input.LA(3);

 

               if ( (LA31_114=='r') ) {

                   int LA31_246 = input.LA(4);

 

                   if ( (LA31_246=='$'||(LA31_246>='0' && LA31_246<='9')||LA31_246=='_'||(LA31_246>='a' &&

LA31_246<='z')) ) {

                       alt31=182;

                   }

                   else {

                       alt31=114;}

               }

               else {

                   alt31=182;}

               }

               break;

           default:

               alt31=182;}

 

           }
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           break;

       case 'j':

           {

           int LA31_15 = input.LA(2);

 

           if ( (LA31_15=='o') ) {

               int LA31_115 = input.LA(3);

 

               if ( (LA31_115=='i') ) {

                   int LA31_247 = input.LA(4);

 

                   if ( (LA31_247=='n') ) {

                       int LA31_348 = input.LA(5);

 

                       if ( (LA31_348=='$'||(LA31_348>='0' && LA31_348<='9')||LA31_348=='_'||(LA31_348>='a' &&

LA31_348<='z')) ) {

                           alt31=182;

                       }

                       else {

                           alt31=33;}

                   }

                   else {

                       alt31=182;}

               }

               else {

                   alt31=182;}

           }

           else {

               alt31=182;}

           }

           break;

       case 'g':

           {

           int LA31_16 = input.LA(2);

 

           if ( (LA31_16=='r') ) {

               int LA31_116 = input.LA(3);

 

               if ( (LA31_116=='o') ) {

                   int LA31_248 = input.LA(4);

 

                   if ( (LA31_248=='u') ) {

                       int LA31_349 = input.LA(5);

 

                       if ( (LA31_349=='p') ) {

                           int LA31_439 = input.LA(6);

 

                           if ( (LA31_439=='$'||(LA31_439>='0' && LA31_439<='9')||LA31_439=='_'||(LA31_439>='a' &&
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LA31_439<='z')) ) {

                               alt31=182;

                           }

                           else {

                               alt31=40;}

                       }

                       else {

                           alt31=182;}

                   }

                   else {

                       alt31=182;}

               }

               else {

                   alt31=182;}

           }

           else {

               alt31=182;}

           }

           break;

       case 'h':

           {

           switch ( input.LA(2) ) {

           case 'a':

               {

               int LA31_117 = input.LA(3);

 

               if ( (LA31_117=='v') ) {

                   int LA31_249 = input.LA(4);

 

                   if ( (LA31_249=='i') ) {

                       int LA31_350 = input.LA(5);

 

                       if ( (LA31_350=='n') ) {

                           int LA31_440 = input.LA(6);

 

                           if ( (LA31_440=='g') ) {

                               int LA31_520 = input.LA(7);

 

                               if ( (LA31_520=='$'||(LA31_520>='0' && LA31_520<='9')||LA31_520=='_'||(LA31_520>='a'

&& LA31_520<='z')) ) {

                                   alt31=182;

                               }

                               else {

                                   alt31=41;}

                           }

                           else {

                               alt31=182;}

                       }
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                       else {

                           alt31=182;}

                   }

                   else {

                       alt31=182;}

               }

               else {

                   alt31=182;}

               }

               break;

           case 'o':

               {

               int LA31_118 = input.LA(3);

 

               if ( (LA31_118=='u') ) {

                   int LA31_250 = input.LA(4);

 

                   if ( (LA31_250=='r') ) {

                       switch ( input.LA(5) ) {

                       case 's':

                           {

                           int LA31_441 = input.LA(6);

 

                           if ( (LA31_441=='$'||(LA31_441>='0' && LA31_441<='9')||LA31_441=='_'||(LA31_441>='a' &&

LA31_441<='z')) ) {

                               alt31=182;

                           }

                           else {

                               alt31=93;}

                           }

                           break;

                       case '$':

                       case '0':

                       case '1':

                       case '2':

                       case '3':

                       case '4':

                       case '5':

                       case '6':

                       case '7':

                       case '8':

                       case '9':

                       case '_':

                       case 'a':

                       case 'b':

                       case 'c':

                       case 'd':

                       case 'e':
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                       case 'f':

                       case 'g':

                       case 'h':

                       case 'i':

                       case 'j':

                       case 'k':

                       case 'l':

                       case 'm':

                       case 'n':

                       case 'o':

                       case 'p':

                       case 'q':

                       case 'r':

                       case 't':

                       case 'u':

                       case 'v':

                       case 'w':

                       case 'x':

                       case 'y':

                       case 'z':

                           {

                           alt31=182;

                           }

                           break;

                       default:

                           alt31=92;}

 

                   }

                   else {

                       alt31=182;}

               }

               else {

                   alt31=182;}

               }

               break;

           default:

               alt31=182;}

 

           }

           break;

       case 'd':

           {

           switch ( input.LA(2) ) {

           case 'i':

               {

               int LA31_119 = input.LA(3);

 

               if ( (LA31_119=='s') ) {
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                   int LA31_251 = input.LA(4);

 

                   if ( (LA31_251=='t') ) {

                       int LA31_352 = input.LA(5);

 

                       if ( (LA31_352=='i') ) {

                           int LA31_443 = input.LA(6);

 

                           if ( (LA31_443=='n') ) {

                               int LA31_522 = input.LA(7);

 

                               if ( (LA31_522=='c') ) {

                                   int LA31_580 = input.LA(8);

 

                                   if ( (LA31_580=='t') ) {

                                       int LA31_616 = input.LA(9);

 

                                       if ( (LA31_616=='$'||(LA31_616>='0' &&

LA31_616<='9')||LA31_616=='_'||(LA31_616>='a' && LA31_616<='z')) ) {

                                           alt31=182;

                                       }

                                       else {

                                           alt31=42;}

                                   }

                                   else {

                                       alt31=182;}

                               }

                               else {

                                   alt31=182;}

                           }

                           else {

                               alt31=182;}

                       }

                       else {

                           alt31=182;}

                   }

                   else {

                       alt31=182;}

               }

               else {

                   alt31=182;}

               }

               break;

           case 'e':

               {

               switch ( input.LA(3) ) {

               case 's':

                   {
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                   int LA31_252 = input.LA(4);

 

                   if ( (LA31_252=='c') ) {

                       int LA31_353 = input.LA(5);

 

                       if ( (LA31_353=='$'||(LA31_353>='0' && LA31_353<='9')||LA31_353=='_'||(LA31_353>='a' &&

LA31_353<='z')) ) {

                           alt31=182;

                       }

                       else {

                           alt31=54;}

                   }

                   else {

                       alt31=182;}

                   }

                   break;

               case 'l':

                   {

                   int LA31_253 = input.LA(4);

 

                   if ( (LA31_253=='e') ) {

                       int LA31_354 = input.LA(5);

 

                       if ( (LA31_354=='t') ) {

                           int LA31_445 = input.LA(6);

 

                           if ( (LA31_445=='e') ) {

                               int LA31_523 = input.LA(7);

 

                               if ( (LA31_523=='$'||(LA31_523>='0' && LA31_523<='9')||LA31_523=='_'||(LA31_523>='a'

&& LA31_523<='z')) ) {

                                   alt31=182;

                               }

                               else {

                                   alt31=77;}

                           }

                           else {

                               alt31=182;}

                       }

                       else {

                           alt31=182;}

                   }

                   else {

                       alt31=182;}

                   }

                   break;

               case 'f':

                   {
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                   int LA31_254 = input.LA(4);

 

                   if ( (LA31_254=='i') ) {

                       int LA31_355 = input.LA(5);

 

                       if ( (LA31_355=='n') ) {

                           int LA31_446 = input.LA(6);

 

                           if ( (LA31_446=='e') ) {

                               int LA31_524 = input.LA(7);

 

                               if ( (LA31_524=='$'||(LA31_524>='0' && LA31_524<='9')||LA31_524=='_'||(LA31_524>='a'

&& LA31_524<='z')) ) {

                                   alt31=182;

                               }

                               else {

                                   alt31=110;}

                           }

                           else {

                               alt31=182;}

                       }

                       else {

                           alt31=182;}

                   }

                   else {

                       alt31=182;}

                   }

                   break;

               default:

                   alt31=182;}

 

               }

               break;

           case 'a':

               {

               switch ( input.LA(3) ) {

               case 'y':

                   {

                   switch ( input.LA(4) ) {

                   case 's':

                       {

                       int LA31_356 = input.LA(5);

 

                       if ( (LA31_356=='$'||(LA31_356>='0' && LA31_356<='9')||LA31_356=='_'||(LA31_356>='a' &&

LA31_356<='z')) ) {

                           alt31=182;

                       }

                       else {
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                           alt31=91;}

                       }

                       break;

                   case '$':

                   case '0':

                   case '1':

                   case '2':

                   case '3':

                   case '4':

                   case '5':

                   case '6':

                   case '7':

                   case '8':

                   case '9':

                   case '_':

                   case 'a':

                   case 'b':

                   case 'c':

                   case 'd':

                   case 'e':

                   case 'f':

                   case 'g':

                   case 'h':

                   case 'i':

                   case 'j':

                   case 'k':

                   case 'l':

                   case 'm':

                   case 'n':

                   case 'o':

                   case 'p':

                   case 'q':

                   case 'r':

                   case 't':

                   case 'u':

                   case 'v':

                   case 'w':

                   case 'x':

                   case 'y':

                   case 'z':

                       {

                       alt31=182;

                       }

                       break;

                   default:

                       alt31=90;}

 

                   }
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                   break;

               case 't':

                   {

                   int LA31_256 = input.LA(4);

 

                   if ( (LA31_256=='a') ) {

                       int LA31_358 = input.LA(5);

 

                       if ( (LA31_358=='f') ) {

                           int LA31_448 = input.LA(6);

 

                           if ( (LA31_448=='l') ) {

                               int LA31_525 = input.LA(7);

 

                               if ( (LA31_525=='o') ) {

                                   int LA31_583 = input.LA(8);

 

                                   if ( (LA31_583=='w') ) {

                                       int LA31_617 = input.LA(9);

 

                                       if ( (LA31_617=='$'||(LA31_617>='0' &&

LA31_617<='9')||LA31_617=='_'||(LA31_617>='a' && LA31_617<='z')) ) {

                                           alt31=182;

                                       }

                                       else {

                                           alt31=125;}

                                   }

                                   else {

                                       alt31=182;}

                               }

                               else {

                                   alt31=182;}

                           }

                           else {

                               alt31=182;}

                       }

                       else {

                           alt31=182;}

                   }

                   else {

                       alt31=182;}

                   }

                   break;

               default:

                   alt31=182;}

 

               }

               break;
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           default:

               alt31=182;}

 

           }

           break;

       case 'u':

           {

           switch ( input.LA(2) ) {

           case 'n':

               {

               switch ( input.LA(3) ) {

               case 'i':

                   {

                   int LA31_257 = input.LA(4);

 

                   if ( (LA31_257=='d') ) {

                       int LA31_359 = input.LA(5);

 

                       if ( (LA31_359=='i') ) {

                           int LA31_449 = input.LA(6);

 

                           if ( (LA31_449=='r') ) {

                               int LA31_526 = input.LA(7);

 

                               if ( (LA31_526=='e') ) {

                                   int LA31_584 = input.LA(8);

 

                                   if ( (LA31_584=='c') ) {

                                       int LA31_618 = input.LA(9);

 

                                       if ( (LA31_618=='t') ) {

                                           int LA31_640 = input.LA(10);

 

                                           if ( (LA31_640=='i') ) {

                                               int LA31_655 = input.LA(11);

 

                                               if ( (LA31_655=='o') ) {

                                                   int LA31_667 = input.LA(12);

 

                                                   if ( (LA31_667=='n') ) {

                                                       int LA31_675 = input.LA(13);

 

                                                       if ( (LA31_675=='a') ) {

                                                           int LA31_679 = input.LA(14);

 

                                                           if ( (LA31_679=='l') ) {

                                                               int LA31_682 = input.LA(15);
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                                                               if ( (LA31_682=='$'||(LA31_682>='0' &&

LA31_682<='9')||LA31_682=='_'||(LA31_682>='a' && LA31_682<='z')) ) {

                                                                   alt31=182;

                                                               }

                                                               else {

                                                                   alt31=59;}

                                                           }

                                                           else {

                                                               alt31=182;}

                                                       }

                                                       else {

                                                           alt31=182;}

                                                   }

                                                   else {

                                                       alt31=182;}

                                               }

                                               else {

                                                   alt31=182;}

                                           }

                                           else {

                                               alt31=182;}

                                       }

                                       else {

                                           alt31=182;}

                                   }

                                   else {

                                       alt31=182;}

                               }

                               else {

                                   alt31=182;}

                           }

                           else {

                               alt31=182;}

                       }

                       else {

                           alt31=182;}

                   }

                   else {

                       alt31=182;}

                   }

                   break;

               case 't':

                   {

                   int LA31_258 = input.LA(4);

 

                   if ( (LA31_258=='i') ) {

                       int LA31_360 = input.LA(5);
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                       if ( (LA31_360=='l') ) {

                           int LA31_450 = input.LA(6);

 

                           if ( (LA31_450=='$'||(LA31_450>='0' && LA31_450<='9')||LA31_450=='_'||(LA31_450>='a' &&

LA31_450<='z')) ) {

                               alt31=182;

                           }

                           else {

                               alt31=81;}

                       }

                       else {

                           alt31=182;}

                   }

                   else {

                       alt31=182;}

                   }

                   break;

               default:

                   alt31=182;}

 

               }

               break;

           case 'p':

               {

               int LA31_123 = input.LA(3);

 

               if ( (LA31_123=='d') ) {

                   int LA31_259 = input.LA(4);

 

                   if ( (LA31_259=='a') ) {

                       int LA31_361 = input.LA(5);

 

                       if ( (LA31_361=='t') ) {

                           int LA31_451 = input.LA(6);

 

                           if ( (LA31_451=='e') ) {

                               int LA31_528 = input.LA(7);

 

                               if ( (LA31_528=='$'||(LA31_528>='0' && LA31_528<='9')||LA31_528=='_'||(LA31_528>='a'

&& LA31_528<='z')) ) {

                                   alt31=182;

                               }

                               else {

                                   alt31=107;}

                           }

                           else {

                               alt31=182;}

                       }
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                       else {

                           alt31=182;}

                   }

                   else {

                       alt31=182;}

               }

               else {

                   alt31=182;}

               }

               break;

           case 's':

               {

               int LA31_124 = input.LA(3);

 

               if ( (LA31_124=='i') ) {

                   int LA31_260 = input.LA(4);

 

                   if ( (LA31_260=='n') ) {

                       int LA31_362 = input.LA(5);

 

                       if ( (LA31_362=='g') ) {

                           int LA31_452 = input.LA(6);

 

                           if ( (LA31_452=='$'||(LA31_452>='0' && LA31_452<='9')||LA31_452=='_'||(LA31_452>='a' &&

LA31_452<='z')) ) {

                               alt31=182;

                           }

                           else {

                               alt31=116;}

                       }

                       else {

                           alt31=182;}

                   }

                   else {

                       alt31=182;}

               }

               else {

                   alt31=182;}

               }

               break;

           default:

               alt31=182;}

 

           }

           break;

       case 'p':

           {

           switch ( input.LA(2) ) {
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           case 'a':

               {

               switch ( input.LA(3) ) {

               case 't':

                   {

                   int LA31_261 = input.LA(4);

 

                   if ( (LA31_261=='t') ) {

                       int LA31_363 = input.LA(5);

 

                       if ( (LA31_363=='e') ) {

                           int LA31_453 = input.LA(6);

 

                           if ( (LA31_453=='r') ) {

                               int LA31_530 = input.LA(7);

 

                               if ( (LA31_530=='n') ) {

                                   int LA31_586 = input.LA(8);

 

                                   if ( (LA31_586=='$'||(LA31_586>='0' && LA31_586<='9')||LA31_586=='_'||(LA31_586>='a'

&& LA31_586<='z')) ) {

                                       alt31=182;

                                   }

                                   else {

                                       alt31=62;}

                               }

                               else {

                                   alt31=182;}

                           }

                           else {

                               alt31=182;}

                       }

                       else {

                           alt31=182;}

                   }

                   else {

                       alt31=182;}

                   }

                   break;

               case 'r':

                   {

                   int LA31_262 = input.LA(4);

 

                   if ( (LA31_262=='t') ) {

                       int LA31_364 = input.LA(5);

 

                       if ( (LA31_364=='i') ) {

                           int LA31_454 = input.LA(6);
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                           if ( (LA31_454=='t') ) {

                               int LA31_531 = input.LA(7);

 

                               if ( (LA31_531=='i') ) {

                                   int LA31_587 = input.LA(8);

 

                                   if ( (LA31_587=='o') ) {

                                       int LA31_620 = input.LA(9);

 

                                       if ( (LA31_620=='n') ) {

                                           int LA31_641 = input.LA(10);

 

                                           if ( (LA31_641=='$'||(LA31_641>='0' &&

LA31_641<='9')||LA31_641=='_'||(LA31_641>='a' && LA31_641<='z')) ) {

                                               alt31=182;

                                           }

                                           else {

                                               alt31=111;}

                                       }

                                       else {

                                           alt31=182;}

                                   }

                                   else {

                                       alt31=182;}

                               }

                               else {

                                   alt31=182;}

                           }

                           else {

                               alt31=182;}

                       }

                       else {

                           alt31=182;}

                   }

                   else {

                       alt31=182;}

                   }

                   break;

               default:

                   alt31=182;}

 

               }

               break;

           case 'r':

               {

               switch ( input.LA(3) ) {

               case 'e':
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                   {

                   int LA31_263 = input.LA(4);

 

                   if ( (LA31_263=='v') ) {

                       switch ( input.LA(5) ) {

                       case 't':

                           {

                           int LA31_455 = input.LA(6);

 

                           if ( (LA31_455=='a') ) {

                               int LA31_532 = input.LA(7);

 

                               if ( (LA31_532=='i') ) {

                                   int LA31_588 = input.LA(8);

 

                                   if ( (LA31_588=='l') ) {

                                       int LA31_621 = input.LA(9);

 

                                       if ( (LA31_621=='$'||(LA31_621>='0' &&

LA31_621<='9')||LA31_621=='_'||(LA31_621>='a' && LA31_621<='z')) ) {

                                           alt31=182;

                                       }

                                       else {

                                           alt31=66;}

                                   }

                                   else {

                                       alt31=182;}

                               }

                               else {

                                   alt31=182;}

                           }

                           else {

                               alt31=182;}

                           }

                           break;

                       case 'c':

                           {

                           int LA31_456 = input.LA(6);

 

                           if ( (LA31_456=='o') ) {

                               int LA31_533 = input.LA(7);

 

                               if ( (LA31_533=='u') ) {

                                   int LA31_589 = input.LA(8);

 

                                   if ( (LA31_589=='n') ) {

                                       int LA31_622 = input.LA(9);
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                                       if ( (LA31_622=='t') ) {

                                           int LA31_643 = input.LA(10);

 

                                           if ( (LA31_643=='$'||(LA31_643>='0' &&

LA31_643<='9')||LA31_643=='_'||(LA31_643>='a' && LA31_643<='z')) ) {

                                               alt31=182;

                                           }

                                           else {

                                               alt31=67;}

                                       }

                                       else {

                                           alt31=182;}

                                   }

                                   else {

                                       alt31=182;}

                               }

                               else {

                                   alt31=182;}

                           }

                           else {

                               alt31=182;}

                           }

                           break;

                       case 'w':

                           {

                           int LA31_457 = input.LA(6);

 

                           if ( (LA31_457=='i') ) {

                               int LA31_534 = input.LA(7);

 

                               if ( (LA31_534=='n') ) {

                                   int LA31_590 = input.LA(8);

 

                                   if ( (LA31_590=='d') ) {

                                       int LA31_623 = input.LA(9);

 

                                       if ( (LA31_623=='o') ) {

                                           int LA31_644 = input.LA(10);

 

                                           if ( (LA31_644=='w') ) {

                                               int LA31_658 = input.LA(11);

 

                                               if ( (LA31_658=='$'||(LA31_658>='0' &&

LA31_658<='9')||LA31_658=='_'||(LA31_658>='a' && LA31_658<='z')) ) {

                                                   alt31=182;

                                               }

                                               else {

                                                   alt31=68;}
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                                           }

                                           else {

                                               alt31=182;}

                                       }

                                       else {

                                           alt31=182;}

                                   }

                                   else {

                                       alt31=182;}

                               }

                               else {

                                   alt31=182;}

                           }

                           else {

                               alt31=182;}

                           }

                           break;

                       case '$':

                       case '0':

                       case '1':

                       case '2':

                       case '3':

                       case '4':

                       case '5':

                       case '6':

                       case '7':

                       case '8':

                       case '9':

                       case '_':

                       case 'a':

                       case 'b':

                       case 'd':

                       case 'e':

                       case 'f':

                       case 'g':

                       case 'h':

                       case 'i':

                       case 'j':

                       case 'k':

                       case 'l':

                       case 'm':

                       case 'n':

                       case 'o':

                       case 'p':

                       case 'q':

                       case 'r':

                       case 's':

                       case 'u':
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                       case 'v':

                       case 'x':

                       case 'y':

                       case 'z':

                           {

                           alt31=182;

                           }

                           break;

                       default:

                           alt31=65;}

 

                   }

                   else {

                       alt31=182;}

                   }

                   break;

               case 'i':

                   {

                   int LA31_264 = input.LA(4);

 

                   if ( (LA31_264=='o') ) {

                       int LA31_366 = input.LA(5);

 

                       if ( (LA31_366=='r') ) {

                           int LA31_459 = input.LA(6);

 

                           if ( (LA31_459=='$'||(LA31_459>='0' && LA31_459<='9')||LA31_459=='_'||(LA31_459>='a' &&

LA31_459<='z')) ) {

                               alt31=182;

                           }

                           else {

                               alt31=69;}

                       }

                       else {

                           alt31=182;}

                   }

                   else {

                       alt31=182;}

                   }

                   break;

               default:

                   alt31=182;}

 

               }

               break;

           default:

               alt31=182;}
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           }

           break;

       case 'v':

           {

           int LA31_21 = input.LA(2);

 

           if ( (LA31_21=='a') ) {

               int LA31_127 = input.LA(3);

 

               if ( (LA31_127=='r') ) {

                   int LA31_265 = input.LA(4);

 

                   if ( (LA31_265=='i') ) {

                       int LA31_367 = input.LA(5);

 

                       if ( (LA31_367=='a') ) {

                           int LA31_460 = input.LA(6);

 

                           if ( (LA31_460=='b') ) {

                               int LA31_536 = input.LA(7);

 

                               if ( (LA31_536=='l') ) {

                                   int LA31_591 = input.LA(8);

 

                                   if ( (LA31_591=='e') ) {

                                       int LA31_624 = input.LA(9);

 

                                       if ( (LA31_624=='$'||(LA31_624>='0' &&

LA31_624<='9')||LA31_624=='_'||(LA31_624>='a' && LA31_624<='z')) ) {

                                           alt31=182;

                                       }

                                       else {

                                           alt31=80;}

                                   }

                                   else {

                                       alt31=182;}

                               }

                               else {

                                   alt31=182;}

                           }

                           else {

                               alt31=182;}

                       }

                       else {

                           alt31=182;}

                   }

                   else {

                       alt31=182;}
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               }

               else {

                   alt31=182;}

           }

           else {

               alt31=182;}

           }

           break;

       case 'y':

           {

           int LA31_22 = input.LA(2);

 

           if ( (LA31_22=='e') ) {

               int LA31_128 = input.LA(3);

 

               if ( (LA31_128=='a') ) {

                   int LA31_266 = input.LA(4);

 

                   if ( (LA31_266=='r') ) {

                       switch ( input.LA(5) ) {

                       case 's':

                           {

                           int LA31_461 = input.LA(6);

 

                           if ( (LA31_461=='$'||(LA31_461>='0' && LA31_461<='9')||LA31_461=='_'||(LA31_461>='a' &&

LA31_461<='z')) ) {

                               alt31=182;

                           }

                           else {

                               alt31=85;}

                           }

                           break;

                       case '$':

                       case '0':

                       case '1':

                       case '2':

                       case '3':

                       case '4':

                       case '5':

                       case '6':

                       case '7':

                       case '8':

                       case '9':

                       case '_':

                       case 'a':

                       case 'b':

                       case 'c':

                       case 'd':
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                       case 'e':

                       case 'f':

                       case 'g':

                       case 'h':

                       case 'i':

                       case 'j':

                       case 'k':

                       case 'l':

                       case 'm':

                       case 'n':

                       case 'o':

                       case 'p':

                       case 'q':

                       case 'r':

                       case 't':

                       case 'u':

                       case 'v':

                       case 'w':

                       case 'x':

                       case 'y':

                       case 'z':

                           {

                           alt31=182;

                           }

                           break;

                       default:

                           alt31=84;}

 

                   }

                   else {

                       alt31=182;}

               }

               else {

                   alt31=182;}

           }

           else {

               alt31=182;}

           }

           break;

       case '-':

           {

           switch ( input.LA(2) ) {

           case '[':

               {

               alt31=126;

               }

               break;

           case '>':
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               {

               alt31=128;

               }

               break;

           case '=':

               {

               alt31=151;

               }

               break;

           case '-':

               {

               alt31=152;

               }

               break;

           default:

               alt31=150;}

 

           }

           break;

       case ']':

           {

           int LA31_24 = input.LA(2);

 

           if ( (LA31_24=='>') ) {

               alt31=127;

           }

           else {

               alt31=136;}

           }

           break;

       case '=':

           {

           switch ( input.LA(2) ) {

           case '>':

               {

               alt31=129;

               }

               break;

           case '=':

               {

               alt31=141;

               }

               break;

           default:

               alt31=130;}

 

           }

           break;
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       case '<':

           {

           switch ( input.LA(2) ) {

           case '>':

               {

               alt31=131;

               }

               break;

           case '=':

               {

               alt31=159;

               }

               break;

           default:

               alt31=160;}

 

           }

           break;

       case '?':

           {

           alt31=132;

           }

           break;

       case '(':

           {

           alt31=133;

           }

           break;

       case ')':

           {

           alt31=134;

           }

           break;

       case '[':

           {

           alt31=135;

           }

           break;

       case '{':

           {

           alt31=137;

           }

           break;

       case '}':

           {

           alt31=138;

           }

           break;
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       case ':':

           {

           alt31=139;

           }

           break;

       case ',':

           {

           alt31=140;

           }

           break;

       case '!':

           {

           int LA31_35 = input.LA(2);

 

           if ( (LA31_35=='=') ) {

               alt31=144;

           }

           else {

               alt31=142;}

           }

           break;

       case '~':

           {

           alt31=143;

           }

           break;

       case '/':

           {

           switch ( input.LA(2) ) {

           case '=':

               {

               alt31=146;

               }

               break;

           case '/':

               {

               alt31=177;

               }

               break;

           case '*':

               {

               alt31=178;

               }

               break;

           default:

               alt31=145;}

 

           }
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           break;

       case '+':

           {

           switch ( input.LA(2) ) {

           case '=':

               {

               alt31=148;

               }

               break;

           case '+':

               {

               alt31=149;

               }

               break;

           default:

               alt31=147;}

 

           }

           break;

       case '*':

           {

           int LA31_39 = input.LA(2);

 

           if ( (LA31_39=='=') ) {

               alt31=154;

           }

           else {

               alt31=153;}

           }

           break;

       case '%':

           {

           int LA31_40 = input.LA(2);

 

           if ( (LA31_40=='=') ) {

               alt31=156;

           }

           else {

               alt31=155;}

           }

           break;

       case '>':

           {

           int LA31_41 = input.LA(2);

 

           if ( (LA31_41=='=') ) {

               alt31=157;

           }
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           else {

               alt31=158;}

           }

           break;

       case '^':

           {

           int LA31_42 = input.LA(2);

 

           if ( (LA31_42=='=') ) {

               alt31=162;

           }

           else {

               alt31=161;}

           }

           break;

       case '|':

           {

           switch ( input.LA(2) ) {

           case '=':

               {

               alt31=164;

               }

               break;

           case '|':

               {

               alt31=165;

               }

               break;

           default:

               alt31=163;}

 

           }

           break;

       case '&':

           {

           switch ( input.LA(2) ) {

           case '=':

               {

               alt31=167;

               }

               break;

           case '&':

               {

               alt31=168;

               }

               break;

           default:

               alt31=166;}
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           }

           break;

       case ';':

           {

           alt31=169;

           }

           break;

       case '.':

           {

           int LA31_46 = input.LA(2);

 

           if ( ((LA31_46>='0' && LA31_46<='9')) ) {

               alt31=183;

           }

           else {

               alt31=170;}

           }

           break;

       case '\u18FF':

           {

           alt31=171;

           }

           break;

       case '\u18FE':

           {

           alt31=172;

           }

           break;

       case '\u18FD':

           {

           alt31=173;

           }

           break;

       case '\\':

           {

           alt31=174;

           }

           break;

       case '@':

           {

           alt31=175;

           }

           break;

       case '\t':

       case '\n':

       case '\f':

       case '\r':
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       case ' ':

           {

           alt31=176;

           }

           break;

       case '`':

           {

           alt31=179;

           }

           break;

       case '\'':

           {

           alt31=180;

           }

           break;

       case '\"':

           {

           alt31=181;

           }

           break;

       case '$':

       case '_':

       case 'k':

       case 'q':

       case 'x':

       case 'z':

           {

           alt31=182;

           }

           break;

       case '0':

       case '1':

       case '2':

       case '3':

       case '4':

       case '5':

       case '6':

       case '7':

       case '8':

       case '9':

           {

           alt31=183;

           }

           break;

       default:

           if (state.backtracking>0) {state.failed=true; return ;}

           NoViableAltException nvae =

               new NoViableAltException("", 31, 0, input);
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           throw nvae;

       }

 

       switch (alt31) {

           case 1 :

               // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:1:10: CREATE

               {

               mCREATE(); if (state.failed) return ;

 

               }

               break;

           case 2 :

               // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:1:17: WINDOW

               {

               mWINDOW(); if (state.failed) return ;

 

               }

               break;

           case 3 :

               // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:1:24: IN_SET

               {

               mIN_SET(); if (state.failed) return ;

 

               }

               break;

           case 4 :

               // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:1:31: BETWEEN

               {

               mBETWEEN(); if (state.failed) return ;

 

               }

               break;

           case 5 :

               // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:1:39: LIKE

               {

               mLIKE(); if (state.failed) return ;

 

               }

               break;

           case 6 :

               // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:1:44: REGEXP

               {

               mREGEXP(); if (state.failed) return ;

 

               }

               break;

           case 7 :
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               // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:1:51: ESCAPE

               {

               mESCAPE(); if (state.failed) return ;

 

               }

               break;

           case 8 :

               // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:1:58: OR_EXPR

               {

               mOR_EXPR(); if (state.failed) return ;

 

               }

               break;

           case 9 :

               // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:1:66: AND_EXPR

               {

               mAND_EXPR(); if (state.failed) return ;

 

               }

               break;

           case 10 :

               // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:1:75: NOT_EXPR

               {

               mNOT_EXPR(); if (state.failed) return ;

 

               }

               break;

           case 11 :

               // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:1:84: EVERY_EXPR

               {

               mEVERY_EXPR(); if (state.failed) return ;

 

               }

               break;

           case 12 :

               // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:1:95: EVERY_DISTINCT_EXPR

               {

               mEVERY_DISTINCT_EXPR(); if (state.failed) return ;

 

               }

               break;

           case 13 :

               // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:1:115: WHERE

               {

               mWHERE(); if (state.failed) return ;

 

               }

               break;
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           case 14 :

               // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:1:121: AS

               {

               mAS(); if (state.failed) return ;

 

               }

               break;

           case 15 :

               // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:1:124: SUM

               {

               mSUM(); if (state.failed) return ;

 

               }

               break;

           case 16 :

               // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:1:128: AVG

               {

               mAVG(); if (state.failed) return ;

 

               }

               break;

           case 17 :

               // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:1:132: MAX

               {

               mMAX(); if (state.failed) return ;

 

               }

               break;

           case 18 :

               // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:1:136: MIN

               {

               mMIN(); if (state.failed) return ;

 

               }

               break;

           case 19 :

               // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:1:140: COALESCE

               {

               mCOALESCE(); if (state.failed) return ;

 

               }

               break;

           case 20 :

               // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:1:149: MEDIAN

               {

               mMEDIAN(); if (state.failed) return ;

 

               }
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               break;

           case 21 :

               // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:1:156: STDDEV

               {

               mSTDDEV(); if (state.failed) return ;

 

               }

               break;

           case 22 :

               // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:1:163: AVEDEV

               {

               mAVEDEV(); if (state.failed) return ;

 

               }

               break;

           case 23 :

               // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:1:170: COUNT

               {

               mCOUNT(); if (state.failed) return ;

 

               }

               break;

           case 24 :

               // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:1:176: SELECT

               {

               mSELECT(); if (state.failed) return ;

 

               }

               break;

           case 25 :

               // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:1:183: CASE

               {

               mCASE(); if (state.failed) return ;

 

               }

               break;

           case 26 :

               // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:1:188: ELSE

               {

               mELSE(); if (state.failed) return ;

 

               }

               break;

           case 27 :

               // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:1:193: WHEN

               {

               mWHEN(); if (state.failed) return ;
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               }

               break;

           case 28 :

               // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:1:198: THEN

               {

               mTHEN(); if (state.failed) return ;

 

               }

               break;

           case 29 :

               // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:1:203: END

               {

               mEND(); if (state.failed) return ;

 

               }

               break;

           case 30 :

               // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:1:207: FROM

               {

               mFROM(); if (state.failed) return ;

 

               }

               break;

           case 31 :

               // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:1:212: OUTER

               {

               mOUTER(); if (state.failed) return ;

 

               }

               break;

           case 32 :

               // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:1:218: INNER

               {

               mINNER(); if (state.failed) return ;

 

               }

               break;

           case 33 :

               // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:1:224: JOIN

               {

               mJOIN(); if (state.failed) return ;

 

               }

               break;

           case 34 :

               // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:1:229: LEFT

               {

               mLEFT(); if (state.failed) return ;
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               }

               break;

           case 35 :

               // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:1:234: RIGHT

               {

               mRIGHT(); if (state.failed) return ;

 

               }

               break;

           case 36 :

               // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:1:240: FULL

               {

               mFULL(); if (state.failed) return ;

 

               }

               break;

           case 37 :

               // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:1:245: ON

               {

               mON(); if (state.failed) return ;

 

               }

               break;

           case 38 :

               // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:1:248: IS

               {

               mIS(); if (state.failed) return ;

 

               }

               break;

           case 39 :

               // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:1:251: BY

               {

               mBY(); if (state.failed) return ;

 

               }

               break;

           case 40 :

               // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:1:254: GROUP

               {

               mGROUP(); if (state.failed) return ;

 

               }

               break;

           case 41 :

               // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:1:260: HAVING

               {
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               mHAVING(); if (state.failed) return ;

 

               }

               break;

           case 42 :

               // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:1:267: DISTINCT

               {

               mDISTINCT(); if (state.failed) return ;

 

               }

               break;

           case 43 :

               // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:1:276: ALL

               {

               mALL(); if (state.failed) return ;

 

               }

               break;

           case 44 :

               // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:1:280: ANY

               {

               mANY(); if (state.failed) return ;

 

               }

               break;

           case 45 :

               // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:1:284: SOME

               {

               mSOME(); if (state.failed) return ;

 

               }

               break;

           case 46 :

               // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:1:289: OUTPUT

               {

               mOUTPUT(); if (state.failed) return ;

 

               }

               break;

           case 47 :

               // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:1:296: EVENTS

               {

               mEVENTS(); if (state.failed) return ;

 

               }

               break;

           case 48 :

               // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:1:303: FIRST
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               {

               mFIRST(); if (state.failed) return ;

 

               }

               break;

           case 49 :

               // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:1:309: LAST

               {

               mLAST(); if (state.failed) return ;

 

               }

               break;

           case 50 :

               // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:1:314: INSERT

               {

               mINSERT(); if (state.failed) return ;

 

               }

               break;

           case 51 :

               // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:1:321: INTO

               {

               mINTO(); if (state.failed) return ;

 

               }

               break;

           case 52 :

               // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:1:326: ORDER

               {

               mORDER(); if (state.failed) return ;

 

               }

               break;

           case 53 :

               // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:1:332: ASC

               {

               mASC(); if (state.failed) return ;

 

               }

               break;

           case 54 :

               // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:1:336: DESC

               {

               mDESC(); if (state.failed) return ;

 

               }

               break;

           case 55 :
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               // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:1:341: RSTREAM

               {

               mRSTREAM(); if (state.failed) return ;

 

               }

               break;

           case 56 :

               // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:1:349: ISTREAM

               {

               mISTREAM(); if (state.failed) return ;

 

               }

               break;

           case 57 :

               // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:1:357: IRSTREAM

               {

               mIRSTREAM(); if (state.failed) return ;

 

               }

               break;

           case 58 :

               // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:1:366: SCHEMA

               {

               mSCHEMA(); if (state.failed) return ;

 

               }

               break;

           case 59 :

               // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:1:373: UNIDIRECTIONAL

               {

               mUNIDIRECTIONAL(); if (state.failed) return ;

 

               }

               break;

           case 60 :

               // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:1:388: RETAINUNION

               {

               mRETAINUNION(); if (state.failed) return ;

 

               }

               break;

           case 61 :

               // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:1:400: RETAININTERSECTION

               {

               mRETAININTERSECTION(); if (state.failed) return ;

 

               }

               break;
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           case 62 :

               // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:1:419: PATTERN

               {

               mPATTERN(); if (state.failed) return ;

 

               }

               break;

           case 63 :

               // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:1:427: SQL

               {

               mSQL(); if (state.failed) return ;

 

               }

               break;

           case 64 :

               // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:1:431: METADATASQL

               {

               mMETADATASQL(); if (state.failed) return ;

 

               }

               break;

           case 65 :

               // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:1:443: PREVIOUS

               {

               mPREVIOUS(); if (state.failed) return ;

 

               }

               break;

           case 66 :

               // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:1:452: PREVIOUSTAIL

               {

               mPREVIOUSTAIL(); if (state.failed) return ;

 

               }

               break;

           case 67 :

               // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:1:465: PREVIOUSCOUNT

               {

               mPREVIOUSCOUNT(); if (state.failed) return ;

 

               }

               break;

           case 68 :

               // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:1:479: PREVIOUSWINDOW

               {

               mPREVIOUSWINDOW(); if (state.failed) return ;

 

               }
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               break;

           case 69 :

               // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:1:494: PRIOR

               {

               mPRIOR(); if (state.failed) return ;

 

               }

               break;

           case 70 :

               // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:1:500: EXISTS

               {

               mEXISTS(); if (state.failed) return ;

 

               }

               break;

           case 71 :

               // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:1:507: WEEKDAY

               {

               mWEEKDAY(); if (state.failed) return ;

 

               }

               break;

           case 72 :

               // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:1:515: LW

               {

               mLW(); if (state.failed) return ;

 

               }

               break;

           case 73 :

               // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:1:518: INSTANCEOF

               {

               mINSTANCEOF(); if (state.failed) return ;

 

               }

               break;

           case 74 :

               // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:1:529: TYPEOF

               {

               mTYPEOF(); if (state.failed) return ;

 

               }

               break;

           case 75 :

               // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:1:536: CAST

               {

               mCAST(); if (state.failed) return ;
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               }

               break;

           case 76 :

               // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:1:541: CURRENT_TIMESTAMP

               {

               mCURRENT_TIMESTAMP(); if (state.failed) return ;

 

               }

               break;

           case 77 :

               // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:1:559: DELETE

               {

               mDELETE(); if (state.failed) return ;

 

               }

               break;

           case 78 :

               // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:1:566: SNAPSHOT

               {

               mSNAPSHOT(); if (state.failed) return ;

 

               }

               break;

           case 79 :

               // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:1:575: SET

               {

               mSET(); if (state.failed) return ;

 

               }

               break;

           case 80 :

               // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:1:579: VARIABLE

               {

               mVARIABLE(); if (state.failed) return ;

 

               }

               break;

           case 81 :

               // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:1:588: UNTIL

               {

               mUNTIL(); if (state.failed) return ;

 

               }

               break;

           case 82 :

               // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:1:594: AT

               {

               mAT(); if (state.failed) return ;
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               }

               break;

           case 83 :

               // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:1:597: INDEX

               {

               mINDEX(); if (state.failed) return ;

 

               }

               break;

           case 84 :

               // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:1:603: TIMEPERIOD_YEAR

               {

               mTIMEPERIOD_YEAR(); if (state.failed) return ;

 

               }

               break;

           case 85 :

               // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:1:619: TIMEPERIOD_YEARS

               {

               mTIMEPERIOD_YEARS(); if (state.failed) return ;

 

               }

               break;

           case 86 :

               // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:1:636: TIMEPERIOD_MONTH

               {

               mTIMEPERIOD_MONTH(); if (state.failed) return ;

 

               }

               break;

           case 87 :

               // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:1:653: TIMEPERIOD_MONTHS

               {

               mTIMEPERIOD_MONTHS(); if (state.failed) return ;

 

               }

               break;

           case 88 :

               // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:1:671: TIMEPERIOD_WEEK

               {

               mTIMEPERIOD_WEEK(); if (state.failed) return ;

 

               }

               break;

           case 89 :

               // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:1:687: TIMEPERIOD_WEEKS

               {
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               mTIMEPERIOD_WEEKS(); if (state.failed) return ;

 

               }

               break;

           case 90 :

               // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:1:704: TIMEPERIOD_DAY

               {

               mTIMEPERIOD_DAY(); if (state.failed) return ;

 

               }

               break;

           case 91 :

               // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:1:719: TIMEPERIOD_DAYS

               {

               mTIMEPERIOD_DAYS(); if (state.failed) return ;

 

               }

               break;

           case 92 :

               // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:1:735: TIMEPERIOD_HOUR

               {

               mTIMEPERIOD_HOUR(); if (state.failed) return ;

 

               }

               break;

           case 93 :

               // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:1:751: TIMEPERIOD_HOURS

               {

               mTIMEPERIOD_HOURS(); if (state.failed) return ;

 

               }

               break;

           case 94 :

               // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:1:768: TIMEPERIOD_MINUTE

               {

               mTIMEPERIOD_MINUTE(); if (state.failed) return ;

 

               }

               break;

           case 95 :

               // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:1:786: TIMEPERIOD_MINUTES

               {

               mTIMEPERIOD_MINUTES(); if (state.failed) return ;

 

               }

               break;

           case 96 :

               // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:1:805: TIMEPERIOD_SEC
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               {

               mTIMEPERIOD_SEC(); if (state.failed) return ;

 

               }

               break;

           case 97 :

               // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:1:820: TIMEPERIOD_SECOND

               {

               mTIMEPERIOD_SECOND(); if (state.failed) return ;

 

               }

               break;

           case 98 :

               // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:1:838: TIMEPERIOD_SECONDS

               {

               mTIMEPERIOD_SECONDS(); if (state.failed) return ;

 

               }

               break;

           case 99 :

               // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:1:857: TIMEPERIOD_MILLISEC

               {

               mTIMEPERIOD_MILLISEC(); if (state.failed) return ;

 

               }

               break;

           case 100 :

               // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:1:877: TIMEPERIOD_MILLISECOND

               {

               mTIMEPERIOD_MILLISECOND(); if (state.failed) return ;

 

               }

               break;

           case 101 :

               // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:1:900: TIMEPERIOD_MILLISECONDS

               {

               mTIMEPERIOD_MILLISECONDS(); if (state.failed) return ;

 

               }

               break;

           case 102 :

               // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:1:924: BOOLEAN_TRUE

               {

               mBOOLEAN_TRUE(); if (state.failed) return ;

 

               }

               break;

           case 103 :
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               // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:1:937: BOOLEAN_FALSE

               {

               mBOOLEAN_FALSE(); if (state.failed) return ;

 

               }

               break;

           case 104 :

               // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:1:951: VALUE_NULL

               {

               mVALUE_NULL(); if (state.failed) return ;

 

               }

               break;

           case 105 :

               // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:1:962: ROW_LIMIT_EXPR

               {

               mROW_LIMIT_EXPR(); if (state.failed) return ;

 

               }

               break;

           case 106 :

               // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:1:977: OFFSET

               {

               mOFFSET(); if (state.failed) return ;

 

               }

               break;

           case 107 :

               // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:1:984: UPDATE

               {

               mUPDATE(); if (state.failed) return ;

 

               }

               break;

           case 108 :

               // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:1:991: MATCH_RECOGNIZE

               {

               mMATCH_RECOGNIZE(); if (state.failed) return ;

 

               }

               break;

           case 109 :

               // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:1:1007: MEASURES

               {

               mMEASURES(); if (state.failed) return ;

 

               }

               break;
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           case 110 :

               // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:1:1016: DEFINE

               {

               mDEFINE(); if (state.failed) return ;

 

               }

               break;

           case 111 :

               // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:1:1023: PARTITION

               {

               mPARTITION(); if (state.failed) return ;

 

               }

               break;

           case 112 :

               // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:1:1033: MATCHES

               {

               mMATCHES(); if (state.failed) return ;

 

               }

               break;

           case 113 :

               // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:1:1041: AFTER

               {

               mAFTER(); if (state.failed) return ;

 

               }

               break;

           case 114 :

               // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:1:1047: FOR

               {

               mFOR(); if (state.failed) return ;

 

               }

               break;

           case 115 :

               // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:1:1051: WHILE

               {

               mWHILE(); if (state.failed) return ;

 

               }

               break;

           case 116 :

               // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:1:1057: USING

               {

               mUSING(); if (state.failed) return ;

 

               }
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               break;

           case 117 :

               // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:1:1063: MERGE

               {

               mMERGE(); if (state.failed) return ;

 

               }

               break;

           case 118 :

               // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:1:1069: MATCHED

               {

               mMATCHED(); if (state.failed) return ;

 

               }

               break;

           case 119 :

               // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:1:1077: EXPRESSIONDECL

               {

               mEXPRESSIONDECL(); if (state.failed) return ;

 

               }

               break;

           case 120 :

               // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:1:1092: NEWKW

               {

               mNEWKW(); if (state.failed) return ;

 

               }

               break;

           case 121 :

               // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:1:1098: START

               {

               mSTART(); if (state.failed) return ;

 

               }

               break;

           case 122 :

               // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:1:1104: CONTEXT

               {

               mCONTEXT(); if (state.failed) return ;

 

               }

               break;

           case 123 :

               // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:1:1112: INITIATED

               {

               mINITIATED(); if (state.failed) return ;
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               }

               break;

           case 124 :

               // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:1:1122: TERMINATED

               {

               mTERMINATED(); if (state.failed) return ;

 

               }

               break;

           case 125 :

               // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:1:1133: DATAFLOW

               {

               mDATAFLOW(); if (state.failed) return ;

 

               }

               break;

           case 126 :

               // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:1:1142: FOLLOWMAX_BEGIN

               {

               mFOLLOWMAX_BEGIN(); if (state.failed) return ;

 

               }

               break;

           case 127 :

               // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:1:1158: FOLLOWMAX_END

               {

               mFOLLOWMAX_END(); if (state.failed) return ;

 

               }

               break;

           case 128 :

               // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:1:1172: FOLLOWED_BY

               {

               mFOLLOWED_BY(); if (state.failed) return ;

 

               }

               break;

           case 129 :

               // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:1:1184: GOES

               {

               mGOES(); if (state.failed) return ;

 

               }

               break;

           case 130 :

               // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:1:1189: EQUALS

               {

               mEQUALS(); if (state.failed) return ;
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               }

               break;

           case 131 :

               // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:1:1196: SQL_NE

               {

               mSQL_NE(); if (state.failed) return ;

 

               }

               break;

           case 132 :

               // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:1:1203: QUESTION

               {

               mQUESTION(); if (state.failed) return ;

 

               }

               break;

           case 133 :

               // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:1:1212: LPAREN

               {

               mLPAREN(); if (state.failed) return ;

 

               }

               break;

           case 134 :

               // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:1:1219: RPAREN

               {

               mRPAREN(); if (state.failed) return ;

 

               }

               break;

           case 135 :

               // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:1:1226: LBRACK

               {

               mLBRACK(); if (state.failed) return ;

 

               }

               break;

           case 136 :

               // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:1:1233: RBRACK

               {

               mRBRACK(); if (state.failed) return ;

 

               }

               break;

           case 137 :

               // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:1:1240: LCURLY

               {
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               mLCURLY(); if (state.failed) return ;

 

               }

               break;

           case 138 :

               // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:1:1247: RCURLY

               {

               mRCURLY(); if (state.failed) return ;

 

               }

               break;

           case 139 :

               // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:1:1254: COLON

               {

               mCOLON(); if (state.failed) return ;

 

               }

               break;

           case 140 :

               // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:1:1260: COMMA

               {

               mCOMMA(); if (state.failed) return ;

 

               }

               break;

           case 141 :

               // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:1:1266: EQUAL

               {

               mEQUAL(); if (state.failed) return ;

 

               }

               break;

           case 142 :

               // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:1:1272: LNOT

               {

               mLNOT(); if (state.failed) return ;

 

               }

               break;

           case 143 :

               // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:1:1277: BNOT

               {

               mBNOT(); if (state.failed) return ;

 

               }

               break;

           case 144 :

               // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:1:1282: NOT_EQUAL
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               {

               mNOT_EQUAL(); if (state.failed) return ;

 

               }

               break;

           case 145 :

               // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:1:1292: DIV

               {

               mDIV(); if (state.failed) return ;

 

               }

               break;

           case 146 :

               // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:1:1296: DIV_ASSIGN

               {

               mDIV_ASSIGN(); if (state.failed) return ;

 

               }

               break;

           case 147 :

               // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:1:1307: PLUS

               {

               mPLUS(); if (state.failed) return ;

 

               }

               break;

           case 148 :

               // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:1:1312: PLUS_ASSIGN

               {

               mPLUS_ASSIGN(); if (state.failed) return ;

 

               }

               break;

           case 149 :

               // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:1:1324: INC

               {

               mINC(); if (state.failed) return ;

 

               }

               break;

           case 150 :

               // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:1:1328: MINUS

               {

               mMINUS(); if (state.failed) return ;

 

               }

               break;

           case 151 :
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               // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:1:1334: MINUS_ASSIGN

               {

               mMINUS_ASSIGN(); if (state.failed) return ;

 

               }

               break;

           case 152 :

               // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:1:1347: DEC

               {

               mDEC(); if (state.failed) return ;

 

               }

               break;

           case 153 :

               // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:1:1351: STAR

               {

               mSTAR(); if (state.failed) return ;

 

               }

               break;

           case 154 :

               // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:1:1356: STAR_ASSIGN

               {

               mSTAR_ASSIGN(); if (state.failed) return ;

 

               }

               break;

           case 155 :

               // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:1:1368: MOD

               {

               mMOD(); if (state.failed) return ;

 

               }

               break;

           case 156 :

               // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:1:1372: MOD_ASSIGN

               {

               mMOD_ASSIGN(); if (state.failed) return ;

 

               }

               break;

           case 157 :

               // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:1:1383: GE

               {

               mGE(); if (state.failed) return ;

 

               }

               break;
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           case 158 :

               // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:1:1386: GT

               {

               mGT(); if (state.failed) return ;

 

               }

               break;

           case 159 :

               // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:1:1389: LE

               {

               mLE(); if (state.failed) return ;

 

               }

               break;

           case 160 :

               // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:1:1392: LT

               {

               mLT(); if (state.failed) return ;

 

               }

               break;

           case 161 :

               // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:1:1395: BXOR

               {

               mBXOR(); if (state.failed) return ;

 

               }

               break;

           case 162 :

               // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:1:1400: BXOR_ASSIGN

               {

               mBXOR_ASSIGN(); if (state.failed) return ;

 

               }

               break;

           case 163 :

               // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:1:1412: BOR

               {

               mBOR(); if (state.failed) return ;

 

               }

               break;

           case 164 :

               // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:1:1416: BOR_ASSIGN

               {

               mBOR_ASSIGN(); if (state.failed) return ;

 

               }
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               break;

           case 165 :

               // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:1:1427: LOR

               {

               mLOR(); if (state.failed) return ;

 

               }

               break;

           case 166 :

               // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:1:1431: BAND

               {

               mBAND(); if (state.failed) return ;

 

               }

               break;

           case 167 :

               // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:1:1436: BAND_ASSIGN

               {

               mBAND_ASSIGN(); if (state.failed) return ;

 

               }

               break;

           case 168 :

               // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:1:1448: LAND

               {

               mLAND(); if (state.failed) return ;

 

               }

               break;

           case 169 :

               // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:1:1453: SEMI

               {

               mSEMI(); if (state.failed) return ;

 

               }

               break;

           case 170 :

               // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:1:1458: DOT

               {

               mDOT(); if (state.failed) return ;

 

               }

               break;

           case 171 :

               // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:1:1462: NUM_LONG

               {

               mNUM_LONG(); if (state.failed) return ;
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               }

               break;

           case 172 :

               // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:1:1471: NUM_DOUBLE

               {

               mNUM_DOUBLE(); if (state.failed) return ;

 

               }

               break;

           case 173 :

               // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:1:1482: NUM_FLOAT

               {

               mNUM_FLOAT(); if (state.failed) return ;

 

               }

               break;

           case 174 :

               // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:1:1492: ESCAPECHAR

               {

               mESCAPECHAR(); if (state.failed) return ;

 

               }

               break;

           case 175 :

               // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:1:1503: ATCHAR

               {

               mATCHAR(); if (state.failed) return ;

 

               }

               break;

           case 176 :

               // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:1:1510: WS

               {

               mWS(); if (state.failed) return ;

 

               }

               break;

           case 177 :

               // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:1:1513: SL_COMMENT

               {

               mSL_COMMENT(); if (state.failed) return ;

 

               }

               break;

           case 178 :

               // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:1:1524: ML_COMMENT

               {

               mML_COMMENT(); if (state.failed) return ;
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               }

               break;

           case 179 :

               // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:1:1535: TICKED_STRING_LITERAL

               {

               mTICKED_STRING_LITERAL(); if (state.failed) return ;

 

               }

               break;

           case 180 :

               // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:1:1557: QUOTED_STRING_LITERAL

               {

               mQUOTED_STRING_LITERAL(); if (state.failed) return ;

 

               }

               break;

           case 181 :

               // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:1:1579: STRING_LITERAL

               {

               mSTRING_LITERAL(); if (state.failed) return ;

 

               }

               break;

           case 182 :

               // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:1:1594: IDENT

               {

               mIDENT(); if (state.failed) return ;

 

               }

               break;

           case 183 :

               // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:1:1600: NUM_INT

               {

               mNUM_INT(); if (state.failed) return ;

 

               }

               break;

 

       }

 

   }

 

   // $ANTLR start synpred1_EsperEPL2Grammar

   public final void synpred1_EsperEPL2Grammar_fragment() throws RecognitionException {  

       // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:2386:5: ( ( '0' .. '9' )+ ( '.' | EXPONENT | FLOAT_SUFFIX ) )

       // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:2386:6: ( '0' .. '9' )+ ( '.' | EXPONENT | FLOAT_SUFFIX )

       {
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       // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:2386:6: ( '0' .. '9' )+

       int cnt32=0;

       loop32:

       do {

           int alt32=2;

           int LA32_0 = input.LA(1);

 

           if ( ((LA32_0>='0' && LA32_0<='9')) ) {

               alt32=1;

           }

 

 

           switch (alt32) {

       	case 1 :

       	    // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:2386:7: '0' .. '9'

       	    {

       	    matchRange('0','9'); if (state.failed) return ;

 

       	    }

       	    break;

 

       	default :

       	    if ( cnt32 >= 1 ) break loop32;

       	    if (state.backtracking>0) {state.failed=true; return ;}

                   EarlyExitException eee =

                       new EarlyExitException(32, input);

                   throw eee;

           }

           cnt32++;

       } while (true);

 

       // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:2386:18: ( '.' | EXPONENT | FLOAT_SUFFIX )

       int alt33=3;

       switch ( input.LA(1) ) {

       case '.':

           {

           alt33=1;

           }

           break;

       case 'e':

           {

           alt33=2;

           }

           break;

       case 'd':

       case 'f':

           {

           alt33=3;
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           }

           break;

       default:

           if (state.backtracking>0) {state.failed=true; return ;}

           NoViableAltException nvae =

               new NoViableAltException("", 33, 0, input);

 

           throw nvae;

       }

 

       switch (alt33) {

           case 1 :

               // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:2386:19: '.'

               {

               match('.'); if (state.failed) return ;

 

               }

               break;

           case 2 :

               // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:2386:23: EXPONENT

               {

               mEXPONENT(); if (state.failed) return ;

 

               }

               break;

           case 3 :

               // EsperEPL2Grammar.g:2386:32: FLOAT_SUFFIX

               {

               mFLOAT_SUFFIX(); if (state.failed) return ;

 

               }

               break;

 

       }

 

 

       }

   }

   // $ANTLR end synpred1_EsperEPL2Grammar

 

   public final boolean synpred1_EsperEPL2Grammar() {

       state.backtracking++;

       int start = input.mark();

       try {

           synpred1_EsperEPL2Grammar_fragment(); // can never throw exception

       } catch (RecognitionException re) {

           System.err.println("impossible: "+re);

       }
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       boolean success = !state.failed;

       input.rewind(start);

       state.backtracking--;

       state.failed=false;

       return success;

   }

 

 

 

 

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.join.table;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventPropertyGetter;

import com.espertech.esper.event.EventBeanUtility;

import com.espertech.esper.util.SimpleNumberCoercer;

 

import java.util.Set;

 

public class PropertyIndexedEventTableSingleCoerceAll extends PropertyIndexedEventTableSingleCoerceAdd

{

   private final Class coercionType;

 

   public PropertyIndexedEventTableSingleCoerceAll(int streamNum, EventPropertyGetter propertyGetter,

SimpleNumberCoercer coercer, Class coercionType) {

       super(streamNum, propertyGetter, coercer, coercionType);

       this.coercionType = coercionType;

   }

 

   /**

    * Returns the set of events that have the same property value as the given event.

    * @return set of events with property value, or null if none found (never returns zero-sized set)

    */

   public Set<EventBean> lookup(Object key)

   {

       key = EventBeanUtility.coerce(key, coercionType);

       return propertyIndex.get(key);

   }

}
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/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.enummethod.eval;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluator;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluatorContext;

import com.espertech.esper.event.arr.ObjectArrayEventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.event.arr.ObjectArrayEventType;

 

import java.util.ArrayDeque;

import java.util.Collection;

 

public class EnumEvalWhereScalar extends EnumEvalBaseScalar implements EnumEval {

 

   public EnumEvalWhereScalar(ExprEvaluator innerExpression, int streamCountIncoming, ObjectArrayEventType

type) {

       super(innerExpression, streamCountIncoming, type);

   }

 

   public Object evaluateEnumMethod(EventBean[] eventsLambda, Collection target, boolean isNewData,

ExprEvaluatorContext context) {

       if (target.isEmpty()) {

           return target;

       }

 

       ArrayDeque<Object> result = new ArrayDeque<Object>();

       ObjectArrayEventBean evalEvent = new ObjectArrayEventBean(new Object[1], type);

 

       for (Object next : target) {

 

           evalEvent.getProperties()[0] = next;

           eventsLambda[streamNumLambda] = evalEvent;

 

           Object pass = innerExpression.evaluate(eventsLambda, isNewData, context);

           if (pass == null || (!(Boolean) pass)) {

               continue;

           }
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           result.add(next);

       }

 

       return result;

   }

}

<!--

 ~ **************************************************************************************

 ~ * Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

 ~ * http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

 ~ * http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

 ~ * ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

 ~ * The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

 ~ * a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

 ~ **************************************************************************************

 -->

 

<html>

<head></head>

<body>

<p>

	Date-Time re-formatting operations.

</p>

</body>

</html>

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.declexpr;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventPropertyGetter;

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventType;

import com.espertech.esper.client.PropertyAccessException;

import com.espertech.esper.client.annotation.Audit;

import com.espertech.esper.client.annotation.AuditEnum;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.core.StreamTypeService;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.core.StreamTypeServiceImpl;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.enummethod.dot.ExprDeclaredOrLambdaNode;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.*;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.spec.ExpressionDeclItem;

import com.espertech.esper.filter.FilterSpecLookupable;

import com.espertech.esper.util.SerializableObjectCopier;
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import java.util.ArrayList;

import java.util.List;

 

/**

* Expression instance as declared elsewhere.

*/

public class ExprDeclaredNodeImpl extends ExprNodeBase implements ExprDeclaredNode,

ExprDeclaredOrLambdaNode, ExprFilterOptimizableNode, ExprNodeInnerNodeProvider

{

   private static final long serialVersionUID = 9140100131374697808L;

 

   private final ExpressionDeclItem prototype;

   private List<ExprNode> chainParameters;

   private transient ExprEvaluator exprEvaluator;

   private ExprNode expressionBodyCopy;

 

   public ExprDeclaredNodeImpl(ExpressionDeclItem prototype, List<ExprNode> chainParameters) {

       this.prototype = prototype;

       this.chainParameters = chainParameters;

 

       // copy expression - we do it at this time and not later

       try {

            expressionBodyCopy = (ExprNode) SerializableObjectCopier.copy(prototype.getInner());

       } catch (Exception e) {

           throw new RuntimeException("Internal error providing expression tree: " + e.getMessage(), e);

       }

   }

 

   public List<ExprNode> getAdditionalNodes() {

       return chainParameters;

   }

 

   public boolean validated() {

       return exprEvaluator != null;

   }

 

   /**

    * Received indication of the streams and types available before sub-selects are started and expression validation

occurs.

    */

   public void setSubselectOuterStreamNames(String[] outerStreamNames,

                                            EventType[] outerEventTypesSelect,

                                            String[] outerEventTypeNames,

                                            String engineURI,

                                            ExprSubselectNode subselect,

                                            String subexpressionStreamName,

                                            EventType subselectStreamType,
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                                            String subselecteventTypeName)

       throws ExprValidationException

   {

       checkParameterCount();

 

       // determine stream ids for each parameter

       int[] streamParameters = new int[chainParameters.size()];

       for (int param = 0; param < chainParameters.size(); param++) {

           if (!(chainParameters.get(param) instanceof ExprIdentNode)) {

               throw new ExprValidationException("Sub-selects in an expression declaration require passing only stream

names as parameters");

           }

           String parameterName = ((ExprIdentNode) chainParameters.get(param)).getUnresolvedPropertyName();

           int streamId = -1;

           for (int i =0; i < outerStreamNames.length; i++) {

               if (parameterName.equals(outerStreamNames[i])) {

                   streamId  = i;

                   break;

               }

           }

           if (streamId == -1) {

               throw new ExprValidationException("Invalid parameter to expression declaration, parameter " + param + "

is not the name of a stream in the query");

           }

           streamParameters[param] = streamId;

       }

 

       // compile a new StreamTypeService for use in validating that particular subselect

       EventType[] eventTypes = new EventType[chainParameters.size() + 1];

       String[] streamNames = new String[chainParameters.size() + 1];

       eventTypes[0] = subselectStreamType;

       streamNames[0] = subexpressionStreamName;

       for (int i = 0; i < streamParameters.length; i++) {

           eventTypes[i+1] = outerEventTypesSelect[streamParameters[i]];

           streamNames[i+1] = prototype.getParametersNames().get(i);

       }

 

       StreamTypeServiceImpl availableTypes = new StreamTypeServiceImpl(eventTypes, streamNames, new

boolean[eventTypes.length], engineURI, false);

       availableTypes.setRequireStreamNames(true);

 

       // apply

       subselect.setFilterSubqueryStreamTypes(availableTypes);

   }

 

   public void validate(ExprValidationContext validationContext) throws ExprValidationException

   {

       if (exprEvaluator != null) {
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           return; // already evaluated

       }

 

       if (this.getChildNodes().length > 0) {

           throw new IllegalStateException("Execution node has its own child nodes");

       }

 

       // validate chain

       List<ExprNode> validated = new ArrayList<ExprNode>();

       for (ExprNode expr : chainParameters) {

           validated.add(ExprNodeUtility.getValidatedSubtree(expr, validationContext));

       }

       chainParameters = validated;

 

       // validate parameter count

       checkParameterCount();

 

       // create context for expression body

       EventType[] eventTypes = new EventType[prototype.getParametersNames().size()];

       String[] streamNames = new String[prototype.getParametersNames().size()];

       boolean[] isIStreamOnly = new boolean[prototype.getParametersNames().size()];

       int[] streamsIdsPerStream = new int[prototype.getParametersNames().size()];

       boolean allStreamIdsMatch = true;

 

       for (int i = 0; i < prototype.getParametersNames().size(); i++) {

           ExprNode parameter = chainParameters.get(i);

           streamNames[i] = prototype.getParametersNames().get(i);

 

           if (parameter instanceof ExprStreamUnderlyingNode) {

               ExprStreamUnderlyingNode und = (ExprStreamUnderlyingNode) parameter;

               eventTypes[i] = validationContext.getStreamTypeService().getEventTypes()[und.getStreamId()];

               isIStreamOnly[i] = validationContext.getStreamTypeService().getIStreamOnly()[und.getStreamId()];

               streamsIdsPerStream[i] = und.getStreamId();

           }

           else if (parameter instanceof ExprNumberSetWildcard) {

               if (validationContext.getStreamTypeService().getEventTypes().length != 1) {

                   throw new ExprValidationException("Expression '" + prototype.getName() + "' only allows a wildcard

parameter if there is a single stream available, please use a stream or tag name instead");

               }

               eventTypes[i] = validationContext.getStreamTypeService().getEventTypes()[0];

               isIStreamOnly[i] = validationContext.getStreamTypeService().getIStreamOnly()[0];

               streamsIdsPerStream[i] = 0;

           }

           else {

               throw new ExprValidationException("Expression '" + prototype.getName() + "' requires a stream name as

a parameter");

           }
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           if (streamsIdsPerStream[i] != i) {

               allStreamIdsMatch = false;

           }

       }

 

       StreamTypeService streamTypeService = validationContext.getStreamTypeService();

       StreamTypeServiceImpl copyTypes = new StreamTypeServiceImpl(eventTypes, streamNames, isIStreamOnly,

streamTypeService.getEngineURIQualifier(), streamTypeService.isOnDemandStreams());

       copyTypes.setRequireStreamNames(true);

 

       // validate expression body in this context

       try {

           ExprValidationContext expressionBodyContext = new ExprValidationContext(copyTypes,

validationContext);

           expressionBodyCopy = ExprNodeUtility.getValidatedSubtree(expressionBodyCopy,

expressionBodyContext);

       }

       catch (ExprValidationException ex) {

           String message = "Error validating expression declaration '" + prototype.getName() + "': " + ex.getMessage();

           throw new ExprValidationException(message, ex);

       }

 

       // add child node

       this.addChildNode(expressionBodyCopy);

 

       // analyze child node

       ExprNodeSummaryVisitor summaryVisitor = new ExprNodeSummaryVisitor();

       expressionBodyCopy.accept(summaryVisitor);

       boolean isCache;

       if (summaryVisitor.isHasAggregation() || summaryVisitor.isHasPreviousPrior()) {

           isCache = false;

       }

       else {

           isCache = true;

       }

 

       // determine a suitable evaluation

       if (expressionBodyCopy.isConstantResult()) {

           // pre-evaluated

           exprEvaluator = new ExprDeclaredEvalConstant(expressionBodyCopy.getExprEvaluator().getType(),

expressionBodyCopy.getExprEvaluator().evaluate(null, true, null));

       }

       else if (prototype.getParametersNames().isEmpty() ||

               (allStreamIdsMatch && prototype.getParametersNames().size() ==

streamTypeService.getEventTypes().length)) {

           exprEvaluator = new ExprDeclaredEvalNoRewrite(expressionBodyCopy.getExprEvaluator(), prototype,

isCache);

       }
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       else {

           exprEvaluator = new ExprDeclaredEvalRewrite(expressionBodyCopy.getExprEvaluator(), prototype,

isCache, streamsIdsPerStream);

       }

 

       Audit audit = AuditEnum.EXPRDEF.getAudit(validationContext.getAnnotations());

       if (audit != null) {

           exprEvaluator = (ExprEvaluator)

ExprEvaluatorProxy.newInstance(validationContext.getStreamTypeService().getEngineURIQualifier(),

validationContext.getStatementName(), prototype.getName(), exprEvaluator);

       }

   }

 

   public boolean getFilterLookupEligible() {

       return true;

   }

 

   public FilterSpecLookupable getFilterLookupable() {

 

       return new FilterSpecLookupable(toExpressionString(), new

DeclaredNodeEventPropertyGetter(exprEvaluator), exprEvaluator.getType());

   }

 

   public boolean isConstantResult()

   {

       return false;

   }

 

   public boolean equalsNode(ExprNode node)

   {

       if (!(node instanceof ExprDeclaredNodeImpl))

       {

           return false;

       }

 

       ExprDeclaredNodeImpl otherExprCaseNode = (ExprDeclaredNodeImpl) node;

       return expressionBodyCopy.equalsNode(otherExprCaseNode.getExpressionBodyCopy());

   }

 

   public void accept(ExprNodeVisitor visitor) {

       super.accept(visitor);

       if (this.getChildNodes().length == 0) {

           expressionBodyCopy.accept(visitor);

       }

   }

 

   public void accept(ExprNodeVisitorWithParent visitor) {

       super.accept(visitor);
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       if (this.getChildNodes().length == 0) {

           expressionBodyCopy.accept(visitor);

       }

   }

 

   public void acceptChildnodes(ExprNodeVisitorWithParent visitor, ExprNode parent) {

       super.acceptChildnodes(visitor, parent);

       if (this.getChildNodes().length == 0) {

           expressionBodyCopy.accept(visitor);

       }

   }

 

   public ExprNode getExpressionBodyCopy() {

       return expressionBodyCopy;

   }

 

   public ExpressionDeclItem getPrototype() {

       return prototype;

   }

 

   public List<ExprNode> getChainParameters() {

       return chainParameters;

   }

 

   public ExprEvaluator getExprEvaluator() {

       return exprEvaluator;

   }

 

   private void checkParameterCount() throws ExprValidationException {

       if (chainParameters.size() != prototype.getParametersNames().size()) {

           throw new ExprValidationException("Parameter count mismatches for declared expression '" +

prototype.getName() + "', expected " +

               prototype.getParametersNames().size() + " parameters but received " + chainParameters.size() + "

parameters");

       }

   }

 

   public String toExpressionString()

   {

       StringBuilder buf = new StringBuilder();

       buf.append(prototype.getName() + "(");

       String delimiter = "";

       for (ExprNode parameter : chainParameters) {

           buf.append(delimiter);

           buf.append(parameter.toExpressionString());

           delimiter = ", ";

       }

       buf.append(")");
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       return buf.toString();

   }

 

   private final static class DeclaredNodeEventPropertyGetter implements EventPropertyGetter {

       private final ExprEvaluator exprEvaluator;

 

       private DeclaredNodeEventPropertyGetter(ExprEvaluator exprEvaluator) {

           this.exprEvaluator = ((ExprDeclaredEvalBase) exprEvaluator).getInnerEvaluator();

       }

 

       public Object get(EventBean eventBean) throws PropertyAccessException {

           EventBean[] events = new EventBean[1];

           events[0] = eventBean;

           return exprEvaluator.evaluate(events, true, null);

       }

 

       public boolean isExistsProperty(EventBean eventBean) {

           return false;

       }

 

       public Object getFragment(EventBean eventBean) throws PropertyAccessException {

           return null;

       }

   }

}

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.spec;

 

import java.io.Serializable;

import java.util.List;

 

public class CreateDataFlowDesc implements Serializable {

   private static final long serialVersionUID = -3919668393146597813L;

   private final String graphName;

   private final List<GraphOperatorSpec> operators;

   private final List<CreateSchemaDesc> schemas;

 

   public CreateDataFlowDesc(String graphName, List<GraphOperatorSpec> operators, List<CreateSchemaDesc>
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schemas) {

       this.graphName = graphName;

       this.operators = operators;

       this.schemas = schemas;

   }

 

   public String getGraphName() {

       return graphName;

   }

 

   public List<GraphOperatorSpec> getOperators() {

       return operators;

   }

 

   public List<CreateSchemaDesc> getSchemas() {

       return schemas;

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.core;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.ConfigurationMethodRef;

import com.espertech.esper.client.ConfigurationPlugInAggregationFunction;

import com.espertech.esper.client.ConfigurationPlugInAggregationMultiFunction;

import com.espertech.esper.client.ConfigurationPlugInSingleRowFunction;

import com.espertech.esper.client.hook.AggregationFunctionFactory;

import com.espertech.esper.collection.Pair;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.agg.service.AggregationSupport;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.*;

import com.espertech.esper.util.JavaClassHelper;

import com.espertech.esper.util.MethodResolver;

import org.apache.commons.logging.Log;

import org.apache.commons.logging.LogFactory;

 

import java.lang.reflect.Constructor;

import java.lang.reflect.Method;

import java.lang.reflect.Modifier;

import java.math.MathContext;

import java.util.*;

 

/**
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* Implementation for engine-level imports.

*/

public class EngineImportServiceImpl implements EngineImportService

{

   private static final Log log = LogFactory.getLog(EngineImportServiceImpl.class);

 

	private final List<String> imports;

   private final Map<String, ConfigurationPlugInAggregationFunction> aggregationFunctions;

   private final List<Pair<Set<String>, ConfigurationPlugInAggregationMultiFunction>> aggregationAccess;

   private final Map<String, EngineImportSingleRowDesc> singleRowFunctions;

   private final Map<String, ConfigurationMethodRef> methodInvocationRef;

   private final boolean allowExtendedAggregationFunc;

   private final boolean isUdfCache;

   private final boolean isDuckType;

   private final boolean sortUsingCollator;

   private final MathContext optionalDefaultMathContext;

 

   /**

	 * Ctor

    * @param allowExtendedAggregationFunc true to allow non-SQL standard builtin agg functions.

	 */

	public EngineImportServiceImpl(boolean allowExtendedAggregationFunc, boolean isUdfCache, boolean

isDuckType, boolean sortUsingCollator, MathContext optionalDefaultMathContext)

   {

       imports = new ArrayList<String>();

       aggregationFunctions = new HashMap<String, ConfigurationPlugInAggregationFunction>();

       aggregationAccess = new ArrayList<Pair<Set<String>, ConfigurationPlugInAggregationMultiFunction>>();

       singleRowFunctions = new HashMap<String, EngineImportSingleRowDesc>();

       methodInvocationRef = new HashMap<String, ConfigurationMethodRef>();

       this.allowExtendedAggregationFunc = allowExtendedAggregationFunc;

       this.isUdfCache = isUdfCache;

       this.isDuckType = isDuckType;

       this.sortUsingCollator = sortUsingCollator;

       this.optionalDefaultMathContext = optionalDefaultMathContext;

   }

 

   public boolean isUdfCache() {

       return isUdfCache;

   }

 

   public boolean isDuckType() {

       return isDuckType;

   }

 

   public ConfigurationMethodRef getConfigurationMethodRef(String className)

   {

       return methodInvocationRef.get(className);

   }
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   /**

    * Adds cache configs for method invocations for from-clause.

    * @param configs cache configs

    */

   public void addMethodRefs(Map<String, ConfigurationMethodRef> configs)

   {

       methodInvocationRef.putAll(configs);

   }

 

   public void addImport(String importName) throws EngineImportException

   {

       if(!isClassName(importName) && !isPackageName(importName))

       {

           throw new EngineImportException("Invalid import name '" + importName + "'");

       }

       if (log.isDebugEnabled()) {

           log.debug("Adding import " + importName);

       }

 

       imports.add(importName);

   }

 

   public void addAggregation(String functionName, ConfigurationPlugInAggregationFunction aggregationDesc)

throws EngineImportException

   {

       validateFunctionName("aggregation function", functionName);

 

       if (aggregationDesc.getFactoryClassName() != null) {

           if(!isClassName(aggregationDesc.getFactoryClassName()))

           {

               throw new EngineImportException("Invalid class name for aggregation factory '" +

aggregationDesc.getFactoryClassName() + "'");

           }

       }

       else {

           if(!isClassName(aggregationDesc.getFunctionClassName()))

           {

               throw new EngineImportException("Invalid class name for aggregation function '" +

aggregationDesc.getFunctionClassName() + "'");

           }

       }

       aggregationFunctions.put(functionName.toLowerCase(), aggregationDesc);

   }

 

   public void addSingleRow(String functionName, String singleRowFuncClass, String methodName,

ConfigurationPlugInSingleRowFunction.ValueCache valueCache,

ConfigurationPlugInSingleRowFunction.FilterOptimizable filterOptimizable, boolean rethrowExceptions) throws
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EngineImportException {

       validateFunctionName("single-row", functionName);

 

       if(!isClassName(singleRowFuncClass))

       {

           throw new EngineImportException("Invalid class name for aggregation '" + singleRowFuncClass + "'");

       }

       singleRowFunctions.put(functionName.toLowerCase(), new

EngineImportSingleRowDesc(singleRowFuncClass, methodName, valueCache, filterOptimizable,

rethrowExceptions));

   }

 

   public AggregationSupport resolveAggregation(String name) throws EngineImportException,

EngineImportUndefinedException

   {

       ConfigurationPlugInAggregationFunction desc = aggregationFunctions.get(name);

       if (desc == null)

       {

           desc = aggregationFunctions.get(name.toLowerCase());

       }

       if (desc == null || desc.getFunctionClassName() == null)

       {

           throw new EngineImportUndefinedException("A function named '" + name + "' is not defined");

       }

 

       String className = desc.getFunctionClassName();

       Class clazz;

       try

       {

           ClassLoader cl = Thread.currentThread().getContextClassLoader();

           clazz = Class.forName(className, true, cl);

       }

       catch (ClassNotFoundException ex)

       {

           throw new EngineImportException("Could not load aggregation class by name '" + className + "'", ex);

       }

 

       Object object;

       try

       {

           object = clazz.newInstance();

       }

       catch (InstantiationException e)

       {

           throw new EngineImportException("Error instantiating aggregation class by name '" + className + "'", e);

       }

       catch (IllegalAccessException e)

       {
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           throw new EngineImportException("Illegal access instatiating aggregation function class by name '" +

className + "'", e);

       }

 

       if (!(object instanceof AggregationSupport))

       {

           throw new EngineImportException("Aggregation class by name '" + className + "' does not subclass

AggregationSupport");

       }

       return (AggregationSupport) object;

   }

 

   public AggregationFunctionFactory resolveAggregationFactory(String name) throws

EngineImportUndefinedException, EngineImportException {

       ConfigurationPlugInAggregationFunction desc = aggregationFunctions.get(name);

       if (desc == null)

       {

           desc = aggregationFunctions.get(name.toLowerCase());

       }

       if (desc == null || desc.getFactoryClassName() == null)

       {

           throw new EngineImportUndefinedException("A function named '" + name + "' is not defined");

       }

 

       String className = desc.getFactoryClassName();

       Class clazz;

       try

       {

           ClassLoader cl = Thread.currentThread().getContextClassLoader();

           clazz = Class.forName(className, true, cl);

       }

       catch (ClassNotFoundException ex)

       {

           throw new EngineImportException("Could not load aggregation class by name '" + className + "'", ex);

       }

 

       Object object;

       try

       {

           object = clazz.newInstance();

       }

       catch (InstantiationException e)

       {

           throw new EngineImportException("Error instantiating aggregation class by name '" + className + "'", e);

       }

       catch (IllegalAccessException e)

       {

           throw new EngineImportException("Illegal access instatiating aggregation function class by name '" +
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className + "'", e);

       }

 

       if (!(object instanceof AggregationFunctionFactory))

       {

           throw new EngineImportException("Aggregation class by name '" + className + "' does not implement

AggregationFunctionFactory");

       }

       return (AggregationFunctionFactory) object;

   }

 

   public void addAggregationMultiFunction(ConfigurationPlugInAggregationMultiFunction desc) throws

EngineImportException {

       LinkedHashSet<String> orderedImmutableFunctionNames = new LinkedHashSet<String>();

       for (String functionName : desc.getFunctionNames()) {

           orderedImmutableFunctionNames.add(functionName.toLowerCase());

           validateFunctionName("aggregation multi-function", functionName.toLowerCase());

       }

       if(!isClassName(desc.getMultiFunctionFactoryClassName()))

       {

           throw new EngineImportException("Invalid class name for aggregation multi-function factory '" +

desc.getMultiFunctionFactoryClassName() + "'");

       }

       aggregationAccess.add(new Pair<Set<String>,

ConfigurationPlugInAggregationMultiFunction>(orderedImmutableFunctionNames, desc));

   }

 

   public ConfigurationPlugInAggregationMultiFunction resolveAggregationMultiFunction(String name) {

       for (Pair<Set<String>, ConfigurationPlugInAggregationMultiFunction> config : aggregationAccess) {

           if (config.getFirst().contains(name.toLowerCase())) {

               return config.getSecond();

           }

       }

       return null;

   }

 

   public Pair<Class, EngineImportSingleRowDesc> resolveSingleRow(String name) throws

EngineImportException, EngineImportUndefinedException

   {

       EngineImportSingleRowDesc pair = singleRowFunctions.get(name);

       if (pair == null)

       {

           pair = singleRowFunctions.get(name.toLowerCase());

       }

       if (pair == null)

       {

           throw new EngineImportUndefinedException("A function named '" + name + "' is not defined");

       }
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       Class clazz;

       try

       {

           ClassLoader cl = Thread.currentThread().getContextClassLoader();

           clazz = Class.forName(pair.getClassName(), true, cl);

       }

       catch (ClassNotFoundException ex)

       {

           throw new EngineImportException("Could not load single-row function class by name '" +

pair.getClassName() + "'", ex);

       }

       return new Pair<Class, EngineImportSingleRowDesc>(clazz, pair);

   }

 

   public Method resolveMethod(String className, String methodName, Class[] paramTypes, boolean[]

allowEventBeanType, boolean[] allowEventBeanCollType)

           throws EngineImportException

   {

       Class clazz;

       try

       {

           clazz = resolveClassInternal(className, false);

       }

       catch (ClassNotFoundException e)

       {

           throw new EngineImportException("Could not load class by name '" + className + "', please check

imports", e);

       }

 

       try

       {

           return MethodResolver.resolveMethod(clazz, methodName, paramTypes, false, allowEventBeanType,

allowEventBeanCollType);

       }

       catch (EngineNoSuchMethodException e)

       {

           throw convert(clazz, methodName, paramTypes, e, false);

       }

   }

 

   public Constructor resolveCtor(Class clazz, Class[] paramTypes) throws EngineImportException {

       try

       {

           return MethodResolver.resolveCtor(clazz, paramTypes);

       }

       catch (EngineNoSuchCtorException e)

       {
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           throw convert(clazz, paramTypes, e);

       }

   }

 

   public Method resolveMethod(String className, String methodName)

			throws EngineImportException

   {

       Class clazz;

       try

       {

           clazz = resolveClassInternal(className, false);

       }

       catch (ClassNotFoundException e)

       {

           throw new EngineImportException("Could not load class by name '" + className + "', please check

imports", e);

       }

 

       Method methods[] = clazz.getMethods();

       Method methodByName = null;

 

       // check each method by name

       for (Method method : methods)

       {

           if (method.getName().equals(methodName))

           {

               if (methodByName != null)

               {

                   throw new EngineImportException("Ambiguous method name: method by name '" + methodName + "'

is overloaded in class '" + className + "'");

               }

               int modifiers = method.getModifiers();

               if (Modifier.isPublic(modifiers) && Modifier.isStatic(modifiers))

               {

                   methodByName = method;

               }

           }

       }

 

       if (methodByName == null)

       {

           throw new EngineImportException("Could not find static method named '" + methodName + "' in class '" +

className + "'");

       }

       return methodByName;

   }

 

   public Class resolveClass(String className)
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			throws EngineImportException

   {

       Class clazz;

       try

       {

           clazz = resolveClassInternal(className, false);

       }

       catch (ClassNotFoundException e)

       {

           throw new EngineImportException("Could not load class by name '" + className + "', please check

imports", e);

       }

 

       return clazz;

   }

 

   public Class resolveAnnotation(String className) throws EngineImportException {

       Class clazz;

       try

       {

           clazz = resolveClassInternal(className, true);

       }

       catch (ClassNotFoundException e)

       {

           throw new EngineImportException("Could not load annotation class by name '" + className + "', please

check imports", e);

       }

 

       return clazz;

   }

 

   /**

    * Finds a class by class name using the auto-import information provided.

    * @param className is the class name to find

    * @return class

    * @throws ClassNotFoundException if the class cannot be loaded

    */

   protected Class resolveClassInternal(String className, boolean requireAnnotation) throws

ClassNotFoundException

   {

		// Attempt to retrieve the class with the name as-is

		try

		{

           ClassLoader cl = Thread.currentThread().getContextClassLoader();

           return Class.forName(className, true, cl);

		}

		catch(ClassNotFoundException e)

       {
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           if (log.isDebugEnabled())

           {

               log.debug("Class not found for resolving from name as-is '" + className + "'");

           }

       }

 

		// Try all the imports

		for(String importName : imports)

		{

			boolean isClassName = isClassName(importName);

           boolean containsPackage = importName.indexOf('.') != -1;

           String classNameWithDot = "." + className;

           String classNameWithDollar = "$" + className;

 

           // Import is a class name

			if(isClassName)

			{

               if ((containsPackage && importName.endsWith(classNameWithDot)) ||

                   (containsPackage && importName.endsWith(classNameWithDollar)) ||

                   (!containsPackage && importName.equals(className)) ||

                   (!containsPackage && importName.endsWith(classNameWithDollar))) {

                   ClassLoader cl = Thread.currentThread().getContextClassLoader();

                   return Class.forName(importName, true, cl);

               }

 

               String prefixedClassName = importName + '$' + className;

               try

               {

                   ClassLoader cl = Thread.currentThread().getContextClassLoader();

                   Class clazz = Class.forName(prefixedClassName, true, cl);

                   if (!requireAnnotation || clazz.isAnnotation()) {

                       return clazz;

                   }

               }

               catch(ClassNotFoundException e){

                   if (log.isDebugEnabled())

                   {

                       log.debug("Class not found for resolving from name '" + prefixedClassName + "'");

                   }

               }

			}

			else

			{

				// Import is a package name

				String prefixedClassName = getPackageName(importName) + '.' + className;

				try

				{

                   ClassLoader cl = Thread.currentThread().getContextClassLoader();
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                   Class clazz = Class.forName(prefixedClassName, true, cl);

                   if (!requireAnnotation || clazz.isAnnotation()) {

                       return clazz;

                   }

				}

				catch(ClassNotFoundException e){

                   if (log.isDebugEnabled())

                   {

                       log.debug("Class not found for resolving from name '" + prefixedClassName + "'");

                   }

               }

			}

		}

 

       // try to resolve from method references

       for (String name : methodInvocationRef.keySet())

       {

           if (JavaClassHelper.isSimpleNameFullyQualfied(className, name))

           {

               try

               {

                   ClassLoader cl = Thread.currentThread().getContextClassLoader();

                   Class clazz = Class.forName(name, true, cl);

                   if (!requireAnnotation || clazz.isAnnotation()) {

                       return clazz;

                   }

               }

               catch (ClassNotFoundException e1)

               {

                   if (log.isDebugEnabled())

                   {

                       log.debug("Class not found for resolving from method invocation ref:" + name);

                   }

               }

           }

       }

 

       // No import worked, the class isn't resolved

		throw new ClassNotFoundException("Unknown class " + className);

	}

 

   public Method resolveMethod(Class clazz, String methodName, Class[] paramTypes, boolean[]

allowEventBeanType, boolean[] allowEventBeanCollType)

			throws EngineImportException

   {

       try

       {

           return MethodResolver.resolveMethod(clazz, methodName, paramTypes, true, allowEventBeanType,
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allowEventBeanType);

       }

       catch (EngineNoSuchMethodException e)

       {

           throw convert(clazz, methodName, paramTypes, e, true);

       }

   }

 

   private EngineImportException convert(Class clazz, String methodName, Class[] paramTypes,

EngineNoSuchMethodException e, boolean isInstance)

   {

       String expected = JavaClassHelper.getParameterAsString(paramTypes);

       String message = "Could not find ";

       if (!isInstance) {

           message += "static ";

       }

       else {

           message += "enumeration method, date-time method or instance ";

       }

 

       if (paramTypes.length > 0)

       {

           message += "method named '" + methodName + "' in class '" +

JavaClassHelper.getClassNameFullyQualPretty(clazz) + "' with matching parameter number and expected

parameter type(s) '" + expected + "'";

       }

       else

       {

           message += "method named '" + methodName + "' in class '" +

JavaClassHelper.getClassNameFullyQualPretty(clazz) + "' taking no parameters";

       }

 

       if (e.getNearestMissMethod() != null)

       {

           message += " (nearest match found was '" + e.getNearestMissMethod().getName();

           if (e.getNearestMissMethod().getParameterTypes().length == 0) {

               message += "' taking no parameters";

           }

           else {

               message += "' taking type(s) '" +

JavaClassHelper.getParameterAsString(e.getNearestMissMethod().getParameterTypes()) + "'";

           }

           message += ")";

       }

       return new EngineImportException(message, e);

   }

 

   private EngineImportException convert(Class clazz, Class[] paramTypes, EngineNoSuchCtorException e)
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   {

       String expected = JavaClassHelper.getParameterAsString(paramTypes);

       String message = "Could not find constructor ";

       if (paramTypes.length > 0)

       {

           message += "in class '" + JavaClassHelper.getClassNameFullyQualPretty(clazz) + "' with matching

parameter number and expected parameter type(s) '" + expected + "'";

       }

       else

       {

           message += "in class '" + JavaClassHelper.getClassNameFullyQualPretty(clazz) + "' taking no parameters";

       }

 

       if (e.getNearestMissCtor() != null)

       {

           message += " (nearest matching constructor ";

           if (e.getNearestMissCtor().getParameterTypes().length == 0) {

               message += "taking no parameters";

           }

           else {

               message += "taking type(s) '" +

JavaClassHelper.getParameterAsString(e.getNearestMissCtor().getParameterTypes()) + "'";

           }

           message += ")";

       }

       return new EngineImportException(message, e);

   }

 

   public ExprNode resolveAggExtendedBuiltin(String name, boolean isDistinct) {

       if (!allowExtendedAggregationFunc) {

           return null;

       }

       if (name.toLowerCase().equals("firstever"))

       {

           return new ExprFirstEverNode(isDistinct);

       }

       if (name.toLowerCase().equals("lastever"))

       {

           return new ExprLastEverNode(isDistinct);

       }

       if (name.toLowerCase().equals("rate"))

       {

           return new ExprRateAggNode(isDistinct);

       }

       if (name.toLowerCase().equals("nth"))

       {

           return new ExprNthAggNode(isDistinct);

       }
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       if (name.toLowerCase().equals("leaving"))

       {

           return new ExprLeavingAggNode(isDistinct);

       }

       if (name.toLowerCase().equals("maxby"))

       {

           return new ExprAggMultiFunctionSortedMinMaxByNode(true, false, false);

       }

       if (name.toLowerCase().equals("maxbyever"))

       {

           return new ExprAggMultiFunctionSortedMinMaxByNode(true, true, false);

       }

       if (name.toLowerCase().equals("minby"))

       {

           return new ExprAggMultiFunctionSortedMinMaxByNode(false, false, false);

       }

       if (name.toLowerCase().equals("minbyever"))

       {

           return new ExprAggMultiFunctionSortedMinMaxByNode(false, true, false);

       }

       if (name.toLowerCase().equals("sorted"))

       {

           return new ExprAggMultiFunctionSortedMinMaxByNode(false, false, true);

       }

       return null;

   }

 

   public MathContext getDefaultMathContext() {

       return optionalDefaultMathContext;

   }

 

   public boolean isSortUsingCollator() {

       return sortUsingCollator;

   }

 

   /**

    * For testing, returns imports.

    * @return returns auto-import list as array

    */

   protected String[] getImports()

	{

		return imports.toArray(new String[imports.size()]);

	}

 

   private static boolean isFunctionName(String functionName)

   {

       String classNameRegEx = "\\w+";

       return functionName.matches(classNameRegEx);
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   }

 

	private static boolean isClassName(String importName)

	{

		String classNameRegEx = "(\\w+\\.)*\\w+(\\$\\w+)?";

		return importName.matches(classNameRegEx);

	}

 

	private static boolean isPackageName(String importName)

	{

		String classNameRegEx = "(\\w+\\.)+\\*";

		return importName.matches(classNameRegEx);

	}

 

	// Strip off the final ".*"

	private static String getPackageName(String importName)

	{

		return importName.substring(0, importName.length() - 2);

	}

 

   private void validateFunctionName(String functionType, String functionName) throws EngineImportException {

       String functionNameLower = functionName.toLowerCase();

       if (aggregationFunctions.containsKey(functionNameLower))

       {

           throw new EngineImportException("Aggregation function by name '" + functionName + "' is already

defined");

       }

       if (singleRowFunctions.containsKey(functionNameLower))

       {

           throw new EngineImportException("Single-row function by name '" + functionName + "' is already

defined");

       }

       for (Pair<Set<String>, ConfigurationPlugInAggregationMultiFunction> pairs : aggregationAccess) {

           if (pairs.getFirst().contains(functionNameLower)) {

               throw new EngineImportException("Aggregation multi-function by name '" + functionName + "' is already

defined");

           }

       }

       if(!isFunctionName(functionName))

       {

           throw new EngineImportException("Invalid " + functionType + " name '" + functionName + "'");

       }

   }

}

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *
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*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.annotation;

 

/**

* Represents a attribute of an annotation.

*/

public class AnnotationAttribute

{

   private final String name;

   private final Class type;

   private final Object defaultValue;

 

   /**

    * Ctor.

    * @param name name of attribute

    * @param type attribute type

    * @param defaultValue default value, if any is specified

    */

   public AnnotationAttribute(String name, Class type, Object defaultValue)

   {

       this.name = name;

       this.type = type;

       this.defaultValue = defaultValue;

   }

 

   /**

    * Returns attribute name.

    * @return attribute name

    */

   public String getName()

   {

       return name;

   }

 

   /**

    * Returns attribute type.

    * @return attribute type

    */

   public Class getType()

   {

       return type;

   }
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   /**

    * Returns default value of annotation.

    * @return default value

    */

   public Object getDefaultValue()

   {

       return defaultValue;

   }

}

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.datetime.reformatop;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventType;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.datetime.eval.DatetimeMethodEnum;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.datetime.eval.ExprDotNodeFilterAnalyzerDesc;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprDotNodeFilterAnalyzerInput;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluatorContext;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprNode;

 

import java.text.SimpleDateFormat;

import java.util.Calendar;

import java.util.Date;

import java.util.List;

 

public class ReformatOpStringFormat implements ReformatOp {

 

   public Object evaluate(Long ts, EventBean[] eventsPerStream, boolean newData, ExprEvaluatorContext

exprEvaluatorContext) {

       return action(new Date(ts));

   }

 

   public Object evaluate(Date d, EventBean[] eventsPerStream, boolean newData, ExprEvaluatorContext

exprEvaluatorContext) {

       return action(d);

   }
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   public Object evaluate(Calendar cal, EventBean[] eventsPerStream, boolean newData, ExprEvaluatorContext

exprEvaluatorContext) {

       return action(cal.getTime());

   }

 

   private static String action(Date d) {

       SimpleDateFormat format = new SimpleDateFormat();

       return format.format(d);

   }

 

   public Class getReturnType() {

       return String.class;

   }

 

   public ExprDotNodeFilterAnalyzerDesc getFilterDesc(EventType[] typesPerStream, DatetimeMethodEnum

currentMethod, List<ExprNode> currentParameters, ExprDotNodeFilterAnalyzerInput inputDesc) {

       return null;

   }

}

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.enummethod.eval;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluator;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluatorContext;

import com.espertech.esper.event.arr.ObjectArrayEventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.event.arr.ObjectArrayEventType;

 

import java.util.ArrayDeque;

import java.util.Collection;

import java.util.Collections;

 

public class EnumEvalTakeWhileLastScalar extends EnumEvalBaseScalar implements EnumEval {

 

   public EnumEvalTakeWhileLastScalar(ExprEvaluator innerExpression, int streamCountIncoming,

ObjectArrayEventType type) {

       super(innerExpression, streamCountIncoming, type);

   }
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   public Object evaluateEnumMethod(EventBean[] eventsLambda, Collection target, boolean isNewData,

ExprEvaluatorContext context) {

       if (target.isEmpty()) {

           return target;

       }

 

       ObjectArrayEventBean evalEvent = new ObjectArrayEventBean(new Object[1], type);

       if (target.size() == 1) {

           Object item = target.iterator().next();

           evalEvent.getProperties()[0] = item;

           eventsLambda[streamNumLambda] = evalEvent;

 

           Object pass = innerExpression.evaluate(eventsLambda, isNewData, context);

           if (pass == null || (!(Boolean) pass)) {

               return Collections.emptyList();

           }

           return Collections.singletonList(item);

       }

 

       int size = target.size();

       Object[] all = new Object[size];

       int count = 0;

       for (Object item : target) {

           all[count++] = item;

       }

 

       ArrayDeque<Object> result = new ArrayDeque<Object>();

 

       for (int i = all.length - 1; i >= 0; i--) {

           evalEvent.getProperties()[0] = all[i];

           eventsLambda[streamNumLambda] = evalEvent;

 

           Object pass = innerExpression.evaluate(eventsLambda, isNewData, context);

           if (pass == null || (!(Boolean) pass)) {

               break;

           }

 

           result.addFirst(all[i]);

       }

 

       return result;

   }

}

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *
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*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.core.eval;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventType;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.core.EngineImportService;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.core.SelectExprProcessor;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluator;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluatorContext;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprNode;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprValidationException;

import com.espertech.esper.event.*;

import com.espertech.esper.event.arr.ObjectArrayEventType;

import com.espertech.esper.util.TypeWidener;

import com.espertech.esper.util.TypeWidenerFactory;

 

import java.util.ArrayList;

import java.util.List;

import java.util.Set;

 

public class EvalSelectStreamWUndRecastObjectArrayFactory {

 

   public static SelectExprProcessor make(EventType[] eventTypes, SelectExprContext selectExprContext, int

streamNumber, EventType targetType, ExprNode[] exprNodes, EngineImportService engineImportService)

           throws ExprValidationException

   {

       ObjectArrayEventType oaResultType = (ObjectArrayEventType) targetType;

       ObjectArrayEventType oaStreamType = (ObjectArrayEventType) eventTypes[streamNumber];

 

       // (A) fully assignment-compatible: same number, name and type of fields, no additional expressions: Straight

repackage

       if (oaResultType.isDeepEqualsConsiderOrder(oaStreamType) &&

selectExprContext.getExpressionNodes().length == 0) {

           return new OAInsertProcessorSimpleRepackage(selectExprContext, streamNumber, targetType);

       }

 

       // (B) not completely assignable: find matching properties

       Set<WriteablePropertyDescriptor> writables =

selectExprContext.getEventAdapterService().getWriteableProperties(oaResultType, true);

       List<Item> items = new ArrayList<Item>();

       List<WriteablePropertyDescriptor> written = new ArrayList<WriteablePropertyDescriptor>();
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       // find the properties coming from the providing source stream

       for (WriteablePropertyDescriptor writeable : writables) {

           String propertyName = writeable.getPropertyName();

 

           Integer indexSource = oaStreamType.getPropertiesIndexes().get(propertyName);

           Integer indexTarget = oaResultType.getPropertiesIndexes().get(propertyName);

 

           if (indexSource != null) {

               Object setOneType = oaStreamType.getTypes().get(propertyName);

               Object setTwoType = oaResultType.getTypes().get(propertyName);

               boolean setTwoTypeFound = oaResultType.getTypes().containsKey(propertyName);

               String message = BaseNestableEventUtil.comparePropType(propertyName, setOneType, setTwoType,

setTwoTypeFound, oaResultType.getName());

               if (message != null) {

                   throw new ExprValidationException(message);

               }

               items.add(new Item(indexTarget, indexSource, null, null));

               written.add(writeable);

           }

       }

 

       // find the properties coming from the expressions of the select clause

       int count = written.size();

       for (int i = 0; i < selectExprContext.getExpressionNodes().length; i++) {

           String columnName = selectExprContext.getColumnNames()[i];

           ExprEvaluator evaluator = selectExprContext.getExpressionNodes()[i];

           ExprNode exprNode = exprNodes[i];

 

           WriteablePropertyDescriptor writable = findWritable(columnName, writables);

           if (writable == null) {

               throw new ExprValidationException("Failed to find column '" + columnName + "' in target type '" +

oaResultType.getName() + "'");

           }

 

           TypeWidener widener = TypeWidenerFactory.getCheckPropertyAssignType(exprNode.toExpressionString(),

exprNode.getExprEvaluator().getType(),

                   writable.getType(), columnName);

           items.add(new Item(count, -1, evaluator, widener));

           written.add(writable);

           count++;

       }

 

       // make manufacturer

       Item[] itemsArr = items.toArray(new Item[items.size()]);

       EventBeanManufacturer manufacturer;

       try {

           manufacturer = selectExprContext.getEventAdapterService().getManufacturer(oaResultType,

                   written.toArray(new WriteablePropertyDescriptor[written.size()]), engineImportService, true);
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       }

       catch (EventBeanManufactureException e) {

           throw new ExprValidationException("Failed to write to type: " + e.getMessage(), e);

       }

 

       return new OAInsertProcessorAllocate(streamNumber, itemsArr, manufacturer, targetType);

   }

 

   private static WriteablePropertyDescriptor findWritable(String columnName, Set<WriteablePropertyDescriptor>

writables) {

       for (WriteablePropertyDescriptor writable : writables) {

           if (writable.getPropertyName().equals(columnName)) {

               return writable;

           }

       }

       return null;

   }

 

   private static class OAInsertProcessorSimpleRepackage implements SelectExprProcessor {

       private final SelectExprContext selectExprContext;

       private final int underlyingStreamNumber;

       private final EventType resultType;

 

       private OAInsertProcessorSimpleRepackage(SelectExprContext selectExprContext, int

underlyingStreamNumber, EventType resultType) {

           this.selectExprContext = selectExprContext;

           this.underlyingStreamNumber = underlyingStreamNumber;

           this.resultType = resultType;

       }

 

       public EventType getResultEventType() {

           return resultType;

       }

 

       public EventBean process(EventBean[] eventsPerStream, boolean isNewData, boolean isSynthesize,

ExprEvaluatorContext exprEvaluatorContext) {

           ObjectArrayBackedEventBean theEvent = (ObjectArrayBackedEventBean)

eventsPerStream[underlyingStreamNumber];

           return selectExprContext.getEventAdapterService().adapterForTypedObjectArray(theEvent.getProperties(),

resultType);

       }

   }

 

   private static class OAInsertProcessorAllocate implements SelectExprProcessor {

       private final int underlyingStreamNumber;

       private final Item[] items;

       private final EventBeanManufacturer manufacturer;

       private final EventType resultType;
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       private OAInsertProcessorAllocate(int underlyingStreamNumber, Item[] items, EventBeanManufacturer

manufacturer, EventType resultType) {

           this.underlyingStreamNumber = underlyingStreamNumber;

           this.items = items;

           this.manufacturer = manufacturer;

           this.resultType = resultType;

       }

 

       public EventType getResultEventType() {

           return resultType;

       }

 

       public EventBean process(EventBean[] eventsPerStream, boolean isNewData, boolean isSynthesize,

ExprEvaluatorContext exprEvaluatorContext) {

 

           ObjectArrayBackedEventBean theEvent = (ObjectArrayBackedEventBean)

eventsPerStream[underlyingStreamNumber];

 

           Object[] props = new Object[items.length];

           for (Item item : items) {

               Object value;

 

               if (item.getOptionalFromIndex() != -1) {

                   value = theEvent.getProperties()[item.getOptionalFromIndex()];

               }

               else {

                   value = item.getEvaluator().evaluate(eventsPerStream, isNewData, exprEvaluatorContext);

                   if (item.getOptionalWidener() != null) {

                       value = item.getOptionalWidener().widen(value);

                   }

               }

 

               props[item.getToIndex()] = value;

           }

 

           return manufacturer.make(props);

       }

   }

 

   private static class Item {

       private final int toIndex;

       private final int optionalFromIndex;

       private final ExprEvaluator evaluator;

       private final TypeWidener optionalWidener;

 

       private Item(int toIndex, int optionalFromIndex, ExprEvaluator evaluator, TypeWidener optionalWidener) {

           this.toIndex = toIndex;
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           this.optionalFromIndex = optionalFromIndex;

           this.evaluator = evaluator;

           this.optionalWidener = optionalWidener;

       }

 

       public int getToIndex() {

           return toIndex;

       }

 

       public int getOptionalFromIndex() {

           return optionalFromIndex;

       }

 

       public ExprEvaluator getEvaluator() {

           return evaluator;

       }

 

       public TypeWidener getOptionalWidener() {

           return optionalWidener;

       }

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.core;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventType;

import com.espertech.esper.core.service.StatementResultService;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluatorContext;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprValidationException;

import com.espertech.esper.event.NaturalEventBean;

 

/**

* A select expression processor that check what type of result (synthetic and natural) event is expected and

* produces.

*/

public class SelectExprResultProcessor implements SelectExprProcessor

{

   private final StatementResultService statementResultService;

   private final SelectExprProcessor syntheticProcessor;

   private final BindProcessor bindProcessor;
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   /**

    * Ctor.

    * @param statementResultService for awareness of listeners and subscribers handles output results

    * @param syntheticProcessor is the processor generating synthetic events according to the select clause

    * @param bindProcessor for generating natural object column results

    */

   public SelectExprResultProcessor(StatementResultService statementResultService,

                                    SelectExprProcessor syntheticProcessor,

                                    BindProcessor bindProcessor)

   {

       this.statementResultService = statementResultService;

       this.syntheticProcessor = syntheticProcessor;

       this.bindProcessor = bindProcessor;

   }

 

   public EventType getResultEventType()

   {

       return syntheticProcessor.getResultEventType();

   }

 

   public EventBean process(EventBean[] eventsPerStream, boolean isNewData, boolean isSynthesize,

ExprEvaluatorContext exprEvaluatorContext)

   {

       if ((isSynthesize) && (!statementResultService.isMakeNatural()))

       {

           return syntheticProcessor.process(eventsPerStream, isNewData, isSynthesize, exprEvaluatorContext);

       }

 

       EventBean syntheticEvent = null;

       EventType syntheticEventType = null;

       if (statementResultService.isMakeSynthetic() || isSynthesize)

       {

           syntheticEvent = syntheticProcessor.process(eventsPerStream, isNewData, isSynthesize,

exprEvaluatorContext);

 

           if (!statementResultService.isMakeNatural())

           {

               return syntheticEvent;

           }

 

           syntheticEventType = syntheticProcessor.getResultEventType();

       }

 

       if (!statementResultService.isMakeNatural())

       {

           return null; // neither synthetic nor natural required, be cheap and generate no output event

       }
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       Object[] parameters = bindProcessor.process(eventsPerStream, isNewData, exprEvaluatorContext);

       return new NaturalEventBean(syntheticEventType, parameters, syntheticEvent);

   }

}

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.enummethod.eval;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventType;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.core.MethodResolutionService;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.core.StreamTypeService;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.enummethod.dot.ExprDotEvalEnumMethodBase;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.enummethod.dot.ExprDotEvalParam;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.enummethod.dot.ExprDotEvalParamLambda;

import com.espertech.esper.client.util.ExpressionReturnType;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprDotNodeUtility;

import com.espertech.esper.event.EventAdapterService;

import com.espertech.esper.event.arr.ObjectArrayEventType;

 

import java.util.List;

 

public class ExprDotEvalSelectFrom extends ExprDotEvalEnumMethodBase {

 

   public EventType[] getAddStreamTypes(String enumMethodUsedName, List<String> goesToNames, EventType

inputEventType, Class collectionComponentType, List<ExprDotEvalParam> bodiesAndParameters) {

       return ExprDotNodeUtility.getSingleLambdaParamEventType(enumMethodUsedName, goesToNames,

inputEventType, collectionComponentType);

   }

 

   public EnumEval getEnumEval(MethodResolutionService methodResolutionService, EventAdapterService

eventAdapterService, StreamTypeService streamTypeService, String statementId, String enumMethodUsedName,

List<ExprDotEvalParam> bodiesAndParameters, EventType inputEventType, Class collectionComponentType, int

numStreamsIncoming) {

       ExprDotEvalParamLambda first = (ExprDotEvalParamLambda) bodiesAndParameters.get(0);

       Class returnType = first.getBodyEvaluator().getType();

       super.setTypeInfo(ExpressionReturnType.collectionOfSingleValue(returnType));

       if (inputEventType == null) {

           return new EnumEvalSelectFromScalarLambda(first.getBodyEvaluator(), first.getStreamCountIncoming(),
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                   (ObjectArrayEventType) first.getGoesToTypes()[0]);

       }

       return new EnumEvalSelectFromEvents(first.getBodyEvaluator(), first.getStreamCountIncoming());

   }

}

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.join.hint;

 

public class IndexHintSelectorSubquery implements IndexHintSelector {

   private final int subqueryNum;

 

   public IndexHintSelectorSubquery(int subqueryNum) {

       this.subqueryNum = subqueryNum;

   }

 

   public int getSubqueryNum() {

       return subqueryNum;

   }

 

   public boolean matchesSubquery(int subqueryNumber) {

       return subqueryNum == subqueryNumber;

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.join.exec.base;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluatorContext;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.join.exec.sorted.SortedAccessStrategy;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.join.exec.sorted.SortedAccessStrategyFactory;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.join.plan.QueryGraphValueEntryRange;
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import com.espertech.esper.epl.join.rep.Cursor;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.join.table.PropertySortedEventTable;

 

import java.util.Set;

 

/**

* Lookup on an index that is a sorted index on a single property queried as a range.

* <p>

* Use the composite strategy if supporting multiple ranges or if range is in combination with unique key.

*/

public class SortedTableLookupStrategy implements JoinExecTableLookupStrategy

{

   private final QueryGraphValueEntryRange rangeKeyPair;

   private final PropertySortedEventTable index;

   private final SortedAccessStrategy strategy;

 

   /**

    * Ctor.

    * @param index - index to look up in

    */

   public SortedTableLookupStrategy(int lookupStream, int numStreams, QueryGraphValueEntryRange

rangeKeyPair, Class coercionType, PropertySortedEventTable index)

   {

       this.rangeKeyPair = rangeKeyPair;

       this.index = index;

       this.strategy = SortedAccessStrategyFactory.make(false, lookupStream, numStreams, rangeKeyPair,

coercionType);

   }

 

   /**

    * Returns index to look up in.

    * @return index to use

    */

   public PropertySortedEventTable getIndex()

   {

       return index;

   }

 

   public Set<EventBean> lookup(EventBean theEvent, Cursor cursor, ExprEvaluatorContext exprEvaluatorContext)

   {

       return strategy.lookup(theEvent, index, exprEvaluatorContext);

   }

 

   public String toString()

   {

       return "SortedTableLookupStrategy indexProps=" + rangeKeyPair +

               " index=(" + index + ')';

   }
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}

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.enummethod.eval;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventType;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluator;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluatorContext;

import com.espertech.esper.event.arr.ObjectArrayEventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.event.arr.ObjectArrayEventType;

 

import java.util.*;

 

public class EnumEvalOrderByAscDescScalarLambda extends EnumEvalBase implements EnumEval {

 

   private final boolean descending;

   private final ObjectArrayEventType resultEventType;

 

   public EnumEvalOrderByAscDescScalarLambda(ExprEvaluator innerExpression, int streamCountIncoming,

boolean descending, ObjectArrayEventType resultEventType) {

       super(innerExpression, streamCountIncoming);

       this.descending = descending;

       this.resultEventType = resultEventType;

   }

 

   public Object evaluateEnumMethod(EventBean[] eventsLambda, Collection target, boolean isNewData,

ExprEvaluatorContext context) {

       TreeMap<Comparable, Object> sort = new TreeMap<Comparable, Object>();

       boolean hasColl = false;

 

       ObjectArrayEventBean resultEvent = new ObjectArrayEventBean(new Object[1], resultEventType);

       Collection<Object> values = (Collection<Object>) target;

       for (Object next : values) {

 

           resultEvent.getProperties()[0] = next;

           eventsLambda[streamNumLambda] = resultEvent;

 

           Comparable comparable = (Comparable) innerExpression.evaluate(eventsLambda, isNewData, context);
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           Object entry = sort.get(comparable);

 

           if (entry == null) {

               sort.put(comparable, next);

               continue;

           }

 

           if (entry instanceof Collection) {

               ((Collection) entry).add(next);

               continue;

           }

 

           Deque<Object> coll = new ArrayDeque<Object>();

           coll.add(entry);

           coll.add(next);

           sort.put(comparable, coll);

           hasColl = true;

       }

 

       Map<Comparable, Object> sorted;

       if (descending) {

           sorted = sort.descendingMap();

       }

       else {

           sorted = sort;

       }

 

       if (!hasColl) {

           return sorted.values();

       }

 

       Deque<Object> coll = new ArrayDeque<Object>();

       for (Map.Entry<Comparable, Object> entry : sorted.entrySet()) {

           if (entry.getValue() instanceof Collection) {

               coll.addAll((Collection) entry.getValue());

           }

           else {

               coll.add(entry.getValue());

           }

       }

       return coll;

   }

}

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *
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*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.enummethod.eval;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluator;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluatorContext;

import com.espertech.esper.event.arr.ObjectArrayEventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.event.arr.ObjectArrayEventType;

 

import java.util.Collection;

 

public class EnumEvalAggregateEvents extends EnumEvalAggregateBase implements EnumEval {

 

   public EnumEvalAggregateEvents(ExprEvaluator initialization, ExprEvaluator innerExpression, int

streamNumLambda, ObjectArrayEventType resultEventType) {

       super(initialization, innerExpression, streamNumLambda, resultEventType);

   }

 

   public Object evaluateEnumMethod(EventBean[] eventsLambda, Collection target, boolean isNewData,

ExprEvaluatorContext context) {

       Object initializationValue = initialization.evaluate(eventsLambda, isNewData, context);

 

       if (target.isEmpty()) {

           return initializationValue;

       }

 

       Collection<EventBean> beans = (Collection<EventBean>) target;

       ObjectArrayEventBean resultEvent = new ObjectArrayEventBean(new Object[1], resultEventType);

 

       for (EventBean next : beans) {

 

           resultEvent.getProperties()[0] = initializationValue;

           eventsLambda[streamNumLambda + 1] = next;

           eventsLambda[streamNumLambda] = resultEvent;

 

           initializationValue = innerExpression.evaluate(eventsLambda, isNewData, context);

       }

 

       return initializationValue;

   }

}

/*

* *************************************************************************************
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*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.spec;

 

import java.io.Serializable;

import java.util.List;

 

public class ExpressionScriptProvided implements Serializable {

 

   private static final long serialVersionUID = -6815352549811750093L;

   private final String name;

   private final String expression;

   private final List<String> parameterNames;

   private final String optionalReturnTypeName;

   private final boolean optionalReturnTypeIsArray;

   private final String optionalDialect;

 

   private transient ExpressionScriptCompiled compiled;

 

   public ExpressionScriptProvided(String name, String expression, List<String> parameterNames, String

optionalReturnTypeName, boolean optionalReturnTypeIsArray, String optionalDialect) {

       this.name = name;

       this.expression = expression;

       this.parameterNames = parameterNames;

       this.optionalReturnTypeName = optionalReturnTypeName;

       this.optionalReturnTypeIsArray = optionalReturnTypeIsArray;

       this.optionalDialect = optionalDialect;

 

       if (expression == null) {

           throw new IllegalArgumentException("Invalid null expression received");

       }

   }

 

   public String getName() {

       return name;

   }

 

   public String getExpression() {

       return expression;

   }
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   public List<String> getParameterNames() {

       return parameterNames;

   }

 

   public String getOptionalReturnTypeName() {

       return optionalReturnTypeName;

   }

 

   public String getOptionalDialect() {

       return optionalDialect;

   }

 

   public ExpressionScriptCompiled getCompiled() {

       return compiled;

   }

 

   public boolean isOptionalReturnTypeIsArray() {

       return optionalReturnTypeIsArray;

   }

 

   public void setCompiled(ExpressionScriptCompiled compiled) {

       this.compiled = compiled;

   }

}

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.datetime.calop;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluator;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluatorContext;

 

import java.util.Calendar;

 

public class CalendarOpWithTime implements CalendarOp {

 

   private ExprEvaluator hour;

   private ExprEvaluator min;

   private ExprEvaluator sec;
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   private ExprEvaluator msec;

 

   public CalendarOpWithTime(ExprEvaluator hour, ExprEvaluator min, ExprEvaluator sec, ExprEvaluator msec) {

       this.hour = hour;

       this.min = min;

       this.sec = sec;

       this.msec = msec;

   }

 

   public void evaluate(Calendar cal, EventBean[] eventsPerStream, boolean isNewData, ExprEvaluatorContext

context) {

       Integer hourNum = CalendarOpWithDate.getInt(hour, eventsPerStream, isNewData, context);

       Integer minNum = CalendarOpWithDate.getInt(min, eventsPerStream, isNewData, context);

       Integer secNum = CalendarOpWithDate.getInt(sec, eventsPerStream, isNewData, context);

       Integer msecNum = CalendarOpWithDate.getInt(msec, eventsPerStream, isNewData, context);

       action(cal, hourNum, minNum, secNum, msecNum);

   }

 

   private static void action(Calendar cal, Integer hour, Integer minute, Integer second, Integer msec) {

       if (hour != null) {

           cal.set(Calendar.HOUR_OF_DAY, hour);

       }

       if (minute != null) {

           cal.set(Calendar.MINUTE, minute);

       }

       if (second != null) {

           cal.set(Calendar.SECOND, second);

       }

       if (msec != null) {

           cal.set(Calendar.MILLISECOND, msec);

       }

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.spec;

 

import java.util.List;

 

/**

* Specification for the on-select and on-delete (no split-stream) statement.

*/
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public class OnTriggerWindowUpdateDesc extends OnTriggerWindowDesc

{

   private static final long serialVersionUID = 3796573624109335943L;

  

   private List<OnTriggerSetAssignment> assignments;

 

   /**

    * Ctor.

    * @param windowName the window name

    * @param optionalAsName the optional name

    * @param assignments set-assignments

    */

   public OnTriggerWindowUpdateDesc(String windowName, String optionalAsName,

List<OnTriggerSetAssignment> assignments) {

       super(windowName, optionalAsName, OnTriggerType.ON_UPDATE, false);

       this.assignments = assignments;

   }

 

   /**

    * Returns assignments.

    * @return assignments

    */

   public List<OnTriggerSetAssignment> getAssignments() {

       return assignments;

   }

}

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.spec.util;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.soda.*;

 

import java.util.ArrayList;

import java.util.Collections;

import java.util.List;

 

public class SODAAnalyzer

{

   public static List<CreateSchemaClause> analyzeModelCreateSchema(EPStatementObjectModel model) {
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       if (model.getCreateDataFlow() == null || model.getCreateDataFlow().getSchemas() == null) {

           return Collections.emptyList();

       }

       return new ArrayList<CreateSchemaClause>(model.getCreateDataFlow().getSchemas());

   }

 

   public static List<EPStatementObjectModel> analyzeModelSelectStatements(EPStatementObjectModel model) {

       if (model.getCreateDataFlow() == null) {

           return Collections.emptyList();

       }

       List<EPStatementObjectModel> models = new ArrayList<EPStatementObjectModel>();

       if (model.getCreateDataFlow() != null) {

           for (DataFlowOperator op : model.getCreateDataFlow().getOperators()) {

               if (op.getParameters() == null || op.getParameters().isEmpty()) {

                   continue;

               }

               for (DataFlowOperatorParameter param : op.getParameters()) {

                   if (param.getParameterValue() instanceof EPStatementObjectModel) {

                       models.add((EPStatementObjectModel) param.getParameterValue());

                   }

               }

           }

       }

       return models;

   }

 

   public static List<AnnotationPart> analyzeModelAnnotations(EPStatementObjectModel model) {

       List<AnnotationPart> annotations = new ArrayList<AnnotationPart>();

       if (model.getAnnotations() != null) {

           annotations.addAll(model.getAnnotations());

       }

 

       if (model.getCreateDataFlow() != null) {

           for (DataFlowOperator op : model.getCreateDataFlow().getOperators()) {

               if (op.getAnnotations() != null) {

                   annotations.addAll(op.getAnnotations());

               }

           }

       }

 

       return annotations;

   }

 

   public static List<Expression> analyzeModelExpressions(EPStatementObjectModel model) {

       final List<Expression> expressions = new ArrayList<Expression>();

 

       if (model.getCreateExpression() != null &&

           model.getCreateExpression().getExpressionDeclaration() != null &&
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           model.getCreateExpression().getExpressionDeclaration().getExpression() != null) {

           expressions.add(model.getCreateExpression().getExpressionDeclaration().getExpression());

       }

 

       if (model.getExpressionDeclarations() != null) {

           for (ExpressionDeclaration decl : model.getExpressionDeclarations()) {

               expressions.add(decl.getExpression());

           }

       }

 

       if (model.getCreateContext() != null) {

           ContextDescriptor desc = model.getCreateContext().getDescriptor();

           collectExpressionsContextDesc(desc, expressions);

       }

 

       if (model.getCreateVariable() != null) {

           Expression expr = model.getCreateVariable().getOptionalAssignment();

           if (expr != null) {

               expressions.add(expr);

           }

       }

 

       if (model.getCreateWindow() != null) {

           Expression expr = model.getCreateWindow().getInsertWhereClause();

           if (expr != null) {

               expressions.add(expr);

           }

           for (View view : model.getCreateWindow().getViews()) {

               expressions.addAll(view.getParameters());

           }

       }

 

       if (model.getUpdateClause() != null) {

           if (model.getUpdateClause().getOptionalWhereClause() != null) {

               expressions.add(model.getUpdateClause().getOptionalWhereClause());

           }

           if (model.getUpdateClause().getAssignments() != null) {

               for (Assignment pair : model.getUpdateClause().getAssignments()) {

                   expressions.add(pair.getValue());

               }

           }

       }

                          

       // on-expr

       if (model.getOnExpr() != null) {

           if (model.getOnExpr() instanceof OnInsertSplitStreamClause) {

               OnInsertSplitStreamClause onSplit = (OnInsertSplitStreamClause) model.getOnExpr();

               for (OnInsertSplitStreamItem item : onSplit.getItems()) {
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                   if (item.getSelectClause() != null) {

                       for (SelectClauseElement selement : item.getSelectClause().getSelectList()) {

                           if (!(selement instanceof SelectClauseExpression)) {

                               continue;

                           }

                           SelectClauseExpression sexpr = (SelectClauseExpression) selement;

                           expressions.add(sexpr.getExpression());

                       }							

                   }

                   if (item.getWhereClause() != null) {

                       expressions.add(item.getWhereClause());

                   }

               }

           }

           if (model.getOnExpr() instanceof OnSetClause) {

               OnSetClause onSet = (OnSetClause) model.getOnExpr();

               if (onSet.getAssignments() != null) {

                   for (Assignment aitem : onSet.getAssignments()) {

                       expressions.add(aitem.getValue());

                   }

               }

           }

           if (model.getOnExpr() instanceof OnUpdateClause) {

               OnUpdateClause onUpdate = (OnUpdateClause) model.getOnExpr();

               if (onUpdate.getAssignments() != null) {

                   for (Assignment bitem : onUpdate.getAssignments()) {

                       expressions.add(bitem.getValue());

                   }

               }

           }

           if (model.getOnExpr() instanceof OnMergeClause) {

               OnMergeClause onMerge = (OnMergeClause) model.getOnExpr();

               for (OnMergeMatchItem item : onMerge.getMatchItems()) {

                   if (item.getOptionalCondition() != null) {

                       expressions.add(item.getOptionalCondition());

                   }

                   for (OnMergeMatchedAction action : item.getActions()) {

                       if (action instanceof OnMergeMatchedDeleteAction) {

                           OnMergeMatchedDeleteAction delete = (OnMergeMatchedDeleteAction) action;

                           if (delete.getWhereClause() != null) {

                               expressions.add(delete.getWhereClause());

                           }

                       }

                       else if (action instanceof OnMergeMatchedUpdateAction) {

                           OnMergeMatchedUpdateAction update = (OnMergeMatchedUpdateAction) action;

                           if (update.getWhereClause() != null) {

                               expressions.add(update.getWhereClause());

                           }
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                           for (Assignment assignment : update.getAssignments()) {

                               expressions.add(assignment.getValue());

                           }

                       }

                       else if (action instanceof OnMergeMatchedInsertAction) {

                           OnMergeMatchedInsertAction insert = (OnMergeMatchedInsertAction) action;

                           if (insert.getWhereClause() != null) {

                               expressions.add(insert.getWhereClause());

                           }

                           for (SelectClauseElement element : insert.getSelectList()) {

                               if (element instanceof SelectClauseExpression) {

                                   SelectClauseExpression expr = (SelectClauseExpression) element;

                                   expressions.add(expr.getExpression());

                               }

                           }

                       }

                   }

               }

           }

       }

      

       // select clause

       if (model.getSelectClause() != null) {

           if (model.getSelectClause().getSelectList() != null) {

               for (SelectClauseElement selectItem : model.getSelectClause().getSelectList()) {

                   if (!(selectItem instanceof SelectClauseExpression)) {

                       continue;

                   }

                   SelectClauseExpression selectExpr = (SelectClauseExpression) selectItem;

                   expressions.add(selectExpr.getExpression());

               }

           }

       }

 

       // from clause

       if (model.getFromClause() != null) {

           for (Stream stream : model.getFromClause().getStreams()) {

               // filter stream

               if (stream instanceof FilterStream) {

                   FilterStream filterStream = (FilterStream) stream;

                   Filter filter = filterStream.getFilter();

                   if ((filter != null) && (filter.getFilter() != null)){

                       expressions.add(filterStream.getFilter().getFilter());

                   }

                   if ((filter != null) && (filter.getOptionalPropertySelects() != null)) {

                       for (ContainedEventSelect contained : filter.getOptionalPropertySelects()) {

                           for (SelectClauseElement selectItem : contained.getSelectClause().getSelectList()) {

                               if (!(selectItem instanceof SelectClauseExpression)) {
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                                   continue;

                               }

                               SelectClauseExpression selectExpr = (SelectClauseExpression) selectItem;

                               expressions.add(selectExpr.getExpression());

                           }

                           if (contained.getWhereClause() != null) {

                               expressions.add(contained.getWhereClause());

                           }

                       }

                   }

               }

               // pattern stream

               if (stream instanceof PatternStream) {

                   PatternStream patternStream = (PatternStream) stream;

                   collectPatternExpressions(expressions, patternStream.getExpression());

               }

               // method stream

               if (stream instanceof MethodInvocationStream) {

                   MethodInvocationStream methodStream = (MethodInvocationStream) stream;

                   if (methodStream.getParameterExpressions() != null) {

                       expressions.addAll(methodStream.getParameterExpressions());

                   }

               }

               if (stream instanceof ProjectedStream) {

                   ProjectedStream projectedStream = (ProjectedStream) stream;

                   if (projectedStream.getViews() != null) {

                       for (View view : projectedStream.getViews()) {

                           expressions.addAll(view.getParameters());

                       }

                   }

               }

           }

 

           if (model.getFromClause().getOuterJoinQualifiers() != null) {

               for (OuterJoinQualifier q : model.getFromClause().getOuterJoinQualifiers()) {

                   expressions.add(q.getLeft());

                   expressions.add(q.getRight());

                   for (PropertyValueExpressionPair pair : q.getAdditionalProperties()) {

                       expressions.add(pair.getLeft());

                       expressions.add(pair.getRight());

                   }

               }

           }

       }

      

       if (model.getWhereClause() != null) {

           expressions.add(model.getWhereClause());

       }
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       if (model.getGroupByClause() != null) {

           for (Expression groupByExpr : model.getGroupByClause().getGroupByExpressions()) {

               expressions.add(groupByExpr);

           }

       }

 

       if (model.getHavingClause() != null) {

           expressions.add(model.getHavingClause());

       }

 

       if (model.getOutputLimitClause() != null) {

           if (model.getOutputLimitClause().getWhenExpression() != null) {

               expressions.add(model.getOutputLimitClause().getWhenExpression());

           }

           if (model.getOutputLimitClause().getAndAfterTerminateAndExpr() != null) {

               expressions.add(model.getOutputLimitClause().getAndAfterTerminateAndExpr());

           }

           if (model.getOutputLimitClause().getThenAssignments() != null) {

               for (Assignment thenAssign : model.getOutputLimitClause().getThenAssignments()) {

                   expressions.add(thenAssign.getValue());

               }					

           }

           if (model.getOutputLimitClause().getAndAfterTerminateThenAssignments() != null) {

               for (Assignment thenAssign : model.getOutputLimitClause().getAndAfterTerminateThenAssignments()) {

                   expressions.add(thenAssign.getValue());

               }

           }

           if (model.getOutputLimitClause().getCrontabAtParameters() != null) {

               for (Expression expr : model.getOutputLimitClause().getCrontabAtParameters()) {

                   expressions.add(expr);

               }

           }

           if (model.getOutputLimitClause().getTimePeriodExpression() != null) {

               expressions.add(model.getOutputLimitClause().getTimePeriodExpression());

           }

           if (model.getOutputLimitClause().getAfterTimePeriodExpression() != null) {

               expressions.add(model.getOutputLimitClause().getAfterTimePeriodExpression());

           }

       }

      

       if (model.getOrderByClause() != null) {

           for (OrderByElement orderByElement : model.getOrderByClause().getOrderByExpressions()) {

               expressions.add(orderByElement.getExpression());

           }									

       }

      

       if (model.getMatchRecognizeClause() != null) {
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           if (model.getMatchRecognizeClause().getPartitionExpressions() != null) {

               for (Expression partitionExpr : model.getMatchRecognizeClause().getPartitionExpressions()) {

                   expressions.add(partitionExpr);

               }

           }

           for (SelectClauseElement selectItemMR : model.getMatchRecognizeClause().getMeasures()) {

               if (!(selectItemMR instanceof SelectClauseExpression)) {

                   continue;

               }

               SelectClauseExpression selectExprMR = (SelectClauseExpression) selectItemMR;

               expressions.add(selectExprMR.getExpression());

           }

           for (MatchRecognizeDefine define : model.getMatchRecognizeClause().getDefines()) {

               expressions.add(define.getExpression());

           }

           if (model.getMatchRecognizeClause().getIntervalClause() != null) {

               if (model.getMatchRecognizeClause().getIntervalClause().getExpression() != null) {

                   expressions.add(model.getMatchRecognizeClause().getIntervalClause().getExpression());

               }

           }

       }

 

       if (model.getForClause() != null) {

           for (ForClauseItem item : model.getForClause().getItems()) {

               if (item.getExpressions() != null) {

                   expressions.addAll(item.getExpressions());

               }

           }

       }

 

       if (model.getCreateDataFlow() != null) {

           for (DataFlowOperator op : model.getCreateDataFlow().getOperators()) {

               if (op.getParameters() == null || op.getParameters().isEmpty()) {

                   continue;

               }

               for (DataFlowOperatorParameter param : op.getParameters()) {

                   if (param.getParameterValue() instanceof Expression) {

                       expressions.add((Expression) param.getParameterValue());

                   }

               }

           }

       }

 

       return expressions;

   }

 

   private static void collectExpressionsContextDesc(ContextDescriptor desc, List<Expression> expressions) {

       if (desc instanceof ContextDescriptorKeyedSegmented) {
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           ContextDescriptorKeyedSegmented ks = (ContextDescriptorKeyedSegmented) desc;

           for (ContextDescriptorKeyedSegmentedItem item : ks.getItems()) {

               if (item.getFilter().getFilter() != null) {

                   expressions.add(item.getFilter().getFilter());

               }

           }

       }

       if (desc instanceof ContextDescriptorCategory) {

           ContextDescriptorCategory cat = (ContextDescriptorCategory) desc;

           for (ContextDescriptorCategoryItem item : cat.getItems()) {

               if (item.getExpression() != null) {

                   expressions.add(item.getExpression());

               }

           }

           if (cat.getFilter().getFilter() != null) {

               expressions.add(cat.getFilter().getFilter());

           }

       }

       if (desc instanceof ContextDescriptorInitiatedTerminated) {

           ContextDescriptorInitiatedTerminated ts = (ContextDescriptorInitiatedTerminated) desc;

           collectContextConditionExpressions(expressions, ts.getStartCondition());

           collectContextConditionExpressions(expressions, ts.getEndCondition());

       }

       if (desc instanceof ContextDescriptorHashSegmented) {

           ContextDescriptorHashSegmented hs = (ContextDescriptorHashSegmented) desc;

           for (ContextDescriptorHashSegmentedItem item : hs.getItems()) {

               if (item.getFilter().getFilter() != null) {

                   expressions.add(item.getFilter().getFilter());

               }

               if (item.getHashFunction() != null) {

                   expressions.add(item.getHashFunction());

               }

           }

       }

       if (desc instanceof ContextDescriptorNested) {

           ContextDescriptorNested nested = (ContextDescriptorNested) desc;

           for (CreateContextClause createCtx : nested.getContexts()) {

               collectExpressionsContextDesc(createCtx.getDescriptor(), expressions);

           }

       }

   }

 

   private static void collectContextConditionExpressions(List<Expression> expressions,

ContextDescriptorCondition condition) {

       if (condition instanceof ContextDescriptorConditionCrontab) {

           ContextDescriptorConditionCrontab crontab = (ContextDescriptorConditionCrontab) condition;

           expressions.addAll(crontab.getCrontabExpressions());

       }
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       else if (condition instanceof ContextDescriptorConditionFilter) {

           ContextDescriptorConditionFilter filter = (ContextDescriptorConditionFilter) condition;

           if (filter != null && filter.getFilter() != null && filter.getFilter().getFilter() != null) {

               expressions.add(filter.getFilter().getFilter());

           }

       }

       else if (condition instanceof ContextDescriptorConditionPattern) {

           ContextDescriptorConditionPattern pattern = (ContextDescriptorConditionPattern) condition;

           collectPatternExpressions(expressions, pattern.getPattern());

       }

       else if (condition instanceof ContextDescriptorConditionTimePeriod) {

           ContextDescriptorConditionTimePeriod ts = (ContextDescriptorConditionTimePeriod) condition;

           expressions.add(ts.getTimePeriod());

       }

   }

 

   private static void collectPatternExpressions(final List<Expression> expressions, PatternExpr expression) {

       SODAAnalyzerPatternCollector collector = new SODAAnalyzerPatternCollector() {

           public void visit(PatternExpr patternExpr)

           {

               if (patternExpr instanceof PatternFilterExpr) {

                   PatternFilterExpr filter = (PatternFilterExpr) patternExpr;

                   if (filter.getFilter().getFilter() != null) {

                       expressions.add(filter.getFilter().getFilter());

                   }

               }

           }

       };

       traversePatternRecursive(expression, collector);

   }

 

   private static void traversePatternRecursive(PatternExpr patternExpr, SODAAnalyzerPatternCollector

collectorFunction) {

       collectorFunction.visit(patternExpr);

       if (patternExpr == null){

           return;

       }

       if (patternExpr.getChildren() == null) {

           return;

       }

       for (PatternExpr child : patternExpr.getChildren()) {

           traversePatternRecursive(child, collectorFunction);

       }

   }

 

   public static List<MatchRecognizeRegEx> analyzeModelMatchRecogRegexs(EPStatementObjectModel model)

   {

       if (model.getMatchRecognizeClause() == null) {
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           return Collections.EMPTY_LIST;

       }

       return Collections.singletonList(model.getMatchRecognizeClause().getPattern());

   }

 

   public static List<PatternExpr> analyzeModelPatterns(EPStatementObjectModel model)

   {

       List<PatternExpr> result = new ArrayList<PatternExpr>();

       if (model.getFromClause() != null) {

           for (Stream stream : model.getFromClause().getStreams()) {

               // pattern stream

               if (stream instanceof PatternStream) {

                   PatternStream patternStream = (PatternStream) stream;

                   if (patternStream.getExpression() != null) {

                       result.add(patternStream.getExpression());

                   }

               }

           }

       }

 

       if (model.getCreateContext() != null) {

           ContextDescriptor desc = model.getCreateContext().getDescriptor();

           if (desc instanceof ContextDescriptorInitiatedTerminated) {

               ContextDescriptorInitiatedTerminated cat = (ContextDescriptorInitiatedTerminated) desc;

               analyzeContextCondition(cat.getStartCondition(), result);

               analyzeContextCondition(cat.getEndCondition(), result);

           }

       }

 

       return result;

   }

 

   private static void analyzeContextCondition(ContextDescriptorCondition condition, List<PatternExpr> result) {

       if (condition instanceof ContextDescriptorConditionPattern) {

           ContextDescriptorConditionPattern pattern = (ContextDescriptorConditionPattern) condition;

           if (pattern.getPattern() != null) {

               result.add(pattern.getPattern());

           }

       }

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *
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**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.core;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

 

public interface SelectExprProcessorDeliveryCallback

{

   public EventBean selected(Object[] result);

}

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.enummethod.eval;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluator;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluatorContext;

import com.espertech.esper.event.arr.ObjectArrayEventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.event.arr.ObjectArrayEventType;

 

import java.util.ArrayDeque;

import java.util.Collection;

 

public class EnumEvalWhereScalarIndex extends EnumEvalBaseScalarIndex implements EnumEval {

 

   public EnumEvalWhereScalarIndex(ExprEvaluator innerExpression, int streamNumLambda,

ObjectArrayEventType evalEventType, ObjectArrayEventType indexEventType) {

       super(innerExpression, streamNumLambda, evalEventType, indexEventType);

   }

 

   public Object evaluateEnumMethod(EventBean[] eventsLambda, Collection target, boolean isNewData,

ExprEvaluatorContext context) {

       if (target.isEmpty()) {

           return target;

       }

 

       ArrayDeque<Object> result = new ArrayDeque<Object>();

       ObjectArrayEventBean evalEvent = new ObjectArrayEventBean(new Object[1], evalEventType);

       ObjectArrayEventBean indexEvent = new ObjectArrayEventBean(new Object[1], indexEventType);
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       int count = -1;

       for (Object next : target) {

 

           count++;

 

           evalEvent.getProperties()[0] = next;

           eventsLambda[streamNumLambda] = evalEvent;

 

           indexEvent.getProperties()[0] = count;

           eventsLambda[streamNumLambda + 1] = indexEvent;

 

           Object pass = innerExpression.evaluate(eventsLambda, isNewData, context);

           if (pass == null || (!(Boolean) pass)) {

               continue;

           }

 

           result.add(next);

       }

 

       return result;

   }

}

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.enummethod.dot;

 

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluator;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprNode;

 

public class ExprDotEvalParamExpr extends ExprDotEvalParam {

 

   public ExprDotEvalParamExpr(int parameterNum, ExprNode body, ExprEvaluator bodyEvaluator) {

       super(parameterNum, body, bodyEvaluator);

   }

}

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *
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*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.spec;

 

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprNode;

import com.espertech.esper.filter.FilterSpecCompiled;

 

import java.util.ArrayList;

import java.util.List;

 

public class ContextDetailPartitioned implements ContextDetail {

 

   private static final long serialVersionUID = -7754347180148095977L;

   private final List<ContextDetailPartitionItem> items;

 

   public ContextDetailPartitioned(List<ContextDetailPartitionItem> items) {

       this.items = items;

   }

 

   public List<ContextDetailPartitionItem> getItems() {

       return items;

   }

 

   public List<FilterSpecCompiled> getFilterSpecsIfAny() {

       List<FilterSpecCompiled> filters = new ArrayList<FilterSpecCompiled>(items.size());

       for (ContextDetailPartitionItem item : items) {

           filters.add(item.getFilterSpecCompiled());

       }

       return filters;

   }

}

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.join.exec.composite;
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import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventPropertyGetter;

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventType;

import com.espertech.esper.collection.MultiKeyUntyped;

import com.espertech.esper.event.EventBeanUtility;

 

import java.util.HashSet;

import java.util.Map;

import java.util.TreeMap;

 

public class CompositeIndexEnterRemoveKeyed implements CompositeIndexEnterRemove {

 

   private final EventPropertyGetter[] propertyGetters;

   private final Class[] keyCoercionTypes;

   private CompositeIndexEnterRemove next;

 

   public CompositeIndexEnterRemoveKeyed(EventType eventType, String[] keysProps, Class[]

keyCoercionTypes) {

       this.keyCoercionTypes = keyCoercionTypes;

       propertyGetters = new EventPropertyGetter[keysProps.length];

       for (int i = 0; i < keysProps.length; i++)

       {

           propertyGetters[i] = EventBeanUtility.getAssertPropertyGetter(eventType, keysProps[i]);

       }

   }

 

   public void setNext(CompositeIndexEnterRemove next) {

       this.next = next;

   }

 

   public void enter(EventBean theEvent, Map parent) {

       MultiKeyUntyped mk = EventBeanUtility.getMultiKey(theEvent, propertyGetters, keyCoercionTypes);

       Map innerIndex = (Map) parent.get(mk);

       if (innerIndex == null) {

           innerIndex = new TreeMap<Object, Object>();

           parent.put(mk, innerIndex);

       }

       next.enter(theEvent, innerIndex);

   }

 

   public void remove(EventBean theEvent, Map parent) {

       MultiKeyUntyped mk = EventBeanUtility.getMultiKey(theEvent, propertyGetters, keyCoercionTypes);

       Map innerIndex = (Map) parent.get(mk);

       if (innerIndex == null) {

           return;

       }

       next.remove(theEvent, innerIndex);
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       if (innerIndex.isEmpty()) {

           parent.remove(mk);

       }

   }

 

   public void getAll(HashSet<EventBean> result, Map parent) {

       Map<MultiKeyUntyped, Map> map = parent;

       for (Map.Entry<MultiKeyUntyped, Map> entry : map.entrySet()) {

           next.getAll(result, entry.getValue());

       }

   }

}

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.spec;

 

import com.espertech.esper.filter.FilterSpecCompiled;

 

import java.io.Serializable;

import java.util.List;

 

public class CreateContextDesc implements Serializable {

 

   private static final long serialVersionUID = -5318225626899036861L;

   private final String contextName;

   private final ContextDetail contextDetail;

 

   public CreateContextDesc(String contextName, ContextDetail contextDetail) {

       this.contextName = contextName;

       this.contextDetail = contextDetail;

   }

 

   public String getContextName() {

       return contextName;

   }

 

   public ContextDetail getContextDetail() {

       return contextDetail;

   }
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   public List<FilterSpecCompiled> getFilterSpecs() {

       return contextDetail.getFilterSpecsIfAny();

   }

}

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.enummethod.eval;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.agg.aggregator.AggregatorAvgBigDecimal;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluatorContext;

 

import java.math.MathContext;

import java.util.Collection;

 

public class EnumEvalAverageBigDecimalScalar extends EnumEvalBase implements EnumEval {

 

   private final MathContext optionalMathContext;

 

   public EnumEvalAverageBigDecimalScalar(int streamCountIncoming, MathContext optionalMathContext) {

       super(streamCountIncoming);

       this.optionalMathContext = optionalMathContext;

   }

 

   public Object evaluateEnumMethod(EventBean[] eventsLambda, Collection target, boolean isNewData,

ExprEvaluatorContext context) {

 

       AggregatorAvgBigDecimal agg = new AggregatorAvgBigDecimal(optionalMathContext);

 

       for (Object next : target) {

 

           Number num = (Number) next;

           if (num == null) {

               continue;

           }

           agg.enter(num);

       }
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       return agg.getValue();

   }

}

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.join.exec.composite;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluator;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluatorContext;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.join.plan.QueryGraphRangeEnum;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.join.plan.QueryGraphValueEntryRange;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.join.plan.QueryGraphValueEntryRangeIn;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.join.plan.QueryGraphValueEntryRangeRelOp;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.lookup.SubordPropRangeKey;

 

import java.util.*;

 

public class CompositeIndexQueryRange implements CompositeIndexQuery {

 

   private final CompositeAccessStrategy strategy;

   private CompositeIndexQuery next;

 

   public CompositeIndexQueryRange(boolean isNWOnTrigger, int lookupStream, int numStreams,

SubordPropRangeKey subqRangeKey, Class coercionType) {

 

       QueryGraphValueEntryRange rangeProp = subqRangeKey.getRangeInfo();

 

       if (rangeProp.getType().isRange()) {

           QueryGraphValueEntryRangeIn rangeIn = (QueryGraphValueEntryRangeIn) rangeProp;

           ExprEvaluator start = rangeIn.getExprStart().getExprEvaluator();

           boolean includeStart = rangeProp.getType().isIncludeStart();

 

           ExprEvaluator end = rangeIn.getExprEnd().getExprEvaluator();

           boolean includeEnd = rangeProp.getType().isIncludeEnd();

 

           if (!rangeProp.getType().isRangeInverted()) {

               strategy = new CompositeAccessStrategyRangeNormal(isNWOnTrigger, lookupStream, numStreams,

start, includeStart, end, includeEnd, coercionType, ((QueryGraphValueEntryRangeIn)
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rangeProp).isAllowRangeReversal());

           }

           else {

               strategy = new CompositeAccessStrategyRangeInverted(isNWOnTrigger, lookupStream, numStreams,

start, includeStart, end, includeEnd, coercionType);

           }

       }

       else {

           QueryGraphValueEntryRangeRelOp relOp = (QueryGraphValueEntryRangeRelOp) rangeProp;

           ExprEvaluator key = relOp.getExpression().getExprEvaluator();

           if (rangeProp.getType() == QueryGraphRangeEnum.GREATER_OR_EQUAL) {

               strategy = new CompositeAccessStrategyGE(isNWOnTrigger, lookupStream, numStreams, key,

coercionType);

           }

           else if (rangeProp.getType() == QueryGraphRangeEnum.GREATER) {

               strategy = new CompositeAccessStrategyGT(isNWOnTrigger, lookupStream, numStreams, key,

coercionType);

           }

           else if (rangeProp.getType() == QueryGraphRangeEnum.LESS_OR_EQUAL) {

               strategy = new CompositeAccessStrategyLE(isNWOnTrigger, lookupStream, numStreams, key,

coercionType);

           }

           else if (rangeProp.getType() == QueryGraphRangeEnum.LESS) {

               strategy = new CompositeAccessStrategyLT(isNWOnTrigger, lookupStream, numStreams, key,

coercionType);

           }

           else {

               throw new IllegalArgumentException("Comparison operator " + rangeProp.getType() + " not supported");

           }

       }

   }

 

   public void add(EventBean theEvent, Map parent, Set<EventBean> result) {

       strategy.lookup(theEvent, parent, result, next, null);

   }

 

   public void add(EventBean[] eventsPerStream, Map parent, Collection<EventBean> result) {

       strategy.lookup(eventsPerStream, parent, result, next, null);

   }

 

   public Set<EventBean> get(EventBean theEvent, Map parent, ExprEvaluatorContext context) {

       return strategy.lookup(theEvent, parent, null, next, context);

   }

 

   public Collection<EventBean> get(EventBean[] eventsPerStream, Map parent, ExprEvaluatorContext context) {

       return strategy.lookup(eventsPerStream, parent, null, next, context);

   }
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   protected static Set<EventBean> handle(EventBean theEvent, SortedMap sortedMapOne, SortedMap

sortedMapTwo, Set<EventBean> result, CompositeIndexQuery next) {

       if (next == null) {

           if (result == null) {

               result = new HashSet<EventBean>();

           }

           addResults(sortedMapOne, sortedMapTwo, result);

           return result;

       }

       else {

           if (result == null) {

               result = new HashSet<EventBean>();

           }

           Map<Object, Map> map = (Map<Object, Map>) sortedMapOne;

           for (Map.Entry<Object, Map> entry : map.entrySet()) {

               next.add(theEvent, entry.getValue(), result);

           }

           if (sortedMapTwo != null) {

               map = (Map<Object, Map>) sortedMapTwo;

               for (Map.Entry<Object, Map> entry : map.entrySet()) {

                   next.add(theEvent, entry.getValue(), result);

               }

           }

           return result;

       }

   }

 

   protected static Collection<EventBean> handle(EventBean[] eventsPerStream, SortedMap sortedMapOne,

SortedMap sortedMapTwo, Collection<EventBean> result, CompositeIndexQuery next) {

       if (next == null) {

           if (result == null) {

               result = new HashSet<EventBean>();

           }

           addResults(sortedMapOne, sortedMapTwo, result);

           return result;

       }

       else {

           if (result == null) {

               result = new HashSet<EventBean>();

           }

           Map<Object, Map> map = (Map<Object, Map>) sortedMapOne;

           for (Map.Entry<Object, Map> entry : map.entrySet()) {

               next.add(eventsPerStream, entry.getValue(), result);

           }

           if (sortedMapTwo != null) {

               map = (Map<Object, Map>) sortedMapTwo;

               for (Map.Entry<Object, Map> entry : map.entrySet()) {

                   next.add(eventsPerStream, entry.getValue(), result);
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               }

           }

           return result;

       }

   }

 

   private static void addResults(SortedMap sortedMapOne, SortedMap sortedMapTwo, Collection<EventBean>

result) {

       Map<Object, Set<EventBean>> map = (Map<Object, Set<EventBean>>) sortedMapOne;

       for (Map.Entry<Object, Set<EventBean>> entry : map.entrySet()) {

           result.addAll(entry.getValue());

       }

 

       if (sortedMapTwo != null) {

           map = (Map<Object, Set<EventBean>>) sortedMapTwo;

           for (Map.Entry<Object, Set<EventBean>> entry : map.entrySet()) {

               result.addAll(entry.getValue());

           }

       }

   }

 

   public void setNext(CompositeIndexQuery next) {

       this.next = next;

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.parse;

 

import com.espertech.esper.antlr.ASTUtil;

import com.espertech.esper.collection.Pair;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprNode;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.generated.EsperEPL2GrammarParser;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.spec.ExpressionDeclItem;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.spec.ExpressionScriptProvided;

import org.antlr.runtime.tree.Tree;

 

import java.util.Collections;

import java.util.List;

import java.util.Map;

 

public class ASTExpressionDeclHelper
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{

   public static Pair<ExpressionDeclItem, ExpressionScriptProvided> walkExpressionDecl(Tree node, List<String>

scriptBodies, Map<Tree, ExprNode> astExprNodeMap) {

 

       String name = node.getChild(0).getText();

       if (node.getChild(1).getType() == EsperEPL2GrammarParser.EXPRESSIONDECL) {

           String expressionText = scriptBodies.remove(0);

           Tree parametersNode = ASTUtil.findFirstNode(node, EsperEPL2GrammarParser.EXPRCOL);

           List<String> parameters = Collections.emptyList();

           if (parametersNode != null) {

               parameters = ASTLibHelper.getIdentList(parametersNode);

           }

           Tree optionalReturnTypeNode = ASTUtil.findFirstNode(node, EsperEPL2GrammarParser.CLASS_IDENT);

           boolean optionalReturnTypeArray = ASTUtil.findFirstNode(node, EsperEPL2GrammarParser.LBRACK) !=

null;

           Tree optionalDialectNode = ASTUtil.findFirstNode(node, EsperEPL2GrammarParser.COLON);

           ExpressionScriptProvided script = new ExpressionScriptProvided(name, expressionText, parameters,

                   optionalReturnTypeNode != null ? optionalReturnTypeNode.getText() : null,

                   optionalReturnTypeArray,

                   optionalDialectNode != null ? optionalDialectNode.getChild(0).getText() : null);

           return new Pair<ExpressionDeclItem, ExpressionScriptProvided>(null, script);

       }

 

       Tree parentGoes = node.getChild(1);

       ExprNode inner = ASTExprHelper.getRemoveExpr(parentGoes.getChild(0), astExprNodeMap);

 

       List<String> parametersNames = Collections.emptyList();

       if (parentGoes.getChildCount() > 1) {

           if (parentGoes.getChild(1).getType() == EsperEPL2GrammarParser.GOES) {

               Tree paramParent = parentGoes.getChild(1);

               if (paramParent.getChild(0).getType() == EsperEPL2GrammarParser.EXPRCOL) {

                   parametersNames = ASTLibHelper.getIdentList(paramParent.getChild(0));

               }

               else {

                   parametersNames = Collections.singletonList(paramParent.getChild(0).getText());

               }

           }

       }

 

       ExpressionDeclItem expr = new ExpressionDeclItem(name, parametersNames, inner);

       return new Pair<ExpressionDeclItem, ExpressionScriptProvided>(expr, null);

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *
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* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.expression;

 

import com.espertech.esper.epl.agg.service.AggregationMethodFactory;

 

/**

* Represents the avg(...) aggregate function is an expression tree.

*/

public class ExprAvgNode extends ExprAggregateNodeBase

{

   private static final long serialVersionUID = 984275656068129627L;

 

   private final boolean hasFilter;

 

   /**

    * Ctor.

    * @param distinct - flag indicating unique or non-unique value aggregation

    */

   public ExprAvgNode(boolean distinct, boolean hasFilter)

   {

       super(distinct);

       this.hasFilter = hasFilter;

   }

 

   public AggregationMethodFactory validateAggregationChild(ExprValidationContext validationContext) throws

ExprValidationException

   {

       Class childType = super.validateNumericChildAllowFilter(validationContext.getStreamTypeService(),

hasFilter);

       return new ExprAvgNodeFactory(childType, super.isDistinct,

validationContext.getMethodResolutionService(), hasFilter);

   }

 

   protected String getAggregationFunctionName()

   {

       return "avg";

   }

 

   public final boolean equalsNodeAggregate(ExprAggregateNode node)

   {

       if (!(node instanceof ExprAvgNode))

       {

           return false;

       }

 

       return true;
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   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.expression;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.type.BitWiseOpEnum;

import com.espertech.esper.util.JavaClassHelper;

import org.apache.commons.logging.Log;

import org.apache.commons.logging.LogFactory;

 

/**

* Represents the bit-wise operators in an expression tree.

*/

public class ExprBitWiseNode extends ExprNodeBase implements ExprEvaluator {

 

   private final BitWiseOpEnum _bitWiseOpEnum;

   private transient BitWiseOpEnum.Computer bitWiseOpEnumComputer;

   private Class resultType;

 

   private transient ExprEvaluator[] evaluators;

 

   private static final long serialVersionUID = 9035943176810365437L;

 

   /**

    * Ctor.

    * @param bitWiseOpEnum_ - type of math

    */

   public ExprBitWiseNode(BitWiseOpEnum bitWiseOpEnum_)

   {

       _bitWiseOpEnum = bitWiseOpEnum_;

   }

 

   public ExprEvaluator getExprEvaluator()

   {

       return this;

   }

 

   /**

    * Returns the bitwise operator.

    * @return operator
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    */

   public BitWiseOpEnum getBitWiseOpEnum()

   {

       return _bitWiseOpEnum;

   }

 

   public void validate(ExprValidationContext validationContext) throws ExprValidationException

   {

       if (this.getChildNodes().length != 2)

       {

           throw new ExprValidationException("BitWise node must have 2 child nodes");

       }

 

       evaluators = ExprNodeUtility.getEvaluators(this.getChildNodes());

       for (ExprEvaluator child : evaluators)

       {

           Class childType = child.getType();

           if ((!JavaClassHelper.isBoolean(childType)) && (!JavaClassHelper.isNumeric(childType)))

           {

               throw new ExprValidationException("Invalid datatype for bitwise " +

                       childType.getName() + " is not allowed");

           }

       }

 

       // Determine result type, set up compute function

       Class childTypeOne = evaluators[0].getType();

       Class childTypeTwo = evaluators[1].getType();

       if ((JavaClassHelper.isFloatingPointClass(childTypeOne)) ||

(JavaClassHelper.isFloatingPointClass(childTypeTwo)))

       {

           throw new ExprValidationException("Invalid type for bitwise " +

_bitWiseOpEnum.getComputeDescription()  + " operator");

       }

       else

       {

           Class childBoxedTypeOne = JavaClassHelper.getBoxedType(childTypeOne) ;

           Class childBoxedTypeTwo = JavaClassHelper.getBoxedType(childTypeTwo) ;

           if (childBoxedTypeOne == childBoxedTypeTwo)

           {

               resultType = childBoxedTypeOne;

               bitWiseOpEnumComputer = _bitWiseOpEnum.getComputer(resultType);

           }

           else

           {

               throw new ExprValidationException("Both nodes muts be of the same type for bitwise " +

_bitWiseOpEnum.getComputeDescription()  + " operator");

           }

       }
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   }

 

   public boolean isConstantResult()

   {

       return false;

   }

 

   public Class getType()

   {

       return resultType;

   }

 

   public Object evaluate(EventBean[] eventsPerStream, boolean isNewData, ExprEvaluatorContext

exprEvaluatorContext)

   {

       Object valueChildOne = evaluators[0].evaluate(eventsPerStream, isNewData, exprEvaluatorContext);

       Object valueChildTwo = evaluators[1].evaluate(eventsPerStream, isNewData, exprEvaluatorContext);

 

       if ((valueChildOne == null) || (valueChildTwo == null))

       {

           return null;

       }

 

       // bitWiseOpEnumComputer is initialized by validation

       return bitWiseOpEnumComputer.compute(valueChildOne, valueChildTwo);

   }

 

   public boolean equalsNode(ExprNode node)

   {

       if (!(node instanceof ExprBitWiseNode))

       {

           return false;

       }

 

       ExprBitWiseNode other = (ExprBitWiseNode) node;

 

       if (other._bitWiseOpEnum != _bitWiseOpEnum)

       {

           return false;

       }

 

       return true;

   }

 

   public String toExpressionString()

   {

       StringBuilder buffer = new StringBuilder();

       buffer.append('(');
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       buffer.append(getChildNodes()[0].toExpressionString());

       buffer.append(_bitWiseOpEnum.getComputeDescription());

       buffer.append(getChildNodes()[1].toExpressionString());

 

       buffer.append(')');

       return buffer.toString();

   }

 

   private static final Log log = LogFactory.getLog(ExprBitWiseNode.class);

}

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.spec.util;

 

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprSubselectNode;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.spec.*;

import com.espertech.esper.filter.FilterSpecCompiled;

import com.espertech.esper.pattern.EvalFilterFactoryNode;

import com.espertech.esper.pattern.EvalNodeAnalysisResult;

import com.espertech.esper.pattern.EvalNodeUtil;

 

import java.util.ArrayList;

import java.util.List;

 

public class StatementSpecCompiledAnalyzerResult {

 

   private final List<FilterSpecCompiled> filters;

   private final List<NamedWindowConsumerStreamSpec> namedWindowConsumers;

 

   public StatementSpecCompiledAnalyzerResult(List<FilterSpecCompiled> filters,

List<NamedWindowConsumerStreamSpec> namedWindowConsumers) {

       this.filters = filters;

       this.namedWindowConsumers = namedWindowConsumers;

   }

 

   public List<FilterSpecCompiled> getFilters() {

       return filters;

   }
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   public List<NamedWindowConsumerStreamSpec> getNamedWindowConsumers() {

       return namedWindowConsumers;

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.view;

 

import com.espertech.esper.core.context.util.AgentInstanceContext;

import com.espertech.esper.core.service.StatementContext;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprValidationException;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.spec.OutputLimitLimitType;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.spec.OutputLimitSpec;

 

/**

* An output condition that is satisfied at the first event

* of either a time-based or count-based batch.

*/

public class OutputConditionFirstFactory implements OutputConditionFactory

{

	private final OutputConditionFactory innerConditionFactory;

 

	public OutputConditionFirstFactory(OutputLimitSpec outputLimitSpec, StatementContext statementContext,

boolean isGrouped, boolean isWithHavingClause)

           throws ExprValidationException

   {

		OutputLimitSpec innerSpec = new OutputLimitSpec(outputLimitSpec.getRate(),

outputLimitSpec.getVariableName(), outputLimitSpec.getRateType(), OutputLimitLimitType.DEFAULT,

outputLimitSpec.getWhenExpressionNode(), outputLimitSpec.getThenExpressions(),

outputLimitSpec.getCrontabAtSchedule(), outputLimitSpec.getTimePeriodExpr(),

outputLimitSpec.getAfterTimePeriodExpr(), outputLimitSpec.getAfterNumberOfEvents(),

outputLimitSpec.isAndAfterTerminate(), outputLimitSpec.getAndAfterTerminateExpr(),

outputLimitSpec.getAndAfterTerminateThenExpressions());

		this.innerConditionFactory = OutputConditionFactoryFactory.createCondition(innerSpec, statementContext,

isGrouped, isWithHavingClause);

	}

 

   public OutputCondition make(AgentInstanceContext agentInstanceContext, OutputCallback outputCallback) {

       return new OutputConditionFirst(outputCallback, agentInstanceContext, innerConditionFactory);

   }

}
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/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.view;

 

import com.espertech.esper.core.context.util.AgentInstanceContext;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprValidationException;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.spec.OutputLimitLimitType;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.spec.OutputLimitSpec;

 

/**

* An output condition that is satisfied at the first event

* of either a time-based or count-based batch.

*/

public class OutputConditionFirst extends OutputConditionBase implements OutputCondition

{

	private final OutputCondition innerCondition;

	private boolean witnessedFirst;

 

	public OutputConditionFirst(OutputCallback outputCallback, AgentInstanceContext agentInstanceContext,

OutputConditionFactory innerConditionFactory)

   {

		super(outputCallback);

		OutputCallback localCallback = createCallbackToLocal();

		this.innerCondition = innerConditionFactory.make(agentInstanceContext, localCallback);

		this.witnessedFirst = false;

	}

 

	public void updateOutputCondition(int newEventsCount, int oldEventsCount)

	{

		if(!witnessedFirst)

		{

			witnessedFirst = true;

			boolean doOutput = true;

			boolean forceUpdate = false;

			outputCallback.continueOutputProcessing(doOutput, forceUpdate);

		}

		innerCondition.updateOutputCondition(newEventsCount, oldEventsCount);

	}

 

	private OutputCallback createCallbackToLocal()

	{

		return new OutputCallback()
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		{

			public void continueOutputProcessing(boolean doOutput, boolean forceUpdate)

			{

				OutputConditionFirst.this.continueOutputProcessing(forceUpdate);

			}

		};

	}

 

   public void terminated() {

       outputCallback.continueOutputProcessing(true, true);

   }

 

	private void continueOutputProcessing(boolean forceUpdate)

	{

		boolean doOutput = !witnessedFirst;

		outputCallback.continueOutputProcessing(doOutput, forceUpdate);

		witnessedFirst = false;

	}

}

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.virtualdw;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventType;

import com.espertech.esper.client.hook.VirtualDataWindowLookupContext;

import com.espertech.esper.client.hook.VirtualDataWindowLookupFieldDesc;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.lookup.SubordPropPlan;

 

import java.lang.annotation.Annotation;

import java.util.List;

 

public class VirtualDataWindowLookupContextSPI extends VirtualDataWindowLookupContext {

   private SubordPropPlan joinDesc;

   private boolean forceTableScan;

   private EventType[] outerTypePerStream;

   private String accessedByStatementName;

   private int accessedByStatementSequenceNum;

 

   public VirtualDataWindowLookupContextSPI(String statementName, String statementId, Annotation[]
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statementAnnotations, boolean fireAndForget, String namedWindowName,

List<VirtualDataWindowLookupFieldDesc> hashFields, List<VirtualDataWindowLookupFieldDesc> btreeFields,

SubordPropPlan joinDesc, boolean forceTableScan, EventType[] outerTypePerStream, String

accessedByStatementName, int accessedByStatementSequenceNum) {

       super(statementName, statementId, statementAnnotations, fireAndForget, namedWindowName, hashFields,

btreeFields);

       this.joinDesc = joinDesc;

       this.forceTableScan = forceTableScan;

       this.outerTypePerStream = outerTypePerStream;

       this.accessedByStatementName = accessedByStatementName;

       this.accessedByStatementSequenceNum = accessedByStatementSequenceNum;

   }

 

   public SubordPropPlan getJoinDesc() {

       return joinDesc;

   }

 

   public boolean isForceTableScan() {

       return forceTableScan;

   }

 

   public EventType[] getOuterTypePerStream() {

       return outerTypePerStream;

   }

 

   public String getAccessedByStatementName() {

       return accessedByStatementName;

   }

 

   public int getAccessedByStatementSequenceNum() {

       return accessedByStatementSequenceNum;

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.join.assemble;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.join.rep.Node;

import com.espertech.esper.util.IndentWriter;

 

import java.util.*;
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/**

* Assembly node for an event stream that is a branch with a two or more child nodes (required and optional) below

it.

*/

public class CartesianProdAssemblyNode extends BaseAssemblyNode

{

   private final int[] childStreamIndex; // maintain mapping of stream number to index in array

   private final boolean allSubStreamsOptional;

 

   // keep a reference to results for processing optional child nodes not generating results

   private List<Node> resultsForStream;

 

   // maintain for each child the list of stream number descending that child

   private int[][] subStreamsNumsPerChild;

   private int[][] combinedSubStreams; // for any cartesian product past 2 streams

 

   // For tracking when we only have a single event for this stream as a result

   private Node singleResultNode;

   private EventBean singleResultParentEvent;

   private List<EventBean[]>[] singleResultRowsPerStream;

   private boolean haveChildResults;

 

   // For tracking when we have multiple events for this stream

   private Map<EventBean, ChildStreamResults> completedEvents;

 

   /**

    * Ctor.

    * @param streamNum - is the stream number

    * @param numStreams - is the number of streams

    * @param allSubStreamsOptional - true if all child nodes to this node are optional, or false if

    * one or more child nodes are required for a result.

    */

   public CartesianProdAssemblyNode(int streamNum, int numStreams, boolean allSubStreamsOptional)

   {

       super(streamNum, numStreams);

       childStreamIndex = new int[numStreams];

       this.allSubStreamsOptional = allSubStreamsOptional;

   }

 

   public void addChild(BaseAssemblyNode childNode)

   {

       childStreamIndex[childNode.getStreamNum()] = childNodes.size();

       super.addChild(childNode);

   }

 

   public void init(List<Node>[] result)

   {
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       resultsForStream = result[streamNum];

       singleResultNode = null;

       singleResultParentEvent = null;

       singleResultRowsPerStream = null;

       haveChildResults = false;

 

       if (subStreamsNumsPerChild == null)

       {

           if (childNodes.size() < 2)

           {

               throw new IllegalStateException("Expecting at least 2 child nodes");

           }

           subStreamsNumsPerChild = new int[childNodes.size()][];

           for (int i = 0; i < childNodes.size(); i++)

           {

               subStreamsNumsPerChild[i] = childNodes.get(i).getSubstreams();

           }

 

           combinedSubStreams = RootCartProdAssemblyNode.computeCombined(subStreamsNumsPerChild);

       }

 

       if (resultsForStream != null)

       {

           int numNodes = resultsForStream.size();

           if (numNodes == 1)

           {

               Node node = resultsForStream.get(0);

               Set<EventBean> nodeEvents = node.getEvents();

 

               // If there is a single result event (typical case)

               if (nodeEvents.size() == 1)

               {

                   singleResultNode = node;

                   singleResultParentEvent = nodeEvents.iterator().next();

                   singleResultRowsPerStream = new LinkedList[childNodes.size()];

               }

           }

 

           if (singleResultNode == null)

           {

               completedEvents = new HashMap<EventBean, ChildStreamResults>();

           }

       }

       else

       {

           completedEvents = new HashMap<EventBean, ChildStreamResults>();

       }

   }
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   public void process(List<Node>[] result, Collection<EventBean[]> resultFinalRows, EventBean resultRootEvent)

   {

       // there cannot be child nodes to compute a cartesian product if this node had no results

       if (resultsForStream == null)

       {

           return;

       }

 

       // If this node's result set consisted of a single event

       if (singleResultNode != null)

       {

           // If no child has posted any rows

           if (!haveChildResults)

           {

               // And all substreams are optional, generate a row

               if (allSubStreamsOptional)

               {

                   EventBean[] row = new EventBean[numStreams];

                   row[streamNum] = singleResultParentEvent;

                   parentNode.result(row, streamNum, singleResultNode.getParentEvent(), singleResultNode,

resultFinalRows, resultRootEvent);

               }

               return;

           }

 

           // Compute the cartesian product

           postCartesian(singleResultRowsPerStream, singleResultNode, resultFinalRows, resultRootEvent);

           return;

       }

 

       // We have multiple events for this node, generate an event row for each event not yet received from

       // event rows generated by the child node.

       for (Node node : resultsForStream)

       {

           Set<EventBean> events = node.getEvents();

           for (EventBean theEvent : events)

           {

               ChildStreamResults results = completedEvents.get(theEvent);

 

               // If there were no results for the event posted by any child nodes

               if (results == null)

               {

                   if (allSubStreamsOptional)

                   {

                       EventBean[] row = new EventBean[numStreams];

                       row[streamNum] = theEvent;

                       parentNode.result(row, streamNum, node.getParentEvent(), node.getParent(), resultFinalRows,
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resultRootEvent);

                   }

                   continue;

               }

 

               // Compute the cartesian product

               postCartesian(results.getRowsPerStream(), node, resultFinalRows, resultRootEvent);

           }

       }

   }

 

   private void postCartesian(List<EventBean[]>[] rowsPerStream, Node node, Collection<EventBean[]>

resultFinalRows, EventBean resultRootEvent)

   {

       List<EventBean[]> result = new LinkedList<EventBean[]>();

       CartesianUtil.computeCartesian(

               rowsPerStream[0], subStreamsNumsPerChild[0],

               rowsPerStream[1], subStreamsNumsPerChild[1],

               result);

 

       if (rowsPerStream.length > 2)

       {

           for (int i = 0; i < subStreamsNumsPerChild.length - 2; i++)

           {

               List<EventBean[]> product = new LinkedList<EventBean[]>();

               CartesianUtil.computeCartesian(

                       result, combinedSubStreams[i],

                       rowsPerStream[i + 2], subStreamsNumsPerChild[i + 2],

                       product);

               result = product;

           }

       }

 

       for (EventBean[] row : result)

       {

           parentNode.result(row, streamNum, node.getParentEvent(), node.getParent(), resultFinalRows,

resultRootEvent);

       }

   }

 

   public void result(EventBean[] row, int fromStreamNum, EventBean myEvent, Node myNode,

Collection<EventBean[]> resultFinalRows, EventBean resultRootEvent)

   {

       // fill event in

       row[streamNum] = myEvent;

       int childStreamArrIndex = childStreamIndex[fromStreamNum];

 

       // treat single-event result for this stream
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       if (singleResultNode != null)

       {

           // record the fact that an event that was generated by a child

           haveChildResults = true;

 

           if (singleResultRowsPerStream == null)

           {

               singleResultRowsPerStream = new LinkedList[childNodes.size()];

           }

 

           List<EventBean[]> streamRows = singleResultRowsPerStream[childStreamArrIndex];

           if (streamRows == null)

           {

               streamRows = new LinkedList<EventBean[]>();

               singleResultRowsPerStream[childStreamArrIndex] = streamRows;

           }

 

           streamRows.add(row);

           return;

       }

 

       ChildStreamResults childStreamResults = completedEvents.get(myEvent);

       if (childStreamResults == null)

       {

           childStreamResults = new ChildStreamResults(childNodes.size());

           completedEvents.put(myEvent, childStreamResults);

       }

 

       childStreamResults.add(childStreamArrIndex, row);

   }

 

   public void print(IndentWriter indentWriter)

   {

       indentWriter.println("CartesianProdAssemblyNode streamNum=" + streamNum);

   }

 

   /**

    * Structure to represent a list of event result rows per stream.

    */

   public static class ChildStreamResults

   {

       private List<EventBean[]>[] rowsPerStream;

 

       /**

        * Ctor.

        * @param size - number of streams

        */

       public ChildStreamResults(int size)
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       {

           this.rowsPerStream = new LinkedList[size];

       }

 

       /**

        * Add result from stream.

        * @param fromStreamIndex - from stream

        * @param row - row to add

        */

       public void add(int fromStreamIndex, EventBean[] row)

       {

           List<EventBean[]> rows = rowsPerStream[fromStreamIndex];

           if (rows == null)

           {

               rows = new LinkedList<EventBean[]>();

               rowsPerStream[fromStreamIndex] = rows;

           }

 

           rows.add(row);

       }

 

       /**

        * Returns rows per stream.

        * @return rows per stream

        */

       public List<EventBean[]>[] getRowsPerStream()

       {

           return rowsPerStream;

       }

   }

}

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.script.jsr223;

 

import com.espertech.esper.epl.spec.ExpressionScriptCompiled;

 

import javax.script.CompiledScript;
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public class ExpressionScriptCompiledJSR223 implements ExpressionScriptCompiled {

   private final CompiledScript compiled;

 

   public ExpressionScriptCompiledJSR223(CompiledScript compiled) {

       this.compiled = compiled;

   }

 

   public CompiledScript getCompiled() {

       return compiled;

   }

 

   public Class getKnownReturnType() {

       return null;

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.join.pollindex;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventType;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.join.table.EventTable;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.join.table.PropertyIndexedEventTableSingleFactory;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.join.table.UnindexedEventTableList;

 

import java.util.List;

 

/**

* Strategy for building an index out of poll-results knowing the properties to base the index on.

*/

public class PollResultIndexingStrategyIndexSingle implements PollResultIndexingStrategy

{

   private final int streamNum;

   private final EventType eventType;

   private final String propertyName;

 

   /**

    * Ctor.

    * @param streamNum is the stream number of the indexed stream

    * @param eventType is the event type of the indexed stream

    * @param propertyName is the property names to be indexed

    */
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   public PollResultIndexingStrategyIndexSingle(int streamNum, EventType eventType, String propertyName)

   {

       this.streamNum = streamNum;

       this.eventType = eventType;

       this.propertyName = propertyName;

   }

 

   public EventTable index(List<EventBean> pollResult, boolean isActiveCache)

   {

       if (!isActiveCache)

       {

           return new UnindexedEventTableList(pollResult);

       }

       PropertyIndexedEventTableSingleFactory factory = new

PropertyIndexedEventTableSingleFactory(streamNum, eventType, propertyName, false, null);

       EventTable table = factory.makeEventTable();

       table.add(pollResult.toArray(new EventBean[pollResult.size()]));

       return table;

   }

 

   public String toQueryPlan() {

       return this.getClass().getSimpleName() + " properties " + propertyName;

   }

}

<!--

 ~ **************************************************************************************

 ~ * Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

 ~ * http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

 ~ * http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

 ~ * ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

 ~ * The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

 ~ * a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

 ~ **************************************************************************************

 -->

 

<html>

<head></head>

<body>

<p>

	Hints related to joins.

</p>

</body>

</html>

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *
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* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.core;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventType;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluator;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluatorContext;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprValidationException;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.spec.SelectClauseElementCompiled;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.spec.SelectClauseElementWildcard;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.spec.SelectClauseExprCompiledSpec;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.spec.SelectClauseStreamCompiledSpec;

 

import java.util.ArrayList;

 

/**

* Works in conjunction with {@link SelectExprResultProcessor} to present

* a result as an object array for 'natural' delivery.

*/

public class BindProcessor

{

   private ExprEvaluator[] expressionNodes;

   private Class[] expressionTypes;

   private String[] columnNamesAssigned;

 

   /**

    * Ctor.

    * @param selectionList the select clause

    * @param typesPerStream the event types per stream

    * @param streamNames the stream names

    * @throws ExprValidationException when the validation of the select clause failed

    */

   public BindProcessor(SelectClauseElementCompiled[] selectionList,

                        EventType[] typesPerStream,

                        String[] streamNames)

           throws ExprValidationException

   {

       ArrayList<ExprEvaluator> expressions = new ArrayList<ExprEvaluator>();

       ArrayList<Class> types = new ArrayList<Class>();

       ArrayList<String> columnNames = new ArrayList<String>();

 

       for (SelectClauseElementCompiled element : selectionList)

       {

           // handle wildcards by outputting each stream's underlying event

           if (element instanceof SelectClauseElementWildcard)

           {
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               for (int i = 0; i < typesPerStream.length; i++)

               {

                   final int streamNum = i;

                   final Class returnType = typesPerStream[streamNum].getUnderlyingType();

                  

                   expressions.add(new ExprEvaluator() {

 

                       public Object evaluate(EventBean[] eventsPerStream, boolean isNewData, ExprEvaluatorContext

exprEvaluatorContext)

                       {

                           EventBean theEvent = eventsPerStream[streamNum];

                           if (theEvent != null)

                           {

                               return theEvent.getUnderlying();

                           }

                           else

                           {

                               return null;

                           }

                       }

 

                       public Class getType()

                       {

                           return returnType;

                       }

 

                   });

                   types.add(returnType);

                   columnNames.add(streamNames[streamNum]);

               }

           }

 

           // handle stream wildcards by outputting the stream underlying event

           else if (element instanceof SelectClauseStreamCompiledSpec)

           {

               final SelectClauseStreamCompiledSpec streamSpec = (SelectClauseStreamCompiledSpec) element;

               final Class returnType = typesPerStream[streamSpec.getStreamNumber()].getUnderlyingType();

 

               expressions.add(new ExprEvaluator() {

 

                   public Object evaluate(EventBean[] eventsPerStream, boolean isNewData, ExprEvaluatorContext

exprEvaluatorContext)

                   {

                       EventBean theEvent = eventsPerStream[streamSpec.getStreamNumber()];

                       if (theEvent != null)

                       {

                           return theEvent.getUnderlying();

                       }
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                       else

                       {

                           return null;

                       }

                   }

 

                   public Class getType()

                   {

                       return returnType;

                   }

 

               });

               types.add(returnType);

               columnNames.add(streamNames[streamSpec.getStreamNumber()]);

           }

 

           // handle expressions

           else if (element instanceof SelectClauseExprCompiledSpec)

           {

               SelectClauseExprCompiledSpec expr = (SelectClauseExprCompiledSpec) element;

               ExprEvaluator evaluator = expr.getSelectExpression().getExprEvaluator();

               expressions.add(evaluator);

               types.add(evaluator.getType());

               if (expr.getAssignedName() != null)

               {

                   columnNames.add(expr.getAssignedName());

               }

               else

               {

                   columnNames.add(expr.getSelectExpression().toExpressionString());

               }

           }

           else

           {

               throw new IllegalStateException("Unrecognized select expression element of type " + element.getClass());

           }

       }

 

       expressionNodes = expressions.toArray(new ExprEvaluator[expressions.size()]);

       expressionTypes = types.toArray(new Class[types.size()]);

       columnNamesAssigned = columnNames.toArray(new String[columnNames.size()]);

   }

 

   /**

    * Process select expressions into columns for native dispatch.

    * @param eventsPerStream each stream's events

    * @param isNewData true for new events

    * @param exprEvaluatorContext context for expression evaluatiom
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    * @return object array with select-clause results

    */

   public Object[] process(EventBean[] eventsPerStream, boolean isNewData, ExprEvaluatorContext

exprEvaluatorContext)

   {

       Object[] parameters = new Object[expressionNodes.length];

 

       for (int i = 0; i < parameters.length; i++)

       {

           Object result = expressionNodes[i].evaluate(eventsPerStream, isNewData, exprEvaluatorContext);

           parameters[i] = result;

       }

 

       return parameters;

   }

 

   /**

    * Returns the expression types generated by the select-clause expressions.

    * @return types

    */

   public Class[] getExpressionTypes() {

       return expressionTypes;

   }

 

   /**

    * Returns the column names of select-clause expressions.

    * @return column names

    */

   public String[] getColumnNamesAssigned() {

       return columnNamesAssigned;

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.core;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventType;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluatorContext;

 

/**

* Interface for processors of select-clause items, implementors are computing results based on matching events.
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*/

public interface SelectExprProcessor

{

   /**

    * Returns the event type that represents the select-clause items.

    * @return event type representing select-clause items

    */

   public EventType getResultEventType();

 

   /**

    * Computes the select-clause results and returns an event of the result event type that contains, in it's

    * properties, the selected items.

    *

    *

    * @param eventsPerStream - is per stream the event

    * @param isNewData - indicates whether we are dealing with new data (istream) or old data (rstream)

    * @param isSynthesize - set to true to indicate that synthetic events are required for an iterator result set

    * @param exprEvaluatorContext

    * @return event with properties containing selected items

    */

   public EventBean process(EventBean[] eventsPerStream, boolean isNewData, boolean isSynthesize,

ExprEvaluatorContext exprEvaluatorContext);

}

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.join.plan;

 

import java.io.Serializable;

import java.io.StringWriter;

import java.util.List;

 

public abstract class QueryGraphValueEntryRange implements QueryGraphValueEntry, Serializable {

 

   private static final long serialVersionUID = 8991572541148988925L;

 

   private final QueryGraphRangeEnum type;

 

   protected QueryGraphValueEntryRange(QueryGraphRangeEnum type) {

       this.type = type;
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   }

 

   public QueryGraphRangeEnum getType() {

       return type;

   }

 

   public abstract String toQueryPlan();

 

   public static String toQueryPlan(List<QueryGraphValueEntryRange> rangeKeyPairs) {

       StringWriter writer = new StringWriter();

       String delimiter = "";

       for (QueryGraphValueEntryRange item : rangeKeyPairs) {

           writer.write(delimiter);

           writer.write(item.toQueryPlan());

           delimiter = ", ";

       }

       return writer.toString();

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.view;

 

import com.espertech.esper.epl.variable.VariableReader;

import com.espertech.esper.util.ExecutionPathDebugLog;

import org.apache.commons.logging.Log;

import org.apache.commons.logging.LogFactory;

 

/**

* Output limit condition that is satisfied when either

* the total number of new events arrived or the total number

* of old events arrived is greater than a preset value.

*/

public final class OutputConditionPolledCount implements OutputConditionPolled

{

   private long eventRate;

   private int newEventsCount;

   private int oldEventsCount;

   private final VariableReader variableReader;

   private boolean isFirst = true;

 

   /**
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    * Constructor.

    * @param eventRate is the number of old or new events that

    * must arrive in order for the condition to be satisfied

    * @param variableReader is for reading the variable value, if a variable was supplied, else null

    */

   public OutputConditionPolledCount(int eventRate, VariableReader variableReader)

   {

       if ((eventRate < 1) && (variableReader == null))

       {

           throw new IllegalArgumentException("Limiting output by event count requires an event count of at least 1 or

a variable name");

       }

       this.eventRate = eventRate;

       this.variableReader = variableReader;

       newEventsCount = eventRate;

       oldEventsCount = eventRate;

   }

 

   public final boolean updateOutputCondition(int newDataCount, int oldDataCount)

   {

       if (variableReader != null)

       {

           Object value = variableReader.getValue();

           if (value != null)

           {

               eventRate = ((Number) value).longValue();

           }

       }

 

       this.newEventsCount += newDataCount;

       this.oldEventsCount += oldDataCount;

 

       if (isSatisfied() || isFirst)

       {

       	if ((ExecutionPathDebugLog.isDebugEnabled) && (log.isDebugEnabled()))

           {

               log.debug(".updateOutputCondition() condition satisfied");

           }

           this.isFirst = false;

           this.newEventsCount = 0;

           this.oldEventsCount = 0;

           return true;

       }

       return false;

   }

 

   public final String toString()

   {
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       return this.getClass().getName() +

               " eventRate=" + eventRate;

   }

 

   private boolean isSatisfied()

   {

   	return (newEventsCount >= eventRate) || (oldEventsCount >= eventRate);

   }

 

   private static final Log log = LogFactory.getLog(OutputConditionPolledCount.class);

}

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.datetime.reformatop;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventType;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.datetime.eval.DatetimeLongCoercerFactory;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.datetime.eval.DatetimeMethodEnum;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.datetime.eval.ExprDotNodeFilterAnalyzerDesc;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprDotNodeFilterAnalyzerInput;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluatorContext;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprNode;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprValidationException;

 

import java.util.Calendar;

import java.util.Date;

import java.util.List;

 

public class ReformatOpBetweenConstantParams implements ReformatOp {

 

   private long first;

   private long second;

 

   public ReformatOpBetweenConstantParams(List<ExprNode> parameters) throws ExprValidationException {

       long paramFirst = getLongValue(parameters.get(0));

       long paramSecond = getLongValue(parameters.get(1));

 

       if (paramFirst > paramSecond) {
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           this.second = paramFirst;

           this.first = paramSecond;

       }

       else {

           this.first = paramFirst;

           this.second = paramSecond;

       }

       if (parameters.size() > 2) {

           if (!getBooleanValue(parameters.get(2))) {

               first = first + 1;

           }

           if (!getBooleanValue(parameters.get(3))) {

               second = second - 1;

           }

       }

   }

 

   private long getLongValue(ExprNode exprNode)

       throws ExprValidationException

   {

       Object value = exprNode.getExprEvaluator().evaluate(null, true, null);

       if (value == null) {

           throw new ExprValidationException("Date-time method 'between' requires non-null parameter values");

       }

       return DatetimeLongCoercerFactory.getCoercer(value.getClass()).coerce(value);

   }

 

   private boolean getBooleanValue(ExprNode exprNode)

       throws ExprValidationException

   {

       Object value = exprNode.getExprEvaluator().evaluate(null, true, null);

       if (value == null) {

           throw new ExprValidationException("Date-time method 'between' requires non-null parameter values");

       }

       return (Boolean) value;

   }

 

   public Object evaluate(Long ts, EventBean[] eventsPerStream, boolean newData, ExprEvaluatorContext

exprEvaluatorContext) {

       if (ts == null) {

           return null;

       }

       return evaluateInternal(ts);

   }

 

   public Object evaluate(Date d, EventBean[] eventsPerStream, boolean newData, ExprEvaluatorContext

exprEvaluatorContext) {

       if (d == null) {
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           return null;

       }

       return evaluateInternal(d.getTime());

   }

 

   public Object evaluate(Calendar cal, EventBean[] eventsPerStream, boolean newData, ExprEvaluatorContext

exprEvaluatorContext) {

       if (cal == null) {

           return null;

       }

       return evaluateInternal(cal.getTimeInMillis());

   }

 

   public Object evaluateInternal(long ts) {

       return first <= ts && ts <= second;

   }

 

   public Class getReturnType() {

       return Boolean.class;

   }

 

   public ExprDotNodeFilterAnalyzerDesc getFilterDesc(EventType[] typesPerStream, DatetimeMethodEnum

currentMethod, List<ExprNode> currentParameters, ExprDotNodeFilterAnalyzerInput inputDesc) {

       return null;

   }

}

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.enummethod.eval;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluator;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluatorContext;

 

import java.util.ArrayDeque;

import java.util.Collection;

import java.util.Deque;

 

public class EnumEvalSelectFromEvents extends EnumEvalBase implements EnumEval {
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   public EnumEvalSelectFromEvents(ExprEvaluator innerExpression, int streamCountIncoming) {

       super(innerExpression, streamCountIncoming);

   }

 

   public Object evaluateEnumMethod(EventBean[] eventsLambda, Collection target, boolean isNewData,

ExprEvaluatorContext context) {

 

       if (target.isEmpty()) {

           return target;

       }

 

       Collection<EventBean> beans = (Collection<EventBean>) target;

       Deque queue = new ArrayDeque();

       for (EventBean next : beans) {

           eventsLambda[streamNumLambda] = next;

 

           Object item = innerExpression.evaluate(eventsLambda, isNewData, context);

           if (item != null) {

               queue.add(item);

           }

       }

 

       return queue;

   }

}

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.datetime.calop;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.datetime.eval.DatetimeMethodEnum;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluatorContext;

 

import java.util.Calendar;

 

public class CalendarOpRound implements CalendarOp {

 

   private final CalendarFieldEnum fieldName;
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   private final int code;

 

   public CalendarOpRound(CalendarFieldEnum fieldName, DatetimeMethodEnum method) {

       this.fieldName = fieldName;

       if (method == DatetimeMethodEnum.ROUNDCEILING) {

           code = ApacheCommonsDateUtils.MODIFY_CEILING;

       }

       else if (method == DatetimeMethodEnum.ROUNDFLOOR) {

           code = ApacheCommonsDateUtils.MODIFY_TRUNCATE;

       }

       else if (method == DatetimeMethodEnum.ROUNDHALF) {

           code = ApacheCommonsDateUtils.MODIFY_ROUND;

       }

       else {

           throw new IllegalArgumentException("Unrecognized method '" + method + "'");

       }

   }

 

   public void evaluate(Calendar cal, EventBean[] eventsPerStream, boolean isNewData, ExprEvaluatorContext

context) {

       ApacheCommonsDateUtils.modify(cal, fieldName.getCalendarField(), code);

   }

}

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.core.eval;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventType;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.core.SelectExprProcessor;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluator;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluatorContext;

 

import java.util.Collections;

import java.util.HashMap;

import java.util.Map;

 

public abstract class EvalBaseMap extends EvalBase implements SelectExprProcessor {
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   protected EvalBaseMap(SelectExprContext selectExprContext, EventType resultEventType) {

       super(selectExprContext, resultEventType);

   }

 

   public abstract EventBean processSpecific(Map<String, Object> props, EventBean[] eventsPerStream, boolean

isNewData, boolean isSynthesize, ExprEvaluatorContext exprEvaluatorContext);

 

   public EventBean process(EventBean[] eventsPerStream, boolean isNewData, boolean isSynthesize,

ExprEvaluatorContext exprEvaluatorContext)

   {

       ExprEvaluator[] expressionNodes = selectExprContext.getExpressionNodes();

       String[] columnNames = selectExprContext.getColumnNames();

 

       // Evaluate all expressions and build a map of name-value pairs

       Map<String, Object> props;

       if (expressionNodes.length == 0)

       {

           props = Collections.EMPTY_MAP;

       }

       else

       {

           props = new HashMap<String, Object>();

           for (int i = 0; i < expressionNodes.length; i++)

           {

               Object evalResult = expressionNodes[i].evaluate(eventsPerStream, isNewData, exprEvaluatorContext);

               props.put(columnNames[i], evalResult);

           }

       }

 

       return processSpecific(props, eventsPerStream, isNewData, isSynthesize, exprEvaluatorContext);

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.core;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventType;

import com.espertech.esper.collection.*;

import com.espertech.esper.core.context.util.AgentInstanceContext;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.agg.service.AggregationService;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluatorContext;
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import com.espertech.esper.epl.spec.OutputLimitLimitType;

import com.espertech.esper.util.CollectionUtil;

import com.espertech.esper.view.Viewable;

 

import java.util.Iterator;

import java.util.LinkedList;

import java.util.List;

import java.util.Set;

 

/**

* Result set processor for the case: aggregation functions used in the select clause, and no group-by,

* and all properties in the select clause are under an aggregation function.

* <p>

* This processor does not perform grouping, every event entering and leaving is in the same group.

* Produces one old event and one new event row every time either at least one old or new event is received.

* Aggregation state is simply one row holding all the state.

*/

public class ResultSetProcessorRowForAll implements ResultSetProcessor

{

   private final ResultSetProcessorRowForAllFactory prototype;

   private final SelectExprProcessor selectExprProcessor;

   private final OrderByProcessor orderByProcessor;

   private final AggregationService aggregationService;

   private ExprEvaluatorContext exprEvaluatorContext;

 

   public ResultSetProcessorRowForAll(ResultSetProcessorRowForAllFactory prototype, SelectExprProcessor

selectExprProcessor, OrderByProcessor orderByProcessor, AggregationService aggregationService,

ExprEvaluatorContext exprEvaluatorContext) {

       this.prototype = prototype;

       this.selectExprProcessor = selectExprProcessor;

       this.orderByProcessor = orderByProcessor;

       this.aggregationService = aggregationService;

       this.exprEvaluatorContext = exprEvaluatorContext;

   }

 

   public void setAgentInstanceContext(AgentInstanceContext context) {

       this.exprEvaluatorContext = context;

   }

 

   public EventType getResultEventType()

   {

       return prototype.getResultEventType();

   }

 

   public UniformPair<EventBean[]> processJoinResult(Set<MultiKey<EventBean>> newEvents,

Set<MultiKey<EventBean>> oldEvents, boolean isSynthesize)

   {

       EventBean[] selectOldEvents = null;
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       EventBean[] selectNewEvents;

 

       if (prototype.isUnidirectional())

       {

           this.clear();

       }

 

       if (prototype.isSelectRStream())

       {

           selectOldEvents = getSelectListEvents(false, isSynthesize);

       }

 

       if (!newEvents.isEmpty())

       {

           // apply new data to aggregates

           for (MultiKey<EventBean> events : newEvents)

           {

               aggregationService.applyEnter(events.getArray(), null, exprEvaluatorContext);

           }

       }

       if (!oldEvents.isEmpty())

       {

           // apply old data to aggregates

           for (MultiKey<EventBean> events : oldEvents)

           {

               aggregationService.applyLeave(events.getArray(), null, exprEvaluatorContext);

           }

       }

 

       selectNewEvents = getSelectListEvents(true, isSynthesize);

 

       if ((selectNewEvents == null) && (selectOldEvents == null))

       {

           return null;

       }

       return new UniformPair<EventBean[]>(selectNewEvents, selectOldEvents);

   }

 

   public UniformPair<EventBean[]> processViewResult(EventBean[] newData, EventBean[] oldData, boolean

isSynthesize)

   {

       EventBean[] selectOldEvents = null;

       EventBean[] selectNewEvents;

 

       if (prototype.isSelectRStream())

       {

           selectOldEvents = getSelectListEvents(false, isSynthesize);

       }
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       EventBean[] eventsPerStream = new EventBean[1];

       if (newData != null)

       {

           // apply new data to aggregates

           for (int i = 0; i < newData.length; i++)

           {

               eventsPerStream[0] = newData[i];

               aggregationService.applyEnter(eventsPerStream, null, exprEvaluatorContext);

           }

       }

       if (oldData != null)

       {

           // apply old data to aggregates

           for (int i = 0; i < oldData.length; i++)

           {

               eventsPerStream[0] = oldData[i];

               aggregationService.applyLeave(eventsPerStream, null, exprEvaluatorContext);

           }

       }

 

       // generate new events using select expressions

       selectNewEvents = getSelectListEvents(true, isSynthesize);

 

       if ((selectNewEvents == null) && (selectOldEvents == null))

       {

           return null;

       }

 

       return new UniformPair<EventBean[]>(selectNewEvents, selectOldEvents);

   }

 

   private EventBean[] getSelectListEvents(boolean isNewData, boolean isSynthesize)

   {

       if (prototype.getOptionalHavingNode() != null)

       {

           Boolean result = (Boolean) prototype.getOptionalHavingNode().evaluate(null, isNewData,

exprEvaluatorContext);

           if ((result == null) || (!result))

           {

               return null;

           }

       }

 

       // Since we are dealing with strictly aggregation nodes, there are no events required for evaluating

       EventBean theEvent = selectExprProcessor.process(CollectionUtil.EVENT_PER_STREAM_EMPTY,

isNewData, isSynthesize, exprEvaluatorContext);
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       // The result is always a single row

       return new EventBean[] {theEvent};

   }

 

   private EventBean getSelectListEvent(boolean isNewData, boolean isSynthesize)

   {

       if (prototype.getOptionalHavingNode() != null)

       {

           Boolean result = (Boolean) prototype.getOptionalHavingNode().evaluate(null, isNewData,

exprEvaluatorContext);

           if ((result == null) || (!result))

           {

               return null;

           }

       }

 

       // Since we are dealing with strictly aggregation nodes, there are no events required for evaluating

       EventBean theEvent = selectExprProcessor.process(CollectionUtil.EVENT_PER_STREAM_EMPTY,

isNewData, isSynthesize, exprEvaluatorContext);

 

       // The result is always a single row

       return theEvent;

   }

 

   public Iterator<EventBean> getIterator(Viewable parent)

   {

       EventBean[] selectNewEvents = getSelectListEvents(true, true);

       if (selectNewEvents == null)

       {

           return CollectionUtil.NULL_EVENT_ITERATOR;

       }

       return new SingleEventIterator(selectNewEvents[0]);

   }

 

   public Iterator<EventBean> getIterator(Set<MultiKey<EventBean>> joinSet)

   {

       EventBean[] result = getSelectListEvents(true, true);

       return new ArrayEventIterator(result);

   }

 

   public void clear()

   {

       aggregationService.clearResults(exprEvaluatorContext);

   }

 

   public UniformPair<EventBean[]> processOutputLimitedJoin(List<UniformPair<Set<MultiKey<EventBean>>>>

joinEventsSet, boolean generateSynthetic, OutputLimitLimitType outputLimitLimitType)

   {
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       if (outputLimitLimitType == OutputLimitLimitType.LAST)

       {

           EventBean lastOldEvent = null;

           EventBean lastNewEvent = null;

 

           // if empty (nothing to post)

           if (joinEventsSet.isEmpty())

           {

               if (prototype.isSelectRStream())

               {

                   lastOldEvent = getSelectListEvent(false, generateSynthetic);

                   lastNewEvent = lastOldEvent;

               }

               else

               {

                   lastNewEvent = getSelectListEvent(false, generateSynthetic);

               }

           }

 

           for (UniformPair<Set<MultiKey<EventBean>>> pair : joinEventsSet)

           {

               if (prototype.isUnidirectional())

               {

                   this.clear();

               }

 

               Set<MultiKey<EventBean>> newData = pair.getFirst();

               Set<MultiKey<EventBean>> oldData = pair.getSecond();

 

               if ((lastOldEvent == null) && (prototype.isSelectRStream()))

               {

                   lastOldEvent = getSelectListEvent(false, generateSynthetic);

               }

 

               if (newData != null)

               {

                   // apply new data to aggregates

                   for (MultiKey<EventBean> eventsPerStream : newData)

                   {

                       aggregationService.applyEnter(eventsPerStream.getArray(), null, exprEvaluatorContext);

                   }

               }

               if (oldData != null)

               {

                   // apply old data to aggregates

                   for (MultiKey<EventBean> eventsPerStream : oldData)

                   {

                       aggregationService.applyLeave(eventsPerStream.getArray(), null, exprEvaluatorContext);
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                   }

               }

 

               lastNewEvent = getSelectListEvent(true, generateSynthetic);

           }

 

           EventBean[] lastNew = (lastNewEvent != null) ? new EventBean[] {lastNewEvent} : null;

           EventBean[] lastOld = (lastOldEvent != null) ? new EventBean[] {lastOldEvent} : null;

 

           if ((lastNew == null) && (lastOld == null))

           {

               return null;

           }

           return new UniformPair<EventBean[]>(lastNew, lastOld);

       }

       else

       {

           List<EventBean> newEvents = new LinkedList<EventBean>();

           List<EventBean> oldEvents = null;

           if (prototype.isSelectRStream())

           {

               oldEvents = new LinkedList<EventBean>();

           }

 

           List<Object> newEventsSortKey = null;

           List<Object> oldEventsSortKey = null;

           if (orderByProcessor != null)

           {

               newEventsSortKey = new LinkedList<Object>();

               if (prototype.isSelectRStream())

               {

                   oldEventsSortKey = new LinkedList<Object>();

               }

           }

 

           for (UniformPair<Set<MultiKey<EventBean>>> pair : joinEventsSet)

           {

               if (prototype.isUnidirectional())

               {

                   this.clear();

               }

 

               Set<MultiKey<EventBean>> newData = pair.getFirst();

               Set<MultiKey<EventBean>> oldData = pair.getSecond();

 

               if (prototype.isSelectRStream())

               {

                   getSelectListEvent(false, generateSynthetic, oldEvents);
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               }

 

               if (newData != null)

               {

                   // apply new data to aggregates

                   for (MultiKey<EventBean> row : newData)

                   {

                       aggregationService.applyEnter(row.getArray(), null, exprEvaluatorContext);

                   }

               }

               if (oldData != null)

               {

                   // apply old data to aggregates

                   for (MultiKey<EventBean> row : oldData)

                   {

                       aggregationService.applyLeave(row.getArray(), null, exprEvaluatorContext);

                   }

               }

 

               getSelectListEvent(false, generateSynthetic, newEvents);

           }

 

           EventBean[] newEventsArr = (newEvents.isEmpty()) ? null : newEvents.toArray(new

EventBean[newEvents.size()]);

           EventBean[] oldEventsArr = null;

           if (prototype.isSelectRStream())

           {

               oldEventsArr = (oldEvents.isEmpty()) ? null : oldEvents.toArray(new EventBean[oldEvents.size()]);

           }

 

           if (orderByProcessor != null)

           {

               Object[] sortKeysNew = (newEventsSortKey.isEmpty()) ? null : newEventsSortKey.toArray(new

Object[newEventsSortKey.size()]);

               newEventsArr = orderByProcessor.sort(newEventsArr, sortKeysNew, exprEvaluatorContext);

               if (prototype.isSelectRStream())

               {

                   Object[] sortKeysOld = (oldEventsSortKey.isEmpty()) ? null : oldEventsSortKey.toArray(new

Object[oldEventsSortKey.size()]);

                   oldEventsArr = orderByProcessor.sort(oldEventsArr, sortKeysOld, exprEvaluatorContext);

               }

           }

 

           if (joinEventsSet.isEmpty())

           {

               if (prototype.isSelectRStream())

               {

                   oldEventsArr = getSelectListEvents(false, generateSynthetic);
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               }

               newEventsArr = getSelectListEvents(true, generateSynthetic);

           }

 

           if ((newEventsArr == null) && (oldEventsArr == null))

           {

               return null;

           }

           return new UniformPair<EventBean[]>(newEventsArr, oldEventsArr);

       }

   }

 

   public UniformPair<EventBean[]> processOutputLimitedView(List<UniformPair<EventBean[]>>

viewEventsList, boolean generateSynthetic, OutputLimitLimitType outputLimitLimitType)

   {

       if (outputLimitLimitType == OutputLimitLimitType.LAST)

       {

           // For last, if there are no events:

           //   As insert stream, return the current value, if matching the having clause

           //   As remove stream, return the current value, if matching the having clause

           // For last, if there are events in the batch:

           //   As insert stream, return the newest value that is matching the having clause

           //   As remove stream, return the oldest value that is matching the having clause

 

           EventBean lastOldEvent = null;

           EventBean lastNewEvent = null;

           EventBean[] eventsPerStream = new EventBean[1];

 

           // if empty (nothing to post)

           if (viewEventsList.isEmpty())

           {

               if (prototype.isSelectRStream())

               {

                   lastOldEvent = getSelectListEvent(false, generateSynthetic);

                   lastNewEvent = lastOldEvent;

               }

               else

               {

                   lastNewEvent = getSelectListEvent(false, generateSynthetic);

               }

           }

 

           for (UniformPair<EventBean[]> pair : viewEventsList)

           {

               EventBean[] newData = pair.getFirst();

               EventBean[] oldData = pair.getSecond();

 

               if ((lastOldEvent == null) && (prototype.isSelectRStream()))
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               {

                   lastOldEvent = getSelectListEvent(false, generateSynthetic);

               }

 

               if (newData != null)

               {

                   // apply new data to aggregates

                   for (EventBean aNewData : newData)

                   {

                       eventsPerStream[0] = aNewData;

                       aggregationService.applyEnter(eventsPerStream, null, exprEvaluatorContext);

                   }

               }

               if (oldData != null)

               {

                   // apply old data to aggregates

                   for (EventBean anOldData : oldData)

                   {

                       eventsPerStream[0] = anOldData;

                       aggregationService.applyLeave(eventsPerStream, null, exprEvaluatorContext);

                   }

               }

 

               lastNewEvent = getSelectListEvent(false, generateSynthetic);

           }

 

           EventBean[] lastNew = (lastNewEvent != null) ? new EventBean[] {lastNewEvent} : null;

           EventBean[] lastOld = (lastOldEvent != null) ? new EventBean[] {lastOldEvent} : null;

 

           if ((lastNew == null) && (lastOld == null))

           {

               return null;

           }

           return new UniformPair<EventBean[]>(lastNew, lastOld);

       }

       else

       {

           List<EventBean> newEvents = new LinkedList<EventBean>();

           List<EventBean> oldEvents = null;

           if (prototype.isSelectRStream())

           {

               oldEvents = new LinkedList<EventBean>();

           }

 

           List<Object> newEventsSortKey = null;

           List<Object> oldEventsSortKey = null;

           if (orderByProcessor != null)

           {
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               newEventsSortKey = new LinkedList<Object>();

               if (prototype.isSelectRStream())

               {

                   oldEventsSortKey = new LinkedList<Object>();

               }

           }

 

           for (UniformPair<EventBean[]> pair : viewEventsList)

           {

               EventBean[] newData = pair.getFirst();

               EventBean[] oldData = pair.getSecond();

 

               if (prototype.isSelectRStream())

               {

                   getSelectListEvent(false, generateSynthetic, oldEvents);

               }

 

               EventBean[] eventsPerStream = new EventBean[1];

               if (newData != null)

               {

                   // apply new data to aggregates

                   for (EventBean aNewData : newData)

                   {

                       eventsPerStream[0] = aNewData;

                       aggregationService.applyEnter(eventsPerStream, null, exprEvaluatorContext);

                   }

               }

               if (oldData != null)

               {

                   // apply old data to aggregates

                   for (EventBean anOldData : oldData)

                   {

                       eventsPerStream[0] = anOldData;

                       aggregationService.applyLeave(eventsPerStream, null, exprEvaluatorContext);

                   }

               }

 

               getSelectListEvent(true, generateSynthetic, newEvents);

           }

 

           EventBean[] newEventsArr = (newEvents.isEmpty()) ? null : newEvents.toArray(new

EventBean[newEvents.size()]);

           EventBean[] oldEventsArr = null;

           if (prototype.isSelectRStream())

           {

               oldEventsArr = (oldEvents.isEmpty()) ? null : oldEvents.toArray(new EventBean[oldEvents.size()]);

           }

           if (orderByProcessor != null)
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           {

               Object[] sortKeysNew = (newEventsSortKey.isEmpty()) ? null : newEventsSortKey.toArray(new

Object[newEventsSortKey.size()]);

               newEventsArr = orderByProcessor.sort(newEventsArr, sortKeysNew, exprEvaluatorContext);

               if (prototype.isSelectRStream())

               {

                   Object[] sortKeysOld = (oldEventsSortKey.isEmpty()) ? null : oldEventsSortKey.toArray(new

Object[oldEventsSortKey.size()]);

                   oldEventsArr = orderByProcessor.sort(oldEventsArr, sortKeysOld, exprEvaluatorContext);

               }

           }

 

           if (viewEventsList.isEmpty())

           {

               if (prototype.isSelectRStream())

               {

                   oldEventsArr = getSelectListEvents(false, generateSynthetic);

               }

               newEventsArr = getSelectListEvents(true, generateSynthetic);

           }

 

           if ((newEventsArr == null) && (oldEventsArr == null))

           {

               return null;

           }

           return new UniformPair<EventBean[]>(newEventsArr, oldEventsArr);

       }

   }

 

   private void getSelectListEvent(boolean isNewData, boolean isSynthesize, List<EventBean> resultEvents)

   {

       if (prototype.getOptionalHavingNode() != null)

       {

           Boolean result = (Boolean) prototype.getOptionalHavingNode().evaluate(null, isNewData,

exprEvaluatorContext);

           if ((result == null) || (!result))

           {

               return;

           }

       }

 

       // Since we are dealing with strictly aggregation nodes, there are no events required for evaluating

       EventBean theEvent = selectExprProcessor.process(CollectionUtil.EVENT_PER_STREAM_EMPTY,

isNewData, isSynthesize, exprEvaluatorContext);

 

       resultEvents.add(theEvent);

   }
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   public boolean hasAggregation() {

       return true;

   }   

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.lookup;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluator;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluatorContext;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.join.table.PropertyIndexedEventTableSingle;

 

import java.util.Collection;

 

/**

* Index lookup strategy for subqueries.

*/

public class SubordIndexedTableLookupStrategySingleExpr implements SubordTableLookupStrategy

{

   /**

    * Stream numbers to get key values from.

    */

   protected final ExprEvaluator evaluator;

 

   private final EventBean[] events;

 

   /**

    * Index to look up in.

    */

   protected final PropertyIndexedEventTableSingle index;

 

   public SubordIndexedTableLookupStrategySingleExpr(int streamCountOuter, ExprEvaluator evaluator,

PropertyIndexedEventTableSingle index) {

       this.evaluator = evaluator;

       this.index = index;

       this.events = new EventBean[streamCountOuter+1];

   }

 

   /**

    * Returns index to look up in.

    * @return index to use
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    */

   public PropertyIndexedEventTableSingle getIndex()

   {

       return index;

   }

 

   public Collection<EventBean> lookup(EventBean[] eventsPerStream, ExprEvaluatorContext context)

   {

       Object key = getKey(eventsPerStream, context);

       return index.lookup(key);

   }

 

   public Collection<EventBean> lookup(Object[] keys) {

       return index.lookup(keys[0]);

   }

 

   /**

    * Get the index lookup keys.

    * @param eventsPerStream is the events for each stream

    * @return key object

    */

   protected Object getKey(EventBean[] eventsPerStream, ExprEvaluatorContext context)

   {

       System.arraycopy(eventsPerStream, 0, events, 1, eventsPerStream.length);

       return evaluator.evaluate(events, true, context);

   }

 

   public String toQueryPlan() {

       return this.getClass().getSimpleName() + " evaluator " + evaluator.getClass().getSimpleName();

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.core;

 

import com.espertech.esper.collection.TransformEventMethod;

import com.espertech.esper.collection.UniformPair;

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

 

/**

* Method to transform an event based on the select expression.

*/
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public class ResultSetProcessorSimpleTransform implements TransformEventMethod

{

   private final ResultSetProcessorBaseSimple resultSetProcessor;

   private final EventBean[] newData;

 

   /**

    * Ctor.

    * @param resultSetProcessor is applying the select expressions to the events for the transformation

    */

   public ResultSetProcessorSimpleTransform(ResultSetProcessorBaseSimple resultSetProcessor) {

       this.resultSetProcessor = resultSetProcessor;

       newData = new EventBean[1];

   }

 

   public EventBean transform(EventBean theEvent)

   {

       newData[0] = theEvent;

       UniformPair<EventBean[]> pair = resultSetProcessor.processViewResult(newData, null, true);

       return pair.getFirst()[0];

   }

}

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.join.plan;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventType;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.join.exec.base.ExecNode;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.join.exec.base.ExecNodeNoOp;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.join.table.EventTable;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.join.table.HistoricalStreamIndexList;

import com.espertech.esper.util.IndentWriter;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.virtualdw.VirtualDWView;

import com.espertech.esper.view.Viewable;

 

import java.lang.annotation.Annotation;

import java.util.HashSet;

import java.util.Map;

 

public class QueryPlanNodeNoOp extends QueryPlanNode {
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   private static final ExecNodeNoOp NOOP = new ExecNodeNoOp();

 

   public ExecNode makeExec(String statementName, String statementId, Annotation[] annotations, Map<String,

EventTable>[] indexesPerStream, EventType[] streamTypes, Viewable[] streamViews, HistoricalStreamIndexList[]

historicalStreamIndexLists, VirtualDWView[] viewExternal) {

       return NOOP;

   }

 

   public void addIndexes(HashSet<String> usedIndexes) {

   }

 

   @Override

   protected void print(IndentWriter writer) {

       writer.println("No-Op Execution");

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.spec;

 

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprNode;

 

/**

* Represents a single item in a SELECT-clause, with a name assigned

* either by the engine or by the user specifying an "as" tag name.

*/

public class SelectClauseExprCompiledSpec implements SelectClauseElementCompiled

{

   private ExprNode selectExpression;

   private String assignedName;

   private String providedName;

   private boolean isEvents;

 

   /**

    * Ctor.

    * @param selectExpression - the expression node to evaluate for matching events

    * @param assignedName - cannot be null as a name is always assigned or

    * system-determined

    */

   public SelectClauseExprCompiledSpec(ExprNode selectExpression, String assignedName, String providedName,

boolean isEvents)
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   {

       this.selectExpression = selectExpression;

       this.assignedName = assignedName;

       this.providedName = providedName;

       this.isEvents = isEvents;

   }

 

   /**

    * Returns the expression node representing the item in the select clause.

    * @return expression node for item

    */

   public ExprNode getSelectExpression()

   {

       return selectExpression;

   }

 

   /**

    * Returns the name of the item in the select clause.

    * @return name of item

    */

   public String getAssignedName()

   {

       return assignedName;

   }

 

   /**

    * Sets the select expression to use.

    * @param selectExpression to set

    */

   public void setSelectExpression(ExprNode selectExpression)

   {

       this.selectExpression = selectExpression;

   }

 

   /**

    * Sets the column name for the select expression.

    * @param assignedName is the column name

    */

   public void setAssignedName(String assignedName)

   {

       this.assignedName = assignedName;

   }

 

   public String getProvidedName() {

       return providedName;

   }

 

   public boolean isEvents() {
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       return isEvents;

   }

 

   public void setEvents(boolean events) {

       isEvents = events;

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.spec;

 

import java.util.List;

import java.util.ArrayList;

 

/**

* Specification for the on-set statement.

*/

public class OnTriggerSetDesc extends OnTriggerDesc

{

   private List<OnTriggerSetAssignment> assignments;

   private static final long serialVersionUID = -5104683353293495487L;

 

   /**

    * Ctor.

    * @param assignments is a list of assignments

    */

   public OnTriggerSetDesc(List<OnTriggerSetAssignment> assignments)

   {

       super(OnTriggerType.ON_SET);

       this.assignments = assignments;

   }

 

   /**

    * Returns a list of all variables assignment by the on-set

    * @return list of assignments

    */

   public List<OnTriggerSetAssignment> getAssignments()

   {

       return assignments;

   }

}
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/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.enummethod.eval;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluator;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluatorContext;

 

import java.util.Collection;

 

public class EnumEvalCountOfSelectorEvents extends EnumEvalBase implements EnumEval {

 

   public EnumEvalCountOfSelectorEvents(ExprEvaluator innerExpression, int streamCountIncoming) {

       super(innerExpression, streamCountIncoming);

   }

 

   public Object evaluateEnumMethod(EventBean[] eventsLambda, Collection target, boolean isNewData,

ExprEvaluatorContext context) {

       int count = 0;

 

       Collection<EventBean> beans = (Collection<EventBean>) target;

       for (EventBean next : beans) {

           eventsLambda[streamNumLambda] = next;

 

           Object pass = innerExpression.evaluate(eventsLambda, isNewData, context);

           if (pass == null || (!(Boolean) pass)) {

               continue;

           }

           count++;

       }

 

       return count;

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *
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* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.spec;

 

import com.espertech.esper.util.MetaDefItem;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprNode;

 

import java.io.Serializable;

import java.util.List;

 

public class ForClauseItemSpec implements MetaDefItem, Serializable

{

   private static final long serialVersionUID = 4374267047749646423L;

  

   private String keyword;

   private List<ExprNode> expressions;

 

   public ForClauseItemSpec(String keyword, List<ExprNode> expressions)

   {

       this.keyword = keyword;

       this.expressions = expressions;

   }

 

   public String getKeyword()

   {

       return keyword;

   }

 

   public void setKeyword(String keyword)

   {

       this.keyword = keyword;

   }

 

   public List<ExprNode> getExpressions()

   {

       return expressions;

   }

 

   public void setExpressions(List<ExprNode> expressions)

   {

       this.expressions = expressions;

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *
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* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.lookup;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluatorContext;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.join.table.EventTable;

 

import java.util.Collection;

 

/**

* Strategy for looking up, in some sort of table or index, or a set of events, potentially based on the

* events properties, and returning a set of matched events.

*/

public interface SubordTableLookupStrategyFactory

{

   public SubordTableLookupStrategy makeStrategy(EventTable eventTable);

 

   public String toQueryPlan();

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.view;

 

import com.espertech.esper.core.context.util.AgentInstanceContext;

import com.espertech.esper.core.service.EPStatementHandleCallback;

import com.espertech.esper.core.service.ExtensionServicesContext;

import com.espertech.esper.schedule.ScheduleHandleCallback;

import com.espertech.esper.schedule.ScheduleSlot;

import com.espertech.esper.util.ExecutionPathDebugLog;

import com.espertech.esper.util.StopCallback;

import org.apache.commons.logging.Log;

import org.apache.commons.logging.LogFactory;

 

/**

* Output condition that is satisfied at the end

* of every time interval of a given length.

*/

public final class OutputConditionTime extends OutputConditionBase implements OutputCondition, StopCallback

{
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   private static final boolean DO_OUTPUT = true;

	private static final boolean FORCE_UPDATE = true;

 

   private final AgentInstanceContext context;

   private final OutputConditionTimeFactory parent;

 

   private final ScheduleSlot scheduleSlot;

   private long msecIntervalSize;

   private Long currentReferencePoint;

   private boolean isCallbackScheduled;

   private EPStatementHandleCallback handle;

 

   public OutputConditionTime(OutputCallback outputCallback, AgentInstanceContext context,

OutputConditionTimeFactory outputConditionTimeFactory) {

       super(outputCallback);

       this.context = context;

       this.parent = outputConditionTimeFactory;

 

       this.scheduleSlot = context.getStatementContext().getScheduleBucket().allocateSlot();

       msecIntervalSize = parent.getMsecIntervalSize();

   }

 

   public final void updateOutputCondition(int newEventsCount, int oldEventsCount)

   {

       if ((ExecutionPathDebugLog.isDebugEnabled) && (log.isDebugEnabled()))

       {

       	log.debug(".updateOutputCondition, " +

       			"  newEventsCount==" + newEventsCount +

       			"  oldEventsCount==" + oldEventsCount);

       }

 

       if (currentReferencePoint == null)

       {

       	currentReferencePoint = context.getStatementContext().getSchedulingService().getTime();

       }

 

       // If we pull the interval from a variable, then we may need to reschedule

       if (parent.getTimePeriod().hasVariable())

       {

           Double numSeconds = (Double) parent.getTimePeriod().evaluate(null, true, context);

           if (numSeconds != null)

           {

               long newMsecIntervalSize = Math.round(1000 * numSeconds);

 

               // reschedule if the interval changed

               if (newMsecIntervalSize != msecIntervalSize)

               {

                   if (isCallbackScheduled)
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                   {

                       // reschedule

                       context.getStatementContext().getSchedulingService().remove(handle, scheduleSlot);

                       scheduleCallback();

                   }

               }

           }

       }

 

       // Schedule the next callback if there is none currently scheduled

       if (!isCallbackScheduled)

       {

       	scheduleCallback();

       }

   }

 

   public final String toString()

   {

       return this.getClass().getName() +

               " msecIntervalSize=" + msecIntervalSize;

   }

 

   private void scheduleCallback()

   {

       // If we pull the interval from a variable, get the current interval length

       if (parent.getTimePeriod().hasVariable())

       {

           Double param = (Double) parent.getTimePeriod().evaluate(null, true, context);

           if (param != null)

           {

               msecIntervalSize = Math.round(1000 * param);

           }

       }

 

   	isCallbackScheduled = true;

       long current = context.getStatementContext().getSchedulingService().getTime();

       long afterMSec = computeWaitMSec(current, this.currentReferencePoint, this.msecIntervalSize);

 

       if ((ExecutionPathDebugLog.isDebugEnabled) && (log.isDebugEnabled()))

       {

           log.debug(".scheduleCallback Scheduled new callback for " +

                   " afterMsec=" + afterMSec +

                   " now=" + current +

                   " currentReferencePoint=" + currentReferencePoint +

                   " msecIntervalSize=" + msecIntervalSize);

       }

 

       ScheduleHandleCallback callback = new ScheduleHandleCallback() {
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           public void scheduledTrigger(ExtensionServicesContext extensionServicesContext)

           {

               OutputConditionTime.this.isCallbackScheduled = false;

               OutputConditionTime.this.outputCallback.continueOutputProcessing(DO_OUTPUT, FORCE_UPDATE);

               scheduleCallback();

           }

       };

       handle = new EPStatementHandleCallback(context.getEpStatementAgentInstanceHandle(), callback);

       context.getStatementContext().getSchedulingService().add(afterMSec, handle, scheduleSlot);

       context.addTerminationCallback(this);

   }

 

   public void stop() {

       if (handle != null) {

           context.getStatementContext().getSchedulingService().remove(handle, scheduleSlot);

       }

   }

 

   /**

    * Given a current time and a reference time and an interval size, compute the amount of

    * milliseconds till the next interval.

    * @param current is the current time

    * @param reference is the reference point

    * @param interval is the interval size

    * @return milliseconds after current time that marks the end of the current interval

    */

   protected static long computeWaitMSec(long current, long reference, long interval)

   {

       // Example:  current c=2300, reference r=1000, interval i=500, solution s=200

       //

       // int n = ((2300 - 1000) / 500) = 2

       // r + (n + 1) * i - c = 200

       //

       // Negative example:  current c=2300, reference r=4200, interval i=500, solution s=400

       // int n = ((2300 - 4200) / 500) = -3

       // r + (n + 1) * i - c = 4200 - 3*500 - 2300 = 400

       //

       long n = (long) ( (current - reference) / (interval * 1f));

       if (reference > current)        // References in the future need to deduct one window

       {

           n--;

       }

       long solution = reference + (n + 1) * interval - current;

 

       if (solution == 0)

       {

           return interval;

       }
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       return solution;

   }

 

   private static final Log log = LogFactory.getLog(OutputConditionTime.class);

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.core;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.ConfigurationInformation;

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventType;

import com.espertech.esper.client.soda.ForClauseKeyword;

import com.espertech.esper.core.context.util.ContextDescriptor;

import com.espertech.esper.core.service.StatementResultService;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.core.eval.SelectExprStreamDesc;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.*;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.spec.*;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.variable.VariableService;

import com.espertech.esper.event.EventAdapterService;

import com.espertech.esper.event.EventTypeMetadata;

import com.espertech.esper.event.EventTypeSPI;

import com.espertech.esper.event.vaevent.ValueAddEventService;

import com.espertech.esper.schedule.TimeProvider;

import org.apache.commons.logging.Log;

import org.apache.commons.logging.LogFactory;

 

import java.lang.annotation.Annotation;

import java.util.*;

 

/**

* Factory for select expression processors.

*/

public class SelectExprProcessorFactory

{

   private static final Log log = LogFactory.getLog(SelectExprProcessorFactory.class);

 

   /**

    * Returns the processor to use for a given select-clause.

    * @param selectionList - the list of select clause elements/items, which are expected to have been validated

    * @param isUsingWildcard - true if the wildcard (*) occurs in the select clause

    * @param insertIntoDesc - contains column names for the optional insert-into clause (if supplied)

    * @param typeService - serves stream type information
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    * @param eventAdapterService - for generating wrapper instances for events

    * @param statementResultService handles listeners/subscriptions awareness to reduce output result generation

    * @param valueAddEventService - service that handles update events and variant events

    * @param selectExprEventTypeRegistry - registry for event type to statements

    * @param methodResolutionService - for resolving write methods

    * @param exprEvaluatorContext context for expression evalauation

    * @return select-clause expression processor

    * @throws ExprValidationException to indicate the select expression cannot be validated

    */

   public static SelectExprProcessor getProcessor(Collection<Integer> assignedTypeNumberStack,

                                                  SelectClauseElementCompiled[] selectionList,

                                                  boolean isUsingWildcard,

                                                  InsertIntoDesc insertIntoDesc,

                                                  ForClauseSpec forClauseSpec,

                                                  StreamTypeService typeService,

                                                  EventAdapterService eventAdapterService,

                                                  StatementResultService statementResultService,

                                                  ValueAddEventService valueAddEventService,

                                                  SelectExprEventTypeRegistry selectExprEventTypeRegistry,

                                                  MethodResolutionService methodResolutionService,

                                                  ExprEvaluatorContext exprEvaluatorContext,

                                                  VariableService variableService,

                                                  TimeProvider timeProvider,

                                                  String engineURI,

                                                  String statementId,

                                                  String statementName,

                                                  Annotation[] annotations,

                                                  ContextDescriptor contextDescriptor,

                                                  ConfigurationInformation configuration,

                                                  SelectExprProcessorDeliveryCallback selectExprProcessorCallback)

       throws ExprValidationException

   {

       if (selectExprProcessorCallback != null) {

           BindProcessor bindProcessor = new BindProcessor(selectionList, typeService.getEventTypes(),

typeService.getStreamNames());

           Map<String, Object> properties = new LinkedHashMap<String, Object>();

           for (int i = 0; i < bindProcessor.getColumnNamesAssigned().length; i++) {

               properties.put(bindProcessor.getColumnNamesAssigned()[i], bindProcessor.getExpressionTypes()[i]);

           }

           EventType eventType = eventAdapterService.createAnonymousObjectArrayType("Output_" +

statementName, properties);

           return new SelectExprProcessorWDeliveryCallback(eventType, bindProcessor,

selectExprProcessorCallback);

       }

 

       SelectExprProcessor synthetic = getProcessorInternal(assignedTypeNumberStack, selectionList,

isUsingWildcard, insertIntoDesc, typeService, eventAdapterService, valueAddEventService,

selectExprEventTypeRegistry, methodResolutionService, statementId, annotations, configuration);
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       // Handle binding as an optional service

       if (statementResultService != null)

       {

           // Handle for-clause delivery contract checking

           ExprNode[] groupedDeliveryExpr = null;

           boolean forDelivery = false;

           if (forClauseSpec != null) {

               for (ForClauseItemSpec item : forClauseSpec.getClauses()) {

                   if (item.getKeyword() == null) {

                       throw new ExprValidationException("Expected any of the " +

Arrays.toString(ForClauseKeyword.values()).toLowerCase() + " for-clause keywords after reserved keyword 'for'");

                   }

                   try {

                       ForClauseKeyword keyword = ForClauseKeyword.valueOf(item.getKeyword().toUpperCase());

                       if ((keyword == ForClauseKeyword.GROUPED_DELIVERY) &&

(item.getExpressions().isEmpty())) {

                           throw new ExprValidationException("The for-clause with the " +

ForClauseKeyword.GROUPED_DELIVERY.getName() + " keyword requires one or more grouping expressions");

                       }

                       if ((keyword == ForClauseKeyword.DISCRETE_DELIVERY) &&

(!item.getExpressions().isEmpty())) {

                           throw new ExprValidationException("The for-clause with the " +

ForClauseKeyword.DISCRETE_DELIVERY.getName() + " keyword does not allow grouping expressions");

                       }

                       if (forDelivery) {

                           throw new ExprValidationException("The for-clause with delivery keywords may only occur once

in a statement");

                       }

                   }

                   catch (RuntimeException ex) {

                       throw new ExprValidationException("Expected any of the " +

Arrays.toString(ForClauseKeyword.values()).toLowerCase() + " for-clause keywords after reserved keyword 'for'");

                   }

 

                   StreamTypeService type = new StreamTypeServiceImpl(synthetic.getResultEventType(), null, false,

engineURI);

                   groupedDeliveryExpr = new ExprNode[item.getExpressions().size()];

                   ExprValidationContext validationContext = new ExprValidationContext(type,

methodResolutionService, null, timeProvider, variableService, exprEvaluatorContext, eventAdapterService,

statementName, statementId, annotations, contextDescriptor);

                   for (int i = 0; i < item.getExpressions().size(); i++) {

                       groupedDeliveryExpr[i] = ExprNodeUtility.getValidatedSubtree(item.getExpressions().get(i),

validationContext);

                   }

                   forDelivery = true;

               }

           }
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           BindProcessor bindProcessor = new BindProcessor(selectionList, typeService.getEventTypes(),

typeService.getStreamNames());

           statementResultService.setSelectClause(bindProcessor.getExpressionTypes(),

bindProcessor.getColumnNamesAssigned(), forDelivery, ExprNodeUtility.getEvaluators(groupedDeliveryExpr),

exprEvaluatorContext);

           return new SelectExprResultProcessor(statementResultService, synthetic, bindProcessor);

       }

 

       return synthetic;

   }

 

   private static SelectExprProcessor getProcessorInternal(

                                                  Collection<Integer> assignedTypeNumberStack,

                                                  SelectClauseElementCompiled[] selectionList,

                                                  boolean isUsingWildcard,

                                                  InsertIntoDesc insertIntoDesc,

                                                  StreamTypeService typeService,

                                                  EventAdapterService eventAdapterService,

                                                  ValueAddEventService valueAddEventService,

                                                  SelectExprEventTypeRegistry selectExprEventTypeRegistry,

                                                  MethodResolutionService methodResolutionService,

                                                  String statementId,

                                                  Annotation[] annotations,

                                                  ConfigurationInformation configuration)

       throws ExprValidationException

   {

       // Wildcard not allowed when insert into specifies column order

   	if(isUsingWildcard && insertIntoDesc != null && !insertIntoDesc.getColumnNames().isEmpty())

   	{

   		throw new ExprValidationException("Wildcard not allowed when insert-into specifies column order");

   	}

 

       // Determine wildcard processor (select *)

       if (isWildcardsOnly(selectionList))

       {

           // For joins

           if (typeService.getStreamNames().length > 1)

           {

               log.debug(".getProcessor Using SelectExprJoinWildcardProcessor");

               return SelectExprJoinWildcardProcessorFactory.create(assignedTypeNumberStack, statementId,

typeService.getStreamNames(), typeService.getEventTypes(), eventAdapterService, insertIntoDesc,

selectExprEventTypeRegistry, methodResolutionService, annotations, configuration);

           }

           // Single-table selects with no insert-into

           // don't need extra processing

           else if (insertIntoDesc == null)

           {
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           	log.debug(".getProcessor Using wildcard processor");

               return new SelectExprWildcardProcessor(typeService.getEventTypes()[0]);

           }

       }

 

       // Verify the assigned or name used is unique

       verifyNameUniqueness(selectionList);

 

       // Construct processor

       SelectExprBuckets buckets = getSelectExpressionBuckets(selectionList);

 

       SelectExprProcessorHelper factory = new SelectExprProcessorHelper(assignedTypeNumberStack,

buckets.expressions, buckets.selectedStreams, insertIntoDesc, isUsingWildcard, typeService, eventAdapterService,

valueAddEventService, selectExprEventTypeRegistry, methodResolutionService, statementId, annotations,

configuration);

       SelectExprProcessor processor = factory.getEvaluator();

 

       // add reference to the type obtained

       EventTypeSPI type = (EventTypeSPI) processor.getResultEventType();

       if (type.getMetadata().getTypeClass() != EventTypeMetadata.TypeClass.ANONYMOUS) {

           selectExprEventTypeRegistry.add(processor.getResultEventType());

       }

       return processor;

   }

 

   /**

    * Verify that each given name occurs exactly one.

    * @param selectionList is the list of select items to verify names

    * @throws com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprValidationException thrown if a name occured more then

once

    */

   protected static void verifyNameUniqueness(SelectClauseElementCompiled[] selectionList) throws

ExprValidationException

   {

       Set<String> names = new HashSet<String>();

       for (SelectClauseElementCompiled element : selectionList)

       {

           if (element instanceof SelectClauseExprCompiledSpec)

           {

               SelectClauseExprCompiledSpec expr = (SelectClauseExprCompiledSpec) element;

               if (names.contains(expr.getAssignedName()))

               {

                   throw new ExprValidationException("Column name '" + expr.getAssignedName() + "' appears more

then once in select clause");

               }

               names.add(expr.getAssignedName());

           }

           else if (element instanceof SelectClauseStreamCompiledSpec)
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           {

               SelectClauseStreamCompiledSpec stream = (SelectClauseStreamCompiledSpec) element;

               if (stream.getOptionalName() == null)

               {

                   continue; // ignore no-name stream selectors

               }

               if (names.contains(stream.getOptionalName()))

               {

                   throw new ExprValidationException("Column name '" + stream.getOptionalName() + "' appears more

then once in select clause");

               }

               names.add(stream.getOptionalName());

           }

       }

   }

 

   private static boolean isWildcardsOnly(SelectClauseElementCompiled[] elements)

   {

       for (SelectClauseElementCompiled element : elements)

       {

           if (!(element instanceof SelectClauseElementWildcard))

           {

               return false;

           }

       }

       return true;

   }

 

   private static SelectExprBuckets getSelectExpressionBuckets(SelectClauseElementCompiled[] elements)

   {

       List<SelectClauseExprCompiledSpec> expressions = new ArrayList<SelectClauseExprCompiledSpec>();

       List<SelectExprStreamDesc> selectedStreams = new ArrayList<SelectExprStreamDesc>();

 

       for (SelectClauseElementCompiled element : elements)

       {

           if (element instanceof SelectClauseExprCompiledSpec)

           {

               SelectClauseExprCompiledSpec expr = (SelectClauseExprCompiledSpec) element;

               if (!isTransposingFunction(expr.getSelectExpression())) {

                   expressions.add(expr);

               }

               else {

                   selectedStreams.add(new SelectExprStreamDesc(expr));

               }

           }

           else if (element instanceof SelectClauseStreamCompiledSpec)

           {

               selectedStreams.add(new SelectExprStreamDesc((SelectClauseStreamCompiledSpec)element));
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           }

       }

       return new SelectExprBuckets(expressions, selectedStreams);

   }

 

   private static boolean isTransposingFunction(ExprNode selectExpression) {

       if (!(selectExpression instanceof ExprDotNode)) {

           return false;

       }

       ExprDotNode dotNode = (ExprDotNode) selectExpression;

       if

(dotNode.getChainSpec().get(0).getName().toLowerCase().equals(EngineImportService.EXT_SINGLEROW_FUN

CTION_TRANSPOSE)) {

           return true;

       }

       return false;

   }

 

   public static class SelectExprBuckets {

       private final List<SelectClauseExprCompiledSpec> expressions;

       private final List<SelectExprStreamDesc> selectedStreams;

 

       public SelectExprBuckets(List<SelectClauseExprCompiledSpec> expressions, List<SelectExprStreamDesc>

selectedStreams) {

           this.expressions = expressions;

           this.selectedStreams = selectedStreams;

       }

 

       public List<SelectExprStreamDesc> getSelectedStreams() {

           return selectedStreams;

       }

 

       public List<SelectClauseExprCompiledSpec> getExpressions() {

           return expressions;

       }

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.join.pollindex;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;
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import com.espertech.esper.client.EventType;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.join.table.EventTable;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.join.table.PropertySortedEventTableCoercedFactory;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.join.table.PropertySortedEventTableFactory;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.join.table.UnindexedEventTableList;

 

import java.util.List;

 

/**

* Strategy for building an index out of poll-results knowing the properties to base the index on.

*/

public class PollResultIndexingStrategySorted implements PollResultIndexingStrategy

{

   private final int streamNum;

   private final EventType eventType;

   private final String propertyName;

   private final Class coercionType;

 

   /**

    * Ctor.

    * @param streamNum is the stream number of the indexed stream

    * @param eventType is the event type of the indexed stream

    */

   public PollResultIndexingStrategySorted(int streamNum, EventType eventType, String propertyName, Class

coercionType)

   {

       this.streamNum = streamNum;

       this.eventType = eventType;

       this.propertyName = propertyName;

       this.coercionType = coercionType;

   }

 

   public EventTable index(List<EventBean> pollResult, boolean isActiveCache)

   {

       if (!isActiveCache)

       {

           return new UnindexedEventTableList(pollResult);

       }

       PropertySortedEventTableFactory tableFactory;

       if (coercionType == null) {

           tableFactory = new PropertySortedEventTableFactory(streamNum, eventType, propertyName);

       }

       else {

           tableFactory = new PropertySortedEventTableCoercedFactory(streamNum, eventType, propertyName,

coercionType);

       }

       EventTable table = tableFactory.makeEventTable();

       table.add(pollResult.toArray(new EventBean[pollResult.size()]));       
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       return table;

   }

 

   public String toQueryPlan() {

       return this.getClass().getSimpleName() + " property " + propertyName + " coercion " + coercionType;

   }

}

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.agg.access;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluator;

 

import java.lang.reflect.Array;

import java.util.Collection;

import java.util.Iterator;

 

/**

* Represents the aggregation accessor that provides the result for the "window" aggregation function.

*/

public class AggregationAccessorAll implements AggregationAccessor

{

   private final int streamNum;

   private final ExprEvaluator childNode;

   private final EventBean[] eventsPerStream;

   private final Class componentType;

 

   /**

    * Ctor.

    * @param streamNum stream id

    * @param childNode expression

    * @param componentType type

    */

   public AggregationAccessorAll(int streamNum, ExprEvaluator childNode, Class componentType)

   {

       this.streamNum = streamNum;

       this.childNode = childNode;

       this.eventsPerStream = new EventBean[streamNum + 1];
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       this.componentType = componentType;

   }

 

   public Object getValue(AggregationState state) {

       AggregationStateLinear linear = ((AggregationStateLinear) state);

       if (linear.size() == 0) {

           return null;

       }

       Object array = Array.newInstance(componentType, linear.size());

       Iterator<EventBean> it = linear.iterator();

       int count = 0;

       for (;it.hasNext();) {

           EventBean bean = it.next();

           eventsPerStream[streamNum] = bean;

           Object value = childNode.evaluate(eventsPerStream, true, null);

           Array.set(array, count++, value);

       }

 

       return array;

   }

 

   public Collection<EventBean> getEnumerableEvents(AggregationState state) {

       AggregationStateLinear linear = ((AggregationStateLinear) state);

       if (linear.size() == 0) {

           return null;

       }

       return linear.collectionReadOnly();

   }

 

   public EventBean getEnumerableEvent(AggregationState state) {

       return null;

   }

}

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.methodbase;

 

import com.espertech.esper.epl.enummethod.dot.ExprLambdaGoesNode;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprNode;
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import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprStreamUnderlyingNode;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprTimePeriod;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprValidationException;

import com.espertech.esper.util.JavaClassHelper;

 

import java.io.StringWriter;

import java.util.ArrayList;

import java.util.Collections;

import java.util.Iterator;

import java.util.List;

 

public class DotMethodUtil {

 

   public static DotMethodFPProvided getProvidedFootprint(List<ExprNode> parameters) {

       List<DotMethodFPProvidedParam> paramsList = new ArrayList<DotMethodFPProvidedParam>();

       for (ExprNode node : parameters) {

           if (!(node instanceof ExprLambdaGoesNode)) {

               paramsList.add(new DotMethodFPProvidedParam(0, node.getExprEvaluator().getType(), node));

               continue;

           }

           ExprLambdaGoesNode goesNode = (ExprLambdaGoesNode) node;

           paramsList.add(new DotMethodFPProvidedParam(goesNode.getGoesToNames().size(), null, goesNode));

       }

       return new DotMethodFPProvided(paramsList.toArray(new DotMethodFPProvidedParam[paramsList.size()]));

   }

 

   public static DotMethodFP validateParametersDetermineFootprint(DotMethodFP[] footprints,

DotMethodTypeEnum methodType, String methodUsedName, DotMethodFPProvided providedFootprint,

DotMethodInputTypeMatcher inputTypeMatcher)

       throws ExprValidationException

   {

       boolean isLambdaApplies = DotMethodTypeEnum.ENUM == methodType;

 

       // determine footprint candidates strictly based on parameters

       List<DotMethodFP> candidates = null;

       DotMethodFP bestMatch = null;

       for (DotMethodFP footprint : footprints) {

 

           DotMethodFPParam[] requiredParams = footprint.getParameters();

           if (requiredParams.length != providedFootprint.getParameters().length) {

               continue;

           }

 

           if (bestMatch == null) {    // take first if number of parameters matches

               bestMatch = footprint;

           }

 

           boolean paramMatch = true;
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           int count = 0;

           for (DotMethodFPParam requiredParam : requiredParams) {

 

               DotMethodFPProvidedParam providedParam = providedFootprint.getParameters()[count++];

               if (requiredParam.getLambdaParamNum() != providedParam.getLambdaParamNum()) {

                   paramMatch = false;

               }

           }

 

           if (paramMatch) {

               if (candidates == null) {

                   candidates = new ArrayList<DotMethodFP>(2);

               }

               candidates.add(footprint);

           }

       }

 

       // if there are multiple candidates, eliminate by input (event bean collection or component collection)

       if (candidates != null && candidates.size() > 1) {

           Iterator<DotMethodFP> candidateIt = candidates.iterator();

           for (;candidateIt.hasNext();) {

               DotMethodFP fp = candidateIt.next();

               if (!inputTypeMatcher.matches(fp)) {

                   candidateIt.remove();

               }

           }

       }

 

       // handle single remaining candidate

       if (candidates != null && candidates.size() == 1) {

           DotMethodFP found = candidates.get(0);

           validateSpecificTypes(methodUsedName, methodType, found.getParameters(),

providedFootprint.getParameters());

           return found;

       }

 

       // check all candidates in detail to see which one matches, take first one

       if (candidates != null && !candidates.isEmpty()) {

           bestMatch = candidates.get(0);

           Iterator<DotMethodFP> candidateIt = candidates.iterator();

           ExprValidationException firstException = null;

           for (;candidateIt.hasNext();) {

               DotMethodFP fp = candidateIt.next();

               try {

                   validateSpecificTypes(methodUsedName, methodType, fp.getParameters(),

providedFootprint.getParameters());

                   return fp;

               }
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               catch (ExprValidationException ex) {

                   if (firstException == null) {

                       firstException = ex;

                   }

               }

           }

           if (firstException != null) {

               throw firstException;

           }

       }

 

       String message = "Parameters mismatch for " + methodType.getTypeName() + " method '" + methodUsedName

+ "', the method ";

       if (bestMatch != null) {

           StringWriter buf = new StringWriter();

           buf.append(bestMatch.toStringFootprint(isLambdaApplies));

           buf.append(", but receives ");

           buf.append(DotMethodFP.toStringProvided(providedFootprint, isLambdaApplies));

           throw new ExprValidationException(message + "requires " + buf.toString());

       }

 

       if (footprints.length == 1) {

           throw new ExprValidationException(message + "requires " +

footprints[0].toStringFootprint(isLambdaApplies));

       }

       else {

           StringWriter buf = new StringWriter();

           String delimiter = "";

           for (DotMethodFP footprint : footprints) {

               buf.append(delimiter);

               buf.append(footprint.toStringFootprint(isLambdaApplies));

               delimiter = ", or ";

           }

           throw new ExprValidationException(message + "has multiple footprints accepting " + buf +

                   ", but receives " + DotMethodFP.toStringProvided(providedFootprint, isLambdaApplies));

       }

   }

 

   private static void validateSpecificTypes(String methodUsedName, DotMethodTypeEnum type,

DotMethodFPParam[] foundParams, DotMethodFPProvidedParam[] parameters)

       throws ExprValidationException

   {

       for (int i = 0; i < foundParams.length; i++) {

           DotMethodFPParam found = foundParams[i];

           DotMethodFPProvidedParam provided = parameters[i];

 

           // Lambda-type expressions not validated here

           if (found.getLambdaParamNum() > 0) {
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               continue;

           }

           validateSpecificType(methodUsedName, type, found.getType(), found.getSpecificType(),

provided.getReturnType(), i, provided.getExpression());

       }

   }

 

   public static void validateSpecificType(String methodUsedName, DotMethodTypeEnum type,

DotMethodFPParamTypeEnum expectedTypeEnum, Class expectedTypeClass, Class providedType, int

parameterNum, ExprNode parameterExpression)

           throws ExprValidationException

   {

       String message = "Error validating " + type.getTypeName() + " method '" + methodUsedName + "', ";

       if (expectedTypeEnum == DotMethodFPParamTypeEnum.BOOLEAN &&

(!JavaClassHelper.isBoolean(providedType))) {

           throw new ExprValidationException(message + "expected a boolean-type result for expression parameter " +

parameterNum + " but received " + JavaClassHelper.getClassNameFullyQualPretty(providedType));

       }

       if (expectedTypeEnum == DotMethodFPParamTypeEnum.NUMERIC &&

(!JavaClassHelper.isNumeric(providedType))) {

           throw new ExprValidationException(message + "expected a number-type result for expression parameter " +

parameterNum + " but received " + JavaClassHelper.getClassNameFullyQualPretty(providedType));

       }

       if (expectedTypeEnum == DotMethodFPParamTypeEnum.SPECIFIC) {

           Class boxedExpectedType = JavaClassHelper.getBoxedType(expectedTypeClass);

           Class boxedProvidedType = JavaClassHelper.getBoxedType(providedType);

           if (!JavaClassHelper.isSubclassOrImplementsInterface(boxedProvidedType, boxedExpectedType)) {

               throw new ExprValidationException(message + "expected a " + boxedExpectedType.getSimpleName() +

"-type result for expression parameter " + parameterNum + " but received " +

JavaClassHelper.getClassNameFullyQualPretty(providedType));

           }

       }

       if (expectedTypeEnum == DotMethodFPParamTypeEnum.TIME_PERIOD_OR_SEC) {

           if (parameterExpression instanceof ExprTimePeriod || parameterExpression instanceof

ExprStreamUnderlyingNode) {

               return;

           }

           if (!(JavaClassHelper.isNumeric(providedType))) {

               throw new ExprValidationException(message + "expected a time-period expression or a numeric-type

result for expression parameter " + parameterNum + " but received " +

JavaClassHelper.getClassNameFullyQualPretty(providedType));

           }

       }

       if (expectedTypeEnum == DotMethodFPParamTypeEnum.DATETIME) {

           if (!(JavaClassHelper.isDatetimeClass(providedType))) {

               throw new ExprValidationException(message + "expected a long-typed, Date-typed or Calendar-typed

result for expression parameter " + parameterNum + " but received " +

JavaClassHelper.getClassNameFullyQualPretty(providedType));
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           }

       }

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.join.base;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.collection.MultiKey;

import com.espertech.esper.collection.UniformPair;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluatorContext;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.join.table.EventTable;

 

import java.util.Arrays;

import java.util.LinkedHashSet;

import java.util.Map;

import java.util.Set;

 

/**

* Implements the function to determine a join result for a unidirectional stream-to-window joins,

* in which a single stream's events are ever only evaluated using a query strategy.

*/

public class JoinSetComposerStreamToWinImpl implements JoinSetComposer

{

   private final EventTable[][] repositories;

   private final int streamNumber;

   private final QueryStrategy queryStrategy;

 

   private final boolean isResetSelfJoinRepositories;

   private final boolean[] selfJoinRepositoryResets;

 

   private Set<MultiKey<EventBean>> emptyResults = new LinkedHashSet<MultiKey<EventBean>>();

   private Set<MultiKey<EventBean>> newResults = new LinkedHashSet<MultiKey<EventBean>>();

 

   /**

    * Ctor.

    * @param repositories - for each stream an array of (indexed/unindexed) tables for lookup.

    * @param isPureSelfJoin for self-joins

    * @param streamNumber is the undirectional stream

    * @param queryStrategy is the lookup query strategy for the stream

    * @param selfJoinRepositoryResets indicators for any stream's table that reset after strategy executon
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    */

   public JoinSetComposerStreamToWinImpl(Map<String, EventTable>[] repositories, boolean isPureSelfJoin, int

streamNumber, QueryStrategy queryStrategy, boolean[] selfJoinRepositoryResets)

   {

       this.repositories = JoinSetComposerUtil.toArray(repositories);

       this.streamNumber = streamNumber;

       this.queryStrategy = queryStrategy;

 

       this.selfJoinRepositoryResets = selfJoinRepositoryResets;

       if (isPureSelfJoin)

       {

           isResetSelfJoinRepositories = true;

           Arrays.fill(selfJoinRepositoryResets, true);

       }

       else

       {

           boolean flag = false;

           for (boolean selfJoinRepositoryReset : selfJoinRepositoryResets)

           {

               flag |= selfJoinRepositoryReset;

           }

           this.isResetSelfJoinRepositories = flag;

       }

   }

 

   public void init(EventBean[][] eventsPerStream)

   {

       for (int i = 0; i < eventsPerStream.length; i++)

       {

           if ((eventsPerStream[i] != null) && (i != streamNumber))

           {

               for (int j = 0; j < repositories[i].length; j++)

               {

                   repositories[i][j].add((eventsPerStream[i]));

               }

           }

       }

   }

 

   public void destroy()

   {

       for (EventTable[] repository : repositories)

       {

           if (repository != null) {

           	for (EventTable table : repository)

           	{

           		table.clear();

           	}
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           }

       }

   }

 

   public UniformPair<Set<MultiKey<EventBean>>> join(EventBean[][] newDataPerStream, EventBean[][]

oldDataPerStream, ExprEvaluatorContext exprEvaluatorContext)

   {

       newResults.clear();

 

       // We add and remove data in one call to each index.

       // Most indexes will add first then remove as newdata and olddata may contain the same event.

       // Unique indexes may remove then add.

       for (int stream = 0; stream < newDataPerStream.length; stream++) {

           if (stream != streamNumber) {

               for (int j = 0; j < repositories[stream].length; j++)

               {

                   repositories[stream][j].addRemove(newDataPerStream[stream], oldDataPerStream[stream]);

               }

           }

       }

 

       // join new data

       if (newDataPerStream[streamNumber] != null)

       {

           queryStrategy.lookup(newDataPerStream[streamNumber], newResults, exprEvaluatorContext);

       }

 

       // on self-joins there can be repositories which are temporary for join execution

       if (isResetSelfJoinRepositories)

       {

           for (int i = 0; i < selfJoinRepositoryResets.length; i++)

           {

               if (!selfJoinRepositoryResets[i])

               {

                   continue;

               }

               for (int j = 0; j < repositories[i].length; j++)

               {

                   repositories[i][j].clear();

               }

           }

       }

 

       return new UniformPair<Set<MultiKey<EventBean>>>(newResults, emptyResults);

   }

 

   public Set<MultiKey<EventBean>> staticJoin()

   {
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       throw new UnsupportedOperationException("Iteration over a unidirectional join is not supported");

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.lookup;

 

import com.espertech.esper.epl.join.exec.composite.CompositeIndexQuery;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.join.exec.composite.CompositeIndexQueryFactory;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.join.table.EventTable;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.join.table.PropertyCompositeEventTable;

 

import java.util.Collection;

 

/**

* Index lookup strategy for subqueries.

*/

public class SubordCompositeTableLookupStrategyFactory implements SubordTableLookupStrategyFactory

{

   private final CompositeIndexQuery innerIndexQuery;

   private final Collection<SubordPropRangeKey> rangeDescs;

 

   public SubordCompositeTableLookupStrategyFactory(boolean isNWOnTrigger, int numStreams,

Collection<SubordPropHashKey> keyExpr, Class[] coercionKeyTypes, Collection<SubordPropRangeKey>

rangeProps, Class[] coercionRangeTypes) {

       this.rangeDescs = rangeProps;

       this.innerIndexQuery = CompositeIndexQueryFactory.makeSubordinate(isNWOnTrigger, numStreams,

keyExpr, coercionKeyTypes, rangeProps, coercionRangeTypes);

   }

 

   public SubordTableLookupStrategy makeStrategy(EventTable eventTable) {

       return new SubordCompositeTableLookupStrategy(innerIndexQuery, (PropertyCompositeEventTable)

eventTable);

   }

 

   public String toQueryPlan() {

       return this.getClass().getSimpleName() + " ranges=" + SubordPropRangeKey.toQueryPlan(rangeDescs);

   }

 

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *
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* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.core;

 

import com.espertech.esper.collection.MultiKey;

import com.espertech.esper.collection.UniformPair;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.spec.OutputLimitLimitType;

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.event.EventBeanUtility;

import org.apache.commons.logging.Log;

import org.apache.commons.logging.LogFactory;

 

import java.util.List;

import java.util.Set;

 

/**

* Result set processor for the simplest case: no aggregation functions used in the select clause, and no group-by.

* <p>

* The processor generates one row for each event entering (new event) and one row for each event leaving (old

event).

*/

public abstract class ResultSetProcessorBaseSimple implements ResultSetProcessor

{

   private static final Log log = LogFactory.getLog(ResultSetProcessorBaseSimple.class);

 

   public void clear()

   {

       // No need to clear state, there is no state held

   }

 

   public UniformPair<EventBean[]> processOutputLimitedJoin(List<UniformPair<Set<MultiKey<EventBean>>>>

joinEventsSet, boolean generateSynthetic, OutputLimitLimitType outputLimitLimitType)

   {

       if (outputLimitLimitType != OutputLimitLimitType.LAST)

       {

           UniformPair<Set<MultiKey<EventBean>>> flattened = EventBeanUtility.flattenBatchJoin(joinEventsSet);

           return processJoinResult(flattened.getFirst(), flattened.getSecond(), generateSynthetic);

       }

 

       // Determine the last event of the insert and remove stream that matches having-criteria

       int index = joinEventsSet.size() - 1;

       EventBean lastNonEmptyNew = null;

       EventBean lastNonEmptyOld = null;

       while(index >= 0)
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       {

           UniformPair<Set<MultiKey<EventBean>>> pair = joinEventsSet.get(index);

           if ( ((pair.getFirst() != null) && (!pair.getFirst().isEmpty()) && (lastNonEmptyNew == null)) ||

                ((pair.getSecond() != null) && (!pair.getSecond().isEmpty()) && (lastNonEmptyOld == null)) )

           {

               UniformPair<EventBean[]> result = processJoinResult(pair.getFirst(), pair.getSecond(),

generateSynthetic);

 

               if ((lastNonEmptyNew == null) && (result != null) && (result.getFirst() != null) &&

(result.getFirst().length > 0))

               {

                   lastNonEmptyNew = result.getFirst()[result.getFirst().length - 1];

               }

               if ((lastNonEmptyOld == null) && (result != null) && (result.getSecond() != null) &&

(result.getSecond().length > 0))

               {

                   lastNonEmptyOld = result.getSecond()[result.getSecond().length - 1];

               }

           }

           if ((lastNonEmptyNew != null) && (lastNonEmptyOld != null))

           {

               break;

           }

           index--;

       }

 

       EventBean[] lastNew = null;

       if (lastNonEmptyNew != null) {

           lastNew = new EventBean[] {lastNonEmptyNew};

       }

       EventBean[] lastOld = null;

       if (lastNonEmptyOld != null) {

           lastOld = new EventBean[] {lastNonEmptyOld};

       }

 

       return new UniformPair<EventBean[]>(lastNew, lastOld);

   }

 

   public UniformPair<EventBean[]> processOutputLimitedView(List<UniformPair<EventBean[]>>

viewEventsList, boolean generateSynthetic, OutputLimitLimitType outputLimitLimitType)

   {

       if (outputLimitLimitType != OutputLimitLimitType.LAST)

       {

           UniformPair<EventBean[]> pair = EventBeanUtility.flattenBatchStream(viewEventsList);

           return processViewResult(pair.getFirst(), pair.getSecond(), generateSynthetic);

       }

 

       // Determine the last event of the insert and remove stream that matches having-criteria
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       int index = viewEventsList.size() - 1;

       EventBean lastNonEmptyNew = null;

       EventBean lastNonEmptyOld = null;

       while(index >= 0)

       {

           UniformPair<EventBean[]> pair = viewEventsList.get(index);

           if ( ((pair.getFirst() != null) && (pair.getFirst().length != 0) && (lastNonEmptyNew == null)) ||

                ((pair.getSecond() != null) && (pair.getSecond().length != 0) && (lastNonEmptyOld == null)) )

           {

               UniformPair<EventBean[]> result = processViewResult(pair.getFirst(), pair.getSecond(),

generateSynthetic);

 

               if ((lastNonEmptyNew == null) && (result != null) && (result.getFirst() != null) &&

(result.getFirst().length > 0))

               {

                   lastNonEmptyNew = result.getFirst()[result.getFirst().length - 1];

               }

               if ((lastNonEmptyOld == null) && (result != null) && (result.getSecond() != null) &&

(result.getSecond().length > 0))

               {

                   lastNonEmptyOld = result.getSecond()[result.getSecond().length - 1];

               }

           }

           if ((lastNonEmptyNew != null) && (lastNonEmptyOld != null))

           {

               break;

           }

           index--;

       }

 

       EventBean[] lastNew = null;

       if (lastNonEmptyNew != null) {

           lastNew = new EventBean[] {lastNonEmptyNew};

       }

       EventBean[] lastOld = null;

       if (lastNonEmptyOld != null) {

           lastOld = new EventBean[] {lastNonEmptyOld};

       }

 

       return new UniformPair<EventBean[]>(lastNew, lastOld);

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *
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* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.named;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventType;

import com.espertech.esper.client.annotation.AuditEnum;

import com.espertech.esper.core.service.ExprEvaluatorContextStatement;

import com.espertech.esper.core.service.InternalEventRouter;

import com.espertech.esper.core.service.StatementContext;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.core.*;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluator;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprValidationException;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.spec.*;

import com.espertech.esper.event.EventTypeMetadata;

import com.espertech.esper.event.EventTypeSPI;

import com.espertech.esper.event.map.MapEventType;

import com.espertech.esper.util.UuidGenerator;

 

import java.util.ArrayList;

import java.util.Collections;

import java.util.List;

 

/**

* Factory for handles for updates/inserts/deletes/select

*/

public class NamedWindowOnMergeHelper

{

   private List<NamedWindowOnMergeMatch> matched;

   private List<NamedWindowOnMergeMatch> unmatched;

 

   public NamedWindowOnMergeHelper(StatementContext statementContext,

                                   OnTriggerMergeDesc onTriggerDesc,

                                   EventType triggeringEventType,

                                   String triggeringStreamName,

                                   InternalEventRouter internalEventRouter,

                                   String namedWindowName,

                                   EventTypeSPI namedWindowType)

           throws ExprValidationException

   {

       matched = new ArrayList<NamedWindowOnMergeMatch>();

       unmatched = new ArrayList<NamedWindowOnMergeMatch>();

 

       int count = 1;

       for (OnTriggerMergeMatched matchedItem : onTriggerDesc.getItems()) {

           List<NamedWindowOnMergeAction> actions = new ArrayList<NamedWindowOnMergeAction>();

           for (OnTriggerMergeAction item : matchedItem.getActions()) {

               try {

                   if (item instanceof OnTriggerMergeActionInsert) {
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                       OnTriggerMergeActionInsert insertDesc = (OnTriggerMergeActionInsert) item;

                       actions.add(setupInsert(namedWindowName, internalEventRouter, namedWindowType, count,

insertDesc, triggeringEventType, triggeringStreamName, statementContext));

                   }

                   else if (item instanceof OnTriggerMergeActionUpdate) {

                       OnTriggerMergeActionUpdate updateDesc = (OnTriggerMergeActionUpdate) item;

                       NamedWindowUpdateHelper updateHelper =

NamedWindowUpdateHelper.make(namedWindowName, namedWindowType, updateDesc.getAssignments(),

onTriggerDesc.getOptionalAsName());

                       ExprEvaluator filterEval = updateDesc.getOptionalWhereClause() == null ? null :

updateDesc.getOptionalWhereClause().getExprEvaluator();

                       actions.add(new NamedWindowOnMergeActionUpd(filterEval, updateHelper));

                   }

                   else if (item instanceof OnTriggerMergeActionDelete) {

                       OnTriggerMergeActionDelete deleteDesc = (OnTriggerMergeActionDelete) item;

                       ExprEvaluator filterEval = deleteDesc.getOptionalWhereClause() == null ? null :

deleteDesc.getOptionalWhereClause().getExprEvaluator();

                       actions.add(new NamedWindowOnMergeActionDel(filterEval));

                   }

                   else {

                       throw new IllegalArgumentException("Invalid type of merge item '" + item.getClass() + "'");

                   }

                   count++;

               }

               catch (ExprValidationException ex) {

                   boolean isNot = item instanceof OnTriggerMergeActionInsert;

                   String message = "Exception encountered in when-" + (isNot?"not-":"") + "matched (clause " + count +

"): " + ex.getMessage();

                   throw new ExprValidationException(message, ex);

               }

           }

 

           if (matchedItem.isMatchedUnmatched()) {

               matched.add(new NamedWindowOnMergeMatch(matchedItem.getOptionalMatchCond(), actions));

           }

           else {

               unmatched.add(new NamedWindowOnMergeMatch(matchedItem.getOptionalMatchCond(), actions));

           }

       }

   }

 

   private NamedWindowOnMergeActionIns setupInsert(String namedWindowName, InternalEventRouter

internalEventRouter, EventTypeSPI eventTypeNamedWindow, int selectClauseNumber,

OnTriggerMergeActionInsert desc, EventType triggeringEventType, String triggeringStreamName,

StatementContext statementContext)

       throws ExprValidationException {

 

       // Compile insert-into info
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       String streamName = desc.getOptionalStreamName() != null ? desc.getOptionalStreamName() :

eventTypeNamedWindow.getName();

       List<SelectClauseElementCompiled> selectClause = desc.getSelectClauseCompiled();

       InsertIntoDesc insertIntoDesc = new InsertIntoDesc(SelectClauseStreamSelectorEnum.ISTREAM_ONLY,

streamName);

       for (String col : desc.getColumns()) {

           insertIntoDesc.add(col);

       }

 

       // rewrite any wildcards to use "stream.wildcard"

       if (triggeringStreamName == null) {

           triggeringStreamName = UuidGenerator.generate();

       }

       List<SelectClauseElementCompiled> selectNoWildcard = compileSelectNoWildcard(triggeringStreamName,

selectClause);

 

       // Set up event types for select-clause evaluation: The first type does not contain anything as its the named

window row which is not present for insert

       EventType dummyTypeNoProperties = new

MapEventType(EventTypeMetadata.createAnonymous("merge_named_window_insert"),

"merge_named_window_insert", 0, null, Collections.<String, Object>emptyMap(), null, null, null);

       EventType[] eventTypes = new EventType[] {dummyTypeNoProperties, triggeringEventType};

       String[] streamNames = new String[] {UuidGenerator.generate(), triggeringStreamName};

       StreamTypeService streamTypeService = new StreamTypeServiceImpl(eventTypes, streamNames, new

boolean[1], statementContext.getEngineURI(), false);

 

       // Get select expr processor

       SelectExprEventTypeRegistry selectExprEventTypeRegistry = new

SelectExprEventTypeRegistry(statementContext.getStatementName(),

statementContext.getStatementEventTypeRef());

       ExprEvaluatorContextStatement exprEvaluatorContext = new

ExprEvaluatorContextStatement(statementContext);

       SelectExprProcessor insertHelper =

SelectExprProcessorFactory.getProcessor(Collections.singleton(selectClauseNumber),

               selectNoWildcard.toArray(new SelectClauseElementCompiled[selectNoWildcard.size()]), false,

insertIntoDesc, null, streamTypeService,

               statementContext.getEventAdapterService(), statementContext.getStatementResultService(),

statementContext.getValueAddEventService(), selectExprEventTypeRegistry,

               statementContext.getMethodResolutionService(), exprEvaluatorContext,

statementContext.getVariableService(), statementContext.getTimeProvider(), statementContext.getEngineURI(),

statementContext.getStatementId(), statementContext.getStatementName(), statementContext.getAnnotations(),

statementContext.getContextDescriptor(), statementContext.getConfigSnapshot(), null);

       ExprEvaluator filterEval = desc.getOptionalWhereClause() == null ? null :

desc.getOptionalWhereClause().getExprEvaluator();

 

       InternalEventRouter routerToUser = streamName.equals(namedWindowName) ? null : internalEventRouter;

       boolean audit = AuditEnum.INSERT.getAudit(statementContext.getAnnotations()) != null;

       return new NamedWindowOnMergeActionIns(filterEval, insertHelper, routerToUser,
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statementContext.getEpStatementHandle(), statementContext.getInternalEventEngineRouteDest(), audit);

   }

 

   public static List<SelectClauseElementCompiled> compileSelectNoWildcard(String triggeringStreamName,

List<SelectClauseElementCompiled> selectClause) {

       List<SelectClauseElementCompiled> selectNoWildcard = new ArrayList<SelectClauseElementCompiled>();

       for (SelectClauseElementCompiled element : selectClause)

       {

           if (!(element instanceof SelectClauseElementWildcard))

           {

               selectNoWildcard.add(element);

               continue;

           }

           SelectClauseStreamCompiledSpec streamSelect = new

SelectClauseStreamCompiledSpec(triggeringStreamName, null);

           streamSelect.setStreamNumber(1);

           selectNoWildcard.add(streamSelect);

       }

       return selectNoWildcard;

   }

 

   public List<NamedWindowOnMergeMatch> getMatched() {

       return matched;

   }

 

   public List<NamedWindowOnMergeMatch> getUnmatched() {

       return unmatched;

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.join.exec.base;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluator;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluatorContext;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.join.rep.Cursor;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.join.table.PropertyIndexedEventTable;

 

import java.util.Set;

 

/**
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* Lookup on an index using a set of expression results as key values.

*/

public class IndexedTableLookupStrategyExpr implements JoinExecTableLookupStrategy

{

   private final PropertyIndexedEventTable index;

   private final int streamNum;

   private final EventBean[] eventsPerStream;

   private final ExprEvaluator[] evaluators;

 

   /**

    * Ctor.

    * @param index - index to look up in

    */

   public IndexedTableLookupStrategyExpr(ExprEvaluator[] evaluators, int streamNum,

PropertyIndexedEventTable index)

   {

       if (index == null) {

           throw new IllegalArgumentException("Unexpected null index received");

       }

       this.index = index;

       this.streamNum = streamNum;

       this.eventsPerStream = new EventBean[streamNum + 1];

       this.evaluators = evaluators;

   }

 

   /**

    * Returns index to look up in.

    * @return index to use

    */

   public PropertyIndexedEventTable getIndex()

   {

       return index;

   }

 

   public Set<EventBean> lookup(EventBean theEvent, Cursor cursor, ExprEvaluatorContext exprEvaluatorContext)

   {

       Object[] keys = new Object[evaluators.length];

       eventsPerStream[streamNum] = theEvent;

       for (int i = 0; i < evaluators.length; i++) {

           keys[i] = evaluators[i].evaluate(eventsPerStream, true, exprEvaluatorContext);

       }

       return index.lookup(keys);

   }

 

   public String toString()

   {

       return "IndexedTableLookupStrategyExpr expressions" +

               " index=(" + index + ')';
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   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.join.base;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.collection.MultiKey;

import com.espertech.esper.collection.UniformPair;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluatorContext;

import com.espertech.esper.view.Viewable;

 

import java.util.Set;

 

/**

* Interface for a prototype populating a join tuple result set from new data and old data for each stream.

*/

public interface JoinSetComposerPrototype

{

   public JoinSetComposerDesc create(Viewable[] streamViews, boolean isFireAndForget);

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.join.base;

 

/**

* Marker interface for indicators to join set processors.

*/

public interface JoinSetIndicator extends JoinSetProcessor

{

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *
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* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.variable;

 

/**

* A callback interface for indicating a change in variable value.

*/

public interface VariableChangeCallback

{

   /**

    * Indicate a change in variable value.

    * @param newValue new value

    * @param oldValue old value

    */

   public void update(Object newValue, Object oldValue);

}

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.db;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.ConfigurationDBRef;

import com.espertech.esper.client.ConfigurationException;

import org.apache.commons.logging.Log;

import org.apache.commons.logging.LogFactory;

 

import javax.sql.DataSource;

import java.lang.reflect.InvocationTargetException;

import java.lang.reflect.Method;

import java.sql.Connection;

import java.sql.SQLException;

import java.util.Properties;

 

/**

* Database connection factory using {@link javax.naming.InitialContext} and {@link javax.sql.DataSource} to

obtain connections.

*/

public class DatabaseDSFactoryConnFactory implements DatabaseConnectionFactory

{
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   private static final Log log = LogFactory.getLog(DatabaseDSFactoryConnFactory.class);

  

   private final ConfigurationDBRef.ConnectionSettings connectionSettings;

   private DataSource dataSource;

 

   /**

    * Ctor.

    * @param dsConfig is the datasource object name and initial context properties.

    * @param connectionSettings are the connection-level settings

    * @throws DatabaseConfigException when the factory cannot be configured

    */

   public DatabaseDSFactoryConnFactory(ConfigurationDBRef.DataSourceFactory dsConfig,

                                ConfigurationDBRef.ConnectionSettings connectionSettings)

           throws DatabaseConfigException

   {

       this.connectionSettings = connectionSettings;

 

       Class clazz;

       try

       {

           ClassLoader cl = Thread.currentThread().getContextClassLoader();

           clazz = Class.forName(dsConfig.getFactoryClassname(), true, cl);

       }

       catch (ClassNotFoundException e)

       {

           throw new DatabaseConfigException("Class '" + dsConfig.getFactoryClassname() + "' cannot be loaded");

       }

 

       Object obj;

       try

       {

           obj = clazz.newInstance();

       }

       catch (InstantiationException e)

       {

           throw new ConfigurationException("Class '" + clazz + "' cannot be instantiated");

       }

       catch (IllegalAccessException e)

       {

           throw new ConfigurationException("Illegal access instantiating class '" + clazz + "'");

       }

 

       // find method : static DataSource createDataSource(Properties properties)

       Method method;

       try

       {

           method = clazz.getMethod("createDataSource", Properties.class);

       }
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       catch (NoSuchMethodException e)

       {

           throw new ConfigurationException("Class '" + clazz + "' does not provide a static method by name

createDataSource accepting a single Properties object as parameter");

       }

       if (method == null)

       {

           throw new ConfigurationException("Class '" + clazz + "' does not provide a static method by name

createDataSource accepting a single Properties object as parameter");           

       }

       if (method.getReturnType() != DataSource.class)

       {

           throw new ConfigurationException("On class '" + clazz + "' the static method by name createDataSource

does not return a DataSource");                       

       }

 

       Object result;

       try

       {

           result = method.invoke(obj, dsConfig.getProperties());

       }

       catch (IllegalAccessException e)

       {

           throw new ConfigurationException("Class '" + clazz + "' failed in method createDataSource :" +

e.getMessage(), e);

       }

       catch (InvocationTargetException e)

       {

           throw new ConfigurationException("Class '" + clazz + "' failed in method createDataSource :" +

e.getMessage(), e);

       }

       if (result == null)

       {

           throw new ConfigurationException("Method createDataSource returned a null value for DataSource");

       }

 

       dataSource = (DataSource) result;

   }

 

   public Connection getConnection() throws DatabaseConfigException

   {

       Connection connection;

       try

       {

           connection = dataSource.getConnection();

       }

       catch (SQLException ex)

       {
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           String detail = "SQLException: " + ex.getMessage() +

                   " SQLState: " + ex.getSQLState() +

                   " VendorError: " + ex.getErrorCode();

 

           throw new DatabaseConfigException("Error obtaining database connection using datasource " +

                   "with detail " + detail

                   , ex);

       }

 

       DatabaseDMConnFactory.setConnectionOptions(connection, connectionSettings);

 

       return connection;

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.view;

 

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluator;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluatorContext;

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

 

import java.util.Iterator;

import java.util.NoSuchElementException;

 

/**

* Iterator for reading and filtering a source event iterator.

*/

public class FilterExprViewIterator implements Iterator<EventBean>

{

   private final Iterator<EventBean> sourceIterator;

   private final ExprEvaluator filter;

   private final ExprEvaluatorContext exprEvaluatorContext;

   private final EventBean[] evalEventArr;

 

   private EventBean nextResult;

 

   /**

    * Ctor.

    * @param sourceIterator is the iterator supplying events to filter out.

    * @param filter is the filter expression

    * @param exprEvaluatorContext context for expression evalauation
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    */

   public FilterExprViewIterator(Iterator<EventBean> sourceIterator, ExprEvaluator filter, ExprEvaluatorContext

exprEvaluatorContext)

   {

       this.sourceIterator = sourceIterator;

       this.filter = filter;

       this.exprEvaluatorContext = exprEvaluatorContext;

       evalEventArr = new EventBean[1];

   }

 

   public boolean hasNext()

   {

       if (nextResult != null)

       {

           return true;

       }

       findNext();

       if (nextResult != null)

       {

           return true;

       }

       return false;

   }

 

   public EventBean next()

   {

       if (nextResult != null)

       {

           EventBean result = nextResult;

           nextResult = null;

           return result;

       }

       findNext();

       if (nextResult != null)

       {

           EventBean result = nextResult;

           nextResult = null;

           return result;

       }

       throw new NoSuchElementException();

   }

 

   private void findNext()

   {

       while(sourceIterator.hasNext())

       {

           EventBean candidate = sourceIterator.next();

           evalEventArr[0] = candidate;
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           Boolean pass = (Boolean) filter.evaluate(evalEventArr, true, exprEvaluatorContext);

           if ((pass != null) && (pass))

           {

               nextResult = candidate;

               break;

           }

       }

   }

 

   public void remove()

   {

       throw new UnsupportedOperationException();

   }

}

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.property;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.client.FragmentEventType;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluator;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluatorContext;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprNodeUtility;

import org.apache.commons.logging.Log;

import org.apache.commons.logging.LogFactory;

 

import java.util.ArrayDeque;

import java.util.Collection;

import java.util.List;

 

/**

* A property evaluator that returns a full row of events for each stream, i.e. flattened inner-join results for

* property-upon-property.

*/

public class PropertyEvaluatorAccumulative

{

   private static final Log log = LogFactory.getLog(PropertyEvaluatorAccumulative.class);
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   private final ContainedEventEval[] containedEventEvals;

   private final FragmentEventType[] fragmentEventType;

   private final ExprEvaluator[] whereClauses;

   private final EventBean[] eventsPerStream;

   private final int lastLevel;

   private final int levels;

   private final List<String> propertyNames;

 

   /**

    * Ctor.

    * @param containedEventEvals property getters or other evaluators

    * @param fragmentEventType property fragment types

    * @param whereClauses filters, if any

    * @param propertyNames the property names that are staggered

    */

   public PropertyEvaluatorAccumulative(ContainedEventEval[] containedEventEvals, FragmentEventType[]

fragmentEventType, ExprEvaluator[] whereClauses, List<String> propertyNames)

   {

       this.fragmentEventType = fragmentEventType;

       this.containedEventEvals = containedEventEvals;

       this.whereClauses = whereClauses;

       lastLevel = fragmentEventType.length - 1;

       levels = fragmentEventType.length + 1;

       eventsPerStream = new EventBean[levels];

       this.propertyNames = propertyNames;

   }

 

   /**

    * Returns the accumulative events for the input event.

    * @param theEvent is the input event

    * @param exprEvaluatorContext expression evaluation context

    * @return events per stream for each row

    */

   public ArrayDeque<EventBean[]> getAccumulative(EventBean theEvent, ExprEvaluatorContext

exprEvaluatorContext)

   {

       ArrayDeque<EventBean[]> resultEvents = new ArrayDeque<EventBean[]>();

       eventsPerStream[0] = theEvent;

       populateEvents(theEvent, 0, resultEvents, exprEvaluatorContext);

       if (resultEvents.isEmpty())

       {

           return null;

       }

       return resultEvents;

   }

 

   private void populateEvents(EventBean branch, int level, Collection<EventBean[]> events, ExprEvaluatorContext

exprEvaluatorContext)
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   {

       try

       {

           Object result = containedEventEvals[level].getFragment(branch, eventsPerStream, exprEvaluatorContext);

 

           if (fragmentEventType[level].isIndexed())

           {

               EventBean[] fragments = (EventBean[]) result;

               if (level == lastLevel)

               {

                   if (whereClauses[level] != null)

                   {

                       for (EventBean theEvent : fragments)

                       {

                           eventsPerStream[level+1] = theEvent;

                           if (ExprNodeUtility.applyFilterExpression(whereClauses[level], eventsPerStream,

exprEvaluatorContext))

                           {

                               EventBean[] eventsPerRow = new EventBean[levels];

                               System.arraycopy(eventsPerStream, 0, eventsPerRow, 0, levels);

                               events.add(eventsPerRow);

                           }

                       }

                   }

                   else

                   {

                       for (EventBean theEvent : fragments)

                       {

                           eventsPerStream[level+1] = theEvent;

                           EventBean[] eventsPerRow = new EventBean[levels];

                           System.arraycopy(eventsPerStream, 0, eventsPerRow, 0, levels);

                           events.add(eventsPerRow);

                       }

                   }

               }

               else

               {

                   if (whereClauses[level] != null)

                   {

                       for (EventBean next : fragments)

                       {

                           eventsPerStream[level+1] = next;

                           if (ExprNodeUtility.applyFilterExpression(whereClauses[level], eventsPerStream,

exprEvaluatorContext))

                           {

                               populateEvents(next, level+1, events, exprEvaluatorContext);

                           }

                       }
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                   }

                   else

                   {

                       for (EventBean next : fragments)

                       {

                           eventsPerStream[level+1] = next;

                           populateEvents(next, level+1, events, exprEvaluatorContext);

                       }

                   }

               }

           }

           else

           {

               EventBean fragment = (EventBean) result;

               if (level == lastLevel)

               {

                   if (whereClauses[level] != null)

                   {

                       eventsPerStream[level+1] = fragment;

                       if (ExprNodeUtility.applyFilterExpression(whereClauses[level], eventsPerStream,

exprEvaluatorContext))

                       {

                           EventBean[] eventsPerRow = new EventBean[levels];

                           System.arraycopy(eventsPerStream, 0, eventsPerRow, 0, levels);

                           events.add(eventsPerRow);

                       }

                   }

                   else

                   {

                       eventsPerStream[level+1] = fragment;

                       EventBean[] eventsPerRow = new EventBean[levels];

                       System.arraycopy(eventsPerStream, 0, eventsPerRow, 0, levels);

                       events.add(eventsPerRow);

                   }

               }

               else

               {

                   if (whereClauses[level] != null)

                   {

                       eventsPerStream[level+1] = fragment;

                       if (ExprNodeUtility.applyFilterExpression(whereClauses[level], eventsPerStream,

exprEvaluatorContext))

                       {

                           populateEvents(fragment, level+1, events, exprEvaluatorContext);

                       }

                   }

                   else

                   {
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                       eventsPerStream[level+1] = fragment;

                       populateEvents(fragment, level+1, events, exprEvaluatorContext);

                   }

               }

           }

       }

       catch (RuntimeException ex)

       {

           log.error("Unexpected error evaluating property expression for event of type '" +

                   branch.getEventType().getName() +

                   "' and property '" +

                   propertyNames.get(level + 1) + "': " + ex.getMessage(), ex);

       }

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.join.assemble;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

 

import java.util.List;

import java.util.Arrays;

 

/**

* Helper class to compute the cartesian product of the events from two streams.

*/

public class CartesianUtil

{

   /**

    * Form the 2-ary cartesian product between zero or more events from 2 streams.

    * @param streamOne is the events from stream one

    * @param subStreamNumsOne is the list of substream numbers to stream one to include in the product

    * @param streamTwo is the events from stream two

    * @param subStreamNumsTwo is the list of substream numbers to stream two to include in the product

    * @param resultList is where the result of the cartesian product is added to

    */

 

   protected static void computeCartesian(List<EventBean[]> streamOne, int[] subStreamNumsOne,

                                          List<EventBean[]> streamTwo, int[] subStreamNumsTwo,

                                          List<EventBean[]> resultList)

   {
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       if ((streamTwo == null) || (streamTwo.isEmpty()))

       {

           if ((streamOne == null) || (streamOne.isEmpty()))

           {

               return;

           }

           resultList.addAll(streamOne);

           return;

       }

 

       if ((streamOne == null) || (streamOne.isEmpty()))

       {

           resultList.addAll(streamTwo);

           return;

       }

 

       int streamOneSize = streamOne.size();

       int streamTwoSize = streamTwo.size();

 

       if (streamOneSize == 1)

       {

           // Yes we are re-using the results of stream two, same row reference

           copyToEach(subStreamNumsOne, streamOne.get(0), streamTwo);

           resultList.addAll(streamTwo);

           return;

       }

 

       if (streamTwoSize == 1)

       {

           // Yes we are re-using the results of stream one, same row reference

           copyToEach(subStreamNumsTwo, streamTwo.get(0), streamOne);

           resultList.addAll(streamOne);

           return;

       }

 

       // we have more then 1 rows each child stream

 

       // Exchange streams if one is smaller then two

       // Since if one has 100 rows the other has 2 then we can re-use the 100 event rows.

       if (streamTwoSize > streamOneSize)

       {

           List<EventBean[]> holdRows = streamOne;

           int holdSize = streamOneSize;

 

           streamOne = streamTwo;

           streamOneSize = streamTwoSize;
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           streamTwo = holdRows;

           streamTwoSize = holdSize;

           subStreamNumsTwo = subStreamNumsOne;

       }

 

       // allocate resultList of join

       int cartesianTotalRows = streamOneSize * streamTwoSize;

       int numColumns = streamOne.get(0).length;

       EventBean[][] results = new EventBean[cartesianTotalRows][];

 

       // Allocate and pre-populate copies of stream 1

       int streamOneCount = 0;

       for (EventBean[] row : streamOne)

       {

           // first use all events in stream 1

           results[streamOneCount] = row;

 

           // then allocate copies for each in stream 2

           for (int i = 1; i < streamTwoSize; i++)

           {

               EventBean[] dupRow = new EventBean[numColumns];

               System.arraycopy(row, 0, dupRow, 0, numColumns);

 

               int index = streamOneSize * i + streamOneCount;

               results[index] = dupRow;

           }

 

           streamOneCount++;

       }

 

       // Copy stream 2 rows into rows of stream 1

       int streamTwoCount = 0;

       for (EventBean[] row : streamTwo)

       {

           for (int i = 0; i < streamOneSize; i++)

           {

               int index = streamTwoCount * streamOneSize + i;

               copy(subStreamNumsTwo, row, results[index]);

           }

           streamTwoCount++;

       }

 

       // Add results

       resultList.addAll(Arrays.asList(results));

   }

 

   private static void copyToEach(int[] subStreamNums, EventBean[] sourceRow, List<EventBean[]> destRows)

   {
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       for (EventBean[] destRow : destRows)

       {

           copy(subStreamNums, sourceRow, destRow);

       }

   }

 

   private static void copy(int[] subStreamsFrom, EventBean[] from, EventBean[] to)

   {

       for (int index : subStreamsFrom)

       {

           to[index] = from[index];

       }

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.agg.service;

 

import com.espertech.esper.core.context.util.AgentInstanceContext;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.core.MethodResolutionService;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluator;

 

public class AggSvcGroupByExperimentalFactory extends AggregationServiceFactoryBase

{

   /**

    * Ctor.

    * @param evaluators - evaluate the sub-expression within the aggregate function (ie. sum(4*myNum))

    * @param prototypes - collect the aggregation state that evaluators evaluate to, act as prototypes for new

aggregations

    * aggregation states for each group

    */

   public AggSvcGroupByExperimentalFactory(ExprEvaluator evaluators[],

                                           AggregationMethodFactory prototypes[])

   {

       super(evaluators, prototypes);

   }

 

   public AggregationService makeService(AgentInstanceContext agentInstanceContext, MethodResolutionService

methodResolutionService) {

       return new AggSvcGroupByExperimental(evaluators, aggregators, methodResolutionService);

   }

}
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/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.named;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventType;

import com.espertech.esper.core.context.util.AgentInstanceContext;

import com.espertech.esper.core.service.StatementResultService;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.core.ResultSetProcessor;

 

/**

* View for the on-delete statement that handles removing events from a named window.

*/

public class NamedWindowOnDeleteViewFactory extends NamedWindowOnExprBaseViewFactory

{

   private final StatementResultService statementResultService;

 

   public NamedWindowOnDeleteViewFactory(EventType namedWindowEventType, StatementResultService

statementResultService) {

       super(namedWindowEventType);

       this.statementResultService = statementResultService;

   }

 

   public StatementResultService getStatementResultService() {

       return statementResultService;

   }

 

   public NamedWindowOnExprBaseView make(NamedWindowLookupStrategy lookupStrategy,

NamedWindowRootViewInstance namedWindowRootViewInstance, AgentInstanceContext agentInstanceContext,

ResultSetProcessor resultSetProcessor) {

       return new NamedWindowOnDeleteView(lookupStrategy, namedWindowRootViewInstance,

agentInstanceContext, this);

   }

}

<!--

 ~ **************************************************************************************

 ~ * Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

 ~ * http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

 ~ * http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

 ~ * ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

 ~ * The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

 ~ * a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

 ~ **************************************************************************************
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 -->

 

<html>

<head></head>

<body>

<p>

	Variable service and variable collections

</p>

</body>

</html>

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.methodbase;

 

public class DotMethodFPParam {

 

   private final int lambdaParamNum; // 0 means not a lambda expression expected, 1 means "x=>", 2 means

"(x,y)=>"

   private final String description;

   private final DotMethodFPParamTypeEnum type;

   private final Class specificType;

 

   public DotMethodFPParam(int lambdaParamNum, String description, DotMethodFPParamTypeEnum type) {

       this.lambdaParamNum = lambdaParamNum;

       this.description = description;

       this.type = type;

       this.specificType = null;

       if (type == DotMethodFPParamTypeEnum.SPECIFIC) {

           throw new IllegalArgumentException("Invalid ctor for specific-type parameter");

       }

   }

 

   public DotMethodFPParam(String description, DotMethodFPParamTypeEnum type, Class specificType) {

       this.description = description;

       this.type = type;

       this.specificType = specificType;

       this.lambdaParamNum = 0;

   }
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   public int getLambdaParamNum() {

       return lambdaParamNum;

   }

 

   public String getDescription() {

       return description;

   }

 

   public DotMethodFPParamTypeEnum getType() {

       return type;

   }

 

   public Class getSpecificType() {

       return specificType;

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.agg.service;

 

import com.espertech.esper.core.context.util.AgentInstanceContext;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.agg.access.AggregationAccessorSlotPair;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.core.MethodResolutionService;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluator;

 

/**

* Implementation for handling aggregation with grouping by group-keys.

*/

public class AggSvcGroupByMixedAccessFactory extends AggregationServiceFactoryBase

{

   protected final AggregationAccessorSlotPair[] accessors;

   protected final AggregationStateFactory[] accessAggregations;

   protected final boolean isJoin;

 

   /**

    * Ctor.

    * @param evaluators - evaluate the sub-expression within the aggregate function (ie. sum(4*myNum))

    * @param prototypes - collect the aggregation state that evaluators evaluate to, act as prototypes for new

aggregations

    * aggregation states for each group

    * @param accessors accessor definitions

    * @param accessAggregations access aggs
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    * @param isJoin true for join, false for single-stream

    */

   public AggSvcGroupByMixedAccessFactory(ExprEvaluator evaluators[],

                                          AggregationMethodFactory prototypes[],

                                          AggregationAccessorSlotPair[] accessors,

                                          AggregationStateFactory[] accessAggregations,

                                          boolean isJoin)

   {

       super(evaluators, prototypes);

       this.accessors = accessors;

       this.accessAggregations = accessAggregations;

       this.isJoin = isJoin;

   }

 

   public AggregationService makeService(AgentInstanceContext agentInstanceContext, MethodResolutionService

methodResolutionService) {

       return new AggSvcGroupByMixedAccessImpl(evaluators, aggregators, methodResolutionService, accessors,

accessAggregations, isJoin);

   }

}

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.named;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.collection.OneEventCollection;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluator;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluatorContext;

 

public class NamedWindowOnMergeActionDel extends NamedWindowOnMergeAction {

 

   public NamedWindowOnMergeActionDel(ExprEvaluator optionalFilter) {

       super(optionalFilter);

   }

 

   @Override

   public void apply(EventBean matchingEvent, EventBean[] eventsPerStream, OneEventCollection newData,

OneEventCollection oldData, ExprEvaluatorContext exprEvaluatorContext) {

       oldData.add(matchingEvent);
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   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.spec;

 

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprNode;

 

import java.util.List;

 

/**

* Specification for a pattern guard object consists of a namespace, name and guard object parameters.

*/

public final class PatternGuardSpec extends ObjectSpec

{

   private static final long serialVersionUID = -3744696950315586560L;

 

   /**

    * Constructor.

    * @param namespace if the namespace the object is in

    * @param objectName is the name of the object

    * @param objectParameters is a list of values representing the object parameters

    */

   public PatternGuardSpec(String namespace, String objectName, List<ExprNode> objectParameters)

   {

       super(namespace, objectName, objectParameters);

   }

}

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.core.eval;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;
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import com.espertech.esper.client.EventType;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.core.SelectExprJoinWildcardProcessorObjectArray;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.core.SelectExprProcessor;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluatorContext;

import org.apache.commons.logging.Log;

import org.apache.commons.logging.LogFactory;

 

import java.util.Map;

 

public class EvalSelectWildcardJoin extends EvalBaseMap implements SelectExprProcessor {

 

   private static final Log log = LogFactory.getLog(EvalSelectWildcardJoin.class);

 

   private final SelectExprProcessor joinWildcardProcessor;

 

   public EvalSelectWildcardJoin(SelectExprContext selectExprContext, EventType resultEventType,

SelectExprProcessor joinWildcardProcessor) {

       super(selectExprContext, resultEventType);

       this.joinWildcardProcessor = joinWildcardProcessor;

   }

 

   public EventBean processSpecific(Map<String, Object> props, EventBean[] eventsPerStream, boolean

isNewData, boolean isSynthesize, ExprEvaluatorContext exprEvaluatorContext)

   {

       EventBean theEvent = joinWildcardProcessor.process(eventsPerStream, isNewData, isSynthesize,

exprEvaluatorContext);

 

       // Using a wrapper bean since we cannot use the same event type else same-type filters match.

       // Wrapping it even when not adding properties is very inexpensive.

       return super.getEventAdapterService().adapterForTypedWrapper(theEvent, props,

super.getResultEventType());

   }

}

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.enummethod.eval;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluatorContext;
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import java.util.Collection;

import java.util.LinkedHashMap;

import java.util.Map;

 

public class EnumEvalMostLeastFrequentScalar extends EnumEvalBase implements EnumEval {

 

   private final boolean isMostFrequent;

 

   public EnumEvalMostLeastFrequentScalar(int streamCountIncoming, boolean isMostFrequent) {

       super(streamCountIncoming);

       this.isMostFrequent = isMostFrequent;

   }

 

   public Object evaluateEnumMethod(EventBean[] eventsLambda, Collection target, boolean isNewData,

ExprEvaluatorContext context) {

       Map<Object, Integer> items = new LinkedHashMap<Object, Integer>();

 

       for (Object next : target) {

           Integer existing = items.get(next);

 

           if (existing == null) {

               existing = 1;

           }

           else {

               existing++;

           }

           items.put(next, existing);

       }

 

       return EnumEvalMostLeastFrequentEvent.getResult(items, isMostFrequent);

   }

}

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.agg.access;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluator;
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import java.util.Collection;

import java.util.Collections;

 

/**

* Represents the aggregation accessor that provides the result for the "last" aggregation function without index.

*/

public class AggregationAccessorLast implements AggregationAccessor

{

   private final int streamNum;

   private final ExprEvaluator childNode;

   private final EventBean[] eventsPerStream;

 

   /**

    * Ctor.

    * @param streamNum stream id

    * @param childNode expression

    */

   public AggregationAccessorLast(int streamNum, ExprEvaluator childNode)

   {

       this.streamNum = streamNum;

       this.childNode = childNode;

       this.eventsPerStream = new EventBean[streamNum + 1];

   }

 

   public Object getValue(AggregationState state) {

       EventBean bean = ((AggregationStateLinear) state).getLastValue();

       if (bean == null) {

           return null;

       }

       eventsPerStream[streamNum] = bean;

       return childNode.evaluate(eventsPerStream, true, null);

   }

 

   public Collection<EventBean> getEnumerableEvents(AggregationState state) {

       EventBean bean = ((AggregationStateLinear) state).getLastValue();

       if (bean == null) {

           return null;

       }

       return Collections.singletonList(bean);

   }

 

   public EventBean getEnumerableEvent(AggregationState state) {

       return ((AggregationStateLinear) state).getLastValue();

   }

}

/*

* *************************************************************************************
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*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.core;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EPException;

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventPropertyDescriptor;

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventType;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluator;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluatorContext;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprValidationException;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.spec.InsertIntoDesc;

import com.espertech.esper.event.*;

import com.espertech.esper.event.bean.BeanEventType;

import com.espertech.esper.event.map.MapEventType;

import com.espertech.esper.util.JavaClassHelper;

import com.espertech.esper.util.TypeWidener;

import com.espertech.esper.util.TypeWidenerFactory;

import net.sf.cglib.reflect.FastClass;

import net.sf.cglib.reflect.FastConstructor;

import org.apache.commons.logging.Log;

import org.apache.commons.logging.LogFactory;

 

import java.lang.reflect.Array;

import java.lang.reflect.Constructor;

import java.lang.reflect.InvocationTargetException;

import java.util.ArrayList;

import java.util.List;

import java.util.Map;

import java.util.Set;

 

public class SelectExprInsertEventBeanFactory

{

   private static Log log = LogFactory.getLog(SelectExprInsertEventBeanFactory.class);

 

   public static SelectExprProcessor getInsertUnderlyingNonJoin(EventAdapterService eventAdapterService,

EventType eventType,

                           boolean isUsingWildcard, StreamTypeService typeService, ExprEvaluator[] expressionNodes,

String[] columnNames, Object[] expressionReturnTypes, EngineImportService engineImportService,

                           InsertIntoDesc insertIntoDesc, String[] columnNamesAsProvided)

           throws ExprValidationException
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   {

       // handle single-column coercion to underlying, i.e. "insert into MapDefinedEvent select

doSomethingReturnMap() from MyEvent"

       if (expressionReturnTypes.length == 1 &&

               expressionReturnTypes[0] instanceof Class &&

               eventType instanceof BaseNestableEventType &&

               JavaClassHelper.isSubclassOrImplementsInterface((Class) expressionReturnTypes[0],

eventType.getUnderlyingType()) &&

               insertIntoDesc.getColumnNames().isEmpty() &&

               columnNamesAsProvided[0] == null) {

 

           if (eventType instanceof MapEventType) {

               return new SelectExprInsertNativeExpressionCoerceMap(eventType, expressionNodes[0],

eventAdapterService);

           }

           return new SelectExprInsertNativeExpressionCoerceObjectArray(eventType, expressionNodes[0],

eventAdapterService);

       }

 

       // handle writing to defined columns

       Set<WriteablePropertyDescriptor> writableProps = eventAdapterService.getWriteableProperties(eventType,

false);

       boolean isEligible = checkEligible(eventType, writableProps);

       if (!isEligible) {

           return null;

       }

 

       try {

           return initializeSetterManufactor(eventType, writableProps, isUsingWildcard, typeService, expressionNodes,

columnNames, expressionReturnTypes, engineImportService, eventAdapterService);

       }

       catch (ExprValidationException ex) {

           if (!(eventType instanceof BeanEventType)) {

               throw ex;

           }

           // Try constructor injection

           try {

               return initializeCtorInjection(eventType, expressionNodes, typeService, expressionReturnTypes,

engineImportService, eventAdapterService);

           }

           catch (ExprValidationException ctorEx) {

               if (writableProps.isEmpty()) {

                   throw ctorEx;

               }

               throw ex;

           }

       }

   }
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   public static SelectExprProcessor getInsertUnderlyingJoinWildcard(EventAdapterService eventAdapterService,

EventType eventType,

                           String[] streamNames, EventType[] streamTypes, EngineImportService engineImportService)

       throws ExprValidationException

   {

       Set<WriteablePropertyDescriptor> writableProps = eventAdapterService.getWriteableProperties(eventType,

false);

       boolean isEligible = checkEligible(eventType, writableProps);

       if (!isEligible) {

           return null;

       }

 

       try {

           return initializeJoinWildcardInternal(eventType, writableProps, streamNames, streamTypes,

engineImportService, eventAdapterService);

       }

       catch (ExprValidationException ex) {

           if (!(eventType instanceof BeanEventType)) {

               throw ex;

           }

           // Try constructor injection

           try {

               ExprEvaluator[] evaluators = new ExprEvaluator[streamTypes.length];

               Object[] resultTypes = new Object[streamTypes.length];

               for (int i = 0; i < streamTypes.length; i++) {

                   evaluators[i] = new ExprEvaluatorJoinWildcard(i, streamTypes[i].getUnderlyingType());

                   resultTypes[i] = evaluators[i].getType();

               }

 

               return initializeCtorInjection(eventType, evaluators, null, resultTypes, engineImportService,

eventAdapterService);

           }

           catch (ExprValidationException ctorEx) {

               if (writableProps.isEmpty()) {

                   throw ctorEx;

               }

               throw ex;

           }

       }

   }

 

   private static boolean checkEligible(EventType eventType, Set<WriteablePropertyDescriptor> writableProps) {

       if (writableProps == null) {

           return false;    // no writable properties, not a writable type, proceed

       }

 

       // For map event types this class does not handle fragment inserts; all fragments are required however and must
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be explicit

       if (eventType instanceof BaseNestableEventType) {

           for (EventPropertyDescriptor prop : eventType.getPropertyDescriptors()) {

               if (prop.isFragment()) {

                   return false;

               }

           }

       }

 

       return true;

   }

 

   private static SelectExprProcessor initializeSetterManufactor(EventType eventType,

Set<WriteablePropertyDescriptor> writables, boolean isUsingWildcard, StreamTypeService typeService,

ExprEvaluator[] expressionNodes, String[] columnNames, Object[] expressionReturnTypes, EngineImportService

engineImportService, EventAdapterService eventAdapterService)

           throws ExprValidationException

   {

       List<WriteablePropertyDescriptor> writablePropertiesList = new ArrayList<WriteablePropertyDescriptor>();

       List<ExprEvaluator> evaluatorsList = new ArrayList<ExprEvaluator>();

       List<TypeWidener> widenersList = new ArrayList<TypeWidener>();

 

       // loop over all columns selected, if any

       for (int i = 0; i < columnNames.length; i++)

       {

           WriteablePropertyDescriptor selectedWritable = null;

           TypeWidener widener = null;

           ExprEvaluator evaluator = expressionNodes[i];

 

           for (WriteablePropertyDescriptor desc : writables)

           {

               if (!desc.getPropertyName().equals(columnNames[i]))

               {

                   continue;

               }

 

               Object columnType = expressionReturnTypes[i];

               if (columnType == null)

               {

                   TypeWidenerFactory.getCheckPropertyAssignType(columnNames[i], null, desc.getType(),

desc.getPropertyName());

               }

               else if (columnType instanceof EventType)

               {

                   EventType columnEventType = (EventType) columnType;

                   final Class returnType = columnEventType.getUnderlyingType();

                   widener = TypeWidenerFactory.getCheckPropertyAssignType(columnNames[i],

columnEventType.getUnderlyingType(), desc.getType(), desc.getPropertyName());
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                   // handle evaluator returning an event

                   if (JavaClassHelper.isSubclassOrImplementsInterface(returnType, desc.getType())) {

                       selectedWritable = desc;

                       widener = new TypeWidener() {

                           public Object widen(Object input) {

                               if (input instanceof EventBean) {

                                   return ((EventBean) input).getUnderlying();

                               }

                               return input;

                           }

                       };

                       continue;

                   }

 

                   // find stream

                   int streamNum = 0;

                   for (int j = 0; j < typeService.getEventTypes().length; j++)

                   {

                       if (typeService.getEventTypes()[j] == columnEventType)

                       {

                           streamNum = j;

                           break;

                       }

                   }

                   final int streamNumEval = streamNum;

                   evaluator = new ExprEvaluator() {

                       public Object evaluate(EventBean[] eventsPerStream, boolean isNewData, ExprEvaluatorContext

exprEvaluatorContext)

                       {

                           EventBean theEvent = eventsPerStream[streamNumEval];

                           if (theEvent != null)

                           {

                               return theEvent.getUnderlying();

                           }

                           return null;

                       }

 

                       public Class getType()

                       {

                           return returnType;

                       }

 

                   };

               }

               // handle case where the select-clause contains an fragment array

               else if (columnType instanceof EventType[])

               {
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                   EventType columnEventType = ((EventType[]) columnType)[0];

                   final Class componentReturnType = columnEventType.getUnderlyingType();

                   final Class arrayReturnType = Array.newInstance(componentReturnType, 0).getClass();

 

                   widener = TypeWidenerFactory.getCheckPropertyAssignType(columnNames[i], arrayReturnType,

desc.getType(), desc.getPropertyName());

                   final ExprEvaluator inner = evaluator;

                   evaluator = new ExprEvaluator() {

                       public Object evaluate(EventBean[] eventsPerStream, boolean isNewData, ExprEvaluatorContext

exprEvaluatorContext)

                       {

                           Object result = inner.evaluate(eventsPerStream, isNewData, exprEvaluatorContext);

                           if (!(result instanceof EventBean[])) {

                               return null;

                           }

                           EventBean[] events = (EventBean[]) result;

                           Object values = Array.newInstance(componentReturnType, events.length);

                           for (int i = 0; i < events.length; i++) {

                               Array.set(values, i, events[i].getUnderlying());

                           }

                           return values;

                       }

 

                       public Class getType()

                       {

                           return componentReturnType;

                       }

 

                   };

               }

               else if (!(columnType instanceof Class))

               {

                   String message = "Invalid assignment of column '" + columnNames[i] +

                           "' of type '" + columnType +

                           "' to event property '" + desc.getPropertyName() +

                           "' typed as '" + desc.getType().getName() +

                           "', column and parameter types mismatch";

                   throw new ExprValidationException(message);

               }

               else

               {

                   widener = TypeWidenerFactory.getCheckPropertyAssignType(columnNames[i], (Class) columnType,

desc.getType(), desc.getPropertyName());

               }

 

               selectedWritable = desc;

               break;

           }
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           if (selectedWritable == null)

           {

               String message = "Column '" + columnNames[i] +

                       "' could not be assigned to any of the properties of the underlying type (missing column names, event

property, setter method or constructor?)";

               throw new ExprValidationException(message);

           }

 

           // add

           writablePropertiesList.add(selectedWritable);

           evaluatorsList.add(evaluator);

           widenersList.add(widener);

       }

 

       // handle wildcard

       if (isUsingWildcard)

       {

           EventType sourceType = typeService.getEventTypes()[0];

           for (EventPropertyDescriptor eventPropDescriptor : sourceType.getPropertyDescriptors())

           {

               if (eventPropDescriptor.isRequiresIndex() || (eventPropDescriptor.isRequiresMapkey()))

               {

                   continue;

               }

 

               WriteablePropertyDescriptor selectedWritable = null;

               TypeWidener widener = null;

               ExprEvaluator evaluator = null;

 

               for (WriteablePropertyDescriptor writableDesc : writables)

               {

                   if (!writableDesc.getPropertyName().equals(eventPropDescriptor.getPropertyName()))

                   {

                       continue;

                   }

 

                   widener = TypeWidenerFactory.getCheckPropertyAssignType(eventPropDescriptor.getPropertyName(),

eventPropDescriptor.getPropertyType(), writableDesc.getType(), writableDesc.getPropertyName());

                   selectedWritable = writableDesc;

 

                   final String propertyName = eventPropDescriptor.getPropertyName();

                   final Class propertyType = eventPropDescriptor.getPropertyType();

                   evaluator = new ExprEvaluator() {

 

                       public Object evaluate(EventBean[] eventsPerStream, boolean isNewData,ExprEvaluatorContext

exprEvaluatorContext)

                       {
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                           EventBean theEvent = eventsPerStream[0];

                           if (theEvent != null)

                           {

                               return theEvent.get(propertyName);

                           }

                           return null;

                       }

 

                       public Class getType()

                       {

                           return propertyType;

                       }

                   };

                   break;

               }

 

               if (selectedWritable == null)

               {

                   String message = "Event property '" + eventPropDescriptor.getPropertyName() +

                           "' could not be assigned to any of the properties of the underlying type (missing column names,

event property, setter method or constructor?)";

                   throw new ExprValidationException(message);

               }

 

               writablePropertiesList.add(selectedWritable);

               evaluatorsList.add(evaluator);

               widenersList.add(widener);

           }

       }

 

       // assign

       WriteablePropertyDescriptor[] writableProperties = writablePropertiesList.toArray(new

WriteablePropertyDescriptor[writablePropertiesList.size()]);

       ExprEvaluator[] exprEvaluators = evaluatorsList.toArray(new ExprEvaluator[evaluatorsList.size()]);

       TypeWidener[] wideners = widenersList.toArray(new TypeWidener[widenersList.size()]);

 

       EventBeanManufacturer eventManufacturer;

       try

       {

           eventManufacturer = eventAdapterService.getManufacturer(eventType, writableProperties,

engineImportService, false);

       }

       catch (EventBeanManufactureException e)

       {

           throw new ExprValidationException(e.getMessage(), e);

       }

 

       return new SelectExprInsertNativeWidening(eventType, eventManufacturer, exprEvaluators, wideners);
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   }

 

   private static SelectExprProcessor initializeCtorInjection(EventType eventType, ExprEvaluator[] exprEvaluators,

StreamTypeService typeService, Object[] expressionReturnTypes, EngineImportService engineImportService,

EventAdapterService eventAdapterService)

       throws ExprValidationException {

 

       BeanEventType beanEventType = (BeanEventType) eventType;

 

       Class[] ctorTypes = new Class[expressionReturnTypes.length];

       ExprEvaluator[] evaluators = new ExprEvaluator[exprEvaluators.length];

 

       for (int i = 0; i < expressionReturnTypes.length; i++) {

           Object columnType = expressionReturnTypes[i];

 

           if (columnType instanceof Class || columnType == null) {

               ctorTypes[i] = (Class) expressionReturnTypes[i];

               evaluators[i] = exprEvaluators[i];

               continue;

           }

 

           if (columnType instanceof EventType) {

               EventType columnEventType = (EventType) columnType;

               final Class returnType = columnEventType.getUnderlyingType();

               final ExprEvaluator inner = exprEvaluators[i];

               evaluators[i] = new ExprEvaluator() {

                   public Object evaluate(EventBean[] eventsPerStream, boolean isNewData, ExprEvaluatorContext

exprEvaluatorContext)

                   {

                       EventBean theEvent = (EventBean) inner.evaluate(eventsPerStream, isNewData,

exprEvaluatorContext);

                       if (theEvent != null)

                       {

                           return theEvent.getUnderlying();

                       }

                       return null;

                   }

 

                   public Class getType()

                   {

                       return returnType;

                   }

 

               };

               ctorTypes[i] = returnType;

               continue;

           }
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           // handle case where the select-clause contains an fragment array

           if (columnType instanceof EventType[])

           {

               EventType columnEventType = ((EventType[]) columnType)[0];

               final Class componentReturnType = columnEventType.getUnderlyingType();

 

               final ExprEvaluator inner = exprEvaluators[i];

               evaluators[i] = new ExprEvaluator() {

                   public Object evaluate(EventBean[] eventsPerStream, boolean isNewData, ExprEvaluatorContext

exprEvaluatorContext)

                   {

                       Object result = inner.evaluate(eventsPerStream, isNewData, exprEvaluatorContext);

                       if (!(result instanceof EventBean[])) {

                           return null;

                       }

                       EventBean[] events = (EventBean[]) result;

                       Object values = Array.newInstance(componentReturnType, events.length);

                       for (int i = 0; i < events.length; i++) {

                           Array.set(values, i, events[i].getUnderlying());

                       }

                       return values;

                   }

 

                   public Class getType()

                   {

                       return componentReturnType;

                   }

 

               };

               continue;

           }

 

           String message = "Invalid assignment of expression " + i + " returning type '" + columnType +

                   "', column and parameter types mismatch";

           throw new ExprValidationException(message);

       }

 

       FastConstructor fctor;

       try {

           Constructor ctor = engineImportService.resolveCtor(beanEventType.getUnderlyingType(), ctorTypes);

           FastClass fastClass = FastClass.create(Thread.currentThread().getContextClassLoader(),

beanEventType.getUnderlyingType());

           fctor = fastClass.getConstructor(ctor);

       }

       catch (EngineImportException ex) {

           throw new ExprValidationException("Failed to find a suitable constructor for bean-event type '" +

eventType.getName() + "': " + ex.getMessage(), ex);

       }
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       EventBeanManufacturerCtor eventManufacturer = new EventBeanManufacturerCtor(fctor, beanEventType,

eventAdapterService);

       return new SelectExprInsertNativeNoWiden(eventType, eventManufacturer, evaluators);

   }

 

   private static SelectExprProcessor initializeJoinWildcardInternal(EventType eventType,

Set<WriteablePropertyDescriptor> writables, String[] streamNames, EventType[] streamTypes,

EngineImportService engineImportService, EventAdapterService eventAdapterService)

           throws ExprValidationException

       {

       List<WriteablePropertyDescriptor> writablePropertiesList = new ArrayList<WriteablePropertyDescriptor>();

       List<ExprEvaluator> evaluatorsList = new ArrayList<ExprEvaluator>();

       List<TypeWidener> widenersList = new ArrayList<TypeWidener>();

 

       // loop over all columns selected, if any

       for (int i = 0; i < streamNames.length; i++)

       {

           WriteablePropertyDescriptor selectedWritable = null;

           TypeWidener widener = null;

 

           for (WriteablePropertyDescriptor desc : writables)

           {

               if (!desc.getPropertyName().equals(streamNames[i]))

               {

                   continue;

               }

 

               widener = TypeWidenerFactory.getCheckPropertyAssignType(streamNames[i],

streamTypes[i].getUnderlyingType(), desc.getType(), desc.getPropertyName());

               selectedWritable = desc;

               break;

           }

 

           if (selectedWritable == null)

           {

               String message = "Stream underlying object for stream '" + streamNames[i] +

                       "' could not be assigned to any of the properties of the underlying type (missing column names, event

property or setter method?)";

               throw new ExprValidationException(message);

           }

 

           final int streamNum = i;

           final Class returnType = streamTypes[streamNum].getUnderlyingType();

           ExprEvaluator evaluator = new ExprEvaluator() {

               public Object evaluate(EventBean[] eventsPerStream, boolean isNewData, ExprEvaluatorContext

exprEvaluatorContext)

               {
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                   EventBean theEvent = eventsPerStream[streamNum];

                   if (theEvent != null)

                   {

                       return theEvent.getUnderlying();

                   }

                   return null;

               }

 

               public Class getType()

               {

                   return returnType;

               }

 

           };

 

           // add

           writablePropertiesList.add(selectedWritable);

           evaluatorsList.add(evaluator);

           widenersList.add(widener);

       }

 

       // assign

       WriteablePropertyDescriptor[] writableProperties = writablePropertiesList.toArray(new

WriteablePropertyDescriptor[writablePropertiesList.size()]);

       ExprEvaluator[] exprEvaluators = evaluatorsList.toArray(new ExprEvaluator[evaluatorsList.size()]);

       TypeWidener[] wideners = widenersList.toArray(new TypeWidener[widenersList.size()]);

 

       EventBeanManufacturer eventManufacturer;

       try

       {

           eventManufacturer = eventAdapterService.getManufacturer(eventType, writableProperties,

engineImportService, false);

       }

       catch (EventBeanManufactureException e)

       {

           throw new ExprValidationException(e.getMessage(), e);

       }

 

       return new SelectExprInsertNativeWidening(eventType, eventManufacturer, exprEvaluators, wideners);

   }

 

   public abstract static class SelectExprInsertNativeExpressionCoerceBase implements SelectExprProcessor {

 

       protected final EventType eventType;

       protected final ExprEvaluator exprEvaluator;

       protected final EventAdapterService eventAdapterService;

 

       protected SelectExprInsertNativeExpressionCoerceBase(EventType eventType, ExprEvaluator exprEvaluator,
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EventAdapterService eventAdapterService) {

           this.eventType = eventType;

           this.exprEvaluator = exprEvaluator;

           this.eventAdapterService = eventAdapterService;

       }

 

       public EventType getResultEventType() {

           return eventType;

       }

   }

 

   public static class SelectExprInsertNativeExpressionCoerceMap extends

SelectExprInsertNativeExpressionCoerceBase {

       protected SelectExprInsertNativeExpressionCoerceMap(EventType eventType, ExprEvaluator exprEvaluator,

EventAdapterService eventAdapterService) {

           super(eventType, exprEvaluator, eventAdapterService);

       }

 

       public EventBean process(EventBean[] eventsPerStream, boolean isNewData, boolean isSynthesize,

ExprEvaluatorContext exprEvaluatorContext) {

           Object result = exprEvaluator.evaluate(eventsPerStream, isNewData, exprEvaluatorContext);

           if (result == null) {

               return null;

           }

           return eventAdapterService.adapterForTypedMap((Map) result, eventType);

       }

   }

 

   public static class SelectExprInsertNativeExpressionCoerceObjectArray extends

SelectExprInsertNativeExpressionCoerceBase {

       protected SelectExprInsertNativeExpressionCoerceObjectArray(EventType eventType, ExprEvaluator

exprEvaluator, EventAdapterService eventAdapterService) {

           super(eventType, exprEvaluator, eventAdapterService);

       }

 

       public EventBean process(EventBean[] eventsPerStream, boolean isNewData, boolean isSynthesize,

ExprEvaluatorContext exprEvaluatorContext) {

           Object result = exprEvaluator.evaluate(eventsPerStream, isNewData, exprEvaluatorContext);

           if (result == null) {

               return null;

           }

           return eventAdapterService.adapterForTypedObjectArray((Object[]) result, eventType);

       }

   }

 

   public abstract static class SelectExprInsertNativeBase implements SelectExprProcessor {

 

       private final EventType eventType;
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       protected final EventBeanManufacturer eventManufacturer;

       protected final ExprEvaluator[] exprEvaluators;

 

       protected SelectExprInsertNativeBase(EventType eventType, EventBeanManufacturer eventManufacturer,

ExprEvaluator[] exprEvaluators) {

           this.eventType = eventType;

           this.eventManufacturer = eventManufacturer;

           this.exprEvaluators = exprEvaluators;

       }

 

       public EventType getResultEventType() {

           return eventType;

       }

   }

 

   public static class SelectExprInsertNativeWidening extends SelectExprInsertNativeBase {

 

       private final TypeWidener[] wideners;

 

       public SelectExprInsertNativeWidening(EventType eventType, EventBeanManufacturer eventManufacturer,

ExprEvaluator[] exprEvaluators, TypeWidener[] wideners) {

           super(eventType, eventManufacturer, exprEvaluators);

           this.wideners = wideners;

       }

 

       public EventBean process(EventBean[] eventsPerStream, boolean isNewData, boolean isSynthesize,

ExprEvaluatorContext exprEvaluatorContext) {

           Object[] values = new Object[exprEvaluators.length];

 

           for (int i = 0; i < exprEvaluators.length; i++)

           {

               Object evalResult = exprEvaluators[i].evaluate(eventsPerStream, isNewData, exprEvaluatorContext);

               if ((evalResult != null) && (wideners[i] != null))

               {

                   evalResult = wideners[i].widen(evalResult);

               }

               values[i] = evalResult;

           }

 

           return eventManufacturer.make(values);

       }

   }

 

   public static class SelectExprInsertNativeNoWiden extends SelectExprInsertNativeBase {

 

       public SelectExprInsertNativeNoWiden(EventType eventType, EventBeanManufacturer eventManufacturer,

ExprEvaluator[] exprEvaluators) {

           super(eventType, eventManufacturer, exprEvaluators);
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       }

 

       public EventBean process(EventBean[] eventsPerStream, boolean isNewData, boolean isSynthesize,

ExprEvaluatorContext exprEvaluatorContext) {

           Object[] values = new Object[exprEvaluators.length];

 

           for (int i = 0; i < exprEvaluators.length; i++)

           {

               Object evalResult = exprEvaluators[i].evaluate(eventsPerStream, isNewData, exprEvaluatorContext);

               values[i] = evalResult;

           }

 

           return eventManufacturer.make(values);

       }

   }

 

   public static class EventBeanManufacturerCtor implements EventBeanManufacturer {

 

       private final FastConstructor fastConstructor;

       private final BeanEventType beanEventType;

       private final EventAdapterService eventAdapterService;

 

       public EventBeanManufacturerCtor(FastConstructor fastConstructor, BeanEventType beanEventType,

EventAdapterService eventAdapterService) {

           this.fastConstructor = fastConstructor;

           this.beanEventType = beanEventType;

           this.eventAdapterService = eventAdapterService;

       }

 

       public EventBean make(Object[] properties) {

           Object instance = makeUnderlying(properties);

           return eventAdapterService.adapterForTypedBean(instance, beanEventType);

       }

 

       public Object makeUnderlying(Object[] properties) {

           try {

               return fastConstructor.newInstance(properties);

           }

           catch (InvocationTargetException e) {

               throw new EPException("InvocationTargetException received invoking constructor for type '" +

beanEventType.getName() + "': " + e.getTargetException().getMessage(), e.getTargetException());

           }

       }

   }

 

   public static class ExprEvaluatorJoinWildcard implements ExprEvaluator {

       private final int streamNum;

       private final Class returnType;
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       public ExprEvaluatorJoinWildcard(int streamNum, Class returnType) {

           this.streamNum = streamNum;

           this.returnType = returnType;

       }

 

       public Object evaluate(EventBean[] eventsPerStream, boolean isNewData, ExprEvaluatorContext context) {

           EventBean bean = eventsPerStream[streamNum];

           if (bean == null) {

               return null;

           }

           return bean.getUnderlying();

       }

 

       public Class getType() {

           return returnType;

       }

 

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.spec;

 

import java.util.Map;

import java.util.HashMap;

 

/**

* Un-mapping context for mapping from an internal specifications to an SODA object model.

*/

public class StatementSpecUnMapContext

{

   private final Map<Integer, SubstitutionParameterExpression> indexedParams;

 

   /**

    * Ctor.

    */

   public StatementSpecUnMapContext()

   {

       indexedParams = new HashMap<Integer, SubstitutionParameterExpression>();

   }
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   /**

    * Adds a substitution parameters.

    * @param index is the index of the parameter

    * @param subsParam is the parameter expression node

    */

   public void add(int index, SubstitutionParameterExpression subsParam)

   {

       if (indexedParams.containsKey(index))

       {

           throw new IllegalStateException("Index '" + index + "' already found in collection");

       }

       indexedParams.put(index, subsParam);

   }

 

   /**

    * Returns all indexed parameters.

    * @return map of parameter index and parameter expression node

    */

   public Map<Integer, SubstitutionParameterExpression> getIndexedParams()

   {

       return indexedParams;

   }

 

   /**

    * Adds all substitution parameters. Checks if indexes already exists

    * and throws an exception if they do.

    * @param inner to indexes and parameters to add

    */

   public void addAll(Map<Integer, SubstitutionParameterExpression> inner)

   {

       for (Map.Entry<Integer, SubstitutionParameterExpression> entry : inner.entrySet())

       {

           if (indexedParams.containsKey(entry.getKey()))

           {

               throw new IllegalStateException("Index '" + entry.getKey() + "' already found in collection");

           }

           indexedParams.put(entry.getKey(), entry.getValue());

       }

   }

}

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *
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* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.core.eval;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventType;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.core.SelectExprProcessor;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluator;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluatorContext;

import com.espertech.esper.event.EventAdapterService;

import org.apache.commons.logging.Log;

import org.apache.commons.logging.LogFactory;

 

public abstract class EvalBaseFirstProp implements SelectExprProcessor {

 

   private static final Log log = LogFactory.getLog(EvalBaseFirstProp.class);

 

   private final SelectExprContext selectExprContext;

   private final EventType resultEventType;

 

   public EvalBaseFirstProp(SelectExprContext selectExprContext, EventType resultEventType) {

       this.selectExprContext = selectExprContext;

       this.resultEventType = resultEventType;

   }

 

   public abstract EventBean processFirstCol(Object result);

 

   public EventBean process(EventBean[] eventsPerStream, boolean isNewData, boolean isSynthesize,

ExprEvaluatorContext exprEvaluatorContext)

   {

       ExprEvaluator[] expressionNodes = selectExprContext.getExpressionNodes();

 

       Object first = expressionNodes[0].evaluate(eventsPerStream, isNewData, exprEvaluatorContext);

       return processFirstCol(first);

   }

 

   public EventAdapterService getEventAdapterService() {

       return selectExprContext.getEventAdapterService();

   }

 

   public EventType getResultEventType()

   {

       return resultEventType;

   }

}

/*

* *************************************************************************************
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*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.join.exec.base;

 

public class RangeIndexLookupValueEquals extends RangeIndexLookupValue {

 

   public RangeIndexLookupValueEquals(Object value) {

       super(value);

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.db;

 

import com.espertech.esper.epl.join.table.EventTable;

 

/**

* Null implementation for a data cache that doesn't ever hit.

*/

public class DataCacheNullImpl implements DataCache

{

   public EventTable getCached(Object[] lookupKeys)

   {

       return null;

   }

 

   public void put(Object[] lookupKeys, EventTable rows)

   {

 

   }

 

   public boolean isActive()

   {

       return false;

   }
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}

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.spec.util;

 

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprSubselectNode;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.spec.*;

import com.espertech.esper.filter.FilterSpecCompiled;

import com.espertech.esper.pattern.EvalFilterFactoryNode;

import com.espertech.esper.pattern.EvalNodeAnalysisResult;

import com.espertech.esper.pattern.EvalNodeUtil;

 

import java.util.ArrayList;

import java.util.List;

 

public class StatementSpecCompiledAnalyzer {

 

   public static StatementSpecCompiledAnalyzerResult analyzeFilters(StatementSpecCompiled spec) {

       List<FilterSpecCompiled> filters = new ArrayList<FilterSpecCompiled>();

       List<NamedWindowConsumerStreamSpec> namedWindows = new

ArrayList<NamedWindowConsumerStreamSpec>();

 

       addFilters(spec.getStreamSpecs(), filters, namedWindows);

 

       for (ExprSubselectNode subselect : spec.getSubSelectExpressions()) {

           addFilters(subselect.getStatementSpecCompiled().getStreamSpecs(), filters, namedWindows);

       }

 

       return new StatementSpecCompiledAnalyzerResult(filters, namedWindows);

   }

 

   private static void addFilters(StreamSpecCompiled[] streams, List<FilterSpecCompiled> filters,

List<NamedWindowConsumerStreamSpec> namedWindows) {

       for (StreamSpecCompiled compiled : streams) {

           if (compiled instanceof FilterStreamSpecCompiled) {

               FilterStreamSpecCompiled c = (FilterStreamSpecCompiled) compiled;

               filters.add(c.getFilterSpec());

           }

           if (compiled instanceof PatternStreamSpecCompiled) {
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               PatternStreamSpecCompiled r = (PatternStreamSpecCompiled) compiled;

               EvalNodeAnalysisResult evalNodeAnalysisResult =

EvalNodeUtil.recursiveAnalyzeChildNodes((r.getEvalFactoryNode()));

               List<EvalFilterFactoryNode> filterNodes = evalNodeAnalysisResult.getFilterNodes();

               for (EvalFilterFactoryNode filterNode : filterNodes)

               {

                   filters.add(filterNode.getFilterSpec());

               }

           }

           if (compiled instanceof NamedWindowConsumerStreamSpec) {

               namedWindows.add((NamedWindowConsumerStreamSpec) compiled);

           }

       }

   }

}

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.annotation;

 

/**

* Thrown to indicate a problem processing an EPL statement annotation.

*/

public class AnnotationException extends Exception

{

   private static final long serialVersionUID = 167248816444780182L;

  

   /**

    * Ctor.

    * @param message error message

    */

   public AnnotationException(String message)

   {

       super(message);

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *
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* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.agg.aggregator;

 

/**

* Sum for float values.

*/

public class AggregatorSumFloat implements AggregationMethod

{

   protected float sum;

   protected long numDataPoints;

 

   public void clear()

   {

       sum = 0;

       numDataPoints = 0;

   }

 

   public void enter(Object object)

   {

       if (object == null)

       {

           return;

       }

       numDataPoints++;

       sum += (Float) object;

   }

 

   public void leave(Object object)

   {

       if (object == null)

       {

           return;

       }

       numDataPoints--;

       sum -= (Float) object;

   }

 

   public Object getValue()

   {

       if (numDataPoints == 0)

       {

           return null;

       }

       return sum;

   }
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   public Class getValueType()

   {

       return Float.class;

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.lookup;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluator;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluatorContext;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.join.table.PropertyIndexedEventTable;

import com.espertech.esper.util.JavaClassHelper;

 

/**

* Index lookup strategy that coerces the key values before performing a lookup.

*/

public class SubordIndexedTableLookupStrategyCoercing extends SubordIndexedTableLookupStrategyExpr

{

   private Class[] coercionTypes;

 

   public SubordIndexedTableLookupStrategyCoercing(int numStreamsOuter, ExprEvaluator[] evaluators,

PropertyIndexedEventTable index, Class[] coercionTypes) {

       super(numStreamsOuter, evaluators, index);

       this.coercionTypes = coercionTypes;

   }

 

   @Override

   protected Object[] getKeys(EventBean[] eventsPerStream, ExprEvaluatorContext context) {

       Object[] keys = super.getKeys(eventsPerStream, context);

       for (int i = 0; i < keys.length; i++)

       {

           Object value = keys[i];

 

           Class coercionType = coercionTypes[i];

           if ((value != null) && (!value.getClass().equals(coercionType)))

           {

               if (value instanceof Number)

               {

                   value = JavaClassHelper.coerceBoxed((Number) value, coercionTypes[i]);
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               }

               keys[i] = value;

           }

       }

       return keys;

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.spec;

 

/**

* Enum for the type of on-trigger statement.

*/

public enum OnTriggerType

{

   /**

    * For on-delete triggers that delete from a named window when a triggering event arrives.

    */

   ON_DELETE,

 

   /**

    * For on-select triggers that selected from a named window when a triggering event arrives.

    */

   ON_SELECT,

 

   /**

    * For the on-insert split-stream syntax allowing multiple insert-into streams.

    */

   ON_SPLITSTREAM,

 

   /**

    * For on-set triggers that set variable values when a triggering event arrives.

    */

   ON_SET,

 

   /**

    * For on-update triggers that update an event in a named window when a triggering event arrives.

    */

   ON_UPDATE,

 

   /**
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    * For on-merge triggers that insert/update an event in a named window when a triggering event arrives.

    */

   ON_MERGE

}

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.enummethod.eval;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventType;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.core.MethodResolutionService;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.core.StreamTypeService;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.enummethod.dot.ExprDotEvalEnumMethodBase;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.enummethod.dot.ExprDotEvalParam;

import com.espertech.esper.client.util.ExpressionReturnType;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluator;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprValidationException;

import com.espertech.esper.event.EventAdapterService;

 

import java.util.List;

 

public class ExprDotEvalSequenceEqual extends ExprDotEvalEnumMethodBase {

 

   public EventType[] getAddStreamTypes(String enumMethodUsedName, List<String> goesToNames, EventType

inputEventType, Class collectionComponentType, List<ExprDotEvalParam> bodiesAndParameters) {

       return new EventType[0];

   }

 

   public EnumEval getEnumEval(MethodResolutionService methodResolutionService, EventAdapterService

eventAdapterService, StreamTypeService streamTypeService, String statementId, String enumMethodUsedName,

List<ExprDotEvalParam> bodiesAndParameters, EventType inputEventType, Class collectionComponentType, int

numStreamsIncoming) throws ExprValidationException {

       super.setTypeInfo(ExpressionReturnType.singleValue(Boolean.class));

       ExprEvaluator body = bodiesAndParameters.get(0).getBodyEvaluator();

       return new EnumEvalSequenceEqual(body, numStreamsIncoming);

   }

}

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *
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*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.script;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EPException;

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluator;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluatorContext;

import org.apache.commons.logging.Log;

import org.apache.commons.logging.LogFactory;

 

import javax.script.Bindings;

import javax.script.CompiledScript;

import javax.script.ScriptException;

 

public class ExprNodeScriptEvalJSR223 extends ExprNodeScriptEvalBase {

 

   private static final Log log = LogFactory.getLog(ExprNodeScriptEvalJSR223.class);

 

   private final CompiledScript executable;

 

   public ExprNodeScriptEvalJSR223(String scriptName, String statementName, String[] names, ExprEvaluator[]

parameters, Class returnType, CompiledScript executable) {

       super(scriptName, statementName, names, parameters, returnType);

       this.executable = executable;

   }

 

   public Object evaluate(EventBean[] eventsPerStream, boolean isNewData, ExprEvaluatorContext context) {

       Bindings bindings = executable.getEngine().createBindings();

       bindings.put(ExprNodeScript.CONTEXT_BINDING_NAME, context.getAgentInstanceScriptContext());

       for (int i = 0; i < names.length; i++) {

           bindings.put(names[i], parameters[i].evaluate(eventsPerStream, isNewData, context));

       }

 

       try {

           Object result = executable.eval(bindings);

 

           if (coercer != null) {

               return coercer.coerceBoxed((Number) result);

           }

          

           return result;
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       }

       catch (ScriptException e) {

           String message = "Unexpected exception executing script '" + scriptName + "' for statement '" +

statementName + "' : " + e.getMessage();

           log.error(message, e);

           throw new EPException(message, e);

       }

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.join.plan;

 

/**

* Contains the query plan for all streams.

*/

public class QueryPlan

{

   private QueryPlanIndex[] indexSpecs;

   private QueryPlanNode[] execNodeSpecs;

 

   /**

    * Ctor.

    * @param indexSpecs - specs for indexes to create

    * @param execNodeSpecs - specs for execution nodes to create

    */

   public QueryPlan(QueryPlanIndex[] indexSpecs, QueryPlanNode[] execNodeSpecs)

   {

       this.indexSpecs = indexSpecs;

       this.execNodeSpecs = execNodeSpecs;

   }

 

   /**

    * Return index specs.

    * @return index specs

    */

   public QueryPlanIndex[] getIndexSpecs()

   {

       return indexSpecs;

   }

 

   /**
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    * Return execution node specs.

    * @return execution node specs

    */

   public QueryPlanNode[] getExecNodeSpecs()

   {

       return execNodeSpecs;

   }

 

   public String toString()

   {

       return toQueryPlan();

   }

 

   public String toQueryPlan() {

       StringBuilder buffer = new StringBuilder();

       buffer.append("QueryPlanNode\n");

       buffer.append(QueryPlanIndex.print(indexSpecs));

       buffer.append(QueryPlanNode.print(execNodeSpecs));

       return buffer.toString();

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.agg.access;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.collection.RefCountedSetAtomicInteger;

 

/**

* Implementation of access function for single-stream (not joins).

*/

public class AggregationStateSortedJoin extends AggregationStateSortedImpl

{

   protected final RefCountedSetAtomicInteger refs;

 

   public AggregationStateSortedJoin(AggregationStateSortedSpec spec) {

       super(spec);

       refs = new RefCountedSetAtomicInteger();

   }

 

   protected boolean referenceEvent(EventBean theEvent) {

       return refs.add(theEvent);
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   }

 

   protected boolean dereferenceEvent(EventBean theEvent) {

       return refs.remove(theEvent);

   }

}

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.core.eval;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventType;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.core.SelectExprProcessor;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluatorContext;

import com.espertech.esper.event.EventAdapterService;

import com.espertech.esper.event.ObjectArrayBackedEventBean;

 

public class EvalInsertCoercionObjectArray implements SelectExprProcessor {

 

   private EventType resultEventType;

   private EventAdapterService eventAdapterService;

 

   public EvalInsertCoercionObjectArray(EventType resultEventType, EventAdapterService eventAdapterService) {

       this.resultEventType = resultEventType;

       this.eventAdapterService = eventAdapterService;

   }

 

   public EventBean process(EventBean[] eventsPerStream, boolean isNewData, boolean isSynthesize,

ExprEvaluatorContext exprEvaluatorContext) {

       ObjectArrayBackedEventBean theEvent = (ObjectArrayBackedEventBean) eventsPerStream[0];

       return eventAdapterService.adapterForTypedObjectArray(theEvent.getProperties(), resultEventType);

   }

 

   public EventType getResultEventType() {

       return resultEventType;

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *
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* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.view;

 

import com.espertech.esper.core.context.util.AgentInstanceContext;

import com.espertech.esper.core.service.ExprEvaluatorContextStatement;

import com.espertech.esper.core.service.StatementContext;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprTimePeriod;

 

/**

* Output condition that is satisfied at the end

* of every time interval of a given length.

*/

public final class OutputConditionTimeFactory implements OutputConditionFactory

{

   private final ExprTimePeriod timePeriod;

   private final long msecIntervalSize;

 

   /**

    * Constructor.

    * @param timePeriod is the number of minutes or seconds to batch events for, may include variables

    */

   public OutputConditionTimeFactory(ExprTimePeriod timePeriod,

                                     StatementContext statementContext)

   {

       this.timePeriod = timePeriod;

 

       Double numSeconds = (Double) timePeriod.evaluate(null, true, new

ExprEvaluatorContextStatement(statementContext));

       if (numSeconds == null)

       {

           throw new IllegalArgumentException("Output condition by time returned a null value for the interval size");

       }

       if ((numSeconds < 0.001) && (!timePeriod.hasVariable()))

       {

           throw new IllegalArgumentException("Output condition by time requires a interval size of at least 1 msec or

a variable");

       }

       this.msecIntervalSize = Math.round(1000 * numSeconds);

   }

 

   public OutputCondition make(AgentInstanceContext agentInstanceContext, OutputCallback outputCallback) {

       return new OutputConditionTime(outputCallback, agentInstanceContext, this);

   }
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   public ExprTimePeriod getTimePeriod() {

       return timePeriod;

   }

 

   public long getMsecIntervalSize() {

       return msecIntervalSize;

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.join.plan;

 

import com.espertech.esper.util.CollectionUtil;

 

import java.util.Arrays;

 

/**

* Specifies an index to build as part of an overall query plan.

*/

public class QueryPlanIndexItem

{

   private final String[] indexProps;

   private Class[] optIndexCoercionTypes;

   private final String[] rangeProps;

   private final Class[] optRangeCoercionTypes;

   private final boolean unique;

 

   /**

    * Ctor.

    * @param indexProps - array of property names with the first dimension suplying the number of

    * distinct indexes. The second dimension can be empty and indicates a full table scan.

    * @param optIndexCoercionTypes - array of coercion types for each index, or null entry for no coercion required

    * @param unique whether index is unique on index props (not applicable to range-only)

    */

   public QueryPlanIndexItem(String[] indexProps, Class[] optIndexCoercionTypes, String[] rangeProps, Class[]

optRangeCoercionTypes, boolean unique) {

       this.indexProps = indexProps;

       this.optIndexCoercionTypes = optIndexCoercionTypes;

       this.rangeProps = rangeProps;

       this.optRangeCoercionTypes = optRangeCoercionTypes;

       this.unique = unique;
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       if (unique && indexProps.length == 0) {

           throw new IllegalStateException("Invalid unique index planned without hash index props");

       }

       if (unique && rangeProps.length > 0) {

           throw new IllegalStateException("Invalid unique index planned that includes range props");

       }

   }

 

   public String[] getIndexProps() {

       return indexProps;

   }

 

   public Class[] getOptIndexCoercionTypes() {

       return optIndexCoercionTypes;

   }

 

   public String[] getRangeProps() {

       return rangeProps;

   }

 

   public Class[] getOptRangeCoercionTypes() {

       return optRangeCoercionTypes;

   }

 

   public void setOptIndexCoercionTypes(Class[] optIndexCoercionTypes) {

       this.optIndexCoercionTypes = optIndexCoercionTypes;

   }

 

   public boolean isUnique() {

       return unique;

   }

 

   @Override

   public String toString() {

       return "QueryPlanIndexItem{" +

               "unique=" + unique +

               ", indexProps=" + (indexProps == null ? null : Arrays.asList(indexProps)) +

               ", rangeProps=" + (rangeProps == null ? null : Arrays.asList(rangeProps)) +

               ", optIndexCoercionTypes=" + (optIndexCoercionTypes == null ? null :

Arrays.asList(optIndexCoercionTypes)) +

               ", optRangeCoercionTypes=" + (optRangeCoercionTypes == null ? null :

Arrays.asList(optRangeCoercionTypes)) +

               '}';

   }

 

   public boolean equalsCompareSortedProps(QueryPlanIndexItem other) {

       if (unique != other.unique) {

           return false;
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       }

       String[] otherIndexProps = CollectionUtil.copySortArray(other.getIndexProps());

       String[] thisIndexProps = CollectionUtil.copySortArray(this.getIndexProps());

       String[] otherRangeProps = CollectionUtil.copySortArray(other.getRangeProps());

       String[] thisRangeProps = CollectionUtil.copySortArray(this.getRangeProps());

       return CollectionUtil.compare(otherIndexProps, thisIndexProps) && CollectionUtil.compare(otherRangeProps,

thisRangeProps);

   }

}

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.enummethod.eval;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventType;

import com.espertech.esper.client.util.ExpressionReturnType;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.core.MethodResolutionService;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.core.StreamTypeService;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.enummethod.dot.*;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprDotNodeUtility;

import com.espertech.esper.event.EventAdapterService;

import com.espertech.esper.event.arr.ObjectArrayEventType;

 

import java.util.List;

 

public class ExprDotEvalTakeWhileAndLast extends ExprDotEvalEnumMethodBase {

 

   public EventType[] getAddStreamTypes(String enumMethodUsedName, List<String> goesToNames, EventType

inputEventType, Class collectionComponentType, List<ExprDotEvalParam> bodiesAndParameters) {

       EventType firstParamType;

       if (inputEventType == null) {

           firstParamType = ExprDotNodeUtility.makeTransientOAType(enumMethodUsedName,

goesToNames.get(0), collectionComponentType);

       }

       else {

           firstParamType = inputEventType;

       }

 

       if (goesToNames.size() == 1) {

           return new EventType[] {firstParamType};
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       }

 

       ObjectArrayEventType indexEventType =

ExprDotNodeUtility.makeTransientOAType(enumMethodUsedName, goesToNames.get(1), int.class);

       return new EventType[]{firstParamType, indexEventType};

   }

 

   public EnumEval getEnumEval(MethodResolutionService methodResolutionService, EventAdapterService

eventAdapterService, StreamTypeService streamTypeService, String statementId, String enumMethodUsedName,

List<ExprDotEvalParam> bodiesAndParameters, EventType inputEventType, Class collectionComponentType, int

numStreamsIncoming) {

 

       ExprDotEvalParamLambda first = (ExprDotEvalParamLambda) bodiesAndParameters.get(0);

 

       if (inputEventType != null) {

           super.setTypeInfo(ExpressionReturnType.collectionOfEvents(inputEventType));

           if (first.getGoesToNames().size() == 1) {

               if (this.getEnumMethodEnum() == EnumMethodEnum.TAKEWHILELAST) {

                   return new EnumEvalTakeWhileLastEvents(first.getBodyEvaluator(), first.getStreamCountIncoming());

               }

               return new EnumEvalTakeWhileEvents(first.getBodyEvaluator(), first.getStreamCountIncoming());

           }

 

           if (this.getEnumMethodEnum() == EnumMethodEnum.TAKEWHILELAST) {

               return new EnumEvalTakeWhileLastIndexEvents(first.getBodyEvaluator(),

first.getStreamCountIncoming(), (ObjectArrayEventType) first.getGoesToTypes()[1]);

           }

           return new EnumEvalTakeWhileIndexEvents(first.getBodyEvaluator(), first.getStreamCountIncoming(),

(ObjectArrayEventType) first.getGoesToTypes()[1]);

       }

 

       super.setTypeInfo(ExpressionReturnType.collectionOfSingleValue(collectionComponentType));

       if (first.getGoesToNames().size() == 1) {

           if (this.getEnumMethodEnum() == EnumMethodEnum.TAKEWHILELAST) {

               return new EnumEvalTakeWhileLastScalar(first.getBodyEvaluator(), first.getStreamCountIncoming(),

(ObjectArrayEventType) first.getGoesToTypes()[0]);

           }

           return new EnumEvalTakeWhileScalar(first.getBodyEvaluator(), first.getStreamCountIncoming(),

(ObjectArrayEventType) first.getGoesToTypes()[0]);

       }

 

       if (this.getEnumMethodEnum() == EnumMethodEnum.TAKEWHILELAST) {

           return new EnumEvalTakeWhileLastIndexScalar(first.getBodyEvaluator(), first.getStreamCountIncoming(),

(ObjectArrayEventType) first.getGoesToTypes()[0], (ObjectArrayEventType) first.getGoesToTypes()[1]);

       }

       return new EnumEvalTakeWhileIndexScalar(first.getBodyEvaluator(), first.getStreamCountIncoming(),

(ObjectArrayEventType) first.getGoesToTypes()[0], (ObjectArrayEventType) first.getGoesToTypes()[1]);

   }
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}

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.enummethod.dot;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventPropertyGetter;

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventType;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluatorContext;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluatorEnumeration;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprValidationException;

import com.espertech.esper.event.EventAdapterService;

import org.apache.commons.logging.Log;

import org.apache.commons.logging.LogFactory;

 

import java.util.Collection;

 

public class PropertyExprEvaluatorScalarCollection implements ExprEvaluatorEnumeration {

 

   private static final Log log = LogFactory.getLog(PropertyExprEvaluatorScalarCollection.class);

 

   private final String propertyName;

   private final int streamId;

   private final EventPropertyGetter getter;

   private final Class componentType;

 

   public PropertyExprEvaluatorScalarCollection(String propertyName, int streamId, EventPropertyGetter getter,

Class componentType) {

       this.propertyName = propertyName;

       this.streamId = streamId;

       this.getter = getter;

       this.componentType = componentType;

   }

 

   public Collection<EventBean> evaluateGetROCollectionEvents(EventBean[] eventsPerStream, boolean

isNewData, ExprEvaluatorContext context) {

       return null;

   }
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   public Collection evaluateGetROCollectionScalar(EventBean[] eventsPerStream, boolean isNewData,

ExprEvaluatorContext context) {

       EventBean eventInQuestion = eventsPerStream[streamId];

       Object result = getter.get(eventInQuestion);

       if (result == null) {

           return null;

       }

       if (!(result instanceof Collection)) {

           log.warn("Expected collection-type input from property '" + propertyName + "' but received " +

result.getClass());

           return null;

       }

       return (Collection) getter.get(eventInQuestion);

   }

 

   public EventType getEventTypeCollection(EventAdapterService eventAdapterService) {

       return null;

   }

 

   public Class getComponentTypeCollection() throws ExprValidationException {

       return componentType;

   }

 

   public EventType getEventTypeSingle(EventAdapterService eventAdapterService, String statementId) throws

ExprValidationException {

       return null;

   }

 

   public EventBean evaluateGetEventBean(EventBean[] eventsPerStream, boolean isNewData,

ExprEvaluatorContext context) {

       return null;

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.join.plan;

 

import com.espertech.esper.collection.UniformPair;

 

/**

* Key consisting of 2 integer stream numbers, for use by {@link QueryGraph}.

*/
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public class QueryGraphKey

{

   private UniformPair<Integer> streams;

 

   /**

    * Ctor.

    * @param streamOne - from stream

    * @param streamTwo - to stream

    */

   public QueryGraphKey(int streamOne, int streamTwo)

   {

       streams = new UniformPair<Integer>(streamOne, streamTwo);

   }

 

   public boolean equals(Object obj)

   {

       if (this == obj)

       {

           return true;

       }

 

       if (!(obj instanceof QueryGraphKey))

       {

           return false;

       }

 

       QueryGraphKey other = (QueryGraphKey) obj;

       return other.streams.equals(this.streams);

   }

 

   public int hashCode()

   {

       return streams.hashCode();

   }

 

   public String toString()

   {

       return "QueryGraphKey " + streams.getFirst() + " and " + streams.getSecond();

   }

}

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *
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* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.expression;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

 

/**

* A placeholder expression for view/pattern object parameters that allow

* sorting expression values ascending or descending.

*/

public class ExprOrderedExpr extends ExprNodeBase implements ExprEvaluator

{

   private final boolean isDescending;

   private transient ExprEvaluator evaluator;

   private static final long serialVersionUID = -3140402807682771591L;

 

   /**

    * Ctor.

    * @param descending is true for descending sorts

    */

   public ExprOrderedExpr(boolean descending)

   {

       isDescending = descending;

   }

 

   public String toExpressionString()

   {

       String inner = this.getChildNodes()[0].toExpressionString();

       if (isDescending)

       {

           return inner + " desc";

       }

       return inner;

   }

 

   public ExprEvaluator getExprEvaluator()

   {

       return this;

   }

 

   public boolean isConstantResult()

   {

       return getChildNodes()[0].isConstantResult();

   }

 

   public boolean equalsNode(ExprNode node)

   {
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       if (!(node instanceof ExprOrderedExpr))

       {

           return false;

       }

       ExprOrderedExpr other = (ExprOrderedExpr) node;

       return other.isDescending == this.isDescending;

   }

 

   public void validate(ExprValidationContext validationContext) throws ExprValidationException

   {

       evaluator = getChildNodes()[0].getExprEvaluator();

       // always valid

   }

 

   public Class getType()

   {

       return getChildNodes()[0].getExprEvaluator().getType();

   }

 

   public Object evaluate(EventBean[] eventsPerStream, boolean isNewData, ExprEvaluatorContext

exprEvaluatorContext)

   {

       return evaluator.evaluate(eventsPerStream, isNewData, exprEvaluatorContext);

   }

 

   /**

    * Returns true for descending sort.

    * @return indicator for ascending or descending sort

    */

   public boolean isDescending()

   {

       return isDescending;

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.agg.aggregator;

 

import com.espertech.esper.epl.agg.service.AggregatorUtil;

 

/**

* Sum for float values.
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*/

public class AggregatorSumFloatFilter extends AggregatorSumFloat

{

   @Override

   public void enter(Object parameters)

   {

       Object[] paramArray = (Object[]) parameters;

       if (!AggregatorUtil.checkFilter(paramArray)) {

           return;

       }

       super.enter(paramArray[0]);

   }

 

   @Override

   public void leave(Object parameters)

   {

       Object[] paramArray = (Object[]) parameters;

       if (!AggregatorUtil.checkFilter(paramArray)) {

           return;

       }

       super.leave(paramArray[0]);

   }

}

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.enummethod.dot;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventPropertyGetter;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluator;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluatorContext;

 

public class PropertyExprEvaluatorNonLambda implements ExprEvaluator {

 

   private final int streamId;

   private final EventPropertyGetter getter;

   private final Class returnType;

 

   public PropertyExprEvaluatorNonLambda(int streamId, EventPropertyGetter getter, Class returnType) {
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       this.streamId = streamId;

       this.getter = getter;

       this.returnType = returnType;

   }

 

   public Object evaluate(EventBean[] eventsPerStream, boolean isNewData, ExprEvaluatorContext context) {

       EventBean eventInQuestion = eventsPerStream[streamId];

       if (eventInQuestion == null) {

           return null;

       }

       return getter.get(eventInQuestion);

   }

 

   public Class getType() {

       return returnType;

   }

 

}

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.datetime.interval;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventPropertyGetter;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluator;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluatorContext;

 

public class ExprEvaluatorStreamLongProp implements ExprEvaluator {

 

   private final int streamId;

   private final EventPropertyGetter getter;

 

   public ExprEvaluatorStreamLongProp(int streamId, EventPropertyGetter getter) {

       this.streamId = streamId;

       this.getter = getter;

   }

 

   public Object evaluate(EventBean[] eventsPerStream, boolean isNewData, ExprEvaluatorContext context) {

       EventBean theEvent = eventsPerStream[streamId];
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       if (theEvent == null) {

           return null;

       }

       return getter.get(theEvent);

   }

 

   public Class getType() {

       return Long.class;

   }

 

}

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.enummethod.eval;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventType;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.core.MethodResolutionService;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.core.StreamTypeService;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.enummethod.dot.ExprDotEvalEnumMethodBase;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.enummethod.dot.ExprDotEvalParam;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.enummethod.dot.ExprDotEvalParamLambda;

import com.espertech.esper.client.util.ExpressionReturnType;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprDotNodeUtility;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluator;

import com.espertech.esper.event.EventAdapterService;

import com.espertech.esper.event.arr.ObjectArrayEventType;

import com.espertech.esper.util.JavaClassHelper;

 

import java.util.List;

 

public class ExprDotEvalAggregate extends ExprDotEvalEnumMethodBase {

 

   public EventType[] getAddStreamTypes(String enumMethodUsedName, List<String> goesToNames, EventType

inputEventType, Class collectionComponentType, List<ExprDotEvalParam> bodiesAndParameters) {

       EventType evalEventType;

       if (inputEventType == null) {

           evalEventType = ExprDotNodeUtility.makeTransientOAType(enumMethodUsedName,

goesToNames.get(1), collectionComponentType);

       }
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       else {

           evalEventType = inputEventType;

       }

 

       Class initializationType = bodiesAndParameters.get(0).getBodyEvaluator().getType();

       EventType typeResult = ExprDotNodeUtility.makeTransientOAType(enumMethodUsedName,

goesToNames.get(0), initializationType);

 

       return new EventType[] {typeResult, evalEventType};

   }

 

   public EnumEval getEnumEval(MethodResolutionService methodResolutionService, EventAdapterService

eventAdapterService, StreamTypeService streamTypeService, String statementId, String enumMethodUsedName,

List<ExprDotEvalParam> bodiesAndParameters, EventType inputEventType, Class collectionComponentType, int

numStreamsIncoming) {

       ExprDotEvalParam initValueParam = bodiesAndParameters.get(0);

       ExprEvaluator initValueEval = initValueParam.getBodyEvaluator();

super.setTypeInfo(ExpressionReturnType.singleValue(JavaClassHelper.getBoxedType(initValueEval.getType())));

 

      ExprDotEvalParamLambda resultAndAdd = (ExprDotEvalParamLambda) bodiesAndParameters.get(1);

 

       if (inputEventType != null) {

           return new EnumEvalAggregateEvents(initValueEval,

                   resultAndAdd.getBodyEvaluator(), resultAndAdd.getStreamCountIncoming(),

                   (ObjectArrayEventType) resultAndAdd.getGoesToTypes()[0]);

       }

       else {

           return new EnumEvalAggregateScalar(initValueEval,

                   resultAndAdd.getBodyEvaluator(), resultAndAdd.getStreamCountIncoming(),

                   (ObjectArrayEventType) resultAndAdd.getGoesToTypes()[0],

                   (ObjectArrayEventType) resultAndAdd.getGoesToTypes()[1]);

       }

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.view;

 

import com.espertech.esper.core.context.util.AgentInstanceContext;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.core.ResultSetProcessor;

 

/**

* Factory for output processing views.
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*/

public class OutputProcessViewFactoryCallback implements OutputProcessViewFactory

{

   private final OutputProcessViewCallback callback;

 

   public OutputProcessViewFactoryCallback(OutputProcessViewCallback callback) {

       this.callback = callback;

   }

 

   public OutputProcessViewBase makeView(ResultSetProcessor resultSetProcessor, AgentInstanceContext

agentInstanceContext) {

       return new OutputProcessViewBaseCallback(resultSetProcessor, callback);

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.named;

 

import com.espertech.esper.core.context.factory.StatementAgentInstancePostLoad;

import com.espertech.esper.core.context.util.AgentInstanceContext;

 

/**

* An instance of this class is associated with a specific named window. The processor

* provides the views to create-window, on-delete statements and statements selecting from a named window.

*/

public class NamedWindowProcessorInstance

{

   private final Integer agentInstanceId;

   private final NamedWindowTailViewInstance tailViewInstance;

   private final NamedWindowRootViewInstance rootViewInstance;

 

   public NamedWindowProcessorInstance(Integer agentInstanceId, NamedWindowProcessor processor,

AgentInstanceContext agentInstanceContext) {

       this.agentInstanceId = agentInstanceId;

       rootViewInstance = new NamedWindowRootViewInstance(processor.getRootView(), agentInstanceContext);

       tailViewInstance = new NamedWindowTailViewInstance(rootViewInstance, processor.getTailView(),

agentInstanceContext);

       rootViewInstance.setDataWindowContents(tailViewInstance);   // for iteration used for delete without index

   }

 

   public NamedWindowTailViewInstance getTailViewInstance() {

       return tailViewInstance;
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   }

 

   public NamedWindowRootViewInstance getRootViewInstance() {

       return rootViewInstance;

   }

 

   /**

    * Returns the number of events held.

    * @return number of events

    */

   public long getCountDataWindow()

   {

       return tailViewInstance.getNumberOfEvents();

   }

 

   /**

    * Deletes a named window and removes any associated resources.

    */

   public void destroy()

   {

       tailViewInstance.destroy();

       rootViewInstance.destroy();

   }

 

   public IndexMultiKey[] getIndexDescriptors() {

       return rootViewInstance.getIndexes();

   }

 

   public Integer getAgentInstanceId() {

       return agentInstanceId;

   }

 

   public StatementAgentInstancePostLoad getPostLoad() {

       return new StatementAgentInstancePostLoad() {

           public void executePostLoad() {

               rootViewInstance.postLoad();

           }

       };

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/
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package com.espertech.esper.epl.join.assemble;

 

import com.espertech.esper.epl.join.rep.Node;

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.util.IndentWriter;

 

import java.util.Collection;

import java.util.List;

 

/**

* Assembly node for an event stream that is a root with a one optional child node below it.

*/

public class RootOptionalAssemblyNode extends BaseAssemblyNode

{

   private final int numStreams;

   private boolean haveChildResults;

 

   /**

    * Ctor.

    * @param streamNum - is the stream number

    * @param numStreams - is the number of streams

    */

   public RootOptionalAssemblyNode(int streamNum, int numStreams)

   {

       super(streamNum, numStreams);

       this.numStreams = numStreams;

   }

 

   public void init(List<Node>[] result)

   {

       haveChildResults = false;

   }

 

   public void process(List<Node>[] result, Collection<EventBean[]> resultFinalRows, EventBean resultRootEvent)

   {

       // If we don't have child results, post an empty row

       if (!haveChildResults)

       {

           EventBean[] row = new EventBean[numStreams];

           parentNode.result(row, streamNum, null, null, resultFinalRows, resultRootEvent);

       }

   }

 

   public void result(EventBean[] row, int fromStreamNum, EventBean myEvent, Node myNode,

Collection<EventBean[]> resultFinalRows, EventBean resultRootEvent)

   {

       parentNode.result(row, streamNum, null, null, resultFinalRows, resultRootEvent);
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       // record the fact that a row that was generated by a child

       haveChildResults = true;

   }

 

   public void print(IndentWriter indentWriter)

   {

       indentWriter.println("RootOptionalAssemblyNode streamNum=" + streamNum);

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.join.table;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventPropertyGetter;

import com.espertech.esper.collection.MultiKeyUntyped;

import com.espertech.esper.util.SimpleNumberCoercer;

import org.apache.commons.logging.Log;

import org.apache.commons.logging.LogFactory;

 

/**

* Index that organizes events by the event property values into hash buckets. Based on a HashMap

* with {@link com.espertech.esper.collection.MultiKeyUntyped} keys that store the property values.

* <p>

* Performs coercion of the index keys before storing the keys.

* <p>

* Takes a list of property names as parameter. Doesn't care which event type the events have as long as the

properties

* exist. If the same event is added twice, the class throws an exception on add.

*/

public class PropertyIndexedEventTableCoerceAdd extends PropertyIndexedEventTable

{

   private static Log log = LogFactory.getLog(PropertyIndexedEventTableCoerceAdd.class);

   private final SimpleNumberCoercer[] coercers;

   protected final Class[] coercionTypes;

 

   public PropertyIndexedEventTableCoerceAdd(int streamNum, EventPropertyGetter[] propertyGetters,

SimpleNumberCoercer[] coercers, Class[] coercionTypes) {

       super(streamNum, propertyGetters);

       this.coercers = coercers;

       this.coercionTypes = coercionTypes;

   }
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   @Override

   protected MultiKeyUntyped getMultiKey(EventBean theEvent)

   {

       Object[] keyValues = new Object[propertyGetters.length];

       for (int i = 0; i < propertyGetters.length; i++)

       {

           Object value = propertyGetters[i].get(theEvent);

           if ((value != null) && (!value.getClass().equals(coercionTypes[i])))

           {

               if (value instanceof Number)

               {

                   value = coercers[i].coerceBoxed((Number) value);

               }

           }

           keyValues[i] = value;

       }

       return new MultiKeyUntyped(keyValues);

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.join.pollindex;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventType;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.join.table.EventTable;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.join.table.PropertyIndexedEventTableCoerceAllFactory;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.join.table.UnindexedEventTableList;

 

import java.util.Arrays;

import java.util.List;

 

/**

* Strategy for building an index out of poll-results knowing the properties to base the index on, and their

* coercion types.

*/

public class PollResultIndexingStrategyIndexCoerce implements PollResultIndexingStrategy

{

   private final int streamNum;

   private final EventType eventType;

   private final String[] propertyNames;
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   private final Class[] coercionTypes;

 

   /**

    * Ctor.

    * @param streamNum is the stream number of the indexed stream

    * @param eventType is the event type of the indexed stream

    * @param propertyNames is the property names to be indexed

    * @param coercionTypes is the types to coerce to for keys and values

    */

   public PollResultIndexingStrategyIndexCoerce(int streamNum, EventType eventType, String[] propertyNames,

Class[] coercionTypes)

   {

       this.streamNum = streamNum;

       this.eventType = eventType;

       this.propertyNames = propertyNames;

       this.coercionTypes = coercionTypes;

   }

 

   public EventTable index(List<EventBean> pollResult, boolean isActiveCache)

   {

       if (!isActiveCache)

       {

           return new UnindexedEventTableList(pollResult);

       }

       PropertyIndexedEventTableCoerceAllFactory factory = new

PropertyIndexedEventTableCoerceAllFactory(streamNum, eventType, propertyNames, coercionTypes);

       EventTable table = factory.makeEventTable();

       table.add(pollResult.toArray(new EventBean[pollResult.size()]));

       return table;

   }

 

   public String toQueryPlan() {

       return this.getClass().getSimpleName() + " properties " + Arrays.toString(propertyNames) + " coercion " +

Arrays.toString(coercionTypes);

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.join.base;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.collection.MultiKey;
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import com.espertech.esper.epl.join.exec.base.ExecNode;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluatorContext;

 

import java.util.*;

 

/**

* Query strategy for building a join tuple set by using an execution node tree.

*/

public class ExecNodeQueryStrategy implements QueryStrategy

{

   private int forStream;

   private int numStreams;

   private ExecNode execNode;

 

   /**

    * CTor.

    * @param forStream - stream the strategy is for

    * @param numStreams - number of streams in total

    * @param execNode - execution node for building join tuple set

    */

   public ExecNodeQueryStrategy(int forStream, int numStreams, ExecNode execNode)

   {

       this.forStream = forStream;

       this.numStreams = numStreams;

       this.execNode = execNode;

   }

 

   public void lookup(EventBean[] lookupEvents, Set<MultiKey<EventBean>> joinSet, ExprEvaluatorContext

exprEvaluatorContext)

   {

       if (lookupEvents == null || lookupEvents.length == 0)

       {

           return;

       }

 

       ArrayDeque<EventBean[]> results = new ArrayDeque<EventBean[]>();

       for (EventBean theEvent : lookupEvents)

       {

           // Set up prototype row

           EventBean[] prototype = new EventBean[numStreams];

           prototype[forStream] = theEvent;

 

           // Perform execution

           execNode.process(theEvent, prototype, results, exprEvaluatorContext);

 

           // Convert results into unique set

           for (EventBean[] row : results)

           {
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               joinSet.add(new MultiKey<EventBean>(row));

           }

           results.clear();

       }

   }

 

   /**

    * Return stream number this strategy is for.

    * @return stream num

    */

   protected int getForStream()

   {

       return forStream;

   }

 

   /**

    * Returns the total number of streams.

    * @return number of streams

    */

   protected int getNumStreams()

   {

       return numStreams;

   }

 

   /**

    * Returns execution node.

    * @return execution node

    */

   protected ExecNode getExecNode()

   {

       return execNode;

   }

}

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.enummethod.eval;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventType;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.core.MethodResolutionService;
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import com.espertech.esper.epl.core.StreamTypeService;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.enummethod.dot.ExprDotEvalEnumMethodBase;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.enummethod.dot.ExprDotEvalParam;

import com.espertech.esper.client.util.ExpressionReturnType;

import com.espertech.esper.event.EventAdapterService;

 

import java.util.List;

 

public class ExprDotEvalNoOp extends ExprDotEvalEnumMethodBase {

 

   private EventType resultEventType;

 

   public EventType[] getAddStreamTypes(String enumMethodUsedName, List<String> goesToNames, EventType

inputEventType, Class collectionComponentType, List<ExprDotEvalParam> bodiesAndParameters) {

       return new EventType[] {};

   }

 

   public EnumEval getEnumEval(MethodResolutionService methodResolutionService, EventAdapterService

eventAdapterService, StreamTypeService streamTypeService, String statementId, String enumMethodUsedName,

List<ExprDotEvalParam> bodiesAndParameters, EventType inputEventType, Class collectionComponentType, int

numStreamsIncoming) {

       super.setTypeInfo(ExpressionReturnType.collectionOfEvents(inputEventType));

       resultEventType = inputEventType;

       return new EnumEvalNoOp(numStreamsIncoming);

   }

}

<!--

 ~ **************************************************************************************

 ~ * Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

 ~ * http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

 ~ * http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

 ~ * ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

 ~ * The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

 ~ * a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

 ~ **************************************************************************************

 -->

 

<html>

<head></head>

<body>

<p>

	Statement spec utilities

</p>

</body>

</html>

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *
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*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.enummethod.eval;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluator;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluatorContext;

import com.espertech.esper.event.arr.ObjectArrayEventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.event.arr.ObjectArrayEventType;

 

import java.util.ArrayDeque;

import java.util.Collection;

import java.util.Collections;

 

public class EnumEvalTakeWhileLastIndexScalar extends EnumEvalBaseScalarIndex implements EnumEval {

 

   public EnumEvalTakeWhileLastIndexScalar(ExprEvaluator innerExpression, int streamNumLambda,

ObjectArrayEventType evalEventType, ObjectArrayEventType indexEventType) {

       super(innerExpression, streamNumLambda, evalEventType, indexEventType);

   }

 

   public Object evaluateEnumMethod(EventBean[] eventsLambda, Collection target, boolean isNewData,

ExprEvaluatorContext context) {

       if (target.isEmpty()) {

           return target;

       }

 

       ObjectArrayEventBean evalEvent = new ObjectArrayEventBean(new Object[1], evalEventType);

       ObjectArrayEventBean indexEvent = new ObjectArrayEventBean(new Object[1], indexEventType);

 

       if (target.size() == 1) {

           Object item = target.iterator().next();

 

           evalEvent.getProperties()[0] = item;

           eventsLambda[streamNumLambda] = evalEvent;

 

           indexEvent.getProperties()[0] = 0;

           eventsLambda[streamNumLambda + 1] = indexEvent;

 

           Object pass = innerExpression.evaluate(eventsLambda, isNewData, context);

           if (pass == null || (!(Boolean) pass)) {

               return Collections.emptyList();
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           }

           return Collections.singletonList(item);

       }

 

       int size = target.size();

       Object[] all = new Object[size];

       int count = 0;

       for (Object item : target) {

           all[count++] = item;

       }

 

       ArrayDeque<Object> result = new ArrayDeque<Object>();

       int index = 0;

       for (int i = all.length - 1; i >= 0; i--) {

 

           evalEvent.getProperties()[0] = all[i];

           eventsLambda[streamNumLambda] = evalEvent;

 

           indexEvent.getProperties()[0] = index++;

           eventsLambda[streamNumLambda + 1] = indexEvent;

 

           Object pass = innerExpression.evaluate(eventsLambda, isNewData, context);

           if (pass == null || (!(Boolean) pass)) {

               break;

           }

           result.addFirst(all[i]);

       }

 

       return result;

   }   

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.agg.service;

 

import com.espertech.esper.core.context.util.AgentInstanceContext;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.core.MethodResolutionService;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluator;

 

/**

* Implementation for handling aggregation with grouping by group-keys.

*/
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public class AggSvcGroupByNoAccessFactory extends AggregationServiceFactoryBase

{

   /**

    * Ctor.

    * @param evaluators - evaluate the sub-expression within the aggregate function (ie. sum(4*myNum))

    * @param prototypes - collect the aggregation state that evaluators evaluate to, act as prototypes for new

aggregations

    * aggregation states for each group

    */

   public AggSvcGroupByNoAccessFactory(ExprEvaluator evaluators[], AggregationMethodFactory prototypes[])

   {

       super(evaluators, prototypes);

   }

 

   public AggregationService makeService(AgentInstanceContext agentInstanceContext, MethodResolutionService

methodResolutionService) {

       return new AggSvcGroupByNoAccessImpl(evaluators, aggregators, methodResolutionService);

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.join.rep;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

 

import java.util.Iterator;

import java.util.NoSuchElementException;

import java.util.Set;

 

/**

* Iterator over a set of nodes supplying node and event-within-node position information in a {@link Cursor}.

*/

public class NodeCursorIterator implements Iterator<Cursor>

{

   private final Iterator<Node> nodeIterator;

   private final int stream;

   private Iterator<EventBean> currentIterator;

   private Node currentNode;

 

   /**

    * Ctor.

    * @param stream is the stream that the events in the Node belong to
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    * @param nodeIterator is the iterator over all nodes to position over

    */

   public NodeCursorIterator(int stream, Iterator<Node> nodeIterator)

   {

       this.nodeIterator = nodeIterator;

       this.stream = stream;

       nextIterable();

   }

 

   public Cursor next()

   {

       if (currentIterator == null)

       {

           throw new NoSuchElementException();

       }

       if (currentIterator.hasNext())

       {

           return makeCursor(currentIterator.next());

       }

 

       nextIterable();

 

       if (currentIterator == null)

       {

           throw new NoSuchElementException();

       }

       return makeCursor(currentIterator.next());

   }

 

   public boolean hasNext()

   {

       if (currentIterator == null)

       {

           return false;

       }

 

       if (currentIterator.hasNext())

       {

           return true;

       }

 

       nextIterable();

 

       if (currentIterator == null)

       {

           return false;

       }
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       return true;

   }

 

   public void remove()

   {

       throw new UnsupportedOperationException();

   }

 

   private void nextIterable()

   {

       while(nodeIterator.hasNext())

       {

           currentNode = nodeIterator.next();

           Set<EventBean> events = currentNode.getEvents();

           if (events != null)

           {

               currentIterator = events.iterator();

               if (currentIterator.hasNext())

               {

                   return;

               }

           }

       }

 

       currentIterator = null;

   }

 

   private Cursor makeCursor(EventBean theEvent)

   {

       return new Cursor(theEvent, stream, currentNode);

   }

}

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.spec;

 

import com.espertech.esper.collection.Pair;

 

import java.io.Serializable;
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public class CreateExpressionDesc implements Serializable {

   private static final long serialVersionUID = 7784429868833410090L;

   private final ExpressionDeclItem expression;

   private final ExpressionScriptProvided script;

 

   public CreateExpressionDesc(ExpressionDeclItem expression) {

       this.expression = expression;

       this.script = null;

   }

 

   public CreateExpressionDesc(ExpressionScriptProvided script) {

       this.script = script;

       this.expression = null;

   }

 

   public CreateExpressionDesc(Pair<ExpressionDeclItem, ExpressionScriptProvided> pair) {

       this.script = pair.getSecond();

       this.expression = pair.getFirst();

   }

 

   public ExpressionDeclItem getExpression() {

       return expression;

   }

 

   public ExpressionScriptProvided getScript() {

       return script;

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.expression;

 

/**

* Represents an stream selector that returns the streams underlying event, or null if undefined.

*/

public interface ExprStreamUnderlyingNode extends ExprNode

{

   public int getStreamId();

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *
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* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.expression;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventPropertyGetter;

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventType;

 

import java.util.Arrays;

 

/**

* Represents an stream property identifier in a filter expressiun tree.

*/

public class ExprContextPropertyNode extends ExprNodeBase implements ExprEvaluator

{

   private static final long serialVersionUID = 2816977190089087618L;

   private final String propertyName;

   private Class returnType;

   private transient EventPropertyGetter getter;

 

   public ExprContextPropertyNode(String propertyName) {

       this.propertyName = propertyName;

   }

 

   public ExprEvaluator getExprEvaluator()

   {

       return this;

   }

 

   public String getPropertyName() {

       return propertyName;

   }

 

   public void validate(ExprValidationContext validationContext) throws ExprValidationException

   {

       if (validationContext.getContextDescriptor() == null) {

           throw new ExprValidationException("Context property '" + propertyName + "' cannot be used in the

expression as provided");

       }

       EventType eventType =

validationContext.getContextDescriptor().getContextPropertyRegistry().getContextEventType();

       if (eventType == null) {

           throw new ExprValidationException("Context property '" + propertyName + "' cannot be used in the

expression as provided");
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       }

       getter = eventType.getGetter(propertyName);

       if (getter == null) {

           throw new ExprValidationException("Context property '" + propertyName + "' is not a known property,

known properties are " + Arrays.toString(eventType.getPropertyNames()));

       }

       returnType = eventType.getPropertyType(propertyName);

   }

 

   public boolean isConstantResult() {

       return false;

   }

 

   public Object evaluate(EventBean[] eventsPerStream, boolean isNewData, ExprEvaluatorContext context) {

       if (context.getContextProperties() == null) {

           return null;

       }

       return getter.get(context.getContextProperties());

   }

 

   public Class getType() {

       return returnType;

   }

 

   public String toExpressionString() {

       return propertyName;

   }

 

   public EventPropertyGetter getGetter() {

       return getter;

   }

 

   public boolean equalsNode(ExprNode node) {

       if (this == node) return true;

       if (node == null || getClass() != node.getClass()) return false;

 

       ExprContextPropertyNode that = (ExprContextPropertyNode) node;

       return propertyName.equals(that.propertyName);

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/
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package com.espertech.esper.epl.view;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventType;

import com.espertech.esper.core.context.util.AgentInstanceContext;

import com.espertech.esper.core.service.StatementContext;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.*;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.spec.OnTriggerSetAssignment;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.variable.VariableReadWritePackage;

import com.espertech.esper.event.EventAdapterService;

 

import java.util.HashMap;

import java.util.List;

import java.util.Map;

import java.util.Set;

 

/**

* Output condition for output rate limiting that handles when-then expressions for controlling output.

*/

public class OutputConditionExpressionFactory implements OutputConditionFactory

{

   private final ExprEvaluator whenExpressionNodeEval;

   private final ExprEvaluator andWhenTerminatedExpressionNodeEval;

   private final VariableReadWritePackage variableReadWritePackage;

   private final VariableReadWritePackage variableReadWritePackageAfterTerminated;

   private final Set<String> variableNames;

 

   private EventType builtinPropertiesEventType;

 

   public OutputConditionExpressionFactory(ExprNode whenExpressionNode, List<OnTriggerSetAssignment>

assignments, final StatementContext statementContext, ExprNode andWhenTerminatedExpr,

List<OnTriggerSetAssignment> afterTerminateAssignments)

           throws ExprValidationException

   {

       this.whenExpressionNodeEval = whenExpressionNode.getExprEvaluator();

       this.andWhenTerminatedExpressionNodeEval = andWhenTerminatedExpr != null ?

andWhenTerminatedExpr.getExprEvaluator() : null;

 

       // determine if using variables

       ExprNodeVariableVisitor variableVisitor = new ExprNodeVariableVisitor();

       whenExpressionNode.accept(variableVisitor);

       variableNames = variableVisitor.getVariableNames();

 

       // determine if using properties

       boolean containsBuiltinProperties = containsBuiltinProperties(whenExpressionNode);

       if (!containsBuiltinProperties && assignments != null) {

           for (OnTriggerSetAssignment assignment : assignments) {

               if (containsBuiltinProperties(assignment.getExpression())) {

                   containsBuiltinProperties = true;
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               }

           }

       }

       if (!containsBuiltinProperties && andWhenTerminatedExpressionNodeEval != null) {

           containsBuiltinProperties = containsBuiltinProperties(andWhenTerminatedExpr);

       }

       if (!containsBuiltinProperties && afterTerminateAssignments != null) {

           for (OnTriggerSetAssignment assignment : afterTerminateAssignments) {

               if (containsBuiltinProperties(assignment.getExpression())) {

                   containsBuiltinProperties = true;

               }

           }

       }

 

       if (containsBuiltinProperties)

       {

           builtinPropertiesEventType = getBuiltInEventType(statementContext.getEventAdapterService());

       }

 

       if (assignments != null) {

           variableReadWritePackage = new VariableReadWritePackage(assignments,

statementContext.getVariableService(), statementContext.getEventAdapterService());

       }

       else{

           variableReadWritePackage = null;

       }

 

       if (afterTerminateAssignments != null) {

           variableReadWritePackageAfterTerminated = new VariableReadWritePackage(afterTerminateAssignments,

statementContext.getVariableService(), statementContext.getEventAdapterService());

       }

       else {

           variableReadWritePackageAfterTerminated = null;

       }

   }

 

   public OutputCondition make(AgentInstanceContext agentInstanceContext, OutputCallback outputCallback) {

       return new OutputConditionExpression(outputCallback, agentInstanceContext, this);

   }

 

   public ExprEvaluator getWhenExpressionNodeEval() {

       return whenExpressionNodeEval;

   }

 

   public ExprEvaluator getAndWhenTerminatedExpressionNodeEval() {

       return andWhenTerminatedExpressionNodeEval;

   }
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   public VariableReadWritePackage getVariableReadWritePackage() {

       return variableReadWritePackage;

   }

 

   public VariableReadWritePackage getVariableReadWritePackageAfterTerminated() {

       return variableReadWritePackageAfterTerminated;

   }

 

   public EventType getBuiltinPropertiesEventType() {

       return builtinPropertiesEventType;

   }

 

   public Set<String> getVariableNames() {

       return variableNames;

   }

 

   /**

    * Build the event type for built-in properties.

    * @param eventAdapterService event adapters

    * @return event type

    */

   public static EventType getBuiltInEventType(EventAdapterService eventAdapterService)

   {

       Map<String, Object> outputLimitProperties = new HashMap<String, Object>();

       outputLimitProperties.put("count_insert", Integer.class);

       outputLimitProperties.put("count_remove", Integer.class);

       outputLimitProperties.put("count_insert_total", Integer.class);

       outputLimitProperties.put("count_remove_total", Integer.class);

       outputLimitProperties.put("last_output_timestamp", Long.class);

       return eventAdapterService.createAnonymousMapType(OutputConditionExpressionFactory.class.getName(),

outputLimitProperties);

   }

 

   private boolean containsBuiltinProperties(ExprNode expr)

   {

       ExprNodeIdentifierVisitor propertyVisitor = new ExprNodeIdentifierVisitor(false);

       expr.accept(propertyVisitor);

       return !propertyVisitor.getExprProperties().isEmpty();

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/
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package com.espertech.esper.epl.spec;

 

import java.util.List;

 

/**

* Specification for the on-select splitstream statement.

*/

public class OnTriggerSplitStreamDesc extends OnTriggerDesc

{

   private boolean isFirst;

   private final List<OnTriggerSplitStream> splitStreams;

   private static final long serialVersionUID = 794886832792005103L;

 

   /**

    * Ctor.

    * @param onTriggerType type of trigger

    * @param isFirst true for use the first-matching where clause, false for all

    * @param splitStreams streams

    */

   public OnTriggerSplitStreamDesc(OnTriggerType onTriggerType, boolean isFirst, List<OnTriggerSplitStream>

splitStreams)

   {

       super(onTriggerType);

       this.isFirst = isFirst;

       this.splitStreams = splitStreams;

   }

 

   /**

    * Returns the remaining insert-into and select-clauses in the split-stream clause.

    * @return clauses.

    */

   public List<OnTriggerSplitStream> getSplitStreams()

   {

       return splitStreams;

   }

 

   /**

    * Returns indicator whether only the first or all where-clauses are triggering.

    * @return first or all

    */

   public boolean isFirst()

   {

       return isFirst;

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *
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* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.agg.service;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.agg.aggregator.AggregationMethod;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.core.MethodResolutionService;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluator;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluatorContext;

 

import java.util.Collection;

import java.util.HashMap;

import java.util.Map;

 

/**

* Implementation for handling aggregation with grouping by group-keys.

*/

public class AggSvcGroupByNoAccessImpl extends AggregationServiceBaseGrouped

{

   // maintain for each group a row of aggregator states that the expression node canb pull the data from via index

   private Map<Object, AggregationMethod[]> aggregatorsPerGroup;

 

   // maintain a current row for random access into the aggregator state table

   // (row=groups, columns=expression nodes that have aggregation functions)

   private AggregationMethod[] currentAggregatorRow;

 

   private MethodResolutionService methodResolutionService;

 

   /**

    * Ctor.

    * @param evaluators - evaluate the sub-expression within the aggregate function (ie. sum(4*myNum))

    * @param prototypes - collect the aggregation state that evaluators evaluate to, act as prototypes for new

aggregations

    * aggregation states for each group

    * @param methodResolutionService - factory for creating additional aggregation method instances per group key

    */

   public AggSvcGroupByNoAccessImpl(ExprEvaluator evaluators[], AggregationMethodFactory prototypes[],

MethodResolutionService methodResolutionService)

   {

       super(evaluators, prototypes);

       this.methodResolutionService = methodResolutionService;

       this.aggregatorsPerGroup = new HashMap<Object, AggregationMethod[]>();

   }

 

   public void clearResults(ExprEvaluatorContext exprEvaluatorContext)
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   {

       aggregatorsPerGroup.clear();

   }

 

   public void applyEnter(EventBean[] eventsPerStream, Object groupByKey, ExprEvaluatorContext

exprEvaluatorContext)

   {

       AggregationMethod[] groupAggregators = aggregatorsPerGroup.get(groupByKey);

 

       // The aggregators for this group do not exist, need to create them from the prototypes

       if (groupAggregators == null)

       {

           groupAggregators = methodResolutionService.newAggregators(aggregators,

exprEvaluatorContext.getAgentInstanceId(), groupByKey);

           aggregatorsPerGroup.put(groupByKey, groupAggregators);

       }

       currentAggregatorRow = groupAggregators;

 

       // For this row, evaluate sub-expressions, enter result

       for (int j = 0; j < evaluators.length; j++)

       {

           Object columnResult = evaluators[j].evaluate(eventsPerStream, true, exprEvaluatorContext);

           groupAggregators[j].enter(columnResult);

       }

   }

 

   public void applyLeave(EventBean[] eventsPerStream, Object groupByKey, ExprEvaluatorContext

exprEvaluatorContext)

   {

       AggregationMethod[] groupAggregators = aggregatorsPerGroup.get(groupByKey);

 

       // The aggregators for this group do not exist, need to create them from the prototypes

       if (groupAggregators == null)

       {

           groupAggregators = methodResolutionService.newAggregators(aggregators,

exprEvaluatorContext.getAgentInstanceId(), groupByKey);

           aggregatorsPerGroup.put(groupByKey, groupAggregators);

       }

       currentAggregatorRow = groupAggregators;

 

       // For this row, evaluate sub-expressions, enter result

       for (int j = 0; j < evaluators.length; j++)

       {

           Object columnResult = evaluators[j].evaluate(eventsPerStream, false, exprEvaluatorContext);

           groupAggregators[j].leave(columnResult);

       }

   }
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   public void setCurrentAccess(Object groupByKey, int agentInstanceId)

   {

       currentAggregatorRow = aggregatorsPerGroup.get(groupByKey);

 

       if (currentAggregatorRow == null)

       {

           currentAggregatorRow = methodResolutionService.newAggregators(aggregators, agentInstanceId,

groupByKey);

           aggregatorsPerGroup.put(groupByKey, currentAggregatorRow);

       }

   }

 

   public Object getValue(int column, int agentInstanceId)

   {

       return currentAggregatorRow[column].getValue();

   }

 

   public Collection<EventBean> getCollection(int column, ExprEvaluatorContext context) {

       return null;

   }

 

   public EventBean getEventBean(int column, ExprEvaluatorContext context) {

       return null;

   }

 

   public void setRemovedCallback(AggregationRowRemovedCallback callback) {

       // not applicable

   }

 

}

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.property;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventType;

import com.espertech.esper.client.FragmentEventType;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluator;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluatorContext;
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import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprNodeUtility;

import org.apache.commons.logging.Log;

import org.apache.commons.logging.LogFactory;

 

import java.util.ArrayDeque;

import java.util.Arrays;

import java.util.Collection;

import java.util.List;

 

/**

* A property evaluator that considers nested properties and that considers where-clauses

* but does not consider select-clauses.

*/

public class PropertyEvaluatorNested implements PropertyEvaluator

{

   private static final Log log = LogFactory.getLog(PropertyEvaluatorNested.class);

  

   private final ContainedEventEval[] containedEventEvals;

   private final FragmentEventType[] fragmentEventType;

   private final ExprEvaluator[] whereClauses;

   private final EventBean[] eventsPerStream;

   private final int lastLevel;

   private final List<String> expressionTexts;

 

   /**

    * Ctor.

    * @param containedEventEvals property getters or other evaluators

    * @param fragmentEventType the fragments

    * @param whereClauses the where clauses

    * @param expressionTexts the property names that are staggered

    */

   public PropertyEvaluatorNested(ContainedEventEval[] containedEventEvals, FragmentEventType[]

fragmentEventType, ExprEvaluator[] whereClauses, List<String> expressionTexts)

   {

       this.fragmentEventType = fragmentEventType;

       this.containedEventEvals = containedEventEvals;

       this.whereClauses = whereClauses;

       lastLevel = fragmentEventType.length - 1;

       eventsPerStream = new EventBean[fragmentEventType.length + 1];

       this.expressionTexts = expressionTexts;

   }

 

   public EventBean[] getProperty(EventBean theEvent, ExprEvaluatorContext exprEvaluatorContext)

   {

       ArrayDeque<EventBean> resultEvents = new ArrayDeque<EventBean>();

       eventsPerStream[0] = theEvent;

       populateEvents(theEvent, 0, resultEvents, exprEvaluatorContext);

       if (resultEvents.isEmpty())
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       {

           return null;

       }

       return resultEvents.toArray(new EventBean[resultEvents.size()]);

   }

 

   private void populateEvents(EventBean branch, int level, Collection<EventBean> events, ExprEvaluatorContext

exprEvaluatorContext)

   {

       try

       {

           Object result = containedEventEvals[level].getFragment(branch, eventsPerStream, exprEvaluatorContext);

 

           if (fragmentEventType[level].isIndexed())

           {

               EventBean[] fragments = (EventBean[]) result;

               if (level == lastLevel)

               {

                   if (whereClauses[level] != null)

                   {

                       for (EventBean theEvent : fragments)

                       {

                           eventsPerStream[level+1] = theEvent;

                           if (ExprNodeUtility.applyFilterExpression(whereClauses[level], eventsPerStream,

exprEvaluatorContext))

                           {

                               events.add(theEvent);

                           }

                       }

                   }

                   else

                   {

                       events.addAll(Arrays.asList(fragments));

                   }

               }

               else

               {

                   if (whereClauses[level] != null)

                   {

                       for (EventBean next : fragments)

                       {

                           eventsPerStream[level+1] = next;

                           if (ExprNodeUtility.applyFilterExpression(whereClauses[level], eventsPerStream,

exprEvaluatorContext))

                           {

                               populateEvents(next, level+1, events, exprEvaluatorContext);

                           }

                       }
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                   }

                   else

                   {

                       for (EventBean next : fragments)

                       {

                           eventsPerStream[level+1] = next;

                           populateEvents(next, level+1, events, exprEvaluatorContext);

                       }

                   }

               }

           }

           else

           {

               EventBean fragment = (EventBean) result;

               if (level == lastLevel)

               {

                   if (whereClauses[level] != null)

                   {

                       eventsPerStream[level+1] = fragment;

                       if (ExprNodeUtility.applyFilterExpression(whereClauses[level], eventsPerStream,

exprEvaluatorContext))

                       {

                           events.add(fragment);

                       }

                   }

                   else

                   {

                       events.add(fragment);

                   }

               }

               else

               {

                   if (whereClauses[level] != null)

                   {

                       eventsPerStream[level+1] = fragment;

                       if (ExprNodeUtility.applyFilterExpression(whereClauses[level], eventsPerStream,

exprEvaluatorContext))

                       {

                           populateEvents(fragment, level+1, events, exprEvaluatorContext);

                       }

                   }

                   else

                   {

                       eventsPerStream[level+1] = fragment;

                       populateEvents(fragment, level+1, events, exprEvaluatorContext);

                   }

               }

           }
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       }

       catch (RuntimeException ex)

       {

           log.error("Unexpected error evaluating property expression for event of type '" +

                   branch.getEventType().getName() +

                   "' and property '" +

                   expressionTexts.get(level + 1) + "': " + ex.getMessage(), ex);

       }

   }

 

   public EventType getFragmentEventType()

   {

       return fragmentEventType[lastLevel].getFragmentType();

   }

 

   public boolean compareTo(PropertyEvaluator otherEval)

   {

       return false;

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.view;

 

import com.espertech.esper.core.context.util.AgentInstanceContext;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprTimePeriod;

import org.apache.commons.logging.Log;

import org.apache.commons.logging.LogFactory;

 

public final class OutputConditionPolledTime implements OutputConditionPolled

{

   private ExprTimePeriod timePeriod;

   private long msecIntervalSize;

   private AgentInstanceContext context;

   private long lastUpdate;

 

   /**

    * Constructor.

    * @param timePeriod is the number of minutes or seconds to batch events for, may include variables

    * @param context is the view context for time scheduling

    */

   public OutputConditionPolledTime(ExprTimePeriod timePeriod,
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                              AgentInstanceContext context)

   {

       if (context == null)

       {

           String message = "OutputConditionTime requires a non-null view context";

           throw new NullPointerException(message);

       }

 

       this.context = context;

       this.timePeriod = timePeriod;

 

       Double numSeconds = (Double) timePeriod.evaluate(null, true, context);

       if (numSeconds == null)

       {

           throw new IllegalArgumentException("Output condition by time returned a null value for the interval size");

       }

       if ((numSeconds < 0.001) && (!timePeriod.hasVariable()))

       {

           throw new IllegalArgumentException("Output condition by time requires a interval size of at least 1 msec or

a variable");

       }

       this.msecIntervalSize = Math.round(1000 * numSeconds);

       this.lastUpdate = -msecIntervalSize - 1;

   }

 

   public boolean updateOutputCondition(int newEventsCount, int oldEventsCount)

   {

       // If we pull the interval from a variable, then we may need to reschedule

       if (timePeriod.hasVariable())

       {

           Double numSeconds = (Double) timePeriod.evaluate(null, true, context);

           if (numSeconds != null)

           {

               long newMsecIntervalSize = Math.round(1000 * numSeconds);

               this.msecIntervalSize = newMsecIntervalSize;

           }

       }

 

       long current = context.getTimeProvider().getTime();

       if (current - lastUpdate >= msecIntervalSize) {

           this.lastUpdate = current;

           return true;

       }

       return false;

   }

 

   public final String toString()

   {
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       return this.getClass().getName() +

               " msecIntervalSize=" + msecIntervalSize;

   }

 

   private static final Log log = LogFactory.getLog(OutputConditionPolledTime.class);

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.spec;

 

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprNode;

import com.espertech.esper.util.MetaDefItem;

 

import java.util.List;

import java.io.Serializable;

 

/**

* Filter definition in an un-validated and un-resolved form.

* <p>

* Event type and expression nodes in this filter specification are not yet validated, optimized for resolved

* against actual streams.

*/

public class FilterSpecRaw implements MetaDefItem, Serializable

{

   private String eventTypeName;

   private List<ExprNode> filterExpressions;

   private PropertyEvalSpec optionalPropertyEvalSpec;

   private static final long serialVersionUID = 4316000245281974225L;

 

   /**

    * Ctor.

    * @param eventTypeName is the name of the event type

    * @param filterExpressions is a list of expression nodes representing individual filter expressions

    * @param optionalPropertyEvalSpec specification for a property select

    */

   public FilterSpecRaw(String eventTypeName, List<ExprNode> filterExpressions, PropertyEvalSpec

optionalPropertyEvalSpec)

   {

       this.eventTypeName = eventTypeName;

       this.filterExpressions = filterExpressions;

       this.optionalPropertyEvalSpec = optionalPropertyEvalSpec;

   }
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   /**

    * Default ctor.

    */

   public FilterSpecRaw()

   {

   }

 

   /**

    * Returns the event type name of the events we are looking for.

    * @return event name

    */

   public String getEventTypeName()

   {

       return eventTypeName;

   }

 

   /**

    * Returns the list of filter expressions.

    * @return filter expression list

    */

   public List<ExprNode> getFilterExpressions()

   {

       return filterExpressions;

   }

 

   /**

    * Returns the property evaluation specification, if any, or null if no properties evaluated.

    * @return property eval spec

    */

   public PropertyEvalSpec getOptionalPropertyEvalSpec()

   {

       return optionalPropertyEvalSpec;

   }

}

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.enummethod.eval;
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import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluator;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluatorContext;

import org.apache.commons.logging.Log;

import org.apache.commons.logging.LogFactory;

 

import java.lang.reflect.Array;

import java.util.Collection;

import java.util.Iterator;

 

public class EnumEvalSequenceEqual extends EnumEvalBase implements EnumEval {

 

   private static final Log log = LogFactory.getLog(EnumEvalSequenceEqual.class);

 

   public EnumEvalSequenceEqual(ExprEvaluator innerExpression, int streamCountIncoming) {

       super(innerExpression, streamCountIncoming);

   }

 

   public Object evaluateEnumMethod(EventBean[] eventsLambda, Collection target, boolean isNewData,

ExprEvaluatorContext context) {

       Object otherObj = this.getInnerExpression().evaluate(eventsLambda, isNewData, context);

 

       if (otherObj == null) {

           return false;

       }

       if (!(otherObj instanceof Collection)) {

           if (otherObj.getClass().isArray()) {

               if (target.size() != Array.getLength(otherObj)) {

                   return false;

               }

 

               if (target.isEmpty()) {

                   return true;

               }

 

               Iterator oneit = target.iterator();

               for (int i = 0; i < target.size(); i++) {

                   Object first = oneit.next();

                   Object second = Array.get(otherObj, i);

 

                   if (first == null) {

                       if (second != null) {

                           return false;

                       }

                       continue;

                   }

                   if (second == null) {

                       return false;
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                   }

 

                   if (!first.equals(second)) {

                       return false;

                   }

               }

 

               return true;

           }

           else {

               log.warn("Enumeration method 'sequenceEqual' expected a Collection-type return value from its parameter

but received '" + otherObj.getClass() + "'");

               return false;

           }

       }

 

       Collection other = (Collection) otherObj;

       if (target.size() != other.size()) {

           return false;

       }

 

       if (target.isEmpty()) {

           return true;

       }

 

       Iterator oneit = target.iterator();

       Iterator twoit = other.iterator();

       for (int i = 0; i < target.size(); i++) {

           Object first = oneit.next();

           Object second = twoit.next();

 

           if (first == null) {

               if (second != null) {

                   return false;

               }

               continue;

           }

           if (second == null) {

               return false;

           }

 

           if (!first.equals(second)) {

               return false;

           }

       }

 

       return true;

   }
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}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.join.base;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluatorContext;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.join.exec.sorted.SortedAccessStrategy;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.join.exec.sorted.SortedAccessStrategyFactory;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.join.plan.QueryGraphValueEntryRange;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.join.table.EventTable;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.join.table.PropertySortedEventTable;

 

import java.util.Iterator;

import java.util.Set;

 

/**

* Index lookup strategy into a poll-based cache result.

*/

public class HistoricalIndexLookupStrategySorted implements HistoricalIndexLookupStrategy

{

   private final SortedAccessStrategy strategy;

 

   /**

    * Ctor.

    */

   public HistoricalIndexLookupStrategySorted(int lookupStream, QueryGraphValueEntryRange property)

   {

       strategy = SortedAccessStrategyFactory.make(false, lookupStream, -1, property, null);

   }

 

   public Iterator<EventBean> lookup(EventBean lookupEvent, EventTable indexTable, ExprEvaluatorContext

context)

   {

       // The table may not be indexed as the cache may not actively cache, in which case indexing doesn't makes

sense

       if (indexTable instanceof PropertySortedEventTable)

       {

           PropertySortedEventTable index = (PropertySortedEventTable) indexTable;

           Set<EventBean> events = strategy.lookup(lookupEvent, index, context);

           if (events != null)

           {
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               return events.iterator();

           }

           return null;

       }

 

       return indexTable.iterator();

   }

 

   public String toQueryPlan() {

       return this.getClass().getSimpleName() + " strategy: " + strategy.toQueryPlan();

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.agg.aggregator;

 

import com.espertech.esper.type.MinMaxTypeEnum;

import com.espertech.esper.collection.SortedRefCountedSet;

 

/**

* Min/max aggregator for all values.

*/

public class AggregatorMinMax implements AggregationMethod

{

   protected final MinMaxTypeEnum minMaxTypeEnum;

   protected final Class returnType;

 

   protected SortedRefCountedSet<Object> refSet;

 

   /**

    * Ctor.

    *

    * @param minMaxTypeEnum - enum indicating to return minimum or maximum values

    * @param returnType     - is the value type returned by aggregator

    */

   public AggregatorMinMax(MinMaxTypeEnum minMaxTypeEnum, Class returnType)

   {

       this.minMaxTypeEnum = minMaxTypeEnum;

       this.returnType = returnType;

       this.refSet = new SortedRefCountedSet<Object>();

   }
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   public void clear()

   {

       refSet.clear();

   }

 

   public void enter(Object object)

   {

       if (object == null)

       {

           return;

       }

       refSet.add(object);

   }

 

   public void leave(Object object)

   {

       if (object == null)

       {

           return;

       }

       refSet.remove(object);

   }

 

   public Object getValue()

   {

       if (minMaxTypeEnum == MinMaxTypeEnum.MAX)

       {

           return refSet.maxValue();

       }

       else

       {

           return refSet.minValue();

       }

   }

 

   public Class getValueType()

   {

       return returnType;

   }

 

   public SortedRefCountedSet<Object> getRefSet() {

       return refSet;

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *
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* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.view;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.collection.UniformPair;

import com.espertech.esper.core.service.UpdateDispatchView;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.core.ResultSetProcessor;

import org.apache.commons.logging.Log;

import org.apache.commons.logging.LogFactory;

 

/**

* Output process view that does not enforce any output policies and may simply

* hand over events to child views, but works with distinct and after-output policies

*/

public class OutputProcessViewDirectDistinctOrAfterPostProcess extends

OutputProcessViewDirectDistinctOrAfter

{

	private static final Log log = LogFactory.getLog(OutputProcessViewDirectDistinctOrAfterPostProcess.class);

 

   private final OutputStrategyPostProcess postProcessor;

 

   public OutputProcessViewDirectDistinctOrAfterPostProcess(ResultSetProcessor resultSetProcessor, Long

afterConditionTime, Integer afterConditionNumberOfEvents, boolean afterConditionSatisfied,

OutputProcessViewDirectDistinctOrAfterFactory parent, OutputStrategyPostProcess postProcessor) {

       super(resultSetProcessor, afterConditionTime, afterConditionNumberOfEvents, afterConditionSatisfied,

parent);

       this.postProcessor = postProcessor;

   }

 

   @Override

   protected void postProcess(boolean force, UniformPair<EventBean[]> newOldEvents, UpdateDispatchView

childView) {

       postProcessor.output(force, newOldEvents, childView);

   }

}

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/
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package com.espertech.esper.epl.datetime.eval;

 

import com.espertech.esper.epl.methodbase.DotMethodFP;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.methodbase.DotMethodFPInputEnum;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.methodbase.DotMethodFPParam;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.methodbase.DotMethodFPParamTypeEnum;

 

public class DatetimeMethodEnumParams {

 

   public static final DotMethodFP[] WITHTIME = new DotMethodFP[] {

               new DotMethodFP(DotMethodFPInputEnum.SCALAR_ANY,

                       new DotMethodFPParam("an integer-type hour", DotMethodFPParamTypeEnum.SPECIFIC,

Integer.class),

                       new DotMethodFPParam("an integer-type minute", DotMethodFPParamTypeEnum.SPECIFIC,

Integer.class),

                       new DotMethodFPParam("an integer-type second", DotMethodFPParamTypeEnum.SPECIFIC,

Integer.class),

                       new DotMethodFPParam("an integer-type millis", DotMethodFPParamTypeEnum.SPECIFIC,

Integer.class))

           };

 

   public static final DotMethodFP[] WITHDATE = new DotMethodFP[] {

               new DotMethodFP(DotMethodFPInputEnum.SCALAR_ANY,

                       new DotMethodFPParam("an integer-type year", DotMethodFPParamTypeEnum.SPECIFIC,

Integer.class),

                       new DotMethodFPParam("an integer-type month", DotMethodFPParamTypeEnum.SPECIFIC,

Integer.class),

                       new DotMethodFPParam("an integer-type day", DotMethodFPParamTypeEnum.SPECIFIC,

Integer.class))

           };

 

   public static final DotMethodFP[] PLUSMINUS = new DotMethodFP[] {

               new DotMethodFP(DotMethodFPInputEnum.SCALAR_ANY,

                       new DotMethodFPParam(0, "a numeric-type millisecond",

DotMethodFPParamTypeEnum.NUMERIC)),

               new DotMethodFP(DotMethodFPInputEnum.SCALAR_ANY,

                       new DotMethodFPParam("a time period", DotMethodFPParamTypeEnum.SPECIFIC,

TimePeriod.class))

           };

 

   public static final DotMethodFP[] CALFIELD = new DotMethodFP[] {

                   new DotMethodFP(DotMethodFPInputEnum.SCALAR_ANY,

                           new DotMethodFPParam("a string-type calendar field name",

DotMethodFPParamTypeEnum.SPECIFIC, String.class)),

           };

 

   public static final DotMethodFP[] CALFIELD_PLUS_INT = new DotMethodFP[] {
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                   new DotMethodFP(DotMethodFPInputEnum.SCALAR_ANY,

                           new DotMethodFPParam("a string-type calendar field name",

DotMethodFPParamTypeEnum.SPECIFIC, String.class),

                           new DotMethodFPParam("an integer-type value", DotMethodFPParamTypeEnum.SPECIFIC,

Integer.class)),

           };

 

   public static final DotMethodFP[] NOPARAM = new DotMethodFP[] {

                   new DotMethodFP(DotMethodFPInputEnum.SCALAR_ANY)

           };

 

   public static final DotMethodFP[] BETWEEN = new DotMethodFP[] {

                   new DotMethodFP(DotMethodFPInputEnum.SCALAR_ANY,

                           new DotMethodFPParam("a date-time type", DotMethodFPParamTypeEnum.DATETIME, null),

                           new DotMethodFPParam("a date-time type", DotMethodFPParamTypeEnum.DATETIME, null)),

                   new DotMethodFP(DotMethodFPInputEnum.SCALAR_ANY,

                           new DotMethodFPParam("a date-time type", DotMethodFPParamTypeEnum.DATETIME, null),

                           new DotMethodFPParam("a date-time type", DotMethodFPParamTypeEnum.DATETIME, null),

                           new DotMethodFPParam("boolean", DotMethodFPParamTypeEnum.BOOLEAN, null),

                           new DotMethodFPParam("boolean", DotMethodFPParamTypeEnum.BOOLEAN, null)),

           };

 

   /**

    * Interval.

    */

 

   public static final String INPUT_INTERVAL = "timestamp or timestamped-event";

   public static final String INPUT_INTERVAL_START = "interval start value";

   public static final String INPUT_INTERVAL_FINISHES = "interval finishes value";

 

   public static final DotMethodFP[] INTERVAL_BEFORE_AFTER = new DotMethodFP[] {

                   new DotMethodFP(DotMethodFPInputEnum.SCALAR_ANY,

                           new DotMethodFPParam(INPUT_INTERVAL, DotMethodFPParamTypeEnum.ANY, null)),

                   new DotMethodFP(DotMethodFPInputEnum.SCALAR_ANY,

                       new DotMethodFPParam(INPUT_INTERVAL, DotMethodFPParamTypeEnum.ANY, null),

                       new DotMethodFPParam(INPUT_INTERVAL_START,

DotMethodFPParamTypeEnum.TIME_PERIOD_OR_SEC, null)),

                   new DotMethodFP(DotMethodFPInputEnum.SCALAR_ANY,

                       new DotMethodFPParam(INPUT_INTERVAL, DotMethodFPParamTypeEnum.ANY, null),

                       new DotMethodFPParam(INPUT_INTERVAL_START,

DotMethodFPParamTypeEnum.TIME_PERIOD_OR_SEC, null),

                       new DotMethodFPParam(INPUT_INTERVAL_FINISHES,

DotMethodFPParamTypeEnum.TIME_PERIOD_OR_SEC, null))

                   };

 

   public static final DotMethodFP[] INTERVAL_COINCIDES = new DotMethodFP[] {

                   new DotMethodFP(DotMethodFPInputEnum.SCALAR_ANY,

                           new DotMethodFPParam(INPUT_INTERVAL, DotMethodFPParamTypeEnum.ANY, null)),
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                   new DotMethodFP(DotMethodFPInputEnum.SCALAR_ANY,

                       new DotMethodFPParam(INPUT_INTERVAL, DotMethodFPParamTypeEnum.ANY, null),

                       new DotMethodFPParam("threshold for start and end value",

DotMethodFPParamTypeEnum.TIME_PERIOD_OR_SEC, null)),

                   new DotMethodFP(DotMethodFPInputEnum.SCALAR_ANY,

                       new DotMethodFPParam(INPUT_INTERVAL, DotMethodFPParamTypeEnum.ANY, null),

                       new DotMethodFPParam("threshold for start value",

DotMethodFPParamTypeEnum.TIME_PERIOD_OR_SEC, null),

                       new DotMethodFPParam("threshold for end value",

DotMethodFPParamTypeEnum.TIME_PERIOD_OR_SEC, null))

                   };

 

   public static final DotMethodFP[] INTERVAL_DURING_INCLUDES = new DotMethodFP[] {

                   new DotMethodFP(DotMethodFPInputEnum.SCALAR_ANY,

                           new DotMethodFPParam(INPUT_INTERVAL, DotMethodFPParamTypeEnum.ANY, null)),

                   new DotMethodFP(DotMethodFPInputEnum.SCALAR_ANY,

                           new DotMethodFPParam(INPUT_INTERVAL, DotMethodFPParamTypeEnum.ANY, null),

                           new DotMethodFPParam("maximum distance interval both start and end",

DotMethodFPParamTypeEnum.TIME_PERIOD_OR_SEC, null)),

                   new DotMethodFP(DotMethodFPInputEnum.SCALAR_ANY,

                           new DotMethodFPParam(INPUT_INTERVAL, DotMethodFPParamTypeEnum.ANY, null),

                           new DotMethodFPParam("minimum distance interval both start and end",

DotMethodFPParamTypeEnum.TIME_PERIOD_OR_SEC, null),

                           new DotMethodFPParam("maximum distance interval both start and end",

DotMethodFPParamTypeEnum.TIME_PERIOD_OR_SEC, null)),

                   new DotMethodFP(DotMethodFPInputEnum.SCALAR_ANY,

                           new DotMethodFPParam(INPUT_INTERVAL, DotMethodFPParamTypeEnum.ANY, null),

                           new DotMethodFPParam("minimum distance start",

DotMethodFPParamTypeEnum.TIME_PERIOD_OR_SEC, null),

                           new DotMethodFPParam("maximum distance start",

DotMethodFPParamTypeEnum.TIME_PERIOD_OR_SEC, null),

                           new DotMethodFPParam("minimum distance end",

DotMethodFPParamTypeEnum.TIME_PERIOD_OR_SEC, null),

                           new DotMethodFPParam("maximum distance end",

DotMethodFPParamTypeEnum.TIME_PERIOD_OR_SEC, null)),

                   };

 

   public static final DotMethodFP[] INTERVAL_DURING_OVERLAPS_OVERLAPBY = new DotMethodFP[] {

                   new DotMethodFP(DotMethodFPInputEnum.SCALAR_ANY,

                           new DotMethodFPParam(INPUT_INTERVAL, DotMethodFPParamTypeEnum.ANY, null)),

                   new DotMethodFP(DotMethodFPInputEnum.SCALAR_ANY,

                           new DotMethodFPParam(INPUT_INTERVAL, DotMethodFPParamTypeEnum.ANY, null),

                           new DotMethodFPParam("maximum distance interval both start and end",

DotMethodFPParamTypeEnum.TIME_PERIOD_OR_SEC, null)),

                   new DotMethodFP(DotMethodFPInputEnum.SCALAR_ANY,

                           new DotMethodFPParam(INPUT_INTERVAL, DotMethodFPParamTypeEnum.ANY, null),

                           new DotMethodFPParam("minimum distance interval both start and end",

DotMethodFPParamTypeEnum.TIME_PERIOD_OR_SEC, null),
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                           new DotMethodFPParam("maximum distance interval both start and end",

DotMethodFPParamTypeEnum.TIME_PERIOD_OR_SEC, null)),

                   };

 

   public static final DotMethodFP[] INTERVAL_FINISHES_FINISHEDBY = new DotMethodFP[] {

                   new DotMethodFP(DotMethodFPInputEnum.SCALAR_ANY,

                           new DotMethodFPParam(INPUT_INTERVAL, DotMethodFPParamTypeEnum.ANY, null)),

                   new DotMethodFP(DotMethodFPInputEnum.SCALAR_ANY,

                           new DotMethodFPParam(INPUT_INTERVAL, DotMethodFPParamTypeEnum.ANY, null),

                           new DotMethodFPParam("maximum distance between end timestamps",

DotMethodFPParamTypeEnum.TIME_PERIOD_OR_SEC, null)),

                   };

 

   public static final DotMethodFP[] INTERVAL_STARTS_STARTEDBY = new DotMethodFP[] {

                   new DotMethodFP(DotMethodFPInputEnum.SCALAR_ANY,

                           new DotMethodFPParam(INPUT_INTERVAL, DotMethodFPParamTypeEnum.ANY, null)),

                   new DotMethodFP(DotMethodFPInputEnum.SCALAR_ANY,

                           new DotMethodFPParam(INPUT_INTERVAL, DotMethodFPParamTypeEnum.ANY, null),

                           new DotMethodFPParam("maximum distance between start timestamps",

DotMethodFPParamTypeEnum.TIME_PERIOD_OR_SEC, null)),

                   };

 

   public static final DotMethodFP[] INTERVAL_MEETS_METBY = new DotMethodFP[] {

                   new DotMethodFP(DotMethodFPInputEnum.SCALAR_ANY,

                           new DotMethodFPParam(INPUT_INTERVAL, DotMethodFPParamTypeEnum.ANY, null)),

                   new DotMethodFP(DotMethodFPInputEnum.SCALAR_ANY,

                           new DotMethodFPParam(INPUT_INTERVAL, DotMethodFPParamTypeEnum.ANY, null),

                           new DotMethodFPParam("maximum distance between start and end timestamps",

DotMethodFPParamTypeEnum.TIME_PERIOD_OR_SEC, null)),

                   };

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.db;

 

import java.util.Arrays;

 

/**

* Hold a raw SQL-statements parameter information that were specified in the form ${name}.

*/

public class SQLParameterDesc

{
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   private final String[] parameters;

   private final String[] builtinIdentifiers;

 

   /**

    * Ctor.

    * @param parameters is the name of parameters

    * @param builtinIdentifiers is the names of built-in predefined values

    */

   public SQLParameterDesc(String[] parameters, String[] builtinIdentifiers)

   {

       this.parameters = parameters;

       this.builtinIdentifiers = builtinIdentifiers;

   }

 

   /**

    * Returns parameter names.

    * @return parameter names

    */

   public String[] getParameters()

   {

       return parameters;

   }

 

   /**

    * Returns built-in identifiers.

    * @return built-in identifiers

    */

   public String[] getBuiltinIdentifiers()

   {

       return builtinIdentifiers;

   }

 

   public String toString()

   {

       return "params=" + Arrays.toString(parameters) +

               " builtin=" + Arrays.toString(builtinIdentifiers);

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.spec;
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import com.espertech.esper.util.MetaDefItem;

 

import java.util.List;

import java.util.LinkedList;

import java.io.Serializable;

 

/**

* Descriptor generated by INSERT-INTO clauses specified in expressions to insert the

* results of statement as a stream to further statements.

*/

public class InsertIntoDesc implements MetaDefItem, Serializable

{

   private final SelectClauseStreamSelectorEnum streamSelector;

   private final String eventTypeName;

   private List<String> columnNames;

   private static final long serialVersionUID = 6204369134039715720L;

 

   /**

    * Ctor.

    * @param streamSelector selects insert, remove or insert+remove stream

    * @param eventTypeName is the event type name

    */

   public InsertIntoDesc(SelectClauseStreamSelectorEnum streamSelector, String eventTypeName)

   {

       this.streamSelector = streamSelector;

       this.eventTypeName = eventTypeName;

       columnNames = new LinkedList<String>();

   }

 

   /**

    * Returns the stream(s) selected for inserting into.

    * @return stream selector

    */

   public SelectClauseStreamSelectorEnum getStreamSelector() {

       return streamSelector;

   }

 

   /**

    * Returns name of event type to use for insert-into stream.

    * @return event type name

    */

   public String getEventTypeName()

   {

       return eventTypeName;

   }

 

   /**

    * Returns a list of column names specified optionally in the insert-into clause, or empty if none specified.
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    * @return column names or empty list if none supplied

    */

   public List<String> getColumnNames()

   {

       return columnNames;

   }

 

   /**

    * Add a column name to the insert-into clause.

    * @param columnName to add

    */

   public void add(String columnName)

   {

       columnNames.add(columnName);

   }

}

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.agg.service;

 

import com.espertech.esper.epl.agg.access.AggregationStateKey;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprNode;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprNodeUtility;

 

public class AggregationStateKeyWStream implements AggregationStateKey {

   private final int streamNum;

   private final AggregationStateTypeWStream stateType;

   private final ExprNode[] exprNodes;

 

   public AggregationStateKeyWStream(int streamNum, AggregationStateTypeWStream stateType, ExprNode[]

exprNodes) {

       this.streamNum = streamNum;

       this.stateType = stateType;

       this.exprNodes = exprNodes;

   }

 

   public boolean equals(Object o) {

       if (this == o) return true;

       if (o == null || getClass() != o.getClass()) return false;
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       AggregationStateKeyWStream that = (AggregationStateKeyWStream) o;

 

       if (streamNum != that.streamNum) return false;

       if (stateType != that.stateType) return false;

       if (!ExprNodeUtility.deepEquals(exprNodes, that.exprNodes)) return false;

 

       return true;

   }

 

   public int hashCode() {

       int result = streamNum;

       result = 31 * result + stateType.hashCode();

       return result;

   }

}

<!--

 ~ **************************************************************************************

 ~ * Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

 ~ * http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

 ~ * http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

 ~ * ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

 ~ * The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

 ~ * a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

 ~ **************************************************************************************

 -->

 

<html>

<head></head>

<body>

<p>

	Subquery execution strategies and lookup indexes

</p>

</body>

</html>

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.datetime.interval;
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public class IntervalStartEndParameterPair {

   private final ExprOptionalConstant start;

   private final ExprOptionalConstant end;

 

   private IntervalStartEndParameterPair(ExprOptionalConstant start, ExprOptionalConstant end) {

       this.start = start;

       this.end = end;

   }

 

   public static IntervalStartEndParameterPair fromParamsWithSameEnd(ExprOptionalConstant[] parameters) {

       ExprOptionalConstant start = parameters[0];

       ExprOptionalConstant end;

       if (parameters.length == 1) {

           end = start;

       }

       else {

           end = parameters[1];

       }

       return new IntervalStartEndParameterPair(start, end);

   }

 

   public static IntervalStartEndParameterPair fromParamsWithLongMaxEnd(ExprOptionalConstant[] parameters) {

       ExprOptionalConstant start = parameters[0];

       ExprOptionalConstant end;

       if (parameters.length == 1) {

           end = ExprOptionalConstant.make(Long.MAX_VALUE);

       }

       else {

           end = parameters[1];

       }

       return new IntervalStartEndParameterPair(start, end);

   }

 

   public ExprOptionalConstant getStart() {

       return start;

   }

 

   public ExprOptionalConstant getEnd() {

       return end;

   }

 

   public boolean isConstant() {

       return start.getOptionalConstant() != null && end.getOptionalConstant() != null;

   }

 

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *
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* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.spec;

 

/**

* Mirror class to {@link SelectClauseStreamRawSpec} but added the stream number for the name.

*/

public class SelectClauseStreamCompiledSpec implements SelectClauseElementCompiled

{

   private final String streamName;

   private final String optionalColumnName;

   private int streamNumber = -1;

   private boolean isFragmentEvent = false;

   private boolean isProperty = false;

   private Class propertyType;

 

   /**

    * Ctor.

    * @param streamName is the stream name of the stream to select

    * @param optionalColumnName is the column name

    */

   public SelectClauseStreamCompiledSpec(String streamName, String optionalColumnName)

   {

       this.streamName = streamName;

       this.optionalColumnName = optionalColumnName;

   }

 

   /**

    * Returns the stream name (e.g. select streamName from MyEvent as streamName).

    * @return name

    */

   public String getStreamName()

   {

       return streamName;

   }

 

   /**

    * Returns the column name.

    * @return name

    */

   public String getOptionalName()

   {

       return optionalColumnName;

   }
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   /**

    * Returns the stream number of the stream for the stream name.

    * @return stream number

    */

   public int getStreamNumber()

   {

       if (streamNumber == -1)

       {

           throw new IllegalStateException("Not initialized for stream number and tagged event");

       }

       return streamNumber;

   }

 

   /**

    * Returns true to indicate that we are meaning to select a tagged event in a pattern, or false if

    * selecting an event from a stream.

    * @return true for tagged event in pattern, false for stream

    */

   public boolean isFragmentEvent()

   {

       if (streamNumber == -1)

       {

           throw new IllegalStateException("Not initialized for stream number and tagged event");

       }

       return isFragmentEvent;

   }

 

   /**

    * Sets the stream number of the selected stream within the context of the from-clause.

    * @param streamNumber to set

    */

   public void setStreamNumber(int streamNumber) {

       this.streamNumber = streamNumber;

   }

 

   /**

    * Sets a flag indicating whether the stream wildcard is for a tagged event in a pattern.

    * @param taggedEvent in pattern

    */

   public void setFragmentEvent(boolean taggedEvent) {

       isFragmentEvent = taggedEvent;

   }

 

   /**

    * Sets an indicate that a property was selected with wildcard.

    * @param property selected

    * @param propertyType the return type
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    */

   public void setProperty(boolean property, Class propertyType)

   {

       this.isProperty = property;

       this.propertyType = propertyType;

   }

 

   /**

    * True if selecting from a property, false if not

    * @return indicator whether property or not

    */

   public boolean isProperty()

   {

       return isProperty;

   }

 

   /**

    * Returns property type.

    * @return property type

    */

   public Class getPropertyType()

   {

       return propertyType;

   }

}

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.virtualdw;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EPException;

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventType;

import com.espertech.esper.client.hook.*;

import com.espertech.esper.collection.Pair;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.join.exec.base.JoinExecTableLookupStrategy;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.join.exec.base.RangeIndexLookupValue;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.join.exec.base.RangeIndexLookupValueRange;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.join.plan.*;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.join.table.EventTable;
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import com.espertech.esper.epl.lookup.SubordPropHashKey;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.lookup.SubordPropPlan;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.lookup.SubordPropRangeKey;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.lookup.SubordTableLookupStrategy;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.named.IndexMultiKey;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.named.IndexedPropDesc;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.spec.CreateIndexDesc;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.spec.CreateIndexItem;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.spec.CreateIndexType;

import com.espertech.esper.filter.Range;

import com.espertech.esper.view.ViewSupport;

import org.apache.commons.logging.Log;

import org.apache.commons.logging.LogFactory;

 

import java.lang.annotation.Annotation;

import java.util.*;

 

public class VirtualDWViewImpl extends ViewSupport implements VirtualDWView {

 

   private static final Log log = LogFactory.getLog(VirtualDWViewImpl.class);

 

   private final VirtualDataWindow dataExternal;

   private final EventType eventType;

   private final String namedWindowName;

   private String lastAccessedByStatementName;

   private int lastAccessedByNum;

 

   public VirtualDWViewImpl(VirtualDataWindow dataExternal, EventType eventType, String

namedWindowName) {

       this.dataExternal = dataExternal;

       this.eventType = eventType;

       this.namedWindowName = namedWindowName;

   }

 

   public VirtualDataWindow getVirtualDataWindow() {

       return dataExternal;

   }

 

   public Pair<IndexMultiKey, EventTable> getSubordinateQueryDesc(boolean unique, List<IndexedPropDesc>

hashedProps, List<IndexedPropDesc> btreeProps) {

       List<VirtualDataWindowLookupFieldDesc> hashFields = new

ArrayList<VirtualDataWindowLookupFieldDesc>();

       for (IndexedPropDesc hashprop : hashedProps) {

           hashFields.add(new VirtualDataWindowLookupFieldDesc(hashprop.getIndexPropName(),

VirtualDataWindowLookupOp.EQUALS, hashprop.getCoercionType()));

       }

       List<VirtualDataWindowLookupFieldDesc> btreeFields = new

ArrayList<VirtualDataWindowLookupFieldDesc>();
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       for (IndexedPropDesc btreeprop : btreeProps) {

           btreeFields.add(new VirtualDataWindowLookupFieldDesc(btreeprop.getIndexPropName(), null,

btreeprop.getCoercionType()));

       }

       VirtualDWEventTable eventTable = new VirtualDWEventTable(unique, hashFields, btreeFields);

       IndexMultiKey imk = new IndexMultiKey(unique, hashedProps, btreeProps);

       return new Pair<IndexMultiKey, EventTable>(imk, eventTable);

   }

 

   public SubordTableLookupStrategy getSubordinateLookupStrategy(String accessedByStatementName, String

accessedByStatementId, Annotation[] accessedByStmtAnnotations, EventType[] outerStreamTypes,

List<SubordPropHashKey> hashKeys, CoercionDesc hashKeyCoercionTypes, List<SubordPropRangeKey>

rangeKeys, CoercionDesc rangeKeyCoercionTypes, boolean nwOnTrigger, EventTable eventTable,

SubordPropPlan joinDesc, boolean forceTableScan) {

       VirtualDWEventTable noopTable = (VirtualDWEventTable) eventTable;

       for (int i = 0; i < noopTable.getBtreeAccess().size(); i++) {

           VirtualDataWindowLookupOp op =

VirtualDataWindowLookupOp.fromOpString(rangeKeys.get(i).getRangeInfo().getType().getStringOp());

           noopTable.getBtreeAccess().get(i).setOperator(op);

       }

 

       // allocate a number within the statement

       if (lastAccessedByStatementName == null ||

!lastAccessedByStatementName.equals(accessedByStatementName)) {

           lastAccessedByNum = 0;

       }

       lastAccessedByNum++;

 

       VirtualDataWindowLookupContextSPI context = new

VirtualDataWindowLookupContextSPI(accessedByStatementName, accessedByStatementId,

accessedByStmtAnnotations, false, namedWindowName, noopTable.getHashAccess(), noopTable.getBtreeAccess(),

joinDesc, forceTableScan, outerStreamTypes, accessedByStatementName, lastAccessedByNum);

       VirtualDataWindowLookup index = dataExternal.getLookup(context);

       checkIndex(index);

       return new SubordTableLookupStrategyVirtualDW(namedWindowName, index, hashKeys,

hashKeyCoercionTypes, rangeKeys, rangeKeyCoercionTypes, nwOnTrigger, outerStreamTypes.length);

   }

 

   public EventTable getJoinIndexTable(QueryPlanIndexItem queryPlanIndexItem) {

 

       List<VirtualDataWindowLookupFieldDesc> hashFields = new

ArrayList<VirtualDataWindowLookupFieldDesc>();

       int count = 0;

       if (queryPlanIndexItem.getIndexProps() != null) {

           for (String indexProp : queryPlanIndexItem.getIndexProps()) {

               Class coercionType = queryPlanIndexItem.getOptIndexCoercionTypes() == null ? null :

queryPlanIndexItem.getOptIndexCoercionTypes()[count];

               hashFields.add(new VirtualDataWindowLookupFieldDesc(indexProp,
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VirtualDataWindowLookupOp.EQUALS, coercionType));

               count++;

           }

       }

 

       List<VirtualDataWindowLookupFieldDesc> btreeFields = new

ArrayList<VirtualDataWindowLookupFieldDesc>();

       count = 0;

       if (queryPlanIndexItem.getRangeProps() != null) {

           for (String btreeprop : queryPlanIndexItem.getRangeProps()) {

               Class coercionType = queryPlanIndexItem.getOptRangeCoercionTypes() == null ? null :

queryPlanIndexItem.getOptRangeCoercionTypes()[count];

               btreeFields.add(new VirtualDataWindowLookupFieldDesc(btreeprop, null, coercionType));

               count++;

           }

       }

 

       return new VirtualDWEventTable(false, hashFields, btreeFields);

   }

 

   public JoinExecTableLookupStrategy getJoinLookupStrategy(String accessedByStmtName, String

accessedByStmtId, Annotation[] accessedByStmtAnnotations, EventTable eventTable, TableLookupKeyDesc

keyDescriptor, int lookupStreamNum) {

       VirtualDWEventTable noopTable = (VirtualDWEventTable) eventTable;

       for (int i = 0; i < noopTable.getHashAccess().size(); i++) {

           QueryGraphValueEntryHashKeyed hashKey = keyDescriptor.getHashes().get(i);

noopTable.getHashAccess().get(i).setLookupValueType(hashKey.getKeyExpr().getExprEvaluator().getType());
       

}

       for (int i = 0; i < noopTable.getBtreeAccess().size(); i++) {

           QueryGraphValueEntryRange range = keyDescriptor.getRanges().get(i);

           VirtualDataWindowLookupOp op =

VirtualDataWindowLookupOp.fromOpString(range.getType().getStringOp());

           VirtualDataWindowLookupFieldDesc rangeField = noopTable.getBtreeAccess().get(i);

           rangeField.setOperator(op);

           if (range instanceof QueryGraphValueEntryRangeRelOp) {

               rangeField.setLookupValueType(((QueryGraphValueEntryRangeRelOp)

range).getExpression().getExprEvaluator().getType());

           }

           else {

               rangeField.setLookupValueType(((QueryGraphValueEntryRangeIn)

range).getExprStart().getExprEvaluator().getType());

           }

       }

 

       VirtualDataWindowLookup index = dataExternal.getLookup(new

VirtualDataWindowLookupContext(accessedByStmtName, accessedByStmtId, accessedByStmtAnnotations, false,

namedWindowName, noopTable.getHashAccess(), noopTable.getBtreeAccess()));

       checkIndex(index);
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       return new JoinExecTableLookupStrategyVirtualDW(namedWindowName, index, keyDescriptor,

lookupStreamNum);

   }

 

   public Pair<IndexMultiKey, EventTable> getFireAndForgetDesc(Set<String> keysAvailable, Set<String>

rangesAvailable) {

       List<VirtualDataWindowLookupFieldDesc> hashFields = new

ArrayList<VirtualDataWindowLookupFieldDesc>();

       List<IndexedPropDesc> hashIndexedFields = new ArrayList<IndexedPropDesc>();

       for (String hashprop : keysAvailable) {

           hashFields.add(new VirtualDataWindowLookupFieldDesc(hashprop,

VirtualDataWindowLookupOp.EQUALS, null));

           hashIndexedFields.add(new IndexedPropDesc(hashprop, null));

       }

 

       List<VirtualDataWindowLookupFieldDesc> btreeFields = new

ArrayList<VirtualDataWindowLookupFieldDesc>();

       List<IndexedPropDesc> btreeIndexedFields = new ArrayList<IndexedPropDesc>();

       for (String btreeprop : rangesAvailable) {

           btreeFields.add(new VirtualDataWindowLookupFieldDesc(btreeprop, null, null));

           btreeIndexedFields.add(new IndexedPropDesc(btreeprop, null));

       }

 

       VirtualDWEventTable noopTable = new VirtualDWEventTable(false, hashFields, btreeFields);

       IndexMultiKey imk = new IndexMultiKey(false, hashIndexedFields, btreeIndexedFields);

 

       return new Pair<IndexMultiKey, EventTable>(imk, noopTable);

   }

 

   public Collection<EventBean> getFireAndForgetData(EventTable eventTable, Object[] keyValues,

RangeIndexLookupValue[] rangeValues, Annotation[] annotations) {

       VirtualDWEventTable noopTable = (VirtualDWEventTable) eventTable;

       for (int i = 0; i < noopTable.getBtreeAccess().size(); i++) {

           RangeIndexLookupValueRange range = (RangeIndexLookupValueRange) rangeValues[i];

           VirtualDataWindowLookupOp op =

VirtualDataWindowLookupOp.fromOpString(range.getOperator().getStringOp());

           noopTable.getBtreeAccess().get(i).setOperator(op);

       }

 

       Object[] keys = new Object[keyValues.length + rangeValues.length];

       for (int i = 0; i < keyValues.length; i++) {

           keys[i] = keyValues[i];

           noopTable.getHashAccess().get(i).setLookupValueType(keyValues[i] == null ? null :

keyValues[i].getClass());

       }

       int offset = keyValues.length;

       for (int j = 0; j < rangeValues.length; j++) {

           Object rangeValue = rangeValues[j].getValue();
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           if (rangeValue instanceof Range) {

               Range range = (Range) rangeValue;

               keys[j + offset] = new VirtualDataWindowKeyRange(range.getLowEndpoint(), range.getHighEndpoint());

               noopTable.getBtreeAccess().get(j).setLookupValueType(range.getLowEndpoint() == null ? null :

range.getLowEndpoint().getClass());

           }

           else {

               keys[j + offset] = rangeValue;

               noopTable.getBtreeAccess().get(j).setLookupValueType(rangeValue == null ? null :

rangeValue.getClass());

           }

       }

 

       VirtualDataWindowLookup index = dataExternal.getLookup(new VirtualDataWindowLookupContext(null,

null, annotations, true, namedWindowName, noopTable.getHashAccess(), noopTable.getBtreeAccess()));

       checkIndex(index);

       if (index == null) {

           throw new EPException("Exception obtaining index from virtual data window '" + namedWindowName +

"'");

       }

 

       Set<EventBean> events = null;

       try {

           events = index.lookup(keys, null);

       }

       catch (RuntimeException ex) {

           log.warn("Exception encountered invoking virtual data window external index for window '" +

namedWindowName + "': " + ex.getMessage(), ex);

       }

       return events;

   }

 

   private void checkIndex(VirtualDataWindowLookup index) {

       if (index == null) {

           throw new EPException("Exception obtaining index lookup from virtual data window, the implementation

has returned a null index");

       }

   }

 

   public void update(EventBean[] newData, EventBean[] oldData) {

       dataExternal.update(newData, oldData);

   }

 

   public EventType getEventType() {

       return eventType;

   }

 

   public void destroy() {
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       dataExternal.destroy();

   }

 

   public Iterator<EventBean> iterator() {

       return dataExternal.iterator();

   }

 

   public void handleStartIndex(CreateIndexDesc spec) {

       try {

           List<VirtualDataWindowEventStartIndex.VDWCreateIndexField> fields = new

ArrayList<VirtualDataWindowEventStartIndex.VDWCreateIndexField>();

           for (CreateIndexItem col : spec.getColumns()) {

               fields.add(new VirtualDataWindowEventStartIndex.VDWCreateIndexField(col.getName(), col.getType()

== CreateIndexType.HASH));

           }

           VirtualDataWindowEventStartIndex create = new

VirtualDataWindowEventStartIndex(spec.getWindowName(), spec.getIndexName(), fields, spec.isUnique());

           dataExternal.handleEvent(create);

       }

       catch (Exception ex) {

           String message = "Exception encountered invoking virtual data window handle start-index event for window

'" + namedWindowName + "': " + ex.getMessage();

           log.warn(message, ex);

           throw new EPException(message, ex);

       }

   }

 

   public void handleStopIndex(CreateIndexDesc spec) {

       try {

           VirtualDataWindowEventStopIndex theEvent = new

VirtualDataWindowEventStopIndex(spec.getWindowName(), spec.getIndexName());

           dataExternal.handleEvent(theEvent);

       }

       catch (Exception ex) {

           String message = "Exception encountered invoking virtual data window handle stop-index event for window

'" + namedWindowName + "': " + ex.getMessage();

           log.warn(message, ex);

       }

   }

 

   public void handleStopWindow() {

       try {

           VirtualDataWindowEventStopWindow theEvent = new

VirtualDataWindowEventStopWindow(namedWindowName);

           dataExternal.handleEvent(theEvent);

       }

       catch (Exception ex) {

           String message = "Exception encountered invoking virtual data window handle stop-window event for
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window '" + namedWindowName + "': " + ex.getMessage();

           log.warn(message, ex);

       }

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.agg.aggregator;

 

/**

* Sum for long values.

*/

public class AggregatorSumLong implements AggregationMethod

{

   protected long sum;

   protected long numDataPoints;

 

   public void clear()

   {

       sum = 0;

       numDataPoints = 0;

   }

 

   public void enter(Object object)

   {

       if (object == null)

       {

           return;

       }

       numDataPoints++;

       sum += (Long) object;

   }

 

   public void leave(Object object)

   {

       if (object == null)

       {

           return;

       }

       numDataPoints--;

       sum -= (Long) object;

   }
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   public Object getValue()

   {

       if (numDataPoints == 0)

       {

           return null;

       }

       return sum;

   }

 

   public Class getValueType()

   {

       return Long.class;

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.agg.aggregator;

 

import java.lang.reflect.Array;

 

/**

* Count all non-null values.

*/

public class AggregatorCountNonNullFilter implements AggregationMethod

{

   protected long numDataPoints;

 

   public void clear()

   {

       numDataPoints = 0;

   }

 

   public void enter(Object object)

   {

       if (checkPass(object)) {

           numDataPoints++;

       }

   }

 

   public void leave(Object object)

   {
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       if (checkPass(object)) {

           numDataPoints--;

       }

   }

 

   public Object getValue()

   {

       return numDataPoints;

   }

 

   public Class getValueType()

   {

       return Long.class;

   }

 

   private boolean checkPass(Object object) {

       Boolean first = (Boolean) Array.get(object, 1);

       if (first != null) {

           return first;

       }

       return false;

   }

}

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.enummethod.eval;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluator;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluatorContext;

import com.espertech.esper.event.arr.ObjectArrayEventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.event.arr.ObjectArrayEventType;

 

import java.util.Collection;

import java.util.HashMap;

import java.util.Map;

 

public class EnumEvalToMapScalarLambda extends EnumEvalBase implements EnumEval {
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   private final ExprEvaluator secondExpression;

   private final ObjectArrayEventType resultEventType;

 

   public EnumEvalToMapScalarLambda(ExprEvaluator innerExpression, int streamCountIncoming, ExprEvaluator

secondExpression, ObjectArrayEventType resultEventType) {

       super(innerExpression, streamCountIncoming);

       this.secondExpression = secondExpression;

       this.resultEventType = resultEventType;

   }

 

   public Object evaluateEnumMethod(EventBean[] eventsLambda, Collection target, boolean isNewData,

ExprEvaluatorContext context) {

       Map map = new HashMap();

 

       ObjectArrayEventBean resultEvent = new ObjectArrayEventBean(new Object[1], resultEventType);

       Collection<Object> values = (Collection<Object>) target;

       for (Object next : values) {

 

           resultEvent.getProperties()[0] = next;

           eventsLambda[streamNumLambda] = resultEvent;

 

           Object key = innerExpression.evaluate(eventsLambda, isNewData, context);

           Object value = secondExpression.evaluate(eventsLambda, isNewData, context);

           map.put(key, value);

       }

 

       return map;

   }

}

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.virtualdw;

 

import java.util.Set;

 

public interface VirtualDWViewFactory {

   public Set<String> getUniqueKeys();

   public void destroyNamedWindow();

}
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/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.property;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBeanFactory;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluator;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluatorContext;

 

import java.lang.reflect.Array;

import java.util.ArrayList;

import java.util.Collection;

import java.util.Iterator;

import java.util.List;

 

public class ContainedEventEvalExprNode implements ContainedEventEval {

 

   private final ExprEvaluator evaluator;

   private final EventBeanFactory eventBeanFactory;

 

   public ContainedEventEvalExprNode(ExprEvaluator evaluator, EventBeanFactory eventBeanFactory) {

       this.evaluator = evaluator;

       this.eventBeanFactory = eventBeanFactory;

   }

 

   public Object getFragment(EventBean eventBean, EventBean[] eventsPerStream, ExprEvaluatorContext

exprEvaluatorContext) {

       Object result = evaluator.evaluate(eventsPerStream, true, exprEvaluatorContext);

 

       if (result == null) {

           return null;

       }

 

       if (result.getClass().isArray()) {

           EventBean[] events = new EventBean[Array.getLength(result)];

           for (int i = 0; i < events.length; i++) {

               Object arrayItem = Array.get(result, i);

               if (arrayItem != null) {

                   events[i] = eventBeanFactory.wrap(arrayItem);
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               }

           }

           return events;

       }

 

       if (result instanceof Collection) {

           Collection coll = (Collection) result;

           EventBean[] events = new EventBean[coll.size()];

           Iterator it = coll.iterator();

           for (int i = 0; i < events.length; i++) {

               Object collItem = it.next();

               if (collItem != null) {

                   events[i] = eventBeanFactory.wrap(collItem);

               }

           }

           return events;

       }

 

       if (result instanceof Iterable) {

           Iterable iterable = (Iterable) result;

           List<EventBean> events = new ArrayList<EventBean>();

           for (Object item : iterable) {

               if (item != null) {

                   events.add(eventBeanFactory.wrap(item));

               }

           }

           return events.toArray(new EventBean[events.size()]);

       }

              

       return null;

   }

}

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.datetime.interval;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluatorContext;
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public interface IntervalComputer {

  

   public Boolean compute(long leftStart, long leftEnd, long rightStart, long rightEnd, EventBean[] eventsPerStream,

boolean newData, ExprEvaluatorContext context);

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.join.table;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventType;

import org.apache.commons.logging.Log;

import org.apache.commons.logging.LogFactory;

 

public class PropertySortedEventTableCoercedFactory extends PropertySortedEventTableFactory

{

   private Class coercionType;

 

  /**

    * Ctor.

    * @param streamNum - the stream number that is indexed

    * @param eventType - types of events indexed

    * @param propertyName - property names to use for indexing

    * @param coercionType - property types

    */

   public PropertySortedEventTableCoercedFactory(int streamNum, EventType eventType, String propertyName,

Class coercionType)

   {

       super(streamNum, eventType, propertyName);

       this.coercionType = coercionType;

   }

 

   @Override

   public EventTable makeEventTable() {

       return new PropertySortedEventTableCoerced(streamNum, propertyGetter, coercionType);

   }

 

   public String toString()

   {

       return "PropertySortedEventTableCoerced" +

               " streamNum=" + streamNum +

               " propertyName=" + propertyName +

               " coercionType=" + coercionType;
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   }

 

   private static Log log = LogFactory.getLog(PropertySortedEventTableCoercedFactory.class);

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.named;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventType;

import com.espertech.esper.core.context.util.AgentInstanceContext;

import com.espertech.esper.core.service.StatementResultService;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.core.ResultSetProcessor;

import org.apache.commons.logging.Log;

import org.apache.commons.logging.LogFactory;

 

/**

* View for the on-delete statement that handles removing events from a named window.

*/

public class NamedWindowOnUpdateViewFactory extends NamedWindowOnExprBaseViewFactory

{

   private static final Log log = LogFactory.getLog(NamedWindowOnUpdateViewFactory.class);

   private final StatementResultService statementResultService;

   private final NamedWindowUpdateHelper updateHelper;

 

   public NamedWindowOnUpdateViewFactory(EventType namedWindowEventType, StatementResultService

statementResultService, NamedWindowUpdateHelper updateHelper) {

       super(namedWindowEventType);

       this.statementResultService = statementResultService;

       this.updateHelper = updateHelper;

   }

 

   public NamedWindowOnExprBaseView make(NamedWindowLookupStrategy lookupStrategy,

NamedWindowRootViewInstance namedWindowRootViewInstance, AgentInstanceContext agentInstanceContext,

ResultSetProcessor resultSetProcessor) {

       return new NamedWindowOnUpdateView(lookupStrategy, namedWindowRootViewInstance,

agentInstanceContext, this);

   }

 

   public StatementResultService getStatementResultService() {

       return statementResultService;

   }
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   public NamedWindowUpdateHelper getUpdateHelper() {

       return updateHelper;

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.agg.aggregator;

 

/**

* Average that generates double-typed numbers.

*/

public class AggregatorAvg implements AggregationMethod

{

   protected double sum;

   protected long numDataPoints;

 

   public void clear()

   {

       sum = 0;

       numDataPoints = 0;

   }

 

   public void enter(Object object)

   {

       if (object == null)

       {

           return;

       }

       numDataPoints++;

       sum += ((Number) object).doubleValue();

   }

 

   public void leave(Object object)

   {

       if (object == null)

       {

           return;

       }

       numDataPoints--;

       sum -= ((Number) object).doubleValue();

   }
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   public Object getValue()

   {

       if (numDataPoints == 0)

       {

           return null;

       }

       return sum / numDataPoints;

   }

 

   public Class getValueType()

   {

       return Double.class;

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.agg.aggregator;

 

import com.espertech.esper.collection.SortedDoubleVector;

 

/**

* Median aggregation.

*/

public class AggregatorMedian implements AggregationMethod

{

   protected SortedDoubleVector vector;

 

   public void clear()

   {

       vector.clear();

   }

 

   /**

    * Ctor.

    */

   public AggregatorMedian()

   {

       this.vector = new SortedDoubleVector();

   }

 

   public void enter(Object object)

   {
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       if (object == null)

       {

           return;

       }

       double value = ((Number) object).doubleValue();

       vector.add(value);

   }

 

   public void leave(Object object)

   {

       if (object == null)

       {

           return;

       }

       double value = ((Number) object).doubleValue();

       vector.remove(value);

   }

 

   public Object getValue()

   {

       if (vector.size() == 0)

       {

           return null;

       }

       if (vector.size() == 1)

       {

           return vector.getValue(0);

       }

 

       int middle = vector.size() >> 1;

       if (vector.size() % 2 == 0)

       {

           return (vector.getValue(middle - 1) + vector.getValue(middle)) / 2;

       }

       else

       {

           return vector.getValue(middle);

       }

   }

 

   public Class getValueType()

   {

       return Double.class;

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *
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* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.join.base;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventType;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluatorContext;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.join.exec.composite.CompositeIndexQuery;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.join.exec.composite.CompositeIndexQueryFactory;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.join.plan.QueryGraphValueEntryHashKeyed;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.join.plan.QueryGraphValueEntryRange;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.join.table.EventTable;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.join.table.PropertyCompositeEventTable;

 

import java.util.Iterator;

import java.util.List;

import java.util.Map;

import java.util.Set;

 

/**

* Index lookup strategy into a poll-based cache result.

*/

public class HistoricalIndexLookupStrategyComposite implements HistoricalIndexLookupStrategy

{

   private final CompositeIndexQuery chain;

 

   public HistoricalIndexLookupStrategyComposite(int lookupStream, List<QueryGraphValueEntryHashKeyed>

hashKeys, Class[] keyCoercionTypes, List<QueryGraphValueEntryRange> rangeKeyPairs, Class[]

rangeCoercionTypes) {

       chain = CompositeIndexQueryFactory.makeJoinSingleLookupStream(false, lookupStream, hashKeys,

keyCoercionTypes, rangeKeyPairs, rangeCoercionTypes);

   }

 

   public Iterator<EventBean> lookup(EventBean lookupEvent, EventTable indexTable, ExprEvaluatorContext

context)

   {

       // The table may not be indexed as the cache may not actively cache, in which case indexing doesn't makes

sense

       if (indexTable instanceof PropertyCompositeEventTable)

       {

           PropertyCompositeEventTable table = (PropertyCompositeEventTable) indexTable;

           Map<Object, Object> index = table.getIndex();

 

           Set<EventBean> events = chain.get(lookupEvent, index, context);

           if (events != null)
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           {

               return events.iterator();

           }

           return null;

       }

 

       return indexTable.iterator();

   }

 

   public String toQueryPlan() {

       return this.getClass().getSimpleName() + " chain " + chain.getClass().getSimpleName();

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.spec;

 

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprNode;

 

import java.io.Serializable;

 

/**

* Specification for the merge statement insert/update/delete-part.

*/

public abstract class OnTriggerMergeEntry implements Serializable

{

   private static final long serialVersionUID = 1528981268472654745L;

 

   private ExprNode optionalMatchCond;

 

   protected OnTriggerMergeEntry(ExprNode optionalMatchCond) {

       this.optionalMatchCond = optionalMatchCond;

   }

 

   public ExprNode getOptionalMatchCond() {

       return optionalMatchCond;

   }

 

   public void setOptionalMatchCond(ExprNode optionalMatchCond) {

       this.optionalMatchCond = optionalMatchCond;

   }

}
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/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.agg.service;

 

import com.espertech.esper.core.context.util.AgentInstanceContext;

 

/**

* Factory for aggregation service instances.

* <p>

* Consolidates aggregation nodes such that result futures point to a single instance and

* no re-evaluation of the same result occurs.

*/

public interface AggregationServiceMatchRecognizeFactory

{

   public AggregationServiceMatchRecognize makeService(AgentInstanceContext agentInstanceContext);

}

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.core.eval;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventType;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.core.SelectExprProcessor;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluatorContext;

import com.espertech.esper.event.DecoratingEventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.event.vaevent.ValueAddEventProcessor;

import org.apache.commons.logging.Log;

import org.apache.commons.logging.LogFactory;

 

import java.util.Map;

 

public class EvalInsertWildcardSSWrapperRevision extends EvalBaseMap implements SelectExprProcessor {
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   private static final Log log = LogFactory.getLog(EvalInsertWildcardSSWrapperRevision.class);

 

   private final ValueAddEventProcessor vaeProcessor;

 

   public EvalInsertWildcardSSWrapperRevision(SelectExprContext selectExprContext, EventType

resultEventType, ValueAddEventProcessor vaeProcessor) {

       super(selectExprContext, resultEventType);

       this.vaeProcessor = vaeProcessor;

   }

 

   // In case of a wildcard and single stream that is itself a

   // wrapper bean, we also need to add the map properties

   public EventBean processSpecific(Map<String, Object> props, EventBean[] eventsPerStream, boolean

isNewData, boolean isSynthesize, ExprEvaluatorContext exprEvaluatorContext)

   {

       DecoratingEventBean wrapper = (DecoratingEventBean)eventsPerStream[0];

       if(wrapper != null)

       {

           Map<String, Object> map = wrapper.getDecoratingProperties();

           if ((super.getExprNodes().length == 0) && (!map.isEmpty()))

           {

               // no action

           }

           else

           {

               props.putAll(map);

           }

       }

 

       EventBean theEvent = eventsPerStream[0];

       return vaeProcessor.getValueAddEventBean(theEvent);

   }

}

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.enummethod.eval;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluator;
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import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluatorContext;

import com.espertech.esper.event.arr.ObjectArrayEventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.event.arr.ObjectArrayEventType;

 

import java.util.Collection;

 

public class EnumEvalCountOfSelectorScalar extends EnumEvalBaseScalar implements EnumEval {

 

   public EnumEvalCountOfSelectorScalar(ExprEvaluator innerExpression, int streamCountIncoming,

ObjectArrayEventType type) {

       super(innerExpression, streamCountIncoming, type);

   }

 

   public Object evaluateEnumMethod(EventBean[] eventsLambda, Collection target, boolean isNewData,

ExprEvaluatorContext context) {

       int count = 0;

 

       ObjectArrayEventBean evalEvent = new ObjectArrayEventBean(new Object[1], type);

       for (Object next : target) {

           evalEvent.getProperties()[0] = next;

           eventsLambda[streamNumLambda] = evalEvent;

 

           Object pass = innerExpression.evaluate(eventsLambda, isNewData, context);

           if (pass == null || (!(Boolean) pass)) {

               continue;

           }

           count++;

       }

 

       return count;

   }

}

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.expression;

 

import com.espertech.esper.collection.Pair;

 

import java.util.List;
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import java.util.ArrayList;

 

/**

* Visitor for getting a list of "prev" functions.

*/

public class ExprNodePreviousVisitorWParent implements ExprNodeVisitorWithParent

{

   private List<Pair<ExprNode, ExprPreviousNode>> previous;

 

   public boolean isVisit(ExprNode exprNode)

   {

       return true;

   }

 

   public void visit(ExprNode exprNode, ExprNode parentExprNode)

   {

       if (exprNode instanceof ExprPreviousNode)

       {

           if (previous == null)

           {

               previous = new ArrayList<Pair<ExprNode, ExprPreviousNode>>();

           }

           previous.add(new Pair<ExprNode, ExprPreviousNode>(parentExprNode, (ExprPreviousNode) exprNode));

       }

   }

 

   /**

    * Returns the pair of previous nodes and their parent expression.

    * @return nodes

    */

   public List<Pair<ExprNode, ExprPreviousNode>> getPrevious() {

       return previous;

   }

}

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.enummethod.eval;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventType;
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import com.espertech.esper.epl.core.MethodResolutionService;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.core.StreamTypeService;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.enummethod.dot.ExprDotEvalEnumMethodBase;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.enummethod.dot.ExprDotEvalParam;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.enummethod.dot.ExprDotEvalParamLambda;

import com.espertech.esper.client.util.ExpressionReturnType;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprDotNodeUtility;

import com.espertech.esper.event.EventAdapterService;

import com.espertech.esper.event.arr.ObjectArrayEventType;

 

import java.util.List;

import java.util.Map;

 

public class ExprDotEvalGroupBy extends ExprDotEvalEnumMethodBase {

 

   public EventType[] getAddStreamTypes(String enumMethodUsedName, List<String> goesToNames, EventType

inputEventType, Class collectionComponentType, List<ExprDotEvalParam> bodiesAndParameters) {

       return ExprDotNodeUtility.getSingleLambdaParamEventType(enumMethodUsedName, goesToNames,

inputEventType, collectionComponentType);

   }

 

   public EnumEval getEnumEval(MethodResolutionService methodResolutionService, EventAdapterService

eventAdapterService, StreamTypeService streamTypeService, String statementId, String enumMethodUsedName,

List<ExprDotEvalParam> bodiesAndParameters, EventType inputEventType, Class collectionComponentType, int

numStreamsIncoming) {

       super.setTypeInfo(ExpressionReturnType.singleValue(Map.class));

       ExprDotEvalParamLambda first = (ExprDotEvalParamLambda) bodiesAndParameters.get(0);

       if (bodiesAndParameters.size() == 2) {

           ExprDotEvalParamLambda second = (ExprDotEvalParamLambda) bodiesAndParameters.get(1);

           if (inputEventType == null) {

               return new EnumEvalGroupByKeyValueSelectorScalarLambda(first.getBodyEvaluator(),

first.getStreamCountIncoming(), second.getBodyEvaluator(),

                       (ObjectArrayEventType) first.getGoesToTypes()[0]);

           }

           return new EnumEvalGroupByKeyValueSelectorEvents(first.getBodyEvaluator(),

first.getStreamCountIncoming(), second.getBodyEvaluator());

       }

       if (inputEventType == null) {

           return new EnumEvalGroupByKeySelectorScalarLambda(first.getBodyEvaluator(),

first.getStreamCountIncoming(),

                   (ObjectArrayEventType) first.getGoesToTypes()[0]);

       }

       return new EnumEvalGroupByKeySelectorEvents(first.getBodyEvaluator(), first.getStreamCountIncoming());

   }

}

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *
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*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.enummethod.eval;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluatorContext;

 

import java.util.ArrayList;

import java.util.Collection;

import java.util.Collections;

 

public class EnumEvalReverse implements EnumEval {

 

   private int numStreams;

 

   public EnumEvalReverse(int numStreams) {

       this.numStreams = numStreams;

   }

 

   public int getStreamNumSize() {

       return numStreams;

   }

 

   public Object evaluateEnumMethod(EventBean[] eventsLambda, Collection target, boolean isNewData,

ExprEvaluatorContext context) {

       if (target.isEmpty()) {

           return target;

       }

 

       ArrayList<Object> result = new ArrayList<Object>(target.size());

       result.addAll(target);

       Collections.reverse(result);

       return result;

   }

}

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *
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*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.enummethod.eval;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventType;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.core.MethodResolutionService;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.core.StreamTypeService;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.enummethod.dot.ExprDotEvalEnumMethodBase;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.enummethod.dot.ExprDotEvalParam;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.enummethod.dot.ExprDotEvalParamLambda;

import com.espertech.esper.client.util.ExpressionReturnType;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprDotNodeUtility;

import com.espertech.esper.event.EventAdapterService;

import com.espertech.esper.event.arr.ObjectArrayEventType;

 

import java.util.List;

import java.util.Map;

 

public class ExprDotEvalToMap extends ExprDotEvalEnumMethodBase {

 

   public EventType[] getAddStreamTypes(String enumMethodUsedName, List<String> goesToNames, EventType

inputEventType, Class collectionComponentType, List<ExprDotEvalParam> bodiesAndParameters) {

       return ExprDotNodeUtility.getSingleLambdaParamEventType(enumMethodUsedName, goesToNames,

inputEventType, collectionComponentType);

   }

 

   public EnumEval getEnumEval(MethodResolutionService methodResolutionService, EventAdapterService

eventAdapterService, StreamTypeService streamTypeService, String statementId, String enumMethodUsedName,

List<ExprDotEvalParam> bodiesAndParameters, EventType inputEventType, Class collectionComponentType, int

numStreamsIncoming) {

       super.setTypeInfo(ExpressionReturnType.singleValue(Map.class));

       ExprDotEvalParamLambda first = (ExprDotEvalParamLambda) bodiesAndParameters.get(0);

       ExprDotEvalParamLambda second = (ExprDotEvalParamLambda) bodiesAndParameters.get(1);

       if (inputEventType == null) {

           return new EnumEvalToMapScalarLambda(first.getBodyEvaluator(), first.getStreamCountIncoming(),

second.getBodyEvaluator(),

                   (ObjectArrayEventType) first.getGoesToTypes()[0]);

       }

       return new EnumEvalToMapEvents(first.getBodyEvaluator(), first.getStreamCountIncoming(),

second.getBodyEvaluator());

   }

}

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *
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*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.enummethod.eval;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluator;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluatorContext;

import com.espertech.esper.event.arr.ObjectArrayEventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.event.arr.ObjectArrayEventType;

 

import java.util.ArrayDeque;

import java.util.Collection;

import java.util.Collections;

 

public class EnumEvalTakeWhileIndexEvents implements EnumEval {

 

   private ExprEvaluator innerExpression;

   private int streamNumLambda;

   private ObjectArrayEventType indexEventType;

 

   public EnumEvalTakeWhileIndexEvents(ExprEvaluator innerExpression, int streamNumLambda,

ObjectArrayEventType indexEventType) {

       this.innerExpression = innerExpression;

       this.streamNumLambda = streamNumLambda;

       this.indexEventType = indexEventType;

   }

 

   public int getStreamNumSize() {

       return streamNumLambda + 2;

   }

 

   public Object evaluateEnumMethod(EventBean[] eventsLambda, Collection target, boolean isNewData,

ExprEvaluatorContext context) {

       if (target.isEmpty()) {

           return target;

       }

 

       ObjectArrayEventBean indexEvent = new ObjectArrayEventBean(new Object[1], indexEventType);

 

       Collection<EventBean> beans = (Collection<EventBean>) target;

       if (target.size() == 1) {

           EventBean item = beans.iterator().next();

           indexEvent.getProperties()[0] = 0;
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           eventsLambda[streamNumLambda] = item;

           eventsLambda[streamNumLambda + 1] = indexEvent;

 

           Object pass = innerExpression.evaluate(eventsLambda, isNewData, context);

           if (pass == null || (!(Boolean) pass)) {

               return Collections.emptyList();

           }

           return Collections.singletonList(item);

       }

 

       ArrayDeque<Object> result = new ArrayDeque<Object>();

 

       int count = -1;

       for (EventBean next : beans) {

 

           count++;

 

           indexEvent.getProperties()[0] = count;

           eventsLambda[streamNumLambda] = next;

           eventsLambda[streamNumLambda + 1] = indexEvent;

 

           Object pass = innerExpression.evaluate(eventsLambda, isNewData, context);

           if (pass == null || (!(Boolean) pass)) {

               break;

           }

 

           result.add(next);

       }

 

       return result;

   }

}

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.join.plan;

 

import com.espertech.esper.collection.InterchangeablePair;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.spec.OuterJoinDesc;

import com.espertech.esper.type.OuterJoinType;
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import java.util.HashSet;

import java.util.Set;

 

public class InnerJoinGraph {

 

   private final int numStreams;

   private final boolean isAllInnerJoin;

   private final Set<InterchangeablePair<Integer, Integer>> innerJoins;

 

   public InnerJoinGraph(int numStreams, Set<InterchangeablePair<Integer, Integer>> innerJoins) {

       this.numStreams = numStreams;

       this.isAllInnerJoin = false;

       this.innerJoins = innerJoins;

   }

 

   public InnerJoinGraph(int numStreams, boolean isAllInnerJoin) {

       this.numStreams = numStreams;

       this.isAllInnerJoin = isAllInnerJoin;

       this.innerJoins = null;

   }

 

   public boolean isAllInnerJoin() {

       return isAllInnerJoin;

   }

 

   public boolean isEmpty() {

       if (isAllInnerJoin) {

           return false;

       }

       return innerJoins.isEmpty();

   }

 

   public boolean hasInnerJoin(int toStream) {

       if (isAllInnerJoin) {

           return true;

       }

       boolean hasInnerJoin = false;

       for (InterchangeablePair<Integer, Integer> pair : innerJoins)

       {

           if (pair.getFirst() == toStream)

           {

               hasInnerJoin = true;

           }

           if (pair.getSecond() == toStream)

           {

               hasInnerJoin = true;

           }
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       }

       return hasInnerJoin;

   }

 

   public static InnerJoinGraph graphInnerJoins(int numStreams, OuterJoinDesc[] outerJoinDescList)

   {

       if ((outerJoinDescList.length + 1) != numStreams)

       {

           throw new IllegalArgumentException("Number of outer join descriptors and number of streams not matching

up");

       }

 

       Set<InterchangeablePair<Integer, Integer>> graph = new HashSet<InterchangeablePair<Integer, Integer>>();

 

       boolean allInnerJoin = true;

       for (int i = 0; i < outerJoinDescList.length; i++)

       {

           OuterJoinDesc desc = outerJoinDescList[i];

           int streamMax = i + 1;       // the outer join must references streams less then streamMax

 

           // Check outer join on-expression, if provided

           if (desc.getOptLeftNode() != null) {

               int streamOne = desc.getOptLeftNode().getStreamId();

               int streamTwo = desc.getOptRightNode().getStreamId();

 

               if ((streamOne > streamMax) || (streamTwo > streamMax) ||

                   (streamOne == streamTwo))

               {

                   throw new IllegalArgumentException("Outer join descriptors reference future streams, or same

streams");

               }

 

               if (desc.getOuterJoinType() == OuterJoinType.INNER)

               {

                   graph.add(new InterchangeablePair<Integer, Integer>(streamOne, streamTwo));

               }

           }

 

           if (desc.getOuterJoinType() != OuterJoinType.INNER)

           {

               allInnerJoin = false;

           }

       }

 

       if (allInnerJoin) {

           return new InnerJoinGraph(numStreams, true);

       }

       return new InnerJoinGraph(numStreams, graph);
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   }

 

   public void addRequiredStreams(int streamNum, Set<Integer> requiredStreams, Set<Integer> completedStreams)

{

       if (isAllInnerJoin) {

           for (int i = 0; i < numStreams; i++) {

               if (!completedStreams.contains(i)) {

                   requiredStreams.add(i);

               }

           }

           return;

       }

 

       for (InterchangeablePair<Integer, Integer> pair : innerJoins)

       {

           if (pair.getFirst() == streamNum)

           {

               if (!completedStreams.contains(pair.getSecond()))

               {

                   requiredStreams.add(pair.getSecond());

               }

           }

           if (pair.getSecond() == streamNum)

           {

               if (!completedStreams.contains(pair.getFirst()))

               {

                   requiredStreams.add(pair.getFirst());

               }

           }

       }

   }

}

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.enummethod.dot;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventType;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluator;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprNode;
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import java.util.List;

 

public class ExprDotEvalParamLambda extends ExprDotEvalParam {

 

   private int streamCountIncoming;    // count of incoming streams

   private List<String> goesToNames;    // (x, y) => doSomething   .... parameter names are x and y

   private EventType[] goesToTypes;

 

   public ExprDotEvalParamLambda(int parameterNum, ExprNode body, ExprEvaluator bodyEvaluator, int

streamCountIncoming, List<String> goesToNames, EventType[] goesToTypes) {

       super(parameterNum, body, bodyEvaluator);

       this.streamCountIncoming = streamCountIncoming;

       this.goesToNames = goesToNames;

       this.goesToTypes = goesToTypes;

   }

 

   public int getStreamCountIncoming() {

       return streamCountIncoming;

   }

 

   public List<String> getGoesToNames() {

       return goesToNames;

   }

 

   public EventType[] getGoesToTypes() {

       return goesToTypes;

   }

}

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.declexpr;

 

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprValidationException;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.spec.CreateExpressionDesc;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.spec.ExpressionDeclItem;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.spec.ExpressionScriptProvided;

 

import java.util.List;
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public interface ExprDeclaredService {

   public ExpressionDeclItem getExpression(String name);

   public List<ExpressionScriptProvided> getScriptsByName(String expressionName);

   public String addExpressionOrScript(CreateExpressionDesc expression) throws ExprValidationException;

   public void destroyedExpression(CreateExpressionDesc expression);

   public void destroy();

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.view;

 

public interface OutputProcessViewTerminable

{

   public void terminated();

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.spec;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.soda.StreamSelector;

 

/**

* Enumeration for representing select-clause selection of the remove stream or the insert stream, or both.

*/

public enum SelectClauseStreamSelectorEnum

{

   /**

    * Indicates selection of the remove stream only.

    */

   RSTREAM_ONLY,

 

   /**

    * Indicates selection of the insert stream only.

    */

   ISTREAM_ONLY,
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   /**

    * Indicates selection of both the insert and the remove stream.

    */

   RSTREAM_ISTREAM_BOTH;

 

   public boolean isSelectsRStream() {

       return this != ISTREAM_ONLY;

   }

 

   public boolean isSelectsIStream() {

       return this != RSTREAM_ONLY;

   }

 

   /**

    * Maps the SODA-selector to the internal representation

    * @param selector is the SODA-selector to map

    * @return internal stream selector

    */

   public static SelectClauseStreamSelectorEnum mapFromSODA(StreamSelector selector)

   {

       if (selector == StreamSelector.ISTREAM_ONLY)

       {

           return SelectClauseStreamSelectorEnum.ISTREAM_ONLY;

       }

       else if (selector == StreamSelector.RSTREAM_ONLY)

       {

           return SelectClauseStreamSelectorEnum.RSTREAM_ONLY;

       }

       else if (selector == StreamSelector.RSTREAM_ISTREAM_BOTH)

       {

           return SelectClauseStreamSelectorEnum.RSTREAM_ISTREAM_BOTH;

       }

       else

       {

           throw new IllegalArgumentException("Invalid selector '" + selector + "' encountered");

       }

   }

 

   /**

    * Maps the internal stream selector to the SODA-representation

    * @param selector is the internal selector to map

    * @return SODA stream selector

    */

   public static StreamSelector mapFromSODA(SelectClauseStreamSelectorEnum selector)

   {

       if (selector == SelectClauseStreamSelectorEnum.ISTREAM_ONLY)

       {
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           return StreamSelector.ISTREAM_ONLY;

       }

       else if (selector == SelectClauseStreamSelectorEnum.RSTREAM_ONLY)

       {

           return StreamSelector.RSTREAM_ONLY;

       }

       else if (selector == SelectClauseStreamSelectorEnum.RSTREAM_ISTREAM_BOTH)

       {

           return StreamSelector.RSTREAM_ISTREAM_BOTH;

       }

       else

       {

           throw new IllegalArgumentException("Invalid selector '" + selector + "' encountered");

       }

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.db;

 

import com.espertech.esper.collection.Pair;

 

import java.sql.PreparedStatement;

import java.sql.Connection;

 

/**

* Implementation of a connection cache that simply doesn't cache but gets

* a new connection and statement every request, and closes these every time

* a client indicates done.

*/

public class ConnectionNoCacheImpl extends ConnectionCache

{

   /**

    * Ctor.

    * @param databaseConnectionFactory is the connection factory

    * @param sql is the statement sql

    */

   public ConnectionNoCacheImpl(DatabaseConnectionFactory databaseConnectionFactory, String sql)

   {

       super(databaseConnectionFactory, sql);

   }
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   public Pair<Connection, PreparedStatement> getConnection()

   {

       return makeNew();

   }

 

   public void doneWith(Pair<Connection, PreparedStatement> pair)

   {

       close(pair);

   }

 

   public void destroy()

   {

       // no resources held

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.metric;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.metric.MetricEvent;

 

/**

* Interface for routing metric events for processing.

*/

public interface MetricEventRouter

{

   /**

    * Process metric event.

    * @param metricEvent metric event to process

    */

   public void route(MetricEvent metricEvent);

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.expression;
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import com.espertech.esper.client.EventPropertyGetter;

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventType;

import com.espertech.esper.client.PropertyAccessException;

import com.espertech.esper.client.annotation.Audit;

import com.espertech.esper.client.annotation.AuditEnum;

import com.espertech.esper.collection.Pair;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.core.PropertyResolutionDescriptor;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.parse.ASTFilterSpecHelper;

import com.espertech.esper.event.property.PropertyParser;

import com.espertech.esper.filter.FilterSpecLookupable;

 

import java.util.Map;

 

/**

* Represents an stream property identifier in a filter expressiun tree.

*/

public class ExprIdentNodeImpl extends ExprNodeBase implements ExprIdentNode

{

   private static final long serialVersionUID = 5882493771230745244L;

 

   // select myprop from...        is a simple property, no stream supplied

   // select s0.myprop from...     is a simple property with a stream supplied, or a nested property (cannot tell until

resolved)

   // select indexed[1] from ...   is a indexed property

 

   private final String unresolvedPropertyName;

   private String streamOrPropertyName;

 

   private String resolvedStreamName;

   private String resolvedPropertyName;

   private transient ExprIdentNodeEvaluator evaluator;

 

   /**

    * Ctor.

    * @param unresolvedPropertyName is the event property name in unresolved form, ie. unvalidated against

streams

    */

   public ExprIdentNodeImpl(String unresolvedPropertyName)

   {

       if (unresolvedPropertyName == null)

       {

           throw new IllegalArgumentException("Property name is null");

       }

       this.unresolvedPropertyName = unresolvedPropertyName;

       this.streamOrPropertyName = null;

   }

 

   /**
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    * Ctor.

    * @param unresolvedPropertyName is the event property name in unresolved form, ie. unvalidated against

streams

    * @param streamOrPropertyName is the stream name, or if not a valid stream name a possible nested property

name

    * in one of the streams.

    */

   public ExprIdentNodeImpl(String unresolvedPropertyName, String streamOrPropertyName)

   {

       if (unresolvedPropertyName == null)

       {

           throw new IllegalArgumentException("Property name is null");

       }

       if (streamOrPropertyName == null)

       {

           throw new IllegalArgumentException("Stream (or property name) name is null");

       }

       this.unresolvedPropertyName = unresolvedPropertyName;

       this.streamOrPropertyName = streamOrPropertyName;

   }

 

   public ExprIdentNodeImpl(EventType eventType, String propertyName, int streamNumber) {

       unresolvedPropertyName = propertyName;

       resolvedPropertyName = propertyName;

       EventPropertyGetter propertyGetter = eventType.getGetter(propertyName);

       if (propertyGetter == null) {

           throw new IllegalArgumentException("Ident-node constructor could not locate property " + propertyName);

       }

       Class propertyType = eventType.getPropertyType(propertyName);

       evaluator = new ExprIdentNodeEvaluatorImpl(streamNumber, propertyGetter, propertyType);

   }

 

   public ExprEvaluator getExprEvaluator()

   {

       return evaluator;

   }

 

   public Map<String, Object> getEventType() {

       return null;

   }

 

   /**

    * For unit testing, returns unresolved property name.

    * @return property name

    */

   public String getUnresolvedPropertyName()

   {

       return unresolvedPropertyName;
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   }

 

   /**

    * For unit testing, returns stream or property name candidate.

    * @return stream name, or property name of a nested property of one of the streams

    */

   public String getStreamOrPropertyName()

   {

       return streamOrPropertyName;

   }

 

   /**

    * Set name.

    * @param streamOrPropertyName to use

    */

   public void setStreamOrPropertyName(String streamOrPropertyName) {

       this.streamOrPropertyName = streamOrPropertyName;

   }

 

   /**

    * Returns the unresolved property name in it's complete form, including

    * the stream name if there is one.

    * @return property name

    */

   public String getFullUnresolvedName()

   {

       if (streamOrPropertyName == null)

       {

           return unresolvedPropertyName;

       }

       else

       {

           return streamOrPropertyName + "." + unresolvedPropertyName;

       }

   }

 

   public boolean getFilterLookupEligible() {

       return evaluator.getStreamNum() == 0 && !(evaluator.isContextEvaluated());

   }

 

   public FilterSpecLookupable getFilterLookupable() {

       return new FilterSpecLookupable(resolvedPropertyName, evaluator.getGetter(), evaluator.getType());

   }

 

   public void validate(ExprValidationContext validationContext) throws ExprValidationException

   {

       String unescapedPropertyName = PropertyParser.unescapeBacktick(unresolvedPropertyName);

       Pair<PropertyResolutionDescriptor, String> propertyInfoPair =
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ExprIdentNodeUtil.getTypeFromStream(validationContext.getStreamTypeService(), unescapedPropertyName,

streamOrPropertyName, false);

       resolvedStreamName = propertyInfoPair.getSecond();

       int streamNum = propertyInfoPair.getFirst().getStreamNum();

       Class propertyType = propertyInfoPair.getFirst().getPropertyType();

       resolvedPropertyName = propertyInfoPair.getFirst().getPropertyName();

       EventPropertyGetter propertyGetter;

       try {

           propertyGetter = propertyInfoPair.getFirst().getStreamEventType().getGetter(resolvedPropertyName);

       }

       catch (PropertyAccessException ex) {

           throw new ExprValidationException("Property '" + unresolvedPropertyName + "' is not valid: " +

ex.getMessage(), ex);

       }

 

       if (propertyGetter == null)

       {

           throw new ExprValidationException("Property getter returned was invalid for property '" +

unresolvedPropertyName + "'");

       }

 

       Audit audit = AuditEnum.PROPERTY.getAudit(validationContext.getAnnotations());

       if (audit != null) {

           evaluator = new ExprIdentNodeEvaluatorLogging(streamNum, propertyGetter, propertyType,

resolvedPropertyName, validationContext.getStatementName(),

validationContext.getStreamTypeService().getEngineURIQualifier());

       }

       else {

           evaluator = new ExprIdentNodeEvaluatorImpl(streamNum, propertyGetter, propertyType);

       }

 

       // if running in a context, take the property value from context

       if (validationContext.getContextDescriptor() != null) {

           EventType fromType = validationContext.getStreamTypeService().getEventTypes()[streamNum];

           String contextPropertyName =

validationContext.getContextDescriptor().getContextPropertyRegistry().getPartitionContextPropertyName(fromTyp

e, resolvedPropertyName);

           if (contextPropertyName != null) {

               EventType contextType =

validationContext.getContextDescriptor().getContextPropertyRegistry().getContextEventType();

               evaluator = new ExprIdentNodeEvaluatorContext(streamNum,

contextType.getPropertyType(contextPropertyName), contextType.getGetter(contextPropertyName));

           }

       }

   }

 

   public boolean isConstantResult()

   {
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       return false;

   }

 

   /**

    * Returns stream id supplying the property value.

    * @return stream number

    */

   public int getStreamId()

   {

       if (evaluator == null) {

           throw new IllegalStateException("Identifier expression has not been validated");

       }

       return evaluator.getStreamNum();

   }

 

   public Class getType() {

       if (evaluator == null) {

           throw new IllegalStateException("Identifier expression has not been validated");

       }

       return evaluator.getType();

   }

 

   /**

    * Returns stream name as resolved by lookup of property in streams.

    * @return stream name

    */

   public String getResolvedStreamName()

   {

       if (resolvedStreamName == null)

       {

           throw new IllegalStateException("Identifier node has not been validated");

       }

       return resolvedStreamName;

   }

 

   /**

    * Return property name as resolved by lookup in streams.

    * @return property name

    */

   public String getResolvedPropertyName()

   {

       if (resolvedPropertyName == null)

       {

           throw new IllegalStateException("Identifier node has not been validated");

       }

       return resolvedPropertyName;

   }
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   /**

    * Returns the root of the resolved property name, if any.

    * @return root

    */

   public String getResolvedPropertyNameRoot() {

       if (resolvedPropertyName == null)

       {

           throw new IllegalStateException("Identifier node has not been validated");

       }

       if (resolvedPropertyName.indexOf('[') != -1) {

           return resolvedPropertyName.substring(0, resolvedPropertyName.indexOf('['));

       }

       if (resolvedPropertyName.indexOf('(') != -1) {

           return resolvedPropertyName.substring(0, resolvedPropertyName.indexOf('('));

       }

       if (resolvedPropertyName.indexOf('.') != -1) {

           return resolvedPropertyName.substring(0, resolvedPropertyName.indexOf('.'));

       }

       return resolvedPropertyName;

   }

 

   public String toString()

   {

       return "unresolvedPropertyName=" + unresolvedPropertyName +

               " streamOrPropertyName=" + streamOrPropertyName +

               " resolvedPropertyName=" + resolvedPropertyName;

   }

 

   public String toExpressionString()

   {

       StringBuilder buffer = new StringBuilder();

       if (streamOrPropertyName != null)

       {

           buffer.append(ASTFilterSpecHelper.unescapeDot(streamOrPropertyName)).append('.');

       }

buffer.append(ASTFilterSpecHelper.unescapeDot(PropertyParser.unescapeBacktick(unresolvedPropertyName)));

    

   return buffer.toString();

   }

 

   public boolean equalsNode(ExprNode node)

   {

       if (!(node instanceof ExprIdentNode))

       {

           return false;

       }

 

       ExprIdentNode other = (ExprIdentNode) node;
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       if (streamOrPropertyName != null ? !streamOrPropertyName.equals(other.getStreamOrPropertyName()) :

other.getStreamOrPropertyName() != null)

           return false;

       if (unresolvedPropertyName != null ? !unresolvedPropertyName.equals(other.getUnresolvedPropertyName()) :

other.getUnresolvedPropertyName() != null)

           return false;

       return true;

   }

 

   public ExprIdentNodeEvaluator getExprEvaluatorIdent() {

       return evaluator;

   }

}

<!--

 ~ **************************************************************************************

 ~ * Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

 ~ * http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

 ~ * http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

 ~ * ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

 ~ * The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

 ~ * a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

 ~ **************************************************************************************

 -->

 

<html>

<head></head>

<body>

<p>

	Subquery helper classes are found here.

</p>

</body>

</html>

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.enummethod.dot;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventPropertyGetter;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluator;
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import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluatorContext;

 

public class PropertyExprEvaluatorNonLambdaFragment implements ExprEvaluator {

 

   private final int streamId;

   private final EventPropertyGetter getter;

   private final Class returnType;

 

   public PropertyExprEvaluatorNonLambdaFragment(int streamId, EventPropertyGetter getter, Class returnType) {

       this.streamId = streamId;

       this.getter = getter;

       this.returnType = returnType;

   }

 

   public Object evaluate(EventBean[] eventsPerStream, boolean isNewData, ExprEvaluatorContext context) {

       EventBean eventInQuestion = eventsPerStream[streamId];

       if (eventInQuestion == null) {

           return null;

       }

       return getter.getFragment(eventInQuestion);

   }

 

   public Class getType() {

       return returnType;

   }

 

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.join.pollindex;

 

import com.espertech.esper.epl.join.table.EventTable;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.join.table.UnindexedEventTableList;

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

 

import java.util.Arrays;

import java.util.List;

 

/**

* Strategy of indexing that simply builds an unindexed table of poll results.

* <p>

* For use when caching is disabled or when no proper index could be build because no where-clause or on-clause
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exists or

* these clauses don't yield indexable columns on analysis.

*/

public class PollResultIndexingStrategyNoIndex implements PollResultIndexingStrategy

{

   public EventTable index(List<EventBean> pollResult, boolean isActiveCache)

   {

       return new UnindexedEventTableList(pollResult);

   }

 

   public String toQueryPlan() {

       return this.getClass().getSimpleName();

   }

}

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.core;

 

import java.lang.reflect.Method;

 

/**

* Exception for resolution of a method failed.

*/

public class EngineNoSuchMethodException extends Exception

{

   private transient Method nearestMissMethod;

   private static final long serialVersionUID = 9217764859358996087L;

 

   /**

    * Ctor.

    * @param message message

    * @param nearestMissMethod best-match method

    */

   public EngineNoSuchMethodException(String message, Method nearestMissMethod)

   {

       super(message);

       this.nearestMissMethod = nearestMissMethod;

   }
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   /**

    * Returns the best-match method.

    * @return method

    */

   public Method getNearestMissMethod()

   {

       return nearestMissMethod;

   }

}

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.enummethod.eval;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluator;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluatorContext;

import com.espertech.esper.event.arr.ObjectArrayEventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.event.arr.ObjectArrayEventType;

 

import java.util.ArrayDeque;

import java.util.Collection;

import java.util.Collections;

 

public class EnumEvalTakeWhileLastIndexEvents extends EnumEvalBaseIndex implements EnumEval {

 

   public EnumEvalTakeWhileLastIndexEvents(ExprEvaluator innerExpression, int streamNumLambda,

ObjectArrayEventType indexEventType) {

       super(innerExpression, streamNumLambda, indexEventType);

   }

 

   public Object evaluateEnumMethod(EventBean[] eventsLambda, Collection target, boolean isNewData,

ExprEvaluatorContext context) {

       if (target.isEmpty()) {

           return target;

       }

       ObjectArrayEventBean indexEvent = new ObjectArrayEventBean(new Object[1], indexEventType);

       Collection<EventBean> beans = (Collection<EventBean>) target;

       if (target.size() == 1) {

           EventBean item = beans.iterator().next();
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           indexEvent.getProperties()[0] = 0;

           eventsLambda[streamNumLambda] = item;

           eventsLambda[streamNumLambda + 1] = indexEvent;

 

           Object pass = innerExpression.evaluate(eventsLambda, isNewData, context);

           if (pass == null || (!(Boolean) pass)) {

               return Collections.emptyList();

           }

           return Collections.singletonList(item);

       }

 

       int size = target.size();

       EventBean[] all = new EventBean[size];

       int count = 0;

       for (EventBean item : beans) {

           all[count++] = item;

       }

 

       ArrayDeque<Object> result = new ArrayDeque<Object>();

       int index = 0;

       for (int i = all.length - 1; i >= 0; i--) {

 

           indexEvent.getProperties()[0] = index++;

           eventsLambda[streamNumLambda] = all[i];

           eventsLambda[streamNumLambda + 1] = indexEvent;

 

           Object pass = innerExpression.evaluate(eventsLambda, isNewData, context);

           if (pass == null || (!(Boolean) pass)) {

               break;

           }

           result.addFirst(all[i]);

       }

 

       return result;

   }

}

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.named;
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/**

* Observer named window events.

*/

public interface NamedWindowLifecycleObserver

{

   /**

    * Observer named window changes.

    * @param theEvent indicates named window action

    */

   public void observe(NamedWindowLifecycleEvent theEvent);

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.parse;

 

import com.espertech.esper.antlr.ASTUtil;

import com.espertech.esper.client.ConfigurationInformation;

import com.espertech.esper.client.ConfigurationPlugInAggregationMultiFunction;

import com.espertech.esper.client.EPException;

import com.espertech.esper.collection.Pair;

import com.espertech.esper.collection.UniformPair;

import com.espertech.esper.core.context.mgr.ContextManagementService;

import com.espertech.esper.core.context.util.ContextDescriptor;

import com.espertech.esper.core.service.EPAdministratorHelper;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.agg.access.AggregationStateType;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.core.EngineImportException;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.core.EngineImportService;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.core.EngineImportSingleRowDesc;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.core.EngineImportUndefinedException;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.db.DatabasePollingViewableFactory;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.declexpr.ExprDeclaredHelper;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.declexpr.ExprDeclaredNodeImpl;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.declexpr.ExprDeclaredService;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.*;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.generated.EsperEPL2Ast;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.script.ExprNodeScript;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.spec.*;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.variable.VariableService;

import com.espertech.esper.pattern.EvalFactoryNode;

import com.espertech.esper.pattern.PatternNodeFactory;

import com.espertech.esper.pattern.guard.GuardEnum;
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import com.espertech.esper.plugin.PlugInAggregationMultiFunctionFactory;

import com.espertech.esper.rowregex.*;

import com.espertech.esper.schedule.SchedulingService;

import com.espertech.esper.schedule.TimeProvider;

import com.espertech.esper.type.*;

import com.espertech.esper.type.StringValue;

import com.espertech.esper.util.CollectionUtil;

import com.espertech.esper.util.LazyAllocatedMap;

import com.espertech.esper.util.PlaceholderParseException;

import com.espertech.esper.util.PlaceholderParser;

import org.antlr.runtime.CommonTokenStream;

import org.antlr.runtime.tree.Tree;

import org.antlr.runtime.tree.TreeNodeStream;

import org.apache.commons.logging.Log;

import org.apache.commons.logging.LogFactory;

 

import java.util.*;

 

/**

* Called during the walks of a EPL expression AST tree as specified in the grammar file.

* Constructs filter and view specifications etc.

*/

public class EPLTreeWalker extends EsperEPL2Ast

{

   // private holding areas for accumulated info

   private Map<Tree, ExprNode> astExprNodeMap = new HashMap<Tree, ExprNode>();

   private final Stack<Map<Tree, ExprNode>> astExprNodeMapStack;

 

   private final Map<Tree, EvalFactoryNode> astPatternNodeMap = new HashMap<Tree, EvalFactoryNode>();

 

   private final Map<Tree, RowRegexExprNode> astRowRegexNodeMap = new HashMap<Tree,

RowRegexExprNode>();

 

   private final Map<Tree, Object> astGOPNodeMap = new HashMap<Tree, Object>();

 

   private LazyAllocatedMap<ConfigurationPlugInAggregationMultiFunction,

PlugInAggregationMultiFunctionFactory> plugInAggregations = new

LazyAllocatedMap<ConfigurationPlugInAggregationMultiFunction, PlugInAggregationMultiFunctionFactory>();

 

   private FilterSpecRaw filterSpec;

   private final List<ViewSpec> viewSpecs = new LinkedList<ViewSpec>();

 

   // AST Walk result

   private List<ExprSubstitutionNode> substitutionParamNodes = new ArrayList<ExprSubstitutionNode>();

   private StatementSpecRaw statementSpec;

   private final Stack<StatementSpecRaw> statementSpecStack;

 

   private List<SelectClauseElementRaw> propertySelectRaw;
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   private PropertyEvalSpec propertyEvalSpec;

   private List<OnTriggerMergeMatched> mergeMatcheds;

   private List<OnTriggerMergeAction> mergeActions;

   private Map<EvalFactoryNode, String> evalNodeExpressions;

   private ContextDescriptor contextDescriptor;

 

   private final EngineImportService engineImportService;

   private final VariableService variableService;

   private final TimeProvider timeProvider;

   private final ExprEvaluatorContext exprEvaluatorContext;

   private final SelectClauseStreamSelectorEnum defaultStreamSelector;

   private final String engineURI;

   private final ConfigurationInformation configurationInformation;

   private final SchedulingService schedulingService;

   private final PatternNodeFactory patternNodeFactory;

   private final ContextManagementService contextManagementService;

   private final CommonTokenStream tokenStream;

   private final List<String> scriptBodies;

   private final ExprDeclaredService exprDeclaredService;

   private final List<ExpressionScriptProvided> scriptExpressions;

   private final ExpressionDeclDesc expressionDeclarations;

 

   /**

    * Ctor.

    * @param engineImportService is required to resolve lib-calls into static methods or configured aggregation

functions

    * @param variableService for variable access

    * @param input is the tree nodes to walk

    * @param defaultStreamSelector - the configuration for which insert or remove streams (or both) to produce

    * @param engineURI engine URI

    * @param configurationInformation configuration info

    */

   public EPLTreeWalker(TreeNodeStream input,

                        CommonTokenStream tokenStream,

                        EngineImportService engineImportService,

                        VariableService variableService,

                        SchedulingService schedulingService,

                        SelectClauseStreamSelectorEnum defaultStreamSelector,

                        String engineURI,

                        ConfigurationInformation configurationInformation,

                        PatternNodeFactory patternNodeFactory,

                        ContextManagementService contextManagementService,

                        List<String> scriptBodies,

                        ExprDeclaredService exprDeclaredService)

   {

       super(input);

       this.tokenStream = tokenStream;

       this.engineImportService = engineImportService;
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       this.variableService = variableService;

       this.defaultStreamSelector = defaultStreamSelector;

       this.timeProvider = schedulingService;

       this.patternNodeFactory = patternNodeFactory;

       this.exprEvaluatorContext = new ExprEvaluatorContextTimeOnly(timeProvider);

       this.engineURI = engineURI;

       this.configurationInformation = configurationInformation;

       this.schedulingService = schedulingService;

       this.contextManagementService = contextManagementService;

       this.scriptBodies = scriptBodies;

       this.exprDeclaredService = exprDeclaredService;

 

       if (defaultStreamSelector == null)

       {

           throw new IllegalArgumentException("Default stream selector is null");

       }

 

       statementSpec = new StatementSpecRaw(defaultStreamSelector);

       statementSpecStack = new Stack<StatementSpecRaw>();

       astExprNodeMapStack = new Stack<Map<Tree, ExprNode>>();

      

       // statement-global items

       expressionDeclarations = new ExpressionDeclDesc();

       statementSpec.setExpressionDeclDesc(expressionDeclarations);

       scriptExpressions = new ArrayList<ExpressionScriptProvided>(1);

       statementSpec.setScriptExpressions(scriptExpressions);

   }

 

   /**

    * Pushes a statement into the stack, creating a new empty statement to fill in.

    * The leave node method for lookup statements pops from the stack.

    * The leave node method for lookup statements pops from the stack.

    */

   protected void pushStmtContext() {

       if (log.isDebugEnabled())

       {

           log.debug(".pushStmtContext");

       }

       statementSpecStack.push(statementSpec);

       astExprNodeMapStack.push(astExprNodeMap);

 

       statementSpec = new StatementSpecRaw(defaultStreamSelector);

       astExprNodeMap = new HashMap<Tree, ExprNode>();

   }

 

   /**

    * Returns statement specification.

    * @return statement spec.
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    */

   public StatementSpecRaw getStatementSpec()

   {

       return statementSpec;

   }

 

   /**

    * Leave AST node and process it's type and child nodes.

    * @param node is the node to complete

    * @throws ASTWalkException if the node tree walk operation failed

    */

   protected void leaveNode(Tree node) throws ASTWalkException

   {

       if (log.isDebugEnabled())

       {

           log.debug(".leaveNode " + node);

       }

 

       switch (node.getType())

       {

           case STREAM_EXPR:

               leaveStreamExpr(node);

               break;

           case EVENT_FILTER_EXPR:

               leaveStreamFilter(node);

               break;

           case PATTERN_FILTER_EXPR:

               leavePatternFilter(node);

               break;

           case PATTERN_INCL_EXPR:

               return;

           case VIEW_EXPR:

               leaveView(node);

               break;

           case SELECTION_EXPR:

               leaveSelectClause(node);

               break;

           case WILDCARD_SELECT:

           	leaveWildcardSelect();

           	break;

           case SELECTION_ELEMENT_EXPR:

               leaveSelectionElement(node);

               break;

           case SELECTION_STREAM:

               leaveSelectionStream(node);

               break;

           case PROPERTY_SELECTION_ELEMENT_EXPR:

               leavePropertySelectionElement(node);
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               break;

           case PROPERTY_SELECTION_STREAM:

               leavePropertySelectionStream(node);

               break;

           case PROPERTY_WILDCARD_SELECT:

           	leavePropertyWildcardSelect();

           	break;

           case EVENT_FILTER_PROPERTY_EXPR_ATOM:

           	leavePropertySelectAtom(node);

           	break;

           case EVENT_PROP_EXPR:

               leaveEventPropertyExpr(node);

               break;

           case EVAL_AND_EXPR:

               leaveJoinAndExpr(node);

               break;

           case EVAL_OR_EXPR:

               leaveJoinOrExpr(node);

               break;

           case EVAL_EQUALS_EXPR:

           case EVAL_NOTEQUALS_EXPR:

           case EVAL_IS_EXPR:

           case EVAL_ISNOT_EXPR:

               leaveEqualsExpr(node);

               break;

           case EVAL_EQUALS_GROUP_EXPR:

           case EVAL_NOTEQUALS_GROUP_EXPR:

           case EVAL_IS_GROUP_EXPR:

           case EVAL_ISNOT_GROUP_EXPR:

               leaveEqualsGroupExpr(node);

               break;

           case WHERE_EXPR:

               leaveWhereClause();

               break;

           case NUM_INT:

           case INT_TYPE:

           case LONG_TYPE:

           case BOOL_TYPE:

           case FLOAT_TYPE:

           case DOUBLE_TYPE:

           case STRING_TYPE:

           case NULL_TYPE:

               leaveConstant(node);

               break;

           case SUBSTITUTION:

               leaveSubstitution(node);

               break;

           case STAR:
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           case MINUS:

           case PLUS:

           case DIV:

           case MOD:

               leaveMath(node);

               break;

           case BAND:

           case BOR:

           case BXOR:

           	leaveBitWise(node);

           	break;

            case LT:

           case GT:

           case LE:

           case GE:

               leaveRelationalOp(node);

               break;

           case COALESCE:

               leaveCoalesce(node);

               break;

           case NOT_EXPR:

               leaveExprNot(node);

               break;

           case PATTERN_NOT_EXPR:

               leavePatternNot(node);

               break;

           case SUM:

           case AVG:

           case COUNT:

           case MEDIAN:

           case STDDEV:

           case AVEDEV:

           case FIRST_AGGREG:

           case LAST_AGGREG:

           case WINDOW_AGGREG:

               leaveAggregate(node);

               break;

           case DOT_EXPR:

           	leaveDotExpr(node);

               break;

           case LIB_FUNC_CHAIN:

           	leaveLibFunctionChain(node);

               break;

           case LEFT_OUTERJOIN_EXPR:

           case RIGHT_OUTERJOIN_EXPR:

           case FULL_OUTERJOIN_EXPR:

           case INNERJOIN_EXPR:

               leaveOuterInnerJoin(node);
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               break;

           case GROUP_BY_EXPR:

               leaveGroupBy(node);

               break;

           case HAVING_EXPR:

               leaveHavingClause();

               break;

           case ORDER_BY_EXPR:

           	break;

           case ORDER_ELEMENT_EXPR:

           	leaveOrderByElement(node);

           	break;

           case EVENT_LIMIT_EXPR:

           case TIMEPERIOD_LIMIT_EXPR:

           case CRONTAB_LIMIT_EXPR:

           case WHEN_LIMIT_EXPR:

           case TERM_LIMIT_EXPR:

           case AFTER_LIMIT_EXPR:

           	leaveOutputLimit(node);

           	break;

           case ROW_LIMIT_EXPR:

           	leaveRowLimit(node);

           	break;

           case INSERTINTO_EXPR:

           	leaveInsertInto(node);

           	break;

           case CONCAT:

           	leaveConcat(node);

           	break;

           case CASE:

               leaveCaseNode(node, false);

               break;

           case CASE2:

               leaveCaseNode(node, true);

               break;

           case EVERY_EXPR:

               leaveEvery(node);

               break;

           case EVERY_DISTINCT_EXPR:

               leaveEveryDistinct(node);

               break;

           case FOLLOWED_BY_EXPR:

               leaveFollowedBy(node);

               break;

           case OR_EXPR:

               leaveOr(node);

               break;

           case AND_EXPR:
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               leaveAnd(node);

               break;

           case GUARD_EXPR:

               leaveGuard(node);

               break;

           case OBSERVER_EXPR:

               leaveObserver(node);

               break;

           case MATCH_UNTIL_EXPR:

               leaveMatch(node);

               break;

           case IN_SET:

           case NOT_IN_SET:

               leaveInSet(node);

               break;

           case IN_RANGE:

           case NOT_IN_RANGE:

               leaveInRange(node);

               break;

           case BETWEEN:

           case NOT_BETWEEN:

               leaveBetween(node);

               break;

           case LIKE:

           case NOT_LIKE:

               leaveLike(node);

               break;

           case REGEXP:

           case NOT_REGEXP:

               leaveRegexp(node);

               break;

           case PREVIOUS:

           case PREVIOUSTAIL:

           case PREVIOUSWINDOW:

           case PREVIOUSCOUNT:

               leavePrevious(node);

               break;

           case PRIOR:

               leavePrior(node);

               break;

           case ARRAY_EXPR:

               leaveArray(node);

               break;

           case SUBSELECT_EXPR:

               leaveSubselectRow(node);

               break;

           case EXISTS_SUBSELECT_EXPR:

               leaveSubselectExists(node);
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               break;

           case IN_SUBSELECT_EXPR:

           case NOT_IN_SUBSELECT_EXPR:

               leaveSubselectIn(node);

               break;

           case IN_SUBSELECT_QUERY_EXPR:

               leaveSubselectQueryIn(node);

               break;

           case INSTANCEOF:

               leaveInstanceOf(node);

               break;

           case TYPEOF:

               leaveTypeOf(node);

               break;

           case EXISTS:

               leaveExists(node);

               break;

           case ISTREAM:

               leaveIStreamBuiltin(node);

               break;

           case CAST:

               leaveCast(node);

               break;

           case CURRENT_TIMESTAMP:

               leaveTimestamp(node);

               break;

           case CREATE_WINDOW_EXPR:

               leaveCreateWindow(node);

               break;

           case CREATE_INDEX_EXPR:

               leaveCreateIndex(node);

               break;

           case CREATE_SCHEMA_EXPR:

               leaveCreateSchema(node);

               break;

           case CREATE_EXPR:

               leaveCreateExpression(node);

               break;

           case CREATE_WINDOW_SELECT_EXPR:

               leaveCreateWindowSelect();

               break;

           case CREATE_VARIABLE_EXPR:

               leaveCreateVariable(node);

               break;

           case ON_EXPR:

               leaveOnExpr(node);

               break;

           case UPDATE_EXPR:
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               leaveUpdateExpr(node);

               break;

           case TIME_PERIOD:

               leaveTimePeriod(node);

               break;

           case NUMBERSETSTAR:

               leaveNumberSetStar(node);

               break;

           case NUMERIC_PARAM_FREQUENCY:

               leaveNumberSetFrequency(node);

               break;

           case NUMERIC_PARAM_RANGE:

               leaveNumberSetRange(node);

               break;

           case NUMERIC_PARAM_LIST:

               leaveNumberSetList(node);

               break;

           case LAST_OPERATOR:

           case LAST:

               leaveLastNumberSetOperator(node);

               break;

           case LW:

               leaveLastWeekdayNumberSetOperator(node);

               break;

           case WEEKDAY_OPERATOR:

               leaveWeekdayNumberSetOperator(node);

               break;

           case OBJECT_PARAM_ORDERED_EXPR:

               leaveObjectParamOrderedExpression(node);

               break;

           case ANNOTATION:

               leaveAnnotation(node);

               break;

           case MATCHREC_MEASURE_ITEM:

               leaveMatchRecognizeMeasureItem(node);

               break;

           case MATCHREC_PATTERN:

               leaveMatchRecognizePattern(node);

               break;

           case MATCHREC_PATTERN_NESTED:

               leaveMatchRecognizePatternNested(node);

               break;

           case MATCHREC_PATTERN_CONCAT:

               leaveMatchRecognizePatternConcat(node);

               break;

           case MATCHREC_PATTERN_ALTER:

               leaveMatchRecognizePatternAlter(node);

               break;
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           case MATCHREC_PATTERN_ATOM:

               leaveMatchRecognizePatternAtom(node);

               break;

           case MATCHREC_DEFINE_ITEM:

               leaveMatchRecognizeDefineItem(node);

               break;

           case PARTITIONITEM:

               leaveMatchRecognizePartition(node);

               break;

           case MATCH_RECOGNIZE:

               leaveMatchRecognize(node);

               break;

           case ON_SELECT_EXPR:

               leaveOnSelect(node);

               break;

           case ON_STREAM:

               leaveOnStream(node);

               break;

           case FOR:

               leaveForClause(node);

               break;

           case MERGE_MAT:

           case MERGE_UNM:

               leaveMergeMatchedUnmatched(node);

               break;

           case MERGE_DEL:

               leaveMergeDelClause(node);

               break;

           case MERGE_UPD:

               leaveMergeUpdClause(node);

               break;

           case MERGE_INS:

               leaveMergeInsClause(node);

               break;

           case EXPRESSIONDECL:

               leaveExpressionDecl(node);

               break;

           case NEWKW:

               leaveNewKeyword(node);

               break;

           case CONTEXT:

               leaveContext(node);

               break;

           case CREATE_CTX:

               leaveCreateContext(node);

               break;

           case CREATE_DATAFLOW:

               leaveCreateDataflow(node);
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               break;

           case GOPCFGITM:

           case GOPCFGEXP:

           case GOPCFGEPL:

               leaveGraphDetail(node);

               break;

           case JSON_ARRAY:

           case JSON_OBJECT:

               leaveJsonConstant(node);

               break;

           case DELETE:

               leaveFafDelete(node);

               break;

           case UPDATE:

               leaveFafUpdate(node);

               break;

           default:

               throw new ASTWalkException("Unhandled node type encountered, type '" + node.getType() +

                       "' with text '" + node.getText() + '\'');

       }

 

       // For each AST child node of this AST node that generated an ExprNode add the child node to the expression

node.

       // This is for automatic expression tree building.

       if (!astExprNodeMap.isEmpty())

       {

           mapChildASTToChildExprNode(node);

       }

 

       // For each AST child node of this AST node that generated an EvalNode add the EvalNode as a child

       if (!astPatternNodeMap.isEmpty())

       {

           EvalFactoryNode thisPatternNode = astPatternNodeMap.get(node);

           for (int i = 0; i < node.getChildCount(); i++)

           {

               Tree childNode = node.getChild(i);

               EvalFactoryNode childEvalNode = astPatternNodeMap.get(childNode);

               if (childEvalNode != null)

               {

                   thisPatternNode.addChildNode(childEvalNode);

                   astPatternNodeMap.remove(childNode);

               }

           }

       }

 

       // For each AST child node of this AST node that generated an RowRegexExprNode add the

RowRegexExprNode as a child

       if (!astRowRegexNodeMap.isEmpty())
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       {

           RowRegexExprNode thisRegexNode = astRowRegexNodeMap.get(node);

           for (int i = 0; i < node.getChildCount(); i++)

           {

               Tree childNode = node.getChild(i);

               RowRegexExprNode childEvalNode = astRowRegexNodeMap.get(childNode);

               if (childEvalNode != null)

               {

                   thisRegexNode.addChildNode(childEvalNode);

                   astRowRegexNodeMap.remove(childNode);

               }

           }

       }

 

       switch (node.getType())

       {

           case SUM:

           case AVG:

           case COUNT:

           case MEDIAN:

           case STDDEV:

           case AVEDEV:

           case FIRST_AGGREG:

           case LAST_AGGREG:

           case WINDOW_AGGREG:

               postLeaveAggregate(node);

               break;

           default:

               break;

       }

   }

 

   private void mapChildASTToChildExprNode(Tree node)

   {

       ExprNode thisEvalNode = astExprNodeMap.get(node);

       for (int i = 0; i < node.getChildCount(); i++)

       {

           Tree childNode = node.getChild(i);

 

           ExprNode childEvalNode = astExprNodeMap.get(childNode);

           // If there was an expression node generated for the child node, and there is a current expression node,

           // add it to the current expression node (thisEvalNode)

           if ((childEvalNode != null) && (thisEvalNode != null))

           {

               thisEvalNode.addChildNode(childEvalNode);

               astExprNodeMap.remove(childNode);

           }

       }
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   }

 

   private void leaveCreateWindow(Tree node)

   {

       log.debug(".leaveCreateWindow");

 

       String windowName = node.getChild(0).getText();

 

       String eventName = null;

       Tree eventNameNode = ASTUtil.findFirstNode(node, CLASS_IDENT);

       if (eventNameNode != null)

       {

           eventName = eventNameNode.getText();

       }

       if (eventName == null)

       {

           eventName = "java.lang.Object";

       }

 

       boolean isRetainUnion = false;

       boolean isRetainIntersection = false;

       for (int i = 0; i < node.getChildCount(); i++)

       {

           if (node.getChild(i).getType() == RETAINUNION)

           {

               isRetainUnion = true;

               break;

           }

           if (node.getChild(i).getType() == RETAININTERSECTION)

           {

               isRetainIntersection = true;

               break;

           }

       }

       StreamSpecOptions streamSpecOptions = new StreamSpecOptions(false,isRetainUnion,isRetainIntersection);

 

       // handle table-create clause, i.e. (col1 type, col2 type)

       List<ColumnDesc> colums = ASTCreateSchemaHelper.getColTypeList(node);

 

       boolean isInsert = false;

       ExprNode insertWhereExpr = null;

       Tree insertNode = ASTUtil.findFirstNode(node, INSERT);

       if (insertNode != null)

       {

           isInsert = true;

           if (insertNode.getChildCount() > 0)

           {

               insertWhereExpr = ASTExprHelper.getRemoveExpr(insertNode.getChild(0),  this.astExprNodeMap);
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           }

       }

 

       CreateWindowDesc desc = new CreateWindowDesc(windowName, viewSpecs, streamSpecOptions, isInsert,

insertWhereExpr, colums, eventName);

       statementSpec.setCreateWindowDesc(desc);

 

       // this is good for indicating what is being selected from

       FilterSpecRaw rawFilterSpec = new FilterSpecRaw(eventName, new LinkedList<ExprNode>(), null);

       FilterStreamSpecRaw streamSpec = new FilterStreamSpecRaw(rawFilterSpec,

ViewSpec.EMPTY_VIEWSPEC_ARRAY, null, streamSpecOptions);

       statementSpec.getStreamSpecs().add(streamSpec);

   }

 

   private void leaveCreateIndex(Tree node)

   {

       log.debug(".leaveCreateIndex");

 

       String indexName = node.getChild(0).getText();

       String windowName = node.getChild(1).getText();

 

       Tree nodeExpr = node.getChild(2);

       List<CreateIndexItem> columns = new ArrayList<CreateIndexItem>();

 

       boolean unique = false;

       for (int i = 0; i < nodeExpr.getChildCount(); i++)

       {

           CreateIndexType type = CreateIndexType.HASH;

           Tree child = nodeExpr.getChild(i);

           if (child.getType() == INDEXCOL)

           {

               String columnName = child.getChild(0).getText();

               if (child.getChildCount() == 2) {

                   String typeName = child.getChild(1).getText();

                   try {

                       type = CreateIndexType.valueOf(typeName.toUpperCase());

                   }

                   catch (RuntimeException ex) {

                       throw new ASTWalkException("Invalid column index type '" + typeName + "' encountered, please

use any of the following index type names " + Arrays.asList(CreateIndexType.values()));

                   }

               }

               columns.add(new CreateIndexItem(columnName, type));

           }

       }

 

       int last = node.getChildCount() - 1;

       if (node.getChild(last).getType() == IDENT) {
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           String ident = node.getChild(last).getText();

           if (ident.toLowerCase().trim().equals("unique")) {

               unique = true;

           }

           else {

               throw new ASTWalkException("Invalid keyword '" + ident + "' in create-index encountered, expected

'unique'");

           }

       }

 

       statementSpec.setCreateIndexDesc(new CreateIndexDesc(unique, indexName, windowName, columns));

   }

 

   private void leaveCreateSchema(Tree node)

   {

       log.debug(".leaveCreateSchema");

       CreateSchemaDesc createSchema = ASTCreateSchemaHelper.walkCreateSchema(node);

       statementSpec.getStreamSpecs().add(new FilterStreamSpecRaw(new FilterSpecRaw(Object.class.getName(),

Collections.<ExprNode>emptyList(), null), ViewSpec.EMPTY_VIEWSPEC_ARRAY, null, new

StreamSpecOptions()));

       statementSpec.setCreateSchemaDesc(createSchema);

   }

 

   private void leaveCreateExpression(Tree node)

   {

       log.debug(".leaveCreateExpression");

       Pair<ExpressionDeclItem, ExpressionScriptProvided> pair =

ASTExpressionDeclHelper.walkExpressionDecl(node.getChild(0), scriptBodies, astExprNodeMap);

       statementSpec.setCreateExpressionDesc(new CreateExpressionDesc(pair));

   }

 

   private void leaveCreateVariable(Tree node)

   {

       log.debug(".leaveCreateVariable");

 

       Tree child = node.getChild(0);

       String variableType = child.getText();

       child = node.getChild(1);

       String variableName = child.getText();

 

       int start = 2;

       boolean constant = false;

       boolean array = false;

       if (node.getChildCount() > start && node.getChild(start).getType() == IDENT) {

           String text = node.getChild(start).getText().toLowerCase().trim();

           if (text.equals("constant") || text.equals("const")) {

               constant = true;

           }
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           else {

               throw new EPException("Expected 'constant' or 'const' keyword after create for create-variable syntax but

encountered '" + text + "'");

           }

           start++;

       }

       if (node.getChildCount() > start && node.getChild(start).getType() == LBRACK) {

           array = true;

           start++;

       }

 

       ExprNode assignment = null;

       if (node.getChildCount() > start) {

           child = node.getChild(start);

           assignment = astExprNodeMap.remove(child);

       }

 

       CreateVariableDesc desc = new CreateVariableDesc(variableType, variableName, assignment, constant, array);

       statementSpec.setCreateVariableDesc(desc);

   }

 

   private void leaveCreateWindowSelect()

   {

       log.debug(".leaveCreateWindowSelect");

   }

 

   private void leaveOnExpr(Tree node)

   {

       log.debug(".leaveOnExpr");

 

       // determine on-delete or on-select

       boolean isOnDelete = false;

       Tree typeChildNode = null;

 

       for (int i = 0; i < node.getChildCount(); i++)

       {

       	Tree childNode = node.getChild(i);

 

           if (childNode.getType() == ON_DELETE_EXPR)

           {

               typeChildNode = childNode;

               isOnDelete = true;

           }

           else if (childNode.getType() == ON_SELECT_EXPR)

           {

               typeChildNode = childNode;

           }

           else if (childNode.getType() == ON_UPDATE_EXPR)
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           {

               typeChildNode = childNode;

           }

           else if (childNode.getType() == ON_SET_EXPR)

           {

               typeChildNode = childNode;

           }

           else if (childNode.getType() == ON_MERGE_EXPR)

           {

               typeChildNode = childNode;

           }

       }

       if (typeChildNode == null)

       {

           throw new IllegalStateException("Could not determine on-expr type");

       }

 

       if (typeChildNode.getType() == ON_MERGE_EXPR) {

           String windowName = typeChildNode.getChild(0).getText();

           String asName = null;

           if (typeChildNode.getChild(1).getType() == IDENT) {

               asName = typeChildNode.getChild(1).getText();

           }

 

           OnTriggerMergeDesc desc = new OnTriggerMergeDesc(windowName, asName, mergeMatcheds == null ?

Collections.<OnTriggerMergeMatched>emptyList() : mergeMatcheds);

           statementSpec.setOnTriggerDesc(desc);

       }

       else if (typeChildNode.getType() != ON_SET_EXPR)

       {

           // The ON_EXPR_FROM contains the window name

           UniformPair<String> windowName = getWindowName(typeChildNode);

           boolean deleteAndSelect = typeChildNode.getChild(0).getType() == DELETE;

           if (windowName == null)

           {

               // on the statement spec, the deepest spec is the outermost

               List<OnTriggerSplitStream> splitStreams = new ArrayList<OnTriggerSplitStream>();

               for (int i = 1; i <= statementSpecStack.size() - 1; i++)

               {

                   StatementSpecRaw raw = statementSpecStack.get(i);

                   splitStreams.add(new OnTriggerSplitStream(raw.getInsertIntoDesc(), raw.getSelectClauseSpec(),

raw.getFilterExprRootNode()));

               }

               splitStreams.add(new OnTriggerSplitStream(statementSpec.getInsertIntoDesc(),

statementSpec.getSelectClauseSpec(), statementSpec.getFilterExprRootNode()));

               if (!statementSpecStack.isEmpty())

               {

                   statementSpec = statementSpecStack.get(0);
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               }

               boolean isFirst = isSelectInsertFirst(node);

               statementSpec.setOnTriggerDesc(new OnTriggerSplitStreamDesc(OnTriggerType.ON_SPLITSTREAM,

isFirst, splitStreams));

               statementSpecStack.clear();

           }

           else if (typeChildNode.getType() == ON_UPDATE_EXPR) {

               List<OnTriggerSetAssignment> assignments =

ASTExprHelper.getOnTriggerSetAssignments(typeChildNode, astExprNodeMap);

               statementSpec.setOnTriggerDesc(new OnTriggerWindowUpdateDesc(windowName.getFirst(),

windowName.getSecond(), assignments));

               statementSpec.setFilterExprRootNode(getRemoveFirstByType(typeChildNode, WHERE_EXPR));

           }

           else

           {

               statementSpec.setOnTriggerDesc(new OnTriggerWindowDesc(windowName.getFirst(),

windowName.getSecond(), isOnDelete ? OnTriggerType.ON_DELETE : OnTriggerType.ON_SELECT,

deleteAndSelect));

           }

       }

       else

       {

           List<OnTriggerSetAssignment> assignments =

ASTExprHelper.getOnTriggerSetAssignments(typeChildNode, astExprNodeMap);

           statementSpec.setOnTriggerDesc(new OnTriggerSetDesc(assignments));

       }

   }

 

   private void leaveOnStream(Tree node)

   {

       log.debug(".leaveOnStream");

 

       // get optional filter stream as-name

       Tree childNode = node.getChild(1);

       String streamAsName = null;

       if ((childNode != null) && (childNode.getType() == IDENT))

       {

           streamAsName = childNode.getText();

       }

 

       // get stream to use (pattern or filter)

       StreamSpecRaw streamSpec;

       if (node.getChild(0).getType() == EVENT_FILTER_EXPR)

       {

           streamSpec = new FilterStreamSpecRaw(filterSpec, ViewSpec.EMPTY_VIEWSPEC_ARRAY,

streamAsName, new StreamSpecOptions());

       }

       else if (node.getChild(0).getType() == PATTERN_INCL_EXPR)
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       {

           if ((astPatternNodeMap.size() > 1) || ((astPatternNodeMap.isEmpty())))

           {

               throw new ASTWalkException("Unexpected AST tree contains zero or more then 1 child elements for

root");

           }

           // Get expression node sub-tree from the AST nodes placed so far

           EvalFactoryNode evalNode = astPatternNodeMap.values().iterator().next();

           streamSpec = new PatternStreamSpecRaw(evalNode, evalNodeExpressions, ViewSpec.toArray(viewSpecs),

streamAsName, new StreamSpecOptions());

           if (evalNodeExpressions != null) {

               evalNodeExpressions = new HashMap<EvalFactoryNode, String>();

           }

           astPatternNodeMap.clear();

       }

       else

       {

           throw new IllegalStateException("Invalid AST type node, cannot map to stream specification");

       }

 

       statementSpec.getStreamSpecs().add(streamSpec);

   }

 

   private void leaveForClause(Tree node)

   {

       log.debug(".leaveForClause");

 

       if (statementSpec.getForClauseSpec() == null) {

           statementSpec.setForClauseSpec(new ForClauseSpec());

       }

       String ident = node.getChild(0).getText();

       List<ExprNode> expressions = ASTExprHelper.getExprNodes(node, 1, astExprNodeMap);

       statementSpec.getForClauseSpec().getClauses().add(new ForClauseItemSpec(ident, expressions));

   }

 

   private void leaveMergeMatchedUnmatched(Tree node)

   {

       log.debug(".leaveMergeMatchedUnmatched");

 

       boolean matched = node.getType() == MERGE_MAT;

       if (mergeMatcheds == null) {

           mergeMatcheds = new ArrayList<OnTriggerMergeMatched>();

       }

       ExprNode filterSpec = null;

       if (node.getChildCount() > 0) {

           filterSpec = ASTExprHelper.getRemoveExpr(node.getChild(node.getChildCount() - 1), astExprNodeMap);

       }

       mergeMatcheds.add(new OnTriggerMergeMatched(matched, filterSpec, mergeActions));
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       mergeActions = null;

   }

 

   private void leaveMergeDelClause(Tree node)

   {

       log.debug(".leaveMergeDelClause");

 

       if (mergeActions == null) {

           mergeActions = new ArrayList<OnTriggerMergeAction>();

       }

       Tree whereCondNode = ASTUtil.findFirstNode(node, WHERE_EXPR);

       ExprNode whereCond = whereCondNode != null ?

ASTExprHelper.getRemoveExpr(whereCondNode.getChild(0), astExprNodeMap) : null;

       mergeActions.add(new OnTriggerMergeActionDelete(whereCond));

   }

 

   private void leaveMergeUpdClause(Tree node)

   {

       log.debug(".leaveMergeUpdClause");

 

       if (mergeActions == null) {

           mergeActions = new ArrayList<OnTriggerMergeAction>();

       }

       Tree whereCondNode = ASTUtil.findFirstNode(node, WHERE_EXPR);

       ExprNode whereCond = whereCondNode != null ?

ASTExprHelper.getRemoveExpr(whereCondNode.getChild(0), astExprNodeMap) : null;

 

       List<OnTriggerSetAssignment> sets = ASTExprHelper.getOnTriggerSetAssignments(node, astExprNodeMap);

       mergeActions.add(new OnTriggerMergeActionUpdate(whereCond, sets));

   }

 

   private void leaveMergeInsClause(Tree node)

   {

       log.debug(".leaveMergeInsClause");

 

       Tree whereCondNode = ASTUtil.findFirstNode(node, WHERE_EXPR);

       ExprNode whereCond = whereCondNode != null ?

ASTExprHelper.getRemoveExpr(whereCondNode.getChild(0), astExprNodeMap) : null;

 

       List<SelectClauseElementRaw> expressions = new

ArrayList<SelectClauseElementRaw>(statementSpec.getSelectClauseSpec().getSelectExprList());

       statementSpec.getSelectClauseSpec().getSelectExprList().clear();

 

       Tree optInsertNameNode = ASTUtil.findFirstNode(node, CLASS_IDENT);

       String optionalInsertName = optInsertNameNode != null ? optInsertNameNode.getText() : null;

 

       List<String> columsList = Collections.emptyList();

       for (int i = 0; i < node.getChildCount(); i++) {
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           if (node.getChild(i).getType() == EXPRCOL) {

               columsList = ASTLibHelper.getIdentList(node.getChild(i));

           }

       }

 

       if (mergeActions == null) {

           mergeActions = new ArrayList<OnTriggerMergeAction>();

       }

       mergeActions.add(new OnTriggerMergeActionInsert(whereCond, optionalInsertName, columsList,

expressions));

   }

 

   private void leaveUpdateExpr(Tree node)

   {

       log.debug(".leaveUpdateExpr");

 

       Tree parentUpdateNode = node.getChild(0);

       String eventTypeName = parentUpdateNode.getChild(0).getText();

       FilterStreamSpecRaw streamSpec = new FilterStreamSpecRaw(new FilterSpecRaw(eventTypeName,

Collections.<ExprNode>emptyList(), null), ViewSpec.EMPTY_VIEWSPEC_ARRAY, eventTypeName, new

StreamSpecOptions());

       statementSpec.getStreamSpecs().add(streamSpec);

 

       String optionalStreamName = null;

       if ((parentUpdateNode.getChildCount() > 1) && (parentUpdateNode.getChild(1).getType() == IDENT))

       {

           optionalStreamName = parentUpdateNode.getChild(1).getText();

       }

 

       List<OnTriggerSetAssignment> assignments =

ASTExprHelper.getOnTriggerSetAssignments(parentUpdateNode, astExprNodeMap);

       ExprNode whereClause = this.getRemoveFirstByType(parentUpdateNode, WHERE_EXPR);

       statementSpec.setUpdateDesc(new UpdateDesc(optionalStreamName, assignments, whereClause));

   }

 

   private UniformPair<String> getWindowName(Tree typeChildNode)

   {

       String windowName = null;

       String windowStreamName = null;

 

       for (int i = 0; i < typeChildNode.getChildCount(); i++)

       {

       	Tree child = typeChildNode.getChild(i);

           if (child.getType() == ON_EXPR_FROM)

           {

               windowName = child.getChild(0).getText();

               if (child.getChildCount() > 1)

               {
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                   windowStreamName = child.getChild(1).getText();

               }

               break;

           }

       }

       if (windowName == null)

       {

           return null;

       }

       return new UniformPair<String>(windowName, windowStreamName);

   }

 

 

   private void leavePrevious(Tree node)

   {

       log.debug(".leavePrevious");

 

       PreviousType previousType;

       if (node.getType() == PREVIOUS) {

           previousType = PreviousType.PREV;

       }

       else if (node.getType() == PREVIOUSTAIL) {

           previousType = PreviousType.PREVTAIL;

       }

       else if (node.getType() == PREVIOUSWINDOW) {

           previousType = PreviousType.PREVWINDOW;

       }

       else if (node.getType() == PREVIOUSCOUNT) {

           previousType = PreviousType.PREVCOUNT;

       }

       else {

           throw new IllegalStateException("Failed to handle type '" + node.getType() + "'");

       }

 

       ExprPreviousNode previousNode = new ExprPreviousNode(previousType);

       astExprNodeMap.put(node, previousNode);

   }

 

   private void leavePrior(Tree node)

   {

       log.debug(".leavePrior");

 

       ExprPriorNode priorNode = new ExprPriorNode();

       astExprNodeMap.put(node, priorNode);

   }

 

   private void leaveInstanceOf(Tree node)

   {
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       log.debug(".leaveInstanceOf");

 

       // get class identifiers

       List<String> classes = new ArrayList<String>();

       for (int i = 1; i < node.getChildCount(); i++)

       {

           Tree classIdent = node.getChild(i);

           classes.add(classIdent.getText());

       }

 

       String idents[] = classes.toArray(new String[classes.size()]);

       ExprInstanceofNode instanceofNode = new ExprInstanceofNode(idents);

       astExprNodeMap.put(node, instanceofNode);

   }

 

   private void leaveTypeOf(Tree node)

   {

       log.debug(".leaveTypeOf");

       ExprTypeofNode typeofNode = new ExprTypeofNode();

       astExprNodeMap.put(node, typeofNode);

   }

 

   private void leaveExists(Tree node)

   {

       log.debug(".leaveExists");

 

       ExprPropertyExistsNode instanceofNode = new ExprPropertyExistsNode();

       astExprNodeMap.put(node, instanceofNode);

   }

 

   private void leaveIStreamBuiltin(Tree node)

   {

       log.debug(".leaveIStreamBuiltin");

 

       ExprIStreamNode istreamNode = new ExprIStreamNode();

       astExprNodeMap.put(node, istreamNode);

   }

 

   private void leaveCast(Tree node)

   {

       log.debug(".leaveCast");

 

       String classIdent = node.getChild(1).getText();

       ExprCastNode castNode = new ExprCastNode(classIdent);

       astExprNodeMap.put(node, castNode);

   }

 

   private void leaveTimestamp(Tree node)
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   {

       log.debug(".leaveTimestamp");

 

       ExprTimestampNode timeNode = new ExprTimestampNode();

       astExprNodeMap.put(node, timeNode);

   }

 

   private void leaveTimePeriod(Tree node)

   {

       log.debug(".leaveTimePeriod");

 

       ExprTimePeriod timeNode = ASTExprHelper.getTimePeriodExpr(node, astExprNodeMap);

       astExprNodeMap.put(node, timeNode);

   }

 

   private void leaveNumberSetStar(Tree node)

   {

       log.debug(".leaveNumberSetStar");

       ExprNumberSetWildcard exprNode = new ExprNumberSetWildcard();

       astExprNodeMap.put(node, exprNode);

   }

 

   private void leaveNumberSetFrequency(Tree node)

   {

       log.debug(".leaveNumberSetFrequency");

       ExprNumberSetFrequency exprNode = new ExprNumberSetFrequency();

       astExprNodeMap.put(node, exprNode);

   }

 

   private void leaveNumberSetRange(Tree node)

   {

       log.debug(".leaveNumberSetRange");

       ExprNumberSetRange exprNode = new ExprNumberSetRange();

       astExprNodeMap.put(node, exprNode);

   }

 

   private void leaveNumberSetList(Tree node)

   {

       log.debug(".leaveNumberSetList");

       ExprNumberSetList exprNode = new ExprNumberSetList();

       astExprNodeMap.put(node, exprNode);

   }

 

   private void leaveLastNumberSetOperator(Tree node)

   {

       log.debug(".leaveLastNumberSetOperator");

       ExprNumberSetCronParam exprNode = new ExprNumberSetCronParam(CronOperatorEnum.LASTDAY);

       astExprNodeMap.put(node, exprNode);
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   }

 

   private void leaveLastWeekdayNumberSetOperator(Tree node)

   {

       log.debug(".leaveLastWeekdayNumberSetOperator");

       ExprNumberSetCronParam exprNode = new

ExprNumberSetCronParam(CronOperatorEnum.LASTWEEKDAY);

       astExprNodeMap.put(node, exprNode);

   }

 

   private void leaveWeekdayNumberSetOperator(Tree node)

   {

       log.debug(".leaveWeekdayNumberSetOperator");

       ExprNumberSetCronParam exprNode = new ExprNumberSetCronParam(CronOperatorEnum.WEEKDAY);

       astExprNodeMap.put(node, exprNode);

   }

 

   private void leaveObjectParamOrderedExpression(Tree node)

   {

       log.debug(".leaveObjectParamOrderedExpression");

 

       boolean isDescending = false;

       if ((node.getChildCount() > 1) && (node.getChild(1).getText().toUpperCase().equals("DESC")))

       {

           isDescending = true;

       }

       ExprOrderedExpr exprNode = new ExprOrderedExpr(isDescending);

       astExprNodeMap.put(node, exprNode);

   }

 

   private void leaveAnnotation(Tree node)

   {

       log.debug(".leaveAnnotation");

       statementSpec.getAnnotations().add(ASTAnnotationHelper.walk(node, this.engineImportService));

   }

 

   private void leaveArray(Tree node)

   {

       log.debug(".leaveArray");

 

       ExprArrayNode arrayNode = new ExprArrayNode();

       astExprNodeMap.put(node, arrayNode);

   }

 

   private void leaveSubselectRow(Tree node)

   {

       log.debug(".leaveSubselectRow");
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       StatementSpecRaw currentSpec = popStacks();

       ExprSubselectRowNode subselectNode = new ExprSubselectRowNode(currentSpec);

       astExprNodeMap.put(node, subselectNode);

   }

 

   private void leaveSubselectExists(Tree node)

   {

       log.debug(".leaveSubselectExists");

 

       StatementSpecRaw currentSpec = popStacks();

       ExprSubselectNode subselectNode = new ExprSubselectExistsNode(currentSpec);

       astExprNodeMap.put(node, subselectNode);

   }

 

   private void leaveSubselectIn(Tree node)

   {

       log.debug(".leaveSubselectIn");

 

       Tree nodeSubquery = node.getChild(1);

 

       boolean isNot = false;

       if (node.getType() == NOT_IN_SUBSELECT_EXPR)

       {

           isNot = true;

       }

 

       ExprSubselectInNode subqueryNode = (ExprSubselectInNode) astExprNodeMap.remove(nodeSubquery);

       subqueryNode.setNotIn(isNot);

 

       astExprNodeMap.put(node, subqueryNode);

   }

 

   private void leaveSubselectQueryIn(Tree node)

   {

       log.debug(".leaveSubselectQueryIn");

 

       StatementSpecRaw currentSpec = popStacks();

       ExprSubselectNode subselectNode = new ExprSubselectInNode(currentSpec);

       astExprNodeMap.put(node, subselectNode);

   }

 

   private StatementSpecRaw popStacks()

   {

       log.debug(".popStacks");

 

       StatementSpecRaw currentSpec = statementSpec;

       statementSpec = statementSpecStack.pop();
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       if (currentSpec.isHasVariables())

       {

           statementSpec.setHasVariables(true);

       }

       if (currentSpec.getReferencedVariables() != null) {

           for (String var : currentSpec.getReferencedVariables()) {

               addVariable(statementSpec, var);

           }

       }

 

       astExprNodeMap = astExprNodeMapStack.pop();

 

       return currentSpec;

   }

 

   /**

    * End processing of the AST tree for stand-alone pattern expressions.

    * @throws ASTWalkException is the walk failed

    */

   protected void endPattern() throws ASTWalkException

   {

       log.debug(".endPattern");

 

       if ((astPatternNodeMap.size() > 1) || ((astPatternNodeMap.isEmpty())))

       {

           throw new ASTWalkException("Unexpected AST tree contains zero or more then 1 child elements for root");

       }

 

       // Get expression node sub-tree from the AST nodes placed so far

       EvalFactoryNode evalNode = astPatternNodeMap.values().iterator().next();

 

       PatternStreamSpecRaw streamSpec = new PatternStreamSpecRaw(evalNode, evalNodeExpressions,

ViewSpec.EMPTY_VIEWSPEC_ARRAY, null, new StreamSpecOptions());

       if (evalNodeExpressions != null) {

           evalNodeExpressions = new HashMap<EvalFactoryNode, String>();

       }

       statementSpec.getStreamSpecs().add(streamSpec);

       statementSpec.setSubstitutionParameters(substitutionParamNodes);

 

       astPatternNodeMap.clear();

   }

 

   /**

    * End processing of the AST tree, check that expression nodes found their homes.

    * @throws ASTWalkException is the walk failed

    */

   protected void end() throws ASTWalkException

   {
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       log.debug(".end");

 

       if (astExprNodeMap.size() > 1)

       {

           throw new ASTWalkException("Unexpected AST tree contains left over child elements," +

                   " not all expression nodes have been removed from AST-to-expression nodes map");

       }

       if (astPatternNodeMap.size() > 1)

       {

           throw new ASTWalkException("Unexpected AST tree contains left over child elements," +

                   " not all pattern nodes have been removed from AST-to-pattern nodes map");

       }

 

       statementSpec.setSubstitutionParameters(substitutionParamNodes);

   }

 

   private void leaveSelectionElement(Tree node) throws ASTWalkException

   {

       log.debug(".leaveSelectionElement");

 

       if ((astExprNodeMap.size() > 1) || ((astExprNodeMap.isEmpty())))

       {

           throw new ASTWalkException("Unexpected AST tree contains zero or more then 1 child element for root");

       }

 

       // Get expression node sub-tree from the AST nodes placed so far

       ExprNode exprNode = astExprNodeMap.values().iterator().next();

       astExprNodeMap.clear();

 

       // Get list element name

       String optionalName = null;

       if (node.getChildCount() > 1 && node.getChild(1).getType() == IDENT)

       {

           optionalName = node.getChild(1).getText();

       }

 

       boolean eventsAnnotation = false;

       Tree atChar = ASTUtil.findFirstNode(node, ATCHAR);

       if (atChar != null) {

           String annotation = atChar.getChild(0).getText().trim().toLowerCase();

           if (annotation.equals("eventbean") || annotation.equals("eventbean")) {

               eventsAnnotation = true;

           }

           else {

               throw new ASTWalkException("Failed to recognize select-expression annotation '" + annotation + "',

expected 'eventbean'");

           }

       }
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       // Add as selection element

       statementSpec.getSelectClauseSpec().add(new SelectClauseExprRawSpec(exprNode, optionalName,

eventsAnnotation));

   }

 

   private void leavePropertySelectionElement(Tree node) throws ASTWalkException

   {

       log.debug(".leavePropertySelectionElement");

 

       if ((astExprNodeMap.size() > 1) || ((astExprNodeMap.isEmpty())))

       {

           throw new ASTWalkException("Unexpected AST tree contains zero or more then 1 child element for root");

       }

 

       // Get expression node sub-tree from the AST nodes placed so far

       ExprNode exprNode = astExprNodeMap.values().iterator().next();

       astExprNodeMap.clear();

 

       // Get list element name

       String optionalName = null;

       if (node.getChildCount() > 1)

       {

           optionalName = node.getChild(1).getText();

       }

 

       // Add as selection element

       if (propertySelectRaw == null)

       {

           propertySelectRaw = new ArrayList<SelectClauseElementRaw>();

       }

       this.propertySelectRaw.add(new SelectClauseExprRawSpec(exprNode, optionalName, false));

   }

 

   private void leavePropertySelectionStream(Tree node) throws ASTWalkException

   {

       log.debug(".leavePropertySelectionStream");

 

       String streamName = node.getChild(0).getText();

 

       // Get element name

       String optionalName = null;

       if (node.getChildCount() > 1)

       {

           optionalName = node.getChild(1).getText();

       }

 

       // Add as selection element
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       if (propertySelectRaw == null)

       {

           propertySelectRaw = new ArrayList<SelectClauseElementRaw>();

       }

       this.propertySelectRaw.add(new SelectClauseStreamRawSpec(streamName, optionalName));

   }

 

   private void leaveSelectionStream(Tree node) throws ASTWalkException

   {

       log.debug(".leaveSelectionStream");

 

       String streamName = node.getChild(0).getText();

 

       // Get element name

       String optionalName = null;

       if (node.getChildCount() > 1)

       {

           optionalName = node.getChild(1).getText();

       }

 

       // Add as selection element

       statementSpec.getSelectClauseSpec().add(new SelectClauseStreamRawSpec(streamName, optionalName));

   }

 

   private void leaveWildcardSelect()

   {

   	log.debug(".leaveWildcardSelect");

       statementSpec.getSelectClauseSpec().add(new SelectClauseElementWildcard());

   }

 

   private void leavePropertyWildcardSelect()

   {

   	log.debug(".leavePropertyWildcardSelect");

       if (propertySelectRaw == null)

       {

           propertySelectRaw = new ArrayList<SelectClauseElementRaw>();

       }

       this.propertySelectRaw.add(new SelectClauseElementWildcard());

   }

 

   private void leavePropertySelectAtom(Tree node)

   {

   	log.debug(".leavePropertySelectAtom");

 

       // initialize if not set

       if (propertyEvalSpec == null)

       {

           propertyEvalSpec = new PropertyEvalSpec();
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       }

 

       // get select clause

       SelectClauseSpecRaw optionalSelectClause = new SelectClauseSpecRaw();

       if (propertySelectRaw != null)

       {

           optionalSelectClause.getSelectExprList().addAll(propertySelectRaw);

           propertySelectRaw = null;

       }

 

       // get the splitter expression

       ExprNode splitterExpression;

       if (node.getChild(0).getType() == SELECT) {

           splitterExpression = astExprNodeMap.remove(node.getChild(1));

       }

       else {

           splitterExpression = astExprNodeMap.remove(node.getChild(0));

       }

 

       // get where-clause, if any

       Tree optionalWhereClauseTree = ASTUtil.findFirstNode(node, WHERE_EXPR);

       ExprNode optionalWhereClause = optionalWhereClauseTree == null ? null :

astExprNodeMap.remove(optionalWhereClauseTree.getChild(0));

 

       Tree propertyAsNameTree = ASTUtil.findFirstNode(node, IDENT);

       String optionalAsName = propertyAsNameTree == null ? null : propertyAsNameTree.getText();

 

       String splitterEventTypeName = null;

       Tree splitterEventTypeNameNode = ASTUtil.findFirstNode(node, ATCHAR);

       if (splitterEventTypeNameNode != null && splitterEventTypeNameNode.getChild(0).getText().equals("type"))

{

           splitterEventTypeName = splitterEventTypeNameNode.getChild(1).getText();

       }

 

       PropertyEvalAtom atom = new PropertyEvalAtom(splitterExpression, splitterEventTypeName,

optionalAsName, optionalSelectClause, optionalWhereClause);

       propertyEvalSpec.add(atom);

   }

 

   private void leaveView(Tree node) throws ASTWalkException

   {

       log.debug(".leaveView");

       String objectNamespace = node.getChild(0).getText();

       String objectName = node.getChild(1).getText();

       List<ExprNode> viewParameters = ASTExprHelper.getExprNodes(node, 2, astExprNodeMap);

       viewSpecs.add(new ViewSpec(objectNamespace, objectName, viewParameters));

   }
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   private void leaveMatchRecognizeMeasureItem(Tree node) throws ASTWalkException

   {

       log.debug(".leaveMatchRecognizeMeasureItem");

 

       if (statementSpec.getMatchRecognizeSpec() == null)

       {

           statementSpec.setMatchRecognizeSpec(new MatchRecognizeSpec());

       }

 

       Tree currentNode = node.getChild(0);

       ExprNode exprNode = astExprNodeMap.get(currentNode);

       if (exprNode == null)

       {

           throw new IllegalStateException("Expression node for AST node not found for type " +

currentNode.getType() + " and text " + currentNode.getText());

       }

       astExprNodeMap.remove(currentNode);

 

       String name = null;

       if (node.getChildCount() > 1)

       {

           name = node.getChild(1).getText();

       }

       statementSpec.getMatchRecognizeSpec().addMeasureItem(new MatchRecognizeMeasureItem(exprNode,

name));

   }

 

   private void leaveMatchRecognizePatternAtom(Tree node) throws ASTWalkException

   {

       log.debug(".leaveMatchRecognizePatternAtom");

 

       String first = node.getChild(0).getText();

       RegexNFATypeEnum type = RegexNFATypeEnum.SINGLE;

       if (node.getChildCount() > 2)

       {

           type = RegexNFATypeEnum.fromString(node.getChild(1).getText(), node.getChild(2).getText());

       }

       else if (node.getChildCount() > 1)

       {

           type = RegexNFATypeEnum.fromString(node.getChild(1).getText(), null);

       }

 

       RowRegexExprNodeAtom item = new RowRegexExprNodeAtom(first, type);

       astRowRegexNodeMap.put(node, item);

   }

 

   private void leaveMatchRecognizePatternAlter(Tree node) throws ASTWalkException

   {
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       log.debug(".leaveMatchRecognizePatternAlter");

 

       RowRegexExprNodeAlteration alterNode = new RowRegexExprNodeAlteration();

       astRowRegexNodeMap.put(node, alterNode);

   }

 

   private void leaveMatchRecognizePatternConcat(Tree node) throws ASTWalkException

   {

       RowRegexExprNodeConcatenation concatNode = new RowRegexExprNodeConcatenation();

       astRowRegexNodeMap.put(node, concatNode);

   }

 

   private void leaveMatchRecognizePatternNested(Tree node) throws ASTWalkException

   {

       RegexNFATypeEnum type = RegexNFATypeEnum.SINGLE;

       if (node.getChildCount() > 2)

       {

           type = RegexNFATypeEnum.fromString(node.getChild(1).getText(), node.getChild(2).getText());

       }

       else if (node.getChildCount() > 1)

       {

           type = RegexNFATypeEnum.fromString(node.getChild(1).getText(), null);

       }

       RowRegexExprNodeNested nestedNode = new RowRegexExprNodeNested(type);

       astRowRegexNodeMap.put(node, nestedNode);

   }

 

   private void leaveMatchRecognizePattern(Tree node) throws ASTWalkException

   {

       Tree currentNode = node.getChild(0);

       RowRegexExprNode exprNode = this.astRowRegexNodeMap.get(currentNode);

       if (exprNode == null)

       {

           throw new IllegalStateException("Expression node for AST node not found for type " +

currentNode.getType() + " and text " + currentNode.getText());

       }

       astRowRegexNodeMap.remove(currentNode);

       statementSpec.getMatchRecognizeSpec().setPattern(exprNode);

   }

 

   private void leaveMatchRecognizeDefineItem(Tree node) throws ASTWalkException

   {

       log.debug(".leaveMatchRecognizeDefineItem");

       String first = node.getChild(0).getText();

 

       Tree currentNode = node.getChild(1);

       ExprNode exprNode = astExprNodeMap.get(currentNode);

       if (exprNode == null)
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       {

           throw new IllegalStateException("Expression node for AST node not found for type " +

currentNode.getType() + " and text " + currentNode.getText());

       }

       astExprNodeMap.remove(currentNode);

       statementSpec.getMatchRecognizeSpec().getDefines().add(new MatchRecognizeDefineItem(first, exprNode));

   }

 

   private void leaveMatchRecognize(Tree node) throws ASTWalkException

   {

       log.debug(".leaveMatchRecognize");

 

       boolean allMatches = false;

       for (int i = 0; i < node.getChildCount(); i++)

       {

           if (node.getChild(i).getType() == ALL)

           {

               allMatches = true;

           }

       }

 

       MatchRecognizeSkipEnum skip;

       for (int i = 0; i < node.getChildCount(); i++)

       {

           if (node.getChild(i).getType() == MATCHREC_AFTER_SKIP)

           {

               skip = ASTMatchRecognizeHelper.parseSkip(node.getChild(i));

               statementSpec.getMatchRecognizeSpec().getSkip().setSkip(skip);

           }

       }

 

       for (int i = 0; i < node.getChildCount(); i++)

       {

           if (node.getChild(i).getType() == MATCHREC_INTERVAL)

           {

               Tree intervalParent = node.getChild(i);

               if (!intervalParent.getChild(0).getText().toLowerCase().equals("interval"))

               {

                   throw new ASTWalkException("Invalid interval-clause within match-recognize, expecting keyword

INTERVAL");

               }

               ExprNode expression = astExprNodeMap.remove(intervalParent.getChild(1));

               ExprTimePeriod timePeriodExpr = (ExprTimePeriod) expression;

               statementSpec.getMatchRecognizeSpec().setInterval(new MatchRecognizeInterval(timePeriodExpr));

           }

       }

 

       statementSpec.getMatchRecognizeSpec().setAllMatches(allMatches);
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   }

 

   private void leaveOnSelect(Tree node) throws ASTWalkException

   {

       log.debug(".leaveOnSelect");

 

       for (int i = 0; i < node.getChildCount(); i++)

       {

           if (node.getChild(i).getType() == DISTINCT)

           {

               statementSpec.getSelectClauseSpec().setDistinct(true);

           }

       }

   }

 

   private void leaveMatchRecognizePartition(Tree node) throws ASTWalkException

   {

       log.debug(".leaveMatchRecognizePartition");

       if (statementSpec.getMatchRecognizeSpec() == null)

       {

           statementSpec.setMatchRecognizeSpec(new MatchRecognizeSpec());

       }

statementSpec.getMatchRecognizeSpec().getPartitionByExpressions().addAll(ASTExprHelper.getExprNodes(node,

0, astExprNodeMap));

   }

 

   private void leaveStreamExpr(Tree node)

   {

       log.debug(".leaveStreamExpr");

 

       // Determine the optional stream name

       // Search for identifier node that carries the stream name in an "from

Class.win:time().std:getEnumerationSource() as StreamName"

       Tree streamNameNode = null;

       for (int i = 1; i < node.getChildCount(); i++)

       {

           Tree child = node.getChild(i);

           if (child.getType() == IDENT)

           {

               streamNameNode = child;

               break;

           }

       }

       String streamName = null;

       if (streamNameNode != null)

       {

           streamName = streamNameNode.getText();

       }
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       // The first child node may be a "stream" keyword

       boolean isUnidirectional = false;

       boolean isRetainUnion = false;

       boolean isRetainIntersection = false;

       for (int i = 0; i < node.getChildCount(); i++)

       {

           if (node.getChild(i).getType() == UNIDIRECTIONAL)

           {

               isUnidirectional = true;

               break;

           }

           if (node.getChild(i).getType() == RETAINUNION)

           {

               isRetainUnion = true;

               break;

           }

           if (node.getChild(i).getType() == RETAININTERSECTION)

           {

               isRetainIntersection = true;

               break;

           }

       }

 

       // Convert to a stream specification instance

       StreamSpecRaw streamSpec;

       StreamSpecOptions options = new StreamSpecOptions(isUnidirectional, isRetainUnion, isRetainIntersection);

 

       // If the first subnode is a filter node, we have a filter stream specification

       if (node.getChild(0).getType() == EVENT_FILTER_EXPR)

       {

           streamSpec = new FilterStreamSpecRaw(filterSpec, ViewSpec.toArray(viewSpecs), streamName, options);

       }

       else if (node.getChild(0).getType() == PATTERN_INCL_EXPR)

       {

           if ((astPatternNodeMap.size() > 1) || ((astPatternNodeMap.isEmpty())))

           {

               throw new ASTWalkException("Unexpected AST tree contains zero or more then 1 child elements for

root");

           }

 

           // Get expression node sub-tree from the AST nodes placed so far

           EvalFactoryNode evalNode = astPatternNodeMap.values().iterator().next();

 

           streamSpec = new PatternStreamSpecRaw(evalNode, evalNodeExpressions, ViewSpec.toArray(viewSpecs),

streamName, options);

           if (evalNodeExpressions != null) {

               evalNodeExpressions = new HashMap<EvalFactoryNode, String>();
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           }

           astPatternNodeMap.clear();

       }

       else if (node.getChild(0).getType() == DATABASE_JOIN_EXPR)

       {

           Tree dbrootNode = node.getChild(0);

           String dbName = dbrootNode.getChild(0).getText();

           String sqlWithParams = StringValue.parseString(dbrootNode.getChild(1).getText().trim());

 

           // determine if there is variables used

           List<PlaceholderParser.Fragment> sqlFragments;

           try

           {

               sqlFragments = PlaceholderParser.parsePlaceholder(sqlWithParams);

               for (PlaceholderParser.Fragment fragment : sqlFragments)

               {

                   if (!(fragment instanceof PlaceholderParser.ParameterFragment)) {

                       continue;

                   }

 

                   // Parse expression, store for substitution parameters

                   String expression = fragment.getValue();

                   if

(expression.toUpperCase().equals(DatabasePollingViewableFactory.SAMPLE_WHERECLAUSE_PLACEHOLDE

R)) {

                       continue;

                   }

 

                   if (expression.trim().length() == 0) {

                       throw new ASTWalkException("Missing expression within ${...} in SQL statement");

                   }

                   String toCompile = "select * from java.lang.Object where " + expression;

                   StatementSpecRaw raw = EPAdministratorHelper.compileEPL(toCompile, expression, false, null,

SelectClauseStreamSelectorEnum.ISTREAM_ONLY,

                           engineImportService, variableService, schedulingService, engineURI, configurationInformation,

patternNodeFactory, contextManagementService, exprDeclaredService);

 

                   if ((raw.getSubstitutionParameters() != null) && (raw.getSubstitutionParameters().size() > 0)) {

                       throw new ASTWalkException("EPL substitution parameters are not allowed in SQL ${...}

expressions, consider using a variable instead");

                   }

 

                   if (raw.isHasVariables()) {

                       statementSpec.setHasVariables(true);

                   }

 

                   // add expression

                   if (statementSpec.getSqlParameters() == null) {
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                       statementSpec.setSqlParameters(new HashMap<Integer, List<ExprNode>>());

                   }

                   List<ExprNode> listExp =

statementSpec.getSqlParameters().get(statementSpec.getStreamSpecs().size());

                   if (listExp == null) {

                       listExp = new ArrayList<ExprNode>();

                       statementSpec.getSqlParameters().put(statementSpec.getStreamSpecs().size(), listExp);

                   }

                   listExp.add(raw.getFilterRootNode());

               }

           }

           catch (PlaceholderParseException ex)

           {

               log.warn("Failed to parse SQL text '" + sqlWithParams + "' :" + ex.getMessage());

               // Let the view construction handle the validation

           }

 

           String sampleSQL = null;

           if (dbrootNode.getChildCount() > 2)

           {

               sampleSQL = dbrootNode.getChild(2).getText();

               sampleSQL = StringValue.parseString(sampleSQL.trim());

           }

 

           streamSpec = new DBStatementStreamSpec(streamName, ViewSpec.toArray(viewSpecs), dbName,

sqlWithParams, sampleSQL);

       }

       else if (node.getChild(0).getType() == METHOD_JOIN_EXPR)

       {

           Tree methodRootNode = node.getChild(0);

           String prefixIdent = methodRootNode.getChild(0).getText();

           String className = methodRootNode.getChild(1).getText();

 

           int indexDot = className.lastIndexOf('.');

           String classNamePart;

           String methodNamePart;

           if (indexDot == -1)

           {

               classNamePart = className;

               methodNamePart = null;

           }

           else

           {

               classNamePart = className.substring(0, indexDot);

               methodNamePart = className.substring(indexDot + 1);

           }

           List<ExprNode> exprNodes = ASTExprHelper.getExprNodes(methodRootNode, 2, astExprNodeMap);
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           streamSpec = new MethodStreamSpec(streamName, ViewSpec.toArray(viewSpecs), prefixIdent,

classNamePart, methodNamePart, exprNodes);

       }

       else

       {

           throw new ASTWalkException("Unexpected AST child node to stream expression, type=" +

node.getChild(0).getType());

       }

       viewSpecs.clear();

       statementSpec.getStreamSpecs().add(streamSpec);

   }

 

   private void leaveEventPropertyExpr(Tree node)

   {

       log.debug(".leaveEventPropertyExpr");

 

       if (node.getChildCount() == 0)

       {

           throw new IllegalStateException("Empty event property expression encountered");

       }

 

       ExprNode exprNode;

       String propertyName;

 

       // The stream name may precede the event property name, but cannot be told apart from the property name:

       //      s0.p1 could be a nested property, or could be stream 's0' and property 'p1'

 

       // A single entry means this must be the property name.

       // And a non-simple property means that it cannot be a stream name.

       if ((node.getChildCount() == 1) || (node.getChild(0).getType() != EVENT_PROP_SIMPLE))

       {

           propertyName = ASTFilterSpecHelper.getPropertyName(node, 0);

           exprNode = new ExprIdentNodeImpl(propertyName);

 

           Pair<String, String> mappedPropertyPair = ASTFilterSpecHelper.getMappedPropertyPair(node);

           if (mappedPropertyPair != null) {

               List<ExprNode> params = Collections.<ExprNode>singletonList(new

ExprConstantNodeImpl(mappedPropertyPair.getSecond()));

               ExprNodeScript scriptNode = ExprDeclaredHelper.getExistsScript(getDefaultDialect(),

mappedPropertyPair.getFirst(), params, scriptExpressions, exprDeclaredService);

               if (scriptNode != null) {

                   exprNode = scriptNode;

               }

           }

       }

       // --> this is more then one child node, and the first child node is a simple property

       // we may have a stream name in the first simple property, or a nested property

       // i.e. 's0.p0' could mean that the event has a nested property to 's0' of name 'p0', or 's0' is the stream name
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       else

       {

           String leadingIdentifier = node.getChild(0).getChild(0).getText();

           String streamOrNestedPropertyName = ASTFilterSpecHelper.escapeDot(leadingIdentifier);

           propertyName = ASTFilterSpecHelper.getPropertyName(node, 1);

 

           if (variableService.getReader(leadingIdentifier) != null)

           {

               exprNode = new ExprVariableNodeImpl(leadingIdentifier + "." + propertyName, variableService);

               statementSpec.setHasVariables(true);

               addVariable(statementSpec, propertyName);

           }

           else if (contextDescriptor != null &&

contextDescriptor.getContextPropertyRegistry().isContextPropertyPrefix(streamOrNestedPropertyName)) {

               exprNode = new ExprContextPropertyNode(propertyName);

           }

           else {

               exprNode = new ExprIdentNodeImpl(propertyName, streamOrNestedPropertyName);

           }

       }

 

       if (variableService.getReader(propertyName) != null)

       {

           exprNode = new ExprVariableNodeImpl(propertyName, variableService);

           statementSpec.setHasVariables(true);

           addVariable(statementSpec, propertyName);

       }

 

       astExprNodeMap.put(node, exprNode);

   }

 

   private void addVariable(StatementSpecRaw statementSpec, String propertyName) {

       if (statementSpec.getReferencedVariables() == null) {

           statementSpec.setReferencedVariables(new HashSet<String>());

       }

       statementSpec.getReferencedVariables().add(propertyName);

   }

 

   private void leaveLibFunctionSingleChild(Tree parent, Tree node)

   {

   	log.debug(".leaveLibFunctionOld");

 

       String childNodeText = node.getChild(0).getText();

       if (node.getChild(0).getType() == CLASS_IDENT)

       {

           String className = node.getChild(0).getText();

           List<ExprChainedSpec> chained = getLibFuncChain(parent);

           chained.add(0, new ExprChainedSpec(className, Collections.<ExprNode>emptyList(), true));
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           astExprNodeMap.put(node, new ExprDotNode(chained,

configurationInformation.getEngineDefaults().getExpression().isDuckTyping(),

configurationInformation.getEngineDefaults().getExpression().isUdfCache()));

           return;

       }

 

       boolean isDistinct = false;

       if ((node.getChild(1) != null) && (node.getChild(1).getType() == DISTINCT)){

           isDistinct = true;

       }

 

       // try plug-in single-row function

       try

       {

           Pair<Class, EngineImportSingleRowDesc> classMethodPair =

engineImportService.resolveSingleRow(childNodeText);

           List<ExprChainedSpec> spec = new ArrayList<ExprChainedSpec>();

           List<ExprNode> childExpressions = ASTLibHelper.getExprNodesLibFunc(0, node, astExprNodeMap);

           spec.add(new ExprChainedSpec(classMethodPair.getSecond().getMethodName(), childExpressions, true));

           astExprNodeMap.put(node, new ExprPlugInSingleRowNode(childNodeText, classMethodPair.getFirst(),

spec, classMethodPair.getSecond()));

           return;

       }

       catch (EngineImportUndefinedException e)

       {

           // Not an single-row function

       }

       catch (EngineImportException e)

       {

           throw new IllegalStateException("Error resolving single-row function: " + e.getMessage(), e);

       }

 

       // try plug-in aggregation function

       ExprNode aggregationNode = ASTAggregationHelper.tryResolveAsAggregation(engineImportService,

isDistinct, childNodeText, plugInAggregations, engineURI);

       if (aggregationNode != null) {

           astExprNodeMap.put(node, aggregationNode);

           return;

       }

 

       // special case for min,max

       if ((childNodeText.toLowerCase().equals("max")) || (childNodeText.toLowerCase().equals("min")) ||

           (childNodeText.toLowerCase().equals("fmax")) || (childNodeText.toLowerCase().equals("fmin")))

       {

           handleMinMax(node);

           return;

       }
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       // try expression declaration local statement

       String expressionName = node.getChild(0).getText();

       List<ExprChainedSpec> expressionChain = getLibFuncChain(parent);

       ExprDeclaredNodeImpl declaredNode = ExprDeclaredHelper.getExistsDeclaredExpr(expressionName,

expressionChain.get(0).getParameters(), expressionDeclarations.getExpressions(), exprDeclaredService);

       if (declaredNode != null) {

           astExprNodeMap.put(node, declaredNode);

           return;

       }

 

       // try scripting expression

       ExprNodeScript scriptNode = ExprDeclaredHelper.getExistsScript(getDefaultDialect(), expressionName,

expressionChain.get(0).getParameters(), scriptExpressions, exprDeclaredService);

       if (scriptNode != null) {

           astExprNodeMap.put(node, scriptNode);

           return;

       }

 

       // Could be a mapped property with an expression-parameter "mapped(expr)" or array property with an

expression-parameter "array(expr)".

       astExprNodeMap.put(node, new ExprDotNode(Collections.singletonList(expressionChain.get(0)), false, false));

   }

 

   private void leaveDotExpr(Tree node)

   {

   	log.debug(".leaveDotExpr");

       List<ExprChainedSpec> chainSpec = getLibFuncChain(node);

       astExprNodeMap.put(node, new ExprDotNode(chainSpec,

configurationInformation.getEngineDefaults().getExpression().isDuckTyping(),

               configurationInformation.getEngineDefaults().getExpression().isUdfCache()));

   }

 

   private void leaveLibFunctionChain(Tree node)

   {

   	log.debug(".leaveLibFunctionChain");

 

       // Single chain can include a class name or property name.

       // As the current node does not generate any expression for this 1-element chain, forward expression to this

node.

       if (node.getChildCount() == 1) {

           leaveLibFunctionSingleChild(node, node.getChild(0));

           mapChildASTToChildExprNode(node.getChild(0));

           ExprNode generated = astExprNodeMap.remove(node.getChild(0));

           astExprNodeMap.put(node, generated);

           return;

       }

 

       String className = node.getChild(0).getChild(0).getText();
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       List<ExprChainedSpec> chained = this.getLibFuncChain(node);

 

       // try plug-in single-row function

       try

       {

           Pair<Class, EngineImportSingleRowDesc> classMethodPair =

engineImportService.resolveSingleRow(className);

           chained.get(0).setName(classMethodPair.getSecond().getMethodName());

           astExprNodeMap.put(node, new ExprPlugInSingleRowNode(className, classMethodPair.getFirst(),

chained, classMethodPair.getSecond()));

           return;

       }

       catch (EngineImportUndefinedException e)

       {

           // Not an single-row function

       }

       catch (EngineImportException e)

       {

           throw new IllegalStateException("Error resolving single-row function: " + e.getMessage(), e);

       }

 

       // if the class name is the first

       boolean duckType = configurationInformation.getEngineDefaults().getExpression().isDuckTyping();

       boolean udfCache = configurationInformation.getEngineDefaults().getExpression().isUdfCache();

       if (!className.equals(chained.get(0).getName())) {

           chained.add(0, new ExprChainedSpec(className, Collections.<ExprNode>emptyList(), true));

       }

 

       ExprDotNode dotNode = new ExprDotNode(chained, duckType, udfCache);

 

       // try expression declaration local statement

       String name = chained.get(0).getName();

       ExprDeclaredNodeImpl declaredNode = ExprDeclaredHelper.getExistsDeclaredExpr(name,

chained.get(0).getParameters(), expressionDeclarations.getExpressions(), exprDeclaredService);

       if (declaredNode != null) {

           dotNode.addChildNode(declaredNode);

           chained.remove(0);

       }

       else {

           ExprNodeScript scriptNode = ExprDeclaredHelper.getExistsScript(getDefaultDialect(), name,

chained.get(0).getParameters(), scriptExpressions, exprDeclaredService);

           if (scriptNode != null) {

               dotNode.addChildNode(scriptNode);

               chained.remove(0);

           }

       }

 

       // try aggregation function
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       // try plug-in aggregation function

       boolean isDistinct = false;

       if ((node.getChildCount() > 1 && node.getChild(1) != null) && (node.getChild(1).getType() == DISTINCT)){

           isDistinct = true;

       }

       ExprNode aggregationNode = ASTAggregationHelper.tryResolveAsAggregation(engineImportService,

isDistinct, name, plugInAggregations, engineURI);

       if (aggregationNode != null) {

           dotNode.addChildNode(aggregationNode);

           ExprChainedSpec first = chained.remove(0);

           aggregationNode.addChildNodes(first.getParameters());

       }

 

       astExprNodeMap.put(node, dotNode);

   }

 

   private void leaveEqualsExpr(Tree node)

   {

       log.debug(".leaveEqualsExpr");

 

       boolean isNot = false;

       if (node.getType() == EVAL_NOTEQUALS_EXPR || node.getType() == EVAL_ISNOT_EXPR)

       {

           isNot = true;

       }

 

       boolean isIs = false;

       if (node.getType() == EVAL_IS_EXPR || node.getType() == EVAL_ISNOT_EXPR)

       {

           isIs = true;

       }

 

       ExprEqualsNode identNode = new ExprEqualsNodeImpl(isNot, isIs);

       astExprNodeMap.put(node, identNode);

   }

 

   private void leaveEqualsGroupExpr(Tree node)

   {

       log.debug(".leaveEqualsGroupExpr");

 

       boolean isNot = false;

       if (node.getType() == EVAL_NOTEQUALS_GROUP_EXPR)

       {

           isNot = true;

       }

 

       boolean isAll = false;

       if (node.getChild(1).getType() == ALL)
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       {

           isAll = true;

       }

 

       if ((node.getChildCount() > 2) && (node.getChild(2).getType() == SUBSELECT_GROUP_EXPR))

       {

           StatementSpecRaw currentSpec = popStacks();

           ExprSubselectAllSomeAnyNode subselectNode = new ExprSubselectAllSomeAnyNode(currentSpec, isNot,

isAll, null);

           astExprNodeMap.put(node, subselectNode);

       }

       else

       {

           ExprEqualsAllAnyNode groupNode = new ExprEqualsAllAnyNode(isNot, isAll);

           astExprNodeMap.put(node, groupNode);

       }

   }

 

   private void leaveJoinAndExpr(Tree node)

   {

       log.debug(".leaveJoinAndExpr");

       ExprAndNode identNode = new ExprAndNodeImpl();

       astExprNodeMap.put(node, identNode);

   }

 

   private void leaveJoinOrExpr(Tree node)

   {

       log.debug(".leaveJoinOrExpr");

       ExprOrNode identNode = new ExprOrNode();

       astExprNodeMap.put(node, identNode);

   }

 

   private void leaveConstant(Tree node)

   {

       log.debug(".leaveConstant value '" + node.getText() + "'");

       ExprConstantNode constantNode = new ExprConstantNodeImpl(ASTConstantHelper.parse(node));

       astExprNodeMap.put(node, constantNode);

   }

 

   private void leaveJsonConstant(Tree node)

   {

       log.debug(".leaveJsonConstant value '" + node.getText() + "'");

       ExprConstantNode constantNode = new ExprConstantNodeImpl(ASTJsonHelper.walk(node));

       astExprNodeMap.put(node, constantNode);

   }

 

   private void leaveFafDelete(Tree node)

   {
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       log.debug(".leaveFafDelete value '" + node.getText() + "'");

       handleNamedWindowStream(node);

       statementSpec.setFireAndForgetSpec(new FireAndForgetSpecDelete());

   }

 

   private void leaveFafUpdate(Tree node)

   {

       log.debug(".leaveFafUpdate value '" + node.getText() + "'");

       handleNamedWindowStream(node.getChild(0));

       List<OnTriggerSetAssignment> assignments =

ASTExprHelper.getOnTriggerSetAssignments(node.getChild(0), astExprNodeMap);

       ExprNode whereClause = this.getRemoveFirstByType(node.getChild(0), WHERE_EXPR);

       statementSpec.setFilterExprRootNode(whereClause);

       statementSpec.setFireAndForgetSpec(new FireAndForgetSpecUpdate(assignments));

   }

 

   private void handleNamedWindowStream(Tree node) {

       String windowName = node.getChild(0).getText();

       String alias = null;

       if (node.getChildCount() > 1 && node.getChild(1).getType() == IDENT) {

           alias = node.getChild(1).getText();

       }

       statementSpec.getStreamSpecs().add(new FilterStreamSpecRaw(new FilterSpecRaw(windowName,

Collections.<ExprNode>emptyList(), null), ViewSpec.toArray(viewSpecs), alias, new StreamSpecOptions()));

   }

 

   private void leaveSubstitution(Tree node)

   {

       log.debug(".leaveSubstitution");

 

       // Add the substitution parameter node, for later replacement

       int currentSize = this.substitutionParamNodes.size();

       ExprSubstitutionNode substitutionNode = new ExprSubstitutionNode(currentSize + 1);

       substitutionParamNodes.add(substitutionNode);

 

       astExprNodeMap.put(node, substitutionNode);

   }

 

   private void leaveMath(Tree node)

   {

       log.debug(".leaveMath");

 

       MathArithTypeEnum mathArithTypeEnum;

 

       switch (node.getType())

       {

           case DIV :

               mathArithTypeEnum = MathArithTypeEnum.DIVIDE;
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               break;

           case STAR :

               mathArithTypeEnum = MathArithTypeEnum.MULTIPLY;

               break;

           case PLUS :

               mathArithTypeEnum = MathArithTypeEnum.ADD;

               break;

           case MINUS :

               mathArithTypeEnum = MathArithTypeEnum.SUBTRACT;

               break;

           case MOD :

               mathArithTypeEnum = MathArithTypeEnum.MODULO;

               break;

           default :

               throw new IllegalArgumentException("Node type " + node.getType() + " not a recognized math node

type");

       }

 

       ExprMathNode mathNode = new ExprMathNode(mathArithTypeEnum,

               configurationInformation.getEngineDefaults().getExpression().isIntegerDivision(),

               configurationInformation.getEngineDefaults().getExpression().isDivisionByZeroReturnsNull());

       astExprNodeMap.put(node, mathNode);

   }

 

   // Min/Max nodes can be either an aggregate or a per-row function depending on the number or arguments

   private void handleMinMax(Tree libNode)

   {

       log.debug(".handleMinMax");

 

       // Determine min or max

       Tree childNode = libNode.getChild(0);

       String childNodeText = childNode.getText().toLowerCase();

       MinMaxTypeEnum minMaxTypeEnum;

       boolean filtered = childNodeText.startsWith("f");

       if (childNodeText.equals("min") || childNodeText.equals("fmin"))

       {

           minMaxTypeEnum = MinMaxTypeEnum.MIN;

       }

       else if (childNodeText.equals("max") || childNodeText.equals("fmax"))

       {

           minMaxTypeEnum = MinMaxTypeEnum.MAX;

       }

       else

       {

           throw new IllegalArgumentException("Node type " + childNode.getType() + ' ' + childNode.getText() + " not

a recognized min max node");

       }
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       // Determine distinct or not

       Tree nextNode = libNode.getChild(1);

       boolean isDistinct = false;

       if (nextNode.getType() == DISTINCT)

       {

           isDistinct = true;

       }

 

       // Error if more then 3 nodes with distinct since it's an aggregate function

       if ((libNode.getChildCount() > 4) && (isDistinct) && !filtered)

       {

           throw new ASTWalkException("The distinct keyword is not valid in per-row min and max " +

                   "functions with multiple sub-expressions");

       }

 

       ExprNode minMaxNode;

       if ((!isDistinct) && (libNode.getChildCount() > 3) && !filtered)

       {

           // use the row function

           minMaxNode = new ExprMinMaxRowNode(minMaxTypeEnum);

       }

       else

       {

           // use the aggregation function

           minMaxNode = new ExprMinMaxAggrNode(isDistinct, minMaxTypeEnum, filtered);

       }

       astExprNodeMap.put(libNode, minMaxNode);

   }

 

   private void leaveCoalesce(Tree node)

   {

       log.debug(".leaveCoalesce");

 

       ExprNode coalesceNode = new ExprCoalesceNode();

       astExprNodeMap.put(node, coalesceNode);

   }

 

   private void leaveAggregate(Tree node)

   {

       log.debug(".leaveAggregate");

 

       boolean isDistinct = false;

       if ((node.getChild(0) != null) && (node.getChild(0).getType() == DISTINCT))

       {

           isDistinct = true;

       }

 

       // NOTE: Also see "postLeaveAggregate" below which appends the filter expression
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       boolean hasFilter = ASTUtil.findFirstNode(node, AGG_FILTER_EXPR) != null;

 

       ExprAggregateNode aggregateNode;

       ExprNode childNode = null;

 

       switch (node.getType())

       {

           case AVG:

               aggregateNode = new ExprAvgNode(isDistinct, hasFilter);

               break;

           case SUM:

               aggregateNode = new ExprSumNode(isDistinct, hasFilter);

               break;

           case COUNT:

               aggregateNode = new ExprCountNode(isDistinct, hasFilter);

               break;

           case MEDIAN:

               aggregateNode = new ExprMedianNode(isDistinct, hasFilter);

               break;

           case STDDEV:

               aggregateNode = new ExprStddevNode(isDistinct, hasFilter);

               break;

           case AVEDEV:

               aggregateNode = new ExprAvedevNode(isDistinct, hasFilter);

               break;

           case FIRST_AGGREG:

           case WINDOW_AGGREG:

           case LAST_AGGREG:

               boolean isWildcard = false;

               String streamWildcard = null;

               if (node.getChildCount() > 0 && node.getChild(0).getType() == ACCESS_AGG) {

                   Tree wildcardNode = ASTUtil.findFirstNode(node.getChild(0), PROPERTY_WILDCARD_SELECT);

                   Tree streamWCNode = ASTUtil.findFirstNode(node.getChild(0),

PROPERTY_SELECTION_STREAM);

                   if (wildcardNode != null) {

                       isWildcard = true;

                   }

                   else if (streamWCNode != null) {

                       streamWildcard = streamWCNode.getChild(0).getText();

                   }

                   else {

                       childNode = astExprNodeMap.remove(node.getChild(0).getChild(0));

                   }

               }

               else {  // no parameter case

                   isWildcard = true;

               }
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               if (node.getType() == FIRST_AGGREG) {

                   aggregateNode = new ExprAggMultiFunctionLinearAccessNode(AggregationStateType.FIRST,

isWildcard, streamWildcard);

               }

               else if (node.getType() == WINDOW_AGGREG) {

                   aggregateNode = new ExprAggMultiFunctionLinearAccessNode(AggregationStateType.WINDOW,

isWildcard, streamWildcard);

               }

               else {

                   aggregateNode = new ExprAggMultiFunctionLinearAccessNode(AggregationStateType.LAST,

isWildcard, streamWildcard);

               }

               break;

           default:

               throw new IllegalArgumentException("Node type " + node.getType() + " not a recognized aggregate node

type");

       }

 

       if (childNode != null) {

           aggregateNode.addChildNode(childNode);

       }

       astExprNodeMap.put(node, aggregateNode);

   }

 

   private void postLeaveAggregate(Tree node)

   {

       Tree optionalFilterNode = ASTUtil.findFirstNode(node, AGG_FILTER_EXPR);

       if (optionalFilterNode == null) {

           return;

       }

       ExprNode currentAggNode = astExprNodeMap.get(node);

       ExprNode filter = astExprNodeMap.remove(optionalFilterNode.getChild(0));

       currentAggNode.addChildNode(filter);

   }

 

   private void leaveRelationalOp(Tree node)

   {

       log.debug(".leaveRelationalOp");

 

       RelationalOpEnum relationalOpEnum;

 

       switch (node.getType())

       {

           case LT :

               relationalOpEnum = RelationalOpEnum.LT;

               break;

           case GT :

               relationalOpEnum = RelationalOpEnum.GT;
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               break;

           case LE :

               relationalOpEnum = RelationalOpEnum.LE;

               break;

           case GE :

               relationalOpEnum = RelationalOpEnum.GE;

               break;

           default :

               throw new IllegalArgumentException("Node type " + node.getType() + " not a recognized relational op

node type");

       }

 

       boolean isAll = false;

       boolean isAny = false;

       if (node.getChild(1).getType() == ALL)

       {

           isAll = true;

       }

       if ((node.getChild(1).getType() == ANY) || (node.getChild(1).getType() == SOME))

       {

           isAny = true;

       }

 

       ExprNode result;

       if (isAll || isAny)

       {

           if ((node.getChildCount() > 2) && (node.getChild(2).getType() == SUBSELECT_GROUP_EXPR))

           {

               StatementSpecRaw currentSpec = popStacks();

               result = new ExprSubselectAllSomeAnyNode(currentSpec, false, isAll, relationalOpEnum);

           }

           else

           {

               result = new ExprRelationalOpAllAnyNode(relationalOpEnum, isAll);

           }

       }

       else

       {

           result = new ExprRelationalOpNodeImpl(relationalOpEnum);

       }

 

       astExprNodeMap.put(node, result);

   }

 

   private void leaveBitWise(Tree node)

   {

       log.debug(".leaveBitWise");
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       BitWiseOpEnum bitWiseOpEnum;

       switch (node.getType())

       {

	        case BAND :

	        	bitWiseOpEnum = BitWiseOpEnum.BAND;

	            break;

	        case BOR :

	        	bitWiseOpEnum = BitWiseOpEnum.BOR;

	            break;

	        case BXOR :

	        	bitWiseOpEnum = BitWiseOpEnum.BXOR;

	            break;

	        default :

	            throw new IllegalArgumentException("Node type " + node.getType() + " not a recognized bit wise node

type");

       }

 

	    ExprBitWiseNode bwNode = new ExprBitWiseNode(bitWiseOpEnum);

	    astExprNodeMap.put(node, bwNode);

   }

 

   private void leaveWhereClause()

   {

       log.debug(".leaveWhereClause");

 

       if (astExprNodeMap.size() != 1)

       {

           throw new IllegalStateException("Where clause generated zero or more then one expression nodes");

       }

 

       // Just assign the single root ExprNode not consumed yet

       statementSpec.setFilterExprRootNode(astExprNodeMap.values().iterator().next());

       astExprNodeMap.clear();

   }

 

   private void leaveHavingClause()

   {

       log.debug(".leaveHavingClause");

 

       if (astExprNodeMap.size() != 1)

       {

           throw new IllegalStateException("Having clause generated zero or more then one expression nodes");

       }

 

       // Just assign the single root ExprNode not consumed yet

       statementSpec.setHavingExprRootNode(astExprNodeMap.values().iterator().next());

       astExprNodeMap.clear();

   }
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   private void leaveOutputLimit(Tree node) throws ASTWalkException

   {

       log.debug(".leaveOutputLimit");

 

       OutputLimitSpec spec = ASTOutputLimitHelper.buildOutputLimitSpec(node, astExprNodeMap,

variableService, engineURI, timeProvider, exprEvaluatorContext);

       statementSpec.setOutputLimitSpec(spec);

 

       if (spec.getVariableName() != null)

       {

           statementSpec.setHasVariables(true);

           addVariable(statementSpec, spec.getVariableName());

       }

   }

 

   private void leaveRowLimit(Tree node) throws ASTWalkException

   {

       log.debug(".leaveRowLimit");

 

       RowLimitSpec spec = ASTOutputLimitHelper.buildRowLimitSpec(node);

       statementSpec.setRowLimitSpec(spec);

 

       if ((spec.getNumRowsVariable() != null) || (spec.getOptionalOffsetVariable() != null))

       {

           statementSpec.setHasVariables(true);

           addVariable(statementSpec, spec.getOptionalOffsetVariable());

       }

   }

 

   private void leaveOuterInnerJoin(Tree node)

   {

       log.debug(".leaveOuterInnerJoin");

 

       OuterJoinType joinType;

       switch (node.getType())

       {

           case LEFT_OUTERJOIN_EXPR:

               joinType = OuterJoinType.LEFT;

               break;

           case RIGHT_OUTERJOIN_EXPR:

               joinType = OuterJoinType.RIGHT;

               break;

           case FULL_OUTERJOIN_EXPR:

               joinType = OuterJoinType.FULL;

               break;

           case INNERJOIN_EXPR:

               joinType = OuterJoinType.INNER;
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               break;

           default:

               throw new IllegalArgumentException("Node type " + node.getType() + " not a recognized outer join node

type");

       }

 

       // always starts with ON-token, so as to not produce an empty node

       ExprIdentNode left = null;

       ExprIdentNode right = null;

       ExprIdentNode[] addLeftArr = null;

       ExprIdentNode[] addRightArr = null;

 

       // get subnodes representing the on-expression, if provided

       if (node.getChildCount() > 1) {

           left = (ExprIdentNode) astExprNodeMap.get(node.getChild(1));

           right = (ExprIdentNode) astExprNodeMap.get(node.getChild(2));

 

           // remove from AST-to-expression node map

           astExprNodeMap.remove(node.getChild(1));

           astExprNodeMap.remove(node.getChild(2));

 

           // get optional additional

           if (node.getChildCount() > 3) {

               ArrayList<ExprIdentNode> addLeft = new ArrayList<ExprIdentNode>();

               ArrayList<ExprIdentNode> addRight = new ArrayList<ExprIdentNode>();

               for (int i = 3; i < node.getChildCount(); i+=2)

               {

                   Tree child = node.getChild(i);

                   addLeft.add((ExprIdentNode)astExprNodeMap.remove(child));

                   addRight.add((ExprIdentNode)astExprNodeMap.remove(node.getChild(i + 1)));

               }

               addLeftArr = addLeft.toArray(new ExprIdentNode[addLeft.size()]);

               addRightArr = addRight.toArray(new ExprIdentNode[addRight.size()]);

           }

       }

 

       OuterJoinDesc outerJoinDesc = new OuterJoinDesc(joinType, left, right, addLeftArr, addRightArr);

       statementSpec.getOuterJoinDescList().add(outerJoinDesc);

   }

 

   private void leaveGroupBy(Tree node)

   {

       log.debug(".leaveGroupBy");

 

       // there must be some expressions under the group by in our map

       if (astExprNodeMap.size() < 1)

       {

           throw new IllegalStateException("Group-by clause generated no expression nodes");
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       }

 

       // For each child to the group-by AST node there must be a generated ExprNode

       for (int i = 0; i < node.getChildCount(); i++)

       {

       	Tree child = node.getChild(i);

           // get top expression node for the child node

           ExprNode exprNode = astExprNodeMap.get(child);

 

           if (exprNode == null)

           {

               throw new IllegalStateException("Expression node as a result of group-by child node not found in

collection");

           }

 

           statementSpec.getGroupByExpressions().add(exprNode);

       }

 

       // Clear the map - all expression node should be gone

       astExprNodeMap.clear();

   }

 

   private void leaveInsertInto(Tree node)

   {

       log.debug(".leaveInsertInto");

 

       int count = 0;

       Tree child = node.getChild(count);

 

       // istream or rstream

       SelectClauseStreamSelectorEnum selector = SelectClauseStreamSelectorEnum.ISTREAM_ONLY;

       if (child.getType() == RSTREAM)

       {

           selector = SelectClauseStreamSelectorEnum.RSTREAM_ONLY;

           child = node.getChild(++count);

       }

       if (child.getType() == IRSTREAM)

       {

           selector = SelectClauseStreamSelectorEnum.RSTREAM_ISTREAM_BOTH;

           child = node.getChild(++count);

       }

       if (child.getType() == ISTREAM)

       {

           child = node.getChild(++count);

       }

 

       // type name

       String eventTypeName = child.getText();
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       InsertIntoDesc insertIntoDesc = new InsertIntoDesc(selector, eventTypeName);

 

       // optional columns

       child = node.getChild(++count);

       if ((child != null) && (child.getType() == EXPRCOL))

       {

           // Each child to the insert-into AST node represents a column name

           for (int i = 0; i < child.getChildCount(); i++)

           {

               Tree childNode = child.getChild(i);

               insertIntoDesc.add(childNode.getText());

           }

       }

 

       statementSpec.setInsertIntoDesc(insertIntoDesc);

   }

 

   private void leaveOrderByElement(Tree node) throws ASTWalkException

   {

       log.debug(".leaveOrderByElement");

       if ((astExprNodeMap.size() > 1) || ((astExprNodeMap.isEmpty())))

       {

           throw new ASTWalkException("Unexpected AST tree contains zero or more then 1 child element for root");

       }

 

       // Get expression node sub-tree from the AST nodes placed so far

       ExprNode exprNode = astExprNodeMap.values().iterator().next();

       astExprNodeMap.clear();

 

       // Get optional ascending or descending qualifier

       boolean descending = false;

       if (node.getChildCount() > 1)

       {

           descending = node.getChild(1).getType() == DESC;

       }

 

       // Add as order-by element

       statementSpec.getOrderByList().add(new OrderByItem(exprNode, descending));

   }

 

   private void leaveConcat(Tree node)

   {

       ExprConcatNode concatNode = new ExprConcatNode();

       astExprNodeMap.put(node, concatNode);

   }

 

   private void leaveEvery(Tree node)

   {
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       log.debug(".leaveEvery");

       EvalFactoryNode everyNode = this.patternNodeFactory.makeEveryNode();

       addEvalNodeExpression(everyNode, node);

   }

 

   private void leaveEveryDistinct(Tree node)

   {

       log.debug(".leaveEveryDistinct");

       List<ExprNode> exprNodes = ASTExprHelper.getExprNodes(node.getChild(0), 0, astExprNodeMap);

       EvalFactoryNode everyNode = this.patternNodeFactory.makeEveryDistinctNode(exprNodes);

       addEvalNodeExpression(everyNode, node);

   }

 

   private void leaveStreamFilter(Tree node)

   {

       log.debug(".leaveStreamFilter");

 

       // for event streams we keep the filter spec around for use when the stream definition is completed

       filterSpec = ASTExprHelper.walkFilterSpec(node, propertyEvalSpec, astExprNodeMap);

 

       // set property eval to null

       propertyEvalSpec = null;

 

       // clear the sub-nodes for the filter since the event property expressions have been processed

       // by building the spec

       astExprNodeMap.clear();

   }

 

   private void leavePatternFilter(Tree node)

   {

       log.debug(".leavePatternFilter");

 

       int count = 0;

       Tree startNode = node.getChild(0);

       String optionalPatternTagName = null;

       if (startNode.getType() == IDENT)

       {

           optionalPatternTagName = startNode.getText();

           startNode = node.getChild(++count);

       }

 

       // Determine event type

       String eventName = startNode.getText();

       count++;

 

       // get property expression if any

       if ((node.getChildCount() > count) && (node.getChild(count).getType() ==

EVENT_FILTER_PROPERTY_EXPR))
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       {

           ++count;

       }

 

       Integer consumption = null;

       if ((node.getChildCount() > count) && (node.getChild(count).getType() == ATCHAR))

       {

           Tree filterConsumeAnno = node.getChild(count);

           String name = filterConsumeAnno.getChild(0).getText();

           if (!name.toUpperCase().equals("CONSUME")) {

               throw new EPException("Unexpected pattern filter @ annotation, expecting 'consume' but received '" +

name + "'");

           }

           Object number = filterConsumeAnno.getChildCount() < 2 ? null :

ASTConstantHelper.parse(filterConsumeAnno.getChild(1));

           if (number != null) {

               consumption = ((Number) number).intValue();

           }

           else {

               consumption = 1;

           }

           count++;

       }

 

       List<ExprNode> exprNodes = ASTExprHelper.getExprNodes(node, count, astExprNodeMap);

 

       FilterSpecRaw rawFilterSpec = new FilterSpecRaw(eventName, exprNodes, propertyEvalSpec);

       propertyEvalSpec = null;

       EvalFactoryNode filterNode = patternNodeFactory.makeFilterNode(rawFilterSpec, optionalPatternTagName,

consumption);

       addEvalNodeExpression(filterNode, node);

   }

 

   private void leaveFollowedBy(Tree node)

   {

       log.debug(".leaveFollowedBy");

       ExprNode[] maxExpressions = new ExprNode[node.getChildCount() - 1];

       List<EvalFactoryNode> childNodes = new ArrayList<EvalFactoryNode>();

       for (int i = 0; i < node.getChildCount(); i++) {

           Tree child = node.getChild(i);

           if (child.getType() != FOLLOWED_BY_ITEM) {

               throw new ASTWalkException("Unexpected child node for followed-by item");

           }

           if (i == 0) {

               childNodes.add(astPatternNodeMap.remove(child.getChild(0)));    // first pattern sub-expression cannot

have max

           }

           else {
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               int current = 0;

               if (child.getChildCount() == 2) {

                   maxExpressions[i - 1] = astExprNodeMap.remove(child.getChild(current));

                   current++;

               }

               childNodes.add(astPatternNodeMap.remove(child.getChild(current)));

           }

       }

       List<ExprNode> expressions = Collections.emptyList();

       if (!CollectionUtil.isAllNullArray(maxExpressions)) {

           expressions = Arrays.asList(maxExpressions); // can contain null elements as max/no-max can be mixed

       }

       EvalFactoryNode fbNode = patternNodeFactory.makeFollowedByNode(expressions,

configurationInformation.getEngineDefaults().getPatterns().getMaxSubexpressions() != null);

       fbNode.addChildNodes(childNodes);

       addEvalNodeExpression(fbNode, node);

   }

 

   private void addEvalNodeExpression(EvalFactoryNode evalNode, Tree node) {

       astPatternNodeMap.put(node, evalNode);

       if (evalNodeExpressions == null) {

           evalNodeExpressions = new HashMap<EvalFactoryNode, String>();

       }

       evalNodeExpressions.put(evalNode, ASTExprHelper.getExpressionText(this.tokenStream, node));

   }

 

   private void leaveAnd(Tree node)

   {

       log.debug(".leaveAnd");

       EvalFactoryNode andNode = patternNodeFactory.makeAndNode();

       addEvalNodeExpression(andNode, node);

   }

 

   private void leaveOr(Tree node)

   {

       log.debug(".leaveOr");

       EvalFactoryNode orNode = patternNodeFactory.makeOrNode();

       addEvalNodeExpression(orNode, node);

   }

 

   private void leaveInSet(Tree node)

   {

       log.debug(".leaveInSet");

 

       ExprInNode inNode = new ExprInNodeImpl(node.getType() == NOT_IN_SET);

       astExprNodeMap.put(node, inNode);

   }
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   private void leaveInRange(Tree node)

   {

       log.debug(".leaveInRange");

 

       // The second node must be braces

       Tree bracesNode = node.getChild(1);

       if ((bracesNode.getType() != LBRACK) && ((bracesNode.getType() != LPAREN)))

       {

           throw new IllegalStateException("Invalid in-range syntax, no braces but type '" + bracesNode.getType() +

"'");

       }

       boolean isLowInclude = bracesNode.getType() == LBRACK;

 

       // The fifth node must be braces

       bracesNode = node.getChild(4);

       if ((bracesNode.getType() != RBRACK) && ((bracesNode.getType() != RPAREN)))

       {

           throw new IllegalStateException("Invalid in-range syntax, no braces but type '" + bracesNode.getType() +

"'");

       }

       boolean isHighInclude = bracesNode.getType() == RBRACK;

 

       ExprBetweenNode betweenNode = new ExprBetweenNodeImpl(isLowInclude, isHighInclude, node.getType()

== NOT_IN_RANGE);

       astExprNodeMap.put(node, betweenNode);

   }

 

   private void leaveBetween(Tree node)

   {

       log.debug(".leaveBetween");

 

       ExprBetweenNode betweenNode = new ExprBetweenNodeImpl(true, true, node.getType() ==

NOT_BETWEEN);

       astExprNodeMap.put(node, betweenNode);

   }

 

   private void leaveLike(Tree node)

   {

       log.debug(".leaveLike");

 

       boolean isNot = node.getType() == NOT_LIKE;

       ExprLikeNode likeNode = new ExprLikeNode(isNot);

       astExprNodeMap.put(node, likeNode);

   }

 

   private void leaveRegexp(Tree node)

   {

       log.debug(".leaveRegexp");
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       boolean isNot = node.getType() == NOT_REGEXP;

       ExprRegexpNode regExpNode = new ExprRegexpNode(isNot);

       astExprNodeMap.put(node, regExpNode);

   }

 

   private void leaveExprNot(Tree node)

   {

       log.debug(".leaveExprNot");

       ExprNotNode notNode = new ExprNotNode();

       astExprNodeMap.put(node, notNode);

   }

 

   private void leavePatternNot(Tree node)

   {

       log.debug(".leavePatternNot");

       EvalFactoryNode notNode = this.patternNodeFactory.makeNotNode();

       addEvalNodeExpression(notNode, node);

   }

 

   private void leaveGuard(Tree node) throws ASTWalkException

   {

       log.debug(".leaveGuard");

       String objectNamespace;

       String objectName;

       List<ExprNode> obsParameters;

       if (node.getChild(1).getType() == IDENT && node.getChild(2).getType() == IDENT) {

           objectNamespace = node.getChild(1).getText();

           objectName = node.getChild(2).getText();

           obsParameters = ASTExprHelper.getExprNodes(node, 3, astExprNodeMap);

       }

       else {

           objectNamespace = GuardEnum.WHILE_GUARD.getNamespace();

           objectName = GuardEnum.WHILE_GUARD.getName();

           obsParameters = ASTExprHelper.getExprNodes(node, 1, astExprNodeMap);

       }

 

       PatternGuardSpec guardSpec = new PatternGuardSpec(objectNamespace, objectName, obsParameters);

       EvalFactoryNode guardNode = patternNodeFactory.makeGuardNode(guardSpec);

       addEvalNodeExpression(guardNode, node);

   }

 

   private void leaveCaseNode(Tree node, boolean inCase2)

   {

       if (log.isDebugEnabled())

       {

           log.debug(".leaveCase2Node inCase2=" + inCase2);

       }
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       if (astExprNodeMap.isEmpty())

       {

           throw new ASTWalkException("Unexpected AST tree contains zero child element for case node");

       }

       if (astExprNodeMap.size() == 1)

       {

           throw new ASTWalkException("AST tree doesn not contain at least when node for case node");

       }

 

       ExprCaseNode caseNode = new ExprCaseNode(inCase2);

       astExprNodeMap.put(node, caseNode);

   }

 

   private void leaveExpressionDecl(Tree node)

   {

       if (log.isDebugEnabled())

       {

           log.debug(".leaveExpressionEval");

       }

       Pair<ExpressionDeclItem, ExpressionScriptProvided> pair =

ASTExpressionDeclHelper.walkExpressionDecl(node, scriptBodies, astExprNodeMap);

       if (pair.getFirst() != null) {

           expressionDeclarations.add(pair.getFirst());

       }

       else {

           scriptExpressions.add(pair.getSecond());

       }

   }

 

   private void leaveNewKeyword(Tree node)

   {

       if (log.isDebugEnabled())

       {

           log.debug(".leaveNewKeyword");

       }

 

       List<String> columnNames = new ArrayList<String>();

       List<ExprNode> expressions = new ArrayList<ExprNode>();

       for (int i = 0; i < node.getChildCount(); i++) {

           Tree child = node.getChild(i);

           if (child.getType() != NEW_ITEM) {

               throw new IllegalStateException("Expected new-item node not found");

           }

           String property = ASTFilterSpecHelper.getPropertyName(child.getChild(0), 0);

           columnNames.add(property);

 

           ExprNode expr;
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           if (child.getChildCount() > 1) {

               expr = astExprNodeMap.remove(child.getChild(1));

           }

           else {

               expr = new ExprIdentNodeImpl(property);

           }

           expressions.add(expr);

       }

       String[] columns = columnNames.toArray(new String[columnNames.size()]);

       ExprNewNode newNode = new ExprNewNode(columns);

       newNode.addChildNodes(expressions);

       astExprNodeMap.put(node, newNode);

   }

 

   private void leaveContext(Tree node)

   {

       if (log.isDebugEnabled()) {

           log.debug(".leaveContext");

       }

       String contextName = node.getChild(0).getText();

       statementSpec.setOptionalContextName(contextName);

       contextDescriptor = contextManagementService.getContextDescriptor(contextName);

   }

 

   private void leaveCreateContext(Tree node)

   {

       if (log.isDebugEnabled()) {

           log.debug(".leaveCreateContext");

       }

 

       CreateContextDesc contextDesc = ASTContextHelper.walkCreateContext(node, astExprNodeMap,

astPatternNodeMap, propertyEvalSpec, filterSpec);

       filterSpec = null;

       propertyEvalSpec = null;

       statementSpec.setCreateContextDesc(contextDesc);

   }

 

   private void leaveCreateDataflow(Tree node)

   {

       if (log.isDebugEnabled()) {

           log.debug(".leaveCreateDataflow");

       }

 

       CreateDataFlowDesc graphDesc = ASTGraphHelper.walkCreateDataFlow(node, astGOPNodeMap,

engineImportService);

       statementSpec.setCreateDataFlowDesc(graphDesc);

   }
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   private void leaveGraphDetail(Tree node)

   {

       if (log.isDebugEnabled()) {

           log.debug(".leaveGraphDetail");

       }

 

       Object value;

       if (node.getType() == GOPCFGITM) {

           value = astExprNodeMap.remove(node.getChild(1));

       }

       else if (node.getType() == GOPCFGEXP) {

           value = astExprNodeMap.remove(node.getChild(0));

       }

       else {

           StatementSpecRaw newSpec = new StatementSpecRaw(defaultStreamSelector);

           newSpec.getAnnotations().addAll(statementSpec.getAnnotations());

 

           StatementSpecRaw existingSpec = statementSpec;

           value = existingSpec;

           existingSpec.setAnnotations(Collections.<AnnotationDesc>emptyList());  // clearing property-level

annotations

 

           statementSpec = newSpec;

       }

       astGOPNodeMap.put(node, value);

   }

 

   private void leaveObserver(Tree node) throws ASTWalkException

   {

       log.debug(".leaveObserver");

 

       // Get the object information from AST

       String objectNamespace = node.getChild(0).getText();

       String objectName = node.getChild(1).getText();

       List<ExprNode> obsParameters = ASTExprHelper.getExprNodes(node, 2, astExprNodeMap);

 

       PatternObserverSpec observerSpec = new PatternObserverSpec(objectNamespace, objectName,

obsParameters);

       EvalFactoryNode observerNode = this.patternNodeFactory.makeObserverNode(observerSpec);

       addEvalNodeExpression(observerNode, node);

   }

 

   private void leaveMatch(Tree node) throws ASTWalkException

   {

       log.debug(".leaveMatch");

 

       boolean hasRange = true;

       int type = node.getChild(0).getType();
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       ExprNode low = null;

       ExprNode high = null;

       boolean allowZeroLowerBounds = false;

       if (type == MATCH_UNTIL_RANGE_HALFOPEN) // [expr:]

       {

           low = astExprNodeMap.remove(node.getChild(0).getChild(0));

       }

       else if (type == MATCH_UNTIL_RANGE_HALFCLOSED) // [:expr]

       {

           high = astExprNodeMap.remove(node.getChild(0).getChild(0));

       }

       else if (type == MATCH_UNTIL_RANGE_BOUNDED) // [expr]

       {

           low = astExprNodeMap.remove(node.getChild(0).getChild(0));

           high = low;

       }

       else if (type == MATCH_UNTIL_RANGE_CLOSED) // [expr:expr]

       {

           low = astExprNodeMap.remove(node.getChild(0).getChild(0));

           high = astExprNodeMap.remove(node.getChild(0).getChild(1));

           allowZeroLowerBounds = true;

       }

       else

       {

           hasRange = false;

       }

 

       boolean tightlyBound = ASTMatchUntilHelper.validate(low, high, allowZeroLowerBounds);

       if ((node.getChildCount() == 2) && (hasRange) && (!tightlyBound))

       {

           throw new ASTWalkException("Variable bounds repeat operator requires an until-expression");

       }

 

       EvalFactoryNode fbNode = this.patternNodeFactory.makeMatchUntilNode(low, high);

       addEvalNodeExpression(fbNode, node);

   }

 

   private void leaveSelectClause(Tree node)

   {

       log.debug(".leaveSelectClause");

 

       int nodeType = node.getChild(0).getType();

       if (nodeType == RSTREAM)

       {

           statementSpec.setSelectStreamDirEnum(SelectClauseStreamSelectorEnum.RSTREAM_ONLY);

       }

       if (nodeType == ISTREAM)

       {
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           statementSpec.setSelectStreamDirEnum(SelectClauseStreamSelectorEnum.ISTREAM_ONLY);

       }

       if (nodeType == IRSTREAM)

       {

           statementSpec.setSelectStreamDirEnum(SelectClauseStreamSelectorEnum.RSTREAM_ISTREAM_BOTH);

       }

 

       boolean isDistinct = false;

       for (int i = 0; i < node.getChildCount(); i++)

       {

           if (node.getChild(i).getType() == DISTINCT)

           {

               isDistinct = true;

           }

       }

       statementSpec.getSelectClauseSpec().setDistinct(isDistinct);

   }

 

   private ExprNode getRemoveFirstByType(Tree parent, int type) {

       ExprNode exprNode = null;

       for (int i = 0; i < parent.getChildCount(); i++)

       {

           if (parent.getChild(i).getType() == type)

           {

               exprNode = astExprNodeMap.get(parent.getChild(i).getChild(0));

               if (exprNode == null)

               {

                   throw new IllegalStateException("Expression node for AST node not found for type " +

parent.getChild(i).getType() + " and text " + parent.getChild(i).getText());

               }

               astExprNodeMap.remove(parent.getChild(i));

           }

       }

       return exprNode;

   }

 

   private boolean isSelectInsertFirst(Tree child)

   {

       for (int i = 0; i < child.getChildCount(); i++)

       {

           if (child.getChild(i).getType() == ON_SELECT_INSERT_OUTPUT)

           {

               if (child.getChild(i).getChild(0).getType() == ALL)

               {

                   return false;

               }

           }

       }
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       return true;

   }

 

   private List<ExprChainedSpec> getLibFuncChain(Tree parent) {

 

       List<ExprChainedSpec> chained = new ArrayList<ExprChainedSpec>();

       for (int i = 0; i < parent.getChildCount(); i++) {

           Tree chainElement = parent.getChild(i);

           if (chainElement.getType() != LIB_FUNCTION) {

               continue;

           }

 

           ExprChainedSpec chainSpec = ASTLibHelper.getLibFunctionChainSpec(chainElement, astExprNodeMap);

           chained.add(chainSpec);

       }

       return chained;

   }

 

   private String getDefaultDialect() {

       return configurationInformation.getEngineDefaults().getScripts().getDefaultDialect();

   }

 

   private static final Log log = LogFactory.getLog(EPLTreeWalker.class);

}

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.spec;

 

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprNode;

 

public class NewItem {

   private final String name;

   private final ExprNode optExpression;

 

   public NewItem(String name, ExprNode optExpression) {

       this.name = name;

       this.optExpression = optExpression;

   }
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   public String getName() {

       return name;

   }

 

   public ExprNode getOptExpression() {

       return optExpression;

   }

}

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.enummethod.dot;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.util.ExpressionReturnType;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprDotEval;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprNode;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprValidationContext;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprValidationException;

 

import java.util.List;

 

public interface ExprDotEvalEnumMethod extends ExprDotEval {

 

   public void init(EnumMethodEnum lambda,

                    String lambdaUsedName,

                    ExpressionReturnType currentInputType,

                    List<ExprNode> parameters,

                    ExprValidationContext validationContext) throws ExprValidationException;

}

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/
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package com.espertech.esper.epl.spec;

 

import com.espertech.esper.util.MetaDefItem;

 

import java.io.Serializable;

 

/**

* Describes a column name and type.

*/

public class ColumnDesc implements MetaDefItem, Serializable

{

   private static final long serialVersionUID = -3508097717971934622L;

  

   private final String name;

   private final String type;

   private final boolean array;

 

   /**

    * Ctor.

    * @param name column name

    * @param type type

    * @param array true for array

    */

   public ColumnDesc(String name, String type, boolean array)

   {

       this.name = name;

       this.type = type;

       this.array = array;

   }

 

   /**

    * Returns column name.

    * @return name

    */

   public String getName()

   {

       return name;

   }

 

   /**

    * Return column type

    * @return type

    */

   public String getType()

   {

       return type;

   }
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   /**

    * Return true for array

    * @return array indicator

    */

   public boolean isArray()

   {

       return array;

   }

}

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.join.util;

 

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprNode;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprNodeIdentifierCollectVisitor;

 

import java.util.Set;

 

public class EligibilityUtil {

 

   public static EligibilityDesc verifyInputStream(ExprNode expression, int indexedStream) {

       ExprNodeIdentifierCollectVisitor visitor = new ExprNodeIdentifierCollectVisitor();

       expression.accept(visitor);

       Set<Integer> inputStreamsRequired = visitor.getStreamsRequired();

       if (inputStreamsRequired.size() > 1) {  // multi-stream dependency no optimization (i.e. a+b=c)

           return new EligibilityDesc(Eligibility.INELIGIBLE, null);

       }

       if (inputStreamsRequired.size() == 1 && inputStreamsRequired.iterator().next() == indexedStream) {  // self-

compared no optimization

           return new EligibilityDesc(Eligibility.INELIGIBLE, null);

       }

       if (inputStreamsRequired.isEmpty()) {

           return new EligibilityDesc(Eligibility.REQUIRE_NONE, null);

       }

       return new EligibilityDesc(Eligibility.REQUIRE_ONE, inputStreamsRequired.iterator().next());

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *
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* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.datetime.eval;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventType;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprIdentNode;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprIdentNodeImpl;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.join.plan.QueryGraph;

import com.espertech.esper.type.RelationalOpEnum;

 

public interface ExprDotNodeFilterAnalyzerDesc

{

   public void apply(QueryGraph queryGraph);

}

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.parse;

 

import com.espertech.esper.epl.enummethod.dot.ExprLambdaGoesNode;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprChainedSpec;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprNode;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.generated.EsperEPL2Ast;

import org.antlr.runtime.tree.Tree;

 

import java.util.ArrayList;

import java.util.List;

import java.util.Map;

 

public class ASTLibHelper {

   public static ExprChainedSpec getLibFunctionChainSpec(Tree libFunctionParent, Map<Tree, ExprNode>

astExprNodeMap) {

       if (libFunctionParent.getType() != EsperEPL2Ast.LIB_FUNCTION) {

           throw new IllegalArgumentException("Not a LIB_FUNCTION parent");

       }
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       int count = 0;

       if (libFunctionParent.getChild(0).getType() == EsperEPL2Ast.CLASS_IDENT) {

           count++;

       }

 

       String methodName = ASTConstantHelper.removeTicks(libFunctionParent.getChild(count).getText());

       count++;

 

       List<ExprNode> parameters = getExprNodesLibFunc(count, libFunctionParent, astExprNodeMap);

       boolean isProperty = libFunctionParent.getChildCount() > 0 &&

libFunctionParent.getChild(libFunctionParent.getChildCount() - 1).getType() != EsperEPL2Ast.LPAREN;

       return new ExprChainedSpec(methodName, parameters, isProperty);

   }

 

   public static List<ExprNode> getExprNodesLibFunc(int start, Tree parent, Map<Tree, ExprNode>

astExprNodeMap) {

       List<ExprNode> parameters = new ArrayList<ExprNode>();

       int exprNum = start;

       while (exprNum < parent.getChildCount()) {

           if (parent.getChild(exprNum).getType() == EsperEPL2Ast.GOES) {

               ExprLambdaGoesNode goes = getLambdaGoes(parent.getChild(exprNum));

               ExprNode lambdaExpr = astExprNodeMap.remove(parent.getChild(++exprNum));

               goes.addChildNode(lambdaExpr);

               parameters.add(goes);

           }

           else {

               ExprNode parameter = astExprNodeMap.remove(parent.getChild(exprNum));

               if (parameter != null) {

                   parameters.add(parameter);

               }

           }

           exprNum++;

       }

       return parameters;

   }

 

   private static ExprLambdaGoesNode getLambdaGoes(Tree child) {

       List<String> parameters = new ArrayList<String>();

       if (child.getChild(0).getType() == EsperEPL2Ast.IDENT) {

           parameters.add(child.getChild(0).getText());

       }

       else {

           parameters = getIdentList(child.getChild(0));

       }

       return new ExprLambdaGoesNode(parameters);

   }

 

   public static List<String> getIdentList(Tree node) {
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       return getTextList(node, EsperEPL2Ast.IDENT);

   }

 

   public static List<String> getTextList(Tree node, int nodeType) {

       List<String> columsList = new ArrayList<String>();

       for (int i = 0; i < node.getChildCount(); i++)

       {

           if (node.getChild(i).getType() == nodeType)

           {

               columsList.add(node.getChild(i).getText());

           }

       }

       return columsList;

   }

 

   public static List<String> getTextListChild(Tree node, int nodeType) {

       List<String> columsList = new ArrayList<String>();

       for (int i = 0; i < node.getChildCount(); i++)

       {

           if (node.getChild(i).getType() == nodeType)

           {

               columsList.add(node.getChild(i).getChild(0).getText());

           }

       }

       return columsList;

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.view;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.collection.MultiKey;

import com.espertech.esper.collection.UniformPair;

import com.espertech.esper.core.service.UpdateDispatchView;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.core.ResultSetProcessor;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluatorContext;

import com.espertech.esper.util.AuditPath;

 

import java.util.Iterator;

import java.util.Set;
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/**

* Output process view that does not enforce any output policies and may simply

* hand over events to child views, does not handle distinct.

*/

public class OutputProcessViewDirect extends OutputProcessViewBase

{

   private final OutputProcessViewDirectFactory parent;

 

   public OutputProcessViewDirect(ResultSetProcessor resultSetProcessor, OutputProcessViewDirectFactory

parent) {

       super(resultSetProcessor);

       this.parent = parent;

   }

 

   /**

    * The update method is called if the view does not participate in a join.

    * @param newData - new events

    * @param oldData - old events

    */

   public void update(EventBean[] newData, EventBean[] oldData)

   {

       boolean isGenerateSynthetic = parent.getStatementResultService().isMakeSynthetic();

       boolean isGenerateNatural = parent.getStatementResultService().isMakeNatural();

 

       UniformPair<EventBean[]> newOldEvents = resultSetProcessor.processViewResult(newData, oldData,

isGenerateSynthetic);

 

       if ((!isGenerateSynthetic) && (!isGenerateNatural))

       {

           if (AuditPath.isAuditEnabled) {

               OutputStrategyUtil.indicateEarlyReturn(parent.getStatementContext(), newOldEvents);

           }

           return;

       }

 

       boolean forceOutput = false;

       if ((newData == null) && (oldData == null) &&

               ((newOldEvents == null) || (newOldEvents.getFirst() == null && newOldEvents.getSecond() == null)))

       {

           forceOutput = true;

       }

 

       // Child view can be null in replay from named window

       if (childView != null)

       {

           postProcess(forceOutput, newOldEvents, childView);

       }

   }
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   /**

    * This process (update) method is for participation in a join.

    * @param newEvents - new events

    * @param oldEvents - old events

    */

   public void process(Set<MultiKey<EventBean>> newEvents, Set<MultiKey<EventBean>> oldEvents,

ExprEvaluatorContext exprEvaluatorContext)

   {

       boolean isGenerateSynthetic = parent.getStatementResultService().isMakeSynthetic();

       boolean isGenerateNatural = parent.getStatementResultService().isMakeNatural();

 

       UniformPair<EventBean[]> newOldEvents = resultSetProcessor.processJoinResult(newEvents, oldEvents,

isGenerateSynthetic);

 

       if ((!isGenerateSynthetic) && (!isGenerateNatural))

       {

           if (AuditPath.isAuditEnabled) {

               OutputStrategyUtil.indicateEarlyReturn(parent.getStatementContext(), newOldEvents);

           }

           return;

       }

 

       if (newOldEvents == null)

       {

           return;

       }

 

       // Child view can be null in replay from named window

       if (childView != null)

       {

           postProcess(false, newOldEvents, childView);

       }

   }

 

   protected void postProcess(boolean force, UniformPair<EventBean[]> newOldEvents, UpdateDispatchView

childView) {

       OutputStrategyUtil.output(force, newOldEvents, childView);

   }

 

   public Iterator<EventBean> iterator() {

       return OutputStrategyUtil.getIterator(joinExecutionStrategy, resultSetProcessor, parentView, false);

   }

 

   public void terminated() {

       // Not applicable

   }

}
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/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.lookup;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.core.service.StatementAgentInstanceLock;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluatorContext;

 

import java.util.ArrayDeque;

import java.util.Collection;

 

/**

* Index lookup strategy for subqueries.

*/

public class SubordFullTableScanLookupStrategyLocking implements SubordTableLookupStrategy

{

   private final Iterable<EventBean> contents;

   private final StatementAgentInstanceLock statementLock;

 

   public SubordFullTableScanLookupStrategyLocking(Iterable<EventBean> contents,

StatementAgentInstanceLock statementLock) {

       this.contents = contents;

       this.statementLock = statementLock;

   }

 

   @Override

   public Collection<EventBean> lookup(EventBean[] events, ExprEvaluatorContext context) {

       return lookupInternal();

   }

 

   public Collection<EventBean> lookup(Object[] keys) {

       return lookupInternal();

   }

 

   private Collection<EventBean> lookupInternal() {

       statementLock.acquireReadLock();

       try {

           ArrayDeque<EventBean> result = new ArrayDeque<EventBean>();

           for (EventBean eventBean : contents) {

               result.add(eventBean);

           }

           return result;
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       }

       finally {

           statementLock.releaseReadLock();

       }

   }

 

   public String toQueryPlan() {

       return this.getClass().getSimpleName();

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.named;

 

import com.espertech.esper.core.context.util.AgentInstanceContext;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprNode;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.property.PropertyEvaluator;

 

import java.util.List;

 

public class NamedWindowConsumerDesc

{

   private final List<ExprNode> filterList;

   private final PropertyEvaluator optPropertyEvaluator;

   private final AgentInstanceContext agentInstanceContext;

 

   public NamedWindowConsumerDesc(List<ExprNode> filterList, PropertyEvaluator optPropertyEvaluator,

AgentInstanceContext agentInstanceContext) {

       this.filterList = filterList;

       this.optPropertyEvaluator = optPropertyEvaluator;

       this.agentInstanceContext = agentInstanceContext;

   }

 

   public List<ExprNode> getFilterList() {

       return filterList;

   }

 

   public PropertyEvaluator getOptPropertyEvaluator() {

       return optPropertyEvaluator;

   }

 

   public AgentInstanceContext getAgentInstanceContext() {
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       return agentInstanceContext;

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.join.plan;

 

import com.espertech.esper.collection.Pair;

import com.espertech.esper.util.UuidGenerator;

 

import java.util.Arrays;

import java.util.LinkedHashMap;

import java.util.List;

import java.util.Map;

 

/**

* Specifies an index to build as part of an overall query plan.

*/

public class QueryPlanIndex

{

   private Map<String, QueryPlanIndexItem> items;

 

   public QueryPlanIndex(Map<String, QueryPlanIndexItem> items) {

       if (items == null) {

           throw new IllegalArgumentException("Null value not allowed for items");

       }

       this.items = items;

   }

 

   public Map<String, QueryPlanIndexItem> getItems() {

       return items;

   }

 

   public static QueryPlanIndex makeIndex(QueryPlanIndexItem ... items) {

       Map<String, QueryPlanIndexItem> result = new LinkedHashMap<String, QueryPlanIndexItem>();

       for (QueryPlanIndexItem item : items) {

           result.put(UuidGenerator.generate(), item);           

       }

       return new QueryPlanIndex(result);

   }

 

   public static QueryPlanIndex makeIndex(List<QueryPlanIndexItem> indexesSet) {
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       Map<String, QueryPlanIndexItem> items = new LinkedHashMap<String, QueryPlanIndexItem>();

       for (QueryPlanIndexItem item : indexesSet) {

           items.put(UuidGenerator.generate(), item);

       }

       return new QueryPlanIndex(items);

   }

 

   /**

    * Find a matching index for the property names supplied.

    * @param indexProps - property names to search for

    * @return -1 if not found, or offset within indexes if found

    */

   protected Pair<String, int[]> getIndexNum(String[] indexProps, String[] rangeProps)

   {

       // find an exact match first

       QueryPlanIndexItem proposed = new QueryPlanIndexItem(indexProps, null, rangeProps, null, false);

       for (Map.Entry<String, QueryPlanIndexItem> entry : items.entrySet()) {

           if (entry.getValue().equalsCompareSortedProps(proposed)) {

               return new Pair<String, int[]>(entry.getKey(), null);

           }

       }

 

       // find partial match second, i.e. for unique indexes where the where-clause is overspecific

       for (Map.Entry<String, QueryPlanIndexItem> entry : items.entrySet()) {

           if (entry.getValue().getRangeProps() == null || entry.getValue().getRangeProps().length == 0) {

               int[] indexes =

QueryPlanIndexUniqueHelper.checkSufficientGetAssignment(entry.getValue().getIndexProps(), indexProps);

               if (indexes != null && indexes.length != 0) {

                   return new Pair<String, int[]>(entry.getKey(), indexes);

               }

           }

       }

 

       return null;

   }

 

   protected String getFirstIndexNum() {

       return items.keySet().iterator().next();

   }

 

   /**

    * Add an index specification element.

    * @param indexProperties - list of property names to index

    * @param coercionTypes - list of coercion types if required, or null if no coercion required

    * @return number indicating position of index that was added

    */

   public String addIndex(String[] indexProperties, Class[] coercionTypes)

   {
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       String uuid = UuidGenerator.generate();

       items.put(uuid, new QueryPlanIndexItem(indexProperties, coercionTypes, null, null, false));

       return uuid;

   }

 

   /**

    * For testing - Returns property names of all indexes.

    * @return property names array

    */

   public String[][] getIndexProps()

   {

       String[][] arr = new String[items.size()][];

       int count = 0;

       for (Map.Entry<String, QueryPlanIndexItem> entry : items.entrySet()) {

           arr[count] = entry.getValue().getIndexProps();

           count++;

       }

       return arr;

   }

 

 

   /**

    * Returns a list of coercion types for a given index.

    * @param indexProperties is the index field names

    * @return coercion types, or null if no coercion is required

    */

   public Class[] getCoercionTypes(String[] indexProperties)

   {

       for (Map.Entry<String, QueryPlanIndexItem> entry : items.entrySet())

       {

           if (Arrays.deepEquals(entry.getValue().getIndexProps(), indexProperties))

           {

               return entry.getValue().getOptIndexCoercionTypes();

           }

       }

       throw new IllegalArgumentException("Index properties not found");

   }

 

   /**

    * Sets the coercion types for a given index.

    * @param indexProperties is the index property names

    * @param coercionTypes is the coercion types

    */

   public void setCoercionTypes(String[] indexProperties, Class[] coercionTypes)

   {

       boolean found = false;

       for (Map.Entry<String, QueryPlanIndexItem> entry : items.entrySet())

       {
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           if (Arrays.deepEquals(entry.getValue().getIndexProps(), indexProperties))

           {

               entry.getValue().setOptIndexCoercionTypes(coercionTypes);

               found = true;

           }

       }

       if (!found)

       {

           throw new IllegalArgumentException("Index properties not found");

       }

   }

 

   public String toString()

   {

       if (items.isEmpty()) {

           return "    (none)";

       }

       StringBuilder buf = new StringBuilder();

       String delimiter = "";

       for (Map.Entry<String, QueryPlanIndexItem> entry : items.entrySet())

       {

           buf.append(delimiter);

           buf.append("    item " + entry.getKey() + " : " + entry.getValue());

           delimiter = "\n";

       }

       return buf.toString();

   }

 

   /**

    * Print index specifications in readable format.

    * @param indexSpecs - define indexes

    * @return readable format of index info

    */

   @SuppressWarnings({"StringConcatenationInsideStringBufferAppend"})

   public static String print(QueryPlanIndex[] indexSpecs)

   {

       StringBuilder buffer = new StringBuilder();

       buffer.append("QueryPlanIndex[]\n");

 

       String delimiter = "";

       for (int i = 0; i < indexSpecs.length; i++)

       {

           buffer.append(delimiter);

           buffer.append("  index spec stream " + i + " : \n" + (indexSpecs[i] == null ? "    null" : indexSpecs[i]));

           delimiter = "\n";

       }

 

       return buffer.toString() + "\n";
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   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.named;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

 

/**

* A holder for events posted by a named window as an insert and remove stream.

*/

public class NamedWindowDeltaData

{

   private final EventBean[] newData;

   private final EventBean[] oldData;

 

   /**

    * Ctor.

    * @param newData is the insert stream events, or null if none

    * @param oldData is the remove stream events, or null if none

    */

   public NamedWindowDeltaData(EventBean[] newData, EventBean[] oldData)

   {

       this.newData = newData;

       this.oldData = oldData;

   }

 

   /**

    * Ctor aggregates two deltas into a single delta.

    * @param deltaOne is the insert and remove stream events of a first result

    * @param deltaTwo is the insert and remove stream events of a second result

    */

   public NamedWindowDeltaData(NamedWindowDeltaData deltaOne, NamedWindowDeltaData deltaTwo)

   {

       this.newData = aggregate(deltaOne.getNewData(), deltaTwo.getNewData());

       this.oldData = aggregate(deltaOne.getOldData(), deltaTwo.getOldData());

   }

 

   /**

    * Returns the insert stream events.

    * @return insert stream

    */
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   public EventBean[] getNewData()

   {

       return newData;

   }

 

   /**

    * Returns the remove stream events.

    * @return remove stream

    */

   public EventBean[] getOldData()

   {

       return oldData;

   }

 

   private static EventBean[] aggregate(EventBean[] arrOne, EventBean[] arrTwo)

   {

       if (arrOne == null)

       {

           return arrTwo;

       }

       if (arrTwo == null)

       {

           return arrOne;

       }

       EventBean[] arr = new EventBean[arrOne.length + arrTwo.length];

       System.arraycopy(arrOne, 0, arr, 0, arrOne.length);

       System.arraycopy(arrTwo, 0, arr, arrOne.length, arrTwo.length);

       return arr;

   }

}

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.core.eval;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventType;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.core.SelectExprProcessor;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluatorContext;

import org.apache.commons.logging.Log;
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import org.apache.commons.logging.LogFactory;

 

import java.util.Map;

 

public class EvalInsertWildcardWrapper extends EvalBaseMap implements SelectExprProcessor {

 

   private static final Log log = LogFactory.getLog(EvalInsertWildcardWrapper.class);

 

   public EvalInsertWildcardWrapper(SelectExprContext selectExprContext, EventType resultEventType) {

       super(selectExprContext, resultEventType);

   }

 

   public EventBean processSpecific(Map<String, Object> props, EventBean[] eventsPerStream, boolean

isNewData, boolean isSynthesize, ExprEvaluatorContext exprEvaluatorContext)

   {

       EventBean theEvent = eventsPerStream[0];

       // Using a wrapper bean since we cannot use the same event type else same-type filters match.

       // Wrapping it even when not adding properties is very inexpensive.

       return super.getEventAdapterService().adapterForTypedWrapper(theEvent, props,

super.getResultEventType());

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.expression;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.util.SimpleNumberCoercer;

import com.espertech.esper.util.SimpleNumberCoercerFactory;

 

import java.util.Collection;

 

/**

* Represents a in-subselect evaluation strategy.

*/

public class SubselectEvalStrategyEqualsIn implements SubselectEvalStrategy

{

   private final boolean isNotIn;

   private final boolean mustCoerce;

   private final SimpleNumberCoercer coercer;

   private final ExprEvaluator valueExpr;

   private final ExprEvaluator filterExpr;
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   private final ExprEvaluator selectClauseExpr;

 

   /**

    * Ctor.

    * @param notIn false for =, true for !=

    * @param mustCoerce coercion required

    * @param coercionType type to coerce to

    * @param valueExpr LHS

    * @param selectClauseExpr select clause or null

    * @param filterExpr filter or null

    */

   public SubselectEvalStrategyEqualsIn(boolean notIn, boolean mustCoerce, Class coercionType, ExprEvaluator

valueExpr, ExprEvaluator selectClauseExpr, ExprEvaluator filterExpr)

   {

       isNotIn = notIn;

       this.mustCoerce = mustCoerce;

       if (mustCoerce)

       {

           coercer = SimpleNumberCoercerFactory.getCoercer(null, coercionType);

       }

       else

       {

           coercer = null;

       }

       this.valueExpr = valueExpr;

       this.filterExpr = filterExpr;

       this.selectClauseExpr = selectClauseExpr;

   }

 

   public Object evaluate(EventBean[] eventsPerStream, boolean isNewData, Collection<EventBean>

matchingEvents, ExprEvaluatorContext exprEvaluatorContext)

   {

       if (matchingEvents == null)

       {

           return isNotIn;

       }

       if (matchingEvents.size() == 0)

       {

           return isNotIn;

       }

 

       // Evaluate the child expression

       Object leftResult = valueExpr.evaluate(eventsPerStream, isNewData, exprEvaluatorContext);

 

       // Evaluation event-per-stream

       EventBean[] events = new EventBean[eventsPerStream.length + 1];

       System.arraycopy(eventsPerStream, 0, events, 1, eventsPerStream.length);
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       if (filterExpr == null)

       {

           if (leftResult == null)

           {

               return null;

           }

 

           // Evaluate each select until we have a match

           boolean hasNonNullRow = false;

           boolean hasNullRow = false;

           for (EventBean theEvent : matchingEvents)

           {

               events[0] = theEvent;

 

               Object rightResult;

               if (selectClauseExpr != null)

               {

                   rightResult = selectClauseExpr.evaluate(events, true, exprEvaluatorContext);

               }

               else

               {

                   rightResult = events[0].getUnderlying();

               }

 

               if (rightResult != null)

               {

                   hasNonNullRow = true;

                   if (!mustCoerce)

                   {

                       if (leftResult.equals(rightResult))

                       {

                           return !isNotIn;

                       }

                   }

                   else

                   {

                       Number left = coercer.coerceBoxed((Number) leftResult);

                       Number right = coercer.coerceBoxed((Number) rightResult);

                       if (left.equals(right))

                       {

                           return !isNotIn;

                       }

                   }

               }

               else

               {

                   hasNullRow = true;

               }
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           }

 

           if ((!hasNonNullRow) || (hasNullRow))

           {

               return null;

           }

           return isNotIn;

       }

 

       // Filter and check each row.

       boolean hasNullRow = false;

       for (EventBean subselectEvent : matchingEvents)

       {

           // Prepare filter expression event list

           events[0] = subselectEvent;

 

           // Eval filter expression

           Boolean pass = (Boolean) filterExpr.evaluate(events, true, exprEvaluatorContext);

           if ((pass == null) || (!pass))

           {

               continue;

           }

           if (leftResult == null)

           {

               return null;

           }

 

           Object rightResult;

           if (selectClauseExpr != null)

           {

               rightResult = selectClauseExpr.evaluate(events, true, exprEvaluatorContext);

           }

           else

           {

               rightResult = events[0].getUnderlying();

           }

 

           if (rightResult == null)

           {

               hasNullRow = true;

           }

           else

           {

               if (!mustCoerce)

               {

                   if (leftResult.equals(rightResult))

                   {

                       return !isNotIn;
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                   }

               }

               else

               {

                   Number left = coercer.coerceBoxed((Number) leftResult);

                   Number right = coercer.coerceBoxed((Number) rightResult);

                   if (left.equals(right))

                   {

                       return !isNotIn;

                   }

               }

           }

       }

 

       if (hasNullRow)

       {

           return null;

       }

 

       return isNotIn;

   }

}

<!--

 ~ **************************************************************************************

 ~ * Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

 ~ * http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

 ~ * http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

 ~ * ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

 ~ * The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

 ~ * a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

 ~ **************************************************************************************

 -->

 

<html>

<head></head>

<body>

<p>

	Contains EPL statement specification classes define the constructs that make up an EPL statement,

   such as the list of items in the select clause, the insert-into stream name and property names etc. 

</p>

</body>

</html>

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *
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*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.script.mvel;

 

import com.espertech.esper.epl.spec.ExpressionScriptCompiled;

 

public class ExpressionScriptCompiledMVEL implements ExpressionScriptCompiled {

 

   private final Object compiled;      // expected type: org.mvel.ExecutableStatement

 

   public ExpressionScriptCompiledMVEL(Object compiled) {

       this.compiled = compiled;

   }

 

   public Object getCompiled() {

       return compiled;

   }

 

   public Class getKnownReturnType() {

       return MVELInvoker.getExecutableStatementKnownReturnType(compiled);

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.join.table;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventType;

import com.espertech.esper.collection.MultiKeyUntyped;

import com.espertech.esper.util.JavaClassHelper;

import org.apache.commons.logging.Log;

import org.apache.commons.logging.LogFactory;

 

import java.util.Set;

 

/**

* Index that organizes events by the event property values into hash buckets. Based on a HashMap

* with {@link com.espertech.esper.collection.MultiKeyUntyped} keys that store the property values.

* <p>
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* Performs coercion of the index keys before storing the keys, and coercion of the lookup keys before lookup.

* <p>

* Takes a list of property names as parameter. Doesn't care which event type the events have as long as the

properties

* exist. If the same event is added twice, the class throws an exception on add.

*/

public class PropertyIndexedEventTableCoerceAllFactory extends PropertyIndexedEventTableCoerceAddFactory

{

   private static Log log = LogFactory.getLog(PropertyIndexedEventTableCoerceAllFactory.class);

   private final Class[] coercionTypes;

 

   /**

    * Ctor.

    * @param streamNum is the stream number of the indexed stream

    * @param eventType is the event type of the indexed stream

    * @param propertyNames are the property names to get property values

    * @param coercionType are the classes to coerce indexed values to

    */

   public PropertyIndexedEventTableCoerceAllFactory(int streamNum, EventType eventType, String[]

propertyNames, Class[] coercionType)

   {

       super(streamNum, eventType, propertyNames, coercionType);

       this.coercionTypes = coercionType;

   }

 

   public EventTable makeEventTable() {

       return new PropertyIndexedEventTableCoerceAll(streamNum, propertyGetters, coercers, coercionType);

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.core;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluatorContext;

 

import java.util.Iterator;

import java.util.NoSuchElementException;

 

/**

* Iterator for aggregation results that aggregate all rows.

*/
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public class ResultSetAggregateAllIterator implements Iterator<EventBean>

{

   private final Iterator<EventBean> sourceIterator;

   private final ResultSetProcessorAggregateAll resultSetProcessor;

   private EventBean nextResult;

   private final EventBean[] eventsPerStream;

   private ExprEvaluatorContext exprEvaluatorContext;

 

   /**

    * Ctor.

    * @param sourceIterator is the parent iterator

    * @param resultSetProcessor for getting outgoing rows

    * @param exprEvaluatorContext context for expression evalauation

    */

   public ResultSetAggregateAllIterator(Iterator<EventBean> sourceIterator, ResultSetProcessorAggregateAll

resultSetProcessor, ExprEvaluatorContext exprEvaluatorContext)

   {

       this.sourceIterator = sourceIterator;

       this.resultSetProcessor = resultSetProcessor;

       eventsPerStream = new EventBean[1];

       this.exprEvaluatorContext = exprEvaluatorContext;

   }

 

   public boolean hasNext()

   {

       if (nextResult != null)

       {

           return true;

       }

       findNext();

       if (nextResult != null)

       {

           return true;

       }

       return false;

   }

 

   public EventBean next()

   {

       if (nextResult != null)

       {

           EventBean result = nextResult;

           nextResult = null;

           return result;

       }

       findNext();

       if (nextResult != null)

       {
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           EventBean result = nextResult;

           nextResult = null;

           return result;

       }

       throw new NoSuchElementException();

   }

 

   private void findNext()

   {

       while (sourceIterator.hasNext())

       {

           EventBean candidate = sourceIterator.next();

           eventsPerStream[0] = candidate;

 

           Boolean pass = true;

           if (resultSetProcessor.getOptionalHavingNode() != null)

           {

               pass = (Boolean) resultSetProcessor.getOptionalHavingNode().evaluate(eventsPerStream, true,

exprEvaluatorContext);

           }

           if (!pass)

           {

               continue;

           }

 

           nextResult = resultSetProcessor.getSelectExprProcessor().process(eventsPerStream, true, true,

exprEvaluatorContext);

 

           break;

       }

   }

 

   public void remove()

   {

       throw new UnsupportedOperationException();

   }

}

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/
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package com.espertech.esper.epl.core.eval;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventType;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.core.SelectExprProcessor;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluator;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluatorContext;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.spec.SelectClauseStreamCompiledSpec;

 

import java.util.List;

 

public class EvalSelectStreamNoUnderlyingObjectArray extends EvalSelectStreamBase implements

SelectExprProcessor {

 

   public EvalSelectStreamNoUnderlyingObjectArray(SelectExprContext selectExprContext, EventType

resultEventType, List<SelectClauseStreamCompiledSpec> namedStreams, boolean usingWildcard) {

       super(selectExprContext, resultEventType, namedStreams, usingWildcard);

   }

 

   public EventBean processSpecific(Object[] props, EventBean[] eventsPerStream, ExprEvaluatorContext

exprEvaluatorContext) {

       return super.getSelectExprContext().getEventAdapterService().adapterForTypedObjectArray(props,

super.getResultEventType());

   }

 

   public EventBean process(EventBean[] eventsPerStream, boolean isNewData, boolean isSynthesize,

ExprEvaluatorContext exprEvaluatorContext)

   {

       // Evaluate all expressions and build a map of name-value pairs

       int size = (isUsingWildcard && eventsPerStream.length > 1) ? eventsPerStream.length : 0;

       size += selectExprContext.getExpressionNodes().length + namedStreams.size();

       Object[] props = new Object[size];

       int count = 0;

       for (ExprEvaluator expressionNode : selectExprContext.getExpressionNodes())

       {

           Object evalResult = expressionNode.evaluate(eventsPerStream, isNewData, exprEvaluatorContext);

           props[count] = evalResult;

           count++;

       }

       for (SelectClauseStreamCompiledSpec element : namedStreams)

       {

           EventBean theEvent = eventsPerStream[element.getStreamNumber()];

           props[count] = theEvent;

           count++;

       }

       if (isUsingWildcard && eventsPerStream.length > 1)

       {

           for (EventBean anEventsPerStream : eventsPerStream)
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           {

               props[count] = anEventsPerStream;

               count++;

           }

       }

 

       return processSpecific(props, eventsPerStream, exprEvaluatorContext);

   }

 

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.core;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventType;

 

/**

* Service supplying stream number and property type information.

*/

public interface StreamTypeService

{

   /**

    * Returns the offset of the stream and the type of the property for the given property name,

    * by looking through the types offered and matching up.

    * <p>

    * This method considers only a property name and looks at all streams to resolve the property name.

    *

    * @param propertyName - property name in event

    * @param obtainFragment

    * @return descriptor with stream number, property type and property name

    * @throws DuplicatePropertyException to indicate property was found twice

    * @throws PropertyNotFoundException to indicate property could not be resolved

    */

   public PropertyResolutionDescriptor resolveByPropertyName(String propertyName, boolean obtainFragment)

           throws DuplicatePropertyException, PropertyNotFoundException;

 

   /**

    * Returns the offset of the stream and the type of the property for the given property name,

    * by looking through the types offered considering only explicitly listed properties and matching up.

    * <p>

    * This method considers only a property name and looks at all streams to resolve the property name.

    *
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    * @param propertyName - property name in event

    * @param obtainFragment

    * @return descriptor with stream number, property type and property name

    * @throws DuplicatePropertyException to indicate property was found twice

    * @throws PropertyNotFoundException to indicate property could not be resolved

    */

   public PropertyResolutionDescriptor resolveByPropertyNameExplicitProps(String propertyName, boolean

obtainFragment)

           throws PropertyNotFoundException, DuplicatePropertyException;

 

   /**

    * Returns the offset of the stream and the type of the property for the given property name,

    * by using the specified stream name to resolve the property.

    * <p>

    * This method considers and explicit stream name and property name, both parameters are required.

    *

    * @param streamName - name of stream, required

    * @param propertyName - property name in event, , required

    * @param obtainFragment

    * @return descriptor with stream number, property type and property name

    * @throws PropertyNotFoundException to indicate property could not be resolved

    * @throws StreamNotFoundException to indicate stream name could not be resolved

    */

   public PropertyResolutionDescriptor resolveByStreamAndPropName(String streamName, String propertyName,

boolean obtainFragment)

           throws PropertyNotFoundException, StreamNotFoundException;

 

   /**

    * Returns the offset of the stream and the type of the property for the given property name,

    * by using the specified stream name to resolve the property and considering only explicitly listed properties.

    * <p>

    * This method considers and explicit stream name and property name, both parameters are required.

    *

    * @param streamName - name of stream, required

    * @param propertyName - property name in event, , required

    * @param obtainFragment

    * @return descriptor with stream number, property type and property name

    * @throws PropertyNotFoundException to indicate property could not be resolved

    * @throws StreamNotFoundException to indicate stream name could not be resolved

    */

   public PropertyResolutionDescriptor resolveByStreamAndPropNameExplicitProps(String streamName, String

propertyName, boolean obtainFragment)

           throws PropertyNotFoundException, StreamNotFoundException;

 

   /**

    * Returns the offset of the stream and the type of the property for the given property name,

    * by looking through the types offered and matching up.

    * <p>
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    * This method considers a single property name that may or may not be prefixed by a stream name.

    * The resolution first attempts to find the property name itself, then attempts

    * to consider a stream name that may be part of the property name.

    *

    * @param streamAndPropertyName - stream name and property name (e.g. s0.p0) or just a property name (p0)

    * @param obtainFragment

    * @return descriptor with stream number, property type and property name

    * @throws DuplicatePropertyException to indicate property was found twice

    * @throws PropertyNotFoundException to indicate property could not be resolved

    */

   public PropertyResolutionDescriptor resolveByStreamAndPropName(String streamAndPropertyName, boolean

obtainFragment)

           throws DuplicatePropertyException, PropertyNotFoundException;

 

   /**

    * Returns an array of event stream names in the order declared.

    * @return stream names

    */

   public String[] getStreamNames();

 

   /**

    * Returns an array of event types for each event stream in the order declared.

    * @return event types

    */

   public EventType[] getEventTypes();

 

   /**

    * Returns true for each stream without a data window.

    * @return true for non-windowed streams.

    */

   public boolean[] getIStreamOnly();

 

   public int getStreamNumForStreamName(String streamWildcard);

 

   public boolean isOnDemandStreams();

 

   public String getEngineURIQualifier();

 

   public boolean hasPropertyAgnosticType();

 

 

}

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *
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*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.datetime.calop;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluator;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluatorContext;

 

import java.util.Calendar;

 

public class CalendarOpSet implements CalendarOp {

 

   private final CalendarFieldEnum fieldName;

   private final ExprEvaluator valueExpr;

 

   public CalendarOpSet(CalendarFieldEnum fieldName, ExprEvaluator valueExpr) {

       this.fieldName = fieldName;

       this.valueExpr = valueExpr;

   }

 

   public void evaluate(Calendar cal, EventBean[] eventsPerStream, boolean isNewData, ExprEvaluatorContext

context) {

       Integer value = CalendarOpUtil.getInt(valueExpr, eventsPerStream, isNewData, context);

       if (value == null) {

           return;

       }

       cal.set(fieldName.getCalendarField(), value);

   }

}

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.expression;

 

import com.espertech.esper.util.JavaClassHelper;

 

import java.lang.reflect.Method;
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public class ExprNodeProxy implements java.lang.reflect.InvocationHandler {

 

   private static Method target = JavaClassHelper.getMethodByName(ExprNode.class, "getExprEvaluator");

 

   private String engineURI;

   private String statementName;

   private ExprNode exprNode;

 

   public static Object newInstance(String engineURI, String statementName, ExprNode exprNode) {

       return java.lang.reflect.Proxy.newProxyInstance(

               exprNode.getClass().getClassLoader(),

               JavaClassHelper.getSuperInterfaces(exprNode.getClass()),

               new ExprNodeProxy(engineURI, statementName, exprNode));

   }

 

   public ExprNodeProxy(String engineURI, String statementName, ExprNode exprNode) {

       this.engineURI = engineURI;

       this.statementName = statementName;

       this.exprNode = exprNode;

   }

 

   public Object invoke(Object proxy, Method m, Object[] args)

           throws Throwable {

 

       if (!m.equals(target)) {

           return m.invoke(exprNode, args);

       }

 

       String expressionToString = "undefined";

       try {

           expressionToString = exprNode.toExpressionString();

       }

       catch (RuntimeException ex) {

           // no action

       }

 

       ExprEvaluator evaluator = (ExprEvaluator) m.invoke(exprNode, args);

       return ExprEvaluatorProxy.newInstance(engineURI, statementName, expressionToString, evaluator);

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *
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**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.join.assemble;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.join.rep.Node;

import com.espertech.esper.util.IndentWriter;

 

import java.util.Collection;

import java.util.HashSet;

import java.util.List;

import java.util.Set;

 

/**

* Assembly node for an event stream that is a branch with a single optional child node below it.

*/

public class BranchOptionalAssemblyNode extends BaseAssemblyNode

{

   private List<Node> resultsForStream;

 

   // For tracking when we only have a single event for this stream as a result

   private Node singleResultNode;

   private EventBean singleResultEvent;

   private boolean haveChildResults;

 

   // For tracking when we have multiple events for this stream

   private Set<EventBean> completedEvents;

 

   /**

    * Ctor.

    * @param streamNum - is the stream number

    * @param numStreams - is the number of streams

    */

   public BranchOptionalAssemblyNode(int streamNum, int numStreams)

   {

       super(streamNum, numStreams);

   }

 

   public void init(List<Node>[] result)

   {

       resultsForStream = result[streamNum];

       singleResultNode = null;

       singleResultEvent = null;

       haveChildResults = false;

 

       if (resultsForStream != null)

       {

           int numNodes = resultsForStream.size();

           if (numNodes == 1)
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           {

               Node node = resultsForStream.get(0);

               Set<EventBean> nodeEvents = node.getEvents();

 

               // If there is a single result event (typical case)

               if (nodeEvents.size() == 1)

               {

                   singleResultNode = node;

                   singleResultEvent = nodeEvents.iterator().next();

               }

           }

 

           if (singleResultNode == null)

           {

               completedEvents = new HashSet<EventBean>();

           }

       }

   }

 

   public void process(List<Node>[] result, Collection<EventBean[]> resultFinalRows, EventBean resultRootEvent)

   {

       // there cannot be child nodes to compute a cartesian product if this node had no results

       if (resultsForStream == null)

       {

           return;

       }

 

       // If this node's result set consisted of a single event

       if (singleResultNode != null)

       {

           // If there are no child results, post a row

           if (!haveChildResults)

           {

               EventBean[] row = new EventBean[numStreams];

               row[streamNum] = singleResultEvent;

               parentNode.result(row, streamNum, singleResultNode.getParentEvent(), singleResultNode,

resultFinalRows, resultRootEvent);

           }

 

           // if there were child results we are done since they have already been posted to the parent

           return;

       }

 

       // We have multiple events for this node, generate an event row for each event not yet received from

       // event rows generated by the child node.

       for (Node node : resultsForStream)

       {

           Set<EventBean> events = node.getEvents();
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           for (EventBean theEvent : events)

           {

               if (completedEvents.contains(theEvent))

               {

                   continue;

               }

               processEvent(theEvent, node, resultFinalRows, resultRootEvent);

           }

       }

   }

 

   public void result(EventBean[] row, int fromStreamNum, EventBean myEvent, Node myNode,

Collection<EventBean[]> resultFinalRows, EventBean resultRootEvent)

   {

       row[streamNum] = myEvent;

       Node parentResultNode = myNode.getParent();

       parentNode.result(row, streamNum, myNode.getParentEvent(), parentResultNode, resultFinalRows,

resultRootEvent);

 

       // record the fact that an event that was generated by a child

       haveChildResults = true;

 

       // If we had more then on result event for this stream, we need to track all the different events

       // generated by the child node

       if (singleResultNode == null)

       {

           completedEvents.add(myEvent);

       }

   }

 

   public void print(IndentWriter indentWriter)

   {

       indentWriter.println("BranchOptionalAssemblyNode streamNum=" + streamNum);

   }

 

   private void processEvent(EventBean theEvent, Node currentNode, Collection<EventBean[]> resultFinalRows,

EventBean resultRootEvent)

   {

       EventBean[] row = new EventBean[numStreams];

       row[streamNum] = theEvent;

       parentNode.result(row, streamNum, currentNode.getParentEvent(), currentNode.getParent(), resultFinalRows,

resultRootEvent);

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *
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* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.join.plan;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventType;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluator;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.join.exec.base.IndexedTableLookupStrategy;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.join.exec.base.IndexedTableLookupStrategyExpr;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.join.exec.base.JoinExecTableLookupStrategy;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.join.table.EventTable;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.join.table.PropertyIndexedEventTable;

 

import java.io.StringWriter;

import java.util.Collections;

import java.util.List;

import java.util.Map;

 

/**

* Plan to perform an indexed table lookup.

*/

public class IndexedTableLookupPlanMulti extends TableLookupPlan

{

   private List<QueryGraphValueEntryHashKeyed> keyProperties;

 

   /**

    * Ctor.

    * @param lookupStream - stream that generates event to look up for

    * @param indexedStream - stream to index table lookup

    * @param indexNum - index number for the table containing the full unindexed contents

    * @param keyProperties - properties to use in lookup event to access index

    */

   public IndexedTableLookupPlanMulti(int lookupStream, int indexedStream, String indexNum,

List<QueryGraphValueEntryHashKeyed> keyProperties)

   {

       super(lookupStream, indexedStream, indexNum);

       this.keyProperties = keyProperties;

   }

 

   public TableLookupKeyDesc getKeyDescriptor() {

       return new TableLookupKeyDesc(keyProperties, Collections.<QueryGraphValueEntryRange>emptyList());

   }

 

   public JoinExecTableLookupStrategy makeStrategyInternal(EventTable eventTable, EventType[] eventTypes)

   {

       PropertyIndexedEventTable index = (PropertyIndexedEventTable) eventTable;

       String[] keyProps = new String[keyProperties.size()];
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       ExprEvaluator[] evaluators = new ExprEvaluator[keyProperties.size()];

       boolean isStrictlyProps = true;

       for (int i = 0; i < keyProps.length; i++) {

           isStrictlyProps = isStrictlyProps && keyProperties.get(i) instanceof QueryGraphValueEntryHashKeyedProp;

           evaluators[i] = keyProperties.get(i).getKeyExpr().getExprEvaluator();

 

           if (keyProperties.get(i) instanceof QueryGraphValueEntryHashKeyedProp) {

               keyProps[i] = ((QueryGraphValueEntryHashKeyedProp) keyProperties.get(i)).getKeyProperty();

           }

           else {

               isStrictlyProps = false;

           }

       }

       if (isStrictlyProps) {

           return new IndexedTableLookupStrategy(eventTypes[this.getLookupStream()], keyProps, index);

       }

       else {

           return new IndexedTableLookupStrategyExpr(evaluators, getLookupStream(), index);

       }           

   }

 

   public String toString()

   {

       return this.getClass().getSimpleName() + " " +

               super.toString() +

              " keyProperties=" + QueryGraphValueEntryHashKeyed.toQueryPlan(keyProperties);

   }

}

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.view;

 

import com.espertech.esper.core.context.util.AgentInstanceContext;

 

public interface OutputConditionFactory {

   public OutputCondition make(AgentInstanceContext agentInstanceContext, OutputCallback outputCallback);

}

/*

* *************************************************************************************
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*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.enummethod.dot;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventPropertyGetter;

import com.espertech.esper.client.util.ExpressionReturnType;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprDotEval;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluatorContext;

 

public class ExprDotEvalProperty implements ExprDotEval {

 

   private final EventPropertyGetter getter;

   private final ExpressionReturnType returnType;

 

   public ExprDotEvalProperty(EventPropertyGetter getter, ExpressionReturnType returnType) {

       this.getter = getter;

       this.returnType = returnType;

   }

 

   public Object evaluate(Object target, EventBean[] eventsPerStream, boolean isNewData, ExprEvaluatorContext

exprEvaluatorContext) {

       if (!(target instanceof EventBean)) {

           return null;

       }

       return getter.get((EventBean) target);

   }

 

   public ExpressionReturnType getTypeInfo() {

       return returnType;

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.agg.aggregator;
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import com.espertech.esper.epl.agg.service.AggregatorUtil;

 

/**

* Sum for BigInteger values.

*/

public class AggregatorSumBigIntegerFilter extends AggregatorSumBigInteger

{

   @Override

   public void enter(Object parameters)

   {

       Object[] paramArray = (Object[]) parameters;

       if (!AggregatorUtil.checkFilter(paramArray)) {

           return;

       }

       super.enter(paramArray[0]);

   }

 

   @Override

   public void leave(Object parameters)

   {

       Object[] paramArray = (Object[]) parameters;

       if (!AggregatorUtil.checkFilter(paramArray)) {

           return;

       }

       super.leave(paramArray[0]);

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.join.plan;

 

import java.util.ArrayList;

import java.util.List;

 

public class QueryPlanIndexUniqueHelper

{

   public static ReducedHashKeys reduceToUniqueIfPossible(String[] hashPropsProvided, Class[]

hashCoercionTypes, List<QueryGraphValueEntryHashKeyed> hashFunctions, String[][]

hashPropsRequiredPerIndex) {

       if (hashPropsRequiredPerIndex == null || hashPropsRequiredPerIndex.length == 0) {

           return null;
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       }

       for (String[] hashPropsRequired : hashPropsRequiredPerIndex) {

           int[] indexes = checkSufficientGetAssignment(hashPropsRequired, hashPropsProvided);

           if (indexes != null) {

               String[] props = new String[indexes.length];

               Class[] types = new Class[indexes.length];

               List<QueryGraphValueEntryHashKeyed> functions = new

ArrayList<QueryGraphValueEntryHashKeyed>();

               for (int i = 0; i < indexes.length; i++) {

                   props[i] = hashPropsProvided[indexes[i]];

                   types[i] = hashCoercionTypes == null ? null : hashCoercionTypes[indexes[i]];

                   functions.add(hashFunctions.get(indexes[i]));

               }

               return new ReducedHashKeys(props, types, functions);

           }

       }

       return null;

   }

 

   public static int[] checkSufficientGetAssignment(String[] hashPropsRequired, String[] hashPropsProvided) {

       if (hashPropsProvided == null || hashPropsRequired == null || hashPropsProvided.length <

hashPropsRequired.length) {

           return null;

       }

       // first pass: determine if possible

       for (String required : hashPropsRequired) {

           boolean found = false;

           for (String provided : hashPropsProvided) {

               if (provided.equals(required)) {

                   found = true;

                   break;

               }

           }

           if (!found) {

               return null;

           }

       }

 

       // second pass: determine assignments

       int[] indexes = new int[hashPropsRequired.length];

       for (int i = 0; i < indexes.length; i++) {

           int foundIndex = -1;

           String required = hashPropsRequired[i];

           for (int j = 0; j < hashPropsProvided.length; j++) {

               if (hashPropsProvided[j].equals(required)) {

                   foundIndex = j;

                   break;

               }
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           }

           indexes[i] = foundIndex;

       }

       return indexes;

   }

 

   public static class ReducedHashKeys {

       private final String[] propertyNames;

       private final Class[] coercionTypes;

       private final List<QueryGraphValueEntryHashKeyed> hashKeyFunctions;

 

       private ReducedHashKeys(String[] propertyNames, Class[] coercionTypes,

List<QueryGraphValueEntryHashKeyed> hashKeyFunctions) {

           this.propertyNames = propertyNames;

           this.coercionTypes = coercionTypes;

           this.hashKeyFunctions = hashKeyFunctions;

       }

 

       public String[] getPropertyNames() {

           return propertyNames;

       }

 

       public Class[] getCoercionTypes() {

           return coercionTypes;

       }

 

       public List<QueryGraphValueEntryHashKeyed> getHashKeyFunctions() {

           return hashKeyFunctions;

       }

   }

}

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.annotation;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EPStatementException;

import com.espertech.esper.client.annotation.Hint;

import com.espertech.esper.client.annotation.HintEnum;

import com.espertech.esper.collection.Pair;
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import com.espertech.esper.epl.core.EngineImportException;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.core.EngineImportService;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.spec.AnnotationDesc;

import com.espertech.esper.util.CollectionUtil;

import com.espertech.esper.util.JavaClassHelper;

import com.espertech.esper.util.SimpleTypeCaster;

import com.espertech.esper.util.SimpleTypeCasterFactory;

import org.apache.commons.logging.Log;

import org.apache.commons.logging.LogFactory;

 

import java.lang.annotation.Annotation;

import java.lang.reflect.Array;

import java.lang.reflect.InvocationHandler;

import java.lang.reflect.Method;

import java.lang.reflect.Proxy;

import java.util.*;

 

/**

* Utility to handle EPL statement annotations.

*/

public class AnnotationUtil

{

   private static final Log log = LogFactory.getLog(AnnotationUtil.class);

  

   /**

    * Compile annotation objects from descriptors.

    * @param annotationSpec spec for annotations

    * @param engineImportService engine imports

    * @param eplStatement statement expression

    * @return annotations

    */

   public static Annotation[] compileAnnotations(List<AnnotationDesc> annotationSpec, EngineImportService

engineImportService, String eplStatement)

   {

       Annotation[] annotations;

       try

       {

           annotations = AnnotationUtil.compileAnnotations(annotationSpec, engineImportService);

       }

       catch (AnnotationException e)

       {

           throw new EPStatementException("Failed to process statement annotations: " + e.getMessage(), e,

eplStatement);

       }

       catch (RuntimeException ex)

       {

           String message = "Unexpected exception compiling annotations in statement, please consult the log file and

report the exception: " + ex.getMessage();
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           log.error(message, ex);

           throw new EPStatementException(message, ex, eplStatement);

       }

       return annotations;

   }

 

   /**

    * Compiles annotations to an annotation array.

    * @param desc a list of descriptors

    * @param engineImportService for resolving the annotation class

    * @return annotations or empty array if none

    * @throws AnnotationException if annotations could not be created

    */

   private static Annotation[] compileAnnotations(List<AnnotationDesc> desc, EngineImportService

engineImportService)

           throws AnnotationException

   {

       Annotation[] annotations = new Annotation[desc.size()];

       for (int i = 0; i < desc.size(); i++)

       {

           annotations[i] = createProxy(desc.get(i), engineImportService);

           if (annotations[i] instanceof Hint)

           {

               HintEnum.validateGetListed(annotations[i]);

           }

       }

 

       return annotations;

   }

 

   private static Annotation createProxy(AnnotationDesc desc, EngineImportService engineImportService)

           throws AnnotationException

   {

       // resolve class

       final Class annotationClass;

       try

       {

           annotationClass = engineImportService.resolveAnnotation(desc.getName());

       }

       catch (EngineImportException e)

       {

           throw new AnnotationException("Failed to resolve @-annotation class: " + e.getMessage());

       }

 

       // obtain Annotation class properties

       List<AnnotationAttribute> annotationAttributeLists = getAttributes(annotationClass);

       Set<String> allAttributes = new HashSet<String>();

       Set<String> requiredAttributes = new LinkedHashSet<String>();
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       for (AnnotationAttribute annotationAttribute : annotationAttributeLists)

       {

           allAttributes.add(annotationAttribute.getName());

           if (annotationAttribute.getDefaultValue() != null)

           {

               requiredAttributes.add(annotationAttribute.getName());

           }

       }

 

       // get attribute values

       List<String> providedValues = new ArrayList<String>();

       for (Pair<String, Object> annotationValuePair : desc.getAttributes())

       {

           providedValues.add(annotationValuePair.getFirst());

       }

 

       // for all attributes determine value

       final Map<String, Object> properties = new LinkedHashMap<String, Object>();

       for (AnnotationAttribute annotationAttribute : annotationAttributeLists)

       {

           // find value pair for this attribute

           String attributeName = annotationAttribute.getName();

           Pair<String, Object> pairFound = null;

           for (Pair<String, Object> annotationValuePair : desc.getAttributes())

           {

               if (annotationValuePair.getFirst().equals(attributeName))

               {

                   pairFound = annotationValuePair;

               }

           }

 

           Object valueProvided = pairFound == null ? null : pairFound.getSecond();

           Object value = getFinalValue(annotationClass, annotationAttribute, valueProvided, engineImportService);

           properties.put(attributeName, value);

           providedValues.remove(attributeName);

           requiredAttributes.remove(attributeName);

       }

 

       if (requiredAttributes.size() > 0)

       {

           List<String> required = new ArrayList<String>(requiredAttributes);

           Collections.sort(required);

           throw new AnnotationException("Annotation '" + annotationClass.getSimpleName() + "' requires a value for

attribute '" + required.iterator().next() + "'");

       }

 

       if (providedValues.size() > 0)

       {
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           List<String> provided = new ArrayList<String>(providedValues);

           Collections.sort(provided);

           if (allAttributes.contains(provided.get(0)))

           {

               throw new AnnotationException("Annotation '" + annotationClass.getSimpleName() + "' has duplicate

attribute values for attribute '" + provided.get(0) + "'");

           }

           else

           {

               throw new AnnotationException("Annotation '" + annotationClass.getSimpleName() + "' does not have an

attribute '" + provided.get(0) + "'");

           }

       }

 

       // return handler

       InvocationHandler handler = new EPLAnnotationInvocationHandler(annotationClass, properties);

       return (Annotation) Proxy.newProxyInstance(Thread.currentThread().getContextClassLoader(), new Class[]

{annotationClass}, handler);

   }

 

   private static Object getFinalValue(Class annotationClass, AnnotationAttribute annotationAttribute, Object value,

EngineImportService engineImportService) throws AnnotationException

   {

       if (value == null)

       {

           if (annotationAttribute.getDefaultValue() == null)

           {

               throw new AnnotationException("Annotation '" + annotationClass.getSimpleName() + "' requires a value

for attribute '" + annotationAttribute.getName() + "'");

           }

           return annotationAttribute.getDefaultValue();

       }

 

       // handle non-array

       if (!annotationAttribute.getType().isArray())

       {

           // handle primitive value

           if (!annotationAttribute.getType().isAnnotation())

           {

               SimpleTypeCaster caster = SimpleTypeCasterFactory.getCaster(value.getClass(),

annotationAttribute.getType());

               Object finalValue = caster.cast(value);

               if (finalValue == null)

               {

                   throw new AnnotationException("Annotation '" + annotationClass.getSimpleName() + "' requires a " +

                           annotationAttribute.getType().getSimpleName() + "-typed value for attribute '" +

annotationAttribute.getName() + "' but received " +

                           "a " + value.getClass().getSimpleName() + "-typed value");
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               }

               return finalValue;

           }

           else

           {

               // nested annotation

               if (!(value instanceof AnnotationDesc))

               {

                   throw new AnnotationException("Annotation '" + annotationClass.getSimpleName() + "' requires a " +

                           annotationAttribute.getType().getSimpleName() + "-typed value for attribute '" +

annotationAttribute.getName() + "' but received " +

                           "a " + value.getClass().getSimpleName() + "-typed value");

               }

               return createProxy((AnnotationDesc) value, engineImportService);

           }

       }

 

       if (!value.getClass().isArray())

       {

           throw new AnnotationException("Annotation '" + annotationClass.getSimpleName() + "' requires a " +

                   annotationAttribute.getType().getSimpleName() + "-typed value for attribute '" +

annotationAttribute.getName() + "' but received " +

                   "a " + value.getClass().getSimpleName() + "-typed value");

       }

 

       Object array = Array.newInstance(annotationAttribute.getType().getComponentType(),

Array.getLength(value));

       for (int i = 0; i < Array.getLength(value); i++)

       {

           Object arrayValue = Array.get(value, i);

           if (arrayValue == null)

           {

               throw new AnnotationException("Annotation '" + annotationClass.getSimpleName() + "' requires a " +

                       "non-null value for array elements for attribute '" + annotationAttribute.getName() + "'");

           }

           SimpleTypeCaster caster = SimpleTypeCasterFactory.getCaster(arrayValue.getClass(),

annotationAttribute.getType().getComponentType());

           Object finalValue = caster.cast(arrayValue);

           if (finalValue == null)

           {

               throw new AnnotationException("Annotation '" + annotationClass.getSimpleName() + "' requires a " +

                       annotationAttribute.getType().getComponentType().getSimpleName() + "-typed value for array

elements for attribute '" + annotationAttribute.getName() + "' but received " +

                       "a " + arrayValue.getClass().getSimpleName() + "-typed value");

           }

           Array.set(array, i, finalValue);

       }

       return array;
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   }

 

   private static List<AnnotationAttribute> getAttributes(Class annotationClass)

   {

       List<AnnotationAttribute> props = new ArrayList<AnnotationAttribute>();

       Method[] methods = annotationClass.getMethods();

       if (methods == null)

       {

           return Collections.EMPTY_LIST;

       }

 

       for (int i = 0; i < methods.length; i++)

       {

           if (methods[i].getReturnType() == void.class)

           {

               continue;

           }

           if (methods[i].getParameterTypes().length > 0)

           {

               continue;

           }

           if ((methods[i].getName().equals("class")) ||

               (methods[i].getName().equals("getClass")) ||

               (methods[i].getName().equals("toString")) ||

               (methods[i].getName().equals("annotationType")) ||

               (methods[i].getName().equals("hashCode")))

           {

               continue;

           }

 

           props.add(new AnnotationAttribute(methods[i].getName(), methods[i].getReturnType(),

methods[i].getDefaultValue()));

       }

 

       Collections.sort(props, new Comparator<AnnotationAttribute>()

       {

           public int compare(AnnotationAttribute o1, AnnotationAttribute o2)

           {

               return o1.getName().compareTo(o2.getName());

           }

       });

       return props;

   }

 

   public static Annotation findAnnotation(Annotation[] annotations, Class annotationClass) {

       if (!annotationClass.isAnnotation()) {

           throw new IllegalArgumentException("Class " + annotationClass.getName() + " is not an annotation class");

       }
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       if (annotations == null || annotations.length == 0) {

           return null;

       }

       for (Annotation anno : annotations) {

           if (JavaClassHelper.isImplementsInterface(anno.getClass(), annotationClass)) {

               return anno;

           }

       }

       return null;

   }

 

   public static List<Annotation> findAnnotations(Annotation[] annotations, Class annotationClass) {

       if (!annotationClass.isAnnotation()) {

           throw new IllegalArgumentException("Class " + annotationClass.getName() + " is not an annotation class");

       }

       if (annotations == null || annotations.length == 0) {

           return null;

       }

       List<Annotation> annotationsList = new ArrayList<Annotation>();

       for (Annotation anno : annotations) {

           if (JavaClassHelper.isImplementsInterface(anno.getClass(), annotationClass)) {

               annotationsList.add(anno);

           }

       }

       return annotationsList;

   }

 

   public static Annotation[] mergeAnnotations(Annotation[] first, Annotation[] second) {

       return (Annotation[]) CollectionUtil.addArrays(first, second);

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.named;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventType;

import com.espertech.esper.collection.ArrayEventIterator;

import com.espertech.esper.collection.OneEventCollection;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluatorContext;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.metric.MetricReportingPath;

import com.espertech.esper.event.EventBeanUtility;
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import org.apache.commons.logging.Log;

import org.apache.commons.logging.LogFactory;

 

import java.util.Iterator;

 

/**

* View for the on-delete statement that handles removing events from a named window.

*/

public class NamedWindowOnMergeView extends NamedWindowOnExprBaseView

{

   private static final Log log = LogFactory.getLog(NamedWindowOnMergeView.class);

 

   private final NamedWindowOnMergeViewFactory parent;

   private EventBean[] lastResult;

 

   public NamedWindowOnMergeView(NamedWindowLookupStrategy lookupStrategy,

NamedWindowRootViewInstance rootView, ExprEvaluatorContext exprEvaluatorContext,

NamedWindowOnMergeViewFactory parent) {

       super(lookupStrategy, rootView, exprEvaluatorContext);

       this.parent = parent;

   }

 

   public void handleMatching(EventBean[] triggerEvents, EventBean[] matchingEvents)

   {

       OneEventCollection newData = new OneEventCollection();

       OneEventCollection oldData = null;

       EventBean[] eventsPerStream = new EventBean[3]; // first:named window, second: trigger, third:before-update

(optional)

 

       if ((matchingEvents == null) || (matchingEvents.length == 0)){

           for (EventBean triggerEvent : triggerEvents) {

               eventsPerStream[1] = triggerEvent;

               for (NamedWindowOnMergeMatch action : parent.getNamedWindowOnMergeHelper().getUnmatched())

{

                   if (!action.isApplies(eventsPerStream, super.getExprEvaluatorContext())) {

                       continue;

                   }

                   action.apply(null, eventsPerStream, newData, oldData, super.getExprEvaluatorContext());

                   break;  // apply no other actions

               }

           }

       }

       else {

 

           // handle update/

           oldData = new OneEventCollection();

 

           for (EventBean triggerEvent : triggerEvents) {
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               eventsPerStream[1] = triggerEvent;

               for (EventBean matchingEvent : matchingEvents) {

                   eventsPerStream[0] = matchingEvent;

                   for (NamedWindowOnMergeMatch action : parent.getNamedWindowOnMergeHelper().getMatched())

{

                       if (!action.isApplies(eventsPerStream, super.getExprEvaluatorContext())) {

                           continue;

                       }

                       action.apply(matchingEvent, eventsPerStream, newData, oldData, super.getExprEvaluatorContext());

                       break;  // apply no other actions

                   }

               }

           }

       }

 

       if (!newData.isEmpty() || (oldData != null && !oldData.isEmpty()))

       {

           if ((MetricReportingPath.isMetricsEnabled) &&

(parent.getCreateNamedWindowMetricHandle().isEnabled()) && !newData.isEmpty())

           {

               parent.getMetricReportingService().accountTime(parent.getCreateNamedWindowMetricHandle(), 0, 0,

newData.toArray().length);

           }

 

           // Events to delete are indicated via old data

           // The on-merge listeners receive the events deleted, but only if there is interest

           if (parent.getStatementResultService().isMakeNatural()) {

               EventBean[] eventsPerStreamNaturalNew = newData.isEmpty() ? null : newData.toArray();

               EventBean[] eventsPerStreamNaturalOld = (oldData == null || oldData.isEmpty()) ? null :

oldData.toArray();

               this.rootView.update(EventBeanUtility.denaturalize(eventsPerStreamNaturalNew),

EventBeanUtility.denaturalize(eventsPerStreamNaturalOld));

               updateChildren(eventsPerStreamNaturalNew, eventsPerStreamNaturalOld);

           }

           else {

               EventBean[] eventsPerStreamNew = newData.isEmpty() ? null : newData.toArray();

               EventBean[] eventsPerStreamOld = (oldData == null || oldData.isEmpty()) ? null : oldData.toArray();

               this.rootView.update(eventsPerStreamNew, eventsPerStreamOld);

               if (parent.getStatementResultService().isMakeSynthetic()) {

                   updateChildren(eventsPerStreamNew, eventsPerStreamOld);

               }

           }

       }

 

       // Keep the last delete records

       lastResult = matchingEvents;

   }
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   public EventType getEventType()

   {

       return rootView.getEventType();

   }

 

   public Iterator<EventBean> iterator()

   {

       return new ArrayEventIterator(lastResult);

   }

}

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.enummethod.dot;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventPropertyGetter;

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventType;

import com.espertech.esper.core.service.ExpressionResultCacheEntry;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluatorContext;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluatorEnumeration;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprValidationException;

import com.espertech.esper.event.EventAdapterService;

 

import java.util.Arrays;

import java.util.Collection;

 

public class PropertyExprEvaluatorEventCollection implements ExprEvaluatorEnumeration {

 

   private final String propertyNameCache;

   private final int streamId;

   private final EventType fragmentType;

   private final EventPropertyGetter getter;

 

   public PropertyExprEvaluatorEventCollection(String propertyName, int streamId, EventType fragmentType,

EventPropertyGetter getter) {

       this.streamId = streamId;

       this.propertyNameCache = Integer.toString(streamId) + "_" + propertyName;

       this.fragmentType = fragmentType;

       this.getter = getter;
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   }

 

   public Collection<EventBean> evaluateGetROCollectionEvents(EventBean[] eventsPerStream, boolean

isNewData, ExprEvaluatorContext context) {

       EventBean eventInQuestion = eventsPerStream[streamId];

 

       ExpressionResultCacheEntry<EventBean, Collection<EventBean>> cacheEntry =

context.getExpressionResultCacheService().getPropertyColl(propertyNameCache, eventInQuestion);

       if (cacheEntry != null) {

           return cacheEntry.getResult();

       }

 

       EventBean[] events = (EventBean[]) getter.getFragment(eventInQuestion);

       Collection<EventBean> coll = events == null ? null : Arrays.asList(events);

       context.getExpressionResultCacheService().savePropertyColl(propertyNameCache, eventInQuestion, coll);

       if (coll == null) {

           return null;

       }

 

       return coll;

   }

 

   public Collection evaluateGetROCollectionScalar(EventBean[] eventsPerStream, boolean isNewData,

ExprEvaluatorContext context) {

       return null;

   }

 

   public EventType getEventTypeCollection(EventAdapterService eventAdapterService) {

       return fragmentType;

   }

 

   public Class getComponentTypeCollection() throws ExprValidationException {

       return null;

   }

 

   public EventType getEventTypeSingle(EventAdapterService eventAdapterService, String statementId) throws

ExprValidationException {

       return null;

   }

 

   public EventBean evaluateGetEventBean(EventBean[] eventsPerStream, boolean isNewData,

ExprEvaluatorContext context) {

       return null;

   }

}

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *
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*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.script;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.hook.EPLScriptContext;

 

import java.util.HashMap;

import java.util.Map;

 

/**

* Context-partition local script context.

*/

public class AgentInstanceScriptContext implements EPLScriptContext {

 

   private final Map<String, Object> scriptProperties = new HashMap<String, Object>();

 

   public AgentInstanceScriptContext() {

   }

 

   public void setScriptAttribute(String attribute, Object value) {

       scriptProperties.put(attribute, value);

   }

 

   public Object getScriptAttribute(String attribute) {

       return scriptProperties.get(attribute);

   }

}

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.spec;

 

import com.espertech.esper.filter.FilterSpecCompiled;
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import java.util.ArrayList;

import java.util.List;

 

public class ContextDetailConditionFilter implements ContextDetailCondition {

 

   private static final long serialVersionUID = -8522513130123236000L;

   private final FilterSpecRaw filterSpecRaw;

   private final String optionalFilterAsName;

 

   private transient FilterSpecCompiled filterSpecCompiled;

 

   public ContextDetailConditionFilter(FilterSpecRaw filterSpecRaw, String optionalFilterAsName) {

       this.filterSpecRaw = filterSpecRaw;

       this.optionalFilterAsName = optionalFilterAsName;

   }

 

   public FilterSpecRaw getFilterSpecRaw() {

       return filterSpecRaw;

   }

 

   public String getOptionalFilterAsName() {

       return optionalFilterAsName;

   }

 

   public FilterSpecCompiled getFilterSpecCompiled() {

       return filterSpecCompiled;

   }

 

   public void setFilterSpecCompiled(FilterSpecCompiled filterSpecCompiled) {

       this.filterSpecCompiled = filterSpecCompiled;

   }

 

   public List<FilterSpecCompiled> getFilterSpecIfAny() {

       List<FilterSpecCompiled> list = new ArrayList<FilterSpecCompiled>(1);

       list.add(filterSpecCompiled);

       return list;

   }

}

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/
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package com.espertech.esper.epl.virtualdw;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.client.hook.VirtualDataWindowLookupFieldDesc;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.join.table.EventTable;

 

import java.util.Collections;

import java.util.Iterator;

import java.util.List;

 

public class VirtualDWEventTable implements EventTable

{

   private boolean unique;

   private List<VirtualDataWindowLookupFieldDesc> hashAccess;

   private List<VirtualDataWindowLookupFieldDesc> btreeAccess;

 

   public VirtualDWEventTable(boolean unique, List<VirtualDataWindowLookupFieldDesc> hashAccess,

List<VirtualDataWindowLookupFieldDesc> btreeAccess) {

       this.unique = unique;

       this.hashAccess = Collections.unmodifiableList(hashAccess);

       this.btreeAccess = Collections.unmodifiableList(btreeAccess);

   }

 

   public void addRemove(EventBean[] newData, EventBean[] oldData) {

       add(newData);

       remove(oldData);

   }

 

   public void add(EventBean[] events) {

   }

 

   public void remove(EventBean[] events) {

   }

 

   public Iterator<EventBean> iterator() {

       return Collections.<EventBean>emptyList().iterator();

   }

 

   public boolean isEmpty() {

       return true;

   }

 

   public void clear() {

   }

 

   public String toQueryPlan() {

       return "(external event table)";
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   }

 

   public List<VirtualDataWindowLookupFieldDesc> getHashAccess() {

       return hashAccess;

   }

 

   public List<VirtualDataWindowLookupFieldDesc> getBtreeAccess() {

       return btreeAccess;

   }

 

   public EventTable copyShallow() {

       throw new UnsupportedOperationException();

   }

 

   public boolean isUnique() {

       return unique;

   }

 

   public void setUnique(boolean unique) {

       this.unique = unique;

   }

}

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.enummethod.dot;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventType;

import com.espertech.esper.client.util.ExpressionReturnType;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprDotEval;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluatorContext;

 

public class ExprDotEvalUnpackBean implements ExprDotEval {

 

   private final ExpressionReturnType returnType;

 

   public ExprDotEvalUnpackBean(EventType lambdaType) {

       returnType = ExpressionReturnType.singleValue(lambdaType.getUnderlyingType());

   }
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   public Object evaluate(Object target, EventBean[] eventsPerStream, boolean isNewData, ExprEvaluatorContext

exprEvaluatorContext) {

       if (target == null) {

           return null;

       }

       EventBean theEvent = (EventBean) target;

       return theEvent.getUnderlying();

   }

 

   public ExpressionReturnType getTypeInfo() {

       return returnType;

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.lookup;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.core.service.StatementAgentInstanceLock;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluatorContext;

 

import java.util.*;

 

/**

* Index lookup strategy for subqueries.

*/

public class SubordIndexedTableLookupStrategyLocking implements SubordTableLookupStrategy

{

   private final SubordTableLookupStrategy inner;

   private final StatementAgentInstanceLock statementLock;

 

   public SubordIndexedTableLookupStrategyLocking(SubordTableLookupStrategy inner,

StatementAgentInstanceLock statementLock) {

       this.inner = inner;

       this.statementLock = statementLock;

   }

 

   @Override

   public Collection<EventBean> lookup(EventBean[] events, ExprEvaluatorContext context) {

       statementLock.acquireReadLock();

       try {
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           Collection<EventBean> result = inner.lookup(events, context);

           if (result != null) {

               return new ArrayDeque<EventBean>(result);

           }

           else {

               return Collections.emptyList();

           }

       }

       finally {

           statementLock.releaseReadLock();

       }

   }

 

   public Collection<EventBean> lookup(Object[] keys) {

       statementLock.acquireReadLock();

       try {

           Collection<EventBean> result = inner.lookup(keys);

           if (result != null) {

               return new ArrayDeque<EventBean>(result);

           }

           else {

               return Collections.emptyList();

           }

       }

       finally {

           statementLock.releaseReadLock();

       }

   }

 

   public String toQueryPlan() {

       return this.getClass().getSimpleName() + " inner " + inner.toQueryPlan();

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.core;

 

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprPreviousNode;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprPriorNode;

 

import java.util.ArrayList;

import java.util.List;
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/**

* Coordinates between view factories and requested resource (by expressions) the

* availability of view resources to expressions.

*/

public class ViewResourceDelegateVerified

{

   private final boolean hasPrior;

   private final boolean hasPrevious;

   private final ViewResourceDelegateVerifiedStream[] perStream;

 

   public ViewResourceDelegateVerified(boolean hasPrior, boolean hasPrevious,

ViewResourceDelegateVerifiedStream[] perStream) {

       this.hasPrior = hasPrior;

       this.hasPrevious = hasPrevious;

       this.perStream = perStream;

   }

 

   public ViewResourceDelegateVerifiedStream[] getPerStream() {

       return perStream;

   }

 

   public boolean isHasPrior() {

       return hasPrior;

   }

 

   public boolean isHasPrevious() {

       return hasPrevious;

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.agg.service;

 

public interface AggregationRowRemovedCallback

{

   public void removed(Object groupRowKey);

}

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *
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*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.lookup;

 

import java.io.Serializable;

import java.util.Collections;

import java.util.LinkedHashMap;

import java.util.Map;

 

public class SubordPropPlan implements Serializable {

   private static final long serialVersionUID = -8857080184548049650L;

 

   private final Map<String, SubordPropHashKey> hashProps;

   private final Map<String, SubordPropRangeKey> rangeProps;

 

   public SubordPropPlan() {

       hashProps = Collections.<String, SubordPropHashKey>emptyMap();

       rangeProps = Collections.<String, SubordPropRangeKey>emptyMap();

   }

 

   public SubordPropPlan(LinkedHashMap<String, SubordPropHashKey> hashProps, LinkedHashMap<String,

SubordPropRangeKey> rangeProps) {

       this.hashProps = hashProps;

       this.rangeProps = rangeProps;

   }

 

   public Map<String, SubordPropRangeKey> getRangeProps() {

       return rangeProps;

   }

 

   public Map<String, SubordPropHashKey> getHashProps() {

       return hashProps;

   }

}

<!--

 ~ **************************************************************************************

 ~ * Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

 ~ * http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

 ~ * http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

 ~ * ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

 ~ * The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

 ~ * a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

 ~ **************************************************************************************
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 -->

 

<html>

<head></head>

<body>

<p>

	Composite query execution for hash+btree combined lookup.

</p>

</body>

</html>

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.enummethod.eval;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventType;

import com.espertech.esper.client.util.ExpressionReturnType;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.core.MethodResolutionService;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.core.StreamTypeService;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.enummethod.dot.ExprDotEvalEnumMethodBase;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.enummethod.dot.ExprDotEvalParam;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.enummethod.dot.ExprDotEvalParamLambda;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprDotNodeUtility;

import com.espertech.esper.event.EventAdapterService;

import com.espertech.esper.event.arr.ObjectArrayEventType;

 

import java.math.BigDecimal;

import java.math.BigInteger;

import java.util.List;

 

public class ExprDotEvalAverage extends ExprDotEvalEnumMethodBase {

 

   public EventType[] getAddStreamTypes(String enumMethodUsedName, List<String> goesToNames, EventType

inputEventType, Class collectionComponentType, List<ExprDotEvalParam> bodiesAndParameters) {

       return ExprDotNodeUtility.getSingleLambdaParamEventType(enumMethodUsedName, goesToNames,

inputEventType, collectionComponentType);

   }

 

   public EnumEval getEnumEval(MethodResolutionService methodResolutionService, EventAdapterService

eventAdapterService, StreamTypeService streamTypeService, String statementId, String enumMethodUsedName,
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List<ExprDotEvalParam> bodiesAndParameters, EventType inputEventType, Class collectionComponentType, int

numStreamsIncoming) {

 

       if (bodiesAndParameters.isEmpty()) {

           if (collectionComponentType == BigDecimal.class || collectionComponentType == BigInteger.class) {

               super.setTypeInfo(ExpressionReturnType.singleValue(BigDecimal.class));

               return new EnumEvalAverageBigDecimalScalar(numStreamsIncoming,

methodResolutionService.getEngineImportService().getDefaultMathContext());

           }

           super.setTypeInfo(ExpressionReturnType.singleValue(Double.class));

           return new EnumEvalAverageScalar(numStreamsIncoming);

       }

 

       ExprDotEvalParamLambda first = (ExprDotEvalParamLambda) bodiesAndParameters.get(0);

       Class returnType = first.getBodyEvaluator().getType();

 

       if (returnType == BigDecimal.class || returnType == BigInteger.class) {

           super.setTypeInfo(ExpressionReturnType.singleValue(BigDecimal.class));

           if (inputEventType == null) {

               return new EnumEvalAverageBigDecimalScalarLambda(first.getBodyEvaluator(),

first.getStreamCountIncoming(),

                       (ObjectArrayEventType) first.getGoesToTypes()[0],

methodResolutionService.getEngineImportService().getDefaultMathContext());

           }

           return new EnumEvalAverageBigDecimalEvents(first.getBodyEvaluator(), first.getStreamCountIncoming(),

methodResolutionService.getEngineImportService().getDefaultMathContext());

       }

       super.setTypeInfo(ExpressionReturnType.singleValue(Double.class));

       if (inputEventType == null) {

           return new EnumEvalAverageScalarLambda(first.getBodyEvaluator(), first.getStreamCountIncoming(),

                   (ObjectArrayEventType) first.getGoesToTypes()[0]);

       }

       return new EnumEvalAverageEvents(first.getBodyEvaluator(), first.getStreamCountIncoming());

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.join.plan;

 

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprNode;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprNodeUtility;
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public class QueryGraphValueEntryHashKeyedExpr extends QueryGraphValueEntryHashKeyed

{

   private static final long serialVersionUID = 1069112032977675596L;

 

   private final boolean requiresKey;

 

   public QueryGraphValueEntryHashKeyedExpr(ExprNode keyExpr, boolean requiresKey) {

       super(keyExpr);

       this.requiresKey = requiresKey;

   }

 

   public boolean isRequiresKey() {

       return requiresKey;

   }

 

   public boolean isConstant() {

       return ExprNodeUtility.isConstantValueExpr(super.getKeyExpr());

   }

 

   public String toQueryPlan() {

       return getKeyExpr().toExpressionString();

   }

}

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.expression;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.type.WildcardParameter;

 

/**

* Expression for use within crontab to specify a wildcard.

*/

public class ExprNumberSetWildcard extends ExprNodeBase implements ExprEvaluator,

ExprNumberSetWildcardMarker

{

   private static final WildcardParameter wildcardParameter = new WildcardParameter();

   private static final long serialVersionUID = -6098833102154556698L;
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   public String toExpressionString()

   {

       return "*";

   }

 

   public ExprEvaluator getExprEvaluator()

   {

       return this;

   }

 

   public boolean isConstantResult()

   {

       return true;

   }

 

   public boolean equalsNode(ExprNode node)

   {

       return node instanceof ExprNumberSetWildcard;

   }

 

   public void validate(ExprValidationContext validationContext) throws ExprValidationException

   {

   }

 

   public Class getType()

   {

       return WildcardParameter.class;

   }

 

   public Object evaluate(EventBean[] eventsPerStream, boolean isNewData, ExprEvaluatorContext

exprEvaluatorContext)

   {

       return wildcardParameter;

   }

}

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.core.eval;
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import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventType;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.core.SelectExprProcessor;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluator;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluatorContext;

 

public abstract class EvalBaseObjectArr extends EvalBase implements SelectExprProcessor {

 

   protected EvalBaseObjectArr(SelectExprContext selectExprContext, EventType resultEventType) {

       super(selectExprContext, resultEventType);

   }

 

   public abstract EventBean processSpecific(Object[] props, EventBean[] eventsPerStream, boolean isNewData,

boolean isSynthesize, ExprEvaluatorContext exprEvaluatorContext);

 

   public EventBean process(EventBean[] eventsPerStream, boolean isNewData, boolean isSynthesize,

ExprEvaluatorContext exprEvaluatorContext)

   {

       ExprEvaluator[] expressionNodes = selectExprContext.getExpressionNodes();

 

       Object[] result = new Object[expressionNodes.length];

       for (int i = 0; i < expressionNodes.length; i++)

       {

           result[i] = expressionNodes[i].evaluate(eventsPerStream, isNewData, exprEvaluatorContext);

       }

 

       return processSpecific(result, eventsPerStream, isNewData, isSynthesize, exprEvaluatorContext);

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.variable;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventType;

import com.espertech.esper.collection.SingleEventIterator;

import com.espertech.esper.core.service.EPServicesContext;

import com.espertech.esper.core.service.StatementResultService;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluatorContext;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprValidationException;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.spec.OnTriggerSetDesc;

import com.espertech.esper.event.EventAdapterService;
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import com.espertech.esper.view.ViewSupport;

import org.apache.commons.logging.Log;

import org.apache.commons.logging.LogFactory;

 

import java.util.HashMap;

import java.util.Iterator;

import java.util.Map;

 

/**

* A factory for a view that handles the setting of variables upon receipt of a triggering event.

*/

public class OnSetVariableViewFactory

{

   private static final Log log = LogFactory.getLog(OnSetVariableViewFactory.class);

   private final EventAdapterService eventAdapterService;

   private final VariableService variableService;

   private final EventType eventType;

   private final VariableReadWritePackage variableReadWritePackage;

   private final StatementResultService statementResultService;

 

   /**

    * Ctor.

    * @param desc specification for the on-set statement

    * @param eventAdapterService for creating statements

    * @param variableService for setting variables

    * @param statementResultService for coordinating on whether insert and remove stream events should be posted

    * @param exprEvaluatorContext context for expression evalauation

    * @throws com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprValidationException if the assignment expressions are invalid

    */

   public OnSetVariableViewFactory(String statementId, OnTriggerSetDesc desc, EventAdapterService

eventAdapterService, VariableService variableService, StatementResultService statementResultService,

ExprEvaluatorContext exprEvaluatorContext)

           throws ExprValidationException

   {

       this.eventAdapterService = eventAdapterService;

       this.variableService = variableService;

       this.statementResultService = statementResultService;

 

       variableReadWritePackage = new VariableReadWritePackage(desc.getAssignments(), variableService,

eventAdapterService);

       String outputEventTypeName = statementId + "_outsetvar";

       eventType = eventAdapterService.createAnonymousMapType(outputEventTypeName,

variableReadWritePackage.getVariableTypes());

   }

 

   public OnSetVariableView instantiate(ExprEvaluatorContext exprEvaluatorContext) {

       return new OnSetVariableView(this, exprEvaluatorContext);

   }
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   public EventType getEventType()

   {

       return eventType;

   }

 

   public EventAdapterService getEventAdapterService() {

       return eventAdapterService;

   }

 

   public VariableService getVariableService() {

       return variableService;

   }

 

   public VariableReadWritePackage getVariableReadWritePackage() {

       return variableReadWritePackage;

   }

 

   public StatementResultService getStatementResultService() {

       return statementResultService;

   }

}

<!--

 ~ **************************************************************************************

 ~ * Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

 ~ * http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

 ~ * http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

 ~ * ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

 ~ * The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

 ~ * a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

 ~ **************************************************************************************

 -->

 

<html>

<head></head>

<body>

<p>

	Indexes for views

</p>

</body>

</html>

<!--

 ~ **************************************************************************************

 ~ * Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

 ~ * http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

 ~ * http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

 ~ * ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

 ~ * The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *
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 ~ * a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

 ~ **************************************************************************************

 -->

 

<html>

<head></head>

<body>

<p>

	Services for metrics reporting, including global flag, repositories and threading.

</p>

</body>

</html>

<html>

<head></head>

<body>

<p>

	Services for metrics reporting, including global flag, repositories and threading.

</p>

</body>

</html>

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.enummethod.eval;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluator;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluatorContext;

 

import java.util.Collection;

import java.util.HashMap;

import java.util.Map;

 

public class EnumEvalToMapEvents extends EnumEvalBase implements EnumEval {

 

   private ExprEvaluator secondExpression;

 

   public EnumEvalToMapEvents(ExprEvaluator innerExpression, int streamCountIncoming, ExprEvaluator

secondExpression) {

       super(innerExpression, streamCountIncoming);
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       this.secondExpression = secondExpression;

   }

 

   public Object evaluateEnumMethod(EventBean[] eventsLambda, Collection target, boolean isNewData,

ExprEvaluatorContext context) {

       Map map = new HashMap();

 

       Collection<EventBean> beans = (Collection<EventBean>) target;

       for (EventBean next : beans) {

           eventsLambda[streamNumLambda] = next;

 

           Object key = innerExpression.evaluate(eventsLambda, isNewData, context);

           Object value = secondExpression.evaluate(eventsLambda, isNewData, context);

           map.put(key, value);

       }

 

       return map;

   }

}

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.agg.service;

 

import com.espertech.esper.epl.agg.access.AggregationState;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.agg.aggregator.AggregationMethod;

 

/**

* A row in aggregation state.

*/

public class AggregationMethodPairRow

{

   private long refcount;

   private final AggregationMethod[] methods;

   private final AggregationState[] states;

 

   /**

    * Ctor.

    * @param refcount number of items in state

    * @param methods aggregations
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    * @param states for first/last/window type access

    */

   public AggregationMethodPairRow(long refcount, AggregationMethod[] methods, AggregationState[] states)

   {

       this.refcount = refcount;

       this.methods = methods;

       this.states = states;

   }

 

   /**

    * Returns number of data points.

    * @return data points

    */

   public long getRefcount()

   {

       return refcount;

   }

 

   /**

    * Returns aggregation state.

    * @return state

    */

   public AggregationMethod[] getMethods()

   {

       return methods;

   }

 

   /**

    * Increase number of data points by one.

    */

   public void increaseRefcount()

   {

       refcount++;

   }

 

   /**

    * Decrease number of data points by one.

    */

   public void decreaseRefcount()

   {

       refcount--;

   }

 

   /**

    * Returns the states for first/last/window aggregation functions.

    * @return states

    */

   public AggregationState[] getStates()
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   {

       return states;

   }

}

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.lookup;

 

import com.espertech.esper.epl.join.plan.QueryGraphValueEntryHashKeyedProp;

 

import java.util.Collection;

 

public class SubordPropUtil {

 

   public static boolean isStrictKeyJoin(Collection<SubordPropHashKey> hashKeys) {

       for (SubordPropHashKey hashKey : hashKeys) {

           if (!(hashKey.getHashKey() instanceof QueryGraphValueEntryHashKeyedProp)) {

               return false;

           }

       }

       return true;

   }

 

   /**

    * Returns the key stream numbers.

    * @param descList a list of descriptors

    * @return key stream numbers

    */

   public static int[] getKeyStreamNums(Collection<SubordPropHashKey> descList)

   {

       int[] streamIds = new int[descList.size()];

       int count = 0;

       for (SubordPropHashKey desc : descList)

       {

           if (!(desc.getHashKey() instanceof QueryGraphValueEntryHashKeyedProp)) {

               throw new UnsupportedOperationException("Not a strict key compare");

           }

           streamIds[count++] = desc.getOptionalKeyStreamNum();

       }
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       return streamIds;

   }

 

   /**

    * Returns the key property names.

    * @param descList a list of descriptors

    * @return key property names

    */

   public static String[] getKeyProperties(Collection<SubordPropHashKey> descList)

   {

       String[] result = new String[descList.size()];

       int count = 0;

       for (SubordPropHashKey desc : descList)

       {

           if (!(desc.getHashKey() instanceof QueryGraphValueEntryHashKeyedProp)) {

               throw new UnsupportedOperationException("Not a strict key compare");

           }

           QueryGraphValueEntryHashKeyedProp keyed = (QueryGraphValueEntryHashKeyedProp)

desc.getHashKey();

           result[count++] = keyed.getKeyProperty();

       }

       return result;

   }

 

   /**

    * Returns the key property names.

    * @param descList a list of descriptors

    * @return key property names

    */

   public static String[] getKeyProperties(SubordPropHashKey[] descList)

   {

       String[] result = new String[descList.length];

       int count = 0;

       for (SubordPropHashKey desc : descList)

       {

           if (!(desc.getHashKey() instanceof QueryGraphValueEntryHashKeyedProp)) {

               throw new UnsupportedOperationException("Not a strict key compare");

           }

           QueryGraphValueEntryHashKeyedProp keyed = (QueryGraphValueEntryHashKeyedProp)

desc.getHashKey();

           result[count++] = keyed.getKeyProperty();

       }

       return result;

   }

 

   /**

    * Returns the key coercion types.

    * @param descList a list of descriptors
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    * @return key coercion types

    */

   public static Class[] getCoercionTypes(Collection<SubordPropHashKey> descList)

   {

       Class[] result = new Class[descList.size()];

       int count = 0;

       for (SubordPropHashKey desc : descList)

       {

           result[count++] = desc.getCoercionType();

       }

       return result;

   }

 

   /**

    * Returns the key coercion types.

    * @param descList a list of descriptors

    * @return key coercion types

    */

   public static Class[] getCoercionTypes(SubordPropHashKey[] descList)

   {

       Class[] result = new Class[descList.length];

       int count = 0;

       for (SubordPropHashKey desc : descList)

       {

           result[count++] = desc.getCoercionType();

       }

       return result;

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.spec;

 

import com.espertech.esper.util.MetaDefItem;

 

import java.util.ArrayList;

import java.util.List;

import java.util.Collection;

import java.io.Serializable;

 

/**

* Encapsulates the parsed select expressions in a select-clause in an EPL statement.
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*/

public class SelectClauseSpecRaw implements MetaDefItem, Serializable

{

   private boolean isDistinct;

	private List<SelectClauseElementRaw> selectClauseElements;

   private static final long serialVersionUID = -6530225321409268186L;

 

   /**

    * Ctor.

    */

   public SelectClauseSpecRaw()

	{

		selectClauseElements = new ArrayList<SelectClauseElementRaw>();

       isDistinct = false;

   }

 

   /**

    * Adds an select expression within the select clause.

    * @param element is the expression to add

    */

   public void add(SelectClauseElementRaw element)

	{

		selectClauseElements.add(element);

	}

 

   /**

    * Adds select expressions within the select clause.

    * @param elements is the expressions to add

    */

   public void addAll(Collection<SelectClauseElementRaw> elements)

	{

		selectClauseElements.addAll(elements);

	}

 

   /**

    * Returns the list of select expressions.

    * @return list of expressions

    */

   public List<SelectClauseElementRaw> getSelectExprList()

	{

		return selectClauseElements;

	}

 

   public boolean isOnlyWildcard() {

       return (selectClauseElements.size() == 1) && (selectClauseElements.get(0) instanceof

SelectClauseElementWildcard);        

   }
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   /**

    * Returns true if the select clause contains at least one wildcard.

    * @return true if clause contains wildcard, false if not

    */

   public boolean isUsingWildcard()

   {

       for (SelectClauseElementRaw element : selectClauseElements)

       {

           if (element instanceof SelectClauseElementWildcard)

           {

               return true;

           }

       }

       return false;

   }

 

   /**

    * Returns indictor whether distinct or not.

    * @return distinct indicator

    */

   public boolean isDistinct()

   {

       return isDistinct;

   }

 

   /**

    * Sets the indictor whether distinct or not.

    * @param distinct indicator

    */

   public void setDistinct(boolean distinct)

   {

       isDistinct = distinct;

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.agg.service;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.agg.aggregator.AggregationMethod;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.core.MethodResolutionService;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluator;
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import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluatorContext;

 

import java.util.*;

 

/**

* Implementation for handling aggregation with grouping by group-keys.

*/

public class AggSvcGroupByRefcountedNoAccessImpl extends AggregationServiceBaseGrouped

{

   // maintain for each group a row of aggregator states that the expression node canb pull the data from via index

   protected Map<Object, AggregationMethodRow> aggregatorsPerGroup;

 

   // maintain a current row for random access into the aggregator state table

   // (row=groups, columns=expression nodes that have aggregation functions)

   private AggregationMethod[] currentAggregatorRow;

 

   private MethodResolutionService methodResolutionService;

 

   private List<Object> removedKeys;

 

   /**

    * Ctor.

    * @param evaluators - evaluate the sub-expression within the aggregate function (ie. sum(4*myNum))

    * @param prototypes - collect the aggregation state that evaluators evaluate to, act as prototypes for new

aggregations

    * aggregation states for each group

    * @param methodResolutionService - factory for creating additional aggregation method instances per group key

    */

   public AggSvcGroupByRefcountedNoAccessImpl(ExprEvaluator evaluators[],

                                      AggregationMethodFactory prototypes[],

                                      MethodResolutionService methodResolutionService)

   {

       super(evaluators, prototypes);

       this.methodResolutionService = methodResolutionService;

       this.aggregatorsPerGroup = new HashMap<Object, AggregationMethodRow>();

       removedKeys = new ArrayList<Object>();

   }

 

   public void clearResults(ExprEvaluatorContext exprEvaluatorContext)

   {

       aggregatorsPerGroup.clear();

   }

 

   public void applyEnter(EventBean[] eventsPerStream, Object groupByKey, ExprEvaluatorContext

exprEvaluatorContext)

   {

       handleRemovedKeys();
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       AggregationMethodRow row = aggregatorsPerGroup.get(groupByKey);

 

       // The aggregators for this group do not exist, need to create them from the prototypes

       AggregationMethod[] groupAggregators;

       if (row == null)

       {

           groupAggregators = methodResolutionService.newAggregators(aggregators,

exprEvaluatorContext.getAgentInstanceId(), groupByKey);

           row = new AggregationMethodRow(methodResolutionService.getCurrentRowCount(groupAggregators,

null) + 1, groupAggregators);

           aggregatorsPerGroup.put(groupByKey, row);

       }

       else

       {

           groupAggregators = row.getMethods();

           row.increaseRefcount();

       }

 

       currentAggregatorRow = groupAggregators;

 

       // For this row, evaluate sub-expressions, enter result

       for (int j = 0; j < evaluators.length; j++)

       {

           Object columnResult = evaluators[j].evaluate(eventsPerStream, true, exprEvaluatorContext);

           groupAggregators[j].enter(columnResult);

       }

   }

 

   public void applyLeave(EventBean[] eventsPerStream, Object groupByKey, ExprEvaluatorContext

exprEvaluatorContext)

   {

       AggregationMethodRow row = aggregatorsPerGroup.get(groupByKey);

 

       // The aggregators for this group do not exist, need to create them from the prototypes

       AggregationMethod[] groupAggregators;

       if (row != null)

       {

           groupAggregators = row.getMethods();

       }

       else

       {

           groupAggregators = methodResolutionService.newAggregators(aggregators,

exprEvaluatorContext.getAgentInstanceId(), groupByKey);

           row = new AggregationMethodRow(methodResolutionService.getCurrentRowCount(groupAggregators,

null) + 1, groupAggregators);

           aggregatorsPerGroup.put(groupByKey, row);

       }

       currentAggregatorRow = groupAggregators;
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       // For this row, evaluate sub-expressions, enter result

       for (int j = 0; j < evaluators.length; j++)

       {

           Object columnResult = evaluators[j].evaluate(eventsPerStream, false, exprEvaluatorContext);

           groupAggregators[j].leave(columnResult);

       }

 

       row.decreaseRefcount();

       if (row.getRefcount() <= 0)

       {

           removedKeys.add(groupByKey);

           methodResolutionService.removeAggregators(exprEvaluatorContext.getAgentInstanceId(), groupByKey);  //

allow persistence to remove keys already

       }

   }

 

   public void setCurrentAccess(Object groupByKey, int agentInstanceId)

   {

       AggregationMethodRow row = aggregatorsPerGroup.get(groupByKey);

 

       if (row != null)

       {

           currentAggregatorRow = row.getMethods();

       }

       else

       {

           currentAggregatorRow = null;

       }

 

       if (currentAggregatorRow == null)

       {

           currentAggregatorRow = methodResolutionService.newAggregators(aggregators, agentInstanceId,

groupByKey);

       }

   }

 

   public Object getValue(int column, int agentInstanceId)

   {

       return currentAggregatorRow[column].getValue();

   }

 

   public Collection<EventBean> getCollection(int column, ExprEvaluatorContext context) {

       return null;

   }

 

   public EventBean getEventBean(int column, ExprEvaluatorContext context) {

       return null;
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   }

 

   public void setRemovedCallback(AggregationRowRemovedCallback callback) {

       // not applicable

   }

 

   protected void handleRemovedKeys() {

       if (!removedKeys.isEmpty())     // we collect removed keys lazily on the next enter to reduce the chance of

empty-group queries creating empty aggregators temporarily

       {

           for (Object removedKey : removedKeys)

           {

               aggregatorsPerGroup.remove(removedKey);

           }

           removedKeys.clear();

       }

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.expression;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventType;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.agg.access.AggregationStateType;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.agg.service.AggregationMethodFactory;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.core.StreamTypeService;

import com.espertech.esper.event.EventAdapterService;

 

import java.io.StringWriter;

import java.util.*;

 

public class ExprAggMultiFunctionLinearAccessNode extends ExprAggregateNodeBase implements

ExprEvaluatorEnumeration

{

   private static final long serialVersionUID = -6088874732989061687L;

 

   private final AggregationStateType stateType;

   private final boolean isWildcard;

   private final String streamWildcard;

   private transient EventType containedType;

   private transient ScalarCollectionEvaluator scalarCollectionEvaluator;
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   /**

    * Ctor.

    */

   public ExprAggMultiFunctionLinearAccessNode(AggregationStateType stateType, boolean wildcard, String

streamWildcard)

   {

       super(false);

       this.stateType = stateType;

       this.isWildcard = wildcard;

       this.streamWildcard = streamWildcard;

   }

 

   public AggregationMethodFactory validateAggregationChild(ExprValidationContext validationContext) throws

ExprValidationException

   {

       StreamTypeService streamTypeService = validationContext.getStreamTypeService();

       int streamNum;

       Class resultType;

       ExprEvaluator evaluator;

       ExprNode evaluatorIndex = null;

       boolean istreamOnly;

 

       if (isWildcard) {

           if (streamTypeService.getStreamNames().length > 1) {

               throw new ExprValidationException(getErrorPrefix() + " requires that in joins or subqueries the stream-

wildcard (stream-alias.*) syntax is used instead");

           }

           streamNum = 0;

           if (streamTypeService.getStreamNames().length == 0) {    // could be the case for

               throw new ExprValidationException(getErrorPrefix() + " requires that at least one stream is provided");

           }

           containedType = streamTypeService.getEventTypes()[0];

           resultType = streamTypeService.getEventTypes()[0].getUnderlyingType();

           final Class returnType = resultType;

           evaluator = new ExprEvaluator() {

               public Object evaluate(EventBean[] eventsPerStream, boolean isNewData, ExprEvaluatorContext context)

               {

                   if ((eventsPerStream == null) || (eventsPerStream[0] == null)) {

                       return null;

                   }

                   return eventsPerStream[0].getUnderlying();

               }

               public Class getType()

               {

                   return returnType;

               }

           };
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           istreamOnly = getIstreamOnly(streamTypeService, 0);

           if ((stateType == AggregationStateType.WINDOW) && istreamOnly &&

!streamTypeService.isOnDemandStreams()) {

               throw new ExprValidationException(getErrorPrefix() + " requires that the aggregated events provide a

remove stream; Defined a data window onto the stream or use 'firstever', 'lastever' or 'nth' instead");

           }

           this.addChildNodeToFront(new ExprStreamUnderlyingNodeImpl(null, true, streamNum, resultType));

       }

       else if (streamWildcard != null) {

           streamNum = streamTypeService.getStreamNumForStreamName(streamWildcard);

           if (streamNum == -1) {

               throw new ExprValidationException(getErrorPrefix() + " stream wildcard '" + streamWildcard + "' does

not resolve to any stream");

           }

           istreamOnly = getIstreamOnly(streamTypeService, streamNum);

           if ((stateType == AggregationStateType.WINDOW) && istreamOnly &&

!streamTypeService.isOnDemandStreams()) {

               throw new ExprValidationException(getErrorPrefix() + " requires that the aggregated events provide a

remove stream; Defined a data window onto the stream or use 'firstever', 'lastever' or 'nth' instead");

           }

           EventType type = streamTypeService.getEventTypes()[streamNum];

           containedType = type;

           resultType = type.getUnderlyingType();

           final int streamNumUsed = streamNum;

           final Class returnType = resultType;

           evaluator = new ExprEvaluator() {

               public Object evaluate(EventBean[] eventsPerStream, boolean isNewData, ExprEvaluatorContext context)

               {

                   if ((eventsPerStream == null) || (eventsPerStream[streamNumUsed] == null)) {

                       return null;

                   }

                   return eventsPerStream[streamNumUsed].getUnderlying();

               }

 

               public Class getType()

               {

                   return returnType;

               }

           };

           this.addChildNodeToFront(new ExprStreamUnderlyingNodeImpl(streamWildcard, false, streamNum,

resultType));

       }

       else {

           if (this.getChildNodes().length == 0) {

               throw new ExprValidationException(getErrorPrefix() + " requires a expression or wildcard (*) or stream

wildcard (stream-alias.*)");

           }

           ExprNode child = this.getChildNodes()[0];
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           Set<Integer> streams = ExprNodeUtility.getIdentStreamNumbers(child);

           if ((streams.isEmpty() || (streams.size() > 1))) {

               throw new ExprValidationException(getErrorPrefix() + " requires that any child expressions evaluate

properties of the same stream; Use 'firstever' or 'lastever' or 'nth' instead");

           }

           streamNum = streams.iterator().next();

           istreamOnly = getIstreamOnly(streamTypeService, streamNum);

           if ((stateType == AggregationStateType.WINDOW) && istreamOnly &&

!streamTypeService.isOnDemandStreams()) {

               throw new ExprValidationException(getErrorPrefix() + " requires that the aggregated events provide a

remove stream; Defined a data window onto the stream or use 'firstever', 'lastever' or 'nth' instead");

           }

           resultType = this.getChildNodes()[0].getExprEvaluator().getType();

           evaluator = this.getChildNodes()[0].getExprEvaluator();

           scalarCollectionEvaluator = new ScalarCollectionEvaluator(evaluator, streamNum, resultType);

       }

 

       if (this.getChildNodes().length > 1) {

           if (stateType == AggregationStateType.WINDOW) {

               throw new ExprValidationException(getErrorPrefix() + " does not accept an index expression; Use 'first' or

'last' instead");

           }

           evaluatorIndex = this.getChildNodes()[1];

           if (evaluatorIndex.getExprEvaluator().getType() != Integer.class) {

               throw new ExprValidationException(getErrorPrefix() + " requires an index expression that returns an

integer value");

           }

       }

 

       return new ExprAggMultiFunctionLinearAccessNodeFactory(stateType, resultType, streamNum, evaluator,

evaluatorIndex, istreamOnly, streamTypeService.isOnDemandStreams());

   }

 

   protected static boolean getIstreamOnly(StreamTypeService streamTypeService, int streamNum) {

       if (streamNum < streamTypeService.getEventTypes().length) {

           return streamTypeService.getIStreamOnly()[streamNum];

       }

       // this could happen for match-recognize which has different stream types for selection and for aggregation

       return streamTypeService.getIStreamOnly()[0];

   }

 

   @Override

   protected String getAggregationFunctionName() {

       return stateType.toString().toLowerCase();

   }

 

   public String toExpressionString()

   {
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       StringWriter writer = new StringWriter();

       writer.append(stateType.toString().toLowerCase());

       ExprNodeUtility.toExpressionStringParams(writer, this.getChildNodes(), isWildcard, streamWildcard, true);

       return writer.toString();

   }

 

   public AggregationStateType getStateType()

   {

       return stateType;

   }

 

   public boolean isWildcard()

   {

       return isWildcard;

   }

 

   public String getStreamWildcard()

   {

       return streamWildcard;

   }

 

   public Collection<EventBean> evaluateGetROCollectionEvents(EventBean[] eventsPerStream, boolean

isNewData, ExprEvaluatorContext context) {

       return super.aggregationResultFuture.getCollection(column, context);

   }

 

   public Collection evaluateGetROCollectionScalar(EventBean[] eventsPerStream, boolean isNewData,

ExprEvaluatorContext context) {

       Collection<EventBean> events = evaluateGetROCollectionEvents(eventsPerStream, isNewData, context);

       if (events == null) {

           return null;

       }

       if (events.isEmpty()) {

           return Collections.emptyList();

       }

 

       Deque list = new ArrayDeque();

       for (EventBean bean : events) {

           list.add(scalarCollectionEvaluator.evaluate(bean, isNewData, context));

       }

       return list;

   }

 

   public EventType getEventTypeCollection(EventAdapterService eventAdapterService) {

       if (stateType == AggregationStateType.FIRST || stateType == AggregationStateType.LAST) {

           return null;

       }

       return containedType;
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   }

 

   public Class getComponentTypeCollection() throws ExprValidationException {

       return scalarCollectionEvaluator == null ? null : scalarCollectionEvaluator.componentType;

   }

 

   public EventType getEventTypeSingle(EventAdapterService eventAdapterService, String statementId) throws

ExprValidationException {

       if (stateType == AggregationStateType.FIRST || stateType == AggregationStateType.LAST) {

           return containedType;

       }

       return null;

   }

 

   public EventBean evaluateGetEventBean(EventBean[] eventsPerStream, boolean isNewData,

ExprEvaluatorContext context) {

       return super.aggregationResultFuture.getEventBean(column, context);

   }

 

   @Override

   protected boolean equalsNodeAggregate(ExprAggregateNode node) {

       if (this == node) return true;

       if (node == null || getClass() != node.getClass()) return false;

 

       ExprAggMultiFunctionLinearAccessNode that = (ExprAggMultiFunctionLinearAccessNode) node;

 

       if (isWildcard != that.isWildcard) return false;

       if (stateType != that.stateType) return false;

       if (streamWildcard != null ? !streamWildcard.equals(that.streamWildcard) : that.streamWildcard != null)

           return false;

 

       return true;

   }

 

   private String getErrorPrefix() {

       return "The '" + stateType.toString().toLowerCase() + "' aggregation function";

   }

 

   private static class ScalarCollectionEvaluator {

       private final ExprEvaluator scalarEvaluator;

       private final int streamId;

       private final Class componentType;

       private final EventBean[] eventsPerStream;

 

       private ScalarCollectionEvaluator(ExprEvaluator scalarEvaluator, int streamId, Class componentType) {

           this.scalarEvaluator = scalarEvaluator;

           this.streamId = streamId;

           this.componentType = componentType;
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           this.eventsPerStream = new EventBean[streamId + 1];

       }

 

       public Object evaluate(EventBean theEvent, boolean isNewData, ExprEvaluatorContext context) {

           eventsPerStream[streamId] = theEvent;

           return scalarEvaluator.evaluate(eventsPerStream, isNewData, context);

       }

 

       public Class getComponentType() {

           return componentType;

       }

   }

}

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.join.exec.sorted;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluator;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluatorContext;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.join.table.PropertySortedEventTable;

 

import java.util.Collection;

import java.util.Set;

 

public class SortedAccessStrategyRange extends SortedAccessStrategyRangeBase implements

SortedAccessStrategy {

 

   // indicate whether "a between 60 and 50" should return no results (false, equivalent to a>= X and a <=Y) or

should return results (true, equivalent to 'between' and 'in') 

   private final boolean allowRangeReversal;

 

   public SortedAccessStrategyRange(boolean isNWOnTrigger, int lookupStream, int numStreams, ExprEvaluator

start, boolean includeStart, ExprEvaluator end, boolean includeEnd, boolean allowRangeReversal) {

       super(isNWOnTrigger, lookupStream, numStreams, start, includeStart, end, includeEnd);

       this.allowRangeReversal = allowRangeReversal;

   }

 

   public Set<EventBean> lookup(EventBean theEvent, PropertySortedEventTable index, ExprEvaluatorContext
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context) {

       return index.lookupRange(super.evaluateLookupStart(theEvent, context), includeStart,

super.evaluateLookupEnd(theEvent, context), includeEnd, allowRangeReversal);

   }

 

   public Collection<EventBean> lookup(EventBean[] eventsPerStream, PropertySortedEventTable index,

ExprEvaluatorContext context) {

 

       return index.lookupRangeColl(super.evaluatePerStreamStart(eventsPerStream, context), includeStart,

super.evaluatePerStreamEnd(eventsPerStream, context), includeEnd, allowRangeReversal);

   }

}

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.join.exec.composite;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluatorContext;

 

import java.util.Collection;

import java.util.Map;

import java.util.Set;

 

public interface CompositeIndexQuery {

   public void add(EventBean theEvent, Map value, Set<EventBean> result);

   public void add(EventBean[] eventsPerStream, Map value, Collection<EventBean> result);

   public Set<EventBean> get(EventBean theEvent, Map parent, ExprEvaluatorContext context);

   public Collection<EventBean> get(EventBean eventsPerStream[], Map parent, ExprEvaluatorContext context);

   public void setNext(CompositeIndexQuery next);

}

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************
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*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.datetime.interval;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluator;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluatorContext;

 

public abstract class IntervalComputerExprBase implements IntervalComputer {

   private final ExprEvaluator start;

   private final ExprEvaluator finish;

 

   public IntervalComputerExprBase(IntervalStartEndParameterPair pair) {

       this.start = pair.getStart().getEvaluator();

       this.finish = pair.getEnd().getEvaluator();

   }

 

   public abstract boolean compute(long leftStartTs, long leftEndTs, long rightStartTs, long rightEndTs, long start,

long end);

 

   public Boolean compute(long leftStart, long leftEnd, long rightStart, long rightEnd, EventBean[] eventsPerStream,

boolean newData, ExprEvaluatorContext context) {

       Object startValue = start.evaluate(eventsPerStream, newData, context);

       if (startValue == null) {

           return null;

       }

 

       Object endValue = finish.evaluate(eventsPerStream, newData, context);

       if (endValue == null) {

           return null;

       }

 

       long start = toLong(startValue);

       long end = toLong(endValue);

 

       if (start > end) {

           return compute(leftStart, leftEnd, rightStart, rightEnd, end, start);

       }

       else {

           return compute(leftStart, leftEnd, rightStart, rightEnd, start, end);

       }

   }

 

   public static long toLong(Object value) {

       double d = ((Number) value).doubleValue();

       return (long) (d * 1000);

   }

}
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/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.datetime.interval;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventType;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.core.StreamTypeService;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.datetime.eval.DatetimeMethodEnum;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.datetime.eval.OpFactory;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluator;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprNode;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprValidationException;

 

import java.util.List;

 

public class IntervalOpFactory implements OpFactory {

   public IntervalOp getOp(StreamTypeService streamTypeService, DatetimeMethodEnum method, String

methodNameUsed, List<ExprNode> parameters, ExprEvaluator[] evaluators)

       throws ExprValidationException {

 

       return new IntervalOpImpl(method, methodNameUsed, streamTypeService, parameters);

   }

 

}

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.script;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EPException;

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluator;
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import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluatorContext;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.script.mvel.MVELInvoker;

import org.apache.commons.logging.Log;

import org.apache.commons.logging.LogFactory;

 

import java.lang.reflect.InvocationTargetException;

import java.util.HashMap;

import java.util.Map;

 

public class ExprNodeScriptEvalMVEL extends ExprNodeScriptEvalBase {

 

   private static final Log log = LogFactory.getLog(ExprNodeScriptEvalMVEL.class);

 

   private final Object executable;

 

   public ExprNodeScriptEvalMVEL(String scriptName, String statementName, String[] names, ExprEvaluator[]

parameters, Class returnType, Object executable) {

       super(scriptName, statementName, names, parameters, returnType);

       this.executable = executable;

   }

 

   public Object evaluate(EventBean[] eventsPerStream, boolean isNewData, ExprEvaluatorContext context) {

       Map<String, Object> paramsList = new HashMap<String, Object>();

       for (int i = 0; i < names.length; i++) {

           paramsList.put(names[i], parameters[i].evaluate(eventsPerStream, isNewData, context));

       }

       paramsList.put(ExprNodeScript.CONTEXT_BINDING_NAME, context.getAgentInstanceScriptContext());

 

       try {

           Object result = MVELInvoker.executeExpression(executable, paramsList);

 

           if (coercer != null) {

               return coercer.coerceBoxed((Number) result);

           }

 

           return result;

       }

       catch (InvocationTargetException ex) {

           Throwable mvelException = ex.getCause();

           String message = "Unexpected exception executing script '" + scriptName + "' for statement '" +

statementName + "' : " + mvelException.getMessage();

           log.error(message, mvelException);

           throw new EPException(message, ex);

       }

   }

}

/*

* *************************************************************************************
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*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.join.exec.composite;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluator;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluatorContext;

import com.espertech.esper.event.EventBeanUtility;

 

import java.util.Collection;

import java.util.Map;

import java.util.Set;

import java.util.TreeMap;

 

public class CompositeAccessStrategyGE extends CompositeAccessStrategyRelOpBase implements

CompositeAccessStrategy {

 

   public CompositeAccessStrategyGE(boolean isNWOnTrigger, int lookupStream, int numStreams, ExprEvaluator

key, Class coercionType) {

       super(isNWOnTrigger, lookupStream, numStreams, key, coercionType);

   }

 

   public Set<EventBean> lookup(EventBean theEvent, Map parent, Set<EventBean> result, CompositeIndexQuery

next, ExprEvaluatorContext context) {

       TreeMap<Object, ?> index = (TreeMap<Object, ?>) parent;

       Object comparable = super.evaluateLookup(theEvent, context);

       if (comparable == null) {

           return null;

       }

       comparable = EventBeanUtility.coerce(comparable, coercionType);

       return CompositeIndexQueryRange.handle(theEvent, index.tailMap(comparable), null, result, next);

   }

 

   public Collection<EventBean> lookup(EventBean[] eventPerStream, Map parent, Collection<EventBean> result,

CompositeIndexQuery next, ExprEvaluatorContext context) {

       TreeMap index = (TreeMap) parent;

       Object comparable = super.evaluatePerStream(eventPerStream, context);

       if (comparable == null) {

           return null;

       }

       comparable = EventBeanUtility.coerce(comparable, coercionType);
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       return CompositeIndexQueryRange.handle(eventPerStream, index.tailMap(comparable), null, result, next);

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.spec;

 

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprNode;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprSubstitutionNode;

import com.espertech.esper.util.MetaDefItem;

 

import java.io.Serializable;

import java.util.*;

 

/**

* Specification object representing a complete EPL statement including all EPL constructs.

*/

public class StatementSpecRaw implements MetaDefItem, Serializable

{

   private ExpressionDeclDesc expressionDeclDesc;

   private OnTriggerDesc onTriggerDesc;

   private UpdateDesc updateDesc;

   private CreateWindowDesc createWindowDesc;

   private CreateVariableDesc createVariableDesc;

   private CreateIndexDesc createIndexDesc;

   private CreateSchemaDesc createSchemaDesc;

   private InsertIntoDesc insertIntoDesc;

   private SelectClauseStreamSelectorEnum selectStreamDirEnum;

   private SelectClauseSpecRaw selectClauseSpec = new SelectClauseSpecRaw();

   private List<StreamSpecRaw> streamSpecs = new LinkedList<StreamSpecRaw>();

   private List<OuterJoinDesc> outerJoinDescList = new LinkedList<OuterJoinDesc>();

   private ExprNode filterExprRootNode;

   private List<ExprNode> groupByExpressions = new LinkedList<ExprNode>();

   private ExprNode havingExprRootNode;

   private OutputLimitSpec outputLimitSpec;

   private RowLimitSpec rowLimitSpec;

   private List<OrderByItem> orderByList = new LinkedList<OrderByItem>();

   private boolean hasVariables;

   private List<AnnotationDesc> annotations = new ArrayList<AnnotationDesc>(1);

   private String expressionNoAnnotations;

   private MatchRecognizeSpec matchRecognizeSpec;

   private Set<String> referencedVariables;
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   private ForClauseSpec forClauseSpec;

   private Map<Integer, List<ExprNode>> sqlParameters;

   private List<ExprSubstitutionNode> substitutionParameters;

   private CreateContextDesc createContextDesc;

   private String optionalContextName;

   private List<ExpressionScriptProvided> scriptExpressions;

   private CreateDataFlowDesc createDataFlowDesc;

   private CreateExpressionDesc createExpressionDesc;

   private FireAndForgetSpec fireAndForgetSpec;

 

   private static final long serialVersionUID = 5390766716794133693L;

 

   /**

    * Ctor.

    * @param defaultStreamSelector stream selection for the statement

    */

   public StatementSpecRaw(SelectClauseStreamSelectorEnum defaultStreamSelector)

   {

       selectStreamDirEnum = defaultStreamSelector;

   }

 

   /**

    * Returns the FROM-clause stream definitions.

    * @return list of stream specifications

    */

   public List<StreamSpecRaw> getStreamSpecs()

   {

       return streamSpecs;

   }

 

   /**

    * Returns SELECT-clause list of expressions.

    * @return list of expressions and optional name

    */

   public SelectClauseSpecRaw getSelectClauseSpec()

   {

       return selectClauseSpec;

   }

 

   /**

    * Returns the WHERE-clause root node of filter expression.

    * @return filter expression root node

    */

   public ExprNode getFilterRootNode()

   {

       return filterExprRootNode;

   }
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   /**

    * Returns the LEFT/RIGHT/FULL OUTER JOIN-type and property name descriptor, if applicable. Returns null

if regular join.

    * @return outer join type, stream names and property names

    */

   public List<OuterJoinDesc> getOuterJoinDescList()

   {

       return outerJoinDescList;

   }

 

   /**

    * Returns list of group-by expressions.

    * @return group-by expression nodes as specified in group-by clause

    */

   public List<ExprNode> getGroupByExpressions()

   {

       return groupByExpressions;

   }

 

   /**

    * Returns expression root node representing the having-clause, if present, or null if no having clause was

supplied.

    * @return having-clause expression top node

    */

   public ExprNode getHavingExprRootNode()

   {

       return havingExprRootNode;

   }

 

   /**

    * Returns the output limit definition, if any.

    * @return output limit spec

    */

   public OutputLimitSpec getOutputLimitSpec()

   {

       return outputLimitSpec;

   }

 

   /**

    * Return a descriptor with the insert-into event name and optional list of columns.

    * @return insert into specification

    */

   public InsertIntoDesc getInsertIntoDesc()

   {

       return insertIntoDesc;

   }

 

   /**
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    * Returns the list of order-by expression as specified in the ORDER BY clause.

    * @return Returns the orderByList.

    */

   public List<OrderByItem> getOrderByList() {

       return orderByList;

   }

 

   /**

    * Returns the stream selector (rstream/istream).

    * @return stream selector

    */

   public SelectClauseStreamSelectorEnum getSelectStreamSelectorEnum()

   {

       return selectStreamDirEnum;

   }

 

   /**

    * Sets the output limiting definition.

    * @param outputLimitSpec defines the rules for output limiting

    */

   public void setOutputLimitSpec(OutputLimitSpec outputLimitSpec)

   {

       this.outputLimitSpec = outputLimitSpec;

   }

 

   /**

    * Sets the having-clause filter expression node.

    * @param havingExprRootNode the having-clause expression

    */

   public void setHavingExprRootNode(ExprNode havingExprRootNode)

   {

       this.havingExprRootNode = havingExprRootNode;

   }

 

   /**

    * Sets the definition for any insert-into clause.

    * @param insertIntoDesc is the descriptor for insert-into rules

    */

   public void setInsertIntoDesc(InsertIntoDesc insertIntoDesc)

   {

       this.insertIntoDesc = insertIntoDesc;

   }

 

   /**

    * Sets the stream selector (rstream/istream/both etc).

    * @param selectStreamDirEnum to be set

    */

   public void setSelectStreamDirEnum(SelectClauseStreamSelectorEnum selectStreamDirEnum)
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   {

       this.selectStreamDirEnum = selectStreamDirEnum;

   }

 

   /**

    * Sets the select clause.

    * @param selectClauseSpec is the new select clause specification

    */

   public void setSelectClauseSpec(SelectClauseSpecRaw selectClauseSpec)

   {

       this.selectClauseSpec = selectClauseSpec;

   }

 

   /**

    * Returns the create-window specification.

    * @return descriptor for creating a named window

    */

   public CreateWindowDesc getCreateWindowDesc()

   {

       return createWindowDesc;

   }

 

   /**

    * Sets the create-window specification.

    * @param createWindowDesc descriptor for creating a named window

    */

   public void setCreateWindowDesc(CreateWindowDesc createWindowDesc)

   {

       this.createWindowDesc = createWindowDesc;

   }

 

   /**

    * Returns the on-delete statement specification.

    * @return descriptor for creating a an on-delete statement

    */

   public OnTriggerDesc getOnTriggerDesc()

   {

       return onTriggerDesc;

   }

 

   /**

    * Sets the on-delete statement specification.

    * @param onTriggerDesc descriptor for creating an on-delete statement

    */

   public void setOnTriggerDesc(OnTriggerDesc onTriggerDesc)

   {

       this.onTriggerDesc = onTriggerDesc;

   }
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   /**

    * Gets the where clause.

    * @return where clause or null if none

    */

   public ExprNode getFilterExprRootNode()

   {

       return filterExprRootNode;

   }

 

   /**

    * Sets the where clause or null if none

    * @param filterExprRootNode where clause expression

    */

   public void setFilterExprRootNode(ExprNode filterExprRootNode)

   {

       this.filterExprRootNode = filterExprRootNode;

   }

 

   /**

    * Returns true if a statement (or subquery sub-statements) use variables.

    * @return indicator if variables are used

    */

   public boolean isHasVariables()

   {

       return hasVariables;

   }

 

   /**

    * Sets the flag indicating the statement uses variables.

    * @param hasVariables true if variables are used

    */

   public void setHasVariables(boolean hasVariables)

   {

       this.hasVariables = hasVariables;

   }

 

   /**

    * Returns the descriptor for create-variable statements.

    * @return create-variable info

    */

   public CreateVariableDesc getCreateVariableDesc()

   {

       return createVariableDesc;

   }

 

   /**

    * Sets the descriptor for create-variable statements, if this is one.
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    * @param createVariableDesc create-variable info

    */

   public void setCreateVariableDesc(CreateVariableDesc createVariableDesc)

   {

       this.createVariableDesc = createVariableDesc;

   }

 

   /**

    * Returns the row limit, or null if none.

    * @return row limit

    */

   public RowLimitSpec getRowLimitSpec()

   {

       return rowLimitSpec;

   }

 

   /**

    * Sets the row limit, or null if none.

    * @param rowLimitSpec row limit

    */

   public void setRowLimitSpec(RowLimitSpec rowLimitSpec)

   {

       this.rowLimitSpec = rowLimitSpec;

   }

 

   /**

    * Returns a list of annotation descriptors.

    * @return annotation descriptors

    */

   public List<AnnotationDesc> getAnnotations()

   {

       return annotations;

   }

 

   /**

    * Sets a list of annotation descriptors.

    * @param annotations annotation descriptors

    */

   public void setAnnotations(List<AnnotationDesc> annotations)

   {

       this.annotations = annotations;

   }

 

   /**

    * Sets the update specification.

    * @param updateDesc update spec

    */

   public void setUpdateDesc(UpdateDesc updateDesc)
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   {

       this.updateDesc = updateDesc;

   }

 

   /**

    * Returns the update spec.

    * @return update spec

    */

   public UpdateDesc getUpdateDesc()

   {

       return updateDesc;

   }

 

   /**

    * Sets the expression text without annotations.

    * @param expressionNoAnnotations text

    */

   public void setExpressionNoAnnotations(String expressionNoAnnotations)

   {

       this.expressionNoAnnotations = expressionNoAnnotations;

   }

 

   /**

    * Returns the expression text without annotations.

    * @return expressionNoAnnotations text

    */

   public String getExpressionNoAnnotations()

   {

       return expressionNoAnnotations;

   }

 

   /**

    * Returns the match recognize spec.

    * @return spec

    */

   public MatchRecognizeSpec getMatchRecognizeSpec() {

       return matchRecognizeSpec;

   }

 

   /**

    * Sets the match recognize spec

    * @param matchRecognizeSpec spec

    */

   public void setMatchRecognizeSpec(MatchRecognizeSpec matchRecognizeSpec) {

       this.matchRecognizeSpec = matchRecognizeSpec;

   }

 

   /**
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    * Set variables referenced

    * @param referencedVariables vars

    */

   public void setReferencedVariables(Set<String> referencedVariables) {

       this.referencedVariables = referencedVariables;

   }

 

   /**

    * Returns variables referenced

    * @return vars

    */

   public Set<String> getReferencedVariables() {

       return referencedVariables;

   }

 

   /**

    * Returns create-index if any.

    * @return index create

    */

   public CreateIndexDesc getCreateIndexDesc() {

       return createIndexDesc;

   }

 

   /**

    * Set create-index if any.

    * @param createIndexDesc index create

    */

   public void setCreateIndexDesc(CreateIndexDesc createIndexDesc) {

       this.createIndexDesc = createIndexDesc;

   }

 

   public CreateSchemaDesc getCreateSchemaDesc()

   {

       return createSchemaDesc;

   }

 

   public void setCreateSchemaDesc(CreateSchemaDesc createSchemaDesc)

   {

       this.createSchemaDesc = createSchemaDesc;

   }

 

   public ForClauseSpec getForClauseSpec()

   {

       return forClauseSpec;

   }

 

   public void setForClauseSpec(ForClauseSpec forClauseSpec)

   {
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       this.forClauseSpec = forClauseSpec;

   }

 

   public Map<Integer, List<ExprNode>> getSqlParameters()

   {

       return sqlParameters;

   }

 

   public void setSqlParameters(Map<Integer, List<ExprNode>> sqlParameters)

   {

       this.sqlParameters = sqlParameters;

   }

 

   public List<ExprSubstitutionNode> getSubstitutionParameters()

   {

       return substitutionParameters;

   }

 

   public void setSubstitutionParameters(List<ExprSubstitutionNode> substitutionParameters)

   {

       this.substitutionParameters = substitutionParameters;

   }

 

   public ExpressionDeclDesc getExpressionDeclDesc() {

       return expressionDeclDesc;

   }

 

   public void setExpressionDeclDesc(ExpressionDeclDesc expressionDeclDesc) {

       this.expressionDeclDesc = expressionDeclDesc;

   }

 

   public CreateContextDesc getCreateContextDesc() {

       return createContextDesc;

   }

 

   public void setCreateContextDesc(CreateContextDesc createContextDesc) {

       this.createContextDesc = createContextDesc;

   }

 

   public String getOptionalContextName() {

       return optionalContextName;

   }

 

   public void setOptionalContextName(String optionalContextName) {

       this.optionalContextName = optionalContextName;

   }

 

   public List<ExpressionScriptProvided> getScriptExpressions() {
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       return scriptExpressions;

   }

 

   public void setScriptExpressions(List<ExpressionScriptProvided> scriptExpressions) {

       this.scriptExpressions = scriptExpressions;

   }

 

   public CreateDataFlowDesc getCreateDataFlowDesc() {

       return createDataFlowDesc;

   }

 

   public void setCreateDataFlowDesc(CreateDataFlowDesc createDataFlowDesc) {

       this.createDataFlowDesc = createDataFlowDesc;

   }

 

   public CreateExpressionDesc getCreateExpressionDesc() {

       return createExpressionDesc;

   }

 

   public void setCreateExpressionDesc(CreateExpressionDesc createExpressionDesc) {

       this.createExpressionDesc = createExpressionDesc;

   }

 

   public FireAndForgetSpec getFireAndForgetSpec() {

       return fireAndForgetSpec;

   }

 

   public void setFireAndForgetSpec(FireAndForgetSpec fireAndForgetSpec) {

       this.fireAndForgetSpec = fireAndForgetSpec;

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.core;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.ConfigurationInformation;

import com.espertech.esper.client.EPException;

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventType;

import com.espertech.esper.collection.IterablesArrayIterator;

import com.espertech.esper.collection.Pair;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.db.DataCache;
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import com.espertech.esper.epl.db.PollExecStrategy;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.*;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.join.pollindex.PollResultIndexingStrategy;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.join.table.EventTable;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.join.table.UnindexedEventTableList;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.spec.MethodStreamSpec;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.variable.VariableService;

import com.espertech.esper.event.EventAdapterService;

import com.espertech.esper.schedule.SchedulingService;

import com.espertech.esper.schedule.TimeProvider;

import com.espertech.esper.util.JavaClassHelper;

import com.espertech.esper.view.HistoricalEventViewable;

import com.espertech.esper.view.View;

import com.espertech.esper.view.ViewSupport;

 

import java.lang.annotation.Annotation;

import java.util.*;

 

/**

* Polling-data provider that calls a static method on a class and passed parameters, and wraps the

* results as POJO events.

*/

public class MethodPollingViewable implements HistoricalEventViewable

{

   private final MethodStreamSpec methodStreamSpec;

   private final PollExecStrategy pollExecStrategy;

   private final List<ExprNode> inputParameters;

   private final DataCache dataCache;

   private final EventType eventType;

   private final ThreadLocal<DataCache> dataCacheThreadLocal = new ThreadLocal<DataCache>();

   private final ExprEvaluatorContext exprEvaluatorContext;

 

   private SortedSet<Integer> requiredStreams;

   private ExprEvaluator[] validatedExprNodes;

 

   private static final EventBean[][] NULL_ROWS;

   static {

       NULL_ROWS = new EventBean[1][];

       NULL_ROWS[0] = new EventBean[1];

   }

   private static final PollResultIndexingStrategy iteratorIndexingStrategy = new PollResultIndexingStrategy()

   {

       public EventTable index(List<EventBean> pollResult, boolean isActiveCache)

       {

           return new UnindexedEventTableList(pollResult);

       }

 

       public String toQueryPlan() {
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           return this.getClass().getSimpleName() + " unindexed";

       }

   };

 

   /**

    * Ctor.

    * @param methodStreamSpec defines class and method names

    * @param myStreamNumber is the stream number

    * @param inputParameters the input parameter expressions

    * @param pollExecStrategy the execution strategy

    * @param dataCache the cache to use

    * @param eventType the type of event returned

    * @param exprEvaluatorContext expression evaluation context

    */

   public MethodPollingViewable(

                          MethodStreamSpec methodStreamSpec,

                          int myStreamNumber,

                          List<ExprNode> inputParameters,

                          PollExecStrategy pollExecStrategy,

                          DataCache dataCache,

                          EventType eventType,

                          ExprEvaluatorContext exprEvaluatorContext)

   {

       this.methodStreamSpec = methodStreamSpec;

       this.inputParameters = inputParameters;

       this.pollExecStrategy = pollExecStrategy;

       this.dataCache = dataCache;

       this.eventType = eventType;

       this.exprEvaluatorContext = exprEvaluatorContext;

   }

 

   public void stop()

   {

       pollExecStrategy.destroy();

   }

 

   public ThreadLocal<DataCache> getDataCacheThreadLocal()

   {

       return dataCacheThreadLocal;

   }

 

   public void validate(EngineImportService engineImportService, StreamTypeService streamTypeService,

MethodResolutionService methodResolutionService, TimeProvider timeProvider,

                        VariableService variableService, ExprEvaluatorContext exprEvaluatorContext,

ConfigurationInformation configSnapshot,

                        SchedulingService schedulingService, String engineURI, Map<Integer, List<ExprNode>>

sqlParameters, EventAdapterService eventAdapterService, String statementName, String statementId, Annotation[]

annotations) throws ExprValidationException {
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       // validate and visit

       ExprValidationContext validationContext = new ExprValidationContext(streamTypeService,

methodResolutionService, null, timeProvider, variableService, exprEvaluatorContext, eventAdapterService,

statementName, statementId, annotations, null);

       ExprNodeIdentifierVisitor visitor = new ExprNodeIdentifierVisitor(true);

       final List<ExprNode> validatedInputParameters = new ArrayList<ExprNode>();

       for (ExprNode exprNode : inputParameters) {

           ExprNode validated = ExprNodeUtility.getValidatedSubtree(exprNode, validationContext);

           validatedInputParameters.add(validated);

           validated.accept(visitor);

       }

 

       // determine required streams

       requiredStreams = new TreeSet<Integer>();

       for (Pair<Integer, String> identifier : visitor.getExprProperties())

       {

           requiredStreams.add(identifier.getFirst());

       }

 

       ExprNodeUtilResolveExceptionHandler handler = new ExprNodeUtilResolveExceptionHandler() {

           public ExprValidationException handle(Exception e) {

               if (inputParameters.size() == 0)

               {

                   return new ExprValidationException("Method footprint does not match the number or type of

expression parameters, expecting no parameters in method: " + e.getMessage());

               }

               Class[] resultTypes = ExprNodeUtility.getExprResultTypes(validatedInputParameters);

               return new ExprValidationException("Method footprint does not match the number or type of expression

parameters, expecting a method where parameters are typed '" +

                       JavaClassHelper.getParameterAsString(resultTypes) + "': " + e.getMessage());

           }

       };

 

       ExprNodeUtilMethodDesc desc =

ExprNodeUtility.resolveMethodAllowWildcardAndStream(methodStreamSpec.getClassName(), null,

               methodStreamSpec.getMethodName(), validatedInputParameters, methodResolutionService,

eventAdapterService, statementId,

               false, null, handler, methodStreamSpec.getMethodName());

       validatedExprNodes = desc.getChildEvals();

   }

 

   public EventTable[] poll(EventBean[][] lookupEventsPerStream, PollResultIndexingStrategy indexingStrategy,

ExprEvaluatorContext exprEvaluatorContext)

   {

       DataCache localDataCache = dataCacheThreadLocal.get();

       boolean strategyStarted = false;
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       EventTable[] resultPerInputRow = new EventTable[lookupEventsPerStream.length];

 

       // Get input parameters for each row

       for (int row = 0; row < lookupEventsPerStream.length; row++)

       {

           Object[] lookupValues = new Object[inputParameters.size()];

 

           // Build lookup keys

           for (int valueNum = 0; valueNum < inputParameters.size(); valueNum++)

           {

               Object parameterValue = validatedExprNodes[valueNum].evaluate(lookupEventsPerStream[row], true,

exprEvaluatorContext);

               lookupValues[valueNum] = parameterValue;

           }

 

           EventTable result = null;

 

           // try the threadlocal iteration cache, if set

           if (localDataCache != null)

           {

               result = localDataCache.getCached(lookupValues);

           }

 

           // try the connection cache

           if (result == null)

           {

               result = dataCache.getCached(lookupValues);

               if ((result != null) && (localDataCache != null))

               {

                   localDataCache.put(lookupValues, result);

               }

           }

 

           if (result != null)     // found in cache

           {

               resultPerInputRow[row] = result;

           }

           else        // not found in cache, get from actual polling (db query)

           {

               try

               {

                   if (!strategyStarted)

                   {

                       pollExecStrategy.start();

                       strategyStarted = true;

                   }

 

                   // Poll using the polling execution strategy and lookup values
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                   List<EventBean> pollResult = pollExecStrategy.poll(lookupValues);

 

                   // index the result, if required, using an indexing strategy

                   EventTable indexTable = indexingStrategy.index(pollResult, dataCache.isActive());

 

                   // assign to row

                   resultPerInputRow[row] = indexTable;

 

                   // save in cache

                   dataCache.put(lookupValues, indexTable);

 

                   if (localDataCache != null)

                   {

                       localDataCache.put(lookupValues, indexTable);

                   }

               }

               catch (EPException ex)

               {

                   if (strategyStarted)

                   {

                       pollExecStrategy.done();

                   }

                   throw ex;

               }

           }

       }

 

       if (strategyStarted)

       {

           pollExecStrategy.done();

       }

 

       return resultPerInputRow;

   }

 

   public View addView(View view)

   {

       view.setParent(this);

       return view;

   }

 

   public View[] getViews()

   {

       return ViewSupport.EMPTY_VIEW_ARRAY;

   }

 

   public boolean removeView(View view)

   {
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       throw new UnsupportedOperationException("Subviews not supported");

   }

 

   public void removeAllViews()

   {

       throw new UnsupportedOperationException("Subviews not supported");

   }

 

   public boolean hasViews()

   {

       return false;

   }

 

   public EventType getEventType()

   {

       return eventType;

   }

 

   public Iterator<EventBean> iterator()

   {

       EventTable[] result = poll(NULL_ROWS, iteratorIndexingStrategy, exprEvaluatorContext);

       return new IterablesArrayIterator(result);

   }

 

   public SortedSet<Integer> getRequiredStreams()

   {

       return requiredStreams;

   }

 

   public boolean hasRequiredStreams()

   {

       return !requiredStreams.isEmpty();

   }

}

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.enummethod.dot;

 

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluator;
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import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprNode;

 

public abstract class ExprDotEvalParam {

   private int parameterNum;

   private ExprNode body;

   private ExprEvaluator bodyEvaluator;

 

   protected ExprDotEvalParam(int parameterNum, ExprNode body, ExprEvaluator bodyEvaluator) {

       this.parameterNum = parameterNum;

       this.body = body;

       this.bodyEvaluator = bodyEvaluator;

   }

 

   public int getParameterNum() {

       return parameterNum;

   }

 

   public ExprNode getBody() {

       return body;

   }

 

   public ExprEvaluator getBodyEvaluator() {

       return bodyEvaluator;

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.core;

 

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprPreviousNode;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprPriorNode;

 

import java.util.ArrayList;

import java.util.List;

 

/**

* Coordinates between view factories and requested resource (by expressions) the

* availability of view resources to expressions.

*/

public class ViewResourceDelegateUnverified

{

   private final List<ExprPriorNode> priorRequests;
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   private final List<ExprPreviousNode> previousRequests;

 

   public ViewResourceDelegateUnverified()

   {

       this.priorRequests = new ArrayList<ExprPriorNode>();

       this.previousRequests = new ArrayList<ExprPreviousNode>();

   }

 

   public List<ExprPriorNode> getPriorRequests() {

       return priorRequests;

   }

 

   public void addPriorNodeRequest(ExprPriorNode priorNode) {

       priorRequests.add(priorNode);

   }

 

   public void addPreviousRequest(ExprPreviousNode previousNode) {

       previousRequests.add(previousNode);

   }

 

   public List<ExprPreviousNode> getPreviousRequests() {

       return previousRequests;

   }

}

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.enummethod.eval;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventType;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.core.MethodResolutionService;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.core.StreamTypeService;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.enummethod.dot.ExprDotEvalEnumMethodBase;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.enummethod.dot.ExprDotEvalParam;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.enummethod.dot.ExprDotEvalParamLambda;

import com.espertech.esper.client.util.ExpressionReturnType;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprDotNodeUtility;

import com.espertech.esper.event.EventAdapterService;

import com.espertech.esper.event.arr.ObjectArrayEventType;
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import java.util.List;

 

public class ExprDotEvalCountOf extends ExprDotEvalEnumMethodBase {

 

   public EventType[] getAddStreamTypes(String enumMethodUsedName, List<String> goesToNames, EventType

inputEventType, Class collectionComponentType, List<ExprDotEvalParam> bodiesAndParameters) {

       return ExprDotNodeUtility.getSingleLambdaParamEventType(enumMethodUsedName, goesToNames,

inputEventType, collectionComponentType);

   }

 

   public EnumEval getEnumEval(MethodResolutionService methodResolutionService, EventAdapterService

eventAdapterService, StreamTypeService streamTypeService, String statementId, String enumMethodUsedName,

List<ExprDotEvalParam> bodiesAndParameters, EventType inputEventType, Class collectionComponentType, int

numStreamsIncoming) {

       super.setTypeInfo(ExpressionReturnType.singleValue(Integer.class));

       if (bodiesAndParameters.isEmpty()) {

           return new EnumEvalCountOf(numStreamsIncoming);

       }

 

       ExprDotEvalParamLambda first = (ExprDotEvalParamLambda) bodiesAndParameters.get(0);

       if (inputEventType != null) {

           return new EnumEvalCountOfSelectorEvents(first.getBodyEvaluator(), first.getStreamCountIncoming());

       }

       else {

           return new EnumEvalCountOfSelectorScalar(first.getBodyEvaluator(), first.getStreamCountIncoming(),

(ObjectArrayEventType) first.getGoesToTypes()[0]);

       }

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.core;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.ConfigurationMethodRef;

import com.espertech.esper.client.ConfigurationDataCache;

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventType;

import com.espertech.esper.core.context.util.EPStatementAgentInstanceHandle;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.db.DataCache;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.db.DataCacheFactory;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.db.PollExecStrategy;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprValidationException;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluatorContext;
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import com.espertech.esper.epl.spec.MethodStreamSpec;

import com.espertech.esper.event.EventAdapterService;

import com.espertech.esper.schedule.ScheduleBucket;

import com.espertech.esper.schedule.SchedulingService;

import com.espertech.esper.util.JavaClassHelper;

import com.espertech.esper.view.HistoricalEventViewable;

import net.sf.cglib.reflect.FastClass;

import net.sf.cglib.reflect.FastMethod;

 

import java.lang.reflect.Method;

import java.util.Map;

 

import org.apache.commons.logging.Log;

import org.apache.commons.logging.LogFactory;

 

/**

* Factory for method-invocation data provider streams.

*/

public class MethodPollingViewableFactory

{

   private static final Log log = LogFactory.getLog(MethodPollingViewableFactory.class);

 

   /**

    * Creates a method-invocation polling view for use as a stream that calls a method, or pulls results from cache.

    * @param streamNumber the stream number

    * @param methodStreamSpec defines the class and method to call

    * @param eventAdapterService for creating event types and events

    * @param epStatementAgentInstanceHandle for time-based callbacks

    * @param methodResolutionService for resolving classes and imports

    * @param engineImportService for resolving configurations

    * @param schedulingService for scheduling callbacks in expiry-time based caches

    * @param scheduleBucket for schedules within the statement

    * @param exprEvaluatorContext expression evaluation context

    * @return pollable view

    * @throws ExprValidationException if the expressions cannot be validated or the method descriptor

    * has incorrect class and method names, or parameter number and types don't match

    */

   public static HistoricalEventViewable createPollMethodView(int streamNumber,

                                                              MethodStreamSpec methodStreamSpec,

                                                              EventAdapterService eventAdapterService,

                                                              EPStatementAgentInstanceHandle epStatementAgentInstanceHandle,

                                                              MethodResolutionService methodResolutionService,

                                                              EngineImportService engineImportService,

                                                              SchedulingService schedulingService,

                                                              ScheduleBucket scheduleBucket,

                                                              ExprEvaluatorContext exprEvaluatorContext)

           throws ExprValidationException

   {
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       // Try to resolve the method

       FastMethod staticMethod;

       Class declaringClass;

       try

		{

			Method method = methodResolutionService.resolveMethod(methodStreamSpec.getClassName(),

methodStreamSpec.getMethodName());

           declaringClass = method.getDeclaringClass();

           FastClass declaringFastClass = FastClass.create(Thread.currentThread().getContextClassLoader(),

method.getDeclaringClass());

			staticMethod = declaringFastClass.getMethod(method);

		}

		catch(Exception e)

		{

			throw new ExprValidationException(e.getMessage());

		}

 

       // Determine object type returned by method

       Class beanClass = staticMethod.getReturnType();

       if ((beanClass == void.class) || (beanClass == Void.class) ||

(JavaClassHelper.isJavaBuiltinDataType(beanClass)))

       {

           throw new ExprValidationException("Invalid return type for static method '" + staticMethod.getName() + "'

of class '" + methodStreamSpec.getClassName() + "', expecting a Java class");

       }

       if (staticMethod.getReturnType().isArray())

       {

           beanClass = staticMethod.getReturnType().getComponentType();

       }

 

       // If the method returns a Map, look up the map type

       Map<String, Object> mapType = null;

       String mapTypeName = null;

       if ( (JavaClassHelper.isImplementsInterface(staticMethod.getReturnType(), Map.class)) ||

            (staticMethod.getReturnType().isArray() &&

JavaClassHelper.isImplementsInterface(staticMethod.getReturnType().getComponentType(), Map.class)) )

       {

           Method typeGetterMethod = null;

           String getterMethodName = methodStreamSpec.getMethodName() + "Metadata";

           try

           {

               typeGetterMethod = methodResolutionService.resolveMethod(methodStreamSpec.getClassName(),

getterMethodName, new Class[0], new boolean[0], new boolean[0]);

           }

           catch(Exception e)

           {

               log.warn("Could not find getter method for Map-typed method invocation, expected a method by name '" +

getterMethodName + "' accepting no parameters");
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           }

           if ((typeGetterMethod != null) &&

(JavaClassHelper.isImplementsInterface(typeGetterMethod.getReturnType(), Map.class)))

           {

               Object resultType = null;

               try

               {

                   resultType = typeGetterMethod.invoke(null);

               }

               catch (Exception e)

               {

                   log.warn("Error invoking getter method for Map-typed method invocation, for method by name '" +

getterMethodName + "' accepting no parameters");

               }

 

               if ((resultType != null) && (resultType instanceof Map))

               {

                   mapTypeName = methodStreamSpec.getClassName() + "." + typeGetterMethod.getName();

                   mapType = (Map<String, Object>) resultType;

               }

           }

       }

 

       // Determine event type from class and method name

       EventType eventType;

       if (mapType != null)

       {

           eventType = eventAdapterService.addNestableMapType(mapTypeName, mapType, null, false, true, true,

false, false);

       }

       else

       {

           eventType = eventAdapterService.addBeanType(beanClass.getName(), beanClass, false, true, true);

       }

 

       // Construct polling strategy as a method invocation

       ConfigurationMethodRef configCache =

engineImportService.getConfigurationMethodRef(declaringClass.getName());

       if (configCache == null)

       {

           configCache = engineImportService.getConfigurationMethodRef(declaringClass.getSimpleName());

       }

       ConfigurationDataCache dataCacheDesc = (configCache != null) ? configCache.getDataCacheDesc() : null;

       DataCache dataCache = DataCacheFactory.getDataCache(dataCacheDesc, epStatementAgentInstanceHandle,

schedulingService, scheduleBucket);

       PollExecStrategy methodPollStrategy = new MethodPollingExecStrategy(eventAdapterService, staticMethod,

mapTypeName != null, eventType);
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       return new MethodPollingViewable(methodStreamSpec, streamNumber, methodStreamSpec.getExpressions(),

methodPollStrategy, dataCache, eventType, exprEvaluatorContext);

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.lookup;

 

import com.espertech.esper.epl.join.table.EventTable;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.join.table.PropertyIndexedEventTable;

 

import java.util.List;

 

/**

* Index lookup strategy that coerces the key values before performing a lookup.

*/

public class SubordIndexedTableLookupStrategyCoercingFactory extends

SubordIndexedTableLookupStrategyExprFactory

{

   private Class[] coercionTypes;

 

   public SubordIndexedTableLookupStrategyCoercingFactory(boolean isNWOnTrigger, int numStreamsOuter,

List<SubordPropHashKey> hashKeys, Class[] coercionTypes) {

       super(isNWOnTrigger, numStreamsOuter, hashKeys);

       this.coercionTypes = coercionTypes;

   }

 

   @Override

   public SubordTableLookupStrategy makeStrategy(EventTable eventTable) {

       if (isNWOnTrigger) {

           return new SubordIndexedTableLookupStrategyCoercingNW(evaluators, (PropertyIndexedEventTable)

eventTable, coercionTypes);

       }

       else {

           return new SubordIndexedTableLookupStrategyCoercing(numStreamsOuter, evaluators,

(PropertyIndexedEventTable) eventTable, coercionTypes);

       }

   }

 

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *
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* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.core;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventType;

import com.espertech.esper.core.context.util.AgentInstanceContext;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.agg.service.AggregationService;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluator;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.spec.OutputLimitSpec;

 

/**

* Result-set processor prototype for the aggregate-grouped case:

* there is a group-by and one or more non-aggregation event properties in the select clause are not listed in the group

by,

* and there are aggregation functions.

*/

public class ResultSetProcessorAggregateGroupedFactory implements ResultSetProcessorFactory

{

   private final SelectExprProcessor selectExprProcessor;

   private final ExprEvaluator groupKeyNode;

   private final ExprEvaluator[] groupKeyNodes;

   private final ExprEvaluator optionalHavingNode;

   private final boolean isSorting;

   private final boolean isSelectRStream;

   private final boolean isUnidirectional;

   private final OutputLimitSpec outputLimitSpec;

 

   /**

    * Ctor.

    * @param selectExprProcessor - for processing the select expression and generting the final output rows

 

    * @param groupKeyNodes - list of group-by expression nodes needed for building the group-by keys

    * @param optionalHavingNode - expression node representing validated HAVING clause, or null if none given.

    * Aggregation functions in the having node must have been pointed to the AggregationService for evaluation.

    * @param isSelectRStream - true if remove stream events should be generated

    * @param isUnidirectional - true if unidirectional join

    */

   public ResultSetProcessorAggregateGroupedFactory(SelectExprProcessor selectExprProcessor,

                                                    ExprEvaluator[] groupKeyNodes,

                                                    ExprEvaluator optionalHavingNode,

                                                    boolean isSelectRStream,

                                                    boolean isUnidirectional,

                                                    OutputLimitSpec outputLimitSpec,

                                                    boolean isSorting)
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   {

       this.selectExprProcessor = selectExprProcessor;

       if (groupKeyNodes.length == 1) {

           groupKeyNode = groupKeyNodes[0];

       }

       else {

           groupKeyNode = null;

       }

       this.groupKeyNodes = groupKeyNodes;

       this.optionalHavingNode = optionalHavingNode;

       this.isSorting = isSorting;

       this.isSelectRStream = isSelectRStream;

       this.isUnidirectional = isUnidirectional;

       this.outputLimitSpec = outputLimitSpec;

   }

 

   public ResultSetProcessor instantiate(OrderByProcessor orderByProcessor, AggregationService

aggregationService, AgentInstanceContext agentInstanceContext) {

       return new ResultSetProcessorAggregateGrouped(this, selectExprProcessor, orderByProcessor,

aggregationService, agentInstanceContext);

   }

 

   public EventType getResultEventType()

   {

       return selectExprProcessor.getResultEventType();

   }

 

   public boolean hasAggregation() {

       return true;

   }

 

   public ExprEvaluator[] getGroupKeyNodes() {

       return groupKeyNodes;

   }

 

   public ExprEvaluator getOptionalHavingNode() {

       return optionalHavingNode;

   }

 

   public boolean isSorting() {

       return isSorting;

   }

 

   public boolean isSelectRStream() {

       return isSelectRStream;

   }

 

   public boolean isUnidirectional() {
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       return isUnidirectional;

   }

 

   public OutputLimitSpec getOutputLimitSpec() {

       return outputLimitSpec;

   }

 

   public ExprEvaluator getGroupKeyNode() {

       return groupKeyNode;

   }

}

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.enummethod.dot;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.client.util.ExpressionReturnType;

import com.espertech.esper.event.EventAdapterService;

import com.espertech.esper.event.bean.BeanEventType;

 

import java.util.ArrayDeque;

import java.util.Collection;

import java.util.Deque;

import java.util.Iterator;

 

public class ExprDotStaticMethodWrapIterableEvents implements ExprDotStaticMethodWrap {

   private EventAdapterService eventAdapterService;

   private BeanEventType type;

 

   public ExprDotStaticMethodWrapIterableEvents(EventAdapterService eventAdapterService, BeanEventType

type) {

       this.eventAdapterService = eventAdapterService;

       this.type = type;

   }

 

   public ExpressionReturnType getTypeInfo() {

       return ExpressionReturnType.collectionOfEvents(type);

   }
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   public Collection convert(Object result) {

       if (result == null) {

           return null;

       }

 

       // there is a need to read the iterator to the cache since if it's iterated twice, the iterator is already exhausted

       return new WrappingCollection(eventAdapterService, type, ((Iterable) result).iterator());

   }

 

   private static class WrappingCollection implements Collection<EventBean> {

       private EventAdapterService eventAdapterService;

       private BeanEventType type;

       private Iterator inner;

       private Object[] cache = null;

 

       private WrappingCollection(EventAdapterService eventAdapterService, BeanEventType type, Iterator inner) {

           this.eventAdapterService = eventAdapterService;

           this.type = type;

           this.inner = inner;

       }

 

       public int size() {

           if (cache == null) {

               init();

           }

           return cache.length;

       }

 

       public boolean isEmpty() {

           if (cache == null) {

               init();

           }

           return cache.length == 0;

       }

 

       public Iterator<EventBean> iterator() {

           if (cache == null) {

               init();

           }

           return new ExprDotStaticMethodWrapArrayEvents.WrappingIterator(eventAdapterService, type, cache);

       }

 

       private void init() {

           Deque<Object> q = new ArrayDeque<Object>();

           for (;inner.hasNext();) {

               q.add(inner.next());

           }

           cache = q.toArray();
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       }

 

       public boolean contains(Object o) {

           throw new UnsupportedOperationException("Partial implementation");

       }

 

       public Object[] toArray() {

           throw new UnsupportedOperationException("Partial implementation");

       }

 

       public <T> T[] toArray(T[] a) {

           throw new UnsupportedOperationException("Partial implementation");

       }

 

       public boolean add(EventBean eventBean) {

           throw new UnsupportedOperationException("Read-only implementation");

       }

 

       public boolean remove(Object o) {

           throw new UnsupportedOperationException("Read-only implementation");

       }

 

       public boolean containsAll(Collection<?> c) {

           throw new UnsupportedOperationException("Read-only implementation");

       }

 

       public boolean addAll(Collection<? extends EventBean> c) {

           throw new UnsupportedOperationException("Read-only implementation");

       }

 

       public boolean removeAll(Collection<?> c) {

           throw new UnsupportedOperationException("Read-only implementation");

       }

 

       public boolean retainAll(Collection<?> c) {

           throw new UnsupportedOperationException("Read-only implementation");

       }

 

       public void clear() {

           throw new UnsupportedOperationException("Read-only implementation");

       }

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *
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* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.view;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.collection.MultiKey;

import com.espertech.esper.collection.UniformPair;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.core.ResultSetProcessor;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluatorContext;

 

import java.util.Iterator;

import java.util.Set;

 

/**

* Factory for output processing views.

*/

public class OutputProcessViewBaseCallback extends OutputProcessViewBase

{

   private final OutputProcessViewCallback callback;

 

   public OutputProcessViewBaseCallback(ResultSetProcessor resultSetProcessor, OutputProcessViewCallback

callback) {

       super(resultSetProcessor);

       this.callback = callback;

   }

 

   public Iterator<EventBean> iterator() {

       return OutputStrategyUtil.getIterator(joinExecutionStrategy, resultSetProcessor, parentView, false);

   }

 

   public void process(Set<MultiKey<EventBean>> newEvents, Set<MultiKey<EventBean>> oldEvents,

ExprEvaluatorContext exprEvaluatorContext) {

       UniformPair<EventBean[]> pair = resultSetProcessor.processJoinResult(newEvents, oldEvents, false);

       callback.outputViaCallback(pair.getFirst());

   }

 

   public void terminated() {

   }

 

   public void update(EventBean[] newData, EventBean[] oldData) {

       UniformPair<EventBean[]> pair = resultSetProcessor.processViewResult(newData, oldData, false);

       callback.outputViaCallback(pair.getFirst());

   }

}

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *
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*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.enummethod.eval;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluator;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluatorContext;

 

import java.util.ArrayDeque;

import java.util.Collection;

 

public class EnumEvalWhereEvents extends EnumEvalBase implements EnumEval {

 

   public EnumEvalWhereEvents(ExprEvaluator innerExpression, int streamCountIncoming) {

       super(innerExpression, streamCountIncoming);

   }

 

   public Object evaluateEnumMethod(EventBean[] eventsLambda, Collection target, boolean isNewData,

ExprEvaluatorContext context) {

       if (target.isEmpty()) {

           return target;

       }

 

       ArrayDeque<Object> result = new ArrayDeque<Object>();

 

       Collection<EventBean> beans = (Collection<EventBean>) target;

       for (EventBean next : beans) {

           eventsLambda[streamNumLambda] = next;

 

           Object pass = innerExpression.evaluate(eventsLambda, isNewData, context);

           if (pass == null || (!(Boolean) pass)) {

               continue;

           }

 

           result.add(next);

       }

 

       return result;

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *
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* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.join.exec.base;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluatorContext;

import com.espertech.esper.util.IndentWriter;

 

import java.util.Collection;

import java.util.LinkedList;

import java.util.List;

 

/**

* Execution node that performs a nested iteration over all child nodes.

* <p>

* Each child node under this node typically represents a table lookup. The implementation

* 'hops' from the first child to the next recursively for each row returned by a child.

* <p>

* It passes a 'prototype' row (prefillPath) to each new child which contains the current partial event set.

*/

public class NestedIterationExecNode extends ExecNode

{

   private final LinkedList<ExecNode> childNodes;

   private final int[] nestedStreams;

   private int nestingOrderLength;

 

   /**

    * Ctor.

    * @param nestedStreams - array of integers defining order of streams in nested join.

    */

   public NestedIterationExecNode(int[] nestedStreams)

   {

       this.nestedStreams = nestedStreams;

       this.childNodes = new LinkedList<ExecNode>();

   }

 

   /**

    * Add a child node.

    * @param childNode to add

    */

   public void addChildNode(ExecNode childNode)

   {

       childNodes.add(childNode);

   }
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   public void process(EventBean lookupEvent, EventBean[] prefillPath, Collection<EventBean[]> result,

ExprEvaluatorContext exprEvaluatorContext)

   {

       nestingOrderLength = childNodes.size();

       recursiveNestedJoin(lookupEvent, 0, prefillPath, result, exprEvaluatorContext);

   }

 

   /**

    * Recursive method to run through all child nodes and, for each result set tuple returned

    * by a child node, execute the inner child of the child node until there are no inner child nodes.

    * @param lookupEvent - current event to use for lookup by child node

    * @param nestingOrderIndex - index within the child nodes indicating what nesting level we are at

    * @param currentPath - prototype result row to use by child nodes for generating result rows

    * @param result - result tuple rows to be populated

    * @param exprEvaluatorContext context for expression evalauation

    */

   protected void recursiveNestedJoin(EventBean lookupEvent, int nestingOrderIndex, EventBean[] currentPath,

Collection<EventBean[]> result, ExprEvaluatorContext exprEvaluatorContext)

   {

       List<EventBean[]> nestedResult = new LinkedList<EventBean[]>();

       ExecNode nestedExecNode = childNodes.get(nestingOrderIndex);

       nestedExecNode.process(lookupEvent, currentPath, nestedResult, exprEvaluatorContext);

       boolean isLastStream = (nestingOrderIndex == nestingOrderLength - 1);

 

       // This is not the last nesting level so no result rows are added. Invoke next nesting level for

       // each event found.

       if (!isLastStream)

       {

           for (EventBean[] row : nestedResult)

           {

               EventBean lookup = row[nestedStreams[nestingOrderIndex]];

               recursiveNestedJoin(lookup, nestingOrderIndex + 1, row, result, exprEvaluatorContext);

           }

           return;

       }

 

       // Loop to add result rows

       for (EventBean[] row : nestedResult)

       {

           result.add(row);

       }

   }

 

   public void print(IndentWriter writer)

   {

       writer.println("NestedIterationExecNode");

       writer.incrIndent();
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       for (ExecNode child : childNodes)

       {

           child.print(writer);

       }

       writer.decrIndent();

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.core;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventType;

import com.espertech.esper.collection.Pair;

import com.espertech.esper.core.context.util.ContextPropertyRegistry;

import com.espertech.esper.core.service.ExprEvaluatorContextStatement;

import com.espertech.esper.core.service.StatementContext;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.agg.service.AggregationServiceFactoryDesc;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.agg.service.AggregationServiceFactoryFactory;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.*;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.spec.*;

import com.espertech.esper.event.NativeEventType;

import org.apache.commons.logging.Log;

import org.apache.commons.logging.LogFactory;

 

import java.util.*;

 

/**

* Factory for output processors. Output processors process the result set of a join or of a view

* and apply aggregation/grouping, having and some output limiting logic.

* <p>

* The instance produced by the factory depends on the presence of aggregation functions in the select list,

* the presence and nature of the group-by clause.

* <p>

* In case (1) and (2) there are no aggregation functions in the select clause.

* <p>

* Case (3) is without group-by and with aggregation functions and without non-aggregated properties

* in the select list: <pre>select sum(volume) </pre>.

* Always produces one row for new and old data, aggregates without grouping.

* <p>

* Case (4) is without group-by and with aggregation functions but with non-aggregated properties

* in the select list: <pre>select price, sum(volume) </pre>.
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* Produces a row for each event, aggregates without grouping.

* <p>

* Case (5) is with group-by and with aggregation functions and all selected properties are grouped-by.

* in the select list: <pre>select customerId, sum(volume) group by customerId</pre>.

* Produces a old and new data row for each group changed, aggregates with grouping, see

* {@link ResultSetProcessorRowPerGroup}

* <p>

* Case (6) is with group-by and with aggregation functions and only some selected properties are grouped-by.

* in the select list: <pre>select customerId, supplierId, sum(volume) group by customerId</pre>.

* Produces row for each event, aggregates with grouping.

*/

public class ResultSetProcessorFactoryFactory

{

   /**

    * Returns the result set process for the given select expression, group-by clause and

    * having clause given a set of types describing each stream in the from-clause.

    * @param statementSpec - a subset of the statement specification

    * @param stmtContext - engine and statement and agent-instance level services

    * @param typeService - for information about the streams in the from clause

    * @param viewResourceDelegate - delegates views resource factory to expression resources requirements

    * @param isUnidirectionalStream - true if unidirectional join for any of the streams

    * @param allowAggregation - indicator whether to allow aggregation functions in any expressions

    * @return result set processor instance

    * @throws ExprValidationException when any of the expressions is invalid

    */

   public static ResultSetProcessorFactoryDesc getProcessorPrototype(StatementSpecCompiled statementSpec,

                                                          StatementContext stmtContext,

                                                          StreamTypeService typeService,

                                                          ViewResourceDelegateUnverified viewResourceDelegate,

                                                          boolean[] isUnidirectionalStream,

                                                          boolean allowAggregation,

                                                          ContextPropertyRegistry contextPropertyRegistry,

                                                          SelectExprProcessorDeliveryCallback selectExprProcessorCallback

   )

           throws ExprValidationException

   {

       OrderByItem[] orderByListUnexpanded = statementSpec.getOrderByList();

       SelectClauseSpecCompiled selectClauseSpec = statementSpec.getSelectClauseSpec();

       InsertIntoDesc insertIntoDesc = statementSpec.getInsertIntoDesc();

       ExprNode[] groupByNodes = statementSpec.getGroupByExpressions();

       ExprNode optionalHavingNode = statementSpec.getHavingExprRootNode();

       OutputLimitSpec outputLimitSpec = statementSpec.getOutputLimitSpec();

 

       if (log.isDebugEnabled())

       {

           log.debug(".getProcessor Getting processor for " +

                   " selectionList=" + Arrays.toString(selectClauseSpec.getSelectExprList()) +

                   " groupByNodes=" + Arrays.toString(groupByNodes) +
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                   " optionalHavingNode=" + optionalHavingNode);

       }

 

       boolean isUnidirectional = false;

       for (int i = 0; i < isUnidirectionalStream.length; i++)

       {

           isUnidirectional |= isUnidirectionalStream[i];

       }

 

       // Expand any instances of select-clause names in the

       // order-by clause with the full expression

       List<OrderByItem> orderByList = expandColumnNames(selectClauseSpec.getSelectExprList(),

orderByListUnexpanded);

 

       // Validate selection expressions, if any (could be wildcard i.e. empty list)

       List<SelectClauseExprCompiledSpec> namedSelectionList = new

LinkedList<SelectClauseExprCompiledSpec>();

       ExprEvaluatorContextStatement evaluatorContextStmt = new ExprEvaluatorContextStatement(stmtContext);

       ExprValidationContext validationContext = new ExprValidationContext(typeService,

stmtContext.getMethodResolutionService(), viewResourceDelegate, stmtContext.getSchedulingService(),

stmtContext.getVariableService(),evaluatorContextStmt, stmtContext.getEventAdapterService(),

stmtContext.getStatementName(), stmtContext.getStatementId(), stmtContext.getAnnotations(),

stmtContext.getContextDescriptor());

 

       assignSelectClauseNames(selectClauseSpec, namedSelectionList, validationContext);

       boolean isUsingWildcard = selectClauseSpec.isUsingWildcard();

 

       // Validate stream selections, if any (such as stream.*)

       boolean isUsingStreamSelect = false;

       for (SelectClauseElementCompiled compiled : selectClauseSpec.getSelectExprList())

       {

           if (!(compiled instanceof SelectClauseStreamCompiledSpec))

           {

               continue;

           }

           SelectClauseStreamCompiledSpec streamSelectSpec = (SelectClauseStreamCompiledSpec) compiled;

           int streamNum = Integer.MIN_VALUE;

           boolean isFragmentEvent = false;

           boolean isProperty = false;

           Class propertyType = null;

           isUsingStreamSelect = true;

           for (int i = 0; i < typeService.getStreamNames().length; i++)

           {

               String streamName = streamSelectSpec.getStreamName();

               if (typeService.getStreamNames()[i].equals(streamName))

               {

                   streamNum = i;

                   break;
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               }

 

               // see if the stream name is known as a nested event type

               EventType candidateProviderOfFragments = typeService.getEventTypes()[i];

               // for the native event type we don't need to fragment, we simply use the property itself since all wrappers

understand Java objects

               if (!(candidateProviderOfFragments instanceof NativeEventType) &&

(candidateProviderOfFragments.getFragmentType(streamName) != null))

               {

                   streamNum = i;

                   isFragmentEvent = true;

                   break;

               }

           }

 

           // stream name not found

           if (streamNum == Integer.MIN_VALUE)

           {

               // see if the stream name specified resolves as a property

               PropertyResolutionDescriptor desc = null;

               try

               {

                   desc = typeService.resolveByPropertyName(streamSelectSpec.getStreamName(), false);

               }

               catch (StreamTypesException e)

               {

                   // not handled

               }

 

               if (desc == null)

               {

                   throw new ExprValidationException("Stream selector '" + streamSelectSpec.getStreamName() + ".*'

does not match any stream name in the from clause");

               }

               isProperty = true;

               propertyType = desc.getPropertyType();

               streamNum = desc.getStreamNum();

           }

 

           streamSelectSpec.setStreamNumber(streamNum);

           streamSelectSpec.setFragmentEvent(isFragmentEvent);

           streamSelectSpec.setProperty(isProperty, propertyType);

       }

 

       // Validate group-by expressions, if any (could be empty list for no group-by)

       Class[] groupByTypes = new Class[groupByNodes.length];

       for (int i = 0; i < groupByNodes.length; i++)

       {
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           // Ensure there is no subselects

           ExprNodeSubselectDeclaredDotVisitor visitor = new ExprNodeSubselectDeclaredDotVisitor();

           groupByNodes[i].accept(visitor);

           if (visitor.getSubselects().size() > 0)

           {

               throw new ExprValidationException("Subselects not allowed within group-by");

           }

 

           ExprNode validatedGroupBy = ExprNodeUtility.getValidatedSubtree(groupByNodes[i], validationContext);

           groupByNodes[i] = validatedGroupBy;

           groupByTypes[i] = validatedGroupBy.getExprEvaluator().getType();

       }

       stmtContext.getMethodResolutionService().setGroupKeyTypes(groupByTypes);

 

       // Validate having clause, if present

       if (optionalHavingNode != null)

       {

           optionalHavingNode = ExprNodeUtility.getValidatedSubtree(optionalHavingNode, validationContext);

       }

 

       // Validate order-by expressions, if any (could be empty list for no order-by)

       for (int i = 0; i < orderByList.size(); i++)

       {

       	ExprNode orderByNode = orderByList.get(i).getExprNode();

 

           // Ensure there is no subselects

           ExprNodeSubselectDeclaredDotVisitor visitor = new ExprNodeSubselectDeclaredDotVisitor();

           orderByNode.accept(visitor);

           if (visitor.getSubselects().size() > 0)

           {

               throw new ExprValidationException("Subselects not allowed within order-by clause");

           }

 

           Boolean isDescending = orderByList.get(i).isDescending();

       	OrderByItem validatedOrderBy = new OrderByItem(ExprNodeUtility.getValidatedSubtree(orderByNode,

validationContext), isDescending);

       	orderByList.set(i, validatedOrderBy);

       }

 

       // Get the select expression nodes

       List<ExprNode> selectNodes = new ArrayList<ExprNode>();

       for(SelectClauseExprCompiledSpec element : namedSelectionList)

       {

       	selectNodes.add(element.getSelectExpression());

       }

 

       // Get the order-by expression nodes

       List<ExprNode> orderByNodes = new ArrayList<ExprNode>();
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       for(OrderByItem element : orderByList)

       {

       	orderByNodes.add(element.getExprNode());

       }

 

       // Determine aggregate functions used in select, if any

       List<ExprAggregateNode> selectAggregateExprNodes = new LinkedList<ExprAggregateNode>();

       for (SelectClauseExprCompiledSpec element : namedSelectionList)

       {

           ExprAggregateNodeUtil.getAggregatesBottomUp(element.getSelectExpression(),

selectAggregateExprNodes);

       }

       if (!allowAggregation && !selectAggregateExprNodes.isEmpty())

       {

           throw new ExprValidationException("Aggregation functions are not allowed in this context");

       }

 

       // Determine if we have a having clause with aggregation

       List<ExprAggregateNode> havingAggregateExprNodes = new LinkedList<ExprAggregateNode>();

       Set<Pair<Integer, String>> propertiesAggregatedHaving = new HashSet<Pair<Integer, String>>();

       if (optionalHavingNode != null)

       {

           ExprAggregateNodeUtil.getAggregatesBottomUp(optionalHavingNode, havingAggregateExprNodes);

           propertiesAggregatedHaving = ExprNodeUtility.getAggregatedProperties(havingAggregateExprNodes);

       }

       if (!allowAggregation && !havingAggregateExprNodes.isEmpty())

       {

           throw new ExprValidationException("Aggregation functions are not allowed in this context");

       }

 

       // Determine if we have a order-by clause with aggregation

       List<ExprAggregateNode> orderByAggregateExprNodes = new LinkedList<ExprAggregateNode>();

       if (orderByNodes != null)

       {

           for (ExprNode orderByNode : orderByNodes)

           {

               ExprAggregateNodeUtil.getAggregatesBottomUp(orderByNode, orderByAggregateExprNodes);

           }

           if (!allowAggregation && !orderByAggregateExprNodes.isEmpty())

           {

               throw new ExprValidationException("Aggregation functions are not allowed in this context");

           }

       }

 

       // Construct the appropriate aggregation service

       boolean hasGroupBy = groupByNodes.length > 0;

       AggregationServiceFactoryDesc aggregationServiceFactory =

AggregationServiceFactoryFactory.getService(selectAggregateExprNodes, havingAggregateExprNodes,
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orderByAggregateExprNodes, hasGroupBy, evaluatorContextStmt, statementSpec.getAnnotations(),

stmtContext.getVariableService(), typeService.getEventTypes().length > 1,

               statementSpec.getFilterRootNode(), statementSpec.getHavingExprRootNode(),

               stmtContext.getAggregationServiceFactoryService(), typeService.getEventTypes());

 

       boolean useCollatorSort = false;

       if (stmtContext.getConfigSnapshot() != null)

       {

           useCollatorSort =

stmtContext.getConfigSnapshot().getEngineDefaults().getLanguage().isSortUsingCollator();

       }

 

       // Construct the processor for sorting output events

       OrderByProcessorFactory orderByProcessorFactory =

OrderByProcessorFactoryFactory.getProcessor(namedSelectionList,

               groupByNodes, orderByList, statementSpec.getRowLimitSpec(), stmtContext.getVariableService(),

useCollatorSort);

 

       // Construct the processor for evaluating the select clause

       SelectExprEventTypeRegistry selectExprEventTypeRegistry = new

SelectExprEventTypeRegistry(stmtContext.getStatementName(), stmtContext.getStatementEventTypeRef());

       SelectExprProcessor selectExprProcessor =

SelectExprProcessorFactory.getProcessor(Collections.<Integer>emptyList(), selectClauseSpec.getSelectExprList(),

isUsingWildcard, insertIntoDesc, statementSpec.getForClauseSpec(), typeService,

stmtContext.getEventAdapterService(), stmtContext.getStatementResultService(),

stmtContext.getValueAddEventService(), selectExprEventTypeRegistry,

stmtContext.getMethodResolutionService(), evaluatorContextStmt,

               stmtContext.getVariableService(), stmtContext.getTimeProvider(), stmtContext.getEngineURI(),

stmtContext.getStatementId(), stmtContext.getStatementName(), stmtContext.getAnnotations(),

stmtContext.getContextDescriptor(), stmtContext.getConfigSnapshot(), selectExprProcessorCallback);

 

       // Get a list of event properties being aggregated in the select clause, if any

       Set<Pair<Integer, String>> propertiesGroupBy = getGroupByProperties(groupByNodes);

       // Figure out all non-aggregated event properties in the select clause (props not under a sum/avg/max

aggregation node)

       Set<Pair<Integer, String>> nonAggregatedProps =

ExprNodeUtility.getNonAggregatedProps(typeService.getEventTypes(), selectNodes, contextPropertyRegistry);

       if (optionalHavingNode != null) {

           ExprNodeUtility.addNonAggregatedProps(optionalHavingNode, nonAggregatedProps);

       }

 

       // Validate that group-by is filled with sensible nodes (identifiers, and not part of aggregates selected, no

aggregates)

       validateGroupBy(groupByNodes);

 

       // Validate the having-clause (selected aggregate nodes and all in group-by are allowed)

       boolean hasAggregation = (!selectAggregateExprNodes.isEmpty()) || (!havingAggregateExprNodes.isEmpty())

|| (!orderByAggregateExprNodes.isEmpty()) || (!propertiesAggregatedHaving.isEmpty());
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       if (optionalHavingNode != null && hasAggregation)

       {

           validateHaving(propertiesGroupBy, optionalHavingNode);

       }

 

       // We only generate Remove-Stream events if they are explicitly selected, or the insert-into requires them

       boolean isSelectRStream = (statementSpec.getSelectStreamSelectorEnum() ==

SelectClauseStreamSelectorEnum.RSTREAM_ISTREAM_BOTH

               || statementSpec.getSelectStreamSelectorEnum() ==

SelectClauseStreamSelectorEnum.RSTREAM_ONLY);

       if ((statementSpec.getInsertIntoDesc() != null) &&

(statementSpec.getInsertIntoDesc().getStreamSelector().isSelectsRStream()))

       {

           isSelectRStream = true;

       }

 

       // Determine if any output rate limiting must be performed early while processing results

       boolean isOutputLimiting = outputLimitSpec != null;

       if ((outputLimitSpec != null) && outputLimitSpec.getDisplayLimit() == OutputLimitLimitType.SNAPSHOT)

       {

           isOutputLimiting = false;   // Snapshot output does not count in terms of limiting output for

grouping/aggregation purposes

       }

 

       ExprEvaluator optionHavingEval = optionalHavingNode == null ? null :

optionalHavingNode.getExprEvaluator();

 

       // (1)

       // There is no group-by clause and no aggregate functions with event properties in the select clause and having

clause (simplest case)

       if ((groupByNodes.length == 0) && (selectAggregateExprNodes.isEmpty()) &&

(havingAggregateExprNodes.isEmpty()))

       {

           // (1a)

           // There is no need to perform select expression processing, the single view itself (no join) generates

           // events in the desired format, therefore there is no output processor. There are no order-by expressions.

           if (orderByNodes.isEmpty() && optionalHavingNode == null && !isOutputLimiting &&

statementSpec.getRowLimitSpec() == null)

           {

               log.debug(".getProcessor Using no result processor");

               ResultSetProcessorHandThrougFactory factory = new

ResultSetProcessorHandThrougFactory(selectExprProcessor, isSelectRStream);

               return new ResultSetProcessorFactoryDesc(factory, orderByProcessorFactory,

aggregationServiceFactory);

           }

 

           // (1b)

           // We need to process the select expression in a simple fashion, with each event (old and new)
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           // directly generating one row, and no need to update aggregate state since there is no aggregate function.

           // There might be some order-by expressions.

           log.debug(".getProcessor Using ResultSetProcessorSimple");

           ResultSetProcessorSimpleFactory factory = new ResultSetProcessorSimpleFactory(selectExprProcessor,

optionHavingEval, isSelectRStream);

           return new ResultSetProcessorFactoryDesc(factory, orderByProcessorFactory, aggregationServiceFactory);

       }

 

       // (2)

       // A wildcard select-clause has been specified and the group-by is ignored since no aggregation functions are

used, and no having clause

       boolean isLast = statementSpec.getOutputLimitSpec() != null &&

statementSpec.getOutputLimitSpec().getDisplayLimit() == OutputLimitLimitType.LAST;

       if ((namedSelectionList.isEmpty()) && (propertiesAggregatedHaving.isEmpty()) &&

(havingAggregateExprNodes.isEmpty()) && (!isLast))

       {

           log.debug(".getProcessor Using ResultSetProcessorSimple");

           ResultSetProcessorSimpleFactory factory = new ResultSetProcessorSimpleFactory(selectExprProcessor,

optionHavingEval, isSelectRStream);

           return new ResultSetProcessorFactoryDesc(factory, orderByProcessorFactory, aggregationServiceFactory);

       }

 

       if ((groupByNodes.length == 0) && hasAggregation)

       {

           // (3)

           // There is no group-by clause and there are aggregate functions with event properties in the select clause

(aggregation case)

           // or having class, and all event properties are aggregated (all properties are under aggregation functions).

           if ((nonAggregatedProps.isEmpty()) && (!isUsingWildcard) && (!isUsingStreamSelect) &&

(viewResourceDelegate == null || viewResourceDelegate.getPreviousRequests().isEmpty()))

           {

               log.debug(".getProcessor Using ResultSetProcessorRowForAll");

               ResultSetProcessorRowForAllFactory factory = new

ResultSetProcessorRowForAllFactory(selectExprProcessor, optionHavingEval, isSelectRStream, isUnidirectional);

               return new ResultSetProcessorFactoryDesc(factory, orderByProcessorFactory,

aggregationServiceFactory);

           }

 

           // (4)

           // There is no group-by clause but there are aggregate functions with event properties in the select clause

(aggregation case)

           // or having clause and not all event properties are aggregated (some properties are not under aggregation

functions).

           log.debug(".getProcessor Using ResultSetProcessorAggregateAll");

           ResultSetProcessorAggregateAllFactory factory = new

ResultSetProcessorAggregateAllFactory(selectExprProcessor, optionHavingEval, isSelectRStream,

isUnidirectional);

           return new ResultSetProcessorFactoryDesc(factory, orderByProcessorFactory, aggregationServiceFactory);
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       }

 

       // Handle group-by cases

       if (groupByNodes.length == 0)

       {

           throw new IllegalStateException("Unexpected empty group-by expression list");

       }

 

       // Figure out if all non-aggregated event properties in the select clause are listed in the group by

       Set<Pair<Integer, String>> nonAggregatedPropsSelect =

ExprNodeUtility.getNonAggregatedProps(typeService.getEventTypes(), selectNodes, contextPropertyRegistry);

       boolean allInGroupBy = true;

       if (isUsingStreamSelect) {

           allInGroupBy = false;

       }

       for (Pair<Integer, String> nonAggregatedProp : nonAggregatedPropsSelect)

       {

           if (!propertiesGroupBy.contains(nonAggregatedProp))

           {

               allInGroupBy = false;

           }

       }

 

       // Wildcard select-clause means we do not have all selected properties in the group

       if (isUsingWildcard)

       {

           allInGroupBy = false;

       }

 

       // Figure out if all non-aggregated event properties in the order-by clause are listed in the select expression

       Set<Pair<Integer, String>> nonAggregatedPropsOrderBy =

ExprNodeUtility.getNonAggregatedProps(typeService.getEventTypes(), orderByNodes, contextPropertyRegistry);

 

       boolean allInSelect = true;

       for (Pair<Integer, String> nonAggregatedProp : nonAggregatedPropsOrderBy)

       {

           if (!nonAggregatedPropsSelect.contains(nonAggregatedProp))

           {

               allInSelect = false;

           }

       }

 

       // Wildcard select-clause means that all order-by props in the select expression

       if (isUsingWildcard)

       {

           allInSelect = true;

       }
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       // (4)

       // There is a group-by clause, and all event properties in the select clause that are not under an aggregation

       // function are listed in the group-by clause, and if there is an order-by clause, all non-aggregated properties

       // referred to in the order-by clause also appear in the select (output one row per group, not one row per event)

       ExprEvaluator[] groupByEval = ExprNodeUtility.getEvaluators(groupByNodes);

       if (allInGroupBy && allInSelect)

       {

           log.debug(".getProcessor Using ResultSetProcessorRowPerGroup");

           boolean noDataWindowSingleStream = typeService.getIStreamOnly()[0] &&

typeService.getEventTypes().length < 2;

           ResultSetProcessorRowPerGroupFactory factory = new

ResultSetProcessorRowPerGroupFactory(selectExprProcessor, groupByEval, optionHavingEval, isSelectRStream,

isUnidirectional, outputLimitSpec, orderByProcessorFactory != null, noDataWindowSingleStream);

           return new ResultSetProcessorFactoryDesc(factory, orderByProcessorFactory, aggregationServiceFactory);

       }

 

       // (6)

       // There is a group-by clause, and one or more event properties in the select clause that are not under an

aggregation

       // function are not listed in the group-by clause (output one row per event, not one row per group)

       log.debug(".getProcessor Using ResultSetProcessorAggregateGrouped");

       ResultSetProcessorAggregateGroupedFactory factory = new

ResultSetProcessorAggregateGroupedFactory(selectExprProcessor, groupByEval, optionHavingEval,

isSelectRStream, isUnidirectional, outputLimitSpec, orderByProcessorFactory != null);

       return new ResultSetProcessorFactoryDesc(factory, orderByProcessorFactory, aggregationServiceFactory);

   }

 

   private static void assignSelectClauseNames(SelectClauseSpecCompiled selectClauseSpec,

List<SelectClauseExprCompiledSpec> namedSelectionList, ExprValidationContext validationContext)

       throws ExprValidationException

   {

       for (int i = 0; i < selectClauseSpec.getSelectExprList().length; i++)

       {

           // validate element

           SelectClauseElementCompiled element = selectClauseSpec.getSelectExprList()[i];

           if (element instanceof SelectClauseExprCompiledSpec)

           {

               SelectClauseExprCompiledSpec expr = (SelectClauseExprCompiledSpec) element;

               ExprNode validatedExpression = ExprNodeUtility.getValidatedSubtree(expr.getSelectExpression(),

validationContext);

 

               // determine an element name if none assigned

               String asName = expr.getAssignedName();

               if (asName == null)

               {

                   asName = validatedExpression.toExpressionString();

               }
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               expr.setAssignedName(asName);

               expr.setSelectExpression(validatedExpression);

               namedSelectionList.add(expr);

           }

       }

   }

 

   private static void validateHaving(Set<Pair<Integer, String>> propertiesGroupedBy,

                                      ExprNode havingNode)

       throws ExprValidationException

   {

       List<ExprAggregateNode> aggregateNodesHaving = new LinkedList<ExprAggregateNode>();

       if (aggregateNodesHaving != null)

       {

           ExprAggregateNodeUtil.getAggregatesBottomUp(havingNode, aggregateNodesHaving);

       }

 

       // Any non-aggregated properties must occur in the group-by clause (if there is one)

       if (!propertiesGroupedBy.isEmpty())

       {

           ExprNodeIdentifierVisitor visitor = new ExprNodeIdentifierVisitor(true);

           havingNode.accept(visitor);

           List<Pair<Integer, String>> allPropertiesHaving = visitor.getExprProperties();

           Set<Pair<Integer, String>> aggPropertiesHaving =

ExprNodeUtility.getAggregatedProperties(aggregateNodesHaving);

           allPropertiesHaving.removeAll(aggPropertiesHaving);

           allPropertiesHaving.removeAll(propertiesGroupedBy);

 

           if (!allPropertiesHaving.isEmpty())

           {

               String name = allPropertiesHaving.iterator().next().getSecond();

               throw new ExprValidationException("Non-aggregated property '" + name + "' in the HAVING clause must

occur in the group-by clause");

           }

       }

   }

 

   private static void validateGroupBy(ExprNode[] groupByNodes)

       throws ExprValidationException

   {

       // Make sure there is no aggregate function in group-by

       List<ExprAggregateNode> aggNodes = new LinkedList<ExprAggregateNode>();

       for (ExprNode groupByNode : groupByNodes)

       {

           ExprAggregateNodeUtil.getAggregatesBottomUp(groupByNode, aggNodes);

           if (!aggNodes.isEmpty())

           {

               throw new ExprValidationException("Group-by expressions cannot contain aggregate functions");
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           }

       }

   }

 

   private static Set<Pair<Integer, String>> getGroupByProperties(ExprNode[] groupByNodes)

       throws ExprValidationException

   {

       // Get the set of properties refered to by all group-by expression nodes.

       Set<Pair<Integer, String>> propertiesGroupBy = new HashSet<Pair<Integer, String>>();

 

       for (ExprNode groupByNode : groupByNodes)

       {

           ExprNodeIdentifierVisitor visitor = new ExprNodeIdentifierVisitor(true);

           groupByNode.accept(visitor);

           List<Pair<Integer, String>> propertiesNode = visitor.getExprProperties();

           propertiesGroupBy.addAll(propertiesNode);

 

           // For each group-by expression node, require at least one property.

           if (propertiesNode.isEmpty())

           {

               throw new ExprValidationException("Group-by expressions must refer to property names");

           }

       }

 

       return propertiesGroupBy;

   }

 

   private static List<OrderByItem> expandColumnNames(SelectClauseElementCompiled[] selectionList,

OrderByItem[] orderByUnexpanded)

   {

       if (orderByUnexpanded.length == 0) {

           return Collections.emptyList();

       }

 

       // copy list to modify

       List<OrderByItem> expanded = new ArrayList<OrderByItem>();

       for (OrderByItem item : orderByUnexpanded) {

           expanded.add(item.copy());

       }

 

       // expand

   	for(SelectClauseElementCompiled selectElement : selectionList)

   	{

           // process only expressions

           if (!(selectElement instanceof SelectClauseExprCompiledSpec))

           {

               continue;

           }
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           SelectClauseExprCompiledSpec selectExpr = (SelectClauseExprCompiledSpec) selectElement;

 

           String name = selectExpr.getAssignedName();

   		if(name != null)

   		{

   			ExprNode fullExpr = selectExpr.getSelectExpression();

   			for(ListIterator<OrderByItem> iterator = expanded.listIterator(); iterator.hasNext(); )

   			{

   				OrderByItem orderByElement = iterator.next();

   				ExprNode swapped = ColumnNamedNodeSwapper.swap(orderByElement.getExprNode(), name, fullExpr);

   				OrderByItem newOrderByElement = new OrderByItem(swapped, orderByElement.isDescending());

   				iterator.set(newOrderByElement);

   			}

   		}

   	}

 

       return expanded;

   }

 

   private static final Log log = LogFactory.getLog(ResultSetProcessorFactoryFactory.class);

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.expression;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

 

import java.util.Collection;

 

public class ExprNodeUtilExprEvalStreamNumEnumSingle implements ExprEvaluator {

   private final ExprEvaluatorEnumeration enumeration;

 

   public ExprNodeUtilExprEvalStreamNumEnumSingle(ExprEvaluatorEnumeration enumeration) {

       this.enumeration = enumeration;

   }

 

   public Object evaluate(EventBean[] eventsPerStream, boolean isNewData, ExprEvaluatorContext context) {

       return enumeration.evaluateGetEventBean(eventsPerStream, isNewData, context);

   }

 

   public Class getType() {

       return Collection.class;
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   }

 

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.expression;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.util.JavaClassHelper;

 

/**

* Represents an OR expression in a filter expression tree.

*/

public class ExprOrNode extends ExprNodeBase implements ExprEvaluator

{

   private transient ExprEvaluator[] evaluators;

   private static final long serialVersionUID = -1079540621551505814L;

 

   public ExprEvaluator getExprEvaluator()

   {

       return this;

   }

 

   public void validate(ExprValidationContext validationContext) throws ExprValidationException

   {

       evaluators = ExprNodeUtility.getEvaluators(this.getChildNodes());

 

       // Sub-nodes must be returning boolean

       for (ExprEvaluator child : evaluators)

       {

           Class childType = child.getType();

           if (!JavaClassHelper.isBoolean(childType))

           {

               throw new ExprValidationException("Incorrect use of OR clause, sub-expressions do not return boolean");

           }

       }

 

       if (this.getChildNodes().length <= 1)

       {

           throw new ExprValidationException("The OR operator requires at least 2 child expressions");

       }

   }
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   public Class getType()

   {

       return Boolean.class;

   }

 

   public boolean isConstantResult()

   {

       return false;

   }

 

   public Object evaluate(EventBean[] eventsPerStream, boolean isNewData, ExprEvaluatorContext

exprEvaluatorContext)

   {

       Boolean result = false;

       // At least one child must evaluate to true

       for (ExprEvaluator child : evaluators)

       {

           Boolean evaluated = (Boolean) child.evaluate(eventsPerStream, isNewData, exprEvaluatorContext);

           if (evaluated == null)

           {

               result = null;

           }

           else {

               if (evaluated)

               {

                   return true;

               }

           }

       }

       return result;

   }

 

   public String toExpressionString()

   {

       StringBuilder buffer = new StringBuilder();

       buffer.append('(');

 

       String appendStr = "";

       for (ExprNode child : this.getChildNodes())

       {

           buffer.append(appendStr);

           buffer.append(child.toExpressionString());

           appendStr = " OR ";

       }

 

       buffer.append(')');

       return buffer.toString();
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   }

 

   public boolean equalsNode(ExprNode node)

   {

       if (!(node instanceof ExprOrNode))

       {

           return false;

       }

 

       return true;

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.variable;

 

import com.espertech.esper.core.service.StatementExtensionSvcContext;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.core.EngineImportService;

 

import java.util.Map;

import java.util.concurrent.locks.ReadWriteLock;

 

/**

* Variables service for reading and writing variables, and for setting a version number for the current thread to

* consider variables for.

* <p>

* See implementation class for further details.

*/

public interface VariableService

{

   /**

    * Sets the variable version that subsequent reads consider.

    */

   public void setLocalVersion();

 

   /**

    * Lock for use in atomic writes to the variable space.

    * @return read write lock for external coordinated write

    */

   public ReadWriteLock getReadWriteLock();

 

   /**
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    * Creates a new variable.

    * @param variableName name of the variable

    * @param type variable type

    * @param value initialization value; String values are allowed and parsed according to type

    * @param extensionServicesContext is extensions for implementing resilience attributes of variables

    * @throws VariableExistsException if the variable name is already in use

    * @throws VariableTypeException if the variable type cannot be recognized

    */

   public void createNewVariable(String variableName, String type, Object value, boolean constant, boolean array,

StatementExtensionSvcContext extensionServicesContext, EngineImportService engineImportService)

           throws VariableExistsException, VariableTypeException;

 

   /**

    * Returns a reader that provides access to variable values. The reader considers the

    * version currently set via setLocalVersion.

    * @param variableName the variable that the reader should read

    * @return reader

    */

   public VariableReader getReader(String variableName);

 

   /**

    * Registers a callback invoked when the variable is written with a new value.

    * @param variableNumber the variable index number

    * @param variableChangeCallback a callback

    */

   public void registerCallback(int variableNumber, VariableChangeCallback variableChangeCallback);

 

   /**

    * Removes a callback.

    * @param variableNumber the variable index number

    * @param variableChangeCallback a callback

    */

   public void unregisterCallback(int variableNumber, VariableChangeCallback variableChangeCallback);

 

   /**

    * Writes a new variable value.

    * <p>

    * Must be followed by either a commit or rollback.

    * @param variableNumber the index number of the variable to write (from VariableReader)

    * @param newValue the new value

    */

   public void write(int variableNumber, Object newValue);

 

   /**

    * Check type of the value supplied and writes the new variable value.

    * <p>

    * Must be followed by either a commit or rollback.

    * @param variableNumber the index number of the variable to write (from VariableReader)
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    * @param newValue the new value

    */

   public void checkAndWrite(int variableNumber, Object newValue);

 

   /**

    * Commits the variable outstanding changes.

    */

   public void commit();

 

   /**

    * Rolls back the variable outstanding changes.

    */

   public void rollback();

 

   /**

    * Returns a map of variable name and reader, for thread-safe iteration.

    * @return variable names and readers

    */

   public Map<String, VariableReader> getVariables();

 

   /**

    * Removes a variable.

    * @param name to remove

    */

   public void removeVariable(String name);

 

   public String getVariableName(int variableNum);

 

   public void destroy();

}

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.script;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventType;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.enummethod.dot.ArrayWrappingCollection;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluator;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluatorContext;
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import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluatorEnumeration;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprValidationException;

import com.espertech.esper.event.EventAdapterService;

import com.espertech.esper.util.JavaClassHelper;

import com.espertech.esper.util.SimpleNumberCoercer;

import com.espertech.esper.util.SimpleNumberCoercerFactory;

import org.apache.commons.logging.Log;

import org.apache.commons.logging.LogFactory;

 

import java.util.Collection;

 

public abstract class ExprNodeScriptEvalBase implements ExprEvaluator, ExprEvaluatorEnumeration {

 

   private static final Log log = LogFactory.getLog(ExprNodeScriptEvalBase.class);

 

   protected final String scriptName;

   protected final String statementName;

   protected final String[] names;

   protected final ExprEvaluator[] parameters;

   protected final Class returnType;

   protected final SimpleNumberCoercer coercer;

 

   public ExprNodeScriptEvalBase(String scriptName, String statementName, String[] names, ExprEvaluator[]

parameters, Class returnType) {

       this.scriptName = scriptName;

       this.statementName = statementName;

       this.names = names;

       this.parameters = parameters;

       this.returnType = returnType;

 

       if (JavaClassHelper.isNumeric(returnType)) {

           coercer = SimpleNumberCoercerFactory.getCoercer(Number.class,

JavaClassHelper.getBoxedType(returnType));

       }

       else {

           coercer = null;

       }

   }

 

   public Class getType() {

       return returnType;

   }

 

   public EventType getEventTypeCollection(EventAdapterService eventAdapterService) throws

ExprValidationException {

       return null;

   }
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   public Collection<EventBean> evaluateGetROCollectionEvents(EventBean[] eventsPerStream, boolean

isNewData, ExprEvaluatorContext context) {

       return null;

   }

 

   public Class getComponentTypeCollection() throws ExprValidationException {

       if (returnType.isArray()) {

           return returnType.getComponentType();

       }

       return null;

   }

 

   public Collection evaluateGetROCollectionScalar(EventBean[] eventsPerStream, boolean isNewData,

ExprEvaluatorContext context) {

       Object result = evaluate(eventsPerStream, isNewData, context);

       if (result == null) {

           return null;

       }

       return new ArrayWrappingCollection(result);

   }

 

   public EventType getEventTypeSingle(EventAdapterService eventAdapterService, String statementId) throws

ExprValidationException {

       return null;

   }

 

   public EventBean evaluateGetEventBean(EventBean[] eventsPerStream, boolean isNewData,

ExprEvaluatorContext context) {

       return null;

   }

}

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.spec;

 

import java.io.Serializable;

import java.util.ArrayList;

import java.util.List;
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public class ExpressionDeclDesc implements Serializable {

 

   private static final long serialVersionUID = -8155216999087913248L;

 

   private List<ExpressionDeclItem> expressions = new ArrayList<ExpressionDeclItem>(1);

 

   public List<ExpressionDeclItem> getExpressions() {

       return expressions;

   }

 

   public void setExpressions(List<ExpressionDeclItem> expressions) {

       this.expressions = expressions;

   }

 

   public void add(ExpressionDeclItem declNode) {

       expressions.add(declNode);

   }

}

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.enummethod.eval;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluatorContext;

 

import java.util.Collection;

 

public class EnumEvalCountOf implements EnumEval {

 

   private int numStreams;

 

   public EnumEvalCountOf(int numStreams) {

       this.numStreams = numStreams;

   }

 

   public int getStreamNumSize() {

       return numStreams;

   }
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   public Object evaluateEnumMethod(EventBean[] eventsLambda, Collection target, boolean isNewData,

ExprEvaluatorContext context) {

       return target.size();

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.declexpr;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluator;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.spec.ExpressionDeclItem;

 

public class ExprDeclaredEvalRewrite extends ExprDeclaredEvalBase {

   private final int[] streamAssignments;

 

   public ExprDeclaredEvalRewrite(ExprEvaluator innerEvaluator, ExpressionDeclItem prototype, boolean isCache,

int[] streamAssignments) {

       super(innerEvaluator, prototype, isCache);

       this.streamAssignments = streamAssignments;

   }

 

   public EventBean[] getEventsPerStreamRewritten(EventBean[] eventsPerStream) {

 

       // rewrite streams

       EventBean[] events = new EventBean[streamAssignments.length];

       for (int i = 0; i < streamAssignments.length; i++) {

           events[i] = eventsPerStream[streamAssignments[i]];

       }

 

       return events;

   }

}

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************
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*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.enummethod.eval;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluator;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluatorContext;

import com.espertech.esper.event.arr.ObjectArrayEventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.event.arr.ObjectArrayEventType;

 

import java.util.Collection;

 

public class EnumEvalFirstOfPredicateScalar extends EnumEvalBaseScalar implements EnumEval {

 

   public EnumEvalFirstOfPredicateScalar(ExprEvaluator innerExpression, int streamCountIncoming,

ObjectArrayEventType type) {

       super(innerExpression, streamCountIncoming, type);

   }

 

   public Object evaluateEnumMethod(EventBean[] eventsLambda, Collection target, boolean isNewData,

ExprEvaluatorContext context) {

       ObjectArrayEventBean evalEvent = new ObjectArrayEventBean(new Object[1], type);

       for (Object next : target) {

 

           evalEvent.getProperties()[0] = next;

           eventsLambda[streamNumLambda] = evalEvent;

 

           Object pass = getInnerExpression().evaluate(eventsLambda, isNewData, context);

           if (pass == null || (!(Boolean) pass)) {

               continue;

           }

 

           return next;

       }

 

       return null;

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.view;
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import com.espertech.esper.core.context.util.AgentInstanceContext;

 

public final class OutputConditionTermFactory implements OutputConditionFactory

{

   public OutputCondition make(AgentInstanceContext agentInstanceContext, OutputCallback outputCallback) {

       return new OutputConditionTerm(outputCallback);

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.db;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EPException;

import com.espertech.esper.collection.Pair;

import org.apache.commons.logging.Log;

import org.apache.commons.logging.LogFactory;

 

import java.sql.Connection;

import java.sql.PreparedStatement;

import java.sql.SQLException;

 

/**

* Base class for a Connection and PreparedStatement cache.

* <p>

* Implementations control the lifecycle via lifecycle methods, or

* may simple obtain new resources and close new resources every time.

* <p>

* This is not a pool - a cache is associated with one client class and that

* class is expected to use cache methods in well-defined order of get, done-with and destroy.

*/

public abstract class ConnectionCache

{

   private DatabaseConnectionFactory databaseConnectionFactory;

   private String sql;

 

   /**

    * Returns a cached or new connection and statement pair.

    * @return connection and statement pair

    */

   public abstract Pair<Connection, PreparedStatement> getConnection();

 

   /**
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    * Indicate to return the connection and statement pair after use.

    * @param pair is the resources to return

    */

   public abstract void doneWith(Pair<Connection, PreparedStatement> pair);

 

   /**

    * Destroys cache closing all resources cached, if any.

    */

   public abstract void destroy();

 

   /**

    * Ctor.

    * @param databaseConnectionFactory - connection factory

    * @param sql - statement sql

    */

   protected ConnectionCache(DatabaseConnectionFactory databaseConnectionFactory, String sql)

   {

       this.databaseConnectionFactory = databaseConnectionFactory;

       this.sql = sql;

   }

 

   /**

    * Close resources.

    * @param pair is the resources to close.

    */

   protected static void close(Pair<Connection, PreparedStatement> pair)

   {

       log.info(".close Closing statement and connection");

       try

       {

           pair.getSecond().close();

       }

       catch (SQLException ex)

       {

           try

           {

               pair.getFirst().close();

           }

           catch (SQLException e) {

               log.error("Error closing JDBC connection:" + e.getMessage(), e);

           }

           throw new EPException("Error closing statement", ex);

       }

 

       try

       {

           pair.getFirst().close();

       }
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       catch (SQLException ex)

       {

           throw new EPException("Error closing statement", ex);

       }

   }

 

   /**

    * Make a new pair of resources.

    * @return pair of resources

    */

   protected Pair<Connection, PreparedStatement> makeNew()

   {

       log.info(".makeNew Obtaining new connection and statement");

       Connection connection;

       try

       {

           connection = databaseConnectionFactory.getConnection();

       }

       catch (DatabaseConfigException ex)

       {

           throw new EPException("Error obtaining connection", ex);

       }

 

       PreparedStatement preparedStatement;

       try

       {

           preparedStatement = connection.prepareStatement(sql);

       }

       catch (SQLException ex)

       {

           try {

               connection.close();

           } catch (SQLException e) {

               log.warn("Error closing connection: " + e.getMessage(), e);

           }

 

           throw new EPException("Error preparing statement '" + sql + '\'', ex);

       }

 

       return new Pair<Connection, PreparedStatement>(connection, preparedStatement);

   }

 

   private static Log log = LogFactory.getLog(ConnectionCache.class);

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *
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* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.agg.service;

 

import com.espertech.esper.epl.agg.aggregator.AggregationMethod;

 

/**

* Base class for use with plug-in aggregation functions.

*/

public abstract class AggregationSupport implements AggregationMethod

{

   /**

    * Provides the aggregation function name.

    */

   protected String functionName;

 

   /**

    * Implemented by plug-in aggregation functions to allow such functions to validate the

    * type of values passed to the function at statement compile time and to generally

    * interrogate parameter expressions.

    * @param validationContext expression information

    */

   public abstract void validate(AggregationValidationContext validationContext);

 

   /**

    * Ctor.

    */

   public AggregationSupport()

   {

   }

 

   /**

    * Sets the aggregation function name.

    * @param functionName is the name of the aggregation function

    */

   public void setFunctionName(String functionName)

   {

       this.functionName = functionName;

   }

 

   /**

    * Returns the name of the aggregation function.

    * @return aggregation function name

    */

   public String getFunctionName()

   {
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       return functionName;

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.view;

 

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluator;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluatorContext;

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventType;

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.view.ViewSupport;

 

import java.util.Iterator;

 

/**

* Simple filter view filtering events using a filter expression tree.

*/

public class FilterExprView extends ViewSupport

{

   private ExprEvaluator exprEvaluator;

   private ExprEvaluatorContext exprEvaluatorContext;

 

   /**

    * Ctor.

    * @param exprEvaluator - Filter expression evaluation impl

    * @param exprEvaluatorContext context for expression evalauation

    */

   public FilterExprView(ExprEvaluator exprEvaluator, ExprEvaluatorContext exprEvaluatorContext)

   {

       this.exprEvaluator = exprEvaluator;

       this.exprEvaluatorContext = exprEvaluatorContext;

   }

 

   public EventType getEventType()

   {

       return parent.getEventType();

   }

 

   public Iterator<EventBean> iterator()

   {

       return new FilterExprViewIterator(parent.iterator(), exprEvaluator, exprEvaluatorContext);
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   }

 

   public void update(EventBean[] newData, EventBean[] oldData)

   {

       EventBean[] filteredNewData = filterEvents(exprEvaluator, newData, true, exprEvaluatorContext);

       EventBean[] filteredOldData = filterEvents(exprEvaluator, oldData, false, exprEvaluatorContext);

 

       if ((filteredNewData != null) || (filteredOldData != null))

       {

           this.updateChildren(filteredNewData, filteredOldData);

       }

   }

 

   /**

    * Filters events using the supplied evaluator.

    * @param exprEvaluator - evaluator to use

    * @param events - events to filter

    * @param isNewData - true to indicate filter new data (istream) and not old data (rstream)

    * @param exprEvaluatorContext context for expression evalauation

    * @return filtered events, or null if no events got through the filter

    */

   protected static EventBean[] filterEvents(ExprEvaluator exprEvaluator, EventBean[] events, boolean isNewData,

ExprEvaluatorContext exprEvaluatorContext)

   {

       if (events == null)

       {

           return null;

       }

 

       EventBean[] evalEventArr = new EventBean[1];

       boolean passResult[] = new boolean[events.length];

       int passCount = 0;

 

       for (int i = 0; i < events.length; i++)

       {

           evalEventArr[0] = events[i];

           Boolean pass = (Boolean) exprEvaluator.evaluate(evalEventArr, isNewData, exprEvaluatorContext);

           if ((pass != null) && (pass))

           {

               passResult[i] = true;

               passCount++;

           }

       }

 

       if (passCount == 0)

       {

           return null;

       }
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       if (passCount == events.length)

       {

           return events;

       }

 

       EventBean[] resultArray = new EventBean[passCount];

       int count = 0;

       for (int i = 0; i < passResult.length; i++)

       {

           if (passResult[i])

           {

               resultArray[count] = events[i];

               count++;

           }

       }

       return resultArray;

   }

}

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.expression;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventPropertyGetterMapped;

import org.apache.commons.logging.Log;

import org.apache.commons.logging.LogFactory;

 

public class ExprDotEvalPropertyExprMapped extends ExprDotEvalPropertyExprBase {

   private static final Log log = LogFactory.getLog(ExprDotEvalPropertyExprMapped.class);

 

   private final EventPropertyGetterMapped mappedGetter;

 

   public ExprDotEvalPropertyExprMapped(String statementName, String propertyName, int streamNum,

ExprEvaluator exprEvaluator, Class propertyType, EventPropertyGetterMapped mappedGetter) {

       super(statementName, propertyName, streamNum, exprEvaluator, propertyType);

       this.mappedGetter = mappedGetter;

   }

 

   public Object evaluate(EventBean[] eventsPerStream, boolean isNewData, ExprEvaluatorContext context) {
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       EventBean eventInQuestion = eventsPerStream[super.streamNum];

       if (eventInQuestion == null) {

           return null;

       }

       Object result = exprEvaluator.evaluate(eventsPerStream, isNewData, context);

       if (result != null && (!(result instanceof String))) {

           log.warn(super.getWarningText("string", result));

           return null;

       }

       return mappedGetter.get(eventInQuestion, (String) result);

   }

}

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.join.hint;

 

public class IndexHintInstructionIndexName implements IndexHintInstruction {

   private final String indexName;

 

   public IndexHintInstructionIndexName(String indexName) {

       this.indexName = indexName;

   }

 

   public String getIndexName() {

       return indexName;

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.metric;

 

import com.espertech.esper.schedule.*;

import org.apache.commons.logging.Log;
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import org.apache.commons.logging.LogFactory;

 

import java.util.*;

 

/**

* Scheduling for metrics execution is handles=d by this service.

*/

public final class MetricScheduleService implements MetricTimeSource

{

   private static final Log log = LogFactory.getLog(MetricScheduleService.class);

 

   private final SortedMap<Long, List<MetricExec>> timeHandleMap;

 

   // Current time - used for evaluation as well as for adding new handles

   private volatile Long currentTime;

 

   private volatile Long nearestTime;

 

   /**

    * Constructor.

    */

   public MetricScheduleService()

   {

       this.timeHandleMap = new TreeMap<Long, List<MetricExec>>();

   }

 

   public long getCurrentTime()

   {

       return currentTime;

   }

 

   /**

    * Clears the schedule.

    */

   public void clear()

   {

       log.debug("Clearing scheduling service");

       timeHandleMap.clear();

       nearestTime = null;

   }

 

   /**

    * Sets current time.

    * @param currentTime to set

    */

   public synchronized final void setTime(long currentTime)

   {

       this.currentTime = currentTime;
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   }

 

   /**

    * Adds an execution to the schedule.

    * @param afterMSec offset to add at

    * @param execution execution to add

    */

   public synchronized final void add(long afterMSec, MetricExec execution)

   {

       if (execution == null)

       {

           throw new IllegalArgumentException("Unexpected parameters : null execution");

       }

       long triggerOnTime = currentTime + afterMSec;

       List<MetricExec> handleSet = timeHandleMap.get(triggerOnTime);

       if (handleSet == null)

       {

           handleSet = new ArrayList<MetricExec>();

           timeHandleMap.put(triggerOnTime, handleSet);

       }

       handleSet.add(execution);

 

       nearestTime = timeHandleMap.firstKey();

   }

 

   /**

    * Evaluate the schedule and populates executions, if any.

    * @param handles to populate

    */

   public synchronized final void evaluate(Collection<MetricExec> handles)

   {

       SortedMap<Long, List<MetricExec>> headMap = timeHandleMap.headMap(currentTime + 1);

 

       // First determine all triggers to shoot

       List<Long> removeKeys = new LinkedList<Long>();

       for (Map.Entry<Long, List<MetricExec>> entry : headMap.entrySet())

       {

           Long key = entry.getKey();

           List<MetricExec> value = entry.getValue();

           removeKeys.add(key);

           for (MetricExec handle : value)

           {

               handles.add(handle);

           }

       }

 

       // Remove all triggered msec values

       for (Long key : removeKeys)
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       {

           timeHandleMap.remove(key);

       }

 

       if (!timeHandleMap.isEmpty())

       {

           nearestTime = timeHandleMap.firstKey();

       }

       else

       {

           nearestTime = null;

       }

   }

 

   /**

    * Returns nearest scheduled time.

    * @return nearest scheduled time, or null if none/empty schedule.

    */

   public Long getNearestTime()

   {

       return nearestTime;

   }

 

   /**

    * Remove from schedule an execution.

    * @param metricExec to remove

    */

   public void remove(MetricExec metricExec)

   {

       for (Map.Entry<Long, List<MetricExec>> entry : timeHandleMap.entrySet())

       {

           entry.getValue().remove(metricExec);

       }

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.variable;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventType;

import com.espertech.esper.client.VariableValueException;
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import com.espertech.esper.collection.Pair;

import com.espertech.esper.core.service.StatementExtensionSvcContext;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.core.EngineImportException;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.core.EngineImportService;

import com.espertech.esper.event.EventAdapterService;

import com.espertech.esper.schedule.TimeProvider;

import com.espertech.esper.util.JavaClassHelper;

import org.apache.commons.logging.Log;

import org.apache.commons.logging.LogFactory;

 

import java.io.StringWriter;

import java.util.ArrayList;

import java.util.HashMap;

import java.util.Map;

import java.util.Set;

import java.util.concurrent.CopyOnWriteArraySet;

import java.util.concurrent.locks.ReadWriteLock;

import java.util.concurrent.locks.ReentrantReadWriteLock;

 

/**

* Variables service for reading and writing variables, and for setting a version number for the current thread to

* consider variables for.

* <p>

* Consider a statement as follows: select * from MyEvent as A where A.val > var1 and A.val2 > var1 and A.val3 >

var2

* <p>

* Upon statement execution we need to guarantee that the same atomic value for all variables is applied for all

* variable reads (by expressions typically) within the statement.

* <p>

* Designed to support:

* <ol>

* <li>lock-less read of the current and prior version, locked reads for older versions

* <li>atomicity by keeping multiple versions for each variable and a threadlocal that receives the current version

each call

* <li>one write lock for all variables (required to coordinate with single global version number),

*   however writes are very fast (entry to collection plus increment an int) and therefore blocking should not be an

issue

* </ol>

* <p>

* As an alternative to a version-based design, a read-lock for the variable space could also be used, with the

following

* disadvantages: The write lock may just not be granted unless fair locks are used which are more expensive; And

* a read-lock is more expensive to acquire for multiple CPUs; A thread-local is still need to deal with

* "set var1=3, var2=var1+1" assignments where the new uncommitted value must be visible in the local evaluation.

* <p>

* Every new write to a variable creates a new version. Thus when reading variables, readers can ignore newer

versions

* and a read lock is not required in most circumstances.
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* <p>

* This algorithm works as follows:

* <p>

* A thread processing an event into the engine via sendEvent() calls the "setLocalVersion" method once

* before processing a statement that has variables.

* This places into a threadlocal variable the current version number, say version 570.

* <p>

* A statement that reads a variable has an {@link com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprVariableNode} that has a

{@link com.espertech.esper.epl.variable.VariableReader} handle

* obtained during validation (example).

* <p>

* The {@link com.espertech.esper.epl.variable.VariableReader} takes the version from the threadlocal (570) and

compares the version number with the

* version numbers held for the variable.

* If the current version is same or lower (520, as old or older) then the threadlocal version,

* then use the current value.

* If the current version is higher (571, newer) then the threadlocal version, then go to the prior value.

* Use the prior value until a version is found that as old or older then the threadlocal version.

* <p>

* If no version can be found that is old enough, output a warning and return the newest version.

* This should not happen, unless a thread is executing for very long within a single statement such that

* lifetime-old-version time speriod passed before the thread asks for variable values.

* <p>

* As version numbers are counted up they may reach a boundary. Any write transaction after the boundary

* is reached performs a roll-over. In a roll-over, all variables version lists are

* newly created and any existing threads that read versions go against a (old) high-collection,

* while new threads reading the reset version go against a new low-collection.

* <p>

* The class also allows an optional state handler to be plugged in to handle persistence for variable state.

* The state handler gets invoked when a variable changes value, and when a variable gets created

* to obtain the current value from persistence, if any.

*/

public class VariableServiceImpl implements VariableService

{

   private static Log log = LogFactory.getLog(VariableServiceImpl.class);

 

   /**

    * Sets the boundary above which a reader considers the high-version list of variable values.

    * For use in roll-over when the current version number overflows the ROLLOVER_WRITER_BOUNDARY.

    */

   protected final static int ROLLOVER_READER_BOUNDARY = Integer.MAX_VALUE - 100000;

 

   /**

    * Applicable for each variable if more then the number of versions accumulated, check

    * timestamps to determine if a version can be expired.

    */

   protected final static int HIGH_WATERMARK_VERSIONS = 50;
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   // Keep the variable list

   private final Map<String, VariableReader> variables;

 

   // Each variable has an index number, a current version and a list of values

   private final ArrayList<VersionedValueList<Object>> variableVersions;

 

   // Each variable may have a single callback to invoke when the variable changes

   private final ArrayList<Set<VariableChangeCallback>> changeCallbacks;

 

   // Write lock taken on write of any variable; and on read of older versions

   private final ReadWriteLock readWriteLock;

 

   // Thread-local for the visible version per thread

   private VariableVersionThreadLocal versionThreadLocal = new VariableVersionThreadLocal();

 

   // Number of milliseconds that old versions of a variable are allowed to live

   private final long millisecondLifetimeOldVersions;

   private final TimeProvider timeProvider;

   private final EventAdapterService eventAdapterService;

   private final VariableStateHandler optionalStateHandler;

 

   private volatile int currentVersionNumber;

   private int currentVariableNumber;

 

   /**

    * Ctor.

    * @param millisecondLifetimeOldVersions number of milliseconds a version may hang around before expiry

    * @param timeProvider provides the current time

    * @param optionalStateHandler a optional plug-in that may store variable state and retrieve state upon creation

    * @param eventAdapterService event adapters

    */

   public VariableServiceImpl(long millisecondLifetimeOldVersions, TimeProvider timeProvider,

EventAdapterService eventAdapterService, VariableStateHandler optionalStateHandler)

   {

       this(0, millisecondLifetimeOldVersions, timeProvider, eventAdapterService, optionalStateHandler);

   }

 

   /**

    * Ctor.

    * @param startVersion the first version number to start from

    * @param millisecondLifetimeOldVersions number of milliseconds a version may hang around before expiry

    * @param timeProvider provides the current time

    * @param optionalStateHandler a optional plug-in that may store variable state and retrieve state upon creation

    * @param eventAdapterService for finding event types

    */

   protected VariableServiceImpl(int startVersion, long millisecondLifetimeOldVersions, TimeProvider

timeProvider, EventAdapterService eventAdapterService, VariableStateHandler optionalStateHandler)

   {
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       this.millisecondLifetimeOldVersions = millisecondLifetimeOldVersions;

       this.timeProvider = timeProvider;

       this.eventAdapterService = eventAdapterService;

       this.optionalStateHandler = optionalStateHandler;

       this.variables = new HashMap<String, VariableReader>();

       this.variableVersions = new ArrayList<VersionedValueList<Object>>();

       this.readWriteLock = new ReentrantReadWriteLock();

       this.changeCallbacks = new ArrayList<Set<VariableChangeCallback>>();

       currentVersionNumber = startVersion;

   }

 

   public void destroy() {

       versionThreadLocal = new VariableVersionThreadLocal();

   }

 

   public synchronized void removeVariable(String name) {

       VariableReader reader = variables.get(name);

       if (reader == null)

       {

           return;

       }

 

       if (log.isDebugEnabled()) {

           log.debug("Removing variable '" + name + "'");

       }

       variables.remove(name);

 

       int number = reader.getVariableNumber();

       variableVersions.set(number, null);

       changeCallbacks.set(number, null);

   }

 

   public String getVariableName(int variableNum) {

       VersionedValueList versionedValue = variableVersions.get(variableNum);

       if (versionedValue == null) {

           return null;

       }

       return versionedValue.getName();

   }

 

   public void setLocalVersion()

   {

       versionThreadLocal.getCurrentThread().setVersion(currentVersionNumber);

   }

 

   public void registerCallback(int variableNumber, VariableChangeCallback variableChangeCallback)

   {

       Set<VariableChangeCallback> callbacks = changeCallbacks.get(variableNumber);
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       if (callbacks == null)

       {

           callbacks = new CopyOnWriteArraySet<VariableChangeCallback>();

           changeCallbacks.set(variableNumber, callbacks);

       }

       callbacks.add(variableChangeCallback);

   }

 

   public void unregisterCallback(int variableNumber, VariableChangeCallback variableChangeCallback)

   {

       Set<VariableChangeCallback> callbacks = changeCallbacks.get(variableNumber);

       if (callbacks != null)

       {

           callbacks.remove(variableChangeCallback);

       }

   }

 

   public void createNewVariable(String variableName, String variableType, Object value, boolean constant,

boolean array, StatementExtensionSvcContext extensionServicesContext, EngineImportService

engineImportService) throws VariableExistsException, VariableTypeException

   {

       // Determime the variable type

       Class type = JavaClassHelper.getClassForSimpleName(variableType);

       Class arrayType = null;

       EventType eventType = null;

       if (type == null) {

           if (variableType.toLowerCase().equals("object")) {

               type = Object.class;

           }

           if (type == null) {

               eventType = eventAdapterService.getExistsTypeByName(variableType);

               if (eventType != null) {

                   type = eventType.getUnderlyingType();

               }

           }

           if (type == null) {

               try {

                   type = engineImportService.resolveClass(variableType);

                   if (array) {

                       arrayType = JavaClassHelper.getArrayType(type);

                   }

               } catch (EngineImportException e) {

                   log.debug("Not found '" + type + "': " + e.getMessage(), e);

                   // expected

               }

           }

           if (type == null) {

               throw new VariableTypeException("Cannot create variable '" + variableName + "', type '" +
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                   variableType + "' is not a recognized type");

           }

           if (array && eventType != null) {

               throw new VariableTypeException("Cannot create variable '" + variableName + "', type '" +

                       variableType + "' cannot be declared as an array type");

           }

       }

       else {

           if (array) {

               arrayType = JavaClassHelper.getArrayType(type);

           }

       }

 

       if ((eventType == null) && (!JavaClassHelper.isJavaBuiltinDataType(type)) && (type != Object.class) &&

!type.isArray() && !type.isEnum()) {

           if (array) {

               throw new VariableTypeException("Cannot create variable '" + variableName + "', type '" +

                   variableType + "' cannot be declared as an array, only scalar types can be array");

           }

           eventType = eventAdapterService.addBeanType(type.getName(), type, false, false, false);

       }

 

       if (arrayType != null) {

           type = arrayType;

       }

       createNewVariable(variableName, type, eventType, value, constant, extensionServicesContext);

   }

 

   private synchronized void createNewVariable(String variableName, Class type, EventType eventType, Object

value, boolean constant, StatementExtensionSvcContext extensionServicesContext)

           throws VariableExistsException, VariableTypeException

   {

       // check coercion

       Object coercedValue = value;

 

       // check type

       Class variableType = JavaClassHelper.getBoxedType(type);

 

       if (eventType != null) {

           if ((value != null) && (!JavaClassHelper.isSubclassOrImplementsInterface(value.getClass(),

eventType.getUnderlyingType()))) {

               throw new VariableTypeException("Variable '" + variableName

                   + "' of declared event type '" + eventType.getName() + "' underlying type '" +

eventType.getUnderlyingType().getName() +

                       "' cannot be assigned a value of type '" + value.getClass().getName() + "'");

           }

           coercedValue = eventAdapterService.adapterForType(value, eventType);

       }
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       else if (type == java.lang.Object.class) {

           // no validation

       }

       else {

 

           // allow string assignments to non-string variables

           if ((coercedValue != null) && (coercedValue instanceof String))

           {

               try

               {

                   coercedValue = JavaClassHelper.parse(type, (String) coercedValue);

               }

               catch (Exception ex)

               {

                   throw new VariableTypeException("Variable '" + variableName

                       + "' of declared type " + JavaClassHelper.getClassNameFullyQualPretty(variableType) +

                           " cannot be initialized by value '" + coercedValue + "': " + ex.toString());

               }

           }

 

           if ((coercedValue != null) &&

               (variableType != coercedValue.getClass()))

           {

               // if the declared type is not numeric or the init value is not numeric, fail

               if ((!JavaClassHelper.isNumeric(variableType)) ||

                   (!(coercedValue instanceof Number)))

               {

                   throw getVariableTypeException(variableName, variableType, coercedValue.getClass());

               }

 

               if (!(JavaClassHelper.canCoerce(coercedValue.getClass(), variableType)))

               {

                   throw getVariableTypeException(variableName, variableType, coercedValue.getClass());

               }

 

               // coerce

               coercedValue = JavaClassHelper.coerceBoxed((Number)coercedValue, variableType);

           }

       }

 

       // check if it exists

       VariableReader reader = variables.get(variableName);

       if (reader != null)

       {

           throw new VariableExistsException("Variable by name '" + variableName + "' has already been created");

       }

 

       long timestamp = timeProvider.getTime();
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       // Check current state - see if the variable exists in the state handler

       if (optionalStateHandler != null)

       {

           Pair<Boolean, Object> priorValue = optionalStateHandler.getHasState(variableName,

currentVariableNumber, variableType, eventType, extensionServicesContext);

           if (priorValue.getFirst())

           {

               coercedValue = priorValue.getSecond();

           }

       }

 

       // create new holder for versions

       VersionedValueList<Object> valuePerVersion = new VersionedValueList<Object>(variableName,

currentVersionNumber, coercedValue, timestamp, millisecondLifetimeOldVersions, readWriteLock.readLock(),

HIGH_WATERMARK_VERSIONS, false);

 

       // find empty spot

       int emptySpot = -1;

       int count = 0;

       for (VersionedValueList<Object> entry : variableVersions) {

           if (entry == null) {

               emptySpot = count;

               break;

           }

           count++;

       }

 

       int variableNumber;

       if (emptySpot != -1) {

           variableVersions.set(emptySpot, valuePerVersion);

           changeCallbacks.set(emptySpot, null);

           variableNumber = emptySpot;

       }

       else {

           // add entries matching in index the variable number

           variableVersions.add(valuePerVersion);

           changeCallbacks.add(null);

           variableNumber = currentVariableNumber;

           currentVariableNumber++;

       }

 

       // create reader

       reader = new VariableReader(versionThreadLocal, variableType, eventType, variableName, variableNumber,

valuePerVersion, constant);

       variables.put(variableName, reader);

   }
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   public VariableReader getReader(String variableName)

   {

       return variables.get(variableName);

   }

 

   public void write(int variableNumber, Object newValue)

   {

       VariableVersionThreadEntry entry = versionThreadLocal.getCurrentThread();

       if (entry.getUncommitted() == null)

       {

           entry.setUncommitted(new HashMap<Integer, Object>());

       }

       entry.getUncommitted().put(variableNumber, newValue);

   }

 

   public ReadWriteLock getReadWriteLock()

   {

       return readWriteLock;

   }

 

   public void commit()

   {

       VariableVersionThreadEntry entry = versionThreadLocal.getCurrentThread();

       if (entry.getUncommitted() == null)

       {

           return;

       }

 

       // get new version for adding the new values (1 or many new values)

       int newVersion = currentVersionNumber + 1;

 

       if (currentVersionNumber == ROLLOVER_READER_BOUNDARY)

       {

           // Roll over to new collections;

           // This honors existing threads that will now use the "high" collection in the reader for high version requests

           // and low collection (new and updated) for low version requests

           rollOver();

           newVersion = 2;

       }

       long timestamp = timeProvider.getTime();

 

       // apply all uncommitted changes

       for (Map.Entry<Integer, Object> uncommittedEntry : entry.getUncommitted().entrySet())

       {

           VersionedValueList<Object> versions = variableVersions.get(uncommittedEntry.getKey());

 

           // add new value as a new version

           Object oldValue = versions.addValue(newVersion, uncommittedEntry.getValue(), timestamp);
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           // make a callback that the value changed

           Set<VariableChangeCallback> callbacks = changeCallbacks.get(uncommittedEntry.getKey());

           if (callbacks != null)

           {

               for (VariableChangeCallback callback : callbacks)

               {

                   callback.update(uncommittedEntry.getValue(), oldValue);

               }

           }

 

           // Check current state - see if the variable exists in the state handler

           if (optionalStateHandler != null)

           {

               String name = versions.getName();

               optionalStateHandler.setState(name, uncommittedEntry.getKey(), uncommittedEntry.getValue());

           }

       }

 

       // this makes the new values visible to other threads (not this thread unless set-version called again)

       currentVersionNumber = newVersion;

       entry.setUncommitted(null);    // clean out uncommitted variables

   }

 

   public void rollback()

   {

       VariableVersionThreadEntry entry = versionThreadLocal.getCurrentThread();

       entry.setUncommitted(null);

   }

 

   /**

    * Rollover includes creating a new

    */

   private void rollOver()

   {

       for (Map.Entry<String, VariableReader> entry : variables.entrySet())

       {

           int variableNum = entry.getValue().getVariableNumber();

           String name = entry.getKey();

           long timestamp = timeProvider.getTime();

 

           // Construct a new collection, forgetting the history

           VersionedValueList<Object> versionsOld = variableVersions.get(variableNum);

           Object currentValue = versionsOld.getCurrentAndPriorValue().getCurrentVersion().getValue();

           VersionedValueList<Object> versionsNew = new VersionedValueList<Object>(name, 1, currentValue,

timestamp, millisecondLifetimeOldVersions, readWriteLock.readLock(), HIGH_WATERMARK_VERSIONS,

false);
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           // Tell the reader to use the high collection for old requests

           entry.getValue().setVersionsHigh(versionsOld);

           entry.getValue().setVersionsLow(versionsNew);

 

           // Save new collection instead

           variableVersions.set(variableNum, versionsNew);

       }

   }

 

   public void checkAndWrite(int variableNumber, Object newValue) throws VariableValueException

   {

       if (newValue == null)

       {

           write(variableNumber, null);

           return;

       }

 

       Class valueType = newValue.getClass();

       String variableName = variableVersions.get(variableNumber).getName();

       VariableReader variableReader = variables.get(variableName);

 

       if (variableReader.getEventType() != null) {

           if ((!JavaClassHelper.isSubclassOrImplementsInterface(newValue.getClass(),

variableReader.getEventType().getUnderlyingType()))) {

               throw new VariableValueException("Variable '" + variableName

                   + "' of declared event type '" + variableReader.getEventType().getName() + "' underlying type '" +

variableReader.getEventType().getUnderlyingType().getName() +

                       "' cannot be assigned a value of type '" + valueType.getName() + "'");

           }

           EventBean eventBean = eventAdapterService.adapterForType(newValue, variableReader.getEventType());

           write(variableNumber, eventBean);

           return;

       }

 

       Class variableType = variableReader.getType();

       if ((valueType.equals(variableType)) || (variableType == Object.class))

       {

           write(variableNumber, newValue);

           return;

       }

      

       if ((!JavaClassHelper.isNumeric(variableType)) ||

           (!JavaClassHelper.isNumeric(valueType)))

       {

           throw new VariableValueException(getAssigmentExMessage(variableName, variableType, valueType));

       }

 

       // determine if the expression type can be assigned
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       if (!(JavaClassHelper.canCoerce(valueType, variableType)))

       {

           throw new VariableValueException(getAssigmentExMessage(variableName, variableType, valueType));

       }

 

       Object valueCoerced = JavaClassHelper.coerceBoxed((Number) newValue, variableType);

       write(variableNumber, valueCoerced);

   }

 

   public String toString()

   {

       StringWriter writer = new StringWriter();

       for (Map.Entry<String, VariableReader> entry : variables.entrySet())

       {

           int variableNum = entry.getValue().getVariableNumber();

           VersionedValueList<Object> list = variableVersions.get(variableNum);

           writer.write("Variable '" + entry.getKey() + "' : " + list.toString() + "\n");

       }

       return writer.toString();

   }

 

   public Map<String, VariableReader> getVariables()

   {

       Map<String, VariableReader> variables = new HashMap<String, VariableReader>();

       variables.putAll(this.variables);

       return variables;

   }

 

   private static VariableTypeException getVariableTypeException(String variableName, Class variableType, Class

initValueClass) {

       return new VariableTypeException("Variable '" + variableName

               + "' of declared type " + JavaClassHelper.getClassNameFullyQualPretty(variableType) +

               " cannot be initialized by a value of type " +

JavaClassHelper.getClassNameFullyQualPretty(initValueClass));

   }

 

   public static String getAssigmentExMessage(String variableName, Class variableType, Class initValueClass) {

       return "Variable '" + variableName

               + "' of declared type " + JavaClassHelper.getClassNameFullyQualPretty(variableType) +

               " cannot be assigned a value of type " + JavaClassHelper.getClassNameFullyQualPretty(initValueClass);

   }

}

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *
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*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.join.plan;

 

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprNode;

 

public class QueryGraphValueEntryRangeRelOp extends QueryGraphValueEntryRange {

 

   private static final long serialVersionUID = -4616155064548498888L;

  

   private final ExprNode expression;

   private final boolean isBetweenPart; // indicate that this is part of a between-clause or in-clause

 

   public QueryGraphValueEntryRangeRelOp(QueryGraphRangeEnum type, ExprNode expression, boolean

isBetweenPart) {

       super(type);

       if (type.isRange()) {

           throw new IllegalArgumentException("Invalid ctor for use with ranges");

       }

       this.expression = expression;

       this.isBetweenPart = isBetweenPart;

   }

 

   public ExprNode getExpression() {

       return expression;

   }

 

   public boolean isBetweenPart() {

       return isBetweenPart;

   }

 

   public String toQueryPlan() {

       return getType().getStringOp() + " on " + expression.toExpressionString();

   }

}

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/
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package com.espertech.esper.epl.join.plan;

 

public class CoercionDesc {

 

   private boolean coerce;

   private Class[] coercionTypes;

 

   public CoercionDesc(boolean coerce, Class[] coercionTypes) {

       this.coerce = coerce;

       this.coercionTypes = coercionTypes;

   }

 

   public boolean isCoerce() {

       return coerce;

   }

 

   public Class[] getCoercionTypes() {

       return coercionTypes;

   }

}

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.datetime.interval;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventPropertyGetter;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluator;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluatorContext;

 

public class ExprEvaluatorStreamLongPropFragment implements ExprEvaluator {

 

   private final int streamId;

   private final EventPropertyGetter getterFragment;

   private final EventPropertyGetter getterTimestamp;

 

   public ExprEvaluatorStreamLongPropFragment(int streamId, EventPropertyGetter getterFragment,

EventPropertyGetter getterTimestamp) {

       this.streamId = streamId;
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       this.getterFragment = getterFragment;

       this.getterTimestamp = getterTimestamp;

   }

 

   public Object evaluate(EventBean[] eventsPerStream, boolean isNewData, ExprEvaluatorContext context) {

       EventBean theEvent = eventsPerStream[streamId];

       if (theEvent == null) {

           return null;

       }

       Object event = getterFragment.getFragment(theEvent);

       if (!(event instanceof EventBean)) {

           return null;

       }

       return getterTimestamp.get((EventBean) event);

   }

 

   public Class getType() {

       return Long.class;

   }

 

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.join.table;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventPropertyGetter;

import com.espertech.esper.util.JavaClassHelper;

import org.apache.commons.logging.Log;

import org.apache.commons.logging.LogFactory;

 

public class PropertySortedEventTableCoerced extends PropertySortedEventTable

{

   private Class coercionType;

 

   public PropertySortedEventTableCoerced(int streamNum, EventPropertyGetter propertyGetter, Class

coercionType) {

       super(streamNum, propertyGetter);

       this.coercionType = coercionType;

   }

 

   @Override

   protected Object coerce(Object value) {
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       if (!value.getClass().equals(coercionType))

       {

           if (value instanceof Number)

           {

               return JavaClassHelper.coerceBoxed((Number) value, coercionType);

           }

       }

       return value;       

   }

 

   public String toString()

   {

       return "PropertySortedEventTableCoerced" +

               " streamNum=" + streamNum +

               " propertyGetter=" + propertyGetter +

               " coercionType=" + coercionType;

   }

 

   private static Log log = LogFactory.getLog(PropertySortedEventTableCoerced.class);

}

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.core.eval;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventType;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.core.SelectExprProcessor;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluatorContext;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.spec.SelectClauseStreamCompiledSpec;

import org.apache.commons.logging.Log;

import org.apache.commons.logging.LogFactory;

 

import java.util.List;

import java.util.Map;

 

public class EvalSelectStreamNoUnderlyingMap extends EvalSelectStreamBaseMap implements

SelectExprProcessor {

 

   private static final Log log = LogFactory.getLog(EvalSelectStreamNoUnderlyingMap.class);
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   public EvalSelectStreamNoUnderlyingMap(SelectExprContext selectExprContext, EventType resultEventType,

List<SelectClauseStreamCompiledSpec> namedStreams, boolean usingWildcard) {

       super(selectExprContext, resultEventType, namedStreams, usingWildcard);

   }

 

   public EventBean processSpecific(Map<String, Object> props, EventBean[] eventsPerStream,

ExprEvaluatorContext exprEvaluatorContext)

   {

       return super.getSelectExprContext().getEventAdapterService().adapterForTypedMap(props,

super.getResultEventType());

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.view;

 

import com.espertech.esper.core.context.util.AgentInstanceContext;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprValidationException;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.spec.OutputLimitRateType;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.spec.OutputLimitSpec;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.variable.VariableReader;

import com.espertech.esper.util.JavaClassHelper;

import org.apache.commons.logging.Log;

import org.apache.commons.logging.LogFactory;

 

/**

* Factory for output condition instances that are polled/queried only.

*/

public class OutputConditionPolledFactory

{

	private static final Log log = LogFactory.getLog(OutputConditionPolledFactory.class);

 

   /**

    * Creates an output condition instance.

    * @param outputLimitSpec specifies what kind of condition to create

    * @return instance for handling output condition

    */

	public static OutputConditionPolled createCondition(OutputLimitSpec outputLimitSpec,

                                                    AgentInstanceContext agentInstanceContext)

           throws ExprValidationException

   {
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		if(outputLimitSpec == null)

		{

			throw new NullPointerException("Output condition by count requires a non-null callback");

		}

 

       // Check if a variable is present

       VariableReader reader = null;

       if (outputLimitSpec.getVariableName() != null)

       {

           reader =

agentInstanceContext.getStatementContext().getVariableService().getReader(outputLimitSpec.getVariableName());

           if (reader == null)

           {

               throw new IllegalArgumentException("Variable named '" + outputLimitSpec.getVariableName() + "' has

not been declared");

           }

       }

 

       if(outputLimitSpec.getRateType() == OutputLimitRateType.CRONTAB)

       {

           return new OutputConditionPolledCrontab(outputLimitSpec.getCrontabAtSchedule(), agentInstanceContext);

       }

       else if(outputLimitSpec.getRateType() == OutputLimitRateType.WHEN_EXPRESSION)

       {

           return new OutputConditionPolledExpression(outputLimitSpec.getWhenExpressionNode(),

outputLimitSpec.getThenExpressions(), agentInstanceContext);

       }

       else if(outputLimitSpec.getRateType() == OutputLimitRateType.EVENTS)

		{

           if (log.isDebugEnabled())

           {

			    log.debug(".createCondition creating OutputConditionCount with event rate " + outputLimitSpec);

           }

 

           if ((reader != null) && (!JavaClassHelper.isNumericNonFP(reader.getType())))

           {

               throw new IllegalArgumentException("Variable named '" + outputLimitSpec.getVariableName() + "' must

be type integer, long or short");

           }

 

           int rate = -1;

           if (outputLimitSpec.getRate() != null)

           {

               rate = outputLimitSpec.getRate().intValue();

           }

           return new OutputConditionPolledCount(rate, reader);

		}

		else
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		{

           if ((reader != null) && (!JavaClassHelper.isNumeric(reader.getType())))

           {

               throw new IllegalArgumentException("Variable named '" + outputLimitSpec.getVariableName() + "' must

be of numeric type");

           }

 

           return new OutputConditionPolledTime(outputLimitSpec.getTimePeriodExpr(), agentInstanceContext);

		}

	}

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.core;

 

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluatorContext;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprValidationException;

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventType;

 

/**

* Processor for select-clause expressions that handles wildcards for single streams with no insert-into.

*/

public class SelectExprWildcardProcessor implements SelectExprProcessor

{

   private final EventType eventType;

 

   /**

    * Ctor.

    * @param eventType is the type of event this processor produces

    * @throws com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprValidationException if the expression validation failed

    */

   public SelectExprWildcardProcessor(EventType eventType) throws ExprValidationException

   {

       this.eventType = eventType;

   }

 

   public EventBean process(EventBean[] eventsPerStream, boolean isNewData, boolean isSynthesize,

ExprEvaluatorContext exprEvaluatorContext)

   {

       return eventsPerStream[0];

   }
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   public EventType getResultEventType()

   {

       return eventType;

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.agg.service;

 

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluator;

 

/**

* All aggregation services require evaluation nodes which supply the value to be aggregated (summed, averaged,

etc.)

* and aggregation state factories to make new aggregation states.

*/

public abstract class AggregationServiceBaseGrouped implements AggregationService

{

   /**

    * Evaluation nodes under.

    */

   protected ExprEvaluator evaluators[];

 

   /**

    * Aggregation states and factories.

    */

   protected AggregationMethodFactory aggregators[];

 

   /**

    * Ctor.

    * @param evaluators - are the child node of each aggregation function used for computing the value to be

aggregated

    * @param aggregators - aggregation states/factories

    */

   public AggregationServiceBaseGrouped(ExprEvaluator evaluators[], AggregationMethodFactory aggregators[])

   {

       this.evaluators = evaluators;

       this.aggregators = aggregators;

 

       if (evaluators.length != aggregators.length)

       {
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           throw new IllegalArgumentException("Expected the same number of evaluates as computer prototypes");

       }

   }

}

<!--

 ~ **************************************************************************************

 ~ * Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

 ~ * http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

 ~ * http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

 ~ * ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

 ~ * The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

 ~ * a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

 ~ **************************************************************************************

 -->

 

<html>

<head></head>

<body>

<p>

	Join-related utilities

</p>

</body>

</html>

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.spec;

 

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.*;

import com.espertech.esper.util.MetaDefItem;

 

import java.io.Serializable;

 

/**

* Interval specification within match_recognize.

*/

public class MatchRecognizeInterval implements MetaDefItem, Serializable

{

   private ExprTimePeriod timePeriodExpr;

   private static final long serialVersionUID = 9015877742992218244L;
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   /**

    * Ctor.

    * @param timePeriodExpr time period

    */

   public MatchRecognizeInterval(ExprTimePeriod timePeriodExpr)

   {

       this.timePeriodExpr = timePeriodExpr;

   }

 

   /**

    * Returns the time period.

    * @return time period

    */

   public ExprTimePeriod getTimePeriodExpr()

   {

       return timePeriodExpr;

   }

 

   /**

    * Returns the number of milliseconds.

    * @return msec

    */

   public long getMSec()

   {

       double seconds = (Double) timePeriodExpr.evaluate(null, true, null);

       return (long) (seconds * 1000);

   }

 

   public void validate(ExprValidationContext validationContext) throws ExprValidationException {

       timePeriodExpr = (ExprTimePeriod) ExprNodeUtility.getValidatedSubtree(timePeriodExpr,

validationContext);

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.view;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventType;

import com.espertech.esper.collection.EventDistinctIterator;

import com.espertech.esper.collection.MultiKey;
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import com.espertech.esper.collection.UniformPair;

import com.espertech.esper.core.service.StatementContext;

import com.espertech.esper.core.service.StatementResultListener;

import com.espertech.esper.core.service.UpdateDispatchView;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.core.ResultSetProcessor;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.join.base.JoinExecutionStrategy;

import com.espertech.esper.view.Viewable;

 

import java.util.Iterator;

import java.util.Set;

 

public class OutputStrategyUtil

{

   public static void output(boolean forceUpdate, UniformPair<EventBean[]> result, UpdateDispatchView

finalView)

   {

       EventBean[] newEvents = result != null ? result.getFirst() : null;

       EventBean[] oldEvents = result != null ? result.getSecond() : null;

       if(newEvents != null || oldEvents != null)

       {

           finalView.newResult(result);

       }

       else if(forceUpdate)

       {

           finalView.newResult(result);

       }

   }

 

   /**

    * Indicate statement result.

    * @param newOldEvents result

    */

   public static void indicateEarlyReturn(StatementContext statementContext, UniformPair<EventBean[]>

newOldEvents) {

       if (newOldEvents == null) {

           return;

       }

       if ((statementContext.getMetricReportingService() != null) &&

           (statementContext.getMetricReportingService().getStatementOutputHooks() != null) &&

           (!statementContext.getMetricReportingService().getStatementOutputHooks().isEmpty())) {

           for (StatementResultListener listener :

statementContext.getMetricReportingService().getStatementOutputHooks()) {

               listener.update(newOldEvents.getFirst(), newOldEvents.getSecond(),

statementContext.getStatementName(), null, null);

           }

       }

   }
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   public static Iterator<EventBean> getIterator(JoinExecutionStrategy joinExecutionStrategy, ResultSetProcessor

resultSetProcessor, Viewable parentView, boolean distinct) {

       Iterator<EventBean> iterator;

       EventType eventType;

       if (joinExecutionStrategy != null)

       {

           Set<MultiKey<EventBean>> joinSet = joinExecutionStrategy.staticJoin();

           iterator = resultSetProcessor.getIterator(joinSet);

           eventType = resultSetProcessor.getResultEventType();

       }

       else if(resultSetProcessor != null)

   	{

           iterator = resultSetProcessor.getIterator(parentView);

           eventType = resultSetProcessor.getResultEventType();

   	}

   	else

   	{

   		iterator = parentView.iterator();

           eventType = parentView.getEventType();

   	}

 

       if (!distinct)

       {

           return iterator;

       }

       return new EventDistinctIterator(iterator, eventType);

   }

}

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.enummethod.dot;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.util.ExpressionReturnType;

import org.apache.commons.logging.Log;

import org.apache.commons.logging.LogFactory;

 

import java.util.*;

 

public class ExprDotStaticMethodWrapArrayScalar implements ExprDotStaticMethodWrap {
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   private static final Log log = LogFactory.getLog(ExprDotStaticMethodWrapArrayScalar.class);

 

   private final String methodName;

   private final Class componentType;

 

   public ExprDotStaticMethodWrapArrayScalar(String methodName, Class componentType) {

       this.methodName = methodName;

       this.componentType = componentType;

   }

 

   public ExpressionReturnType getTypeInfo() {

       return ExpressionReturnType.collectionOfSingleValue(componentType);

   }

 

   public Collection convert(Object result) {

       if (result == null) {

           return null;

       }

       if (!result.getClass().isArray()) {

           log.warn("Expected array-type input from method '" + methodName + "' but received " + result.getClass());

           return null;

       }

       return new ArrayWrappingCollection(result);

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.metric;

 

/**

* Interface for the time of the metrics generation.

*/

public interface MetricTimeSource

{

   /**

    * Returns current time for metrics reporting.

    * @return metrics current time

    */

   public long getCurrentTime();

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *
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* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.join.table;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EPException;

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventPropertyGetter;

import org.apache.commons.logging.Log;

import org.apache.commons.logging.LogFactory;

 

import java.util.*;

 

/**

* Unique index.

*/

public class PropertyIndexedEventTableSingleUnique extends PropertyIndexedEventTableSingle

{

   private final String indexName;

   private final Map<Object, EventBean> propertyIndex;

 

   public PropertyIndexedEventTableSingleUnique(int streamNum, EventPropertyGetter propertyGetter, String

indexName)

   {

       super(streamNum, propertyGetter);

       this.indexName = indexName;

       propertyIndex = new HashMap<Object, EventBean>();

   }

 

   /**

    * Remove then add events.

    * @param newData to add

    * @param oldData to remove

    */

   @Override

   public void addRemove(EventBean[] newData, EventBean[] oldData) {

       remove(oldData);

       add(newData);

   }

 

   @Override

   public void add(EventBean[] events)

   {

       if (events == null)

       {
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           return;

       }

       for (EventBean theEvent : events)

       {

           add(theEvent);

       }

   }

 

   @Override

   public void remove(EventBean[] events)

   {

       if (events == null)

       {

           return;

       }

       for (EventBean theEvent : events)

       {

           remove(theEvent);

       }

   }

 

   @Override

   public Set<EventBean> lookup(Object key)

   {

       EventBean event = propertyIndex.get(key);

       if (event != null) {

           return Collections.singleton(event);

       }

       return null;

   }

 

   private void add(EventBean theEvent)

   {

       Object key = getKey(theEvent);

 

       EventBean existing = propertyIndex.put(key, theEvent);

       if (existing != null && !existing.equals(theEvent)) {

           throw PropertyIndexedEventTableUnique.handleUniqueIndexViolation(indexName, key);

       }

   }

 

   private void remove(EventBean theEvent)

   {

       Object key = getKey(theEvent);

       EventBean event = propertyIndex.get(key);

       if (event == null || !event.equals(theEvent)) {

           return;

       }
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       propertyIndex.remove(key);

   }

 

   public boolean isEmpty()

   {

       return propertyIndex.isEmpty();

   }

 

   @Override

   public Iterator<EventBean> iterator()

   {

       return propertyIndex.values().iterator();

   }

 

   public void clear()

   {

       propertyIndex.clear();

   }

 

   public String toString()

   {

       return toQueryPlan();

   }

 

   public String toQueryPlan() {

       return this.getClass().getSimpleName() +

               " streamNum=" + streamNum +

               " propertyGetter=" + propertyGetter;

   }

 

   private static Log log = LogFactory.getLog(PropertyIndexedEventTableSingleUnique.class);

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.lookup;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluatorContext;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.join.table.UnindexedEventTable;

 

import java.util.Collection;

import java.util.Set;
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/**

* Lookup on an unindexed table returning the full table as matching events.

*/

public class SubordFullTableScanLookupStrategy implements SubordTableLookupStrategy

{

   private UnindexedEventTable eventIndex;

 

   /**

    * Ctor.

    * @param eventIndex - table to use

    */

   public SubordFullTableScanLookupStrategy(UnindexedEventTable eventIndex)

   {

       this.eventIndex = eventIndex;

   }

 

   public Set<EventBean> lookup(EventBean[] eventPerStream, ExprEvaluatorContext context)

   {

       return lookupInternal();

   }

 

   public Collection<EventBean> lookup(Object[] keys) {

       return lookupInternal();

   }

 

   private Set<EventBean> lookupInternal() {

       Set<EventBean> result = eventIndex.getEventSet();

       if (result.isEmpty())

       {

           return null;

       }

       return result;

   }

 

   /**

    * Returns the associated table.

    * @return table for lookup.

    */

   public UnindexedEventTable getEventIndex()

   {

       return eventIndex;

   }

 

   public String toQueryPlan() {

       return this.getClass().getSimpleName();

   }

}
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/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.core.eval;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventType;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.core.SelectExprProcessor;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluatorContext;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprValidationException;

import com.espertech.esper.event.EventAdapterService;

import com.espertech.esper.util.JavaClassHelper;

 

public class EvalInsertBeanRecast implements SelectExprProcessor {

 

   private final EventType eventType;

   private final EventAdapterService eventAdapterService;

   private final int streamNumber;

 

   public EvalInsertBeanRecast(EventType targetType, EventAdapterService eventAdapterService, int

streamNumber, EventType[] typesPerStream)

       throws ExprValidationException

   {

       this.eventType = targetType;

       this.eventAdapterService = eventAdapterService;

       this.streamNumber = streamNumber;

 

       EventType sourceType = typesPerStream[streamNumber];

       Class sourceClass = sourceType.getUnderlyingType();

       Class targetClass = targetType.getUnderlyingType();

       if (!JavaClassHelper.isSubclassOrImplementsInterface(sourceClass, targetClass)) {

           throw new ExprValidationException("Expression-returned event type '" + sourceType.getName() +

                   "' with underlying type '" + sourceType.getUnderlyingType().getName() +

                   "' cannot be converted target event type '" + targetType.getName() +

                   "' with underlying type '" + targetType.getUnderlyingType().getName() + "'");

       }

   }

 

   public EventBean process(EventBean[] eventsPerStream, boolean isNewData, boolean isSynthesize,

ExprEvaluatorContext exprEvaluatorContext) {
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       EventBean theEvent = eventsPerStream[streamNumber];

       return eventAdapterService.adapterForTypedBean(theEvent.getUnderlying(), eventType);

   }

 

   public EventType getResultEventType() {

       return eventType;

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.named;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventType;

import com.espertech.esper.client.annotation.AuditEnum;

import com.espertech.esper.core.context.util.AgentInstanceContext;

import com.espertech.esper.core.service.EPStatementHandle;

import com.espertech.esper.core.service.InternalEventRouteDest;

import com.espertech.esper.core.service.InternalEventRouter;

import com.espertech.esper.core.service.StatementResultService;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.core.ResultSetProcessor;

import com.espertech.esper.event.EventBeanReader;

import org.apache.commons.logging.Log;

import org.apache.commons.logging.LogFactory;

 

/**

* View for the on-select statement that handles selecting events from a named window.

*/

public class NamedWindowOnSelectViewFactory extends NamedWindowOnExprBaseViewFactory

{

   private static final Log log = LogFactory.getLog(NamedWindowOnSelectViewFactory.class);

 

   private final InternalEventRouter internalEventRouter;

   private final boolean addToFront;

   private final EPStatementHandle statementHandle;

   private final EventBeanReader eventBeanReader;

   private final boolean isDistinct;

   private final EventType outputEventType;

   private final StatementResultService statementResultService;

   private final InternalEventRouteDest internalEventRouteDest;

   private final boolean deleteAndSelect;

 

   public NamedWindowOnSelectViewFactory(EventType namedWindowEventType, InternalEventRouter
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internalEventRouter, boolean addToFront, EPStatementHandle statementHandle, EventBeanReader

eventBeanReader, boolean distinct, EventType outputEventType, StatementResultService statementResultService,

InternalEventRouteDest internalEventRouteDest, boolean deleteAndSelect) {

       super(namedWindowEventType);

       this.internalEventRouter = internalEventRouter;

       this.addToFront = addToFront;

       this.statementHandle = statementHandle;

       this.eventBeanReader = eventBeanReader;

       isDistinct = distinct;

       this.outputEventType = outputEventType;

       this.statementResultService = statementResultService;

       this.internalEventRouteDest = internalEventRouteDest;

       this.deleteAndSelect = deleteAndSelect;

   }

 

   public NamedWindowOnExprBaseView make(NamedWindowLookupStrategy lookupStrategy,

NamedWindowRootViewInstance namedWindowRootViewInstance, AgentInstanceContext agentInstanceContext,

ResultSetProcessor resultSetProcessor) {

       boolean audit = AuditEnum.INSERT.getAudit(agentInstanceContext.getStatementContext().getAnnotations())

!= null;

       return new NamedWindowOnSelectView(lookupStrategy, namedWindowRootViewInstance,

agentInstanceContext, this, resultSetProcessor, audit, deleteAndSelect);

   }

 

   public InternalEventRouter getInternalEventRouter() {

       return internalEventRouter;

   }

 

   public boolean isAddToFront() {

       return addToFront;

   }

 

   public EPStatementHandle getStatementHandle() {

       return statementHandle;

   }

 

   public EventBeanReader getEventBeanReader() {

       return eventBeanReader;

   }

 

   public boolean isDistinct() {

       return isDistinct;

   }

 

   public StatementResultService getStatementResultService() {

       return statementResultService;

   }
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   public InternalEventRouteDest getInternalEventRouteDest() {

       return internalEventRouteDest;

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.core;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventType;

import com.espertech.esper.collection.ArrayEventIterator;

import com.espertech.esper.collection.MultiKey;

import com.espertech.esper.collection.MultiKeyUntyped;

import com.espertech.esper.collection.UniformPair;

import com.espertech.esper.core.context.util.AgentInstanceContext;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.agg.service.AggregationRowRemovedCallback;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.agg.service.AggregationService;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluator;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprValidationException;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.spec.OutputLimitLimitType;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.view.OutputConditionPolled;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.view.OutputConditionPolledFactory;

import com.espertech.esper.view.Viewable;

import org.apache.commons.logging.Log;

import org.apache.commons.logging.LogFactory;

 

import java.util.*;

 

/**

* Result-set processor for the aggregate-grouped case:

* there is a group-by and one or more non-aggregation event properties in the select clause are not listed in the group

by,

* and there are aggregation functions.

* <p>

* This processor does perform grouping by computing MultiKey group-by keys for each row.

* The processor generates one row for each event entering (new event) and one row for each event leaving (old

event).

* <p>

* Aggregation state is a table of rows held by {@link AggregationService} where the row key is the group-by

MultiKey.

*/

public class ResultSetProcessorAggregateGrouped implements ResultSetProcessor,
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AggregationRowRemovedCallback {

   private static final Log log = LogFactory.getLog(ResultSetProcessorAggregateGrouped.class);

 

   private final ResultSetProcessorAggregateGroupedFactory prototype;

   private final SelectExprProcessor selectExprProcessor;

   private final OrderByProcessor orderByProcessor;

   private final AggregationService aggregationService;

   private AgentInstanceContext agentInstanceContext;

 

   private final EventBean[] eventsPerStreamOneStream = new EventBean[1];

 

   // For output limiting, keep a representative of each group-by group

   private final Map<Object, EventBean[]> eventGroupReps = new HashMap<Object, EventBean[]>();

   private final Map<Object, EventBean[]> workCollection = new LinkedHashMap<Object, EventBean[]>();

   private final Map<Object, EventBean[]> workCollectionTwo = new LinkedHashMap<Object, EventBean[]>();

 

   // For sorting, keep the generating events for each outgoing event

   private final Map<Object, EventBean[]> newGenerators = new HashMap<Object, EventBean[]>();

	private final Map<Object, EventBean[]> oldGenerators = new HashMap<Object, EventBean[]>();

 

   private final Map<Object, OutputConditionPolled> outputState = new HashMap<Object,

OutputConditionPolled>();

 

   public ResultSetProcessorAggregateGrouped(ResultSetProcessorAggregateGroupedFactory prototype,

SelectExprProcessor selectExprProcessor, OrderByProcessor orderByProcessor, AggregationService

aggregationService, AgentInstanceContext agentInstanceContext) {

       this.prototype = prototype;

       this.selectExprProcessor = selectExprProcessor;

       this.orderByProcessor = orderByProcessor;

       this.aggregationService = aggregationService;

       this.agentInstanceContext = agentInstanceContext;

       aggregationService.setRemovedCallback(this);

   }

 

   public void setAgentInstanceContext(AgentInstanceContext agentInstanceContext) {

       this.agentInstanceContext = agentInstanceContext;

   }

 

   public EventType getResultEventType()

   {

       return prototype.getResultEventType();

   }

 

   public UniformPair<EventBean[]> processJoinResult(Set<MultiKey<EventBean>> newEvents,

Set<MultiKey<EventBean>> oldEvents, boolean isSynthesize)

   {

       // Generate group-by keys for all events

       Object[] newDataGroupByKeys = generateGroupKeys(newEvents, true);
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       Object[] oldDataGroupByKeys = generateGroupKeys(oldEvents, false);

 

       // generate old events

       if (prototype.isUnidirectional())

       {

           this.clear();

       }

 

       // update aggregates

       if (!newEvents.isEmpty())

       {

           // apply old data to aggregates

           int count = 0;

           for (MultiKey<EventBean> eventsPerStream : newEvents)

           {

               aggregationService.applyEnter(eventsPerStream.getArray(), newDataGroupByKeys[count],

agentInstanceContext);

               count++;

           }

       }

       if (!oldEvents.isEmpty())

       {

           // apply old data to aggregates

           int count = 0;

           for (MultiKey<EventBean> eventsPerStream : oldEvents)

           {

               aggregationService.applyLeave(eventsPerStream.getArray(), oldDataGroupByKeys[count],

agentInstanceContext);

               count++;

           }

       }

 

       EventBean[] selectOldEvents = null;

       if (prototype.isSelectRStream())

       {

           selectOldEvents = generateOutputEventsJoin(oldEvents, oldDataGroupByKeys, oldGenerators, false,

isSynthesize);

       }

       EventBean[] selectNewEvents = generateOutputEventsJoin(newEvents, newDataGroupByKeys,

newGenerators, true, isSynthesize);

 

       if ((selectNewEvents != null) || (selectOldEvents != null))

       {

           return new UniformPair<EventBean[]>(selectNewEvents, selectOldEvents);

       }

       return null;

   }
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   public UniformPair<EventBean[]> processViewResult(EventBean[] newData, EventBean[] oldData, boolean

isSynthesize)

   {

       // Generate group-by keys for all events

       Object[] newDataGroupByKeys = generateGroupKeys(newData, true);

       Object[] oldDataGroupByKeys = generateGroupKeys(oldData, false);

 

       // update aggregates

       EventBean[] eventsPerStream = new EventBean[1];

       if (newData != null)

       {

           // apply new data to aggregates

           for (int i = 0; i < newData.length; i++)

           {

               eventsPerStream[0] = newData[i];

               aggregationService.applyEnter(eventsPerStream, newDataGroupByKeys[i], agentInstanceContext);

           }

       }

       if (oldData != null)

       {

           // apply old data to aggregates

           for (int i = 0; i < oldData.length; i++)

           {

               eventsPerStream[0] = oldData[i];

               aggregationService.applyLeave(eventsPerStream, oldDataGroupByKeys[i], agentInstanceContext);

           }

       }

 

       EventBean[] selectOldEvents = null;

       if (prototype.isSelectRStream())

       {

           selectOldEvents = generateOutputEventsView(oldData, oldDataGroupByKeys, oldGenerators, false,

isSynthesize);

       }

       EventBean[] selectNewEvents = generateOutputEventsView(newData, newDataGroupByKeys, newGenerators,

true, isSynthesize);

 

       if ((selectNewEvents != null) || (selectOldEvents != null))

       {

           return new UniformPair<EventBean[]>(selectNewEvents, selectOldEvents);

       }

       return null;

   }

 

	private EventBean[] generateOutputEventsView(EventBean[] outputEvents, Object[] groupByKeys, Map<Object,

EventBean[]> generators, boolean isNewData, boolean isSynthesize)

   {

       if (outputEvents == null)
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       {

           return null;

       }

 

       EventBean[] eventsPerStream = new EventBean[1];

       EventBean[] events = new EventBean[outputEvents.length];

       Object[] keys = new Object[outputEvents.length];

       EventBean[][] currentGenerators = null;

       if(prototype.isSorting())

       {

       	currentGenerators = new EventBean[outputEvents.length][];

       }

 

       int count = 0;

       for (int i = 0; i < outputEvents.length; i++)

       {

           aggregationService.setCurrentAccess(groupByKeys[count], agentInstanceContext.getAgentInstanceId());

           eventsPerStream[0] = outputEvents[count];

 

           // Filter the having clause

           if (prototype.getOptionalHavingNode() != null)

           {

               Boolean result = (Boolean) prototype.getOptionalHavingNode().evaluate(eventsPerStream, isNewData,

agentInstanceContext);

               if ((result == null) || (!result))

               {

                   continue;

               }

           }

 

           events[count] = selectExprProcessor.process(eventsPerStream, isNewData, isSynthesize,

agentInstanceContext);

           keys[count] = groupByKeys[count];

           if(prototype.isSorting())

           {

           	EventBean[] currentEventsPerStream = new EventBean[] { outputEvents[count] };

           	generators.put(keys[count], currentEventsPerStream);

           	currentGenerators[count] = currentEventsPerStream;

           }

 

           count++;

       }

 

       // Resize if some rows were filtered out

       if (count != events.length)

       {

           if (count == 0)

           {
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               return null;

           }

           EventBean[] outEvents = new EventBean[count];

           System.arraycopy(events, 0, outEvents, 0, count);

           events = outEvents;

 

           if(prototype.isSorting())

           {

           	Object[] outKeys = new Object[count];

           	System.arraycopy(keys, 0, outKeys, 0, count);

           	keys = outKeys;

 

           	EventBean[][] outGens = new EventBean[count][];

           	System.arraycopy(currentGenerators, 0, outGens, 0, count);

           	currentGenerators = outGens;

           }

       }

 

       if(prototype.isSorting())

       {

           events = orderByProcessor.sort(events, currentGenerators, keys, isNewData, agentInstanceContext);

       }

 

       return events;

   }

 

   private Object[] generateGroupKeys(Set<MultiKey<EventBean>> resultSet, boolean isNewData)

   {

       if (resultSet.isEmpty())

       {

           return null;

       }

 

       Object keys[] = new Object[resultSet.size()];

 

       int count = 0;

       for (MultiKey<EventBean> eventsPerStream : resultSet)

       {

           keys[count] = generateGroupKey(eventsPerStream.getArray(), isNewData);

           count++;

       }

 

       return keys;

   }

 

   private Object[] generateGroupKeys(EventBean[] events, boolean isNewData)

   {

       if (events == null)
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       {

           return null;

       }

 

       EventBean[] eventsPerStream = new EventBean[1];

       Object keys[] = new Object[events.length];

 

       for (int i = 0; i < events.length; i++)

       {

           eventsPerStream[0] = events[i];

           keys[i] = generateGroupKey(eventsPerStream, isNewData);

       }

 

       return keys;

   }

 

   /**

    * Generates the group-by key for the row

    * @param eventsPerStream is the row of events

    * @param isNewData is true for new data

    * @return grouping keys

    */

   protected Object generateGroupKey(EventBean[] eventsPerStream, boolean isNewData)

   {

       if (prototype.getGroupKeyNode() != null) {

           return prototype.getGroupKeyNode().evaluate(eventsPerStream, isNewData, agentInstanceContext);

       }

 

       Object[] keys = new Object[prototype.getGroupKeyNodes().length];

 

       int count = 0;

       for (ExprEvaluator exprNode : prototype.getGroupKeyNodes())

       {

           keys[count] = exprNode.evaluate(eventsPerStream, isNewData, agentInstanceContext);

           count++;

       }

 

       return new MultiKeyUntyped(keys);

   }

 

   private EventBean[] generateOutputEventsJoin(Set<MultiKey<EventBean>> resultSet, Object[] groupByKeys,

Map<Object, EventBean[]> generators, boolean isNewData, boolean isSynthesize)

   {

       if (resultSet.isEmpty())

       {

           return null;

       }
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       EventBean[] events = new EventBean[resultSet.size()];

       Object[] keys = new Object[resultSet.size()];

       EventBean[][] currentGenerators = null;

       if(prototype.isSorting())

       {

       	currentGenerators = new EventBean[resultSet.size()][];

       }

 

       int count = 0;

       for (MultiKey<EventBean> row : resultSet)

       {

           EventBean[] eventsPerStream = row.getArray();

 

           aggregationService.setCurrentAccess(groupByKeys[count], agentInstanceContext.getAgentInstanceId());

 

           // Filter the having clause

           if (prototype.getOptionalHavingNode() != null)

           {

               Boolean result = (Boolean) prototype.getOptionalHavingNode().evaluate(eventsPerStream, isNewData,

agentInstanceContext);

               if ((result == null) || (!result))

               {

                   continue;

               }

           }

 

           events[count] = selectExprProcessor.process(eventsPerStream, isNewData, isSynthesize,

agentInstanceContext);

           keys[count] = groupByKeys[count];

           if(prototype.isSorting())

           {

           	generators.put(keys[count], eventsPerStream);

           	currentGenerators[count] = eventsPerStream;

           }

 

           count++;

       }

 

       // Resize if some rows were filtered out

       if (count != events.length)

       {

           if (count == 0)

           {

               return null;

           }

           EventBean[] outEvents = new EventBean[count];

           System.arraycopy(events, 0, outEvents, 0, count);

           events = outEvents;
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           if(prototype.isSorting())

           {

           	Object[] outKeys = new Object[count];

           	System.arraycopy(keys, 0, outKeys, 0, count);

           	keys = outKeys;

 

           	EventBean[][] outGens = new EventBean[count][];

           	System.arraycopy(currentGenerators, 0, outGens, 0, count);

           	currentGenerators = outGens;

           }

       }

 

       if(prototype.isSorting())

       {

           events = orderByProcessor.sort(events, currentGenerators, keys, isNewData, agentInstanceContext);

       }

       return events;

   }

 

   public Iterator<EventBean> getIterator(Viewable parent)

   {

       if (orderByProcessor == null)

       {

           return new ResultSetAggregateGroupedIterator(parent.iterator(), this,

aggregationService,agentInstanceContext);

       }

 

       // Pull all parent events, generate order keys

       EventBean[] eventsPerStream = new EventBean[1];

       List<EventBean> outgoingEvents = new ArrayList<EventBean>();

       List<Object> orderKeys = new ArrayList<Object>();

 

       for (EventBean candidate : parent) {

           eventsPerStream[0] = candidate;

 

           Object groupKey = generateGroupKey(eventsPerStream, true);

           aggregationService.setCurrentAccess(groupKey, agentInstanceContext.getAgentInstanceId());

 

           Boolean pass = true;

           if (prototype.getOptionalHavingNode() != null) {

               pass = (Boolean) prototype.getOptionalHavingNode().evaluate(eventsPerStream, true,

agentInstanceContext);

           }

           if ((pass == null) || (!pass))

           {

               continue;

           }
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           outgoingEvents.add(selectExprProcessor.process(eventsPerStream, true, true, agentInstanceContext));

 

           Object orderKey = orderByProcessor.getSortKey(eventsPerStream, true, agentInstanceContext);

           orderKeys.add(orderKey);

       }

 

       // sort

       EventBean[] outgoingEventsArr = outgoingEvents.toArray(new EventBean[outgoingEvents.size()]);

       Object[] orderKeysArr = orderKeys.toArray(new Object[orderKeys.size()]);

       EventBean[] orderedEvents = orderByProcessor.sort(outgoingEventsArr, orderKeysArr, agentInstanceContext);

 

       return new ArrayEventIterator(orderedEvents);

   }

 

   /**

    * Returns the select expression processor

    * @return select processor.

    */

   public SelectExprProcessor getSelectExprProcessor()

   {

       return selectExprProcessor;

   }

 

   /**

    * Returns the having node.

    * @return having expression

    */

   public ExprEvaluator getOptionalHavingNode()

   {

       return prototype.getOptionalHavingNode();

   }

 

   public Iterator<EventBean> getIterator(Set<MultiKey<EventBean>> joinSet)

   {

       // Generate group-by keys for all events

       Object[] groupByKeys = generateGroupKeys(joinSet, true);

       EventBean[] result = generateOutputEventsJoin(joinSet, groupByKeys, newGenerators, true, true);

       return new ArrayEventIterator(result);

   }

 

   public void clear()

   {

       aggregationService.clearResults(agentInstanceContext);

   }

 

   public UniformPair<EventBean[]> processOutputLimitedJoin(List<UniformPair<Set<MultiKey<EventBean>>>>

joinEventsSet, boolean generateSynthetic, OutputLimitLimitType outputLimitLimitType)
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   {

       if (outputLimitLimitType == OutputLimitLimitType.DEFAULT)

       {

           List<EventBean> newEvents = new LinkedList<EventBean>();

           List<EventBean> oldEvents = null;

           if (prototype.isSelectRStream())

           {

                oldEvents = new LinkedList<EventBean>();

           }

 

           List<Object> newEventsSortKey = null;

           List<Object> oldEventsSortKey = null;

           if (orderByProcessor != null)

           {

               newEventsSortKey = new LinkedList<Object>();

               if (prototype.isSelectRStream())

               {

                   oldEventsSortKey = new LinkedList<Object>();

               }

           }

 

           for (UniformPair<Set<MultiKey<EventBean>>> pair : joinEventsSet)

           {

               Set<MultiKey<EventBean>> newData = pair.getFirst();

               Set<MultiKey<EventBean>> oldData = pair.getSecond();

 

               Object[] newDataMultiKey = generateGroupKeys(newData, true);

               Object[] oldDataMultiKey = generateGroupKeys(oldData, false);

 

               if (prototype.isUnidirectional())

               {

                   this.clear();

               }

 

               if (newData != null)

               {

                   // apply new data to aggregates

                   int count = 0;

                   for (MultiKey<EventBean> aNewData : newData)

                   {

                       aggregationService.applyEnter(aNewData.getArray(), newDataMultiKey[count],

agentInstanceContext);

                       count++;

                   }

               }

               if (oldData != null)

               {

                   // apply old data to aggregates
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                   int count = 0;

                   for (MultiKey<EventBean> anOldData : oldData)

                   {

                       aggregationService.applyLeave(anOldData.getArray(), oldDataMultiKey[count],

agentInstanceContext);

                       count++;

                   }

               }

 

               if (prototype.isSelectRStream())

               {

                   generateOutputBatchedJoin(oldData, oldDataMultiKey, false, generateSynthetic, oldEvents,

oldEventsSortKey);

               }

               generateOutputBatchedJoin(newData, newDataMultiKey, true, generateSynthetic, newEvents,

newEventsSortKey);

           }

 

           EventBean[] newEventsArr = (newEvents.isEmpty()) ? null : newEvents.toArray(new

EventBean[newEvents.size()]);

           EventBean[] oldEventsArr = null;

           if (prototype.isSelectRStream())

           {

               oldEventsArr = (oldEvents.isEmpty()) ? null : oldEvents.toArray(new EventBean[oldEvents.size()]);

           }

 

           if (orderByProcessor != null)

           {

               Object[] sortKeysNew = (newEventsSortKey.isEmpty()) ? null : newEventsSortKey.toArray(new

Object[newEventsSortKey.size()]);

               newEventsArr = orderByProcessor.sort(newEventsArr, sortKeysNew, agentInstanceContext);

               if (prototype.isSelectRStream())

               {

                   Object[] sortKeysOld = (oldEventsSortKey.isEmpty()) ? null : oldEventsSortKey.toArray(new

Object[oldEventsSortKey.size()]);

                   oldEventsArr = orderByProcessor.sort(oldEventsArr, sortKeysOld, agentInstanceContext);

               }

           }

 

           if ((newEventsArr == null) && (oldEventsArr == null))

           {

               return null;

           }

           return new UniformPair<EventBean[]>(newEventsArr, oldEventsArr);

       }

       else if (outputLimitLimitType == OutputLimitLimitType.ALL)

       {

           List<EventBean> newEvents = new LinkedList<EventBean>();
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           List<EventBean> oldEvents = null;

           if (prototype.isSelectRStream())

           {

               oldEvents = new LinkedList<EventBean>();

           }

 

           List<Object> newEventsSortKey = null;

           List<Object> oldEventsSortKey = null;

           if (orderByProcessor != null)

           {

               newEventsSortKey = new LinkedList<Object>();

               if (prototype.isSelectRStream())

               {

                   oldEventsSortKey = new LinkedList<Object>();

               }

           }

 

           workCollection.clear();

 

           for (UniformPair<Set<MultiKey<EventBean>>> pair : joinEventsSet)

           {

               Set<MultiKey<EventBean>> newData = pair.getFirst();

               Set<MultiKey<EventBean>> oldData = pair.getSecond();

 

               Object[] newDataMultiKey = generateGroupKeys(newData, true);

               Object[] oldDataMultiKey = generateGroupKeys(oldData, false);

 

               if (prototype.isUnidirectional())

               {

                   this.clear();

               }

 

               if (newData != null)

               {

                   // apply new data to aggregates

                   int count = 0;

                   for (MultiKey<EventBean> aNewData : newData)

                   {

                       Object mk = newDataMultiKey[count];

                       aggregationService.applyEnter(aNewData.getArray(), mk, agentInstanceContext);

                       count++;

 

                       // keep the new event as a representative for the group

                       workCollection.put(mk, aNewData.getArray());

                       eventGroupReps.put(mk, aNewData.getArray());

                   }

               }

               if (oldData != null)
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               {

                   // apply old data to aggregates

                   int count = 0;

                   for (MultiKey<EventBean> anOldData : oldData)

                   {

                       aggregationService.applyLeave(anOldData.getArray(), oldDataMultiKey[count],

agentInstanceContext);

                       count++;

                   }

               }

 

               if (prototype.isSelectRStream())

               {

                   generateOutputBatchedJoin(oldData, oldDataMultiKey, false, generateSynthetic, oldEvents,

oldEventsSortKey);

               }

               generateOutputBatchedJoin(newData, newDataMultiKey, true, generateSynthetic, newEvents,

newEventsSortKey);

           }

 

           // For any group representatives not in the work collection, generate a row

           for (Map.Entry<Object, EventBean[]> entry : eventGroupReps.entrySet())

           {

               if (!workCollection.containsKey(entry.getKey()))

               {

                   workCollectionTwo.put(entry.getKey(), entry.getValue());

                   generateOutputBatchedArr(workCollectionTwo, true, generateSynthetic, newEvents,

newEventsSortKey);

                   workCollectionTwo.clear();

               }

           }

 

           EventBean[] newEventsArr = (newEvents.isEmpty()) ? null : newEvents.toArray(new

EventBean[newEvents.size()]);

           EventBean[] oldEventsArr = null;

           if (prototype.isSelectRStream())

           {

               oldEventsArr = (oldEvents.isEmpty()) ? null : oldEvents.toArray(new EventBean[oldEvents.size()]);

           }

 

           if (orderByProcessor != null)

           {

               Object[] sortKeysNew = (newEventsSortKey.isEmpty()) ? null : newEventsSortKey.toArray(new

Object[newEventsSortKey.size()]);

               newEventsArr = orderByProcessor.sort(newEventsArr, sortKeysNew, agentInstanceContext);

               if (prototype.isSelectRStream())

               {

                   Object[] sortKeysOld = (oldEventsSortKey.isEmpty()) ? null : oldEventsSortKey.toArray(new
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Object[oldEventsSortKey.size()]);

                   oldEventsArr = orderByProcessor.sort(oldEventsArr, sortKeysOld, agentInstanceContext);

               }

           }

 

           if ((newEventsArr == null) && (oldEventsArr == null))

           {

               return null;

           }

           return new UniformPair<EventBean[]>(newEventsArr, oldEventsArr);

       }

       else if (outputLimitLimitType == OutputLimitLimitType.FIRST) {

           List<EventBean> resultNewEvents = new ArrayList<EventBean>();

           List<Object> resultNewSortKeys = null;

           List<EventBean> resultOldEvents = null;

           List<Object> resultOldSortKeys = null;

 

           if (orderByProcessor != null) {

               resultNewSortKeys = new ArrayList<Object>();

           }

           if (prototype.isSelectRStream()) {

               resultOldEvents = new ArrayList<EventBean>();

               resultOldSortKeys = new ArrayList<Object>();

           }

 

           workCollection.clear();

 

           if (prototype.getOptionalHavingNode() == null) {

               for (UniformPair<Set<MultiKey<EventBean>>> pair : joinEventsSet)

               {

                   Set<MultiKey<EventBean>> newData = pair.getFirst();

                   Set<MultiKey<EventBean>> oldData = pair.getSecond();

 

                   Object[] newDataMultiKey = generateGroupKeys(newData, true);

                   Object[] oldDataMultiKey = generateGroupKeys(oldData, false);

 

                   if (newData != null)

                   {

                       // apply new data to aggregates

                       int count = 0;

                       for (MultiKey<EventBean> aNewData : newData)

                       {

                           Object mk = newDataMultiKey[count];

                           OutputConditionPolled outputStateGroup = outputState.get(mk);

                           if (outputStateGroup == null) {

                               try {

                                   outputStateGroup =

OutputConditionPolledFactory.createCondition(prototype.getOutputLimitSpec(), agentInstanceContext);
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                               }

                               catch (ExprValidationException e) {

                                   log.error("Error starting output limit for group for statement '" +

agentInstanceContext.getStatementContext().getStatementName() + "'");

                               }

                               outputState.put(newDataMultiKey[count], outputStateGroup);

                           }

                           boolean pass = outputStateGroup.updateOutputCondition(1, 0);

                           if (pass) {

                               workCollection.put(mk, aNewData.getArray());

                           }

                           aggregationService.applyEnter(aNewData.getArray(), mk, agentInstanceContext);

                           count++;

                       }

                   }

 

                   if (oldData != null)

                   {

                       // apply new data to aggregates

                       int count = 0;

                       for (MultiKey<EventBean> aOldData : oldData)

                       {

                           Object mk = oldDataMultiKey[count];

                           OutputConditionPolled outputStateGroup = outputState.get(mk);

                           if (outputStateGroup == null) {

                               try {

                                   outputStateGroup =

OutputConditionPolledFactory.createCondition(prototype.getOutputLimitSpec(), agentInstanceContext);

                               }

                               catch (ExprValidationException e) {

                                   log.error("Error starting output limit for group for statement '" +

agentInstanceContext.getStatementContext().getStatementName() + "'");

                               }

                               outputState.put(oldDataMultiKey[count], outputStateGroup);

                           }

                           boolean pass = outputStateGroup.updateOutputCondition(0, 1);

                           if (pass) {

                               workCollection.put(mk, aOldData.getArray());

                           }

                           aggregationService.applyLeave(aOldData.getArray(), mk, agentInstanceContext);

                           count++;

                       }

                   }

 

                   // there is no remove stream currently for output first

                   generateOutputBatchedArr(workCollection, false, generateSynthetic, resultNewEvents,

resultNewSortKeys);

               }
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           }

           else {// there is a having-clause, apply after aggregations

               for (UniformPair<Set<MultiKey<EventBean>>> pair : joinEventsSet)

               {

                   Set<MultiKey<EventBean>> newData = pair.getFirst();

                   Set<MultiKey<EventBean>> oldData = pair.getSecond();

 

                   Object[] newDataMultiKey = generateGroupKeys(newData, true);

                   Object[] oldDataMultiKey = generateGroupKeys(oldData, false);

 

                   if (newData != null)

                   {

                       // apply new data to aggregates

                       int count = 0;

                       for (MultiKey<EventBean> aNewData : newData)

                       {

                           Object mk = newDataMultiKey[count];

                           aggregationService.applyEnter(aNewData.getArray(), mk, agentInstanceContext);

                           count++;

                       }

                   }

 

                   if (oldData != null)

                   {

                       int count = 0;

                       for (MultiKey<EventBean> aOldData : oldData)

                       {

                           Object mk = oldDataMultiKey[count];

                           aggregationService.applyLeave(aOldData.getArray(), mk, agentInstanceContext);

                           count++;

                       }

                   }

 

                   if (newData != null)

                   {

                       // check having clause and first-condition

                       int count = 0;

                       for (MultiKey<EventBean> aNewData : newData)

                       {

                           Object mk = newDataMultiKey[count];

                           aggregationService.setCurrentAccess(mk, agentInstanceContext.getAgentInstanceId());

 

                           // Filter the having clause

                           Boolean result = (Boolean) prototype.getOptionalHavingNode().evaluate(aNewData.getArray(),

true, agentInstanceContext);

                           if ((result == null) || (!result))

                           {

                               count++;
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                               continue;

                           }

 

                           OutputConditionPolled outputStateGroup = outputState.get(mk);

                           if (outputStateGroup == null) {

                               try {

                                   outputStateGroup =

OutputConditionPolledFactory.createCondition(prototype.getOutputLimitSpec(), agentInstanceContext);

                               }

                               catch (ExprValidationException e) {

                                   log.error("Error starting output limit for group for statement '" +

agentInstanceContext.getStatementContext().getStatementName() + "'");

                               }

                               outputState.put(mk, outputStateGroup);

                           }

                           boolean pass = outputStateGroup.updateOutputCondition(1, 0);

                           if (pass) {

                               workCollection.put(mk, aNewData.getArray());

                           }

                           count++;

                       }

                   }

 

                   if (oldData != null)

                   {

                       // apply new data to aggregates

                       int count = 0;

                       for (MultiKey<EventBean> aOldData : oldData)

                       {

                           Object mk = oldDataMultiKey[count];

                           aggregationService.setCurrentAccess(mk, agentInstanceContext.getAgentInstanceId());

 

                           // Filter the having clause

                           Boolean result = (Boolean) prototype.getOptionalHavingNode().evaluate(aOldData.getArray(),

true, agentInstanceContext);

                           if ((result == null) || (!result))

                           {

                               count++;

                               continue;

                           }

 

                           OutputConditionPolled outputStateGroup = outputState.get(mk);

                           if (outputStateGroup == null) {

                               try {

                                   outputStateGroup =

OutputConditionPolledFactory.createCondition(prototype.getOutputLimitSpec(), agentInstanceContext);

                               }

                               catch (ExprValidationException e) {
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                                   log.error("Error starting output limit for group for statement '" +

agentInstanceContext.getStatementContext().getStatementName() + "'");

                               }

                               outputState.put(mk, outputStateGroup);

                           }

                           boolean pass = outputStateGroup.updateOutputCondition(0, 1);

                           if (pass) {

                               workCollection.put(mk, aOldData.getArray());

                           }

                       }

                   }

 

                   // there is no remove stream currently for output first

                   generateOutputBatchedArr(workCollection, false, generateSynthetic, resultNewEvents,

resultNewSortKeys);

               }

           }

 

           EventBean[] newEventsArr = null;

           EventBean[] oldEventsArr = null;

           if (!resultNewEvents.isEmpty()) {

               newEventsArr = resultNewEvents.toArray(new EventBean[resultNewEvents.size()]);

           }

           if ((resultOldEvents != null) && (!resultOldEvents.isEmpty())) {

               oldEventsArr = resultOldEvents.toArray(new EventBean[resultOldEvents.size()]);

           }

 

           if (orderByProcessor != null)

           {

               Object[] sortKeysNew = (resultNewSortKeys.isEmpty()) ? null : resultNewSortKeys.toArray(new

Object[resultNewSortKeys.size()]);

               newEventsArr = orderByProcessor.sort(newEventsArr, sortKeysNew, agentInstanceContext);

               if (prototype.isSelectRStream())

               {

                   Object[] sortKeysOld = (resultOldSortKeys.isEmpty()) ? null : resultOldSortKeys.toArray(new

Object[resultOldSortKeys.size()]);

                   oldEventsArr = orderByProcessor.sort(oldEventsArr, sortKeysOld, agentInstanceContext);

               }

           }

 

           if ((newEventsArr == null) && (oldEventsArr == null))

           {

               return null;

           }

           return new UniformPair<EventBean[]>(newEventsArr, oldEventsArr);

       }

       else // (outputLimitLimitType == OutputLimitLimitType.LAST) Compute last per group

       {
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           Map<Object, EventBean> lastPerGroupNew = new LinkedHashMap<Object, EventBean>();

           Map<Object, EventBean> lastPerGroupOld = null;

           if (prototype.isSelectRStream())

           {

               lastPerGroupOld = new LinkedHashMap<Object, EventBean>();

           }

 

           Map<Object, Object> newEventsSortKey = null; // group key to sort key

           Map<Object, Object> oldEventsSortKey = null;

           if (orderByProcessor != null)

           {

               newEventsSortKey = new LinkedHashMap<Object, Object>();

               if (prototype.isSelectRStream())

               {

                   oldEventsSortKey = new LinkedHashMap<Object, Object>();

               }

           }

 

           for (UniformPair<Set<MultiKey<EventBean>>> pair : joinEventsSet)

           {

               Set<MultiKey<EventBean>> newData = pair.getFirst();

               Set<MultiKey<EventBean>> oldData = pair.getSecond();

 

               Object[] newDataMultiKey = generateGroupKeys(newData, true);

               Object[] oldDataMultiKey = generateGroupKeys(oldData, false);

 

               if (prototype.isUnidirectional())

               {

                   this.clear();

               }

 

               if (newData != null)

               {

                   // apply new data to aggregates

                   int count = 0;

                   for (MultiKey<EventBean> aNewData : newData)

                   {

                       Object mk = newDataMultiKey[count];

                       aggregationService.applyEnter(aNewData.getArray(), mk, agentInstanceContext);

                       count++;

                   }

               }

               if (oldData != null)

               {

                   // apply old data to aggregates

                   int count = 0;

                   for (MultiKey<EventBean> anOldData : oldData)

                   {
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                       workCollection.put(oldDataMultiKey[count], anOldData.getArray());

                       aggregationService.applyLeave(anOldData.getArray(), oldDataMultiKey[count],

agentInstanceContext);

                       count++;

                   }

               }

 

               if (prototype.isSelectRStream())

               {

                   generateOutputBatchedJoin(oldData, oldDataMultiKey, false, generateSynthetic, lastPerGroupOld,

oldEventsSortKey);

               }

               generateOutputBatchedJoin(newData, newDataMultiKey, false, generateSynthetic, lastPerGroupNew,

newEventsSortKey);

           }

 

           EventBean[] newEventsArr = (lastPerGroupNew.isEmpty()) ? null : lastPerGroupNew.values().toArray(new

EventBean[lastPerGroupNew.size()]);

           EventBean[] oldEventsArr = null;

           if (prototype.isSelectRStream())

           {

               oldEventsArr = (lastPerGroupOld.isEmpty()) ? null : lastPerGroupOld.values().toArray(new

EventBean[lastPerGroupOld.size()]);

           }

 

           if (orderByProcessor != null)

           {

               Object[] sortKeysNew = (newEventsSortKey.isEmpty()) ? null : newEventsSortKey.values().toArray(new

Object[newEventsSortKey.size()]);

               newEventsArr = orderByProcessor.sort(newEventsArr, sortKeysNew, agentInstanceContext);

               if (prototype.isSelectRStream())

               {

                   Object[] sortKeysOld = (oldEventsSortKey.isEmpty()) ? null : oldEventsSortKey.values().toArray(new

Object[oldEventsSortKey.size()]);

                   oldEventsArr = orderByProcessor.sort(oldEventsArr, sortKeysOld, agentInstanceContext);

               }

           }

 

           if ((newEventsArr == null) && (oldEventsArr == null))

           {

               return null;

           }

           return new UniformPair<EventBean[]>(newEventsArr, oldEventsArr);

       }

   }

 

   public UniformPair<EventBean[]> processOutputLimitedView(List<UniformPair<EventBean[]>>

viewEventsList, boolean generateSynthetic, OutputLimitLimitType outputLimitLimitType)
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   {

       if (outputLimitLimitType == OutputLimitLimitType.DEFAULT)

       {

           List<EventBean> newEvents = new LinkedList<EventBean>();

           List<EventBean> oldEvents = null;

           if (prototype.isSelectRStream())

           {

               oldEvents = new LinkedList<EventBean>();

           }

 

           List<Object> newEventsSortKey = null;

           List<Object> oldEventsSortKey = null;

           if (orderByProcessor != null)

           {

               newEventsSortKey = new LinkedList<Object>();

               if (prototype.isSelectRStream())

               {

                   oldEventsSortKey = new LinkedList<Object>();

               }

           }

 

           for (UniformPair<EventBean[]> pair : viewEventsList)

           {

               EventBean[] newData = pair.getFirst();

               EventBean[] oldData = pair.getSecond();

 

               Object[] newDataMultiKey = generateGroupKeys(newData, true);

               Object[] oldDataMultiKey = generateGroupKeys(oldData, false);

 

               if (newData != null)

               {

                   // apply new data to aggregates

                   int count = 0;

                   for (EventBean aNewData : newData)

                   {

                       eventsPerStreamOneStream[0] = aNewData;

                       aggregationService.applyEnter(eventsPerStreamOneStream, newDataMultiKey[count],

agentInstanceContext);

                       count++;

                   }

               }

               if (oldData != null)

               {

                   // apply old data to aggregates

                   int count = 0;

                   for (EventBean anOldData : oldData)

                   {

                       eventsPerStreamOneStream[0] = anOldData;
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                       aggregationService.applyLeave(eventsPerStreamOneStream, oldDataMultiKey[count],

agentInstanceContext);

                       count++;

                   }

               }

 

               if (prototype.isSelectRStream())

               {

                   generateOutputBatchedView(oldData, oldDataMultiKey, false, generateSynthetic, oldEvents,

oldEventsSortKey);

               }

               generateOutputBatchedView(newData, newDataMultiKey, true, generateSynthetic, newEvents,

newEventsSortKey);

           }

 

           EventBean[] newEventsArr = (newEvents.isEmpty()) ? null : newEvents.toArray(new

EventBean[newEvents.size()]);

           EventBean[] oldEventsArr = null;

           if (prototype.isSelectRStream())

           {

               oldEventsArr = (oldEvents.isEmpty()) ? null : oldEvents.toArray(new EventBean[oldEvents.size()]);

           }

 

           if (orderByProcessor != null)

           {

               Object[] sortKeysNew = (newEventsSortKey.isEmpty()) ? null : newEventsSortKey.toArray(new

Object[newEventsSortKey.size()]);

               newEventsArr = orderByProcessor.sort(newEventsArr, sortKeysNew, agentInstanceContext);

               if (prototype.isSelectRStream())

               {

                   Object[] sortKeysOld = (oldEventsSortKey.isEmpty()) ? null : oldEventsSortKey.toArray(new

Object[oldEventsSortKey.size()]);

                   oldEventsArr = orderByProcessor.sort(oldEventsArr, sortKeysOld, agentInstanceContext);

               }

           }

 

           if ((newEventsArr == null) && (oldEventsArr == null))

           {

               return null;

           }

           return new UniformPair<EventBean[]>(newEventsArr, oldEventsArr);

       }

       else if (outputLimitLimitType == OutputLimitLimitType.ALL)

       {

           List<EventBean> newEvents = new LinkedList<EventBean>();

           List<EventBean> oldEvents = null;

           if (prototype.isSelectRStream())

           {
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               oldEvents = new LinkedList<EventBean>();

           }

 

           List<Object> newEventsSortKey = null;

           List<Object> oldEventsSortKey = null;

           if (orderByProcessor != null)

           {

               newEventsSortKey = new LinkedList<Object>();

               if (prototype.isSelectRStream())

               {

                   oldEventsSortKey = new LinkedList<Object>();

               }

           }

 

           workCollection.clear();

 

           for (UniformPair<EventBean[]> pair : viewEventsList)

           {

               EventBean[] newData = pair.getFirst();

               EventBean[] oldData = pair.getSecond();

 

               Object[] newDataMultiKey = generateGroupKeys(newData, true);

               Object[] oldDataMultiKey = generateGroupKeys(oldData, false);

 

               EventBean[] eventsPerStream = new EventBean[1];

               if (newData != null)

               {

                   // apply new data to aggregates

                   int count = 0;

                   for (EventBean aNewData : newData)

                   {

                       Object mk = newDataMultiKey[count];

                       eventsPerStream[0] = aNewData;

                       aggregationService.applyEnter(eventsPerStream, mk, agentInstanceContext);

                       count++;

 

                       // keep the new event as a representative for the group

                       workCollection.put(mk, eventsPerStream);

                       eventGroupReps.put(mk, new EventBean[] {aNewData});

                   }

               }

               if (oldData != null)

               {

                   // apply old data to aggregates

                   int count = 0;

                   for (EventBean anOldData : oldData)

                   {

                       eventsPerStream[0] = anOldData;
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                       aggregationService.applyLeave(eventsPerStream, oldDataMultiKey[count], agentInstanceContext);

                       count++;

                   }

               }

 

               if (prototype.isSelectRStream())

               {

                   generateOutputBatchedView(oldData, oldDataMultiKey, false, generateSynthetic, oldEvents,

oldEventsSortKey);

               }

               generateOutputBatchedView(newData, newDataMultiKey, true, generateSynthetic, newEvents,

newEventsSortKey);

           }

 

           // For any group representatives not in the work collection, generate a row

           for (Map.Entry<Object, EventBean[]> entry : eventGroupReps.entrySet())

           {

               if (!workCollection.containsKey(entry.getKey()))

               {

                   workCollectionTwo.put(entry.getKey(), entry.getValue());

                   generateOutputBatchedArr(workCollectionTwo, true, generateSynthetic, newEvents,

newEventsSortKey);

                   workCollectionTwo.clear();

               }

           }

 

           EventBean[] newEventsArr = (newEvents.isEmpty()) ? null : newEvents.toArray(new

EventBean[newEvents.size()]);

           EventBean[] oldEventsArr = null;

           if (prototype.isSelectRStream())

           {

               oldEventsArr = (oldEvents.isEmpty()) ? null : oldEvents.toArray(new EventBean[oldEvents.size()]);

           }

 

           if (orderByProcessor != null)

           {

               Object[] sortKeysNew = (newEventsSortKey.isEmpty()) ? null : newEventsSortKey.toArray(new

Object[newEventsSortKey.size()]);

               newEventsArr = orderByProcessor.sort(newEventsArr, sortKeysNew, agentInstanceContext);

               if (prototype.isSelectRStream())

               {

                   Object[] sortKeysOld = (oldEventsSortKey.isEmpty()) ? null : oldEventsSortKey.toArray(new

Object[oldEventsSortKey.size()]);

                   oldEventsArr = orderByProcessor.sort(oldEventsArr, sortKeysOld, agentInstanceContext);

               }

           }

 

           if ((newEventsArr == null) && (oldEventsArr == null))
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           {

               return null;

           }

           return new UniformPair<EventBean[]>(newEventsArr, oldEventsArr);

       }

       else if (outputLimitLimitType == OutputLimitLimitType.FIRST)

       {

           List<EventBean> resultNewEvents = new ArrayList<EventBean>();

           List<Object> resultNewSortKeys = null;

           List<EventBean> resultOldEvents = null;

           List<Object> resultOldSortKeys = null;

 

           if (orderByProcessor != null) {

               resultNewSortKeys = new ArrayList<Object>();

           }

           if (prototype.isSelectRStream()) {

               resultOldEvents = new ArrayList<EventBean>();

               resultOldSortKeys = new ArrayList<Object>();

           }

 

           workCollection.clear();

           if (prototype.getOptionalHavingNode() == null) {

               for (UniformPair<EventBean[]> pair : viewEventsList)

               {

                   EventBean[] newData = pair.getFirst();

                   EventBean[] oldData = pair.getSecond();

 

                   Object[] newDataMultiKey = generateGroupKeys(newData, true);

                   Object[] oldDataMultiKey = generateGroupKeys(oldData, false);

 

                   if (newData != null)

                   {

                       // apply new data to aggregates

                       for (int i = 0; i < newData.length; i++)

                       {

                           eventsPerStreamOneStream[0] = newData[i];

                           Object mk = newDataMultiKey[i];

                           OutputConditionPolled outputStateGroup = outputState.get(mk);

                           if (outputStateGroup == null) {

                               try {

                                   outputStateGroup =

OutputConditionPolledFactory.createCondition(prototype.getOutputLimitSpec(), agentInstanceContext);

                               }

                               catch (ExprValidationException e) {

                                   log.error("Error starting output limit for group for statement '" +

agentInstanceContext.getStatementContext().getStatementName() + "'");

                               }

                               outputState.put(newDataMultiKey[i], outputStateGroup);
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                           }

                           boolean pass = outputStateGroup.updateOutputCondition(1, 0);

                           if (pass) {

                               workCollection.put(mk, new EventBean[]{newData[i]});

                           }

                           aggregationService.applyEnter(eventsPerStreamOneStream, mk, agentInstanceContext);

                       }

                   }

 

                   if (oldData != null)

                   {

                       // apply new data to aggregates

                       for (int i = 0; i < oldData.length; i++)

                       {

                           eventsPerStreamOneStream[0] = oldData[i];

                           Object mk = oldDataMultiKey[i];

                           OutputConditionPolled outputStateGroup = outputState.get(mk);

                           if (outputStateGroup == null) {

                               try {

                                   outputStateGroup =

OutputConditionPolledFactory.createCondition(prototype.getOutputLimitSpec(), agentInstanceContext);

                               }

                               catch (ExprValidationException e) {

                                   log.error("Error starting output limit for group for statement '" +

agentInstanceContext.getStatementContext().getStatementName() + "'");

                               }

                               outputState.put(oldDataMultiKey[i], outputStateGroup);

                           }

                           boolean pass = outputStateGroup.updateOutputCondition(0, 1);

                           if (pass) {

                               workCollection.put(mk, new EventBean[]{oldData[i]});

                           }

                           aggregationService.applyLeave(eventsPerStreamOneStream, mk, agentInstanceContext);

                       }

                   }

 

                   // there is no remove stream currently for output first

                   generateOutputBatchedArr(workCollection, false, generateSynthetic, resultNewEvents,

resultNewSortKeys);

               }

           }

           else {  // has a having-clause

               for (UniformPair<EventBean[]> pair : viewEventsList)

               {

                   EventBean[] newData = pair.getFirst();

                   EventBean[] oldData = pair.getSecond();

 

                   Object[] newDataMultiKey = generateGroupKeys(newData, true);
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                   Object[] oldDataMultiKey = generateGroupKeys(oldData, false);

 

                   if (newData != null)

                   {

                       // apply new data to aggregates

                       for (int i = 0; i < newData.length; i++)

                       {

                           eventsPerStreamOneStream[0] = newData[i];

                           Object mk = newDataMultiKey[i];

                           aggregationService.applyEnter(eventsPerStreamOneStream, mk, agentInstanceContext);

                       }

                   }

 

                   if (oldData != null)

                   {

                       for (int i = 0; i < oldData.length; i++)

                       {

                           eventsPerStreamOneStream[0] = oldData[i];

                           Object mk = oldDataMultiKey[i];

                           aggregationService.applyLeave(eventsPerStreamOneStream, mk, agentInstanceContext);

                       }

                   }

 

                   if (newData != null)

                   {

                       // check having clause and first-condition

                       for (int i = 0; i < newData.length; i++)

                       {

                           eventsPerStreamOneStream[0] = newData[i];

                           Object mk = newDataMultiKey[i];

                           aggregationService.setCurrentAccess(mk, agentInstanceContext.getAgentInstanceId());

 

                           // Filter the having clause

                           Boolean result = (Boolean)

prototype.getOptionalHavingNode().evaluate(eventsPerStreamOneStream, true, agentInstanceContext);

                           if ((result == null) || (!result))

                           {

                               continue;

                           }

 

                           OutputConditionPolled outputStateGroup = outputState.get(mk);

                           if (outputStateGroup == null) {

                               try {

                                   outputStateGroup =

OutputConditionPolledFactory.createCondition(prototype.getOutputLimitSpec(), agentInstanceContext);

                               }

                               catch (ExprValidationException e) {

                                   log.error("Error starting output limit for group for statement '" +
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agentInstanceContext.getStatementContext().getStatementName() + "'");

                               }

                               outputState.put(mk, outputStateGroup);

                           }

                           boolean pass = outputStateGroup.updateOutputCondition(1, 0);

                           if (pass) {

                               workCollection.put(mk, new EventBean[]{newData[i]});

                           }

                       }

                   }

 

                   if (oldData != null)

                   {

                       // apply new data to aggregates

                       for (int i = 0; i < oldData.length; i++)

                       {

                           eventsPerStreamOneStream[0] = oldData[i];

                           Object mk = oldDataMultiKey[i];

                           aggregationService.setCurrentAccess(mk, agentInstanceContext.getAgentInstanceId());

 

                           // Filter the having clause

                           Boolean result = (Boolean)

prototype.getOptionalHavingNode().evaluate(eventsPerStreamOneStream, true, agentInstanceContext);

                           if ((result == null) || (!result))

                           {

                               continue;

                           }

 

                           OutputConditionPolled outputStateGroup = outputState.get(mk);

                           if (outputStateGroup == null) {

                               try {

                                   outputStateGroup =

OutputConditionPolledFactory.createCondition(prototype.getOutputLimitSpec(), agentInstanceContext);

                               }

                               catch (ExprValidationException e) {

                                   log.error("Error starting output limit for group for statement '" +

agentInstanceContext.getStatementContext().getStatementName() + "'");

                               }

                               outputState.put(oldDataMultiKey[i], outputStateGroup);

                           }

                           boolean pass = outputStateGroup.updateOutputCondition(0, 1);

                           if (pass) {

                               workCollection.put(mk, new EventBean[]{oldData[i]});

                           }

                       }

                   }

 

                   // there is no remove stream currently for output first
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                   generateOutputBatchedArr(workCollection, false, generateSynthetic, resultNewEvents,

resultNewSortKeys);

               }

           }

 

           EventBean[] newEventsArr = null;

           EventBean[] oldEventsArr = null;

           if (!resultNewEvents.isEmpty()) {

               newEventsArr = resultNewEvents.toArray(new EventBean[resultNewEvents.size()]);

           }

           if ((resultOldEvents != null) && (!resultOldEvents.isEmpty())) {

               oldEventsArr = resultOldEvents.toArray(new EventBean[resultOldEvents.size()]);

           }

 

           if (orderByProcessor != null)

           {

               Object[] sortKeysNew = (resultNewSortKeys.isEmpty()) ? null : resultNewSortKeys.toArray(new

Object[resultNewSortKeys.size()]);

               newEventsArr = orderByProcessor.sort(newEventsArr, sortKeysNew, agentInstanceContext);

               if (prototype.isSelectRStream())

               {

                   Object[] sortKeysOld = (resultOldSortKeys.isEmpty()) ? null : resultOldSortKeys.toArray(new

Object[resultOldSortKeys.size()]);

                   oldEventsArr = orderByProcessor.sort(oldEventsArr, sortKeysOld, agentInstanceContext);

               }

           }

 

           if ((newEventsArr == null) && (oldEventsArr == null))

           {

               return null;

           }

           return new UniformPair<EventBean[]>(newEventsArr, oldEventsArr);

       }

       else // (outputLimitLimitType == OutputLimitLimitType.LAST) Compute last per group

       {

           Map<Object, EventBean> lastPerGroupNew = new LinkedHashMap<Object, EventBean>();

           Map<Object, EventBean> lastPerGroupOld = null;

           if (prototype.isSelectRStream())

           {

               lastPerGroupOld = new LinkedHashMap<Object, EventBean>();

           }

 

           Map<Object, Object> newEventsSortKey = null; // group key to sort key

           Map<Object, Object> oldEventsSortKey = null;

           if (orderByProcessor != null)

           {

               newEventsSortKey = new LinkedHashMap<Object, Object>();

               if (prototype.isSelectRStream())
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               {

                   oldEventsSortKey = new LinkedHashMap<Object, Object>();

               }

           }

 

           for (UniformPair<EventBean[]> pair : viewEventsList)

           {

               EventBean[] newData = pair.getFirst();

               EventBean[] oldData = pair.getSecond();

 

               Object[] newDataMultiKey = generateGroupKeys(newData, true);

               Object[] oldDataMultiKey = generateGroupKeys(oldData, false);

 

               if (newData != null)

               {

                   // apply new data to aggregates

                   int count = 0;

                   for (EventBean aNewData : newData)

                   {

                       Object mk = newDataMultiKey[count];

                       eventsPerStreamOneStream[0] = aNewData;

                       aggregationService.applyEnter(eventsPerStreamOneStream, mk, agentInstanceContext);

                       count++;

                   }

               }

               if (oldData != null)

               {

                   // apply old data to aggregates

                   int count = 0;

                   for (EventBean anOldData : oldData)

                   {

                       eventsPerStreamOneStream[0] = anOldData;

                       aggregationService.applyLeave(eventsPerStreamOneStream, oldDataMultiKey[count],

agentInstanceContext);

                       count++;

                   }

               }

 

               if (prototype.isSelectRStream())

               {

                   generateOutputBatchedView(oldData, oldDataMultiKey, false, generateSynthetic, lastPerGroupOld,

oldEventsSortKey);

               }

               generateOutputBatchedView(newData, newDataMultiKey, false, generateSynthetic, lastPerGroupNew,

newEventsSortKey);

           }

 

           EventBean[] newEventsArr = (lastPerGroupNew.isEmpty()) ? null : lastPerGroupNew.values().toArray(new
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EventBean[lastPerGroupNew.size()]);

           EventBean[] oldEventsArr = null;

           if (prototype.isSelectRStream())

           {

               oldEventsArr = (lastPerGroupOld.isEmpty()) ? null : lastPerGroupOld.values().toArray(new

EventBean[lastPerGroupOld.size()]);

           }

 

           if (orderByProcessor != null)

           {

               Object[] sortKeysNew = (newEventsSortKey.isEmpty()) ? null : newEventsSortKey.values().toArray(new

Object[newEventsSortKey.size()]);

               newEventsArr = orderByProcessor.sort(newEventsArr, sortKeysNew, agentInstanceContext);

               if (prototype.isSelectRStream())

               {

                   Object[] sortKeysOld = (oldEventsSortKey.isEmpty()) ? null : oldEventsSortKey.values().toArray(new

Object[oldEventsSortKey.size()]);

                   oldEventsArr = orderByProcessor.sort(oldEventsArr, sortKeysOld, agentInstanceContext);

               }

           }

 

           if ((newEventsArr == null) && (oldEventsArr == null))

           {

               return null;

           }

           return new UniformPair<EventBean[]>(newEventsArr, oldEventsArr);

       }

   }

 

   private void generateOutputBatchedArr(Map<Object, EventBean[]> keysAndEvents, boolean isNewData, boolean

isSynthesize, List<EventBean> resultEvents, List<Object> optSortKeys)

   {

       for (Map.Entry<Object, EventBean[]> entry : keysAndEvents.entrySet())

       {

           EventBean[] eventsPerStream = entry.getValue();

 

           // Set the current row of aggregation states

           aggregationService.setCurrentAccess(entry.getKey(), agentInstanceContext.getAgentInstanceId());

 

           // Filter the having clause

           if (prototype.getOptionalHavingNode() != null)

           {

               Boolean result = (Boolean) prototype.getOptionalHavingNode().evaluate(eventsPerStream, isNewData,

agentInstanceContext);

               if ((result == null) || (!result))

               {

                   continue;

               }
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           }

 

           resultEvents.add(selectExprProcessor.process(eventsPerStream, isNewData, isSynthesize,

agentInstanceContext));

 

           if(prototype.isSorting())

           {

               optSortKeys.add(orderByProcessor.getSortKey(eventsPerStream, isNewData, agentInstanceContext));

           }

       }

   }

 

   private void generateOutputBatchedView(EventBean[] outputEvents, Object[] groupByKeys, boolean isNewData,

boolean isSynthesize, List<EventBean> resultEvents, List<Object> optSortKeys)

   {

       if (outputEvents == null)

       {

           return;

       }

 

       EventBean[] eventsPerStream = new EventBean[1];

 

       int count = 0;

       for (int i = 0; i < outputEvents.length; i++)

       {

           aggregationService.setCurrentAccess(groupByKeys[count], agentInstanceContext.getAgentInstanceId());

           eventsPerStream[0] = outputEvents[count];

 

           // Filter the having clause

           if (prototype.getOptionalHavingNode() != null)

           {

               Boolean result = (Boolean) prototype.getOptionalHavingNode().evaluate(eventsPerStream, isNewData,

agentInstanceContext);

               if ((result == null) || (!result))

               {

                   continue;

               }

           }

 

           resultEvents.add(selectExprProcessor.process(eventsPerStream, isNewData, isSynthesize,

agentInstanceContext));

           if(prototype.isSorting())

           {

               optSortKeys.add(orderByProcessor.getSortKey(eventsPerStream, isNewData, agentInstanceContext));

           }

 

           count++;

       }
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   }

 

   private void generateOutputBatchedJoin(Set<MultiKey<EventBean>> outputEvents, Object[] groupByKeys,

boolean isNewData, boolean isSynthesize, List<EventBean> resultEvents, List<Object> optSortKeys)

   {

       if (outputEvents == null)

       {

           return;

       }

 

       EventBean[] eventsPerStream;

 

       int count = 0;

       for (MultiKey<EventBean> row : outputEvents)

       {

           aggregationService.setCurrentAccess(groupByKeys[count], agentInstanceContext.getAgentInstanceId());

           eventsPerStream = row.getArray();

 

           // Filter the having clause

           if (prototype.getOptionalHavingNode() != null)

           {

               Boolean result = (Boolean) prototype.getOptionalHavingNode().evaluate(eventsPerStream, isNewData,

agentInstanceContext);

               if ((result == null) || (!result))

               {

                   continue;

               }

           }

 

           resultEvents.add(selectExprProcessor.process(eventsPerStream, isNewData, isSynthesize,

agentInstanceContext));

           if(prototype.isSorting())

           {

               optSortKeys.add(orderByProcessor.getSortKey(eventsPerStream, isNewData, agentInstanceContext));

           }

 

           count++;

       }

   }

 

   private void generateOutputBatchedView(EventBean[] outputEvents, Object[] groupByKeys, boolean isNewData,

boolean isSynthesize, Map<Object, EventBean> resultEvents, Map<Object, Object> optSortKeys)

   {

       if (outputEvents == null)

       {

           return;

       }
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       EventBean[] eventsPerStream = new EventBean[1];

 

       int count = 0;

       for (int i = 0; i < outputEvents.length; i++)

       {

           Object groupKey = groupByKeys[count];

           aggregationService.setCurrentAccess(groupKey, agentInstanceContext.getAgentInstanceId());

           eventsPerStream[0] = outputEvents[count];

 

           // Filter the having clause

           if (prototype.getOptionalHavingNode() != null)

           {

               Boolean result = (Boolean) prototype.getOptionalHavingNode().evaluate(eventsPerStream, isNewData,

agentInstanceContext);

               if ((result == null) || (!result))

               {

                   continue;

               }

           }

 

           resultEvents.put(groupKey, selectExprProcessor.process(eventsPerStream, isNewData, isSynthesize,

agentInstanceContext));

           if(prototype.isSorting())

           {

               optSortKeys.put(groupKey, orderByProcessor.getSortKey(eventsPerStream, isNewData,

agentInstanceContext));

           }

 

           count++;

       }

   }

 

   private void generateOutputBatchedJoin(Set<MultiKey<EventBean>> outputEvents, Object[] groupByKeys,

boolean isNewData, boolean isSynthesize, Map<Object, EventBean> resultEvents, Map<Object, Object>

optSortKeys)

   {

       if (outputEvents == null)

       {

           return;

       }

 

       int count = 0;

       for (MultiKey<EventBean> row : outputEvents)

       {

           Object groupKey = groupByKeys[count];

           aggregationService.setCurrentAccess(groupKey, agentInstanceContext.getAgentInstanceId());

 

           // Filter the having clause
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           if (prototype.getOptionalHavingNode() != null)

           {

               Boolean result = (Boolean) prototype.getOptionalHavingNode().evaluate(row.getArray(), isNewData,

agentInstanceContext);

               if ((result == null) || (!result))

               {

                   continue;

               }

           }

 

           resultEvents.put(groupKey, selectExprProcessor.process(row.getArray(), isNewData, isSynthesize,

agentInstanceContext));

           if(prototype.isSorting())

           {

               optSortKeys.put(groupKey, orderByProcessor.getSortKey(row.getArray(), isNewData,

agentInstanceContext));

           }

 

           count++;

       }

   }

 

   public boolean hasAggregation() {

       return true;

   }

 

   public void removed(Object key) {

       eventGroupReps.remove(key);

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.metric;

 

import org.apache.commons.logging.Log;

import org.apache.commons.logging.LogFactory;

 

/**

* Global boolean for enabling and disable metrics reporting.

*/

public class MetricReportingPath

{
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   private static final Log log = LogFactory.getLog(MetricReportingPath.class);

 

   /**

    * Public access.

    */

   public static boolean isMetricsEnabled = false;

 

   /**

    * Sets execution path debug logging.

    * @param metricsEnabled true if metric reporting should be enabled

    */

   public static void setMetricsEnabled(boolean metricsEnabled)

   {

       if (metricsEnabled)

       {

           log.info("Metrics reporting has been enabled, this setting takes affect for all engine instances at engine

initialization time.");

       }

       else

       {

           log.debug("Metrics reporting has been disabled, this setting takes affect for all engine instances at engine

initialization time.");

       }

       isMetricsEnabled = metricsEnabled;

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.join.table;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventPropertyGetter;

import com.espertech.esper.collection.SuperIterator;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.join.exec.base.RangeIndexLookupValue;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.join.exec.base.RangeIndexLookupValueEquals;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.join.exec.base.RangeIndexLookupValueRange;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.join.plan.QueryGraphRangeEnum;

import com.espertech.esper.filter.Range;

import org.apache.commons.logging.Log;

import org.apache.commons.logging.LogFactory;

 

import java.util.*;
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/**

* Index that organizes events by the event property values into a single TreeMap sortable non-nested index

* with Object keys that store the property values.

*/

public class PropertySortedEventTable implements EventTable

{

   protected final int streamNum;

   protected final EventPropertyGetter propertyGetter;

 

   /**

    * Index table.

    */

   protected final TreeMap<Object, Set<EventBean>> propertyIndex;

 

   protected final HashSet<EventBean> nullKeyedValues;

 

   // override in a subclass

   protected Object coerce(Object value) {

       return value;

   }

 

 

   /**

    * Ctor.

    * @param streamNum - the stream number that is indexed

    */

   public PropertySortedEventTable(int streamNum, EventPropertyGetter propertyGetter)

   {

       this.streamNum = streamNum;

       this.propertyGetter = propertyGetter;

       propertyIndex = new TreeMap<Object, Set<EventBean>>();

       nullKeyedValues = new LinkedHashSet<EventBean>();

   }

 

   /**

    * Determine multikey for index access.

    * @param theEvent to get properties from for key

    * @return multi key

    */

   protected Object getIndexedValue(EventBean theEvent)

   {

       return propertyGetter.get(theEvent);

   }

 

   public void addRemove(EventBean[] newData, EventBean[] oldData) {

       add(newData);

       remove(oldData);
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   }

 

   /**

    * Add an array of events. Same event instance is not added twice. Event properties should be immutable.

    * Allow null passed instead of an empty array.

    * @param events to add

    * @throws IllegalArgumentException if the event was already existed in the index

    */

   public void add(EventBean[] events)

   {

       if (events == null)

       {

           return;

       }

       for (EventBean theEvent : events)

       {

           add(theEvent);

       }

   }

 

   /**

    * Remove events.

    * @param events to be removed, can be null instead of an empty array.

    * @throws IllegalArgumentException when the event could not be removed as its not in the index

    */

   public void remove(EventBean[] events)

   {

       if (events == null)

       {

           return;

       }

       for (EventBean theEvent : events)

       {

           remove(theEvent);

       }

   }

 

   /**

    * Returns the set of events that have the same property value as the given event.

    * @param keyStart to compare against

    * @param keyEnd to compare against

    * @param allowRangeReversal indicate whether "a between 60 and 50" should return no results (equivalent to

a>= X and a <=Y) or should return results (equivalent to 'between' and 'in'

    * @return set of events with property value, or null if none found (never returns zero-sized set)

    */

   public Set<EventBean> lookupRange(Object keyStart, boolean includeStart, Object keyEnd, boolean includeEnd,

boolean allowRangeReversal) {

       if (keyStart == null || keyEnd == null) {
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           return Collections.emptySet();

       }

       keyStart = coerce(keyStart);

       keyEnd = coerce(keyEnd);

       SortedMap<Object,Set<EventBean>> submap;

       try {

           submap = propertyIndex.subMap(keyStart, includeStart, keyEnd, includeEnd);

       }

       catch (IllegalArgumentException ex) {

           if (allowRangeReversal) {

               submap = propertyIndex.subMap(keyEnd, includeStart, keyStart, includeEnd);

           }

           else {

               return Collections.emptySet();

           }

       }

       return normalize(submap);

   }

 

   public Collection<EventBean> lookupRangeColl(Object keyStart, boolean includeStart, Object keyEnd, boolean

includeEnd, boolean allowRangeReversal) {

       if (keyStart == null || keyEnd == null) {

           return Collections.emptyList();

       }

       keyStart = coerce(keyStart);

       keyEnd = coerce(keyEnd);

       SortedMap<Object,Set<EventBean>> submap;

       try {

           submap = propertyIndex.subMap(keyStart, includeStart, keyEnd, includeEnd);

       }

       catch (IllegalArgumentException ex) {

           if (allowRangeReversal) {

               submap = propertyIndex.subMap(keyEnd, includeStart, keyStart, includeEnd);

           }

           else {

               return Collections.emptyList();

           }

       }

       return normalizeCollection(submap);

   }

 

   public Set<EventBean> lookupRangeInverted(Object keyStart, boolean includeStart, Object keyEnd, boolean

includeEnd) {

       if (keyStart == null || keyEnd == null) {

           return Collections.emptySet();

       }

       keyStart = coerce(keyStart);

       keyEnd = coerce(keyEnd);
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       SortedMap<Object,Set<EventBean>> submapOne = propertyIndex.headMap(keyStart, !includeStart);

       SortedMap<Object,Set<EventBean>> submapTwo = propertyIndex.tailMap(keyEnd, !includeEnd);

       return normalize(submapOne, submapTwo);

   }

 

   public Collection<EventBean> lookupRangeInvertedColl(Object keyStart, boolean includeStart, Object keyEnd,

boolean includeEnd) {

       if (keyStart == null || keyEnd == null) {

           return Collections.emptySet();

       }

       keyStart = coerce(keyStart);

       keyEnd = coerce(keyEnd);

       SortedMap<Object,Set<EventBean>> submapOne = propertyIndex.headMap(keyStart, !includeStart);

       SortedMap<Object,Set<EventBean>> submapTwo = propertyIndex.tailMap(keyEnd, !includeEnd);

       return normalizeCollection(submapOne, submapTwo);

   }

 

   public Set<EventBean> lookupLess(Object keyStart) {

       if (keyStart == null) {

           return Collections.emptySet();

       }

       keyStart = coerce(keyStart);

       return normalize(propertyIndex.headMap(keyStart));

   }

 

   public Collection<EventBean> lookupLessThenColl(Object keyStart) {

       if (keyStart == null) {

           return Collections.emptyList();

       }

       keyStart = coerce(keyStart);

       return normalizeCollection(propertyIndex.headMap(keyStart));

   }

 

   public Set<EventBean> lookupLessEqual(Object keyStart) {

       if (keyStart == null) {

           return Collections.emptySet();

       }

       keyStart = coerce(keyStart);

       return normalize(propertyIndex.headMap(keyStart, true));

   }

 

   public Collection<EventBean> lookupLessEqualColl(Object keyStart) {

       if (keyStart == null) {

           return Collections.emptyList();

       }

       keyStart = coerce(keyStart);

       return normalizeCollection(propertyIndex.headMap(keyStart, true));

   }
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   public Set<EventBean> lookupGreaterEqual(Object keyStart) {

       if (keyStart == null) {

           return Collections.emptySet();

       }

       keyStart = coerce(keyStart);

       return normalize(propertyIndex.tailMap(keyStart));

   }

 

   public Collection<EventBean> lookupGreaterEqualColl(Object keyStart) {

       if (keyStart == null) {

           return Collections.emptyList();

       }

       keyStart = coerce(keyStart);

       return normalizeCollection(propertyIndex.tailMap(keyStart));

   }

 

   public Set<EventBean> lookupGreater(Object keyStart) {

       if (keyStart == null) {

           return Collections.emptySet();

       }

       keyStart = coerce(keyStart);

       return normalize(propertyIndex.tailMap(keyStart, false));

   }

 

   public Collection<EventBean> lookupGreaterColl(Object keyStart) {

       if (keyStart == null) {

           return Collections.emptyList();

       }

       keyStart = coerce(keyStart);

       return normalizeCollection(propertyIndex.tailMap(keyStart, false));

   }

 

   private Set<EventBean> normalize(SortedMap<Object,Set<EventBean>> submap) {

       if (submap.size() == 0) {

           return null;

       }

       if (submap.size() == 1) {

           return submap.get(submap.firstKey());

       }

       Set<EventBean> result = new LinkedHashSet<EventBean>();

       for (Map.Entry<Object,Set<EventBean>> entry : submap.entrySet()) {

           result.addAll(entry.getValue());

       }

       return result;

   }

 

   private Collection<EventBean> normalizeCollection(SortedMap<Object,Set<EventBean>> submap) {
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       if (submap.size() == 0) {

           return null;

       }

       if (submap.size() == 1) {

           return submap.get(submap.firstKey());

       }

       Deque<EventBean> result = new ArrayDeque<EventBean>();

       for (Map.Entry<Object,Set<EventBean>> entry : submap.entrySet()) {

           result.addAll(entry.getValue());

       }

       return result;

   }

 

   private Collection<EventBean> normalizeCollection(SortedMap<Object,Set<EventBean>> submapOne,

SortedMap<Object,Set<EventBean>> submapTwo) {

       if (submapOne.size() == 0) {

           return normalizeCollection(submapTwo);

       }

       if (submapTwo.size() == 0) {

           return normalizeCollection(submapOne);

       }

       ArrayDeque<EventBean> result = new ArrayDeque<EventBean>();

       for (Map.Entry<Object,Set<EventBean>> entry : submapOne.entrySet()) {

           result.addAll(entry.getValue());

       }

       for (Map.Entry<Object,Set<EventBean>> entry : submapTwo.entrySet()) {

           result.addAll(entry.getValue());

       }

       return result;

   }

 

   private Set<EventBean> normalize(SortedMap<Object,Set<EventBean>> submapOne,

SortedMap<Object,Set<EventBean>> submapTwo) {

       if (submapOne.size() == 0) {

           return normalize(submapTwo);

       }

       if (submapTwo.size() == 0) {

           return normalize(submapOne);

       }

       Set<EventBean> result = new LinkedHashSet<EventBean>();

       for (Map.Entry<Object,Set<EventBean>> entry : submapOne.entrySet()) {

           result.addAll(entry.getValue());

       }

       for (Map.Entry<Object,Set<EventBean>> entry : submapTwo.entrySet()) {

           result.addAll(entry.getValue());

       }

       return result;

   }
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   private void add(EventBean theEvent)

   {

       Object key = getIndexedValue(theEvent);

 

       key = coerce(key);

 

       if (key == null) {

           nullKeyedValues.add(theEvent);

           return;

       }

 

       Set<EventBean> events = propertyIndex.get(key);

       if (events == null)

       {

           events = new LinkedHashSet<EventBean>();

           propertyIndex.put(key, events);

       }

 

       events.add(theEvent);

   }

 

   private void remove(EventBean theEvent)

   {

       Object key = getIndexedValue(theEvent);

 

       if (key == null) {

           nullKeyedValues.remove(theEvent);

           return;

       }

 

       key = coerce(key);

 

       Set<EventBean> events = propertyIndex.get(key);

       if (events == null)

       {

           return;

       }

 

       if (!events.remove(theEvent))

       {

           // Not an error, its possible that an old-data event is artificial (such as for statistics) and

           // thus did not correspond to a new-data event raised earlier.

           return;

       }

 

       if (events.isEmpty())

       {
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           propertyIndex.remove(key);

       }

   }

 

   public boolean isEmpty()

   {

       return propertyIndex.isEmpty();

   }

 

   public Iterator<EventBean> iterator()

   {

       if (nullKeyedValues.isEmpty()) {

           return new PropertySortedEventTableIterator(propertyIndex);

       }

       return new SuperIterator<EventBean>(new PropertySortedEventTableIterator(propertyIndex),

nullKeyedValues.iterator());

   }

 

   public void clear()

   {

       propertyIndex.clear();

   }

 

   public String toQueryPlan() {

       return this.getClass().getSimpleName() +

               " streamNum=" + streamNum +

               " propertyGetter=" + propertyGetter;

   }

 

   private static Log log = LogFactory.getLog(PropertySortedEventTable.class);

 

   public Set<EventBean> lookupConstants(RangeIndexLookupValue lookupValueBase) {

 

       if (lookupValueBase instanceof RangeIndexLookupValueEquals) {

           RangeIndexLookupValueEquals equals = (RangeIndexLookupValueEquals) lookupValueBase;

           return propertyIndex.get(equals.getValue());   

       }

 

       RangeIndexLookupValueRange lookupValue = (RangeIndexLookupValueRange) lookupValueBase;

       if (lookupValue.getOperator() == QueryGraphRangeEnum.RANGE_CLOSED) {

           Range range = (Range) lookupValue.getValue();

           return lookupRange(range.getLowEndpoint(), true, range.getHighEndpoint(), true,

lookupValue.isAllowRangeReverse());

       }

       else if (lookupValue.getOperator() == QueryGraphRangeEnum.RANGE_HALF_OPEN) {

           Range range = (Range) lookupValue.getValue();

           return lookupRange(range.getLowEndpoint(), true, range.getHighEndpoint(), false,

lookupValue.isAllowRangeReverse());
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       }

       else if (lookupValue.getOperator() == QueryGraphRangeEnum.RANGE_HALF_CLOSED) {

           Range range = (Range) lookupValue.getValue();

           return lookupRange(range.getLowEndpoint(), false, range.getHighEndpoint(), true,

lookupValue.isAllowRangeReverse());

       }

       else if (lookupValue.getOperator() == QueryGraphRangeEnum.RANGE_OPEN) {

           Range range = (Range) lookupValue.getValue();

           return lookupRange(range.getLowEndpoint(), false, range.getHighEndpoint(), false,

lookupValue.isAllowRangeReverse());

       }

       else if (lookupValue.getOperator() == QueryGraphRangeEnum.NOT_RANGE_CLOSED) {

           Range range = (Range) lookupValue.getValue();

           return lookupRangeInverted(range.getLowEndpoint(), true, range.getHighEndpoint(), true);

       }

       else if (lookupValue.getOperator() == QueryGraphRangeEnum.NOT_RANGE_HALF_OPEN) {

           Range range = (Range) lookupValue.getValue();

           return lookupRangeInverted(range.getLowEndpoint(), true, range.getHighEndpoint(), false);

       }

       else if (lookupValue.getOperator() == QueryGraphRangeEnum.NOT_RANGE_HALF_CLOSED) {

           Range range = (Range) lookupValue.getValue();

           return lookupRangeInverted(range.getLowEndpoint(), false, range.getHighEndpoint(), true);

       }

       else if (lookupValue.getOperator() == QueryGraphRangeEnum.NOT_RANGE_OPEN) {

           Range range = (Range) lookupValue.getValue();

           return lookupRangeInverted(range.getLowEndpoint(), false, range.getHighEndpoint(), false);

       }

       else if (lookupValue.getOperator() == QueryGraphRangeEnum.GREATER) {

           return lookupGreater(lookupValue.getValue());

       }

       else if (lookupValue.getOperator() == QueryGraphRangeEnum.GREATER_OR_EQUAL) {

           return lookupGreaterEqual(lookupValue.getValue());

       }

       else if (lookupValue.getOperator() == QueryGraphRangeEnum.LESS) {

           return lookupLess(lookupValue.getValue());

       }

       else if (lookupValue.getOperator() == QueryGraphRangeEnum.LESS_OR_EQUAL) {

           return lookupLessEqual(lookupValue.getValue());

       }

       else {

           throw new IllegalArgumentException("Unrecognized operator '" + lookupValue.getOperator() + "'");

       }

   }

}

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *
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*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.datetime.reformatop;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventType;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.datetime.eval.DatetimeMethodEnum;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.datetime.eval.ExprDotNodeFilterAnalyzerDesc;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprDotNodeFilterAnalyzerInput;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluatorContext;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprNode;

 

import java.util.Calendar;

import java.util.Date;

import java.util.List;

 

public class ReformatOpToDate implements ReformatOp {

 

   public Object evaluate(Long ts, EventBean[] eventsPerStream, boolean newData, ExprEvaluatorContext

exprEvaluatorContext) {

       return new Date(ts);

   }

 

   public Object evaluate(Date d, EventBean[] eventsPerStream, boolean newData, ExprEvaluatorContext

exprEvaluatorContext) {

       return d;

   }

 

   public Object evaluate(Calendar cal, EventBean[] eventsPerStream, boolean newData, ExprEvaluatorContext

exprEvaluatorContext) {

       return cal.getTime();

   }

 

   public Class getReturnType() {

       return Date.class;

   }

 

   public ExprDotNodeFilterAnalyzerDesc getFilterDesc(EventType[] typesPerStream, DatetimeMethodEnum

currentMethod, List<ExprNode> currentParameters, ExprDotNodeFilterAnalyzerInput inputDesc) {

       return null;

   }

}
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/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.join.table;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventType;

 

public class PropertyIndexedEventTableSingleCoerceAllFactory extends

PropertyIndexedEventTableSingleCoerceAddFactory

{

   /**

    * Ctor.

    * @param streamNum is the stream number of the indexed stream

    * @param eventType is the event type of the indexed stream

    * @param coercionType are the classes to coerce indexed values to

    */

   public PropertyIndexedEventTableSingleCoerceAllFactory(int streamNum, EventType eventType, String

propertyName, Class coercionType)

   {

       super(streamNum, eventType, propertyName, coercionType);

   }

 

   public EventTable makeEventTable() {

       return new PropertyIndexedEventTableSingleCoerceAll(streamNum, propertyGetter, coercer, coercionType);

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.named;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluator;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluatorContext;

 

import java.util.Iterator;

import java.util.LinkedHashSet;

import java.util.Set;
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/**

* Determine events to be deleted from a named window using the where-clause and full table scan.

*/

public class NamedWindowLookupStrategyTableScan implements NamedWindowLookupStrategy

{

   private final ExprEvaluator joinExpr;

   private final EventBean[] eventsPerStream;

   private final Iterable<EventBean> iterableNamedWindow;

 

   /**

    * Ctor.

    * @param joinExpr is the where clause

    * @param iterable is the named window's data window iterator

    */

   public NamedWindowLookupStrategyTableScan(ExprEvaluator joinExpr, Iterable<EventBean> iterable)

   {

       this.joinExpr = joinExpr;

       this.eventsPerStream = new EventBean[2];

       this.iterableNamedWindow = iterable;

   }

 

   public EventBean[] lookup(EventBean[] newData, ExprEvaluatorContext exprEvaluatorContext)

   {

       Set<EventBean> removeEvents = null;

 

       Iterator<EventBean> eventsIt = iterableNamedWindow.iterator();

       for (;eventsIt.hasNext();)

       {

           eventsPerStream[0] = eventsIt.next();   // next named window event

 

           for (EventBean aNewData : newData)

           {

               eventsPerStream[1] = aNewData;    // Stream 1 events are the originating events (on-delete events)

 

               Boolean result = (Boolean) joinExpr.evaluate(eventsPerStream, true, exprEvaluatorContext);

               if (result != null)

               {

                   if (result)

                   {

                       if (removeEvents == null)

                       {

                           removeEvents = new LinkedHashSet<EventBean>();

                       }

                       removeEvents.add(eventsPerStream[0]);

                   }

               }

           }
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       }

 

       if (removeEvents == null)

       {

           return null;

       }

 

       return removeEvents.toArray(new EventBean[removeEvents.size()]);

   }

 

   public String toString() {

       return toQueryPlan();

   }

 

   public String toQueryPlan() {

       return this.getClass().getSimpleName();

   }

}

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.enummethod.eval;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluator;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluatorContext;

import com.espertech.esper.event.arr.ObjectArrayEventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.event.arr.ObjectArrayEventType;

 

import java.util.ArrayDeque;

import java.util.Collection;

import java.util.Collections;

 

public class EnumEvalTakeWhileScalar extends EnumEvalBaseScalar implements EnumEval {

 

   public EnumEvalTakeWhileScalar(ExprEvaluator innerExpression, int streamCountIncoming,

ObjectArrayEventType type) {

       super(innerExpression, streamCountIncoming, type);

   }
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   public Object evaluateEnumMethod(EventBean[] eventsLambda, Collection target, boolean isNewData,

ExprEvaluatorContext context) {

       if (target.isEmpty()) {

           return target;

       }

 

       ObjectArrayEventBean evalEvent = new ObjectArrayEventBean(new Object[1], type);

       if (target.size() == 1) {

           Object item = target.iterator().next();

           evalEvent.getProperties()[0] = item;

           eventsLambda[streamNumLambda] = evalEvent;

 

           Object pass = innerExpression.evaluate(eventsLambda, isNewData, context);

           if (pass == null || (!(Boolean) pass)) {

               return Collections.emptyList();

           }

           return Collections.singletonList(item);

       }

 

       ArrayDeque<Object> result = new ArrayDeque<Object>();

 

       for (Object next : target) {

 

           evalEvent.getProperties()[0] = next;

           eventsLambda[streamNumLambda] = evalEvent;

 

           Object pass = innerExpression.evaluate(eventsLambda, isNewData, context);

           if (pass == null || (!(Boolean) pass)) {

               break;

           }

 

           result.add(next);

       }

 

       return result;

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.expression;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;
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import com.espertech.esper.view.window.RelativeAccessByEventNIndex;

 

/**

* Represents the 'prior' prior event function in an expression node tree.

*/

public class ExprPriorEvalStrategyRelativeAccess extends ExprPriorEvalStrategyBase

{

   private final transient RelativeAccessByEventNIndex relativeAccess;

 

   public ExprPriorEvalStrategyRelativeAccess(RelativeAccessByEventNIndex relativeAccess) {

       this.relativeAccess = relativeAccess;

   }

 

   public EventBean getSubstituteEvent(EventBean originalEvent, boolean isNewData, int constantIndexNumber) {

       return relativeAccess.getRelativeToEvent(originalEvent, constantIndexNumber);

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.expression;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.view.window.RandomAccessByIndex;

 

/**

* Represents the 'prior' prior event function in an expression node tree.

*/

public class ExprPriorEvalStrategyRandomAccess extends ExprPriorEvalStrategyBase

{

   private final transient RandomAccessByIndex randomAccess;

 

   public ExprPriorEvalStrategyRandomAccess(RandomAccessByIndex randomAccess) {

       this.randomAccess = randomAccess;

   }

 

   public EventBean getSubstituteEvent(EventBean originalEvent, boolean isNewData, int constantIndexNumber) {

       if (isNewData)

       {

           return randomAccess.getNewData(constantIndexNumber);

       }

       else

       {
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           return randomAccess.getOldData(constantIndexNumber);

       }

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.spec;

 

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprValidationException;

import com.espertech.esper.core.service.StatementContext;

 

import java.util.Collection;

import java.util.Set;

 

/**

* An uncompiled, unoptimize for of stream specification created by a parser.

*/

public interface StreamSpecRaw extends StreamSpec

{

   /**

    * Compiles a raw stream specification consisting event type information and filter expressions

    * to an validated, optimized form for use with filter service

    * @param eventTypeReferences event type names used by the statement

    * @param statementContext statement-level services

    * @param isInsertInto true for insert-into

    * @return compiled stream

    * @throws ExprValidationException to indicate validation errors

    */

   public StreamSpecCompiled compile(StatementContext statementContext,

                                     Set<String> eventTypeReferences,

                                     boolean isInsertInto,

                                     Collection<Integer> assignedTypeNumberStack)

       throws ExprValidationException;

 

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *
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**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.agg.aggregator;

 

/**

* Aggregation computing an event arrival rate for data windowed-events.

*/

public class AggregatorRate implements AggregationMethod {

 

   protected double accumulator;

   protected long latest;

   protected long oldest;

   protected boolean isSet = false;

 

   public void enter(Object value) {

       if (value.getClass().isArray()) {

           final Object[] parameters = (Object[]) value;

           Number val = (Number) parameters[1];

           accumulator += val.doubleValue();

           latest = (Long) parameters[0];

       } else {

           accumulator += 1;

           latest = (Long) value;

       }

   }

 

   public void leave(Object value) {

       if (value.getClass().isArray()) {

           final Object[] parameters = (Object[]) value;

           Number val = (Number) parameters[1];

           accumulator -= val.doubleValue();

           oldest = (Long) parameters[0];

       } else {

           accumulator -= 1;

           oldest = (Long) value;

       }

       if (!isSet) isSet = true;

   }

 

   public Object getValue() {

       if (!isSet) return null;

       return (accumulator * 1000) / (latest - oldest);

   }

 

   public void clear() {

       accumulator = 0;

       latest = 0;

       oldest = 0;

   }
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   public Class getValueType() {

       return Double.class;

   }

}

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.core.eval;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventType;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.core.EngineImportService;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.core.SelectExprProcessor;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluator;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluatorContext;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprValidationException;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.spec.SelectClauseExprCompiledSpec;

import com.espertech.esper.event.EventTypeUtility;

 

public class EvalSelectStreamWUnderlyingRecastBean implements SelectExprProcessor {

   private final SelectExprContext selectExprContext;

   private final EventType targetType;

   private final ExprEvaluator evaluator;

 

   public EvalSelectStreamWUnderlyingRecastBean(SelectExprContext selectExprContext,

SelectClauseExprCompiledSpec expressionSelectedAsStream, EventType underlyingEventType, EventType

targetType, int numAdditionalExpressions)

       throws ExprValidationException

   {

       this.selectExprContext = selectExprContext;

       this.targetType = targetType;

       this.evaluator = expressionSelectedAsStream.getSelectExpression().getExprEvaluator();

 

       if (targetType.getUnderlyingType() != underlyingEventType.getUnderlyingType()) {

           if (!EventTypeUtility.isTypeOrSubTypeOf(underlyingEventType, targetType)) {

               throw new ExprValidationException("Expression-returned event type '" +

underlyingEventType.getName() +

                       "' with underlying type '" + underlyingEventType.getUnderlyingType().getName() +

                       "' cannot be converted target event type '" + targetType.getName() +
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                       "' with underlying type '" + targetType.getUnderlyingType().getName() + "'");

           }

       }

 

       if (numAdditionalExpressions != 0) {

           throw new ExprValidationException("Cannot transpose additional properties in the select-clause to target

event type '" +

                   targetType.getName() +

                   "' with underlying type '" + targetType.getUnderlyingType().getName() + "', the " +

EngineImportService.EXT_SINGLEROW_FUNCTION_TRANSPOSE + " function must occur alone in the select

clause");

       }

   }

 

   public EventType getResultEventType() {

       return targetType;

   }

 

   public EventBean process(EventBean[] eventsPerStream, boolean isNewData, boolean isSynthesize,

ExprEvaluatorContext exprEvaluatorContext) {

       Object result = evaluator.evaluate(eventsPerStream, isNewData, exprEvaluatorContext);

       return selectExprContext.getEventAdapterService().adapterForTypedBean(result, targetType);

   }

}

<!--

 ~ **************************************************************************************

 ~ * Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

 ~ * http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

 ~ * http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

 ~ * ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

 ~ * The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

 ~ * a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

 ~ **************************************************************************************

 -->

 

<html>

<head></head>

<body>

<p>

	Inner join execution

</p>

</body>

</html>

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *
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*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.expression;

 

import com.espertech.esper.util.JavaClassHelper;

 

public abstract class ExprDotEvalPropertyExprBase implements ExprEvaluator {

 

   protected final String statementName;

   protected final String propertyName;

   protected final int streamNum;

   protected final ExprEvaluator exprEvaluator;

   private final Class propertyType;

 

   protected ExprDotEvalPropertyExprBase(String statementName, String propertyName, int streamNum,

ExprEvaluator exprEvaluator, Class propertyType) {

       this.statementName = statementName;

       this.propertyName = propertyName;

       this.streamNum = streamNum;

       this.exprEvaluator = exprEvaluator;

       this.propertyType = propertyType;

   }

 

   public Class getType() {

       return propertyType;

   }

 

   protected String getWarningText(String expectedType, Object received) {

       return "Statement '" + statementName + "' property " + propertyName + " parameter expression expected a

value of " +

               expectedType + " but received " + received == null ? "null" :

JavaClassHelper.getClassNameFullyQualPretty(received.getClass());

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.core;
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import com.espertech.esper.client.EventType;

import com.espertech.esper.core.context.util.AgentInstanceContext;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.agg.service.AggregationService;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluator;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.spec.OutputLimitLimitType;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.spec.OutputLimitSpec;

 

/**

* Result set processor prototype for the fully-grouped case:

* there is a group-by and all non-aggregation event properties in the select clause are listed in the group by,

* and there are aggregation functions.

*/

public class ResultSetProcessorRowPerGroupFactory implements ResultSetProcessorFactory

{

   private final SelectExprProcessor selectExprProcessor;

   private final ExprEvaluator groupKeyNode;

   private final ExprEvaluator[] groupKeyNodes;

   private final ExprEvaluator optionalHavingNode;

   private final boolean isSorting;

   private final boolean isSelectRStream;

   private final boolean isUnidirectional;

   private final OutputLimitSpec outputLimitSpec;

   private final boolean noDataWindowSingleSnapshot;

 

   /**

    * Ctor.

    * @param selectExprProcessor - for processing the select expression and generting the final output rows

    * @param groupKeyNodes - list of group-by expression nodes needed for building the group-by keys

    * @param optionalHavingNode - expression node representing validated HAVING clause, or null if none given.

    * Aggregation functions in the having node must have been pointed to the AggregationService for evaluation.

    * @param isSelectRStream - true if remove stream events should be generated

    * @param isUnidirectional - true if unidirectional join

    */

   public ResultSetProcessorRowPerGroupFactory(SelectExprProcessor selectExprProcessor,

                                               ExprEvaluator[] groupKeyNodes,

                                               ExprEvaluator optionalHavingNode,

                                               boolean isSelectRStream,

                                               boolean isUnidirectional,

                                               OutputLimitSpec outputLimitSpec,

                                               boolean isSorting,

                                               boolean noDataWindowSingleStream)

   {

       this.selectExprProcessor = selectExprProcessor;

       this.groupKeyNodes = groupKeyNodes;

       if (groupKeyNodes.length == 1) {

           this.groupKeyNode = groupKeyNodes[0];

       }

       else {
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           this.groupKeyNode = null;

       }

       this.optionalHavingNode = optionalHavingNode;

       this.isSorting = isSorting;

       this.isSelectRStream = isSelectRStream;

       this.isUnidirectional = isUnidirectional;

       this.outputLimitSpec = outputLimitSpec;

       this.noDataWindowSingleSnapshot = (outputLimitSpec != null && outputLimitSpec.getDisplayLimit() ==

OutputLimitLimitType.SNAPSHOT && noDataWindowSingleStream);

   }

 

   public ResultSetProcessor instantiate(OrderByProcessor orderByProcessor, AggregationService

aggregationService, AgentInstanceContext agentInstanceContext) {

       if (noDataWindowSingleSnapshot) {

           return new ResultSetProcessorRowPerGroupSpecial(this, selectExprProcessor, orderByProcessor,

aggregationService, agentInstanceContext);

       }

       return new ResultSetProcessorRowPerGroup(this, selectExprProcessor, orderByProcessor, aggregationService,

agentInstanceContext);

   }

 

   public EventType getResultEventType()

   {

       return selectExprProcessor.getResultEventType();

   }

 

   public boolean hasAggregation() {

       return true;

   }

 

   public ExprEvaluator[] getGroupKeyNodes() {

       return groupKeyNodes;

   }

 

   public ExprEvaluator getGroupKeyNode() {

       return groupKeyNode;

   }

 

   public ExprEvaluator getOptionalHavingNode() {

       return optionalHavingNode;

   }

 

   public boolean isSorting() {

       return isSorting;

   }

 

   public boolean isSelectRStream() {

       return isSelectRStream;
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   }

 

   public boolean isUnidirectional() {

       return isUnidirectional;

   }

 

   public OutputLimitSpec getOutputLimitSpec() {

       return outputLimitSpec;

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.named;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventType;

import com.espertech.esper.client.annotation.AuditEnum;

import com.espertech.esper.collection.ArrayEventIterator;

import com.espertech.esper.core.context.util.AgentInstanceContext;

import com.espertech.esper.core.context.util.EPStatementAgentInstanceHandle;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluator;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluatorContext;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprNode;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprNodeUtility;

import com.espertech.esper.filter.FilterSpecCompiled;

import com.espertech.esper.util.CollectionUtil;

import com.espertech.esper.view.ViewSupport;

 

import java.lang.annotation.Annotation;

import java.util.*;

import java.util.concurrent.CopyOnWriteArrayList;

 

/**

* This view is hooked into a named window's view chain as the last view and handles dispatching of named window

* insert and remove stream results via {@link com.espertech.esper.epl.named.NamedWindowService} to

consuming statements.

*/

public class NamedWindowTailViewInstance extends ViewSupport implements Iterable<EventBean>

{

   private final NamedWindowRootViewInstance rootViewInstance;

   private final NamedWindowTailView tailView;

   private final AgentInstanceContext agentInstanceContext;
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   private volatile Map<EPStatementAgentInstanceHandle, List<NamedWindowConsumerView>>

consumersInContext;  // handles as copy-on-write

   private volatile long numberOfEvents;

 

   public NamedWindowTailViewInstance(NamedWindowRootViewInstance rootViewInstance,

NamedWindowTailView tailView, AgentInstanceContext agentInstanceContext) {

       this.rootViewInstance = rootViewInstance;

       this.tailView = tailView;

       this.agentInstanceContext = agentInstanceContext;

       this.consumersInContext = NamedWindowUtil.createConsumerMap(tailView.isPrioritized());

   }

 

   public void update(EventBean[] newData, EventBean[] oldData)

   {

       // Only old data (remove stream) needs to be removed from indexes (kept by root view), if any

       if (oldData != null)

       {

           rootViewInstance.removeOldData(oldData);

           numberOfEvents -= oldData.length;

       }

 

       if ((newData != null) && (!tailView.isParentBatchWindow())) {

           rootViewInstance.addNewData(newData);

       }

 

       if (newData != null)

       {

           numberOfEvents += newData.length;

       }

 

       // Post to child views, only if there are listeners or subscribers

       if (tailView.getStatementResultService().isMakeNatural() ||

tailView.getStatementResultService().isMakeSynthetic())

       {

           updateChildren(newData, oldData);

       }

 

       if (!consumersInContext.isEmpty() || !tailView.getConsumersNonContext().isEmpty()) {

           NamedWindowDeltaData delta = new NamedWindowDeltaData(newData, oldData);

           tailView.getNamedWindowService().addDispatch(delta, consumersInContext);

           tailView.getNamedWindowService().addDispatch(delta, tailView.getConsumersNonContext());

       }

   }

 

   /**

    * Adds a consuming (selecting) statement to the named window.

    * @return consumer view
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    */

   public NamedWindowConsumerView addConsumer(NamedWindowConsumerDesc consumerDesc, boolean

isSubselect)

   {

       NamedWindowConsumerCallback consumerCallback = new NamedWindowConsumerCallback() {

           public Iterator<EventBean> getIterator() {

               return NamedWindowTailViewInstance.this.iterator();

           }

 

           public void stopped(NamedWindowConsumerView namedWindowConsumerView) {

               removeConsumer(namedWindowConsumerView);

           }

       };

 

       // Construct consumer view, allow a callback to this view to remove the consumer

       boolean audit =

AuditEnum.STREAM.getAudit(consumerDesc.getAgentInstanceContext().getStatementContext().getAnnotations())

!= null;

       NamedWindowConsumerView consumerView = new

NamedWindowConsumerView(ExprNodeUtility.getEvaluators(consumerDesc.getFilterList()),

consumerDesc.getOptPropertyEvaluator(), tailView.getEventType(), consumerCallback,

consumerDesc.getAgentInstanceContext(), audit);

 

       // Keep a list of consumer views per statement to accomodate joins and subqueries

       List<NamedWindowConsumerView> viewsPerStatements =

consumersInContext.get(consumerDesc.getAgentInstanceContext().getEpStatementAgentInstanceHandle());

       if (viewsPerStatements == null)

       {

           viewsPerStatements = new CopyOnWriteArrayList<NamedWindowConsumerView>();

 

           // avoid concurrent modification as a thread may currently iterate over consumers as its dispatching

           // without the engine lock

           Map<EPStatementAgentInstanceHandle, List<NamedWindowConsumerView>> newConsumers =

NamedWindowUtil.createConsumerMap(tailView.isPrioritized());

           newConsumers.putAll(consumersInContext);

           newConsumers.put(consumerDesc.getAgentInstanceContext().getEpStatementAgentInstanceHandle(),

viewsPerStatements);

           consumersInContext = newConsumers;

       }

       if (isSubselect) {

           viewsPerStatements.add(0, consumerView);

       }

       else {

           viewsPerStatements.add(consumerView);

       }

 

       return consumerView;

   }
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   /**

    * Called by the consumer view to indicate it was stopped or destroyed, such that the

    * consumer can be deregistered and further dispatches disregard this consumer.

    * @param namedWindowConsumerView is the consumer representative view

    */

   public void removeConsumer(NamedWindowConsumerView namedWindowConsumerView)

   {

       EPStatementAgentInstanceHandle handleRemoved = null;

       // Find the consumer view

       for (Map.Entry<EPStatementAgentInstanceHandle, List<NamedWindowConsumerView>> entry :

consumersInContext.entrySet())

       {

           boolean foundAndRemoved = entry.getValue().remove(namedWindowConsumerView);

           // Remove the consumer view

           if ((foundAndRemoved) && (entry.getValue().size() == 0))

           {

               // Remove the handle if this list is now empty

               handleRemoved = entry.getKey();

               break;

           }

       }

       if (handleRemoved != null)

       {

           Map<EPStatementAgentInstanceHandle, List<NamedWindowConsumerView>> newConsumers =

NamedWindowUtil.createConsumerMap(tailView.isPrioritized());

           newConsumers.putAll(consumersInContext);

           newConsumers.remove(handleRemoved);

           consumersInContext = newConsumers;

       }

   }

 

   public EventType getEventType()

   {

       return tailView.getEventType();

   }

 

   public Iterator<EventBean> iterator()

   {

       if (tailView.getRevisionProcessor() != null)

       {

           Collection<EventBean> coll =

tailView.getRevisionProcessor().getSnapshot(agentInstanceContext.getEpStatementAgentInstanceHandle(), parent);

           return coll.iterator();

       }

 

agentInstanceContext.getEpStatementAgentInstanceHandle().getStatementAgentInstanceLock().acquireReadLock();


       try
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       {

           Iterator<EventBean> it = parent.iterator();

           if (!it.hasNext())

           {

               return CollectionUtil.NULL_EVENT_ITERATOR;

           }

           ArrayList<EventBean> list = new ArrayList<EventBean>();

           while (it.hasNext())

           {

               list.add(it.next());

           }

           return new ArrayEventIterator(list.toArray(new EventBean[list.size()]));

       }

       finally

       {

agentInstanceContext.getEpStatementAgentInstanceHandle().getStatementAgentInstanceLock().releaseReadLock();


       }

   }

 

   /**

    * Returns a snapshot of window contents, thread-safely

    * @param filter filters if any

    * @return window contents

    */

   public Collection<EventBean> snapshot(FilterSpecCompiled filter, Annotation[] annotations)

   {

       if (tailView.getRevisionProcessor() != null)

       {

           return

tailView.getRevisionProcessor().getSnapshot(agentInstanceContext.getEpStatementAgentInstanceHandle(), parent);

       }

 

agentInstanceContext.getEpStatementAgentInstanceHandle().getStatementAgentInstanceLock().acquireReadLock();


       try

       {

           return snapshotNoLock(filter, annotations);

       }

       finally

       {

agentInstanceContext.getEpStatementAgentInstanceHandle().getStatementAgentInstanceLock().releaseReadLock();


       }

   }

 

   public EventBean[] snapshotUpdate(FilterSpecCompiled filter, ExprNode optionalWhereClause,

NamedWindowUpdateHelper updateHelper, Annotation[] annotations) {

agentInstanceContext.getEpStatementAgentInstanceHandle().getStatementAgentInstanceLock().acquireReadLock();


       try {

           Collection<EventBean> events = snapshotNoLockWithFilter(filter, annotations, optionalWhereClause,
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agentInstanceContext);

           if (events.isEmpty()) {

               return CollectionUtil.EVENT_PER_STREAM_EMPTY;

           }

 

           EventBean[] eventsPerStream = new EventBean[3];

           EventBean[] updated = new EventBean[events.size()];

           int count = 0;

           for (EventBean event : events) {

               updated[count++] = updateHelper.update(event, eventsPerStream, agentInstanceContext);

           }

 

           EventBean[] deleted = events.toArray(new EventBean[events.size()]);

           rootViewInstance.update(updated, deleted);

           return updated;

       }

       finally {

agentInstanceContext.getEpStatementAgentInstanceHandle().getStatementAgentInstanceLock().releaseReadLock();


       }

   }

 

   public EventBean[] snapshotDelete(FilterSpecCompiled filter, ExprNode filterExpr, Annotation[] annotations) {

agentInstanceContext.getEpStatementAgentInstanceHandle().getStatementAgentInstanceLock().acquireReadLock();


       try {

           Collection<EventBean> events = snapshotNoLockWithFilter(filter, annotations, filterExpr,

agentInstanceContext);

           if (events.isEmpty()) {

               return CollectionUtil.EVENT_PER_STREAM_EMPTY;

           }

           EventBean[] eventsDeleted = events.toArray(new EventBean[events.size()]);

           rootViewInstance.update(null, eventsDeleted);

           return eventsDeleted;

       }

       finally {

agentInstanceContext.getEpStatementAgentInstanceHandle().getStatementAgentInstanceLock().releaseReadLock();


       }

   }

 

   public Collection<EventBean> snapshotNoLock(FilterSpecCompiled filter, Annotation[] annotations)

   {

       if (tailView.getRevisionProcessor() != null) {

           return

tailView.getRevisionProcessor().getSnapshot(agentInstanceContext.getEpStatementAgentInstanceHandle(), parent);

       }

 

       Collection<EventBean> indexedResult = rootViewInstance.snapshot(filter, annotations);

       if (indexedResult != null) {

           return indexedResult;
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       }

       Iterator<EventBean> it = parent.iterator();

       if (!it.hasNext()) {

           return Collections.EMPTY_LIST;

       }

       ArrayDeque<EventBean> list = new ArrayDeque<EventBean>();

       while (it.hasNext()) {

           list.add(it.next());

       }

       return list;

   }

 

   public Collection<EventBean> snapshotNoLockWithFilter(FilterSpecCompiled filter, Annotation[] annotations,

ExprNode filterExpr, ExprEvaluatorContext exprEvaluatorContext)

   {

       if (tailView.getRevisionProcessor() != null) {

           return

tailView.getRevisionProcessor().getSnapshot(agentInstanceContext.getEpStatementAgentInstanceHandle(), parent);

       }

 

       Collection<EventBean> indexedResult = rootViewInstance.snapshot(filter, annotations);

       if (indexedResult != null) {

           if (indexedResult.isEmpty()) {

               return indexedResult;

           }

           if (filterExpr == null) {

               return indexedResult;

           }

           ArrayDeque<EventBean> deque = new ArrayDeque<EventBean>(Math.min(indexedResult.size(), 16));

           ExprNodeUtility.applyFilterExpressionIterable(indexedResult, filterExpr.getExprEvaluator(),

exprEvaluatorContext, deque);

           return deque;

       }

 

       // fall back to window operator if snapshot doesn't resolve successfully

       Iterator<EventBean> it = parent.iterator();

       if (!it.hasNext()) {

           return Collections.EMPTY_LIST;

       }

       if (filterExpr != null) {

           ExprEvaluator evaluator = filterExpr.getExprEvaluator();

           ArrayDeque<EventBean> list = new ArrayDeque<EventBean>();

           EventBean[] eventsPerStream = new EventBean[1];

           while (it.hasNext()) {

               EventBean event = it.next();

               eventsPerStream[0] = event;

               Boolean result = (Boolean) evaluator.evaluate(eventsPerStream, true, exprEvaluatorContext);

               if ((result != null) && result) {
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                   list.add(event);

               }

           }

           return list;

       }

       else {

           ArrayDeque<EventBean> list = new ArrayDeque<EventBean>();

           while (it.hasNext()) {

               list.add(it.next());

           }

           return list;

       }

   }

 

   public AgentInstanceContext getAgentInstanceContext() {

       return agentInstanceContext;

   }

 

   /**

    * Destroy the view.

    */

   public void destroy()

   {

       consumersInContext = NamedWindowUtil.createConsumerMap(tailView.isPrioritized());

   }

 

   /**

    * Returns the number of events held.

    * @return number of events

    */

   public long getNumberOfEvents()

   {

       return numberOfEvents;

   }

 

   public NamedWindowTailView getTailView() {

       return tailView;

   }

}

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************
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*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.core.eval;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventType;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.core.SelectExprProcessor;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluator;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluatorContext;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.spec.SelectClauseStreamCompiledSpec;

import org.apache.commons.logging.Log;

import org.apache.commons.logging.LogFactory;

 

import java.util.HashMap;

import java.util.List;

import java.util.Map;

 

public abstract class EvalSelectStreamBaseMap extends EvalSelectStreamBase implements SelectExprProcessor {

 

   private static final Log log = LogFactory.getLog(EvalSelectStreamBaseMap.class);

 

   protected EvalSelectStreamBaseMap(SelectExprContext selectExprContext, EventType resultEventType,

List<SelectClauseStreamCompiledSpec> namedStreams, boolean usingWildcard) {

       super(selectExprContext, resultEventType, namedStreams, usingWildcard);

   }

 

   public abstract EventBean processSpecific(Map<String, Object> props, EventBean[] eventsPerStream,

ExprEvaluatorContext exprEvaluatorContext);

 

   public EventBean process(EventBean[] eventsPerStream, boolean isNewData, boolean isSynthesize,

ExprEvaluatorContext exprEvaluatorContext)

   {

       // Evaluate all expressions and build a map of name-value pairs

       Map<String, Object> props = new HashMap<String, Object>();

       int count = 0;

       for (ExprEvaluator expressionNode : selectExprContext.getExpressionNodes())

       {

           Object evalResult = expressionNode.evaluate(eventsPerStream, isNewData, exprEvaluatorContext);

           props.put(selectExprContext.getColumnNames()[count], evalResult);

           count++;

       }

       for (SelectClauseStreamCompiledSpec element : namedStreams)

       {

           EventBean theEvent = eventsPerStream[element.getStreamNumber()];

           props.put(selectExprContext.getColumnNames()[count], theEvent);

           count++;

       }

       if (isUsingWildcard && eventsPerStream.length > 1)
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       {

           for (EventBean anEventsPerStream : eventsPerStream)

           {

               props.put(selectExprContext.getColumnNames()[count], anEventsPerStream);

               count++;

           }

       }

 

       return processSpecific(props, eventsPerStream, exprEvaluatorContext);

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.join.plan;

 

import java.util.*;

 

/**

* This class represents outer-join relationships between outer and inner tables.

* To add a left outer join between streams 0 and 1 use "add(0, 1)".

* To add a full outer join between streams 0 and 1 use "add(0, 1)" and "add(1, 0)".

* To add a right outer join between streams 0 and 1 use "add(1, 0)".

*/

public class OuterInnerDirectionalGraph

{

   private final Map<Integer, Set<Integer>> streamToInnerMap;

   private final Map<Integer, Set<Integer>> unqualifiedNavigableStreams;

   private final int numStreams;

 

   /**

    * Ctor.

    * @param numStreams - number of streams

    */

   public OuterInnerDirectionalGraph(int numStreams)

   {

       this.numStreams = numStreams;

       this.streamToInnerMap = new HashMap<Integer, Set<Integer>>();

       this.unqualifiedNavigableStreams = new HashMap<Integer, Set<Integer>>();

   }

 

   /**

    * Add an outer-to-inner join stream relationship.
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    * @param outerStream is the stream number of the outer stream

    * @param innerStream is the stream number of the inner stream

    * @return graph object

    */

   public OuterInnerDirectionalGraph add(int outerStream, int innerStream)

   {

       checkArgs(outerStream, innerStream);

 

       // add set

       Set<Integer> innerSet = streamToInnerMap.get(outerStream);

       if (innerSet == null)

       {

           innerSet = new HashSet<Integer>();

           streamToInnerMap.put(outerStream, innerSet);

       }

 

       // populate

       if (innerSet.contains(innerStream))

       {

           throw new IllegalArgumentException("Inner stream already in collection");

       }

       innerSet.add(innerStream);

 

       return this;

   }

 

   /**

    * Returns the set of inner streams for the given outer stream number.

    * @param outerStream is the stream number of the outer stream

    * @return set of inner streams, or null if empty

    */

   public Set<Integer> getInner(int outerStream)

   {

       checkArgs(outerStream);

       return streamToInnerMap.get(outerStream);

   }

 

   /**

    * Returns the set of outer streams for the given inner stream number.

    * @param innerStream is the stream number of the inner stream

    * @return set of outer streams, or null if empty

    */

   public Set<Integer> getOuter(int innerStream)

   {

       checkArgs(innerStream);

 

       Set<Integer> result = new HashSet<Integer>();

       for (Integer key : streamToInnerMap.keySet())
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       {

           Set<Integer> set = streamToInnerMap.get(key);

           if (set.contains(innerStream))

           {

               result.add(key);

           }

       }

 

       if (result.isEmpty())

       {

           return null;

       }

       return result;

   }

 

   /**

    * Returns true if the outer stream has an optional relationship to the inner stream.

    * @param outerStream is the stream number of the outer stream

    * @param innerStream is the stream number of the inner stream

    * @return true if outer-inner relationship between streams, false if not

    */

   public boolean isInner(int outerStream, int innerStream)

   {

       checkArgs(outerStream, innerStream);

 

       Set<Integer> innerSet = streamToInnerMap.get(outerStream);

       if (innerSet == null)

       {

           return false;

       }

       return innerSet.contains(innerStream);

   }

 

   /**

    * Returns true if the inner stream has a relationship to the outer stream.

    * @param outerStream is the stream number of the outer stream

    * @param innerStream is the stream number of the inner stream

    * @return true if outer-inner relationship between streams, false if not

    */

   public boolean isOuter(int outerStream, int innerStream)

   {

       checkArgs(outerStream, innerStream);

       Set<Integer> outerStreams = getOuter(innerStream);

 

       if (outerStreams == null)

       {

           return false;

       }
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       return outerStreams.contains(outerStream);

   }

 

   /**

    * Prints out collection.

    * @return textual output of keys and values

    */

   public String print()

   {

       StringBuilder buffer = new StringBuilder();

       String delimiter = "";

 

       for (Integer key : streamToInnerMap.keySet())

       {

           Set<Integer> set = streamToInnerMap.get(key);

 

           buffer.append(delimiter);

           buffer.append(key);

           buffer.append('=');

           buffer.append(Arrays.toString(set.toArray()));

 

           delimiter = ", ";

       }

       return buffer.toString();

   }

 

   public Map<Integer, Set<Integer>> getUnqualifiedNavigableStreams() {

       return unqualifiedNavigableStreams;

   }

 

   public void addUnqualifiedNavigable(int streamOne, int streamTwo) {

       addUnqualifiedInternal(streamOne, streamTwo);

       addUnqualifiedInternal(streamTwo, streamOne);

   }

 

   private void addUnqualifiedInternal(int streamOne, int streamTwo) {

       Set<Integer> set = unqualifiedNavigableStreams.get(streamOne);

       if (set == null) {

           set = new HashSet<Integer>();

           unqualifiedNavigableStreams.put(streamOne, set);

       }

       set.add(streamTwo);

   }

 

   private void checkArgs(int stream)

   {

       if ((stream >= numStreams) || (stream < 0))

       {
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           throw new IllegalArgumentException("Out of bounds parameter for stream num");

       }

   }

 

   private void checkArgs(int outerStream, int innerStream)

   {

       if ((outerStream >= numStreams) || (innerStream >= numStreams) ||

           (outerStream < 0) || (innerStream < 0))

       {

           throw new IllegalArgumentException("Out of bounds parameter for inner or outer stream num");

       }

       if (outerStream == innerStream)

       {

           throw new IllegalArgumentException("Unexpected equal stream num for inner and outer stream");

       }

   }

}

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.join.exec.composite;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventPropertyGetter;

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventType;

import com.espertech.esper.collection.MultiKeyUntyped;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluator;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluatorContext;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.join.plan.QueryGraphValueEntryHashKeyed;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.lookup.SubordPropHashKey;

import com.espertech.esper.event.EventBeanUtility;

 

import java.util.Collection;

import java.util.List;

import java.util.Map;

import java.util.Set;

 

public class CompositeIndexQueryKeyed implements CompositeIndexQuery {

 

   private final ExprEvaluator[] evaluators;
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   private final Class[] keyCoercionTypes;

   private final int lookupStream;

   private final EventBean[] events;

   private final boolean isNWOnTrigger;

 

   private CompositeIndexQuery next;

 

 

   public CompositeIndexQueryKeyed(boolean isNWOnTrigger, int lookupStream, int numStreams,

List<QueryGraphValueEntryHashKeyed> hashKeys, Class[] keyCoercionTypes) {

       this.keyCoercionTypes  = keyCoercionTypes;

       this.evaluators = new ExprEvaluator[hashKeys.size()];

       this.isNWOnTrigger = isNWOnTrigger;

       this.lookupStream = lookupStream;

 

       for (int i = 0; i < evaluators.length; i++) {

           evaluators[i] = hashKeys.get(i).getKeyExpr().getExprEvaluator();

       }

       if (lookupStream != -1) {

           events = new EventBean[lookupStream + 1];

       }

       else {

           events = new EventBean[numStreams + 1];

       }

   }

 

   public void setNext(CompositeIndexQuery next) {

       this.next = next;

   }

 

   public Set<EventBean> get(EventBean theEvent, Map parent, ExprEvaluatorContext context) {

       events[lookupStream] = theEvent;

       MultiKeyUntyped mk = EventBeanUtility.getMultiKey(events, evaluators, context, keyCoercionTypes);

       Map innerIndex = (Map) parent.get(mk);

       if (innerIndex == null) {

           return null;

       }

       return next.get(theEvent, innerIndex, context);

   }

 

   public Collection<EventBean> get(EventBean[] eventsPerStream, Map parent, ExprEvaluatorContext context) {

 

       EventBean[] eventsToUse;

       if (isNWOnTrigger) {

           eventsToUse = eventsPerStream;

       }

       else {

           System.arraycopy(eventsPerStream, 0, events, 1, eventsPerStream.length);
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           eventsToUse = events;

       }

 

       MultiKeyUntyped mk = EventBeanUtility.getMultiKey(eventsToUse, evaluators, context, keyCoercionTypes);

       Map innerIndex = (Map) parent.get(mk);

       if (innerIndex == null) {

           return null;

       }

       return next.get(eventsPerStream, innerIndex, context);

   }

 

   public void add(EventBean theEvent, Map value, Set<EventBean> result) {

       throw new UnsupportedOperationException();

   }

 

   public void add(EventBean[] eventsPerStream, Map value, Collection<EventBean> result) {

       throw new UnsupportedOperationException();

   }

}

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.enummethod.eval;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluator;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluatorContext;

import com.espertech.esper.event.arr.ObjectArrayEventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.event.arr.ObjectArrayEventType;

 

import java.util.ArrayDeque;

import java.util.Collection;

import java.util.Deque;

 

public class EnumEvalSelectFromScalarLambda extends EnumEvalBase implements EnumEval {

 

   private final ObjectArrayEventType resultEventType;

 

   public EnumEvalSelectFromScalarLambda(ExprEvaluator innerExpression, int streamCountIncoming,

ObjectArrayEventType resultEventType) {
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       super(innerExpression, streamCountIncoming);

       this.resultEventType = resultEventType;

   }

 

   public Object evaluateEnumMethod(EventBean[] eventsLambda, Collection target, boolean isNewData,

ExprEvaluatorContext context) {

 

       if (target.isEmpty()) {

           return target;

       }

 

       ObjectArrayEventBean resultEvent = new ObjectArrayEventBean(new Object[1], resultEventType);

       Collection<Object> values = (Collection<Object>) target;

       Deque queue = new ArrayDeque();

       for (Object next : values) {

 

           resultEvent.getProperties()[0] = next;

           eventsLambda[streamNumLambda] = resultEvent;

 

           Object item = innerExpression.evaluate(eventsLambda, isNewData, context);

           if (item != null) {

               queue.add(item);

           }

       }

 

       return queue;

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.core;

 

import com.espertech.esper.epl.agg.service.AggregationService;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluator;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprNode;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprNodeUtility;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprValidationException;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.spec.OrderByItem;

import com.espertech.esper.util.CollectionUtil;

import org.apache.commons.logging.Log;

import org.apache.commons.logging.LogFactory;
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import java.util.Comparator;

import java.util.List;

 

/**

* An order-by processor that sorts events according to the expressions

* in the order_by clause.

*/

public class OrderByProcessorFactoryImpl implements OrderByProcessorFactory {

 

	private static final Log log = LogFactory.getLog(OrderByProcessorFactoryImpl.class);

 

	private final OrderByElement[] orderBy;

	private final ExprEvaluator[] groupByNodes;

	private final boolean needsGroupByKeys;

	private final Comparator<Object> comparator;

 

	/**

	 * Ctor.

	 *

	 * @param orderByList -

	 *            the nodes that generate the keys to sort events on

	 * @param groupByNodes -

	 *            generate the keys for determining aggregation groups

	 * @param needsGroupByKeys -

	 *            indicates whether this processor needs to have individual

	 *            group by keys to evaluate the sort condition successfully

    * @param isSortUsingCollator for string value sorting using compare or Collator

    * @throws com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprValidationException when order-by items don't divulge a

type

	 */

	public OrderByProcessorFactoryImpl(final List<OrderByItem> orderByList,

                                      ExprNode[] groupByNodes,

                                      boolean needsGroupByKeys,

                                      boolean isSortUsingCollator)

           throws ExprValidationException

   {

		this.orderBy = toElementArray(orderByList);

		this.groupByNodes = ExprNodeUtility.getEvaluators(groupByNodes);

		this.needsGroupByKeys = needsGroupByKeys;

 

       comparator = getComparator(orderBy, isSortUsingCollator);

   }

 

   public OrderByProcessor instantiate(AggregationService aggregationService) {

       return new OrderByProcessorImpl(this, aggregationService);

   }

 

   public OrderByElement[] getOrderBy() {
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       return orderBy;

   }

 

   public ExprEvaluator[] getGroupByNodes() {

       return groupByNodes;

   }

 

   public boolean isNeedsGroupByKeys() {

       return needsGroupByKeys;

   }

 

   public Comparator<Object> getComparator() {

       return comparator;

   }

 

   /**

    * Returns a comparator for order items that may sort string values using Collator.

    * @param orderBy order-by items

    * @param isSortUsingCollator true for Collator string sorting

    * @return comparator

    * @throws com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprValidationException if the return type of order items cannot

be determined

    */

   protected static Comparator<Object> getComparator(OrderByElement[] orderBy, boolean isSortUsingCollator)

throws ExprValidationException

   {

       ExprEvaluator[] evaluators = new ExprEvaluator[orderBy.length];

       boolean[] descending = new boolean[orderBy.length];

       for (int i = 0; i < orderBy.length; i++) {

           evaluators[i] = orderBy[i].getExpr();

           descending[i] = orderBy[i].isDescending();

       }

       return CollectionUtil.getComparator(evaluators, isSortUsingCollator, descending);

   }

 

   private OrderByElement[] toElementArray(List<OrderByItem> orderByList) {

       OrderByElement[] elements = new OrderByElement[orderByList.size()];

       int count = 0;

       for (OrderByItem item : orderByList) {

           elements[count++] = new OrderByElement(item.getExprNode().getExprEvaluator(), item.isDescending());

       }

       return elements;

   }

}

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *
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*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.property;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventType;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.core.SelectExprProcessor;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluatorContext;

 

import java.util.ArrayDeque;

 

/**

* Property evaluator that considers a select-clauses and relies

* on an accumulative property evaluator that presents events for all columns and rows.

*/

public class PropertyEvaluatorSelect implements PropertyEvaluator

{

   private final SelectExprProcessor selectExprProcessor;

   private final PropertyEvaluatorAccumulative accumulative;

 

   /**

    * Ctor.

    * @param selectExprProcessor evaluates the select clause

    * @param accumulative provides property events for input events

    */

   public PropertyEvaluatorSelect(SelectExprProcessor selectExprProcessor, PropertyEvaluatorAccumulative

accumulative)

   {

       this.selectExprProcessor = selectExprProcessor;

       this.accumulative = accumulative;

   }

 

   public EventBean[] getProperty(EventBean theEvent, ExprEvaluatorContext exprEvaluatorContext)

   {

       ArrayDeque<EventBean[]> rows = accumulative.getAccumulative(theEvent, exprEvaluatorContext);

       if ((rows == null) || (rows.isEmpty()))

       {

           return null;

       }

       ArrayDeque<EventBean> result = new ArrayDeque<EventBean>();

       for (EventBean[] row : rows)

       {

           EventBean bean = selectExprProcessor.process(row, true, false, exprEvaluatorContext);
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           result.add(bean);

       }

       return result.toArray(new EventBean[result.size()]);

   }

 

   public EventType getFragmentEventType()

   {

       return selectExprProcessor.getResultEventType();

   }

 

   public boolean compareTo(PropertyEvaluator otherFilterPropertyEval)

   {

       return false;

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.join.table;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventPropertyGetter;

import org.apache.commons.logging.Log;

import org.apache.commons.logging.LogFactory;

 

import java.util.*;

 

/**

* Index that organizes events by the event property values into hash buckets. Based on a HashMap

* with {@link com.espertech.esper.collection.MultiKeyUntyped} keys that store the property values.

*/

public class PropertyIndexedEventTableSingle implements EventTable

{

   protected final int streamNum;

   protected final EventPropertyGetter propertyGetter;

   protected final Map<Object, Set<EventBean>> propertyIndex;

 

   public PropertyIndexedEventTableSingle(int streamNum, EventPropertyGetter propertyGetter)

   {

       this.streamNum = streamNum;

       this.propertyGetter = propertyGetter;

       propertyIndex = new HashMap<Object, Set<EventBean>>();

   }
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   /**

    * Determine multikey for index access.

    * @param theEvent to get properties from for key

    * @return multi key

    */

   protected Object getKey(EventBean theEvent)

   {

       return propertyGetter.get(theEvent);

   }

 

   public void addRemove(EventBean[] newData, EventBean[] oldData) {

       add(newData);

       remove(oldData);

   }

 

   /**

    * Add an array of events. Same event instance is not added twice. Event properties should be immutable.

    * Allow null passed instead of an empty array.

    * @param events to add

    * @throws IllegalArgumentException if the event was already existed in the index

    */

   public void add(EventBean[] events)

   {

       if (events == null)

       {

           return;

       }

       for (EventBean theEvent : events)

       {

           add(theEvent);

       }

   }

 

   /**

    * Remove events.

    * @param events to be removed, can be null instead of an empty array.

    * @throws IllegalArgumentException when the event could not be removed as its not in the index

    */

   public void remove(EventBean[] events)

   {

       if (events == null)

       {

           return;

       }

       for (EventBean theEvent : events)

       {

           remove(theEvent);
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       }

   }

 

   /**

    * Returns the set of events that have the same property value as the given event.

    * @param key to compare against

    * @return set of events with property value, or null if none found (never returns zero-sized set)

    */

   public Set<EventBean> lookup(Object key)

   {

       return propertyIndex.get(key);

   }

 

   private void add(EventBean theEvent)

   {

       Object key = getKey(theEvent);

 

       Set<EventBean> events = propertyIndex.get(key);

       if (events == null)

       {

           events = new LinkedHashSet<EventBean>();

           propertyIndex.put(key, events);

       }

 

       events.add(theEvent);

   }

 

   private void remove(EventBean theEvent)

   {

       Object key = getKey(theEvent);

 

       Set<EventBean> events = propertyIndex.get(key);

       if (events == null)

       {

           return;

       }

 

       if (!events.remove(theEvent))

       {

           // Not an error, its possible that an old-data event is artificial (such as for statistics) and

           // thus did not correspond to a new-data event raised earlier.

           return;

       }

 

       if (events.isEmpty())

       {

           propertyIndex.remove(key);

       }
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   }

 

   public boolean isEmpty()

   {

       return propertyIndex.isEmpty();

   }

 

   public Iterator<EventBean> iterator()

   {

       return new PropertyIndexedEventTableIterator<Object>(propertyIndex);

   }

 

   public void clear()

   {

       propertyIndex.clear();

   }

 

   public String toString()

   {

       return toQueryPlan();

   }

 

   public String toQueryPlan() {

       return this.getClass().getSimpleName() +

               " streamNum=" + streamNum +

               " propertyGetter=" + propertyGetter;

   }

 

   private static Log log = LogFactory.getLog(PropertyIndexedEventTableSingle.class);

}

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.spec;

 

import com.espertech.esper.filter.FilterSpecCompiled;

import com.espertech.esper.filter.FilterValueSetParam;

 

import java.util.ArrayList;

import java.util.List;
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public class ContextDetailCategory implements ContextDetail {

 

   private static final long serialVersionUID = 8141827106254268831L;

   private final List<ContextDetailCategoryItem> items;

   private final FilterSpecRaw filterSpecRaw;

 

   private transient FilterSpecCompiled filterSpecCompiled;

   private transient FilterValueSetParam[] filterParamsCompiled;

 

   public ContextDetailCategory(List<ContextDetailCategoryItem> items, FilterSpecRaw filterSpecRaw) {

       this.items = items;

       this.filterSpecRaw = filterSpecRaw;

   }

 

   public List<FilterSpecCompiled> getFilterSpecsIfAny() {

       List<FilterSpecCompiled> filters = new ArrayList<FilterSpecCompiled>(1);

       filters.add(filterSpecCompiled);

       return filters;

   }

 

   public FilterSpecRaw getFilterSpecRaw() {

       return filterSpecRaw;

   }

 

   public List<ContextDetailCategoryItem> getItems() {

       return items;

   }

 

   public void setFilterSpecCompiled(FilterSpecCompiled filterSpec) {

       this.filterSpecCompiled = filterSpec;

       this.filterParamsCompiled = filterSpecCompiled.getValueSet(null, null, null).getParameters();

   }

 

   public FilterSpecCompiled getFilterSpecCompiled() {

       return filterSpecCompiled;

   }

 

   public FilterValueSetParam[] getFilterParamsCompiled() {

       return filterParamsCompiled;

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *
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* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.view;

 

import com.espertech.esper.util.ExecutionPathDebugLog;

import org.apache.commons.logging.Log;

import org.apache.commons.logging.LogFactory;

 

/**

* Output limit condition that is satisfied when either

* the total number of new events arrived or the total number

* of old events arrived is greater than a preset value.

*/

public final class OutputConditionCount extends OutputConditionBase implements OutputCondition

{

   private static final boolean DO_OUTPUT = true;

	private static final boolean FORCE_UPDATE = false;

 

   private final OutputConditionCountFactory parent;

 

   private long eventRate;

   private int newEventsCount;

   private int oldEventsCount;

 

   public OutputConditionCount(OutputCallback outputCallback, OutputConditionCountFactory parent) {

       super(outputCallback);

       this.parent = parent;

       this.eventRate = parent.getEventRate();

   }

 

   /**

    * Returns the number of new events.

    * @return number of new events

    */

   public int getNewEventsCount() {

		return newEventsCount;

	}

 

   /**

    * Returns the number of old events.

    * @return number of old events

    */

	public int getOldEventsCount() {

		return oldEventsCount;

	}

 

   public final void updateOutputCondition(int newDataCount, int oldDataCount)

   {
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       if (parent.getVariableReader() != null)

       {

           Object value = parent.getVariableReader().getValue();

           if (value != null)

           {

               eventRate = ((Number) value).longValue();

           }

       }

 

       this.newEventsCount += newDataCount;

       this.oldEventsCount += oldDataCount;

 

       if ((ExecutionPathDebugLog.isDebugEnabled) && (log.isDebugEnabled()))

       {

           log.debug(".updateBatchCondition, " +

                   "  newEventsCount==" + newEventsCount +

                   "  oldEventsCount==" + oldEventsCount);

       }

 

       if (isSatisfied())

       {

       	if ((ExecutionPathDebugLog.isDebugEnabled) && (log.isDebugEnabled()))

           {

               log.debug(".updateOutputCondition() condition satisfied");

           }

           this.newEventsCount = 0;

           this.oldEventsCount = 0;

           outputCallback.continueOutputProcessing(DO_OUTPUT, FORCE_UPDATE);

       }

   }

 

   public final String toString()

   {

       return this.getClass().getName() +

               " eventRate=" + eventRate;

   }

 

   private boolean isSatisfied()

   {

   	return (newEventsCount >= eventRate) || (oldEventsCount >= eventRate);

   }

 

   public void terminated() {

       outputCallback.continueOutputProcessing(true, true);

   }

 

   private static final Log log = LogFactory.getLog(OutputConditionCount.class);

}
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/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.named;

 

import java.util.Arrays;

import java.util.List;

 

public class IndexMultiKey {

 

   private final boolean unique;

   private final IndexedPropDesc[] hashIndexedProps;

   private final IndexedPropDesc[] rangeIndexedProps;

 

   public IndexMultiKey(boolean unique, List<IndexedPropDesc> hashIndexedProps, List<IndexedPropDesc>

rangeIndexedProps) {

       this.unique = unique;

       this.hashIndexedProps = hashIndexedProps.toArray(new IndexedPropDesc[hashIndexedProps.size()]);

       this.rangeIndexedProps = rangeIndexedProps.toArray(new IndexedPropDesc[rangeIndexedProps.size()]);

   }

 

   public boolean isUnique() {

       return unique;

   }

 

   public IndexedPropDesc[] getHashIndexedProps() {

       return hashIndexedProps;

   }

 

   public IndexedPropDesc[] getRangeIndexedProps() {

       return rangeIndexedProps;

   }

 

   public boolean equals(Object o) {

       if (this == o) return true;

       if (o == null || getClass() != o.getClass()) return false;

 

       IndexMultiKey that = (IndexMultiKey) o;

 

       if (unique != that.unique) return false;
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       if (!Arrays.equals(hashIndexedProps, that.hashIndexedProps)) return false;

       if (!Arrays.equals(rangeIndexedProps, that.rangeIndexedProps)) return false;

 

       return true;

   }

 

   public int hashCode() {

       int result = Arrays.hashCode(hashIndexedProps);

       result = 31 * result + Arrays.hashCode(rangeIndexedProps);

       return result;

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.parse;

 

import com.espertech.esper.collection.Pair;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.generated.EsperEPL2GrammarParser;

import com.espertech.esper.type.*;

import org.antlr.runtime.tree.Tree;

 

/**

* Builds a filter specification from filter AST nodes.

*/

public class ASTFilterSpecHelper

{

   /**

    * Return the generated property name that is defined by the AST child node and it's siblings.

    * @param parentNode the AST node to consider as the parent for the child nodes to look at

    * @param startIndex the index of the child node to start looking at

    * @return property name, ie. indexed[1] or mapped('key') or nested.nested or a combination or just 'simple'.

    */

   protected static String getPropertyName(Tree parentNode, int startIndex)

   {

       StringBuilder buffer = new StringBuilder();

       String delimiter = "";

 

       int childIndex = startIndex;

       while (childIndex < parentNode.getChildCount())

       {

       	Tree child = parentNode.getChild(childIndex);

           buffer.append(delimiter);
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           switch (child.getType()) {

               case EsperEPL2GrammarParser.EVENT_PROP_SIMPLE:

                   buffer.append(escapeDot(child.getChild(0).getText()));

                   break;

               case EsperEPL2GrammarParser.EVENT_PROP_MAPPED:

                   buffer.append(escapeDot(child.getChild(0).getText()));

                   buffer.append('(');

                   buffer.append(child.getChild(1).getText());

                   buffer.append(')');

                   break;

               case EsperEPL2GrammarParser.EVENT_PROP_INDEXED:

                   buffer.append(escapeDot(child.getChild(0).getText()));

                   buffer.append('[');

                   buffer.append(child.getChild(1).getText());

                   buffer.append(']');

                   break;

               case EsperEPL2GrammarParser.EVENT_PROP_DYNAMIC_SIMPLE:

                   buffer.append(escapeDot(child.getChild(0).getText()));

                   buffer.append('?');

                   break;

               case EsperEPL2GrammarParser.EVENT_PROP_DYNAMIC_MAPPED:

                   buffer.append(escapeDot(child.getChild(0).getText()));

                   buffer.append('(');

                   buffer.append(child.getChild(1).getText());

                   buffer.append(')');

                   buffer.append('?');

                   break;

               case EsperEPL2GrammarParser.EVENT_PROP_DYNAMIC_INDEXED:

                   buffer.append(escapeDot(child.getChild(0).getText()));

                   buffer.append('[');

                   buffer.append(child.getChild(1).getText());

                   buffer.append(']');

                   buffer.append('?');

                   break;

               default:

                   throw new IllegalStateException("Event property AST node not recognized, type=" + child.getType());

           }

 

           delimiter = ".";

           childIndex++;

       }

 

       return buffer.toString();

   }

 

   public static Pair<String, String> getMappedPropertyPair(Tree node) {

       if (node.getChild(0).getType() != EsperEPL2GrammarParser.EVENT_PROP_MAPPED) {
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           return null;

       }

       return new Pair<String, String>(escapeDot(node.getChild(0).getChild(0).getText()),

               StringValue.parseString(node.getChild(0).getChild(1).getText()));

   }

 

   /**

    * Escape all unescape dot characters in the text (identifier only) passed in.

    * @param identifierToEscape text to escape

    * @return text where dots are escaped

    */

   protected static String escapeDot(String identifierToEscape)

   {

       int indexof = identifierToEscape.indexOf(".");

       if (indexof == -1)

       {

           return identifierToEscape;

       }

 

       StringBuilder builder = new StringBuilder();

       for (int i = 0; i < identifierToEscape.length(); i++)

       {

           char c = identifierToEscape.charAt(i);

           if (c != '.')

           {

               builder.append(c);

               continue;

           }

 

           if (i > 0)

           {

               if (identifierToEscape.charAt(i - 1) == '\\')

               {

                   builder.append('.');

                   continue;

               }

           }

 

           builder.append('\\');

           builder.append('.');

       }

 

       return builder.toString();

   }

 

   /**

    * Find the index of an unescaped dot (.) character, or return -1 if none found.

    * @param identifier text to find an un-escaped dot character
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    * @return index of first unescaped dot

    */

   public static int unescapedIndexOfDot(String identifier)

   {

       int indexof = identifier.indexOf(".");

       if (indexof == -1)

       {

           return -1;

       }

 

       for (int i = 0; i < identifier.length(); i++)

       {

           char c = identifier.charAt(i);

           if (c != '.')

           {

               continue;

           }

 

           if (i > 0)

           {

               if (identifier.charAt(i - 1) == '\\')

               {

                   continue;

               }

           }

 

           return i;

       }

 

       return -1;

   }

 

   /**

    * Un-Escape all escaped dot characters in the text (identifier only) passed in.

    * @param identifierToUnescape text to un-escape

    * @return string

    */

   public static String unescapeDot(String identifierToUnescape)

   {

       int indexof = identifierToUnescape.indexOf(".");

       if (indexof == -1)

       {

           return identifierToUnescape;

       }

       indexof = identifierToUnescape.indexOf("\\");

       if (indexof == -1)

       {

           return identifierToUnescape;
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       }

 

       StringBuilder builder = new StringBuilder();

       int index = -1;

       int max = identifierToUnescape.length() - 1;

       do

       {

           index++;

           char c = identifierToUnescape.charAt(index);

           if (c != '\\') {

               builder.append(c);

               continue;

           }

           if (index < identifierToUnescape.length() - 1)

           {

               if (identifierToUnescape.charAt(index + 1) == '.')

               {

                   builder.append('.');

                   index++;

               }

           }

       }

       while (index < max);

 

       return builder.toString();

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.agg.service;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.agg.aggregator.AggregationMethod;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluator;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluatorContext;

 

import java.util.Collection;

 

/**

* Implements an aggregation service for match recognize.

*/

public class AggregationServiceMatchRecognizeImpl implements AggregationServiceMatchRecognize
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{

   private ExprEvaluator evaluatorsEachStream[][];

   private AggregationMethod aggregatorsEachStream[][];

   private AggregationMethod aggregatorsAll[];

 

   public AggregationServiceMatchRecognizeImpl(ExprEvaluator[][] evaluatorsEachStream, AggregationMethod[][]

aggregatorsEachStream, AggregationMethod[] aggregatorsAll) {

       this.evaluatorsEachStream = evaluatorsEachStream;

       this.aggregatorsEachStream = aggregatorsEachStream;

       this.aggregatorsAll = aggregatorsAll;

   }

 

   public void applyEnter(EventBean[] eventsPerStream, int streamId, ExprEvaluatorContext exprEvaluatorContext)

{

 

       ExprEvaluator[] evaluatorsStream = evaluatorsEachStream[streamId];

       if (evaluatorsStream == null)

       {

           return;

       }

 

       AggregationMethod[] aggregatorsStream = aggregatorsEachStream[streamId];

       for (int j = 0; j < evaluatorsStream.length; j++)

       {

           Object columnResult = evaluatorsStream[j].evaluate(eventsPerStream, true, exprEvaluatorContext);

           aggregatorsStream[j].enter(columnResult);

       }

   }

 

   public Object getValue(int column, int agentInstanceId)

   {

       return aggregatorsAll[column].getValue();

   }

 

   public Collection<EventBean> getCollection(int column, ExprEvaluatorContext context) {

       return null;

   }

 

   public EventBean getEventBean(int column, ExprEvaluatorContext context) {

       return null;

   }

 

   public void clearResults()

   {

       for (AggregationMethod aggregator : aggregatorsAll)

       {

           aggregator.clear();

       }
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   }

}

<!--

 ~ **************************************************************************************

 ~ * Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

 ~ * http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

 ~ * http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

 ~ * ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

 ~ * The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

 ~ * a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

 ~ **************************************************************************************

 -->

 

<html>

<head></head>

<body>

<p>

	Date-Time methods and related utility classes.

</p>

</body>

</html>

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.agg.aggregator;

 

/**

* Standard deviation always generates double-typed numbers.

*/

public class AggregatorStddev implements AggregationMethod

{

   protected double sum;

   protected double sumSq;

   protected long numDataPoints;

 

   public void clear()

   {

       sum = 0;

       sumSq = 0;

       numDataPoints = 0;

   }

 

   public void enter(Object object)
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   {

       if (object == null)

       {

           return;

       }

 

       double value = ((Number) object).doubleValue();

 

       numDataPoints++;

       sum += value;

       sumSq += value * value;

   }

 

   public void leave(Object object)

   {

       if (object == null)

       {

           return;

       }

 

       double value = ((Number) object).doubleValue();

 

       numDataPoints--;

       sum -= value;

       sumSq -= value * value;

   }

 

   public Object getValue()

   {

       if (numDataPoints < 2)

       {

           return null;

       }

 

       double variance = (sumSq - sum * sum / numDataPoints) / (numDataPoints - 1);

       return Math.sqrt(variance);

   }

 

   public Class getValueType()

   {

       return Double.class;

   }

}

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *
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*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.enummethod.eval;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluator;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluatorContext;

 

import java.util.*;

 

public class EnumEvalGroupByKeySelectorEvents extends EnumEvalBase implements EnumEval {

 

   public EnumEvalGroupByKeySelectorEvents(ExprEvaluator innerExpression, int streamCountIncoming) {

       super(innerExpression, streamCountIncoming);

   }

 

   public Object evaluateEnumMethod(EventBean[] eventsLambda, Collection target, boolean isNewData,

ExprEvaluatorContext context) {

       Map<Object, Collection> result = new LinkedHashMap<Object, Collection>();

 

       Collection<EventBean> beans = (Collection<EventBean>) target;

       for (EventBean next : beans) {

           eventsLambda[streamNumLambda] = next;

 

           Object key = innerExpression.evaluate(eventsLambda, isNewData, context);

 

           Collection value = result.get(key);

           if (value == null) {

               value = new ArrayList();

               result.put(key, value);

           }

           value.add(next.getUnderlying());

       }

 

       return result;

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *
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**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.join.plan;

 

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprIdentNode;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.spec.OuterJoinDesc;

 

/**

* Analyzes an outer join descriptor list and builds a query graph model from it.

* The 'on' expression identifiers are extracted

* and placed in the query graph model as navigable relationships (by key and index

* properties) between streams.

*/

public class OuterJoinAnalyzer

{

   /**

    * Analyzes the outer join descriptor list to build a query graph model.

    * @param outerJoinDescList - list of outer join descriptors

    * @param queryGraph - model containing relationships between streams that is written into

    * @return queryGraph object

    */

   public static QueryGraph analyze(OuterJoinDesc[] outerJoinDescList, QueryGraph queryGraph)

   {

       for (OuterJoinDesc outerJoinDesc : outerJoinDescList)

       {

           // add optional on-expressions

           if (outerJoinDesc.getOptLeftNode() != null) {

               ExprIdentNode identNodeLeft = outerJoinDesc.getOptLeftNode();

               ExprIdentNode identNodeRight = outerJoinDesc.getOptRightNode();

 

               add(queryGraph, identNodeLeft, identNodeRight);

 

               if (outerJoinDesc.getAdditionalLeftNodes() != null)

               {

                   for (int i = 0; i < outerJoinDesc.getAdditionalLeftNodes().length; i++)

                   {

                       add(queryGraph, outerJoinDesc.getAdditionalLeftNodes()[i],

outerJoinDesc.getAdditionalRightNodes()[i]);

                   }

               }

           }

           else {

 

           }

       }

 

       return queryGraph;

   }
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   private static void add(QueryGraph queryGraph, ExprIdentNode identNodeLeft, ExprIdentNode identNodeRight)

   {

       queryGraph.addStrictEquals(identNodeLeft.getStreamId(), identNodeLeft.getResolvedPropertyName(),

identNodeLeft,

               identNodeRight.getStreamId(), identNodeRight.getResolvedPropertyName(), identNodeRight);

   }

}

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.spec.util;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.soda.*;

 

import java.util.List;

import java.util.ArrayList;

 

public interface SODAAnalyzerPatternCollector

{

   public void visit(PatternExpr pattern);

}

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.core.eval;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventType;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.core.SelectExprProcessor;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluatorContext;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprValidationException;

import com.espertech.esper.event.EventAdapterService;
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import com.espertech.esper.event.WrapperEventType;

import com.espertech.esper.util.JavaClassHelper;

 

import java.util.Collections;

 

public class EvalInsertBeanWrapRecast implements SelectExprProcessor {

 

   private final WrapperEventType eventType;

   private final EventAdapterService eventAdapterService;

   private final int streamNumber;

 

   public EvalInsertBeanWrapRecast(WrapperEventType targetType, EventAdapterService eventAdapterService, int

streamNumber, EventType[] typesPerStream)

       throws ExprValidationException

   {

       this.eventType = targetType;

       this.eventAdapterService = eventAdapterService;

       this.streamNumber = streamNumber;

 

       EventType sourceType = typesPerStream[streamNumber];

       Class sourceClass = sourceType.getUnderlyingType();

       Class targetClass = targetType.getUnderlyingEventType().getUnderlyingType();

       if (!JavaClassHelper.isSubclassOrImplementsInterface(sourceClass, targetClass)) {

           throw new ExprValidationException("Expression-returned event type '" + sourceType.getName() +

                   "' with underlying type '" + sourceType.getUnderlyingType().getName() +

                   "' cannot be converted target event type '" + targetType.getName() +

                   "' with underlying type '" + targetType.getUnderlyingType().getName() + "'");

       }

   }

 

   public EventBean process(EventBean[] eventsPerStream, boolean isNewData, boolean isSynthesize,

ExprEvaluatorContext exprEvaluatorContext) {

       EventBean theEvent = eventsPerStream[streamNumber];

       EventBean recast = eventAdapterService.adapterForTypedBean(theEvent.getUnderlying(),

eventType.getUnderlyingEventType());

       return eventAdapterService.adapterForTypedWrapper(recast, Collections.<String, Object>emptyMap(),

eventType);

   }

 

   public EventType getResultEventType() {

       return eventType;

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *
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* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.variable;

 

/**

* Exception indicating a variable does not exists.

*/

public class VariableNotFoundException extends VariableDeclarationException

{

   private static final long serialVersionUID = -6559271999235865015L;

 

   /**

    * Ctor.

    * @param msg the exception message.

    */

   public VariableNotFoundException(String msg)

   {

       super(msg);

   }

}

<!--

 ~ **************************************************************************************

 ~ * Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

 ~ * http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

 ~ * http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

 ~ * ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

 ~ * The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

 ~ * a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

 ~ **************************************************************************************

 -->

 

<html>

<head></head>

<body>

<p>

	Declared expression handling.

</p>

</body>

</html>

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/
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package com.espertech.esper.epl.spec;

 

import java.io.Serializable;

 

public class PluggableObjectEntry

{

   private final PluggableObjectType type;

   private final Serializable customConfigs;

 

   public PluggableObjectEntry(PluggableObjectType type, Serializable customConfigs) {

       this.type = type;

       this.customConfigs = customConfigs;

   }

 

   public PluggableObjectType getType() {

       return type;

   }

 

   public Serializable getCustomConfigs() {

       return customConfigs;

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.spec;

 

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprNode;

 

/**

* Specification for the merge statement delete-part.

*/

public class OnTriggerMergeActionDelete extends OnTriggerMergeAction

{

   private static final long serialVersionUID = 8183386154578818969L;

 

   public OnTriggerMergeActionDelete(ExprNode optionalMatchCond) {

       super(optionalMatchCond);

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *
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* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.lookup;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluatorContext;

 

import java.util.Collection;

import java.util.Set;

import java.util.HashSet;

 

/**

* Implementation for a table lookup strategy that returns exactly one row

* but leaves that row as an undefined value.

*/

public class SubordTableLookupStrategyNullRow implements SubordTableLookupStrategy

{

   private static Set<EventBean> singleNullRowEventSet = new HashSet<EventBean>();

 

   static

   {

       singleNullRowEventSet.add(null);

   }

 

   public Set<EventBean> lookup(EventBean[] events, ExprEvaluatorContext context) {

       return singleNullRowEventSet;

   }

 

   public Collection<EventBean> lookup(Object[] keys) {

       return singleNullRowEventSet;

   }

 

   public String toQueryPlan() {

       return this.getClass().getSimpleName();

   }

}

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************
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*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.join.exec.sorted;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluatorContext;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.join.table.PropertySortedEventTable;

 

import java.util.Collection;

import java.util.Set;

 

public interface SortedAccessStrategy {

   public Set<EventBean> lookup(EventBean theEvent, PropertySortedEventTable index, ExprEvaluatorContext

context);

   public Collection<EventBean> lookup(EventBean[] eventsPerStream, PropertySortedEventTable index,

ExprEvaluatorContext context);

   public String toQueryPlan();

}

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.script;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.hook.EPLScriptContext;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.core.EngineImportException;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.*;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.script.jsr223.ExpressionScriptCompiledJSR223;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.script.jsr223.JSR223Helper;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.script.mvel.ExpressionScriptCompiledMVEL;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.script.mvel.MVELHelper;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.spec.ExpressionScriptCompiled;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.spec.ExpressionScriptProvided;

import com.espertech.esper.util.JavaClassHelper;

 

import javax.script.CompiledScript;

import java.util.ArrayList;

import java.util.HashMap;

import java.util.List;

import java.util.Map;
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public class ExprNodeScript extends ExprNodeBase implements ExprNodeInnerNodeProvider {

 

   public static String CONTEXT_BINDING_NAME = "epl";

   private static final long serialVersionUID = 2661218104424440161L;

 

   private final String defaultDialect;

   private final ExpressionScriptProvided script;

   private final List<ExprNode> parameters;

 

   private transient ExprEvaluator evaluator;

 

   public ExprNodeScript(String defaultDialect, ExpressionScriptProvided script, List<ExprNode> parameters) {

       this.defaultDialect = defaultDialect;

       this.script = script;

       this.parameters = parameters;

   }

 

   public List<ExprNode> getAdditionalNodes() {

       return parameters;

   }

 

   public ExprEvaluator getExprEvaluator() {

       return evaluator;

   }

 

   public List<ExprNode> getParameters() {

       return parameters;

   }

 

   public String toExpressionString() {

       StringBuilder buffer = new StringBuilder();

       buffer.append(script.getName());

       ExprNodeUtility.toExpressionStringIncludeParen(parameters, buffer);

       return buffer.toString();

   }

 

   public ExpressionScriptProvided getScript() {

       return script;

   }

 

   public boolean isConstantResult() {

       return false;

   }

 

   public boolean equalsNode(ExprNode node) {

       if (this == node) return true;

       if (node == null || getClass() != node.getClass()) return false;
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       ExprNodeScript that = (ExprNodeScript) node;

 

       if (script != null ? !script.equals(that.script) : that.script != null) return false;

       return ExprNodeUtility.deepEquals(parameters, that.parameters);

   }

 

   public void validate(ExprValidationContext validationContext) throws ExprValidationException {

 

       if (evaluator != null) {

           return;

       }

 

       if (script.getParameterNames().size() != parameters.size()) {

           throw new ExprValidationException("Invalid number of parameters for script '" + script.getName() + "',

expected " + script.getParameterNames().size() + " parameters but received " + parameters.size() + " parameters");

       }

 

       // validate all expression parameters

       List<ExprNode> validatedParameters = new ArrayList<ExprNode>();

       for (ExprNode expr : parameters) {

           validatedParameters.add(ExprNodeUtility.getValidatedSubtree(expr, validationContext));

       }

 

       // set up map of input parameter names and evaluators

       String[] inputParamNames = new String[script.getParameterNames().size()];

       ExprEvaluator[] evaluators = new ExprEvaluator[script.getParameterNames().size()];

 

       for (int i = 0; i < script.getParameterNames().size(); i++) {

           inputParamNames[i] = script.getParameterNames().get(i);

           evaluators[i] = validatedParameters.get(i).getExprEvaluator();

       }

 

       // Compile script

       if (script.getCompiled() == null) {

           compileScript(evaluators);

       }

 

       // Determine declared return type

       Class declaredReturnType = getDeclaredReturnType(script.getOptionalReturnTypeName(), validationContext);

       if (script.isOptionalReturnTypeIsArray() && declaredReturnType != null) {

           declaredReturnType = JavaClassHelper.getArrayType(declaredReturnType);

       }

       Class returnType;

       if (script.getCompiled().getKnownReturnType() == null && script.getOptionalReturnTypeName() == null) {

           returnType = Object.class;

       }

       else if (script.getCompiled().getKnownReturnType() != null) {

           if (declaredReturnType == null) {
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               returnType = script.getCompiled().getKnownReturnType();

           }

           else {

               Class knownReturnType = script.getCompiled().getKnownReturnType();

               if (declaredReturnType.isArray() && knownReturnType.isArray()) {

                   // we are fine

               }

               else if (!JavaClassHelper.isAssignmentCompatible(knownReturnType, declaredReturnType)) {

                   throw new ExprValidationException("Return type and declared type not compatible for script '" +

script.getName() + "', known return type is " + knownReturnType.getName() + " versus declared return type " +

declaredReturnType.getName());

               }

               returnType = declaredReturnType;

           }

       }

       else {

           returnType = declaredReturnType;

       }

       if (returnType == null) {

           returnType = Object.class;

       }

 

       // Prepare evaluator - this sets the evaluator

       prepareEvaluator(validationContext.getStatementName(), inputParamNames, evaluators, returnType);

   }

 

   private void compileScript(ExprEvaluator[] evaluators)

           throws ExprValidationException

   {

       String dialect = script.getOptionalDialect() == null ? defaultDialect : script.getOptionalDialect();

 

       ExpressionScriptCompiled compiled;

       if (dialect.toLowerCase().trim().equals("mvel")) {

           Map<String, Class> mvelInputParamTypes = new HashMap<String, Class>();

           for (int i = 0; i < script.getParameterNames().size(); i++) {

               String mvelParamName = script.getParameterNames().get(i);

               mvelInputParamTypes.put(mvelParamName, evaluators[i].getType());

           }

           mvelInputParamTypes.put(CONTEXT_BINDING_NAME, EPLScriptContext.class);

           compiled = MVELHelper.compile(script.getName(), script.getExpression(), mvelInputParamTypes);

       }

       else {

           CompiledScript compiledScript = JSR223Helper.verifyCompileScript(script, dialect);

           compiled = new ExpressionScriptCompiledJSR223(compiledScript);

       }

       script.setCompiled(compiled);

   }
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   private void prepareEvaluator(String statementName, String[] inputParamNames, ExprEvaluator[] evaluators,

Class returnType) {

       if (script.getCompiled() instanceof ExpressionScriptCompiledMVEL) {

           ExpressionScriptCompiledMVEL mvel = (ExpressionScriptCompiledMVEL) script.getCompiled();

           evaluator = new ExprNodeScriptEvalMVEL(script.getName(), statementName, inputParamNames,

evaluators, returnType, mvel.getCompiled());

       }

       else {

           ExpressionScriptCompiledJSR223 jsr223 = (ExpressionScriptCompiledJSR223) script.getCompiled();

           evaluator = new ExprNodeScriptEvalJSR223(script.getName(), statementName, inputParamNames,

evaluators, returnType, jsr223.getCompiled());

       }

   }

 

   private Class getDeclaredReturnType(String returnTypeName, ExprValidationContext validationContext)

           throws ExprValidationException

   {

       if (returnTypeName == null) {

           return null;

       }

 

       if (returnTypeName.equals("void")) {

           return null;

       }

 

       Class returnType = JavaClassHelper.getClassForSimpleName(returnTypeName);

       if (returnType != null) {

           return returnType;

       }

 

       try {

           return validationContext.getMethodResolutionService().resolveClass(returnTypeName);

       }

       catch (EngineImportException e1) {

           throw new ExprValidationException("Failed to resolve return type '" + returnTypeName + "' specified for

script '" + script.getName() + "'");

       }

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.db;
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/**

* Exception to indicate that a stream name could not be resolved.

*/

public class DatabaseConfigException extends Exception

{

   private static final long serialVersionUID = 6493251258537897912L;

 

   /**

    * Ctor.

    * @param msg - message

    */

   public DatabaseConfigException(String msg)

   {

       super(msg);

   }

 

   /**

    * Ctor.

    * @param message - error message

    * @param cause - cause is the inner exception

    */

   public DatabaseConfigException(String message, Throwable cause)

   {

       super(message, cause);

   }

}

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.datetime.eval;

 

import com.espertech.esper.util.JavaClassHelper;

 

import java.util.Calendar;

import java.util.Date;

 

public class DatetimeLongCoercerFactory {

 

   private static DatetimeLongCoercerLong datetimeLongCoercerLong = new DatetimeLongCoercerLong();
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   private static DatetimeLongCoercerDate datetimeLongCoercerDate = new DatetimeLongCoercerDate();

   private static DatetimeLongCoercerCal datetimeLongCoercerCal = new DatetimeLongCoercerCal();

 

   public static DatetimeLongCoercer getCoercer(Class clazz) {

       if (JavaClassHelper.isSubclassOrImplementsInterface(clazz, Date.class)) {

           return datetimeLongCoercerDate;

       }

       if (JavaClassHelper.isSubclassOrImplementsInterface(clazz, Calendar.class)) {

           return datetimeLongCoercerCal;

       }

       return datetimeLongCoercerLong;

   }

}

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.join.hint;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EPException;

import com.espertech.esper.client.annotation.HintEnum;

import com.espertech.esper.collection.Pair;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.annotation.AnnotationException;

 

import java.lang.annotation.Annotation;

import java.util.ArrayList;

import java.util.Collections;

import java.util.List;

 

public class IndexHint {

 

   private final List<SelectorInstructionPair> pairs;

 

   public IndexHint(List<SelectorInstructionPair> pairs) {

       this.pairs = pairs;

   }

 

   public static IndexHint getIndexHint(Annotation[] annotations) {

       List<String> hints = HintEnum.INDEX.getHintAssignedValues(annotations);

       if (hints == null) {

           return null;
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       }

       List<SelectorInstructionPair> pairs = new ArrayList<SelectorInstructionPair>();

       for (String hint : hints) {

           String[] hintAtoms = HintEnum.splitCommaUnlessInParen(hint);

           List<IndexHintSelector> selectors = new ArrayList<IndexHintSelector>();

           List<IndexHintInstruction> instructions = new ArrayList<IndexHintInstruction>();

           for (int i = 0; i < hintAtoms.length; i++) {

               String hintAtom = hintAtoms[i];

               if (hintAtom.toLowerCase().trim().equals("bust")) {

                   instructions.add(new IndexHintInstructionBust());

               }

               else if (hintAtom.toLowerCase().trim().equals("explicit")) {

                   instructions.add(new IndexHintInstructionExplicit());

               }

               else if (checkValue("subquery", hintAtom.toLowerCase())) {

                   int subqueryNum = extractValue(hintAtom);

                   selectors.add(new IndexHintSelectorSubquery(subqueryNum));

               }

               else {

                   instructions.add(new IndexHintInstructionIndexName(hintAtom.trim()));

               }

           }

           pairs.add(new SelectorInstructionPair(selectors, instructions));

       }

       return new IndexHint(pairs);

   }

 

   public List<IndexHintInstruction> getInstructionsSubquery(int subqueryNumber) {

       for (SelectorInstructionPair pair : pairs) {

           if (pair.getSelector().isEmpty()) { // empty selector mean hint applies to all

               return pair.getInstructions();

           }

           for (IndexHintSelector selector : pair.getSelector()) {

               if (selector.matchesSubquery(subqueryNumber)) {

                   return pair.getInstructions();

               }

           }

       }

       return Collections.emptyList();

   }

 

   public List<IndexHintInstruction> getInstructionsFireAndForget() {

       for (SelectorInstructionPair pair : pairs) {

           if (pair.getSelector().isEmpty()) { // empty selector mean hint applies to all

               return pair.getInstructions();

           }

       }

       return Collections.emptyList();
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   }

 

   private static boolean checkValue(String type, String value) {

       int indexOpen = value.indexOf('(');

       if (indexOpen != -1) {

           String noparen = value.substring(0, indexOpen);

           if (type.equals(noparen)) {

               return true;

           }

       }

       return false;

   }

 

   private static int extractValue(String text) {

       int indexOpen = text.indexOf('(');

       int indexClosed = text.lastIndexOf(')');

       if (indexOpen != -1) {

           String value = text.substring(indexOpen + 1, indexClosed);

           try {

               return Integer.parseInt(value);

           }

           catch (Exception ex) {

               throw new EPException("Failed to parse '" + value + "' as an index hint integer value");

           }

       }

       throw new IllegalStateException("Not a parentheses value");

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.spec;

 

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprNode;

 

import java.util.List;

 

/**

* Specification for a pattern observer object consists of a namespace, name and object parameters.

*/

public final class PatternObserverSpec extends ObjectSpec

{

   private static final long serialVersionUID = 4146597759173320714L;
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   /**

    * Constructor.

    * @param namespace if the namespace the object is in

    * @param objectName is the name of the object

    * @param objectParameters is a list of values representing the object parameters

    */

   public PatternObserverSpec(String namespace, String objectName, List<ExprNode> objectParameters)

   {

       super(namespace, objectName, objectParameters);

   }

}

<!--

 ~ **************************************************************************************

 ~ * Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

 ~ * http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

 ~ * http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

 ~ * ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

 ~ * The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

 ~ * a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

 ~ **************************************************************************************

 -->

 

<html>

<head></head>

<body>

<p>

	Internal processing views for output rate limiting, filtering and internal event routing

</p>

</body>

</html>

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.enummethod.dot;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.util.ExpressionReturnType;

import org.apache.commons.logging.Log;

import org.apache.commons.logging.LogFactory;
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import java.util.Collection;

 

public class ExprDotStaticMethodWrapCollection implements ExprDotStaticMethodWrap {

   private static final Log log = LogFactory.getLog(ExprDotStaticMethodWrapArrayScalar.class);

 

   private final String methodName;

   private final Class componentType;

 

   public ExprDotStaticMethodWrapCollection(String methodName, Class componentType) {

       this.methodName = methodName;

       this.componentType = componentType;

   }

 

   public ExpressionReturnType getTypeInfo() {

       return ExpressionReturnType.collectionOfSingleValue(componentType);

   }

 

   public Collection convert(Object result) {

       if (result == null) {

           return null;

       }

       if (!(result instanceof Collection)) {

           log.warn("Expected collection-type input from method '" + methodName + "' but received " +

result.getClass());

           return null;

       }

       return (Collection) result;

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.join.base;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.collection.MultiKey;

import com.espertech.esper.collection.UniformPair;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluatorContext;

 

import java.util.Set;

 

/**

* Join execution strategy based on a 3-step getSelectListEvents of composing a join set, filtering the join set and
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* indicating.

*/

public class JoinExecutionStrategyImpl implements JoinExecutionStrategy

{

   private final JoinSetComposer composer;

   private final JoinSetProcessor filter;

   private final JoinSetProcessor indicator;

   private final ExprEvaluatorContext staticExprEvaluatorContext;

 

   /**

    * Ctor.

    * @param composer - determines join tuple set

    * @param filter - for filtering among tuples

    * @param indicator - for presenting the info to a view

    * @param staticExprEvaluatorContext expression evaluation context for static evaluation (not for runtime eval)

    */

   public JoinExecutionStrategyImpl(JoinSetComposer composer, JoinSetProcessor filter, JoinSetProcessor

indicator,

                                    ExprEvaluatorContext staticExprEvaluatorContext)

   {

       this.composer = composer;

       this.filter = filter;

       this.indicator = indicator;

       this.staticExprEvaluatorContext = staticExprEvaluatorContext;

   }

 

   public void join(EventBean[][] newDataPerStream, EventBean[][] oldDataPerStream, ExprEvaluatorContext

exprEvaluatorContext)

   {

       UniformPair<Set<MultiKey<EventBean>>> joinSet = composer.join(newDataPerStream, oldDataPerStream,

exprEvaluatorContext);

 

       filter.process(joinSet.getFirst(), joinSet.getSecond(), exprEvaluatorContext);

 

       if ( (!joinSet.getFirst().isEmpty()) || (!joinSet.getSecond().isEmpty()) )

       {

           indicator.process(joinSet.getFirst(), joinSet.getSecond(), exprEvaluatorContext);

       }

   }

 

   public Set<MultiKey<EventBean>> staticJoin()

   {

       Set<MultiKey<EventBean>> joinSet = composer.staticJoin();

       filter.process(joinSet, null, staticExprEvaluatorContext);

       return joinSet;

   }

}
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/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.agg.service;

 

import com.espertech.esper.epl.agg.access.AggregationState;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.agg.aggregator.AggregationMethod;

 

/**

* Pair of aggregation methods and states (first/last/window) data window representations.

*/

public class AggregationRowPair

{

   private final AggregationMethod[] methods;

   private final AggregationState[] states;

 

   /**

    * Ctor.

    * @param methods aggregation methods/state

    * @param states access is data window representations

    */

   public AggregationRowPair(AggregationMethod[] methods, AggregationState[] states)

   {

       this.methods = methods;

       this.states = states;

   }

 

   /**

    * Returns aggregation methods.

    * @return aggregation methods

    */

   public AggregationMethod[] getMethods()

   {

       return methods;

   }

 

   /**

    * Returns states to data window state.

    * @return states

    */
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   public AggregationState[] getStates()

   {

       return states;

   }

}

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.spec;

 

import com.espertech.esper.collection.Pair;

import com.espertech.esper.util.MetaDefItem;

 

import java.util.List;

import java.io.Serializable;

 

/**

* Describes an annotation.

*/

public class AnnotationDesc implements MetaDefItem, Serializable

{

   private static final long serialVersionUID = 5474641956626793366L;

   private String name;

 

   // Map of Identifier and value={constant, array of value (Object[]), AnnotationDesc} (exclusive with value)

   private List<Pair<String, Object>> attributes;

 

   /**

    * Ctor.

    * @param name name of annotation

    * @param attributes are the attribute values

    */

   public AnnotationDesc(String name, List<Pair<String, Object>> attributes)

   {

       this.name = name;

       this.attributes = attributes;

   }

 

   /**

    * Returns annotation interface class name.
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    * @return name of class, can be fully qualified

    */

   public String getName()

   {

       return name;

   }

 

   /**

    * Returns annotation attributes.

    * @return the attribute values

    */

   public List<Pair<String, Object>> getAttributes()

   {

       return attributes;

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.declexpr;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluator;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluatorContext;

 

public class ExprDeclaredEvalConstant implements ExprEvaluator {

   private final Class returnType;

   private final Object value;

 

   public ExprDeclaredEvalConstant(Class returnType, Object value) {

       this.returnType = returnType;

       this.value = value;

   }

 

   public Class getType() {

       return returnType;

   }

 

   public Object evaluate(EventBean[] eventsPerStream, boolean isNewData, ExprEvaluatorContext context) {

       return value;

   }

 

}
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/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.join.assemble;

 

import com.espertech.esper.epl.join.rep.Node;

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.util.IndentWriter;

 

import java.util.Collection;

import java.util.List;

 

/**

* Assembly node for an event stream that is a branch with a single required child node below it.

*/

public class BranchRequiredAssemblyNode extends BaseAssemblyNode

{

   /**

    * Ctor.

    * @param streamNum - is the stream number

    * @param numStreams - is the number of streams

    */

   public BranchRequiredAssemblyNode(int streamNum, int numStreams)

   {

       super(streamNum, numStreams);

   }

 

   public void init(List<Node>[] result)

   {

       // need not be concerned with results, all is passed from the child node

   }

 

   public void process(List<Node>[] result, Collection<EventBean[]> resultFinalRows, EventBean resultRootEvent)

   {

       // no action here, since we have a required child row

       // The single required child generates all events that may exist

   }

 

   public void result(EventBean[] row, int fromStreamNum, EventBean myEvent, Node myNode,

Collection<EventBean[]> resultFinalRows, EventBean resultRootEvent)

   {

       row[streamNum] = myEvent;

       Node parentResultNode = myNode.getParent();
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       parentNode.result(row, streamNum, myNode.getParentEvent(), parentResultNode, resultFinalRows,

resultRootEvent);

   }

 

   public void print(IndentWriter indentWriter)

   {

       indentWriter.println("BranchRequiredAssemblyNode streamNum=" + streamNum);

   }

}

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.datetime.eval;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.core.StreamTypeService;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.datetime.calop.CalendarOp;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.datetime.calop.CalendarOpFactory;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.datetime.interval.IntervalOp;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.datetime.interval.IntervalOpFactory;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.datetime.reformatop.ReformatOp;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.datetime.reformatop.ReformatOpFactory;

import com.espertech.esper.client.util.ExpressionReturnType;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.*;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.methodbase.DotMethodFPProvided;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.methodbase.DotMethodInputTypeMatcher;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.methodbase.DotMethodTypeEnum;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.methodbase.DotMethodUtil;

import com.espertech.esper.util.JavaClassHelper;

 

import java.util.ArrayList;

import java.util.Deque;

import java.util.List;

 

public class ExprDotEvalDTFactory {

 

   public static ExprDotEvalDTMethodDesc validateMake(StreamTypeService streamTypeService,

Deque<ExprChainedSpec> chainSpecStack, DatetimeMethodEnum dtMethod, String dtMethodName,

ExpressionReturnType inputType, List<ExprNode> parameters, ExprDotNodeFilterAnalyzerInput inputDesc)

           throws ExprValidationException
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   {

       // verify input

       String message = "Date-time enumeration method '" + dtMethodName + "' requires either a Calendar, Date or

long value as input or events of an event type that declares a timestamp property";

       if (inputType.getSingleEventEventType() != null) {

           if (inputType.getSingleEventEventType().getStartTimestampPropertyName() == null) {

               throw new ExprValidationException(message);

           }

       }

       else {

           if (!inputType.isSingleValueNonNull() || inputType.getSingleValueType() == null) {

               throw new ExprValidationException(message + " but received " + inputType.toTypeDescriptive());

           }

           if (!JavaClassHelper.isDatetimeClass(inputType.getSingleValueType())) {

               throw new ExprValidationException(message + " but received " +

JavaClassHelper.getClassNameFullyQualPretty(inputType.getSingleValueType()));

           }

       }

 

       List<CalendarOp> calendarOps = new ArrayList<CalendarOp>();

       ReformatOp reformatOp = null;

       IntervalOp intervalOp = null;

       DatetimeMethodEnum currentMethod = dtMethod;

       List<ExprNode> currentParameters = parameters;

       String currentMethodName = dtMethodName;

 

       // drain all calendar ops

       ExprDotNodeFilterAnalyzerDesc filterAnalyzerDesc = null;

       while(true) {

 

           // handle the first one only if its a calendar op

           ExprEvaluator[] evaluators = getEvaluators(currentParameters);

           OpFactory opFactory = currentMethod.getOpFactory();

 

           // compile parameter abstract for validation against available footprints

           DotMethodFPProvided footprintProvided = DotMethodUtil.getProvidedFootprint(currentParameters);

 

           // validate parameters

           DotMethodUtil.validateParametersDetermineFootprint(currentMethod.getFootprints(),

DotMethodTypeEnum.DATETIME, currentMethodName, footprintProvided,

DotMethodInputTypeMatcher.DEFAULT_ALL);

 

           if (opFactory instanceof CalendarOpFactory) {

               CalendarOp calendarOp = ((CalendarOpFactory) currentMethod.getOpFactory()).getOp(currentMethod,

currentMethodName, currentParameters, evaluators);

               calendarOps.add(calendarOp);

           }

           else if (opFactory instanceof ReformatOpFactory) {
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               reformatOp = ((ReformatOpFactory) opFactory).getOp(currentMethod, currentMethodName,

currentParameters);

 

               // compile filter analyzer information if there are no calendar ops in the chain

               if (calendarOps.isEmpty()) {

                   filterAnalyzerDesc = reformatOp.getFilterDesc(streamTypeService.getEventTypes(), currentMethod,

currentParameters, inputDesc);

               }

               else {

                   filterAnalyzerDesc = null;

               }

           }

           else if (opFactory instanceof IntervalOpFactory) {

               intervalOp = ((IntervalOpFactory) opFactory).getOp(streamTypeService, currentMethod,

currentMethodName, currentParameters, evaluators);

 

               // compile filter analyzer information if there are no calendar ops in the chain

               if (calendarOps.isEmpty()) {

                   filterAnalyzerDesc = intervalOp.getFilterDesc(streamTypeService.getEventTypes(), currentMethod,

currentParameters, inputDesc);

               }

               else {

                   filterAnalyzerDesc = null;

               }

           }

           else {

               throw new IllegalStateException("Invalid op factory class " + opFactory);

           }

 

           // see if there is more

           if (chainSpecStack.isEmpty() ||

!DatetimeMethodEnum.isDateTimeMethod(chainSpecStack.getFirst().getName())) {

               break;

           }

 

           // pull next

           ExprChainedSpec next = chainSpecStack.removeFirst();

           currentMethod = DatetimeMethodEnum.fromName(next.getName());

           currentParameters = next.getParameters();

           currentMethodName = next.getName();

 

           if ((reformatOp != null || intervalOp != null)) {

               throw new ExprValidationException("Invalid input for date-time method '" + next.getName() + "'");

           }

       }

 

       ExprDotEval dotEval;

       ExpressionReturnType returnType;
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       dotEval = new ExprDotEvalDT(calendarOps, reformatOp, intervalOp, inputType.getSingleValueType(),

inputType.getSingleEventEventType());

       returnType = dotEval.getTypeInfo();

       return new ExprDotEvalDTMethodDesc(dotEval, returnType, filterAnalyzerDesc);

   }

 

   private static ExprEvaluator[] getEvaluators(List<ExprNode> parameters) {

 

       ExprEvaluator[] inputExpr = new ExprEvaluator[parameters.size()];

       for (int i = 0; i < parameters.size(); i++) {

 

           ExprNode innerExpr = parameters.get(i);

           final ExprEvaluator inner = innerExpr.getExprEvaluator();

 

           // Time periods get special attention

           if (innerExpr instanceof ExprTimePeriod) {

 

               final ExprTimePeriod timePeriod = (ExprTimePeriod) innerExpr;

               inputExpr[i] = new ExprEvaluator() {

                   public Object evaluate(EventBean[] eventsPerStream, boolean isNewData, ExprEvaluatorContext

context) {

                       return timePeriod.evaluateGetTimePeriod(eventsPerStream, isNewData, context);

                   }

 

                   public Class getType() {

                       return TimePeriod.class;

                   }

 

               };

           }

           else {

               inputExpr[i] = inner;

           }

       }

       return inputExpr;

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.spec;
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import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprNode;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprTimePeriod;

import com.espertech.esper.util.MetaDefItem;

 

import java.io.Serializable;

import java.util.List;

 

/**

* Spec for defining an output rate

*/

public class OutputLimitSpec implements MetaDefItem, Serializable

{

	private final OutputLimitLimitType displayLimit;

   private final OutputLimitRateType rateType;

   private final Double rate;

   private final String variableName;

   private ExprNode whenExpressionNode;

   private final List<OnTriggerSetAssignment> thenExpressions;

   private final List<ExprNode> crontabAtSchedule;

   private ExprTimePeriod timePeriodExpr;

   private ExprTimePeriod afterTimePeriodExpr;

   private final Integer afterNumberOfEvents;

   private final boolean andAfterTerminate;

   private ExprNode andAfterTerminateExpr;

   private List<OnTriggerSetAssignment> andAfterTerminateThenExpressions;

   private static final long serialVersionUID = 7314871194757342071L;

 

   /**

	 * Ctor.

	 * 	 For batching events by event count.

    * @param rate is the fixed output rate, or null if by variable

	 * @param displayLimit - indicates whether to output only the first, only the last, or all events

    * @param variableForRate - an optional variable name instead of the rate

    * @param rateType - type of the rate

    * @param whenExpressionNode - for controlling output by a boolean expression

    * @param thenExpressions variable assignments, if null if none

    * @param crontabAtSchedule - crontab parameters

    * @param timePeriodExpr - the time period, or null if none

    * @param afterTimePeriodExpr - after-keyword time period

    * @param afterNumberOfEvents - after-keyword number of events

    */

   public OutputLimitSpec(Double rate, String variableForRate, OutputLimitRateType rateType,

OutputLimitLimitType displayLimit, ExprNode whenExpressionNode, List<OnTriggerSetAssignment>

thenExpressions, List<ExprNode> crontabAtSchedule, ExprTimePeriod timePeriodExpr, ExprTimePeriod

afterTimePeriodExpr, Integer afterNumberOfEvents, boolean andAfterTerminate, ExprNode

andAfterTerminateExpr, List<OnTriggerSetAssignment> andAfterTerminateSetExpressions)

	{

		this.rate = rate;
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		this.displayLimit = displayLimit;

       this.variableName = variableForRate;

       this.rateType = rateType;

       this.crontabAtSchedule = crontabAtSchedule;

       this.whenExpressionNode = whenExpressionNode;

       this.thenExpressions = thenExpressions;

       this.timePeriodExpr = timePeriodExpr;

       this.afterTimePeriodExpr = afterTimePeriodExpr;

       this.afterNumberOfEvents = afterNumberOfEvents;

       this.andAfterTerminate = andAfterTerminate;

       this.andAfterTerminateExpr = andAfterTerminateExpr;

       this.andAfterTerminateThenExpressions = andAfterTerminateSetExpressions;

   }

 

   public OutputLimitSpec(OutputLimitLimitType displayLimit, OutputLimitRateType rateType) {

       this(null, null, rateType, displayLimit, null, null, null, null, null, null, false, null, null);

   }

 

   /**

    * Returns the type of output limit.

    * @return limit

    */

   public OutputLimitLimitType getDisplayLimit()

   {

       return displayLimit;

   }

 

   /**

    * Returns the type of rate.

    * @return rate type

    */

   public OutputLimitRateType getRateType()

   {

       return rateType;

   }

 

   /**

    * Returns the rate, or null or -1 if a variable is used instead

    * @return rate if set

    */

   public Double getRate()

   {

       return rate;

   }

 

   /**

    * Returns the variable name if set, or null if a fixed rate

    * @return variable name
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    */

   public String getVariableName()

   {

       return variableName;

   }

 

   /**

    * Returns the when-keyword trigger expression, or null if not using when.

    * @return expression

    */

   public ExprNode getWhenExpressionNode()

   {

       return whenExpressionNode;

   }

 

   /**

    * Returns crontab parameters, or null if not using crontab-at output.

    * @return schedule parameters

    */

   public List<ExprNode> getCrontabAtSchedule()

   {

       return crontabAtSchedule;

   }

 

   /**

    * Sets a new when-keyword trigger expression.

    * @param whenExpressionNode to set

    */

   public void setWhenExpressionNode(ExprNode whenExpressionNode)

   {

       this.whenExpressionNode = whenExpressionNode;

   }

 

   /**

    * Returns a list of variable assignments, or null if none made.

    * @return variable assignments

    */

   public List<OnTriggerSetAssignment> getThenExpressions()

   {

       return thenExpressions;

   }

 

   /**

    * Returns time period expression or null if none used.

    * @return time period

    */

   public ExprTimePeriod getTimePeriodExpr()

   {
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       return timePeriodExpr;

   }

 

   /**

    * Returns the after-keyword time period.

    * @return after-keyword time period

    */

   public ExprTimePeriod getAfterTimePeriodExpr()

   {

       return afterTimePeriodExpr;

   }

 

   /**

    * Returns the after-keyword number of events.

    * @return after-keyword number of events

    */

   public Integer getAfterNumberOfEvents()

   {

       return afterNumberOfEvents;

   }

 

   public ExprNode getAndAfterTerminateExpr() {

       return andAfterTerminateExpr;

   }

 

   public void setAndAfterTerminateExpr(ExprNode andAfterTerminateExpr) {

       this.andAfterTerminateExpr = andAfterTerminateExpr;

   }

 

   public boolean isAndAfterTerminate() {

       return andAfterTerminate;

   }

 

   public List<OnTriggerSetAssignment> getAndAfterTerminateThenExpressions() {

       return andAfterTerminateThenExpressions;

   }

 

   public void setAndAfterTerminateThenExpressions(List<OnTriggerSetAssignment>

andAfterTerminateThenExpressions) {

       this.andAfterTerminateThenExpressions = andAfterTerminateThenExpressions;

   }

 

   public void setAfterTimePeriodExpr(ExprTimePeriod afterTimePeriodExpr) {

       this.afterTimePeriodExpr = afterTimePeriodExpr;

   }

 

   public void setTimePeriodExpr(ExprTimePeriod timePeriodExpr) {

       this.timePeriodExpr = timePeriodExpr;
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   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.named;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventType;

import com.espertech.esper.collection.FlushedEventBuffer;

import com.espertech.esper.collection.OneEventCollection;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluator;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluatorContext;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.property.PropertyEvaluator;

import com.espertech.esper.view.StatementStopCallback;

import com.espertech.esper.view.StatementStopService;

import com.espertech.esper.view.ViewSupport;

import org.apache.commons.logging.Log;

import org.apache.commons.logging.LogFactory;

 

import java.util.Iterator;

 

public interface NamedWindowConsumerCallback

{

   public Iterator<EventBean> getIterator();

   public void stopped(NamedWindowConsumerView namedWindowConsumerView);

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.join.exec.base;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.util.IndentWriter;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluatorContext;

 

import java.util.Collection;

import java.util.Set;
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/**

* Execution node for lookup in a table.

*/

public class TableLookupExecNode extends ExecNode

{

   private int indexedStream;

   private JoinExecTableLookupStrategy lookupStrategy;

 

   /**

    * Ctor.

    * @param indexedStream - stream indexed for lookup

    * @param lookupStrategy - strategy to use for lookup (full table/indexed)

    */

   public TableLookupExecNode(int indexedStream, JoinExecTableLookupStrategy lookupStrategy)

   {

       this.indexedStream = indexedStream;

       this.lookupStrategy = lookupStrategy;

   }

 

   /**

    * Returns strategy for lookup.

    * @return lookup strategy

    */

   public JoinExecTableLookupStrategy getLookupStrategy()

   {

       return lookupStrategy;

   }

 

   public void process(EventBean lookupEvent, EventBean[] prefillPath, Collection<EventBean[]> result,

ExprEvaluatorContext exprEvaluatorContext)

   {

       // Lookup events

       Set<EventBean> joinedEvents = lookupStrategy.lookup(lookupEvent, null, exprEvaluatorContext);

 

       if (joinedEvents == null)

       {

           return;

       }

 

       // Create result row for each found event

       for (EventBean joinedEvent : joinedEvents)

       {

           EventBean[] events = new EventBean[prefillPath.length];

           System.arraycopy(prefillPath, 0, events, 0, events.length);

           events[indexedStream] = joinedEvent;

           result.add(events);

       }
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   }

 

   /**

    * Returns target stream for lookup.

    * @return indexed stream

    */

   public int getIndexedStream()

   {

       return indexedStream;

   }

 

   public void print(IndentWriter writer)

   {

       writer.println("TableLookupExecNode indexedStream=" + indexedStream + " lookup=" + lookupStrategy);

   }

}

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.enummethod.eval;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluator;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluatorContext;

import com.espertech.esper.event.arr.ObjectArrayEventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.event.arr.ObjectArrayEventType;

 

import java.util.Collection;

import java.util.LinkedHashMap;

import java.util.Map;

 

public class EnumEvalMostLeastFrequentScalarLamda extends EnumEvalBase implements EnumEval {

 

   private final boolean isMostFrequent;

   private final ObjectArrayEventType resultEventType;

 

   public EnumEvalMostLeastFrequentScalarLamda(ExprEvaluator innerExpression, int streamCountIncoming,

boolean mostFrequent, ObjectArrayEventType resultEventType) {

       super(innerExpression, streamCountIncoming);

       isMostFrequent = mostFrequent;
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       this.resultEventType = resultEventType;

   }

 

   public Object evaluateEnumMethod(EventBean[] eventsLambda, Collection target, boolean isNewData,

ExprEvaluatorContext context) {

 

       Map<Object, Integer> items = new LinkedHashMap<Object, Integer>();

       Collection<Object> values = (Collection<Object>) target;

 

       ObjectArrayEventBean resultEvent = new ObjectArrayEventBean(new Object[1], resultEventType);

 

       for (Object next : values) {

 

           resultEvent.getProperties()[0] = next;

           eventsLambda[streamNumLambda] = resultEvent;

 

           Object item = innerExpression.evaluate(eventsLambda, isNewData, context);

           Integer existing = items.get(item);

 

           if (existing == null) {

               existing = 1;

           }

           else {

               existing++;

           }

           items.put(item, existing);

       }

 

       return EnumEvalMostLeastFrequentEvent.getResult(items, isMostFrequent);

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.spec;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventType;

import com.espertech.esper.collection.Pair;

 

import java.util.LinkedHashMap;

 

/**

* Specification of matches available.
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*/

public class MatchEventSpec

{

   private final LinkedHashMap<String, Pair<EventType, String>> taggedEventTypes;

   private final LinkedHashMap<String, Pair<EventType, String>> arrayEventTypes;

 

   public MatchEventSpec(LinkedHashMap<String, Pair<EventType, String>> taggedEventTypes,

LinkedHashMap<String, Pair<EventType, String>> arrayEventTypes)

   {

       this.taggedEventTypes = taggedEventTypes;

       this.arrayEventTypes = arrayEventTypes;

   }

 

   public MatchEventSpec()

   {

       this.taggedEventTypes = new LinkedHashMap<String, Pair<EventType, String>>();

       this.arrayEventTypes = new LinkedHashMap<String, Pair<EventType, String>>();

   }

 

   public LinkedHashMap<String, Pair<EventType, String>> getArrayEventTypes()

   {

       return arrayEventTypes;

   }

 

   public LinkedHashMap<String, Pair<EventType, String>> getTaggedEventTypes()

   {

       return taggedEventTypes;

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.spec;

 

/**

* Marker interface for elements in a select clause that is in the compiled form.

*/

public interface SelectClauseElementCompiled

{

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *
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* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.agg.aggregator;

 

import com.espertech.esper.epl.agg.service.AggregatorUtil;

 

/**

* Standard deviation always generates double-types numbers.

*/

public class AggregatorAvedevFilter extends AggregatorAvedev

{

   @Override

   public void enter(Object parameters)

   {

       Object[] paramArray = (Object[]) parameters;

       if (!AggregatorUtil.checkFilter(paramArray)) {

           return;

       }

       super.enter(paramArray[0]);

   }

 

   @Override

   public void leave(Object parameters)

   {

       Object[] paramArray = (Object[]) parameters;

       if (!AggregatorUtil.checkFilter(paramArray)) {

           return;

       }

       super.leave(paramArray[0]);

   }

}

<!--

 ~ **************************************************************************************

 ~ * Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

 ~ * http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

 ~ * http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

 ~ * ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

 ~ * The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

 ~ * a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

 ~ **************************************************************************************

 -->

 

<html>

<head></head>

<body>
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<p>

	Virtual data window.

</p>

</body>

</html>

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.join.exec.sorted;

 

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluator;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.join.plan.QueryGraphRangeEnum;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.join.plan.QueryGraphValueEntryRange;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.join.plan.QueryGraphValueEntryRangeIn;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.join.plan.QueryGraphValueEntryRangeRelOp;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.lookup.SubordPropRangeKey;

 

public class SortedAccessStrategyFactory {

 

   public static SortedAccessStrategy make(boolean isNWOnTrigger, int lookupStream, int numStreams,

QueryGraphValueEntryRange rangeKeyPair, Class coercionType)

   {

       return make(isNWOnTrigger, lookupStream, numStreams, new SubordPropRangeKey(rangeKeyPair,

coercionType));

   }

 

   public static SortedAccessStrategy make(boolean isNWOnTrigger, int lookupStream, int numStreams,

SubordPropRangeKey streamRangeKey) {

 

       QueryGraphValueEntryRange rangeKeyPair = streamRangeKey.getRangeInfo();

 

       if (rangeKeyPair.getType().isRange()) {

           QueryGraphValueEntryRangeIn rangeIn = (QueryGraphValueEntryRangeIn) rangeKeyPair;

           ExprEvaluator startExpr = rangeIn.getExprStart().getExprEvaluator();

           ExprEvaluator endExpr = rangeIn.getExprEnd().getExprEvaluator();

           boolean includeStart = rangeKeyPair.getType().isIncludeStart();

 

           boolean includeEnd = rangeKeyPair.getType().isIncludeEnd();

           if (!rangeKeyPair.getType().isRangeInverted()) {

               return new SortedAccessStrategyRange(isNWOnTrigger, lookupStream, numStreams, startExpr,
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includeStart, endExpr, includeEnd, rangeIn.isAllowRangeReversal());

           }

           else {

               return new SortedAccessStrategyRangeInverted(isNWOnTrigger, lookupStream, numStreams, startExpr,

includeStart, endExpr, includeEnd);

           }

       }

       else {

           QueryGraphValueEntryRangeRelOp relOp = (QueryGraphValueEntryRangeRelOp) rangeKeyPair;

           ExprEvaluator keyExpr = relOp.getExpression().getExprEvaluator();

           if (rangeKeyPair.getType() == QueryGraphRangeEnum.GREATER_OR_EQUAL) {

               return new SortedAccessStrategyGE(isNWOnTrigger, lookupStream, numStreams, keyExpr);

           }

           else if (rangeKeyPair.getType() == QueryGraphRangeEnum.GREATER) {

               return new SortedAccessStrategyGT(isNWOnTrigger, lookupStream, numStreams, keyExpr);

           }

           else if (rangeKeyPair.getType() == QueryGraphRangeEnum.LESS_OR_EQUAL) {

               return new SortedAccessStrategyLE(isNWOnTrigger, lookupStream, numStreams, keyExpr);

           }

           else if (rangeKeyPair.getType() == QueryGraphRangeEnum.LESS) {

               return new SortedAccessStrategyLT(isNWOnTrigger, lookupStream, numStreams, keyExpr);

           }

           else {

               throw new IllegalArgumentException("Comparison operator " + rangeKeyPair.getType() + " not

supported");

           }

       }

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.spec;

 

/**

* Specification for the on-select and on-delete and on-update (via subclass) (no split-stream) statement.

*/

public class OnTriggerWindowDesc extends OnTriggerDesc

{

   private String windowName;

   private String optionalAsName;

   private boolean deleteAndSelect;

   private static final long serialVersionUID = 4146264160256741899L;
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   /**

    * Ctor.

    * @param windowName the window name

    * @param optionalAsName the optional name

    * @param onTriggerType for indicationg on-delete, on-select or on-update

    */

   public OnTriggerWindowDesc(String windowName, String optionalAsName, OnTriggerType onTriggerType,

boolean deleteAndSelect)

   {

       super(onTriggerType);

       this.windowName = windowName;

       this.optionalAsName = optionalAsName;

       this.deleteAndSelect = deleteAndSelect;

   }

 

   /**

    * Returns the window name.

    * @return window name

    */

   public String getWindowName()

   {

       return windowName;

   }

 

   /**

    * Returns the name, or null if none defined.

    * @return name

    */

   public String getOptionalAsName()

   {

       return optionalAsName;

   }

 

   public boolean isDeleteAndSelect() {

       return deleteAndSelect;

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.core;
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import com.espertech.esper.client.ConfigurationEngineDefaults;

 

import java.net.URI;

 

/**

* Service for engine-level settings around threading and concurrency.

*/

public class EngineSettingsService

{

   private ConfigurationEngineDefaults config;

   private URI[] plugInEventTypeResolutionURIs;

 

   /**

    * Ctor.

    * @param config is the configured defaults

    * @param plugInEventTypeResolutionURIs is URIs for resolving the event name against plug-inn event

representations, if any

    */

   public EngineSettingsService(ConfigurationEngineDefaults config, URI[] plugInEventTypeResolutionURIs)

   {

       this.config = config;

       this.plugInEventTypeResolutionURIs = plugInEventTypeResolutionURIs;

   }

 

   /**

    * Returns the settings.

    * @return engine settings

    */

   public ConfigurationEngineDefaults getEngineSettings()

   {

       return config;

   }

 

   /**

    * Returns URIs for resolving the event name against plug-in event representations, if any.

    * @return URIs

    */

   public URI[] getPlugInEventTypeResolutionURIs()

   {

       return plugInEventTypeResolutionURIs;

   }

 

   /**

    * Sets URIs for resolving the event name against plug-in event representations, if any.

    * @param plugInEventTypeResolutionURIs URIs

    */

   public void setPlugInEventTypeResolutionURIs(URI[] plugInEventTypeResolutionURIs)

   {
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       this.plugInEventTypeResolutionURIs = plugInEventTypeResolutionURIs;

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.view;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.collection.MultiKey;

import com.espertech.esper.collection.UniformPair;

import com.espertech.esper.core.context.util.AgentInstanceContext;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.core.ResultSetProcessor;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluatorContext;

import com.espertech.esper.util.ExecutionPathDebugLog;

import org.apache.commons.logging.Log;

import org.apache.commons.logging.LogFactory;

 

import java.util.ArrayList;

import java.util.Iterator;

import java.util.Set;

 

/**

* A view that handles the "output snapshot" keyword in output rate stabilizing.

*/

public class OutputProcessViewConditionSnapshot extends OutputProcessViewBaseWAfter

{

   private final OutputProcessViewConditionFactory parent;

 

   private final OutputCondition outputCondition;

 

	private static final Log log = LogFactory.getLog(OutputProcessViewConditionSnapshot.class);

 

   public OutputProcessViewConditionSnapshot(ResultSetProcessor resultSetProcessor, Long afterConditionTime,

Integer afterConditionNumberOfEvents, boolean afterConditionSatisfied, OutputProcessViewConditionFactory

parent, AgentInstanceContext agentInstanceContext) {

       super(resultSetProcessor, afterConditionTime, afterConditionNumberOfEvents, afterConditionSatisfied);

       this.parent = parent;

 

   	OutputCallback outputCallback = getCallbackToLocal(parent.getStreamCount());

   	this.outputCondition = parent.getOutputConditionFactory().make(agentInstanceContext, outputCallback);

   }
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   /**

    * The update method is called if the view does not participate in a join.

    * @param newData - new events

    * @param oldData - old events

    */

   public void update(EventBean[] newData, EventBean[] oldData)

   {

       if ((ExecutionPathDebugLog.isDebugEnabled) && (log.isDebugEnabled()))

       {

           log.debug(".update Received update, " +

                   "  newData.length==" + ((newData == null) ? 0 : newData.length) +

                   "  oldData.length==" + ((oldData == null) ? 0 : oldData.length));

       }

 

       resultSetProcessor.processViewResult(newData, oldData, false);

 

       if (!super.checkAfterCondition(newData, parent.getStatementContext()))

       {

           return;

       }

 

       // add the incoming events to the event batches

       int newDataLength = 0;

       int oldDataLength = 0;

       if(newData != null)

       {

       	newDataLength = newData.length;

       }

       if(oldData != null)

       {

       	oldDataLength = oldData.length;

       }

 

       outputCondition.updateOutputCondition(newDataLength, oldDataLength);

   }

 

   /**

    * This process (update) method is for participation in a join.

    * @param newEvents - new events

    * @param oldEvents - old events

    */

   public void process(Set<MultiKey<EventBean>> newEvents, Set<MultiKey<EventBean>> oldEvents,

ExprEvaluatorContext exprEvaluatorContext)

   {

       if ((ExecutionPathDebugLog.isDebugEnabled) && (log.isDebugEnabled()))

       {

           log.debug(".process Received update, " +

                   "  newData.length==" + ((newEvents == null) ? 0 : newEvents.size()) +
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                   "  oldData.length==" + ((oldEvents == null) ? 0 : oldEvents.size()));

       }

 

       resultSetProcessor.processJoinResult(newEvents, oldEvents, false);

 

       if (!super.checkAfterCondition(newEvents, parent.getStatementContext()))

       {

           return;

       }

 

       int newEventsSize = 0;

       if (newEvents != null)

       {

           // add the incoming events to the event batches

           newEventsSize = newEvents.size();

       }

 

       int oldEventsSize = 0;

       if (oldEvents != null)

       {

           oldEventsSize = oldEvents.size();

       }

 

       outputCondition.updateOutputCondition(newEventsSize, oldEventsSize);

   }

 

	/**

	 * Called once the output condition has been met.

	 * Invokes the result set processor.

	 * Used for non-join event data.

	 * @param doOutput - true if the batched events should actually be output as well as processed, false if they should

just be processed

	 * @param forceUpdate - true if output should be made even when no updating events have arrived

	 * */

	protected void continueOutputProcessingView(boolean doOutput, boolean forceUpdate)

	{

		if ((ExecutionPathDebugLog.isDebugEnabled) && (log.isDebugEnabled()))

       {

           log.debug(".continueOutputProcessingView");

       }

 

       EventBean[] newEvents = null;

       EventBean[] oldEvents = null;

 

       Iterator<EventBean> it = this.iterator();

       if (it.hasNext())

       {

           ArrayList<EventBean> snapshot = new ArrayList<EventBean>();
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           for (EventBean bean : this)

           {

               snapshot.add(bean);

           }

           newEvents = snapshot.toArray(new EventBean[snapshot.size()]);

           oldEvents = null;

       }

 

       UniformPair<EventBean[]> newOldEvents = new UniformPair<EventBean[]>(newEvents, oldEvents);

 

       if(doOutput)

		{

			output(forceUpdate, newOldEvents);

		}

	}

 

	public void output(boolean forceUpdate, UniformPair<EventBean[]> results)

	{

       // Child view can be null in replay from named window

       if (childView != null)

       {

           OutputStrategyUtil.output(forceUpdate, results, childView);

       }

	}

 

	/**

	 * Called once the output condition has been met.

	 * Invokes the result set processor.

	 * Used for join event data.

	 * @param doOutput - true if the batched events should actually be output as well as processed, false if they should

just be processed

	 * @param forceUpdate - true if output should be made even when no updating events have arrived

	 */

	protected void continueOutputProcessingJoin(boolean doOutput, boolean forceUpdate)

	{

		if ((ExecutionPathDebugLog.isDebugEnabled) && (log.isDebugEnabled()))

       {

           log.debug(".continueOutputProcessingJoin");

       }

       continueOutputProcessingView(doOutput, forceUpdate);

	}

 

   private OutputCallback getCallbackToLocal(int streamCount)

   {

       // single stream means no join

       // multiple streams means a join

       if(streamCount == 1)

       {
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           return new OutputCallback()

           {

               public void continueOutputProcessing(boolean doOutput, boolean forceUpdate)

               {

                   OutputProcessViewConditionSnapshot.this.continueOutputProcessingView(doOutput, forceUpdate);

               }

           };

       }

       else

       {

           return new OutputCallback()

           {

               public void continueOutputProcessing(boolean doOutput, boolean forceUpdate)

               {

                   OutputProcessViewConditionSnapshot.this.continueOutputProcessingJoin(doOutput, forceUpdate);

               }

           };

       }

   }

 

   @Override

   public Iterator<EventBean> iterator()

   {

       return OutputStrategyUtil.getIterator(joinExecutionStrategy, resultSetProcessor, parentView,

parent.isDistinct());

   }

 

   public void terminated() {

       if (parent.isTerminable()) {

           outputCondition.terminated();

       }

   }

}

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.core.eval;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventType;
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import com.espertech.esper.epl.core.SelectExprProcessor;

import com.espertech.esper.event.vaevent.ValueAddEventProcessor;

import org.apache.commons.logging.Log;

import org.apache.commons.logging.LogFactory;

 

import java.util.Collections;

import java.util.Map;

 

public class EvalInsertNoWildcardSingleColCoercionRevisionObjectArray extends EvalBaseFirstProp implements

SelectExprProcessor {

 

   private static final Log log =

LogFactory.getLog(EvalInsertNoWildcardSingleColCoercionRevisionObjectArray.class);

 

   private final ValueAddEventProcessor vaeProcessor;

   private final EventType vaeInnerEventType;

 

   public EvalInsertNoWildcardSingleColCoercionRevisionObjectArray(SelectExprContext selectExprContext,

EventType resultEventType, ValueAddEventProcessor vaeProcessor, EventType vaeInnerEventType) {

       super(selectExprContext, resultEventType);

       this.vaeProcessor = vaeProcessor;

       this.vaeInnerEventType = vaeInnerEventType;

   }

 

   public EventBean processFirstCol(Object result) {

       EventBean wrappedEvent = super.getEventAdapterService().adapterForTypedObjectArray((Object[]) result,

super.getResultEventType());

       return

vaeProcessor.getValueAddEventBean(super.getEventAdapterService().adapterForTypedWrapper(wrappedEvent,

Collections.EMPTY_MAP, vaeInnerEventType));

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.spec;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EPException;

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventType;

import com.espertech.esper.client.annotation.Audit;

import com.espertech.esper.client.annotation.AuditEnum;

import com.espertech.esper.collection.Pair;

import com.espertech.esper.core.service.ExprEvaluatorContextStatement;
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import com.espertech.esper.core.service.StatementContext;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.core.StreamTypeService;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.core.StreamTypeServiceImpl;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.*;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.property.PropertyEvaluator;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.property.PropertyEvaluatorFactory;

import com.espertech.esper.event.EventAdapterService;

import com.espertech.esper.event.EventTypeSPI;

import com.espertech.esper.filter.FilterSpecCompiled;

import com.espertech.esper.filter.FilterSpecCompiler;

import com.espertech.esper.pattern.*;

import com.espertech.esper.pattern.guard.GuardFactory;

import com.espertech.esper.pattern.guard.GuardParameterException;

import com.espertech.esper.pattern.observer.ObserverFactory;

import com.espertech.esper.pattern.observer.ObserverParameterException;

import com.espertech.esper.util.JavaClassHelper;

import com.espertech.esper.util.UuidGenerator;

import org.apache.commons.logging.Log;

import org.apache.commons.logging.LogFactory;

 

import java.io.StringWriter;

import java.util.*;

 

/**

* Pattern specification in unvalidated, unoptimized form.

*/

public class PatternStreamSpecRaw extends StreamSpecBase implements StreamSpecRaw

{

   private final EvalFactoryNode evalFactoryNode;

   private final Map<EvalFactoryNode, String> evalNodeExpressions;

 

   private static final Log log = LogFactory.getLog(PatternStreamSpecRaw.class);

   private static final long serialVersionUID = 6393401926404401433L;

 

   /**

    * Ctor.

    * @param evalFactoryNode - pattern evaluation node representing pattern statement

    * @param viewSpecs - specifies what view to use to derive data

    * @param optionalStreamName - stream name, or null if none supplied

    * @param streamSpecOptions - additional options, such as unidirectional stream in a join

    */

   public PatternStreamSpecRaw(EvalFactoryNode evalFactoryNode, Map<EvalFactoryNode, String>

evalNodeExpressions, ViewSpec[] viewSpecs, String optionalStreamName, StreamSpecOptions

streamSpecOptions)

   {

       super(optionalStreamName, viewSpecs, streamSpecOptions);

       this.evalFactoryNode = evalFactoryNode;

       this.evalNodeExpressions = evalNodeExpressions;
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   }

 

   /**

    * Returns the pattern expression evaluation node for the top pattern operator.

    * @return parent pattern expression node

    */

   public EvalFactoryNode getEvalFactoryNode()

   {

       return evalFactoryNode;

   }

 

   public PatternStreamSpecCompiled compile(StatementContext context,

                                     Set<String> eventTypeReferences,

                                     boolean isInsertInto,

                                     Collection<Integer> assignedTypeNumberStack)

           throws ExprValidationException

   {

       return compileInternal(context, eventTypeReferences, isInsertInto, assignedTypeNumberStack, null, null);

   }

 

   public PatternStreamSpecCompiled compile(StatementContext context,

                                     Set<String> eventTypeReferences,

                                     boolean isInsertInto,

                                     Collection<Integer> assignedTypeNumberStack,

                                     MatchEventSpec priorTags,

                                     Set<String> priorAllTags)

           throws ExprValidationException

   {

       return compileInternal(context, eventTypeReferences, isInsertInto, assignedTypeNumberStack, priorTags,

priorAllTags);

   }

 

   private PatternStreamSpecCompiled compileInternal(StatementContext context,

                                     Set<String> eventTypeReferences,

                                     boolean isInsertInto,

                                     Collection<Integer> assignedTypeNumberStack,

                                     MatchEventSpec tags,

                                     Set<String> priorAllTags)

           throws ExprValidationException

   {

       if (tags == null) {

           tags = new MatchEventSpec();

       }

       Deque<Integer> subexpressionIdStack = new ArrayDeque<Integer>(assignedTypeNumberStack);

       ExprEvaluatorContext evaluatorContextStmt = new ExprEvaluatorContextStatement(context);

       Stack<EvalFactoryNode> nodeStack = new Stack<EvalFactoryNode>();

 

       // detemine ordered tags
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       Set<EvalFactoryNode> filterFactoryNodes = EvalNodeUtil.recursiveGetChildNodes(evalFactoryNode,

FilterForFilterFactoryNodes.INSTANCE);

       LinkedHashSet<String> allTagNamesOrdered = new LinkedHashSet<String>();

       if (priorAllTags != null) {

           allTagNamesOrdered.addAll(priorAllTags);

       }

       for (EvalFactoryNode filterNode : filterFactoryNodes) {

           EvalFilterFactoryNode factory = (EvalFilterFactoryNode) filterNode;

           int tagNumber;

           if (factory.getEventAsName() != null) {

               if (!allTagNamesOrdered.contains(factory.getEventAsName())) {

                   allTagNamesOrdered.add(factory.getEventAsName());

                   tagNumber = allTagNamesOrdered.size() - 1;

               }

               else {

                   tagNumber = findTagNumber(factory.getEventAsName(), allTagNamesOrdered);

               }

               factory.setEventAsTagNumber(tagNumber);

           }

       }

 

       recursiveCompile(evalFactoryNode, context, evaluatorContextStmt, eventTypeReferences, isInsertInto, tags,

subexpressionIdStack, nodeStack, allTagNamesOrdered);

 

       Audit auditPattern = AuditEnum.PATTERN.getAudit(context.getAnnotations());

       Audit auditPatternInstance = AuditEnum.PATTERNINSTANCES.getAudit(context.getAnnotations());

       EvalFactoryNode compiledEvalFactoryNode = evalFactoryNode;

       if (auditPattern != null || auditPatternInstance != null) {

           EvalAuditInstanceCount instanceCount = new EvalAuditInstanceCount();

           compiledEvalFactoryNode = recursiveAddAuditNode(null, auditPattern != null, auditPatternInstance != null,

evalFactoryNode, evalNodeExpressions, instanceCount);

       }

 

       return new PatternStreamSpecCompiled(compiledEvalFactoryNode, tags.getTaggedEventTypes(),

tags.getArrayEventTypes(), allTagNamesOrdered, this.getViewSpecs(), this.getOptionalStreamName(),

this.getOptions());

   }

 

   private static void recursiveCompile(EvalFactoryNode evalNode, StatementContext context,

ExprEvaluatorContext evaluatorContext, Set<String> eventTypeReferences, boolean isInsertInto, MatchEventSpec

tags, Deque<Integer> subexpressionIdStack, Stack<EvalFactoryNode> parentNodeStack, LinkedHashSet<String>

allTagNamesOrdered) throws ExprValidationException

   {

       int counter = 0;

       parentNodeStack.push(evalNode);

       for (EvalFactoryNode child : evalNode.getChildNodes())

       {

           subexpressionIdStack.addLast(counter++);
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           recursiveCompile(child, context, evaluatorContext, eventTypeReferences, isInsertInto, tags,

subexpressionIdStack, parentNodeStack, allTagNamesOrdered);

           subexpressionIdStack.removeLast();

       }

       parentNodeStack.pop();

 

       LinkedHashMap<String, Pair<EventType, String>> newTaggedEventTypes = null;

       LinkedHashMap<String, Pair<EventType, String>> newArrayEventTypes = null;

 

       if (evalNode instanceof EvalFilterFactoryNode)

       {

           EvalFilterFactoryNode filterNode = (EvalFilterFactoryNode) evalNode;

           String eventName = filterNode.getRawFilterSpec().getEventTypeName();

           EventType resolvedEventType = FilterStreamSpecRaw.resolveType(context.getEngineURI(), eventName,

context.getEventAdapterService(), context.getPlugInTypeResolutionURIs());

           EventType finalEventType = resolvedEventType;

           String optionalTag = filterNode.getEventAsName();

           boolean isPropertyEvaluation = false;

           boolean isParentMatchUntil = isParentMatchUntil(evalNode, parentNodeStack);

 

           // obtain property event type, if final event type is properties

           if (filterNode.getRawFilterSpec().getOptionalPropertyEvalSpec() != null)

           {

               PropertyEvaluator optionalPropertyEvaluator =

PropertyEvaluatorFactory.makeEvaluator(filterNode.getRawFilterSpec().getOptionalPropertyEvalSpec(),

resolvedEventType, filterNode.getEventAsName(), context.getEventAdapterService(),

context.getMethodResolutionService(), context.getSchedulingService(), context.getVariableService(),

context.getEngineURI(), context.getStatementId(), context.getStatementName(), context.getAnnotations(),

subexpressionIdStack, context.getConfigSnapshot());

               finalEventType = optionalPropertyEvaluator.getFragmentEventType();

               isPropertyEvaluation = true;

           }

 

           if (finalEventType instanceof EventTypeSPI)

           {

               eventTypeReferences.add(((EventTypeSPI) finalEventType).getMetadata().getPrimaryName());

           }

 

           // If a tag was supplied for the type, the tags must stay with this type, i.e. a=BeanA -> b=BeanA -> a=BeanB

is a no

           if (optionalTag != null)

           {

               Pair<EventType, String> pair = tags.getTaggedEventTypes().get(optionalTag);

               EventType existingType = null;

               if (pair != null)

               {

                   existingType = pair.getFirst();

               }
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               if (existingType == null)

               {

                   pair = tags.getArrayEventTypes().get(optionalTag);

                   if (pair != null)

                   {

                       throw new ExprValidationException("Tag '" + optionalTag + "' for event '" + eventName +

                               "' used in the repeat-until operator cannot also appear in other filter expressions");

                   }

               }

               if ((existingType != null) && (existingType != finalEventType))

               {

                   throw new ExprValidationException("Tag '" + optionalTag + "' for event '" + eventName +

                           "' has already been declared for events of type " + existingType.getUnderlyingType().getName());

               }

               pair = new Pair<EventType, String>(finalEventType, eventName);

 

               // add tagged type

               if (isPropertyEvaluation || isParentMatchUntil)

               {

                   newArrayEventTypes = new LinkedHashMap<String, Pair<EventType, String>>();

                   newArrayEventTypes.put(optionalTag, pair);

               }

               else

               {

                   newTaggedEventTypes = new LinkedHashMap<String, Pair<EventType, String>>();

                   newTaggedEventTypes.put(optionalTag, pair);

               }

           }

 

           // For this filter, filter types are all known tags at this time,

           // and additionally stream 0 (self) is our event type.

           // Stream type service allows resolution by property name event if that name appears in other tags.

           // by defaulting to stream zero.

           // Stream zero is always the current event type, all others follow the order of the map (stream 1 to N).

           String selfStreamName = optionalTag;

           if (selfStreamName == null)

           {

               selfStreamName = "s_" + UuidGenerator.generate();

           }

           LinkedHashMap<String, Pair<EventType, String>> filterTypes = new LinkedHashMap<String,

Pair<EventType, String>>();

           Pair<EventType, String> typePair = new Pair<EventType, String>(finalEventType, eventName);

           filterTypes.put(selfStreamName, typePair);

           filterTypes.putAll(tags.getTaggedEventTypes());

 

           // for the filter, specify all tags used

           LinkedHashMap<String, Pair<EventType, String>> filterTaggedEventTypes = new LinkedHashMap<String,

Pair<EventType, String>>(tags.getTaggedEventTypes());
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           filterTaggedEventTypes.remove(optionalTag);

 

           // handle array tags (match-until clause)

           LinkedHashMap<String, Pair<EventType, String>> arrayCompositeEventTypes = null;

           if (tags.getArrayEventTypes() != null && !tags.getArrayEventTypes().isEmpty())

           {

               arrayCompositeEventTypes = new LinkedHashMap<String, Pair<EventType, String>>();

               String patternSubexEventType = getPatternSubexEventType(context.getStatementId(), "pattern",

subexpressionIdStack);

 

               for (Map.Entry<String, Pair<EventType, String>> entry : tags.getArrayEventTypes().entrySet())

               {

                   LinkedHashMap<String, Pair<EventType, String>> specificArrayType = new LinkedHashMap<String,

Pair<EventType, String>>();

                   specificArrayType.put(entry.getKey(), entry.getValue());

                   EventType arrayTagCompositeEventType =

context.getEventAdapterService().createSemiAnonymousMapType(patternSubexEventType, Collections.<String,

Pair<EventType,String>>emptyMap(), specificArrayType, isInsertInto);

 

                   String tag = entry.getKey();

                   if (!filterTypes.containsKey(tag))

                   {

                       Pair<EventType, String> pair = new Pair<EventType, String>(arrayTagCompositeEventType, tag);

                       filterTypes.put(tag, pair);

                       arrayCompositeEventTypes.put(tag, pair);

                   }

               }

           }

 

           StreamTypeService streamTypeService = new StreamTypeServiceImpl(filterTypes, context.getEngineURI(),

true, false);

           List<ExprNode> exprNodes = filterNode.getRawFilterSpec().getFilterExpressions();

 

           FilterSpecCompiled spec = FilterSpecCompiler.makeFilterSpec(resolvedEventType, eventName, exprNodes,

                   filterNode.getRawFilterSpec().getOptionalPropertyEvalSpec(),  filterTaggedEventTypes,

arrayCompositeEventTypes, streamTypeService,

                  null, context, subexpressionIdStack);

           filterNode.setFilterSpec(spec);

       }

       else if (evalNode instanceof EvalObserverFactoryNode)

       {

           EvalObserverFactoryNode observerNode = (EvalObserverFactoryNode) evalNode;

           try

           {

               ObserverFactory observerFactory =

context.getPatternResolutionService().create(observerNode.getPatternObserverSpec());

 

               StreamTypeService streamTypeService = getStreamTypeService(context.getEngineURI(),
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context.getStatementId(), context.getEventAdapterService(), tags.getTaggedEventTypes(),

tags.getArrayEventTypes(), subexpressionIdStack, "observer");

               ExprValidationContext validationContext = new ExprValidationContext(streamTypeService,

context.getMethodResolutionService(), null, context.getSchedulingService(), context.getVariableService(),

evaluatorContext, context.getEventAdapterService(), context.getStatementName(), context.getStatementId(),

context.getAnnotations(), context.getContextDescriptor());

               List<ExprNode> validated =

validateExpressions(observerNode.getPatternObserverSpec().getObjectParameters(), validationContext);

 

               MatchedEventConvertor convertor = new MatchedEventConvertorImpl(tags.getTaggedEventTypes(),

tags.getArrayEventTypes(), allTagNamesOrdered, context.getEventAdapterService());

 

               observerNode.setObserverFactory(observerFactory);

               observerFactory.setObserverParameters(validated, convertor);

           }

           catch (ObserverParameterException e)

           {

               throw new ExprValidationException("Invalid parameter for pattern observer: " + e.getMessage(), e);

           }

           catch (PatternObjectException e)

           {

               throw new ExprValidationException("Failed to resolve pattern observer: " + e.getMessage(), e);

           }

       }

       else if (evalNode instanceof EvalGuardFactoryNode)

       {

           EvalGuardFactoryNode guardNode = (EvalGuardFactoryNode) evalNode;

           try

           {

               GuardFactory guardFactory =

context.getPatternResolutionService().create(guardNode.getPatternGuardSpec());

 

               StreamTypeService streamTypeService = getStreamTypeService(context.getEngineURI(),

context.getStatementId(), context.getEventAdapterService(), tags.getTaggedEventTypes(),

tags.getArrayEventTypes(), subexpressionIdStack, "guard");

               ExprValidationContext validationContext = new ExprValidationContext(streamTypeService,

context.getMethodResolutionService(), null, context.getSchedulingService(), context.getVariableService(),

evaluatorContext, context.getEventAdapterService(), context.getStatementName(), context.getStatementId(),

context.getAnnotations(), context.getContextDescriptor());

               List<ExprNode> validated =

validateExpressions(guardNode.getPatternGuardSpec().getObjectParameters(), validationContext);

 

               MatchedEventConvertor convertor = new MatchedEventConvertorImpl(tags.getTaggedEventTypes(),

tags.getArrayEventTypes(), allTagNamesOrdered, context.getEventAdapterService());

 

               guardNode.setGuardFactory(guardFactory);

               guardFactory.setGuardParameters(validated, convertor);

           }
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           catch (GuardParameterException e)

           {

               throw new ExprValidationException("Invalid parameter for pattern guard: " + e.getMessage(), e);

           }

           catch (PatternObjectException e)

           {

               throw new ExprValidationException("Failed to resolve pattern guard: " + e.getMessage(), e);

           }

       }

       else if (evalNode instanceof EvalEveryDistinctFactoryNode)

       {

           EvalEveryDistinctFactoryNode distinctNode = (EvalEveryDistinctFactoryNode) evalNode;

           MatchEventSpec matchEventFromChildNodes = analyzeMatchEvent(distinctNode);

           StreamTypeService streamTypeService = getStreamTypeService(context.getEngineURI(),

context.getStatementId(), context.getEventAdapterService(), matchEventFromChildNodes.getTaggedEventTypes(),

matchEventFromChildNodes.getArrayEventTypes(), subexpressionIdStack, "every-distinct");

           ExprValidationContext validationContext = new ExprValidationContext(streamTypeService,

context.getMethodResolutionService(), null, context.getSchedulingService(), context.getVariableService(),

evaluatorContext, context.getEventAdapterService(), context.getStatementName(), context.getStatementId(),

context.getAnnotations(), context.getContextDescriptor());

           List<ExprNode> validated;

           try

           {

               validated = validateExpressions(distinctNode.getExpressions(), validationContext);

           }

           catch (ExprValidationPropertyException ex)

           {

               throw new ExprValidationPropertyException(ex.getMessage() + ", every-distinct requires that all

properties resolve from sub-expressions to the every-distinct", ex.getCause());

           }

 

           MatchedEventConvertor convertor = new

MatchedEventConvertorImpl(matchEventFromChildNodes.getTaggedEventTypes(),

matchEventFromChildNodes.getArrayEventTypes(), allTagNamesOrdered, context.getEventAdapterService());

 

           distinctNode.setConvertor(convertor);

 

           // Determine whether some expressions are constants or time period

           List<ExprNode> distinctExpressions = new ArrayList<ExprNode>();

           Long msecToExpire = null;

           for (ExprNode expr : validated) {

               if (expr instanceof ExprTimePeriod) {

                   Double secondsExpire = (Double) ((ExprTimePeriod) expr).evaluate(null, true, evaluatorContext);

                   if ((secondsExpire != null) && (secondsExpire > 0)) {

                       msecToExpire = Math.round(1000d * secondsExpire);

                   }

                   log.debug("Setting every-distinct msec-to-expire to " + msecToExpire);

               }
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               else if (expr.isConstantResult()) {

                   log.warn("Every-distinct node utilizes an expression returning a constant value, please check expression

'" + expr.toExpressionString() + "', not adding expression to distinct-value expression list");

               }

               else {

                   distinctExpressions.add(expr);

               }

           }

           if (distinctExpressions.isEmpty()) {

               throw new ExprValidationException("Every-distinct node requires one or more distinct-value expressions

that each return non-constant result values");

           }

           distinctNode.setDistinctExpressions(distinctExpressions, msecToExpire);

       }

       else if (evalNode instanceof EvalMatchUntilFactoryNode)

       {

           EvalMatchUntilFactoryNode matchUntilNode = (EvalMatchUntilFactoryNode) evalNode;

 

           // compile bounds expressions, if any

           MatchEventSpec untilMatchEventSpec = new MatchEventSpec(tags.getTaggedEventTypes(),

tags.getArrayEventTypes());

           StreamTypeService streamTypeService = getStreamTypeService(context.getEngineURI(),

context.getStatementId(), context.getEventAdapterService(), untilMatchEventSpec.getTaggedEventTypes(),

untilMatchEventSpec.getArrayEventTypes(), subexpressionIdStack, "until");

           ExprValidationContext validationContext = new ExprValidationContext(streamTypeService,

context.getMethodResolutionService(), null, context.getSchedulingService(), context.getVariableService(),

evaluatorContext, context.getEventAdapterService(), context.getStatementName(), context.getStatementId(),

context.getAnnotations(), context.getContextDescriptor());

 

           String message = "Match-until bounds value expressions must return a numeric value";

           if (matchUntilNode.getLowerBounds() != null) {

               ExprNode validated = ExprNodeUtility.getValidatedSubtree(matchUntilNode.getLowerBounds(),

validationContext);

               matchUntilNode.setLowerBounds(validated);

               if ((validated.getExprEvaluator().getType() == null) ||

(!JavaClassHelper.isNumeric(validated.getExprEvaluator().getType()))) {

                   throw new ExprValidationException(message);

               }

           }

 

           if (matchUntilNode.getUpperBounds() != null) {

               ExprNode validated = ExprNodeUtility.getValidatedSubtree(matchUntilNode.getUpperBounds(),

validationContext);

               matchUntilNode.setUpperBounds(validated);

               if ((validated.getExprEvaluator().getType() == null) ||

(!JavaClassHelper.isNumeric(validated.getExprEvaluator().getType()))) {

                   throw new ExprValidationException(message);

               }
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           }

 

           MatchedEventConvertor convertor = new

MatchedEventConvertorImpl(untilMatchEventSpec.getTaggedEventTypes(),

untilMatchEventSpec.getArrayEventTypes(), allTagNamesOrdered, context.getEventAdapterService());

           matchUntilNode.setConvertor(convertor);

 

           // compile new tag lists

           Set<String> arrayTags = null;

           EvalNodeAnalysisResult matchUntilAnalysisResult =

EvalNodeUtil.recursiveAnalyzeChildNodes(matchUntilNode.getChildNodes().get(0));

           for (EvalFilterFactoryNode filterNode : matchUntilAnalysisResult.getFilterNodes())

           {

               String optionalTag = filterNode.getEventAsName();

               if (optionalTag != null)

               {

                   if (arrayTags == null)

                   {

                       arrayTags = new HashSet<String>();

                   }

                   arrayTags.add(optionalTag);

               }

           }

 

           if (arrayTags != null)

           {

               for (String arrayTag : arrayTags)

               {

                   if (!tags.getArrayEventTypes().containsKey(arrayTag))

                   {

                       tags.getArrayEventTypes().put(arrayTag, tags.getTaggedEventTypes().get(arrayTag));

                       tags.getTaggedEventTypes().remove(arrayTag);

                   }

               }

           }

           matchUntilNode.setTagsArrayedSet(getIndexesForTags(allTagNamesOrdered, arrayTags));

       }

       else if (evalNode instanceof EvalFollowedByFactoryNode)

       {

           EvalFollowedByFactoryNode followedByNode = (EvalFollowedByFactoryNode) evalNode;

           StreamTypeService streamTypeService = new StreamTypeServiceImpl(context.getEngineURI(), false);

           ExprValidationContext validationContext = new ExprValidationContext(streamTypeService,

context.getMethodResolutionService(), null, context.getSchedulingService(), context.getVariableService(),

evaluatorContext, context.getEventAdapterService(), context.getStatementName(), context.getStatementId(),

context.getAnnotations(), context.getContextDescriptor());

 

           if (followedByNode.getOptionalMaxExpressions() != null) {

               List<ExprNode> validated = new ArrayList<ExprNode>();
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               for (ExprNode maxExpr : followedByNode.getOptionalMaxExpressions()) {

                   if (maxExpr == null) {

                       validated.add(null);

                   }

                   else {

                       ExprNodeSummaryVisitor visitor = new ExprNodeSummaryVisitor();

                       maxExpr.accept(visitor);

                       if (!visitor.isPlain())

                       {

                           String errorMessage = "Invalid maximum expression in followed-by, " + visitor.getMessage() + "

are not allowed within the expression";

                           log.error(errorMessage);

                           throw new ExprValidationException(errorMessage);

                       }

 

                       ExprNode validatedExpr = ExprNodeUtility.getValidatedSubtree(maxExpr, validationContext);

                       validated.add(validatedExpr);

                       if ((validatedExpr.getExprEvaluator().getType() == null) ||

(!JavaClassHelper.isNumeric(validatedExpr.getExprEvaluator().getType()))) {

                           String message = "Invalid maximum expression in followed-by, the expression must return an

integer value";

                           throw new ExprValidationException(message);

                       }

                   }

               }

               followedByNode.setOptionalMaxExpressions(validated);

           }

       }

 

       if (newTaggedEventTypes != null)

       {

           tags.getTaggedEventTypes().putAll(newTaggedEventTypes);

       }

       if (newArrayEventTypes != null)

       {

           tags.getArrayEventTypes().putAll(newArrayEventTypes);

       }

   }

 

   private static int[] getIndexesForTags(LinkedHashSet<String> allTagNamesOrdered, Set<String> arrayTags) {

       if (arrayTags == null || arrayTags.isEmpty()) {

           return new int[0];

       }

       int[] indexes = new int[arrayTags.size()];

       int count = 0;

       for (String arrayTag : arrayTags) {

           int index = 0;

           int found = findTagNumber(arrayTag, allTagNamesOrdered);
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           indexes[count] = found;

           count++;

       }

       return indexes;

   }

 

   private static int findTagNumber(String findTag, LinkedHashSet<String> allTagNamesOrdered) {

       int index = 0;

       for (String tag : allTagNamesOrdered) {

           if (findTag.equals(tag)) {

               return index;

           }

           index++;

       }

       throw new EPException("Failed to find tag '" + findTag + "' among known tags");

   }

 

 

   private static boolean isParentMatchUntil(EvalFactoryNode currentNode, Stack<EvalFactoryNode>

parentNodeStack) {

       if (parentNodeStack.isEmpty()) {

           return false;

       }

 

       for (EvalFactoryNode deepParent : parentNodeStack) {

           if (deepParent instanceof EvalMatchUntilFactoryNode) {

               EvalMatchUntilFactoryNode matchUntilFactoryNode = (EvalMatchUntilFactoryNode) deepParent;

               if (matchUntilFactoryNode.getChildNodes().get(0) == currentNode) {

                   return true;

               }

           }

       }

       return false;

   }

 

   private static List<ExprNode> validateExpressions(List<ExprNode> objectParameters, ExprValidationContext

validationContext)

           throws ExprValidationException

   {

       if (objectParameters == null)

       {

           return objectParameters;

       }

       List<ExprNode> validated = new ArrayList<ExprNode>();

       for (ExprNode node : objectParameters)

       {

           validated.add(ExprNodeUtility.getValidatedSubtree(node, validationContext));

       }
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       return validated;

   }

 

   private static StreamTypeService getStreamTypeService(String engineURI, String statementId,

EventAdapterService eventAdapterService, Map<String, Pair<EventType, String>> taggedEventTypes,

Map<String, Pair<EventType, String>> arrayEventTypes, Deque<Integer> subexpressionIdStack, String

objectType)

   {

       LinkedHashMap<String, Pair<EventType, String>> filterTypes = new LinkedHashMap<String,

Pair<EventType, String>>();

       filterTypes.putAll(taggedEventTypes);

 

       // handle array tags (match-until clause)

       if (arrayEventTypes != null)

       {

           String patternSubexEventType = getPatternSubexEventType(statementId, objectType,

subexpressionIdStack);

           EventType arrayTagCompositeEventType =

eventAdapterService.createSemiAnonymousMapType(patternSubexEventType, new HashMap(), arrayEventTypes,

false);

           for (Map.Entry<String, Pair<EventType, String>> entry : arrayEventTypes.entrySet())

           {

               String tag = entry.getKey();

               if (!filterTypes.containsKey(tag))

               {

                   Pair<EventType, String> pair = new Pair<EventType, String>(arrayTagCompositeEventType, tag);

                   filterTypes.put(tag, pair);

               }

           }

       }

 

       return new StreamTypeServiceImpl(filterTypes, engineURI, true, false);

   }

 

   private static String getPatternSubexEventType(String statementId, String objectType, Deque<Integer>

subexpressionIdStack) {

       StringWriter writer = new StringWriter();

       writer.append(statementId);

       writer.append("_");

       writer.append(objectType);

       for (Integer num : subexpressionIdStack) {

           writer.append("_");

           writer.append(Integer.toString(num));

       }

       return writer.toString();

   }

 

   private static EvalFactoryNode recursiveAddAuditNode(EvalFactoryNode parentNode, boolean auditPattern,
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boolean auditPatternInstance, EvalFactoryNode evalNode, Map<EvalFactoryNode, String> evalNodeExpressions,

EvalAuditInstanceCount instanceCount) {

       String expressionText = evalNodeExpressions.get(evalNode);

       boolean filterChildNonQuitting = parentNode != null && parentNode.isFilterChildNonQuitting();

       EvalAuditFactoryNode audit = new EvalAuditFactoryNode(auditPattern, auditPatternInstance, expressionText,

instanceCount, filterChildNonQuitting);

       audit.addChildNode(evalNode);

 

       List<EvalFactoryNode> newChildNodes = new ArrayList<EvalFactoryNode>();

       for (EvalFactoryNode child : evalNode.getChildNodes()) {

           newChildNodes.add(recursiveAddAuditNode(evalNode, auditPattern, auditPatternInstance, child,

evalNodeExpressions, instanceCount));

       }

 

       evalNode.getChildNodes().clear();

       evalNode.addChildNodes(newChildNodes);

 

       return audit;

   }

 

   private static MatchEventSpec analyzeMatchEvent(EvalFactoryNode relativeNode)

   {

       LinkedHashMap<String, Pair<EventType, String>> taggedEventTypes = new LinkedHashMap<String,

Pair<EventType, String>>();

       LinkedHashMap<String, Pair<EventType, String>> arrayEventTypes = new LinkedHashMap<String,

Pair<EventType, String>>();

 

       // Determine all the filter nodes used in the pattern

       EvalNodeAnalysisResult evalNodeAnalysisResult = EvalNodeUtil.recursiveAnalyzeChildNodes(relativeNode);

 

       // collect all filters underneath

       for (EvalFilterFactoryNode filterNode : evalNodeAnalysisResult.getFilterNodes())

       {

           String optionalTag = filterNode.getEventAsName();

           if (optionalTag != null)

           {

               taggedEventTypes.put(optionalTag, new Pair<EventType,

String>(filterNode.getFilterSpec().getFilterForEventType(),

filterNode.getFilterSpec().getFilterForEventTypeName()));

           }

       }

 

       // collect those filters under a repeat since they are arrays

       Set<String> arrayTags = new HashSet<String>();

       for (EvalMatchUntilFactoryNode matchUntilNode : evalNodeAnalysisResult.getRepeatNodes())

       {

           EvalNodeAnalysisResult matchUntilAnalysisResult =

EvalNodeUtil.recursiveAnalyzeChildNodes(matchUntilNode.getChildNodes().get(0));
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           for (EvalFilterFactoryNode filterNode : matchUntilAnalysisResult.getFilterNodes())

           {

               String optionalTag = filterNode.getEventAsName();

               if (optionalTag != null)

               {

                   arrayTags.add(optionalTag);

               }

           }

       }

 

       // for each array tag change collection

       for (String arrayTag : arrayTags)

       {

           if (taggedEventTypes.get(arrayTag) != null)

           {

               arrayEventTypes.put(arrayTag, taggedEventTypes.get(arrayTag));

               taggedEventTypes.remove(arrayTag);

           }

       }

 

       return new MatchEventSpec(taggedEventTypes, arrayEventTypes);

   }

 

   public static class FilterForFilterFactoryNodes implements EvalNodeUtilFactoryFilter {

       public static FilterForFilterFactoryNodes INSTANCE = new FilterForFilterFactoryNodes();

       public boolean consider(EvalFactoryNode node) {

           return node instanceof EvalFilterFactoryNode;

       }

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.variable;

 

import com.espertech.esper.collection.SingleEventIterator;

import com.espertech.esper.core.service.StatementResultService;

import com.espertech.esper.event.EventAdapterService;

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventType;

import com.espertech.esper.view.ViewSupport;

import org.apache.commons.logging.Log;

import org.apache.commons.logging.LogFactory;
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import java.util.HashMap;

import java.util.Iterator;

import java.util.Map;

 

/**

* View for handling create-variable syntax.

* <p>

* The view posts to listeners when a variable changes, if it has subviews.

* <p>

* The view returns the current variable value for the iterator.

* <p>

* The event type for such posted events is a single field Map with the variable value.

*/

public class CreateVariableView extends ViewSupport implements VariableChangeCallback

{

   private static final Log log = LogFactory.getLog(CreateVariableView.class);

   private final EventAdapterService eventAdapterService;

   private final VariableReader reader;

   private final EventType eventType;

   private final String variableName;

   private final StatementResultService statementResultService;

 

   /**

    * Ctor.

    * @param eventAdapterService for creating events

    * @param variableService for looking up variables

    * @param variableName is the name of the variable to create

    * @param statementResultService for coordinating on whether insert and remove stream events should be posted

    */

   public CreateVariableView(String statementId, EventAdapterService eventAdapterService, VariableService

variableService, String variableName, StatementResultService statementResultService)

   {

       this.eventAdapterService = eventAdapterService;

       this.variableName = variableName;

       this.statementResultService = statementResultService;

       reader = variableService.getReader(variableName);

 

       Map<String, Object> variableTypes = new HashMap<String, Object>();

       variableTypes.put(variableName, reader.getType());

       String outputEventTypeName = statementId + "_outcreatevar";

       eventType = eventAdapterService.createAnonymousMapType(outputEventTypeName, variableTypes);

   }

 

   public void update(Object newValue, Object oldValue)

   {

       if (statementResultService.isMakeNatural() || statementResultService.isMakeSynthetic())

       {
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           Map<String, Object> valuesOld = new HashMap<String, Object>();

           valuesOld.put(variableName, oldValue);

           EventBean eventOld = eventAdapterService.adapterForTypedMap(valuesOld, eventType);

 

           Map<String, Object> valuesNew = new HashMap<String, Object>();

           valuesNew.put(variableName, newValue);

           EventBean eventNew = eventAdapterService.adapterForTypedMap(valuesNew, eventType);

 

           this.updateChildren(new EventBean[] {eventNew}, new EventBean[] {eventOld});

       }

   }

 

   public void update(EventBean[] newData, EventBean[] oldData)

   {

       throw new UnsupportedOperationException("Update not supported");

   }

 

   public EventType getEventType()

   {

       return eventType;

   }

 

   public Iterator<EventBean> iterator()

   {

       Object value = reader.getValue();

       Map<String, Object> values = new HashMap<String, Object>();

       values.put(variableName, value);

       EventBean theEvent = eventAdapterService.adapterForTypedMap(values, eventType);

       return new SingleEventIterator(theEvent);

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.core;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventType;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluatorContext;

import com.espertech.esper.event.EventAdapterService;

 

/**

* Processor for select-clause expressions that handles wildcards. Computes results based on matching events.
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*/

public class SelectExprJoinWildcardProcessorObjectArray implements SelectExprProcessor

{

   private final String[] streamNames;

   private final EventType resultEventType;

   private final EventAdapterService eventAdapterService;

 

   public SelectExprJoinWildcardProcessorObjectArray(String[] streamNames, EventType resultEventType,

EventAdapterService eventAdapterService) {

       this.streamNames = streamNames;

       this.resultEventType = resultEventType;

       this.eventAdapterService = eventAdapterService;

   }

 

   public EventBean process(EventBean[] eventsPerStream, boolean isNewData, boolean isSynthesize,

ExprEvaluatorContext exprEvaluatorContext)

   {

       Object[] tuple = new Object[streamNames.length];

       System.arraycopy(eventsPerStream, 0, tuple, 0, streamNames.length);

       return eventAdapterService.adapterForTypedObjectArray(tuple, resultEventType);

   }

 

   public EventType getResultEventType()

   {

       return resultEventType;

   }

}

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.spec;

 

import java.io.Serializable;

import java.util.ArrayList;

import java.util.List;

 

public class GraphOperatorOutput implements Serializable {

   private static final long serialVersionUID = 6972206796605218643L;

   private final List<GraphOperatorOutputItem> items;
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   public GraphOperatorOutput() {

       this.items = new ArrayList<GraphOperatorOutputItem>();

   }

 

   public List<GraphOperatorOutputItem> getItems() {

       return items;

   }

}

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.datetime.eval;

 

import com.espertech.esper.epl.methodbase.DotMethodFP;

 

public enum DatetimeMethodEnum {

 

   // calendar ops

   WITHTIME("withTime", DatetimeMethodEnumStatics.calendarOpFactory,

DatetimeMethodEnumParams.WITHTIME),

   WITHDATE("withDate", DatetimeMethodEnumStatics.calendarOpFactory,

DatetimeMethodEnumParams.WITHDATE),

   PLUS("plus", DatetimeMethodEnumStatics.calendarOpFactory, DatetimeMethodEnumParams.PLUSMINUS),

   MINUS("minus", DatetimeMethodEnumStatics.calendarOpFactory,

DatetimeMethodEnumParams.PLUSMINUS),

   WITHMAX("withMax", DatetimeMethodEnumStatics.calendarOpFactory,

DatetimeMethodEnumParams.CALFIELD),

   WITHMIN("withMin", DatetimeMethodEnumStatics.calendarOpFactory,

DatetimeMethodEnumParams.CALFIELD),

   SET("set", DatetimeMethodEnumStatics.calendarOpFactory,

DatetimeMethodEnumParams.CALFIELD_PLUS_INT),

   ROUNDCEILING("roundCeiling", DatetimeMethodEnumStatics.calendarOpFactory,

DatetimeMethodEnumParams.CALFIELD),

   ROUNDFLOOR("roundFloor", DatetimeMethodEnumStatics.calendarOpFactory,

DatetimeMethodEnumParams.CALFIELD),

   ROUNDHALF("roundHalf", DatetimeMethodEnumStatics.calendarOpFactory,

DatetimeMethodEnumParams.CALFIELD),

 

   // reformat ops

   GET("get", DatetimeMethodEnumStatics.reformatOpFactory, DatetimeMethodEnumParams.CALFIELD),
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   FORMAT("format", DatetimeMethodEnumStatics.reformatOpFactory,

DatetimeMethodEnumParams.NOPARAM),

   TOCALENDAR("toCalendar", DatetimeMethodEnumStatics.reformatOpFactory,

DatetimeMethodEnumParams.NOPARAM),

   TODATE("toDate", DatetimeMethodEnumStatics.reformatOpFactory,

DatetimeMethodEnumParams.NOPARAM),

   TOMILLISEC("toMillisec", DatetimeMethodEnumStatics.reformatOpFactory,

DatetimeMethodEnumParams.NOPARAM),

   GETMINUTEOFHOUR("getMinuteOfHour", DatetimeMethodEnumStatics.reformatOpFactory,

DatetimeMethodEnumParams.NOPARAM),

   GETMONTHOFYEAR("getMonthOfYear", DatetimeMethodEnumStatics.reformatOpFactory,

DatetimeMethodEnumParams.NOPARAM),

   GETDAYOFMONTH("getDayOfMonth", DatetimeMethodEnumStatics.reformatOpFactory,

DatetimeMethodEnumParams.NOPARAM),

   GETDAYOFWEEK("getDayOfWeek", DatetimeMethodEnumStatics.reformatOpFactory,

DatetimeMethodEnumParams.NOPARAM),

   GETDAYOFYEAR("getDayOfYear", DatetimeMethodEnumStatics.reformatOpFactory,

DatetimeMethodEnumParams.NOPARAM),

   GETERA("getEra", DatetimeMethodEnumStatics.reformatOpFactory,

DatetimeMethodEnumParams.NOPARAM),

   GETHOUROFDAY("getHourOfDay", DatetimeMethodEnumStatics.reformatOpFactory,

DatetimeMethodEnumParams.NOPARAM),

   GETMILLISOFSECOND("getMillisOfSecond", DatetimeMethodEnumStatics.reformatOpFactory,

DatetimeMethodEnumParams.NOPARAM),

   GETSECONDOFMINUTE("getSecondOfMinute", DatetimeMethodEnumStatics.reformatOpFactory,

DatetimeMethodEnumParams.NOPARAM),

   GETWEEKYEAR("getWeekyear", DatetimeMethodEnumStatics.reformatOpFactory,

DatetimeMethodEnumParams.NOPARAM),

   GETYEAR("getYear", DatetimeMethodEnumStatics.reformatOpFactory,

DatetimeMethodEnumParams.NOPARAM),

   BETWEEN("between", DatetimeMethodEnumStatics.reformatOpFactory,

DatetimeMethodEnumParams.BETWEEN),

 

   // interval ops

   BEFORE("before", DatetimeMethodEnumStatics.intervalOpFactory,

DatetimeMethodEnumParams.INTERVAL_BEFORE_AFTER),

   AFTER("after", DatetimeMethodEnumStatics.intervalOpFactory,

DatetimeMethodEnumParams.INTERVAL_BEFORE_AFTER),

   COINCIDES("coincides", DatetimeMethodEnumStatics.intervalOpFactory,

DatetimeMethodEnumParams.INTERVAL_COINCIDES),

   DURING("during", DatetimeMethodEnumStatics.intervalOpFactory,

DatetimeMethodEnumParams.INTERVAL_DURING_INCLUDES),

   INCLUDES("includes", DatetimeMethodEnumStatics.intervalOpFactory,

DatetimeMethodEnumParams.INTERVAL_DURING_INCLUDES),

   FINISHES("finishes", DatetimeMethodEnumStatics.intervalOpFactory,

DatetimeMethodEnumParams.INTERVAL_FINISHES_FINISHEDBY),

   FINISHEDBY("finishedBy", DatetimeMethodEnumStatics.intervalOpFactory,

DatetimeMethodEnumParams.INTERVAL_FINISHES_FINISHEDBY),
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   MEETS("meets", DatetimeMethodEnumStatics.intervalOpFactory,

DatetimeMethodEnumParams.INTERVAL_MEETS_METBY),

   METBY("metBy", DatetimeMethodEnumStatics.intervalOpFactory,

DatetimeMethodEnumParams.INTERVAL_MEETS_METBY),

   OVERLAPS("overlaps", DatetimeMethodEnumStatics.intervalOpFactory,

DatetimeMethodEnumParams.INTERVAL_DURING_OVERLAPS_OVERLAPBY),

   OVERLAPPEDBY("overlappedBy", DatetimeMethodEnumStatics.intervalOpFactory,

DatetimeMethodEnumParams.INTERVAL_DURING_OVERLAPS_OVERLAPBY),

   STARTS("starts", DatetimeMethodEnumStatics.intervalOpFactory,

DatetimeMethodEnumParams.INTERVAL_STARTS_STARTEDBY),

   STARTEDBY("startedBy", DatetimeMethodEnumStatics.intervalOpFactory,

DatetimeMethodEnumParams.INTERVAL_STARTS_STARTEDBY),

   ;

 

   private final String nameCamel;

   private final OpFactory opFactory;

   private DotMethodFP[] footprints;

 

   private DatetimeMethodEnum(String nameCamel, OpFactory opFactory, DotMethodFP[] footprints) {

       this.nameCamel = nameCamel;

       this.opFactory = opFactory;

       this.footprints = footprints;

   }

 

   public OpFactory getOpFactory() {

       return opFactory;

   }

 

   public String getNameCamel() {

       return nameCamel;

   }

 

   public static boolean isDateTimeMethod(String name) {

       for (DatetimeMethodEnum e : DatetimeMethodEnum.values()) {

           if (e.getNameCamel().toLowerCase().equals(name.toLowerCase())) {

               return true;

           }

       }

       return false;

   }

 

   public static DatetimeMethodEnum fromName(String name) {

       for (DatetimeMethodEnum e : DatetimeMethodEnum.values()) {

           if (e.getNameCamel().toLowerCase().equals(name.toLowerCase())) {

               return e;

           }

       }

       return null;
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   }

 

   public DotMethodFP[] getFootprints() {

       return footprints;

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.variable;

 

/**

* A wrapper for a thread-local to hold the current version for variables visible for a thread, as well

* as uncommitted values of variables for a thread.

*/

public class VariableVersionThreadLocal

{

   private ThreadLocal<VariableVersionThreadEntry> perThreadVersion;

 

   /**

    * Ctor.

    */

   public VariableVersionThreadLocal()

   {

       perThreadVersion = new ThreadLocal<VariableVersionThreadEntry>()

       {

           protected synchronized VariableVersionThreadEntry initialValue()

           {

               return new VariableVersionThreadEntry(0, null);

           }

       };

   }

 

   /**

    * Returns the version and uncommitted values for the current thread.

    * @return entry for current thread

    */

   public VariableVersionThreadEntry getCurrentThread()

   {

       VariableVersionThreadEntry entry = perThreadVersion.get();

       if (entry == null)

       {

           entry = new VariableVersionThreadEntry(0, null);
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           perThreadVersion.set(entry);

       }

       return entry;       

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.agg.aggregator;

 

/**

* Counts all datapoints including null values.

*/

public class AggregatorCountFilter implements AggregationMethod

{

   protected long numDataPoints;

 

   public void clear()

   {

       numDataPoints = 0;

   }

 

   public void enter(Object object)

   {

       if (checkPass(object)) {

           numDataPoints++;

       }

   }

 

   public void leave(Object object)

   {

       if (checkPass(object)) {

           numDataPoints--;

       }

   }

 

   public Object getValue()

   {

       return numDataPoints;

   }

 

   public Class getValueType()

   {
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       return Long.class;

   }

 

   private boolean checkPass(Object object) {

       Boolean first = (Boolean) object;

       if (first != null) {

           return first;

       }

       return false;

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.join.plan;

 

import com.espertech.esper.collection.MultiKeyUntyped;

 

import java.util.*;

 

/**

* Property lists stored as a value for each stream-to-stream relationship, for use by {@link

com.espertech.esper.epl.join.plan.QueryGraph}.

*/

public class QueryGraphRangeUtil

{

   private static final Map<MultiKeyUntyped, QueryGraphRangeConsolidateDesc> opsTable = new

HashMap<MultiKeyUntyped, QueryGraphRangeConsolidateDesc>();

   static {

       add(QueryGraphRangeEnum.LESS_OR_EQUAL, QueryGraphRangeEnum.GREATER_OR_EQUAL,

QueryGraphRangeEnum.RANGE_CLOSED);

       add(QueryGraphRangeEnum.LESS, QueryGraphRangeEnum.GREATER,

QueryGraphRangeEnum.RANGE_OPEN);

       add(QueryGraphRangeEnum.LESS_OR_EQUAL, QueryGraphRangeEnum.GREATER,

QueryGraphRangeEnum.RANGE_HALF_CLOSED);

       add(QueryGraphRangeEnum.LESS, QueryGraphRangeEnum.GREATER_OR_EQUAL,

QueryGraphRangeEnum.RANGE_HALF_OPEN);

   }

 

   private static void add(QueryGraphRangeEnum opOne, QueryGraphRangeEnum opTwo, QueryGraphRangeEnum

range) {

       MultiKeyUntyped keyOne = getKey(opOne, opTwo);

       opsTable.put(keyOne, new QueryGraphRangeConsolidateDesc(range, false));
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       MultiKeyUntyped keyRev = getKey(opTwo, opOne);

       opsTable.put(keyRev, new QueryGraphRangeConsolidateDesc(range, true));

   }

 

   private static MultiKeyUntyped getKey(QueryGraphRangeEnum op1, QueryGraphRangeEnum op2) {

       return new MultiKeyUntyped(new Object[] {op1, op2});

   }

 

   public static QueryGraphRangeConsolidateDesc getCanConsolidate(QueryGraphRangeEnum op1,

QueryGraphRangeEnum op2) {

       return opsTable.get(getKey(op1, op2));

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.lookup;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluator;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluatorContext;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.join.table.PropertyIndexedEventTableSingle;

import com.espertech.esper.event.EventBeanUtility;

 

/**

* Index lookup strategy that coerces the key values before performing a lookup.

*/

public class SubordIndexedTableLookupStrategySingleCoercingNW extends

SubordIndexedTableLookupStrategySingleExprNW

{

   private Class coercionType;

 

   public SubordIndexedTableLookupStrategySingleCoercingNW(ExprEvaluator evaluator,

PropertyIndexedEventTableSingle index, Class coercionType) {

       super(evaluator, index);

       this.coercionType = coercionType;

   }

 

   @Override

   protected Object getKey(EventBean[] eventsPerStream, ExprEvaluatorContext context) {

       Object key = super.getKey(eventsPerStream, context);

       return EventBeanUtility.coerce(key, coercionType);

   }
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}

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.join.exec.composite;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluator;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluatorContext;

 

public abstract class CompositeAccessStrategyRangeBase {

   protected final ExprEvaluator start;

   protected final boolean includeStart;

 

   protected final ExprEvaluator end;

   protected final boolean includeEnd;

 

   private final EventBean[] events;

   private final int lookupStream;

 

   protected final Class coercionType;

   private final boolean isNWOnTrigger;

 

   protected CompositeAccessStrategyRangeBase(boolean isNWOnTrigger, int lookupStream, int numStreams,

ExprEvaluator start, boolean includeStart, ExprEvaluator end, boolean includeEnd, Class coercionType) {

       this.start = start;

       this.includeStart = includeStart;

       this.end = end;

       this.includeEnd = includeEnd;

       this.coercionType = coercionType;

       this.isNWOnTrigger = isNWOnTrigger;

 

       if (lookupStream != -1) {

           events = new EventBean[lookupStream + 1];

       }

       else {

           events = new EventBean[numStreams + 1];

       }

       this.lookupStream = lookupStream;

   }
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   public Object evaluateLookupStart(EventBean theEvent, ExprEvaluatorContext context) {

       events[lookupStream] = theEvent;

       return start.evaluate(events, true, context);

   }

 

   public Object evaluateLookupEnd(EventBean theEvent, ExprEvaluatorContext context) {

       events[lookupStream] = theEvent;

       return end.evaluate(events, true, context);

   }

 

   public Object evaluatePerStreamStart(EventBean[] eventPerStream, ExprEvaluatorContext context) {

       if (isNWOnTrigger) {

           return start.evaluate(eventPerStream, true, context);

       }

       else {

           System.arraycopy(eventPerStream, 0, events, 1, eventPerStream.length);

           return start.evaluate(events, true, context);

       }

   }

 

   public Object evaluatePerStreamEnd(EventBean[] eventPerStream, ExprEvaluatorContext context) {

       if (isNWOnTrigger) {

           return end.evaluate(eventPerStream, true, context);

       }

       else {

           System.arraycopy(eventPerStream, 0, events, 1, eventPerStream.length);

           return end.evaluate(events, true, context);

       }

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.core;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluatorContext;

 

/**

* Sorter and row limiter in one: sorts using a sorter and row limits

*/

public class OrderByProcessorOrderedLimit implements OrderByProcessor
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{

   private final OrderByProcessorImpl orderByProcessor;

   private final OrderByProcessorRowLimit orderByProcessorRowLimit;

 

   /**

    * Ctor.

    * @param orderByProcessor the sorter

    * @param orderByProcessorRowLimit the row limiter

    */

   public OrderByProcessorOrderedLimit(OrderByProcessorImpl orderByProcessor, OrderByProcessorRowLimit

orderByProcessorRowLimit)

   {

       this.orderByProcessor = orderByProcessor;

       this.orderByProcessorRowLimit = orderByProcessorRowLimit;

   }

 

   public EventBean[] sort(EventBean[] outgoingEvents, EventBean[][] generatingEvents, boolean isNewData,

ExprEvaluatorContext exprEvaluatorContext)

   {

       EventBean[] sorted = orderByProcessor.sort(outgoingEvents, generatingEvents, isNewData,

exprEvaluatorContext);

       return orderByProcessorRowLimit.applyLimit(sorted);

   }

 

   public EventBean[] sort(EventBean[] outgoingEvents, EventBean[][] generatingEvents, Object[] groupByKeys,

boolean isNewData, ExprEvaluatorContext exprEvaluatorContext)

   {

       EventBean[] sorted = orderByProcessor.sort(outgoingEvents, generatingEvents, groupByKeys, isNewData,

exprEvaluatorContext);

       return orderByProcessorRowLimit.applyLimit(sorted);

   }

 

   public Object getSortKey(EventBean[] eventsPerStream, boolean isNewData, ExprEvaluatorContext

exprEvaluatorContext)

   {

       return orderByProcessor.getSortKey(eventsPerStream, isNewData, exprEvaluatorContext);

   }

 

   public Object[] getSortKeyPerRow(EventBean[] generatingEvents, boolean isNewData, ExprEvaluatorContext

exprEvaluatorContext)

   {

       return orderByProcessor.getSortKeyPerRow(generatingEvents, isNewData, exprEvaluatorContext);

   }

 

   public EventBean[] sort(EventBean[] outgoingEvents, Object[] orderKeys, ExprEvaluatorContext

exprEvaluatorContext)

   {

       EventBean[] sorted = orderByProcessor.sort(outgoingEvents, orderKeys, exprEvaluatorContext);
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       return orderByProcessorRowLimit.applyLimit(sorted);

   }

}

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.enummethod.dot;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.util.ExpressionReturnType;

import org.apache.commons.logging.Log;

import org.apache.commons.logging.LogFactory;

 

import java.util.*;

 

public class ExprDotStaticMethodWrapIterableScalar implements ExprDotStaticMethodWrap {

 

   private static final Log log = LogFactory.getLog(ExprDotStaticMethodWrapArrayScalar.class);

 

   private final String methodName;

   private final Class componentType;

 

   public ExprDotStaticMethodWrapIterableScalar(String methodName, Class componentType) {

       this.methodName = methodName;

       this.componentType = componentType;

   }

 

   public ExpressionReturnType getTypeInfo() {

       return ExpressionReturnType.collectionOfSingleValue(componentType);

   }

 

   public Collection convert(Object result) {

       if (result == null) {

           return null;

       }

       if (!(result instanceof Iterable)) {

           log.warn("Expected iterable-type input from method '" + methodName + "' but received " + result.getClass());

           return null;

       }

       ArrayList items = new ArrayList();

       Iterator iterator = ((Iterable) result).iterator();
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       for (;iterator.hasNext();)

       {

           items.add(iterator.next());

       }

       return items;

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.lookup;

 

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluator;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprNodeUtility;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.join.table.EventTable;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.join.table.PropertyIndexedEventTable;

 

import java.util.List;

 

/**

* Index lookup strategy for subqueries.

*/

public class SubordIndexedTableLookupStrategyExprFactory implements SubordTableLookupStrategyFactory

{

   protected final ExprEvaluator[] evaluators;

   protected final boolean isNWOnTrigger;

   protected final int numStreamsOuter;

 

   public SubordIndexedTableLookupStrategyExprFactory(boolean isNWOnTrigger, int numStreamsOuter,

List<SubordPropHashKey> hashKeys)

   {

       evaluators = new ExprEvaluator[hashKeys.size()];

       for (int i = 0; i < hashKeys.size(); i++) {

           evaluators[i] = hashKeys.get(i).getHashKey().getKeyExpr().getExprEvaluator();

       }

       this.isNWOnTrigger = isNWOnTrigger;

       this.numStreamsOuter = numStreamsOuter;

   }

 

   public SubordTableLookupStrategy makeStrategy(EventTable eventTable) {

       if (isNWOnTrigger) {

           return new SubordIndexedTableLookupStrategyExprNW(evaluators, (PropertyIndexedEventTable)

eventTable);
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       }

       else {

           return new SubordIndexedTableLookupStrategyExpr(numStreamsOuter, evaluators,

(PropertyIndexedEventTable) eventTable);

       }

   }

 

   public String toQueryPlan() {

       return this.getClass().getSimpleName() + " evaluators " + ExprNodeUtility.printEvaluators(evaluators);

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.join.base;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluator;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluatorContext;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.join.plan.QueryGraphValueEntryHashKeyed;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.join.table.EventTable;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.join.table.PropertyIndexedEventTableSingle;

 

import java.util.Iterator;

import java.util.Set;

 

/**

* Index lookup strategy into a poll-based cache result.

*/

public class HistoricalIndexLookupStrategyIndexSingle implements HistoricalIndexLookupStrategy

{

   private final EventBean[] eventsPerStream;

   private final ExprEvaluator evaluator;

   private final int lookupStream;

 

   /**

    * Ctor.

    */

   public HistoricalIndexLookupStrategyIndexSingle(int lookupStream, QueryGraphValueEntryHashKeyed

hashKey)

   {

       this.eventsPerStream = new EventBean[lookupStream + 1];

       this.evaluator = hashKey.getKeyExpr().getExprEvaluator();
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       this.lookupStream = lookupStream;

   }

 

   public Iterator<EventBean> lookup(EventBean lookupEvent, EventTable indexTable, ExprEvaluatorContext

exprEvaluatorContext)

   {

       // The table may not be indexed as the cache may not actively cache, in which case indexing doesn't makes

sense

       if (indexTable instanceof PropertyIndexedEventTableSingle)

       {

           PropertyIndexedEventTableSingle index = (PropertyIndexedEventTableSingle) indexTable;

           eventsPerStream[lookupStream] = lookupEvent;

           Object key = evaluator.evaluate(eventsPerStream, true, exprEvaluatorContext);

 

           Set<EventBean> events = index.lookup(key);

           if (events != null)

           {

               return events.iterator();

           }

           return null;

       }

 

       return indexTable.iterator();

   }

 

   public String toQueryPlan() {

       return this.getClass().getSimpleName() + " evaluator " + evaluator.getClass().getSimpleName();

   }

}

<!--

 ~ **************************************************************************************

 ~ * Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

 ~ * http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

 ~ * http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

 ~ * ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

 ~ * The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

 ~ * a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

 ~ **************************************************************************************

 -->

 

<html>

<head></head>

<body>

<p>

	Aggregation services.

</p>

</body>

</html>
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/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.parse;

 

import org.antlr.runtime.CommonTokenStream;

import org.antlr.runtime.tree.Tree;

 

import java.util.List;

 

/**

* Result of a parse action.

*/

public class ParseResult

{

   private Tree tree;

   private String expressionWithoutAnnotations;

   private CommonTokenStream tokenStream;

   private List<String> scripts;

 

   /**

    * Ctor.

    * @param tree parse tree

    * @param expressionWithoutAnnotations expression text no annotations, or null if same

    */

   public ParseResult(Tree tree, String expressionWithoutAnnotations, CommonTokenStream tokenStream,

List<String> scripts)

   {

       this.tree = tree;

       this.expressionWithoutAnnotations = expressionWithoutAnnotations;

       this.tokenStream = tokenStream;

       this.scripts = scripts;

   }

 

   /**

    * AST.

    * @return ast

    */

   public Tree getTree()

   {
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       return tree;

   }

 

   /**

    * Returns the expression text no annotations.

    * @return expression text no annotations.

    */

   public String getExpressionWithoutAnnotations()

   {

       return expressionWithoutAnnotations;

   }

 

   public CommonTokenStream getTokenStream() {

       return tokenStream;

   }

 

   public List<String> getScripts() {

       return scripts;

   }

}

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.enummethod.eval;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluatorContext;

 

import java.util.Collection;

 

public class EnumEvalAverageScalar extends EnumEvalBase implements EnumEval {

 

   public EnumEvalAverageScalar(int streamCountIncoming) {

       super(streamCountIncoming);

   }

 

   public Object evaluateEnumMethod(EventBean[] eventsLambda, Collection target, boolean isNewData,

ExprEvaluatorContext context) {

       double sum = 0d;

       int count = 0;
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       for (Object next : target) {

 

           Number num = (Number) next;

           if (num == null) {

               continue;

           }

           count++;

           sum += num.doubleValue();

       }

 

       if (count == 0) {

           return null;

       }

       return sum / count;

   }

}

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.enummethod.eval;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventType;

import com.espertech.esper.client.util.ExpressionReturnType;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.core.MethodResolutionService;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.core.StreamTypeService;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.enummethod.dot.*;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprDotNodeUtility;

import com.espertech.esper.event.EventAdapterService;

import com.espertech.esper.event.arr.ObjectArrayEventType;

 

import java.util.List;

 

public class ExprDotEvalFirstLastOf extends ExprDotEvalEnumMethodBase {

 

   public EventType[] getAddStreamTypes(String enumMethodUsedName, List<String> goesToNames, EventType

inputEventType, Class collectionComponentType, List<ExprDotEvalParam> bodiesAndParameters) {

       return ExprDotNodeUtility.getSingleLambdaParamEventType(enumMethodUsedName, goesToNames,

inputEventType, collectionComponentType);

   }
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   public EnumEval getEnumEval(MethodResolutionService methodResolutionService, EventAdapterService

eventAdapterService, StreamTypeService streamTypeService, String statementId, String enumMethodUsedName,

List<ExprDotEvalParam> bodiesAndParameters, EventType inputEventType, Class collectionComponentType, int

numStreamsIncoming) {

 

       if (bodiesAndParameters.isEmpty()) {

           if (inputEventType != null) {

               super.setTypeInfo(ExpressionReturnType.singleEvent(inputEventType));

           }

           else {

               super.setTypeInfo(ExpressionReturnType.singleValue(collectionComponentType));

           }

           if (this.getEnumMethodEnum() == EnumMethodEnum.FIRST) {

               return new EnumEvalFirstOfNoPredicate(numStreamsIncoming);

           }

           else {

               return new EnumEvalLastOfNoPredicate(numStreamsIncoming);

           }

       }

 

       ExprDotEvalParamLambda first = (ExprDotEvalParamLambda) bodiesAndParameters.get(0);

       if (inputEventType != null) {

           super.setTypeInfo(ExpressionReturnType.singleEvent(inputEventType));

           if (this.getEnumMethodEnum() == EnumMethodEnum.FIRST) {

               return new EnumEvalFirstOfPredicateEvents(first.getBodyEvaluator(), first.getStreamCountIncoming());

           }

           else {

               return new EnumEvalLastOfPredicateEvents(first.getBodyEvaluator(), first.getStreamCountIncoming());

           }

       }

       super.setTypeInfo(ExpressionReturnType.singleValue(collectionComponentType));

       if (this.getEnumMethodEnum() == EnumMethodEnum.FIRST) {

           return new EnumEvalFirstOfPredicateScalar(first.getBodyEvaluator(), first.getStreamCountIncoming(),

(ObjectArrayEventType) first.getGoesToTypes()[0]);

       }

       else {

           return new EnumEvalLastOfPredicateScalar(first.getBodyEvaluator(), first.getStreamCountIncoming(),

(ObjectArrayEventType) first.getGoesToTypes()[0]);

       }

 

   }

}

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *
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*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.datetime.calop;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluator;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluatorContext;

 

import java.util.Calendar;

 

public class CalendarOpWithDate implements CalendarOp {

 

   private ExprEvaluator year;

   private ExprEvaluator month;

   private ExprEvaluator day;

 

   public CalendarOpWithDate(ExprEvaluator year, ExprEvaluator month, ExprEvaluator day) {

       this.year = year;

       this.month = month;

       this.day = day;

   }

 

   public void evaluate(Calendar cal, EventBean[] eventsPerStream, boolean isNewData, ExprEvaluatorContext

context) {

       Integer yearNum = getInt(year, eventsPerStream, isNewData, context);

       Integer monthNum = getInt(month, eventsPerStream, isNewData, context);

       Integer dayNum = getInt(day, eventsPerStream, isNewData, context);

       action(cal, yearNum, monthNum, dayNum);

   }

 

   protected static Integer getInt(ExprEvaluator expr, EventBean[] eventsPerStream, boolean isNewData,

ExprEvaluatorContext context) {

       Object result = expr.evaluate(eventsPerStream, isNewData, context);

       if (result == null) {

           return null;

       }

       return (Integer) result;

   }

 

   private static void action(Calendar cal, Integer year, Integer month, Integer day) {

       if (year != null) {

           cal.set(Calendar.YEAR, year);

       }

       if (month != null) {
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           cal.set(Calendar.MONTH, month);

       }

       if (day != null) {

           cal.set(Calendar.DATE, day);

       }

   }

}

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.join.hint;

 

public class IndexHintInstructionBust implements IndexHintInstruction {

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.join.pollindex;

 

import com.espertech.esper.epl.join.table.EventTable;

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

 

import java.util.List;

 

/**

* A strategy for converting a poll-result into a potentially indexed table.

* <p>

* Some implementations may decide to not index the poll result and simply hold a reference to the result.

* Other implementations may use predetermined index properties to index the poll result for faster lookup.

*/

public interface PollResultIndexingStrategy

{

   /**

    * Build and index of a poll result.

    * @param pollResult result of a poll operation
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    * @param isActiveCache true to indicate that caching is active and therefore index building makes sense as

    *   the index structure is not a throw-away.

    * @return indexed collection of poll results

    */

   public EventTable index(List<EventBean> pollResult, boolean isActiveCache);

 

   public String toQueryPlan();

}

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.enummethod.eval;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluator;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluatorContext;

 

import java.util.Collection;

 

public class EnumEvalMinMaxByEvents extends EnumEvalBase implements EnumEval {

 

   private final boolean max;

 

   public EnumEvalMinMaxByEvents(ExprEvaluator innerExpression, int streamCountIncoming, boolean max) {

       super(innerExpression, streamCountIncoming);

       this.max = max;

   }

 

   public Object evaluateEnumMethod(EventBean[] eventsLambda, Collection target, boolean isNewData,

ExprEvaluatorContext context) {

       Comparable minKey = null;

       EventBean result = null;

 

       Collection<EventBean> beans = (Collection<EventBean>) target;

       for (EventBean next : beans) {

           eventsLambda[streamNumLambda] = next;

 

           Object comparable = innerExpression.evaluate(eventsLambda, isNewData, context);

           if (comparable == null) {

               continue;
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           }

 

           if (minKey == null) {

               minKey = (Comparable) comparable;

               result = next;

           }

           else {

               if (max) {

                   if (minKey.compareTo(comparable) < 0) {

                       minKey = (Comparable) comparable;

                       result = next;

                   }

               }

               else {

                   if (minKey.compareTo(comparable) > 0) {

                       minKey = (Comparable) comparable;

                       result = next;

                   }

               }

           }

       }

 

       return result;  // unpack of EventBean to underlying performed at another stage

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.db;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.ConfigurationCacheReferenceType;

import com.espertech.esper.collection.MultiKeyUntyped;

import com.espertech.esper.collection.apachecommons.ReferenceMap;

import com.espertech.esper.core.context.util.EPStatementAgentInstanceHandle;

import com.espertech.esper.core.service.EPStatementHandleCallback;

import com.espertech.esper.core.service.ExtensionServicesContext;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.join.table.EventTable;

import com.espertech.esper.schedule.ScheduleHandleCallback;

import com.espertech.esper.schedule.ScheduleSlot;

import com.espertech.esper.schedule.SchedulingService;

 

import java.util.HashMap;

import java.util.Iterator;
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import java.util.Map;

import java.util.WeakHashMap;

 

public class DataCacheUtil

{

   public static Object getLookupKey(Object[] lookupKeys)

   {

       Object key;

       if (lookupKeys.length == 0) {

           key = Object.class;

       }

       else if (lookupKeys.length > 1) {

           key = new MultiKeyUntyped(lookupKeys);

       }

       else {

           key = lookupKeys[0];

       }

       return key;

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.lookup;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluator;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluatorContext;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.join.table.PropertyIndexedEventTable;

import com.espertech.esper.util.JavaClassHelper;

 

/**

* Index lookup strategy that coerces the key values before performing a lookup.

*/

public class SubordIndexedTableLookupStrategyCoercingNW extends

SubordIndexedTableLookupStrategyExprNW

{

   private Class[] coercionTypes;

 

   public SubordIndexedTableLookupStrategyCoercingNW(ExprEvaluator[] evaluators, PropertyIndexedEventTable

index, Class[] coercionTypes) {

       super(evaluators, index);

       this.coercionTypes = coercionTypes;
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   }

 

   protected Object[] getKeys(EventBean[] eventsPerStream, ExprEvaluatorContext context) {

       Object[] keys = super.getKeys(eventsPerStream, context);

       for (int i = 0; i < keys.length; i++)

       {

           Object value = keys[i];

 

           Class coercionType = coercionTypes[i];

           if ((value != null) && (!value.getClass().equals(coercionType)))

           {

               if (value instanceof Number)

               {

                   value = JavaClassHelper.coerceBoxed((Number) value, coercionTypes[i]);

               }

               keys[i] = value;

           }

       }

       return keys;

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.db;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.ConfigurationDBRef;

 

import javax.naming.InitialContext;

import javax.naming.NamingException;

import javax.sql.DataSource;

import java.sql.Connection;

import java.sql.SQLException;

import java.util.Properties;

 

/**

* Database connection factory using {@link InitialContext} and {@link DataSource} to obtain connections.

*/

public class DatabaseDSConnFactory implements DatabaseConnectionFactory

{

   private final ConfigurationDBRef.DataSourceConnection dsConfig;

   private final ConfigurationDBRef.ConnectionSettings connectionSettings;
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   private DataSource dataSource;

 

   /**

    * Ctor.

    * @param dsConfig is the datasource object name and initial context properties.

    * @param connectionSettings are the connection-level settings

    */

   public DatabaseDSConnFactory(ConfigurationDBRef.DataSourceConnection dsConfig,

                                ConfigurationDBRef.ConnectionSettings connectionSettings)

   {

       this.dsConfig = dsConfig;

       this.connectionSettings = connectionSettings;

   }

 

   public Connection getConnection() throws DatabaseConfigException

   {

       if (dataSource == null)

       {

           Properties envProps = dsConfig.getEnvProperties();

           if (envProps == null)

           {

               envProps = new Properties();

           }

 

           InitialContext ctx;

           try

           {

               if (!envProps.isEmpty())

               {

                   ctx = new InitialContext(envProps);

               }

               else

               {

                   ctx = new InitialContext();

               }

           }

           catch (NamingException ex)

           {

               throw new DatabaseConfigException("Error instantiating initial context", ex);

           }

 

           DataSource ds;

           String lookupName = dsConfig.getContextLookupName();

           try

           {

               ds = (DataSource)ctx.lookup(lookupName);

           }

           catch (NamingException ex)
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           {

               throw new DatabaseConfigException("Error looking up data source in context using name '" +

lookupName + '\'', ex);

           }

 

           if (ds == null)

           {

               throw new DatabaseConfigException("Null data source obtained through context using name '" +

lookupName + '\'');

           }

 

           dataSource = ds;

       }

 

       Connection connection;

       try

       {

           connection = dataSource.getConnection();

       }

       catch (SQLException ex)

       {

           String detail = "SQLException: " + ex.getMessage() +

                   " SQLState: " + ex.getSQLState() +

                   " VendorError: " + ex.getErrorCode();

 

           throw new DatabaseConfigException("Error obtaining database connection using datasource " +

                   "with detail " + detail

                   , ex);

       }

 

       DatabaseDMConnFactory.setConnectionOptions(connection, connectionSettings);

 

       return connection;

   }

}

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.datetime.reformatop;
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import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventType;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.datetime.eval.DatetimeMethodEnum;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.datetime.eval.ExprDotNodeFilterAnalyzerDesc;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprDotNodeFilterAnalyzerInput;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluatorContext;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprNode;

 

import java.util.Calendar;

import java.util.Date;

import java.util.List;

 

public class ReformatOpToCalendar implements ReformatOp {

 

   public Object evaluate(Long ts, EventBean[] eventsPerStream, boolean newData, ExprEvaluatorContext

exprEvaluatorContext) {

       Calendar cal = Calendar.getInstance();

       cal.setTimeInMillis(ts);

       return cal;

   }

 

   public Object evaluate(Date d, EventBean[] eventsPerStream, boolean newData, ExprEvaluatorContext

exprEvaluatorContext) {

       Calendar cal = Calendar.getInstance();

       cal.setTimeInMillis(d.getTime());

       return cal;

   }

 

   public Object evaluate(Calendar cal, EventBean[] eventsPerStream, boolean newData, ExprEvaluatorContext

exprEvaluatorContext) {

       return cal;

   }

 

   public Class getReturnType() {

       return Calendar.class;

   }

 

   public ExprDotNodeFilterAnalyzerDesc getFilterDesc(EventType[] typesPerStream, DatetimeMethodEnum

currentMethod, List<ExprNode> currentParameters, ExprDotNodeFilterAnalyzerInput inputDesc) {

       return null;

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *
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* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.named;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluator;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluatorContext;

 

import java.util.Iterator;

import java.util.NoSuchElementException;

 

/**

* An iterator that filters events suppied by another iterator,

* using a list of one or more filter expressions as filter.

*/

public class FilteredEventIterator implements Iterator<EventBean>

{

   private final Iterator<EventBean> parent;

   private final ExprEvaluator[] filterList;

   private final EventBean[] eventPerStream = new EventBean[1];

   private final ExprEvaluatorContext exprEvaluatorContext;

   private EventBean next;

 

   /**

    * Ctor.

    * @param filters is a list of expression nodes for filtering

    * @param parent is the iterator supplying the events to apply the filter on

    * @param exprEvaluatorContext context for expression evalauation

    */

   public FilteredEventIterator(ExprEvaluator[] filters, Iterator<EventBean> parent, ExprEvaluatorContext

exprEvaluatorContext)

   {

       this.parent = parent;

       this.filterList = filters;

       this.exprEvaluatorContext = exprEvaluatorContext;

       getNext();

   }

 

   public boolean hasNext()

   {

       return next != null;

   }

 

   public EventBean next()

   {

       if (next == null)

       {

           throw new NoSuchElementException();
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       }

 

       EventBean result = next;

       getNext();

       return result;

   }

 

   public void remove()

   {

       throw new UnsupportedOperationException();

   }

 

   private void getNext()

   {

       if ((filterList == null) || (filterList.length == 0))

       {

           if (parent.hasNext())

           {

               next = parent.next();

           }

           else

           {

               next = null;

           }

           return;

       }

 

       while(parent.hasNext())

       {

           next = parent.next();

 

           eventPerStream[0] = next;

           boolean pass = true;

           for (ExprEvaluator filter : filterList)

           {

               Boolean result = (Boolean) filter.evaluate(eventPerStream, true, exprEvaluatorContext);

               if (result == null || !result)

               {

                   pass = false;

                   break;

               }

           }

 

           if (pass)

           {

               return;

           }

       }
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       next = null;

   }

}

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.join.exec.composite;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluator;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluatorContext;

 

public abstract class CompositeAccessStrategyRelOpBase {

   protected ExprEvaluator key;

   protected Class coercionType;

 

   private final EventBean[] events;

   private final int lookupStream;

   private final boolean isNWOnTrigger;

 

   protected CompositeAccessStrategyRelOpBase(boolean isNWOnTrigger, int lookupStream, int numStreams,

ExprEvaluator key, Class coercionType) {

       this.key = key;

       this.coercionType = coercionType;

 

       if (lookupStream != -1) {

           events = new EventBean[lookupStream + 1];

       }

       else {

           events = new EventBean[numStreams + 1];

       }

       this.lookupStream = lookupStream;

       this.isNWOnTrigger = isNWOnTrigger;

   }

 

   public Object evaluateLookup(EventBean theEvent, ExprEvaluatorContext context) {

       events[lookupStream] = theEvent;

       return key.evaluate(events, true, context);

   }
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   public Object evaluatePerStream(EventBean[] eventPerStream, ExprEvaluatorContext context) {

       if (isNWOnTrigger) {

           return key.evaluate(eventPerStream, true, context);

       }

       else {

           System.arraycopy(eventPerStream, 0, events, 1, eventPerStream.length);

           return key.evaluate(events, true, context);

       }

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.variable;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventType;

import org.apache.commons.logging.Log;

import org.apache.commons.logging.LogFactory;

 

/**

* Reads and writes variable values.

* <p>

* Works closely with {@link VariableService} in determining the version to read. 

*/

public class VariableReader

{

   private static final Log log = LogFactory.getLog(VariableReader.class);

   private final String variableName;

   private final int variableNumber;

   private final VariableVersionThreadLocal versionThreadLocal;

   private volatile VersionedValueList<Object> versionsHigh;

   private volatile VersionedValueList<Object> versionsLow;

   private final Class type;

   private final EventType eventType;

   private final boolean constant;

 

   /**

    * Ctor.

    * @param versionThreadLocal service for returning the threads current version of variable

    * @param type is the type of the variable returned

    * @param eventType if variable is an event then the type otherwise null

    * @param variableName variable name
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    * @param variableNumber number of the variable

    * @param versions a list of versioned-values to ask for the version

    */

   public VariableReader(VariableVersionThreadLocal versionThreadLocal, Class type, EventType eventType,

String variableName, int variableNumber, VersionedValueList<Object> versions, boolean constant)

   {

       this.variableName = variableName;

       this.variableNumber = variableNumber;

       this.versionThreadLocal = versionThreadLocal;

       this.type = type;

       this.eventType = eventType;

       this.versionsLow = versions;

       this.versionsHigh = null;

       this.constant = constant;

   }

 

   /**

    * Returns the variable name.

    * @return variable name

    */

   public String getVariableName()

   {

       return variableName;

   }

 

   /**

    * Returns the variable number.

    * @return variable index number

    */

   public int getVariableNumber()

   {

       return variableNumber;

   }

 

   /**

    * Returns the type of the variable.

    * @return type

    */

   public Class getType()

   {

       return type;

   }

 

   /**

    * For roll-over (overflow) in version numbers, sets a new collection of versioned-values for the variable

    * to use when requests over the version rollover boundary are made.

    * @param versionsHigh the list of versions for roll-over

    */
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   public void setVersionsHigh(VersionedValueList<Object> versionsHigh)

   {

       this.versionsHigh = versionsHigh;

   }

 

   /**

    * Sets a new list of versioned-values to inquire against, for use when version numbers roll-over.

    * @param versionsLow the list of versions for read

    */

   public void setVersionsLow(VersionedValueList<Object> versionsLow)

   {

       this.versionsLow = versionsLow;

   }

 

   /**

    * Returns the event type if the variable hold event(s).

    * @return type

    */

   public EventType getEventType() {

       return eventType;

   }

 

   /**

    * Returns the value of a variable.

    * <p>

    * Considers the version set via thread-local for the thread's atomic read of variable values.

    * @return value of variable at the version applicable for the thead

    */

   public Object getValue()

   {

       VariableVersionThreadEntry entry = versionThreadLocal.getCurrentThread();

       if (entry.getUncommitted() != null)

       {

           // Check existance as null values are allowed

           if (entry.getUncommitted().containsKey(variableNumber))

           {

               return entry.getUncommitted().get(variableNumber);

           }

       }

 

       int myVersion = entry.getVersion();

       VersionedValueList<Object> versions = versionsLow;

       if (myVersion >= VariableServiceImpl.ROLLOVER_READER_BOUNDARY)

       {

           if (versionsHigh != null)

           {

               versions = versionsHigh;

           }
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       }

       return versions.getVersion(myVersion);

   }

 

   public boolean isConstant() {

       return constant;

   }

}

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.agg.access;

 

import java.util.Collection;

import java.util.Iterator;

import java.util.TreeMap;

 

public class AggregationStateSortedWrappingCollection implements Collection {

 

   private final TreeMap<Object, Object> sorted;

   private final int size;

 

   public AggregationStateSortedWrappingCollection(TreeMap<Object, Object> sorted, int size) {

       this.sorted = sorted;

       this.size = size;

   }

 

   public int size() {

       return size;

   }

 

   public boolean isEmpty() {

       return size() == 0;

   }

 

   public Iterator iterator() {

       return new AggregationStateSortedIterator(sorted, false);

   }

 

   public Object[] toArray() {
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       throw new UnsupportedOperationException("Partial implementation");

   }

 

   public Object[] toArray(Object[] a) {

       throw new UnsupportedOperationException("Partial implementation");

   }

 

   public boolean contains(Object o) {

       throw new UnsupportedOperationException("Partial implementation");

   }

 

   public boolean add(Object o) {

       throw new UnsupportedOperationException("Read-only implementation");

   }

 

   public boolean remove(Object o) {

       throw new UnsupportedOperationException("Read-only implementation");

   }

 

   public boolean containsAll(Collection c) {

       throw new UnsupportedOperationException("Read-only implementation");

   }

 

   public boolean addAll(Collection c) {

       throw new UnsupportedOperationException("Read-only implementation");

   }

 

   public boolean removeAll(Collection c) {

       throw new UnsupportedOperationException("Read-only implementation");

   }

 

   public boolean retainAll(Collection c) {

       throw new UnsupportedOperationException("Read-only implementation");

   }

 

   public void clear() {

       throw new UnsupportedOperationException("Read-only implementation");

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.join.plan;
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import com.espertech.esper.client.EventType;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.join.exec.base.IndexedTableLookupStrategySingle;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.join.exec.base.IndexedTableLookupStrategySingleExpr;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.join.exec.base.JoinExecTableLookupStrategy;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.join.table.EventTable;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.join.table.PropertyIndexedEventTableSingle;

 

import java.util.Collections;

 

/**

* Plan to perform an indexed table lookup.

*/

public class IndexedTableLookupPlanSingle extends TableLookupPlan

{

   private QueryGraphValueEntryHashKeyed hashKey;

 

   /**

    * Ctor.

    * @param lookupStream - stream that generates event to look up for

    * @param indexedStream - stream to index table lookup

    * @param indexNum - index number for the table containing the full unindexed contents

    * @param hashKey - properties to use in lookup event to access index

    */

   public IndexedTableLookupPlanSingle(int lookupStream, int indexedStream, String indexNum,

QueryGraphValueEntryHashKeyed hashKey)

   {

       super(lookupStream, indexedStream, indexNum);

       this.hashKey = hashKey;

   }

 

   public TableLookupKeyDesc getKeyDescriptor() {

       return new TableLookupKeyDesc(Collections.singletonList(hashKey),

Collections.<QueryGraphValueEntryRange>emptyList());

   }

 

   public JoinExecTableLookupStrategy makeStrategyInternal(EventTable eventTable, EventType[] eventTypes)

   {

       PropertyIndexedEventTableSingle index = (PropertyIndexedEventTableSingle) eventTable;

       if (hashKey instanceof QueryGraphValueEntryHashKeyedExpr) {

           QueryGraphValueEntryHashKeyedExpr expr = (QueryGraphValueEntryHashKeyedExpr) hashKey;

           return new IndexedTableLookupStrategySingleExpr(expr.getKeyExpr(), super.getLookupStream(), index);

       }

       else if (hashKey instanceof QueryGraphValueEntryHashKeyedProp) {

           QueryGraphValueEntryHashKeyedProp prop = (QueryGraphValueEntryHashKeyedProp) hashKey;

           return new IndexedTableLookupStrategySingle(eventTypes[this.getLookupStream()], prop.getKeyProperty(),

index);

       }
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       else {

           throw new IllegalArgumentException("Invalid hashkey instance " + hashKey);

       }

   }

 

   public QueryGraphValueEntryHashKeyed getHashKey() {

       return hashKey;

   }

 

   public String toString()

   {

       return "IndexedTableLookupPlan " +

               super.toString() +

              " keyProperty=" + getKeyDescriptor();

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.expression;

 

import com.espertech.esper.collection.Pair;

 

import java.util.HashSet;

import java.util.List;

import java.util.LinkedList;

import java.util.Set;

 

/**

* Visitor that collects event property identifier information under expression nodes.

*/

public class ExprNodeIdentifierCollectVisitor implements ExprNodeVisitor

{

   private final List<ExprIdentNode> exprProperties;

 

   /**

    * Ctor.

    */

   public ExprNodeIdentifierCollectVisitor()

   {

       this.exprProperties = new LinkedList<ExprIdentNode>();

   }
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   public boolean isVisit(ExprNode exprNode)

   {

       return true;

   }

 

   /**

    * Returns list of event property stream numbers and names that uniquely identify which

    * property is from whcih stream, and the name of each.

    * @return list of event property statement-unique info

    */

   public List<ExprIdentNode> getExprProperties()

   {

       return exprProperties;

   }

 

   public Set<Integer> getStreamsRequired() {

       Set<Integer> streams = new HashSet<Integer>();

       for (ExprIdentNode node : exprProperties) {

           streams.add(node.getStreamId());

       }

       return streams;

   }

 

   public void visit(ExprNode exprNode)

   {

       if (!(exprNode instanceof ExprIdentNode))

       {

           return;

       }

 

       ExprIdentNode identNode = (ExprIdentNode) exprNode;

       exprProperties.add(identNode);

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.join.base;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventType;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluator;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluatorContext;
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import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprNodeUtility;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.join.plan.QueryGraphValueEntryHashKeyed;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.join.table.EventTable;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.join.table.PropertyIndexedEventTable;

 

import java.util.Iterator;

import java.util.List;

import java.util.Set;

 

/**

* Index lookup strategy into a poll-based cache result.

*/

public class HistoricalIndexLookupStrategyIndex implements HistoricalIndexLookupStrategy

{

   private final EventBean[] eventsPerStream;

   private final int lookupStream;

   private final ExprEvaluator[] evaluators;

 

   /**

    * Ctor.

    * @param eventType - event type to expect for lookup

    */

   public HistoricalIndexLookupStrategyIndex(EventType eventType, int lookupStream,

List<QueryGraphValueEntryHashKeyed> hashKeys)

   {

       this.evaluators = new ExprEvaluator[hashKeys.size()];

       for (int i = 0; i < hashKeys.size(); i++) {

           evaluators[i] = hashKeys.get(i).getKeyExpr().getExprEvaluator();

       }

       this.eventsPerStream = new EventBean[lookupStream + 1];

       this.lookupStream = lookupStream;

   }

 

   public Iterator<EventBean> lookup(EventBean lookupEvent, EventTable indexTable, ExprEvaluatorContext

exprEvaluatorContext)

   {

       // The table may not be indexed as the cache may not actively cache, in which case indexing doesn't makes

sense

       if (indexTable instanceof PropertyIndexedEventTable)

       {

           PropertyIndexedEventTable index = (PropertyIndexedEventTable) indexTable;

           Object[] keys = getKeys(lookupEvent, exprEvaluatorContext);

 

           Set<EventBean> events = index.lookup(keys);

           if (events != null)

           {

               return events.iterator();

           }
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           return null;

       }

 

       return indexTable.iterator();

   }

 

   private Object[] getKeys(EventBean theEvent, ExprEvaluatorContext exprEvaluatorContext)

   {

       eventsPerStream[lookupStream] = theEvent;

       Object[] keys = new Object[evaluators.length];

       for (int i = 0; i < evaluators.length; i++) {

           keys[i] = evaluators[i].evaluate(eventsPerStream, true, exprEvaluatorContext);

       }

       return keys;

   }

 

   public String toQueryPlan() {

       return this.getClass().getSimpleName() + " evaluators " + ExprNodeUtility.printEvaluators(evaluators);

   }

}

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.virtualdw;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.client.hook.VirtualDataWindowLookup;

import com.espertech.esper.client.hook.VirtualDataWindowKeyRange;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluator;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluatorContext;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.join.exec.base.JoinExecTableLookupStrategy;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.join.plan.*;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.join.rep.Cursor;

import org.apache.commons.logging.Log;

import org.apache.commons.logging.LogFactory;

 

import java.util.Set;

 

public class JoinExecTableLookupStrategyVirtualDW implements JoinExecTableLookupStrategy {

   private static final Log log = LogFactory.getLog(JoinExecTableLookupStrategyVirtualDW.class);
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   private final String namedWindowName;

   private final VirtualDataWindowLookup externalIndex;

   private final ExternalEvaluator[] evaluators;

   private final EventBean[] eventsPerStream;

   private final int lookupStream;

 

   public JoinExecTableLookupStrategyVirtualDW(String namedWindowName, VirtualDataWindowLookup

externalIndex, TableLookupKeyDesc keyDescriptor, int lookupStream) {

       this.namedWindowName = namedWindowName;

       this.externalIndex = externalIndex;

       this.evaluators = new ExternalEvaluator[keyDescriptor.getHashes().size() + keyDescriptor.getRanges().size()];

       this.eventsPerStream = new EventBean[lookupStream + 1];

       this.lookupStream = lookupStream;

 

       int count = 0;

       for (QueryGraphValueEntryHashKeyed hashKey : keyDescriptor.getHashes()) {

           ExprEvaluator evaluator = hashKey.getKeyExpr().getExprEvaluator();

           evaluators[count] = new ExternalEvaluatorHashRelOp(evaluator);

           count++;

       }

       for (QueryGraphValueEntryRange rangeKey : keyDescriptor.getRanges()) {

           if (rangeKey.getType().isRange()) {

               QueryGraphValueEntryRangeIn range = (QueryGraphValueEntryRangeIn) rangeKey;

               ExprEvaluator evaluatorStart = range.getExprStart().getExprEvaluator();

               ExprEvaluator evaluatorEnd = range.getExprEnd().getExprEvaluator();

               evaluators[count] = new ExternalEvaluatorBtreeRange(evaluatorStart, evaluatorEnd);

           }

           else {

               QueryGraphValueEntryRangeRelOp relOp = (QueryGraphValueEntryRangeRelOp) rangeKey;

               ExprEvaluator evaluator = relOp.getExpression().getExprEvaluator();

               evaluators[count] = new ExternalEvaluatorHashRelOp(evaluator);

           }

           count++;

       }

   }

 

   public Set<EventBean> lookup(EventBean theEvent, Cursor cursor, ExprEvaluatorContext context) {

 

       eventsPerStream[lookupStream] = theEvent;

 

       Object[] keys = new Object[evaluators.length];

       for (int i = 0; i < evaluators.length; i++) {

           keys[i] = evaluators[i].evaluate(eventsPerStream, context);

       }

 

       Set<EventBean> events = null;

       try {
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           events = externalIndex.lookup(keys, eventsPerStream);

       }

       catch (RuntimeException ex) {

           log.warn("Exception encountered invoking virtual data window external index for window '" +

namedWindowName + "': " + ex.getMessage(), ex);

       }

       return events;

   }

 

   public String toQueryPlan() {

       return this.getClass().getSimpleName() + " external index " + externalIndex;

   }

 

   private interface ExternalEvaluator

   {

       public Object evaluate(EventBean[] events, ExprEvaluatorContext context);

   }

 

   private static class ExternalEvaluatorHashRelOp implements ExternalEvaluator {

 

       private final ExprEvaluator hashKeysEval;

 

       private ExternalEvaluatorHashRelOp(ExprEvaluator hashKeysEval) {

           this.hashKeysEval = hashKeysEval;

       }

 

       public Object evaluate(EventBean[] events, ExprEvaluatorContext context) {

           return hashKeysEval.evaluate(events, true, context);

       }

   }

 

   private static class ExternalEvaluatorBtreeRange implements ExternalEvaluator {

 

       private final ExprEvaluator startEval;

       private final ExprEvaluator endEval;

 

       private ExternalEvaluatorBtreeRange(ExprEvaluator startEval, ExprEvaluator endEval) {

           this.startEval = startEval;

           this.endEval = endEval;

       }

 

       public Object evaluate(EventBean[] events, ExprEvaluatorContext context) {

           Object start = startEval.evaluate(events, true, context);

           Object end = endEval.evaluate(events, true, context);

           return new VirtualDataWindowKeyRange(start, end);

       }

   }

}
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/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.core;

 

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprIdentNode;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprNode;

 

/**

* A utility class for replacing select-clause column names with their

* definitions in expression node trees.

*/

public class ColumnNamedNodeSwapper

{

	/**

	 * Replace all instances of the node representing the colum name with

	 * the full expression.

	 * @param exprTree - the expression node tree to make the changes in

	 * @param columnName - the select-clause name that is to be expanded

	 * @param fullExpr - the full expression that the column name represents

	 * @return exprTree with the appropriate swaps performed, or fullExpr,

	 *         if all of exprTree needed to be swapped

	 */

	public static ExprNode swap(ExprNode exprTree, String columnName, ExprNode fullExpr)

	{

		if(fullExpr == null)

		{

			throw new NullPointerException();

		}

 

		if(isColumnNameNode(exprTree, columnName))

		{

			return fullExpr;

		}

		else

		{

			visitChildren(exprTree, columnName, fullExpr);

		}

 

		return exprTree;

	}

 

	/**
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	 * A recursive function that works on the child nodes of a given

	 * node, replacing any instances of the node representing the name,

	 * and visiting the children of all other nodes.

	 * @param node - the node whose children are to be examined for names

	 * @param name - the name to replace

	 * @param fullExpr - the full expression corresponding to the name

	 */

	private static void visitChildren(ExprNode node, String name, ExprNode fullExpr)

	{

		ExprNode[] childNodes = node.getChildNodes();

 

		for (int i = 0; i < childNodes.length; i++)

		{

			ExprNode childNode = childNodes[i];

			if(isColumnNameNode(childNode, name))

			{

				node.setChildNode(i, fullExpr);

			}

			else

			{

				visitChildren(childNode, name, fullExpr);

			}

		}

	}

 

	private static boolean isColumnNameNode(ExprNode node, String name)

	{

		if(node instanceof ExprIdentNode)

		{

			if(node.getChildNodes().length > 0)

			{

				throw new IllegalStateException("Ident node has unexpected child nodes");

			}

           ExprIdentNode identNode = (ExprIdentNode) node;

			return identNode.getUnresolvedPropertyName().equals(name) && identNode.getStreamOrPropertyName() == null;

		}

		else

		{

			return false;

		}

	}

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *
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* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.join.base;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.collection.MultiKey;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluator;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluatorContext;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.join.pollindex.PollResultIndexingStrategy;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.join.table.EventTable;

import com.espertech.esper.view.HistoricalEventViewable;

 

import java.util.Iterator;

import java.util.Set;

 

/**

* Query strategy for use with {@link HistoricalEventViewable}

* to perform lookup for a given stream using the poll method on a viewable.

*/

public class HistoricalDataQueryStrategy implements QueryStrategy

{

   private final int myStreamNumber;

   private final int historicalStreamNumber;

   private final HistoricalEventViewable historicalEventViewable;

   private final EventBean[][] lookupRows1Event;

   private final boolean isOuterJoin;

   private final ExprEvaluator outerJoinCompareNode;

   private final HistoricalIndexLookupStrategy indexLookupStrategy;

   private final PollResultIndexingStrategy pollResultIndexingStrategy;

 

   /**

    * Ctor.

    * @param myStreamNumber is the strategy's stream number

    * @param historicalStreamNumber is the stream number of the view to be polled

    * @param historicalEventViewable is the view to be polled from

    * @param isOuterJoin is this is an outer join

    * @param outerJoinCompareNode is the node to perform the on-comparison for outer joins

    * @param indexLookupStrategy the strategy to use for limiting the cache result set

    *   to only those rows that match filter criteria

    * @param pollResultIndexingStrategy the strategy for indexing poll-results such that a

    *   strategy can use the index instead of a full table scan to resolve rows

    */

   public HistoricalDataQueryStrategy(int myStreamNumber,

                                      int historicalStreamNumber,

                                      HistoricalEventViewable historicalEventViewable,

                                      boolean isOuterJoin,

                                      ExprEvaluator outerJoinCompareNode,

                                      HistoricalIndexLookupStrategy indexLookupStrategy,
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                                      PollResultIndexingStrategy pollResultIndexingStrategy)

   {

       this.myStreamNumber = myStreamNumber;

       this.historicalStreamNumber = historicalStreamNumber;

       this.historicalEventViewable = historicalEventViewable;

       this.isOuterJoin = isOuterJoin;

       this.outerJoinCompareNode = outerJoinCompareNode;

 

       lookupRows1Event = new EventBean[1][];

       lookupRows1Event[0] = new EventBean[2];

 

       this.indexLookupStrategy = indexLookupStrategy;

       this.pollResultIndexingStrategy = pollResultIndexingStrategy;

   }

 

   public void lookup(EventBean[] lookupEvents, Set<MultiKey<EventBean>> joinSet, ExprEvaluatorContext

exprEvaluatorContext)

   {

       EventBean[][] lookupRows;

 

       // If looking up a single event, reuse the buffered array

       if (lookupEvents.length == 1)

       {

           lookupRows = lookupRows1Event;

           lookupRows[0][myStreamNumber] = lookupEvents[0];

       }

       else

       {

           // Prepare rows with each row N events where N is the number of streams

           lookupRows = new EventBean[lookupEvents.length][];

           for (int i = 0; i < lookupEvents.length; i++)

           {

               lookupRows[i] = new EventBean[2];

               lookupRows[i][myStreamNumber] = lookupEvents[i];

           }

       }

 

       EventTable[] indexPerLookupRow = historicalEventViewable.poll(lookupRows, pollResultIndexingStrategy,

exprEvaluatorContext);

 

       int count = 0;

       for (EventTable index : indexPerLookupRow)

       {

           // Using the index, determine a subset of the whole indexed table to process, unless

           // the strategy is a full table scan

           Iterator<EventBean> subsetIter = indexLookupStrategy.lookup(lookupEvents[count], index,

exprEvaluatorContext);
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           // In an outer join

           if ((isOuterJoin) && ((subsetIter == null || (!subsetIter.hasNext())) ))

           {

               EventBean[] resultRow = new EventBean[2];

               resultRow[myStreamNumber] = lookupEvents[count];

               joinSet.add(new MultiKey<EventBean>(resultRow));

           }

           else

           {

               boolean foundMatch = false;

               if (subsetIter != null)

               {

                   // Add each row to the join result or, for outer joins, run through the outer join filter

                   for (;subsetIter.hasNext();)

                   {

                       EventBean[] resultRow = new EventBean[2];

                       resultRow[myStreamNumber] = lookupEvents[count];

                       resultRow[historicalStreamNumber] = subsetIter.next();

 

                       // In an outer join compare the on-fields

                       if (outerJoinCompareNode != null)

                       {

                           Boolean compareResult = (Boolean) outerJoinCompareNode.evaluate(resultRow, true,

exprEvaluatorContext);

                           if ((compareResult != null) && (compareResult))

                           {

                               joinSet.add(new MultiKey<EventBean>(resultRow));

                               foundMatch = true;

                           }

                       }

                       else

                       {

                           joinSet.add(new MultiKey<EventBean>(resultRow));

                       }

                   }

               }

 

               if ((isOuterJoin) && (!foundMatch))

               {

                   EventBean[] resultRow = new EventBean[2];

                   resultRow[myStreamNumber] = lookupEvents[count];

                   joinSet.add(new MultiKey<EventBean>(resultRow));

               }

           }

           count++;

       }

   }

}
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/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.spec;

 

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprNode;

 

import java.io.Serializable;

 

/**

* Specification for the merge statement insert/update/delete-part.

*/

public abstract class OnTriggerMergeAction implements Serializable

{

   private static final long serialVersionUID = 8361210591971686132L;

 

   private ExprNode optionalWhereClause;

 

   protected OnTriggerMergeAction(ExprNode optionalWhereClause) {

       this.optionalWhereClause = optionalWhereClause;

   }

 

   public ExprNode getOptionalWhereClause() {

       return optionalWhereClause;

   }

 

   public void setOptionalWhereClause(ExprNode optionalWhereClause) {

       this.optionalWhereClause = optionalWhereClause;

   }

}

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.datetime.reformatop;
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import java.util.Calendar;

import java.util.Date;

 

public interface CalendarEval {

   public Object evaluateInternal(Calendar cal);

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.agg.aggregator;

 

import com.espertech.esper.epl.agg.service.AggregatorUtil;

 

/**

* Median aggregation.

*/

public class AggregatorMedianFilter extends AggregatorMedian

{

   @Override

   public void enter(Object parameters)

   {

       Object[] paramArray = (Object[]) parameters;

       if (!AggregatorUtil.checkFilter(paramArray)) {

           return;

       }

       super.enter(paramArray[0]);

   }

 

   @Override

   public void leave(Object parameters)

   {

       Object[] paramArray = (Object[]) parameters;

       if (!AggregatorUtil.checkFilter(paramArray)) {

           return;

       }

       super.leave(paramArray[0]);

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *
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* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.core;

 

import com.espertech.esper.epl.agg.service.AggregationService;

 

/**

* Sorter and row limiter in one: sorts using a sorter and row limits

*/

public class OrderByProcessorOrderedLimitFactory implements OrderByProcessorFactory

{

   private final OrderByProcessorFactoryImpl orderByProcessorFactory;

   private final OrderByProcessorRowLimitFactory orderByProcessorRowLimitFactory;

 

   public OrderByProcessorOrderedLimitFactory(OrderByProcessorFactoryImpl orderByProcessorFactory,

OrderByProcessorRowLimitFactory orderByProcessorRowLimitFactory) {

       this.orderByProcessorFactory = orderByProcessorFactory;

       this.orderByProcessorRowLimitFactory = orderByProcessorRowLimitFactory;

   }

 

   public OrderByProcessor instantiate(AggregationService aggregationService) {

       OrderByProcessorImpl orderByProcessor = (OrderByProcessorImpl)

orderByProcessorFactory.instantiate(aggregationService);

       OrderByProcessorRowLimit orderByProcessorLimit = (OrderByProcessorRowLimit)

orderByProcessorRowLimitFactory.instantiate(aggregationService);

       return new OrderByProcessorOrderedLimit(orderByProcessor, orderByProcessorLimit);

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.lookup;

 

import com.espertech.esper.epl.join.table.EventTable;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.join.table.UnindexedEventTable;

 

/**

* Factory for lookup on an unindexed table returning the full table as matching events.

*/

public class SubordFullTableScanLookupStrategyFactory implements SubordTableLookupStrategyFactory

{

   public SubordFullTableScanLookupStrategy makeStrategy(EventTable eventTable) {
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       return new SubordFullTableScanLookupStrategy((UnindexedEventTable)eventTable);

   }

 

   public String toQueryPlan() {

       return this.getClass().getSimpleName();

   }

}

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.join.exec.composite;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

 

import java.util.HashSet;

import java.util.Map;

 

public interface CompositeIndexEnterRemove {

 

   public void enter(EventBean theEvent, Map parent);

   public void setNext(CompositeIndexEnterRemove next);

   public void remove(EventBean theEvent, Map parent);

   public void getAll(HashSet<EventBean> result, Map parent);

}

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.spec;

 

import java.io.Serializable;

 

public abstract class FireAndForgetSpec implements Serializable {
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   private static final long serialVersionUID = 4888941807553376416L;

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.declexpr;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventType;

import com.espertech.esper.core.service.ExpressionResultCacheEntry;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.*;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.spec.ExpressionDeclItem;

import com.espertech.esper.event.EventAdapterService;

 

import java.util.Collection;

import java.util.LinkedHashMap;

 

public abstract class ExprDeclaredEvalBase implements ExprEvaluatorTypableReturn, ExprEvaluatorEnumeration

{

   private final ExprEvaluator innerEvaluator;

   private final ExprEvaluatorEnumeration innerEvaluatorLambda;

   private final ExpressionDeclItem prototype;

   private final boolean isCache;

 

   public abstract EventBean[] getEventsPerStreamRewritten(EventBean[] eventsPerStream);

 

   public ExprDeclaredEvalBase(ExprEvaluator innerEvaluator, ExpressionDeclItem prototype, boolean isCache) {

       this.innerEvaluator = innerEvaluator;

       this.prototype = prototype;

       if (innerEvaluator instanceof ExprEvaluatorEnumeration) {

           innerEvaluatorLambda = (ExprEvaluatorEnumeration) innerEvaluator;

       }

       else {

           innerEvaluatorLambda = null;

       }

       this.isCache = isCache;

   }

 

   public ExprEvaluator getInnerEvaluator() {

       return innerEvaluator;

   }

 

   public Class getType() {
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       return innerEvaluator.getType();

   }

 

   public LinkedHashMap<String, Object> getRowProperties() throws ExprValidationException {

       if (innerEvaluator instanceof ExprEvaluatorTypableReturn) {

           return ((ExprEvaluatorTypableReturn) innerEvaluator).getRowProperties();

       }

       return null;

   }

 

   public Boolean isMultirow() {

       if (innerEvaluator instanceof ExprEvaluatorTypableReturn) {

           return ((ExprEvaluatorTypableReturn) innerEvaluator).isMultirow();

       }

       return null;

   }

 

   public Object[] evaluateTypableSingle(EventBean[] eventsPerStream, boolean isNewData, ExprEvaluatorContext

context) {

       return ((ExprEvaluatorTypableReturn) innerEvaluator).evaluateTypableSingle(eventsPerStream, isNewData,

context);

   }

 

   public Object[][] evaluateTypableMulti(EventBean[] eventsPerStream, boolean isNewData, ExprEvaluatorContext

context) {

       return ((ExprEvaluatorTypableReturn) innerEvaluator).evaluateTypableMulti(eventsPerStream, isNewData,

context);

   }

 

   public final Object evaluate(EventBean[] eventsPerStream, boolean isNewData, ExprEvaluatorContext context) {

 

       // rewrite streams

       EventBean[] events = getEventsPerStreamRewritten(eventsPerStream);

 

       Object result;

       if (isCache) {      // no the same cache as for iterator

           ExpressionResultCacheEntry<EventBean[], Object> entry =

context.getExpressionResultCacheService().getDeclaredExpressionLastValue(prototype, events);

           if (entry != null) {

               return entry.getResult();

           }

           result = innerEvaluator.evaluate(events, isNewData, context);

           context.getExpressionResultCacheService().saveDeclaredExpressionLastValue(prototype, events, result);

       }

       else {

           result = innerEvaluator.evaluate(events, isNewData, context);

       }
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       return result;

   }

 

   public final Collection<EventBean> evaluateGetROCollectionEvents(EventBean[] eventsPerStream, boolean

isNewData, ExprEvaluatorContext context) {

 

       // rewrite streams

       EventBean[] events = getEventsPerStreamRewritten(eventsPerStream);

 

       Collection<EventBean> result;

       if (isCache) {

           ExpressionResultCacheEntry<EventBean[], Collection<EventBean>> entry =

context.getExpressionResultCacheService().getDeclaredExpressionLastColl(prototype, events);

           if (entry != null) {

               return entry.getResult();

           }

 

           result = innerEvaluatorLambda.evaluateGetROCollectionEvents(events, isNewData, context);

           context.getExpressionResultCacheService().saveDeclaredExpressionLastColl(prototype, events, result);

           return result;

       }

       else {

           result = innerEvaluatorLambda.evaluateGetROCollectionEvents(events, isNewData, context);

       }

 

       return result;

   }

 

   public Collection evaluateGetROCollectionScalar(EventBean[] eventsPerStream, boolean isNewData,

ExprEvaluatorContext context) {

 

       // rewrite streams

       EventBean[] events = getEventsPerStreamRewritten(eventsPerStream);

 

       Collection result;

       if (isCache) {

           ExpressionResultCacheEntry<EventBean[], Collection<EventBean>> entry =

context.getExpressionResultCacheService().getDeclaredExpressionLastColl(prototype, events);

           if (entry != null) {

               return entry.getResult();

           }

 

           result = innerEvaluatorLambda.evaluateGetROCollectionScalar(events, isNewData, context);

           context.getExpressionResultCacheService().saveDeclaredExpressionLastColl(prototype, events, result);

           return result;

       }

       else {

           result = innerEvaluatorLambda.evaluateGetROCollectionScalar(events, isNewData, context);
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       }

 

       return result;

   }

 

   public Class getComponentTypeCollection() throws ExprValidationException {

       if (innerEvaluatorLambda != null) {

           return innerEvaluatorLambda.getComponentTypeCollection();

       }

       return null;

   }

 

   public EventType getEventTypeCollection(EventAdapterService eventAdapterService) throws

ExprValidationException {

       if (innerEvaluatorLambda != null) {

           return innerEvaluatorLambda.getEventTypeCollection(eventAdapterService);

       }

       return null;

   }

 

   public EventType getEventTypeSingle(EventAdapterService eventAdapterService, String statementId) throws

ExprValidationException {

       if (innerEvaluatorLambda != null) {

           return innerEvaluatorLambda.getEventTypeSingle(eventAdapterService, statementId);

       }

       return null;

   }

 

   public EventBean evaluateGetEventBean(EventBean[] eventsPerStream, boolean isNewData,

ExprEvaluatorContext context) {

       return innerEvaluatorLambda.evaluateGetEventBean(eventsPerStream, isNewData, context);

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.metric;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.ConfigurationException;

import com.espertech.esper.client.ConfigurationMetricsReporting;

import com.espertech.esper.client.EPRuntime;

import com.espertech.esper.client.metric.MetricEvent;

import com.espertech.esper.core.service.EPServicesContext;
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import com.espertech.esper.core.service.StatementLifecycleEvent;

import com.espertech.esper.core.service.StatementLifecycleObserver;

import com.espertech.esper.core.service.StatementResultListener;

import com.espertech.esper.util.MetricUtil;

import org.apache.commons.logging.Log;

import org.apache.commons.logging.LogFactory;

 

import java.util.*;

import java.util.concurrent.CopyOnWriteArraySet;

 

/**

* Metrics reporting.

* <p>

* Reports for all statements even if not in a statement group, i.e. statement in default group.

*/

public class MetricReportingServiceImpl implements MetricReportingServiceSPI, MetricEventRouter,

StatementLifecycleObserver

{

   private static final Log log = LogFactory.getLog(MetricReportingServiceImpl.class);

 

   private final ConfigurationMetricsReporting specification;

   private final String engineUri;

 

   private volatile MetricExecutionContext executionContext;

 

   private boolean isScheduled;

   private final MetricScheduleService schedule;

   private final StatementMetricRepository stmtMetricRepository;

 

   private MetricExecEngine metricExecEngine;

   private MetricExecStatement metricExecStmtGroupDefault;

   private Map<String, MetricExecStatement> statementGroupExecutions;

 

   private final Map<String, StatementMetricHandle> statementMetricHandles;

   private final MetricsExecutor metricsExecutor;

 

   private CopyOnWriteArraySet<StatementResultListener> statementOutputHooks;

 

   /**

    * Ctor.

    * @param specification configuration

    * @param engineUri engine URI

    */

   public MetricReportingServiceImpl(ConfigurationMetricsReporting specification, String engineUri)

   {

       if (specification.isEnableMetricsReporting())

       {

           MetricUtil.initialize();
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       }

       this.specification = specification;

       this.engineUri = engineUri;

       schedule = new MetricScheduleService();

 

       stmtMetricRepository = new StatementMetricRepository(engineUri, specification);

       statementGroupExecutions = new LinkedHashMap<String, MetricExecStatement>();

       statementMetricHandles = new HashMap<String, StatementMetricHandle>();

       statementOutputHooks = new CopyOnWriteArraySet<StatementResultListener>();

 

       if (specification.isThreading())

       {

           metricsExecutor = new MetricsExecutorThreaded(engineUri);

       }

       else

       {

           metricsExecutor = new MetricsExecutorUnthreaded();

       }

   }

 

   public void addStatementResultListener(StatementResultListener listener) {

       statementOutputHooks.add(listener);

   }

 

   public void removeStatementResultListener(StatementResultListener listener) {

       statementOutputHooks.remove(listener);

   }

 

   public CopyOnWriteArraySet<StatementResultListener> getStatementOutputHooks() {

       return statementOutputHooks;

   }

 

   public void setContext(EPRuntime runtime, EPServicesContext servicesContext)

   {

       MetricExecutionContext metricsExecutionContext = new MetricExecutionContext(servicesContext, runtime,

stmtMetricRepository);

 

       // create all engine and statement executions

       metricExecEngine = new MetricExecEngine(this, engineUri, schedule, specification.getEngineInterval());

       metricExecStmtGroupDefault = new MetricExecStatement(this, schedule, specification.getStatementInterval(),

0);

 

       int countGroups = 1;

       for (Map.Entry<String, ConfigurationMetricsReporting.StmtGroupMetrics> entry :

specification.getStatementGroups().entrySet())

       {

           ConfigurationMetricsReporting.StmtGroupMetrics config = entry.getValue();

           MetricExecStatement metricsExecution = new MetricExecStatement(this, schedule, config.getInterval(),
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countGroups);

           this.statementGroupExecutions.put(entry.getKey(), metricsExecution);

           countGroups++;

       }

 

       // last assign this volatile variable so the time event processing may schedule callbacks

       executionContext = metricsExecutionContext;

   }

 

   public void processTimeEvent(long timeEventTime)

   {

       if (!MetricReportingPath.isMetricsEnabled)

       {

           return;

       }

 

       schedule.setTime(timeEventTime);

       if (!isScheduled)

       {

           if (executionContext != null)

           {

               scheduleExecutions();

               isScheduled = true;

           }

           else

           {

               return; // not initialized yet, race condition and must wait till initialized

           }

       }

 

       // fast evaluation against nearest scheduled time

       Long nearestTime = schedule.getNearestTime();

       if ((nearestTime == null) || (nearestTime > timeEventTime))

       {

           return;

       }

 

       // get executions

       List<MetricExec> executions = new ArrayList<MetricExec>(2);

       schedule.evaluate(executions);

       if (executions.isEmpty())

       {

           return;

       }

 

       // execute

       if (executionContext == null)

       {
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           log.debug(".processTimeEvent No execution context");

           return;

       }

      

       for (MetricExec execution : executions)

       {

           metricsExecutor.execute(execution, executionContext);

       }

   }

 

   public void destroy()

   {

       schedule.clear();

       metricsExecutor.destroy();

   }

 

   public void route(MetricEvent metricEvent)

   {

       executionContext.getRuntime().sendEvent(metricEvent);

   }

 

   public void accountTime(StatementMetricHandle metricsHandle, long deltaCPU, long deltaWall, int

numInputEvents)

   {

       stmtMetricRepository.accountTimes(metricsHandle, deltaCPU, deltaWall, numInputEvents);

   }

 

   public void accountOutput(StatementMetricHandle handle, int numIStream, int numRStream)

   {

       stmtMetricRepository.accountOutput(handle, numIStream, numRStream);

   }

 

   public StatementMetricHandle getStatementHandle(String statementId, String statementName)

   {

       if (!MetricReportingPath.isMetricsEnabled)

       {

           return null;  

       }

 

       StatementMetricHandle handle = stmtMetricRepository.addStatement(statementName);

       statementMetricHandles.put(statementName, handle);

       return handle;

   }

 

   public void observe(StatementLifecycleEvent theEvent)

   {

       if (!MetricReportingPath.isMetricsEnabled)

       {
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           return;

       }

 

       if (theEvent.getEventType() == StatementLifecycleEvent.LifecycleEventType.STATECHANGE)

       {

           if (theEvent.getStatement().isDestroyed())

           {

               stmtMetricRepository.removeStatement(theEvent.getStatement().getName());

               statementMetricHandles.remove(theEvent.getStatement().getName());

           }

       }

   }

 

   public void setMetricsReportingInterval(String stmtGroupName, long newInterval)

   {

       if (stmtGroupName == null)

       {

           metricExecStmtGroupDefault.setInterval(newInterval);

           return;

       }

      

       MetricExecStatement exec = this.statementGroupExecutions.get(stmtGroupName);

       if (exec == null)

       {

           throw new IllegalArgumentException("Statement group by name '" + stmtGroupName + "' could not be

found");

       }

       exec.setInterval(newInterval);

   }

 

   private boolean isConsiderSchedule(long value)

   {

       if ((value > 0) && (value < Long.MAX_VALUE))

       {

           return true;

       }

       return false;

   }

 

   public void setMetricsReportingStmtDisabled(String statementName) throws ConfigurationException

   {

       StatementMetricHandle handle = statementMetricHandles.get(statementName);

       if (handle == null)

       {

           throw new ConfigurationException("Statement by name '" + statementName + "' not found in metrics

collection");

       }

       handle.setEnabled(false);
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   }

 

   public void setMetricsReportingStmtEnabled(String statementName) throws ConfigurationException

   {

       StatementMetricHandle handle = statementMetricHandles.get(statementName);

       if (handle == null)

       {

           throw new ConfigurationException("Statement by name '" + statementName + "' not found in metrics

collection");

       }

       handle.setEnabled(true);

   }

 

   public void setMetricsReportingEnabled()

   {

       if (!specification.isEnableMetricsReporting())

       {

           throw new ConfigurationException("Metrics reporting must be enabled through initialization-time

configuration");

       }

       scheduleExecutions();

       MetricReportingPath.setMetricsEnabled(true);

   }

 

   public void setMetricsReportingDisabled()

   {

       schedule.clear();

       MetricReportingPath.setMetricsEnabled(false);

   }

 

   private void scheduleExecutions()

   {

       if (!specification.isEnableMetricsReporting())

       {

           return;

       }

 

       if (isConsiderSchedule(metricExecEngine.getInterval()))

       {

           schedule.add(metricExecEngine.getInterval(), metricExecEngine);

       }

 

       // schedule each statement group, count the "default" group as the first group

       if (isConsiderSchedule(metricExecStmtGroupDefault.getInterval()))

       {

           schedule.add(metricExecStmtGroupDefault.getInterval(), metricExecStmtGroupDefault);

       }
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       for (MetricExecStatement metricsExecution : statementGroupExecutions.values())

       {

           if (isConsiderSchedule(metricsExecution.getInterval()))

           {

               schedule.add(metricsExecution.getInterval(), metricsExecution);

           }

       }

   }

}

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.spec;

 

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprNode;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprNode;

import com.espertech.esper.rowregex.RowRegexExprNode;

import com.espertech.esper.util.MetaDefItem;

 

import java.util.List;

import java.util.ArrayList;

import java.io.Serializable;

 

/**

* Specification for match_recognize.

*/

public class MatchRecognizeSpec implements MetaDefItem, Serializable

{

   private List<ExprNode> partitionByExpressions;

   private List<MatchRecognizeMeasureItem> measures;

   private RowRegexExprNode pattern;

   private List<MatchRecognizeDefineItem> defines;

   private boolean isAllMatches;

   private MatchRecognizeSkip skip;

   private MatchRecognizeInterval interval;

   private static final long serialVersionUID = -2402650987323748877L;

 

   /**

    * Ctor.

    */
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   public MatchRecognizeSpec() {

       partitionByExpressions = new ArrayList<ExprNode>();

       measures = new ArrayList<MatchRecognizeMeasureItem>();

       defines = new ArrayList<MatchRecognizeDefineItem>();

       skip = new MatchRecognizeSkip(MatchRecognizeSkipEnum.PAST_LAST_ROW);

   }

 

   /**

    * Interval part of null.

    * @return interval

    */

   public MatchRecognizeInterval getInterval()

   {

       return interval;

   }

 

   /**

    * Sets the interval.

    * @param interval to set

    */

   public void setInterval(MatchRecognizeInterval interval)

   {

       this.interval = interval;

   }

 

   /**

    * True for all-matches.

    * @return indicator all-matches

    */

   public boolean isAllMatches() {

       return isAllMatches;

   }

 

   /**

    * Set to true for all-matches.

    * @param allMatches indicator all-matches

    */

   public void setAllMatches(boolean allMatches) {

       isAllMatches = allMatches;

   }

 

   /**

    * Returns partition expressions.

    * @return partition expressions

    */

   public List<ExprNode> getPartitionByExpressions() {

       return partitionByExpressions;

   }
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   /**

    * Returns partition expressions.

    * @param partitionByExpressions partition expressions

    */

   public void setPartitionByExpressions(List<ExprNode> partitionByExpressions) {

       this.partitionByExpressions = partitionByExpressions;

   }

 

   /**

    * Add a measure item.

    * @param item to add

    */

   public void addMeasureItem(MatchRecognizeMeasureItem item)

   {

       measures.add(item);

   }

 

   /**

    * Returns the define items.

    * @return define items

    */

   public List<MatchRecognizeDefineItem> getDefines() {

       return defines;

   }

 

   /**

    * Sets the pattern.

    * @param pattern to set

    */

   public void setPattern(RowRegexExprNode pattern) {

       this.pattern = pattern;

   }

 

   /**

    * Adds a define item.

    * @param define to add

    */

   public void addDefine(MatchRecognizeDefineItem define) {

       this.defines.add(define);

   }

 

   /**

    * Returns measures.

    * @return measures

    */

   public List<MatchRecognizeMeasureItem> getMeasures() {

       return measures;
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   }

 

   /**

    * Returns the pattern.

    * @return pattern

    */

   public RowRegexExprNode getPattern() {

       return pattern;

   }

 

   /**

    * Returns the skip.

    * @return skip

    */

   public MatchRecognizeSkip getSkip() {

       return skip;

   }

 

   /**

    * Sets the skip.

    * @param skip to set

    */

   public void setSkip(MatchRecognizeSkip skip) {

       this.skip = skip;

   }

 

   /**

    * Set measures.

    * @param measures to set

    */

   public void setMeasures(List<MatchRecognizeMeasureItem> measures) {

       this.measures = measures;

   }

 

   /**

    * Set defines.

    * @param defines to set

    */

   public void setDefines(List<MatchRecognizeDefineItem> defines) {

       this.defines = defines;

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *
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* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.core;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EPException;

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventType;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.db.PollExecStrategy;

import com.espertech.esper.event.EventAdapterService;

import net.sf.cglib.reflect.FastMethod;

import org.apache.commons.logging.Log;

import org.apache.commons.logging.LogFactory;

 

import java.lang.reflect.Array;

import java.lang.reflect.InvocationTargetException;

import java.util.ArrayList;

import java.util.LinkedList;

import java.util.List;

import java.util.Map;

 

/**

* Viewable providing historical data from a database.

*/

public class MethodPollingExecStrategy implements PollExecStrategy

{

   private static final Log log = LogFactory.getLog(MethodPollingExecStrategy.class);

   private final EventAdapterService eventAdapterService;

   private final FastMethod method;

   private boolean isArray;

   private boolean useMapType;

   private EventType eventType;

 

   /**

    * Ctor.

    * @param eventAdapterService for generating event beans

    * @param method the method to invoke

    * @param useMapType is true to indicate that Map-events are generated

    * @param eventType is the event type to use

    */

   public MethodPollingExecStrategy(EventAdapterService eventAdapterService, FastMethod method, boolean

useMapType, EventType eventType)

   {

       this.eventAdapterService = eventAdapterService;

       this.method = method;

       this.isArray = method.getReturnType().isArray();

       this.useMapType = useMapType;

       this.eventType = eventType;

   }
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   public void start()

   {

   }

 

   public void done()

   {

   }

 

   public void destroy()

   {

   }

 

   public List<EventBean> poll(Object[] lookupValues)

   {

       List<EventBean> rowResult = null;

       try

       {

           Object invocationResult = method.invoke(null, lookupValues);

           if (invocationResult != null)

           {

               if (isArray)

               {

                   int length = Array.getLength(invocationResult);

                   if (length > 0)

                   {

                       rowResult = new ArrayList<EventBean>();

                       for (int i = 0; i < length; i++)

                       {

                           Object value = Array.get(invocationResult, i);

                           if (value == null)

                           {

                               log.warn("Expected non-null return result from method '" + method.getName() + "', but received

null value");

                               continue;

                           }

 

                           EventBean theEvent;

                           if (useMapType)

                           {

                               if (!(value instanceof Map))

                               {

                                   log.warn("Expected Map-type return result from method '" + method.getName() + "', but

received type '" + value.getClass() + "'");

                                   continue;

                               }

                               Map mapValues = (Map) value;

                               theEvent = eventAdapterService.adapterForTypedMap(mapValues, eventType);
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                           }

                           else

                           {

                               theEvent = eventAdapterService.adapterForBean(value);

                           }

 

                           rowResult.add(theEvent);

                       }

                   }

               }

               else

               {

                   rowResult = new LinkedList<EventBean>();

 

                   EventBean theEvent;

                   if (useMapType)

                   {

                       if (!(invocationResult instanceof Map))

                       {

                           log.warn("Expected Map-type return result from method '" + method.getName() + "', but received

type '" + invocationResult.getClass() + "'");

                       }

                       else

                       {

                           Map mapValues = (Map) invocationResult;

                           theEvent = eventAdapterService.adapterForTypedMap(mapValues, eventType);

                           rowResult.add(theEvent);

                       }

                   }

                   else

                   {

                       theEvent = eventAdapterService.adapterForBean(invocationResult);

                       rowResult.add(theEvent);

                   }

               }

           }

       }

       catch (InvocationTargetException ex)

       {

           throw new EPException("Method '" + method.getName() + "' of class '" +

method.getJavaMethod().getDeclaringClass().getName() +

                   "' reported an exception: " + ex.getTargetException(), ex.getTargetException());

       }

 

       return rowResult;

   }

}
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/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.named;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluatorContext;

 

/**

* A deletion strategy is for use with named window in on-delete statements and encapsulates

* the strategy for resolving one or more events arriving in the on-clause of an on-delete statement

* to one or more events to be deleted from the named window.

*/

public interface NamedWindowLookupStrategy

{

   /**

    * Determines the events to be deleted from a named window.

    * @param newData is the correlation events

    * @return the events to delete from the named window

    * @param exprEvaluatorContext expression evaluation context

    */

   public EventBean[] lookup(EventBean[] newData, ExprEvaluatorContext exprEvaluatorContext);

 

   public String toQueryPlan();

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.core;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventPropertyDescriptor;

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventType;

import com.espertech.esper.client.FragmentEventType;

import com.espertech.esper.collection.Pair;

import com.espertech.esper.core.service.EPServiceProviderSPI;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.parse.ASTFilterSpecHelper;

import com.espertech.esper.event.EventTypeSPI;

import com.espertech.esper.util.LevenshteinDistance;
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import java.util.LinkedHashMap;

import java.util.Map;

 

/**

* Implementation that provides stream number and property type information.

*/

public class StreamTypeServiceImpl implements StreamTypeService

{

   private final EventType[] eventTypes;

   private final String[] streamNames;

   private final boolean[] isIStreamOnly;

   private final String engineURIQualifier;

   private boolean isStreamZeroUnambigous;

   private boolean requireStreamNames;

   private boolean isOnDemandStreams;

 

   /**

    * Ctor.

    * @param engineURI engine URI

    * @param isOnDemandStreams

    */

   public StreamTypeServiceImpl(String engineURI, boolean isOnDemandStreams)

   {

       this(new EventType[0], new String[0], new boolean[0], engineURI, isOnDemandStreams);

   }

 

   /**

    * Ctor.

    * @param eventType a single event type for a single stream

    * @param streamName the stream name of the single stream

    * @param engineURI engine URI

    * @param isIStreamOnly true for no datawindow for stream

    */

   public StreamTypeServiceImpl (EventType eventType, String streamName, boolean isIStreamOnly, String

engineURI)

   {

       this(new EventType[] {eventType}, new String[] {streamName}, new boolean[] {isIStreamOnly}, engineURI,

false);

   }

 

   /**

    * Ctor.

    * @param eventTypes - array of event types, one for each stream

    * @param streamNames - array of stream names, one for each stream

    * @param isIStreamOnly true for no datawindow for stream

    * @param engineURI - engine URI

    * @param isOnDemandStreams - true to indicate that all streams are on-demand pull-based
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    */

   public StreamTypeServiceImpl(EventType[] eventTypes, String[] streamNames, boolean[] isIStreamOnly, String

engineURI, boolean isOnDemandStreams)

   {

       this.eventTypes = eventTypes;

       this.streamNames = streamNames;

       this.isIStreamOnly = isIStreamOnly;

       this.isOnDemandStreams = isOnDemandStreams;

 

       if (engineURI == null || EPServiceProviderSPI.DEFAULT_ENGINE_URI.equals(engineURI))

       {

           engineURIQualifier = EPServiceProviderSPI.DEFAULT_ENGINE_URI__QUALIFIER;

       }

       else

       {

           engineURIQualifier = engineURI;

       }

 

       if (eventTypes.length != streamNames.length)

       {

           throw new IllegalArgumentException("Number of entries for event types and stream names differs");

       }

   }

 

   /**

    * Ctor.

    * @param namesAndTypes is the ordered list of stream names and event types available (stream zero to N)

    * @param isStreamZeroUnambigous indicates whether when a property is found in stream zero and another

stream an exception should be

    * thrown or the stream zero should be assumed

    * @param engineURI uri of the engine

    * @param requireStreamNames is true to indicate that stream names are required for any non-zero streams (for

subqueries)

    */

   public StreamTypeServiceImpl (LinkedHashMap<String, Pair<EventType, String>> namesAndTypes, String

engineURI, boolean isStreamZeroUnambigous, boolean requireStreamNames)

   {

       this.isStreamZeroUnambigous = isStreamZeroUnambigous;

       this.requireStreamNames = requireStreamNames;

       this.engineURIQualifier = engineURI;

       this.isIStreamOnly = new boolean[namesAndTypes.size()];

       eventTypes = new EventType[namesAndTypes.size()] ;

       streamNames = new String[namesAndTypes.size()] ;

       int count = 0;

       for (Map.Entry<String, Pair<EventType, String>> entry : namesAndTypes.entrySet())

       {

           streamNames[count] = entry.getKey();

           eventTypes[count] = entry.getValue().getFirst();
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           count++;

       }

   }

 

   public void setRequireStreamNames(boolean requireStreamNames) {

       this.requireStreamNames = requireStreamNames;

   }

 

   public boolean isOnDemandStreams() {

       return isOnDemandStreams;

   }

 

   public EventType[] getEventTypes()

   {

       return eventTypes;

   }

 

   public String[] getStreamNames()

   {

       return streamNames;

   }

 

   public boolean[] getIStreamOnly() {

       return isIStreamOnly;

   }

 

   public int getStreamNumForStreamName(String streamWildcard) {

       for (int i = 0; i < streamNames.length; i++) {

           if (streamWildcard.equals(streamNames[i])) {

               return i;

           }

       }

       return -1;

   }

 

   public PropertyResolutionDescriptor resolveByPropertyName(String propertyName, boolean obtainFragment)

       throws DuplicatePropertyException, PropertyNotFoundException

   {

       if (propertyName == null)

       {

           throw new IllegalArgumentException("Null property name");

       }

       PropertyResolutionDescriptor desc = findByPropertyName(propertyName, obtainFragment);

       if ((requireStreamNames) && (desc.getStreamNum() != 0))

       {

           throw new PropertyNotFoundException("Property named '" + propertyName + "' must be prefixed by a

stream name, use the stream name itself or use the as-clause to name the stream with the property in the format

\"stream.property\"", null);
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       }

       return desc;

   }

 

   public PropertyResolutionDescriptor resolveByPropertyNameExplicitProps(String propertyName, boolean

obtainFragment) throws PropertyNotFoundException, DuplicatePropertyException {

       if (propertyName == null)

       {

           throw new IllegalArgumentException("Null property name");

       }

       PropertyResolutionDescriptor desc = findByPropertyNameExplicitProps(propertyName, obtainFragment);

       if ((requireStreamNames) && (desc.getStreamNum() != 0))

       {

           throw new PropertyNotFoundException("Property named '" + propertyName + "' must be prefixed by a

stream name, use the stream name itself or use the as-clause to name the stream with the property in the format

\"stream.property\"", null);

       }

       return desc;

   }

 

   public PropertyResolutionDescriptor resolveByStreamAndPropName(String streamName, String propertyName,

boolean obtainFragment)

       throws PropertyNotFoundException, StreamNotFoundException

   {

       if (streamName == null)

       {

           throw new IllegalArgumentException("Null property name");

       }

       if (propertyName == null)

       {

           throw new IllegalArgumentException("Null property name");

       }

       return findByStreamAndEngineName(propertyName, streamName, false, obtainFragment);

   }

 

   public PropertyResolutionDescriptor resolveByStreamAndPropNameExplicitProps(String streamName, String

propertyName, boolean obtainFragment) throws PropertyNotFoundException, StreamNotFoundException {

       if (streamName == null)

       {

           throw new IllegalArgumentException("Null property name");

       }

       if (propertyName == null)

       {

           throw new IllegalArgumentException("Null property name");

       }

       return findByStreamAndEngineName(propertyName, streamName, true, obtainFragment);

   }
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   public PropertyResolutionDescriptor resolveByStreamAndPropName(String streamAndPropertyName, boolean

obtainFragment) throws DuplicatePropertyException, PropertyNotFoundException

   {

       if (streamAndPropertyName == null)

       {

           throw new IllegalArgumentException("Null stream and property name");

       }

 

       PropertyResolutionDescriptor desc;

       try

       {

           // first try to resolve as a property name

           desc = findByPropertyName(streamAndPropertyName, obtainFragment);

       }

       catch (PropertyNotFoundException ex)

       {

           // Attempt to resolve by extracting a stream name

           int index = ASTFilterSpecHelper.unescapedIndexOfDot(streamAndPropertyName);

           if (index == -1)

           {

               throw ex;

           }

           String streamName = streamAndPropertyName.substring(0, index);

           String propertyName = streamAndPropertyName.substring(index + 1, streamAndPropertyName.length());

           try

           {

               // try to resolve a stream and property name

               desc = findByStreamAndEngineName(propertyName, streamName, false, obtainFragment);

           }

           catch (StreamNotFoundException e)

           {

               // Consider the engine URI as a further prefix

               Pair<String, String> propertyNoEnginePair = getIsEngineQualified(propertyName, streamName);

               if (propertyNoEnginePair == null)

               {

                   throw ex;

               }

               try

               {

                   return findByStreamNameOnly(propertyNoEnginePair.getFirst(), propertyNoEnginePair.getSecond(),

false, obtainFragment);

               }

               catch (StreamNotFoundException e1)

               {

                   throw ex;

               }

           }

           return desc;
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       }

 

       return desc;

   }

 

   private PropertyResolutionDescriptor findByPropertyName(String propertyName, boolean obtainFragment)

       throws DuplicatePropertyException, PropertyNotFoundException

   {

       int index = 0;

       int foundIndex = 0;

       int foundCount = 0;

       EventType streamType = null;

 

       for (int i = 0; i < eventTypes.length; i++)

       {

           if (eventTypes[i] != null)

           {

               Class propertyType = null;

               boolean found = false;

               FragmentEventType fragmentEventType = null;

              

               if (eventTypes[i].isProperty(propertyName)) {

                   propertyType = eventTypes[i].getPropertyType(propertyName);

                   if (obtainFragment) {

                       fragmentEventType = eventTypes[i].getFragmentType(propertyName);

                   }

                   found = true;

               }

               else {

                   // mapped(expression) or array(expression) are not property names but expressions against a property by

name "mapped" or "array"

                   EventPropertyDescriptor descriptor = eventTypes[i].getPropertyDescriptor(propertyName);

                   if (descriptor != null) {

                       found = true;

                       propertyType = descriptor.getPropertyType();

                       if (descriptor.isFragment() && obtainFragment) {

                           fragmentEventType =  eventTypes[i].getFragmentType(propertyName);

                       }

                   }

               }

 

               if (found) {

                   streamType = eventTypes[i];

                   foundCount++;

                   foundIndex = index;

 

                   // If the property could be resolved from stream 0 then we don't need to look further

                   if ((i == 0) && isStreamZeroUnambigous)
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                   {

                       return new PropertyResolutionDescriptor(streamNames[0], eventTypes[0], propertyName, 0,

propertyType, fragmentEventType);

                   }

               }

           }

           index++;

       }

 

       handleFindExceptions(propertyName, foundCount, streamType);

 

       FragmentEventType fragmentEventType = null;

       if (obtainFragment) {

           fragmentEventType = streamType.getFragmentType(propertyName);

       }

 

       return new PropertyResolutionDescriptor(streamNames[foundIndex], eventTypes[foundIndex], propertyName,

foundIndex, streamType.getPropertyType(propertyName), fragmentEventType);

   }

 

   private PropertyResolutionDescriptor findByPropertyNameExplicitProps(String propertyName, boolean

obtainFragment)

       throws DuplicatePropertyException, PropertyNotFoundException

   {

       int index = 0;

       int foundIndex = 0;

       int foundCount = 0;

       EventType streamType = null;

 

       for (int i = 0; i < eventTypes.length; i++)

       {

           if (eventTypes[i] != null)

           {

               EventPropertyDescriptor[] descriptors  = eventTypes[i].getPropertyDescriptors();

               Class propertyType = null;

               boolean found = false;

               FragmentEventType fragmentEventType = null;

 

               for (EventPropertyDescriptor desc : descriptors) {

                   if (desc.getPropertyName().equals(propertyName)) {

                       propertyType = desc.getPropertyType();

                       found = true;

                       if (obtainFragment && desc.isFragment()) {

                           fragmentEventType = eventTypes[i].getFragmentType(propertyName);

                       }

                   }

               }
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               if (found) {

                   streamType = eventTypes[i];

                   foundCount++;

                   foundIndex = index;

 

                   // If the property could be resolved from stream 0 then we don't need to look further

                   if ((i == 0) && isStreamZeroUnambigous)

                   {

                       return new PropertyResolutionDescriptor(streamNames[0], eventTypes[0], propertyName, 0,

propertyType, fragmentEventType);

                   }

               }

           }

           index++;

       }

 

       handleFindExceptions(propertyName, foundCount, streamType);

 

       FragmentEventType fragmentEventType = null;

       if (obtainFragment) {

           fragmentEventType = streamType.getFragmentType(propertyName);

       }

 

       return new PropertyResolutionDescriptor(streamNames[foundIndex], eventTypes[foundIndex], propertyName,

foundIndex, streamType.getPropertyType(propertyName), fragmentEventType);

   }

 

   private void handleFindExceptions(String propertyName, int foundCount, EventType streamType) throws

DuplicatePropertyException, PropertyNotFoundException {

       if (foundCount > 1)

       {

           throw new DuplicatePropertyException("Property named '" + propertyName + "' is ambigous as is valid for

more then one stream");

       }

 

       if (streamType == null)

       {

           Pair<Integer, String> possibleMatch = findLevMatch(propertyName);

           String message = "Property named '" + propertyName + "' is not valid in any stream";

           throw new PropertyNotFoundException(message, possibleMatch);

       }

   }

 

   private Pair<Integer, String> findLevMatch(String propertyName)

   {

       String bestMatch = null;

       int bestMatchDiff = Integer.MAX_VALUE;

       for (int i = 0; i < eventTypes.length; i++)
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       {

           if (eventTypes[i] == null)

           {

               continue;

           }

           EventPropertyDescriptor[] props = eventTypes[i].getPropertyDescriptors();

           for (int j = 0; j < props.length; j++)

           {

               int diff = LevenshteinDistance.computeLevenshteinDistance(propertyName, props[j].getPropertyName());

               if (diff < bestMatchDiff)

               {

                   bestMatchDiff = diff;

                   bestMatch = props[j].getPropertyName();

               }

           }

       }

 

       if (bestMatchDiff < Integer.MAX_VALUE)

       {

           return new Pair<Integer, String>(bestMatchDiff, bestMatch);

       }

       return null;

   }

 

   private Pair<Integer, String> findLevMatch(String propertyName, EventType eventType)

   {

       String bestMatch = null;

       int bestMatchDiff = Integer.MAX_VALUE;

       EventPropertyDescriptor[] props = eventType.getPropertyDescriptors();

       for (int j = 0; j < props.length; j++)

       {

           int diff = LevenshteinDistance.computeLevenshteinDistance(propertyName, props[j].getPropertyName());

           if (diff < bestMatchDiff)

           {

               bestMatchDiff = diff;

               bestMatch = props[j].getPropertyName();

           }

       }

 

       if (bestMatchDiff < Integer.MAX_VALUE)

       {

           return new Pair<Integer, String>(bestMatchDiff, bestMatch);

       }

       return null;

   }

 

   private PropertyResolutionDescriptor findByStreamAndEngineName(String propertyName, String streamName,

boolean explicitPropertiesOnly, boolean obtainFragment)
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       throws PropertyNotFoundException, StreamNotFoundException

   {

       PropertyResolutionDescriptor desc;

       try

       {

           desc = findByStreamNameOnly(propertyName, streamName, explicitPropertiesOnly, obtainFragment);

       }

       catch (PropertyNotFoundException ex)

       {

           Pair<String, String> propertyNoEnginePair = getIsEngineQualified(propertyName, streamName);

           if (propertyNoEnginePair == null)

           {

               throw ex;

           }

           return findByStreamNameOnly(propertyNoEnginePair.getFirst(), propertyNoEnginePair.getSecond(),

explicitPropertiesOnly, obtainFragment);

       }

       catch (StreamNotFoundException ex)

       {

           Pair<String, String> propertyNoEnginePair = getIsEngineQualified(propertyName, streamName);

           if (propertyNoEnginePair == null)

           {

               throw ex;

           }

           return findByStreamNameOnly(propertyNoEnginePair.getFirst(), propertyNoEnginePair.getSecond(),

explicitPropertiesOnly, obtainFragment);

       }

       return desc;

   }

 

   private Pair<String, String> getIsEngineQualified(String propertyName, String streamName) {

 

       // If still not found, test for the stream name to contain the engine URI

       if (!streamName.equals(engineURIQualifier))

       {

           return null;

       }

 

       int index = ASTFilterSpecHelper.unescapedIndexOfDot(propertyName);

       if (index == -1)

       {

           return null;

       }

 

       String streamNameNoEngine = propertyName.substring(0, index);

       String propertyNameNoEngine = propertyName.substring(index + 1, propertyName.length());

       return new Pair<String, String>(propertyNameNoEngine, streamNameNoEngine);

   }
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   private PropertyResolutionDescriptor findByStreamNameOnly(String propertyName, String streamName, boolean

explicitPropertiesOnly, boolean obtainFragment)

       throws PropertyNotFoundException, StreamNotFoundException

   {

       int index = 0;

       EventType streamType = null;

 

       // Stream name resultion examples:

       // A)  select A1.price from Event.price as A2  => mismatch stream name, cannot resolve

       // B)  select Event1.price from Event2.price   => mismatch event type name, cannot resolve

       // C)  select default.Event2.price from Event2.price   => possible prefix of engine name

       for (int i = 0; i < eventTypes.length; i++)

       {

           if (eventTypes[i] == null)

           {

               index++;

               continue;

           }

           if ((streamNames[i] != null) && (streamNames[i].equals(streamName)))

           {

               streamType = eventTypes[i];

               break;

           }

 

           // If the stream name is the event type name, that is also acceptable

           if ((eventTypes[i].getName() != null) && (eventTypes[i].getName().equals(streamName)))

           {

               streamType = eventTypes[i];

               break;

           }

 

           index++;

       }

      

       if (streamType == null)

       {

           // find a near match, textually

           String bestMatch = null;

           int bestMatchDiff = Integer.MAX_VALUE;

 

           for (int i = 0; i < eventTypes.length; i++)

           {

               if (streamNames[i] != null)

               {

                   int diff = LevenshteinDistance.computeLevenshteinDistance(streamNames[i], streamName);

                   if (diff < bestMatchDiff)

                   {
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                       bestMatchDiff = diff;

                       bestMatch = streamNames[i];

                   }

               }

 

               if (eventTypes[i] == null)

               {

                   continue;

               }

 

               // If the stream name is the event type name, that is also acceptable

               if (eventTypes[i].getName() != null)

               {

                   int diff = LevenshteinDistance.computeLevenshteinDistance(eventTypes[i].getName(), streamName);

                   if (diff < bestMatchDiff)

                   {

                       bestMatchDiff = diff;

                       bestMatch = eventTypes[i].getName();

                   }

               }

           }

 

           Pair<Integer, String> suggestion = null;

           if (bestMatchDiff < Integer.MAX_VALUE)

           {

               suggestion = new Pair<Integer, String>(bestMatchDiff, bestMatch);

           }

           throw new StreamNotFoundException("Failed to find a stream named '" + streamName + "'", suggestion);

       }

 

       Class propertyType = null;

       FragmentEventType fragmentEventType = null;

 

       if (!explicitPropertiesOnly) {

           propertyType = streamType.getPropertyType(propertyName);

           if (propertyType == null)

           {

               EventPropertyDescriptor desc = streamType.getPropertyDescriptor(propertyName);

               if (desc == null) {

                   throw handlePropertyNotFound(propertyName, streamName, streamType);

               }

               propertyType = desc.getPropertyType();

               if (obtainFragment && desc.isFragment()) {

                   fragmentEventType = streamType.getFragmentType(propertyName);

               }

           }

           else {

               if (obtainFragment) {
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                   fragmentEventType = streamType.getFragmentType(propertyName);

               }

           }

       }

       else {

           EventPropertyDescriptor[] explicitProps = streamType.getPropertyDescriptors();

           boolean found = false;

           for (EventPropertyDescriptor prop : explicitProps) {

               if (prop.getPropertyName().equals(propertyName)) {

                   propertyType = prop.getPropertyType();

                   if (obtainFragment && prop.isFragment()) {

                       fragmentEventType = streamType.getFragmentType(propertyName);

                   }

                   found = true;

                   break;

               }

           }

           if (!found) {

               throw handlePropertyNotFound(propertyName, streamName, streamType);

           }

       }

 

       return new PropertyResolutionDescriptor(streamName, streamType, propertyName, index, propertyType,

fragmentEventType);

   }

 

   private PropertyNotFoundException handlePropertyNotFound(String propertyName, String streamName,

EventType streamType) {

       Pair<Integer, String> possibleMatch = findLevMatch(propertyName, streamType);

       String message = "Property named '" + propertyName + "' is not valid in stream '" + streamName + "'";

       return new PropertyNotFoundException(message, possibleMatch);

   }

 

   public String getEngineURIQualifier() {

       return engineURIQualifier;

   }

 

   public boolean hasPropertyAgnosticType() {

       for (EventType type : eventTypes) {

           if (type instanceof EventTypeSPI) {

               EventTypeSPI spi = (EventTypeSPI) type;

               if (spi.getMetadata().isPropertyAgnostic()) {

                   return true;

               }

           }

       }

       return false;

   }
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   public void setStreamZeroUnambigous(boolean streamZeroUnambigous) {

       isStreamZeroUnambigous = streamZeroUnambigous;

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.spec;

 

/**

* Represents a wildcard as a select clause element.

*/

public class SelectClauseElementWildcard implements SelectClauseElementRaw, SelectClauseElementCompiled

{

   private static final long serialVersionUID = -641568183871601671L;

}

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.core.eval;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventType;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.core.SelectExprJoinWildcardProcessorObjectArray;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.core.SelectExprProcessor;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluatorContext;

import org.apache.commons.logging.Log;

import org.apache.commons.logging.LogFactory;

 

import java.util.Map;

 

public class EvalInsertWildcardJoin extends EvalBaseMap implements SelectExprProcessor {

 

   private static final Log log = LogFactory.getLog(EvalInsertWildcardJoin.class);
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   private final SelectExprProcessor joinWildcardProcessor;

 

   public EvalInsertWildcardJoin(SelectExprContext selectExprContext, EventType resultEventType,

SelectExprProcessor joinWildcardProcessor) {

       super(selectExprContext, resultEventType);

       this.joinWildcardProcessor = joinWildcardProcessor;

   }

 

   public EventBean processSpecific(Map<String, Object> props, EventBean[] eventsPerStream, boolean

isNewData, boolean isSynthesize, ExprEvaluatorContext exprEvaluatorContext)

   {

       EventBean theEvent = joinWildcardProcessor.process(eventsPerStream, isNewData, isSynthesize,

exprEvaluatorContext);

       // Using a wrapper bean since we cannot use the same event type else same-type filters match.

       // Wrapping it even when not adding properties is very inexpensive.

       return super.getEventAdapterService().adapterForTypedWrapper(theEvent, props,

super.getResultEventType());

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.named;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluator;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluatorContext;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.lookup.SubordTableLookupStrategy;

 

import java.util.Collection;

import java.util.Iterator;

import java.util.LinkedHashSet;

import java.util.Set;

 

/**

* Uses an index to determine event to be deleted or selected from a named window.

*/

public class NamedWindowLookupStrategyIndexed implements NamedWindowLookupStrategy

{

   private final ExprEvaluator joinExpr;

   private final EventBean[] eventsPerStream;

   private final SubordTableLookupStrategy tableLookupStrategy;
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   /**

    * Ctor.

    * @param joinExpr the validated where clause of the on-delete

    * @param tableLookupStrategy the strategy for looking up in an index the matching events using correlation

    */

   public NamedWindowLookupStrategyIndexed(ExprEvaluator joinExpr, SubordTableLookupStrategy

tableLookupStrategy)

   {

       this.joinExpr = joinExpr;

       this.eventsPerStream = new EventBean[2];

       this.tableLookupStrategy = tableLookupStrategy;

   }

 

   public EventBean[] lookup(EventBean[] newData, ExprEvaluatorContext exprEvaluatorContext)

   {

       Set<EventBean> removeEvents = null;

 

       // For every new event (usually 1)

       for (EventBean newEvent : newData)

       {

           eventsPerStream[1] = newEvent;

 

           // use index to find match

           Collection<EventBean> matches = tableLookupStrategy.lookup(eventsPerStream, exprEvaluatorContext);

           if ((matches == null) || (matches.isEmpty()))

           {

               continue;

           }

 

           // evaluate expression

           Iterator<EventBean> eventsIt = matches.iterator();

           for (;eventsIt.hasNext();)

           {

               eventsPerStream[0] = eventsIt.next();   // next named window event

 

               for (EventBean aNewData : newData)

               {

                   eventsPerStream[1] = aNewData;    // Stream 1 events are the originating events (on-delete events)

 

                   Boolean result = (Boolean) joinExpr.evaluate(eventsPerStream, true, exprEvaluatorContext);

                   if (result != null)

                   {

                       if (result)

                       {

                           if (removeEvents == null)

                           {

                               removeEvents = new LinkedHashSet<EventBean>();
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                           }

                           removeEvents.add(eventsPerStream[0]);

                       }

                   }

               }

           }

       }

 

       if (removeEvents == null)

       {

           return null;

       }

 

       return removeEvents.toArray(new EventBean[removeEvents.size()]);

   }

 

   public String toString() {

       return toQueryPlan();

   }

 

   public String toQueryPlan() {

       return this.getClass().getSimpleName() + " " + " strategy " + tableLookupStrategy.toQueryPlan();

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.join.plan;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventType;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.join.exec.base.ExecNode;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.join.exec.base.NestedIterationExecNode;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.join.table.EventTable;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.join.table.HistoricalStreamIndexList;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.virtualdw.VirtualDWView;

import com.espertech.esper.util.IndentWriter;

import com.espertech.esper.view.Viewable;

 

import java.lang.annotation.Annotation;

import java.util.Arrays;

import java.util.HashSet;

import java.util.LinkedList;

import java.util.Map;
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/**

* Plan to perform a nested iteration over child nodes.

*/

public class NestedIterationNode extends QueryPlanNode

{

   private final LinkedList<QueryPlanNode> childNodes;

   private final int[] nestingOrder;

 

   /**

    * Ctor.

    * @param nestingOrder - order of streams in nested iteration

    */

   public NestedIterationNode(int[] nestingOrder)

   {

       this.nestingOrder = nestingOrder;

       this.childNodes = new LinkedList<QueryPlanNode>();

 

       if (nestingOrder.length == 0)

       {

           throw new IllegalArgumentException("Invalid empty nesting order");

       }

   }

 

   /**

    * Adds a child node.

    * @param childNode is the child evaluation tree node to add

    */

   public final void addChildNode(QueryPlanNode childNode)

   {

       childNodes.add(childNode);

   }

 

   /**

    * Returns list of child nodes.

    * @return list of child nodes

    */

   protected final LinkedList<QueryPlanNode> getChildNodes()

   {

       return childNodes;

   }

 

   public ExecNode makeExec(String statementName, String statementId, Annotation[] annotations, Map<String,

EventTable>[] indexPerStream, EventType[] streamTypes, Viewable[] streamViews, HistoricalStreamIndexList[]

historicalStreamIndexList, VirtualDWView[] viewExternal)

   {

       if (childNodes.isEmpty())

       {
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           throw new IllegalStateException("Zero child nodes for nested iteration");

       }

 

       NestedIterationExecNode execNode = new NestedIterationExecNode(nestingOrder);

       for (QueryPlanNode child : childNodes)

       {

           ExecNode childExec = child.makeExec(statementName, statementId, annotations, indexPerStream,

streamTypes, streamViews, historicalStreamIndexList, viewExternal);

           execNode.addChildNode(childExec);

       }

       return execNode;

   }

 

   public void addIndexes(HashSet<String> usedIndexes) {

       for (QueryPlanNode child : childNodes)

       {

           child.addIndexes(usedIndexes);

       }

   }

 

   public void print(IndentWriter indentWriter)

   {

       indentWriter.println("NestedIterationNode with nesting order " + Arrays.toString(nestingOrder));

       indentWriter.incrIndent();

       for (QueryPlanNode child : childNodes)

       {

           child.print(indentWriter);

       }

       indentWriter.decrIndent();

   }

}

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.enummethod.eval;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluator;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluatorContext;

import com.espertech.esper.event.arr.ObjectArrayEventBean;
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import com.espertech.esper.event.arr.ObjectArrayEventType;

 

import java.util.Collection;

 

public class EnumEvalAllOfScalar extends EnumEvalBaseScalar implements EnumEval {

 

   public EnumEvalAllOfScalar(ExprEvaluator innerExpression, int streamCountIncoming, ObjectArrayEventType

type) {

       super(innerExpression, streamCountIncoming, type);

   }

 

   public Object evaluateEnumMethod(EventBean[] eventsLambda, Collection target, boolean isNewData,

ExprEvaluatorContext context) {

       if (target.isEmpty()) {

           return true;

       }

 

       ObjectArrayEventBean evalEvent = new ObjectArrayEventBean(new Object[1], type);

       for (Object next : target) {

 

           evalEvent.getProperties()[0] = next;

           eventsLambda[streamNumLambda] = evalEvent;

 

           Object pass = innerExpression.evaluate(eventsLambda, isNewData, context);

           if (pass != null && (!(Boolean) pass)) {

               return false;

           }

       }

 

       return true;

   }

}

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.agg.access;

 

public interface AggregationStateKey {

}
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/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.join.pollindex;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventType;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.join.table.EventTable;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.join.table.PropertyIndexedEventTableSingleCoerceAllFactory;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.join.table.UnindexedEventTableList;

 

import java.util.List;

 

/**

* Strategy for building an index out of poll-results knowing the properties to base the index on, and their

* coercion types.

*/

public class PollResultIndexingStrategyIndexCoerceSingle implements PollResultIndexingStrategy

{

   private final int streamNum;

   private final EventType eventType;

   private final String propertyName;

   private final Class coercionType;

 

   /**

    * Ctor.

    * @param streamNum is the stream number of the indexed stream

    * @param eventType is the event type of the indexed stream

    */

   public PollResultIndexingStrategyIndexCoerceSingle(int streamNum, EventType eventType, String

propertyName, Class coercionType)

   {

       this.streamNum = streamNum;

       this.eventType = eventType;

       this.propertyName = propertyName;

       this.coercionType = coercionType;

   }

 

   public EventTable index(List<EventBean> pollResult, boolean isActiveCache)

   {

       if (!isActiveCache)

       {

           return new UnindexedEventTableList(pollResult);
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       }

       PropertyIndexedEventTableSingleCoerceAllFactory factory = new

PropertyIndexedEventTableSingleCoerceAllFactory(streamNum, eventType, propertyName, coercionType);

       EventTable table = factory.makeEventTable();

       table.add(pollResult.toArray(new EventBean[pollResult.size()]));

       return table;

   }

 

   public String toQueryPlan() {

       return this.getClass().getSimpleName() + " property " + propertyName + " coercion " + coercionType;

   }

}

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.named;

 

import com.espertech.esper.epl.lookup.SubordTableLookupStrategy;

import com.espertech.esper.util.StopCallback;

 

public class NamedWindowSubqueryStopCallback implements StopCallback {

 

   private final NamedWindowProcessorInstance processor;

   private final SubordTableLookupStrategy namedWindowSubqueryLookup;

 

   public NamedWindowSubqueryStopCallback(NamedWindowProcessorInstance processor,

SubordTableLookupStrategy namedWindowSubqueryLookup) {

       this.processor = processor;

       this.namedWindowSubqueryLookup = namedWindowSubqueryLookup;

   }

 

   @Override

   public void stop() {

       processor.getRootViewInstance().removeSubqueryLookupStrategy(namedWindowSubqueryLookup);

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *
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* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.expression;

 

import com.espertech.esper.epl.agg.access.AggregationAccessor;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.agg.aggregator.AggregationMethod;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.agg.service.AggregationStateFactory;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.agg.access.AggregationStateKey;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.agg.service.AggregationMethodFactory;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.core.MethodResolutionService;

 

public class ExprLeavingAggNodeFactory implements AggregationMethodFactory

{

   public ExprLeavingAggNodeFactory()

   {

   }

 

   public boolean isAccessAggregation() {

       return false;

   }

 

   public Class getResultType()

   {

       return Boolean.class;

   }

 

   public AggregationStateKey getAggregationStateKey(boolean isMatchRecognize) {

       throw new IllegalStateException("Not an access aggregation function");

   }

 

   public AggregationStateFactory getAggregationStateFactory(boolean isMatchRecognize) {

       throw new IllegalStateException("Not an access aggregation function");

   }

 

   public AggregationAccessor getAccessor() {

       throw new IllegalStateException("Not an access aggregation function");

   }

 

   public AggregationMethod make(MethodResolutionService methodResolutionService, int agentInstanceId, int

groupId, int aggregationId) {

       return methodResolutionService.makeLeavingAggregator(agentInstanceId, groupId, aggregationId);

   }

 

   public AggregationMethodFactory getPrototypeAggregator() {

       return this;

   }
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}

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.core.eval;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventType;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.core.SelectExprProcessor;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluatorContext;

import com.espertech.esper.event.vaevent.ValueAddEventProcessor;

 

public class EvalInsertWildcardRevision extends EvalBase implements SelectExprProcessor {

 

   private final ValueAddEventProcessor vaeProcessor;

 

   public EvalInsertWildcardRevision(SelectExprContext selectExprContext, EventType resultEventType,

ValueAddEventProcessor vaeProcessor) {

       super(selectExprContext, resultEventType);

       this.vaeProcessor = vaeProcessor;

   }

 

   public EventBean process(EventBean[] eventsPerStream, boolean isNewData, boolean isSynthesize,

ExprEvaluatorContext exprEvaluatorContext) {

       EventBean theEvent = eventsPerStream[0];

       return vaeProcessor.getValueAddEventBean(theEvent);

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.agg.aggregator;

 

import org.apache.commons.logging.Log;

import org.apache.commons.logging.LogFactory;
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import java.math.BigDecimal;

import java.math.BigInteger;

import java.math.MathContext;

 

/**

* Average that generates a BigDecimal numbers.

*/

public class AggregatorAvgBigDecimal implements AggregationMethod

{

   private static final Log log = LogFactory.getLog(AggregatorAvgBigDecimal.class);

   protected BigDecimal sum;

   protected long numDataPoints;

   protected MathContext optionalMathContext;

 

   /**

    * Ctor.

    */

   public AggregatorAvgBigDecimal(MathContext optionalMathContext)

   {

       sum = new BigDecimal(0.0);

       this.optionalMathContext = optionalMathContext;

   }

 

   public void clear()

   {

       sum = new BigDecimal(0.0);

       numDataPoints = 0;

   }

 

   public void enter(Object object)

   {

       if (object == null)

       {

           return;

       }

       numDataPoints++;

       if (object instanceof BigInteger)

       {

           sum = sum.add(new BigDecimal((BigInteger) object));

           return;

       }

       sum = sum.add((BigDecimal) object);

   }

 

   public void leave(Object object)

   {

       if (object == null)
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       {

           return;

       }

       numDataPoints--;

       if (object instanceof BigInteger)

       {

           sum = sum.subtract(new BigDecimal((BigInteger) object));

           return;

       }

       sum = sum.subtract((BigDecimal) object);

   }

 

   public Object getValue()

   {

       if (numDataPoints == 0)

       {

           return null;

       }

       try

       {

           if (optionalMathContext == null) {

               return sum.divide(new BigDecimal(numDataPoints));

           }

           return sum.divide(new BigDecimal(numDataPoints), optionalMathContext);

       }

       catch (ArithmeticException ex)

       {

           log.error("Error computing avg aggregation result: " + ex.getMessage(), ex);

           return new BigDecimal(0);

       }

   }

 

   public Class getValueType()

   {

       return Double.class;

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.view;
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public interface OutputConditionPolled

{

	/**

	 * Update the output condition.

	 * @param newEventsCount - number of new events incoming

    * @param oldEventsCount  - number of old events incoming

    */

	public boolean updateOutputCondition(int newEventsCount, int oldEventsCount);

}

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.script.mvel;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EPException;

import com.espertech.esper.util.JavaClassHelper;

 

import java.lang.reflect.InvocationTargetException;

import java.lang.reflect.Method;

import java.util.Map;

 

public class MVELInvoker {

 

   private static Class mvelClass;

   private static Class parserContextClass;

   private static Class execStatementClass;

   private static Method executeExpressionMethod;

 

   public static boolean isMVELInClasspath() {

       if (mvelClass == null) {

           init();

       }

       return assertClasses();

   }

 

   public static void analysisCompile(String expression, Object parserContext) throws InvocationTargetException {

       assertClasspath();

       Method method;

       try {

           method = mvelClass.getMethod("analysisCompile", new Class[] {String.class, parserContextClass});
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       }

       catch (Exception e) {

           throw new EPException("Failed to find MVEL method: " + e.getMessage(), e);

       }

 

       try {

           method.invoke(null, new Object[] {expression, parserContext});

       }

       catch (IllegalAccessException e) {

           throw new EPException("Failed to access MVEL method: " + e.getMessage(), e);

       }

   }

 

   public static Object compileExpression(String expression, Object parserContext)  throws

InvocationTargetException {

       Method method;

       try {

           method = mvelClass.getMethod("compileExpression", new Class[] {String.class, parserContextClass});

       }

       catch (Exception e) {

           throw new EPException("Failed to find MVEL method: " + e.getMessage(), e);

       }

 

       try {

           return method.invoke(null, new Object[] {expression, parserContext});

       }

       catch (IllegalAccessException e) {

           throw new EPException("Failed to access MVEL method: " + e.getMessage(), e);

       }

   }

 

   public static Object newParserContext() {

       assertClasspath();

 

       try {

           return parserContextClass.newInstance();

       }

       catch (Exception e) {

           throw new EPException("Failed to instantiate MVEL ParserContext: " + e.getMessage(), e);

       }

   }

 

   public static Map<String, Class> getParserContextInputs(Object parserContext) {

       Method method;

       try {

           method = parserContextClass.getMethod("getInputs", new Class[0]);

           return (Map<String, Class>) method.invoke(parserContext, null);

       }
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       catch (Exception e) {

           throw new EPException("Failed to find MVEL method: " + e.getMessage(), e);

       }

   }

 

   public static Object executeExpression(Object executable, Map<String, Object> parameters) throws

InvocationTargetException {

       try {

           return executeExpressionMethod.invoke(null, new Object[] {executable, parameters});

       }

       catch (IllegalAccessException e) {

           throw new EPException("Failed to find MVEL method: " + e.getMessage(), e);

       }

   }

 

   public static void setParserContextStrongTyping(Object parserContext) {

       Method method;

       try {

           method = parserContextClass.getMethod("setStrongTyping", boolean.class);

           method.invoke(parserContext, true);

       }

       catch (Exception e) {

           throw new EPException("Failed to find MVEL method: " + e.getMessage(), e);

       }

   }

 

   public static void setParserContextInputs(Object parserContext, Map<String, Class> mvelInputParamTypes) {

       Method method;

       try {

           method = parserContextClass.getMethod("setInputs", Map.class);

           method.invoke(parserContext, mvelInputParamTypes);

       }

       catch (Exception e) {

           throw new EPException("Failed to find MVEL method: " + e.getMessage(), e);

       }

   }

 

   public static Class getExecutableStatementKnownReturnType(Object compiled) {

       Method method;

       try {

           method = execStatementClass.getMethod("getKnownEgressType", null);

           return (Class) method.invoke(compiled, null);

       }

       catch (Exception e) {

           throw new EPException("Failed to find MVEL method: " + e.getMessage(), e);

       }

   }
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   private static void init() {

       mvelClass = JavaClassHelper.getClassInClasspath("org.mvel2.MVEL");

       parserContextClass = JavaClassHelper.getClassInClasspath("org.mvel2.ParserContext");

       execStatementClass = JavaClassHelper.getClassInClasspath("org.mvel2.compiler.ExecutableStatement");

       if (mvelClass != null) {

           try {

               executeExpressionMethod = mvelClass.getMethod("executeExpression", new Class[] {Object.class,

Map.class});

           }

           catch (NoSuchMethodException e) {

               throw new EPException("Failed to find MVEL method: " + e.getMessage(), e);

           }

       }

   }

 

   private static void assertClasspath() {

       if (mvelClass == null) {

           init();

       }

       if (!assertClasses()) {

           throw new IllegalStateException("Failed to find MVEL in classpath");

       }

   }

 

   private static boolean assertClasses() {

       return mvelClass != null && parserContextClass != null;

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.expression;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

 

public class ExprNodeUtilExprEvalStreamNumEnumColl implements ExprEvaluator {

   private final ExprEvaluatorEnumeration enumeration;

 

   public ExprNodeUtilExprEvalStreamNumEnumColl(ExprEvaluatorEnumeration enumeration) {

       this.enumeration = enumeration;

   }

 

   public Object evaluate(EventBean[] eventsPerStream, boolean isNewData, ExprEvaluatorContext context) {
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       return enumeration.evaluateGetROCollectionEvents(eventsPerStream, isNewData, context);

   }

 

   public Class getType() {

       return EventBean.class;

   }

 

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.named;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.collection.OneEventCollection;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluator;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluatorContext;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprNode;

 

import java.util.List;

 

public class NamedWindowOnMergeMatch

{

   private ExprEvaluator optionalCond;

   private List<NamedWindowOnMergeAction> actions;

 

   public NamedWindowOnMergeMatch(ExprNode optionalCond, List<NamedWindowOnMergeAction> actions) {

       this.optionalCond = optionalCond != null ? optionalCond.getExprEvaluator() : null;

       this.actions = actions;

   }

 

   public boolean isApplies(EventBean[] eventsPerStream, ExprEvaluatorContext context) {

       if (optionalCond == null) {

           return true;

       }

       Object result = optionalCond.evaluate(eventsPerStream, true, context);

       return result != null && (Boolean) result;

   }

 

   public void apply(EventBean matchingEvent, EventBean[] eventsPerStream, OneEventCollection newData,

OneEventCollection oldData, ExprEvaluatorContext context) {

       for (NamedWindowOnMergeAction action : actions) {

           if (action.isApplies(eventsPerStream, context)) {
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               action.apply(matchingEvent, eventsPerStream, newData, oldData, context);

           }

       }

   }

}

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.join.util;

 

public class QueryPlanIndexDescOnExpr extends QueryPlanIndexDescBase {

 

   public QueryPlanIndexDescOnExpr(String tableName, String indexBackingClass) {

       super(tableName, indexBackingClass);

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.join.table;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EPException;

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventPropertyGetter;

import com.espertech.esper.collection.MultiKeyUntyped;

import org.apache.commons.logging.Log;

import org.apache.commons.logging.LogFactory;

 

import java.util.*;

 

public class PropertyIndexedEventTableUnique extends PropertyIndexedEventTable

{

   private final String indexName;

   protected final Map<MultiKeyUntyped, EventBean> propertyIndex;
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   public PropertyIndexedEventTableUnique(int streamNum, EventPropertyGetter[] propertyGetters, String

indexName) {

       super(streamNum, propertyGetters);

       this.indexName = indexName;

       propertyIndex = new HashMap<MultiKeyUntyped, EventBean>();

   }

 

   /**

    * Remove then add events.

    * @param newData to add

    * @param oldData to remove

    */

   @Override

   public void addRemove(EventBean[] newData, EventBean[] oldData) {

       remove(oldData);

       add(newData);

   }

 

   /**

    * Add an array of events. Same event instance is not added twice. Event properties should be immutable.

    * Allow null passed instead of an empty array.

    * @param events to add

    * @throws IllegalArgumentException if the event was already existed in the index

    */

   @Override

   public void add(EventBean[] events)

   {

       if (events == null)

       {

           return;

       }

       for (EventBean theEvent : events)

       {

           add(theEvent);

       }

   }

 

   /**

    * Remove events.

    * @param events to be removed, can be null instead of an empty array.

    * @throws IllegalArgumentException when the event could not be removed as its not in the index

    */

   @Override

   public void remove(EventBean[] events)

   {

       if (events == null)

       {

           return;
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       }

       for (EventBean theEvent : events)

       {

           remove(theEvent);

       }

   }

 

   /**

    * Returns the set of events that have the same property value as the given event.

    * @param keys to compare against

    * @return set of events with property value, or null if none found (never returns zero-sized set)

    */

   @Override

   public Set<EventBean> lookup(Object[] keys)

   {

       MultiKeyUntyped key = new MultiKeyUntyped(keys);

       EventBean event = propertyIndex.get(key);

       if (event != null) {

           return Collections.singleton(event);

       }

       return null;

   }

 

   private void add(EventBean theEvent)

   {

       MultiKeyUntyped key = getMultiKey(theEvent);

 

       EventBean existing = propertyIndex.put(key, theEvent);

       if (existing != null && !existing.equals(theEvent)) {

           throw handleUniqueIndexViolation(indexName, key);

       }

   }

 

   protected static EPException handleUniqueIndexViolation(String indexName, Object key) {

       String indexNameDisplay = indexName == null ? "" : " '" + indexName + "'";

       throw new EPException("Unique index violation, index" + indexNameDisplay + " is a unique index and key '"

+ key + "' already exists");

   }

 

   private void remove(EventBean theEvent)

   {

       MultiKeyUntyped key = getMultiKey(theEvent);

       EventBean event = propertyIndex.get(key);

       if (event == null || !event.equals(theEvent)) {

           return;

       }

       propertyIndex.remove(key);

   }
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   public boolean isEmpty()

   {

       return propertyIndex.isEmpty();

   }

 

   @Override

   public Iterator<EventBean> iterator()

   {

       return propertyIndex.values().iterator();

   }

 

   public void clear()

   {

       propertyIndex.clear();

   }

 

   public String toQueryPlan()

   {

       return this.getClass().getSimpleName() +

               " streamNum=" + streamNum +

               " propertyGetters=" + Arrays.toString(propertyGetters);

   }

 

   private static Log log = LogFactory.getLog(PropertyIndexedEventTableUnique.class);

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.join.base;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.collection.MultiKey;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluatorContext;

 

import java.util.Set;

 

/**

* Strategy for executing a join.

*/

public interface JoinExecutionStrategy

{

   /**
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    * Execute join. The first dimension in the 2-dim arrays is the stream that generated the events,

    * and the second dimension is the actual events generated.

    * @param newDataPerStream - new events for each stream

    * @param oldDataPerStream - old events for each stream

    * @param exprEvaluatorContext expression evaluation context

    */

   public void join(EventBean[][] newDataPerStream,

                    EventBean[][] oldDataPerStream,

                    ExprEvaluatorContext exprEvaluatorContext);

 

   /**

    * A static join is for use with iterating over join statements.

    * @return set of rows, each row with two or more events, one for each stream

    */

   public Set<MultiKey<EventBean>> staticJoin();

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.named;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventType;

import com.espertech.esper.collection.ArrayEventIterator;

import com.espertech.esper.collection.MultiKey;

import com.espertech.esper.collection.UniformPair;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.core.ResultSetProcessor;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluatorContext;

import com.espertech.esper.event.EventBeanUtility;

import com.espertech.esper.util.AuditPath;

import org.apache.commons.logging.Log;

import org.apache.commons.logging.LogFactory;

 

import java.util.HashSet;

import java.util.Iterator;

import java.util.LinkedHashSet;

import java.util.Set;

 

/**

* View for the on-select statement that handles selecting events from a named window.

*/

public class NamedWindowOnSelectView extends NamedWindowOnExprBaseView

{
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   private static final Log log = LogFactory.getLog(NamedWindowOnSelectView.class);

 

   private final NamedWindowOnSelectViewFactory parent;

   private final ResultSetProcessor resultSetProcessor;

   private EventBean[] lastResult;

   private Set<MultiKey<EventBean>> oldEvents = new HashSet<MultiKey<EventBean>>();

   private final boolean audit;

   private final boolean isDelete;

 

   public NamedWindowOnSelectView(NamedWindowLookupStrategy lookupStrategy,

NamedWindowRootViewInstance rootView, ExprEvaluatorContext exprEvaluatorContext,

NamedWindowOnSelectViewFactory parent, ResultSetProcessor resultSetProcessor, boolean audit, boolean

isDelete) {

       super(lookupStrategy, rootView, exprEvaluatorContext);

       this.parent = parent;

       this.resultSetProcessor = resultSetProcessor;

       this.audit = audit;

       this.isDelete = isDelete;

   }

 

   public void handleMatching(EventBean[] triggerEvents, EventBean[] matchingEvents)

   {

       EventBean[] newData;

 

       // clear state from prior results

       resultSetProcessor.clear();

 

       // build join result

       // use linked hash set to retain order of join results for last/first/window to work most intuitively

       Set<MultiKey<EventBean>> newEvents = new LinkedHashSet<MultiKey<EventBean>>();

       for (int i = 0; i < triggerEvents.length; i++)

       {

           EventBean triggerEvent = triggerEvents[0];

           if (matchingEvents != null)

           {

               for (int j = 0; j < matchingEvents.length; j++)

               {

                   EventBean[] eventsPerStream = new EventBean[2];

                   eventsPerStream[0] = matchingEvents[j];

                   eventsPerStream[1] = triggerEvent;

                   newEvents.add(new MultiKey<EventBean>(eventsPerStream));

               }

           }

       }

 

       // process matches

       UniformPair<EventBean[]> pair = resultSetProcessor.processJoinResult(newEvents, oldEvents, false);

       newData = (pair != null ? pair.getFirst() : null);
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       if (parent.isDistinct())

       {

           newData = EventBeanUtility.getDistinctByProp(newData, parent.getEventBeanReader());

       }

 

       if (parent.getInternalEventRouter() != null)

       {

           if (newData != null)

           {

               for (int i = 0; i < newData.length; i++)

               {

                   if (audit) {

                       AuditPath.auditInsertInto(getExprEvaluatorContext().getEngineURI(),

getExprEvaluatorContext().getStatementName(), newData[i]);

                   }

                   parent.getInternalEventRouter().route(newData[i], parent.getStatementHandle(),

parent.getInternalEventRouteDest(), getExprEvaluatorContext(), parent.isAddToFront());

               }

           }

       }

 

       // The on-select listeners receive the events selected

       if ((newData != null) && (newData.length > 0))

       {

           // And post only if we have listeners/subscribers that need the data

           if (parent.getStatementResultService().isMakeNatural() ||

parent.getStatementResultService().isMakeSynthetic())

           {

               updateChildren(newData, null);

           }

       }

       lastResult = newData;

 

       // clear state from prior results

       resultSetProcessor.clear();

 

       // Events to delete are indicated via old data

       if (isDelete) {

           this.rootView.update(null, matchingEvents);

       }

   }

 

   public EventType getEventType()

   {

       if (resultSetProcessor != null)

       {

           return resultSetProcessor.getResultEventType();
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       }

       else

       {

           return rootView.getEventType();

       }

   }

 

   public Iterator<EventBean> iterator()

   {

       return new ArrayEventIterator(lastResult);

   }

}

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.enummethod.eval;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluator;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluatorContext;

import com.espertech.esper.event.arr.ObjectArrayEventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.event.arr.ObjectArrayEventType;

 

import java.util.Collection;

 

public class EnumEvalAggregateScalar extends EnumEvalAggregateBase implements EnumEval {

 

   private final ObjectArrayEventType evalEventType;

 

   public EnumEvalAggregateScalar(ExprEvaluator initialization, ExprEvaluator innerExpression, int

streamNumLambda, ObjectArrayEventType resultEventType, ObjectArrayEventType evalEventType) {

       super(initialization, innerExpression, streamNumLambda, resultEventType);

       this.evalEventType = evalEventType;

   }

 

   public Object evaluateEnumMethod(EventBean[] eventsLambda, Collection target, boolean isNewData,

ExprEvaluatorContext context) {

       Object initializationValue = initialization.evaluate(eventsLambda, isNewData, context);

 

       if (target.isEmpty()) {
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           return initializationValue;

       }

 

       ObjectArrayEventBean resultEvent = new ObjectArrayEventBean(new Object[1], resultEventType);

       ObjectArrayEventBean evalEvent = new ObjectArrayEventBean(new Object[1], evalEventType);

 

       for (Object next : target) {

 

           resultEvent.getProperties()[0] = initializationValue;

           evalEvent.getProperties()[0] = next;

           eventsLambda[streamNumLambda] = resultEvent;

           eventsLambda[streamNumLambda + 1] = evalEvent;

 

           initializationValue = innerExpression.evaluate(eventsLambda, isNewData, context);

       }

 

       return initializationValue;

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.agg.aggregator;

 

import com.espertech.esper.epl.agg.service.AggregatorUtil;

 

import java.math.MathContext;

 

/**

* Average that generates a BigDecimal numbers.

*/

public class AggregatorAvgBigDecimalFilter extends AggregatorAvgBigDecimal

{

   public AggregatorAvgBigDecimalFilter(MathContext optionalMathContext) {

       super(optionalMathContext);

   }

 

   public void enter(Object parameters)

   {

       Object[] paramArray = (Object[]) parameters;

       if (!AggregatorUtil.checkFilter(paramArray)) {

           return;

       }
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       super.enter(paramArray[0]);

   }

 

   public void leave(Object parameters)

   {

       Object[] paramArray = (Object[]) parameters;

       if (!AggregatorUtil.checkFilter(paramArray)) {

           return;

       }

       super.leave(paramArray[0]);

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.agg.aggregator;

 

/**

* Maintains aggregation state applying values as entering and leaving the state.

* <P>Implementations must also act as a factory for further independent copies of aggregation states such that

* new aggregation state holders and be created from a prototype.

*/

public interface AggregationMethod

{

   /**

    * Apply the value as entering aggregation (entering window).

    * <p>The value can be null since 'null' values may be counted as unique separate values.

    * @param value to add to aggregate

    */

   public void enter(Object value);

 

   /**

    * Apply the value as leaving aggregation (leaving window).

    * <p>The value can be null since 'null' values may be counted as unique separate values.

    * @param value to remove from aggregate

    */

   public void leave(Object value);

 

   /**

    * Returns the current value held.

    * @return current value

    */

   public Object getValue();
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   /**

    * Returns the type of the current value.

    * @return type of values held

    */

   public Class getValueType();

 

   /**

    * Clear out the collection.

    */

   public void clear();

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.join.plan;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventType;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprNode;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.lookup.SubordPropHashKey;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.lookup.SubordPropPlan;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.lookup.SubordPropRangeKey;

import com.espertech.esper.util.JavaClassHelper;

 

import java.util.ArrayList;

import java.util.LinkedHashMap;

import java.util.List;

 

/**

* Build query index plans.

*/

public class QueryPlanIndexBuilder

{

   /**

    * Build index specification from navigability info.

    * <p>

    * Looks at each stream and determines which properties in the stream must be indexed

    * in order for other streams to look up into the stream. Determines the unique set of properties

    * to avoid building duplicate indexes on the same set of properties.

    * @param queryGraph - navigability info

    * @return query index specs for each stream

    */

   public static QueryPlanIndex[] buildIndexSpec(QueryGraph queryGraph, EventType[] typePerStream, String[][][]
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indexedStreamsUniqueProps)

   {

       int numStreams = queryGraph.getNumStreams();

       QueryPlanIndex[] indexSpecs = new QueryPlanIndex[numStreams];

 

       // For each stream compile a list of index property sets.

       for (int streamIndexed = 0; streamIndexed < numStreams; streamIndexed++)

       {

           List<QueryPlanIndexItem> indexesSet = new ArrayList<QueryPlanIndexItem>();

 

           // Look at the index from the viewpoint of the stream looking up in the index

           for (int streamLookup = 0; streamLookup < numStreams; streamLookup++)

           {

               if (streamIndexed == streamLookup)

               {

                   continue;

               }

 

               QueryGraphValue value = queryGraph.getGraphValue(streamLookup, streamIndexed);

               QueryGraphValuePairHashKeyIndex hashKeyAndIndexProps = value.getHashKeyProps();

 

               // Sort index properties, but use the sorted properties only to eliminate duplicates

               String[] hashIndexProps = hashKeyAndIndexProps.getIndexed();

               List<QueryGraphValueEntryHashKeyed> hashKeyProps = hashKeyAndIndexProps.getKeys();

               CoercionDesc indexCoercionTypes = CoercionUtil.getCoercionTypesHash(typePerStream, streamLookup,

streamIndexed, hashKeyProps, hashIndexProps);

               Class[] hashCoercionTypeArr = indexCoercionTypes.getCoercionTypes();

 

               QueryGraphValuePairRangeIndex rangeAndIndexProps = value.getRangeProps();

               String[] rangeIndexProps = rangeAndIndexProps.getIndexed();

               List<QueryGraphValueEntryRange> rangeKeyProps = rangeAndIndexProps.getKeys();

               CoercionDesc rangeCoercionTypes = CoercionUtil.getCoercionTypesRange(typePerStream,

streamIndexed, rangeIndexProps, rangeKeyProps);

               Class[] rangeCoercionTypeArr = rangeCoercionTypes.getCoercionTypes();

 

               if (hashIndexProps.length == 0 && rangeIndexProps.length == 0) {

                   continue;

               }

 

               // reduce to any unique index if applicable

               boolean unique = false;

               QueryPlanIndexUniqueHelper.ReducedHashKeys reduced =

QueryPlanIndexUniqueHelper.reduceToUniqueIfPossible(hashIndexProps, hashCoercionTypeArr, hashKeyProps,

indexedStreamsUniqueProps[streamIndexed]);

               if (reduced != null) {

                   hashIndexProps = reduced.getPropertyNames();

                   hashCoercionTypeArr = reduced.getCoercionTypes();

                   unique = true;
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                   rangeIndexProps = new String[0];

                   rangeCoercionTypeArr = new Class[0];

               }

 

               QueryPlanIndexItem proposed = new QueryPlanIndexItem(hashIndexProps, hashCoercionTypeArr,

rangeIndexProps, rangeCoercionTypeArr, unique);

               boolean found = false;

               for (QueryPlanIndexItem index : indexesSet) {

                   if (proposed.equalsCompareSortedProps(index)) {

                       found = true;

                       break;

                   }

               }

 

               if (!found) {

                   indexesSet.add(proposed);

               }

           }

 

           // Copy the index properties for the stream to a QueryPlanIndex instance

           if (indexesSet.isEmpty()) {

               indexesSet.add(new QueryPlanIndexItem(null, null, null, null, false));

           }

 

           indexSpecs[streamIndexed] = QueryPlanIndex.makeIndex(indexesSet);

       }

 

       return indexSpecs;

   }

 

   public static SubordPropPlan getJoinProps(ExprNode filterExpr, int outsideStreamCount, EventType[]

allStreamTypesZeroIndexed)

   {

       // No filter expression means full table scan

       if (filterExpr == null)

       {

           return new SubordPropPlan();

       }

 

       // analyze query graph

       QueryGraph queryGraph = new QueryGraph(outsideStreamCount + 1);

       FilterExprAnalyzer.analyze(filterExpr, queryGraph, false);

 

       // Build a list of streams and indexes

       LinkedHashMap<String, SubordPropHashKey> joinProps = new LinkedHashMap<String,

SubordPropHashKey>();

       LinkedHashMap<String, SubordPropRangeKey> rangeProps = new LinkedHashMap<String,

SubordPropRangeKey>();
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       for (int stream = 0; stream <  outsideStreamCount; stream++)

       {

           int lookupStream = stream + 1;

 

           QueryGraphValue queryGraphValue = queryGraph.getGraphValue(lookupStream, 0);

           QueryGraphValuePairHashKeyIndex hashKeysAndIndexes = queryGraphValue.getHashKeyProps();

 

           // handle key-lookups

           List<QueryGraphValueEntryHashKeyed> keyPropertiesJoin = hashKeysAndIndexes.getKeys();

           String[] indexPropertiesJoin = hashKeysAndIndexes.getIndexed();

           if (!keyPropertiesJoin.isEmpty())

           {

               if (keyPropertiesJoin.size() != indexPropertiesJoin.length)

               {

                   throw new IllegalStateException("Invalid query key and index property collection for stream " +

stream);

               }

 

               for (int i = 0; i < keyPropertiesJoin.size(); i++)

               {

                   QueryGraphValueEntryHashKeyed keyDesc = keyPropertiesJoin.get(i);

                   ExprNode compareNode = keyDesc.getKeyExpr();

 

                   Class keyPropType = JavaClassHelper.getBoxedType(compareNode.getExprEvaluator().getType());

                   Class indexedPropType =

JavaClassHelper.getBoxedType(allStreamTypesZeroIndexed[0].getPropertyType(indexPropertiesJoin[i]));

                   Class coercionType = indexedPropType;

                   if (keyPropType != indexedPropType)

                   {

                       coercionType = JavaClassHelper.getCompareToCoercionType(keyPropType, indexedPropType);

                   }

 

                   SubordPropHashKey desc;

                   if (keyPropertiesJoin.get(i) instanceof QueryGraphValueEntryHashKeyedExpr) {

                       QueryGraphValueEntryHashKeyedExpr keyExpr = (QueryGraphValueEntryHashKeyedExpr)

keyPropertiesJoin.get(i);

                       Integer keyStreamNum = keyExpr.isRequiresKey() ? stream : null;

                       desc = new SubordPropHashKey(keyDesc, keyStreamNum, coercionType);

                   }

                   else {

                       QueryGraphValueEntryHashKeyedProp prop = (QueryGraphValueEntryHashKeyedProp) keyDesc;

                       desc = new SubordPropHashKey(prop, stream, coercionType);

                   }

                   joinProps.put(indexPropertiesJoin[i], desc);

               }

           }

 

           // handle range lookups
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           QueryGraphValuePairRangeIndex rangeKeysAndIndexes = queryGraphValue.getRangeProps();

           String[] rangeIndexes = rangeKeysAndIndexes.getIndexed();

           List<QueryGraphValueEntryRange> rangeDescs = rangeKeysAndIndexes.getKeys();

           if (rangeDescs.isEmpty()) {

               continue;

           }

 

           // get all ranges lookups

           int count = -1;

           for (QueryGraphValueEntryRange rangeDesc : rangeDescs) {

               count++;

               String rangeIndexProp = rangeIndexes[count];

 

               SubordPropRangeKey subqRangeDesc = rangeProps.get(rangeIndexProp);

 

               // other streams may specify the start or end endpoint of a range, therefore this operation can be additive

               if (subqRangeDesc != null) {

                   if (subqRangeDesc.getRangeInfo().getType().isRange()) {

                       continue;

                   }

 

                   // see if we can make this additive by using a range

                   QueryGraphValueEntryRangeRelOp relOpOther = (QueryGraphValueEntryRangeRelOp)

subqRangeDesc.getRangeInfo();

                   QueryGraphValueEntryRangeRelOp relOpThis = (QueryGraphValueEntryRangeRelOp) rangeDesc;

 

                   QueryGraphRangeConsolidateDesc opsDesc =

QueryGraphRangeUtil.getCanConsolidate(relOpThis.getType(), relOpOther.getType());

                   if (opsDesc != null) {

                       ExprNode start;

                       ExprNode end;

                       int streamNumStart;

                       int streamNumEnd;

                       if (!opsDesc.isReverse()) {

                           start = relOpOther.getExpression();

                           end = relOpThis.getExpression();

                           streamNumEnd = stream;

                       }

                       else {

                           start = relOpThis.getExpression();

                           streamNumStart = stream;

                           end = relOpOther.getExpression();

                       }

                       boolean allowRangeReversal = relOpOther.isBetweenPart() && relOpThis.isBetweenPart();

                       QueryGraphValueEntryRangeIn rangeIn = new QueryGraphValueEntryRangeIn(opsDesc.getType(),

start, end, allowRangeReversal);

 

                       Class indexedPropType =
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JavaClassHelper.getBoxedType(allStreamTypesZeroIndexed[0].getPropertyType(rangeIndexProp));

                       Class coercionType = indexedPropType;

                       Class proposedType = CoercionUtil.getCoercionTypeRangeIn(indexedPropType,

rangeIn.getExprStart(), rangeIn.getExprEnd());

                       if (proposedType != null && proposedType != indexedPropType)

                       {

                           coercionType = proposedType;

                       }

 

                       subqRangeDesc = new SubordPropRangeKey(rangeIn, coercionType);

                       rangeProps.put(rangeIndexProp, subqRangeDesc);

                   }

                   // ignore

                   continue;

               }

 

               // an existing entry has not been found

               if (rangeDesc.getType().isRange()) {

                   QueryGraphValueEntryRangeIn rangeIn = (QueryGraphValueEntryRangeIn) rangeDesc;

                   Class indexedPropType =

JavaClassHelper.getBoxedType(allStreamTypesZeroIndexed[0].getPropertyType(rangeIndexProp));

                   Class coercionType = indexedPropType;

                   Class proposedType = CoercionUtil.getCoercionTypeRangeIn(indexedPropType,

rangeIn.getExprStart(), rangeIn.getExprEnd());

                   if (proposedType != null && proposedType != indexedPropType)

                   {

                       coercionType = proposedType;

                   }

                   subqRangeDesc = new SubordPropRangeKey(rangeDesc, coercionType);

               }

               else {

                   QueryGraphValueEntryRangeRelOp relOp = (QueryGraphValueEntryRangeRelOp) rangeDesc;

                   Class keyPropType = relOp.getExpression().getExprEvaluator().getType();

                   Class indexedPropType =

JavaClassHelper.getBoxedType(allStreamTypesZeroIndexed[0].getPropertyType(rangeIndexProp));

                   Class coercionType = indexedPropType;

                   if (keyPropType != indexedPropType)

                   {

                       coercionType = JavaClassHelper.getCompareToCoercionType(keyPropType, indexedPropType);

                   }

                   subqRangeDesc = new SubordPropRangeKey(rangeDesc, coercionType);

               }

               rangeProps.put(rangeIndexProp, subqRangeDesc);

           }

 

       }

       return new SubordPropPlan(joinProps, rangeProps);

   }
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}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.join.plan;

 

import java.util.List;

 

public class QueryGraphValuePairHashKeyIndex

{

   private final String[] indexed;

   private final List<QueryGraphValueEntryHashKeyed> key;

   private final String[] strictKeys;  // those with direct lookup, can contain null elements

 

   public QueryGraphValuePairHashKeyIndex(String[] indexed, List<QueryGraphValueEntryHashKeyed> key,

String[] strictKeys) {

       this.indexed = indexed;

       this.key = key;

       this.strictKeys = strictKeys;

   }

 

   public String[] getIndexed() {

       return indexed;

   }

 

   public List<QueryGraphValueEntryHashKeyed> getKeys() {

       return key;

   }

 

   public String[] getStrictKeys() {

       return strictKeys;

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.view;
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import com.espertech.esper.client.EventType;

import com.espertech.esper.core.service.UpdateDispatchView;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.core.ResultSetProcessor;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.join.base.JoinExecutionStrategy;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.join.base.JoinSetIndicator;

import com.espertech.esper.view.View;

import com.espertech.esper.view.ViewSupport;

import com.espertech.esper.view.Viewable;

import org.apache.commons.logging.Log;

import org.apache.commons.logging.LogFactory;

 

public abstract class OutputProcessViewBase implements View, JoinSetIndicator, OutputProcessViewTerminable

{

   private static final Log log = LogFactory.getLog(OutputProcessViewBase.class);

 

   protected final ResultSetProcessor resultSetProcessor;

   protected JoinExecutionStrategy joinExecutionStrategy;

   protected UpdateDispatchView childView;

   protected Viewable parentView;

 

   protected OutputProcessViewBase(ResultSetProcessor resultSetProcessor) {

       this.resultSetProcessor = resultSetProcessor;

   }

 

   public Viewable getParent() {

       return parentView;

   }

 

   public void setParent(Viewable parent) {

       this.parentView = parent;

   }

 

   public View addView(View view) {

       if (childView != null)

       {

           throw new IllegalStateException("Child view has already been supplied");

       }

       childView = (UpdateDispatchView) view;

       return this;

   }

 

   public View[] getViews() {

       if (childView == null) {

           return ViewSupport.EMPTY_VIEW_ARRAY;

       }

       return new View[] {childView};

   }
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   public void removeAllViews()

   {

       childView = null;

   }

 

   public boolean removeView(View view) {

       if (view != childView)

       {

           throw new IllegalStateException("Cannot remove child view, view has not been supplied");

       }

       childView = null;

       return true;

   }

 

   public boolean hasViews() {

       return childView != null;

   }

 

   public EventType getEventType()

   {

       EventType eventType = resultSetProcessor.getResultEventType();

       if (eventType != null)

       {

           return eventType;

       }

       return parentView.getEventType();

   }

 

   /**

    * For joins, supplies the join execution strategy that provides iteration over statement results.

    * @param joinExecutionStrategy executes joins including static (non-continuous) joins

    */

   public void setJoinExecutionStrategy(JoinExecutionStrategy joinExecutionStrategy)

   {

       this.joinExecutionStrategy = joinExecutionStrategy;

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.metric;

 

import com.espertech.esper.core.service.StatementResultListener;
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import java.util.Set;

 

/**

* SPI for metrics activity.

*/

public interface MetricReportingServiceSPI extends MetricReportingService

{

   /**

    * Add stmt result listener.

    * @param listener to add

    */

   public void addStatementResultListener(StatementResultListener listener);

 

   /**

    * Remove stmt result listener.

    * @param listener to remove

    */

   public void removeStatementResultListener(StatementResultListener listener);

 

   /**

    * Returns output hooks.

    * @return hooks.

    */

   public Set<StatementResultListener> getStatementOutputHooks();

}

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.enummethod.eval;

 

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluator;

import com.espertech.esper.event.arr.ObjectArrayEventType;

 

public abstract class EnumEvalBaseScalarIndex implements EnumEval {

 

   protected final ExprEvaluator innerExpression;

   protected final int streamNumLambda;

   protected final ObjectArrayEventType evalEventType;

   protected final ObjectArrayEventType indexEventType;
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   public EnumEvalBaseScalarIndex(ExprEvaluator innerExpression, int streamNumLambda,

ObjectArrayEventType evalEventType, ObjectArrayEventType indexEventType) {

       this.innerExpression = innerExpression;

       this.streamNumLambda = streamNumLambda;

       this.evalEventType = evalEventType;

       this.indexEventType = indexEventType;

   }

 

   public int getStreamNumSize() {

       return streamNumLambda + 2;

   }

}

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.agg.service;

 

import com.espertech.esper.epl.agg.access.AggregationState;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.core.MethodResolutionService;

 

public interface AggregationStateFactory {

   public AggregationState createAccess(MethodResolutionService methodResolutionService,

                                        int agentInstanceId,

                                        int groupId,

                                        int aggregationId,

                                        boolean join,

                                        Object groupKey);

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.join.plan;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventType;
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import com.espertech.esper.epl.join.exec.base.CompositeTableLookupStrategy;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.join.exec.base.JoinExecTableLookupStrategy;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.join.table.EventTable;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.join.table.PropertyCompositeEventTable;

 

import java.util.Arrays;

import java.util.Collections;

import java.util.List;

import java.util.Map;

 

/**

* Plan to perform an indexed table lookup.

*/

public class CompositeTableLookupPlan extends TableLookupPlan

{

   private final List<QueryGraphValueEntryHashKeyed> hashKeys;

   private final List<QueryGraphValueEntryRange> rangeKeyPairs;

 

   /**

    * Ctor.

    * @param lookupStream - stream that generates event to look up for

    * @param indexedStream - stream to index table lookup

    * @param indexNum - index number for the table containing the full unindexed contents

    */

   public CompositeTableLookupPlan(int lookupStream, int indexedStream, String indexNum,

List<QueryGraphValueEntryHashKeyed> hashKeys, List<QueryGraphValueEntryRange> rangeKeyPairs)

   {

       super(lookupStream, indexedStream, indexNum);

       this.hashKeys = hashKeys;

       this.rangeKeyPairs = rangeKeyPairs;

   }

 

   public TableLookupKeyDesc getKeyDescriptor() {

       return new TableLookupKeyDesc(hashKeys, rangeKeyPairs);

   }

 

   public JoinExecTableLookupStrategy makeStrategyInternal(EventTable eventTable, EventType[] eventTypes)

   {

       PropertyCompositeEventTable index = (PropertyCompositeEventTable) eventTable;

       return new CompositeTableLookupStrategy(eventTypes[this.getLookupStream()], this.getLookupStream(),

hashKeys, rangeKeyPairs, index);

   }

 

   public String toString()

   {

       return "CompositeTableLookupPlan " +

               super.toString() +

               " directKeys=" + QueryGraphValueEntryHashKeyed.toQueryPlan(hashKeys) +
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               " rangeKeys=" + QueryGraphValueEntryRange.toQueryPlan(rangeKeyPairs);

   }

}

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.core.eval;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventType;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.core.SelectExprProcessor;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluatorContext;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.spec.SelectClauseStreamCompiledSpec;

import org.apache.commons.logging.Log;

import org.apache.commons.logging.LogFactory;

 

import java.util.List;

import java.util.Map;

import java.util.Set;

 

public class EvalSelectStreamNoUndWEventBeanToObj extends EvalSelectStreamBaseMap implements

SelectExprProcessor {

 

   private static final Log log = LogFactory.getLog(EvalSelectStreamNoUndWEventBeanToObj.class);

 

   private final Set<String> eventBeanToObjectProps;

 

   public EvalSelectStreamNoUndWEventBeanToObj(SelectExprContext selectExprContext, EventType

resultEventType, List<SelectClauseStreamCompiledSpec> namedStreams, boolean usingWildcard, Set<String>

eventBeanToObjectProps) {

       super(selectExprContext, resultEventType, namedStreams, usingWildcard);

       this.eventBeanToObjectProps = eventBeanToObjectProps;

   }

 

   public EventBean processSpecific(Map<String, Object> props, EventBean[] eventsPerStream,

ExprEvaluatorContext exprEvaluatorContext)

   {

       for (String property : eventBeanToObjectProps) {

           Object value = props.get(property);

           if (value instanceof EventBean) {
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               props.put(property, ((EventBean) value).getUnderlying());

           }

       }

       return super.getSelectExprContext().getEventAdapterService().adapterForTypedMap(props,

super.getResultEventType());

   }

}

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.join.exec.composite;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluatorContext;

 

import java.util.Collection;

import java.util.Map;

import java.util.Set;

 

public interface CompositeAccessStrategy {

   public Set<EventBean> lookup(EventBean theEvent, Map parent, Set<EventBean> result, CompositeIndexQuery

next, ExprEvaluatorContext context);

   public Collection<EventBean> lookup(EventBean[] eventPerStream, Map parent, Collection<EventBean> result,

CompositeIndexQuery next, ExprEvaluatorContext context);

}

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.lookup;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventType;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.join.plan.CoercionDesc;
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import java.util.List;

 

public class SubordinateTableLookupStrategyUtil {

 

   public static SubordTableLookupStrategyFactory getLookupStrategy(EventType[] outerStreamTypesZeroIndexed,

                                                            List<SubordPropHashKey> hashKeys,

                                                            CoercionDesc hashKeyCoercionTypes,

                                                            List<SubordPropRangeKey> rangeKeys,

                                                            CoercionDesc rangeKeyCoercionTypes,

                                                            boolean isNWOnTrigger) {

 

 

       boolean isStrictKeys = SubordPropUtil.isStrictKeyJoin(hashKeys);

       String[] hashStrictKeys = null;

       int[] hashStrictKeyStreams = null;

       if (isStrictKeys) {

           hashStrictKeyStreams = SubordPropUtil.getKeyStreamNums(hashKeys);

           hashStrictKeys = SubordPropUtil.getKeyProperties(hashKeys);

       }

 

       int numStreamsTotal = outerStreamTypesZeroIndexed.length + 1;

       SubordTableLookupStrategyFactory lookupStrategy;

       if (hashKeys.isEmpty() && rangeKeys.isEmpty()) {

           lookupStrategy = new SubordFullTableScanLookupStrategyFactory();

       }

       else if (hashKeys.size() > 0 && rangeKeys.isEmpty()) {

           if (hashKeys.size() == 1) {

               if (!hashKeyCoercionTypes.isCoerce()) {

                   if (isStrictKeys) {

                       lookupStrategy = new SubordIndexedTableLookupStrategySinglePropFactory(isNWOnTrigger,

outerStreamTypesZeroIndexed, hashStrictKeyStreams[0], hashStrictKeys[0]);

                   }

                   else {

                       lookupStrategy = new SubordIndexedTableLookupStrategySingleExprFactory(isNWOnTrigger,

numStreamsTotal, hashKeys.get(0));

                   }

               }

               else {

                   lookupStrategy = new SubordIndexedTableLookupStrategySingleCoercingFactory(isNWOnTrigger,

numStreamsTotal, hashKeys.get(0), hashKeyCoercionTypes.getCoercionTypes()[0]);

               }

           }

           else {

               if (!hashKeyCoercionTypes.isCoerce()) {

                   if (isStrictKeys) {

                       lookupStrategy = new SubordIndexedTableLookupStrategyPropFactory(isNWOnTrigger,

outerStreamTypesZeroIndexed, hashStrictKeyStreams, hashStrictKeys);
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                   }

                   else {

                       lookupStrategy = new SubordIndexedTableLookupStrategyExprFactory(isNWOnTrigger,

numStreamsTotal, hashKeys);

                   }

               }

               else {

                   lookupStrategy = new SubordIndexedTableLookupStrategyCoercingFactory(isNWOnTrigger,

numStreamsTotal, hashKeys, hashKeyCoercionTypes.getCoercionTypes());

               }

           }

       }

       else if (hashKeys.size() == 0 && rangeKeys.size() == 1) {

           lookupStrategy = new SubordSortedTableLookupStrategyFactory(isNWOnTrigger, numStreamsTotal,

rangeKeys.get(0));

       }

       else {

           lookupStrategy = new SubordCompositeTableLookupStrategyFactory(isNWOnTrigger, numStreamsTotal,

hashKeys, hashKeyCoercionTypes.getCoercionTypes(),

                   rangeKeys, rangeKeyCoercionTypes.getCoercionTypes());

       }

       return lookupStrategy;

   }

}

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.core.eval;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventType;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.core.SelectExprProcessor;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluatorContext;

import com.espertech.esper.event.DecoratingEventBean;

import org.apache.commons.logging.Log;

import org.apache.commons.logging.LogFactory;

 

import java.util.HashMap;

import java.util.Map;
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public class EvalInsertWildcardSSWrapper extends EvalBaseMap implements SelectExprProcessor {

 

   private static final Log log = LogFactory.getLog(EvalInsertWildcardSSWrapper.class);

 

   public EvalInsertWildcardSSWrapper(SelectExprContext selectExprContext, EventType resultEventType) {

       super(selectExprContext, resultEventType);

   }

 

   // In case of a wildcard and single stream that is itself a

   // wrapper bean, we also need to add the map properties

   public EventBean processSpecific(Map<String, Object> props, EventBean[] eventsPerStream, boolean

isNewData, boolean isSynthesize, ExprEvaluatorContext exprEvaluatorContext)

   {

       DecoratingEventBean wrapper = (DecoratingEventBean)eventsPerStream[0];

       if(wrapper != null)

       {

           Map<String, Object> map = wrapper.getDecoratingProperties();

           if ((super.getExprNodes().length == 0) && (!map.isEmpty()))

           {

               props = new HashMap<String, Object>(map);

           }

           else

           {

               props.putAll(map);

           }

       }

 

       EventBean theEvent = eventsPerStream[0];

 

       // Using a wrapper bean since we cannot use the same event type else same-type filters match.

       // Wrapping it even when not adding properties is very inexpensive.

       return super.getEventAdapterService().adapterForTypedWrapper(theEvent, props,

super.getResultEventType());

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.core;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EPException;

import com.espertech.esper.client.hook.AggregationFunctionFactory;

import com.espertech.esper.collection.Pair;
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import com.espertech.esper.epl.agg.access.*;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.agg.aggregator.*;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.agg.service.AggregationMethodFactory;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.agg.service.AggregationStateFactory;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.agg.service.AggregationSupport;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluator;

import com.espertech.esper.plugin.PlugInAggregationMultiFunctionStateContext;

import com.espertech.esper.plugin.PlugInAggregationMultiFunctionStateFactory;

import com.espertech.esper.schedule.TimeProvider;

import com.espertech.esper.type.MinMaxTypeEnum;

import org.apache.commons.logging.Log;

import org.apache.commons.logging.LogFactory;

 

import java.lang.reflect.Constructor;

import java.lang.reflect.Method;

import java.math.BigDecimal;

import java.math.BigInteger;

import java.util.Arrays;

 

/**

* Implements method resolution.

*/

public class MethodResolutionServiceImpl implements MethodResolutionService

{

   private static final Log log = LogFactory.getLog(MethodResolutionServiceImpl.class);

	private final EngineImportService engineImportService;

   private final TimeProvider timeProvider;

 

   /**

    * Ctor.

    * @param engineImportService is the engine imports

    * @param timeProvider returns time

    */

   public MethodResolutionServiceImpl(EngineImportService engineImportService,

                                      TimeProvider timeProvider)

	{

       this.engineImportService = engineImportService;

       this.timeProvider = timeProvider;

   }

 

   public boolean isUdfCache() {

       return engineImportService.isUdfCache();

   }

 

   public boolean isDuckType() {

       return engineImportService.isDuckType();

   }
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   public boolean isSortUsingCollator() {

       return engineImportService.isSortUsingCollator();

   }

 

   public AggregationSupport makePlugInAggregator(String functionName)

   {

       try

       {

           return engineImportService.resolveAggregation(functionName);

       }

       catch (EngineImportUndefinedException e)

       {

           throw new EPException("Failed to make new aggregation function instance for '" + functionName + "'", e);

       }

       catch (EngineImportException e)

       {

           throw new EPException("Failed to make new aggregation function instance for '" + functionName + "'", e);

       }

   }

 

   public Method resolveMethod(String className, String methodName, Class[] paramTypes, boolean[]

allowEventBeanType, boolean[] allowEventBeanCollType)

			throws EngineImportException

   {

       return engineImportService.resolveMethod(className, methodName, paramTypes, allowEventBeanType,

allowEventBeanCollType);

	}

 

   public Method resolveMethod(String className, String methodName)

			throws EngineImportException

   {

       return engineImportService.resolveMethod(className, methodName);

	}

 

   public Constructor resolveCtor(Class clazz, Class[] paramTypes) throws EngineImportException {

       return engineImportService.resolveCtor(clazz, paramTypes);

   }

 

   public Class resolveClass(String className)

			throws EngineImportException

   {

       return engineImportService.resolveClass(className);

	}

 

   public Method resolveMethod(Class clazz, String methodName, Class[] paramTypes, boolean[]

allowEventBeanType, boolean[] allowEventBeanCollType) throws EngineImportException

   {

       return engineImportService.resolveMethod(clazz, methodName, paramTypes, allowEventBeanType,
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allowEventBeanCollType);

   }

 

   public AggregationMethod makeCountAggregator(int agentInstanceId, int groupId, int aggregationId, boolean

isIgnoreNull, boolean hasFilter)

   {

       if (!hasFilter) {

           if (isIgnoreNull) {

               return new AggregatorCountNonNull();

           }

           return new AggregatorCount();

       }

       else {

           if (isIgnoreNull) {

               return new AggregatorCountNonNullFilter();

           }

           return new AggregatorCountFilter();

       }

   }

 

   public AggregationSupport resolveAggregation(String functionName) throws EngineImportUndefinedException,

EngineImportException

   {

       return engineImportService.resolveAggregation(functionName);

   }

 

   public AggregationFunctionFactory resolveAggregationFactory(String functionName) throws

EngineImportUndefinedException, EngineImportException

   {

       return engineImportService.resolveAggregationFactory(functionName);

   }

 

   public Pair<Class, EngineImportSingleRowDesc> resolveSingleRow(String functionName) throws

EngineImportUndefinedException, EngineImportException

   {

       return engineImportService.resolveSingleRow(functionName);

   }

 

   public AggregationMethod makeSumAggregator(int agentInstanceId, int groupId, int aggregationId, Class type,

boolean hasFilter)

   {

       if (!hasFilter) {

           if (type == BigInteger.class)

           {

               return new AggregatorSumBigInteger();

           }

           if (type == BigDecimal.class)

           {
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               return new AggregatorSumBigDecimal();

           }

           if ((type == Long.class) || (type == long.class))

           {

               return new AggregatorSumLong();

           }

           if ((type == Integer.class) || (type == int.class))

           {

               return new AggregatorSumInteger();

           }

           if ((type == Double.class) || (type == double.class))

           {

               return new AggregatorSumDouble();

           }

           if ((type == Float.class) || (type == float.class))

           {

               return new AggregatorSumFloat();

           }

           return new AggregatorSumNumInteger();

       }

       else {

           if (type == BigInteger.class)

           {

               return new AggregatorSumBigIntegerFilter();

           }

           if (type == BigDecimal.class)

           {

               return new AggregatorSumBigDecimalFilter();

           }

           if ((type == Long.class) || (type == long.class))

           {

               return new AggregatorSumLongFilter();

           }

           if ((type == Integer.class) || (type == int.class))

           {

               return new AggregatorSumIntegerFilter();

           }

           if ((type == Double.class) || (type == double.class))

           {

               return new AggregatorSumDoubleFilter();

           }

           if ((type == Float.class) || (type == float.class))

           {

               return new AggregatorSumFloatFilter();

           }

           return new AggregatorSumNumIntegerFilter();

       }

   }
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   public Class getSumAggregatorType(Class type)

   {

       if (type == BigInteger.class)

       {

           return BigInteger.class;

       }

       if (type == BigDecimal.class)

       {

           return BigDecimal.class;

       }

       if ((type == Long.class) || (type == long.class))

       {

           return Long.class;

       }

       if ((type == Integer.class) || (type == int.class))

       {

           return Integer.class;

       }

       if ((type == Double.class) || (type == double.class))

       {

           return Double.class;

       }

       if ((type == Float.class) || (type == float.class))

       {

           return Float.class;

       }

       return Integer.class;

   }

 

   public AggregationMethod makeDistinctAggregator(int agentInstanceId, int groupId, int aggregationId,

AggregationMethod aggregationMethod, Class childType, boolean hasFilter)

   {

       if (hasFilter) {

           return new AggregatorDistinctValueFilter(aggregationMethod);

       }

       return new AggregatorDistinctValue(aggregationMethod);

   }

 

   public AggregationMethod makeAvgAggregator(int agentInstanceId, int groupId, int aggregationId, Class type,

boolean hasFilter)

   {

       if (hasFilter) {

           if ((type == BigDecimal.class) || (type == BigInteger.class))

           {

               return new AggregatorAvgBigDecimalFilter(engineImportService.getDefaultMathContext());

           }

           return new AggregatorAvgFilter();
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       }

       if ((type == BigDecimal.class) || (type == BigInteger.class))

       {

           return new AggregatorAvgBigDecimal(engineImportService.getDefaultMathContext());

       }

       return new AggregatorAvg();

   }

 

   public Class getAvgAggregatorType(Class type)

   {

       if ((type == BigDecimal.class) || (type == BigInteger.class))

       {

           return BigDecimal.class;

       }

       return Double.class;

   }

 

   public AggregationMethod makeAvedevAggregator(int agentInstanceId, int groupId, int aggregationId, boolean

hasFilter)

   {

       if (!hasFilter) {

           return new AggregatorAvedev();

       }

       else {

           return new AggregatorAvedevFilter();

       }

   }

 

   public AggregationMethod makeMedianAggregator(int agentInstanceId, int groupId, int aggregationId, boolean

hasFilter)

   {

       if (!hasFilter) {

           return new AggregatorMedian();

       }

       return new AggregatorMedianFilter();

   }

 

   public AggregationMethod makeMinMaxAggregator(int agentInstanceId, int groupId, int aggregationId,

MinMaxTypeEnum minMaxTypeEnum, Class targetType, boolean isHasDataWindows, boolean hasFilter)

   {

       if (!hasFilter) {

           if (!isHasDataWindows) {

               return new AggregatorMinMaxEver(minMaxTypeEnum, targetType);

           }

           return new AggregatorMinMax(minMaxTypeEnum, targetType);

       }

       else {

           if (!isHasDataWindows) {
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               return new AggregatorMinMaxEverFilter(minMaxTypeEnum, targetType);

           }

           return new AggregatorMinMaxFilter(minMaxTypeEnum, targetType);

       }

   }

 

   public AggregationMethod makeStddevAggregator(int agentInstanceId, int groupId, int aggregationId, boolean

hasFilter)

   {

       if (!hasFilter) {

           return new AggregatorStddev();

       }

       return new AggregatorStddevFilter();

   }

 

   public AggregationMethod makeFirstEverValueAggregator(int agentInstanceId, int groupId, int aggregationId,

Class type, boolean hasFilter) {

       if (hasFilter) {

           return new AggregatorFirstEverFilter(type);

       }

       return new AggregatorFirstEver(type);

   }

 

   public AggregationMethod makeLastEverValueAggregator(int agentInstanceId, int groupId, int aggregationId,

Class type, boolean hasFilter) {

       if (hasFilter) {

           return new AggregatorLastEverFilter(type);

       }

       return new AggregatorLastEver(type);

   }

 

   public AggregationMethod makeRateAggregator(int agentInstanceId, int groupId, int aggregationId) {

       return new AggregatorRate();

   }

 

   public AggregationMethod makeRateEverAggregator(int agentInstanceId, int groupId, int aggregationId, long

interval) {

       return new AggregatorRateEver(interval, timeProvider);

   }

 

   public AggregationMethod makeNthAggregator(int agentInstanceId, int groupId, int aggregationId, Class

returnType, int size) {

       return new AggregatorNth(returnType, size);

   }

 

   public AggregationMethod makeLeavingAggregator(int agentInstanceId, int groupId, int aggregationId) {

       return new AggregatorLeaving();

   }
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   public void setGroupKeyTypes(Class[] groupKeyTypes)

   {

       if (log.isDebugEnabled())

       {

           log.debug("Group key typed are " + Arrays.toString(groupKeyTypes));

       }

   }

 

   public AggregationMethod[] newAggregators(AggregationMethodFactory[] prototypes, int agentInstanceId) {

       return newAggregatorsInternal(prototypes, agentInstanceId);

   }

 

   public AggregationMethod[] newAggregators(AggregationMethodFactory[] prototypes, int agentInstanceId,

Object groupKey) {

       return newAggregatorsInternal(prototypes, agentInstanceId);

   }

 

   public AggregationMethod[] newAggregatorsInternal(AggregationMethodFactory[] prototypes, int

agentInstanceId) {

       AggregationMethod row[] = new AggregationMethod[prototypes.length];

       for (int i = 0; i < prototypes.length; i++)

       {

           row[i] = prototypes[i].make(this, agentInstanceId, -1, i);

       }

       return row;

   }

 

   public long getCurrentRowCount(AggregationMethod[] aggregators, AggregationState[] groupStates)

   {

       return 0;   // since the aggregators are always fresh ones

   }

 

   public void removeAggregators(int agentInstanceId, Object groupKey)

   {

       // To be overridden by implementations that care when aggregators get removed

   }

 

   public AggregationState[] newAccesses(int agentInstanceId, boolean isJoin, AggregationStateFactory[]

accessAggSpecs) {

       return newAccessInternal(agentInstanceId, accessAggSpecs, isJoin, null);

   }

 

   public AggregationState[] newAccesses(int agentInstanceId, boolean isJoin, AggregationStateFactory[]

accessAggSpecs, Object groupKey) {

       return newAccessInternal(agentInstanceId, accessAggSpecs, isJoin, groupKey);

   }
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   private AggregationState[] newAccessInternal(int agentInstanceId, AggregationStateFactory[] accessAggSpecs,

boolean isJoin, Object groupKey) {

       AggregationState[] row = new AggregationState[accessAggSpecs.length];

       int i = 0;

       for (AggregationStateFactory spec : accessAggSpecs) {

           row[i] = spec.createAccess(this, agentInstanceId, 0, i, isJoin, groupKey);   // no group id assigned

           i++;

       }

       return row;

   }

 

   public AggregationState makeAccessAggLinearNonJoin(int agentInstanceId, int groupId, int aggregationId, int

streamNum) {

       return new AggregationStateImpl(streamNum);

   }

 

   public AggregationState makeAccessAggLinearJoin(int agentInstanceId, int groupId, int aggregationId, int

streamNum) {

       return new AggregationStateJoinImpl(streamNum);

   }

 

   public AggregationState makeAccessAggSortedNonJoin(int agentInstanceId, int groupId, int aggregationId,

AggregationStateSortedSpec spec) {

       return new AggregationStateSortedImpl(spec);

   }

 

   public AggregationState makeAccessAggSortedJoin(int agentInstanceId, int groupId, int aggregationId,

AggregationStateSortedSpec spec) {

       return new AggregationStateSortedJoin(spec);

   }

 

   public AggregationState makeAccessAggMinMaxEver(int agentInstanceId, int groupId, int aggregationId,

AggregationStateMinMaxByEverSpec spec) {

       return new AggregationStateMinMaxByEver(spec);

   }

 

   public AggregationState makeAccessAggPlugin(int agentInstanceId, int groupId, int aggregationId, boolean join,

PlugInAggregationMultiFunctionStateFactory providerFactory, Object groupKey) {

       PlugInAggregationMultiFunctionStateContext context = new

PlugInAggregationMultiFunctionStateContext(agentInstanceId, groupKey);

       return providerFactory.makeAggregationState(context);

   }

 

   public void destroyedAgentInstance(int agentInstanceId) {

       // no action require

   }

 

   public EngineImportService getEngineImportService() {
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       return engineImportService;

   }

 

   public Object getCriteriaKeyBinding(ExprEvaluator[] evaluators) {

       return null;    // no bindings

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.parse;

 

/**

* This exception is thrown to indicate a problem in a filter specification.

*/

public class ASTFilterSpecValidationException extends ASTWalkException

{

   private static final long serialVersionUID = -2940818233788689612L;

 

   /**

    * Ctor.

    * @param message - error message

    * @param t - inner throwable

    */

   public ASTFilterSpecValidationException(final String message, Throwable t)

   {

       super(message, t);

   }

 

   /**

    * Ctor.

    * @param message - error message

    */

   public ASTFilterSpecValidationException(final String message)

   {

       super(message);

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *
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* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.named;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventType;

import com.espertech.esper.core.context.util.EPStatementAgentInstanceHandle;

import com.espertech.esper.core.service.StatementAgentInstanceLock;

import com.espertech.esper.core.service.StatementResultService;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluatorContext;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.metric.StatementMetricHandle;

import com.espertech.esper.event.vaevent.ValueAddEventProcessor;

import com.espertech.esper.view.ViewProcessingException;

 

import java.util.List;

import java.util.Map;

import java.util.Set;

 

/**

* Service to manage named window dispatches, locks and processors on an engine level.

*/

public interface NamedWindowService

{

   /**

    * Error message for data windows required.

    */

   public final static String ERROR_MSG_DATAWINDOWS = "Named windows require one or more child views

that are data window views";

 

   /**

    * Error message for no data window allowed.

    */

   public final static String ERROR_MSG_NO_DATAWINDOW_ALLOWED = "Consuming statements to a

named window cannot declare a data window view onto the named window";

 

   /**

    * Returns true to indicate that the name is a named window.

    * @param name is the window name

    * @return true if a named window, false if not a named window

    */

   public boolean isNamedWindow(String name);

 

   /**

    * Returns the names of all named windows known.

    * @return named window names

    */

   public String[] getNamedWindows();
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   /**

    * Create a new named window.

    * @param name window name

    * @param eventType the event type of the window

    * @param statementResultService for coordinating on whether insert and remove stream events should be posted

    * @param revisionProcessor handles update events

    * @param eplExpression is the expression

    * @param statementName the name of the statement

    * @param isPrioritized if the engine is running with prioritized execution

    * @return processor for the named window

    * @throws ViewProcessingException if the named window already exists

    */

   public NamedWindowProcessor addProcessor(String name,

                                            String contextName,

                                            boolean singleInstanceContext,

                                            EventType eventType,

                                            StatementResultService statementResultService,

                                            ValueAddEventProcessor revisionProcessor,

                                            String eplExpression,

                                            String statementName,

                                            boolean isPrioritized,

                                            boolean isEnableSubqueryIndexShare,

                                            boolean isBatchingDataWindow,

                                            boolean isVirtualDataWindow,

                                            StatementMetricHandle statementMetricHandle,

                                            Set<String> optionalUniqueKeyProps) throws ViewProcessingException;

 

   /**

    * Returns the processing instance for a given named window.

    * @param name window name

    * @return processor for the named window

    */

   public NamedWindowProcessor getProcessor(String name);

 

   /**

    * Upon destroy of the named window creation statement, the named window processor must be removed.

    * @param name is the named window name

    */

   public void removeProcessor(String name);

 

   /**

    * Dispatch events of the insert and remove stream of named windows to consumers, as part of the

    * main event processing or dispatch loop.

    * @param exprEvaluatorContext context for expression evalauation

    * @return send events to consuming statements

    */

   public boolean dispatch(ExprEvaluatorContext exprEvaluatorContext);
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   /**

    * For use to add a result of a named window that must be dispatched to consuming views.

    * @param delta is the result to dispatch

    * @param consumers is the destination of the dispatch, a map of statements to one or more consuming views

    */

   public void addDispatch(NamedWindowDeltaData delta, Map<EPStatementAgentInstanceHandle,

List<NamedWindowConsumerView>> consumers);

 

   /**

    * Returns the statement lock for the named window, to be shared with on-delete statements for the same named

window.

    * @param windowName is the window name

    * @return the lock for the named window, or null if the window dos not yet exists

    */

   public StatementAgentInstanceLock getNamedWindowLock(String windowName);

 

   /**

    * Sets the lock to use for a named window.

    * @param windowName is the named window name

    * @param statementResourceLock is the statement lock for the create window statement

    * @param statementName the name of the statement that is the "create window"

    */

   public void addNamedWindowLock(String windowName, StatementAgentInstanceLock statementResourceLock,

String statementName);

 

   /**

    * Remove the lock associated to the named window.

    * @param statementName the name of the statement that is the "create window"

    */

   public void removeNamedWindowLock(String statementName);

 

   /**

    * Clear out the service.

    */

   public void destroy();

 

   /**

    * Add an observer to be called back when named window state changes occur.

    * <p>

    * Observers have set-semantics: the same Observer cannot be added twice

    * @param observer to add

    */

   public void addObserver(NamedWindowLifecycleObserver observer);

 

   /**

    * Remove an observer to be called back when named window state changes occur.

    * @param observer to remove

    */
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   public void removeObserver(NamedWindowLifecycleObserver observer);

 

   /**

    * Returns an index descriptor array describing all available indexes for the named window.

    * @param windowName window name

    * @return indexes

    */

   public IndexMultiKey[] getNamedWindowIndexes(String windowName);

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.join.base;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluatorContext;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.join.table.EventTable;

 

import java.util.Iterator;

 

/**

* Full table scan strategy for a poll-based cache result.

*/

public class HistoricalIndexLookupStrategyNoIndex implements HistoricalIndexLookupStrategy

{

   public HistoricalIndexLookupStrategyNoIndex() {

   }

 

   public Iterator<EventBean> lookup(EventBean lookupEvent, EventTable index, ExprEvaluatorContext context) {

       return index.iterator();

   }

 

   public String toQueryPlan() {

       return this.getClass().getSimpleName();

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *
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**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.spec;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.ConfigurationInformation;

import com.espertech.esper.client.EPException;

import com.espertech.esper.client.soda.*;

import com.espertech.esper.collection.Pair;

import com.espertech.esper.core.context.mgr.ContextManagementService;

import com.espertech.esper.core.context.util.ContextPropertyRegistry;

import com.espertech.esper.core.service.EPAdministratorHelper;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.agg.access.AggregationStateType;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.core.EngineImportService;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.core.EngineImportSingleRowDesc;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.db.DatabasePollingViewableFactory;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.declexpr.ExprDeclaredHelper;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.declexpr.ExprDeclaredNode;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.declexpr.ExprDeclaredNodeImpl;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.declexpr.ExprDeclaredService;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.enummethod.dot.ExprLambdaGoesNode;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.*;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.named.NamedWindowService;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.parse.ASTAggregationHelper;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.parse.ASTFilterSpecHelper;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.parse.ASTWalkException;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.script.ExprNodeScript;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.variable.VariableService;

import com.espertech.esper.pattern.*;

import com.espertech.esper.rowregex.*;

import com.espertech.esper.schedule.SchedulingService;

import com.espertech.esper.type.CronOperatorEnum;

import com.espertech.esper.type.MathArithTypeEnum;

import com.espertech.esper.type.MinMaxTypeEnum;

import com.espertech.esper.type.RelationalOpEnum;

import com.espertech.esper.util.PlaceholderParseException;

import com.espertech.esper.util.PlaceholderParser;

 

import java.util.*;

 

/**

* Helper for mapping internal representations of a statement to the SODA object model for statements.

*/

public class StatementSpecMapper

{

   /**

    * Unmap expresission.

    * @param expression to unmap

    * @return expression

    */
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   public static Expression unmap(ExprNode expression) {

       return unmapExpressionDeep(expression, new StatementSpecUnMapContext());

   }

 

   /**

    * Unmap pattern.

    * @param node to unmap

    * @return pattern

    */

   public static PatternExpr unmap(EvalFactoryNode node) {

       return unmapPatternEvalDeep(node, new StatementSpecUnMapContext());

   }

 

   /**

    * Unmap annotation.

    * @param node to unmap

    * @return annotation

    */

   public static AnnotationPart unmap(AnnotationDesc node) {

       List<AnnotationPart> list = unmapAnnotations(new

ArrayList<AnnotationDesc>(Collections.singletonList(node)));

       return list.get(0);

   }

 

   /**

    * Unmap match recognize pattern.

    * @param pattern recognize pattern to unmap

    * @return match recognize pattern

    */

   public static MatchRecognizeRegEx unmap(RowRegexExprNode pattern) {

       return unmapExpressionDeepRowRegex(pattern, new StatementSpecUnMapContext());

   }

 

   /**

    * Maps the SODA object model to a statement specification.

    * @param sodaStatement is the object model to map

    * @param engineImportService for resolving imports such as plug-in aggregations

    * @param variableService provides variable values

    * @param configuration supplies config values

    * @return statement specification, and internal representation of a statement

    */

   public static StatementSpecRaw map(EPStatementObjectModel sodaStatement, EngineImportService

engineImportService, VariableService variableService, ConfigurationInformation configuration, SchedulingService

schedulingService, String engineURI, PatternNodeFactory patternNodeFactory, NamedWindowService

namedWindowService, ContextManagementService contextManagementService, ExprDeclaredService

exprDeclaredService)

   {

       StatementSpecMapContext mapContext = new StatementSpecMapContext(engineImportService,
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variableService, configuration, schedulingService, engineURI, patternNodeFactory, namedWindowService,

contextManagementService, exprDeclaredService);

 

       StatementSpecRaw raw = map(sodaStatement, mapContext);

       if (mapContext.isHasVariables())

       {

           raw.setHasVariables(true);

       }

       raw.setReferencedVariables(mapContext.getVariableNames());

       return raw;

   }

 

   private static StatementSpecRaw map(EPStatementObjectModel sodaStatement, StatementSpecMapContext

mapContext)

   {

       StatementSpecRaw raw = new StatementSpecRaw(SelectClauseStreamSelectorEnum.ISTREAM_ONLY);

 

       List<AnnotationDesc> annotations = mapAnnotations(sodaStatement.getAnnotations());

       raw.setAnnotations(annotations);

       mapFireAndForget(sodaStatement.getFireAndForgetClause(), raw, mapContext);

       mapExpressionDeclaration(sodaStatement.getExpressionDeclarations(), raw, mapContext);

       mapScriptExpressions(sodaStatement.getScriptExpressions(), raw, mapContext);

       mapContextName(sodaStatement.getContextName(), raw, mapContext);

       mapUpdateClause(sodaStatement.getUpdateClause(), raw, mapContext);

       mapCreateContext(sodaStatement.getCreateContext(), raw, mapContext);

       mapCreateWindow(sodaStatement.getCreateWindow(), sodaStatement.getFromClause(), raw, mapContext);

       mapCreateIndex(sodaStatement.getCreateIndex(), raw, mapContext);

       mapCreateVariable(sodaStatement.getCreateVariable(), raw, mapContext);

       mapCreateSchema(sodaStatement.getCreateSchema(), raw, mapContext);

       mapCreateExpression(sodaStatement.getCreateExpression(), raw, mapContext);

       mapCreateGraph(sodaStatement.getCreateDataFlow(), raw, mapContext);

       mapOnTrigger(sodaStatement.getOnExpr(), raw, mapContext);

       InsertIntoDesc desc = mapInsertInto(sodaStatement.getInsertInto());

       raw.setInsertIntoDesc(desc);

       mapSelect(sodaStatement.getSelectClause(), raw, mapContext);

       mapFrom(sodaStatement.getFromClause(), raw, mapContext);

       mapWhere(sodaStatement.getWhereClause(), raw, mapContext);

       mapGroupBy(sodaStatement.getGroupByClause(), raw, mapContext);

       mapHaving(sodaStatement.getHavingClause(), raw, mapContext);

       mapOutputLimit(sodaStatement.getOutputLimitClause(), raw, mapContext);

       mapOrderBy(sodaStatement.getOrderByClause(), raw, mapContext);

       mapRowLimit(sodaStatement.getRowLimitClause(), raw, mapContext);

       mapMatchRecognize(sodaStatement.getMatchRecognizeClause(), raw, mapContext);

       mapForClause(sodaStatement.getForClause(), raw, mapContext);

       mapSQLParameters(sodaStatement.getFromClause(), raw, mapContext);

 

       // from clause is required for create-window

       if (sodaStatement.getCreateWindow() != null && raw.getStreamSpecs().size() == 0) {
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           FilterSpecRaw spec = new FilterSpecRaw("java.lang.Object", Collections.<ExprNode>emptyList(), null);

           raw.getStreamSpecs().add(new FilterStreamSpecRaw(spec, ViewSpec.EMPTY_VIEWSPEC_ARRAY, null,

new StreamSpecOptions()));

       }

       return raw;

   }

 

   private static void mapFireAndForget(FireAndForgetClause fireAndForgetClause, StatementSpecRaw raw,

StatementSpecMapContext mapContext) {

       if (fireAndForgetClause == null) {

           return;

       }

       else if (fireAndForgetClause instanceof FireAndForgetDelete) {

           raw.setFireAndForgetSpec(new FireAndForgetSpecDelete());

       }

       else if (fireAndForgetClause instanceof FireAndForgetUpdate) {

           FireAndForgetUpdate upd = (FireAndForgetUpdate) fireAndForgetClause;

           List<OnTriggerSetAssignment> assignments = new ArrayList<OnTriggerSetAssignment>();

           for (Assignment pair : upd.getAssignments())

           {

               ExprNode expr = mapExpressionDeep(pair.getValue(), mapContext);

               assignments.add(new OnTriggerSetAssignment(expr));

           }

           FireAndForgetSpecUpdate updspec = new FireAndForgetSpecUpdate(assignments);

           raw.setFireAndForgetSpec(updspec);

       }

       else {

           throw new IllegalStateException("Unrecognized fire-and-forget clause " + fireAndForgetClause);

       }

   }

 

   /**

    * Maps the internal representation of a statement to the SODA object model.

    * @param statementSpec is the internal representation

    * @return object model of statement

    */

   public static StatementSpecUnMapResult unmap(StatementSpecRaw statementSpec)

   {

       StatementSpecUnMapContext unmapContext = new StatementSpecUnMapContext();

       EPStatementObjectModel model = unmapInternal(statementSpec, unmapContext);

       return new StatementSpecUnMapResult(model, unmapContext.getIndexedParams());

   }

 

   private static EPStatementObjectModel unmapInternal(StatementSpecRaw statementSpec,

StatementSpecUnMapContext unmapContext)

   {

       EPStatementObjectModel model = new EPStatementObjectModel();

       List<AnnotationPart> annotations = unmapAnnotations(statementSpec.getAnnotations());
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       model.setAnnotations(annotations);

       unmapFireAndForget(statementSpec.getFireAndForgetSpec(), model, unmapContext);

       List<ExpressionDeclaration> expressionDeclarations =

unmapExpressionDeclarations(statementSpec.getExpressionDeclDesc(), unmapContext);

       model.setExpressionDeclarations(expressionDeclarations);

       List<ScriptExpression> scripts = unmapScriptExpressions(statementSpec.getScriptExpressions(),

unmapContext);

       model.setScriptExpressions(scripts);

       unmapContextName(statementSpec.getOptionalContextName(), model);

       unmapCreateContext(statementSpec.getCreateContextDesc(), model, unmapContext);

       unmapCreateWindow(statementSpec.getCreateWindowDesc(), model, unmapContext);

       unmapCreateIndex(statementSpec.getCreateIndexDesc(), model, unmapContext);

       unmapCreateVariable(statementSpec.getCreateVariableDesc(), model, unmapContext);

       unmapCreateSchema(statementSpec.getCreateSchemaDesc(), model, unmapContext);

       unmapCreateExpression(statementSpec.getCreateExpressionDesc(), model, unmapContext);

       unmapCreateGraph(statementSpec.getCreateDataFlowDesc(), model, unmapContext);

       unmapUpdateClause(statementSpec.getStreamSpecs(), statementSpec.getUpdateDesc(), model, unmapContext);

       unmapOnClause(statementSpec.getOnTriggerDesc(), model, unmapContext);

       InsertIntoClause insertIntoClause = unmapInsertInto(statementSpec.getInsertIntoDesc());

       model.setInsertInto(insertIntoClause);

       SelectClause selectClause = unmapSelect(statementSpec.getSelectClauseSpec(),

statementSpec.getSelectStreamSelectorEnum(), unmapContext);

       model.setSelectClause(selectClause);

       unmapFrom(statementSpec.getStreamSpecs(), statementSpec.getOuterJoinDescList(), model, unmapContext);

       unmapWhere(statementSpec.getFilterRootNode(), model, unmapContext);

       unmapGroupBy(statementSpec.getGroupByExpressions(), model, unmapContext);

       unmapHaving(statementSpec.getHavingExprRootNode(), model, unmapContext);

       unmapOutputLimit(statementSpec.getOutputLimitSpec(), model, unmapContext);

       unmapOrderBy(statementSpec.getOrderByList(), model, unmapContext);

       unmapRowLimit(statementSpec.getRowLimitSpec(), model, unmapContext);

       unmapMatchRecognize(statementSpec.getMatchRecognizeSpec(), model, unmapContext);

       unmapForClause(statementSpec.getForClauseSpec(), model, unmapContext);

       unmapSQLParameters(statementSpec.getSqlParameters(), unmapContext);

       return model;

   }

 

   private static void unmapFireAndForget(FireAndForgetSpec fireAndForgetSpec, EPStatementObjectModel

model, StatementSpecUnMapContext unmapContext) {

       if (fireAndForgetSpec == null) {

           return;

       }

       else if (fireAndForgetSpec instanceof FireAndForgetSpecDelete) {

           model.setFireAndForgetClause(new FireAndForgetDelete());

       }

       else if (fireAndForgetSpec instanceof FireAndForgetSpecUpdate) {

           FireAndForgetSpecUpdate upd = (FireAndForgetSpecUpdate) fireAndForgetSpec;

           FireAndForgetUpdate faf = new FireAndForgetUpdate();

           for (OnTriggerSetAssignment assignment : upd.getAssignments())
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           {

               Expression expr = unmapExpressionDeep(assignment.getExpression(), unmapContext);

               faf.addAssignment(new Assignment(expr));

           }

           model.setFireAndForgetClause(faf);

       }

       else {

           throw new IllegalStateException("Unrecognized type of fire-and-forget: " + fireAndForgetSpec);

       }

   }

 

   // Collect substitution parameters

   private static void unmapSQLParameters(Map<Integer, List<ExprNode>> sqlParameters,

StatementSpecUnMapContext unmapContext)

   {

       if (sqlParameters == null) {

           return;

       }

       for (Map.Entry<Integer, List<ExprNode>> pair : sqlParameters.entrySet()) {

           for (ExprNode node : pair.getValue()) {

               unmapExpressionDeep(node, unmapContext);

           }

       }

   }

 

   private static void unmapOnClause(OnTriggerDesc onTriggerDesc, EPStatementObjectModel model,

StatementSpecUnMapContext unmapContext)

   {

       if (onTriggerDesc == null)

       {

           return;

       }

       if (onTriggerDesc.getOnTriggerType() == OnTriggerType.ON_DELETE)

       {

           OnTriggerWindowDesc window = (OnTriggerWindowDesc) onTriggerDesc;

           model.setOnExpr(new OnDeleteClause(window.getWindowName(), window.getOptionalAsName()));

       }

       else if (onTriggerDesc.getOnTriggerType() == OnTriggerType.ON_UPDATE)

       {

           OnTriggerWindowUpdateDesc window = (OnTriggerWindowUpdateDesc) onTriggerDesc;

           OnUpdateClause clause = new OnUpdateClause(window.getWindowName(),

window.getOptionalAsName());

           for (OnTriggerSetAssignment assignment : window.getAssignments())

           {

               Expression expr = unmapExpressionDeep(assignment.getExpression(), unmapContext);

               clause.addAssignment(expr);

           }

           model.setOnExpr(clause);
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       }

       else if (onTriggerDesc.getOnTriggerType() == OnTriggerType.ON_SELECT)

       {

           OnTriggerWindowDesc window = (OnTriggerWindowDesc) onTriggerDesc;

           OnSelectClause onSelect = new OnSelectClause(window.getWindowName(),

window.getOptionalAsName());

           onSelect.setDeleteAndSelect(window.isDeleteAndSelect());

           model.setOnExpr(onSelect);

       }

       else if (onTriggerDesc.getOnTriggerType() == OnTriggerType.ON_SET)

       {

           OnTriggerSetDesc trigger = (OnTriggerSetDesc) onTriggerDesc;

           OnSetClause clause = new OnSetClause();

           for (OnTriggerSetAssignment assignment : trigger.getAssignments())

           {

               Expression expr = unmapExpressionDeep(assignment.getExpression(), unmapContext);

               clause.addAssignment(expr);

           }

           model.setOnExpr(clause);

       }

       else if (onTriggerDesc.getOnTriggerType() == OnTriggerType.ON_SPLITSTREAM)

       {

           OnTriggerSplitStreamDesc trigger = (OnTriggerSplitStreamDesc) onTriggerDesc;

           OnInsertSplitStreamClause clause = OnInsertSplitStreamClause.create();

           for (OnTriggerSplitStream stream : trigger.getSplitStreams())

           {

               Expression whereClause = null;

               if (stream.getWhereClause() != null)

               {

                   whereClause = unmapExpressionDeep(stream.getWhereClause(), unmapContext);

               }

               InsertIntoClause insertIntoClause = unmapInsertInto(stream.getInsertInto());

               SelectClause selectClause = unmapSelect(stream.getSelectClause(),

SelectClauseStreamSelectorEnum.ISTREAM_ONLY, unmapContext);

               clause.addItem(OnInsertSplitStreamItem.create(insertIntoClause, selectClause, whereClause));

           }

           model.setOnExpr(clause);

           clause.setFirst(trigger.isFirst());

       }

       else if (onTriggerDesc.getOnTriggerType() == OnTriggerType.ON_MERGE)

       {

           OnTriggerMergeDesc trigger = (OnTriggerMergeDesc) onTriggerDesc;

           List<OnMergeMatchItem> matchItems = new ArrayList<OnMergeMatchItem>();

           for (OnTriggerMergeMatched matched : trigger.getItems()) {

 

               List<OnMergeMatchedAction> actions = new ArrayList<OnMergeMatchedAction>();

               Expression matchCond = matched.getOptionalMatchCond() != null ?

unmapExpressionDeep(matched.getOptionalMatchCond(), unmapContext) : null;
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               OnMergeMatchItem matchItem = new OnMergeMatchItem(matched.isMatchedUnmatched(), matchCond,

actions);

               for (OnTriggerMergeAction actionitem : matched.getActions())

               {

                   OnMergeMatchedAction action;

                   if (actionitem instanceof OnTriggerMergeActionDelete) {

                       OnTriggerMergeActionDelete delete = (OnTriggerMergeActionDelete) actionitem;

                       Expression optionalCondition = delete.getOptionalWhereClause() == null ? null :

unmapExpressionDeep(delete.getOptionalWhereClause(), unmapContext);

                       action = new OnMergeMatchedDeleteAction(optionalCondition);

                   }

                   else if (actionitem instanceof OnTriggerMergeActionUpdate) {

                       OnTriggerMergeActionUpdate merge = (OnTriggerMergeActionUpdate) actionitem;

                       List<Assignment> assignments = new ArrayList<Assignment>();

                       for (OnTriggerSetAssignment pair : merge.getAssignments())

                       {

                           Expression expr = unmapExpressionDeep(pair.getExpression(), unmapContext);

                           assignments.add(new Assignment(expr));

                       }

                       Expression optionalCondition = merge.getOptionalWhereClause() == null ? null :

unmapExpressionDeep(merge.getOptionalWhereClause(), unmapContext);

                       action = new OnMergeMatchedUpdateAction(assignments, optionalCondition);

                   }

                   else if (actionitem instanceof OnTriggerMergeActionInsert) {

                       OnTriggerMergeActionInsert insert = (OnTriggerMergeActionInsert) actionitem;

                       List<String> columnNames = new ArrayList<String>(insert.getColumns());

                       List<SelectClauseElement> select = unmapSelectClauseElements(insert.getSelectClause(),

unmapContext);

                       Expression optionalCondition = insert.getOptionalWhereClause() == null ? null :

unmapExpressionDeep(insert.getOptionalWhereClause(), unmapContext);

                       action = new OnMergeMatchedInsertAction(columnNames, select, optionalCondition,

insert.getOptionalStreamName());

                   }

                   else {

                       throw new IllegalArgumentException("Unrecognized merged action type '" + actionitem.getClass() +

"'");

                   }

                   actions.add(action);

               }

               matchItems.add(matchItem);

           }

           model.setOnExpr(OnMergeClause.create(trigger.getWindowName(), trigger.getOptionalAsName(),

matchItems));

       }

       else {

           throw new IllegalArgumentException("Type of on-clause not handled: " +

onTriggerDesc.getOnTriggerType());

       }
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   }

 

   private static void unmapUpdateClause(List<StreamSpecRaw> desc, UpdateDesc updateDesc,

EPStatementObjectModel model, StatementSpecUnMapContext unmapContext)

   {

       if (updateDesc == null)

       {

           return;

       }

       String type = ((FilterStreamSpecRaw) desc.get(0)).getRawFilterSpec().getEventTypeName();

       UpdateClause clause = new UpdateClause(type, updateDesc.getOptionalStreamName());

       for (OnTriggerSetAssignment assignment : updateDesc.getAssignments())

       {

           Expression expr = unmapExpressionDeep(assignment.getExpression(), unmapContext);

           clause.addAssignment(expr);

       }

       model.setUpdateClause(clause);

 

       if (updateDesc.getOptionalWhereClause() != null)

       {

           Expression expr = unmapExpressionDeep(updateDesc.getOptionalWhereClause(), unmapContext);

           model.getUpdateClause().setOptionalWhereClause(expr);

       }

   }

 

   private static void unmapContextName(String contextName, EPStatementObjectModel model) {

       model.setContextName(contextName);

   }

 

   private static void unmapCreateContext(CreateContextDesc createContextDesc, EPStatementObjectModel model,

StatementSpecUnMapContext unmapContext)

   {

       if (createContextDesc == null)

       {

           return;

       }

 

       ContextDescriptor desc = unmapCreateContextDetail(createContextDesc.getContextDetail(), unmapContext);

       CreateContextClause clause = new CreateContextClause(createContextDesc.getContextName(), desc);

       model.setCreateContext(clause);

   }

 

   private static ContextDescriptor unmapCreateContextDetail(ContextDetail contextDetail,

StatementSpecUnMapContext unmapContext) {

       ContextDescriptor desc;

       if (contextDetail instanceof ContextDetailInitiatedTerminated) {

           ContextDetailInitiatedTerminated spec = (ContextDetailInitiatedTerminated) contextDetail;

           ContextDescriptorCondition startCondition = unmapCreateContextRangeCondition(spec.getStart(),
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unmapContext);

           ContextDescriptorCondition endCondition = unmapCreateContextRangeCondition(spec.getEnd(),

unmapContext);

           desc = new ContextDescriptorInitiatedTerminated(startCondition, endCondition, spec.isOverlapping());

       }

       else if (contextDetail instanceof ContextDetailPartitioned) {

           ContextDetailPartitioned seg = (ContextDetailPartitioned) contextDetail;

           List<ContextDescriptorKeyedSegmentedItem> segmentedItems = new

ArrayList<ContextDescriptorKeyedSegmentedItem>();

           for (ContextDetailPartitionItem item : seg.getItems()) {

               Filter filter = unmapFilter(item.getFilterSpecRaw(), unmapContext);

               segmentedItems.add(new ContextDescriptorKeyedSegmentedItem(item.getPropertyNames(), filter));

           }

           desc = new ContextDescriptorKeyedSegmented(segmentedItems);

       }

       else if (contextDetail instanceof ContextDetailCategory) {

           ContextDetailCategory category = (ContextDetailCategory) contextDetail;

           List<ContextDescriptorCategoryItem> categoryItems = new ArrayList<ContextDescriptorCategoryItem>();

           Filter filter = unmapFilter(category.getFilterSpecRaw(), unmapContext);

           for (ContextDetailCategoryItem item : category.getItems()) {

               Expression expr = unmapExpressionDeep(item.getExpression(), unmapContext);

               categoryItems.add(new ContextDescriptorCategoryItem(expr, item.getName()));

           }

           desc = new ContextDescriptorCategory(categoryItems, filter);

       }

       else if (contextDetail instanceof ContextDetailHash) {

           ContextDetailHash init = (ContextDetailHash) contextDetail;

           List<ContextDescriptorHashSegmentedItem> hashes = new

ArrayList<ContextDescriptorHashSegmentedItem>();

           for (ContextDetailHashItem item : init.getItems()) {

               DotExpressionItem dot = unmapChains(new

ArrayList<ExprChainedSpec>(Collections.singletonList(item.getFunction())), unmapContext, false).get(0);

               SingleRowMethodExpression dotExpression = new SingleRowMethodExpression(new

ArrayList<DotExpressionItem>(Collections.singletonList(dot)));

               Filter filter = unmapFilter(item.getFilterSpecRaw(), unmapContext);

               hashes.add(new ContextDescriptorHashSegmentedItem(dotExpression, filter));

           }

           desc = new ContextDescriptorHashSegmented(hashes, init.getGranularity(), init.isPreallocate());

       }

       else {

           ContextDetailNested nested = (ContextDetailNested) contextDetail;

           List<CreateContextClause> contexts = new ArrayList<CreateContextClause>();

           for (CreateContextDesc item : nested.getContexts()) {

               ContextDescriptor detail = unmapCreateContextDetail(item.getContextDetail(), unmapContext);

               contexts.add(new CreateContextClause(item.getContextName(), detail));

           }

           desc = new ContextDescriptorNested(contexts);

       }
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       return desc;

   }

 

   private static ContextDescriptorCondition unmapCreateContextRangeCondition(ContextDetailCondition endpoint,

StatementSpecUnMapContext unmapContext) {

       if (endpoint instanceof ContextDetailConditionCrontab) {

           ContextDetailConditionCrontab crontab = (ContextDetailConditionCrontab) endpoint;

           List<Expression> crontabExpr = unmapExpressionDeep(crontab.getCrontab(), unmapContext);

           return new ContextDescriptorConditionCrontab(crontabExpr, crontab.isImmediate());

       }

       else if (endpoint instanceof ContextDetailConditionPattern) {

           ContextDetailConditionPattern pattern = (ContextDetailConditionPattern) endpoint;

           PatternExpr patternExpr = unmapPatternEvalDeep(pattern.getPatternRaw(), unmapContext);

           return new ContextDescriptorConditionPattern(patternExpr, pattern.isInclusive(), pattern.isImmediate());

       }

       else if (endpoint instanceof ContextDetailConditionFilter) {

           ContextDetailConditionFilter filter = (ContextDetailConditionFilter) endpoint;

           Filter filterExpr = unmapFilter(filter.getFilterSpecRaw(), unmapContext);

           return new ContextDescriptorConditionFilter(filterExpr, filter.getOptionalFilterAsName());

       }

       else if (endpoint instanceof ContextDetailConditionTimePeriod) {

           ContextDetailConditionTimePeriod period = (ContextDetailConditionTimePeriod) endpoint;

           TimePeriodExpression expression = (TimePeriodExpression)

unmapExpressionDeep(period.getTimePeriod(), unmapContext);

           return new ContextDescriptorConditionTimePeriod(expression, period.isImmediate());

       }

       throw new IllegalStateException("Unrecognized endpoint " + endpoint);

   }

 

   private static void unmapCreateWindow(CreateWindowDesc createWindowDesc, EPStatementObjectModel

model, StatementSpecUnMapContext unmapContext)

   {

       if (createWindowDesc == null)

       {

           return;

       }

       Expression filter = null;

       if (createWindowDesc.getInsertFilter() != null)

       {

           filter = unmapExpressionDeep(createWindowDesc.getInsertFilter(), unmapContext);

       }

 

       CreateWindowClause clause = new CreateWindowClause(createWindowDesc.getWindowName(),

unmapViews(createWindowDesc.getViewSpecs(), unmapContext));

       clause.setInsert(createWindowDesc.isInsert());

       clause.setInsertWhereClause(filter);

       clause.setColumns(unmapColumns(createWindowDesc.getColumns()));

       model.setCreateWindow(clause);
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   }

 

   private static void unmapCreateIndex(CreateIndexDesc createIndexDesc, EPStatementObjectModel model,

StatementSpecUnMapContext unmapContext)

   {

       if (createIndexDesc == null)

       {

           return;

       }

       List<CreateIndexColumn> cols = new ArrayList<CreateIndexColumn>();

       for (CreateIndexItem item : createIndexDesc.getColumns()) {

           cols.add(new CreateIndexColumn(item.getName(),

CreateIndexColumnType.valueOf(item.getType().name().toUpperCase())));

       }

       model.setCreateIndex(new CreateIndexClause(createIndexDesc.getIndexName(),

createIndexDesc.getWindowName(), cols, createIndexDesc.isUnique()));

   }

 

   private static void unmapCreateVariable(CreateVariableDesc createVariableDesc, EPStatementObjectModel

model, StatementSpecUnMapContext unmapContext)

   {

       if (createVariableDesc == null)

       {

           return;

       }

       Expression assignment = null;

       if (createVariableDesc.getAssignment() != null)

       {

           assignment = unmapExpressionDeep(createVariableDesc.getAssignment(), unmapContext);

       }

       CreateVariableClause clause = new CreateVariableClause(createVariableDesc.getVariableType(),

createVariableDesc.getVariableName(), assignment, createVariableDesc.isConstant());

       clause.setArray(createVariableDesc.isArray());

       model.setCreateVariable(clause);

   }

 

   private static void unmapCreateSchema(CreateSchemaDesc desc, EPStatementObjectModel model,

StatementSpecUnMapContext unmapContext)

   {

       if (desc == null)

       {

           return;

       }

       model.setCreateSchema(unmapCreateSchemaInternal(desc, unmapContext));

   }

 

   private static void unmapCreateExpression(CreateExpressionDesc desc, EPStatementObjectModel model,

StatementSpecUnMapContext unmapContext)
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   {

       if (desc == null)

       {

           return;

       }

       CreateExpressionClause clause;

       if (desc.getExpression() != null) {

           clause = new CreateExpressionClause(unmapExpressionDeclItem(desc.getExpression(), unmapContext));

       }

       else {

           clause = new CreateExpressionClause(unmapScriptExpression(desc.getScript(), unmapContext));

       }

       model.setCreateExpression(clause);

   }

 

   private static CreateSchemaClause unmapCreateSchemaInternal(CreateSchemaDesc desc,

StatementSpecUnMapContext unmapContext)

   {

       List<SchemaColumnDesc> columns = unmapColumns(desc.getColumns());

       CreateSchemaClause clause = new CreateSchemaClause(desc.getSchemaName(), desc.getTypes(), columns,

desc.getInherits(), desc.getAssignedType().mapToSoda());

       clause.setStartTimestampPropertyName(desc.getStartTimestampProperty());

       clause.setEndTimestampPropertyName(desc.getEndTimestampProperty());

       clause.setCopyFrom(desc.getCopyFrom());

       return clause;

   }

 

   private static void unmapCreateGraph(CreateDataFlowDesc desc, EPStatementObjectModel model,

StatementSpecUnMapContext unmapContext)

   {

       if (desc == null)

       {

           return;

       }

 

       List<CreateSchemaClause> schemas = new ArrayList<CreateSchemaClause>();

       for (CreateSchemaDesc schema : desc.getSchemas()) {

           schemas.add(unmapCreateSchemaInternal(schema, unmapContext));

       }

 

       List<DataFlowOperator> operators = new ArrayList<DataFlowOperator>();

       for (GraphOperatorSpec spec : desc.getOperators()) {

           operators.add(unmapGraphOperator(spec, unmapContext));

       }

 

       CreateDataFlowClause clause = new CreateDataFlowClause(desc.getGraphName(), schemas, operators);

       model.setCreateDataFlow(clause);

   }
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   private static DataFlowOperator unmapGraphOperator(GraphOperatorSpec spec, StatementSpecUnMapContext

unmapContext) {

       DataFlowOperator op = new DataFlowOperator();

       op.setOperatorName(spec.getOperatorName());

       op.setAnnotations(unmapAnnotations(spec.getAnnotations()));

 

       List<DataFlowOperatorInput> inputs = new ArrayList<DataFlowOperatorInput>();

       for (GraphOperatorInputNamesAlias in : spec.getInput().getStreamNamesAndAliases()) {

           inputs.add(new DataFlowOperatorInput(Arrays.asList(in.getInputStreamNames()),

in.getOptionalAsName()));

       }

       op.setInput(inputs);

 

       List<DataFlowOperatorOutput> outputs = new ArrayList<DataFlowOperatorOutput>();

       for (GraphOperatorOutputItem out : spec.getOutput().getItems()) {

           List<DataFlowOperatorOutputType> types = out.getTypeInfo().isEmpty() ? null : new

ArrayList<DataFlowOperatorOutputType>(Collections.singletonList(unmapTypeInfo(out.getTypeInfo().get(0))));

           outputs.add(new DataFlowOperatorOutput(out.getStreamName(), types));

       }

       op.setOutput(outputs);

 

       if (spec.getDetail() != null) {

           List<DataFlowOperatorParameter> parameters = new ArrayList<DataFlowOperatorParameter>();

           for (Map.Entry<String, Object> param : spec.getDetail().getConfigs().entrySet()) {

               Object value = param.getValue();

               if (value instanceof StatementSpecRaw) {

                   value = unmapInternal((StatementSpecRaw) value, unmapContext);

               }

               if (value instanceof ExprNode) {

                   value = unmapExpressionDeep((ExprNode) value, unmapContext);

               }

               parameters.add(new DataFlowOperatorParameter(param.getKey(), value));

           }

           op.setParameters(parameters);

       }

       else {

           op.setParameters(Collections.<DataFlowOperatorParameter>emptyList());

       }

 

       return op;

   }

 

   private static DataFlowOperatorOutputType unmapTypeInfo(GraphOperatorOutputItemType typeInfo) {

       List<DataFlowOperatorOutputType> types = Collections.emptyList();

       if (typeInfo.getTypeParameters() != null && !typeInfo.getTypeParameters().isEmpty()) {

           types = new ArrayList<DataFlowOperatorOutputType>();

           for (GraphOperatorOutputItemType type : typeInfo.getTypeParameters()) {
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               types.add(unmapTypeInfo(type));

           }

       }

       return new DataFlowOperatorOutputType(typeInfo.isWildcard(), typeInfo.getTypeOrClassname(), types);

   }

 

   private static void unmapOrderBy(List<OrderByItem> orderByList, EPStatementObjectModel model,

StatementSpecUnMapContext unmapContext)

   {

       if ((orderByList == null) || (orderByList.size() == 0))

       {

           return;

       }

 

       OrderByClause clause = new OrderByClause();

       for (OrderByItem item : orderByList)

       {

           Expression expr = unmapExpressionDeep(item.getExprNode(), unmapContext);

           clause.add(expr, item.isDescending());

       }

       model.setOrderByClause(clause);

   }

 

   private static void unmapOutputLimit(OutputLimitSpec outputLimitSpec, EPStatementObjectModel model,

StatementSpecUnMapContext unmapContext)

   {

       if (outputLimitSpec == null)

       {

           return;

       }

 

       OutputLimitSelector selector = OutputLimitSelector.DEFAULT;

       if (outputLimitSpec.getDisplayLimit() == OutputLimitLimitType.FIRST)

       {

           selector = OutputLimitSelector.FIRST;

       }

       if (outputLimitSpec.getDisplayLimit() == OutputLimitLimitType.LAST)

       {

           selector = OutputLimitSelector.LAST;

       }

       if (outputLimitSpec.getDisplayLimit() == OutputLimitLimitType.SNAPSHOT)

       {

           selector = OutputLimitSelector.SNAPSHOT;

       }

       if (outputLimitSpec.getDisplayLimit() == OutputLimitLimitType.ALL)

       {

           selector = OutputLimitSelector.ALL;

       }
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       OutputLimitClause clause;

       OutputLimitUnit unit = OutputLimitUnit.EVENTS;

       if (outputLimitSpec.getRateType() == OutputLimitRateType.TIME_PERIOD)

       {

           unit = OutputLimitUnit.TIME_PERIOD;

           TimePeriodExpression timePeriod = (TimePeriodExpression)

unmapExpressionDeep(outputLimitSpec.getTimePeriodExpr(), unmapContext);

           clause = new OutputLimitClause(selector, timePeriod);

       }

       else if (outputLimitSpec.getRateType() == OutputLimitRateType.AFTER)

       {

           unit = OutputLimitUnit.AFTER;

           if (outputLimitSpec.getAfterTimePeriodExpr() != null)

           {

               TimePeriodExpression after = (TimePeriodExpression)

unmapExpressionDeep(outputLimitSpec.getAfterTimePeriodExpr(), unmapContext);

               clause = new OutputLimitClause(OutputLimitSelector.DEFAULT, OutputLimitUnit.AFTER, after, null);

           }

           else

           {

               clause = new OutputLimitClause(OutputLimitSelector.DEFAULT, OutputLimitUnit.AFTER, null,

outputLimitSpec.getAfterNumberOfEvents());

           }

       }

       else if (outputLimitSpec.getRateType() == OutputLimitRateType.WHEN_EXPRESSION)

       {

           unit = OutputLimitUnit.WHEN_EXPRESSION;

           Expression whenExpression = unmapExpressionDeep(outputLimitSpec.getWhenExpressionNode(),

unmapContext);

           List<Assignment> thenAssignments = new ArrayList<Assignment>();

           clause = new OutputLimitClause(selector, whenExpression, thenAssignments);

           if (outputLimitSpec.getThenExpressions() != null)

           {

               for (OnTriggerSetAssignment assignment : outputLimitSpec.getThenExpressions())

               {

                   Expression expr = unmapExpressionDeep(assignment.getExpression(), unmapContext);

                   clause.addThenAssignment(expr);

               }

           }

       }

       else if (outputLimitSpec.getRateType() == OutputLimitRateType.CRONTAB)

       {

           unit = OutputLimitUnit.CRONTAB_EXPRESSION;

           List<ExprNode> timerAtExpressions = outputLimitSpec.getCrontabAtSchedule();

           List<Expression> mappedExpr = unmapExpressionDeep(timerAtExpressions, unmapContext);

           clause = new OutputLimitClause(selector, mappedExpr.toArray(new Expression[mappedExpr.size()]));

       }
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       else if (outputLimitSpec.getRateType() == OutputLimitRateType.TERM)

       {

           clause = new OutputLimitClause(selector, OutputLimitUnit.CONTEXT_PARTITION_TERM);

       }

       else

       {

           clause = new OutputLimitClause(selector, outputLimitSpec.getRate(), outputLimitSpec.getVariableName(),

unit);

       }

 

       clause.setAfterNumberOfEvents(outputLimitSpec.getAfterNumberOfEvents());

       if (outputLimitSpec.getAfterTimePeriodExpr() != null) {

           clause.setAfterTimePeriodExpression(unmapExpressionDeep(outputLimitSpec.getAfterTimePeriodExpr(),

unmapContext));

       }

       clause.setAndAfterTerminate(outputLimitSpec.isAndAfterTerminate());

       if (outputLimitSpec.getAndAfterTerminateExpr() != null) {

clause.setAndAfterTerminateAndExpr(unmapExpressionDeep(outputLimitSpec.getAndAfterTerminateExpr(), unm

apContext));

       }

       if (outputLimitSpec.getAndAfterTerminateThenExpressions() != null) {

           List<Assignment> thenAssignments = new ArrayList<Assignment>();

           for (OnTriggerSetAssignment assignment : outputLimitSpec.getAndAfterTerminateThenExpressions()) {

               Expression expr = unmapExpressionDeep(assignment.getExpression(), unmapContext);

               thenAssignments.add(new Assignment(expr));

           }

           clause.setAndAfterTerminateThenAssignments(thenAssignments);

       }

       model.setOutputLimitClause(clause);

   }

 

   private static void unmapRowLimit(RowLimitSpec rowLimitSpec, EPStatementObjectModel model,

StatementSpecUnMapContext unmapContext)

   {

       if (rowLimitSpec == null)

       {

           return;

       }

       RowLimitClause spec = new RowLimitClause(rowLimitSpec.getNumRows(),

rowLimitSpec.getOptionalOffset(),

               rowLimitSpec.getNumRowsVariable(), rowLimitSpec.getOptionalOffsetVariable());

       model.setRowLimitClause(spec);

   }

 

   private static void unmapForClause(ForClauseSpec spec, EPStatementObjectModel model,

StatementSpecUnMapContext unmapContext)

   {

       if ((spec == null) || (spec.getClauses() == null) || (spec.getClauses().size() == 0))
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       {

           return;

       }

       ForClause clause = new ForClause();

       for (ForClauseItemSpec itemSpec : spec.getClauses()) {

           ForClauseItem item = new

ForClauseItem(ForClauseKeyword.valueOf(itemSpec.getKeyword().toUpperCase()));

           item.setExpressions(unmapExpressionDeep(itemSpec.getExpressions(), unmapContext));

           clause.getItems().add(item);

       }

       model.setForClause(clause);

   }

 

   private static void unmapMatchRecognize(MatchRecognizeSpec spec, EPStatementObjectModel model,

StatementSpecUnMapContext unmapContext)

   {

       if (spec == null) {

           return;

       }

       MatchRecognizeClause clause = new MatchRecognizeClause();

       clause.setPartitionExpressions(unmapExpressionDeep(spec.getPartitionByExpressions(), unmapContext));

 

       List<SelectClauseExpression> measures = new ArrayList<SelectClauseExpression>();

       for (MatchRecognizeMeasureItem item : spec.getMeasures()) {

           measures.add(new SelectClauseExpression(unmapExpressionDeep(item.getExpr(), unmapContext),

item.getName()));

       }

       clause.setMeasures(measures);

       clause.setAll(spec.isAllMatches());

       clause.setSkipClause(MatchRecognizeSkipClause.values()[spec.getSkip().getSkip().ordinal()]);

 

       List<MatchRecognizeDefine> defines = new ArrayList<MatchRecognizeDefine>();

       for (MatchRecognizeDefineItem define : spec.getDefines()) {

 

           defines.add(new MatchRecognizeDefine(define.getIdentifier(),

unmapExpressionDeep(define.getExpression(), unmapContext)));

       }

       clause.setDefines(defines);

 

       if (spec.getInterval() != null) {

           clause.setIntervalClause(new MatchRecognizeIntervalClause((TimePeriodExpression)

unmapExpressionDeep(spec.getInterval().getTimePeriodExpr(), unmapContext)));

       }

       clause.setPattern(unmapExpressionDeepRowRegex(spec.getPattern(), unmapContext));

       model.setMatchRecognizeClause(clause);

   }

 

   private static void mapOrderBy(OrderByClause orderByClause, StatementSpecRaw raw,
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StatementSpecMapContext mapContext)

   {

       if (orderByClause == null)

       {

           return;

       }

       for (OrderByElement element : orderByClause.getOrderByExpressions())

       {

           ExprNode orderExpr = mapExpressionDeep(element.getExpression(), mapContext);

           OrderByItem item = new OrderByItem(orderExpr, element.isDescending());

           raw.getOrderByList().add(item);

       }

   }

 

   private static void mapOutputLimit(OutputLimitClause outputLimitClause, StatementSpecRaw raw,

StatementSpecMapContext mapContext)

   {

       if (outputLimitClause == null)

       {

           return;

       }

 

       OutputLimitLimitType displayLimit =

OutputLimitLimitType.valueOf(outputLimitClause.getSelector().toString().toUpperCase());

 

       OutputLimitRateType rateType;

       if (outputLimitClause.getUnit() == OutputLimitUnit.EVENTS)

       {

           rateType = OutputLimitRateType.EVENTS;

       }

       else if (outputLimitClause.getUnit() == OutputLimitUnit.TIME_PERIOD)

       {

           rateType = OutputLimitRateType.TIME_PERIOD;

       }

       else if (outputLimitClause.getUnit() == OutputLimitUnit.CRONTAB_EXPRESSION)

       {

           rateType = OutputLimitRateType.CRONTAB;

       }

       else if (outputLimitClause.getUnit() == OutputLimitUnit.WHEN_EXPRESSION)

       {

           rateType = OutputLimitRateType.WHEN_EXPRESSION;

       }

       else if (outputLimitClause.getUnit() == OutputLimitUnit.AFTER)

       {

           rateType = OutputLimitRateType.AFTER;

       }

       else if (outputLimitClause.getUnit() == OutputLimitUnit.CONTEXT_PARTITION_TERM)

       {
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           rateType = OutputLimitRateType.TERM;

       }

       else

       {

           throw new IllegalArgumentException("Unknown output limit unit " + outputLimitClause.getUnit());

       }

 

       Double frequency = outputLimitClause.getFrequency();

       String frequencyVariable = outputLimitClause.getFrequencyVariable();

 

       if (frequencyVariable != null)

       {

           mapContext.setHasVariables(true);

       }

 

       ExprNode whenExpression = null;

       List<OnTriggerSetAssignment> assignments = null;

       if (outputLimitClause.getWhenExpression() != null)

       {

           whenExpression = mapExpressionDeep(outputLimitClause.getWhenExpression(), mapContext);

 

           assignments = new ArrayList<OnTriggerSetAssignment>();

           for (Assignment pair : outputLimitClause.getThenAssignments())

           {

               ExprNode expr = mapExpressionDeep(pair.getValue(), mapContext);

               assignments.add(new OnTriggerSetAssignment(expr));

           }

       }

 

       List<ExprNode> timerAtExprList = null;

       if (outputLimitClause.getCrontabAtParameters() != null)

       {

           timerAtExprList = mapExpressionDeep(Arrays.asList(outputLimitClause.getCrontabAtParameters()),

mapContext);

       }

 

       ExprTimePeriod timePeriod = null;

       if (outputLimitClause.getTimePeriodExpression() != null)

       {

           timePeriod = (ExprTimePeriod) mapExpressionDeep(outputLimitClause.getTimePeriodExpression(),

mapContext);

       }

 

       ExprTimePeriod afterTimePeriod = null;

       if (outputLimitClause.getAfterTimePeriodExpression() != null)

       {

           afterTimePeriod = (ExprTimePeriod)

mapExpressionDeep(outputLimitClause.getAfterTimePeriodExpression(), mapContext);
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       }

 

       ExprNode andAfterTerminateAndExpr = null;

       if (outputLimitClause.getAndAfterTerminateAndExpr() != null) {

           andAfterTerminateAndExpr = mapExpressionDeep(outputLimitClause.getAndAfterTerminateAndExpr(),

mapContext);

       }

 

       List<OnTriggerSetAssignment> afterTerminateAssignments = null;

       if (outputLimitClause.getAndAfterTerminateThenAssignments() != null) {

           afterTerminateAssignments = new ArrayList<OnTriggerSetAssignment>();

           for (Assignment pair : outputLimitClause.getAndAfterTerminateThenAssignments())

           {

               ExprNode expr = mapExpressionDeep(pair.getValue(), mapContext);

               afterTerminateAssignments.add(new OnTriggerSetAssignment(expr));

           }

       }

 

       OutputLimitSpec spec = new OutputLimitSpec(frequency, frequencyVariable, rateType, displayLimit,

whenExpression, assignments, timerAtExprList, timePeriod, afterTimePeriod,

outputLimitClause.getAfterNumberOfEvents(), outputLimitClause.isAndAfterTerminate(),

andAfterTerminateAndExpr, afterTerminateAssignments);

       raw.setOutputLimitSpec(spec);

   }

 

   private static void mapOnTrigger(OnClause onExpr, StatementSpecRaw raw, StatementSpecMapContext

mapContext)

   {

       if (onExpr == null)

       {

           return;

       }

 

       if (onExpr instanceof OnDeleteClause)

       {

           OnDeleteClause onDeleteClause = (OnDeleteClause) onExpr;

           raw.setOnTriggerDesc(new OnTriggerWindowDesc(onDeleteClause.getWindowName(),

onDeleteClause.getOptionalAsName(), OnTriggerType.ON_DELETE, false));

       }

       else if (onExpr instanceof OnSelectClause)

       {

           OnSelectClause onSelectClause = (OnSelectClause) onExpr;

           raw.setOnTriggerDesc(new OnTriggerWindowDesc(onSelectClause.getWindowName(),

onSelectClause.getOptionalAsName(), OnTriggerType.ON_SELECT, onSelectClause.isDeleteAndSelect()));

       }

       else if (onExpr instanceof OnSetClause)

       {

           OnSetClause setClause = (OnSetClause) onExpr;
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           mapContext.setHasVariables(true);

           List<OnTriggerSetAssignment> assignments = new ArrayList<OnTriggerSetAssignment>();

           for (Assignment pair : setClause.getAssignments())

           {

               ExprNode expr = mapExpressionDeep(pair.getValue(), mapContext);

               assignments.add(new OnTriggerSetAssignment(expr));

           }

           OnTriggerSetDesc desc = new OnTriggerSetDesc(assignments);

           raw.setOnTriggerDesc(desc);

       }

       else if (onExpr instanceof OnUpdateClause)

       {

           OnUpdateClause updateClause = (OnUpdateClause) onExpr;

           List<OnTriggerSetAssignment> assignments = new ArrayList<OnTriggerSetAssignment>();

           for (Assignment pair : updateClause.getAssignments())

           {

               ExprNode expr = mapExpressionDeep(pair.getValue(), mapContext);

               assignments.add(new OnTriggerSetAssignment(expr));

           }

           OnTriggerWindowUpdateDesc desc = new

OnTriggerWindowUpdateDesc(updateClause.getWindowName(), updateClause.getOptionalAsName(),

assignments);

           raw.setOnTriggerDesc(desc);

       }

       else if (onExpr instanceof OnInsertSplitStreamClause)

       {

           OnInsertSplitStreamClause splitClause = (OnInsertSplitStreamClause) onExpr;

           mapContext.setHasVariables(true);

           List<OnTriggerSplitStream> streams = new ArrayList<OnTriggerSplitStream>();

           for (OnInsertSplitStreamItem item : splitClause.getItems())

           {

               ExprNode whereClause = null;

               if (item.getWhereClause() != null)

               {

                   whereClause = mapExpressionDeep(item.getWhereClause(), mapContext);

               }

 

               InsertIntoDesc insertDesc = mapInsertInto(item.getInsertInto());

               SelectClauseSpecRaw selectDesc = mapSelectRaw(item.getSelectClause(), mapContext);

 

               streams.add(new OnTriggerSplitStream(insertDesc, selectDesc, whereClause));

           }

           OnTriggerSplitStreamDesc desc = new OnTriggerSplitStreamDesc(OnTriggerType.ON_SPLITSTREAM,

splitClause.isFirst(), streams);

           raw.setOnTriggerDesc(desc);

       }

       else if (onExpr instanceof OnMergeClause)

       {
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           OnMergeClause merge = (OnMergeClause) onExpr;

           List<OnTriggerMergeMatched> matcheds = new ArrayList<OnTriggerMergeMatched>();

           for (OnMergeMatchItem matchItem : merge.getMatchItems()) {

               List<OnTriggerMergeAction> actions = new ArrayList<OnTriggerMergeAction>();

               for (OnMergeMatchedAction action : matchItem.getActions())

               {

                   OnTriggerMergeAction actionItem;

                   if (action instanceof OnMergeMatchedDeleteAction) {

                       OnMergeMatchedDeleteAction delete = (OnMergeMatchedDeleteAction) action;

                       ExprNode optionalCondition = delete.getWhereClause() == null ? null :

mapExpressionDeep(delete.getWhereClause(), mapContext);

                       actionItem = new OnTriggerMergeActionDelete(optionalCondition);

                   }

                   else if (action instanceof OnMergeMatchedUpdateAction) {

                       OnMergeMatchedUpdateAction update = (OnMergeMatchedUpdateAction) action;

                       List<OnTriggerSetAssignment> assignments = new ArrayList<OnTriggerSetAssignment>();

                       for (Assignment pair : update.getAssignments())

                       {

                           ExprNode expr = mapExpressionDeep(pair.getValue(), mapContext);

                           assignments.add(new OnTriggerSetAssignment(expr));

                       }

                       ExprNode optionalCondition = update.getWhereClause() == null ? null :

mapExpressionDeep(update.getWhereClause(), mapContext);

                       actionItem = new OnTriggerMergeActionUpdate(optionalCondition, assignments);

                   }

                   else if (action instanceof OnMergeMatchedInsertAction) {

                       OnMergeMatchedInsertAction insert = (OnMergeMatchedInsertAction) action;

                       List<String> columnNames = new ArrayList<String>(insert.getColumnNames());

                       List<SelectClauseElementRaw> select = mapSelectClauseElements(insert.getSelectList(),

mapContext);

                       ExprNode optionalCondition = insert.getWhereClause() == null ? null :

mapExpressionDeep(insert.getWhereClause(), mapContext);

                       actionItem = new OnTriggerMergeActionInsert(optionalCondition, insert.getOptionalStreamName(),

columnNames, select);

                   }

                   else {

                       throw new IllegalArgumentException("Unrecognized merged action type '" + action.getClass() + "'");

                   }

                   actions.add(actionItem);

               }

               ExprNode optionalCondition = matchItem.getOptionalCondition() == null ? null :

mapExpressionDeep(matchItem.getOptionalCondition(), mapContext);

               matcheds.add(new OnTriggerMergeMatched(matchItem.isMatched(), optionalCondition, actions));

           }

           OnTriggerMergeDesc mergeDesc = new OnTriggerMergeDesc(merge.getWindowName(),

merge.getOptionalAsName(), matcheds);

           raw.setOnTriggerDesc(mergeDesc);

       }
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       else

       {

           throw new IllegalArgumentException("Cannot map on-clause expression type : " + onExpr);

       }

   }

 

   private static void mapRowLimit(RowLimitClause rowLimitClause, StatementSpecRaw raw,

StatementSpecMapContext mapContext)

   {

       if (rowLimitClause == null)

       {

           return;

       }

       if ((rowLimitClause.getNumRowsVariable() != null) ||

           (rowLimitClause.getOptionalOffsetRowsVariable() != null))

       {

           raw.setHasVariables(true);

           mapContext.getVariableNames().add(rowLimitClause.getOptionalOffsetRowsVariable());

       }

       raw.setRowLimitSpec(new RowLimitSpec(rowLimitClause.getNumRows(),

rowLimitClause.getOptionalOffsetRows(),

               rowLimitClause.getNumRowsVariable(), rowLimitClause.getOptionalOffsetRowsVariable()));

   }

 

   private static void mapForClause(ForClause clause, StatementSpecRaw raw, StatementSpecMapContext

mapContext)

   {

       if ((clause == null) || (clause.getItems().size() == 0))

       {

           return;

       }

       raw.setForClauseSpec(new ForClauseSpec());

       for (ForClauseItem item : clause.getItems()) {

           ForClauseItemSpec specItem = new ForClauseItemSpec(item.getKeyword().getName(),

mapExpressionDeep(item.getExpressions(), mapContext));

           raw.getForClauseSpec().getClauses().add(specItem);

       }

   }

 

   private static void mapMatchRecognize(MatchRecognizeClause clause, StatementSpecRaw raw,

StatementSpecMapContext mapContext) {

       if (clause == null) {

           return;

       }

       MatchRecognizeSpec spec = new MatchRecognizeSpec();

       spec.setPartitionByExpressions(mapExpressionDeep(clause.getPartitionExpressions(), mapContext));

 

       List<MatchRecognizeMeasureItem> measures = new ArrayList<MatchRecognizeMeasureItem>();
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       for (SelectClauseExpression item : clause.getMeasures()) {

           measures.add(new MatchRecognizeMeasureItem(mapExpressionDeep(item.getExpression(), mapContext),

item.getAsName()));

       }

       spec.setMeasures(measures);

       spec.setAllMatches(clause.isAll());

       spec.setSkip(new

MatchRecognizeSkip(MatchRecognizeSkipEnum.values()[clause.getSkipClause().ordinal()]));

 

       List<MatchRecognizeDefineItem> defines = new ArrayList<MatchRecognizeDefineItem>();

       for (MatchRecognizeDefine define : clause.getDefines()) {

 

           defines.add(new MatchRecognizeDefineItem(define.getName(), mapExpressionDeep(define.getExpression(),

mapContext)));

       }

       spec.setDefines(defines);

 

       if (clause.getIntervalClause() != null) {

           ExprTimePeriod timePeriod = (ExprTimePeriod)

mapExpressionDeep(clause.getIntervalClause().getExpression(), mapContext);

           try

           {

               timePeriod.validate(new ExprValidationContext(null, null, null, null, null, null, null, null, null, null, null));

           }

           catch (ExprValidationException e)

           {

               throw new RuntimeException("Error validating time-period expression: " + e.getMessage(), e);

           }

           spec.setInterval(new MatchRecognizeInterval(timePeriod));

       }

       spec.setPattern(mapExpressionDeepRowRegex(clause.getPattern(), mapContext));

       raw.setMatchRecognizeSpec(spec);

   }

 

   private static void mapHaving(Expression havingClause, StatementSpecRaw raw, StatementSpecMapContext

mapContext)

   {

       if (havingClause == null)

       {

           return;

       }

       ExprNode node = mapExpressionDeep(havingClause, mapContext);

       raw.setHavingExprRootNode(node);

   }

 

   private static void unmapHaving(ExprNode havingExprRootNode, EPStatementObjectModel model,

StatementSpecUnMapContext unmapContext)

   {
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       if (havingExprRootNode == null)

       {

           return;

       }

       Expression expr = unmapExpressionDeep(havingExprRootNode, unmapContext);

       model.setHavingClause(expr);

   }

 

   private static void mapGroupBy(GroupByClause groupByClause, StatementSpecRaw raw,

StatementSpecMapContext mapContext)

   {

       if (groupByClause == null)

       {

           return;

       }

       for (Expression expr : groupByClause.getGroupByExpressions())

       {

           ExprNode node = mapExpressionDeep(expr, mapContext);

           raw.getGroupByExpressions().add(node);

       }

   }

 

   private static void unmapGroupBy(List<ExprNode> groupByExpressions, EPStatementObjectModel model,

StatementSpecUnMapContext unmapContext)

   {

       if (groupByExpressions.size() == 0)

       {

           return;

       }

       GroupByClause clause = new GroupByClause();

       for (ExprNode node : groupByExpressions)

       {

           Expression expr = unmapExpressionDeep(node, unmapContext);

           clause.getGroupByExpressions().add(expr);

       }

       model.setGroupByClause(clause);

   }

 

   private static void mapWhere(Expression whereClause, StatementSpecRaw raw, StatementSpecMapContext

mapContext)

   {

       if (whereClause == null)

       {

           return;

       }

       ExprNode node = mapExpressionDeep(whereClause, mapContext);

       raw.setFilterExprRootNode(node);

   }
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   private static void unmapWhere(ExprNode filterRootNode, EPStatementObjectModel model,

StatementSpecUnMapContext unmapContext)

   {

       if (filterRootNode == null)

       {

           return;

       }

       Expression expr = unmapExpressionDeep(filterRootNode, unmapContext);

       model.setWhereClause(expr);

   }

 

   private static void unmapFrom(List<StreamSpecRaw> streamSpecs, List<OuterJoinDesc> outerJoinDescList,

EPStatementObjectModel model, StatementSpecUnMapContext unmapContext)

   {

       FromClause from = new FromClause();

       model.setFromClause(from);

 

       for (StreamSpecRaw stream : streamSpecs)

       {

           Stream targetStream;

           if (stream instanceof FilterStreamSpecRaw)

           {

               FilterStreamSpecRaw filterStreamSpec = (FilterStreamSpecRaw) stream;

               Filter filter = unmapFilter(filterStreamSpec.getRawFilterSpec(), unmapContext);

               FilterStream filterStream = new FilterStream(filter, filterStreamSpec.getOptionalStreamName());

               unmapStreamOpts(stream.getOptions(), filterStream);

               targetStream = filterStream;

           }

           else if (stream instanceof DBStatementStreamSpec)

           {

               DBStatementStreamSpec db = (DBStatementStreamSpec) stream;

               targetStream = new SQLStream(db.getDatabaseName(), db.getSqlWithSubsParams(),

db.getOptionalStreamName(), db.getMetadataSQL());

           }

           else if (stream instanceof PatternStreamSpecRaw)

           {

               PatternStreamSpecRaw pattern = (PatternStreamSpecRaw) stream;

               PatternExpr patternExpr = unmapPatternEvalDeep(pattern.getEvalFactoryNode(), unmapContext);

               PatternStream patternStream = new PatternStream(patternExpr, pattern.getOptionalStreamName());

               unmapStreamOpts(stream.getOptions(), patternStream);

               targetStream = patternStream;

           }

           else if (stream instanceof MethodStreamSpec)

           {

               MethodStreamSpec method = (MethodStreamSpec) stream;

               MethodInvocationStream methodStream = new MethodInvocationStream(method.getClassName(),

method.getMethodName(), method.getOptionalStreamName());
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               for (ExprNode exprNode : method.getExpressions())

               {

                   Expression expr = unmapExpressionDeep(exprNode, unmapContext);

                   methodStream.addParameter(expr);

               }

               targetStream = methodStream;

           }

           else

           {

               throw new IllegalArgumentException("Stream modelled by " + stream.getClass() + " cannot be

unmapped");

           }

 

           if (targetStream instanceof ProjectedStream)

           {

               ProjectedStream projStream = (ProjectedStream) targetStream;

               for (ViewSpec viewSpec : stream.getViewSpecs())

               {

                   List<Expression> viewExpressions = unmapExpressionDeep(viewSpec.getObjectParameters(),

unmapContext);

                   projStream.addView(View.create(viewSpec.getObjectNamespace(), viewSpec.getObjectName(),

viewExpressions));

               }

           }

           from.add(targetStream);

       }

 

       for (OuterJoinDesc desc : outerJoinDescList)

       {

           PropertyValueExpression left = null;

           PropertyValueExpression right = null;

           ArrayList<PropertyValueExpressionPair> additionalProperties = new

ArrayList<PropertyValueExpressionPair>();

 

           if (desc.getOptLeftNode() != null) {

               left = (PropertyValueExpression) unmapExpressionFlat(desc.getOptLeftNode(), unmapContext);

               right = (PropertyValueExpression) unmapExpressionFlat(desc.getOptRightNode(), unmapContext);

 

               if (desc.getAdditionalLeftNodes() != null)

               {

                   for (int i = 0; i < desc.getAdditionalLeftNodes().length; i++)

                   {

                       ExprIdentNode leftNode = desc.getAdditionalLeftNodes()[i];

                       ExprIdentNode rightNode = desc.getAdditionalRightNodes()[i];

                       PropertyValueExpression propLeft = (PropertyValueExpression) unmapExpressionFlat(leftNode,

unmapContext);

                       PropertyValueExpression propRight = (PropertyValueExpression) unmapExpressionFlat(rightNode,

unmapContext);
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                       additionalProperties.add(new PropertyValueExpressionPair(propLeft, propRight));

                   }

               }

           }

           from.add(new OuterJoinQualifier(desc.getOuterJoinType(), left, right, additionalProperties));

       }

   }

 

   private static void unmapStreamOpts(StreamSpecOptions options, ProjectedStream stream)

   {

       stream.setUnidirectional(options.isUnidirectional());

       stream.setRetainUnion(options.isRetainUnion());

       stream.setRetainIntersection(options.isRetainIntersection());

   }

 

   private static StreamSpecOptions mapStreamOpts(ProjectedStream stream)

   {

       return new StreamSpecOptions(stream.isUnidirectional(), stream.isRetainUnion(),

stream.isRetainIntersection());

   }

 

   private static SelectClause unmapSelect(SelectClauseSpecRaw selectClauseSpec,

SelectClauseStreamSelectorEnum selectStreamSelectorEnum, StatementSpecUnMapContext unmapContext)

   {

       SelectClause clause = SelectClause.create();

       clause.setStreamSelector(SelectClauseStreamSelectorEnum.mapFromSODA(selectStreamSelectorEnum));

       clause.addElements(unmapSelectClauseElements(selectClauseSpec.getSelectExprList(), unmapContext));

       clause.setDistinct(selectClauseSpec.isDistinct());

       return clause;

   }

 

   private static List<SelectClauseElement> unmapSelectClauseElements(List<SelectClauseElementRaw>

selectExprList, StatementSpecUnMapContext unmapContext) {

       List<SelectClauseElement> elements = new ArrayList<SelectClauseElement>();

       for (SelectClauseElementRaw raw : selectExprList)

       {

           if (raw instanceof SelectClauseStreamRawSpec)

           {

               SelectClauseStreamRawSpec streamSpec = (SelectClauseStreamRawSpec) raw;

               elements.add(new SelectClauseStreamWildcard(streamSpec.getStreamName(),

streamSpec.getOptionalAsName()));

           }

           else if (raw instanceof SelectClauseElementWildcard)

           {

               elements.add(new SelectClauseWildcard());

           }

           else if (raw instanceof SelectClauseExprRawSpec)

           {
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               SelectClauseExprRawSpec rawSpec = (SelectClauseExprRawSpec) raw;

               Expression expression = unmapExpressionDeep(rawSpec.getSelectExpression(), unmapContext);

               SelectClauseExpression selectExpr = new SelectClauseExpression(expression,

rawSpec.getOptionalAsName());

               selectExpr.setAnnotatedByEventFlag(rawSpec.isEvents());

               elements.add(selectExpr);

           }

           else

           {

               throw new IllegalStateException("Unexpected select clause element typed " + raw.getClass().getName());

           }

       }

       return elements;

   }

 

   private static InsertIntoClause unmapInsertInto(InsertIntoDesc insertIntoDesc)

   {

       if (insertIntoDesc == null)

       {

           return null;

       }

       StreamSelector selector =

SelectClauseStreamSelectorEnum.mapFromSODA(insertIntoDesc.getStreamSelector());

       return InsertIntoClause.create(insertIntoDesc.getEventTypeName(),

                       insertIntoDesc.getColumnNames().toArray(new String[insertIntoDesc.getColumnNames().size()]),

selector);

   }

 

   private static void mapCreateContext(CreateContextClause createContext, StatementSpecRaw raw,

StatementSpecMapContext mapContext) {

       if (createContext == null) {

           return;

       }

 

       ContextDetail detail = mapCreateContextDetail(createContext.getDescriptor(), mapContext);

 

       CreateContextDesc desc = new CreateContextDesc(createContext.getContextName(), detail);

       raw.setCreateContextDesc(desc);

   }

 

   private static ContextDetail mapCreateContextDetail(ContextDescriptor descriptor, StatementSpecMapContext

mapContext) {

       ContextDetail detail;

       if (descriptor instanceof ContextDescriptorInitiatedTerminated) {

           ContextDescriptorInitiatedTerminated desc = (ContextDescriptorInitiatedTerminated) descriptor;

           ContextDetailCondition start = mapCreateContextRangeCondition(desc.getStartCondition(), mapContext);

           ContextDetailCondition end = mapCreateContextRangeCondition(desc.getEndCondition(), mapContext);

           detail = new ContextDetailInitiatedTerminated(start, end, desc.isOverlapping());
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       }

       else if (descriptor instanceof ContextDescriptorKeyedSegmented) {

           ContextDescriptorKeyedSegmented seg = (ContextDescriptorKeyedSegmented) descriptor;

           List<ContextDetailPartitionItem> itemsdesc = new ArrayList<ContextDetailPartitionItem>();

           for (ContextDescriptorKeyedSegmentedItem item : seg.getItems()) {

               FilterSpecRaw rawSpec = mapFilter(item.getFilter(), mapContext);

               itemsdesc.add(new ContextDetailPartitionItem(rawSpec, item.getPropertyNames()));

           }

           detail = new ContextDetailPartitioned(itemsdesc);

       }

       else if (descriptor instanceof ContextDescriptorCategory) {

           ContextDescriptorCategory cat = (ContextDescriptorCategory) descriptor;

           FilterSpecRaw rawSpec = mapFilter(cat.getFilter(), mapContext);

           List<ContextDetailCategoryItem> itemsdesc = new ArrayList<ContextDetailCategoryItem>();

           for (ContextDescriptorCategoryItem item : cat.getItems()) {

               ExprNode expr = mapExpressionDeep(item.getExpression(), mapContext);

               itemsdesc.add(new ContextDetailCategoryItem(expr, item.getLabel()));

           }

           detail = new ContextDetailCategory(itemsdesc, rawSpec);

       }

       else if (descriptor instanceof ContextDescriptorHashSegmented) {

           ContextDescriptorHashSegmented hash = (ContextDescriptorHashSegmented) descriptor;

           List<ContextDetailHashItem> itemsdesc = new ArrayList<ContextDetailHashItem>();

           for (ContextDescriptorHashSegmentedItem item : hash.getItems()) {

               FilterSpecRaw rawSpec = mapFilter(item.getFilter(), mapContext);

               SingleRowMethodExpression singleRowMethodExpression = (SingleRowMethodExpression)

item.getHashFunction();

               ExprChainedSpec func =

mapChains(Collections.singletonList(singleRowMethodExpression.getChain().get(0)), mapContext).get(0);

               itemsdesc.add(new ContextDetailHashItem(func, rawSpec));

           }

           detail = new ContextDetailHash(itemsdesc, hash.getGranularity(), hash.isPreallocate());

       }

       else {

           ContextDescriptorNested nested = (ContextDescriptorNested) descriptor;

           List<CreateContextDesc> itemsdesc = new ArrayList<CreateContextDesc>();

           for (CreateContextClause item : nested.getContexts()) {

               itemsdesc.add(new CreateContextDesc(item.getContextName(),

mapCreateContextDetail(item.getDescriptor(), mapContext)));

           }

           detail = new ContextDetailNested(itemsdesc);

       }

       return detail;

   }

 

   private static ContextDetailCondition mapCreateContextRangeCondition(ContextDescriptorCondition condition,

StatementSpecMapContext mapContext) {

       if (condition instanceof ContextDescriptorConditionCrontab) {
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           ContextDescriptorConditionCrontab crontab = (ContextDescriptorConditionCrontab) condition;

           List<ExprNode> expr = mapExpressionDeep(crontab.getCrontabExpressions(), mapContext);

           return new ContextDetailConditionCrontab(expr, crontab.isNow());

       }

       else if (condition instanceof ContextDescriptorConditionFilter) {

           ContextDescriptorConditionFilter filter = (ContextDescriptorConditionFilter) condition;

           FilterSpecRaw filterExpr = mapFilter(filter.getFilter(), mapContext);

           return new ContextDetailConditionFilter(filterExpr, filter.getOptionalAsName());

       }

       if (condition instanceof ContextDescriptorConditionPattern) {

           ContextDescriptorConditionPattern pattern = (ContextDescriptorConditionPattern) condition;

           EvalFactoryNode patternExpr = mapPatternEvalDeep(pattern.getPattern(), mapContext);

           return new ContextDetailConditionPattern(patternExpr, pattern.isInclusive(), pattern.isNow());

       }

       if (condition instanceof ContextDescriptorConditionTimePeriod) {

           ContextDescriptorConditionTimePeriod timePeriod = (ContextDescriptorConditionTimePeriod) condition;

           ExprNode expr = mapExpressionDeep(timePeriod.getTimePeriod(), mapContext);

           return new ContextDetailConditionTimePeriod((ExprTimePeriod) expr, timePeriod.isNow());

       }

       throw new IllegalStateException("Unrecognized condition " + condition);

   }

 

   private static void mapCreateWindow(CreateWindowClause createWindow, FromClause fromClause,

StatementSpecRaw raw, StatementSpecMapContext mapContext)

   {

       if (createWindow == null)

       {

           return;

       }

 

       ExprNode insertFromWhereExpr = null;

       if (createWindow.getInsertWhereClause() != null)

       {

           insertFromWhereExpr = mapExpressionDeep(createWindow.getInsertWhereClause(), mapContext);

       }

       List<ColumnDesc> columns = mapColumns(createWindow.getColumns());

 

       String asEventTypeName = null;

       if (fromClause != null && !fromClause.getStreams().isEmpty() && fromClause.getStreams().get(0) instanceof

FilterStream) {

           asEventTypeName = ((FilterStream) fromClause.getStreams().get(0)).getFilter().getEventTypeName();

       }

       raw.setCreateWindowDesc(new CreateWindowDesc(createWindow.getWindowName(),

mapViews(createWindow.getViews(), mapContext), new StreamSpecOptions(), createWindow.isInsert(),

insertFromWhereExpr,  columns, asEventTypeName));

   }

 

   private static void mapCreateIndex(CreateIndexClause clause, StatementSpecRaw raw,
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StatementSpecMapContext mapContext)

   {

       if (clause == null)

       {

           return;

       }

 

       List<CreateIndexItem> cols = new ArrayList<CreateIndexItem>();

       for (CreateIndexColumn col : clause.getColumns()) {

           cols.add(new CreateIndexItem(col.getColumnName(),

CreateIndexType.valueOf(col.getType().name().toUpperCase())));

       }

 

       CreateIndexDesc desc = new CreateIndexDesc(clause.isUnique(), clause.getIndexName(),

clause.getWindowName(), cols);

       raw.setCreateIndexDesc(desc);

   }

 

   private static void mapUpdateClause(UpdateClause updateClause, StatementSpecRaw raw,

StatementSpecMapContext mapContext)

   {

       if (updateClause == null)

       {

           return;

       }

       List<OnTriggerSetAssignment> assignments = new ArrayList<OnTriggerSetAssignment>();

       for (Assignment pair : updateClause.getAssignments())

       {

           ExprNode expr = mapExpressionDeep(pair.getValue(), mapContext);

           assignments.add(new OnTriggerSetAssignment(expr));

       }

       ExprNode whereClause = null;

       if (updateClause.getOptionalWhereClause() != null)

       {

           whereClause = mapExpressionDeep(updateClause.getOptionalWhereClause(), mapContext);

       }

       UpdateDesc desc = new UpdateDesc(updateClause.getOptionalAsClauseStreamName(), assignments,

whereClause);

       raw.setUpdateDesc(desc);

       FilterSpecRaw filterSpecRaw = new FilterSpecRaw(updateClause.getEventType(), Collections.EMPTY_LIST,

null);

       raw.getStreamSpecs().add(new FilterStreamSpecRaw(filterSpecRaw,

ViewSpec.EMPTY_VIEWSPEC_ARRAY, null, new StreamSpecOptions()));

   }

 

   private static void mapCreateVariable(CreateVariableClause createVariable, StatementSpecRaw raw,

StatementSpecMapContext mapContext)

   {
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       if (createVariable == null)

       {

           return;

       }

 

       ExprNode assignment = null;

       if (createVariable.getOptionalAssignment() != null)

       {

           assignment = mapExpressionDeep(createVariable.getOptionalAssignment(), mapContext);

       }

 

       raw.setCreateVariableDesc(new CreateVariableDesc(createVariable.getVariableType(),

createVariable.getVariableName(), assignment, createVariable.isConstant(), createVariable.isArray()));

   }

 

   private static void mapCreateSchema(CreateSchemaClause clause, StatementSpecRaw raw,

StatementSpecMapContext mapContext)

   {

       if (clause == null)

       {

           return;

       }

       CreateSchemaDesc desc = mapCreateSchemaInternal(clause, raw, mapContext);

       raw.setCreateSchemaDesc(desc);

   }

 

   private static void mapCreateExpression(CreateExpressionClause clause, StatementSpecRaw raw,

StatementSpecMapContext mapContext)

   {

       if (clause == null)

       {

           return;

       }

 

       CreateExpressionDesc desc;

       if (clause.getExpressionDeclaration() != null) {

           ExpressionDeclItem item = mapExpressionDeclItem(clause.getExpressionDeclaration(), mapContext);

           desc = new CreateExpressionDesc(item);

       }

       else {

           ExpressionScriptProvided item = mapScriptExpression(clause.getScriptExpression(), mapContext);

           desc = new CreateExpressionDesc(item);

       }

       raw.setCreateExpressionDesc(desc);

   }

 

   private static CreateSchemaDesc mapCreateSchemaInternal(CreateSchemaClause clause, StatementSpecRaw raw,

StatementSpecMapContext mapContext)
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   {

       List<ColumnDesc> columns = mapColumns(clause.getColumns());

       return new CreateSchemaDesc(clause.getSchemaName(), clause.getTypes(), columns, clause.getInherits(),

CreateSchemaDesc.AssignedType.mapFrom(clause.getTypeDefinition()),

clause.getStartTimestampPropertyName(), clause.getEndTimestampPropertyName(), clause.getCopyFrom());

   }

 

   private static void mapCreateGraph(CreateDataFlowClause clause, StatementSpecRaw raw,

StatementSpecMapContext mapContext)

   {

       if (clause == null)

       {

           return;

       }

 

       List<CreateSchemaDesc> schemas = new ArrayList<CreateSchemaDesc>();

       for (CreateSchemaClause schema : clause.getSchemas()) {

           schemas.add(mapCreateSchemaInternal(schema, raw, mapContext));

       }

 

       List<GraphOperatorSpec> ops = new ArrayList<GraphOperatorSpec>();

       for (DataFlowOperator op : clause.getOperators()) {

           ops.add(mapGraphOperator(op, mapContext));

       }

 

       CreateDataFlowDesc desc = new CreateDataFlowDesc(clause.getDataFlowName(), ops, schemas);

       raw.setCreateDataFlowDesc(desc);

   }

 

   private static GraphOperatorSpec mapGraphOperator(DataFlowOperator op, StatementSpecMapContext

mapContext) {

       List<AnnotationDesc> annotations = mapAnnotations(op.getAnnotations());

 

       GraphOperatorInput input = new GraphOperatorInput();

       for (DataFlowOperatorInput in : op.getInput()) {

           input.getStreamNamesAndAliases().add(new

GraphOperatorInputNamesAlias(in.getInputStreamNames().toArray(new String[in.getInputStreamNames().size()]),

in.getOptionalAsName()));

       }

 

       GraphOperatorOutput output = new GraphOperatorOutput();

       for (DataFlowOperatorOutput out : op.getOutput()) {

           output.getItems().add(new GraphOperatorOutputItem(out.getStreamName(),

mapGraphOpType(out.getTypeInfo())));

       }

 

       Map<String, Object> detail = new LinkedHashMap<String, Object>();

       for (DataFlowOperatorParameter entry : op.getParameters()) {
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           Object value = entry.getParameterValue();

           if (value instanceof EPStatementObjectModel) {

               value = map((EPStatementObjectModel) value, mapContext);

           }

           else if (value instanceof Expression) {

               value = mapExpressionDeep((Expression) value, mapContext);

           }

           else {

               // no action

           }

           detail.put(entry.getParameterName(), value);

       }

 

       return new GraphOperatorSpec(op.getOperatorName(), input, output, new GraphOperatorDetail(detail),

annotations);

   }

 

   private static List<GraphOperatorOutputItemType> mapGraphOpType(List<DataFlowOperatorOutputType>

typeInfos) {

       if (typeInfos == null) {

           return Collections.emptyList();

       }

       List<GraphOperatorOutputItemType> types = new ArrayList<GraphOperatorOutputItemType>();

       for (DataFlowOperatorOutputType info : typeInfos) {

           GraphOperatorOutputItemType type = new GraphOperatorOutputItemType(info.isWildcard(),

info.getTypeOrClassname(), mapGraphOpType(info.getTypeParameters()));

           types.add(type);

       }

       return types;

   }

 

   private static List<ColumnDesc> mapColumns(List<SchemaColumnDesc> columns) {

       if (columns == null) {

           return null;

       }

       List<ColumnDesc> result = new ArrayList<ColumnDesc>();

       for (SchemaColumnDesc col : columns) {

           result.add(new ColumnDesc(col.getName(), col.getType(), col.isArray()));

       }

       return result;

   }

 

   private static List<SchemaColumnDesc> unmapColumns(List<ColumnDesc> columns) {

       if (columns == null) {

           return null;

       }

       List<SchemaColumnDesc> result = new ArrayList<SchemaColumnDesc>();

       for (ColumnDesc col : columns) {
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           result.add(new SchemaColumnDesc(col.getName(), col.getType(), col.isArray()));

       }

       return result;

   }

 

   private static InsertIntoDesc mapInsertInto(InsertIntoClause insertInto)

   {

       if (insertInto == null)

       {

           return null;

       }

 

       String eventTypeName = insertInto.getStreamName();

       InsertIntoDesc desc = new

InsertIntoDesc(SelectClauseStreamSelectorEnum.mapFromSODA(insertInto.getStreamSelector()),

eventTypeName);

 

       for (String name : insertInto.getColumnNames())

       {

           desc.add(name);

       }

       return desc;

   }

 

   private static void mapSelect(SelectClause selectClause, StatementSpecRaw raw, StatementSpecMapContext

mapContext)

   {

       if (selectClause == null)

       {

           return;

       }

       SelectClauseSpecRaw spec = mapSelectRaw(selectClause, mapContext);

raw.setSelectStreamDirEnum(SelectClauseStreamSelectorEnum.mapFromSODA(selectClause.getStreamSelector())

);

       raw.setSelectClauseSpec(spec);

   }

 

   private static List<SelectClauseElementRaw> mapSelectClauseElements(List<SelectClauseElement> elements,

StatementSpecMapContext mapContext) {

       List<SelectClauseElementRaw> result = new ArrayList<SelectClauseElementRaw>();

       for (SelectClauseElement element : elements)

       {

           if (element instanceof SelectClauseWildcard)

           {

               result.add(new SelectClauseElementWildcard());

           }

           else if (element instanceof SelectClauseExpression)

           {
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               SelectClauseExpression selectExpr = (SelectClauseExpression) element;

               Expression expr = selectExpr.getExpression();

               ExprNode exprNode = mapExpressionDeep(expr, mapContext);

               SelectClauseExprRawSpec rawElement = new SelectClauseExprRawSpec(exprNode,

selectExpr.getAsName(), selectExpr.isAnnotatedByEventFlag());

               result.add(rawElement);

           }

           else if (element instanceof SelectClauseStreamWildcard)

           {

               SelectClauseStreamWildcard streamWild = (SelectClauseStreamWildcard) element;

               SelectClauseStreamRawSpec rawElement = new

SelectClauseStreamRawSpec(streamWild.getStreamName(), streamWild.getOptionalColumnName());

               result.add(rawElement);

           }

       }

       return result;

   }

 

   private static SelectClauseSpecRaw mapSelectRaw(SelectClause selectClause, StatementSpecMapContext

mapContext)

   {

       SelectClauseSpecRaw spec = new SelectClauseSpecRaw();

       spec.addAll(mapSelectClauseElements(selectClause.getSelectList(), mapContext));

       spec.setDistinct(selectClause.isDistinct());

       return spec;

   }

 

   private static Expression unmapExpressionDeep(ExprNode exprNode, StatementSpecUnMapContext

unmapContext)

   {

       Expression parent = unmapExpressionFlat(exprNode, unmapContext);

       unmapExpressionRecursive(parent, exprNode, unmapContext);

       return parent;

   }

 

   private static List<ExprNode> mapExpressionDeep(List<Expression> expressions, StatementSpecMapContext

mapContext)

   {

       List<ExprNode> result = new ArrayList<ExprNode>();

       if (expressions == null) {

           return result;

       }

       for (Expression expr : expressions)

       {

           if (expr == null) {

               result.add(null);

               continue;

           }
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           result.add(mapExpressionDeep(expr, mapContext));

       }

       return result;

   }

 

   private static MatchRecognizeRegEx unmapExpressionDeepRowRegex(RowRegexExprNode exprNode,

StatementSpecUnMapContext unmapContext)

   {

       MatchRecognizeRegEx parent = unmapExpressionFlatRowregex(exprNode, unmapContext);

       unmapExpressionRecursiveRowregex(parent, exprNode, unmapContext);

       return parent;

   }

 

   private static ExprNode mapExpressionDeep(Expression expr, StatementSpecMapContext mapContext)

   {

       ExprNode parent = mapExpressionFlat(expr, mapContext);

       mapExpressionRecursive(parent, expr, mapContext);

       return parent;

   }

 

   private static RowRegexExprNode mapExpressionDeepRowRegex(MatchRecognizeRegEx expr,

StatementSpecMapContext mapContext)

   {

       RowRegexExprNode parent = mapExpressionFlatRowregex(expr, mapContext);

       mapExpressionRecursiveRowregex(parent, expr, mapContext);

       return parent;

   }

 

   private static ExprNode mapExpressionFlat(Expression expr, StatementSpecMapContext mapContext)

   {

       if (expr == null)

       {

           throw new IllegalArgumentException("Null expression parameter");

       }

       if (expr instanceof ArithmaticExpression)

       {

           ArithmaticExpression arith = (ArithmaticExpression) expr;

           return new ExprMathNode(MathArithTypeEnum.parseOperator(arith.getOperator()),

                   mapContext.getConfiguration().getEngineDefaults().getExpression().isIntegerDivision(),

                   mapContext.getConfiguration().getEngineDefaults().getExpression().isDivisionByZeroReturnsNull());

       }

       else if (expr instanceof PropertyValueExpression)

       {

           PropertyValueExpression prop = (PropertyValueExpression) expr;

           int indexDot = ASTFilterSpecHelper.unescapedIndexOfDot(prop.getPropertyName());

           if (indexDot != -1)

           {

               String stream = prop.getPropertyName().substring(0, indexDot);
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               String property = prop.getPropertyName().substring(indexDot + 1, prop.getPropertyName().length());

 

               if (mapContext.getVariableService().getReader(stream) != null)

               {

                   mapContext.setHasVariables(true);

                   return new ExprVariableNodeImpl(prop.getPropertyName(), mapContext.getVariableService());

               }

 

               if (mapContext.getContextName() != null) {

                   com.espertech.esper.core.context.util.ContextDescriptor contextDescriptor =

mapContext.getContextManagementService().getContextDescriptor(mapContext.getContextName());

                   if (contextDescriptor != null &&

contextDescriptor.getContextPropertyRegistry().isContextPropertyPrefix(stream)) {

                       return new ExprContextPropertyNode(property);

                   }

               }

 

               return new ExprIdentNodeImpl(property, stream);

           }

 

           if (mapContext.getVariableService().getReader(prop.getPropertyName()) != null)

           {

               mapContext.setHasVariables(true);

               return new ExprVariableNodeImpl(prop.getPropertyName(), mapContext.getVariableService());

           }

 

           return new ExprIdentNodeImpl(prop.getPropertyName());

       }

       else if (expr instanceof Conjunction)

       {

           return new ExprAndNodeImpl();

       }

       else if (expr instanceof Disjunction)

       {

           return new ExprOrNode();

       }

       else if (expr instanceof RelationalOpExpression)

       {

           RelationalOpExpression op = (RelationalOpExpression) expr;

           if (op.getOperator().equals("="))

           {

               return new ExprEqualsNodeImpl(false, false);

           }

           else if (op.getOperator().equals("!="))

           {

               return new ExprEqualsNodeImpl(true, false);

           }

           else if (op.getOperator().toUpperCase().trim().equals("IS"))
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           {

               return new ExprEqualsNodeImpl(false, true);

           }

           else if (op.getOperator().toUpperCase().trim().equals("IS NOT"))

           {

               return new ExprEqualsNodeImpl(true, true);

           }

           else

           {

               return new ExprRelationalOpNodeImpl(RelationalOpEnum.parse(op.getOperator()));

           }

       }

       else if (expr instanceof ConstantExpression)

       {

           ConstantExpression op = (ConstantExpression) expr;

           Class constantType = null;

           if (op.getConstantType() != null) {

               try

               {

                   constantType = Class.forName(op.getConstantType());

               }

               catch (ClassNotFoundException e)

               {

                   throw new EPException("Error looking up class name '" + op.getConstantType() + "' to resolve as

constant type");

               }

           }

           return new ExprConstantNodeImpl(op.getConstant(), constantType);

       }

       else if (expr instanceof ConcatExpression)

       {

           return new ExprConcatNode();

       }

       else if (expr instanceof SubqueryExpression)

       {

           SubqueryExpression sub = (SubqueryExpression) expr;

           StatementSpecRaw rawSubselect = map(sub.getModel(), mapContext);

           return new ExprSubselectRowNode(rawSubselect);

       }

       else if (expr instanceof SubqueryInExpression)

       {

           SubqueryInExpression sub = (SubqueryInExpression) expr;

           StatementSpecRaw rawSubselect = map(sub.getModel(), mapContext);

           ExprSubselectInNode inSub = new ExprSubselectInNode(rawSubselect);

           inSub.setNotIn(sub.isNotIn());

           return inSub;

       }

       else if (expr instanceof SubqueryExistsExpression)
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       {

           SubqueryExistsExpression sub = (SubqueryExistsExpression) expr;

           StatementSpecRaw rawSubselect = map(sub.getModel(), mapContext);

           return new ExprSubselectExistsNode(rawSubselect);

       }

       else if (expr instanceof SubqueryQualifiedExpression)

       {

           SubqueryQualifiedExpression sub = (SubqueryQualifiedExpression) expr;

           StatementSpecRaw rawSubselect = map(sub.getModel(), mapContext);

           boolean isNot = false;

           RelationalOpEnum relop = null;

           if (sub.getOperator().equals("!="))

           {

               isNot = true;

           }

           if (sub.getOperator().equals("="))

           {

           }

           else

           {

               relop = RelationalOpEnum.parse(sub.getOperator());

           }

           return new ExprSubselectAllSomeAnyNode(rawSubselect, isNot, sub.isAll(), relop);

       }

       else if (expr instanceof CountStarProjectionExpression)

       {

           return new ExprCountNode(false, !expr.getChildren().isEmpty());

       }

       else if (expr instanceof CountProjectionExpression)

       {

           CountProjectionExpression count = (CountProjectionExpression) expr;

           return new ExprCountNode(count.isDistinct(), expr.getChildren().size() > 1);

       }

       else if (expr instanceof AvgProjectionExpression)

       {

           AvgProjectionExpression avg = (AvgProjectionExpression) expr;

           return new ExprAvgNode(avg.isDistinct(), expr.getChildren().size() > 1);

       }

       else if (expr instanceof SumProjectionExpression)

       {

           SumProjectionExpression avg = (SumProjectionExpression) expr;

           return new ExprSumNode(avg.isDistinct(), expr.getChildren().size() > 1);

       }

       else if (expr instanceof BetweenExpression)

       {

           BetweenExpression between = (BetweenExpression) expr;

           return new ExprBetweenNodeImpl(between.isLowEndpointIncluded(), between.isHighEndpointIncluded(),

between.isNotBetween());
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       }

       else if (expr instanceof PriorExpression)

       {

           return new ExprPriorNode();

       }

       else if (expr instanceof PreviousExpression)

       {

           PreviousExpression prev = (PreviousExpression) expr;

           return new ExprPreviousNode(PreviousType.valueOf(prev.getType().toString()));

       }

       else if (expr instanceof StaticMethodExpression)

       {

           StaticMethodExpression method = (StaticMethodExpression) expr;

           List<ExprChainedSpec> chained = mapChains(method.getChain(), mapContext);

           chained.add(0, new ExprChainedSpec(method.getClassName(), Collections.<ExprNode>emptyList(), false));

           return new ExprDotNode(chained,

                   mapContext.getConfiguration().getEngineDefaults().getExpression().isDuckTyping(),

                   mapContext.getConfiguration().getEngineDefaults().getExpression().isUdfCache());

       }

       else if (expr instanceof MinProjectionExpression)

       {

           MinProjectionExpression method = (MinProjectionExpression) expr;

           return new ExprMinMaxAggrNode(method.isDistinct(), MinMaxTypeEnum.MIN, expr.getChildren().size()

> 1);

       }

       else if (expr instanceof MaxProjectionExpression)

       {

           MaxProjectionExpression method = (MaxProjectionExpression) expr;

           return new ExprMinMaxAggrNode(method.isDistinct(), MinMaxTypeEnum.MAX, expr.getChildren().size()

> 1);

       }

       else if (expr instanceof NotExpression)

       {

           return new ExprNotNode();

       }

       else if (expr instanceof InExpression)

       {

           InExpression inExpr = (InExpression) expr;

           return new ExprInNodeImpl(inExpr.isNotIn());

       }

       else if (expr instanceof CoalesceExpression)

       {

           return new ExprCoalesceNode();

       }

       else if (expr instanceof CaseWhenThenExpression)

       {

           return new ExprCaseNode(false);

       }
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       else if (expr instanceof CaseSwitchExpression)

       {

           return new ExprCaseNode(true);

       }

       else if (expr instanceof MaxRowExpression)

       {

           return new ExprMinMaxRowNode(MinMaxTypeEnum.MAX);

       }

       else if (expr instanceof MinRowExpression)

       {

           return new ExprMinMaxRowNode(MinMaxTypeEnum.MIN);

       }

       else if (expr instanceof BitwiseOpExpression)

       {

           BitwiseOpExpression bit = (BitwiseOpExpression) expr;

           return new ExprBitWiseNode(bit.getBinaryOp());

       }

       else if (expr instanceof ArrayExpression)

       {

           return new ExprArrayNode();

       }

       else if (expr instanceof LikeExpression)

       {

           LikeExpression like = (LikeExpression) expr;

           return new ExprLikeNode(like.isNot());

       }

       else if (expr instanceof RegExpExpression)

       {

           RegExpExpression regexp = (RegExpExpression) expr;

           return new ExprRegexpNode(regexp.isNot());

       }

       else if (expr instanceof MedianProjectionExpression)

       {

           MedianProjectionExpression median = (MedianProjectionExpression) expr;

           return new ExprMedianNode(median.isDistinct(), expr.getChildren().size() > 1);

       }

       else if (expr instanceof AvedevProjectionExpression)

       {

           AvedevProjectionExpression node = (AvedevProjectionExpression) expr;

           return new ExprAvedevNode(node.isDistinct(), expr.getChildren().size() > 1);

       }

       else if (expr instanceof StddevProjectionExpression)

       {

           StddevProjectionExpression node = (StddevProjectionExpression) expr;

           return new ExprStddevNode(node.isDistinct(), expr.getChildren().size() > 1);

       }

       else if (expr instanceof LastEverProjectionExpression)

       {
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           LastEverProjectionExpression node = (LastEverProjectionExpression) expr;

           return new ExprLastEverNode(node.isDistinct());

       }

       else if (expr instanceof FirstEverProjectionExpression)

       {

           FirstEverProjectionExpression node = (FirstEverProjectionExpression) expr;

           return new ExprFirstEverNode(node.isDistinct());

       }

       else if (expr instanceof InstanceOfExpression)

       {

           InstanceOfExpression node = (InstanceOfExpression) expr;

           return new ExprInstanceofNode(node.getTypeNames());

       }

       else if (expr instanceof TypeOfExpression)

       {

           return new ExprTypeofNode();

       }

       else if (expr instanceof CastExpression)

       {

           CastExpression node = (CastExpression) expr;

           return new ExprCastNode(node.getTypeName());

       }

       else if (expr instanceof PropertyExistsExpression)

       {

           return new ExprPropertyExistsNode();

       }

       else if (expr instanceof CurrentTimestampExpression)

       {

           return new ExprTimestampNode();

       }

       else if (expr instanceof IStreamBuiltinExpression)

       {

           return new ExprIStreamNode();

       }

       else if (expr instanceof TimePeriodExpression)

       {

           TimePeriodExpression tpe = (TimePeriodExpression) expr;

           return new ExprTimePeriodImpl(tpe.isHasYears(), tpe.isHasMonths(), tpe.isHasWeeks(), tpe.isHasDays(),

tpe.isHasHours(), tpe.isHasMinutes(), tpe.isHasSeconds(), tpe.isHasMilliseconds());

       }

       else if (expr instanceof NewOperatorExpression) {

           NewOperatorExpression noe = (NewOperatorExpression) expr;

           return new ExprNewNode(noe.getColumnNames().toArray(new String[noe.getColumnNames().size()]));

       }

       else if (expr instanceof CompareListExpression)

       {

           CompareListExpression exp = (CompareListExpression) expr;

           if ((exp.getOperator().equals("=")) || (exp.getOperator().equals("!=")))
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           {

               return new ExprEqualsAllAnyNode((exp.getOperator().equals("!=")), exp.isAll());

           }

           else

           {

               return new ExprRelationalOpAllAnyNode(RelationalOpEnum.parse(exp.getOperator()), exp.isAll());

           }

       }

       else if (expr instanceof SubstitutionParameterExpression)

       {

           SubstitutionParameterExpression node = (SubstitutionParameterExpression) expr;

           if (!(node.isSatisfied()))

           {

               throw new EPException("Substitution parameter value for index " + node.getIndex() + " not set, please

provide a value for this parameter");

           }

           return new ExprConstantNodeImpl(node.getConstant());

       }

       else if (expr instanceof SingleRowMethodExpression) {

           SingleRowMethodExpression single = (SingleRowMethodExpression) expr;

           if ((single.getChain() == null) || (single.getChain().size() == 0)) {

               throw new IllegalArgumentException("Single row method expression requires one or more method calls");

           }

           List<ExprChainedSpec> chain = mapChains(single.getChain(), mapContext);

           String functionName = chain.get(0).getName();

           Pair<Class, EngineImportSingleRowDesc> pair;

           try

           {

               pair = mapContext.getEngineImportService().resolveSingleRow(functionName);

           }

           catch (Exception e)

           {

               throw new IllegalArgumentException("Function name '" + functionName + "' cannot be resolved to a

single-row function: " + e.getMessage(), e);

           }

           chain.get(0).setName(pair.getSecond().getMethodName());

           return new ExprPlugInSingleRowNode(functionName, pair.getFirst(), chain, pair.getSecond());

       }

       else if (expr instanceof PlugInProjectionExpression)

       {

           PlugInProjectionExpression node = (PlugInProjectionExpression) expr;

           ExprNode exprNode =

ASTAggregationHelper.tryResolveAsAggregation(mapContext.getEngineImportService(), node.isDistinct(),

node.getFunctionName(), mapContext.getPlugInAggregations(), mapContext.getEngineURI());

           if (exprNode == null) {

               throw new EPException("Error resolving aggregation function named '" + node.getFunctionName() + "'");

           }

           return exprNode;
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       }

       else if (expr instanceof OrderedObjectParamExpression)

       {

           OrderedObjectParamExpression order = (OrderedObjectParamExpression) expr;

           return new ExprOrderedExpr(order.isDescending());

       }

       else if (expr instanceof CrontabFrequencyExpression)

       {

           return new ExprNumberSetFrequency();

       }

       else if (expr instanceof CrontabRangeExpression)

       {

           return new ExprNumberSetRange();

       }

       else if (expr instanceof CrontabParameterSetExpression)

       {

           return new ExprNumberSetList();

       }

       else if (expr instanceof CrontabParameterExpression)

       {

           CrontabParameterExpression cronParam = (CrontabParameterExpression) expr;

           if (cronParam.getType() == ScheduleItemType.WILDCARD)

           {

               return new ExprNumberSetWildcard();

           }

           CronOperatorEnum operator;

           if (cronParam.getType() == ScheduleItemType.LASTDAY)

           {

               operator = CronOperatorEnum.LASTDAY;

           }

           else if (cronParam.getType() == ScheduleItemType.WEEKDAY)

           {

               operator = CronOperatorEnum.WEEKDAY;

           }

           else if (cronParam.getType() == ScheduleItemType.LASTWEEKDAY)

           {

               operator = CronOperatorEnum.LASTWEEKDAY;

           }

           else {

               throw new IllegalArgumentException("Cron parameter not recognized: " + cronParam.getType());

           }

           return new ExprNumberSetCronParam(operator);

       }

       else if (expr instanceof AccessProjectionExpressionBase) {

           AccessProjectionExpressionBase theBase = (AccessProjectionExpressionBase) expr;

           AggregationStateType type;

           if (expr instanceof FirstProjectionExpression) {

               type = AggregationStateType.FIRST;
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           }

           else if (expr instanceof LastProjectionExpression) {

               type = AggregationStateType.LAST;

           }

           else {

               type = AggregationStateType.WINDOW;

           }

 

           return new ExprAggMultiFunctionLinearAccessNode(type, theBase.isWildcard(),

theBase.getStreamWildcard());

       }

       else if (expr instanceof DotExpression) {

           DotExpression theBase = (DotExpression) expr;

           List<ExprChainedSpec> chain = mapChains(theBase.getChain(), mapContext);

           if (chain.size() == 1) {

               String name = chain.get(0).getName();

               ExprDeclaredNodeImpl declared = ExprDeclaredHelper.getExistsDeclaredExpr(name,

chain.get(0).getParameters(), mapContext.getExpressionDeclarations().values(),

mapContext.getExprDeclaredService());

               if (declared != null) {

                   return declared;

               }

               ExprNodeScript script =

ExprDeclaredHelper.getExistsScript(mapContext.getConfiguration().getEngineDefaults().getScripts().getDefaultDia

lect(),

                       name, chain.get(0).getParameters(), mapContext.getScripts().values(),

mapContext.getExprDeclaredService());

               if (script != null) {

                   return script;

               }

           }

           return new ExprDotNode(chain,

                   mapContext.getConfiguration().getEngineDefaults().getExpression().isDuckTyping(),

                   mapContext.getConfiguration().getEngineDefaults().getExpression().isUdfCache());

       }

       else if (expr instanceof LambdaExpression) {

           LambdaExpression theBase = (LambdaExpression) expr;

           return new ExprLambdaGoesNode(new ArrayList<String>(theBase.getParameters()));

       }

       throw new IllegalArgumentException("Could not map expression node of type " +

expr.getClass().getSimpleName());

   }

 

   private static List<Expression> unmapExpressionDeep(List<ExprNode> expressions,

StatementSpecUnMapContext unmapContext)

   {

       List<Expression> result = new ArrayList<Expression>();

       if (expressions == null) {
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           return result;

       }

       for (ExprNode expr : expressions)

       {

           if (expr == null) {

               result.add(null);

               continue;

           }

           result.add(unmapExpressionDeep(expr, unmapContext));

       }

       return result;

   }

 

   private static MatchRecognizeRegEx unmapExpressionFlatRowregex(RowRegexExprNode expr,

StatementSpecUnMapContext unmapContext)

   {

       if (expr instanceof RowRegexExprNodeAlteration) {

           return new MatchRecognizeRegExAlteration();

       }

       else if (expr instanceof RowRegexExprNodeAtom) {

           RowRegexExprNodeAtom atom = (RowRegexExprNodeAtom) expr;

           return new MatchRecognizeRegExAtom(atom.getTag(),

MatchRecogizePatternElementType.values()[atom.getType().ordinal()]);

       }

       else if (expr instanceof RowRegexExprNodeConcatenation) {

           return new MatchRecognizeRegExConcatenation();

       }

       else {

           RowRegexExprNodeNested nested = (RowRegexExprNodeNested) expr;

           return new

MatchRecognizeRegExNested(MatchRecogizePatternElementType.values()[nested.getType().ordinal()]);

       }

   }

 

   private static RowRegexExprNode mapExpressionFlatRowregex(MatchRecognizeRegEx expr,

StatementSpecMapContext mapContext)

   {

       if (expr instanceof MatchRecognizeRegExAlteration) {

           return new RowRegexExprNodeAlteration();

       }

       else if (expr instanceof MatchRecognizeRegExAtom) {

           MatchRecognizeRegExAtom atom = (MatchRecognizeRegExAtom) expr;

           return new RowRegexExprNodeAtom(atom.getName(),

RegexNFATypeEnum.values()[atom.getType().ordinal()]);

       }

       else if (expr instanceof MatchRecognizeRegExConcatenation) {

           return new RowRegexExprNodeConcatenation();

       }
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       else {

           MatchRecognizeRegExNested nested = (MatchRecognizeRegExNested) expr;

           return new RowRegexExprNodeNested(RegexNFATypeEnum.values()[nested.getType().ordinal()]);

       }

   }

 

   private static Expression unmapExpressionFlat(ExprNode expr, StatementSpecUnMapContext unmapContext)

   {

       if (expr instanceof ExprMathNode)

       {

           ExprMathNode math = (ExprMathNode) expr;

           return new ArithmaticExpression(math.getMathArithTypeEnum().getExpressionText());

       }

       else if (expr instanceof ExprIdentNode)

       {

           ExprIdentNode prop = (ExprIdentNode) expr;

           String propertyName = prop.getUnresolvedPropertyName();

           if (prop.getStreamOrPropertyName() != null)

           {

               propertyName = prop.getStreamOrPropertyName() + "." + prop.getUnresolvedPropertyName();

           }

           return new PropertyValueExpression(propertyName);

       }

       else if (expr instanceof ExprVariableNode)

       {

           ExprVariableNode prop = (ExprVariableNode) expr;

           String propertyName = prop.getVariableNameWithSubProp();

           return new PropertyValueExpression(propertyName);

       }

       else if (expr instanceof ExprContextPropertyNode)

       {

           ExprContextPropertyNode prop = (ExprContextPropertyNode) expr;

           return new PropertyValueExpression(ContextPropertyRegistry.CONTEXT_PREFIX + "." +

prop.getPropertyName());

       }

       else if (expr instanceof ExprEqualsNode)

       {

           ExprEqualsNode equals = (ExprEqualsNode) expr;

           String operator;

           if (!equals.isIs()) {

               operator = "=";

               if (equals.isNotEquals())

               {

                   operator = "!=";

               }

           }

           else {

               operator = "is";
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               if (equals.isNotEquals())

               {

                   operator = "is not";

               }

           }

           return new RelationalOpExpression(operator);

       }

       else if (expr instanceof ExprRelationalOpNode)

       {

           ExprRelationalOpNode rel = (ExprRelationalOpNode) expr;

           return new RelationalOpExpression(rel.getRelationalOpEnum().getExpressionText());

       }

       else if (expr instanceof ExprAndNode)

       {

           return new Conjunction();

       }

       else if (expr instanceof ExprOrNode)

       {

           return new Disjunction();

       }

       else if (expr instanceof ExprConstantNode)

       {

           ExprConstantNode constNode = (ExprConstantNode) expr;

           String constantType = null;

           if (constNode.getType() != null) {

               constantType = constNode.getType().getName();

           }

           return new ConstantExpression(constNode.getValue(), constantType);

       }

       else if (expr instanceof ExprConcatNode)

       {

           return new ConcatExpression();

       }

       else if (expr instanceof ExprSubselectRowNode)

       {

           ExprSubselectRowNode sub = (ExprSubselectRowNode) expr;

           StatementSpecUnMapResult unmapped = unmap(sub.getStatementSpecRaw());

           unmapContext.addAll(unmapped.getIndexedParams());

           return new SubqueryExpression(unmapped.getObjectModel());

       }

       else if (expr instanceof ExprSubselectInNode)

       {

           ExprSubselectInNode sub = (ExprSubselectInNode) expr;

           StatementSpecUnMapResult unmapped = unmap(sub.getStatementSpecRaw());

           unmapContext.addAll(unmapped.getIndexedParams());

           return new SubqueryInExpression(unmapped.getObjectModel(), sub.isNotIn());

       }

       else if (expr instanceof ExprSubselectExistsNode)
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       {

           ExprSubselectExistsNode sub = (ExprSubselectExistsNode) expr;

           StatementSpecUnMapResult unmapped = unmap(sub.getStatementSpecRaw());

           unmapContext.addAll(unmapped.getIndexedParams());

           return new SubqueryExistsExpression(unmapped.getObjectModel());

       }

       else if (expr instanceof ExprSubselectAllSomeAnyNode)

       {

           ExprSubselectAllSomeAnyNode sub = (ExprSubselectAllSomeAnyNode) expr;

           StatementSpecUnMapResult unmapped = unmap(sub.getStatementSpecRaw());

           unmapContext.addAll(unmapped.getIndexedParams());

           String operator = "=";

           if (sub.isNot())

           {

               operator = "!=";

           }

           if (sub.getRelationalOp() != null)

           {

               operator = sub.getRelationalOp().getExpressionText();

           }

           return new SubqueryQualifiedExpression(unmapped.getObjectModel(), operator, sub.isAll());

       }

       else if (expr instanceof ExprCountNode)

       {

           ExprCountNode sub = (ExprCountNode) expr;

           if (sub.getChildNodes().length == 0 || (sub.getChildNodes().length == 1 && sub.isHasFilter()))

           {

               return new CountStarProjectionExpression();

           }

           else

           {

               return new CountProjectionExpression(sub.isDistinct());

           }

       }

       else if (expr instanceof ExprAvgNode)

       {

           ExprAvgNode sub = (ExprAvgNode) expr;

           return new AvgProjectionExpression(sub.isDistinct());

       }

       else if (expr instanceof ExprSumNode)

       {

           ExprSumNode sub = (ExprSumNode) expr;

           return new SumProjectionExpression(sub.isDistinct());

       }

       else if (expr instanceof ExprBetweenNode)

       {

           ExprBetweenNode between = (ExprBetweenNode) expr;

           return new BetweenExpression(between.isLowEndpointIncluded(), between.isHighEndpointIncluded(),
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between.isNotBetween());

       }

       else if (expr instanceof ExprPriorNode)

       {

           return new PriorExpression();

       }

       else if (expr instanceof ExprRateAggNode)

       {

           return new PlugInProjectionExpression("rate", false);

       }

       else if (expr instanceof ExprNthAggNode)

       {

           return new PlugInProjectionExpression("nth", false);

       }

       else if (expr instanceof ExprLeavingAggNode)

       {

           return new PlugInProjectionExpression("leaving", false);

       }

       else if (expr instanceof ExprAggMultiFunctionSortedMinMaxByNode)

       {

           ExprAggMultiFunctionSortedMinMaxByNode node = (ExprAggMultiFunctionSortedMinMaxByNode) expr;

           return new PlugInProjectionExpression(node.getAggregationFunctionName(), false);

       }

       else if (expr instanceof ExprPreviousNode)

       {

           ExprPreviousNode prev = (ExprPreviousNode) expr;

           PreviousExpression result = new PreviousExpression();

           result.setType(PreviousExpressionType.valueOf(prev.getPreviousType().toString()));

           return result;

       }

       else if (expr instanceof ExprMinMaxAggrNode)

       {

           ExprMinMaxAggrNode node = (ExprMinMaxAggrNode) expr;

           if (node.getMinMaxTypeEnum() == MinMaxTypeEnum.MIN)

           {

               return new MinProjectionExpression(node.isDistinct());

           }

           else

           {

               return new MaxProjectionExpression(node.isDistinct());

           }

       }

       else if (expr instanceof ExprNotNode)

       {

           return new NotExpression();

       }

       else if (expr instanceof ExprInNode)

       {
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           ExprInNode inExpr = (ExprInNode) expr;

           return new InExpression(inExpr.isNotIn());

       }

       else if (expr instanceof ExprCoalesceNode)

       {

           return new CoalesceExpression();

       }

       else if (expr instanceof ExprCaseNode)

       {

           ExprCaseNode mycase = (ExprCaseNode) expr;

           if (mycase.isCase2())

           {

               return new CaseSwitchExpression();

           }

           else

           {

               return new CaseWhenThenExpression();

           }

       }

       else if (expr instanceof ExprMinMaxRowNode)

       {

           ExprMinMaxRowNode node = (ExprMinMaxRowNode) expr;

           if (node.getMinMaxTypeEnum() == MinMaxTypeEnum.MAX)

           {

               return new MaxRowExpression();

           }

           return new MinRowExpression();

       }

       else if (expr instanceof ExprBitWiseNode)

       {

           ExprBitWiseNode node = (ExprBitWiseNode) expr;

           return new BitwiseOpExpression(node.getBitWiseOpEnum());

       }

       else if (expr instanceof ExprArrayNode)

       {

           return new ArrayExpression();

       }

       else if (expr instanceof ExprLikeNode)

       {

           ExprLikeNode exprLikeNode = (ExprLikeNode) expr;

           return new LikeExpression(exprLikeNode.isNot());

       }

       else if (expr instanceof ExprRegexpNode)

       {

           ExprRegexpNode exprRegexNode = (ExprRegexpNode) expr;

           return new RegExpExpression(exprRegexNode.isNot());

       }

       else if (expr instanceof ExprMedianNode)
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       {

           ExprMedianNode median = (ExprMedianNode) expr;

           return new MedianProjectionExpression(median.isDistinct());

       }

       else if (expr instanceof ExprLastEverNode)

       {

           ExprLastEverNode last = (ExprLastEverNode) expr;

           return new LastEverProjectionExpression(last.isDistinct());

       }

       else if (expr instanceof ExprFirstEverNode)

       {

           ExprFirstEverNode first = (ExprFirstEverNode) expr;

           return new FirstEverProjectionExpression(first.isDistinct());

       }

       else if (expr instanceof ExprAvedevNode)

       {

           ExprAvedevNode node = (ExprAvedevNode) expr;

           return new AvedevProjectionExpression(node.isDistinct());

       }

       else if (expr instanceof ExprStddevNode)

       {

           ExprStddevNode node = (ExprStddevNode) expr;

           return new StddevProjectionExpression(node.isDistinct());

       }

       else if (expr instanceof ExprPlugInAggFunctionNode)

       {

           ExprPlugInAggFunctionNode node = (ExprPlugInAggFunctionNode) expr;

           return new PlugInProjectionExpression(node.getAggregationFunctionName(), node.isDistinct());

       }

       else if (expr instanceof ExprPlugInAggFunctionFactoryNode)

       {

           ExprPlugInAggFunctionFactoryNode node = (ExprPlugInAggFunctionFactoryNode) expr;

           return new PlugInProjectionExpression(node.getAggregationFunctionName(), node.isDistinct());

       }

       else if (expr instanceof ExprPlugInAggMultiFunctionNode)

       {

           ExprPlugInAggMultiFunctionNode node = (ExprPlugInAggMultiFunctionNode) expr;

           return new PlugInProjectionExpression(node.getAggregationFunctionName(), node.isDistinct());

       }

       else if (expr instanceof ExprPlugInSingleRowNode)

       {

           ExprPlugInSingleRowNode node = (ExprPlugInSingleRowNode) expr;

           List<DotExpressionItem> chain = unmapChains(node.getChainSpec(), unmapContext, false);

           chain.get(0).setName(node.getFunctionName());  // starts with actual function name not mapped on

           return new SingleRowMethodExpression(chain);

       }

       else if (expr instanceof ExprInstanceofNode)

       {
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           ExprInstanceofNode node = (ExprInstanceofNode) expr;

           return new InstanceOfExpression(node.getClassIdentifiers());

       }

       else if (expr instanceof ExprTypeofNode)

       {

           return new TypeOfExpression();

       }

       else if (expr instanceof ExprCastNode)

       {

           ExprCastNode node = (ExprCastNode) expr;

           return new CastExpression(node.getClassIdentifier());

       }

       else if (expr instanceof ExprPropertyExistsNode)

       {

           return new PropertyExistsExpression();

       }

       else if (expr instanceof ExprTimestampNode)

       {

           return new CurrentTimestampExpression();

       }

       else if (expr instanceof ExprIStreamNode)

       {

           return new IStreamBuiltinExpression();

       }

       else if (expr instanceof ExprSubstitutionNode)

       {

           ExprSubstitutionNode node = (ExprSubstitutionNode) expr;

           SubstitutionParameterExpression subParam = new SubstitutionParameterExpression(node.getIndex());

           unmapContext.add(node.getIndex(), subParam);

           return subParam;

       }

       else if (expr instanceof ExprTimePeriod)

       {

           ExprTimePeriod node = (ExprTimePeriod) expr;

           return new TimePeriodExpression(node.isHasYear(), node.isHasMonth(), node.isHasWeek(),

node.isHasDay(), node.isHasHour(), node.isHasMinute(), node.isHasSecond(), node.isHasMillisecond());

       }

       else if (expr instanceof ExprNumberSetWildcard)

       {

           return new CrontabParameterExpression(ScheduleItemType.WILDCARD);

       }

       else if (expr instanceof ExprNumberSetFrequency)

       {

           return new CrontabFrequencyExpression();

       }

       else if (expr instanceof ExprNumberSetRange)

       {

           return new CrontabRangeExpression();
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       }

       else if (expr instanceof ExprNumberSetList)

       {

           return new CrontabParameterSetExpression();

       }

       else if (expr instanceof ExprNewNode)

       {

           ExprNewNode newNode = (ExprNewNode) expr;

           return new NewOperatorExpression(new ArrayList<String>(Arrays.asList(newNode.getColumnNames())));

       }

       else if (expr instanceof ExprOrderedExpr)

       {

           ExprOrderedExpr order = (ExprOrderedExpr) expr;

           return new OrderedObjectParamExpression(order.isDescending());

       }

       else if (expr instanceof ExprEqualsAllAnyNode)

       {

           ExprEqualsAllAnyNode node = (ExprEqualsAllAnyNode) expr;

           String operator = node.isNot() ? "!=" : "=";

           return new CompareListExpression(node.isAll(), operator);

       }

       else if (expr instanceof ExprRelationalOpAllAnyNode)

       {

           ExprRelationalOpAllAnyNode node = (ExprRelationalOpAllAnyNode) expr;

           return new CompareListExpression(node.isAll(), node.getRelationalOpEnum().getExpressionText());

       }

       else if (expr instanceof ExprNumberSetCronParam)

       {

           ExprNumberSetCronParam cronParam = (ExprNumberSetCronParam) expr;

           ScheduleItemType type;

           if (cronParam.getCronOperator() == CronOperatorEnum.LASTDAY)

           {

               type = ScheduleItemType.LASTDAY;

           }

           else if (cronParam.getCronOperator() == CronOperatorEnum.LASTWEEKDAY)

           {

               type = ScheduleItemType.LASTWEEKDAY;

           }

           else if (cronParam.getCronOperator() == CronOperatorEnum.WEEKDAY)

           {

               type = ScheduleItemType.WEEKDAY;

           }

           else {

               throw new IllegalArgumentException("Cron parameter not recognized: " + cronParam.getCronOperator());

           }

           return new CrontabParameterExpression(type);

       }

       else if (expr instanceof ExprAggMultiFunctionLinearAccessNode)
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       {

           ExprAggMultiFunctionLinearAccessNode accessNode = (ExprAggMultiFunctionLinearAccessNode) expr;

           AccessProjectionExpressionBase ape;

           if (accessNode.getStateType() == AggregationStateType.FIRST) {

               ape = new FirstProjectionExpression();

           }

           else if (accessNode.getStateType() == AggregationStateType.WINDOW) {

               ape = new WindowProjectionExpression();

           }

           else {

               ape = new LastProjectionExpression();

           }

           ape.setWildcard(accessNode.isWildcard());

           ape.setStreamWildcard(accessNode.getStreamWildcard());

           return ape;

       }

       else if (expr instanceof ExprDotNode)

       {

           ExprDotNode dotNode = (ExprDotNode) expr;

           DotExpression dotExpr = new DotExpression();

           for (ExprChainedSpec chain : dotNode.getChainSpec()) {

               dotExpr.add(chain.getName(), unmapExpressionDeep(chain.getParameters(), unmapContext),

chain.isProperty());

           }

           return dotExpr;

       }

       else if (expr instanceof ExprDeclaredNode)

       {

           ExprDeclaredNode declNode = (ExprDeclaredNode) expr;

           DotExpression dotExpr = new DotExpression();

           dotExpr.add(declNode.getPrototype().getName(),

                   unmapExpressionDeep(declNode.getChainParameters(), unmapContext));

           return dotExpr;

       }

       else if (expr instanceof ExprLambdaGoesNode)

       {

           ExprLambdaGoesNode lambdaNode = (ExprLambdaGoesNode) expr;

           LambdaExpression lambdaExpr = new LambdaExpression(new

ArrayList<String>(lambdaNode.getGoesToNames()));

           return lambdaExpr;

       }

       else if (expr instanceof ExprNodeScript) {

           ExprNodeScript scriptNode = (ExprNodeScript) expr;

           DotExpression dotExpr = new DotExpression();

           dotExpr.add(scriptNode.getScript().getName(), unmapExpressionDeep(scriptNode.getParameters(),

unmapContext));

           return dotExpr;

       }
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       throw new IllegalArgumentException("Could not map expression node of type " +

expr.getClass().getSimpleName());

   }

 

   private static void unmapExpressionRecursive(Expression parent, ExprNode expr, StatementSpecUnMapContext

unmapContext)

   {

       for (ExprNode child : expr.getChildNodes())

       {

           Expression result = unmapExpressionFlat(child, unmapContext);

           parent.getChildren().add(result);

           unmapExpressionRecursive(result, child, unmapContext);

       }

   }

 

   private static void unmapExpressionRecursiveRowregex(MatchRecognizeRegEx parent, RowRegexExprNode

expr, StatementSpecUnMapContext unmapContext)

   {

       for (RowRegexExprNode child : expr.getChildNodes())

       {

           MatchRecognizeRegEx result = unmapExpressionFlatRowregex(child, unmapContext);

           parent.getChildren().add(result);

           unmapExpressionRecursiveRowregex(result, child, unmapContext);

       }

   }

 

   private static void mapExpressionRecursive(ExprNode parent, Expression expr, StatementSpecMapContext

mapContext)

   {

       for (Expression child : expr.getChildren())

       {

           ExprNode result = mapExpressionFlat(child, mapContext);

           parent.addChildNode(result);

           mapExpressionRecursive(result, child, mapContext);

       }

   }

 

   private static void mapExpressionRecursiveRowregex(RowRegexExprNode parent, MatchRecognizeRegEx expr,

StatementSpecMapContext mapContext)

   {

       for (MatchRecognizeRegEx child : expr.getChildren())

       {

           RowRegexExprNode result = mapExpressionFlatRowregex(child, mapContext);

           parent.addChildNode(result);

           mapExpressionRecursiveRowregex(result, child, mapContext);

       }

   }
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   private static void mapFrom(FromClause fromClause, StatementSpecRaw raw, StatementSpecMapContext

mapContext)

   {

       if (fromClause == null)

       {

           return;

       }

 

       for (Stream stream : fromClause.getStreams())

       {

           StreamSpecRaw spec;

 

           ViewSpec[] views = ViewSpec.EMPTY_VIEWSPEC_ARRAY;

           if (stream instanceof ProjectedStream)

           {

               ProjectedStream projectedStream = (ProjectedStream) stream;

               views = ViewSpec.toArray(mapViews(projectedStream.getViews(), mapContext));

           }

 

           if (stream instanceof FilterStream)

           {

               FilterStream filterStream = (FilterStream) stream;

               FilterSpecRaw filterSpecRaw = mapFilter(filterStream.getFilter(), mapContext);

               StreamSpecOptions options = mapStreamOpts(filterStream);

               spec = new FilterStreamSpecRaw(filterSpecRaw, views, filterStream.getStreamName(), options);

           }

           else if (stream instanceof SQLStream)

           {

               SQLStream sqlStream = (SQLStream) stream;

               spec = new DBStatementStreamSpec(sqlStream.getStreamName(), views,

                       sqlStream.getDatabaseName(), sqlStream.getSqlWithSubsParams(),

sqlStream.getOptionalMetadataSQL());

           }

           else if (stream instanceof PatternStream)

           {

               PatternStream patternStream = (PatternStream) stream;

               EvalFactoryNode child = mapPatternEvalDeep(patternStream.getExpression(), mapContext);

               StreamSpecOptions options = mapStreamOpts(patternStream);

               spec = new PatternStreamSpecRaw(child, Collections.<EvalFactoryNode, String>emptyMap(), views,

patternStream.getStreamName(), options);

           }

           else if (stream instanceof MethodInvocationStream)

           {

               MethodInvocationStream methodStream = (MethodInvocationStream) stream;

               List<ExprNode> expressions = new ArrayList<ExprNode>();

               for (Expression expr : methodStream.getParameterExpressions())

               {

                   ExprNode exprNode = mapExpressionDeep(expr, mapContext);
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                   expressions.add(exprNode);

               }

 

               spec = new MethodStreamSpec(methodStream.getStreamName(), views, "method",

                       methodStream.getClassName(), methodStream.getMethodName(), expressions);

           }

           else

           {

               throw new IllegalArgumentException("Could not map from stream " + stream + " to an internal

representation");

           }

 

           raw.getStreamSpecs().add(spec);

       }

 

       for (OuterJoinQualifier qualifier : fromClause.getOuterJoinQualifiers())

       {

           ExprIdentNode left = null;

           ExprIdentNode right = null;

           ExprIdentNode[] additionalLeft = null;

           ExprIdentNode[] additionalRight = null;

 

           if (qualifier.getLeft() != null) {

 

               left = (ExprIdentNode) mapExpressionFlat(qualifier.getLeft(), mapContext);

               right = (ExprIdentNode) mapExpressionFlat(qualifier.getRight(), mapContext);

 

               if (qualifier.getAdditionalProperties().size() != 0)

               {

                   additionalLeft = new ExprIdentNode[qualifier.getAdditionalProperties().size()];

                   additionalRight = new ExprIdentNode[qualifier.getAdditionalProperties().size()];

                   int count = 0;

                   for (PropertyValueExpressionPair pair : qualifier.getAdditionalProperties())

                   {

                       additionalLeft[count] = (ExprIdentNode) mapExpressionFlat(pair.getLeft(), mapContext);

                       additionalRight[count] = (ExprIdentNode) mapExpressionFlat(pair.getRight(), mapContext);

                       count++;

                   }

               }

           }

 

           raw.getOuterJoinDescList().add(new OuterJoinDesc(qualifier.getType(), left, right, additionalLeft,

additionalRight));

       }

   }

 

   private static List<ViewSpec> mapViews(List<View> views, StatementSpecMapContext mapContext)

   {
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       List<ViewSpec> viewSpecs = new ArrayList<ViewSpec>();

       for (View view : views)

       {

           List<ExprNode> viewExpressions = mapExpressionDeep(view.getParameters(), mapContext);

           viewSpecs.add(new ViewSpec(view.getNamespace(), view.getName(), viewExpressions));

       }

       return viewSpecs;

   }

 

   private static List<View> unmapViews(List<ViewSpec> viewSpecs, StatementSpecUnMapContext

unmapContext)

   {

       List<View> views = new ArrayList<View>();

       for (ViewSpec viewSpec : viewSpecs)

       {

           List<Expression> viewExpressions = unmapExpressionDeep(viewSpec.getObjectParameters(),

unmapContext);

           views.add(View.create(viewSpec.getObjectNamespace(), viewSpec.getObjectName(), viewExpressions));

       }

       return views;

   }

 

   private static EvalFactoryNode mapPatternEvalFlat(PatternExpr eval, StatementSpecMapContext mapContext)

   {

       if (eval == null)

       {

           throw new IllegalArgumentException("Null expression parameter");

       }

       if (eval instanceof PatternAndExpr)

       {

           return mapContext.getPatternNodeFactory().makeAndNode();

       }

       else if (eval instanceof PatternOrExpr)

       {

           return mapContext.getPatternNodeFactory().makeOrNode();

       }

       else if (eval instanceof PatternFollowedByExpr)

       {

           PatternFollowedByExpr fb = (PatternFollowedByExpr) eval;

           List<ExprNode> maxExpr = mapExpressionDeep(fb.getOptionalMaxPerSubexpression(), mapContext);

           return mapContext.getPatternNodeFactory().makeFollowedByNode(maxExpr,

mapContext.getConfiguration().getEngineDefaults().getPatterns().getMaxSubexpressions() != null);

       }

       else if (eval instanceof PatternEveryExpr)

       {

           return mapContext.getPatternNodeFactory().makeEveryNode();

       }

       else if (eval instanceof PatternFilterExpr)
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       {

           PatternFilterExpr filterExpr = (PatternFilterExpr) eval;

           FilterSpecRaw filterSpec = mapFilter(filterExpr.getFilter(), mapContext);

           return mapContext.getPatternNodeFactory().makeFilterNode(filterSpec, filterExpr.getTagName(),

filterExpr.getOptionalConsumptionLevel());

       }

       else if (eval instanceof PatternObserverExpr)

       {

           PatternObserverExpr observer = (PatternObserverExpr) eval;

           List<ExprNode> expressions = mapExpressionDeep(observer.getParameters(), mapContext);

           return mapContext.getPatternNodeFactory().makeObserverNode(new

PatternObserverSpec(observer.getNamespace(), observer.getName(), expressions));

       }

       else if (eval instanceof PatternGuardExpr)

       {

           PatternGuardExpr guard = (PatternGuardExpr) eval;

           List<ExprNode> expressions = mapExpressionDeep(guard.getParameters(), mapContext);

           return mapContext.getPatternNodeFactory().makeGuardNode(new PatternGuardSpec(guard.getNamespace(),

guard.getName(), expressions));

       }

       else if (eval instanceof PatternNotExpr)

       {

           return mapContext.getPatternNodeFactory().makeNotNode();

       }

       else if (eval instanceof PatternMatchUntilExpr)

       {

           PatternMatchUntilExpr until = (PatternMatchUntilExpr) eval;

           ExprNode low = until.getLow() != null ? mapExpressionDeep(until.getLow(), mapContext) : null;

           ExprNode high = until.getHigh() != null ? mapExpressionDeep(until.getHigh(), mapContext) : null;

           return mapContext.getPatternNodeFactory().makeMatchUntilNode(low, high);

       }

       else if (eval instanceof PatternEveryDistinctExpr)

       {

           PatternEveryDistinctExpr everyDist = (PatternEveryDistinctExpr) eval;

           List<ExprNode> expressions = mapExpressionDeep(everyDist.getExpressions(), mapContext);

           return mapContext.getPatternNodeFactory().makeEveryDistinctNode(expressions);

       }

       throw new IllegalArgumentException("Could not map pattern expression node of type " +

eval.getClass().getSimpleName());

   }

 

   private static PatternExpr unmapPatternEvalFlat(EvalFactoryNode eval, StatementSpecUnMapContext

unmapContext)

   {

       if (eval instanceof EvalAndFactoryNode)

       {

           return new PatternAndExpr();

       }
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       else if (eval instanceof EvalOrFactoryNode)

       {

           return new PatternOrExpr();

       }

       else if (eval instanceof EvalFollowedByFactoryNode)

       {

           EvalFollowedByFactoryNode fb = (EvalFollowedByFactoryNode) eval;

           List<Expression> expressions = unmapExpressionDeep(fb.getOptionalMaxExpressions(), unmapContext);

           return new PatternFollowedByExpr(expressions);

       }

       else if (eval instanceof EvalEveryFactoryNode)

       {

           return new PatternEveryExpr();

       }

       else if (eval instanceof EvalNotFactoryNode)

       {

           return new PatternNotExpr();

       }

       else if (eval instanceof EvalFilterFactoryNode)

       {

           EvalFilterFactoryNode filterNode = (EvalFilterFactoryNode) eval;

           Filter filter = unmapFilter(filterNode.getRawFilterSpec(), unmapContext);

           PatternFilterExpr expr = new PatternFilterExpr(filter, filterNode.getEventAsName());

           expr.setOptionalConsumptionLevel(filterNode.getConsumptionLevel());

           return expr;

       }

       else if (eval instanceof EvalObserverFactoryNode)

       {

           EvalObserverFactoryNode observerNode = (EvalObserverFactoryNode) eval;

           List<Expression> expressions =

unmapExpressionDeep(observerNode.getPatternObserverSpec().getObjectParameters(), unmapContext);

           return new PatternObserverExpr(observerNode.getPatternObserverSpec().getObjectNamespace(),

                   observerNode.getPatternObserverSpec().getObjectName(), expressions);

       }

       else if (eval instanceof EvalGuardFactoryNode)

       {

           EvalGuardFactoryNode guardNode = (EvalGuardFactoryNode) eval;

           List<Expression> expressions =

unmapExpressionDeep(guardNode.getPatternGuardSpec().getObjectParameters(), unmapContext);

           return new PatternGuardExpr(guardNode.getPatternGuardSpec().getObjectNamespace(),

                   guardNode.getPatternGuardSpec().getObjectName(), expressions);

       }

       else if (eval instanceof EvalMatchUntilFactoryNode)

       {

           EvalMatchUntilFactoryNode matchUntilNode = (EvalMatchUntilFactoryNode) eval;

           Expression low;

           Expression high;
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           if (matchUntilNode.getLowerBounds() == matchUntilNode.getUpperBounds() &&

matchUntilNode.getLowerBounds() != null) {

               low = high = unmapExpressionDeep(matchUntilNode.getLowerBounds(), unmapContext);

           }

           else {

               low = matchUntilNode.getLowerBounds() != null ?

unmapExpressionDeep(matchUntilNode.getLowerBounds(), unmapContext) : null;

               high = matchUntilNode.getUpperBounds() != null ?

unmapExpressionDeep(matchUntilNode.getUpperBounds(), unmapContext) : null;

           }

           return new PatternMatchUntilExpr(low, high);

       }

       else if (eval instanceof EvalEveryDistinctFactoryNode)

       {

           EvalEveryDistinctFactoryNode everyDistinctNode = (EvalEveryDistinctFactoryNode) eval;

           List<Expression> expressions = unmapExpressionDeep(everyDistinctNode.getExpressions(),

unmapContext);

           return new PatternEveryDistinctExpr(expressions);

       }

       else if (eval instanceof EvalAuditFactoryNode)

       {

           return null;

       }

       throw new IllegalArgumentException("Could not map pattern expression node of type " +

eval.getClass().getSimpleName());

   }

 

   private static void unmapPatternEvalRecursive(PatternExpr parent, EvalFactoryNode eval,

StatementSpecUnMapContext unmapContext)

   {

       for (EvalFactoryNode child : eval.getChildNodes())

       {

           PatternExpr result = unmapPatternEvalFlat(child, unmapContext);

           parent.getChildren().add(result);

           unmapPatternEvalRecursive(result, child, unmapContext);

       }

   }

 

   private static void mapPatternEvalRecursive(EvalFactoryNode parent, PatternExpr expr,

StatementSpecMapContext mapContext)

   {

       for (PatternExpr child : expr.getChildren())

       {

           EvalFactoryNode result = mapPatternEvalFlat(child, mapContext);

           parent.addChildNode(result);

           mapPatternEvalRecursive(result, child, mapContext);

       }

   }
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   private static PatternExpr unmapPatternEvalDeep(EvalFactoryNode exprNode, StatementSpecUnMapContext

unmapContext)

   {

       PatternExpr parent = unmapPatternEvalFlat(exprNode, unmapContext);

       unmapPatternEvalRecursive(parent, exprNode, unmapContext);

       return parent;

   }

 

   private static EvalFactoryNode mapPatternEvalDeep(PatternExpr expr, StatementSpecMapContext mapContext)

   {

       EvalFactoryNode parent = mapPatternEvalFlat(expr, mapContext);

       mapPatternEvalRecursive(parent, expr, mapContext);

       return parent;

   }

 

   private static FilterSpecRaw mapFilter(Filter filter, StatementSpecMapContext mapContext)

   {

       List<ExprNode> expr = new ArrayList<ExprNode>();

       if (filter.getFilter() != null)

       {

           ExprNode exprNode = mapExpressionDeep(filter.getFilter(), mapContext);

           expr.add(exprNode);

       }

 

       PropertyEvalSpec evalSpec = null;

       if (filter.getOptionalPropertySelects() != null)

       {

           evalSpec = new PropertyEvalSpec();

           for (ContainedEventSelect propertySelect : filter.getOptionalPropertySelects())

           {

               SelectClauseSpecRaw selectSpec = null;

               if (propertySelect.getSelectClause() != null) {

                   selectSpec = mapSelectRaw(propertySelect.getSelectClause(), mapContext);

               }

 

               ExprNode exprNodeWhere = null;

               if (propertySelect.getWhereClause() != null) {

                   exprNodeWhere = mapExpressionDeep(propertySelect.getWhereClause(), mapContext);

               }

 

               ExprNode splitterExpr = null;

               if (propertySelect.getSplitExpression() != null) {

                   splitterExpr = mapExpressionDeep(propertySelect.getSplitExpression(), mapContext);

               }

 

               evalSpec.add(new PropertyEvalAtom(splitterExpr,

propertySelect.getOptionalSplitExpressionTypeName(), propertySelect.getOptionalAsName(), selectSpec,
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exprNodeWhere));

           }

       }

 

       return new FilterSpecRaw(filter.getEventTypeName(), expr, evalSpec);

   }

 

   private static Filter unmapFilter(FilterSpecRaw filter, StatementSpecUnMapContext unmapContext)

   {

       Expression expr = null;

       if (filter.getFilterExpressions().size() > 1)

       {

           expr = new Conjunction();

           for (ExprNode exprNode : filter.getFilterExpressions())

           {

               Expression expression = unmapExpressionDeep(exprNode, unmapContext);

               expr.getChildren().add(expression);

           }

       }

       else if (filter.getFilterExpressions().size() == 1)

       {

           expr = unmapExpressionDeep(filter.getFilterExpressions().get(0), unmapContext);

       }

 

       Filter filterDef = new Filter(filter.getEventTypeName(), expr);

 

       if (filter.getOptionalPropertyEvalSpec() != null)

       {

           List<ContainedEventSelect> propertySelects = new ArrayList<ContainedEventSelect>();

           for (PropertyEvalAtom atom : filter.getOptionalPropertyEvalSpec().getAtoms())

           {

               SelectClause selectClause = null;

               if (atom.getOptionalSelectClause() != null &&

!atom.getOptionalSelectClause().getSelectExprList().isEmpty()) {

                   selectClause = unmapSelect(atom.getOptionalSelectClause(),

SelectClauseStreamSelectorEnum.ISTREAM_ONLY, unmapContext);

               }

 

               Expression filterExpression = null;

               if (atom.getOptionalWhereClause() != null) {

                   filterExpression = unmapExpressionDeep(atom.getOptionalWhereClause(), unmapContext);

               }

 

               Expression splitExpression = unmapExpressionDeep(atom.getSplitterExpression(), unmapContext);

 

               ContainedEventSelect contained = new ContainedEventSelect(splitExpression);

               contained.setOptionalSplitExpressionTypeName(atom.getOptionalResultEventType());

               contained.setSelectClause(selectClause);
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               contained.setWhereClause(filterExpression);

               contained.setOptionalAsName(atom.getOptionalAsName());

 

               if (atom.getSplitterExpression() != null) {

                   contained.setSplitExpression(unmapExpressionDeep(atom.getSplitterExpression(), unmapContext));

               }

               propertySelects.add(contained);

           }

           filterDef.setOptionalPropertySelects(propertySelects);

       }

       return filterDef;

   }

 

   private static List<AnnotationPart> unmapAnnotations(List<AnnotationDesc> annotations) {

       List<AnnotationPart> result = new ArrayList<AnnotationPart>();

       for (AnnotationDesc desc : annotations) {

           result.add(unmapAnnotation(desc));

       }

       return result;

   }

 

   private static List<ExpressionDeclaration> unmapExpressionDeclarations(ExpressionDeclDesc expr,

StatementSpecUnMapContext unmapContext) {

       if (expr == null || expr.getExpressions().isEmpty()) {

           return Collections.emptyList();

       }

       List<ExpressionDeclaration> result = new ArrayList<ExpressionDeclaration>();

       for (ExpressionDeclItem desc : expr.getExpressions()) {

           result.add(unmapExpressionDeclItem(desc, unmapContext));

       }

       return result;

   }

 

   private static ExpressionDeclaration unmapExpressionDeclItem(ExpressionDeclItem desc,

StatementSpecUnMapContext unmapContext) {

       return new ExpressionDeclaration(desc.getName(), desc.getParametersNames(),

unmapExpressionDeep(desc.getInner(), unmapContext));

   }

 

   private static List<ScriptExpression> unmapScriptExpressions(List<ExpressionScriptProvided> scripts,

StatementSpecUnMapContext unmapContext) {

       if (scripts == null || scripts.isEmpty()) {

           return Collections.emptyList();

       }

       List<ScriptExpression> result = new ArrayList<ScriptExpression>();

       for (ExpressionScriptProvided script : scripts) {

           ScriptExpression e = unmapScriptExpression(script, unmapContext);

           result.add(e);
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       }

       return result;

   }

 

   private static ScriptExpression unmapScriptExpression(ExpressionScriptProvided script,

StatementSpecUnMapContext unmapContext) {

       String returnType = script.getOptionalReturnTypeName();

       if (returnType != null && script.isOptionalReturnTypeIsArray()) {

           returnType = returnType + "[]";

       }

       return new ScriptExpression(script.getName(), script.getParameterNames(), script.getExpression(), returnType,

script.getOptionalDialect());

   }

 

   private static AnnotationPart unmapAnnotation(AnnotationDesc desc) {

       if ((desc.getAttributes() == null) || (desc.getAttributes().isEmpty())) {

           return new AnnotationPart(desc.getName());

       }

 

       List<AnnotationAttribute> attributes = new ArrayList<AnnotationAttribute>();

       for (Pair<String, Object> pair : desc.getAttributes()) {

           if (pair.getSecond() instanceof AnnotationDesc) {

               attributes.add(new AnnotationAttribute(pair.getFirst(), unmapAnnotation((AnnotationDesc)

pair.getSecond())));

           }

           else {

               attributes.add(new AnnotationAttribute(pair.getFirst(), pair.getSecond()));

           }

       }

       return new AnnotationPart(desc.getName(), attributes);

   }

 

   public static List<AnnotationDesc> mapAnnotations(List<AnnotationPart> annotations) {

       List<AnnotationDesc> result;

       if (annotations != null) {

           result = new ArrayList<AnnotationDesc>();

           for (AnnotationPart part : annotations) {

               result.add(mapAnnotation(part));

           }

       }

       else {

           result = Collections.emptyList();

       }

       return result;

   }

 

   private static void mapContextName(String contextName, StatementSpecRaw raw, StatementSpecMapContext

mapContext) {
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       raw.setOptionalContextName(contextName);

       mapContext.setContextName(contextName);

   }

 

   private static void mapExpressionDeclaration(List<ExpressionDeclaration> expressionDeclarations,

StatementSpecRaw raw, StatementSpecMapContext mapContext) {

       if (expressionDeclarations == null || expressionDeclarations.isEmpty()) {

           return;

       }

 

       ExpressionDeclDesc desc = new ExpressionDeclDesc();

       raw.setExpressionDeclDesc(desc);

 

       for (ExpressionDeclaration decl : expressionDeclarations) {

           ExpressionDeclItem item = mapExpressionDeclItem(decl, mapContext);

           desc.getExpressions().add(item);

           mapContext.addExpressionDeclarations(item);

       }

   }

 

   private static ExpressionDeclItem mapExpressionDeclItem(ExpressionDeclaration decl,

StatementSpecMapContext mapContext) {

       return new ExpressionDeclItem(decl.getName(), decl.getParameterNames(),

mapExpressionDeep(decl.getExpression(), mapContext));

   }

 

   private static void mapScriptExpressions(List<ScriptExpression> scriptExpressions, StatementSpecRaw raw,

StatementSpecMapContext mapContext) {

       if (scriptExpressions == null || scriptExpressions.isEmpty()) {

           return;

       }

 

       List<ExpressionScriptProvided> scripts = new ArrayList<ExpressionScriptProvided>();

       raw.setScriptExpressions(scripts);

 

       for (ScriptExpression decl : scriptExpressions) {

           ExpressionScriptProvided scriptProvided = mapScriptExpression(decl, mapContext);

           scripts.add(scriptProvided);

           mapContext.addScript(scriptProvided);

       }

   }

 

   private static ExpressionScriptProvided mapScriptExpression(ScriptExpression decl, StatementSpecMapContext

mapContext) {

       String returnType = decl.getOptionalReturnType() != null ? decl.getOptionalReturnType().replace("[]", "") :

null;

       boolean isArray = decl.getOptionalReturnType() != null ? decl.getOptionalReturnType().contains("[]") : false;

       return new ExpressionScriptProvided(decl.getName(), decl.getExpressionText(), decl.getParameterNames(),
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returnType, isArray, decl.getOptionalDialect());

   }

 

   private static AnnotationDesc mapAnnotation(AnnotationPart part) {

       if ((part.getAttributes() == null) || (part.getAttributes().isEmpty())) {

           return new AnnotationDesc(part.getName(), Collections.EMPTY_LIST);

       }

 

       List<Pair<String, Object>> attributes = new ArrayList<Pair<String, Object>>();

       for (AnnotationAttribute pair : part.getAttributes()) {

           if (pair.getValue() instanceof AnnotationPart) {

               attributes.add(new Pair<String, Object>(pair.getName(), mapAnnotation((AnnotationPart)

pair.getValue())));

           }

           else {

               attributes.add(new Pair<String, Object>(pair.getName(), pair.getValue()));

           }

       }

       return new AnnotationDesc(part.getName(), attributes);

   }

 

   private static void mapSQLParameters(FromClause fromClause, StatementSpecRaw raw,

StatementSpecMapContext mapContext)

   {

       if ((fromClause == null) || (fromClause.getStreams() == null)) {

           return;

       }

       int streamNum = -1;

       for (Stream stream : fromClause.getStreams()) {

           streamNum++;

           if (!(stream instanceof SQLStream)) {

               continue;

           }

           SQLStream sqlStream = (SQLStream) stream;

 

           List<PlaceholderParser.Fragment> sqlFragments = null;

           try

           {

               sqlFragments = PlaceholderParser.parsePlaceholder(sqlStream.getSqlWithSubsParams());

           }

           catch (PlaceholderParseException e)

           {

               throw new RuntimeException("Error parsing SQL placeholder expression '" +

sqlStream.getSqlWithSubsParams() + "': ");

           }

 

           for (PlaceholderParser.Fragment fragment : sqlFragments)

           {
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               if (!(fragment instanceof PlaceholderParser.ParameterFragment)) {

                   continue;

               }

 

               // Parse expression, store for substitution parameters

               String expression = fragment.getValue();

               if

(expression.toUpperCase().equals(DatabasePollingViewableFactory.SAMPLE_WHERECLAUSE_PLACEHOLDE

R)) {

                   continue;

               }

 

               if (expression.trim().length() == 0) {

                   throw new ASTWalkException("Missing expression within ${...} in SQL statement");

               }

               String toCompile = "select * from java.lang.Object where " + expression;

               StatementSpecRaw rawSqlExpr = EPAdministratorHelper.compileEPL(toCompile, expression, false, null,

SelectClauseStreamSelectorEnum.ISTREAM_ONLY,

                       mapContext.getEngineImportService(), mapContext.getVariableService(),

mapContext.getSchedulingService(), mapContext.getEngineURI(), mapContext.getConfiguration(),

mapContext.getPatternNodeFactory(), mapContext.getContextManagementService(),

mapContext.getExprDeclaredService());

 

               if ((rawSqlExpr.getSubstitutionParameters() != null) && (rawSqlExpr.getSubstitutionParameters().size() >

0)) {

                   throw new ASTWalkException("EPL substitution parameters are not allowed in SQL ${...} expressions,

consider using a variable instead");

               }

 

               if (rawSqlExpr.isHasVariables()) {

                   mapContext.setHasVariables(true);

               }

 

               // add expression

               if (raw.getSqlParameters() == null) {

                   raw.setSqlParameters(new HashMap<Integer, List<ExprNode>>());

               }

               List<ExprNode> listExp = raw.getSqlParameters().get(streamNum);

               if (listExp == null) {

                   listExp = new ArrayList<ExprNode>();

                   raw.getSqlParameters().put(streamNum, listExp);

               }

               listExp.add(rawSqlExpr.getFilterRootNode());

           }

       }

   }

 

   private static List<ExprChainedSpec> mapChains(List<DotExpressionItem> pairs, StatementSpecMapContext
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mapContext) {

       List<ExprChainedSpec> chains = new ArrayList<ExprChainedSpec>();

       for (DotExpressionItem item : pairs) {

           chains.add(new ExprChainedSpec(item.getName(), mapExpressionDeep(item.getParameters(), mapContext),

item.isProperty()));

       }

       return chains;

   }

 

   private static List<DotExpressionItem> unmapChains(List<ExprChainedSpec> pairs,

StatementSpecUnMapContext unmapContext, boolean isProperty) {

       List<DotExpressionItem> result = new ArrayList<DotExpressionItem>();

       for (ExprChainedSpec chain : pairs) {

           result.add(new DotExpressionItem(chain.getName(), unmapExpressionDeep(chain.getParameters(),

unmapContext), chain.isProperty()));

       }

       return result;

   }

}

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.named;

 

/**

* Event indicating named window lifecycle management.

*/

public class NamedWindowLifecycleEvent

{

   private String name;

   private NamedWindowProcessor processor;

   private NamedWindowLifecycleEvent.LifecycleEventType eventType;

   private Object[] parameters;

 

   /**

    * Event types.

    */

   public static enum LifecycleEventType {

       /**

        * Named window created.
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        */

       CREATE,

 

       /**

        * Named window removed.

        */

       DESTROY

   }

 

   /**

    * Ctor.

    * @param name is the name of the named window

    * @param processor instance for processing the named window contents

    * @param eventType the type of event

    * @param parameters event parameters

    */

   protected NamedWindowLifecycleEvent(String name, NamedWindowProcessor processor,

NamedWindowLifecycleEvent.LifecycleEventType eventType, Object... parameters)

   {

       this.name = name;

       this.processor = processor;

       this.eventType = eventType;

       this.parameters = parameters;

   }

 

   /**

    * Returns the named window name.

    * @return name

    */

   public String getName()

   {

       return name;

   }

 

   /**

    * Return the processor originating the event.

    * @return processor

    */

   public NamedWindowProcessor getProcessor()

   {

       return processor;

   }

 

   /**

    * Returns the event type.

    * @return type of event

    */

   public NamedWindowLifecycleEvent.LifecycleEventType getEventType() {
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       return eventType;

   }

 

   /**

    * Returns event parameters.

    * @return params

    */

   public Object[] getParameters() {

       return parameters;

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.named;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventType;

import com.espertech.esper.core.context.util.AgentInstanceContext;

import com.espertech.esper.core.context.util.ContextDescriptor;

import com.espertech.esper.core.service.StatementResultService;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprValidationException;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.metric.MetricReportingService;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.metric.StatementMetricHandle;

import com.espertech.esper.event.vaevent.ValueAddEventProcessor;

 

import java.util.*;

 

/**

* An instance of this class is associated with a specific named window. The processor

* provides the views to create-window, on-delete statements and statements selecting from a named window.

*/

public class NamedWindowProcessor

{

   private final String namedWindowName;

   private final NamedWindowTailView tailView;

   private final NamedWindowRootView rootView;

   private final String contextName;

   private final boolean singleInstanceContext;

   private final EventType eventType;

   private final String eplExpression;

   private final String statementName;

   private final boolean isEnableSubqueryIndexShare;

   private final boolean isVirtualDataWindow;
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   private final StatementMetricHandle statementMetricHandle;

   private final Set<String> optionalUniqueKeyProps;

 

   private final Map<Integer, NamedWindowProcessorInstance> instances = new HashMap<Integer,

NamedWindowProcessorInstance>();

   private NamedWindowProcessorInstance instanceNoContext;

 

   /**

    * Ctor.

    * @param namedWindowService service for dispatching results

    * @param eventType the type of event held by the named window

    * @param statementResultService for coordinating on whether insert and remove stream events should be posted

    * @param revisionProcessor for revision processing

    * @param eplExpression epl expression

    * @param statementName statement name

    * @param isPrioritized if the engine is running with prioritized execution

    */

   public NamedWindowProcessor(String namedWindowName, NamedWindowService namedWindowService,

String contextName, boolean singleInstanceContext, EventType eventType, StatementResultService

statementResultService, ValueAddEventProcessor revisionProcessor, String eplExpression, String statementName,

boolean isPrioritized, boolean isEnableSubqueryIndexShare, boolean enableQueryPlanLog, MetricReportingService

metricReportingService, boolean isBatchingDataWindow, boolean isVirtualDataWindow, StatementMetricHandle

statementMetricHandle, Set<String> optionalUniqueKeyProps)

   {

       this.namedWindowName = namedWindowName;

       this.contextName = contextName;

       this.singleInstanceContext = singleInstanceContext;

       this.eventType = eventType;

       this.eplExpression = eplExpression;

       this.statementName = statementName;

       this.isEnableSubqueryIndexShare = isEnableSubqueryIndexShare;

       this.isVirtualDataWindow = isVirtualDataWindow;

       this.statementMetricHandle = statementMetricHandle;

       this.optionalUniqueKeyProps = optionalUniqueKeyProps;

 

       rootView = new NamedWindowRootView(revisionProcessor, enableQueryPlanLog, metricReportingService,

eventType, isBatchingDataWindow, isEnableSubqueryIndexShare, optionalUniqueKeyProps);

       tailView = new NamedWindowTailView(eventType, namedWindowService, statementResultService,

revisionProcessor, isPrioritized, isBatchingDataWindow);

   }

 

   public synchronized NamedWindowProcessorInstance addInstance(AgentInstanceContext agentInstanceContext)

{

 

       if (contextName == null) {

           if (instanceNoContext != null) {

               throw new RuntimeException("Failed to allocated processor instance: already allocated and not released");

           }
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           instanceNoContext = new NamedWindowProcessorInstance(null, this, agentInstanceContext);

           return instanceNoContext;

       }

 

       int instanceId = agentInstanceContext.getAgentInstanceId();

       NamedWindowProcessorInstance instance = new NamedWindowProcessorInstance(instanceId, this,

agentInstanceContext);

       instances.put(instanceId, instance);

       return instance;

   }

 

   public synchronized void removeProcessorInstance(NamedWindowProcessorInstance instance) {

       if (contextName == null) {

           instanceNoContext = null;

           return;

       }

       instances.remove(instance.getAgentInstanceId());

   }

 

   public NamedWindowProcessorInstance getProcessorInstanceNoContext() {

       return instanceNoContext;

   }

 

   public synchronized Collection<Integer> getProcessorInstancesAll() {

       Set<Integer> keyset = instances.keySet();

       return new ArrayDeque<Integer>(keyset);

   }

 

   public NamedWindowProcessorInstance getProcessorInstance(int agentInstanceId) {

       return instances.get(agentInstanceId);

   }

 

   public long getProcessorRowCountDefaultInstance() {

       if (instanceNoContext != null) {

           return instanceNoContext.getCountDataWindow();

       }

       return -1;

   }

 

   public NamedWindowProcessorInstance getProcessorInstance(AgentInstanceContext agentInstanceContext) {

       if (contextName == null) {

           return instanceNoContext;

       }

 

       if (singleInstanceContext) {

           if (instances.isEmpty()) {

               return null;

           }
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           return instances.values().iterator().next();

       }

 

       if (agentInstanceContext.getStatementContext().getContextDescriptor() == null) {

           return null;

       }

      

       if

(this.contextName.equals(agentInstanceContext.getStatementContext().getContextDescriptor().getContextName()))

{

           return instances.get(agentInstanceContext.getAgentInstanceId());

       }

       return null;

   }

 

   public void validateOnExpressionContext(String onExprContextName) throws ExprValidationException {

       if (onExprContextName == null) {

           if (contextName != null) {

               throw new ExprValidationException("Cannot create on-trigger expression: Named window '" +

namedWindowName + "' was declared with context '" + contextName + "', please declare the same context name");

           }

           return;

       }

       if (!onExprContextName.equals(contextName)) {

           throw new ExprValidationException("Cannot create on-trigger expression: Named window '" +

namedWindowName + "' was declared with context '" + contextName + "', please use the same context instead");

       }

   }

 

   public String getContextName() {

       return contextName;

   }

 

   public NamedWindowConsumerView addConsumer(NamedWindowConsumerDesc consumerDesc, boolean

isSubselect) {

       // handle same-context consumer

       if (this.contextName != null) {

           ContextDescriptor contextDescriptor =

consumerDesc.getAgentInstanceContext().getStatementContext().getContextDescriptor();

           if (contextDescriptor != null && contextName.equals(contextDescriptor.getContextName())) {

               NamedWindowProcessorInstance instance =

instances.get(consumerDesc.getAgentInstanceContext().getAgentInstanceId());

               return instance.getTailViewInstance().addConsumer(consumerDesc, isSubselect);

           }

           else {

               // consumer is out-of-context

               return tailView.addConsumer(consumerDesc);  // non-context consumers

           }
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       }

 

       // handle no context associated

       return instanceNoContext.getTailViewInstance().addConsumer(consumerDesc, isSubselect);

   }

 

   public boolean isVirtualDataWindow() {

       return isVirtualDataWindow;

   }

 

   /**

    * Returns the tail view of the named window, hooked into the view chain after the named window's data window

views,

    * as the last view.

    * @return tail view

    */

   public NamedWindowTailView getTailView()

   {

       return tailView;    // hooked as the tail sview before any data windows

   }

 

   /**

    * Returns the root view of the named window, hooked into the view chain before the named window's data

window views,

    * right after the filter stream that filters for insert-into events.

    * @return tail view

    */

   public NamedWindowRootView getRootView()

   {

       return rootView;    // hooked as the top view before any data windows

   }

 

   /**

    * Returns the event type of the named window.

    * @return event type

    */

   public EventType getNamedWindowType()

   {

       return eventType;

   }

 

   /**

    * Returns the EPL expression.

    * @return epl

    */

   public String getEplExpression()

   {

       return eplExpression;
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   }

 

   /**

    * Returns the statement name.

    * @return name

    */

   public String getStatementName()

   {

       return statementName;

   }

 

   /**

    * Deletes a named window and removes any associated resources.

    */

   public void destroy()

   {

   }

 

   public boolean isEnableSubqueryIndexShare() {

       return isEnableSubqueryIndexShare;

   }

 

   public StatementMetricHandle getCreateNamedWindowMetricsHandle() {

       return statementMetricHandle;

   }

 

   public String getNamedWindowName() {

       return namedWindowName;

   }

 

   public String[][] getUniqueIndexes(NamedWindowProcessorInstance processorInstance) {

       List<String[]> unique = null;

       if (processorInstance != null) {

           IndexMultiKey[] indexDescriptors = processorInstance.getIndexDescriptors();

           for (IndexMultiKey index : indexDescriptors) {

               if (!index.isUnique()) {

                   continue;

               }

               String[] uniqueKeys = IndexedPropDesc.getIndexProperties(index.getHashIndexedProps());

               if (unique == null) {

                   unique = new ArrayList<String[]>();

               }

               unique.add(uniqueKeys);

           }

       }

       if (optionalUniqueKeyProps != null) {

           if (unique == null) {

               unique = new ArrayList<String[]>();
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           }

           unique.add(optionalUniqueKeyProps.toArray(new String[optionalUniqueKeyProps.size()]));

       }

       if (unique == null) {

           return null;

       }

       return unique.toArray(new String[unique.size()][]);

   }

 

   public Set<String> getOptionalUniqueKeyProps() {

       return optionalUniqueKeyProps;

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.spec;

 

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprNode;

import com.espertech.esper.util.MetaDefItem;

 

import java.io.Serializable;

import java.util.Collection;

 

/**

* Specification object to an element in the order-by expression.

*/

public class OrderByItem implements MetaDefItem, Serializable

{

   public static final OrderByItem[] EMPTY_ORDERBY_ARRAY = new OrderByItem[0];

 

   private ExprNode exprNode;

   private boolean isDescending;

   private static final long serialVersionUID = 4147598689501964350L;

 

   /**

    * Ctor.

    * @param exprNode is the order-by expression node

    * @param ascending is true for ascending, or false for descending sort

    */

   public OrderByItem(ExprNode exprNode, boolean ascending)

   {

       this.exprNode = exprNode;
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       isDescending = ascending;

   }

 

   /**

    * Returns the order-by expression node.

    * @return expression node.

    */

   public ExprNode getExprNode()

   {

       return exprNode;

   }

 

   /**

    * Returns true for ascending, false for descending.

    * @return indicator if ascending or descending

    */

   public boolean isDescending()

   {

       return isDescending;

   }

 

   public OrderByItem copy() {

       return new OrderByItem(exprNode, isDescending());

   }

 

   public static OrderByItem[] toArray(Collection<OrderByItem> expressions) {

       if (expressions.isEmpty()) {

           return EMPTY_ORDERBY_ARRAY;

       }

       return expressions.toArray(new OrderByItem[expressions.size()]);

   }

}

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.enummethod.eval;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluator;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluatorContext;
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import java.util.Collection;

import java.util.LinkedHashMap;

import java.util.Map;

 

public class EnumEvalMostLeastFrequentEvent extends EnumEvalBase implements EnumEval {

 

   private final boolean isMostFrequent;

 

   public EnumEvalMostLeastFrequentEvent(ExprEvaluator innerExpression, int streamCountIncoming, boolean

mostFrequent) {

       super(innerExpression, streamCountIncoming);

       isMostFrequent = mostFrequent;

   }

 

   public Object evaluateEnumMethod(EventBean[] eventsLambda, Collection target, boolean isNewData,

ExprEvaluatorContext context) {

 

       Map<Object, Integer> items = new LinkedHashMap<Object, Integer>();

       Collection<EventBean> beans = (Collection<EventBean>) target;

 

       for (EventBean next : beans) {

           eventsLambda[streamNumLambda] = next;

 

           Object item = innerExpression.evaluate(eventsLambda, isNewData, context);

           Integer existing = items.get(item);

 

           if (existing == null) {

               existing = 1;

           }

           else {

               existing++;

           }

           items.put(item, existing);

       }

 

       return getResult(items, isMostFrequent);

   }

 

   protected static Object getResult(Map<Object, Integer> items, boolean mostFrequent) {

       if (mostFrequent) {

           Object maxKey = null;

           int max = Integer.MIN_VALUE;

           for (Map.Entry<Object, Integer> entry : items.entrySet()) {

               if (entry.getValue() > max) {

                   maxKey = entry.getKey();

                   max = entry.getValue();

               }
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           }

           return maxKey;

       }

 

       int min = Integer.MAX_VALUE;

       Object minKey = null;

       for (Map.Entry<Object, Integer> entry : items.entrySet()) {

           if (entry.getValue() < min) {

               minKey = entry.getKey();

               min = entry.getValue();

           }

       }

       return minKey;

   }

}

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.enummethod.eval;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.agg.aggregator.AggregatorAvgBigDecimal;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluator;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluatorContext;

import com.espertech.esper.event.arr.ObjectArrayEventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.event.arr.ObjectArrayEventType;

 

import java.math.MathContext;

import java.util.Collection;

 

public class EnumEvalAverageBigDecimalScalarLambda extends EnumEvalBase implements EnumEval {

 

   private final ObjectArrayEventType resultEventType;

   private final MathContext optionalMathContext;

 

   public EnumEvalAverageBigDecimalScalarLambda(ExprEvaluator innerExpression, int streamCountIncoming,

ObjectArrayEventType resultEventType, MathContext optionalMathContext) {

       super(innerExpression, streamCountIncoming);

       this.resultEventType = resultEventType;

       this.optionalMathContext = optionalMathContext;
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   }

 

   public Object evaluateEnumMethod(EventBean[] eventsLambda, Collection target, boolean isNewData,

ExprEvaluatorContext context) {

 

       AggregatorAvgBigDecimal agg = new AggregatorAvgBigDecimal(optionalMathContext);

       ObjectArrayEventBean resultEvent = new ObjectArrayEventBean(new Object[1], resultEventType);

 

       Collection<Object> values = (Collection<Object>) target;

       for (Object next : values) {

 

           resultEvent.getProperties()[0] = next;

           eventsLambda[streamNumLambda] = resultEvent;

 

           Number num = (Number) innerExpression.evaluate(eventsLambda, isNewData, context);

           if (num == null) {

               continue;

           }

           agg.enter(num);

       }

 

       return agg.getValue();

   }

}

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.enummethod.eval;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluatorContext;

 

import java.util.Collection;

 

public class EnumEvalLastOfNoPredicate extends EnumEvalBase implements EnumEval {

 

   public EnumEvalLastOfNoPredicate(int streamCountIncoming) {

       super(streamCountIncoming);

   }
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   public Object evaluateEnumMethod(EventBean[] eventsLambda, Collection target, boolean isNewData,

ExprEvaluatorContext context) {

 

       Object result = null;

       for (Object next : target) {

           result = next;

       }

       return result;

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.join.table;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventPropertyGetter;

import com.espertech.esper.event.EventBeanUtility;

import com.espertech.esper.util.SimpleNumberCoercer;

 

public class PropertyIndexedEventTableSingleCoerceAdd extends PropertyIndexedEventTableSingle

{

   private final SimpleNumberCoercer coercer;

   private final Class coercionType;

 

   public PropertyIndexedEventTableSingleCoerceAdd(int streamNum, EventPropertyGetter propertyGetter,

SimpleNumberCoercer coercer, Class coercionType) {

       super(streamNum, propertyGetter);

       this.coercer = coercer;

       this.coercionType = coercionType;

   }

 

   protected Object getKey(EventBean theEvent)

   {

       Object keyValue = super.getKey(theEvent);

       if ((keyValue != null) && (!keyValue.getClass().equals(coercionType)))

       {

           if (keyValue instanceof Number)

           {

               keyValue = coercer.coerceBoxed((Number) keyValue);

           }

           else {

               keyValue = EventBeanUtility.coerce(keyValue, coercionType);
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           }

       }

       return keyValue;

   }

}

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.datetime.interval;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventPropertyGetter;

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventType;

import com.espertech.esper.collection.Pair;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.core.PropertyResolutionDescriptor;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.core.StreamTypeService;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.datetime.eval.DatetimeMethodEnum;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.datetime.eval.ExprDotNodeFilterAnalyzerDTIntervalDesc;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.*;

import com.espertech.esper.util.JavaClassHelper;

 

import java.util.Calendar;

import java.util.Date;

import java.util.List;

 

public class IntervalOpImpl implements IntervalOp {

 

   private ExprEvaluator evaluatorTimestamp;

 

   private Integer parameterStreamNum;

   private String parameterPropertyStart;

   private String parameterPropertyEnd;

 

   private final IntervalOpEval intervalOpEval;

 

   public IntervalOpImpl(DatetimeMethodEnum method, String methodNameUse, StreamTypeService

streamTypeService, List<ExprNode> expressions)

       throws ExprValidationException {

 

       ExprEvaluator evaluatorEndTimestamp = null;
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       Class timestampType;

 

       if (expressions.get(0) instanceof ExprStreamUnderlyingNode) {

           ExprStreamUnderlyingNode und = (ExprStreamUnderlyingNode) expressions.get(0);

           parameterStreamNum = und.getStreamId();

           EventType type = streamTypeService.getEventTypes()[parameterStreamNum];

           parameterPropertyStart = type.getStartTimestampPropertyName();

           if (parameterPropertyStart == null) {

               throw new ExprValidationException("For date-time method '" + methodNameUse + "' the first parameter

is event type '" + type.getName() + "', however no timestamp property has been defined for this event type");

           }

 

           timestampType = type.getPropertyType(parameterPropertyStart);

           EventPropertyGetter getter = type.getGetter(parameterPropertyStart);

           evaluatorTimestamp = new ExprEvaluatorStreamLongProp(parameterStreamNum, getter);

 

           if (type.getEndTimestampPropertyName() != null) {

               parameterPropertyEnd = type.getEndTimestampPropertyName();

               EventPropertyGetter getterEndTimestamp = type.getGetter(type.getEndTimestampPropertyName());

               evaluatorEndTimestamp = new ExprEvaluatorStreamLongProp(parameterStreamNum,

getterEndTimestamp);

           }

           else {

               parameterPropertyEnd = parameterPropertyStart;

           }

       }

       else {

           evaluatorTimestamp = expressions.get(0).getExprEvaluator();

           timestampType = evaluatorTimestamp.getType();

 

           String unresolvedPropertyName = null;

           if (expressions.get(0) instanceof ExprIdentNode) {

               ExprIdentNode identNode = (ExprIdentNode) expressions.get(0);

               parameterStreamNum = identNode.getStreamId();

               parameterPropertyStart = identNode.getResolvedPropertyName();

               parameterPropertyEnd = parameterPropertyStart;

               unresolvedPropertyName = identNode.getUnresolvedPropertyName();

           }

 

           if (!JavaClassHelper.isDatetimeClass(evaluatorTimestamp.getType())) {

               // ident node may represent a fragment

               if (unresolvedPropertyName != null) {

                   Pair<PropertyResolutionDescriptor, String> propertyDesc =

ExprIdentNodeUtil.getTypeFromStream(streamTypeService, unresolvedPropertyName, false, true);

                   if (propertyDesc.getFirst().getFragmentEventType() != null) {

                       EventType type = propertyDesc.getFirst().getFragmentEventType().getFragmentType();

                       parameterPropertyStart = type.getStartTimestampPropertyName();

                       if (parameterPropertyStart == null) {
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                           throw new ExprValidationException("For date-time method '" + methodNameUse + "' the first

parameter is event type '" + type.getName() + "', however no timestamp property has been defined for this event

type");

                       }

 

                       timestampType = type.getPropertyType(parameterPropertyStart);

                       EventPropertyGetter getterFragment =

streamTypeService.getEventTypes()[parameterStreamNum].getGetter(unresolvedPropertyName);

                       EventPropertyGetter getterStartTimestamp = type.getGetter(parameterPropertyStart);

                       evaluatorTimestamp = new ExprEvaluatorStreamLongPropFragment(parameterStreamNum,

getterFragment, getterStartTimestamp);

 

                       if (type.getEndTimestampPropertyName() != null) {

                           parameterPropertyEnd = type.getEndTimestampPropertyName();

                           EventPropertyGetter getterEndTimestamp =

type.getGetter(type.getEndTimestampPropertyName());

                           evaluatorEndTimestamp = new ExprEvaluatorStreamLongPropFragment(parameterStreamNum,

getterFragment, getterEndTimestamp);

                       }

                       else {

                           parameterPropertyEnd = parameterPropertyStart;

                       }

                   }

               }

               else {

                   throw new ExprValidationException("For date-time method '" + methodNameUse + "' the first

parameter expression returns '" + evaluatorTimestamp.getType() + "', however requires a Date, Calendar, Long-type

return value or event (with timestamp)");

               }

           }

       }

 

       IntervalComputer intervalComputer = IntervalComputerFactory.make(method, expressions);

 

       // evaluation without end timestamp

       if (evaluatorEndTimestamp == null) {

           if (JavaClassHelper.isSubclassOrImplementsInterface(timestampType, Calendar.class)) {

               intervalOpEval = new IntervalOpEvalCal(intervalComputer);

           }

           else if (JavaClassHelper.isSubclassOrImplementsInterface(timestampType, Date.class)) {

               intervalOpEval = new IntervalOpEvalDate(intervalComputer);

           }

           else if (JavaClassHelper.getBoxedType(timestampType) == Long.class) {

               intervalOpEval = new IntervalOpEvalLong(intervalComputer);

           }

           else {

               throw new IllegalArgumentException("Invalid interval first parameter type '" + timestampType + "'");

           }
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       }

       else {

           if (JavaClassHelper.isSubclassOrImplementsInterface(timestampType, Calendar.class)) {

               intervalOpEval = new IntervalOpEvalCalWithEnd(intervalComputer, evaluatorEndTimestamp);

           }

           else if (JavaClassHelper.isSubclassOrImplementsInterface(timestampType, Date.class)) {

               intervalOpEval = new IntervalOpEvalDateWithEnd(intervalComputer, evaluatorEndTimestamp);

           }

           else if (JavaClassHelper.getBoxedType(timestampType) == Long.class) {

               intervalOpEval = new IntervalOpEvalLongWithEnd(intervalComputer, evaluatorEndTimestamp);

           }

           else {

               throw new IllegalArgumentException("Invalid interval first parameter type '" + timestampType + "'");

           }

       }

   }

 

   /**

    * Obtain information used by filter analyzer to handle this dot-method invocation as part of query

planning/indexing.

    *

    * @param typesPerStream event types

    * @param currentMethod

    * @param currentParameters

    * @param inputDesc descriptor of what the input to this interval method is

    * */

   public ExprDotNodeFilterAnalyzerDTIntervalDesc getFilterDesc(EventType[] typesPerStream,

DatetimeMethodEnum currentMethod, List<ExprNode> currentParameters, ExprDotNodeFilterAnalyzerInput

inputDesc) {

 

       // with intervals is not currently query planned

       if (currentParameters.size() > 1) {

           return null;

       }

 

       // Get input (target)

       int targetStreamNum;

       String targetPropertyStart;

       String targetPropertyEnd;

       if (inputDesc instanceof ExprDotNodeFilterAnalyzerInputStream) {

           ExprDotNodeFilterAnalyzerInputStream targetStream = (ExprDotNodeFilterAnalyzerInputStream)

inputDesc;

           targetStreamNum = targetStream.getStreamNum();

           EventType targetType = typesPerStream[targetStreamNum];

           targetPropertyStart = targetType.getStartTimestampPropertyName();

           targetPropertyEnd = targetType.getEndTimestampPropertyName() != null ?

targetType.getEndTimestampPropertyName() : targetPropertyStart;

       }
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       else if (inputDesc instanceof ExprDotNodeFilterAnalyzerInputProp) {

           ExprDotNodeFilterAnalyzerInputProp targetStream = (ExprDotNodeFilterAnalyzerInputProp) inputDesc;

           targetStreamNum = targetStream.getStreamNum();

           targetPropertyStart = targetStream.getPropertyName();

           targetPropertyEnd = targetStream.getPropertyName();

       }

       else {

           return null;

       }

 

       // check parameter info

       if (parameterPropertyStart == null) {

           return null;

       }

 

       return new ExprDotNodeFilterAnalyzerDTIntervalDesc(currentMethod, typesPerStream,

               targetStreamNum, targetPropertyStart, targetPropertyEnd,

               parameterStreamNum, parameterPropertyStart, parameterPropertyEnd);

   }

 

   public Object evaluate(long startTs, long endTs, EventBean[] eventsPerStream, boolean isNewData,

ExprEvaluatorContext context) {

       Object parameter = evaluatorTimestamp.evaluate(eventsPerStream, isNewData, context);

       if (parameter == null) {

           return parameter;

       }

 

       return intervalOpEval.evaluate(startTs, endTs, parameter, eventsPerStream, isNewData, context);

   }

 

   public static interface IntervalOpEval {

       public Object evaluate(long startTs, long endTs, Object parameter, EventBean[] eventsPerStream, boolean

isNewData, ExprEvaluatorContext context);

   }

 

   public abstract static class IntervalOpEvalDateBase implements IntervalOpEval {

       protected final IntervalComputer intervalComputer;

 

       public IntervalOpEvalDateBase(IntervalComputer intervalComputer) {

           this.intervalComputer = intervalComputer;

       }

   }

 

   public static class IntervalOpEvalDate extends IntervalOpEvalDateBase {

 

       public IntervalOpEvalDate(IntervalComputer intervalComputer) {

           super(intervalComputer);

       }
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       public Object evaluate(long startTs, long endTs, Object parameter, EventBean[] eventsPerStream, boolean

isNewData, ExprEvaluatorContext context) {

           long time = ((Date) parameter).getTime();

           return intervalComputer.compute(startTs, endTs, time, time, eventsPerStream, isNewData, context);

       }

   }

 

   public static class IntervalOpEvalLong extends IntervalOpEvalDateBase {

 

       public IntervalOpEvalLong(IntervalComputer intervalComputer) {

           super(intervalComputer);

       }

 

       public Object evaluate(long startTs, long endTs, Object parameter, EventBean[] eventsPerStream, boolean

isNewData, ExprEvaluatorContext context) {

           long time = (Long) parameter;

           return intervalComputer.compute(startTs, endTs, time, time, eventsPerStream, isNewData, context);

       }

   }

 

   public static class IntervalOpEvalCal extends IntervalOpEvalDateBase {

 

       public IntervalOpEvalCal(IntervalComputer intervalComputer) {

           super(intervalComputer);

       }

 

       public Object evaluate(long startTs, long endTs, Object parameter, EventBean[] eventsPerStream, boolean

isNewData, ExprEvaluatorContext context) {

           long time = ((Calendar) parameter).getTimeInMillis();

           return intervalComputer.compute(startTs, endTs, time, time, eventsPerStream, isNewData, context);

       }

   }

 

   public abstract static class IntervalOpEvalDateWithEndBase implements IntervalOpEval {

       protected final IntervalComputer intervalComputer;

       private final ExprEvaluator evaluatorEndTimestamp;

 

       protected IntervalOpEvalDateWithEndBase(IntervalComputer intervalComputer, ExprEvaluator

evaluatorEndTimestamp) {

           this.intervalComputer = intervalComputer;

           this.evaluatorEndTimestamp = evaluatorEndTimestamp;

       }

 

       public abstract Object evaluate(long startTs, long endTs, Object parameterStartTs, Object parameterEndTs,

EventBean[] eventsPerStream, boolean isNewData, ExprEvaluatorContext context);

 

       public Object evaluate(long startTs, long endTs, Object parameterStartTs, EventBean[] eventsPerStream,
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boolean isNewData, ExprEvaluatorContext context) {

           Object paramEndTs = evaluatorEndTimestamp.evaluate(eventsPerStream, isNewData, context);

           if (paramEndTs == null) {

               return null;

           }

           return evaluate(startTs, endTs, parameterStartTs, paramEndTs, eventsPerStream, isNewData, context);

       }

   }

 

   public static class IntervalOpEvalDateWithEnd extends IntervalOpEvalDateWithEndBase {

 

       public IntervalOpEvalDateWithEnd(IntervalComputer intervalComputer, ExprEvaluator

evaluatorEndTimestamp) {

           super(intervalComputer, evaluatorEndTimestamp);

       }

 

       public Object evaluate(long startTs, long endTs, Object parameterStartTs, Object parameterEndTs, EventBean[]

eventsPerStream, boolean isNewData, ExprEvaluatorContext context) {

           return intervalComputer.compute(startTs, endTs, ((Date) parameterStartTs).getTime(), ((Date)

parameterEndTs).getTime(), eventsPerStream, isNewData, context);

       }

   }

 

   public static class IntervalOpEvalLongWithEnd extends IntervalOpEvalDateWithEndBase {

 

       public IntervalOpEvalLongWithEnd(IntervalComputer intervalComputer, ExprEvaluator

evaluatorEndTimestamp) {

           super(intervalComputer, evaluatorEndTimestamp);

       }

 

       public Object evaluate(long startTs, long endTs, Object parameterStartTs, Object parameterEndTs, EventBean[]

eventsPerStream, boolean isNewData, ExprEvaluatorContext context) {

           return intervalComputer.compute(startTs, endTs, (Long) parameterStartTs, (Long) parameterEndTs,

eventsPerStream, isNewData, context);

       }

   }

 

   public static class IntervalOpEvalCalWithEnd extends IntervalOpEvalDateWithEndBase {

 

       public IntervalOpEvalCalWithEnd(IntervalComputer intervalComputer, ExprEvaluator

evaluatorEndTimestamp) {

           super(intervalComputer, evaluatorEndTimestamp);

       }

 

       public Object evaluate(long startTs, long endTs, Object parameterStartTs, Object parameterEndTs, EventBean[]

eventsPerStream, boolean isNewData, ExprEvaluatorContext context) {

           return intervalComputer.compute(startTs, endTs, ((Calendar) parameterStartTs).getTimeInMillis(),

((Calendar) parameterEndTs).getTimeInMillis(), eventsPerStream, isNewData, context);
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       }

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.spec;

 

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprNode;

 

import java.io.Serializable;

 

/**

* Split-stream description.

*/

public class OnTriggerSplitStream implements Serializable

{

   private static final long serialVersionUID = 7836326460852522622L;

   private InsertIntoDesc insertInto;

   private SelectClauseSpecRaw selectClause;

   private ExprNode whereClause;

 

   /**

    * Ctor.

    * @param insertInto the insert-into clause

    * @param selectClause the select-clause

    * @param whereClause where-expression or null

    */

   public OnTriggerSplitStream(InsertIntoDesc insertInto, SelectClauseSpecRaw selectClause, ExprNode

whereClause)

   {

       this.insertInto = insertInto;

       this.selectClause = selectClause;

       this.whereClause = whereClause;

   }

 

   /**

    * Returns the insert-into clause.

    * @return insert-into

    */

   public InsertIntoDesc getInsertInto()

   {

       return insertInto;
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   }

 

   /**

    * Returns the select clause.

    * @return select

    */

   public SelectClauseSpecRaw getSelectClause()

   {

       return selectClause;

   }

 

   /**

    * Returns the where clause or null if not defined

    * @return where clause

    */

   public ExprNode getWhereClause()

   {

       return whereClause;

   }

}

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.expression;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.client.util.ExpressionReturnType;

import com.espertech.esper.util.JavaClassHelper;

import net.sf.cglib.reflect.FastMethod;

import org.apache.commons.logging.Log;

import org.apache.commons.logging.LogFactory;

 

import java.lang.reflect.InvocationTargetException;

 

public class ExprDotMethodEvalNoDuck implements ExprDotEval

{

   private static final Log log = LogFactory.getLog(ExprDotMethodEvalNoDuck.class);

 

   protected final String statementName;

   protected final FastMethod method;
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   private final ExprEvaluator[] parameters;

 

   public ExprDotMethodEvalNoDuck(String statementName, FastMethod method, ExprEvaluator[] parameters)

   {

       this.statementName = statementName;

       this.method = method;

       this.parameters = parameters;

   }

 

   public Object evaluate(Object target, EventBean[] eventsPerStream, boolean isNewData, ExprEvaluatorContext

exprEvaluatorContext) {

       if (target == null) {

           return null;

       }

 

		Object[] args = new Object[parameters.length];

		for(int i = 0; i < args.length; i++)

		{

			args[i] = parameters[i].evaluate(eventsPerStream, isNewData, exprEvaluatorContext);

		}

 

		try

		{

           return method.invoke(target, args);

		}

		catch (InvocationTargetException e)

		{

           String message = JavaClassHelper.getMessageInvocationTarget(statementName, method.getJavaMethod(),

target.getClass().getName(), args, e);

           log.error(message, e.getTargetException());

		}

       return null;

   }

 

   public ExpressionReturnType getTypeInfo() {

       return ExpressionReturnType.fromMethod(method.getJavaMethod());

   }

}

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/
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package com.espertech.esper.epl.join.base;

 

import java.util.SortedSet;

import java.util.TreeSet;

 

public class HistoricalViewableDesc {

   private boolean hasHistorical;

   private final SortedSet<Integer>[] dependenciesPerHistorical;

   private final boolean[] isHistorical;

 

   public HistoricalViewableDesc(int numStreams) {

       this.dependenciesPerHistorical = new SortedSet[numStreams];

       this.isHistorical = new boolean[numStreams];

   }

 

   public void setHistorical(int streamNum, SortedSet<Integer> dependencies) {

       hasHistorical = true;

       isHistorical[streamNum] = true;

       if (dependenciesPerHistorical[streamNum] != null) {

           throw new RuntimeException("Dependencies for stream " + streamNum + "already initialized");

       }

       dependenciesPerHistorical[streamNum] = new TreeSet<Integer>();

       if (dependencies != null) {

           dependenciesPerHistorical[streamNum].addAll(dependencies);

       }

   }

 

   public boolean isHasHistorical() {

       return hasHistorical;

   }

 

   public SortedSet<Integer>[] getDependenciesPerHistorical() {

       return dependenciesPerHistorical;

   }

 

   public boolean[] getHistorical() {

       return isHistorical;

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/
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package com.espertech.esper.epl.named;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventType;

import com.espertech.esper.client.annotation.AuditEnum;

import com.espertech.esper.core.context.util.EPStatementAgentInstanceHandle;

import com.espertech.esper.core.service.StatementResultService;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprNodeUtility;

import com.espertech.esper.event.vaevent.ValueAddEventProcessor;

 

import java.util.Iterator;

import java.util.LinkedHashMap;

import java.util.List;

import java.util.Map;

import java.util.concurrent.CopyOnWriteArrayList;

 

/**

* This view is hooked into a named window's view chain as the last view and handles dispatching of named window

* insert and remove stream results via {@link NamedWindowService} to consuming statements.

*/

public class NamedWindowTailView

{

   private final EventType eventType;

   private final NamedWindowService namedWindowService;

   private final StatementResultService statementResultService;

   private final ValueAddEventProcessor revisionProcessor;

   private final boolean isPrioritized;

   private final boolean isParentBatchWindow;

   private volatile Map<EPStatementAgentInstanceHandle, List<NamedWindowConsumerView>>

consumersNonContext;  // handles as copy-on-write

 

   public NamedWindowTailView(EventType eventType, NamedWindowService namedWindowService,

StatementResultService statementResultService, ValueAddEventProcessor revisionProcessor, boolean prioritized,

boolean parentBatchWindow) {

       this.eventType = eventType;

       this.namedWindowService = namedWindowService;

       this.statementResultService = statementResultService;

       this.revisionProcessor = revisionProcessor;

       isPrioritized = prioritized;

       isParentBatchWindow = parentBatchWindow;

       this.consumersNonContext = NamedWindowUtil.createConsumerMap(isPrioritized);

   }

 

   /**

    * Returns true to indicate that the data window view is a batch view.

    * @return true if batch view

    */

   public boolean isParentBatchWindow() {
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       return isParentBatchWindow;

   }

 

   public EventType getEventType() {

       return eventType;

   }

 

   public StatementResultService getStatementResultService() {

       return statementResultService;

   }

 

   public NamedWindowService getNamedWindowService() {

       return namedWindowService;

   }

 

   public boolean isPrioritized() {

       return isPrioritized;

   }

 

   public ValueAddEventProcessor getRevisionProcessor() {

       return revisionProcessor;

   }

 

   public Map<EPStatementAgentInstanceHandle, List<NamedWindowConsumerView>>

getConsumersNonContext() {

       return consumersNonContext;

   }

 

   public NamedWindowConsumerView addConsumer(NamedWindowConsumerDesc consumerDesc)

   {

       NamedWindowConsumerCallback consumerCallback = new NamedWindowConsumerCallback() {

           public Iterator<EventBean> getIterator() {

               throw new UnsupportedOperationException("Iterator not supported on named windows that have a context

attached and when that context is not the same as the consuming statement's context");

           }

 

           public void stopped(NamedWindowConsumerView namedWindowConsumerView) {

               removeConsumer(namedWindowConsumerView);

           }

       };

 

       // Construct consumer view, allow a callback to this view to remove the consumer

       boolean audit =

AuditEnum.STREAM.getAudit(consumerDesc.getAgentInstanceContext().getStatementContext().getAnnotations())

!= null;

       NamedWindowConsumerView consumerView = new

NamedWindowConsumerView(ExprNodeUtility.getEvaluators(consumerDesc.getFilterList()),

consumerDesc.getOptPropertyEvaluator(), eventType, consumerCallback,
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consumerDesc.getAgentInstanceContext(), audit);

 

       // Keep a list of consumer views per statement to accomodate joins and subqueries

       List<NamedWindowConsumerView> viewsPerStatements =

consumersNonContext.get(consumerDesc.getAgentInstanceContext().getEpStatementAgentInstanceHandle());

       if (viewsPerStatements == null)

       {

           viewsPerStatements = new CopyOnWriteArrayList<NamedWindowConsumerView>();

 

           // avoid concurrent modification as a thread may currently iterate over consumers as its dispatching

           // without the engine lock

           Map<EPStatementAgentInstanceHandle, List<NamedWindowConsumerView>> newConsumers =

NamedWindowUtil.createConsumerMap(isPrioritized);

           newConsumers.putAll(consumersNonContext);

           newConsumers.put(consumerDesc.getAgentInstanceContext().getEpStatementAgentInstanceHandle(),

viewsPerStatements);

           consumersNonContext = newConsumers;

       }

       viewsPerStatements.add(consumerView);

 

       return consumerView;

   }

 

   /**

    * Called by the consumer view to indicate it was stopped or destroyed, such that the

    * consumer can be deregistered and further dispatches disregard this consumer.

    * @param namedWindowConsumerView is the consumer representative view

    */

   public void removeConsumer(NamedWindowConsumerView namedWindowConsumerView)

   {

       EPStatementAgentInstanceHandle handleRemoved = null;

       // Find the consumer view

       for (Map.Entry<EPStatementAgentInstanceHandle, List<NamedWindowConsumerView>> entry :

consumersNonContext.entrySet())

       {

           boolean foundAndRemoved = entry.getValue().remove(namedWindowConsumerView);

           // Remove the consumer view

           if ((foundAndRemoved) && (entry.getValue().size() == 0))

           {

               // Remove the handle if this list is now empty

               handleRemoved = entry.getKey();

               break;

           }

       }

       if (handleRemoved != null)

       {

           Map<EPStatementAgentInstanceHandle, List<NamedWindowConsumerView>> newConsumers =

NamedWindowUtil.createConsumerMap(isPrioritized);
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           newConsumers.putAll(consumersNonContext);

           newConsumers.remove(handleRemoved);

           consumersNonContext = newConsumers;

       }

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.join.plan;

 

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprIdentNode;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprNode;

 

import java.io.StringWriter;

import java.util.*;

 

/**

* Property lists stored as a value for each stream-to-stream relationship, for use by {@link QueryGraph}.

*/

public class QueryGraphValue

{

   private Map<String, QueryGraphValueEntry> entries;

 

   /**

    * Ctor.

    */

   public QueryGraphValue()

   {

       entries = new LinkedHashMap<String, QueryGraphValueEntry>();

   }

 

   public Map<String, QueryGraphValueEntry> getEntries() {

       return entries;

   }

 

   /**

    * Add key and index property.

    * @param keyProperty - key property

    * @param indexProperty - index property

    * @return true if added and either property did not exist, false if either already existed

    */

   public boolean addStrictCompare(String keyProperty, ExprIdentNode keyPropNode, String indexProperty,
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ExprIdentNode indexPropNode)

   {

       QueryGraphValueEntry value = entries.get(indexProperty);

       if (value instanceof QueryGraphValueEntryHashKeyedExpr) {

           // if this index property exists and is compared to a constant, ignore the index prop

           QueryGraphValueEntryHashKeyedExpr expr = (QueryGraphValueEntryHashKeyedExpr) value;

           if (expr.isConstant()) {

               return false;

           }

       }

       if (value instanceof QueryGraphValueEntryHashKeyedProp) {

           return false;   // second comparison, ignore

       }

 

       entries.put(indexProperty, new QueryGraphValueEntryHashKeyedProp(keyPropNode, keyProperty));

       return true;

   }

 

   public void addRange(QueryGraphRangeEnum rangeType, ExprNode propertyStart, ExprNode propertyEnd,

String propertyValue) {

       if (!rangeType.isRange()) {

           throw new IllegalArgumentException("Expected range type, received " + rangeType);

       }

 

       // duplicate can be removed right away

       if (entries.containsKey(propertyValue)) {

           return;

       }

 

       entries.put(propertyValue, new QueryGraphValueEntryRangeIn(rangeType, propertyStart, propertyEnd, true));

   }

 

   public void addRelOp(ExprNode propertyKey, QueryGraphRangeEnum op, String propertyValue, boolean

isBetweenOrIn) {

 

       // Note: Read as follows:

       // System.out.println("If I have an index on '" + propertyValue + "' I'm evaluating " + propertyKey + " and

finding all values of " + propertyValue + " " + op + " then " + propertyKey);

 

       // Check if there is an opportunity to convert this to a range or remove an earlier specification

       QueryGraphValueEntry existing = entries.get(propertyValue);

       if (existing == null) {

           entries.put(propertyValue, new QueryGraphValueEntryRangeRelOp(op, propertyKey, isBetweenOrIn));

           return;

       }

 

       if (!(existing instanceof QueryGraphValueEntryRangeRelOp)) {

           return; // another comparison exists already, don't add range
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       }

 

       QueryGraphValueEntryRangeRelOp relOp = (QueryGraphValueEntryRangeRelOp) existing;

       QueryGraphRangeConsolidateDesc opsDesc = QueryGraphRangeUtil.getCanConsolidate(op, relOp.getType());

       if (opsDesc != null) {

           ExprNode start = !opsDesc.isReverse() ? relOp.getExpression() : propertyKey;

           ExprNode end = !opsDesc.isReverse() ?  propertyKey : relOp.getExpression();

           entries.remove(propertyValue);

           addRange(opsDesc.getType(), start, end, propertyValue);

       }

   }

 

   public void addUnkeyedExpr(String indexedProp, ExprNode exprNodeNoIdent) {

       entries.put(indexedProp, new QueryGraphValueEntryHashKeyedExpr(exprNodeNoIdent, false));

   }

 

   public void addKeyedExpr(String indexedProp, ExprNode exprNodeNoIdent) {

       entries.put(indexedProp, new QueryGraphValueEntryHashKeyedExpr(exprNodeNoIdent, true));

   }

 

   public QueryGraphValuePairHashKeyIndex getHashKeyProps() {

       List<QueryGraphValueEntryHashKeyed> keys = new ArrayList<QueryGraphValueEntryHashKeyed>();

       Deque<String> indexed = new ArrayDeque<String>();

       for (Map.Entry<String, QueryGraphValueEntry> entry : entries.entrySet()) {

           if (entry.getValue() instanceof QueryGraphValueEntryHashKeyed) {

               QueryGraphValueEntryHashKeyed keyprop = (QueryGraphValueEntryHashKeyed) entry.getValue();

               keys.add(keyprop);

               indexed.add(entry.getKey());

           }

       }

 

       String[] strictKeys = new String[indexed.size()];

       int count = 0;

       for (Map.Entry<String, QueryGraphValueEntry> entry : entries.entrySet()) {

           if (entry.getValue() instanceof QueryGraphValueEntryHashKeyed) {

               if (entry.getValue() instanceof QueryGraphValueEntryHashKeyedProp) {

                   QueryGraphValueEntryHashKeyedProp keyprop = (QueryGraphValueEntryHashKeyedProp)

entry.getValue();

                   strictKeys[count] = keyprop.getKeyProperty();

               }

               count++;

           }

       }

 

       return new QueryGraphValuePairHashKeyIndex(indexed.toArray(new String[indexed.size()]), keys,

strictKeys);

   }
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   public QueryGraphValuePairRangeIndex getRangeProps() {

       Deque<String> indexed = new ArrayDeque<String>();

       List<QueryGraphValueEntryRange> keys = new ArrayList<QueryGraphValueEntryRange>();

       for (Map.Entry<String, QueryGraphValueEntry> entry : entries.entrySet()) {

           if (entry.getValue() instanceof QueryGraphValueEntryRange) {

               QueryGraphValueEntryRange keyprop = (QueryGraphValueEntryRange) entry.getValue();

               keys.add(keyprop);

               indexed.add(entry.getKey());

           }

       }

       return new QueryGraphValuePairRangeIndex(indexed.toArray(new String[indexed.size()]), keys);

   }

 

   public String toString()

   {

       StringWriter writer = new StringWriter();

       writer.append("QueryGraphValue ");

       String delimiter = "";

       for (Map.Entry<String, QueryGraphValueEntry> entry : entries.entrySet()) {

           writer.append(delimiter);

           writer.append(entry.getKey() + ": " + entry.getValue());

           delimiter = ", ";

       }

       return writer.toString();

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.named;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluatorContext;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.lookup.SubordTableLookupStrategy;

 

import java.util.Collection;

import java.util.LinkedHashSet;

import java.util.Set;

 

/**

* Uses an index to determine event to be deleted or selected from a named window.

*/

public class NamedWindowLookupStrategyIndexedUnfiltered implements NamedWindowLookupStrategy
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{

   private final EventBean[] eventsPerStream;

   private final SubordTableLookupStrategy tableLookupStrategy;

 

   /**

    * Ctor.

    * @param tableLookupStrategy the strategy for looking up in an index the matching events using correlation

    */

   public NamedWindowLookupStrategyIndexedUnfiltered(SubordTableLookupStrategy tableLookupStrategy)

   {

       this.eventsPerStream = new EventBean[2];

       this.tableLookupStrategy = tableLookupStrategy;

   }

 

   public EventBean[] lookup(EventBean[] newData, ExprEvaluatorContext exprEvaluatorContext)

   {

       Set<EventBean> removeEvents = null;

 

       // For every new event (usually 1)

       for (EventBean newEvent : newData)

       {

           eventsPerStream[1] = newEvent;

 

           // use index to find match

           Collection<EventBean> matches = tableLookupStrategy.lookup(eventsPerStream, exprEvaluatorContext);

           if ((matches == null) || (matches.isEmpty()))

           {

               continue;

           }

 

           if (removeEvents == null)

           {

               removeEvents = new LinkedHashSet<EventBean>();

           }

           removeEvents.addAll(matches);

       }

 

       if (removeEvents == null)

       {

           return null;

       }

 

       return removeEvents.toArray(new EventBean[removeEvents.size()]);

   }

 

   public String toString() {

       return toQueryPlan();

   }
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   public String toQueryPlan() {

       return this.getClass().getSimpleName() + " " + " strategy " + tableLookupStrategy.toQueryPlan();

   }

}

<!--

 ~ **************************************************************************************

 ~ * Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

 ~ * http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

 ~ * http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

 ~ * ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

 ~ * The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

 ~ * a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

 ~ **************************************************************************************

 -->

 

<html>

<head></head>

<body>

<p>

	This package contains the EPL expression nodes that represent all expressions such as used in select clauses, group-

by and having clauses, or order-by clauses

</p>

</body>

</html>

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.spec;

 

import com.espertech.esper.filter.FilterSpecCompiled;

 

import java.util.ArrayList;

import java.util.List;

 

public class ContextDetailInitiatedTerminated implements ContextDetail {

 

   private static final long serialVersionUID = 800736876398383226L;

   private ContextDetailCondition start;

   private ContextDetailCondition end;
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   private boolean overlapping;

 

   public ContextDetailInitiatedTerminated(ContextDetailCondition start, ContextDetailCondition end, boolean

overlapping) {

       this.start = start;

       this.end = end;

       this.overlapping = overlapping;

   }

 

   public ContextDetailCondition getStart() {

       return start;

   }

 

   public ContextDetailCondition getEnd() {

       return end;

   }

 

   public void setStart(ContextDetailCondition start) {

       this.start = start;

   }

 

   public void setEnd(ContextDetailCondition end) {

       this.end = end;

   }

 

   public boolean isOverlapping() {

       return overlapping;

   }

 

   public List<FilterSpecCompiled> getFilterSpecsIfAny() {

       List<FilterSpecCompiled> startFS = start.getFilterSpecIfAny();

       List<FilterSpecCompiled> endFS = end.getFilterSpecIfAny();

       if (startFS == null && endFS == null) {

           return null;

       }

       List<FilterSpecCompiled> filters = new ArrayList<FilterSpecCompiled>(2);

       if (startFS != null) {

           filters.addAll(startFS);

       }

       if (endFS != null) {

           filters.addAll(endFS);

       }

       return filters;

   }

 

}

/*

* *************************************************************************************
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*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.enummethod.eval;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluator;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluatorContext;

import com.espertech.esper.event.arr.ObjectArrayEventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.event.arr.ObjectArrayEventType;

 

import java.util.ArrayDeque;

import java.util.Collection;

 

public class EnumEvalWhereIndexEvents extends EnumEvalBaseIndex implements EnumEval {

 

   public EnumEvalWhereIndexEvents(ExprEvaluator innerExpression, int streamNumLambda,

ObjectArrayEventType indexEventType) {

       super(innerExpression, streamNumLambda, indexEventType);

   }

 

   public Object evaluateEnumMethod(EventBean[] eventsLambda, Collection target, boolean isNewData,

ExprEvaluatorContext context) {

       if (target.isEmpty()) {

           return target;

       }

 

       Collection<EventBean> beans = (Collection<EventBean>) target;

       ArrayDeque<Object> result = new ArrayDeque<Object>();

       ObjectArrayEventBean indexEvent = new ObjectArrayEventBean(new Object[1], indexEventType);

 

       int count = -1;

       for (EventBean next : beans) {

 

           count++;

 

           indexEvent.getProperties()[0] = count;

           eventsLambda[streamNumLambda] = next;

           eventsLambda[streamNumLambda + 1] = indexEvent;

 

           Object pass = innerExpression.evaluate(eventsLambda, isNewData, context);

           if (pass == null || (!(Boolean) pass)) {
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               continue;

           }

 

           result.add(next);

       }

 

       return result;

   }

}

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.join.exec.base;

 

public abstract class RangeIndexLookupValue {

   private Object value;

 

   public RangeIndexLookupValue(Object value) {

       this.value = value;

   }

 

   public Object getValue() {

       return value;

   }

}

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.named;

 

import com.espertech.esper.epl.join.plan.CoercionDesc;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.lookup.SubordPropHashKey;
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import com.espertech.esper.epl.lookup.SubordPropRangeKey;

 

import java.util.List;

 

public class IndexKeyInfo {

 

   private List<SubordPropHashKey> orderedKeyProperties;

   private CoercionDesc orderedKeyCoercionTypes;

   private List<SubordPropRangeKey> orderedRangeDesc;

   private CoercionDesc orderedRangeCoercionTypes;

 

   public IndexKeyInfo(List<SubordPropHashKey> orderedKeyProperties, CoercionDesc

orderedKeyCoercionTypes, List<SubordPropRangeKey> orderedRangeDesc, CoercionDesc

orderedRangeCoercionTypes) {

       this.orderedKeyProperties = orderedKeyProperties;

       this.orderedKeyCoercionTypes = orderedKeyCoercionTypes;

       this.orderedRangeDesc = orderedRangeDesc;

       this.orderedRangeCoercionTypes = orderedRangeCoercionTypes;

   }

 

   public List<SubordPropHashKey> getOrderedHashProperties() {

       return orderedKeyProperties;

   }

 

   public CoercionDesc getOrderedKeyCoercionTypes() {

       return orderedKeyCoercionTypes;

   }

 

   public List<SubordPropRangeKey> getOrderedRangeDesc() {

       return orderedRangeDesc;

   }

 

   public CoercionDesc getOrderedRangeCoercionTypes() {

       return orderedRangeCoercionTypes;

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.spec;

 

/**

* Validated stream specifications generally have expression nodes that are valid and event types exist.
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*/

public interface StreamSpecCompiled extends StreamSpec

{

   public final static StreamSpecCompiled[] EMPTY_STREAM_ARRAY = new StreamSpecCompiled[0];

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.view;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventType;

import com.espertech.esper.core.context.util.AgentInstanceContext;

import com.espertech.esper.core.service.StatementContext;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.core.ResultSetProcessor;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprTimePeriod;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.spec.OutputLimitLimitType;

import org.apache.commons.logging.Log;

import org.apache.commons.logging.LogFactory;

 

/**

* A view that handles the "output snapshot" keyword in output rate stabilizing.

*/

public class OutputProcessViewConditionFactory extends OutputProcessViewDirectDistinctOrAfterFactory

{

   private static final Log log = LogFactory.getLog(OutputProcessViewConditionFactory.class);

 

   private final OutputConditionFactory outputConditionFactory;

   private final int streamCount;

   private final ConditionType conditionType;

   private final OutputLimitLimitType outputLimitLimitType;

   private final boolean terminable;

 

   public OutputProcessViewConditionFactory(StatementContext statementContext,

OutputStrategyPostProcessFactory postProcessFactory, boolean distinct, ExprTimePeriod afterTimePeriod, Integer

afterConditionNumberOfEvents, EventType resultEventType, OutputConditionFactory outputConditionFactory, int

streamCount, ConditionType conditionType, OutputLimitLimitType outputLimitLimitType, boolean terminable) {

       super(statementContext, postProcessFactory, distinct, afterTimePeriod, afterConditionNumberOfEvents,

resultEventType);

       this.outputConditionFactory = outputConditionFactory;

       this.streamCount = streamCount;

       this.conditionType = conditionType;

       this.outputLimitLimitType = outputLimitLimitType;

       this.terminable = terminable;
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   }

 

   @Override

   public OutputProcessViewBase makeView(ResultSetProcessor resultSetProcessor, AgentInstanceContext

agentInstanceContext) {

 

       // determine after-stuff

       boolean isAfterConditionSatisfied = true;

       Long afterConditionTime = null;

       if (afterConditionNumberOfEvents != null)

       {

           isAfterConditionSatisfied = false;

       }

       else if (afterTimePeriod != null)

       {

           isAfterConditionSatisfied = false;

           Object result = afterTimePeriod.evaluate(null, true, agentInstanceContext);

           if (result == null)

           {

               log.warn("The expression in the 'after' clause time period has returned a null value, ignoring after-clause");

               isAfterConditionSatisfied = true;

           }

           else

           {

               double sec = ((Number) result).doubleValue();

               long msec = (long) (sec * 1000.0);

               afterConditionTime = agentInstanceContext.getStatementContext().getTimeProvider().getTime() + msec;

           }

       }

 

       if (conditionType == ConditionType.SNAPSHOT) {

           if (super.postProcessFactory == null) {

               return new OutputProcessViewConditionSnapshot(resultSetProcessor, afterConditionTime,

afterConditionNumberOfEvents, isAfterConditionSatisfied, this, agentInstanceContext);

           }

           OutputStrategyPostProcess postProcess = postProcessFactory.make(agentInstanceContext);

           return new OutputProcessViewConditionSnapshotPostProcess(resultSetProcessor, afterConditionTime,

afterConditionNumberOfEvents, isAfterConditionSatisfied, this, agentInstanceContext, postProcess);

       }

       if (conditionType == ConditionType.POLICY_FIRST) {

           if (super.postProcessFactory == null) {

               return new OutputProcessViewConditionFirst(resultSetProcessor, afterConditionTime,

afterConditionNumberOfEvents, isAfterConditionSatisfied, this, agentInstanceContext);

           }

           OutputStrategyPostProcess postProcess = postProcessFactory.make(agentInstanceContext);

           return new OutputProcessViewConditionFirstPostProcess(resultSetProcessor, afterConditionTime,

afterConditionNumberOfEvents, isAfterConditionSatisfied, this, agentInstanceContext, postProcess);

       }
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       else {

           if (super.postProcessFactory == null) {

               return new OutputProcessViewConditionDefault(resultSetProcessor, afterConditionTime,

afterConditionNumberOfEvents, isAfterConditionSatisfied, this, agentInstanceContext);

           }

           OutputStrategyPostProcess postProcess = postProcessFactory.make(agentInstanceContext);

           return new OutputProcessViewConditionDefaultPostProcess(resultSetProcessor, afterConditionTime,

afterConditionNumberOfEvents, isAfterConditionSatisfied, this, agentInstanceContext, postProcess);

       }

   }

 

   public OutputConditionFactory getOutputConditionFactory() {

       return outputConditionFactory;

   }

 

   public int getStreamCount() {

       return streamCount;

   }

 

   public OutputLimitLimitType getOutputLimitLimitType() {

       return outputLimitLimitType;

   }

 

   public boolean isTerminable() {

       return terminable;

   }

 

   public static enum ConditionType {

       SNAPSHOT,

       POLICY_FIRST,

       POLICY_NONFIRST

   }

}

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.named;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.collection.OneEventCollection;
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import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluator;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluatorContext;

 

public class NamedWindowOnMergeActionUpd extends NamedWindowOnMergeAction {

   private final NamedWindowUpdateHelper updateHelper;

 

   public NamedWindowOnMergeActionUpd(ExprEvaluator optionalFilter, NamedWindowUpdateHelper

updateHelper) {

       super(optionalFilter);

       this.updateHelper = updateHelper;

   }

 

   public void apply(EventBean matchingEvent, EventBean[] eventsPerStream, OneEventCollection newData,

OneEventCollection oldData, ExprEvaluatorContext exprEvaluatorContext) {

       EventBean copy = updateHelper.update(matchingEvent, eventsPerStream, exprEvaluatorContext);

       newData.add(copy);

       oldData.add(matchingEvent);

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.join.plan;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventType;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.join.assemble.BaseAssemblyNode;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.join.exec.base.ExecNode;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.join.exec.base.LookupInstructionExec;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.join.exec.base.LookupInstructionExecNode;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.join.table.EventTable;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.join.table.HistoricalStreamIndexList;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.virtualdw.VirtualDWView;

import com.espertech.esper.util.IndentWriter;

import com.espertech.esper.view.Viewable;

 

import java.lang.annotation.Annotation;

import java.util.Arrays;

import java.util.HashSet;

import java.util.List;

import java.util.Map;

 

/**

* Query plan for executing a set of lookup instructions and assembling an end result via
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* a set of assembly instructions.

*/

public class LookupInstructionQueryPlanNode extends QueryPlanNode

{

   private final int rootStream;

   private final String rootStreamName;

   private final int numStreams;

   private final List<LookupInstructionPlan> lookupInstructions;

   private final boolean[] requiredPerStream;

   private final List<BaseAssemblyNode> assemblyInstructions;

 

   /**

    * Ctor.

    * @param rootStream is the stream supplying the lookup event

    * @param rootStreamName is the name of the stream supplying the lookup event

    * @param numStreams is the number of streams

    * @param lookupInstructions is a list of lookups to perform

    * @param requiredPerStream indicates which streams are required and which are optional in the lookup

    * @param assemblyInstructions is the bottom-up assembly nodes to assemble a lookup result nodes

    */

   public LookupInstructionQueryPlanNode(int rootStream,

                                         String rootStreamName,

                                   int numStreams,

                                   boolean[] requiredPerStream,

                                   List<LookupInstructionPlan> lookupInstructions,

                                   List<BaseAssemblyNode> assemblyInstructions)

   {

       this.rootStream = rootStream;

       this.rootStreamName = rootStreamName;

       this.lookupInstructions = lookupInstructions;

       this.numStreams = numStreams;

       this.requiredPerStream = requiredPerStream;

       this.assemblyInstructions = assemblyInstructions;

   }

 

   public ExecNode makeExec(String statementName, String statementId, Annotation[] annotations, Map<String,

EventTable>[] indexesPerStream, EventType[] streamTypes, Viewable[] streamViews, HistoricalStreamIndexList[]

historicalStreamIndexLists, VirtualDWView[] viewExternal)

   {

       LookupInstructionExec execs[] = new LookupInstructionExec[lookupInstructions.size()];

 

       int count = 0;

       for (LookupInstructionPlan instruction : lookupInstructions)

       {

           LookupInstructionExec exec = instruction.makeExec(statementName, statementId, annotations,

indexesPerStream, streamTypes, streamViews, historicalStreamIndexLists, viewExternal);

           execs[count] = exec;

           count++;
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       }

 

       return new LookupInstructionExecNode(rootStream, rootStreamName,

               numStreams, execs, requiredPerStream, assemblyInstructions.toArray(new

BaseAssemblyNode[assemblyInstructions.size()]));

   }

 

   @Override

   public void addIndexes(HashSet<String> usedIndexes) {

       for (LookupInstructionPlan plan : lookupInstructions) {

           plan.addIndexes(usedIndexes);

       }

   }

 

   protected void print(IndentWriter writer)

   {

       writer.println("LookupInstructionQueryPlanNode" +

               " rootStream=" + rootStream +

               " requiredPerStream=" + Arrays.toString(requiredPerStream));

 

       writer.incrIndent();

       for (int i = 0; i < lookupInstructions.size(); i++)

       {

           writer.println("lookup step " + i);

           writer.incrIndent();

           lookupInstructions.get(i).print(writer);

           writer.decrIndent();

       }

       writer.decrIndent();

 

       writer.incrIndent();

       for (int i = 0; i < assemblyInstructions.size(); i++)

       {

           writer.println("assembly step " + i);

           writer.incrIndent();

           assemblyInstructions.get(i).print(writer);

           writer.decrIndent();

       }

       writer.decrIndent();

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *
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**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.agg.aggregator;

 

import com.espertech.esper.collection.RefCountedSet;

 

/**

* AggregationMethod for use on top of another aggregator that handles unique value aggregation (versus all-value

aggregation)

* for the underlying aggregator.

*/

public class AggregatorDistinctValue implements AggregationMethod

{

   protected final AggregationMethod inner;

   protected final RefCountedSet<Object> valueSet;

 

   /**

    * Ctor.

    * @param inner is the aggregator function computing aggregation values

    */

   public AggregatorDistinctValue(AggregationMethod inner)

   {

       this.inner = inner;

       this.valueSet = new RefCountedSet<Object>();

   }

 

   public void clear()

   {

       valueSet.clear();

       inner.clear();

   }

 

   public void enter(Object value)

   {

       // if value not already encountered, enter into aggregate

       if (valueSet.add(value))

       {

           inner.enter(value);

       }

   }

 

   public void leave(Object value)

   {

       // if last reference to the value is removed, remove from aggregate

       if (valueSet.remove(value))

       {

           inner.leave(value);

       }

   }
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   public Object getValue()

   {

       return inner.getValue();

   }

 

   public Class getValueType()

   {

       return inner.getValueType();

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.join.table;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.collection.MultiKeyUntyped;

 

import java.util.Iterator;

import java.util.Map;

import java.util.NoSuchElementException;

import java.util.Set;

 

/**

* Iterator for use by {@link com.espertech.esper.epl.join.table.PropertySortedEventTable}.

*/

public final class PropertySortedEventTableIterator implements Iterator<EventBean>

{

   private final Map<Object, Set<EventBean>> window;

 

   private final Iterator<Object> keyIterator;

   private Iterator<EventBean> currentListIterator;

 

   /**

    * Ctor.

    * @param window - sorted map with events

    */

   public PropertySortedEventTableIterator(Map<Object, Set<EventBean>> window)

   {

       this.window = window;

       keyIterator = window.keySet().iterator();

       if (keyIterator.hasNext())
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       {

           Object initialKey = keyIterator.next();

           currentListIterator = window.get(initialKey).iterator();

       }

   }

 

   public final EventBean next()

   {

       if (currentListIterator == null)

       {

           throw new NoSuchElementException();

       }

 

       EventBean eventBean = currentListIterator.next();

 

       if (!currentListIterator.hasNext())

       {

           currentListIterator = null;

           if (keyIterator.hasNext())

           {

               Object nextKey = keyIterator.next();

               currentListIterator = window.get(nextKey).iterator();

           }

       }

 

       return eventBean;

   }

 

   public final boolean hasNext()

   {

       if (currentListIterator == null)

       {

           return false;

       }

 

       if (currentListIterator.hasNext())

       {

           return true;

       }

 

       currentListIterator = null;

 

       if (!keyIterator.hasNext())

       {

           return false;

       }

 

       return true;
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   }

 

   public final void remove()

   {

       throw new UnsupportedOperationException();

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.join.base;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.collection.MultiKey;

import com.espertech.esper.collection.UniformPair;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluatorContext;

 

import java.util.Set;

 

/**

* Interface for populating a join tuple result set from new data and old data for each stream.

*/

public interface JoinSetComposer

{

   /**

    * Provides initialization events per stream to composer to populate join indexes, if required

    * @param eventsPerStream is an array of events for each stream, with null elements to indicate no events for a

stream

    */

   public void init(EventBean[][] eventsPerStream);

 

   /**

    * Return join tuple result set from new data and old data for each stream.

    * @param newDataPerStream - for each stream the event array (can be null).

    * @param oldDataPerStream - for each stream the event array (can be null).

    * @param exprEvaluatorContext expression evaluation context

    * @return join tuples

    */

   public UniformPair<Set<MultiKey<EventBean>>> join(EventBean[][] newDataPerStream, EventBean[][]

oldDataPerStream, ExprEvaluatorContext exprEvaluatorContext);

 

   /**

    * For use in iteration over join statements, this must build a join tuple result set from
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    * all events in indexes, executing query strategies for each.

    * @return static join result

    */

   public Set<MultiKey<EventBean>> staticJoin();

 

   /**

    * Destroy stateful index tables, if any.

    */

   public void destroy();

}

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.enummethod.eval;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventType;

import com.espertech.esper.client.util.ExpressionReturnType;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.core.MethodResolutionService;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.core.StreamTypeService;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.enummethod.dot.*;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprDotNodeUtility;

import com.espertech.esper.event.EventAdapterService;

import com.espertech.esper.event.arr.ObjectArrayEventType;

 

import java.util.List;

 

public class ExprDotEvalMinByMaxBy extends ExprDotEvalEnumMethodBase {

 

   public EventType[] getAddStreamTypes(String enumMethodUsedName, List<String> goesToNames, EventType

inputEventType, Class collectionComponentType, List<ExprDotEvalParam> bodiesAndParameters) {

       return ExprDotNodeUtility.getSingleLambdaParamEventType(enumMethodUsedName, goesToNames,

inputEventType, collectionComponentType);

   }

 

   public EnumEval getEnumEval(MethodResolutionService methodResolutionService, EventAdapterService

eventAdapterService, StreamTypeService streamTypeService, String statementId, String enumMethodUsedName,

List<ExprDotEvalParam> bodiesAndParameters, EventType inputEventType, Class collectionComponentType, int

numStreamsIncoming) {

       ExprDotEvalParamLambda first = (ExprDotEvalParamLambda) bodiesAndParameters.get(0);
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       boolean max = this.getEnumMethodEnum() == EnumMethodEnum.MAXBY;

       if (inputEventType == null) {

           super.setTypeInfo(ExpressionReturnType.singleValue(collectionComponentType));

           return new EnumEvalMinMaxByScalarLambda(first.getBodyEvaluator(), first.getStreamCountIncoming(),

max,

                   (ObjectArrayEventType) first.getGoesToTypes()[0]);

       }

       super.setTypeInfo(ExpressionReturnType.singleEvent(inputEventType));

       return new EnumEvalMinMaxByEvents(first.getBodyEvaluator(), first.getStreamCountIncoming(), max);

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.join.plan;

 

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprNode;

 

import java.io.Serializable;

import java.io.StringWriter;

import java.util.List;

 

public abstract class QueryGraphValueEntryHashKeyed implements QueryGraphValueEntry, Serializable

{

   private static final long serialVersionUID = -2005004980276270795L;

 

   private final ExprNode keyExpr;

 

   public QueryGraphValueEntryHashKeyed(ExprNode keyExpr) {

       this.keyExpr = keyExpr;

   }

 

   public ExprNode getKeyExpr() {

       return keyExpr;

   }

 

   public abstract String toQueryPlan();

 

   public static String toQueryPlan(List<QueryGraphValueEntryHashKeyed> keyProperties) {

       StringWriter writer = new StringWriter();

       String delimiter = "";

       for (QueryGraphValueEntryHashKeyed item : keyProperties) {

           writer.write(delimiter);
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           writer.write(item.toQueryPlan());

           delimiter = ", ";

       }

       return writer.toString();

   }

  

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.named;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventType;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluatorContext;

import com.espertech.esper.util.StopCallback;

import com.espertech.esper.view.ViewSupport;

import org.apache.commons.logging.Log;

import org.apache.commons.logging.LogFactory;

 

import java.util.List;

 

/**

* View for the on-delete statement that handles removing events from a named window.

*/

public abstract class NamedWindowOnExprBaseViewFactory implements NamedWindowOnExprFactory

{

   private static final Log log = LogFactory.getLog(NamedWindowOnExprBaseViewFactory.class);

 

   protected final EventType namedWindowEventType;

 

   protected NamedWindowOnExprBaseViewFactory(EventType namedWindowEventType) {

       this.namedWindowEventType = namedWindowEventType;

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/
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package com.espertech.esper.epl.agg.service;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.agg.access.AggregationState;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.agg.access.AggregationAccessorSlotPair;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.agg.aggregator.AggregationMethod;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.core.MethodResolutionService;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluator;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluatorContext;

 

import java.util.Collection;

import java.util.HashMap;

import java.util.Map;

 

/**

* Implementation for handling aggregation with grouping by group-keys.

*/

public class AggSvcGroupByMixedAccessImpl extends AggregationServiceBaseGrouped

{

   private final AggregationAccessorSlotPair[] accessorsFactory;

   protected final AggregationStateFactory[] accessAggregations;

   protected final boolean isJoin;

 

   // maintain for each group a row of aggregator states that the expression node canb pull the data from via index

   protected Map<Object, AggregationRowPair> aggregatorsPerGroup;

 

   // maintain a current row for random access into the aggregator state table

   // (row=groups, columns=expression nodes that have aggregation functions)

   private AggregationRowPair currentAggregatorRow;

 

   private MethodResolutionService methodResolutionService;

 

   /**

    * Ctor.

    * @param evaluators - evaluate the sub-expression within the aggregate function (ie. sum(4*myNum))

    * @param prototypes - collect the aggregation state that evaluators evaluate to, act as prototypes for new

aggregations

    * aggregation states for each group

    * @param methodResolutionService - factory for creating additional aggregation method instances per group key

    * @param accessorsFactory accessor definitions

    * @param accessAggregations access aggs

    * @param isJoin true for join, false for single-stream

    */

   public AggSvcGroupByMixedAccessImpl(ExprEvaluator evaluators[],

                                       AggregationMethodFactory prototypes[],

                                       MethodResolutionService methodResolutionService,

                                       AggregationAccessorSlotPair[] accessorsFactory,

                                       AggregationStateFactory[] accessAggregations,
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                                       boolean isJoin)

   {

       super(evaluators, prototypes);

       this.accessorsFactory = accessorsFactory;

       this.accessAggregations = accessAggregations;

       this.isJoin = isJoin;

       this.methodResolutionService = methodResolutionService;

       this.aggregatorsPerGroup = new HashMap<Object, AggregationRowPair>();

   }

 

   public void clearResults(ExprEvaluatorContext exprEvaluatorContext)

   {

       aggregatorsPerGroup.clear();

   }

 

   public void applyEnter(EventBean[] eventsPerStream, Object groupByKey, ExprEvaluatorContext

exprEvaluatorContext)

   {

       AggregationRowPair groupAggregators = aggregatorsPerGroup.get(groupByKey);

 

       // The aggregators for this group do not exist, need to create them from the prototypes

       if (groupAggregators == null)

       {

           AggregationMethod[] methods = methodResolutionService.newAggregators(aggregators,

exprEvaluatorContext.getAgentInstanceId(), groupByKey);

           AggregationState[] states =

methodResolutionService.newAccesses(exprEvaluatorContext.getAgentInstanceId(), isJoin, accessAggregations,

groupByKey);

           groupAggregators = new AggregationRowPair(methods, states);

           aggregatorsPerGroup.put(groupByKey, groupAggregators);

       }

       currentAggregatorRow = groupAggregators;

 

       // For this row, evaluate sub-expressions, enter result

       AggregationMethod[] groupAggMethods = groupAggregators.getMethods();

       for (int j = 0; j < evaluators.length; j++)

       {

           Object columnResult = evaluators[j].evaluate(eventsPerStream, true, exprEvaluatorContext);

           groupAggMethods[j].enter(columnResult);

       }

       for (AggregationState state : currentAggregatorRow.getStates()) {

           state.applyEnter(eventsPerStream, exprEvaluatorContext);

       }

       internalHandleUpdated(groupByKey, groupAggregators);

   }

 

   public void applyLeave(EventBean[] eventsPerStream, Object groupByKey, ExprEvaluatorContext

exprEvaluatorContext)
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   {

       AggregationRowPair groupAggregators = aggregatorsPerGroup.get(groupByKey);

 

       // The aggregators for this group do not exist, need to create them from the prototypes

       if (groupAggregators == null)

       {

           AggregationMethod[] methods = methodResolutionService.newAggregators(aggregators,

exprEvaluatorContext.getAgentInstanceId(), groupByKey);

           AggregationState[] states =

methodResolutionService.newAccesses(exprEvaluatorContext.getAgentInstanceId(), isJoin, accessAggregations,

groupByKey);

           groupAggregators = new AggregationRowPair(methods, states);

           aggregatorsPerGroup.put(groupByKey, groupAggregators);

       }

       currentAggregatorRow = groupAggregators;

 

       // For this row, evaluate sub-expressions, enter result

       AggregationMethod[] groupAggMethods = groupAggregators.getMethods();

       for (int j = 0; j < evaluators.length; j++)

       {

           Object columnResult = evaluators[j].evaluate(eventsPerStream, false, exprEvaluatorContext);

           groupAggMethods[j].leave(columnResult);

       }

       for (AggregationState state : currentAggregatorRow.getStates()) {

           state.applyLeave(eventsPerStream, exprEvaluatorContext);

       }

       internalHandleUpdated(groupByKey, groupAggregators);

   }

 

   public void setCurrentAccess(Object groupByKey, int agentInstanceId)

   {

       currentAggregatorRow = aggregatorsPerGroup.get(groupByKey);

 

       if (currentAggregatorRow == null)

       {

           AggregationMethod[] methods = methodResolutionService.newAggregators(aggregators, agentInstanceId,

groupByKey);

           AggregationState[] states = methodResolutionService.newAccesses(agentInstanceId, isJoin,

accessAggregations, groupByKey);

           currentAggregatorRow = new AggregationRowPair(methods, states);

           aggregatorsPerGroup.put(groupByKey, currentAggregatorRow);

       }

   }

 

   public Object getValue(int column, int agentInstanceId)

   {

       if (column < aggregators.length) {

           return currentAggregatorRow.getMethods()[column].getValue();
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       }

       else {

           AggregationAccessorSlotPair pair = accessorsFactory[column - aggregators.length];

           return pair.getAccessor().getValue(currentAggregatorRow.getStates()[pair.getSlot()]);

       }

   }

  

   public Collection<EventBean> getCollection(int column, ExprEvaluatorContext context) {

       if (column < aggregators.length) {

           return null;

       }

       else {

           AggregationAccessorSlotPair pair = accessorsFactory[column - aggregators.length];

           return pair.getAccessor().getEnumerableEvents(currentAggregatorRow.getStates()[pair.getSlot()]);

       }

   }

 

   public EventBean getEventBean(int column, ExprEvaluatorContext context) {

       if (column < aggregators.length) {

           return null;

       }

       else {

           AggregationAccessorSlotPair pair = accessorsFactory[column - aggregators.length];

           return pair.getAccessor().getEnumerableEvent(currentAggregatorRow.getStates()[pair.getSlot()]);

       }

   }

 

   public void setRemovedCallback(AggregationRowRemovedCallback callback) {

       // not applicable

   }

 

   public void internalHandleUpdated(Object groupByKey, AggregationRowPair groupAggregators) {

       // no action required

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.expression;

 

import com.espertech.esper.epl.agg.access.AggregationAccessor;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.agg.aggregator.AggregationMethod;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.agg.service.AggregationStateFactory;
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import com.espertech.esper.epl.agg.access.AggregationStateKey;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.agg.service.AggregationMethodFactory;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.core.MethodResolutionService;

 

public class ExprStddevNodeFactory implements AggregationMethodFactory

{

   private final boolean isDistinct;

   private final Class aggregatedValueType;

   private final boolean hasFilter;

 

   public ExprStddevNodeFactory(boolean isDistinct, Class aggregatedValueType, boolean hasFilter)

   {

       this.isDistinct = isDistinct;

       this.aggregatedValueType = aggregatedValueType;

       this.hasFilter = hasFilter;

   }

 

   public boolean isAccessAggregation() {

       return false;

   }

 

   public Class getResultType()

   {

       return Double.class;

   }

 

   public AggregationStateKey getAggregationStateKey(boolean isMatchRecognize) {

       throw new IllegalStateException("Not an access aggregation function");

   }

 

   public AggregationStateFactory getAggregationStateFactory(boolean isMatchRecognize) {

       throw new IllegalStateException("Not an access aggregation function");

   }

 

   public AggregationAccessor getAccessor() {

       throw new IllegalStateException("Not an access aggregation function");

   }

 

   public AggregationMethod make(MethodResolutionService methodResolutionService, int agentInstanceId, int

groupId, int aggregationId) {

       AggregationMethod method = methodResolutionService.makeStddevAggregator(agentInstanceId, groupId,

aggregationId, hasFilter);

       if (!isDistinct) {

           return method;

       }

       return methodResolutionService.makeDistinctAggregator(agentInstanceId, groupId, aggregationId, method,

aggregatedValueType, hasFilter);

   }
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   public AggregationMethodFactory getPrototypeAggregator() {

       return this;

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.core;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.ConfigurationPlugInSingleRowFunction;

 

import java.io.Serializable;

 

/**

* Provides information about a single-row function.

*/

public class EngineImportSingleRowDesc implements Serializable

{

   private static final long serialVersionUID = -6024893655764123446L;

   private final String className;

   private final String methodName;

   private final ConfigurationPlugInSingleRowFunction.ValueCache valueCache;

   private final ConfigurationPlugInSingleRowFunction.FilterOptimizable filterOptimizable;

   private final boolean rethrowExceptions;

 

   public EngineImportSingleRowDesc(String className, String methodName,

ConfigurationPlugInSingleRowFunction.ValueCache valueCache,

ConfigurationPlugInSingleRowFunction.FilterOptimizable filterOptimizable, boolean rethrowExceptions) {

       this.className = className;

       this.methodName = methodName;

       this.valueCache = valueCache;

       this.filterOptimizable = filterOptimizable;

       this.rethrowExceptions = rethrowExceptions;

   }

 

   public String getClassName() {

       return className;

   }

 

   public String getMethodName() {

       return methodName;

   }
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   public ConfigurationPlugInSingleRowFunction.ValueCache getValueCache() {

       return valueCache;

   }

 

   public ConfigurationPlugInSingleRowFunction.FilterOptimizable getFilterOptimizable() {

       return filterOptimizable;

   }

 

   public boolean isRethrowExceptions() {

       return rethrowExceptions;

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.agg.aggregator;

 

import com.espertech.esper.collection.RefCountedSet;

 

import java.util.Map;

import java.util.Iterator;

 

/**

* Standard deviation always generates double-types numbers.

*/

public class AggregatorAvedev implements AggregationMethod

{

   private RefCountedSet<Double> valueSet;

   private double sum;

 

   public void clear()

   {

       sum = 0;

       valueSet.clear();

   }

 

   /**

    * Ctor.

    */

   public AggregatorAvedev()

   {

       valueSet = new RefCountedSet<Double>();
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   }

 

   public void enter(Object object)

   {

       if (object == null)

       {

           return;

       }

 

       double value = ((Number) object).doubleValue();

       valueSet.add(value);

       sum += value;

   }

 

   public void leave(Object object)

   {

       if (object == null)

       {

           return;

       }

 

       double value = ((Number) object).doubleValue();

       valueSet.remove(value);

       sum -= value;

   }

 

   public Object getValue()

   {

       int datapoints = valueSet.size();

 

       if (datapoints == 0)

       {

           return null;

       }

 

       double total = 0;

       double avg = sum / datapoints;

 

       for (Iterator<Map.Entry<Double, Integer>> it = valueSet.entryIterator(); it.hasNext();)

       {

           Map.Entry<Double, Integer> entry = it.next();

           total += entry.getValue() * Math.abs(entry.getKey() - avg);

       }

 

       return total / datapoints;

   }

 

   public Class getValueType()
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   {

       return Double.class;

   }

 

   public RefCountedSet<Double> getValueSet() {

       return valueSet;

   }

 

   public void setValueSet(RefCountedSet<Double> valueSet) {

       this.valueSet = valueSet;

   }

 

   public double getSum() {

       return sum;

   }

 

   public void setSum(double sum) {

       this.sum = sum;

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.lookup;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventPropertyGetter;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluatorContext;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.join.table.PropertyIndexedEventTableSingleUnique;

 

import java.util.Collection;

 

/**

* Index lookup strategy for subqueries.

*/

public class SubordIndexedTableLookupStrategySinglePropUnique implements SubordTableLookupStrategy

{

   /**

    * Stream numbers to get key values from.

    */

   protected final int keyStreamNum;

 

   /**
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    * Getters to use to get key values.

    */

   protected final EventPropertyGetter propertyGetter;

 

   /**

    * Index to look up in.

    */

   protected final PropertyIndexedEventTableSingleUnique index;

 

   public SubordIndexedTableLookupStrategySinglePropUnique(int keyStreamNum, EventPropertyGetter

propertyGetter, PropertyIndexedEventTableSingleUnique index) {

       this.keyStreamNum = keyStreamNum;

       this.propertyGetter = propertyGetter;

       this.index = index;

   }

 

   /**

    * Returns index to look up in.

    * @return index to use

    */

   public PropertyIndexedEventTableSingleUnique getIndex()

   {

       return index;

   }

 

   public Collection<EventBean> lookup(EventBean[] eventsPerStream, ExprEvaluatorContext context)

   {

       Object key = getKey(eventsPerStream);

       return index.lookup(key);

   }

 

   public Collection<EventBean> lookup(Object[] keys) {

       return index.lookup(keys[0]);

   }

 

   /**

    * Get the index lookup keys.

    * @param eventsPerStream is the events for each stream

    * @return key object

    */

   protected Object getKey(EventBean[] eventsPerStream)

   {

       EventBean theEvent = eventsPerStream[keyStreamNum];

       return propertyGetter.get(theEvent);

   }

 

   public String toString()

   {
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       return toQueryPlan();

   }

 

   public String toQueryPlan() {

       return this.getClass().getSimpleName() + " stream=" + keyStreamNum;

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.core;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.collection.MultiKeyUntyped;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.agg.service.AggregationService;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluator;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluatorContext;

import org.apache.commons.logging.Log;

import org.apache.commons.logging.LogFactory;

 

import java.util.*;

 

/**

* An order-by processor that sorts events according to the expressions

* in the order_by clause.

*/

public class OrderByProcessorImpl implements OrderByProcessor {

 

	private static final Log log = LogFactory.getLog(OrderByProcessorImpl.class);

 

	private final OrderByProcessorFactoryImpl factory;

	private final AggregationService aggregationService;

 

   public OrderByProcessorImpl(OrderByProcessorFactoryImpl factory, AggregationService aggregationService) {

       this.factory = factory;

       this.aggregationService = aggregationService;

   }

 

   public Object getSortKey(EventBean[] eventsPerStream, boolean isNewData, ExprEvaluatorContext

exprEvaluatorContext)

   {

       OrderByElement[] elements = factory.getOrderBy();

       if (elements.length == 1) {
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           return elements[0].getExpr().evaluate(eventsPerStream, isNewData, exprEvaluatorContext);

       }

 

       Object[] values = new Object[elements.length];

       int count = 0;

       for (OrderByElement sortPair : factory.getOrderBy())

       {

           values[count++] = sortPair.getExpr().evaluate(eventsPerStream, isNewData, exprEvaluatorContext);

       }

 

       return new MultiKeyUntyped(values);

   }

 

   public Object[] getSortKeyPerRow(EventBean[] generatingEvents, boolean isNewData, ExprEvaluatorContext

exprEvaluatorContext)

   {

       if (generatingEvents == null)

       {

           return null;

       }

 

       Object[] sortProperties = new Object[generatingEvents.length];

 

       int count = 0;

       EventBean[] evalEventsPerStream = new EventBean[1];

 

       if (factory.getOrderBy().length == 1) {

           ExprEvaluator singleEval = factory.getOrderBy()[0].getExpr();

           for (EventBean theEvent : generatingEvents)

           {

               evalEventsPerStream[0] = theEvent;

               sortProperties[count] = singleEval.evaluate(evalEventsPerStream, isNewData, exprEvaluatorContext);

               count++;

           }

       }

       else {

           for (EventBean theEvent : generatingEvents)

           {

               Object[] values = new Object[factory.getOrderBy().length];

               int countTwo = 0;

               evalEventsPerStream[0] = theEvent;

               for (OrderByElement sortPair : factory.getOrderBy())

               {

                   values[countTwo++] = sortPair.getExpr().evaluate(evalEventsPerStream, isNewData,

exprEvaluatorContext);

               }

 

               sortProperties[count] = new MultiKeyUntyped(values);
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               count++;

           }

       }

 

       return sortProperties;

   }

 

	public EventBean[] sort(EventBean[] outgoingEvents, EventBean[][] generatingEvents, boolean isNewData,

ExprEvaluatorContext exprEvaluatorContext)

	{

		if (outgoingEvents == null || outgoingEvents.length < 2)

		{

			return outgoingEvents;

		}

 

		// Get the group by keys if needed

		Object[] groupByKeys = null;

		if (factory.isNeedsGroupByKeys())

		{

			groupByKeys = generateGroupKeys(generatingEvents, isNewData, exprEvaluatorContext);

		}

 

		return sort(outgoingEvents, generatingEvents, groupByKeys, isNewData, exprEvaluatorContext);

	}

 

	public EventBean[] sort(EventBean[] outgoingEvents, EventBean[][] generatingEvents, Object[] groupByKeys,

boolean isNewData, ExprEvaluatorContext exprEvaluatorContext)

	{

       if (outgoingEvents == null || outgoingEvents.length < 2)

		{

			return outgoingEvents;

		}

 

		// Create the multikeys of sort values

		List<Object> sortValuesMultiKeys = createSortProperties(generatingEvents, groupByKeys, isNewData,

exprEvaluatorContext);

 

		// Map the sort values to the corresponding outgoing events

		Map<Object, List<EventBean>> sortToOutgoing = new HashMap<Object, List<EventBean>>();

		int countOne = 0;

		for (Object sortValues : sortValuesMultiKeys)

		{

			List<EventBean> list = sortToOutgoing.get(sortValues);

			if (list == null)

			{

				list = new ArrayList<EventBean>();

			}

			list.add(outgoingEvents[countOne++]);
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			sortToOutgoing.put(sortValues, list);

		}

 

		// Sort the sort values

		Collections.sort(sortValuesMultiKeys, factory.getComparator());

 

		// Sort the outgoing events in the same order

		Set<Object> sortSet = new LinkedHashSet<Object>(sortValuesMultiKeys);

		EventBean[] result = new EventBean[outgoingEvents.length];

		int countTwo = 0;

		for (Object sortValues : sortSet)

		{

			Collection<EventBean> output = sortToOutgoing.get(sortValues);

			for(EventBean theEvent : output)

			{

				result[countTwo++] = theEvent;

			}

		}

 

		return result;

	}

 

	private List<Object> createSortProperties(EventBean[][] generatingEvents, Object[] groupByKeys, boolean

isNewData, ExprEvaluatorContext exprEvaluatorContext)

	{

		Object[] sortProperties = new Object[generatingEvents.length];

 

       OrderByElement[] elements = factory.getOrderBy();

       if (elements.length == 1) {

           int count = 0;

           for (EventBean[] eventsPerStream : generatingEvents)

           {

               // Make a new multikey that contains the sort-by values.

               if (factory.isNeedsGroupByKeys())

               {

                   aggregationService.setCurrentAccess(groupByKeys[count],

exprEvaluatorContext.getAgentInstanceId());

               }

 

               sortProperties[count] = elements[0].getExpr().evaluate(eventsPerStream, isNewData,

exprEvaluatorContext);

               count++;

           }

       }

       else {

           int count = 0;

           for (EventBean[] eventsPerStream : generatingEvents)

           {
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               // Make a new multikey that contains the sort-by values.

               if (factory.isNeedsGroupByKeys())

               {

                   aggregationService.setCurrentAccess(groupByKeys[count],

exprEvaluatorContext.getAgentInstanceId());

               }

 

               Object[] values = new Object[factory.getOrderBy().length];

               int countTwo = 0;

               for (OrderByElement sortPair : factory.getOrderBy())

               {

                   values[countTwo++] = sortPair.getExpr().evaluate(eventsPerStream, isNewData,

exprEvaluatorContext);

               }

 

               sortProperties[count] = new MultiKeyUntyped(values);

               count++;

           }

       }

       return Arrays.asList(sortProperties);

	}

 

   public EventBean[] sort(EventBean[] outgoingEvents, Object[] orderKeys, ExprEvaluatorContext

exprEvaluatorContext)

   {

       TreeMap<Object, Object> sort = new TreeMap<Object, Object>(factory.getComparator());

 

       if (outgoingEvents == null || outgoingEvents.length < 2)

       {

           return outgoingEvents;

       }

 

       for (int i = 0; i < outgoingEvents.length; i++)

       {

           Object entry = sort.get(orderKeys[i]);

           if (entry == null)

           {

               sort.put(orderKeys[i], outgoingEvents[i]);

           }

           else if (entry instanceof EventBean)

           {

               List<EventBean> list = new ArrayList<EventBean>();

               list.add((EventBean)entry);

               list.add(outgoingEvents[i]);

               sort.put(orderKeys[i], list);

           }

           else

           {
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               List<EventBean> list = (List<EventBean>) entry;

               list.add(outgoingEvents[i]);

           }

       }

 

       EventBean[] result = new EventBean[outgoingEvents.length];

       int count = 0;

       for (Object entry : sort.values())

       {

           if (entry instanceof List)

           {

               List<EventBean> output = (List<EventBean>) entry;

               for(EventBean theEvent : output)

               {

                   result[count++] = theEvent;

               }

           }

           else

           {

               result[count++] = (EventBean) entry;

           }

       }

       return result;

   }

 

   private Object[] generateGroupKeys(EventBean[][] generatingEvents, boolean isNewData, ExprEvaluatorContext

exprEvaluatorContext)

	{

		Object keys[] = new Object[generatingEvents.length];

 

		int count = 0;

		for (EventBean[] eventsPerStream : generatingEvents)

		{

			keys[count++] = generateGroupKey(eventsPerStream, isNewData, exprEvaluatorContext);

		}

 

		return keys;

	}

 

   private Object generateGroupKey(EventBean[] eventsPerStream, boolean isNewData, ExprEvaluatorContext

exprEvaluatorContext)

   {

       ExprEvaluator[] evals = factory.getGroupByNodes();

       if (evals.length == 1) {

           return evals[0].evaluate(eventsPerStream, isNewData, exprEvaluatorContext);

       }

 

       Object[] keys = new Object[evals.length];
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       int count = 0;

       for (ExprEvaluator exprNode : evals)

       {

           keys[count] = exprNode.evaluate(eventsPerStream, isNewData, exprEvaluatorContext);

           count++;

       }

 

       return new MultiKeyUntyped(keys);

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.core;

 

/**

* Indicates a problem importing classes, aggregation functions and the like.

*/

public class EngineImportException extends Exception

{

   private static final long serialVersionUID = 225164664276873019L;

 

   /**

    * Ctor.

    * @param msg - exception message

    */

   public EngineImportException(String msg)

   {

       super(msg);

   }

 

   /**

    * Ctor.

    * @param msg - exception message

    * @param ex - inner exception

    */

   public EngineImportException(String msg, Exception ex)

   {

       super(msg, ex);

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *
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* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.agg.access;

 

/**

* Enum for aggregation multi-function state type.

*/

public enum AggregationStateType

{

   /**

    * For "first" function.

    */

   FIRST,

   /**

    * For "last" function.

    */

   LAST,

   /**

    * For "window" function.

    */

   WINDOW

}

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.join.util;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EPException;

import com.espertech.esper.client.annotation.HookType;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprValidationException;

import com.espertech.esper.util.JavaClassHelper;

 

import java.lang.annotation.Annotation;

 

public class QueryPlanIndexHookUtil {
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   public static QueryPlanIndexHook getHook(Annotation[] annotations) {

       try {

           return (QueryPlanIndexHook) JavaClassHelper.getAnnotationHook(annotations,

HookType.INTERNAL_QUERY_PLAN, QueryPlanIndexHook.class, null);

       }

       catch (ExprValidationException e) {

           throw new EPException("Failed to obtain hook for " + HookType.INTERNAL_QUERY_PLAN);

       }

   }

 

}

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.property;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventType;

import com.espertech.esper.client.FragmentEventType;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluator;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluatorContext;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprNodeUtility;

import org.apache.commons.logging.Log;

import org.apache.commons.logging.LogFactory;

 

/**

* Property evaluator that considers only level one and considers a where-clause,

* but does not consider a select clause or N-level.

*/

public class PropertyEvaluatorSimple implements PropertyEvaluator

{

   private static final Log log = LogFactory.getLog(PropertyEvaluatorSimple.class);

   private final ContainedEventEval containedEventEval;

   private final FragmentEventType fragmentEventType;

   private final ExprEvaluator filter;

   private final String expressionText;

 

   /**

    * Ctor.

    * @param containedEventEval property getter or other evaluator
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    * @param fragmentEventType property event type

    * @param filter optional where-clause expression

    * @param expressionText the property name

    */

   public PropertyEvaluatorSimple(ContainedEventEval containedEventEval, FragmentEventType

fragmentEventType, ExprEvaluator filter, String expressionText)

   {

       this.fragmentEventType = fragmentEventType;

       this.containedEventEval = containedEventEval;

       this.filter = filter;

       this.expressionText = expressionText;

   }

 

   public EventBean[] getProperty(EventBean theEvent, ExprEvaluatorContext exprEvaluatorContext)

   {

       try

       {

           Object result = containedEventEval.getFragment(theEvent, new EventBean[] {theEvent},

exprEvaluatorContext);

 

           EventBean[] rows;

           if (fragmentEventType.isIndexed())

           {

               rows = (EventBean[]) result;

           }

           else

           {

               rows = new EventBean[] {(EventBean) result};

           }

 

           if (filter == null)

           {

               return rows;

           }

           return ExprNodeUtility.applyFilterExpression(filter, theEvent, (EventBean[]) result, exprEvaluatorContext);

       }

       catch (RuntimeException ex)

       {

           log.error("Unexpected error evaluating property expression for event of type '" +

                   theEvent.getEventType().getName() +

                   "' and property '" +

                   expressionText + "': " + ex.getMessage(), ex);

       }

       return null;

   }

 

   public EventType getFragmentEventType()

   {
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       return fragmentEventType.getFragmentType();

   }

 

   /**

    * Returns the property name.

    * @return property name

    */

   public String getExpressionText()

   {

       return expressionText;

   }

 

   /**

    * Returns the filter.

    * @return filter

    */

   public ExprEvaluator getFilter()

   {

       return filter;

   }

 

   public boolean compareTo(PropertyEvaluator otherEval)

   {

       if (!(otherEval instanceof PropertyEvaluatorSimple))

       {

           return false;

       }

       PropertyEvaluatorSimple other = (PropertyEvaluatorSimple) otherEval;

       if (!other.getExpressionText().equals(this.getExpressionText()))

       {

           return false;

       }

       if ((other.getFilter() == null) && (this.getFilter() == null))

       {

           return true;

       }

       return false;

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.join.base;
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import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.collection.MultiKey;

import com.espertech.esper.collection.UniformPair;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluatorContext;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.join.table.EventTable;

 

import java.util.Arrays;

import java.util.LinkedHashSet;

import java.util.Map;

import java.util.Set;

 

public class JoinSetComposerUtil

{

   private static EventTable[] EMPTY = new EventTable[0];

 

   public static EventTable[][] toArray(Map<String, EventTable>[] repositories)

   {

       return toArray(repositories, repositories.length);

   }

 

   public static EventTable[][] toArray(Map<String, EventTable>[] repositories, int length)

   {

       if (repositories == null) {

           return getDefaultTablesArray(length);

       }

       EventTable[][] tables = new EventTable[repositories.length][];

       for (int i = 0; i < repositories.length; i++) {

           tables[i] = toArray(repositories[i]);

       }

       return tables;

   }

 

   private static EventTable[] toArray(Map<String, EventTable> repository) {

       if (repository == null) {

           return EMPTY;

       }

       EventTable[] tables = new EventTable[repository.size()];

       int count = 0;

       for (Map.Entry<String, EventTable> entries : repository.entrySet()) {

           tables[count] = entries.getValue();

           count++;

       }

       return tables;

   }

 

   private static EventTable[][] getDefaultTablesArray(int length) {

       EventTable[][] result = new EventTable[length][];
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       for (int i = 0; i < result.length; i++) {

           result[i] = EMPTY;

       }

       return result;

   }

}

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.datetime.eval;

 

import com.espertech.esper.epl.datetime.calop.CalendarOpFactory;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.datetime.interval.IntervalOpFactory;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.datetime.reformatop.ReformatOpFactory;

 

public class DatetimeMethodEnumStatics {

 

   public final static OpFactory calendarOpFactory = new CalendarOpFactory();

   public final static OpFactory reformatOpFactory = new ReformatOpFactory();

   public final static OpFactory intervalOpFactory = new IntervalOpFactory();

}

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.enummethod.eval;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluator;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluatorContext;

import com.espertech.esper.event.arr.ObjectArrayEventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.event.arr.ObjectArrayEventType;
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import java.util.Collection;

 

public class EnumEvalLastOfPredicateScalar extends EnumEvalBaseScalar implements EnumEval {

 

   public EnumEvalLastOfPredicateScalar(ExprEvaluator innerExpression, int streamCountIncoming,

ObjectArrayEventType type) {

       super(innerExpression, streamCountIncoming, type);

   }

 

   public Object evaluateEnumMethod(EventBean[] eventsLambda, Collection target, boolean isNewData,

ExprEvaluatorContext context) {

 

       Object result = null;

       ObjectArrayEventBean evalEvent = new ObjectArrayEventBean(new Object[1], type);

 

       for (Object next : target) {

 

           evalEvent.getProperties()[0] = next;

           eventsLambda[streamNumLambda] = evalEvent;

 

           Object pass = innerExpression.evaluate(eventsLambda, isNewData, context);

           if (pass == null || (!(Boolean) pass)) {

               continue;

           }

 

           result = next;

       }

 

       return result;

   }

}

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.expression;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.enummethod.dot.ArrayWrappingCollection;

import com.espertech.esper.client.util.ExpressionReturnType;

import net.sf.cglib.reflect.FastMethod;
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public class ExprDotMethodEvalNoDuckWrapArray extends ExprDotMethodEvalNoDuck

{

   public ExprDotMethodEvalNoDuckWrapArray(String statementName, FastMethod method, ExprEvaluator[]

parameters) {

       super(statementName, method, parameters);

   }

 

   @Override

   public Object evaluate(Object target, EventBean[] eventsPerStream, boolean isNewData, ExprEvaluatorContext

exprEvaluatorContext) {

       Object result = super.evaluate(target, eventsPerStream, isNewData, exprEvaluatorContext);

       if (result == null || !result.getClass().isArray()) {

           return null;

       }

       return new ArrayWrappingCollection(result);

   }

 

   @Override

   public ExpressionReturnType getTypeInfo() {

       return ExpressionReturnType.collectionOfSingleValue(method.getReturnType().getComponentType());

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.core;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventType;

import com.espertech.esper.collection.*;

import com.espertech.esper.core.context.util.AgentInstanceContext;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluator;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluatorContext;

import com.espertech.esper.util.CollectionUtil;

import com.espertech.esper.view.Viewable;

import org.apache.commons.logging.Log;

import org.apache.commons.logging.LogFactory;

 

import java.util.*;

 

/**

* Result set processor for the simplest case: no aggregation functions used in the select clause, and no group-by.
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* <p>

* The processor generates one row for each event entering (new event) and one row for each event leaving (old

event).

*/

public class ResultSetProcessorSimple extends ResultSetProcessorBaseSimple

{

   private static final Log log = LogFactory.getLog(ResultSetProcessorSimple.class);

 

   private final ResultSetProcessorSimpleFactory prototype;

   private final SelectExprProcessor selectExprProcessor;

   private final OrderByProcessor orderByProcessor;

   private ExprEvaluatorContext exprEvaluatorContext;

 

   public ResultSetProcessorSimple(ResultSetProcessorSimpleFactory prototype, SelectExprProcessor

selectExprProcessor, OrderByProcessor orderByProcessor, ExprEvaluatorContext exprEvaluatorContext) {

       this.prototype = prototype;

       this.selectExprProcessor = selectExprProcessor;

       this.orderByProcessor = orderByProcessor;

       this.exprEvaluatorContext = exprEvaluatorContext;

   }

 

   public void setAgentInstanceContext(AgentInstanceContext context) {

       exprEvaluatorContext = context;

   }

 

   public EventType getResultEventType()

   {

       return prototype.getResultEventType();

   }

 

   public UniformPair<EventBean[]> processJoinResult(Set<MultiKey<EventBean>> newEvents,

Set<MultiKey<EventBean>> oldEvents, boolean isSynthesize)

   {

       EventBean[] selectOldEvents = null;

       EventBean[] selectNewEvents;

 

       if (prototype.getOptionalHavingExpr() == null)

       {

           if (prototype.isSelectRStream())

           {

               selectOldEvents = getSelectEventsNoHaving(selectExprProcessor, orderByProcessor, oldEvents, false,

isSynthesize, exprEvaluatorContext);

           }

           selectNewEvents = getSelectEventsNoHaving(selectExprProcessor, orderByProcessor, newEvents, true,

isSynthesize, exprEvaluatorContext);

       }

       else

       {
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           if (prototype.isSelectRStream())

           {

               selectOldEvents = getSelectEventsHaving(selectExprProcessor, orderByProcessor, oldEvents,

prototype.getOptionalHavingExpr(), false, isSynthesize, exprEvaluatorContext);

           }

           selectNewEvents = getSelectEventsHaving(selectExprProcessor, orderByProcessor, newEvents,

prototype.getOptionalHavingExpr(), true, isSynthesize, exprEvaluatorContext);

       }

 

       return new UniformPair<EventBean[]>(selectNewEvents, selectOldEvents);

   }

 

   public UniformPair<EventBean[]> processViewResult(EventBean[] newData, EventBean[] oldData, boolean

isSynthesize)

   {

       EventBean[] selectOldEvents = null;

       EventBean[] selectNewEvents;

       if (prototype.getOptionalHavingExpr() == null)

       {

           if (prototype.isSelectRStream())

           {

               selectOldEvents = getSelectEventsNoHaving(selectExprProcessor, orderByProcessor, oldData, false,

isSynthesize, exprEvaluatorContext);

           }

           selectNewEvents = getSelectEventsNoHaving(selectExprProcessor, orderByProcessor, newData, true,

isSynthesize, exprEvaluatorContext);

       }

       else

       {

           if (prototype.isSelectRStream())

           {

               selectOldEvents = getSelectEventsHaving(selectExprProcessor, orderByProcessor, oldData,

prototype.getOptionalHavingExpr(), false, isSynthesize, exprEvaluatorContext);

           }

           selectNewEvents = getSelectEventsHaving(selectExprProcessor, orderByProcessor, newData,

prototype.getOptionalHavingExpr(), true, isSynthesize, exprEvaluatorContext);

       }

 

       return new UniformPair<EventBean[]>(selectNewEvents, selectOldEvents);

   }

 

   /**

    * Process view results for the iterator.

    * @param newData new events

    * @return pair of insert and remove stream

    */

   public UniformPair<EventBean[]> processViewResultIterator(EventBean[] newData)

   {
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       EventBean[] selectOldEvents = null;

       EventBean[] selectNewEvents;

       if (prototype.getOptionalHavingExpr() == null)

       {

           selectNewEvents = getSelectEventsNoHaving(selectExprProcessor, null, newData, true, true,

exprEvaluatorContext);

       }

       else

       {

           selectNewEvents = getSelectEventsHaving(selectExprProcessor, null, newData,

prototype.getOptionalHavingExpr(), true, true, exprEvaluatorContext);

       }

 

       return new UniformPair<EventBean[]>(selectNewEvents, selectOldEvents);

   }

 

   /**

    * Applies the select-clause to the given events returning the selected events. The number of events stays the

    * same, i.e. this method does not filter it just transforms the result set.

    * @param exprProcessor - processes each input event and returns output event

    * @param orderByProcessor - orders the outgoing events according to the order-by clause

    * @param events - input events

    * @param isNewData - indicates whether we are dealing with new data (istream) or old data (rstream)

    * @param isSynthesize - set to true to indicate that synthetic events are required for an iterator result set

    * @param exprEvaluatorContext context for expression evalauation

    * @return output events, one for each input event

    */

   protected static EventBean[] getSelectEventsNoHaving(SelectExprProcessor exprProcessor, OrderByProcessor

orderByProcessor, EventBean[] events, boolean isNewData, boolean isSynthesize, ExprEvaluatorContext

exprEvaluatorContext)

   {

       if (events == null)

       {

           return null;

       }

 

       EventBean[] result = new EventBean[events.length];

       EventBean[][] eventGenerators = null;

       if(orderByProcessor != null)

       {

           eventGenerators = new EventBean[events.length][];

       }

 

       EventBean[] eventsPerStream = new EventBean[1];

       for (int i = 0; i < events.length; i++)

       {

           eventsPerStream[0] = events[i];
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           // Wildcard select case

           if(exprProcessor == null)

           {

               result[i] = events[i];

           }

           else

           {

               result[i] = exprProcessor.process(eventsPerStream, isNewData, isSynthesize, exprEvaluatorContext);

           }

 

           if(orderByProcessor != null)

           {

                 eventGenerators[i] = new EventBean[] {events[i]};

           }

       }

 

       if(orderByProcessor != null)

       {

           return orderByProcessor.sort(result, eventGenerators, isNewData, exprEvaluatorContext);

       }

       else

       {

           return result;

       }

   }

 

   /**

    * Applies the select-clause to the given events returning the selected events. The number of events stays the

    * same, i.e. this method does not filter it just transforms the result set.

    * @param exprProcessor - processes each input event and returns output event

    * @param orderByProcessor - for sorting output events according to the order-by clause

    * @param events - input events

    * @param isNewData - indicates whether we are dealing with new data (istream) or old data (rstream)

    * @param isSynthesize - set to true to indicate that synthetic events are required for an iterator result set

    * @param exprEvaluatorContext context for expression evalauation

    * @return output events, one for each input event

    */

   protected static EventBean[] getSelectEventsNoHaving(SelectExprProcessor exprProcessor, OrderByProcessor

orderByProcessor, Set<MultiKey<EventBean>> events, boolean isNewData, boolean isSynthesize,

ExprEvaluatorContext exprEvaluatorContext)

   {

       if ((events == null) || (events.isEmpty()))

       {

           return null;

       }

       int length = events.size();

 

       EventBean[] result = new EventBean[length];
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       EventBean[][] eventGenerators = null;

       if(orderByProcessor != null)

       {

           eventGenerators = new EventBean[length][];

       }

 

       int count = 0;

       for (MultiKey<EventBean> key : events)

       {

           EventBean[] eventsPerStream = key.getArray();

           result[count] = exprProcessor.process(eventsPerStream, isNewData, isSynthesize, exprEvaluatorContext);

           if(orderByProcessor != null)

           {

               eventGenerators[count] = eventsPerStream;

           }

           count++;

       }

 

       if(orderByProcessor != null)

       {

           return orderByProcessor.sort(result, eventGenerators, isNewData, exprEvaluatorContext);

       }

       else

       {

           return result;

       }

   }

 

   /**

    * Applies the select-clause to the given events returning the selected events. The number of events stays the

    * same, i.e. this method does not filter it just transforms the result set.

    * <p>

    * Also applies a having clause.

    * @param exprProcessor - processes each input event and returns output event

    * @param orderByProcessor - for sorting output events according to the order-by clause

    * @param events - input events

    * @param optionalHavingNode - supplies the having-clause expression

    * @param isNewData - indicates whether we are dealing with new data (istream) or old data (rstream)

    * @param isSynthesize - set to true to indicate that synthetic events are required for an iterator result set

    * @param exprEvaluatorContext context for expression evalauation

    * @return output events, one for each input event

    */

   protected static EventBean[] getSelectEventsHaving(SelectExprProcessor exprProcessor, OrderByProcessor

orderByProcessor, EventBean[] events, ExprEvaluator optionalHavingNode, boolean isNewData, boolean

isSynthesize, ExprEvaluatorContext exprEvaluatorContext)

   {

       if (events == null)

       {
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           return null;

       }

 

       LinkedList<EventBean> result = new LinkedList<EventBean>();

       List<EventBean[]> eventGenerators = null;

       if(orderByProcessor != null)

       {

           eventGenerators = new ArrayList<EventBean[]>();

       }

 

       EventBean[] eventsPerStream = new EventBean[1];

       for (EventBean theEvent : events)

       {

           eventsPerStream[0] = theEvent;

 

           Boolean passesHaving = (Boolean) optionalHavingNode.evaluate(eventsPerStream, isNewData,

exprEvaluatorContext);

           if ((passesHaving == null) || (!passesHaving))

           {

               continue;

           }

 

           result.add(exprProcessor.process(eventsPerStream, isNewData, isSynthesize, exprEvaluatorContext));

           if (orderByProcessor != null)

           {

               eventGenerators.add(new EventBean[]{theEvent});

           }

       }

 

       if (!result.isEmpty())

       {

           if(orderByProcessor != null)

           {

               return orderByProcessor.sort(result.toArray(new EventBean[result.size()]), eventGenerators.toArray(new

EventBean[eventGenerators.size()][]), isNewData, exprEvaluatorContext);

           }

           else

           {

               return result.toArray(new EventBean[result.size()]);

           }

       }

       else

       {

           return null;

       }

   }

 

   /**
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    * Applies the select-clause to the given events returning the selected events. The number of events stays the

    * same, i.e. this method does not filter it just transforms the result set.

    * <p>

    * Also applies a having clause.

    * @param exprProcessor - processes each input event and returns output event

    * @param orderByProcessor - for sorting output events according to the order-by clause

    * @param events - input events

    * @param optionalHavingNode - supplies the having-clause expression

    * @param isNewData - indicates whether we are dealing with new data (istream) or old data (rstream)

    * @param isSynthesize - set to true to indicate that synthetic events are required for an iterator result set

    * @param exprEvaluatorContext context for expression evalauation

    * @return output events, one for each input event

    */

   protected static EventBean[] getSelectEventsHaving(SelectExprProcessor exprProcessor, OrderByProcessor

orderByProcessor, Set<MultiKey<EventBean>> events, ExprEvaluator optionalHavingNode, boolean isNewData,

boolean isSynthesize, ExprEvaluatorContext exprEvaluatorContext)

   {

       if ((events == null) || (events.isEmpty()))

       {

           return null;

       }

 

       LinkedList<EventBean> result = new LinkedList<EventBean>();

       List<EventBean[]> eventGenerators = null;

       if(orderByProcessor != null)

       {

           eventGenerators = new ArrayList<EventBean[]>();

       }

 

       for (MultiKey<EventBean> key : events)

       {

           EventBean[] eventsPerStream = key.getArray();

 

           Boolean passesHaving = (Boolean) optionalHavingNode.evaluate(eventsPerStream, isNewData,

exprEvaluatorContext);

           if ((passesHaving == null) || (!passesHaving))

           {

               continue;

           }

 

           EventBean resultEvent = exprProcessor.process(eventsPerStream, isNewData, isSynthesize,

exprEvaluatorContext);

           result.add(resultEvent);

           if(orderByProcessor != null)

           {

               eventGenerators.add(eventsPerStream);

           }

       }
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       if (!result.isEmpty())

       {

           if(orderByProcessor != null)

           {

               return orderByProcessor.sort(result.toArray(new EventBean[result.size()]), eventGenerators.toArray(new

EventBean[eventGenerators.size()][]), isNewData, exprEvaluatorContext);

           }

           else

           {

               return result.toArray(new EventBean[result.size()]);

           }

       }

       else

       {

           return null;

       }

   }

 

   public Iterator<EventBean> getIterator(Viewable parent)

   {

       if (orderByProcessor != null)

       {

           // Pull all events, generate order keys

           EventBean[] eventsPerStream = new EventBean[1];

           List<EventBean> events = new ArrayList<EventBean>();

           List<Object> orderKeys = new ArrayList<Object>();

           Iterator parentIterator = parent.iterator();

           if (parentIterator == null) {

               return CollectionUtil.NULL_EVENT_ITERATOR;

           }

           for (EventBean aParent : parent)

           {

               eventsPerStream[0] = aParent;

               Object orderKey = orderByProcessor.getSortKey(eventsPerStream, true, exprEvaluatorContext);

               UniformPair<EventBean[]> pair = processViewResultIterator(eventsPerStream);

               EventBean[] result = pair.getFirst();

               if (result.length != 0)

               {

                   events.add(result[0]);

               }

               orderKeys.add(orderKey);

           }

 

           // sort

           EventBean[] outgoingEvents = events.toArray(new EventBean[events.size()]);

           Object[] orderKeysArr = orderKeys.toArray(new Object[orderKeys.size()]);

           EventBean[] orderedEvents = orderByProcessor.sort(outgoingEvents, orderKeysArr, exprEvaluatorContext);
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           return new ArrayEventIterator(orderedEvents);

       }

       // Return an iterator that gives row-by-row a result

       return new TransformEventIterator(parent.iterator(), new ResultSetProcessorSimpleTransform(this));

   }

 

   public Iterator<EventBean> getIterator(Set<MultiKey<EventBean>> joinSet)

   {

       // Process join results set as a regular join, includes sorting and having-clause filter

       UniformPair<EventBean[]> result = processJoinResult(joinSet, CollectionUtil.EMPTY_ROW_SET, true);

       return new ArrayEventIterator(result.getFirst());

   }

 

   public void clear()

   {

       // No need to clear state, there is no state held

   }

 

   /**

    * Applies the select-clause to the given events returning the selected events. The number of events stays the

    * same, i.e. this method does not filter it just transforms the result set.

    * @param exprProcessor - processes each input event and returns output event

    * @param events - input events

    * @param isNewData - indicates whether we are dealing with new data (istream) or old data (rstream)

    * @param isSynthesize - set to true to indicate that synthetic events are required for an iterator result set

    * @return output events, one for each input event

    */

   protected static EventBean[] getSelectEventsNoHaving(SelectExprProcessor exprProcessor, EventBean[] events,

boolean isNewData, boolean isSynthesize, ExprEvaluatorContext exprEvaluatorContext)

   {

       if (events == null)

       {

           return null;

       }

 

       EventBean[] result = new EventBean[events.length];

       EventBean[] eventsPerStream = new EventBean[1];

       for (int i = 0; i < events.length; i++)

       {

           eventsPerStream[0] = events[i];

           result[i] = exprProcessor.process(eventsPerStream, isNewData, isSynthesize, exprEvaluatorContext);

       }

 

       return result;

   }

 

   /**
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    * Applies the select-clause to the given events returning the selected events. The number of events stays the

    * same, i.e. this method does not filter it just transforms the result set.

    * @param exprProcessor - processes each input event and returns output event

    * @param events - input events

    * @param isNewData - indicates whether we are dealing with new data (istream) or old data (rstream)

    * @param isSynthesize - set to true to indicate that synthetic events are required for an iterator result set

    * @return output events, one for each input event

    */

   protected static EventBean[] getSelectEventsNoHaving(SelectExprProcessor exprProcessor,

Set<MultiKey<EventBean>> events, boolean isNewData, boolean isSynthesize, ExprEvaluatorContext

exprEvaluatorContext)

   {

       if ((events == null) || (events.isEmpty()))

       {

           return null;

       }

       int length = events.size();

 

       EventBean[] result = new EventBean[length];

 

       int count = 0;

       for (MultiKey<EventBean> key : events)

       {

           EventBean[] eventsPerStream = key.getArray();

           result[count] = exprProcessor.process(eventsPerStream, isNewData, isSynthesize, exprEvaluatorContext);

           count++;

       }

 

       return result;

   }

 

   /**

    * Applies the select-clause to the given events returning the selected events. The number of events stays the

    * same, i.e. this method does not filter it just transforms the result set.

    * <p>

    * Also applies a having clause.

    * @param exprProcessor - processes each input event and returns output event

    * @param events - input events

    * @param optionalHavingNode - supplies the having-clause expression

    * @param isNewData - indicates whether we are dealing with new data (istream) or old data (rstream)

    * @param isSynthesize - set to true to indicate that synthetic events are required for an iterator result set

    * @param exprEvaluatorContext context for expression evalauation

    * @return output events, one for each input event

    */

   protected static EventBean[] getSelectEventsHaving(SelectExprProcessor exprProcessor, EventBean[] events,

ExprEvaluator optionalHavingNode, boolean isNewData, boolean isSynthesize, ExprEvaluatorContext

exprEvaluatorContext)

   {
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       if (events == null)

       {

           return null;

       }

 

       LinkedList<EventBean> result = new LinkedList<EventBean>();

 

       EventBean[] eventsPerStream = new EventBean[1];

       for (EventBean theEvent : events)

       {

           eventsPerStream[0] = theEvent;

 

           Boolean passesHaving = (Boolean) optionalHavingNode.evaluate(eventsPerStream, isNewData,

exprEvaluatorContext);

           if ((passesHaving == null) || (!passesHaving))

           {

               continue;

           }

 

           result.add(exprProcessor.process(eventsPerStream, isNewData, isSynthesize, exprEvaluatorContext));

       }

 

       if (!result.isEmpty())

       {

           return result.toArray(new EventBean[result.size()]);

       }

       else

       {

           return null;

       }

   }

 

   /**

    * Applies the select-clause to the given events returning the selected events. The number of events stays the

    * same, i.e. this method does not filter it just transforms the result set.

    * <p>

    * Also applies a having clause.

    * @param exprProcessor - processes each input event and returns output event

    * @param events - input events

    * @param optionalHavingNode - supplies the having-clause expression

    * @param isNewData - indicates whether we are dealing with new data (istream) or old data (rstream)

    * @param isSynthesize - set to true to indicate that synthetic events are required for an iterator result set

    * @param exprEvaluatorContext context for expression evalauation

    * @return output events, one for each input event

    */

   protected static EventBean[] getSelectEventsHaving(SelectExprProcessor exprProcessor,

Set<MultiKey<EventBean>> events, ExprEvaluator optionalHavingNode, boolean isNewData, boolean

isSynthesize, ExprEvaluatorContext exprEvaluatorContext)
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   {

       LinkedList<EventBean> result = new LinkedList<EventBean>();

 

       for (MultiKey<EventBean> key : events)

       {

           EventBean[] eventsPerStream = key.getArray();

 

           Boolean passesHaving = (Boolean) optionalHavingNode.evaluate(eventsPerStream, isNewData,

exprEvaluatorContext);

           if ((passesHaving == null) || (!passesHaving))

           {

               continue;

           }

 

           EventBean resultEvent = exprProcessor.process(eventsPerStream, isNewData, isSynthesize,

exprEvaluatorContext);

           result.add(resultEvent);

       }

 

       if (!result.isEmpty())

       {

           return result.toArray(new EventBean[result.size()]);

       }

       else

       {

           return null;

       }

   }

 

   /**

    * Applies the select-clause to the given events returning the selected events. The number of events stays the

    * same, i.e. this method does not filter it just transforms the result set.

    * @param exprProcessor - processes each input event and returns output event

    * @param orderByProcessor - orders the outgoing events according to the order-by clause

    * @param events - input events

    * @param isNewData - indicates whether we are dealing with new data (istream) or old data (rstream)

    * @param isSynthesize - set to true to indicate that synthetic events are required for an iterator result set

    * @param result is the result event list to populate

    * @param exprEvaluatorContext context for expression evalauation

    * @param optSortKeys is the result sort key list to populate, for sorting

    */

   protected static void getSelectEventsNoHaving(SelectExprProcessor exprProcessor, OrderByProcessor

orderByProcessor, EventBean[] events, boolean isNewData, boolean isSynthesize, List<EventBean> result,

List<Object> optSortKeys, ExprEvaluatorContext exprEvaluatorContext)

   {

       if (events == null)

       {

           return;
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       }

 

       EventBean[] eventsPerStream = new EventBean[1];

       for (EventBean theEvent : events)

       {

           eventsPerStream[0] = theEvent;

 

           result.add(exprProcessor.process(eventsPerStream, isNewData, isSynthesize, exprEvaluatorContext));

           if (orderByProcessor != null)

           {

               optSortKeys.add(orderByProcessor.getSortKey(eventsPerStream, isNewData, exprEvaluatorContext));

           }

       }

   }

 

   /**

    * Applies the select-clause to the given events returning the selected events. The number of events stays the

    * same, i.e. this method does not filter it just transforms the result set.

    * @param exprProcessor - processes each input event and returns output event

    * @param orderByProcessor - for sorting output events according to the order-by clause

    * @param events - input events

    * @param isNewData - indicates whether we are dealing with new data (istream) or old data (rstream)

    * @param isSynthesize - set to true to indicate that synthetic events are required for an iterator result set

    * @param result is the result event list to populate

    * @param optSortKeys is the result sort key list to populate, for sorting

    * @param exprEvaluatorContext context for expression evalauation

    */

   protected static void getSelectEventsNoHaving(SelectExprProcessor exprProcessor, OrderByProcessor

orderByProcessor, Set<MultiKey<EventBean>> events, boolean isNewData, boolean isSynthesize,

List<EventBean> result, List<Object> optSortKeys, ExprEvaluatorContext exprEvaluatorContext)

   {

       int length = (events != null) ? events.size() : 0;

       if (length == 0)

       {

           return;

       }

 

       for (MultiKey<EventBean> key : events)

       {

           EventBean[] eventsPerStream = key.getArray();

           result.add(exprProcessor.process(eventsPerStream, isNewData, isSynthesize, exprEvaluatorContext));

           if(orderByProcessor != null)

           {

               optSortKeys.add(orderByProcessor.getSortKey(eventsPerStream, isNewData, exprEvaluatorContext));

           }

       }

   }
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   /**

    * Applies the select-clause to the given events returning the selected events. The number of events stays the

    * same, i.e. this method does not filter it just transforms the result set.

    * <p>

    * Also applies a having clause.

    * @param exprProcessor - processes each input event and returns output event

    * @param orderByProcessor - for sorting output events according to the order-by clause

    * @param events - input events

    * @param optionalHavingNode - supplies the having-clause expression

    * @param isNewData - indicates whether we are dealing with new data (istream) or old data (rstream)

    * @param isSynthesize - set to true to indicate that synthetic events are required for an iterator result set

    * @param result is the result event list to populate

    * @param exprEvaluatorContext context for expression evalauation

    * @param optSortKeys is the result sort key list to populate, for sorting

    */

   protected static void getSelectEventsHaving(SelectExprProcessor exprProcessor, OrderByProcessor

orderByProcessor, EventBean[] events, ExprEvaluator optionalHavingNode, boolean isNewData, boolean

isSynthesize, List<EventBean> result, List<Object> optSortKeys, ExprEvaluatorContext exprEvaluatorContext)

   {

       if (events == null)

       {

           return;

       }

 

       EventBean[] eventsPerStream = new EventBean[1];

       for (EventBean theEvent : events)

       {

           eventsPerStream[0] = theEvent;

 

           Boolean passesHaving = (Boolean) optionalHavingNode.evaluate(eventsPerStream, isNewData,

exprEvaluatorContext);

           if ((passesHaving == null) || (!passesHaving))

           {

               continue;

           }

 

           result.add(exprProcessor.process(eventsPerStream, isNewData, isSynthesize, exprEvaluatorContext));

           if (orderByProcessor != null)

           {

               optSortKeys.add(orderByProcessor.getSortKey(eventsPerStream, isNewData, exprEvaluatorContext));

           }

       }

   }

 

   /**

    * Applies the select-clause to the given events returning the selected events. The number of events stays the

    * same, i.e. this method does not filter it just transforms the result set.

    * <p>
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    * Also applies a having clause.

    * @param exprProcessor - processes each input event and returns output event

    * @param orderByProcessor - for sorting output events according to the order-by clause

    * @param events - input events

    * @param optionalHavingNode - supplies the having-clause expression

    * @param isNewData - indicates whether we are dealing with new data (istream) or old data (rstream)

    * @param isSynthesize - set to true to indicate that synthetic events are required for an iterator result set

    * @param result is the result event list to populate

    * @param optSortKeys is the result sort key list to populate, for sorting

    * @param exprEvaluatorContext context for expression evalauation

    */

   protected static void getSelectEventsHaving(SelectExprProcessor exprProcessor, OrderByProcessor

orderByProcessor, Set<MultiKey<EventBean>> events, ExprEvaluator optionalHavingNode, boolean isNewData,

boolean isSynthesize, List<EventBean> result, List<Object> optSortKeys, ExprEvaluatorContext

exprEvaluatorContext)

   {

       if (events == null)

       {

           return;

       }

       for (MultiKey<EventBean> key : events)

       {

           EventBean[] eventsPerStream = key.getArray();

 

           Boolean passesHaving = (Boolean) optionalHavingNode.evaluate(eventsPerStream, isNewData,

exprEvaluatorContext);

           if ((passesHaving == null) || (!passesHaving))

           {

               continue;

           }

 

           EventBean resultEvent = exprProcessor.process(eventsPerStream, isNewData, isSynthesize,

exprEvaluatorContext);

           result.add(resultEvent);

           if(orderByProcessor != null)

           {

               optSortKeys.add(orderByProcessor.getSortKey(eventsPerStream, isNewData, exprEvaluatorContext));

           }

       }

   }

 

   public boolean hasAggregation() {

       return false;

   }

}

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *
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*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.enummethod.dot;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventPropertyGetter;

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventType;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluatorContext;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluatorEnumeration;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprValidationException;

import com.espertech.esper.event.EventAdapterService;

import org.apache.commons.logging.Log;

import org.apache.commons.logging.LogFactory;

 

import java.util.Collection;

 

public class PropertyExprEvaluatorScalarArray implements ExprEvaluatorEnumeration {

 

   private static final Log log = LogFactory.getLog(PropertyExprEvaluatorScalarArray.class);

 

   private final String propertyName;

   private final int streamId;

   private final EventPropertyGetter getter;

   private final Class componentType;

 

   public PropertyExprEvaluatorScalarArray(String propertyName, int streamId, EventPropertyGetter getter, Class

componentType) {

       this.propertyName = propertyName;

       this.streamId = streamId;

       this.getter = getter;

       this.componentType = componentType;

   }

 

   public Collection<EventBean> evaluateGetROCollectionEvents(EventBean[] eventsPerStream, boolean

isNewData, ExprEvaluatorContext context) {

       return null;

   }

 

   public Collection evaluateGetROCollectionScalar(EventBean[] eventsPerStream, boolean isNewData,

ExprEvaluatorContext context) {

       EventBean eventInQuestion = eventsPerStream[streamId];

       Object result = getter.get(eventInQuestion);
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       if (result == null) {

           return null;

       }

       if (!(result.getClass().isArray())) {

           log.warn("Expected array-type input from property '" + propertyName + "' but received " + result.getClass());

           return null;

       }

       return new ArrayWrappingCollection(result);

   }

 

   public EventType getEventTypeCollection(EventAdapterService eventAdapterService) {

       return null;

   }

 

   public Class getComponentTypeCollection() throws ExprValidationException {

       return componentType;

   }

 

   public EventType getEventTypeSingle(EventAdapterService eventAdapterService, String statementId) throws

ExprValidationException {

       return null;

   }

 

   public EventBean evaluateGetEventBean(EventBean[] eventsPerStream, boolean isNewData,

ExprEvaluatorContext context) {

       return null;

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.metric;

 

import org.apache.commons.logging.Log;

import org.apache.commons.logging.LogFactory;

 

import java.util.concurrent.ThreadFactory;

import java.util.concurrent.ExecutorService;

import java.util.concurrent.Executors;

import java.util.concurrent.TimeUnit;

import java.util.concurrent.atomic.AtomicInteger;

 

/**
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* Metrics executor relying on a cached threadpool.

*/

public class MetricsExecutorThreaded implements MetricsExecutor

{

   private static final Log log = LogFactory.getLog(MetricsExecutorThreaded.class);

   private final ExecutorService threadPool;

 

   /**

    * Ctor.

    * @param engineURI engine URI

    */

   public MetricsExecutorThreaded(final String engineURI)

   {

       ThreadFactory threadFactory = new ThreadFactory()

       {

           AtomicInteger count = new AtomicInteger(0);

           public Thread newThread(Runnable r)

           {

               String uri = engineURI;

               if (engineURI == null)

               {

                   uri = "default";

               }

               Thread t = new Thread(r);

               t.setName("com.espertech.esper.MetricReporting-" + uri + "-" + count.getAndIncrement());

               t.setDaemon(true);

               return t;

           }

       };

       threadPool = Executors.newCachedThreadPool(threadFactory);

   }

 

   public void execute(final MetricExec execution, final MetricExecutionContext executionContext)

   {

       Runnable runnable = new Runnable() {

           public void run()

           {

               execution.execute(executionContext);

           }

       };

       threadPool.execute(runnable);

   }

 

   public void destroy()

   {

       threadPool.shutdownNow();

      

       try
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       {

           threadPool.awaitTermination(10, TimeUnit.SECONDS);

       }

       catch (InterruptedException e)

       {

           log.error("Interrupted", e);

       }

   }

}

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.virtualdw;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBeanFactory;

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventType;

import com.espertech.esper.client.hook.VirtualDataWindow;

import com.espertech.esper.client.hook.VirtualDataWindowContext;

import com.espertech.esper.client.hook.VirtualDataWindowFactory;

import com.espertech.esper.client.hook.VirtualDataWindowFactoryContext;

import com.espertech.esper.core.context.util.AgentInstanceViewFactoryChainContext;

import com.espertech.esper.core.service.ExprEvaluatorContextStatement;

import com.espertech.esper.core.service.StatementContext;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprNode;

import com.espertech.esper.event.EventAdapterServiceHelper;

import com.espertech.esper.util.JavaClassHelper;

import com.espertech.esper.view.*;

import org.apache.commons.logging.Log;

import org.apache.commons.logging.LogFactory;

 

import java.io.Serializable;

import java.util.List;

import java.util.Set;

 

public class VirtualDWViewFactoryImpl implements ViewFactory, DataWindowViewFactory,

VirtualDWViewFactory {

   private static Log log = LogFactory.getLog(VirtualDWViewFactoryImpl.class);

 

   private Serializable customConfiguration;

   private ViewFactoryContext viewFactoryContext;
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   private List<ExprNode> viewParameters;

   private String namedWindowName;

   private VirtualDataWindowFactory virtualDataWindowFactory;

   private EventType parentEventType;

   private Object[] viewParameterArr;

   private ExprNode[] viewParameterExp;

   private EventBeanFactory eventBeanFactory;

 

   public VirtualDWViewFactoryImpl(Class first, String namedWindowName, Serializable customConfiguration)

throws ViewProcessingException {

       if (!JavaClassHelper.isImplementsInterface(first, VirtualDataWindowFactory.class)) {

           throw new ViewProcessingException("Virtual data window factory class " + first.getName() + " does not

implement the interface " + VirtualDataWindowFactory.class.getName());

       }

       this.customConfiguration = customConfiguration;

       this.namedWindowName = namedWindowName;

       virtualDataWindowFactory = (VirtualDataWindowFactory)

JavaClassHelper.instantiate(VirtualDataWindowFactory.class, first.getName());

   }

 

   public Set<String> getUniqueKeys() {

       return virtualDataWindowFactory.getUniqueKeyPropertyNames();

   }

 

   public void setViewParameters(ViewFactoryContext viewFactoryContext, List<ExprNode> viewParameters)

throws ViewParameterException {

       this.viewFactoryContext = viewFactoryContext;

       this.viewParameters = viewParameters;

   }

 

   public void attach(EventType parentEventType, StatementContext statementContext, ViewFactory

optionalParentFactory, List<ViewFactory> parentViewFactories) throws ViewParameterException {

       this.parentEventType = parentEventType;

 

       ExprNode[] validatedNodes = ViewFactorySupport.validate(viewFactoryContext.getViewName(),

parentEventType, viewFactoryContext.getStatementContext(), viewParameters, true);

       viewParameterArr = new Object[validatedNodes.length];

       ExprEvaluatorContextStatement evaluatorContextStmt = new

ExprEvaluatorContextStatement(viewFactoryContext.getStatementContext());

       for (int i = 0; i < validatedNodes.length; i++) {

           try {

               viewParameterArr[i] =

ViewFactorySupport.evaluateAssertNoProperties(viewFactoryContext.getViewName(), validatedNodes[i], i,

evaluatorContextStmt);

           }

           catch (Exception ex) {

               // expected

           }
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       }

 

       viewParameterExp = ViewFactorySupport.validate(viewFactoryContext.getViewName(), parentEventType,

viewFactoryContext.getStatementContext(), viewParameters, true);

 

       // initialize

       try {

           eventBeanFactory = EventAdapterServiceHelper.getFactoryForType(parentEventType,

statementContext.getEventAdapterService());

           virtualDataWindowFactory.initialize(new VirtualDataWindowFactoryContext(parentEventType,

viewParameterArr, viewParameterExp, eventBeanFactory, namedWindowName, viewFactoryContext,

customConfiguration));

       }

       catch (RuntimeException ex) {

           throw new ViewParameterException("Validation exception initializing virtual data window '" +

namedWindowName + "': " + ex.getMessage(), ex);

       }

   }

 

   public View makeView(AgentInstanceViewFactoryChainContext agentInstanceViewFactoryContext)

   {

       VirtualDataWindowOutStreamImpl outputStream = new VirtualDataWindowOutStreamImpl();

       VirtualDataWindowContext context = new

VirtualDataWindowContext(agentInstanceViewFactoryContext.getAgentInstanceContext(), parentEventType,

viewParameterArr, viewParameterExp, eventBeanFactory, outputStream, namedWindowName,

viewFactoryContext, customConfiguration);

       VirtualDataWindow window;

       try {

           window = virtualDataWindowFactory.create(context);

       }

       catch (Exception ex) {

           throw new ViewProcessingException("Exception returned by virtual data window factory upon creation: " +

ex.getMessage(), ex);

       }

       VirtualDWViewImpl view = new VirtualDWViewImpl(window, parentEventType, namedWindowName);

       outputStream.setView(view);

       return view;

   }

 

   public EventType getEventType() {

       return parentEventType;

   }

 

   public boolean canReuse(View view) {

       return false;

   }

 

   public void destroyNamedWindow() {
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       if (virtualDataWindowFactory != null) {

           virtualDataWindowFactory.destroyAllContextPartitions();

       }

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.join.exec.base;

 

import java.util.Collection;

import java.util.List;

import java.io.StringWriter;

import java.io.PrintWriter;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.util.IndentWriter;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluatorContext;

 

/**

* Interface for an execution node that looks up events and builds a result set contributing to an overall

* join result set.

*/

public abstract class ExecNode

{

   /**

    * Process single event using the prefill events to compile lookup results.

    * @param lookupEvent - event to look up for or query for

    * @param prefillPath - set of events currently in the example tuple to serve

    * as a prototype for result rows.

    * @param result is the list of tuples to add a result row to

    * @param exprEvaluatorContext context for expression evaluation

    */

   public abstract void process(EventBean lookupEvent, EventBean[] prefillPath, Collection<EventBean[]> result,

ExprEvaluatorContext exprEvaluatorContext);

 

   /**

    * Output the execution strategy.

    * @param writer to output to

    */

   public abstract void print(IndentWriter writer);

 

   /**
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    * Print in readable format the execution strategy.

    * @param execNode - execution node to print

    * @return readable text with execution nodes constructed for actual streams

    */

   public static String print(ExecNode execNode)

   {

       StringWriter buf = new StringWriter();

       PrintWriter printer = new PrintWriter(buf);

       IndentWriter indentWriter = new IndentWriter(printer, 4, 2);

       execNode.print(indentWriter);

 

       return buf.toString();

   }

 

 

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.spec;

 

import com.espertech.esper.util.MetaDefItem;

 

import java.io.Serializable;

import java.util.List;

 

/**

* Specification for creating a named window index column type.

*/

public enum CreateIndexType

{

   BTREE,

   HASH

}

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************
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*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.join.hint;

 

public class IndexHintInstructionExplicit implements IndexHintInstruction {

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.spec;

 

import com.espertech.esper.epl.declexpr.ExprDeclaredNode;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprNode;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprNodeUtility;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprSubselectNode;

 

import java.lang.annotation.Annotation;

import java.util.HashSet;

import java.util.List;

import java.util.Map;

import java.util.Set;

 

/**

* Specification object representing a complete EPL statement including all EPL constructs.

*/

public class StatementSpecCompiled

{

   public static final StatementSpecCompiled DEFAULT_SELECT_ALL_EMPTY;

 

   static {

       DEFAULT_SELECT_ALL_EMPTY = new StatementSpecCompiled();

       DEFAULT_SELECT_ALL_EMPTY.getSelectClauseSpec().setSelectExprList(new

SelectClauseElementWildcard());

   }

 

   private final OnTriggerDesc onTriggerDesc;

   private final CreateWindowDesc createWindowDesc;

   private final CreateIndexDesc createIndexDesc;

   private final CreateVariableDesc createVariableDesc;

   private final CreateSchemaDesc createSchemaDesc;

   private InsertIntoDesc insertIntoDesc;

   private SelectClauseStreamSelectorEnum selectStreamDirEnum;

   private SelectClauseSpecCompiled selectClauseSpec;
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   private StreamSpecCompiled[] streamSpecs;

   private final OuterJoinDesc[] outerJoinDescList;

   private ExprNode filterExprRootNode;

   private final ExprNode[] groupByExpressions;

   private final ExprNode havingExprRootNode;

   private final OutputLimitSpec outputLimitSpec;

   private final OrderByItem[] orderByList;

   private final ExprSubselectNode[] subSelectExpressions;

   private final ExprDeclaredNode[] declaredExpressions;

   private final Set<String> variableReferences;

   private final RowLimitSpec rowLimitSpec;

   private final String[] eventTypeReferences;

   private final Annotation[] annotations;

   private final UpdateDesc updateSpec;

   private final MatchRecognizeSpec matchRecognizeSpec;

   private final ForClauseSpec forClauseSpec;

   private final Map<Integer, List<ExprNode>> sqlParameters;

   private final CreateContextDesc contextDesc;

   private final String optionalContextName;

   private final CreateDataFlowDesc createGraphDesc;

   private final CreateExpressionDesc createExpressionDesc;

   private final FireAndForgetSpec fireAndForgetSpec;

 

   /**

    * Ctor.

    * @param insertIntoDesc insert into def

    * @param selectClauseStreamSelectorEnum stream selection

    * @param selectClauseSpec select clause

    * @param streamSpecs specs for streams

    * @param outerJoinDescList outer join def

    * @param filterExprRootNode where filter expr nodes

    * @param groupByExpressions group by expression

    * @param havingExprRootNode having expression

    * @param outputLimitSpec output limit

    * @param orderByList order by

    * @param subSelectExpressions list of subqueries

    * @param onTriggerDesc describes on-delete statements

    * @param createWindowDesc describes create-window statements

    * @param createVariableDesc describes create-variable statements

    * @param rowLimitSpec row limit specification, or null if none supplied

    * @param eventTypeReferences event type names statically determined

    * @param annotations statement annotations

    * @param updateSpec update specification if used

    * @param matchRecognizeSpec if provided

    * @param variableReferences variables referenced

    * @param createIndexDesc when an index get

    */

   public StatementSpecCompiled(OnTriggerDesc onTriggerDesc,
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                                CreateWindowDesc createWindowDesc,

                                CreateIndexDesc createIndexDesc,

                                CreateVariableDesc createVariableDesc,

                                CreateSchemaDesc createSchemaDesc,

                                InsertIntoDesc insertIntoDesc,

                                SelectClauseStreamSelectorEnum selectClauseStreamSelectorEnum,

                                SelectClauseSpecCompiled selectClauseSpec,

                                StreamSpecCompiled[] streamSpecs,

                                OuterJoinDesc[] outerJoinDescList,

                                ExprNode filterExprRootNode,

                                ExprNode[] groupByExpressions,

                                ExprNode havingExprRootNode,

                                OutputLimitSpec outputLimitSpec,

                                OrderByItem[] orderByList,

                                ExprSubselectNode[] subSelectExpressions,

                                ExprDeclaredNode[] declaredExpressions,

                                Set<String> variableReferences,

                                RowLimitSpec rowLimitSpec,

                                String[] eventTypeReferences,

                                Annotation[] annotations,

                                UpdateDesc updateSpec,

                                MatchRecognizeSpec matchRecognizeSpec,

                                ForClauseSpec forClauseSpec,

                                Map<Integer, List<ExprNode>> sqlParameters,

                                CreateContextDesc contextDesc,

                                String optionalContextName,

                                CreateDataFlowDesc createGraphDesc,

                                CreateExpressionDesc createExpressionDesc,

                                FireAndForgetSpec fireAndForgetSpec)

   {

       this.onTriggerDesc = onTriggerDesc;

       this.createWindowDesc = createWindowDesc;

       this.createIndexDesc = createIndexDesc;

       this.createVariableDesc = createVariableDesc;

       this.createSchemaDesc = createSchemaDesc;

       this.insertIntoDesc = insertIntoDesc;

       this.selectStreamDirEnum = selectClauseStreamSelectorEnum;

       this.selectClauseSpec = selectClauseSpec;

       this.streamSpecs = streamSpecs;

       this.outerJoinDescList = outerJoinDescList;

       this.filterExprRootNode = filterExprRootNode;

       this.groupByExpressions = groupByExpressions;

       this.havingExprRootNode = havingExprRootNode;

       this.outputLimitSpec = outputLimitSpec;

       this.orderByList = orderByList;

       this.subSelectExpressions = subSelectExpressions;

       this.declaredExpressions = declaredExpressions;

       this.variableReferences = variableReferences;
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       this.rowLimitSpec = rowLimitSpec;

       this.eventTypeReferences = eventTypeReferences;

       this.annotations = annotations;

       this.updateSpec = updateSpec;

       this.matchRecognizeSpec = matchRecognizeSpec;

       this.forClauseSpec = forClauseSpec;

       this.sqlParameters = sqlParameters;

       this.contextDesc = contextDesc;

       this.optionalContextName = optionalContextName;

       this.createGraphDesc = createGraphDesc;

       this.createExpressionDesc = createExpressionDesc;

       this.fireAndForgetSpec = fireAndForgetSpec;

   }

 

   /**

    * Ctor.

    */

   public StatementSpecCompiled()

   {

       onTriggerDesc = null;

       createWindowDesc = null;

       createIndexDesc = null;

       createVariableDesc = null;

       createSchemaDesc = null;

       insertIntoDesc = null;

       selectStreamDirEnum = SelectClauseStreamSelectorEnum.RSTREAM_ISTREAM_BOTH;

       selectClauseSpec = new SelectClauseSpecCompiled(false);

       streamSpecs = StreamSpecCompiled.EMPTY_STREAM_ARRAY;

       outerJoinDescList = OuterJoinDesc.EMPTY_OUTERJOIN_ARRAY;

       filterExprRootNode = null;

       groupByExpressions = ExprNodeUtility.EMPTY_EXPR_ARRAY;

       havingExprRootNode = null;

       outputLimitSpec = null;

       orderByList = OrderByItem.EMPTY_ORDERBY_ARRAY;

       subSelectExpressions = ExprSubselectNode.EMPTY_SUBSELECT_ARRAY;

       declaredExpressions = ExprNodeUtility.EMPTY_DECLARED_ARR;

       variableReferences = new HashSet<String>();

       rowLimitSpec = null;

       eventTypeReferences = new String[0];

       annotations = new Annotation[0];

       updateSpec = null;

       matchRecognizeSpec = null;

       forClauseSpec = null;

       sqlParameters = null;

       contextDesc = null;

       optionalContextName = null;

       createGraphDesc = null;

       createExpressionDesc = null;
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       fireAndForgetSpec = null;

   }

 

   /**

    * Returns the specification for an create-window statement.

    * @return create-window spec, or null if not such a statement

    */

   public CreateWindowDesc getCreateWindowDesc()

   {

       return createWindowDesc;

   }

 

   /**

    * Returns the create-variable statement descriptor.

    * @return create-variable spec

    */

   public CreateVariableDesc getCreateVariableDesc()

   {

       return createVariableDesc;

   }

 

   /**

    * Returns the FROM-clause stream definitions.

    * @return list of stream specifications

    */

   public StreamSpecCompiled[] getStreamSpecs()

   {

       return streamSpecs;

   }

 

   /**

    * Sets the FROM-clause stream definitions.

    * @param streamSpecs list of stream specifications

    */

   public void setStreamSpecs(StreamSpecCompiled[] streamSpecs) {

       this.streamSpecs = streamSpecs;

   }

 

   /**

    * Returns SELECT-clause list of expressions.

    * @return list of expressions and optional name

    */

   public SelectClauseSpecCompiled getSelectClauseSpec()

   {

       return selectClauseSpec;

   }

 

   /**
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    * Returns the WHERE-clause root node of filter expression.

    * @return filter expression root node

    */

   public ExprNode getFilterRootNode()

   {

       return filterExprRootNode;

   }

 

   /**

    * Returns the LEFT/RIGHT/FULL OUTER JOIN-type and property name descriptor, if applicable. Returns null

if regular join.

    * @return outer join type, stream names and property names

    */

   public OuterJoinDesc[] getOuterJoinDescList()

   {

       return outerJoinDescList;

   }

 

   /**

    * Returns list of group-by expressions.

    * @return group-by expression nodes as specified in group-by clause

    */

   public ExprNode[] getGroupByExpressions()

   {

       return groupByExpressions;

   }

 

   /**

    * Returns expression root node representing the having-clause, if present, or null if no having clause was

supplied.

    * @return having-clause expression top node

    */

   public ExprNode getHavingExprRootNode()

   {

       return havingExprRootNode;

   }

 

   /**

    * Returns the output limit definition, if any.

    * @return output limit spec

    */

   public OutputLimitSpec getOutputLimitSpec()

   {

       return outputLimitSpec;

   }

 

   /**

    * Return a descriptor with the insert-into event name and optional list of columns.
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    * @return insert into specification

    */

   public InsertIntoDesc getInsertIntoDesc()

   {

       return insertIntoDesc;

   }

 

   /**

    * Returns the list of order-by expression as specified in the ORDER BY clause.

    * @return Returns the orderByList.

    */

   public OrderByItem[] getOrderByList() {

       return orderByList;

   }

 

   /**

    * Returns the stream selector (rstream/istream).

    * @return stream selector

    */

   public SelectClauseStreamSelectorEnum getSelectStreamSelectorEnum()

   {

       return selectStreamDirEnum;

   }

 

   /**

    * Set the where clause filter node.

    * @param optionalFilterNode is the where-clause filter node

    */

   public void setFilterExprRootNode(ExprNode optionalFilterNode)

   {

       filterExprRootNode = optionalFilterNode;

   }

 

   /**

    * Returns the list of lookup expression nodes.

    * @return lookup nodes

    */

   public ExprSubselectNode[] getSubSelectExpressions()

   {

       return subSelectExpressions;

   }

 

   /**

    * Returns the specification for an on-delete or on-select statement.

    * @return on-trigger spec, or null if not such a statement

    */

   public OnTriggerDesc getOnTriggerDesc()

   {
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       return onTriggerDesc;

   }

 

   /**

    * Returns true to indicate the statement has variables.

    * @return true for statements that use variables

    */

   public boolean isHasVariables()

   {

       return variableReferences != null && !variableReferences.isEmpty();

   }

 

   /**

    * Sets the stream selection.

    * @param selectStreamDirEnum stream selection

    */

   public void setSelectStreamDirEnum(SelectClauseStreamSelectorEnum selectStreamDirEnum) {

       this.selectStreamDirEnum = selectStreamDirEnum;

   }

 

   /**

    * Returns the row limit specification, or null if none supplied.

    * @return row limit spec if any

    */

   public RowLimitSpec getRowLimitSpec()

   {

       return rowLimitSpec;

   }

 

   /**

    * Returns the event type name in used by the statement.

    * @return set of event type name

    */

   public String[] getEventTypeReferences()

   {

       return eventTypeReferences;

   }

 

   /**

    * Returns annotations or empty array if none.

    * @return annotations

    */

   public Annotation[] getAnnotations()

   {

       return annotations;

   }

 

   /**
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    * Sets the insert-into clause.

    * @param insertIntoDesc insert-into clause.

    */

   public void setInsertIntoDesc(InsertIntoDesc insertIntoDesc)

   {

       this.insertIntoDesc = insertIntoDesc;

   }

 

   /**

    * Sets the select clause.

    * @param selectClauseSpec select clause

    */

   public void setSelectClauseSpec(SelectClauseSpecCompiled selectClauseSpec)

   {

       this.selectClauseSpec = selectClauseSpec;

   }

 

   /**

    * Returns the update spec if update clause is used.

    * @return update desc

    */

   public UpdateDesc getUpdateSpec()

   {

       return updateSpec;

   }

 

   /**

    * Returns the match recognize spec, if used

    * @return match recognize spec

    */

   public MatchRecognizeSpec getMatchRecognizeSpec() {

       return matchRecognizeSpec;

   }

 

   /**

    * Return variables referenced.

    * @return variables

    */

   public Set<String> getVariableReferences() {

       return variableReferences;

   }

 

   /**

    * Returns create index

    * @return create index

    */

   public CreateIndexDesc getCreateIndexDesc()

   {
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       return createIndexDesc;

   }

 

   public CreateSchemaDesc getCreateSchemaDesc()

   {

       return createSchemaDesc;

   }

 

   public ForClauseSpec getForClauseSpec()

   {

       return forClauseSpec;

   }

 

   public Map<Integer, List<ExprNode>> getSqlParameters()

   {

       return sqlParameters;

   }

 

   public ExprDeclaredNode[] getDeclaredExpressions() {

       return declaredExpressions;

   }

 

   public CreateContextDesc getContextDesc() {

       return contextDesc;

   }

 

   public String getOptionalContextName() {

       return optionalContextName;

   }

 

   public CreateDataFlowDesc getCreateGraphDesc() {

       return createGraphDesc;

   }

 

   public CreateExpressionDesc getCreateExpressionDesc() {

       return createExpressionDesc;

   }

 

   public FireAndForgetSpec getFireAndForgetSpec() {

       return fireAndForgetSpec;

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *
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* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.parse;

 

/**

* This exception is thrown to indicate a problem in statement creation.

*/

public class ASTWalkException extends RuntimeException

{

   private static final long serialVersionUID = -339092618059394426L;

 

   /**

    * Ctor.

    * @param message is the error message

    * @param t is the inner throwable

    */

   public ASTWalkException(String message, Throwable t)

   {

       super(message, t);

   }

 

   /**

    * Ctor.

    * @param message is the error message

    */

   public ASTWalkException(String message)

   {

       super(message);

   }

 

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.lookup;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluatorContext;

 

import java.util.Collection;

import java.util.Set;

 

/**
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* Strategy for looking up, in some sort of table or index, or a set of events, potentially based on the

* events properties, and returning a set of matched events.

*/

public interface SubordTableLookupStrategy

{

   /**

    * Returns matched events for a set of events to look up for. Never returns an empty result set,

    * always returns null to indicate no results.

    * @param events to look up

    * @return set of matching events, or null if none matching

    */

   public Collection<EventBean> lookup(EventBean[] events, ExprEvaluatorContext context);

 

   public Collection<EventBean> lookup(Object[] keys);

 

   public String toQueryPlan();

}

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.spec;

 

import com.espertech.esper.filter.FilterSpecCompiled;

 

import java.io.Serializable;

import java.util.List;

 

public interface ContextDetail extends Serializable {

   public List<FilterSpecCompiled> getFilterSpecsIfAny();

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.metric;
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/**

* Metrics executor executing in-thread.

*/

public class MetricsExecutorUnthreaded implements MetricsExecutor

{

   public void execute(MetricExec execution, MetricExecutionContext executionContext)

   {

       execution.execute(executionContext);

   }

 

   public void destroy()

   {

       // no action required, nothing to stop

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.join.exec.base;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluatorContext;

import com.espertech.esper.util.IndentWriter;

 

import java.util.Collection;

 

public class ExecNodeNoOp extends ExecNode

{

   public void process(EventBean lookupEvent, EventBean[] prefillPath, Collection<EventBean[]> result,

ExprEvaluatorContext exprEvaluatorContext) {

   }

 

   public void print(IndentWriter writer) {

       writer.println("ExecNodeNoOp");

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *
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**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.agg.service;

 

public class AggregatorUtil

{

   public static boolean checkFilter(Object[] object) {

       Boolean pass = (Boolean) object[1];

       return pass != null && pass;

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.core;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventType;

import com.espertech.esper.collection.ArrayEventIterator;

import com.espertech.esper.collection.MultiKey;

import com.espertech.esper.collection.UniformPair;

import com.espertech.esper.core.context.util.AgentInstanceContext;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.agg.service.AggregationService;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluator;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluatorContext;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.spec.OutputLimitLimitType;

import com.espertech.esper.view.Viewable;

 

import java.util.*;

 

/**

* Result set processor for the case: aggregation functions used in the select clause, and no group-by,

* and not all of the properties in the select clause are under an aggregation function.

* <p>

* This processor does not perform grouping, every event entering and leaving is in the same group.

* The processor generates one row for each event entering (new event) and one row for each event leaving (old

event).

* Aggregation state is simply one row holding all the state.

*/

public class ResultSetProcessorAggregateAll implements ResultSetProcessor

{

   private final ResultSetProcessorAggregateAllFactory prototype;

   private final SelectExprProcessor selectExprProcessor;

   private final OrderByProcessor orderByProcessor;
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   private final AggregationService aggregationService;

   private ExprEvaluatorContext exprEvaluatorContext;

 

   public ResultSetProcessorAggregateAll(ResultSetProcessorAggregateAllFactory prototype, SelectExprProcessor

selectExprProcessor, OrderByProcessor orderByProcessor, AggregationService aggregationService,

ExprEvaluatorContext exprEvaluatorContext) {

       this.prototype = prototype;

       this.selectExprProcessor = selectExprProcessor;

       this.orderByProcessor = orderByProcessor;

       this.aggregationService = aggregationService;

       this.exprEvaluatorContext = exprEvaluatorContext;

   }

 

   public void setAgentInstanceContext(AgentInstanceContext context) {

       this.exprEvaluatorContext = context;

   }

 

   public EventType getResultEventType()

   {

       return prototype.getResultEventType();

   }

 

   public UniformPair<EventBean[]> processJoinResult(Set<MultiKey<EventBean>> newEvents,

Set<MultiKey<EventBean>> oldEvents, boolean isSynthesize)

   {

       EventBean[] selectOldEvents = null;

       EventBean[] selectNewEvents;

 

       if (prototype.isUnidirectional())

       {

           this.clear();

       }

 

       if (!newEvents.isEmpty())

       {

           // apply new data to aggregates

           for (MultiKey<EventBean> events : newEvents)

           {

               aggregationService.applyEnter(events.getArray(), null, exprEvaluatorContext);

           }

       }

 

       if (!oldEvents.isEmpty())

       {

           // apply old data to aggregates

           for (MultiKey<EventBean> events : oldEvents)

           {

               aggregationService.applyLeave(events.getArray(), null, exprEvaluatorContext);
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           }

       }

 

       if (prototype.getOptionalHavingNode() == null)

       {

           if (prototype.isSelectRStream())

           {

               selectOldEvents = ResultSetProcessorSimple.getSelectEventsNoHaving(selectExprProcessor,

orderByProcessor, oldEvents, false, isSynthesize, exprEvaluatorContext);

           }

           selectNewEvents = ResultSetProcessorSimple.getSelectEventsNoHaving(selectExprProcessor,

orderByProcessor, newEvents, true, isSynthesize, exprEvaluatorContext);

       }

       else

       {

           if (prototype.isSelectRStream())

           {

               selectOldEvents = ResultSetProcessorSimple.getSelectEventsHaving(selectExprProcessor,

orderByProcessor, oldEvents, prototype.getOptionalHavingNode(), false, isSynthesize, exprEvaluatorContext);

           }

           selectNewEvents = ResultSetProcessorSimple.getSelectEventsHaving(selectExprProcessor,

orderByProcessor, newEvents, prototype.getOptionalHavingNode(), true, isSynthesize, exprEvaluatorContext);

       }

 

       if ((selectNewEvents == null) && (selectOldEvents == null))

       {

           return null;

       }

       return new UniformPair<EventBean[]>(selectNewEvents, selectOldEvents);

   }

 

   public UniformPair<EventBean[]> processViewResult(EventBean[] newData, EventBean[] oldData, boolean

isSynthesize)

   {

       EventBean[] selectOldEvents = null;

       EventBean[] selectNewEvents;

 

       EventBean[] eventsPerStream = new EventBean[1];

       if (newData != null)

       {

           // apply new data to aggregates

           for (EventBean aNewData : newData)

           {

               eventsPerStream[0] = aNewData;

               aggregationService.applyEnter(eventsPerStream, null, exprEvaluatorContext);

           }

       }

       if (oldData != null)
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       {

           // apply old data to aggregates

           for (EventBean anOldData : oldData)

           {

               eventsPerStream[0] = anOldData;

               aggregationService.applyLeave(eventsPerStream, null, exprEvaluatorContext);

           }

       }

 

       // generate new events using select expressions

       if (prototype.getOptionalHavingNode() == null)

       {

           if (prototype.isSelectRStream())

           {

               selectOldEvents = ResultSetProcessorSimple.getSelectEventsNoHaving(selectExprProcessor,

orderByProcessor, oldData, false, isSynthesize, exprEvaluatorContext);

           }

           selectNewEvents = ResultSetProcessorSimple.getSelectEventsNoHaving(selectExprProcessor,

orderByProcessor, newData, true, isSynthesize, exprEvaluatorContext);

       }

       else

       {

           if (prototype.isSelectRStream())

           {

               selectOldEvents = ResultSetProcessorSimple.getSelectEventsHaving(selectExprProcessor,

orderByProcessor, oldData, prototype.getOptionalHavingNode(), false, isSynthesize, exprEvaluatorContext);

           }

           selectNewEvents = ResultSetProcessorSimple.getSelectEventsHaving(selectExprProcessor,

orderByProcessor, newData, prototype.getOptionalHavingNode(), true, isSynthesize, exprEvaluatorContext);

       }

 

       if ((selectNewEvents == null) && (selectOldEvents == null))

       {

           return null;

       }

 

       return new UniformPair<EventBean[]>(selectNewEvents, selectOldEvents);

   }

 

   public Iterator<EventBean> getIterator(Viewable parent)

   {

       if (orderByProcessor == null)

       {

           return new ResultSetAggregateAllIterator(parent.iterator(), this, exprEvaluatorContext);

       }

 

       // Pull all parent events, generate order keys

       EventBean[] eventsPerStream = new EventBean[1];
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       List<EventBean> outgoingEvents = new ArrayList<EventBean>();

       List<Object> orderKeys = new ArrayList<Object>();

 

       for (EventBean candidate : parent)

       {

           eventsPerStream[0] = candidate;

 

           Boolean pass = true;

           if (prototype.getOptionalHavingNode() != null)

           {

               pass = (Boolean) prototype.getOptionalHavingNode().evaluate(eventsPerStream, true,

exprEvaluatorContext);

           }

           if ((pass == null) || (!pass))

           {

               continue;

           }

 

           outgoingEvents.add(selectExprProcessor.process(eventsPerStream, true, true, exprEvaluatorContext));

 

           Object orderKey = orderByProcessor.getSortKey(eventsPerStream, true, exprEvaluatorContext);

           orderKeys.add(orderKey);

       }

 

       // sort

       EventBean[] outgoingEventsArr = outgoingEvents.toArray(new EventBean[outgoingEvents.size()]);

       Object[] orderKeysArr = orderKeys.toArray(new Object[orderKeys.size()]);

       EventBean[] orderedEvents = orderByProcessor.sort(outgoingEventsArr, orderKeysArr,

exprEvaluatorContext);

 

       return new ArrayEventIterator(orderedEvents);

   }

 

   /**

    * Returns the select expression processor

    * @return select processor.

    */

   public SelectExprProcessor getSelectExprProcessor()

   {

       return selectExprProcessor;

   }

 

   /**

    * Returns the optional having expression.

    * @return having expression node

    */

   public ExprEvaluator getOptionalHavingNode()

   {
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       return prototype.getOptionalHavingNode();

   }

 

   public Iterator<EventBean> getIterator(Set<MultiKey<EventBean>> joinSet)

   {

       EventBean[] result;

       if (prototype.getOptionalHavingNode() == null)

       {

           result = ResultSetProcessorSimple.getSelectEventsNoHaving(selectExprProcessor, orderByProcessor,

joinSet, true, true, exprEvaluatorContext);

       }

       else

       {

           result = ResultSetProcessorSimple.getSelectEventsHaving(selectExprProcessor, orderByProcessor, joinSet,

prototype.getOptionalHavingNode(), true, true, exprEvaluatorContext);

       }

       return new ArrayEventIterator(result);

   }

 

   public void clear()

   {

       aggregationService.clearResults(exprEvaluatorContext);

   }

 

   public UniformPair<EventBean[]> processOutputLimitedJoin(List<UniformPair<Set<MultiKey<EventBean>>>>

joinEventsSet, boolean generateSynthetic, OutputLimitLimitType outputLimitLimitType)

   {

       if (outputLimitLimitType == OutputLimitLimitType.LAST)

       {

           EventBean lastOldEvent = null;

           EventBean lastNewEvent = null;

 

           for (UniformPair<Set<MultiKey<EventBean>>> pair : joinEventsSet)

           {

               Set<MultiKey<EventBean>> newData = pair.getFirst();

               Set<MultiKey<EventBean>> oldData = pair.getSecond();

 

               if (prototype.isUnidirectional())

               {

                   this.clear();

               }

 

               if (newData != null)

               {

                   // apply new data to aggregates

                   for (MultiKey<EventBean> eventsPerStream : newData)

                   {

                       aggregationService.applyEnter(eventsPerStream.getArray(), null, exprEvaluatorContext);
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                   }

               }

               if (oldData != null)

               {

                   // apply old data to aggregates

                   for (MultiKey<EventBean> eventsPerStream : oldData)

                   {

                       aggregationService.applyLeave(eventsPerStream.getArray(), null, exprEvaluatorContext);

                   }

               }

 

               EventBean[] selectOldEvents;

               if (prototype.isSelectRStream())

               {

                   if (prototype.getOptionalHavingNode() == null)

                   {

                       selectOldEvents = ResultSetProcessorSimple.getSelectEventsNoHaving(selectExprProcessor,

oldData, false, generateSynthetic, exprEvaluatorContext);

                   }

                   else

                   {

                       selectOldEvents = ResultSetProcessorSimple.getSelectEventsHaving(selectExprProcessor, oldData,

prototype.getOptionalHavingNode(), false, generateSynthetic, exprEvaluatorContext);

                   }

                   if ((selectOldEvents != null) && (selectOldEvents.length > 0))

                   {

                       lastOldEvent = selectOldEvents[selectOldEvents.length - 1];

                   }

               }

 

               // generate new events using select expressions

               EventBean[] selectNewEvents;

               if (prototype.getOptionalHavingNode() == null)

               {

                   selectNewEvents = ResultSetProcessorSimple.getSelectEventsNoHaving(selectExprProcessor,

newData, true, generateSynthetic, exprEvaluatorContext);

               }

               else

               {

                   selectNewEvents = ResultSetProcessorSimple.getSelectEventsHaving(selectExprProcessor, newData,

prototype.getOptionalHavingNode(), true, generateSynthetic, exprEvaluatorContext);

               }

               if ((selectNewEvents != null) && (selectNewEvents.length > 0))

               {

                   lastNewEvent = selectNewEvents[selectNewEvents.length - 1];

               }

           }
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           EventBean[] lastNew = (lastNewEvent != null) ? new EventBean[] {lastNewEvent} : null;

           EventBean[] lastOld = (lastOldEvent != null) ? new EventBean[] {lastOldEvent} : null;

 

           if ((lastNew == null) && (lastOld == null))

           {

               return null;

           }

           return new UniformPair<EventBean[]>(lastNew, lastOld);

       }

       else

       {

           List<EventBean> newEvents = new LinkedList<EventBean>();

           List<EventBean> oldEvents = null;

           if (prototype.isSelectRStream())

           {

               oldEvents = new LinkedList<EventBean>();

           }

 

           List<Object> newEventsSortKey = null;

           List<Object> oldEventsSortKey = null;

           if (orderByProcessor != null)

           {

               newEventsSortKey = new LinkedList<Object>();

               if (prototype.isSelectRStream())

               {

                   oldEventsSortKey = new LinkedList<Object>();

               }

           }

 

           for (UniformPair<Set<MultiKey<EventBean>>> pair : joinEventsSet)

           {

               Set<MultiKey<EventBean>> newData = pair.getFirst();

               Set<MultiKey<EventBean>> oldData = pair.getSecond();

 

               if (prototype.isUnidirectional())

               {

                   this.clear();

               }

 

               if (newData != null)

               {

                   // apply new data to aggregates

                   for (MultiKey<EventBean> row : newData)

                   {

                       aggregationService.applyEnter(row.getArray(), null, exprEvaluatorContext);

                   }

               }

               if (oldData != null)
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               {

                   // apply old data to aggregates

                   for (MultiKey<EventBean> row : oldData)

                   {

                       aggregationService.applyLeave(row.getArray(), null, exprEvaluatorContext);

                   }

               }

 

               // generate old events using select expressions

               if (prototype.isSelectRStream())

               {

                   if (prototype.getOptionalHavingNode() == null)

                   {

                       ResultSetProcessorSimple.getSelectEventsNoHaving(selectExprProcessor, orderByProcessor,

oldData, false, generateSynthetic, oldEvents, oldEventsSortKey, exprEvaluatorContext);

                   }

                   // generate old events using having then select

                   else

                   {

                       ResultSetProcessorSimple.getSelectEventsHaving(selectExprProcessor, orderByProcessor, oldData,

prototype.getOptionalHavingNode(), false, generateSynthetic, oldEvents, oldEventsSortKey,

exprEvaluatorContext);

                   }

               }

 

               // generate new events using select expressions

               if (prototype.getOptionalHavingNode() == null)

               {

                   ResultSetProcessorSimple.getSelectEventsNoHaving(selectExprProcessor, orderByProcessor, newData,

true, generateSynthetic, newEvents, newEventsSortKey, exprEvaluatorContext);

               }

               else

               {

                   ResultSetProcessorSimple.getSelectEventsHaving(selectExprProcessor, orderByProcessor, newData,

prototype.getOptionalHavingNode(), true, generateSynthetic, newEvents, newEventsSortKey,

exprEvaluatorContext);

               }

           }

 

           EventBean[] newEventsArr = (newEvents.isEmpty()) ? null : newEvents.toArray(new

EventBean[newEvents.size()]);

           EventBean[] oldEventsArr = null;

           if (prototype.isSelectRStream())

           {

               oldEventsArr = (oldEvents.isEmpty()) ? null : oldEvents.toArray(new EventBean[oldEvents.size()]);

           }

 

           if (orderByProcessor != null)
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           {

               Object[] sortKeysNew = (newEventsSortKey.isEmpty()) ? null : newEventsSortKey.toArray(new

Object[newEventsSortKey.size()]);

               newEventsArr = orderByProcessor.sort(newEventsArr, sortKeysNew, exprEvaluatorContext);

               if (prototype.isSelectRStream())

               {

                   Object[] sortKeysOld = (oldEventsSortKey.isEmpty()) ? null : oldEventsSortKey.toArray(new

Object[oldEventsSortKey.size()]);

                   oldEventsArr = orderByProcessor.sort(oldEventsArr, sortKeysOld, exprEvaluatorContext);

               }

           }

 

           if ((newEventsArr == null) && (oldEventsArr == null))

           {

               return null;

           }

           return new UniformPair<EventBean[]>(newEventsArr, oldEventsArr);

       }

   }

 

   public UniformPair<EventBean[]> processOutputLimitedView(List<UniformPair<EventBean[]>>

viewEventsList, boolean generateSynthetic, OutputLimitLimitType outputLimitLimitType)

   {

       if (outputLimitLimitType == OutputLimitLimitType.LAST)

       {

           EventBean lastOldEvent = null;

           EventBean lastNewEvent = null;

           EventBean[] eventsPerStream = new EventBean[1];

 

           for (UniformPair<EventBean[]> pair : viewEventsList)

           {

               EventBean[] newData = pair.getFirst();

               EventBean[] oldData = pair.getSecond();

 

               if (newData != null)

               {

                   // apply new data to aggregates

                   for (EventBean aNewData : newData)

                   {

                       eventsPerStream[0] = aNewData;

                       aggregationService.applyEnter(eventsPerStream, null, exprEvaluatorContext);

                   }

               }

               if (oldData != null)

               {

                   // apply old data to aggregates

                   for (EventBean anOldData : oldData)

                   {
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                       eventsPerStream[0] = anOldData;

                       aggregationService.applyLeave(eventsPerStream, null,exprEvaluatorContext);

                   }

               }

 

               EventBean[] selectOldEvents;

               if (prototype.isSelectRStream())

               {

                   if (prototype.getOptionalHavingNode() == null)

                   {

                       selectOldEvents = ResultSetProcessorSimple.getSelectEventsNoHaving(selectExprProcessor,

oldData, false, generateSynthetic, exprEvaluatorContext);

                   }

                   else

                   {

                       selectOldEvents = ResultSetProcessorSimple.getSelectEventsHaving(selectExprProcessor, oldData,

prototype.getOptionalHavingNode(), false, generateSynthetic, exprEvaluatorContext);

                   }

                   if ((selectOldEvents != null) && (selectOldEvents.length > 0))

                   {

                       lastOldEvent = selectOldEvents[selectOldEvents.length - 1];

                   }

               }

 

               // generate new events using select expressions

               EventBean[] selectNewEvents;

               if (prototype.getOptionalHavingNode() == null)

               {

                   selectNewEvents = ResultSetProcessorSimple.getSelectEventsNoHaving(selectExprProcessor,

newData, true, generateSynthetic, exprEvaluatorContext);

               }

               else

               {

                   selectNewEvents = ResultSetProcessorSimple.getSelectEventsHaving(selectExprProcessor, newData,

prototype.getOptionalHavingNode(), true, generateSynthetic, exprEvaluatorContext);

               }

               if ((selectNewEvents != null) && (selectNewEvents.length > 0))

               {

                   lastNewEvent = selectNewEvents[selectNewEvents.length - 1];

               }

           }

 

           EventBean[] lastNew = (lastNewEvent != null) ? new EventBean[] {lastNewEvent} : null;

           EventBean[] lastOld = (lastOldEvent != null) ? new EventBean[] {lastOldEvent} : null;

 

           if ((lastNew == null) && (lastOld == null))

           {

               return null;
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           }

           return new UniformPair<EventBean[]>(lastNew, lastOld);

       }

       else

       {

           List<EventBean> newEvents = new LinkedList<EventBean>();

           List<EventBean> oldEvents = null;

           if (prototype.isSelectRStream())

           {

               oldEvents = new LinkedList<EventBean>();

           }

           List<Object> newEventsSortKey = null;

           List<Object> oldEventsSortKey = null;

           if (orderByProcessor != null)

           {

               newEventsSortKey = new LinkedList<Object>();

               if (prototype.isSelectRStream())

               {

                   oldEventsSortKey = new LinkedList<Object>();

               }

           }

 

           for (UniformPair<EventBean[]> pair : viewEventsList)

           {

               EventBean[] newData = pair.getFirst();

               EventBean[] oldData = pair.getSecond();

 

               EventBean[] eventsPerStream = new EventBean[1];

               if (newData != null)

               {

                   // apply new data to aggregates

                   for (EventBean aNewData : newData)

                   {

                       eventsPerStream[0] = aNewData;

                       aggregationService.applyEnter(eventsPerStream, null, exprEvaluatorContext);

                   }

               }

               if (oldData != null)

               {

                   // apply old data to aggregates

                   for (EventBean anOldData : oldData)

                   {

                       eventsPerStream[0] = anOldData;

                       aggregationService.applyLeave(eventsPerStream, null, exprEvaluatorContext);

                   }

               }

 

               // generate old events using select expressions
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               if (prototype.isSelectRStream())

               {

                   if (prototype.getOptionalHavingNode() == null)

                   {

                       ResultSetProcessorSimple.getSelectEventsNoHaving(selectExprProcessor, orderByProcessor,

oldData, false, generateSynthetic, oldEvents, oldEventsSortKey, exprEvaluatorContext);

                   }

                   // generate old events using having then select

                   else

                   {

                       ResultSetProcessorSimple.getSelectEventsHaving(selectExprProcessor, orderByProcessor, oldData,

prototype.getOptionalHavingNode(), false, generateSynthetic, oldEvents, oldEventsSortKey,

exprEvaluatorContext);

                   }

               }

 

               // generate new events using select expressions

               if (prototype.getOptionalHavingNode() == null)

               {

                   ResultSetProcessorSimple.getSelectEventsNoHaving(selectExprProcessor, orderByProcessor, newData,

true, generateSynthetic, newEvents, newEventsSortKey, exprEvaluatorContext);

               }

               else

               {

                   ResultSetProcessorSimple.getSelectEventsHaving(selectExprProcessor, orderByProcessor, newData,

prototype.getOptionalHavingNode(), true, generateSynthetic, newEvents, newEventsSortKey,

exprEvaluatorContext);

               }

           }

 

           EventBean[] newEventsArr = (newEvents.isEmpty()) ? null : newEvents.toArray(new

EventBean[newEvents.size()]);

           EventBean[] oldEventsArr = null;

           if (prototype.isSelectRStream())

           {

               oldEventsArr = (oldEvents.isEmpty()) ? null : oldEvents.toArray(new EventBean[oldEvents.size()]);

           }

           if (orderByProcessor != null)

           {

               Object[] sortKeysNew = (newEventsSortKey.isEmpty()) ? null : newEventsSortKey.toArray(new

Object[newEventsSortKey.size()]);

               newEventsArr = orderByProcessor.sort(newEventsArr, sortKeysNew, exprEvaluatorContext);

 

               if (prototype.isSelectRStream())

               {

                   Object[] sortKeysOld = (oldEventsSortKey.isEmpty()) ? null : oldEventsSortKey.toArray(new

Object[oldEventsSortKey.size()]);

                   oldEventsArr = orderByProcessor.sort(oldEventsArr, sortKeysOld, exprEvaluatorContext);
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               }

           }

 

           if ((newEventsArr == null) && (oldEventsArr == null))

           {

               return null;

           }

           return new UniformPair<EventBean[]>(newEventsArr, oldEventsArr);

       }

   }

 

   public boolean hasAggregation() {

       return true;

   }

}

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.datetime.interval;

 

public abstract class IntervalComputerConstantBase {

   protected final long start;

   protected final long end;

 

   public IntervalComputerConstantBase(IntervalStartEndParameterPair pair, boolean allowSwitch) {

       long startVal = pair.getStart().getOptionalConstant();

       long endVal = pair.getEnd().getOptionalConstant();

 

       if (startVal > endVal && allowSwitch) {

           start = endVal;

           end = startVal;

       }

       else {

           start = startVal;

           end = endVal;

       }

   }

}

/*

* *************************************************************************************
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*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.core.eval;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventType;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.core.SelectExprProcessor;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluatorContext;

 

public class EvalInsertNoWildcardObjectArray extends EvalBaseObjectArr implements SelectExprProcessor {

 

   public EvalInsertNoWildcardObjectArray(SelectExprContext selectExprContext, EventType resultEventType) {

       super(selectExprContext, resultEventType);

   }

 

   public EventBean processSpecific(Object[] props, EventBean[] eventsPerStream, boolean isNewData, boolean

isSynthesize, ExprEvaluatorContext exprEvaluatorContext) {

       return super.getEventAdapterService().adapterForTypedObjectArray(props, super.getResultEventType());

   }

}

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.join.exec.sorted;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluator;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluatorContext;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.join.table.PropertySortedEventTable;

 

import java.util.Collection;

import java.util.Set;
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public class SortedAccessStrategyGE extends SortedAccessStrategyRelOpBase implements SortedAccessStrategy {

 

   public SortedAccessStrategyGE(boolean isNWOnTrigger, int lookupStream, int numStreams, ExprEvaluator

keyEval) {

       super(isNWOnTrigger, lookupStream, numStreams, keyEval);

   }

 

   public Set<EventBean> lookup(EventBean theEvent, PropertySortedEventTable index, ExprEvaluatorContext

context) {

       return index.lookupGreaterEqual(super.evaluateLookup(theEvent, context));

   }

 

   public Collection<EventBean> lookup(EventBean[] eventsPerStream, PropertySortedEventTable index,

ExprEvaluatorContext context) {

       return index.lookupGreaterEqualColl(super.evaluatePerStream(eventsPerStream, context));

   }

}

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.join.base;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventType;

import com.espertech.esper.collection.Pair;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluator;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluatorContext;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprNode;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.join.pollindex.PollResultIndexingStrategy;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.join.pollindex.PollResultIndexingStrategyNoIndex;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.spec.OuterJoinDesc;

import com.espertech.esper.type.OuterJoinType;

import com.espertech.esper.view.HistoricalEventViewable;

import com.espertech.esper.view.Viewable;

import org.apache.commons.logging.Log;

import org.apache.commons.logging.LogFactory;

 

public class JoinSetComposerPrototypeHistorical2StreamImpl implements JoinSetComposerPrototype {

 

   private static final Log log = LogFactory.getLog(JoinSetComposerPrototypeFactory.class);
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   private final ExprNode optionalFilterNode;

   private final EventType[] streamTypes;

   private final ExprEvaluatorContext exprEvaluatorContext;

   private final int polledViewNum;

   private final int streamViewNum;

   private final boolean isOuterJoin;

   private final ExprNode outerJoinEqualsNode;

   private final Pair<HistoricalIndexLookupStrategy, PollResultIndexingStrategy> indexStrategies;

   private final boolean isAllHistoricalNoSubordinate;

   private final OuterJoinDesc[] outerJoinDescList;

 

   public JoinSetComposerPrototypeHistorical2StreamImpl(ExprNode optionalFilterNode, EventType[]

streamTypes, ExprEvaluatorContext exprEvaluatorContext, int polledViewNum, int streamViewNum, boolean

outerJoin, ExprNode outerJoinEqualsNode, Pair<HistoricalIndexLookupStrategy, PollResultIndexingStrategy>

indexStrategies, boolean allHistoricalNoSubordinate, OuterJoinDesc[] outerJoinDescList) {

       this.optionalFilterNode = optionalFilterNode;

       this.streamTypes = streamTypes;

       this.exprEvaluatorContext = exprEvaluatorContext;

       this.polledViewNum = polledViewNum;

       this.streamViewNum = streamViewNum;

       isOuterJoin = outerJoin;

       this.outerJoinEqualsNode = outerJoinEqualsNode;

       this.indexStrategies = indexStrategies;

       isAllHistoricalNoSubordinate = allHistoricalNoSubordinate;

       this.outerJoinDescList = outerJoinDescList;

   }

 

   public JoinSetComposerDesc create(Viewable[] streamViews, boolean isFireAndForget) {

       QueryStrategy[] queryStrategies = new QueryStrategy[streamTypes.length];

 

       HistoricalEventViewable viewable = (HistoricalEventViewable) streamViews[polledViewNum];

       ExprEvaluator outerJoinEqualsNodeEval = outerJoinEqualsNode == null ? null :

outerJoinEqualsNode.getExprEvaluator();

       queryStrategies[streamViewNum] = new HistoricalDataQueryStrategy(streamViewNum, polledViewNum,

viewable, isOuterJoin, outerJoinEqualsNodeEval,

               indexStrategies.getFirst(), indexStrategies.getSecond());

 

       // for strictly historical joins, create a query strategy for the non-subordinate historical view

       if (isAllHistoricalNoSubordinate)

       {

           boolean isOuterJoin = false;

           if (outerJoinDescList.length > 0)

           {

               OuterJoinDesc outerJoinDesc = outerJoinDescList[0];

               if (outerJoinDesc.getOuterJoinType().equals(OuterJoinType.FULL))

               {

                   isOuterJoin = true;

               }
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               else if ((outerJoinDesc.getOuterJoinType().equals(OuterJoinType.LEFT)) &&

                       (polledViewNum == 0))

               {

                       isOuterJoin = true;

               }

               else if ((outerJoinDesc.getOuterJoinType().equals(OuterJoinType.RIGHT)) &&

                       (polledViewNum == 1))

               {

                       isOuterJoin = true;

               }

           }

           viewable = (HistoricalEventViewable) streamViews[streamViewNum];

           queryStrategies[polledViewNum] = new HistoricalDataQueryStrategy(polledViewNum, streamViewNum,

viewable, isOuterJoin, outerJoinEqualsNodeEval,

                   new HistoricalIndexLookupStrategyNoIndex(), new PollResultIndexingStrategyNoIndex());

       }

 

       JoinSetComposer composer = new JoinSetComposerHistoricalImpl(null, queryStrategies, streamViews,

exprEvaluatorContext);

       ExprEvaluator postJoinEval = optionalFilterNode == null ? null : optionalFilterNode.getExprEvaluator();

       return new JoinSetComposerDesc(composer, postJoinEval);

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.spec;

 

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprNode;

import com.espertech.esper.util.MetaDefItem;

 

import java.util.List;

import java.io.Serializable;

 

/**

* Spec for defining a row limit.

*/

public class RowLimitSpec implements MetaDefItem, Serializable

{

   private final Integer numRows;

	private final Integer optionalOffset;

 

   private final String numRowsVariable;
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   private final String optionalOffsetVariable;

   private static final long serialVersionUID = 584331495871950474L;

 

   /**

    * Ctor.

    * @param numRows max num rows constant, null if using variable

    * @param optionalOffset offset or null

    * @param numRowsVariable max num rows variable, null if using constant

    * @param optionalOffsetVariable offset variable or null

    */

   public RowLimitSpec(Integer numRows, Integer optionalOffset, String numRowsVariable, String

optionalOffsetVariable)

   {

       this.numRows = numRows;

       this.optionalOffset = optionalOffset;

       this.numRowsVariable = numRowsVariable;

       this.optionalOffsetVariable = optionalOffsetVariable;

   }

 

   /**

    * Returns max num rows constant or null if using variable.

    * @return limit

    */

   public Integer getNumRows()

   {

       return numRows;

   }

 

   /**

    * Returns offset constant or null.

    * @return offset

    */

   public Integer getOptionalOffset()

   {

       return optionalOffset;

   }

 

   /**

    * Returns max num rows variable or null if using constant.

    * @return limit

    */

   public String getNumRowsVariable()

   {

       return numRowsVariable;

   }

 

   /**

    * Returns offset variable or null
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    * @return offset variable

    */

   public String getOptionalOffsetVariable()

   {

       return optionalOffsetVariable;

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.core;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.*;

import com.espertech.esper.client.util.ExpressionReturnType;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.core.eval.*;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.*;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.spec.CreateSchemaDesc;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.spec.InsertIntoDesc;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.spec.SelectClauseExprCompiledSpec;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.spec.SelectClauseStreamCompiledSpec;

import com.espertech.esper.event.*;

import com.espertech.esper.event.arr.ObjectArrayEventType;

import com.espertech.esper.event.bean.BeanEventType;

import com.espertech.esper.event.map.MapEventType;

import com.espertech.esper.event.vaevent.ValueAddEventProcessor;

import com.espertech.esper.event.vaevent.ValueAddEventService;

import com.espertech.esper.event.vaevent.VariantEventType;

import com.espertech.esper.util.*;

import org.apache.commons.logging.Log;

import org.apache.commons.logging.LogFactory;

 

import java.lang.annotation.Annotation;

import java.util.*;

 

/**

* Processor for select-clause expressions that handles a list of selection items represented by

* expression nodes. Computes results based on matching events.

*/

public class SelectExprProcessorHelper

{

	private static final Log log = LogFactory.getLog(SelectExprProcessorHelper.class);

 

   private final Collection<Integer> assignedTypeNumberStack;
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   private final List<SelectClauseExprCompiledSpec> selectionList;

   private final List<SelectExprStreamDesc> selectedStreams;

   private final InsertIntoDesc insertIntoDesc;

   private final boolean isUsingWildcard;

   private final StreamTypeService typeService;

   private final EventAdapterService eventAdapterService;

   private final ValueAddEventService valueAddEventService;

   private final SelectExprEventTypeRegistry selectExprEventTypeRegistry;

   private final MethodResolutionService methodResolutionService;

   private final String statementId;

   private final Annotation[] annotations;

   private final ConfigurationInformation configuration;

 

   /**

    * Ctor.

    * @param selectionList - list of select-clause items

    * @param insertIntoDesc - descriptor for insert-into clause contains column names overriding select clause names

    * @param isUsingWildcard - true if the wildcard (*) appears in the select clause

    * @param typeService -service for information about streams

    * @param eventAdapterService - service for generating events and handling event types

    * @param valueAddEventService - service that handles update events

    * @param selectExprEventTypeRegistry - service for statement to type registry

    * @param methodResolutionService - for resolving methods

    * @throws com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprValidationException thrown if any of the expressions don't

validate

    */

   public SelectExprProcessorHelper(Collection<Integer> assignedTypeNumberStack,

                                  List<SelectClauseExprCompiledSpec> selectionList,

                                  List<SelectExprStreamDesc> selectedStreams,

                                  InsertIntoDesc insertIntoDesc,

                                  boolean isUsingWildcard,

                                  StreamTypeService typeService,

                                  EventAdapterService eventAdapterService,

                                  ValueAddEventService valueAddEventService,

                                  SelectExprEventTypeRegistry selectExprEventTypeRegistry,

                                  MethodResolutionService methodResolutionService,

                                  String statementId,

                                  Annotation[] annotations,

                                  ConfigurationInformation configuration) throws ExprValidationException

   {

       this.assignedTypeNumberStack = assignedTypeNumberStack;

       this.selectionList = selectionList;

       this.selectedStreams = selectedStreams;

       this.insertIntoDesc = insertIntoDesc;

       this.eventAdapterService = eventAdapterService;

       this.isUsingWildcard = isUsingWildcard;

       this.typeService = typeService;

       this.valueAddEventService = valueAddEventService;
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       this.selectExprEventTypeRegistry = selectExprEventTypeRegistry;

       this.methodResolutionService = methodResolutionService;

       this.statementId = statementId;

       this.annotations = annotations;

       this.configuration = configuration;

   }

 

   public SelectExprProcessor getEvaluator() throws ExprValidationException {

 

       // Get the named and un-named stream selectors (i.e. select s0.* from S0 as s0), if any

       List<SelectClauseStreamCompiledSpec> namedStreams = new

ArrayList<SelectClauseStreamCompiledSpec>();

       List<SelectExprStreamDesc> unnamedStreams = new ArrayList<SelectExprStreamDesc>();

       for (SelectExprStreamDesc spec : selectedStreams)

       {

           if (spec.getStreamSelected() != null && spec.getStreamSelected().getOptionalName() == null) {

               unnamedStreams.add(spec);

           }

           else if (spec.getExpressionSelectedAsStream() != null) { // handle special "transpose(...)" function

               unnamedStreams.add(spec);

           }

           else

           {

               namedStreams.add(spec.getStreamSelected());

               if (spec.getStreamSelected().isProperty())

               {

                   throw new ExprValidationException("The property wildcard syntax must be used without column

name");

               }

           }

       }

 

       // Error if there are more then one un-named streams (i.e. select s0.*, s1.* from S0 as s0, S1 as s1)

       // Thus there is only 1 unnamed stream selector maximum.

       if (unnamedStreams.size() > 1)

       {

           throw new ExprValidationException("A column name must be supplied for all but one stream if multiple

streams are selected via the stream.* notation");

       }

 

       if (selectedStreams.isEmpty() && selectionList.isEmpty() && !isUsingWildcard)

       {

           throw new IllegalArgumentException("Empty selection list not supported");

       }

 

       for (SelectClauseExprCompiledSpec entry : selectionList)

       {

           if (entry.getAssignedName() == null)
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           {

               throw new IllegalArgumentException("Expected name for each expression has not been supplied");

           }

       }

 

       // Verify insert into clause

       if (insertIntoDesc != null)

       {

           verifyInsertInto(insertIntoDesc, selectionList);

       }

 

       // Build a subordinate wildcard processor for joins

       SelectExprProcessor joinWildcardProcessor = null;

       if(typeService.getStreamNames().length > 1 && isUsingWildcard)

       {

       	joinWildcardProcessor = SelectExprJoinWildcardProcessorFactory.create(assignedTypeNumberStack,

statementId, typeService.getStreamNames(), typeService.getEventTypes(), eventAdapterService, null,

selectExprEventTypeRegistry, methodResolutionService, annotations, configuration);

       }

 

       // Resolve underlying event type in the case of wildcard select

       EventType eventType = null;

       boolean singleStreamWrapper = false;

       if(isUsingWildcard)

       {

       	if(joinWildcardProcessor != null)

       	{

       		eventType = joinWildcardProcessor.getResultEventType();

       	}

       	else

       	{

       		eventType = typeService.getEventTypes()[0];

       		if(eventType instanceof WrapperEventType)

       		{

       			singleStreamWrapper = true;

       		}

       	}

       }

 

       // Obtain insert-into per-column type information, when available

       ExpressionReturnType[] insertIntoTargetsPerCol = determineInsertedEventTypeTargets(insertIntoDesc,

eventAdapterService, selectionList);

 

       // Get expression nodes

       ExprEvaluator[] exprEvaluators = new ExprEvaluator[selectionList.size()];

       ExprNode[] exprNodes = new ExprNode[selectionList.size()];

       Object[] expressionReturnTypes = new Object[selectionList.size()];

       for (int i = 0; i < selectionList.size(); i++)
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       {

           SelectClauseExprCompiledSpec spec = selectionList.get(i);

           ExprNode expr = spec.getSelectExpression();

           ExprEvaluator evaluator = expr.getExprEvaluator();

           exprNodes[i] = expr;

 

           // if there is insert-into specification, use that

           if (insertIntoDesc != null) {

               // handle insert-into, with well-defined target event-typed column, and enumeration

               TypeAndFunctionPair pair = handleInsertIntoEnumeration(spec.getProvidedName(),

insertIntoTargetsPerCol[i], evaluator, methodResolutionService.getEngineImportService());

               if (pair != null) {

                   expressionReturnTypes[i] = pair.getType();

                   exprEvaluators[i] = pair.getFunction();

                   continue;

               }

 

               // handle insert-into with well-defined target event-typed column, and typable expression

               pair = handleInsertIntoTypableExpression(insertIntoTargetsPerCol[i], evaluator,

methodResolutionService.getEngineImportService());

               if (pair != null) {

                   expressionReturnTypes[i] = pair.getType();

                   exprEvaluators[i] = pair.getFunction();

                   continue;

               }

           }

 

           // handle @eventbean annotation, i.e. well-defined type through enumeration

           TypeAndFunctionPair pair = handleAtEventbeanEnumeration(spec.isEvents(), evaluator);

           if (pair != null) {

               expressionReturnTypes[i] = pair.getType();

               exprEvaluators[i] = pair.getFunction();

               continue;

           }

 

           // handle typeable return, i.e. typable multi-column return without provided target type

           pair = handleTypableExpression(evaluator, i);

           if (pair != null) {

               expressionReturnTypes[i] = pair.getType();

               exprEvaluators[i] = pair.getFunction();

               continue;

           }

 

           // assign normal expected return type

           exprEvaluators[i] = evaluator;

           expressionReturnTypes[i] = exprEvaluators[i].getType();

       }
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       // Get column names

       String[] columnNames;

       String[] columnNamesAsProvided;

       if ((insertIntoDesc != null) && (!insertIntoDesc.getColumnNames().isEmpty()))

       {

           columnNames = insertIntoDesc.getColumnNames().toArray(new

String[insertIntoDesc.getColumnNames().size()]);

           columnNamesAsProvided = columnNames;

       }

       else  if (!selectedStreams.isEmpty()) { // handle stream selection column names

           int numStreamColumnsJoin = 0;

           if (isUsingWildcard && typeService.getEventTypes().length > 1)

           {

               numStreamColumnsJoin = typeService.getEventTypes().length;

           }

           columnNames = new String[selectionList.size() + namedStreams.size() + numStreamColumnsJoin];

           columnNamesAsProvided = new String[columnNames.length];

           int count = 0;

           for (SelectClauseExprCompiledSpec aSelectionList : selectionList)

           {

               columnNames[count] = aSelectionList.getAssignedName();

               columnNamesAsProvided[count] = aSelectionList.getProvidedName();

               count++;

           }

           for (SelectClauseStreamCompiledSpec aSelectionList : namedStreams)

           {

               columnNames[count] = aSelectionList.getOptionalName();

               columnNamesAsProvided[count] = aSelectionList.getOptionalName();

               count++;

           }

           // for wildcard joins, add the streams themselves

           if (isUsingWildcard && typeService.getEventTypes().length > 1)

           {

               for (String streamName : typeService.getStreamNames())

               {

                   columnNames[count] = streamName;

                   columnNamesAsProvided[count] = streamName;

                   count++;

               }

           }

       }

       else    // handle regular column names

       {

           columnNames = new String[selectionList.size()];

           columnNamesAsProvided = new String[selectionList.size()];

           for (int i = 0; i < selectionList.size(); i++)

           {

               columnNames[i] = selectionList.get(i).getAssignedName();
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               columnNamesAsProvided[i] = selectionList.get(i).getProvidedName();

           }

       }

 

       // Find if there is any fragments selected

       EventType targetType= null;

       if (insertIntoDesc != null)

       {

           targetType = eventAdapterService.getExistsTypeByName(insertIntoDesc.getEventTypeName());

       }

 

       // Find if there is any fragment event types:

       // This is a special case for fragments: select a, b from pattern [a=A -> b=B]

       // We'd like to maintain 'A' and 'B' EventType in the Map type, and 'a' and 'b' EventBeans in the event bean

       for (int i = 0; i < selectionList.size(); i++)

       {

           if (!(exprNodes[i] instanceof ExprIdentNode))

           {

               continue;

           }

 

           ExprIdentNode identNode = (ExprIdentNode) exprNodes[i];

           String propertyName = identNode.getResolvedPropertyName();

           final int streamNum = identNode.getStreamId();

 

           EventType eventTypeStream = typeService.getEventTypes()[streamNum];

           if (eventTypeStream instanceof NativeEventType)

           {

               continue;   // we do not transpose the native type for performance reasons

           }

 

           FragmentEventType fragmentType = eventTypeStream.getFragmentType(propertyName);

           if ((fragmentType == null) || (fragmentType.isNative()))

           {

               continue;   // we also ignore native Java classes as fragments for performance reasons

           }

 

           // may need to unwrap the fragment if the target type has this underlying type

           FragmentEventType targetFragment = null;

           if (targetType != null)

           {

               targetFragment = targetType.getFragmentType(columnNames[i]);

           }

           if ((targetType != null) &&

               (fragmentType.getFragmentType().getUnderlyingType() == expressionReturnTypes[i]) &&

               ((targetFragment == null) || (targetFragment != null && targetFragment.isNative())) )

           {

               ExprEvaluator evaluatorFragment;
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               // A match was found, we replace the expression

               final EventPropertyGetter getter = eventTypeStream.getGetter(propertyName);

               final Class returnType = eventTypeStream.getPropertyType(propertyName);

               evaluatorFragment = new ExprEvaluator() {

                   public Object evaluate(EventBean[] eventsPerStream, boolean isNewData, ExprEvaluatorContext

exprEvaluatorContext)

                   {

                       EventBean streamEvent = eventsPerStream[streamNum];

                       if (streamEvent == null)

                       {

                           return null;

                       }

                       return getter.get(streamEvent);

                   }

                   public Class getType()

                   {

                       return returnType;

                   }

               };

               exprEvaluators[i] = evaluatorFragment;

           }

           // same for arrays: may need to unwrap the fragment if the target type has this underlying type

           else if ((targetType != null) && expressionReturnTypes[i] instanceof Class &&

               (fragmentType.getFragmentType().getUnderlyingType() == ((Class)

expressionReturnTypes[i]).getComponentType()) &&

               ((targetFragment == null) || (targetFragment != null && targetFragment.isNative())) )

           {

               ExprEvaluator evaluatorFragment;

               final EventPropertyGetter getter = eventTypeStream.getGetter(propertyName);

               final Class returnType =

JavaClassHelper.getArrayType(eventTypeStream.getPropertyType(propertyName));

               evaluatorFragment = new ExprEvaluator() {

                   public Object evaluate(EventBean[] eventsPerStream, boolean isNewData, ExprEvaluatorContext

exprEvaluatorContext)

                   {

                       EventBean streamEvent = eventsPerStream[streamNum];

                       if (streamEvent == null)

                       {

                           return null;

                       }

                       return getter.get(streamEvent);

                   }

                   public Class getType()

                   {

                       return returnType;

                   }

               };
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               exprEvaluators[i] = evaluatorFragment;

           }

           else

           {

               ExprEvaluator evaluatorFragment;

               final EventPropertyGetter getter =  eventTypeStream.getGetter(propertyName);

               final Class returnType =

eventTypeStream.getFragmentType(propertyName).getFragmentType().getUnderlyingType();

 

               // A match was found, we replace the expression

               evaluatorFragment = new ExprEvaluator() {

 

                   public Object evaluate(EventBean[] eventsPerStream, boolean isNewData, ExprEvaluatorContext

exprEvaluatorContext)

                   {

                       EventBean streamEvent = eventsPerStream[streamNum];

                       if (streamEvent == null)

                       {

                           return null;

                       }

                       return getter.getFragment(streamEvent);

                   }

 

                   public Class getType()

                   {

                       return returnType;

                   }

 

               };

 

               exprEvaluators[i] = evaluatorFragment;

               if (!fragmentType.isIndexed())

               {

                   expressionReturnTypes[i] = fragmentType.getFragmentType();

               }

               else

               {

                   expressionReturnTypes[i] = new EventType[] {fragmentType.getFragmentType()};

               }

           }

       }

 

       // Find if there is any stream expression (ExprStreamNode) :

       // This is a special case for stream selection: select a, b from A as a, B as b

       // We'd like to maintain 'A' and 'B' EventType in the Map type, and 'a' and 'b' EventBeans in the event bean

       for (int i = 0; i < selectionList.size(); i++)

       {

           if (!(exprEvaluators[i] instanceof ExprStreamUnderlyingNode))
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           {

               continue;

           }

 

           ExprStreamUnderlyingNode undNode = (ExprStreamUnderlyingNode) exprEvaluators[i];

           final int streamNum = undNode.getStreamId();

           final Class returnType = undNode.getExprEvaluator().getType();

           EventType eventTypeStream = typeService.getEventTypes()[streamNum];

 

           // A match was found, we replace the expression

           ExprEvaluator evaluator = new ExprEvaluator() {

 

               public Object evaluate(EventBean[] eventsPerStream, boolean isNewData, ExprEvaluatorContext

exprEvaluatorContext)

               {

                   return eventsPerStream[streamNum];

               }

 

               public Class getType()

               {

                   return returnType;

               }

 

           };

 

           exprEvaluators[i] = evaluator;

           expressionReturnTypes[i] = eventTypeStream;

       }

 

       // Build event type that reflects all selected properties

       Map<String, Object> selPropertyTypes = new LinkedHashMap<String, Object>();

       int count = 0;

       for (int i = 0; i < exprEvaluators.length; i++)

       {

           Object expressionReturnType = expressionReturnTypes[count];

           selPropertyTypes.put(columnNames[count], expressionReturnType);

           count++;

       }

       if (!selectedStreams.isEmpty()) {

           for (SelectClauseStreamCompiledSpec element : namedStreams)

           {

               EventType eventTypeStream = typeService.getEventTypes()[element.getStreamNumber()];

               selPropertyTypes.put(columnNames[count], eventTypeStream);

               count++;

           }

           if (isUsingWildcard && typeService.getEventTypes().length > 1)

           {

               for (int i = 0; i < typeService.getEventTypes().length; i++)
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               {

                   EventType eventTypeStream = typeService.getEventTypes()[i];

                   selPropertyTypes.put(columnNames[count], eventTypeStream);

                   count++;

               }

           }

       }

 

       // Handle stream selection

       EventType underlyingEventType = null;

       int underlyingStreamNumber = 0;

       boolean underlyingIsFragmentEvent = false;

       EventPropertyGetter underlyingPropertyEventGetter = null;

       ExprEvaluator underlyingExprEvaluator = null;

       boolean useMapOutput = EventRepresentationUtil.isMap(annotations, configuration,

CreateSchemaDesc.AssignedType.NONE);

 

       if (!selectedStreams.isEmpty()) {

           // Resolve underlying event type in the case of wildcard or non-named stream select.

           // Determine if the we are considering a tagged event or a stream name.

           if((isUsingWildcard) || (!unnamedStreams.isEmpty()))

           {

               if (!unnamedStreams.isEmpty())

               {

                   if (unnamedStreams.get(0).getStreamSelected() != null) {

                       SelectClauseStreamCompiledSpec streamSpec = unnamedStreams.get(0).getStreamSelected();

 

                       // the tag.* syntax for :  select tag.* from pattern [tag = A]

                       underlyingStreamNumber = streamSpec.getStreamNumber();

                       if (streamSpec.isFragmentEvent())

                       {

                           EventType compositeMap = typeService.getEventTypes()[underlyingStreamNumber];

                           FragmentEventType fragment = compositeMap.getFragmentType(streamSpec.getStreamName());

                           underlyingEventType = fragment.getFragmentType();

                           underlyingIsFragmentEvent = true;

                       }

                       // the property.* syntax for :  select property.* from A

                       else if (streamSpec.isProperty())

                       {

                           String propertyName = streamSpec.getStreamName();

                           Class propertyType = streamSpec.getPropertyType();

                           int streamNumber = streamSpec.getStreamNumber();

 

                           if (JavaClassHelper.isJavaBuiltinDataType(streamSpec.getPropertyType()))

                           {

                               throw new ExprValidationException("The property wildcard syntax cannot be used on built-in

types as returned by property '" + propertyName + "'");

                           }
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                           // create or get an underlying type for that Class

                           underlyingEventType = eventAdapterService.addBeanType(propertyType.getName(),

propertyType, false, false, false);

                           selectExprEventTypeRegistry.add(underlyingEventType);

                           underlyingPropertyEventGetter =

typeService.getEventTypes()[streamNumber].getGetter(propertyName);

                           if (underlyingPropertyEventGetter == null)

                           {

                               throw new ExprValidationException("Unexpected error resolving property getter for property "

+ propertyName);

                           }

                       }

                       // the stream.* syntax for:  select a.* from A as a

                       else

                       {

                           underlyingEventType = typeService.getEventTypes()[underlyingStreamNumber];

                       }

                   }

                   // handle case where the unnamed stream is a "transpose" function

                   else {

                       ExprNode expression =

unnamedStreams.get(0).getExpressionSelectedAsStream().getSelectExpression();

                       Class returnType = expression.getExprEvaluator().getType();

                       underlyingEventType = eventAdapterService.addBeanType(returnType.getName(), returnType, false,

false, false);

                       selectExprEventTypeRegistry.add(underlyingEventType);

                       underlyingExprEvaluator = expression.getExprEvaluator();

                   }

               }

               else

               {

                   // no un-named stream selectors, but a wildcard was specified

                   if (typeService.getEventTypes().length == 1)

                   {

                       // not a join, we are using the selected event

                       underlyingEventType = typeService.getEventTypes()[0];

                       if(underlyingEventType instanceof WrapperEventType)

                       {

                           singleStreamWrapper = true;

                       }

                   }

                   else

                   {

                       // For joins, all results are placed in a map with properties for each stream

                       underlyingEventType = null;

                   }

               }
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           }

       }

 

       SelectExprContext selectExprContext = new SelectExprContext(exprEvaluators, columnNames,

eventAdapterService);

 

       if (insertIntoDesc == null)

       {

           if (!selectedStreams.isEmpty()) {

               EventType resultEventType;

               if (underlyingEventType != null)

               {

                   resultEventType = eventAdapterService.createAnonymousWrapperType(statementId + "_wrapout_" +

CollectionUtil.toString(assignedTypeNumberStack, "_"), underlyingEventType, selPropertyTypes);

                   return new EvalSelectStreamWUnderlying(selectExprContext, resultEventType, namedStreams,

isUsingWildcard,

                           unnamedStreams, singleStreamWrapper, underlyingIsFragmentEvent, underlyingStreamNumber,

underlyingPropertyEventGetter, underlyingExprEvaluator);

               }

               else

               {

                   resultEventType = eventAdapterService.createAnonymousMapType(statementId + "_mapout_" +

CollectionUtil.toString(assignedTypeNumberStack, "_"), selPropertyTypes);

                   return new EvalSelectStreamNoUnderlyingMap(selectExprContext, resultEventType, namedStreams,

isUsingWildcard);

               }

           }

 

           if (isUsingWildcard)

           {

       	    EventType resultEventType = eventAdapterService.createAnonymousWrapperType(statementId +

"_wrapoutwild_" + CollectionUtil.toString(assignedTypeNumberStack, "_"), eventType, selPropertyTypes);

               if (singleStreamWrapper) {

                   return new EvalSelectWildcardSSWrapper(selectExprContext, resultEventType);

               }

               if (joinWildcardProcessor == null) {

                   return new EvalSelectWildcard(selectExprContext, resultEventType);

               }

               return new EvalSelectWildcardJoin(selectExprContext, resultEventType, joinWildcardProcessor);

           }

 

           EventType resultEventType;

           if (!useMapOutput) {

               resultEventType = eventAdapterService.createAnonymousObjectArrayType(statementId + "_result_" +

CollectionUtil.toString(assignedTypeNumberStack, "_"), selPropertyTypes);

           }

           else {

               resultEventType = eventAdapterService.createAnonymousMapType(statementId + "_result_" +
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CollectionUtil.toString(assignedTypeNumberStack, "_"), selPropertyTypes);

           }

           if (selectExprContext.getExpressionNodes().length == 0) {

               return new EvalSelectNoWildcardEmptyProps(selectExprContext, resultEventType);

           }

           else {

               if (!useMapOutput) {

                   return new EvalSelectNoWildcardObjectArray(selectExprContext, resultEventType);

               }

               return new EvalSelectNoWildcardMap(selectExprContext, resultEventType);

           }

       }

 

       EventType vaeInnerEventType = null;

       boolean singleColumnWrapOrBeanCoercion = false;       // Additional single-column coercion for non-wrapped

type done by SelectExprInsertEventBeanFactory

       boolean isRevisionEvent = false;

 

       try

       {

           if (!selectedStreams.isEmpty()) {

               EventType resultEventType;

               if (underlyingEventType != null)    // a single stream was selected via "stream.*" and there is no column

name

               {

                   // recast as a Map-type

                   if (underlyingEventType instanceof MapEventType && targetType instanceof MapEventType) {

                       return EvalSelectStreamWUndRecastMapFactory.make(typeService.getEventTypes(),

selectExprContext, selectedStreams.get(0).getStreamSelected().getStreamNumber(), targetType, exprNodes,

methodResolutionService.getEngineImportService());

                   }

 

                   // recast as a Object-array-type

                   if (underlyingEventType instanceof ObjectArrayEventType && targetType instanceof

ObjectArrayEventType) {

                       return EvalSelectStreamWUndRecastObjectArrayFactory.make(typeService.getEventTypes(),

selectExprContext, selectedStreams.get(0).getStreamSelected().getStreamNumber(), targetType, exprNodes,

methodResolutionService.getEngineImportService());

                   }

 

                   // recast as a Bean-type

                   if (underlyingEventType instanceof BeanEventType && targetType instanceof BeanEventType) {

                       SelectClauseExprCompiledSpec expressionAsStream =

selectedStreams.get(0).getExpressionSelectedAsStream();

                       if (expressionAsStream != null) {

                           return new EvalSelectStreamWUnderlyingRecastBean(selectExprContext, expressionAsStream,

underlyingEventType, targetType, exprEvaluators.length);

                       }
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                       else {

                           return new EvalInsertBeanRecast(targetType, eventAdapterService,

selectedStreams.get(0).getStreamSelected().getStreamNumber(), typeService.getEventTypes());

                       }

                   }

 

                   // wrap if no recast possible

                   resultEventType = eventAdapterService.addWrapperType(insertIntoDesc.getEventTypeName(),

underlyingEventType, selPropertyTypes, false, true);

                   return new EvalSelectStreamWUnderlying(selectExprContext, resultEventType, namedStreams,

isUsingWildcard,

                           unnamedStreams, singleStreamWrapper, underlyingIsFragmentEvent, underlyingStreamNumber,

underlyingPropertyEventGetter, underlyingExprEvaluator);

               }

               else    // there are one or more streams selected with column name such as "stream.* as columnOne"

               {

                   EventType existingType =

eventAdapterService.getExistsTypeByName(insertIntoDesc.getEventTypeName());

                   if (existingType instanceof BeanEventType) {

                       String name = selectedStreams.get(0).getStreamSelected().getStreamName();

                       String alias = selectedStreams.get(0).getStreamSelected().getOptionalName();

                       String syntaxUsed = name + ".*" + (alias != null ? " as " + alias : "");

                       String syntaxInstead = name + (alias != null ? " as " + alias : "");

                       throw new ExprValidationException("The '" + syntaxUsed + "' syntax is not allowed when inserting

into an existing bean event type, use the '" + syntaxInstead + "' syntax instead");

                   }

                   if (existingType == null || existingType instanceof MapEventType) {

                       resultEventType = eventAdapterService.addNestableMapType(insertIntoDesc.getEventTypeName(),

selPropertyTypes, null, false, false, false, false, true);

                       Set<String> propertiesToUnwrap = getEventBeanToObjectProps(selPropertyTypes,

resultEventType);

                       if (propertiesToUnwrap.isEmpty()) {

                           return new EvalSelectStreamNoUnderlyingMap(selectExprContext, resultEventType,

namedStreams, isUsingWildcard);

                       }

                       else {

                           return new EvalSelectStreamNoUndWEventBeanToObj(selectExprContext, resultEventType,

namedStreams, isUsingWildcard, propertiesToUnwrap);

                       }

                   }

                   else {

                       Set<String> propertiesToUnwrap = getEventBeanToObjectProps(selPropertyTypes, existingType);

                       if (propertiesToUnwrap.isEmpty()) {

                           return new EvalSelectStreamNoUnderlyingObjectArray(selectExprContext, existingType,

namedStreams, isUsingWildcard);

                       }

                       else {

                           return new EvalSelectStreamNoUndWEventBeanToObjObjArray(selectExprContext,
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existingType, namedStreams, isUsingWildcard, propertiesToUnwrap);

                       }

                   }

               }

           }

 

           ValueAddEventProcessor vaeProcessor =

valueAddEventService.getValueAddProcessor(insertIntoDesc.getEventTypeName());

           EventType resultEventType;

           if (isUsingWildcard)

           {

               if (vaeProcessor != null)

               {

                   resultEventType = vaeProcessor.getValueAddEventType();

                   isRevisionEvent = true;

                   vaeProcessor.validateEventType(eventType);

               }

               else

               {

                   EventType existingType =

eventAdapterService.getExistsTypeByName(insertIntoDesc.getEventTypeName());

 

                   SelectExprProcessor existingTypeProcessor = null;

                   if (existingType != null)

                   {

                       // we may get away with re-casting an existing bean-event-type event to another bean-event-type

                       if ( (existingType instanceof BeanEventType) &&

                            (typeService.getEventTypes()[0] instanceof BeanEventType) &&

                            (selPropertyTypes.isEmpty())) {

                           return new EvalInsertBeanRecast(existingType, eventAdapterService, 0,

typeService.getEventTypes());

                       }

                       if ( (existingType instanceof WrapperEventType) &&

                            (typeService.getEventTypes()[0] instanceof BeanEventType) &&

                            (exprEvaluators.length == 0)) {

 

                           WrapperEventType wrapperType = (WrapperEventType) existingType;

                           if (wrapperType.getUnderlyingEventType() instanceof BeanEventType) {

                               return new EvalInsertBeanWrapRecast(wrapperType, eventAdapterService, 0,

typeService.getEventTypes());

                           }

                       }

 

                       existingTypeProcessor =

SelectExprInsertEventBeanFactory.getInsertUnderlyingNonJoin(eventAdapterService, existingType,

isUsingWildcard, typeService, exprEvaluators, columnNames, expressionReturnTypes,

methodResolutionService.getEngineImportService(), insertIntoDesc, columnNamesAsProvided);

                   }
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                   if (existingTypeProcessor != null) {

                       return existingTypeProcessor;

                   }

                   else if (existingType != null && selPropertyTypes.isEmpty() && existingType instanceof

MapEventType) {

                       resultEventType = existingType;

                       return new EvalInsertCoercionMap(resultEventType, eventAdapterService);

                   }

                   else if (existingType != null && selPropertyTypes.isEmpty() && existingType instanceof

ObjectArrayEventType) {

                       resultEventType = existingType;

                       return new EvalInsertCoercionObjectArray(resultEventType, eventAdapterService);

                   }

                   else if (selPropertyTypes.isEmpty() && eventType instanceof BeanEventType) {

                       BeanEventType beanEventType = (BeanEventType) eventType;

                       resultEventType = eventAdapterService.addBeanTypeByName(insertIntoDesc.getEventTypeName(),

beanEventType.getUnderlyingType(), false);

                   }

                   else {

                       resultEventType = eventAdapterService.addWrapperType(insertIntoDesc.getEventTypeName(),

eventType, selPropertyTypes, false, true);

                   }

               }

 

               if (singleStreamWrapper) {

                   if (!isRevisionEvent) {

                       return new EvalInsertWildcardSSWrapper(selectExprContext, resultEventType);

                   }

                   else {

                       return new EvalInsertWildcardSSWrapperRevision(selectExprContext, resultEventType,

vaeProcessor);

                   }

               }

               if (joinWildcardProcessor == null) {

                   if (!isRevisionEvent) {

                       if (resultEventType instanceof WrapperEventType) {

                           return new EvalInsertWildcardWrapper(selectExprContext, resultEventType);

                       }

                       else {

                           return new EvalInsertWildcardBean(selectExprContext, resultEventType);

                       }

                   }

                   else {

                       if (exprEvaluators.length == 0) {

                           return new EvalInsertWildcardRevision(selectExprContext, resultEventType, vaeProcessor);

                       }

                       else {
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                          EventType wrappingEventType =

eventAdapterService.addWrapperType(insertIntoDesc.getEventTypeName() + "_wrapped", eventType,

selPropertyTypes, false, true);

                          return new EvalInsertWildcardRevisionWrapper(selectExprContext, resultEventType, vaeProcessor,

wrappingEventType);

                       }

                   }

               }

               else {

                   if (!isRevisionEvent) {

                       return new EvalInsertWildcardJoin(selectExprContext, resultEventType, joinWildcardProcessor);

                   }

                   else {

                       return new EvalInsertWildcardJoinRevision(selectExprContext, resultEventType,

joinWildcardProcessor, vaeProcessor);

                   }

               }

           }

 

           // not using wildcard

           resultEventType = null;

           if ((columnNames.length == 1) && (insertIntoDesc.getColumnNames().size() == 0))

           {

               EventType existingType =

eventAdapterService.getExistsTypeByName(insertIntoDesc.getEventTypeName());

               if (existingType != null)

               {

                   // check if the existing type and new type are compatible

                   Object columnOneType = expressionReturnTypes[0];

                   if (existingType instanceof WrapperEventType)

                   {

                       WrapperEventType wrapperType = (WrapperEventType) existingType;

                       // Map and Object both supported

                       if (wrapperType.getUnderlyingEventType().getUnderlyingType() == columnOneType)

                       {

                           singleColumnWrapOrBeanCoercion = true;

                           resultEventType = existingType;

                       }

                   }

                   if ((existingType instanceof BeanEventType) && (columnOneType instanceof Class))

                   {

                       BeanEventType beanType = (BeanEventType) existingType;

                       // Map and Object both supported

                       if (JavaClassHelper.isSubclassOrImplementsInterface((Class) columnOneType,

beanType.getUnderlyingType()))

                       {

                           singleColumnWrapOrBeanCoercion = true;

                           resultEventType = existingType;
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                       }

                   }

               }

           }

           if (singleColumnWrapOrBeanCoercion) {

               if (!isRevisionEvent) {

                   if (resultEventType instanceof WrapperEventType) {

                       WrapperEventType wrapper = (WrapperEventType) resultEventType;

                       if (wrapper.getUnderlyingEventType() instanceof MapEventType) {

                           return new EvalInsertNoWildcardSingleColCoercionMapWrap(selectExprContext,

resultEventType);

                       }

                       else if (wrapper.getUnderlyingEventType() instanceof ObjectArrayEventType) {

                           return new EvalInsertNoWildcardSingleColCoercionObjectArrayWrap(selectExprContext,

resultEventType);

                       }

                       else if (wrapper.getUnderlyingEventType() instanceof VariantEventType) {

                           VariantEventType variantEventType = (VariantEventType) wrapper.getUnderlyingEventType();

                           vaeProcessor = valueAddEventService.getValueAddProcessor(variantEventType.getName());

                           return new EvalInsertNoWildcardSingleColCoercionBeanWrapVariant(selectExprContext,

resultEventType, vaeProcessor);

                       }

                       else {

                           return new EvalInsertNoWildcardSingleColCoercionBeanWrap(selectExprContext,

resultEventType);

                       }

                   }

                   else {

                       if (resultEventType instanceof BeanEventType) {

                           return new EvalInsertNoWildcardSingleColCoercionBean(selectExprContext, resultEventType);

                       }

                   }

               }

               else {

                   if (resultEventType instanceof MapEventType) {

                       return new EvalInsertNoWildcardSingleColCoercionRevisionMap(selectExprContext,

resultEventType, vaeProcessor, vaeInnerEventType);

                   }

                   else if (resultEventType instanceof ObjectArrayEventType) {

                       return new EvalInsertNoWildcardSingleColCoercionRevisionObjectArray(selectExprContext,

resultEventType, vaeProcessor, vaeInnerEventType);

                   }

                   else if (resultEventType instanceof BeanEventType) {

                       return new EvalInsertNoWildcardSingleColCoercionRevisionBean(selectExprContext,

resultEventType, vaeProcessor, vaeInnerEventType);

                   }

                   else {

                       return new EvalInsertNoWildcardSingleColCoercionRevisionBeanWrap(selectExprContext,
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resultEventType, vaeProcessor, vaeInnerEventType);

                   }

               }

           }

           if (resultEventType == null)

           {

               if (vaeProcessor != null)

               {

                   // Use an anonymous type if the target is not a variant stream

                   if (valueAddEventService.getValueAddProcessor(insertIntoDesc.getEventTypeName()) == null) {

                       resultEventType = eventAdapterService.createAnonymousMapType(statementId + "_vae_" +

CollectionUtil.toString(assignedTypeNumberStack, "_"), selPropertyTypes);

                   }

                   else {

                       String statementName = "stmt_" + statementId + "_insert";

                       resultEventType = eventAdapterService.addNestableMapType(statementName, selPropertyTypes,

null, false, false, false, false, true);

                   }

               }

               else

               {

                   EventType existingType =

eventAdapterService.getExistsTypeByName(insertIntoDesc.getEventTypeName());

 

                   if (existingType == null) {

                       // The type may however be an auto-import or fully-qualified class name

                       Class clazz = null;

                       try {

                           clazz = this.methodResolutionService.resolveClass(insertIntoDesc.getEventTypeName());

                       }

                       catch (EngineImportException e) {

                           log.debug("Target stream name '" + insertIntoDesc.getEventTypeName() + "' is not resolved as a

class name");

                       }

                       if (clazz != null) {

                           existingType = eventAdapterService.addBeanType(clazz.getName(), clazz, false, false, false);

                       }

                   }

 

                   SelectExprProcessor selectExprInsertEventBean = null;

                   if (existingType != null) {

                       selectExprInsertEventBean =

SelectExprInsertEventBeanFactory.getInsertUnderlyingNonJoin(eventAdapterService, existingType,

isUsingWildcard, typeService, exprEvaluators, columnNames, expressionReturnTypes,

methodResolutionService.getEngineImportService(), insertIntoDesc, columnNamesAsProvided);

                   }

                   if (selectExprInsertEventBean != null) {

                       return selectExprInsertEventBean;
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                   }

                   else

                   {

                       boolean useMap = EventRepresentationUtil.isMap(annotations, configuration,

CreateSchemaDesc.AssignedType.NONE);

                       if (useMap) {

                           resultEventType =

eventAdapterService.addNestableMapType(insertIntoDesc.getEventTypeName(), selPropertyTypes, null, false,

false, false, false, true);

                       }

                       else {

                           resultEventType =

eventAdapterService.addNestableObjectArrayType(insertIntoDesc.getEventTypeName(), selPropertyTypes, null,

false, false, false, false, true);

                       }

                   }

               }

           }

           if (vaeProcessor != null)

           {

               vaeProcessor.validateEventType(resultEventType);

               vaeInnerEventType = resultEventType;

               resultEventType = vaeProcessor.getValueAddEventType();

               isRevisionEvent = true;

           }

 

           if (!isRevisionEvent) {

               if (resultEventType instanceof MapEventType) {

                   return new EvalInsertNoWildcardMap(selectExprContext, resultEventType);

               }

               else {

                   return new EvalInsertNoWildcardObjectArray(selectExprContext, resultEventType);

               }

           }

           else {

               return new EvalInsertNoWildcardRevision(selectExprContext, resultEventType, vaeProcessor,

vaeInnerEventType);

           }

       }

       catch (EventAdapterException ex)

       {

           log.debug("Exception provided by event adapter: " + ex.getMessage(), ex);

           throw new ExprValidationException(ex.getMessage(), ex);

       }

   }

 

   private ExpressionReturnType[] determineInsertedEventTypeTargets(InsertIntoDesc insertIntoDesc,

EventAdapterService eventAdapterService, List<SelectClauseExprCompiledSpec> selectionList) {
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       ExpressionReturnType[] targets = new ExpressionReturnType[selectionList.size()];

       if (insertIntoDesc == null) {

           return targets;

       }

 

       EventType targetType = eventAdapterService.getExistsTypeByName(insertIntoDesc.getEventTypeName());

       if (targetType == null) {

           return targets;

       }

 

       for (int i = 0; i < selectionList.size(); i++) {

           SelectClauseExprCompiledSpec expr = selectionList.get(i);

           if (expr.getProvidedName() == null) {

               continue;

           }

 

           EventPropertyDescriptor desc = targetType.getPropertyDescriptor(expr.getProvidedName());

           if (desc == null) {

               continue;

           }

 

           if (!desc.isFragment()) {

               continue;

           }

 

           FragmentEventType fragmentEventType = targetType.getFragmentType(expr.getProvidedName());

           if (fragmentEventType == null) {

               continue;

           }

 

           if (fragmentEventType.isIndexed()) {

               targets[i] = ExpressionReturnType.collectionOfEvents(fragmentEventType.getFragmentType());

           }

           else {

               targets[i] = ExpressionReturnType.singleEvent(fragmentEventType.getFragmentType());

           }

       }

 

       return targets;

   }

 

   private TypeAndFunctionPair handleTypableExpression(ExprEvaluator exprEvaluator, int expressionNum)

           throws ExprValidationException

   {

       if (!(exprEvaluator instanceof ExprEvaluatorTypableReturn)) {

           return null;

       }
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       final ExprEvaluatorTypableReturn typable = (ExprEvaluatorTypableReturn) exprEvaluator;

       LinkedHashMap<String, Object> eventTypeExpr = typable.getRowProperties();

       if (eventTypeExpr == null) {

           return null;

       }

 

       final EventType mapType = eventAdapterService.createAnonymousMapType(statementId + "_innereval_" +

CollectionUtil.toString(assignedTypeNumberStack, "_") + "_" + expressionNum, eventTypeExpr);

       final ExprEvaluator innerEvaluator = exprEvaluator;

       ExprEvaluator evaluatorFragment = new ExprEvaluator() {

           public Object evaluate(EventBean[] eventsPerStream, boolean isNewData, ExprEvaluatorContext

exprEvaluatorContext)

           {

               Map<String,Object> values = (Map<String,Object>) innerEvaluator.evaluate(eventsPerStream,

isNewData, exprEvaluatorContext);

               if (values == null) {

                   return eventAdapterService.adapterForTypedMap(Collections.<String, Object>emptyMap(), mapType);

               }

               return eventAdapterService.adapterForTypedMap(values, mapType);

           }

           public Class getType()

           {

               return Map.class;

           }

       };

 

       return new TypeAndFunctionPair(mapType, evaluatorFragment);

   }

 

   private TypeAndFunctionPair handleInsertIntoEnumeration(String insertIntoColName, ExpressionReturnType

insertIntoTarget, ExprEvaluator exprEvaluator, EngineImportService engineImportService)

           throws ExprValidationException

   {

       if (!(exprEvaluator instanceof ExprEvaluatorEnumeration)

               || insertIntoTarget == null

               || (insertIntoTarget.getSingleEventEventType() == null && insertIntoTarget.getCollOfEventEventType()

== null)) {

           return null;

       }

 

       final ExprEvaluatorEnumeration enumeration = (ExprEvaluatorEnumeration) exprEvaluator;

       final EventType eventTypeSingle = enumeration.getEventTypeSingle(eventAdapterService, statementId);

       final EventType eventTypeColl = enumeration.getEventTypeCollection(eventAdapterService);

       final EventType sourceType = eventTypeSingle != null ? eventTypeSingle : eventTypeColl;

       if (eventTypeColl == null && eventTypeSingle == null) {

           return null;    // enumeration is untyped events (select-clause provided to subquery or 'new' operator)

       }
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       // check type info

       final EventType targetType = insertIntoTarget.getSingleEventEventType() != null ?

insertIntoTarget.getSingleEventEventType() : insertIntoTarget.getCollOfEventEventType();

       checkTypeCompatible(insertIntoColName, targetType, sourceType);

 

       // handle collection target - produce EventBean[]

       if (insertIntoTarget.getCollOfEventEventType() != null) {

           if (eventTypeColl != null) {

               ExprEvaluator evaluatorFragment = new ExprEvaluator() {

                   public Object evaluate(EventBean[] eventsPerStream, boolean isNewData, ExprEvaluatorContext

exprEvaluatorContext) {

                       Collection<EventBean> events = enumeration.evaluateGetROCollectionEvents(eventsPerStream,

isNewData, exprEvaluatorContext);

                       if (events == null) {

                           return null;

                       }

                       return events.toArray(new EventBean[events.size()]);

                   }

                   public Class getType() {

                       return JavaClassHelper.getArrayType(targetType.getUnderlyingType());

                   }

               };

               return new TypeAndFunctionPair(new EventType[] {targetType}, evaluatorFragment);

           }

           ExprEvaluator evaluatorFragment = new ExprEvaluator() {

               public Object evaluate(EventBean[] eventsPerStream, boolean isNewData, ExprEvaluatorContext

exprEvaluatorContext) {

                   EventBean event = enumeration.evaluateGetEventBean(eventsPerStream, isNewData,

exprEvaluatorContext);

                   if (event == null) {

                       return null;

                   }

                   return new EventBean[] {event};

               }

               public Class getType() {

                   return JavaClassHelper.getArrayType(targetType.getUnderlyingType());

               }

           };

           return new TypeAndFunctionPair(new EventType[] {targetType}, evaluatorFragment);

       }

 

       // handle single-bean target

       // handle single-source

       if (eventTypeSingle != null) {

           ExprEvaluator evaluatorFragment = new ExprEvaluator() {

               public Object evaluate(EventBean[] eventsPerStream, boolean isNewData, ExprEvaluatorContext

exprEvaluatorContext) {

                   return enumeration.evaluateGetEventBean(eventsPerStream, isNewData, exprEvaluatorContext);
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               }

               public Class getType() {

                   return targetType.getUnderlyingType();

               }

           };

           return new TypeAndFunctionPair(targetType, evaluatorFragment);

       }

 

       // handle collection-source by taking the first

       ExprEvaluator evaluatorFragment = new ExprEvaluator() {

           public Object evaluate(EventBean[] eventsPerStream, boolean isNewData, ExprEvaluatorContext

exprEvaluatorContext) {

               Collection<EventBean> events = enumeration.evaluateGetROCollectionEvents(eventsPerStream,

isNewData, exprEvaluatorContext);

               if (events == null || events.size() == 0) {

                   return null;

               }

               return EventBeanUtility.getNonemptyFirstEvent(events);

           }

           public Class getType() {

               return targetType.getUnderlyingType();

           }

       };

       return new TypeAndFunctionPair(targetType, evaluatorFragment);

   }

 

   private void checkTypeCompatible(String insertIntoCol, EventType targetType, EventType selectedType)

       throws ExprValidationException {

       if (!EventTypeUtility.isTypeOrSubTypeOf(targetType, selectedType)) {

           throw new ExprValidationException(

                   "Incompatible type detected attempting to insert into column '" +

               insertIntoCol + "' type '" + targetType.getName() + "' compared to selected type '" +

selectedType.getName() + "'");

       }

   }

 

   private TypeAndFunctionPair handleInsertIntoTypableExpression(ExpressionReturnType insertIntoTarget,

ExprEvaluator exprEvaluator, EngineImportService engineImportService)

           throws ExprValidationException

   {

       if (!(exprEvaluator instanceof ExprEvaluatorTypableReturn)

           || insertIntoTarget == null

           || (insertIntoTarget.getSingleEventEventType() == null && insertIntoTarget.getCollOfEventEventType() ==

null)) {

           return null;

       }

 

       final EventType targetType = insertIntoTarget.getSingleEventEventType() != null ?
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insertIntoTarget.getSingleEventEventType() : insertIntoTarget.getCollOfEventEventType();

       final ExprEvaluatorTypableReturn typable = (ExprEvaluatorTypableReturn) exprEvaluator;

       if (typable.isMultirow() == null) { // not typable after all

           return null;

       }

       LinkedHashMap<String, Object> eventTypeExpr = typable.getRowProperties();

       if (eventTypeExpr == null) {

           return null;

       }

 

       Set<WriteablePropertyDescriptor> writables = eventAdapterService.getWriteableProperties(targetType, false);

       List<WriteablePropertyDescriptor> written = new ArrayList<WriteablePropertyDescriptor>();

       List<Map.Entry<String, Object>> writtenOffered = new ArrayList<Map.Entry<String, Object>>();

 

       // from Map<String, Object> determine properties and type widening that may be required

       for (Map.Entry<String, Object> offeredProperty : eventTypeExpr.entrySet()) {

           WriteablePropertyDescriptor writable = EventTypeUtility.findWritable(offeredProperty.getKey(), writables);

           if (writable == null) {

               throw new ExprValidationException("Failed to find property '" + offeredProperty.getKey() + "' among

properties for target event type '" + targetType.getName() + "'");

           }

           written.add(writable);

           writtenOffered.add(offeredProperty);

       }

 

       // determine widening and column type compatibility

       final TypeWidener[] wideners = new TypeWidener[written.size()];

       for (int i = 0; i < written.size(); i++) {

           Class expected = written.get(i).getType();

           Map.Entry<String, Object> provided = writtenOffered.get(i);

           if (provided.getValue() instanceof Class) {

               wideners[i] = TypeWidenerFactory.getCheckPropertyAssignType(provided.getKey(), (Class)

provided.getValue(),

                       expected, written.get(i).getPropertyName());

           }

       }

       final boolean hasWideners = !CollectionUtil.isAllNullArray(wideners);

 

       // obtain factory

       WriteablePropertyDescriptor[] writtenArray = written.toArray(new

WriteablePropertyDescriptor[written.size()]);

       EventBeanManufacturer manufacturer;

       try {

           manufacturer = eventAdapterService.getManufacturer(targetType, writtenArray, engineImportService, false);

       }

       catch (EventBeanManufactureException e) {

           throw new ExprValidationException("Failed to obtain eventbean factory: " + e.getMessage(), e);

       }
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       // handle collection

       final EventBeanManufacturer factory = manufacturer;

       if (insertIntoTarget.getCollOfEventEventType() != null && typable.isMultirow()) {

           ExprEvaluator evaluatorFragment = new ExprEvaluator() {

               public Object evaluate(EventBean[] eventsPerStream, boolean isNewData, ExprEvaluatorContext

exprEvaluatorContext)

               {

                   Object[][] rows = typable.evaluateTypableMulti(eventsPerStream, isNewData, exprEvaluatorContext);

                   if (rows == null) {

                       return null;

                   }

                   if (rows.length == 0) {

                       return new EventBean[0];

                   }

                   if (hasWideners) {

                       applyWideners(rows, wideners);

                   }

                   EventBean[] events = new EventBean[rows.length];

                   for (int i = 0; i < events.length; i++) {

                       events[i] = factory.make(rows[i]);

                   }

                   return events;

               }

               public Class getType()

               {

                   return JavaClassHelper.getArrayType(targetType.getUnderlyingType());

               }

           };

 

           return new TypeAndFunctionPair(new EventType[] {targetType}, evaluatorFragment);

       }

       else if (insertIntoTarget.getCollOfEventEventType() != null && !typable.isMultirow()) {

           ExprEvaluator evaluatorFragment = new ExprEvaluator() {

               public Object evaluate(EventBean[] eventsPerStream, boolean isNewData, ExprEvaluatorContext

exprEvaluatorContext)

               {

                   Object[] row = typable.evaluateTypableSingle(eventsPerStream, isNewData, exprEvaluatorContext);

                   if (row == null) {

                       return null;

                   }

                   if (hasWideners) {

                       applyWideners(row, wideners);

                   }

                   return new EventBean[] {factory.make(row)};

               }

               public Class getType()

               {
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                   return JavaClassHelper.getArrayType(targetType.getUnderlyingType());

               }

           };

           return new TypeAndFunctionPair(new EventType[] {targetType}, evaluatorFragment);

       }

       else if (insertIntoTarget.getSingleEventEventType() != null && !typable.isMultirow()) {

           ExprEvaluator evaluatorFragment = new ExprEvaluator() {

               public Object evaluate(EventBean[] eventsPerStream, boolean isNewData, ExprEvaluatorContext

exprEvaluatorContext)

               {

                   Object[] row = typable.evaluateTypableSingle(eventsPerStream, isNewData, exprEvaluatorContext);

                   if (row == null) {

                       return null;

                   }

                   if (hasWideners) {

                       applyWideners(row, wideners);

                   }

                   return factory.make(row);

               }

               public Class getType()

               {

                   return JavaClassHelper.getArrayType(targetType.getUnderlyingType());

               }

           };

           return new TypeAndFunctionPair(targetType, evaluatorFragment);

       }

 

       // we are discarding all but the first row

       ExprEvaluator evaluatorFragment = new ExprEvaluator() {

           public Object evaluate(EventBean[] eventsPerStream, boolean isNewData, ExprEvaluatorContext

exprEvaluatorContext)

           {

               Object[][] rows = typable.evaluateTypableMulti(eventsPerStream, isNewData, exprEvaluatorContext);

               if (rows == null) {

                   return null;

               }

               if (rows.length == 0) {

                   return new EventBean[0];

               }

               if (hasWideners) {

                   applyWideners(rows[0], wideners);

               }

               return factory.make(rows[0]);

           }

           public Class getType()

           {

               return JavaClassHelper.getArrayType(targetType.getUnderlyingType());

           }
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       };

       return new TypeAndFunctionPair(targetType, evaluatorFragment);

   }

 

   private void applyWideners(Object[] row, TypeWidener[] wideners) {

       for (int i = 0; i < wideners.length; i++) {

           if (wideners[i] != null) {

               row[i] = wideners[i].widen(row[i]);

           }

       }

   }

 

   private void applyWideners(Object[][] rows, TypeWidener[] wideners) {

       for (Object[] row : rows) {

           applyWideners(row, wideners);

       }

   }

 

   private TypeAndFunctionPair handleAtEventbeanEnumeration(boolean isEventBeans, ExprEvaluator evaluator)

           throws ExprValidationException

   {

       if (!(evaluator instanceof ExprEvaluatorEnumeration) || !isEventBeans) {

           return null;

       }

 

       final ExprEvaluatorEnumeration enumEval = (ExprEvaluatorEnumeration) evaluator;

       final EventType eventTypeSingle = enumEval.getEventTypeSingle(eventAdapterService, statementId);

       if (eventTypeSingle != null) {

           ExprEvaluator evaluatorFragment = new ExprEvaluator() {

               public Object evaluate(EventBean[] eventsPerStream, boolean isNewData, ExprEvaluatorContext

exprEvaluatorContext) {

                   return enumEval.evaluateGetEventBean(eventsPerStream, isNewData, exprEvaluatorContext);

               }

               public Class getType(){

                   return eventTypeSingle.getUnderlyingType();

               }

           };

           return new TypeAndFunctionPair(eventTypeSingle, evaluatorFragment);

       }

 

       final EventType eventTypeColl = enumEval.getEventTypeCollection(eventAdapterService);

       if (eventTypeColl != null) {

           ExprEvaluator evaluatorFragment = new ExprEvaluator() {

               public Object evaluate(EventBean[] eventsPerStream, boolean isNewData, ExprEvaluatorContext

exprEvaluatorContext) {

                   // the protocol is EventBean[]

                   Object result = enumEval.evaluateGetROCollectionEvents(eventsPerStream, isNewData,

exprEvaluatorContext);
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                   if (result != null && result instanceof Collection) {

                       Collection<EventBean> events = (Collection<EventBean>) result;

                       return events.toArray(new EventBean[events.size()]);

                   }

                   return enumEval.evaluateGetROCollectionEvents(eventsPerStream, isNewData, exprEvaluatorContext);

               }

               public Class getType(){

                   return JavaClassHelper.getArrayType(eventTypeColl.getUnderlyingType());

               }

           };

           return new TypeAndFunctionPair(new EventType[]{eventTypeColl}, evaluatorFragment);

       }

 

       return null;

   }

 

   // Determine which properties provided by the Map must be downcast from EventBean to Object

   private static Set<String> getEventBeanToObjectProps(Map<String, Object> selPropertyTypes, EventType

resultEventType) {

 

       if (!(resultEventType instanceof BaseNestableEventType)) {

           return Collections.emptySet();

       }

       BaseNestableEventType mapEventType = (BaseNestableEventType) resultEventType;

       Set<String> props = null;

       for (Map.Entry<String, Object> entry : selPropertyTypes.entrySet()) {

           if (entry.getValue() instanceof BeanEventType && mapEventType.getTypes().get(entry.getKey()) instanceof

Class) {

               if (props == null) {

                   props = new HashSet<String>();

               }

               props.add(entry.getKey());

           }

       }

       if (props == null) {

           return Collections.emptySet();

       }

       return props;

   }

 

   private static void verifyInsertInto(InsertIntoDesc insertIntoDesc,

                                        List<SelectClauseExprCompiledSpec> selectionList)

       throws ExprValidationException

   {

       // Verify all column names are unique

       Set<String> names = new HashSet<String>();

       for (String element : insertIntoDesc.getColumnNames())

       {
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           if (names.contains(element))

           {

               throw new ExprValidationException("Property name '" + element + "' appears more then once in insert-

into clause");

           }

           names.add(element);

       }

 

       // Verify number of columns matches the select clause

       if ( (!insertIntoDesc.getColumnNames().isEmpty()) &&

            (insertIntoDesc.getColumnNames().size() != selectionList.size()) )

       {

           throw new ExprValidationException("Number of supplied values in the select clause does not match insert-

into clause");

       }

   }

 

   private static class TypeAndFunctionPair {

       private final Object type;

       private final ExprEvaluator function;

 

       private TypeAndFunctionPair(Object type, ExprEvaluator function) {

           this.type = type;

           this.function = function;

       }

 

       public Object getType() {

           return type;

       }

 

       public ExprEvaluator getFunction() {

           return function;

       }

   }

}

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.datetime.eval;
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public class TimePeriod {

   private Integer years;

   private Integer months;

   private Integer weeks;

   private Integer days;

   private Integer hours;

   private Integer minutes;

   private Integer seconds;

   private Integer milliseconds;

 

   public TimePeriod(Integer years, Integer months, Integer weeks, Integer days, Integer hours, Integer minutes,

Integer seconds, Integer milliseconds) {

       this.years = years;

       this.months = months;

       this.weeks = weeks;

       this.days = days;

       this.hours = hours;

       this.minutes = minutes;

       this.seconds = seconds;

       this.milliseconds = milliseconds;

   }

 

   public Integer getYears() {

       return years;

   }

 

   public Integer getMonths() {

       return months;

   }

 

   public Integer getWeeks() {

       return weeks;

   }

 

   public Integer getDays() {

       return days;

   }

 

   public Integer getHours() {

       return hours;

   }

 

   public Integer getMinutes() {

       return minutes;

   }

 

   public Integer getSeconds() {

       return seconds;
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   }

 

   public Integer getMilliseconds() {

       return milliseconds;

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.lookup;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluator;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluatorContext;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.join.table.PropertyIndexedEventTableSingle;

import com.espertech.esper.event.EventBeanUtility;

 

/**

* Index lookup strategy that coerces the key values before performing a lookup.

*/

public class SubordIndexedTableLookupStrategySingleCoercing extends

SubordIndexedTableLookupStrategySingleExpr

{

   private Class coercionType;

 

   public SubordIndexedTableLookupStrategySingleCoercing(int streamCountOuter, ExprEvaluator evaluator,

PropertyIndexedEventTableSingle index, Class coercionType) {

       super(streamCountOuter, evaluator, index);

       this.coercionType = coercionType;

   }

 

   @Override

   protected Object getKey(EventBean[] eventsPerStream, ExprEvaluatorContext context) {

       Object key = super.getKey(eventsPerStream, context);

       return EventBeanUtility.coerce(key, coercionType);

   }

}

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *
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*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.enummethod.eval;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluator;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluatorContext;

 

import java.util.Collection;

 

public class EnumEvalAnyOfEvents extends EnumEvalBase implements EnumEval {

 

   public EnumEvalAnyOfEvents(ExprEvaluator innerExpression, int streamCountIncoming) {

       super(innerExpression, streamCountIncoming);

   }

 

   public Object evaluateEnumMethod(EventBean[] eventsLambda, Collection target, boolean isNewData,

ExprEvaluatorContext context) {

       if (target.isEmpty()) {

           return false;

       }

 

       Collection<EventBean> beans = (Collection<EventBean>) target;

       for (EventBean next : beans) {

           eventsLambda[streamNumLambda] = next;

 

           Object pass = innerExpression.evaluate(eventsLambda, isNewData, context);

           if (pass != null && ((Boolean) pass)) {

               return true;

           }

       }

 

       return false;

   }

}

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/
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package com.espertech.esper.epl.methodbase;

 

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprNode;

 

public class DotMethodFPProvidedParam {

 

   private int lambdaParamNum; // 0 means not a lambda expression expected, 1 means "x=>", 2 means "(x,y)=>"

   private Class returnType;

   private ExprNode expression;

 

   public DotMethodFPProvidedParam(int lambdaParamNum, Class returnType, ExprNode expression) {

       this.lambdaParamNum = lambdaParamNum;

       this.returnType = returnType;

       this.expression = expression;

   }

 

   public int getLambdaParamNum() {

       return lambdaParamNum;

   }

 

   public Class getReturnType() {

       return returnType;

   }

 

   public ExprNode getExpression() {

       return expression;

   }

}

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.core;

 

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluator;

 

public class OrderByElement {

   private ExprEvaluator expr;

   private boolean isDescending;
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   public OrderByElement(ExprEvaluator expr, boolean descending) {

       this.expr = expr;

       isDescending = descending;

   }

 

   public ExprEvaluator getExpr() {

       return expr;

   }

 

   public boolean isDescending() {

       return isDescending;

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.core;

 

import com.espertech.esper.epl.agg.service.AggregationService;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprValidationException;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.spec.RowLimitSpec;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.variable.VariableReader;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.variable.VariableService;

import com.espertech.esper.util.JavaClassHelper;

import org.apache.commons.logging.Log;

import org.apache.commons.logging.LogFactory;

 

/**

* An order-by processor that sorts events according to the expressions

* in the order_by clause.

*/

public class OrderByProcessorRowLimitFactory implements OrderByProcessorFactory {

 

	private static final Log log = LogFactory.getLog(OrderByProcessorImpl.class);

 

   private final VariableReader numRowsVariableReader;

   private final VariableReader offsetVariableReader;

   private int currentRowLimit;

   private int currentOffset;

 

   /**

    * Ctor.

    * @param rowLimitSpec specification for row limit, or null if no row limit is defined
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    * @param variableService for retrieving variable state for use with row limiting

    * @throws com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprValidationException if row limit specification validation fails

    */

   public OrderByProcessorRowLimitFactory(RowLimitSpec rowLimitSpec, VariableService variableService)

           throws ExprValidationException

   {

       if (rowLimitSpec.getNumRowsVariable() != null)

       {

           numRowsVariableReader = variableService.getReader(rowLimitSpec.getNumRowsVariable());

           if (numRowsVariableReader == null)

           {

               throw new ExprValidationException("Limit clause variable by name '" +

rowLimitSpec.getNumRowsVariable() + "' has not been declared");

           }

           if (!JavaClassHelper.isNumeric(numRowsVariableReader.getType()))

           {

               throw new ExprValidationException("Limit clause requires a variable of numeric type");

           }

       }

       else

       {

           numRowsVariableReader = null;

           currentRowLimit = rowLimitSpec.getNumRows();

 

           if (currentRowLimit < 0)

           {

               currentRowLimit = Integer.MAX_VALUE;

           }

       }

 

       if (rowLimitSpec.getOptionalOffsetVariable() != null)

       {

           offsetVariableReader = variableService.getReader(rowLimitSpec.getOptionalOffsetVariable());

           if (offsetVariableReader == null)

           {

               throw new ExprValidationException("Limit clause variable by name '" +

rowLimitSpec.getOptionalOffsetVariable() + "' has not been declared");

           }

           if (!JavaClassHelper.isNumeric(offsetVariableReader.getType()))

           {

               throw new ExprValidationException("Limit clause requires a variable of numeric type");

           }

       }

       else

       {

           offsetVariableReader = null;

           if (rowLimitSpec.getOptionalOffset() != null)

           {
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               currentOffset = rowLimitSpec.getOptionalOffset();

 

               if (currentOffset <= 0)

               {

                   throw new ExprValidationException("Limit clause requires a positive offset");

               }

           }

           else

           {

               currentOffset = 0;

           }

       }

   }

 

   public OrderByProcessor instantiate(AggregationService aggregationService) {

       return new OrderByProcessorRowLimit(numRowsVariableReader, offsetVariableReader,

               currentRowLimit, currentOffset);

   }

}

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.core.eval;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventType;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.core.SelectExprProcessor;

import com.espertech.esper.event.vaevent.ValueAddEventProcessor;

import org.apache.commons.logging.Log;

import org.apache.commons.logging.LogFactory;

 

import java.util.Collections;

 

public class EvalInsertNoWildcardSingleColCoercionBeanWrapVariant extends EvalBaseFirstProp implements

SelectExprProcessor {

 

   private static final Log log =

LogFactory.getLog(EvalInsertNoWildcardSingleColCoercionBeanWrapVariant.class);

 

   private final ValueAddEventProcessor vaeProcessor;
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   public EvalInsertNoWildcardSingleColCoercionBeanWrapVariant(SelectExprContext selectExprContext,

EventType resultEventType, ValueAddEventProcessor vaeProcessor) {

       super(selectExprContext, resultEventType);

       this.vaeProcessor = vaeProcessor;

   }

 

   public EventBean processFirstCol(Object result) {

       EventBean wrappedEvent = super.getEventAdapterService().adapterForBean(result);

       EventBean variant = vaeProcessor.getValueAddEventBean(wrappedEvent);

       return super.getEventAdapterService().adapterForTypedWrapper(variant, Collections.EMPTY_MAP,

super.getResultEventType());

   }

}

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.agg.access;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

 

import java.util.Collection;

 

/**

* Accessor for access aggregation functions.

*/

public interface AggregationAccessor

{

   /**

    * Return the aggregation state value either as a scalar value or any other object.

    * <p>

    *     For enumeration over scalar values or objects return an array or collection of scalar or object values.

    * </p>

    * <p>

    *     Use the #getEnumerableEvents method to return a collection of events.

    * </p>

    * <p>

    *     Use the #getEnumerableEvent to return a single events.

    * </p>

    * @param state aggregation state, downcast as needed
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    * @return return value

    */

   public Object getValue(AggregationState state);

 

   /**

    * Return the aggregation state value consisting of a collection of events.

    * @param state aggregation state, downcast as needed

    * @return return collection of events or null or empty collection

    */

   public Collection<EventBean> getEnumerableEvents(AggregationState state);

 

   /**

    * Return the aggregation state value consisting of a single event.

    * @param state aggregation state, downcast as needed

    * @return return event or null

    */

   public EventBean getEnumerableEvent(AggregationState state);

}

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.join.exec.sorted;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluator;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluatorContext;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.join.table.PropertySortedEventTable;

 

import java.util.Collection;

import java.util.Set;

 

public class SortedAccessStrategyGT extends SortedAccessStrategyRelOpBase implements SortedAccessStrategy {

 

   public SortedAccessStrategyGT(boolean isNWOnTrigger, int lookupStream, int numStreams, ExprEvaluator

keyEval) {

       super(isNWOnTrigger, lookupStream, numStreams, keyEval);

   }

 

   public Set<EventBean> lookup(EventBean theEvent, PropertySortedEventTable index, ExprEvaluatorContext

context) {
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       return index.lookupGreater(super.evaluateLookup(theEvent, context));

   }

 

   public Collection<EventBean> lookup(EventBean[] eventsPerStream, PropertySortedEventTable index,

ExprEvaluatorContext context) {

       return index.lookupGreaterColl(super.evaluatePerStream(eventsPerStream, context));

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.spec;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.ConfigurationException;

import com.espertech.esper.client.ConfigurationPlugInPatternObject;

import com.espertech.esper.client.ConfigurationPlugInView;

import com.espertech.esper.client.ConfigurationPlugInVirtualDataWindow;

import com.espertech.esper.collection.Pair;

 

import java.io.Serializable;

import java.util.HashMap;

import java.util.List;

import java.util.Map;

 

public interface PluggableObjectRegistry

{

   public Pair<Class,PluggableObjectEntry> lookup(String nameSpace, String name);

}

<!--

 ~ **************************************************************************************

 ~ * Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

 ~ * http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

 ~ * http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

 ~ * ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

 ~ * The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

 ~ * a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

 ~ **************************************************************************************

 -->

 

<html>

<head></head>

<body>

<p>
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	Classes for handling events-within-events.

</p>

</body>

</html>

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.enummethod.eval;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventType;

import com.espertech.esper.client.util.ExpressionReturnType;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.core.MethodResolutionService;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.core.StreamTypeService;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.enummethod.dot.*;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprDotNodeUtility;

import com.espertech.esper.event.EventAdapterService;

import com.espertech.esper.event.arr.ObjectArrayEventType;

 

import java.util.List;

 

public class ExprDotEvalOrderByAscDesc extends ExprDotEvalEnumMethodBase {

 

   public EventType[] getAddStreamTypes(String enumMethodUsedName, List<String> goesToNames, EventType

inputEventType, Class collectionComponentType, List<ExprDotEvalParam> bodiesAndParameters) {

       return ExprDotNodeUtility.getSingleLambdaParamEventType(enumMethodUsedName, goesToNames,

inputEventType, collectionComponentType);

   }

 

   public EnumEval getEnumEval(MethodResolutionService methodResolutionService, EventAdapterService

eventAdapterService, StreamTypeService streamTypeService, String statementId, String enumMethodUsedName,

List<ExprDotEvalParam> bodiesAndParameters, EventType inputEventType, Class collectionComponentType, int

numStreamsIncoming) {

 

       boolean isDescending = this.getEnumMethodEnum() == EnumMethodEnum.ORDERBYDESC;

 

       if (bodiesAndParameters.isEmpty()) {

           super.setTypeInfo(ExpressionReturnType.collectionOfSingleValue(collectionComponentType));

           return new EnumEvalOrderByAscDescScalar(numStreamsIncoming, isDescending);

       }
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       ExprDotEvalParamLambda first = (ExprDotEvalParamLambda) bodiesAndParameters.get(0);

       if (inputEventType == null) {

           super.setTypeInfo(ExpressionReturnType.collectionOfSingleValue(collectionComponentType));

           return new EnumEvalOrderByAscDescScalarLambda(first.getBodyEvaluator(),

first.getStreamCountIncoming(), isDescending,

                   (ObjectArrayEventType) first.getGoesToTypes()[0]);

       }

       super.setTypeInfo(ExpressionReturnType.collectionOfEvents(inputEventType));

       return new EnumEvalOrderByAscDescEvents(first.getBodyEvaluator(), first.getStreamCountIncoming(),

isDescending);

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.variable;

 

import java.util.Map;

 

/**

* Thread-specific state in regards to variable versions.

*/

public class VariableVersionThreadEntry

{

   private Integer version;

   private Map<Integer, Object> uncommitted;

 

   /**

    * Ctor.

    * @param version current version number of the variables visible to thread

    * @param uncommitted the uncommitted values of variables for the thread, if any

    */

   public VariableVersionThreadEntry(int version, Map<Integer, Object> uncommitted)

   {

       this.version = version;

       this.uncommitted = uncommitted;

   }

 

   /**

    * Returns the version visible for a thread.

    * @return version number

    */

   public Integer getVersion()
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   {

       return version;

   }

 

   /**

    * Sets the version visible for a thread.

    * @param version version number

    */

   public void setVersion(Integer version)

   {

       this.version = version;

   }

 

   /**

    * Returns a map of variable number and uncommitted value, or empty map or null if none exist

    * @return uncommitted values

    */

   public Map<Integer, Object> getUncommitted()

   {

       return uncommitted;

   }

 

   /**

    * Sets a map of variable number and uncommitted value, or empty map or null if none exist

    * @param uncommitted uncommitted values

    */

   public void setUncommitted(Map<Integer, Object> uncommitted)

   {

       this.uncommitted = uncommitted;

   }

}

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.enummethod.eval;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluator;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluatorContext;
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import java.util.*;

 

public class EnumEvalOrderByAscDescEvents extends EnumEvalBase implements EnumEval {

 

   private final boolean descending;

 

   public EnumEvalOrderByAscDescEvents(ExprEvaluator innerExpression, int streamCountIncoming, boolean

descending) {

       super(innerExpression, streamCountIncoming);

       this.descending = descending;

   }

 

   public Object evaluateEnumMethod(EventBean[] eventsLambda, Collection target, boolean isNewData,

ExprEvaluatorContext context) {

       TreeMap<Comparable, Object> sort = new TreeMap<Comparable, Object>();

       boolean hasColl = false;

 

       Collection<EventBean> beans = (Collection<EventBean>) target;

       for (EventBean next : beans) {

           eventsLambda[streamNumLambda] = next;

 

           Comparable comparable = (Comparable) innerExpression.evaluate(eventsLambda, isNewData, context);

           Object entry = sort.get(comparable);

 

           if (entry == null) {

               sort.put(comparable, next);

               continue;

           }

 

           if (entry instanceof Collection) {

               ((Collection) entry).add(next);

               continue;

           }

 

           Deque<Object> coll = new ArrayDeque<Object>();

           coll.add(entry);

           coll.add(next);

           sort.put(comparable, coll);

           hasColl = true;

       }

 

       Map<Comparable, Object> sorted;

       if (descending) {

           sorted = sort.descendingMap();

       }

       else {

           sorted = sort;

       }
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       if (!hasColl) {

           return sorted.values();

       }

 

       Deque<Object> coll = new ArrayDeque<Object>();

       for (Map.Entry<Comparable, Object> entry : sorted.entrySet()) {

           if (entry.getValue() instanceof Collection) {

               coll.addAll((Collection) entry.getValue());

           }

           else {

               coll.add(entry.getValue());

           }

       }

       return coll;

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.view;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.collection.MultiKey;

import com.espertech.esper.collection.UniformPair;

import com.espertech.esper.core.service.UpdateDispatchView;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.core.ResultSetProcessor;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluatorContext;

import com.espertech.esper.event.EventBeanUtility;

import com.espertech.esper.util.AuditPath;

import com.espertech.esper.util.ExecutionPathDebugLog;

import org.apache.commons.logging.Log;

import org.apache.commons.logging.LogFactory;

 

import java.util.Iterator;

import java.util.Set;

 

/**

* Output process view that does not enforce any output policies and may simply

* hand over events to child views, but works with distinct and after-output policies

*/

public class OutputProcessViewDirectDistinctOrAfter extends OutputProcessViewBaseWAfter

{
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	private static final Log log = LogFactory.getLog(OutputProcessViewDirectDistinctOrAfter.class);

 

   private final OutputProcessViewDirectDistinctOrAfterFactory parent;

 

   public OutputProcessViewDirectDistinctOrAfter(ResultSetProcessor resultSetProcessor, Long

afterConditionTime, Integer afterConditionNumberOfEvents, boolean afterConditionSatisfied,

OutputProcessViewDirectDistinctOrAfterFactory parent) {

       super(resultSetProcessor, afterConditionTime, afterConditionNumberOfEvents, afterConditionSatisfied);

       this.parent = parent;

   }

 

   /**

    * The update method is called if the view does not participate in a join.

    * @param newData - new events

    * @param oldData - old events

    */

   public void update(EventBean[] newData, EventBean[] oldData)

   {

       if ((ExecutionPathDebugLog.isDebugEnabled) && (log.isDebugEnabled()))

       {

           log.debug(".update Received update, " +

                   "  newData.length==" + ((newData == null) ? 0 : newData.length) +

                   "  oldData.length==" + ((oldData == null) ? 0 : oldData.length));

       }

 

       boolean isGenerateSynthetic = parent.getStatementResultService().isMakeSynthetic();

       boolean isGenerateNatural = parent.getStatementResultService().isMakeNatural();

 

       UniformPair<EventBean[]> newOldEvents = resultSetProcessor.processViewResult(newData, oldData,

isGenerateSynthetic);

 

       if (!super.checkAfterCondition(newOldEvents, parent.getStatementContext()))

       {

           return;

       }

 

       if (parent.isDistinct() && newOldEvents != null)

       {

           newOldEvents.setFirst(EventBeanUtility.getDistinctByProp(newOldEvents.getFirst(),

parent.getEventBeanReader()));

           newOldEvents.setSecond(EventBeanUtility.getDistinctByProp(newOldEvents.getSecond(),

parent.getEventBeanReader()));

       }

 

       if ((!isGenerateSynthetic) && (!isGenerateNatural))

       {

           if (AuditPath.isAuditEnabled) {

               OutputStrategyUtil.indicateEarlyReturn(parent.getStatementContext(), newOldEvents);
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           }

           return;

       }

 

       boolean forceOutput = false;

       if ((newData == null) && (oldData == null) &&

               ((newOldEvents == null) || (newOldEvents.getFirst() == null && newOldEvents.getSecond() == null)))

       {

           forceOutput = true;

       }

 

       // Child view can be null in replay from named window

       if (childView != null)

       {

           postProcess(forceOutput, newOldEvents, childView);

       }

   }

 

   /**

    * This process (update) method is for participation in a join.

    * @param newEvents - new events

    * @param oldEvents - old events

    */

   public void process(Set<MultiKey<EventBean>> newEvents, Set<MultiKey<EventBean>> oldEvents,

ExprEvaluatorContext exprEvaluatorContext)

   {

       if ((ExecutionPathDebugLog.isDebugEnabled) && (log.isDebugEnabled()))

       {

           log.debug(".process Received update, " +

                   "  newData.length==" + ((newEvents == null) ? 0 : newEvents.size()) +

                   "  oldData.length==" + ((oldEvents == null) ? 0 : oldEvents.size()));

       }

 

       boolean isGenerateSynthetic = parent.getStatementResultService().isMakeSynthetic();

       boolean isGenerateNatural = parent.getStatementResultService().isMakeNatural();

 

       UniformPair<EventBean[]> newOldEvents = resultSetProcessor.processJoinResult(newEvents, oldEvents,

isGenerateSynthetic);

 

       if (!checkAfterCondition(newOldEvents, parent.getStatementContext()))

       {

           return;

       }

 

       if (parent.isDistinct() && newOldEvents != null)

       {

           newOldEvents.setFirst(EventBeanUtility.getDistinctByProp(newOldEvents.getFirst(),

parent.getEventBeanReader()));
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           newOldEvents.setSecond(EventBeanUtility.getDistinctByProp(newOldEvents.getSecond(),

parent.getEventBeanReader()));

       }

 

       if ((!isGenerateSynthetic) && (!isGenerateNatural))

       {

           if (AuditPath.isAuditEnabled) {

               OutputStrategyUtil.indicateEarlyReturn(parent.getStatementContext(), newOldEvents);

           }

           return;

       }

 

       if (newOldEvents == null)

       {

           return;

       }

 

       // Child view can be null in replay from named window

       if (childView != null)

       {

           postProcess(false, newOldEvents, childView);

       }

   }

 

   protected void postProcess(boolean force, UniformPair<EventBean[]> newOldEvents, UpdateDispatchView

childView) {

       OutputStrategyUtil.output(force, newOldEvents, childView);

   }

 

   public Iterator<EventBean> iterator() {

       return OutputStrategyUtil.getIterator(joinExecutionStrategy, resultSetProcessor, parentView,

parent.isDistinct());

   }

 

   public void terminated() {

       // Not applicable

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.join.table;
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import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

 

import java.io.StringWriter;

import java.util.Iterator;

 

/**

* An event table for holding multiple tables for use when multiple indexes of the same dataset must be entered into a

cache

* for use in historical data lookup.

* <p>

* Does not allow iteration, adding and removing events. Does allow clearing all tables and asking for

* filled or empty tables. All tables are expected to be filled and empty at the same time,

* reflecting multiple indexes on a single set of data.

*/

public class MultiIndexEventTable implements EventTable

{

   private final EventTable[] tables;

 

   /**

    * Ctor.

    * @param tables tables to hold

    */

   public MultiIndexEventTable(EventTable[] tables)

   {

       this.tables = tables;

   }

 

   /**

    * Returns all tables.

    * @return tables

    */

   public EventTable[] getTables()

   {

       return tables;

   }

 

   public void addRemove(EventBean[] newData, EventBean[] oldData) {

       add(newData);

       remove(oldData);

   }

 

   public void add(EventBean[] events)

   {

       throw new UnsupportedOperationException();

   }

 

   public void remove(EventBean[] events)

   {
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       throw new UnsupportedOperationException();

   }

 

   public Iterator<EventBean> iterator()

   {

       throw new UnsupportedOperationException();

   }

 

   public boolean isEmpty()

   {

       return tables[0].isEmpty();

   }

 

   public void clear()

   {

       for (int i = 0; i < tables.length; i++)

       {

           tables[i].clear();

       }

   }

 

   public String toQueryPlan() {

       StringWriter buf = new StringWriter();

       String delimiter = "";

       for (EventTable table : tables) {

           buf.append(delimiter);

           buf.append(table.toQueryPlan());

           delimiter = ", ";

       }

       return this.getClass().getSimpleName() + " " + buf.toString();

   }

}

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.enummethod.eval;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventType;

import com.espertech.esper.collection.Pair;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.core.MethodResolutionService;
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import com.espertech.esper.epl.core.StreamTypeService;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.enummethod.dot.EnumMethodEnum;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.enummethod.dot.ExprDotEvalEnumMethodBase;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.enummethod.dot.ExprDotEvalParam;

import com.espertech.esper.client.util.ExpressionReturnType;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprDotNode;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluatorEnumeration;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprValidationException;

import com.espertech.esper.event.EventAdapterService;

import com.espertech.esper.event.EventTypeUtility;

 

import java.util.List;

 

public class ExprDotEvalSetExceptUnionIntersect extends ExprDotEvalEnumMethodBase {

 

   public EventType[] getAddStreamTypes(String enumMethodUsedName, List<String> goesToNames, EventType

inputEventType, Class collectionComponentType, List<ExprDotEvalParam> bodiesAndParameters) {

       return new EventType[] {};

   }

 

   public EnumEval getEnumEval(MethodResolutionService methodResolutionService, EventAdapterService

eventAdapterService, StreamTypeService streamTypeService, String statementId, String enumMethodUsedName,

List<ExprDotEvalParam> bodiesAndParameters, EventType inputEventType, Class collectionComponentType, int

numStreamsIncoming) throws ExprValidationException {

       ExprDotEvalParam first = bodiesAndParameters.get(0);

 

       Pair<ExprEvaluatorEnumeration, ExpressionReturnType> enumSrc =

ExprDotNode.getEnumerationSource(first.getBody(), streamTypeService, eventAdapterService, statementId, true);

       if (inputEventType != null) {

           super.setTypeInfo(ExpressionReturnType.collectionOfEvents(inputEventType));

       }

       else {

           super.setTypeInfo(ExpressionReturnType.collectionOfSingleValue(collectionComponentType));

       }

 

       if (enumSrc.getFirst() == null) {

           String message = "Enumeration method '" + enumMethodUsedName + "' requires an expression yielding an

event-collection as input paramater";

           throw new ExprValidationException(message);

       }

 

       EventType setType = enumSrc.getFirst().getEventTypeCollection(eventAdapterService);

       if (setType != inputEventType) {

           boolean isSubtype = EventTypeUtility.isTypeOrSubTypeOf(setType, inputEventType);

           if (!isSubtype) {

               String message = "Enumeration method '" + enumMethodUsedName + "' expects event type '" +

inputEventType.getName() + "' but receives event type '" +

enumSrc.getFirst().getEventTypeCollection(eventAdapterService).getName() + "'";
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               throw new ExprValidationException(message);

           }

       }

 

       if (this.getEnumMethodEnum() == EnumMethodEnum.UNION) {

           return new EnumEvalUnion(numStreamsIncoming, enumSrc.getFirst(), inputEventType == null);

       }

       else if (this.getEnumMethodEnum() == EnumMethodEnum.INTERSECT) {

           return new EnumEvalIntersect(numStreamsIncoming, enumSrc.getFirst(), inputEventType == null);

       }

       else if (this.getEnumMethodEnum() == EnumMethodEnum.EXCEPT) {

           return new EnumEvalExcept(numStreamsIncoming, enumSrc.getFirst(), inputEventType == null);

       }

       else {

           throw new IllegalArgumentException("Invalid enumeration method for this factory: " +

this.getEnumMethodEnum());

       }

   }

}

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.enummethod.eval;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluator;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluatorContext;

import com.espertech.esper.event.arr.ObjectArrayEventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.event.arr.ObjectArrayEventType;

 

import java.util.Collection;

 

public class EnumEvalAnyOfScalar extends EnumEvalBaseScalar implements EnumEval {

 

   public EnumEvalAnyOfScalar(ExprEvaluator innerExpression, int streamCountIncoming, ObjectArrayEventType

type) {

       super(innerExpression, streamCountIncoming, type);

   }

 

   public Object evaluateEnumMethod(EventBean[] eventsLambda, Collection target, boolean isNewData,
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ExprEvaluatorContext context) {

       if (target.isEmpty()) {

           return false;

       }

 

       ObjectArrayEventBean evalEvent = new ObjectArrayEventBean(new Object[1], type);

       for (Object next : target) {

 

           evalEvent.getProperties()[0] = next;

           eventsLambda[streamNumLambda] = evalEvent;

 

           Object pass = innerExpression.evaluate(eventsLambda, isNewData, context);

           if (pass != null && ((Boolean) pass)) {

               return true;

           }

       }

 

       return false;

   }

}

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.agg.service;

 

import com.espertech.esper.plugin.PlugInAggregationMultiFunctionStateFactory;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.agg.access.AggregationState;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.core.MethodResolutionService;

 

public class AggregationStateFactoryPlugin implements AggregationStateFactory {

 

   private final PlugInAggregationMultiFunctionStateFactory providerFactory;

 

   public AggregationStateFactoryPlugin(PlugInAggregationMultiFunctionStateFactory providerFactory) {

       this.providerFactory = providerFactory;

   }

 

   public AggregationState createAccess(MethodResolutionService methodResolutionService, int agentInstanceId,

int groupId, int aggregationId, boolean join, Object groupBy) {

       return methodResolutionService.makeAccessAggPlugin(agentInstanceId, groupId, aggregationId, join,
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providerFactory, groupBy);

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.expression;

 

import com.espertech.esper.epl.agg.service.AggregationMethodFactory;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.agg.service.AggregationResultFuture;

 

/**

* Base expression node that represents an aggregation function such as 'sum' or 'count'.

*/

public interface ExprAggregateNode extends ExprEvaluator, ExprNode

{

   public AggregationMethodFactory getFactory();

   public void setAggregationResultFuture(AggregationResultFuture aggregationResultFuture, int column);

   public boolean isDistinct();

}

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.agg.service;

 

import com.espertech.esper.core.context.util.AgentInstanceContext;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.agg.access.AggregationState;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.agg.access.AggregationAccessorSlotPair;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.core.MethodResolutionService;

 

/**

* Aggregation service for use when only first/last/window aggregation functions are used an none other.

*/

public class AggSvcGroupAllAccessOnlyFactory implements AggregationServiceFactory

{
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   protected final AggregationAccessorSlotPair[] accessors;

   protected final AggregationStateFactory[] accessAggSpecs;

   protected final boolean isJoin;

 

   public AggSvcGroupAllAccessOnlyFactory(AggregationAccessorSlotPair[] accessors, AggregationStateFactory[]

accessAggSpecs, boolean join) {

       this.accessors = accessors;

       this.accessAggSpecs = accessAggSpecs;

       isJoin = join;

   }

 

   public AggregationService makeService(AgentInstanceContext agentInstanceContext, MethodResolutionService

methodResolutionService) {

       AggregationState[] states =

methodResolutionService.newAccesses(agentInstanceContext.getAgentInstanceId(), isJoin, accessAggSpecs);

       return new AggSvcGroupAllAccessOnlyImpl(accessors, states);

   }

}

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.core.eval;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventType;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.core.SelectExprProcessor;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluator;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluatorContext;

import com.espertech.esper.event.EventAdapterService;

import org.apache.commons.logging.Log;

import org.apache.commons.logging.LogFactory;

 

import java.util.HashMap;

import java.util.Map;

 

public class EvalSelectNoWildcardMap implements SelectExprProcessor {

 

   private static final Log log = LogFactory.getLog(EvalSelectNoWildcardMap.class);

 

   private final SelectExprContext selectExprContext;
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   private final EventType resultEventType;

 

   public EvalSelectNoWildcardMap(SelectExprContext selectExprContext, EventType resultEventType) {

       this.selectExprContext = selectExprContext;

       this.resultEventType = resultEventType;

   }

 

   public EventBean process(EventBean[] eventsPerStream, boolean isNewData, boolean isSynthesize,

ExprEvaluatorContext exprEvaluatorContext)

   {

       ExprEvaluator[] expressionNodes = selectExprContext.getExpressionNodes();

       String[] columnNames = selectExprContext.getColumnNames();

       EventAdapterService eventAdapterService = selectExprContext.getEventAdapterService();

 

       // Evaluate all expressions and build a map of name-value pairs

       Map<String, Object> props = new HashMap<String, Object>();

       for (int i = 0; i < expressionNodes.length; i++)

       {

           Object evalResult = expressionNodes[i].evaluate(eventsPerStream, isNewData, exprEvaluatorContext);

           props.put(columnNames[i], evalResult);

       }

 

       return eventAdapterService.adapterForTypedMap(props, resultEventType);

   }

 

   public EventType getResultEventType()

   {

       return resultEventType;

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.core;

 

import com.espertech.esper.collection.Pair;

 

/**

* Exception to indicate that a stream name could not be resolved.

*/

public class StreamNotFoundException extends StreamTypesException

{

   private static final long serialVersionUID = -665030219652415977L;
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   /**

    * Ctor.

    * @param msg - message

    * @param suggestion - optional suggestion for a matching name

    */

   public StreamNotFoundException(String msg, Pair<Integer, String> suggestion)

   {

       super(msg, suggestion);

   }

}

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.enummethod.dot;

 

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprChainedSpec;

import com.espertech.esper.event.EventAdapterService;

import com.espertech.esper.event.bean.BeanEventType;

import com.espertech.esper.util.JavaClassHelper;

 

import java.lang.reflect.Method;

import java.util.Collection;

import java.util.List;

 

public class ExprDotStaticMethodWrapFactory {

 

   public static ExprDotStaticMethodWrap make(Method method, EventAdapterService eventAdapterService,

List<ExprChainedSpec> modifiedChain) {

 

       if (modifiedChain.isEmpty() || (!EnumMethodEnum.isEnumerationMethod(modifiedChain.get(0).getName())))

{

           return null;

       }

 

       if (method.getReturnType().isArray()) {

           Class componentType = method.getReturnType().getComponentType();

           if (componentType == null || JavaClassHelper.isJavaBuiltinDataType(componentType)) {

               return new ExprDotStaticMethodWrapArrayScalar(method.getName(), componentType);

           }
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           BeanEventType type = (BeanEventType) eventAdapterService.addBeanType(componentType.getName(),

componentType, false, false, false);

           return new ExprDotStaticMethodWrapArrayEvents(eventAdapterService, type);

       }

 

       if (JavaClassHelper.isImplementsInterface(method.getReturnType(), Collection.class)) {

           Class genericType = JavaClassHelper.getGenericReturnType(method, true);

           if (genericType == null || JavaClassHelper.isJavaBuiltinDataType(genericType)) {

               return new ExprDotStaticMethodWrapCollection(method.getName(), genericType);

           }

       }

 

       if (JavaClassHelper.isImplementsInterface(method.getReturnType(), Iterable.class)) {

           Class genericType = JavaClassHelper.getGenericReturnType(method, true);

           if (genericType == null || JavaClassHelper.isJavaBuiltinDataType(genericType)) {

               return new ExprDotStaticMethodWrapIterableScalar(method.getName(), genericType);

           }

           BeanEventType type = (BeanEventType) eventAdapterService.addBeanType(genericType.getName(),

genericType, false, false, false);

           return new ExprDotStaticMethodWrapIterableEvents(eventAdapterService, type);

       }

       return null;

   }

 

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.join.rep;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

 

import java.util.Iterator;

import java.util.Set;

 

/**

* An interface for a repository of events in a lookup/join scheme

* that supplies events for event stream table lookups and receives results of lookups.

*/

public interface Repository

{

   /**

    * Supply events for performing look ups for a given stream.
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    * @param lookupStream is the stream to perform lookup for

    * @return an iterator over events with additional positioning information

    */

   public Iterator<Cursor> getCursors(int lookupStream);

 

   /**

    * Add a lookup result.

    * @param cursor provides result position and parent event and node information

    * @param lookupResults is the events found

    * @param resultStream is the stream number of the stream providing the results

    */

   public void addResult(Cursor cursor, Set<EventBean> lookupResults, int resultStream);

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.view;

 

import com.espertech.esper.view.View;

import com.espertech.esper.core.context.util.AgentInstanceContext;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.core.ResultSetProcessor;

 

/**

* Factory for output processing views.

*/

public interface OutputProcessViewFactory

{

   public OutputProcessViewBase makeView(ResultSetProcessor resultSetProcessor, AgentInstanceContext

agentInstanceContext);

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.join.base;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.collection.MultiKey;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluatorContext;
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import java.util.Set;

 

/**

* Processes a join result set constisting of sets of tuples of events.

*/

public interface JoinSetProcessor

{

   /**

    * Process join result set.

    * @param newEvents - set of event tuples representing new data

    * @param oldEvents - set of event tuples representing old data

    * @param exprEvaluatorContext expression evaluation context

    */

   public void process(Set<MultiKey<EventBean>> newEvents, Set<MultiKey<EventBean>> oldEvents,

ExprEvaluatorContext exprEvaluatorContext);

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.core;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.agg.service.AggregationService;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluatorContext;

 

import java.util.HashSet;

import java.util.Iterator;

import java.util.NoSuchElementException;

import java.util.Set;

 

/**

* Iterator for the group-by case with a row per group.

*/

public class ResultSetRowPerGroupIterator implements Iterator<EventBean>

{

   private final Iterator<EventBean> sourceIterator;

   private final ResultSetProcessorRowPerGroup resultSetProcessor;

   private final AggregationService aggregationService;

   private EventBean nextResult;

   private final EventBean[] eventsPerStream;

   private final Set<Object> priorSeenGroups;

   private final ExprEvaluatorContext exprEvaluatorContext;
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   /**

    * Ctor.

    * @param sourceIterator is the parent view iterator

    * @param resultSetProcessor for providing results

    * @param aggregationService for pointing to the right aggregation row

    * @param exprEvaluatorContext context for expression evalauation

    */

   public ResultSetRowPerGroupIterator(Iterator<EventBean> sourceIterator, ResultSetProcessorRowPerGroup

resultSetProcessor, AggregationService aggregationService, ExprEvaluatorContext exprEvaluatorContext)

   {

       this.sourceIterator = sourceIterator;

       this.resultSetProcessor = resultSetProcessor;

       this.aggregationService = aggregationService;

       eventsPerStream = new EventBean[1];

       priorSeenGroups = new HashSet<Object>();

       this.exprEvaluatorContext = exprEvaluatorContext;

   }

 

   public boolean hasNext()

   {

       if (nextResult != null)

       {

           return true;

       }

       findNext();

       if (nextResult != null)

       {

           return true;

       }

       return false;

   }

 

   public EventBean next()

   {

       if (nextResult != null)

       {

           EventBean result = nextResult;

           nextResult = null;

           return result;

       }

       findNext();

       if (nextResult != null)

       {

           EventBean result = nextResult;

           nextResult = null;

           return result;

       }
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       throw new NoSuchElementException();

   }

 

   private void findNext()

   {

       while (sourceIterator.hasNext())

       {

           EventBean candidate = sourceIterator.next();

           eventsPerStream[0] = candidate;

 

           Object groupKey = resultSetProcessor.generateGroupKey(eventsPerStream, true);

           aggregationService.setCurrentAccess(groupKey, exprEvaluatorContext.getAgentInstanceId());

 

           Boolean pass = true;

           if (resultSetProcessor.getOptionalHavingNode() != null)

           {

               pass = (Boolean) resultSetProcessor.getOptionalHavingNode().evaluate(eventsPerStream, true,

exprEvaluatorContext);

           }

           if (!pass)

           {

               continue;

           }

           if (priorSeenGroups.contains(groupKey))

           {

               continue;

           }

           priorSeenGroups.add(groupKey);

 

           nextResult = resultSetProcessor.getSelectExprProcessor().process(eventsPerStream, true, true,

exprEvaluatorContext);

 

           break;

       }

   }

 

   public void remove()

   {

       throw new UnsupportedOperationException();

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *
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**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.agg.access;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluatorContext;

 

import java.util.ArrayList;

import java.util.Collection;

import java.util.Iterator;

 

/**

* Implementation of access function for single-stream (not joins).

*/

public class AggregationStateImpl implements AggregationStateWithSize, AggregationStateLinear

{

   protected int streamId;

   protected ArrayList<EventBean> events = new ArrayList<EventBean>();

 

   /**

    * Ctor.

    * @param streamId stream id

    */

   public AggregationStateImpl(int streamId)

   {

       this.streamId = streamId;

   }

 

   public void clear() {

       events.clear();

   }

 

   public void applyLeave(EventBean[] eventsPerStream, ExprEvaluatorContext exprEvaluatorContext)

   {

       EventBean theEvent = eventsPerStream[streamId];

       if (theEvent == null) {

           return;

       }

       events.remove(theEvent);

   }

 

   public void applyEnter(EventBean[] eventsPerStream, ExprEvaluatorContext exprEvaluatorContext)

   {

       EventBean theEvent = eventsPerStream[streamId];

       if (theEvent == null) {

           return;

       }

       events.add(theEvent);

   }
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   public EventBean getFirstNthValue(int index)

   {

       if (index < 0) {

           return null;

       }

       if (index >= events.size()) {

           return null;

       }

       return events.get(index);

   }

 

   public EventBean getLastNthValue(int index) {

       if (index < 0) {

           return null;

       }

       if (index >= events.size()) {

           return null;

       }

       return events.get(events.size() - index - 1);

   }

 

   public EventBean getFirstValue() {

       if (events.isEmpty()) {

           return null;

       }

       return events.get(0);

   }

 

   public EventBean getLastValue()

   {

       if (events.isEmpty()) {

           return null;

       }

       return events.get(events.size() - 1);

   }

 

   public Iterator<EventBean> iterator() {

       return events.iterator();

   }

 

   public Collection<EventBean> collectionReadOnly() {

       return events;

   }

 

   public int size()

   {

       return events.size();
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   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.expression;

 

/**

* Represents a constant in an expressiun tree.

*/

public interface ExprConstantNode extends ExprNode, ExprEvaluator

{

   public Class getType();

   public Object getValue();

   public boolean isConstantValue();

}

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.methodbase;

 

public enum DotMethodTypeEnum {

   ENUM("enumeration"),

   DATETIME("date-time");

 

   private final String typeName;

 

   private DotMethodTypeEnum(String typeName) {

       this.typeName = typeName;

   }

 

   public String getTypeName() {

       return typeName;

   }

}
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/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.enummethod.eval;

 

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluator;

import com.espertech.esper.event.arr.ObjectArrayEventType;

 

public abstract class EnumEvalBaseIndex implements EnumEval {

 

   protected ExprEvaluator innerExpression;

   protected int streamNumLambda;

   protected ObjectArrayEventType indexEventType;

 

   public EnumEvalBaseIndex(ExprEvaluator innerExpression, int streamNumLambda, ObjectArrayEventType

indexEventType) {

       this.innerExpression = innerExpression;

       this.streamNumLambda = streamNumLambda;

       this.indexEventType = indexEventType;

   }

 

   public int getStreamNumSize() {

       return streamNumLambda + 2;

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.agg.service;

 

import com.espertech.esper.core.context.util.AgentInstanceContext;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.core.MethodResolutionService;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluator;

 

/**
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* Implementation for handling aggregation with grouping by group-keys.

*/

public class AggSvcGroupByRefcountedNoAccessFactory extends AggregationServiceFactoryBase

{

   /**

    * Ctor.

    * @param evaluators - evaluate the sub-expression within the aggregate function (ie. sum(4*myNum))

    * @param prototypes - collect the aggregation state that evaluators evaluate to, act as prototypes for new

aggregations

    * aggregation states for each group

    */

   public AggSvcGroupByRefcountedNoAccessFactory(ExprEvaluator evaluators[],

                                                 AggregationMethodFactory prototypes[])

   {

       super(evaluators, prototypes);

   }

 

   public AggregationService makeService(AgentInstanceContext agentInstanceContext, MethodResolutionService

methodResolutionService) {

       return new AggSvcGroupByRefcountedNoAccessImpl(evaluators, aggregators, methodResolutionService);

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.view;

 

import com.espertech.esper.core.context.util.AgentInstanceContext;

 

public class OutputConditionNullFactory implements OutputConditionFactory {

 

   public OutputCondition make(AgentInstanceContext agentInstanceContext, OutputCallback outputCallback) {

       return new OutputConditionNull(outputCallback);

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/
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package com.espertech.esper.epl.agg.aggregator;

 

/**

* For testing if a remove stream entry has been present.

*/

public class AggregatorLeaving implements AggregationMethod {

 

   protected boolean leaving = false;

 

   public void enter(Object value) {

   }

 

   public void leave(Object value) {

       leaving = true;

   }

 

   public Class getValueType() {

       return Boolean.class;

   }

 

   public Object getValue() {

       return leaving;

   }

 

   public void clear() {

       leaving = false;

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.named;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventType;

import com.espertech.esper.collection.CombinationEnumeration;

import com.espertech.esper.collection.MultiKeyUntyped;

import com.espertech.esper.collection.Pair;

import com.espertech.esper.core.context.util.AgentInstanceContext;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.core.ResultSetProcessor;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluator;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprNode;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprValidationException;
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import com.espertech.esper.epl.join.exec.base.RangeIndexLookupValue;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.join.exec.base.RangeIndexLookupValueEquals;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.join.exec.base.RangeIndexLookupValueRange;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.join.exec.composite.CompositeIndexLookup;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.join.exec.composite.CompositeIndexLookupFactory;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.join.hint.IndexHint;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.join.plan.*;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.join.table.*;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.join.util.*;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.lookup.*;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.spec.CreateIndexItem;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.spec.CreateIndexType;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.virtualdw.VirtualDWView;

import com.espertech.esper.filter.*;

import com.espertech.esper.util.CollectionUtil;

import com.espertech.esper.util.JavaClassHelper;

import com.espertech.esper.view.ViewSupport;

import com.espertech.esper.view.Viewable;

import org.apache.commons.logging.Log;

import org.apache.commons.logging.LogFactory;

 

import java.lang.annotation.Annotation;

import java.util.*;

import java.util.concurrent.ConcurrentHashMap;

 

/**

* The root window in a named window plays multiple roles: It holds the indexes for deleting rows, if any on-delete

statement

* requires such indexes. Such indexes are updated when events arrive, or remove from when a data window

* or on-delete statement expires events. The view keeps track of on-delete statements their indexes used.

*/

public class NamedWindowRootViewInstance extends ViewSupport

{

   private static final Log log = LogFactory.getLog(NamedWindowRootViewInstance.class);

 

   private final NamedWindowRootView rootView;

   private final AgentInstanceContext agentInstanceContext;

 

   private final NamedWindowIndexRepository indexRepository;

   private final Map<NamedWindowLookupStrategy, EventTable> tablePerMultiLookup;

   private final Map<SubordTableLookupStrategy, EventTable> tablePerSingleLookup;

   private final ConcurrentHashMap<String, EventTable> explicitIndexes;

 

   private Iterable<EventBean> dataWindowContents;

 

   public NamedWindowRootViewInstance(NamedWindowRootView rootView, AgentInstanceContext

agentInstanceContext) {

       this.rootView = rootView;
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       this.agentInstanceContext = agentInstanceContext;

 

       this.indexRepository = new NamedWindowIndexRepository();

       this.tablePerMultiLookup = new HashMap<NamedWindowLookupStrategy, EventTable>();

       this.tablePerSingleLookup = new HashMap<SubordTableLookupStrategy, EventTable>();

       this.explicitIndexes = new ConcurrentHashMap<String, EventTable>();

   }

 

   public IndexMultiKey[] getIndexes() {

       return indexRepository.getIndexDescriptors();

   }

 

   /**

    * Sets the iterator to use to obtain current named window data window contents.

    * @param dataWindowContents iterator over events help by named window

    */

   public void setDataWindowContents(Iterable<EventBean> dataWindowContents)

   {

       this.dataWindowContents = dataWindowContents;

   }

 

   /**

    * Called by tail view to indicate that the data window view exired events that must be removed from index tables.

    * @param oldData removed stream of the data window

    */

   public void removeOldData(EventBean[] oldData)

   {

       if (rootView.getRevisionProcessor() != null)

       {

           rootView.getRevisionProcessor().removeOldData(oldData, indexRepository);

       }

       else

       {

           for (EventTable table : indexRepository.getTables())

           {

               table.remove(oldData);

           }

       }

   }

 

   /**

    * Called by tail view to indicate that the data window view has new events that must be added to index tables.

    * @param newData new event

    */

   public void addNewData(EventBean[] newData)

   {

       if (rootView.getRevisionProcessor() == null) {

           // Update indexes for fast deletion, if there are any
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           for (EventTable table : indexRepository.getTables())

           {

               table.add(newData);

           }

       }

   }

 

   // Called by deletion strategy and also the insert-into for new events only

   public void update(EventBean[] newData, EventBean[] oldData)

   {

       if (rootView.getRevisionProcessor() != null)

       {

           rootView.getRevisionProcessor().onUpdate(newData, oldData, this, indexRepository);

       }

       else

       {

           // Update indexes for fast deletion, if there are any

           for (EventTable table : indexRepository.getTables())

           {

               if (rootView.isChildBatching()) {

                   table.add(newData);

               }

           }

 

           // Update child views

           updateChildren(newData, oldData);

       }

   }

 

   public void setParent(Viewable parent)

   {

       super.setParent(parent);

   }

 

   public EventType getEventType()

   {

       return rootView.getEventType();

   }

 

   public Iterator<EventBean> iterator()

   {

       return null;

   }

 

   /**

    * Destroy and clear resources.

    */

   public void destroy()
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   {

       indexRepository.destroy();

       tablePerMultiLookup.clear();

       tablePerSingleLookup.clear();

   }

 

   /**

    * Return a snapshot using index lookup filters.

    * @param optionalFilter to index lookup

    * @return events

    */

   public Collection<EventBean> snapshot(FilterSpecCompiled optionalFilter, Annotation[] annotations) {

 

       // Determine virtual data window

       VirtualDWView virtualDataWindow = null;

       if (isVirtualDataWindow()) {

           virtualDataWindow = getVirtualDataWindow();

       }

 

       if (optionalFilter == null || optionalFilter.getParameters().length == 0) {

           if (virtualDataWindow != null) {

               Pair<IndexMultiKey,EventTable> pair =

virtualDataWindow.getFireAndForgetDesc(Collections.<String>emptySet(), Collections.<String>emptySet());

               return virtualDataWindow.getFireAndForgetData(pair.getSecond(), new Object[0], new

RangeIndexLookupValue[0], annotations);

           }

           return null;

       }

 

       // Determine what straight-equals keys and which ranges are available.

       // Widening/Coercion is part of filter spec compile.

       Set<String> keysAvailable = new HashSet<String>();

       Set<String> rangesAvailable = new HashSet<String>();

       for (FilterSpecParam param : optionalFilter.getParameters()) {

           if (!(param instanceof FilterSpecParamConstant ||

                 param instanceof FilterSpecParamRange ||

                 param instanceof FilterSpecParamIn)) {

               continue;

           }

           if (param.getFilterOperator() == FilterOperator.EQUAL ||

               param.getFilterOperator() == FilterOperator.IS ||

               param.getFilterOperator() == FilterOperator.IN_LIST_OF_VALUES) {

               keysAvailable.add(param.getLookupable().getExpression());

           }

           else if (param.getFilterOperator().isRangeOperator() ||

                    param.getFilterOperator().isInvertedRangeOperator() ||

                    param.getFilterOperator().isComparisonOperator()) {

               rangesAvailable.add(param.getLookupable().getExpression());
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           }

           else if (param.getFilterOperator().isRangeOperator()) {

               rangesAvailable.add(param.getLookupable().getExpression());

           }

       }

 

       // Find an index that matches the needs

       Pair<IndexMultiKey, EventTableAndNamePair> tablePair;

       if (virtualDataWindow != null) {

           Pair<IndexMultiKey, EventTable> tablePairNoName =

virtualDataWindow.getFireAndForgetDesc(keysAvailable, rangesAvailable);

           tablePair = new Pair<IndexMultiKey, EventTableAndNamePair>(tablePairNoName.getFirst(), new

EventTableAndNamePair(tablePairNoName.getSecond(), null));

       }

       else {

           IndexHint indexHint = IndexHint.getIndexHint(annotations);

           tablePair = indexRepository.findTable(keysAvailable, rangesAvailable, explicitIndexes, indexHint);

       }

 

       if (rootView.isQueryPlanLogging() && rootView.getQueryPlanLog().isInfoEnabled()) {

           String prefix = "Fire-and-forget from window " + rootView.getEventType().getName() + " ";

           String indexName = tablePair != null && tablePair.getSecond() != null ?

tablePair.getSecond().getIndexName() : null;

           String indexText = indexName != null ? "index " + indexName + " " : "full table scan ";

           indexText += "(snapshot only, for join see separate query plan)";

           if (tablePair == null) {

               rootView.getQueryPlanLog().info(prefix + indexText);

           }

           else {

               rootView.getQueryPlanLog().info(prefix + indexText +

tablePair.getSecond().getEventTable().toQueryPlan());

           }

 

           QueryPlanIndexHook hook = QueryPlanIndexHookUtil.getHook(annotations);

           if (hook != null) {

               hook.fireAndForget(new QueryPlanIndexDescFAF(indexName, tablePair != null ?

                       tablePair.getSecond().getEventTable().getClass().getSimpleName() : null));

           }

       }

 

       if (tablePair == null) {

           return null;    // indicates table scan

       }

 

       // Compile key sets which contain key index lookup values

       String[] keyIndexProps = IndexedPropDesc.getIndexProperties(tablePair.getFirst().getHashIndexedProps());

       boolean hasKeyWithInClause = false;

       Object[] keyValues = new Object[keyIndexProps.length];
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       for (int keyIndex = 0; keyIndex < keyIndexProps.length; keyIndex++) {

           for (FilterSpecParam param : optionalFilter.getParameters()) {

               if (param.getLookupable().getExpression().equals(keyIndexProps[keyIndex])) {

                   if (param.getFilterOperator() == FilterOperator.IN_LIST_OF_VALUES) {

                       Object[] keyValuesList = ((MultiKeyUntyped) param.getFilterValue(null,

agentInstanceContext)).getKeys();

                       if (keyValuesList.length == 0) {

                           continue;

                       }

                       else if (keyValuesList.length == 1) {

                           keyValues[keyIndex] = keyValuesList[0];

                       }

                       else {

                           keyValues[keyIndex] = keyValuesList;

                           hasKeyWithInClause = true;

                       }

                   }

                   else {

                       keyValues[keyIndex] = param.getFilterValue(null, agentInstanceContext);

                   }

                   break;

               }

           }

       }

 

       // Analyze ranges - these may include key lookup value (EQUALS semantics)

       String[] rangeIndexProps = IndexedPropDesc.getIndexProperties(tablePair.getFirst().getRangeIndexedProps());

       RangeIndexLookupValue[] rangeValues;

       if (rangeIndexProps.length > 0) {

           rangeValues = compileRangeLookupValues(rangeIndexProps, optionalFilter.getParameters());

       }

       else {

           rangeValues = new RangeIndexLookupValue[0];

       }

 

       EventTable eventTable = tablePair.getSecond().getEventTable();

       IndexMultiKey indexMultiKey = tablePair.getFirst();

 

       // table lookup without in-clause

       if (!hasKeyWithInClause) {

           return fafTableLookup(virtualDataWindow, indexMultiKey, eventTable, keyValues, rangeValues,

annotations);

       }

 

       // table lookup with in-clause: determine combinations

       Object[][] combinations = new Object[keyIndexProps.length][];

       for (int i = 0; i < keyValues.length; i++) {

           if (keyValues[i] instanceof Object[]) {
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               combinations[i] = (Object[]) keyValues[i];

           }

           else {

               combinations[i] = new Object[] {keyValues[i]};

           }

       }

 

       // enumerate combinations

       CombinationEnumeration enumeration = new CombinationEnumeration(combinations);

       HashSet<EventBean> events = new HashSet<EventBean>();

       for (;enumeration.hasMoreElements();) {

           Object[] keys = enumeration.nextElement();

           Collection<EventBean> result = fafTableLookup(virtualDataWindow, indexMultiKey, eventTable, keys,

rangeValues, annotations);

           events.addAll(result);

       }

       return events;

   }

 

   private Collection<EventBean> fafTableLookup(VirtualDWView virtualDataWindow, IndexMultiKey

indexMultiKey, EventTable eventTable, Object[] keyValues, RangeIndexLookupValue[] rangeValues, Annotation[]

annotations) {

       if (virtualDataWindow != null) {

           return virtualDataWindow.getFireAndForgetData(eventTable, keyValues, rangeValues, annotations);

       }

 

       Set<EventBean> result;

       if (indexMultiKey.getHashIndexedProps().length > 0 && indexMultiKey.getRangeIndexedProps().length == 0)

{

           if (indexMultiKey.getHashIndexedProps().length == 1) {

               PropertyIndexedEventTableSingle table = (PropertyIndexedEventTableSingle) eventTable;

               result = table.lookup(keyValues[0]);

           }

           else {

               PropertyIndexedEventTable table = (PropertyIndexedEventTable) eventTable;

               result = table.lookup(keyValues);

           }

       }

       else if (indexMultiKey.getHashIndexedProps().length == 0 && indexMultiKey.getRangeIndexedProps().length

== 1) {

           PropertySortedEventTable table = (PropertySortedEventTable) eventTable;

           result = table.lookupConstants(rangeValues[0]);

       }

       else {

           PropertyCompositeEventTable table = (PropertyCompositeEventTable) eventTable;

           Class[] rangeCoercion = table.getOptRangeCoercedTypes();

           CompositeIndexLookup lookup = CompositeIndexLookupFactory.make(keyValues, rangeValues,

rangeCoercion);
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           result = new HashSet<EventBean>();

           lookup.lookup(table.getIndex(), result);

       }

       if (result != null) {

           return result;

       }

       return Collections.EMPTY_LIST;

   }

 

   private RangeIndexLookupValue[] compileRangeLookupValues(String[] rangeIndexProps, FilterSpecParam[]

parameters) {

       RangeIndexLookupValue[] result = new RangeIndexLookupValue[rangeIndexProps.length];

 

       for (int rangeIndex = 0; rangeIndex < rangeIndexProps.length; rangeIndex++) {

           for (FilterSpecParam param : parameters) {

               if (!(param.getLookupable().getExpression().equals(rangeIndexProps[rangeIndex]))) {

                   continue;

               }

 

               if (param.getFilterOperator() == FilterOperator.EQUAL || param.getFilterOperator() == FilterOperator.IS)

{

                   result[rangeIndex] = new RangeIndexLookupValueEquals(param.getFilterValue(null,

agentInstanceContext));

               }

               else if (param.getFilterOperator().isRangeOperator() ||

param.getFilterOperator().isInvertedRangeOperator()) {

                   QueryGraphRangeEnum opAdd = QueryGraphRangeEnum.mapFrom(param.getFilterOperator());

                   result[rangeIndex] = new RangeIndexLookupValueRange(param.getFilterValue(null,

agentInstanceContext), opAdd, true);

               }

               else if (param.getFilterOperator().isComparisonOperator()) {

 

                   RangeIndexLookupValue existing = result[rangeIndex];

                   QueryGraphRangeEnum opAdd = QueryGraphRangeEnum.mapFrom(param.getFilterOperator());

                   if (existing == null) {

                       result[rangeIndex] = new RangeIndexLookupValueRange(param.getFilterValue(null,

agentInstanceContext), opAdd, true);

                   }

                   else {

                       if (!(existing instanceof RangeIndexLookupValueRange)) {

                           continue;

                       }

                       RangeIndexLookupValueRange existingRange = (RangeIndexLookupValueRange) existing;

                       QueryGraphRangeEnum opExist = existingRange.getOperator();

                       QueryGraphRangeConsolidateDesc desc = QueryGraphRangeUtil.getCanConsolidate(opExist,

opAdd);

                       if (desc != null) {

                           DoubleRange doubleRange = getDoubleRange(desc.isReverse(), existing.getValue(),
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param.getFilterValue(null, agentInstanceContext));

                           result[rangeIndex] = new RangeIndexLookupValueRange(doubleRange, desc.getType(), false);

                       }

                   }

               }

           }

       }

       return result;

   }

 

   /**

    * Add an explicit index.

    * @param unique indicator whether unique

    * @param namedWindowName window name

    * @param indexName indexname

    * @param columns properties indexed

    * @throws com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprValidationException if the index fails to be valid

    */

   public synchronized void addExplicitIndex(boolean unique, String namedWindowName, String indexName,

List<CreateIndexItem> columns) throws ExprValidationException {

 

       if (explicitIndexes.containsKey(indexName)) {

           throw new ExprValidationException("Index by name '" + indexName + "' already exists");

       }

 

       List<IndexedPropDesc> hashProps = new ArrayList<IndexedPropDesc>();

       List<IndexedPropDesc> btreeProps = new ArrayList<IndexedPropDesc>();

 

       Set<String> indexed = new HashSet<String>();

       for (CreateIndexItem columnDesc : columns) {

           String columnName = columnDesc.getName();

 

           Class type = JavaClassHelper.getBoxedType(rootView.getEventType().getPropertyType(columnName));

           if (type == null) {

               throw new ExprValidationException("Property named '" + columnName + "' not found on named window

'" + namedWindowName + "'");

           }

           if (!indexed.add(columnName)) {

               throw new ExprValidationException("Property named '" + columnName + "' has been declared more then

once");

           }

 

           IndexedPropDesc desc = new IndexedPropDesc(columnName, type);

           if (columnDesc.getType() == CreateIndexType.HASH) {

               hashProps.add(desc);

           } else {

               btreeProps.add(desc);

           }
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       }

 

       if (unique && !btreeProps.isEmpty()) {

           throw new ExprValidationException("Combination of unique index with btree (range) is not supported");

       }

 

       Pair<IndexMultiKey, EventTableAndNamePair> pair = indexRepository.addExplicitIndexOrReuse(unique,

hashProps, btreeProps, dataWindowContents, rootView.getEventType(), indexName);

       explicitIndexes.put(indexName, pair.getSecond().getEventTable());

   }

 

   /**

    * Add an on-trigger view that, using a lookup strategy, looks up from the named window and may select or delete

rows.

    * @return base view for on-trigger expression

    */

   public NamedWindowOnExprBaseView addOnExpr(NamedWindowOnExprFactory onExprFactory,

AgentInstanceContext agentInstanceContext, ExprNode joinExpr, EventType filterEventType, ResultSetProcessor

resultSetProcessor)

   {

       IndexHint indexHint = IndexHint.getIndexHint(agentInstanceContext.getStatementContext().getAnnotations());

 

       // Determine strategy for deletion and index table to use (if any)

       Pair<NamedWindowLookupStrategy,EventTableAndNamePair> strategy =

getStrategyPair(agentInstanceContext.getStatementContext().getStatementName(),

agentInstanceContext.getStatementContext().getStatementId(),

agentInstanceContext.getStatementContext().getAnnotations(), joinExpr, filterEventType, indexHint,

rootView.isEnableIndexShare(), -1);

 

       if (rootView.isQueryPlanLogging() && rootView.getQueryPlanLog().isInfoEnabled()) {

           String prefix = "On-Expr ";

           String indexName = strategy.getSecond() != null ? strategy.getSecond().getIndexName() : null;

           String indexText = indexName != null ? "index " + indexName + " " : "(implicit) ";

           rootView.getQueryPlanLog().info(prefix + "strategy " + strategy.getFirst().toQueryPlan());

           rootView.getQueryPlanLog().info(prefix + indexText + "table " + ((strategy.getSecond() == null) ? "N/A" :

strategy.getSecond().getEventTable().toQueryPlan()));

 

           QueryPlanIndexHook hook =

QueryPlanIndexHookUtil.getHook(agentInstanceContext.getStatementContext().getAnnotations());

           if (hook != null) {

               hook.namedWindowOnExpr(new QueryPlanIndexDescOnExpr(strategy.getSecond().getIndexName(),

                       strategy.getSecond().getEventTable().getClass().getSimpleName()));

           }

       }

 

       // If a new table is required, add that table to be updated

       if (strategy.getSecond() != null)

       {
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           tablePerMultiLookup.put(strategy.getFirst(), strategy.getSecond().getEventTable());

       }

 

       return onExprFactory.make(strategy.getFirst(), this, agentInstanceContext, resultSetProcessor);

   }

 

   /**

    * Unregister an on-delete statement view, using the strategy as a key to remove a reference to the index table

    * used by the strategy.

    * @param strategy to use for deleting events

    */

   public void removeOnExpr(NamedWindowLookupStrategy strategy)

   {

       EventTable table = tablePerMultiLookup.remove(strategy);

       if (table != null)

       {

           indexRepository.removeTableReference(table);

       }

   }

 

   private Pair<IndexKeyInfo, EventTableAndNamePair> findCreateIndex(SubordPropPlan joinDesc, IndexHint

optionalIndexHint, boolean isIndexShare, int subqueryNumber) {

 

       // hash property names and types

       String[] hashIndexPropsProvided = new String[joinDesc.getHashProps().size()];

       Class[] hashIndexCoercionType = new Class[joinDesc.getHashProps().size()];

       SubordPropHashKey[] hashJoinedProps = new SubordPropHashKey[joinDesc.getHashProps().size()];

       int count = 0;

       for (Map.Entry<String, SubordPropHashKey> entry : joinDesc.getHashProps().entrySet()) {

           hashIndexPropsProvided[count] = entry.getKey();

           hashIndexCoercionType[count] = entry.getValue().getCoercionType();

           hashJoinedProps[count++] = entry.getValue();

       }

 

       // hash property names and types

       String[] rangeIndexPropsProvided = new String[joinDesc.getRangeProps().size()];

       Class[] rangeIndexCoercionType = new Class[joinDesc.getRangeProps().size()];

       SubordPropRangeKey[] rangeJoinedProps = new SubordPropRangeKey[joinDesc.getRangeProps().size()];

       count = 0;

       for (Map.Entry<String, SubordPropRangeKey> entry : joinDesc.getRangeProps().entrySet()) {

           rangeIndexPropsProvided[count] = entry.getKey();

           rangeIndexCoercionType[count] = entry.getValue().getCoercionType();

           rangeJoinedProps[count++] = entry.getValue();

       }

 

       // Add all joined fields to an array for sorting

       List<IndexedPropDesc> hashedProps = new ArrayList<IndexedPropDesc>();

       List<IndexedPropDesc> btreeProps = new ArrayList<IndexedPropDesc>();
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       for (int i = 0; i < hashIndexPropsProvided.length; i++) {

           hashedProps.add(new IndexedPropDesc(hashIndexPropsProvided[i], hashIndexCoercionType[i]));

       }

       for (int i = 0; i < rangeIndexPropsProvided.length; i++) {

           btreeProps.add(new IndexedPropDesc(rangeIndexPropsProvided[i], rangeIndexCoercionType[i]));

       }

 

       // Get or Create the table for this index (exact match or property names, type of index and coercion type is

expected)

       Pair<IndexMultiKey, EventTableAndNamePair> tableDesc;

       if (isVirtualDataWindow()) {

           VirtualDWView viewExternal = getVirtualDataWindow();

           Pair<IndexMultiKey,EventTable> tableVW = viewExternal.getSubordinateQueryDesc(false, hashedProps,

btreeProps);

           tableDesc = new Pair<IndexMultiKey, EventTableAndNamePair>(tableVW.getFirst(), new

EventTableAndNamePair(tableVW.getSecond(), null));

       }

       else {

           if (joinDesc.getHashProps().isEmpty() && joinDesc.getRangeProps().isEmpty()) {

               return null;

           }

           tableDesc = indexRepository.addTableCreateOrReuse(hashedProps, btreeProps, dataWindowContents,

rootView.getEventType(), optionalIndexHint, isIndexShare, subqueryNumber,

rootView.getOptionalUniqueKeyProps());

       }

 

       // map the order of indexed columns (key) to the key information available

       IndexedPropDesc[] indexedKeyProps = tableDesc.getFirst().getHashIndexedProps();

       SubordPropHashKey[] hashesDesc = new SubordPropHashKey[indexedKeyProps.length];

       Class[] hashPropCoercionTypes = new Class[indexedKeyProps.length];

       boolean isCoerceHash = false;

       for (int i = 0; i < indexedKeyProps.length; i++) {

           String indexField = indexedKeyProps[i].getIndexPropName();

           int index = CollectionUtil.findItem(hashIndexPropsProvided, indexField);

           if (index == -1) {

               throw new IllegalStateException("Could not find index property for lookup '" + indexedKeyProps[i]);

           }

           hashesDesc[i] = hashJoinedProps[index];

           hashPropCoercionTypes[i] = indexedKeyProps[i].getCoercionType();

           ExprEvaluator evaluatorHashkey = hashesDesc[i].getHashKey().getKeyExpr().getExprEvaluator();

           if (evaluatorHashkey != null && indexedKeyProps[i].getCoercionType() != evaluatorHashkey.getType()) {

// we allow null evaluator

               isCoerceHash = true;

           }

       }

 

       // map the order of range columns (range) to the range information available

       indexedKeyProps = tableDesc.getFirst().getRangeIndexedProps();
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       SubordPropRangeKey[] rangesDesc = new SubordPropRangeKey[indexedKeyProps.length];

       Class[] rangePropCoercionTypes = new Class[indexedKeyProps.length];

       boolean isCoerceRange = false;

       for (int i = 0; i < indexedKeyProps.length; i++) {

           String indexField = indexedKeyProps[i].getIndexPropName();

           int index = CollectionUtil.findItem(rangeIndexPropsProvided, indexField);

           if (index == -1) {

               throw new IllegalStateException("Could not find range property for lookup '" + indexedKeyProps[i]);

           }

           rangesDesc[i] = rangeJoinedProps[index];

           rangePropCoercionTypes[i] = rangeJoinedProps[index].getCoercionType();

           if (indexedKeyProps[i].getCoercionType() != rangePropCoercionTypes[i]) {

               isCoerceRange = true;

           }

       }

 

       IndexKeyInfo info = new IndexKeyInfo(Arrays.asList(hashesDesc),

               new CoercionDesc(isCoerceHash, hashPropCoercionTypes), Arrays.asList(rangesDesc), new

CoercionDesc(isCoerceRange, rangePropCoercionTypes));

       return new Pair<IndexKeyInfo, EventTableAndNamePair>(info, tableDesc.getSecond());

   }

 

   private Pair<SubordTableLookupStrategy, EventTableAndNamePair> getSubqueryStrategyPair(String

accessedByStatementName, String accessedByStatementId, Annotation[] accessedByStmtAnnotations, EventType[]

outerStreamTypes, SubordPropPlan joinDesc, boolean isNWOnTrigger, boolean forceTableScan, IndexHint

optionalIndexHint, boolean isIndexShare, int subqueryNumber) {

 

       Pair<IndexKeyInfo, EventTableAndNamePair> accessDesc = findCreateIndex(joinDesc, optionalIndexHint,

isIndexShare, subqueryNumber);

 

       if (accessDesc == null) {

           return null;

       }

 

       IndexKeyInfo indexKeyInfo = accessDesc.getFirst();

       EventTableAndNamePair eventTableAndName = accessDesc.getSecond();

       EventTable eventTable = accessDesc.getSecond().getEventTable();

 

       List<SubordPropHashKey> hashKeys = indexKeyInfo.getOrderedHashProperties();

       CoercionDesc hashKeyCoercionTypes = indexKeyInfo.getOrderedKeyCoercionTypes();

       List<SubordPropRangeKey> rangeKeys = indexKeyInfo.getOrderedRangeDesc();

       CoercionDesc rangeKeyCoercionTypes = indexKeyInfo.getOrderedRangeCoercionTypes();

 

       SubordTableLookupStrategy lookupStrategy;

       if (isVirtualDataWindow()) {

           VirtualDWView viewExternal = getVirtualDataWindow();

           lookupStrategy = viewExternal.getSubordinateLookupStrategy(accessedByStatementName,

accessedByStatementId, accessedByStmtAnnotations, outerStreamTypes,
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                   hashKeys, hashKeyCoercionTypes, rangeKeys, rangeKeyCoercionTypes, isNWOnTrigger, eventTable,

joinDesc, forceTableScan);

       }

       else {

           if (forceTableScan) {

               lookupStrategy = null;

           }

           else {

               SubordTableLookupStrategyFactory lookupStrategyFactory =

SubordinateTableLookupStrategyUtil.getLookupStrategy(outerStreamTypes,

                       hashKeys, hashKeyCoercionTypes, rangeKeys, rangeKeyCoercionTypes, isNWOnTrigger);

               lookupStrategy = lookupStrategyFactory.makeStrategy(eventTable);

           }

       }

 

       return new Pair<SubordTableLookupStrategy,EventTableAndNamePair>(lookupStrategy,

eventTableAndName);

   }

 

   private Pair<NamedWindowLookupStrategy,EventTableAndNamePair> getStrategyPair(String

accessedByStatementName, String accessedByStatementId, Annotation[] accessedByStmtAnnotations, ExprNode

joinExpr, EventType filterEventType, IndexHint optionalIndexHint, boolean isIndexShare, int subqueryNumber)

   {

       EventType[] allStreamsZeroIndexed = new EventType[] {rootView.getEventType(), filterEventType};

       EventType[] outerStreams = new EventType[] {filterEventType};

       SubordPropPlan joinedPropPlan = QueryPlanIndexBuilder.getJoinProps(joinExpr, 1, allStreamsZeroIndexed);

 

       // No join expression means delete all

       if (joinExpr == null && (!(isVirtualDataWindow())))

       {

           return new Pair<NamedWindowLookupStrategy,EventTableAndNamePair>(new

NamedWindowLookupStrategyAllRows(dataWindowContents), null);

       }

 

       // Here the stream offset is 1 as the named window lookup provides the arriving event in stream 1

       Pair<SubordTableLookupStrategy,EventTableAndNamePair> lookupPair =

getSubqueryStrategyPair(accessedByStatementName, accessedByStatementId, accessedByStmtAnnotations,

outerStreams, joinedPropPlan, true, false, optionalIndexHint, isIndexShare, subqueryNumber);

 

       if (lookupPair == null) {

           return new Pair<NamedWindowLookupStrategy,EventTableAndNamePair>(new

NamedWindowLookupStrategyTableScan(joinExpr.getExprEvaluator(), dataWindowContents), null);

       }

 

       if (joinExpr == null) {   // it can be null when using virtual data window

           return new Pair<NamedWindowLookupStrategy,EventTableAndNamePair>(

                   new NamedWindowLookupStrategyIndexedUnfiltered(lookupPair.getFirst()),

                   lookupPair.getSecond());
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       }

       else {

           return new Pair<NamedWindowLookupStrategy,EventTableAndNamePair>(

                   new NamedWindowLookupStrategyIndexed(joinExpr.getExprEvaluator(), lookupPair.getFirst()),

                   lookupPair.getSecond());

       }

   }

 

   /**

    * Drop an explicit index.

    * @param indexName to drop

    */

   public void removeExplicitIndex(String indexName)

   {

       EventTable table = explicitIndexes.remove(indexName);

       if (table != null) {

           indexRepository.removeTableReference(table);

       }

   }

 

   public SubordTableLookupStrategy getAddSubqueryLookupStrategy(String accessedByStatementName, String

accessedByStatementId, Annotation[] accessedByStmtAnnotations, EventType[] eventTypesPerStream,

SubordPropPlan joinDesc, boolean fullTableScan, int subqueryNum, IndexHint optionalIndexHint) {

 

       // NOTE: key stream nums are relative to the outer streams, i.e. 0=first outer, 1=second outer (index stream is

implied and not counted).

       // Here the stream offset for key is zero as in a subquery only the outer events are provided in events-per-stream.

       Pair<SubordTableLookupStrategy,EventTableAndNamePair> strategyTablePair =

getSubqueryStrategyPair(accessedByStatementName, accessedByStatementId, accessedByStmtAnnotations,

eventTypesPerStream, joinDesc, false, fullTableScan, optionalIndexHint, rootView.isEnableIndexShare(),

subqueryNum);

       if (strategyTablePair == null || strategyTablePair.getFirst() == null) {

           if (rootView.isQueryPlanLogging() && rootView.getQueryPlanLog().isInfoEnabled()) {

               rootView.getQueryPlanLog().info("shared, full table scan");

           }

           return new SubordFullTableScanLookupStrategyLocking(dataWindowContents,

agentInstanceContext.getEpStatementAgentInstanceHandle().getStatementAgentInstanceLock());

       }

 

       SubordIndexedTableLookupStrategyLocking locking = new

SubordIndexedTableLookupStrategyLocking(strategyTablePair.getFirst(),

agentInstanceContext.getEpStatementAgentInstanceHandle().getStatementAgentInstanceLock());

       tablePerSingleLookup.put(locking, strategyTablePair.getSecond().getEventTable());

 

       if (rootView.isQueryPlanLogging() && rootView.getQueryPlanLog().isInfoEnabled()) {

           String prefix = "Subquery " + subqueryNum + " ";

           String indexName = strategyTablePair.getSecond().getIndexName();

           String indexText = indexName != null ? "index " + indexName + " " : "(implicit) ";
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           rootView.getQueryPlanLog().info(prefix + "shared index");

           rootView.getQueryPlanLog().info(prefix + "strategy " + strategyTablePair.getFirst().toQueryPlan());

           rootView.getQueryPlanLog().info(prefix + indexText + "table " +

strategyTablePair.getSecond().getEventTable().toQueryPlan());

 

           QueryPlanIndexHook hook = QueryPlanIndexHookUtil.getHook(accessedByStmtAnnotations);

           if (hook != null) {

               hook.subquery(new QueryPlanIndexDescSubquery(strategyTablePair.getSecond().getIndexName(),

                       strategyTablePair.getSecond().getEventTable().getClass().getSimpleName(), subqueryNum));

           }

       }

       return locking;

   }

 

   public void removeSubqueryLookupStrategy(SubordTableLookupStrategy namedWindowSubqueryLookup) {

       EventTable table = tablePerSingleLookup.remove(namedWindowSubqueryLookup);

       if (table != null) {

           indexRepository.removeTableReference(table);

       }

   }

 

   private DoubleRange getDoubleRange(boolean reverse, Object start, Object end) {

       if (start == null || end == null) {

           return null;

       }

       double startDbl = ((Number) start).doubleValue();

       double endDbl = ((Number) end).doubleValue();

       if (reverse) {

           return new DoubleRange(startDbl, endDbl);

       }

       else {

           return new DoubleRange(endDbl, startDbl);

       }

   }

 

   public boolean isVirtualDataWindow() {

       return this.getViews()[0] instanceof VirtualDWView;

   }

 

   public VirtualDWView getVirtualDataWindow() {

       if (!isVirtualDataWindow()) {

           return null;

       }

       return (VirtualDWView) this.getViews()[0];

   }

 

   public void postLoad() {

       EventBean[] events = new EventBean[1];
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       for (EventBean event : dataWindowContents) {

           events[0] = event;

           for (EventTable table : indexRepository.getTables()) {

               table.add(events);

           }

       }

   }

}

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.spec;

 

import java.io.Serializable;

import java.util.ArrayList;

import java.util.List;

 

public class GraphOperatorInput implements Serializable {

   private static final long serialVersionUID = -8341400118423881624L;

   private final List<GraphOperatorInputNamesAlias> streamNamesAndAliases = new

ArrayList<GraphOperatorInputNamesAlias>();

 

   public List<GraphOperatorInputNamesAlias> getStreamNamesAndAliases() {

       return streamNamesAndAliases;

   }

}

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.enummethod.eval;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;
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import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluatorContext;

 

import java.util.Collection;

 

public interface EnumEval {

 

   public int getStreamNumSize();

   public Object evaluateEnumMethod(EventBean[] eventsLambda, Collection target, boolean isNewData,

ExprEvaluatorContext context);

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.core;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.agg.service.AggregationService;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluatorContext;

 

import java.util.Iterator;

import java.util.NoSuchElementException;

 

/**

* Iterator for group-by with aggregation.

*/

public class ResultSetAggregateGroupedIterator implements Iterator<EventBean>

{

   private final Iterator<EventBean> sourceIterator;

   private final ResultSetProcessorAggregateGrouped resultSetProcessor;

   private final AggregationService aggregationService;

   private EventBean nextResult;

   private final EventBean[] eventsPerStream;

   private final ExprEvaluatorContext exprEvaluatorContext;

 

   /**

    * Ctor.

    * @param sourceIterator is the parent iterator

    * @param resultSetProcessor for constructing result rows

    * @param aggregationService for pointing to the right aggregation row

    * @param exprEvaluatorContext context for expression evalauation

    */

   public ResultSetAggregateGroupedIterator(Iterator<EventBean> sourceIterator,

ResultSetProcessorAggregateGrouped resultSetProcessor, AggregationService aggregationService,
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ExprEvaluatorContext exprEvaluatorContext)

   {

       this.sourceIterator = sourceIterator;

       this.resultSetProcessor = resultSetProcessor;

       this.aggregationService = aggregationService;

       eventsPerStream = new EventBean[1];

       this.exprEvaluatorContext = exprEvaluatorContext;

   }

 

   public boolean hasNext()

   {

       if (nextResult != null)

       {

           return true;

       }

       findNext();

       if (nextResult != null)

       {

           return true;

       }

       return false;

   }

 

   public EventBean next()

   {

       if (nextResult != null)

       {

           EventBean result = nextResult;

           nextResult = null;

           return result;

       }

       findNext();

       if (nextResult != null)

       {

           EventBean result = nextResult;

           nextResult = null;

           return result;

       }

       throw new NoSuchElementException();

   }

 

   private void findNext()

   {

       while (sourceIterator.hasNext())

       {

           EventBean candidate = sourceIterator.next();

           eventsPerStream[0] = candidate;
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           Object groupKey = resultSetProcessor.generateGroupKey(eventsPerStream, true);

           aggregationService.setCurrentAccess(groupKey, exprEvaluatorContext.getAgentInstanceId());

 

           Boolean pass = true;

           if (resultSetProcessor.getOptionalHavingNode() != null)

           {

               pass = (Boolean) resultSetProcessor.getOptionalHavingNode().evaluate(eventsPerStream, true,

exprEvaluatorContext);

           }

           if (!pass)

           {

               continue;

           }

 

           nextResult = resultSetProcessor.getSelectExprProcessor().process(eventsPerStream, true, true,

exprEvaluatorContext);

 

           break;

       }

   }

 

   public void remove()

   {

       throw new UnsupportedOperationException();

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.parse;

 

import com.espertech.esper.antlr.ASTUtil;

import com.espertech.esper.antlr.NoCaseSensitiveStream;

import com.espertech.esper.client.EPException;

import com.espertech.esper.collection.Pair;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.generated.EsperEPL2Ast;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.generated.EsperEPL2GrammarLexer;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.generated.EsperEPL2GrammarParser;

import org.antlr.runtime.*;

import org.antlr.runtime.tree.Tree;

import org.apache.commons.logging.Log;

import org.apache.commons.logging.LogFactory;
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import java.io.IOException;

import java.io.StringReader;

import java.io.StringWriter;

import java.util.ArrayList;

import java.util.Collections;

import java.util.List;

import java.util.Set;

 

/**

* Helper class for parsing an expression and walking a parse tree.

*/

public class ParseHelper {

   /**

    * Newline.

    */

   public final static String newline = System.getProperty("line.separator");

 

   /**

    * Walk parse tree starting at the rule the walkRuleSelector supplies.

    *

    * @param ast                     - ast to walk

    * @param walker                  - walker instance

    * @param walkRuleSelector        - walk rule

    * @param expression              - the expression we are walking in string form

    * @param eplStatementForErrorMsg - statement text for error messages

    */

   public static void walk(Tree ast, EPLTreeWalker walker, WalkRuleSelector walkRuleSelector, String expression,

String eplStatementForErrorMsg) {

       // Walk tree

       try {

           if (log.isDebugEnabled()) {

               log.debug(".walk Walking AST using walker " + walker.getClass().getName());

           }

 

           walkRuleSelector.invokeWalkRule(walker);

 

           if (log.isDebugEnabled()) {

               log.debug(".walk AST tree after walking");

               ASTUtil.dumpAST(ast);

           }

       } catch (RuntimeException e) {

           log.info("Error walking statement [" + expression + "]", e);

           if (e.getCause() instanceof RecognitionException) {

               throw ExceptionConvertor.convert((RecognitionException) e.getCause(), eplStatementForErrorMsg,

walker);

           } else {

               throw e;

           }
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       } catch (RecognitionException e) {

           log.info("Error walking statement [" + expression + "]", e);

           throw ExceptionConvertor.convert(e, eplStatementForErrorMsg, walker);

       }

   }

 

   /**

    * Parse expression using the rule the ParseRuleSelector instance supplies.

    *

    * @param expression           - text to parse

    * @param parseRuleSelector    - parse rule to select

    * @param addPleaseCheck       - true to include depth paraphrase

    * @param eplStatementErrorMsg - text for error

    * @return AST - syntax tree

    * @throws EPException when the AST could not be parsed

    */

   public static ParseResult parse(String expression, String eplStatementErrorMsg, boolean addPleaseCheck,

ParseRuleSelector parseRuleSelector, boolean rewriteScript) throws EPException {

       if (log.isDebugEnabled()) {

           log.debug(".parse Parsing expr=" + expression);

       }

 

       CharStream input;

       try {

           input = new NoCaseSensitiveStream(new StringReader(expression));

       } catch (IOException ex) {

           throw new EPException("IOException parsing expression '" + expression + '\'', ex);

       }

 

       EsperEPL2GrammarLexer lex = new EsperEPL2GrammarLexer(input);

       TokenRewriteStream tokens = new TokenRewriteStream(lex);

       EsperEPL2GrammarParser parser = new EsperEPL2GrammarParser(tokens);

 

       Tree tree;

       try {

           tree = parseRuleSelector.invokeParseRule(parser);

       } catch (RuntimeException e) {

           if (log.isDebugEnabled()) {

               log.debug("Error parsing statement [" + eplStatementErrorMsg + "]", e);

           }

           if (e.getCause() instanceof RecognitionException) {

               throw ExceptionConvertor.convertStatement((RecognitionException) e.getCause(), eplStatementErrorMsg,

addPleaseCheck, parser);

           } else {

               throw e;

           }

       } catch (RecognitionException ex) {

           if (rewriteScript && isContainsScriptExpression(tokens)) {
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               ScriptResult rewriteExpression = rewriteTokensScript(tokens);

               ParseResult result = parse(rewriteExpression.getRewrittenEPL(), eplStatementErrorMsg, addPleaseCheck,

parseRuleSelector, false);

               return new ParseResult(result.getTree(), result.getExpressionWithoutAnnotations(),

result.getTokenStream(), rewriteExpression.getScripts());

           }

 

           log.debug("Error parsing statement [" + expression + "]", ex);

           throw ExceptionConvertor.convertStatement(ex, eplStatementErrorMsg, addPleaseCheck, parser);

       }

 

       // if we are re-writing scripts and contain a script, then rewrite

       if (rewriteScript && isContainsScriptExpression(tokens)) {

           ScriptResult rewriteExpression = rewriteTokensScript(tokens);

           ParseResult result = parse(rewriteExpression.getRewrittenEPL(), rewriteExpression.getRewrittenEPL(),

addPleaseCheck, parseRuleSelector, false);

           return new ParseResult(result.getTree(), result.getExpressionWithoutAnnotations(), result.getTokenStream(),

rewriteExpression.getScripts());

       }

 

       if (log.isDebugEnabled()) {

           log.debug(".parse Dumping AST...");

           ASTUtil.dumpAST(tree);

       }

 

       return new ParseResult(tree, getNoAnnotation(expression, tree, tokens), tokens,

Collections.<String>emptyList());

   }

 

   private static ScriptResult rewriteTokensScript(TokenRewriteStream tokens) {

       List<String> scripts = new ArrayList<String>();

 

       for (int i = 0; i < tokens.size(); i++) {

           if (tokens.get(i).getType() == EsperEPL2Ast.EXPRESSIONDECL) {

               Token tokenBefore = getTokenBefore(i, tokens);

               boolean isCreateExpressionClause = tokenBefore != null && tokenBefore.getType() ==

EsperEPL2Ast.CREATE;

               Pair<String, Integer> nameAndNameStart = findScriptName(i + 1, tokens);

 

               int startIndex = findStartTokenScript(nameAndNameStart.getSecond(), tokens, EsperEPL2Ast.LBRACK);

               if (startIndex != -1) {

                   int endIndex = findEndTokenScript(startIndex + 1, tokens, EsperEPL2Ast.RBRACK,

EsperEPL2GrammarParser.getAfterScriptTokens(), !isCreateExpressionClause);

                   if (endIndex != -1) {

 

                       StringWriter writer = new StringWriter();

                       for (int j = startIndex + 1; j < endIndex; j++) {

                           writer.append(tokens.get(j).getText());
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                       }

                       scripts.add(writer.toString());

 

                       rewriteScript(startIndex, endIndex, tokens);

                   }

               }

           }

       }

 

       String rewrittenEPL = tokens.toString();

       return new ScriptResult(rewrittenEPL, scripts);

   }

 

   private static Token getTokenBefore(int i, TokenRewriteStream tokens) {

       int position = i-1;

       while (position >= 0) {

           Token t = tokens.get(position);

           if (t.getChannel() != 99) {

               return t;

           }

           position--;

       }

       return null;

   }

 

   private static Pair<String, Integer> findScriptName(int start, TokenRewriteStream tokens) {

       String lastIdent = null;

       int lastIdentIndex = 0;

       for (int i = start; i < tokens.size(); i++) {

           if (tokens.get(i).getType() == EsperEPL2Ast.IDENT) {

               lastIdent = tokens.get(i).getText();

               lastIdentIndex = i;

           }

           if (tokens.get(i).getType() == EsperEPL2Ast.LPAREN) {

               break;

           }

           // find beginning of script, ignore brackets

           if (tokens.get(i).getType() == EsperEPL2Ast.LBRACK && tokens.get(i+1).getType() !=

EsperEPL2Ast.RBRACK) {

               break;

           }

       }

       if (lastIdent == null) {

           throw new IllegalStateException("Failed to parse expression name");

       }

       return new Pair<String, Integer>(lastIdent, lastIdentIndex);

   }
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   private static void rewriteScript(int startIndex, int endIndex, TokenRewriteStream tokens) {

       if (startIndex >= endIndex - 1) {

           return;

       }

 

       Token[] tokensCapture = new Token[endIndex - startIndex - 1];

       int count = 0;

       for (int i = startIndex + 1; i < endIndex; i++) {

           tokensCapture[count] = tokens.get(i);

           count++;

       }

       tokens.delete(startIndex + 1, endIndex - 1);

       int start = endIndex -1;

       tokens.insertAfter(start, "'");

       for (int i = 0; i < tokensCapture.length; i++) {

           if (tokensCapture[i].getType() == EsperEPL2Ast.QUOTED_STRING_LITERAL) {

               tokens.insertAfter(start, "\\'");

               tokens.insertAfter(start, tokensCapture[i].getText().substring(1, tokensCapture[i].getText().length() - 1));

               tokens.insertAfter(start, "\\'");

           }

           else {

               tokens.insertAfter(start, tokensCapture[i].getText());

           }

       }

       tokens.insertAfter(start, "'");

   }

 

   private static int findStartTokenScript(int startIndex, TokenRewriteStream tokens, int tokenTypeSearch) {

       int found = -1;

       for (int i = startIndex; i < tokens.size(); i++) {

           if (tokens.get(i).getType() == tokenTypeSearch) {

               return i;

           }

       }

       return found;

   }

 

   private static int findEndTokenScript(int startIndex, TokenRewriteStream tokens, int tokenTypeSearch,

Set<Integer> afterScriptTokens, boolean requireAfterScriptToken) {

       int found = -1;

       for (int i = startIndex; i < tokens.size(); i++) {

           if (tokens.get(i).getType() == tokenTypeSearch) {

               if (!requireAfterScriptToken) {

                   return i;

               }

               // The next non-comment token must be among the afterScriptTokens, i.e.

SELECT/INSERT/ON/DELETE/UPDATE
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               // Find next non-comment token.

               for (int j = i + 1; j < tokens.size(); j++) {

                   Token next = tokens.get(j);

                   if (next.getChannel() == 0) {

                       if (afterScriptTokens.contains(next.getType())) {

                           found = i;

                       }

                       break;

                   }

               }

           }

           if (found != -1) {

               break;

           }

       }

       return found;

   }

 

   private static boolean isContainsScriptExpression(TokenRewriteStream tokens) {

       for (int i = 0; i < tokens.size(); i++) {

           if (tokens.get(i).getType() == EsperEPL2Ast.EXPRESSIONDECL) {

               int startIndex = findStartTokenScript(i + 1, tokens, EsperEPL2Ast.LBRACK);

               if (startIndex != -1) {

                   return true;

               }

           }

       }

       return false;

   }

 

   private static String getNoAnnotation(String expression, Tree tree, CommonTokenStream tokens) {

       Token lastAnnotationToken = null;

       for (int i = 0; i < tree.getChildCount(); i++) {

           if (tree.getChild(i).getType() == EsperEPL2Ast.ANNOTATION) {

               lastAnnotationToken = tokens.get(tree.getChild(i).getTokenStopIndex());

           } else {

               break;

           }

       }

 

       if (lastAnnotationToken == null) {

           return null;

       }

 

       try {

           int line = lastAnnotationToken.getLine();

           int charpos = lastAnnotationToken.getCharPositionInLine();

           int fromChar = charpos + lastAnnotationToken.getText().length();
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           if (line == 1) {

               return expression.substring(fromChar).trim();

           }

 

           String[] lines = expression.split("\r\n|\r|\n");

           StringBuilder buf = new StringBuilder();

           buf.append(lines[line - 1].substring(fromChar));

           for (int i = line; i < lines.length; i++) {

               buf.append(lines[i]);

               if (i < lines.length - 1) {

                   buf.append(newline);

               }

           }

           return buf.toString().trim();

       } catch (RuntimeException ex) {

           log.error("Error determining non-annotated expression sting: " + ex.getMessage(), ex);

       }

       return null;

   }

 

   private static class ScriptResult {

       private final String rewrittenEPL;

       private final List<String> scripts;

 

       private ScriptResult(String rewrittenEPL, List<String> scripts) {

           this.rewrittenEPL = rewrittenEPL;

           this.scripts = scripts;

       }

 

       public String getRewrittenEPL() {

           return rewrittenEPL;

       }

 

       public List<String> getScripts() {

           return scripts;

       }

   }

 

   private static Log log = LogFactory.getLog(ParseHelper.class);

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/
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package com.espertech.esper.epl.spec;

 

import com.espertech.esper.util.MetaDefItem;

 

import java.io.Serializable;

import java.util.List;

import java.util.ArrayList;

 

public class ForClauseSpec implements MetaDefItem, Serializable

{

   private static final long serialVersionUID = -8529660985454535028L;

  

   private List<ForClauseItemSpec> clauses;

 

   public ForClauseSpec()

   {

       clauses = new ArrayList<ForClauseItemSpec>();

   }

 

   public List<ForClauseItemSpec> getClauses()

   {

       return clauses;

   }

 

   public void setClauses(List<ForClauseItemSpec> clauses)

   {

       this.clauses = clauses;

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.join.plan;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventType;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.join.exec.base.ExecNode;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.join.exec.base.TableLookupExecNode;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.join.exec.base.JoinExecTableLookupStrategy;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.join.table.EventTable;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.join.table.HistoricalStreamIndexList;

import com.espertech.esper.util.IndentWriter;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.virtualdw.VirtualDWView;

import com.espertech.esper.view.Viewable;
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import java.lang.annotation.Annotation;

import java.util.HashSet;

import java.util.Map;

 

/**

* Specifies exection of a table lookup using the supplied plan for performing the lookup.

*/

public class TableLookupNode extends QueryPlanNode

{

   private TableLookupPlan tableLookupPlan;

 

   /**

    * Ctor.

    * @param tableLookupPlan - plan for performing lookup

    */

   public TableLookupNode(TableLookupPlan tableLookupPlan)

   {

       this.tableLookupPlan = tableLookupPlan;

   }

 

   /**

    * Returns lookup plan.

    * @return lookup plan

    */

   protected TableLookupPlan getLookupStrategySpec()

   {

       return tableLookupPlan;

   }

 

   public void print(IndentWriter writer)

   {

       writer.println("TableLookupNode " +

              " tableLookupPlan=" + tableLookupPlan);

   }

 

   public ExecNode makeExec(String statementName, String statementId, Annotation[] annotations, Map<String,

EventTable>[] indexesPerStream, EventType[] streamTypes, Viewable[] streamViews, HistoricalStreamIndexList[]

historicalStreamIndexLists, VirtualDWView[] viewExternal)

   {

       JoinExecTableLookupStrategy lookupStrategy = tableLookupPlan.makeStrategy(statementName, statementId,

annotations, indexesPerStream, streamTypes, viewExternal);

 

       return new TableLookupExecNode(tableLookupPlan.getIndexedStream(), lookupStrategy);

   }

 

   public void addIndexes(HashSet<String> usedIndexes) {

       usedIndexes.add(tableLookupPlan.getIndexNum());
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   }

}

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.join.exec.composite;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.join.table.PropertyCompositeEventTable;

 

import java.util.Collection;

import java.util.Map;

import java.util.Set;

 

public interface CompositeIndexLookup {

   public void lookup(Map parent, Set<EventBean> result);

   public void setNext(CompositeIndexLookup action);

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.join.table;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventType;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.join.exec.composite.CompositeIndexEnterRemove;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.join.exec.composite.CompositeIndexEnterRemoveKeyed;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.join.exec.composite.CompositeIndexEnterRemoveRange;

import org.apache.commons.logging.Log;

import org.apache.commons.logging.LogFactory;

 

import java.util.ArrayList;

import java.util.Arrays;

import java.util.List;

 

/**
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* For use when the index comprises of either two or more ranges or a unique key in combination with a range.

* Organizes into a TreeMap<key, TreeMap<key2, Set<EventBean>>, for short. The top level can also be just

Map<MultiKeyUntyped, TreeMap...>.

* Expected at least either (A) one key and one range or (B) zero keys and 2 ranges.

* <p>

* An alternative implementatation could have been based on "TreeMap<ComparableMultiKey,

Set<EventBean>>>", however the following implication arrive

* - not applicable for range-only lookups (since there the key can be the value itself

* - not applicable for multiple nested range as ordering not nested

* - each add/remove and lookup would also need to construct a key object.

*/

public class PropertyCompositeEventTableFactory implements EventTableFactory

{

   private final int streamNum;

   private final String[] optionalKeyedProps;

   private final String[] rangeProps;

   private final CompositeIndexEnterRemove chain;

   private final Class[] optKeyCoercedTypes;

   private final Class[] optRangeCoercedTypes;

 

   /**

    * Ctor.

    * @param streamNum - the stream number that is indexed

    * @param eventType - types of events indexed

    * @param optRangeCoercedTypes - property types

    */

   public PropertyCompositeEventTableFactory(int streamNum, EventType eventType, String[]

optionalKeyedProps, Class[] optKeyCoercedTypes, String[] rangeProps, Class[] optRangeCoercedTypes)

   {

       this.streamNum = streamNum;

       this.rangeProps = rangeProps;

       this.optionalKeyedProps = optionalKeyedProps;

       this.optKeyCoercedTypes = optKeyCoercedTypes;

       this.optRangeCoercedTypes = optRangeCoercedTypes;

 

       // construct chain

       List<CompositeIndexEnterRemove> enterRemoves = new ArrayList<CompositeIndexEnterRemove>();

       if (optionalKeyedProps != null && optionalKeyedProps.length > 0) {

           enterRemoves.add(new CompositeIndexEnterRemoveKeyed(eventType, optionalKeyedProps,

optKeyCoercedTypes));

       }

       int count = 0;

       for (String rangeProp : rangeProps) {

           Class coercionType = optRangeCoercedTypes == null ? null : optRangeCoercedTypes[count];

           enterRemoves.add(new CompositeIndexEnterRemoveRange(eventType, rangeProp, coercionType));

           count++;

       }
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       // Hook up as chain for remove

       CompositeIndexEnterRemove last = null;

       for (CompositeIndexEnterRemove action : enterRemoves) {

           if (last != null) {

               last.setNext(action);

           }

           last = action;

       }

       chain = enterRemoves.get(0);

   }

 

   public EventTable makeEventTable() {

       return new PropertyCompositeEventTable((optionalKeyedProps != null && optionalKeyedProps.length > 0),

chain, optKeyCoercedTypes, optRangeCoercedTypes);

   }

 

   public Class getEventTableClass() {

       return PropertyCompositeEventTable.class;

   }

 

   public String toQueryPlan()

   {

       return this.getClass().getName() +

               " streamNum=" + streamNum +

               " keys=" + Arrays.toString(optionalKeyedProps) +

               " ranges=" + Arrays.toString(rangeProps);

   }

 

   private static Log log = LogFactory.getLog(PropertyCompositeEventTableFactory.class);

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.expression;

 

import com.espertech.esper.epl.agg.service.AggregationMethodFactory;

 

/**

* Represents the leaving() aggregate function is an expression tree.

*/

public class ExprLeavingAggNode extends ExprAggregateNodeBase

{

   private static final long serialVersionUID = -261718190573572758L;
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   /**

    * Ctor.

    * @param distinct - flag indicating unique or non-unique value aggregation

    */

   public ExprLeavingAggNode(boolean distinct)

   {

       super(distinct);

   }

 

   public AggregationMethodFactory validateAggregationChild(ExprValidationContext validationContext) throws

ExprValidationException

   {

       String message = "The leaving aggregation function requires no parameters";

       if (this.getChildNodes().length > 0) {

           throw new ExprValidationException(message);

       }

 

       return new ExprLeavingAggNodeFactory();

   }

 

   protected String getAggregationFunctionName()

   {

       return "leaving";

   }

 

   public final boolean equalsNodeAggregate(ExprAggregateNode node)

   {

       return node instanceof ExprLeavingAggNode;

   }

}

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.enummethod.eval;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventType;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.core.MethodResolutionService;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.core.StreamTypeService;

import com.espertech.esper.client.util.ExpressionReturnType;
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import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluator;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.enummethod.dot.ExprDotEvalEnumMethodBase;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.enummethod.dot.ExprDotEvalParam;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.enummethod.dot.EnumMethodEnum;

import com.espertech.esper.event.EventAdapterService;

 

import java.util.List;

 

public class ExprDotEvalTakeAndTakeLast extends ExprDotEvalEnumMethodBase {

 

   public EventType[] getAddStreamTypes(String enumMethodUsedName, List<String> goesToNames, EventType

inputEventType, Class collectionComponentType, List<ExprDotEvalParam> bodiesAndParameters) {

       return new EventType[] {};

   }

 

   public EnumEval getEnumEval(MethodResolutionService methodResolutionService, EventAdapterService

eventAdapterService, StreamTypeService streamTypeService, String statementId, String enumMethodUsedName,

List<ExprDotEvalParam> bodiesAndParameters, EventType inputEventType, Class collectionComponentType, int

numStreamsIncoming) {

       ExprEvaluator sizeEval = bodiesAndParameters.get(0).getBodyEvaluator();

      

       if (inputEventType != null) {

           super.setTypeInfo(ExpressionReturnType.collectionOfEvents(inputEventType));

       }

       else {

           super.setTypeInfo(ExpressionReturnType.collectionOfSingleValue(collectionComponentType));

       }

 

       if (getEnumMethodEnum() == EnumMethodEnum.TAKE) {

           return new EnumEvalTake(sizeEval, numStreamsIncoming);

       }

       else {

           return new EnumEvalTakeLast(sizeEval, numStreamsIncoming);

       }

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.db;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.ConfigurationDBRef;

import com.espertech.esper.client.ConfigurationDataCache;
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import com.espertech.esper.core.context.util.EPStatementAgentInstanceHandle;

import com.espertech.esper.schedule.SchedulingService;

import com.espertech.esper.schedule.ScheduleBucket;

 

import java.util.Map;

import java.util.HashMap;

 

/**

* Implementation provides database instance services such as connection factory and

* connection settings.

*/

public class DatabaseConfigServiceImpl implements DatabaseConfigService

{

   private final Map<String, ConfigurationDBRef> mapDatabaseRef;

   private final Map<String, DatabaseConnectionFactory> connectionFactories;

   private final SchedulingService schedulingService;

   private final ScheduleBucket scheduleBucket;

 

   /**

    * Ctor.

    * @param mapDatabaseRef is a map of database name and database configuration entries

    * @param schedulingService is for scheduling callbacks for a cache

    * @param scheduleBucket is a system bucket for all scheduling callbacks for caches

    */

   public DatabaseConfigServiceImpl(Map<String, ConfigurationDBRef> mapDatabaseRef,

                                    SchedulingService schedulingService,

                                    ScheduleBucket scheduleBucket)

   {

       this.mapDatabaseRef = mapDatabaseRef;

       this.connectionFactories = new HashMap<String, DatabaseConnectionFactory>();

       this.schedulingService = schedulingService;

       this.scheduleBucket = scheduleBucket;

   }

 

   public ConnectionCache getConnectionCache(String databaseName, String preparedStatementText) throws

DatabaseConfigException

   {

       ConfigurationDBRef config = mapDatabaseRef.get(databaseName);

       if (config == null)

       {

           throw new DatabaseConfigException("Cannot locate configuration information for database '" +

databaseName + '\'');

       }

 

       DatabaseConnectionFactory connectionFactory = getConnectionFactory(databaseName);

 

       boolean retain =

config.getConnectionLifecycleEnum().equals(ConfigurationDBRef.ConnectionLifecycleEnum.RETAIN);
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       if (retain)

       {

           return new ConnectionCacheImpl(connectionFactory, preparedStatementText);

       }

       else

       {

           return new ConnectionNoCacheImpl(connectionFactory, preparedStatementText);

       }

   }

 

   public DatabaseConnectionFactory getConnectionFactory(String databaseName) throws

DatabaseConfigException

   {

       // check if we already have a reference

       DatabaseConnectionFactory factory = connectionFactories.get(databaseName);

       if (factory != null)

       {

           return factory;

       }

 

       ConfigurationDBRef config = mapDatabaseRef.get(databaseName);

       if (config == null)

       {

           throw new DatabaseConfigException("Cannot locate configuration information for database '" +

databaseName + '\'');

       }

 

       ConfigurationDBRef.ConnectionSettings settings = config.getConnectionSettings();

       if (config.getConnectionFactoryDesc() instanceof ConfigurationDBRef.DriverManagerConnection)

       {

           ConfigurationDBRef.DriverManagerConnection dmConfig =

(ConfigurationDBRef.DriverManagerConnection) config.getConnectionFactoryDesc();

           factory = new DatabaseDMConnFactory(dmConfig, settings);

       }

       else if (config.getConnectionFactoryDesc() instanceof ConfigurationDBRef.DataSourceConnection)

       {

           ConfigurationDBRef.DataSourceConnection dsConfig = (ConfigurationDBRef.DataSourceConnection)

config.getConnectionFactoryDesc();

           factory = new DatabaseDSConnFactory(dsConfig, settings);

       }

       else if (config.getConnectionFactoryDesc() instanceof ConfigurationDBRef.DataSourceFactory)

       {

           ConfigurationDBRef.DataSourceFactory dsConfig = (ConfigurationDBRef.DataSourceFactory)

config.getConnectionFactoryDesc();

           factory = new DatabaseDSFactoryConnFactory(dsConfig, settings);

       }

       else if (config.getConnectionFactoryDesc() == null)

       {
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           throw new DatabaseConfigException("No connection factory setting provided in configuration");

       }

       else

       {

           throw new DatabaseConfigException("Unknown connection factory setting provided in configuration");

       }

 

       connectionFactories.put(databaseName, factory);

 

       return factory;

   }

 

   public DataCache getDataCache(String databaseName, EPStatementAgentInstanceHandle

epStatementAgentInstanceHandle) throws DatabaseConfigException

   {

       ConfigurationDBRef config = mapDatabaseRef.get(databaseName);

       if (config == null)

       {

           throw new DatabaseConfigException("Cannot locate configuration information for database '" +

databaseName + '\'');

       }

 

       ConfigurationDataCache dataCacheDesc = config.getDataCacheDesc();

       return DataCacheFactory.getDataCache(dataCacheDesc, epStatementAgentInstanceHandle, schedulingService,

scheduleBucket);

   }

 

   public ColumnSettings getQuerySetting(String databaseName) throws DatabaseConfigException

   {

       ConfigurationDBRef config = mapDatabaseRef.get(databaseName);

       if (config == null)

       {

           throw new DatabaseConfigException("Cannot locate configuration information for database '" +

databaseName + '\'');

       }

       return new ColumnSettings(config.getMetadataRetrievalEnum(), config.getColumnChangeCase(),

config.getSqlTypesMapping());

   }

}

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************
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*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.enummethod.eval;

 

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluator;

import com.espertech.esper.event.arr.ObjectArrayEventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.event.arr.ObjectArrayEventType;

 

public abstract class EnumEvalBaseScalar extends EnumEvalBase implements EnumEval {

 

   protected final ObjectArrayEventType type;

 

   public EnumEvalBaseScalar(ExprEvaluator innerExpression, int streamCountIncoming, ObjectArrayEventType

type) {

       super(innerExpression, streamCountIncoming);

       this.type = type;

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.core;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventType;

import com.espertech.esper.core.context.util.AgentInstanceContext;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.agg.service.AggregationService;

 

/**

* Result set processor prototye for the hand-through case:

* no aggregation functions used in the select clause, and no group-by, no having and ordering.

*/

public class ResultSetProcessorHandThrougFactory implements ResultSetProcessorFactory

{

   private final SelectExprProcessor selectExprProcessor;

   private final boolean isSelectRStream;

 

   /**

    * Ctor.

    * @param selectExprProcessor - for processing the select expression and generting the final output rows

    * a row per group even if groups didn't change

    * @param selectRStream - true if remove stream events should be generated

    */

   public ResultSetProcessorHandThrougFactory(SelectExprProcessor selectExprProcessor, boolean selectRStream)
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{

       this.selectExprProcessor = selectExprProcessor;

       isSelectRStream = selectRStream;

   }

 

   public ResultSetProcessor instantiate(OrderByProcessor orderByProcessor, AggregationService

aggregationService, AgentInstanceContext agentInstanceContext) {

       return new ResultSetProcessorHandThrough(this, selectExprProcessor, agentInstanceContext);

   }

 

   public EventType getResultEventType()

   {

       return selectExprProcessor.getResultEventType();

   }

 

   public boolean hasAggregation() {

       return false;

   }

 

   public boolean isSelectRStream() {

       return isSelectRStream;

   }

}

<!--

 ~ **************************************************************************************

 ~ * Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

 ~ * http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

 ~ * http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

 ~ * ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

 ~ * The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

 ~ * a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

 ~ **************************************************************************************

 -->

 

<html>

<head></head>

<body>

<p>

	Named window classes are in this package

</p>

</body>

</html>

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *
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* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.agg.aggregator;

 

/**

* Sum for double values.

*/

public class AggregatorSumDouble implements AggregationMethod

{

   protected double sum;

   protected long numDataPoints;

 

   public void clear()

   {

       sum = 0;

       numDataPoints = 0;

   }

 

   public void enter(Object object)

   {

       if (object == null)

       {

           return;

       }

       numDataPoints++;

       sum += (Double) object;

   }

 

   public void leave(Object object)

   {

       if (object == null)

       {

           return;

       }

       numDataPoints--;

       sum -= (Double) object;

   }

 

   public Object getValue()

   {

       if (numDataPoints == 0)

       {

           return null;

       }

       return sum;

   }

 

   public Class getValueType()
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   {

       return Double.class;

   }

}

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.core.eval;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventType;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.core.SelectExprProcessor;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluatorContext;

import com.espertech.esper.event.DecoratingEventBean;

 

import java.util.HashMap;

import java.util.Map;

 

public class EvalSelectWildcardSSWrapper extends EvalBaseMap implements SelectExprProcessor {

 

   public EvalSelectWildcardSSWrapper(SelectExprContext selectExprContext, EventType resultEventType) {

       super(selectExprContext, resultEventType);

   }

 

   public EventBean processSpecific(Map<String, Object> props, EventBean[] eventsPerStream, boolean

isNewData, boolean isSynthesize, ExprEvaluatorContext exprEvaluatorContext)

   {

       // In case of a wildcard and single stream that is itself a

       // wrapper bean, we also need to add the map properties

       DecoratingEventBean wrapper = (DecoratingEventBean)eventsPerStream[0];

       if(wrapper != null)

       {

           Map<String, Object> map = wrapper.getDecoratingProperties();

           if ((super.getExprNodes().length == 0) && (!map.isEmpty()))

           {

               props = new HashMap<String, Object>(map);

           }

           else

           {

               props.putAll(map);
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           }

       }

 

       EventBean theEvent = eventsPerStream[0];

 

       // Using a wrapper bean since we cannot use the same event type else same-type filters match.

       // Wrapping it even when not adding properties is very inexpensive.

       return super.getEventAdapterService().adapterForTypedWrapper(theEvent, props,

super.getResultEventType());

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.expression;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.hook.AggregationFunctionFactory;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.agg.service.AggregationMethodFactory;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.agg.service.AggregationValidationContext;

 

/**

* Represents a custom aggregation function in an expresson tree.

*/

public class ExprPlugInAggFunctionFactoryNode extends ExprAggregateNodeBase

{

   private static final long serialVersionUID = 65459875362787079L;

   private transient AggregationFunctionFactory aggregationFunctionFactory;

   private final String functionName;

 

   /**

    * Ctor.

    * @param distinct - flag indicating unique or non-unique value aggregation

    * @param aggregationFunctionFactory - is the base class for plug-in aggregation functions

    * @param functionName is the aggregation function name

    */

   public ExprPlugInAggFunctionFactoryNode(boolean distinct, AggregationFunctionFactory

aggregationFunctionFactory, String functionName)

   {

       super(distinct);

       this.aggregationFunctionFactory = aggregationFunctionFactory;

       this.functionName = functionName;

       aggregationFunctionFactory.setFunctionName(functionName);

   }
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   public AggregationMethodFactory validateAggregationChild(ExprValidationContext validationContext) throws

ExprValidationException

   {

       Class[] parameterTypes = new Class[this.getChildNodes().length];

       Object[] constant = new Object[this.getChildNodes().length];

       boolean[] isConstant = new boolean[this.getChildNodes().length];

       ExprNode[] expressions = new ExprNode[this.getChildNodes().length];

 

       int count = 0;

       boolean hasDataWindows = true;

       for (ExprNode child : this.getChildNodes())

       {

           if (child.isConstantResult())

           {

               isConstant[count] = true;

               constant[count] = child.getExprEvaluator().evaluate(null, true,

validationContext.getExprEvaluatorContext());

           }

           parameterTypes[count] = child.getExprEvaluator().getType();

           expressions[count] = child;

 

           count++;

 

           if (!ExprNodeUtility.hasRemoveStream(child, validationContext.getStreamTypeService())) {

               hasDataWindows = false;

           }

       }

 

       AggregationValidationContext context = new AggregationValidationContext(parameterTypes, isConstant,

constant, super.isDistinct(), hasDataWindows, expressions);

       try

       {

           // the aggregation function factory is transient, obtain if not provided

           if (aggregationFunctionFactory == null) {

               aggregationFunctionFactory =

validationContext.getMethodResolutionService().getEngineImportService().resolveAggregationFactory(functionNa

me);

           }

 

           aggregationFunctionFactory.validate(context);

       }

       catch (Exception ex)

       {

           throw new ExprValidationException("Plug-in aggregation function '" + functionName + "' failed validation: "

+ ex.getMessage(), ex);

       }
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       Class childType = null;

       if (this.getChildNodes().length > 0)

       {

           childType = this.getChildNodes()[0].getExprEvaluator().getType();

       }

 

       return new ExprPlugInAggFunctionFactory(aggregationFunctionFactory, super.isDistinct(), childType);

   }

 

   public String getAggregationFunctionName()

   {

       return functionName;

   }

 

   public final boolean equalsNodeAggregate(ExprAggregateNode node)

   {

       if (!(node instanceof ExprPlugInAggFunctionFactoryNode))

       {

           return false;

       }

 

       ExprPlugInAggFunctionFactoryNode other = (ExprPlugInAggFunctionFactoryNode) node;

       return other.getAggregationFunctionName().equals(this.getAggregationFunctionName());

   }

}

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.enummethod.eval;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventType;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.core.MethodResolutionService;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.core.StreamTypeService;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.enummethod.dot.ExprDotEvalEnumMethodBase;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.enummethod.dot.ExprDotEvalParam;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.enummethod.dot.ExprDotEvalParamLambda;

import com.espertech.esper.client.util.ExpressionReturnType;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprDotNodeUtility;

import com.espertech.esper.event.EventAdapterService;

import com.espertech.esper.event.arr.ObjectArrayEventType;
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import java.util.List;

 

public class ExprDotEvalWhere extends ExprDotEvalEnumMethodBase {

 

   public EventType[] getAddStreamTypes(String enumMethodUsedName, List<String> goesToNames, EventType

inputEventType, Class collectionComponentType, List<ExprDotEvalParam> bodiesAndParameters) {

       EventType firstParamType;

       if (inputEventType == null) {

           firstParamType = ExprDotNodeUtility.makeTransientOAType(enumMethodUsedName,

goesToNames.get(0), collectionComponentType);

       }

       else {

           firstParamType = inputEventType;

       }

 

       if (goesToNames.size() == 1) {

           return new EventType[] {firstParamType};

       }

 

       ObjectArrayEventType indexEventType =

ExprDotNodeUtility.makeTransientOAType(enumMethodUsedName, goesToNames.get(1), int.class);

       return new EventType[]{firstParamType, indexEventType};

   }

 

   public EnumEval getEnumEval(MethodResolutionService methodResolutionService, EventAdapterService

eventAdapterService, StreamTypeService streamTypeService, String statementId, String enumMethodUsedName,

List<ExprDotEvalParam> bodiesAndParameters, EventType inputEventType, Class collectionComponentType, int

numStreamsIncoming) {

 

       ExprDotEvalParamLambda first = (ExprDotEvalParamLambda) bodiesAndParameters.get(0);

 

       if (inputEventType != null) {

           super.setTypeInfo(ExpressionReturnType.collectionOfEvents(inputEventType));

           if (first.getGoesToNames().size() == 1) {

               return new EnumEvalWhereEvents(first.getBodyEvaluator(), first.getStreamCountIncoming());

           }

           return new EnumEvalWhereIndexEvents(first.getBodyEvaluator(), first.getStreamCountIncoming(),

(ObjectArrayEventType) first.getGoesToTypes()[1]);

       }

 

       super.setTypeInfo(ExpressionReturnType.collectionOfSingleValue(collectionComponentType));

       if (first.getGoesToNames().size() == 1) {

           return new EnumEvalWhereScalar(first.getBodyEvaluator(), first.getStreamCountIncoming(),

(ObjectArrayEventType) first.getGoesToTypes()[0]);

       }

       return new EnumEvalWhereScalarIndex(first.getBodyEvaluator(), first.getStreamCountIncoming(),

(ObjectArrayEventType) first.getGoesToTypes()[0], (ObjectArrayEventType) first.getGoesToTypes()[1]);
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   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.agg.access;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

 

import java.util.Collection;

import java.util.Iterator;

 

public interface AggregationStateSorted

{

   /**

    * Returns the first (oldest) value entered.

    * @return first value

    */

   public EventBean getFirstValue();

 

   /**

    * Returns the newest (last) value entered.

    * @return last value

    */

   public EventBean getLastValue();

 

   /**

    * Returns all events for the group.

    * @return group event iterator

    */

   public Iterator<EventBean> iterator();

 

   /**

    * Returns all events for the group.

    * @return group event iterator

    */

   public Collection<EventBean> collectionReadOnly();

 

   /**

    * Returns the number of events in the group.

    * @return size

    */

   public int size();
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   public Iterator<EventBean> getReverseIterator();

}

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.core.eval;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventType;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.core.SelectExprProcessor;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluatorContext;

 

public class EvalInsertWildcardBean extends EvalBase implements SelectExprProcessor {

 

   public EvalInsertWildcardBean(SelectExprContext selectExprContext, EventType resultEventType) {

       super(selectExprContext, resultEventType);

   }

 

   public EventBean process(EventBean[] eventsPerStream, boolean isNewData, boolean isSynthesize,

ExprEvaluatorContext exprEvaluatorContext) {

       EventBean theEvent = eventsPerStream[0];

       return super.getEventAdapterService().adapterForTypedBean(theEvent.getUnderlying(),

super.getResultEventType());

   }

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.join.plan;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventType;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprEvaluatorContext;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprNode;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.expression.ExprValidationException;
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import com.espertech.esper.epl.join.assemble.AssemblyStrategyTreeBuilder;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.join.assemble.BaseAssemblyNode;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.join.base.HistoricalViewableDesc;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.join.table.HistoricalStreamIndexList;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.spec.OuterJoinDesc;

import com.espertech.esper.type.OuterJoinType;

import com.espertech.esper.util.CollectionUtil;

import com.espertech.esper.util.DependencyGraph;

import org.apache.commons.logging.Log;

import org.apache.commons.logging.LogFactory;

 

import java.io.PrintWriter;

import java.io.StringWriter;

import java.util.*;

 

/**

* Builds a query plan for 3 or more streams in a outer join.

*/

public class NStreamOuterQueryPlanBuilder

{

   /**

    * Build a query plan based on the stream property relationships indicated in queryGraph.

    * @param queryGraph - navigation info between streams

    * @param streamNames - stream names

    * @param outerJoinDescList - descriptors for all outer joins

    * @param typesPerStream - event types for each stream

    * @param dependencyGraph - dependencies between historical streams

    * @param historicalStreamIndexLists - index management, populated for the query plan

    * @param exprEvaluatorContext context for expression evalauation

    * @return query plan

    * @throws ExprValidationException if the query planning failed

    */

   protected static QueryPlan build(QueryGraph queryGraph,

                                    OuterJoinDesc[] outerJoinDescList,

                                    String[] streamNames,

                                    EventType[] typesPerStream,

                                    HistoricalViewableDesc historicalViewableDesc,

                                    DependencyGraph dependencyGraph,

                                    HistoricalStreamIndexList[] historicalStreamIndexLists,

                                    ExprEvaluatorContext exprEvaluatorContext,

                                    String[][][] indexedStreamsUniqueProps)

           throws ExprValidationException

   {

       if (log.isDebugEnabled())

       {

           log.debug(".build queryGraph=" + queryGraph);

       }
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       int numStreams = queryGraph.getNumStreams();

       QueryPlanNode[] planNodeSpecs = new QueryPlanNode[numStreams];

 

       // Build index specifications

       QueryPlanIndex[] indexSpecs = QueryPlanIndexBuilder.buildIndexSpec(queryGraph, typesPerStream,

indexedStreamsUniqueProps);

       if (log.isDebugEnabled())

       {

           log.debug(".build Index build completed, indexes=" + QueryPlanIndex.print(indexSpecs));

       }

 

       // any historical streams don't get indexes, the lookup strategy accounts for cached indexes

       if (historicalViewableDesc.isHasHistorical())

       {

           for (int i = 0; i < historicalViewableDesc.getHistorical().length; i++)

           {

               if (historicalViewableDesc.getHistorical()[i])

               {

                   indexSpecs[i] = null;

               }

           }

       }

 

       // Build graph of the outer join to inner table relationships.

       // Build a map of inner joins.

       OuterInnerDirectionalGraph outerInnerGraph;

       InnerJoinGraph innerJoinGraph;

       if (outerJoinDescList.length > 0) {

           outerInnerGraph = graphOuterJoins(numStreams, outerJoinDescList);

           innerJoinGraph = InnerJoinGraph.graphInnerJoins(numStreams, outerJoinDescList);

       }

       else {

           // all inner joins - thereby no (or empty) directional graph

           outerInnerGraph = new OuterInnerDirectionalGraph(numStreams);

           innerJoinGraph = new InnerJoinGraph(numStreams, true);

       }

       if (log.isDebugEnabled())

       {

          log.debug(".build directional graph=" + outerInnerGraph.print());

       }

 

       // For each stream determine the query plan

       for (int streamNo = 0; streamNo < numStreams; streamNo++)

       {

           // no plan for historical streams that are dependent upon other streams

           if ((historicalViewableDesc.getHistorical()[streamNo]) && (dependencyGraph.hasDependency(streamNo)))

           {

               planNodeSpecs[streamNo] = new QueryPlanNodeNoOp();
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               continue;

           }

 

           QueryPlanNode queryPlanNode = buildPlanNode(numStreams, streamNo, streamNames, queryGraph,

outerInnerGraph, outerJoinDescList, innerJoinGraph, indexSpecs, typesPerStream,

historicalViewableDesc.getHistorical(), dependencyGraph, historicalStreamIndexLists, exprEvaluatorContext);

 

           if (log.isDebugEnabled())

           {

               log.debug(".build spec for stream '" + streamNames[streamNo] +

                       "' number " + streamNo + " is " + queryPlanNode);

           }

 

           planNodeSpecs[streamNo] = queryPlanNode;

       }

 

       QueryPlan queryPlan = new QueryPlan(indexSpecs, planNodeSpecs);

       if (log.isDebugEnabled())

       {

           log.debug(".build query plan=" + queryPlan.toString());

       }

 

       return queryPlan;

   }

 

   private static QueryPlanNode buildPlanNode(int numStreams,

                                              int streamNo,

                                              String[] streamNames,

                                              QueryGraph queryGraph,

                                              OuterInnerDirectionalGraph outerInnerGraph,

                                              OuterJoinDesc[] outerJoinDescList,

                                              InnerJoinGraph innerJoinGraph,

                                              QueryPlanIndex[] indexSpecs,

                                              EventType[] typesPerStream,

                                              boolean[] ishistorical,

                                              DependencyGraph dependencyGraph,

                                              HistoricalStreamIndexList[] historicalStreamIndexLists,

                                              ExprEvaluatorContext exprEvaluatorContext)

           throws ExprValidationException

   {

       // For each stream build an array of substreams, considering required streams (inner joins) first

       // The order is relevant therefore preserving order via a LinkedHashMap.

       LinkedHashMap<Integer, int[]> substreamsPerStream = new LinkedHashMap<Integer, int[]>();

       boolean[] requiredPerStream = new boolean[numStreams];

 

       // Recursive populating the required (outer) and optional (inner) relationships

       // of this stream and the substream

       Set<Integer> completedStreams = new HashSet<Integer>();
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       // keep track of tree path as only those stream events are always available to historical streams

       Stack<Integer> streamCallStack = new Stack<Integer>();

       streamCallStack.push(streamNo);

 

       // For all inner-joins, the algorithm is slightly different

       if (innerJoinGraph.isAllInnerJoin()) {

           Arrays.fill(requiredPerStream, true);

           recursiveBuildInnerJoin(streamNo, streamCallStack, queryGraph, completedStreams, substreamsPerStream,

dependencyGraph);

 

           // compute a best chain to see if all streams are handled and add the remaining

           NStreamQueryPlanBuilder.BestChainResult bestChain =

NStreamQueryPlanBuilder.computeBestPath(streamNo, queryGraph, dependencyGraph);

           addNotYetNavigated(streamNo, numStreams, substreamsPerStream, bestChain);

       }

       else {

           recursiveBuild(streamNo, streamCallStack, queryGraph, outerInnerGraph, innerJoinGraph,

completedStreams, substreamsPerStream, requiredPerStream, dependencyGraph);

       }

 

       // verify the substreamsPerStream, all streams must exists and be linked

       verifyJoinedPerStream(streamNo, substreamsPerStream);

 

       // build list of instructions for lookup

       List<LookupInstructionPlan> lookupInstructions = buildLookupInstructions(streamNo, substreamsPerStream,

requiredPerStream,

               streamNames, queryGraph, indexSpecs, typesPerStream, outerJoinDescList, ishistorical,

historicalStreamIndexLists, exprEvaluatorContext);

 

       // build strategy tree for putting the result back together

       BaseAssemblyNode assemblyTopNode = AssemblyStrategyTreeBuilder.build(streamNo, substreamsPerStream,

requiredPerStream);

       List<BaseAssemblyNode> assemblyInstructions =

BaseAssemblyNode.getDescendentNodesBottomUp(assemblyTopNode);

 

       return new LookupInstructionQueryPlanNode(streamNo, streamNames[streamNo], numStreams,

requiredPerStream,

               lookupInstructions, assemblyInstructions);

   }

 

   private static void addNotYetNavigated(int streamNo, int numStreams, LinkedHashMap<Integer, int[]>

substreamsPerStream, NStreamQueryPlanBuilder.BestChainResult bestChain) {

       // sum up all substreams (the query plan for each stream: nested iteration or cardinal)

       Set<Integer> streams = new HashSet<Integer>();

       streams.add(streamNo);

       recursiveAdd(streamNo, streamNo, substreamsPerStream, streams, false);

 

       // we are done, all have navigated
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       if (streams.size() == numStreams) {

           return;

       }

 

       int previous = streamNo;

       for (int stream : bestChain.getChain()) {

 

           if (streams.contains(stream)) {

               previous = stream;

               continue;

           }

 

           // add node as a nested join to the previous stream

           int[] substreams = substreamsPerStream.get(previous);

           if (substreams == null) {

               substreams = new int[0];

           }

           int[] added = CollectionUtil.addValue(substreams, stream);

           substreamsPerStream.put(previous, added);

 

           if (!substreamsPerStream.containsKey(stream)) {

               substreamsPerStream.put(stream, new int[0]);

           }

 

           previous = stream;

       }

   }

 

   private static List<LookupInstructionPlan> buildLookupInstructions(

           int rootStreamNum,

           LinkedHashMap<Integer, int[]> substreamsPerStream,

           boolean[] requiredPerStream,

           String[] streamNames,

           QueryGraph queryGraph,

           QueryPlanIndex[] indexSpecs,

           EventType[] typesPerStream,

           OuterJoinDesc[] outerJoinDescList,

           boolean[] isHistorical,

           HistoricalStreamIndexList[] historicalStreamIndexLists,

           ExprEvaluatorContext exprEvaluatorContext)

   {

       List<LookupInstructionPlan> result = new LinkedList<LookupInstructionPlan>();

 

       for (int fromStream : substreamsPerStream.keySet())

       {

           int[] substreams = substreamsPerStream.get(fromStream);

 

           // for streams with no substreams we don't need to look up
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           if (substreams.length == 0)

           {

               continue;

           }

 

           TableLookupPlan plans[] = new TableLookupPlan[substreams.length];

           HistoricalDataPlanNode historicalPlans[] = new HistoricalDataPlanNode[substreams.length];

 

           for (int i = 0; i < substreams.length; i++)

           {

               int toStream = substreams[i];

 

               if (isHistorical[toStream])

               {

                   // There may not be an outer-join descriptor, use if provided to build the associated expression

                   ExprNode outerJoinExpr = null;

                   if (outerJoinDescList.length > 0) {

                       OuterJoinDesc outerJoinDesc;

                       if (toStream == 0)

                       {

                           outerJoinDesc = outerJoinDescList[0];

                       }

                       else

                       {

                           outerJoinDesc = outerJoinDescList[toStream - 1];

                       }

                       outerJoinExpr = outerJoinDesc.makeExprNode(exprEvaluatorContext);

                   }

 

                   if (historicalStreamIndexLists[toStream] == null)

                   {

                       historicalStreamIndexLists[toStream] = new HistoricalStreamIndexList(toStream, typesPerStream,

queryGraph);

                   }

                   historicalStreamIndexLists[toStream].addIndex(fromStream);

                   historicalPlans[i] = new HistoricalDataPlanNode(toStream, rootStreamNum, fromStream,

typesPerStream.length, outerJoinExpr);

               }

               else

               {

                   plans[i] = NStreamQueryPlanBuilder.createLookupPlan(queryGraph, fromStream, toStream,

indexSpecs[toStream], typesPerStream);

               }

           }

 

           String fromStreamName = streamNames[fromStream];

           LookupInstructionPlan instruction = new LookupInstructionPlan(fromStream, fromStreamName, substreams,

plans, historicalPlans, requiredPerStream);
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           result.add(instruction);

       }

 

       return result;

   }

 

   /**

    * Recusivly builds a substream-per-stream ordered tree graph using the

    * join information supplied for outer joins and from the query graph (where clause).

    * <p>

    * Required streams are considered first and their lookup is placed first in the list

    * to gain performance.

    * @param streamNum is the root stream number that supplies the incoming event to build the tree for

    * @param queryGraph contains where-clause stream relationship info

    * @param outerInnerGraph contains the outer join stream relationship info

    * @param completedStreams is a temporary holder for streams already considered

    * @param substreamsPerStream is the ordered, tree-like structure to be filled

    * @param requiredPerStream indicates which streams are required and which are optional

    * @param streamCallStack the query plan call stack of streams available via cursor

    * @param dependencyGraph - dependencies between historical streams

    * @throws ExprValidationException if the query planning failed

    */

   protected static void recursiveBuild(int streamNum,

                                        Stack<Integer> streamCallStack,

                                               QueryGraph queryGraph,

                                               OuterInnerDirectionalGraph outerInnerGraph,

                                               InnerJoinGraph innerJoinGraph,

                                               Set<Integer> completedStreams,

                                               LinkedHashMap<Integer, int[]> substreamsPerStream,

                                               boolean[] requiredPerStream,

                                               DependencyGraph dependencyGraph

                                               )

           throws ExprValidationException

   {

       // add this stream to the set of completed streams

       completedStreams.add(streamNum);

 

       // check if the dependencies have been satisfied

       if (dependencyGraph.hasDependency(streamNum))

       {

           Set<Integer> dependencies = dependencyGraph.getDependenciesForStream(streamNum);

           for (Integer dependentStream : dependencies)

           {

               if (!streamCallStack.contains(dependentStream))

               {

                   throw new ExprValidationException("Historical stream " + streamNum + " parameter dependency

originating in stream " + dependentStream + " cannot or may not be satisfied by the join");

               }
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           }

       }

 

       // Determine the streams we can navigate to from this stream

       Set<Integer> navigableStreams = queryGraph.getNavigableStreams(streamNum);

 

       // add unqualified navigable streams (since on-expressions in outer joins are optional)

       Set<Integer> unqualifiedNavigable = outerInnerGraph.getUnqualifiedNavigableStreams().get(streamNum);

       if (unqualifiedNavigable != null) {

           navigableStreams.addAll(unqualifiedNavigable);

       }

 

       // remove those already done

       navigableStreams.removeAll(completedStreams);

 

       // Which streams are inner streams to this stream (optional), which ones are outer to the stream (required)

       Set<Integer> requiredStreams = getOuterStreams(streamNum, navigableStreams, outerInnerGraph);

 

       // Add inner joins, if any, unless already completed for this stream

       innerJoinGraph.addRequiredStreams(streamNum, requiredStreams, completedStreams);

 

       Set<Integer> optionalStreams = getInnerStreams(streamNum, navigableStreams, outerInnerGraph,

innerJoinGraph, completedStreams);

 

       // Remove from the required streams the optional streams which places 'full' joined streams

       // into the optional stream category

       requiredStreams.removeAll(optionalStreams);

 

       // if we are a leaf node, we are done

       if (navigableStreams.isEmpty())

       {

           substreamsPerStream.put(streamNum, new int[0]);

           return;

       }

 

       // First the outer (required) streams to this stream, then the inner (optional) streams

       int[] substreams = new int[requiredStreams.size() + optionalStreams.size()];

       substreamsPerStream.put(streamNum, substreams);

       int count = 0;

       for (int stream : requiredStreams)

       {

           substreams[count++] = stream;

           requiredPerStream[stream] = true;

       }

       for (int stream : optionalStreams)

       {

           substreams[count++] = stream;

       }
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       // next we look at all the required streams and add their dependent streams

       for (int stream : requiredStreams)

       {

           completedStreams.add(stream);

       }

 

       for (int stream : requiredStreams)

       {

           streamCallStack.push(stream);

           recursiveBuild(stream, streamCallStack, queryGraph, outerInnerGraph, innerJoinGraph,

                          completedStreams, substreamsPerStream, requiredPerStream, dependencyGraph);

           streamCallStack.pop();

       }

       // look at all the optional streams and add their dependent streams

       for (int stream : optionalStreams)

       {

           streamCallStack.push(stream);

           recursiveBuild(stream, streamCallStack, queryGraph, outerInnerGraph, innerJoinGraph,

                          completedStreams, substreamsPerStream, requiredPerStream, dependencyGraph);

           streamCallStack.pop();

       }

   }

 

   /**

    * Recusivly builds a substream-per-stream ordered tree graph using the

    * join information supplied for outer joins and from the query graph (where clause).

    * <p>

    * Required streams are considered first and their lookup is placed first in the list

    * to gain performance.

    * @param streamNum is the root stream number that supplies the incoming event to build the tree for

    * @param queryGraph contains where-clause stream relationship info

    * @param completedStreams is a temporary holder for streams already considered

    * @param substreamsPerStream is the ordered, tree-like structure to be filled

    * @param streamCallStack the query plan call stack of streams available via cursor

    * @param dependencyGraph - dependencies between historical streams

    * @throws ExprValidationException if the query planning failed

    */

   protected static void recursiveBuildInnerJoin(int streamNum,

                                               Stack<Integer> streamCallStack,

                                               QueryGraph queryGraph,

                                               Set<Integer> completedStreams,

                                               LinkedHashMap<Integer, int[]> substreamsPerStream,

                                               DependencyGraph dependencyGraph)

           throws ExprValidationException

   {

       // add this stream to the set of completed streams

       completedStreams.add(streamNum);
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       // check if the dependencies have been satisfied

       if (dependencyGraph.hasDependency(streamNum))

       {

           Set<Integer> dependencies = dependencyGraph.getDependenciesForStream(streamNum);

           for (Integer dependentStream : dependencies)

           {

               if (!streamCallStack.contains(dependentStream))

               {

                   throw new ExprValidationException("Historical stream " + streamNum + " parameter dependency

originating in stream " + dependentStream + " cannot or may not be satisfied by the join");

               }

           }

       }

 

       // Determine the streams we can navigate to from this stream

       Set<Integer> navigableStreams = queryGraph.getNavigableStreams(streamNum);

 

       // remove streams with a dependency on other streams not yet processed

       Integer[] navigableStreamArr = navigableStreams.toArray(new Integer[navigableStreams.size()]);

       for (int navigableStream : navigableStreamArr) {

           if (dependencyGraph.hasUnsatisfiedDependency(navigableStream, completedStreams)) {

               navigableStreams.remove(navigableStream);

           }

       }

 

       // remove those already done

       navigableStreams.removeAll(completedStreams);

 

       // if we are a leaf node, we are done

       if (navigableStreams.isEmpty())

       {

           substreamsPerStream.put(streamNum, new int[0]);

           return;

       }

 

       // First the outer (required) streams to this stream, then the inner (optional) streams

       int[] substreams = new int[navigableStreams.size()];

       substreamsPerStream.put(streamNum, substreams);

       int count = 0;

       for (int stream : navigableStreams)

       {

           substreams[count++] = stream;

           completedStreams.add(stream);

       }

 

       for (int stream : navigableStreams)

       {
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           streamCallStack.push(stream);

           recursiveBuildInnerJoin(stream, streamCallStack, queryGraph, completedStreams, substreamsPerStream,

dependencyGraph);

           streamCallStack.pop();

       }

   }

 

   private static Set<Integer> getInnerStreams(int fromStream, Set<Integer> toStreams, OuterInnerDirectionalGraph

outerInnerGraph,

                                               InnerJoinGraph innerJoinGraph,

                                               Set<Integer> completedStreams)

   {

       Set<Integer> innerStreams = new HashSet<Integer>();

       for (int toStream : toStreams)

       {

           if (outerInnerGraph.isInner(fromStream, toStream))

           {

               // if the to-stream, recursively, has an inner join itself, it becomes a required stream and not optional

               boolean hasInnerJoin = false;

               if (!innerJoinGraph.isEmpty())

               {

                   HashSet<Integer> doNotUseStreams = new HashSet<Integer>(completedStreams);

                   completedStreams.add(fromStream);

                   hasInnerJoin = recursiveHasInnerJoin(toStream, outerInnerGraph, innerJoinGraph, doNotUseStreams);

               }

 

               if (!hasInnerJoin)

               {

                   innerStreams.add(toStream);

               }

           }

       }

       return innerStreams;

   }

 

   private static boolean recursiveHasInnerJoin(int toStream, OuterInnerDirectionalGraph outerInnerGraph,

InnerJoinGraph innerJoinGraph, Set<Integer> completedStreams)

   {

       // Check if the to-stream is in any of the inner joins

       boolean hasInnerJoin = innerJoinGraph.hasInnerJoin(toStream);

 

       if (hasInnerJoin)

       {

           return true;

       }

 

       Set<Integer> innerToToStream = outerInnerGraph.getInner(toStream);

       if (innerToToStream != null)
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       {

           for (int nextStream : innerToToStream)

           {

               if (completedStreams.contains(nextStream))

               {

                   continue;

               }

 

               HashSet<Integer> notConsider = new HashSet<Integer>(completedStreams);

               notConsider.add(toStream);

               boolean result = recursiveHasInnerJoin(nextStream, outerInnerGraph, innerJoinGraph, notConsider);

 

               if (result)

               {

                   return true;

               }

           }

       }

 

       Set<Integer> outerToToStream = outerInnerGraph.getOuter(toStream);

       if (outerToToStream != null)

       {

           for (int nextStream : outerToToStream)

           {

               if (completedStreams.contains(nextStream))

               {

                   continue;

               }

 

               HashSet<Integer> notConsider = new HashSet<Integer>(completedStreams);

               notConsider.add(toStream);

               boolean result = recursiveHasInnerJoin(nextStream, outerInnerGraph, innerJoinGraph, notConsider);

 

               if (result)

               {

                   return true;

               }

           }

       }

 

       return false;

   }

 

   // which streams are to this table an outer stream

   private static Set<Integer> getOuterStreams(int fromStream, Set<Integer> toStreams, OuterInnerDirectionalGraph

outerInnerGraph)

   {

       Set<Integer> outerStreams = new HashSet<Integer>();
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       for (int toStream : toStreams)

       {

           if (outerInnerGraph.isOuter(toStream, fromStream))

           {

               outerStreams.add(toStream);

           }

       }

       return outerStreams;

   }

 

   /**

    * Builds a graph of outer joins given the outer join information from the statement.

    * Eliminates right and left joins and full joins by placing the information in a graph object.

    * @param numStreams - is the number of streams

    * @param outerJoinDescList - list of outer join stream numbers and property names

    * @return graph object

    */

   protected static OuterInnerDirectionalGraph graphOuterJoins(int numStreams, OuterJoinDesc[]

outerJoinDescList)

   {

       if ((outerJoinDescList.length + 1) != numStreams)

       {

           throw new IllegalArgumentException("Number of outer join descriptors and number of streams not matching

up");

       }

 

       OuterInnerDirectionalGraph graph = new OuterInnerDirectionalGraph(numStreams);

 

       for (int i = 0; i < outerJoinDescList.length; i++)

       {

           OuterJoinDesc desc = outerJoinDescList[i];

           int streamMax = i + 1;       // the outer join must references streams less then streamMax

 

           // Check outer join on-expression, if provided

           int streamOne;

           int streamTwo;

           int lowerStream;

           int higherStream;

           if (desc.getOptLeftNode() != null) {

               streamOne = desc.getOptLeftNode().getStreamId();

               streamTwo = desc.getOptRightNode().getStreamId();

 

               if ((streamOne > streamMax) || (streamTwo > streamMax) ||

                   (streamOne == streamTwo))

               {

                   throw new IllegalArgumentException("Outer join descriptors reference future streams, or same

streams");

               }
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               // Determine who is the first stream in the streams listed

               lowerStream = streamOne;

               higherStream = streamTwo;

               if (streamOne > streamTwo)

               {

                   lowerStream = streamTwo;

                   higherStream = streamOne;

               }

           }

           else {

               streamOne = i;

               streamTwo = i + 1;

               lowerStream = i;

               higherStream = i + 1;

 

               graph.addUnqualifiedNavigable(streamOne, streamTwo);

           }

 

           // Add to graph

           if (desc.getOuterJoinType() == OuterJoinType.FULL)

           {

               graph.add(streamOne, streamTwo);

               graph.add(streamTwo, streamOne);

           }

           else if (desc.getOuterJoinType() == OuterJoinType.LEFT)

           {

               graph.add(lowerStream, higherStream);

           }

           else if (desc.getOuterJoinType() == OuterJoinType.RIGHT)

           {

               graph.add(higherStream, lowerStream);

           }

           else if (desc.getOuterJoinType() == OuterJoinType.INNER)

           {

               // no navigability for inner joins

           }

           else

           {

               throw new IllegalArgumentException("Outer join descriptors join type not handled, type=" +

desc.getOuterJoinType());

           }

       }

 

       return graph;

   }

 

   /**
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    * Verifies that the tree-like structure representing which streams join (lookup) into which sub-streams

    * is correct, ie. all streams are included and none are listed twice.

    * @param rootStream is the stream supplying the incoming event

    * @param streamsJoinedPerStream is keyed by the from-stream number and contains as values all

    * stream numbers of lookup into to-streams.

    */

   public static void verifyJoinedPerStream(int rootStream, Map<Integer, int[]> streamsJoinedPerStream)

   {

       Set<Integer> streams = new HashSet<Integer>();

       streams.add(rootStream);

 

       recursiveAdd(rootStream, rootStream, streamsJoinedPerStream, streams, true);

 

       if (streams.size() != streamsJoinedPerStream.size())

       {

           throw new IllegalArgumentException("Not all streams found, streamsJoinedPerStream=" +

                   print(streamsJoinedPerStream));

       }

   }

 

   private static void recursiveAdd(int validatedStream, int currentStream, Map<Integer, int[]>

streamsJoinedPerStream, Set<Integer> streams, boolean verify)

   {

       if (currentStream >= streamsJoinedPerStream.size() && verify)

       {

           throw new IllegalArgumentException("Error in stream " + currentStream + " streamsJoinedPerStream=" +

                   print(streamsJoinedPerStream));

       }

       int[] joinedStreams = streamsJoinedPerStream.get(currentStream);

       for (int i = 0; i < joinedStreams.length; i++)

       {

           int addStream = joinedStreams[i];

           if (streams.contains(addStream))

           {

               throw new IllegalArgumentException("Stream " + addStream + " found twice when validating " +

validatedStream);

           }

           streams.add(addStream);

           recursiveAdd(validatedStream, addStream, streamsJoinedPerStream, streams, verify);

       }

   }

 

   /**

    * Returns textual presentation of stream-substream relationships.

    * @param streamsJoinedPerStream is the tree-like structure of stream-substream

    * @return textual presentation

    */

   public static String print(Map<Integer, int[]> streamsJoinedPerStream)
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   {

       StringWriter buf = new StringWriter();

       PrintWriter printer = new PrintWriter(buf);

 

       for (int stream : streamsJoinedPerStream.keySet())

       {

           int[] substreams = streamsJoinedPerStream.get(stream);

           printer.println("stream " + stream + " : " + Arrays.toString(substreams));

       }

 

       return buf.toString();

   }

 

   private static Log log = LogFactory.getLog(NStreamOuterQueryPlanBuilder.class);

}

/*

* *************************************************************************************

*  Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

*  http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

*  http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

*  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

*  The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

*  a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

* *************************************************************************************

*/

 

package com.espertech.esper.epl.expression;

 

public enum PreviousType

{

   PREV,

   PREVTAIL,

   PREVWINDOW,

   PREVCOUNT

}

/**************************************************************************************

* Copyright (C) 2008 EsperTech, Inc. All rights reserved.                            *

* http://esper.codehaus.org                                                          *

* http://www.espertech.com                                                           *

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the GPL license       *

* a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the license.txt file.  *

**************************************************************************************/

package com.espertech.esper.epl.named;

 

import com.espertech.esper.client.EPException;

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventBean;

import com.espertech.esper.client.EventType;
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import com.espertech.esper.collection.Pair;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.join.hint.*;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.join.plan.QueryPlanIndexItem;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.join.table.EventTable;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.join.table.EventTableAndNamePair;

import com.espertech.esper.epl.join.table.EventTableUtil;

import org.apache.commons.logging.Log;

import org.apache.commons.logging.LogFactory;

 

import java.util.*;

 

/**

* A repository of index tables for use with a single named window and all it's deleting statements that

* may use the indexes to correlate triggering events with indexed events of the named window.

* <p>

* Maintains index tables and keeps a reference count for user. Allows reuse of indexes for multiple

* deleting statements.

*/

public class NamedWindowIndexRepository

{

   private static final Log log = LogFactory.getLog(NamedWindowIndexRepository.class);

 

   private List<EventTable> tables;

   private Map<IndexMultiKey, NamedWindowIndexRepEntry> tableIndexesRefCount;

 

   /**

    * Ctor.

    */

   public NamedWindowIndexRepository()

   {

       tables = new ArrayList<EventTable>();

       tableIndexesRefCount = new HashMap<IndexMultiKey, NamedWindowIndexRepEntry>();

   }

 

   public Pair<IndexMultiKey, EventTableAndNamePair> addExplicitIndexOrReuse(

                              boolean unique,

                              List<IndexedPropDesc> hashProps,

                              List<IndexedPropDesc> btreeProps,

                              Iterable<EventBean> prefilledEvents,

                              EventType indexedType,

                              String indexName)

   {

       if (hashProps.isEmpty() && btreeProps.isEmpty()) {

           throw new IllegalArgumentException("Invalid zero element list for hash and btree columns");

       }

 

       // Get an existing table, if any, matching the exact requirement

       IndexMultiKey indexPropKeyMatch = findExactMatchNameAndType(tableIndexesRefCount.keySet(), unique,
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hashProps, btreeProps);

       if (indexPropKeyMatch != null) {

           NamedWindowIndexRepEntry refTablePair = tableIndexesRefCount.get(indexPropKeyMatch);

           refTablePair.setRefCount(refTablePair.getRefCount() + 1);

           return new Pair<IndexMultiKey, EventTableAndNamePair>(indexPropKeyMatch, new

EventTableAndNamePair(refTablePair.getTable(), refTablePair.getOptionalIndexName()));

       }

 

       return addIndex(unique, hashProps, btreeProps, prefilledEvents, indexedType, indexName, false);

   }

 

   public Pair<IndexMultiKey, EventTableAndNamePair> addTableCreateOrReuse(

           List<IndexedPropDesc> hashProps,

           List<IndexedPropDesc> btreeProps,

           Iterable<EventBean> prefilledEvents,

           EventType indexedType,

           IndexHint optionalIndexHint,

           boolean isIndexShare,

           int subqueryNumber,

           Set<String> optionalUniqueKeyProps)

   {

       if (hashProps.isEmpty() && btreeProps.isEmpty()) {

           throw new IllegalArgumentException("Invalid zero element list for hash and btree columns");

       }

 

       // if there are hints, follow these

       if (optionalIndexHint != null) {

           Map<IndexMultiKey, NamedWindowIndexRepEntry> indexCandidates = findCandidates(hashProps,

btreeProps);

           List<IndexHintInstruction> instructions = optionalIndexHint.getInstructionsSubquery(subqueryNumber);

           IndexMultiKey found = handleIndexHint(indexCandidates, instructions);

           if (found != null) {

               return reference(found);

           }

       }

 

       // Get an existing table, if any, matching the exact requirement, prefer unique

       IndexMultiKey indexPropKeyMatch = findExactMatchNameAndType(tableIndexesRefCount.keySet(), true,

hashProps, btreeProps);

       if (indexPropKeyMatch == null) {

           indexPropKeyMatch = findExactMatchNameAndType(tableIndexesRefCount.keySet(), false, hashProps,

btreeProps);

       }

       if (indexPropKeyMatch != null) {

           return reference(indexPropKeyMatch);

       }

 

       // not found as a full match
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       // try match on any of the unique indexes

       Map<IndexMultiKey, NamedWindowIndexRepEntry> indexCandidates = findCandidates(hashProps,

btreeProps);

       if (!indexCandidates.isEmpty()) {

           for (Map.Entry<IndexMultiKey, NamedWindowIndexRepEntry> indexKey : indexCandidates.entrySet()) {

               if (indexKey.getKey().isUnique()) {

                   return reference(indexKey.getKey());

               }

           }

       }

 

       // not found, see if the named window is declared unique

       boolean unique = false;

       boolean coerce = !isIndexShare;

       if (optionalUniqueKeyProps != null && !optionalUniqueKeyProps.isEmpty()) {

           List<IndexedPropDesc> newHashProps = new ArrayList<IndexedPropDesc>();

           for (String uniqueKey : optionalUniqueKeyProps) {

               boolean found = false;

               for (IndexedPropDesc hashProp : hashProps) {

                   if (hashProp.getIndexPropName().equals(uniqueKey)) {

                       newHashProps.add(hashProp);

                       found = true;

                       break;

                   }

               }

               if (!found) {

                   newHashProps = null;

                   break;

               }

           }

           if (newHashProps != null) {

               hashProps = newHashProps;

               btreeProps = Collections.emptyList();

               unique = true;

               coerce = false;

           }

       }

 

       // not found at all, create

       return addIndex(unique, hashProps, btreeProps, prefilledEvents, indexedType, null, coerce);

   }

 

   private IndexMultiKey handleIndexHint(Map<IndexMultiKey, NamedWindowIndexRepEntry> indexCandidates,

List<IndexHintInstruction> instructions) {

       for (IndexHintInstruction instruction : instructions) {

           if (instruction instanceof IndexHintInstructionIndexName) {

               String indexName = ((IndexHintInstructionIndexName) instruction).getIndexName();

               IndexMultiKey found = findExplicitIndexByName(indexCandidates, indexName);
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               if (found != null) {

                   return found;

               }

           }

           if (instruction instanceof IndexHintInstructionExplicit) {

               IndexMultiKey found = findExplicitIndexAnyName(indexCandidates);

               if (found != null) {

                   return found;

               }

           }

           if (instruction instanceof IndexHintInstructionBust) {

               throw new EPException("Failed to plan index access, index hint busted out");

           }

       }

       return null;

   }

 

   private Pair<IndexMultiKey, EventTableAndNamePair> reference(IndexMultiKey found) {

       NamedWindowIndexRepEntry refTablePair = tableIndexesRefCount.get(found);

       refTablePair.setRefCount(refTablePair.getRefCount() + 1);

       return new Pair<IndexMultiKey, EventTableAndNamePair>(found, new

EventTableAndNamePair(refTablePair.getTable(), refTablePair.getOptionalIndexName()));

   }

 

   private IndexMultiKey findExplicitIndexByName(Map<IndexMultiKey, NamedWindowIndexRepEntry>

indexCandidates, String name) {

       for (Map.Entry<IndexMultiKey, NamedWindowIndexRepEntry> entry : indexCandidates.entrySet()) {

           if (entry.getValue().getOptionalIndexName() != null &&

entry.getValue().getOptionalIndexName().equals(name)) {

               return entry.getKey();

           }

       }

       return null;

   }

 

   private IndexMultiKey findExplicitIndexAnyName(Map<IndexMultiKey, NamedWindowIndexRepEntry>

indexCandidates) {

       for (Map.Entry<IndexMultiKey, NamedWindowIndexRepEntry> entry : indexCandidates.entrySet()) {

           if (entry.getValue().getOptionalIndexName() != null) {

               return entry.getKey();

           }

       }

       return null;

   }

 

   private Map<IndexMultiKey, NamedWindowIndexRepEntry> findCandidates(List<IndexedPropDesc>

hashProps, List<IndexedPropDesc> btreeProps) {

       Map<IndexMultiKey, NamedWindowIndexRepEntry> indexCandidates = new HashMap<IndexMultiKey,
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NamedWindowIndexRepEntry>();

       for (Map.Entry<IndexMultiKey, NamedWindowIndexRepEntry> entry : tableIndexesRefCount.entrySet()) {

           boolean matches = indexMatchesProvided(entry.getKey(), hashProps, btreeProps);

           if (matches) {

               indexCandidates.put(entry.getKey(), entry.getValue());

           }

       }

       return indexCandidates;

   }

 

   private Pair<IndexMultiKey, EventTableAndNamePair> addIndex(boolean unique, List<IndexedPropDesc>

hashProps, List<IndexedPropDesc> btreeProps, Iterable<EventBean> prefilledEvents, EventType indexedType,

String indexName, boolean mustCoerce) {

 

       // not resolved as full match and not resolved as unique index match, allocate

       IndexMultiKey indexPropKey = new IndexMultiKey(unique, hashProps, btreeProps);

 

       IndexedPropDesc[] indexedPropDescs = hashProps.toArray(new IndexedPropDesc[hashProps.size()]);

       String[] indexProps = IndexedPropDesc.getIndexProperties(indexedPropDescs);

       Class[] indexCoercionTypes = IndexedPropDesc.getCoercionTypes(indexedPropDescs);

       if (!mustCoerce) {

           indexCoercionTypes = null;

       }

 

       IndexedPropDesc[] rangePropDescs = btreeProps.toArray(new IndexedPropDesc[btreeProps.size()]);

       String[] rangeProps = IndexedPropDesc.getIndexProperties(rangePropDescs);

       Class[] rangeCoercionTypes = IndexedPropDesc.getCoercionTypes(rangePropDescs);

 

       QueryPlanIndexItem indexItem = new QueryPlanIndexItem(indexProps, indexCoercionTypes, rangeProps,

rangeCoercionTypes, false);

       EventTable table = EventTableUtil.buildIndex(0, indexItem, indexedType, true, unique, indexName);

 

       // fill table since its new

       EventBean[] events = new EventBean[1];

       for (EventBean prefilledEvent : prefilledEvents)

       {

           events[0] = prefilledEvent;

           table.add(events);

       }

 

       // add table

       tables.add(table);

 

       // add index, reference counted

       tableIndexesRefCount.put(indexPropKey, new NamedWindowIndexRepEntry(table, indexName, 1));

 

       return new Pair<IndexMultiKey, EventTableAndNamePair>(indexPropKey, new

EventTableAndNamePair(table, indexName));
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   }

 

   private boolean indexMatchesProvided(IndexMultiKey indexDesc, List<IndexedPropDesc> hashPropsProvided,

List<IndexedPropDesc> rangePropsProvided) {

       IndexedPropDesc[] hashPropIndexedList = indexDesc.getHashIndexedProps();

       for (IndexedPropDesc hashPropIndexed : hashPropIndexedList) {

           boolean foundHashProp = indexHashIsProvided(hashPropIndexed, hashPropsProvided);

           if (!foundHashProp) {

               return false;

           }

       }

 

       IndexedPropDesc[] rangePropIndexedList = indexDesc.getRangeIndexedProps();

       for (IndexedPropDesc rangePropIndexed : rangePropIndexedList) {

           boolean foundRangeProp = indexHashIsProvided(rangePropIndexed, rangePropsProvided);

           if (!foundRangeProp) {

               return false;

           }

       }

 

       return true;

   }

 

   private boolean indexHashIsProvided(IndexedPropDesc hashPropIndexed, List<IndexedPropDesc>

hashPropsProvided) {

       for (IndexedPropDesc hashPropProvided : hashPropsProvided) {

           if (hashPropProvided.getIndexPropName().equals(hashPropIndexed.getIndexPropName())) {

               return true;

           }

       }

       return false;

   }

 

   private IndexMultiKey findExactMatchNameAndType(Set<IndexMultiKey> indexMultiKeys, boolean unique,

List<IndexedPropDesc> hashProps, List<IndexedPropDesc> btreeProps) {

       for (IndexMultiKey existing : indexMultiKeys) {

           if (isExactMatch(existing, unique, hashProps, btreeProps)) {

               return existing;

           }

       }

       return null;

   }

 

   private boolean isExactMatch(IndexMultiKey existing, boolean unique, List<IndexedPropDesc> hashProps,

List<IndexedPropDesc> btreeProps) {

       if (existing.isUnique() != unique) {

           return false;

       }
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       boolean keyPropCompare = IndexedPropDesc.compare(Arrays.asList(existing.getHashIndexedProps()),

hashProps);

       return keyPropCompare && IndexedPropDesc.compare(Arrays.asList(existing.getRangeIndexedProps()),

btreeProps);

   }

 

   public void addTableReference(EventTable table) {

       for (Map.Entry<IndexMultiKey, NamedWindowIndexRepEntry> entry : tableIndexesRefCount.entrySet())

       {

           if (entry.getValue().getTable() == table)

           {

               int current = entry.getValue().getRefCount() + 1;

               entry.getValue().setRefCount(current);

           }

       }

   }

 

   /**

    * Remove a reference to an index table, decreasing its reference count.

    * If the table is no longer used, discard it and no longer update events into the index.

    * @param table to remove a reference to

    */

   public void removeTableReference(EventTable table)

   {

       for (Map.Entry<IndexMultiKey, NamedWindowIndexRepEntry> entry : tableIndexesRefCount.entrySet())

       {

           if (entry.getValue().getTable() == table)

           {

               int current = entry.getValue().getRefCount();

               if (current > 1)

               {

                   current--;

                   entry.getValue().setRefCount(current);

                   break;

               }

 

               tables.remove(table);

               tableIndexesRefCount.remove(entry.getKey());

               break;

           }

       }

   }

 

   /**

    * Returns a list of current index tables in the repository.

    * @return index tables

    */

   public List<EventTable> getTables()
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   {

       return tables;

   }

 

   /**

    * Destroy indexes.

    */

   public void destroy()

   {

       tables.clear();

       tableIndexesRefCount.clear();

   }

 

   public Pair<IndexMultiKey, EventTableAndNamePair> findTable(Set<String> keyPropertyNames, Set<String>

rangePropertyNames, Map<String, EventTable> explicitIndexNames, IndexHint optionalIndexHint) {

 

       if (keyPropertyNames.isEmpty() && rangePropertyNames.isEmpty()) {

           return null;

       }

 

       // determine candidates

       List<IndexedPropDesc> hashProps = new ArrayList<IndexedPropDesc>();

       for (String keyPropertyName : keyPropertyNames) {

           hashProps.add(new IndexedPropDesc(keyPropertyName, null));

       }

       List<IndexedPropDesc> rangeProps = new ArrayList<IndexedPropDesc>();

       for (String rangePropertyName : rangePropertyNames) {

           rangeProps.add(new IndexedPropDesc(rangePropertyName, null));

       }

       Map<IndexMultiKey, NamedWindowIndexRepEntry> indexCandidates = findCandidates(hashProps,

rangeProps);

 

       // handle hint

       if (optionalIndexHint != null) {

           List<IndexHintInstruction> instructions = optionalIndexHint.getInstructionsFireAndForget();

           IndexMultiKey found = handleIndexHint(indexCandidates, instructions);

           if (found != null) {

               return getPair(found);

           }

       }

 

       // no candidates

       if (indexCandidates == null || indexCandidates.isEmpty()) {

           if (log.isDebugEnabled()) {

               log.debug("No index found.");

           }

           return null;

       }
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       // take the table that has a unique index

       for (Map.Entry<IndexMultiKey, NamedWindowIndexRepEntry> entry : indexCandidates.entrySet()) {

           if (entry.getKey().isUnique()) {

               return getPair(entry.getKey());

           }

       }

 

       // take the best available table

       IndexMultiKey indexMultiKey;

       List<IndexMultiKey> indexes = new ArrayList<IndexMultiKey>(indexCandidates.keySet());

       if (indexes.size() > 1) {

           Comparator<IndexMultiKey> comparator = new Comparator<IndexMultiKey>() {

               public int compare(IndexMultiKey o1, IndexMultiKey o2)

               {

                   String[] indexedProps1 = IndexedPropDesc.getIndexProperties(o1.getHashIndexedProps());

                   String[] indexedProps2 = IndexedPropDesc.getIndexProperties(o2.getHashIndexedProps());

                   if (indexedProps1.length > indexedProps2.length) {

                       return -1;  // sort desc by count columns

                   }

                   if (indexedProps1.length == indexedProps2.length) {

                       return 0;

                   }

                   return 1;

               }

           };

           Collections.sort(indexes,comparator);

       }

       indexMultiKey = indexes.get(0);

       return getPair(indexMultiKey);

   }

 

   private Pair<IndexMultiKey, EventTableAndNamePair> getPair(IndexMultiKey indexMultiKey) {

       NamedWindowIndexRepEntry indexFound = tableIndexesRefCount.get(indexMultiKey);

       EventTable tableFound = indexFound.getTable();

       return new Pair<IndexMultiKey, EventTableAndNamePair>(indexMultiKey, new

EventTableAndNamePair(tableFound, indexFound.getOptionalIndexName()));

   }

 

   public IndexMultiKey[] getIndexDescriptors() {

       Set<IndexMultiKey> keySet = tableIndexesRefCount.keySet();

       return keySet.toArray(new IndexMultiKey[keySet.size()]);

   }

}
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1.149 logrus 1.6.0 
1.149.1 Available under license : 

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2014 Simon Eskildsen

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

 

1.150 jboss-invocation 1.1.2.Final-redhat-1 
1.150.1 Available under license : 

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it * under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as * published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of * the License, or (at your option) any later version. * This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of *

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU * Lesser General Public

License for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public'

 

1.151 eclipsepahoclientmqtt 1.2.0 
1.151.1 Available under license : 

Found license 'Eclipse Public License 1.0' in 'All rights reserved. This program and the accompanying materials are

made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License v1.0'

Found license 'Eclipse Public License 1.0' in 'All rights reserved. This program and the accompanying materials are

made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License v1.0 and Eclipse Distribution License v1.0 which

accompany this distribution. The Eclipse Public License is available at and the Eclipse Distribution License is

available at'
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1.152 httpcomponents-httpclient 4.0.3 
1.152.1 Available under license : 

                                 Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes
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     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You
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     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,
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     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

This project contains annotations derived from JCIP-ANNOTATIONS

Copyright (c) 2005 Brian Goetz and Tim Peierls.

See http://www.jcip.net and the Creative Commons Attribution License

(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/2.5)

Apache HttpComponents Client - ${project.name}

Copyright 1999-2010 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed by

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).
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This project contains annotations derived from JCIP-ANNOTATIONS

Copyright (c) 2005 Brian Goetz and Tim Peierls. See http://www.jcip.net

 

1.153 jax-ws 2.2 

 

1.154 jboss-ejb-client 1.0.16.Final 
1.154.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* JBoss, Home of Professional Open Source.

* Copyright 2012, Red Hat, Inc., and individual contributors

* as indicated by the @author tags. See the copyright.txt file in the

* distribution for a full listing of individual contributors.

*

* This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

* under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as

* published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2.1 of

* the License, or (at your option) any later version.

*

* This software is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

* but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

* MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU

* Lesser General Public License for more details.

*

* You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

* License along with this software; if not, write to the Free

* Software Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA

* 02110-1301 USA, or see the FSF site: http://www.fsf.org.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1081901175_1654022873.931922/0/jboss-ejb-client-1-0-16-final-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/ejb/client/remoting/AutoConnectionCloser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1081901175_1654022873.931922/0/jboss-ejb-client-1-0-16-final-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/ejb/client/EJBHomeCreateInterceptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1081901175_1654022873.931922/0/jboss-ejb-client-1-0-16-final-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/ejb/client/DefaultCallbackHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1081901175_1654022873.931922/0/jboss-ejb-client-1-0-16-final-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/ejb/client/remoting/ClusterContextConnectionReconnectHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1081901175_1654022873.931922/0/jboss-ejb-client-1-0-16-final-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/ejb/client/EJBClientContextIdentifier.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1081901175_1654022873.931922/0/jboss-ejb-client-1-0-16-final-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/ejb/client/EJBClientContextListener.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1081901175_1654022873.931922/0/jboss-ejb-client-1-0-16-final-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/ejb/client/remoting/NetworkUtil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1081901175_1654022873.931922/0/jboss-ejb-client-1-0-16-final-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/ejb/client/PropertiesValueResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1081901175_1654022873.931922/0/jboss-ejb-client-1-0-16-final-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/ejb/client/remoting/ReconnectHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1081901175_1654022873.931922/0/jboss-ejb-client-1-0-16-final-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/ejb/client/remoting/EJBClientContextConnectionReconnectHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1081901175_1654022873.931922/0/jboss-ejb-client-1-0-16-final-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/ejb/client/remoting/MaxAttemptsReconnectHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1081901175_1654022873.931922/0/jboss-ejb-client-1-0-16-final-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/ejb/client/NamedEJBClientContextIdentifier.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1081901175_1654022873.931922/0/jboss-ejb-client-1-0-16-final-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/ejb/client/remoting/NoSuchEJBExceptionResponseHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1081901175_1654022873.931922/0/jboss-ejb-client-1-0-16-final-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/ejb/client/DaemonThreadFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1081901175_1654022873.931922/0/jboss-ejb-client-1-0-16-final-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/ejb/client/remoting/RemotingCleanupHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1081901175_1654022873.931922/0/jboss-ejb-client-1-0-16-final-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/ejb/client/IdentityEJBClientContextSelector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1081901175_1654022873.931922/0/jboss-ejb-client-1-0-16-final-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/ejb/client/remoting/NonStatefulBeanSessionOpenFailureHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1081901175_1654022873.931922/0/jboss-ejb-client-1-0-16-final-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/ejb/client/DeploymentNodeSelector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1081901175_1654022873.931922/0/jboss-ejb-client-1-0-16-final-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/ejb/client/remoting/RemotingConnectionUtil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1081901175_1654022873.931922/0/jboss-ejb-client-1-0-16-final-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/ejb/client/remoting/ClientMapping.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1081901175_1654022873.931922/0/jboss-ejb-client-1-0-16-final-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/ejb/client/RandomDeploymentNodeSelector.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* JBoss, Home of Professional Open Source.

* Copyright 2011, Red Hat, Inc., and individual contributors

* as indicated by the @author tags. See the copyright.txt file in the

* distribution for a full listing of individual contributors.

*

* This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

* under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as

* published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2.1 of

* the License, or (at your option) any later version.

*

* This software is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

* but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

* MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU

* Lesser General Public License for more details.

*
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* You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

* License along with this software; if not, write to the Free

* Software Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA

* 02110-1301 USA, or see the FSF site: http://www.fsf.org.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1081901175_1654022873.931922/0/jboss-ejb-client-1-0-16-final-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/ejb/client/ClusterNodeSelector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1081901175_1654022873.931922/0/jboss-ejb-client-1-0-16-final-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/ejb/client/remoting/InvocationCancellationMessageWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1081901175_1654022873.931922/0/jboss-ejb-client-1-0-16-final-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/ejb/client/Affinity.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1081901175_1654022873.931922/0/jboss-ejb-client-1-0-16-final-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/ejb/client/ClusterAffinity.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1081901175_1654022873.931922/0/jboss-ejb-client-1-0-16-final-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/ejb/client/EJBClientTransactionContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1081901175_1654022873.931922/0/jboss-ejb-client-1-0-16-final-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/ejb/client/remoting/TransactionInvocationResponseHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1081901175_1654022873.931922/0/jboss-ejb-client-1-0-16-final-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/ejb/client/EntityEJBLocator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1081901175_1654022873.931922/0/jboss-ejb-client-1-0-16-final-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/ejb/client/EJBClient.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1081901175_1654022873.931922/0/jboss-ejb-client-1-0-16-final-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/ejb/client/EJBHomeLocator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1081901175_1654022873.931922/0/jboss-ejb-client-1-0-16-final-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/ejb/client/TransactionID.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1081901175_1654022873.931922/0/jboss-ejb-client-1-0-16-final-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/ejb/client/ContextSelector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1081901175_1654022873.931922/0/jboss-ejb-client-1-0-16-final-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/ejb/client/EJBClientInvocationContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1081901175_1654022873.931922/0/jboss-ejb-client-1-0-16-final-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/ejb/client/EJBReceiverInvocationContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1081901175_1654022873.931922/0/jboss-ejb-client-1-0-16-final-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/ejb/client/EJBInvocationHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1081901175_1654022873.931922/0/jboss-ejb-client-1-0-16-final-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/ejb/client/UserTransactionID.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1081901175_1654022873.931922/0/jboss-ejb-client-1-0-16-final-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/ejb/client/EJBClientInterceptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1081901175_1654022873.931922/0/jboss-ejb-client-1-0-16-final-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/ejb/client/EJBClientManagedTransactionContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1081901175_1654022873.931922/0/jboss-ejb-client-1-0-16-final-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/ejb/client/FinishedFuture.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1081901175_1654022873.931922/0/jboss-ejb-client-1-0-16-final-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/ejb/client/AttachmentKeys.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1081901175_1654022873.931922/0/jboss-ejb-client-1-0-16-final-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/ejb/client/SessionID.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1081901175_1654022873.931922/0/jboss-ejb-client-1-0-16-final-sources-1-
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jar/org/jboss/ejb/client/StatelessEJBLocator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1081901175_1654022873.931922/0/jboss-ejb-client-1-0-16-final-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/ejb/client/remoting/ProtocolMessageWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1081901175_1654022873.931922/0/jboss-ejb-client-1-0-16-final-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/ejb/client/remoting/SecurityActions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1081901175_1654022873.931922/0/jboss-ejb-client-1-0-16-final-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/ejb/client/remoting/VersionReceiver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1081901175_1654022873.931922/0/jboss-ejb-client-1-0-16-final-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/ejb/client/remoting/GeneralInvocationFailureResponseHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1081901175_1654022873.931922/0/jboss-ejb-client-1-0-16-final-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/ejb/client/ThreadLocalContextSelector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1081901175_1654022873.931922/0/jboss-ejb-client-1-0-16-final-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/ejb/client/remoting/TransactionMessageWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1081901175_1654022873.931922/0/jboss-ejb-client-1-0-16-final-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/ejb/client/RandomClusterNodeSelector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1081901175_1654022873.931922/0/jboss-ejb-client-1-0-16-final-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/ejb/client/remoting/MethodInvocationResponseHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1081901175_1654022873.931922/0/jboss-ejb-client-1-0-16-final-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/ejb/client/EJBClientPropertiesLoader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1081901175_1654022873.931922/0/jboss-ejb-client-1-0-16-final-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/ejb/client/remoting/ConfigBasedEJBClientContextSelector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1081901175_1654022873.931922/0/jboss-ejb-client-1-0-16-final-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/ejb/client/ConstantContextSelector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1081901175_1654022873.931922/0/jboss-ejb-client-1-0-16-final-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/ejb/client/remoting/IntKeyMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1081901175_1654022873.931922/0/jboss-ejb-client-1-0-16-final-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/ejb/client/remoting/ClusterTopologyMessageHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1081901175_1654022873.931922/0/jboss-ejb-client-1-0-16-final-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/ejb/client/remoting/ProtocolV1ClassTable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1081901175_1654022873.931922/0/jboss-ejb-client-1-0-16-final-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/ejb/client/EJBClientConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1081901175_1654022873.931922/0/jboss-ejb-client-1-0-16-final-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/ejb/client/TransactionInterceptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1081901175_1654022873.931922/0/jboss-ejb-client-1-0-16-final-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/ejb/client/BasicSessionID.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1081901175_1654022873.931922/0/jboss-ejb-client-1-0-16-final-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/ejb/client/EJBReceiver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1081901175_1654022873.931922/0/jboss-ejb-client-1-0-16-final-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/ejb/client/ClusterContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1081901175_1654022873.931922/0/jboss-ejb-client-1-0-16-final-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/ejb/client/NodeAffinity.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1081901175_1654022873.931922/0/jboss-ejb-client-1-0-16-final-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/ejb/client/SecurityActions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1081901175_1654022873.931922/0/jboss-ejb-client-1-0-16-final-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/ejb/client/EJBReceiverContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1081901175_1654022873.931922/0/jboss-ejb-client-1-0-16-final-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/ejb/client/remoting/ClusterNodeRemovalHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1081901175_1654022873.931922/0/jboss-ejb-client-1-0-16-final-sources-1-
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jar/org/jboss/ejb/client/remoting/MethodInvocationMessageWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1081901175_1654022873.931922/0/jboss-ejb-client-1-0-16-final-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/ejb/client/remoting/ClusterRemovalMessageHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1081901175_1654022873.931922/0/jboss-ejb-client-1-0-16-final-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/ejb/client/EJBClientContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1081901175_1654022873.931922/0/jboss-ejb-client-1-0-16-final-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/ejb/client/remoting/ProtocolMessageHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1081901175_1654022873.931922/0/jboss-ejb-client-1-0-16-final-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/ejb/client/Attachable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1081901175_1654022873.931922/0/jboss-ejb-client-1-0-16-final-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/ejb/client/EJBClientContextInitializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1081901175_1654022873.931922/0/jboss-ejb-client-1-0-16-final-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/ejb/client/AttachmentKey.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1081901175_1654022873.931922/0/jboss-ejb-client-1-0-16-final-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/ejb/client/remoting/SessionOpenRequestWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1081901175_1654022873.931922/0/jboss-ejb-client-1-0-16-final-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/ejb/client/remoting/InvocationExceptionResponseHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1081901175_1654022873.931922/0/jboss-ejb-client-1-0-16-final-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/ejb/client/DefaultInterceptorsClientContextInitializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1081901175_1654022873.931922/0/jboss-ejb-client-1-0-16-final-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/ejb/client/ReceiverInterceptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1081901175_1654022873.931922/0/jboss-ejb-client-1-0-16-final-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/ejb/client/EJBHandle.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1081901175_1654022873.931922/0/jboss-ejb-client-1-0-16-final-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/ejb/client/PropertiesBasedEJBClientConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1081901175_1654022873.931922/0/jboss-ejb-client-1-0-16-final-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/ejb/client/remoting/ClusterNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1081901175_1654022873.931922/0/jboss-ejb-client-1-0-16-final-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/ejb/client/EJBClientUserTransactionContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1081901175_1654022873.931922/0/jboss-ejb-client-1-0-16-final-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/ejb/client/UnknownSessionID.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1081901175_1654022873.931922/0/jboss-ejb-client-1-0-16-final-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/ejb/client/Version.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1081901175_1654022873.931922/0/jboss-ejb-client-1-0-16-final-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/ejb/client/remoting/ModuleAvailabilityMessageHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1081901175_1654022873.931922/0/jboss-ejb-client-1-0-16-final-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/ejb/client/StatefulEJBLocator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1081901175_1654022873.931922/0/jboss-ejb-client-1-0-16-final-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/ejb/client/remoting/RemotingConnectionClusterNodeManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1081901175_1654022873.931922/0/jboss-ejb-client-1-0-16-final-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/ejb/client/XidTransactionID.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1081901175_1654022873.931922/0/jboss-ejb-client-1-0-16-final-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/ejb/client/remoting/AbstractMessageWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1081901175_1654022873.931922/0/jboss-ejb-client-1-0-16-final-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/ejb/client/SerializedEJBInvocationHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1081901175_1654022873.931922/0/jboss-ejb-client-1-0-16-final-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/ejb/client/remoting/RemotingConnectionEJBReceiver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1081901175_1654022873.931922/0/jboss-ejb-client-1-0-16-final-sources-1-
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jar/org/jboss/ejb/client/ClusterNodeManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1081901175_1654022873.931922/0/jboss-ejb-client-1-0-16-final-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/ejb/client/EJBHomeHandle.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1081901175_1654022873.931922/0/jboss-ejb-client-1-0-16-final-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/ejb/client/remoting/ChannelAssociation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1081901175_1654022873.931922/0/jboss-ejb-client-1-0-16-final-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/ejb/client/Logs.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1081901175_1654022873.931922/0/jboss-ejb-client-1-0-16-final-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/ejb/client/remoting/SessionOpenResponseHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1081901175_1654022873.931922/0/jboss-ejb-client-1-0-16-final-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/ejb/client/EJBLocator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1081901175_1654022873.931922/0/jboss-ejb-client-1-0-16-final-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/ejb/client/remoting/ProtocolV1ObjectTable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1081901175_1654022873.931922/0/jboss-ejb-client-1-0-16-final-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/ejb/client/remoting/AsyncMethodNotificationHandler.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* JBoss, Home of Professional Open Source.

* Copyright (c) 2011, Red Hat, Inc., and individual contributors

* as indicated by the @author tags. See the copyright.txt file in the

* distribution for a full listing of individual contributors.

*

* This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

* under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as

* published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2.1 of

* the License, or (at your option) any later version.

*

* This software is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

* but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

* MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU

* Lesser General Public License for more details.

*

* You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

* License along with this software; if not, write to the Free

* Software Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA

* 02110-1301 USA, or see the FSF site: http://www.fsf.org.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1081901175_1654022873.931922/0/jboss-ejb-client-1-0-16-final-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/ejb/client/remoting/PackedInteger.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1081901175_1654022873.931922/0/jboss-ejb-client-1-0-16-final-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/ejb/client/remoting/IoFutureHelper.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* JBoss, Home of Professional Open Source.
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* Copyright 2008, Red Hat Middleware LLC, and individual contributors

* as indicated by the @author tags. See the copyright.txt file in the

* distribution for a full listing of individual contributors.

*

* This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

* under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as

* published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2.1 of

* the License, or (at your option) any later version.

*

* This software is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

* but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

* MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU

* Lesser General Public License for more details.

*

* You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

* License along with this software; if not, write to the Free

* Software Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA

* 02110-1301 USA, or see the FSF site: http://www.fsf.org.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1081901175_1654022873.931922/0/jboss-ejb-client-1-0-16-final-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/ejb/client/EJBMetaDataImpl.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* JBoss, Home of Professional Open Source

* Copyright 2010, Red Hat Inc., and individual contributors as indicated

* by the @authors tag. See the copyright.txt in the distribution for a

* full listing of individual contributors.

*

* This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

* under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as

* published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2.1 of

* the License, or (at your option) any later version.

*

* This software is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

* but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

* MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU

* Lesser General Public License for more details.

*

* You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

* License along with this software; if not, write to the Free

* Software Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA

* 02110-1301 USA, or see the FSF site: http://www.fsf.org.

*/

 

Found in path(s):
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* /opt/cola/permits/1081901175_1654022873.931922/0/jboss-ejb-client-1-0-16-final-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/ejb/client/naming/ejb/EjbJndiNameParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1081901175_1654022873.931922/0/jboss-ejb-client-1-0-16-final-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/ejb/client/naming/ejb/EjbNamingContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1081901175_1654022873.931922/0/jboss-ejb-client-1-0-16-final-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/ejb/client/naming/ejb/SecurityActions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1081901175_1654022873.931922/0/jboss-ejb-client-1-0-16-final-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/ejb/client/naming/ejb/EjbJndiIdentifier.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1081901175_1654022873.931922/0/jboss-ejb-client-1-0-16-final-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/ejb/client/naming/ejb/ejbURLContextFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1081901175_1654022873.931922/0/jboss-ejb-client-1-0-16-final-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/ejb/client/naming/ejb/EjbNamingContextSetup.java

 

1.155 infinispan-client-hotrod 5.2.1.Final 
1.155.1 Available under license : 

                  GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 2.1, February 1999

 

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL.  It also counts

as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence

the version number 2.1.]

 

                           Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change

free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

 

 This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some

specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the

Free Software Foundation and other authors who decide to use it.  You

can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether

this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better

strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations below.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use,

not price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that

you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge

for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get

it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of
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it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do

these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these

rights.  These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for

you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis

or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave

you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source

code.  If you link other code with the library, you must provide

complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them

with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling

it.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

 We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the

library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

 

 To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that

there is no warranty for the free library.  Also, if the library is

modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know

that what they have is not the original version, so that the original

author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be

introduced by others.

 

 Finally, software patents pose a constant threat to the existence of

any free program.  We wish to make sure that a company cannot

effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a

restrictive license from a patent holder.  Therefore, we insist that

any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be

consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

 

 Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the

ordinary GNU General Public License.  This license, the GNU Lesser

General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and

is quite different from the ordinary General Public License.  We use

this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those

libraries into non-free programs.

 

 When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using

a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a

combined work, a derivative of the original library.  The ordinary

General Public License therefore permits such linking only if the

entire combination fits its criteria of freedom.  The Lesser General

Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with

the library.
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 We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it

does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General

Public License.  It also provides other free software developers Less

of an advantage over competing non-free programs.  These disadvantages

are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many

libraries.  However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain

special circumstances.

 

 For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to

encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it becomes

a de-facto standard.  To achieve this, non-free programs must be

allowed to use the library.  A more frequent case is that a free

library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries.  In this

case, there is little to gain by limiting the free library to free

software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

 

 In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free

programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of

free software.  For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in

non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU

operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating

system.

 

 Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the

users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is

linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run

that program using a modified version of the Library.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference between a

"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library".  The

former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must

be combined with the library in order to run.

 

                 GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other

program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or

other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of

this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License").

Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

 A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data

prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs

(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.
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 The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work

which has been distributed under these terms.  A "work based on the

Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a

portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated

straightforwardly into another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is

included without limitation in the term "modification".)

 

 "Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation

and installation of the library.

 

 Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from

such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based

on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for

writing it).  Whether that is true depends on what the Library does

and what the program that uses the Library does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's

complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that

you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an

appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact

all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any

warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the

Library.

 

 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,

and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a

fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

 

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no

   charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

 

   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a
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   table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses

   the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility

   is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,

   in the event an application does not supply such function or

   table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of

   its purpose remains meaningful.

 

   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has

   a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

   application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any

   application-supplied function or table used by this function must

   be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square

   root function must still compute square roots.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote

it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Library.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library

with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public

License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library.  To do

this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so

that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,

instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the

ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify

that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make any other change in

these notices.

 

 Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for

that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all

subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.
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 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of

the Library into a program that is not a library.

 

 4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or

derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form

under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany

it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which

must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a

medium customarily used for software interchange.

 

 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the

source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to

distribute the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the

Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or

linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library".  Such a

work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and

therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

 

 However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library

creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it

contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the

library".  The executable is therefore covered by this License.

Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

 

 When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file

that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a

derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.

Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be

linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library.  The

threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

 

 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data

structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline

functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object

file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative

work.  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the

Library will still fall under Section 6.)

 

 Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may

distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.

Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,

whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

 

 6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or
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link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a

work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work

under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit

modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications.

 

 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the

Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by

this License.  You must supply a copy of this License.  If the work

during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the

copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference

directing the user to the copy of this License.  Also, you must do one

of these things:

 

   a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding

   machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever

   changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under

   Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked

   with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that

   uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the

   user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified

   executable containing the modified Library.  (It is understood

   that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the

   Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application

   to use the modified definitions.)

 

   b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

   Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a

   copy of the library already present on the user's computer system,

   rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2)

   will operate properly with a modified version of the library, if

   the user installs one, as long as the modified version is

   interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

 

   c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at

   least three years, to give the same user the materials

   specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more

   than the cost of performing this distribution.

 

   d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy

   from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above

   specified materials from the same place.

 

   e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these

   materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

 

 For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the

Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for
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reproducing the executable from it.  However, as a special exception,

the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is

normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies

the executable.

 

 It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license

restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally

accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot

use both them and the Library together in an executable that you

distribute.

 

 7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library

facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined

library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on

the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise

permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

 

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work

   based on the Library, uncombined with any other library

   facilities.  This must be distributed under the terms of the

   Sections above.

 

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact

   that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining

   where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute

the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any

attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or

distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your

rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,

or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses

terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

 9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the

Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Library or works based on it.

 

 10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the

Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the
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original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library

subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with

this License.

 

 11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Library at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any

particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply,

and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add

an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries,

so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus

excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if

written in the body of this License.

 

 13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new

versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time.

Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,
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but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and

"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a

license version number, you may choose any version ever published by

the Free Software Foundation.

 

 14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,

write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is

copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free

Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.  Our

decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status

of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing

and reuse of software generally.

 

                           NO WARRANTY

 

 15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME

THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE

LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

          How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

 

 If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that
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everyone can redistribute and change.  You can do so by permitting

redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the

ordinary General Public License).

 

 To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library.  It is

safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the

"copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

   modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

   version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

 

   This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

   Lesser General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

 library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

That's all there is to it!

 

1.156 jboss-as-jpa-util 7.3.0.Final-redhat-14 
1.156.1 Available under license : 

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it * under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as * published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of * the License, or (at your option) any later version. * This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of *
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MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU * Lesser General Public

License for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public'

 

1.157 jboss-as-jpa-hibernate3 7.3.0.Final-

redhat-14 
1.157.1 Available under license : 

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it * under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as * published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of * the License, or (at your option) any later version. * This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of *

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU * Lesser General Public

License for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public'

 

1.158 commons-logging 1.1.1 
1.158.1 Available under license : 

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation
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     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable
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     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and
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     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,
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     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

// ------------------------------------------------------------------

// NOTICE file corresponding to the section 4d of The Apache License,

// Version 2.0, in this case for Commons Logging

// ------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Commons Logging

Copyright 2001-2007 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes/uses software(s) developed by 'an unknown organization'

 - Unnamed - avalon-framework:avalon-framework:jar:4.1.3

 - Unnamed - log4j:log4j:jar:1.2.12

 - Unnamed - logkit:logkit:jar:1.0.1

 

1.159 bouncycastle-fips 1.0.3 
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1.159.1 Available under license : 
LICENSE

Copyright (c) 2000 - 2021 The Legion of the Bouncy Castle Inc. (https://www.bouncycastle.org)

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated

documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the

rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit

persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the

Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED,

INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

1.160 jboss-metadata-common 7.0.8.Final-

redhat-1 
1.160.1 Available under license : 

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in 'distribution for a full listing of individual contributors. This

is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License

as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later

version. This software is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without

even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the

GNU Lesser General Public License for more details. You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General

Public License along with this software; if'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it * under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as * published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of * the License, or (at your option) any later version. * This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of *

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU * Lesser General Public

License for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public'

 

1.161 cxf-rt-ws-addr 2.7.18 
1.161.1 Available under license : 

 

Apache CXF

Copyright 2006-2015 The Apache Software Foundation
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This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,
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     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:
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     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.
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  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]
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  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.162 paranamer 2.5.2 

 

1.163 bsdiff 4.0, 4.3 
1.163.1 Available under license : 

<OWNER> = Regents of the University of California  

<ORGANIZATION> = University of California, Berkeley  

<YEAR> = 1998  

 

In the original BSD license, both occurrences of the phrase "COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS" in

the disclaimer read "REGENTS AND CONTRIBUTORS".  

 

Here is the license template:  

 

Copyright (c) <YEAR>, <OWNER>  

 

All rights reserved.  

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the

following conditions are met:  

 

Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

disclaimer.  

Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.  

Neither the name of the <ORGANIZATION> nor the names of its contributors may be used to endorse or promote

products derived from this software without specific prior written permission.  

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS  

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT  

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR  

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR  

CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,  
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EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,  

PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR  

PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF  

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING  

NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS  

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1.164 jboss-stdio 1.0.1.GA 
1.164.1 Available under license : 

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '~ This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it ~ under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as ~ published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of ~ the License, or (at your option) any later version. ~ This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, ~ but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of ~

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU ~ Lesser General Public

License for more details. ~ You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it * under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as * published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of * the License, or (at your option) any later version. * This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of *

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU * Lesser General Public

License for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public'

 

1.165 reflections 0.9.8 

 

1.166 gmbal-api-only 3.0.0-b023 
1.166.1 Available under license : 

Found license 'General Public License 2.0' in '* Copyright 2007-2009 Sun Microsystems, Inc. All rights reserved. *

The contents of this file are subject to the terms of either the GNU * General Public License Version 2 only ("GPL")

or the Common Development * and Distribution License("CDDL") (collectively, the "License").  You * may not use

this file except in compliance with the License. You can obtain * Sun designates this particular file as subject to the

"Classpath" exception * as provided by Sun in the GPL Version 2 section of the License file that'

Found license 'General Public License 2.0' in '* Copyright 2005-2009 Sun Microsystems, Inc. All rights reserved. *

The contents of this file are subject to the terms of either the GNU * General Public License Version 2 only ("GPL")
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or the Common Development * and Distribution License("CDDL") (collectively, the "License").  You * may not use

this file except in compliance with the License. You can obtain * Sun designates this particular file as subject to the

"Classpath" exception * as provided by Sun in the GPL Version 2 section of the License file that'

Found license 'General Public License 2.0' in '* Copyright 2008-2009 Sun Microsystems, Inc. All rights reserved. *

The contents of this file are subject to the terms of either the GNU * General Public License Version 2 only ("GPL")

or the Common Development * and Distribution License("CDDL") (collectively, the "License").  You * may not use

this file except in compliance with the License. You can obtain * Sun designates this particular file as subject to the

"Classpath" exception * as provided by Sun in the GPL Version 2 section of the License file that'

Found license 'General Public License 2.0' in '* Copyright 2006-2009 Sun Microsystems, Inc. All rights reserved. *

The contents of this file are subject to the terms of either the GNU * General Public License Version 2 only ("GPL")

or the Common Development * and Distribution License("CDDL") (collectively, the "License").  You * may not use

this file except in compliance with the License. You can obtain * Sun designates this particular file as subject to the

"Classpath" exception * as provided by Sun in the GPL Version 2 section of the License file that'

 

1.167 commons-io 2.1-redhat-2 
1.167.1 Available under license : 

 

Commons IO

Copyright 2002-2012 JBoss by Red Hat

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

Apache Commons IO

Copyright 2002-2011 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed by

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the
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     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of
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     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and
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         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor
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     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.168 osgi-core 4.2.0.redhat-4 
1.168.1 Available under license : 

Apache License

Version 2.0, January 2004

http://www.apache.org/licenses/
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TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

1. Definitions.

 

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1

through 9 of this document.

 

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are

under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or

indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of

fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source

code, documentation source, and configuration files.

 

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form,

including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

 

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as

indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix

below).

 

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the

Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole,

an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that

remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works

thereof.

 

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications

or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the

Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright

owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written

communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic

mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously

marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been

received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce,

prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such

Derivative Works in Source or Object form.
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3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section)

patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such

license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was

submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit)

alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent

infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date

such litigation is filed.

 

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any

medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following

conditions:

 

You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and 

 

You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and 

 

You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark,

and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

the Derivative Works; and 

 

If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute

must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices

that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a NOTICE text

file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided along with the

Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such third-party notices

normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not modify the

License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside or as an

addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

as modifying the License.

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license

terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works

as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions

stated in this License.

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for

inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any

additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of

any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product

names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and

reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work

(and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR

CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or
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conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and

assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or

otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing,

shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or

consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or

any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of

such damages.

 

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may

choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or

rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf

and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend,

and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by

reason of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work

 

To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by

brackets "[]" replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include the brackets!) The text should be

enclosed in the appropriate comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a file or class name and

description of purpose be included on the same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier identification within

third-party archives.

 

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.169 jboss-as-ee 7.2.0.Final 
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1.169.1 Available under license : 
Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '# This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it # under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as # published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of # the License, or (at your option) any later version. # This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, # but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of #

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU # Lesser General Public

License for more details. # You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it * under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as * published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of * the License, or (at your option) any later version. * This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of *

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU * Lesser General Public

License for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public'

 

1.170 jbossws-common 2.2.3.Final-redhat-1 
1.170.1 Available under license : 

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it * under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as * published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of * the License, or (at your option) any later version. * This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of *

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU * Lesser General Public

License for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it * under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as * published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of * the License, or (at your option) any later version. * This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of *

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU * Lesser General Public

License for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public boolean confidential

= isConfidentialTransportGuarantee(dep, ep); int currentPort = port.getValue(confidential); String protocol =

confidential ? "https://" : "http://"; protected boolean isConfidentialTransportGuarantee(final Deployment dep, final

Endpoint ep) return "CONFIDENTIAL".equals(transportGuarantee); public Integer getValue(boolean confidential)

{ return confidential ? getSecurePortValue() : getPortValue();'

 

1.171 ironjacamar-core-api 1.0.15.Final 
1.171.1 Available under license : 

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it * under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as * published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of * the License, or (at your option) any later version. * This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of *

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU * Lesser General Public

License for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it * under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as * published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of * the License, or (at your option) any later version. * This software is distributed in the hope
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that it will be useful, * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of *

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU * Lesser General Public

License for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public /** The confidential

flag */ private boolean confidential; * @param confidential Is this config property confidential public

ConfigProperty(String name, boolean dynamic, boolean confidential) this.confidential = confidential; * Get the

confidential flag public boolean isConfidential() return confidential; sb.append("

confidential=").append(confidential);'

 

1.172 xmlschema 2.1.0 
1.172.1 Available under license : 

 

Apache WebServices - XmlSchema

Copyright 2004-2014 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

 

 

Portions Copyright 2006 International Business Machines Corp.

 

Portions Copyright (C) World Wide Web Consortium 2006, 2007 and licensed under the

three-part BSD license.

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.
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     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the
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     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside
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         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,
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     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.173 regexp 2.7.1-redhat-3 
1.173.1 Available under license : 

Apache Lucene

Copyright 2006 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed by

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

The snowball stemmers in

 contrib/snowball/src/java/net/sf/snowball
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were developed by Martin Porter and Richard Boulton.

The full snowball package is available from

 http://snowball.tartarus.org/

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain
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     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:
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     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the
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     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.
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  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

 

 

Some code in src/java/org/apache/lucene/util/UnicodeUtil.java was

derived from unicode conversion examples available at

http://www.unicode.org/Public/PROGRAMS/CVTUTF.  Here is the copyright

from those sources:

 

/*

* Copyright 2001-2004 Unicode, Inc.

*

* Disclaimer

*

* This source code is provided as is by Unicode, Inc. No claims are

* made as to fitness for any particular purpose. No warranties of any

* kind are expressed or implied. The recipient agrees to determine

* applicability of information provided. If this file has been

* purchased on magnetic or optical media from Unicode, Inc., the

* sole remedy for any claim will be exchange of defective media

* within 90 days of receipt.

*

* Limitations on Rights to Redistribute This Code

*

* Unicode, Inc. hereby grants the right to freely use the information

* supplied in this file in the creation of products supporting the

* Unicode Standard, and to make copies of this file in any form

* for internal or external distribution as long as this notice

* remains attached.

*/

 

 

Some code in src/java/org/apache/lucene/util/ArrayUtil.java was

derived from Python 2.4.2 sources available at

http://www.python.org. Full license is here:
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 http://www.python.org/download/releases/2.4.2/license/

 

1.174 string-template 3.2.1 

 

1.175 infinispan-cachestore-jdbc 5.2.1.Final 
1.175.1 Available under license : 

                  GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 2.1, February 1999

 

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL.  It also counts

as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence

the version number 2.1.]

 

                           Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change

free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

 

 This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some

specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the

Free Software Foundation and other authors who decide to use it.  You

can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether

this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better

strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations below.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use,

not price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that

you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge

for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get

it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of

it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do

these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these

rights.  These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for

you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.
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 For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis

or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave

you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source

code.  If you link other code with the library, you must provide

complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them

with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling

it.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

 We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the

library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

 

 To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that

there is no warranty for the free library.  Also, if the library is

modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know

that what they have is not the original version, so that the original

author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be

introduced by others.

 

 Finally, software patents pose a constant threat to the existence of

any free program.  We wish to make sure that a company cannot

effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a

restrictive license from a patent holder.  Therefore, we insist that

any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be

consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

 

 Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the

ordinary GNU General Public License.  This license, the GNU Lesser

General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and

is quite different from the ordinary General Public License.  We use

this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those

libraries into non-free programs.

 

 When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using

a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a

combined work, a derivative of the original library.  The ordinary

General Public License therefore permits such linking only if the

entire combination fits its criteria of freedom.  The Lesser General

Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with

the library.

 

 We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it

does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General

Public License.  It also provides other free software developers Less

of an advantage over competing non-free programs.  These disadvantages

are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many

libraries.  However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain
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special circumstances.

 

 For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to

encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it becomes

a de-facto standard.  To achieve this, non-free programs must be

allowed to use the library.  A more frequent case is that a free

library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries.  In this

case, there is little to gain by limiting the free library to free

software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

 

 In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free

programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of

free software.  For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in

non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU

operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating

system.

 

 Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the

users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is

linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run

that program using a modified version of the Library.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference between a

"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library".  The

former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must

be combined with the library in order to run.

 

                 GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other

program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or

other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of

this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License").

Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

 A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data

prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs

(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

 

 The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work

which has been distributed under these terms.  A "work based on the

Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a

portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated

straightforwardly into another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is

included without limitation in the term "modification".)
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 "Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation

and installation of the library.

 

 Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from

such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based

on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for

writing it).  Whether that is true depends on what the Library does

and what the program that uses the Library does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's

complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that

you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an

appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact

all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any

warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the

Library.

 

 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,

and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a

fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

 

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no

   charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

 

   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a

   table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses

   the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility

   is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,

   in the event an application does not supply such function or

   table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of

   its purpose remains meaningful.
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   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has

   a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

   application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any

   application-supplied function or table used by this function must

   be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square

   root function must still compute square roots.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote

it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Library.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library

with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public

License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library.  To do

this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so

that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,

instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the

ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify

that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make any other change in

these notices.

 

 Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for

that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all

subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

 

 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of

the Library into a program that is not a library.

 

 4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or

derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form

under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany

it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which
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must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a

medium customarily used for software interchange.

 

 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the

source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to

distribute the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the

Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or

linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library".  Such a

work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and

therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

 

 However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library

creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it

contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the

library".  The executable is therefore covered by this License.

Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

 

 When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file

that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a

derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.

Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be

linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library.  The

threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

 

 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data

structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline

functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object

file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative

work.  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the

Library will still fall under Section 6.)

 

 Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may

distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.

Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,

whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

 

 6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or

link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a

work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work

under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit

modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications.

 

 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the
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Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by

this License.  You must supply a copy of this License.  If the work

during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the

copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference

directing the user to the copy of this License.  Also, you must do one

of these things:

 

   a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding

   machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever

   changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under

   Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked

   with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that

   uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the

   user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified

   executable containing the modified Library.  (It is understood

   that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the

   Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application

   to use the modified definitions.)

 

   b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

   Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a

   copy of the library already present on the user's computer system,

   rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2)

   will operate properly with a modified version of the library, if

   the user installs one, as long as the modified version is

   interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

 

   c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at

   least three years, to give the same user the materials

   specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more

   than the cost of performing this distribution.

 

   d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy

   from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above

   specified materials from the same place.

 

   e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these

   materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

 

 For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the

Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for

reproducing the executable from it.  However, as a special exception,

the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is

normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies

the executable.
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 It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license

restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally

accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot

use both them and the Library together in an executable that you

distribute.

 

 7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library

facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined

library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on

the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise

permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

 

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work

   based on the Library, uncombined with any other library

   facilities.  This must be distributed under the terms of the

   Sections above.

 

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact

   that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining

   where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute

the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any

attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or

distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your

rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,

or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses

terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

 9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the

Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Library or works based on it.

 

 10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the

Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library

subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with

this License.

 

 11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent
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infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Library at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any

particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply,

and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add

an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries,

so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus

excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if

written in the body of this License.

 

 13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new

versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time.

Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,

but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and

"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a
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license version number, you may choose any version ever published by

the Free Software Foundation.

 

 14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,

write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is

copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free

Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.  Our

decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status

of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing

and reuse of software generally.

 

                           NO WARRANTY

 

 15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME

THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE

LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

          How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

 

 If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that

everyone can redistribute and change.  You can do so by permitting

redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the

ordinary General Public License).

 

 To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library.  It is

safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the
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"copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

   modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

   version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

 

   This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

   Lesser General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

 library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

That's all there is to it!

 

1.176 joda-time 2.1 
1.176.1 Available under license : 

=============================================================================

= NOTICE file corresponding to section 4d of the Apache License Version 2.0 =

=============================================================================

This product includes software developed by

Joda.org (http://www.joda.org/).

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION
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  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"
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     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and
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         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the
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     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
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  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.177 spring-context-support 3.0.7.RELEASE 
1.177.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2011 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264899_1606891987.05/0/spring-context-support-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/quartz/SchedulerFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264899_1606891987.05/0/spring-context-support-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/cache/ehcache/EhCacheManagerFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264899_1606891987.05/0/spring-context-support-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/quartz/LocalTaskExecutorThreadPool.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264899_1606891987.05/0/spring-context-support-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/quartz/SchedulerAccessor.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

################################################################################

# Copyright 2002-2010 the original author or authors.

#

# Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

# you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

# You may obtain a copy of the License at

#

#      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

#

# Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
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# distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

# WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

# See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

# limitations under the License.

################################################################################

 

################################################################################

#

# Defaults for the Java Activation Framework

# Additional extensions registered in this file:

# text/plain				java c c++ pl cc h

#

################################################################################

 

text/html				html htm HTML HTM

text/plain				txt text TXT TEXT java c c++ pl cc h

image/gif				gif GIF

image/ief				ief

image/jpeg				jpeg jpg jpe JPG

image/tiff				tiff tif

image/x-xwindowdump			xwd

application/postscript			ai eps ps

application/rtf				rtf

application/x-tex			tex

application/x-texinfo			texinfo texi

application/x-troff			t tr roff

audio/basic				au

audio/midi				midi mid

audio/x-aifc				aifc

audio/x-aiff				aif aiff

audio/x-mpeg				mpeg mpg

audio/x-wav				wav

video/mpeg				mpeg mpg mpe

video/quicktime				qt mov

video/x-msvideo				avi

 

################################################################################

#

# Additional file types adapted from

# http://www.utoronto.ca/webdocs/HTMLdocs/Book/Book-3ed/appb/mimetype.html

# kindly re-licensed to Apache Software License 2.0 by Ian Graham.

#

################################################################################

 

# TEXT TYPES

 

text/x-speech				talk

text/css				css
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text/csv				csv

 

# IMAGE TYPES

 

# X-Windows bitmap (b/w)

image/x-xbitmap				xbm

# X-Windows pixelmap (8-bit color)

image/x-xpixmap				xpm

# Portable Network Graphics

image/x-png				png

# Image Exchange Format (RFC 1314)

image/ief				ief

# JPEG

image/jpeg				jpeg jpg jpe

# RGB

image/rgb				rgb

# Group III Fax (RFC 1494)

image/g3fax				g3f

# X Windowdump format

image/x-xwindowdump			xwd

# Macintosh PICT format

image/x-pict				pict

# PPM (UNIX PPM package)

image/x-portable-pixmap			ppm

# PGM (UNIX PPM package)

image/x-portable-graymap		pgm

# PBM (UNIX PPM package)

image/x-portable-bitmap			pbm

# PNM (UNIX PPM package)

image/x-portable-anymap			pnm

# Microsoft Windows bitmap

image/x-ms-bmp				bmp

# CMU raster

image/x-cmu-raster			ras

# Kodak Photo-CD

image/x-photo-cd			pcd

# Computer Graphics Metafile

image/cgm				cgm

# CALS Type 1 or 2

image/x-cals				mil cal

# Fractal Image Format (Iterated Systems)

image/fif				fif

# QuickSilver active image (Micrografx)

image/x-mgx-dsf				dsf

# CMX vector image (Corel)

image/x-cmx				cmx

# Wavelet-compressed (Summus)

image/wavelet				wi
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# AutoCad Drawing (SoftSource)

image/vnd.dwg				dwg

# AutoCad DXF file (SoftSource)

image/vnd.dxf				dxf

# Simple Vector Format (SoftSource)

image/vnd.svf				svf

 

# AUDIO/VOICE/MUSIC RELATED TYPES

 

# """basic""audio - 8-bit u-law PCM"

audio/basic				au snd

# Macintosh audio format (AIpple)

audio/x-aiff				aif aiff aifc

# Microsoft audio

audio/x-wav				wav

# MPEG audio

audio/x-mpeg				mpa abs mpega

# MPEG-2 audio

audio/x-mpeg-2				mp2a mpa2

# compressed speech (Echo Speech Corp.)

audio/echospeech			es

# Toolvox speech audio (Voxware)

audio/voxware				vox

# RapidTransit compressed audio (Fast Man)

application/fastman			lcc

# Realaudio (Progressive Networks)

application/x-pn-realaudio		ra ram

# MIDI music data

x-music/x-midi				mmid

# Koan music data (SSeyo)

application/vnd.koan			skp

# Speech synthesis data (MVP Solutions)

text/x-speech				talk

 

# VIDEO TYPES

 

# MPEG video

video/mpeg				mpeg mpg mpe

# MPEG-2 video

video/mpeg-2				mpv2 mp2v

# Macintosh Quicktime

video/quicktime				qt mov

# Microsoft video

video/x-msvideo				avi

# SGI Movie format

video/x-sgi-movie			movie

# VDOlive streaming video (VDOnet)

video/vdo				vdo
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# Vivo streaming video (Vivo software)

video/vnd.vivo				viv

 

# SPECIAL HTTP/WEB APPLICATION TYPES

 

# Proxy autoconfiguration (Netscape browsers)

application/x-ns-proxy-autoconfig	pac

# Netscape Cooltalk chat data (Netscape)

x-conference/x-cooltalk			ice

 

# TEXT-RELATED

 

# PostScript

application/postscript			ai eps ps

# Microsoft Rich Text Format

application/rtf				rtf

# Adobe Acrobat PDF

application/pdf				pdf

# Maker Interchange Format (FrameMaker)

application/vnd.mif			mif

# Troff document

application/x-troff			t tr roff

# Troff document with MAN macros

application/x-troff-man			man

# Troff document with ME macros

application/x-troff-me			me

# Troff document with MS macros

application/x-troff-ms			ms

# LaTeX document

application/x-latex			latex

# Tex/LateX document

application/x-tex			tex

# GNU TexInfo document

application/x-texinfo			texinfo texi

# TeX dvi format

application/x-dvi			dvi

# MS word document

application/msword			doc DOC

# Office Document Architecture

application/oda				oda

# Envoy Document

application/envoy			evy

 

# ARCHIVE/COMPRESSED ARCHIVES

 

# Gnu tar format

application/x-gtar			gtar

# 4.3BSD tar format
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application/x-tar			tar

# POSIX tar format

application/x-ustar			ustar

# Old CPIO format

application/x-bcpio			bcpio

# POSIX CPIO format

application/x-cpio			cpio

# UNIX sh shell archive

application/x-shar			shar

# DOS/PC - Pkzipped archive

application/zip				zip

# Macintosh Binhexed archive

application/mac-binhex40		hqx

# Macintosh Stuffit Archive

application/x-stuffit			sit sea

# Fractal Image Format

application/fractals			fif

# "Binary UUencoded"

application/octet-stream		bin uu

# PC executable

application/octet-stream		exe

# "WAIS ""sources"""

application/x-wais-source		src wsrc

# NCSA HDF data format

application/hdf				hdf

 

# DOWNLOADABLE PROGRAM/SCRIPTS

 

# Javascript program

text/javascript				js ls mocha

# UNIX bourne shell program

application/x-sh			sh

# UNIX c-shell program

application/x-csh			csh

# Perl program

application/x-perl			pl

# Tcl (Tool Control Language) program

application/x-tcl			tcl

 

# ANIMATION/MULTIMEDIA

 

# FutureSplash vector animation (FutureWave)

application/futuresplash		spl

# mBED multimedia data (mBED)

application/mbedlet			mbd

# PowerMedia multimedia (RadMedia)

application/x-rad-powermedia		rad
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# PRESENTATION

 

# PowerPoint presentation (Microsoft)

application/mspowerpoint		ppz

# ASAP WordPower (Software Publishing Corp.)

application/x-asap			asp

# Astound Web Player multimedia data (GoldDisk)

application/astound			asn

 

# SPECIAL EMBEDDED OBJECT

 

# OLE script e.g. Visual Basic (Ncompass)

application/x-olescript			axs

# OLE Object (Microsoft/NCompass)

application/x-oleobject			ods

# OpenScape OLE/OCX objects (Business@Web)

x-form/x-openscape			opp

# Visual Basic objects (Amara)

application/x-webbasic			wba

# Specialized data entry forms (Alpha Software)

application/x-alpha-form		frm

# client-server objects (Wayfarer Communications)

x-script/x-wfxclient			wfx

 

# GENERAL APPLICATIONS

 

# Undefined binary data (often executable progs)

application/octet-stream		exe com

# Pointcast news data (Pointcast)

application/x-pcn			pcn

# Excel spreadsheet (Microsoft)

application/vnd.ms-excel		xls

# PowerPoint (Microsoft)

application/vnd.ms-powerpoint		ppt

# Microsoft Project (Microsoft)

application/vnd.ms-project		mpp

# SourceView document (Dataware Electronics)

application/vnd.svd			svd

# Net Install - software install (20/20 Software)

application/x-net-install		ins

# Carbon Copy - remote control/access (Microcom)

application/ccv				ccv

# Spreadsheets (Visual Components)

workbook/formulaone			vts

 

# 2D/3D DATA/VIRTUAL REALITY TYPES

 

# VRML data file
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x-world/x-vrml				wrl vrml

# WIRL - VRML data (VREAM)

x-world/x-vream				vrw

# Play3D 3d scene data (Play3D)

application/x-p3d			p3d

# Viscape Interactive 3d world data (Superscape)

x-world/x-svr				svr

# WebActive 3d data (Plastic Thought)

x-world/x-wvr				wvr

# QuickDraw3D scene data (Apple)

x-world/x-3dmf				3dmf

 

# SCIENTIFIC/MATH/CAD TYPES

 

# Mathematica notebook

application/mathematica			ma

# Computational meshes for numerical simulations

x-model/x-mesh				msh

# Vis5D 5-dimensional data

application/vis5d			v5d

# IGES models -- CAD/CAM (CGM) data

application/iges			igs

# Autocad WHIP vector drawings

drawing/x-dwf				dwf

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264899_1606891987.05/0/spring-context-support-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/mail/javamail/mime.types

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2010 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264899_1606891987.05/0/spring-context-support-3-0-7-release-sources-1-
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jar/org/springframework/mail/javamail/ConfigurableMimeFileTypeMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264899_1606891987.05/0/spring-context-support-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/mail/javamail/JavaMailSenderImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264899_1606891987.05/0/spring-context-support-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/ui/freemarker/FreeMarkerConfigurationFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264899_1606891987.05/0/spring-context-support-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/ui/freemarker/SpringTemplateLoader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264899_1606891987.05/0/spring-context-support-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/mail/MailSendException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264899_1606891987.05/0/spring-context-support-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/mail/javamail/MimeMessageHelper.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2009 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264899_1606891987.05/0/spring-context-support-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/commonj/TimerManagerAccessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264899_1606891987.05/0/spring-context-support-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/cache/ehcache/EhCacheFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264899_1606891987.05/0/spring-context-support-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/quartz/JobDetailBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264899_1606891987.05/0/spring-context-support-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/commonj/TimerManagerTaskScheduler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264899_1606891987.05/0/spring-context-support-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/commonj/WorkManagerTaskExecutor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264899_1606891987.05/0/spring-context-support-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/quartz/SimpleThreadPoolTaskExecutor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264899_1606891987.05/0/spring-context-support-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/commonj/TimerManagerFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264899_1606891987.05/0/spring-context-support-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/quartz/SimpleTriggerBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264899_1606891987.05/0/spring-context-support-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/quartz/CronTriggerBean.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1111264899_1606891987.05/0/spring-context-support-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/ui/velocity/VelocityEngineFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264899_1606891987.05/0/spring-context-support-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/quartz/SpringBeanJobFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264899_1606891987.05/0/spring-context-support-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/ui/freemarker/FreeMarkerConfigurationFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264899_1606891987.05/0/spring-context-support-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/quartz/MethodInvokingJobDetailFactoryBean.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2006 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264899_1606891987.05/0/spring-context-support-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/quartz/AdaptableJobFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264899_1606891987.05/0/spring-context-support-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/mail/MailPreparationException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264899_1606891987.05/0/spring-context-support-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/ui/velocity/VelocityEngineUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264899_1606891987.05/0/spring-context-support-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/mail/javamail/JavaMailSender.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264899_1606891987.05/0/spring-context-support-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/mail/MailAuthenticationException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264899_1606891987.05/0/spring-context-support-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/ui/velocity/SpringResourceLoader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264899_1606891987.05/0/spring-context-support-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/mail/javamail/MimeMessagePreparator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264899_1606891987.05/0/spring-context-support-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/quartz/SchedulerContextAware.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264899_1606891987.05/0/spring-context-support-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/mail/MailException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264899_1606891987.05/0/spring-context-support-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/mail/MailParseException.java
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2007 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264899_1606891987.05/0/spring-context-support-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/commonj/ScheduledTimerListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264899_1606891987.05/0/spring-context-support-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/commonj/DelegatingWork.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264899_1606891987.05/0/spring-context-support-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/quartz/LocalDataSourceJobStore.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2005 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264899_1606891987.05/0/spring-context-support-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/mail/MailMessage.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264899_1606891987.05/0/spring-context-support-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/commonj/DelegatingTimerListener.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1111264899_1606891987.05/0/spring-context-support-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/mail/javamail/InternetAddressEditor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264899_1606891987.05/0/spring-context-support-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/mail/javamail/MimeMailMessage.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2005 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264899_1606891987.05/0/spring-context-support-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/ui/freemarker/FreeMarkerTemplateUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264899_1606891987.05/0/spring-context-support-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/mail/MailSender.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264899_1606891987.05/0/spring-context-support-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/quartz/JobDetailAwareTrigger.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264899_1606891987.05/0/spring-context-support-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/ui/velocity/CommonsLoggingLogSystem.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2008 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264899_1606891987.05/0/spring-context-support-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/quartz/JobMethodInvocationFailedException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264899_1606891987.05/0/spring-context-support-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/mail/SimpleMailMessage.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264899_1606891987.05/0/spring-context-support-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/ui/velocity/VelocityEngineFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264899_1606891987.05/0/spring-context-support-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/quartz/SchedulerAccessorBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264899_1606891987.05/0/spring-context-support-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/ui/jasperreports/JasperReportsUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264899_1606891987.05/0/spring-context-support-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/mail/javamail/SmartMimeMessage.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264899_1606891987.05/0/spring-context-support-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/quartz/QuartzJobBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264899_1606891987.05/0/spring-context-support-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/quartz/ResourceLoaderClassLoadHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264899_1606891987.05/0/spring-context-support-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/quartz/DelegatingJob.java

 

1.178 weld-servlet 2.4.8.Final 
1.178.1 Available under license : 

Copyright (C) 2011-2014 by Yehuda Katz

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

Copyright (c) JS Foundation and other contributors

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person

obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation
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files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without

restriction, including without limitation the rights to use,

copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following

conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT

HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY,

WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING

FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR

OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

Copyright jQuery Foundation and other contributors, https://jquery.org/

 

This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

individuals. For exact contribution history, see the revision history

available at https://github.com/jquery/jquery

 

The following license applies to all parts of this software except as

documented below:

 

====

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.
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====

 

All files located in the node_modules and external directories are

externally maintained libraries used by this software which have their

own licenses; we recommend you read them, as their terms may differ from

the terms above.

Font Awesome Free License

-------------------------

 

Font Awesome Free is free, open source, and GPL friendly. You can use it for

commercial projects, open source projects, or really almost whatever you want.

Full Font Awesome Free license: https://fontawesome.com/license.

 

# Icons: CC BY 4.0 License (https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/)

In the Font Awesome Free download, the CC BY 4.0 license applies to all icons

packaged as SVG and JS file types.

 

# Fonts: SIL OFL 1.1 License (https://scripts.sil.org/OFL)

In the Font Awesome Free download, the SIL OLF license applies to all icons

packaged as web and desktop font files.

 

# Code: MIT License (https://opensource.org/licenses/MIT)

In the Font Awesome Free download, the MIT license applies to all non-font and

non-icon files.

 

# Attribution

Attribution is required by MIT, SIL OLF, and CC BY licenses. Downloaded Font

Awesome Free files already contain embedded comments with sufficient

attribution, so you shouldn't need to do anything additional when using these

files normally.

 

We've kept attribution comments terse, so we ask that you do not actively work

to remove them from files, especially code. They're a great way for folks to

learn about Font Awesome.

 

# Brand Icons

All brand icons are trademarks of their respective owners. The use of these

trademarks does not indicate endorsement of the trademark holder by Font

Awesome, nor vice versa. **Please do not use brand logos for any purpose except

to represent the company, product, or service to which they refer.**

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2011-2014 Twitter, Inc

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell
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copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

                                 Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or
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     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work
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     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work
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     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.
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     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

Copyright (c) 2010-2014, Michael Bostock

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this

 list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

 this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

 and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

* The name Michael Bostock may not be used to endorse or promote products

 derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL MICHAEL BOSTOCK BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING,

BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY

OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE,

EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.
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Copyright (c) 2006, Ivan Sagalaev

All rights reserved.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

   * Neither the name of highlight.js nor the names of its contributors

     may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software

     without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE REGENTS AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND ANY

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE REGENTS AND CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY

DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Copyright (c) 2018 Yehuda Katz, Tom Dale and Ember.js contributors

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of

this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in

the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to

use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies

of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do

so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

1.179 influxdb-java 2.17 
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1.179.1 Available under license : 
Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy    

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal    

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights    

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell    

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is    

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:    

   

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in    

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.    

   

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR    

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,    

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE    

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER    

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,    

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN    

THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1.180 xalan 2.7.1-redhat-3 
1.180.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Licensed to the Apache Software Foundation (ASF) under one

* or more contributor license agreements. See the NOTICE file

* distributed with this work for additional information

* regarding copyright ownership. The ASF licenses this file

* to you under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the  "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.
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*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/dtm/ref/ExtendedType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/cmdline/SecuritySupport12.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/util/OutlineableChunkStart.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/util/CompareGenerator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/utils/NodeVector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/util/ErrorMessages_ca.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/templates/XMLNSDecl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/templates/ElemElement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/res/XMLErrorResources_ru.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/runtime/Parameter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/ObjectFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/templates/ElemSort.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xpath/SourceTree.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/VariableBase.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/FloorCall.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/dtm/ref/IncrementalSAXSource_Filter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xpath/operations/VariableSafeAbsRef.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xpath/axes/SelfIteratorNoPredicate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/dom/Filter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/processor/ProcessorInclude.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/Output.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/utils/ListingErrorHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-
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jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/trax/TransformerFactoryImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/runtime/StringValueHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xpath/compiler/Compiler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/util/ErrorMessages_es.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/templates/XUnresolvedVariable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/res/XSLTErrorResources_ca.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/serialize/Serializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/utils/QName.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/templates/FuncFormatNumb.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/utils/BoolStack.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/runtime/output/WriterOutputBuffer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xpath/functions/FuncStringLength.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xpath/res/XPATHErrorResources_sv.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xpath/ExpressionOwner.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/ApplyImports.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/res/XSLTErrorResources_ru.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xpath/domapi/XPathEvaluatorImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/FunctionCall.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/runtime/output/TransletOutputHandlerFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/trace/EndSelectionEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/templates/NamespaceAlias.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/utils/ThreadControllerWrapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/utils/NameSpace.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/util/SecuritySupport12.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-
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jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/If.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xpath/domapi/XPathNSResolverImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/StringLengthCall.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/LangCall.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/processor/ProcessorKey.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xpath/functions/FuncSystemProperty.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/utils/res/XResourceBundle.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xpath/FoundIndex.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/util/ReferenceType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/IdPattern.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/util/TestGenerator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/utils/NamespaceSupport2.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/TestSeq.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/templates/ElemCallTemplate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/util/ErrorMessages_pt_BR.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/extensions/ExtensionNamespaceSupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/templates/ElemApplyTemplates.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/processor/ProcessorTemplateElem.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/dtm/DTMIterator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/transformer/KeyManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/extensions/ObjectFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/res/XSLTErrorResources_es.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/res/XMLMessages.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/extensions/XSLProcessorContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-
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jar/org/apache/xml/res/XMLErrorResources_sv.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xpath/res/XPATHErrorResources_pt_BR.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/Variable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/templates/ElemEmpty.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xpath/jaxp/JAXPVariableStack.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/dom/SortSettings.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xpath/axes/MatchPatternIterator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/FilterExpr.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/res/XMLErrorResources_pl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/util/IntType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xpath/XPathVisitable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/ApplyTemplates.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/templates/ElemAttributeSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/runtime/AttributeList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xpath/XPathException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xpath/functions/FuncSubstring.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/dtm/ref/DTMManagerDefault.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/templates/ElemForEach.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/trace/SelectionEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/util/MethodType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xpath/axes/LocPathIterator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/dtm/DTMConfigurationException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/templates/ElemIf.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/res/XSLTErrorResources_en.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-
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jar/org/apache/xpath/axes/AxesWalker.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/dtm/ref/EmptyIterator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/Parser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xpath/res/XPATHErrorResources_hu.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/utils/res/XResources_it.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/dom/SortingIterator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/transformer/TransformerIdentityImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xpath/operations/UnaryOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/utils/res/XResources_sv.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/extensions/SecuritySupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/dtm/DTMAxisIterator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/dom/MultiDOM.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xpath/res/XPATHErrorResources.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/trace/TraceListenerEx.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xpath/XPathFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/templates/ElemTemplate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/trax/SmartTransformerFactoryImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-jar/org/apache/xpath/NodeSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/res/XSLTErrorResources_sk.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/res/XSLTErrorResources_de.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xpath/compiler/OpMapVector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/XSLTC.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xpath/functions/FuncBoolean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/dom/DOMAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/res/XSLTErrorResources_ja.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/utils/SuballocatedByteVector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/utils/res/XResources_he.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/dom/StepIterator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/util/ErrorMessages_fr.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/templates/ElemOtherwise.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xpath/axes/PathComponent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/dtm/DTMAxisTraverser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/res/XSLTErrorResources_cs.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/dom/DocumentCache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xpath/compiler/XPathParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/processor/XSLTSchema.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/util/ErrorMessages_tr.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/dtm/SecuritySupport12.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/CopyOf.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/utils/XMLCharacterRecognizer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xpath/operations/Lt.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/utils/XML11Char.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/util/TypeCheckError.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/TransletException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/transformer/TransformerClient.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/dtm/ref/sax2dtm/SAX2DTM2.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/XslElement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/processor/ProcessorUnknown.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/util/ObjectFactory.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/lib/sql/SQLErrorDocument.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/UnresolvedRef.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xpath/res/XPATHErrorResources_sl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xpath/jaxp/JAXPPrefixResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/res/XSLTErrorResources_zh_TW.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/dtm/ref/DTMNamedNodeMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/ParentPattern.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/transformer/TreeWalker2Result.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/EqualityExpr.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/templates/VarNameCollector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/util/IntegerArray.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xpath/compiler/OpCodes.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/processor/ProcessorDecimalFormat.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/trax/SAX2DOM.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/dom/AbsoluteIterator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/Text.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/util/RealType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/templates/ElemComment.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/ConcatCall.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xpath/operations/Operation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xpath/functions/FuncRound.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/trax/TemplatesImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/DOMEnhancedForDTM.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/util/MethodGenerator.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/processor/XSLTElementProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/res/XMLErrorResources_zh.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/ContainsCall.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/serialize/SerializerFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/processor/XSLTAttributeDef.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/res/XMLErrorResources_sl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/utils/res/XResources_ko.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/dom/NodeIteratorBase.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/util/ErrorMessages_ru.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/templates/FuncKey.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/utils/res/IntArrayWrapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/Predicate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/dtm/DTMFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-jar/org/apache/xpath/Arg.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xslt/ObjectFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xpath/res/XPATHErrorResources_sk.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xpath/Expression.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/FunctionAvailableCall.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/dtm/SecuritySupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/utils/res/XResources_zh_TW.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/res/XMLErrorResources_es.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xpath/objects/XRTreeFragSelectWrapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/runtime/AbstractTranslet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/processor/ProcessorStylesheetElement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-
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jar/org/apache/xpath/objects/XObjectFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/trace/PrintTraceListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/templates/ElemUse.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/dom/SecuritySupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/UseAttributeSets.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/SimpleAttributeValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/util/ObjectType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/runtime/SecuritySupport12.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/NameBase.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/runtime/SecuritySupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/FlowList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xpath/functions/FuncConcat.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/templates/StylesheetRoot.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/transformer/TrAXFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/XslAttribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/ParameterRef.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xpath/operations/Number.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/DocumentCall.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/AttributeSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xpath/functions/FuncCeiling.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/lib/sql/QueryParameter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/dtm/DTMException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xslt/SecuritySupport12.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xpath/functions/SecuritySupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-
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jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/Fallback.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/dtm/ref/DTMAxisIterNodeList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xpath/res/XPATHErrorResources_cs.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/utils/res/StringArrayWrapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/dtm/ref/DTMNodeListBase.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/utils/Hashtree2Node.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/utils/StringBufferPool.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/transformer/TransformSnapshotImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/runtime/ErrorMessages_de.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/extensions/ExtensionHandlerJavaPackage.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/NameCall.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xpath/axes/ChildIterator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/templates/DecimalFormatProperties.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/LiteralExpr.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/lib/ExsltMath.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xpath/functions/FuncExtElementAvailable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/lib/SecuritySupport12.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/dtm/ref/DTMNodeList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/cmdline/getopt/MissingOptArgException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/res/XMLErrorResources_de.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xpath/operations/Mult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/VariableRefBase.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/utils/SecuritySupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/runtime/ErrorMessages_ca.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-
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jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/cmdline/Transform.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xpath/XPathVisitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/util/InternalError.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/res/XMLErrorResources_sk.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/utils/res/XResourceBundleBase.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xpath/res/XPATHErrorResources_pl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/lib/ExsltBase.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/NodeTest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/extensions/XPathFunctionImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/res/XSLTErrorResources_pt_BR.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xpath/axes/ContextNodeList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/LiteralElement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xpath/res/XPATHErrorResources_fr.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xpath/operations/NotEquals.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/extensions/ExtensionsTable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/templates/ElemValueOf.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/utils/XMLReaderManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/SyntaxTreeNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xpath/functions/FuncSubstringBefore.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/QName.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xpath/axes/FilterExprWalker.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/utils/DOMHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/dtm/ref/ChunkedIntArray.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xpath/functions/ObjectFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-
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jar/org/apache/xpath/functions/FuncLocalPart.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/templates/ElemVariable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/transformer/KeyIterator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/utils/ObjectVector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/trax/SecuritySupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/lib/sql/ObjectArray.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/utils/XMLStringFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/processor/ProcessorStripSpace.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xpath/XPathProcessorException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/res/XMLErrorResources.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/dtm/ref/ExpandedNameTable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xpath/functions/FuncSum.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/util/Type.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/runtime/Node.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/trax/TransformerHandlerImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xpath/objects/XNodeSetForDOM.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/util/RtMethodGenerator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/templates/ElemParam.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xpath/functions/FuncContains.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/dom/CollatorFactoryBase.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/dtm/ref/ObjectFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/util/ResultTreeType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/dtm/ref/DTMDefaultBase.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/lib/sql/SecuritySupport12.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-
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jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/Pattern.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/utils/res/XResources_ka.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xslt/SecuritySupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/dom/NodeSortRecordFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/utils/MutableAttrListImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/utils/StringComparable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/lib/PipeDocument.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/res/XMLErrorResources_fr.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/utils/res/XResources_hy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/runtime/ErrorMessages_cs.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/trax/Util.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/dtm/DTMManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/lib/ExsltDynamic.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/trax/ObjectFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/utils/NodeConsumer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xpath/functions/FuncPosition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/lib/sql/PooledConnection.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/utils/PrefixResolverDefault.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xpath/patterns/NodeTest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xpath/res/XPATHErrorResources_ko.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/lib/ExsltCommon.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/transformer/SerializerSwitcher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/utils/res/XResources_ja_JP_A.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/dtm/ref/CoroutineParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-
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jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/dom/ExtendedSAX.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/runtime/ErrorMessages_hu.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/util/ErrorMessages_sl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xpath/objects/XStringForFSB.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/processor/ProcessorCharacters.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/lib/sql/SQLQueryParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xpath/functions/FunctionOneArg.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xpath/res/XPATHErrorResources_ca.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/DOM.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/UnaryOpExpr.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xpath/compiler/Lexer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xpath/res/XPATHErrorResources_tr.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/dtm/ref/IncrementalSAXSource_Xerces.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xpath/axes/DescendantIterator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/util/VoidType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/utils/res/XResources_cy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/Stylesheet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/trax/DOM2SAX.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xpath/res/XPATHErrorResources_zh.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/lib/sql/ConnectionPool.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/ElementAvailableCall.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/RealExpr.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xpath/functions/FuncNormalizeSpace.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/transformer/ResultNameSpace.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-
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jar/org/apache/xalan/transformer/TransformerHandlerImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/dtm/ref/DTMDefaultBaseIterators.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/dtm/ref/dom2dtm/DOM2DTM.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/utils/res/XResources_zh_CN.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/templates/ElemMessage.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/CallTemplate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xpath/axes/SubContextList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/dtm/ref/DTMChildIterNodeList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xpath/compiler/OpMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/util/SecuritySupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/transformer/StackGuard.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/Param.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/utils/SAXSourceLocator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xpath/functions/FuncUnparsedEntityURI.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/processor/ProcessorTemplate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/util/MatchGenerator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xpath/operations/And.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/templates/ElemApplyImport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xpath/objects/XBoolean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/util/MultiHashtable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/lib/sql/SQLDocument.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/lib/sql/XConnection.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/utils/ObjectStack.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/lib/Extensions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-
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jar/org/apache/xpath/res/XPATHErrorResources_it.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/dom/LoadDocument.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/res/XMLErrorResources_ko.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/transformer/MsgMgr.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/lib/sql/ConnectionPoolManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/res/XSLTErrorResources_it.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/res/XMLErrorResources_en.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/NamespaceAlias.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/CastCall.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/NodeIterator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/AncestorPattern.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/templates/TemplateList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/cmdline/getopt/GetOptsException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xpath/functions/FuncStartsWith.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xslt/EnvironmentCheck.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/extensions/ExtensionHandlerJava.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/templates/ElemExtensionCall.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/res/XMLErrorResources_ca.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/dtm/ref/sax2dtm/SAX2DTM.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/StripFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/ValueOf.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/res/XMLErrorResources_tr.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/trace/TraceManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/processor/XSLTElementDef.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-
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jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/dom/SimpleResultTreeImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xpath/objects/XNull.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/cmdline/getopt/IllegalArgumentException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/templates/Constants.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/res/XSLTErrorResources_hu.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/extensions/ExpressionVisitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xpath/patterns/UnionPattern.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/lib/sql/DefaultConnectionPool.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/lib/sql/JNDIConnectionPool.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/Key.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/templates/ElemCopyOf.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xpath/objects/XMLStringFactoryImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/dom/FilterIterator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/cmdline/getopt/GetOpt.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xpath/functions/FuncTrue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xpath/objects/XStringForChars.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/templates/WhiteSpaceInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/utils/res/XResources_es.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/templates/ElemText.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/utils/UnImplNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/util/ErrorMessages_ja.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xpath/operations/Lte.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xpath/functions/Function3Args.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/StartsWithCall.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-
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jar/org/apache/xalan/lib/sql/SecuritySupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/lib/SecuritySupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/util/MarkerInstruction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/runtime/ErrorMessages_zh_TW.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/StepPattern.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/templates/XSLTVisitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/Mode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xpath/res/XPATHMessages.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/res/XSLTErrorResources_zh_CN.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/dom/NodeSortRecord.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/res/XMLErrorResources_zh_TW.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/client/XSLTProcessorApplet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/util/OutlineableChunkEnd.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/Include.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/trace/TraceListenerEx3.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xpath/operations/Quo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/utils/AttList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/util/ErrorMessages_zh_TW.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/transformer/TransformState.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/utils/res/XResources_ja_JP_HI.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/templates/ElemFallback.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/util/FilterGenerator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/transformer/XalanTransformState.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xpath/functions/FuncExtFunctionAvailable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-
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jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/CeilingCall.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/templates/ElemExtensionDecl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/dom/ObjectFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/AbsoluteLocationPath.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xpath/operations/Neg.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xpath/axes/FilterExprIteratorSimple.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/Import.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/utils/XMLStringFactoryDefault.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/templates/ElemExtensionScript.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xpath/axes/NodeSequence.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/CastExpr.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/utils/WrongParserException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/utils/FastStringBuffer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/runtime/ObjectFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/templates/AVTPart.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/dtm/ref/DTMNodeProxy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/templates/ElemWithParam.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/dom/AnyNodeCounter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/processor/ProcessorExsltFunction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xpath/axes/FilterExprIterator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/res/XSLTErrorResources_fr.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-jar/org/apache/xml/utils/URI.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xslt/Process.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xpath/objects/DTMXRTreeFrag.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/Comment.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xpath/axes/ChildTestIterator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/RelativeLocationPath.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/dom/SAXImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/dtm/ref/CustomStringPool.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/LocationPathPattern.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/SymbolTable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/runtime/ErrorMessages_ja.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/transformer/Counter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/FormatNumberCall.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/trax/DOM2TO.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/processor/WhitespaceInfoPaths.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/templates/ElemTextLiteral.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/util/ErrorMessages_cs.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/processor/ProcessorAttributeSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/utils/PrefixResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/UnsupportedElement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/templates/Stylesheet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/extensions/MethodResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/utils/ObjectPool.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/res/XSLTErrorResources_sv.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/GenerateIdCall.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/utils/ElemDesc.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/ProcessingInstructionPattern.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xpath/functions/FuncFloor.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/utils/res/XResources_ja_JP_I.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/templates/KeyDeclaration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/BooleanExpr.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xpath/operations/Bool.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/Instruction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/runtime/ErrorMessages.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/util/NumberType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/dom/SingletonIterator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/dom/DupFilterIterator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/utils/RawCharacterHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xpath/functions/Function2Args.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xpath/functions/FuncNot.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/processor/ProcessorGlobalVariableDecl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/res/XSLTErrorResources_tr.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-jar/org/apache/xpath/XPath.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xpath/XPathContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/TransletOutput.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/runtime/ErrorMessages_pt_BR.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/lib/ExsltStrings.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/AlternativePattern.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/utils/res/XResources_de.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/runtime/Attributes.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/utils/IntStack.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/templates/TemplateSubPatternAssociation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-
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jar/org/apache/xpath/objects/XString.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/AttributeValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/util/NodeType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xpath/ExpressionNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/utils/NSInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/dom/MultipleNodeCounter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/UnparsedEntityUriCall.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/dtm/ObjectFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xpath/res/XPATHErrorResources_zh_CN.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/dom/MatchingIterator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/processor/ProcessorStylesheetDoc.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/RelationalExpr.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/extensions/ExtensionNamespaceContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/util/ErrorMessages.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/transformer/XSLInfiniteLoopException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xpath/axes/ReverseAxesWalker.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/runtime/ErrorMessages_sl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/utils/ObjectFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/processor/ProcessorLRE.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/utils/StringToIntTable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/transformer/KeyTable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xpath/functions/FuncNumber.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xpath/patterns/FunctionPattern.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/utils/IntVector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-
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jar/org/apache/xml/utils/Constants.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/cmdline/SecuritySupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/PositionCall.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xpath/functions/FunctionDef1Arg.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/UnionPathExpr.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/dom/KeyIndex.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xpath/operations/Gt.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xpath/domapi/XPathExpressionImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-jar/org/apache/xml/dtm/DTM.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/Sort.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/trace/ExtensionEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/processor/ProcessorImport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/dtm/ref/DTMStringPool.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xpath/functions/FuncGenerateId.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/runtime/BasisLibrary.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xpath/operations/Gte.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/transformer/ClonerToResultTree.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/util/ErrorMessages_ko.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/SecuritySupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xpath/functions/FuncQname.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/dtm/ref/sax2dtm/SAX2RTFDTM.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/RelativePathPattern.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/util/AttributeSetMethodGenerator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/utils/SystemIDResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/templates/StylesheetComposed.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/util/ErrorMessages_sk.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/LocalNameCall.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/trax/TrAXFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/templates/ElemWhen.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/lib/Redirect.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/WithParam.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/templates/OutputProperties.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/transformer/TransformerImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/dom/AdaptiveResultTreeImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/serialize/DOMSerializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xpath/operations/Minus.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/ProcessorVersion.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/templates/ElemUnknown.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/extensions/SecuritySupport12.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/utils/LocaleUtility.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/CompilerException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/templates/AbsPathChecker.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xpath/functions/SecuritySupport12.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/processor/ProcessorPreserveSpace.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/Message.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/BooleanCall.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xpath/jaxp/XPathExpressionImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xpath/functions/FuncFalse.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/utils/DOMBuilder.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/res/XMLErrorResources_pt_BR.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/lib/ExsltSets.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/cmdline/Compile.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xpath/res/XPATHErrorResources_ru.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/dom/NodeCounter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/lib/sql/DTMDocument.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/StringCall.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/AttributeValueTemplate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/dom/UnionIterator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/util/ErrorMessages_no.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xpath/operations/String.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xpath/functions/FuncTranslate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/processor/ProcessorOutputElem.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/templates/FuncDocument.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/trax/OutputSettings.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/ArgumentList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/lib/NodeInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xpath/operations/Variable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/util/StringStack.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/dom/EmptyFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/processor/ProcessorGlobalParamDecl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xpath/functions/FuncExtFunction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/transformer/QueuedEvents.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-jar/org/apache/xml/dtm/Axis.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-
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jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/LastCall.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xpath/NodeSetDTM.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/templates/ElemTemplateElement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/Choose.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/utils/SerializableLocatorImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xpath/patterns/ContextMatchStepPattern.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/dtm/ref/CoroutineManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/res/XMLErrorResources_hu.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/runtime/ErrorMessages_ru.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/runtime/ErrorMessages_tr.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/dtm/ref/SecuritySupport12.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xpath/operations/Or.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/dom/DOMBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/util/ErrorMessages_it.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/runtime/ErrorMessages_sk.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/util/NodeSortRecordGenerator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xpath/axes/UnionChildIterator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/util/NodeSetType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/transformer/KeyRefIterator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/KeyPattern.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/util/StringType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/lib/sql/ObjectFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/templates/ElemChoose.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/NumberCall.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-
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jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/Copy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/templates/AVT.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/TopLevelElement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/AbsolutePathPattern.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/trax/TemplatesHandlerImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xpath/VariableStack.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/SecuritySupport12.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/Whitespace.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/runtime/output/StringOutputBuffer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/ProcessingInstruction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/transformer/DecimalToRoman.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/dom/CurrentNodeListFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/res/XSLTErrorResources_sl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/cmdline/ObjectFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/DecimalFormatting.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/runtime/ErrorMessages_it.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/BinOpExpr.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/When.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/transformer/XalanProperties.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/util/NamedMethodGenerator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/dom/XSLTCDTMManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/templates/ElemPI.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/res/XSLTErrorResources.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xpath/axes/RTFIterator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-
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jar/org/apache/xalan/templates/ElemNumber.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/processor/ProcessorNamespaceAlias.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/utils/res/XResources_fr.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xpath/axes/OneStepIteratorForward.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/utils/res/XResources_el.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/utils/XMLStringDefault.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/templates/XSLTVisitable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/dtm/ref/DTMNodeIterator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/dom/StripWhitespaceFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/util/Util.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/dtm/ref/SecuritySupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/dtm/DTMDOMException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/dtm/ref/IncrementalSAXSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/dtm/ref/DTMDefaultBaseTraversers.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/runtime/output/OutputBuffer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/util/ErrorMessages_de.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xpath/patterns/NodeTestFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/Otherwise.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/runtime/ErrorMessages_fr.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xpath/axes/IteratorPool.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xpath/patterns/StepPattern.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/utils/res/XResources_en.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/dtm/ref/DTMAxisIteratorBase.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/templates/RedundentExprEliminator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-
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jar/org/apache/xpath/axes/UnionPathIterator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/Closure.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xpath/axes/AttributeIterator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/templates/AVTPartSimple.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/transformer/NodeSortKey.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xpath/functions/WrongNumberArgsException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xpath/operations/Plus.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xpath/axes/WalkingIterator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/runtime/Hashtable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/trace/GenerateEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/Step.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xpath/axes/WalkerFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xpath/functions/Function.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/extensions/ExtensionNamespacesManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/utils/StylesheetPIHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/transformer/TransformSnapshot.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/dom/ClonedNodeListIterator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xpath/operations/Equals.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/templates/ElemExsltFunction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/dtm/ref/NodeLocator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/dtm/ref/DTMTreeWalker.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/Attribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/utils/res/LongArrayWrapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/dom/NthIterator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-
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jar/org/apache/xalan/extensions/ExtensionHandlerGeneral.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/trax/SecuritySupport12.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/utils/DefaultErrorHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/templates/ElemExsltFuncResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xpath/axes/PredicatedNodeTest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/runtime/Constants.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xpath/WhitespaceStrippingElementMatcher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xpath/domapi/XPathNamespaceImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/runtime/ErrorMessages_pl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/dtm/ref/DTMDocumentImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xpath/functions/FuncId.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/util/ErrorMessages_pl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/util/BooleanType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/dom/BitArray.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/dom/SingleNodeCounter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/res/XSLTErrorResources_ko.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/utils/StringToStringTableVector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/FilterParentPath.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/trace/TraceListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/res/XSLTErrorResources_pl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/NotCall.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/dom/DOMWSFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/trace/TracerEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/runtime/ErrorMessages_zh.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-
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jar/org/apache/xpath/objects/XBooleanStatic.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/DOMCache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xpath/functions/FunctionMultiArgs.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xpath/functions/FuncNamespace.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/util/ClassGenerator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/RoundCall.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/IdKeyPattern.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/utils/DOM2Helper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xpath/objects/XRTreeFrag.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/utils/res/XResources_ja_JP_HA.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xpath/objects/XObject.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/dom/CachedNodeListIterator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/templates/XUnresolvedVariableSimple.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/ParentLocationPath.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/res/XMLErrorResources_it.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/util/NodeSortRecordFactGenerator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/Translet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/runtime/ErrorMessages_es.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xpath/ExtensionsProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xpath/axes/OneStepIterator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/LogicalExpr.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/res/XMLErrorResources_ja.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xpath/functions/FuncSubstringAfter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/util/ErrorMessages_hu.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-
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jar/org/apache/xalan/res/XSLTErrorResources_zh.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/NamespaceUriCall.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/IntExpr.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/SourceLoader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/processor/StylesheetHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xpath/operations/Div.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xpath/jaxp/XPathImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/trax/TransformerImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/utils/XMLString.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xpath/res/XPATHErrorResources_ja.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/IllegalCharException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/runtime/Operators.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/util/NodeCounterGenerator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/CollatorFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/utils/XMLChar.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xpath/domapi/XPathResultImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/utils/StringVector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/extensions/ExtensionHandlerJavaClass.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/runtime/MessageHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xpath/jaxp/XPathFactoryImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/utils/SecuritySupport12.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/Expression.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/runtime/ErrorMessages_no.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xpath/res/XPATHErrorResources_zh_TW.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-
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jar/org/apache/xalan/lib/ObjectFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/templates/ElemAttribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/Template.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xpath/functions/FuncLang.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/utils/res/CharArrayWrapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/transformer/NumeratorFormatter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xpath/XPathAPI.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/trax/XSLTCSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/templates/ElemLiteralResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/extensions/ExtensionHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xpath/SourceTreeManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/utils/DOMOrder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/transformer/CountersTable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/dom/MultiValuedNodeHeapIterator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/Constants.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xpath/res/XPATHErrorResources_en.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/dtm/DTMWSFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xpath/CachedXPathAPI.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/Number.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xpath/axes/BasicTestIterator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xpath/functions/FuncCurrent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xpath/functions/FuncLast.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/util/ErrorMsg.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/extensions/ExpressionContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-
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jar/org/apache/xalan/templates/AVTPartXPath.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xpath/jaxp/JAXPExtensionsProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xpath/functions/FuncCount.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/ForEach.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xpath/operations/Mod.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/util/SlotAllocator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/res/XMLErrorResources_cs.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xpath/compiler/PsuedoNames.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xpath/functions/FuncString.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/FilteredAbsoluteLocationPath.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/trace/TraceListenerEx2.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/KeyCall.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/dtm/ref/dom2dtm/DOM2DTMdefaultNamespaceDeclarationNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/dom/ForwardPositionIterator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xpath/axes/HasPositionalPredChecker.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/res/XSLMessages.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/processor/ProcessorExsltFuncResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/templates/ElemCopy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xpath/compiler/XPathDumper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/CurrentCall.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/templates/ElemVariablePsuedo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/util/ErrorMessages_zh.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/VariableRef.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/processor/ProcessorText.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-
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jar/org/apache/xalan/transformer/NodeSorter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xpath/objects/XNodeSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/dtm/ref/DTMSafeStringPool.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/lib/ExsltDatetime.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xpath/axes/WalkingIteratorSorted.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xpath/objects/XNumber.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/utils/WrappedRuntimeException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/utils/TreeWalker.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/extensions/ExtensionHandlerExsltFunction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xpath/res/XPATHErrorResources_de.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/utils/StringToStringTable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/dom/SecuritySupport12.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/extensions/XPathFunctionResolverImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/LiteralAttribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/dom/FilteredStepIterator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/utils/SuballocatedIntVector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/runtime/ErrorMessages_ko.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/serialize/SerializerUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/dom/CurrentNodeListIterator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xpath/res/XPATHErrorResources_es.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2001-2004 The Apache Software Foundation.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*
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*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/xpath.cup

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/xpath.lex

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/XPathLexer.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Licensed to the Apache Software Foundation (ASF) under one

* or more contributor license agreements. See the NOTICE file

* distributed with this work for additional information

* regarding copyright ownership. The ASF licenses this file

* to you under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the  "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

// Proprietary

/** The 'document-location()' id (Proprietary). */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xpath/compiler/FunctionTable.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

# to you under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the  "License");

# you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

# You may obtain a copy of the License at

#     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

# distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-jar/trax/trax.properties

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/Makefile.inc

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/res/XSLTInfo.properties

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Licensed to the Apache Software Foundation (ASF) under one

* or more contributor license agreements. See the NOTICE file

* distributed with this work for additional information

* regarding copyright ownership. The ASF licenses this file

* to you under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the  "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

/**

* This is a special exception that is used to stop parsing when

* search for an element.  For instance, when searching for xml:stylesheet

* PIs, it is used to stop the parse once the document element is found.

* @see StylesheetPIHandler

* @xsl.usage internal

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/utils/StopParseException.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Licensed to the Apache Software Foundation (ASF) under one

* or more contributor license agreements. See the NOTICE file

* distributed with this work for additional information

* regarding copyright ownership. The ASF licenses this file

* to you under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the  "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*
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*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

/*

* $Id$

*/

package org.apache.xalan;

 

/**

* Administrative class to keep track of the version number of

* the Xalan release.

* <P>This class implements the upcoming standard of having

* org.apache.project-name.Version.getVersion() be a standard way

* to get version information.  This class will replace the older

* org.apache.xalan.processor.Version class.</P>

* <P>See also: org/apache/xalan/res/XSLTInfo.properties for

* information about the version of the XSLT spec we support.</P>

* @xsl.usage general

*/

public class Version

{

 

 /**

  * Get the basic version string for the current Xalan release.

  * Version String formatted like

  * <CODE>"<B>Xalan</B> <B>Java</B> v.r[.dd| <B>D</B>nn]"</CODE>.

  *

  * Futurework: have this read version info from jar manifest.

  *

  * @return String denoting our current version

  */

 public static String getVersion()

 {

    return getProduct()+" "+getImplementationLanguage()+" "

          +getMajorVersionNum()+"."+getReleaseVersionNum()+"."

          +( (getDevelopmentVersionNum() > 0) ?

              ("D"+getDevelopmentVersionNum()) : (""+getMaintenanceVersionNum())); 

 }

 

 /**

  * Print the processor version to the command line.

  *

  * @param argv command line arguments, unused.
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  */

 public static void main(String argv[])

 {

   System.out.println(getVersion());

 }

 

 /**

  * Name of product: Xalan.

  */

 public static String getProduct()

 {

   return "Xalan";

 }

 

 /**

  * Implementation Language: Java.

  */

 public static String getImplementationLanguage()

 {

   return "Java";

 }

 

 

 /**

  * Major version number.

  * Version number. This changes only when there is a

  *          significant, externally apparent enhancement from

  *          the previous release. 'n' represents the n'th

  *          version.

  *

  *          Clients should carefully consider the implications

  *          of new versions as external interfaces and behaviour

  *          may have changed.

  */

 public static int getMajorVersionNum()

 {

   return @version.VERSION@;

  

 } 

 

 /**

  * Release Number.

  * Release number. This changes when:

  *            -  a new set of functionality is to be added, eg,

  *               implementation of a new W3C specification.

  *            -  API or behaviour change.

  *            -  its designated as a reference release.

  */
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 public static int getReleaseVersionNum()

 {

   return @version.RELEASE@;

 }

 

 /**

  * Maintenance Drop Number.

  * Optional identifier used to designate maintenance

  *          drop applied to a specific release and contains

  *          fixes for defects reported. It maintains compatibility

  *          with the release and contains no API changes.

  *          When missing, it designates the final and complete

  *          development drop for a release.

  */

 public static int getMaintenanceVersionNum()

 {

   return @version.MINOR@;

 }

 

 /**

  * Development Drop Number.

  * Optional identifier designates development drop of

  *          a specific release. D01 is the first development drop

  *          of a new release.

  *

  *          Development drops are works in progress towards a

  *          compeleted, final release. A specific development drop

  *          may not completely implement all aspects of a new

  *          feature, which may take several development drops to

  *          complete. At the point of the final drop for the

  *          release, the D suffix will be omitted.

  *

  *          Each 'D' drops can contain functional enhancements as

  *          well as defect fixes. 'D' drops may not be as stable as

  *          the final releases.

  */

 public static int getDevelopmentVersionNum()

 {

   try {  

       if ((new String("@version.DEVELOPER@")).length() == 0)

         return 0;

       else 

         return Integer.parseInt("@version.DEVELOPER@");

   } catch (NumberFormatException nfe) {

          return 0;

   }   

 }     

}
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-jar/org/apache/xalan/Version.src

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Licensed to the Apache Software Foundation (ASF) under one

* or more contributor license agreements. See the NOTICE file

* distributed with this work for additional information

* regarding copyright ownership. The ASF licenses this file

* to you under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the  "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

// Proprietary, built in functions

/** current function string (Proprietary). */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xpath/compiler/Keywords.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

* Licensed to the Apache Software Foundation (ASF) under one

* or more contributor license agreements. See the NOTICE file

* distributed with this work for additional information

* regarding copyright ownership. The ASF licenses this file

* to you under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the  "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE

2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

 

Found in path(s):
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* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xpath/domapi/package.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/lib/sql/package.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/processor/package.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/lib/package.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/res/package.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xpath/functions/package.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/trace/package.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xpath/axes/package.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/xslt/package.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xpath/patterns/package.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/extensions/package.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/templates/package.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xpath/operations/package.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/transformer/package.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/client/package.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xpath/objects/package.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/utils/package.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xpath/compiler/package.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-jar/javadocOverview.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-jar/org/apache/xpath/package.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xpath/res/package.html

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Licensed to the Apache Software Foundation (ASF) under one

* or more contributor license agreements. See the NOTICE file

* distributed with this work for additional information

* regarding copyright ownership. The ASF licenses this file

* to you under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the  "License");
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* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

// is found, then throw a special exception in order to terminate

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/processor/TransformerFactoryImpl.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Licensed to the Apache Software Foundation (ASF) under one

* or more contributor license agreements. See the NOTICE file

* distributed with this work for additional information

* regarding copyright ownership. The ASF licenses this file

* to you under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the  "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

/**

* Execute the proprietary document-location() function, which returns

* a node set of documents.

* @xsl.usage advanced

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xpath/functions/FuncDoclocation.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (c) 2002 World Wide Web Consortium,
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* (Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Institut National de

* Recherche en Informatique et en Automatique, Keio University). All

* Rights Reserved. This program is distributed under the W3C's Software

* Intellectual Property License. This program is distributed in the

* hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even

* the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

* PURPOSE.

* See W3C License http://www.w3.org/Consortium/Legal/ for more details.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xpath/domapi/XPathStylesheetDOM3Exception.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Licensed to the Apache Software Foundation (ASF) under one

* or more contributor license agreements. See the NOTICE file

* distributed with this work for additional information

* regarding copyright ownership. The ASF licenses this file

* to you under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the  "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

/**

  * Major version number.

  * Version number. This changes only when there is a

  *          significant, externally apparent enhancement from

  *          the previous release. 'n' represents the n'th

  *          version.

  *

  *          Clients should carefully consider the implications

  *          of new versions as external interfaces and behaviour

  *          may have changed.

  */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-jar/org/apache/xalan/Version.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/processor/XSLProcessorVersion.src
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* /opt/cola/permits/1077215937_1601874913.56/0/xalan-2-7-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/apache/xalan/processor/XSLProcessorVersion.java

 

1.181 jboss-sasl 1.0.3.Final-redhat-1 
1.181.1 Available under license : 

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '# This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it # under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as # published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of # the License, or (at your option) any later version. # This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, # but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of #

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU # Lesser General Public

License for more details. # You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it * under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as * published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of * the License, or (at your option) any later version. * This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of *

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU * Lesser General Public

License for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public'

 

1.182 istack-commons-tools 2.6.1-redhat-2 
1.182.1 Available under license : 

COMMON DEVELOPMENT AND DISTRIBUTION LICENSE (CDDL) Version 1.1

1. Definitions.

 

 1.1. "Contributor" means each individual or entity that creates or

 contributes to the creation of Modifications.

 

 1.2. "Contributor Version" means the combination of the Original

 Software, prior Modifications used by a Contributor (if any), and

 the Modifications made by that particular Contributor.

 

 1.3. "Covered Software" means (a) the Original Software, or (b)

 Modifications, or (c) the combination of files containing Original

 Software with files containing Modifications, in each case including

 portions thereof.

 

 1.4. "Executable" means the Covered Software in any form other than

 Source Code.

 

 1.5. "Initial Developer" means the individual or entity that first

 makes Original Software available under this License.

 

 1.6. "Larger Work" means a work which combines Covered Software or

 portions thereof with code not governed by the terms of this License.
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 1.7. "License" means this document.

 

 1.8. "Licensable" means having the right to grant, to the maximum

 extent possible, whether at the time of the initial grant or

 subsequently acquired, any and all of the rights conveyed herein.

 

 1.9. "Modifications" means the Source Code and Executable form of

 any of the following:

 

 A. Any file that results from an addition to, deletion from or

 modification of the contents of a file containing Original Software

 or previous Modifications;

 

 B. Any new file that contains any part of the Original Software or

 previous Modification; or

 

 C. Any new file that is contributed or otherwise made available

 under the terms of this License.

 

 1.10. "Original Software" means the Source Code and Executable form

 of computer software code that is originally released under this

 License.

 

 1.11. "Patent Claims" means any patent claim(s), now owned or

 hereafter acquired, including without limitation, method, process,

 and apparatus claims, in any patent Licensable by grantor.

 

 1.12. "Source Code" means (a) the common form of computer software

 code in which modifications are made and (b) associated

 documentation included in or with such code.

 

 1.13. "You" (or "Your") means an individual or a legal entity

 exercising rights under, and complying with all of the terms of,

 this License. For legal entities, "You" includes any entity which

 controls, is controlled by, or is under common control with You. For

 purposes of this definition, "control" means (a) the power, direct

 or indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity,

 whether by contract or otherwise, or (b) ownership of more than

 fifty percent (50%) of the outstanding shares or beneficial

 ownership of such entity.

 

2. License Grants.

 

 2.1. The Initial Developer Grant.

 

 Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and subject

 to third party intellectual property claims, the Initial Developer

 hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license:
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 (a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or

 trademark) Licensable by Initial Developer, to use, reproduce,

 modify, display, perform, sublicense and distribute the Original

 Software (or portions thereof), with or without Modifications,

 and/or as part of a Larger Work; and

 

 (b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using or selling of

 Original Software, to make, have made, use, practice, sell, and

 offer for sale, and/or otherwise dispose of the Original Software

 (or portions thereof).

 

 (c) The licenses granted in Sections 2.1(a) and (b) are effective on

 the date Initial Developer first distributes or otherwise makes the

 Original Software available to a third party under the terms of this

 License.

 

 (d) Notwithstanding Section 2.1(b) above, no patent license is

 granted: (1) for code that You delete from the Original Software, or

 (2) for infringements caused by: (i) the modification of the

 Original Software, or (ii) the combination of the Original Software

 with other software or devices.

 

 2.2. Contributor Grant.

 

 Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and subject

 to third party intellectual property claims, each Contributor hereby

 grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license:

 

 (a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or

 trademark) Licensable by Contributor to use, reproduce, modify,

 display, perform, sublicense and distribute the Modifications

 created by such Contributor (or portions thereof), either on an

 unmodified basis, with other Modifications, as Covered Software

 and/or as part of a Larger Work; and

 

 (b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using, or selling

 of Modifications made by that Contributor either alone and/or in

 combination with its Contributor Version (or portions of such

 combination), to make, use, sell, offer for sale, have made, and/or

 otherwise dispose of: (1) Modifications made by that Contributor (or

 portions thereof); and (2) the combination of Modifications made by

 that Contributor with its Contributor Version (or portions of such

 combination).

 

 (c) The licenses granted in Sections 2.2(a) and 2.2(b) are effective

 on the date Contributor first distributes or otherwise makes the

 Modifications available to a third party.
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 (d) Notwithstanding Section 2.2(b) above, no patent license is

 granted: (1) for any code that Contributor has deleted from the

 Contributor Version; (2) for infringements caused by: (i) third

 party modifications of Contributor Version, or (ii) the combination

 of Modifications made by that Contributor with other software

 (except as part of the Contributor Version) or other devices; or (3)

 under Patent Claims infringed by Covered Software in the absence of

 Modifications made by that Contributor.

 

3. Distribution Obligations.

 

 3.1. Availability of Source Code.

 

 Any Covered Software that You distribute or otherwise make available

 in Executable form must also be made available in Source Code form

 and that Source Code form must be distributed only under the terms

 of this License. You must include a copy of this License with every

 copy of the Source Code form of the Covered Software You distribute

 or otherwise make available. You must inform recipients of any such

 Covered Software in Executable form as to how they can obtain such

 Covered Software in Source Code form in a reasonable manner on or

 through a medium customarily used for software exchange.

 

 3.2. Modifications.

 

 The Modifications that You create or to which You contribute are

 governed by the terms of this License. You represent that You

 believe Your Modifications are Your original creation(s) and/or You

 have sufficient rights to grant the rights conveyed by this License.

 

 3.3. Required Notices.

 

 You must include a notice in each of Your Modifications that

 identifies You as the Contributor of the Modification. You may not

 remove or alter any copyright, patent or trademark notices contained

 within the Covered Software, or any notices of licensing or any

 descriptive text giving attribution to any Contributor or the

 Initial Developer.

 

 3.4. Application of Additional Terms.

 

 You may not offer or impose any terms on any Covered Software in

 Source Code form that alters or restricts the applicable version of

 this License or the recipients' rights hereunder. You may choose to

 offer, and to charge a fee for, warranty, support, indemnity or

 liability obligations to one or more recipients of Covered Software.

 However, you may do so only on Your own behalf, and not on behalf of
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 the Initial Developer or any Contributor. You must make it

 absolutely clear that any such warranty, support, indemnity or

 liability obligation is offered by You alone, and You hereby agree

 to indemnify the Initial Developer and every Contributor for any

 liability incurred by the Initial Developer or such Contributor as a

 result of warranty, support, indemnity or liability terms You offer.

 

 3.5. Distribution of Executable Versions.

 

 You may distribute the Executable form of the Covered Software under

 the terms of this License or under the terms of a license of Your

 choice, which may contain terms different from this License,

 provided that You are in compliance with the terms of this License

 and that the license for the Executable form does not attempt to

 limit or alter the recipient's rights in the Source Code form from

 the rights set forth in this License. If You distribute the Covered

 Software in Executable form under a different license, You must make

 it absolutely clear that any terms which differ from this License

 are offered by You alone, not by the Initial Developer or

 Contributor. You hereby agree to indemnify the Initial Developer and

 every Contributor for any liability incurred by the Initial

 Developer or such Contributor as a result of any such terms You offer.

 

 3.6. Larger Works.

 

 You may create a Larger Work by combining Covered Software with

 other code not governed by the terms of this License and distribute

 the Larger Work as a single product. In such a case, You must make

 sure the requirements of this License are fulfilled for the Covered

 Software.

 

4. Versions of the License.

 

 4.1. New Versions.

 

 Oracle is the initial license steward and may publish revised and/or

 new versions of this License from time to time. Each version will be

 given a distinguishing version number. Except as provided in Section

 4.3, no one other than the license steward has the right to modify

 this License.

 

 4.2. Effect of New Versions.

 

 You may always continue to use, distribute or otherwise make the

 Covered Software available under the terms of the version of the

 License under which You originally received the Covered Software. If

 the Initial Developer includes a notice in the Original Software

 prohibiting it from being distributed or otherwise made available
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 under any subsequent version of the License, You must distribute and

 make the Covered Software available under the terms of the version

 of the License under which You originally received the Covered

 Software. Otherwise, You may also choose to use, distribute or

 otherwise make the Covered Software available under the terms of any

 subsequent version of the License published by the license steward.

 

 4.3. Modified Versions.

 

 When You are an Initial Developer and You want to create a new

 license for Your Original Software, You may create and use a

 modified version of this License if You: (a) rename the license and

 remove any references to the name of the license steward (except to

 note that the license differs from this License); and (b) otherwise

 make it clear that the license contains terms which differ from this

 License.

 

5. DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY.

 

 COVERED SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED UNDER THIS LICENSE ON AN "AS IS" BASIS,

 WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED,

 INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, WARRANTIES THAT THE COVERED SOFTWARE

 IS FREE OF DEFECTS, MERCHANTABLE, FIT FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR

 NON-INFRINGING. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF

 THE COVERED SOFTWARE IS WITH YOU. SHOULD ANY COVERED SOFTWARE PROVE

 DEFECTIVE IN ANY RESPECT, YOU (NOT THE INITIAL DEVELOPER OR ANY

 OTHER CONTRIBUTOR) ASSUME THE COST OF ANY NECESSARY SERVICING,

 REPAIR OR CORRECTION. THIS DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY CONSTITUTES AN

 ESSENTIAL PART OF THIS LICENSE. NO USE OF ANY COVERED SOFTWARE IS

 AUTHORIZED HEREUNDER EXCEPT UNDER THIS DISCLAIMER.

 

6. TERMINATION.

 

 6.1. This License and the rights granted hereunder will terminate

 automatically if You fail to comply with terms herein and fail to

 cure such breach within 30 days of becoming aware of the breach.

 Provisions which, by their nature, must remain in effect beyond the

 termination of this License shall survive.

 

 6.2. If You assert a patent infringement claim (excluding

 declaratory judgment actions) against Initial Developer or a

 Contributor (the Initial Developer or Contributor against whom You

 assert such claim is referred to as "Participant") alleging that the

 Participant Software (meaning the Contributor Version where the

 Participant is a Contributor or the Original Software where the

 Participant is the Initial Developer) directly or indirectly

 infringes any patent, then any and all rights granted directly or

 indirectly to You by such Participant, the Initial Developer (if the
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 Initial Developer is not the Participant) and all Contributors under

 Sections 2.1 and/or 2.2 of this License shall, upon 60 days notice

 from Participant terminate prospectively and automatically at the

 expiration of such 60 day notice period, unless if within such 60

 day period You withdraw Your claim with respect to the Participant

 Software against such Participant either unilaterally or pursuant to

 a written agreement with Participant.

 

 6.3. If You assert a patent infringement claim against Participant

 alleging that the Participant Software directly or indirectly

 infringes any patent where such claim is resolved (such as by

 license or settlement) prior to the initiation of patent

 infringement litigation, then the reasonable value of the licenses

 granted by such Participant under Sections 2.1 or 2.2 shall be taken

 into account in determining the amount or value of any payment or

 license.

 

 6.4. In the event of termination under Sections 6.1 or 6.2 above,

 all end user licenses that have been validly granted by You or any

 distributor hereunder prior to termination (excluding licenses

 granted to You by any distributor) shall survive termination.

 

7. LIMITATION OF LIABILITY.

 

 UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES AND UNDER NO LEGAL THEORY, WHETHER TORT

 (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE), CONTRACT, OR OTHERWISE, SHALL YOU, THE

 INITIAL DEVELOPER, ANY OTHER CONTRIBUTOR, OR ANY DISTRIBUTOR OF

 COVERED SOFTWARE, OR ANY SUPPLIER OF ANY OF SUCH PARTIES, BE LIABLE

 TO ANY PERSON FOR ANY INDIRECT, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, OR

 CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OF ANY CHARACTER INCLUDING, WITHOUT

 LIMITATION, DAMAGES FOR LOSS OF GOODWILL, WORK STOPPAGE, COMPUTER

 FAILURE OR MALFUNCTION, OR ANY AND ALL OTHER COMMERCIAL DAMAGES OR

 LOSSES, EVEN IF SUCH PARTY SHALL HAVE BEEN INFORMED OF THE

 POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES. THIS LIMITATION OF LIABILITY SHALL NOT

 APPLY TO LIABILITY FOR DEATH OR PERSONAL INJURY RESULTING FROM SUCH

 PARTY'S NEGLIGENCE TO THE EXTENT APPLICABLE LAW PROHIBITS SUCH

 LIMITATION. SOME JURISDICTIONS DO NOT ALLOW THE EXCLUSION OR

 LIMITATION OF INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, SO THIS EXCLUSION

 AND LIMITATION MAY NOT APPLY TO YOU.

 

8. U.S. GOVERNMENT END USERS.

 

 The Covered Software is a "commercial item," as that term is defined

 in 48 C.F.R. 2.101 (Oct. 1995), consisting of "commercial computer

 software" (as that term is defined at 48 C.F.R. §

 252.227-7014(a)(1)) and "commercial computer software documentation"

 as such terms are used in 48 C.F.R. 12.212 (Sept. 1995). Consistent

 with 48 C.F.R. 12.212 and 48 C.F.R. 227.7202-1 through 227.7202-4
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 (June 1995), all U.S. Government End Users acquire Covered Software

 with only those rights set forth herein. This U.S. Government Rights

 clause is in lieu of, and supersedes, any other FAR, DFAR, or other

 clause or provision that addresses Government rights in computer

 software under this License.

 

9. MISCELLANEOUS.

 

 This License represents the complete agreement concerning subject

 matter hereof. If any provision of this License is held to be

 unenforceable, such provision shall be reformed only to the extent

 necessary to make it enforceable. This License shall be governed by

 the law of the jurisdiction specified in a notice contained within

 the Original Software (except to the extent applicable law, if any,

 provides otherwise), excluding such jurisdiction's conflict-of-law

 provisions. Any litigation relating to this License shall be subject

 to the jurisdiction of the courts located in the jurisdiction and

 venue specified in a notice contained within the Original Software,

 with the losing party responsible for costs, including, without

 limitation, court costs and reasonable attorneys' fees and expenses.

 The application of the United Nations Convention on Contracts for

 the International Sale of Goods is expressly excluded. Any law or

 regulation which provides that the language of a contract shall be

 construed against the drafter shall not apply to this License. You

 agree that You alone are responsible for compliance with the United

 States export administration regulations (and the export control

 laws and regulation of any other countries) when You use, distribute

 or otherwise make available any Covered Software.

 

10. RESPONSIBILITY FOR CLAIMS.

 

 As between Initial Developer and the Contributors, each party is

 responsible for claims and damages arising, directly or indirectly,

 out of its utilization of rights under this License and You agree to

 work with Initial Developer and Contributors to distribute such

 responsibility on an equitable basis. Nothing herein is intended or

 shall be deemed to constitute any admission of liability.

/*

* DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS HEADER.

*

* Copyright 1997-2007 Sun Microsystems, Inc. All rights reserved.

*

* The contents of this file are subject to the terms of either the GNU

* General Public License Version 2 only ("GPL") or the Common Development

* and Distribution License("CDDL") (collectively, the "License").  You

* may not use this file except in compliance with the License. You can obtain

* a copy of the License at https://glassfish.dev.java.net/public/CDDL+GPL.html

* or glassfish/bootstrap/legal/LICENSE.txt.  See the License for the specific
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* language governing permissions and limitations under the License.

*

* When distributing the software, include this License Header Notice in each

* file and include the License file at glassfish/bootstrap/legal/LICENSE.txt.

* Sun designates this particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception

* as provided by Sun in the GPL Version 2 section of the License file that

* accompanied this code.  If applicable, add the following below the License

* Header, with the fields enclosed by brackets [] replaced by your own

* identifying information: "Portions Copyrighted [year]

* [name of copyright owner]"

*

* Contributor(s):

*

* If you wish your version of this file to be governed by only the CDDL or

* only the GPL Version 2, indicate your decision by adding "[Contributor]

* elects to include this software in this distribution under the [CDDL or GPL

* Version 2] license."  If you don't indicate a single choice of license, a

* recipient has the option to distribute your version of this file under

* either the CDDL, the GPL Version 2 or to extend the choice of license to

* its licensees as provided above.  However, if you add GPL Version 2 code

* and therefore, elected the GPL Version 2 license, then the option applies

* only if the new code is made subject to such option by the copyright

* holder.

*/

 

1.183 jboss-as-osgi-http 7.3.0.Final-redhat-14 
1.183.1 Available under license : 

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it * under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as * published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of * the License, or (at your option) any later version. * This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of *

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU * Lesser General Public

License for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public'

 

1.184 hibernate-c3p0 4.2.15.Final 
1.184.1 Available under license : 

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* indicated by the @author tags or express copyright

attribution * distributed under license by Red Hat Inc. * This copyrighted material is made available to anyone

wishing to use, modify, * copy, or redistribute it subject to the terms and conditions of the GNU * Lesser General

Public License, as published by the Free Software Foundation. * This program is distributed in the hope that it will

be useful, * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY * or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU Lesser General Public License * for more details. *

You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public License * Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA'
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1.185 jboss-as-naming 7.3.0.Final-redhat-14 
1.185.1 Available under license : 

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '# This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it # under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as # published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of # the License, or (at your option) any later version. # This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, # but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of #

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU # Lesser General Public

License for more details. # You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it * under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as * published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of * the License, or (at your option) any later version. * This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of *

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU * Lesser General Public

License for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '*  This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it *  under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as *  published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of *  the License, or (at your option) any later version. *  This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, *  but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of *

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU *  Lesser General Public

License for more details. *  You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public'

 

1.186 cxf-rt-bindings-xml 2.7.18 
1.186.1 Available under license : 

 

Apache CXF

Copyright 2006-2015 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.
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     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."
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     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not
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         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,
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     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.
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1.187 neethi 3.0.2.redhat-3 
1.187.1 Available under license : 

 

Apache Neethi

Copyright 2004-2013 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

 

This product is tested with testcases developed at W3C under the license:

http://www.w3.org/Consortium/Legal/2002/copyright-documents-20021231

The source distribution of this product includes those testcases.

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,
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     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)
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     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.
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  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS
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  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.188 solder-api 3.2.1.Final 
1.188.1 Available under license : 

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it * under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as * published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of * the License, or (at your option) any later version. * This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of *

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU * Lesser General Public

License for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public'

 

1.189 dom4j 2.1.3 
1.189.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2001-2005 (C) MetaStuff, Ltd. All Rights Reserved.

*

* This software is open source.

* See the bottom of this file for the licence.
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*/

/*

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided that the

* following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright statements and

* notices. Redistributions must also contain a copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

* this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

* and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "DOM4J" must not be used to endorse or promote products derived

* from this Software without prior written permission of MetaStuff, Ltd. For

* written permission, please contact dom4j-info@metastuff.com.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "DOM4J" nor may

* "DOM4J" appear in their names without prior written permission of MetaStuff,

* Ltd. DOM4J is a registered trademark of MetaStuff, Ltd.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the DOM4J Project - http://www.dom4j.org

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY METASTUFF, LTD. AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND

* ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

* ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL METASTUFF, LTD. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE

* LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

* CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

* SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

* INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

* CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE

* POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 2001-2005 (C) MetaStuff, Ltd. All Rights Reserved.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1034543185_1588830303.8/0/dom4j-2-1-3-sources-

jar/org/dom4j/tree/ElementQNameIterator.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1034543185_1588830303.8/0/dom4j-2-1-3-sources-

jar/org/dom4j/tree/ElementIterator.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1034543185_1588830303.8/0/dom4j-2-1-3-sources-

jar/org/dom4j/ElementHandler.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1034543185_1588830303.8/0/dom4j-2-1-3-sources-jar/org/dom4j/CDATA.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1034543185_1588830303.8/0/dom4j-2-1-3-sources-jar/org/dom4j/Document.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1034543185_1588830303.8/0/dom4j-2-1-3-sources-jar/org/dom4j/rule/Action.java
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* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1034543185_1588830303.8/0/dom4j-2-1-3-sources-jar/org/dom4j/Comment.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1034543185_1588830303.8/0/dom4j-2-1-3-sources-jar/org/dom4j/Entity.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1034543185_1588830303.8/0/dom4j-2-1-3-sources-

jar/org/dom4j/bean/BeanDocumentFactory.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1034543185_1588830303.8/0/dom4j-2-1-3-sources-

jar/org/dom4j/tree/FlyweightCDATA.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1034543185_1588830303.8/0/dom4j-2-1-3-sources-

jar/org/dom4j/IllegalAddException.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1034543185_1588830303.8/0/dom4j-2-1-3-sources-

jar/org/dom4j/jaxb/JAXBModifier.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1034543185_1588830303.8/0/dom4j-2-1-3-sources-

jar/org/dom4j/tree/FilterIterator.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1034543185_1588830303.8/0/dom4j-2-1-3-sources-

jar/org/dom4j/dom/DOMDocumentType.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1034543185_1588830303.8/0/dom4j-2-1-3-sources-jar/org/dom4j/rule/Pattern.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1034543185_1588830303.8/0/dom4j-2-1-3-sources-jar/org/dom4j/rule/Rule.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1034543185_1588830303.8/0/dom4j-2-1-3-sources-

jar/org/dom4j/tree/NamespaceStack.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1034543185_1588830303.8/0/dom4j-2-1-3-sources-

jar/org/dom4j/tree/NamespaceCache.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1034543185_1588830303.8/0/dom4j-2-1-3-sources-

jar/org/dom4j/jaxb/JAXBObjectHandler.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1034543185_1588830303.8/0/dom4j-2-1-3-sources-

jar/org/dom4j/io/DOMReader.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1034543185_1588830303.8/0/dom4j-2-1-3-sources-jar/org/dom4j/QName.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1034543185_1588830303.8/0/dom4j-2-1-3-sources-

jar/org/dom4j/VisitorSupport.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1034543185_1588830303.8/0/dom4j-2-1-3-sources-

jar/org/dom4j/InvalidXPathException.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1034543185_1588830303.8/0/dom4j-2-1-3-sources-jar/org/dom4j/XPath.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1034543185_1588830303.8/0/dom4j-2-1-3-sources-

jar/org/dom4j/bean/BeanMetaData.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1034543185_1588830303.8/0/dom4j-2-1-3-sources-

jar/org/dom4j/dtd/ElementDecl.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1034543185_1588830303.8/0/dom4j-2-1-3-sources-

jar/org/dom4j/io/XMLWriter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1034543185_1588830303.8/0/dom4j-2-1-3-sources-

jar/org/dom4j/rule/pattern/DefaultPattern.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1034543185_1588830303.8/0/dom4j-2-1-3-sources-

jar/org/dom4j/xpath/XPathPattern.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1034543185_1588830303.8/0/dom4j-2-1-3-sources-

jar/org/dom4j/tree/DefaultCDATA.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1034543185_1588830303.8/0/dom4j-2-1-3-sources-

jar/org/dom4j/io/PruningDispatchHandler.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1034543185_1588830303.8/0/dom4j-2-1-3-sources-

jar/org/dom4j/rule/Stylesheet.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1034543185_1588830303.8/0/dom4j-2-1-3-sources-

jar/org/dom4j/swing/XMLTableColumnDefinition.java
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* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1034543185_1588830303.8/0/dom4j-2-1-3-sources-

jar/org/dom4j/datatype/DatatypeDocumentFactory.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1034543185_1588830303.8/0/dom4j-2-1-3-sources-

jar/org/dom4j/io/SAXEventRecorder.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1034543185_1588830303.8/0/dom4j-2-1-3-sources-

jar/org/dom4j/dom/DOMEntityReference.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1034543185_1588830303.8/0/dom4j-2-1-3-sources-

jar/org/dom4j/tree/FlyweightAttribute.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1034543185_1588830303.8/0/dom4j-2-1-3-sources-

jar/org/dom4j/DocumentFactory.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1034543185_1588830303.8/0/dom4j-2-1-3-sources-

jar/org/dom4j/tree/DefaultDocument.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1034543185_1588830303.8/0/dom4j-2-1-3-sources-

jar/org/dom4j/io/DocumentResult.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1034543185_1588830303.8/0/dom4j-2-1-3-sources-

jar/org/dom4j/io/SAXModifyElementHandler.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1034543185_1588830303.8/0/dom4j-2-1-3-sources-

jar/org/dom4j/util/NodeComparator.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1034543185_1588830303.8/0/dom4j-2-1-3-sources-

jar/org/dom4j/ProcessingInstruction.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1034543185_1588830303.8/0/dom4j-2-1-3-sources-

jar/org/dom4j/util/UserDataElement.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1034543185_1588830303.8/0/dom4j-2-1-3-sources-

jar/org/dom4j/util/PerThreadSingleton.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1034543185_1588830303.8/0/dom4j-2-1-3-sources-

jar/org/dom4j/dom/DOMComment.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1034543185_1588830303.8/0/dom4j-2-1-3-sources-

jar/org/dom4j/util/XMLErrorHandler.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1034543185_1588830303.8/0/dom4j-2-1-3-sources-

jar/org/dom4j/util/NonLazyElement.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1034543185_1588830303.8/0/dom4j-2-1-3-sources-

jar/org/dom4j/bean/BeanAttributeList.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1034543185_1588830303.8/0/dom4j-2-1-3-sources-

jar/org/dom4j/io/DOMWriter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1034543185_1588830303.8/0/dom4j-2-1-3-sources-

jar/org/dom4j/tree/FlyweightEntity.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1034543185_1588830303.8/0/dom4j-2-1-3-sources-

jar/org/dom4j/tree/AbstractProcessingInstruction.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1034543185_1588830303.8/0/dom4j-2-1-3-sources-

jar/org/dom4j/tree/BackedList.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1034543185_1588830303.8/0/dom4j-2-1-3-sources-

jar/org/dom4j/io/STAXEventWriter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1034543185_1588830303.8/0/dom4j-2-1-3-sources-

jar/org/dom4j/jaxb/JAXBSupport.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1034543185_1588830303.8/0/dom4j-2-1-3-sources-

jar/org/dom4j/util/IndexedElement.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1034543185_1588830303.8/0/dom4j-2-1-3-sources-

jar/org/dom4j/io/ElementStack.java
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* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1034543185_1588830303.8/0/dom4j-2-1-3-sources-jar/org/dom4j/NodeFilter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1034543185_1588830303.8/0/dom4j-2-1-3-sources-

jar/org/dom4j/XPathException.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1034543185_1588830303.8/0/dom4j-2-1-3-sources-

jar/org/dom4j/tree/FlyweightText.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1034543185_1588830303.8/0/dom4j-2-1-3-sources-

jar/org/dom4j/tree/AbstractCharacterData.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1034543185_1588830303.8/0/dom4j-2-1-3-sources-

jar/org/dom4j/rule/pattern/NodeTypePattern.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1034543185_1588830303.8/0/dom4j-2-1-3-sources-

jar/org/dom4j/dtd/ExternalEntityDecl.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1034543185_1588830303.8/0/dom4j-2-1-3-sources-

jar/org/dom4j/swing/XMLTableDefinition.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1034543185_1588830303.8/0/dom4j-2-1-3-sources-

jar/org/dom4j/io/XPP3Reader.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1034543185_1588830303.8/0/dom4j-2-1-3-sources-

jar/org/dom4j/jaxb/JAXBWriter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1034543185_1588830303.8/0/dom4j-2-1-3-sources-

jar/org/dom4j/bean/BeanAttribute.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1034543185_1588830303.8/0/dom4j-2-1-3-sources-

jar/org/dom4j/tree/AbstractCDATA.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1034543185_1588830303.8/0/dom4j-2-1-3-sources-

jar/org/dom4j/swing/DocumentTreeModel.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1034543185_1588830303.8/0/dom4j-2-1-3-sources-

jar/org/dom4j/tree/FlyweightProcessingInstruction.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1034543185_1588830303.8/0/dom4j-2-1-3-sources-

jar/org/dom4j/util/ProxyDocumentFactory.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1034543185_1588830303.8/0/dom4j-2-1-3-sources-

jar/org/dom4j/io/PruningElementStack.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1034543185_1588830303.8/0/dom4j-2-1-3-sources-

jar/org/dom4j/DocumentType.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1034543185_1588830303.8/0/dom4j-2-1-3-sources-

jar/org/dom4j/tree/ContentListFacade.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1034543185_1588830303.8/0/dom4j-2-1-3-sources-

jar/org/dom4j/tree/AbstractEntity.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1034543185_1588830303.8/0/dom4j-2-1-3-sources-

jar/org/dom4j/util/UserDataAttribute.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1034543185_1588830303.8/0/dom4j-2-1-3-sources-jar/org/dom4j/Visitor.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1034543185_1588830303.8/0/dom4j-2-1-3-sources-

jar/org/dom4j/io/SAXWriter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1034543185_1588830303.8/0/dom4j-2-1-3-sources-jar/org/dom4j/Node.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1034543185_1588830303.8/0/dom4j-2-1-3-sources-jar/org/dom4j/Attribute.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1034543185_1588830303.8/0/dom4j-2-1-3-sources-

jar/org/dom4j/swing/XMLTableModel.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1034543185_1588830303.8/0/dom4j-2-1-3-sources-

jar/org/dom4j/dom/DOMProcessingInstruction.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1034543185_1588830303.8/0/dom4j-2-1-3-sources-jar/org/dom4j/rule/Mode.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1034543185_1588830303.8/0/dom4j-2-1-3-sources-
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jar/org/dom4j/rule/NullAction.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1034543185_1588830303.8/0/dom4j-2-1-3-sources-jar/org/dom4j/Namespace.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1034543185_1588830303.8/0/dom4j-2-1-3-sources-

jar/org/dom4j/tree/DefaultProcessingInstruction.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1034543185_1588830303.8/0/dom4j-2-1-3-sources-

jar/org/dom4j/tree/FlyweightComment.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1034543185_1588830303.8/0/dom4j-2-1-3-sources-

jar/org/dom4j/io/SAXValidator.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1034543185_1588830303.8/0/dom4j-2-1-3-sources-

jar/org/dom4j/tree/BaseElement.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1034543185_1588830303.8/0/dom4j-2-1-3-sources-

jar/org/dom4j/dom/DOMText.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1034543185_1588830303.8/0/dom4j-2-1-3-sources-

jar/org/dom4j/xpath/DefaultXPath.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1034543185_1588830303.8/0/dom4j-2-1-3-sources-

jar/org/dom4j/tree/AbstractAttribute.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1034543185_1588830303.8/0/dom4j-2-1-3-sources-

jar/org/dom4j/ElementPath.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1034543185_1588830303.8/0/dom4j-2-1-3-sources-

jar/org/dom4j/CharacterData.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1034543185_1588830303.8/0/dom4j-2-1-3-sources-

jar/org/dom4j/bean/BeanElement.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1034543185_1588830303.8/0/dom4j-2-1-3-sources-

jar/org/dom4j/util/SimpleSingleton.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1034543185_1588830303.8/0/dom4j-2-1-3-sources-

jar/org/dom4j/util/NonLazyDocumentFactory.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1034543185_1588830303.8/0/dom4j-2-1-3-sources-

jar/org/dom4j/datatype/DatatypeAttribute.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1034543185_1588830303.8/0/dom4j-2-1-3-sources-

jar/org/dom4j/tree/DefaultEntity.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1034543185_1588830303.8/0/dom4j-2-1-3-sources-

jar/org/dom4j/tree/AbstractDocument.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1034543185_1588830303.8/0/dom4j-2-1-3-sources-

jar/org/dom4j/tree/QNameCache.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1034543185_1588830303.8/0/dom4j-2-1-3-sources-

jar/org/dom4j/tree/AbstractNode.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1034543185_1588830303.8/0/dom4j-2-1-3-sources-

jar/org/dom4j/jaxb/JAXBRuntimeException.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1034543185_1588830303.8/0/dom4j-2-1-3-sources-

jar/org/dom4j/util/IndexedDocumentFactory.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1034543185_1588830303.8/0/dom4j-2-1-3-sources-

jar/org/dom4j/tree/AbstractBranch.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1034543185_1588830303.8/0/dom4j-2-1-3-sources-

jar/org/dom4j/io/HTMLWriter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1034543185_1588830303.8/0/dom4j-2-1-3-sources-

jar/org/dom4j/dtd/InternalEntityDecl.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1034543185_1588830303.8/0/dom4j-2-1-3-sources-

jar/org/dom4j/dom/DOMDocumentFactory.java
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* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1034543185_1588830303.8/0/dom4j-2-1-3-sources-

jar/org/dom4j/datatype/DatatypeElementFactory.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1034543185_1588830303.8/0/dom4j-2-1-3-sources-

jar/org/dom4j/tree/DefaultComment.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1034543185_1588830303.8/0/dom4j-2-1-3-sources-

jar/org/dom4j/dom/DOMCDATA.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1034543185_1588830303.8/0/dom4j-2-1-3-sources-

jar/org/dom4j/swing/BranchTreeNode.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1034543185_1588830303.8/0/dom4j-2-1-3-sources-

jar/org/dom4j/io/SAXModifier.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1034543185_1588830303.8/0/dom4j-2-1-3-sources-

jar/org/dom4j/swing/LeafTreeNode.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1034543185_1588830303.8/0/dom4j-2-1-3-sources-

jar/org/dom4j/dom/DOMNodeHelper.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1034543185_1588830303.8/0/dom4j-2-1-3-sources-

jar/org/dom4j/jaxb/JAXBObjectModifier.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1034543185_1588830303.8/0/dom4j-2-1-3-sources-

jar/org/dom4j/jaxb/JAXBReader.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1034543185_1588830303.8/0/dom4j-2-1-3-sources-

jar/org/dom4j/io/ElementModifier.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1034543185_1588830303.8/0/dom4j-2-1-3-sources-

jar/org/dom4j/dom/DOMAttributeNodeMap.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1034543185_1588830303.8/0/dom4j-2-1-3-sources-

jar/org/dom4j/io/XMLResult.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1034543185_1588830303.8/0/dom4j-2-1-3-sources-

jar/org/dom4j/io/SAXModifyReader.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1034543185_1588830303.8/0/dom4j-2-1-3-sources-

jar/org/dom4j/xpp/ProxyXmlStartTag.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1034543185_1588830303.8/0/dom4j-2-1-3-sources-

jar/org/dom4j/dtd/AttributeDecl.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1034543185_1588830303.8/0/dom4j-2-1-3-sources-

jar/org/dom4j/io/DocumentInputSource.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1034543185_1588830303.8/0/dom4j-2-1-3-sources-

jar/org/dom4j/io/STAXEventReader.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1034543185_1588830303.8/0/dom4j-2-1-3-sources-

jar/org/dom4j/io/SAXContentHandler.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1034543185_1588830303.8/0/dom4j-2-1-3-sources-

jar/org/dom4j/util/SingletonStrategy.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1034543185_1588830303.8/0/dom4j-2-1-3-sources-

jar/org/dom4j/tree/AbstractDocumentType.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1034543185_1588830303.8/0/dom4j-2-1-3-sources-

jar/org/dom4j/DocumentException.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1034543185_1588830303.8/0/dom4j-2-1-3-sources-

jar/org/dom4j/tree/AbstractText.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1034543185_1588830303.8/0/dom4j-2-1-3-sources-

jar/org/dom4j/dom/DOMNamespace.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1034543185_1588830303.8/0/dom4j-2-1-3-sources-

jar/org/dom4j/tree/DefaultDocumentType.java
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* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1034543185_1588830303.8/0/dom4j-2-1-3-sources-

jar/org/dom4j/io/SAXModifyException.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1034543185_1588830303.8/0/dom4j-2-1-3-sources-

jar/org/dom4j/dom/DOMDocument.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1034543185_1588830303.8/0/dom4j-2-1-3-sources-

jar/org/dom4j/tree/AbstractElement.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1034543185_1588830303.8/0/dom4j-2-1-3-sources-

jar/org/dom4j/util/UserDataDocumentFactory.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1034543185_1588830303.8/0/dom4j-2-1-3-sources-

jar/org/dom4j/io/XPPReader.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1034543185_1588830303.8/0/dom4j-2-1-3-sources-

jar/org/dom4j/tree/DefaultAttribute.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1034543185_1588830303.8/0/dom4j-2-1-3-sources-

jar/org/dom4j/io/OutputFormat.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1034543185_1588830303.8/0/dom4j-2-1-3-sources-

jar/org/dom4j/datatype/NamedTypeResolver.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1034543185_1588830303.8/0/dom4j-2-1-3-sources-

jar/org/dom4j/tree/SingleIterator.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1034543185_1588830303.8/0/dom4j-2-1-3-sources-

jar/org/dom4j/dom/DOMAttribute.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1034543185_1588830303.8/0/dom4j-2-1-3-sources-

jar/org/dom4j/rule/RuleManager.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1034543185_1588830303.8/0/dom4j-2-1-3-sources-

jar/org/dom4j/tree/DefaultElement.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1034543185_1588830303.8/0/dom4j-2-1-3-sources-

jar/org/dom4j/datatype/InvalidSchemaException.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1034543185_1588830303.8/0/dom4j-2-1-3-sources-

jar/org/dom4j/xpath/DefaultNamespaceContext.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1034543185_1588830303.8/0/dom4j-2-1-3-sources-

jar/org/dom4j/datatype/DatatypeElement.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1034543185_1588830303.8/0/dom4j-2-1-3-sources-

jar/org/dom4j/io/DocumentSource.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1034543185_1588830303.8/0/dom4j-2-1-3-sources-

jar/org/dom4j/tree/ElementNameIterator.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1034543185_1588830303.8/0/dom4j-2-1-3-sources-

jar/org/dom4j/io/DOMSAXContentHandler.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1034543185_1588830303.8/0/dom4j-2-1-3-sources-

jar/org/dom4j/dom/DOMElement.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1034543185_1588830303.8/0/dom4j-2-1-3-sources-

jar/org/dom4j/io/JAXPHelper.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1034543185_1588830303.8/0/dom4j-2-1-3-sources-

jar/org/dom4j/rule/RuleSet.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1034543185_1588830303.8/0/dom4j-2-1-3-sources-jar/org/dom4j/Branch.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1034543185_1588830303.8/0/dom4j-2-1-3-sources-jar/org/dom4j/Text.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1034543185_1588830303.8/0/dom4j-2-1-3-sources-

jar/org/dom4j/io/DOMDocumentResult.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1034543185_1588830303.8/0/dom4j-2-1-3-sources-

jar/org/dom4j/datatype/SchemaParser.java
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* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1034543185_1588830303.8/0/dom4j-2-1-3-sources-

jar/org/dom4j/io/DispatchHandler.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1034543185_1588830303.8/0/dom4j-2-1-3-sources-

jar/org/dom4j/io/SAXModifyContentHandler.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1034543185_1588830303.8/0/dom4j-2-1-3-sources-

jar/org/dom4j/tree/AbstractComment.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1034543185_1588830303.8/0/dom4j-2-1-3-sources-

jar/org/dom4j/util/AttributeHelper.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1034543185_1588830303.8/0/dom4j-2-1-3-sources-

jar/org/dom4j/tree/DefaultText.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1034543185_1588830303.8/0/dom4j-2-1-3-sources-

jar/org/dom4j/tree/DefaultNamespace.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1034543185_1588830303.8/0/dom4j-2-1-3-sources-jar/org/dom4j/Element.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2001-2005 (C) MetaStuff, Ltd. All Rights Reserved.

*

* This software is open source.

* See the bottom of this file for the licence.

*/

/*

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided that the

* following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright statements and

* notices. Redistributions must also contain a copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

* this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

* and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "DOM4J" must not be used to endorse or promote products derived

* from this Software without prior written permission of MetaStuff, Ltd. For

* written permission, please contact dom4j-info@metastuff.com.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "DOM4J" nor may

* "DOM4J" appear in their names without prior written permission of MetaStuff,

* Ltd. DOM4J is a registered trademark of MetaStuff, Ltd.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the DOM4J Project - http://www.dom4j.org

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY METASTUFF, LTD. AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND

* ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

* ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL METASTUFF, LTD. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE

* LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR
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* CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

* SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

* INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

* CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE

* POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 2001-2005 (C) MetaStuff, Ltd. All Rights Reserved.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1034543185_1588830303.8/0/dom4j-2-1-3-sources-

jar/org/dom4j/DocumentHelper.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1034543185_1588830303.8/0/dom4j-2-1-3-sources-

jar/org/dom4j/io/SAXReader.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1034543185_1588830303.8/0/dom4j-2-1-3-sources-

jar/org/dom4j/io/SAXHelper.java

 

1.190 spring-web 3.0.7.RELEASE 
1.190.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2006 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675613_1606843493.96/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/context/ServletConfigAware.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675613_1606843493.96/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/multipart/MultipartFile.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675613_1606843493.96/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/bind/ServletRequestBindingException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675613_1606843493.96/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-2-
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jar/org/springframework/web/jsf/DecoratingNavigationHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675613_1606843493.96/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/jsf/FacesContextUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675613_1606843493.96/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/util/TagUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675613_1606843493.96/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/HttpSessionRequiredException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675613_1606843493.96/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/jsf/DelegatingNavigationHandlerProxy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675613_1606843493.96/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/multipart/commons/CommonsMultipartFile.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675613_1606843493.96/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/context/request/WebRequestInterceptor.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2005 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675613_1606843493.96/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/context/ServletContextAware.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2007 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
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* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675613_1606843493.96/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/jsf/WebApplicationContextVariableResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675613_1606843493.96/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/bind/support/DefaultSessionAttributeStore.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675613_1606843493.96/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/bind/annotation/InitBinder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675613_1606843493.96/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/multipart/MultipartException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675613_1606843493.96/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/bind/support/SimpleSessionStatus.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675613_1606843493.96/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/bind/annotation/ModelAttribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675613_1606843493.96/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/util/HttpSessionMutexListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675613_1606843493.96/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/context/request/SessionScope.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675613_1606843493.96/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/remoting/jaxws/JaxWsSoapFaultException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675613_1606843493.96/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/bind/support/SessionAttributeStore.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675613_1606843493.96/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/HttpRequestHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675613_1606843493.96/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/context/support/ServletContextAwareProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675613_1606843493.96/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/filter/CharacterEncodingFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675613_1606843493.96/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/bind/support/SessionStatus.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675613_1606843493.96/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/jsf/el/WebApplicationContextFacesELResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675613_1606843493.96/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/jsf/SpringBeanVariableResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675613_1606843493.96/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/util/IntrospectorCleanupListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675613_1606843493.96/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/multipart/MultipartResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675613_1606843493.96/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/bind/support/WebBindingInitializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675613_1606843493.96/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/context/request/RequestScope.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*
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* Copyright 2002-2009 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675613_1606843493.96/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/filter/DelegatingFilterProxy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675613_1606843493.96/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/remoting/caucho/SimpleBurlapServiceExporter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675613_1606843493.96/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/remoting/jaxws/SimpleHttpServerJaxWsServiceExporter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675613_1606843493.96/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/context/ContextLoaderListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675613_1606843493.96/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/HttpMediaTypeNotSupportedException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675613_1606843493.96/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/http/converter/xml/AbstractJaxb2HttpMessageConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675613_1606843493.96/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/bind/annotation/RequestMethod.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675613_1606843493.96/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/remoting/jaxws/SimpleJaxWsServiceExporter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675613_1606843493.96/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/context/support/ServletContextFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675613_1606843493.96/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/client/ResponseErrorHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675613_1606843493.96/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/context/ContextCleanupListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675613_1606843493.96/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/http/converter/HttpMessageConversionException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675613_1606843493.96/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/context/support/ServletContextAttributeFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675613_1606843493.96/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/context/support/ServletContextParameterFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675613_1606843493.96/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/remoting/caucho/BurlapClientInterceptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675613_1606843493.96/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/client/support/RestGatewaySupport.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1110675613_1606843493.96/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/http/server/ServerHttpResponse.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675613_1606843493.96/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/context/support/GenericWebApplicationContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675613_1606843493.96/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/context/request/ServletRequestAttributes.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675613_1606843493.96/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/bind/MissingServletRequestParameterException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675613_1606843493.96/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/context/request/FacesRequestAttributes.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675613_1606843493.96/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/remoting/jaxrpc/LocalJaxRpcServiceFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675613_1606843493.96/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/remoting/jaxrpc/JaxRpcSoapFaultException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675613_1606843493.96/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/context/request/RequestAttributes.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675613_1606843493.96/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/context/support/XmlWebApplicationContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675613_1606843493.96/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/context/WebApplicationContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675613_1606843493.96/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/HttpMediaTypeNotAcceptableException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675613_1606843493.96/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/http/HttpMethod.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675613_1606843493.96/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/util/NestedServletException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675613_1606843493.96/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/context/request/RequestContextListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675613_1606843493.96/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/util/CookieGenerator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675613_1606843493.96/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/remoting/jaxrpc/JaxRpcPortClientInterceptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675613_1606843493.96/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/bind/UnsatisfiedServletRequestParameterException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675613_1606843493.96/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/bind/annotation/RequestBody.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675613_1606843493.96/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/bind/annotation/ResponseStatus.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675613_1606843493.96/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/filter/RequestContextFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675613_1606843493.96/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/client/RestClientException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675613_1606843493.96/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/remoting/caucho/SimpleHessianServiceExporter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675613_1606843493.96/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/remoting/caucho/BurlapProxyFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675613_1606843493.96/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/http/converter/HttpMessageNotWritableException.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1110675613_1606843493.96/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/client/ResourceAccessException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675613_1606843493.96/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/http/client/support/HttpAccessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675613_1606843493.96/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/remoting/httpinvoker/SimpleHttpInvokerServiceExporter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675613_1606843493.96/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/http/HttpMessage.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675613_1606843493.96/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/http/MediaTypeEditor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675613_1606843493.96/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/remoting/jaxrpc/ServletEndpointSupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675613_1606843493.96/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/bind/annotation/Mapping.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675613_1606843493.96/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/context/ConfigurableWebApplicationContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675613_1606843493.96/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/context/support/ServletContextScope.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675613_1606843493.96/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/context/request/DestructionCallbackBindingListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675613_1606843493.96/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/HttpMediaTypeException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675613_1606843493.96/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/http/HttpStatus.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675613_1606843493.96/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/remoting/httpinvoker/HttpInvokerProxyFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675613_1606843493.96/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/bind/support/WebArgumentResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675613_1606843493.96/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/client/RequestCallback.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675613_1606843493.96/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/remoting/jaxrpc/JaxRpcPortProxyFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675613_1606843493.96/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/http/client/ClientHttpResponse.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675613_1606843493.96/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/http/converter/HttpMessageNotReadableException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675613_1606843493.96/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/remoting/jaxrpc/JaxRpcServicePostProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675613_1606843493.96/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/http/client/ClientHttpRequestFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675613_1606843493.96/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/context/support/StaticWebApplicationContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675613_1606843493.96/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/remoting/caucho/HessianServiceExporter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675613_1606843493.96/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/remoting/caucho/HessianExporter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675613_1606843493.96/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/remoting/jaxws/LocalJaxWsServiceFactoryBean.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1110675613_1606843493.96/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/context/support/AnnotationConfigWebApplicationContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675613_1606843493.96/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/context/support/AbstractRefreshableWebApplicationContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675613_1606843493.96/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/client/ResponseExtractor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675613_1606843493.96/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/remoting/jaxrpc/LocalJaxRpcServiceFactory.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2005 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675613_1606843493.96/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/context/support/ServletContextPropertyPlaceholderConfigurer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675613_1606843493.96/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/remoting/httpinvoker/HttpInvokerClientConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675613_1606843493.96/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/multipart/MaxUploadSizeExceededException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675613_1606843493.96/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/filter/ServletContextRequestLoggingFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675613_1606843493.96/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/remoting/httpinvoker/HttpInvokerRequestExecutor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675613_1606843493.96/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/filter/CommonsRequestLoggingFilter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2011 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*
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*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675613_1606843493.96/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/http/client/SimpleClientHttpRequestFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675613_1606843493.96/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/remoting/httpinvoker/CommonsHttpInvokerRequestExecutor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675613_1606843493.96/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/util/HtmlCharacterEntityReferences.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675613_1606843493.96/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/util/ExpressionEvaluationUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675613_1606843493.96/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/http/MediaType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675613_1606843493.96/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/http/server/ServletServerHttpRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675613_1606843493.96/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/multipart/commons/CommonsFileUploadSupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675613_1606843493.96/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/remoting/httpinvoker/SimpleHttpInvokerRequestExecutor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675613_1606843493.96/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/http/client/CommonsClientHttpRequestFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675613_1606843493.96/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/http/converter/json/MappingJacksonHttpMessageConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675613_1606843493.96/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/util/WebUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675613_1606843493.96/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/http/client/SimpleClientHttpRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675613_1606843493.96/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/http/server/ServletServerHttpResponse.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675613_1606843493.96/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/client/DefaultResponseErrorHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675613_1606843493.96/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/http/converter/ResourceHttpMessageConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675613_1606843493.96/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/context/support/ServletContextResource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675613_1606843493.96/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/http/client/AbstractClientHttpRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675613_1606843493.96/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/bind/support/ConfigurableWebBindingInitializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675613_1606843493.96/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/http/converter/FormHttpMessageConverter.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1110675613_1606843493.96/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/bind/ServletRequestDataBinder.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2011 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675613_1606843493.96/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/http/HttpHeaders.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675613_1606843493.96/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/context/request/ServletWebRequest.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2010 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675613_1606843493.96/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/context/request/NativeWebRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675613_1606843493.96/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/bind/annotation/support/HandlerMethodResolver.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1110675613_1606843493.96/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/http/client/CommonsClientHttpResponse.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675613_1606843493.96/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/http/converter/xml/MarshallingHttpMessageConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675613_1606843493.96/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/bind/annotation/ResponseBody.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675613_1606843493.96/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/remoting/caucho/HessianClientInterceptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675613_1606843493.96/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/multipart/commons/CommonsMultipartResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675613_1606843493.96/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/filter/HiddenHttpMethodFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675613_1606843493.96/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/context/support/WebApplicationObjectSupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675613_1606843493.96/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/http/HttpInputMessage.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675613_1606843493.96/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/bind/annotation/RequestHeader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675613_1606843493.96/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/context/ContextLoader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675613_1606843493.96/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/bind/annotation/ValueConstants.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675613_1606843493.96/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/client/RestTemplate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675613_1606843493.96/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/context/request/FacesWebRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675613_1606843493.96/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/http/converter/feed/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675613_1606843493.96/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/remoting/httpinvoker/AbstractHttpInvokerRequestExecutor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675613_1606843493.96/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/bind/annotation/RequestMapping.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675613_1606843493.96/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/bind/annotation/RequestParam.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675613_1606843493.96/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/http/client/support/ProxyFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675613_1606843493.96/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/http/client/SimpleClientHttpResponse.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675613_1606843493.96/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/http/converter/HttpMessageConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675613_1606843493.96/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/client/HttpServerErrorException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675613_1606843493.96/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/http/converter/xml/SourceHttpMessageConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675613_1606843493.96/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/remoting/jaxws/AbstractJaxWsServiceExporter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675613_1606843493.96/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/http/converter/feed/RssChannelHttpMessageConverter.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1110675613_1606843493.96/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/remoting/jaxws/JaxWsPortClientInterceptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675613_1606843493.96/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/http/converter/xml/AbstractXmlHttpMessageConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675613_1606843493.96/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/bind/support/WebRequestDataBinder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675613_1606843493.96/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/http/converter/xml/Jaxb2RootElementHttpMessageConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675613_1606843493.96/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/http/converter/ByteArrayHttpMessageConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675613_1606843493.96/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/http/HttpOutputMessage.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675613_1606843493.96/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/context/support/ServletContextResourceLoader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675613_1606843493.96/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/util/UriUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675613_1606843493.96/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/http/converter/AbstractHttpMessageConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675613_1606843493.96/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/http/HttpEntity.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675613_1606843493.96/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/context/support/ServletContextResourcePatternResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675613_1606843493.96/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/context/request/RequestContextHolder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675613_1606843493.96/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/http/converter/StringHttpMessageConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675613_1606843493.96/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/http/converter/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675613_1606843493.96/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/bind/annotation/CookieValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675613_1606843493.96/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/http/ResponseEntity.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675613_1606843493.96/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/remoting/jaxws/LocalJaxWsServiceFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675613_1606843493.96/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/remoting/httpinvoker/HttpInvokerServiceExporter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675613_1606843493.96/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/http/converter/xml/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675613_1606843493.96/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/context/support/WebApplicationContextUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675613_1606843493.96/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/filter/ShallowEtagHeaderFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675613_1606843493.96/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/util/UrlPathHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675613_1606843493.96/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/http/converter/feed/AbstractWireFeedHttpMessageConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675613_1606843493.96/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/client/HttpStatusCodeException.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1110675613_1606843493.96/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/http/converter/BufferedImageHttpMessageConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675613_1606843493.96/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/bind/WebDataBinder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675613_1606843493.96/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/remoting/jaxws/JaxWsPortProxyFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675613_1606843493.96/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/util/UriTemplate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675613_1606843493.96/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/http/converter/feed/AtomFeedHttpMessageConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675613_1606843493.96/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/client/HttpClientErrorException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675613_1606843493.96/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/http/converter/xml/XmlAwareFormHttpMessageConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675613_1606843493.96/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/http/converter/json/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675613_1606843493.96/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/multipart/MultipartRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675613_1606843493.96/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/multipart/support/MultipartFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675613_1606843493.96/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/http/server/ServerHttpRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675613_1606843493.96/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/bind/annotation/ExceptionHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675613_1606843493.96/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/client/RestOperations.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675613_1606843493.96/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/http/client/CommonsClientHttpRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675613_1606843493.96/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/bind/annotation/support/HandlerMethodInvoker.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675613_1606843493.96/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/bind/ServletRequestParameterPropertyValues.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675613_1606843493.96/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/bind/annotation/SessionAttributes.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675613_1606843493.96/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/client/HttpMessageConverterExtractor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675613_1606843493.96/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/http/client/ClientHttpRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675613_1606843493.96/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/context/request/WebRequest.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2008 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at
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*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675613_1606843493.96/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/context/support/ContextExposingHttpServletRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675613_1606843493.96/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/remoting/caucho/BurlapServiceExporter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675613_1606843493.96/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/filter/AbstractRequestLoggingFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675613_1606843493.96/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/multipart/support/StringMultipartFileEditor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675613_1606843493.96/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/multipart/support/ByteArrayMultipartFileEditor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675613_1606843493.96/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/bind/ServletRequestUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675613_1606843493.96/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/remoting/caucho/HessianProxyFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675613_1606843493.96/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/util/JavaScriptUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675613_1606843493.96/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/multipart/support/DefaultMultipartHttpServletRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675613_1606843493.96/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/jsf/DelegatingPhaseListenerMulticaster.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675613_1606843493.96/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/util/HtmlCharacterEntityDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675613_1606843493.96/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/context/support/RequestHandledEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675613_1606843493.96/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/remoting/httpinvoker/HttpInvokerClientInterceptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675613_1606843493.96/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/context/support/ServletContextAttributeExporter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675613_1606843493.96/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/remoting/caucho/BurlapExporter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675613_1606843493.96/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/util/Log4jWebConfigurer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675613_1606843493.96/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/util/HtmlUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675613_1606843493.96/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/filter/GenericFilterBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675613_1606843493.96/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-2-
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jar/org/springframework/web/context/request/AbstractRequestAttributesScope.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675613_1606843493.96/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/context/request/Log4jNestedDiagnosticContextInterceptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675613_1606843493.96/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/bind/annotation/support/HandlerMethodInvocationException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675613_1606843493.96/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/filter/OncePerRequestFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675613_1606843493.96/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/jsf/DelegatingVariableResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675613_1606843493.96/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/bind/EscapedErrors.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675613_1606843493.96/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/context/support/SpringBeanAutowiringSupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675613_1606843493.96/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/HttpRequestMethodNotSupportedException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675613_1606843493.96/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/multipart/support/AbstractMultipartHttpServletRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675613_1606843493.96/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/context/support/HttpRequestHandlerServlet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675613_1606843493.96/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/util/WebAppRootListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675613_1606843493.96/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/filter/Log4jNestedDiagnosticContextFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675613_1606843493.96/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/jsf/el/SpringBeanFacesELResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675613_1606843493.96/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/context/support/ServletRequestHandledEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675613_1606843493.96/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/util/Log4jConfigListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675613_1606843493.96/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/multipart/MultipartHttpServletRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675613_1606843493.96/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/context/request/AbstractRequestAttributes.java

 

1.191 ironjacamar-core-impl 1.0.15.Final 
1.191.1 Available under license : 

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it * under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as * published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of * the License, or (at your option) any later version. * This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of *

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU * Lesser General Public

License for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public'
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1.192 mvel2 2.1.8.Final 
1.192.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/***

* ASM: a very small and fast Java bytecode manipulation framework

* Copyright (c) 2000-2007 INRIA, France Telecom

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* 3. Neither the name of the copyright holders nor the names of its

*    contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

*    this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

* AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

* ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

* LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

* CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

* SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

* INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

* CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF

* THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068907964_1594468626.12/0/mvel2-2-1-8-final-sources-1-

jar/org/mvel2/asm/Attribute.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068907964_1594468626.12/0/mvel2-2-1-8-final-sources-1-

jar/org/mvel2/asm/signature/SignatureReader.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068907964_1594468626.12/0/mvel2-2-1-8-final-sources-1-

jar/org/mvel2/asm/Item.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068907964_1594468626.12/0/mvel2-2-1-8-final-sources-1-

jar/org/mvel2/asm/util/TraceMethodVisitor.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068907964_1594468626.12/0/mvel2-2-1-8-final-sources-1-

jar/org/mvel2/asm/AnnotationVisitor.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068907964_1594468626.12/0/mvel2-2-1-8-final-sources-1-
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jar/org/mvel2/asm/util/TraceAbstractVisitor.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068907964_1594468626.12/0/mvel2-2-1-8-final-sources-1-

jar/org/mvel2/asm/Frame.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068907964_1594468626.12/0/mvel2-2-1-8-final-sources-1-

jar/org/mvel2/asm/Opcodes.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068907964_1594468626.12/0/mvel2-2-1-8-final-sources-1-

jar/org/mvel2/asm/MethodVisitor.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068907964_1594468626.12/0/mvel2-2-1-8-final-sources-1-

jar/org/mvel2/asm/ClassReader.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068907964_1594468626.12/0/mvel2-2-1-8-final-sources-1-

jar/org/mvel2/asm/signature/SignatureWriter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068907964_1594468626.12/0/mvel2-2-1-8-final-sources-1-

jar/org/mvel2/asm/util/TraceSignatureVisitor.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068907964_1594468626.12/0/mvel2-2-1-8-final-sources-1-

jar/org/mvel2/asm/ClassWriter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068907964_1594468626.12/0/mvel2-2-1-8-final-sources-1-

jar/org/mvel2/asm/MethodWriter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068907964_1594468626.12/0/mvel2-2-1-8-final-sources-1-

jar/org/mvel2/asm/ByteVector.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068907964_1594468626.12/0/mvel2-2-1-8-final-sources-1-

jar/org/mvel2/asm/util/TraceClassVisitor.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068907964_1594468626.12/0/mvel2-2-1-8-final-sources-1-

jar/org/mvel2/asm/AnnotationWriter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068907964_1594468626.12/0/mvel2-2-1-8-final-sources-1-

jar/org/mvel2/asm/Label.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068907964_1594468626.12/0/mvel2-2-1-8-final-sources-1-

jar/org/mvel2/asm/util/TraceAnnotationVisitor.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068907964_1594468626.12/0/mvel2-2-1-8-final-sources-1-

jar/org/mvel2/asm/ClassVisitor.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068907964_1594468626.12/0/mvel2-2-1-8-final-sources-1-

jar/org/mvel2/asm/util/AbstractVisitor.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068907964_1594468626.12/0/mvel2-2-1-8-final-sources-1-

jar/org/mvel2/asm/signature/SignatureVisitor.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068907964_1594468626.12/0/mvel2-2-1-8-final-sources-1-

jar/org/mvel2/asm/ClassAdapter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068907964_1594468626.12/0/mvel2-2-1-8-final-sources-1-

jar/org/mvel2/asm/Edge.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068907964_1594468626.12/0/mvel2-2-1-8-final-sources-1-

jar/org/mvel2/asm/MethodAdapter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068907964_1594468626.12/0/mvel2-2-1-8-final-sources-1-

jar/org/mvel2/asm/FieldVisitor.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068907964_1594468626.12/0/mvel2-2-1-8-final-sources-1-

jar/org/mvel2/asm/Type.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068907964_1594468626.12/0/mvel2-2-1-8-final-sources-1-

jar/org/mvel2/asm/util/TraceFieldVisitor.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068907964_1594468626.12/0/mvel2-2-1-8-final-sources-1-

jar/org/mvel2/asm/Handler.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068907964_1594468626.12/0/mvel2-2-1-8-final-sources-1-
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jar/org/mvel2/asm/FieldWriter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* MVEL 2.0

* Copyright (C) 2007 The Codehaus

* Mike Brock, Dhanji Prasanna, John Graham, Mark Proctor

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

*  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068907964_1594468626.12/0/mvel2-2-1-8-final-sources-1-

jar/org/mvel2/ast/DeclTypedVarNode.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068907964_1594468626.12/0/mvel2-2-1-8-final-sources-1-

jar/org/mvel2/ast/InterceptorWrapper.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068907964_1594468626.12/0/mvel2-2-1-8-final-sources-1-

jar/org/mvel2/optimizers/dynamic/DynamicCollectionAccessor.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068907964_1594468626.12/0/mvel2-2-1-8-final-sources-1-

jar/org/mvel2/integration/VariableResolver.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068907964_1594468626.12/0/mvel2-2-1-8-final-sources-1-

jar/org/mvel2/PropertyAccessor.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068907964_1594468626.12/0/mvel2-2-1-8-final-sources-1-

jar/org/mvel2/ast/IndexedPreFixIncNode.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068907964_1594468626.12/0/mvel2-2-1-8-final-sources-1-

jar/org/mvel2/templates/res/CodeNode.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068907964_1594468626.12/0/mvel2-2-1-8-final-sources-1-

jar/org/mvel2/ast/WithNode.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068907964_1594468626.12/0/mvel2-2-1-8-final-sources-1-

jar/org/mvel2/ast/DeclProtoVarNode.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068907964_1594468626.12/0/mvel2-2-1-8-final-sources-1-

jar/org/mvel2/ast/Safe.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068907964_1594468626.12/0/mvel2-2-1-8-final-sources-1-

jar/org/mvel2/templates/TemplateError.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068907964_1594468626.12/0/mvel2-2-1-8-final-sources-1-

jar/org/mvel2/conversion/BigDecimalCH.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068907964_1594468626.12/0/mvel2-2-1-8-final-sources-1-

jar/org/mvel2/ast/IndexedDeclTypedVarNode.java
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* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068907964_1594468626.12/0/mvel2-2-1-8-final-sources-1-

jar/org/mvel2/integration/impl/ItemResolverFactory.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068907964_1594468626.12/0/mvel2-2-1-8-final-sources-1-

jar/org/mvel2/conversion/SetCH.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068907964_1594468626.12/0/mvel2-2-1-8-final-sources-1-

jar/org/mvel2/integration/impl/FunctionVariableResolverFactory.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068907964_1594468626.12/0/mvel2-2-1-8-final-sources-1-

jar/org/mvel2/util/ParseTools.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068907964_1594468626.12/0/mvel2-2-1-8-final-sources-1-

jar/org/mvel2/ParserContext.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068907964_1594468626.12/0/mvel2-2-1-8-final-sources-1-

jar/org/mvel2/compiler/Accessor.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068907964_1594468626.12/0/mvel2-2-1-8-final-sources-1-

jar/org/mvel2/sh/CommandException.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068907964_1594468626.12/0/mvel2-2-1-8-final-sources-1-

jar/org/mvel2/Unit.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068907964_1594468626.12/0/mvel2-2-1-8-final-sources-1-

jar/org/mvel2/sh/command/basic/Exit.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068907964_1594468626.12/0/mvel2-2-1-8-final-sources-1-

jar/org/mvel2/MacroProcessor.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068907964_1594468626.12/0/mvel2-2-1-8-final-sources-1-

jar/org/mvel2/ast/Invert.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068907964_1594468626.12/0/mvel2-2-1-8-final-sources-1-

jar/org/mvel2/conversion/BigIntegerCH.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068907964_1594468626.12/0/mvel2-2-1-8-final-sources-1-

jar/org/mvel2/ast/ForNode.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068907964_1594468626.12/0/mvel2-2-1-8-final-sources-1-

jar/org/mvel2/ast/LiteralDeepPropertyNode.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068907964_1594468626.12/0/mvel2-2-1-8-final-sources-1-

jar/org/mvel2/sh/ShellSession.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068907964_1594468626.12/0/mvel2-2-1-8-final-sources-1-

jar/org/mvel2/debug/Debugger.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068907964_1594468626.12/0/mvel2-2-1-8-final-sources-1-

jar/org/mvel2/conversion/StringArrayCH.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068907964_1594468626.12/0/mvel2-2-1-8-final-sources-1-

jar/org/mvel2/ast/Contains.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068907964_1594468626.12/0/mvel2-2-1-8-final-sources-1-

jar/org/mvel2/ast/OperatorNode.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068907964_1594468626.12/0/mvel2-2-1-8-final-sources-1-

jar/org/mvel2/optimizers/dynamic/DynamicSetAccessor.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068907964_1594468626.12/0/mvel2-2-1-8-final-sources-1-

jar/org/mvel2/templates/res/IncludeNode.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068907964_1594468626.12/0/mvel2-2-1-8-final-sources-1-

jar/org/mvel2/ast/ArraySize.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068907964_1594468626.12/0/mvel2-2-1-8-final-sources-1-

jar/org/mvel2/templates/res/CommentNode.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068907964_1594468626.12/0/mvel2-2-1-8-final-sources-1-

jar/org/mvel2/optimizers/dynamic/DynamicGetAccessor.java
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* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068907964_1594468626.12/0/mvel2-2-1-8-final-sources-1-

jar/org/mvel2/ast/LineLabel.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068907964_1594468626.12/0/mvel2-2-1-8-final-sources-1-

jar/org/mvel2/util/JITClassLoader.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068907964_1594468626.12/0/mvel2-2-1-8-final-sources-1-

jar/org/mvel2/templates/res/TerminalExpressionNode.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068907964_1594468626.12/0/mvel2-2-1-8-final-sources-1-

jar/org/mvel2/templates/TemplateRuntimeError.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068907964_1594468626.12/0/mvel2-2-1-8-final-sources-1-

jar/org/mvel2/templates/SimpleTemplateRegistry.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068907964_1594468626.12/0/mvel2-2-1-8-final-sources-1-

jar/org/mvel2/templates/res/TextNode.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068907964_1594468626.12/0/mvel2-2-1-8-final-sources-1-

jar/org/mvel2/util/ExecutionStack.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068907964_1594468626.12/0/mvel2-2-1-8-final-sources-1-

jar/org/mvel2/integration/impl/LocalVariableResolverFactory.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068907964_1594468626.12/0/mvel2-2-1-8-final-sources-1-

jar/org/mvel2/OptimizationFailure.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068907964_1594468626.12/0/mvel2-2-1-8-final-sources-1-

jar/org/mvel2/ast/IndexedPostFixIncNode.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068907964_1594468626.12/0/mvel2-2-1-8-final-sources-1-

jar/org/mvel2/PropertyAccessException.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068907964_1594468626.12/0/mvel2-2-1-8-final-sources-1-

jar/org/mvel2/integration/impl/DefaultLocalVariableResolverFactory.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068907964_1594468626.12/0/mvel2-2-1-8-final-sources-1-

jar/org/mvel2/integration/impl/SimpleSTValueResolver.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068907964_1594468626.12/0/mvel2-2-1-8-final-sources-1-

jar/org/mvel2/ast/Function.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068907964_1594468626.12/0/mvel2-2-1-8-final-sources-1-

jar/org/mvel2/sh/command/basic/BasicCommandSet.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068907964_1594468626.12/0/mvel2-2-1-8-final-sources-1-

jar/org/mvel2/compiler/CompiledExpression.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068907964_1594468626.12/0/mvel2-2-1-8-final-sources-1-

jar/org/mvel2/compiler/ExecutableStatement.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068907964_1594468626.12/0/mvel2-2-1-8-final-sources-1-

jar/org/mvel2/compiler/AccessorNode.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068907964_1594468626.12/0/mvel2-2-1-8-final-sources-1-

jar/org/mvel2/conversion/ArrayHandler.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068907964_1594468626.12/0/mvel2-2-1-8-final-sources-1-

jar/org/mvel2/PreProcessor.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068907964_1594468626.12/0/mvel2-2-1-8-final-sources-1-

jar/org/mvel2/conversion/Converter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068907964_1594468626.12/0/mvel2-2-1-8-final-sources-1-

jar/org/mvel2/Operator.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068907964_1594468626.12/0/mvel2-2-1-8-final-sources-1-

jar/org/mvel2/util/ReflectionUtil.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068907964_1594468626.12/0/mvel2-2-1-8-final-sources-1-

jar/org/mvel2/ast/IndexedPreFixDecNode.java
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* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068907964_1594468626.12/0/mvel2-2-1-8-final-sources-1-

jar/org/mvel2/compiler/ExecutableAccessor.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068907964_1594468626.12/0/mvel2-2-1-8-final-sources-1-

jar/org/mvel2/ImmutableElementException.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068907964_1594468626.12/0/mvel2-2-1-8-final-sources-1-

jar/org/mvel2/ast/ProtoVarNode.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068907964_1594468626.12/0/mvel2-2-1-8-final-sources-1-

jar/org/mvel2/sh/command/file/DirList.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068907964_1594468626.12/0/mvel2-2-1-8-final-sources-1-

jar/org/mvel2/util/StringAppender.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068907964_1594468626.12/0/mvel2-2-1-8-final-sources-1-

jar/org/mvel2/templates/res/CompiledNamedIncludeNode.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068907964_1594468626.12/0/mvel2-2-1-8-final-sources-1-

jar/org/mvel2/templates/res/NamedIncludeNode.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068907964_1594468626.12/0/mvel2-2-1-8-final-sources-1-

jar/org/mvel2/conversion/CharArrayCH.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068907964_1594468626.12/0/mvel2-2-1-8-final-sources-1-

jar/org/mvel2/conversion/LongCH.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068907964_1594468626.12/0/mvel2-2-1-8-final-sources-1-

jar/org/mvel2/ast/Or.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068907964_1594468626.12/0/mvel2-2-1-8-final-sources-1-

jar/org/mvel2/integration/impl/BaseVariableResolverFactory.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068907964_1594468626.12/0/mvel2-2-1-8-final-sources-1-

jar/org/mvel2/util/PropertyTools.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068907964_1594468626.12/0/mvel2-2-1-8-final-sources-1-

jar/org/mvel2/templates/res/CompiledDeclareNode.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068907964_1594468626.12/0/mvel2-2-1-8-final-sources-1-

jar/org/mvel2/integration/impl/TypeInjectionResolverFactory.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068907964_1594468626.12/0/mvel2-2-1-8-final-sources-1-

jar/org/mvel2/ast/StaticImportNode.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068907964_1594468626.12/0/mvel2-2-1-8-final-sources-1-

jar/org/mvel2/ast/NewObjectNode.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068907964_1594468626.12/0/mvel2-2-1-8-final-sources-1-

jar/org/mvel2/conversion/DoubleCH.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068907964_1594468626.12/0/mvel2-2-1-8-final-sources-1-

jar/org/mvel2/ast/PreFixIncNode.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068907964_1594468626.12/0/mvel2-2-1-8-final-sources-1-

jar/org/mvel2/integration/impl/MapVariableResolverFactory.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068907964_1594468626.12/0/mvel2-2-1-8-final-sources-1-

jar/org/mvel2/templates/util/ArrayIterator.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068907964_1594468626.12/0/mvel2-2-1-8-final-sources-1-

jar/org/mvel2/ast/AssertNode.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068907964_1594468626.12/0/mvel2-2-1-8-final-sources-1-

jar/org/mvel2/compiler/AbstractParser.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068907964_1594468626.12/0/mvel2-2-1-8-final-sources-1-

jar/org/mvel2/conversion/ObjectCH.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068907964_1594468626.12/0/mvel2-2-1-8-final-sources-1-

jar/org/mvel2/MVELRuntime.java
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* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068907964_1594468626.12/0/mvel2-2-1-8-final-sources-1-

jar/org/mvel2/ast/BlockNode.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068907964_1594468626.12/0/mvel2-2-1-8-final-sources-1-

jar/org/mvel2/compiler/ExpressionCompiler.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068907964_1594468626.12/0/mvel2-2-1-8-final-sources-1-

jar/org/mvel2/ast/EndOfStatement.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068907964_1594468626.12/0/mvel2-2-1-8-final-sources-1-

jar/org/mvel2/compiler/EndWithValue.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068907964_1594468626.12/0/mvel2-2-1-8-final-sources-1-

jar/org/mvel2/ast/IndexedAssignmentNode.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068907964_1594468626.12/0/mvel2-2-1-8-final-sources-1-

jar/org/mvel2/ast/ASTNode.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068907964_1594468626.12/0/mvel2-2-1-8-final-sources-1-

jar/org/mvel2/ast/TypeDescriptor.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068907964_1594468626.12/0/mvel2-2-1-8-final-sources-1-

jar/org/mvel2/util/CollectionParser.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068907964_1594468626.12/0/mvel2-2-1-8-final-sources-1-

jar/org/mvel2/util/StackElement.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068907964_1594468626.12/0/mvel2-2-1-8-final-sources-1-

jar/org/mvel2/ast/BinaryOperation.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068907964_1594468626.12/0/mvel2-2-1-8-final-sources-1-

jar/org/mvel2/conversion/BooleanCH.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068907964_1594468626.12/0/mvel2-2-1-8-final-sources-1-

jar/org/mvel2/sh/text/TextUtil.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068907964_1594468626.12/0/mvel2-2-1-8-final-sources-1-

jar/org/mvel2/templates/res/CompiledTerminalExpressionNode.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068907964_1594468626.12/0/mvel2-2-1-8-final-sources-1-

jar/org/mvel2/util/CompilerTools.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068907964_1594468626.12/0/mvel2-2-1-8-final-sources-1-

jar/org/mvel2/templates/res/Opcodes.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068907964_1594468626.12/0/mvel2-2-1-8-final-sources-1-

jar/org/mvel2/ast/WhileNode.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068907964_1594468626.12/0/mvel2-2-1-8-final-sources-1-

jar/org/mvel2/optimizers/dynamic/DynamicOptimizer.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068907964_1594468626.12/0/mvel2-2-1-8-final-sources-1-

jar/org/mvel2/compiler/ExecutableAccessorSafe.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068907964_1594468626.12/0/mvel2-2-1-8-final-sources-1-

jar/org/mvel2/templates/res/EndNode.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068907964_1594468626.12/0/mvel2-2-1-8-final-sources-1-

jar/org/mvel2/optimizers/dynamic/DynamicAccessor.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068907964_1594468626.12/0/mvel2-2-1-8-final-sources-1-

jar/org/mvel2/ast/TypeCast.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068907964_1594468626.12/0/mvel2-2-1-8-final-sources-1-

jar/org/mvel2/util/ArrayTools.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068907964_1594468626.12/0/mvel2-2-1-8-final-sources-1-

jar/org/mvel2/util/ThisLiteral.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068907964_1594468626.12/0/mvel2-2-1-8-final-sources-1-

jar/org/mvel2/integration/impl/ClassImportResolverFactory.java
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* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068907964_1594468626.12/0/mvel2-2-1-8-final-sources-1-

jar/org/mvel2/DataConversion.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068907964_1594468626.12/0/mvel2-2-1-8-final-sources-1-

jar/org/mvel2/util/ASTLinkedList.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068907964_1594468626.12/0/mvel2-2-1-8-final-sources-1-

jar/org/mvel2/integration/impl/IndexedVariableResolverFactory.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068907964_1594468626.12/0/mvel2-2-1-8-final-sources-1-

jar/org/mvel2/ast/PostFixIncNode.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068907964_1594468626.12/0/mvel2-2-1-8-final-sources-1-

jar/org/mvel2/util/Soundex.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068907964_1594468626.12/0/mvel2-2-1-8-final-sources-1-

jar/org/mvel2/sh/command/file/PrintWorkingDirectory.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068907964_1594468626.12/0/mvel2-2-1-8-final-sources-1-

jar/org/mvel2/templates/res/CompiledEvalNode.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068907964_1594468626.12/0/mvel2-2-1-8-final-sources-1-

jar/org/mvel2/optimizers/AccessorOptimizer.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068907964_1594468626.12/0/mvel2-2-1-8-final-sources-1-

jar/org/mvel2/ast/TypedVarNode.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068907964_1594468626.12/0/mvel2-2-1-8-final-sources-1-

jar/org/mvel2/sh/Main.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068907964_1594468626.12/0/mvel2-2-1-8-final-sources-1-

jar/org/mvel2/optimizers/impl/asm/ASMAccessorOptimizer.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068907964_1594468626.12/0/mvel2-2-1-8-final-sources-1-

jar/org/mvel2/sh/command/basic/PushContext.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068907964_1594468626.12/0/mvel2-2-1-8-final-sources-1-

jar/org/mvel2/conversion/IntegerCH.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068907964_1594468626.12/0/mvel2-2-1-8-final-sources-1-

jar/org/mvel2/templates/TemplateRegistry.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068907964_1594468626.12/0/mvel2-2-1-8-final-sources-1-

jar/org/mvel2/sh/CommandSet.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068907964_1594468626.12/0/mvel2-2-1-8-final-sources-1-

jar/org/mvel2/integration/impl/MapVariableResolver.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068907964_1594468626.12/0/mvel2-2-1-8-final-sources-1-

jar/org/mvel2/templates/res/IfNode.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068907964_1594468626.12/0/mvel2-2-1-8-final-sources-1-

jar/org/mvel2/templates/res/DeclareNode.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068907964_1594468626.12/0/mvel2-2-1-8-final-sources-1-

jar/org/mvel2/ast/InlineCollectionNode.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068907964_1594468626.12/0/mvel2-2-1-8-final-sources-1-

jar/org/mvel2/integration/Interceptor.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068907964_1594468626.12/0/mvel2-2-1-8-final-sources-1-

jar/org/mvel2/util/InternalNumber.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068907964_1594468626.12/0/mvel2-2-1-8-final-sources-1-

jar/org/mvel2/conversion/ShortCH.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068907964_1594468626.12/0/mvel2-2-1-8-final-sources-1-

jar/org/mvel2/optimizers/AbstractOptimizer.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068907964_1594468626.12/0/mvel2-2-1-8-final-sources-1-

jar/org/mvel2/debug/DebuggerContext.java
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* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068907964_1594468626.12/0/mvel2-2-1-8-final-sources-1-

jar/org/mvel2/ast/IndexedPostFixDecNode.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068907964_1594468626.12/0/mvel2-2-1-8-final-sources-1-

jar/org/mvel2/sh/command/basic/ObjectInspector.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068907964_1594468626.12/0/mvel2-2-1-8-final-sources-1-

jar/org/mvel2/math/MathProcessor.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068907964_1594468626.12/0/mvel2-2-1-8-final-sources-1-

jar/org/mvel2/ast/AssignmentNode.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068907964_1594468626.12/0/mvel2-2-1-8-final-sources-1-

jar/org/mvel2/sh/command/basic/ShowVars.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068907964_1594468626.12/0/mvel2-2-1-8-final-sources-1-

jar/org/mvel2/sh/command/file/FileCommandSet.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068907964_1594468626.12/0/mvel2-2-1-8-final-sources-1-

jar/org/mvel2/conversion/ArrayCH.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068907964_1594468626.12/0/mvel2-2-1-8-final-sources-1-

jar/org/mvel2/templates/res/Node.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068907964_1594468626.12/0/mvel2-2-1-8-final-sources-1-

jar/org/mvel2/ast/RegExMatch.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068907964_1594468626.12/0/mvel2-2-1-8-final-sources-1-

jar/org/mvel2/optimizers/dynamic/DynamicClassLoader.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068907964_1594468626.12/0/mvel2-2-1-8-final-sources-1-

jar/org/mvel2/ast/ThisWithNode.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068907964_1594468626.12/0/mvel2-2-1-8-final-sources-1-

jar/org/mvel2/integration/impl/TypeInjectionResolverFactoryImpl.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068907964_1594468626.12/0/mvel2-2-1-8-final-sources-1-

jar/org/mvel2/UnresolveablePropertyException.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068907964_1594468626.12/0/mvel2-2-1-8-final-sources-1-

jar/org/mvel2/util/FastList.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068907964_1594468626.12/0/mvel2-2-1-8-final-sources-1-

jar/org/mvel2/compiler/CompiledAccExpression.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068907964_1594468626.12/0/mvel2-2-1-8-final-sources-1-

jar/org/mvel2/ast/UntilNode.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068907964_1594468626.12/0/mvel2-2-1-8-final-sources-1-

jar/org/mvel2/optimizers/OptimizerFactory.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068907964_1594468626.12/0/mvel2-2-1-8-final-sources-1-

jar/org/mvel2/ast/OperativeAssign.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068907964_1594468626.12/0/mvel2-2-1-8-final-sources-1-

jar/org/mvel2/ast/IndexedOperativeAssign.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068907964_1594468626.12/0/mvel2-2-1-8-final-sources-1-

jar/org/mvel2/templates/util/TemplateTools.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068907964_1594468626.12/0/mvel2-2-1-8-final-sources-1-

jar/org/mvel2/optimizers/OptimizerHook.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068907964_1594468626.12/0/mvel2-2-1-8-final-sources-1-

jar/org/mvel2/templates/res/ExpressionNode.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068907964_1594468626.12/0/mvel2-2-1-8-final-sources-1-

jar/org/mvel2/sh/command/basic/Help.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068907964_1594468626.12/0/mvel2-2-1-8-final-sources-1-

jar/org/mvel2/conversion/CharCH.java
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* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068907964_1594468626.12/0/mvel2-2-1-8-final-sources-1-

jar/org/mvel2/ast/PreFixDecNode.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068907964_1594468626.12/0/mvel2-2-1-8-final-sources-1-

jar/org/mvel2/ast/ForEachNode.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068907964_1594468626.12/0/mvel2-2-1-8-final-sources-1-

jar/org/mvel2/ast/DeepAssignmentNode.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068907964_1594468626.12/0/mvel2-2-1-8-final-sources-1-

jar/org/mvel2/compiler/BlankLiteral.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068907964_1594468626.12/0/mvel2-2-1-8-final-sources-1-

jar/org/mvel2/util/MethodStub.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068907964_1594468626.12/0/mvel2-2-1-8-final-sources-1-

jar/org/mvel2/ConversionException.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068907964_1594468626.12/0/mvel2-2-1-8-final-sources-1-

jar/org/mvel2/MVELInterpretedRuntime.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068907964_1594468626.12/0/mvel2-2-1-8-final-sources-1-

jar/org/mvel2/integration/impl/ImmutableDefaultFactory.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068907964_1594468626.12/0/mvel2-2-1-8-final-sources-1-

jar/org/mvel2/ast/IfNode.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068907964_1594468626.12/0/mvel2-2-1-8-final-sources-1-

jar/org/mvel2/integration/PropertyHandler.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068907964_1594468626.12/0/mvel2-2-1-8-final-sources-1-

jar/org/mvel2/ast/Substatement.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068907964_1594468626.12/0/mvel2-2-1-8-final-sources-1-

jar/org/mvel2/integration/impl/SimpleValueResolver.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068907964_1594468626.12/0/mvel2-2-1-8-final-sources-1-

jar/org/mvel2/util/ASTIterator.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068907964_1594468626.12/0/mvel2-2-1-8-final-sources-1-

jar/org/mvel2/integration/PropertyHandlerFactory.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068907964_1594468626.12/0/mvel2-2-1-8-final-sources-1-

jar/org/mvel2/debug/Frame.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068907964_1594468626.12/0/mvel2-2-1-8-final-sources-1-

jar/org/mvel2/ast/Assignment.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068907964_1594468626.12/0/mvel2-2-1-8-final-sources-1-

jar/org/mvel2/ast/NestedStatement.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068907964_1594468626.12/0/mvel2-2-1-8-final-sources-1-

jar/org/mvel2/ast/ReturnNode.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068907964_1594468626.12/0/mvel2-2-1-8-final-sources-1-

jar/org/mvel2/ast/Union.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068907964_1594468626.12/0/mvel2-2-1-8-final-sources-1-

jar/org/mvel2/templates/TemplateCompiler.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068907964_1594468626.12/0/mvel2-2-1-8-final-sources-1-

jar/org/mvel2/compiler/ExecutableLiteral.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068907964_1594468626.12/0/mvel2-2-1-8-final-sources-1-

jar/org/mvel2/optimizers/OptimizationNotSupported.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068907964_1594468626.12/0/mvel2-2-1-8-final-sources-1-

jar/org/mvel2/sh/command/file/ChangeWorkingDir.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068907964_1594468626.12/0/mvel2-2-1-8-final-sources-1-

jar/org/mvel2/Macro.java
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* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068907964_1594468626.12/0/mvel2-2-1-8-final-sources-1-

jar/org/mvel2/ast/ImportNode.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068907964_1594468626.12/0/mvel2-2-1-8-final-sources-1-

jar/org/mvel2/templates/res/CompiledCodeNode.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068907964_1594468626.12/0/mvel2-2-1-8-final-sources-1-

jar/org/mvel2/templates/TemplateSyntaxError.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068907964_1594468626.12/0/mvel2-2-1-8-final-sources-1-

jar/org/mvel2/util/Stack.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068907964_1594468626.12/0/mvel2-2-1-8-final-sources-1-

jar/org/mvel2/debug/DebugTools.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068907964_1594468626.12/0/mvel2-2-1-8-final-sources-1-

jar/org/mvel2/conversion/PrimIntArrayCH.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068907964_1594468626.12/0/mvel2-2-1-8-final-sources-1-

jar/org/mvel2/util/MVELClassLoader.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068907964_1594468626.12/0/mvel2-2-1-8-final-sources-1-

jar/org/mvel2/integration/impl/CachingMapVariableResolverFactory.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068907964_1594468626.12/0/mvel2-2-1-8-final-sources-1-

jar/org/mvel2/conversion/UnitConversion.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068907964_1594468626.12/0/mvel2-2-1-8-final-sources-1-

jar/org/mvel2/ast/Negation.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068907964_1594468626.12/0/mvel2-2-1-8-final-sources-1-

jar/org/mvel2/sh/DefaultEnvironment.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068907964_1594468626.12/0/mvel2-2-1-8-final-sources-1-

jar/org/mvel2/optimizers/impl/asm/ProducesBytecode.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068907964_1594468626.12/0/mvel2-2-1-8-final-sources-1-

jar/org/mvel2/conversion/FloatCH.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068907964_1594468626.12/0/mvel2-2-1-8-final-sources-1-

jar/org/mvel2/ast/IsDef.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068907964_1594468626.12/0/mvel2-2-1-8-final-sources-1-

jar/org/mvel2/conversion/ByteCH.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068907964_1594468626.12/0/mvel2-2-1-8-final-sources-1-

jar/org/mvel2/ast/Fold.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068907964_1594468626.12/0/mvel2-2-1-8-final-sources-1-

jar/org/mvel2/templates/res/CompiledIncludeNode.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068907964_1594468626.12/0/mvel2-2-1-8-final-sources-1-

jar/org/mvel2/integration/impl/StaticMethodImportResolverFactory.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068907964_1594468626.12/0/mvel2-2-1-8-final-sources-1-

jar/org/mvel2/optimizers/impl/refl/ReflectiveAccessorOptimizer.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068907964_1594468626.12/0/mvel2-2-1-8-final-sources-1-

jar/org/mvel2/integration/impl/StaticMethodImportResolver.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068907964_1594468626.12/0/mvel2-2-1-8-final-sources-1-

jar/org/mvel2/sh/Command.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068907964_1594468626.12/0/mvel2-2-1-8-final-sources-1-

jar/org/mvel2/conversion/ListCH.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068907964_1594468626.12/0/mvel2-2-1-8-final-sources-1-

jar/org/mvel2/ast/DoUntilNode.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068907964_1594468626.12/0/mvel2-2-1-8-final-sources-1-

jar/org/mvel2/compiler/PropertyVerifier.java
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* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068907964_1594468626.12/0/mvel2-2-1-8-final-sources-1-

jar/org/mvel2/ast/DoNode.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068907964_1594468626.12/0/mvel2-2-1-8-final-sources-1-

jar/org/mvel2/templates/CompiledTemplate.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068907964_1594468626.12/0/mvel2-2-1-8-final-sources-1-

jar/org/mvel2/ast/And.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068907964_1594468626.12/0/mvel2-2-1-8-final-sources-1-

jar/org/mvel2/templates/res/CompiledExpressionNode.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068907964_1594468626.12/0/mvel2-2-1-8-final-sources-1-

jar/org/mvel2/sh/command/basic/Set.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068907964_1594468626.12/0/mvel2-2-1-8-final-sources-1-

jar/org/mvel2/CompileException.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068907964_1594468626.12/0/mvel2-2-1-8-final-sources-1-

jar/org/mvel2/ParserConfiguration.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068907964_1594468626.12/0/mvel2-2-1-8-final-sources-1-

jar/org/mvel2/integration/ResolverTools.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068907964_1594468626.12/0/mvel2-2-1-8-final-sources-1-

jar/org/mvel2/ast/LiteralNode.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068907964_1594468626.12/0/mvel2-2-1-8-final-sources-1-

jar/org/mvel2/conversion/StringCH.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068907964_1594468626.12/0/mvel2-2-1-8-final-sources-1-

jar/org/mvel2/integration/VariableResolverFactory.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068907964_1594468626.12/0/mvel2-2-1-8-final-sources-1-

jar/org/mvel2/templates/res/TerminalNode.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068907964_1594468626.12/0/mvel2-2-1-8-final-sources-1-

jar/org/mvel2/ast/RegExMatchNode.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068907964_1594468626.12/0/mvel2-2-1-8-final-sources-1-

jar/org/mvel2/templates/res/CompiledIfNode.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068907964_1594468626.12/0/mvel2-2-1-8-final-sources-1-

jar/org/mvel2/ast/PostFixDecNode.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068907964_1594468626.12/0/mvel2-2-1-8-final-sources-1-

jar/org/mvel2/templates/TemplateDebug.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068907964_1594468626.12/0/mvel2-2-1-8-final-sources-1-

jar/org/mvel2/templates/res/ForEachNode.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068907964_1594468626.12/0/mvel2-2-1-8-final-sources-1-

jar/org/mvel2/templates/res/CompiledForEachNode.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068907964_1594468626.12/0/mvel2-2-1-8-final-sources-1-

jar/org/mvel2/templates/TemplateRuntime.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068907964_1594468626.12/0/mvel2-2-1-8-final-sources-1-

jar/org/mvel2/templates/res/EvalNode.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068907964_1594468626.12/0/mvel2-2-1-8-final-sources-1-

jar/org/mvel2/conversion/IntArrayCH.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

2005 INRIA, France Telecom

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without
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* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* 3. Neither the name of the copyright holders nor the names of its

*    contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

*    this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

* AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

* ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

* LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

* CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

* SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

* INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

* CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF

* THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068907964_1594468626.12/0/mvel2-2-1-8-final-sources-1-

jar/org/mvel2/asm/signature/package.html

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068907964_1594468626.12/0/mvel2-2-1-8-final-sources-1-

jar/org/mvel2/asm/package.html

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* MVEL (The MVFLEX Expression Language)

*

* Copyright (C) 2007 Christopher Brock, MVFLEX/Valhalla Project and the Codehaus

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

*  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*

*/
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068907964_1594468626.12/0/mvel2-2-1-8-final-sources-1-

jar/org/mvel2/optimizers/impl/refl/nodes/Union.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068907964_1594468626.12/0/mvel2-2-1-8-final-sources-1-

jar/org/mvel2/optimizers/impl/refl/nodes/MapAccessor.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068907964_1594468626.12/0/mvel2-2-1-8-final-sources-1-

jar/org/mvel2/optimizers/impl/refl/nodes/ArrayAccessor.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068907964_1594468626.12/0/mvel2-2-1-8-final-sources-1-

jar/org/mvel2/optimizers/impl/refl/nodes/StaticVarAccessor.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068907964_1594468626.12/0/mvel2-2-1-8-final-sources-1-

jar/org/mvel2/optimizers/impl/refl/nodes/MapAccessorNest.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068907964_1594468626.12/0/mvel2-2-1-8-final-sources-1-

jar/org/mvel2/optimizers/impl/refl/nodes/ListAccessorNest.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068907964_1594468626.12/0/mvel2-2-1-8-final-sources-1-

jar/org/mvel2/optimizers/impl/refl/nodes/BaseAccessor.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068907964_1594468626.12/0/mvel2-2-1-8-final-sources-1-

jar/org/mvel2/optimizers/impl/refl/nodes/StaticReferenceAccessor.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068907964_1594468626.12/0/mvel2-2-1-8-final-sources-1-

jar/org/mvel2/optimizers/impl/refl/nodes/FieldAccessorNH.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068907964_1594468626.12/0/mvel2-2-1-8-final-sources-1-

jar/org/mvel2/optimizers/impl/refl/nodes/IndexedCharSeqAccessorNest.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068907964_1594468626.12/0/mvel2-2-1-8-final-sources-1-

jar/org/mvel2/optimizers/impl/refl/nodes/GetterAccessorNH.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068907964_1594468626.12/0/mvel2-2-1-8-final-sources-1-

jar/org/mvel2/optimizers/impl/refl/nodes/StaticVarAccessorNH.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068907964_1594468626.12/0/mvel2-2-1-8-final-sources-1-

jar/org/mvel2/optimizers/impl/refl/nodes/IndexedVariableAccessor.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068907964_1594468626.12/0/mvel2-2-1-8-final-sources-1-

jar/org/mvel2/optimizers/impl/refl/nodes/FunctionAccessor.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068907964_1594468626.12/0/mvel2-2-1-8-final-sources-1-

jar/org/mvel2/optimizers/impl/refl/collection/ListCreator.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068907964_1594468626.12/0/mvel2-2-1-8-final-sources-1-

jar/org/mvel2/optimizers/impl/refl/collection/MapCreator.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068907964_1594468626.12/0/mvel2-2-1-8-final-sources-1-

jar/org/mvel2/optimizers/impl/refl/nodes/VariableAccessor.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068907964_1594468626.12/0/mvel2-2-1-8-final-sources-1-

jar/org/mvel2/optimizers/impl/refl/nodes/MethodAccessor.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068907964_1594468626.12/0/mvel2-2-1-8-final-sources-1-

jar/org/mvel2/optimizers/impl/refl/nodes/ArrayAccessorNest.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068907964_1594468626.12/0/mvel2-2-1-8-final-sources-1-

jar/org/mvel2/optimizers/impl/refl/nodes/ConstructorAccessor.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068907964_1594468626.12/0/mvel2-2-1-8-final-sources-1-

jar/org/mvel2/optimizers/impl/refl/nodes/ArrayLength.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068907964_1594468626.12/0/mvel2-2-1-8-final-sources-1-

jar/org/mvel2/optimizers/impl/refl/nodes/ThisValueAccessor.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068907964_1594468626.12/0/mvel2-2-1-8-final-sources-1-

jar/org/mvel2/optimizers/impl/refl/collection/ExprValueAccessor.java
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* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068907964_1594468626.12/0/mvel2-2-1-8-final-sources-1-

jar/org/mvel2/optimizers/impl/refl/nodes/GetterAccessor.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068907964_1594468626.12/0/mvel2-2-1-8-final-sources-1-

jar/org/mvel2/optimizers/impl/refl/nodes/DynamicSetterAccessor.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068907964_1594468626.12/0/mvel2-2-1-8-final-sources-1-

jar/org/mvel2/optimizers/impl/refl/collection/ArrayCreator.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068907964_1594468626.12/0/mvel2-2-1-8-final-sources-1-

jar/org/mvel2/optimizers/impl/refl/nodes/FieldAccessor.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068907964_1594468626.12/0/mvel2-2-1-8-final-sources-1-

jar/org/mvel2/optimizers/impl/refl/nodes/ListAccessor.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068907964_1594468626.12/0/mvel2-2-1-8-final-sources-1-

jar/org/mvel2/optimizers/impl/refl/nodes/DynamicFunctionAccessor.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068907964_1594468626.12/0/mvel2-2-1-8-final-sources-1-

jar/org/mvel2/optimizers/impl/refl/nodes/DynamicFieldAccessor.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068907964_1594468626.12/0/mvel2-2-1-8-final-sources-1-

jar/org/mvel2/optimizers/impl/refl/nodes/IndexedCharSeqAccessor.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068907964_1594468626.12/0/mvel2-2-1-8-final-sources-1-

jar/org/mvel2/optimizers/impl/refl/nodes/MethodAccessorNH.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068907964_1594468626.12/0/mvel2-2-1-8-final-sources-1-

jar/org/mvel2/optimizers/impl/refl/collection/MDArrayCreator.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* ASM: a very small and fast Java bytecode manipulation framework

* Copyright (c) 2000-2007 INRIA, France Telecom

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* 3. Neither the name of the copyright holders nor the names of its

*    contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

*    this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

* AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

* ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

* LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

* CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

* SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

* INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

* CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)
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* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF

* THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068907964_1594468626.12/0/mvel2-2-1-8-final-sources-1-

jar/org/mvel2/asm/util/Traceable.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* MVEL 2.0

* Copyright (C) 2007  MVFLEX/Valhalla Project and the Codehaus

* Mike Brock, Dhanji Prasanna, John Graham, Mark Proctor

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

*  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068907964_1594468626.12/0/mvel2-2-1-8-final-sources-1-

jar/org/mvel2/ErrorDetail.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068907964_1594468626.12/0/mvel2-2-1-8-final-sources-1-

jar/org/mvel2/ConversionHandler.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068907964_1594468626.12/0/mvel2-2-1-8-final-sources-1-

jar/org/mvel2/DataTypes.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* MVEL 2.0

* Copyright (C) 2007  MVFLEX/Valhalla Project and the Codehaus

* Mike Brock, Dhanji Prasanna, John Graham, Mark Proctor

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
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* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068907964_1594468626.12/0/mvel2-2-1-8-final-sources-1-

jar/org/mvel2/MVEL.java

 

1.193 jbossjaccapi 1.0.2.Final 
1.193.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

   * <p>

   * Creates a new WebUserDataPermission with the specified name and actions.

   * </p>

   *

   * <p>

   * The name contains a URLPatternSpec that identifies the web resources to which the permissions applies. The

syntax

   * of a URLPatternSpec is as follows:

   *

   * <pre>

   * URLPatternList ::= URLPattern | URLPatternList colon URLPattern

   *

   * URLPatternSpec ::= null | URLPattern | URLPattern colon URLPatternList

   * </pre>

   *

   * </p>

   *

   * <p>

   * A null URLPatternSpec is translated to the default URLPattern, "/", by the permission constructor. The empty

   * string is an exact URLPattern, and may occur anywhere in a URLPatternSpec that an exact URLPattern may

occur. The

   * first URLPattern in a URLPatternSpec may be any of the pattern types, exact, path-prefix, extension, or default

as

   * defined in the Java Servlet Specification). When a URLPatternSpec includes a URLPatternList, the patterns of

the

   * URLPatternList identify the resources to which the permission does NOT apply and depend on the pattern type

and

   * value of the first pattern as follows:

   * <ul>

   * <li>No pattern may exist in the URLPatternList that matches the first pattern.</li>

   * <li>If the first pattern is a path-prefix pattern, only exact patterns matched by the first pattern and

   * path-prefix patterns matched by, but different from, the first pattern may occur in the URLPatternList.</li>

   * <li>If the first pattern is an extension pattern, only exact patterns that are matched by the first pattern and

   * path-prefix patterns may occur in the URLPatternList.</li>
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   * <li>If the first pattern is the default pattern, "/", any pattern except the default pattern may occur in the

   * URLPatternList.</li>

   * <li>If the first pattern is an exact pattern a URLPatternList must not be present in the URLPatternSpec.</li>

   * </ul>

   * </p>

   *

   * <p>

   * The actions parameter contains a comma separated list of HTTP methods that may be followed by a

transportType

   * separated from the HTTP method by a colon.

   *

   * <pre>

   * ExtensionMethod ::= any token as defined by RFC 2616

   *         (that is, 1*[any CHAR except CTLs or separators])

   *

   * HTTPMethod ::= "Get" | "POST" | "PUT" | "DELETE" | "HEAD" |

   *         "OPTIONS" | "TRACE" | ExtensionMethod

   *

   * HTTPMethodList ::= HTTPMethod | HTTPMethodList comma HTTPMethod

   *

   * HTTPMethodExceptionList ::= exclaimationPoint HTTPMethodList

   *

   * HTTPMethodSpec ::= emptyString | HTTPMethodExceptionList |

   *         HTTPMethodList

   *

   * transportType ::= "INTEGRAL" | "CONFIDENTIAL" | "NONE"

   *

   * actions ::= null | HTTPMethodSpec |

   *         HTTPMethodSpec colon transportType

   * </pre>

   *

   * </p>

   *

   * <p>

   * If duplicates occur in the HTTPMethodSpec they must be eliminated by the permission constructor.

   * </p>

   *

   * <p>

   * An empty string HTTPMethodSpec is a shorthand for a List containing all the possible HTTP methods.

   * </p>

   *

   * <p>

   * An actions string without a transportType is a shorthand for a actions string with the value "NONE" as its

   * TransportType.

   * </p>

   *

   * <p>

   * A granted permission representing a transportType of "NONE", indicates that the associated resources may be
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   * accessed using any connection type.

   * </p>

   *

   * @param name

   *           - the URLPatternSpec that identifies the application specific web resources to which the permission

   *           pertains. All URLPatterns in the URLPatternSpec are relative to the context path of the deployed web

   *           application module, and the same URLPattern must not occur more than once in a URLPatternSpec. A

null

   *           URLPatternSpec is translated to the default URLPattern, “/”, by the permission constructor. All colons

   *           occurring within the URLPattern elements of the URLPatternSpec must be represented in escaped

encoding

   *           as defined in RFC 2396.

   * @param actions

   *           - identifies the HTTP methods and transport type to which the permission pertains. If the value passed

   *           through this parameter is null or the empty string, then the permission is constructed with actions

   *           corresponding to all the possible HTTP methods and transportType "NONE".

   */

/**

   * <p>

   * Returns a canonical String representation of the actions of this WebUserDataPermission. The canonical form of

the

   * actions of a WebUserDataPermission is described by the following syntax description.

   *

   * <pre>

   * ExtensionMethod ::= any token as defined by RFC 2616

   *          (that is, 1*[any CHAR except CTLs or separators])

   * HTTPMethod ::= "GET" | "POST" | "PUT" | "DELETE" | "HEAD" |

   *          "OPTIONS" | "TRACE" | ExtensionMethod

   * HTTPMethodList ::= HTTPMethod | HTTPMethodList comma HTTPMethod

   * HTTPMethodExceptionList ::= exclaimationPoint HTTPMethodList

   * HTTPMethodSpec ::= emptyString | HTTPMethodExceptionList |

   *         HTTPMethodList

   * transportType ::= "INTEGRAL" | "CONFIDENTIAL" | "NONE"

   * actions ::= null | HTTPMethodList |

   *         HTTPMethodSpec colon transportType

   * </pre>

   *

   * </p>

   *

   * <p>

   * If the permission's HTTP methods include the entire HTTP method set and the permission's transport type is

   * "INTEGRAL" or "CONFIDENTIAL", the HTTP methods shall be represented in the canonical form by an

empty string

   * HTTPMethodSpec. If the permission's HTTP methods include the entire HTTP method set and the permission's

transport

   * type is not "INTEGRAL"or "CONFIDENTIAL", the canonical actions value shall be the null value.

   * </p>

   *
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   * <p>

   * If the permission's methods do not include the entire HTTP method set, duplicates must be eliminated and the

   * remaining elements must be sorted into ascending lexical order. The resulting HTTPMethodList must be

included in

   * the canonical form, and if the permission's transport type is not "INTEGRAL" or "CONFIDENTIAL", the

canonical

   * actions value must be exactly the resulting HTTPMethodList.

   * </p>

   *

   * @return a String containing the canonicalized actions of this WebUserDataPermission (or the null value).

   */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626722_1610730002.44/0/jboss-jacc-api-1-4-spec-1-0-2-final-sources-1-

jar/javax/security/jacc/WebUserDataPermission.java

 

1.194 jsch 0.1.50 

 

1.195 xnio-nio 3.0.7.GA 
1.195.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* JBoss, Home of Professional Open Source

* Copyright 2011, JBoss Inc., and individual contributors as indicated

* by the @authors tag. See the copyright.txt in the distribution for a

* full listing of individual contributors.

*

* This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

* under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as

* published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2.1 of

* the License, or (at your option) any later version.

*

* This software is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

* but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

* MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU

* Lesser General Public License for more details.

*

* You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

* License along with this software; if not, write to the Free

* Software Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA

* 02110-1301 USA, or see the FSF site: http://www.fsf.org.

*/
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1002302878_1654023069.9318614/0/xnio-nio-3-0-7-ga-sources-

jar/org/xnio/nio/AbstractNioStreamChannel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002302878_1654023069.9318614/0/xnio-nio-3-0-7-ga-sources-

jar/org/xnio/nio/NioXnioProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002302878_1654023069.9318614/0/xnio-nio-3-0-7-ga-sources-jar/org/xnio/nio/NioSetter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002302878_1654023069.9318614/0/xnio-nio-3-0-7-ga-sources-

jar/org/xnio/nio/NioBoundChannel.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* JBoss, Home of Professional Open Source

* Copyright 2008, JBoss Inc., and individual contributors as indicated

* by the @authors tag. See the copyright.txt in the distribution for a

* full listing of individual contributors.

*

* This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

* under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as

* published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2.1 of

* the License, or (at your option) any later version.

*

* This software is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

* but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

* MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU

* Lesser General Public License for more details.

*

* You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

* License along with this software; if not, write to the Free

* Software Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA

* 02110-1301 USA, or see the FSF site: http://www.fsf.org.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1002302878_1654023069.9318614/0/xnio-nio-3-0-7-ga-sources-

jar/org/xnio/nio/NioTcpChannel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002302878_1654023069.9318614/0/xnio-nio-3-0-7-ga-sources-

jar/org/xnio/nio/BioDatagramUdpChannel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002302878_1654023069.9318614/0/xnio-nio-3-0-7-ga-sources-jar/org/xnio/nio/NioXnio.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002302878_1654023069.9318614/0/xnio-nio-3-0-7-ga-sources-

jar/org/xnio/nio/NioUdpChannel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002302878_1654023069.9318614/0/xnio-nio-3-0-7-ga-sources-

jar/org/xnio/nio/BioMulticastUdpChannel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002302878_1654023069.9318614/0/xnio-nio-3-0-7-ga-sources-

jar/org/xnio/nio/NioTcpServer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002302878_1654023069.9318614/0/xnio-nio-3-0-7-ga-sources-

jar/org/xnio/nio/SelectorUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002302878_1654023069.9318614/0/xnio-nio-3-0-7-ga-sources-

jar/org/xnio/nio/SynchronousHolder.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1002302878_1654023069.9318614/0/xnio-nio-3-0-7-ga-sources-

jar/org/xnio/nio/NioHandle.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002302878_1654023069.9318614/0/xnio-nio-3-0-7-ga-sources-

jar/org/xnio/nio/NioPipeChannel.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

#

# JBoss, Home of Professional Open Source

# Copyright 2009, JBoss Inc., and individual contributors as indicated

# by the @authors tag. See the copyright.txt in the distribution for a

# full listing of individual contributors.

#

# This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

# under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as

# published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2.1 of

# the License, or (at your option) any later version.

#

# This software is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

# but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

# MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU

# Lesser General Public License for more details.

#

# You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

# License along with this software; if not, write to the Free

# Software Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA

# 02110-1301 USA, or see the FSF site: http://www.fsf.org.

#

# This module defines the NIO XNIO provider

org.xnio.nio.NioXnioProvider

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1002302878_1654023069.9318614/0/xnio-nio-3-0-7-ga-sources-jar/META-

INF/services/org.xnio.XnioProvider

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* JBoss, Home of Professional Open Source.

* Copyright 2011, Red Hat, Inc., and individual contributors

* as indicated by the @author tags. See the copyright.txt file in the

* distribution for a full listing of individual contributors.

*

* This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

* under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as

* published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2.1 of

* the License, or (at your option) any later version.

*

* This software is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

* but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of
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* MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU

* Lesser General Public License for more details.

*

* You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

* License along with this software; if not, write to the Free

* Software Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA

* 02110-1301 USA, or see the FSF site: http://www.fsf.org.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1002302878_1654023069.9318614/0/xnio-nio-3-0-7-ga-sources-

jar/org/xnio/nio/NioXnioWorker.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002302878_1654023069.9318614/0/xnio-nio-3-0-7-ga-sources-jar/org/xnio/nio/Log.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002302878_1654023069.9318614/0/xnio-nio-3-0-7-ga-sources-

jar/org/xnio/nio/WorkerThread.java

 

1.196 jboss-dmr 1.2.0.Final-redhat-1 
1.196.1 Available under license : 

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it * under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as * published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of * the License, or (at your option) any later version. * This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of *

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU * Lesser General Public

License for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public * I am placing this

code in the Public Domain. Do with it as you will. This software comes with no guarantees or warranties but'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it * under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as * published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of * the License, or (at your option) any later version. * This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of *

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU * Lesser General Public

License for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public'

 

1.197 spring-context 4.1.5.RELEASE 
1.197.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2014 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
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*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

/**

* Indicates that a component is only eligible for registration when all

* {@linkplain #value() specified conditions} match.

*

* <p>A <em>condition</em> is any state that can be determined programmatically

* before the bean definition is due to be registered (see {@link Condition} for details).

*

* <p>The {@code @Conditional} annotation may be used in any of the following ways:

* <ul>

* <li>as a type-level annotation on any class directly or indirectly annotated with

* {@code @Component}, including {@link Configuration @Configuration} classes</li>

* <li>as a meta-annotation, for the purpose of composing custom stereotype

* annotations</li>

* <li>as a method-level annotation on any {@link Bean @Bean} method</li>

* </ul>

*

* <p>If a {@code @Configuration} class is marked with {@code @Conditional}, all of the

* {@code @Bean} methods, {@link Import @Import} and {@link ComponentScan @ComponentScan}

* annotations associated with that class will be subject to the conditions.

*

* <p>NOTE: {@code @Conditional} annotations are not inherited; any conditions from

* superclasses or from overridden methods are not being considered.

*

* @author Phillip Webb

* @since 4.0

* @see Condition

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/Conditional.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2014 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
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*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

/**

* {@link FactoryBean} that obtains a WebSphere {@link javax.management.MBeanServer}

* reference through WebSphere's proprietary {@code AdminServiceFactory} API,

* available on WebSphere 5.1 and higher.

*

* <p>Exposes the {@code MBeanServer} for bean references.

* This FactoryBean is a direct alternative to {@link MBeanServerFactoryBean},

* which uses standard JMX 1.2 API to access the platform's MBeanServer.

*

* <p>See the javadocs for WebSphere's

* <a href="http://bit.ly/UzccDt">{@code AdminServiceFactory}</a>

* and <a href="http://bit.ly/TRlX2r">{@code MBeanFactory}</a>.

*

* @author Juergen Hoeller

* @author Rob Harrop

* @since 2.0.3

* @see javax.management.MBeanServer

* @see MBeanServerFactoryBean

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/support/WebSphereMBeanServerFactoryBean.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2009 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/ScopedProxyCreator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/export/MBeanExportOperations.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/config/ExecutorBeanDefinitionParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/LifecycleProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/export/metadata/ManagedMetric.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/event/SmartApplicationListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/event/ApplicationEventMulticaster.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2007 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/scripting/config/LangNamespaceUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/export/annotation/ManagedNotifications.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/export/metadata/ManagedAttribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/export/metadata/AbstractJmxAttribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/remoting/support/RemoteInvocationBasedExporter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/export/SpringModelMBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/remoting/support/RemoteInvocationFactory.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/remoting/support/RemoteInvocationExecutor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/ejb/config/AbstractJndiLocatingBeanDefinitionParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jndi/JndiAccessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/stereotype/Component.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/instrument/classloading/WeavingTransformer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/export/annotation/ManagedNotification.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/export/metadata/ManagedOperationParameter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/stereotype/Controller.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2010 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/support/FileSystemXmlApplicationContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/support/ClassPathXmlApplicationContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/support/StaticMessageSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jndi/JndiLocatorSupport.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2005 the original author or authors.

*
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* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/export/annotation/ManagedAttribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/export/annotation/ManagedOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/export/metadata/JmxMetadataUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/ApplicationEventPublisher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/export/metadata/ManagedOperation.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2010-2012 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/cache/interceptor/CacheProxyFactoryBean.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*
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* Copyright 2002-2008 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/export/assembler/AbstractConfigurableMBeanInfoAssembler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/remoting/RemoteAccessException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/config/MBeanServerBeanDefinitionParser.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2012 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/concurrent/ReschedulingRunnable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/cache/support/SimpleValueWrapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/validation/MessageCodesResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-
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jar/org/springframework/cache/interceptor/BeanFactoryCacheOperationSourceAdvisor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/export/notification/NotificationPublisher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/config/MBeanExportBeanDefinitionParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/export/annotation/ManagedOperationParameter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/export/notification/UnableToSendNotificationException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/validation/BindingResultUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/export/metadata/ManagedResource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/remoting/support/RemoteAccessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/support/RegistrationPolicy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/ApplicationEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/remoting/RemoteProxyFailureException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/export/naming/ObjectNamingStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/remoting/rmi/RemoteInvocationSerializingExporter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/support/MessageSourceAccessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/EnableMBeanExport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jndi/JndiCallback.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/Import.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/LoadTimeWeavingConfigurer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jndi/JndiTemplate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/ConfigurableApplicationContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/scripting/config/LangNamespaceHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/scripting/groovy/GroovyObjectCustomizer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/export/naming/KeyNamingStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/format/number/AbstractNumberFormatter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-
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jar/org/springframework/ejb/access/SimpleRemoteSlsbInvokerInterceptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/ApplicationContextException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/Jsr330ScopeMetadataResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/scripting/ScriptCompilationException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/scripting/config/ScriptingDefaultsParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/export/metadata/JmxAttributeSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/remoting/support/RemoteInvocationTraceInterceptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/validation/MessageCodeFormatter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/support/MBeanServerFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/access/MBeanConnectFailureException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/support/ObjectNameManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/access/NotificationListenerRegistrar.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/cache/interceptor/NameMatchCacheOperationSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jndi/TypeMismatchNamingException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/ApplicationContextAware.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/export/notification/ModelMBeanNotificationPublisher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/access/MBeanProxyFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/export/MBeanExporterListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/remoting/RemoteConnectFailureException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/export/naming/SelfNaming.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/ejb/config/JeeNamespaceHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/cache/config/CacheNamespaceHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/ui/context/Theme.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/expression/BeanFactoryResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-
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jar/org/springframework/instrument/classloading/websphere/WebSphereClassPreDefinePlugin.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/instrument/classloading/weblogic/WebLogicLoadTimeWeaver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/export/assembler/MBeanInfoAssembler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/instrument/classloading/websphere/WebSphereLoadTimeWeaver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/ui/context/support/SimpleTheme.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/export/assembler/SimpleReflectiveMBeanInfoAssembler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/remoting/support/DefaultRemoteInvocationExecutor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/remoting/rmi/CodebaseAwareObjectInputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/instrument/classloading/websphere/WebSphereClassLoaderAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/MessageSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/validation/BindingResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/validation/ObjectError.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/remoting/rmi/RmiBasedExporter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/Scope.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/ScopeMetadataResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jndi/JndiObjectTargetSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/cache/interceptor/CacheOperationSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jndi/JndiLocatorDelegate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/NoSuchMessageException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/export/metadata/InvalidMetadataException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/support/MBeanServerConnectionFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/access/InvalidInvocationException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/format/number/PercentFormatter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/validation/Errors.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-
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jar/org/springframework/jmx/support/NotificationListenerHolder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jndi/JndiObjectLocator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/weaving/LoadTimeWeaverAwareProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/export/annotation/ManagedResource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/support/ScheduledMethodRunnable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/TaskScheduler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/remoting/rmi/RmiInvocationWrapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/remoting/support/RemotingSupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/remoting/support/RemoteInvocationBasedAccessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/ejb/access/LocalSlsbInvokerInterceptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/ui/context/support/UiApplicationContextUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/ejb/config/JndiLookupBeanDefinitionParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/remoting/support/UrlBasedRemoteAccessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/export/assembler/AutodetectCapableMBeanInfoAssembler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/SchedulingAwareRunnable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/format/support/FormattingConversionServiceFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/validation/Validator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/export/assembler/MethodNameBasedMBeanInfoAssembler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/config/TriggerTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/support/AbstractXmlApplicationContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/ui/ExtendedModelMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/remoting/support/DefaultRemoteInvocationFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/validation/support/BindingAwareModelMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/cache/interceptor/CacheOperationSourcePointcut.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-
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jar/org/springframework/ejb/config/LocalStatelessSessionBeanDefinitionParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/validation/FieldError.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/event/ContextClosedEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/scripting/ScriptSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/remoting/rmi/JndiRmiServiceExporter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/ResourceLoaderAware.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/remoting/rmi/RmiProxyFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/event/ContextStoppedEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/validation/BeanPropertyBindingResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/validation/DefaultMessageCodesResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/ui/Model.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/support/ApplicationContextAwareProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/ui/context/support/ResourceBundleThemeSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/cache/interceptor/CompositeCacheOperationSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/ejb/config/RemoteStatelessSessionBeanDefinitionParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jndi/JndiLookupFailureException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/annotation/SchedulingConfigurer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/ejb/access/AbstractRemoteSlsbInvokerInterceptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/remoting/rmi/RmiInvocationHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/config/SpringConfiguredBeanDefinitionParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/support/ConnectorServerFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/weaving/LoadTimeWeaverAware.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/validation/beanvalidation/LocaleContextMessageInterpolator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/format/Parser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-
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jar/org/springframework/remoting/support/RemoteInvocationUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/access/ContextSingletonBeanFactoryLocator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/instrument/classloading/SimpleLoadTimeWeaver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/cache/interceptor/CacheInterceptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/export/annotation/ManagedOperationParameters.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/support/DefaultMessageSourceResolvable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/format/FormatterRegistrar.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/event/ContextStartedEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/ui/context/ThemeSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/remoting/RemoteInvocationFailureException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/scripting/support/RefreshableScriptTargetSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/validation/BindException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/event/EventPublicationInterceptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/support/ApplicationObjectSupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/annotation/Async.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/SchedulingException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/remoting/support/RemoteExporter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/annotation/EnableScheduling.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/JmxException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/validation/AbstractPropertyBindingResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/TriggerContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/ui/context/HierarchicalThemeSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/expression/BeanExpressionContextAccessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/access/DefaultLocatorFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-
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jar/org/springframework/jmx/export/annotation/AnnotationMBeanExporter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/Lifecycle.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/config/ContextNamespaceHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/format/Formatter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/remoting/soap/SoapFaultException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/event/ContextRefreshedEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/export/MBeanExportException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/export/assembler/InterfaceBasedMBeanInfoAssembler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/cache/concurrent/ConcurrentMapCacheFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/instrument/classloading/ShadowingClassLoader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/support/LiveBeansViewMBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/access/ConnectorDelegate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/validation/beanvalidation/BeanValidationPostProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/remoting/RemoteLookupFailureException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/access/MBeanInfoRetrievalException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/remoting/rmi/RmiClientInterceptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/ejb/access/SimpleRemoteStatelessSessionProxyFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/export/naming/IdentityNamingStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/AnnotationConfigBeanDefinitionParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/instrument/classloading/LoadTimeWeaver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/ui/context/support/DelegatingThemeSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/validation/DefaultBindingErrorProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/support/DelegatingMessageSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jndi/JndiTemplateEditor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-
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jar/org/springframework/scheduling/config/TaskNamespaceHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/remoting/rmi/JndiRmiProxyFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/validation/AbstractBindingResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/config/SchedulerBeanDefinitionParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/Phased.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/ejb/access/LocalStatelessSessionProxyFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/format/Printer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/support/ConversionServiceFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/validation/BindingErrorProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/export/NotificationListenerBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/scripting/support/StaticScriptSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/cache/annotation/EnableCaching.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/config/Task.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/export/annotation/ManagedMetric.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/ApplicationListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/access/ContextBeanFactoryReference.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/support/DelegatingErrorHandlingRunnable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/remoting/rmi/RmiServiceExporter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/instrument/classloading/InstrumentationLoadTimeWeaver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/validation/beanvalidation/CustomValidatorBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/instrument/classloading/ResourceOverridingShadowingClassLoader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/event/ApplicationContextEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/format/number/NumberFormatter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/export/naming/MetadataNamingStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-
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jar/org/springframework/context/support/MessageSourceSupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/DependsOn.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/ejb/access/EjbAccessException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/HierarchicalMessageSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/instrument/classloading/weblogic/WebLogicClassLoaderAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/MBeanServerNotFoundException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/format/number/CurrencyFormatter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/Trigger.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/ScopeMetadata.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/export/assembler/AbstractMBeanInfoAssembler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/access/InvocationFailureException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/export/UnableToRegisterMBeanException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/MessageSourceResolvable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/validation/SmartValidator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/access/ContextJndiBeanFactoryLocator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/config/PropertyOverrideBeanDefinitionParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/ejb/access/AbstractSlsbInvokerInterceptor.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2013 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
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* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/EnableLoadTimeWeaving.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/i18n/TimeZoneAwareLocaleContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/validation/beanvalidation/OptionalValidatorFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/AutoProxyRegistrar.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/AdviceModeImportSelector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/weaving/AspectJWeavingEnabler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/scripting/bsh/BshScriptEvaluator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/cache/interceptor/CacheExpressionRootObject.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/format/datetime/joda/LocalDateTimeParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/AnnotationScopeMetadataResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/ImportBeanDefinitionRegistrar.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/support/StaticApplicationContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/support/GenericXmlApplicationContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/event/SourceFilteringListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/support/PropertySourcesPlaceholderConfigurer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/remoting/rmi/RmiRegistryFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/cache/interceptor/CacheableOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/concurrent/DefaultManagedTaskScheduler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/scripting/groovy/GroovyScriptFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/format/datetime/joda/JodaTimeContextHolder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/config/ScheduledTasksBeanDefinitionParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/concurrent/CustomizableThreadFactory.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/instrument/classloading/jboss/JBossModulesAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/support/DefaultLifecycleProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/concurrent/ScheduledExecutorTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/cache/annotation/Caching.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/support/SimpleTriggerContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/Condition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/concurrent/ExecutorConfigurationSupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/instrument/classloading/tomcat/TomcatLoadTimeWeaver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/PropertySource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/scripting/config/ScriptBeanDefinitionParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/validation/beanvalidation/SpringConstraintValidatorFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/SchedulingTaskExecutor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/instrument/classloading/jboss/JBossMCAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/ImportSelector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/config/CronTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/format/datetime/joda/ReadableInstantPrinter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/support/TaskUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/export/assembler/MetadataMBeanInfoAssembler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/FilterType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/cache/interceptor/CachePutOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/ConditionContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/format/datetime/joda/JodaTimeFormatterRegistrar.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/instrument/classloading/glassfish/GlassFishLoadTimeWeaver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/concurrent/ConcurrentTaskScheduler.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/concurrent/ConcurrentTaskExecutor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/format/support/DefaultFormattingConversionService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/format/datetime/joda/DateTimeFormatterFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/LoadTimeWeavingConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/scripting/ScriptEvaluator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/format/datetime/DateFormatterRegistrar.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/AnnotatedBeanDefinitionReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/ScopedProxyMode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/format/datetime/joda/DateTimeFormatterFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/format/datetime/standard/DateTimeFormatterFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/Description.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/ContextAnnotationAutowireCandidateResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/concurrent/DefaultManagedTaskExecutor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/DeferredImportSelector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/annotation/Schedules.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/ejb/interceptor/SpringBeanAutowiringInterceptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/scripting/bsh/BshScriptUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/support/GenericApplicationContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/concurrent/DefaultManagedAwareThreadFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/support/PostProcessorRegistrationDelegate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/format/datetime/joda/DateTimeParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/format/datetime/joda/MillisecondInstantPrinter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/i18n/SimpleTimeZoneAwareLocaleContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/Lazy.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/expression/EnvironmentAccessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/i18n/SimpleLocaleContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/support/AbstractRefreshableApplicationContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/ui/ModelMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/ConfigurationMethod.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/instrument/classloading/ReflectiveLoadTimeWeaver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/support/MessageSourceResourceBundle.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/scripting/jruby/JRubyScriptFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/format/datetime/joda/LocalTimeParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/weaving/DefaultContextLoadTimeWeaver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/support/MethodInvokingRunnable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/scripting/support/ResourceScriptSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/config/IntervalTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/remoting/rmi/RmiClientInterceptorUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/instrument/classloading/jboss/JBossMCTranslatorAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/format/annotation/DateTimeFormat.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/format/datetime/DateFormatter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/AspectJAutoProxyRegistrar.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/i18n/LocaleContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jndi/JndiObjectFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/Profile.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/ProfileCondition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/config/TaskExecutorFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/cache/interceptor/SimpleKey.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/i18n/LocaleContextHolder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/scripting/bsh/BshScriptFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/export/assembler/AbstractReflectiveMBeanInfoAssembler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/scripting/support/StandardScriptEvaluator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/format/datetime/joda/ReadablePartialPrinter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/remoting/rmi/JndiRmiClientInterceptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/format/datetime/joda/LocalDateParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/scripting/ScriptFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/support/CronSequenceGenerator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/cache/interceptor/CacheEvictOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/format/datetime/joda/JodaTimeContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/support/CronTrigger.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/scripting/support/ScriptFactoryPostProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/concurrent/ThreadPoolExecutorFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/annotation/Scheduled.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/support/PeriodicTrigger.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/support/AbstractMessageSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/instrument/classloading/jboss/JBossLoadTimeWeaver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/cache/interceptor/KeyGenerator.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2014 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
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*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

/**

* Abstract the invocation of a cache operation.

*

* <p>Does not provide a way to transmit checked exceptions but

* provide a special exception that should be used to wrap any

* exception that was thrown by the underlying invocation. Callers

* are expected to handle this issue type specifically.

*

* @author Stephane Nicoll

* @since 4.1

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/cache/interceptor/CacheOperationInvoker.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2015 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/annotation/ScheduledAnnotationBeanPostProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/ConfigurationClassBeanDefinitionReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/ConfigurationClass.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-
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jar/org/springframework/context/support/ResourceBundleMessageSource.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2011 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/stereotype/Service.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/ConflictingBeanDefinitionException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/config/AbstractPropertyLoadingBeanDefinitionParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/EnvironmentAware.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/EmbeddedValueResolverAware.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/cache/support/SimpleCacheManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/ImportAware.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/EnableAspectJAutoProxy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/config/PropertyPlaceholderBeanDefinitionParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/BeanAnnotationHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/ApplicationContextInitializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/Role.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/AdviceMode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/config/LoadTimeWeaverBeanDefinitionParser.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/MessageSourceAware.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/SmartLifecycle.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/support/MetricType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/instrument/classloading/jboss/JBossClassLoaderAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/BeanMethod.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/ApplicationEventPublisherAware.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/stereotype/Repository.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/Primary.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/export/notification/NotificationPublisherAware.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2006 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/validation/MapBindingResult.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2014 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*
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*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/ApplicationContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jndi/JndiPropertySource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/cache/support/NoOpCacheManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/cache/interceptor/ExpressionEvaluator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/annotation/AsyncConfigurer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/cache/interceptor/CacheOperationInvocationContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jndi/support/SimpleJndiBeanFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/cache/concurrent/ConcurrentMapCache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/ComponentScanBeanDefinitionParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/expression/StandardBeanExpressionResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/format/datetime/joda/JodaDateTimeFormatAnnotationFormatterFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/format/annotation/NumberFormat.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/instrument/classloading/weblogic/WebLogicClassPreProcessorAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/AnnotationConfigUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/cache/interceptor/AbstractCacheResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/ComponentScan.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/annotation/EnableAsync.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/cache/interceptor/SimpleCacheResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/remoting/support/SimpleHttpServerFactoryBean.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/concurrent/ThreadPoolTaskScheduler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/cache/interceptor/CacheResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/config/TaskManagementConfigUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/annotation/SchedulingConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/expression/BeanFactoryAccessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/annotation/AsyncAnnotationAdvisor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/PropertySources.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/annotation/AbstractAsyncConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/ConfigurationClassParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/cache/annotation/CachePut.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/export/MBeanExporter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/cache/annotation/SpringCacheAnnotationParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/support/JmxUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/validation/DirectFieldBindingResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/scripting/jruby/JRubyScriptUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/ScannedGenericBeanDefinition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/annotation/AnnotationAsyncExecutionInterceptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/support/MBeanRegistrationSupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/cache/annotation/Cacheable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/cache/interceptor/BasicOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/AnnotationConfigApplicationContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/format/datetime/standard/DateTimeConverters.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/cache/annotation/CachingConfigurerSupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/format/FormatterRegistry.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/concurrent/ForkJoinPoolFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/export/assembler/MethodExclusionMBeanInfoAssembler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/support/EmbeddedValueResolutionSupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/ConfigurationClassPostProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/access/MBeanClientInterceptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/event/SimpleApplicationEventMulticaster.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/format/datetime/standard/InstantFormatter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/ConfigurationClassEnhancer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/cache/interceptor/CacheAspectSupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/ConditionEvaluator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/cache/annotation/CacheAnnotationParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/export/annotation/AnnotationJmxAttributeSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/validation/annotation/Validated.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/cache/config/CacheManagementConfigUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/support/ContextTypeMatchClassLoader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/format/datetime/DateTimeFormatAnnotationFormatterFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/config/ContextLifecycleScheduledTaskRegistrar.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/cache/annotation/CacheEvict.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/cache/annotation/AbstractCachingConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/validation/ValidationUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/support/GenericGroovyApplicationContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/cache/annotation/CachingConfigurer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/cache/interceptor/SimpleKeyGenerator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/Configuration.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/format/datetime/joda/JodaTimeConverters.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/concurrent/ThreadPoolTaskExecutor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/ComponentScanAnnotationParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/validation/beanvalidation/LocalValidatorFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/format/number/NumberFormatAnnotationFormatterFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/cache/annotation/ProxyCachingConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/cache/interceptor/DefaultKeyGenerator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/format/datetime/standard/TemporalAccessorPrinter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/cache/config/CacheAdviceParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/config/AnnotationDrivenBeanDefinitionParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/expression/MapAccessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/validation/beanvalidation/MethodValidationPostProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/validation/beanvalidation/MethodValidationInterceptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/format/support/FormattingConversionService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/event/GenericApplicationListenerAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/format/datetime/standard/TemporalAccessorParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/cache/interceptor/AbstractFallbackCacheOperationSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/cache/support/AbstractCacheManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/cache/config/AnnotationDrivenCacheBeanDefinitionParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/AnnotationBeanNameGenerator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/AnnotationConfigRegistry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/cache/concurrent/ConcurrentMapCacheManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/validation/DataBinder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/ConfigurationCondition.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/event/AbstractApplicationEventMulticaster.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/cache/CacheManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/annotation/AsyncConfigurerSupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/cache/interceptor/MethodCacheKey.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/support/AbstractRefreshableConfigApplicationContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/cache/annotation/CachingConfigurationSelector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/instrument/classloading/SimpleThrowawayClassLoader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/cache/support/CompositeCacheManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/ClassPathBeanDefinitionScanner.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/annotation/AsyncAnnotationBeanPostProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/cache/interceptor/NamedCacheResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/annotation/AsyncResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/support/SimpleThreadScope.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/Bean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/cache/annotation/CacheConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/cache/interceptor/SimpleCacheErrorHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/format/datetime/standard/DateTimeContextHolder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/cache/interceptor/CacheErrorHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/concurrent/ScheduledExecutorFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/annotation/ProxyAsyncConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/cache/interceptor/CacheEvaluationContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/ImportResource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/format/datetime/standard/DateTimeContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/annotation/AsyncConfigurationSelector.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/instrument/classloading/SimpleInstrumentableClassLoader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/config/ScheduledTaskRegistrar.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/validation/AbstractErrors.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/support/LiveBeansView.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/remoting/support/RemoteInvocationResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/validation/beanvalidation/MessageSourceResourceBundleLocator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/format/AnnotationFormatterFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/ConfigurationClassUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/support/ReloadableResourceBundleMessageSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/validation/beanvalidation/SpringValidatorAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/ClassPathScanningCandidateComponentProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/MBeanExportConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/ImportRegistry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/CommonAnnotationBeanPostProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/cache/interceptor/AbstractCacheInvoker.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/remoting/support/RemoteInvocation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/format/datetime/standard/DateTimeFormatterRegistrar.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/format/datetime/standard/Jsr310DateTimeFormatAnnotationFormatterFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/export/metadata/ManagedNotification.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/cache/interceptor/VariableNotAvailableException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/cache/Cache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/support/AbstractApplicationContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/cache/interceptor/CacheOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/format/datetime/standard/DateTimeFormatterFactory.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1123626683_1610729740.7/0/spring-context-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/cache/annotation/AnnotationCacheOperationSource.java

 

1.198 stax-mapper 1.1.0.Final-redhat-2 
1.198.1 Available under license : 

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it * under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as * published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of * the License, or (at your option) any later version. * This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of *

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU * Lesser General Public

License for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public'

 

1.199 spring-framework 4.3.29.RELEASE 
1.199.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2017 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519564_1600946702.97/0/spring-core-4-3-29-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/util/Base64Utils.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519564_1600946702.97/0/spring-core-4-3-29-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/env/MutablePropertySources.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519564_1600946702.97/0/spring-core-4-3-29-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/type/StandardAnnotationMetadata.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519564_1600946702.97/0/spring-core-4-3-29-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/util/xml/StaxResult.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519564_1600946702.97/0/spring-core-4-3-29-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/convert/support/ByteBufferConverter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519564_1600946702.97/0/spring-core-4-3-29-release-sources-
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jar/org/springframework/util/concurrent/ListenableFuture.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519564_1600946702.97/0/spring-core-4-3-29-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/PrioritizedParameterNameDiscoverer.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519564_1600946702.97/0/spring-core-4-3-29-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/util/ResourceUtils.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519564_1600946702.97/0/spring-core-4-3-29-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/util/FileSystemUtils.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519564_1600946702.97/0/spring-core-4-3-29-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/ResolvableTypeProvider.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519564_1600946702.97/0/spring-core-4-3-29-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/convert/support/DefaultConversionService.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519564_1600946702.97/0/spring-core-4-3-29-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/convert/converter/ConvertingComparator.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519564_1600946702.97/0/spring-core-4-3-29-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/NestedRuntimeException.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519564_1600946702.97/0/spring-core-4-3-29-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/StandardReflectionParameterNameDiscoverer.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519564_1600946702.97/0/spring-core-4-3-29-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/GenericCollectionTypeResolver.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519564_1600946702.97/0/spring-core-4-3-29-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/convert/support/ObjectToOptionalConverter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519564_1600946702.97/0/spring-core-4-3-29-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/env/CompositePropertySource.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519564_1600946702.97/0/spring-core-4-3-29-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/convert/support/StringToNumberConverterFactory.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519564_1600946702.97/0/spring-core-4-3-29-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/util/concurrent/ListenableFutureTask.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519564_1600946702.97/0/spring-core-4-3-29-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/util/xml/StaxSource.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519564_1600946702.97/0/spring-core-4-3-29-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/util/xml/AbstractStaxHandler.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519564_1600946702.97/0/spring-core-4-3-29-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/util/AntPathMatcher.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519564_1600946702.97/0/spring-core-4-3-29-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/env/MissingRequiredPropertiesException.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519564_1600946702.97/0/spring-core-4-3-29-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/util/WeakReferenceMonitor.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519564_1600946702.97/0/spring-core-4-3-29-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/env/EnvironmentCapable.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519564_1600946702.97/0/spring-core-4-3-29-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/type/classreading/ClassMetadataReadingVisitor.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519564_1600946702.97/0/spring-core-4-3-29-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/type/classreading/AnnotationReadingVisitorUtils.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519564_1600946702.97/0/spring-core-4-3-29-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/ControlFlowFactory.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519564_1600946702.97/0/spring-core-4-3-29-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/Constants.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519564_1600946702.97/0/spring-core-4-3-29-release-sources-
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jar/org/springframework/core/io/ResourceEditor.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519564_1600946702.97/0/spring-core-4-3-29-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/ControlFlow.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519564_1600946702.97/0/spring-core-4-3-29-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/Conventions.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519564_1600946702.97/0/spring-core-4-3-29-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/type/classreading/AbstractRecursiveAnnotationVisitor.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519564_1600946702.97/0/spring-core-4-3-29-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/util/concurrent/SettableListenableFuture.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519564_1600946702.97/0/spring-core-4-3-29-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/ErrorCoded.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519564_1600946702.97/0/spring-core-4-3-29-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/util/concurrent/CompletableToListenableFutureAdapter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519564_1600946702.97/0/spring-core-4-3-29-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/type/StandardClassMetadata.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519564_1600946702.97/0/spring-core-4-3-29-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/util/MethodInvoker.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519564_1600946702.97/0/spring-core-4-3-29-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/util/Assert.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519564_1600946702.97/0/spring-core-4-3-29-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/util/StreamUtils.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519564_1600946702.97/0/spring-core-4-3-29-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/util/comparator/CompoundComparator.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519564_1600946702.97/0/spring-core-4-3-29-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/util/concurrent/FutureAdapter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519564_1600946702.97/0/spring-core-4-3-29-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/util/FileCopyUtils.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519564_1600946702.97/0/spring-core-4-3-29-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/util/TypeUtils.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519564_1600946702.97/0/spring-core-4-3-29-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/io/ClassPathResource.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519564_1600946702.97/0/spring-core-4-3-29-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/util/ConcurrencyThrottleSupport.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519564_1600946702.97/0/spring-core-4-3-29-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/type/ClassMetadata.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519564_1600946702.97/0/spring-core-4-3-29-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/convert/support/AbstractConditionalEnumConverter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519564_1600946702.97/0/spring-core-4-3-29-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/convert/support/StringToCharacterConverter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519564_1600946702.97/0/spring-core-4-3-29-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/NestedExceptionUtils.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519564_1600946702.97/0/spring-core-4-3-29-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/type/classreading/MethodMetadataReadingVisitor.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519564_1600946702.97/0/spring-core-4-3-29-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/LocalVariableTableParameterNameDiscoverer.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519564_1600946702.97/0/spring-core-4-3-29-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/io/ByteArrayResource.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519564_1600946702.97/0/spring-core-4-3-29-release-sources-
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jar/org/springframework/core/annotation/AnnotationAttributes.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519564_1600946702.97/0/spring-core-4-3-29-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/io/InputStreamSource.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519564_1600946702.97/0/spring-core-4-3-29-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/util/PropertyPlaceholderHelper.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519564_1600946702.97/0/spring-core-4-3-29-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/io/Resource.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519564_1600946702.97/0/spring-core-4-3-29-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/env/PropertySource.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519564_1600946702.97/0/spring-core-4-3-29-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/convert/support/StringToEnumConverterFactory.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519564_1600946702.97/0/spring-core-4-3-29-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/MethodClassKey.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519564_1600946702.97/0/spring-core-4-3-29-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/util/xml/StaxStreamXMLReader.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519564_1600946702.97/0/spring-core-4-3-29-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/NestedCheckedException.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519564_1600946702.97/0/spring-core-4-3-29-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/convert/support/CollectionToArrayConverter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519564_1600946702.97/0/spring-core-4-3-29-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/convert/support/CollectionToObjectConverter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519564_1600946702.97/0/spring-core-4-3-29-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/asm/SpringAsmInfo.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519564_1600946702.97/0/spring-core-4-3-29-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/util/InvalidMimeTypeException.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519564_1600946702.97/0/spring-core-4-3-29-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/annotation/Order.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519564_1600946702.97/0/spring-core-4-3-29-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/env/ReadOnlySystemAttributesMap.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519564_1600946702.97/0/spring-core-4-3-29-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/io/UrlResource.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519564_1600946702.97/0/spring-core-4-3-29-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/env/AbstractPropertyResolver.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2014 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
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* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519564_1600946702.97/0/spring-core-4-3-29-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/type/filter/AbstractClassTestingTypeFilter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519564_1600946702.97/0/spring-core-4-3-29-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/util/backoff/BackOff.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519564_1600946702.97/0/spring-core-4-3-29-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/util/xml/StaxStreamHandler.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519564_1600946702.97/0/spring-core-4-3-29-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/cglib/core/SpringNamingPolicy.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519564_1600946702.97/0/spring-core-4-3-29-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/convert/support/ObjectToStringConverter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519564_1600946702.97/0/spring-core-4-3-29-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/util/xml/StaxUtils.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519564_1600946702.97/0/spring-core-4-3-29-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/convert/support/PropertiesToStringConverter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519564_1600946702.97/0/spring-core-4-3-29-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/util/CustomizableThreadCreator.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519564_1600946702.97/0/spring-core-4-3-29-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/convert/support/ObjectToArrayConverter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519564_1600946702.97/0/spring-core-4-3-29-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/type/filter/AspectJTypeFilter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519564_1600946702.97/0/spring-core-4-3-29-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/lang/UsesJava7.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519564_1600946702.97/0/spring-core-4-3-29-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/convert/support/ArrayToArrayConverter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519564_1600946702.97/0/spring-core-4-3-29-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/convert/support/CollectionToCollectionConverter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519564_1600946702.97/0/spring-core-4-3-29-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/type/classreading/RecursiveAnnotationArrayVisitor.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519564_1600946702.97/0/spring-core-4-3-29-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/convert/support/ZonedDateTimeToCalendarConverter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519564_1600946702.97/0/spring-core-4-3-29-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/util/CompositeIterator.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519564_1600946702.97/0/spring-core-4-3-29-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/convert/support/IdToEntityConverter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519564_1600946702.97/0/spring-core-4-3-29-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/util/ExceptionTypeFilter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519564_1600946702.97/0/spring-core-4-3-29-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/type/filter/AssignableTypeFilter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519564_1600946702.97/0/spring-core-4-3-29-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/NestedIOException.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519564_1600946702.97/0/spring-core-4-3-29-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/cglib/SpringCglibInfo.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519564_1600946702.97/0/spring-core-4-3-29-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/convert/support/ObjectToCollectionConverter.java
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* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519564_1600946702.97/0/spring-core-4-3-29-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/convert/support/ArrayToCollectionConverter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519564_1600946702.97/0/spring-core-4-3-29-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/convert/support/MapToMapConverter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519564_1600946702.97/0/spring-core-4-3-29-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/convert/support/StringToCollectionConverter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519564_1600946702.97/0/spring-core-4-3-29-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/convert/support/ZoneIdToTimeZoneConverter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519564_1600946702.97/0/spring-core-4-3-29-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/util/xml/XmlValidationModeDetector.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519564_1600946702.97/0/spring-core-4-3-29-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/convert/support/ArrayToStringConverter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519564_1600946702.97/0/spring-core-4-3-29-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/env/PropertiesPropertySource.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519564_1600946702.97/0/spring-core-4-3-29-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/lang/UsesJava8.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519564_1600946702.97/0/spring-core-4-3-29-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/util/backoff/BackOffExecution.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519564_1600946702.97/0/spring-core-4-3-29-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/env/MapPropertySource.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519564_1600946702.97/0/spring-core-4-3-29-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/util/Log4jConfigurer.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519564_1600946702.97/0/spring-core-4-3-29-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/io/support/ResourceArrayPropertyEditor.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519564_1600946702.97/0/spring-core-4-3-29-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/convert/converter/ConditionalConverter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519564_1600946702.97/0/spring-core-4-3-29-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/convert/support/ArrayToObjectConverter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519564_1600946702.97/0/spring-core-4-3-29-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/convert/support/ConversionServiceFactory.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519564_1600946702.97/0/spring-core-4-3-29-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/util/SerializationUtils.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519564_1600946702.97/0/spring-core-4-3-29-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/lang/UsesSunHttpServer.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2015 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
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* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519564_1600946702.97/0/spring-core-4-3-29-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/convert/converter/GenericConverter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519564_1600946702.97/0/spring-core-4-3-29-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/convert/support/StringToUUIDConverter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519564_1600946702.97/0/spring-core-4-3-29-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/convert/converter/ConditionalGenericConverter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519564_1600946702.97/0/spring-core-4-3-29-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/AliasRegistry.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519564_1600946702.97/0/spring-core-4-3-29-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/annotation/AnnotationConfigurationException.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519564_1600946702.97/0/spring-core-4-3-29-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/objenesis/SpringObjenesis.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519564_1600946702.97/0/spring-core-4-3-29-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/type/AnnotationMetadata.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519564_1600946702.97/0/spring-core-4-3-29-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/DefaultParameterNameDiscoverer.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519564_1600946702.97/0/spring-core-4-3-29-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/util/ResizableByteArrayOutputStream.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519564_1600946702.97/0/spring-core-4-3-29-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/io/support/ResourcePropertySource.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519564_1600946702.97/0/spring-core-4-3-29-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/convert/support/StringToLocaleConverter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519564_1600946702.97/0/spring-core-4-3-29-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/util/IdGenerator.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519564_1600946702.97/0/spring-core-4-3-29-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/annotation/SynthesizedAnnotation.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519564_1600946702.97/0/spring-core-4-3-29-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/util/comparator/InstanceComparator.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519564_1600946702.97/0/spring-core-4-3-29-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/convert/support/StreamConverter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519564_1600946702.97/0/spring-core-4-3-29-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/serializer/support/DeserializingConverter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519564_1600946702.97/0/spring-core-4-3-29-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/annotation/SynthesizedAnnotationInvocationHandler.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519564_1600946702.97/0/spring-core-4-3-29-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/Ordered.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519564_1600946702.97/0/spring-core-4-3-29-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/util/JdkIdGenerator.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519564_1600946702.97/0/spring-core-4-3-29-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/convert/support/FallbackObjectToStringConverter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519564_1600946702.97/0/spring-core-4-3-29-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/serializer/DefaultSerializer.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519564_1600946702.97/0/spring-core-4-3-29-release-sources-
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jar/org/springframework/util/SimpleIdGenerator.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519564_1600946702.97/0/spring-core-4-3-29-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/type/StandardMethodMetadata.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519564_1600946702.97/0/spring-core-4-3-29-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/util/AlternativeJdkIdGenerator.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519564_1600946702.97/0/spring-core-4-3-29-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/serializer/support/SerializingConverter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519564_1600946702.97/0/spring-core-4-3-29-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/convert/support/StringToTimeZoneConverter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519564_1600946702.97/0/spring-core-4-3-29-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/util/xml/SimpleNamespaceContext.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519564_1600946702.97/0/spring-core-4-3-29-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/type/classreading/AnnotationMetadataReadingVisitor.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519564_1600946702.97/0/spring-core-4-3-29-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/serializer/DefaultDeserializer.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519564_1600946702.97/0/spring-core-4-3-29-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/convert/support/StringToCharsetConverter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519564_1600946702.97/0/spring-core-4-3-29-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/type/MethodMetadata.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519564_1600946702.97/0/spring-core-4-3-29-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/annotation/AliasFor.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519564_1600946702.97/0/spring-core-4-3-29-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/type/AnnotatedTypeMetadata.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519564_1600946702.97/0/spring-core-4-3-29-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/io/InputStreamResource.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519564_1600946702.97/0/spring-core-4-3-29-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/JdkVersion.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519564_1600946702.97/0/spring-core-4-3-29-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/serializer/support/SerializationDelegate.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519564_1600946702.97/0/spring-core-4-3-29-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/env/SystemEnvironmentPropertySource.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519564_1600946702.97/0/spring-core-4-3-29-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/env/EnumerablePropertySource.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519564_1600946702.97/0/spring-core-4-3-29-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/convert/support/StringToCurrencyConverter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519564_1600946702.97/0/spring-core-4-3-29-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/convert/converter/Converter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2011 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*
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* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519564_1600946702.97/0/spring-core-4-3-29-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/env/PropertySources.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519564_1600946702.97/0/spring-core-4-3-29-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/env/CommandLineArgs.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519564_1600946702.97/0/spring-core-4-3-29-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/convert/support/ConvertingPropertyEditorAdapter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519564_1600946702.97/0/spring-core-4-3-29-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/env/SimpleCommandLineArgsParser.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519564_1600946702.97/0/spring-core-4-3-29-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/convert/support/ConfigurableConversionService.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2010 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519564_1600946702.97/0/spring-core-4-3-29-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/convert/ConversionException.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519564_1600946702.97/0/spring-core-4-3-29-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/io/support/VfsPatternUtils.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2018 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
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* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519564_1600946702.97/0/spring-core-4-3-29-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/ParameterizedTypeReference.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2019 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519564_1600946702.97/0/spring-core-4-3-29-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/annotation/AnnotationUtils.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519564_1600946702.97/0/spring-core-4-3-29-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/ResolvableType.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519564_1600946702.97/0/spring-core-4-3-29-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/convert/support/ConversionUtils.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519564_1600946702.97/0/spring-core-4-3-29-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/PriorityOrdered.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519564_1600946702.97/0/spring-core-4-3-29-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/util/ObjectUtils.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519564_1600946702.97/0/spring-core-4-3-29-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/MethodParameter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519564_1600946702.97/0/spring-core-4-3-29-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/util/StringUtils.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519564_1600946702.97/0/spring-core-4-3-29-release-sources-
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jar/org/springframework/util/PatternMatchUtils.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519564_1600946702.97/0/spring-core-4-3-29-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/convert/TypeDescriptor.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519564_1600946702.97/0/spring-core-4-3-29-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/io/support/ResourcePatternUtils.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519564_1600946702.97/0/spring-core-4-3-29-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/BridgeMethodResolver.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519564_1600946702.97/0/spring-core-4-3-29-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/type/filter/AbstractTypeHierarchyTraversingFilter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519564_1600946702.97/0/spring-core-4-3-29-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/util/xml/TransformerUtils.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/***

* ASM: a very small and fast Java bytecode manipulation framework

* Copyright (c) 2000-2011 INRIA, France Telecom

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* 3. Neither the name of the copyright holders nor the names of its

*    contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

*    this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

* AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

* ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

* LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

* CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

* SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

* INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

* CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF

* THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519564_1600946702.97/0/spring-core-4-3-29-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/asm/FieldVisitor.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519564_1600946702.97/0/spring-core-4-3-29-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/asm/MethodWriter.java
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* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519564_1600946702.97/0/spring-core-4-3-29-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/asm/Edge.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519564_1600946702.97/0/spring-core-4-3-29-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/asm/CurrentFrame.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519564_1600946702.97/0/spring-core-4-3-29-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/asm/Label.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519564_1600946702.97/0/spring-core-4-3-29-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/asm/Type.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519564_1600946702.97/0/spring-core-4-3-29-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/asm/Item.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519564_1600946702.97/0/spring-core-4-3-29-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/asm/AnnotationVisitor.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519564_1600946702.97/0/spring-core-4-3-29-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/asm/Attribute.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519564_1600946702.97/0/spring-core-4-3-29-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/asm/Handle.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519564_1600946702.97/0/spring-core-4-3-29-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/asm/Handler.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519564_1600946702.97/0/spring-core-4-3-29-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/asm/ClassWriter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519564_1600946702.97/0/spring-core-4-3-29-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/asm/ByteVector.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519564_1600946702.97/0/spring-core-4-3-29-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/asm/AnnotationWriter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519564_1600946702.97/0/spring-core-4-3-29-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/asm/ModuleWriter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519564_1600946702.97/0/spring-core-4-3-29-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/asm/MethodVisitor.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519564_1600946702.97/0/spring-core-4-3-29-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/asm/Opcodes.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519564_1600946702.97/0/spring-core-4-3-29-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/asm/ClassVisitor.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519564_1600946702.97/0/spring-core-4-3-29-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/asm/ClassReader.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519564_1600946702.97/0/spring-core-4-3-29-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/asm/FieldWriter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519564_1600946702.97/0/spring-core-4-3-29-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/asm/ModuleVisitor.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519564_1600946702.97/0/spring-core-4-3-29-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/asm/Frame.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519564_1600946702.97/0/spring-core-4-3-29-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/asm/Context.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/***

* ASM: a very small and fast Java bytecode manipulation framework

* Copyright (c) 2000-2013 INRIA, France Telecom

* All rights reserved.
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*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* 3. Neither the name of the copyright holders nor the names of its

*    contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

*    this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

* AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

* ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

* LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

* CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

* SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

* INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

* CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF

* THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519564_1600946702.97/0/spring-core-4-3-29-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/asm/TypePath.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519564_1600946702.97/0/spring-core-4-3-29-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/asm/TypeReference.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2016 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519564_1600946702.97/0/spring-core-4-3-29-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/convert/ConverterNotFoundException.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519564_1600946702.97/0/spring-core-4-3-29-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/convert/support/EnumToStringConverter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519564_1600946702.97/0/spring-core-4-3-29-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/io/ProtocolResolver.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519564_1600946702.97/0/spring-core-4-3-29-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/convert/converter/ConverterFactory.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519564_1600946702.97/0/spring-core-4-3-29-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/util/backoff/FixedBackOff.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519564_1600946702.97/0/spring-core-4-3-29-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/util/concurrent/ListenableFutureCallback.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519564_1600946702.97/0/spring-core-4-3-29-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/io/ResourceLoader.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519564_1600946702.97/0/spring-core-4-3-29-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/io/support/ResourceRegion.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519564_1600946702.97/0/spring-core-4-3-29-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/util/InstanceFilter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519564_1600946702.97/0/spring-core-4-3-29-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/style/ToStringCreator.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519564_1600946702.97/0/spring-core-4-3-29-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/convert/support/GenericConversionService.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519564_1600946702.97/0/spring-core-4-3-29-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/convert/support/NumberToNumberConverterFactory.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519564_1600946702.97/0/spring-core-4-3-29-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/io/FileSystemResource.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519564_1600946702.97/0/spring-core-4-3-29-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/io/support/PropertiesLoaderUtils.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519564_1600946702.97/0/spring-core-4-3-29-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/io/DefaultResourceLoader.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519564_1600946702.97/0/spring-core-4-3-29-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/util/concurrent/FailureCallback.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519564_1600946702.97/0/spring-core-4-3-29-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/convert/converter/ConverterRegistry.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519564_1600946702.97/0/spring-core-4-3-29-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/lang/UsesSunMisc.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519564_1600946702.97/0/spring-core-4-3-29-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/OrderComparator.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519564_1600946702.97/0/spring-core-4-3-29-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/util/concurrent/ListenableFutureAdapter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519564_1600946702.97/0/spring-core-4-3-29-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/convert/support/EnumToIntegerConverter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519564_1600946702.97/0/spring-core-4-3-29-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/ConfigurableObjectInputStream.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519564_1600946702.97/0/spring-core-4-3-29-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/OverridingClassLoader.java
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* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519564_1600946702.97/0/spring-core-4-3-29-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/util/DefaultPropertiesPersister.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519564_1600946702.97/0/spring-core-4-3-29-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/util/PropertiesPersister.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519564_1600946702.97/0/spring-core-4-3-29-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/env/ConfigurablePropertyResolver.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519564_1600946702.97/0/spring-core-4-3-29-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/annotation/AbstractAliasAwareAnnotationAttributeExtractor.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519564_1600946702.97/0/spring-core-4-3-29-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/util/xml/AbstractXMLReader.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519564_1600946702.97/0/spring-core-4-3-29-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/convert/ConversionFailedException.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519564_1600946702.97/0/spring-core-4-3-29-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/util/NumberUtils.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519564_1600946702.97/0/spring-core-4-3-29-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/env/PropertyResolver.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519564_1600946702.97/0/spring-core-4-3-29-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/type/classreading/RecursiveAnnotationAttributesVisitor.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519564_1600946702.97/0/spring-core-4-3-29-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/util/backoff/ExponentialBackOff.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519564_1600946702.97/0/spring-core-4-3-29-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/MethodIntrospector.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519564_1600946702.97/0/spring-core-4-3-29-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/annotation/DefaultAnnotationAttributeExtractor.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519564_1600946702.97/0/spring-core-4-3-29-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/env/CommandLinePropertySource.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519564_1600946702.97/0/spring-core-4-3-29-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/convert/support/ObjectToObjectConverter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519564_1600946702.97/0/spring-core-4-3-29-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/util/DigestUtils.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519564_1600946702.97/0/spring-core-4-3-29-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/convert/ConversionService.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519564_1600946702.97/0/spring-core-4-3-29-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/util/concurrent/SuccessCallback.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519564_1600946702.97/0/spring-core-4-3-29-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/type/classreading/CachingMetadataReaderFactory.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519564_1600946702.97/0/spring-core-4-3-29-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/annotation/AnnotationAttributeExtractor.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519564_1600946702.97/0/spring-core-4-3-29-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/io/support/EncodedResource.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519564_1600946702.97/0/spring-core-4-3-29-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/annotation/SynthesizingMethodParameter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519564_1600946702.97/0/spring-core-4-3-29-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/DecoratingClassLoader.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519564_1600946702.97/0/spring-core-4-3-29-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/convert/support/CollectionToStringConverter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519564_1600946702.97/0/spring-core-4-3-29-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/env/Environment.java
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* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519564_1600946702.97/0/spring-core-4-3-29-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/DecoratingProxy.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519564_1600946702.97/0/spring-core-4-3-29-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/util/AutoPopulatingList.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519564_1600946702.97/0/spring-core-4-3-29-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/convert/support/IntegerToEnumConverterFactory.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519564_1600946702.97/0/spring-core-4-3-29-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/annotation/MapAnnotationAttributeExtractor.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519564_1600946702.97/0/spring-core-4-3-29-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/util/StringValueResolver.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519564_1600946702.97/0/spring-core-4-3-29-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/util/StopWatch.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519564_1600946702.97/0/spring-core-4-3-29-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/io/support/DefaultPropertySourceFactory.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519564_1600946702.97/0/spring-core-4-3-29-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/annotation/OrderUtils.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519564_1600946702.97/0/spring-core-4-3-29-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/util/SocketUtils.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519564_1600946702.97/0/spring-core-4-3-29-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/SpringProperties.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2020 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519564_1600946702.97/0/spring-core-4-3-29-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/task/TaskDecorator.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519564_1600946702.97/0/spring-core-4-3-29-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/util/MimeTypeUtils.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519564_1600946702.97/0/spring-core-4-3-29-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/io/support/PropertySourceFactory.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519564_1600946702.97/0/spring-core-4-3-29-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/io/support/PropertiesLoaderSupport.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519564_1600946702.97/0/spring-core-4-3-29-release-sources-
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jar/org/springframework/core/convert/support/StringToBooleanConverter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519564_1600946702.97/0/spring-core-4-3-29-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/util/LinkedCaseInsensitiveMap.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519564_1600946702.97/0/spring-core-4-3-29-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/util/CollectionUtils.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519564_1600946702.97/0/spring-core-4-3-29-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/util/LinkedMultiValueMap.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519564_1600946702.97/0/spring-core-4-3-29-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/task/SimpleAsyncTaskExecutor.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519564_1600946702.97/0/spring-core-4-3-29-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/util/ClassUtils.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519564_1600946702.97/0/spring-core-4-3-29-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/task/support/TaskExecutorAdapter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2017 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*	  https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519564_1600946702.97/0/spring-core-4-3-29-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/env/PropertySourcesPropertyResolver.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2012 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
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* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519564_1600946702.97/0/spring-core-4-3-29-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/util/comparator/ComparableComparator.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519564_1600946702.97/0/spring-core-4-3-29-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/task/TaskTimeoutException.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519564_1600946702.97/0/spring-core-4-3-29-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/InfrastructureProxy.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519564_1600946702.97/0/spring-core-4-3-29-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/util/xml/SimpleTransformErrorListener.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519564_1600946702.97/0/spring-core-4-3-29-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/ExceptionDepthComparator.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519564_1600946702.97/0/spring-core-4-3-29-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/util/comparator/NullSafeComparator.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519564_1600946702.97/0/spring-core-4-3-29-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/ConstantException.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519564_1600946702.97/0/spring-core-4-3-29-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/task/TaskExecutor.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519564_1600946702.97/0/spring-core-4-3-29-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/util/CommonsLogWriter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519564_1600946702.97/0/spring-core-4-3-29-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/convert/support/NumberToCharacterConverter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519564_1600946702.97/0/spring-core-4-3-29-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/style/DefaultToStringStyler.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519564_1600946702.97/0/spring-core-4-3-29-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/util/PathMatcher.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519564_1600946702.97/0/spring-core-4-3-29-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/serializer/Serializer.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519564_1600946702.97/0/spring-core-4-3-29-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/io/DescriptiveResource.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519564_1600946702.97/0/spring-core-4-3-29-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/io/WritableResource.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519564_1600946702.97/0/spring-core-4-3-29-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/SmartClassLoader.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519564_1600946702.97/0/spring-core-4-3-29-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/ParameterNameDiscoverer.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519564_1600946702.97/0/spring-core-4-3-29-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/task/SyncTaskExecutor.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519564_1600946702.97/0/spring-core-4-3-29-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/io/FileSystemResourceLoader.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519564_1600946702.97/0/spring-core-4-3-29-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/util/xml/SimpleSaxErrorHandler.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519564_1600946702.97/0/spring-core-4-3-29-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/type/classreading/MetadataReaderFactory.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519564_1600946702.97/0/spring-core-4-3-29-release-sources-
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jar/org/springframework/core/SpringVersion.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519564_1600946702.97/0/spring-core-4-3-29-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/task/support/ConcurrentExecutorAdapter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519564_1600946702.97/0/spring-core-4-3-29-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/style/StylerUtils.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519564_1600946702.97/0/spring-core-4-3-29-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/convert/support/CharacterToNumberFactory.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519564_1600946702.97/0/spring-core-4-3-29-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/convert/support/StringToArrayConverter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519564_1600946702.97/0/spring-core-4-3-29-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/style/ToStringStyler.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519564_1600946702.97/0/spring-core-4-3-29-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/util/comparator/BooleanComparator.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519564_1600946702.97/0/spring-core-4-3-29-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/util/ErrorHandler.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519564_1600946702.97/0/spring-core-4-3-29-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/task/TaskRejectedException.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519564_1600946702.97/0/spring-core-4-3-29-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/serializer/support/SerializationFailedException.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519564_1600946702.97/0/spring-core-4-3-29-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/serializer/Deserializer.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519564_1600946702.97/0/spring-core-4-3-29-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/util/comparator/InvertibleComparator.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519564_1600946702.97/0/spring-core-4-3-29-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/convert/support/StringToPropertiesConverter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519564_1600946702.97/0/spring-core-4-3-29-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/style/DefaultValueStyler.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519564_1600946702.97/0/spring-core-4-3-29-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/io/ClassRelativeResourceLoader.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2009 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):
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* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519564_1600946702.97/0/spring-core-4-3-29-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/type/classreading/MetadataReader.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2008 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519564_1600946702.97/0/spring-core-4-3-29-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/NamedInheritableThreadLocal.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519564_1600946702.97/0/spring-core-4-3-29-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/NamedThreadLocal.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2007 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519564_1600946702.97/0/spring-core-4-3-29-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/io/ContextResource.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519564_1600946702.97/0/spring-core-4-3-29-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/style/ValueStyler.java
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* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519564_1600946702.97/0/spring-core-4-3-29-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/io/support/ResourcePatternResolver.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519564_1600946702.97/0/spring-core-4-3-29-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/type/filter/RegexPatternTypeFilter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519564_1600946702.97/0/spring-core-4-3-29-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/type/filter/TypeFilter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2013 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519564_1600946702.97/0/spring-core-4-3-29-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/type/classreading/SimpleMetadataReader.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519564_1600946702.97/0/spring-core-4-3-29-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/util/SystemPropertyUtils.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519564_1600946702.97/0/spring-core-4-3-29-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/util/xml/DomUtils.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519564_1600946702.97/0/spring-core-4-3-29-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/task/AsyncTaskExecutor.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519564_1600946702.97/0/spring-core-4-3-29-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/task/AsyncListenableTaskExecutor.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519564_1600946702.97/0/spring-core-4-3-29-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/env/StandardEnvironment.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2018 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*
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* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519564_1600946702.97/0/spring-core-4-3-29-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/AttributeAccessorSupport.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519564_1600946702.97/0/spring-core-4-3-29-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/env/JOptCommandLinePropertySource.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519564_1600946702.97/0/spring-core-4-3-29-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/util/concurrent/ListenableFutureCallbackRegistry.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519564_1600946702.97/0/spring-core-4-3-29-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/env/AbstractEnvironment.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519564_1600946702.97/0/spring-core-4-3-29-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/util/xml/AbstractXMLStreamReader.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519564_1600946702.97/0/spring-core-4-3-29-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/util/xml/XMLEventStreamWriter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519564_1600946702.97/0/spring-core-4-3-29-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/util/ReflectionUtils.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519564_1600946702.97/0/spring-core-4-3-29-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/io/PathResource.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519564_1600946702.97/0/spring-core-4-3-29-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/io/support/PathMatchingResourcePatternResolver.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519564_1600946702.97/0/spring-core-4-3-29-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/io/AbstractFileResolvingResource.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519564_1600946702.97/0/spring-core-4-3-29-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/annotation/AnnotatedElementUtils.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519564_1600946702.97/0/spring-core-4-3-29-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/util/ConcurrentReferenceHashMap.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519564_1600946702.97/0/spring-core-4-3-29-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/io/VfsResource.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519564_1600946702.97/0/spring-core-4-3-29-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/type/classreading/SimpleMetadataReaderFactory.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519564_1600946702.97/0/spring-core-4-3-29-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/type/classreading/AnnotationAttributesReadingVisitor.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519564_1600946702.97/0/spring-core-4-3-29-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/convert/Property.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519564_1600946702.97/0/spring-core-4-3-29-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/util/xml/XMLEventStreamReader.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519564_1600946702.97/0/spring-core-4-3-29-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/SerializableTypeWrapper.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519564_1600946702.97/0/spring-core-4-3-29-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/task/support/ExecutorServiceAdapter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519564_1600946702.97/0/spring-core-4-3-29-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/CollectionFactory.java
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* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519564_1600946702.97/0/spring-core-4-3-29-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/io/support/LocalizedResourceHelper.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519564_1600946702.97/0/spring-core-4-3-29-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/util/FastByteArrayOutputStream.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519564_1600946702.97/0/spring-core-4-3-29-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/io/VfsUtils.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519564_1600946702.97/0/spring-core-4-3-29-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/util/MimeType.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519564_1600946702.97/0/spring-core-4-3-29-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/GenericTypeResolver.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519564_1600946702.97/0/spring-core-4-3-29-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/annotation/AnnotationAwareOrderComparator.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519564_1600946702.97/0/spring-core-4-3-29-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/util/xml/AbstractStaxXMLReader.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519564_1600946702.97/0/spring-core-4-3-29-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/util/xml/StaxEventHandler.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519564_1600946702.97/0/spring-core-4-3-29-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/util/MultiValueMap.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519564_1600946702.97/0/spring-core-4-3-29-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/SimpleAliasRegistry.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519564_1600946702.97/0/spring-core-4-3-29-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/type/filter/AnnotationTypeFilter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519564_1600946702.97/0/spring-core-4-3-29-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/env/ConfigurableEnvironment.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519564_1600946702.97/0/spring-core-4-3-29-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/AttributeAccessor.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519564_1600946702.97/0/spring-core-4-3-29-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/io/support/SpringFactoriesLoader.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519564_1600946702.97/0/spring-core-4-3-29-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/util/xml/DomContentHandler.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519564_1600946702.97/0/spring-core-4-3-29-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/util/UpdateMessageDigestInputStream.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519564_1600946702.97/0/spring-core-4-3-29-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/env/SimpleCommandLinePropertySource.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519564_1600946702.97/0/spring-core-4-3-29-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/core/io/AbstractResource.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519564_1600946702.97/0/spring-core-4-3-29-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/util/xml/StaxEventXMLReader.java

 

1.200 cxf-rt-bindings-coloc 2.7.18 
1.200.1 Available under license : 

 

Apache CXF

Copyright 2006-2015 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at
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The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.
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     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or
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         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.
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  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]
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  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.201 jetty-continuation 9.2.19.v20160908 

 

1.202 jboss-as-system-jmx 7.3.0.Final-redhat-

14 
1.202.1 Available under license : 

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it * under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as * published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of * the License, or (at your option) any later version. * This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of *

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU * Lesser General Public

License for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public'

 

1.203 cxf-rt-ws-security 2.7.18 
1.203.1 Available under license : 

 

Apache CXF

Copyright 2006-2015 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.
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     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to
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     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of
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         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.
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  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
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  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.204 jboss-metadata-ejb 7.0.8.Final-redhat-1 
1.204.1 Available under license : 

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '~ This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it ~ under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as ~ published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of ~ the License, or (at your option) any later version. ~ This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, ~ but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of ~

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU ~ Lesser General Public

License for more details. ~ You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it * under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as * published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of * the License, or (at your option) any later version. * This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of *

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU * Lesser General Public

License for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public EnumSet<Element>

requiredElements = EnumSet.of(Element.INTEGRITY, Element.CONFIDENTIALITY, case

CONFIDENTIALITY: { transportConfig.setConfidentiality(getElementText(reader, propertyReplacer));

CONFIDENTIALITY("confidentiality"),'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it * under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as * published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of * the License, or (at your option) any later version. * This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of *

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU * Lesser General Public

License for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public /** Confidentiality

not required */ public static final String CONFIDENTIALITY_NONE = "NONE"; /** Confidentiality supported */

public static final String CONFIDENTIALITY_SUPPORTED = "SUPPORTED"; /** Confidentiality required */

public static final String CONFIDENTIALITY_REQUIRED = "REQUIRED"; /** The confidentiality */ private

String confidentiality = CONFIDENTIALITY_NONE; * Get the confidentiality. * @return the confidentiality.

public String getConfidentiality() return confidentiality; * Set the confidentiality. * @param confidentiality the

confidentiality. * @throws IllegalArgumentException for a null confidentiality public void setConfidentiality(String

confidentiality) if (confidentiality == null) throw new IllegalArgumentException("Null confidentiality"); if

(CONFIDENTIALITY_NONE.equalsIgnoreCase(confidentiality)) this.confidentiality =

CONFIDENTIALITY_NONE; else if (CONFIDENTIALITY_SUPPORTED.equalsIgnoreCase(confidentiality))

this.confidentiality = CONFIDENTIALITY_SUPPORTED; else if

(CONFIDENTIALITY_REQUIRED.equalsIgnoreCase(confidentiality)) this.confidentiality =

CONFIDENTIALITY_REQUIRED; throw new IllegalArgumentException("Unknown transport confidentiality: " +

confidentiality);'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it * under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as * published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of * the License, or (at your option) any later version. * This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of *

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU * Lesser General Public

License for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public'
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1.205 weld-core-impl 2.4.8.Final 
1.205.1 Available under license : 

                                 Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes
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     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You
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     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,
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     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.
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  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.206 jboss-vfs 3.1.0.Final 
1.206.1 Available under license : 

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '~ This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it ~ under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as ~ published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of ~ the License, or (at your option) any later version. ~ This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, ~ but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of ~

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU ~ Lesser General Public

License for more details. ~ You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it * under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as * published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of * the License, or (at your option) any later version. * This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of *

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU * Lesser General Public

License for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public'

 

1.207 jbossws-native-core 4.1.2.Final-redhat-1
1.207.1 Available under license : 

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '~ This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it ~ under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as ~ published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of ~ the License, or (at your option) any later version. ~ This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, ~ but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of ~

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU ~ Lesser General Public

License for more details. ~ You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it * under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as * published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of * the License, or (at your option) any later version. * This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of *

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU * Lesser General Public

License for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public if
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("CONFIDENTIAL".equals(transportGuarantee))'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it * under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as * published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of * the License, or (at your option) any later version. * This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of *

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU * Lesser General Public

License for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it * under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as * published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of * the License, or (at your option) any later version. * This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of *

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU * Lesser General Public

License for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public //we stick with the

original protocol (https) if the transport guarantee is CONFIDENTIAL boolean confidential =

"https".equalsIgnoreCase(orgProtocol); port = confidential ? getPortForProtocol("https") :

getPortForProtocol(reqProtocol); String newLocation = new URL(confidential ? "https" : reqProtocol, wsdlHost,

port, path).toString();'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it * under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as * published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of * the License, or (at your option) any later version. * This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of *

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU * Lesser General Public

License for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public /** Converts a

proprietary JBossWS attachment xml type to the MIME type that it represents.'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it * under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as * published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of * the License, or (at your option) any later version. * This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of *

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU * Lesser General Public

License for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public * Converts a MIME

type into a proprietary JBossWS attachment xml type.'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it * under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as * published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of * the License, or (at your option) any later version. * This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of *

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU * Lesser General Public

License for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public * version.'

 

1.208 jboss-marshalling-river 1.3.16.GA 
1.208.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* JBoss, Home of Professional Open Source

* Copyright 2010, JBoss Inc., and individual contributors as indicated

* by the @authors tag. See the copyright.txt in the distribution for a
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* full listing of individual contributors.

*

* This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

* under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as

* published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2.1 of

* the License, or (at your option) any later version.

*

* This software is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

* but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

* MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU

* Lesser General Public License for more details.

*

* You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

* License along with this software; if not, write to the Free

* Software Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA

* 02110-1301 USA, or see the FSF site: http://www.fsf.org.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1023219915_1654022893.5717702/0/jboss-marshalling-river-1-3-16-ga-sources-

jar/org/jboss/marshalling/river/SerializableGapClassDescriptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1023219915_1654022893.5717702/0/jboss-marshalling-river-1-3-16-ga-sources-

jar/org/jboss/marshalling/river/ClassDescriptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1023219915_1654022893.5717702/0/jboss-marshalling-river-1-3-16-ga-sources-

jar/org/jboss/marshalling/river/BasicSerializableClassDescriptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1023219915_1654022893.5717702/0/jboss-marshalling-river-1-3-16-ga-sources-

jar/org/jboss/marshalling/river/FutureSerializableClassDescriptor.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* JBoss, Home of Professional Open Source

* Copyright 2009, JBoss Inc., and individual contributors as indicated

* by the @authors tag. See the copyright.txt in the distribution for a

* full listing of individual contributors.

*

* This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

* under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as

* published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2.1 of

* the License, or (at your option) any later version.

*

* This software is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

* but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

* MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU

* Lesser General Public License for more details.

*

* You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

* License along with this software; if not, write to the Free

* Software Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA
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* 02110-1301 USA, or see the FSF site: http://www.fsf.org.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1023219915_1654022893.5717702/0/jboss-marshalling-river-1-3-16-ga-sources-

jar/org/jboss/marshalling/river/Validator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1023219915_1654022893.5717702/0/jboss-marshalling-river-1-3-16-ga-sources-

jar/org/jboss/marshalling/river/RiverProviderDescriptor.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* JBoss, Home of Professional Open Source

* Copyright 2008, JBoss Inc., and individual contributors as indicated

* by the @authors tag. See the copyright.txt in the distribution for a

* full listing of individual contributors.

*

* This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

* under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as

* published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2.1 of

* the License, or (at your option) any later version.

*

* This software is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

* but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

* MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU

* Lesser General Public License for more details.

*

* You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

* License along with this software; if not, write to the Free

* Software Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA

* 02110-1301 USA, or see the FSF site: http://www.fsf.org.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1023219915_1654022893.5717702/0/jboss-marshalling-river-1-3-16-ga-sources-

jar/org/jboss/marshalling/river/RiverMarshallerFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1023219915_1654022893.5717702/0/jboss-marshalling-river-1-3-16-ga-sources-

jar/org/jboss/marshalling/river/Protocol.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1023219915_1654022893.5717702/0/jboss-marshalling-river-1-3-16-ga-sources-

jar/org/jboss/marshalling/river/RiverPutField.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1023219915_1654022893.5717702/0/jboss-marshalling-river-1-3-16-ga-sources-

jar/org/jboss/marshalling/river/RiverUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1023219915_1654022893.5717702/0/jboss-marshalling-river-1-3-16-ga-sources-

jar/org/jboss/marshalling/river/ExternalizerClassDescriptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1023219915_1654022893.5717702/0/jboss-marshalling-river-1-3-16-ga-sources-

jar/org/jboss/marshalling/river/RiverObjectInputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1023219915_1654022893.5717702/0/jboss-marshalling-river-1-3-16-ga-sources-

jar/org/jboss/marshalling/river/RiverObjectOutputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1023219915_1654022893.5717702/0/jboss-marshalling-river-1-3-16-ga-sources-
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jar/org/jboss/marshalling/river/RiverMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1023219915_1654022893.5717702/0/jboss-marshalling-river-1-3-16-ga-sources-

jar/org/jboss/marshalling/river/BlockMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1023219915_1654022893.5717702/0/jboss-marshalling-river-1-3-16-ga-sources-

jar/org/jboss/marshalling/river/BlockUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1023219915_1654022893.5717702/0/jboss-marshalling-river-1-3-16-ga-sources-

jar/org/jboss/marshalling/river/SerializableClassDescriptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1023219915_1654022893.5717702/0/jboss-marshalling-river-1-3-16-ga-sources-

jar/org/jboss/marshalling/river/SimpleClassDescriptor.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* JBoss, Home of Professional Open Source.

* Copyright 2011, Red Hat, Inc., and individual contributors

* as indicated by the @author tags. See the copyright.txt file in the

* distribution for a full listing of individual contributors.

*

* This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

* under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as

* published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2.1 of

* the License, or (at your option) any later version.

*

* This software is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

* but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

* MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU

* Lesser General Public License for more details.

*

* You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

* License along with this software; if not, write to the Free

* Software Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA

* 02110-1301 USA, or see the FSF site: http://www.fsf.org.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1023219915_1654022893.5717702/0/jboss-marshalling-river-1-3-16-ga-sources-

jar/org/jboss/marshalling/river/ClassDescriptors.java

 

1.209 jboss-cache 1.4.1.GA 
1.209.1 Available under license : 

GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE      

		       Version 2.1, February 1999      

     

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.      

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA      

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies      

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.      
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[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL.  It also counts      

as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence      

the version number 2.1.]      

     

			    Preamble      

     

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your      

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public      

Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change      

free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.      

     

 This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some      

specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the      

Free Software Foundation and other authors who decide to use it.  You      

can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether      

this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better      

strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations below.      

     

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use,      

not price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that      

you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge      

for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get      

it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of      

it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do      

these things.      

     

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid      

distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these      

rights.  These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for      

you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.      

     

 For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis      

or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave      

you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source      

code.  If you link other code with the library, you must provide      

complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them      

with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling      

it.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.      

     

 We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the      

library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal      

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.      

     

 To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that      

there is no warranty for the free library.  Also, if the library is      

modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know      

that what they have is not the original version, so that the original      
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author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be      

introduced by others.      

     

 Finally, software patents pose a constant threat to the existence of      

any free program.  We wish to make sure that a company cannot      

effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a      

restrictive license from a patent holder.  Therefore, we insist that      

any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be      

consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.      

     

 Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the      

ordinary GNU General Public License.  This license, the GNU Lesser      

General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and      

is quite different from the ordinary General Public License.  We use      

this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those      

libraries into non-free programs.      

     

 When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using      

a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a      

combined work, a derivative of the original library.  The ordinary      

General Public License therefore permits such linking only if the      

entire combination fits its criteria of freedom.  The Lesser General      

Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with      

the library.      

     

 We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it      

does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General      

Public License.  It also provides other free software developers Less      

of an advantage over competing non-free programs.  These disadvantages      

are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many      

libraries.  However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain      

special circumstances.      

     

 For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to      

encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it becomes      

a de-facto standard.  To achieve this, non-free programs must be      

allowed to use the library.  A more frequent case is that a free      

library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries.  In this      

case, there is little to gain by limiting the free library to free      

software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.      

     

 In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free      

programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of      

free software.  For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in      

non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU      

operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating      

system.      
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 Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the      

users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is      

linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run      

that program using a modified version of the Library.      

     

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and      

modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference between a      

"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library".  The      

former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must      

be combined with the library in order to run.      

     

		  GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE      

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION      

     

 0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other      

program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or      

other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of      

this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License").      

Each licensee is addressed as "you".      

     

 A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data      

prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs      

(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.      

     

 The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work      

which has been distributed under these terms.  A "work based on the      

Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under      

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a      

portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated      

straightforwardly into another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is      

included without limitation in the term "modification".)      

     

 "Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for      

making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means      

all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated      

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation      

and installation of the library.      

     

 Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not      

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of      

running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from      

such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based      

on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for      

writing it).  Whether that is true depends on what the Library does      

and what the program that uses the Library does.      

       

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's      

complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that      
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you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an      

appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact      

all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any      

warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the      

Library.      

     

 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,      

and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a      

fee.      

     

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion      

of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and      

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1      

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:      

     

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.      

     

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices      

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.      

     

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no      

   charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.      

     

   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a      

   table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses      

   the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility      

   is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,      

   in the event an application does not supply such function or      

   table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of      

   its purpose remains meaningful.      

     

   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has      

   a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the      

   application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any      

   application-supplied function or table used by this function must      

   be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square      

   root function must still compute square roots.)      

     

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If      

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,      

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in      

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those      

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you      

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based      

on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of      

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the      

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote      

it.      
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Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest      

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to      

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or      

collective works based on the Library.      

     

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library      

with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of      

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under      

the scope of this License.      

     

 3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public      

License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library.  To do      

this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so      

that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,      

instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the      

ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify      

that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make any other change in      

these notices.      

     

 Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for      

that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all      

subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.      

     

 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of      

the Library into a program that is not a library.      

     

 4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or      

derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form      

under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany      

it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which      

must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a      

medium customarily used for software interchange.      

     

 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy      

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the      

source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to      

distribute the source code, even though third parties are not      

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.      

     

 5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the      

Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or      

linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library".  Such a      

work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and      

therefore falls outside the scope of this License.      

     

 However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library      

creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it      
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contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the      

library".  The executable is therefore covered by this License.      

Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.      

     

 When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file      

that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a      

derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.      

Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be      

linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library.  The      

threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.      

     

 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data      

structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline      

functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object      

file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative      

work.  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the      

Library will still fall under Section 6.)      

     

 Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may      

distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.      

Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,      

whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.      

     

 6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or      

link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a      

work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work      

under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit      

modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse      

engineering for debugging such modifications.      

     

 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the      

Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by      

this License.  You must supply a copy of this License.  If the work      

during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the      

copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference      

directing the user to the copy of this License.  Also, you must do one      

of these things:      

     

   a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding      

   machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever      

   changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under      

   Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked      

   with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that      

   uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the      

   user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified      

   executable containing the modified Library.  (It is understood      

   that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the      

   Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application      
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   to use the modified definitions.)      

     

   b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the      

   Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a      

   copy of the library already present on the user's computer system,      

   rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2)      

   will operate properly with a modified version of the library, if      

   the user installs one, as long as the modified version is      

   interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.      

     

   c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at      

   least three years, to give the same user the materials      

   specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more      

   than the cost of performing this distribution.      

     

   d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy      

   from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above      

   specified materials from the same place.      

     

   e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these      

   materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.      

     

 For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the      

Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for      

reproducing the executable from it.  However, as a special exception,      

the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is      

normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major      

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on      

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies      

the executable.      

     

 It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license      

restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally      

accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot      

use both them and the Library together in an executable that you      

distribute.      

     

 7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the      

Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library      

facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined      

library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on      

the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise      

permitted, and provided that you do these two things:      

     

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work      

   based on the Library, uncombined with any other library      

   facilities.  This must be distributed under the terms of the      

   Sections above.      
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   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact      

   that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining      

   where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.      

     

 8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute      

the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any      

attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or      

distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your      

rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,      

or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses      

terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.      

     

 9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not      

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or      

distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are      

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by      

modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the      

Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and      

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying      

the Library or works based on it.      

     

 10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the      

Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the      

original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library      

subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further      

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.      

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with      

this License.      

     

 11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent      

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),      

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or      

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not      

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot      

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this      

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you      

may not distribute the Library at all.  For example, if a patent      

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by      

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then      

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to      

refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.      

     

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any      

particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply,      

and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.      

     

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any      
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patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any      

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the      

integrity of the free software distribution system which is      

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made      

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed      

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that      

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing      

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot      

impose that choice.      

     

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to      

be a consequence of the rest of this License.      

     

 12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in      

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the      

original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add      

an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries,      

so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus      

excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if      

written in the body of this License.      

     

 13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new      

versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time.      

Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,      

but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.      

     

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library      

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and      

"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and      

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by      

the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a      

license version number, you may choose any version ever published by      

the Free Software Foundation.      

     

 14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free      

programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,      

write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is      

copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free      

Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.  Our      

decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status      

of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing      

and reuse of software generally.      

     

			    NO WARRANTY      

     

 15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO      

WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.      

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR      
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OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY      

KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE      

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR      

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE      

LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME      

THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.      

     

 16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN      

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY      

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU      

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR      

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE      

LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING      

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A      

FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF      

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH      

DAMAGES.      

     

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS      

     

          How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries      

     

 If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest      

possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that      

everyone can redistribute and change.  You can do so by permitting      

redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the      

ordinary General Public License).      

     

 To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library.  It is      

safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively      

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the      

"copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.      

     

   <one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>      

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>      

     

   This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or      

   modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public      

   License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either      

   version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.      

     

   This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,      

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of      

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU      

   Lesser General Public License for more details.      

     

   You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public      

   License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software      
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   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA      

     

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.      

     

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your      

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if      

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:      

     

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the      

 library 'Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.      

     

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990      

 Ty Coon, President of Vice      

     

That's all there is to it!

 

1.210 jaxb-xjc 2.2.5.redhat-7 

 

1.211 jbossws-framework 3.1.2.SP1 
1.211.1 Available under license : 

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in 'This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version. This software is distributed in the hope that it will

be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU Lesser General Public License for more details. You

should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public'

 

1.212 jboss-remote-naming 1.0.7.Final-redhat-

1 
1.212.1 Available under license : 

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it * under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as * published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of * the License, or (at your option) any later version. * This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of *

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU * Lesser General Public

License for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public'
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1.213 bean-validation-api 1.1.0.Final 
1.213.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* JBoss, Home of Professional Open Source

* Copyright 2011-2013, Red Hat, Inc. and/or its affiliates, and individual contributors

* by the @authors tag. See the copyright.txt in the distribution for a

* full listing of individual contributors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1114844475_1607559692.86/0/validation-api-1-1-0-final-sources-5-

jar/javax/validation/metadata/ParameterDescriptor.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* JBoss, Home of Professional Open Source

* Copyright 2013, Red Hat, Inc. and/or its affiliates, and individual contributors

* by the @authors tag. See the copyright.txt in the distribution for a

* full listing of individual contributors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1114844475_1607559692.86/0/validation-api-1-1-0-final-sources-5-

jar/javax/validation/metadata/CrossParameterDescriptor.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1114844475_1607559692.86/0/validation-api-1-1-0-final-sources-5-

jar/javax/validation/metadata/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1114844475_1607559692.86/0/validation-api-1-1-0-final-sources-5-

jar/javax/validation/constraintvalidation/SupportedValidationTarget.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1114844475_1607559692.86/0/validation-api-1-1-0-final-sources-5-

jar/javax/validation/constraintvalidation/ValidationTarget.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1114844475_1607559692.86/0/validation-api-1-1-0-final-sources-5-

jar/javax/validation/executable/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1114844475_1607559692.86/0/validation-api-1-1-0-final-sources-5-

jar/javax/validation/constraintvalidation/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1114844475_1607559692.86/0/validation-api-1-1-0-final-sources-5-

jar/javax/validation/bootstrap/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1114844475_1607559692.86/0/validation-api-1-1-0-final-sources-5-

jar/javax/validation/constraints/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1114844475_1607559692.86/0/validation-api-1-1-0-final-sources-5-

jar/javax/validation/metadata/CascadableDescriptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1114844475_1607559692.86/0/validation-api-1-1-0-final-sources-5-

jar/javax/validation/metadata/GroupConversionDescriptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1114844475_1607559692.86/0/validation-api-1-1-0-final-sources-5-

jar/javax/validation/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1114844475_1607559692.86/0/validation-api-1-1-0-final-sources-5-

jar/javax/validation/ConstraintTarget.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1114844475_1607559692.86/0/validation-api-1-1-0-final-sources-5-

jar/javax/validation/spi/package-info.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2009-2012, Red Hat, Inc. and/or its affiliates, and individual contributors

* by the @authors tag. See the copyright.txt in the distribution for a

* full listing of individual contributors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1114844475_1607559692.86/0/validation-api-1-1-0-final-sources-5-

jar/javax/validation/Configuration.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*
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* Copyright 2012-2013, Red Hat, Inc. and/or its affiliates, and individual contributors

* by the @authors tag. See the copyright.txt in the distribution for a

* full listing of individual contributors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1114844475_1607559692.86/0/validation-api-1-1-0-final-sources-5-

jar/javax/validation/BootstrapConfiguration.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* JBoss, Home of Professional Open Source

* Copyright 2013, Red Hat, Inc. and/or its affiliates, and individual contributors

* by the @authors tag. See the copyright.txt in the distribution for a

* full listing of individual contributors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1114844475_1607559692.86/0/validation-api-1-1-0-final-sources-5-

jar/javax/validation/metadata/MethodType.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* JBoss, Home of Professional Open Source

* Copyright 2012-2013, Red Hat, Inc. and/or its affiliates, and individual contributors

* by the @authors tag. See the copyright.txt in the distribution for a

* full listing of individual contributors.

*
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* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1114844475_1607559692.86/0/validation-api-1-1-0-final-sources-5-

jar/javax/validation/ElementKind.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1114844475_1607559692.86/0/validation-api-1-1-0-final-sources-5-

jar/javax/validation/executable/ExecutableType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1114844475_1607559692.86/0/validation-api-1-1-0-final-sources-5-

jar/javax/validation/executable/ExecutableValidator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1114844475_1607559692.86/0/validation-api-1-1-0-final-sources-5-

jar/javax/validation/metadata/ReturnValueDescriptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1114844475_1607559692.86/0/validation-api-1-1-0-final-sources-5-

jar/javax/validation/executable/ValidateOnExecution.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* JBoss, Home of Professional Open Source

* Copyright 2009, Red Hat, Inc. and/or its affiliates, and individual contributors

* by the @authors tag. See the copyright.txt in the distribution for a

* full listing of individual contributors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1114844475_1607559692.86/0/validation-api-1-1-0-final-sources-5-

jar/javax/validation/Valid.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1114844475_1607559692.86/0/validation-api-1-1-0-final-sources-5-

jar/javax/validation/constraints/Past.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1114844475_1607559692.86/0/validation-api-1-1-0-final-sources-5-

jar/javax/validation/bootstrap/GenericBootstrap.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1114844475_1607559692.86/0/validation-api-1-1-0-final-sources-5-

jar/javax/validation/bootstrap/ProviderSpecificBootstrap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1114844475_1607559692.86/0/validation-api-1-1-0-final-sources-5-

jar/javax/validation/Payload.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1114844475_1607559692.86/0/validation-api-1-1-0-final-sources-5-

jar/javax/validation/ConstraintValidator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1114844475_1607559692.86/0/validation-api-1-1-0-final-sources-5-

jar/javax/validation/metadata/ConstraintDescriptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1114844475_1607559692.86/0/validation-api-1-1-0-final-sources-5-

jar/javax/validation/constraints/Null.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1114844475_1607559692.86/0/validation-api-1-1-0-final-sources-5-

jar/javax/validation/constraints/Min.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1114844475_1607559692.86/0/validation-api-1-1-0-final-sources-5-

jar/javax/validation/constraints/Pattern.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1114844475_1607559692.86/0/validation-api-1-1-0-final-sources-5-

jar/javax/validation/spi/ValidationProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1114844475_1607559692.86/0/validation-api-1-1-0-final-sources-5-

jar/javax/validation/constraints/AssertFalse.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1114844475_1607559692.86/0/validation-api-1-1-0-final-sources-5-

jar/javax/validation/metadata/ElementDescriptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1114844475_1607559692.86/0/validation-api-1-1-0-final-sources-5-

jar/javax/validation/Constraint.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1114844475_1607559692.86/0/validation-api-1-1-0-final-sources-5-

jar/javax/validation/ConstraintDefinitionException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1114844475_1607559692.86/0/validation-api-1-1-0-final-sources-5-

jar/javax/validation/constraints/Future.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1114844475_1607559692.86/0/validation-api-1-1-0-final-sources-5-

jar/javax/validation/constraints/Digits.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1114844475_1607559692.86/0/validation-api-1-1-0-final-sources-5-

jar/javax/validation/metadata/Scope.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1114844475_1607559692.86/0/validation-api-1-1-0-final-sources-5-

jar/javax/validation/UnexpectedTypeException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1114844475_1607559692.86/0/validation-api-1-1-0-final-sources-5-

jar/javax/validation/constraints/NotNull.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1114844475_1607559692.86/0/validation-api-1-1-0-final-sources-5-

jar/javax/validation/constraints/AssertTrue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1114844475_1607559692.86/0/validation-api-1-1-0-final-sources-5-

jar/javax/validation/ValidationProviderResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1114844475_1607559692.86/0/validation-api-1-1-0-final-sources-5-

jar/javax/validation/GroupDefinitionException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1114844475_1607559692.86/0/validation-api-1-1-0-final-sources-5-

jar/javax/validation/ConstraintDeclarationException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1114844475_1607559692.86/0/validation-api-1-1-0-final-sources-5-

jar/javax/validation/constraints/Max.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1114844475_1607559692.86/0/validation-api-1-1-0-final-sources-5-

jar/javax/validation/OverridesAttribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1114844475_1607559692.86/0/validation-api-1-1-0-final-sources-5-

jar/javax/validation/ValidationException.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1114844475_1607559692.86/0/validation-api-1-1-0-final-sources-5-

jar/javax/validation/groups/Default.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1114844475_1607559692.86/0/validation-api-1-1-0-final-sources-5-

jar/javax/validation/spi/BootstrapState.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1114844475_1607559692.86/0/validation-api-1-1-0-final-sources-5-

jar/javax/validation/Validation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1114844475_1607559692.86/0/validation-api-1-1-0-final-sources-5-

jar/javax/validation/metadata/PropertyDescriptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1114844475_1607559692.86/0/validation-api-1-1-0-final-sources-5-

jar/javax/validation/TraversableResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1114844475_1607559692.86/0/validation-api-1-1-0-final-sources-5-

jar/javax/validation/constraints/Size.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* JBoss, Home of Professional Open Source

* Copyright 2012, Red Hat, Inc. and/or its affiliates, and individual contributors

* by the @authors tag. See the copyright.txt in the distribution for a

* full listing of individual contributors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1114844475_1607559692.86/0/validation-api-1-1-0-final-sources-5-

jar/javax/validation/ParameterNameProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1114844475_1607559692.86/0/validation-api-1-1-0-final-sources-5-

jar/javax/validation/metadata/ConstructorDescriptor.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* JBoss, Home of Professional Open Source

* Copyright 2012-2013, Red Hat, Inc. and/or its affiliates, and individual contributors

* by the @authors tag. See the copyright.txt in the distribution for a

* full listing of individual contributors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
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* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1114844475_1607559692.86/0/validation-api-1-1-0-final-sources-5-

jar/javax/validation/metadata/ExecutableDescriptor.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* JBoss, Home of Professional Open Source

* Copyright 2009, Red Hat, Inc. and/or its affiliates, and individual contributors

* by the @authors tag. See the copyright.txt in the distribution for a

* full listing of individual contributors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, 

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1114844475_1607559692.86/0/validation-api-1-1-0-final-sources-5-

jar/javax/validation/GroupSequence.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* JBoss, Home of Professional Open Source

* Copyright 2011, Red Hat, Inc. and/or its affiliates, and individual contributors

* by the @authors tag. See the copyright.txt in the distribution for a

* full listing of individual contributors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
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* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1114844475_1607559692.86/0/validation-api-1-1-0-final-sources-5-

jar/javax/validation/metadata/MethodDescriptor.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* JBoss, Home of Professional Open Source

* Copyright 2012, Red Hat, Inc. and/or its affiliates, and individual contributors

* by the @authors tag. See the copyright.txt in the distribution for a

* full listing of individual contributors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1114844475_1607559692.86/0/validation-api-1-1-0-final-sources-5-

jar/javax/validation/groups/ConvertGroup.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* JBoss, Home of Professional Open Source

* Copyright 2009-2013, Red Hat, Inc. and/or its affiliates, and individual contributors

* by the @authors tag. See the copyright.txt in the distribution for a

* full listing of individual contributors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):
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* /opt/cola/permits/1114844475_1607559692.86/0/validation-api-1-1-0-final-sources-5-

jar/javax/validation/ConstraintViolation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1114844475_1607559692.86/0/validation-api-1-1-0-final-sources-5-

jar/javax/validation/constraints/DecimalMax.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1114844475_1607559692.86/0/validation-api-1-1-0-final-sources-5-

jar/javax/validation/groups/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1114844475_1607559692.86/0/validation-api-1-1-0-final-sources-5-

jar/javax/validation/ConstraintValidatorContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1114844475_1607559692.86/0/validation-api-1-1-0-final-sources-5-

jar/javax/validation/Path.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1114844475_1607559692.86/0/validation-api-1-1-0-final-sources-5-

jar/javax/validation/Validator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1114844475_1607559692.86/0/validation-api-1-1-0-final-sources-5-

jar/javax/validation/ReportAsSingleViolation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1114844475_1607559692.86/0/validation-api-1-1-0-final-sources-5-

jar/javax/validation/MessageInterpolator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1114844475_1607559692.86/0/validation-api-1-1-0-final-sources-5-

jar/javax/validation/metadata/BeanDescriptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1114844475_1607559692.86/0/validation-api-1-1-0-final-sources-5-

jar/javax/validation/constraints/DecimalMin.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* JBoss, Home of Professional Open Source

* Copyright 2009-2012, Red Hat, Inc. and/or its affiliates, and individual contributors

* by the @authors tag. See the copyright.txt in the distribution for a

* full listing of individual contributors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1114844475_1607559692.86/0/validation-api-1-1-0-final-sources-5-

jar/javax/validation/ConstraintViolationException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1114844475_1607559692.86/0/validation-api-1-1-0-final-sources-5-

jar/javax/validation/spi/ConfigurationState.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1114844475_1607559692.86/0/validation-api-1-1-0-final-sources-5-

jar/javax/validation/ConstraintValidatorFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1114844475_1607559692.86/0/validation-api-1-1-0-final-sources-5-

jar/javax/validation/ValidatorContext.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1114844475_1607559692.86/0/validation-api-1-1-0-final-sources-5-

jar/javax/validation/ValidatorFactory.java

 

1.214 eclipse-compiler 3.3.0 
1.214.1 Available under license : 

Apache License

Version 2.0, January 2004

http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

1. Definitions.

 

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1

through 9 of this document.

 

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are

under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or

indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of

fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source

code, documentation source, and configuration files.

 

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form,

including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

 

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as

indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix

below).

 

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the

Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole,

an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that

remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works

thereof.

 

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications

or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the

Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright

owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written

communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic
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mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously

marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been

received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce,

prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such

Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section)

patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such

license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was

submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit)

alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent

infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date

such litigation is filed.

 

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any

medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following

conditions:

 

You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and 

 

You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and 

 

You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark,

and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

the Derivative Works; and 

 

If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute

must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices

that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a NOTICE text

file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided along with the

Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such third-party notices

normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not modify the

License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside or as an

addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

as modifying the License.

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license

terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works

as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions

stated in this License.

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for
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inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any

additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of

any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product

names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and

reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work

(and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR

CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or

conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and

assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or

otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing,

shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or

consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or

any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of

such damages.

 

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may

choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or

rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf

and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend,

and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by

reason of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work

 

To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by

brackets "[]" replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include the brackets!) The text should be

enclosed in the appropriate comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a file or class name and

description of purpose be included on the same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier identification within

third-party archives.

 

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
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  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1.215 istack-commons 2.6.1-redhat-2 
1.215.1 Available under license : 

COMMON DEVELOPMENT AND DISTRIBUTION LICENSE (CDDL) Version 1.1

1. Definitions.

 

 1.1. "Contributor" means each individual or entity that creates or

 contributes to the creation of Modifications.

 

 1.2. "Contributor Version" means the combination of the Original

 Software, prior Modifications used by a Contributor (if any), and

 the Modifications made by that particular Contributor.

 

 1.3. "Covered Software" means (a) the Original Software, or (b)

 Modifications, or (c) the combination of files containing Original

 Software with files containing Modifications, in each case including

 portions thereof.

 

 1.4. "Executable" means the Covered Software in any form other than

 Source Code.

 

 1.5. "Initial Developer" means the individual or entity that first

 makes Original Software available under this License.
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 1.6. "Larger Work" means a work which combines Covered Software or

 portions thereof with code not governed by the terms of this License.

 

 1.7. "License" means this document.

 

 1.8. "Licensable" means having the right to grant, to the maximum

 extent possible, whether at the time of the initial grant or

 subsequently acquired, any and all of the rights conveyed herein.

 

 1.9. "Modifications" means the Source Code and Executable form of

 any of the following:

 

 A. Any file that results from an addition to, deletion from or

 modification of the contents of a file containing Original Software

 or previous Modifications;

 

 B. Any new file that contains any part of the Original Software or

 previous Modification; or

 

 C. Any new file that is contributed or otherwise made available

 under the terms of this License.

 

 1.10. "Original Software" means the Source Code and Executable form

 of computer software code that is originally released under this

 License.

 

 1.11. "Patent Claims" means any patent claim(s), now owned or

 hereafter acquired, including without limitation, method, process,

 and apparatus claims, in any patent Licensable by grantor.

 

 1.12. "Source Code" means (a) the common form of computer software

 code in which modifications are made and (b) associated

 documentation included in or with such code.

 

 1.13. "You" (or "Your") means an individual or a legal entity

 exercising rights under, and complying with all of the terms of,

 this License. For legal entities, "You" includes any entity which

 controls, is controlled by, or is under common control with You. For

 purposes of this definition, "control" means (a) the power, direct

 or indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity,

 whether by contract or otherwise, or (b) ownership of more than

 fifty percent (50%) of the outstanding shares or beneficial

 ownership of such entity.

 

2. License Grants.

 

 2.1. The Initial Developer Grant.
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 Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and subject

 to third party intellectual property claims, the Initial Developer

 hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license:

 

 (a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or

 trademark) Licensable by Initial Developer, to use, reproduce,

 modify, display, perform, sublicense and distribute the Original

 Software (or portions thereof), with or without Modifications,

 and/or as part of a Larger Work; and

 

 (b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using or selling of

 Original Software, to make, have made, use, practice, sell, and

 offer for sale, and/or otherwise dispose of the Original Software

 (or portions thereof).

 

 (c) The licenses granted in Sections 2.1(a) and (b) are effective on

 the date Initial Developer first distributes or otherwise makes the

 Original Software available to a third party under the terms of this

 License.

 

 (d) Notwithstanding Section 2.1(b) above, no patent license is

 granted: (1) for code that You delete from the Original Software, or

 (2) for infringements caused by: (i) the modification of the

 Original Software, or (ii) the combination of the Original Software

 with other software or devices.

 

 2.2. Contributor Grant.

 

 Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and subject

 to third party intellectual property claims, each Contributor hereby

 grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license:

 

 (a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or

 trademark) Licensable by Contributor to use, reproduce, modify,

 display, perform, sublicense and distribute the Modifications

 created by such Contributor (or portions thereof), either on an

 unmodified basis, with other Modifications, as Covered Software

 and/or as part of a Larger Work; and

 

 (b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using, or selling

 of Modifications made by that Contributor either alone and/or in

 combination with its Contributor Version (or portions of such

 combination), to make, use, sell, offer for sale, have made, and/or

 otherwise dispose of: (1) Modifications made by that Contributor (or

 portions thereof); and (2) the combination of Modifications made by

 that Contributor with its Contributor Version (or portions of such

 combination).
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 (c) The licenses granted in Sections 2.2(a) and 2.2(b) are effective

 on the date Contributor first distributes or otherwise makes the

 Modifications available to a third party.

 

 (d) Notwithstanding Section 2.2(b) above, no patent license is

 granted: (1) for any code that Contributor has deleted from the

 Contributor Version; (2) for infringements caused by: (i) third

 party modifications of Contributor Version, or (ii) the combination

 of Modifications made by that Contributor with other software

 (except as part of the Contributor Version) or other devices; or (3)

 under Patent Claims infringed by Covered Software in the absence of

 Modifications made by that Contributor.

 

3. Distribution Obligations.

 

 3.1. Availability of Source Code.

 

 Any Covered Software that You distribute or otherwise make available

 in Executable form must also be made available in Source Code form

 and that Source Code form must be distributed only under the terms

 of this License. You must include a copy of this License with every

 copy of the Source Code form of the Covered Software You distribute

 or otherwise make available. You must inform recipients of any such

 Covered Software in Executable form as to how they can obtain such

 Covered Software in Source Code form in a reasonable manner on or

 through a medium customarily used for software exchange.

 

 3.2. Modifications.

 

 The Modifications that You create or to which You contribute are

 governed by the terms of this License. You represent that You

 believe Your Modifications are Your original creation(s) and/or You

 have sufficient rights to grant the rights conveyed by this License.

 

 3.3. Required Notices.

 

 You must include a notice in each of Your Modifications that

 identifies You as the Contributor of the Modification. You may not

 remove or alter any copyright, patent or trademark notices contained

 within the Covered Software, or any notices of licensing or any

 descriptive text giving attribution to any Contributor or the

 Initial Developer.

 

 3.4. Application of Additional Terms.

 

 You may not offer or impose any terms on any Covered Software in

 Source Code form that alters or restricts the applicable version of
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 this License or the recipients' rights hereunder. You may choose to

 offer, and to charge a fee for, warranty, support, indemnity or

 liability obligations to one or more recipients of Covered Software.

 However, you may do so only on Your own behalf, and not on behalf of

 the Initial Developer or any Contributor. You must make it

 absolutely clear that any such warranty, support, indemnity or

 liability obligation is offered by You alone, and You hereby agree

 to indemnify the Initial Developer and every Contributor for any

 liability incurred by the Initial Developer or such Contributor as a

 result of warranty, support, indemnity or liability terms You offer.

 

 3.5. Distribution of Executable Versions.

 

 You may distribute the Executable form of the Covered Software under

 the terms of this License or under the terms of a license of Your

 choice, which may contain terms different from this License,

 provided that You are in compliance with the terms of this License

 and that the license for the Executable form does not attempt to

 limit or alter the recipient's rights in the Source Code form from

 the rights set forth in this License. If You distribute the Covered

 Software in Executable form under a different license, You must make

 it absolutely clear that any terms which differ from this License

 are offered by You alone, not by the Initial Developer or

 Contributor. You hereby agree to indemnify the Initial Developer and

 every Contributor for any liability incurred by the Initial

 Developer or such Contributor as a result of any such terms You offer.

 

 3.6. Larger Works.

 

 You may create a Larger Work by combining Covered Software with

 other code not governed by the terms of this License and distribute

 the Larger Work as a single product. In such a case, You must make

 sure the requirements of this License are fulfilled for the Covered

 Software.

 

4. Versions of the License.

 

 4.1. New Versions.

 

 Oracle is the initial license steward and may publish revised and/or

 new versions of this License from time to time. Each version will be

 given a distinguishing version number. Except as provided in Section

 4.3, no one other than the license steward has the right to modify

 this License.

 

 4.2. Effect of New Versions.

 

 You may always continue to use, distribute or otherwise make the
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 Covered Software available under the terms of the version of the

 License under which You originally received the Covered Software. If

 the Initial Developer includes a notice in the Original Software

 prohibiting it from being distributed or otherwise made available

 under any subsequent version of the License, You must distribute and

 make the Covered Software available under the terms of the version

 of the License under which You originally received the Covered

 Software. Otherwise, You may also choose to use, distribute or

 otherwise make the Covered Software available under the terms of any

 subsequent version of the License published by the license steward.

 

 4.3. Modified Versions.

 

 When You are an Initial Developer and You want to create a new

 license for Your Original Software, You may create and use a

 modified version of this License if You: (a) rename the license and

 remove any references to the name of the license steward (except to

 note that the license differs from this License); and (b) otherwise

 make it clear that the license contains terms which differ from this

 License.

 

5. DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY.

 

 COVERED SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED UNDER THIS LICENSE ON AN "AS IS" BASIS,

 WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED,

 INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, WARRANTIES THAT THE COVERED SOFTWARE

 IS FREE OF DEFECTS, MERCHANTABLE, FIT FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR

 NON-INFRINGING. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF

 THE COVERED SOFTWARE IS WITH YOU. SHOULD ANY COVERED SOFTWARE PROVE

 DEFECTIVE IN ANY RESPECT, YOU (NOT THE INITIAL DEVELOPER OR ANY

 OTHER CONTRIBUTOR) ASSUME THE COST OF ANY NECESSARY SERVICING,

 REPAIR OR CORRECTION. THIS DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY CONSTITUTES AN

 ESSENTIAL PART OF THIS LICENSE. NO USE OF ANY COVERED SOFTWARE IS

 AUTHORIZED HEREUNDER EXCEPT UNDER THIS DISCLAIMER.

 

6. TERMINATION.

 

 6.1. This License and the rights granted hereunder will terminate

 automatically if You fail to comply with terms herein and fail to

 cure such breach within 30 days of becoming aware of the breach.

 Provisions which, by their nature, must remain in effect beyond the

 termination of this License shall survive.

 

 6.2. If You assert a patent infringement claim (excluding

 declaratory judgment actions) against Initial Developer or a

 Contributor (the Initial Developer or Contributor against whom You

 assert such claim is referred to as "Participant") alleging that the

 Participant Software (meaning the Contributor Version where the
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 Participant is a Contributor or the Original Software where the

 Participant is the Initial Developer) directly or indirectly

 infringes any patent, then any and all rights granted directly or

 indirectly to You by such Participant, the Initial Developer (if the

 Initial Developer is not the Participant) and all Contributors under

 Sections 2.1 and/or 2.2 of this License shall, upon 60 days notice

 from Participant terminate prospectively and automatically at the

 expiration of such 60 day notice period, unless if within such 60

 day period You withdraw Your claim with respect to the Participant

 Software against such Participant either unilaterally or pursuant to

 a written agreement with Participant.

 

 6.3. If You assert a patent infringement claim against Participant

 alleging that the Participant Software directly or indirectly

 infringes any patent where such claim is resolved (such as by

 license or settlement) prior to the initiation of patent

 infringement litigation, then the reasonable value of the licenses

 granted by such Participant under Sections 2.1 or 2.2 shall be taken

 into account in determining the amount or value of any payment or

 license.

 

 6.4. In the event of termination under Sections 6.1 or 6.2 above,

 all end user licenses that have been validly granted by You or any

 distributor hereunder prior to termination (excluding licenses

 granted to You by any distributor) shall survive termination.

 

7. LIMITATION OF LIABILITY.

 

 UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES AND UNDER NO LEGAL THEORY, WHETHER TORT

 (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE), CONTRACT, OR OTHERWISE, SHALL YOU, THE

 INITIAL DEVELOPER, ANY OTHER CONTRIBUTOR, OR ANY DISTRIBUTOR OF

 COVERED SOFTWARE, OR ANY SUPPLIER OF ANY OF SUCH PARTIES, BE LIABLE

 TO ANY PERSON FOR ANY INDIRECT, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, OR

 CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OF ANY CHARACTER INCLUDING, WITHOUT

 LIMITATION, DAMAGES FOR LOSS OF GOODWILL, WORK STOPPAGE, COMPUTER

 FAILURE OR MALFUNCTION, OR ANY AND ALL OTHER COMMERCIAL DAMAGES OR

 LOSSES, EVEN IF SUCH PARTY SHALL HAVE BEEN INFORMED OF THE

 POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES. THIS LIMITATION OF LIABILITY SHALL NOT

 APPLY TO LIABILITY FOR DEATH OR PERSONAL INJURY RESULTING FROM SUCH

 PARTY'S NEGLIGENCE TO THE EXTENT APPLICABLE LAW PROHIBITS SUCH

 LIMITATION. SOME JURISDICTIONS DO NOT ALLOW THE EXCLUSION OR

 LIMITATION OF INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, SO THIS EXCLUSION

 AND LIMITATION MAY NOT APPLY TO YOU.

 

8. U.S. GOVERNMENT END USERS.

 

 The Covered Software is a "commercial item," as that term is defined

 in 48 C.F.R. 2.101 (Oct. 1995), consisting of "commercial computer
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 software" (as that term is defined at 48 C.F.R. §

 252.227-7014(a)(1)) and "commercial computer software documentation"

 as such terms are used in 48 C.F.R. 12.212 (Sept. 1995). Consistent

 with 48 C.F.R. 12.212 and 48 C.F.R. 227.7202-1 through 227.7202-4

 (June 1995), all U.S. Government End Users acquire Covered Software

 with only those rights set forth herein. This U.S. Government Rights

 clause is in lieu of, and supersedes, any other FAR, DFAR, or other

 clause or provision that addresses Government rights in computer

 software under this License.

 

9. MISCELLANEOUS.

 

 This License represents the complete agreement concerning subject

 matter hereof. If any provision of this License is held to be

 unenforceable, such provision shall be reformed only to the extent

 necessary to make it enforceable. This License shall be governed by

 the law of the jurisdiction specified in a notice contained within

 the Original Software (except to the extent applicable law, if any,

 provides otherwise), excluding such jurisdiction's conflict-of-law

 provisions. Any litigation relating to this License shall be subject

 to the jurisdiction of the courts located in the jurisdiction and

 venue specified in a notice contained within the Original Software,

 with the losing party responsible for costs, including, without

 limitation, court costs and reasonable attorneys' fees and expenses.

 The application of the United Nations Convention on Contracts for

 the International Sale of Goods is expressly excluded. Any law or

 regulation which provides that the language of a contract shall be

 construed against the drafter shall not apply to this License. You

 agree that You alone are responsible for compliance with the United

 States export administration regulations (and the export control

 laws and regulation of any other countries) when You use, distribute

 or otherwise make available any Covered Software.

 

10. RESPONSIBILITY FOR CLAIMS.

 

 As between Initial Developer and the Contributors, each party is

 responsible for claims and damages arising, directly or indirectly,

 out of its utilization of rights under this License and You agree to

 work with Initial Developer and Contributors to distribute such

 responsibility on an equitable basis. Nothing herein is intended or

 shall be deemed to constitute any admission of liability.

/*

* DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS HEADER.

*

* Copyright 1997-2007 Sun Microsystems, Inc. All rights reserved.

*

* The contents of this file are subject to the terms of either the GNU

* General Public License Version 2 only ("GPL") or the Common Development
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* and Distribution License("CDDL") (collectively, the "License").  You

* may not use this file except in compliance with the License. You can obtain

* a copy of the License at https://glassfish.dev.java.net/public/CDDL+GPL.html

* or glassfish/bootstrap/legal/LICENSE.txt.  See the License for the specific

* language governing permissions and limitations under the License.

*

* When distributing the software, include this License Header Notice in each

* file and include the License file at glassfish/bootstrap/legal/LICENSE.txt.

* Sun designates this particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception

* as provided by Sun in the GPL Version 2 section of the License file that

* accompanied this code.  If applicable, add the following below the License

* Header, with the fields enclosed by brackets [] replaced by your own

* identifying information: "Portions Copyrighted [year]

* [name of copyright owner]"

*

* Contributor(s):

*

* If you wish your version of this file to be governed by only the CDDL or

* only the GPL Version 2, indicate your decision by adding "[Contributor]

* elects to include this software in this distribution under the [CDDL or GPL

* Version 2] license."  If you don't indicate a single choice of license, a

* recipient has the option to distribute your version of this file under

* either the CDDL, the GPL Version 2 or to extend the choice of license to

* its licensees as provided above.  However, if you add GPL Version 2 code

* and therefore, elected the GPL Version 2 license, then the option applies

* only if the new code is made subject to such option by the copyright

* holder.

*/

 

1.216 cxf-tools-wsdlto-databinding-jaxb

2.7.18 
1.216.1 Available under license : 

 

Apache CXF

Copyright 2006-2015 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION
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  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent
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     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,
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         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any
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     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
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  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.217 jboss-metadata-ear 7.0.8.Final-redhat-1 
1.217.1 Available under license : 

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '~ This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it ~ under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as ~ published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of ~ the License, or (at your option) any later version. ~ This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, ~ but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of ~

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU ~ Lesser General Public

License for more details. ~ You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it * under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as * published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of * the License, or (at your option) any later version. * This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of *

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU * Lesser General Public

License for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public'

 

1.218 javax-servlet-jsp-api 2.1 
1.218.1 Available under license : 

COMMON DEVELOPMENT AND DISTRIBUTION LICENSE (CDDL)  

Version 1.0  

 

   *  

 

     1. Definitions.  

         o  

 

           1.1. ?Contributor? means each individual or entity that creates or contributes to the creation of Modifications.

 

         o  

 

           1.2. ?Contributor Version? means the combination of the Original Software, prior Modifications used by a

Contributor (if any), and the Modifications made by that particular Contributor.  

         o  

 

           1.3. ?Covered Software? means (a) the Original Software, or (b) Modifications, or (c) the combination of files

containing Original Software with files containing Modifications, in each case including portions thereof.  

         o  

 

           1.4. ?Executable? means the Covered Software in any form other than Source Code.  

         o  
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           1.5. ?Initial Developer? means the individual or entity that first makes Original Software available under this

License.  

         o  

 

           1.6. ?Larger Work? means a work which combines Covered Software or portions thereof with code not

governed by the terms of this License.  

         o  

 

           1.7. ?License? means this document.  

         o  

 

           1.8. ?Licensable? means having the right to grant, to the maximum extent possible, whether at the time of the

initial grant or subsequently acquired, any and all of the rights conveyed herein.  

         o  

 

           1.9. ?Modifications? means the Source Code and Executable form of any of the following:  

               +  

 

                 A. Any file that results from an addition to, deletion from or modification of the contents of a file

containing Original Software or previous Modifications;  

               +  

 

                 B. Any new file that contains any part of the Original Software or previous Modification; or  

               +  

 

                 C. Any new file that is contributed or otherwise made available under the terms of this License.  

         o  

 

           1.10. ?Original Software? means the Source Code and Executable form of computer software code that is

originally released under this License.  

         o  

 

           1.11. ?Patent Claims? means any patent claim(s), now owned or hereafter acquired, including without

limitation, method, process, and apparatus claims, in any patent Licensable by grantor.  

         o  

 

           1.12. ?Source Code? means (a) the common form of computer software code in which modifications are

made and (b) associated documentation included in or with such code.  

         o  

 

           1.13. ?You? (or ?Your?) means an individual or a legal entity exercising rights under, and complying with all

of the terms of, this License. For legal entities, ?You? includes any entity which controls, is controlled by, or is

under common control with You. For purposes of this definition, ?control? means (a) the power, direct or indirect, to

cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (b) ownership of more than

fifty percent (50%) of the outstanding shares or beneficial ownership of such entity.  

   *  

 

     2. License Grants.  
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         o  

 

           2.1. The Initial Developer Grant.  

 

           Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and subject to third party intellectual property

claims, the Initial Developer hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license:  

               +  

 

                 (a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark) Licensable by Initial Developer, to

use, reproduce, modify, display, perform, sublicense and distribute the Original Software (or portions thereof), with

or without Modifications, and/or as part of a Larger Work; and  

               +  

 

                 (b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using or selling of Original Software, to make, have

made, use, practice, sell, and offer for sale, and/or otherwise dispose of the Original Software (or portions thereof).  

               +  

 

                 (c) The licenses granted in Sections 2.1(a) and (b) are effective on the date Initial Developer first

distributes or otherwise makes the Original Software available to a third party under the terms of this License.  

               +  

 

                 (d) Notwithstanding Section 2.1(b) above, no patent license is granted: (1) for code that You delete from

the Original Software, or (2) for infringements caused by: (i) the modification of the Original Software, or (ii) the

combination of the Original Software with other software or devices.  

         o  

 

           2.2. Contributor Grant.  

 

           Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and subject to third party intellectual property

claims, each Contributor hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license:  

               +  

 

                 (a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark) Licensable by Contributor to use,

reproduce, modify, display, perform, sublicense and distribute the Modifications created by such Contributor (or

portions thereof), either on an unmodified basis, with other Modifications, as Covered Software and/or as part of a

Larger Work; and  

               +  

 

                 (b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using, or selling of Modifications made by that

Contributor either alone and/or in combination with its Contributor Version (or portions of such combination), to

make, use, sell, offer for sale, have made, and/or otherwise dispose of: (1) Modifications made by that Contributor

(or portions thereof); and (2) the combination of Modifications made by that Contributor with its Contributor

Version (or portions of such combination).  

               +  

 

                 (c) The licenses granted in Sections 2.2(a) and 2.2(b) are effective on the date Contributor first distributes

or otherwise makes the Modifications available to a third party.  

               +  
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                 (d) Notwithstanding Section 2.2(b) above, no patent license is granted: (1) for any code that Contributor

has deleted from the Contributor Version; (2) for infringements caused by: (i) third party modifications of

Contributor Version, or (ii) the combination of Modifications made by that Contributor with other software (except

as part of the Contributor Version) or other devices; or (3) under Patent Claims infringed by Covered Software in the

absence of Modifications made by that Contributor.  

   *  

 

     3. Distribution Obligations.  

         o  

 

           3.1. Availability of Source Code.  

 

           Any Covered Software that You distribute or otherwise make available in Executable form must also be made

available in Source Code form and that Source Code form must be distributed only under the terms of this License.

You must include a copy of this License with every copy of the Source Code form of the Covered Software You

distribute or otherwise make available. You must inform recipients of any such Covered Software in Executable

form as to how they can obtain such Covered Software in Source Code form in a reasonable manner on or through a

medium customarily used for software exchange.  

         o  

 

           3.2. Modifications.  

 

           The Modifications that You create or to which You contribute are governed by the terms of this License. You

represent that You believe Your Modifications are Your original creation(s) and/or You have sufficient rights to

grant the rights conveyed by this License.  

         o  

 

           3.3. Required Notices.  

 

           You must include a notice in each of Your Modifications that identifies You as the Contributor of the

Modification. You may not remove or alter any copyright, patent or trademark notices contained within the Covered

Software, or any notices of licensing or any descriptive text giving attribution to any Contributor or the Initial

Developer.  

         o  

 

           3.4. Application of Additional Terms.  

 

           You may not offer or impose any terms on any Covered Software in Source Code form that alters or restricts

the applicable version of this License or the recipients? rights hereunder. You may choose to offer, and to charge a

fee for, warranty, support, indemnity or liability obligations to one or more recipients of Covered Software.

However, you may do so only on Your own behalf, and not on behalf of the Initial Developer or any Contributor.

You must make it absolutely clear that any such warranty, support, indemnity or liability obligation is offered by

You alone, and You hereby agree to indemnify the Initial Developer and every Contributor for any liability incurred

by the Initial Developer or such Contributor as a result of warranty, support, indemnity or liability terms You offer.

 

         o  
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           3.5. Distribution of Executable Versions.  

 

           You may distribute the Executable form of the Covered Software under the terms of this License or under the

terms of a license of Your choice, which may contain terms different from this License, provided that You are in

compliance with the terms of this License and that the license for the Executable form does not attempt to limit or

alter the recipient?s rights in the Source Code form from the rights set forth in this License. If You distribute the

Covered Software in Executable form under a different license, You must make it absolutely clear that any terms

which differ from this License are offered by You alone, not by the Initial Developer or Contributor. You hereby

agree to indemnify the Initial Developer and every Contributor for any liability incurred by the Initial Developer or

such Contributor as a result of any such terms You offer.  

         o  

 

           3.6. Larger Works.  

 

           You may create a Larger Work by combining Covered Software with other code not governed by the terms of

this License and distribute the Larger Work as a single product. In such a case, You must make sure the

requirements of this License are fulfilled for the Covered Software.  

   *  

 

     4. Versions of the License.  

         o  

 

           4.1. New Versions.  

 

           Sun Microsystems, Inc. is the initial license steward and may publish revised and/or new versions of this

License from time to time. Each version will be given a distinguishing version number. Except as provided in

Section 4.3, no one other than the license steward has the right to modify this License.  

         o  

 

           4.2. Effect of New Versions.  

 

           You may always continue to use, distribute or otherwise make the Covered Software available under the

terms of the version of the License under which You originally received the Covered Software. If the Initial

Developer includes a notice in the Original Software prohibiting it from being distributed or otherwise made

available under any subsequent version of the License, You must distribute and make the Covered Software

available under the terms of the version of the License under which You originally received the Covered Software.

Otherwise, You may also choose to use, distribute or otherwise make the Covered Software available under the

terms of any subsequent version of the License published by the license steward.  

         o  

 

           4.3. Modified Versions.  

 

           When You are an Initial Developer and You want to create a new license for Your Original Software, You

may create and use a modified version of this License if You: (a) rename the license and remove any references to

the name of the license steward (except to note that the license differs from this License); and (b) otherwise make it

clear that the license contains terms which differ from this License.  

   *  
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     5. DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY.  

 

     COVERED SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED UNDER THIS LICENSE ON AN ?AS IS? BASIS, WITHOUT

WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION,

WARRANTIES THAT THE COVERED SOFTWARE IS FREE OF DEFECTS, MERCHANTABLE, FIT FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR NON-INFRINGING. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND

PERFORMANCE OF THE COVERED SOFTWARE IS WITH YOU. SHOULD ANY COVERED SOFTWARE

PROVE DEFECTIVE IN ANY RESPECT, YOU (NOT THE INITIAL DEVELOPER OR ANY OTHER

CONTRIBUTOR) ASSUME THE COST OF ANY NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

THIS DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY CONSTITUTES AN ESSENTIAL PART OF THIS LICENSE. NO USE

OF ANY COVERED SOFTWARE IS AUTHORIZED HEREUNDER EXCEPT UNDER THIS DISCLAIMER.  

   *  

 

     6. TERMINATION.  

         o  

 

           6.1. This License and the rights granted hereunder will terminate automatically if You fail to comply with

terms herein and fail to cure such breach within 30 days of becoming aware of the breach. Provisions which, by their

nature, must remain in effect beyond the termination of this License shall survive.  

         o  

 

           6.2. If You assert a patent infringement claim (excluding declaratory judgment actions) against Initial

Developer or a Contributor (the Initial Developer or Contributor against whom You assert such claim is referred to

as ?Participant?) alleging that the Participant Software (meaning the Contributor Version where the Participant is a

Contributor or the Original Software where the Participant is the Initial Developer) directly or indirectly infringes

any patent, then any and all rights granted directly or indirectly to You by such Participant, the Initial Developer (if

the Initial Developer is not the Participant) and all Contributors under Sections 2.1 and/or 2.2 of this License shall,

upon 60 days notice from Participant terminate prospectively and automatically at the expiration of such 60 day

notice period, unless if within such 60 day period You withdraw Your claim with respect to the Participant Software

against such Participant either unilaterally or pursuant to a written agreement with Participant.  

         o  

 

           6.3. In the event of termination under Sections 6.1 or 6.2 above, all end user licenses that have been validly

granted by You or any distributor hereunder prior to termination (excluding licenses granted to You by any

distributor) shall survive termination.  

   *  

 

     7. LIMITATION OF LIABILITY.  

 

     UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES AND UNDER NO LEGAL THEORY, WHETHER TORT (INCLUDING

NEGLIGENCE), CONTRACT, OR OTHERWISE, SHALL YOU, THE INITIAL DEVELOPER, ANY OTHER

CONTRIBUTOR, OR ANY DISTRIBUTOR OF COVERED SOFTWARE, OR ANY SUPPLIER OF ANY OF

SUCH PARTIES, BE LIABLE TO ANY PERSON FOR ANY INDIRECT, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OF ANY CHARACTER INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, DAMAGES

FOR LOST PROFITS, LOSS OF GOODWILL, WORK STOPPAGE, COMPUTER FAILURE OR

MALFUNCTION, OR ANY AND ALL OTHER COMMERCIAL DAMAGES OR LOSSES, EVEN IF SUCH

PARTY SHALL HAVE BEEN INFORMED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES. THIS LIMITATION

OF LIABILITY SHALL NOT APPLY TO LIABILITY FOR DEATH OR PERSONAL INJURY RESULTING
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FROM SUCH PARTY?S NEGLIGENCE TO THE EXTENT APPLICABLE LAW PROHIBITS SUCH

LIMITATION. SOME JURISDICTIONS DO NOT ALLOW THE EXCLUSION OR LIMITATION OF

INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, SO THIS EXCLUSION AND LIMITATION MAY NOT

APPLY TO YOU.  

   *  

 

     8. U.S. GOVERNMENT END USERS.  

 

     The Covered Software is a ?commercial item,? as that term is defined in 48 C.F.R. 2.101 (Oct. 1995), consisting

of ?commercial computer software? (as that term is defined at 48 C.F.R. ? 252.227-7014(a)(1)) and ?commercial

computer software documentation? as such terms are used in 48 C.F.R. 12.212 (Sept. 1995). Consistent with 48

C.F.R. 12.212 and 48 C.F.R. 227.7202-1 through 227.7202-4 (June 1995), all U.S. Government End Users acquire

Covered Software with only those rights set forth herein. This U.S. Government Rights clause is in lieu of, and

supersedes, any other FAR, DFAR, or other clause or provision that addresses Government rights in computer

software under this License.  

   *  

 

     9. MISCELLANEOUS.  

 

     This License represents the complete agreement concerning subject matter hereof. If any provision of this

License is held to be unenforceable, such provision shall be reformed only to the extent necessary to make it

enforceable. This License shall be governed by the law of the jurisdiction specified in a notice contained within the

Original Software (except to the extent applicable law, if any, provides otherwise), excluding such jurisdiction?s

conflict-of-law provisions. Any litigation relating to this License shall be subject to the jurisdiction of the courts

located in the jurisdiction and venue specified in a notice contained within the Original Software, with the losing

party responsible for costs, including, without limitation, court costs and reasonable attorneys? fees and expenses.

The application of the United Nations Convention on Contracts for the International Sale of Goods is expressly

excluded. Any law or regulation which provides that the language of a contract shall be construed against the drafter

shall not apply to this License. You agree that You alone are responsible for compliance with the United States

export administration regulations (and the export control laws and regulation of any other countries) when You use,

distribute or otherwise make available any Covered Software.  

   *  

 

     10. RESPONSIBILITY FOR CLAIMS.  

 

     As between Initial Developer and the Contributors, each party is responsible for claims and damages arising,

directly or indirectly, out of its utilization of rights under this License and You agree to work with Initial Developer

and Contributors to distribute such responsibility on an equitable basis. Nothing herein is intended or shall be

deemed to constitute any admission of liability.

 

 

1.219 jsf-impl 1.2_15-b01-redhat-8 
1.219.1 Available under license : 

COMMON DEVELOPMENT AND DISTRIBUTION LICENSE Version 1.0 (CDDL-1.0) (text)

 

1. Definitions.
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1.1. Contributor means each individual or entity that creates or contributes to the creation of Modifications.

 

1.2. Contributor Version means the combination of the Original Software, prior Modifications used by a Contributor

(if any), and the Modifications made by that particular Contributor.

 

1.3. Covered Software means (a) the Original Software, or (b) Modifications, or (c) the combination of files

containing Original Software with files containing Modifications, in each case including portions thereof.

 

1.4. Executable means the Covered Software in any form other than Source Code.

 

1.5. Initial Developer means the individual or entity that first makes Original Software available under this License.

 

1.6. Larger Work means a work which combines Covered Software or portions thereof with code not governed by

the terms of this License.

 

1.7. License means this document.

 

1.8. Licensable means having the right to grant, to the maximum extent possible, whether at the time of the initial

grant or subsequently acquired, any and all of the rights conveyed herein.

 

1.9. Modifications means the Source Code and Executable form of any of the following:

 

A. Any file that results from an addition to, deletion from or modification of the contents of a file containing

Original Software or previous Modifications;

 

B. Any new file that contains any part of the Original Software or previous Modification; or

 

C. Any new file that is contributed or otherwise made available under the terms of this License.

 

1.10. Original Software means the Source Code and Executable form of computer software code that is originally

released under this License.

 

1.11. Patent Claims means any patent claim(s), now owned or hereafter acquired, including without limitation,

method, process, and apparatus claims, in any patent Licensable by grantor.

 

1.12. Source Code means (a) the common form of computer software code in which modifications are made and (b)

associated documentation included in or with such code.

 

1.13. You (or Your) means an individual or a legal entity exercising rights under, and complying with all of the

terms of, this License. For legal entities, You includes any entity which controls, is controlled by, or is under

common control with You. For purposes of this definition, control means (a) the power, direct or indirect, to cause

the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (b) ownership of more than fifty

percent (50%) of the outstanding shares or beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

2. License Grants.

 

2.1. The Initial Developer Grant.
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Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and subject to third party intellectual property claims,

the Initial Developer hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license:

 

(a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark) Licensable by Initial Developer, to use,

reproduce, modify, display, perform, sublicense and distribute the Original Software (or portions thereof), with or

without Modifications, and/or as part of a Larger Work; and

 

(b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using or selling of Original Software, to make, have made, use,

practice, sell, and offer for sale, and/or otherwise dispose of the Original Software (or portions thereof).

 

(c) The licenses granted in Sections 2.1(a) and (b) are effective on the date Initial Developer first distributes or

otherwise makes the Original Software available to a third party under the terms of this License.

 

(d) Notwithstanding Section 2.1(b) above, no patent license is granted: (1) for code that You delete from the

Original Software, or (2) for infringements caused by: (i) the modification of the Original Software, or (ii) the

combination of the Original Software with other software or devices.

 

2.2. Contributor Grant.

 

Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and subject to third party intellectual property claims,

each Contributor hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license:

 

(a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark) Licensable by Contributor to use, reproduce,

modify, display, perform, sublicense and distribute the Modifications created by such Contributor (or portions

thereof), either on an unmodified basis, with other Modifications, as Covered Software and/or as part of a Larger

Work; and

 

(b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using, or selling of Modifications made by that Contributor either

alone and/or in combination with its Contributor Version (or portions of such combination), to make, use, sell, offer

for sale, have made, and/or otherwise dispose of: (1) Modifications made by that Contributor (or portions thereof);

and (2) the combination of Modifications made by that Contributor with its Contributor Version (or portions of such

combination).

 

(c) The licenses granted in Sections 2.2(a) and 2.2(b) are effective on the date Contributor first distributes or

otherwise makes the Modifications available to a third party.

 

(d) Notwithstanding Section 2.2(b) above, no patent license is granted: (1) for any code that Contributor has deleted

from the Contributor Version; (2) for infringements caused by: (i) third party modifications of Contributor Version,

or (ii) the combination of Modifications made by that Contributor with other software (except as part of the

Contributor Version) or other devices; or (3) under Patent Claims infringed by Covered Software in the absence of

Modifications made by that Contributor.

 

3. Distribution Obligations.

 

3.1. Availability of Source Code.

 

Any Covered Software that You distribute or otherwise make available in Executable form must also be made
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available in Source Code form and that Source Code form must be distributed only under the terms of this License.

You must include a copy of this License with every copy of the Source Code form of the Covered Software You

distribute or otherwise make available. You must inform recipients of any such Covered Software in Executable

form as to how they can obtain such Covered Software in Source Code form in a reasonable manner on or through a

medium customarily used for software exchange.

 

3.2. Modifications.

 

The Modifications that You create or to which You contribute are governed by the terms of this License. You

represent that You believe Your Modifications are Your original creation(s) and/or You have sufficient rights to

grant the rights conveyed by this License.

 

3.3. Required Notices.

 

You must include a notice in each of Your Modifications that identifies You as the Contributor of the Modification.

You may not remove or alter any copyright, patent or trademark notices contained within the Covered Software, or

any notices of licensing or any descriptive text giving attribution to any Contributor or the Initial Developer.

 

3.4. Application of Additional Terms.

 

You may not offer or impose any terms on any Covered Software in Source Code form that alters or restricts the

applicable version of this License or the recipients rights hereunder. You may choose to offer, and to charge a fee

for, warranty, support, indemnity or liability obligations to one or more recipients of Covered Software. However,

you may do so only on Your own behalf, and not on behalf of the Initial Developer or any Contributor. You must

make it absolutely clear that any such warranty, support, indemnity or liability obligation is offered by You alone,

and You hereby agree to indemnify the Initial Developer and every Contributor for any liability incurred by the

Initial Developer or such Contributor as a result of warranty, support, indemnity or liability terms You offer.

 

3.5. Distribution of Executable Versions.

 

You may distribute the Executable form of the Covered Software under the terms of this License or under the terms

of a license of Your choice, which may contain terms different from this License, provided that You are in

compliance with the terms of this License and that the license for the Executable form does not attempt to limit or

alter the recipients rights in the Source Code form from the rights set forth in this License. If You distribute the

Covered Software in Executable form under a different license, You must make it absolutely clear that any terms

which differ from this License are offered by You alone, not by the Initial Developer or Contributor. You hereby

agree to indemnify the Initial Developer and every Contributor for any liability incurred by the Initial Developer or

such Contributor as a result of any such terms You offer.

 

3.6. Larger Works.

 

You may create a Larger Work by combining Covered Software with other code not governed by the terms of this

License and distribute the Larger Work as a single product. In such a case, You must make sure the requirements of

this License are fulfilled for the Covered Software.

 

4. Versions of the License.

 

4.1. New Versions.
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Sun Microsystems, Inc. is the initial license steward and may publish revised and/or new versions of this License

from time to time. Each version will be given a distinguishing version number. Except as provided in Section 4.3, no

one other than the license steward has the right to modify this License.

 

4.2. Effect of New Versions.

 

You may always continue to use, distribute or otherwise make the Covered Software available under the terms of the

version of the License under which You originally received the Covered Software. If the Initial Developer includes a

notice in the Original Software prohibiting it from being distributed or otherwise made available under any

subsequent version of the License, You must distribute and make the Covered Software available under the terms of

the version of the License under which You originally received the Covered Software. Otherwise, You may also

choose to use, distribute or otherwise make the Covered Software available under the terms of any subsequent

version of the License published by the license steward.

 

4.3. Modified Versions.

 

When You are an Initial Developer and You want to create a new license for Your Original Software, You may

create and use a modified version of this License if You: (a) rename the license and remove any references to the

name of the license steward (except to note that the license differs from this License); and (b) otherwise make it

clear that the license contains terms which differ from this License.

 

5. DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY.

 

COVERED SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED UNDER THIS LICENSE ON AN AS IS BASIS, WITHOUT

WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION,

WARRANTIES THAT THE COVERED SOFTWARE IS FREE OF DEFECTS, MERCHANTABLE, FIT FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR NON-INFRINGING. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND

PERFORMANCE OF THE COVERED SOFTWARE IS WITH YOU. SHOULD ANY COVERED SOFTWARE

PROVE DEFECTIVE IN ANY RESPECT, YOU (NOT THE INITIAL DEVELOPER OR ANY OTHER

CONTRIBUTOR) ASSUME THE COST OF ANY NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

THIS DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY CONSTITUTES AN ESSENTIAL PART OF THIS LICENSE. NO USE

OF ANY COVERED SOFTWARE IS AUTHORIZED HEREUNDER EXCEPT UNDER THIS DISCLAIMER.

 

6. TERMINATION.

 

6.1. This License and the rights granted hereunder will terminate automatically if You fail to comply with terms

herein and fail to cure such breach within 30 days of becoming aware of the breach. Provisions which, by their

nature, must remain in effect beyond the termination of this License shall survive.

 

6.2. If You assert a patent infringement claim (excluding declaratory judgment actions) against Initial Developer or

a Contributor (the Initial Developer or Contributor against whom You assert such claim is referred to as Participant)

alleging that the Participant Software (meaning the Contributor Version where the Participant is a Contributor or the

Original Software where the Participant is the Initial Developer) directly or indirectly infringes any patent, then any

and all rights granted directly or indirectly to You by such Participant, the Initial Developer (if the Initial Developer

is not the Participant) and all Contributors under Sections 2.1 and/or 2.2 of this License shall, upon 60 days notice

from Participant terminate prospectively and automatically at the expiration of such 60 day notice period, unless if

within such 60 day period You withdraw Your claim with respect to the Participant Software against such
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Participant either unilaterally or pursuant to a written agreement with Participant.

 

6.3. In the event of termination under Sections 6.1 or 6.2 above, all end user licenses that have been validly granted

by You or any distributor hereunder prior to termination (excluding licenses granted to You by any distributor) shall

survive termination.

 

7. LIMITATION OF LIABILITY.

 

UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES AND UNDER NO LEGAL THEORY, WHETHER TORT (INCLUDING

NEGLIGENCE), CONTRACT, OR OTHERWISE, SHALL YOU, THE INITIAL DEVELOPER, ANY OTHER

CONTRIBUTOR, OR ANY DISTRIBUTOR OF COVERED SOFTWARE, OR ANY SUPPLIER OF ANY OF

SUCH PARTIES, BE LIABLE TO ANY PERSON FOR ANY INDIRECT, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OF ANY CHARACTER INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, DAMAGES

FOR LOST PROFITS, LOSS OF GOODWILL, WORK STOPPAGE, COMPUTER FAILURE OR

MALFUNCTION, OR ANY AND ALL OTHER COMMERCIAL DAMAGES OR LOSSES, EVEN IF SUCH

PARTY SHALL HAVE BEEN INFORMED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES. THIS LIMITATION

OF LIABILITY SHALL NOT APPLY TO LIABILITY FOR DEATH OR PERSONAL INJURY RESULTING

FROM SUCH PARTYS NEGLIGENCE TO THE EXTENT APPLICABLE LAW PROHIBITS SUCH

LIMITATION. SOME JURISDICTIONS DO NOT ALLOW THE EXCLUSION OR LIMITATION OF

INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, SO THIS EXCLUSION AND LIMITATION MAY NOT

APPLY TO YOU.

 

8. U.S. GOVERNMENT END USERS.

 

The Covered Software is a commercial item, as that term is defined in 48 C.F.R. 2.101 (Oct. 1995), consisting of

commercial computer software (as that term is defined at 48 C.F.R.  252.227-7014(a)(1)) and commercial computer

software documentation as such terms are used in 48 C.F.R. 12.212 (Sept. 1995). Consistent with 48 C.F.R. 12.212

and 48 C.F.R. 227.7202-1 through 227.7202-4 (June 1995), all U.S. Government End Users acquire Covered

Software with only those rights set forth herein. This U.S. Government Rights clause is in lieu of, and supersedes,

any other FAR, DFAR, or other clause or provision that addresses Government rights in computer software under

this License.

 

9. MISCELLANEOUS.

 

This License represents the complete agreement concerning subject matter hereof. If any provision of this License is

held to be unenforceable, such provision shall be reformed only to the extent necessary to make it enforceable. This

License shall be governed by the law of the jurisdiction specified in a notice contained within the Original Software

(except to the extent applicable law, if any, provides otherwise), excluding such jurisdictions conflict-of-law

provisions. Any litigation relating to this License shall be subject to the jurisdiction of the courts located in the

jurisdiction and venue specified in a notice contained within the Original Software, with the losing party responsible

for costs, including, without limitation, court costs and reasonable attorneys fees and expenses. The application of

the United Nations Convention on Contracts for the International Sale of Goods is expressly excluded. Any law or

regulation which provides that the language of a contract shall be construed against the drafter shall not apply to this

License. You agree that You alone are responsible for compliance with the United States export administration

regulations (and the export control laws and regulation of any other countries) when You use, distribute or otherwise

make available any Covered Software.

 

10. RESPONSIBILITY FOR CLAIMS.
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As between Initial Developer and the Contributors, each party is responsible for claims and damages arising,

directly or indirectly, out of its utilization of rights under this License and You agree to work with Initial Developer

and Contributors to distribute such responsibility on an equitable basis. Nothing herein is intended or shall be

deemed to constitute any admission of liability.

 

1.220 jboss-common-core 2.2.17.GA 
1.220.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* The Apache Software License, Version 1.1

*

*

* Copyright (c) 2002 The Apache Software Foundation.  All rights

* reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

*    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

*    distribution.

*

* 3. The end-user documentation included with the redistribution,

*    if any, must include the following acknowledgment: 

*       "This product includes software developed by the

*        Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/)."

*    Alternately, this acknowledgment may appear in the software itself,

*    if and wherever such third-party acknowledgments normally appear.

*

* 4. The names "Xalan" and "Apache Software Foundation" must

*    not be used to endorse or promote products derived from this

*    software without prior written permission. For written

*    permission, please contact apache@apache.org.

*

* 5. Products derived from this software may not be called "Apache",

*    nor may "Apache" appear in their name, without prior written

*    permission of the Apache Software Foundation.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED
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* WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

* OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

* DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE APACHE SOFTWARE FOUNDATION OR

* ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

* SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

* LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF

* USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

* ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

* OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT

* OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

* SUCH DAMAGE.

* ====================================================================

*

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Apache Software Foundation and was

* originally based on software copyright (c) 1999, Lotus

* Development Corporation., http://www.lotus.com.  For more

* information on the Apache Software Foundation, please see

* <http://www.apache.org/>.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1002303213_1654022867.3890734/0/jboss-common-core-2-2-17-ga-sources-

jar/org/jboss/util/xml/catalog/Version.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* JBoss, Home of Professional Open Source.

* Copyright 2000 - 2008, Red Hat Middleware LLC, and individual contributors

* as indicated by the @author tags. See the copyright.txt file in the

* distribution for a full listing of individual contributors.

*

* This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

* under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as

* published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2.1 of

* the License, or (at your option) any later version.

*

* This software is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

* but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

* MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU

* Lesser General Public License for more details.

*

* You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

* License along with this software; if not, write to the Free

* Software Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA

* 02110-1301 USA, or see the FSF site: http://www.fsf.org.

*/
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1002303213_1654022867.3890734/0/jboss-common-core-2-2-17-ga-sources-

jar/org/jboss/util/collection/FastCopyHashMap.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* JBoss, Home of Professional Open Source

* Copyright 2006, Red Hat Middleware LLC, and individual contributors

* by the @authors tag. See the copyright.txt in the distribution for a

* full listing of individual contributors.

*

* This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

* under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as

* published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2.1 of

* the License, or (at your option) any later version.

*

* This software is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

* but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

* MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU

* Lesser General Public License for more details.

*

* You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

* License along with this software; if not, write to the Free

* Software Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA

* 02110-1301 USA, or see the FSF site: http://www.fsf.org.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1002303213_1654022867.3890734/0/jboss-common-core-2-2-17-ga-sources-

jar/org/jboss/util/graph/DFSVisitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002303213_1654022867.3890734/0/jboss-common-core-2-2-17-ga-sources-

jar/org/jboss/util/graph/Visitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002303213_1654022867.3890734/0/jboss-common-core-2-2-17-ga-sources-

jar/org/jboss/util/graph/VisitorEX.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002303213_1654022867.3890734/0/jboss-common-core-2-2-17-ga-sources-

jar/org/jboss/util/graph/Vertex.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002303213_1654022867.3890734/0/jboss-common-core-2-2-17-ga-sources-

jar/org/jboss/util/graph/Graph.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002303213_1654022867.3890734/0/jboss-common-core-2-2-17-ga-sources-

jar/org/jboss/util/graph/Edge.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002303213_1654022867.3890734/0/jboss-common-core-2-2-17-ga-sources-

jar/org/jboss/net/sockets/DefaultClientSocketFactory.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Written by Doug Lea with assistance from members of JCP JSR-166

* Expert Group and released to the public domain, as explained at

* http://creativecommons.org/licenses/publicdomain
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*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1002303213_1654022867.3890734/0/jboss-common-core-2-2-17-ga-sources-

jar/org/jboss/util/collection/ConcurrentReferenceHashMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002303213_1654022867.3890734/0/jboss-common-core-2-2-17-ga-sources-

jar/org/jboss/util/collection/ConcurrentSkipListMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002303213_1654022867.3890734/0/jboss-common-core-2-2-17-ga-sources-

jar/org/jboss/util/collection/NavigableMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002303213_1654022867.3890734/0/jboss-common-core-2-2-17-ga-sources-

jar/org/jboss/util/collection/ConcurrentNavigableMap.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* ====================================================================

* The Apache Software License, Version 1.1

*

* Copyright (c) 2001-2003 The Apache Software Foundation.  All rights

* reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

*    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

*    distribution.

*

* 3. The end-user documentation included with the redistribution,

*    if any, must include the following acknowledgment:

*       "This product includes software developed by the

*        Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/)."

*    Alternately, this acknowledgment may appear in the software itself,

*    if and wherever such third-party acknowledgments normally appear.

*

* 4. The names "Apache" and "Apache Software Foundation" must

*    not be used to endorse or promote products derived from this

*    software without prior written permission. For written

*    permission, please contact apache@apache.org.

*

* 5. Products derived from this software may not be called "Apache",

*    nor may "Apache" appear in their name, without prior written

*    permission of the Apache Software Foundation.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED
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* WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

* OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

* DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE APACHE SOFTWARE FOUNDATION OR

* ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

* SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

* LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF

* USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

* ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

* OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT

* OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

* SUCH DAMAGE.

* ====================================================================

*

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Apache Software Foundation.  For more

* information on the Apache Software Foundation, please see

* <http://www.apache.org/>.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1002303213_1654022867.3890734/0/jboss-common-core-2-2-17-ga-sources-

jar/org/jboss/util/xml/catalog/helpers/Namespaces.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002303213_1654022867.3890734/0/jboss-common-core-2-2-17-ga-sources-

jar/org/jboss/util/xml/catalog/readers/SAXCatalogParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002303213_1654022867.3890734/0/jboss-common-core-2-2-17-ga-sources-

jar/org/jboss/util/xml/catalog/helpers/BootstrapResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002303213_1654022867.3890734/0/jboss-common-core-2-2-17-ga-sources-

jar/org/jboss/util/xml/catalog/readers/DOMCatalogParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002303213_1654022867.3890734/0/jboss-common-core-2-2-17-ga-sources-

jar/org/jboss/util/xml/catalog/readers/TR9401CatalogReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002303213_1654022867.3890734/0/jboss-common-core-2-2-17-ga-sources-

jar/org/jboss/util/xml/catalog/readers/OASISXMLCatalogReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002303213_1654022867.3890734/0/jboss-common-core-2-2-17-ga-sources-

jar/org/jboss/util/xml/catalog/readers/DOMCatalogReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002303213_1654022867.3890734/0/jboss-common-core-2-2-17-ga-sources-

jar/org/jboss/util/xml/catalog/helpers/PublicId.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002303213_1654022867.3890734/0/jboss-common-core-2-2-17-ga-sources-

jar/org/jboss/util/xml/catalog/readers/CatalogReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002303213_1654022867.3890734/0/jboss-common-core-2-2-17-ga-sources-

jar/org/jboss/util/xml/catalog/readers/XCatalogReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002303213_1654022867.3890734/0/jboss-common-core-2-2-17-ga-sources-

jar/org/jboss/util/xml/catalog/CatalogException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002303213_1654022867.3890734/0/jboss-common-core-2-2-17-ga-sources-

jar/org/jboss/util/xml/catalog/readers/SAXCatalogReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002303213_1654022867.3890734/0/jboss-common-core-2-2-17-ga-sources-

jar/org/jboss/util/xml/catalog/helpers/Debug.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002303213_1654022867.3890734/0/jboss-common-core-2-2-17-ga-sources-

jar/org/jboss/util/xml/catalog/readers/ExtendedXMLCatalogReader.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1002303213_1654022867.3890734/0/jboss-common-core-2-2-17-ga-sources-

jar/org/jboss/util/xml/catalog/readers/TextCatalogReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002303213_1654022867.3890734/0/jboss-common-core-2-2-17-ga-sources-

jar/org/jboss/util/xml/catalog/CatalogEntry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002303213_1654022867.3890734/0/jboss-common-core-2-2-17-ga-sources-

jar/org/jboss/util/xml/catalog/CatalogManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002303213_1654022867.3890734/0/jboss-common-core-2-2-17-ga-sources-

jar/org/jboss/util/xml/catalog/readers/SAXParserHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002303213_1654022867.3890734/0/jboss-common-core-2-2-17-ga-sources-

jar/org/jboss/util/xml/catalog/Resolver.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* JBoss, Home of Professional Open Source

* Copyright 2005, JBoss Inc., and individual contributors as indicated

* by the @authors tag. See the copyright.txt in the distribution for a

* full listing of individual contributors.

*

* This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

* under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as

* published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2.1 of

* the License, or (at your option) any later version.

*

* This software is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

* but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

* MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU

* Lesser General Public License for more details.

*

* You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

* License along with this software; if not, write to the Free

* Software Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA

* 02110-1301 USA, or see the FSF site: http://www.fsf.org.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1002303213_1654022867.3890734/0/jboss-common-core-2-2-17-ga-sources-

jar/org/jboss/net/protocol/file/FileURLConnection.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002303213_1654022867.3890734/0/jboss-common-core-2-2-17-ga-sources-

jar/org/jboss/util/timeout/TimeoutFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002303213_1654022867.3890734/0/jboss-common-core-2-2-17-ga-sources-

jar/org/jboss/util/xml/CatalogLocation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002303213_1654022867.3890734/0/jboss-common-core-2-2-17-ga-sources-

jar/org/jboss/util/Strings.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002303213_1654022867.3890734/0/jboss-common-core-2-2-17-ga-sources-

jar/org/jboss/util/timeout/Timeout.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002303213_1654022867.3890734/0/jboss-common-core-2-2-17-ga-sources-

jar/org/jboss/util/xml/DOMUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002303213_1654022867.3890734/0/jboss-common-core-2-2-17-ga-sources-
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jar/org/jboss/util/state/IllegalTransitionException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002303213_1654022867.3890734/0/jboss-common-core-2-2-17-ga-sources-

jar/org/jboss/util/propertyeditor/ClassArrayEditor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002303213_1654022867.3890734/0/jboss-common-core-2-2-17-ga-sources-

jar/org/jboss/net/protocol/URLStreamHandlerFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002303213_1654022867.3890734/0/jboss-common-core-2-2-17-ga-sources-

jar/org/jboss/util/propertyeditor/DateEditor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002303213_1654022867.3890734/0/jboss-common-core-2-2-17-ga-sources-

jar/org/jboss/util/propertyeditor/PropertyEditors.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002303213_1654022867.3890734/0/jboss-common-core-2-2-17-ga-sources-

jar/org/jboss/util/timeout/TimeoutTarget.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002303213_1654022867.3890734/0/jboss-common-core-2-2-17-ga-sources-

jar/org/jboss/net/protocol/file/Handler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002303213_1654022867.3890734/0/jboss-common-core-2-2-17-ga-sources-

jar/org/jboss/util/state/Transition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002303213_1654022867.3890734/0/jboss-common-core-2-2-17-ga-sources-

jar/org/jboss/net/protocol/file/FileURLLister.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002303213_1654022867.3890734/0/jboss-common-core-2-2-17-ga-sources-

jar/org/jboss/util/file/FileProtocolArchiveBrowserFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002303213_1654022867.3890734/0/jboss-common-core-2-2-17-ga-sources-

jar/org/jboss/util/xml/JBossEntityResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002303213_1654022867.3890734/0/jboss-common-core-2-2-17-ga-sources-

jar/org/jboss/util/state/xml/StateMachineParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002303213_1654022867.3890734/0/jboss-common-core-2-2-17-ga-sources-

jar/org/jboss/util/naming/ReadOnlyContext.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* JBoss, Home of Professional Open Source.

* Copyright 2006, Red Hat Middleware LLC, and individual contributors

* as indicated by the @author tags. See the copyright.txt file in the

* distribution for a full listing of individual contributors.

*

* This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

* under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as

* published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2.1 of

* the License, or (at your option) any later version.

*

* This software is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

* but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

* MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU

* Lesser General Public License for more details.

*

* You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

* License along with this software; if not, write to the Free

* Software Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA

* 02110-1301 USA, or see the FSF site: http://www.fsf.org.

*/
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1002303213_1654022867.3890734/0/jboss-common-core-2-2-17-ga-sources-

jar/org/jboss/util/collection/SecurityActions.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* ====================================================================

* The Apache Software License, Version 1.1

*

* Copyright (c) 2001-2003 The Apache Software Foundation.  All rights

* reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

*    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

*    distribution.

*

* 3. The end-user documentation included with the redistribution,

*    if any, must include the following acknowledgment:

*       "This product includes software developed by the

*        Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/)."

*    Alternately, this acknowledgment may appear in the software itself,

*    if and wherever such third-party acknowledgments normally appear.

*

* 4. The names "Apache" and "Apache Software Foundation" must

*    not be used to endorse or promote products derived from this

*    software without prior written permission. For written

*    permission, please contact apache@apache.org.

*

* 5. Products derived from this software may not be called "Apache",

*    nor may "Apache" appear in their name, without prior written

*    permission of the Apache Software Foundation.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED

* WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

* OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

* DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE APACHE SOFTWARE FOUNDATION OR

* ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

* SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

* LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF

* USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND
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* ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

* OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT

* OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

* SUCH DAMAGE.

* ====================================================================

*

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Apache Software Foundation.  For more

* information on the Apache Software Foundation, please see

* <http://www.apache.org/>.

*/

/**

* Represents OASIS Open Catalog files.

*

* <p>This class implements the semantics of OASIS Open Catalog files

* (defined by

* <a href="http://www.oasis-open.org/html/a401.htm">OASIS Technical

* Resolution 9401:1997 (Amendment 2 to TR 9401)</a>).</p>

*

* <p>The primary purpose of the Catalog is to associate resources in the

* document with local system identifiers. Some entities

* (document types, XML entities, and notations) have names and all of them

* can have either public or system identifiers or both. (In XML, only a

* notation can have a public identifier without a system identifier, but

* the methods implemented in this class obey the Catalog semantics

* from the SGML

* days when system identifiers were optional.)</p>

*

* <p>The system identifiers returned by the resolution methods in this

* class are valid, i.e. usable by, and in fact constructed by, the

* <tt>java.net.URL</tt> class. Unfortunately, this class seems to behave in

* somewhat non-standard ways and the system identifiers returned may

* not be directly usable in a browser or filesystem context.

*

* <p>This class recognizes all of the Catalog entries defined in

* TR9401:1997:</p>

*

* <ul>

* <li><b>BASE</b>

* changes the base URI for resolving relative system identifiers. The

* initial base URI is the URI of the location of the catalog (which is,

* in turn, relative to the location of the current working directory

* at startup, as returned by the <tt>user.dir</tt> system property).</li>

* <li><b>CATALOG</b>

* processes other catalog files. An included catalog occurs logically

* at the end of the including catalog.</li>

* <li><b>DELEGATE_PUBLIC</b>

* specifies alternate catalogs for some public identifiers. The delegated
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* catalogs are not loaded until they are needed, but they are cached

* once loaded.</li>

* <li><b>DELEGATE_SYSTEM</b>

* specifies alternate catalogs for some system identifiers. The delegated

* catalogs are not loaded until they are needed, but they are cached

* once loaded.</li>

* <li><b>DELEGATE_URI</b>

* specifies alternate catalogs for some URIs. The delegated

* catalogs are not loaded until they are needed, but they are cached

* once loaded.</li>

* <li><b>REWRITE_SYSTEM</b>

* specifies alternate prefix for a system identifier.</li>

* <li><b>REWRITE_URI</b>

* specifies alternate prefix for a URI.</li>

* <li><b>DOCTYPE</b>

* associates the names of root elements with URIs. (In other words, an XML

* processor might infer the doctype of an XML document that does not include

* a doctype declaration by looking for the DOCTYPE entry in the

* catalog which matches the name of the root element of the document.)</li>

* <li><b>DOCUMENT</b>

* provides a default document.</li>

* <li><b>DTDDECL</b>

* recognized and silently ignored. Not relevant for XML.</li>

* <li><b>ENTITY</b>

* associates entity names with URIs.</li>

* <li><b>LINKTYPE</b>

* recognized and silently ignored. Not relevant for XML.</li>

* <li><b>NOTATION</b>

* associates notation names with URIs.</li>

* <li><b>OVERRIDE</b>

* changes the override behavior. Initial behavior is set by the

* system property <tt>xml.catalog.override</tt>. The default initial

* behavior is 'YES', that is, entries in the catalog override

* system identifiers specified in the document.</li>

* <li><b>PUBLIC</b>

* maps a public identifier to a system identifier.</li>

* <li><b>SGMLDECL</b>

* recognized and silently ignored. Not relevant for XML.</li>

* <li><b>SYSTEM</b>

* maps a system identifier to another system identifier.</li>

* <li><b>URI</b>

* maps a URI to another URI.</li>

* </ul>

*

* <p>Note that BASE entries are treated as described by RFC2396. In

* particular, this has the counter-intuitive property that after a BASE

* entry identifing "http://example.com/a/b/c" as the base URI,

* the relative URI "foo" is resolved to the absolute URI
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* "http://example.com/a/b/foo". You must provide the trailing slash if

* you do not want the final component of the path to be discarded as a

* filename would in a URI for a resource: "http://example.com/a/b/c/".

* </p>

*

* <p>Note that subordinate catalogs (all catalogs except the first,

* including CATALOG and DELEGATE* catalogs) are only loaded if and when

* they are required.</p>

*

* <p>This class relies on classes which implement the CatalogReader

* interface to actually load catalog files. This allows the catalog

* semantics to be implemented for TR9401 text-based catalogs, XML

* catalogs, or any number of other storage formats.</p>

*

* <p>Additional catalogs may also be loaded with the

* {@link #parseCatalog(String)} method.</p>

* </dd>

* </dl>

*

* <p><b>Change Log:</b></p>

* <dl>

* <dt>2.0</dt>

* <dd><p>Rewrite to use CatalogReaders.</p></dd>

* <dt>1.1</dt>

* <dd><p>Allow quoted components in <tt>xml.catalog.files</tt>

* so that URLs containing colons can be used on Unix.

* The string passed to <tt>xml.catalog.files</tt> can now have the form:</p>

* <pre>

* unquoted-path-with-no-sep-chars:"double-quoted path with or without sep chars":'single-quoted path with or

without sep chars'

* </pre>

* <p>(Where ":" is the separater character in this example.)</p>

* <p>If an unquoted path contains an embedded double or single quote

* character, no special processig is performed on that character. No

* path can contain separater characters, double, and single quotes

* simultaneously.</p>

* <p>Fix bug in calculation of BASE entries: if

* a catalog contains multiple BASE entries, each is relative to the preceding

* base, not the default base URI of the catalog.</p>

* </dd>

* <dt>1.0.1</dt>

* <dd><p>Fixed a bug in the calculation of the list of subordinate catalogs.

* This bug caused an infinite loop where parsing would alternately process

* two catalogs indefinitely.</p>

* </dd>

* </dl>

*

* @see CatalogReader
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* @see CatalogEntry

*

* @author Norman Walsh

* <a href="mailto:Norman.Walsh@Sun.COM">Norman.Walsh@Sun.COM</a>

*

* @version 1.0

*

* <p>Derived from public domain code originally published by Arbortext,

* Inc.</p>

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1002303213_1654022867.3890734/0/jboss-common-core-2-2-17-ga-sources-

jar/org/jboss/util/xml/catalog/Catalog.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* JBoss, Home of Professional Open Source

* Copyright 2006, JBoss Inc., and individual contributors as indicated

* by the @authors tag. See the copyright.txt in the distribution for a

* full listing of individual contributors.

*

* This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

* under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as

* published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2.1 of

* the License, or (at your option) any later version.

*

* This software is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

* but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

* MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU

* Lesser General Public License for more details.

*

* You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

* License along with this software; if not, write to the Free

* Software Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA

* 02110-1301 USA, or see the FSF site: http://www.fsf.org.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1002303213_1654022867.3890734/0/jboss-common-core-2-2-17-ga-sources-

jar/org/jboss/util/propertyeditor/PropertiesEditor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002303213_1654022867.3890734/0/jboss-common-core-2-2-17-ga-sources-

jar/org/jboss/util/collection/WeakTypeCache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002303213_1654022867.3890734/0/jboss-common-core-2-2-17-ga-sources-

jar/org/jboss/util/collection/WeakSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002303213_1654022867.3890734/0/jboss-common-core-2-2-17-ga-sources-

jar/org/jboss/util/timeout/TimeoutPriorityQueueImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002303213_1654022867.3890734/0/jboss-common-core-2-2-17-ga-sources-
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jar/org/jboss/util/timeout/HashedTimeoutPriorityQueueImpl.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* JBoss, Home of Professional Open Source

* Copyright 2005, JBoss Inc., and individual contributors as indicated

* by the @authors tag. See the copyright.txt in the distribution for a

* full listing of individual contributors.

*

* This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

* under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as

* published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2.1 of

* the License, or (at your option) any later version.

*

* This software is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

* but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

* MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU

* Lesser General Public License for more details.

*

* You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

* License along with this software; if not, write to the Free

* Software Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA

* 02110-1301 USA, or see the FSF site: http://www.fsf.org.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1002303213_1654022867.3890734/0/jboss-common-core-2-2-17-ga-sources-

jar/org/jboss/util/file/JarStreamBrowser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002303213_1654022867.3890734/0/jboss-common-core-2-2-17-ga-sources-

jar/org/jboss/util/state/StateMachine.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002303213_1654022867.3890734/0/jboss-common-core-2-2-17-ga-sources-

jar/org/jboss/util/collection/CollectionsUtil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002303213_1654022867.3890734/0/jboss-common-core-2-2-17-ga-sources-

jar/org/jboss/util/state/State.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002303213_1654022867.3890734/0/jboss-common-core-2-2-17-ga-sources-

jar/org/jboss/util/stream/IMarshalledValue.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

 * JBoss, Home of Professional Open Source

 * Copyright 2005, JBoss Inc., and individual contributors as indicated

 * by the @authors tag. See the copyright.txt in the distribution for a

 * full listing of individual contributors.

 *

 * This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

 * under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as

 * published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2.1 of

 * the License, or (at your option) any later version.
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 *

 * This software is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

 * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

 * MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU

 * Lesser General Public License for more details.

 *

 * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

 * License along with this software; if not, write to the Free

 * Software Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA

 * 02110-1301 USA, or see the FSF site: http://www.fsf.org.

 */

/**

* Encodes and decodes to and from Base64 notation.

*

* <p>

* Change Log:

* </p>

* <ul>

*  <li>v2.1 - Cleaned up javadoc comments and unused variables and methods. Added

*   some convenience methods for reading and writing to and from files.</li>

*  <li>v2.0.2 - Now specifies UTF-8 encoding in places where the code fails on systems

*   with other encodings (like EBCDIC).</li>

*  <li>v2.0.1 - Fixed an error when decoding a single byte, that is, when the

*   encoded data was a single byte.</li>

*  <li>v2.0 - I got rid of methods that used booleans to set options.

*   Now everything is more consolidated and cleaner. The code now detects

*   when data that's being decoded is gzip-compressed and will decompress it

*   automatically. Generally things are cleaner. You'll probably have to

*   change some method calls that you were making to support the new

*   options format (<tt>int</tt>s that you "OR" together).</li>

*  <li>v1.5.1 - Fixed bug when decompressing and decoding to a            

*   byte[] using <tt>decode( String s, boolean gzipCompressed )</tt>.     

*   Added the ability to "suspend" encoding in the Output Stream so       

*   you can turn on and off the encoding if you need to embed base64      

*   data in an otherwise "normal" stream (like an XML file).</li> 

*  <li>v1.5 - Output stream pases on flush() command but doesn't do anything itself.

*      This helps when using GZIP streams.

*      Added the ability to GZip-compress objects before encoding them.</li>

*  <li>v1.4 - Added helper methods to read/write files.</li>

*  <li>v1.3.6 - Fixed OutputStream.flush() so that 'position' is reset.</li>

*  <li>v1.3.5 - Added flag to turn on and off line breaks. Fixed bug in input stream

*      where last buffer being read, if not completely full, was not returned.</li>

*  <li>v1.3.4 - Fixed when "improperly padded stream" error was thrown at the wrong time.</li>

*  <li>v1.3.3 - Fixed I/O streams which were totally messed up.</li>

* </ul>

*

* <p>

* I am placing this code in the Public Domain. Do with it as you will.
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* This software comes with no guarantees or warranties but with

* plenty of well-wishing instead!

* Please visit <a href="http://iharder.net/base64">http://iharder.net/base64</a>

* periodically to check for updates or to contribute improvements.

* </p>

*

* @author Robert Harder

* @author rob@iharder.net

* @version 2.1

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1002303213_1654022867.3890734/0/jboss-common-core-2-2-17-ga-sources-

jar/org/jboss/util/Base64.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* ====================================================================

*

* The Apache Software License, Version 1.1

*

* Copyright (c) 1999 The Apache Software Foundation.  All rights

* reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

*    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

*    distribution.

*

* 3. The end-user documentation included with the redistribution, if

*    any, must include the following acknowlegement: 

*       "This product includes software developed by the

*        Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/)."

*    Alternately, this acknowlegement may appear in the software itself,

*    if and wherever such third-party acknowlegements normally appear.

*

* 4. The names "The Jakarta Project", "Tomcat", and "Apache Software

*    Foundation" must not be used to endorse or promote products derived

*    from this software without prior written permission. For written

*    permission, please contact apache@apache.org.

*
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* 5. Products derived from this software may not be called "Apache"

*    nor may "Apache" appear in their names without prior written

*    permission of the Apache Group.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED

* WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

* OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

* DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE APACHE SOFTWARE FOUNDATION OR

* ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

* SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

* LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF

* USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

* ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

* OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT

* OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

* SUCH DAMAGE.

* ====================================================================

*

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Apache Software Foundation.  For more

* information on the Apache Software Foundation, please see

* <http://www.apache.org/>.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1002303213_1654022867.3890734/0/jboss-common-core-2-2-17-ga-sources-

jar/org/jboss/util/xml/DOMWriter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* JBoss, Home of Professional Open Source.

* Copyright 2007, Red Hat Middleware LLC, and individual contributors

* as indicated by the @author tags. See the copyright.txt file in the

* distribution for a full listing of individual contributors.

*

* This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

* under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as

* published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2.1 of

* the License, or (at your option) any later version.

*

* This software is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

* but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

* MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU

* Lesser General Public License for more details.

*

* You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

* License along with this software; if not, write to the Free

* Software Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA
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* 02110-1301 USA, or see the FSF site: http://www.fsf.org.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1002303213_1654022867.3890734/0/jboss-common-core-2-2-17-ga-sources-

jar/org/jboss/util/builder/AbstractBuilder.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* JBoss, Home of Professional Open Source.

* Copyright 2006, Red Hat Middleware LLC, and individual contributors

* as indicated by the @author tags. See the copyright.txt file in the

* distribution for a full listing of individual contributors.

*

* This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

* under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as

* published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2.1 of

* the License, or (at your option) any later version.

*

* This software is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

* but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

* MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU

* Lesser General Public License for more details.

*

* You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

* License along with this software; if not, write to the Free

* Software Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA

* 02110-1301 USA, or see the FSF site: http://www.fsf.org.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1002303213_1654022867.3890734/0/jboss-common-core-2-2-17-ga-sources-

jar/org/jboss/util/platform/Java.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* JBoss, Home of Professional Open Source.

* Copyright 2008, Red Hat Middleware LLC, and individual contributors

* as indicated by the @author tags. See the copyright.txt file in the

* distribution for a full listing of individual contributors.

*

* This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

* under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as

* published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2.1 of

* the License, or (at your option) any later version.

*

* This software is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

* but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of
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* MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU

* Lesser General Public License for more details.

*

* You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

* License along with this software; if not, write to the Free

* Software Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA

* 02110-1301 USA, or see the FSF site: http://www.fsf.org.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1002303213_1654022867.3890734/0/jboss-common-core-2-2-17-ga-sources-

jar/org/jboss/util/loading/ClassLoaderSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002303213_1654022867.3890734/0/jboss-common-core-2-2-17-ga-sources-

jar/org/jboss/util/loading/ConstructorTCCLClassLoaderSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002303213_1654022867.3890734/0/jboss-common-core-2-2-17-ga-sources-

jar/org/jboss/util/loading/MyClassLoaderClassLoaderSource.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

 * JBoss, Home of Professional Open Source

 * Copyright 2005, JBoss Inc., and individual contributors as indicated

 * by the @authors tag. See the copyright.txt in the distribution for a

 * full listing of individual contributors.

 *

 * This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

 * under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as

 * published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2.1 of

 * the License, or (at your option) any later version.

 *

 * This software is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

 * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

 * MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU

 * Lesser General Public License for more details.

 *

 * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

 * License along with this software; if not, write to the Free

 * Software Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA

 * 02110-1301 USA, or see the FSF site: http://www.fsf.org.

 */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1002303213_1654022867.3890734/0/jboss-common-core-2-2-17-ga-sources-

jar/org/jboss/util/property/PropertyListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002303213_1654022867.3890734/0/jboss-common-core-2-2-17-ga-sources-

jar/org/jboss/util/platform/PID.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002303213_1654022867.3890734/0/jboss-common-core-2-2-17-ga-sources-

jar/org/jboss/util/propertyeditor/DocumentEditor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002303213_1654022867.3890734/0/jboss-common-core-2-2-17-ga-sources-
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jar/org/jboss/util/collection/SoftValueHashMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002303213_1654022867.3890734/0/jboss-common-core-2-2-17-ga-sources-

jar/org/jboss/util/collection/ListSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002303213_1654022867.3890734/0/jboss-common-core-2-2-17-ga-sources-

jar/org/jboss/util/id/VMID.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002303213_1654022867.3890734/0/jboss-common-core-2-2-17-ga-sources-

jar/org/jboss/util/propertyeditor/LongEditor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002303213_1654022867.3890734/0/jboss-common-core-2-2-17-ga-sources-

jar/org/jboss/util/collection/ReverseListIterator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002303213_1654022867.3890734/0/jboss-common-core-2-2-17-ga-sources-

jar/org/jboss/util/Classes.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002303213_1654022867.3890734/0/jboss-common-core-2-2-17-ga-sources-

jar/org/jboss/util/SysPropertyActions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002303213_1654022867.3890734/0/jboss-common-core-2-2-17-ga-sources-

jar/org/jboss/util/stream/MarshalledValueInputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002303213_1654022867.3890734/0/jboss-common-core-2-2-17-ga-sources-

jar/org/jboss/util/file/Files.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002303213_1654022867.3890734/0/jboss-common-core-2-2-17-ga-sources-

jar/org/jboss/util/property/Configurable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002303213_1654022867.3890734/0/jboss-common-core-2-2-17-ga-sources-

jar/org/jboss/util/property/PropertyContainer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002303213_1654022867.3890734/0/jboss-common-core-2-2-17-ga-sources-

jar/org/jboss/util/collection/FullCollectionException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002303213_1654022867.3890734/0/jboss-common-core-2-2-17-ga-sources-

jar/org/jboss/util/threadpool/StartTimeoutException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002303213_1654022867.3890734/0/jboss-common-core-2-2-17-ga-sources-

jar/org/jboss/util/property/PropertyAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002303213_1654022867.3890734/0/jboss-common-core-2-2-17-ga-sources-

jar/org/jboss/net/sockets/TimeoutServerSocketFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002303213_1654022867.3890734/0/jboss-common-core-2-2-17-ga-sources-

jar/org/jboss/util/file/JarArchiveBrowser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002303213_1654022867.3890734/0/jboss-common-core-2-2-17-ga-sources-

jar/org/jboss/util/loading/DelegatingClassLoader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002303213_1654022867.3890734/0/jboss-common-core-2-2-17-ga-sources-

jar/org/jboss/util/threadpool/ThreadPoolStoppedException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002303213_1654022867.3890734/0/jboss-common-core-2-2-17-ga-sources-

jar/org/jboss/util/stream/NotifyingBufferedInputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002303213_1654022867.3890734/0/jboss-common-core-2-2-17-ga-sources-

jar/org/jboss/net/sockets/RMIMultiSocketClient.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002303213_1654022867.3890734/0/jboss-common-core-2-2-17-ga-sources-

jar/org/jboss/util/NoSuchMethodException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002303213_1654022867.3890734/0/jboss-common-core-2-2-17-ga-sources-

jar/org/jboss/util/loading/ContextClassLoader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002303213_1654022867.3890734/0/jboss-common-core-2-2-17-ga-sources-

jar/org/jboss/util/propertyeditor/FileEditor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002303213_1654022867.3890734/0/jboss-common-core-2-2-17-ga-sources-

jar/org/jboss/util/deadlock/DeadlockDetector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002303213_1654022867.3890734/0/jboss-common-core-2-2-17-ga-sources-
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jar/org/jboss/util/FieldInstance.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002303213_1654022867.3890734/0/jboss-common-core-2-2-17-ga-sources-

jar/org/jboss/util/file/ClassFileFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002303213_1654022867.3890734/0/jboss-common-core-2-2-17-ga-sources-

jar/org/jboss/util/file/FilePrefixFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002303213_1654022867.3890734/0/jboss-common-core-2-2-17-ga-sources-

jar/org/jboss/util/stream/MarshalledValueOutputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002303213_1654022867.3890734/0/jboss-common-core-2-2-17-ga-sources-

jar/org/jboss/util/xml/XmlHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002303213_1654022867.3890734/0/jboss-common-core-2-2-17-ga-sources-

jar/org/jboss/util/property/Property.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002303213_1654022867.3890734/0/jboss-common-core-2-2-17-ga-sources-

jar/org/jboss/util/collection/WeakClassCache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002303213_1654022867.3890734/0/jboss-common-core-2-2-17-ga-sources-

jar/org/jboss/util/AbstractNestedThrowable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002303213_1654022867.3890734/0/jboss-common-core-2-2-17-ga-sources-

jar/org/jboss/util/WaitSync.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002303213_1654022867.3890734/0/jboss-common-core-2-2-17-ga-sources-

jar/org/jboss/util/property/BoundPropertyAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002303213_1654022867.3890734/0/jboss-common-core-2-2-17-ga-sources-

jar/org/jboss/util/threadpool/MinPooledExecutor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002303213_1654022867.3890734/0/jboss-common-core-2-2-17-ga-sources-

jar/org/jboss/util/property/PropertyException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002303213_1654022867.3890734/0/jboss-common-core-2-2-17-ga-sources-

jar/org/jboss/net/sockets/TimeoutSocket.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002303213_1654022867.3890734/0/jboss-common-core-2-2-17-ga-sources-

jar/org/jboss/util/collection/CachedList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002303213_1654022867.3890734/0/jboss-common-core-2-2-17-ga-sources-

jar/org/jboss/util/collection/Queue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002303213_1654022867.3890734/0/jboss-common-core-2-2-17-ga-sources-

jar/org/jboss/util/collection/WeakValueRef.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002303213_1654022867.3890734/0/jboss-common-core-2-2-17-ga-sources-

jar/org/jboss/util/NestedSQLException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002303213_1654022867.3890734/0/jboss-common-core-2-2-17-ga-sources-

jar/org/jboss/util/property/jmx/SystemPropertyClassValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002303213_1654022867.3890734/0/jboss-common-core-2-2-17-ga-sources-

jar/org/jboss/util/propertyeditor/FloatEditor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002303213_1654022867.3890734/0/jboss-common-core-2-2-17-ga-sources-

jar/org/jboss/util/NestedRuntimeException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002303213_1654022867.3890734/0/jboss-common-core-2-2-17-ga-sources-

jar/org/jboss/util/collection/ReferenceValueMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002303213_1654022867.3890734/0/jboss-common-core-2-2-17-ga-sources-

jar/org/jboss/util/deadlock/Resource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002303213_1654022867.3890734/0/jboss-common-core-2-2-17-ga-sources-

jar/org/jboss/util/loading/ContextClassLoaderSwitcher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002303213_1654022867.3890734/0/jboss-common-core-2-2-17-ga-sources-

jar/org/jboss/util/file/ArchiveBrowser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002303213_1654022867.3890734/0/jboss-common-core-2-2-17-ga-sources-
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jar/org/jboss/util/UnexpectedThrowable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002303213_1654022867.3890734/0/jboss-common-core-2-2-17-ga-sources-

jar/org/jboss/util/loading/Translator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002303213_1654022867.3890734/0/jboss-common-core-2-2-17-ga-sources-

jar/org/jboss/util/propertyeditor/InetAddressEditor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002303213_1654022867.3890734/0/jboss-common-core-2-2-17-ga-sources-

jar/org/jboss/util/propertyeditor/StringArrayEditor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002303213_1654022867.3890734/0/jboss-common-core-2-2-17-ga-sources-

jar/org/jboss/util/propertyeditor/BlockingModeEditor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002303213_1654022867.3890734/0/jboss-common-core-2-2-17-ga-sources-

jar/org/jboss/util/StringPropertyReplacer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002303213_1654022867.3890734/0/jboss-common-core-2-2-17-ga-sources-

jar/org/jboss/util/collection/WeakValueHashMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002303213_1654022867.3890734/0/jboss-common-core-2-2-17-ga-sources-

jar/org/jboss/util/MethodHashing.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002303213_1654022867.3890734/0/jboss-common-core-2-2-17-ga-sources-

jar/org/jboss/net/sockets/RMIMultiSocket.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002303213_1654022867.3890734/0/jboss-common-core-2-2-17-ga-sources-

jar/org/jboss/util/WeakObject.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002303213_1654022867.3890734/0/jboss-common-core-2-2-17-ga-sources-

jar/org/jboss/util/property/PropertyReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002303213_1654022867.3890734/0/jboss-common-core-2-2-17-ga-sources-

jar/org/jboss/net/protocol/http/DavURLLister.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002303213_1654022867.3890734/0/jboss-common-core-2-2-17-ga-sources-

jar/org/jboss/util/LongCounter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002303213_1654022867.3890734/0/jboss-common-core-2-2-17-ga-sources-

jar/org/jboss/util/collection/WeakIdentityHashMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002303213_1654022867.3890734/0/jboss-common-core-2-2-17-ga-sources-

jar/org/jboss/util/WorkerQueue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002303213_1654022867.3890734/0/jboss-common-core-2-2-17-ga-sources-

jar/org/jboss/util/collection/CachedCollection.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002303213_1654022867.3890734/0/jboss-common-core-2-2-17-ga-sources-

jar/org/jboss/util/TimerQueue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002303213_1654022867.3890734/0/jboss-common-core-2-2-17-ga-sources-

jar/org/jboss/util/Counter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002303213_1654022867.3890734/0/jboss-common-core-2-2-17-ga-sources-

jar/org/jboss/util/StopWatch.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002303213_1654022867.3890734/0/jboss-common-core-2-2-17-ga-sources-

jar/org/jboss/util/threadpool/BasicThreadPool.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002303213_1654022867.3890734/0/jboss-common-core-2-2-17-ga-sources-

jar/org/jboss/util/threadpool/BlockingMode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002303213_1654022867.3890734/0/jboss-common-core-2-2-17-ga-sources-

jar/org/jboss/util/propertyeditor/URLEditor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002303213_1654022867.3890734/0/jboss-common-core-2-2-17-ga-sources-

jar/org/jboss/util/deadlock/ApplicationDeadlockException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002303213_1654022867.3890734/0/jboss-common-core-2-2-17-ga-sources-

jar/org/jboss/util/property/FilePropertyReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002303213_1654022867.3890734/0/jboss-common-core-2-2-17-ga-sources-
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jar/org/jboss/util/propertyeditor/IntArrayEditor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002303213_1654022867.3890734/0/jboss-common-core-2-2-17-ga-sources-

jar/org/jboss/util/naming/ENCThreadLocalKey.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002303213_1654022867.3890734/0/jboss-common-core-2-2-17-ga-sources-

jar/org/jboss/util/threadpool/Task.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002303213_1654022867.3890734/0/jboss-common-core-2-2-17-ga-sources-

jar/org/jboss/util/threadpool/BasicThreadPoolMBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002303213_1654022867.3890734/0/jboss-common-core-2-2-17-ga-sources-

jar/org/jboss/util/threadpool/ThreadPoolMBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002303213_1654022867.3890734/0/jboss-common-core-2-2-17-ga-sources-

jar/org/jboss/util/threadpool/ThreadPoolFullException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002303213_1654022867.3890734/0/jboss-common-core-2-2-17-ga-sources-

jar/org/jboss/util/Objects.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002303213_1654022867.3890734/0/jboss-common-core-2-2-17-ga-sources-

jar/org/jboss/util/file/FilenameSuffixFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002303213_1654022867.3890734/0/jboss-common-core-2-2-17-ga-sources-

jar/org/jboss/net/ssl/SSLSocketFactoryBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002303213_1654022867.3890734/0/jboss-common-core-2-2-17-ga-sources-

jar/org/jboss/util/LRUCachePolicy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002303213_1654022867.3890734/0/jboss-common-core-2-2-17-ga-sources-

jar/org/jboss/net/sockets/TimeoutClientSocketFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002303213_1654022867.3890734/0/jboss-common-core-2-2-17-ga-sources-

jar/org/jboss/util/file/FileSuffixFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002303213_1654022867.3890734/0/jboss-common-core-2-2-17-ga-sources-

jar/org/jboss/util/xml/XmlLoadable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002303213_1654022867.3890734/0/jboss-common-core-2-2-17-ga-sources-

jar/org/jboss/util/stream/NotifyingBufferedOutputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002303213_1654022867.3890734/0/jboss-common-core-2-2-17-ga-sources-

jar/org/jboss/util/propertyeditor/CharacterEditor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002303213_1654022867.3890734/0/jboss-common-core-2-2-17-ga-sources-

jar/org/jboss/util/threadpool/RunnableTaskWrapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002303213_1654022867.3890734/0/jboss-common-core-2-2-17-ga-sources-

jar/org/jboss/util/collection/SerializableEnumeration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002303213_1654022867.3890734/0/jboss-common-core-2-2-17-ga-sources-

jar/org/jboss/util/file/JarUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002303213_1654022867.3890734/0/jboss-common-core-2-2-17-ga-sources-

jar/org/jboss/util/Semaphore.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002303213_1654022867.3890734/0/jboss-common-core-2-2-17-ga-sources-

jar/org/jboss/util/file/FilenamePrefixFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002303213_1654022867.3890734/0/jboss-common-core-2-2-17-ga-sources-

jar/org/jboss/util/WaitSemaphore.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002303213_1654022867.3890734/0/jboss-common-core-2-2-17-ga-sources-

jar/org/jboss/util/collection/ListQueue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002303213_1654022867.3890734/0/jboss-common-core-2-2-17-ga-sources-

jar/org/jboss/util/propertyeditor/TextPropertyEditorSupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002303213_1654022867.3890734/0/jboss-common-core-2-2-17-ga-sources-

jar/org/jboss/util/collection/Iterators.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002303213_1654022867.3890734/0/jboss-common-core-2-2-17-ga-sources-
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jar/org/jboss/util/loading/Translatable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002303213_1654022867.3890734/0/jboss-common-core-2-2-17-ga-sources-

jar/org/jboss/util/HashCode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002303213_1654022867.3890734/0/jboss-common-core-2-2-17-ga-sources-

jar/org/jboss/util/property/BoundPropertyListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002303213_1654022867.3890734/0/jboss-common-core-2-2-17-ga-sources-

jar/org/jboss/util/NestedException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002303213_1654022867.3890734/0/jboss-common-core-2-2-17-ga-sources-

jar/org/jboss/util/collection/EmptyCollectionException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002303213_1654022867.3890734/0/jboss-common-core-2-2-17-ga-sources-

jar/org/jboss/util/NullArgumentException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002303213_1654022867.3890734/0/jboss-common-core-2-2-17-ga-sources-

jar/org/jboss/util/propertyeditor/ClassEditor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002303213_1654022867.3890734/0/jboss-common-core-2-2-17-ga-sources-

jar/org/jboss/util/xml/JBossErrorHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002303213_1654022867.3890734/0/jboss-common-core-2-2-17-ga-sources-

jar/org/jboss/util/Heap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002303213_1654022867.3890734/0/jboss-common-core-2-2-17-ga-sources-

jar/org/jboss/util/property/PropertyGroup.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002303213_1654022867.3890734/0/jboss-common-core-2-2-17-ga-sources-

jar/org/jboss/util/stream/StreamListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002303213_1654022867.3890734/0/jboss-common-core-2-2-17-ga-sources-

jar/org/jboss/util/JBossStringBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002303213_1654022867.3890734/0/jboss-common-core-2-2-17-ga-sources-

jar/org/jboss/net/protocol/URLLister.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002303213_1654022867.3890734/0/jboss-common-core-2-2-17-ga-sources-

jar/org/jboss/util/id/UID.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002303213_1654022867.3890734/0/jboss-common-core-2-2-17-ga-sources-

jar/org/jboss/util/collection/SoftValueRef.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002303213_1654022867.3890734/0/jboss-common-core-2-2-17-ga-sources-

jar/org/jboss/util/property/PropertyError.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002303213_1654022867.3890734/0/jboss-common-core-2-2-17-ga-sources-

jar/org/jboss/net/protocol/resource/Handler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002303213_1654022867.3890734/0/jboss-common-core-2-2-17-ga-sources-

jar/org/jboss/util/propertyeditor/BigDecimalEditor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002303213_1654022867.3890734/0/jboss-common-core-2-2-17-ga-sources-

jar/org/jboss/util/Sync.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002303213_1654022867.3890734/0/jboss-common-core-2-2-17-ga-sources-

jar/org/jboss/util/property/PropertyEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002303213_1654022867.3890734/0/jboss-common-core-2-2-17-ga-sources-

jar/org/jboss/util/property/PropertyMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002303213_1654022867.3890734/0/jboss-common-core-2-2-17-ga-sources-

jar/org/jboss/util/stream/CRLFPrintWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002303213_1654022867.3890734/0/jboss-common-core-2-2-17-ga-sources-

jar/org/jboss/util/collection/AbstractQueue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002303213_1654022867.3890734/0/jboss-common-core-2-2-17-ga-sources-

jar/org/jboss/util/TimedCachePolicy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002303213_1654022867.3890734/0/jboss-common-core-2-2-17-ga-sources-
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jar/org/jboss/util/EmptyStringException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002303213_1654022867.3890734/0/jboss-common-core-2-2-17-ga-sources-

jar/org/jboss/util/NestedError.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002303213_1654022867.3890734/0/jboss-common-core-2-2-17-ga-sources-

jar/org/jboss/net/sockets/DefaultSocketFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002303213_1654022867.3890734/0/jboss-common-core-2-2-17-ga-sources-

jar/org/jboss/util/NotImplementedException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002303213_1654022867.3890734/0/jboss-common-core-2-2-17-ga-sources-

jar/org/jboss/util/collection/ReferenceValueHashMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002303213_1654022867.3890734/0/jboss-common-core-2-2-17-ga-sources-

jar/org/jboss/util/property/jmx/SystemPropertyClassValueMBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002303213_1654022867.3890734/0/jboss-common-core-2-2-17-ga-sources-

jar/org/jboss/util/collection/CompoundIterator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002303213_1654022867.3890734/0/jboss-common-core-2-2-17-ga-sources-

jar/org/jboss/util/SoftObject.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002303213_1654022867.3890734/0/jboss-common-core-2-2-17-ga-sources-

jar/org/jboss/net/protocol/URLListerFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002303213_1654022867.3890734/0/jboss-common-core-2-2-17-ga-sources-

jar/org/jboss/util/JBossObject.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002303213_1654022867.3890734/0/jboss-common-core-2-2-17-ga-sources-

jar/org/jboss/util/threadpool/ThreadPool.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002303213_1654022867.3890734/0/jboss-common-core-2-2-17-ga-sources-

jar/org/jboss/util/SynchronizedCachePolicy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002303213_1654022867.3890734/0/jboss-common-core-2-2-17-ga-sources-

jar/org/jboss/net/protocol/DelegatingURLConnection.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002303213_1654022867.3890734/0/jboss-common-core-2-2-17-ga-sources-

jar/org/jboss/util/PrettyString.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002303213_1654022867.3890734/0/jboss-common-core-2-2-17-ga-sources-

jar/org/jboss/net/protocol/URLListerBase.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002303213_1654022867.3890734/0/jboss-common-core-2-2-17-ga-sources-

jar/org/jboss/util/threadpool/TaskStoppedException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002303213_1654022867.3890734/0/jboss-common-core-2-2-17-ga-sources-

jar/org/jboss/util/id/SerialVersion.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002303213_1654022867.3890734/0/jboss-common-core-2-2-17-ga-sources-

jar/org/jboss/util/collection/WeakValueTreeMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002303213_1654022867.3890734/0/jboss-common-core-2-2-17-ga-sources-

jar/org/jboss/util/NestedThrowable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002303213_1654022867.3890734/0/jboss-common-core-2-2-17-ga-sources-

jar/org/jboss/util/propertyeditor/StringEditor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002303213_1654022867.3890734/0/jboss-common-core-2-2-17-ga-sources-

jar/org/jboss/net/sockets/QueuedClientSocketFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002303213_1654022867.3890734/0/jboss-common-core-2-2-17-ga-sources-

jar/org/jboss/util/collection/CompoundKey.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002303213_1654022867.3890734/0/jboss-common-core-2-2-17-ga-sources-

jar/org/jboss/util/CachePolicy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002303213_1654022867.3890734/0/jboss-common-core-2-2-17-ga-sources-

jar/org/jboss/net/sockets/InterruptableInputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002303213_1654022867.3890734/0/jboss-common-core-2-2-17-ga-sources-
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jar/org/jboss/util/collection/ValueRef.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002303213_1654022867.3890734/0/jboss-common-core-2-2-17-ga-sources-

jar/org/jboss/util/property/DefaultPropertyReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002303213_1654022867.3890734/0/jboss-common-core-2-2-17-ga-sources-

jar/org/jboss/util/Null.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002303213_1654022867.3890734/0/jboss-common-core-2-2-17-ga-sources-

jar/org/jboss/util/propertyeditor/BooleanEditor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002303213_1654022867.3890734/0/jboss-common-core-2-2-17-ga-sources-

jar/org/jboss/net/sockets/RMIMultiSocketHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002303213_1654022867.3890734/0/jboss-common-core-2-2-17-ga-sources-

jar/org/jboss/util/propertyeditor/ByteArrayEditor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002303213_1654022867.3890734/0/jboss-common-core-2-2-17-ga-sources-

jar/org/jboss/util/threadpool/BasicTaskWrapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002303213_1654022867.3890734/0/jboss-common-core-2-2-17-ga-sources-

jar/org/jboss/net/sockets/MethodHash.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002303213_1654022867.3890734/0/jboss-common-core-2-2-17-ga-sources-

jar/org/jboss/util/naming/NonSerializableFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002303213_1654022867.3890734/0/jboss-common-core-2-2-17-ga-sources-

jar/org/jboss/util/Executable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002303213_1654022867.3890734/0/jboss-common-core-2-2-17-ga-sources-

jar/org/jboss/net/sockets/TimeoutServerSocket.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002303213_1654022867.3890734/0/jboss-common-core-2-2-17-ga-sources-

jar/org/jboss/net/sockets/RMIMultiSocketServer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002303213_1654022867.3890734/0/jboss-common-core-2-2-17-ga-sources-

jar/org/jboss/util/UnreachableStatementException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002303213_1654022867.3890734/0/jboss-common-core-2-2-17-ga-sources-

jar/org/jboss/util/threadpool/TaskWrapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002303213_1654022867.3890734/0/jboss-common-core-2-2-17-ga-sources-

jar/org/jboss/util/propertyeditor/ElementEditor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002303213_1654022867.3890734/0/jboss-common-core-2-2-17-ga-sources-

jar/org/jboss/util/Primitives.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002303213_1654022867.3890734/0/jboss-common-core-2-2-17-ga-sources-

jar/org/jboss/util/file/DirectoryArchiveBrowser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002303213_1654022867.3890734/0/jboss-common-core-2-2-17-ga-sources-

jar/org/jboss/util/JBossInterface.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002303213_1654022867.3890734/0/jboss-common-core-2-2-17-ga-sources-

jar/org/jboss/net/protocol/resource/ResourceURLConnection.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002303213_1654022867.3890734/0/jboss-common-core-2-2-17-ga-sources-

jar/org/jboss/util/collection/SoftValueTreeMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002303213_1654022867.3890734/0/jboss-common-core-2-2-17-ga-sources-

jar/org/jboss/util/collection/CollectionsFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002303213_1654022867.3890734/0/jboss-common-core-2-2-17-ga-sources-

jar/org/jboss/net/protocol/njar/Handler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002303213_1654022867.3890734/0/jboss-common-core-2-2-17-ga-sources-

jar/org/jboss/util/collection/SoftSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002303213_1654022867.3890734/0/jboss-common-core-2-2-17-ga-sources-

jar/org/jboss/util/collection/ArrayIterator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002303213_1654022867.3890734/0/jboss-common-core-2-2-17-ga-sources-
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jar/org/jboss/util/id/GUID.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002303213_1654022867.3890734/0/jboss-common-core-2-2-17-ga-sources-

jar/org/jboss/util/propertyeditor/ByteEditor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002303213_1654022867.3890734/0/jboss-common-core-2-2-17-ga-sources-

jar/org/jboss/util/propertyeditor/IntegerEditor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002303213_1654022867.3890734/0/jboss-common-core-2-2-17-ga-sources-

jar/org/jboss/util/propertyeditor/ShortEditor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002303213_1654022867.3890734/0/jboss-common-core-2-2-17-ga-sources-

jar/org/jboss/util/ThrowableHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002303213_1654022867.3890734/0/jboss-common-core-2-2-17-ga-sources-

jar/org/jboss/util/propertyeditor/URIEditor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002303213_1654022867.3890734/0/jboss-common-core-2-2-17-ga-sources-

jar/org/jboss/util/stream/Streams.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002303213_1654022867.3890734/0/jboss-common-core-2-2-17-ga-sources-

jar/org/jboss/util/propertyeditor/DoubleEditor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002303213_1654022867.3890734/0/jboss-common-core-2-2-17-ga-sources-

jar/org/jboss/util/Throwables.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002303213_1654022867.3890734/0/jboss-common-core-2-2-17-ga-sources-

jar/org/jboss/util/naming/Util.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002303213_1654022867.3890734/0/jboss-common-core-2-2-17-ga-sources-

jar/org/jboss/util/TimerTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002303213_1654022867.3890734/0/jboss-common-core-2-2-17-ga-sources-

jar/org/jboss/util/collection/ReferenceValueTreeMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002303213_1654022867.3890734/0/jboss-common-core-2-2-17-ga-sources-

jar/org/jboss/util/id/ID.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002303213_1654022867.3890734/0/jboss-common-core-2-2-17-ga-sources-

jar/org/jboss/util/ThrowableListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002303213_1654022867.3890734/0/jboss-common-core-2-2-17-ga-sources-

jar/org/jboss/util/property/PropertyManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002303213_1654022867.3890734/0/jboss-common-core-2-2-17-ga-sources-

jar/org/jboss/util/property/MethodBoundPropertyListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002303213_1654022867.3890734/0/jboss-common-core-2-2-17-ga-sources-

jar/org/jboss/util/collection/CollectionException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002303213_1654022867.3890734/0/jboss-common-core-2-2-17-ga-sources-

jar/org/jboss/util/property/FieldBoundPropertyListener.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* JBoss, Home of Professional Open Source

* Copyright 2006, JBoss Inc., and individual contributors as indicated

* by the @authors tag. See the copyright.txt in the distribution for a

* full listing of individual contributors.

*

* This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

* under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as

* published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2.1 of

* the License, or (at your option) any later version.

*
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* This software is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

* but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

* MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU

* Lesser General Public License for more details.

*

* You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

* License along with this software; if not, write to the Free

* Software Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA

* 02110-1301 USA, or see the FSF site: http://www.fsf.org.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1002303213_1654022867.3890734/0/jboss-common-core-2-2-17-ga-sources-

jar/org/jboss/util/file/JarProtocolArchiveBrowserFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002303213_1654022867.3890734/0/jboss-common-core-2-2-17-ga-sources-

jar/org/jboss/util/propertyeditor/AtomicLongEditor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002303213_1654022867.3890734/0/jboss-common-core-2-2-17-ga-sources-

jar/org/jboss/util/timeout/TimeoutExt.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002303213_1654022867.3890734/0/jboss-common-core-2-2-17-ga-sources-

jar/org/jboss/util/propertyeditor/AtomicIntegerEditor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002303213_1654022867.3890734/0/jboss-common-core-2-2-17-ga-sources-

jar/org/jboss/util/propertyeditor/LocaleEditor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002303213_1654022867.3890734/0/jboss-common-core-2-2-17-ga-sources-

jar/org/jboss/util/collection/LazyMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002303213_1654022867.3890734/0/jboss-common-core-2-2-17-ga-sources-

jar/org/jboss/util/timeout/TimeoutPriorityQueue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002303213_1654022867.3890734/0/jboss-common-core-2-2-17-ga-sources-

jar/org/jboss/util/collection/LazyList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002303213_1654022867.3890734/0/jboss-common-core-2-2-17-ga-sources-

jar/org/jboss/util/CharacterChecker.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002303213_1654022867.3890734/0/jboss-common-core-2-2-17-ga-sources-

jar/org/jboss/util/collection/LazySet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002303213_1654022867.3890734/0/jboss-common-core-2-2-17-ga-sources-

jar/org/jboss/util/file/ArchiveBrowserFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002303213_1654022867.3890734/0/jboss-common-core-2-2-17-ga-sources-

jar/org/jboss/util/propertyeditor/AtomicBooleanEditor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002303213_1654022867.3890734/0/jboss-common-core-2-2-17-ga-sources-

jar/org/jboss/util/collection/ConcurrentSet.java

 

1.221 jstl 1.1.2 
1.221.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 1999-2004 The Apache Software Foundation.

*
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* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000764943_1646171502.39/0/jstl-1-1-2-sources-

jar/javax/servlet/jsp/jstl/tlv/ScriptFreeTLV.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000764943_1646171502.39/0/jstl-1-1-2-sources-jar/javax/servlet/jsp/jstl/core/LoopTag.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000764943_1646171502.39/0/jstl-1-1-2-sources-

jar/javax/servlet/jsp/jstl/core/ConditionalTagSupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000764943_1646171502.39/0/jstl-1-1-2-sources-jar/javax/servlet/jsp/jstl/sql/ResultImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000764943_1646171502.39/0/jstl-1-1-2-sources-jar/javax/servlet/jsp/jstl/core/Config.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000764943_1646171502.39/0/jstl-1-1-2-sources-

jar/javax/servlet/jsp/jstl/fmt/LocaleSupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000764943_1646171502.39/0/jstl-1-1-2-sources-

jar/javax/servlet/jsp/jstl/sql/SQLExecutionTag.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000764943_1646171502.39/0/jstl-1-1-2-sources-

jar/javax/servlet/jsp/jstl/tlv/PermittedTaglibsTLV.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000764943_1646171502.39/0/jstl-1-1-2-sources-

jar/javax/servlet/jsp/jstl/fmt/LocalizationContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000764943_1646171502.39/0/jstl-1-1-2-sources-

jar/javax/servlet/jsp/jstl/core/LoopTagStatus.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000764943_1646171502.39/0/jstl-1-1-2-sources-jar/javax/servlet/jsp/jstl/sql/Result.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000764943_1646171502.39/0/jstl-1-1-2-sources-

jar/javax/servlet/jsp/jstl/core/LoopTagSupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000764943_1646171502.39/0/jstl-1-1-2-sources-jar/javax/servlet/jsp/jstl/sql/ResultSupport.java

 

1.222 ftplet-api 1.1.1 
1.222.1 Available under license : 

// ------------------------------------------------------------------

// NOTICE file corresponding to the section 4d of The Apache License,

// Version 2.0, in this case for Apache Ftplet API

// ------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Apache Ftplet API

Copyright 2003-2017 The Apache Software Foundation
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This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,
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     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:
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     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.
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  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]
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  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.223 jboss-logmanager 1.5.1.Final-redhat-1 
1.223.1 Available under license : 

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it * under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as * published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of * the License, or (at your option) any later version. * This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of *

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU * Lesser General Public

License for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public * Expert Group and

released to the public domain, as explained at'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '# This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it # under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as # published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of # the License, or (at your option) any later version. # This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, # but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of #

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU # Lesser General Public

License for more details. # You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it * under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as * published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of * the License, or (at your option) any later version. * This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of *

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU * Lesser General Public

License for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public'

 

1.224 resteasy-jackson-provider 2.2.3.GA 
1.224.1 Available under license : 

Apache License

 

Version 2.0, January 2004

 

http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION
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1. Definitions.

 

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1

through 9 of this document.

 

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are

under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or

indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of

fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source

code, documentation source, and configuration files.

 

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form,

including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

 

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as

indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix

below).

 

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the

Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole,

an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that

remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works

thereof.

 

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications

or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the

Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright

owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written

communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic

mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously

marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been

received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce,

prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such

Derivative Works in Source or Object form.
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3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section)

patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such

license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was

submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit)

alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent

infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date

such litigation is filed.

 

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any

medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following

conditions:

 

You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and

You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark,

and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

the Derivative Works; and

If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute

must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices

that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a NOTICE text

file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided along with the

Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such third-party notices

normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not modify the

License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside or as an

addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

as modifying the License.

 

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license

terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works

as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions

stated in this License.

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for

inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any

additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of

any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product

names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and

reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work

(and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR

CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or

conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and

assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.
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8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or

otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing,

shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or

consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or

any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of

such damages.

 

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may

choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or

rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf

and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend,

and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by

reason of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

1.225 jettison 1.3.1.redhat-3 
1.225.1 Available under license : 

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.
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     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of
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     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.
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     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only
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     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  Copyright 2006 Envoi Solutions LLC

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.226 weld-api 1.1.Final-redhat-4 
1.226.1 Available under license : 

                                 Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.
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     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the
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     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside
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         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,
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     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.227 apache-aries-quiesce-api 1.0.0 
1.227.1 Available under license : 

 

Apache Aries Quiesce API

Copyright 2009-2012 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

                                Apache License
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                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions
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     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices
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         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,
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     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at
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      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.228 jboss-as-clustering-jgroups 7.3.0.Final-

redhat-14 
1.228.1 Available under license : 

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '~ This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it ~ under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as ~ published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of ~ the License, or (at your option) any later version. ~ This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, ~ but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of ~

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU ~ Lesser General Public

License for more details. ~ You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '# This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it # under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as # published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of # the License, or (at your option) any later version. # This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, # but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of #

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU # Lesser General Public

License for more details. # You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it * under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as * published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of * the License, or (at your option) any later version. * This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of *

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU * Lesser General Public

License for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public'

 

1.229 jaxb-core 2.2.5.redhat-7 
1.229.1 Available under license : 

COMMON DEVELOPMENT AND DISTRIBUTION LICENSE (CDDL)  

Version 1.0  

 

   *  

 

     1. Definitions.  

         o  

 

           1.1. ?Contributor? means each individual or entity that creates or contributes to the creation of Modifications.
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         o  

 

           1.2. ?Contributor Version? means the combination of the Original Software, prior Modifications used by a

Contributor (if any), and the Modifications made by that particular Contributor.  

         o  

 

           1.3. ?Covered Software? means (a) the Original Software, or (b) Modifications, or (c) the combination of files

containing Original Software with files containing Modifications, in each case including portions thereof.  

         o  

 

           1.4. ?Executable? means the Covered Software in any form other than Source Code.  

         o  

 

           1.5. ?Initial Developer? means the individual or entity that first makes Original Software available under this

License.  

         o  

 

           1.6. ?Larger Work? means a work which combines Covered Software or portions thereof with code not

governed by the terms of this License.  

         o  

 

           1.7. ?License? means this document.  

         o  

 

           1.8. ?Licensable? means having the right to grant, to the maximum extent possible, whether at the time of the

initial grant or subsequently acquired, any and all of the rights conveyed herein.  

         o  

 

           1.9. ?Modifications? means the Source Code and Executable form of any of the following:  

               +  

 

                 A. Any file that results from an addition to, deletion from or modification of the contents of a file

containing Original Software or previous Modifications;  

               +  

 

                 B. Any new file that contains any part of the Original Software or previous Modification; or  

               +  

 

                 C. Any new file that is contributed or otherwise made available under the terms of this License.  

         o  

 

           1.10. ?Original Software? means the Source Code and Executable form of computer software code that is

originally released under this License.  

         o  

 

           1.11. ?Patent Claims? means any patent claim(s), now owned or hereafter acquired, including without

limitation, method, process, and apparatus claims, in any patent Licensable by grantor.  

         o  
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           1.12. ?Source Code? means (a) the common form of computer software code in which modifications are

made and (b) associated documentation included in or with such code.  

         o  

 

           1.13. ?You? (or ?Your?) means an individual or a legal entity exercising rights under, and complying with all

of the terms of, this License. For legal entities, ?You? includes any entity which controls, is controlled by, or is

under common control with You. For purposes of this definition, ?control? means (a) the power, direct or indirect, to

cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (b) ownership of more than

fifty percent (50%) of the outstanding shares or beneficial ownership of such entity.  

   *  

 

     2. License Grants.  

         o  

 

           2.1. The Initial Developer Grant.  

 

           Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and subject to third party intellectual property

claims, the Initial Developer hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license:  

               +  

 

                 (a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark) Licensable by Initial Developer, to

use, reproduce, modify, display, perform, sublicense and distribute the Original Software (or portions thereof), with

or without Modifications, and/or as part of a Larger Work; and  

               +  

 

                 (b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using or selling of Original Software, to make, have

made, use, practice, sell, and offer for sale, and/or otherwise dispose of the Original Software (or portions thereof).  

               +  

 

                 (c) The licenses granted in Sections 2.1(a) and (b) are effective on the date Initial Developer first

distributes or otherwise makes the Original Software available to a third party under the terms of this License.  

               +  

 

                 (d) Notwithstanding Section 2.1(b) above, no patent license is granted: (1) for code that You delete from

the Original Software, or (2) for infringements caused by: (i) the modification of the Original Software, or (ii) the

combination of the Original Software with other software or devices.  

         o  

 

           2.2. Contributor Grant.  

 

           Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and subject to third party intellectual property

claims, each Contributor hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license:  

               +  

 

                 (a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark) Licensable by Contributor to use,

reproduce, modify, display, perform, sublicense and distribute the Modifications created by such Contributor (or

portions thereof), either on an unmodified basis, with other Modifications, as Covered Software and/or as part of a
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Larger Work; and  

               +  

 

                 (b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using, or selling of Modifications made by that

Contributor either alone and/or in combination with its Contributor Version (or portions of such combination), to

make, use, sell, offer for sale, have made, and/or otherwise dispose of: (1) Modifications made by that Contributor

(or portions thereof); and (2) the combination of Modifications made by that Contributor with its Contributor

Version (or portions of such combination).  

               +  

 

                 (c) The licenses granted in Sections 2.2(a) and 2.2(b) are effective on the date Contributor first distributes

or otherwise makes the Modifications available to a third party.  

               +  

 

                 (d) Notwithstanding Section 2.2(b) above, no patent license is granted: (1) for any code that Contributor

has deleted from the Contributor Version; (2) for infringements caused by: (i) third party modifications of

Contributor Version, or (ii) the combination of Modifications made by that Contributor with other software (except

as part of the Contributor Version) or other devices; or (3) under Patent Claims infringed by Covered Software in the

absence of Modifications made by that Contributor.  

   *  

 

     3. Distribution Obligations.  

         o  

 

           3.1. Availability of Source Code.  

 

           Any Covered Software that You distribute or otherwise make available in Executable form must also be made

available in Source Code form and that Source Code form must be distributed only under the terms of this License.

You must include a copy of this License with every copy of the Source Code form of the Covered Software You

distribute or otherwise make available. You must inform recipients of any such Covered Software in Executable

form as to how they can obtain such Covered Software in Source Code form in a reasonable manner on or through a

medium customarily used for software exchange.  

         o  

 

           3.2. Modifications.  

 

           The Modifications that You create or to which You contribute are governed by the terms of this License. You

represent that You believe Your Modifications are Your original creation(s) and/or You have sufficient rights to

grant the rights conveyed by this License.  

         o  

 

           3.3. Required Notices.  

 

           You must include a notice in each of Your Modifications that identifies You as the Contributor of the

Modification. You may not remove or alter any copyright, patent or trademark notices contained within the Covered

Software, or any notices of licensing or any descriptive text giving attribution to any Contributor or the Initial

Developer.  

         o  
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           3.4. Application of Additional Terms.  

 

           You may not offer or impose any terms on any Covered Software in Source Code form that alters or restricts

the applicable version of this License or the recipients? rights hereunder. You may choose to offer, and to charge a

fee for, warranty, support, indemnity or liability obligations to one or more recipients of Covered Software.

However, you may do so only on Your own behalf, and not on behalf of the Initial Developer or any Contributor.

You must make it absolutely clear that any such warranty, support, indemnity or liability obligation is offered by

You alone, and You hereby agree to indemnify the Initial Developer and every Contributor for any liability incurred

by the Initial Developer or such Contributor as a result of warranty, support, indemnity or liability terms You offer.

 

         o  

 

           3.5. Distribution of Executable Versions.  

 

           You may distribute the Executable form of the Covered Software under the terms of this License or under the

terms of a license of Your choice, which may contain terms different from this License, provided that You are in

compliance with the terms of this License and that the license for the Executable form does not attempt to limit or

alter the recipient?s rights in the Source Code form from the rights set forth in this License. If You distribute the

Covered Software in Executable form under a different license, You must make it absolutely clear that any terms

which differ from this License are offered by You alone, not by the Initial Developer or Contributor. You hereby

agree to indemnify the Initial Developer and every Contributor for any liability incurred by the Initial Developer or

such Contributor as a result of any such terms You offer.  

         o  

 

           3.6. Larger Works.  

 

           You may create a Larger Work by combining Covered Software with other code not governed by the terms of

this License and distribute the Larger Work as a single product. In such a case, You must make sure the

requirements of this License are fulfilled for the Covered Software.  

   *  

 

     4. Versions of the License.  

         o  

 

           4.1. New Versions.  

 

           Sun Microsystems, Inc. is the initial license steward and may publish revised and/or new versions of this

License from time to time. Each version will be given a distinguishing version number. Except as provided in

Section 4.3, no one other than the license steward has the right to modify this License.  

         o  

 

           4.2. Effect of New Versions.  

 

           You may always continue to use, distribute or otherwise make the Covered Software available under the

terms of the version of the License under which You originally received the Covered Software. If the Initial

Developer includes a notice in the Original Software prohibiting it from being distributed or otherwise made

available under any subsequent version of the License, You must distribute and make the Covered Software
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available under the terms of the version of the License under which You originally received the Covered Software.

Otherwise, You may also choose to use, distribute or otherwise make the Covered Software available under the

terms of any subsequent version of the License published by the license steward.  

         o  

 

           4.3. Modified Versions.  

 

           When You are an Initial Developer and You want to create a new license for Your Original Software, You

may create and use a modified version of this License if You: (a) rename the license and remove any references to

the name of the license steward (except to note that the license differs from this License); and (b) otherwise make it

clear that the license contains terms which differ from this License.  

   *  

 

     5. DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY.  

 

     COVERED SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED UNDER THIS LICENSE ON AN ?AS IS? BASIS, WITHOUT

WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION,

WARRANTIES THAT THE COVERED SOFTWARE IS FREE OF DEFECTS, MERCHANTABLE, FIT FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR NON-INFRINGING. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND

PERFORMANCE OF THE COVERED SOFTWARE IS WITH YOU. SHOULD ANY COVERED SOFTWARE

PROVE DEFECTIVE IN ANY RESPECT, YOU (NOT THE INITIAL DEVELOPER OR ANY OTHER

CONTRIBUTOR) ASSUME THE COST OF ANY NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

THIS DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY CONSTITUTES AN ESSENTIAL PART OF THIS LICENSE. NO USE

OF ANY COVERED SOFTWARE IS AUTHORIZED HEREUNDER EXCEPT UNDER THIS DISCLAIMER.  

   *  

 

     6. TERMINATION.  

         o  

 

           6.1. This License and the rights granted hereunder will terminate automatically if You fail to comply with

terms herein and fail to cure such breach within 30 days of becoming aware of the breach. Provisions which, by their

nature, must remain in effect beyond the termination of this License shall survive.  

         o  

 

           6.2. If You assert a patent infringement claim (excluding declaratory judgment actions) against Initial

Developer or a Contributor (the Initial Developer or Contributor against whom You assert such claim is referred to

as ?Participant?) alleging that the Participant Software (meaning the Contributor Version where the Participant is a

Contributor or the Original Software where the Participant is the Initial Developer) directly or indirectly infringes

any patent, then any and all rights granted directly or indirectly to You by such Participant, the Initial Developer (if

the Initial Developer is not the Participant) and all Contributors under Sections 2.1 and/or 2.2 of this License shall,

upon 60 days notice from Participant terminate prospectively and automatically at the expiration of such 60 day

notice period, unless if within such 60 day period You withdraw Your claim with respect to the Participant Software

against such Participant either unilaterally or pursuant to a written agreement with Participant.  

         o  

 

           6.3. In the event of termination under Sections 6.1 or 6.2 above, all end user licenses that have been validly

granted by You or any distributor hereunder prior to termination (excluding licenses granted to You by any

distributor) shall survive termination.  
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   *  

 

     7. LIMITATION OF LIABILITY.  

 

     UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES AND UNDER NO LEGAL THEORY, WHETHER TORT (INCLUDING

NEGLIGENCE), CONTRACT, OR OTHERWISE, SHALL YOU, THE INITIAL DEVELOPER, ANY OTHER

CONTRIBUTOR, OR ANY DISTRIBUTOR OF COVERED SOFTWARE, OR ANY SUPPLIER OF ANY OF

SUCH PARTIES, BE LIABLE TO ANY PERSON FOR ANY INDIRECT, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OF ANY CHARACTER INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, DAMAGES

FOR LOST PROFITS, LOSS OF GOODWILL, WORK STOPPAGE, COMPUTER FAILURE OR

MALFUNCTION, OR ANY AND ALL OTHER COMMERCIAL DAMAGES OR LOSSES, EVEN IF SUCH

PARTY SHALL HAVE BEEN INFORMED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES. THIS LIMITATION

OF LIABILITY SHALL NOT APPLY TO LIABILITY FOR DEATH OR PERSONAL INJURY RESULTING

FROM SUCH PARTY?S NEGLIGENCE TO THE EXTENT APPLICABLE LAW PROHIBITS SUCH

LIMITATION. SOME JURISDICTIONS DO NOT ALLOW THE EXCLUSION OR LIMITATION OF

INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, SO THIS EXCLUSION AND LIMITATION MAY NOT

APPLY TO YOU.  

   *  

 

     8. U.S. GOVERNMENT END USERS.  

 

     The Covered Software is a ?commercial item,? as that term is defined in 48 C.F.R. 2.101 (Oct. 1995), consisting

of ?commercial computer software? (as that term is defined at 48 C.F.R. ? 252.227-7014(a)(1)) and ?commercial

computer software documentation? as such terms are used in 48 C.F.R. 12.212 (Sept. 1995). Consistent with 48

C.F.R. 12.212 and 48 C.F.R. 227.7202-1 through 227.7202-4 (June 1995), all U.S. Government End Users acquire

Covered Software with only those rights set forth herein. This U.S. Government Rights clause is in lieu of, and

supersedes, any other FAR, DFAR, or other clause or provision that addresses Government rights in computer

software under this License.  

   *  

 

     9. MISCELLANEOUS.  

 

     This License represents the complete agreement concerning subject matter hereof. If any provision of this

License is held to be unenforceable, such provision shall be reformed only to the extent necessary to make it

enforceable. This License shall be governed by the law of the jurisdiction specified in a notice contained within the

Original Software (except to the extent applicable law, if any, provides otherwise), excluding such jurisdiction?s

conflict-of-law provisions. Any litigation relating to this License shall be subject to the jurisdiction of the courts

located in the jurisdiction and venue specified in a notice contained within the Original Software, with the losing

party responsible for costs, including, without limitation, court costs and reasonable attorneys? fees and expenses.

The application of the United Nations Convention on Contracts for the International Sale of Goods is expressly

excluded. Any law or regulation which provides that the language of a contract shall be construed against the drafter

shall not apply to this License. You agree that You alone are responsible for compliance with the United States

export administration regulations (and the export control laws and regulation of any other countries) when You use,

distribute or otherwise make available any Covered Software.  

   *  

 

     10. RESPONSIBILITY FOR CLAIMS.  
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     As between Initial Developer and the Contributors, each party is responsible for claims and damages arising,

directly or indirectly, out of its utilization of rights under this License and You agree to work with Initial Developer

and Contributors to distribute such responsibility on an equitable basis. Nothing herein is intended or shall be

deemed to constitute any admission of liability.

 

 

1.230 openssl 1.0.1i 
1.230.1 Notifications : 

This product includes cryptographic software written by Eric Young (eay@cryptsoft.com).

This product includes software written by Tim Hudson (tjh@cryptsoft.com).

This product includes software developed by the OpenSSL Project for use in the OpenSSL Toolkit

(http://www.openssl.org/)

1.230.2 Available under license : 
LICENSE ISSUES

 ==============

 

 The OpenSSL toolkit stays under a dual license, i.e. both the conditions of

 the OpenSSL License and the original SSLeay license apply to the toolkit.

 See below for the actual license texts. Actually both licenses are BSD-style

 Open Source licenses. In case of any license issues related to OpenSSL

 please contact openssl-core@openssl.org.

 

 OpenSSL License

 ---------------

 

/* ====================================================================

* Copyright (c) 1998-2011 The OpenSSL Project.  All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

*    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

*    distribution.

*

* 3. All advertising materials mentioning features or use of this

*    software must display the following acknowledgment:

*    "This product includes software developed by the OpenSSL Project

*    for use in the OpenSSL Toolkit. (http://www.openssl.org/)"

*

* 4. The names "OpenSSL Toolkit" and "OpenSSL Project" must not be used to
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*    endorse or promote products derived from this software without

*    prior written permission. For written permission, please contact

*    openssl-core@openssl.org.

*

* 5. Products derived from this software may not be called "OpenSSL"

*    nor may "OpenSSL" appear in their names without prior written

*    permission of the OpenSSL Project.

*

* 6. Redistributions of any form whatsoever must retain the following

*    acknowledgment:

*    "This product includes software developed by the OpenSSL Project

*    for use in the OpenSSL Toolkit (http://www.openssl.org/)"

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE OpenSSL PROJECT ``AS IS'' AND ANY

* EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

* PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE OpenSSL PROJECT OR

* ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

* SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

* LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

* ====================================================================

*

* This product includes cryptographic software written by Eric Young

* (eay@cryptsoft.com).  This product includes software written by Tim

* Hudson (tjh@cryptsoft.com).

*

*/

 

Original SSLeay License

-----------------------

 

/* Copyright (C) 1995-1998 Eric Young (eay@cryptsoft.com)

* All rights reserved.

*

* This package is an SSL implementation written

* by Eric Young (eay@cryptsoft.com).

* The implementation was written so as to conform with Netscapes SSL.

*

* This library is free for commercial and non-commercial use as long as

* the following conditions are aheared to.  The following conditions

* apply to all code found in this distribution, be it the RC4, RSA,

* lhash, DES, etc., code; not just the SSL code.  The SSL documentation

* included with this distribution is covered by the same copyright terms
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* except that the holder is Tim Hudson (tjh@cryptsoft.com).

*

* Copyright remains Eric Young's, and as such any Copyright notices in

* the code are not to be removed.

* If this package is used in a product, Eric Young should be given attribution

* as the author of the parts of the library used.

* This can be in the form of a textual message at program startup or

* in documentation (online or textual) provided with the package.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* 3. All advertising materials mentioning features or use of this software

*    must display the following acknowledgement:

*    "This product includes cryptographic software written by

*     Eric Young (eay@cryptsoft.com)"

*    The word 'cryptographic' can be left out if the rouines from the library

*    being used are not cryptographic related :-).

* 4. If you include any Windows specific code (or a derivative thereof) from

*    the apps directory (application code) you must include an acknowledgement:

*    "This product includes software written by Tim Hudson (tjh@cryptsoft.com)"

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY ERIC YOUNG ``AS IS'' AND

* ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

* ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

* FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

* DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS

* OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

* LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

* OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

* SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* The licence and distribution terms for any publically available version or

* derivative of this code cannot be changed.  i.e. this code cannot simply be

* copied and put under another distribution licence

* [including the GNU Public Licence.]

*/

Copyright (C) 1995-1997 Eric Young (eay@cryptsoft.com)

All rights reserved.

 

This package is an DES implementation written by Eric Young (eay@cryptsoft.com).
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The implementation was written so as to conform with MIT's libdes.

 

This library is free for commercial and non-commercial use as long as

the following conditions are aheared to.  The following conditions

apply to all code found in this distribution.

 

Copyright remains Eric Young's, and as such any Copyright notices in

the code are not to be removed.

If this package is used in a product, Eric Young should be given attribution

as the author of that the SSL library.  This can be in the form of a textual

message at program startup or in documentation (online or textual) provided

with the package.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. All advertising materials mentioning features or use of this software

  must display the following acknowledgement:

  This product includes software developed by Eric Young (eay@cryptsoft.com)

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY ERIC YOUNG ``AS IS'' AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS

OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGE.

 

The license and distribution terms for any publically available version or

derivative of this code cannot be changed.  i.e. this code cannot simply be

copied and put under another distrubution license

[including the GNU Public License.]

 

The reason behind this being stated in this direct manner is past

experience in code simply being copied and the attribution removed

from it and then being distributed as part of other packages. This

implementation was a non-trivial and unpaid effort.

Copyright (C) 1995-1997 Eric Young (eay@cryptsoft.com)

All rights reserved.
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This package is an Blowfish implementation written

by Eric Young (eay@cryptsoft.com).

 

This library is free for commercial and non-commercial use as long as

the following conditions are aheared to.  The following conditions

apply to all code found in this distribution.

 

Copyright remains Eric Young's, and as such any Copyright notices in

the code are not to be removed.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. All advertising materials mentioning features or use of this software

  must display the following acknowledgement:

  This product includes software developed by Eric Young (eay@cryptsoft.com)

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY ERIC YOUNG ``AS IS'' AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS

OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGE.

 

The license and distribution terms for any publically available version or

derivative of this code cannot be changed.  i.e. this code cannot simply be

copied and put under another distrubution license

[including the GNU Public License.]

 

The reason behind this being stated in this direct manner is past

experience in code simply being copied and the attribution removed

from it and then being distributed as part of other packages. This

implementation was a non-trivial and unpaid effort.
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1.231 jradius-core 1.1.6 
1.231.1 Available under license : 

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

modify it * under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as published by * the Free Software

Foundation; either version 2.1 of the License, or (at * your option) any later version. * This library is distributed in

the hope that it will be useful, but * WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

MERCHANTABILITY * or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU Lesser General Public *

License for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public License'

Found license 'General Public License 2.0' in '* This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it * under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by the * Free Software Foundation; either

version 2 of the License, or (at your * option) any later version. * This program is distributed in the hope that it will

be useful, but * WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY * or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU General Public License * for more details. * You

should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along'

Found license 'General Public License 2.0' in '* This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

* under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as published by * the Free Software Foundation; either

version 2.1 of the License, or (at * your option) any later version. * This library is distributed in the hope that it will

be useful, but * WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY * or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU Lesser General Public * License for more details. *

You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public License'

 

1.232 javax-inject 1.redhat-4 
1.232.1 Available under license : 

Apache License

Version 2.0, January 2004

http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

1. Definitions.

 

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1

through 9 of this document.

 

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are

under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or

indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of

fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source
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code, documentation source, and configuration files.

 

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form,

including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

 

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as

indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix

below).

 

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the

Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole,

an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that

remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works

thereof.

 

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications

or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the

Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright

owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written

communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic

mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously

marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been

received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce,

prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such

Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section)

patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such

license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was

submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit)

alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent

infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date

such litigation is filed.

 

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any

medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following

conditions:

 

You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and 
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You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and 

 

You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark,

and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

the Derivative Works; and 

 

If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute

must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices

that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a NOTICE text

file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided along with the

Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such third-party notices

normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not modify the

License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside or as an

addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

as modifying the License.

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license

terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works

as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions

stated in this License.

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for

inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any

additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of

any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product

names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and

reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work

(and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR

CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or

conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and

assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or

otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing,

shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or

consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or

any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of

such damages.

 

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may

choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or

rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf

and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend,

and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by
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reason of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work

 

To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by

brackets "[]" replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include the brackets!) The text should be

enclosed in the appropriate comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a file or class name and

description of purpose be included on the same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier identification within

third-party archives.

 

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1.233 moshi 1.8.0 
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1.233.1 Available under license : 
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2015 Square, Inc.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1199756599_1630579387.69/0/moshi-1-8-0-sources-3-jar/com/squareup/moshi/ToJson.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199756599_1630579387.69/0/moshi-1-8-0-sources-3-jar/com/squareup/moshi/FromJson.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199756599_1630579387.69/0/moshi-1-8-0-sources-3-

jar/com/squareup/moshi/JsonDataException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199756599_1630579387.69/0/moshi-1-8-0-sources-3-

jar/com/squareup/moshi/JsonQualifier.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199756599_1630579387.69/0/moshi-1-8-0-sources-3-

jar/com/squareup/moshi/AdapterMethodsFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199756599_1630579387.69/0/moshi-1-8-0-sources-3-

jar/com/squareup/moshi/MapJsonAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199756599_1630579387.69/0/moshi-1-8-0-sources-3-

jar/com/squareup/moshi/ClassJsonAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199756599_1630579387.69/0/moshi-1-8-0-sources-3-jar/com/squareup/moshi/Json.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2010 The Android Open Source Project

* Copyright (C) 2012 Google Inc.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
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* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1199756599_1630579387.69/0/moshi-1-8-0-sources-3-

jar/com/squareup/moshi/LinkedHashTreeMap.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2016 Square, Inc.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1199756599_1630579387.69/0/moshi-1-8-0-sources-3-

jar/com/squareup/moshi/JsonEncodingException.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2011 Google Inc.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1199756599_1630579387.69/0/moshi-1-8-0-sources-3-
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jar/com/squareup/moshi/ClassFactory.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2010 Google Inc.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1199756599_1630579387.69/0/moshi-1-8-0-sources-3-

jar/com/squareup/moshi/JsonUtf8Reader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199756599_1630579387.69/0/moshi-1-8-0-sources-3-jar/com/squareup/moshi/JsonScope.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199756599_1630579387.69/0/moshi-1-8-0-sources-3-

jar/com/squareup/moshi/JsonUtf8Writer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199756599_1630579387.69/0/moshi-1-8-0-sources-3-jar/com/squareup/moshi/JsonReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199756599_1630579387.69/0/moshi-1-8-0-sources-3-jar/com/squareup/moshi/JsonWriter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2008 Google Inc.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1199756599_1630579387.69/0/moshi-1-8-0-sources-3-jar/com/squareup/moshi/Types.java
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2017 Square, Inc.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1199756599_1630579387.69/0/moshi-1-8-0-sources-3-

jar/com/squareup/moshi/JsonValueReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199756599_1630579387.69/0/moshi-1-8-0-sources-3-

jar/com/squareup/moshi/JsonValueWriter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2018 Square, Inc.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1199756599_1630579387.69/0/moshi-1-8-0-sources-3-jar/com/squareup/moshi/JsonClass.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2014 Square, Inc.

*
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* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1199756599_1630579387.69/0/moshi-1-8-0-sources-3-

jar/com/squareup/moshi/CollectionJsonAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199756599_1630579387.69/0/moshi-1-8-0-sources-3-

jar/com/squareup/moshi/internal/Util.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199756599_1630579387.69/0/moshi-1-8-0-sources-3-

jar/com/squareup/moshi/JsonAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199756599_1630579387.69/0/moshi-1-8-0-sources-3-jar/com/squareup/moshi/Moshi.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199756599_1630579387.69/0/moshi-1-8-0-sources-3-

jar/com/squareup/moshi/StandardJsonAdapters.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199756599_1630579387.69/0/moshi-1-8-0-sources-3-

jar/com/squareup/moshi/ArrayJsonAdapter.java

 

1.234 slf4j 1.7.2.redhat-2 
1.234.1 Available under license : 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy    

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal    

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights    

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell    

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is    

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:    

   

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in    

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.    

   

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR    

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,    

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE    

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER    

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,    

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN    

THE SOFTWARE.
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1.235 jboss-as-version 7.3.0.Final-redhat-14 
1.235.1 Available under license : 

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it * under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as * published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of * the License, or (at your option) any later version. * This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of *

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU * Lesser General Public

License for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public'

 

1.236 j2objc-annotations 1.1 
1.236.1 Available under license : 

Apache License

 

Version 2.0, January 2004

 

http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

1. Definitions.

 

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1

through 9 of this document.

 

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are

under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or

indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of

fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source

code, documentation source, and configuration files.

 

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form,

including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

 

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as

indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix

below).
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"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the

Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole,

an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that

remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works

thereof.

 

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications

or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the

Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright

owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written

communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic

mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously

marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been

received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce,

prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such

Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section)

patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such

license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was

submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit)

alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent

infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date

such litigation is filed.

 

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any

medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following

conditions:

 

You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and

You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark,

and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

the Derivative Works; and

If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute

must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices

that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a NOTICE text

file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided along with the

Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such third-party notices

normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not modify the
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License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside or as an

addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

as modifying the License.

 

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license

terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works

as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions

stated in this License.

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for

inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any

additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of

any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product

names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and

reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work

(and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR

CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or

conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and

assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or

otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing,

shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or

consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or

any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of

such damages.

 

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may

choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or

rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf

and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend,

and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by

reason of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

1.237 jbossws-native-services 4.1.2.Final-

redhat-1 
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1.237.1 Available under license : 
Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '~ This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it ~ under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as ~ published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of ~ the License, or (at your option) any later version. ~ This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, ~ but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of ~

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU ~ Lesser General Public

License for more details. ~ You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it * under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as * published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of * the License, or (at your option) any later version. * This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of *

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU * Lesser General Public

License for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it * under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as * published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of * the License, or (at your option) any later version. * This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of *

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU * Lesser General Public

License for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public if

("CONFIDENTIAL".equals(transportGuarantee))'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it * under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as * published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of * the License, or (at your option) any later version. * This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of *

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU * Lesser General Public

License for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public //we stick with the

original protocol (https) if the transport guarantee is CONFIDENTIAL boolean confidential =

"https".equalsIgnoreCase(orgProtocol); port = confidential ? getPortForProtocol("https") :

getPortForProtocol(reqProtocol); String newLocation = new URL(confidential ? "https" : reqProtocol, wsdlHost,

port, path).toString();'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it * under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as * published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of * the License, or (at your option) any later version. * This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of *

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU * Lesser General Public

License for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public /** Converts a

proprietary JBossWS attachment xml type to the MIME type that it represents.'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it * under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as * published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of * the License, or (at your option) any later version. * This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of *

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU * Lesser General Public

License for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public * Converts a MIME

type into a proprietary JBossWS attachment xml type.'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it * under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as * published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of * the License, or (at your option) any later version. * This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of *
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MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU * Lesser General Public

License for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public * version.'

 

1.238 quartz 2.3.2 

 

1.239 spring-framework 4.1.5.RELEASE 
1.239.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2013 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*	  http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1118038756_1608268063.68/0/spring-core-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/core/env/PropertySourcesPropertyResolver.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2013 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.
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*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1118038756_1608268063.68/0/spring-core-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/util/FileCopyUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1118038756_1608268063.68/0/spring-core-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/util/xml/DomUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1118038756_1608268063.68/0/spring-core-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/core/DefaultParameterNameDiscoverer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1118038756_1608268063.68/0/spring-core-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/core/convert/support/FallbackObjectToStringConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1118038756_1608268063.68/0/spring-core-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/core/JdkVersion.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1118038756_1608268063.68/0/spring-core-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/util/ObjectUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1118038756_1608268063.68/0/spring-core-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/core/type/MethodMetadata.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1118038756_1608268063.68/0/spring-core-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/core/convert/support/DefaultConversionService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1118038756_1608268063.68/0/spring-core-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/core/task/support/TaskExecutorAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1118038756_1608268063.68/0/spring-core-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/util/xml/StaxEventXMLReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1118038756_1608268063.68/0/spring-core-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/core/GenericTypeResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1118038756_1608268063.68/0/spring-core-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/core/task/AsyncTaskExecutor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1118038756_1608268063.68/0/spring-core-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/util/InvalidMimeTypeException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1118038756_1608268063.68/0/spring-core-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/util/StreamUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1118038756_1608268063.68/0/spring-core-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/util/xml/StaxSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1118038756_1608268063.68/0/spring-core-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/core/task/AsyncListenableTaskExecutor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1118038756_1608268063.68/0/spring-core-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/util/MethodInvoker.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1118038756_1608268063.68/0/spring-core-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/core/env/Environment.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1118038756_1608268063.68/0/spring-core-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/core/io/AbstractFileResolvingResource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1118038756_1608268063.68/0/spring-core-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/core/type/classreading/SimpleMetadataReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1118038756_1608268063.68/0/spring-core-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/core/env/ReadOnlySystemAttributesMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1118038756_1608268063.68/0/spring-core-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/core/convert/ConversionService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1118038756_1608268063.68/0/spring-core-4-1-5-release-sources-1-
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jar/org/springframework/core/io/ResourceEditor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1118038756_1608268063.68/0/spring-core-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/core/GenericCollectionTypeResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1118038756_1608268063.68/0/spring-core-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/core/io/support/ResourceArrayPropertyEditor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1118038756_1608268063.68/0/spring-core-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/util/xml/XMLEventStreamWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1118038756_1608268063.68/0/spring-core-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/core/type/classreading/MethodMetadataReadingVisitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1118038756_1608268063.68/0/spring-core-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/util/SystemPropertyUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1118038756_1608268063.68/0/spring-core-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/core/env/EnvironmentCapable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1118038756_1608268063.68/0/spring-core-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/util/IdGenerator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1118038756_1608268063.68/0/spring-core-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/core/type/StandardMethodMetadata.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1118038756_1608268063.68/0/spring-core-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/core/env/StandardEnvironment.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1118038756_1608268063.68/0/spring-core-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/util/xml/XMLEventStreamReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1118038756_1608268063.68/0/spring-core-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/core/env/PropertyResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1118038756_1608268063.68/0/spring-core-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/core/convert/support/ByteBufferConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1118038756_1608268063.68/0/spring-core-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/core/env/SimpleCommandLinePropertySource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1118038756_1608268063.68/0/spring-core-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/util/DefaultPropertiesPersister.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1118038756_1608268063.68/0/spring-core-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/core/convert/support/ObjectToObjectConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1118038756_1608268063.68/0/spring-core-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/core/io/UrlResource.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2013 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
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* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1118038756_1608268063.68/0/spring-core-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/core/ParameterizedTypeReference.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2014 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1118038756_1608268063.68/0/spring-core-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/util/concurrent/ListenableFutureCallbackRegistry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1118038756_1608268063.68/0/spring-core-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/util/NumberUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1118038756_1608268063.68/0/spring-core-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/core/type/StandardAnnotationMetadata.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1118038756_1608268063.68/0/spring-core-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/core/LocalVariableTableParameterNameDiscoverer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1118038756_1608268063.68/0/spring-core-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/core/type/classreading/AnnotationReadingVisitorUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1118038756_1608268063.68/0/spring-core-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/core/io/VfsResource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1118038756_1608268063.68/0/spring-core-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/core/type/AnnotationMetadata.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1118038756_1608268063.68/0/spring-core-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/cglib/SpringCglibInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1118038756_1608268063.68/0/spring-core-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/core/annotation/AnnotationUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1118038756_1608268063.68/0/spring-core-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/util/CustomizableThreadCreator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1118038756_1608268063.68/0/spring-core-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/core/env/AbstractPropertyResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1118038756_1608268063.68/0/spring-core-4-1-5-release-sources-1-
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jar/org/springframework/core/convert/support/ObjectToCollectionConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1118038756_1608268063.68/0/spring-core-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/core/convert/support/ArrayToArrayConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1118038756_1608268063.68/0/spring-core-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/core/annotation/AnnotationAwareOrderComparator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1118038756_1608268063.68/0/spring-core-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/core/type/classreading/RecursiveAnnotationAttributesVisitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1118038756_1608268063.68/0/spring-core-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/util/ReflectionUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1118038756_1608268063.68/0/spring-core-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/core/io/PathResource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1118038756_1608268063.68/0/spring-core-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/core/io/support/PropertiesLoaderUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1118038756_1608268063.68/0/spring-core-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/util/concurrent/ListenableFutureAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1118038756_1608268063.68/0/spring-core-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/core/StandardReflectionParameterNameDiscoverer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1118038756_1608268063.68/0/spring-core-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/lang/UsesJava8.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1118038756_1608268063.68/0/spring-core-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/core/annotation/AnnotatedElementUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1118038756_1608268063.68/0/spring-core-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/util/ResizableByteArrayOutputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1118038756_1608268063.68/0/spring-core-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/core/convert/support/ObjectToStringConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1118038756_1608268063.68/0/spring-core-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/core/io/ClassPathResource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1118038756_1608268063.68/0/spring-core-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/core/convert/support/StringToEnumConverterFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1118038756_1608268063.68/0/spring-core-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/core/env/PropertySource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1118038756_1608268063.68/0/spring-core-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/core/type/classreading/AbstractRecursiveAnnotationVisitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1118038756_1608268063.68/0/spring-core-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/core/type/classreading/SimpleMetadataReaderFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1118038756_1608268063.68/0/spring-core-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/core/convert/TypeDescriptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1118038756_1608268063.68/0/spring-core-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/core/convert/support/PropertiesToStringConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1118038756_1608268063.68/0/spring-core-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/core/type/classreading/RecursiveAnnotationArrayVisitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1118038756_1608268063.68/0/spring-core-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/core/convert/converter/ConditionalConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1118038756_1608268063.68/0/spring-core-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/core/io/support/ResourcePropertySource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1118038756_1608268063.68/0/spring-core-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/core/convert/support/GenericConversionService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1118038756_1608268063.68/0/spring-core-4-1-5-release-sources-1-
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jar/org/springframework/util/AntPathMatcher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1118038756_1608268063.68/0/spring-core-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/util/Log4jConfigurer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1118038756_1608268063.68/0/spring-core-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/util/xml/XmlValidationModeDetector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1118038756_1608268063.68/0/spring-core-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/util/concurrent/FailureCallback.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1118038756_1608268063.68/0/spring-core-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/core/SpringProperties.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1118038756_1608268063.68/0/spring-core-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/core/io/VfsUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1118038756_1608268063.68/0/spring-core-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/util/xml/StaxStreamHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1118038756_1608268063.68/0/spring-core-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/core/OrderComparator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1118038756_1608268063.68/0/spring-core-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/util/xml/StaxResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1118038756_1608268063.68/0/spring-core-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/core/convert/converter/ConditionalGenericConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1118038756_1608268063.68/0/spring-core-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/core/io/support/EncodedResource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1118038756_1608268063.68/0/spring-core-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/util/CompositeIterator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1118038756_1608268063.68/0/spring-core-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/core/convert/support/CollectionToCollectionConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1118038756_1608268063.68/0/spring-core-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/util/concurrent/ListenableFuture.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1118038756_1608268063.68/0/spring-core-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/core/convert/support/ArrayToCollectionConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1118038756_1608268063.68/0/spring-core-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/core/env/MapPropertySource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1118038756_1608268063.68/0/spring-core-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/core/env/MutablePropertySources.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1118038756_1608268063.68/0/spring-core-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/core/CollectionFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1118038756_1608268063.68/0/spring-core-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/core/convert/support/ZonedDateTimeToCalendarConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1118038756_1608268063.68/0/spring-core-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/util/SocketUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1118038756_1608268063.68/0/spring-core-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/core/type/filter/AssignableTypeFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1118038756_1608268063.68/0/spring-core-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/core/type/classreading/ClassMetadataReadingVisitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1118038756_1608268063.68/0/spring-core-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/core/OverridingClassLoader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1118038756_1608268063.68/0/spring-core-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/core/type/filter/AspectJTypeFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1118038756_1608268063.68/0/spring-core-4-1-5-release-sources-1-
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jar/org/springframework/lang/UsesJava7.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1118038756_1608268063.68/0/spring-core-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/core/io/AbstractResource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1118038756_1608268063.68/0/spring-core-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/core/env/JOptCommandLinePropertySource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1118038756_1608268063.68/0/spring-core-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/core/io/support/PropertiesLoaderSupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1118038756_1608268063.68/0/spring-core-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/core/type/StandardClassMetadata.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1118038756_1608268063.68/0/spring-core-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/core/io/DefaultResourceLoader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1118038756_1608268063.68/0/spring-core-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/core/annotation/OrderUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1118038756_1608268063.68/0/spring-core-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/lang/UsesSunHttpServer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1118038756_1608268063.68/0/spring-core-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/core/serializer/support/SerializingConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1118038756_1608268063.68/0/spring-core-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/core/type/filter/AbstractTypeHierarchyTraversingFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1118038756_1608268063.68/0/spring-core-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/core/type/filter/AnnotationTypeFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1118038756_1608268063.68/0/spring-core-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/util/MimeType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1118038756_1608268063.68/0/spring-core-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/core/DecoratingClassLoader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1118038756_1608268063.68/0/spring-core-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/core/convert/support/ObjectToArrayConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1118038756_1608268063.68/0/spring-core-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/core/env/SystemEnvironmentPropertySource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1118038756_1608268063.68/0/spring-core-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/core/type/filter/AbstractClassTestingTypeFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1118038756_1608268063.68/0/spring-core-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/util/concurrent/SuccessCallback.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1118038756_1608268063.68/0/spring-core-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/core/env/ConfigurablePropertyResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1118038756_1608268063.68/0/spring-core-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/util/concurrent/SettableListenableFuture.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1118038756_1608268063.68/0/spring-core-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/util/ResourceUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1118038756_1608268063.68/0/spring-core-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/core/convert/converter/GenericConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1118038756_1608268063.68/0/spring-core-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/core/type/classreading/AnnotationMetadataReadingVisitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1118038756_1608268063.68/0/spring-core-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/util/concurrent/FutureAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1118038756_1608268063.68/0/spring-core-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/core/annotation/Order.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1118038756_1608268063.68/0/spring-core-4-1-5-release-sources-1-
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jar/org/springframework/util/MimeTypeUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1118038756_1608268063.68/0/spring-core-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/util/backoff/ExponentialBackOff.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1118038756_1608268063.68/0/spring-core-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/core/type/classreading/AnnotationAttributesReadingVisitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1118038756_1608268063.68/0/spring-core-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/util/backoff/FixedBackOff.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1118038756_1608268063.68/0/spring-core-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/util/ConcurrentReferenceHashMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1118038756_1608268063.68/0/spring-core-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/core/BridgeMethodResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1118038756_1608268063.68/0/spring-core-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/util/SerializationUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1118038756_1608268063.68/0/spring-core-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/core/convert/Property.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1118038756_1608268063.68/0/spring-core-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/core/NestedIOException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1118038756_1608268063.68/0/spring-core-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/util/xml/StaxUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1118038756_1608268063.68/0/spring-core-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/core/env/CommandLinePropertySource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1118038756_1608268063.68/0/spring-core-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/core/convert/support/ZoneIdToTimeZoneConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1118038756_1608268063.68/0/spring-core-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/util/xml/AbstractStaxHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1118038756_1608268063.68/0/spring-core-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/core/io/ResourceLoader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1118038756_1608268063.68/0/spring-core-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/core/convert/support/IdToEntityConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1118038756_1608268063.68/0/spring-core-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/cglib/core/SpringNamingPolicy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1118038756_1608268063.68/0/spring-core-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/util/xml/StaxStreamXMLReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1118038756_1608268063.68/0/spring-core-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/util/InstanceFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1118038756_1608268063.68/0/spring-core-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/core/io/FileSystemResource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1118038756_1608268063.68/0/spring-core-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/util/StringUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1118038756_1608268063.68/0/spring-core-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/util/comparator/InstanceComparator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1118038756_1608268063.68/0/spring-core-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/core/convert/support/MapToMapConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1118038756_1608268063.68/0/spring-core-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/core/env/EnumerablePropertySource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1118038756_1608268063.68/0/spring-core-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/core/type/ClassMetadata.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1118038756_1608268063.68/0/spring-core-4-1-5-release-sources-1-
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jar/org/springframework/util/PropertyPlaceholderHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1118038756_1608268063.68/0/spring-core-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/util/xml/StaxEventHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1118038756_1608268063.68/0/spring-core-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/core/SerializableTypeWrapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1118038756_1608268063.68/0/spring-core-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/util/backoff/BackOff.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1118038756_1608268063.68/0/spring-core-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/core/style/ToStringCreator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1118038756_1608268063.68/0/spring-core-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/core/convert/support/ObjectToOptionalConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1118038756_1608268063.68/0/spring-core-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/util/backoff/BackOffExecution.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1118038756_1608268063.68/0/spring-core-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/core/io/support/PathMatchingResourcePatternResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1118038756_1608268063.68/0/spring-core-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/util/CollectionUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1118038756_1608268063.68/0/spring-core-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/util/concurrent/ListenableFutureTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1118038756_1608268063.68/0/spring-core-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/core/env/AbstractEnvironment.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1118038756_1608268063.68/0/spring-core-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/core/io/support/SpringFactoriesLoader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1118038756_1608268063.68/0/spring-core-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/core/convert/support/ArrayToStringConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1118038756_1608268063.68/0/spring-core-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/util/ClassUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1118038756_1608268063.68/0/spring-core-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/core/convert/support/ArrayToObjectConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1118038756_1608268063.68/0/spring-core-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/asm/SpringAsmInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1118038756_1608268063.68/0/spring-core-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/core/convert/support/StringToCollectionConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1118038756_1608268063.68/0/spring-core-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/util/StopWatch.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1118038756_1608268063.68/0/spring-core-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/util/ExceptionTypeFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1118038756_1608268063.68/0/spring-core-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/util/Base64Utils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1118038756_1608268063.68/0/spring-core-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/core/env/PropertiesPropertySource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1118038756_1608268063.68/0/spring-core-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/core/type/AnnotatedTypeMetadata.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1118038756_1608268063.68/0/spring-core-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/util/concurrent/ListenableFutureCallback.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1118038756_1608268063.68/0/spring-core-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/core/env/CompositePropertySource.java
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2015 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1118038756_1608268063.68/0/spring-core-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/core/MethodParameter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1118038756_1608268063.68/0/spring-core-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/util/JdkIdGenerator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1118038756_1608268063.68/0/spring-core-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/util/SimpleIdGenerator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1118038756_1608268063.68/0/spring-core-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/core/ResolvableType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1118038756_1608268063.68/0/spring-core-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/util/AlternativeJdkIdGenerator.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2011 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):
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* /opt/cola/permits/1118038756_1608268063.68/0/spring-core-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/core/env/SimpleCommandLineArgsParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1118038756_1608268063.68/0/spring-core-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/core/env/MissingRequiredPropertiesException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1118038756_1608268063.68/0/spring-core-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/core/convert/support/ConfigurableConversionService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1118038756_1608268063.68/0/spring-core-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/core/convert/support/ConvertingPropertyEditorAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1118038756_1608268063.68/0/spring-core-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/core/env/CommandLineArgs.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1118038756_1608268063.68/0/spring-core-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/core/convert/support/ConversionUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1118038756_1608268063.68/0/spring-core-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/core/env/PropertySources.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2010 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1118038756_1608268063.68/0/spring-core-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/core/convert/ConversionException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1118038756_1608268063.68/0/spring-core-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/core/io/support/VfsPatternUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1118038756_1608268063.68/0/spring-core-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/core/convert/ConverterNotFoundException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1118038756_1608268063.68/0/spring-core-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/core/convert/ConversionFailedException.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2007 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
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* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1118038756_1608268063.68/0/spring-core-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/core/type/filter/RegexPatternTypeFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1118038756_1608268063.68/0/spring-core-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/util/StringValueResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1118038756_1608268063.68/0/spring-core-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/core/style/ValueStyler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1118038756_1608268063.68/0/spring-core-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/core/type/filter/TypeFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1118038756_1608268063.68/0/spring-core-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/core/io/ContextResource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1118038756_1608268063.68/0/spring-core-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/core/io/support/ResourcePatternResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1118038756_1608268063.68/0/spring-core-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/util/PatternMatchUtils.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2009 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1118038756_1608268063.68/0/spring-core-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/core/type/classreading/MetadataReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1118038756_1608268063.68/0/spring-core-4-1-5-release-sources-1-
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jar/org/springframework/core/convert/converter/ConverterRegistry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1118038756_1608268063.68/0/spring-core-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/core/PriorityOrdered.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/***

* ASM: a very small and fast Java bytecode manipulation framework

* Copyright (c) 2000-2013 INRIA, France Telecom

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* 3. Neither the name of the copyright holders nor the names of its

*    contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

*    this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

* AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

* ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

* LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

* CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

* SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

* INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

* CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF

* THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1118038756_1608268063.68/0/spring-core-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/asm/TypePath.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1118038756_1608268063.68/0/spring-core-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/asm/TypeReference.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/***

* ASM: a very small and fast Java bytecode manipulation framework

* Copyright (c) 2000-2011 INRIA, France Telecom

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without
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* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* 3. Neither the name of the copyright holders nor the names of its

*    contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

*    this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

* AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

* ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

* LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

* CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

* SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

* INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

* CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF

* THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1118038756_1608268063.68/0/spring-core-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/asm/ClassReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1118038756_1608268063.68/0/spring-core-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/asm/ClassVisitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1118038756_1608268063.68/0/spring-core-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/asm/ByteVector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1118038756_1608268063.68/0/spring-core-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/asm/AnnotationVisitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1118038756_1608268063.68/0/spring-core-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/asm/MethodWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1118038756_1608268063.68/0/spring-core-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/asm/AnnotationWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1118038756_1608268063.68/0/spring-core-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/asm/Type.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1118038756_1608268063.68/0/spring-core-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/asm/MethodVisitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1118038756_1608268063.68/0/spring-core-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/asm/ClassWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1118038756_1608268063.68/0/spring-core-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/asm/FieldVisitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1118038756_1608268063.68/0/spring-core-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/asm/Edge.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1118038756_1608268063.68/0/spring-core-4-1-5-release-sources-1-
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jar/org/springframework/asm/FieldWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1118038756_1608268063.68/0/spring-core-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/asm/Handle.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1118038756_1608268063.68/0/spring-core-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/asm/Item.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1118038756_1608268063.68/0/spring-core-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/asm/Opcodes.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1118038756_1608268063.68/0/spring-core-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/asm/Frame.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1118038756_1608268063.68/0/spring-core-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/asm/Handler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1118038756_1608268063.68/0/spring-core-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/asm/Context.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1118038756_1608268063.68/0/spring-core-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/asm/Attribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1118038756_1608268063.68/0/spring-core-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/asm/Label.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2012 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1118038756_1608268063.68/0/spring-core-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/util/comparator/InvertibleComparator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1118038756_1608268063.68/0/spring-core-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/util/AutoPopulatingList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1118038756_1608268063.68/0/spring-core-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/util/xml/TransformerUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1118038756_1608268063.68/0/spring-core-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/core/Constants.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1118038756_1608268063.68/0/spring-core-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/core/io/FileSystemResourceLoader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1118038756_1608268063.68/0/spring-core-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/core/convert/support/StringToArrayConverter.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1118038756_1608268063.68/0/spring-core-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/util/PropertiesPersister.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1118038756_1608268063.68/0/spring-core-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/util/xml/DomContentHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1118038756_1608268063.68/0/spring-core-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/core/type/classreading/MetadataReaderFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1118038756_1608268063.68/0/spring-core-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/core/serializer/DefaultSerializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1118038756_1608268063.68/0/spring-core-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/core/Conventions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1118038756_1608268063.68/0/spring-core-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/core/style/ToStringStyler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1118038756_1608268063.68/0/spring-core-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/core/io/Resource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1118038756_1608268063.68/0/spring-core-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/core/task/SimpleAsyncTaskExecutor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1118038756_1608268063.68/0/spring-core-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/core/convert/support/CharacterToNumberFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1118038756_1608268063.68/0/spring-core-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/util/CommonsLogWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1118038756_1608268063.68/0/spring-core-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/core/convert/support/CollectionToArrayConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1118038756_1608268063.68/0/spring-core-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/core/convert/support/StringToNumberConverterFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1118038756_1608268063.68/0/spring-core-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/core/convert/support/CollectionToObjectConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1118038756_1608268063.68/0/spring-core-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/core/ExceptionDepthComparator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1118038756_1608268063.68/0/spring-core-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/core/style/DefaultToStringStyler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1118038756_1608268063.68/0/spring-core-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/core/task/TaskTimeoutException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1118038756_1608268063.68/0/spring-core-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/util/comparator/BooleanComparator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1118038756_1608268063.68/0/spring-core-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/util/xml/SimpleNamespaceContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1118038756_1608268063.68/0/spring-core-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/core/convert/support/StringToLocaleConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1118038756_1608268063.68/0/spring-core-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/core/convert/converter/Converter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1118038756_1608268063.68/0/spring-core-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/core/ConstantException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1118038756_1608268063.68/0/spring-core-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/core/AttributeAccessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1118038756_1608268063.68/0/spring-core-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/util/DigestUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1118038756_1608268063.68/0/spring-core-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/core/annotation/AnnotationAttributes.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1118038756_1608268063.68/0/spring-core-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/core/convert/support/CollectionToStringConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1118038756_1608268063.68/0/spring-core-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/core/env/ConfigurableEnvironment.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1118038756_1608268063.68/0/spring-core-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/core/ConfigurableObjectInputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1118038756_1608268063.68/0/spring-core-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/core/task/support/ConcurrentExecutorAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1118038756_1608268063.68/0/spring-core-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/core/serializer/Serializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1118038756_1608268063.68/0/spring-core-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/core/NestedRuntimeException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1118038756_1608268063.68/0/spring-core-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/core/task/TaskRejectedException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1118038756_1608268063.68/0/spring-core-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/core/serializer/support/SerializationFailedException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1118038756_1608268063.68/0/spring-core-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/core/convert/support/StringToCharacterConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1118038756_1608268063.68/0/spring-core-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/core/convert/converter/ConverterFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1118038756_1608268063.68/0/spring-core-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/core/convert/support/StringToBooleanConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1118038756_1608268063.68/0/spring-core-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/core/serializer/Deserializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1118038756_1608268063.68/0/spring-core-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/core/Ordered.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1118038756_1608268063.68/0/spring-core-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/util/xml/AbstractStaxXMLReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1118038756_1608268063.68/0/spring-core-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/util/ErrorHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1118038756_1608268063.68/0/spring-core-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/core/ControlFlowFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1118038756_1608268063.68/0/spring-core-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/util/xml/AbstractXMLStreamReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1118038756_1608268063.68/0/spring-core-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/core/PrioritizedParameterNameDiscoverer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1118038756_1608268063.68/0/spring-core-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/core/SimpleAliasRegistry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1118038756_1608268063.68/0/spring-core-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/core/AttributeAccessorSupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1118038756_1608268063.68/0/spring-core-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/core/serializer/DefaultDeserializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1118038756_1608268063.68/0/spring-core-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/core/ParameterNameDiscoverer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1118038756_1608268063.68/0/spring-core-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/util/FileSystemUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1118038756_1608268063.68/0/spring-core-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/core/task/support/ExecutorServiceAdapter.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1118038756_1608268063.68/0/spring-core-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/core/convert/support/StringToUUIDConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1118038756_1608268063.68/0/spring-core-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/core/io/WritableResource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1118038756_1608268063.68/0/spring-core-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/core/convert/support/ConversionServiceFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1118038756_1608268063.68/0/spring-core-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/core/SpringVersion.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1118038756_1608268063.68/0/spring-core-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/util/xml/SimpleSaxErrorHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1118038756_1608268063.68/0/spring-core-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/core/io/InputStreamResource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1118038756_1608268063.68/0/spring-core-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/core/style/StylerUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1118038756_1608268063.68/0/spring-core-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/core/io/ClassRelativeResourceLoader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1118038756_1608268063.68/0/spring-core-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/core/NestedCheckedException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1118038756_1608268063.68/0/spring-core-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/core/ControlFlow.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1118038756_1608268063.68/0/spring-core-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/core/convert/support/NumberToCharacterConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1118038756_1608268063.68/0/spring-core-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/core/type/classreading/CachingMetadataReaderFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1118038756_1608268063.68/0/spring-core-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/util/comparator/NullSafeComparator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1118038756_1608268063.68/0/spring-core-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/core/style/DefaultValueStyler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1118038756_1608268063.68/0/spring-core-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/core/InfrastructureProxy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1118038756_1608268063.68/0/spring-core-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/util/ConcurrencyThrottleSupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1118038756_1608268063.68/0/spring-core-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/util/comparator/ComparableComparator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1118038756_1608268063.68/0/spring-core-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/core/serializer/support/DeserializingConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1118038756_1608268063.68/0/spring-core-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/util/LinkedMultiValueMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1118038756_1608268063.68/0/spring-core-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/util/LinkedCaseInsensitiveMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1118038756_1608268063.68/0/spring-core-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/core/io/ByteArrayResource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1118038756_1608268063.68/0/spring-core-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/core/SmartClassLoader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1118038756_1608268063.68/0/spring-core-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/util/xml/AbstractXMLReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1118038756_1608268063.68/0/spring-core-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/util/xml/SimpleTransformErrorListener.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1118038756_1608268063.68/0/spring-core-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/util/comparator/CompoundComparator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1118038756_1608268063.68/0/spring-core-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/core/convert/support/NumberToNumberConverterFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1118038756_1608268063.68/0/spring-core-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/core/io/support/LocalizedResourceHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1118038756_1608268063.68/0/spring-core-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/util/MultiValueMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1118038756_1608268063.68/0/spring-core-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/util/PathMatcher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1118038756_1608268063.68/0/spring-core-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/core/io/DescriptiveResource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1118038756_1608268063.68/0/spring-core-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/util/WeakReferenceMonitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1118038756_1608268063.68/0/spring-core-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/core/convert/support/StringToPropertiesConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1118038756_1608268063.68/0/spring-core-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/core/io/InputStreamSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1118038756_1608268063.68/0/spring-core-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/core/task/SyncTaskExecutor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1118038756_1608268063.68/0/spring-core-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/util/TypeUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1118038756_1608268063.68/0/spring-core-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/core/convert/converter/ConvertingComparator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1118038756_1608268063.68/0/spring-core-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/core/io/support/ResourcePatternUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1118038756_1608268063.68/0/spring-core-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/core/convert/support/EnumToStringConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1118038756_1608268063.68/0/spring-core-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/core/task/TaskExecutor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1118038756_1608268063.68/0/spring-core-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/core/ErrorCoded.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2013 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not

* use this file except in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of

* the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.
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*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1118038756_1608268063.68/0/spring-core-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/util/Assert.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2008 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1118038756_1608268063.68/0/spring-core-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/core/NestedExceptionUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1118038756_1608268063.68/0/spring-core-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/core/NamedThreadLocal.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1118038756_1608268063.68/0/spring-core-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/core/NamedInheritableThreadLocal.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1118038756_1608268063.68/0/spring-core-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/core/AliasRegistry.java

 

1.240 jline-terminal-jansi 3.15.0 
1.240.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

2020, the original author or authors.

 

   This software is distributable under the BSD license. See the terms of the

   BSD license in the documentation provided with this software.

 

   https://opensource.org/licenses/BSD

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1095753899_1601493819.09/0/jline-terminal-jansi-3-15-0-sources-jar/META-
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INF/maven/org.jline/jline-terminal-jansi/pom.xml

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (c) 2002-2020, the original author or authors.

*

* This software is distributable under the BSD license. See the terms of the

* BSD license in the documentation provided with this software.

*

* https://opensource.org/licenses/BSD-3-Clause

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1095753899_1601493819.09/0/jline-terminal-jansi-3-15-0-sources-

jar/org/jline/terminal/impl/jansi/win/JansiWinSysTerminal.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1095753899_1601493819.09/0/jline-terminal-jansi-3-15-0-sources-

jar/org/jline/terminal/impl/jansi/JansiSupportImpl.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2009-2018 the original author(s).

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1095753899_1601493819.09/0/jline-terminal-jansi-3-15-0-sources-

jar/org/jline/terminal/impl/jansi/win/WindowsAnsiWriter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (c) 2002-2017, the original author or authors.

*

* This software is distributable under the BSD license. See the terms of the

* BSD license in the documentation provided with this software.

*

* https://opensource.org/licenses/BSD-3-Clause

*/
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1095753899_1601493819.09/0/jline-terminal-jansi-3-15-0-sources-

jar/org/jline/terminal/impl/jansi/win/JansiWinConsoleWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1095753899_1601493819.09/0/jline-terminal-jansi-3-15-0-sources-

jar/org/jline/terminal/impl/jansi/JansiNativePty.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1095753899_1601493819.09/0/jline-terminal-jansi-3-15-0-sources-

jar/org/jline/terminal/impl/jansi/freebsd/FreeBsdNativePty.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1095753899_1601493819.09/0/jline-terminal-jansi-3-15-0-sources-

jar/org/jline/terminal/impl/jansi/linux/LinuxNativePty.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1095753899_1601493819.09/0/jline-terminal-jansi-3-15-0-sources-

jar/org/jline/terminal/impl/jansi/solaris/SolarisNativePty.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1095753899_1601493819.09/0/jline-terminal-jansi-3-15-0-sources-

jar/org/jline/terminal/impl/jansi/osx/OsXNativePty.java

 

1.241 jboss-as-version 7.2.0.Final 
1.241.1 Available under license : 

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it * under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as * published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of * the License, or (at your option) any later version. * This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of *

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU * Lesser General Public

License for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public'

 

1.242 apache-aries-util 1.0.0 
1.242.1 Available under license : 

 

Apache Aries Util

Copyright 2009-2012 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.
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     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise
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     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must
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         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly
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     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.
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1.243 jetty-security 9.2.19.v20160908 

 

1.244 jboss-dmr 1.1.6.Final 
1.244.1 Available under license : 

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '~ This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it ~ under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as ~ published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of ~ the License, or (at your option) any later version. ~ This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, ~ but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of ~

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU ~ Lesser General Public

License for more details. ~ You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it * under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as * published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of * the License, or (at your option) any later version. * This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of *

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU * Lesser General Public

License for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public * I am placing this

code in the Public Domain. Do with it as you will. This software comes with no guarantees or warranties but'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it * under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as * published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of * the License, or (at your option) any later version. * This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of *

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU * Lesser General Public

License for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public'

 

1.245 hornetq-journal 2.3.12.Final 
1.245.1 Available under license : 

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in 'This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version. This software is distributed in the hope that it will

be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU Lesser General Public License for more details. You

should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public'

 

1.246 resteasy-atom-provider 2.3.7.Final-

redhat-2 
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1.246.1 Available under license : 
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

<name>Apache License, Version 2.0</name>

<url>http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0</url>

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1077219993_1601874662.05/0/resteasy-atom-provider-2-3-7-final-redhat-2-sources-jar/META-

INF/maven/org.jboss.resteasy/resteasy-atom-provider/effective-pom.xml

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1077219993_1601874662.05/0/resteasy-atom-provider-2-3-7-final-redhat-2-sources-

jar/org/jboss/resteasy/plugins/providers/atom/app/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077219993_1601874662.05/0/resteasy-atom-provider-2-3-7-final-redhat-2-sources-

jar/org/jboss/resteasy/plugins/providers/atom/app/AppService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077219993_1601874662.05/0/resteasy-atom-provider-2-3-7-final-redhat-2-sources-

jar/org/jboss/resteasy/plugins/providers/atom/app/BooleanAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077219993_1601874662.05/0/resteasy-atom-provider-2-3-7-final-redhat-2-sources-

jar/org/jboss/resteasy/plugins/providers/atom/app/AppWorkspace.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077219993_1601874662.05/0/resteasy-atom-provider-2-3-7-final-redhat-2-sources-

jar/org/jboss/resteasy/plugins/providers/atom/app/AppCollection.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077219993_1601874662.05/0/resteasy-atom-provider-2-3-7-final-redhat-2-sources-

jar/org/jboss/resteasy/plugins/providers/atom/app/AppCommonAttributes.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077219993_1601874662.05/0/resteasy-atom-provider-2-3-7-final-redhat-2-sources-

jar/org/jboss/resteasy/plugins/providers/atom/app/AppCategories.java

 

1.247 solder-logging 3.2.1.Final 
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1.247.1 Available under license : 
Apache License

 

Version 2.0, January 2004

 

http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

1. Definitions.

 

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1

through 9 of this document.

 

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are

under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or

indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of

fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source

code, documentation source, and configuration files.

 

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form,

including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

 

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as

indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix

below).

 

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the

Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole,

an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that

remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works

thereof.

 

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications

or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the

Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright

owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written

communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic

mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously

marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."
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"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been

received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce,

prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such

Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section)

patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such

license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was

submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit)

alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent

infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date

such litigation is filed.

 

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any

medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following

conditions:

 

You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and

You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark,

and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

the Derivative Works; and

If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute

must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices

that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a NOTICE text

file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided along with the

Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such third-party notices

normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not modify the

License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside or as an

addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

as modifying the License.

 

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license

terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works

as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions

stated in this License.

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for

inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any

additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of

any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product

names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and
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reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work

(and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR

CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or

conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and

assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or

otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing,

shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or

consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or

any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of

such damages.

 

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may

choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or

rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf

and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend,

and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by

reason of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

1.248 jboss-ejb-client 1.0.24.Final-redhat-1 
1.248.1 Available under license : 

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it * under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as * published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of * the License, or (at your option) any later version. * This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of *

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU * Lesser General Public

License for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public'

 

1.249 commons 2.3.12.Final-redhat-1 
1.249.1 Available under license : 

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it * under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as * published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of * the License, or (at your option) any later version. * This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of *

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU * Lesser General Public

License for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public'
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1.250 jetty-servlets 9.2.19.v20160908 

 

1.251 weld-probe-core 2.4.8.Final 
1.251.1 Available under license : 

Copyright (C) 2011-2014 by Yehuda Katz

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

Copyright (c) JS Foundation and other contributors

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person

obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation

files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without

restriction, including without limitation the rights to use,

copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following

conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT

HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY,

WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING
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FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR

OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

Copyright jQuery Foundation and other contributors, https://jquery.org/

 

This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

individuals. For exact contribution history, see the revision history

available at https://github.com/jquery/jquery

 

The following license applies to all parts of this software except as

documented below:

 

====

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

====

 

All files located in the node_modules and external directories are

externally maintained libraries used by this software which have their

own licenses; we recommend you read them, as their terms may differ from

the terms above.

Font Awesome Free License

-------------------------

 

Font Awesome Free is free, open source, and GPL friendly. You can use it for

commercial projects, open source projects, or really almost whatever you want.

Full Font Awesome Free license: https://fontawesome.com/license.

 

# Icons: CC BY 4.0 License (https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/)

In the Font Awesome Free download, the CC BY 4.0 license applies to all icons

packaged as SVG and JS file types.
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# Fonts: SIL OFL 1.1 License (https://scripts.sil.org/OFL)

In the Font Awesome Free download, the SIL OLF license applies to all icons

packaged as web and desktop font files.

 

# Code: MIT License (https://opensource.org/licenses/MIT)

In the Font Awesome Free download, the MIT license applies to all non-font and

non-icon files.

 

# Attribution

Attribution is required by MIT, SIL OLF, and CC BY licenses. Downloaded Font

Awesome Free files already contain embedded comments with sufficient

attribution, so you shouldn't need to do anything additional when using these

files normally.

 

We've kept attribution comments terse, so we ask that you do not actively work

to remove them from files, especially code. They're a great way for folks to

learn about Font Awesome.

 

# Brand Icons

All brand icons are trademarks of their respective owners. The use of these

trademarks does not indicate endorsement of the trademark holder by Font

Awesome, nor vice versa. **Please do not use brand logos for any purpose except

to represent the company, product, or service to which they refer.**

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2011-2014 Twitter, Inc

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

                                 Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/
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  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner
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     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and
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     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions
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     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
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  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

Copyright (c) 2010-2014, Michael Bostock

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this

 list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

 this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

 and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

* The name Michael Bostock may not be used to endorse or promote products

 derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL MICHAEL BOSTOCK BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING,

BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY

OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE,

EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Copyright (c) 2018 Yehuda Katz, Tom Dale and Ember.js contributors

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of

this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in

the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to

use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies

of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do

so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER
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LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

Copyright (c) 2006, Ivan Sagalaev

All rights reserved.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

   * Neither the name of highlight.js nor the names of its contributors

     may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software

     without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE REGENTS AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND ANY

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE REGENTS AND CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY

DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

1.252 jboss-annotations-api 1.0.0.Final 
1.252.1 Available under license : 

Found license 'Common Development and Distribution License (CDDL) 1.1' in '* The contents of this file are

subject to the terms * of the Common Development and Distribution License * (the "License").  You may not use

this file except * Copyright 2005-2006 Sun Microsystems, Inc. All Rights Reserved.'

Found license 'Common Development and Distribution License (CDDL) 1.1' in 'The contents of this file are subject

to the terms of the Common Development and Distribution License (the "License").  You may not use this file

except Copyright 2005-2006 Sun Microsystems, Inc. All Rights Reserved.'

Found license 'Common Development and Distribution License (CDDL) 1.1' in '* The contents of this file are

subject to the terms * of the Common Development and Distribution License * (the "License").  You may not use

this file except * Copyright 2005-2009 Sun Microsystems, Inc. All Rights Reserved.'

 

1.253 hibernate-entitymanager 4.2.15.Final 
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1.253.1 Available under license : 
Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* indicated by the @author tags or express copyright

attribution * distributed under license by Red Hat Inc. * This copyrighted material is made available to anyone

wishing to use, modify, * copy, or redistribute it subject to the terms and conditions of the GNU * Lesser General

Public License, as published by the Free Software Foundation. * This program is distributed in the hope that it will

be useful, * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY * or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU Lesser General Public License * for more details. *

You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public License * Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* as indicated by the @authors tag. All rights reserved. *

This copyrighted material is made available to anyone wishing to use, * modify, copy, or redistribute it subject to

the terms and conditions * of the GNU Lesser General Public License, v. 2.1. * This program is distributed in the

hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT A * WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A * PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU Lesser General Public

License for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public License, * MA

02110-1301, USA.'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* indicated by the @author tags or express copyright

attribution * distributed under license by Red Hat Middleware LLC. * This copyrighted material is made available

to anyone wishing to use, modify, * copy, or redistribute it subject to the terms and conditions of the GNU * Lesser

General Public License, as published by the Free Software Foundation. * This program is distributed in the hope that

it will be useful, * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

MERCHANTABILITY * or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU Lesser General Public

License * for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public License * Boston,

MA  02110-1301  USA * version.'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* copyright attribution statements applied by the authors.

All * third-party contributions are distributed under license by Red Hat Inc. * This copyrighted material is made

available to anyone wishing to use, modify, * copy, or redistribute it subject to the terms and conditions of the GNU

* Lesser General Public License, as published by the Free Software Foundation. * This program is distributed in the

hope that it will be useful, * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

MERCHANTABILITY * or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU Lesser General Public

License * for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public License * Boston,

MA  02110-1301  USA'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* copyright attribution statements applied by the authors.

All * third-party contributions are distributed under license by Red Hat Inc. * This copyrighted material is made

available to anyone wishing to use, modify, * copy, or redistribute it subject to the terms and conditions of the GNU

* Lesser General Public License, as published by the Free Software Foundation. * This program is distributed in the

hope that it will be useful, * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

MERCHANTABILITY * or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU Lesser General Public

License * for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public License * Boston,

MA  02110-1301  USA\'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* indicated by the @author tags or express copyright

attribution * distributed under license by Red Hat Middleware LLC. * This copyrighted material is made available

to anyone wishing to use, modify, * copy, or redistribute it subject to the terms and conditions of the GNU * Lesser

General Public License, as published by the Free Software Foundation. * This program is distributed in the hope that

it will be useful, * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

MERCHANTABILITY * or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU Lesser General Public

License * for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public License * Boston,

MA  02110-1301  USA'
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1.254 mchange-commons-java 0.2.15 
1.254.1 Available under license : 

GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE      

		       Version 2.1, February 1999      

     

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.      

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA      

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies      

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.      

     

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL.  It also counts      

as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence      

the version number 2.1.]      

     

			    Preamble      

     

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your      

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public      

Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change      

free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.      

     

 This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some      

specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the      

Free Software Foundation and other authors who decide to use it.  You      

can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether      

this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better      

strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations below.      

     

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use,      

not price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that      

you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge      

for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get      

it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of      

it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do      

these things.      

     

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid      

distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these      

rights.  These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for      

you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.      

     

 For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis      

or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave      

you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source      

code.  If you link other code with the library, you must provide      
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complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them      

with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling      

it.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.      

     

 We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the      

library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal      

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.      

     

 To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that      

there is no warranty for the free library.  Also, if the library is      

modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know      

that what they have is not the original version, so that the original      

author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be      

introduced by others.      

     

 Finally, software patents pose a constant threat to the existence of      

any free program.  We wish to make sure that a company cannot      

effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a      

restrictive license from a patent holder.  Therefore, we insist that      

any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be      

consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.      

     

 Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the      

ordinary GNU General Public License.  This license, the GNU Lesser      

General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and      

is quite different from the ordinary General Public License.  We use      

this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those      

libraries into non-free programs.      

     

 When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using      

a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a      

combined work, a derivative of the original library.  The ordinary      

General Public License therefore permits such linking only if the      

entire combination fits its criteria of freedom.  The Lesser General      

Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with      

the library.      

     

 We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it      

does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General      

Public License.  It also provides other free software developers Less      

of an advantage over competing non-free programs.  These disadvantages      

are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many      

libraries.  However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain      

special circumstances.      

     

 For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to      

encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it becomes      

a de-facto standard.  To achieve this, non-free programs must be      
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allowed to use the library.  A more frequent case is that a free      

library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries.  In this      

case, there is little to gain by limiting the free library to free      

software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.      

     

 In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free      

programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of      

free software.  For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in      

non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU      

operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating      

system.      

     

 Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the      

users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is      

linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run      

that program using a modified version of the Library.      

     

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and      

modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference between a      

"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library".  The      

former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must      

be combined with the library in order to run.      

     

		  GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE      

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION      

     

 0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other      

program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or      

other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of      

this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License").      

Each licensee is addressed as "you".      

     

 A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data      

prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs      

(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.      

     

 The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work      

which has been distributed under these terms.  A "work based on the      

Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under      

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a      

portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated      

straightforwardly into another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is      

included without limitation in the term "modification".)      

     

 "Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for      

making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means      

all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated      

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation      
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and installation of the library.      

     

 Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not      

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of      

running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from      

such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based      

on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for      

writing it).  Whether that is true depends on what the Library does      

and what the program that uses the Library does.      

       

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's      

complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that      

you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an      

appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact      

all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any      

warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the      

Library.      

     

 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,      

and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a      

fee.      

     

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion      

of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and      

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1      

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:      

     

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.      

     

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices      

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.      

     

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no      

   charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.      

     

   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a      

   table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses      

   the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility      

   is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,      

   in the event an application does not supply such function or      

   table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of      

   its purpose remains meaningful.      

     

   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has      

   a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the      

   application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any      

   application-supplied function or table used by this function must      

   be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square      
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   root function must still compute square roots.)      

     

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If      

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,      

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in      

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those      

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you      

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based      

on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of      

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the      

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote      

it.      

     

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest      

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to      

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or      

collective works based on the Library.      

     

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library      

with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of      

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under      

the scope of this License.      

     

 3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public      

License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library.  To do      

this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so      

that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,      

instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the      

ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify      

that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make any other change in      

these notices.      

     

 Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for      

that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all      

subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.      

     

 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of      

the Library into a program that is not a library.      

     

 4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or      

derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form      

under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany      

it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which      

must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a      

medium customarily used for software interchange.      

     

 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy      

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the      
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source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to      

distribute the source code, even though third parties are not      

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.      

     

 5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the      

Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or      

linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library".  Such a      

work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and      

therefore falls outside the scope of this License.      

     

 However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library      

creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it      

contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the      

library".  The executable is therefore covered by this License.      

Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.      

     

 When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file      

that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a      

derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.      

Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be      

linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library.  The      

threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.      

     

 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data      

structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline      

functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object      

file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative      

work.  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the      

Library will still fall under Section 6.)      

     

 Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may      

distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.      

Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,      

whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.      

     

 6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or      

link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a      

work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work      

under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit      

modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse      

engineering for debugging such modifications.      

     

 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the      

Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by      

this License.  You must supply a copy of this License.  If the work      

during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the      

copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference      

directing the user to the copy of this License.  Also, you must do one      
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of these things:      

     

   a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding      

   machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever      

   changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under      

   Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked      

   with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that      

   uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the      

   user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified      

   executable containing the modified Library.  (It is understood      

   that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the      

   Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application      

   to use the modified definitions.)      

     

   b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the      

   Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a      

   copy of the library already present on the user's computer system,      

   rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2)      

   will operate properly with a modified version of the library, if      

   the user installs one, as long as the modified version is      

   interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.      

     

   c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at      

   least three years, to give the same user the materials      

   specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more      

   than the cost of performing this distribution.      

     

   d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy      

   from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above      

   specified materials from the same place.      

     

   e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these      

   materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.      

     

 For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the      

Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for      

reproducing the executable from it.  However, as a special exception,      

the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is      

normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major      

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on      

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies      

the executable.      

     

 It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license      

restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally      

accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot      

use both them and the Library together in an executable that you      

distribute.      
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 7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the      

Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library      

facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined      

library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on      

the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise      

permitted, and provided that you do these two things:      

     

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work      

   based on the Library, uncombined with any other library      

   facilities.  This must be distributed under the terms of the      

   Sections above.      

     

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact      

   that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining      

   where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.      

     

 8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute      

the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any      

attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or      

distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your      

rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,      

or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses      

terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.      

     

 9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not      

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or      

distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are      

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by      

modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the      

Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and      

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying      

the Library or works based on it.      

     

 10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the      

Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the      

original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library      

subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further      

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.      

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with      

this License.      

     

 11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent      

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),      

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or      

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not      

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot      

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this      
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License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you      

may not distribute the Library at all.  For example, if a patent      

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by      

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then      

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to      

refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.      

     

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any      

particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply,      

and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.      

     

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any      

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any      

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the      

integrity of the free software distribution system which is      

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made      

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed      

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that      

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing      

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot      

impose that choice.      

     

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to      

be a consequence of the rest of this License.      

     

 12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in      

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the      

original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add      

an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries,      

so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus      

excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if      

written in the body of this License.      

     

 13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new      

versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time.      

Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,      

but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.      

     

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library      

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and      

"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and      

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by      

the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a      

license version number, you may choose any version ever published by      

the Free Software Foundation.      

     

 14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free      

programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,      
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write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is      

copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free      

Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.  Our      

decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status      

of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing      

and reuse of software generally.      

     

			    NO WARRANTY      

     

 15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO      

WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.      

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR      

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY      

KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE      

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR      

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE      

LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME      

THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.      

     

 16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN      

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY      

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU      

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR      

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE      

LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING      

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A      

FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF      

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH      

DAMAGES.      

     

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS      

     

          How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries      

     

 If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest      

possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that      

everyone can redistribute and change.  You can do so by permitting      

redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the      

ordinary General Public License).      

     

 To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library.  It is      

safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively      

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the      

"copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.      

     

   <one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>      

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>      
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   This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or      

   modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public      

   License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either      

   version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.      

     

   This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,      

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of      

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU      

   Lesser General Public License for more details.      

     

   You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public      

   License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software      

   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA      

     

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.      

     

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your      

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if      

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:      

     

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the      

 library 'Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.      

     

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990      

 Ty Coon, President of Vice      

     

That's all there is to it!

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1.255 javax-ws-rs-api 2.0-m10 
1.255.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*
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* DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS HEADER.

*

* Copyright (c) 2011-2012 Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

*

* The contents of this file are subject to the terms of either the GNU

* General Public License Version 2 only ("GPL") or the Common Development

* and Distribution License("CDDL") (collectively, the "License").  You

* may not use this file except in compliance with the License.  You can

* obtain a copy of the License at

* http://glassfish.java.net/public/CDDL+GPL_1_1.html

* or packager/legal/LICENSE.txt.  See the License for the specific

* language governing permissions and limitations under the License.

*

* When distributing the software, include this License Header Notice in each

* file and include the License file at packager/legal/LICENSE.txt.

*

* GPL Classpath Exception:

* Oracle designates this particular file as subject to the "Classpath"

* exception as provided by Oracle in the GPL Version 2 section of the License

* file that accompanied this code.

*

* Modifications:

* If applicable, add the following below the License Header, with the fields

* enclosed by brackets [] replaced by your own identifying information:

* "Portions Copyright [year] [name of copyright owner]"

*

* Contributor(s):

* If you wish your version of this file to be governed by only the CDDL or

* only the GPL Version 2, indicate your decision by adding "[Contributor]

* elects to include this software in this distribution under the [CDDL or GPL

* Version 2] license."  If you don't indicate a single choice of license, a

* recipient has the option to distribute your version of this file under

* either the CDDL, the GPL Version 2 or to extend the choice of license to

* its licensees as provided above.  However, if you add GPL Version 2 code

* and therefore, elected the GPL Version 2 license, then the option applies

* only if the new code is made subject to such option by the copyright

* holder.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676684_1654022867.5005686/0/javax-ws-rs-api-2-0-m10-sources-1-

jar/javax/ws/rs/core/Form.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676684_1654022867.5005686/0/javax-ws-rs-api-2-0-m10-sources-1-

jar/javax/ws/rs/client/Client.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676684_1654022867.5005686/0/javax-ws-rs-api-2-0-m10-sources-1-

jar/javax/ws/rs/client/WebTarget.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676684_1654022867.5005686/0/javax-ws-rs-api-2-0-m10-sources-1-

jar/javax/ws/rs/Uri.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1110676684_1654022867.5005686/0/javax-ws-rs-api-2-0-m10-sources-1-

jar/javax/ws/rs/client/SyncInvoker.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676684_1654022867.5005686/0/javax-ws-rs-api-2-0-m10-sources-1-

jar/javax/ws/rs/ext/ReaderInterceptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676684_1654022867.5005686/0/javax-ws-rs-api-2-0-m10-sources-1-

jar/javax/ws/rs/client/Entity.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676684_1654022867.5005686/0/javax-ws-rs-api-2-0-m10-sources-1-

jar/javax/ws/rs/NameBinding.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676684_1654022867.5005686/0/javax-ws-rs-api-2-0-m10-sources-1-

jar/javax/ws/rs/client/ClientFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676684_1654022867.5005686/0/javax-ws-rs-api-2-0-m10-sources-1-

jar/javax/ws/rs/MessageProcessingException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676684_1654022867.5005686/0/javax-ws-rs-api-2-0-m10-sources-1-

jar/javax/ws/rs/ext/InterceptorContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676684_1654022867.5005686/0/javax-ws-rs-api-2-0-m10-sources-1-

jar/javax/ws/rs/core/Feature.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676684_1654022867.5005686/0/javax-ws-rs-api-2-0-m10-sources-1-

jar/javax/ws/rs/ext/WriterInterceptorContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676684_1654022867.5005686/0/javax-ws-rs-api-2-0-m10-sources-1-

jar/javax/ws/rs/BindingPriority.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676684_1654022867.5005686/0/javax-ws-rs-api-2-0-m10-sources-1-

jar/javax/ws/rs/ext/WriterInterceptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676684_1654022867.5005686/0/javax-ws-rs-api-2-0-m10-sources-1-

jar/javax/ws/rs/container/ResourceInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676684_1654022867.5005686/0/javax-ws-rs-api-2-0-m10-sources-1-

jar/javax/ws/rs/client/AsyncInvoker.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676684_1654022867.5005686/0/javax-ws-rs-api-2-0-m10-sources-1-

jar/javax/ws/rs/client/Invocation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676684_1654022867.5005686/0/javax-ws-rs-api-2-0-m10-sources-1-

jar/javax/ws/rs/client/InvocationCallback.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676684_1654022867.5005686/0/javax-ws-rs-api-2-0-m10-sources-1-

jar/javax/ws/rs/core/MultivaluedHashMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676684_1654022867.5005686/0/javax-ws-rs-api-2-0-m10-sources-1-

jar/javax/ws/rs/ext/ReaderInterceptorContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676684_1654022867.5005686/0/javax-ws-rs-api-2-0-m10-sources-1-

jar/javax/ws/rs/container/DynamicFeature.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676684_1654022867.5005686/0/javax-ws-rs-api-2-0-m10-sources-1-

jar/javax/ws/rs/client/Configuration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676684_1654022867.5005686/0/javax-ws-rs-api-2-0-m10-sources-1-

jar/javax/ws/rs/core/Link.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676684_1654022867.5005686/0/javax-ws-rs-api-2-0-m10-sources-1-

jar/javax/ws/rs/client/ClientException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676684_1654022867.5005686/0/javax-ws-rs-api-2-0-m10-sources-1-

jar/javax/ws/rs/client/package-info.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS HEADER.
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*

* Copyright (c) 2012 Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

*

* The contents of this file are subject to the terms of either the GNU

* General Public License Version 2 only ("GPL") or the Common Development

* and Distribution License("CDDL") (collectively, the "License").  You

* may not use this file except in compliance with the License.  You can

* obtain a copy of the License at

* http://glassfish.java.net/public/CDDL+GPL_1_1.html

* or packager/legal/LICENSE.txt.  See the License for the specific

* language governing permissions and limitations under the License.

*

* When distributing the software, include this License Header Notice in each

* file and include the License file at packager/legal/LICENSE.txt.

*

* GPL Classpath Exception:

* Oracle designates this particular file as subject to the "Classpath"

* exception as provided by Oracle in the GPL Version 2 section of the License

* file that accompanied this code.

*

* Modifications:

* If applicable, add the following below the License Header, with the fields

* enclosed by brackets [] replaced by your own identifying information:

* "Portions Copyright [year] [name of copyright owner]"

*

* Contributor(s):

* If you wish your version of this file to be governed by only the CDDL or

* only the GPL Version 2, indicate your decision by adding "[Contributor]

* elects to include this software in this distribution under the [CDDL or GPL

* Version 2] license."  If you don't indicate a single choice of license, a

* recipient has the option to distribute your version of this file under

* either the CDDL, the GPL Version 2 or to extend the choice of license to

* its licensees as provided above.  However, if you add GPL Version 2 code

* and therefore, elected the GPL Version 2 license, then the option applies

* only if the new code is made subject to such option by the copyright

* holder.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676684_1654022867.5005686/0/javax-ws-rs-api-2-0-m10-sources-1-

jar/javax/ws/rs/BeanParam.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676684_1654022867.5005686/0/javax-ws-rs-api-2-0-m10-sources-1-

jar/javax/ws/rs/BadRequestException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676684_1654022867.5005686/0/javax-ws-rs-api-2-0-m10-sources-1-

jar/javax/ws/rs/ServerErrorException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676684_1654022867.5005686/0/javax-ws-rs-api-2-0-m10-sources-1-

jar/javax/ws/rs/client/ClientResponseContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676684_1654022867.5005686/0/javax-ws-rs-api-2-0-m10-sources-1-
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jar/javax/ws/rs/container/ContainerResponseFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676684_1654022867.5005686/0/javax-ws-rs-api-2-0-m10-sources-1-

jar/javax/ws/rs/client/ClientResponseFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676684_1654022867.5005686/0/javax-ws-rs-api-2-0-m10-sources-1-

jar/javax/ws/rs/NotAcceptableException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676684_1654022867.5005686/0/javax-ws-rs-api-2-0-m10-sources-1-

jar/javax/ws/rs/NotAuthorizedException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676684_1654022867.5005686/0/javax-ws-rs-api-2-0-m10-sources-1-

jar/javax/ws/rs/ValidationError.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676684_1654022867.5005686/0/javax-ws-rs-api-2-0-m10-sources-1-

jar/javax/ws/rs/RedirectionException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676684_1654022867.5005686/0/javax-ws-rs-api-2-0-m10-sources-1-

jar/javax/ws/rs/container/CompletionCallback.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676684_1654022867.5005686/0/javax-ws-rs-api-2-0-m10-sources-1-

jar/javax/ws/rs/core/Configurable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676684_1654022867.5005686/0/javax-ws-rs-api-2-0-m10-sources-1-

jar/javax/ws/rs/container/Suspended.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676684_1654022867.5005686/0/javax-ws-rs-api-2-0-m10-sources-1-

jar/javax/ws/rs/ext/ParamConverterProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676684_1654022867.5005686/0/javax-ws-rs-api-2-0-m10-sources-1-

jar/javax/ws/rs/container/ConnectionCallback.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676684_1654022867.5005686/0/javax-ws-rs-api-2-0-m10-sources-1-

jar/javax/ws/rs/NotAllowedException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676684_1654022867.5005686/0/javax-ws-rs-api-2-0-m10-sources-1-

jar/javax/ws/rs/ext/ParamConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676684_1654022867.5005686/0/javax-ws-rs-api-2-0-m10-sources-1-

jar/javax/ws/rs/container/AsyncResponse.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676684_1654022867.5005686/0/javax-ws-rs-api-2-0-m10-sources-1-

jar/javax/ws/rs/container/ResourceContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676684_1654022867.5005686/0/javax-ws-rs-api-2-0-m10-sources-1-

jar/javax/ws/rs/InternalServerErrorException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676684_1654022867.5005686/0/javax-ws-rs-api-2-0-m10-sources-1-

jar/javax/ws/rs/container/TimeoutHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676684_1654022867.5005686/0/javax-ws-rs-api-2-0-m10-sources-1-

jar/javax/ws/rs/container/ResumeCallback.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676684_1654022867.5005686/0/javax-ws-rs-api-2-0-m10-sources-1-

jar/javax/ws/rs/ServiceUnavailableException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676684_1654022867.5005686/0/javax-ws-rs-api-2-0-m10-sources-1-

jar/javax/ws/rs/ClientErrorException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676684_1654022867.5005686/0/javax-ws-rs-api-2-0-m10-sources-1-

jar/javax/ws/rs/client/ClientRequestContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676684_1654022867.5005686/0/javax-ws-rs-api-2-0-m10-sources-1-

jar/javax/ws/rs/container/ContainerRequestFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676684_1654022867.5005686/0/javax-ws-rs-api-2-0-m10-sources-1-

jar/javax/ws/rs/client/ClientRequestFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676684_1654022867.5005686/0/javax-ws-rs-api-2-0-m10-sources-1-

jar/javax/ws/rs/container/ContainerResponseContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676684_1654022867.5005686/0/javax-ws-rs-api-2-0-m10-sources-1-
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jar/javax/ws/rs/core/AbstractMultivaluedMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676684_1654022867.5005686/0/javax-ws-rs-api-2-0-m10-sources-1-

jar/javax/ws/rs/container/PreMatching.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676684_1654022867.5005686/0/javax-ws-rs-api-2-0-m10-sources-1-

jar/javax/ws/rs/ConstrainedTo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676684_1654022867.5005686/0/javax-ws-rs-api-2-0-m10-sources-1-

jar/javax/ws/rs/NotFoundException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676684_1654022867.5005686/0/javax-ws-rs-api-2-0-m10-sources-1-

jar/javax/ws/rs/container/ContainerRequestContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676684_1654022867.5005686/0/javax-ws-rs-api-2-0-m10-sources-1-

jar/javax/ws/rs/container/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676684_1654022867.5005686/0/javax-ws-rs-api-2-0-m10-sources-1-

jar/javax/ws/rs/NotSupportedException.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS HEADER.

*

* Copyright (c) 2010-2012 Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

*

* The contents of this file are subject to the terms of either the GNU

* General Public License Version 2 only ("GPL") or the Common Development

* and Distribution License("CDDL") (collectively, the "License").  You

* may not use this file except in compliance with the License.  You can

* obtain a copy of the License at

* http://glassfish.java.net/public/CDDL+GPL_1_1.html

* or packager/legal/LICENSE.txt.  See the License for the specific

* language governing permissions and limitations under the License.

*

* When distributing the software, include this License Header Notice in each

* file and include the License file at packager/legal/LICENSE.txt.

*

* GPL Classpath Exception:

* Oracle designates this particular file as subject to the "Classpath"

* exception as provided by Oracle in the GPL Version 2 section of the License

* file that accompanied this code.

*

* Modifications:

* If applicable, add the following below the License Header, with the fields

* enclosed by brackets [] replaced by your own identifying information:

* "Portions Copyright [year] [name of copyright owner]"

*

* Contributor(s):

* If you wish your version of this file to be governed by only the CDDL or

* only the GPL Version 2, indicate your decision by adding "[Contributor]

* elects to include this software in this distribution under the [CDDL or GPL

* Version 2] license."  If you don't indicate a single choice of license, a

* recipient has the option to distribute your version of this file under
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* either the CDDL, the GPL Version 2 or to extend the choice of license to

* its licensees as provided above.  However, if you add GPL Version 2 code

* and therefore, elected the GPL Version 2 license, then the option applies

* only if the new code is made subject to such option by the copyright

* holder.

*

*

* This file incorporates work covered by the following copyright and

* permission notice:

*

* Copyright (C) 2006 Google Inc.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676684_1654022867.5005686/0/javax-ws-rs-api-2-0-m10-sources-1-

jar/javax/ws/rs/core/GenericEntity.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS HEADER.

*

* Copyright (c) 2010-2012 Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

*

* The contents of this file are subject to the terms of either the GNU

* General Public License Version 2 only ("GPL") or the Common Development

* and Distribution License("CDDL") (collectively, the "License").  You

* may not use this file except in compliance with the License.  You can

* obtain a copy of the License at

* http://glassfish.java.net/public/CDDL+GPL_1_1.html

* or packager/legal/LICENSE.txt.  See the License for the specific

* language governing permissions and limitations under the License.

*

* When distributing the software, include this License Header Notice in each

* file and include the License file at packager/legal/LICENSE.txt.

*

* GPL Classpath Exception:
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* Oracle designates this particular file as subject to the "Classpath"

* exception as provided by Oracle in the GPL Version 2 section of the License

* file that accompanied this code.

*

* Modifications:

* If applicable, add the following below the License Header, with the fields

* enclosed by brackets [] replaced by your own identifying information:

* "Portions Copyright [year] [name of copyright owner]"

*

* Contributor(s):

* If you wish your version of this file to be governed by only the CDDL or

* only the GPL Version 2, indicate your decision by adding "[Contributor]

* elects to include this software in this distribution under the [CDDL or GPL

* Version 2] license."  If you don't indicate a single choice of license, a

* recipient has the option to distribute your version of this file under

* either the CDDL, the GPL Version 2 or to extend the choice of license to

* its licensees as provided above.  However, if you add GPL Version 2 code

* and therefore, elected the GPL Version 2 license, then the option applies

* only if the new code is made subject to such option by the copyright

* holder.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676684_1654022867.5005686/0/javax-ws-rs-api-2-0-m10-sources-1-

jar/javax/ws/rs/QueryParam.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676684_1654022867.5005686/0/javax-ws-rs-api-2-0-m10-sources-1-

jar/javax/ws/rs/ext/ContextResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676684_1654022867.5005686/0/javax-ws-rs-api-2-0-m10-sources-1-

jar/javax/ws/rs/PathParam.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676684_1654022867.5005686/0/javax-ws-rs-api-2-0-m10-sources-1-

jar/javax/ws/rs/POST.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676684_1654022867.5005686/0/javax-ws-rs-api-2-0-m10-sources-1-

jar/javax/ws/rs/core/UriInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676684_1654022867.5005686/0/javax-ws-rs-api-2-0-m10-sources-1-

jar/javax/ws/rs/CookieParam.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676684_1654022867.5005686/0/javax-ws-rs-api-2-0-m10-sources-1-

jar/javax/ws/rs/core/GenericType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676684_1654022867.5005686/0/javax-ws-rs-api-2-0-m10-sources-1-

jar/javax/ws/rs/ext/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676684_1654022867.5005686/0/javax-ws-rs-api-2-0-m10-sources-1-

jar/javax/ws/rs/core/Cookie.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676684_1654022867.5005686/0/javax-ws-rs-api-2-0-m10-sources-1-

jar/javax/ws/rs/ext/ExceptionMapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676684_1654022867.5005686/0/javax-ws-rs-api-2-0-m10-sources-1-

jar/javax/ws/rs/core/MediaType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676684_1654022867.5005686/0/javax-ws-rs-api-2-0-m10-sources-1-

jar/javax/ws/rs/core/UriBuilderException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676684_1654022867.5005686/0/javax-ws-rs-api-2-0-m10-sources-1-
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jar/javax/ws/rs/ext/MessageBodyReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676684_1654022867.5005686/0/javax-ws-rs-api-2-0-m10-sources-1-

jar/javax/ws/rs/ext/RuntimeDelegate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676684_1654022867.5005686/0/javax-ws-rs-api-2-0-m10-sources-1-

jar/javax/ws/rs/DefaultValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676684_1654022867.5005686/0/javax-ws-rs-api-2-0-m10-sources-1-

jar/javax/ws/rs/Consumes.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676684_1654022867.5005686/0/javax-ws-rs-api-2-0-m10-sources-1-

jar/javax/ws/rs/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676684_1654022867.5005686/0/javax-ws-rs-api-2-0-m10-sources-1-

jar/javax/ws/rs/Encoded.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676684_1654022867.5005686/0/javax-ws-rs-api-2-0-m10-sources-1-

jar/javax/ws/rs/PUT.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676684_1654022867.5005686/0/javax-ws-rs-api-2-0-m10-sources-1-

jar/javax/ws/rs/ApplicationPath.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676684_1654022867.5005686/0/javax-ws-rs-api-2-0-m10-sources-1-

jar/javax/ws/rs/Path.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676684_1654022867.5005686/0/javax-ws-rs-api-2-0-m10-sources-1-

jar/javax/ws/rs/GET.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676684_1654022867.5005686/0/javax-ws-rs-api-2-0-m10-sources-1-

jar/javax/ws/rs/client/FactoryFinder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676684_1654022867.5005686/0/javax-ws-rs-api-2-0-m10-sources-1-

jar/javax/ws/rs/core/NewCookie.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676684_1654022867.5005686/0/javax-ws-rs-api-2-0-m10-sources-1-

jar/javax/ws/rs/core/SecurityContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676684_1654022867.5005686/0/javax-ws-rs-api-2-0-m10-sources-1-

jar/javax/ws/rs/core/UriBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676684_1654022867.5005686/0/javax-ws-rs-api-2-0-m10-sources-1-

jar/javax/ws/rs/WebApplicationException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676684_1654022867.5005686/0/javax-ws-rs-api-2-0-m10-sources-1-

jar/javax/ws/rs/core/Request.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676684_1654022867.5005686/0/javax-ws-rs-api-2-0-m10-sources-1-

jar/javax/ws/rs/HttpMethod.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676684_1654022867.5005686/0/javax-ws-rs-api-2-0-m10-sources-1-

jar/javax/ws/rs/core/MultivaluedMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676684_1654022867.5005686/0/javax-ws-rs-api-2-0-m10-sources-1-

jar/javax/ws/rs/core/StreamingOutput.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676684_1654022867.5005686/0/javax-ws-rs-api-2-0-m10-sources-1-

jar/javax/ws/rs/HeaderParam.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676684_1654022867.5005686/0/javax-ws-rs-api-2-0-m10-sources-1-

jar/javax/ws/rs/OPTIONS.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676684_1654022867.5005686/0/javax-ws-rs-api-2-0-m10-sources-1-

jar/javax/ws/rs/core/HttpHeaders.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676684_1654022867.5005686/0/javax-ws-rs-api-2-0-m10-sources-1-

jar/javax/ws/rs/core/Variant.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676684_1654022867.5005686/0/javax-ws-rs-api-2-0-m10-sources-1-

jar/javax/ws/rs/ext/Provider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676684_1654022867.5005686/0/javax-ws-rs-api-2-0-m10-sources-1-
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jar/javax/ws/rs/core/CacheControl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676684_1654022867.5005686/0/javax-ws-rs-api-2-0-m10-sources-1-

jar/javax/ws/rs/ext/FactoryFinder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676684_1654022867.5005686/0/javax-ws-rs-api-2-0-m10-sources-1-

jar/javax/ws/rs/core/PathSegment.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676684_1654022867.5005686/0/javax-ws-rs-api-2-0-m10-sources-1-

jar/javax/ws/rs/MatrixParam.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676684_1654022867.5005686/0/javax-ws-rs-api-2-0-m10-sources-1-

jar/javax/ws/rs/core/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676684_1654022867.5005686/0/javax-ws-rs-api-2-0-m10-sources-1-

jar/javax/ws/rs/ext/Providers.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676684_1654022867.5005686/0/javax-ws-rs-api-2-0-m10-sources-1-

jar/javax/ws/rs/DELETE.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676684_1654022867.5005686/0/javax-ws-rs-api-2-0-m10-sources-1-

jar/javax/ws/rs/core/Context.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676684_1654022867.5005686/0/javax-ws-rs-api-2-0-m10-sources-1-

jar/javax/ws/rs/ValidationException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676684_1654022867.5005686/0/javax-ws-rs-api-2-0-m10-sources-1-

jar/javax/ws/rs/FormParam.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676684_1654022867.5005686/0/javax-ws-rs-api-2-0-m10-sources-1-

jar/javax/ws/rs/HEAD.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676684_1654022867.5005686/0/javax-ws-rs-api-2-0-m10-sources-1-

jar/javax/ws/rs/core/EntityTag.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676684_1654022867.5005686/0/javax-ws-rs-api-2-0-m10-sources-1-

jar/javax/ws/rs/core/Application.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676684_1654022867.5005686/0/javax-ws-rs-api-2-0-m10-sources-1-

jar/javax/ws/rs/core/Response.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676684_1654022867.5005686/0/javax-ws-rs-api-2-0-m10-sources-1-

jar/javax/ws/rs/ext/MessageBodyWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676684_1654022867.5005686/0/javax-ws-rs-api-2-0-m10-sources-1-

jar/javax/ws/rs/Produces.java

 

1.256 jboss-as-deployment-scanner

7.3.0.Final-redhat-14 
1.256.1 Available under license : 

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '# This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it # under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as # published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of # the License, or (at your option) any later version. # This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, # but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of #

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU # Lesser General Public

License for more details. # You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it * under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as * published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of * the License, or (at your option) any later version. * This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of *
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MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU * Lesser General Public

License for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public'

 

1.257 jbossinterceptorsapi 1.0.1.Final 
1.257.1 Available under license : 

                                 Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the
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     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the
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     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.
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  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

1.258 spring-test 3.2.5.RELEASE 
1.258.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2009 the original author or authors.
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*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077227179_1596779686.87/0/spring-test-3-2-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/mock/web/portlet/MockEventRequest.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077227179_1596779686.87/0/spring-test-3-2-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/mock/web/portlet/MockPortletURL.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077227179_1596779686.87/0/spring-test-3-2-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/mock/web/portlet/MockMimeResponse.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077227179_1596779686.87/0/spring-test-3-2-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/mock/web/portlet/MockPortletPreferences.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077227179_1596779686.87/0/spring-test-3-2-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/mock/web/portlet/MockBaseURL.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077227179_1596779686.87/0/spring-test-3-2-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/mock/web/portlet/MockActionResponse.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077227179_1596779686.87/0/spring-test-3-2-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/mock/web/portlet/MockEventResponse.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077227179_1596779686.87/0/spring-test-3-2-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/mock/web/portlet/MockResourceURL.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077227179_1596779686.87/0/spring-test-3-2-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/mock/web/MockJspWriter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077227179_1596779686.87/0/spring-test-3-2-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/mock/web/portlet/MockEvent.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077227179_1596779686.87/0/spring-test-3-2-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/mock/web/portlet/MockPortalContext.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077227179_1596779686.87/0/spring-test-3-2-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/mock/web/portlet/MockRenderResponse.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077227179_1596779686.87/0/spring-test-3-2-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/mock/web/portlet/MockResourceResponse.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077227179_1596779686.87/0/spring-test-3-2-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/mock/web/portlet/MockRenderRequest.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077227179_1596779686.87/0/spring-test-3-2-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/mock/web/portlet/MockResourceRequest.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077227179_1596779686.87/0/spring-test-3-2-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/mock/web/portlet/MockClientDataRequest.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077227179_1596779686.87/0/spring-test-3-2-5-release-sources-1-
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jar/org/springframework/mock/web/portlet/MockActionRequest.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077227179_1596779686.87/0/spring-test-3-2-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/mock/web/MockServletConfig.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077227179_1596779686.87/0/spring-test-3-2-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/mock/web/portlet/MockPortletRequestDispatcher.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077227179_1596779686.87/0/spring-test-3-2-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/mock/web/portlet/MockStateAwareResponse.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077227179_1596779686.87/0/spring-test-3-2-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/mock/web/portlet/MockCacheControl.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077227179_1596779686.87/0/spring-test-3-2-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/mock/web/portlet/ServletWrappingPortletContext.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077227179_1596779686.87/0/spring-test-3-2-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/mock/web/portlet/MockPortletResponse.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077227179_1596779686.87/0/spring-test-3-2-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/mock/web/MockFilterConfig.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077227179_1596779686.87/0/spring-test-3-2-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/mock/web/MockBodyContent.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077227179_1596779686.87/0/spring-test-3-2-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/mock/web/PassThroughFilterChain.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2012 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077227179_1596779686.87/0/spring-test-3-2-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/test/context/junit4/statements/SpringRepeat.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077227179_1596779686.87/0/spring-test-3-2-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/test/jpa/OrmXmlOverridingShadowingClassLoader.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077227179_1596779686.87/0/spring-test-3-2-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/mock/web/DelegatingServletInputStream.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077227179_1596779686.87/0/spring-test-3-2-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/test/context/junit4/AbstractTransactionalJUnit4SpringContextTests.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077227179_1596779686.87/0/spring-test-3-2-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/test/web/servlet/result/HeaderResultMatchers.java
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* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077227179_1596779686.87/0/spring-test-3-2-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/mock/web/MockExpressionEvaluator.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077227179_1596779686.87/0/spring-test-3-2-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/test/context/support/AnnotationConfigContextLoaderUtils.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077227179_1596779686.87/0/spring-test-3-2-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/test/web/servlet/setup/package-info.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077227179_1596779686.87/0/spring-test-3-2-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/test/util/MatcherAssertionErrors.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077227179_1596779686.87/0/spring-test-3-2-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/test/web/client/RequestMatcherClientHttpRequest.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077227179_1596779686.87/0/spring-test-3-2-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/test/annotation/NotTransactional.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077227179_1596779686.87/0/spring-test-3-2-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/mock/web/MockFilterChain.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077227179_1596779686.87/0/spring-test-3-2-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/test/web/servlet/result/JsonPathResultMatchers.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077227179_1596779686.87/0/spring-test-3-2-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/test/web/servlet/setup/MockMvcBuilders.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077227179_1596779686.87/0/spring-test-3-2-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/test/context/transaction/TransactionConfiguration.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077227179_1596779686.87/0/spring-test-3-2-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/test/web/client/response/MockRestResponseCreators.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077227179_1596779686.87/0/spring-test-3-2-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/mock/http/client/MockClientHttpRequest.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077227179_1596779686.87/0/spring-test-3-2-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/test/context/testng/AbstractTestNGSpringContextTests.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077227179_1596779686.87/0/spring-test-3-2-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/mock/jndi/ExpectedLookupTemplate.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077227179_1596779686.87/0/spring-test-3-2-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/test/AbstractTransactionalDataSourceSpringContextTests.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077227179_1596779686.87/0/spring-test-3-2-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/test/AbstractTransactionalSpringContextTests.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077227179_1596779686.87/0/spring-test-3-2-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/mock/env/MockPropertySource.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077227179_1596779686.87/0/spring-test-3-2-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/test/web/servlet/request/MockMultipartHttpServletRequestBuilder.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077227179_1596779686.87/0/spring-test-3-2-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/test/util/ReflectionTestUtils.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077227179_1596779686.87/0/spring-test-3-2-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/test/context/junit4/SpringJUnit4ClassRunner.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077227179_1596779686.87/0/spring-test-3-2-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/test/web/servlet/request/Servlet3MockMultipartHttpServletRequest.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077227179_1596779686.87/0/spring-test-3-2-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/test/util/XpathExpectationsHelper.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077227179_1596779686.87/0/spring-test-3-2-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/mock/web/MockRequestDispatcher.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077227179_1596779686.87/0/spring-test-3-2-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/test/web/servlet/MockMvcBuilder.java
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* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077227179_1596779686.87/0/spring-test-3-2-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/test/web/client/response/package-info.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077227179_1596779686.87/0/spring-test-3-2-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/test/context/web/GenericXmlWebContextLoader.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077227179_1596779686.87/0/spring-test-3-2-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/test/web/client/match/JsonPathRequestMatchers.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077227179_1596779686.87/0/spring-test-3-2-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/test/context/testng/AbstractTransactionalTestNGSpringContextTests.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077227179_1596779686.87/0/spring-test-3-2-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/test/web/servlet/result/ViewResultMatchers.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077227179_1596779686.87/0/spring-test-3-2-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/test/web/servlet/result/MockMvcResultHandlers.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077227179_1596779686.87/0/spring-test-3-2-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/test/web/servlet/result/FlashAttributeResultMatchers.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077227179_1596779686.87/0/spring-test-3-2-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/test/context/web/AnnotationConfigWebContextLoader.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077227179_1596779686.87/0/spring-test-3-2-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/test/web/servlet/request/MockHttpServletRequestBuilder.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077227179_1596779686.87/0/spring-test-3-2-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/test/web/servlet/request/Servlet3MockHttpServletRequest.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077227179_1596779686.87/0/spring-test-3-2-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/test/web/client/MockMvcClientHttpRequestFactory.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077227179_1596779686.87/0/spring-test-3-2-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/test/util/AssertionErrors.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077227179_1596779686.87/0/spring-test-3-2-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/test/web/servlet/ResultActions.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077227179_1596779686.87/0/spring-test-3-2-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/test/web/client/match/MockRestRequestMatchers.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077227179_1596779686.87/0/spring-test-3-2-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/test/context/support/AnnotationConfigContextLoader.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077227179_1596779686.87/0/spring-test-3-2-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/test/context/transaction/AfterTransaction.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077227179_1596779686.87/0/spring-test-3-2-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/mock/http/client/MockClientHttpResponse.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077227179_1596779686.87/0/spring-test-3-2-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/test/AbstractSingleSpringContextTests.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077227179_1596779686.87/0/spring-test-3-2-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/test/web/ModelAndViewAssert.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077227179_1596779686.87/0/spring-test-3-2-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/mock/jndi/SimpleNamingContext.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077227179_1596779686.87/0/spring-test-3-2-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/test/web/client/ResponseActions.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077227179_1596779686.87/0/spring-test-3-2-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/test/web/servlet/result/HandlerResultMatchers.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077227179_1596779686.87/0/spring-test-3-2-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/test/annotation/Timed.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077227179_1596779686.87/0/spring-test-3-2-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/test/web/servlet/result/MockMvcResultMatchers.java
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* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077227179_1596779686.87/0/spring-test-3-2-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/test/context/web/WebDelegatingSmartContextLoader.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077227179_1596779686.87/0/spring-test-3-2-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/test/context/support/AbstractTestExecutionListener.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077227179_1596779686.87/0/spring-test-3-2-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/test/context/junit38/AbstractJUnit38SpringContextTests.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077227179_1596779686.87/0/spring-test-3-2-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/test/context/support/AbstractDelegatingSmartContextLoader.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077227179_1596779686.87/0/spring-test-3-2-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/test/web/servlet/result/StatusResultMatchers.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077227179_1596779686.87/0/spring-test-3-2-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/test/context/junit4/statements/RunAfterTestMethodCallbacks.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077227179_1596779686.87/0/spring-test-3-2-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/mock/web/portlet/MockPortletConfig.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077227179_1596779686.87/0/spring-test-3-2-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/test/web/servlet/ResultMatcher.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077227179_1596779686.87/0/spring-test-3-2-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/test/annotation/ExpectedException.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077227179_1596779686.87/0/spring-test-3-2-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/test/jdbc/SimpleJdbcTestUtils.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077227179_1596779686.87/0/spring-test-3-2-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/test/context/junit4/statements/RunBeforeTestClassCallbacks.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077227179_1596779686.87/0/spring-test-3-2-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/test/context/web/WebAppConfiguration.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077227179_1596779686.87/0/spring-test-3-2-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/test/context/support/GenericXmlContextLoader.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077227179_1596779686.87/0/spring-test-3-2-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/test/annotation/Repeat.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077227179_1596779686.87/0/spring-test-3-2-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/test/web/servlet/ResultHandler.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077227179_1596779686.87/0/spring-test-3-2-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/test/jpa/AbstractAspectjJpaTests.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077227179_1596779686.87/0/spring-test-3-2-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/test/web/client/RequestMatcher.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077227179_1596779686.87/0/spring-test-3-2-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/test/context/junit4/AbstractJUnit4SpringContextTests.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077227179_1596779686.87/0/spring-test-3-2-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/mock/http/package-info.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077227179_1596779686.87/0/spring-test-3-2-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/test/web/servlet/TestDispatcherServlet.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077227179_1596779686.87/0/spring-test-3-2-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/test/web/servlet/result/PrintingResultHandler.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077227179_1596779686.87/0/spring-test-3-2-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/test/web/client/MockRestServiceServer.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077227179_1596779686.87/0/spring-test-3-2-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/test/AbstractDependencyInjectionSpringContextTests.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077227179_1596779686.87/0/spring-test-3-2-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/mock/jndi/SimpleNamingContextBuilder.java
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* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077227179_1596779686.87/0/spring-test-3-2-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/mock/web/DelegatingServletOutputStream.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077227179_1596779686.87/0/spring-test-3-2-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/test/context/transaction/BeforeTransaction.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077227179_1596779686.87/0/spring-test-3-2-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/test/web/servlet/package-info.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077227179_1596779686.87/0/spring-test-3-2-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/test/context/junit38/AbstractTransactionalJUnit38SpringContextTests.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077227179_1596779686.87/0/spring-test-3-2-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/test/util/XmlExpectationsHelper.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077227179_1596779686.87/0/spring-test-3-2-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/test/web/servlet/request/MockAsyncContext.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077227179_1596779686.87/0/spring-test-3-2-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/test/web/client/package-info.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077227179_1596779686.87/0/spring-test-3-2-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/mock/web/HeaderValueHolder.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077227179_1596779686.87/0/spring-test-3-2-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/test/annotation/Rollback.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077227179_1596779686.87/0/spring-test-3-2-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/test/web/client/match/package-info.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077227179_1596779686.87/0/spring-test-3-2-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/test/web/servlet/request/package-info.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077227179_1596779686.87/0/spring-test-3-2-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/test/web/servlet/DefaultMvcResult.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077227179_1596779686.87/0/spring-test-3-2-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/mock/http/MockHttpInputMessage.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077227179_1596779686.87/0/spring-test-3-2-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/test/context/TestContextManager.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077227179_1596779686.87/0/spring-test-3-2-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/test/web/servlet/result/XpathResultMatchers.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077227179_1596779686.87/0/spring-test-3-2-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/test/context/support/AbstractContextLoader.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077227179_1596779686.87/0/spring-test-3-2-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/test/web/servlet/setup/StubWebApplicationContext.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077227179_1596779686.87/0/spring-test-3-2-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/test/web/client/match/XpathRequestMatchers.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077227179_1596779686.87/0/spring-test-3-2-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/test/util/JsonPathExpectationsHelper.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077227179_1596779686.87/0/spring-test-3-2-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/test/context/junit4/statements/SpringFailOnTimeout.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077227179_1596779686.87/0/spring-test-3-2-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/test/annotation/AbstractAnnotationAwareTransactionalTests.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077227179_1596779686.87/0/spring-test-3-2-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/test/context/support/GenericPropertiesContextLoader.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077227179_1596779686.87/0/spring-test-3-2-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/mock/http/MockHttpOutputMessage.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077227179_1596779686.87/0/spring-test-3-2-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/test/web/servlet/result/CookieResultMatchers.java
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* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077227179_1596779686.87/0/spring-test-3-2-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/test/context/junit4/statements/RunBeforeTestMethodCallbacks.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077227179_1596779686.87/0/spring-test-3-2-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/test/annotation/ProfileValueSource.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077227179_1596779686.87/0/spring-test-3-2-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/test/context/transaction/TransactionalTestExecutionListener.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077227179_1596779686.87/0/spring-test-3-2-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/test/context/junit4/statements/RunAfterTestClassCallbacks.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077227179_1596779686.87/0/spring-test-3-2-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/test/context/support/DependencyInjectionTestExecutionListener.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077227179_1596779686.87/0/spring-test-3-2-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/test/AbstractSpringContextTests.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077227179_1596779686.87/0/spring-test-3-2-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/mock/http/client/package-info.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077227179_1596779686.87/0/spring-test-3-2-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/test/annotation/ProfileValueUtils.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077227179_1596779686.87/0/spring-test-3-2-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/test/web/servlet/result/package-info.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077227179_1596779686.87/0/spring-test-3-2-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/test/annotation/IfProfileValue.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077227179_1596779686.87/0/spring-test-3-2-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/test/context/support/DelegatingSmartContextLoader.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077227179_1596779686.87/0/spring-test-3-2-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/test/web/client/response/DefaultResponseCreator.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077227179_1596779686.87/0/spring-test-3-2-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/test/context/ContextLoader.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077227179_1596779686.87/0/spring-test-3-2-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/test/web/AbstractModelAndViewTests.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077227179_1596779686.87/0/spring-test-3-2-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/mock/env/MockEnvironment.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077227179_1596779686.87/0/spring-test-3-2-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/test/annotation/ProfileValueSourceConfiguration.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077227179_1596779686.87/0/spring-test-3-2-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/test/web/client/ResponseCreator.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077227179_1596779686.87/0/spring-test-3-2-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/test/web/servlet/request/RequestPostProcessor.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077227179_1596779686.87/0/spring-test-3-2-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/test/AssertThrows.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077227179_1596779686.87/0/spring-test-3-2-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/test/web/servlet/result/RequestResultMatchers.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077227179_1596779686.87/0/spring-test-3-2-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/test/context/ActiveProfiles.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2013 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
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* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077227179_1596779686.87/0/spring-test-3-2-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/mock/web/MockHttpSession.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077227179_1596779686.87/0/spring-test-3-2-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/test/context/ContextHierarchy.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077227179_1596779686.87/0/spring-test-3-2-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/mock/web/MockHttpServletResponse.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077227179_1596779686.87/0/spring-test-3-2-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/test/web/servlet/result/ContentResultMatchers.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077227179_1596779686.87/0/spring-test-3-2-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/test/context/ContextLoaderUtils.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077227179_1596779686.87/0/spring-test-3-2-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/mock/web/MockHttpServletRequest.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077227179_1596779686.87/0/spring-test-3-2-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/test/web/servlet/setup/DefaultMockMvcBuilder.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077227179_1596779686.87/0/spring-test-3-2-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/test/web/servlet/request/MockMvcRequestBuilders.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077227179_1596779686.87/0/spring-test-3-2-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/test/web/servlet/setup/StandaloneMockMvcBuilder.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077227179_1596779686.87/0/spring-test-3-2-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/test/web/servlet/MockMvcBuilderSupport.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077227179_1596779686.87/0/spring-test-3-2-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/test/web/client/match/ContentRequestMatchers.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077227179_1596779686.87/0/spring-test-3-2-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/test/jdbc/JdbcTestUtils.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077227179_1596779686.87/0/spring-test-3-2-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/test/context/CacheAwareContextLoaderDelegate.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077227179_1596779686.87/0/spring-test-3-2-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/test/context/web/WebMergedContextConfiguration.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077227179_1596779686.87/0/spring-test-3-2-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/test/context/TestContext.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077227179_1596779686.87/0/spring-test-3-2-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/test/context/web/AbstractGenericWebContextLoader.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077227179_1596779686.87/0/spring-test-3-2-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/test/context/ContextConfigurationAttributes.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077227179_1596779686.87/0/spring-test-3-2-5-release-sources-1-
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jar/org/springframework/mock/web/portlet/MockPortletContext.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077227179_1596779686.87/0/spring-test-3-2-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/test/context/ContextCache.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077227179_1596779686.87/0/spring-test-3-2-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/mock/web/MockPageContext.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077227179_1596779686.87/0/spring-test-3-2-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/test/context/SmartContextLoader.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077227179_1596779686.87/0/spring-test-3-2-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/test/context/support/AbstractGenericContextLoader.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077227179_1596779686.87/0/spring-test-3-2-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/test/jpa/AbstractJpaTests.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077227179_1596779686.87/0/spring-test-3-2-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/test/context/MergedContextConfiguration.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077227179_1596779686.87/0/spring-test-3-2-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/test/context/support/DirtiesContextTestExecutionListener.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077227179_1596779686.87/0/spring-test-3-2-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/mock/web/MockServletContext.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077227179_1596779686.87/0/spring-test-3-2-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/test/context/web/ServletTestExecutionListener.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077227179_1596779686.87/0/spring-test-3-2-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/test/context/TestExecutionListener.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077227179_1596779686.87/0/spring-test-3-2-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/test/web/servlet/MockMvc.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077227179_1596779686.87/0/spring-test-3-2-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/mock/web/portlet/MockPortletRequest.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077227179_1596779686.87/0/spring-test-3-2-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/test/context/ContextConfiguration.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077227179_1596779686.87/0/spring-test-3-2-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/test/annotation/DirtiesContext.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077227179_1596779686.87/0/spring-test-3-2-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/test/context/TestExecutionListeners.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077227179_1596779686.87/0/spring-test-3-2-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/mock/web/portlet/MockPortletSession.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077227179_1596779686.87/0/spring-test-3-2-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/test/web/servlet/result/ModelResultMatchers.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2007 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
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* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077227179_1596779686.87/0/spring-test-3-2-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/test/annotation/SystemProfileValueSource.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077227179_1596779686.87/0/spring-test-3-2-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/test/ConditionalTestCase.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2008 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077227179_1596779686.87/0/spring-test-3-2-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/test/context/transaction/TransactionConfigurationAttributes.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2011 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077227179_1596779686.87/0/spring-test-3-2-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/mock/web/portlet/MockMultipartActionRequest.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077227179_1596779686.87/0/spring-test-3-2-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/mock/web/MockMultipartHttpServletRequest.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077227179_1596779686.87/0/spring-test-3-2-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/mock/web/MockMultipartFile.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2012 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

with

* the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License is distributed on

* an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

See the License for the

* specific language governing permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077227179_1596779686.87/0/spring-test-3-2-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/test/web/servlet/setup/PatternMappingFilterProxy.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2012 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License; Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing; software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS;

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND; either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077227179_1596779686.87/0/spring-test-3-2-5-release-sources-1-
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jar/org/springframework/test/web/servlet/MvcResult.java

 

1.259 jboss-remoting 3.2.14.GA 
1.259.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* JBoss, Home of Professional Open Source.

* Copyright 2010, Red Hat, Inc., and individual contributors

* as indicated by the @author tags. See the copyright.txt file in the

* distribution for a full listing of individual contributors.

*

* This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

* under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as

* published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2.1 of

* the License, or (at your option) any later version.

*

* This software is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

* but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

* MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU

* Lesser General Public License for more details.

*

* You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

* License along with this software; if not, write to the Free

* Software Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA

* 02110-1301 USA, or see the FSF site: http://www.fsf.org.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675690_1654022888.7858028/0/jboss-remoting-3-2-14-ga-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/remoting3/UnlockedReadHashMap.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* JBoss, Home of Professional Open Source

* Copyright 2012, JBoss Inc., and individual contributors as indicated

* by the @authors tag. See the copyright.txt in the distribution for a

* full listing of individual contributors.

*

* This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

* under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as

* published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2.1 of

* the License, or (at your option) any later version.

*

* This software is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

* but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of
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* MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU

* Lesser General Public License for more details.

*

* You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

* License along with this software; if not, write to the Free

* Software Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA

* 02110-1301 USA, or see the FSF site: http://www.fsf.org.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675690_1654022888.7858028/0/jboss-remoting-3-2-14-ga-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/remoting3/security/SimpleUserInfo.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* JBoss, Home of Professional Open Source

* Copyright 2011, JBoss Inc., and individual contributors as indicated

* by the @authors tag. See the copyright.txt in the distribution for a

* full listing of individual contributors.

*

* This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

* under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as

* published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2.1 of

* the License, or (at your option) any later version.

*

* This software is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

* but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

* MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU

* Lesser General Public License for more details.

*

* You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

* License along with this software; if not, write to the Free

* Software Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA

* 02110-1301 USA, or see the FSF site: http://www.fsf.org.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675690_1654022888.7858028/0/jboss-remoting-3-2-14-ga-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/remoting3/remote/ClientConnectionOpenListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675690_1654022888.7858028/0/jboss-remoting-3-2-14-ga-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/remoting3/remote/ExternalSaslServerFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675690_1654022888.7858028/0/jboss-remoting-3-2-14-ga-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/remoting3/ChannelBusyException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675690_1654022888.7858028/0/jboss-remoting-3-2-14-ga-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/remoting3/remote/ProtocolUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675690_1654022888.7858028/0/jboss-remoting-3-2-14-ga-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/remoting3/remote/RemoteConnection.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675690_1654022888.7858028/0/jboss-remoting-3-2-14-ga-sources-1-
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jar/org/jboss/remoting3/OpenListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675690_1654022888.7858028/0/jboss-remoting-3-2-14-ga-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/remoting3/LocalConnectionProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675690_1654022888.7858028/0/jboss-remoting-3-2-14-ga-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/remoting3/remote/Protocol.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675690_1654022888.7858028/0/jboss-remoting-3-2-14-ga-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/remoting3/Channel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675690_1654022888.7858028/0/jboss-remoting-3-2-14-ga-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/remoting3/remote/RemoteReadListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675690_1654022888.7858028/0/jboss-remoting-3-2-14-ga-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/remoting3/remote/RemoteConnectionChannel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675690_1654022888.7858028/0/jboss-remoting-3-2-14-ga-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/remoting3/remote/ExternalSaslServer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675690_1654022888.7858028/0/jboss-remoting-3-2-14-ga-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/remoting3/LocalChannel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675690_1654022888.7858028/0/jboss-remoting-3-2-14-ga-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/remoting3/remote/RemoteConnectionHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675690_1654022888.7858028/0/jboss-remoting-3-2-14-ga-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/remoting3/remote/RemoteLogger.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675690_1654022888.7858028/0/jboss-remoting-3-2-14-ga-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/remoting3/remote/OutboundMessage.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675690_1654022888.7858028/0/jboss-remoting-3-2-14-ga-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/remoting3/remote/InboundMessage.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* JBoss, Home of Professional Open Source

* Copyright 2010, JBoss Inc., and individual contributors as indicated

* by the @authors tag. See the copyright.txt in the distribution for a

* full listing of individual contributors.

*

* This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

* under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as

* published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2.1 of

* the License, or (at your option) any later version.

*

* This software is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

* but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

* MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU

* Lesser General Public License for more details.

*

* You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

* License along with this software; if not, write to the Free

* Software Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA

* 02110-1301 USA, or see the FSF site: http://www.fsf.org.

*/

 

Found in path(s):
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* /opt/cola/permits/1110675690_1654022888.7858028/0/jboss-remoting-3-2-14-ga-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/remoting3/RemoteInterruptedException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675690_1654022888.7858028/0/jboss-remoting-3-2-14-ga-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/remoting3/spi/ConnectionHandlerFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675690_1654022888.7858028/0/jboss-remoting-3-2-14-ga-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/remoting3/RemotingException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675690_1654022888.7858028/0/jboss-remoting-3-2-14-ga-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/remoting3/CloseHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675690_1654022888.7858028/0/jboss-remoting-3-2-14-ga-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/remoting3/ConnectionImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675690_1654022888.7858028/0/jboss-remoting-3-2-14-ga-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/remoting3/DuplicateRegistrationException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675690_1654022888.7858028/0/jboss-remoting-3-2-14-ga-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/remoting3/ServiceRegistrationException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675690_1654022888.7858028/0/jboss-remoting-3-2-14-ga-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/remoting3/spi/NetworkServerProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675690_1654022888.7858028/0/jboss-remoting-3-2-14-ga-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/remoting3/Endpoint.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675690_1654022888.7858028/0/jboss-remoting-3-2-14-ga-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/remoting3/security/RemotingPermission.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675690_1654022888.7858028/0/jboss-remoting-3-2-14-ga-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/remoting3/spi/AbstractHandleableCloseable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675690_1654022888.7858028/0/jboss-remoting-3-2-14-ga-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/remoting3/ServiceNotFoundException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675690_1654022888.7858028/0/jboss-remoting-3-2-14-ga-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/remoting3/EndpointImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675690_1654022888.7858028/0/jboss-remoting-3-2-14-ga-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/remoting3/spi/ConnectionProviderFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675690_1654022888.7858028/0/jboss-remoting-3-2-14-ga-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/remoting3/RemotingOptions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675690_1654022888.7858028/0/jboss-remoting-3-2-14-ga-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/remoting3/Attachments.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675690_1654022888.7858028/0/jboss-remoting-3-2-14-ga-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/remoting3/UnknownURISchemeException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675690_1654022888.7858028/0/jboss-remoting-3-2-14-ga-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/remoting3/spi/SpiUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675690_1654022888.7858028/0/jboss-remoting-3-2-14-ga-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/remoting3/spi/ConnectionProviderContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675690_1654022888.7858028/0/jboss-remoting-3-2-14-ga-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/remoting3/Remoting.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675690_1654022888.7858028/0/jboss-remoting-3-2-14-ga-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/remoting3/security/InetAddressPrincipal.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675690_1654022888.7858028/0/jboss-remoting-3-2-14-ga-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/remoting3/ServiceOpenException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675690_1654022888.7858028/0/jboss-remoting-3-2-14-ga-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/remoting3/security/SimpleServerAuthenticationProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675690_1654022888.7858028/0/jboss-remoting-3-2-14-ga-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/remoting3/NotOpenException.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1110675690_1654022888.7858028/0/jboss-remoting-3-2-14-ga-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/remoting3/spi/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675690_1654022888.7858028/0/jboss-remoting-3-2-14-ga-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/remoting3/Version.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675690_1654022888.7858028/0/jboss-remoting-3-2-14-ga-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/remoting3/Registration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675690_1654022888.7858028/0/jboss-remoting-3-2-14-ga-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/remoting3/security/ServerAuthenticationProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675690_1654022888.7858028/0/jboss-remoting-3-2-14-ga-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/remoting3/spi/ConnectionHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675690_1654022888.7858028/0/jboss-remoting-3-2-14-ga-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/remoting3/spi/ConnectionHandlerContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675690_1654022888.7858028/0/jboss-remoting-3-2-14-ga-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/remoting3/Connection.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675690_1654022888.7858028/0/jboss-remoting-3-2-14-ga-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/remoting3/spi/ConnectionProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675690_1654022888.7858028/0/jboss-remoting-3-2-14-ga-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/remoting3/HandleableCloseable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675690_1654022888.7858028/0/jboss-remoting-3-2-14-ga-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/remoting3/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675690_1654022888.7858028/0/jboss-remoting-3-2-14-ga-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/remoting3/security/PasswordClientCallbackHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675690_1654022888.7858028/0/jboss-remoting-3-2-14-ga-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/remoting3/Attachable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675690_1654022888.7858028/0/jboss-remoting-3-2-14-ga-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/remoting3/ProtocolException.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* JBoss, Home of Professional Open Source.

* Copyright 2011, Red Hat, Inc., and individual contributors

* as indicated by the @author tags. See the copyright.txt file in the

* distribution for a full listing of individual contributors.

*

* This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

* under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as

* published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2.1 of

* the License, or (at your option) any later version.

*

* This software is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

* but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

* MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU

* Lesser General Public License for more details.

*

* You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

* License along with this software; if not, write to the Free

* Software Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA

* 02110-1301 USA, or see the FSF site: http://www.fsf.org.
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*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675690_1654022888.7858028/0/jboss-remoting-3-2-14-ga-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/remoting3/UnlockedReadIdentityHashMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675690_1654022888.7858028/0/jboss-remoting-3-2-14-ga-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/remoting3/spi/ConnectionProviderDescriptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675690_1654022888.7858028/0/jboss-remoting-3-2-14-ga-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/remoting3/remote/RemoteConnectionProviderFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675690_1654022888.7858028/0/jboss-remoting-3-2-14-ga-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/remoting3/remote/Equaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675690_1654022888.7858028/0/jboss-remoting-3-2-14-ga-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/remoting3/MessageInputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675690_1654022888.7858028/0/jboss-remoting-3-2-14-ga-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/remoting3/MessageCancelledException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675690_1654022888.7858028/0/jboss-remoting-3-2-14-ga-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/remoting3/remote/ServerConnectionOpenListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675690_1654022888.7858028/0/jboss-remoting-3-2-14-ga-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/remoting3/remote/PendingChannel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675690_1654022888.7858028/0/jboss-remoting-3-2-14-ga-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/remoting3/MessageOutputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675690_1654022888.7858028/0/jboss-remoting-3-2-14-ga-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/remoting3/remote/RemoteConnectionProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675690_1654022888.7858028/0/jboss-remoting-3-2-14-ga-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/remoting3/security/UserPrincipal.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675690_1654022888.7858028/0/jboss-remoting-3-2-14-ga-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/remoting3/remote/IntIndexMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675690_1654022888.7858028/0/jboss-remoting-3-2-14-ga-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/remoting3/remote/IntIndexHashMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675690_1654022888.7858028/0/jboss-remoting-3-2-14-ga-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/remoting3/remote/RemoteAuthLogger.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675690_1654022888.7858028/0/jboss-remoting-3-2-14-ga-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/remoting3/remote/IntIndexer.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* JBoss, Home of Professional Open Source.

* Copyright 2012, Red Hat, Inc., and individual contributors

* as indicated by the @author tags. See the copyright.txt file in the

* distribution for a full listing of individual contributors.

*

* This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

* under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as

* published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2.1 of

* the License, or (at your option) any later version.

*

* This software is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

* but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of
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* MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU

* Lesser General Public License for more details.

*

* You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

* License along with this software; if not, write to the Free

* Software Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA

* 02110-1301 USA, or see the FSF site: http://www.fsf.org.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675690_1654022888.7858028/0/jboss-remoting-3-2-14-ga-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/remoting3/security/UserInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675690_1654022888.7858028/0/jboss-remoting-3-2-14-ga-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/remoting3/security/AuthorizingCallbackHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675690_1654022888.7858028/0/jboss-remoting-3-2-14-ga-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/remoting3/remote/RemoteConnectionProviderMXBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675690_1654022888.7858028/0/jboss-remoting-3-2-14-ga-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/remoting3/spi/RegisteredService.java

 

1.260 hikaricp-java7 2.4.13 
1.260.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2014 Brett Wooldridge

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1006740031_1651084572.34/0/hikaricp-java7-2-4-13-sources-

jar/com/zaxxer/hikari/pool/PoolEntry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1006740031_1651084572.34/0/hikaricp-java7-2-4-13-sources-

jar/com/zaxxer/hikari/metrics/dropwizard/CodahaleHealthChecker.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.
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/*

* Copyright (C) 2015 Brett Wooldridge

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1006740031_1651084572.34/0/hikaricp-java7-2-4-13-sources-

jar/com/zaxxer/hikari/util/ClockSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1006740031_1651084572.34/0/hikaricp-java7-2-4-13-sources-

jar/com/zaxxer/hikari/metrics/PoolStats.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2013 Brett Wooldridge

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1006740031_1651084572.34/0/hikaricp-java7-2-4-13-sources-

jar/com/zaxxer/hikari/hibernate/HikariConfigurationUtil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1006740031_1651084572.34/0/hikaricp-java7-2-4-13-sources-

jar/com/zaxxer/hikari/util/PropertyElf.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1006740031_1651084572.34/0/hikaricp-java7-2-4-13-sources-

jar/com/zaxxer/hikari/pool/ProxyPreparedStatement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1006740031_1651084572.34/0/hikaricp-java7-2-4-13-sources-

jar/com/zaxxer/hikari/util/UtilityElf.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1006740031_1651084572.34/0/hikaricp-java7-2-4-13-sources-

jar/com/zaxxer/hikari/hibernate/HikariConnectionProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1006740031_1651084572.34/0/hikaricp-java7-2-4-13-sources-

jar/com/zaxxer/hikari/pool/ProxyCallableStatement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1006740031_1651084572.34/0/hikaricp-java7-2-4-13-sources-

jar/com/zaxxer/hikari/HikariDataSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1006740031_1651084572.34/0/hikaricp-java7-2-4-13-sources-

jar/com/zaxxer/hikari/HikariConfigMXBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1006740031_1651084572.34/0/hikaricp-java7-2-4-13-sources-

jar/com/zaxxer/hikari/HikariPoolMXBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1006740031_1651084572.34/0/hikaricp-java7-2-4-13-sources-

jar/com/zaxxer/hikari/pool/ProxyStatement.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2013,2014 Brett Wooldridge

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1006740031_1651084572.34/0/hikaricp-java7-2-4-13-sources-

jar/com/zaxxer/hikari/HikariJNDIFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1006740031_1651084572.34/0/hikaricp-java7-2-4-13-sources-

jar/com/zaxxer/hikari/metrics/dropwizard/CodahaleMetricsTrackerFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1006740031_1651084572.34/0/hikaricp-java7-2-4-13-sources-

jar/com/zaxxer/hikari/pool/HikariPool.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1006740031_1651084572.34/0/hikaricp-java7-2-4-13-sources-

jar/com/zaxxer/hikari/metrics/MetricsTrackerFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1006740031_1651084572.34/0/hikaricp-java7-2-4-13-sources-

jar/com/zaxxer/hikari/metrics/dropwizard/CodaHaleMetricsTracker.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1006740031_1651084572.34/0/hikaricp-java7-2-4-13-sources-

jar/com/zaxxer/hikari/metrics/MetricsTracker.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2013, 2014 Brett Wooldridge

*
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* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1006740031_1651084572.34/0/hikaricp-java7-2-4-13-sources-

jar/com/zaxxer/hikari/metrics/prometheus/PrometheusMetricsTracker.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1006740031_1651084572.34/0/hikaricp-java7-2-4-13-sources-

jar/com/zaxxer/hikari/metrics/prometheus/HikariCPCollector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1006740031_1651084572.34/0/hikaricp-java7-2-4-13-sources-

jar/com/zaxxer/hikari/pool/PoolBase.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1006740031_1651084572.34/0/hikaricp-java7-2-4-13-sources-

jar/com/zaxxer/hikari/metrics/prometheus/PrometheusMetricsTrackerFactory.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2013, 2014 Brett Wooldridge

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1006740031_1651084572.34/0/hikaricp-java7-2-4-13-sources-

jar/com/zaxxer/hikari/pool/ProxyConnection.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1006740031_1651084572.34/0/hikaricp-java7-2-4-13-sources-

jar/com/zaxxer/hikari/util/ConcurrentBag.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1006740031_1651084572.34/0/hikaricp-java7-2-4-13-sources-

jar/com/zaxxer/hikari/util/DriverDataSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1006740031_1651084572.34/0/hikaricp-java7-2-4-13-sources-
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jar/com/zaxxer/hikari/pool/ProxyFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1006740031_1651084572.34/0/hikaricp-java7-2-4-13-sources-

jar/com/zaxxer/hikari/util/SuspendResumeLock.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1006740031_1651084572.34/0/hikaricp-java7-2-4-13-sources-

jar/com/zaxxer/hikari/HikariConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1006740031_1651084572.34/0/hikaricp-java7-2-4-13-sources-

jar/com/zaxxer/hikari/pool/ProxyResultSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1006740031_1651084572.34/0/hikaricp-java7-2-4-13-sources-

jar/com/zaxxer/hikari/util/FastList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1006740031_1651084572.34/0/hikaricp-java7-2-4-13-sources-

jar/com/zaxxer/hikari/pool/ProxyLeakTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1006740031_1651084572.34/0/hikaricp-java7-2-4-13-sources-

jar/com/zaxxer/hikari/util/JavassistProxyFactory.java

 

1.261 wildfly-core-security 7.3.0.Final-redhat-

14 
1.261.1 Available under license : 

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it * under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as * published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of * the License, or (at your option) any later version. * This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of *

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU * Lesser General Public

License for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public public DomainInfo

remove(Object key) {'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '# This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it # under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as # published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of # the License, or (at your option) any later version. # This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, # but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of #

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU # Lesser General Public

License for more details. # You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it * under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as * published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of * the License, or (at your option) any later version. * This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of *

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU * Lesser General Public

License for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '*  This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it *  under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as *  published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of *  the License, or (at your option) any later version. *  This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, *  but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of *

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU *  Lesser General Public

License for more details. *  You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public'
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1.262 klauspost-compress 1.11.2 
1.262.1 Available under license : 

Copyright (c) 2012 The Go Authors. All rights reserved.

Copyright (c) 2019 Klaus Post. All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

  * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

  * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer

in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

distribution.

  * Neither the name of Google Inc. nor the names of its

contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2015 Klaus Post

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,
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FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

Copyright (c) 2011 The Snappy-Go Authors. All rights reserved.

Copyright (c) 2019 Klaus Post. All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

  * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

  * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer

in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

distribution.

  * Neither the name of Google Inc. nor the names of its

contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Copyright (c) 2016 Caleb Spare

 

MIT License

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.
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THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

# This is the official list of people who can contribute

# (and typically have contributed) code to the Snappy-Go repository.

# The AUTHORS file lists the copyright holders; this file

# lists people.  For example, Google employees are listed here

# but not in AUTHORS, because Google holds the copyright.

#

# The submission process automatically checks to make sure

# that people submitting code are listed in this file (by email address).

#

# Names should be added to this file only after verifying that

# the individual or the individual's organization has agreed to

# the appropriate Contributor License Agreement, found here:

#

#     http://code.google.com/legal/individual-cla-v1.0.html

#     http://code.google.com/legal/corporate-cla-v1.0.html

#

# The agreement for individuals can be filled out on the web.

#

# When adding J Random Contributor's name to this file,

# either J's name or J's organization's name should be

# added to the AUTHORS file, depending on whether the

# individual or corporate CLA was used.

 

# Names should be added to this file like so:

#     Name <email address>

 

# Please keep the list sorted.

 

Damian Gryski <dgryski@gmail.com>

Jan Mercl <0xjnml@gmail.com>

Kai Backman <kaib@golang.org>

Marc-Antoine Ruel <maruel@chromium.org>

Nigel Tao <nigeltao@golang.org>

Rob Pike <r@golang.org>

Rodolfo Carvalho <rhcarvalho@gmail.com>

Russ Cox <rsc@golang.org>

Sebastien Binet <seb.binet@gmail.com>

Copyright (c) 2011 The Snappy-Go Authors. All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are
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met:

 

  * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

  * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer

in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

distribution.

  * Neither the name of Google Inc. nor the names of its

contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

1.263 jboss-logging 3.1.2.GA 
1.263.1 Available under license : 

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or
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     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,
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     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents
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         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.
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  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.264 spring-web-mvc 3.0.7.RELEASE 
1.264.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2011 the original author or authors.

*
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* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265415_1606891500.55/0/spring-webmvc-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/mvc/annotation/AnnotationMethodHandlerAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265415_1606891500.55/0/spring-webmvc-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/i18n/LocaleChangeInterceptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265415_1606891500.55/0/spring-webmvc-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/view/AbstractCachingViewResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265415_1606891500.55/0/spring-webmvc-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/view/json/MappingJacksonJsonView.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265415_1606891500.55/0/spring-webmvc-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/view/ContentNegotiatingViewResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265415_1606891500.55/0/spring-webmvc-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/mvc/annotation/ServletAnnotationMappingUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265415_1606891500.55/0/spring-webmvc-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/resource/ResourceHttpRequestHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265415_1606891500.55/0/spring-webmvc-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/view/RedirectView.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2007 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265415_1606891500.55/0/spring-webmvc-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/HandlerMapping.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265415_1606891500.55/0/spring-webmvc-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/mvc/AbstractFormController.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265415_1606891500.55/0/spring-webmvc-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/mvc/HttpRequestHandlerAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265415_1606891500.55/0/spring-webmvc-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/mvc/AbstractCommandController.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265415_1606891500.55/0/spring-webmvc-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/view/xslt/XsltViewResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265415_1606891500.55/0/spring-webmvc-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/tags/BindTag.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265415_1606891500.55/0/spring-webmvc-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/view/AbstractTemplateViewResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265415_1606891500.55/0/spring-webmvc-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/tags/TransformTag.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265415_1606891500.55/0/spring-webmvc-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/mvc/ServletWrappingController.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265415_1606891500.55/0/spring-webmvc-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/tags/form/PasswordInputTag.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265415_1606891500.55/0/spring-webmvc-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/tags/NestedPathTag.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265415_1606891500.55/0/spring-webmvc-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/mvc/SimpleControllerHandlerAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265415_1606891500.55/0/spring-webmvc-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/i18n/FixedLocaleResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265415_1606891500.55/0/spring-webmvc-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/tags/EditorAwareTag.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265415_1606891500.55/0/spring-webmvc-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/mvc/BaseCommandController.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265415_1606891500.55/0/spring-webmvc-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/i18n/CookieLocaleResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265415_1606891500.55/0/spring-webmvc-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/mvc/CancellableFormController.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265415_1606891500.55/0/spring-webmvc-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/theme/AbstractThemeResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265415_1606891500.55/0/spring-webmvc-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/mvc/AbstractWizardFormController.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265415_1606891500.55/0/spring-webmvc-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/mvc/SimpleFormController.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265415_1606891500.55/0/spring-webmvc-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/mvc/ParameterizableViewController.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265415_1606891500.55/0/spring-webmvc-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/mvc/AbstractUrlViewController.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265415_1606891500.55/0/spring-webmvc-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/mvc/AbstractController.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265415_1606891500.55/0/spring-webmvc-3-0-7-release-sources-1-
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jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/RequestToViewNameTranslator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265415_1606891500.55/0/spring-webmvc-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/i18n/AbstractLocaleResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265415_1606891500.55/0/spring-webmvc-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/mvc/ServletForwardingController.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2005 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265415_1606891500.55/0/spring-webmvc-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/tags/HtmlEscapeTag.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265415_1606891500.55/0/spring-webmvc-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/ThemeResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265415_1606891500.55/0/spring-webmvc-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/theme/CookieThemeResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265415_1606891500.55/0/spring-webmvc-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/theme/SessionThemeResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265415_1606891500.55/0/spring-webmvc-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/ModelAndViewDefiningException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265415_1606891500.55/0/spring-webmvc-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/view/velocity/VelocityConfig.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2006 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
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* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265415_1606891500.55/0/spring-webmvc-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/i18n/SessionLocaleResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265415_1606891500.55/0/spring-webmvc-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/LocaleResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265415_1606891500.55/0/spring-webmvc-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/i18n/AcceptHeaderLocaleResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265415_1606891500.55/0/spring-webmvc-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/view/BeanNameViewResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265415_1606891500.55/0/spring-webmvc-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/HandlerInterceptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265415_1606891500.55/0/spring-webmvc-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/view/velocity/VelocityLayoutViewResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265415_1606891500.55/0/spring-webmvc-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/theme/FixedThemeResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265415_1606891500.55/0/spring-webmvc-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/mvc/multiaction/MethodNameResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265415_1606891500.55/0/spring-webmvc-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/handler/HandlerInterceptorAdapter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2007 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265415_1606891500.55/0/spring-webmvc-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/view/xml/MarshallingView.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.
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/*

* Copyright 2002-2009 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265415_1606891500.55/0/spring-webmvc-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/ViewResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265415_1606891500.55/0/spring-webmvc-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/tags/ParamAware.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265415_1606891500.55/0/spring-webmvc-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/config/MvcNamespaceHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265415_1606891500.55/0/spring-webmvc-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/view/tiles2/TilesViewResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265415_1606891500.55/0/spring-webmvc-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/view/ResourceBundleViewResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265415_1606891500.55/0/spring-webmvc-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/support/RequestContextUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265415_1606891500.55/0/spring-webmvc-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/view/freemarker/FreeMarkerViewResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265415_1606891500.55/0/spring-webmvc-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/view/freemarker/FreeMarkerView.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265415_1606891500.55/0/spring-webmvc-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/view/UrlBasedViewResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265415_1606891500.55/0/spring-webmvc-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/view/velocity/VelocityView.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265415_1606891500.55/0/spring-webmvc-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/view/tiles2/TilesView.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265415_1606891500.55/0/spring-webmvc-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/mvc/annotation/ModelAndViewResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265415_1606891500.55/0/spring-webmvc-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/handler/SimpleMappingExceptionResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265415_1606891500.55/0/spring-webmvc-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/view/feed/AbstractRssFeedView.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265415_1606891500.55/0/spring-webmvc-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/view/tiles2/SpringLocaleResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265415_1606891500.55/0/spring-webmvc-3-0-7-release-sources-1-
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jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/view/XmlViewResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265415_1606891500.55/0/spring-webmvc-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/handler/AbstractHandlerMapping.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265415_1606891500.55/0/spring-webmvc-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/tags/UrlTag.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265415_1606891500.55/0/spring-webmvc-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/view/AbstractView.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265415_1606891500.55/0/spring-webmvc-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/handler/MappedInterceptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265415_1606891500.55/0/spring-webmvc-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/view/freemarker/FreeMarkerConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265415_1606891500.55/0/spring-webmvc-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/view/InternalResourceViewResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265415_1606891500.55/0/spring-webmvc-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/config/InterceptorsBeanDefinitionParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265415_1606891500.55/0/spring-webmvc-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/handler/AbstractDetectingUrlHandlerMapping.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265415_1606891500.55/0/spring-webmvc-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/view/AbstractTemplateView.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265415_1606891500.55/0/spring-webmvc-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/view/velocity/VelocityLayoutView.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265415_1606891500.55/0/spring-webmvc-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/view/tiles2/SimpleSpringPreparerFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265415_1606891500.55/0/spring-webmvc-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/view/AbstractUrlBasedView.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265415_1606891500.55/0/spring-webmvc-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/view/tiles2/SpringBeanPreparerFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265415_1606891500.55/0/spring-webmvc-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/view/json/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265415_1606891500.55/0/spring-webmvc-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/mvc/support/ControllerClassNameHandlerMapping.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265415_1606891500.55/0/spring-webmvc-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/view/tiles2/AbstractSpringPreparerFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265415_1606891500.55/0/spring-webmvc-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/view/document/AbstractExcelView.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265415_1606891500.55/0/spring-webmvc-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/view/velocity/VelocityViewResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265415_1606891500.55/0/spring-webmvc-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/view/freemarker/FreeMarkerConfigurer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265415_1606891500.55/0/spring-webmvc-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/tags/form/ValueFormatter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2008 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
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* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265415_1606891500.55/0/spring-webmvc-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/View.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265415_1606891500.55/0/spring-webmvc-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/tags/form/InputTag.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265415_1606891500.55/0/spring-webmvc-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/mvc/multiaction/NoSuchRequestHandlingMethodException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265415_1606891500.55/0/spring-webmvc-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/theme/ThemeChangeInterceptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265415_1606891500.55/0/spring-webmvc-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/tags/form/TagWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265415_1606891500.55/0/spring-webmvc-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/tags/form/CheckboxesTag.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265415_1606891500.55/0/spring-webmvc-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/view/document/AbstractPdfView.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265415_1606891500.55/0/spring-webmvc-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/tags/form/TagIdGenerator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265415_1606891500.55/0/spring-webmvc-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/support/BindStatus.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265415_1606891500.55/0/spring-webmvc-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/view/feed/AbstractFeedView.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265415_1606891500.55/0/spring-webmvc-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/tags/form/LabelTag.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265415_1606891500.55/0/spring-webmvc-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/tags/form/AbstractHtmlElementBodyTag.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265415_1606891500.55/0/spring-webmvc-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/tags/form/TextareaTag.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265415_1606891500.55/0/spring-webmvc-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/mvc/multiaction/PropertiesMethodNameResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265415_1606891500.55/0/spring-webmvc-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/view/document/AbstractJExcelView.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265415_1606891500.55/0/spring-webmvc-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/HandlerAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265415_1606891500.55/0/spring-webmvc-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/tags/form/RadioButtonTag.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265415_1606891500.55/0/spring-webmvc-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/support/JstlUtils.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1111265415_1606891500.55/0/spring-webmvc-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/handler/UserRoleAuthorizationInterceptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265415_1606891500.55/0/spring-webmvc-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/view/feed/AbstractAtomFeedView.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265415_1606891500.55/0/spring-webmvc-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/mvc/support/AnnotationControllerTypePredicate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265415_1606891500.55/0/spring-webmvc-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/mvc/multiaction/ParameterMethodNameResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265415_1606891500.55/0/spring-webmvc-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/mvc/LastModified.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265415_1606891500.55/0/spring-webmvc-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/view/document/AbstractPdfStamperView.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265415_1606891500.55/0/spring-webmvc-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/mvc/support/AbstractControllerUrlHandlerMapping.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265415_1606891500.55/0/spring-webmvc-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/view/velocity/VelocityConfigurer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265415_1606891500.55/0/spring-webmvc-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/ResourceServlet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265415_1606891500.55/0/spring-webmvc-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/view/JstlView.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265415_1606891500.55/0/spring-webmvc-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/view/jasperreports/AbstractJasperReportsSingleFormatView.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265415_1606891500.55/0/spring-webmvc-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/handler/SimpleServletPostProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265415_1606891500.55/0/spring-webmvc-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/mvc/support/ControllerTypePredicate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265415_1606891500.55/0/spring-webmvc-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/support/JspAwareRequestContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265415_1606891500.55/0/spring-webmvc-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/view/xslt/AbstractXsltView.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265415_1606891500.55/0/spring-webmvc-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/tags/form/OptionsTag.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265415_1606891500.55/0/spring-webmvc-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/HttpServletBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265415_1606891500.55/0/spring-webmvc-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/ViewRendererServlet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265415_1606891500.55/0/spring-webmvc-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/mvc/Controller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265415_1606891500.55/0/spring-webmvc-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/mvc/multiaction/MultiActionController.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265415_1606891500.55/0/spring-webmvc-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/mvc/multiaction/InternalPathMethodNameResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265415_1606891500.55/0/spring-webmvc-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/tags/BindErrorsTag.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265415_1606891500.55/0/spring-webmvc-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/mvc/multiaction/AbstractUrlMethodNameResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265415_1606891500.55/0/spring-webmvc-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/tags/MessageTag.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1111265415_1606891500.55/0/spring-webmvc-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/mvc/UrlFilenameViewController.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265415_1606891500.55/0/spring-webmvc-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/tags/form/CheckboxTag.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265415_1606891500.55/0/spring-webmvc-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/tags/ThemeTag.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265415_1606891500.55/0/spring-webmvc-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/tags/form/RadioButtonsTag.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265415_1606891500.55/0/spring-webmvc-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/mvc/support/ControllerBeanNameHandlerMapping.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2010 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265415_1606891500.55/0/spring-webmvc-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/view/InternalResourceView.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265415_1606891500.55/0/spring-webmvc-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/config/AbstractHttpRequestHandlerBeanDefinitionParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265415_1606891500.55/0/spring-webmvc-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/mvc/support/DefaultHandlerExceptionResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265415_1606891500.55/0/spring-webmvc-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/view/jasperreports/AbstractJasperReportsView.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265415_1606891500.55/0/spring-webmvc-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/support/RequestContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265415_1606891500.55/0/spring-webmvc-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/mvc/annotation/ResponseStatusExceptionResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265415_1606891500.55/0/spring-webmvc-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/tags/EvalTag.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265415_1606891500.55/0/spring-webmvc-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/handler/AbstractUrlHandlerMapping.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265415_1606891500.55/0/spring-webmvc-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/tags/form/AbstractSingleCheckedElementTag.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265415_1606891500.55/0/spring-webmvc-3-0-7-release-sources-1-
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jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/tags/HtmlEscapingAwareTag.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265415_1606891500.55/0/spring-webmvc-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/tags/form/AbstractHtmlInputElementTag.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265415_1606891500.55/0/spring-webmvc-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/handler/AbstractHandlerExceptionResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265415_1606891500.55/0/spring-webmvc-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/mvc/WebContentInterceptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265415_1606891500.55/0/spring-webmvc-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/tags/form/ErrorsTag.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265415_1606891500.55/0/spring-webmvc-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/view/DefaultRequestToViewNameTranslator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265415_1606891500.55/0/spring-webmvc-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/view/jasperreports/ConfigurableJasperReportsView.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265415_1606891500.55/0/spring-webmvc-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/view/velocity/VelocityToolboxView.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265415_1606891500.55/0/spring-webmvc-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/config/AnnotationDrivenBeanDefinitionParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265415_1606891500.55/0/spring-webmvc-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/handler/BeanNameUrlHandlerMapping.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265415_1606891500.55/0/spring-webmvc-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/tags/form/AbstractCheckedElementTag.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265415_1606891500.55/0/spring-webmvc-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/handler/SimpleUrlHandlerMapping.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265415_1606891500.55/0/spring-webmvc-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/tags/form/AbstractFormTag.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265415_1606891500.55/0/spring-webmvc-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/resource/DefaultServletHttpRequestHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265415_1606891500.55/0/spring-webmvc-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/tags/form/HiddenInputTag.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265415_1606891500.55/0/spring-webmvc-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/tags/form/SelectTag.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265415_1606891500.55/0/spring-webmvc-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/tags/RequestContextAwareTag.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265415_1606891500.55/0/spring-webmvc-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/view/tiles2/SpringTilesApplicationContextFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265415_1606891500.55/0/spring-webmvc-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/config/ResourcesBeanDefinitionParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265415_1606891500.55/0/spring-webmvc-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/view/tiles2/TilesConfigurer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265415_1606891500.55/0/spring-webmvc-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/handler/ConversionServiceExposingInterceptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265415_1606891500.55/0/spring-webmvc-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/mvc/annotation/DefaultAnnotationHandlerMapping.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265415_1606891500.55/0/spring-webmvc-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/DispatcherServlet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265415_1606891500.55/0/spring-webmvc-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/tags/form/FormTag.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265415_1606891500.55/0/spring-webmvc-3-0-7-release-sources-1-
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jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/config/DefaultServletHandlerBeanDefinitionParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265415_1606891500.55/0/spring-webmvc-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/handler/WebRequestHandlerInterceptorAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265415_1606891500.55/0/spring-webmvc-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/view/jasperreports/JasperReportsMultiFormatView.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265415_1606891500.55/0/spring-webmvc-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/tags/form/AbstractMultiCheckedElementTag.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265415_1606891500.55/0/spring-webmvc-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/view/jasperreports/JasperReportsViewResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265415_1606891500.55/0/spring-webmvc-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/tags/form/OptionTag.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265415_1606891500.55/0/spring-webmvc-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/support/WebContentGenerator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265415_1606891500.55/0/spring-webmvc-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/HandlerExecutionChain.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265415_1606891500.55/0/spring-webmvc-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/handler/DispatcherServletWebRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265415_1606891500.55/0/spring-webmvc-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/tags/form/SelectedValueComparator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265415_1606891500.55/0/spring-webmvc-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/HandlerExceptionResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265415_1606891500.55/0/spring-webmvc-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/tags/form/AbstractHtmlElementTag.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265415_1606891500.55/0/spring-webmvc-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/tags/form/OptionWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265415_1606891500.55/0/spring-webmvc-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/mvc/annotation/AnnotationMethodHandlerExceptionResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265415_1606891500.55/0/spring-webmvc-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/config/ViewControllerBeanDefinitionParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265415_1606891500.55/0/spring-webmvc-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/ModelAndView.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265415_1606891500.55/0/spring-webmvc-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/FrameworkServlet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265415_1606891500.55/0/spring-webmvc-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/tags/form/AbstractDataBoundFormElementTag.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2008 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
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* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

/**

* XSLT-driven View that allows for response context to be rendered as the

* result of an XSLT transformation.

*

* <p>The XSLT Source object is supplied as a parameter in the model and then

* {@link #locateSource detected} during response rendering. Users can either specify

* a specific entry in the model via the {@link #setSourceKey sourceKey} property or

* have Spring locate the Source object. This class also provides basic conversion

* of objects into Source implementations. See {@link #getSourceTypes() here}

* for more details.

*

* <p>All model parameters are passed to the XSLT Transformer as parameters.

* In addition the user can configure {@link #setOutputProperties output properties}

* to be passed to the Transformer.

*

* @author Rob Harrop

* @author Juergen Hoeller

* @since 2.0

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265415_1606891500.55/0/spring-webmvc-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/view/xslt/XsltView.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2008 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265415_1606891500.55/0/spring-webmvc-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/tags/Param.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1111265415_1606891500.55/0/spring-webmvc-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/tags/ParamTag.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2005 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265415_1606891500.55/0/spring-webmvc-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/view/jasperreports/JasperReportsCsvView.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265415_1606891500.55/0/spring-webmvc-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/view/jasperreports/JasperReportsHtmlView.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265415_1606891500.55/0/spring-webmvc-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/view/jasperreports/JasperReportsXlsView.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265415_1606891500.55/0/spring-webmvc-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/handler/SimpleServletHandlerAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265415_1606891500.55/0/spring-webmvc-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/tags/EscapeBodyTag.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265415_1606891500.55/0/spring-webmvc-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/view/jasperreports/JasperReportsPdfView.java

 

1.265 httpcomponents-httpcore 4.2.1-redhat-1
1.265.1 Available under license : 

Apache HttpComponents HttpCore

Copyright 2005-2013 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed by

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

This project contains annotations derived from JCIP-ANNOTATIONS

Copyright (c) 2005 Brian Goetz and Tim Peierls. See http://www.jcip.net

                                 Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004
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                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally
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     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and
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     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or
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     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

1.266 jax-rs-provider 1.8.1 
1.266.1 Available under license : 

Apache License

Version 2.0, January 2004

http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

1. Definitions.

 

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1

through 9 of this document.

 

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.
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"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are

under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or

indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of

fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source

code, documentation source, and configuration files.

 

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form,

including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

 

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as

indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix

below).

 

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the

Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole,

an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that

remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works

thereof.

 

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications

or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the

Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright

owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written

communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic

mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously

marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been

received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce,

prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such

Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section)

patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such

license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was

submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit)

alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent

infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date
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such litigation is filed.

 

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any

medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following

conditions:

 

You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and 

 

You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and 

 

You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark,

and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

the Derivative Works; and 

 

If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute

must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices

that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a NOTICE text

file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided along with the

Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such third-party notices

normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not modify the

License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside or as an

addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

as modifying the License.

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license

terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works

as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions

stated in this License.

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for

inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any

additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of

any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product

names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and

reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work

(and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR

CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or

conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and

assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or

otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing,

shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or

consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or
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any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of

such damages.

 

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may

choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or

rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf

and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend,

and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by

reason of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work

 

To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by

brackets "[]" replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include the brackets!) The text should be

enclosed in the appropriate comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a file or class name and

description of purpose be included on the same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier identification within

third-party archives.

 

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.
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1.267 apache-log4j 1.2.17 
1.267.1 Available under license : 

Apache log4j

Copyright 2007 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

                                 Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or
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     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work
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     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work
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     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.
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     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright 1999-2005 The Apache Software Foundation

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

/*

* Licensed to the Apache Software Foundation (ASF) under one or more

* contributor license agreements.  See the NOTICE file distributed with

* this work for additional information regarding copyright ownership.

* The ASF licenses this file to You under the Apache License, Version 2.0

* (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with

* the License.  You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

1.268 cxf-tools-validator 2.7.18 
1.268.1 Available under license : 

 

Apache CXF

Copyright 2006-2015 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at
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The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.
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     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or
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         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.
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  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]
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  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.269 jboss-common-core 2.2.17.GA-redhat-2 
1.269.1 Available under license : 

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it * under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as * published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of * the License, or (at your option) any later version. * This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of *

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU * Lesser General Public

License for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public * I am placing this

code in the Public Domain. Do with it as you will.'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it * under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as * published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of * the License, or (at your option) any later version. * This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of *

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU * Lesser General Public

License for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public'

 

1.270 commons-lang3 2.6 
1.270.1 Available under license : 

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.
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     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."
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     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not
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         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,
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     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

Apache Commons Lang

Copyright 2001-2011 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed by
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The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

1.271 jboss-as-clustering-api 7.2.0.Final 
1.271.1 Available under license : 

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it * under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as * published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of * the License, or (at your option) any later version. * This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of *

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU * Lesser General Public

License for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public'

 

1.272 jaxb-xjc 2.1.13 

 

1.273 jboss-as-jpa-util 7.2.0.Final 
1.273.1 Available under license : 

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it * under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as * published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of * the License, or (at your option) any later version. * This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of *

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU * Lesser General Public

License for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public'

 

1.274 infinispan-cachestore-remote

5.2.1.Final 
1.274.1 Available under license : 

                  GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 2.1, February 1999

 

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL.  It also counts

as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence

the version number 2.1.]

 

                           Preamble
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 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change

free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

 

 This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some

specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the

Free Software Foundation and other authors who decide to use it.  You

can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether

this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better

strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations below.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use,

not price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that

you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge

for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get

it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of

it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do

these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these

rights.  These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for

you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis

or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave

you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source

code.  If you link other code with the library, you must provide

complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them

with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling

it.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

 We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the

library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

 

 To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that

there is no warranty for the free library.  Also, if the library is

modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know

that what they have is not the original version, so that the original

author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be

introduced by others.

 

 Finally, software patents pose a constant threat to the existence of

any free program.  We wish to make sure that a company cannot

effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a
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restrictive license from a patent holder.  Therefore, we insist that

any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be

consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

 

 Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the

ordinary GNU General Public License.  This license, the GNU Lesser

General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and

is quite different from the ordinary General Public License.  We use

this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those

libraries into non-free programs.

 

 When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using

a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a

combined work, a derivative of the original library.  The ordinary

General Public License therefore permits such linking only if the

entire combination fits its criteria of freedom.  The Lesser General

Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with

the library.

 

 We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it

does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General

Public License.  It also provides other free software developers Less

of an advantage over competing non-free programs.  These disadvantages

are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many

libraries.  However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain

special circumstances.

 

 For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to

encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it becomes

a de-facto standard.  To achieve this, non-free programs must be

allowed to use the library.  A more frequent case is that a free

library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries.  In this

case, there is little to gain by limiting the free library to free

software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

 

 In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free

programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of

free software.  For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in

non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU

operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating

system.

 

 Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the

users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is

linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run

that program using a modified version of the Library.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and
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modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference between a

"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library".  The

former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must

be combined with the library in order to run.

 

                 GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other

program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or

other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of

this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License").

Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

 A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data

prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs

(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

 

 The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work

which has been distributed under these terms.  A "work based on the

Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a

portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated

straightforwardly into another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is

included without limitation in the term "modification".)

 

 "Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation

and installation of the library.

 

 Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from

such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based

on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for

writing it).  Whether that is true depends on what the Library does

and what the program that uses the Library does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's

complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that

you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an

appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact

all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any

warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the

Library.
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 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,

and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a

fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

 

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no

   charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

 

   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a

   table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses

   the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility

   is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,

   in the event an application does not supply such function or

   table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of

   its purpose remains meaningful.

 

   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has

   a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

   application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any

   application-supplied function or table used by this function must

   be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square

   root function must still compute square roots.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote

it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Library.
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In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library

with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public

License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library.  To do

this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so

that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,

instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the

ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify

that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make any other change in

these notices.

 

 Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for

that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all

subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

 

 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of

the Library into a program that is not a library.

 

 4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or

derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form

under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany

it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which

must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a

medium customarily used for software interchange.

 

 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the

source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to

distribute the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the

Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or

linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library".  Such a

work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and

therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

 

 However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library

creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it

contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the

library".  The executable is therefore covered by this License.

Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

 

 When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file

that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a
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derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.

Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be

linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library.  The

threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

 

 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data

structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline

functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object

file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative

work.  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the

Library will still fall under Section 6.)

 

 Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may

distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.

Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,

whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

 

 6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or

link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a

work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work

under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit

modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications.

 

 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the

Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by

this License.  You must supply a copy of this License.  If the work

during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the

copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference

directing the user to the copy of this License.  Also, you must do one

of these things:

 

   a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding

   machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever

   changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under

   Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked

   with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that

   uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the

   user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified

   executable containing the modified Library.  (It is understood

   that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the

   Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application

   to use the modified definitions.)

 

   b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

   Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a

   copy of the library already present on the user's computer system,

   rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2)
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   will operate properly with a modified version of the library, if

   the user installs one, as long as the modified version is

   interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

 

   c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at

   least three years, to give the same user the materials

   specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more

   than the cost of performing this distribution.

 

   d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy

   from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above

   specified materials from the same place.

 

   e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these

   materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

 

 For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the

Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for

reproducing the executable from it.  However, as a special exception,

the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is

normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies

the executable.

 

 It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license

restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally

accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot

use both them and the Library together in an executable that you

distribute.

 

 7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library

facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined

library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on

the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise

permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

 

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work

   based on the Library, uncombined with any other library

   facilities.  This must be distributed under the terms of the

   Sections above.

 

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact

   that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining

   where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute
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the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any

attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or

distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your

rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,

or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses

terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

 9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the

Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Library or works based on it.

 

 10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the

Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library

subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with

this License.

 

 11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Library at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any

particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply,

and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that
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system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add

an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries,

so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus

excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if

written in the body of this License.

 

 13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new

versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time.

Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,

but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and

"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a

license version number, you may choose any version ever published by

the Free Software Foundation.

 

 14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,

write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is

copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free

Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.  Our

decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status

of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing

and reuse of software generally.

 

                           NO WARRANTY

 

 15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME

THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.
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 16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE

LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

          How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

 

 If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that

everyone can redistribute and change.  You can do so by permitting

redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the

ordinary General Public License).

 

 To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library.  It is

safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the

"copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

   modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

   version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

 

   This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

   Lesser General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if
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necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

 library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

That's all there is to it!

 

1.275 ghodss-yaml 1.0.0 
1.275.1 Available under license : 

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2014 Sam Ghods

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

 

Copyright (c) 2012 The Go Authors. All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

  * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

  * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer

in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the
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distribution.

  * Neither the name of Google Inc. nor the names of its

contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

1.276 management-api 3.0.0-b012 
1.276.1 Available under license : 

Found license 'General Public License 2.0' in '* Copyright 1997-2007 Sun Microsystems, Inc. All rights reserved. *

The contents of this file are subject to the terms of either the GNU * General Public License Version 2 only ("GPL")

or the Common Development * and Distribution License("CDDL") (collectively, the "License").  You * may not use

this file except in compliance with the License. You can obtain * Sun designates this particular file as subject to the

"Classpath" exception * as provided by Sun in the GPL Version 2 section of the License file that'

Found license 'General Public License 2.0' in '* Copyright 1997-2009 Sun Microsystems, Inc. All rights reserved. *

The contents of this file are subject to the terms of either the GNU * General Public License Version 2 only ("GPL")

or the Common Development * and Distribution License("CDDL") (collectively, the "License").  You * may not use

this file except in compliance with the License. You can obtain * Sun designates this particular file as subject to the

"Classpath" exception * as provided by Sun in the GPL Version 2 section of the License file that'

Found license 'Common Development and Distribution License (CDDL) 1.1' in '* The contents of this file are

subject to the terms * of the Common Development and Distribution License * (the License).  You may not use this

file except in * Copyright 2006 Sun Microsystems, Inc. All rights reserved.'

Found license 'General Public License 2.0' in '* Copyright 2008 Sun Microsystems, Inc. All rights reserved. * The

contents of this file are subject to the terms of either the GNU * General Public License Version 2 only ("GPL") or

the Common Development * and Distribution License("CDDL") (collectively, the "License").  You * may not use

this file except in compliance with the License. You can obtain * Sun designates this particular file as subject to the

"Classpath" exception * as provided by Sun in the GPL Version 2 section of the License file that'

 

1.277 cxf-services-ws-discovery-api 2.7.18 
1.277.1 Available under license : 

 

Apache CXF

Copyright 2006-2015 The Apache Software Foundation
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This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,
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     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:
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     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.
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  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]
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  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.278 wildfly-patching 7.3.0.Final-redhat-14 
1.278.1 Available under license : 

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '~ This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it ~ under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as ~ published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of ~ the License, or (at your option) any later version. ~ This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, ~ but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of ~

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU ~ Lesser General Public

License for more details. ~ You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '# This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it # under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as # published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of # the License, or (at your option) any later version. # This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, # but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of #

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU # Lesser General Public

License for more details. # You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it * under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as * published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of * the License, or (at your option) any later version. * This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of *

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU * Lesser General Public

License for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public'

 

1.279 jboss-as-clustering-web-infinispan

7.3.0.Final-redhat-14 
1.279.1 Available under license : 

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it * under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as * published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of * the License, or (at your option) any later version. * This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of *

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU * Lesser General Public

License for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public'
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1.280 ironjacamar-common-impl 1.0.15.Final 
1.280.1 Available under license : 

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it * under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as * published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of * the License, or (at your option) any later version. * This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of *

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU * Lesser General Public

License for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public Boolean

configPropertyConfidential = null; || configPropertyConfidential != null) configPropertyConfidential, id, null,

ignoreId, updatesId, confidId); case CONFIG_PROPERTY_CONFIDENTIAL : { configPropertyConfidential =

elementAsBoolean(reader);'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it * under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as * published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of * the License, or (at your option) any later version. * This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of *

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU * Lesser General Public

License for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public private final

Boolean configPropertyConfidential; * @param configPropertyConfidential The element config-property-

confidential is used to specify *  whether the configuration property is confidential and *  property as confidential.

Boolean configPropertySupportsDynamicUpdates, Boolean configPropertyConfidential, String id)

configPropertySupportsDynamicUpdates, configPropertyConfidential, id, null); * @param

configPropertyConfidential The element config-property-confidential is used to specify *  whether the configuration

property is confidential and *  property as confidential. Boolean configPropertySupportsDynamicUpdates, Boolean

configPropertyConfidential, String id, configPropertySupportsDynamicUpdates, configPropertyConfidential, id,

attachedClassName, null, null, null); * @param configPropertyConfidential The element config-property-

confidential is used to specify *  whether the configuration property is confidential and *  property as confidential. *

@param confidId ID of configPropertyConfidential element Boolean configPropertySupportsDynamicUpdates,

Boolean configPropertyConfidential, String id, this.configPropertyConfidential = configPropertyConfidential; *

@return configPropertyConfidential public Boolean getConfigPropertyConfidential() return

configPropertyConfidential; result = prime * result + ((configPropertyConfidential == null) ? 0 :

configPropertyConfidential.hashCode()); if (configPropertyConfidential == null) if

(other.configPropertyConfidential != null) else if

(!configPropertyConfidential.equals(other.configPropertyConfidential)) if (configPropertyConfidential != null)

sb.append("<").append(ConfigProperty16.Tag.CONFIG_PROPERTY_CONFIDENTIAL)

sb.append(configPropertyConfidential);

sb.append("</").append(ConfigProperty16.Tag.CONFIG_PROPERTY_CONFIDENTIAL).append(">");

configPropertySupportsDynamicUpdates, configPropertyConfidential, CopyUtil.cloneString(id),'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it * under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as * published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of * the License, or (at your option) any later version. * This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of *

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU * Lesser General Public

License for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public Boolean

configPropertyConfidential = configPropertyAnnotation.confidential(); configPropertyConfidential, null);

configPropertyConfidential, null,'
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Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it * under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as * published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of * the License, or (at your option) any later version. * This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of *

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU * Lesser General Public

License for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

c16.getConfigPropertyConfidential(), c.getId());'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it * under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as * published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of * the License, or (at your option) any later version. * This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of *

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU * Lesser General Public

License for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public public LicenseType

getLicense()'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it * under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as * published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of * the License, or (at your option) any later version. * This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of *

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU * Lesser General Public

License for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public'

 

1.281 hamcrest-all 1.3 

 

1.282 jax-rs-provider 1.6.3 
1.282.1 Available under license : 

Apache License

 

Version 2.0, January 2004

 

http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

1. Definitions.

 

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1

through 9 of this document.

 

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are

under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or

indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of

fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.
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"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source

code, documentation source, and configuration files.

 

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form,

including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

 

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as

indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix

below).

 

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the

Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole,

an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that

remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works

thereof.

 

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications

or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the

Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright

owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written

communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic

mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously

marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been

received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce,

prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such

Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section)

patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such

license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was

submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit)

alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent

infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date

such litigation is filed.

 

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any

medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following
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conditions:

 

You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and

You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark,

and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

the Derivative Works; and

If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute

must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices

that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a NOTICE text

file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided along with the

Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such third-party notices

normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not modify the

License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside or as an

addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

as modifying the License.

 

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license

terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works

as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions

stated in this License.

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for

inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any

additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of

any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product

names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and

reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work

(and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR

CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or

conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and

assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or

otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing,

shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or

consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or

any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of

such damages.

 

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may

choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or

rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf
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and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend,

and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by

reason of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

1.283 jboss-as-osgi-jmx 7.3.0.Final-redhat-14 
1.283.1 Available under license : 

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '# This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it # under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as # published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of # the License, or (at your option) any later version. # This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, # but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of #

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU # Lesser General Public

License for more details. # You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it * under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as * published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of * the License, or (at your option) any later version. * This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of *

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU * Lesser General Public

License for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public'

 

1.284 joda-time 1.6.2-redhat-4 
1.284.1 Available under license : 

=============================================================================

= NOTICE file corresponding to section 4d of the Apache License Version 2.0 =

=============================================================================

This product includes software developed by

Joda.org (http://www.joda.org/).

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all
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     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and
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     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed
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         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the
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     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.285 error_prone_annotations 2.1.3 
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1.285.1 Available under license : 
Apache License

 

Version 2.0, January 2004

 

http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

1. Definitions.

 

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1

through 9 of this document.

 

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are

under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or

indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of

fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source

code, documentation source, and configuration files.

 

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form,

including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

 

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as

indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix

below).

 

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the

Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole,

an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that

remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works

thereof.

 

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications

or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the

Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright

owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written

communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic

mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously

marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."
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"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been

received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce,

prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such

Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section)

patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such

license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was

submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit)

alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent

infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date

such litigation is filed.

 

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any

medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following

conditions:

 

You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and

You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark,

and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

the Derivative Works; and

If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute

must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices

that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a NOTICE text

file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided along with the

Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such third-party notices

normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not modify the

License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside or as an

addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

as modifying the License.

 

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license

terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works

as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions

stated in this License.

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for

inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any

additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of

any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product

names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and
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reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work

(and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR

CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or

conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and

assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or

otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing,

shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or

consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or

any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of

such damages.

 

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may

choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or

rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf

and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend,

and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by

reason of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

1.286 hibernate-validator 4.3.1.Final 
1.286.1 Available under license : 

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in 'This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version. This software is distributed in the hope that it will

be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU Lesser General Public License for more details. You

should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public Expert Group and released to the public domain, as

explained at'

 

1.287 jbossjaxbapi 1.0.4.Final-redhat-2 
1.287.1 Available under license : 

COMMON DEVELOPMENT AND DISTRIBUTION LICENSE (CDDL) Version 1.0

 

 

     1. Definitions.

 

           1.1. "Contributor" means each individual or entity that
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           creates or contributes to the creation of Modifications.

 

           1.2. "Contributor Version" means the combination of the

           Original Software, prior Modifications used by a

           Contributor (if any), and the Modifications made by that

           particular Contributor.

 

           1.3. "Covered Software" means (a) the Original Software, or

           (b) Modifications, or (c) the combination of files

           containing Original Software with files containing

           Modifications, in each case including portions thereof.

 

           1.4. "Executable" means the Covered Software in any form

           other than Source Code.

 

           1.5. "Initial Developer" means the individual or entity

           that first makes Original Software available under this

           License.

          

           1.6. "Larger Work" means a work which combines Covered

           Software or portions thereof with code not governed by the

           terms of this License.

 

           1.7. "License" means this document.

 

           1.8. "Licensable" means having the right to grant, to the

           maximum extent possible, whether at the time of the initial

           grant or subsequently acquired, any and all of the rights

           conveyed herein.

          

           1.9. "Modifications" means the Source Code and Executable

           form of any of the following:

 

                 A. Any file that results from an addition to,

                 deletion from or modification of the contents of a

                 file containing Original Software or previous

                 Modifications;

 

                 B. Any new file that contains any part of the

                 Original Software or previous Modification; or

 

                 C. Any new file that is contributed or otherwise made

                 available under the terms of this License.

 

           1.10. "Original Software" means the Source Code and

           Executable form of computer software code that is

           originally released under this License.
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           1.11. "Patent Claims" means any patent claim(s), now owned

           or hereafter acquired, including without limitation,

           method, process, and apparatus claims, in any patent

           Licensable by grantor.

 

           1.12. "Source Code" means (a) the common form of computer

           software code in which modifications are made and (b)

           associated documentation included in or with such code.

 

           1.13. "You" (or "Your") means an individual or a legal

           entity exercising rights under, and complying with all of

           the terms of, this License. For legal entities, "You"

           includes any entity which controls, is controlled by, or is

           under common control with You. For purposes of this

           definition, "control" means (a) the power, direct or

           indirect, to cause the direction or management of such

           entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (b) ownership

           of more than fifty percent (50%) of the outstanding shares

           or beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     2. License Grants.

 

           2.1. The Initial Developer Grant.

 

           Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and

           subject to third party intellectual property claims, the

           Initial Developer hereby grants You a world-wide,

           royalty-free, non-exclusive license:

 

                 (a) under intellectual property rights (other than

                 patent or trademark) Licensable by Initial Developer,

                 to use, reproduce, modify, display, perform,

                 sublicense and distribute the Original Software (or

                 portions thereof), with or without Modifications,

                 and/or as part of a Larger Work; and

 

                 (b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making,

                 using or selling of Original Software, to make, have

                 made, use, practice, sell, and offer for sale, and/or

                 otherwise dispose of the Original Software (or

                 portions thereof).

 

                 (c) The licenses granted in Sections 2.1(a) and (b)

                 are effective on the date Initial Developer first

                 distributes or otherwise makes the Original Software

                 available to a third party under the terms of this

                 License.
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                 (d) Notwithstanding Section 2.1(b) above, no patent

                 license is granted: (1) for code that You delete from

                 the Original Software, or (2) for infringements

                 caused by: (i) the modification of the Original

                 Software, or (ii) the combination of the Original

                 Software with other software or devices.

 

           2.2. Contributor Grant.

 

           Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and

           subject to third party intellectual property claims, each

           Contributor hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free,

           non-exclusive license:

 

                 (a) under intellectual property rights (other than

                 patent or trademark) Licensable by Contributor to

                 use, reproduce, modify, display, perform, sublicense

                 and distribute the Modifications created by such

                 Contributor (or portions thereof), either on an

                 unmodified basis, with other Modifications, as

                 Covered Software and/or as part of a Larger Work; and

                

 

                 (b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making,

                 using, or selling of Modifications made by that

                 Contributor either alone and/or in combination with

                 its Contributor Version (or portions of such

                 combination), to make, use, sell, offer for sale,

                 have made, and/or otherwise dispose of: (1)

                 Modifications made by that Contributor (or portions

                 thereof); and (2) the combination of Modifications

                 made by that Contributor with its Contributor Version

                 (or portions of such combination).

 

                 (c) The licenses granted in Sections 2.2(a) and

                 2.2(b) are effective on the date Contributor first

                 distributes or otherwise makes the Modifications

                 available to a third party.

 

                 (d) Notwithstanding Section 2.2(b) above, no patent

                 license is granted: (1) for any code that Contributor

                 has deleted from the Contributor Version; (2) for

                 infringements caused by: (i) third party

                 modifications of Contributor Version, or (ii) the

                 combination of Modifications made by that Contributor

                 with other software (except as part of the

                 Contributor Version) or other devices; or (3) under

                 Patent Claims infringed by Covered Software in the
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                 absence of Modifications made by that Contributor.

 

     3. Distribution Obligations.

 

           3.1. Availability of Source Code.

 

           Any Covered Software that You distribute or otherwise make

           available in Executable form must also be made available in

           Source Code form and that Source Code form must be

           distributed only under the terms of this License. You must

           include a copy of this License with every copy of the

           Source Code form of the Covered Software You distribute or

           otherwise make available. You must inform recipients of any

           such Covered Software in Executable form as to how they can

           obtain such Covered Software in Source Code form in a

           reasonable manner on or through a medium customarily used

           for software exchange.

 

           3.2. Modifications.

 

           The Modifications that You create or to which You

           contribute are governed by the terms of this License. You

           represent that You believe Your Modifications are Your

           original creation(s) and/or You have sufficient rights to

           grant the rights conveyed by this License.

 

           3.3. Required Notices.

 

           You must include a notice in each of Your Modifications

           that identifies You as the Contributor of the Modification.

           You may not remove or alter any copyright, patent or

           trademark notices contained within the Covered Software, or

           any notices of licensing or any descriptive text giving

           attribution to any Contributor or the Initial Developer.

 

           3.4. Application of Additional Terms.

 

           You may not offer or impose any terms on any Covered

           Software in Source Code form that alters or restricts the

           applicable version of this License or the recipients"

           rights hereunder. You may choose to offer, and to charge a

           fee for, warranty, support, indemnity or liability

           obligations to one or more recipients of Covered Software.

           However, you may do so only on Your own behalf, and not on

           behalf of the Initial Developer or any Contributor. You

           must make it absolutely clear that any such warranty,

           support, indemnity or liability obligation is offered by

           You alone, and You hereby agree to indemnify the Initial
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           Developer and every Contributor for any liability incurred

           by the Initial Developer or such Contributor as a result of

           warranty, support, indemnity or liability terms You offer.

        

 

           3.5. Distribution of Executable Versions.

 

           You may distribute the Executable form of the Covered

           Software under the terms of this License or under the terms

           of a license of Your choice, which may contain terms

           different from this License, provided that You are in

           compliance with the terms of this License and that the

           license for the Executable form does not attempt to limit

           or alter the recipient"s rights in the Source Code form

           from the rights set forth in this License. If You

           distribute the Covered Software in Executable form under a

           different license, You must make it absolutely clear that

           any terms which differ from this License are offered by You

           alone, not by the Initial Developer or Contributor. You

           hereby agree to indemnify the Initial Developer and every

           Contributor for any liability incurred by the Initial

           Developer or such Contributor as a result of any such terms

           You offer.

 

           3.6. Larger Works.

 

           You may create a Larger Work by combining Covered Software

           with other code not governed by the terms of this License

           and distribute the Larger Work as a single product. In such

           a case, You must make sure the requirements of this License

           are fulfilled for the Covered Software.

          

     4. Versions of the License.

 

           4.1. New Versions.

 

           Sun Microsystems, Inc. is the initial license steward and

           may publish revised and/or new versions of this License

           from time to time. Each version will be given a

           distinguishing version number. Except as provided in

           Section 4.3, no one other than the license steward has the

           right to modify this License.

 

           4.2. Effect of New Versions.

 

           You may always continue to use, distribute or otherwise

           make the Covered Software available under the terms of the

           version of the License under which You originally received
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           the Covered Software. If the Initial Developer includes a

           notice in the Original Software prohibiting it from being

           distributed or otherwise made available under any

           subsequent version of the License, You must distribute and

           make the Covered Software available under the terms of the

           version of the License under which You originally received

           the Covered Software. Otherwise, You may also choose to

           use, distribute or otherwise make the Covered Software

           available under the terms of any subsequent version of the

           License published by the license steward.

 

           4.3. Modified Versions.

 

           When You are an Initial Developer and You want to create a

           new license for Your Original Software, You may create and

           use a modified version of this License if You: (a) rename

           the license and remove any references to the name of the

           license steward (except to note that the license differs

           from this License); and (b) otherwise make it clear that

           the license contains terms which differ from this License.

          

 

     5. DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY.

 

     COVERED SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED UNDER THIS LICENSE ON AN "AS IS"

     BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED,

     INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, WARRANTIES THAT THE COVERED

     SOFTWARE IS FREE OF DEFECTS, MERCHANTABLE, FIT FOR A PARTICULAR

     PURPOSE OR NON-INFRINGING. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND

     PERFORMANCE OF THE COVERED SOFTWARE IS WITH YOU. SHOULD ANY

     COVERED SOFTWARE PROVE DEFECTIVE IN ANY RESPECT, YOU (NOT THE

     INITIAL DEVELOPER OR ANY OTHER CONTRIBUTOR) ASSUME THE COST OF

     ANY NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION. THIS DISCLAIMER OF

     WARRANTY CONSTITUTES AN ESSENTIAL PART OF THIS LICENSE. NO USE OF

     ANY COVERED SOFTWARE IS AUTHORIZED HEREUNDER EXCEPT UNDER THIS

     DISCLAIMER.

 

     6. TERMINATION.

 

           6.1. This License and the rights granted hereunder will

           terminate automatically if You fail to comply with terms

           herein and fail to cure such breach within 30 days of

           becoming aware of the breach. Provisions which, by their

           nature, must remain in effect beyond the termination of

           this License shall survive.

 

           6.2. If You assert a patent infringement claim (excluding

           declaratory judgment actions) against Initial Developer or
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           a Contributor (the Initial Developer or Contributor against

           whom You assert such claim is referred to as "Participant")

           alleging that the Participant Software (meaning the

           Contributor Version where the Participant is a Contributor

           or the Original Software where the Participant is the

           Initial Developer) directly or indirectly infringes any

           patent, then any and all rights granted directly or

           indirectly to You by such Participant, the Initial

           Developer (if the Initial Developer is not the Participant)

           and all Contributors under Sections 2.1 and/or 2.2 of this

           License shall, upon 60 days notice from Participant

           terminate prospectively and automatically at the expiration

           of such 60 day notice period, unless if within such 60 day

           period You withdraw Your claim with respect to the

           Participant Software against such Participant either

           unilaterally or pursuant to a written agreement with

           Participant.

 

           6.3. In the event of termination under Sections 6.1 or 6.2

           above, all end user licenses that have been validly granted

           by You or any distributor hereunder prior to termination

           (excluding licenses granted to You by any distributor)

           shall survive termination.

 

     7. LIMITATION OF LIABILITY.

 

     UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES AND UNDER NO LEGAL THEORY, WHETHER TORT

     (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE), CONTRACT, OR OTHERWISE, SHALL YOU, THE

     INITIAL DEVELOPER, ANY OTHER CONTRIBUTOR, OR ANY DISTRIBUTOR OF

     COVERED SOFTWARE, OR ANY SUPPLIER OF ANY OF SUCH PARTIES, BE

     LIABLE TO ANY PERSON FOR ANY INDIRECT, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, OR

     CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OF ANY CHARACTER INCLUDING, WITHOUT

     LIMITATION, DAMAGES FOR LOST PROFITS, LOSS OF GOODWILL, WORK

     STOPPAGE, COMPUTER FAILURE OR MALFUNCTION, OR ANY AND ALL OTHER

     COMMERCIAL DAMAGES OR LOSSES, EVEN IF SUCH PARTY SHALL HAVE BEEN

     INFORMED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES. THIS LIMITATION OF

     LIABILITY SHALL NOT APPLY TO LIABILITY FOR DEATH OR PERSONAL

     INJURY RESULTING FROM SUCH PARTY"S NEGLIGENCE TO THE EXTENT

     APPLICABLE LAW PROHIBITS SUCH LIMITATION. SOME JURISDICTIONS DO

     NOT ALLOW THE EXCLUSION OR LIMITATION OF INCIDENTAL OR

     CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, SO THIS EXCLUSION AND LIMITATION MAY NOT

     APPLY TO YOU.

 

     8. U.S. GOVERNMENT END USERS.

 

     The Covered Software is a "commercial item," as that term is

     defined in 48 C.F.R. 2.101 (Oct. 1995), consisting of "commercial

     computer software" (as that term is defined at 48 C.F.R. "
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     252.227-7014(a)(1)) and "commercial computer software

     documentation" as such terms are used in 48 C.F.R. 12.212 (Sept.

     1995). Consistent with 48 C.F.R. 12.212 and 48 C.F.R. 227.7202-1

     through 227.7202-4 (June 1995), all U.S. Government End Users

     acquire Covered Software with only those rights set forth herein.

     This U.S. Government Rights clause is in lieu of, and supersedes,

     any other FAR, DFAR, or other clause or provision that addresses

     Government rights in computer software under this License.

 

     9. MISCELLANEOUS.

 

     This License represents the complete agreement concerning subject

     matter hereof. If any provision of this License is held to be

     unenforceable, such provision shall be reformed only to the

     extent necessary to make it enforceable. This License shall be

     governed by the law of the jurisdiction specified in a notice

     contained within the Original Software (except to the extent

     applicable law, if any, provides otherwise), excluding such

     jurisdiction"s conflict-of-law provisions. Any litigation

     relating to this License shall be subject to the jurisdiction of

     the courts located in the jurisdiction and venue specified in a

     notice contained within the Original Software, with the losing

     party responsible for costs, including, without limitation, court

     costs and reasonable attorneys" fees and expenses. The

     application of the United Nations Convention on Contracts for the

     International Sale of Goods is expressly excluded. Any law or

     regulation which provides that the language of a contract shall

     be construed against the drafter shall not apply to this License.

     You agree that You alone are responsible for compliance with the

     United States export administration regulations (and the export

     control laws and regulation of any other countries) when You use,

     distribute or otherwise make available any Covered Software.

 

     10. RESPONSIBILITY FOR CLAIMS.

 

     As between Initial Developer and the Contributors, each party is

     responsible for claims and damages arising, directly or

     indirectly, out of its utilization of rights under this License

     and You agree to work with Initial Developer and Contributors to

     distribute such responsibility on an equitable basis. Nothing

     herein is intended or shall be deemed to constitute any admission

     of liability.

 

1.288 jboss-classfilewriter 1.0.3.Final 
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1.289 picketlink 2.1.9.SP2-redhat-1 
1.289.1 Available under license : 

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public * License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any * later version. * This software is distributed in the hope that it

will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied * warranty of MERCHANTABILITY

or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU Lesser General Public License for more * You

should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public License along with this software; if not, write to'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it * under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as * published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of * the License, or (at your option) any later version. * This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of *

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU * Lesser General Public

License for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public'

 

1.290 jboss-as-build-config 7.2.0.Final 
1.290.1 Available under license : 

GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE       			

		       Version 2.1, February 1999       	

      			

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.       			

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA       			

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies       			

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.       			

      			

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL.  It also counts       			

as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence       			

the version number 2.1.]       			

      			

			    Preamble      

      			

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your       			

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public       			

Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change       			

free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.       			

      			

 This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some       			

specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the       			

Free Software Foundation and other authors who decide to use it.  You       			

can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether       			

this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better       			

strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations below.       			
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 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use,       			

not price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that       			

you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge       			

for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get       			

it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of       			

it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do       			

these things.       			

      			

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid       			

distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these       			

rights.  These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for       			

you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.       			

      			

 For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis       			

or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave       			

you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source       			

code.  If you link other code with the library, you must provide       			

complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them       			

with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling       			

it.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.       			

      			

 We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the       			

library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal       			

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.       			

      			

 To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that       			

there is no warranty for the free library.  Also, if the library is       			

modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know       			

that what they have is not the original version, so that the original       			

author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be       			

introduced by others.       			

      			

 Finally, software patents pose a constant threat to the existence of       			

any free program.  We wish to make sure that a company cannot       			

effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a       			

restrictive license from a patent holder.  Therefore, we insist that       			

any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be       			

consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.       			

      			

 Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the       			

ordinary GNU General Public License.  This license, the GNU Lesser       			

General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and       			

is quite different from the ordinary General Public License.  We use       			

this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those       			

libraries into non-free programs.       			

      			

 When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using       			
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a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a       			

combined work, a derivative of the original library.  The ordinary       			

General Public License therefore permits such linking only if the       			

entire combination fits its criteria of freedom.  The Lesser General       			

Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with       			

the library.       			

      			

 We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it       			

does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General       			

Public License.  It also provides other free software developers Less       			

of an advantage over competing non-free programs.  These disadvantages       			

are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many       			

libraries.  However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain       			

special circumstances.       			

      			

 For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to       			

encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it becomes       			

a de-facto standard.  To achieve this, non-free programs must be       			

allowed to use the library.  A more frequent case is that a free       			

library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries.  In this       			

case, there is little to gain by limiting the free library to free       			

software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.       			

      			

 In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free       			

programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of       			

free software.  For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in       			

non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU       			

operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating       			

system.       			

      			

 Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the       			

users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is       			

linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run       			

that program using a modified version of the Library.       			

      			

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and       			

modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference between a       			

work based on the library and a "work that uses the library".  The       			

former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must       			

be combined with the library in order to run.       			

      			

		  GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE       	

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION       			

      			

 0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other       			

program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or       			

other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of       			

this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License").       			
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Each licensee is addressed as "you".       			

      			

 A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data       			

prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs       			

(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.       			

      			

 The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work       			

which has been distributed under these terms.  A "work based on the       			

Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under       			

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a       			

portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated       			

straightforwardly into another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is       			

included without limitation in the term "modification".)       			

      			

 "Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for       			

making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means       			

all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated       			

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation       			

and installation of the library.       			

      			

 Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not       			

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of       			

running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from       			

such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based       			

on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for       			

writing it).  Whether that is true depends on what the Library does       			

and what the program that uses the Library does.       			

        			

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's       			

complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that       			

you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an       			

appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact       			

all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any       			

warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the       			

Library.       			

      			

 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,       			

and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a       			

fee.       			

      			

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion       			

of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and       			

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1       			

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:       			

      			

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.       			

      			

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices       			
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   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.       			

      			

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no       			

   charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.       			

      			

   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a       			

   table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses       			

   the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility       			

   is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,       			

   in the event an application does not supply such function or       			

   table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of       			

   its purpose remains meaningful.       			

      			

   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has       			

   a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the       			

   application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any       			

   application-supplied function or table used by this function must       			

   be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square       			

   root function must still compute square roots.)       			

      			

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If       			

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,       			

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in       			

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those       			

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you       			

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based       			

on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of       			

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the       			

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote       			

it.       			

      			

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest       			

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to       			

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or       			

collective works based on the Library.       			

      			

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library       			

with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of       			

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under       			

the scope of this License.       			

      			

 3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public       			

License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library.  To do       			

this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so       			

that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,       			

instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the       			

ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify       			

that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make any other change in       			
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these notices.       			

      			

 Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for       			

that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all       			

subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.       			

      			

 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of       			

the Library into a program that is not a library.       			

      			

 4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or       			

derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form       			

under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany       			

it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which       			

must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a       			

medium customarily used for software interchange.       			

      			

 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy       			

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the       			

source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to       			

distribute the source code, even though third parties are not       			

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.       			

      			

 5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the       			

Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or       			

linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library".  Such a       			

work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and       			

therefore falls outside the scope of this License.       			

      			

 However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library       			

creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it       			

contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the       			

library".  The executable is therefore covered by this License.       			

Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.       			

      			

 When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file       			

that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a       			

derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.       			

Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be       			

linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library.  The       			

threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.       			

      			

 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data       			

structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline       			

functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object       			

file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative       			

work.  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the       			

Library will still fall under Section 6.)       			
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 Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may       			

distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.       			

Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,       			

whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.       			

      			

 6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or       			

link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a       			

work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work       			

under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit       			

modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse       			

engineering for debugging such modifications.       			

      			

 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the       			

Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by       			

this License.  You must supply a copy of this License.  If the work       			

during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the       			

copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference       			

directing the user to the copy of this License.  Also, you must do one       			

of these things:       			

      			

   a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding       			

   machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever       			

   changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under       			

   Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked       			

   with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that       			

   uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the       			

   user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified       			

   executable containing the modified Library.  (It is understood       			

   that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the       			

   Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application       			

   to use the modified definitions.)       			

      			

   b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the       			

   Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a       			

   copy of the library already present on the user's computer system,       			

   rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2)       			

   will operate properly with a modified version of the library, if       			

   the user installs one, as long as the modified version is       			

   interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.       			

      			

   c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at       			

   least three years, to give the same user the materials       			

   specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more       			

   than the cost of performing this distribution.       			

      			

   d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy       			

   from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above       			

   specified materials from the same place.       			
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   e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these       			

   materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.       			

      			

 For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the       			

Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for       			

reproducing the executable from it.  However, as a special exception,       			

the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is       			

normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major       			

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on       			

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies       			

the executable.       			

      			

 It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license       			

restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally       			

accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot       			

use both them and the Library together in an executable that you       			

distribute.       			

      			

 7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the       			

Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library       			

facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined       			

library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on       			

the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise       			

permitted, and provided that you do these two things:       			

      			

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work       			

   based on the Library, uncombined with any other library       			

   facilities.  This must be distributed under the terms of the       			

   Sections above.       			

      			

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact       			

   that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining       			

   where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.       			

      			

 8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute       			

the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any       			

attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or       			

distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your       			

rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,       			

or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses       			

terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.       			

      			

 9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not       			

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or       			

distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are       			

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by       			

modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the       			
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Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and       			

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying       			

the Library or works based on it.       			

      			

 10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the       			

Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the       			

original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library       			

subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further       			

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.       			

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with       			

this License.       			

      			

 11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent       			

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),       			

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or       			

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not       			

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot       			

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this       			

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you       			

may not distribute the Library at all.  For example, if a patent       			

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by       			

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then       			

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to       			

refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.       			

      			

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any       			

particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply,       			

and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.       			

      			

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any       			

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any       			

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the       			

integrity of the free software distribution system which is       			

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made       			

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed       			

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that       			

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing       			

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot       			

impose that choice.       			

      			

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to       			

be a consequence of the rest of this License.       			

      			

 12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in       			

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the       			

original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add       			

an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries,       			

so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus       			
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excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if       			

written in the body of this License.       			

      			

 13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new       			

versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time.       			

Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,       			

but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.       			

      			

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library       			

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and       			

any later version, you have the option of following the terms and       			

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by       			

the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a       			

license version number, you may choose any version ever published by       			

the Free Software Foundation.       			

      			

 14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free       			

programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,       			

write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is       			

copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free       			

Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.  Our       			

decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status       			

of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing       			

and reuse of software generally.       			

      			

			    NO WARRANTY      

      			

 15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO       			

WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.       			

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR       			

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY       			

KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE       			

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR       			

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE       			

LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME       			

THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.       			

      			

 16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN       			

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY       			

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU       			

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR       			

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE       			

LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING       			

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A       			

FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF       			

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH       			

DAMAGES.       			
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		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS       	

      			

          How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries       			

      			

 If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest       			

possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that       			

everyone can redistribute and change.  You can do so by permitting       			

redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the       			

ordinary General Public License).       			

      			

 To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library.  It is       			

safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively       			

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the       			

copyright line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.       			

      			

   <one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>       			

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>       			

      			

   This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or       			

   modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public       			

   License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either       			

   version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.       			

      			

   This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,       			

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of       			

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU       			

   Lesser General Public License for more details.       			

      			

   You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public       			

   License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software       			

   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA       			

      			

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.       			

      			

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your       			

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if       			

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:       			

      			

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the       			

 library 'Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.       			

      			

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990       			

 Ty Coon, President of Vice       			

      			

That's all there is to it!			
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1.291 annotation-indexer 1.0.3.Final 
1.291.1 Available under license : 

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it * under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as * published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of * the License, or (at your option) any later version. * This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of *

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU * Lesser General Public

License for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public'

 

1.292 jboss-ejb3-ext-api 2.1.0.redhat-1 
1.292.1 Available under license : 

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in 'This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version. This software is distributed in the hope that it will

be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU Lesser General Public License for more details. You

should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public'

 

1.293 cxf-rt-transports-jms 2.7.18 
1.293.1 Available under license : 

 

Apache CXF

Copyright 2006-2015 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all
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     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and
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     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed
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         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the
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     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.294 uddi-ws 3.1.3.redhat-3 
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1.294.1 Available under license : 
Apache License

Version 2.0, January 2004

http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

1. Definitions.

 

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1

through 9 of this document.

 

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are

under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or

indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of

fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source

code, documentation source, and configuration files.

 

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form,

including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

 

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as

indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix

below).

 

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the

Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole,

an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that

remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works

thereof.

 

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications

or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the

Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright

owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written

communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic

mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously

marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been

received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.
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2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce,

prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such

Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section)

patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such

license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was

submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit)

alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent

infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date

such litigation is filed.

 

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any

medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following

conditions:

 

You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and 

 

You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and 

 

You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark,

and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

the Derivative Works; and 

 

If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute

must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices

that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a NOTICE text

file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided along with the

Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such third-party notices

normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not modify the

License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside or as an

addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

as modifying the License.

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license

terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works

as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions

stated in this License.

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for

inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any

additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of

any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product

names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and
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reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work

(and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR

CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or

conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and

assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or

otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing,

shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or

consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or

any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of

such damages.

 

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may

choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or

rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf

and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend,

and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by

reason of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work

 

To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by

brackets "[]" replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include the brackets!) The text should be

enclosed in the appropriate comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a file or class name and

description of purpose be included on the same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier identification within

third-party archives.

 

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.
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1.295 jboss-remoting 3.2.18.GA-redhat-1 
1.295.1 Available under license : 

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it * under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as * published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of * the License, or (at your option) any later version. * This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of *

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU * Lesser General Public

License for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public'

 

1.296 cxf-tools-common 2.7.18 
1.296.1 Available under license : 

 

Apache CXF

Copyright 2006-2015 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.
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     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of
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     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.
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     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only
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     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.297 juddi-client 3.1.3.redhat-3 
1.297.1 Available under license : 

 

jUDDI Client side Code

Copyright 2004-2013 JBoss by Red Hat

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/
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  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of
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     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works
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         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A
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     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
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  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.298 shrinkwrap-spi 1.1.2.redhat-1 
1.298.1 Available under license : 

Apache License

Version 2.0, January 2004

http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

1. Definitions.

 

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1

through 9 of this document.

 

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are

under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or

indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of

fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source

code, documentation source, and configuration files.

 

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form,

including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

 

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as

indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix

below).

 

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the

Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole,

an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that

remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works

thereof.

 

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications

or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the
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Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright

owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written

communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic

mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously

marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been

received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce,

prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such

Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section)

patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such

license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was

submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit)

alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent

infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date

such litigation is filed.

 

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any

medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following

conditions:

 

You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and 

 

You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and 

 

You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark,

and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

the Derivative Works; and 

 

If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute

must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices

that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a NOTICE text

file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided along with the

Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such third-party notices

normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not modify the

License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside or as an

addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

as modifying the License.

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license

terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works
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as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions

stated in this License.

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for

inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any

additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of

any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product

names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and

reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work

(and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR

CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or

conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and

assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or

otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing,

shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or

consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or

any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of

such damages.

 

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may

choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or

rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf

and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend,

and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by

reason of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work

 

To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by

brackets "[]" replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include the brackets!) The text should be

enclosed in the appropriate comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a file or class name and

description of purpose be included on the same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier identification within

third-party archives.

 

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
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  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.299 jboss-marshalling-river 1.4.2.Final-

redhat-1 
1.299.1 Available under license : 

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it * under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as * published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of * the License, or (at your option) any later version. * This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of *

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU * Lesser General Public

License for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public'

 

1.300 nashorn 1.8.0_265-b01 
1.300.1 Available under license : 

Copyright (c) 2003-2020 Eelco Dolstra and the Nixpkgs/NixOS contributors

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.
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1.301 ironjacamar-validator 1.0.15.Final 
1.301.1 Available under license : 

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it * under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as * published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of * the License, or (at your option) any later version. * This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of *

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU * Lesser General Public

License for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public'

 

1.302 jbossjts-jacorb 4.17.3.Final 
1.302.1 Available under license : 

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* This copyrighted material is made available to anyone

wishing to use, * modify, copy, or redistribute it subject to the terms and conditions * of the GNU Lesser General

Public License, v. 2.1. * This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT A *

WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A * PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  See the GNU Lesser General Public License for more details. * You should have received a copy of the

GNU Lesser General Public License, * MA  02110-1301, USA. * Hewlett-Packard Company Confidential'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* by the @authors tag. All rights reserved. * This

copyrighted material is made available to anyone wishing to use, * modify, copy, or redistribute it subject to the

terms and conditions * of the GNU Lesser General Public License, v. 2.1. * This program is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, but WITHOUT A * WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A * PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU Lesser General Public

License for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public License, * MA

02110-1301, USA.'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* This copyrighted material is made available to anyone

wishing to use, * modify, copy, or redistribute it subject to the terms and conditions * of the GNU Lesser General

Public License, v. 2.1. * This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT A *

WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A * PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  See the GNU Lesser General Public License for more details. * You should have received a copy of the

GNU Lesser General Public License, * MA  02110-1301, USA.'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it * under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as * published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of * the License, or (at your option) any later version. * This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of *

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU * Lesser General Public

License for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* This copyrighted material is made available to anyone

wishing to use, * modify, copy, or redistribute it subject to the terms and conditions * of the GNU Lesser General

Public License, v. 2.1. * This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT A *

WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A * PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  See the GNU Lesser General Public License for more details. * You should have received a copy of the

GNU Lesser General Public License, * MA  02110-1301, USA. * Copyright (C) 1999-2001 by HP Bluestone

Software, Inc. All rights Reserved.'
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Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in 'This copyrighted material is made available to anyone

wishing to use, modify, copy, or redistribute it subject to the terms and conditions of the GNU Lesser General Public

License, v. 2.1. This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT A WARRANTY;

without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See

the GNU Lesser General Public License for more details. You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser

General Public License, MA  02110-1301, USA.'

 

1.303 slf4j 1.7.2 
1.303.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Copyright (c) 2004-2011 QOS.ch

* All rights reserved.

*

* Permission is hereby granted, free  of charge, to any person obtaining

* a  copy  of this  software  and  associated  documentation files  (the

* "Software"), to  deal in  the Software without  restriction, including

* without limitation  the rights to  use, copy, modify,  merge, publish,

* distribute,  sublicense, and/or sell  copies of  the Software,  and to

* permit persons to whom the Software  is furnished to do so, subject to

* the following conditions:

*

* The  above  copyright  notice  and  this permission  notice  shall  be

* included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

*

* THE  SOFTWARE IS  PROVIDED  "AS  IS", WITHOUT  WARRANTY  OF ANY  KIND,

* EXPRESS OR  IMPLIED, INCLUDING  BUT NOT LIMITED  TO THE  WARRANTIES OF

* MERCHANTABILITY,    FITNESS    FOR    A   PARTICULAR    PURPOSE    AND

* NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE

* LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

* OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE,  ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

* WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

*

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1110910167_1606872264.67/0/slf4j-api-1-7-2-sources-1-

jar/org/slf4j/spi/MarkerFactoryBinder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110910167_1606872264.67/0/slf4j-api-1-7-2-sources-1-

jar/org/slf4j/helpers/MessageFormatter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110910167_1606872264.67/0/slf4j-api-1-7-2-sources-1-jar/org/slf4j/ILoggerFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110910167_1606872264.67/0/slf4j-api-1-7-2-sources-1-jar/org/slf4j/helpers/NOPLogger.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110910167_1606872264.67/0/slf4j-api-1-7-2-sources-1-jar/org/slf4j/helpers/BasicMarker.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110910167_1606872264.67/0/slf4j-api-1-7-2-sources-1-

jar/org/slf4j/helpers/FormattingTuple.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1110910167_1606872264.67/0/slf4j-api-1-7-2-sources-1-

jar/org/slf4j/spi/LoggerFactoryBinder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110910167_1606872264.67/0/slf4j-api-1-7-2-sources-1-jar/org/slf4j/IMarkerFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110910167_1606872264.67/0/slf4j-api-1-7-2-sources-1-

jar/org/slf4j/helpers/SubstituteLoggerFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110910167_1606872264.67/0/slf4j-api-1-7-2-sources-1-jar/org/slf4j/Marker.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110910167_1606872264.67/0/slf4j-api-1-7-2-sources-1-

jar/org/slf4j/helpers/NOPMDCAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110910167_1606872264.67/0/slf4j-api-1-7-2-sources-1-jar/org/slf4j/LoggerFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110910167_1606872264.67/0/slf4j-api-1-7-2-sources-1-

jar/org/slf4j/impl/StaticLoggerBinder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110910167_1606872264.67/0/slf4j-api-1-7-2-sources-1-

jar/org/slf4j/helpers/BasicMDCAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110910167_1606872264.67/0/slf4j-api-1-7-2-sources-1-

jar/org/slf4j/spi/LocationAwareLogger.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110910167_1606872264.67/0/slf4j-api-1-7-2-sources-1-

jar/org/slf4j/helpers/NOPLoggerFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110910167_1606872264.67/0/slf4j-api-1-7-2-sources-1-

jar/org/slf4j/helpers/NamedLoggerBase.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110910167_1606872264.67/0/slf4j-api-1-7-2-sources-1-jar/org/slf4j/MarkerFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110910167_1606872264.67/0/slf4j-api-1-7-2-sources-1-jar/org/slf4j/Logger.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110910167_1606872264.67/0/slf4j-api-1-7-2-sources-1-

jar/org/slf4j/helpers/BasicMarkerFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110910167_1606872264.67/0/slf4j-api-1-7-2-sources-1-

jar/org/slf4j/impl/StaticMDCBinder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110910167_1606872264.67/0/slf4j-api-1-7-2-sources-1-

jar/org/slf4j/helpers/MarkerIgnoringBase.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110910167_1606872264.67/0/slf4j-api-1-7-2-sources-1-jar/org/slf4j/spi/MDCAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110910167_1606872264.67/0/slf4j-api-1-7-2-sources-1-

jar/org/slf4j/impl/StaticMarkerBinder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110910167_1606872264.67/0/slf4j-api-1-7-2-sources-1-jar/org/slf4j/MDC.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110910167_1606872264.67/0/slf4j-api-1-7-2-sources-1-jar/org/slf4j/helpers/Util.java

 

1.304 mail 1.4 
1.304.1 Available under license : 

<h1>COMMON DEVELOPMENT AND DISTRIBUTION LICENSE (CDDL) Version 1.0</h1>

 

<ol>

<li> Definitions.</li>

<blockquote><p>

1.1. <a name="returnAddedCodeRestrictionLicense">"Contributor" means each individual or entity that

creates or contributes to the creation of Modifications.</a>

       </p>

       <p>

1.2. "Contributor Version" means the combination of the

Original Software, prior Modifications used by a
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Contributor (if any), and the Modifications made by that

particular Contributor.

       </p>

       <p>

1.3. "Covered Software" means (a) the Original Software, or

(b) Modifications, or (c) the combination of files

containing Original Software with files containing

Modifications, in each case including portions thereof.

       </p>

       <p>

1.4. "Executable" means the Covered Software in any form

other than Source Code.

       </p>

       <p>

1.5. "Initial Developer" means the individual or entity

that first makes Original Software available under this

License.

       </p>

       <p>

1.6. "Larger Work" means a work which combines Covered

Software or portions thereof with code not governed by the

terms of this License.

       </p>

       <p>

1.7. "License" means this document.

       </p>

       <p>

1.8. "Licensable" means having the right to grant, to the

maximum extent possible, whether at the time of the initial

grant or subsequently acquired, any and all of the rights

conveyed herein.

       </p>

       <p>

1.9. <a name="joinLevelLicense">"Modifications" means the Source Code and Executable

form of any of the following:</a>

  <blockquote><p>

<a name="joinLevelLicense2">A. Any file that results from an addition to,

deletion from or modification of the contents of a

file containing Original Software or previous

Modifications;</a>

       </p>

       <p>

<a name="joinLevelLicense3">B. Any new file that contains any part of the

Original Software or previous Modification; or</a>

       </p>

       <p>

<a name="joinLevelLicense4">C. Any new file that is contributed or otherwise made

available under the terms of this License.</a>
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       </p></blockquote><p>

1.10. "Original Software" means the Source Code and

Executable form of computer software code that is

originally released under this License.

       </p>

       <p>

1.11. "Patent Claims" means any patent claim(s), now owned

or hereafter acquired, including without limitation,

method, process, and apparatus claims, in any patent

Licensable by grantor.

       </p>

       <p>

1.12. "Source Code" means (a) the common form of computer

software code in which modifications are made and (b)

associated documentation included in or with such code.

       </p>

       <p>

1.13. "You" (or "Your") means an individual or a legal

entity exercising rights under, and complying with all of

the terms of, this License. For legal entities, "You"

includes any entity which controls, is controlled by, or is

under common control with You. For purposes of this

definition, "control" means (a) the power, direct or

indirect, to cause the direction or management of such

entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (b) ownership

of more than fifty percent (50%) of the outstanding shares

or beneficial ownership of such entity.

       </p>

       </blockquote>

<li> License Grants.</li>

       <blockquote>

2.1. The Initial Developer Grant.<br>

<br><p>

Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and

subject to third party intellectual property claims, the

Initial Developer hereby grants You a world-wide,

royalty-free, non-exclusive license:

       </p><blockquote><p>

(a) under intellectual property rights (other than

patent or trademark) Licensable by Initial Developer,

to use, <a name="copyRestrictionLicense">reproduce</a>, modify, display, perform,

<a name="maximumUsageLevelLicense">sublicense and distribute</a> the Original Software (or

portions thereof), <a name="modificationRestrictionLicense">with or without Modifications</a>,

and/or as part of a Larger Work; and

           </p>

           <p>

(b) <a name="expressPatentLicenseRestrictionLicense">under Patent Claims infringed by the making,

using or selling of Original Software, to make, have
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made, use, practice, sell, and offer for sale, and/or

otherwise dispose of the Original Software (or

portions thereof).

           </p>

           <p>

(c) The licenses granted in Sections 2.1(a) and (b)

are effective on the date Initial Developer first

distributes or otherwise makes the Original Software

available to a third party under the terms of this

License.

           </p>

           <p>

(d) Notwithstanding Section 2.1(b) above, no patent

license is granted: (1) for code that You delete from

the Original Software, or (2) for infringements

caused by: (i) the modification of the Original

Software, or (ii) the combination of the Original

Software with other software or devices.</a>

           </p></blockquote>

2.2. Contributor Grant.<br>

       <p>

Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and

subject to third party intellectual property claims, each

<a name="returnAddedCodeRestrictionLicense2">Contributor hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free,

non-exclusive license</a>:

       </p> <blockquote><p>

(a) under intellectual property rights (other than

patent or trademark) Licensable by Contributor to

use, <a name="copyRestrictionLicense2">reproduce</a>, modify, display, perform, <a

name="maximumUsageLevelLicense2">sublicense

and distribute</a> the Modifications created by such

Contributor (or portions thereof), <a name="modificationRestrictionLicense2">either on an

unmodified basis, with other Modifications</a>, as

Covered Software and/or as part of a Larger Work; and

</p>

           <p>

(b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making,

using, or selling of Modifications made by that

Contributor either alone and/or in combination with

its Contributor Version (or portions of such

combination), to make, use, sell, offer for sale,

have made, and/or otherwise dispose of: (1)

Modifications made by that Contributor (or portions

thereof); and (2) the combination of Modifications

made by that Contributor with its Contributor Version

(or portions of such combination).

</p>

           <p>
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(c) The licenses granted in Sections 2.2(a) and

2.2(b) are effective on the date Contributor first

distributes or otherwise makes the Modifications

available to a third party.

</p>

           <p>

(d) Notwithstanding Section 2.2(b) above, no patent

license is granted: (1) for any code that Contributor

has deleted from the Contributor Version; (2) for

infringements caused by: (i) third party

modifications of Contributor Version, or (ii) the

combination of Modifications made by that Contributor

with other software (except as part of the

Contributor Version) or other devices; or (3) under

Patent Claims infringed by Covered Software in the

absence of Modifications made by that Contributor.

</p>

</blockquote>

     </blockquote>

<li> <a name="usageLevelLicense">Distribution Obligations.</a></li>

       <blockquote>

3.1. Availability of Source Code.<br>

       <p>

<a name="openSourceOriginalCodeRestrictionLicense">Any Covered Software that You distribute or otherwise

make

available in Executable form must also be made available in

Source Code form and that Source Code form must be

distributed only under the terms of this License.</a> <a name="includeLicenseRestrictionLicense">You must

include a copy of this License with every copy of the

Source Code form of the Covered Software You distribute or

otherwise make available.</a> You must inform recipients of any

such Covered Software in Executable form as to how they can

obtain such Covered Software in Source Code form in a

reasonable manner on or through a medium customarily used

for software exchange.

       </p>

3.2. Modifications.

       <p>

<a name="includeAddedCodeRestrictionLicense">The Modifications that You create or to which You

contribute are governed by the terms of this License.</a> <a name="IPWarrantRestrictionLicense">You

represent that You believe Your Modifications are Your

original creation(s) and/or You have sufficient rights to

grant the rights conveyed by this License.</a>

       </p>

3.3. Required Notices.

       <p>

<a name="sourceNoticesRestrictionLicense">You must include a notice in each of Your Modifications

that identifies You as the Contributor of the Modification.</a>
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You may not remove or alter any copyright, patent or

trademark notices contained within the Covered Software, or

any notices of licensing or any descriptive text giving

attribution to any Contributor or the Initial Developer.

       </p>

3.4. Application of Additional Terms.

       <p>

You may not offer or impose any terms on any Covered

Software in Source Code form that alters or restricts the

applicable version of this License or the recipients

rights hereunder. You may choose to offer, and to charge a

fee for, warranty, support, indemnity or liability

obligations to one or more recipients of Covered Software.

However, you may do so only on Your own behalf, and not on

behalf of the Initial Developer or any Contributor. You

must make it absolutely clear that any such warranty,

support, indemnity or liability obligation is offered by

You alone, and <a name="indemnificationRestrictionLicense">You hereby agree to indemnify the Initial

Developer and every Contributor for any liability incurred

by the Initial Developer or such Contributor as a result of

warranty, support, indemnity or liability terms You offer.</a>

       </p>

3.5. Distribution of Executable Versions.

       <p>

You may distribute the Executable form of the Covered

Software under the terms of this License or under the terms

of a license of Your choice, which may contain terms

different from this License, provided that You are in

compliance with the terms of this License and that the

license for the Executable form does not attempt to limit

or alter the recipient's rights in the Source Code form

from the rights set forth in this License. If You

distribute the Covered Software in Executable form under a

different license, You must make it absolutely clear that

any terms which differ from this License are offered by You

alone, not by the Initial Developer or Contributor. You

hereby agree to indemnify the Initial Developer and every

Contributor for any liability incurred by the Initial

Developer or such Contributor as a result of any such terms

You offer.

       </p>

3.6. Larger Works.

       <p>

You may create a Larger Work by combining Covered Software

with other code not governed by the terms of this License

and distribute the Larger Work as a single product. In such

a case, You must make sure the requirements of this License

are fulfilled for the Covered Software.
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       </p></blockquote>

<li> Versions of the License.</li>

       <blockquote>

4.1. New Versions.

       <p>

Sun Microsystems, Inc. is the initial license steward and

may publish revised and/or new versions of this License

from time to time. Each version will be given a

distinguishing version number. Except as provided in

Section 4.3, no one other than the license steward has the

right to modify this License.

       </p>

4.2. Effect of New Versions.

       <p>

You may always continue to use, distribute or otherwise

make the Covered Software available under the terms of the

version of the License under which You originally received

the Covered Software. If the Initial Developer includes a

notice in the Original Software prohibiting it from being

distributed or otherwise made available under any

subsequent version of the License, You must distribute and

make the Covered Software available under the terms of the

version of the License under which You originally received

the Covered Software. Otherwise, You may also choose to

use, distribute or otherwise make the Covered Software

available under the terms of any subsequent version of the

License published by the license steward.

       </p>

4.3. Modified Versions.

       <p>

When You are an Initial Developer and You want to create a

new license for Your Original Software, You may create and

use a modified version of this License if You: (a) rename

the license and remove any references to the name of the

license steward (except to note that the license differs

from this License); and (b) otherwise make it clear that

the license contains terms which differ from this License.

       </p></blockquote>

 

<li> DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY.</li>

   <p>

<a name="distributorDisclaimerRestrictionLicense">COVERED SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED UNDER THIS

LICENSE ON AN "AS IS"

BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED,

INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, WARRANTIES THAT THE COVERED

SOFTWARE IS FREE OF DEFECTS, MERCHANTABLE, FIT FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE OR NON-INFRINGING. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND

PERFORMANCE OF THE COVERED SOFTWARE IS WITH YOU. SHOULD ANY
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COVERED SOFTWARE PROVE DEFECTIVE IN ANY RESPECT, YOU (NOT THE

INITIAL DEVELOPER OR ANY OTHER CONTRIBUTOR) ASSUME THE COST OF

ANY NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION. THIS DISCLAIMER OF

WARRANTY CONSTITUTES AN ESSENTIAL PART OF THIS LICENSE. NO USE OF

ANY COVERED SOFTWARE IS AUTHORIZED HEREUNDER EXCEPT UNDER THIS

DISCLAIMER.</a>

   </p>

<li> TERMINATION.</li>

       <blockquote><p>

6.1. This License and the rights granted hereunder will

terminate automatically if You fail to comply with terms

herein and fail to cure such breach within 30 days of

becoming aware of the breach. Provisions which, by their

nature, must remain in effect beyond the termination of

this License shall survive.

       </p>

       <p>

6.2. <a name="patentRetaliationRestrictionLicense">If You assert a patent infringement claim (excluding

declaratory judgment actions) against Initial Developer or

a Contributor (the Initial Developer or Contributor against

whom You assert such claim is referred to as "Participant")

alleging that the Participant Software (meaning the

Contributor Version where the Participant is a Contributor

or the Original Software where the Participant is the

Initial Developer) directly or indirectly infringes any

patent, then any and all rights granted directly or

indirectly to You by such Participant, the Initial

Developer (if the Initial Developer is not the Participant)

and all Contributors under Sections 2.1 and/or 2.2 of this

License shall, upon 60 days notice from Participant

terminate prospectively and automatically at the expiration

of such 60 day notice period, unless if within such 60 day

period You withdraw Your claim with respect to the

Participant Software against such Participant either

unilaterally or pursuant to a written agreement with

Participant.</a>

       </p>

       <p>

6.3. In the event of termination under Sections 6.1 or 6.2

above, all end user licenses that have been validly granted

by You or any distributor hereunder prior to termination

(excluding licenses granted to You by any distributor)

shall survive termination.

       </p>

       </blockquote>

<li> LIMITATION OF LIABILITY.</li>

<p>

<a name="distributorExcludeDamagesRestrictionLicense">UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES AND UNDER NO
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LEGAL THEORY, WHETHER TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE), CONTRACT, OR OTHERWISE, SHALL YOU, THE

INITIAL DEVELOPER, ANY OTHER CONTRIBUTOR, OR ANY DISTRIBUTOR OF

COVERED SOFTWARE, OR ANY SUPPLIER OF ANY OF SUCH PARTIES, BE

LIABLE TO ANY PERSON FOR ANY INDIRECT, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OF ANY CHARACTER INCLUDING, WITHOUT

LIMITATION, DAMAGES FOR LOST PROFITS, LOSS OF GOODWILL, WORK

STOPPAGE, COMPUTER FAILURE OR MALFUNCTION, OR ANY AND ALL OTHER

COMMERCIAL DAMAGES OR LOSSES, EVEN IF SUCH PARTY SHALL HAVE BEEN

INFORMED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES. THIS LIMITATION OF

LIABILITY SHALL NOT APPLY TO LIABILITY FOR DEATH OR PERSONAL

INJURY RESULTING FROM SUCH PARTY'S NEGLIGENCE TO THE EXTENT

APPLICABLE LAW PROHIBITS SUCH LIMITATION. SOME JURISDICTIONS DO

NOT ALLOW THE EXCLUSION OR LIMITATION OF INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, SO THIS EXCLUSION AND LIMITATION MAY NOT

APPLY TO YOU.</a>

   </p>

<li> U.S. GOVERNMENT END USERS.</li>

<p>

The Covered Software is a "commercial item," as that term is

defined in 48 C.F.R. 2.101 (Oct. 1995), consisting of "commercial

computer software" (as that term is defined at 48 C.F.R.

252.227-7014(a)(1)) and "commercial computer software

documentation" as such terms are used in 48 C.F.R. 12.212 (Sept.

1995). Consistent with 48 C.F.R. 12.212 and 48 C.F.R. 227.7202-1

through 227.7202-4 (June 1995), all U.S. Government End Users

acquire Covered Software with only those rights set forth herein.

This U.S. Government Rights clause is in lieu of, and supersedes,

any other FAR, DFAR, or other clause or provision that addresses

Government rights in computer software under this License.

   </p>

<li> MISCELLANEOUS.</li>

   <p>

This License represents the complete agreement concerning subject

matter hereof. If any provision of this License is held to be

unenforceable, such provision shall be reformed only to the

extent necessary to make it enforceable. This License shall be

governed by the law of the jurisdiction specified in a notice

contained within the Original Software (except to the extent

applicable law, if any, provides otherwise), excluding such

jurisdiction's conflict-of-law provisions. Any litigation

relating to this License shall be subject to the jurisdiction of

the courts located in the jurisdiction and venue specified in a

notice contained within the Original Software, with the losing

party responsible for costs, including, without limitation, court

costs and reasonable attorneys' fees and expenses. The

application of the United Nations Convention on Contracts for the

International Sale of Goods is expressly excluded. Any law or
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regulation which provides that the language of a contract shall

be construed against the drafter shall not apply to this License.

You agree that You alone are responsible for compliance with the

United States export administration regulations (and the export

control laws and regulation of any other countries) when You use,

distribute or otherwise make available any Covered Software.

   </p>

<li> RESPONSIBILITY FOR CLAIMS.</li>

   <p>

As between Initial Developer and the Contributors, each party is

responsible for claims and damages arising, directly or

indirectly, out of its utilization of rights under this License

and You agree to work with Initial Developer and Contributors to

distribute such responsibility on an equitable basis. Nothing

herein is intended or shall be deemed to constitute any admission

of liability.

</p>

</ol>

 

1.305 opensaml-java 2.5.3.redhat-2 
1.305.1 Available under license : 

Apache License

Version 2.0, January 2004

http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

1. Definitions.

 

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1

through 9 of this document.

 

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are

under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or

indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of

fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source

code, documentation source, and configuration files.

 

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form,

including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.
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"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as

indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix

below).

 

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the

Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole,

an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that

remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works

thereof.

 

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications

or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the

Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright

owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written

communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic

mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously

marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been

received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce,

prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such

Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section)

patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such

license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was

submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit)

alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent

infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date

such litigation is filed.

 

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any

medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following

conditions:

 

You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and 

 

You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and 

 

You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark,

and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of
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the Derivative Works; and 

 

If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute

must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices

that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a NOTICE text

file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided along with the

Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such third-party notices

normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not modify the

License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside or as an

addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

as modifying the License.

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license

terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works

as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions

stated in this License.

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for

inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any

additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of

any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product

names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and

reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work

(and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR

CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or

conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and

assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or

otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing,

shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or

consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or

any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of

such damages.

 

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may

choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or

rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf

and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend,

and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by

reason of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS
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APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work

 

To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by

brackets "[]" replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include the brackets!) The text should be

enclosed in the appropriate comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a file or class name and

description of purpose be included on the same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier identification within

third-party archives.

 

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.306 commons 2.3.12.Final 
1.306.1 Available under license : 

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in 'This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version. This software is distributed in the hope that it will

be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU Lesser General Public License for more details. You

should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public'

 

1.307 antlr 2.7.7.redhat-4 
1.307.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

<name>BSD License</name>

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1002302933_1615378649.93/0/antlr-2-7-7-redhat-4-sources-jar/META-

INF/maven/antlr/antlr/effective-pom.xml
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1.308 asm 3.3.1-redhat-5 
1.308.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/***

* ASM XML Adapter

* Copyright (c) 2004, Eugene Kuleshov

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* 3. Neither the name of the copyright holders nor the names of its

*    contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

*    this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

* AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

* ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

* LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

* CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

* SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

* INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

* CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF

* THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077218679_1601369213.19/0/asm-3-3-1-redhat-5-sources-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/xml/SAXAnnotationAdapter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077218679_1601369213.19/0/asm-3-3-1-redhat-5-sources-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/xml/Processor.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077218679_1601369213.19/0/asm-3-3-1-redhat-5-sources-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/xml/SAXAdapter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077218679_1601369213.19/0/asm-3-3-1-redhat-5-sources-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/xml/ASMContentHandler.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077218679_1601369213.19/0/asm-3-3-1-redhat-5-sources-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/xml/SAXCodeAdapter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077218679_1601369213.19/0/asm-3-3-1-redhat-5-sources-
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jar/org/objectweb/asm/xml/SAXFieldAdapter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077218679_1601369213.19/0/asm-3-3-1-redhat-5-sources-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/xml/SAXClassAdapter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

* ASM XML Adapter

* Copyright (c) 2004, Eugene Kuleshov

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* 3. Neither the name of the copyright holders nor the names of its

*    contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

*    this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

* AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

* ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

* LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

* CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

* SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

* INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

* CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF

* THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077218679_1601369213.19/0/asm-3-3-1-redhat-5-sources-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/xml/package.html

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/***

* ASM: a very small and fast Java bytecode manipulation framework

* Copyright (c) 2000-2007 INRIA, France Telecom

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
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* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* 3. Neither the name of the copyright holders nor the names of its

*    contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

*    this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

* AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

* ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

* LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

* CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

* SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

* INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

* CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF

* THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077218679_1601369213.19/0/asm-3-3-1-redhat-5-sources-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/analysis/AnalyzerException.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077218679_1601369213.19/0/asm-3-3-1-redhat-5-sources-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/util/TraceSignatureVisitor.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077218679_1601369213.19/0/asm-3-3-1-redhat-5-sources-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/commons/GeneratorAdapter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077218679_1601369213.19/0/asm-3-3-1-redhat-5-sources-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/analysis/BasicInterpreter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077218679_1601369213.19/0/asm-3-3-1-redhat-5-sources-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/JumpInsnNode.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077218679_1601369213.19/0/asm-3-3-1-redhat-5-sources-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/MethodAdapter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077218679_1601369213.19/0/asm-3-3-1-redhat-5-sources-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/commons/AdviceAdapter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077218679_1601369213.19/0/asm-3-3-1-redhat-5-sources-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/AnnotationWriter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077218679_1601369213.19/0/asm-3-3-1-redhat-5-sources-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/InnerClassNode.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077218679_1601369213.19/0/asm-3-3-1-redhat-5-sources-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/signature/SignatureWriter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077218679_1601369213.19/0/asm-3-3-1-redhat-5-sources-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/Item.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077218679_1601369213.19/0/asm-3-3-1-redhat-5-sources-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/AnnotationVisitor.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077218679_1601369213.19/0/asm-3-3-1-redhat-5-sources-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/ClassReader.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077218679_1601369213.19/0/asm-3-3-1-redhat-5-sources-
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jar/org/objectweb/asm/commons/RemappingFieldAdapter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077218679_1601369213.19/0/asm-3-3-1-redhat-5-sources-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/MethodWriter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077218679_1601369213.19/0/asm-3-3-1-redhat-5-sources-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/commons/JSRInlinerAdapter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077218679_1601369213.19/0/asm-3-3-1-redhat-5-sources-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/InsnNode.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077218679_1601369213.19/0/asm-3-3-1-redhat-5-sources-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/commons/Remapper.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077218679_1601369213.19/0/asm-3-3-1-redhat-5-sources-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/Handler.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077218679_1601369213.19/0/asm-3-3-1-redhat-5-sources-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/signature/SignatureVisitor.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077218679_1601369213.19/0/asm-3-3-1-redhat-5-sources-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/IntInsnNode.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077218679_1601369213.19/0/asm-3-3-1-redhat-5-sources-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/analysis/Value.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077218679_1601369213.19/0/asm-3-3-1-redhat-5-sources-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/TypeInsnNode.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077218679_1601369213.19/0/asm-3-3-1-redhat-5-sources-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/Opcodes.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077218679_1601369213.19/0/asm-3-3-1-redhat-5-sources-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/util/TraceFieldVisitor.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077218679_1601369213.19/0/asm-3-3-1-redhat-5-sources-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/analysis/SourceInterpreter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077218679_1601369213.19/0/asm-3-3-1-redhat-5-sources-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/InsnList.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077218679_1601369213.19/0/asm-3-3-1-redhat-5-sources-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/ClassNode.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077218679_1601369213.19/0/asm-3-3-1-redhat-5-sources-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/util/CheckFieldAdapter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077218679_1601369213.19/0/asm-3-3-1-redhat-5-sources-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/analysis/SmallSet.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077218679_1601369213.19/0/asm-3-3-1-redhat-5-sources-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/AbstractInsnNode.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077218679_1601369213.19/0/asm-3-3-1-redhat-5-sources-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/Frame.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077218679_1601369213.19/0/asm-3-3-1-redhat-5-sources-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/analysis/SimpleVerifier.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077218679_1601369213.19/0/asm-3-3-1-redhat-5-sources-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/util/TraceAnnotationVisitor.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077218679_1601369213.19/0/asm-3-3-1-redhat-5-sources-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/commons/LocalVariablesSorter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077218679_1601369213.19/0/asm-3-3-1-redhat-5-sources-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/LocalVariableNode.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077218679_1601369213.19/0/asm-3-3-1-redhat-5-sources-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/Label.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077218679_1601369213.19/0/asm-3-3-1-redhat-5-sources-
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jar/org/objectweb/asm/ClassAdapter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077218679_1601369213.19/0/asm-3-3-1-redhat-5-sources-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/Type.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077218679_1601369213.19/0/asm-3-3-1-redhat-5-sources-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/util/ASMifierMethodVisitor.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077218679_1601369213.19/0/asm-3-3-1-redhat-5-sources-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/FieldWriter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077218679_1601369213.19/0/asm-3-3-1-redhat-5-sources-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/TableSwitchInsnNode.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077218679_1601369213.19/0/asm-3-3-1-redhat-5-sources-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/util/ASMifierClassVisitor.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077218679_1601369213.19/0/asm-3-3-1-redhat-5-sources-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/MultiANewArrayInsnNode.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077218679_1601369213.19/0/asm-3-3-1-redhat-5-sources-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/FieldInsnNode.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077218679_1601369213.19/0/asm-3-3-1-redhat-5-sources-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/util/CheckSignatureAdapter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077218679_1601369213.19/0/asm-3-3-1-redhat-5-sources-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/util/TraceMethodVisitor.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077218679_1601369213.19/0/asm-3-3-1-redhat-5-sources-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/ByteVector.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077218679_1601369213.19/0/asm-3-3-1-redhat-5-sources-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/analysis/Frame.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077218679_1601369213.19/0/asm-3-3-1-redhat-5-sources-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/commons/StaticInitMerger.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077218679_1601369213.19/0/asm-3-3-1-redhat-5-sources-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/commons/SimpleRemapper.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077218679_1601369213.19/0/asm-3-3-1-redhat-5-sources-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/commons/SerialVersionUIDAdder.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077218679_1601369213.19/0/asm-3-3-1-redhat-5-sources-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/util/AbstractVisitor.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077218679_1601369213.19/0/asm-3-3-1-redhat-5-sources-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/commons/RemappingAnnotationAdapter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077218679_1601369213.19/0/asm-3-3-1-redhat-5-sources-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/analysis/SourceValue.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077218679_1601369213.19/0/asm-3-3-1-redhat-5-sources-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/TryCatchBlockNode.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077218679_1601369213.19/0/asm-3-3-1-redhat-5-sources-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/signature/SignatureReader.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077218679_1601369213.19/0/asm-3-3-1-redhat-5-sources-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/util/ASMifierFieldVisitor.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077218679_1601369213.19/0/asm-3-3-1-redhat-5-sources-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/analysis/BasicValue.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077218679_1601369213.19/0/asm-3-3-1-redhat-5-sources-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/commons/TableSwitchGenerator.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077218679_1601369213.19/0/asm-3-3-1-redhat-5-sources-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/util/ASMifierAnnotationVisitor.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077218679_1601369213.19/0/asm-3-3-1-redhat-5-sources-
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jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/MethodInsnNode.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077218679_1601369213.19/0/asm-3-3-1-redhat-5-sources-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/ClassVisitor.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077218679_1601369213.19/0/asm-3-3-1-redhat-5-sources-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/VarInsnNode.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077218679_1601369213.19/0/asm-3-3-1-redhat-5-sources-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/Attribute.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077218679_1601369213.19/0/asm-3-3-1-redhat-5-sources-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/analysis/Analyzer.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077218679_1601369213.19/0/asm-3-3-1-redhat-5-sources-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/util/TraceClassVisitor.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077218679_1601369213.19/0/asm-3-3-1-redhat-5-sources-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/commons/RemappingMethodAdapter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077218679_1601369213.19/0/asm-3-3-1-redhat-5-sources-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/FieldNode.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077218679_1601369213.19/0/asm-3-3-1-redhat-5-sources-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/util/CheckClassAdapter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077218679_1601369213.19/0/asm-3-3-1-redhat-5-sources-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/commons/Method.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077218679_1601369213.19/0/asm-3-3-1-redhat-5-sources-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/MethodNode.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077218679_1601369213.19/0/asm-3-3-1-redhat-5-sources-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/LabelNode.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077218679_1601369213.19/0/asm-3-3-1-redhat-5-sources-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/ClassWriter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077218679_1601369213.19/0/asm-3-3-1-redhat-5-sources-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/util/ASMifierAbstractVisitor.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077218679_1601369213.19/0/asm-3-3-1-redhat-5-sources-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/analysis/BasicVerifier.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077218679_1601369213.19/0/asm-3-3-1-redhat-5-sources-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/LineNumberNode.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077218679_1601369213.19/0/asm-3-3-1-redhat-5-sources-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/LdcInsnNode.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077218679_1601369213.19/0/asm-3-3-1-redhat-5-sources-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/commons/EmptyVisitor.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077218679_1601369213.19/0/asm-3-3-1-redhat-5-sources-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/util/CheckAnnotationAdapter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077218679_1601369213.19/0/asm-3-3-1-redhat-5-sources-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/commons/AnalyzerAdapter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077218679_1601369213.19/0/asm-3-3-1-redhat-5-sources-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/FieldVisitor.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077218679_1601369213.19/0/asm-3-3-1-redhat-5-sources-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/MethodVisitor.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077218679_1601369213.19/0/asm-3-3-1-redhat-5-sources-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/analysis/Interpreter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077218679_1601369213.19/0/asm-3-3-1-redhat-5-sources-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/Edge.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077218679_1601369213.19/0/asm-3-3-1-redhat-5-sources-
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jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/FrameNode.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077218679_1601369213.19/0/asm-3-3-1-redhat-5-sources-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/LookupSwitchInsnNode.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077218679_1601369213.19/0/asm-3-3-1-redhat-5-sources-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/commons/RemappingSignatureAdapter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077218679_1601369213.19/0/asm-3-3-1-redhat-5-sources-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/util/CheckMethodAdapter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077218679_1601369213.19/0/asm-3-3-1-redhat-5-sources-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/MemberNode.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077218679_1601369213.19/0/asm-3-3-1-redhat-5-sources-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/analysis/Subroutine.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077218679_1601369213.19/0/asm-3-3-1-redhat-5-sources-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/IincInsnNode.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077218679_1601369213.19/0/asm-3-3-1-redhat-5-sources-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/util/TraceAbstractVisitor.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077218679_1601369213.19/0/asm-3-3-1-redhat-5-sources-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/AnnotationNode.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077218679_1601369213.19/0/asm-3-3-1-redhat-5-sources-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/commons/RemappingClassAdapter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077218679_1601369213.19/0/asm-3-3-1-redhat-5-sources-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/commons/CodeSizeEvaluator.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

ASM XML Adapter

 Copyright (c) 2004, Eugene Kuleshov

 All rights reserved.

 

 Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

 modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

 are met:

 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 3. Neither the name of the copyright holders nor the names of its

    contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

    this software without specific prior written permission.

 

 THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

 AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

 IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

 ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

 LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

 CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

 SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

 INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

 CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)
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 ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF

 THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077218679_1601369213.19/0/asm-3-3-1-redhat-5-sources-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/xml/asm-xml.dtd

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

2005 INRIA, France Telecom

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* 3. Neither the name of the copyright holders nor the names of its

*    contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

*    this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

* AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

* ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

* LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

* CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

* SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

* INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

* CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF

* THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077218679_1601369213.19/0/asm-3-3-1-redhat-5-sources-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/commons/package.html

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077218679_1601369213.19/0/asm-3-3-1-redhat-5-sources-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/util/package.html

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077218679_1601369213.19/0/asm-3-3-1-redhat-5-sources-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/attrs/package.html

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077218679_1601369213.19/0/asm-3-3-1-redhat-5-sources-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/signature/package.html

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077218679_1601369213.19/0/asm-3-3-1-redhat-5-sources-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/package.html

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077218679_1601369213.19/0/asm-3-3-1-redhat-5-sources-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/package.html
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* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077218679_1601369213.19/0/asm-3-3-1-redhat-5-sources-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/analysis/package.html

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/***

* ASM: a very small and fast Java bytecode manipulation framework

* Copyright (c) 2000-2005 INRIA, France Telecom

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* 3. Neither the name of the copyright holders nor the names of its

*    contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

*    this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

* AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

* ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

* LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

* CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

* SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

* INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

* CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF

* THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077218679_1601369213.19/0/asm-3-3-1-redhat-5-sources-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/commons/InstructionAdapter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* ASM: a very small and fast Java bytecode manipulation framework

* Copyright (c) 2000-2007 INRIA, France Telecom

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright
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*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* 3. Neither the name of the copyright holders nor the names of its

*    contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

*    this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

* AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

* ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

* LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

* CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

* SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

* INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

* CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF

* THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077218679_1601369213.19/0/asm-3-3-1-redhat-5-sources-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/util/ASMifiable.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077218679_1601369213.19/0/asm-3-3-1-redhat-5-sources-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/util/Traceable.java

 

1.309 jboss-as-sar 7.3.0.Final-redhat-14 
1.309.1 Available under license : 

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '# This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it # under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as # published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of # the License, or (at your option) any later version. # This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, # but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of #

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU # Lesser General Public

License for more details. # You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it * under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as * published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of * the License, or (at your option) any later version. * This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of *

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU * Lesser General Public

License for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public'

 

1.310 guava 13.0.1 
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1.311 ironjacamar-common-spi 1.0.15.Final 
1.311.1 Available under license : 

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it * under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as * published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of * the License, or (at your option) any later version. * This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of *

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU * Lesser General Public

License for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public'

 

1.312 istack-commons 2.6.1 
1.312.1 Available under license : 

COMMON DEVELOPMENT AND DISTRIBUTION LICENSE (CDDL)  

Version 1.0  

 

   *  

 

     1. Definitions.  

         o  

 

           1.1. ?Contributor? means each individual or entity that creates or contributes to the creation of Modifications.

 

         o  

 

           1.2. ?Contributor Version? means the combination of the Original Software, prior Modifications used by a

Contributor (if any), and the Modifications made by that particular Contributor.  

         o  

 

           1.3. ?Covered Software? means (a) the Original Software, or (b) Modifications, or (c) the combination of files

containing Original Software with files containing Modifications, in each case including portions thereof.  

         o  

 

           1.4. ?Executable? means the Covered Software in any form other than Source Code.  

         o  

 

           1.5. ?Initial Developer? means the individual or entity that first makes Original Software available under this

License.  

         o  

 

           1.6. ?Larger Work? means a work which combines Covered Software or portions thereof with code not

governed by the terms of this License.  

         o  
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           1.7. ?License? means this document.  

         o  

 

           1.8. ?Licensable? means having the right to grant, to the maximum extent possible, whether at the time of the

initial grant or subsequently acquired, any and all of the rights conveyed herein.  

         o  

 

           1.9. ?Modifications? means the Source Code and Executable form of any of the following:  

               +  

 

                 A. Any file that results from an addition to, deletion from or modification of the contents of a file

containing Original Software or previous Modifications;  

               +  

 

                 B. Any new file that contains any part of the Original Software or previous Modification; or  

               +  

 

                 C. Any new file that is contributed or otherwise made available under the terms of this License.  

         o  

 

           1.10. ?Original Software? means the Source Code and Executable form of computer software code that is

originally released under this License.  

         o  

 

           1.11. ?Patent Claims? means any patent claim(s), now owned or hereafter acquired, including without

limitation, method, process, and apparatus claims, in any patent Licensable by grantor.  

         o  

 

           1.12. ?Source Code? means (a) the common form of computer software code in which modifications are

made and (b) associated documentation included in or with such code.  

         o  

 

           1.13. ?You? (or ?Your?) means an individual or a legal entity exercising rights under, and complying with all

of the terms of, this License. For legal entities, ?You? includes any entity which controls, is controlled by, or is

under common control with You. For purposes of this definition, ?control? means (a) the power, direct or indirect, to

cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (b) ownership of more than

fifty percent (50%) of the outstanding shares or beneficial ownership of such entity.  

   *  

 

     2. License Grants.  

         o  

 

           2.1. The Initial Developer Grant.  

 

           Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and subject to third party intellectual property

claims, the Initial Developer hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license:  

               +  
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                 (a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark) Licensable by Initial Developer, to

use, reproduce, modify, display, perform, sublicense and distribute the Original Software (or portions thereof), with

or without Modifications, and/or as part of a Larger Work; and  

               +  

 

                 (b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using or selling of Original Software, to make, have

made, use, practice, sell, and offer for sale, and/or otherwise dispose of the Original Software (or portions thereof).  

               +  

 

                 (c) The licenses granted in Sections 2.1(a) and (b) are effective on the date Initial Developer first

distributes or otherwise makes the Original Software available to a third party under the terms of this License.  

               +  

 

                 (d) Notwithstanding Section 2.1(b) above, no patent license is granted: (1) for code that You delete from

the Original Software, or (2) for infringements caused by: (i) the modification of the Original Software, or (ii) the

combination of the Original Software with other software or devices.  

         o  

 

           2.2. Contributor Grant.  

 

           Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and subject to third party intellectual property

claims, each Contributor hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license:  

               +  

 

                 (a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark) Licensable by Contributor to use,

reproduce, modify, display, perform, sublicense and distribute the Modifications created by such Contributor (or

portions thereof), either on an unmodified basis, with other Modifications, as Covered Software and/or as part of a

Larger Work; and  

               +  

 

                 (b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using, or selling of Modifications made by that

Contributor either alone and/or in combination with its Contributor Version (or portions of such combination), to

make, use, sell, offer for sale, have made, and/or otherwise dispose of: (1) Modifications made by that Contributor

(or portions thereof); and (2) the combination of Modifications made by that Contributor with its Contributor

Version (or portions of such combination).  

               +  

 

                 (c) The licenses granted in Sections 2.2(a) and 2.2(b) are effective on the date Contributor first distributes

or otherwise makes the Modifications available to a third party.  

               +  

 

                 (d) Notwithstanding Section 2.2(b) above, no patent license is granted: (1) for any code that Contributor

has deleted from the Contributor Version; (2) for infringements caused by: (i) third party modifications of

Contributor Version, or (ii) the combination of Modifications made by that Contributor with other software (except

as part of the Contributor Version) or other devices; or (3) under Patent Claims infringed by Covered Software in the

absence of Modifications made by that Contributor.  

   *  
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     3. Distribution Obligations.  

         o  

 

           3.1. Availability of Source Code.  

 

           Any Covered Software that You distribute or otherwise make available in Executable form must also be made

available in Source Code form and that Source Code form must be distributed only under the terms of this License.

You must include a copy of this License with every copy of the Source Code form of the Covered Software You

distribute or otherwise make available. You must inform recipients of any such Covered Software in Executable

form as to how they can obtain such Covered Software in Source Code form in a reasonable manner on or through a

medium customarily used for software exchange.  

         o  

 

           3.2. Modifications.  

 

           The Modifications that You create or to which You contribute are governed by the terms of this License. You

represent that You believe Your Modifications are Your original creation(s) and/or You have sufficient rights to

grant the rights conveyed by this License.  

         o  

 

           3.3. Required Notices.  

 

           You must include a notice in each of Your Modifications that identifies You as the Contributor of the

Modification. You may not remove or alter any copyright, patent or trademark notices contained within the Covered

Software, or any notices of licensing or any descriptive text giving attribution to any Contributor or the Initial

Developer.  

         o  

 

           3.4. Application of Additional Terms.  

 

           You may not offer or impose any terms on any Covered Software in Source Code form that alters or restricts

the applicable version of this License or the recipients? rights hereunder. You may choose to offer, and to charge a

fee for, warranty, support, indemnity or liability obligations to one or more recipients of Covered Software.

However, you may do so only on Your own behalf, and not on behalf of the Initial Developer or any Contributor.

You must make it absolutely clear that any such warranty, support, indemnity or liability obligation is offered by

You alone, and You hereby agree to indemnify the Initial Developer and every Contributor for any liability incurred

by the Initial Developer or such Contributor as a result of warranty, support, indemnity or liability terms You offer.

 

         o  

 

           3.5. Distribution of Executable Versions.  

 

           You may distribute the Executable form of the Covered Software under the terms of this License or under the

terms of a license of Your choice, which may contain terms different from this License, provided that You are in

compliance with the terms of this License and that the license for the Executable form does not attempt to limit or

alter the recipient?s rights in the Source Code form from the rights set forth in this License. If You distribute the

Covered Software in Executable form under a different license, You must make it absolutely clear that any terms

which differ from this License are offered by You alone, not by the Initial Developer or Contributor. You hereby
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agree to indemnify the Initial Developer and every Contributor for any liability incurred by the Initial Developer or

such Contributor as a result of any such terms You offer.  

         o  

 

           3.6. Larger Works.  

 

           You may create a Larger Work by combining Covered Software with other code not governed by the terms of

this License and distribute the Larger Work as a single product. In such a case, You must make sure the

requirements of this License are fulfilled for the Covered Software.  

   *  

 

     4. Versions of the License.  

         o  

 

           4.1. New Versions.  

 

           Sun Microsystems, Inc. is the initial license steward and may publish revised and/or new versions of this

License from time to time. Each version will be given a distinguishing version number. Except as provided in

Section 4.3, no one other than the license steward has the right to modify this License.  

         o  

 

           4.2. Effect of New Versions.  

 

           You may always continue to use, distribute or otherwise make the Covered Software available under the

terms of the version of the License under which You originally received the Covered Software. If the Initial

Developer includes a notice in the Original Software prohibiting it from being distributed or otherwise made

available under any subsequent version of the License, You must distribute and make the Covered Software

available under the terms of the version of the License under which You originally received the Covered Software.

Otherwise, You may also choose to use, distribute or otherwise make the Covered Software available under the

terms of any subsequent version of the License published by the license steward.  

         o  

 

           4.3. Modified Versions.  

 

           When You are an Initial Developer and You want to create a new license for Your Original Software, You

may create and use a modified version of this License if You: (a) rename the license and remove any references to

the name of the license steward (except to note that the license differs from this License); and (b) otherwise make it

clear that the license contains terms which differ from this License.  

   *  

 

     5. DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY.  

 

     COVERED SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED UNDER THIS LICENSE ON AN ?AS IS? BASIS, WITHOUT

WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION,

WARRANTIES THAT THE COVERED SOFTWARE IS FREE OF DEFECTS, MERCHANTABLE, FIT FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR NON-INFRINGING. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND

PERFORMANCE OF THE COVERED SOFTWARE IS WITH YOU. SHOULD ANY COVERED SOFTWARE

PROVE DEFECTIVE IN ANY RESPECT, YOU (NOT THE INITIAL DEVELOPER OR ANY OTHER
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CONTRIBUTOR) ASSUME THE COST OF ANY NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

THIS DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY CONSTITUTES AN ESSENTIAL PART OF THIS LICENSE. NO USE

OF ANY COVERED SOFTWARE IS AUTHORIZED HEREUNDER EXCEPT UNDER THIS DISCLAIMER.  

   *  

 

     6. TERMINATION.  

         o  

 

           6.1. This License and the rights granted hereunder will terminate automatically if You fail to comply with

terms herein and fail to cure such breach within 30 days of becoming aware of the breach. Provisions which, by their

nature, must remain in effect beyond the termination of this License shall survive.  

         o  

 

           6.2. If You assert a patent infringement claim (excluding declaratory judgment actions) against Initial

Developer or a Contributor (the Initial Developer or Contributor against whom You assert such claim is referred to

as ?Participant?) alleging that the Participant Software (meaning the Contributor Version where the Participant is a

Contributor or the Original Software where the Participant is the Initial Developer) directly or indirectly infringes

any patent, then any and all rights granted directly or indirectly to You by such Participant, the Initial Developer (if

the Initial Developer is not the Participant) and all Contributors under Sections 2.1 and/or 2.2 of this License shall,

upon 60 days notice from Participant terminate prospectively and automatically at the expiration of such 60 day

notice period, unless if within such 60 day period You withdraw Your claim with respect to the Participant Software

against such Participant either unilaterally or pursuant to a written agreement with Participant.  

         o  

 

           6.3. In the event of termination under Sections 6.1 or 6.2 above, all end user licenses that have been validly

granted by You or any distributor hereunder prior to termination (excluding licenses granted to You by any

distributor) shall survive termination.  

   *  

 

     7. LIMITATION OF LIABILITY.  

 

     UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES AND UNDER NO LEGAL THEORY, WHETHER TORT (INCLUDING

NEGLIGENCE), CONTRACT, OR OTHERWISE, SHALL YOU, THE INITIAL DEVELOPER, ANY OTHER

CONTRIBUTOR, OR ANY DISTRIBUTOR OF COVERED SOFTWARE, OR ANY SUPPLIER OF ANY OF

SUCH PARTIES, BE LIABLE TO ANY PERSON FOR ANY INDIRECT, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OF ANY CHARACTER INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, DAMAGES

FOR LOST PROFITS, LOSS OF GOODWILL, WORK STOPPAGE, COMPUTER FAILURE OR

MALFUNCTION, OR ANY AND ALL OTHER COMMERCIAL DAMAGES OR LOSSES, EVEN IF SUCH

PARTY SHALL HAVE BEEN INFORMED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES. THIS LIMITATION

OF LIABILITY SHALL NOT APPLY TO LIABILITY FOR DEATH OR PERSONAL INJURY RESULTING

FROM SUCH PARTY?S NEGLIGENCE TO THE EXTENT APPLICABLE LAW PROHIBITS SUCH

LIMITATION. SOME JURISDICTIONS DO NOT ALLOW THE EXCLUSION OR LIMITATION OF

INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, SO THIS EXCLUSION AND LIMITATION MAY NOT

APPLY TO YOU.  

   *  

 

     8. U.S. GOVERNMENT END USERS.  
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     The Covered Software is a ?commercial item,? as that term is defined in 48 C.F.R. 2.101 (Oct. 1995), consisting

of ?commercial computer software? (as that term is defined at 48 C.F.R. ? 252.227-7014(a)(1)) and ?commercial

computer software documentation? as such terms are used in 48 C.F.R. 12.212 (Sept. 1995). Consistent with 48

C.F.R. 12.212 and 48 C.F.R. 227.7202-1 through 227.7202-4 (June 1995), all U.S. Government End Users acquire

Covered Software with only those rights set forth herein. This U.S. Government Rights clause is in lieu of, and

supersedes, any other FAR, DFAR, or other clause or provision that addresses Government rights in computer

software under this License.  

   *  

 

     9. MISCELLANEOUS.  

 

     This License represents the complete agreement concerning subject matter hereof. If any provision of this

License is held to be unenforceable, such provision shall be reformed only to the extent necessary to make it

enforceable. This License shall be governed by the law of the jurisdiction specified in a notice contained within the

Original Software (except to the extent applicable law, if any, provides otherwise), excluding such jurisdiction?s

conflict-of-law provisions. Any litigation relating to this License shall be subject to the jurisdiction of the courts

located in the jurisdiction and venue specified in a notice contained within the Original Software, with the losing

party responsible for costs, including, without limitation, court costs and reasonable attorneys? fees and expenses.

The application of the United Nations Convention on Contracts for the International Sale of Goods is expressly

excluded. Any law or regulation which provides that the language of a contract shall be construed against the drafter

shall not apply to this License. You agree that You alone are responsible for compliance with the United States

export administration regulations (and the export control laws and regulation of any other countries) when You use,

distribute or otherwise make available any Covered Software.  

   *  

 

     10. RESPONSIBILITY FOR CLAIMS.  

 

     As between Initial Developer and the Contributors, each party is responsible for claims and damages arising,

directly or indirectly, out of its utilization of rights under this License and You agree to work with Initial Developer

and Contributors to distribute such responsibility on an equitable basis. Nothing herein is intended or shall be

deemed to constitute any admission of liability.

 

 

1.313 jackson-dataformat-yaml 2.9.8 
1.313.1 Available under license : 

# Jackson JSON processor

 

Jackson is a high-performance, Free/Open Source JSON processing library.

It was originally written by Tatu Saloranta (tatu.saloranta@iki.fi), and has

been in development since 2007.

It is currently developed by a community of developers, as well as supported

commercially by FasterXML.com.

 

## Licensing

 

Jackson core and extension components may be licensed under different licenses.
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To find the details that apply to this artifact see the accompanying LICENSE file.

For more information, including possible other licensing options, contact

FasterXML.com (http://fasterxml.com).

 

## Credits

 

A list of contributors may be found from CREDITS file, which is included

in some artifacts (usually source distributions); but is always available

from the source code management (SCM) system project uses.

This copy of Jackson JSON processor YAML module is licensed under the

Apache (Software) License, version 2.0 ("the License").

See the License for details about distribution rights, and the

specific rights regarding derivate works.

 

You may obtain a copy of the License at:

 

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

1.314 jboss-as-jpa-hibernate4 7.3.0.Final-

redhat-14 
1.314.1 Available under license : 

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it * under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as * published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of * the License, or (at your option) any later version. * This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of *

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU * Lesser General Public

License for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public'

 

1.315 logging-interceptor 3.14.4 
1.315.1 Available under license : 

Apache License

Version 2.0, January 2004

http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

1. Definitions.

 

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1

through 9 of this document.

 

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.
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"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are

under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or

indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of

fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source

code, documentation source, and configuration files.

 

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form,

including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

 

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as

indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix

below).

 

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the

Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole,

an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that

remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works

thereof.

 

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications

or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the

Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright

owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written

communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic

mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously

marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been

received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce,

prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such

Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section)

patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such

license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was

submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit)

alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent

infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date
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such litigation is filed.

 

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any

medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following

conditions:

 

You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and 

 

You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and 

 

You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark,

and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

the Derivative Works; and 

 

If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute

must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices

that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a NOTICE text

file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided along with the

Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such third-party notices

normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not modify the

License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside or as an

addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

as modifying the License.

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license

terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works

as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions

stated in this License.

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for

inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any

additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of

any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product

names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and

reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work

(and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR

CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or

conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and

assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or

otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing,

shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or

consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or
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any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of

such damages.

 

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may

choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or

rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf

and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend,

and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by

reason of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work

 

To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by

brackets "[]" replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include the brackets!) The text should be

enclosed in the appropriate comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a file or class name and

description of purpose be included on the same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier identification within

third-party archives.

 

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.
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1.316 jboss-as-domain-http-interface

7.3.0.Final-redhat-14 
1.316.1 Available under license : 

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it * under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as * published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of * the License, or (at your option) any later version. * This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of *

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU * Lesser General Public

License for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public'

 

1.317 commons-io 2.2 
1.317.1 Available under license : 

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,
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     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,
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     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.
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     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf
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     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

Apache Commons IO

Copyright 2002-2012 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed by

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

1.318 drools-compiler 5.6.0.Final 
1.318.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2007 JBoss Inc

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
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* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*

* Created on Dec 13, 2007

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264412_1606892669.43/0/drools-compiler-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/lang/descr/EntryPointDescr.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264412_1606892669.43/0/drools-compiler-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/lang/descr/WindowReferenceDescr.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264412_1606892669.43/0/drools-compiler-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/lang/DroolsTree.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264412_1606892669.43/0/drools-compiler-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/lang/DroolsEditorType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264412_1606892669.43/0/drools-compiler-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/lang/DroolsTreeAdaptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264412_1606892669.43/0/drools-compiler-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/lang/DRLParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264412_1606892669.43/0/drools-compiler-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/lang/MVELDumper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264412_1606892669.43/0/drools-compiler-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/lang/ParserHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264412_1606892669.43/0/drools-compiler-5-6-0-final-sources-1-
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jar/org/drools/lang/DrlDumper.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2007 JBoss Inc

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*

* Created on Dec 1, 2007

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264412_1606892669.43/0/drools-compiler-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/lang/descr/EvaluatorBasedRestrictionDescr.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2006 JBoss Inc

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264412_1606892669.43/0/drools-compiler-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/rule/builder/PatternBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264412_1606892669.43/0/drools-compiler-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/lang/descr/GlobalDescr.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264412_1606892669.43/0/drools-compiler-5-6-0-final-sources-1-
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jar/org/drools/lang/dsl/DefaultDSLMapping.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264412_1606892669.43/0/drools-compiler-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/rule/builder/GroupElementBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264412_1606892669.43/0/drools-compiler-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/rule/builder/RuleBuildContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264412_1606892669.43/0/drools-compiler-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/lang/descr/ForallDescr.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264412_1606892669.43/0/drools-compiler-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/rule/builder/dialect/mvel/MVELEvalBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264412_1606892669.43/0/drools-compiler-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/lang/dsl/DSLMappingFile.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264412_1606892669.43/0/drools-compiler-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/lang/descr/ImportDescr.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264412_1606892669.43/0/drools-compiler-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/rule/builder/dialect/java/JavaAccumulateBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264412_1606892669.43/0/drools-compiler-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/rule/builder/dialect/java/JavaEvalBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264412_1606892669.43/0/drools-compiler-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/rule/builder/RuleConditionBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264412_1606892669.43/0/drools-compiler-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/lang/dsl/DSLMapping.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264412_1606892669.43/0/drools-compiler-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/rule/builder/dialect/java/JavaConsequenceBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264412_1606892669.43/0/drools-compiler-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/lang/descr/FunctionImportDescr.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264412_1606892669.43/0/drools-compiler-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/rule/builder/PackageBuildContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264412_1606892669.43/0/drools-compiler-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/rule/builder/dialect/mvel/MVELFromBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264412_1606892669.43/0/drools-compiler-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/rule/builder/dialect/java/JavaRuleClassBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264412_1606892669.43/0/drools-compiler-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/lang/dsl/DSLMappingParseException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264412_1606892669.43/0/drools-compiler-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/rule/builder/CollectBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264412_1606892669.43/0/drools-compiler-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/lang/dsl/DSLMappingEntry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264412_1606892669.43/0/drools-compiler-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/rule/builder/dialect/mvel/MVELPredicateBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264412_1606892669.43/0/drools-compiler-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/lang/dsl/AntlrDSLMappingEntry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264412_1606892669.43/0/drools-compiler-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/rule/builder/ForallBuilder.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2010 JBoss Inc

*
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* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264412_1606892669.43/0/drools-compiler-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/lang/descr/FunctionCallDescr.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264412_1606892669.43/0/drools-compiler-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/lang/descr/MVELExprDescr.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264412_1606892669.43/0/drools-compiler-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/compiler/ProcessBuilderFactoryService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264412_1606892669.43/0/drools-compiler-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/lang/descr/StringConnectiveDescr.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264412_1606892669.43/0/drools-compiler-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/lang/descr/FromDescr.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264412_1606892669.43/0/drools-compiler-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/lang/descr/MethodAccessDescr.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264412_1606892669.43/0/drools-compiler-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/lang/descr/DeclarativeInvokerDescr.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264412_1606892669.43/0/drools-compiler-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/lang/descr/RestrictionConnectiveDescr.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264412_1606892669.43/0/drools-compiler-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/lang/descr/FieldAccessDescr.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264412_1606892669.43/0/drools-compiler-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/lang/descr/FieldTemplateDescr.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264412_1606892669.43/0/drools-compiler-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/lang/DroolsToken.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264412_1606892669.43/0/drools-compiler-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/lang/descr/ConnectiveDescr.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264412_1606892669.43/0/drools-compiler-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/lang/descr/FactTemplateDescr.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264412_1606892669.43/0/drools-compiler-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/lang/descr/AccessorDescr.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2011 JBoss Inc

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
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* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264412_1606892669.43/0/drools-compiler-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/lang/api/impl/AccumulateDescrBuilderImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264412_1606892669.43/0/drools-compiler-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/lang/api/impl/BehaviorDescrBuilderImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264412_1606892669.43/0/drools-compiler-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/lang/DroolsParaphraseTypes.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264412_1606892669.43/0/drools-compiler-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/lang/DroolsMismatchedTokenException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264412_1606892669.43/0/drools-compiler-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/lang/api/AttributeDescrBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264412_1606892669.43/0/drools-compiler-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/compiler/DrlExprParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264412_1606892669.43/0/drools-compiler-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/lang/DroolsMismatchedSetException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264412_1606892669.43/0/drools-compiler-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/lang/descr/ConnectiveType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264412_1606892669.43/0/drools-compiler-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/lang/api/impl/SourceDescrBuilderImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264412_1606892669.43/0/drools-compiler-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/lang/api/SourceDescrBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264412_1606892669.43/0/drools-compiler-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/lang/api/impl/CollectDescrBuilderImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264412_1606892669.43/0/drools-compiler-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/lang/api/DeclareDescrBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264412_1606892669.43/0/drools-compiler-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/lang/descr/OperatorDescr.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264412_1606892669.43/0/drools-compiler-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/lang/descr/AtomicExprDescr.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264412_1606892669.43/0/drools-compiler-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/lang/api/AnnotatedDescrBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264412_1606892669.43/0/drools-compiler-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/lang/api/GlobalDescrBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264412_1606892669.43/0/drools-compiler-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/lang/api/DescrBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264412_1606892669.43/0/drools-compiler-5-6-0-final-sources-1-
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jar/org/drools/lang/api/impl/PatternDescrBuilderImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264412_1606892669.43/0/drools-compiler-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/lang/DroolsMissingTokenException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264412_1606892669.43/0/drools-compiler-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/lang/api/QueryDescrBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264412_1606892669.43/0/drools-compiler-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/lang/api/CEDescrBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264412_1606892669.43/0/drools-compiler-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/lang/api/impl/BaseDescrBuilderImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264412_1606892669.43/0/drools-compiler-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/lang/api/AccumulateDescrBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264412_1606892669.43/0/drools-compiler-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/lang/api/RuleDescrBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264412_1606892669.43/0/drools-compiler-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/lang/api/AnnotationDescrBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264412_1606892669.43/0/drools-compiler-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/lang/api/TypeDeclarationDescrBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264412_1606892669.43/0/drools-compiler-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/lang/api/impl/CEDescrBuilderImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264412_1606892669.43/0/drools-compiler-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/lang/api/EntryPointDeclarationDescrBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264412_1606892669.43/0/drools-compiler-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/lang/api/FunctionDescrBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264412_1606892669.43/0/drools-compiler-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/lang/api/ImportDescrBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264412_1606892669.43/0/drools-compiler-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/lang/descr/ConstraintConnectiveDescr.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264412_1606892669.43/0/drools-compiler-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/lang/api/BehaviorDescrBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264412_1606892669.43/0/drools-compiler-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/lang/DroolsSentenceType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264412_1606892669.43/0/drools-compiler-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/lang/api/impl/ForallDescrBuilderImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264412_1606892669.43/0/drools-compiler-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/lang/api/WindowDeclarationDescrBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264412_1606892669.43/0/drools-compiler-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/lang/api/FieldDescrBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264412_1606892669.43/0/drools-compiler-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/lang/DroolsSoftKeywords.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264412_1606892669.43/0/drools-compiler-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/lang/DroolsSentence.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264412_1606892669.43/0/drools-compiler-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/lang/api/EvalDescrBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264412_1606892669.43/0/drools-compiler-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/lang/descr/RelationalExprDescr.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264412_1606892669.43/0/drools-compiler-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/lang/api/PatternDescrBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264412_1606892669.43/0/drools-compiler-5-6-0-final-sources-1-
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jar/org/drools/lang/api/DescrFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264412_1606892669.43/0/drools-compiler-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/lang/api/impl/QueryDescrBuilderImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264412_1606892669.43/0/drools-compiler-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/lang/api/CollectDescrBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264412_1606892669.43/0/drools-compiler-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/lang/DroolsParserExceptionFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264412_1606892669.43/0/drools-compiler-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/lang/api/impl/RuleDescrBuilderImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264412_1606892669.43/0/drools-compiler-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/lang/api/ForallDescrBuilder.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2011 JBoss Inc

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not

* use this file except in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of

* the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264412_1606892669.43/0/drools-compiler-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/compiler/BusinessRuleProviderFactory.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2006 JBoss Inc

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.
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*

* Created on May 22, 2007

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264412_1606892669.43/0/drools-compiler-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/lang/Location.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2008 JBoss Inc

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*

* Created on Apr 25, 2008

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264412_1606892669.43/0/drools-compiler-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/lang/descr/BehaviorDescr.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

*

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264412_1606892669.43/0/drools-compiler-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/compiler/xml/XmlDumper.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2006 JBoss Inc

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264412_1606892669.43/0/drools-compiler-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/rule/builder/dialect/mvel/MVELReturnValueBuilder.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2008 Red Hat

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264412_1606892669.43/0/drools-compiler-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/rule/builder/EngineElementBuilder.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*
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* Copyright 2011 JBoss Inc

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*       http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264412_1606892669.43/0/drools-compiler-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/compiler/DroolsErrorWrapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264412_1606892669.43/0/drools-compiler-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/compiler/DuplicateRule.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264412_1606892669.43/0/drools-compiler-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/compiler/DuplicateFunction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264412_1606892669.43/0/drools-compiler-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/compiler/ConfigurableSeverityResult.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2011 JBoss Inc

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*       http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264412_1606892669.43/0/drools-compiler-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/compiler/BaseKnowledgeBuilderResultImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264412_1606892669.43/0/drools-compiler-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/lang/descr/EnumLiteralDescr.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264412_1606892669.43/0/drools-compiler-5-6-0-final-sources-1-
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jar/org/drools/lang/api/impl/EnumDeclarationDescrBuilderImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264412_1606892669.43/0/drools-compiler-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/lang/descr/QualifiedName.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264412_1606892669.43/0/drools-compiler-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/lang/api/impl/WindowDeclarationDescrBuilderImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264412_1606892669.43/0/drools-compiler-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/lang/api/impl/EnumLiteralDescrBuilderImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264412_1606892669.43/0/drools-compiler-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/lang/api/AbstractClassTypeDeclarationBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264412_1606892669.43/0/drools-compiler-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/lang/api/impl/TypeDeclarationDescrBuilderImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264412_1606892669.43/0/drools-compiler-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/lang/api/EnumDeclarationDescrBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264412_1606892669.43/0/drools-compiler-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/lang/descr/EnumDeclarationDescr.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264412_1606892669.43/0/drools-compiler-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/lang/api/EnumLiteralDescrBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264412_1606892669.43/0/drools-compiler-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/lang/descr/AbstractClassTypeDeclarationDescr.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2011 Red Hat

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264412_1606892669.43/0/drools-compiler-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/lang/descr/WindowDeclarationDescr.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2011 JBoss Inc

*

*   Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

*   you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

*   You may obtain a copy of the License at
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*

*         http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

*   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

*   distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

*   WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

*   See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

*   limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264412_1606892669.43/0/drools-compiler-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/compiler/PMMLCompiler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264412_1606892669.43/0/drools-compiler-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/compiler/PMMLCompilerFactory.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Licensed to the Apache Software Foundation (ASF) under one or more

* contributor license agreements.  See the NOTICE file distributed with

* this work for additional information regarding copyright ownership.

* The ASF licenses this file to You under the Apache License, Version 2.0

* (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with

* the License.  You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264412_1606892669.43/0/drools-compiler-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/commons/jci/compilers/JaninoJavaCompilerSettings.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264412_1606892669.43/0/drools-compiler-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/commons/jci/compilers/JavaCompiler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264412_1606892669.43/0/drools-compiler-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/commons/jci/compilers/JavaCompilerSettings.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264412_1606892669.43/0/drools-compiler-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/commons/jci/compilers/CompilationResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264412_1606892669.43/0/drools-compiler-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/commons/jci/compilers/JaninoCompilationProblem.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264412_1606892669.43/0/drools-compiler-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/commons/jci/stores/ResourceStore.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264412_1606892669.43/0/drools-compiler-5-6-0-final-sources-1-
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jar/org/drools/commons/jci/compilers/JaninoJavaCompiler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264412_1606892669.43/0/drools-compiler-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/commons/jci/compilers/EclipseJavaCompiler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264412_1606892669.43/0/drools-compiler-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/commons/jci/readers/MemoryResourceReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264412_1606892669.43/0/drools-compiler-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/commons/jci/readers/ResourceReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264412_1606892669.43/0/drools-compiler-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/commons/jci/compilers/EclipseCompilationProblem.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264412_1606892669.43/0/drools-compiler-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/commons/jci/problems/CompilationProblem.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264412_1606892669.43/0/drools-compiler-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/commons/jci/problems/CompilationProblemHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264412_1606892669.43/0/drools-compiler-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/commons/jci/compilers/EclipseJavaCompilerSettings.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264412_1606892669.43/0/drools-compiler-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/commons/jci/compilers/AbstractJavaCompiler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264412_1606892669.43/0/drools-compiler-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/commons/jci/compilers/JavaCompilerFactory.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2005 JBoss Inc

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264412_1606892669.43/0/drools-compiler-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/lang/descr/Restriction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264412_1606892669.43/0/drools-compiler-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/lang/descr/QueryDescr.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264412_1606892669.43/0/drools-compiler-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/lang/descr/OrDescr.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264412_1606892669.43/0/drools-compiler-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/lang/descr/VariableRestrictionDescr.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264412_1606892669.43/0/drools-compiler-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/lang/descr/PredicateDescr.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1111264412_1606892669.43/0/drools-compiler-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/lang/descr/FieldConstraintDescr.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264412_1606892669.43/0/drools-compiler-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/lang/descr/NotDescr.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264412_1606892669.43/0/drools-compiler-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/lang/descr/RestrictionDescr.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264412_1606892669.43/0/drools-compiler-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/lang/descr/FunctionDescr.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264412_1606892669.43/0/drools-compiler-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/lang/descr/QualifiedIdentifierRestrictionDescr.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264412_1606892669.43/0/drools-compiler-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/lang/ExpanderException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264412_1606892669.43/0/drools-compiler-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/lang/dsl/MappingError.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264412_1606892669.43/0/drools-compiler-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/lang/descr/PatternDescr.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264412_1606892669.43/0/drools-compiler-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/lang/descr/BindingDescr.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264412_1606892669.43/0/drools-compiler-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/lang/descr/LiteralRestrictionDescr.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264412_1606892669.43/0/drools-compiler-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/lang/GeneralParseException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264412_1606892669.43/0/drools-compiler-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/lang/descr/ExprConstraintDescr.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264412_1606892669.43/0/drools-compiler-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/lang/descr/ReturnValueRestrictionDescr.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264412_1606892669.43/0/drools-compiler-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/lang/ParseException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264412_1606892669.43/0/drools-compiler-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/lang/descr/CollectDescr.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2008 Red Hat

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264412_1606892669.43/0/drools-compiler-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/lang/descr/TypeDeclarationDescr.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264412_1606892669.43/0/drools-compiler-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/lang/descr/EntryPointDeclarationDescr.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264412_1606892669.43/0/drools-compiler-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/lang/descr/TypeFieldDescr.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2007 JBoss Inc

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264412_1606892669.43/0/drools-compiler-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/rule/builder/dialect/mvel/MVELAccumulateBuilder.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2006 JBoss Inc

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*

* Created on Jun 18, 2007

*/
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264412_1606892669.43/0/drools-compiler-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/rule/builder/dialect/java/parser/JavaLocalDeclarationDescr.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264412_1606892669.43/0/drools-compiler-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/rule/builder/dialect/mvel/MVELAnalysisResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264412_1606892669.43/0/drools-compiler-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/rule/builder/dialect/java/JavaAnalysisResult.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2005 JBoss Inc

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264412_1606892669.43/0/drools-compiler-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/lang/descr/ForFunctionDescr.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264412_1606892669.43/0/drools-compiler-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/compiler/ParserError.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264412_1606892669.43/0/drools-compiler-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/compiler/xml/rules/ExpressionHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264412_1606892669.43/0/drools-compiler-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/rule/builder/dialect/java/JavaExprAnalyzer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264412_1606892669.43/0/drools-compiler-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/compiler/xml/rules/FunctionHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264412_1606892669.43/0/drools-compiler-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/compiler/DroolsParserException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264412_1606892669.43/0/drools-compiler-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/compiler/xml/rules/AccumulateHelperHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264412_1606892669.43/0/drools-compiler-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/compiler/GlobalError.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264412_1606892669.43/0/drools-compiler-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/lang/descr/AnnotatedBaseDescr.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264412_1606892669.43/0/drools-compiler-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/compiler/xml/rules/QualifiedIdentifierRestrictionHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264412_1606892669.43/0/drools-compiler-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/runtime/pipeline/impl/DroolsJaxbHelperProviderImpl.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1111264412_1606892669.43/0/drools-compiler-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/lang/dsl/DefaultExpanderResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264412_1606892669.43/0/drools-compiler-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/compiler/FactTemplateError.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264412_1606892669.43/0/drools-compiler-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/compiler/xml/rules/ExistsHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264412_1606892669.43/0/drools-compiler-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/lang/descr/PackageDescr.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264412_1606892669.43/0/drools-compiler-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/rule/builder/dialect/java/KnowledgeHelperFixer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264412_1606892669.43/0/drools-compiler-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/lang/descr/LiteralDescr.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264412_1606892669.43/0/drools-compiler-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/compiler/xml/rules/AndHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264412_1606892669.43/0/drools-compiler-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/compiler/SerializableDroolsError.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264412_1606892669.43/0/drools-compiler-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/lang/descr/ExistsDescr.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264412_1606892669.43/0/drools-compiler-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/compiler/FieldTemplateError.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264412_1606892669.43/0/drools-compiler-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/compiler/xml/rules/PackageHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264412_1606892669.43/0/drools-compiler-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/lang/ExpanderResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264412_1606892669.43/0/drools-compiler-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/lang/dsl/DefaultExpander.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264412_1606892669.43/0/drools-compiler-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/compiler/xml/rules/CollectHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264412_1606892669.43/0/drools-compiler-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/lang/descr/AccumulateDescr.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264412_1606892669.43/0/drools-compiler-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/compiler/DrlParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264412_1606892669.43/0/drools-compiler-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/compiler/ActionError.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264412_1606892669.43/0/drools-compiler-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/compiler/xml/rules/QueryHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264412_1606892669.43/0/drools-compiler-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/compiler/xml/rules/PredicateHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264412_1606892669.43/0/drools-compiler-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/compiler/DroolsError.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264412_1606892669.43/0/drools-compiler-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/compiler/xml/rules/FieldConstraintHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264412_1606892669.43/0/drools-compiler-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/compiler/xml/rules/ReturnValueRestrictionHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264412_1606892669.43/0/drools-compiler-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/lang/descr/ConditionalElementDescr.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264412_1606892669.43/0/drools-compiler-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/lang/descr/AttributeDescr.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1111264412_1606892669.43/0/drools-compiler-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/compiler/xml/rules/ForallHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264412_1606892669.43/0/drools-compiler-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/lang/descr/BaseDescr.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264412_1606892669.43/0/drools-compiler-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/compiler/xml/rules/EvalHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264412_1606892669.43/0/drools-compiler-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/lang/Expander.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264412_1606892669.43/0/drools-compiler-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/lang/descr/EvalDescr.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264412_1606892669.43/0/drools-compiler-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/lang/descr/RuleDescr.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264412_1606892669.43/0/drools-compiler-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/compiler/xml/rules/PatternHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264412_1606892669.43/0/drools-compiler-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/rule/builder/RuleBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264412_1606892669.43/0/drools-compiler-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/compiler/xml/rules/RuleHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264412_1606892669.43/0/drools-compiler-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/compiler/xml/rules/FieldBindingHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264412_1606892669.43/0/drools-compiler-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/compiler/xml/rules/FromHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264412_1606892669.43/0/drools-compiler-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/compiler/ImportError.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264412_1606892669.43/0/drools-compiler-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/rule/builder/FunctionBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264412_1606892669.43/0/drools-compiler-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/compiler/xml/rules/VariableRestrictionsHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264412_1606892669.43/0/drools-compiler-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/compiler/xml/rules/NotHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264412_1606892669.43/0/drools-compiler-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/compiler/xml/rules/LiteralRestrictionHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264412_1606892669.43/0/drools-compiler-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/compiler/xml/rules/ExprConstraintHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264412_1606892669.43/0/drools-compiler-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/compiler/xml/rules/RestrictionConnectiveHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264412_1606892669.43/0/drools-compiler-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/compiler/xml/rules/AccumulateHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264412_1606892669.43/0/drools-compiler-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/compiler/PackageBuilderConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264412_1606892669.43/0/drools-compiler-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/rule/builder/dialect/java/PackageStore.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264412_1606892669.43/0/drools-compiler-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/compiler/xml/rules/OrHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264412_1606892669.43/0/drools-compiler-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/compiler/FunctionError.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264412_1606892669.43/0/drools-compiler-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/compiler/DescrBuildError.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1111264412_1606892669.43/0/drools-compiler-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/lang/descr/AndDescr.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264412_1606892669.43/0/drools-compiler-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/compiler/TypeDeclarationError.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264412_1606892669.43/0/drools-compiler-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/rule/builder/dialect/mvel/MVELExprAnalyzer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264412_1606892669.43/0/drools-compiler-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/compiler/TypeDeclarationWarning.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2007 JBoss Inc

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*

* Created on Jun 25, 2007

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264412_1606892669.43/0/drools-compiler-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/lang/descr/MultiPatternDestinationDescr.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264412_1606892669.43/0/drools-compiler-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/lang/descr/PatternDestinationDescr.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264412_1606892669.43/0/drools-compiler-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/lang/descr/PatternSourceDescr.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2011 JBoss Inc

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
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* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264412_1606892669.43/0/drools-compiler-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/lang/descr/AnnotationDescr.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2005 JBoss Inc

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

// TODO Error attribution might be bugged

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264412_1606892669.43/0/drools-compiler-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/compiler/PackageBuilder.java

 

1.319 jansi-native 1.5-redhat-1 
1.319.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Copyright (C) 2009, Progress Software Corporation and/or its

* subsidiaries or affiliates.  All rights reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
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* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219269_1601397531.39/0/jansi-native-1-5-sources-

jar/org/fusesource/jansi/internal/CLibrary.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219269_1601397531.39/0/jansi-native-1-5-sources-

jar/org/fusesource/jansi/internal/WindowsSupport.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077219269_1601397531.39/0/jansi-native-1-5-sources-

jar/org/fusesource/jansi/internal/Kernel32.java

 

1.320 stilts-stomplet-server-core

0.1.26.redhat-3 
1.320.1 Available under license : 

Apache License

Version 2.0, January 2004

http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

1. Definitions.

 

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1

through 9 of this document.

 

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are

under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or

indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of

fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source

code, documentation source, and configuration files.

 

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form,

including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

 

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as

indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix
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below).

 

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the

Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole,

an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that

remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works

thereof.

 

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications

or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the

Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright

owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written

communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic

mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously

marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been

received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce,

prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such

Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section)

patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such

license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was

submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit)

alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent

infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date

such litigation is filed.

 

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any

medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following

conditions:

 

You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and 

 

You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and 

 

You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark,

and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

the Derivative Works; and 

 

If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute
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must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices

that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a NOTICE text

file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided along with the

Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such third-party notices

normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not modify the

License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside or as an

addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

as modifying the License.

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license

terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works

as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions

stated in this License.

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for

inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any

additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of

any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product

names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and

reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work

(and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR

CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or

conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and

assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or

otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing,

shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or

consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or

any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of

such damages.

 

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may

choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or

rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf

and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend,

and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by

reason of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work

 

To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by
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brackets "[]" replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include the brackets!) The text should be

enclosed in the appropriate comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a file or class name and

description of purpose be included on the same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier identification within

third-party archives.

 

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.321 slf4j-log4j 1.7.2 

 

1.322 jboss-as-connector 7.3.0.Final-redhat-

14 
1.322.1 Available under license : 

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '~ This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it ~ under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as ~ published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of ~ the License, or (at your option) any later version. ~ This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, ~ but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of ~

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU ~ Lesser General Public

License for more details. ~ You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '~ This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it ~ under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as ~ published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of ~ the License, or (at your option) any later version. ~ This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, ~ but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of ~

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU ~ Lesser General Public

License for more details. ~ You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public * confidentiality:

indicates if the server (target) supports privacy protected messages. The values are <xs:attribute

name="confidentiality" type="xs:string" use="required" default="NONE"/>'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '# This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it # under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as # published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of # the License, or (at your option) any later version. # This software is distributed in the hope
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that it will be useful, # but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of #

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU # Lesser General Public

License for more details. # You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it * under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as * published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of * the License, or (at your option) any later version. * This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of *

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU * Lesser General Public

License for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public //if this is a timer

service invocation we throw a special exception'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it * under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as * published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of * the License, or (at your option) any later version. * This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of *

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU * Lesser General Public

License for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '*  * This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

modify it *  * under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as *  * published by the Free Software

Foundation; either version 2.1 of *  * the License, or (at your option) any later version. *  * This software is

distributed in the hope that it will be useful, *  * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied

warranty of *  * MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU *  * Lesser

General Public License for more details. *  * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it * under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as * published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of * the License, or (at your option) any later version. * This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of *

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU * Lesser General Public

License for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public * Implementations

are free to use a 1 to 1 instance -> pk mapping, or create multiple instances per'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* contributors as indicated by the @author tags. All rights

reserved. * This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it * under the terms of the GNU Lesser

General Public License as * published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2.1 of * the License, or (at

your option) any later version. * This software is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, * but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of * MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU * Lesser General Public License for more details. * You should have

received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it * under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as * published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of * the License, or (at your option) any later version. * This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of *

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU * Lesser General Public

License for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public ||

IORTransportConfigMetaData.CONFIDENTIALITY_REQUIRED.equals(tc.getConfidentiality())'

 

1.323 cxf-rt-bindings-soap 2.7.18 
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1.323.1 Available under license : 
 

Apache CXF

Copyright 2006-2015 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object
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     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.
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  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.
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  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a
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     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.324 jdk-corretto 8.265.01.1 
1.324.1 Available under license : 

Copyright (c) 1999-2003 David Corcoran <corcoran@musclecard.com>

Copyright (c) 2001-2011 Ludovic Rousseau <ludovic.rousseau@free.fr>

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote products

  derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF

THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.
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Some files are under GNU GPL v3 or any later version

- doc/example/pcsc_demo.c

- the files in src/spy/

- the files in UnitaryTests/

 

   Copyright (C) 2003-2014  Ludovic Rousseau

 

   This program is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation, either version 3 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program.  If not, see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

 

Files src/auth.c and src/auth.h are:

* Copyright (C) 2013 Red Hat

*

* All rights reserved.

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

* notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

* notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

* documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

* "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

* LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS

* FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

* COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

* INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING,

* BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS

* OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED

* AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

* OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF
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* THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

* DAMAGE.

*

* Author: Nikos Mavrogiannopoulos <nmav@redhat.com>

 

 

Files src/simclist.c and src/simclist.h are:

* Copyright (c) 2007,2008,2009,2010,2011 Mij <mij@bitchx.it>

*

* Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software for any

* purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above

* copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

*

* THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES

* WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

* MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR

* ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES

* WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN

* ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF

* OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

The GIFLIB distribution is Copyright (c) 1997  Eric S. Raymond

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

Within this directory, each of the file listed below is licensed under

the terms given in the file LICENSE-MPL, also in this directory.

 

PRIMES

Copyright (c) %YEARS%, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as
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published by the Free Software Foundation.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

COPYRIGHT NOTICE, DISCLAIMER, and LICENSE

=========================================

 

PNG Reference Library License version 2

---------------------------------------

 

* Copyright (c) 1995-2019 The PNG Reference Library Authors.

* Copyright (c) 2018-2019 Cosmin Truta.

* Copyright (c) 2000-2002, 2004, 2006-2018 Glenn Randers-Pehrson.

* Copyright (c) 1996-1997 Andreas Dilger.

* Copyright (c) 1995-1996 Guy Eric Schalnat, Group 42, Inc.

 

The software is supplied "as is", without warranty of any kind,

express or implied, including, without limitation, the warranties

of merchantability, fitness for a particular purpose, title, and

non-infringement.  In no event shall the Copyright owners, or

anyone distributing the software, be liable for any damages or

other liability, whether in contract, tort or otherwise, arising

from, out of, or in connection with the software, or the use or

other dealings in the software, even if advised of the possibility

of such damage.

 

Permission is hereby granted to use, copy, modify, and distribute

this software, or portions hereof, for any purpose, without fee,

subject to the following restrictions:

 

1. The origin of this software must not be misrepresented; you

   must not claim that you wrote the original software.  If you

   use this software in a product, an acknowledgment in the product

   documentation would be appreciated, but is not required.

 

2. Altered source versions must be plainly marked as such, and must

   not be misrepresented as being the original software.
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3. This Copyright notice may not be removed or altered from any

   source or altered source distribution.

 

 

PNG Reference Library License version 1 (for libpng 0.5 through 1.6.35)

-----------------------------------------------------------------------

 

libpng versions 1.0.7, July 1, 2000, through 1.6.35, July 15, 2018 are

Copyright (c) 2000-2002, 2004, 2006-2018 Glenn Randers-Pehrson, are

derived from libpng-1.0.6, and are distributed according to the same

disclaimer and license as libpng-1.0.6 with the following individuals

added to the list of Contributing Authors:

 

   Simon-Pierre Cadieux

   Eric S. Raymond

   Mans Rullgard

   Cosmin Truta

   Gilles Vollant

   James Yu

   Mandar Sahastrabuddhe

   Google Inc.

   Vadim Barkov

 

and with the following additions to the disclaimer:

 

   There is no warranty against interference with your enjoyment of

   the library or against infringement.  There is no warranty that our

   efforts or the library will fulfill any of your particular purposes

   or needs.  This library is provided with all faults, and the entire

   risk of satisfactory quality, performance, accuracy, and effort is

   with the user.

 

Some files in the "contrib" directory and some configure-generated

files that are distributed with libpng have other copyright owners, and

are released under other open source licenses.

 

libpng versions 0.97, January 1998, through 1.0.6, March 20, 2000, are

Copyright (c) 1998-2000 Glenn Randers-Pehrson, are derived from

libpng-0.96, and are distributed according to the same disclaimer and

license as libpng-0.96, with the following individuals added to the

list of Contributing Authors:

 

   Tom Lane

   Glenn Randers-Pehrson

   Willem van Schaik

 

libpng versions 0.89, June 1996, through 0.96, May 1997, are
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Copyright (c) 1996-1997 Andreas Dilger, are derived from libpng-0.88,

and are distributed according to the same disclaimer and license as

libpng-0.88, with the following individuals added to the list of

Contributing Authors:

 

   John Bowler

   Kevin Bracey

   Sam Bushell

   Magnus Holmgren

   Greg Roelofs

   Tom Tanner

 

Some files in the "scripts" directory have other copyright owners,

but are released under this license.

 

libpng versions 0.5, May 1995, through 0.88, January 1996, are

Copyright (c) 1995-1996 Guy Eric Schalnat, Group 42, Inc.

 

For the purposes of this copyright and license, "Contributing Authors"

is defined as the following set of individuals:

 

   Andreas Dilger

   Dave Martindale

   Guy Eric Schalnat

   Paul Schmidt

   Tim Wegner

 

The PNG Reference Library is supplied "AS IS".  The Contributing

Authors and Group 42, Inc. disclaim all warranties, expressed or

implied, including, without limitation, the warranties of

merchantability and of fitness for any purpose.  The Contributing

Authors and Group 42, Inc. assume no liability for direct, indirect,

incidental, special, exemplary, or consequential damages, which may

result from the use of the PNG Reference Library, even if advised of

the possibility of such damage.

 

Permission is hereby granted to use, copy, modify, and distribute this

source code, or portions hereof, for any purpose, without fee, subject

to the following restrictions:

 

1. The origin of this source code must not be misrepresented.

 

2. Altered versions must be plainly marked as such and must not

   be misrepresented as being the original source.

 

3. This Copyright notice may not be removed or altered from any

   source or altered source distribution.
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The Contributing Authors and Group 42, Inc. specifically permit,

without fee, and encourage the use of this source code as a component

to supporting the PNG file format in commercial products.  If you use

this source code in a product, acknowledgment is not required but would

be appreciated.

Within this directory, each of the file listed below is licensed under

the terms given in the file LICENSE-MPL, also in this directory.

 

basecvt.pod

gcd.pod

invmod.pod

isprime.pod

lap.pod

mpi-test.pod

prime.txt

prng.pod

This is the copyright file

The GNU General Public License (GPL)

 

Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

 

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license

document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

Preamble

 

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to share

and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public License is intended to

guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to make sure the

software is free for all its users.  This General Public License applies to

most of the Free Software Foundation's software and to any other program whose

authors commit to using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is

covered by the GNU Library General Public License instead.) You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price.  Our

General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to

distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish),

that you receive source code or can get it if you want it, that you can change

the software or use pieces of it in new free programs; and that you know you

can do these things.

 

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone to deny

you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.  These restrictions

translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the
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software, or if you modify it.

 

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis or for

a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that you have.  You must

make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code.  And you must

show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and (2)

offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute

and/or modify the software.

 

Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain that

everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free software.  If the

software is modified by someone else and passed on, we want its recipients to

know that what they have is not the original, so that any problems introduced

by others will not reflect on the original authors' reputations.

 

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents.  We

wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free program will

individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the program proprietary.

To prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for

everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification

follow.

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains a notice

placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed under the terms of

this General Public License.  The "Program", below, refers to any such program

or work, and a "work based on the Program" means either the Program or any

derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the

Program or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or

translated into another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included

without limitation in the term "modification".) Each licensee is addressed as

"you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by

this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of running the Program is

not restricted, and the output from the Program is covered only if its contents

constitute a work based on the Program (independent of having been made by

running the Program).  Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source code as

you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and

appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and

disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License
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and to the absence of any warranty; and give any other recipients of the

Program a copy of this License along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may

at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of it, thus

forming a work based on the Program, and copy and distribute such modifications

or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of

these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices stating

   that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in whole or

   in part contains or is derived from the Program or any part thereof, to be

   licensed as a whole at no charge to all third parties under the terms of

   this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively when run,

   you must cause it, when started running for such interactive use in the

   most ordinary way, to print or display an announcement including an

   appropriate copyright notice and a notice that there is no warranty (or

   else, saying that you provide a warranty) and that users may redistribute

   the program under these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy

   of this License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but does

   not normally print such an announcement, your work based on the Program is

   not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If identifiable

sections of that work are not derived from the Program, and can be reasonably

considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and

its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate

works.  But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a

work based on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms

of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire

whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your

rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise the

right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on

the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program with the

Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of a storage or

distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this

License.
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3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it, under

Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and

2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source

   code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above

   on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to

   give any third party, for a charge no more than your cost of physically

   performing source distribution, a complete machine-readable copy of the

   corresponding source code, to be distributed under the terms of Sections 1

   and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer to

   distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is allowed only

   for noncommercial distribution and only if you received the program in

   object code or executable form with such an offer, in accord with

   Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for making

modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source code means all

the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface

definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation

of the executable.  However, as a special exception, the source code

distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either

source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on)

of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source

code from the same place counts as distribution of the source code, even though

third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program except as

expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify,

sublicense or distribute the Program is void, and will automatically terminate

your rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies, or

rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so

long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it.

However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Program

or its derivative works.  These actions are prohibited by law if you do not

accept this License.  Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Program (or

any work based on the Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to

do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying
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the Program or works based on it.

 

6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the Program),

the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor to

copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to these terms and conditions.

You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the

rights granted herein.  You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by

third parties to this License.

 

7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions

are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that

contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the

conditions of this License.  If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy

simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent

obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Program at all.

For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution

of the Program by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through

you, then the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any

particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply and

the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or

other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this

section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software

distribution system, which is implemented by public license practices.  Many

people have made generous contributions to the wide range of software

distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to

distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that

choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a

consequence of the rest of this License.

 

8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in certain

countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original

copyright holder who places the Program under this License may add an explicit

geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that

distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded.  In

such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body

of this License.

 

9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the

General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will be similar in
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spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems

or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any later

version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of

that version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation.

If the Program does not specify a version number of this License, you may

choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

 

10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free programs

whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author to ask for

permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation,

write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.

Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of

all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of

software generally.

 

NO WARRANTY

 

11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR

THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE

STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE

PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED,

INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND

PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE,

YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL

ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE

THE

PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY

GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR

INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA

BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER

OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest possible

use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it free software

which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest to attach
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them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey the exclusion

of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a

pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   One line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.

 

   Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

   under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by the Free

   Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or (at your option)

   any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

   ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

   FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License for

   more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along

   with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

   51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this when it

starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author Gnomovision comes

   with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type 'show w'.  This is free

   software, and you are welcome to redistribute it under certain conditions;

   type 'show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands 'show w' and 'show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may be

called something other than 'show w' and 'show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your school,

if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary.  Here

is a sample; alter the names:

 

   Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

   'Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

   signature of Ty Coon, 1 April 1989

 

   Ty Coon, President of Vice
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This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General Public

License instead of this License.

 

 

"CLASSPATH" EXCEPTION TO THE GPL

 

Certain source files distributed by Oracle America and/or its affiliates are

subject to the following clarification and special exception to the GPL, but

only where Oracle has expressly included in the particular source file's header

the words "Oracle designates this particular file as subject to the "Classpath"

exception as provided by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code."

 

   Linking this library statically or dynamically with other modules is making

   a combined work based on this library.  Thus, the terms and conditions of

   the GNU General Public License cover the whole combination.

 

   As a special exception, the copyright holders of this library give you

   permission to link this library with independent modules to produce an

   executable, regardless of the license terms of these independent modules,

   and to copy and distribute the resulting executable under terms of your

   choice, provided that you also meet, for each linked independent module,

   the terms and conditions of the license of that module.  An independent

   module is a module which is not derived from or based on this library.  If

   you modify this library, you may extend this exception to your version of

   the library, but you are not obligated to do so.  If you do not wish to do

   so, delete this exception statement from your version.

NSS is available under the Mozilla Public License, version 2, a copy of which

is below.

 

Note on GPL Compatibility

-------------------------

 

The MPL 2, section 3.3, permits you to combine NSS with code under the GNU

General Public License (GPL) version 2, or any later version of that

license, to make a Larger Work, and distribute the result under the GPL.

The only condition is that you must also make NSS, and any changes you

have made to it, available to recipients under the terms of the MPL 2 also.

 

Anyone who receives the combined code from you does not have to continue

to dual licence in this way, and may, if they wish, distribute under the

terms of either of the two licences - either the MPL alone or the GPL

alone. However, we discourage people from distributing copies of NSS under

the GPL alone, because it means that any improvements they make cannot be

reincorporated into the main version of NSS. There is never a need to do

this for license compatibility reasons.
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Note on LGPL Compatibility

--------------------------

 

The above also applies to combining MPLed code in a single library with

code under the GNU Lesser General Public License (LGPL) version 2.1, or

any later version of that license. If the LGPLed code and the MPLed code

are not in the same library, then the copyleft coverage of the two

licences does not overlap, so no issues arise.

 

 

Mozilla Public License Version 2.0

==================================

 

1. Definitions

--------------

 

1.1. "Contributor"

   means each individual or legal entity that creates, contributes to

   the creation of, or owns Covered Software.

 

1.2. "Contributor Version"

   means the combination of the Contributions of others (if any) used

   by a Contributor and that particular Contributor's Contribution.

 

1.3. "Contribution"

   means Covered Software of a particular Contributor.

 

1.4. "Covered Software"

   means Source Code Form to which the initial Contributor has attached

   the notice in Exhibit A, the Executable Form of such Source Code

   Form, and Modifications of such Source Code Form, in each case

   including portions thereof.

 

1.5. "Incompatible With Secondary Licenses"

   means

 

   (a) that the initial Contributor has attached the notice described

       in Exhibit B to the Covered Software; or

 

   (b) that the Covered Software was made available under the terms of

       version 1.1 or earlier of the License, but not also under the

       terms of a Secondary License.

 

1.6. "Executable Form"

   means any form of the work other than Source Code Form.

 

1.7. "Larger Work"
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   means a work that combines Covered Software with other material, in

   a separate file or files, that is not Covered Software.

 

1.8. "License"

   means this document.

 

1.9. "Licensable"

   means having the right to grant, to the maximum extent possible,

   whether at the time of the initial grant or subsequently, any and

   all of the rights conveyed by this License.

 

1.10. "Modifications"

   means any of the following:

 

   (a) any file in Source Code Form that results from an addition to,

       deletion from, or modification of the contents of Covered

       Software; or

 

   (b) any new file in Source Code Form that contains any Covered

       Software.

 

1.11. "Patent Claims" of a Contributor

   means any patent claim(s), including without limitation, method,

   process, and apparatus claims, in any patent Licensable by such

   Contributor that would be infringed, but for the grant of the

   License, by the making, using, selling, offering for sale, having

   made, import, or transfer of either its Contributions or its

   Contributor Version.

 

1.12. "Secondary License"

   means either the GNU General Public License, Version 2.0, the GNU

   Lesser General Public License, Version 2.1, the GNU Affero General

   Public License, Version 3.0, or any later versions of those

   licenses.

 

1.13. "Source Code Form"

   means the form of the work preferred for making modifications.

 

1.14. "You" (or "Your")

   means an individual or a legal entity exercising rights under this

   License. For legal entities, "You" includes any entity that

   controls, is controlled by, or is under common control with You. For

   purposes of this definition, "control" means (a) the power, direct

   or indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity,

   whether by contract or otherwise, or (b) ownership of more than

   fifty percent (50%) of the outstanding shares or beneficial

   ownership of such entity.
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2. License Grants and Conditions

--------------------------------

 

2.1. Grants

 

Each Contributor hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free,

non-exclusive license:

 

(a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark)

   Licensable by such Contributor to use, reproduce, make available,

   modify, display, perform, distribute, and otherwise exploit its

   Contributions, either on an unmodified basis, with Modifications, or

   as part of a Larger Work; and

 

(b) under Patent Claims of such Contributor to make, use, sell, offer

   for sale, have made, import, and otherwise transfer either its

   Contributions or its Contributor Version.

 

2.2. Effective Date

 

The licenses granted in Section 2.1 with respect to any Contribution

become effective for each Contribution on the date the Contributor first

distributes such Contribution.

 

2.3. Limitations on Grant Scope

 

The licenses granted in this Section 2 are the only rights granted under

this License. No additional rights or licenses will be implied from the

distribution or licensing of Covered Software under this License.

Notwithstanding Section 2.1(b) above, no patent license is granted by a

Contributor:

 

(a) for any code that a Contributor has removed from Covered Software;

   or

 

(b) for infringements caused by: (i) Your and any other third party's

   modifications of Covered Software, or (ii) the combination of its

   Contributions with other software (except as part of its Contributor

   Version); or

 

(c) under Patent Claims infringed by Covered Software in the absence of

   its Contributions.

 

This License does not grant any rights in the trademarks, service marks,

or logos of any Contributor (except as may be necessary to comply with

the notice requirements in Section 3.4).

 

2.4. Subsequent Licenses
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No Contributor makes additional grants as a result of Your choice to

distribute the Covered Software under a subsequent version of this

License (see Section 10.2) or under the terms of a Secondary License (if

permitted under the terms of Section 3.3).

 

2.5. Representation

 

Each Contributor represents that the Contributor believes its

Contributions are its original creation(s) or it has sufficient rights

to grant the rights to its Contributions conveyed by this License.

 

2.6. Fair Use

 

This License is not intended to limit any rights You have under

applicable copyright doctrines of fair use, fair dealing, or other

equivalents.

 

2.7. Conditions

 

Sections 3.1, 3.2, 3.3, and 3.4 are conditions of the licenses granted

in Section 2.1.

 

3. Responsibilities

-------------------

 

3.1. Distribution of Source Form

 

All distribution of Covered Software in Source Code Form, including any

Modifications that You create or to which You contribute, must be under

the terms of this License. You must inform recipients that the Source

Code Form of the Covered Software is governed by the terms of this

License, and how they can obtain a copy of this License. You may not

attempt to alter or restrict the recipients' rights in the Source Code

Form.

 

3.2. Distribution of Executable Form

 

If You distribute Covered Software in Executable Form then:

 

(a) such Covered Software must also be made available in Source Code

   Form, as described in Section 3.1, and You must inform recipients of

   the Executable Form how they can obtain a copy of such Source Code

   Form by reasonable means in a timely manner, at a charge no more

   than the cost of distribution to the recipient; and

 

(b) You may distribute such Executable Form under the terms of this

   License, or sublicense it under different terms, provided that the
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   license for the Executable Form does not attempt to limit or alter

   the recipients' rights in the Source Code Form under this License.

 

3.3. Distribution of a Larger Work

 

You may create and distribute a Larger Work under terms of Your choice,

provided that You also comply with the requirements of this License for

the Covered Software. If the Larger Work is a combination of Covered

Software with a work governed by one or more Secondary Licenses, and the

Covered Software is not Incompatible With Secondary Licenses, this

License permits You to additionally distribute such Covered Software

under the terms of such Secondary License(s), so that the recipient of

the Larger Work may, at their option, further distribute the Covered

Software under the terms of either this License or such Secondary

License(s).

 

3.4. Notices

 

You may not remove or alter the substance of any license notices

(including copyright notices, patent notices, disclaimers of warranty,

or limitations of liability) contained within the Source Code Form of

the Covered Software, except that You may alter any license notices to

the extent required to remedy known factual inaccuracies.

 

3.5. Application of Additional Terms

 

You may choose to offer, and to charge a fee for, warranty, support,

indemnity or liability obligations to one or more recipients of Covered

Software. However, You may do so only on Your own behalf, and not on

behalf of any Contributor. You must make it absolutely clear that any

such warranty, support, indemnity, or liability obligation is offered by

You alone, and You hereby agree to indemnify every Contributor for any

liability incurred by such Contributor as a result of warranty, support,

indemnity or liability terms You offer. You may include additional

disclaimers of warranty and limitations of liability specific to any

jurisdiction.

 

4. Inability to Comply Due to Statute or Regulation

---------------------------------------------------

 

If it is impossible for You to comply with any of the terms of this

License with respect to some or all of the Covered Software due to

statute, judicial order, or regulation then You must: (a) comply with

the terms of this License to the maximum extent possible; and (b)

describe the limitations and the code they affect. Such description must

be placed in a text file included with all distributions of the Covered

Software under this License. Except to the extent prohibited by statute

or regulation, such description must be sufficiently detailed for a
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recipient of ordinary skill to be able to understand it.

 

5. Termination

--------------

 

5.1. The rights granted under this License will terminate automatically

if You fail to comply with any of its terms. However, if You become

compliant, then the rights granted under this License from a particular

Contributor are reinstated (a) provisionally, unless and until such

Contributor explicitly and finally terminates Your grants, and (b) on an

ongoing basis, if such Contributor fails to notify You of the

non-compliance by some reasonable means prior to 60 days after You have

come back into compliance. Moreover, Your grants from a particular

Contributor are reinstated on an ongoing basis if such Contributor

notifies You of the non-compliance by some reasonable means, this is the

first time You have received notice of non-compliance with this License

from such Contributor, and You become compliant prior to 30 days after

Your receipt of the notice.

 

5.2. If You initiate litigation against any entity by asserting a patent

infringement claim (excluding declaratory judgment actions,

counter-claims, and cross-claims) alleging that a Contributor Version

directly or indirectly infringes any patent, then the rights granted to

You by any and all Contributors for the Covered Software under Section

2.1 of this License shall terminate.

 

5.3. In the event of termination under Sections 5.1 or 5.2 above, all

end user license agreements (excluding distributors and resellers) which

have been validly granted by You or Your distributors under this License

prior to termination shall survive termination.

 

************************************************************************

*                                                                      *

*  6. Disclaimer of Warranty                                           *

*  -------------------------                                           *

*                                                                      *

*  Covered Software is provided under this License on an "as is"       *

*  basis, without warranty of any kind, either expressed, implied, or  *

*  statutory, including, without limitation, warranties that the       *

*  Covered Software is free of defects, merchantable, fit for a        *

*  particular purpose or non-infringing. The entire risk as to the     *

*  quality and performance of the Covered Software is with You.        *

*  Should any Covered Software prove defective in any respect, You     *

*  (not any Contributor) assume the cost of any necessary servicing,   *

*  repair, or correction. This disclaimer of warranty constitutes an   *

*  essential part of this License. No use of any Covered Software is   *

*  authorized under this License except under this disclaimer.         *

*                                                                      *
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************************************************************************

 

************************************************************************

*                                                                      *

*  7. Limitation of Liability                                          *

*  --------------------------                                          *

*                                                                      *

*  Under no circumstances and under no legal theory, whether tort      *

*  (including negligence), contract, or otherwise, shall any           *

*  Contributor, or anyone who distributes Covered Software as          *

*  permitted above, be liable to You for any direct, indirect,         *

*  special, incidental, or consequential damages of any character      *

*  including, without limitation, damages for lost profits, loss of    *

*  goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any    *

*  and all other commercial damages or losses, even if such party      *

*  shall have been informed of the possibility of such damages. This   *

*  limitation of liability shall not apply to liability for death or   *

*  personal injury resulting from such party's negligence to the       *

*  extent applicable law prohibits such limitation. Some               *

*  jurisdictions do not allow the exclusion or limitation of           *

*  incidental or consequential damages, so this exclusion and          *

*  limitation may not apply to You.                                    *

*                                                                      *

************************************************************************

 

8. Litigation

-------------

 

Any litigation relating to this License may be brought only in the

courts of a jurisdiction where the defendant maintains its principal

place of business and such litigation shall be governed by laws of that

jurisdiction, without reference to its conflict-of-law provisions.

Nothing in this Section shall prevent a party's ability to bring

cross-claims or counter-claims.

 

9. Miscellaneous

----------------

 

This License represents the complete agreement concerning the subject

matter hereof. If any provision of this License is held to be

unenforceable, such provision shall be reformed only to the extent

necessary to make it enforceable. Any law or regulation which provides

that the language of a contract shall be construed against the drafter

shall not be used to construe this License against a Contributor.

 

10. Versions of the License

---------------------------
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10.1. New Versions

 

Mozilla Foundation is the license steward. Except as provided in Section

10.3, no one other than the license steward has the right to modify or

publish new versions of this License. Each version will be given a

distinguishing version number.

 

10.2. Effect of New Versions

 

You may distribute the Covered Software under the terms of the version

of the License under which You originally received the Covered Software,

or under the terms of any subsequent version published by the license

steward.

 

10.3. Modified Versions

 

If you create software not governed by this License, and you want to

create a new license for such software, you may create and use a

modified version of this License if you rename the license and remove

any references to the name of the license steward (except to note that

such modified license differs from this License).

 

10.4. Distributing Source Code Form that is Incompatible With Secondary

Licenses

 

If You choose to distribute Source Code Form that is Incompatible With

Secondary Licenses under the terms of this version of the License, the

notice described in Exhibit B of this License must be attached.

 

Exhibit A - Source Code Form License Notice

-------------------------------------------

 

 This Source Code Form is subject to the terms of the Mozilla Public

 License, v. 2.0. If a copy of the MPL was not distributed with this

 file, You can obtain one at http://mozilla.org/MPL/2.0/.

 

If it is not possible or desirable to put the notice in a particular

file, then You may include the notice in a location (such as a LICENSE

file in a relevant directory) where a recipient would be likely to look

for such a notice.

 

You may add additional accurate notices of copyright ownership.

 

Exhibit B - "Incompatible With Secondary Licenses" Notice

---------------------------------------------------------

 

 This Source Code Form is "Incompatible With Secondary Licenses", as

 defined by the Mozilla Public License, v. 2.0.
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Mozilla Public License Version 2.0

==================================

 

1. Definitions

--------------

 

1.1. "Contributor"

   means each individual or legal entity that creates, contributes to

   the creation of, or owns Covered Software.

 

1.2. "Contributor Version"

   means the combination of the Contributions of others (if any) used

   by a Contributor and that particular Contributor's Contribution.

 

1.3. "Contribution"

   means Covered Software of a particular Contributor.

 

1.4. "Covered Software"

   means Source Code Form to which the initial Contributor has attached

   the notice in Exhibit A, the Executable Form of such Source Code

   Form, and Modifications of such Source Code Form, in each case

   including portions thereof.

 

1.5. "Incompatible With Secondary Licenses"

   means

 

   (a) that the initial Contributor has attached the notice described

       in Exhibit B to the Covered Software; or

 

   (b) that the Covered Software was made available under the terms of

       version 1.1 or earlier of the License, but not also under the

       terms of a Secondary License.

 

1.6. "Executable Form"

   means any form of the work other than Source Code Form.

 

1.7. "Larger Work"

   means a work that combines Covered Software with other material, in

   a separate file or files, that is not Covered Software.

 

1.8. "License"

   means this document.

 

1.9. "Licensable"

   means having the right to grant, to the maximum extent possible,

   whether at the time of the initial grant or subsequently, any and

   all of the rights conveyed by this License.
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1.10. "Modifications"

   means any of the following:

 

   (a) any file in Source Code Form that results from an addition to,

       deletion from, or modification of the contents of Covered

       Software; or

 

   (b) any new file in Source Code Form that contains any Covered

       Software.

 

1.11. "Patent Claims" of a Contributor

   means any patent claim(s), including without limitation, method,

   process, and apparatus claims, in any patent Licensable by such

   Contributor that would be infringed, but for the grant of the

   License, by the making, using, selling, offering for sale, having

   made, import, or transfer of either its Contributions or its

   Contributor Version.

 

1.12. "Secondary License"

   means either the GNU General Public License, Version 2.0, the GNU

   Lesser General Public License, Version 2.1, the GNU Affero General

   Public License, Version 3.0, or any later versions of those

   licenses.

 

1.13. "Source Code Form"

   means the form of the work preferred for making modifications.

 

1.14. "You" (or "Your")

   means an individual or a legal entity exercising rights under this

   License. For legal entities, "You" includes any entity that

   controls, is controlled by, or is under common control with You. For

   purposes of this definition, "control" means (a) the power, direct

   or indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity,

   whether by contract or otherwise, or (b) ownership of more than

   fifty percent (50%) of the outstanding shares or beneficial

   ownership of such entity.

 

2. License Grants and Conditions

--------------------------------

 

2.1. Grants

 

Each Contributor hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free,

non-exclusive license:

 

(a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark)

   Licensable by such Contributor to use, reproduce, make available,

   modify, display, perform, distribute, and otherwise exploit its
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   Contributions, either on an unmodified basis, with Modifications, or

   as part of a Larger Work; and

 

(b) under Patent Claims of such Contributor to make, use, sell, offer

   for sale, have made, import, and otherwise transfer either its

   Contributions or its Contributor Version.

 

2.2. Effective Date

 

The licenses granted in Section 2.1 with respect to any Contribution

become effective for each Contribution on the date the Contributor first

distributes such Contribution.

 

2.3. Limitations on Grant Scope

 

The licenses granted in this Section 2 are the only rights granted under

this License. No additional rights or licenses will be implied from the

distribution or licensing of Covered Software under this License.

Notwithstanding Section 2.1(b) above, no patent license is granted by a

Contributor:

 

(a) for any code that a Contributor has removed from Covered Software;

   or

 

(b) for infringements caused by: (i) Your and any other third party's

   modifications of Covered Software, or (ii) the combination of its

   Contributions with other software (except as part of its Contributor

   Version); or

 

(c) under Patent Claims infringed by Covered Software in the absence of

   its Contributions.

 

This License does not grant any rights in the trademarks, service marks,

or logos of any Contributor (except as may be necessary to comply with

the notice requirements in Section 3.4).

 

2.4. Subsequent Licenses

 

No Contributor makes additional grants as a result of Your choice to

distribute the Covered Software under a subsequent version of this

License (see Section 10.2) or under the terms of a Secondary License (if

permitted under the terms of Section 3.3).

 

2.5. Representation

 

Each Contributor represents that the Contributor believes its

Contributions are its original creation(s) or it has sufficient rights

to grant the rights to its Contributions conveyed by this License.
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2.6. Fair Use

 

This License is not intended to limit any rights You have under

applicable copyright doctrines of fair use, fair dealing, or other

equivalents.

 

2.7. Conditions

 

Sections 3.1, 3.2, 3.3, and 3.4 are conditions of the licenses granted

in Section 2.1.

 

3. Responsibilities

-------------------

 

3.1. Distribution of Source Form

 

All distribution of Covered Software in Source Code Form, including any

Modifications that You create or to which You contribute, must be under

the terms of this License. You must inform recipients that the Source

Code Form of the Covered Software is governed by the terms of this

License, and how they can obtain a copy of this License. You may not

attempt to alter or restrict the recipients' rights in the Source Code

Form.

 

3.2. Distribution of Executable Form

 

If You distribute Covered Software in Executable Form then:

 

(a) such Covered Software must also be made available in Source Code

   Form, as described in Section 3.1, and You must inform recipients of

   the Executable Form how they can obtain a copy of such Source Code

   Form by reasonable means in a timely manner, at a charge no more

   than the cost of distribution to the recipient; and

 

(b) You may distribute such Executable Form under the terms of this

   License, or sublicense it under different terms, provided that the

   license for the Executable Form does not attempt to limit or alter

   the recipients' rights in the Source Code Form under this License.

 

3.3. Distribution of a Larger Work

 

You may create and distribute a Larger Work under terms of Your choice,

provided that You also comply with the requirements of this License for

the Covered Software. If the Larger Work is a combination of Covered

Software with a work governed by one or more Secondary Licenses, and the

Covered Software is not Incompatible With Secondary Licenses, this

License permits You to additionally distribute such Covered Software
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under the terms of such Secondary License(s), so that the recipient of

the Larger Work may, at their option, further distribute the Covered

Software under the terms of either this License or such Secondary

License(s).

 

3.4. Notices

 

You may not remove or alter the substance of any license notices

(including copyright notices, patent notices, disclaimers of warranty,

or limitations of liability) contained within the Source Code Form of

the Covered Software, except that You may alter any license notices to

the extent required to remedy known factual inaccuracies.

 

3.5. Application of Additional Terms

 

You may choose to offer, and to charge a fee for, warranty, support,

indemnity or liability obligations to one or more recipients of Covered

Software. However, You may do so only on Your own behalf, and not on

behalf of any Contributor. You must make it absolutely clear that any

such warranty, support, indemnity, or liability obligation is offered by

You alone, and You hereby agree to indemnify every Contributor for any

liability incurred by such Contributor as a result of warranty, support,

indemnity or liability terms You offer. You may include additional

disclaimers of warranty and limitations of liability specific to any

jurisdiction.

 

4. Inability to Comply Due to Statute or Regulation

---------------------------------------------------

 

If it is impossible for You to comply with any of the terms of this

License with respect to some or all of the Covered Software due to

statute, judicial order, or regulation then You must: (a) comply with

the terms of this License to the maximum extent possible; and (b)

describe the limitations and the code they affect. Such description must

be placed in a text file included with all distributions of the Covered

Software under this License. Except to the extent prohibited by statute

or regulation, such description must be sufficiently detailed for a

recipient of ordinary skill to be able to understand it.

 

5. Termination

--------------

 

5.1. The rights granted under this License will terminate automatically

if You fail to comply with any of its terms. However, if You become

compliant, then the rights granted under this License from a particular

Contributor are reinstated (a) provisionally, unless and until such

Contributor explicitly and finally terminates Your grants, and (b) on an

ongoing basis, if such Contributor fails to notify You of the
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non-compliance by some reasonable means prior to 60 days after You have

come back into compliance. Moreover, Your grants from a particular

Contributor are reinstated on an ongoing basis if such Contributor

notifies You of the non-compliance by some reasonable means, this is the

first time You have received notice of non-compliance with this License

from such Contributor, and You become compliant prior to 30 days after

Your receipt of the notice.

 

5.2. If You initiate litigation against any entity by asserting a patent

infringement claim (excluding declaratory judgment actions,

counter-claims, and cross-claims) alleging that a Contributor Version

directly or indirectly infringes any patent, then the rights granted to

You by any and all Contributors for the Covered Software under Section

2.1 of this License shall terminate.

 

5.3. In the event of termination under Sections 5.1 or 5.2 above, all

end user license agreements (excluding distributors and resellers) which

have been validly granted by You or Your distributors under this License

prior to termination shall survive termination.

 

************************************************************************

*                                                                      *

*  6. Disclaimer of Warranty                                           *

*  -------------------------                                           *

*                                                                      *

*  Covered Software is provided under this License on an "as is"       *

*  basis, without warranty of any kind, either expressed, implied, or  *

*  statutory, including, without limitation, warranties that the       *

*  Covered Software is free of defects, merchantable, fit for a        *

*  particular purpose or non-infringing. The entire risk as to the     *

*  quality and performance of the Covered Software is with You.        *

*  Should any Covered Software prove defective in any respect, You     *

*  (not any Contributor) assume the cost of any necessary servicing,   *

*  repair, or correction. This disclaimer of warranty constitutes an   *

*  essential part of this License. No use of any Covered Software is   *

*  authorized under this License except under this disclaimer.         *

*                                                                      *

************************************************************************

 

************************************************************************

*                                                                      *

*  7. Limitation of Liability                                          *

*  --------------------------                                          *

*                                                                      *

*  Under no circumstances and under no legal theory, whether tort      *

*  (including negligence), contract, or otherwise, shall any           *

*  Contributor, or anyone who distributes Covered Software as          *

*  permitted above, be liable to You for any direct, indirect,         *
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*  special, incidental, or consequential damages of any character      *

*  including, without limitation, damages for lost profits, loss of    *

*  goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any    *

*  and all other commercial damages or losses, even if such party      *

*  shall have been informed of the possibility of such damages. This   *

*  limitation of liability shall not apply to liability for death or   *

*  personal injury resulting from such party's negligence to the       *

*  extent applicable law prohibits such limitation. Some               *

*  jurisdictions do not allow the exclusion or limitation of           *

*  incidental or consequential damages, so this exclusion and          *

*  limitation may not apply to You.                                    *

*                                                                      *

************************************************************************

 

8. Litigation

-------------

 

Any litigation relating to this License may be brought only in the

courts of a jurisdiction where the defendant maintains its principal

place of business and such litigation shall be governed by laws of that

jurisdiction, without reference to its conflict-of-law provisions.

Nothing in this Section shall prevent a party's ability to bring

cross-claims or counter-claims.

 

9. Miscellaneous

----------------

 

This License represents the complete agreement concerning the subject

matter hereof. If any provision of this License is held to be

unenforceable, such provision shall be reformed only to the extent

necessary to make it enforceable. Any law or regulation which provides

that the language of a contract shall be construed against the drafter

shall not be used to construe this License against a Contributor.

 

10. Versions of the License

---------------------------

 

10.1. New Versions

 

Mozilla Foundation is the license steward. Except as provided in Section

10.3, no one other than the license steward has the right to modify or

publish new versions of this License. Each version will be given a

distinguishing version number.

 

10.2. Effect of New Versions

 

You may distribute the Covered Software under the terms of the version

of the License under which You originally received the Covered Software,
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or under the terms of any subsequent version published by the license

steward.

 

10.3. Modified Versions

 

If you create software not governed by this License, and you want to

create a new license for such software, you may create and use a

modified version of this License if you rename the license and remove

any references to the name of the license steward (except to note that

such modified license differs from this License).

 

10.4. Distributing Source Code Form that is Incompatible With Secondary

Licenses

 

If You choose to distribute Source Code Form that is Incompatible With

Secondary Licenses under the terms of this version of the License, the

notice described in Exhibit B of this License must be attached.

 

Exhibit A - Source Code Form License Notice

-------------------------------------------

 

 This Source Code Form is subject to the terms of the Mozilla Public

 License, v. 2.0. If a copy of the MPL was not distributed with this

 file, You can obtain one at http://mozilla.org/MPL/2.0/.

 

If it is not possible or desirable to put the notice in a particular

file, then You may include the notice in a location (such as a LICENSE

file in a relevant directory) where a recipient would be likely to look

for such a notice.

 

You may add additional accurate notices of copyright ownership.

 

Exhibit B - "Incompatible With Secondary Licenses" Notice

---------------------------------------------------------

 

 This Source Code Form is "Incompatible With Secondary Licenses", as

 defined by the Mozilla Public License, v. 2.0.

Copyright (c) %YEARS% Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

 

 - Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

 - Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the
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   documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

 - Neither the name of Oracle nor the names of its

   contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived

   from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS

IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR

CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Copyright 2005 Sun Microsystems, Inc.  All rights reserved.

Use is subject to license terms.

 

This Source Code Form is subject to the terms of the Mozilla Public

License, v. 2.0. If a copy of the MPL was not distributed with this

file, You can obtain one at http://mozilla.org/MPL/2.0/.

Copyright (c) %YEARS% Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

Copyright (c) %YEARS%, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as
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published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

			 SAX COPYRIGHT STATUS

 

Version 1.0 of the Simple API for XML (SAX), created collectively by

the membership of the XML-DEV mailing list, is hereby released into

the public domain.

 

No one owns SAX: you may use it freely in both commercial and

non-commercial applications, bundle it with your software

distribution, include it on a CD-ROM, list the source code in a book,

mirror the documentation at your own web site, or use it in any other

way you see fit.

 

 

			     NO WARRANTY

 

Because SAX is released to the public domain, there is no warranty for

the design or for the software implementation, to the extent permitted

by applicable law.  Except when otherwise stated in writing the

copyright holders and/or other parties provide SAX "as is" without

warranty of any kind, either expressed or implied, including, but not

limited to, the implied warranties of merchantability and fitness for

a particular purpose.  The entire risk as to the quality and

performance of SAX is with you.  Should SAX prove defective, you

assume the cost of all necessary servicing, repair or correction.

 

In no event unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing

will any copyright holder, or any other party who may modify and/or

redistribute SAX, be liable to you for damages, including any general,

special, incidental or consequential damages arising out of the use or

inability to use SAX (including but not limited to loss of data or

data being rendered inaccurate or losses sustained by you or third
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parties or a failure of the SAX to operate with any other programs),

even if such holder or other party has been advised of the possibility

of such damages.

 

 

David Megginson <sax@megginson.com>

1998-05-11

***** BEGIN LICENSE BLOCK *****

Version: MPL 1.1/GPL 2.0/LGPL 2.1

 

The contents of this file are subject to the Mozilla Public License Version

1.1 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with

the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

http://www.mozilla.org/MPL/

 

Software distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" basis,

WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the License

for the specific language governing rights and limitations under the

License.

 

The Original Code is the Netscape security libraries.

 

The Initial Developer of the Original Code is Netscape

Communications Corporation.  Portions created by Netscape are

Copyright (C) 1994-2000 Netscape Communications Corporation.  All

Rights Reserved.

 

Contributor(s):

 

Alternatively, the contents of this file may be used under the terms of

either the GNU General Public License Version 2 or later (the "GPL"), or

the GNU Lesser General Public License Version 2.1 or later (the "LGPL"),

in which case the provisions of the GPL or the LGPL are applicable instead

of those above. If you wish to allow use of your version of this file only

under the terms of either the GPL or the LGPL, and not to allow others to

use your version of this file under the terms of the MPL, indicate your

decision by deleting the provisions above and replace them with the notice

and other provisions required by the GPL or the LGPL. If you do not delete

the provisions above, a recipient may use your version of this file under

the terms of any one of the MPL, the GPL or the LGPL.

 

***** END LICENSE BLOCK *****

UNICODE, INC. LICENSE AGREEMENT - DATA FILES AND SOFTWARE

 

Unicode Data Files include all data files under the directories

http://www.unicode.org/Public/, http://www.unicode.org/reports/, and

http://www.unicode.org/cldr/data/. Unicode Data Files do not include PDF online

code charts under the directory http://www.unicode.org/Public/. Software
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includes any source code published in the Unicode Standard or under the

directories http://www.unicode.org/Public/, http://www.unicode.org/reports/,

and http://www.unicode.org/cldr/data/.

 

NOTICE TO USER: Carefully read the following legal agreement. BY DOWNLOADING,

INSTALLING, COPYING OR OTHERWISE USING UNICODE INC.'S DATA FILES ("DATA

FILES"), AND/OR SOFTWARE ("SOFTWARE"), YOU UNEQUIVOCALLY ACCEPT, AND AGREE TO

BE BOUND BY, ALL OF THE TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF THIS AGREEMENT. IF YOU DO NOT

AGREE, DO NOT DOWNLOAD, INSTALL, COPY, DISTRIBUTE OR USE THE DATA FILES OR

SOFTWARE.

 

   COPYRIGHT AND PERMISSION NOTICE

 

Copyright  1991-2012 Unicode, Inc. All rights reserved. Distributed under the

Terms of Use in http://www.unicode.org/copyright.html.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of

the Unicode data files and any associated documentation (the "Data Files") or

Unicode software and any associated documentation (the "Software") to deal in

the Data Files or Software without restriction, including without limitation

the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, and/or sell copies

of the Data Files or Software, and to permit persons to whom the Data Files or

Software are furnished to do so, provided that (a) the above copyright notice(s)

and this permission notice appear with all copies of the Data Files or

Software, (b) both the above copyright notice(s) and this permission notice

appear in associated documentation, and (c) there is clear notice in each

modified Data File or in the Software as well as in the documentation

associated with the Data File(s) or Software that the data or software has been

modified.

 

THE DATA FILES AND SOFTWARE ARE PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT OF THIRD

PARTY RIGHTS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR HOLDERS INCLUDED IN

THIS NOTICE BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, OR ANY SPECIAL INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES, OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS,

WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THE DATA FILES OR

SOFTWARE.

 

Except as contained in this notice, the name of a copyright holder shall not be

used in advertising or otherwise to promote the sale, use or other dealings in

these Data Files or Software without prior written authorization of the

copyright holder.

Copyright 2005 Sun Microsystems, Inc.  All rights reserved.

Use is subject to license terms.

 

***** BEGIN LICENSE BLOCK *****
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Version: MPL 1.1/GPL 2.0/LGPL 2.1

 

The contents of this package are subject to the Mozilla Public License Version

1.1 (the "License"); you may not use this package except in compliance with

the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

http://www.mozilla.org/MPL/

 

Software distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" basis,

WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the License

for the specific language governing rights and limitations under the

License.

 

The Original Code is the Netscape Portable Runtime (NSPR).

 

The Initial Developer of the Original Code is

Netscape Communications Corporation.

Portions created by the Initial Developer are Copyright (C) 1998-2000

the Initial Developer. All Rights Reserved.

 

Contributor(s):

 

Alternatively, the contents of this file may be used under the terms of

either the GNU General Public License Version 2 or later (the "GPL"), or

the GNU Lesser General Public License Version 2.1 or later (the "LGPL"),

in which case the provisions of the GPL or the LGPL are applicable instead

of those above. If you wish to allow use of your version of this file only

under the terms of either the GPL or the LGPL, and not to allow others to

use your version of this file under the terms of the MPL, indicate your

decision by deleting the provisions above and replace them with the notice

and other provisions required by the GPL or the LGPL. If you do not delete

the provisions above, a recipient may use your version of this file under

the terms of any one of the MPL, the GPL or the LGPL.

 

***** END LICENSE BLOCK *****

COMMON DEVELOPMENT AND DISTRIBUTION LICENSE (CDDL) Version 1.0

 

1. Definitions.

 

  1.1. Contributor. means each individual or entity that creates or contributes to the creation of Modifications.

 

  1.2. Contributor Version. means the combination of the Original Software, prior Modifications used by a

Contributor (if any), and the Modifications made by that particular Contributor.

 

  1.3. Covered Software. means (a) the Original Software, or (b) Modifications, or (c) the combination of files

containing Original Software with files containing Modifications, in each case including portions thereof.

 

  1.4. Executable. means the Covered Software in any form other than Source Code.
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  1.5. Initial Developer. means the individual or entity that first makes Original Software available under this

License.

 

  1.6. Larger Work. means a work which combines Covered Software or portions thereof with code not governed by

the terms of this License.

 

  1.7. License. means this document.

 

  1.8. Licensable. means having the right to grant, to the maximum extent possible, whether at the time of the initial

grant or subsequently acquired, any and all of the rights conveyed herein.

 

  1.9. Modifications. means the Source Code and Executable form of any of the following:

 

       A. Any file that results from an addition to, deletion from or modification of the contents of a file containing

Original Software or previous Modifications;

 

       B. Any new file that contains any part of the Original Software or previous Modification; or

 

       C. Any new file that is contributed or otherwise made available under the terms of this License.

 

  1.10. Original Software. means the Source Code and Executable form of computer software code that is originally

released under this License.

 

  1.11. Patent Claims. means any patent claim(s), now owned or hereafter acquired, including without limitation,

method, process, and apparatus claims, in any patent Licensable by grantor.

 

  1.12. Source Code. means (a) the common form of computer software code in which modifications are made and

(b) associated documentation included in or with such code.

 

  1.13. You. (or .Your.) means an individual or a legal entity exercising rights under, and complying with all of the

terms of, this License. For legal entities, .You. includes any entity which controls, is controlled by, or is under

common control with You. For purposes of this definition, .control. means (a) the power, direct or indirect, to cause

the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (b) ownership of more than fifty

percent (50%) of the outstanding shares or beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

2. License Grants.

 

     2.1. The Initial Developer Grant.

 

     Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and subject to third party intellectual property claims,

the Initial Developer hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license:

 

        (a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark) Licensable by Initial Developer, to use,

reproduce, modify, display, perform, sublicense and distribute the Original Software (or portions thereof), with or

without Modifications, and/or as part of a Larger Work; and

 

        (b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using or selling of Original Software, to make, have made,

use, practice, sell, and offer for sale, and/or otherwise dispose of the Original Software (or portions thereof).
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       (c) The licenses granted in Sections 2.1(a) and (b) are effective on the date Initial Developer first distributes or

otherwise makes the Original Software available to a third party under the terms of this License.

 

       (d) Notwithstanding Section 2.1(b) above, no patent license is granted: (1) for code that You delete from the

Original Software, or (2) for infringements caused by: (i) the modification of the Original Software, or (ii) the

combination of the Original Software with other software or devices.

 

   2.2. Contributor Grant.

 

   Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and subject to third party intellectual property claims,

each Contributor hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license:

 

       (a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark) Licensable by Contributor to use,

reproduce, modify, display, perform, sublicense and distribute the Modifications created by such Contributor (or

portions thereof), either on an unmodified basis, with other Modifications, as Covered Software and/or as part of a

Larger Work; and

 

       (b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using, or selling of Modifications made by that Contributor

either alone and/or in combination with its Contributor Version (or portions of such combination), to make, use, sell,

offer for sale, have made, and/or otherwise dispose of: (1) Modifications made by that Contributor (or portions

thereof); and (2) the combination of Modifications made by that Contributor with its Contributor Version (or

portions of such combination).

 

       (c) The licenses granted in Sections 2.2(a) and 2.2(b) are effective on the date Contributor first distributes or

otherwise makes the Modifications available to a third party.

 

       (d) Notwithstanding Section 2.2(b) above, no patent license is granted: (1) for any code that Contributor has

deleted from the Contributor Version; (2) for infringements caused by: (i) third party modifications of Contributor

Version, or (ii) the combination of Modifications made by that Contributor with other software (except as part of the

Contributor Version) or other devices; or (3) under Patent Claims infringed by Covered Software in the absence of

Modifications made by that Contributor.

 

3. Distribution Obligations.

 

     3.1. Availability of Source Code.

     Any Covered Software that You distribute or otherwise make available in Executable form must also be made

available in Source Code form and that Source Code form must be distributed only under the terms of this License.

You must include a copy of this License with every copy of the Source Code form of the Covered Software You

distribute or otherwise make available. You must inform recipients of any such Covered Software in Executable

form as to how they can obtain such Covered Software in Source Code form in a reasonable manner on or through a

medium customarily used for software exchange.

 

     3.2. Modifications.

     The Modifications that You create or to which You contribute are governed by the terms of this License. You

represent that You believe Your Modifications are Your original creation(s) and/or You have sufficient rights to

grant the rights conveyed by this License.
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     3.3. Required Notices.

     You must include a notice in each of Your Modifications that identifies You as the Contributor of the

Modification. You may not remove or alter any copyright, patent or trademark notices contained within the Covered

Software, or any notices of licensing or any descriptive text giving attribution to any Contributor or the Initial

Developer.

 

     3.4. Application of Additional Terms.

     You may not offer or impose any terms on any Covered Software in Source Code form that alters or restricts the

applicable version of this License or the recipients. rights hereunder. You may choose to offer, and to charge a fee

for, warranty, support, indemnity or liability obligations to one or more recipients of Covered Software. However,

you may do so only on Your own behalf, and not on behalf of the Initial Developer or any Contributor. You must

make it absolutely clear that any such warranty, support, indemnity or liability obligation is offered by You alone,

and You hereby agree to indemnify the Initial Developer and every Contributor for any liability incurred by the

Initial Developer or such Contributor as a result of warranty, support, indemnity or liability terms You offer.

 

     3.5. Distribution of Executable Versions.

     You may distribute the Executable form of the Covered Software under the terms of this License or under the

terms of a license of Your choice, which may contain terms different from this License, provided that You are in

compliance with the terms of this License and that the license for the Executable form does not attempt to limit or

alter the recipient.s rights in the Source Code form from the rights set forth in this License. If You distribute the

Covered Software in Executable form under a different license, You must make it absolutely clear that any terms

which differ from this License are offered by You alone, not by the Initial Developer or Contributor. You hereby

agree to indemnify the Initial Developer and every Contributor for any liability incurred by the Initial Developer or

such Contributor as a result of any such terms You offer.

 

     3.6. Larger Works.

     You may create a Larger Work by combining Covered Software with other code not governed by the terms of

this License and distribute the Larger Work as a single product. In such a case, You must make sure the

requirements of this License are fulfilled for the Covered Software.

 

4. Versions of the License.

 

     4.1. New Versions.

     Sun Microsystems, Inc. is the initial license steward and may publish revised and/or new versions of this License

from time to time. Each version will be given a distinguishing version number. Except as provided in Section 4.3, no

one other than the license steward has the right to modify this License.

 

     4.2. Effect of New Versions.

     You may always continue to use, distribute or otherwise make the Covered Software available under the terms of

the version of the License under which You originally received the Covered Software. If the Initial Developer

includes a notice in the Original Software prohibiting it from being distributed or otherwise made available under

any subsequent version of the License, You must distribute and make the Covered Software available under the

terms of the version of the License under which You originally received the Covered Software. Otherwise, You may

also choose to use, distribute or otherwise make the Covered Software available under the terms of any subsequent

version of the License published by the license steward.

 

     4.3. Modified Versions.

     When You are an Initial Developer and You want to create a new license for Your Original Software, You may
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create and use a modified version of this License if You: (a) rename the license and remove any references to the

name of the license steward (except to note that the license differs from this License); and (b) otherwise make it

clear that the license contains terms which differ from this License.

 

5. DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY.

 

  COVERED SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED UNDER THIS LICENSE ON AN .AS IS. BASIS, WITHOUT

WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION,

WARRANTIES THAT THE COVERED SOFTWARE IS FREE OF DEFECTS, MERCHANTABLE, FIT FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR NON-INFRINGING. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND

PERFORMANCE OF THE COVERED SOFTWARE IS WITH YOU. SHOULD ANY COVERED SOFTWARE

PROVE DEFECTIVE IN ANY RESPECT, YOU (NOT THE INITIAL DEVELOPER OR ANY OTHER

CONTRIBUTOR) ASSUME THE COST OF ANY NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

THIS DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY CONSTITUTES AN ESSENTIAL PART OF THIS LICENSE. NO USE

OF ANY COVERED SOFTWARE IS AUTHORIZED HEREUNDER EXCEPT UNDER THIS DISCLAIMER.

 

6. TERMINATION.

 

     6.1. This License and the rights granted hereunder will terminate automatically if You fail to comply with terms

herein and fail to cure such breach within 30 days of becoming aware of the breach. Provisions which, by their

nature, must remain in effect beyond the termination of this License shall survive.

 

     6.2. If You assert a patent infringement claim (excluding declaratory judgment actions) against Initial Developer

or a Contributor (the Initial Developer or Contributor against whom You assert such claim is referred to as

.Participant.) alleging that the Participant Software (meaning the Contributor Version where the Participant is a

Contributor or the Original Software where the Participant is the Initial Developer) directly or indirectly infringes

any patent, then any and all rights granted directly or indirectly to You by such Participant, the Initial Developer (if

the Initial Developer is not the Participant) and all Contributors under Sections 2.1 and/or 2.2 of this License shall,

upon 60 days notice from Participant terminate prospectively and automatically at the expiration of such 60 day

notice period, unless if within such 60 day period You withdraw Your claim with respect to the Participant Software

against such Participant either unilaterally or pursuant to a written agreement with Participant.

 

     6.3. In the event of termination under Sections 6.1 or 6.2 above, all end user licenses that have been validly

granted by You or any distributor hereunder prior to termination (excluding licenses granted to You by any

distributor) shall survive termination.

 

7. LIMITATION OF LIABILITY.

 

  UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES AND UNDER NO LEGAL THEORY, WHETHER TORT (INCLUDING

NEGLIGENCE), CONTRACT, OR OTHERWISE, SHALL YOU, THE INITIAL DEVELOPER, ANY OTHER

CONTRIBUTOR, OR ANY DISTRIBUTOR OF COVERED SOFTWARE, OR ANY SUPPLIER OF ANY OF

SUCH PARTIES, BE LIABLE TO ANY PERSON FOR ANY INDIRECT, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OF ANY CHARACTER INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, DAMAGES

FOR LOST PROFITS, LOSS OF GOODWILL, WORK STOPPAGE, COMPUTER FAILURE OR

MALFUNCTION, OR ANY AND ALL OTHER COMMERCIAL DAMAGES OR LOSSES, EVEN IF SUCH

PARTY SHALL HAVE BEEN INFORMED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES. THIS LIMITATION

OF LIABILITY SHALL NOT APPLY TO LIABILITY FOR DEATH OR PERSONAL INJURY RESULTING

FROM SUCH PARTY.S NEGLIGENCE TO THE EXTENT APPLICABLE LAW PROHIBITS SUCH
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LIMITATION. SOME JURISDICTIONS DO NOT ALLOW THE EXCLUSION OR LIMITATION OF

INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, SO THIS EXCLUSION AND LIMITATION MAY NOT

APPLY TO YOU.

 

8. U.S. GOVERNMENT END USERS.

 

  The Covered Software is a .commercial item,. as that term is defined in 48 C.F.R. 2.101 (Oct. 1995), consisting of

.commercial computer software. (as that term is defined at 48 C.F.R.  252.227-7014(a)(1)) and .commercial

computer software documentation. as such terms are used in 48 C.F.R. 12.212 (Sept. 1995). Consistent with 48

C.F.R. 12.212 and 48 C.F.R. 227.7202-1 through 227.7202-4 (June 1995), all U.S. Government End Users acquire

Covered Software with only those rights set forth herein. This U.S. Government Rights clause is in lieu of, and

supersedes, any other FAR, DFAR, or other clause or provision that addresses Government rights in computer

software under this License.

 

9. MISCELLANEOUS.

 

  This License represents the complete agreement concerning subject matter hereof. If any provision of this License

is held to be unenforceable, such provision shall be reformed only to the extent necessary to make it enforceable.

This License shall be governed by the law of the jurisdiction specified in a notice contained within the Original

Software (except to the extent applicable law, if any, provides otherwise), excluding such jurisdiction.s conflict-of-

law provisions. Any litigation relating to this License shall be subject to the jurisdiction of the courts located in the

jurisdiction and venue specified in a notice contained within the Original Software, with the losing party responsible

for costs, including, without limitation, court costs and reasonable attorneys. fees and expenses. The application of

the United Nations Convention on Contracts for the International Sale of Goods is expressly excluded. Any law or

regulation which provides that the language of a contract shall be construed against the drafter shall not apply to this

License. You agree that You alone are responsible for compliance with the United States export administration

regulations (and the export control laws and regulation of any other countries) when You use, distribute or otherwise

make available any Covered Software.

 

10. RESPONSIBILITY FOR CLAIMS.

 

  As between Initial Developer and the Contributors, each party is responsible for claims and damages arising,

directly or indirectly, out of its utilization of rights under this License and You agree to work with Initial Developer

and Contributors to distribute such responsibility on an equitable basis. Nothing herein is intended or shall be

deemed to constitute any admission of liability.

 

  NOTICE PURSUANT TO SECTION 9 OF THE COMMON DEVELOPMENT AND DISTRIBUTION LICENSE

(CDDL)

 

  The code released under the CDDL shall be governed by the laws of the State of California (excluding conflict-of-

law provisions). Any litigation relating to this License shall be subject to the jurisdiction of the Federal Courts of the

Northern District of California and the state courts of the State of California, with venue lying in Santa Clara

County, California.

 

 

The GNU General Public License (GPL) Version 2, June 1991
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Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc. 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307

USA

 

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license document, but changing it is not

allowed.

 

Preamble

 

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU

General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to make sure the

software is free for all its users. This General Public License applies to most of the Free Software Foundation's

software and to any other program whose authors commit to using it. (Some other Free Software Foundation

software is covered by the GNU Library General Public License instead.) You can apply it to your programs, too.

 

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to

make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish),

that you receive source code or can get it if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new

free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to

surrender the rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the

software, or if you modify it.

 

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all

the rights that you have. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. And you must show

them these terms so they know their rights.

 

We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and (2) offer you this license which gives you

legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the software.

 

Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain that everyone understands that there is no

warranty for this free software. If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we want its recipients to

know that what they have is not the original, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the

original authors' reputations.

 

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents. We wish to avoid the danger that

redistributors of a free program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the program proprietary. To

prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow.

 

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying

it may be distributed under the terms of this General Public License. The "Program", below, refers to any such

program or work, and a "work based on the Program" means either the Program or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications
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and/or translated into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term

"modification".) Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its

scope. The act of running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program is covered only if its

contents constitute a work based on the Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you receive it, in any medium,

provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and

disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and

give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty

protection in exchange for a fee.

 

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the

Program, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you

also meet all of these conditions:

 

  a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of

any change.

 

  b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in whole or in part contains or is derived from the

Program or any part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this

License.

 

  c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively when run, you must cause it, when started

running for such interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an announcement including an

appropriate copyright notice and a notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide a warranty) and

that users may redistribute the program under these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

License. (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but does not normally print such an announcement, your

work based on the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from

the Program, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License,

and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute

the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on

the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and

every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather,

the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program with the Program (or with a work based on

the Program) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this

License.
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3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it, under Section 2) in object code or executable

form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

  a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under

the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

  b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give any third party, for a charge no more

than your cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete machine-readable copy of the corresponding

source code, to be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software

interchange; or,

 

  c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer to distribute corresponding source code. (This

alternative is allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you received the program in object code or

executable form with such an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For an executable

work, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface

definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the executable. However, as a special

exception, the source code distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or

binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the

executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering

equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place counts as distribution of the source code, even though

third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program except as expressly provided under this License.

Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is void, and will automatically

terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this

License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you

permission to modify or distribute the Program or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do

not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the Program),

you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or

modifying the Program or works based on it.

 

6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the Program), the recipient automatically receives

a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to these terms and conditions.

You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not

responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to this License.

 

7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited

to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the

conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as

to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a

consequence you may not distribute the Program at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-

free redistribution of the Program by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only
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way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the

section is intended to apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest

validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software

distribution system, which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous

contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of

that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other

system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted

interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Program under this License may add an explicit

geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this

License.

 

9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the General Public License from time

to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new

problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program specifies a version number of this License

which applies to it and "any later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that

version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version

number of this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

 

10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free programs whose distribution conditions are

different, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software

Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be

guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the

sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

NO WARRANTY

 

11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE

PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE

STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM

"AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT

NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF

ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY

COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE
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PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL,

SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY

TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF

THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER

PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

 

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, the best way to

achieve this is to make it free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to

most effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a

pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

  One line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.

 

  Copyright (C)

 

  This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU General Public

License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later

version.

 

  This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the

implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU General

Public License for more details.

 

  You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along with this program; if not, write to the

Free Software Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

  Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author

  Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'. This is free software, and

you are welcome to redistribute it under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate parts of the General Public License.

Of course, the commands you use may be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your school, if any, to sign a "copyright

disclaimer" for the program, if necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:
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  Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at

compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

  signature of Ty Coon, 1 April 1989

  Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into proprietary programs. If your program

is a subroutine library, you may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the library. If

this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General Public License instead of this License.

 

 

"CLASSPATH" EXCEPTION TO THE GPL VERSION 2

 

Certain source files distributed by Sun Microsystems, Inc. are subject to the following clarification and special

exception to the GPL Version 2, but only where Sun has expressly included in the particular source file's header the

words

 

"Sun designates this particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided by Sun in the License file that

accompanied this code."

 

Linking this library statically or dynamically with other modules is making a combined work based on this library.

Thus, the terms and conditions of the GNU General Public License Version 2 cover the whole combination.

 

As a special exception, the copyright holders of this library give you permission to link this library with independent

modules to produce an executable, regardless of the license terms of these independent modules, and to copy and

distribute the resulting executable under terms of your choice, provided that you also meet, for each linked

independent module, the terms and conditions of the license of that module.? An independent module is a module

which is not derived from or based on this library.? If you modify this library, you may extend this exception to your

version of the library, but you are not obligated to do so.? If you do not wish to do so, delete this exception

statement from your version.

Copyright (c) %YEARS% Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,
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Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

SAX IS FREE

-----------

 

I hereby abandon any property rights to SAX 2.0 (the Simple API for

XML), and release all of the SAX 2.0 source code, compiled code, and

documentation contained in this distribution into the Public Domain.

SAX comes with NO WARRANTY or guarantee of fitness for any purpose.

 

 

David Megginson

david@megginson.com

2000-01-14

 

1.325 commons-io 1.3.2 
1.325.1 Available under license : 

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.
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     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of
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     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.
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     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only
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     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

Apache Jakarta Commons IO

Copyright 2001-2007 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed by

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

1.326 jboss-as-clustering-common

7.3.0.Final-redhat-14 
1.326.1 Available under license : 

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '~ This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it ~ under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as ~ published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of ~ the License, or (at your option) any later version. ~ This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, ~ but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of ~
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MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU ~ Lesser General Public

License for more details. ~ You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '# This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it # under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as # published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of # the License, or (at your option) any later version. # This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, # but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of #

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU # Lesser General Public

License for more details. # You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it * under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as * published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of * the License, or (at your option) any later version. * This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of *

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU * Lesser General Public

License for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public'

 

1.327 commons-beanutils 1.9.2 
1.327.1 Available under license : 

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.
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     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,
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     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions
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     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability
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     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

Apache Commons BeanUtils

Copyright 2000-2014 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

1.328 scala-reflect 2.13.3 
1.328.1 Available under license : 

Scala

Copyright (c) 2002-2020 EPFL

Copyright (c) 2011-2020 Lightbend, Inc.

 

Scala includes software developed at

LAMP/EPFL (https://lamp.epfl.ch/) and

Lightbend, Inc. (https://www.lightbend.com/).

 

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License").
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Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

limitations under the License.

 

This software includes projects with other licenses -- see `doc/LICENSE.md`.

                                 Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the
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     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the
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     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.
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  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the
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     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.329 commons-fileupload 1.3.3 
1.329.1 Available under license : 

Apache Commons FileUpload

Copyright 2002-2017 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.
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     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,
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     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution
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         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing
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     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.330 jbossjaspiapi 1.0.1.Final 

 

1.331 jbossinterceptorsapi 1.0.0.Final 
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1.331.1 Available under license : 
                                 Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.
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     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and
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     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or
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     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

1.332 bcel 6.5.0 
1.332.1 Available under license : 

Apache Commons BCEL

Copyright 2004-2020 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (https://www.apache.org/).

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/
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  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of
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     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works
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         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A
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     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
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  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.333 commons-collections 3.2.1-redhat-2 
1.333.1 Available under license : 

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work
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     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses
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     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.
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     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"
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     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

Apache Commons Collections

Copyright 2001-2008 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed by

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

Commons Collections

Copyright 2001-2012 JBoss by Red Hat

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common
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     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.
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  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or
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         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,
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     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.334 jbosstxbridge 4.17.15.Final-redhat-4 
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1.334.1 Available under license : 
Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it * under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as * published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of * the License, or (at your option) any later version. * This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of *

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU * Lesser General Public

License for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public // in JCA, so we

have to use proprietary API.'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* This copyrighted material is made available to anyone

wishing to use, * modify, copy, or redistribute it subject to the terms and conditions * of the GNU Lesser General

Public License, v. 2.1. * This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT A *

WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A * PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  See the GNU Lesser General Public License for more details. * You should have received a copy of the

GNU Lesser General Public License, * MA  02110-1301, USA.'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it * under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as * published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of * the License, or (at your option) any later version. * This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of *

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU * Lesser General Public

License for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public'

 

1.335 jbosssaajapi 1.0.2.Final-redhat-2 
1.335.1 Available under license : 

COMMON DEVELOPMENT AND DISTRIBUTION LICENSE Version 1.0 (CDDL-1.0) (text)

 

1. Definitions.

 

1.1. Contributor means each individual or entity that creates or contributes to the creation of Modifications.

 

1.2. Contributor Version means the combination of the Original Software, prior Modifications used by a Contributor

(if any), and the Modifications made by that particular Contributor.

 

1.3. Covered Software means (a) the Original Software, or (b) Modifications, or (c) the combination of files

containing Original Software with files containing Modifications, in each case including portions thereof.

 

1.4. Executable means the Covered Software in any form other than Source Code.

 

1.5. Initial Developer means the individual or entity that first makes Original Software available under this License.

 

1.6. Larger Work means a work which combines Covered Software or portions thereof with code not governed by

the terms of this License.

 

1.7. License means this document.

 

1.8. Licensable means having the right to grant, to the maximum extent possible, whether at the time of the initial

grant or subsequently acquired, any and all of the rights conveyed herein.
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1.9. Modifications means the Source Code and Executable form of any of the following:

 

A. Any file that results from an addition to, deletion from or modification of the contents of a file containing

Original Software or previous Modifications;

 

B. Any new file that contains any part of the Original Software or previous Modification; or

 

C. Any new file that is contributed or otherwise made available under the terms of this License.

 

1.10. Original Software means the Source Code and Executable form of computer software code that is originally

released under this License.

 

1.11. Patent Claims means any patent claim(s), now owned or hereafter acquired, including without limitation,

method, process, and apparatus claims, in any patent Licensable by grantor.

 

1.12. Source Code means (a) the common form of computer software code in which modifications are made and (b)

associated documentation included in or with such code.

 

1.13. You (or Your) means an individual or a legal entity exercising rights under, and complying with all of the

terms of, this License. For legal entities, You includes any entity which controls, is controlled by, or is under

common control with You. For purposes of this definition, control means (a) the power, direct or indirect, to cause

the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (b) ownership of more than fifty

percent (50%) of the outstanding shares or beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

2. License Grants.

 

2.1. The Initial Developer Grant.

 

Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and subject to third party intellectual property claims,

the Initial Developer hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license:

 

(a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark) Licensable by Initial Developer, to use,

reproduce, modify, display, perform, sublicense and distribute the Original Software (or portions thereof), with or

without Modifications, and/or as part of a Larger Work; and

 

(b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using or selling of Original Software, to make, have made, use,

practice, sell, and offer for sale, and/or otherwise dispose of the Original Software (or portions thereof).

 

(c) The licenses granted in Sections 2.1(a) and (b) are effective on the date Initial Developer first distributes or

otherwise makes the Original Software available to a third party under the terms of this License.

 

(d) Notwithstanding Section 2.1(b) above, no patent license is granted: (1) for code that You delete from the

Original Software, or (2) for infringements caused by: (i) the modification of the Original Software, or (ii) the

combination of the Original Software with other software or devices.

 

2.2. Contributor Grant.
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Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and subject to third party intellectual property claims,

each Contributor hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license:

 

(a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark) Licensable by Contributor to use, reproduce,

modify, display, perform, sublicense and distribute the Modifications created by such Contributor (or portions

thereof), either on an unmodified basis, with other Modifications, as Covered Software and/or as part of a Larger

Work; and

 

(b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using, or selling of Modifications made by that Contributor either

alone and/or in combination with its Contributor Version (or portions of such combination), to make, use, sell, offer

for sale, have made, and/or otherwise dispose of: (1) Modifications made by that Contributor (or portions thereof);

and (2) the combination of Modifications made by that Contributor with its Contributor Version (or portions of such

combination).

 

(c) The licenses granted in Sections 2.2(a) and 2.2(b) are effective on the date Contributor first distributes or

otherwise makes the Modifications available to a third party.

 

(d) Notwithstanding Section 2.2(b) above, no patent license is granted: (1) for any code that Contributor has deleted

from the Contributor Version; (2) for infringements caused by: (i) third party modifications of Contributor Version,

or (ii) the combination of Modifications made by that Contributor with other software (except as part of the

Contributor Version) or other devices; or (3) under Patent Claims infringed by Covered Software in the absence of

Modifications made by that Contributor.

 

3. Distribution Obligations.

 

3.1. Availability of Source Code.

 

Any Covered Software that You distribute or otherwise make available in Executable form must also be made

available in Source Code form and that Source Code form must be distributed only under the terms of this License.

You must include a copy of this License with every copy of the Source Code form of the Covered Software You

distribute or otherwise make available. You must inform recipients of any such Covered Software in Executable

form as to how they can obtain such Covered Software in Source Code form in a reasonable manner on or through a

medium customarily used for software exchange.

 

3.2. Modifications.

 

The Modifications that You create or to which You contribute are governed by the terms of this License. You

represent that You believe Your Modifications are Your original creation(s) and/or You have sufficient rights to

grant the rights conveyed by this License.

 

3.3. Required Notices.

 

You must include a notice in each of Your Modifications that identifies You as the Contributor of the Modification.

You may not remove or alter any copyright, patent or trademark notices contained within the Covered Software, or

any notices of licensing or any descriptive text giving attribution to any Contributor or the Initial Developer.

 

3.4. Application of Additional Terms.
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You may not offer or impose any terms on any Covered Software in Source Code form that alters or restricts the

applicable version of this License or the recipients rights hereunder. You may choose to offer, and to charge a fee

for, warranty, support, indemnity or liability obligations to one or more recipients of Covered Software. However,

you may do so only on Your own behalf, and not on behalf of the Initial Developer or any Contributor. You must

make it absolutely clear that any such warranty, support, indemnity or liability obligation is offered by You alone,

and You hereby agree to indemnify the Initial Developer and every Contributor for any liability incurred by the

Initial Developer or such Contributor as a result of warranty, support, indemnity or liability terms You offer.

 

3.5. Distribution of Executable Versions.

 

You may distribute the Executable form of the Covered Software under the terms of this License or under the terms

of a license of Your choice, which may contain terms different from this License, provided that You are in

compliance with the terms of this License and that the license for the Executable form does not attempt to limit or

alter the recipients rights in the Source Code form from the rights set forth in this License. If You distribute the

Covered Software in Executable form under a different license, You must make it absolutely clear that any terms

which differ from this License are offered by You alone, not by the Initial Developer or Contributor. You hereby

agree to indemnify the Initial Developer and every Contributor for any liability incurred by the Initial Developer or

such Contributor as a result of any such terms You offer.

 

3.6. Larger Works.

 

You may create a Larger Work by combining Covered Software with other code not governed by the terms of this

License and distribute the Larger Work as a single product. In such a case, You must make sure the requirements of

this License are fulfilled for the Covered Software.

 

4. Versions of the License.

 

4.1. New Versions.

 

Sun Microsystems, Inc. is the initial license steward and may publish revised and/or new versions of this License

from time to time. Each version will be given a distinguishing version number. Except as provided in Section 4.3, no

one other than the license steward has the right to modify this License.

 

4.2. Effect of New Versions.

 

You may always continue to use, distribute or otherwise make the Covered Software available under the terms of the

version of the License under which You originally received the Covered Software. If the Initial Developer includes a

notice in the Original Software prohibiting it from being distributed or otherwise made available under any

subsequent version of the License, You must distribute and make the Covered Software available under the terms of

the version of the License under which You originally received the Covered Software. Otherwise, You may also

choose to use, distribute or otherwise make the Covered Software available under the terms of any subsequent

version of the License published by the license steward.

 

4.3. Modified Versions.

 

When You are an Initial Developer and You want to create a new license for Your Original Software, You may

create and use a modified version of this License if You: (a) rename the license and remove any references to the

name of the license steward (except to note that the license differs from this License); and (b) otherwise make it
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clear that the license contains terms which differ from this License.

 

5. DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY.

 

COVERED SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED UNDER THIS LICENSE ON AN AS IS BASIS, WITHOUT

WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION,

WARRANTIES THAT THE COVERED SOFTWARE IS FREE OF DEFECTS, MERCHANTABLE, FIT FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR NON-INFRINGING. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND

PERFORMANCE OF THE COVERED SOFTWARE IS WITH YOU. SHOULD ANY COVERED SOFTWARE

PROVE DEFECTIVE IN ANY RESPECT, YOU (NOT THE INITIAL DEVELOPER OR ANY OTHER

CONTRIBUTOR) ASSUME THE COST OF ANY NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

THIS DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY CONSTITUTES AN ESSENTIAL PART OF THIS LICENSE. NO USE

OF ANY COVERED SOFTWARE IS AUTHORIZED HEREUNDER EXCEPT UNDER THIS DISCLAIMER.

 

6. TERMINATION.

 

6.1. This License and the rights granted hereunder will terminate automatically if You fail to comply with terms

herein and fail to cure such breach within 30 days of becoming aware of the breach. Provisions which, by their

nature, must remain in effect beyond the termination of this License shall survive.

 

6.2. If You assert a patent infringement claim (excluding declaratory judgment actions) against Initial Developer or

a Contributor (the Initial Developer or Contributor against whom You assert such claim is referred to as Participant)

alleging that the Participant Software (meaning the Contributor Version where the Participant is a Contributor or the

Original Software where the Participant is the Initial Developer) directly or indirectly infringes any patent, then any

and all rights granted directly or indirectly to You by such Participant, the Initial Developer (if the Initial Developer

is not the Participant) and all Contributors under Sections 2.1 and/or 2.2 of this License shall, upon 60 days notice

from Participant terminate prospectively and automatically at the expiration of such 60 day notice period, unless if

within such 60 day period You withdraw Your claim with respect to the Participant Software against such

Participant either unilaterally or pursuant to a written agreement with Participant.

 

6.3. In the event of termination under Sections 6.1 or 6.2 above, all end user licenses that have been validly granted

by You or any distributor hereunder prior to termination (excluding licenses granted to You by any distributor) shall

survive termination.

 

7. LIMITATION OF LIABILITY.

 

UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES AND UNDER NO LEGAL THEORY, WHETHER TORT (INCLUDING

NEGLIGENCE), CONTRACT, OR OTHERWISE, SHALL YOU, THE INITIAL DEVELOPER, ANY OTHER

CONTRIBUTOR, OR ANY DISTRIBUTOR OF COVERED SOFTWARE, OR ANY SUPPLIER OF ANY OF

SUCH PARTIES, BE LIABLE TO ANY PERSON FOR ANY INDIRECT, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OF ANY CHARACTER INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, DAMAGES

FOR LOST PROFITS, LOSS OF GOODWILL, WORK STOPPAGE, COMPUTER FAILURE OR

MALFUNCTION, OR ANY AND ALL OTHER COMMERCIAL DAMAGES OR LOSSES, EVEN IF SUCH

PARTY SHALL HAVE BEEN INFORMED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES. THIS LIMITATION

OF LIABILITY SHALL NOT APPLY TO LIABILITY FOR DEATH OR PERSONAL INJURY RESULTING

FROM SUCH PARTYS NEGLIGENCE TO THE EXTENT APPLICABLE LAW PROHIBITS SUCH

LIMITATION. SOME JURISDICTIONS DO NOT ALLOW THE EXCLUSION OR LIMITATION OF

INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, SO THIS EXCLUSION AND LIMITATION MAY NOT
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APPLY TO YOU.

 

8. U.S. GOVERNMENT END USERS.

 

The Covered Software is a commercial item, as that term is defined in 48 C.F.R. 2.101 (Oct. 1995), consisting of

commercial computer software (as that term is defined at 48 C.F.R.  252.227-7014(a)(1)) and commercial computer

software documentation as such terms are used in 48 C.F.R. 12.212 (Sept. 1995). Consistent with 48 C.F.R. 12.212

and 48 C.F.R. 227.7202-1 through 227.7202-4 (June 1995), all U.S. Government End Users acquire Covered

Software with only those rights set forth herein. This U.S. Government Rights clause is in lieu of, and supersedes,

any other FAR, DFAR, or other clause or provision that addresses Government rights in computer software under

this License.

 

9. MISCELLANEOUS.

 

This License represents the complete agreement concerning subject matter hereof. If any provision of this License is

held to be unenforceable, such provision shall be reformed only to the extent necessary to make it enforceable. This

License shall be governed by the law of the jurisdiction specified in a notice contained within the Original Software

(except to the extent applicable law, if any, provides otherwise), excluding such jurisdictions conflict-of-law

provisions. Any litigation relating to this License shall be subject to the jurisdiction of the courts located in the

jurisdiction and venue specified in a notice contained within the Original Software, with the losing party responsible

for costs, including, without limitation, court costs and reasonable attorneys fees and expenses. The application of

the United Nations Convention on Contracts for the International Sale of Goods is expressly excluded. Any law or

regulation which provides that the language of a contract shall be construed against the drafter shall not apply to this

License. You agree that You alone are responsible for compliance with the United States export administration

regulations (and the export control laws and regulation of any other countries) when You use, distribute or otherwise

make available any Covered Software.

 

10. RESPONSIBILITY FOR CLAIMS.

 

As between Initial Developer and the Contributors, each party is responsible for claims and damages arising,

directly or indirectly, out of its utilization of rights under this License and You agree to work with Initial Developer

and Contributors to distribute such responsibility on an equitable basis. Nothing herein is intended or shall be

deemed to constitute any admission of liability.

/*

* $Id: SAAJMetaFactory.java,v 1.4 2006/03/30 00:59:39 ofung Exp $

* $Revision: 1.4 $

* $Date: 2006/03/30 00:59:39 $

*/

 

/*

* The contents of this file are subject to the terms

* of the Common Development and Distribution License

* (the License).  You may not use this file except in

* compliance with the License.

*

* You can obtain a copy of the license at

* https://glassfish.dev.java.net/public/CDDLv1.0.html.

* See the License for the specific language governing
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* permissions and limitations under the License.

*

* When distributing Covered Code, include this CDDL

* Header Notice in each file and include the License file

* at https://glassfish.dev.java.net/public/CDDLv1.0.html.

* If applicable, add the following below the CDDL Header,

* with the fields enclosed by brackets [] replaced by

* you own identifying information:

* "Portions Copyrighted [year] [name of copyright owner]"

*

* Copyright 2006 Sun Microsystems Inc. All Rights Reserved

*/

 

1.336 coreapi 1.0.15.Final 
1.336.1 Available under license : 

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it * under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as * published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of * the License, or (at your option) any later version. * This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of *

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU * Lesser General Public

License for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it * under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as * published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of * the License, or (at your option) any later version. * This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of *

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU * Lesser General Public

License for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public /** The confidential

flag */ private boolean confidential; * @param confidential Is this config property confidential public

ConfigProperty(String name, boolean dynamic, boolean confidential) this.confidential = confidential; * Get the

confidential flag public boolean isConfidential() return confidential; sb.append("

confidential=").append(confidential);'

 

1.337 cxf-rt-ws-rm 2.7.18 
1.337.1 Available under license : 

 

Apache CXF

Copyright 2006-2015 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/
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  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner
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     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and
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     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions
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     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
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  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.338 hornetjmsclient 2.3.12.Final-redhat-1 
1.338.1 Available under license : 

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it * under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as * published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of * the License, or (at your option) any later version. * This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of *

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU * Lesser General Public

License for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public'

 

1.339 java-getopt 1.0.13.redhat-4 
1.339.1 Available under license : 

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '<name>GNU Lesser General Public License, Version

2</name> <url>http://www.gnu.org/licenses/lgpl-2.0.html</url>'

 

1.340 jboss-as-platform-mbean 7.3.0.Final-

redhat-14 
1.340.1 Available under license : 

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it * under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as * published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of * the License, or (at your option) any later version. * This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of *

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU * Lesser General Public

License for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '*  This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it *  under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as *  published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of *  the License, or (at your option) any later version. *  This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, *  but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of *

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU *  Lesser General Public

License for more details. *  You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public'
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1.341 hornetq-journal 2.3.12.Final-redhat-1 
1.341.1 Available under license : 

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it * under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as * published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of * the License, or (at your option) any later version. * This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of *

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU * Lesser General Public

License for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public'

 

1.342 wsdl4j 1.6 
1.342.1 Available under license : 

Found license 'Common Public License 1.0 (CPLv1.0)' in '<P align=center><B>Common Public License - v

1.0</B> THE TERMS OF THIS COMMON PUBLIC LICENSE ("AGREEMENT"). ANY USE,

REPRODUCTION OR and documentation distributed under this Agreement, and<BR clear=left>b) in

<UL><FONT size=2></FONT><FONT size=2>b) Subject to the terms of this'

 

1.343 jgroups 3.2.12.Final-redhat-1 
1.343.1 Available under license : 

		  GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2.1, February 1999

 

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

    59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA  02111-1307  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL.  It also counts

as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence

the version number 2.1.]

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change

free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

 

 This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some

specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the

Free Software Foundation and other authors who decide to use it.  You

can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether

this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better
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strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations below.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use,

not price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that

you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge

for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get

it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of

it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do

these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these

rights.  These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for

you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis

or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave

you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source

code.  If you link other code with the library, you must provide

complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them

with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling

it.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

 We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the

library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

 

 To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that

there is no warranty for the free library.  Also, if the library is

modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know

that what they have is not the original version, so that the original

author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be

introduced by others.

 

 Finally, software patents pose a constant threat to the existence of

any free program.  We wish to make sure that a company cannot

effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a

restrictive license from a patent holder.  Therefore, we insist that

any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be

consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

 

 Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the

ordinary GNU General Public License.  This license, the GNU Lesser

General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and

is quite different from the ordinary General Public License.  We use

this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those

libraries into non-free programs.
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 When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using

a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a

combined work, a derivative of the original library.  The ordinary

General Public License therefore permits such linking only if the

entire combination fits its criteria of freedom.  The Lesser General

Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with

the library.

 

 We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it

does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General

Public License.  It also provides other free software developers Less

of an advantage over competing non-free programs.  These disadvantages

are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many

libraries.  However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain

special circumstances.

 

 For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to

encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it becomes

a de-facto standard.  To achieve this, non-free programs must be

allowed to use the library.  A more frequent case is that a free

library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries.  In this

case, there is little to gain by limiting the free library to free

software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

 

 In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free

programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of

free software.  For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in

non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU

operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating

system.

 

 Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the

users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is

linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run

that program using a modified version of the Library.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference between a

"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library".  The

former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must

be combined with the library in order to run.

 

		  GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other

program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or

other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of
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this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License").

Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

 A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data

prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs

(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

 

 The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work

which has been distributed under these terms.  A "work based on the

Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a

portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated

straightforwardly into another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is

included without limitation in the term "modification".)

 

 "Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation

and installation of the library.

 

 Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from

such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based

on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for

writing it).  Whether that is true depends on what the Library does

and what the program that uses the Library does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's

complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that

you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an

appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact

all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any

warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the

Library.

 

 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,

and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a

fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.
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   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no

   charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

 

   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a

   table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses

   the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility

   is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,

   in the event an application does not supply such function or

   table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of

   its purpose remains meaningful.

 

   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has

   a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

   application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any

   application-supplied function or table used by this function must

   be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square

   root function must still compute square roots.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote

it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Library.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library

with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public

License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library.  To do

this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so

that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,

instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the

ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify
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that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make any other change in

these notices.

 

 Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for

that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all

subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

 

 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of

the Library into a program that is not a library.

 

 4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or

derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form

under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany

it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which

must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a

medium customarily used for software interchange.

 

 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the

source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to

distribute the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the

Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or

linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library".  Such a

work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and

therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

 

 However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library

creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it

contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the

library".  The executable is therefore covered by this License.

Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

 

 When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file

that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a

derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.

Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be

linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library.  The

threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

 

 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data

structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline

functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object

file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative

work.  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the

Library will still fall under Section 6.)
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 Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may

distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.

Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,

whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

 

 6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or

link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a

work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work

under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit

modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications.

 

 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the

Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by

this License.  You must supply a copy of this License.  If the work

during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the

copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference

directing the user to the copy of this License.  Also, you must do one

of these things:

 

   a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding

   machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever

   changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under

   Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked

   with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that

   uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the

   user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified

   executable containing the modified Library.  (It is understood

   that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the

   Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application

   to use the modified definitions.)

 

   b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

   Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a

   copy of the library already present on the user's computer system,

   rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2)

   will operate properly with a modified version of the library, if

   the user installs one, as long as the modified version is

   interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

 

   c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at

   least three years, to give the same user the materials

   specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more

   than the cost of performing this distribution.

 

   d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy

   from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above
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   specified materials from the same place.

 

   e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these

   materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

 

 For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the

Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for

reproducing the executable from it.  However, as a special exception,

the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is

normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies

the executable.

 

 It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license

restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally

accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot

use both them and the Library together in an executable that you

distribute.

 

 7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library

facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined

library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on

the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise

permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

 

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work

   based on the Library, uncombined with any other library

   facilities.  This must be distributed under the terms of the

   Sections above.

 

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact

   that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining

   where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute

the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any

attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or

distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your

rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,

or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses

terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

 9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by
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modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the

Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Library or works based on it.

 

 10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the

Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library

subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with

this License.

 

 11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Library at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any

particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply,

and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add

an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries,
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so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus

excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if

written in the body of this License.

 

 13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new

versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time.

Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,

but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and

"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a

license version number, you may choose any version ever published by

the Free Software Foundation.

 

 14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,

write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is

copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free

Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.  Our

decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status

of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing

and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME

THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE

LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.
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		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

          How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

 

 If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that

everyone can redistribute and change.  You can do so by permitting

redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the

ordinary General Public License).

 

 To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library.  It is

safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the

"copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

   modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

   version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

 

   This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

   Lesser General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA  02111-1307  USA

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

 library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

That's all there is to it!
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1.344 retrofit 2.6.2 
1.344.1 Available under license : 

Apache License

Version 2.0, January 2004

http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

1. Definitions.

 

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1

through 9 of this document.

 

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are

under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or

indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of

fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source

code, documentation source, and configuration files.

 

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form,

including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

 

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as

indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix

below).

 

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the

Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole,

an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that

remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works

thereof.

 

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications

or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the

Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright

owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written

communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic

mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously

marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."
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"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been

received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce,

prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such

Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section)

patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such

license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was

submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit)

alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent

infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date

such litigation is filed.

 

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any

medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following

conditions:

 

You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and 

 

You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and 

 

You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark,

and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

the Derivative Works; and 

 

If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute

must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices

that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a NOTICE text

file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided along with the

Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such third-party notices

normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not modify the

License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside or as an

addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

as modifying the License.

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license

terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works

as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions

stated in this License.

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for

inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any

additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of

any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.
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6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product

names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and

reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work

(and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR

CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or

conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and

assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or

otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing,

shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or

consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or

any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of

such damages.

 

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may

choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or

rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf

and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend,

and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by

reason of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work

 

To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by

brackets "[]" replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include the brackets!) The text should be

enclosed in the appropriate comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a file or class name and

description of purpose be included on the same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier identification within

third-party archives.

 

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
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  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1.345 common-spi 1.0.15.Final 
1.345.1 Available under license : 

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it * under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as * published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of * the License, or (at your option) any later version. * This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of *

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU * Lesser General Public

License for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public'

 

1.346 protobuf-java 3.9.1 
1.346.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

// Copyright 2008 Google Inc.  All rights reserved.

// Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

// modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

//     * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

// notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

//     * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

// copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer

// in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

//     * Neither the name of Google Inc. nor the names of its

// this software without specific prior written permission.
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1456224347_1667204118.999121/0/protobuf-java-3-9-1-sources-1-

jar/com/google/protobuf/ProtocolMessageEnum.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1456224347_1667204118.999121/0/protobuf-java-3-9-1-sources-1-

jar/com/google/protobuf/BufferAllocator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1456224347_1667204118.999121/0/protobuf-java-3-9-1-sources-1-

jar/com/google/protobuf/BlockingService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1456224347_1667204118.999121/0/protobuf-java-3-9-1-sources-1-

jar/com/google/protobuf/DynamicMessage.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1456224347_1667204118.999121/0/protobuf-java-3-9-1-sources-1-

jar/com/google/protobuf/MessageLite.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1456224347_1667204118.999121/0/protobuf-java-3-9-1-sources-1-

jar/com/google/protobuf/MessageReflection.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1456224347_1667204118.999121/0/protobuf-java-3-9-1-sources-1-

jar/google/protobuf/source_context.proto

* /opt/cola/permits/1456224347_1667204118.999121/0/protobuf-java-3-9-1-sources-1-

jar/com/google/protobuf/OneofInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1456224347_1667204118.999121/0/protobuf-java-3-9-1-sources-1-

jar/com/google/protobuf/GeneratedMessage.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1456224347_1667204118.999121/0/protobuf-java-3-9-1-sources-1-

jar/com/google/protobuf/ProtocolStringList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1456224347_1667204118.999121/0/protobuf-java-3-9-1-sources-1-

jar/com/google/protobuf/Extension.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1456224347_1667204118.999121/0/protobuf-java-3-9-1-sources-1-

jar/com/google/protobuf/AbstractMessageLite.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1456224347_1667204118.999121/0/protobuf-java-3-9-1-sources-1-

jar/com/google/protobuf/LazyField.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1456224347_1667204118.999121/0/protobuf-java-3-9-1-sources-1-

jar/com/google/protobuf/UninitializedMessageException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1456224347_1667204118.999121/0/protobuf-java-3-9-1-sources-1-

jar/com/google/protobuf/IterableByteBufferInputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1456224347_1667204118.999121/0/protobuf-java-3-9-1-sources-1-

jar/com/google/protobuf/RpcChannel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1456224347_1667204118.999121/0/protobuf-java-3-9-1-sources-1-

jar/com/google/protobuf/ExtensionRegistryLite.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1456224347_1667204118.999121/0/protobuf-java-3-9-1-sources-1-

jar/com/google/protobuf/ExtensionSchemas.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1456224347_1667204118.999121/0/protobuf-java-3-9-1-sources-1-

jar/com/google/protobuf/MapEntry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1456224347_1667204118.999121/0/protobuf-java-3-9-1-sources-1-

jar/com/google/protobuf/IntArrayList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1456224347_1667204118.999121/0/protobuf-java-3-9-1-sources-1-

jar/com/google/protobuf/BinaryReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1456224347_1667204118.999121/0/protobuf-java-3-9-1-sources-1-

jar/com/google/protobuf/NewInstanceSchema.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1456224347_1667204118.999121/0/protobuf-java-3-9-1-sources-1-

jar/com/google/protobuf/LazyStringList.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1456224347_1667204118.999121/0/protobuf-java-3-9-1-sources-1-

jar/com/google/protobuf/Schema.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1456224347_1667204118.999121/0/protobuf-java-3-9-1-sources-1-

jar/com/google/protobuf/BinaryWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1456224347_1667204118.999121/0/protobuf-java-3-9-1-sources-1-

jar/com/google/protobuf/SingleFieldBuilderV3.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1456224347_1667204118.999121/0/protobuf-java-3-9-1-sources-1-

jar/com/google/protobuf/ExtensionSchemaLite.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1456224347_1667204118.999121/0/protobuf-java-3-9-1-sources-1-

jar/com/google/protobuf/AllocatedBuffer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1456224347_1667204118.999121/0/protobuf-java-3-9-1-sources-1-

jar/com/google/protobuf/ProtobufLists.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1456224347_1667204118.999121/0/protobuf-java-3-9-1-sources-1-

jar/com/google/protobuf/CodedOutputStreamWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1456224347_1667204118.999121/0/protobuf-java-3-9-1-sources-1-

jar/com/google/protobuf/UnknownFieldSetLiteSchema.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1456224347_1667204118.999121/0/protobuf-java-3-9-1-sources-1-

jar/com/google/protobuf/MessageOrBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1456224347_1667204118.999121/0/protobuf-java-3-9-1-sources-1-

jar/com/google/protobuf/PrimitiveNonBoxingCollection.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1456224347_1667204118.999121/0/protobuf-java-3-9-1-sources-1-

jar/google/protobuf/compiler/plugin.proto

* /opt/cola/permits/1456224347_1667204118.999121/0/protobuf-java-3-9-1-sources-1-

jar/com/google/protobuf/CodedInputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1456224347_1667204118.999121/0/protobuf-java-3-9-1-sources-1-

jar/google/protobuf/type.proto

* /opt/cola/permits/1456224347_1667204118.999121/0/protobuf-java-3-9-1-sources-1-

jar/com/google/protobuf/FloatArrayList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1456224347_1667204118.999121/0/protobuf-java-3-9-1-sources-1-

jar/com/google/protobuf/BlockingRpcChannel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1456224347_1667204118.999121/0/protobuf-java-3-9-1-sources-1-

jar/com/google/protobuf/GeneratedMessageInfoFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1456224347_1667204118.999121/0/protobuf-java-3-9-1-sources-1-

jar/com/google/protobuf/CodedOutputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1456224347_1667204118.999121/0/protobuf-java-3-9-1-sources-1-

jar/com/google/protobuf/Writer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1456224347_1667204118.999121/0/protobuf-java-3-9-1-sources-1-

jar/google/protobuf/timestamp.proto

* /opt/cola/permits/1456224347_1667204118.999121/0/protobuf-java-3-9-1-sources-1-

jar/com/google/protobuf/TextFormat.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1456224347_1667204118.999121/0/protobuf-java-3-9-1-sources-1-

jar/com/google/protobuf/Reader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1456224347_1667204118.999121/0/protobuf-java-3-9-1-sources-1-

jar/com/google/protobuf/MutabilityOracle.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1456224347_1667204118.999121/0/protobuf-java-3-9-1-sources-1-

jar/com/google/protobuf/FieldSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1456224347_1667204118.999121/0/protobuf-java-3-9-1-sources-1-

jar/com/google/protobuf/RpcCallback.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1456224347_1667204118.999121/0/protobuf-java-3-9-1-sources-1-

jar/com/google/protobuf/SingleFieldBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1456224347_1667204118.999121/0/protobuf-java-3-9-1-sources-1-

jar/com/google/protobuf/RawMessageInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1456224347_1667204118.999121/0/protobuf-java-3-9-1-sources-1-

jar/google/protobuf/descriptor.proto

* /opt/cola/permits/1456224347_1667204118.999121/0/protobuf-java-3-9-1-sources-1-

jar/com/google/protobuf/NewInstanceSchemaFull.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1456224347_1667204118.999121/0/protobuf-java-3-9-1-sources-1-

jar/google/protobuf/empty.proto

* /opt/cola/permits/1456224347_1667204118.999121/0/protobuf-java-3-9-1-sources-1-

jar/com/google/protobuf/TextFormatEscaper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1456224347_1667204118.999121/0/protobuf-java-3-9-1-sources-1-

jar/com/google/protobuf/LongArrayList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1456224347_1667204118.999121/0/protobuf-java-3-9-1-sources-1-

jar/com/google/protobuf/ExtensionRegistryFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1456224347_1667204118.999121/0/protobuf-java-3-9-1-sources-1-

jar/com/google/protobuf/ExtensionSchema.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1456224347_1667204118.999121/0/protobuf-java-3-9-1-sources-1-

jar/com/google/protobuf/ExtensionLite.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1456224347_1667204118.999121/0/protobuf-java-3-9-1-sources-1-

jar/com/google/protobuf/UnknownFieldSetSchema.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1456224347_1667204118.999121/0/protobuf-java-3-9-1-sources-1-

jar/com/google/protobuf/ServiceException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1456224347_1667204118.999121/0/protobuf-java-3-9-1-sources-1-

jar/com/google/protobuf/MapEntryLite.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1456224347_1667204118.999121/0/protobuf-java-3-9-1-sources-1-

jar/com/google/protobuf/RepeatedFieldBuilderV3.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1456224347_1667204118.999121/0/protobuf-java-3-9-1-sources-1-

jar/com/google/protobuf/SmallSortedMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1456224347_1667204118.999121/0/protobuf-java-3-9-1-sources-1-

jar/google/protobuf/wrappers.proto

* /opt/cola/permits/1456224347_1667204118.999121/0/protobuf-java-3-9-1-sources-1-

jar/com/google/protobuf/GeneratedMessageV3.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1456224347_1667204118.999121/0/protobuf-java-3-9-1-sources-1-

jar/com/google/protobuf/Service.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1456224347_1667204118.999121/0/protobuf-java-3-9-1-sources-1-

jar/com/google/protobuf/BooleanArrayList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1456224347_1667204118.999121/0/protobuf-java-3-9-1-sources-1-

jar/com/google/protobuf/MapFieldSchemaFull.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1456224347_1667204118.999121/0/protobuf-java-3-9-1-sources-1-

jar/com/google/protobuf/DescriptorMessageInfoFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1456224347_1667204118.999121/0/protobuf-java-3-9-1-sources-1-

jar/com/google/protobuf/StructuralMessageInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1456224347_1667204118.999121/0/protobuf-java-3-9-1-sources-1-

jar/com/google/protobuf/Descriptors.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1456224347_1667204118.999121/0/protobuf-java-3-9-1-sources-1-

jar/com/google/protobuf/Android.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1456224347_1667204118.999121/0/protobuf-java-3-9-1-sources-1-

jar/com/google/protobuf/UnsafeByteOperations.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1456224347_1667204118.999121/0/protobuf-java-3-9-1-sources-1-

jar/com/google/protobuf/Utf8.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1456224347_1667204118.999121/0/protobuf-java-3-9-1-sources-1-

jar/com/google/protobuf/ExtensionRegistry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1456224347_1667204118.999121/0/protobuf-java-3-9-1-sources-1-

jar/com/google/protobuf/MapFieldLite.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1456224347_1667204118.999121/0/protobuf-java-3-9-1-sources-1-

jar/google/protobuf/field_mask.proto

* /opt/cola/permits/1456224347_1667204118.999121/0/protobuf-java-3-9-1-sources-1-

jar/com/google/protobuf/ByteString.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1456224347_1667204118.999121/0/protobuf-java-3-9-1-sources-1-

jar/com/google/protobuf/MessageLiteToString.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1456224347_1667204118.999121/0/protobuf-java-3-9-1-sources-1-

jar/com/google/protobuf/NewInstanceSchemaLite.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1456224347_1667204118.999121/0/protobuf-java-3-9-1-sources-1-

jar/com/google/protobuf/ExtensionSchemaFull.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1456224347_1667204118.999121/0/protobuf-java-3-9-1-sources-1-

jar/google/protobuf/any.proto

* /opt/cola/permits/1456224347_1667204118.999121/0/protobuf-java-3-9-1-sources-1-

jar/com/google/protobuf/Parser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1456224347_1667204118.999121/0/protobuf-java-3-9-1-sources-1-

jar/com/google/protobuf/CodedInputStreamReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1456224347_1667204118.999121/0/protobuf-java-3-9-1-sources-1-

jar/com/google/protobuf/MessageSetSchema.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1456224347_1667204118.999121/0/protobuf-java-3-9-1-sources-1-

jar/com/google/protobuf/MessageLiteOrBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1456224347_1667204118.999121/0/protobuf-java-3-9-1-sources-1-

jar/com/google/protobuf/ProtobufArrayList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1456224347_1667204118.999121/0/protobuf-java-3-9-1-sources-1-

jar/com/google/protobuf/TextFormatParseInfoTree.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1456224347_1667204118.999121/0/protobuf-java-3-9-1-sources-1-

jar/com/google/protobuf/Message.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1456224347_1667204118.999121/0/protobuf-java-3-9-1-sources-1-

jar/com/google/protobuf/WireFormat.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1456224347_1667204118.999121/0/protobuf-java-3-9-1-sources-1-

jar/com/google/protobuf/UnknownFieldSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1456224347_1667204118.999121/0/protobuf-java-3-9-1-sources-1-

jar/com/google/protobuf/NioByteString.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1456224347_1667204118.999121/0/protobuf-java-3-9-1-sources-1-

jar/com/google/protobuf/ByteOutput.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1456224347_1667204118.999121/0/protobuf-java-3-9-1-sources-1-

jar/com/google/protobuf/ListFieldSchema.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1456224347_1667204118.999121/0/protobuf-java-3-9-1-sources-1-

jar/com/google/protobuf/DoubleArrayList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1456224347_1667204118.999121/0/protobuf-java-3-9-1-sources-1-

jar/com/google/protobuf/MessageSchema.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1456224347_1667204118.999121/0/protobuf-java-3-9-1-sources-1-

jar/com/google/protobuf/MapFieldSchema.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1456224347_1667204118.999121/0/protobuf-java-3-9-1-sources-1-

jar/com/google/protobuf/MapFieldSchemaLite.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1456224347_1667204118.999121/0/protobuf-java-3-9-1-sources-1-

jar/com/google/protobuf/ByteBufferWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1456224347_1667204118.999121/0/protobuf-java-3-9-1-sources-1-

jar/com/google/protobuf/MessageInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1456224347_1667204118.999121/0/protobuf-java-3-9-1-sources-1-

jar/com/google/protobuf/MessageInfoFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1456224347_1667204118.999121/0/protobuf-java-3-9-1-sources-1-

jar/com/google/protobuf/JavaType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1456224347_1667204118.999121/0/protobuf-java-3-9-1-sources-1-

jar/com/google/protobuf/AbstractParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1456224347_1667204118.999121/0/protobuf-java-3-9-1-sources-1-

jar/com/google/protobuf/LazyFieldLite.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1456224347_1667204118.999121/0/protobuf-java-3-9-1-sources-1-

jar/com/google/protobuf/RpcController.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1456224347_1667204118.999121/0/protobuf-java-3-9-1-sources-1-

jar/com/google/protobuf/AbstractMessage.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1456224347_1667204118.999121/0/protobuf-java-3-9-1-sources-1-

jar/google/protobuf/struct.proto

* /opt/cola/permits/1456224347_1667204118.999121/0/protobuf-java-3-9-1-sources-1-

jar/com/google/protobuf/UnknownFieldSetLite.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1456224347_1667204118.999121/0/protobuf-java-3-9-1-sources-1-

jar/com/google/protobuf/RepeatedFieldBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1456224347_1667204118.999121/0/protobuf-java-3-9-1-sources-1-

jar/com/google/protobuf/TextFormatParseLocation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1456224347_1667204118.999121/0/protobuf-java-3-9-1-sources-1-

jar/com/google/protobuf/GeneratedMessageLite.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1456224347_1667204118.999121/0/protobuf-java-3-9-1-sources-1-

jar/com/google/protobuf/InvalidProtocolBufferException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1456224347_1667204118.999121/0/protobuf-java-3-9-1-sources-1-

jar/com/google/protobuf/RopeByteString.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1456224347_1667204118.999121/0/protobuf-java-3-9-1-sources-1-

jar/com/google/protobuf/ExperimentalApi.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1456224347_1667204118.999121/0/protobuf-java-3-9-1-sources-1-

jar/com/google/protobuf/UnmodifiableLazyStringList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1456224347_1667204118.999121/0/protobuf-java-3-9-1-sources-1-

jar/com/google/protobuf/UnsafeUtil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1456224347_1667204118.999121/0/protobuf-java-3-9-1-sources-1-

jar/com/google/protobuf/FieldInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1456224347_1667204118.999121/0/protobuf-java-3-9-1-sources-1-

jar/com/google/protobuf/ArrayDecoders.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1456224347_1667204118.999121/0/protobuf-java-3-9-1-sources-1-

jar/com/google/protobuf/ProtoSyntax.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1456224347_1667204118.999121/0/protobuf-java-3-9-1-sources-1-

jar/com/google/protobuf/Internal.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1456224347_1667204118.999121/0/protobuf-java-3-9-1-sources-1-

jar/com/google/protobuf/UnknownFieldSchema.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1456224347_1667204118.999121/0/protobuf-java-3-9-1-sources-1-

jar/com/google/protobuf/SchemaUtil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1456224347_1667204118.999121/0/protobuf-java-3-9-1-sources-1-

jar/com/google/protobuf/MapFieldSchemas.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1456224347_1667204118.999121/0/protobuf-java-3-9-1-sources-1-

jar/google/protobuf/duration.proto

* /opt/cola/permits/1456224347_1667204118.999121/0/protobuf-java-3-9-1-sources-1-

jar/com/google/protobuf/AbstractProtobufList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1456224347_1667204118.999121/0/protobuf-java-3-9-1-sources-1-

jar/com/google/protobuf/LazyStringArrayList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1456224347_1667204118.999121/0/protobuf-java-3-9-1-sources-1-

jar/com/google/protobuf/NewInstanceSchemas.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1456224347_1667204118.999121/0/protobuf-java-3-9-1-sources-1-

jar/com/google/protobuf/MapField.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1456224347_1667204118.999121/0/protobuf-java-3-9-1-sources-1-

jar/com/google/protobuf/RpcUtil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1456224347_1667204118.999121/0/protobuf-java-3-9-1-sources-1-

jar/com/google/protobuf/SchemaFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1456224347_1667204118.999121/0/protobuf-java-3-9-1-sources-1-

jar/com/google/protobuf/Protobuf.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1456224347_1667204118.999121/0/protobuf-java-3-9-1-sources-1-

jar/com/google/protobuf/DiscardUnknownFieldsParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1456224347_1667204118.999121/0/protobuf-java-3-9-1-sources-1-jar/google/protobuf/api.proto

* /opt/cola/permits/1456224347_1667204118.999121/0/protobuf-java-3-9-1-sources-1-

jar/com/google/protobuf/FieldType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1456224347_1667204118.999121/0/protobuf-java-3-9-1-sources-1-

jar/com/google/protobuf/ManifestSchemaFactory.java

 

1.347 jul-to-slf4j-stub 1.0.1.Final-redhat-1 
1.347.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Copyright (c) 2004-2011 QOS.ch

* All rights reserved.

*

* Permission is hereby granted, free  of charge, to any person obtaining

* a  copy  of this  software  and  associated  documentation files  (the

* "Software"), to  deal in  the Software without  restriction, including

* without limitation  the rights to  use, copy, modify,  merge, publish,

* distribute,  sublicense, and/or sell  copies of  the Software,  and to

* permit persons to whom the Software  is furnished to do so, subject to

* the following conditions:

*
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* The  above  copyright  notice  and  this permission  notice  shall  be

* included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

*

* THE  SOFTWARE IS  PROVIDED  "AS  IS", WITHOUT  WARRANTY  OF ANY  KIND,

* EXPRESS OR  IMPLIED, INCLUDING  BUT NOT LIMITED  TO THE  WARRANTIES OF

* MERCHANTABILITY,    FITNESS    FOR    A   PARTICULAR    PURPOSE    AND

* NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE

* LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

* OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE,  ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

* WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

*

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1077217821_1601879954.1/0/jul-to-slf4j-stub-1-0-1-final-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/slf4j/bridge/SLF4JBridgeHandler.java

 

1.348 junit 4.11 
1.348.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

// Copyright 2010 Google Inc. All Rights Reserved.

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000966140_1646171560.29/0/junit-4-11-sources-

jar/org/junit/runners/model/MultipleFailureException.java

 

1.349 javassist 3.8.0.GA 
1.349.1 Available under license : 

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* Copyright (C) 1999-2007 Shigeru Chiba. All Rights

Reserved. * The contents of this file are subject to the Mozilla Public License Version * 1.1 (the "License"); you

may not use this file except in compliance with * the License.  Alternatively, the contents of this file may be used

under * the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License Version 2.1 or later. * Software distributed under the

License is distributed on an "AS IS" basis, + " All Rights Reserved.");'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* Copyright (C) 2004 Bill Burke. All Rights Reserved. * The

contents of this file are subject to the Mozilla Public License Version * 1.1 (the "License"); you may not use this file

except in compliance with * the License.  Alternatively, the contents of this file may be used under * the terms of

the GNU Lesser General Public License Version 2.1 or later. * Software distributed under the License is distributed

on an "AS IS" basis,'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* Copyright (C) 1999-2007 Shigeru Chiba, and others. All

Rights Reserved. * The contents of this file are subject to the Mozilla Public License Version * 1.1 (the "License");

you may not use this file except in compliance with * the License.  Alternatively, the contents of this file may be

used under * the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License Version 2.1 or later. * Software distributed under

the License is distributed on an "AS IS" basis,'
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Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* Copyright (C) 1999-2007 Shigeru Chiba. All Rights

Reserved. * The contents of this file are subject to the Mozilla Public License Version * 1.1 (the "License"); you

may not use this file except in compliance with * the License.  Alternatively, the contents of this file may be used

under * the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License Version 2.1 or later. * Software distributed under the

License is distributed on an "AS IS" basis,'

 

1.350 joda-convert 1.2 
1.350.1 Available under license : 

=============================================================================

= NOTICE file corresponding to section 4d of the Apache License Version 2.0 =

=============================================================================

This product includes software developed by

Joda.org (http://www.joda.org/).

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,
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     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)
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     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.
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  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS
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  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.351 resource-adapter 1.0.15.Final 
1.351.1 Available under license : 

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it * under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as * published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of * the License, or (at your option) any later version. * This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of *

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU * Lesser General Public

License for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public public

LicenseType(List<LocalizedXsdString> description, boolean licenseRequired, String id, String lrid) public

LicenseType(List<LocalizedXsdString> description, boolean licenseRequired, String id) public LicenseType

merge(MergeableMetadata<?> jmd) throws Exception'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it * under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as * published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of * the License, or (at your option) any later version. * This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of *

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU * Lesser General Public

License for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public * @return

configPropertyConfidential public abstract Boolean getConfigPropertyConfidential(); * config-property-confidential

TAG CONFIG_PROPERTY_CONFIDENTIAL("config-property-confidential");'
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Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it * under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as * published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of * the License, or (at your option) any later version. * This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of *

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU * Lesser General Public

License for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public'

 

1.352 jbossjstlapi 1.0.3.Final-redhat-2 
1.352.1 Available under license : 

COMMON DEVELOPMENT AND DISTRIBUTION LICENSE Version 1.0 (CDDL-1.0) (text)

 

1. Definitions.

 

1.1. Contributor means each individual or entity that creates or contributes to the creation of Modifications.

 

1.2. Contributor Version means the combination of the Original Software, prior Modifications used by a Contributor

(if any), and the Modifications made by that particular Contributor.

 

1.3. Covered Software means (a) the Original Software, or (b) Modifications, or (c) the combination of files

containing Original Software with files containing Modifications, in each case including portions thereof.

 

1.4. Executable means the Covered Software in any form other than Source Code.

 

1.5. Initial Developer means the individual or entity that first makes Original Software available under this License.

 

1.6. Larger Work means a work which combines Covered Software or portions thereof with code not governed by

the terms of this License.

 

1.7. License means this document.

 

1.8. Licensable means having the right to grant, to the maximum extent possible, whether at the time of the initial

grant or subsequently acquired, any and all of the rights conveyed herein.

 

1.9. Modifications means the Source Code and Executable form of any of the following:

 

A. Any file that results from an addition to, deletion from or modification of the contents of a file containing

Original Software or previous Modifications;

 

B. Any new file that contains any part of the Original Software or previous Modification; or

 

C. Any new file that is contributed or otherwise made available under the terms of this License.

 

1.10. Original Software means the Source Code and Executable form of computer software code that is originally

released under this License.

 

1.11. Patent Claims means any patent claim(s), now owned or hereafter acquired, including without limitation,
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method, process, and apparatus claims, in any patent Licensable by grantor.

 

1.12. Source Code means (a) the common form of computer software code in which modifications are made and (b)

associated documentation included in or with such code.

 

1.13. You (or Your) means an individual or a legal entity exercising rights under, and complying with all of the

terms of, this License. For legal entities, You includes any entity which controls, is controlled by, or is under

common control with You. For purposes of this definition, control means (a) the power, direct or indirect, to cause

the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (b) ownership of more than fifty

percent (50%) of the outstanding shares or beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

2. License Grants.

 

2.1. The Initial Developer Grant.

 

Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and subject to third party intellectual property claims,

the Initial Developer hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license:

 

(a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark) Licensable by Initial Developer, to use,

reproduce, modify, display, perform, sublicense and distribute the Original Software (or portions thereof), with or

without Modifications, and/or as part of a Larger Work; and

 

(b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using or selling of Original Software, to make, have made, use,

practice, sell, and offer for sale, and/or otherwise dispose of the Original Software (or portions thereof).

 

(c) The licenses granted in Sections 2.1(a) and (b) are effective on the date Initial Developer first distributes or

otherwise makes the Original Software available to a third party under the terms of this License.

 

(d) Notwithstanding Section 2.1(b) above, no patent license is granted: (1) for code that You delete from the

Original Software, or (2) for infringements caused by: (i) the modification of the Original Software, or (ii) the

combination of the Original Software with other software or devices.

 

2.2. Contributor Grant.

 

Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and subject to third party intellectual property claims,

each Contributor hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license:

 

(a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark) Licensable by Contributor to use, reproduce,

modify, display, perform, sublicense and distribute the Modifications created by such Contributor (or portions

thereof), either on an unmodified basis, with other Modifications, as Covered Software and/or as part of a Larger

Work; and

 

(b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using, or selling of Modifications made by that Contributor either

alone and/or in combination with its Contributor Version (or portions of such combination), to make, use, sell, offer

for sale, have made, and/or otherwise dispose of: (1) Modifications made by that Contributor (or portions thereof);

and (2) the combination of Modifications made by that Contributor with its Contributor Version (or portions of such

combination).
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(c) The licenses granted in Sections 2.2(a) and 2.2(b) are effective on the date Contributor first distributes or

otherwise makes the Modifications available to a third party.

 

(d) Notwithstanding Section 2.2(b) above, no patent license is granted: (1) for any code that Contributor has deleted

from the Contributor Version; (2) for infringements caused by: (i) third party modifications of Contributor Version,

or (ii) the combination of Modifications made by that Contributor with other software (except as part of the

Contributor Version) or other devices; or (3) under Patent Claims infringed by Covered Software in the absence of

Modifications made by that Contributor.

 

3. Distribution Obligations.

 

3.1. Availability of Source Code.

 

Any Covered Software that You distribute or otherwise make available in Executable form must also be made

available in Source Code form and that Source Code form must be distributed only under the terms of this License.

You must include a copy of this License with every copy of the Source Code form of the Covered Software You

distribute or otherwise make available. You must inform recipients of any such Covered Software in Executable

form as to how they can obtain such Covered Software in Source Code form in a reasonable manner on or through a

medium customarily used for software exchange.

 

3.2. Modifications.

 

The Modifications that You create or to which You contribute are governed by the terms of this License. You

represent that You believe Your Modifications are Your original creation(s) and/or You have sufficient rights to

grant the rights conveyed by this License.

 

3.3. Required Notices.

 

You must include a notice in each of Your Modifications that identifies You as the Contributor of the Modification.

You may not remove or alter any copyright, patent or trademark notices contained within the Covered Software, or

any notices of licensing or any descriptive text giving attribution to any Contributor or the Initial Developer.

 

3.4. Application of Additional Terms.

 

You may not offer or impose any terms on any Covered Software in Source Code form that alters or restricts the

applicable version of this License or the recipients rights hereunder. You may choose to offer, and to charge a fee

for, warranty, support, indemnity or liability obligations to one or more recipients of Covered Software. However,

you may do so only on Your own behalf, and not on behalf of the Initial Developer or any Contributor. You must

make it absolutely clear that any such warranty, support, indemnity or liability obligation is offered by You alone,

and You hereby agree to indemnify the Initial Developer and every Contributor for any liability incurred by the

Initial Developer or such Contributor as a result of warranty, support, indemnity or liability terms You offer.

 

3.5. Distribution of Executable Versions.

 

You may distribute the Executable form of the Covered Software under the terms of this License or under the terms

of a license of Your choice, which may contain terms different from this License, provided that You are in

compliance with the terms of this License and that the license for the Executable form does not attempt to limit or

alter the recipients rights in the Source Code form from the rights set forth in this License. If You distribute the
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Covered Software in Executable form under a different license, You must make it absolutely clear that any terms

which differ from this License are offered by You alone, not by the Initial Developer or Contributor. You hereby

agree to indemnify the Initial Developer and every Contributor for any liability incurred by the Initial Developer or

such Contributor as a result of any such terms You offer.

 

3.6. Larger Works.

 

You may create a Larger Work by combining Covered Software with other code not governed by the terms of this

License and distribute the Larger Work as a single product. In such a case, You must make sure the requirements of

this License are fulfilled for the Covered Software.

 

4. Versions of the License.

 

4.1. New Versions.

 

Sun Microsystems, Inc. is the initial license steward and may publish revised and/or new versions of this License

from time to time. Each version will be given a distinguishing version number. Except as provided in Section 4.3, no

one other than the license steward has the right to modify this License.

 

4.2. Effect of New Versions.

 

You may always continue to use, distribute or otherwise make the Covered Software available under the terms of the

version of the License under which You originally received the Covered Software. If the Initial Developer includes a

notice in the Original Software prohibiting it from being distributed or otherwise made available under any

subsequent version of the License, You must distribute and make the Covered Software available under the terms of

the version of the License under which You originally received the Covered Software. Otherwise, You may also

choose to use, distribute or otherwise make the Covered Software available under the terms of any subsequent

version of the License published by the license steward.

 

4.3. Modified Versions.

 

When You are an Initial Developer and You want to create a new license for Your Original Software, You may

create and use a modified version of this License if You: (a) rename the license and remove any references to the

name of the license steward (except to note that the license differs from this License); and (b) otherwise make it

clear that the license contains terms which differ from this License.

 

5. DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY.

 

COVERED SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED UNDER THIS LICENSE ON AN AS IS BASIS, WITHOUT

WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION,

WARRANTIES THAT THE COVERED SOFTWARE IS FREE OF DEFECTS, MERCHANTABLE, FIT FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR NON-INFRINGING. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND

PERFORMANCE OF THE COVERED SOFTWARE IS WITH YOU. SHOULD ANY COVERED SOFTWARE

PROVE DEFECTIVE IN ANY RESPECT, YOU (NOT THE INITIAL DEVELOPER OR ANY OTHER

CONTRIBUTOR) ASSUME THE COST OF ANY NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

THIS DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY CONSTITUTES AN ESSENTIAL PART OF THIS LICENSE. NO USE

OF ANY COVERED SOFTWARE IS AUTHORIZED HEREUNDER EXCEPT UNDER THIS DISCLAIMER.
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6. TERMINATION.

 

6.1. This License and the rights granted hereunder will terminate automatically if You fail to comply with terms

herein and fail to cure such breach within 30 days of becoming aware of the breach. Provisions which, by their

nature, must remain in effect beyond the termination of this License shall survive.

 

6.2. If You assert a patent infringement claim (excluding declaratory judgment actions) against Initial Developer or

a Contributor (the Initial Developer or Contributor against whom You assert such claim is referred to as Participant)

alleging that the Participant Software (meaning the Contributor Version where the Participant is a Contributor or the

Original Software where the Participant is the Initial Developer) directly or indirectly infringes any patent, then any

and all rights granted directly or indirectly to You by such Participant, the Initial Developer (if the Initial Developer

is not the Participant) and all Contributors under Sections 2.1 and/or 2.2 of this License shall, upon 60 days notice

from Participant terminate prospectively and automatically at the expiration of such 60 day notice period, unless if

within such 60 day period You withdraw Your claim with respect to the Participant Software against such

Participant either unilaterally or pursuant to a written agreement with Participant.

 

6.3. In the event of termination under Sections 6.1 or 6.2 above, all end user licenses that have been validly granted

by You or any distributor hereunder prior to termination (excluding licenses granted to You by any distributor) shall

survive termination.

 

7. LIMITATION OF LIABILITY.

 

UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES AND UNDER NO LEGAL THEORY, WHETHER TORT (INCLUDING

NEGLIGENCE), CONTRACT, OR OTHERWISE, SHALL YOU, THE INITIAL DEVELOPER, ANY OTHER

CONTRIBUTOR, OR ANY DISTRIBUTOR OF COVERED SOFTWARE, OR ANY SUPPLIER OF ANY OF

SUCH PARTIES, BE LIABLE TO ANY PERSON FOR ANY INDIRECT, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OF ANY CHARACTER INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, DAMAGES

FOR LOST PROFITS, LOSS OF GOODWILL, WORK STOPPAGE, COMPUTER FAILURE OR

MALFUNCTION, OR ANY AND ALL OTHER COMMERCIAL DAMAGES OR LOSSES, EVEN IF SUCH

PARTY SHALL HAVE BEEN INFORMED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES. THIS LIMITATION

OF LIABILITY SHALL NOT APPLY TO LIABILITY FOR DEATH OR PERSONAL INJURY RESULTING

FROM SUCH PARTYS NEGLIGENCE TO THE EXTENT APPLICABLE LAW PROHIBITS SUCH

LIMITATION. SOME JURISDICTIONS DO NOT ALLOW THE EXCLUSION OR LIMITATION OF

INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, SO THIS EXCLUSION AND LIMITATION MAY NOT

APPLY TO YOU.

 

8. U.S. GOVERNMENT END USERS.

 

The Covered Software is a commercial item, as that term is defined in 48 C.F.R. 2.101 (Oct. 1995), consisting of

commercial computer software (as that term is defined at 48 C.F.R.  252.227-7014(a)(1)) and commercial computer

software documentation as such terms are used in 48 C.F.R. 12.212 (Sept. 1995). Consistent with 48 C.F.R. 12.212

and 48 C.F.R. 227.7202-1 through 227.7202-4 (June 1995), all U.S. Government End Users acquire Covered

Software with only those rights set forth herein. This U.S. Government Rights clause is in lieu of, and supersedes,

any other FAR, DFAR, or other clause or provision that addresses Government rights in computer software under

this License.

 

9. MISCELLANEOUS.
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This License represents the complete agreement concerning subject matter hereof. If any provision of this License is

held to be unenforceable, such provision shall be reformed only to the extent necessary to make it enforceable. This

License shall be governed by the law of the jurisdiction specified in a notice contained within the Original Software

(except to the extent applicable law, if any, provides otherwise), excluding such jurisdictions conflict-of-law

provisions. Any litigation relating to this License shall be subject to the jurisdiction of the courts located in the

jurisdiction and venue specified in a notice contained within the Original Software, with the losing party responsible

for costs, including, without limitation, court costs and reasonable attorneys fees and expenses. The application of

the United Nations Convention on Contracts for the International Sale of Goods is expressly excluded. Any law or

regulation which provides that the language of a contract shall be construed against the drafter shall not apply to this

License. You agree that You alone are responsible for compliance with the United States export administration

regulations (and the export control laws and regulation of any other countries) when You use, distribute or otherwise

make available any Covered Software.

 

10. RESPONSIBILITY FOR CLAIMS.

 

As between Initial Developer and the Contributors, each party is responsible for claims and damages arising,

directly or indirectly, out of its utilization of rights under this License and You agree to work with Initial Developer

and Contributors to distribute such responsibility on an equitable basis. Nothing herein is intended or shall be

deemed to constitute any admission of liability.

/*

* DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS HEADER.

*

* Copyright (c) 1997-2010 Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

*

* The contents of this file are subject to the terms of either the GNU

* General Public License Version 2 only ("GPL") or the Common Development

* and Distribution License("CDDL") (collectively, the "License").  You

* may not use this file except in compliance with the License.  You can

* obtain a copy of the License at

* https://glassfish.dev.java.net/public/CDDL+GPL_1_1.html

* or packager/legal/LICENSE.txt.  See the License for the specific

* language governing permissions and limitations under the License.

*

* When distributing the software, include this License Header Notice in each

* file and include the License file at packager/legal/LICENSE.txt.

*

* GPL Classpath Exception:

* Oracle designates this particular file as subject to the "Classpath"

* exception as provided by Oracle in the GPL Version 2 section of the License

* file that accompanied this code.

*

* Modifications:

* If applicable, add the following below the License Header, with the fields

* enclosed by brackets [] replaced by your own identifying information:

* "Portions Copyright [year] [name of copyright owner]"

*

* Contributor(s):

* If you wish your version of this file to be governed by only the CDDL or
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* only the GPL Version 2, indicate your decision by adding "[Contributor]

* elects to include this software in this distribution under the [CDDL or GPL

* Version 2] license."  If you don't indicate a single choice of license, a

* recipient has the option to distribute your version of this file under

* either the CDDL, the GPL Version 2 or to extend the choice of license to

* its licensees as provided above.  However, if you add GPL Version 2 code

* and therefore, elected the GPL Version 2 license, then the option applies

* only if the new code is made subject to such option by the copyright

* holder.

*

*

* This file incorporates work covered by the following copyright and

* permission notice:

*

* Copyright 2004 The Apache Software Foundation

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

1.353 spring-framework 3.0.7.RELEASE 
1.353.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2007 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not

* use this file except in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of

* the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under
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* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265255_1606892018.44/0/spring-core-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/util/Assert.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2011 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265255_1606892018.44/0/spring-core-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/core/convert/support/ArrayToObjectConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265255_1606892018.44/0/spring-core-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/core/convert/support/CollectionToObjectConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265255_1606892018.44/0/spring-core-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/core/convert/support/StringToBooleanConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265255_1606892018.44/0/spring-core-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/core/AttributeAccessorSupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265255_1606892018.44/0/spring-core-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/core/convert/support/PropertyTypeDescriptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265255_1606892018.44/0/spring-core-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/core/GenericTypeResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265255_1606892018.44/0/spring-core-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/core/convert/support/ConversionUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265255_1606892018.44/0/spring-core-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/core/convert/support/GenericConversionService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265255_1606892018.44/0/spring-core-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/core/convert/support/MapToMapConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265255_1606892018.44/0/spring-core-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/core/convert/support/ObjectToCollectionConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265255_1606892018.44/0/spring-core-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/core/ConfigurableObjectInputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265255_1606892018.44/0/spring-core-3-0-7-release-sources-2-
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jar/org/springframework/core/convert/support/ArrayToArrayConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265255_1606892018.44/0/spring-core-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/core/convert/support/CollectionToStringConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265255_1606892018.44/0/spring-core-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/core/io/ByteArrayResource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265255_1606892018.44/0/spring-core-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/util/StringUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265255_1606892018.44/0/spring-core-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/core/convert/support/ArrayToCollectionConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265255_1606892018.44/0/spring-core-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/core/io/AbstractFileResolvingResource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265255_1606892018.44/0/spring-core-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/core/convert/TypeDescriptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265255_1606892018.44/0/spring-core-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/core/convert/converter/GenericConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265255_1606892018.44/0/spring-core-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/core/BridgeMethodResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265255_1606892018.44/0/spring-core-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/util/LinkedCaseInsensitiveMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265255_1606892018.44/0/spring-core-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/core/ExceptionDepthComparator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265255_1606892018.44/0/spring-core-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/core/convert/support/CollectionToArrayConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265255_1606892018.44/0/spring-core-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/core/convert/support/ObjectToArrayConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265255_1606892018.44/0/spring-core-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/core/convert/support/CollectionToCollectionConverter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2007 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265255_1606892018.44/0/spring-core-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/core/type/filter/TypeFilter.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1111265255_1606892018.44/0/spring-core-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/core/task/TaskTimeoutException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265255_1606892018.44/0/spring-core-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/util/PatternMatchUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265255_1606892018.44/0/spring-core-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/core/style/ValueStyler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265255_1606892018.44/0/spring-core-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/core/type/classreading/MetadataReaderFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265255_1606892018.44/0/spring-core-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/util/xml/XmlValidationModeDetector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265255_1606892018.44/0/spring-core-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/util/StringValueResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265255_1606892018.44/0/spring-core-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/core/type/filter/RegexPatternTypeFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265255_1606892018.44/0/spring-core-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/core/SmartClassLoader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265255_1606892018.44/0/spring-core-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/core/io/support/ResourcePatternResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265255_1606892018.44/0/spring-core-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/core/io/FileSystemResourceLoader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265255_1606892018.44/0/spring-core-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/core/io/support/EncodedResource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265255_1606892018.44/0/spring-core-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/core/type/filter/AspectJTypeFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265255_1606892018.44/0/spring-core-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/core/type/filter/AbstractClassTestingTypeFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265255_1606892018.44/0/spring-core-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/core/io/ResourceLoader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265255_1606892018.44/0/spring-core-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/core/type/filter/AbstractTypeHierarchyTraversingFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265255_1606892018.44/0/spring-core-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/core/style/StylerUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265255_1606892018.44/0/spring-core-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/core/io/ContextResource.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2005 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
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* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265255_1606892018.44/0/spring-core-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/util/comparator/InvertibleComparator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265255_1606892018.44/0/spring-core-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/util/comparator/NullSafeComparator.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2010 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265255_1606892018.44/0/spring-core-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/util/WeakReferenceMonitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265255_1606892018.44/0/spring-core-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/util/xml/StaxEventXMLReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265255_1606892018.44/0/spring-core-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/util/TypeUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265255_1606892018.44/0/spring-core-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/util/xml/StaxUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265255_1606892018.44/0/spring-core-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/util/ClassUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265255_1606892018.44/0/spring-core-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/core/convert/support/StringToCollectionConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265255_1606892018.44/0/spring-core-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/util/xml/StaxStreamXMLReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265255_1606892018.44/0/spring-core-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/core/serializer/support/SerializationFailedException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265255_1606892018.44/0/spring-core-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/core/type/classreading/AnnotationMetadataReadingVisitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265255_1606892018.44/0/spring-core-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/util/PathMatcher.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1111265255_1606892018.44/0/spring-core-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/core/io/VfsResource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265255_1606892018.44/0/spring-core-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/util/xml/AbstractStaxContentHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265255_1606892018.44/0/spring-core-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/core/serializer/Deserializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265255_1606892018.44/0/spring-core-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/util/SerializationUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265255_1606892018.44/0/spring-core-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/core/MethodParameter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265255_1606892018.44/0/spring-core-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/core/io/support/ResourcePatternUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265255_1606892018.44/0/spring-core-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/core/io/support/VfsPatternUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265255_1606892018.44/0/spring-core-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/core/type/classreading/CachingMetadataReaderFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265255_1606892018.44/0/spring-core-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/core/convert/ConverterNotFoundException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265255_1606892018.44/0/spring-core-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/util/AntPathMatcher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265255_1606892018.44/0/spring-core-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/core/serializer/support/DeserializingConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265255_1606892018.44/0/spring-core-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/core/io/ResourceEditor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265255_1606892018.44/0/spring-core-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/core/SimpleAliasRegistry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265255_1606892018.44/0/spring-core-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/core/LocalVariableTableParameterNameDiscoverer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265255_1606892018.44/0/spring-core-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/core/convert/support/ObjectToObjectConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265255_1606892018.44/0/spring-core-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/core/convert/support/ConversionServiceFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265255_1606892018.44/0/spring-core-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/core/io/support/ResourceArrayPropertyEditor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265255_1606892018.44/0/spring-core-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/core/GenericCollectionTypeResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265255_1606892018.44/0/spring-core-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/core/convert/support/StringToArrayConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265255_1606892018.44/0/spring-core-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/util/SystemPropertyUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265255_1606892018.44/0/spring-core-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/core/io/Resource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265255_1606892018.44/0/spring-core-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/util/xml/SimpleNamespaceContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265255_1606892018.44/0/spring-core-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/util/FileSystemUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265255_1606892018.44/0/spring-core-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/util/ReflectionUtils.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1111265255_1606892018.44/0/spring-core-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/util/xml/XMLEventStreamReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265255_1606892018.44/0/spring-core-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/core/io/AbstractResource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265255_1606892018.44/0/spring-core-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/core/serializer/DefaultSerializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265255_1606892018.44/0/spring-core-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/util/xml/StaxEventContentHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265255_1606892018.44/0/spring-core-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/util/CollectionUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265255_1606892018.44/0/spring-core-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/core/annotation/AnnotationUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265255_1606892018.44/0/spring-core-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/util/PropertyPlaceholderHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265255_1606892018.44/0/spring-core-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/core/io/support/PathMatchingResourcePatternResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265255_1606892018.44/0/spring-core-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/core/CollectionFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265255_1606892018.44/0/spring-core-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/util/ResourceUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265255_1606892018.44/0/spring-core-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/core/io/VfsUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265255_1606892018.44/0/spring-core-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/util/StopWatch.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265255_1606892018.44/0/spring-core-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/core/serializer/Serializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265255_1606892018.44/0/spring-core-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/util/LinkedMultiValueMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265255_1606892018.44/0/spring-core-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/core/convert/ConversionException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265255_1606892018.44/0/spring-core-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/util/xml/XMLEventStreamWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265255_1606892018.44/0/spring-core-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/core/serializer/support/SerializingConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265255_1606892018.44/0/spring-core-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/core/serializer/DefaultDeserializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265255_1606892018.44/0/spring-core-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/core/io/ClassPathResource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265255_1606892018.44/0/spring-core-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/util/xml/StaxStreamContentHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265255_1606892018.44/0/spring-core-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/util/xml/AbstractStaxXMLReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265255_1606892018.44/0/spring-core-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/core/convert/ConversionFailedException.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2008 the original author or authors.
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*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265255_1606892018.44/0/spring-core-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/core/io/FileSystemResource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265255_1606892018.44/0/spring-core-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/util/xml/DomUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265255_1606892018.44/0/spring-core-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/util/DefaultPropertiesPersister.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265255_1606892018.44/0/spring-core-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/core/style/DefaultValueStyler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265255_1606892018.44/0/spring-core-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/core/PrioritizedParameterNameDiscoverer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265255_1606892018.44/0/spring-core-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/core/InfrastructureProxy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265255_1606892018.44/0/spring-core-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/core/style/ToStringStyler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265255_1606892018.44/0/spring-core-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/util/ConcurrencyThrottleSupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265255_1606892018.44/0/spring-core-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/util/comparator/BooleanComparator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265255_1606892018.44/0/spring-core-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/core/NamedInheritableThreadLocal.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265255_1606892018.44/0/spring-core-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/util/CommonsLogWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265255_1606892018.44/0/spring-core-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/core/ControlFlowFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265255_1606892018.44/0/spring-core-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/util/Log4jConfigurer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265255_1606892018.44/0/spring-core-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/util/xml/TransformerUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265255_1606892018.44/0/spring-core-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/core/io/support/PropertiesLoaderSupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265255_1606892018.44/0/spring-core-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/util/comparator/ComparableComparator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265255_1606892018.44/0/spring-core-3-0-7-release-sources-2-
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jar/org/springframework/core/task/TaskRejectedException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265255_1606892018.44/0/spring-core-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/core/style/ToStringCreator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265255_1606892018.44/0/spring-core-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/util/AutoPopulatingList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265255_1606892018.44/0/spring-core-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/util/FileCopyUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265255_1606892018.44/0/spring-core-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/core/NestedExceptionUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265255_1606892018.44/0/spring-core-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/core/AliasRegistry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265255_1606892018.44/0/spring-core-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/util/xml/SimpleTransformErrorListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265255_1606892018.44/0/spring-core-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/core/NamedThreadLocal.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265255_1606892018.44/0/spring-core-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/core/style/DefaultToStringStyler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265255_1606892018.44/0/spring-core-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/core/Constants.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265255_1606892018.44/0/spring-core-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/core/io/DescriptiveResource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265255_1606892018.44/0/spring-core-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/core/DecoratingClassLoader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265255_1606892018.44/0/spring-core-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/util/comparator/CompoundComparator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265255_1606892018.44/0/spring-core-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/core/task/TaskExecutor.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2006 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265255_1606892018.44/0/spring-core-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/core/ParameterNameDiscoverer.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1111265255_1606892018.44/0/spring-core-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/core/io/support/LocalizedResourceHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265255_1606892018.44/0/spring-core-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/core/SpringVersion.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265255_1606892018.44/0/spring-core-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/core/io/InputStreamResource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265255_1606892018.44/0/spring-core-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/core/ConstantException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265255_1606892018.44/0/spring-core-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/core/io/support/PropertiesLoaderUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265255_1606892018.44/0/spring-core-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/util/xml/SimpleSaxErrorHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265255_1606892018.44/0/spring-core-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/core/AttributeAccessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265255_1606892018.44/0/spring-core-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/core/annotation/AnnotationAwareOrderComparator.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2009 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265255_1606892018.44/0/spring-core-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/core/io/UrlResource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265255_1606892018.44/0/spring-core-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/util/MultiValueMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265255_1606892018.44/0/spring-core-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/core/task/support/ConcurrentExecutorAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265255_1606892018.44/0/spring-core-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/core/ConcurrentMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265255_1606892018.44/0/spring-core-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/core/enums/StringCodedLabeledEnum.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265255_1606892018.44/0/spring-core-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/core/convert/converter/ConditionalGenericConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265255_1606892018.44/0/spring-core-3-0-7-release-sources-2-
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jar/org/springframework/util/NumberUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265255_1606892018.44/0/spring-core-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/core/type/AnnotationMetadata.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265255_1606892018.44/0/spring-core-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/core/OverridingClassLoader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265255_1606892018.44/0/spring-core-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/core/io/ClassRelativeResourceLoader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265255_1606892018.44/0/spring-core-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/core/NestedCheckedException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265255_1606892018.44/0/spring-core-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/core/type/classreading/SimpleMetadataReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265255_1606892018.44/0/spring-core-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/core/convert/support/IdToEntityConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265255_1606892018.44/0/spring-core-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/core/task/support/TaskExecutorAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265255_1606892018.44/0/spring-core-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/core/task/SyncTaskExecutor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265255_1606892018.44/0/spring-core-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/core/convert/converter/ConverterFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265255_1606892018.44/0/spring-core-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/core/task/support/ExecutorServiceAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265255_1606892018.44/0/spring-core-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/core/type/StandardClassMetadata.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265255_1606892018.44/0/spring-core-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/util/MethodInvoker.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265255_1606892018.44/0/spring-core-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/core/task/SimpleAsyncTaskExecutor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265255_1606892018.44/0/spring-core-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/util/xml/AbstractXMLReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265255_1606892018.44/0/spring-core-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/core/type/MethodMetadata.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265255_1606892018.44/0/spring-core-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/core/convert/support/ArrayToStringConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265255_1606892018.44/0/spring-core-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/core/type/classreading/MetadataReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265255_1606892018.44/0/spring-core-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/core/enums/ShortCodedLabeledEnum.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265255_1606892018.44/0/spring-core-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/core/convert/support/StringToEnumConverterFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265255_1606892018.44/0/spring-core-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/core/enums/StaticLabeledEnumResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265255_1606892018.44/0/spring-core-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/core/convert/support/StringToNumberConverterFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265255_1606892018.44/0/spring-core-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/core/NestedIOException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265255_1606892018.44/0/spring-core-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/core/convert/support/StringToLocaleConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265255_1606892018.44/0/spring-core-3-0-7-release-sources-2-
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jar/org/springframework/core/type/classreading/SimpleMetadataReaderFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265255_1606892018.44/0/spring-core-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/core/convert/support/NumberToNumberConverterFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265255_1606892018.44/0/spring-core-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/core/Ordered.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265255_1606892018.44/0/spring-core-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/core/convert/support/StringToCharacterConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265255_1606892018.44/0/spring-core-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/core/enums/LabeledEnumResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265255_1606892018.44/0/spring-core-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/core/io/DefaultResourceLoader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265255_1606892018.44/0/spring-core-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/core/enums/AbstractCachingLabeledEnumResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265255_1606892018.44/0/spring-core-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/core/type/StandardAnnotationMetadata.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265255_1606892018.44/0/spring-core-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/util/ObjectUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265255_1606892018.44/0/spring-core-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/core/convert/converter/ConverterRegistry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265255_1606892018.44/0/spring-core-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/core/NestedRuntimeException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265255_1606892018.44/0/spring-core-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/core/convert/ConversionService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265255_1606892018.44/0/spring-core-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/core/type/filter/AnnotationTypeFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265255_1606892018.44/0/spring-core-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/core/annotation/Order.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265255_1606892018.44/0/spring-core-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/core/Conventions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265255_1606892018.44/0/spring-core-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/util/xml/StaxResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265255_1606892018.44/0/spring-core-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/core/JdkVersion.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265255_1606892018.44/0/spring-core-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/core/type/ClassMetadata.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265255_1606892018.44/0/spring-core-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/util/AntPathStringMatcher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265255_1606892018.44/0/spring-core-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/core/convert/support/NumberToCharacterConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265255_1606892018.44/0/spring-core-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/core/enums/AbstractLabeledEnum.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265255_1606892018.44/0/spring-core-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/util/ErrorHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265255_1606892018.44/0/spring-core-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/core/enums/LetterCodedLabeledEnum.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265255_1606892018.44/0/spring-core-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/core/type/classreading/AnnotationAttributesReadingVisitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265255_1606892018.44/0/spring-core-3-0-7-release-sources-2-
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jar/org/springframework/core/convert/support/StringToPropertiesConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265255_1606892018.44/0/spring-core-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/core/enums/StaticLabeledEnum.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265255_1606892018.44/0/spring-core-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/util/xml/DomContentHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265255_1606892018.44/0/spring-core-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/util/CachingMapDecorator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265255_1606892018.44/0/spring-core-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/core/OrderComparator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265255_1606892018.44/0/spring-core-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/core/convert/converter/Converter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265255_1606892018.44/0/spring-core-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/core/PriorityOrdered.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265255_1606892018.44/0/spring-core-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/core/convert/support/ObjectToStringConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265255_1606892018.44/0/spring-core-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/core/convert/support/ConvertingPropertyEditorAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265255_1606892018.44/0/spring-core-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/core/convert/support/PropertiesToStringConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265255_1606892018.44/0/spring-core-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/util/xml/AbstractXMLStreamReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265255_1606892018.44/0/spring-core-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/core/type/classreading/ClassMetadataReadingVisitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265255_1606892018.44/0/spring-core-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/util/DigestUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265255_1606892018.44/0/spring-core-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/util/CustomizableThreadCreator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265255_1606892018.44/0/spring-core-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/core/type/StandardMethodMetadata.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265255_1606892018.44/0/spring-core-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/util/xml/StaxSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265255_1606892018.44/0/spring-core-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/core/convert/support/CharacterToNumberFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265255_1606892018.44/0/spring-core-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/core/enums/AbstractGenericLabeledEnum.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265255_1606892018.44/0/spring-core-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/core/type/classreading/MethodMetadataReadingVisitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265255_1606892018.44/0/spring-core-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/core/task/AsyncTaskExecutor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265255_1606892018.44/0/spring-core-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/core/enums/LabeledEnum.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2005 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
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* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265255_1606892018.44/0/spring-core-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/util/PropertiesPersister.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265255_1606892018.44/0/spring-core-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/core/ControlFlow.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265255_1606892018.44/0/spring-core-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/core/ErrorCoded.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2004-2009 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265255_1606892018.44/0/spring-core-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/util/CompositeIterator.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2007 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*
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*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265255_1606892018.44/0/spring-core-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/core/io/InputStreamSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111265255_1606892018.44/0/spring-core-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/core/type/filter/AssignableTypeFilter.java

 

1.354 infinispan-core 5.2.1.Final 
1.354.1 Available under license : 

                  GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 2.1, February 1999

 

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL.  It also counts

as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence

the version number 2.1.]

 

                           Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change

free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

 

 This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some

specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the

Free Software Foundation and other authors who decide to use it.  You

can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether

this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better

strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations below.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use,

not price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that

you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge
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for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get

it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of

it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do

these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these

rights.  These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for

you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis

or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave

you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source

code.  If you link other code with the library, you must provide

complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them

with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling

it.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

 We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the

library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

 

 To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that

there is no warranty for the free library.  Also, if the library is

modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know

that what they have is not the original version, so that the original

author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be

introduced by others.

 

 Finally, software patents pose a constant threat to the existence of

any free program.  We wish to make sure that a company cannot

effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a

restrictive license from a patent holder.  Therefore, we insist that

any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be

consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

 

 Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the

ordinary GNU General Public License.  This license, the GNU Lesser

General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and

is quite different from the ordinary General Public License.  We use

this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those

libraries into non-free programs.

 

 When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using

a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a

combined work, a derivative of the original library.  The ordinary

General Public License therefore permits such linking only if the

entire combination fits its criteria of freedom.  The Lesser General
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Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with

the library.

 

 We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it

does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General

Public License.  It also provides other free software developers Less

of an advantage over competing non-free programs.  These disadvantages

are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many

libraries.  However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain

special circumstances.

 

 For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to

encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it becomes

a de-facto standard.  To achieve this, non-free programs must be

allowed to use the library.  A more frequent case is that a free

library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries.  In this

case, there is little to gain by limiting the free library to free

software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

 

 In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free

programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of

free software.  For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in

non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU

operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating

system.

 

 Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the

users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is

linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run

that program using a modified version of the Library.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference between a

"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library".  The

former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must

be combined with the library in order to run.

 

                 GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other

program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or

other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of

this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License").

Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

 A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data

prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs
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(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

 

 The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work

which has been distributed under these terms.  A "work based on the

Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a

portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated

straightforwardly into another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is

included without limitation in the term "modification".)

 

 "Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation

and installation of the library.

 

 Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from

such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based

on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for

writing it).  Whether that is true depends on what the Library does

and what the program that uses the Library does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's

complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that

you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an

appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact

all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any

warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the

Library.

 

 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,

and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a

fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

 

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no

   charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.
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   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a

   table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses

   the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility

   is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,

   in the event an application does not supply such function or

   table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of

   its purpose remains meaningful.

 

   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has

   a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

   application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any

   application-supplied function or table used by this function must

   be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square

   root function must still compute square roots.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote

it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Library.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library

with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public

License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library.  To do

this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so

that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,

instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the

ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify

that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make any other change in

these notices.

 

 Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for

that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all
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subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

 

 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of

the Library into a program that is not a library.

 

 4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or

derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form

under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany

it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which

must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a

medium customarily used for software interchange.

 

 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the

source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to

distribute the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the

Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or

linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library".  Such a

work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and

therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

 

 However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library

creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it

contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the

library".  The executable is therefore covered by this License.

Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

 

 When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file

that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a

derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.

Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be

linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library.  The

threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

 

 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data

structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline

functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object

file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative

work.  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the

Library will still fall under Section 6.)

 

 Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may

distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.

Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,

whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.
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 6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or

link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a

work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work

under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit

modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications.

 

 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the

Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by

this License.  You must supply a copy of this License.  If the work

during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the

copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference

directing the user to the copy of this License.  Also, you must do one

of these things:

 

   a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding

   machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever

   changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under

   Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked

   with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that

   uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the

   user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified

   executable containing the modified Library.  (It is understood

   that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the

   Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application

   to use the modified definitions.)

 

   b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

   Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a

   copy of the library already present on the user's computer system,

   rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2)

   will operate properly with a modified version of the library, if

   the user installs one, as long as the modified version is

   interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

 

   c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at

   least three years, to give the same user the materials

   specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more

   than the cost of performing this distribution.

 

   d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy

   from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above

   specified materials from the same place.

 

   e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these

   materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.
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 For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the

Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for

reproducing the executable from it.  However, as a special exception,

the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is

normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies

the executable.

 

 It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license

restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally

accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot

use both them and the Library together in an executable that you

distribute.

 

 7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library

facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined

library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on

the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise

permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

 

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work

   based on the Library, uncombined with any other library

   facilities.  This must be distributed under the terms of the

   Sections above.

 

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact

   that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining

   where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute

the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any

attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or

distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your

rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,

or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses

terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

 9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the

Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Library or works based on it.
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 10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the

Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library

subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with

this License.

 

 11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Library at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any

particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply,

and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add

an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries,

so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus

excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if

written in the body of this License.

 

 13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new
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versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time.

Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,

but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and

"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a

license version number, you may choose any version ever published by

the Free Software Foundation.

 

 14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,

write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is

copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free

Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.  Our

decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status

of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing

and reuse of software generally.

 

                           NO WARRANTY

 

 15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME

THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE

LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

          How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries
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 If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that

everyone can redistribute and change.  You can do so by permitting

redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the

ordinary General Public License).

 

 To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library.  It is

safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the

"copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

   modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

   version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

 

   This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

   Lesser General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

 library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

That's all there is to it!

 

1.355 commons-codec 1.4-redhat-2 
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1.355.1 Available under license : 
Apache Commons Codec

Copyright 2002-2009 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed by

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

src/test/org/apache/commons/codec/language/DoubleMetaphoneTest.java contains

test data from http://aspell.sourceforge.net/test/batch0.tab.

 

Copyright (C) 2002 Kevin Atkinson (kevina@gnu.org). Verbatim copying

and distribution of this entire article is permitted in any medium,

provided this notice is preserved.

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Commons Codec

Copyright 2002-2012 JBoss by Red Hat

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,
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     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,
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     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.
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     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf
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     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.356 jboss-logging-processor 1.1.0.Final 
1.356.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* JBoss, Home of Professional Open Source.

*

* Copyright 2011 Red Hat, Inc., and individual contributors

* as indicated by the @author tags.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*
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*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1081901151_1654022881.4818122/0/jboss-logging-processor-1-1-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/logging/annotations/Property.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1081901151_1654022881.4818122/0/jboss-logging-processor-1-1-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/logging/annotations/Param.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1081901151_1654022881.4818122/0/jboss-logging-processor-1-1-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/logging/annotations/FormatWith.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1081901151_1654022881.4818122/0/jboss-logging-processor-1-1-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/logging/annotations/Field.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* JBoss, Home of Professional Open Source.

* Copyright 2012, Red Hat, Inc., and individual contributors

* as indicated by the @author tags. See the copyright.txt file in the

* distribution for a full listing of individual contributors.

*

* This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

* under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as

* published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2.1 of

* the License, or (at your option) any later version.

*

* This software is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

* but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

* MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU

* Lesser General Public License for more details.

*

* You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

* License along with this software; if not, write to the Free

* Software Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA

* 02110-1301 USA, or see the FSF site: http://www.fsf.org.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1081901151_1654022881.4818122/0/jboss-logging-processor-1-1-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/logging/processor/apt/ReturnTypeFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1081901151_1654022881.4818122/0/jboss-logging-processor-1-1-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/logging/processor/apt/ToolLogger.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1081901151_1654022881.4818122/0/jboss-logging-processor-1-1-0-final-sources-1-
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jar/org/jboss/logging/processor/apt/ParameterFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1081901151_1654022881.4818122/0/jboss-logging-processor-1-1-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/logging/processor/generator/model/MessageBundleImplementor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1081901151_1654022881.4818122/0/jboss-logging-processor-1-1-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/logging/processor/validation/FormatPart.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1081901151_1654022881.4818122/0/jboss-logging-processor-1-1-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/logging/processor/generator/model/ClassModelHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1081901151_1654022881.4818122/0/jboss-logging-processor-1-1-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/logging/processor/apt/TranslationClassGenerator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1081901151_1654022881.4818122/0/jboss-logging-processor-1-1-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/logging/processor/validation/StringPart.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1081901151_1654022881.4818122/0/jboss-logging-processor-1-1-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/logging/processor/validation/Validator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1081901151_1654022881.4818122/0/jboss-logging-processor-1-1-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/logging/processor/model/Parameter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1081901151_1654022881.4818122/0/jboss-logging-processor-1-1-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/logging/processor/validation/StringFormatPart.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1081901151_1654022881.4818122/0/jboss-logging-processor-1-1-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/logging/processor/generator/model/MessageLoggerTranslator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1081901151_1654022881.4818122/0/jboss-logging-processor-1-1-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/logging/processor/generator/model/ImplementationClassModel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1081901151_1654022881.4818122/0/jboss-logging-processor-1-1-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/logging/processor/generator/model/MessageBundleTranslator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1081901151_1654022881.4818122/0/jboss-logging-processor-1-1-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/logging/processor/validation/FormatValidatorFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1081901151_1654022881.4818122/0/jboss-logging-processor-1-1-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/logging/processor/validation/MessageFormatValidator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1081901151_1654022881.4818122/0/jboss-logging-processor-1-1-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/logging/processor/validation/NoFormatValidator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1081901151_1654022881.4818122/0/jboss-logging-processor-1-1-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/logging/processor/apt/MessageMethodBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1081901151_1654022881.4818122/0/jboss-logging-processor-1-1-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/logging/processor/model/MessageInterface.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1081901151_1654022881.4818122/0/jboss-logging-processor-1-1-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/logging/processor/util/Comparison.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1081901151_1654022881.4818122/0/jboss-logging-processor-1-1-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/logging/processor/util/ElementHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1081901151_1654022881.4818122/0/jboss-logging-processor-1-1-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/logging/processor/model/ThrowableType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1081901151_1654022881.4818122/0/jboss-logging-processor-1-1-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/logging/processor/model/JavaDocComment.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1081901151_1654022881.4818122/0/jboss-logging-processor-1-1-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/logging/processor/model/ReturnType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1081901151_1654022881.4818122/0/jboss-logging-processor-1-1-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/logging/processor/util/Objects.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1081901151_1654022881.4818122/0/jboss-logging-processor-1-1-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/logging/processor/util/Strings.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1081901151_1654022881.4818122/0/jboss-logging-processor-1-1-0-final-sources-1-
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jar/org/jboss/logging/processor/validation/MessageFormatPart.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1081901151_1654022881.4818122/0/jboss-logging-processor-1-1-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/logging/processor/Loggers.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1081901151_1654022881.4818122/0/jboss-logging-processor-1-1-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/logging/processor/validation/ValidationMessage.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1081901151_1654022881.4818122/0/jboss-logging-processor-1-1-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/logging/processor/apt/LoggingToolsProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1081901151_1654022881.4818122/0/jboss-logging-processor-1-1-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/logging/processor/apt/AnnotationsImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1081901151_1654022881.4818122/0/jboss-logging-processor-1-1-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/logging/processor/model/MessageObject.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1081901151_1654022881.4818122/0/jboss-logging-processor-1-1-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/logging/processor/Tools.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1081901151_1654022881.4818122/0/jboss-logging-processor-1-1-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/logging/processor/generator/model/MessageLoggerImplementor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1081901151_1654022881.4818122/0/jboss-logging-processor-1-1-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/logging/processor/validation/AbstractFormatValidator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1081901151_1654022881.4818122/0/jboss-logging-processor-1-1-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/logging/processor/JBossLoggers.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1081901151_1654022881.4818122/0/jboss-logging-processor-1-1-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/logging/processor/util/TranslationHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1081901151_1654022881.4818122/0/jboss-logging-processor-1-1-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/logging/processor/validation/AbstractFormatPart.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1081901151_1654022881.4818122/0/jboss-logging-processor-1-1-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/logging/processor/apt/TranslationFileGenerator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1081901151_1654022881.4818122/0/jboss-logging-processor-1-1-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/logging/processor/util/VersionComparator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1081901151_1654022881.4818122/0/jboss-logging-processor-1-1-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/logging/processor/generator/model/ClassModel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1081901151_1654022881.4818122/0/jboss-logging-processor-1-1-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/logging/processor/generator/model/ClassModelFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1081901151_1654022881.4818122/0/jboss-logging-processor-1-1-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/logging/processor/model/MessageMethod.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1081901151_1654022881.4818122/0/jboss-logging-processor-1-1-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/logging/processor/validation/FormatValidator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1081901151_1654022881.4818122/0/jboss-logging-processor-1-1-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/logging/processor/apt/ThrowableTypeFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1081901151_1654022881.4818122/0/jboss-logging-processor-1-1-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/logging/processor/generator/model/JavaFileObjectCodeWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1081901151_1654022881.4818122/0/jboss-logging-processor-1-1-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/logging/processor/validation/MessageIdValidator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1081901151_1654022881.4818122/0/jboss-logging-processor-1-1-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/logging/processor/validation/ValidationMessageFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1081901151_1654022881.4818122/0/jboss-logging-processor-1-1-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/logging/processor/apt/MessageInterfaceFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1081901151_1654022881.4818122/0/jboss-logging-processor-1-1-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/logging/processor/model/MessageObjectType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1081901151_1654022881.4818122/0/jboss-logging-processor-1-1-0-final-sources-1-
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jar/org/jboss/logging/processor/validation/StringFormatValidator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1081901151_1654022881.4818122/0/jboss-logging-processor-1-1-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/logging/processor/apt/Annotations.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1081901151_1654022881.4818122/0/jboss-logging-processor-1-1-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/logging/processor/apt/ImplementationClassGenerator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1081901151_1654022881.4818122/0/jboss-logging-processor-1-1-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/logging/processor/apt/AbstractGenerator.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* JBoss, Home of Professional Open Source.

*

* Copyright 2010 Red Hat, Inc., and individual contributors

* as indicated by the @author tags.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1081901151_1654022881.4818122/0/jboss-logging-processor-1-1-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/logging/annotations/LogMessage.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1081901151_1654022881.4818122/0/jboss-logging-processor-1-1-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/logging/annotations/Cause.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1081901151_1654022881.4818122/0/jboss-logging-processor-1-1-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/logging/annotations/MessageBundle.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1081901151_1654022881.4818122/0/jboss-logging-processor-1-1-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/logging/annotations/MessageLogger.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1081901151_1654022881.4818122/0/jboss-logging-processor-1-1-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/logging/annotations/Message.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1081901151_1654022881.4818122/0/jboss-logging-processor-1-1-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/logging/annotations/LoggingClass.java

 

1.357 jboss-as-clustering-service 7.3.0.Final-

redhat-14 
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1.357.1 Available under license : 
Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it * under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as * published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of * the License, or (at your option) any later version. * This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of *

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU * Lesser General Public

License for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public'

 

1.358 jboss-as-osgi-jpa 7.3.0.Final-redhat-14 
1.358.1 Available under license : 

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '# This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it # under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as # published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of # the License, or (at your option) any later version. # This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, # but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of #

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU # Lesser General Public

License for more details. # You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it * under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as * published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of * the License, or (at your option) any later version. * This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of *

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU * Lesser General Public

License for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public'

 

1.359 blackfriday 4.7.0 
1.359.1 Available under license : 

Blackfriday is distributed under the Simplified BSD License:

 

Copyright  2011 Russ Ross

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

 

1.  Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2.  Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

   copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

   disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with

   the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS
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FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING,

BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER

CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN

ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

1.360 saaj 1.3.4 
1.360.1 Available under license : 

COMMON DEVELOPMENT AND DISTRIBUTION LICENSE (CDDL)  

Version 1.0  

 

   *  

 

     1. Definitions.  

         o  

 

           1.1. ?Contributor? means each individual or entity that creates or contributes to the creation of Modifications.

 

         o  

 

           1.2. ?Contributor Version? means the combination of the Original Software, prior Modifications used by a

Contributor (if any), and the Modifications made by that particular Contributor.  

         o  

 

           1.3. ?Covered Software? means (a) the Original Software, or (b) Modifications, or (c) the combination of files

containing Original Software with files containing Modifications, in each case including portions thereof.  

         o  

 

           1.4. ?Executable? means the Covered Software in any form other than Source Code.  

         o  

 

           1.5. ?Initial Developer? means the individual or entity that first makes Original Software available under this

License.  

         o  

 

           1.6. ?Larger Work? means a work which combines Covered Software or portions thereof with code not

governed by the terms of this License.  

         o  

 

           1.7. ?License? means this document.  

         o  
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           1.8. ?Licensable? means having the right to grant, to the maximum extent possible, whether at the time of the

initial grant or subsequently acquired, any and all of the rights conveyed herein.  

         o  

 

           1.9. ?Modifications? means the Source Code and Executable form of any of the following:  

               +  

 

                 A. Any file that results from an addition to, deletion from or modification of the contents of a file

containing Original Software or previous Modifications;  

               +  

 

                 B. Any new file that contains any part of the Original Software or previous Modification; or  

               +  

 

                 C. Any new file that is contributed or otherwise made available under the terms of this License.  

         o  

 

           1.10. ?Original Software? means the Source Code and Executable form of computer software code that is

originally released under this License.  

         o  

 

           1.11. ?Patent Claims? means any patent claim(s), now owned or hereafter acquired, including without

limitation, method, process, and apparatus claims, in any patent Licensable by grantor.  

         o  

 

           1.12. ?Source Code? means (a) the common form of computer software code in which modifications are

made and (b) associated documentation included in or with such code.  

         o  

 

           1.13. ?You? (or ?Your?) means an individual or a legal entity exercising rights under, and complying with all

of the terms of, this License. For legal entities, ?You? includes any entity which controls, is controlled by, or is

under common control with You. For purposes of this definition, ?control? means (a) the power, direct or indirect, to

cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (b) ownership of more than

fifty percent (50%) of the outstanding shares or beneficial ownership of such entity.  

   *  

 

     2. License Grants.  

         o  

 

           2.1. The Initial Developer Grant.  

 

           Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and subject to third party intellectual property

claims, the Initial Developer hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license:  

               +  

 

                 (a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark) Licensable by Initial Developer, to

use, reproduce, modify, display, perform, sublicense and distribute the Original Software (or portions thereof), with

or without Modifications, and/or as part of a Larger Work; and  
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               +  

 

                 (b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using or selling of Original Software, to make, have

made, use, practice, sell, and offer for sale, and/or otherwise dispose of the Original Software (or portions thereof).  

               +  

 

                 (c) The licenses granted in Sections 2.1(a) and (b) are effective on the date Initial Developer first

distributes or otherwise makes the Original Software available to a third party under the terms of this License.  

               +  

 

                 (d) Notwithstanding Section 2.1(b) above, no patent license is granted: (1) for code that You delete from

the Original Software, or (2) for infringements caused by: (i) the modification of the Original Software, or (ii) the

combination of the Original Software with other software or devices.  

         o  

 

           2.2. Contributor Grant.  

 

           Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and subject to third party intellectual property

claims, each Contributor hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license:  

               +  

 

                 (a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark) Licensable by Contributor to use,

reproduce, modify, display, perform, sublicense and distribute the Modifications created by such Contributor (or

portions thereof), either on an unmodified basis, with other Modifications, as Covered Software and/or as part of a

Larger Work; and  

               +  

 

                 (b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using, or selling of Modifications made by that

Contributor either alone and/or in combination with its Contributor Version (or portions of such combination), to

make, use, sell, offer for sale, have made, and/or otherwise dispose of: (1) Modifications made by that Contributor

(or portions thereof); and (2) the combination of Modifications made by that Contributor with its Contributor

Version (or portions of such combination).  

               +  

 

                 (c) The licenses granted in Sections 2.2(a) and 2.2(b) are effective on the date Contributor first distributes

or otherwise makes the Modifications available to a third party.  

               +  

 

                 (d) Notwithstanding Section 2.2(b) above, no patent license is granted: (1) for any code that Contributor

has deleted from the Contributor Version; (2) for infringements caused by: (i) third party modifications of

Contributor Version, or (ii) the combination of Modifications made by that Contributor with other software (except

as part of the Contributor Version) or other devices; or (3) under Patent Claims infringed by Covered Software in the

absence of Modifications made by that Contributor.  

   *  

 

     3. Distribution Obligations.  

         o  
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           3.1. Availability of Source Code.  

 

           Any Covered Software that You distribute or otherwise make available in Executable form must also be made

available in Source Code form and that Source Code form must be distributed only under the terms of this License.

You must include a copy of this License with every copy of the Source Code form of the Covered Software You

distribute or otherwise make available. You must inform recipients of any such Covered Software in Executable

form as to how they can obtain such Covered Software in Source Code form in a reasonable manner on or through a

medium customarily used for software exchange.  

         o  

 

           3.2. Modifications.  

 

           The Modifications that You create or to which You contribute are governed by the terms of this License. You

represent that You believe Your Modifications are Your original creation(s) and/or You have sufficient rights to

grant the rights conveyed by this License.  

         o  

 

           3.3. Required Notices.  

 

           You must include a notice in each of Your Modifications that identifies You as the Contributor of the

Modification. You may not remove or alter any copyright, patent or trademark notices contained within the Covered

Software, or any notices of licensing or any descriptive text giving attribution to any Contributor or the Initial

Developer.  

         o  

 

           3.4. Application of Additional Terms.  

 

           You may not offer or impose any terms on any Covered Software in Source Code form that alters or restricts

the applicable version of this License or the recipients? rights hereunder. You may choose to offer, and to charge a

fee for, warranty, support, indemnity or liability obligations to one or more recipients of Covered Software.

However, you may do so only on Your own behalf, and not on behalf of the Initial Developer or any Contributor.

You must make it absolutely clear that any such warranty, support, indemnity or liability obligation is offered by

You alone, and You hereby agree to indemnify the Initial Developer and every Contributor for any liability incurred

by the Initial Developer or such Contributor as a result of warranty, support, indemnity or liability terms You offer.

 

         o  

 

           3.5. Distribution of Executable Versions.  

 

           You may distribute the Executable form of the Covered Software under the terms of this License or under the

terms of a license of Your choice, which may contain terms different from this License, provided that You are in

compliance with the terms of this License and that the license for the Executable form does not attempt to limit or

alter the recipient?s rights in the Source Code form from the rights set forth in this License. If You distribute the

Covered Software in Executable form under a different license, You must make it absolutely clear that any terms

which differ from this License are offered by You alone, not by the Initial Developer or Contributor. You hereby

agree to indemnify the Initial Developer and every Contributor for any liability incurred by the Initial Developer or

such Contributor as a result of any such terms You offer.  

         o  
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           3.6. Larger Works.  

 

           You may create a Larger Work by combining Covered Software with other code not governed by the terms of

this License and distribute the Larger Work as a single product. In such a case, You must make sure the

requirements of this License are fulfilled for the Covered Software.  

   *  

 

     4. Versions of the License.  

         o  

 

           4.1. New Versions.  

 

           Sun Microsystems, Inc. is the initial license steward and may publish revised and/or new versions of this

License from time to time. Each version will be given a distinguishing version number. Except as provided in

Section 4.3, no one other than the license steward has the right to modify this License.  

         o  

 

           4.2. Effect of New Versions.  

 

           You may always continue to use, distribute or otherwise make the Covered Software available under the

terms of the version of the License under which You originally received the Covered Software. If the Initial

Developer includes a notice in the Original Software prohibiting it from being distributed or otherwise made

available under any subsequent version of the License, You must distribute and make the Covered Software

available under the terms of the version of the License under which You originally received the Covered Software.

Otherwise, You may also choose to use, distribute or otherwise make the Covered Software available under the

terms of any subsequent version of the License published by the license steward.  

         o  

 

           4.3. Modified Versions.  

 

           When You are an Initial Developer and You want to create a new license for Your Original Software, You

may create and use a modified version of this License if You: (a) rename the license and remove any references to

the name of the license steward (except to note that the license differs from this License); and (b) otherwise make it

clear that the license contains terms which differ from this License.  

   *  

 

     5. DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY.  

 

     COVERED SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED UNDER THIS LICENSE ON AN ?AS IS? BASIS, WITHOUT

WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION,

WARRANTIES THAT THE COVERED SOFTWARE IS FREE OF DEFECTS, MERCHANTABLE, FIT FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR NON-INFRINGING. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND

PERFORMANCE OF THE COVERED SOFTWARE IS WITH YOU. SHOULD ANY COVERED SOFTWARE

PROVE DEFECTIVE IN ANY RESPECT, YOU (NOT THE INITIAL DEVELOPER OR ANY OTHER

CONTRIBUTOR) ASSUME THE COST OF ANY NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

THIS DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY CONSTITUTES AN ESSENTIAL PART OF THIS LICENSE. NO USE

OF ANY COVERED SOFTWARE IS AUTHORIZED HEREUNDER EXCEPT UNDER THIS DISCLAIMER.  
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   *  

 

     6. TERMINATION.  

         o  

 

           6.1. This License and the rights granted hereunder will terminate automatically if You fail to comply with

terms herein and fail to cure such breach within 30 days of becoming aware of the breach. Provisions which, by their

nature, must remain in effect beyond the termination of this License shall survive.  

         o  

 

           6.2. If You assert a patent infringement claim (excluding declaratory judgment actions) against Initial

Developer or a Contributor (the Initial Developer or Contributor against whom You assert such claim is referred to

as ?Participant?) alleging that the Participant Software (meaning the Contributor Version where the Participant is a

Contributor or the Original Software where the Participant is the Initial Developer) directly or indirectly infringes

any patent, then any and all rights granted directly or indirectly to You by such Participant, the Initial Developer (if

the Initial Developer is not the Participant) and all Contributors under Sections 2.1 and/or 2.2 of this License shall,

upon 60 days notice from Participant terminate prospectively and automatically at the expiration of such 60 day

notice period, unless if within such 60 day period You withdraw Your claim with respect to the Participant Software

against such Participant either unilaterally or pursuant to a written agreement with Participant.  

         o  

 

           6.3. In the event of termination under Sections 6.1 or 6.2 above, all end user licenses that have been validly

granted by You or any distributor hereunder prior to termination (excluding licenses granted to You by any

distributor) shall survive termination.  

   *  

 

     7. LIMITATION OF LIABILITY.  

 

     UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES AND UNDER NO LEGAL THEORY, WHETHER TORT (INCLUDING

NEGLIGENCE), CONTRACT, OR OTHERWISE, SHALL YOU, THE INITIAL DEVELOPER, ANY OTHER

CONTRIBUTOR, OR ANY DISTRIBUTOR OF COVERED SOFTWARE, OR ANY SUPPLIER OF ANY OF

SUCH PARTIES, BE LIABLE TO ANY PERSON FOR ANY INDIRECT, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OF ANY CHARACTER INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, DAMAGES

FOR LOST PROFITS, LOSS OF GOODWILL, WORK STOPPAGE, COMPUTER FAILURE OR

MALFUNCTION, OR ANY AND ALL OTHER COMMERCIAL DAMAGES OR LOSSES, EVEN IF SUCH

PARTY SHALL HAVE BEEN INFORMED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES. THIS LIMITATION

OF LIABILITY SHALL NOT APPLY TO LIABILITY FOR DEATH OR PERSONAL INJURY RESULTING

FROM SUCH PARTY?S NEGLIGENCE TO THE EXTENT APPLICABLE LAW PROHIBITS SUCH

LIMITATION. SOME JURISDICTIONS DO NOT ALLOW THE EXCLUSION OR LIMITATION OF

INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, SO THIS EXCLUSION AND LIMITATION MAY NOT

APPLY TO YOU.  

   *  

 

     8. U.S. GOVERNMENT END USERS.  

 

     The Covered Software is a ?commercial item,? as that term is defined in 48 C.F.R. 2.101 (Oct. 1995), consisting

of ?commercial computer software? (as that term is defined at 48 C.F.R. ? 252.227-7014(a)(1)) and ?commercial

computer software documentation? as such terms are used in 48 C.F.R. 12.212 (Sept. 1995). Consistent with 48
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C.F.R. 12.212 and 48 C.F.R. 227.7202-1 through 227.7202-4 (June 1995), all U.S. Government End Users acquire

Covered Software with only those rights set forth herein. This U.S. Government Rights clause is in lieu of, and

supersedes, any other FAR, DFAR, or other clause or provision that addresses Government rights in computer

software under this License.  

   *  

 

     9. MISCELLANEOUS.  

 

     This License represents the complete agreement concerning subject matter hereof. If any provision of this

License is held to be unenforceable, such provision shall be reformed only to the extent necessary to make it

enforceable. This License shall be governed by the law of the jurisdiction specified in a notice contained within the

Original Software (except to the extent applicable law, if any, provides otherwise), excluding such jurisdiction?s

conflict-of-law provisions. Any litigation relating to this License shall be subject to the jurisdiction of the courts

located in the jurisdiction and venue specified in a notice contained within the Original Software, with the losing

party responsible for costs, including, without limitation, court costs and reasonable attorneys? fees and expenses.

The application of the United Nations Convention on Contracts for the International Sale of Goods is expressly

excluded. Any law or regulation which provides that the language of a contract shall be construed against the drafter

shall not apply to this License. You agree that You alone are responsible for compliance with the United States

export administration regulations (and the export control laws and regulation of any other countries) when You use,

distribute or otherwise make available any Covered Software.  

   *  

 

     10. RESPONSIBILITY FOR CLAIMS.  

 

     As between Initial Developer and the Contributors, each party is responsible for claims and damages arising,

directly or indirectly, out of its utilization of rights under this License and You agree to work with Initial Developer

and Contributors to distribute such responsibility on an equitable basis. Nothing herein is intended or shall be

deemed to constitute any admission of liability.

 

1.361 postgresql-jdbc 42.2.5.jre7 
1.361.1 Available under license : 

Copyright (c) 1997, PostgreSQL Global Development Group

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

  this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

  this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

  and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE
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ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

1.362 hibernate-validator 4.3.1.Final-redhat-1 
1.362.1 Available under license : 

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it * under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as * published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of * the License, or (at your option) any later version. * This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of *

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU * Lesser General Public

License for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public * Expert Group and

released to the public domain, as explained at'

 

1.363 golang 4.7.0 
1.363.1 Available under license : 

PubNub Real-time Cloud-Hosted Push API and Push Notification Client Frameworks

Copyright (c) 2013 PubNub Inc.

http://www.pubnub.com/

http://www.pubnub.com/terms

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.
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PubNub Real-time Cloud-Hosted Push API and Push Notification Client Frameworks

Copyright (c) 2013 PubNub Inc.

http://www.pubnub.com/

http://www.pubnub.com/terms

Copyright (c) 2013, Patrick Mezard

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

   Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

   Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

   The names of its contributors may not be used to endorse or promote

products derived from this software without specific prior written

permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS

IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED

TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED

TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Copyright (c) 2012 - 2013 Mat Ryer and Tyler Bunnell

 

Please consider promoting this project if you find it useful.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person

obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation

files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction,

including without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge,

publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software,

and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so,

subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included

in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES
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OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM,

DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT

OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE

OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

Paul Borman <borman@google.com>

bmatsuo

shawnps

theory

jboverfelt

dsymonds

cd1

wallclockbuilder

dansouza

Copyright 2014-2015 Brian Olson

 

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

limitations under the License.

ISC License

 

Copyright (c) 2012-2016 Dave Collins <dave@davec.name>

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and/or distribute this software for any

purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above

copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES

WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR

ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES

WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN

ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF

OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

Copyright (c) 2009,2014 Google Inc. All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:
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  * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

  * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer

in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

distribution.

  * Neither the name of Google Inc. nor the names of its

contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

1.364 jboss-as-transactions 7.3.0.Final-

redhat-14 
1.364.1 Available under license : 

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '# This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it # under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as # published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of # the License, or (at your option) any later version. # This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, # but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of #

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU # Lesser General Public

License for more details. # You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it * under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as * published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of * the License, or (at your option) any later version. * This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of *

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU * Lesser General Public

License for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public'

 

1.365 jboss-metadata-web 7.0.8.Final-redhat-1
1.365.1 Available under license : 

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it * under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as * published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of * the License, or (at your option) any later version. * This software is distributed in the hope
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that it will be useful, * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of *

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU * Lesser General Public

License for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public * Expert Group and

released to the public domain, as explained at'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it * under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as * published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of * the License, or (at your option) any later version. * This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of *

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU * Lesser General Public

License for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public'

 

1.366 jboss-as-clustering-infinispan

7.3.0.Final-redhat-14 
1.366.1 Available under license : 

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '~ This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it ~ under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as ~ published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of ~ the License, or (at your option) any later version. ~ This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, ~ but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of ~

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU ~ Lesser General Public

License for more details. ~ You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '# This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it # under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as # published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of # the License, or (at your option) any later version. # This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, # but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of #

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU # Lesser General Public

License for more details. # You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it * under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as * published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of * the License, or (at your option) any later version. * This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of *

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU * Lesser General Public

License for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public'

 

1.367 jbossws-common-tools 1.2.0.Final-

redhat-2 
1.367.1 Available under license : 

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it * under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as * published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of * the License, or (at your option) any later version. * This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of *

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU * Lesser General Public

License for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public'
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1.368 jackson-jaxrs 2.0.0 
1.368.1 Available under license : 

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications
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     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without
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     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade
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     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier
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     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.369 jackson 1.9.9-redhat-2 
1.369.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* Jackson JSON-processor.

*

* Copyright (c) 2007- Tatu Saloranta, tatu.saloranta@iki.fi

*

* Licensed under the License specified in file LICENSE, included with

* the source code and binary code bundles.

* You may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077230042_1601397031.95/0/jackson-mapper-asl-1-9-9-redhat-2-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/jackson/map/MappingJsonFactory.java

 

1.370 jbossxts 4.17.15.Final-redhat-4 
1.370.1 Available under license : 

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* by the @authors tag. All rights reserved. * This

copyrighted material is made available to anyone wishing to use, * modify, copy, or redistribute it subject to the

terms and conditions * of the GNU Lesser General Public License, v. 2.1. * This program is distributed in the hope
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that it will be useful, but WITHOUT A * WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A * PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU Lesser General Public

License for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public License, * MA

02110-1301, USA.'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* This copyrighted material is made available to anyone

wishing to use, * modify, copy, or redistribute it subject to the terms and conditions * of the GNU Lesser General

Public License, v. 2.1. * This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT A *

WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A * PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  See the GNU Lesser General Public License for more details. * You should have received a copy of the

GNU Lesser General Public License, * MA  02110-1301, USA.'

 

1.371 lcms 2.11 
1.371.1 Available under license : 

Little CMS

Copyright (c) 1998-2011 Marti Maria Saguer

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated

documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the

rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit

persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the

Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED,

INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

THIS LICENSE APPLIES ONLY TO iccjpeg.c file

-----

In plain English:

 

1. We don't promise that this software works.  (But if you find any bugs,

  please let us know!)

2. You can use this software for whatever you want.  You don't have to pay us.

3. You may not pretend that you wrote this software.  If you use it in a

  program, you must acknowledge somewhere in your documentation that

  you've used the IJG code.

 

In legalese:

 

The authors make NO WARRANTY or representation, either express or implied,

with respect to this software, its quality, accuracy, merchantability, or
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fitness for a particular purpose.  This software is provided "AS IS", and you,

its user, assume the entire risk as to its quality and accuracy.

 

This software is copyright (C) 1991-2013, Thomas G. Lane, Guido Vollbeding.

All Rights Reserved except as specified below.

 

Permission is hereby granted to use, copy, modify, and distribute this

software (or portions thereof) for any purpose, without fee, subject to these

conditions:

(1) If any part of the source code for this software is distributed, then this

README file must be included, with this copyright and no-warranty notice

unaltered; and any additions, deletions, or changes to the original files

must be clearly indicated in accompanying documentation.

(2) If only executable code is distributed, then the accompanying

documentation must state that "this software is based in part on the work of

the Independent JPEG Group".

(3) Permission for use of this software is granted only if the user accepts

full responsibility for any undesirable consequences; the authors accept

NO LIABILITY for damages of any kind.

 

These conditions apply to any software derived from or based on the IJG code,

not just to the unmodified library.  If you use our work, you ought to

acknowledge us.

 

Permission is NOT granted for the use of any IJG author's name or company name

in advertising or publicity relating to this software or products derived from

it.  This software may be referred to only as "the Independent JPEG Group's

software".

 

We specifically permit and encourage the use of this software as the basis of

commercial products, provided that all warranty or liability claims are

assumed by the product vendor.

 

 

The Unix configuration script "configure" was produced with GNU Autoconf.

It is copyright by the Free Software Foundation but is freely distributable.

The same holds for its supporting scripts (config.guess, config.sub,

ltmain.sh).  Another support script, install-sh, is copyright by X Consortium

but is also freely distributable.

 

The IJG distribution formerly included code to read and write GIF files.

To avoid entanglement with the Unisys LZW patent, GIF reading support has

been removed altogether, and the GIF writer has been simplified to produce

"uncompressed GIFs".  This technique does not use the LZW algorithm; the

resulting GIF files are larger than usual, but are readable by all standard

GIF decoders.

 

We are required to state that
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   "The Graphics Interchange Format(c) is the Copyright property of

   CompuServe Incorporated.  GIF(sm) is a Service Mark property of

   CompuServe Incorporated."

 

1.372 jbossjaxrpcapi 1.0.1.Final 

 

1.373 cxf-rt-bindings-object 2.7.18 
1.373.1 Available under license : 

 

Apache CXF

Copyright 2006-2015 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.
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     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,
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     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or
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     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason
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     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.374 cloudfoundry-candiedyaml 13.20.0 
1.374.1 Available under license : 

Copyright (c) 2015-Present CloudFoundry.org Foundation, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

 

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

  http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

limitations under the License.

 

This project may include a number of subcomponents with separate
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copyright notices and license terms. Your use of these subcomponents

is subject to the terms and conditions of each subcomponent's license,

as noted in the LICENSE file.

Copyright (c) 2006 Kirill Simonov

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of

this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in

the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to

use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies

of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do

so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

                                 Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,
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     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,
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     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.
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     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf
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     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.375 commons-el 5.5.23 
1.375.1 Available under license : 

Apache Commons CLI

Copyright 2001-2007 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed by

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

                                 Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.
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     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to
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     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of
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         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.
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  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
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  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.376 picketlink-idm-api 1.5.0.Alpha02 
1.376.1 Available under license : 

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in 'This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version. This software is distributed in the hope that it will

be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU Lesser General Public License for more details. You

should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public'

 

1.377 picketbox-commons 1.0.0.final 
1.377.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* JBoss, Home of Professional Open Source.

* Copyright 2010, Red Hat Middleware LLC, and individual contributors

* as indicated by the @author tags. See the copyright.txt file in the

* distribution for a full listing of individual contributors.

*

* This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

* under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as

* published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2.1 of

* the License, or (at your option) any later version.

*

* This software is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

* but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

* MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU

* Lesser General Public License for more details.

*

* You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

* License along with this software; if not, write to the Free

* Software Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA

* 02110-1301 USA, or see the FSF site: http://www.fsf.org.

*/

/**

* Encodes and decodes to and from Base64 notation.

*

* <p>

* Change Log:

* </p>

* <ul>
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*  <li>v2.1 - Cleaned up javadoc comments and unused variables and methods. Added

*   some convenience methods for reading and writing to and from files.</li>

*  <li>v2.0.2 - Now specifies UTF-8 encoding in places where the code fails on systems

*   with other encodings (like EBCDIC).</li>

*  <li>v2.0.1 - Fixed an error when decoding a single byte, that is, when the

*   encoded data was a single byte.</li>

*  <li>v2.0 - I got rid of methods that used booleans to set options.

*   Now everything is more consolidated and cleaner. The code now detects

*   when data that's being decoded is gzip-compressed and will decompress it

*   automatically. Generally things are cleaner. You'll probably have to

*   change some method calls that you were making to support the new

*   options format (<tt>int</tt>s that you "OR" together).</li>

*  <li>v1.5.1 - Fixed bug when decompressing and decoding to a            

*   byte[] using <tt>decode( String s, boolean gzipCompressed )</tt>.     

*   Added the ability to "suspend" encoding in the Output Stream so       

*   you can turn on and off the encoding if you need to embed base64      

*   data in an otherwise "normal" stream (like an XML file).</li> 

*  <li>v1.5 - Output stream pases on flush() command but doesn't do anything itself.

*      This helps when using GZIP streams.

*      Added the ability to GZip-compress objects before encoding them.</li>

*  <li>v1.4 - Added helper methods to read/write files.</li>

*  <li>v1.3.6 - Fixed OutputStream.flush() so that 'position' is reset.</li>

*  <li>v1.3.5 - Added flag to turn on and off line breaks. Fixed bug in input stream

*      where last buffer being read, if not completely full, was not returned.</li>

*  <li>v1.3.4 - Fixed when "improperly padded stream" error was thrown at the wrong time.</li>

*  <li>v1.3.3 - Fixed I/O streams which were totally messed up.</li>

* </ul>

*

* <p>

* I am placing this code in the Public Domain. Do with it as you will.

* This software comes with no guarantees or warranties but with

* plenty of well-wishing instead!

* Please visit <a href="http://iharder.net/base64">http://iharder.net/base64</a>

* periodically to check for updates or to contribute improvements.

* </p>

*

* @author Robert Harder

* @author rob@iharder.net

* @version 2.1

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1002303103_1654022954.387883/0/picketbox-commons-1-0-0-final-sources-

jar/org/picketbox/commons/cipher/Base64.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* JBoss, Home of Professional Open Source.
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* Copyright 2010, Red Hat Middleware LLC, and individual contributors

* as indicated by the @author tags. See the copyright.txt file in the

* distribution for a full listing of individual contributors.

*

* This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

* under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as

* published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2.1 of

* the License, or (at your option) any later version.

*

* This software is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

* but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

* MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU

* Lesser General Public License for more details.

*

* You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

* License along with this software; if not, write to the Free

* Software Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA

* 02110-1301 USA, or see the FSF site: http://www.fsf.org.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1002303103_1654022954.387883/0/picketbox-commons-1-0-0-final-sources-

jar/org/picketbox/commons/cipher/PBEUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002303103_1654022954.387883/0/picketbox-commons-1-0-0-final-sources-

jar/org/picketbox/commons/ssl/RetrieveCertificate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002303103_1654022954.387883/0/picketbox-commons-1-0-0-final-sources-

jar/org/picketbox/commons/ssl/ExportPrivateKey.java

 

1.378 stilts-stomplet-server-bundle

0.1.26.redhat-3 
1.378.1 Available under license : 

Apache License

Version 2.0, January 2004

http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

1. Definitions.

 

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1

through 9 of this document.

 

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are
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under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or

indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of

fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source

code, documentation source, and configuration files.

 

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form,

including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

 

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as

indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix

below).

 

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the

Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole,

an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that

remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works

thereof.

 

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications

or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the

Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright

owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written

communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic

mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously

marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been

received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce,

prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such

Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section)

patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such

license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was

submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit)

alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent

infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date

such litigation is filed.
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4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any

medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following

conditions:

 

You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and 

 

You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and 

 

You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark,

and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

the Derivative Works; and 

 

If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute

must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices

that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a NOTICE text

file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided along with the

Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such third-party notices

normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not modify the

License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside or as an

addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

as modifying the License.

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license

terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works

as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions

stated in this License.

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for

inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any

additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of

any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product

names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and

reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work

(and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR

CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or

conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and

assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or

otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing,

shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or

consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or

any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of
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such damages.

 

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may

choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or

rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf

and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend,

and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by

reason of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work

 

To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by

brackets "[]" replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include the brackets!) The text should be

enclosed in the appropriate comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a file or class name and

description of purpose be included on the same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier identification within

third-party archives.

 

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.379 jsr250-api 1.0 
1.379.1 Available under license : 

COMMON DEVELOPMENT AND DISTRIBUTION LICENSE (CDDL)  

Version 1.0  

 

   *  

 

     1. Definitions.  

         o  

 

           1.1. ?Contributor? means each individual or entity that creates or contributes to the creation of Modifications.
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         o  

 

           1.2. ?Contributor Version? means the combination of the Original Software, prior Modifications used by a

Contributor (if any), and the Modifications made by that particular Contributor.  

         o  

 

           1.3. ?Covered Software? means (a) the Original Software, or (b) Modifications, or (c) the combination of files

containing Original Software with files containing Modifications, in each case including portions thereof.  

         o  

 

           1.4. ?Executable? means the Covered Software in any form other than Source Code.  

         o  

 

           1.5. ?Initial Developer? means the individual or entity that first makes Original Software available under this

License.  

         o  

 

           1.6. ?Larger Work? means a work which combines Covered Software or portions thereof with code not

governed by the terms of this License.  

         o  

 

           1.7. ?License? means this document.  

         o  

 

           1.8. ?Licensable? means having the right to grant, to the maximum extent possible, whether at the time of the

initial grant or subsequently acquired, any and all of the rights conveyed herein.  

         o  

 

           1.9. ?Modifications? means the Source Code and Executable form of any of the following:  

               +  

 

                 A. Any file that results from an addition to, deletion from or modification of the contents of a file

containing Original Software or previous Modifications;  

               +  

 

                 B. Any new file that contains any part of the Original Software or previous Modification; or  

               +  

 

                 C. Any new file that is contributed or otherwise made available under the terms of this License.  

         o  

 

           1.10. ?Original Software? means the Source Code and Executable form of computer software code that is

originally released under this License.  

         o  

 

           1.11. ?Patent Claims? means any patent claim(s), now owned or hereafter acquired, including without

limitation, method, process, and apparatus claims, in any patent Licensable by grantor.  

         o  
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           1.12. ?Source Code? means (a) the common form of computer software code in which modifications are

made and (b) associated documentation included in or with such code.  

         o  

 

           1.13. ?You? (or ?Your?) means an individual or a legal entity exercising rights under, and complying with all

of the terms of, this License. For legal entities, ?You? includes any entity which controls, is controlled by, or is

under common control with You. For purposes of this definition, ?control? means (a) the power, direct or indirect, to

cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (b) ownership of more than

fifty percent (50%) of the outstanding shares or beneficial ownership of such entity.  

   *  

 

     2. License Grants.  

         o  

 

           2.1. The Initial Developer Grant.  

 

           Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and subject to third party intellectual property

claims, the Initial Developer hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license:  

               +  

 

                 (a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark) Licensable by Initial Developer, to

use, reproduce, modify, display, perform, sublicense and distribute the Original Software (or portions thereof), with

or without Modifications, and/or as part of a Larger Work; and  

               +  

 

                 (b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using or selling of Original Software, to make, have

made, use, practice, sell, and offer for sale, and/or otherwise dispose of the Original Software (or portions thereof).  

               +  

 

                 (c) The licenses granted in Sections 2.1(a) and (b) are effective on the date Initial Developer first

distributes or otherwise makes the Original Software available to a third party under the terms of this License.  

               +  

 

                 (d) Notwithstanding Section 2.1(b) above, no patent license is granted: (1) for code that You delete from

the Original Software, or (2) for infringements caused by: (i) the modification of the Original Software, or (ii) the

combination of the Original Software with other software or devices.  

         o  

 

           2.2. Contributor Grant.  

 

           Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and subject to third party intellectual property

claims, each Contributor hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license:  

               +  

 

                 (a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark) Licensable by Contributor to use,

reproduce, modify, display, perform, sublicense and distribute the Modifications created by such Contributor (or

portions thereof), either on an unmodified basis, with other Modifications, as Covered Software and/or as part of a
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Larger Work; and  

               +  

 

                 (b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using, or selling of Modifications made by that

Contributor either alone and/or in combination with its Contributor Version (or portions of such combination), to

make, use, sell, offer for sale, have made, and/or otherwise dispose of: (1) Modifications made by that Contributor

(or portions thereof); and (2) the combination of Modifications made by that Contributor with its Contributor

Version (or portions of such combination).  

               +  

 

                 (c) The licenses granted in Sections 2.2(a) and 2.2(b) are effective on the date Contributor first distributes

or otherwise makes the Modifications available to a third party.  

               +  

 

                 (d) Notwithstanding Section 2.2(b) above, no patent license is granted: (1) for any code that Contributor

has deleted from the Contributor Version; (2) for infringements caused by: (i) third party modifications of

Contributor Version, or (ii) the combination of Modifications made by that Contributor with other software (except

as part of the Contributor Version) or other devices; or (3) under Patent Claims infringed by Covered Software in the

absence of Modifications made by that Contributor.  

   *  

 

     3. Distribution Obligations.  

         o  

 

           3.1. Availability of Source Code.  

 

           Any Covered Software that You distribute or otherwise make available in Executable form must also be made

available in Source Code form and that Source Code form must be distributed only under the terms of this License.

You must include a copy of this License with every copy of the Source Code form of the Covered Software You

distribute or otherwise make available. You must inform recipients of any such Covered Software in Executable

form as to how they can obtain such Covered Software in Source Code form in a reasonable manner on or through a

medium customarily used for software exchange.  

         o  

 

           3.2. Modifications.  

 

           The Modifications that You create or to which You contribute are governed by the terms of this License. You

represent that You believe Your Modifications are Your original creation(s) and/or You have sufficient rights to

grant the rights conveyed by this License.  

         o  

 

           3.3. Required Notices.  

 

           You must include a notice in each of Your Modifications that identifies You as the Contributor of the

Modification. You may not remove or alter any copyright, patent or trademark notices contained within the Covered

Software, or any notices of licensing or any descriptive text giving attribution to any Contributor or the Initial

Developer.  

         o  
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           3.4. Application of Additional Terms.  

 

           You may not offer or impose any terms on any Covered Software in Source Code form that alters or restricts

the applicable version of this License or the recipients? rights hereunder. You may choose to offer, and to charge a

fee for, warranty, support, indemnity or liability obligations to one or more recipients of Covered Software.

However, you may do so only on Your own behalf, and not on behalf of the Initial Developer or any Contributor.

You must make it absolutely clear that any such warranty, support, indemnity or liability obligation is offered by

You alone, and You hereby agree to indemnify the Initial Developer and every Contributor for any liability incurred

by the Initial Developer or such Contributor as a result of warranty, support, indemnity or liability terms You offer.

 

         o  

 

           3.5. Distribution of Executable Versions.  

 

           You may distribute the Executable form of the Covered Software under the terms of this License or under the

terms of a license of Your choice, which may contain terms different from this License, provided that You are in

compliance with the terms of this License and that the license for the Executable form does not attempt to limit or

alter the recipient?s rights in the Source Code form from the rights set forth in this License. If You distribute the

Covered Software in Executable form under a different license, You must make it absolutely clear that any terms

which differ from this License are offered by You alone, not by the Initial Developer or Contributor. You hereby

agree to indemnify the Initial Developer and every Contributor for any liability incurred by the Initial Developer or

such Contributor as a result of any such terms You offer.  

         o  

 

           3.6. Larger Works.  

 

           You may create a Larger Work by combining Covered Software with other code not governed by the terms of

this License and distribute the Larger Work as a single product. In such a case, You must make sure the

requirements of this License are fulfilled for the Covered Software.  

   *  

 

     4. Versions of the License.  

         o  

 

           4.1. New Versions.  

 

           Sun Microsystems, Inc. is the initial license steward and may publish revised and/or new versions of this

License from time to time. Each version will be given a distinguishing version number. Except as provided in

Section 4.3, no one other than the license steward has the right to modify this License.  

         o  

 

           4.2. Effect of New Versions.  

 

           You may always continue to use, distribute or otherwise make the Covered Software available under the

terms of the version of the License under which You originally received the Covered Software. If the Initial

Developer includes a notice in the Original Software prohibiting it from being distributed or otherwise made

available under any subsequent version of the License, You must distribute and make the Covered Software
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available under the terms of the version of the License under which You originally received the Covered Software.

Otherwise, You may also choose to use, distribute or otherwise make the Covered Software available under the

terms of any subsequent version of the License published by the license steward.  

         o  

 

           4.3. Modified Versions.  

 

           When You are an Initial Developer and You want to create a new license for Your Original Software, You

may create and use a modified version of this License if You: (a) rename the license and remove any references to

the name of the license steward (except to note that the license differs from this License); and (b) otherwise make it

clear that the license contains terms which differ from this License.  

   *  

 

     5. DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY.  

 

     COVERED SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED UNDER THIS LICENSE ON AN ?AS IS? BASIS, WITHOUT

WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION,

WARRANTIES THAT THE COVERED SOFTWARE IS FREE OF DEFECTS, MERCHANTABLE, FIT FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR NON-INFRINGING. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND

PERFORMANCE OF THE COVERED SOFTWARE IS WITH YOU. SHOULD ANY COVERED SOFTWARE

PROVE DEFECTIVE IN ANY RESPECT, YOU (NOT THE INITIAL DEVELOPER OR ANY OTHER

CONTRIBUTOR) ASSUME THE COST OF ANY NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

THIS DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY CONSTITUTES AN ESSENTIAL PART OF THIS LICENSE. NO USE

OF ANY COVERED SOFTWARE IS AUTHORIZED HEREUNDER EXCEPT UNDER THIS DISCLAIMER.  

   *  

 

     6. TERMINATION.  

         o  

 

           6.1. This License and the rights granted hereunder will terminate automatically if You fail to comply with

terms herein and fail to cure such breach within 30 days of becoming aware of the breach. Provisions which, by their

nature, must remain in effect beyond the termination of this License shall survive.  

         o  

 

           6.2. If You assert a patent infringement claim (excluding declaratory judgment actions) against Initial

Developer or a Contributor (the Initial Developer or Contributor against whom You assert such claim is referred to

as ?Participant?) alleging that the Participant Software (meaning the Contributor Version where the Participant is a

Contributor or the Original Software where the Participant is the Initial Developer) directly or indirectly infringes

any patent, then any and all rights granted directly or indirectly to You by such Participant, the Initial Developer (if

the Initial Developer is not the Participant) and all Contributors under Sections 2.1 and/or 2.2 of this License shall,

upon 60 days notice from Participant terminate prospectively and automatically at the expiration of such 60 day

notice period, unless if within such 60 day period You withdraw Your claim with respect to the Participant Software

against such Participant either unilaterally or pursuant to a written agreement with Participant.  

         o  

 

           6.3. In the event of termination under Sections 6.1 or 6.2 above, all end user licenses that have been validly

granted by You or any distributor hereunder prior to termination (excluding licenses granted to You by any

distributor) shall survive termination.  
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   *  

 

     7. LIMITATION OF LIABILITY.  

 

     UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES AND UNDER NO LEGAL THEORY, WHETHER TORT (INCLUDING

NEGLIGENCE), CONTRACT, OR OTHERWISE, SHALL YOU, THE INITIAL DEVELOPER, ANY OTHER

CONTRIBUTOR, OR ANY DISTRIBUTOR OF COVERED SOFTWARE, OR ANY SUPPLIER OF ANY OF

SUCH PARTIES, BE LIABLE TO ANY PERSON FOR ANY INDIRECT, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OF ANY CHARACTER INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, DAMAGES

FOR LOST PROFITS, LOSS OF GOODWILL, WORK STOPPAGE, COMPUTER FAILURE OR

MALFUNCTION, OR ANY AND ALL OTHER COMMERCIAL DAMAGES OR LOSSES, EVEN IF SUCH

PARTY SHALL HAVE BEEN INFORMED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES. THIS LIMITATION

OF LIABILITY SHALL NOT APPLY TO LIABILITY FOR DEATH OR PERSONAL INJURY RESULTING

FROM SUCH PARTY?S NEGLIGENCE TO THE EXTENT APPLICABLE LAW PROHIBITS SUCH

LIMITATION. SOME JURISDICTIONS DO NOT ALLOW THE EXCLUSION OR LIMITATION OF

INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, SO THIS EXCLUSION AND LIMITATION MAY NOT

APPLY TO YOU.  

   *  

 

     8. U.S. GOVERNMENT END USERS.  

 

     The Covered Software is a ?commercial item,? as that term is defined in 48 C.F.R. 2.101 (Oct. 1995), consisting

of ?commercial computer software? (as that term is defined at 48 C.F.R. ? 252.227-7014(a)(1)) and ?commercial

computer software documentation? as such terms are used in 48 C.F.R. 12.212 (Sept. 1995). Consistent with 48

C.F.R. 12.212 and 48 C.F.R. 227.7202-1 through 227.7202-4 (June 1995), all U.S. Government End Users acquire

Covered Software with only those rights set forth herein. This U.S. Government Rights clause is in lieu of, and

supersedes, any other FAR, DFAR, or other clause or provision that addresses Government rights in computer

software under this License.  

   *  

 

     9. MISCELLANEOUS.  

 

     This License represents the complete agreement concerning subject matter hereof. If any provision of this

License is held to be unenforceable, such provision shall be reformed only to the extent necessary to make it

enforceable. This License shall be governed by the law of the jurisdiction specified in a notice contained within the

Original Software (except to the extent applicable law, if any, provides otherwise), excluding such jurisdiction?s

conflict-of-law provisions. Any litigation relating to this License shall be subject to the jurisdiction of the courts

located in the jurisdiction and venue specified in a notice contained within the Original Software, with the losing

party responsible for costs, including, without limitation, court costs and reasonable attorneys? fees and expenses.

The application of the United Nations Convention on Contracts for the International Sale of Goods is expressly

excluded. Any law or regulation which provides that the language of a contract shall be construed against the drafter

shall not apply to this License. You agree that You alone are responsible for compliance with the United States

export administration regulations (and the export control laws and regulation of any other countries) when You use,

distribute or otherwise make available any Covered Software.  

   *  

 

     10. RESPONSIBILITY FOR CLAIMS.  
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     As between Initial Developer and the Contributors, each party is responsible for claims and damages arising,

directly or indirectly, out of its utilization of rights under this License and You agree to work with Initial Developer

and Contributors to distribute such responsibility on an equitable basis. Nothing herein is intended or shall be

deemed to constitute any admission of liability.

 

 

1.380 jboss-marshalling 1.3.16.GA 
1.380.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* JBoss, Home of Professional Open Source

* Copyright 2008, JBoss Inc., and individual contributors as indicated

* by the @authors tag. See the copyright.txt in the distribution for a

* full listing of individual contributors.

*

* This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

* under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as

* published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2.1 of

* the License, or (at your option) any later version.

*

* This software is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

* but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

* MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU

* Lesser General Public License for more details.

*

* You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

* License along with this software; if not, write to the Free

* Software Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA

* 02110-1301 USA, or see the FSF site: http://www.fsf.org.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1023216480_1654022891.23416/0/jboss-marshalling-1-3-16-ga-sources-

jar/org/jboss/marshalling/util/IdentityIntMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1023216480_1654022891.23416/0/jboss-marshalling-1-3-16-ga-sources-

jar/org/jboss/marshalling/MarshallerObjectOutputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1023216480_1654022891.23416/0/jboss-marshalling-1-3-16-ga-sources-

jar/org/jboss/marshalling/MarshallerObjectOutput.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1023216480_1654022891.23416/0/jboss-marshalling-1-3-16-ga-sources-

jar/org/jboss/marshalling/Externalizer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1023216480_1654022891.23416/0/jboss-marshalling-1-3-16-ga-sources-

jar/org/jboss/marshalling/util/ByteReadField.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1023216480_1654022891.23416/0/jboss-marshalling-1-3-16-ga-sources-

jar/org/jboss/marshalling/ObjectOutputStreamMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1023216480_1654022891.23416/0/jboss-marshalling-1-3-16-ga-sources-
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jar/org/jboss/marshalling/Marshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1023216480_1654022891.23416/0/jboss-marshalling-1-3-16-ga-sources-

jar/org/jboss/marshalling/UTFUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1023216480_1654022891.23416/0/jboss-marshalling-1-3-16-ga-sources-

jar/org/jboss/marshalling/util/BooleanReadField.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1023216480_1654022891.23416/0/jboss-marshalling-1-3-16-ga-sources-

jar/org/jboss/marshalling/ByteInput.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1023216480_1654022891.23416/0/jboss-marshalling-1-3-16-ga-sources-

jar/org/jboss/marshalling/util/DoubleFieldPutter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1023216480_1654022891.23416/0/jboss-marshalling-1-3-16-ga-sources-

jar/org/jboss/marshalling/Creator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1023216480_1654022891.23416/0/jboss-marshalling-1-3-16-ga-sources-

jar/org/jboss/marshalling/util/CharFieldPutter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1023216480_1654022891.23416/0/jboss-marshalling-1-3-16-ga-sources-

jar/org/jboss/marshalling/ClassTable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1023216480_1654022891.23416/0/jboss-marshalling-1-3-16-ga-sources-

jar/org/jboss/marshalling/util/CharReadField.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1023216480_1654022891.23416/0/jboss-marshalling-1-3-16-ga-sources-

jar/org/jboss/marshalling/util/Kind.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1023216480_1654022891.23416/0/jboss-marshalling-1-3-16-ga-sources-

jar/org/jboss/marshalling/AbstractClassResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1023216480_1654022891.23416/0/jboss-marshalling-1-3-16-ga-sources-

jar/org/jboss/marshalling/ObjectInputStreamUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1023216480_1654022891.23416/0/jboss-marshalling-1-3-16-ga-sources-

jar/org/jboss/marshalling/ChainingClassTable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1023216480_1654022891.23416/0/jboss-marshalling-1-3-16-ga-sources-

jar/org/jboss/marshalling/AbstractExternalizer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1023216480_1654022891.23416/0/jboss-marshalling-1-3-16-ga-sources-

jar/org/jboss/marshalling/UnmarshallingObjectInputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1023216480_1654022891.23416/0/jboss-marshalling-1-3-16-ga-sources-

jar/org/jboss/marshalling/AbstractMarshallerFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1023216480_1654022891.23416/0/jboss-marshalling-1-3-16-ga-sources-

jar/org/jboss/marshalling/ChainingObjectTable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1023216480_1654022891.23416/0/jboss-marshalling-1-3-16-ga-sources-

jar/org/jboss/marshalling/reflect/SerializableClass.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1023216480_1654022891.23416/0/jboss-marshalling-1-3-16-ga-sources-

jar/org/jboss/marshalling/util/LongFieldPutter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1023216480_1654022891.23416/0/jboss-marshalling-1-3-16-ga-sources-

jar/org/jboss/marshalling/AbstractUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1023216480_1654022891.23416/0/jboss-marshalling-1-3-16-ga-sources-

jar/org/jboss/marshalling/util/IntReadField.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1023216480_1654022891.23416/0/jboss-marshalling-1-3-16-ga-sources-

jar/org/jboss/marshalling/util/ObjectReadField.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1023216480_1654022891.23416/0/jboss-marshalling-1-3-16-ga-sources-

jar/org/jboss/marshalling/util/ShortFieldPutter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1023216480_1654022891.23416/0/jboss-marshalling-1-3-16-ga-sources-

jar/org/jboss/marshalling/reflect/ReflectiveCreator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1023216480_1654022891.23416/0/jboss-marshalling-1-3-16-ga-sources-
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jar/org/jboss/marshalling/util/FieldPutter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1023216480_1654022891.23416/0/jboss-marshalling-1-3-16-ga-sources-

jar/org/jboss/marshalling/MarshallerFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1023216480_1654022891.23416/0/jboss-marshalling-1-3-16-ga-sources-

jar/org/jboss/marshalling/ClassResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1023216480_1654022891.23416/0/jboss-marshalling-1-3-16-ga-sources-

jar/org/jboss/marshalling/util/LongReadField.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1023216480_1654022891.23416/0/jboss-marshalling-1-3-16-ga-sources-

jar/org/jboss/marshalling/SimpleClassResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1023216480_1654022891.23416/0/jboss-marshalling-1-3-16-ga-sources-

jar/org/jboss/marshalling/ContextClassResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1023216480_1654022891.23416/0/jboss-marshalling-1-3-16-ga-sources-

jar/org/jboss/marshalling/ObjectResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1023216480_1654022891.23416/0/jboss-marshalling-1-3-16-ga-sources-

jar/org/jboss/marshalling/util/FloatFieldPutter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1023216480_1654022891.23416/0/jboss-marshalling-1-3-16-ga-sources-

jar/org/jboss/marshalling/util/FloatReadField.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1023216480_1654022891.23416/0/jboss-marshalling-1-3-16-ga-sources-

jar/org/jboss/marshalling/reflect/SerializableClassRegistry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1023216480_1654022891.23416/0/jboss-marshalling-1-3-16-ga-sources-

jar/org/jboss/marshalling/Unmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1023216480_1654022891.23416/0/jboss-marshalling-1-3-16-ga-sources-

jar/org/jboss/marshalling/MarshallingObjectOutputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1023216480_1654022891.23416/0/jboss-marshalling-1-3-16-ga-sources-

jar/org/jboss/marshalling/util/ShortReadField.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1023216480_1654022891.23416/0/jboss-marshalling-1-3-16-ga-sources-

jar/org/jboss/marshalling/Externalize.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1023216480_1654022891.23416/0/jboss-marshalling-1-3-16-ga-sources-

jar/org/jboss/marshalling/ClassExternalizerFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1023216480_1654022891.23416/0/jboss-marshalling-1-3-16-ga-sources-

jar/org/jboss/marshalling/ByteOutput.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1023216480_1654022891.23416/0/jboss-marshalling-1-3-16-ga-sources-

jar/org/jboss/marshalling/MarshallingConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1023216480_1654022891.23416/0/jboss-marshalling-1-3-16-ga-sources-

jar/org/jboss/marshalling/AbstractMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1023216480_1654022891.23416/0/jboss-marshalling-1-3-16-ga-sources-

jar/org/jboss/marshalling/StreamHeader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1023216480_1654022891.23416/0/jboss-marshalling-1-3-16-ga-sources-

jar/org/jboss/marshalling/util/ReadField.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1023216480_1654022891.23416/0/jboss-marshalling-1-3-16-ga-sources-

jar/org/jboss/marshalling/reflect/SunReflectiveCreator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1023216480_1654022891.23416/0/jboss-marshalling-1-3-16-ga-sources-

jar/org/jboss/marshalling/MarshallerObjectInputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1023216480_1654022891.23416/0/jboss-marshalling-1-3-16-ga-sources-

jar/org/jboss/marshalling/reflect/SerializableField.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1023216480_1654022891.23416/0/jboss-marshalling-1-3-16-ga-sources-

jar/org/jboss/marshalling/util/IntFieldPutter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1023216480_1654022891.23416/0/jboss-marshalling-1-3-16-ga-sources-
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jar/org/jboss/marshalling/Marshalling.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1023216480_1654022891.23416/0/jboss-marshalling-1-3-16-ga-sources-

jar/org/jboss/marshalling/util/BooleanFieldPutter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1023216480_1654022891.23416/0/jboss-marshalling-1-3-16-ga-sources-

jar/org/jboss/marshalling/Version.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1023216480_1654022891.23416/0/jboss-marshalling-1-3-16-ga-sources-

jar/org/jboss/marshalling/util/ByteFieldPutter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1023216480_1654022891.23416/0/jboss-marshalling-1-3-16-ga-sources-

jar/org/jboss/marshalling/util/DoubleReadField.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1023216480_1654022891.23416/0/jboss-marshalling-1-3-16-ga-sources-

jar/org/jboss/marshalling/ChainingObjectResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1023216480_1654022891.23416/0/jboss-marshalling-1-3-16-ga-sources-

jar/org/jboss/marshalling/util/ObjectFieldPutter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1023216480_1654022891.23416/0/jboss-marshalling-1-3-16-ga-sources-

jar/org/jboss/marshalling/MarshallerObjectInput.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1023216480_1654022891.23416/0/jboss-marshalling-1-3-16-ga-sources-

jar/org/jboss/marshalling/ChainingClassExternalizerFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1023216480_1654022891.23416/0/jboss-marshalling-1-3-16-ga-sources-

jar/org/jboss/marshalling/AnnotationClassExternalizerFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1023216480_1654022891.23416/0/jboss-marshalling-1-3-16-ga-sources-

jar/org/jboss/marshalling/ObjectTable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1023216480_1654022891.23416/0/jboss-marshalling-1-3-16-ga-sources-

jar/org/jboss/marshalling/MappingClassExternalizerFactory.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* JBoss, Home of Professional Open Source

* Copyright 2009, JBoss Inc., and individual contributors as indicated

* by the @authors tag. See the copyright.txt in the distribution for a

* full listing of individual contributors.

*

* This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

* under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as

* published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2.1 of

* the License, or (at your option) any later version.

*

* This software is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

* but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

* MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU

* Lesser General Public License for more details.

*

* You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

* License along with this software; if not, write to the Free

* Software Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA

* 02110-1301 USA, or see the FSF site: http://www.fsf.org.

*/

 

Found in path(s):
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* /opt/cola/permits/1023216480_1654022891.23416/0/jboss-marshalling-1-3-16-ga-sources-

jar/org/jboss/marshalling/util/IntSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1023216480_1654022891.23416/0/jboss-marshalling-1-3-16-ga-sources-

jar/org/jboss/marshalling/util/IdentityIntSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1023216480_1654022891.23416/0/jboss-marshalling-1-3-16-ga-sources-

jar/org/jboss/marshalling/util/IntMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1023216480_1654022891.23416/0/jboss-marshalling-1-3-16-ga-sources-

jar/org/jboss/marshalling/ExceptionListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1023216480_1654022891.23416/0/jboss-marshalling-1-3-16-ga-sources-

jar/org/jboss/marshalling/ProviderDescriptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1023216480_1654022891.23416/0/jboss-marshalling-1-3-16-ga-sources-

jar/org/jboss/marshalling/BytePipe.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1023216480_1654022891.23416/0/jboss-marshalling-1-3-16-ga-sources-

jar/org/jboss/marshalling/TraceInformation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1023216480_1654022891.23416/0/jboss-marshalling-1-3-16-ga-sources-

jar/org/jboss/marshalling/FieldSetter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1023216480_1654022891.23416/0/jboss-marshalling-1-3-16-ga-sources-

jar/org/jboss/marshalling/Pair.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* JBoss, Home of Professional Open Source.

* Copyright 2010, Red Hat, Inc., and individual contributors

* as indicated by the @author tags. See the copyright.txt file in the

* distribution for a full listing of individual contributors.

*

* This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

* under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as

* published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2.1 of

* the License, or (at your option) any later version.

*

* This software is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

* but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

* MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU

* Lesser General Public License for more details.

*

* You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

* License along with this software; if not, write to the Free

* Software Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA

* 02110-1301 USA, or see the FSF site: http://www.fsf.org.

*/

/*

* Written by Doug Lea with assistance from members of JCP JSR-166

* Expert Group and released to the public domain, as explained at

* http://creativecommons.org/licenses/publicdomain

*/

 

Found in path(s):
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* /opt/cola/permits/1023216480_1654022891.23416/0/jboss-marshalling-1-3-16-ga-sources-

jar/org/jboss/marshalling/reflect/ConcurrentReferenceHashMap.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* JBoss, Home of Professional Open Source

* Copyright 2010, JBoss Inc., and individual contributors as indicated

* by the @authors tag. See the copyright.txt in the distribution for a

* full listing of individual contributors.

*

* This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

* under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as

* published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2.1 of

* the License, or (at your option) any later version.

*

* This software is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

* but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

* MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU

* Lesser General Public License for more details.

*

* You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

* License along with this software; if not, write to the Free

* Software Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA

* 02110-1301 USA, or see the FSF site: http://www.fsf.org.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1023216480_1654022891.23416/0/jboss-marshalling-1-3-16-ga-sources-

jar/org/jboss/marshalling/ModularClassTable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1023216480_1654022891.23416/0/jboss-marshalling-1-3-16-ga-sources-

jar/org/jboss/marshalling/AbstractObjectOutput.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1023216480_1654022891.23416/0/jboss-marshalling-1-3-16-ga-sources-

jar/org/jboss/marshalling/cloner/ObjectCloner.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1023216480_1654022891.23416/0/jboss-marshalling-1-3-16-ga-sources-

jar/org/jboss/marshalling/cloner/ClonerConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1023216480_1654022891.23416/0/jboss-marshalling-1-3-16-ga-sources-

jar/org/jboss/marshalling/SimpleDataOutput.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1023216480_1654022891.23416/0/jboss-marshalling-1-3-16-ga-sources-

jar/org/jboss/marshalling/cloner/CloneableCloner.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1023216480_1654022891.23416/0/jboss-marshalling-1-3-16-ga-sources-

jar/org/jboss/marshalling/cloner/ObjectClonerSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1023216480_1654022891.23416/0/jboss-marshalling-1-3-16-ga-sources-

jar/org/jboss/marshalling/InputStreamByteInput.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1023216480_1654022891.23416/0/jboss-marshalling-1-3-16-ga-sources-

jar/org/jboss/marshalling/AbstractObjectInput.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1023216480_1654022891.23416/0/jboss-marshalling-1-3-16-ga-sources-

jar/org/jboss/marshalling/cloner/ObjectCloners.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1023216480_1654022891.23416/0/jboss-marshalling-1-3-16-ga-sources-
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jar/org/jboss/marshalling/LimitedByteInput.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1023216480_1654022891.23416/0/jboss-marshalling-1-3-16-ga-sources-

jar/org/jboss/marshalling/reflect/PublicReflectiveCreator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1023216480_1654022891.23416/0/jboss-marshalling-1-3-16-ga-sources-

jar/org/jboss/marshalling/SimpleByteInput.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1023216480_1654022891.23416/0/jboss-marshalling-1-3-16-ga-sources-

jar/org/jboss/marshalling/cloner/ObjectClonerFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1023216480_1654022891.23416/0/jboss-marshalling-1-3-16-ga-sources-

jar/org/jboss/marshalling/ByteBufferInput.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1023216480_1654022891.23416/0/jboss-marshalling-1-3-16-ga-sources-

jar/org/jboss/marshalling/ByteInputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1023216480_1654022891.23416/0/jboss-marshalling-1-3-16-ga-sources-

jar/org/jboss/marshalling/ByteBufferOutput.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1023216480_1654022891.23416/0/jboss-marshalling-1-3-16-ga-sources-

jar/org/jboss/marshalling/cloner/SerializingCloner.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1023216480_1654022891.23416/0/jboss-marshalling-1-3-16-ga-sources-

jar/org/jboss/marshalling/SerializabilityChecker.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1023216480_1654022891.23416/0/jboss-marshalling-1-3-16-ga-sources-

jar/org/jboss/marshalling/SimpleDataInput.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1023216480_1654022891.23416/0/jboss-marshalling-1-3-16-ga-sources-

jar/org/jboss/marshalling/OutputStreamByteOutput.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1023216480_1654022891.23416/0/jboss-marshalling-1-3-16-ga-sources-

jar/org/jboss/marshalling/ByteOutputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1023216480_1654022891.23416/0/jboss-marshalling-1-3-16-ga-sources-

jar/org/jboss/marshalling/ModularClassResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1023216480_1654022891.23416/0/jboss-marshalling-1-3-16-ga-sources-

jar/org/jboss/marshalling/cloner/CloneTable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1023216480_1654022891.23416/0/jboss-marshalling-1-3-16-ga-sources-

jar/org/jboss/marshalling/LimitedByteOutput.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1023216480_1654022891.23416/0/jboss-marshalling-1-3-16-ga-sources-

jar/org/jboss/marshalling/SimpleByteOutput.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1023216480_1654022891.23416/0/jboss-marshalling-1-3-16-ga-sources-

jar/org/jboss/marshalling/cloner/ClassCloner.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1023216480_1654022891.23416/0/jboss-marshalling-1-3-16-ga-sources-

jar/org/jboss/marshalling/cloner/ClassLoaderClassCloner.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* JBoss, Home of Professional Open Source.

* Copyright 2000 - 2008, Red Hat Middleware LLC, and individual contributors

* as indicated by the @author tags. See the copyright.txt file in the

* distribution for a full listing of individual contributors.

*

* This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

* under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as

* published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2.1 of

* the License, or (at your option) any later version.

*
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* This software is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

* but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

* MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU

* Lesser General Public License for more details.

*

* You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

* License along with this software; if not, write to the Free

* Software Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA

* 02110-1301 USA, or see the FSF site: http://www.fsf.org.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1023216480_1654022891.23416/0/jboss-marshalling-1-3-16-ga-sources-

jar/org/jboss/marshalling/util/IntKeyMap.java

 

1.381 aop-alliance 1.0 
1.381.1 Available under license : 

Public Domain

 

1.382 jboss-as-jacorb 7.2.0.Final 
1.382.1 Available under license : 

Found license 'General Public License 2.0' in '* This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it * under

the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as * published by the Free Software Foundation; either version

2.1 of * the License, or (at your option) any later version. * This software is distributed in the hope that it will be

useful, * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of * MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU * Lesser General Public License for more details. *

You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public public DomainSocketFactory(ORB orb) {'

Found license 'General Public License 2.0' in '* Copyright (c) 2000, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved. *

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it * under the terms of the GNU General Public

License version 2 only, as * published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this * particular file as

subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided * This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but

WITHOUT * ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or * FITNESS

FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License * You should have received a copy of the

GNU General Public License version'

Found license 'General Public License 2.0' in '* Copyright (c) 1999, 2000, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights

reserved. * This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it * under the terms of the GNU General

Public License version 2 only, as * published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this * particular

file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided * This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

but WITHOUT * ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or * FITNESS

FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License * You should have received a copy of the

GNU General Public License version'

Found license 'General Public License 2.0' in '* This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it * under

the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as * published by the Free Software Foundation; either version

2.1 of * the License, or (at your option) any later version. * This software is distributed in the hope that it will be
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useful, * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of * MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU * Lesser General Public License for more details. *

You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it * under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as * published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of * the License, or (at your option) any later version. * This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of / *

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU * Lesser General Public

License for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public'

Found license 'General Public License 2.0' in '* Copyright (c) 1999, 2003, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights

reserved. * This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it * under the terms of the GNU General

Public License version 2 only, as * published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this * particular

file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided * This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

but WITHOUT * ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or * FITNESS

FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License * You should have received a copy of the

GNU General Public License version'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it * under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as * published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of * the License, or (at your option) any later version. * This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of *

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU * Lesser General Public

License for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public public

DomainSocketFactory(ORB orb) {'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it * under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as * published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of * the License, or (at your option) any later version. * This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of *

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU * Lesser General Public

License for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public'

Found license 'General Public License 2.0' in '* This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it * under

the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as * published by the Free Software Foundation; either version

2.1 of * the License, or (at your option) any later version. * This software is distributed in the hope that it will be

useful, * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of * MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU * Lesser General Public License for more details. *

You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public public DomainServerSocketFactory(ORB orb)

{'

Found license 'General Public License 2.0' in '* Copyright (c) 1999, 2005, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights

reserved. * This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it * under the terms of the GNU General

Public License version 2 only, as * published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this * particular

file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided * This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

but WITHOUT * ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or * FITNESS

FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License * You should have received a copy of the

GNU General Public License version'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it * under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as * published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of * the License, or (at your option) any later version. * This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of *

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU * Lesser General Public
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License for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public public

DomainServerSocketFactory(ORB orb) {'

Found license 'General Public License 2.0' in '* Copyright (c) 1999, 2004, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights

reserved. * This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it * under the terms of the GNU General

Public License version 2 only, as * published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this * particular

file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided * This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

but WITHOUT * ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or * FITNESS

FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License * You should have received a copy of the

GNU General Public License version'

Found license 'General Public License 2.0' in '* This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it * under

the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as * published by the Free Software Foundation; either version

2.1 of * the License, or (at your option) any later version. * This software is distributed in the hope that it will be

useful, * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of * MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU * Lesser General Public License for more details. *

You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public import org.omg.CSIIOP.Confidentiality; if

(tc.getConfidentiality().equals(IORTransportConfigMetaData.CONFIDENTIALITY_REQUIRED)) { requires =

requires | Confidentiality.value; if

(!tc.getConfidentiality().equals(IORTransportConfigMetaData.CONFIDENTIALITY_NONE)) { supports =

supports | Confidentiality.value;'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it * under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as * published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of * the License, or (at your option) any later version. * This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of *

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU * Lesser General Public

License for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public import

org.omg.CSIIOP.Confidentiality; if

(tc.getConfidentiality().equals(IORTransportConfigMetaData.CONFIDENTIALITY_REQUIRED)) { requires =

requires | Confidentiality.value; if

(!tc.getConfidentiality().equals(IORTransportConfigMetaData.CONFIDENTIALITY_NONE)) { supports =

supports | Confidentiality.value;'

Found license 'General Public License 2.0' in '* Copyright (c) 1999, 2001, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights

reserved. * This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it * under the terms of the GNU General

Public License version 2 only, as * published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this * particular

file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided * This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

but WITHOUT * ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or * FITNESS

FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License * You should have received a copy of the

GNU General Public License version'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '# This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it # under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as # published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of # the License, or (at your option) any later version. # This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, # but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of #

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU # Lesser General Public

License for more details. # You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public'

Found license 'General Public License 2.0' in '# This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it # under

the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as # published by the Free Software Foundation; either version

2.1 of # the License, or (at your option) any later version. # This software is distributed in the hope that it will be

useful, # but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of # MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU # Lesser General Public License for more details. #
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You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public'

Found license 'General Public License 2.0' in '* This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it * under

the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as * published by the Free Software Foundation; either version

2.1 of * the License, or (at your option) any later version. * This software is distributed in the hope that it will be

useful, * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of / * MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU * Lesser General Public License for more details. *

You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public'

 

1.383 commons-compress 1.5 
1.383.1 Available under license : 

Apache Commons Compress

Copyright 2002-2012 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed by

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but
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     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their
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     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with
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     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.
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  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.384 okhttp 3.14.4 
1.384.1 Available under license : 

Note that publicsuffixes.gz is compiled from The Public Suffix List:

https://publicsuffix.org/list/public_suffix_list.dat

 

It is subject to the terms of the Mozilla Public License, v. 2.0:

https://mozilla.org/MPL/2.0/

 

1.385 prettytime 3.2.4.Final 
1.385.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2012 <a href="mailto:lincolnbaxter@gmail.com">Lincoln Baxter, III</a>

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
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* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077230083_1596781171.74/0/prettytime-3-2-4-final-sources-1-

jar/org/ocpsoft/prettytime/impl/TimeFormatProvider.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077230083_1596781171.74/0/prettytime-3-2-4-final-sources-1-

jar/org/ocpsoft/prettytime/i18n/Resources_hu.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077230083_1596781171.74/0/prettytime-3-2-4-final-sources-1-

jar/org/ocpsoft/prettytime/i18n/Resources_vi.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077230083_1596781171.74/0/prettytime-3-2-4-final-sources-1-

jar/org/ocpsoft/prettytime/units/Month.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077230083_1596781171.74/0/prettytime-3-2-4-final-sources-1-

jar/org/ocpsoft/prettytime/units/Minute.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077230083_1596781171.74/0/prettytime-3-2-4-final-sources-1-

jar/org/ocpsoft/prettytime/TimeUnit.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077230083_1596781171.74/0/prettytime-3-2-4-final-sources-1-

jar/org/ocpsoft/prettytime/units/Millennium.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077230083_1596781171.74/0/prettytime-3-2-4-final-sources-1-

jar/org/ocpsoft/prettytime/units/Year.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077230083_1596781171.74/0/prettytime-3-2-4-final-sources-1-

jar/org/ocpsoft/prettytime/units/Decade.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077230083_1596781171.74/0/prettytime-3-2-4-final-sources-1-

jar/org/ocpsoft/prettytime/i18n/Resources_no.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077230083_1596781171.74/0/prettytime-3-2-4-final-sources-1-

jar/org/ocpsoft/prettytime/i18n/Resources_fr.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077230083_1596781171.74/0/prettytime-3-2-4-final-sources-1-

jar/org/ocpsoft/prettytime/i18n/Resources_it.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077230083_1596781171.74/0/prettytime-3-2-4-final-sources-1-

jar/org/ocpsoft/prettytime/units/Millisecond.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077230083_1596781171.74/0/prettytime-3-2-4-final-sources-1-

jar/org/ocpsoft/prettytime/i18n/Resources_de.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077230083_1596781171.74/0/prettytime-3-2-4-final-sources-1-

jar/org/ocpsoft/prettytime/i18n/Resources_ua.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077230083_1596781171.74/0/prettytime-3-2-4-final-sources-1-

jar/org/ocpsoft/prettytime/i18n/Resources_sl.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077230083_1596781171.74/0/prettytime-3-2-4-final-sources-1-

jar/org/ocpsoft/prettytime/i18n/Resources_ro.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077230083_1596781171.74/0/prettytime-3-2-4-final-sources-1-

jar/org/ocpsoft/prettytime/i18n/Resources_pl.java
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* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077230083_1596781171.74/0/prettytime-3-2-4-final-sources-1-

jar/org/ocpsoft/prettytime/i18n/Resources_hr.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077230083_1596781171.74/0/prettytime-3-2-4-final-sources-1-

jar/org/ocpsoft/prettytime/units/TimeUnitComparator.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077230083_1596781171.74/0/prettytime-3-2-4-final-sources-1-

jar/org/ocpsoft/prettytime/i18n/Resources_nl.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077230083_1596781171.74/0/prettytime-3-2-4-final-sources-1-

jar/org/ocpsoft/prettytime/units/Hour.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077230083_1596781171.74/0/prettytime-3-2-4-final-sources-1-

jar/org/ocpsoft/prettytime/i18n/Resources_pt.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077230083_1596781171.74/0/prettytime-3-2-4-final-sources-1-

jar/org/ocpsoft/prettytime/i18n/Resources_zh_HK.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077230083_1596781171.74/0/prettytime-3-2-4-final-sources-1-

jar/org/ocpsoft/prettytime/i18n/Resources_fa.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077230083_1596781171.74/0/prettytime-3-2-4-final-sources-1-

jar/org/ocpsoft/prettytime/i18n/Resources_ar.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077230083_1596781171.74/0/prettytime-3-2-4-final-sources-1-

jar/org/ocpsoft/prettytime/units/JustNow.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077230083_1596781171.74/0/prettytime-3-2-4-final-sources-1-

jar/org/ocpsoft/prettytime/i18n/Resources.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077230083_1596781171.74/0/prettytime-3-2-4-final-sources-1-

jar/org/ocpsoft/prettytime/i18n/Resources_ca.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077230083_1596781171.74/0/prettytime-3-2-4-final-sources-1-

jar/org/ocpsoft/prettytime/units/Century.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077230083_1596781171.74/0/prettytime-3-2-4-final-sources-1-

jar/org/ocpsoft/prettytime/i18n/Resources_tr.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077230083_1596781171.74/0/prettytime-3-2-4-final-sources-1-

jar/org/ocpsoft/prettytime/units/Day.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077230083_1596781171.74/0/prettytime-3-2-4-final-sources-1-

jar/org/ocpsoft/prettytime/TimeFormat.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077230083_1596781171.74/0/prettytime-3-2-4-final-sources-1-

jar/org/ocpsoft/prettytime/i18n/Resources_et.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077230083_1596781171.74/0/prettytime-3-2-4-final-sources-1-

jar/org/ocpsoft/prettytime/units/Week.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077230083_1596781171.74/0/prettytime-3-2-4-final-sources-1-

jar/org/ocpsoft/prettytime/i18n/Resources_es.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077230083_1596781171.74/0/prettytime-3-2-4-final-sources-1-

jar/org/ocpsoft/prettytime/i18n/Resources_da.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077230083_1596781171.74/0/prettytime-3-2-4-final-sources-1-

jar/org/ocpsoft/prettytime/i18n/Resources_zh.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077230083_1596781171.74/0/prettytime-3-2-4-final-sources-1-

jar/org/ocpsoft/prettytime/i18n/Resources_ko.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077230083_1596781171.74/0/prettytime-3-2-4-final-sources-1-

jar/org/ocpsoft/prettytime/impl/DurationImpl.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077230083_1596781171.74/0/prettytime-3-2-4-final-sources-1-

jar/org/ocpsoft/prettytime/PrettyTime.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077230083_1596781171.74/0/prettytime-3-2-4-final-sources-1-

jar/org/ocpsoft/prettytime/i18n/Resources_bg.java
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* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077230083_1596781171.74/0/prettytime-3-2-4-final-sources-1-

jar/org/ocpsoft/prettytime/units/Second.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2013 Martin Kouba

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077230083_1596781171.74/0/prettytime-3-2-4-final-sources-1-

jar/org/ocpsoft/prettytime/i18n/Resources_cs.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2012 <a href="mailto:lincolnbaxter@gmail.com">Lincoln Baxter, III</a>

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077230083_1596781171.74/0/prettytime-3-2-4-final-sources-1-

jar/org/ocpsoft/prettytime/impl/ResourcesTimeUnit.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077230083_1596781171.74/0/prettytime-3-2-4-final-sources-1-

jar/org/ocpsoft/prettytime/i18n/Resources_sv.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077230083_1596781171.74/0/prettytime-3-2-4-final-sources-1-

jar/org/ocpsoft/prettytime/format/SimpleTimeFormat.java
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* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077230083_1596781171.74/0/prettytime-3-2-4-final-sources-1-

jar/org/ocpsoft/prettytime/i18n/Resources_en.java

 

1.386 mina 2.0.16 
1.386.1 Available under license : 

 

Apache MINA Core

Copyright 2004-2016 Apache MINA Project

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.
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     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a
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     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,
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     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.
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     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.387 jettison 1.3 
1.387.1 Available under license : 

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or
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     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,
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     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents
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         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.
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  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  Copyright 2006 Envoi Solutions LLC

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.388 saaj 1.3.16-redhat-2 
1.388.1 Available under license : 

COMMON DEVELOPMENT AND DISTRIBUTION LICENSE (CDDL) Version 1.1

1. Definitions.

 

 1.1. "Contributor" means each individual or entity that creates or

 contributes to the creation of Modifications.

 

 1.2. "Contributor Version" means the combination of the Original

 Software, prior Modifications used by a Contributor (if any), and

 the Modifications made by that particular Contributor.

 

 1.3. "Covered Software" means (a) the Original Software, or (b)

 Modifications, or (c) the combination of files containing Original

 Software with files containing Modifications, in each case including

 portions thereof.

 

 1.4. "Executable" means the Covered Software in any form other than
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 Source Code.

 

 1.5. "Initial Developer" means the individual or entity that first

 makes Original Software available under this License.

 

 1.6. "Larger Work" means a work which combines Covered Software or

 portions thereof with code not governed by the terms of this License.

 

 1.7. "License" means this document.

 

 1.8. "Licensable" means having the right to grant, to the maximum

 extent possible, whether at the time of the initial grant or

 subsequently acquired, any and all of the rights conveyed herein.

 

 1.9. "Modifications" means the Source Code and Executable form of

 any of the following:

 

 A. Any file that results from an addition to, deletion from or

 modification of the contents of a file containing Original Software

 or previous Modifications;

 

 B. Any new file that contains any part of the Original Software or

 previous Modification; or

 

 C. Any new file that is contributed or otherwise made available

 under the terms of this License.

 

 1.10. "Original Software" means the Source Code and Executable form

 of computer software code that is originally released under this

 License.

 

 1.11. "Patent Claims" means any patent claim(s), now owned or

 hereafter acquired, including without limitation, method, process,

 and apparatus claims, in any patent Licensable by grantor.

 

 1.12. "Source Code" means (a) the common form of computer software

 code in which modifications are made and (b) associated

 documentation included in or with such code.

 

 1.13. "You" (or "Your") means an individual or a legal entity

 exercising rights under, and complying with all of the terms of,

 this License. For legal entities, "You" includes any entity which

 controls, is controlled by, or is under common control with You. For

 purposes of this definition, "control" means (a) the power, direct

 or indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity,

 whether by contract or otherwise, or (b) ownership of more than

 fifty percent (50%) of the outstanding shares or beneficial

 ownership of such entity.
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2. License Grants.

 

 2.1. The Initial Developer Grant.

 

 Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and subject

 to third party intellectual property claims, the Initial Developer

 hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license:

 

 (a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or

 trademark) Licensable by Initial Developer, to use, reproduce,

 modify, display, perform, sublicense and distribute the Original

 Software (or portions thereof), with or without Modifications,

 and/or as part of a Larger Work; and

 

 (b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using or selling of

 Original Software, to make, have made, use, practice, sell, and

 offer for sale, and/or otherwise dispose of the Original Software

 (or portions thereof).

 

 (c) The licenses granted in Sections 2.1(a) and (b) are effective on

 the date Initial Developer first distributes or otherwise makes the

 Original Software available to a third party under the terms of this

 License.

 

 (d) Notwithstanding Section 2.1(b) above, no patent license is

 granted: (1) for code that You delete from the Original Software, or

 (2) for infringements caused by: (i) the modification of the

 Original Software, or (ii) the combination of the Original Software

 with other software or devices.

 

 2.2. Contributor Grant.

 

 Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and subject

 to third party intellectual property claims, each Contributor hereby

 grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license:

 

 (a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or

 trademark) Licensable by Contributor to use, reproduce, modify,

 display, perform, sublicense and distribute the Modifications

 created by such Contributor (or portions thereof), either on an

 unmodified basis, with other Modifications, as Covered Software

 and/or as part of a Larger Work; and

 

 (b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using, or selling

 of Modifications made by that Contributor either alone and/or in

 combination with its Contributor Version (or portions of such

 combination), to make, use, sell, offer for sale, have made, and/or
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 otherwise dispose of: (1) Modifications made by that Contributor (or

 portions thereof); and (2) the combination of Modifications made by

 that Contributor with its Contributor Version (or portions of such

 combination).

 

 (c) The licenses granted in Sections 2.2(a) and 2.2(b) are effective

 on the date Contributor first distributes or otherwise makes the

 Modifications available to a third party.

 

 (d) Notwithstanding Section 2.2(b) above, no patent license is

 granted: (1) for any code that Contributor has deleted from the

 Contributor Version; (2) for infringements caused by: (i) third

 party modifications of Contributor Version, or (ii) the combination

 of Modifications made by that Contributor with other software

 (except as part of the Contributor Version) or other devices; or (3)

 under Patent Claims infringed by Covered Software in the absence of

 Modifications made by that Contributor.

 

3. Distribution Obligations.

 

 3.1. Availability of Source Code.

 

 Any Covered Software that You distribute or otherwise make available

 in Executable form must also be made available in Source Code form

 and that Source Code form must be distributed only under the terms

 of this License. You must include a copy of this License with every

 copy of the Source Code form of the Covered Software You distribute

 or otherwise make available. You must inform recipients of any such

 Covered Software in Executable form as to how they can obtain such

 Covered Software in Source Code form in a reasonable manner on or

 through a medium customarily used for software exchange.

 

 3.2. Modifications.

 

 The Modifications that You create or to which You contribute are

 governed by the terms of this License. You represent that You

 believe Your Modifications are Your original creation(s) and/or You

 have sufficient rights to grant the rights conveyed by this License.

 

 3.3. Required Notices.

 

 You must include a notice in each of Your Modifications that

 identifies You as the Contributor of the Modification. You may not

 remove or alter any copyright, patent or trademark notices contained

 within the Covered Software, or any notices of licensing or any

 descriptive text giving attribution to any Contributor or the

 Initial Developer.
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 3.4. Application of Additional Terms.

 

 You may not offer or impose any terms on any Covered Software in

 Source Code form that alters or restricts the applicable version of

 this License or the recipients' rights hereunder. You may choose to

 offer, and to charge a fee for, warranty, support, indemnity or

 liability obligations to one or more recipients of Covered Software.

 However, you may do so only on Your own behalf, and not on behalf of

 the Initial Developer or any Contributor. You must make it

 absolutely clear that any such warranty, support, indemnity or

 liability obligation is offered by You alone, and You hereby agree

 to indemnify the Initial Developer and every Contributor for any

 liability incurred by the Initial Developer or such Contributor as a

 result of warranty, support, indemnity or liability terms You offer.

 

 3.5. Distribution of Executable Versions.

 

 You may distribute the Executable form of the Covered Software under

 the terms of this License or under the terms of a license of Your

 choice, which may contain terms different from this License,

 provided that You are in compliance with the terms of this License

 and that the license for the Executable form does not attempt to

 limit or alter the recipient's rights in the Source Code form from

 the rights set forth in this License. If You distribute the Covered

 Software in Executable form under a different license, You must make

 it absolutely clear that any terms which differ from this License

 are offered by You alone, not by the Initial Developer or

 Contributor. You hereby agree to indemnify the Initial Developer and

 every Contributor for any liability incurred by the Initial

 Developer or such Contributor as a result of any such terms You offer.

 

 3.6. Larger Works.

 

 You may create a Larger Work by combining Covered Software with

 other code not governed by the terms of this License and distribute

 the Larger Work as a single product. In such a case, You must make

 sure the requirements of this License are fulfilled for the Covered

 Software.

 

4. Versions of the License.

 

 4.1. New Versions.

 

 Oracle is the initial license steward and may publish revised and/or

 new versions of this License from time to time. Each version will be

 given a distinguishing version number. Except as provided in Section

 4.3, no one other than the license steward has the right to modify

 this License.
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 4.2. Effect of New Versions.

 

 You may always continue to use, distribute or otherwise make the

 Covered Software available under the terms of the version of the

 License under which You originally received the Covered Software. If

 the Initial Developer includes a notice in the Original Software

 prohibiting it from being distributed or otherwise made available

 under any subsequent version of the License, You must distribute and

 make the Covered Software available under the terms of the version

 of the License under which You originally received the Covered

 Software. Otherwise, You may also choose to use, distribute or

 otherwise make the Covered Software available under the terms of any

 subsequent version of the License published by the license steward.

 

 4.3. Modified Versions.

 

 When You are an Initial Developer and You want to create a new

 license for Your Original Software, You may create and use a

 modified version of this License if You: (a) rename the license and

 remove any references to the name of the license steward (except to

 note that the license differs from this License); and (b) otherwise

 make it clear that the license contains terms which differ from this

 License.

 

5. DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY.

 

 COVERED SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED UNDER THIS LICENSE ON AN "AS IS" BASIS,

 WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED,

 INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, WARRANTIES THAT THE COVERED SOFTWARE

 IS FREE OF DEFECTS, MERCHANTABLE, FIT FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR

 NON-INFRINGING. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF

 THE COVERED SOFTWARE IS WITH YOU. SHOULD ANY COVERED SOFTWARE PROVE

 DEFECTIVE IN ANY RESPECT, YOU (NOT THE INITIAL DEVELOPER OR ANY

 OTHER CONTRIBUTOR) ASSUME THE COST OF ANY NECESSARY SERVICING,

 REPAIR OR CORRECTION. THIS DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY CONSTITUTES AN

 ESSENTIAL PART OF THIS LICENSE. NO USE OF ANY COVERED SOFTWARE IS

 AUTHORIZED HEREUNDER EXCEPT UNDER THIS DISCLAIMER.

 

6. TERMINATION.

 

 6.1. This License and the rights granted hereunder will terminate

 automatically if You fail to comply with terms herein and fail to

 cure such breach within 30 days of becoming aware of the breach.

 Provisions which, by their nature, must remain in effect beyond the

 termination of this License shall survive.

 

 6.2. If You assert a patent infringement claim (excluding
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 declaratory judgment actions) against Initial Developer or a

 Contributor (the Initial Developer or Contributor against whom You

 assert such claim is referred to as "Participant") alleging that the

 Participant Software (meaning the Contributor Version where the

 Participant is a Contributor or the Original Software where the

 Participant is the Initial Developer) directly or indirectly

 infringes any patent, then any and all rights granted directly or

 indirectly to You by such Participant, the Initial Developer (if the

 Initial Developer is not the Participant) and all Contributors under

 Sections 2.1 and/or 2.2 of this License shall, upon 60 days notice

 from Participant terminate prospectively and automatically at the

 expiration of such 60 day notice period, unless if within such 60

 day period You withdraw Your claim with respect to the Participant

 Software against such Participant either unilaterally or pursuant to

 a written agreement with Participant.

 

 6.3. If You assert a patent infringement claim against Participant

 alleging that the Participant Software directly or indirectly

 infringes any patent where such claim is resolved (such as by

 license or settlement) prior to the initiation of patent

 infringement litigation, then the reasonable value of the licenses

 granted by such Participant under Sections 2.1 or 2.2 shall be taken

 into account in determining the amount or value of any payment or

 license.

 

 6.4. In the event of termination under Sections 6.1 or 6.2 above,

 all end user licenses that have been validly granted by You or any

 distributor hereunder prior to termination (excluding licenses

 granted to You by any distributor) shall survive termination.

 

7. LIMITATION OF LIABILITY.

 

 UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES AND UNDER NO LEGAL THEORY, WHETHER TORT

 (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE), CONTRACT, OR OTHERWISE, SHALL YOU, THE

 INITIAL DEVELOPER, ANY OTHER CONTRIBUTOR, OR ANY DISTRIBUTOR OF

 COVERED SOFTWARE, OR ANY SUPPLIER OF ANY OF SUCH PARTIES, BE LIABLE

 TO ANY PERSON FOR ANY INDIRECT, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, OR

 CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OF ANY CHARACTER INCLUDING, WITHOUT

 LIMITATION, DAMAGES FOR LOSS OF GOODWILL, WORK STOPPAGE, COMPUTER

 FAILURE OR MALFUNCTION, OR ANY AND ALL OTHER COMMERCIAL DAMAGES OR

 LOSSES, EVEN IF SUCH PARTY SHALL HAVE BEEN INFORMED OF THE

 POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES. THIS LIMITATION OF LIABILITY SHALL NOT

 APPLY TO LIABILITY FOR DEATH OR PERSONAL INJURY RESULTING FROM SUCH

 PARTY'S NEGLIGENCE TO THE EXTENT APPLICABLE LAW PROHIBITS SUCH

 LIMITATION. SOME JURISDICTIONS DO NOT ALLOW THE EXCLUSION OR

 LIMITATION OF INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, SO THIS EXCLUSION

 AND LIMITATION MAY NOT APPLY TO YOU.
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8. U.S. GOVERNMENT END USERS.

 

 The Covered Software is a "commercial item," as that term is defined

 in 48 C.F.R. 2.101 (Oct. 1995), consisting of "commercial computer

 software" (as that term is defined at 48 C.F.R. §

 252.227-7014(a)(1)) and "commercial computer software documentation"

 as such terms are used in 48 C.F.R. 12.212 (Sept. 1995). Consistent

 with 48 C.F.R. 12.212 and 48 C.F.R. 227.7202-1 through 227.7202-4

 (June 1995), all U.S. Government End Users acquire Covered Software

 with only those rights set forth herein. This U.S. Government Rights

 clause is in lieu of, and supersedes, any other FAR, DFAR, or other

 clause or provision that addresses Government rights in computer

 software under this License.

 

9. MISCELLANEOUS.

 

 This License represents the complete agreement concerning subject

 matter hereof. If any provision of this License is held to be

 unenforceable, such provision shall be reformed only to the extent

 necessary to make it enforceable. This License shall be governed by

 the law of the jurisdiction specified in a notice contained within

 the Original Software (except to the extent applicable law, if any,

 provides otherwise), excluding such jurisdiction's conflict-of-law

 provisions. Any litigation relating to this License shall be subject

 to the jurisdiction of the courts located in the jurisdiction and

 venue specified in a notice contained within the Original Software,

 with the losing party responsible for costs, including, without

 limitation, court costs and reasonable attorneys' fees and expenses.

 The application of the United Nations Convention on Contracts for

 the International Sale of Goods is expressly excluded. Any law or

 regulation which provides that the language of a contract shall be

 construed against the drafter shall not apply to this License. You

 agree that You alone are responsible for compliance with the United

 States export administration regulations (and the export control

 laws and regulation of any other countries) when You use, distribute

 or otherwise make available any Covered Software.

 

10. RESPONSIBILITY FOR CLAIMS.

 

 As between Initial Developer and the Contributors, each party is

 responsible for claims and damages arising, directly or indirectly,

 out of its utilization of rights under this License and You agree to

 work with Initial Developer and Contributors to distribute such

 responsibility on an equitable basis. Nothing herein is intended or

 shall be deemed to constitute any admission of liability.

NOTICE PURSUANT TO SECTION 9 OF THE COMMON DEVELOPMENT AND DISTRIBUTION LICENSE

(CDDL)

The code released under the CDDL shall be governed by the laws of the
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State of California (excluding conflict-of-law provisions). Any

litigation relating to this License shall be subject to the jurisdiction

of the Federal Courts of the Northern District of California and the

state courts of the State of California, with venue lying in Santa Clara

County, California.

The GNU General Public License (GPL) Version 2, June 1991

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor

Boston, MA 02110-1335

USA

 

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

Preamble

 

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to

share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public License is

intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to

make sure the software is free for all its users. This General Public

License applies to most of the Free Software Foundation's software and

to any other program whose authors commit to using it. (Some other Free

Software Foundation software is covered by the GNU Library General

Public License instead.) You can apply it to your programs, too.

 

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price.

Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the

freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this

service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you

want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new

free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone

to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights. These

restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis

or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that you have.

You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code.

And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free
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software. If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents.

We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free program will

individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the program

proprietary. To prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must

be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains a

notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed under

the terms of this General Public License. The "Program", below, refers

to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program" means

either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law: that is

to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it, either

verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another language.

(Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term

"modification".) Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running

the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program is

covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Program

(independent of having been made by running the Program). Whether that

is true depends on what the Program does.

 

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source

code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously

and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice

and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to

this License and to the absence of any warranty; and give any other

recipients of the Program a copy of this License along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of

it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and distribute

such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided

that you also meet all of these conditions:
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   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any part

   thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third parties

   under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a notice

   that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide a

   warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under these

   conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this License.

   (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but does not

   normally print such an announcement, your work based on the Program

   is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program, and

can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on

the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this

License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire

whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of a

storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the

scope of this License.

 

3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1

   and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three
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   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your cost

   of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer to

   distribute corresponding source code. (This alternative is allowed

   only for noncommercial distribution and only if you received the

   program in object code or executable form with such an offer, in

   accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it. For an executable work, complete source code

means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control

compilation and installation of the executable. However, as a special

exception, the source code distributed need not include anything that is

normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the

executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering access

to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy

the source code from the same place counts as distribution of the source

code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source

along with the object code.

 

4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise

to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is void, and will

automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties

who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will

not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in

full compliance.

 

5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works. These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all

its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the

Program or works based on it.

 

6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the
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original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions

on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not

responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to this License.

 

7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute

so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and

any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not

distribute the Program at all. For example, if a patent license would

not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by all those who

receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you

could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from

distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is implemented

by public license practices. Many people have made generous

contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that

system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to

the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute

software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be

a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License may

add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those

countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries

not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the

limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new

versions of the General Public License from time to time. Such new

versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may

differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.
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Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version

number of this License, you may choose any version ever published by the

Free Software Foundation.

 

10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the

author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the

Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we

sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the

two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free

software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

NO WARRANTY

 

11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE

ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH

YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL

NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR

DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM

(INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED

INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF

THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR

OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

1.389 jna 5.3.1 
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1.390 txw2 20110809-redhat-2 
1.390.1 Available under license : 

COMMON DEVELOPMENT AND DISTRIBUTION LICENSE (CDDL) Version 1.1

1. Definitions.

 

 1.1. "Contributor" means each individual or entity that creates or

 contributes to the creation of Modifications.

 

 1.2. "Contributor Version" means the combination of the Original

 Software, prior Modifications used by a Contributor (if any), and

 the Modifications made by that particular Contributor.

 

 1.3. "Covered Software" means (a) the Original Software, or (b)

 Modifications, or (c) the combination of files containing Original

 Software with files containing Modifications, in each case including

 portions thereof.

 

 1.4. "Executable" means the Covered Software in any form other than

 Source Code.

 

 1.5. "Initial Developer" means the individual or entity that first

 makes Original Software available under this License.

 

 1.6. "Larger Work" means a work which combines Covered Software or

 portions thereof with code not governed by the terms of this License.

 

 1.7. "License" means this document.

 

 1.8. "Licensable" means having the right to grant, to the maximum

 extent possible, whether at the time of the initial grant or

 subsequently acquired, any and all of the rights conveyed herein.

 

 1.9. "Modifications" means the Source Code and Executable form of

 any of the following:

 

 A. Any file that results from an addition to, deletion from or

 modification of the contents of a file containing Original Software

 or previous Modifications;

 

 B. Any new file that contains any part of the Original Software or

 previous Modification; or

 

 C. Any new file that is contributed or otherwise made available

 under the terms of this License.

 

 1.10. "Original Software" means the Source Code and Executable form
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 of computer software code that is originally released under this

 License.

 

 1.11. "Patent Claims" means any patent claim(s), now owned or

 hereafter acquired, including without limitation, method, process,

 and apparatus claims, in any patent Licensable by grantor.

 

 1.12. "Source Code" means (a) the common form of computer software

 code in which modifications are made and (b) associated

 documentation included in or with such code.

 

 1.13. "You" (or "Your") means an individual or a legal entity

 exercising rights under, and complying with all of the terms of,

 this License. For legal entities, "You" includes any entity which

 controls, is controlled by, or is under common control with You. For

 purposes of this definition, "control" means (a) the power, direct

 or indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity,

 whether by contract or otherwise, or (b) ownership of more than

 fifty percent (50%) of the outstanding shares or beneficial

 ownership of such entity.

 

2. License Grants.

 

 2.1. The Initial Developer Grant.

 

 Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and subject

 to third party intellectual property claims, the Initial Developer

 hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license:

 

 (a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or

 trademark) Licensable by Initial Developer, to use, reproduce,

 modify, display, perform, sublicense and distribute the Original

 Software (or portions thereof), with or without Modifications,

 and/or as part of a Larger Work; and

 

 (b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using or selling of

 Original Software, to make, have made, use, practice, sell, and

 offer for sale, and/or otherwise dispose of the Original Software

 (or portions thereof).

 

 (c) The licenses granted in Sections 2.1(a) and (b) are effective on

 the date Initial Developer first distributes or otherwise makes the

 Original Software available to a third party under the terms of this

 License.

 

 (d) Notwithstanding Section 2.1(b) above, no patent license is

 granted: (1) for code that You delete from the Original Software, or

 (2) for infringements caused by: (i) the modification of the
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 Original Software, or (ii) the combination of the Original Software

 with other software or devices.

 

 2.2. Contributor Grant.

 

 Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and subject

 to third party intellectual property claims, each Contributor hereby

 grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license:

 

 (a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or

 trademark) Licensable by Contributor to use, reproduce, modify,

 display, perform, sublicense and distribute the Modifications

 created by such Contributor (or portions thereof), either on an

 unmodified basis, with other Modifications, as Covered Software

 and/or as part of a Larger Work; and

 

 (b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using, or selling

 of Modifications made by that Contributor either alone and/or in

 combination with its Contributor Version (or portions of such

 combination), to make, use, sell, offer for sale, have made, and/or

 otherwise dispose of: (1) Modifications made by that Contributor (or

 portions thereof); and (2) the combination of Modifications made by

 that Contributor with its Contributor Version (or portions of such

 combination).

 

 (c) The licenses granted in Sections 2.2(a) and 2.2(b) are effective

 on the date Contributor first distributes or otherwise makes the

 Modifications available to a third party.

 

 (d) Notwithstanding Section 2.2(b) above, no patent license is

 granted: (1) for any code that Contributor has deleted from the

 Contributor Version; (2) for infringements caused by: (i) third

 party modifications of Contributor Version, or (ii) the combination

 of Modifications made by that Contributor with other software

 (except as part of the Contributor Version) or other devices; or (3)

 under Patent Claims infringed by Covered Software in the absence of

 Modifications made by that Contributor.

 

3. Distribution Obligations.

 

 3.1. Availability of Source Code.

 

 Any Covered Software that You distribute or otherwise make available

 in Executable form must also be made available in Source Code form

 and that Source Code form must be distributed only under the terms

 of this License. You must include a copy of this License with every

 copy of the Source Code form of the Covered Software You distribute

 or otherwise make available. You must inform recipients of any such
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 Covered Software in Executable form as to how they can obtain such

 Covered Software in Source Code form in a reasonable manner on or

 through a medium customarily used for software exchange.

 

 3.2. Modifications.

 

 The Modifications that You create or to which You contribute are

 governed by the terms of this License. You represent that You

 believe Your Modifications are Your original creation(s) and/or You

 have sufficient rights to grant the rights conveyed by this License.

 

 3.3. Required Notices.

 

 You must include a notice in each of Your Modifications that

 identifies You as the Contributor of the Modification. You may not

 remove or alter any copyright, patent or trademark notices contained

 within the Covered Software, or any notices of licensing or any

 descriptive text giving attribution to any Contributor or the

 Initial Developer.

 

 3.4. Application of Additional Terms.

 

 You may not offer or impose any terms on any Covered Software in

 Source Code form that alters or restricts the applicable version of

 this License or the recipients' rights hereunder. You may choose to

 offer, and to charge a fee for, warranty, support, indemnity or

 liability obligations to one or more recipients of Covered Software.

 However, you may do so only on Your own behalf, and not on behalf of

 the Initial Developer or any Contributor. You must make it

 absolutely clear that any such warranty, support, indemnity or

 liability obligation is offered by You alone, and You hereby agree

 to indemnify the Initial Developer and every Contributor for any

 liability incurred by the Initial Developer or such Contributor as a

 result of warranty, support, indemnity or liability terms You offer.

 

 3.5. Distribution of Executable Versions.

 

 You may distribute the Executable form of the Covered Software under

 the terms of this License or under the terms of a license of Your

 choice, which may contain terms different from this License,

 provided that You are in compliance with the terms of this License

 and that the license for the Executable form does not attempt to

 limit or alter the recipient's rights in the Source Code form from

 the rights set forth in this License. If You distribute the Covered

 Software in Executable form under a different license, You must make

 it absolutely clear that any terms which differ from this License

 are offered by You alone, not by the Initial Developer or

 Contributor. You hereby agree to indemnify the Initial Developer and
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 every Contributor for any liability incurred by the Initial

 Developer or such Contributor as a result of any such terms You offer.

 

 3.6. Larger Works.

 

 You may create a Larger Work by combining Covered Software with

 other code not governed by the terms of this License and distribute

 the Larger Work as a single product. In such a case, You must make

 sure the requirements of this License are fulfilled for the Covered

 Software.

 

4. Versions of the License.

 

 4.1. New Versions.

 

 Oracle is the initial license steward and may publish revised and/or

 new versions of this License from time to time. Each version will be

 given a distinguishing version number. Except as provided in Section

 4.3, no one other than the license steward has the right to modify

 this License.

 

 4.2. Effect of New Versions.

 

 You may always continue to use, distribute or otherwise make the

 Covered Software available under the terms of the version of the

 License under which You originally received the Covered Software. If

 the Initial Developer includes a notice in the Original Software

 prohibiting it from being distributed or otherwise made available

 under any subsequent version of the License, You must distribute and

 make the Covered Software available under the terms of the version

 of the License under which You originally received the Covered

 Software. Otherwise, You may also choose to use, distribute or

 otherwise make the Covered Software available under the terms of any

 subsequent version of the License published by the license steward.

 

 4.3. Modified Versions.

 

 When You are an Initial Developer and You want to create a new

 license for Your Original Software, You may create and use a

 modified version of this License if You: (a) rename the license and

 remove any references to the name of the license steward (except to

 note that the license differs from this License); and (b) otherwise

 make it clear that the license contains terms which differ from this

 License.

 

5. DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY.

 

 COVERED SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED UNDER THIS LICENSE ON AN "AS IS" BASIS,
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 WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED,

 INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, WARRANTIES THAT THE COVERED SOFTWARE

 IS FREE OF DEFECTS, MERCHANTABLE, FIT FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR

 NON-INFRINGING. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF

 THE COVERED SOFTWARE IS WITH YOU. SHOULD ANY COVERED SOFTWARE PROVE

 DEFECTIVE IN ANY RESPECT, YOU (NOT THE INITIAL DEVELOPER OR ANY

 OTHER CONTRIBUTOR) ASSUME THE COST OF ANY NECESSARY SERVICING,

 REPAIR OR CORRECTION. THIS DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY CONSTITUTES AN

 ESSENTIAL PART OF THIS LICENSE. NO USE OF ANY COVERED SOFTWARE IS

 AUTHORIZED HEREUNDER EXCEPT UNDER THIS DISCLAIMER.

 

6. TERMINATION.

 

 6.1. This License and the rights granted hereunder will terminate

 automatically if You fail to comply with terms herein and fail to

 cure such breach within 30 days of becoming aware of the breach.

 Provisions which, by their nature, must remain in effect beyond the

 termination of this License shall survive.

 

 6.2. If You assert a patent infringement claim (excluding

 declaratory judgment actions) against Initial Developer or a

 Contributor (the Initial Developer or Contributor against whom You

 assert such claim is referred to as "Participant") alleging that the

 Participant Software (meaning the Contributor Version where the

 Participant is a Contributor or the Original Software where the

 Participant is the Initial Developer) directly or indirectly

 infringes any patent, then any and all rights granted directly or

 indirectly to You by such Participant, the Initial Developer (if the

 Initial Developer is not the Participant) and all Contributors under

 Sections 2.1 and/or 2.2 of this License shall, upon 60 days notice

 from Participant terminate prospectively and automatically at the

 expiration of such 60 day notice period, unless if within such 60

 day period You withdraw Your claim with respect to the Participant

 Software against such Participant either unilaterally or pursuant to

 a written agreement with Participant.

 

 6.3. If You assert a patent infringement claim against Participant

 alleging that the Participant Software directly or indirectly

 infringes any patent where such claim is resolved (such as by

 license or settlement) prior to the initiation of patent

 infringement litigation, then the reasonable value of the licenses

 granted by such Participant under Sections 2.1 or 2.2 shall be taken

 into account in determining the amount or value of any payment or

 license.

 

 6.4. In the event of termination under Sections 6.1 or 6.2 above,

 all end user licenses that have been validly granted by You or any

 distributor hereunder prior to termination (excluding licenses
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 granted to You by any distributor) shall survive termination.

 

7. LIMITATION OF LIABILITY.

 

 UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES AND UNDER NO LEGAL THEORY, WHETHER TORT

 (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE), CONTRACT, OR OTHERWISE, SHALL YOU, THE

 INITIAL DEVELOPER, ANY OTHER CONTRIBUTOR, OR ANY DISTRIBUTOR OF

 COVERED SOFTWARE, OR ANY SUPPLIER OF ANY OF SUCH PARTIES, BE LIABLE

 TO ANY PERSON FOR ANY INDIRECT, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, OR

 CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OF ANY CHARACTER INCLUDING, WITHOUT

 LIMITATION, DAMAGES FOR LOSS OF GOODWILL, WORK STOPPAGE, COMPUTER

 FAILURE OR MALFUNCTION, OR ANY AND ALL OTHER COMMERCIAL DAMAGES OR

 LOSSES, EVEN IF SUCH PARTY SHALL HAVE BEEN INFORMED OF THE

 POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES. THIS LIMITATION OF LIABILITY SHALL NOT

 APPLY TO LIABILITY FOR DEATH OR PERSONAL INJURY RESULTING FROM SUCH

 PARTY'S NEGLIGENCE TO THE EXTENT APPLICABLE LAW PROHIBITS SUCH

 LIMITATION. SOME JURISDICTIONS DO NOT ALLOW THE EXCLUSION OR

 LIMITATION OF INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, SO THIS EXCLUSION

 AND LIMITATION MAY NOT APPLY TO YOU.

 

8. U.S. GOVERNMENT END USERS.

 

 The Covered Software is a "commercial item," as that term is defined

 in 48 C.F.R. 2.101 (Oct. 1995), consisting of "commercial computer

 software" (as that term is defined at 48 C.F.R. §

 252.227-7014(a)(1)) and "commercial computer software documentation"

 as such terms are used in 48 C.F.R. 12.212 (Sept. 1995). Consistent

 with 48 C.F.R. 12.212 and 48 C.F.R. 227.7202-1 through 227.7202-4

 (June 1995), all U.S. Government End Users acquire Covered Software

 with only those rights set forth herein. This U.S. Government Rights

 clause is in lieu of, and supersedes, any other FAR, DFAR, or other

 clause or provision that addresses Government rights in computer

 software under this License.

 

9. MISCELLANEOUS.

 

 This License represents the complete agreement concerning subject

 matter hereof. If any provision of this License is held to be

 unenforceable, such provision shall be reformed only to the extent

 necessary to make it enforceable. This License shall be governed by

 the law of the jurisdiction specified in a notice contained within

 the Original Software (except to the extent applicable law, if any,

 provides otherwise), excluding such jurisdiction's conflict-of-law

 provisions. Any litigation relating to this License shall be subject

 to the jurisdiction of the courts located in the jurisdiction and

 venue specified in a notice contained within the Original Software,

 with the losing party responsible for costs, including, without

 limitation, court costs and reasonable attorneys' fees and expenses.
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 The application of the United Nations Convention on Contracts for

 the International Sale of Goods is expressly excluded. Any law or

 regulation which provides that the language of a contract shall be

 construed against the drafter shall not apply to this License. You

 agree that You alone are responsible for compliance with the United

 States export administration regulations (and the export control

 laws and regulation of any other countries) when You use, distribute

 or otherwise make available any Covered Software.

 

10. RESPONSIBILITY FOR CLAIMS.

 

 As between Initial Developer and the Contributors, each party is

 responsible for claims and damages arising, directly or indirectly,

 out of its utilization of rights under this License and You agree to

 work with Initial Developer and Contributors to distribute such

 responsibility on an equitable basis. Nothing herein is intended or

 shall be deemed to constitute any admission of liability.

NOTICE PURSUANT TO SECTION 9 OF THE COMMON DEVELOPMENT AND DISTRIBUTION LICENSE

(CDDL)

The code released under the CDDL shall be governed by the laws of the

State of California (excluding conflict-of-law provisions). Any

litigation relating to this License shall be subject to the jurisdiction

of the Federal Courts of the Northern District of California and the

state courts of the State of California, with venue lying in Santa Clara

County, California.

The GNU General Public License (GPL) Version 2, June 1991

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor

Boston, MA 02110-1335

USA

 

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

Preamble

 

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to

share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public License is

intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to

make sure the software is free for all its users. This General Public

License applies to most of the Free Software Foundation's software and

to any other program whose authors commit to using it. (Some other Free

Software Foundation software is covered by the GNU Library General

Public License instead.) You can apply it to your programs, too.

 

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price.

Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the

freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this
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service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you

want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new

free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone

to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights. These

restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis

or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that you have.

You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code.

And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software. If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents.

We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free program will

individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the program

proprietary. To prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must

be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains a

notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed under

the terms of this General Public License. The "Program", below, refers

to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program" means

either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law: that is

to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it, either

verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another language.

(Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term

"modification".) Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running
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the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program is

covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Program

(independent of having been made by running the Program). Whether that

is true depends on what the Program does.

 

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source

code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously

and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice

and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to

this License and to the absence of any warranty; and give any other

recipients of the Program a copy of this License along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of

it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and distribute

such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided

that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any part

   thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third parties

   under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a notice

   that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide a

   warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under these

   conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this License.

   (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but does not

   normally print such an announcement, your work based on the Program

   is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program, and

can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on

the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this

License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire

whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.
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Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of a

storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the

scope of this License.

 

3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1

   and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your cost

   of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer to

   distribute corresponding source code. (This alternative is allowed

   only for noncommercial distribution and only if you received the

   program in object code or executable form with such an offer, in

   accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it. For an executable work, complete source code

means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control

compilation and installation of the executable. However, as a special

exception, the source code distributed need not include anything that is

normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the

executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering access

to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy

the source code from the same place counts as distribution of the source

code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source

along with the object code.
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4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise

to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is void, and will

automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties

who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will

not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in

full compliance.

 

5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works. These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all

its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the

Program or works based on it.

 

6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions

on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not

responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to this License.

 

7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute

so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and

any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not

distribute the Program at all. For example, if a patent license would

not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by all those who

receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you

could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from

distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is implemented

by public license practices. Many people have made generous
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contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that

system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to

the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute

software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be

a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License may

add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those

countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries

not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the

limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new

versions of the General Public License from time to time. Such new

versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may

differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version

number of this License, you may choose any version ever published by the

Free Software Foundation.

 

10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the

author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the

Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we

sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the

two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free

software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

NO WARRANTY

 

11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE

ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH

YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL

NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.
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12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR

DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM

(INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED

INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF

THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR

OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

1.391 annotation-indexer 1.2.4.Final 
1.391.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* JBoss, Home of Professional Open Source.

* Copyright 2013 Red Hat, Inc., and individual contributors

* as indicated by the @author tags.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077226901_1601368887.38/0/jandex-1-2-4-final-sources-

jar/org/jboss/jandex/StrongInternPool.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077226901_1601368887.38/0/jandex-1-2-4-final-sources-

jar/org/jboss/jandex/JarIndexer.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077226901_1601368887.38/0/jandex-1-2-4-final-sources-

jar/org/jboss/jandex/MethodParameterInfo.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077226901_1601368887.38/0/jandex-1-2-4-final-sources-

jar/org/jboss/jandex/PackedDataInputStream.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077226901_1601368887.38/0/jandex-1-2-4-final-sources-

jar/org/jboss/jandex/DotName.java
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* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077226901_1601368887.38/0/jandex-1-2-4-final-sources-

jar/org/jboss/jandex/FieldInfo.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077226901_1601368887.38/0/jandex-1-2-4-final-sources-

jar/org/jboss/jandex/PackedDataOutputStream.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077226901_1601368887.38/0/jandex-1-2-4-final-sources-

jar/org/jboss/jandex/IndexReader.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077226901_1601368887.38/0/jandex-1-2-4-final-sources-

jar/org/jboss/jandex/AnnotationInstance.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077226901_1601368887.38/0/jandex-1-2-4-final-sources-

jar/org/jboss/jandex/AnnotationValue.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077226901_1601368887.38/0/jandex-1-2-4-final-sources-

jar/org/jboss/jandex/Index.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077226901_1601368887.38/0/jandex-1-2-4-final-sources-

jar/org/jboss/jandex/Type.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077226901_1601368887.38/0/jandex-1-2-4-final-sources-

jar/org/jboss/jandex/Indexer.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077226901_1601368887.38/0/jandex-1-2-4-final-sources-

jar/org/jboss/jandex/IndexView.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077226901_1601368887.38/0/jandex-1-2-4-final-sources-

jar/org/jboss/jandex/Main.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077226901_1601368887.38/0/jandex-1-2-4-final-sources-

jar/org/jboss/jandex/AnnotationTarget.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077226901_1601368887.38/0/jandex-1-2-4-final-sources-

jar/org/jboss/jandex/CompositeIndex.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077226901_1601368887.38/0/jandex-1-2-4-final-sources-

jar/org/jboss/jandex/IndexWriter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077226901_1601368887.38/0/jandex-1-2-4-final-sources-

jar/org/jboss/jandex/Result.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077226901_1601368887.38/0/jandex-1-2-4-final-sources-

jar/org/jboss/jandex/UnsupportedVersion.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077226901_1601368887.38/0/jandex-1-2-4-final-sources-

jar/org/jboss/jandex/ClassInfo.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077226901_1601368887.38/0/jandex-1-2-4-final-sources-

jar/org/jboss/jandex/MethodInfo.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077226901_1601368887.38/0/jandex-1-2-4-final-sources-

jar/org/jboss/jandex/JandexAntTask.java

 

1.392 resteasy-jsapi 2.3.7.Final-redhat-2 
1.392.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

<name>Apache License, Version 2.0</name>

<url>http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0</url>

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1077217942_1601874254.45/0/resteasy-yaml-provider-2-3-7-final-redhat-2-sources-jar/META-
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INF/maven/org.jboss.resteasy/resteasy-yaml-provider/effective-pom.xml

 

1.393 jgroups 2.6.7.GA 
1.393.1 Available under license : 

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it * under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as * published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of * the License, or (at your option) any later version. * This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of *

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU * Lesser General Public

License for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public'

 

1.394 qdox 1.12 

 

1.395 apache-aries-blueprint-api 1.0.0 
1.395.1 Available under license : 

 

Apache Aries Blueprint API

Copyright 2009-2012 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

 

This product includes software developed at

the OSGi Alliance (http://www.osgi.org/).

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common
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     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.
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  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or
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         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,
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     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.396 jbossjaxrpcapi 1.0.1.Final-redhat-3 
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1.396.1 Available under license : 
COMMON DEVELOPMENT AND DISTRIBUTION LICENSE Version 1.0 (CDDL-1.0) (text)

 

1. Definitions.

 

1.1. Contributor means each individual or entity that creates or contributes to the creation of Modifications.

 

1.2. Contributor Version means the combination of the Original Software, prior Modifications used by a Contributor

(if any), and the Modifications made by that particular Contributor.

 

1.3. Covered Software means (a) the Original Software, or (b) Modifications, or (c) the combination of files

containing Original Software with files containing Modifications, in each case including portions thereof.

 

1.4. Executable means the Covered Software in any form other than Source Code.

 

1.5. Initial Developer means the individual or entity that first makes Original Software available under this License.

 

1.6. Larger Work means a work which combines Covered Software or portions thereof with code not governed by

the terms of this License.

 

1.7. License means this document.

 

1.8. Licensable means having the right to grant, to the maximum extent possible, whether at the time of the initial

grant or subsequently acquired, any and all of the rights conveyed herein.

 

1.9. Modifications means the Source Code and Executable form of any of the following:

 

A. Any file that results from an addition to, deletion from or modification of the contents of a file containing

Original Software or previous Modifications;

 

B. Any new file that contains any part of the Original Software or previous Modification; or

 

C. Any new file that is contributed or otherwise made available under the terms of this License.

 

1.10. Original Software means the Source Code and Executable form of computer software code that is originally

released under this License.

 

1.11. Patent Claims means any patent claim(s), now owned or hereafter acquired, including without limitation,

method, process, and apparatus claims, in any patent Licensable by grantor.

 

1.12. Source Code means (a) the common form of computer software code in which modifications are made and (b)

associated documentation included in or with such code.

 

1.13. You (or Your) means an individual or a legal entity exercising rights under, and complying with all of the

terms of, this License. For legal entities, You includes any entity which controls, is controlled by, or is under

common control with You. For purposes of this definition, control means (a) the power, direct or indirect, to cause

the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (b) ownership of more than fifty

percent (50%) of the outstanding shares or beneficial ownership of such entity.
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2. License Grants.

 

2.1. The Initial Developer Grant.

 

Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and subject to third party intellectual property claims,

the Initial Developer hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license:

 

(a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark) Licensable by Initial Developer, to use,

reproduce, modify, display, perform, sublicense and distribute the Original Software (or portions thereof), with or

without Modifications, and/or as part of a Larger Work; and

 

(b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using or selling of Original Software, to make, have made, use,

practice, sell, and offer for sale, and/or otherwise dispose of the Original Software (or portions thereof).

 

(c) The licenses granted in Sections 2.1(a) and (b) are effective on the date Initial Developer first distributes or

otherwise makes the Original Software available to a third party under the terms of this License.

 

(d) Notwithstanding Section 2.1(b) above, no patent license is granted: (1) for code that You delete from the

Original Software, or (2) for infringements caused by: (i) the modification of the Original Software, or (ii) the

combination of the Original Software with other software or devices.

 

2.2. Contributor Grant.

 

Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and subject to third party intellectual property claims,

each Contributor hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license:

 

(a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark) Licensable by Contributor to use, reproduce,

modify, display, perform, sublicense and distribute the Modifications created by such Contributor (or portions

thereof), either on an unmodified basis, with other Modifications, as Covered Software and/or as part of a Larger

Work; and

 

(b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using, or selling of Modifications made by that Contributor either

alone and/or in combination with its Contributor Version (or portions of such combination), to make, use, sell, offer

for sale, have made, and/or otherwise dispose of: (1) Modifications made by that Contributor (or portions thereof);

and (2) the combination of Modifications made by that Contributor with its Contributor Version (or portions of such

combination).

 

(c) The licenses granted in Sections 2.2(a) and 2.2(b) are effective on the date Contributor first distributes or

otherwise makes the Modifications available to a third party.

 

(d) Notwithstanding Section 2.2(b) above, no patent license is granted: (1) for any code that Contributor has deleted

from the Contributor Version; (2) for infringements caused by: (i) third party modifications of Contributor Version,

or (ii) the combination of Modifications made by that Contributor with other software (except as part of the

Contributor Version) or other devices; or (3) under Patent Claims infringed by Covered Software in the absence of

Modifications made by that Contributor.

 

3. Distribution Obligations.
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3.1. Availability of Source Code.

 

Any Covered Software that You distribute or otherwise make available in Executable form must also be made

available in Source Code form and that Source Code form must be distributed only under the terms of this License.

You must include a copy of this License with every copy of the Source Code form of the Covered Software You

distribute or otherwise make available. You must inform recipients of any such Covered Software in Executable

form as to how they can obtain such Covered Software in Source Code form in a reasonable manner on or through a

medium customarily used for software exchange.

 

3.2. Modifications.

 

The Modifications that You create or to which You contribute are governed by the terms of this License. You

represent that You believe Your Modifications are Your original creation(s) and/or You have sufficient rights to

grant the rights conveyed by this License.

 

3.3. Required Notices.

 

You must include a notice in each of Your Modifications that identifies You as the Contributor of the Modification.

You may not remove or alter any copyright, patent or trademark notices contained within the Covered Software, or

any notices of licensing or any descriptive text giving attribution to any Contributor or the Initial Developer.

 

3.4. Application of Additional Terms.

 

You may not offer or impose any terms on any Covered Software in Source Code form that alters or restricts the

applicable version of this License or the recipients rights hereunder. You may choose to offer, and to charge a fee

for, warranty, support, indemnity or liability obligations to one or more recipients of Covered Software. However,

you may do so only on Your own behalf, and not on behalf of the Initial Developer or any Contributor. You must

make it absolutely clear that any such warranty, support, indemnity or liability obligation is offered by You alone,

and You hereby agree to indemnify the Initial Developer and every Contributor for any liability incurred by the

Initial Developer or such Contributor as a result of warranty, support, indemnity or liability terms You offer.

 

3.5. Distribution of Executable Versions.

 

You may distribute the Executable form of the Covered Software under the terms of this License or under the terms

of a license of Your choice, which may contain terms different from this License, provided that You are in

compliance with the terms of this License and that the license for the Executable form does not attempt to limit or

alter the recipients rights in the Source Code form from the rights set forth in this License. If You distribute the

Covered Software in Executable form under a different license, You must make it absolutely clear that any terms

which differ from this License are offered by You alone, not by the Initial Developer or Contributor. You hereby

agree to indemnify the Initial Developer and every Contributor for any liability incurred by the Initial Developer or

such Contributor as a result of any such terms You offer.

 

3.6. Larger Works.

 

You may create a Larger Work by combining Covered Software with other code not governed by the terms of this

License and distribute the Larger Work as a single product. In such a case, You must make sure the requirements of

this License are fulfilled for the Covered Software.
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4. Versions of the License.

 

4.1. New Versions.

 

Sun Microsystems, Inc. is the initial license steward and may publish revised and/or new versions of this License

from time to time. Each version will be given a distinguishing version number. Except as provided in Section 4.3, no

one other than the license steward has the right to modify this License.

 

4.2. Effect of New Versions.

 

You may always continue to use, distribute or otherwise make the Covered Software available under the terms of the

version of the License under which You originally received the Covered Software. If the Initial Developer includes a

notice in the Original Software prohibiting it from being distributed or otherwise made available under any

subsequent version of the License, You must distribute and make the Covered Software available under the terms of

the version of the License under which You originally received the Covered Software. Otherwise, You may also

choose to use, distribute or otherwise make the Covered Software available under the terms of any subsequent

version of the License published by the license steward.

 

4.3. Modified Versions.

 

When You are an Initial Developer and You want to create a new license for Your Original Software, You may

create and use a modified version of this License if You: (a) rename the license and remove any references to the

name of the license steward (except to note that the license differs from this License); and (b) otherwise make it

clear that the license contains terms which differ from this License.

 

5. DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY.

 

COVERED SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED UNDER THIS LICENSE ON AN AS IS BASIS, WITHOUT

WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION,

WARRANTIES THAT THE COVERED SOFTWARE IS FREE OF DEFECTS, MERCHANTABLE, FIT FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR NON-INFRINGING. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND

PERFORMANCE OF THE COVERED SOFTWARE IS WITH YOU. SHOULD ANY COVERED SOFTWARE

PROVE DEFECTIVE IN ANY RESPECT, YOU (NOT THE INITIAL DEVELOPER OR ANY OTHER

CONTRIBUTOR) ASSUME THE COST OF ANY NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

THIS DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY CONSTITUTES AN ESSENTIAL PART OF THIS LICENSE. NO USE

OF ANY COVERED SOFTWARE IS AUTHORIZED HEREUNDER EXCEPT UNDER THIS DISCLAIMER.

 

6. TERMINATION.

 

6.1. This License and the rights granted hereunder will terminate automatically if You fail to comply with terms

herein and fail to cure such breach within 30 days of becoming aware of the breach. Provisions which, by their

nature, must remain in effect beyond the termination of this License shall survive.

 

6.2. If You assert a patent infringement claim (excluding declaratory judgment actions) against Initial Developer or

a Contributor (the Initial Developer or Contributor against whom You assert such claim is referred to as Participant)

alleging that the Participant Software (meaning the Contributor Version where the Participant is a Contributor or the

Original Software where the Participant is the Initial Developer) directly or indirectly infringes any patent, then any
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and all rights granted directly or indirectly to You by such Participant, the Initial Developer (if the Initial Developer

is not the Participant) and all Contributors under Sections 2.1 and/or 2.2 of this License shall, upon 60 days notice

from Participant terminate prospectively and automatically at the expiration of such 60 day notice period, unless if

within such 60 day period You withdraw Your claim with respect to the Participant Software against such

Participant either unilaterally or pursuant to a written agreement with Participant.

 

6.3. In the event of termination under Sections 6.1 or 6.2 above, all end user licenses that have been validly granted

by You or any distributor hereunder prior to termination (excluding licenses granted to You by any distributor) shall

survive termination.

 

7. LIMITATION OF LIABILITY.

 

UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES AND UNDER NO LEGAL THEORY, WHETHER TORT (INCLUDING

NEGLIGENCE), CONTRACT, OR OTHERWISE, SHALL YOU, THE INITIAL DEVELOPER, ANY OTHER

CONTRIBUTOR, OR ANY DISTRIBUTOR OF COVERED SOFTWARE, OR ANY SUPPLIER OF ANY OF

SUCH PARTIES, BE LIABLE TO ANY PERSON FOR ANY INDIRECT, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OF ANY CHARACTER INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, DAMAGES

FOR LOST PROFITS, LOSS OF GOODWILL, WORK STOPPAGE, COMPUTER FAILURE OR

MALFUNCTION, OR ANY AND ALL OTHER COMMERCIAL DAMAGES OR LOSSES, EVEN IF SUCH

PARTY SHALL HAVE BEEN INFORMED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES. THIS LIMITATION

OF LIABILITY SHALL NOT APPLY TO LIABILITY FOR DEATH OR PERSONAL INJURY RESULTING

FROM SUCH PARTYS NEGLIGENCE TO THE EXTENT APPLICABLE LAW PROHIBITS SUCH

LIMITATION. SOME JURISDICTIONS DO NOT ALLOW THE EXCLUSION OR LIMITATION OF

INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, SO THIS EXCLUSION AND LIMITATION MAY NOT

APPLY TO YOU.

 

8. U.S. GOVERNMENT END USERS.

 

The Covered Software is a commercial item, as that term is defined in 48 C.F.R. 2.101 (Oct. 1995), consisting of

commercial computer software (as that term is defined at 48 C.F.R.  252.227-7014(a)(1)) and commercial computer

software documentation as such terms are used in 48 C.F.R. 12.212 (Sept. 1995). Consistent with 48 C.F.R. 12.212

and 48 C.F.R. 227.7202-1 through 227.7202-4 (June 1995), all U.S. Government End Users acquire Covered

Software with only those rights set forth herein. This U.S. Government Rights clause is in lieu of, and supersedes,

any other FAR, DFAR, or other clause or provision that addresses Government rights in computer software under

this License.

 

9. MISCELLANEOUS.

 

This License represents the complete agreement concerning subject matter hereof. If any provision of this License is

held to be unenforceable, such provision shall be reformed only to the extent necessary to make it enforceable. This

License shall be governed by the law of the jurisdiction specified in a notice contained within the Original Software

(except to the extent applicable law, if any, provides otherwise), excluding such jurisdictions conflict-of-law

provisions. Any litigation relating to this License shall be subject to the jurisdiction of the courts located in the

jurisdiction and venue specified in a notice contained within the Original Software, with the losing party responsible

for costs, including, without limitation, court costs and reasonable attorneys fees and expenses. The application of

the United Nations Convention on Contracts for the International Sale of Goods is expressly excluded. Any law or

regulation which provides that the language of a contract shall be construed against the drafter shall not apply to this

License. You agree that You alone are responsible for compliance with the United States export administration
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regulations (and the export control laws and regulation of any other countries) when You use, distribute or otherwise

make available any Covered Software.

 

10. RESPONSIBILITY FOR CLAIMS.

 

As between Initial Developer and the Contributors, each party is responsible for claims and damages arising,

directly or indirectly, out of its utilization of rights under this License and You agree to work with Initial Developer

and Contributors to distribute such responsibility on an equitable basis. Nothing herein is intended or shall be

deemed to constitute any admission of liability.

Copyright (c) 2011 Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

 

The contents of this file are subject to the terms of either the GNU

General Public License Version 2 only ("GPL") or the Common Development

and Distribution License("CDDL") (collectively, the "License"). You

may not use this file except in compliance with the License. You can

obtain a copy of the License at

https://glassfish.dev.java.net/public/CDDL+GPL_1_1.html

or packager/legal/LICENSE.txt. See the License for the specific

language governing permissions and limitations under the License.

 

GPL Classpath Exception:

Oracle designates this particular file as subject to the "Classpath"

exception as provided by Oracle in the GPL Version 2 section of the License

file that accompanied this code.

 

Contributor(s):

If you wish your version of this file to be

governed by only the CDDL or only the GPL Version 2, indicate your

decision by adding "[Contributor] elects to include this software

in this distribution under the [CDDL or GPL Version 2] license."

If you don't indicate a single choice of license, a recipient has

the option to distribute your version of this file under either

the CDDL, the GPL Version 2 or to extend the choice of license to

its licensees as provided above. However, if you add GPL Version

2 code and therefore, elected the GPL Version 2 license, then the

option applies only if the new code is made subject to such option

by the copyright holder.

 

1.397 jaxen 1.1.3.redhat-3 
1.397.1 Available under license : 

<OWNER> = Regents of the University of California  

<ORGANIZATION> = University of California, Berkeley  

<YEAR> = 1998  

 

In the original BSD license, both occurrences of the phrase "COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS" in

the disclaimer read "REGENTS AND CONTRIBUTORS".  
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Here is the license template:  

 

Copyright (c) <YEAR>, <OWNER>  

 

All rights reserved.  

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the

following conditions are met:  

 

Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

disclaimer.  

Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.  

Neither the name of the <ORGANIZATION> nor the names of its contributors may be used to endorse or promote

products derived from this software without specific prior written permission.  

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS  

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT  

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR  

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR  

CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,  

EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,  

PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR  

PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF  

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING  

NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS  

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1.398 jbossjaxwsapi 2.0.1.Final-redhat-2 
1.398.1 Available under license : 

COMMON DEVELOPMENT AND DISTRIBUTION LICENSE Version 1.0 (CDDL-1.0) (text)

 

1. Definitions.

 

1.1. Contributor means each individual or entity that creates or contributes to the creation of Modifications.

 

1.2. Contributor Version means the combination of the Original Software, prior Modifications used by a Contributor
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(if any), and the Modifications made by that particular Contributor.

 

1.3. Covered Software means (a) the Original Software, or (b) Modifications, or (c) the combination of files

containing Original Software with files containing Modifications, in each case including portions thereof.

 

1.4. Executable means the Covered Software in any form other than Source Code.

 

1.5. Initial Developer means the individual or entity that first makes Original Software available under this License.

 

1.6. Larger Work means a work which combines Covered Software or portions thereof with code not governed by

the terms of this License.

 

1.7. License means this document.

 

1.8. Licensable means having the right to grant, to the maximum extent possible, whether at the time of the initial

grant or subsequently acquired, any and all of the rights conveyed herein.

 

1.9. Modifications means the Source Code and Executable form of any of the following:

 

A. Any file that results from an addition to, deletion from or modification of the contents of a file containing

Original Software or previous Modifications;

 

B. Any new file that contains any part of the Original Software or previous Modification; or

 

C. Any new file that is contributed or otherwise made available under the terms of this License.

 

1.10. Original Software means the Source Code and Executable form of computer software code that is originally

released under this License.

 

1.11. Patent Claims means any patent claim(s), now owned or hereafter acquired, including without limitation,

method, process, and apparatus claims, in any patent Licensable by grantor.

 

1.12. Source Code means (a) the common form of computer software code in which modifications are made and (b)

associated documentation included in or with such code.

 

1.13. You (or Your) means an individual or a legal entity exercising rights under, and complying with all of the

terms of, this License. For legal entities, You includes any entity which controls, is controlled by, or is under

common control with You. For purposes of this definition, control means (a) the power, direct or indirect, to cause

the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (b) ownership of more than fifty

percent (50%) of the outstanding shares or beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

2. License Grants.

 

2.1. The Initial Developer Grant.

 

Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and subject to third party intellectual property claims,

the Initial Developer hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license:
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(a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark) Licensable by Initial Developer, to use,

reproduce, modify, display, perform, sublicense and distribute the Original Software (or portions thereof), with or

without Modifications, and/or as part of a Larger Work; and

 

(b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using or selling of Original Software, to make, have made, use,

practice, sell, and offer for sale, and/or otherwise dispose of the Original Software (or portions thereof).

 

(c) The licenses granted in Sections 2.1(a) and (b) are effective on the date Initial Developer first distributes or

otherwise makes the Original Software available to a third party under the terms of this License.

 

(d) Notwithstanding Section 2.1(b) above, no patent license is granted: (1) for code that You delete from the

Original Software, or (2) for infringements caused by: (i) the modification of the Original Software, or (ii) the

combination of the Original Software with other software or devices.

 

2.2. Contributor Grant.

 

Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and subject to third party intellectual property claims,

each Contributor hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license:

 

(a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark) Licensable by Contributor to use, reproduce,

modify, display, perform, sublicense and distribute the Modifications created by such Contributor (or portions

thereof), either on an unmodified basis, with other Modifications, as Covered Software and/or as part of a Larger

Work; and

 

(b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using, or selling of Modifications made by that Contributor either

alone and/or in combination with its Contributor Version (or portions of such combination), to make, use, sell, offer

for sale, have made, and/or otherwise dispose of: (1) Modifications made by that Contributor (or portions thereof);

and (2) the combination of Modifications made by that Contributor with its Contributor Version (or portions of such

combination).

 

(c) The licenses granted in Sections 2.2(a) and 2.2(b) are effective on the date Contributor first distributes or

otherwise makes the Modifications available to a third party.

 

(d) Notwithstanding Section 2.2(b) above, no patent license is granted: (1) for any code that Contributor has deleted

from the Contributor Version; (2) for infringements caused by: (i) third party modifications of Contributor Version,

or (ii) the combination of Modifications made by that Contributor with other software (except as part of the

Contributor Version) or other devices; or (3) under Patent Claims infringed by Covered Software in the absence of

Modifications made by that Contributor.

 

3. Distribution Obligations.

 

3.1. Availability of Source Code.

 

Any Covered Software that You distribute or otherwise make available in Executable form must also be made

available in Source Code form and that Source Code form must be distributed only under the terms of this License.

You must include a copy of this License with every copy of the Source Code form of the Covered Software You

distribute or otherwise make available. You must inform recipients of any such Covered Software in Executable

form as to how they can obtain such Covered Software in Source Code form in a reasonable manner on or through a
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medium customarily used for software exchange.

 

3.2. Modifications.

 

The Modifications that You create or to which You contribute are governed by the terms of this License. You

represent that You believe Your Modifications are Your original creation(s) and/or You have sufficient rights to

grant the rights conveyed by this License.

 

3.3. Required Notices.

 

You must include a notice in each of Your Modifications that identifies You as the Contributor of the Modification.

You may not remove or alter any copyright, patent or trademark notices contained within the Covered Software, or

any notices of licensing or any descriptive text giving attribution to any Contributor or the Initial Developer.

 

3.4. Application of Additional Terms.

 

You may not offer or impose any terms on any Covered Software in Source Code form that alters or restricts the

applicable version of this License or the recipients rights hereunder. You may choose to offer, and to charge a fee

for, warranty, support, indemnity or liability obligations to one or more recipients of Covered Software. However,

you may do so only on Your own behalf, and not on behalf of the Initial Developer or any Contributor. You must

make it absolutely clear that any such warranty, support, indemnity or liability obligation is offered by You alone,

and You hereby agree to indemnify the Initial Developer and every Contributor for any liability incurred by the

Initial Developer or such Contributor as a result of warranty, support, indemnity or liability terms You offer.

 

3.5. Distribution of Executable Versions.

 

You may distribute the Executable form of the Covered Software under the terms of this License or under the terms

of a license of Your choice, which may contain terms different from this License, provided that You are in

compliance with the terms of this License and that the license for the Executable form does not attempt to limit or

alter the recipients rights in the Source Code form from the rights set forth in this License. If You distribute the

Covered Software in Executable form under a different license, You must make it absolutely clear that any terms

which differ from this License are offered by You alone, not by the Initial Developer or Contributor. You hereby

agree to indemnify the Initial Developer and every Contributor for any liability incurred by the Initial Developer or

such Contributor as a result of any such terms You offer.

 

3.6. Larger Works.

 

You may create a Larger Work by combining Covered Software with other code not governed by the terms of this

License and distribute the Larger Work as a single product. In such a case, You must make sure the requirements of

this License are fulfilled for the Covered Software.

 

4. Versions of the License.

 

4.1. New Versions.

 

Sun Microsystems, Inc. is the initial license steward and may publish revised and/or new versions of this License

from time to time. Each version will be given a distinguishing version number. Except as provided in Section 4.3, no

one other than the license steward has the right to modify this License.
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4.2. Effect of New Versions.

 

You may always continue to use, distribute or otherwise make the Covered Software available under the terms of the

version of the License under which You originally received the Covered Software. If the Initial Developer includes a

notice in the Original Software prohibiting it from being distributed or otherwise made available under any

subsequent version of the License, You must distribute and make the Covered Software available under the terms of

the version of the License under which You originally received the Covered Software. Otherwise, You may also

choose to use, distribute or otherwise make the Covered Software available under the terms of any subsequent

version of the License published by the license steward.

 

4.3. Modified Versions.

 

When You are an Initial Developer and You want to create a new license for Your Original Software, You may

create and use a modified version of this License if You: (a) rename the license and remove any references to the

name of the license steward (except to note that the license differs from this License); and (b) otherwise make it

clear that the license contains terms which differ from this License.

 

5. DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY.

 

COVERED SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED UNDER THIS LICENSE ON AN AS IS BASIS, WITHOUT

WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION,

WARRANTIES THAT THE COVERED SOFTWARE IS FREE OF DEFECTS, MERCHANTABLE, FIT FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR NON-INFRINGING. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND

PERFORMANCE OF THE COVERED SOFTWARE IS WITH YOU. SHOULD ANY COVERED SOFTWARE

PROVE DEFECTIVE IN ANY RESPECT, YOU (NOT THE INITIAL DEVELOPER OR ANY OTHER

CONTRIBUTOR) ASSUME THE COST OF ANY NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

THIS DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY CONSTITUTES AN ESSENTIAL PART OF THIS LICENSE. NO USE

OF ANY COVERED SOFTWARE IS AUTHORIZED HEREUNDER EXCEPT UNDER THIS DISCLAIMER.

 

6. TERMINATION.

 

6.1. This License and the rights granted hereunder will terminate automatically if You fail to comply with terms

herein and fail to cure such breach within 30 days of becoming aware of the breach. Provisions which, by their

nature, must remain in effect beyond the termination of this License shall survive.

 

6.2. If You assert a patent infringement claim (excluding declaratory judgment actions) against Initial Developer or

a Contributor (the Initial Developer or Contributor against whom You assert such claim is referred to as Participant)

alleging that the Participant Software (meaning the Contributor Version where the Participant is a Contributor or the

Original Software where the Participant is the Initial Developer) directly or indirectly infringes any patent, then any

and all rights granted directly or indirectly to You by such Participant, the Initial Developer (if the Initial Developer

is not the Participant) and all Contributors under Sections 2.1 and/or 2.2 of this License shall, upon 60 days notice

from Participant terminate prospectively and automatically at the expiration of such 60 day notice period, unless if

within such 60 day period You withdraw Your claim with respect to the Participant Software against such

Participant either unilaterally or pursuant to a written agreement with Participant.

 

6.3. In the event of termination under Sections 6.1 or 6.2 above, all end user licenses that have been validly granted

by You or any distributor hereunder prior to termination (excluding licenses granted to You by any distributor) shall
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survive termination.

 

7. LIMITATION OF LIABILITY.

 

UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES AND UNDER NO LEGAL THEORY, WHETHER TORT (INCLUDING

NEGLIGENCE), CONTRACT, OR OTHERWISE, SHALL YOU, THE INITIAL DEVELOPER, ANY OTHER

CONTRIBUTOR, OR ANY DISTRIBUTOR OF COVERED SOFTWARE, OR ANY SUPPLIER OF ANY OF

SUCH PARTIES, BE LIABLE TO ANY PERSON FOR ANY INDIRECT, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OF ANY CHARACTER INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, DAMAGES

FOR LOST PROFITS, LOSS OF GOODWILL, WORK STOPPAGE, COMPUTER FAILURE OR

MALFUNCTION, OR ANY AND ALL OTHER COMMERCIAL DAMAGES OR LOSSES, EVEN IF SUCH

PARTY SHALL HAVE BEEN INFORMED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES. THIS LIMITATION

OF LIABILITY SHALL NOT APPLY TO LIABILITY FOR DEATH OR PERSONAL INJURY RESULTING

FROM SUCH PARTYS NEGLIGENCE TO THE EXTENT APPLICABLE LAW PROHIBITS SUCH

LIMITATION. SOME JURISDICTIONS DO NOT ALLOW THE EXCLUSION OR LIMITATION OF

INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, SO THIS EXCLUSION AND LIMITATION MAY NOT

APPLY TO YOU.

 

8. U.S. GOVERNMENT END USERS.

 

The Covered Software is a commercial item, as that term is defined in 48 C.F.R. 2.101 (Oct. 1995), consisting of

commercial computer software (as that term is defined at 48 C.F.R.  252.227-7014(a)(1)) and commercial computer

software documentation as such terms are used in 48 C.F.R. 12.212 (Sept. 1995). Consistent with 48 C.F.R. 12.212

and 48 C.F.R. 227.7202-1 through 227.7202-4 (June 1995), all U.S. Government End Users acquire Covered

Software with only those rights set forth herein. This U.S. Government Rights clause is in lieu of, and supersedes,

any other FAR, DFAR, or other clause or provision that addresses Government rights in computer software under

this License.

 

9. MISCELLANEOUS.

 

This License represents the complete agreement concerning subject matter hereof. If any provision of this License is

held to be unenforceable, such provision shall be reformed only to the extent necessary to make it enforceable. This

License shall be governed by the law of the jurisdiction specified in a notice contained within the Original Software

(except to the extent applicable law, if any, provides otherwise), excluding such jurisdictions conflict-of-law

provisions. Any litigation relating to this License shall be subject to the jurisdiction of the courts located in the

jurisdiction and venue specified in a notice contained within the Original Software, with the losing party responsible

for costs, including, without limitation, court costs and reasonable attorneys fees and expenses. The application of

the United Nations Convention on Contracts for the International Sale of Goods is expressly excluded. Any law or

regulation which provides that the language of a contract shall be construed against the drafter shall not apply to this

License. You agree that You alone are responsible for compliance with the United States export administration

regulations (and the export control laws and regulation of any other countries) when You use, distribute or otherwise

make available any Covered Software.

 

10. RESPONSIBILITY FOR CLAIMS.

 

As between Initial Developer and the Contributors, each party is responsible for claims and damages arising,

directly or indirectly, out of its utilization of rights under this License and You agree to work with Initial Developer

and Contributors to distribute such responsibility on an equitable basis. Nothing herein is intended or shall be
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deemed to constitute any admission of liability.

 

1.399 jboss-as-clustering-jgroups 7.2.0.Final 
1.399.1 Available under license : 

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '~ This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it ~ under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as ~ published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of ~ the License, or (at your option) any later version. ~ This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, ~ but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of ~

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU ~ Lesser General Public

License for more details. ~ You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '# This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it # under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as # published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of # the License, or (at your option) any later version. # This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, # but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of #

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU # Lesser General Public

License for more details. # You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it * under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as * published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of * the License, or (at your option) any later version. * This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of *

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU * Lesser General Public

License for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public'

 

1.400 jboss-transaction-spi 7.0.0.Final 
1.400.1 Available under license : 

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in 'This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version. This software is distributed in the hope that it will

be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU Lesser General Public License for more details. You

should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public'

 

1.401 httpcomponents-core 4.0.1 
1.401.1 Available under license : 

 

HttpCore

Copyright 2005-2009 Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

                                Apache License
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                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions
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     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices
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         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,
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     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at
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      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.402 stateless4j 2.5.0 
1.402.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2014 Fabien Renaud.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1320330290_1651524963.22/0/stateless4j-2-5-0-sources-7-

jar/com/github/oxo42/stateless4j/delegates/FuncBoolean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1320330290_1651524963.22/0/stateless4j-2-5-0-sources-7-

jar/com/github/oxo42/stateless4j/OutVar.java

 

1.403 core-client 2.3.12.Final-redhat-1 
1.403.1 Available under license : 

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it * under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as * published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of * the License, or (at your option) any later version. * This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of *

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU * Lesser General Public

License for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public'
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1.404 cxf-rt-databinding-jaxb 2.7.18 
1.404.1 Available under license : 

 

Apache CXF

Copyright 2006-2015 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a
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     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct
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     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of
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     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following
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     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.405 snmp-4j 2.2.5 
1.405.1 Available under license : 

/*

* The Apache Software License, Version 1.1

*

*

* Copyright (c) 1999-2002 The Apache Software Foundation.  All rights

* reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

*    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

*    distribution.

*

* 3. The end-user documentation included with the redistribution,

*    if any, must include the following acknowledgment: 

*       "This product includes software developed by the
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*        Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/)."

*    Alternately, this acknowledgment may appear in the software itself,

*    if and wherever such third-party acknowledgments normally appear.

*

* 4. The names "Xerces" and "Apache Software Foundation" must

*    not be used to endorse or promote products derived from this

*    software without prior written permission. For written

*    permission, please contact apache@apache.org.

*

* 5. Products derived from this software may not be called "Apache",

*    nor may "Apache" appear in their name, without prior written

*    permission of the Apache Software Foundation.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED

* WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

* OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

* DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE APACHE SOFTWARE FOUNDATION OR

* ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

* SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

* LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF

* USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

* ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

* OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT

* OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

* SUCH DAMAGE.

* ====================================================================

*

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Apache Software Foundation and was

* originally based on software copyright (c) 1999, International

* Business Machines, Inc., http://www.ibm.com.  For more

* information on the Apache Software Foundation, please see

* <http://www.apache.org/>.

*/

                                 Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.
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     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity
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     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one
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         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a
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     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

   =========================================================================

  ==  NOTICE file corresponding to the section 4 d of                    ==

  ==  the Apache License, Version 2.0,                                   ==

  ==  in this case for the SNMP4J distribution.                          ==

  =========================================================================
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  This product includes software developed by

  SNMP4J.org (http://www.snmp4j.org/).

 

  Please read the different LICENSE files present in the root directory of

  this distribution.

 

  The names "SNMP4J" and  "Apache Software Foundation"  must not be used to

  endorse  or promote  products derived  from this  software without prior

  written permission. For written permission, please contact

  info@snmp4j.org (SNMP4J) or apache@apache.org.

 

1.406 snake-yaml 1.8-redhat-2 
1.406.1 Available under license : 

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '// This module is multi-licensed and may be used under the

terms //  EPL, Eclipse Public License, V1.0 or later, http://www.eclipse.org/legal //  LGPL, GNU Lesser General

Public License, V2.1 or later, http://www.gnu.org/licenses/lgpl.html //  GPL, GNU General Public License, V2 or

later, http://www.gnu.org/licenses/gpl.html //  AL, Apache License, V2.0 or later, http://www.apache.org/licenses //

BSD, BSD License, http://www.opensource.org/licenses/bsd-license.php * Multi-licensed: EPL / LGPL / GPL / AL

/ BSD.'

Found license 'Eclipse Public License 1.0' in '// This module is multi-licensed and may be used under the terms //

EPL, Eclipse Public License, V1.0 or later, http://www.eclipse.org/legal //  LGPL, GNU Lesser General Public

License, V2.1 or later, http://www.gnu.org/licenses/lgpl.html //  GPL, GNU General Public License, V2 or later,

http://www.gnu.org/licenses/gpl.html //  AL, Apache License, V2.0 or later, http://www.apache.org/licenses //  BSD,

BSD License, http://www.opensource.org/licenses/bsd-license.php * Multi-licensed: EPL / LGPL / GPL / AL /

BSD.'

 

1.407 jbossservletapi 1.0.1.Final-redhat-2 
1.407.1 Available under license : 

COMMON DEVELOPMENT AND DISTRIBUTION LICENSE Version 1.0 (CDDL-1.0) (text)

 

1. Definitions.

 

1.1. Contributor means each individual or entity that creates or contributes to the creation of Modifications.

 

1.2. Contributor Version means the combination of the Original Software, prior Modifications used by a Contributor

(if any), and the Modifications made by that particular Contributor.

 

1.3. Covered Software means (a) the Original Software, or (b) Modifications, or (c) the combination of files

containing Original Software with files containing Modifications, in each case including portions thereof.

 

1.4. Executable means the Covered Software in any form other than Source Code.

 

1.5. Initial Developer means the individual or entity that first makes Original Software available under this License.
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1.6. Larger Work means a work which combines Covered Software or portions thereof with code not governed by

the terms of this License.

 

1.7. License means this document.

 

1.8. Licensable means having the right to grant, to the maximum extent possible, whether at the time of the initial

grant or subsequently acquired, any and all of the rights conveyed herein.

 

1.9. Modifications means the Source Code and Executable form of any of the following:

 

A. Any file that results from an addition to, deletion from or modification of the contents of a file containing

Original Software or previous Modifications;

 

B. Any new file that contains any part of the Original Software or previous Modification; or

 

C. Any new file that is contributed or otherwise made available under the terms of this License.

 

1.10. Original Software means the Source Code and Executable form of computer software code that is originally

released under this License.

 

1.11. Patent Claims means any patent claim(s), now owned or hereafter acquired, including without limitation,

method, process, and apparatus claims, in any patent Licensable by grantor.

 

1.12. Source Code means (a) the common form of computer software code in which modifications are made and (b)

associated documentation included in or with such code.

 

1.13. You (or Your) means an individual or a legal entity exercising rights under, and complying with all of the

terms of, this License. For legal entities, You includes any entity which controls, is controlled by, or is under

common control with You. For purposes of this definition, control means (a) the power, direct or indirect, to cause

the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (b) ownership of more than fifty

percent (50%) of the outstanding shares or beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

2. License Grants.

 

2.1. The Initial Developer Grant.

 

Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and subject to third party intellectual property claims,

the Initial Developer hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license:

 

(a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark) Licensable by Initial Developer, to use,

reproduce, modify, display, perform, sublicense and distribute the Original Software (or portions thereof), with or

without Modifications, and/or as part of a Larger Work; and

 

(b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using or selling of Original Software, to make, have made, use,

practice, sell, and offer for sale, and/or otherwise dispose of the Original Software (or portions thereof).

 

(c) The licenses granted in Sections 2.1(a) and (b) are effective on the date Initial Developer first distributes or
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otherwise makes the Original Software available to a third party under the terms of this License.

 

(d) Notwithstanding Section 2.1(b) above, no patent license is granted: (1) for code that You delete from the

Original Software, or (2) for infringements caused by: (i) the modification of the Original Software, or (ii) the

combination of the Original Software with other software or devices.

 

2.2. Contributor Grant.

 

Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and subject to third party intellectual property claims,

each Contributor hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license:

 

(a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark) Licensable by Contributor to use, reproduce,

modify, display, perform, sublicense and distribute the Modifications created by such Contributor (or portions

thereof), either on an unmodified basis, with other Modifications, as Covered Software and/or as part of a Larger

Work; and

 

(b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using, or selling of Modifications made by that Contributor either

alone and/or in combination with its Contributor Version (or portions of such combination), to make, use, sell, offer

for sale, have made, and/or otherwise dispose of: (1) Modifications made by that Contributor (or portions thereof);

and (2) the combination of Modifications made by that Contributor with its Contributor Version (or portions of such

combination).

 

(c) The licenses granted in Sections 2.2(a) and 2.2(b) are effective on the date Contributor first distributes or

otherwise makes the Modifications available to a third party.

 

(d) Notwithstanding Section 2.2(b) above, no patent license is granted: (1) for any code that Contributor has deleted

from the Contributor Version; (2) for infringements caused by: (i) third party modifications of Contributor Version,

or (ii) the combination of Modifications made by that Contributor with other software (except as part of the

Contributor Version) or other devices; or (3) under Patent Claims infringed by Covered Software in the absence of

Modifications made by that Contributor.

 

3. Distribution Obligations.

 

3.1. Availability of Source Code.

 

Any Covered Software that You distribute or otherwise make available in Executable form must also be made

available in Source Code form and that Source Code form must be distributed only under the terms of this License.

You must include a copy of this License with every copy of the Source Code form of the Covered Software You

distribute or otherwise make available. You must inform recipients of any such Covered Software in Executable

form as to how they can obtain such Covered Software in Source Code form in a reasonable manner on or through a

medium customarily used for software exchange.

 

3.2. Modifications.

 

The Modifications that You create or to which You contribute are governed by the terms of this License. You

represent that You believe Your Modifications are Your original creation(s) and/or You have sufficient rights to

grant the rights conveyed by this License.
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3.3. Required Notices.

 

You must include a notice in each of Your Modifications that identifies You as the Contributor of the Modification.

You may not remove or alter any copyright, patent or trademark notices contained within the Covered Software, or

any notices of licensing or any descriptive text giving attribution to any Contributor or the Initial Developer.

 

3.4. Application of Additional Terms.

 

You may not offer or impose any terms on any Covered Software in Source Code form that alters or restricts the

applicable version of this License or the recipients rights hereunder. You may choose to offer, and to charge a fee

for, warranty, support, indemnity or liability obligations to one or more recipients of Covered Software. However,

you may do so only on Your own behalf, and not on behalf of the Initial Developer or any Contributor. You must

make it absolutely clear that any such warranty, support, indemnity or liability obligation is offered by You alone,

and You hereby agree to indemnify the Initial Developer and every Contributor for any liability incurred by the

Initial Developer or such Contributor as a result of warranty, support, indemnity or liability terms You offer.

 

3.5. Distribution of Executable Versions.

 

You may distribute the Executable form of the Covered Software under the terms of this License or under the terms

of a license of Your choice, which may contain terms different from this License, provided that You are in

compliance with the terms of this License and that the license for the Executable form does not attempt to limit or

alter the recipients rights in the Source Code form from the rights set forth in this License. If You distribute the

Covered Software in Executable form under a different license, You must make it absolutely clear that any terms

which differ from this License are offered by You alone, not by the Initial Developer or Contributor. You hereby

agree to indemnify the Initial Developer and every Contributor for any liability incurred by the Initial Developer or

such Contributor as a result of any such terms You offer.

 

3.6. Larger Works.

 

You may create a Larger Work by combining Covered Software with other code not governed by the terms of this

License and distribute the Larger Work as a single product. In such a case, You must make sure the requirements of

this License are fulfilled for the Covered Software.

 

4. Versions of the License.

 

4.1. New Versions.

 

Sun Microsystems, Inc. is the initial license steward and may publish revised and/or new versions of this License

from time to time. Each version will be given a distinguishing version number. Except as provided in Section 4.3, no

one other than the license steward has the right to modify this License.

 

4.2. Effect of New Versions.

 

You may always continue to use, distribute or otherwise make the Covered Software available under the terms of the

version of the License under which You originally received the Covered Software. If the Initial Developer includes a

notice in the Original Software prohibiting it from being distributed or otherwise made available under any

subsequent version of the License, You must distribute and make the Covered Software available under the terms of

the version of the License under which You originally received the Covered Software. Otherwise, You may also
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choose to use, distribute or otherwise make the Covered Software available under the terms of any subsequent

version of the License published by the license steward.

 

4.3. Modified Versions.

 

When You are an Initial Developer and You want to create a new license for Your Original Software, You may

create and use a modified version of this License if You: (a) rename the license and remove any references to the

name of the license steward (except to note that the license differs from this License); and (b) otherwise make it

clear that the license contains terms which differ from this License.

 

5. DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY.

 

COVERED SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED UNDER THIS LICENSE ON AN AS IS BASIS, WITHOUT

WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION,

WARRANTIES THAT THE COVERED SOFTWARE IS FREE OF DEFECTS, MERCHANTABLE, FIT FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR NON-INFRINGING. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND

PERFORMANCE OF THE COVERED SOFTWARE IS WITH YOU. SHOULD ANY COVERED SOFTWARE

PROVE DEFECTIVE IN ANY RESPECT, YOU (NOT THE INITIAL DEVELOPER OR ANY OTHER

CONTRIBUTOR) ASSUME THE COST OF ANY NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

THIS DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY CONSTITUTES AN ESSENTIAL PART OF THIS LICENSE. NO USE

OF ANY COVERED SOFTWARE IS AUTHORIZED HEREUNDER EXCEPT UNDER THIS DISCLAIMER.

 

6. TERMINATION.

 

6.1. This License and the rights granted hereunder will terminate automatically if You fail to comply with terms

herein and fail to cure such breach within 30 days of becoming aware of the breach. Provisions which, by their

nature, must remain in effect beyond the termination of this License shall survive.

 

6.2. If You assert a patent infringement claim (excluding declaratory judgment actions) against Initial Developer or

a Contributor (the Initial Developer or Contributor against whom You assert such claim is referred to as Participant)

alleging that the Participant Software (meaning the Contributor Version where the Participant is a Contributor or the

Original Software where the Participant is the Initial Developer) directly or indirectly infringes any patent, then any

and all rights granted directly or indirectly to You by such Participant, the Initial Developer (if the Initial Developer

is not the Participant) and all Contributors under Sections 2.1 and/or 2.2 of this License shall, upon 60 days notice

from Participant terminate prospectively and automatically at the expiration of such 60 day notice period, unless if

within such 60 day period You withdraw Your claim with respect to the Participant Software against such

Participant either unilaterally or pursuant to a written agreement with Participant.

 

6.3. In the event of termination under Sections 6.1 or 6.2 above, all end user licenses that have been validly granted

by You or any distributor hereunder prior to termination (excluding licenses granted to You by any distributor) shall

survive termination.

 

7. LIMITATION OF LIABILITY.

 

UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES AND UNDER NO LEGAL THEORY, WHETHER TORT (INCLUDING

NEGLIGENCE), CONTRACT, OR OTHERWISE, SHALL YOU, THE INITIAL DEVELOPER, ANY OTHER

CONTRIBUTOR, OR ANY DISTRIBUTOR OF COVERED SOFTWARE, OR ANY SUPPLIER OF ANY OF

SUCH PARTIES, BE LIABLE TO ANY PERSON FOR ANY INDIRECT, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, OR
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CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OF ANY CHARACTER INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, DAMAGES

FOR LOST PROFITS, LOSS OF GOODWILL, WORK STOPPAGE, COMPUTER FAILURE OR

MALFUNCTION, OR ANY AND ALL OTHER COMMERCIAL DAMAGES OR LOSSES, EVEN IF SUCH

PARTY SHALL HAVE BEEN INFORMED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES. THIS LIMITATION

OF LIABILITY SHALL NOT APPLY TO LIABILITY FOR DEATH OR PERSONAL INJURY RESULTING

FROM SUCH PARTYS NEGLIGENCE TO THE EXTENT APPLICABLE LAW PROHIBITS SUCH

LIMITATION. SOME JURISDICTIONS DO NOT ALLOW THE EXCLUSION OR LIMITATION OF

INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, SO THIS EXCLUSION AND LIMITATION MAY NOT

APPLY TO YOU.

 

8. U.S. GOVERNMENT END USERS.

 

The Covered Software is a commercial item, as that term is defined in 48 C.F.R. 2.101 (Oct. 1995), consisting of

commercial computer software (as that term is defined at 48 C.F.R.  252.227-7014(a)(1)) and commercial computer

software documentation as such terms are used in 48 C.F.R. 12.212 (Sept. 1995). Consistent with 48 C.F.R. 12.212

and 48 C.F.R. 227.7202-1 through 227.7202-4 (June 1995), all U.S. Government End Users acquire Covered

Software with only those rights set forth herein. This U.S. Government Rights clause is in lieu of, and supersedes,

any other FAR, DFAR, or other clause or provision that addresses Government rights in computer software under

this License.

 

9. MISCELLANEOUS.

 

This License represents the complete agreement concerning subject matter hereof. If any provision of this License is

held to be unenforceable, such provision shall be reformed only to the extent necessary to make it enforceable. This

License shall be governed by the law of the jurisdiction specified in a notice contained within the Original Software

(except to the extent applicable law, if any, provides otherwise), excluding such jurisdictions conflict-of-law

provisions. Any litigation relating to this License shall be subject to the jurisdiction of the courts located in the

jurisdiction and venue specified in a notice contained within the Original Software, with the losing party responsible

for costs, including, without limitation, court costs and reasonable attorneys fees and expenses. The application of

the United Nations Convention on Contracts for the International Sale of Goods is expressly excluded. Any law or

regulation which provides that the language of a contract shall be construed against the drafter shall not apply to this

License. You agree that You alone are responsible for compliance with the United States export administration

regulations (and the export control laws and regulation of any other countries) when You use, distribute or otherwise

make available any Covered Software.

 

10. RESPONSIBILITY FOR CLAIMS.

 

As between Initial Developer and the Contributors, each party is responsible for claims and damages arising,

directly or indirectly, out of its utilization of rights under this License and You agree to work with Initial Developer

and Contributors to distribute such responsibility on an equitable basis. Nothing herein is intended or shall be

deemed to constitute any admission of liability.

/*

* DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS HEADER.

*

* Copyright 1997-2008 Sun Microsystems, Inc. All rights reserved.

*

* The contents of this file are subject to the terms of either the GNU

* General Public License Version 2 only ("GPL") or the Common Development
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* and Distribution License("CDDL") (collectively, the "License").  You

* may not use this file except in compliance with the License. You can obtain

* a copy of the License at https://glassfish.dev.java.net/public/CDDL+GPL.html

* or glassfish/bootstrap/legal/LICENSE.txt.  See the License for the specific

* language governing permissions and limitations under the License.

*

* When distributing the software, include this License Header Notice in each

* file and include the License file at glassfish/bootstrap/legal/LICENSE.txt.

* Sun designates this particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception

* as provided by Sun in the GPL Version 2 section of the License file that

* accompanied this code.  If applicable, add the following below the License

* Header, with the fields enclosed by brackets [] replaced by your own

* identifying information: "Portions Copyrighted [year]

* [name of copyright owner]"

*

* Contributor(s):

*

* If you wish your version of this file to be governed by only the CDDL or

* only the GPL Version 2, indicate your decision by adding "[Contributor]

* elects to include this software in this distribution under the [CDDL or GPL

* Version 2] license."  If you don't indicate a single choice of license, a

* recipient has the option to distribute your version of this file under

* either the CDDL, the GPL Version 2 or to extend the choice of license to

* its licensees as provided above.  However, if you add GPL Version 2 code

* and therefore, elected the GPL Version 2 license, then the option applies

* only if the new code is made subject to such option by the copyright

* holder.

*

*

* This file incorporates work covered by the following copyright and

* permission notice:

*

* Copyright 2004 The Apache Software Foundation

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

package javax.servlet.jsp;
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/**

* A generic exception known to the JSP engine; uncaught

* JspExceptions will result in an invocation of the errorpage

* machinery.

*/

 

1.408 common 4.17.15.Final-redhat-4 
1.408.1 Available under license : 

Found license 'Eclipse Public License 1.0' in 'Eclipse Public License Version 1.0 (&quot;EPL&quot;).  A copy of

the EPL is available'

Found license 'Eclipse Public License 1.0' in '# All rights reserved. This program and the accompanying materials #

are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License v1.0'

 

1.409 jackson-module-jsonschema 2.1.0 

 

1.410 jline-remote-ssh 3.15.0 
1.410.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

2020, the original author or authors.

 

   This software is distributable under the BSD license. See the terms of the

   BSD license in the documentation provided with this software.

 

   https://opensource.org/licenses/BSD

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1095753857_1601493829.26/0/jline-remote-ssh-3-15-0-sources-jar/META-

INF/maven/org.jline/jline-remote-ssh/pom.xml

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (c) 2002-2017, the original author or authors.

*

* This software is distributable under the BSD license. See the terms of the

* BSD license in the documentation provided with this software.

*

* https://opensource.org/licenses/BSD-3-Clause

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1095753857_1601493829.26/0/jline-remote-ssh-3-15-0-sources-
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jar/org/jline/builtins/ssh/ShellCommand.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1095753857_1601493829.26/0/jline-remote-ssh-3-15-0-sources-

jar/org/jline/builtins/ssh/ShellFactoryImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1095753857_1601493829.26/0/jline-remote-ssh-3-15-0-sources-

jar/org/jline/builtins/ssh/Ssh.java

 

1.411 jboss-connector-api 1.0.1.Final 

 

1.412 jboss-common-beans 1.1.0.Final 
1.412.1 Available under license : 

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in 'This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version. This software is distributed in the hope that it will

be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU Lesser General Public License for more details. You

should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public'

 

1.413 jboss-as-connector 7.2.0.Final 
1.413.1 Available under license : 

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

* modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public * License as published by the Free Software

Foundation; either * version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version. * This library is distributed in

the hope that it will be useful, * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of *

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU * Lesser General Public

License for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '# This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it # under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as # published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of # the License, or (at your option) any later version. # This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, # but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of #

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU # Lesser General Public

License for more details. # You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it * under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as * published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of * the License, or (at your option) any later version. * This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of *

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU * Lesser General Public

License for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '*  This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it *  under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as *  published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of *  the License, or (at your option) any later version. *  This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, *  but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of *

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU *  Lesser General Public
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License for more details. *  You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public'

 

1.414 go-yaml 2.3.0 
1.414.1 Available under license : 

Copyright 2011-2016 Canonical Ltd.

 

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

limitations under the License.

                                 Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.
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     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,
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     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or
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     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason
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     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "{}"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright {yyyy} {name of copyright owner}

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

The following files were ported to Go from C files of libyaml, and thus

are still covered by their original copyright and license:

 

   apic.go

   emitterc.go

   parserc.go

   readerc.go

   scannerc.go

   writerc.go

   yamlh.go

   yamlprivateh.go

 

Copyright (c) 2006 Kirill Simonov

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of

this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in

the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to

use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies

of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do

so, subject to the following conditions:
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The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

1.415 jax-ws-api 2.1 

 

1.416 jline-terminal-jna 3.15.0 
1.416.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

2020, the original author or authors.

 

   This software is distributable under the BSD license. See the terms of the

   BSD license in the documentation provided with this software.

 

   https://opensource.org/licenses/BSD

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1095753864_1601493825.33/0/jline-terminal-jna-3-15-0-sources-jar/META-

INF/maven/org.jline/jline-terminal-jna/pom.xml

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (c) 2002-2020, the original author or authors.

*

* This software is distributable under the BSD license. See the terms of the

* BSD license in the documentation provided with this software.

*

* https://opensource.org/licenses/BSD-3-Clause

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1095753864_1601493825.33/0/jline-terminal-jna-3-15-0-sources-

jar/org/jline/terminal/impl/jna/win/JnaWinSysTerminal.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1095753864_1601493825.33/0/jline-terminal-jna-3-15-0-sources-

jar/org/jline/terminal/impl/jna/JnaSupportImpl.java
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (c) 2002-2018, the original author or authors.

*

* This software is distributable under the BSD license. See the terms of the

* BSD license in the documentation provided with this software.

*

* https://opensource.org/licenses/BSD-3-Clause

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1095753864_1601493825.33/0/jline-terminal-jna-3-15-0-sources-

jar/org/jline/terminal/impl/jna/win/Kernel32.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (c) 2002-2016, the original author or authors.

*

* This software is distributable under the BSD license. See the terms of the

* BSD license in the documentation provided with this software.

*

* https://opensource.org/licenses/BSD-3-Clause

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1095753864_1601493825.33/0/jline-terminal-jna-3-15-0-sources-

jar/org/jline/terminal/impl/jna/JnaNativePty.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1095753864_1601493825.33/0/jline-terminal-jna-3-15-0-sources-

jar/org/jline/terminal/impl/jna/freebsd/FreeBsdNativePty.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1095753864_1601493825.33/0/jline-terminal-jna-3-15-0-sources-

jar/org/jline/terminal/impl/jna/osx/CLibrary.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1095753864_1601493825.33/0/jline-terminal-jna-3-15-0-sources-

jar/org/jline/terminal/impl/jna/win/WindowsAnsiWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1095753864_1601493825.33/0/jline-terminal-jna-3-15-0-sources-

jar/org/jline/terminal/impl/jna/solaris/CLibrary.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1095753864_1601493825.33/0/jline-terminal-jna-3-15-0-sources-

jar/org/jline/terminal/impl/jna/linux/LinuxNativePty.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1095753864_1601493825.33/0/jline-terminal-jna-3-15-0-sources-

jar/org/jline/terminal/impl/jna/solaris/SolarisNativePty.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1095753864_1601493825.33/0/jline-terminal-jna-3-15-0-sources-

jar/org/jline/terminal/impl/jna/freebsd/CLibrary.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1095753864_1601493825.33/0/jline-terminal-jna-3-15-0-sources-

jar/org/jline/terminal/impl/jna/linux/CLibrary.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1095753864_1601493825.33/0/jline-terminal-jna-3-15-0-sources-

jar/org/jline/terminal/impl/jna/osx/OsXNativePty.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.
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/*

* Copyright (c) 2002-2017, the original author or authors.

*

* This software is distributable under the BSD license. See the terms of the

* BSD license in the documentation provided with this software.

*

* https://opensource.org/licenses/BSD-3-Clause

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1095753864_1601493825.33/0/jline-terminal-jna-3-15-0-sources-

jar/org/jline/terminal/impl/jna/win/JnaWinConsoleWriter.java

 

1.417 picketbox-commons 1.0.0.final-redhat-2
1.417.1 Available under license : 

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it * under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as * published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of * the License, or (at your option) any later version. * This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of *

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU * Lesser General Public

License for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public * I am placing this

code in the Public Domain. Do with it as you will.'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it * under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as * published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of * the License, or (at your option) any later version. * This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of *

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU * Lesser General Public

License for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public'

 

1.418 jboss-as-jsf 7.3.0.Final-redhat-14 
1.418.1 Available under license : 

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '# This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it # under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as # published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of # the License, or (at your option) any later version. # This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, # but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of #

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU # Lesser General Public

License for more details. # You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* as indicated by the @author tags. All rights reserved. *

This copyrighted material is made available to anyone wishing to use, * modify, copy, or redistribute it subject to

the terms and conditions * of the GNU Lesser General Public License, v. 2.1. * This program is distributed in the

hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT A * WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A * PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU Lesser General Public

License for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public License, * MA

02110-1301, USA.'
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Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it * under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as * published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of * the License, or (at your option) any later version. * This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of *

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU * Lesser General Public

License for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public'

 

1.419 antlr 2.7.7 
1.419.1 Available under license : 

 

 

All rights reserved.  

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the

following conditions are met:  

 

Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

disclaimer.  

Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.  

Neither the name of the <ORGANIZATION> nor the names of its contributors may be used to endorse or promote

products derived from this software without specific prior written permission.  

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS  

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT  

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR  

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR  

CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,  

EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,  

PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR  

PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF  

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING  

NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS  

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.
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1.420 jettison 1.0-RC2 
1.420.1 Available under license : 

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes
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     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You
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     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,
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     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  Copyright 2006 Envoi Solutions LLC

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
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  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.421 jboss-as-logging 7.3.0.Final-redhat-14 
1.421.1 Available under license : 

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '# This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it # under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as # published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of # the License, or (at your option) any later version. # This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, # but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of #

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU # Lesser General Public

License for more details. # You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '*  * This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

modify it *  * under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as *  * published by the Free Software

Foundation; either version 2.1 of *  * the License, or (at your option) any later version. *  * This software is

distributed in the hope that it will be useful, *  * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied

warranty of *  * MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU *  * Lesser

General Public License for more details. *  * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it * under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as * published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of * the License, or (at your option) any later version. * This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of *

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU * Lesser General Public

License for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public'

 

1.422 stax 3.1.1-redhat-3 
1.422.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* Reference Implementation of

* Stax2 extension API (for basic Stax API, JSR-173)

*

* Copyright (c) 2008- Tatu Saloranta, tatu.saloranta@iki.fi

*

* Licensed under the License specified in file LICENSE, included with

* the source code.

* You may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1077227140_1601875516.12/0/stax2-api-3-1-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/stax2/ri/typed/AsciiValueEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077227140_1601875516.12/0/stax2-api-3-1-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/stax2/ri/typed/ValueDecoderFactory.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* Reference Implementation of

* Stax2 extension API (for basic Stax API, JSR-173)

*

* Copyright (c) 2005- Tatu Saloranta, tatu.saloranta@iki.fi

*

* Licensed under the License specified in file LICENSE, included with

* the source code.

* You may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1077227140_1601875516.12/0/stax2-api-3-1-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/stax2/ri/typed/ValueEncoderFactory.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* Stax2 API extension for Streaming API for XML processing (StAX).

*

* Copyright (c) 2006- Tatu Saloranta, tatu.saloranta@iki.fi

*

* Licensed under the License specified in the file LICENSE which is

* included with the source code.

* You may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1077227140_1601875516.12/0/stax2-api-3-1-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/stax2/ri/dom/DOMWrappingReader.java
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* Stax2 API extension for Streaming Api for Xml processing (StAX).

*

* Copyright (c) 2006- Tatu Saloranta, tatu.saloranta@iki.fi

*

* Licensed under the License specified in file LICENSE, included with

* the source code.

* You may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1077227140_1601875516.12/0/stax2-api-3-1-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/stax2/ri/Stax2ReaderImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077227140_1601875516.12/0/stax2-api-3-1-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/stax2/ri/Stax2WriterImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077227140_1601875516.12/0/stax2-api-3-1-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/stax2/ri/Stax2WriterAdapter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* Stax2 API extension for Streaming Api for Xml processing (StAX).

*

* Copyright (c) 2006- Tatu Saloranta, tatu.saloranta@iki.fi

*

* Licensed under the License specified in the file LICENSE which is

* included with the source code.

* You may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1077227140_1601875516.12/0/stax2-api-3-1-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/stax2/ri/dom/DOMWrappingWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077227140_1601875516.12/0/stax2-api-3-1-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/stax2/ri/Stax2Util.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.
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/* Woodstox XML processor

*

* Copyright (c) 2004- Tatu Saloranta, tatu.saloranta@iki.fi

*

* Licensed under the License specified in the file LICENSE which is

* included with the source code.

* You may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1077227140_1601875516.12/0/stax2-api-3-1-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/stax2/ri/Stax2EventReaderImpl.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* StAX2 extension for StAX API (JSR-173).

*

* Copyright (c) 2005- Tatu Saloranta, tatu.saloranta@iki.fi

*

* Licensed under the License specified in file LICENSE, included with

* the source code.

* You may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1077227140_1601875516.12/0/stax2-api-3-1-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/stax2/ri/typed/StringBase64Decoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077227140_1601875516.12/0/stax2-api-3-1-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/stax2/ri/typed/CharArrayBase64Decoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077227140_1601875516.12/0/stax2-api-3-1-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/stax2/ri/typed/Base64DecoderBase.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077227140_1601875516.12/0/stax2-api-3-1-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/stax2/util/StreamWriterDelegate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077227140_1601875516.12/0/stax2-api-3-1-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/stax2/ri/typed/NumberUtil.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.
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/* Stax2 extension for basic Stax API (JSR-173).

*

* Copyright (c) 2005- Tatu Saloranta, tatu.saloranta@iki.fi

*

* Licensed under the License specified in file LICENSE, included with

* the source code.

* You may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1077227140_1601875516.12/0/stax2-api-3-1-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/stax2/XMLStreamReader2.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077227140_1601875516.12/0/stax2-api-3-1-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/stax2/typed/Base64Variant.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077227140_1601875516.12/0/stax2-api-3-1-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/stax2/typed/Base64Variants.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077227140_1601875516.12/0/stax2-api-3-1-1-redhat-3-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/stax2/typed/TypedXMLStreamReader.java

 

1.423 jboss-annotations-api 1.0.1.Final 
1.423.1 Available under license : 

COMMON DEVELOPMENT AND DISTRIBUTION LICENSE (CDDL) Version 1.1

 

1. Definitions.

 

   1.1. "Contributor" means each individual or entity that creates or

        contributes to the creation of Modifications.

 

   1.2. "Contributor Version" means the combination of the Original

       Software, prior Modifications used by a Contributor (if any),

       and the Modifications made by that particular Contributor.

 

   1.3. "Covered Software" means (a) the Original Software, or (b)

        Modifications, or (c) the combination of files containing

        Original Software with files containing Modifications, in

        each case including portions thereof.

 

   1.4. "Executable" means the Covered Software in any form other

        than Source Code.
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   1.5. "Initial Developer" means the individual or entity that first

        makes Original Software available under this License.

 

   1.6. "Larger Work" means a work which combines Covered Software or

        portions thereof with code not governed by the terms of this

        License.

 

   1.7. "License" means this document.

 

   1.8. "Licensable" means having the right to grant, to the maximum

        extent possible, whether at the time of the initial grant or

        subsequently acquired, any and all of the rights conveyed

        herein.

 

   1.9. "Modifications" means the Source Code and Executable form of

        any of the following:

 

       A. Any file that results from an addition to, deletion from or

          modification of the contents of a file containing Original

          Software or previous Modifications;

 

       B. Any new file that contains any part of the Original

          Software or previous Modification; or

 

       C. Any new file that is contributed or otherwise made

          available under the terms of this License.

 

   1.10. "Original Software" means the Source Code and Executable

         form of computer software code that is originally released

         under this License.

 

   1.11. "Patent Claims" means any patent claim(s), now owned or

         hereafter acquired, including without limitation, method,

         process, and apparatus claims, in any patent Licensable by

         grantor.

 

   1.12. "Source Code" means (a) the common form of computer software

         code in which modifications are made and (b) associated

         documentation included in or with such code.

 

   1.13. "You" (or "Your") means an individual or a legal entity

         exercising rights under, and complying with all of the terms

         of, this License. For legal entities, "You" includes any

         entity which controls, is controlled by, or is under common

         control with You.  For purposes of this definition,

         "control" means (a) the power, direct or indirect, to cause

         the direction or management of such entity, whether by

         contract or otherwise, or (b) ownership of more than fifty
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         percent (50%) of the outstanding shares or beneficial

         ownership of such entity.

 

2. License Grants.

 

   2.1. The Initial Developer Grant.

 

   Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and

   subject to third party intellectual property claims, the Initial

   Developer hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free,

   non-exclusive license:

 

       (a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or

           trademark) Licensable by Initial Developer, to use,

           reproduce, modify, display, perform, sublicense and

           distribute the Original Software (or portions thereof),

           with or without Modifications, and/or as part of a Larger

           Work; and

 

       (b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using or

           selling of Original Software, to make, have made, use,

           practice, sell, and offer for sale, and/or otherwise

           dispose of the Original Software (or portions thereof).

 

       (c) The licenses granted in Sections 2.1(a) and (b) are

           effective on the date Initial Developer first distributes

           or otherwise makes the Original Software available to a

           third party under the terms of this License.

 

       (d) Notwithstanding Section 2.1(b) above, no patent license is

           granted: (1) for code that You delete from the Original

           Software, or (2) for infringements caused by: (i) the

           modification of the Original Software, or (ii) the

           combination of the Original Software with other software

           or devices.

 

   2.2. Contributor Grant.

 

   Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and

   subject to third party intellectual property claims, each

   Contributor hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free,

   non-exclusive license:

 

       (a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or

           trademark) Licensable by Contributor to use, reproduce,

           modify, display, perform, sublicense and distribute the

           Modifications created by such Contributor (or portions

           thereof), either on an unmodified basis, with other
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           Modifications, as Covered Software and/or as part of a

           Larger Work; and

 

       (b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using, or

           selling of Modifications made by that Contributor either

           alone and/or in combination with its Contributor Version

           (or portions of such combination), to make, use, sell,

           offer for sale, have made, and/or otherwise dispose of:

           (1) Modifications made by that Contributor (or portions

           thereof); and (2) the combination of Modifications made by

           that Contributor with its Contributor Version (or portions

           of such combination).

 

       (c) The licenses granted in Sections 2.2(a) and 2.2(b) are

           effective on the date Contributor first distributes or

           otherwise makes the Modifications available to a third

           party.

 

       (d) Notwithstanding Section 2.2(b) above, no patent license is

           granted: (1) for any code that Contributor has deleted

           from the Contributor Version; (2) for infringements caused

           by: (i) third party modifications of Contributor Version,

           or (ii) the combination of Modifications made by that

           Contributor with other software (except as part of the

           Contributor Version) or other devices; or (3) under Patent

           Claims infringed by Covered Software in the absence of

           Modifications made by that Contributor.

 

3. Distribution Obligations.

 

   3.1. Availability of Source Code.

 

   Any Covered Software that You distribute or otherwise make

   available in Executable form must also be made available in Source

   Code form and that Source Code form must be distributed only under

   the terms of this License. You must include a copy of this License

   with every copy of the Source Code form of the Covered Software

   You distribute or otherwise make available. You must inform

   recipients of any such Covered Software in Executable form as to

   how they can obtain such Covered Software in Source Code form in a

   reasonable manner on or through a medium customarily used for

   software exchange.

 

   3.2. Modifications.

 

   The Modifications that You create or to which You contribute are

   governed by the terms of this License. You represent that You

   believe Your Modifications are Your original creation(s) and/or
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   You have sufficient rights to grant the rights conveyed by this

   License.

 

   3.3. Required Notices.

 

   You must include a notice in each of Your Modifications that

   identifies You as the Contributor of the Modification. You may not

   remove or alter any copyright, patent or trademark notices

   contained within the Covered Software, or any notices of licensing

   or any descriptive text giving attribution to any Contributor or

   the Initial Developer.

 

   3.4. Application of Additional Terms.

 

   You may not offer or impose any terms on any Covered Software in

   Source Code form that alters or restricts the applicable version

   of this License or the recipients' rights hereunder. You may

   choose to offer, and to charge a fee for, warranty, support,

   indemnity or liability obligations to one or more recipients of

   Covered Software. However, you may do so only on Your own behalf,

   and not on behalf of the Initial Developer or any Contributor. You

   must make it absolutely clear that any such warranty, support,

   indemnity or liability obligation is offered by You alone, and You

   hereby agree to indemnify the Initial Developer and every

   Contributor for any liability incurred by the Initial Developer or

   such Contributor as a result of warranty, support, indemnity or

   liability terms You offer.

 

   3.5. Distribution of Executable Versions.

 

   You may distribute the Executable form of the Covered Software

   under the terms of this License or under the terms of a license of

   Your choice, which may contain terms different from this License,

   provided that You are in compliance with the terms of this License

   and that the license for the Executable form does not attempt to

   limit or alter the recipient's rights in the Source Code form from

   the rights set forth in this License. If You distribute the

   Covered Software in Executable form under a different license, You

   must make it absolutely clear that any terms which differ from

   this License are offered by You alone, not by the Initial

   Developer or Contributor. You hereby agree to indemnify the

   Initial Developer and every Contributor for any liability incurred

   by the Initial Developer or such Contributor as a result of any

   such terms You offer.

 

   3.6. Larger Works.

 

   You may create a Larger Work by combining Covered Software with
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   other code not governed by the terms of this License and

   distribute the Larger Work as a single product. In such a case,

   You must make sure the requirements of this License are fulfilled

   for the Covered Software.

 

4. Versions of the License.

 

   4.1. New Versions.

 

   Oracle is the initial license steward and may publish revised

   and/or new versions of this License from time to time. Each

   version will be given a distinguishing version number. Except as

   provided in Section 4.3, no one other than the license steward has

   the right to modify this License.

 

   4.2. Effect of New Versions.

 

   You may always continue to use, distribute or otherwise make the

   Covered Software available under the terms of the version of the

   License under which You originally received the Covered Software.

   If the Initial Developer includes a notice in the Original

   Software prohibiting it from being distributed or otherwise made

   available under any subsequent version of the License, You must

   distribute and make the Covered Software available under the terms

   of the version of the License under which You originally received

   the Covered Software. Otherwise, You may also choose to use,

   distribute or otherwise make the Covered Software available under

   the terms of any subsequent version of the License published by

   the license steward.

 

   4.3. Modified Versions.

 

   When You are an Initial Developer and You want to create a new

   license for Your Original Software, You may create and use a

   modified version of this License if You: (a) rename the license

   and remove any references to the name of the license steward

   (except to note that the license differs from this License); and

   (b) otherwise make it clear that the license contains terms which

   differ from this License.

 

5. DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY.

 

   COVERED SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED UNDER THIS LICENSE ON AN "AS IS"

   BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED,

   INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, WARRANTIES THAT THE COVERED

   SOFTWARE IS FREE OF DEFECTS, MERCHANTABLE, FIT FOR A PARTICULAR

   PURPOSE OR NON-INFRINGING. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND

   PERFORMANCE OF THE COVERED SOFTWARE IS WITH YOU. SHOULD ANY
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   COVERED SOFTWARE PROVE DEFECTIVE IN ANY RESPECT, YOU (NOT THE

   INITIAL DEVELOPER OR ANY OTHER CONTRIBUTOR) ASSUME THE COST OF ANY

   NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION. THIS DISCLAIMER OF

   WARRANTY CONSTITUTES AN ESSENTIAL PART OF THIS LICENSE. NO USE OF

   ANY COVERED SOFTWARE IS AUTHORIZED HEREUNDER EXCEPT UNDER THIS

   DISCLAIMER.

 

6. TERMINATION.

 

   6.1. This License and the rights granted hereunder will terminate

   automatically if You fail to comply with terms herein and fail to

   cure such breach within 30 days of becoming aware of the breach.

   Provisions which, by their nature, must remain in effect beyond

   the termination of this License shall survive.

 

   6.2. If You assert a patent infringement claim (excluding

   declaratory judgment actions) against Initial Developer or a

   Contributor (the Initial Developer or Contributor against whom You

   assert such claim is referred to as "Participant") alleging that

   the Participant Software (meaning the Contributor Version where

   the Participant is a Contributor or the Original Software where

   the Participant is the Initial Developer) directly or indirectly

   infringes any patent, then any and all rights granted directly or

   indirectly to You by such Participant, the Initial Developer (if

   the Initial Developer is not the Participant) and all Contributors

   under Sections 2.1 and/or 2.2 of this License shall, upon 60 days

   notice from Participant terminate prospectively and automatically

   at the expiration of such 60 day notice period, unless if within

   such 60 day period You withdraw Your claim with respect to the

   Participant Software against such Participant either unilaterally

   or pursuant to a written agreement with Participant.

 

   6.3. If You assert a patent infringement claim against Participant

   alleging that the Participant Software directly or indirectly

   infringes any patent where such claim is resolved (such as by

   license or settlement) prior to the initiation of patent

   infringement litigation, then the reasonable value of the licenses

   granted by such Participant under Sections 2.1 or 2.2 shall be

   taken into account in determining the amount or value of any

   payment or license.

 

   6.4. In the event of termination under Sections 6.1 or 6.2 above,

   all end user licenses that have been validly granted by You or any

   distributor hereunder prior to termination (excluding licenses

   granted to You by any distributor) shall survive termination.

 

7. LIMITATION OF LIABILITY.
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   UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES AND UNDER NO LEGAL THEORY, WHETHER TORT

   (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE), CONTRACT, OR OTHERWISE, SHALL YOU, THE

   INITIAL DEVELOPER, ANY OTHER CONTRIBUTOR, OR ANY DISTRIBUTOR OF

   COVERED SOFTWARE, OR ANY SUPPLIER OF ANY OF SUCH PARTIES, BE

   LIABLE TO ANY PERSON FOR ANY INDIRECT, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, OR

   CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OF ANY CHARACTER INCLUDING, WITHOUT

   LIMITATION, DAMAGES FOR LOSS OF GOODWILL, WORK STOPPAGE, COMPUTER

   FAILURE OR MALFUNCTION, OR ANY AND ALL OTHER COMMERCIAL DAMAGES OR

   LOSSES, EVEN IF SUCH PARTY SHALL HAVE BEEN INFORMED OF THE

   POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES. THIS LIMITATION OF LIABILITY SHALL

   NOT APPLY TO LIABILITY FOR DEATH OR PERSONAL INJURY RESULTING FROM

   SUCH PARTY'S NEGLIGENCE TO THE EXTENT APPLICABLE LAW PROHIBITS

   SUCH LIMITATION. SOME JURISDICTIONS DO NOT ALLOW THE EXCLUSION OR

   LIMITATION OF INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, SO THIS

   EXCLUSION AND LIMITATION MAY NOT APPLY TO YOU.

 

8. U.S. GOVERNMENT END USERS.

 

   The Covered Software is a "commercial item," as that term is

   defined in 48 C.F.R. 2.101 (Oct. 1995), consisting of "commercial

   computer software" (as that term is defined at 48 C.F.R. '

   252.227-7014(a)(1)) and "commercial computer software

   documentation" as such terms are used in 48 C.F.R. 12.212 (Sept.

   1995). Consistent with 48 C.F.R. 12.212 and 48 C.F.R. 227.7202-1

   through 227.7202-4 (June 1995), all U.S. Government End Users

   acquire Covered Software with only those rights set forth herein.

   This U.S. Government Rights clause is in lieu of, and supersedes,

   any other FAR, DFAR, or other clause or provision that addresses

   Government rights in computer software under this License.

 

9. MISCELLANEOUS.

 

   This License represents the complete agreement concerning subject

   matter hereof. If any provision of this License is held to be

   unenforceable, such provision shall be reformed only to the extent

   necessary to make it enforceable. This License shall be governed

   by the law of the jurisdiction specified in a notice contained

   within the Original Software (except to the extent applicable law,

   if any, provides otherwise), excluding such jurisdiction's

   conflict-of-law provisions. Any litigation relating to this

   License shall be subject to the jurisdiction of the courts located

   in the jurisdiction and venue specified in a notice contained

   within the Original Software, with the losing party responsible

   for costs, including, without limitation, court costs and

   reasonable attorneys' fees and expenses. The application of the

   United Nations Convention on Contracts for the International Sale

   of Goods is expressly excluded. Any law or regulation which

   provides that the language of a contract shall be construed
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   against the drafter shall not apply to this License. You agree

   that You alone are responsible for compliance with the United

   States export administration regulations (and the export control

   laws and regulation of any other countries) when You use,

   distribute or otherwise make available any Covered Software.

 

10. RESPONSIBILITY FOR CLAIMS.

 

   As between Initial Developer and the Contributors, each party is

   responsible for claims and damages arising, directly or

   indirectly, out of its utilization of rights under this License

   and You agree to work with Initial Developer and Contributors to

   distribute such responsibility on an equitable basis. Nothing

   herein is intended or shall be deemed to constitute any admission

   of liability.

 

1.424 geronimo-javamail 1.7.1 
1.424.1 Available under license : 

 

JavaMail 1.4

Copyright 2003-2010 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.
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     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,
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     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution
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         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing
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     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.425 jboss-as-build-config 7.3.0.Final-redhat-

14 
1.425.1 Available under license : 

                  GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 2.1, February 1999

 

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA
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Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL.  It also counts

as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence

the version number 2.1.]

 

                           Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change

free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

 

 This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some

specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the

Free Software Foundation and other authors who decide to use it.  You

can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether

this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better

strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations below.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use,

not price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that

you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge

for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get

it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of

it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do

these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these

rights.  These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for

you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis

or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave

you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source

code.  If you link other code with the library, you must provide

complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them

with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling

it.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

 We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the

library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

 

 To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that

there is no warranty for the free library.  Also, if the library is
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modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know

that what they have is not the original version, so that the original

author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be

introduced by others.

�

 Finally, software patents pose a constant threat to the existence of

any free program.  We wish to make sure that a company cannot

effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a

restrictive license from a patent holder.  Therefore, we insist that

any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be

consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

 

 Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the

ordinary GNU General Public License.  This license, the GNU Lesser

General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and

is quite different from the ordinary General Public License.  We use

this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those

libraries into non-free programs.

 

 When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using

a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a

combined work, a derivative of the original library.  The ordinary

General Public License therefore permits such linking only if the

entire combination fits its criteria of freedom.  The Lesser General

Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with

the library.

 

 We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it

does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General

Public License.  It also provides other free software developers Less

of an advantage over competing non-free programs.  These disadvantages

are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many

libraries.  However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain

special circumstances.

 

 For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to

encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it becomes

a de-facto standard.  To achieve this, non-free programs must be

allowed to use the library.  A more frequent case is that a free

library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries.  In this

case, there is little to gain by limiting the free library to free

software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

 

 In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free

programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of

free software.  For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in

non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU

operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating
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system.

 

 Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the

users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is

linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run

that program using a modified version of the Library.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference between a

"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library".  The

former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must

be combined with the library in order to run.

�

                 GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other

program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or

other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of

this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License").

Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

 A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data

prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs

(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

 

 The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work

which has been distributed under these terms.  A "work based on the

Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a

portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated

straightforwardly into another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is

included without limitation in the term "modification".)

 

 "Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation

and installation of the library.

 

 Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from

such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based

on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for

writing it).  Whether that is true depends on what the Library does

and what the program that uses the Library does.
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 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's

complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that

you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an

appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact

all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any

warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the

Library.

 

 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,

and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a

fee.

�

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

 

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no

   charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

 

   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a

   table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses

   the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility

   is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,

   in the event an application does not supply such function or

   table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of

   its purpose remains meaningful.

 

   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has

   a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

   application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any

   application-supplied function or table used by this function must

   be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square

   root function must still compute square roots.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the
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entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote

it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Library.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library

with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public

License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library.  To do

this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so

that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,

instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the

ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify

that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make any other change in

these notices.

�

 Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for

that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all

subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

 

 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of

the Library into a program that is not a library.

 

 4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or

derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form

under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany

it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which

must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a

medium customarily used for software interchange.

 

 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the

source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to

distribute the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the

Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or

linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library".  Such a

work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and

therefore falls outside the scope of this License.
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 However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library

creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it

contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the

library".  The executable is therefore covered by this License.

Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

 

 When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file

that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a

derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.

Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be

linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library.  The

threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

 

 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data

structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline

functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object

file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative

work.  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the

Library will still fall under Section 6.)

 

 Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may

distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.

Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,

whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

�

 6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or

link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a

work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work

under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit

modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications.

 

 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the

Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by

this License.  You must supply a copy of this License.  If the work

during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the

copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference

directing the user to the copy of this License.  Also, you must do one

of these things:

 

   a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding

   machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever

   changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under

   Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked

   with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that

   uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the

   user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified

   executable containing the modified Library.  (It is understood
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   that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the

   Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application

   to use the modified definitions.)

 

   b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

   Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a

   copy of the library already present on the user's computer system,

   rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2)

   will operate properly with a modified version of the library, if

   the user installs one, as long as the modified version is

   interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

 

   c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at

   least three years, to give the same user the materials

   specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more

   than the cost of performing this distribution.

 

   d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy

   from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above

   specified materials from the same place.

 

   e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these

   materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

 

 For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the

Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for

reproducing the executable from it.  However, as a special exception,

the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is

normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies

the executable.

 

 It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license

restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally

accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot

use both them and the Library together in an executable that you

distribute.

�

 7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library

facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined

library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on

the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise

permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

 

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work

   based on the Library, uncombined with any other library
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   facilities.  This must be distributed under the terms of the

   Sections above.

 

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact

   that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining

   where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute

the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any

attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or

distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your

rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,

or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses

terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

 9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the

Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Library or works based on it.

 

 10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the

Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library

subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with

this License.

�

 11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Library at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any

particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply,

and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.
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It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add

an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries,

so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus

excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if

written in the body of this License.

 

 13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new

versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time.

Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,

but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and

"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a

license version number, you may choose any version ever published by

the Free Software Foundation.

�

 14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,

write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is

copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free

Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.  Our

decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status

of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing

and reuse of software generally.

 

                           NO WARRANTY

 

 15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO
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WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME

THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE

LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

�

          How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

 

 If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that

everyone can redistribute and change.  You can do so by permitting

redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the

ordinary General Public License).

 

 To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library.  It is

safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the

"copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

   modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

   version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

 

   This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

   Lesser General Public License for more details.
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   You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

 library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

That's all there is to it!

 

1.426 jsf-api 1.2_15-b01-redhat-8 
1.426.1 Available under license : 

COMMON DEVELOPMENT AND DISTRIBUTION LICENSE Version 1.0 (CDDL-1.0) (text)

 

1. Definitions.

 

1.1. Contributor means each individual or entity that creates or contributes to the creation of Modifications.

 

1.2. Contributor Version means the combination of the Original Software, prior Modifications used by a Contributor

(if any), and the Modifications made by that particular Contributor.

 

1.3. Covered Software means (a) the Original Software, or (b) Modifications, or (c) the combination of files

containing Original Software with files containing Modifications, in each case including portions thereof.

 

1.4. Executable means the Covered Software in any form other than Source Code.

 

1.5. Initial Developer means the individual or entity that first makes Original Software available under this License.

 

1.6. Larger Work means a work which combines Covered Software or portions thereof with code not governed by

the terms of this License.

 

1.7. License means this document.

 

1.8. Licensable means having the right to grant, to the maximum extent possible, whether at the time of the initial

grant or subsequently acquired, any and all of the rights conveyed herein.

 

1.9. Modifications means the Source Code and Executable form of any of the following:
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A. Any file that results from an addition to, deletion from or modification of the contents of a file containing

Original Software or previous Modifications;

 

B. Any new file that contains any part of the Original Software or previous Modification; or

 

C. Any new file that is contributed or otherwise made available under the terms of this License.

 

1.10. Original Software means the Source Code and Executable form of computer software code that is originally

released under this License.

 

1.11. Patent Claims means any patent claim(s), now owned or hereafter acquired, including without limitation,

method, process, and apparatus claims, in any patent Licensable by grantor.

 

1.12. Source Code means (a) the common form of computer software code in which modifications are made and (b)

associated documentation included in or with such code.

 

1.13. You (or Your) means an individual or a legal entity exercising rights under, and complying with all of the

terms of, this License. For legal entities, You includes any entity which controls, is controlled by, or is under

common control with You. For purposes of this definition, control means (a) the power, direct or indirect, to cause

the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (b) ownership of more than fifty

percent (50%) of the outstanding shares or beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

2. License Grants.

 

2.1. The Initial Developer Grant.

 

Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and subject to third party intellectual property claims,

the Initial Developer hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license:

 

(a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark) Licensable by Initial Developer, to use,

reproduce, modify, display, perform, sublicense and distribute the Original Software (or portions thereof), with or

without Modifications, and/or as part of a Larger Work; and

 

(b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using or selling of Original Software, to make, have made, use,

practice, sell, and offer for sale, and/or otherwise dispose of the Original Software (or portions thereof).

 

(c) The licenses granted in Sections 2.1(a) and (b) are effective on the date Initial Developer first distributes or

otherwise makes the Original Software available to a third party under the terms of this License.

 

(d) Notwithstanding Section 2.1(b) above, no patent license is granted: (1) for code that You delete from the

Original Software, or (2) for infringements caused by: (i) the modification of the Original Software, or (ii) the

combination of the Original Software with other software or devices.

 

2.2. Contributor Grant.

 

Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and subject to third party intellectual property claims,

each Contributor hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license:
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(a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark) Licensable by Contributor to use, reproduce,

modify, display, perform, sublicense and distribute the Modifications created by such Contributor (or portions

thereof), either on an unmodified basis, with other Modifications, as Covered Software and/or as part of a Larger

Work; and

 

(b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using, or selling of Modifications made by that Contributor either

alone and/or in combination with its Contributor Version (or portions of such combination), to make, use, sell, offer

for sale, have made, and/or otherwise dispose of: (1) Modifications made by that Contributor (or portions thereof);

and (2) the combination of Modifications made by that Contributor with its Contributor Version (or portions of such

combination).

 

(c) The licenses granted in Sections 2.2(a) and 2.2(b) are effective on the date Contributor first distributes or

otherwise makes the Modifications available to a third party.

 

(d) Notwithstanding Section 2.2(b) above, no patent license is granted: (1) for any code that Contributor has deleted

from the Contributor Version; (2) for infringements caused by: (i) third party modifications of Contributor Version,

or (ii) the combination of Modifications made by that Contributor with other software (except as part of the

Contributor Version) or other devices; or (3) under Patent Claims infringed by Covered Software in the absence of

Modifications made by that Contributor.

 

3. Distribution Obligations.

 

3.1. Availability of Source Code.

 

Any Covered Software that You distribute or otherwise make available in Executable form must also be made

available in Source Code form and that Source Code form must be distributed only under the terms of this License.

You must include a copy of this License with every copy of the Source Code form of the Covered Software You

distribute or otherwise make available. You must inform recipients of any such Covered Software in Executable

form as to how they can obtain such Covered Software in Source Code form in a reasonable manner on or through a

medium customarily used for software exchange.

 

3.2. Modifications.

 

The Modifications that You create or to which You contribute are governed by the terms of this License. You

represent that You believe Your Modifications are Your original creation(s) and/or You have sufficient rights to

grant the rights conveyed by this License.

 

3.3. Required Notices.

 

You must include a notice in each of Your Modifications that identifies You as the Contributor of the Modification.

You may not remove or alter any copyright, patent or trademark notices contained within the Covered Software, or

any notices of licensing or any descriptive text giving attribution to any Contributor or the Initial Developer.

 

3.4. Application of Additional Terms.

 

You may not offer or impose any terms on any Covered Software in Source Code form that alters or restricts the

applicable version of this License or the recipients rights hereunder. You may choose to offer, and to charge a fee

for, warranty, support, indemnity or liability obligations to one or more recipients of Covered Software. However,
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you may do so only on Your own behalf, and not on behalf of the Initial Developer or any Contributor. You must

make it absolutely clear that any such warranty, support, indemnity or liability obligation is offered by You alone,

and You hereby agree to indemnify the Initial Developer and every Contributor for any liability incurred by the

Initial Developer or such Contributor as a result of warranty, support, indemnity or liability terms You offer.

 

3.5. Distribution of Executable Versions.

 

You may distribute the Executable form of the Covered Software under the terms of this License or under the terms

of a license of Your choice, which may contain terms different from this License, provided that You are in

compliance with the terms of this License and that the license for the Executable form does not attempt to limit or

alter the recipients rights in the Source Code form from the rights set forth in this License. If You distribute the

Covered Software in Executable form under a different license, You must make it absolutely clear that any terms

which differ from this License are offered by You alone, not by the Initial Developer or Contributor. You hereby

agree to indemnify the Initial Developer and every Contributor for any liability incurred by the Initial Developer or

such Contributor as a result of any such terms You offer.

 

3.6. Larger Works.

 

You may create a Larger Work by combining Covered Software with other code not governed by the terms of this

License and distribute the Larger Work as a single product. In such a case, You must make sure the requirements of

this License are fulfilled for the Covered Software.

 

4. Versions of the License.

 

4.1. New Versions.

 

Sun Microsystems, Inc. is the initial license steward and may publish revised and/or new versions of this License

from time to time. Each version will be given a distinguishing version number. Except as provided in Section 4.3, no

one other than the license steward has the right to modify this License.

 

4.2. Effect of New Versions.

 

You may always continue to use, distribute or otherwise make the Covered Software available under the terms of the

version of the License under which You originally received the Covered Software. If the Initial Developer includes a

notice in the Original Software prohibiting it from being distributed or otherwise made available under any

subsequent version of the License, You must distribute and make the Covered Software available under the terms of

the version of the License under which You originally received the Covered Software. Otherwise, You may also

choose to use, distribute or otherwise make the Covered Software available under the terms of any subsequent

version of the License published by the license steward.

 

4.3. Modified Versions.

 

When You are an Initial Developer and You want to create a new license for Your Original Software, You may

create and use a modified version of this License if You: (a) rename the license and remove any references to the

name of the license steward (except to note that the license differs from this License); and (b) otherwise make it

clear that the license contains terms which differ from this License.

 

5. DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY.
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COVERED SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED UNDER THIS LICENSE ON AN AS IS BASIS, WITHOUT

WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION,

WARRANTIES THAT THE COVERED SOFTWARE IS FREE OF DEFECTS, MERCHANTABLE, FIT FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR NON-INFRINGING. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND

PERFORMANCE OF THE COVERED SOFTWARE IS WITH YOU. SHOULD ANY COVERED SOFTWARE

PROVE DEFECTIVE IN ANY RESPECT, YOU (NOT THE INITIAL DEVELOPER OR ANY OTHER

CONTRIBUTOR) ASSUME THE COST OF ANY NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

THIS DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY CONSTITUTES AN ESSENTIAL PART OF THIS LICENSE. NO USE

OF ANY COVERED SOFTWARE IS AUTHORIZED HEREUNDER EXCEPT UNDER THIS DISCLAIMER.

 

6. TERMINATION.

 

6.1. This License and the rights granted hereunder will terminate automatically if You fail to comply with terms

herein and fail to cure such breach within 30 days of becoming aware of the breach. Provisions which, by their

nature, must remain in effect beyond the termination of this License shall survive.

 

6.2. If You assert a patent infringement claim (excluding declaratory judgment actions) against Initial Developer or

a Contributor (the Initial Developer or Contributor against whom You assert such claim is referred to as Participant)

alleging that the Participant Software (meaning the Contributor Version where the Participant is a Contributor or the

Original Software where the Participant is the Initial Developer) directly or indirectly infringes any patent, then any

and all rights granted directly or indirectly to You by such Participant, the Initial Developer (if the Initial Developer

is not the Participant) and all Contributors under Sections 2.1 and/or 2.2 of this License shall, upon 60 days notice

from Participant terminate prospectively and automatically at the expiration of such 60 day notice period, unless if

within such 60 day period You withdraw Your claim with respect to the Participant Software against such

Participant either unilaterally or pursuant to a written agreement with Participant.

 

6.3. In the event of termination under Sections 6.1 or 6.2 above, all end user licenses that have been validly granted

by You or any distributor hereunder prior to termination (excluding licenses granted to You by any distributor) shall

survive termination.

 

7. LIMITATION OF LIABILITY.

 

UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES AND UNDER NO LEGAL THEORY, WHETHER TORT (INCLUDING

NEGLIGENCE), CONTRACT, OR OTHERWISE, SHALL YOU, THE INITIAL DEVELOPER, ANY OTHER

CONTRIBUTOR, OR ANY DISTRIBUTOR OF COVERED SOFTWARE, OR ANY SUPPLIER OF ANY OF

SUCH PARTIES, BE LIABLE TO ANY PERSON FOR ANY INDIRECT, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OF ANY CHARACTER INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, DAMAGES

FOR LOST PROFITS, LOSS OF GOODWILL, WORK STOPPAGE, COMPUTER FAILURE OR

MALFUNCTION, OR ANY AND ALL OTHER COMMERCIAL DAMAGES OR LOSSES, EVEN IF SUCH

PARTY SHALL HAVE BEEN INFORMED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES. THIS LIMITATION

OF LIABILITY SHALL NOT APPLY TO LIABILITY FOR DEATH OR PERSONAL INJURY RESULTING

FROM SUCH PARTYS NEGLIGENCE TO THE EXTENT APPLICABLE LAW PROHIBITS SUCH

LIMITATION. SOME JURISDICTIONS DO NOT ALLOW THE EXCLUSION OR LIMITATION OF

INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, SO THIS EXCLUSION AND LIMITATION MAY NOT

APPLY TO YOU.

 

8. U.S. GOVERNMENT END USERS.
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The Covered Software is a commercial item, as that term is defined in 48 C.F.R. 2.101 (Oct. 1995), consisting of

commercial computer software (as that term is defined at 48 C.F.R.  252.227-7014(a)(1)) and commercial computer

software documentation as such terms are used in 48 C.F.R. 12.212 (Sept. 1995). Consistent with 48 C.F.R. 12.212

and 48 C.F.R. 227.7202-1 through 227.7202-4 (June 1995), all U.S. Government End Users acquire Covered

Software with only those rights set forth herein. This U.S. Government Rights clause is in lieu of, and supersedes,

any other FAR, DFAR, or other clause or provision that addresses Government rights in computer software under

this License.

 

9. MISCELLANEOUS.

 

This License represents the complete agreement concerning subject matter hereof. If any provision of this License is

held to be unenforceable, such provision shall be reformed only to the extent necessary to make it enforceable. This

License shall be governed by the law of the jurisdiction specified in a notice contained within the Original Software

(except to the extent applicable law, if any, provides otherwise), excluding such jurisdictions conflict-of-law

provisions. Any litigation relating to this License shall be subject to the jurisdiction of the courts located in the

jurisdiction and venue specified in a notice contained within the Original Software, with the losing party responsible

for costs, including, without limitation, court costs and reasonable attorneys fees and expenses. The application of

the United Nations Convention on Contracts for the International Sale of Goods is expressly excluded. Any law or

regulation which provides that the language of a contract shall be construed against the drafter shall not apply to this

License. You agree that You alone are responsible for compliance with the United States export administration

regulations (and the export control laws and regulation of any other countries) when You use, distribute or otherwise

make available any Covered Software.

 

10. RESPONSIBILITY FOR CLAIMS.

 

As between Initial Developer and the Contributors, each party is responsible for claims and damages arising,

directly or indirectly, out of its utilization of rights under this License and You agree to work with Initial Developer

and Contributors to distribute such responsibility on an equitable basis. Nothing herein is intended or shall be

deemed to constitute any admission of liability.

 

1.427 open-csv 2.1 

 

1.428 jboss-as-jmx 7.2.0.Final 
1.428.1 Available under license : 

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '# This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it # under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as # published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of # the License, or (at your option) any later version. # This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, # but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of #

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU # Lesser General Public

License for more details. # You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it * under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as * published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of * the License, or (at your option) any later version. * This software is distributed in the hope
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that it will be useful, * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of *

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU * Lesser General Public

License for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public'

 

1.429 neethi 3.0.3 
1.429.1 Available under license : 

 

Apache Neethi

Copyright 2004-2014 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

 

This product is tested with testcases developed at W3C under the license:

http://www.w3.org/Consortium/Legal/2002/copyright-documents-20021231

The source distribution of this product includes those testcases.

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.
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     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,
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     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions
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     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability
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     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.430 jackson-mapper-asl 1.9.9 

 

1.431 httpcomponents-mime 4.4 
1.431.1 Available under license : 

 

Apache HttpClient Mime

Copyright 1999-2015 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/
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  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner
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     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and
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     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions
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     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
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  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.432 picketbox-infinispan 4.0.15.Final 
1.432.1 Available under license : 

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it * under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as * published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of * the License, or (at your option) any later version. * This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of *

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU * Lesser General Public

License for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public'

 

1.433 jackson-data 1.8.1 
1.433.1 Available under license : 

Apache License

Version 2.0, January 2004

http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

1. Definitions.

 

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1

through 9 of this document.

 

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are

under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or

indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of

fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source

code, documentation source, and configuration files.

 

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form,

including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.
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"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as

indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix

below).

 

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the

Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole,

an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that

remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works

thereof.

 

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications

or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the

Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright

owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written

communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic

mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously

marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been

received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce,

prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such

Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section)

patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such

license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was

submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit)

alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent

infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date

such litigation is filed.

 

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any

medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following

conditions:

 

You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and 

 

You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and 

 

You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark,

and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

the Derivative Works; and 
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If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute

must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices

that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a NOTICE text

file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided along with the

Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such third-party notices

normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not modify the

License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside or as an

addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

as modifying the License.

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license

terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works

as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions

stated in this License.

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for

inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any

additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of

any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product

names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and

reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work

(and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR

CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or

conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and

assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or

otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing,

shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or

consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or

any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of

such damages.

 

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may

choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or

rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf

and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend,

and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by

reason of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work
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To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by

brackets "[]" replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include the brackets!) The text should be

enclosed in the appropriate comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a file or class name and

description of purpose be included on the same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier identification within

third-party archives.

 

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1.434 jbossjaxrsapi 1.0.1.Final-redhat-2 
1.434.1 Available under license : 

/*

* The contents of this file are subject to the terms

* of the Common Development and Distribution License

* (the "License").  You may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License.
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*

* You can obtain a copy of the license at

* http://www.opensource.org/licenses/cddl1.php

* See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

COMMON DEVELOPMENT AND DISTRIBUTION LICENSE Version 1.0 (CDDL-1.0) (text)

 

1. Definitions.

 

1.1. Contributor means each individual or entity that creates or contributes to the creation of Modifications.

 

1.2. Contributor Version means the combination of the Original Software, prior Modifications used by a Contributor

(if any), and the Modifications made by that particular Contributor.

 

1.3. Covered Software means (a) the Original Software, or (b) Modifications, or (c) the combination of files

containing Original Software with files containing Modifications, in each case including portions thereof.

 

1.4. Executable means the Covered Software in any form other than Source Code.

 

1.5. Initial Developer means the individual or entity that first makes Original Software available under this License.

 

1.6. Larger Work means a work which combines Covered Software or portions thereof with code not governed by

the terms of this License.

 

1.7. License means this document.

 

1.8. Licensable means having the right to grant, to the maximum extent possible, whether at the time of the initial

grant or subsequently acquired, any and all of the rights conveyed herein.

 

1.9. Modifications means the Source Code and Executable form of any of the following:

 

A. Any file that results from an addition to, deletion from or modification of the contents of a file containing

Original Software or previous Modifications;

 

B. Any new file that contains any part of the Original Software or previous Modification; or

 

C. Any new file that is contributed or otherwise made available under the terms of this License.

 

1.10. Original Software means the Source Code and Executable form of computer software code that is originally

released under this License.

 

1.11. Patent Claims means any patent claim(s), now owned or hereafter acquired, including without limitation,

method, process, and apparatus claims, in any patent Licensable by grantor.

 

1.12. Source Code means (a) the common form of computer software code in which modifications are made and (b)

associated documentation included in or with such code.
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1.13. You (or Your) means an individual or a legal entity exercising rights under, and complying with all of the

terms of, this License. For legal entities, You includes any entity which controls, is controlled by, or is under

common control with You. For purposes of this definition, control means (a) the power, direct or indirect, to cause

the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (b) ownership of more than fifty

percent (50%) of the outstanding shares or beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

2. License Grants.

 

2.1. The Initial Developer Grant.

 

Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and subject to third party intellectual property claims,

the Initial Developer hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license:

 

(a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark) Licensable by Initial Developer, to use,

reproduce, modify, display, perform, sublicense and distribute the Original Software (or portions thereof), with or

without Modifications, and/or as part of a Larger Work; and

 

(b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using or selling of Original Software, to make, have made, use,

practice, sell, and offer for sale, and/or otherwise dispose of the Original Software (or portions thereof).

 

(c) The licenses granted in Sections 2.1(a) and (b) are effective on the date Initial Developer first distributes or

otherwise makes the Original Software available to a third party under the terms of this License.

 

(d) Notwithstanding Section 2.1(b) above, no patent license is granted: (1) for code that You delete from the

Original Software, or (2) for infringements caused by: (i) the modification of the Original Software, or (ii) the

combination of the Original Software with other software or devices.

 

2.2. Contributor Grant.

 

Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and subject to third party intellectual property claims,

each Contributor hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license:

 

(a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark) Licensable by Contributor to use, reproduce,

modify, display, perform, sublicense and distribute the Modifications created by such Contributor (or portions

thereof), either on an unmodified basis, with other Modifications, as Covered Software and/or as part of a Larger

Work; and

 

(b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using, or selling of Modifications made by that Contributor either

alone and/or in combination with its Contributor Version (or portions of such combination), to make, use, sell, offer

for sale, have made, and/or otherwise dispose of: (1) Modifications made by that Contributor (or portions thereof);

and (2) the combination of Modifications made by that Contributor with its Contributor Version (or portions of such

combination).

 

(c) The licenses granted in Sections 2.2(a) and 2.2(b) are effective on the date Contributor first distributes or

otherwise makes the Modifications available to a third party.

 

(d) Notwithstanding Section 2.2(b) above, no patent license is granted: (1) for any code that Contributor has deleted

from the Contributor Version; (2) for infringements caused by: (i) third party modifications of Contributor Version,
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or (ii) the combination of Modifications made by that Contributor with other software (except as part of the

Contributor Version) or other devices; or (3) under Patent Claims infringed by Covered Software in the absence of

Modifications made by that Contributor.

 

3. Distribution Obligations.

 

3.1. Availability of Source Code.

 

Any Covered Software that You distribute or otherwise make available in Executable form must also be made

available in Source Code form and that Source Code form must be distributed only under the terms of this License.

You must include a copy of this License with every copy of the Source Code form of the Covered Software You

distribute or otherwise make available. You must inform recipients of any such Covered Software in Executable

form as to how they can obtain such Covered Software in Source Code form in a reasonable manner on or through a

medium customarily used for software exchange.

 

3.2. Modifications.

 

The Modifications that You create or to which You contribute are governed by the terms of this License. You

represent that You believe Your Modifications are Your original creation(s) and/or You have sufficient rights to

grant the rights conveyed by this License.

 

3.3. Required Notices.

 

You must include a notice in each of Your Modifications that identifies You as the Contributor of the Modification.

You may not remove or alter any copyright, patent or trademark notices contained within the Covered Software, or

any notices of licensing or any descriptive text giving attribution to any Contributor or the Initial Developer.

 

3.4. Application of Additional Terms.

 

You may not offer or impose any terms on any Covered Software in Source Code form that alters or restricts the

applicable version of this License or the recipients rights hereunder. You may choose to offer, and to charge a fee

for, warranty, support, indemnity or liability obligations to one or more recipients of Covered Software. However,

you may do so only on Your own behalf, and not on behalf of the Initial Developer or any Contributor. You must

make it absolutely clear that any such warranty, support, indemnity or liability obligation is offered by You alone,

and You hereby agree to indemnify the Initial Developer and every Contributor for any liability incurred by the

Initial Developer or such Contributor as a result of warranty, support, indemnity or liability terms You offer.

 

3.5. Distribution of Executable Versions.

 

You may distribute the Executable form of the Covered Software under the terms of this License or under the terms

of a license of Your choice, which may contain terms different from this License, provided that You are in

compliance with the terms of this License and that the license for the Executable form does not attempt to limit or

alter the recipients rights in the Source Code form from the rights set forth in this License. If You distribute the

Covered Software in Executable form under a different license, You must make it absolutely clear that any terms

which differ from this License are offered by You alone, not by the Initial Developer or Contributor. You hereby

agree to indemnify the Initial Developer and every Contributor for any liability incurred by the Initial Developer or

such Contributor as a result of any such terms You offer.
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3.6. Larger Works.

 

You may create a Larger Work by combining Covered Software with other code not governed by the terms of this

License and distribute the Larger Work as a single product. In such a case, You must make sure the requirements of

this License are fulfilled for the Covered Software.

 

4. Versions of the License.

 

4.1. New Versions.

 

Sun Microsystems, Inc. is the initial license steward and may publish revised and/or new versions of this License

from time to time. Each version will be given a distinguishing version number. Except as provided in Section 4.3, no

one other than the license steward has the right to modify this License.

 

4.2. Effect of New Versions.

 

You may always continue to use, distribute or otherwise make the Covered Software available under the terms of the

version of the License under which You originally received the Covered Software. If the Initial Developer includes a

notice in the Original Software prohibiting it from being distributed or otherwise made available under any

subsequent version of the License, You must distribute and make the Covered Software available under the terms of

the version of the License under which You originally received the Covered Software. Otherwise, You may also

choose to use, distribute or otherwise make the Covered Software available under the terms of any subsequent

version of the License published by the license steward.

 

4.3. Modified Versions.

 

When You are an Initial Developer and You want to create a new license for Your Original Software, You may

create and use a modified version of this License if You: (a) rename the license and remove any references to the

name of the license steward (except to note that the license differs from this License); and (b) otherwise make it

clear that the license contains terms which differ from this License.

 

5. DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY.

 

COVERED SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED UNDER THIS LICENSE ON AN AS IS BASIS, WITHOUT

WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION,

WARRANTIES THAT THE COVERED SOFTWARE IS FREE OF DEFECTS, MERCHANTABLE, FIT FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR NON-INFRINGING. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND

PERFORMANCE OF THE COVERED SOFTWARE IS WITH YOU. SHOULD ANY COVERED SOFTWARE

PROVE DEFECTIVE IN ANY RESPECT, YOU (NOT THE INITIAL DEVELOPER OR ANY OTHER

CONTRIBUTOR) ASSUME THE COST OF ANY NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

THIS DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY CONSTITUTES AN ESSENTIAL PART OF THIS LICENSE. NO USE

OF ANY COVERED SOFTWARE IS AUTHORIZED HEREUNDER EXCEPT UNDER THIS DISCLAIMER.

 

6. TERMINATION.

 

6.1. This License and the rights granted hereunder will terminate automatically if You fail to comply with terms

herein and fail to cure such breach within 30 days of becoming aware of the breach. Provisions which, by their

nature, must remain in effect beyond the termination of this License shall survive.
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6.2. If You assert a patent infringement claim (excluding declaratory judgment actions) against Initial Developer or

a Contributor (the Initial Developer or Contributor against whom You assert such claim is referred to as Participant)

alleging that the Participant Software (meaning the Contributor Version where the Participant is a Contributor or the

Original Software where the Participant is the Initial Developer) directly or indirectly infringes any patent, then any

and all rights granted directly or indirectly to You by such Participant, the Initial Developer (if the Initial Developer

is not the Participant) and all Contributors under Sections 2.1 and/or 2.2 of this License shall, upon 60 days notice

from Participant terminate prospectively and automatically at the expiration of such 60 day notice period, unless if

within such 60 day period You withdraw Your claim with respect to the Participant Software against such

Participant either unilaterally or pursuant to a written agreement with Participant.

 

6.3. In the event of termination under Sections 6.1 or 6.2 above, all end user licenses that have been validly granted

by You or any distributor hereunder prior to termination (excluding licenses granted to You by any distributor) shall

survive termination.

 

7. LIMITATION OF LIABILITY.

 

UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES AND UNDER NO LEGAL THEORY, WHETHER TORT (INCLUDING

NEGLIGENCE), CONTRACT, OR OTHERWISE, SHALL YOU, THE INITIAL DEVELOPER, ANY OTHER

CONTRIBUTOR, OR ANY DISTRIBUTOR OF COVERED SOFTWARE, OR ANY SUPPLIER OF ANY OF

SUCH PARTIES, BE LIABLE TO ANY PERSON FOR ANY INDIRECT, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OF ANY CHARACTER INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, DAMAGES

FOR LOST PROFITS, LOSS OF GOODWILL, WORK STOPPAGE, COMPUTER FAILURE OR

MALFUNCTION, OR ANY AND ALL OTHER COMMERCIAL DAMAGES OR LOSSES, EVEN IF SUCH

PARTY SHALL HAVE BEEN INFORMED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES. THIS LIMITATION

OF LIABILITY SHALL NOT APPLY TO LIABILITY FOR DEATH OR PERSONAL INJURY RESULTING

FROM SUCH PARTYS NEGLIGENCE TO THE EXTENT APPLICABLE LAW PROHIBITS SUCH

LIMITATION. SOME JURISDICTIONS DO NOT ALLOW THE EXCLUSION OR LIMITATION OF

INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, SO THIS EXCLUSION AND LIMITATION MAY NOT

APPLY TO YOU.

 

8. U.S. GOVERNMENT END USERS.

 

The Covered Software is a commercial item, as that term is defined in 48 C.F.R. 2.101 (Oct. 1995), consisting of

commercial computer software (as that term is defined at 48 C.F.R.  252.227-7014(a)(1)) and commercial computer

software documentation as such terms are used in 48 C.F.R. 12.212 (Sept. 1995). Consistent with 48 C.F.R. 12.212

and 48 C.F.R. 227.7202-1 through 227.7202-4 (June 1995), all U.S. Government End Users acquire Covered

Software with only those rights set forth herein. This U.S. Government Rights clause is in lieu of, and supersedes,

any other FAR, DFAR, or other clause or provision that addresses Government rights in computer software under

this License.

 

9. MISCELLANEOUS.

 

This License represents the complete agreement concerning subject matter hereof. If any provision of this License is

held to be unenforceable, such provision shall be reformed only to the extent necessary to make it enforceable. This

License shall be governed by the law of the jurisdiction specified in a notice contained within the Original Software

(except to the extent applicable law, if any, provides otherwise), excluding such jurisdictions conflict-of-law

provisions. Any litigation relating to this License shall be subject to the jurisdiction of the courts located in the
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jurisdiction and venue specified in a notice contained within the Original Software, with the losing party responsible

for costs, including, without limitation, court costs and reasonable attorneys fees and expenses. The application of

the United Nations Convention on Contracts for the International Sale of Goods is expressly excluded. Any law or

regulation which provides that the language of a contract shall be construed against the drafter shall not apply to this

License. You agree that You alone are responsible for compliance with the United States export administration

regulations (and the export control laws and regulation of any other countries) when You use, distribute or otherwise

make available any Covered Software.

 

10. RESPONSIBILITY FOR CLAIMS.

 

As between Initial Developer and the Contributors, each party is responsible for claims and damages arising,

directly or indirectly, out of its utilization of rights under this License and You agree to work with Initial Developer

and Contributors to distribute such responsibility on an equitable basis. Nothing herein is intended or shall be

deemed to constitute any admission of liability.

 

1.435 xsdlib 2010.1 

 

1.436 xmlschema 2.0.2.redhat-3 
1.436.1 Available under license : 

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.
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     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.
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  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed
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         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this
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     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

Apache WebServices - XmlSchema

Copyright 2004-2013 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

 

 

Portions Copyright 2006 International Business Machines Corp.

 

Portions Copyright (C) World Wide Web Consortium 2006, 2007 and licensed under the

three-part BSD license.
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1.437 jboss-as-controller 7.2.0.Final 
1.437.1 Available under license : 

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* as indicated by the @authors tag. All rights reserved. *

This copyrighted material is made available to anyone wishing to use, * modify, copy, or redistribute it subject to

the terms and conditions * of the GNU Lesser General Public License, v. 2.1. * This program is distributed in the

hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT A * WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A * PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU Lesser General Public

License for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public License, * MA

02110-1301, USA.'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it * under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as * published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of * the License, or (at your option) any later version. * This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of *

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU * Lesser General Public

License for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '*  * This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

modify it *  * under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as *  * published by the Free Software

Foundation; either version 2.1 of *  * the License, or (at your option) any later version. *  * This software is

distributed in the hope that it will be useful, *  * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied

warranty of *  * MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU *  * Lesser

General Public License for more details. *  * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '*  This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it *  under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as *  published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of *  the License, or (at your option) any later version. *  This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, *  but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of *

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU *  Lesser General Public

License for more details. *  You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public'

 

1.438 hornetq-core 2.3.12.Final-redhat-1 
1.438.1 Available under license : 

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it * under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as * published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of * the License, or (at your option) any later version. * This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of *

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU * Lesser General Public

License for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public'

 

1.439 jboss-transaction-spi 7.0.0.Final-redhat-

2 
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1.439.1 Available under license : 
Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it * under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as * published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of * the License, or (at your option) any later version. * This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of *

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU * Lesser General Public

License for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public'

 

1.440 picketlink-federation 2.1.9.SP2-redhat-1 
1.440.1 Available under license : 

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public * License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any * later version. * This software is distributed in the hope that it

will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied * warranty of MERCHANTABILITY

or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU Lesser General Public License for more * You

should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public License along with this software; if not, write to'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it * under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as * published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of * the License, or (at your option) any later version. * This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of *

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU * Lesser General Public

License for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public * I am placing this

code in the Public Domain. Do with it as you will. This software comes with no guarantees or warranties but'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it * under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as * published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of * the License, or (at your option) any later version. * This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of *

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU * Lesser General Public

License for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it under the * terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as published by the Free * Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) * any later version. * This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, but WITHOUT * ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS * FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU Lesser General Public

License for more * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public License'

 

1.441 bctls-fips 1.0.10 
1.441.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

public static final ProtocolName WEBRTC_CONFIDENTIAL = asUtf8Encoding("c-webrtc");

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1074028448_1595542545.37/0/bctls-fips-1-0-10-sources-
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jar/org/bouncycastle/tls/ProtocolName.java

 

1.442 jboss-as-server 7.2.0.Final 
1.442.1 Available under license : 

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* as indicated by the @authors tag. All rights reserved. *

This copyrighted material is made available to anyone wishing to use, * modify, copy, or redistribute it subject to

the terms and conditions * of the GNU Lesser General Public License, v. 2.1. * This program is distributed in the

hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT A * WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A * PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU Lesser General Public

License for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public License, * MA

02110-1301, USA.'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it * under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as * published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of * the License, or (at your option) any later version. * This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of *

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU * Lesser General Public

License for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public'

 

1.443 jboss-as-remoting 7.2.0.Final 
1.443.1 Available under license : 

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '# This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it # under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as # published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of # the License, or (at your option) any later version. # This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, # but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of #

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU # Lesser General Public

License for more details. # You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it * under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as * published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of * the License, or (at your option) any later version. * This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of *

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU * Lesser General Public

License for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public'

 

1.444 commons-http-client 3.1 
1.444.1 Available under license : 

Apache License

 

Version 2.0, January 2004

 

http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION
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1. Definitions.

 

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1

through 9 of this document.

 

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are

under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or

indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of

fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source

code, documentation source, and configuration files.

 

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form,

including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

 

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as

indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix

below).

 

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the

Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole,

an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that

remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works

thereof.

 

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications

or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the

Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright

owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written

communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic

mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously

marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been

received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce,

prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such

Derivative Works in Source or Object form.
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3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section)

patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such

license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was

submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit)

alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent

infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date

such litigation is filed.

 

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any

medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following

conditions:

 

You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and

You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark,

and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

the Derivative Works; and

If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute

must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices

that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a NOTICE text

file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided along with the

Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such third-party notices

normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not modify the

License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside or as an

addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

as modifying the License.

 

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license

terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works

as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions

stated in this License.

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for

inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any

additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of

any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product

names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and

reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work

(and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR

CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or

conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and

assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.
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8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or

otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing,

shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or

consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or

any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of

such damages.

 

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may

choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or

rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf

and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend,

and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by

reason of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

APPENDIX: HOW TO APPLY THE APACHE LICENSE TO YOUR WORK

To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by

brackets "[]" replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include the brackets!) The text should be

enclosed in the appropriate comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a file or class name and

description of purpose be included on the same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier identification within

third-party archives.

 

Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

limitations under the License.

 

1.445 kafka-clients 2.3.0 
1.445.1 Available under license : 

Apache Kafka

Copyright 2019 The Apache Software Foundation.

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (https://www.apache.org/).
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This distribution has a binary dependency on jersey, which is available under the CDDL

License. The source code of jersey can be found at https://github.com/jersey/jersey/.

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain
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     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:
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     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the
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     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.
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  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

This distribution has a binary dependency on jersey, which is available under the CDDL

License as described below.

 

COMMON DEVELOPMENT AND DISTRIBUTION LICENSE (CDDL - Version 1.1)

1. Definitions.

1.1. Contributor means each individual or entity that creates or contributes to the creation of Modifications.

 

1.2. Contributor Version means the combination of the Original Software, prior Modifications used by a Contributor

(if any), and the Modifications made by that particular Contributor.

 

1.3. Covered Software means (a) the Original Software, or (b) Modifications, or (c) the combination of files

containing Original Software with files containing Modifications, in each case including portions thereof.

 

1.4. Executable means the Covered Software in any form other than Source Code.

 

1.5. Initial Developer means the individual or entity that first makes Original Software available under this License.

 

1.6. Larger Work means a work which combines Covered Software or portions thereof with code not governed by

the terms of this License.

 

1.7. License means this document.

 

1.8. Licensable means having the right to grant, to the maximum extent possible, whether at the time of the initial

grant or subsequently acquired, any and all of the rights conveyed herein.

 

1.9. Modifications means the Source Code and Executable form of any of the following:

 

A. Any file that results from an addition to, deletion from or modification of the contents of a file containing

Original Software or previous Modifications;

 

B. Any new file that contains any part of the Original Software or previous Modification; or

 

C. Any new file that is contributed or otherwise made available under the terms of this License.
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1.10. Original Software means the Source Code and Executable form of computer software code that is originally

released under this License.

 

1.11. Patent Claims means any patent claim(s), now owned or hereafter acquired, including without limitation,

method, process, and apparatus claims, in any patent Licensable by grantor.

 

1.12. Source Code means (a) the common form of computer software code in which modifications are made and (b)

associated documentation included in or with such code.

 

1.13. You (or Your) means an individual or a legal entity exercising rights under, and complying with all of the

terms of, this License. For legal entities, You includes any entity which controls, is controlled by, or is under

common control with You. For purposes of this definition, control means (a) the power, direct or indirect, to cause

the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (b) ownership of more than fifty

percent (50%) of the outstanding shares or beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

2. License Grants.

2.1. The Initial Developer Grant.

 

Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and subject to third party intellectual property claims,

the Initial Developer hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license:

 

(a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark) Licensable by Initial Developer, to use,

reproduce, modify, display, perform, sublicense and distribute the Original Software (or portions thereof), with or

without Modifications, and/or as part of a Larger Work; and

 

(b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using or selling of Original Software, to make, have made, use,

practice, sell, and offer for sale, and/or otherwise dispose of the Original Software (or portions thereof).

 

(c) The licenses granted in Sections 2.1(a) and (b) are effective on the date Initial Developer first distributes or

otherwise makes the Original Software available to a third party under the terms of this License.

 

(d) Notwithstanding Section 2.1(b) above, no patent license is granted: (1) for code that You delete from the

Original Software, or (2) for infringements caused by: (i) the modification of the Original Software, or (ii) the

combination of the Original Software with other software or devices.

 

2.2. Contributor Grant.

 

Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and subject to third party intellectual property claims,

each Contributor hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license:

 

(a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark) Licensable by Contributor to use, reproduce,

modify, display, perform, sublicense and distribute the Modifications created by such Contributor (or portions

thereof), either on an unmodified basis, with other Modifications, as Covered Software and/or as part of a Larger

Work; and

 

(b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using, or selling of Modifications made by that Contributor either

alone and/or in combination with its Contributor Version (or portions of such combination), to make, use, sell, offer
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for sale, have made, and/or otherwise dispose of: (1) Modifications made by that Contributor (or portions thereof);

and (2) the combination of Modifications made by that Contributor with its Contributor Version (or portions of such

combination).

 

(c) The licenses granted in Sections 2.2(a) and 2.2(b) are effective on the date Contributor first distributes or

otherwise makes the Modifications available to a third party.

 

(d) Notwithstanding Section 2.2(b) above, no patent license is granted: (1) for any code that Contributor has deleted

from the Contributor Version; (2) for infringements caused by: (i) third party modifications of Contributor Version,

or (ii) the combination of Modifications made by that Contributor with other software (except as part of the

Contributor Version) or other devices; or (3) under Patent Claims infringed by Covered Software in the absence of

Modifications made by that Contributor.

 

3. Distribution Obligations.

3.1. Availability of Source Code.

 

Any Covered Software that You distribute or otherwise make available in Executable form must also be made

available in Source Code form and that Source Code form must be distributed only under the terms of this License.

You must include a copy of this License with every copy of the Source Code form of the Covered Software You

distribute or otherwise make available. You must inform recipients of any such Covered Software in Executable

form as to how they can obtain such Covered Software in Source Code form in a reasonable manner on or through a

medium customarily used for software exchange.

 

3.2. Modifications.

 

The Modifications that You create or to which You contribute are governed by the terms of this License. You

represent that You believe Your Modifications are Your original creation(s) and/or You have sufficient rights to

grant the rights conveyed by this License.

 

3.3. Required Notices.

 

You must include a notice in each of Your Modifications that identifies You as the Contributor of the Modification.

You may not remove or alter any copyright, patent or trademark notices contained within the Covered Software, or

any notices of licensing or any descriptive text giving attribution to any Contributor or the Initial Developer.

 

3.4. Application of Additional Terms.

 

You may not offer or impose any terms on any Covered Software in Source Code form that alters or restricts the

applicable version of this License or the recipients rights hereunder. You may choose to offer, and to charge a fee

for, warranty, support, indemnity or liability obligations to one or more recipients of Covered Software. However,

you may do so only on Your own behalf, and not on behalf of the Initial Developer or any Contributor. You must

make it absolutely clear that any such warranty, support, indemnity or liability obligation is offered by You alone,

and You hereby agree to indemnify the Initial Developer and every Contributor for any liability incurred by the

Initial Developer or such Contributor as a result of warranty, support, indemnity or liability terms You offer.

 

3.5. Distribution of Executable Versions.

 

You may distribute the Executable form of the Covered Software under the terms of this License or under the terms
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of a license of Your choice, which may contain terms different from this License, provided that You are in

compliance with the terms of this License and that the license for the Executable form does not attempt to limit or

alter the recipients rights in the Source Code form from the rights set forth in this License. If You distribute the

Covered Software in Executable form under a different license, You must make it absolutely clear that any terms

which differ from this License are offered by You alone, not by the Initial Developer or Contributor. You hereby

agree to indemnify the Initial Developer and every Contributor for any liability incurred by the Initial Developer or

such Contributor as a result of any such terms You offer.

 

3.6. Larger Works.

 

You may create a Larger Work by combining Covered Software with other code not governed by the terms of this

License and distribute the Larger Work as a single product. In such a case, You must make sure the requirements of

this License are fulfilled for the Covered Software.

 

4. Versions of the License.

4.1. New Versions.

 

Oracle is the initial license steward and may publish revised and/or new versions of this License from time to time.

Each version will be given a distinguishing version number. Except as provided in Section 4.3, no one other than the

license steward has the right to modify this License.

 

4.2. Effect of New Versions.

 

You may always continue to use, distribute or otherwise make the Covered Software available under the terms of the

version of the License under which You originally received the Covered Software. If the Initial Developer includes a

notice in the Original Software prohibiting it from being distributed or otherwise made available under any

subsequent version of the License, You must distribute and make the Covered Software available under the terms of

the version of the License under which You originally received the Covered Software. Otherwise, You may also

choose to use, distribute or otherwise make the Covered Software available under the terms of any subsequent

version of the License published by the license steward.

 

4.3. Modified Versions.

 

When You are an Initial Developer and You want to create a new license for Your Original Software, You may

create and use a modified version of this License if You: (a) rename the license and remove any references to the

name of the license steward (except to note that the license differs from this License); and (b) otherwise make it

clear that the license contains terms which differ from this License.

 

5. DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY.

COVERED SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED UNDER THIS LICENSE ON AN AS IS BASIS, WITHOUT

WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION,

WARRANTIES THAT THE COVERED SOFTWARE IS FREE OF DEFECTS, MERCHANTABLE, FIT FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR NON-INFRINGING. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND

PERFORMANCE OF THE COVERED SOFTWARE IS WITH YOU. SHOULD ANY COVERED SOFTWARE

PROVE DEFECTIVE IN ANY RESPECT, YOU (NOT THE INITIAL DEVELOPER OR ANY OTHER

CONTRIBUTOR) ASSUME THE COST OF ANY NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

THIS DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY CONSTITUTES AN ESSENTIAL PART OF THIS LICENSE. NO USE

OF ANY COVERED SOFTWARE IS AUTHORIZED HEREUNDER EXCEPT UNDER THIS DISCLAIMER.
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6. TERMINATION.

6.1. This License and the rights granted hereunder will terminate automatically if You fail to comply with terms

herein and fail to cure such breach within 30 days of becoming aware of the breach. Provisions which, by their

nature, must remain in effect beyond the termination of this License shall survive.

 

6.2. If You assert a patent infringement claim (excluding declaratory judgment actions) against Initial Developer or

a Contributor (the Initial Developer or Contributor against whom You assert such claim is referred to as Participant)

alleging that the Participant Software (meaning the Contributor Version where the Participant is a Contributor or the

Original Software where the Participant is the Initial Developer) directly or indirectly infringes any patent, then any

and all rights granted directly or indirectly to You by such Participant, the Initial Developer (if the Initial Developer

is not the Participant) and all Contributors under Sections 2.1 and/or 2.2 of this License shall, upon 60 days notice

from Participant terminate prospectively and automatically at the expiration of such 60 day notice period, unless if

within such 60 day period You withdraw Your claim with respect to the Participant Software against such

Participant either unilaterally or pursuant to a written agreement with Participant.

 

6.3. If You assert a patent infringement claim against Participant alleging that the Participant Software directly or

indirectly infringes any patent where such claim is resolved (such as by license or settlement) prior to the initiation

of patent infringement litigation, then the reasonable value of the licenses granted by such Participant under Sections

2.1 or 2.2 shall be taken into account in determining the amount or value of any payment or license.

 

6.4. In the event of termination under Sections 6.1 or 6.2 above, all end user licenses that have been validly granted

by You or any distributor hereunder prior to termination (excluding licenses granted to You by any distributor) shall

survive termination.

 

7. LIMITATION OF LIABILITY.

UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES AND UNDER NO LEGAL THEORY, WHETHER TORT (INCLUDING

NEGLIGENCE), CONTRACT, OR OTHERWISE, SHALL YOU, THE INITIAL DEVELOPER, ANY OTHER

CONTRIBUTOR, OR ANY DISTRIBUTOR OF COVERED SOFTWARE, OR ANY SUPPLIER OF ANY OF

SUCH PARTIES, BE LIABLE TO ANY PERSON FOR ANY INDIRECT, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OF ANY CHARACTER INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, DAMAGES

FOR LOSS OF GOODWILL, WORK STOPPAGE, COMPUTER FAILURE OR MALFUNCTION, OR ANY

AND ALL OTHER COMMERCIAL DAMAGES OR LOSSES, EVEN IF SUCH PARTY SHALL HAVE BEEN

INFORMED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES. THIS LIMITATION OF LIABILITY SHALL NOT

APPLY TO LIABILITY FOR DEATH OR PERSONAL INJURY RESULTING FROM SUCH PARTYS

NEGLIGENCE TO THE EXTENT APPLICABLE LAW PROHIBITS SUCH LIMITATION. SOME

JURISDICTIONS DO NOT ALLOW THE EXCLUSION OR LIMITATION OF INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, SO THIS EXCLUSION AND LIMITATION MAY NOT APPLY TO YOU.

 

8. U.S. GOVERNMENT END USERS.

The Covered Software is a commercial item, as that term is defined in 48 C.F.R. 2.101 (Oct. 1995), consisting of

commercial computer software (as that term is defined at 48 C.F.R.  252.227-7014(a)(1)) and commercial computer

software documentation as such terms are used in 48 C.F.R. 12.212 (Sept. 1995). Consistent with 48 C.F.R. 12.212

and 48 C.F.R. 227.7202-1 through 227.7202-4 (June 1995), all U.S. Government End Users acquire Covered

Software with only those rights set forth herein. This U.S. Government Rights clause is in lieu of, and supersedes,

any other FAR, DFAR, or other clause or provision that addresses Government rights in computer software under

this License.
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9. MISCELLANEOUS.

This License represents the complete agreement concerning subject matter hereof. If any provision of this License is

held to be unenforceable, such provision shall be reformed only to the extent necessary to make it enforceable. This

License shall be governed by the law of the jurisdiction specified in a notice contained within the Original Software

(except to the extent applicable law, if any, provides otherwise), excluding such jurisdictions conflict-of-law

provisions. Any litigation relating to this License shall be subject to the jurisdiction of the courts located in the

jurisdiction and venue specified in a notice contained within the Original Software, with the losing party responsible

for costs, including, without limitation, court costs and reasonable attorneys fees and expenses. The application of

the United Nations Convention on Contracts for the International Sale of Goods is expressly excluded. Any law or

regulation which provides that the language of a contract shall be construed against the drafter shall not apply to this

License. You agree that You alone are responsible for compliance with the United States export administration

regulations (and the export control laws and regulation of any other countries) when You use, distribute or otherwise

make available any Covered Software.

 

10. RESPONSIBILITY FOR CLAIMS.

As between Initial Developer and the Contributors, each party is responsible for claims and damages arising,

directly or indirectly, out of its utilization of rights under this License and You agree to work with Initial Developer

and Contributors to distribute such responsibility on an equitable basis. Nothing herein is intended or shall be

deemed to constitute any admission of liability.

 

NOTICE PURSUANT TO SECTION 9 OF THE COMMON DEVELOPMENT AND DISTRIBUTION LICENSE

(CDDL)

 

The code released under the CDDL shall be governed by the laws of the State of California (excluding conflict-of-

law provisions). Any litigation relating to this License shall be subject to the jurisdiction of the Federal Courts of the

Northern District of California and the state courts of the State of California, with venue lying in Santa Clara

County, California.

 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

This distribution has a binary dependency on zstd, which is available under the BSD 3-Clause License as described

below.

 

BSD License

 

For Zstandard software

 

Copyright (c) 2016-present, Facebook, Inc. All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification,

are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this

  list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

  this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

  and/or other materials provided with the distribution.
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* Neither the name Facebook nor the names of its contributors may be used to

  endorse or promote products derived from this software without specific

  prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR

ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON

ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

This distribution has a binary dependency on zstd-jni, which is available under the BSD 2-Clause License

as described below.

 

Zstd-jni: JNI bindings to Zstd Library

 

Copyright (c) 2015-2016, Luben Karavelov/ All rights reserved.

 

BSD License

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification,

are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this

 list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this

 list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or

 other materials provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR

ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON

ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.
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1.446 jackson-databind 2.11.2 
1.446.1 Available under license : 

This copy of Jackson JSON processor databind module is licensed under the

Apache (Software) License, version 2.0 ("the License").

See the License for details about distribution rights, and the

specific rights regarding derivate works.

 

You may obtain a copy of the License at:

 

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

# Jackson JSON processor

 

Jackson is a high-performance, Free/Open Source JSON processing library.

It was originally written by Tatu Saloranta (tatu.saloranta@iki.fi), and has

been in development since 2007.

It is currently developed by a community of developers, as well as supported

commercially by FasterXML.com.

 

## Licensing

 

Jackson core and extension components may be licensed under different licenses.

To find the details that apply to this artifact see the accompanying LICENSE file.

For more information, including possible other licensing options, contact

FasterXML.com (http://fasterxml.com).

 

## Credits

 

A list of contributors may be found from CREDITS file, which is included

in some artifacts (usually source distributions); but is always available

from the source code management (SCM) system project uses.

 

1.447 expression 3.0.7.RELEASE 
1.447.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

 

 

Found in path(s):

* // Chew on the expression text - relying on the rules

* case '"'

* case '\''

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

() [] {}
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Found in path(s):

* // brackets must be in pairs

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2010 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068640224_1597132714.93/0/spring-expression-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/AstUtils.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

" +

 

Found in path(s):

* "' for expression starting at character " + prefixIndex + "

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

//www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

Found in path(s):

* *      http

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

case '[': case '(':

 

Found in path(s):

* case '{'

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2011 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
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* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068640224_1597132714.93/0/spring-expression-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/support/StandardEvaluationContext.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

"foo${expr0}bar${expr1}". The static

 

Found in path(s):

* * number of expressions all contained in "${...}" markers. For instance

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2004-2009 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068640224_1597132714.93/0/spring-expression-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/SpelEvaluationException.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068640224_1597132714.93/0/spring-expression-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/SpelParseException.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068640224_1597132714.93/0/spring-expression-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/expression/ParserContext.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.
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case ']':case ')':

 

Found in path(s):

* case '}'

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2010 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068640224_1597132714.93/0/spring-expression-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/Projection.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068640224_1597132714.93/0/spring-expression-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/Indexer.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068640224_1597132714.93/0/spring-expression-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/support/ReflectivePropertyAccessor.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068640224_1597132714.93/0/spring-expression-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/PropertyOrFieldReference.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068640224_1597132714.93/0/spring-expression-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/ConstructorReference.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068640224_1597132714.93/0/spring-expression-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/InlineList.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068640224_1597132714.93/0/spring-expression-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/expression/common/TemplateParserContext.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068640224_1597132714.93/0/spring-expression-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/FormatHelper.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068640224_1597132714.93/0/spring-expression-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/support/ReflectiveConstructorExecutor.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068640224_1597132714.93/0/spring-expression-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/expression/TypeConverter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068640224_1597132714.93/0/spring-expression-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/support/ReflectiveConstructorResolver.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068640224_1597132714.93/0/spring-expression-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/expression/EvaluationContext.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068640224_1597132714.93/0/spring-expression-3-0-7-release-sources-1-
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jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/BeanReference.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068640224_1597132714.93/0/spring-expression-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/expression/ConstructorResolver.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068640224_1597132714.93/0/spring-expression-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/IntLiteral.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068640224_1597132714.93/0/spring-expression-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/support/ReflectiveMethodResolver.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068640224_1597132714.93/0/spring-expression-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/FunctionReference.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068640224_1597132714.93/0/spring-expression-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/Selection.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068640224_1597132714.93/0/spring-expression-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/expression/TypedValue.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068640224_1597132714.93/0/spring-expression-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/expression/BeanResolver.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068640224_1597132714.93/0/spring-expression-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/support/ReflectiveMethodExecutor.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068640224_1597132714.93/0/spring-expression-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/support/StandardTypeConverter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068640224_1597132714.93/0/spring-expression-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/expression/common/ExpressionUtils.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068640224_1597132714.93/0/spring-expression-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/expression/ExpressionInvocationTargetException.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068640224_1597132714.93/0/spring-expression-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/expression/Expression.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068640224_1597132714.93/0/spring-expression-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/expression/MethodResolver.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

square brackets [] round brackets () and curly brackets {}

 

Found in path(s):

* * Bracket is used to describe

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2009 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
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* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068640224_1597132714.93/0/spring-expression-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/expression/common/LiteralExpression.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068640224_1597132714.93/0/spring-expression-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/InternalParseException.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068640224_1597132714.93/0/spring-expression-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/expression/PropertyAccessor.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068640224_1597132714.93/0/spring-expression-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/OperatorPower.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068640224_1597132714.93/0/spring-expression-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/OpMultiply.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068640224_1597132714.93/0/spring-expression-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/Identifier.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068640224_1597132714.93/0/spring-expression-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/support/StandardTypeComparator.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068640224_1597132714.93/0/spring-expression-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/OpDivide.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068640224_1597132714.93/0/spring-expression-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/Operator.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068640224_1597132714.93/0/spring-expression-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/expression/ExpressionException.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068640224_1597132714.93/0/spring-expression-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/OpMinus.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068640224_1597132714.93/0/spring-expression-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/standard/SpelExpression.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068640224_1597132714.93/0/spring-expression-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/SpelNodeImpl.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068640224_1597132714.93/0/spring-expression-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/OpGE.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068640224_1597132714.93/0/spring-expression-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/OperatorMatches.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068640224_1597132714.93/0/spring-expression-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/expression/common/CompositeStringExpression.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068640224_1597132714.93/0/spring-expression-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/Assign.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068640224_1597132714.93/0/spring-expression-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/OpAnd.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068640224_1597132714.93/0/spring-expression-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/OperatorBetween.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068640224_1597132714.93/0/spring-expression-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/expression/ParseException.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068640224_1597132714.93/0/spring-expression-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/standard/Token.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068640224_1597132714.93/0/spring-expression-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/OpOr.java
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* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068640224_1597132714.93/0/spring-expression-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/support/BooleanTypedValue.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068640224_1597132714.93/0/spring-expression-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/standard/Tokenizer.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068640224_1597132714.93/0/spring-expression-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/OpModulus.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068640224_1597132714.93/0/spring-expression-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/Elvis.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068640224_1597132714.93/0/spring-expression-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/Literal.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068640224_1597132714.93/0/spring-expression-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/expression/AccessException.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068640224_1597132714.93/0/spring-expression-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/StringLiteral.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068640224_1597132714.93/0/spring-expression-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ExpressionState.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068640224_1597132714.93/0/spring-expression-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/TypeCode.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068640224_1597132714.93/0/spring-expression-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/expression/ExpressionParser.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068640224_1597132714.93/0/spring-expression-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/SpelNode.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068640224_1597132714.93/0/spring-expression-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/OpNE.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068640224_1597132714.93/0/spring-expression-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/Ternary.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068640224_1597132714.93/0/spring-expression-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/NullLiteral.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068640224_1597132714.93/0/spring-expression-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/QualifiedIdentifier.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068640224_1597132714.93/0/spring-expression-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/expression/EvaluationException.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068640224_1597132714.93/0/spring-expression-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/SpelMessage.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068640224_1597132714.93/0/spring-expression-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/standard/TokenKind.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068640224_1597132714.93/0/spring-expression-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/OpEQ.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068640224_1597132714.93/0/spring-expression-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/CompoundExpression.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068640224_1597132714.93/0/spring-expression-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/OpLT.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068640224_1597132714.93/0/spring-expression-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/OpPlus.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068640224_1597132714.93/0/spring-expression-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/expression/OperatorOverloader.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068640224_1597132714.93/0/spring-expression-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/support/ReflectionHelper.java
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* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068640224_1597132714.93/0/spring-expression-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/expression/TypeLocator.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068640224_1597132714.93/0/spring-expression-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/OperatorNot.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068640224_1597132714.93/0/spring-expression-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/SpelParserConfiguration.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068640224_1597132714.93/0/spring-expression-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/standard/SpelExpressionParser.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068640224_1597132714.93/0/spring-expression-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/support/StandardTypeLocator.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068640224_1597132714.93/0/spring-expression-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/expression/Operation.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068640224_1597132714.93/0/spring-expression-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/expression/TypeComparator.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068640224_1597132714.93/0/spring-expression-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/expression/MethodFilter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068640224_1597132714.93/0/spring-expression-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/TypeReference.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068640224_1597132714.93/0/spring-expression-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/LongLiteral.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068640224_1597132714.93/0/spring-expression-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/standard/InternalSpelExpressionParser.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068640224_1597132714.93/0/spring-expression-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/MethodReference.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068640224_1597132714.93/0/spring-expression-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/VariableReference.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068640224_1597132714.93/0/spring-expression-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/expression/common/TemplateAwareExpressionParser.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068640224_1597132714.93/0/spring-expression-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/support/StandardOperatorOverloader.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068640224_1597132714.93/0/spring-expression-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/expression/MethodExecutor.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068640224_1597132714.93/0/spring-expression-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/OpGT.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068640224_1597132714.93/0/spring-expression-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/BooleanLiteral.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068640224_1597132714.93/0/spring-expression-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/OpLE.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068640224_1597132714.93/0/spring-expression-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/RealLiteral.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068640224_1597132714.93/0/spring-expression-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/expression/ConstructorExecutor.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068640224_1597132714.93/0/spring-expression-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/OperatorInstanceof.java
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1.448 scalap 2.13.3 
1.448.1 Available under license : 

Scala

Copyright (c) 2002-2020 EPFL

Copyright (c) 2011-2020 Lightbend, Inc.

 

Scala includes software developed at

LAMP/EPFL (https://lamp.epfl.ch/) and

Lightbend, Inc. (https://www.lightbend.com/).

 

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License").

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

limitations under the License.

 

This software includes projects with other licenses -- see `doc/LICENSE.md`.

                                 Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.
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     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,
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     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions
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     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability
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     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.449 arjuna 4.17.15.Final-redhat-4 
1.449.1 Available under license : 

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* This copyrighted material is made available to anyone

wishing to use, * modify, copy, or redistribute it subject to the terms and conditions * of the GNU Lesser General

Public License, v. 2.1. * This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT A *

WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A * PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  See the GNU Lesser General Public License for more details. * You should have received a copy of the

GNU Lesser General Public License, * MA  02110-1301, USA. * Hewlett-Packard Company Confidential'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '# This copyrighted material is made available to anyone

wishing to use, # modify, copy, or redistribute it subject to the terms and conditions # of the GNU Lesser General

Public License, v. 2.1. # This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT A #

WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A # PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  See the GNU Lesser General Public License for more details. # You should have received a copy of the

GNU Lesser General Public License, # MA  02110-1301, USA.'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* This copyrighted material is made available to anyone

wishing to use, * modify, copy, or redistribute it subject to the terms and conditions * of the GNU Lesser General
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Public License, v. 2.1. * This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT A *

WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A * PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  See the GNU Lesser General Public License for more details. * You should have received a copy of the

GNU Lesser General Public License, * MA  02110-1301, USA.'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* This copyrighted material is made available to anyone

wishing to use, * modify, copy, or redistribute it subject to the terms and conditions * of the GNU Lesser General

Public License, v. 2.1. * This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT A *

WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A * PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  See the GNU Lesser General Public License for more details. * You should have received a copy of the

GNU Lesser General Public License, * MA  02110-1301, USA. * Copyright (C) 1999-2001 by HP Bluestone

Software, Inc. All rights Reserved.'

 

1.450 httpcomponents-httpmime 4.2.1-redhat-

1 
1.450.1 Available under license : 

                                 Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical
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     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable
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     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,
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     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.
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  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

This project contains annotations derived from JCIP-ANNOTATIONS

Copyright (c) 2005 Brian Goetz and Tim Peierls.

See http://www.jcip.net and the Creative Commons Attribution License

(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/2.5)

Apache HttpComponents HttpMime

Copyright 1999-2013 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed by

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

1.451 jboss-transaction-api 1.0.1.Final 
1.451.1 Available under license : 

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE         

		       Version 2, June 1991         

        

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.,         

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA         

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies         

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.         

        

			    Preamble         

        

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your         

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public         

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free         

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This         

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software         

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to         

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by         

the GNU Lesser General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to         

your programs, too.         

        

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not         

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you         

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for         

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it         

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it         

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.         

        

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid         

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.         

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you         

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.         
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 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether         

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that         

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the         

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their         

rights.         

        

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and         

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,         

distribute and/or modify the software.         

        

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain         

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free         

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we         

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so         

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original         

authors' reputations.         

        

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software         

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free         

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the         

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any         

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.         

        

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and         

modification follow.         

        

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE         

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION         

        

 0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains         

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed         

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,         

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"         

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:         

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,         

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another         

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in         

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".         

        

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not         

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of         

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program         

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the         

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).         

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.         

        

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's         
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source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you         

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate         

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the         

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;         

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License         

along with the Program.         

        

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and         

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.         

        

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion         

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and         

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1         

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:         

        

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices         

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.         

        

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in         

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any         

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third         

   parties under the terms of this License.         

        

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively         

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such         

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an         

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a         

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide         

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under         

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this         

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but         

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on         

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)         

        

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If         

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,         

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in         

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those         

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you         

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based         

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of         

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the         

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.         

        

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest         

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to         

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or         

collective works based on the Program.         
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In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program         

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of         

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under         

the scope of this License.         

        

 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,         

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of         

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:         

        

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable         

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections         

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,         

        

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three         

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your         

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete         

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be         

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium         

   customarily used for software interchange; or,         

        

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer         

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is         

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you         

   received the program in object code or executable form with such         

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)         

        

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for         

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source         

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any         

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to         

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a         

special exception, the source code distributed need not include         

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary         

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the         

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component         

itself accompanies the executable.         

        

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering         

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent         

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as         

distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not         

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.         

        

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program         

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt         

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is         

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.         
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However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under         

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such         

parties remain in full compliance.         

        

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not         

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or         

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are         

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by         

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the         

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and         

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying         

the Program or works based on it.         

        

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the         

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the         

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to         

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further         

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.         

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to         

this License.         

        

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent         

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),         

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or         

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not         

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot         

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this         

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you         

may not distribute the Program at all.  For example, if a patent         

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by         

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then         

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to         

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.         

        

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under         

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to         

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other         

circumstances.         

        

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any         

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any         

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the         

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is         

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made         

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed         

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that         

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing         

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot         
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impose that choice.         

        

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to         

be a consequence of the rest of this License.         

        

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in         

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the         

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License         

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding         

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among         

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates         

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.         

        

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions         

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will         

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to         

address new problems or concerns.         

        

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program         

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any         

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions         

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free         

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of         

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software         

Foundation.         

        

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free         

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author         

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free         

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes         

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals         

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and         

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.         

        

			    NO WARRANTY         

        

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY         

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN         

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES         

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED         

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF         

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS         

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE         

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,         

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.         

        

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING         

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR         
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REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,         

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING         

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED         

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY         

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER         

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE         

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.         

        

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS         

        

	    How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs         

        

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest         

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it         

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.         

        

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest         

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively         

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least         

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.         

        

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>         

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>         

        

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify         

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by         

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or         

   (at your option) any later version.         

        

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,         

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of         

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the         

   GNU General Public License for more details.         

        

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along         

   with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc.,         

   51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.         

        

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.         

        

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this         

when it starts in an interactive mode:         

        

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author         

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type 'show w'.         

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it         

   under certain conditions; type 'show c' for details.         
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The hypothetical commands 'show w' and 'show c' should show the appropriate         

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may         

be called something other than 'show w' and 'show c'; they could even be         

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.         

        

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your         

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if         

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:         

        

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program         

 'Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.         

        

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989         

 Ty Coon, President of Vice         

        

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into         

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may         

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the         

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General         

Public License instead of this License.

 

1.452 jboss-as-jpa-spi 7.2.0.Final 
1.452.1 Available under license : 

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it * under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as * published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of * the License, or (at your option) any later version. * This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of *

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU * Lesser General Public

License for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public'

 

1.453 jansi 1.9.redhat-3 
1.453.1 Available under license : 

Apache License

Version 2.0, January 2004

http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

1. Definitions.

 

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1

through 9 of this document.

 

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.
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"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are

under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or

indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of

fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source

code, documentation source, and configuration files.

 

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form,

including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

 

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as

indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix

below).

 

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the

Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole,

an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that

remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works

thereof.

 

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications

or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the

Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright

owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written

communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic

mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously

marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been

received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce,

prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such

Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section)

patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such

license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was

submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit)

alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent
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infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date

such litigation is filed.

 

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any

medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following

conditions:

 

You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and 

 

You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and 

 

You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark,

and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

the Derivative Works; and 

 

If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute

must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices

that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a NOTICE text

file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided along with the

Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such third-party notices

normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not modify the

License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside or as an

addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

as modifying the License.

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license

terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works

as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions

stated in this License.

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for

inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any

additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of

any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product

names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and

reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work

(and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR

CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or

conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and

assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or

otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing,

shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or

consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the
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Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or

any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of

such damages.

 

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may

choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or

rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf

and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend,

and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by

reason of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work

 

To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by

brackets "[]" replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include the brackets!) The text should be

enclosed in the appropriate comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a file or class name and

description of purpose be included on the same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier identification within

third-party archives.

 

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.
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1.454 jbossrmiapi 1.0.4.Final-redhat-2 
1.454.1 Available under license : 

The GNU General Public License (GPL)

 

Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA

 

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license

document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

Preamble

 

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to share

and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public License is intended to

guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to make sure the

software is free for all its users.  This General Public License applies to

most of the Free Software Foundation's software and to any other program whose

authors commit to using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is

covered by the GNU Library General Public License instead.) You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price.  Our

General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to

distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish),

that you receive source code or can get it if you want it, that you can change

the software or use pieces of it in new free programs; and that you know you

can do these things.

 

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone to deny

you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.  These restrictions

translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the

software, or if you modify it.

 

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis or for

a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that you have.  You must

make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code.  And you must

show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and (2)
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offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute

and/or modify the software.

 

Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain that

everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free software.  If the

software is modified by someone else and passed on, we want its recipients to

know that what they have is not the original, so that any problems introduced

by others will not reflect on the original authors' reputations.

 

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents.  We

wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free program will

individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the program proprietary.

To prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for

everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification

follow.

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains a notice

placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed under the terms of

this General Public License.  The "Program", below, refers to any such program

or work, and a "work based on the Program" means either the Program or any

derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the

Program or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or

translated into another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included

without limitation in the term "modification".) Each licensee is addressed as

"you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by

this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of running the Program is

not restricted, and the output from the Program is covered only if its contents

constitute a work based on the Program (independent of having been made by

running the Program).  Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source code as

you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and

appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and

disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License

and to the absence of any warranty; and give any other recipients of the

Program a copy of this License along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may

at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of it, thus

forming a work based on the Program, and copy and distribute such modifications
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or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of

these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices stating

   that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in whole or

   in part contains or is derived from the Program or any part thereof, to be

   licensed as a whole at no charge to all third parties under the terms of

   this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively when run,

   you must cause it, when started running for such interactive use in the

   most ordinary way, to print or display an announcement including an

   appropriate copyright notice and a notice that there is no warranty (or

   else, saying that you provide a warranty) and that users may redistribute

   the program under these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy

   of this License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but does

   not normally print such an announcement, your work based on the Program is

   not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If identifiable

sections of that work are not derived from the Program, and can be reasonably

considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and

its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate

works.  But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a

work based on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms

of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire

whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your

rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise the

right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on

the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program with the

Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of a storage or

distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this

License.

 

3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it, under

Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and

2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source

   code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above

   on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,
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   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to

   give any third party, for a charge no more than your cost of physically

   performing source distribution, a complete machine-readable copy of the

   corresponding source code, to be distributed under the terms of Sections 1

   and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer to

   distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is allowed only

   for noncommercial distribution and only if you received the program in

   object code or executable form with such an offer, in accord with

   Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for making

modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source code means all

the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface

definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation

of the executable.  However, as a special exception, the source code

distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either

source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on)

of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source

code from the same place counts as distribution of the source code, even though

third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program except as

expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify,

sublicense or distribute the Program is void, and will automatically terminate

your rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies, or

rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so

long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it.

However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Program

or its derivative works.  These actions are prohibited by law if you do not

accept this License.  Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Program (or

any work based on the Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to

do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the Program),

the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor to

copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to these terms and conditions.

You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the

rights granted herein.  You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by

third parties to this License.
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7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions

are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that

contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the

conditions of this License.  If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy

simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent

obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Program at all.

For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution

of the Program by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through

you, then the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any

particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply and

the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or

other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this

section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software

distribution system, which is implemented by public license practices.  Many

people have made generous contributions to the wide range of software

distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to

distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that

choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a

consequence of the rest of this License.

 

8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in certain

countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original

copyright holder who places the Program under this License may add an explicit

geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that

distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded.  In

such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body

of this License.

 

9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the

General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will be similar in

spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems

or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any later

version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of

that version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation.

If the Program does not specify a version number of this License, you may
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choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

 

10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free programs

whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author to ask for

permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation,

write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.

Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of

all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of

software generally.

 

NO WARRANTY

 

11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR

THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE

STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE

PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED,

INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND

PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE,

YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL

ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE

THE

PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY

GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR

INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA

BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER

OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest possible

use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it free software

which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest to attach

them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey the exclusion

of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a

pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   One line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.

 

   Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>
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   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

   under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by the Free

   Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or (at your option)

   any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

   ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

   FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License for

   more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along

   with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc., 59

   Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this when it

starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author Gnomovision comes

   with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type 'show w'.  This is free

   software, and you are welcome to redistribute it under certain conditions;

   type 'show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands 'show w' and 'show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may be

called something other than 'show w' and 'show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your school,

if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary.  Here

is a sample; alter the names:

 

   Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

   'Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

   signature of Ty Coon, 1 April 1989

 

   Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General Public

License instead of this License.

 

 

"CLASSPATH" EXCEPTION TO THE GPL
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Certain source files distributed by Oracle America and/or its affiliates are

subject to the following clarification and special exception to the GPL, but

only where Oracle has expressly included in the particular source file's header

the words "Oracle designates this particular file as subject to the "Classpath"

exception as provided by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code."

 

   Linking this library statically or dynamically with other modules is making

   a combined work based on this library.  Thus, the terms and conditions of

   the GNU General Public License cover the whole combination.

 

   As a special exception, the copyright holders of this library give you

   permission to link this library with independent modules to produce an

   executable, regardless of the license terms of these independent modules,

   and to copy and distribute the resulting executable under terms of your

   choice, provided that you also meet, for each linked independent module,

   the terms and conditions of the license of that module.  An independent

   module is a module which is not derived from or based on this library.  If

   you modify this library, you may extend this exception to your version of

   the library, but you are not obligated to do so.  If you do not wish to do

   so, delete this exception statement from your version.

 

1.455 cxf-xjc-boolean 3.0.2 
1.455.1 Available under license : 

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.
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     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,
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     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution
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         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing
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     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

Apache CXF XJC Boolean Getter Plugin

Copyright 2006-2014 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

1.456 jbossjts-integration 4.17.15.Final-

redhat-4 
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1.456.1 Available under license : 
Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* by the @authors tag. All rights reserved. * This

copyrighted material is made available to anyone wishing to use, * modify, copy, or redistribute it subject to the

terms and conditions * of the GNU Lesser General Public License, v. 2.1. * This program is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, but WITHOUT A * WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A * PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU Lesser General Public

License for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public License, * MA

02110-1301, USA.'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* This copyrighted material is made available to anyone

wishing to use, * modify, copy, or redistribute it subject to the terms and conditions * of the GNU Lesser General

Public License, v. 2.1. * This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT A *

WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A * PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  See the GNU Lesser General Public License for more details. * You should have received a copy of the

GNU Lesser General Public License, * MA  02110-1301, USA.'

 

1.457 jboss-modules 1.3.0.Final-redhat-2 
1.457.1 Available under license : 

Indiana University Extreme! Lab Software License

 

Version 1.1.1

 

Copyright (c) 2002 Extreme! Lab, Indiana University. All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

  this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

  the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

3. The end-user documentation included with the redistribution, if any,

  must include the following acknowledgment:

 

 "This product includes software developed by the Indiana University

 Extreme! Lab (http://www.extreme.indiana.edu/)."

 

Alternately, this acknowledgment may appear in the software itself,

if and wherever such third-party acknowledgments normally appear.

 

4. The names "Indiana Univeristy" and "Indiana Univeristy Extreme! Lab"

must not be used to endorse or promote products derived from this

software without prior written permission. For written permission,
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please contact http://www.extreme.indiana.edu/.

 

5. Products derived from this software may not use "Indiana Univeristy"

name nor may "Indiana Univeristy" appear in their name, without prior

written permission of the Indiana University.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED

WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS, COPYRIGHT HOLDERS OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS

BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR

BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY,

WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR

OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF

ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

1.458 commons-codec 1.4 
1.458.1 Available under license : 

Apache Commons Codec

Copyright 2002-2009 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed by

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

src/test/org/apache/commons/codec/language/DoubleMetaphoneTest.java contains

test data from http://aspell.sourceforge.net/test/batch0.tab.

 

Copyright (C) 2002 Kevin Atkinson (kevina@gnu.org). Verbatim copying

and distribution of this entire article is permitted in any medium,

provided this notice is preserved.

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.
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     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise
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     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must
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         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly
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     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.
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1.459 common-api 1.0.23.Final-redhat-1 
1.459.1 Available under license : 

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it * under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as * published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of * the License, or (at your option) any later version. * This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of *

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU * Lesser General Public

License for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public'

 

1.460 cxf-xjc-ts 3.0.2 
1.460.1 Available under license : 

 

Apache CXF XJC toString Plugin

Copyright 2006-2014 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,
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     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,
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     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.
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     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf
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     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.461 jboss-as-weld 7.3.0.Final-redhat-14 
1.461.1 Available under license : 

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '# This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it # under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as # published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of # the License, or (at your option) any later version. # This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, # but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of #

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU # Lesser General Public

License for more details. # You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it * under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as * published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of * the License, or (at your option) any later version. * This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of *

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU * Lesser General Public

License for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public'
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1.462 resteasy-hibernatevalidator-provider

2.3.7.Final-redhat-2 
1.462.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

<name>Apache License, Version 2.0</name>

<url>http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0</url>

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1077227662_1601874547.04/0/resteasy-jackson-provider-2-3-7-final-redhat-2-sources-

jar/META-INF/maven/org.jboss.resteasy/resteasy-jackson-provider/effective-pom.xml

 

1.463 xpp3-min 1.1.4c 
1.463.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (c) 2003 Extreme! Lab, Indiana University. All rights reserved.

*

* This software is open source. See the bottom of this file for the license.

*

* $Id: MXParser.java,v 1.52 2006/11/09 18:29:37 aslom Exp $

*/

/*

* Indiana University Extreme! Lab Software License, Version 1.2

*

* Copyright (C) 2003 The Trustees of Indiana University.

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

* met:

*

* 1) All redistributions of source code must retain the above

*    copyright notice, the list of authors in the original source

*    code, this list of conditions and the disclaimer listed in this

*    license;

*

* 2) All redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

*    copyright notice, this list of conditions and the disclaimer

*    listed in this license in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution;
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*

* 3) Any documentation included with all redistributions must include

*    the following acknowledgement:

*

*      "This product includes software developed by the Indiana

*      University Extreme! Lab.  For further information please visit

*      http://www.extreme.indiana.edu/"

*

*    Alternatively, this acknowledgment may appear in the software

*    itself, and wherever such third-party acknowledgments normally

*    appear.

*

* 4) The name "Indiana University" or "Indiana University

*    Extreme! Lab" shall not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this software without prior written

*    permission from Indiana University.  For written permission,

*    please contact http://www.extreme.indiana.edu/.

*

* 5) Products derived from this software may not use "Indiana

*    University" name nor may "Indiana University" appear in their name,

*    without prior written permission of the Indiana University.

*

* Indiana University provides no reassurances that the source code

* provided does not infringe the patent or any other intellectual

* property rights of any other entity.  Indiana University disclaims any

* liability to any recipient for claims brought by any other entity

* based on infringement of intellectual property rights or otherwise.

*

* LICENSEE UNDERSTANDS THAT SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" FOR WHICH

* NO WARRANTIES AS TO CAPABILITIES OR ACCURACY ARE MADE. INDIANA

* UNIVERSITY GIVES NO WARRANTIES AND MAKES NO REPRESENTATION THAT

* SOFTWARE IS FREE OF INFRINGEMENT OF THIRD PARTY PATENT, COPYRIGHT, OR

* OTHER PROPRIETARY RIGHTS.  INDIANA UNIVERSITY MAKES NO WARRANTIES THAT

* SOFTWARE IS FREE FROM "BUGS", "VIRUSES", "TROJAN HORSES", "TRAP

* DOORS", "WORMS", OR OTHER HARMFUL CODE.  LICENSEE ASSUMES THE ENTIRE

* RISK AS TO THE PERFORMANCE OF SOFTWARE AND/OR ASSOCIATED MATERIALS,

* AND TO THE PERFORMANCE AND VALIDITY OF INFORMATION GENERATED USING

* SOFTWARE.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135891472_1613626397.91/0/xpp3-min-1-1-4c-sources-1-

jar/org/xmlpull/mxp1/MXParser.java

 

1.464 ironjacamar-common-api 1.0.15.Final 
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1.464.1 Available under license : 
Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it * under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as * published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of * the License, or (at your option) any later version. * This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of *

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU * Lesser General Public

License for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public public

LicenseType(List<LocalizedXsdString> description, boolean licenseRequired, String id, String lrid) public

LicenseType(List<LocalizedXsdString> description, boolean licenseRequired, String id) public LicenseType

merge(MergeableMetadata<?> jmd) throws Exception'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it * under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as * published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of * the License, or (at your option) any later version. * This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of *

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU * Lesser General Public

License for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public * @return

configPropertyConfidential public abstract Boolean getConfigPropertyConfidential(); * config-property-confidential

TAG CONFIG_PROPERTY_CONFIDENTIAL("config-property-confidential");'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it * under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as * published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of * the License, or (at your option) any later version. * This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of *

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU * Lesser General Public

License for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public'

 

1.465 influxdb 2.17 
1.465.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

<name>The MIT License (MIT)</name>

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1103525259_1604217600.2/0/influxdb-java-2-17-jar/META-INF/maven/org.influxdb/influxdb-

java/pom.xml

 

1.466 jboss-as-jpa-spi 7.3.0.Final-redhat-14 
1.466.1 Available under license : 

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it * under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as * published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of * the License, or (at your option) any later version. * This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of *

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU * Lesser General Public

License for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public'
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1.467 jsr311-api 1.1.1 
1.467.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* The contents of this file are subject to the terms

* of the Common Development and Distribution License

* (the "License").  You may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License.

*

* You can obtain a copy of the license at

* http://www.opensource.org/licenses/cddl1.php

* See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1150985925_1654022939.907158/0/jsr311-api-1-1-1-sources-6-

jar/javax/ws/rs/core/Request.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150985925_1654022939.907158/0/jsr311-api-1-1-1-sources-6-

jar/javax/ws/rs/ext/RuntimeDelegate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150985925_1654022939.907158/0/jsr311-api-1-1-1-sources-6-

jar/javax/ws/rs/ext/ContextResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150985925_1654022939.907158/0/jsr311-api-1-1-1-sources-6-

jar/javax/ws/rs/ext/FactoryFinder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150985925_1654022939.907158/0/jsr311-api-1-1-1-sources-6-

jar/javax/ws/rs/ApplicationPath.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150985925_1654022939.907158/0/jsr311-api-1-1-1-sources-6-

jar/javax/ws/rs/ext/MessageBodyWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150985925_1654022939.907158/0/jsr311-api-1-1-1-sources-6-

jar/javax/ws/rs/core/StreamingOutput.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150985925_1654022939.907158/0/jsr311-api-1-1-1-sources-6-

jar/javax/ws/rs/core/Response.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150985925_1654022939.907158/0/jsr311-api-1-1-1-sources-6-

jar/javax/ws/rs/ext/MessageBodyReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150985925_1654022939.907158/0/jsr311-api-1-1-1-sources-6-

jar/javax/ws/rs/ext/Providers.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150985925_1654022939.907158/0/jsr311-api-1-1-1-sources-6-

jar/javax/ws/rs/ext/ExceptionMapper.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* The contents of this file are subject to the terms

* of the Common Development and Distribution License

* (the "License").  You may not use this file except
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* in compliance with the License.

*

* You can obtain a copy of the license at

* http://www.opensource.org/licenses/cddl1.php

* See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*

* This file incorporates work covered by the following copyright and

* permission notice:

*

* Copyright (C) 2006 Google Inc.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1150985925_1654022939.907158/0/jsr311-api-1-1-1-sources-6-

jar/javax/ws/rs/core/GenericEntity.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* The contents of this file are subject to the terms

* of the Common Development and Distribution License

* (the "License").  You may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License.

*

* You can obtain a copy of the license at

* http://www.opensource.org/licenses/cddl1.php

* See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1150985925_1654022939.907158/0/jsr311-api-1-1-1-sources-6-jar/javax/ws/rs/POST.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150985925_1654022939.907158/0/jsr311-api-1-1-1-sources-6-jar/javax/ws/rs/Path.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150985925_1654022939.907158/0/jsr311-api-1-1-1-sources-6-

jar/javax/ws/rs/MatrixParam.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150985925_1654022939.907158/0/jsr311-api-1-1-1-sources-6-
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jar/javax/ws/rs/WebApplicationException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150985925_1654022939.907158/0/jsr311-api-1-1-1-sources-6-jar/javax/ws/rs/DELETE.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150985925_1654022939.907158/0/jsr311-api-1-1-1-sources-6-

jar/javax/ws/rs/core/Application.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150985925_1654022939.907158/0/jsr311-api-1-1-1-sources-6-jar/javax/ws/rs/GET.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150985925_1654022939.907158/0/jsr311-api-1-1-1-sources-6-jar/javax/ws/rs/core/Cookie.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150985925_1654022939.907158/0/jsr311-api-1-1-1-sources-6-jar/javax/ws/rs/ext/Provider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150985925_1654022939.907158/0/jsr311-api-1-1-1-sources-6-jar/javax/ws/rs/QueryParam.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150985925_1654022939.907158/0/jsr311-api-1-1-1-sources-6-

jar/javax/ws/rs/core/UriBuilderException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150985925_1654022939.907158/0/jsr311-api-1-1-1-sources-6-jar/javax/ws/rs/FormParam.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150985925_1654022939.907158/0/jsr311-api-1-1-1-sources-6-jar/javax/ws/rs/Produces.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150985925_1654022939.907158/0/jsr311-api-1-1-1-sources-6-

jar/javax/ws/rs/core/CacheControl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150985925_1654022939.907158/0/jsr311-api-1-1-1-sources-6-jar/javax/ws/rs/core/Variant.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150985925_1654022939.907158/0/jsr311-api-1-1-1-sources-6-

jar/javax/ws/rs/core/MediaType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150985925_1654022939.907158/0/jsr311-api-1-1-1-sources-6-

jar/javax/ws/rs/core/SecurityContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150985925_1654022939.907158/0/jsr311-api-1-1-1-sources-6-jar/javax/ws/rs/Encoded.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150985925_1654022939.907158/0/jsr311-api-1-1-1-sources-6-jar/javax/ws/rs/OPTIONS.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150985925_1654022939.907158/0/jsr311-api-1-1-1-sources-6-jar/javax/ws/rs/core/UriInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150985925_1654022939.907158/0/jsr311-api-1-1-1-sources-6-

jar/javax/ws/rs/core/PathSegment.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150985925_1654022939.907158/0/jsr311-api-1-1-1-sources-6-

jar/javax/ws/rs/core/Context.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150985925_1654022939.907158/0/jsr311-api-1-1-1-sources-6-

jar/javax/ws/rs/CookieParam.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150985925_1654022939.907158/0/jsr311-api-1-1-1-sources-6-

jar/javax/ws/rs/core/EntityTag.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150985925_1654022939.907158/0/jsr311-api-1-1-1-sources-6-jar/javax/ws/rs/HttpMethod.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150985925_1654022939.907158/0/jsr311-api-1-1-1-sources-6-jar/javax/ws/rs/Consumes.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150985925_1654022939.907158/0/jsr311-api-1-1-1-sources-6-jar/javax/ws/rs/HEAD.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150985925_1654022939.907158/0/jsr311-api-1-1-1-sources-6-

jar/javax/ws/rs/core/HttpHeaders.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150985925_1654022939.907158/0/jsr311-api-1-1-1-sources-6-

jar/javax/ws/rs/core/MultivaluedMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150985925_1654022939.907158/0/jsr311-api-1-1-1-sources-6-

jar/javax/ws/rs/core/UriBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150985925_1654022939.907158/0/jsr311-api-1-1-1-sources-6-

jar/javax/ws/rs/DefaultValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150985925_1654022939.907158/0/jsr311-api-1-1-1-sources-6-jar/javax/ws/rs/PUT.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150985925_1654022939.907158/0/jsr311-api-1-1-1-sources-6-

jar/javax/ws/rs/HeaderParam.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150985925_1654022939.907158/0/jsr311-api-1-1-1-sources-6-

jar/javax/ws/rs/core/NewCookie.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1150985925_1654022939.907158/0/jsr311-api-1-1-1-sources-6-jar/javax/ws/rs/PathParam.java
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1.468 bzip2 1.0.6 
1.468.1 Available under license : 

 

This program, "bzip2" and associated library "libbzip2", are

copyright (C) 1996-2002 Julian R Seward.  All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

2. The origin of this software must not be misrepresented; you must

  not claim that you wrote the original software.  If you use this

  software in a product, an acknowledgment in the product

  documentation would be appreciated but is not required.

 

3. Altered source versions must be plainly marked as such, and must

  not be misrepresented as being the original software.

 

4. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote

  products derived from this software without specific prior written

  permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR ''AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS

OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY

DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE

GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY,

WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

Julian Seward, Cambridge, UK.

jseward@acm.org

bzip2/libbzip2 version 1.0.2 of 30 December 2001

 

/*

  minibz2

     libbz2.dll test program.

     by Yoshioka Tsuneo (tsuneo@rr.iij4u.or.jp)
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     This file is Public Domain.  Welcome any email to me.

 

  usage: minibz2 [-d] [-{1,2,..9}] [[srcfilename] destfilename]

*/

%%CreationDate: Wed Dec 22 1999

% Copyright (URW)++,Copyright 1999 by (URW)++ Design & Development

% (URW)++,Copyright 1999 by (URW)++ Design & Development

% See the file COPYING (GNU General Public License) for license conditions.

% As a special exception, permission is granted to include this font

% program in a Postscript or PDF file that consists of a document that

% contains text to be displayed or printed using this font, regardless

% of the conditions or license applying to the document itself.

 

/Notice ((URW)++,Copyright 1999 by (URW)++ Design & Development. See the file COPYING (GNU General

Public License) for license conditions. As a special exception, permission is granted to include this font program in a

Postscript or PDF file that consists of a document that contains text to be displayed or printed using this font,

regardless of the conditions or license applying to the document itself.) readonly def

/Copyright (Copyright (URW)++,Copyright 1999 by (URW)++ Design & Development) readonly def

 

1.469 jboss-as-webservices-server-

integration 7.3.0.Final-redhat-14 
1.469.1 Available under license : 

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it * under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as * published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of * the License, or =at your option) any later version. * This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of *

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU * Lesser General Public

License for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* as indicated by the @authors tag. All rights reserved. *

This copyrighted material is made available to anyone wishing to use, * modify, copy, or redistribute it subject to

the terms and conditions * of the GNU Lesser General Public License, v. 2.1. * This program is distributed in the

hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT A * WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A * PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU Lesser General Public

License for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public License, * MA

02110-1301, USA.'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '~ This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it ~ under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as ~ published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of ~ the License, or (at your option) any later version. ~ This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, ~ but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of ~

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU ~ Lesser General Public

License for more details. ~ You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '# This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it # under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as # published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of # the License, or (at your option) any later version. # This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, # but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of #
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MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU # Lesser General Public

License for more details. # You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it * under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as * published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of * the License, or (at your option) any later version. * This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of *

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU * Lesser General Public

License for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '*  This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it *  under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as *  published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of *  the License, or (at your option) any later version. *  This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, *  but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of *

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU *  Lesser General Public

License for more details. *  You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public'

 

1.470 jboss-as-jmx 7.3.0.Final-redhat-14 
1.470.1 Available under license : 

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it * under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as * published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of * the License, or (at your option) any later version. * This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of *

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU * Lesser General Public

License for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public'

 

1.471 xnio-api 3.0.7.GA 
1.471.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* JBoss, Home of Professional Open Source.

* Copyright 2011, Red Hat, Inc., and individual contributors

* as indicated by the @author tags. See the copyright.txt file in the

* distribution for a full listing of individual contributors.

*

* This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

* under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as

* published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2.1 of

* the License, or (at your option) any later version.

*

* This software is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

* but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

* MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU

* Lesser General Public License for more details.

*
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* You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

* License along with this software; if not, write to the Free

* Software Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA

* 02110-1301 USA, or see the FSF site: http://www.fsf.org.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1002302858_1654023029.023189/0/xnio-api-3-0-7-ga-sources-

jar/org/xnio/ClosedWorkerException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002302858_1654023029.023189/0/xnio-api-3-0-7-ga-sources-

jar/org/xnio/LimitedBlockingQueue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002302858_1654023029.023189/0/xnio-api-3-0-7-ga-sources-jar/org/xnio/XnioExecutor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002302858_1654023029.023189/0/xnio-api-3-0-7-ga-sources-

jar/org/xnio/channels/WrappedChannel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002302858_1654023029.023189/0/xnio-api-3-0-7-ga-sources-jar/org/xnio/ssl/JsseXnioSsl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002302858_1654023029.023189/0/xnio-api-3-0-7-ga-sources-jar/org/xnio/ssl/XnioSsl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002302858_1654023029.023189/0/xnio-api-3-0-7-ga-sources-jar/org/xnio/TypeOption.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002302858_1654023029.023189/0/xnio-api-3-0-7-ga-sources-

jar/org/xnio/ssl/JsseConnectedSslStreamChannel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002302858_1654023029.023189/0/xnio-api-3-0-7-ga-sources-jar/org/xnio/Bits.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002302858_1654023029.023189/0/xnio-api-3-0-7-ga-sources-

jar/org/xnio/SequenceOption.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002302858_1654023029.023189/0/xnio-api-3-0-7-ga-sources-

jar/org/xnio/ArraySetUpdater.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002302858_1654023029.023189/0/xnio-api-3-0-7-ga-sources-jar/org/xnio/ssl/JsseSslUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002302858_1654023029.023189/0/xnio-api-3-0-7-ga-sources-jar/org/xnio/XnioWorker.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002302858_1654023029.023189/0/xnio-api-3-0-7-ga-sources-

jar/org/xnio/channels/ByteChannel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002302858_1654023029.023189/0/xnio-api-3-0-7-ga-sources-

jar/org/xnio/TypeSequenceOption.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002302858_1654023029.023189/0/xnio-api-3-0-7-ga-sources-jar/org/xnio/SingleOption.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002302858_1654023029.023189/0/xnio-api-3-0-7-ga-sources-

jar/org/xnio/PoolDepletedException.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* JBoss, Home of Professional Open Source

* Copyright 2008, JBoss Inc., and individual contributors as indicated

* by the @authors tag. See the copyright.txt in the distribution for a

* full listing of individual contributors.

*

* This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

* under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as

* published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2.1 of

* the License, or (at your option) any later version.

*

* This software is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

* but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of
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* MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU

* Lesser General Public License for more details.

*

* You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

* License along with this software; if not, write to the Free

* Software Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA

* 02110-1301 USA, or see the FSF site: http://www.fsf.org.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1002302858_1654023029.023189/0/xnio-api-3-0-7-ga-sources-

jar/org/xnio/ChannelDestination.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002302858_1654023029.023189/0/xnio-api-3-0-7-ga-sources-

jar/org/xnio/channels/StreamChannel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002302858_1654023029.023189/0/xnio-api-3-0-7-ga-sources-

jar/org/xnio/channels/SuspendableChannel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002302858_1654023029.023189/0/xnio-api-3-0-7-ga-sources-jar/org/xnio/ChannelSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002302858_1654023029.023189/0/xnio-api-3-0-7-ga-sources-jar/org/xnio/Closer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002302858_1654023029.023189/0/xnio-api-3-0-7-ga-sources-

jar/org/xnio/channels/Channels.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002302858_1654023029.023189/0/xnio-api-3-0-7-ga-sources-

jar/org/xnio/channels/WritableMultipointMessageChannel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002302858_1654023029.023189/0/xnio-api-3-0-7-ga-sources-

jar/org/xnio/channels/ConnectedMessageChannel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002302858_1654023029.023189/0/xnio-api-3-0-7-ga-sources-jar/org/xnio/Version.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002302858_1654023029.023189/0/xnio-api-3-0-7-ga-sources-

jar/org/xnio/AbstractConvertingIoFuture.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002302858_1654023029.023189/0/xnio-api-3-0-7-ga-sources-

jar/org/xnio/channels/BoundMultipointMessageChannel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002302858_1654023029.023189/0/xnio-api-3-0-7-ga-sources-

jar/org/xnio/channels/ReadableMultipointMessageChannel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002302858_1654023029.023189/0/xnio-api-3-0-7-ga-sources-

jar/org/xnio/channels/SuspendableWriteChannel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002302858_1654023029.023189/0/xnio-api-3-0-7-ga-sources-jar/org/xnio/Xnio.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002302858_1654023029.023189/0/xnio-api-3-0-7-ga-sources-

jar/org/xnio/channels/MultipointMessageChannel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002302858_1654023029.023189/0/xnio-api-3-0-7-ga-sources-jar/org/xnio/IoUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002302858_1654023029.023189/0/xnio-api-3-0-7-ga-sources-

jar/org/xnio/channels/ConnectedChannel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002302858_1654023029.023189/0/xnio-api-3-0-7-ga-sources-

jar/org/xnio/streams/ChannelOutputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002302858_1654023029.023189/0/xnio-api-3-0-7-ga-sources-

jar/org/xnio/channels/ConnectedStreamChannel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002302858_1654023029.023189/0/xnio-api-3-0-7-ga-sources-

jar/org/xnio/AbstractIoFuture.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002302858_1654023029.023189/0/xnio-api-3-0-7-ga-sources-

jar/org/xnio/channels/StreamSinkChannel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002302858_1654023029.023189/0/xnio-api-3-0-7-ga-sources-
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jar/org/xnio/channels/MulticastMessageChannel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002302858_1654023029.023189/0/xnio-api-3-0-7-ga-sources-jar/org/xnio/IoFuture.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002302858_1654023029.023189/0/xnio-api-3-0-7-ga-sources-

jar/org/xnio/channels/StreamSourceChannel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002302858_1654023029.023189/0/xnio-api-3-0-7-ga-sources-

jar/org/xnio/channels/UnsupportedOptionException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002302858_1654023029.023189/0/xnio-api-3-0-7-ga-sources-

jar/org/xnio/channels/BoundServerChannel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002302858_1654023029.023189/0/xnio-api-3-0-7-ga-sources-

jar/org/xnio/channels/WritableMessageChannel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002302858_1654023029.023189/0/xnio-api-3-0-7-ga-sources-

jar/org/xnio/FinishedIoFuture.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002302858_1654023029.023189/0/xnio-api-3-0-7-ga-sources-jar/org/xnio/FailedIoFuture.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002302858_1654023029.023189/0/xnio-api-3-0-7-ga-sources-

jar/org/xnio/streams/ChannelInputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002302858_1654023029.023189/0/xnio-api-3-0-7-ga-sources-

jar/org/xnio/channels/SuspendableReadChannel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002302858_1654023029.023189/0/xnio-api-3-0-7-ga-sources-

jar/org/xnio/channels/Configurable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002302858_1654023029.023189/0/xnio-api-3-0-7-ga-sources-jar/org/xnio/Options.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002302858_1654023029.023189/0/xnio-api-3-0-7-ga-sources-jar/org/xnio/Buffers.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002302858_1654023029.023189/0/xnio-api-3-0-7-ga-sources-

jar/org/xnio/channels/BoundChannel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002302858_1654023029.023189/0/xnio-api-3-0-7-ga-sources-

jar/org/xnio/channels/ReadableMessageChannel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002302858_1654023029.023189/0/xnio-api-3-0-7-ga-sources-

jar/org/xnio/channels/MessageChannel.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* JBoss, Home of Professional Open Source

* Copyright 2011, JBoss Inc., and individual contributors as indicated

* by the @authors tag. See the copyright.txt in the distribution for a

* full listing of individual contributors.

*

* This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

* under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as

* published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2.1 of

* the License, or (at your option) any later version.

*

* This software is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

* but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

* MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU

* Lesser General Public License for more details.

*

* You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

* License along with this software; if not, write to the Free

* Software Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA
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* 02110-1301 USA, or see the FSF site: http://www.fsf.org.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1002302858_1654023029.023189/0/xnio-api-3-0-7-ga-sources-jar/org/xnio/sasl/SaslUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002302858_1654023029.023189/0/xnio-api-3-0-7-ga-sources-jar/org/xnio/BufferAllocator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002302858_1654023029.023189/0/xnio-api-3-0-7-ga-sources-

jar/org/xnio/XnioFileChannel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002302858_1654023029.023189/0/xnio-api-3-0-7-ga-sources-

jar/org/xnio/sasl/SaslWrapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002302858_1654023029.023189/0/xnio-api-3-0-7-ga-sources-

jar/org/xnio/channels/SimpleAcceptingChannel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002302858_1654023029.023189/0/xnio-api-3-0-7-ga-sources-jar/org/xnio/Property.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002302858_1654023029.023189/0/xnio-api-3-0-7-ga-sources-

jar/org/xnio/ChannelListeners.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002302858_1654023029.023189/0/xnio-api-3-0-7-ga-sources-

jar/org/xnio/streams/Streams.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002302858_1654023029.023189/0/xnio-api-3-0-7-ga-sources-jar/org/xnio/XnioProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002302858_1654023029.023189/0/xnio-api-3-0-7-ga-sources-

jar/org/xnio/channels/TranslatingSuspendableChannel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002302858_1654023029.023189/0/xnio-api-3-0-7-ga-sources-

jar/org/xnio/channels/FramedMessageChannel.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* JBoss, Home of Professional Open Source

* Copyright 2009, JBoss Inc., and individual contributors as indicated

* by the @authors tag. See the copyright.txt in the distribution for a

* full listing of individual contributors.

*

* This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

* under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as

* published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2.1 of

* the License, or (at your option) any later version.

*

* This software is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

* but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

* MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU

* Lesser General Public License for more details.

*

* You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

* License along with this software; if not, write to the Free

* Software Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA

* 02110-1301 USA, or see the FSF site: http://www.fsf.org.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1002302858_1654023029.023189/0/xnio-api-3-0-7-ga-sources-jar/org/xnio/ByteString.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1002302858_1654023029.023189/0/xnio-api-3-0-7-ga-sources-jar/org/xnio/Result.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002302858_1654023029.023189/0/xnio-api-3-0-7-ga-sources-

jar/org/xnio/SslClientAuthMode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002302858_1654023029.023189/0/xnio-api-3-0-7-ga-sources-jar/org/xnio/Cancellable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002302858_1654023029.023189/0/xnio-api-3-0-7-ga-sources-

jar/org/xnio/channels/ConnectedSslStreamChannel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002302858_1654023029.023189/0/xnio-api-3-0-7-ga-sources-

jar/org/xnio/ChannelListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002302858_1654023029.023189/0/xnio-api-3-0-7-ga-sources-

jar/org/xnio/TranslatingResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002302858_1654023029.023189/0/xnio-api-3-0-7-ga-sources-

jar/org/xnio/channels/BlockingByteChannel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002302858_1654023029.023189/0/xnio-api-3-0-7-ga-sources-jar/org/xnio/OptionMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002302858_1654023029.023189/0/xnio-api-3-0-7-ga-sources-jar/org/xnio/FutureResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002302858_1654023029.023189/0/xnio-api-3-0-7-ga-sources-

jar/org/xnio/channels/CloseableChannel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002302858_1654023029.023189/0/xnio-api-3-0-7-ga-sources-

jar/org/xnio/channels/BlockingWritableByteChannel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002302858_1654023029.023189/0/xnio-api-3-0-7-ga-sources-

jar/org/xnio/channels/SslChannel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002302858_1654023029.023189/0/xnio-api-3-0-7-ga-sources-

jar/org/xnio/sasl/SaslStrength.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002302858_1654023029.023189/0/xnio-api-3-0-7-ga-sources-jar/org/xnio/Pool.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002302858_1654023029.023189/0/xnio-api-3-0-7-ga-sources-

jar/org/xnio/channels/BlockingReadableByteChannel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002302858_1654023029.023189/0/xnio-api-3-0-7-ga-sources-jar/org/xnio/Sequence.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* JBoss, Home of Professional Open Source

* Copyright 2010, JBoss Inc., and individual contributors as indicated

* by the @authors tag. See the copyright.txt in the distribution for a

* full listing of individual contributors.

*

* This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

* under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as

* published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2.1 of

* the License, or (at your option) any later version.

*

* This software is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

* but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

* MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU

* Lesser General Public License for more details.

*

* You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

* License along with this software; if not, write to the Free

* Software Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA

* 02110-1301 USA, or see the FSF site: http://www.fsf.org.
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*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1002302858_1654023029.023189/0/xnio-api-3-0-7-ga-sources-

jar/org/xnio/channels/AcceptingChannel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002302858_1654023029.023189/0/xnio-api-3-0-7-ga-sources-

jar/org/xnio/ByteBufferSlicePool.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002302858_1654023029.023189/0/xnio-api-3-0-7-ga-sources-

jar/org/xnio/channels/SocketAddressBuffer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002302858_1654023029.023189/0/xnio-api-3-0-7-ga-sources-

jar/org/xnio/streams/LimitedOutputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002302858_1654023029.023189/0/xnio-api-3-0-7-ga-sources-

jar/org/xnio/streams/BufferPipeOutputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002302858_1654023029.023189/0/xnio-api-3-0-7-ga-sources-jar/org/xnio/Option.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002302858_1654023029.023189/0/xnio-api-3-0-7-ga-sources-

jar/org/xnio/channels/ReadTimeoutException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002302858_1654023029.023189/0/xnio-api-3-0-7-ga-sources-

jar/org/xnio/ssl/JsseAcceptingSslStreamChannel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002302858_1654023029.023189/0/xnio-api-3-0-7-ga-sources-

jar/org/xnio/channels/WriteTimeoutException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002302858_1654023029.023189/0/xnio-api-3-0-7-ga-sources-

jar/org/xnio/streams/BufferedChannelInputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002302858_1654023029.023189/0/xnio-api-3-0-7-ga-sources-

jar/org/xnio/LocalSocketAddress.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002302858_1654023029.023189/0/xnio-api-3-0-7-ga-sources-jar/org/xnio/Pooled.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002302858_1654023029.023189/0/xnio-api-3-0-7-ga-sources-

jar/org/xnio/streams/LimitedInputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002302858_1654023029.023189/0/xnio-api-3-0-7-ga-sources-

jar/org/xnio/channels/SuspendableAcceptChannel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002302858_1654023029.023189/0/xnio-api-3-0-7-ga-sources-jar/org/xnio/FileAccess.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002302858_1654023029.023189/0/xnio-api-3-0-7-ga-sources-

jar/org/xnio/streams/ReaderInputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002302858_1654023029.023189/0/xnio-api-3-0-7-ga-sources-

jar/org/xnio/streams/BufferPipeInputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002302858_1654023029.023189/0/xnio-api-3-0-7-ga-sources-

jar/org/xnio/streams/WriterOutputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002302858_1654023029.023189/0/xnio-api-3-0-7-ga-sources-jar/org/xnio/package-info.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* JBoss, Home of Professional Open Source

* Copyright 2009, JBoss Inc., and individual contributors as indicated

* by the @authors tag. See the copyright.txt in the distribution for a

* full listing of individual contributors.

*

* This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

* under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as

* published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2.1 of
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* the License, or (at your option) any later version.

*

* This software is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

* but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

* MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU

* Lesser General Public License for more details.

*

* You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

* License along with this software; if not, write to the Free

* Software Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA

* 02110-1301 USA, or see the FSF site: http://www.fsf.org.

*/

/**

    * A QOP value specifying authentication plus integrity and confidentiality protection.

    */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1002302858_1654023029.023189/0/xnio-api-3-0-7-ga-sources-jar/org/xnio/sasl/SaslQop.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* JBoss, Home of Professional Open Source.

* Copyright 2012, Red Hat, Inc., and individual contributors

* as indicated by the @author tags. See the copyright.txt file in the

* distribution for a full listing of individual contributors.

*

* This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

* under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as

* published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2.1 of

* the License, or (at your option) any later version.

*

* This software is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

* but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

* MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU

* Lesser General Public License for more details.

*

* You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

* License along with this software; if not, write to the Free

* Software Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA

* 02110-1301 USA, or see the FSF site: http://www.fsf.org.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1002302858_1654023029.023189/0/xnio-api-3-0-7-ga-sources-

jar/org/xnio/BrokenPipeException.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*
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* JBoss, Home of Professional Open Source.

* Copyright 2010, Red Hat, Inc., and individual contributors

* as indicated by the @author tags. See the copyright.txt file in the

* distribution for a full listing of individual contributors.

*

* This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

* under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as

* published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2.1 of

* the License, or (at your option) any later version.

*

* This software is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

* but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

* MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU

* Lesser General Public License for more details.

*

* You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

* License along with this software; if not, write to the Free

* Software Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA

* 02110-1301 USA, or see the FSF site: http://www.fsf.org.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1002302858_1654023029.023189/0/xnio-api-3-0-7-ga-sources-jar/org/xnio/streams/Pipe.java

 

1.472 cdi-api 1.0-SP4.redhat-3 
1.472.1 Available under license : 

                                 Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the
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     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable
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     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and
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         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.
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  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.473 jbossjaxrapi 1.0.2.Final-redhat-2 
1.473.1 Available under license : 

COMMON DEVELOPMENT AND DISTRIBUTION LICENSE (CDDL)

Version 1.0

 

 

1. Definitions.
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   1.1. "Contributor" means each individual or entity that creates or

   contributes to the creation of Modifications.

 

   1.2. "Contributor Version" means the combination of the Original

   Software, prior Modifications used by a Contributor (if any), and

   the Modifications made by that particular Contributor.

 

   1.3. "Covered Software" means (a) the Original Software, or (b)

   Modifications, or (c) the combination of files containing Original

   Software with files containing Modifications, in each case

   including portions thereof.

				  

   1.4. "Executable" means the Covered Software in any form other

   than Source Code.

 

   1.5. "Initial Developer" means the individual or entity that first

   makes Original Software available under this License.

 

   1.6. "Larger Work" means a work which combines Covered Software or

   portions thereof with code not governed by the terms of this

   License.

 

   1.7. "License" means this document.

 

   1.8. "Licensable" means having the right to grant, to the maximum

   extent possible, whether at the time of the initial grant or

   subsequently acquired, any and all of the rights conveyed herein.

 

   1.9. "Modifications" means the Source Code and Executable form of

   any of the following:

 

       A. Any file that results from an addition to, deletion from or

       modification of the contents of a file containing Original

       Software or previous Modifications;

       B. Any new file that contains any part of the Original

       Software or previous Modification; or

       C. Any new file that is contributed or otherwise made

       available under the terms of this License.

 

   1.10. "Original Software" means the Source Code and Executable

   form of computer software code that is originally released under

   this License.

 

   1.11. "Patent Claims" means any patent claim(s), now owned or

   hereafter acquired, including without limitation, method, process,

   and apparatus claims, in any patent Licensable by grantor.

 

   1.12. "Source Code" means (a) the common form of computer software
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   code in which modifications are made and (b) associated

   documentation included in or with such code.

 

   1.13. "You" (or "Your") means an individual or a legal entity

   exercising rights under, and complying with all of the terms of,

   this License. For legal entities, "You" includes any entity which

   controls, is controlled by, or is under common control with

   You. For purposes of this definition, "control" means (a) the

   power, direct or indirect, to cause the direction or management of

   such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (b) ownership of

   more than fifty percent (50%) of the outstanding shares or

   beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

2. License Grants.

 

   2.1. The Initial Developer Grant.  Conditioned upon Your

   compliance with Section 3.1 below and subject to third party

   intellectual property claims, the Initial Developer hereby grants

   You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license:

     

       (a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or

       trademark) Licensable by Initial Developer, to use, reproduce,

       modify, display, perform, sublicense and distribute the

       Original Software (or portions thereof), with or without

       Modifications, and/or as part of a Larger Work; and

 

       (b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using or

       selling of Original Software, to make, have made, use,

       practice, sell, and offer for sale, and/or otherwise dispose

       of the Original Software (or portions thereof).

 

       (c) The licenses granted in Sections 2.1(a) and (b) are

       effective on the date Initial Developer first distributes or

       otherwise makes the Original Software available to a third

       party under the terms of this License.

 

       (d) Notwithstanding Section 2.1(b) above, no patent license is

       granted: (1) for code that You delete from the Original

       Software, or (2) for infringements caused by: (i) the

       modification of the Original Software, or (ii) the combination

       of the Original Software with other software or devices.

 

   2.2. Contributor Grant.  Conditioned upon Your compliance with

   Section 3.1 below and subject to third party intellectual property

   claims, each Contributor hereby grants You a world-wide,

   royalty-free, non-exclusive license:

     

       (a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or
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       trademark) Licensable by Contributor to use, reproduce,

       modify, display, perform, sublicense and distribute the

       Modifications created by such Contributor (or portions

       thereof), either on an unmodified basis, with other

       Modifications, as Covered Software and/or as part of a Larger

       Work; and

 

       (b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using, or

       selling of Modifications made by that Contributor either alone

       and/or in combination with its Contributor Version (or

       portions of such combination), to make, use, sell, offer for

       sale, have made, and/or otherwise dispose of: (1)

       Modifications made by that Contributor (or portions thereof);

       and (2) the combination of Modifications made by that

       Contributor with its Contributor Version (or portions of such

       combination).

 

       (c) The licenses granted in Sections 2.2(a) and 2.2(b) are

       effective on the date Contributor first distributes or

       otherwise makes the Modifications available to a third party.

 

       (d) Notwithstanding Section 2.2(b) above, no patent license is

       granted: (1) for any code that Contributor has deleted from

       the Contributor Version; (2) for infringements caused by: (i)

       third party modifications of Contributor Version, or (ii) the

       combination of Modifications made by that Contributor with

       other software (except as part of the Contributor Version) or

       other devices; or (3) under Patent Claims infringed by Covered

       Software in the absence of Modifications made by that

       Contributor.

 

3. Distribution Obligations.

 

   3.1. Availability of Source Code.  Any Covered Software that You

   distribute or otherwise make available in Executable form must

   also be made available in Source Code form and that Source Code

   form must be distributed only under the terms of this License. You

   must include a copy of this License with every copy of the Source

   Code form of the Covered Software You distribute or otherwise make

   available. You must inform recipients of any such Covered Software

   in Executable form as to how they can obtain such Covered Software

   in Source Code form in a reasonable manner on or through a medium

   customarily used for software exchange.

 

   3.2. Modifications.  The Modifications that You create or to which

   You contribute are governed by the terms of this License. You

   represent that You believe Your Modifications are Your original

   creation(s) and/or You have sufficient rights to grant the rights
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   conveyed by this License.

 

   3.3. Required Notices.  You must include a notice in each of Your

   Modifications that identifies You as the Contributor of the

   Modification.  You may not remove or alter any copyright, patent

   or trademark notices contained within the Covered Software, or any

   notices of licensing or any descriptive text giving attribution to

   any Contributor or the Initial Developer.

 

   3.4. Application of Additional Terms.  You may not offer or impose

   any terms on any Covered Software in Source Code form that alters

   or restricts the applicable version of this License or the

   recipients' rights hereunder. You may choose to offer, and to

   charge a fee for, warranty, support, indemnity or liability

   obligations to one or more recipients of Covered Software.

   However, you may do so only on Your own behalf, and not on behalf

   of the Initial Developer or any Contributor.  You must make it

   absolutely clear that any such warranty, support, indemnity or

   liability obligation is offered by You alone, and You hereby agree

   to indemnify the Initial Developer and every Contributor for any

   liability incurred by the Initial Developer or such Contributor as

   a result of warranty, support, indemnity or liability terms You

   offer.

 

   3.5. Distribution of Executable Versions.  You may distribute the

   Executable form of the Covered Software under the terms of this

   License or under the terms of a license of Your choice, which may

   contain terms different from this License, provided that You are

   in compliance with the terms of this License and that the license

   for the Executable form does not attempt to limit or alter the

   recipient's rights in the Source Code form from the rights set

   forth in this License. If You distribute the Covered Software in

   Executable form under a different license, You must make it

   absolutely clear that any terms which differ from this License are

   offered by You alone, not by the Initial Developer or

   Contributor. You hereby agree to indemnify the Initial Developer

   and every Contributor for any liability incurred by the Initial

   Developer or such Contributor as a result of any such terms You

   offer.

 

   3.6. Larger Works.  You may create a Larger Work by combining

   Covered Software with other code not governed by the terms of this

   License and distribute the Larger Work as a single product. In

   such a case, You must make sure the requirements of this License

   are fulfilled for the Covered Software.

 

4. Versions of the License.
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   4.1. New Versions.  Sun Microsystems, Inc. is the initial license

   steward and may publish revised and/or new versions of this

   License from time to time. Each version will be given a

   distinguishing version number. Except as provided in Section 4.3,

   no one other than the license steward has the right to modify this

   License.

 

   4.2. Effect of New Versions.  You may always continue to use,

   distribute or otherwise make the Covered Software available under

   the terms of the version of the License under which You originally

   received the Covered Software. If the Initial Developer includes a

   notice in the Original Software prohibiting it from being

   distributed or otherwise made available under any subsequent

   version of the License, You must distribute and make the Covered

   Software available under the terms of the version of the License

   under which You originally received the Covered

   Software. Otherwise, You may also choose to use, distribute or

   otherwise make the Covered Software available under the terms of

   any subsequent version of the License published by the license

   steward.

 

   4.3. Modified Versions.  When You are an Initial Developer and You

   want to create a new license for Your Original Software, You may

   create and use a modified version of this License if You: (a)

   rename the license and remove any references to the name of the

   license steward (except to note that the license differs from this

   License); and (b) otherwise make it clear that the license

   contains terms which differ from this License.

 

5. DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY.

 

COVERED SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED UNDER THIS LICENSE ON AN "AS IS" BASIS,

WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING,

WITHOUT LIMITATION, WARRANTIES THAT THE COVERED SOFTWARE IS FREE OF

DEFECTS, MERCHANTABLE, FIT FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR

NON-INFRINGING. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF

THE COVERED SOFTWARE IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD ANY COVERED SOFTWARE PROVE

DEFECTIVE IN ANY RESPECT, YOU (NOT THE INITIAL DEVELOPER OR ANY OTHER

CONTRIBUTOR) ASSUME THE COST OF ANY NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR

CORRECTION. THIS DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY CONSTITUTES AN ESSENTIAL PART

OF THIS LICENSE.  NO USE OF ANY COVERED SOFTWARE IS AUTHORIZED

HEREUNDER EXCEPT UNDER THIS DISCLAIMER.

 

6. TERMINATION.

 

   6.1. This License and the rights granted hereunder will terminate

   automatically if You fail to comply with terms herein and fail to

   cure such breach within 30 days of becoming aware of the
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   breach. Provisions which, by their nature, must remain in effect

   beyond the termination of this License shall survive.

 

   6.2. If You assert a patent infringement claim (excluding

   declaratory judgment actions) against Initial Developer or a

   Contributor (the Initial Developer or Contributor against whom You

   assert such claim is referred to as "Participant") alleging that

   the Participant Software (meaning the Contributor Version where

   the Participant is a Contributor or the Original Software where

   the Participant is the Initial Developer) directly or indirectly

   infringes any patent, then any and all rights granted directly or

   indirectly to You by such Participant, the Initial Developer (if

   the Initial Developer is not the Participant) and all Contributors

   under Sections 2.1 and/or 2.2 of this License shall, upon 60 days

   notice from Participant terminate prospectively and automatically

   at the expiration of such 60 day notice period, unless if within

   such 60 day period You withdraw Your claim with respect to the

   Participant Software against such Participant either unilaterally

   or pursuant to a written agreement with Participant.

 

   6.3. If You assert a patent infringement claim against Participant

   alleging that the Participant Software directly or indirectly

   infringes any patent where such claim is resolved (such as by

   license or settlement) prior to the initiation of patent

   infringement litigation, then the reasonable value of the licenses

   granted by such Participant under Sections 2.1 or 2.2 shall be

   taken into account in determining the amount or value of any

   payment or license.

 

   6.4. In the event of termination under Sections 6.1 or 6.2 above,

   all end user licenses that have been validly granted by You or any

   distributor hereunder prior to termination (excluding licenses

   granted to You by any distributor) shall survive termination.

 

7. LIMITATION OF LIABILITY.

 

UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES AND UNDER NO LEGAL THEORY, WHETHER TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE), CONTRACT, OR OTHERWISE, SHALL YOU, THE INITIAL

DEVELOPER, ANY OTHER CONTRIBUTOR, OR ANY DISTRIBUTOR OF COVERED

SOFTWARE, OR ANY SUPPLIER OF ANY OF SUCH PARTIES, BE LIABLE TO ANY

PERSON FOR ANY INDIRECT, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

OF ANY CHARACTER INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, DAMAGES FOR LOSS OF

GOODWILL, WORK STOPPAGE, COMPUTER FAILURE OR MALFUNCTION, OR ANY AND

ALL OTHER COMMERCIAL DAMAGES OR LOSSES, EVEN IF SUCH PARTY SHALL HAVE

BEEN INFORMED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES. THIS LIMITATION OF

LIABILITY SHALL NOT APPLY TO LIABILITY FOR DEATH OR PERSONAL INJURY

RESULTING FROM SUCH PARTY'S NEGLIGENCE TO THE EXTENT APPLICABLE LAW

PROHIBITS SUCH LIMITATION. SOME JURISDICTIONS DO NOT ALLOW THE
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EXCLUSION OR LIMITATION OF INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, SO

THIS EXCLUSION AND LIMITATION MAY NOT APPLY TO YOU.

 

8. U.S. GOVERNMENT END USERS.

 

The Covered Software is a "commercial item," as that term is defined

in 48 C.F.R. 2.101 (Oct. 1995), consisting of "commercial computer

software" (as that term is defined at 48 C.F.R. § 252.227-7014(a)(1))

and "commercial computer software documentation" as such terms are

used in 48 C.F.R. 12.212 Sept. 1995). Consistent with 48 C.F.R. 12.212

and 48 C.F.R. 227.7202-1 through 227.7202-4 (June 1995), all

U.S. Government End Users acquire Covered Software with only those

rights set forth herein. This U.S. Government Rights clause is in lieu

of, and supersedes, any other FAR, DFAR, or other clause or provision

that addresses Government rights in computer software under this

License.

 

9. MISCELLANEOUS.

 

This License represents the complete agreement concerning subject

matter hereof. If any provision of this License is held to be

unenforceable, such provision shall be reformed only to the extent

necessary to make it enforceable. This License shall be governed by

the law of the jurisdiction specified in a notice contained within the

Original Software (except to the extent applicable law, if any,

provides otherwise), excluding such jurisdiction's conflict-of-law

provisions. Any litigation relating to this License shall be subject

to the jurisdiction of the courts located in the jurisdiction and

venue specified in a notice contained within the Original Software,

with the losing party responsible for costs, including, without

limitation, court costs and reasonable attorneys' fees and

expenses. The application of the United Nations Convention on

Contracts for the International Sale of Goods is expressly

excluded. Any law or regulation which provides that the language of a

contract shall be construed against the drafter shall not apply to

this License. You agree that You alone are responsible for compliance

with the United States export administration regulations (and the

export control laws and regulation of any other countries) when You

use, distribute or otherwise make available any Covered Software.

 

10. RESPONSIBILITY FOR CLAIMS.

 

As between Initial Developer and the Contributors, each party is

responsible for claims and damages arising, directly or indirectly,

out of its utilization of rights under this License and You agree to

work with Initial Developer and Contributors to distribute such

responsibility on an equitable basis. Nothing herein is intended or

shall be deemed to constitute any admission of liability.
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--------

 

NOTICE PURSUANT TO SECTION 9 OF THE COMMON DEVELOPMENT AND DISTRIBUTION

LICENSE (CDDL)

 

The code released under the CDDL shall be governed by the laws of the

State of California (excluding conflict-of-law provisions). Any

litigation relating to this License shall be subject to the

jurisdiction of the Federal Courts of the Northern District of

California and the state courts of the State of California, with venue

lying in Santa Clara County, California.

 

 

----

 

The GNU General Public License (GPL)

 

Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA

 

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license

document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

Preamble

 

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to share

and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public License is intended to

guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to make sure the

software is free for all its users.  This General Public License applies to

most of the Free Software Foundation's software and to any other program whose

authors commit to using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is

covered by the GNU Library General Public License instead.) You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price.  Our

General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to

distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish),

that you receive source code or can get it if you want it, that you can change

the software or use pieces of it in new free programs; and that you know you

can do these things.

 

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone to deny

you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.  These restrictions

translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the

software, or if you modify it.
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For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis or for

a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that you have.  You must

make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code.  And you must

show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and (2)

offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute

and/or modify the software.

 

Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain that

everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free software.  If the

software is modified by someone else and passed on, we want its recipients to

know that what they have is not the original, so that any problems introduced

by others will not reflect on the original authors' reputations.

 

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents.  We

wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free program will

individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the program proprietary.

To prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for

everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification

follow.

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains a notice

placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed under the terms of

this General Public License.  The "Program", below, refers to any such program

or work, and a "work based on the Program" means either the Program or any

derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the

Program or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or

translated into another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included

without limitation in the term "modification".) Each licensee is addressed as

"you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by

this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of running the Program is

not restricted, and the output from the Program is covered only if its contents

constitute a work based on the Program (independent of having been made by

running the Program).  Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source code as

you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and

appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and

disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License

and to the absence of any warranty; and give any other recipients of the
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Program a copy of this License along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may

at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of it, thus

forming a work based on the Program, and copy and distribute such modifications

or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of

these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices stating

   that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in whole or

   in part contains or is derived from the Program or any part thereof, to be

   licensed as a whole at no charge to all third parties under the terms of

   this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively when run,

   you must cause it, when started running for such interactive use in the

   most ordinary way, to print or display an announcement including an

   appropriate copyright notice and a notice that there is no warranty (or

   else, saying that you provide a warranty) and that users may redistribute

   the program under these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy

   of this License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but does

   not normally print such an announcement, your work based on the Program is

   not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If identifiable

sections of that work are not derived from the Program, and can be reasonably

considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and

its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate

works.  But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a

work based on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms

of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire

whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your

rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise the

right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on

the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program with the

Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of a storage or

distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this

License.

 

3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it, under
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Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and

2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source

   code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above

   on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to

   give any third party, for a charge no more than your cost of physically

   performing source distribution, a complete machine-readable copy of the

   corresponding source code, to be distributed under the terms of Sections 1

   and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer to

   distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is allowed only

   for noncommercial distribution and only if you received the program in

   object code or executable form with such an offer, in accord with

   Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for making

modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source code means all

the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface

definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation

of the executable.  However, as a special exception, the source code

distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either

source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on)

of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source

code from the same place counts as distribution of the source code, even though

third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program except as

expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify,

sublicense or distribute the Program is void, and will automatically terminate

your rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies, or

rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so

long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it.

However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Program

or its derivative works.  These actions are prohibited by law if you do not

accept this License.  Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Program (or

any work based on the Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to

do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.
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6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the Program),

the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor to

copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to these terms and conditions.

You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the

rights granted herein.  You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by

third parties to this License.

 

7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions

are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that

contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the

conditions of this License.  If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy

simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent

obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Program at all.

For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution

of the Program by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through

you, then the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any

particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply and

the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or

other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this

section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software

distribution system, which is implemented by public license practices.  Many

people have made generous contributions to the wide range of software

distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to

distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that

choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a

consequence of the rest of this License.

 

8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in certain

countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original

copyright holder who places the Program under this License may add an explicit

geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that

distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded.  In

such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body

of this License.

 

9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the

General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will be similar in

spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems
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or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any later

version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of

that version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation.

If the Program does not specify a version number of this License, you may

choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

 

10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free programs

whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author to ask for

permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation,

write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.

Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of

all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of

software generally.

 

NO WARRANTY

 

11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR

THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE

STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE

PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED,

INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND

PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE,

YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL

ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE

THE

PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY

GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR

INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA

BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER

OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest possible

use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it free software

which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest to attach

them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey the exclusion
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of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a

pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   One line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.

 

   Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

   under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by the Free

   Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or (at your option)

   any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

   ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

   FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License for

   more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along

   with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc., 59

   Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this when it

starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author Gnomovision comes

   with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type 'show w'.  This is free

   software, and you are welcome to redistribute it under certain conditions;

   type 'show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands 'show w' and 'show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may be

called something other than 'show w' and 'show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your school,

if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary.  Here

is a sample; alter the names:

 

   Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

   'Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

   signature of Ty Coon, 1 April 1989

 

   Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into
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proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General Public

License instead of this License.

 

 

"CLASSPATH" EXCEPTION TO THE GPL

 

Certain source files distributed by Oracle America and/or its affiliates are

subject to the following clarification and special exception to the GPL, but

only where Oracle has expressly included in the particular source file's header

the words "Oracle designates this particular file as subject to the "Classpath"

exception as provided by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code."

 

   Linking this library statically or dynamically with other modules is making

   a combined work based on this library.  Thus, the terms and conditions of

   the GNU General Public License cover the whole combination.

 

   As a special exception, the copyright holders of this library give you

   permission to link this library with independent modules to produce an

   executable, regardless of the license terms of these independent modules,

   and to copy and distribute the resulting executable under terms of your

   choice, provided that you also meet, for each linked independent module,

   the terms and conditions of the license of that module.  An independent

   module is a module which is not derived from or based on this library.  If

   you modify this library, you may extend this exception to your version of

   the library, but you are not obligated to do so.  If you do not wish to do

   so, delete this exception statement from your version.

 

 

1.474 resteasy-cdi 2.3.7.Final-redhat-2 
1.474.1 Available under license : 

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it * under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as * published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of * the License, or (at your option) any later version. * This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of *

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU * Lesser General Public

License for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public'

 

1.475 geronimo-servlet 1.0 
1.475.1 Available under license : 

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004
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                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally
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     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and
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     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or
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     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at
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      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

#########################################################################

## ADDITIONAL LICENSES                                                 ##

#########################################################################

 

The XMLSchema.dtd included in this project was developed by the

W3C Consortium (http://www.w3c.org/).

Use of the source code, thus licensed, and the resultant binary are

subject to the terms and conditions of the following license.

 

W3C SOFTWARE NOTICE AND LICENSE

Copyright  1994-2002 World Wide Web Consortium, (Massachusetts Institute of

Technology, Institut National de Recherche en Informatique et en Automatique,

Keio University). All Rights Reserved. http://www.w3.org/Consortium/Legal/

 

This W3C work (including software, documents, or other related items) is

being provided by the copyright holders under the following license. By

obtaining, using and/or copying this work, you (the licensee) agree that you

have read, understood, and will comply with the following terms and

conditions:

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software and its

documentation, with or without modification,  for any purpose and without

fee or royalty is hereby granted, provided that you include the following on

ALL copies of the software and documentation or portions thereof, including

modifications, that you make:

 

  1. The full text of this NOTICE in a location viewable to users of the

        redistributed or derivative work.

  2. Any pre-existing intellectual property disclaimers, notices, or terms

        and conditions. If none exist, a short notice of the following form

        (hypertext is preferred, text is permitted) should be used within

        the body of any redistributed or derivative code: "Copyright 

        [$date-of-software] World Wide Web Consortium, (Massachusetts Institute

        of Technology, Institut National de Recherche en Informatique et en

        Automatique, Keio University). All Rights Reserved.

        http://www.w3.org/Consortium/Legal/"

  3. Notice of any changes or modifications to the W3C files, including the

        date changes were made. (We recommend you provide URIs to the location

        from which the code is derived.)
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THIS SOFTWARE AND DOCUMENTATION IS PROVIDED "AS IS," AND COPYRIGHT HOLDERS MAKE

NO REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO, WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR ANY PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR THAT

THE USE OF THE SOFTWARE OR DOCUMENTATION WILL NOT INFRINGE ANY THIRD PARTY

PATENTS,

COPYRIGHTS, TRADEMARKS OR OTHER RIGHTS.

 

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS WILL NOT BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, SPECIAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF ANY USE OF THE SOFTWARE OR DOCUMENTATION.

 

The name and trademarks of copyright holders may NOT be used in advertising or

publicity pertaining to the software without specific, written prior permission.

Title to copyright in this software and any associated documentation will at all

times remain with copyright holders.

 

Servlet 3.0

Copyright 2003-2010 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

 

 

This product includes software developed by

The W3C Consortium (http://www.w3.org/).

 

Copyright  1994-2002 World Wide Web Consortium,

(Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Institut National

de Recherche en Informatique et en Automatique, Keio

University). All Rights Reserved.

http://www.w3.org/Consortium/Legal/

 

1.476 jbossws-cxf-transports-udp 4.2.3.Final-

redhat-1 
1.476.1 Available under license : 

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* to you under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the *

"License"); you may not use this file except in compliance * with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License

at * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0 * software distributed under the License is distributed on an *

This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it * under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public

License as * published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2.1 of * the License, or (at your option) any

later version. * This software is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY;

without even the implied warranty of * MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.

See the GNU * Lesser General Public License for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU

Lesser General Public'
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Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it * under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as * published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of * the License, or (at your option) any later version. * This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of *

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU * Lesser General Public

License for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public'

 

1.477 everit-json-schema 1.5.1 

 

1.478 jboss-classfilewriter 1.0.3.Final-redhat-1
1.478.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* JBoss, Home of Professional Open Source.

*

* Copyright 2012 Red Hat, Inc.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1077214426_1601890592.4/0/jboss-classfilewriter-1-0-3-final-redhat-1-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/classfilewriter/InvalidBytecodeException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077214426_1601890592.4/0/jboss-classfilewriter-1-0-3-final-redhat-1-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/classfilewriter/attributes/StackMapTableAttribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077214426_1601890592.4/0/jboss-classfilewriter-1-0-3-final-redhat-1-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/classfilewriter/constpool/ClassEntry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077214426_1601890592.4/0/jboss-classfilewriter-1-0-3-final-redhat-1-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/classfilewriter/annotations/AnnotationsAttribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077214426_1601890592.4/0/jboss-classfilewriter-1-0-3-final-redhat-1-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/classfilewriter/code/BranchEnd.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077214426_1601890592.4/0/jboss-classfilewriter-1-0-3-final-redhat-1-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/classfilewriter/attributes/Attribute.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1077214426_1601890592.4/0/jboss-classfilewriter-1-0-3-final-redhat-1-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/classfilewriter/annotations/StringAnnotationValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077214426_1601890592.4/0/jboss-classfilewriter-1-0-3-final-redhat-1-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/classfilewriter/annotations/CharAnnotationValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077214426_1601890592.4/0/jboss-classfilewriter-1-0-3-final-redhat-1-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/classfilewriter/annotations/LongAnnotationValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077214426_1601890592.4/0/jboss-classfilewriter-1-0-3-final-redhat-1-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/classfilewriter/ClassFile.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077214426_1601890592.4/0/jboss-classfilewriter-1-0-3-final-redhat-1-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/classfilewriter/code/ExceptionHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077214426_1601890592.4/0/jboss-classfilewriter-1-0-3-final-redhat-1-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/classfilewriter/util/ByteArrayDataOutputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077214426_1601890592.4/0/jboss-classfilewriter-1-0-3-final-redhat-1-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/classfilewriter/annotations/ArrayAnnotationValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077214426_1601890592.4/0/jboss-classfilewriter-1-0-3-final-redhat-1-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/classfilewriter/constpool/FieldRefEntry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077214426_1601890592.4/0/jboss-classfilewriter-1-0-3-final-redhat-1-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/classfilewriter/annotations/DoubleAnnotationValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077214426_1601890592.4/0/jboss-classfilewriter-1-0-3-final-redhat-1-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/classfilewriter/code/CodeAttribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077214426_1601890592.4/0/jboss-classfilewriter-1-0-3-final-redhat-1-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/classfilewriter/annotations/AnnotationValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077214426_1601890592.4/0/jboss-classfilewriter-1-0-3-final-redhat-1-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/classfilewriter/code/LocalVariableState.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077214426_1601890592.4/0/jboss-classfilewriter-1-0-3-final-redhat-1-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/classfilewriter/annotations/AnnotationBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077214426_1601890592.4/0/jboss-classfilewriter-1-0-3-final-redhat-1-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/classfilewriter/WritableEntry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077214426_1601890592.4/0/jboss-classfilewriter-1-0-3-final-redhat-1-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/classfilewriter/code/StackEntryType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077214426_1601890592.4/0/jboss-classfilewriter-1-0-3-final-redhat-1-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/classfilewriter/constpool/IntegerEntry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077214426_1601890592.4/0/jboss-classfilewriter-1-0-3-final-redhat-1-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/classfilewriter/annotations/FloatAnnotationValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077214426_1601890592.4/0/jboss-classfilewriter-1-0-3-final-redhat-1-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/classfilewriter/code/StackFrameType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077214426_1601890592.4/0/jboss-classfilewriter-1-0-3-final-redhat-1-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/classfilewriter/DuplicateMemberException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077214426_1601890592.4/0/jboss-classfilewriter-1-0-3-final-redhat-1-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/classfilewriter/attributes/ExceptionsAttribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077214426_1601890592.4/0/jboss-classfilewriter-1-0-3-final-redhat-1-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/classfilewriter/ClassMethod.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077214426_1601890592.4/0/jboss-classfilewriter-1-0-3-final-redhat-1-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/classfilewriter/constpool/InterfaceMethodRefEntry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077214426_1601890592.4/0/jboss-classfilewriter-1-0-3-final-redhat-1-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/classfilewriter/attributes/SignatureAttribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077214426_1601890592.4/0/jboss-classfilewriter-1-0-3-final-redhat-1-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/classfilewriter/annotations/EnumAnnotationValue.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1077214426_1601890592.4/0/jboss-classfilewriter-1-0-3-final-redhat-1-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/classfilewriter/util/SignatureBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077214426_1601890592.4/0/jboss-classfilewriter-1-0-3-final-redhat-1-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/classfilewriter/annotations/ParameterAnnotationsAttribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077214426_1601890592.4/0/jboss-classfilewriter-1-0-3-final-redhat-1-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/classfilewriter/util/DescriptorUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077214426_1601890592.4/0/jboss-classfilewriter-1-0-3-final-redhat-1-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/classfilewriter/constpool/LongEntry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077214426_1601890592.4/0/jboss-classfilewriter-1-0-3-final-redhat-1-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/classfilewriter/code/CodeLocation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077214426_1601890592.4/0/jboss-classfilewriter-1-0-3-final-redhat-1-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/classfilewriter/annotations/ShortAnnotationValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077214426_1601890592.4/0/jboss-classfilewriter-1-0-3-final-redhat-1-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/classfilewriter/code/StackFrame.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077214426_1601890592.4/0/jboss-classfilewriter-1-0-3-final-redhat-1-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/classfilewriter/constpool/MethodRefEntry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077214426_1601890592.4/0/jboss-classfilewriter-1-0-3-final-redhat-1-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/classfilewriter/constpool/Utf8Entry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077214426_1601890592.4/0/jboss-classfilewriter-1-0-3-final-redhat-1-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/classfilewriter/constpool/ConstPoolEntry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077214426_1601890592.4/0/jboss-classfilewriter-1-0-3-final-redhat-1-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/classfilewriter/annotations/IntAnnotationValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077214426_1601890592.4/0/jboss-classfilewriter-1-0-3-final-redhat-1-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/classfilewriter/constpool/FloatEntry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077214426_1601890592.4/0/jboss-classfilewriter-1-0-3-final-redhat-1-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/classfilewriter/annotations/AnnotationAnnotationValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077214426_1601890592.4/0/jboss-classfilewriter-1-0-3-final-redhat-1-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/classfilewriter/annotations/ClassAnnotationValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077214426_1601890592.4/0/jboss-classfilewriter-1-0-3-final-redhat-1-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/classfilewriter/annotations/BooleanAnnotationValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077214426_1601890592.4/0/jboss-classfilewriter-1-0-3-final-redhat-1-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/classfilewriter/code/Opcode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077214426_1601890592.4/0/jboss-classfilewriter-1-0-3-final-redhat-1-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/classfilewriter/constpool/DoubleEntry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077214426_1601890592.4/0/jboss-classfilewriter-1-0-3-final-redhat-1-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/classfilewriter/util/LazySize.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077214426_1601890592.4/0/jboss-classfilewriter-1-0-3-final-redhat-1-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/classfilewriter/constpool/ConstPool.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077214426_1601890592.4/0/jboss-classfilewriter-1-0-3-final-redhat-1-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/classfilewriter/AccessFlag.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077214426_1601890592.4/0/jboss-classfilewriter-1-0-3-final-redhat-1-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/classfilewriter/annotations/ByteAnnotationValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077214426_1601890592.4/0/jboss-classfilewriter-1-0-3-final-redhat-1-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/classfilewriter/code/StackEntry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077214426_1601890592.4/0/jboss-classfilewriter-1-0-3-final-redhat-1-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/classfilewriter/ClassField.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077214426_1601890592.4/0/jboss-classfilewriter-1-0-3-final-redhat-1-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/classfilewriter/annotations/ClassAnnotation.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1077214426_1601890592.4/0/jboss-classfilewriter-1-0-3-final-redhat-1-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/classfilewriter/constpool/NameAndTypeEntry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077214426_1601890592.4/0/jboss-classfilewriter-1-0-3-final-redhat-1-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/classfilewriter/constpool/ConstPoolEntryType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077214426_1601890592.4/0/jboss-classfilewriter-1-0-3-final-redhat-1-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/classfilewriter/util/Boxing.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077214426_1601890592.4/0/jboss-classfilewriter-1-0-3-final-redhat-1-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/classfilewriter/code/StackState.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077214426_1601890592.4/0/jboss-classfilewriter-1-0-3-final-redhat-1-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/classfilewriter/JavaVersions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077214426_1601890592.4/0/jboss-classfilewriter-1-0-3-final-redhat-1-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/classfilewriter/constpool/StringEntry.java

 

1.479 jvm-hotspot-amazon 1.8.0u265 
1.479.1 Available under license : 

Copyright (c) 1999-2003 David Corcoran <corcoran@musclecard.com>

Copyright (c) 2001-2011 Ludovic Rousseau <ludovic.rousseau@free.fr>

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote products

  derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF

THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

 

Some files are under GNU GPL v3 or any later version

- doc/example/pcsc_demo.c

- the files in src/spy/
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- the files in UnitaryTests/

 

   Copyright (C) 2003-2014  Ludovic Rousseau

 

   This program is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation, either version 3 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program.  If not, see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

 

Files src/auth.c and src/auth.h are:

* Copyright (C) 2013 Red Hat

*

* All rights reserved.

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

* notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

* notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

* documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

* "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

* LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS

* FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

* COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

* INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING,

* BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS

* OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED

* AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

* OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF

* THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

* DAMAGE.

*

* Author: Nikos Mavrogiannopoulos <nmav@redhat.com>
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Files src/simclist.c and src/simclist.h are:

* Copyright (c) 2007,2008,2009,2010,2011 Mij <mij@bitchx.it>

*

* Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software for any

* purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above

* copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

*

* THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES

* WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

* MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR

* ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES

* WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN

* ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF

* OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

The GIFLIB distribution is Copyright (c) 1997  Eric S. Raymond

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

Within this directory, each of the file listed below is licensed under

the terms given in the file LICENSE-MPL, also in this directory.

 

PRIMES

Copyright (c) %YEARS%, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License
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version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

COPYRIGHT NOTICE, DISCLAIMER, and LICENSE

=========================================

 

PNG Reference Library License version 2

---------------------------------------

 

* Copyright (c) 1995-2019 The PNG Reference Library Authors.

* Copyright (c) 2018-2019 Cosmin Truta.

* Copyright (c) 2000-2002, 2004, 2006-2018 Glenn Randers-Pehrson.

* Copyright (c) 1996-1997 Andreas Dilger.

* Copyright (c) 1995-1996 Guy Eric Schalnat, Group 42, Inc.

 

The software is supplied "as is", without warranty of any kind,

express or implied, including, without limitation, the warranties

of merchantability, fitness for a particular purpose, title, and

non-infringement.  In no event shall the Copyright owners, or

anyone distributing the software, be liable for any damages or

other liability, whether in contract, tort or otherwise, arising

from, out of, or in connection with the software, or the use or

other dealings in the software, even if advised of the possibility

of such damage.

 

Permission is hereby granted to use, copy, modify, and distribute

this software, or portions hereof, for any purpose, without fee,

subject to the following restrictions:

 

1. The origin of this software must not be misrepresented; you

   must not claim that you wrote the original software.  If you

   use this software in a product, an acknowledgment in the product

   documentation would be appreciated, but is not required.

 

2. Altered source versions must be plainly marked as such, and must

   not be misrepresented as being the original software.

 

3. This Copyright notice may not be removed or altered from any

   source or altered source distribution.
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PNG Reference Library License version 1 (for libpng 0.5 through 1.6.35)

-----------------------------------------------------------------------

 

libpng versions 1.0.7, July 1, 2000, through 1.6.35, July 15, 2018 are

Copyright (c) 2000-2002, 2004, 2006-2018 Glenn Randers-Pehrson, are

derived from libpng-1.0.6, and are distributed according to the same

disclaimer and license as libpng-1.0.6 with the following individuals

added to the list of Contributing Authors:

 

   Simon-Pierre Cadieux

   Eric S. Raymond

   Mans Rullgard

   Cosmin Truta

   Gilles Vollant

   James Yu

   Mandar Sahastrabuddhe

   Google Inc.

   Vadim Barkov

 

and with the following additions to the disclaimer:

 

   There is no warranty against interference with your enjoyment of

   the library or against infringement.  There is no warranty that our

   efforts or the library will fulfill any of your particular purposes

   or needs.  This library is provided with all faults, and the entire

   risk of satisfactory quality, performance, accuracy, and effort is

   with the user.

 

Some files in the "contrib" directory and some configure-generated

files that are distributed with libpng have other copyright owners, and

are released under other open source licenses.

 

libpng versions 0.97, January 1998, through 1.0.6, March 20, 2000, are

Copyright (c) 1998-2000 Glenn Randers-Pehrson, are derived from

libpng-0.96, and are distributed according to the same disclaimer and

license as libpng-0.96, with the following individuals added to the

list of Contributing Authors:

 

   Tom Lane

   Glenn Randers-Pehrson

   Willem van Schaik

 

libpng versions 0.89, June 1996, through 0.96, May 1997, are

Copyright (c) 1996-1997 Andreas Dilger, are derived from libpng-0.88,

and are distributed according to the same disclaimer and license as

libpng-0.88, with the following individuals added to the list of

Contributing Authors:
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   John Bowler

   Kevin Bracey

   Sam Bushell

   Magnus Holmgren

   Greg Roelofs

   Tom Tanner

 

Some files in the "scripts" directory have other copyright owners,

but are released under this license.

 

libpng versions 0.5, May 1995, through 0.88, January 1996, are

Copyright (c) 1995-1996 Guy Eric Schalnat, Group 42, Inc.

 

For the purposes of this copyright and license, "Contributing Authors"

is defined as the following set of individuals:

 

   Andreas Dilger

   Dave Martindale

   Guy Eric Schalnat

   Paul Schmidt

   Tim Wegner

 

The PNG Reference Library is supplied "AS IS".  The Contributing

Authors and Group 42, Inc. disclaim all warranties, expressed or

implied, including, without limitation, the warranties of

merchantability and of fitness for any purpose.  The Contributing

Authors and Group 42, Inc. assume no liability for direct, indirect,

incidental, special, exemplary, or consequential damages, which may

result from the use of the PNG Reference Library, even if advised of

the possibility of such damage.

 

Permission is hereby granted to use, copy, modify, and distribute this

source code, or portions hereof, for any purpose, without fee, subject

to the following restrictions:

 

1. The origin of this source code must not be misrepresented.

 

2. Altered versions must be plainly marked as such and must not

   be misrepresented as being the original source.

 

3. This Copyright notice may not be removed or altered from any

   source or altered source distribution.

 

The Contributing Authors and Group 42, Inc. specifically permit,

without fee, and encourage the use of this source code as a component

to supporting the PNG file format in commercial products.  If you use

this source code in a product, acknowledgment is not required but would

be appreciated.
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Within this directory, each of the file listed below is licensed under

the terms given in the file LICENSE-MPL, also in this directory.

 

basecvt.pod

gcd.pod

invmod.pod

isprime.pod

lap.pod

mpi-test.pod

prime.txt

prng.pod

This is the copyright file

The GNU General Public License (GPL)

 

Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

 

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license

document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

Preamble

 

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to share

and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public License is intended to

guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to make sure the

software is free for all its users.  This General Public License applies to

most of the Free Software Foundation's software and to any other program whose

authors commit to using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is

covered by the GNU Library General Public License instead.) You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price.  Our

General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to

distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish),

that you receive source code or can get it if you want it, that you can change

the software or use pieces of it in new free programs; and that you know you

can do these things.

 

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone to deny

you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.  These restrictions

translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the

software, or if you modify it.

 

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis or for

a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that you have.  You must

make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code.  And you must
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show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and (2)

offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute

and/or modify the software.

 

Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain that

everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free software.  If the

software is modified by someone else and passed on, we want its recipients to

know that what they have is not the original, so that any problems introduced

by others will not reflect on the original authors' reputations.

 

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents.  We

wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free program will

individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the program proprietary.

To prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for

everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification

follow.

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains a notice

placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed under the terms of

this General Public License.  The "Program", below, refers to any such program

or work, and a "work based on the Program" means either the Program or any

derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the

Program or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or

translated into another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included

without limitation in the term "modification".) Each licensee is addressed as

"you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by

this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of running the Program is

not restricted, and the output from the Program is covered only if its contents

constitute a work based on the Program (independent of having been made by

running the Program).  Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source code as

you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and

appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and

disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License

and to the absence of any warranty; and give any other recipients of the

Program a copy of this License along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may

at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.
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2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of it, thus

forming a work based on the Program, and copy and distribute such modifications

or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of

these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices stating

   that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in whole or

   in part contains or is derived from the Program or any part thereof, to be

   licensed as a whole at no charge to all third parties under the terms of

   this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively when run,

   you must cause it, when started running for such interactive use in the

   most ordinary way, to print or display an announcement including an

   appropriate copyright notice and a notice that there is no warranty (or

   else, saying that you provide a warranty) and that users may redistribute

   the program under these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy

   of this License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but does

   not normally print such an announcement, your work based on the Program is

   not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If identifiable

sections of that work are not derived from the Program, and can be reasonably

considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and

its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate

works.  But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a

work based on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms

of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire

whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your

rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise the

right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on

the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program with the

Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of a storage or

distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this

License.

 

3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it, under

Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and

2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source
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   code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above

   on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to

   give any third party, for a charge no more than your cost of physically

   performing source distribution, a complete machine-readable copy of the

   corresponding source code, to be distributed under the terms of Sections 1

   and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer to

   distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is allowed only

   for noncommercial distribution and only if you received the program in

   object code or executable form with such an offer, in accord with

   Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for making

modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source code means all

the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface

definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation

of the executable.  However, as a special exception, the source code

distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either

source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on)

of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source

code from the same place counts as distribution of the source code, even though

third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program except as

expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify,

sublicense or distribute the Program is void, and will automatically terminate

your rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies, or

rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so

long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it.

However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Program

or its derivative works.  These actions are prohibited by law if you do not

accept this License.  Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Program (or

any work based on the Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to

do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the Program),

the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor to

copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to these terms and conditions.
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You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the

rights granted herein.  You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by

third parties to this License.

 

7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions

are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that

contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the

conditions of this License.  If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy

simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent

obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Program at all.

For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution

of the Program by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through

you, then the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any

particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply and

the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or

other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this

section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software

distribution system, which is implemented by public license practices.  Many

people have made generous contributions to the wide range of software

distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to

distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that

choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a

consequence of the rest of this License.

 

8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in certain

countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original

copyright holder who places the Program under this License may add an explicit

geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that

distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded.  In

such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body

of this License.

 

9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the

General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will be similar in

spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems

or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any later
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version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of

that version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation.

If the Program does not specify a version number of this License, you may

choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

 

10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free programs

whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author to ask for

permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation,

write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.

Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of

all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of

software generally.

 

NO WARRANTY

 

11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR

THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE

STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE

PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED,

INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND

PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE,

YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL

ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE

THE

PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY

GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR

INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA

BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER

OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest possible

use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it free software

which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest to attach

them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey the exclusion

of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a

pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   One line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.
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   Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

   under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by the Free

   Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or (at your option)

   any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

   ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

   FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License for

   more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along

   with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

   51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this when it

starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author Gnomovision comes

   with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type 'show w'.  This is free

   software, and you are welcome to redistribute it under certain conditions;

   type 'show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands 'show w' and 'show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may be

called something other than 'show w' and 'show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your school,

if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary.  Here

is a sample; alter the names:

 

   Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

   'Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

   signature of Ty Coon, 1 April 1989

 

   Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General Public

License instead of this License.
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"CLASSPATH" EXCEPTION TO THE GPL

 

Certain source files distributed by Oracle America and/or its affiliates are

subject to the following clarification and special exception to the GPL, but

only where Oracle has expressly included in the particular source file's header

the words "Oracle designates this particular file as subject to the "Classpath"

exception as provided by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code."

 

   Linking this library statically or dynamically with other modules is making

   a combined work based on this library.  Thus, the terms and conditions of

   the GNU General Public License cover the whole combination.

 

   As a special exception, the copyright holders of this library give you

   permission to link this library with independent modules to produce an

   executable, regardless of the license terms of these independent modules,

   and to copy and distribute the resulting executable under terms of your

   choice, provided that you also meet, for each linked independent module,

   the terms and conditions of the license of that module.  An independent

   module is a module which is not derived from or based on this library.  If

   you modify this library, you may extend this exception to your version of

   the library, but you are not obligated to do so.  If you do not wish to do

   so, delete this exception statement from your version.

NSS is available under the Mozilla Public License, version 2, a copy of which

is below.

 

Note on GPL Compatibility

-------------------------

 

The MPL 2, section 3.3, permits you to combine NSS with code under the GNU

General Public License (GPL) version 2, or any later version of that

license, to make a Larger Work, and distribute the result under the GPL.

The only condition is that you must also make NSS, and any changes you

have made to it, available to recipients under the terms of the MPL 2 also.

 

Anyone who receives the combined code from you does not have to continue

to dual licence in this way, and may, if they wish, distribute under the

terms of either of the two licences - either the MPL alone or the GPL

alone. However, we discourage people from distributing copies of NSS under

the GPL alone, because it means that any improvements they make cannot be

reincorporated into the main version of NSS. There is never a need to do

this for license compatibility reasons.

 

Note on LGPL Compatibility

--------------------------

 

The above also applies to combining MPLed code in a single library with
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code under the GNU Lesser General Public License (LGPL) version 2.1, or

any later version of that license. If the LGPLed code and the MPLed code

are not in the same library, then the copyleft coverage of the two

licences does not overlap, so no issues arise.

 

 

Mozilla Public License Version 2.0

==================================

 

1. Definitions

--------------

 

1.1. "Contributor"

   means each individual or legal entity that creates, contributes to

   the creation of, or owns Covered Software.

 

1.2. "Contributor Version"

   means the combination of the Contributions of others (if any) used

   by a Contributor and that particular Contributor's Contribution.

 

1.3. "Contribution"

   means Covered Software of a particular Contributor.

 

1.4. "Covered Software"

   means Source Code Form to which the initial Contributor has attached

   the notice in Exhibit A, the Executable Form of such Source Code

   Form, and Modifications of such Source Code Form, in each case

   including portions thereof.

 

1.5. "Incompatible With Secondary Licenses"

   means

 

   (a) that the initial Contributor has attached the notice described

       in Exhibit B to the Covered Software; or

 

   (b) that the Covered Software was made available under the terms of

       version 1.1 or earlier of the License, but not also under the

       terms of a Secondary License.

 

1.6. "Executable Form"

   means any form of the work other than Source Code Form.

 

1.7. "Larger Work"

   means a work that combines Covered Software with other material, in

   a separate file or files, that is not Covered Software.

 

1.8. "License"

   means this document.
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1.9. "Licensable"

   means having the right to grant, to the maximum extent possible,

   whether at the time of the initial grant or subsequently, any and

   all of the rights conveyed by this License.

 

1.10. "Modifications"

   means any of the following:

 

   (a) any file in Source Code Form that results from an addition to,

       deletion from, or modification of the contents of Covered

       Software; or

 

   (b) any new file in Source Code Form that contains any Covered

       Software.

 

1.11. "Patent Claims" of a Contributor

   means any patent claim(s), including without limitation, method,

   process, and apparatus claims, in any patent Licensable by such

   Contributor that would be infringed, but for the grant of the

   License, by the making, using, selling, offering for sale, having

   made, import, or transfer of either its Contributions or its

   Contributor Version.

 

1.12. "Secondary License"

   means either the GNU General Public License, Version 2.0, the GNU

   Lesser General Public License, Version 2.1, the GNU Affero General

   Public License, Version 3.0, or any later versions of those

   licenses.

 

1.13. "Source Code Form"

   means the form of the work preferred for making modifications.

 

1.14. "You" (or "Your")

   means an individual or a legal entity exercising rights under this

   License. For legal entities, "You" includes any entity that

   controls, is controlled by, or is under common control with You. For

   purposes of this definition, "control" means (a) the power, direct

   or indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity,

   whether by contract or otherwise, or (b) ownership of more than

   fifty percent (50%) of the outstanding shares or beneficial

   ownership of such entity.

 

2. License Grants and Conditions

--------------------------------

 

2.1. Grants
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Each Contributor hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free,

non-exclusive license:

 

(a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark)

   Licensable by such Contributor to use, reproduce, make available,

   modify, display, perform, distribute, and otherwise exploit its

   Contributions, either on an unmodified basis, with Modifications, or

   as part of a Larger Work; and

 

(b) under Patent Claims of such Contributor to make, use, sell, offer

   for sale, have made, import, and otherwise transfer either its

   Contributions or its Contributor Version.

 

2.2. Effective Date

 

The licenses granted in Section 2.1 with respect to any Contribution

become effective for each Contribution on the date the Contributor first

distributes such Contribution.

 

2.3. Limitations on Grant Scope

 

The licenses granted in this Section 2 are the only rights granted under

this License. No additional rights or licenses will be implied from the

distribution or licensing of Covered Software under this License.

Notwithstanding Section 2.1(b) above, no patent license is granted by a

Contributor:

 

(a) for any code that a Contributor has removed from Covered Software;

   or

 

(b) for infringements caused by: (i) Your and any other third party's

   modifications of Covered Software, or (ii) the combination of its

   Contributions with other software (except as part of its Contributor

   Version); or

 

(c) under Patent Claims infringed by Covered Software in the absence of

   its Contributions.

 

This License does not grant any rights in the trademarks, service marks,

or logos of any Contributor (except as may be necessary to comply with

the notice requirements in Section 3.4).

 

2.4. Subsequent Licenses

 

No Contributor makes additional grants as a result of Your choice to

distribute the Covered Software under a subsequent version of this

License (see Section 10.2) or under the terms of a Secondary License (if

permitted under the terms of Section 3.3).
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2.5. Representation

 

Each Contributor represents that the Contributor believes its

Contributions are its original creation(s) or it has sufficient rights

to grant the rights to its Contributions conveyed by this License.

 

2.6. Fair Use

 

This License is not intended to limit any rights You have under

applicable copyright doctrines of fair use, fair dealing, or other

equivalents.

 

2.7. Conditions

 

Sections 3.1, 3.2, 3.3, and 3.4 are conditions of the licenses granted

in Section 2.1.

 

3. Responsibilities

-------------------

 

3.1. Distribution of Source Form

 

All distribution of Covered Software in Source Code Form, including any

Modifications that You create or to which You contribute, must be under

the terms of this License. You must inform recipients that the Source

Code Form of the Covered Software is governed by the terms of this

License, and how they can obtain a copy of this License. You may not

attempt to alter or restrict the recipients' rights in the Source Code

Form.

 

3.2. Distribution of Executable Form

 

If You distribute Covered Software in Executable Form then:

 

(a) such Covered Software must also be made available in Source Code

   Form, as described in Section 3.1, and You must inform recipients of

   the Executable Form how they can obtain a copy of such Source Code

   Form by reasonable means in a timely manner, at a charge no more

   than the cost of distribution to the recipient; and

 

(b) You may distribute such Executable Form under the terms of this

   License, or sublicense it under different terms, provided that the

   license for the Executable Form does not attempt to limit or alter

   the recipients' rights in the Source Code Form under this License.

 

3.3. Distribution of a Larger Work
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You may create and distribute a Larger Work under terms of Your choice,

provided that You also comply with the requirements of this License for

the Covered Software. If the Larger Work is a combination of Covered

Software with a work governed by one or more Secondary Licenses, and the

Covered Software is not Incompatible With Secondary Licenses, this

License permits You to additionally distribute such Covered Software

under the terms of such Secondary License(s), so that the recipient of

the Larger Work may, at their option, further distribute the Covered

Software under the terms of either this License or such Secondary

License(s).

 

3.4. Notices

 

You may not remove or alter the substance of any license notices

(including copyright notices, patent notices, disclaimers of warranty,

or limitations of liability) contained within the Source Code Form of

the Covered Software, except that You may alter any license notices to

the extent required to remedy known factual inaccuracies.

 

3.5. Application of Additional Terms

 

You may choose to offer, and to charge a fee for, warranty, support,

indemnity or liability obligations to one or more recipients of Covered

Software. However, You may do so only on Your own behalf, and not on

behalf of any Contributor. You must make it absolutely clear that any

such warranty, support, indemnity, or liability obligation is offered by

You alone, and You hereby agree to indemnify every Contributor for any

liability incurred by such Contributor as a result of warranty, support,

indemnity or liability terms You offer. You may include additional

disclaimers of warranty and limitations of liability specific to any

jurisdiction.

 

4. Inability to Comply Due to Statute or Regulation

---------------------------------------------------

 

If it is impossible for You to comply with any of the terms of this

License with respect to some or all of the Covered Software due to

statute, judicial order, or regulation then You must: (a) comply with

the terms of this License to the maximum extent possible; and (b)

describe the limitations and the code they affect. Such description must

be placed in a text file included with all distributions of the Covered

Software under this License. Except to the extent prohibited by statute

or regulation, such description must be sufficiently detailed for a

recipient of ordinary skill to be able to understand it.

 

5. Termination

--------------
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5.1. The rights granted under this License will terminate automatically

if You fail to comply with any of its terms. However, if You become

compliant, then the rights granted under this License from a particular

Contributor are reinstated (a) provisionally, unless and until such

Contributor explicitly and finally terminates Your grants, and (b) on an

ongoing basis, if such Contributor fails to notify You of the

non-compliance by some reasonable means prior to 60 days after You have

come back into compliance. Moreover, Your grants from a particular

Contributor are reinstated on an ongoing basis if such Contributor

notifies You of the non-compliance by some reasonable means, this is the

first time You have received notice of non-compliance with this License

from such Contributor, and You become compliant prior to 30 days after

Your receipt of the notice.

 

5.2. If You initiate litigation against any entity by asserting a patent

infringement claim (excluding declaratory judgment actions,

counter-claims, and cross-claims) alleging that a Contributor Version

directly or indirectly infringes any patent, then the rights granted to

You by any and all Contributors for the Covered Software under Section

2.1 of this License shall terminate.

 

5.3. In the event of termination under Sections 5.1 or 5.2 above, all

end user license agreements (excluding distributors and resellers) which

have been validly granted by You or Your distributors under this License

prior to termination shall survive termination.

 

************************************************************************

*                                                                      *

*  6. Disclaimer of Warranty                                           *

*  -------------------------                                           *

*                                                                      *

*  Covered Software is provided under this License on an "as is"       *

*  basis, without warranty of any kind, either expressed, implied, or  *

*  statutory, including, without limitation, warranties that the       *

*  Covered Software is free of defects, merchantable, fit for a        *

*  particular purpose or non-infringing. The entire risk as to the     *

*  quality and performance of the Covered Software is with You.        *

*  Should any Covered Software prove defective in any respect, You     *

*  (not any Contributor) assume the cost of any necessary servicing,   *

*  repair, or correction. This disclaimer of warranty constitutes an   *

*  essential part of this License. No use of any Covered Software is   *

*  authorized under this License except under this disclaimer.         *

*                                                                      *

************************************************************************

 

************************************************************************

*                                                                      *

*  7. Limitation of Liability                                          *
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*  --------------------------                                          *

*                                                                      *

*  Under no circumstances and under no legal theory, whether tort      *

*  (including negligence), contract, or otherwise, shall any           *

*  Contributor, or anyone who distributes Covered Software as          *

*  permitted above, be liable to You for any direct, indirect,         *

*  special, incidental, or consequential damages of any character      *

*  including, without limitation, damages for lost profits, loss of    *

*  goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any    *

*  and all other commercial damages or losses, even if such party      *

*  shall have been informed of the possibility of such damages. This   *

*  limitation of liability shall not apply to liability for death or   *

*  personal injury resulting from such party's negligence to the       *

*  extent applicable law prohibits such limitation. Some               *

*  jurisdictions do not allow the exclusion or limitation of           *

*  incidental or consequential damages, so this exclusion and          *

*  limitation may not apply to You.                                    *

*                                                                      *

************************************************************************

 

8. Litigation

-------------

 

Any litigation relating to this License may be brought only in the

courts of a jurisdiction where the defendant maintains its principal

place of business and such litigation shall be governed by laws of that

jurisdiction, without reference to its conflict-of-law provisions.

Nothing in this Section shall prevent a party's ability to bring

cross-claims or counter-claims.

 

9. Miscellaneous

----------------

 

This License represents the complete agreement concerning the subject

matter hereof. If any provision of this License is held to be

unenforceable, such provision shall be reformed only to the extent

necessary to make it enforceable. Any law or regulation which provides

that the language of a contract shall be construed against the drafter

shall not be used to construe this License against a Contributor.

 

10. Versions of the License

---------------------------

 

10.1. New Versions

 

Mozilla Foundation is the license steward. Except as provided in Section

10.3, no one other than the license steward has the right to modify or

publish new versions of this License. Each version will be given a
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distinguishing version number.

 

10.2. Effect of New Versions

 

You may distribute the Covered Software under the terms of the version

of the License under which You originally received the Covered Software,

or under the terms of any subsequent version published by the license

steward.

 

10.3. Modified Versions

 

If you create software not governed by this License, and you want to

create a new license for such software, you may create and use a

modified version of this License if you rename the license and remove

any references to the name of the license steward (except to note that

such modified license differs from this License).

 

10.4. Distributing Source Code Form that is Incompatible With Secondary

Licenses

 

If You choose to distribute Source Code Form that is Incompatible With

Secondary Licenses under the terms of this version of the License, the

notice described in Exhibit B of this License must be attached.

 

Exhibit A - Source Code Form License Notice

-------------------------------------------

 

 This Source Code Form is subject to the terms of the Mozilla Public

 License, v. 2.0. If a copy of the MPL was not distributed with this

 file, You can obtain one at http://mozilla.org/MPL/2.0/.

 

If it is not possible or desirable to put the notice in a particular

file, then You may include the notice in a location (such as a LICENSE

file in a relevant directory) where a recipient would be likely to look

for such a notice.

 

You may add additional accurate notices of copyright ownership.

 

Exhibit B - "Incompatible With Secondary Licenses" Notice

---------------------------------------------------------

 

 This Source Code Form is "Incompatible With Secondary Licenses", as

 defined by the Mozilla Public License, v. 2.0.

Mozilla Public License Version 2.0

==================================

 

1. Definitions

--------------
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1.1. "Contributor"

   means each individual or legal entity that creates, contributes to

   the creation of, or owns Covered Software.

 

1.2. "Contributor Version"

   means the combination of the Contributions of others (if any) used

   by a Contributor and that particular Contributor's Contribution.

 

1.3. "Contribution"

   means Covered Software of a particular Contributor.

 

1.4. "Covered Software"

   means Source Code Form to which the initial Contributor has attached

   the notice in Exhibit A, the Executable Form of such Source Code

   Form, and Modifications of such Source Code Form, in each case

   including portions thereof.

 

1.5. "Incompatible With Secondary Licenses"

   means

 

   (a) that the initial Contributor has attached the notice described

       in Exhibit B to the Covered Software; or

 

   (b) that the Covered Software was made available under the terms of

       version 1.1 or earlier of the License, but not also under the

       terms of a Secondary License.

 

1.6. "Executable Form"

   means any form of the work other than Source Code Form.

 

1.7. "Larger Work"

   means a work that combines Covered Software with other material, in

   a separate file or files, that is not Covered Software.

 

1.8. "License"

   means this document.

 

1.9. "Licensable"

   means having the right to grant, to the maximum extent possible,

   whether at the time of the initial grant or subsequently, any and

   all of the rights conveyed by this License.

 

1.10. "Modifications"

   means any of the following:

 

   (a) any file in Source Code Form that results from an addition to,

       deletion from, or modification of the contents of Covered
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       Software; or

 

   (b) any new file in Source Code Form that contains any Covered

       Software.

 

1.11. "Patent Claims" of a Contributor

   means any patent claim(s), including without limitation, method,

   process, and apparatus claims, in any patent Licensable by such

   Contributor that would be infringed, but for the grant of the

   License, by the making, using, selling, offering for sale, having

   made, import, or transfer of either its Contributions or its

   Contributor Version.

 

1.12. "Secondary License"

   means either the GNU General Public License, Version 2.0, the GNU

   Lesser General Public License, Version 2.1, the GNU Affero General

   Public License, Version 3.0, or any later versions of those

   licenses.

 

1.13. "Source Code Form"

   means the form of the work preferred for making modifications.

 

1.14. "You" (or "Your")

   means an individual or a legal entity exercising rights under this

   License. For legal entities, "You" includes any entity that

   controls, is controlled by, or is under common control with You. For

   purposes of this definition, "control" means (a) the power, direct

   or indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity,

   whether by contract or otherwise, or (b) ownership of more than

   fifty percent (50%) of the outstanding shares or beneficial

   ownership of such entity.

 

2. License Grants and Conditions

--------------------------------

 

2.1. Grants

 

Each Contributor hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free,

non-exclusive license:

 

(a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark)

   Licensable by such Contributor to use, reproduce, make available,

   modify, display, perform, distribute, and otherwise exploit its

   Contributions, either on an unmodified basis, with Modifications, or

   as part of a Larger Work; and

 

(b) under Patent Claims of such Contributor to make, use, sell, offer

   for sale, have made, import, and otherwise transfer either its
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   Contributions or its Contributor Version.

 

2.2. Effective Date

 

The licenses granted in Section 2.1 with respect to any Contribution

become effective for each Contribution on the date the Contributor first

distributes such Contribution.

 

2.3. Limitations on Grant Scope

 

The licenses granted in this Section 2 are the only rights granted under

this License. No additional rights or licenses will be implied from the

distribution or licensing of Covered Software under this License.

Notwithstanding Section 2.1(b) above, no patent license is granted by a

Contributor:

 

(a) for any code that a Contributor has removed from Covered Software;

   or

 

(b) for infringements caused by: (i) Your and any other third party's

   modifications of Covered Software, or (ii) the combination of its

   Contributions with other software (except as part of its Contributor

   Version); or

 

(c) under Patent Claims infringed by Covered Software in the absence of

   its Contributions.

 

This License does not grant any rights in the trademarks, service marks,

or logos of any Contributor (except as may be necessary to comply with

the notice requirements in Section 3.4).

 

2.4. Subsequent Licenses

 

No Contributor makes additional grants as a result of Your choice to

distribute the Covered Software under a subsequent version of this

License (see Section 10.2) or under the terms of a Secondary License (if

permitted under the terms of Section 3.3).

 

2.5. Representation

 

Each Contributor represents that the Contributor believes its

Contributions are its original creation(s) or it has sufficient rights

to grant the rights to its Contributions conveyed by this License.

 

2.6. Fair Use

 

This License is not intended to limit any rights You have under

applicable copyright doctrines of fair use, fair dealing, or other
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equivalents.

 

2.7. Conditions

 

Sections 3.1, 3.2, 3.3, and 3.4 are conditions of the licenses granted

in Section 2.1.

 

3. Responsibilities

-------------------

 

3.1. Distribution of Source Form

 

All distribution of Covered Software in Source Code Form, including any

Modifications that You create or to which You contribute, must be under

the terms of this License. You must inform recipients that the Source

Code Form of the Covered Software is governed by the terms of this

License, and how they can obtain a copy of this License. You may not

attempt to alter or restrict the recipients' rights in the Source Code

Form.

 

3.2. Distribution of Executable Form

 

If You distribute Covered Software in Executable Form then:

 

(a) such Covered Software must also be made available in Source Code

   Form, as described in Section 3.1, and You must inform recipients of

   the Executable Form how they can obtain a copy of such Source Code

   Form by reasonable means in a timely manner, at a charge no more

   than the cost of distribution to the recipient; and

 

(b) You may distribute such Executable Form under the terms of this

   License, or sublicense it under different terms, provided that the

   license for the Executable Form does not attempt to limit or alter

   the recipients' rights in the Source Code Form under this License.

 

3.3. Distribution of a Larger Work

 

You may create and distribute a Larger Work under terms of Your choice,

provided that You also comply with the requirements of this License for

the Covered Software. If the Larger Work is a combination of Covered

Software with a work governed by one or more Secondary Licenses, and the

Covered Software is not Incompatible With Secondary Licenses, this

License permits You to additionally distribute such Covered Software

under the terms of such Secondary License(s), so that the recipient of

the Larger Work may, at their option, further distribute the Covered

Software under the terms of either this License or such Secondary

License(s).
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3.4. Notices

 

You may not remove or alter the substance of any license notices

(including copyright notices, patent notices, disclaimers of warranty,

or limitations of liability) contained within the Source Code Form of

the Covered Software, except that You may alter any license notices to

the extent required to remedy known factual inaccuracies.

 

3.5. Application of Additional Terms

 

You may choose to offer, and to charge a fee for, warranty, support,

indemnity or liability obligations to one or more recipients of Covered

Software. However, You may do so only on Your own behalf, and not on

behalf of any Contributor. You must make it absolutely clear that any

such warranty, support, indemnity, or liability obligation is offered by

You alone, and You hereby agree to indemnify every Contributor for any

liability incurred by such Contributor as a result of warranty, support,

indemnity or liability terms You offer. You may include additional

disclaimers of warranty and limitations of liability specific to any

jurisdiction.

 

4. Inability to Comply Due to Statute or Regulation

---------------------------------------------------

 

If it is impossible for You to comply with any of the terms of this

License with respect to some or all of the Covered Software due to

statute, judicial order, or regulation then You must: (a) comply with

the terms of this License to the maximum extent possible; and (b)

describe the limitations and the code they affect. Such description must

be placed in a text file included with all distributions of the Covered

Software under this License. Except to the extent prohibited by statute

or regulation, such description must be sufficiently detailed for a

recipient of ordinary skill to be able to understand it.

 

5. Termination

--------------

 

5.1. The rights granted under this License will terminate automatically

if You fail to comply with any of its terms. However, if You become

compliant, then the rights granted under this License from a particular

Contributor are reinstated (a) provisionally, unless and until such

Contributor explicitly and finally terminates Your grants, and (b) on an

ongoing basis, if such Contributor fails to notify You of the

non-compliance by some reasonable means prior to 60 days after You have

come back into compliance. Moreover, Your grants from a particular

Contributor are reinstated on an ongoing basis if such Contributor

notifies You of the non-compliance by some reasonable means, this is the

first time You have received notice of non-compliance with this License
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from such Contributor, and You become compliant prior to 30 days after

Your receipt of the notice.

 

5.2. If You initiate litigation against any entity by asserting a patent

infringement claim (excluding declaratory judgment actions,

counter-claims, and cross-claims) alleging that a Contributor Version

directly or indirectly infringes any patent, then the rights granted to

You by any and all Contributors for the Covered Software under Section

2.1 of this License shall terminate.

 

5.3. In the event of termination under Sections 5.1 or 5.2 above, all

end user license agreements (excluding distributors and resellers) which

have been validly granted by You or Your distributors under this License

prior to termination shall survive termination.

 

************************************************************************

*                                                                      *

*  6. Disclaimer of Warranty                                           *

*  -------------------------                                           *

*                                                                      *

*  Covered Software is provided under this License on an "as is"       *

*  basis, without warranty of any kind, either expressed, implied, or  *

*  statutory, including, without limitation, warranties that the       *

*  Covered Software is free of defects, merchantable, fit for a        *

*  particular purpose or non-infringing. The entire risk as to the     *

*  quality and performance of the Covered Software is with You.        *

*  Should any Covered Software prove defective in any respect, You     *

*  (not any Contributor) assume the cost of any necessary servicing,   *

*  repair, or correction. This disclaimer of warranty constitutes an   *

*  essential part of this License. No use of any Covered Software is   *

*  authorized under this License except under this disclaimer.         *

*                                                                      *

************************************************************************

 

************************************************************************

*                                                                      *

*  7. Limitation of Liability                                          *

*  --------------------------                                          *

*                                                                      *

*  Under no circumstances and under no legal theory, whether tort      *

*  (including negligence), contract, or otherwise, shall any           *

*  Contributor, or anyone who distributes Covered Software as          *

*  permitted above, be liable to You for any direct, indirect,         *

*  special, incidental, or consequential damages of any character      *

*  including, without limitation, damages for lost profits, loss of    *

*  goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any    *

*  and all other commercial damages or losses, even if such party      *

*  shall have been informed of the possibility of such damages. This   *
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*  limitation of liability shall not apply to liability for death or   *

*  personal injury resulting from such party's negligence to the       *

*  extent applicable law prohibits such limitation. Some               *

*  jurisdictions do not allow the exclusion or limitation of           *

*  incidental or consequential damages, so this exclusion and          *

*  limitation may not apply to You.                                    *

*                                                                      *

************************************************************************

 

8. Litigation

-------------

 

Any litigation relating to this License may be brought only in the

courts of a jurisdiction where the defendant maintains its principal

place of business and such litigation shall be governed by laws of that

jurisdiction, without reference to its conflict-of-law provisions.

Nothing in this Section shall prevent a party's ability to bring

cross-claims or counter-claims.

 

9. Miscellaneous

----------------

 

This License represents the complete agreement concerning the subject

matter hereof. If any provision of this License is held to be

unenforceable, such provision shall be reformed only to the extent

necessary to make it enforceable. Any law or regulation which provides

that the language of a contract shall be construed against the drafter

shall not be used to construe this License against a Contributor.

 

10. Versions of the License

---------------------------

 

10.1. New Versions

 

Mozilla Foundation is the license steward. Except as provided in Section

10.3, no one other than the license steward has the right to modify or

publish new versions of this License. Each version will be given a

distinguishing version number.

 

10.2. Effect of New Versions

 

You may distribute the Covered Software under the terms of the version

of the License under which You originally received the Covered Software,

or under the terms of any subsequent version published by the license

steward.

 

10.3. Modified Versions
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If you create software not governed by this License, and you want to

create a new license for such software, you may create and use a

modified version of this License if you rename the license and remove

any references to the name of the license steward (except to note that

such modified license differs from this License).

 

10.4. Distributing Source Code Form that is Incompatible With Secondary

Licenses

 

If You choose to distribute Source Code Form that is Incompatible With

Secondary Licenses under the terms of this version of the License, the

notice described in Exhibit B of this License must be attached.

 

Exhibit A - Source Code Form License Notice

-------------------------------------------

 

 This Source Code Form is subject to the terms of the Mozilla Public

 License, v. 2.0. If a copy of the MPL was not distributed with this

 file, You can obtain one at http://mozilla.org/MPL/2.0/.

 

If it is not possible or desirable to put the notice in a particular

file, then You may include the notice in a location (such as a LICENSE

file in a relevant directory) where a recipient would be likely to look

for such a notice.

 

You may add additional accurate notices of copyright ownership.

 

Exhibit B - "Incompatible With Secondary Licenses" Notice

---------------------------------------------------------

 

 This Source Code Form is "Incompatible With Secondary Licenses", as

 defined by the Mozilla Public License, v. 2.0.

Copyright 2005 Sun Microsystems, Inc.  All rights reserved.

Use is subject to license terms.

 

This Source Code Form is subject to the terms of the Mozilla Public

License, v. 2.0. If a copy of the MPL was not distributed with this

file, You can obtain one at http://mozilla.org/MPL/2.0/.

Copyright (c) %YEARS% Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

 

 - Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

 - Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright
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   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

   documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

 - Neither the name of Oracle nor the names of its

   contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived

   from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS

IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR

CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Copyright (c) %YEARS% Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

Copyright (c) %YEARS%, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT
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ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

			 SAX COPYRIGHT STATUS

 

Version 1.0 of the Simple API for XML (SAX), created collectively by

the membership of the XML-DEV mailing list, is hereby released into

the public domain.

 

No one owns SAX: you may use it freely in both commercial and

non-commercial applications, bundle it with your software

distribution, include it on a CD-ROM, list the source code in a book,

mirror the documentation at your own web site, or use it in any other

way you see fit.

 

 

			     NO WARRANTY

 

Because SAX is released to the public domain, there is no warranty for

the design or for the software implementation, to the extent permitted

by applicable law.  Except when otherwise stated in writing the

copyright holders and/or other parties provide SAX "as is" without

warranty of any kind, either expressed or implied, including, but not

limited to, the implied warranties of merchantability and fitness for

a particular purpose.  The entire risk as to the quality and

performance of SAX is with you.  Should SAX prove defective, you

assume the cost of all necessary servicing, repair or correction.

 

In no event unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing

will any copyright holder, or any other party who may modify and/or

redistribute SAX, be liable to you for damages, including any general,

special, incidental or consequential damages arising out of the use or

inability to use SAX (including but not limited to loss of data or

data being rendered inaccurate or losses sustained by you or third

parties or a failure of the SAX to operate with any other programs),

even if such holder or other party has been advised of the possibility

of such damages.
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David Megginson <sax@megginson.com>

1998-05-11

***** BEGIN LICENSE BLOCK *****

Version: MPL 1.1/GPL 2.0/LGPL 2.1

 

The contents of this file are subject to the Mozilla Public License Version

1.1 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with

the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

http://www.mozilla.org/MPL/

 

Software distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" basis,

WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the License

for the specific language governing rights and limitations under the

License.

 

The Original Code is the Netscape security libraries.

 

The Initial Developer of the Original Code is Netscape

Communications Corporation.  Portions created by Netscape are

Copyright (C) 1994-2000 Netscape Communications Corporation.  All

Rights Reserved.

 

Contributor(s):

 

Alternatively, the contents of this file may be used under the terms of

either the GNU General Public License Version 2 or later (the "GPL"), or

the GNU Lesser General Public License Version 2.1 or later (the "LGPL"),

in which case the provisions of the GPL or the LGPL are applicable instead

of those above. If you wish to allow use of your version of this file only

under the terms of either the GPL or the LGPL, and not to allow others to

use your version of this file under the terms of the MPL, indicate your

decision by deleting the provisions above and replace them with the notice

and other provisions required by the GPL or the LGPL. If you do not delete

the provisions above, a recipient may use your version of this file under

the terms of any one of the MPL, the GPL or the LGPL.

 

***** END LICENSE BLOCK *****

Copyright 2005 Sun Microsystems, Inc.  All rights reserved.

Use is subject to license terms.

 

***** BEGIN LICENSE BLOCK *****

Version: MPL 1.1/GPL 2.0/LGPL 2.1

 

The contents of this package are subject to the Mozilla Public License Version

1.1 (the "License"); you may not use this package except in compliance with

the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

http://www.mozilla.org/MPL/
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Software distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" basis,

WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the License

for the specific language governing rights and limitations under the

License.

 

The Original Code is the Netscape Portable Runtime (NSPR).

 

The Initial Developer of the Original Code is

Netscape Communications Corporation.

Portions created by the Initial Developer are Copyright (C) 1998-2000

the Initial Developer. All Rights Reserved.

 

Contributor(s):

 

Alternatively, the contents of this file may be used under the terms of

either the GNU General Public License Version 2 or later (the "GPL"), or

the GNU Lesser General Public License Version 2.1 or later (the "LGPL"),

in which case the provisions of the GPL or the LGPL are applicable instead

of those above. If you wish to allow use of your version of this file only

under the terms of either the GPL or the LGPL, and not to allow others to

use your version of this file under the terms of the MPL, indicate your

decision by deleting the provisions above and replace them with the notice

and other provisions required by the GPL or the LGPL. If you do not delete

the provisions above, a recipient may use your version of this file under

the terms of any one of the MPL, the GPL or the LGPL.

 

***** END LICENSE BLOCK *****

UNICODE, INC. LICENSE AGREEMENT - DATA FILES AND SOFTWARE

 

Unicode Data Files include all data files under the directories

http://www.unicode.org/Public/, http://www.unicode.org/reports/, and

http://www.unicode.org/cldr/data/. Unicode Data Files do not include PDF online

code charts under the directory http://www.unicode.org/Public/. Software

includes any source code published in the Unicode Standard or under the

directories http://www.unicode.org/Public/, http://www.unicode.org/reports/,

and http://www.unicode.org/cldr/data/.

 

NOTICE TO USER: Carefully read the following legal agreement. BY DOWNLOADING,

INSTALLING, COPYING OR OTHERWISE USING UNICODE INC.'S DATA FILES ("DATA

FILES"), AND/OR SOFTWARE ("SOFTWARE"), YOU UNEQUIVOCALLY ACCEPT, AND AGREE TO

BE BOUND BY, ALL OF THE TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF THIS AGREEMENT. IF YOU DO NOT

AGREE, DO NOT DOWNLOAD, INSTALL, COPY, DISTRIBUTE OR USE THE DATA FILES OR

SOFTWARE.

 

   COPYRIGHT AND PERMISSION NOTICE

 

Copyright  1991-2012 Unicode, Inc. All rights reserved. Distributed under the

Terms of Use in http://www.unicode.org/copyright.html.
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Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of

the Unicode data files and any associated documentation (the "Data Files") or

Unicode software and any associated documentation (the "Software") to deal in

the Data Files or Software without restriction, including without limitation

the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, and/or sell copies

of the Data Files or Software, and to permit persons to whom the Data Files or

Software are furnished to do so, provided that (a) the above copyright notice(s)

and this permission notice appear with all copies of the Data Files or

Software, (b) both the above copyright notice(s) and this permission notice

appear in associated documentation, and (c) there is clear notice in each

modified Data File or in the Software as well as in the documentation

associated with the Data File(s) or Software that the data or software has been

modified.

 

THE DATA FILES AND SOFTWARE ARE PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT OF THIRD

PARTY RIGHTS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR HOLDERS INCLUDED IN

THIS NOTICE BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, OR ANY SPECIAL INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES, OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS,

WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THE DATA FILES OR

SOFTWARE.

 

Except as contained in this notice, the name of a copyright holder shall not be

used in advertising or otherwise to promote the sale, use or other dealings in

these Data Files or Software without prior written authorization of the

copyright holder.

COMMON DEVELOPMENT AND DISTRIBUTION LICENSE (CDDL) Version 1.0

 

1. Definitions.

 

  1.1. Contributor. means each individual or entity that creates or contributes to the creation of Modifications.

 

  1.2. Contributor Version. means the combination of the Original Software, prior Modifications used by a

Contributor (if any), and the Modifications made by that particular Contributor.

 

  1.3. Covered Software. means (a) the Original Software, or (b) Modifications, or (c) the combination of files

containing Original Software with files containing Modifications, in each case including portions thereof.

 

  1.4. Executable. means the Covered Software in any form other than Source Code.

 

  1.5. Initial Developer. means the individual or entity that first makes Original Software available under this

License.

 

  1.6. Larger Work. means a work which combines Covered Software or portions thereof with code not governed by

the terms of this License.
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  1.7. License. means this document.

 

  1.8. Licensable. means having the right to grant, to the maximum extent possible, whether at the time of the initial

grant or subsequently acquired, any and all of the rights conveyed herein.

 

  1.9. Modifications. means the Source Code and Executable form of any of the following:

 

       A. Any file that results from an addition to, deletion from or modification of the contents of a file containing

Original Software or previous Modifications;

 

       B. Any new file that contains any part of the Original Software or previous Modification; or

 

       C. Any new file that is contributed or otherwise made available under the terms of this License.

 

  1.10. Original Software. means the Source Code and Executable form of computer software code that is originally

released under this License.

 

  1.11. Patent Claims. means any patent claim(s), now owned or hereafter acquired, including without limitation,

method, process, and apparatus claims, in any patent Licensable by grantor.

 

  1.12. Source Code. means (a) the common form of computer software code in which modifications are made and

(b) associated documentation included in or with such code.

 

  1.13. You. (or .Your.) means an individual or a legal entity exercising rights under, and complying with all of the

terms of, this License. For legal entities, .You. includes any entity which controls, is controlled by, or is under

common control with You. For purposes of this definition, .control. means (a) the power, direct or indirect, to cause

the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (b) ownership of more than fifty

percent (50%) of the outstanding shares or beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

2. License Grants.

 

     2.1. The Initial Developer Grant.

 

     Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and subject to third party intellectual property claims,

the Initial Developer hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license:

 

        (a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark) Licensable by Initial Developer, to use,

reproduce, modify, display, perform, sublicense and distribute the Original Software (or portions thereof), with or

without Modifications, and/or as part of a Larger Work; and

 

        (b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using or selling of Original Software, to make, have made,

use, practice, sell, and offer for sale, and/or otherwise dispose of the Original Software (or portions thereof).

 

       (c) The licenses granted in Sections 2.1(a) and (b) are effective on the date Initial Developer first distributes or

otherwise makes the Original Software available to a third party under the terms of this License.

 

       (d) Notwithstanding Section 2.1(b) above, no patent license is granted: (1) for code that You delete from the
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Original Software, or (2) for infringements caused by: (i) the modification of the Original Software, or (ii) the

combination of the Original Software with other software or devices.

 

   2.2. Contributor Grant.

 

   Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and subject to third party intellectual property claims,

each Contributor hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license:

 

       (a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark) Licensable by Contributor to use,

reproduce, modify, display, perform, sublicense and distribute the Modifications created by such Contributor (or

portions thereof), either on an unmodified basis, with other Modifications, as Covered Software and/or as part of a

Larger Work; and

 

       (b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using, or selling of Modifications made by that Contributor

either alone and/or in combination with its Contributor Version (or portions of such combination), to make, use, sell,

offer for sale, have made, and/or otherwise dispose of: (1) Modifications made by that Contributor (or portions

thereof); and (2) the combination of Modifications made by that Contributor with its Contributor Version (or

portions of such combination).

 

       (c) The licenses granted in Sections 2.2(a) and 2.2(b) are effective on the date Contributor first distributes or

otherwise makes the Modifications available to a third party.

 

       (d) Notwithstanding Section 2.2(b) above, no patent license is granted: (1) for any code that Contributor has

deleted from the Contributor Version; (2) for infringements caused by: (i) third party modifications of Contributor

Version, or (ii) the combination of Modifications made by that Contributor with other software (except as part of the

Contributor Version) or other devices; or (3) under Patent Claims infringed by Covered Software in the absence of

Modifications made by that Contributor.

 

3. Distribution Obligations.

 

     3.1. Availability of Source Code.

     Any Covered Software that You distribute or otherwise make available in Executable form must also be made

available in Source Code form and that Source Code form must be distributed only under the terms of this License.

You must include a copy of this License with every copy of the Source Code form of the Covered Software You

distribute or otherwise make available. You must inform recipients of any such Covered Software in Executable

form as to how they can obtain such Covered Software in Source Code form in a reasonable manner on or through a

medium customarily used for software exchange.

 

     3.2. Modifications.

     The Modifications that You create or to which You contribute are governed by the terms of this License. You

represent that You believe Your Modifications are Your original creation(s) and/or You have sufficient rights to

grant the rights conveyed by this License.

 

     3.3. Required Notices.

     You must include a notice in each of Your Modifications that identifies You as the Contributor of the

Modification. You may not remove or alter any copyright, patent or trademark notices contained within the Covered

Software, or any notices of licensing or any descriptive text giving attribution to any Contributor or the Initial

Developer.
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     3.4. Application of Additional Terms.

     You may not offer or impose any terms on any Covered Software in Source Code form that alters or restricts the

applicable version of this License or the recipients. rights hereunder. You may choose to offer, and to charge a fee

for, warranty, support, indemnity or liability obligations to one or more recipients of Covered Software. However,

you may do so only on Your own behalf, and not on behalf of the Initial Developer or any Contributor. You must

make it absolutely clear that any such warranty, support, indemnity or liability obligation is offered by You alone,

and You hereby agree to indemnify the Initial Developer and every Contributor for any liability incurred by the

Initial Developer or such Contributor as a result of warranty, support, indemnity or liability terms You offer.

 

     3.5. Distribution of Executable Versions.

     You may distribute the Executable form of the Covered Software under the terms of this License or under the

terms of a license of Your choice, which may contain terms different from this License, provided that You are in

compliance with the terms of this License and that the license for the Executable form does not attempt to limit or

alter the recipient.s rights in the Source Code form from the rights set forth in this License. If You distribute the

Covered Software in Executable form under a different license, You must make it absolutely clear that any terms

which differ from this License are offered by You alone, not by the Initial Developer or Contributor. You hereby

agree to indemnify the Initial Developer and every Contributor for any liability incurred by the Initial Developer or

such Contributor as a result of any such terms You offer.

 

     3.6. Larger Works.

     You may create a Larger Work by combining Covered Software with other code not governed by the terms of

this License and distribute the Larger Work as a single product. In such a case, You must make sure the

requirements of this License are fulfilled for the Covered Software.

 

4. Versions of the License.

 

     4.1. New Versions.

     Sun Microsystems, Inc. is the initial license steward and may publish revised and/or new versions of this License

from time to time. Each version will be given a distinguishing version number. Except as provided in Section 4.3, no

one other than the license steward has the right to modify this License.

 

     4.2. Effect of New Versions.

     You may always continue to use, distribute or otherwise make the Covered Software available under the terms of

the version of the License under which You originally received the Covered Software. If the Initial Developer

includes a notice in the Original Software prohibiting it from being distributed or otherwise made available under

any subsequent version of the License, You must distribute and make the Covered Software available under the

terms of the version of the License under which You originally received the Covered Software. Otherwise, You may

also choose to use, distribute or otherwise make the Covered Software available under the terms of any subsequent

version of the License published by the license steward.

 

     4.3. Modified Versions.

     When You are an Initial Developer and You want to create a new license for Your Original Software, You may

create and use a modified version of this License if You: (a) rename the license and remove any references to the

name of the license steward (except to note that the license differs from this License); and (b) otherwise make it

clear that the license contains terms which differ from this License.

 

5. DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY.
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  COVERED SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED UNDER THIS LICENSE ON AN .AS IS. BASIS, WITHOUT

WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION,

WARRANTIES THAT THE COVERED SOFTWARE IS FREE OF DEFECTS, MERCHANTABLE, FIT FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR NON-INFRINGING. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND

PERFORMANCE OF THE COVERED SOFTWARE IS WITH YOU. SHOULD ANY COVERED SOFTWARE

PROVE DEFECTIVE IN ANY RESPECT, YOU (NOT THE INITIAL DEVELOPER OR ANY OTHER

CONTRIBUTOR) ASSUME THE COST OF ANY NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

THIS DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY CONSTITUTES AN ESSENTIAL PART OF THIS LICENSE. NO USE

OF ANY COVERED SOFTWARE IS AUTHORIZED HEREUNDER EXCEPT UNDER THIS DISCLAIMER.

 

6. TERMINATION.

 

     6.1. This License and the rights granted hereunder will terminate automatically if You fail to comply with terms

herein and fail to cure such breach within 30 days of becoming aware of the breach. Provisions which, by their

nature, must remain in effect beyond the termination of this License shall survive.

 

     6.2. If You assert a patent infringement claim (excluding declaratory judgment actions) against Initial Developer

or a Contributor (the Initial Developer or Contributor against whom You assert such claim is referred to as

.Participant.) alleging that the Participant Software (meaning the Contributor Version where the Participant is a

Contributor or the Original Software where the Participant is the Initial Developer) directly or indirectly infringes

any patent, then any and all rights granted directly or indirectly to You by such Participant, the Initial Developer (if

the Initial Developer is not the Participant) and all Contributors under Sections 2.1 and/or 2.2 of this License shall,

upon 60 days notice from Participant terminate prospectively and automatically at the expiration of such 60 day

notice period, unless if within such 60 day period You withdraw Your claim with respect to the Participant Software

against such Participant either unilaterally or pursuant to a written agreement with Participant.

 

     6.3. In the event of termination under Sections 6.1 or 6.2 above, all end user licenses that have been validly

granted by You or any distributor hereunder prior to termination (excluding licenses granted to You by any

distributor) shall survive termination.

 

7. LIMITATION OF LIABILITY.

 

  UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES AND UNDER NO LEGAL THEORY, WHETHER TORT (INCLUDING

NEGLIGENCE), CONTRACT, OR OTHERWISE, SHALL YOU, THE INITIAL DEVELOPER, ANY OTHER

CONTRIBUTOR, OR ANY DISTRIBUTOR OF COVERED SOFTWARE, OR ANY SUPPLIER OF ANY OF

SUCH PARTIES, BE LIABLE TO ANY PERSON FOR ANY INDIRECT, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OF ANY CHARACTER INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, DAMAGES

FOR LOST PROFITS, LOSS OF GOODWILL, WORK STOPPAGE, COMPUTER FAILURE OR

MALFUNCTION, OR ANY AND ALL OTHER COMMERCIAL DAMAGES OR LOSSES, EVEN IF SUCH

PARTY SHALL HAVE BEEN INFORMED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES. THIS LIMITATION

OF LIABILITY SHALL NOT APPLY TO LIABILITY FOR DEATH OR PERSONAL INJURY RESULTING

FROM SUCH PARTY.S NEGLIGENCE TO THE EXTENT APPLICABLE LAW PROHIBITS SUCH

LIMITATION. SOME JURISDICTIONS DO NOT ALLOW THE EXCLUSION OR LIMITATION OF

INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, SO THIS EXCLUSION AND LIMITATION MAY NOT

APPLY TO YOU.

 

8. U.S. GOVERNMENT END USERS.
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  The Covered Software is a .commercial item,. as that term is defined in 48 C.F.R. 2.101 (Oct. 1995), consisting of

.commercial computer software. (as that term is defined at 48 C.F.R.  252.227-7014(a)(1)) and .commercial

computer software documentation. as such terms are used in 48 C.F.R. 12.212 (Sept. 1995). Consistent with 48

C.F.R. 12.212 and 48 C.F.R. 227.7202-1 through 227.7202-4 (June 1995), all U.S. Government End Users acquire

Covered Software with only those rights set forth herein. This U.S. Government Rights clause is in lieu of, and

supersedes, any other FAR, DFAR, or other clause or provision that addresses Government rights in computer

software under this License.

 

9. MISCELLANEOUS.

 

  This License represents the complete agreement concerning subject matter hereof. If any provision of this License

is held to be unenforceable, such provision shall be reformed only to the extent necessary to make it enforceable.

This License shall be governed by the law of the jurisdiction specified in a notice contained within the Original

Software (except to the extent applicable law, if any, provides otherwise), excluding such jurisdiction.s conflict-of-

law provisions. Any litigation relating to this License shall be subject to the jurisdiction of the courts located in the

jurisdiction and venue specified in a notice contained within the Original Software, with the losing party responsible

for costs, including, without limitation, court costs and reasonable attorneys. fees and expenses. The application of

the United Nations Convention on Contracts for the International Sale of Goods is expressly excluded. Any law or

regulation which provides that the language of a contract shall be construed against the drafter shall not apply to this

License. You agree that You alone are responsible for compliance with the United States export administration

regulations (and the export control laws and regulation of any other countries) when You use, distribute or otherwise

make available any Covered Software.

 

10. RESPONSIBILITY FOR CLAIMS.

 

  As between Initial Developer and the Contributors, each party is responsible for claims and damages arising,

directly or indirectly, out of its utilization of rights under this License and You agree to work with Initial Developer

and Contributors to distribute such responsibility on an equitable basis. Nothing herein is intended or shall be

deemed to constitute any admission of liability.

 

  NOTICE PURSUANT TO SECTION 9 OF THE COMMON DEVELOPMENT AND DISTRIBUTION LICENSE

(CDDL)

 

  The code released under the CDDL shall be governed by the laws of the State of California (excluding conflict-of-

law provisions). Any litigation relating to this License shall be subject to the jurisdiction of the Federal Courts of the

Northern District of California and the state courts of the State of California, with venue lying in Santa Clara

County, California.

 

 

The GNU General Public License (GPL) Version 2, June 1991

 

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc. 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307

USA

 

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license document, but changing it is not

allowed.
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Preamble

 

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU

General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to make sure the

software is free for all its users. This General Public License applies to most of the Free Software Foundation's

software and to any other program whose authors commit to using it. (Some other Free Software Foundation

software is covered by the GNU Library General Public License instead.) You can apply it to your programs, too.

 

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to

make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish),

that you receive source code or can get it if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new

free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to

surrender the rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the

software, or if you modify it.

 

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all

the rights that you have. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. And you must show

them these terms so they know their rights.

 

We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and (2) offer you this license which gives you

legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the software.

 

Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain that everyone understands that there is no

warranty for this free software. If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we want its recipients to

know that what they have is not the original, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the

original authors' reputations.

 

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents. We wish to avoid the danger that

redistributors of a free program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the program proprietary. To

prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow.

 

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying

it may be distributed under the terms of this General Public License. The "Program", below, refers to any such

program or work, and a "work based on the Program" means either the Program or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications

and/or translated into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term

"modification".) Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its

scope. The act of running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program is covered only if its
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contents constitute a work based on the Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you receive it, in any medium,

provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and

disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and

give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty

protection in exchange for a fee.

 

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the

Program, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you

also meet all of these conditions:

 

  a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of

any change.

 

  b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in whole or in part contains or is derived from the

Program or any part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this

License.

 

  c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively when run, you must cause it, when started

running for such interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an announcement including an

appropriate copyright notice and a notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide a warranty) and

that users may redistribute the program under these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

License. (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but does not normally print such an announcement, your

work based on the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from

the Program, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License,

and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute

the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on

the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and

every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather,

the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program with the Program (or with a work based on

the Program) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this

License.

 

3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it, under Section 2) in object code or executable

form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

  a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under

the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,
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  b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give any third party, for a charge no more

than your cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete machine-readable copy of the corresponding

source code, to be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software

interchange; or,

 

  c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer to distribute corresponding source code. (This

alternative is allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you received the program in object code or

executable form with such an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For an executable

work, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface

definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the executable. However, as a special

exception, the source code distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or

binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the

executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering

equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place counts as distribution of the source code, even though

third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program except as expressly provided under this License.

Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is void, and will automatically

terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this

License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you

permission to modify or distribute the Program or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do

not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the Program),

you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or

modifying the Program or works based on it.

 

6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the Program), the recipient automatically receives

a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to these terms and conditions.

You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not

responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to this License.

 

7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited

to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the

conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as

to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a

consequence you may not distribute the Program at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-

free redistribution of the Program by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only

way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the

section is intended to apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.
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It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest

validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software

distribution system, which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous

contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of

that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other

system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted

interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Program under this License may add an explicit

geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this

License.

 

9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the General Public License from time

to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new

problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program specifies a version number of this License

which applies to it and "any later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that

version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version

number of this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

 

10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free programs whose distribution conditions are

different, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software

Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be

guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the

sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

NO WARRANTY

 

11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE

PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE

STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM

"AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT

NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF

ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY

COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE

PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL,

SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY

TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF

THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER
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PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

 

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, the best way to

achieve this is to make it free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to

most effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a

pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

  One line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.

 

  Copyright (C)

 

  This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU General Public

License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later

version.

 

  This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the

implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU General

Public License for more details.

 

  You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along with this program; if not, write to the

Free Software Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

  Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author

  Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'. This is free software, and

you are welcome to redistribute it under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate parts of the General Public License.

Of course, the commands you use may be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your school, if any, to sign a "copyright

disclaimer" for the program, if necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

  Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at

compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

  signature of Ty Coon, 1 April 1989
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  Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into proprietary programs. If your program

is a subroutine library, you may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the library. If

this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General Public License instead of this License.

 

 

"CLASSPATH" EXCEPTION TO THE GPL VERSION 2

 

Certain source files distributed by Sun Microsystems, Inc. are subject to the following clarification and special

exception to the GPL Version 2, but only where Sun has expressly included in the particular source file's header the

words

 

"Sun designates this particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided by Sun in the License file that

accompanied this code."

 

Linking this library statically or dynamically with other modules is making a combined work based on this library.

Thus, the terms and conditions of the GNU General Public License Version 2 cover the whole combination.

 

As a special exception, the copyright holders of this library give you permission to link this library with independent

modules to produce an executable, regardless of the license terms of these independent modules, and to copy and

distribute the resulting executable under terms of your choice, provided that you also meet, for each linked

independent module, the terms and conditions of the license of that module.? An independent module is a module

which is not derived from or based on this library.? If you modify this library, you may extend this exception to your

version of the library, but you are not obligated to do so.? If you do not wish to do so, delete this exception

statement from your version.

Copyright (c) %YEARS% Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.
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SAX IS FREE

-----------

 

I hereby abandon any property rights to SAX 2.0 (the Simple API for

XML), and release all of the SAX 2.0 source code, compiled code, and

documentation contained in this distribution into the Public Domain.

SAX comes with NO WARRANTY or guarantee of fitness for any purpose.

 

 

David Megginson

david@megginson.com

2000-01-14

 

1.480 jbossinterceptorsapi 1.0.1.Final-redhat-

2 
1.480.1 Available under license : 

                                 Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.
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     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,
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     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or
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     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason
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     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

1.481 el-api 1.0 
1.481.1 Available under license : 

COMMON DEVELOPMENT AND DISTRIBUTION LICENSE (CDDL) Version 1.1

 

1. Definitions.

 

   1.1. "Contributor" means each individual or entity that creates or

        contributes to the creation of Modifications.

 

   1.2. "Contributor Version" means the combination of the Original

       Software, prior Modifications used by a Contributor (if any),

       and the Modifications made by that particular Contributor.

 

   1.3. "Covered Software" means (a) the Original Software, or (b)

        Modifications, or (c) the combination of files containing

        Original Software with files containing Modifications, in

        each case including portions thereof.

 

   1.4. "Executable" means the Covered Software in any form other

        than Source Code.

 

   1.5. "Initial Developer" means the individual or entity that first

        makes Original Software available under this License.

 

   1.6. "Larger Work" means a work which combines Covered Software or

        portions thereof with code not governed by the terms of this

        License.

 

   1.7. "License" means this document.

 

   1.8. "Licensable" means having the right to grant, to the maximum

        extent possible, whether at the time of the initial grant or

        subsequently acquired, any and all of the rights conveyed

        herein.

 

   1.9. "Modifications" means the Source Code and Executable form of

        any of the following:

 

       A. Any file that results from an addition to, deletion from or

          modification of the contents of a file containing Original

          Software or previous Modifications;
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       B. Any new file that contains any part of the Original

          Software or previous Modification; or

 

       C. Any new file that is contributed or otherwise made

          available under the terms of this License.

 

   1.10. "Original Software" means the Source Code and Executable

         form of computer software code that is originally released

         under this License.

 

   1.11. "Patent Claims" means any patent claim(s), now owned or

         hereafter acquired, including without limitation, method,

         process, and apparatus claims, in any patent Licensable by

         grantor.

 

   1.12. "Source Code" means (a) the common form of computer software

         code in which modifications are made and (b) associated

         documentation included in or with such code.

 

   1.13. "You" (or "Your") means an individual or a legal entity

         exercising rights under, and complying with all of the terms

         of, this License. For legal entities, "You" includes any

         entity which controls, is controlled by, or is under common

         control with You.  For purposes of this definition,

         "control" means (a) the power, direct or indirect, to cause

         the direction or management of such entity, whether by

         contract or otherwise, or (b) ownership of more than fifty

         percent (50%) of the outstanding shares or beneficial

         ownership of such entity.

 

2. License Grants.

 

   2.1. The Initial Developer Grant.

 

   Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and

   subject to third party intellectual property claims, the Initial

   Developer hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free,

   non-exclusive license:

 

       (a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or

           trademark) Licensable by Initial Developer, to use,

           reproduce, modify, display, perform, sublicense and

           distribute the Original Software (or portions thereof),

           with or without Modifications, and/or as part of a Larger

           Work; and

 

       (b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using or

           selling of Original Software, to make, have made, use,
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           practice, sell, and offer for sale, and/or otherwise

           dispose of the Original Software (or portions thereof).

 

       (c) The licenses granted in Sections 2.1(a) and (b) are

           effective on the date Initial Developer first distributes

           or otherwise makes the Original Software available to a

           third party under the terms of this License.

 

       (d) Notwithstanding Section 2.1(b) above, no patent license is

           granted: (1) for code that You delete from the Original

           Software, or (2) for infringements caused by: (i) the

           modification of the Original Software, or (ii) the

           combination of the Original Software with other software

           or devices.

 

   2.2. Contributor Grant.

 

   Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and

   subject to third party intellectual property claims, each

   Contributor hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free,

   non-exclusive license:

 

       (a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or

           trademark) Licensable by Contributor to use, reproduce,

           modify, display, perform, sublicense and distribute the

           Modifications created by such Contributor (or portions

           thereof), either on an unmodified basis, with other

           Modifications, as Covered Software and/or as part of a

           Larger Work; and

 

       (b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using, or

           selling of Modifications made by that Contributor either

           alone and/or in combination with its Contributor Version

           (or portions of such combination), to make, use, sell,

           offer for sale, have made, and/or otherwise dispose of:

           (1) Modifications made by that Contributor (or portions

           thereof); and (2) the combination of Modifications made by

           that Contributor with its Contributor Version (or portions

           of such combination).

 

       (c) The licenses granted in Sections 2.2(a) and 2.2(b) are

           effective on the date Contributor first distributes or

           otherwise makes the Modifications available to a third

           party.

 

       (d) Notwithstanding Section 2.2(b) above, no patent license is

           granted: (1) for any code that Contributor has deleted

           from the Contributor Version; (2) for infringements caused
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           by: (i) third party modifications of Contributor Version,

           or (ii) the combination of Modifications made by that

           Contributor with other software (except as part of the

           Contributor Version) or other devices; or (3) under Patent

           Claims infringed by Covered Software in the absence of

           Modifications made by that Contributor.

 

3. Distribution Obligations.

 

   3.1. Availability of Source Code.

 

   Any Covered Software that You distribute or otherwise make

   available in Executable form must also be made available in Source

   Code form and that Source Code form must be distributed only under

   the terms of this License. You must include a copy of this License

   with every copy of the Source Code form of the Covered Software

   You distribute or otherwise make available. You must inform

   recipients of any such Covered Software in Executable form as to

   how they can obtain such Covered Software in Source Code form in a

   reasonable manner on or through a medium customarily used for

   software exchange.

 

   3.2. Modifications.

 

   The Modifications that You create or to which You contribute are

   governed by the terms of this License. You represent that You

   believe Your Modifications are Your original creation(s) and/or

   You have sufficient rights to grant the rights conveyed by this

   License.

 

   3.3. Required Notices.

 

   You must include a notice in each of Your Modifications that

   identifies You as the Contributor of the Modification. You may not

   remove or alter any copyright, patent or trademark notices

   contained within the Covered Software, or any notices of licensing

   or any descriptive text giving attribution to any Contributor or

   the Initial Developer.

 

   3.4. Application of Additional Terms.

 

   You may not offer or impose any terms on any Covered Software in

   Source Code form that alters or restricts the applicable version

   of this License or the recipients' rights hereunder. You may

   choose to offer, and to charge a fee for, warranty, support,

   indemnity or liability obligations to one or more recipients of

   Covered Software. However, you may do so only on Your own behalf,

   and not on behalf of the Initial Developer or any Contributor. You
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   must make it absolutely clear that any such warranty, support,

   indemnity or liability obligation is offered by You alone, and You

   hereby agree to indemnify the Initial Developer and every

   Contributor for any liability incurred by the Initial Developer or

   such Contributor as a result of warranty, support, indemnity or

   liability terms You offer.

 

   3.5. Distribution of Executable Versions.

 

   You may distribute the Executable form of the Covered Software

   under the terms of this License or under the terms of a license of

   Your choice, which may contain terms different from this License,

   provided that You are in compliance with the terms of this License

   and that the license for the Executable form does not attempt to

   limit or alter the recipient's rights in the Source Code form from

   the rights set forth in this License. If You distribute the

   Covered Software in Executable form under a different license, You

   must make it absolutely clear that any terms which differ from

   this License are offered by You alone, not by the Initial

   Developer or Contributor. You hereby agree to indemnify the

   Initial Developer and every Contributor for any liability incurred

   by the Initial Developer or such Contributor as a result of any

   such terms You offer.

 

   3.6. Larger Works.

 

   You may create a Larger Work by combining Covered Software with

   other code not governed by the terms of this License and

   distribute the Larger Work as a single product. In such a case,

   You must make sure the requirements of this License are fulfilled

   for the Covered Software.

 

4. Versions of the License.

 

   4.1. New Versions.

 

   Oracle is the initial license steward and may publish revised

   and/or new versions of this License from time to time. Each

   version will be given a distinguishing version number. Except as

   provided in Section 4.3, no one other than the license steward has

   the right to modify this License.

 

   4.2. Effect of New Versions.

 

   You may always continue to use, distribute or otherwise make the

   Covered Software available under the terms of the version of the

   License under which You originally received the Covered Software.

   If the Initial Developer includes a notice in the Original
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   Software prohibiting it from being distributed or otherwise made

   available under any subsequent version of the License, You must

   distribute and make the Covered Software available under the terms

   of the version of the License under which You originally received

   the Covered Software. Otherwise, You may also choose to use,

   distribute or otherwise make the Covered Software available under

   the terms of any subsequent version of the License published by

   the license steward.

 

   4.3. Modified Versions.

 

   When You are an Initial Developer and You want to create a new

   license for Your Original Software, You may create and use a

   modified version of this License if You: (a) rename the license

   and remove any references to the name of the license steward

   (except to note that the license differs from this License); and

   (b) otherwise make it clear that the license contains terms which

   differ from this License.

 

5. DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY.

 

   COVERED SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED UNDER THIS LICENSE ON AN "AS IS"

   BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED,

   INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, WARRANTIES THAT THE COVERED

   SOFTWARE IS FREE OF DEFECTS, MERCHANTABLE, FIT FOR A PARTICULAR

   PURPOSE OR NON-INFRINGING. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND

   PERFORMANCE OF THE COVERED SOFTWARE IS WITH YOU. SHOULD ANY

   COVERED SOFTWARE PROVE DEFECTIVE IN ANY RESPECT, YOU (NOT THE

   INITIAL DEVELOPER OR ANY OTHER CONTRIBUTOR) ASSUME THE COST OF ANY

   NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION. THIS DISCLAIMER OF

   WARRANTY CONSTITUTES AN ESSENTIAL PART OF THIS LICENSE. NO USE OF

   ANY COVERED SOFTWARE IS AUTHORIZED HEREUNDER EXCEPT UNDER THIS

   DISCLAIMER.

 

6. TERMINATION.

 

   6.1. This License and the rights granted hereunder will terminate

   automatically if You fail to comply with terms herein and fail to

   cure such breach within 30 days of becoming aware of the breach.

   Provisions which, by their nature, must remain in effect beyond

   the termination of this License shall survive.

 

   6.2. If You assert a patent infringement claim (excluding

   declaratory judgment actions) against Initial Developer or a

   Contributor (the Initial Developer or Contributor against whom You

   assert such claim is referred to as "Participant") alleging that

   the Participant Software (meaning the Contributor Version where

   the Participant is a Contributor or the Original Software where
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   the Participant is the Initial Developer) directly or indirectly

   infringes any patent, then any and all rights granted directly or

   indirectly to You by such Participant, the Initial Developer (if

   the Initial Developer is not the Participant) and all Contributors

   under Sections 2.1 and/or 2.2 of this License shall, upon 60 days

   notice from Participant terminate prospectively and automatically

   at the expiration of such 60 day notice period, unless if within

   such 60 day period You withdraw Your claim with respect to the

   Participant Software against such Participant either unilaterally

   or pursuant to a written agreement with Participant.

 

   6.3. If You assert a patent infringement claim against Participant

   alleging that the Participant Software directly or indirectly

   infringes any patent where such claim is resolved (such as by

   license or settlement) prior to the initiation of patent

   infringement litigation, then the reasonable value of the licenses

   granted by such Participant under Sections 2.1 or 2.2 shall be

   taken into account in determining the amount or value of any

   payment or license.

 

   6.4. In the event of termination under Sections 6.1 or 6.2 above,

   all end user licenses that have been validly granted by You or any

   distributor hereunder prior to termination (excluding licenses

   granted to You by any distributor) shall survive termination.

 

7. LIMITATION OF LIABILITY.

 

   UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES AND UNDER NO LEGAL THEORY, WHETHER TORT

   (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE), CONTRACT, OR OTHERWISE, SHALL YOU, THE

   INITIAL DEVELOPER, ANY OTHER CONTRIBUTOR, OR ANY DISTRIBUTOR OF

   COVERED SOFTWARE, OR ANY SUPPLIER OF ANY OF SUCH PARTIES, BE

   LIABLE TO ANY PERSON FOR ANY INDIRECT, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, OR

   CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OF ANY CHARACTER INCLUDING, WITHOUT

   LIMITATION, DAMAGES FOR LOSS OF GOODWILL, WORK STOPPAGE, COMPUTER

   FAILURE OR MALFUNCTION, OR ANY AND ALL OTHER COMMERCIAL DAMAGES OR

   LOSSES, EVEN IF SUCH PARTY SHALL HAVE BEEN INFORMED OF THE

   POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES. THIS LIMITATION OF LIABILITY SHALL

   NOT APPLY TO LIABILITY FOR DEATH OR PERSONAL INJURY RESULTING FROM

   SUCH PARTY'S NEGLIGENCE TO THE EXTENT APPLICABLE LAW PROHIBITS

   SUCH LIMITATION. SOME JURISDICTIONS DO NOT ALLOW THE EXCLUSION OR

   LIMITATION OF INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, SO THIS

   EXCLUSION AND LIMITATION MAY NOT APPLY TO YOU.

 

8. U.S. GOVERNMENT END USERS.

 

   The Covered Software is a "commercial item," as that term is

   defined in 48 C.F.R. 2.101 (Oct. 1995), consisting of "commercial

   computer software" (as that term is defined at 48 C.F.R. '
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   252.227-7014(a)(1)) and "commercial computer software

   documentation" as such terms are used in 48 C.F.R. 12.212 (Sept.

   1995). Consistent with 48 C.F.R. 12.212 and 48 C.F.R. 227.7202-1

   through 227.7202-4 (June 1995), all U.S. Government End Users

   acquire Covered Software with only those rights set forth herein.

   This U.S. Government Rights clause is in lieu of, and supersedes,

   any other FAR, DFAR, or other clause or provision that addresses

   Government rights in computer software under this License.

 

9. MISCELLANEOUS.

 

   This License represents the complete agreement concerning subject

   matter hereof. If any provision of this License is held to be

   unenforceable, such provision shall be reformed only to the extent

   necessary to make it enforceable. This License shall be governed

   by the law of the jurisdiction specified in a notice contained

   within the Original Software (except to the extent applicable law,

   if any, provides otherwise), excluding such jurisdiction's

   conflict-of-law provisions. Any litigation relating to this

   License shall be subject to the jurisdiction of the courts located

   in the jurisdiction and venue specified in a notice contained

   within the Original Software, with the losing party responsible

   for costs, including, without limitation, court costs and

   reasonable attorneys' fees and expenses. The application of the

   United Nations Convention on Contracts for the International Sale

   of Goods is expressly excluded. Any law or regulation which

   provides that the language of a contract shall be construed

   against the drafter shall not apply to this License. You agree

   that You alone are responsible for compliance with the United

   States export administration regulations (and the export control

   laws and regulation of any other countries) when You use,

   distribute or otherwise make available any Covered Software.

 

10. RESPONSIBILITY FOR CLAIMS.

 

   As between Initial Developer and the Contributors, each party is

   responsible for claims and damages arising, directly or

   indirectly, out of its utilization of rights under this License

   and You agree to work with Initial Developer and Contributors to

   distribute such responsibility on an equitable basis. Nothing

   herein is intended or shall be deemed to constitute any admission

   of liability.

 

1.482 jbossrmiapi 1.0.4.Final 
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1.482.1 Available under license : 
The GNU General Public License (GPL)

 

Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA

 

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license

document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

Preamble

 

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to share

and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public License is intended to

guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to make sure the

software is free for all its users.  This General Public License applies to

most of the Free Software Foundation's software and to any other program whose

authors commit to using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is

covered by the GNU Library General Public License instead.) You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price.  Our

General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to

distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish),

that you receive source code or can get it if you want it, that you can change

the software or use pieces of it in new free programs; and that you know you

can do these things.

 

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone to deny

you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.  These restrictions

translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the

software, or if you modify it.

 

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis or for

a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that you have.  You must

make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code.  And you must

show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and (2)

offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute

and/or modify the software.

 

Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain that

everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free software.  If the

software is modified by someone else and passed on, we want its recipients to

know that what they have is not the original, so that any problems introduced

by others will not reflect on the original authors' reputations.
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Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents.  We

wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free program will

individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the program proprietary.

To prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for

everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification

follow.

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains a notice

placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed under the terms of

this General Public License.  The "Program", below, refers to any such program

or work, and a "work based on the Program" means either the Program or any

derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the

Program or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or

translated into another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included

without limitation in the term "modification".) Each licensee is addressed as

"you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by

this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of running the Program is

not restricted, and the output from the Program is covered only if its contents

constitute a work based on the Program (independent of having been made by

running the Program).  Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source code as

you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and

appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and

disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License

and to the absence of any warranty; and give any other recipients of the

Program a copy of this License along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may

at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of it, thus

forming a work based on the Program, and copy and distribute such modifications

or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of

these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices stating

   that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in whole or

   in part contains or is derived from the Program or any part thereof, to be
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   licensed as a whole at no charge to all third parties under the terms of

   this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively when run,

   you must cause it, when started running for such interactive use in the

   most ordinary way, to print or display an announcement including an

   appropriate copyright notice and a notice that there is no warranty (or

   else, saying that you provide a warranty) and that users may redistribute

   the program under these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy

   of this License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but does

   not normally print such an announcement, your work based on the Program is

   not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If identifiable

sections of that work are not derived from the Program, and can be reasonably

considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and

its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate

works.  But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a

work based on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms

of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire

whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your

rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise the

right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on

the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program with the

Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of a storage or

distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this

License.

 

3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it, under

Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and

2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source

   code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above

   on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to

   give any third party, for a charge no more than your cost of physically

   performing source distribution, a complete machine-readable copy of the

   corresponding source code, to be distributed under the terms of Sections 1

   and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer to

   distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is allowed only
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   for noncommercial distribution and only if you received the program in

   object code or executable form with such an offer, in accord with

   Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for making

modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source code means all

the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface

definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation

of the executable.  However, as a special exception, the source code

distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either

source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on)

of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source

code from the same place counts as distribution of the source code, even though

third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program except as

expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify,

sublicense or distribute the Program is void, and will automatically terminate

your rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies, or

rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so

long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it.

However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Program

or its derivative works.  These actions are prohibited by law if you do not

accept this License.  Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Program (or

any work based on the Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to

do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the Program),

the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor to

copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to these terms and conditions.

You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the

rights granted herein.  You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by

third parties to this License.

 

7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions

are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that

contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the

conditions of this License.  If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy

simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent

obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Program at all.
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For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution

of the Program by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through

you, then the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any

particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply and

the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or

other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this

section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software

distribution system, which is implemented by public license practices.  Many

people have made generous contributions to the wide range of software

distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to

distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that

choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a

consequence of the rest of this License.

 

8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in certain

countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original

copyright holder who places the Program under this License may add an explicit

geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that

distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded.  In

such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body

of this License.

 

9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the

General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will be similar in

spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems

or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any later

version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of

that version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation.

If the Program does not specify a version number of this License, you may

choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

 

10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free programs

whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author to ask for

permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation,

write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.

Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of

all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of
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software generally.

 

NO WARRANTY

 

11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR

THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE

STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE

PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED,

INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND

PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE,

YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL

ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE

THE

PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY

GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR

INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA

BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER

OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest possible

use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it free software

which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest to attach

them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey the exclusion

of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a

pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   One line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.

 

   Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

   under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by the Free

   Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or (at your option)

   any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

   ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

   FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License for
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   more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along

   with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc., 59

   Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this when it

starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author Gnomovision comes

   with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type 'show w'.  This is free

   software, and you are welcome to redistribute it under certain conditions;

   type 'show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands 'show w' and 'show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may be

called something other than 'show w' and 'show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your school,

if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary.  Here

is a sample; alter the names:

 

   Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

   'Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

   signature of Ty Coon, 1 April 1989

 

   Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General Public

License instead of this License.

 

 

"CLASSPATH" EXCEPTION TO THE GPL

 

Certain source files distributed by Oracle America and/or its affiliates are

subject to the following clarification and special exception to the GPL, but

only where Oracle has expressly included in the particular source file's header

the words "Oracle designates this particular file as subject to the "Classpath"

exception as provided by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code."

 

   Linking this library statically or dynamically with other modules is making
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   a combined work based on this library.  Thus, the terms and conditions of

   the GNU General Public License cover the whole combination.

 

   As a special exception, the copyright holders of this library give you

   permission to link this library with independent modules to produce an

   executable, regardless of the license terms of these independent modules,

   and to copy and distribute the resulting executable under terms of your

   choice, provided that you also meet, for each linked independent module,

   the terms and conditions of the license of that module.  An independent

   module is a module which is not derived from or based on this library.  If

   you modify this library, you may extend this exception to your version of

   the library, but you are not obligated to do so.  If you do not wish to do

   so, delete this exception statement from your version.

 

1.483 javax-jms 1.1.0 
1.483.1 Available under license : 

COMMON DEVELOPMENT AND DISTRIBUTION LICENSE (CDDL) Version 1.0

 

1. Definitions.

 

1.1. "Contributor" means each individual or entity that

creates or contributes to the creation of Modifications.

 

1.2. "Contributor Version" means the combination of the

Original Software, prior Modifications used by a

Contributor (if any), and the Modifications made by that

particular Contributor.

 

1.3. "Covered Software" means (a) the Original Software, or

(b) Modifications, or (c) the combination of files

containing Original Software with files containing

Modifications, in each case including portions thereof.

 

1.4. "Executable" means the Covered Software in any form

other than Source Code.

 

1.5. "Initial Developer" means the individual or entity

that first makes Original Software available under this

License.

 

1.6. "Larger Work" means a work which combines Covered

Software or portions thereof with code not governed by the

terms of this License.

 

1.7. "License" means this document.
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1.8. "Licensable" means having the right to grant, to the

maximum extent possible, whether at the time of the initial

grant or subsequently acquired, any and all of the rights

conveyed herein.

 

1.9. "Modifications" means the Source Code and Executable

form of any of the following:

 

A. Any file that results from an addition to,

deletion from or modification of the contents of a

file containing Original Software or previous

Modifications;

 

B. Any new file that contains any part of the

Original Software or previous Modification; or

 

C. Any new file that is contributed or otherwise made

available under the terms of this License.

 

1.10. "Original Software" means the Source Code and

Executable form of computer software code that is

originally released under this License.

 

1.11. "Patent Claims" means any patent claim(s), now owned

or hereafter acquired, including without limitation,

method, process, and apparatus claims, in any patent

Licensable by grantor.

 

1.12. "Source Code" means (a) the common form of computer

software code in which modifications are made and (b)

associated documentation included in or with such code.

 

1.13. "You" (or "Your") means an individual or a legal

entity exercising rights under, and complying with all of

the terms of, this License. For legal entities, "You"

includes any entity which controls, is controlled by, or is

under common control with You. For purposes of this

definition, "control" means (a) the power, direct or

indirect, to cause the direction or management of such

entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (b) ownership

of more than fifty percent (50%) of the outstanding shares

or beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

2. License Grants.

 

2.1. The Initial Developer Grant.

 

Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and
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subject to third party intellectual property claims, the

Initial Developer hereby grants You a world-wide,

royalty-free, non-exclusive license:

 

(a) under intellectual property rights (other than

patent or trademark) Licensable by Initial Developer,

to use, reproduce, modify, display, perform,

sublicense and distribute the Original Software (or

portions thereof), with or without Modifications,

and/or as part of a Larger Work; and

 

(b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making,

using or selling of Original Software, to make, have

made, use, practice, sell, and offer for sale, and/or

otherwise dispose of the Original Software (or

portions thereof).

 

(c) The licenses granted in Sections 2.1(a) and (b)

are effective on the date Initial Developer first

distributes or otherwise makes the Original Software

available to a third party under the terms of this

License.

 

(d) Notwithstanding Section 2.1(b) above, no patent

license is granted: (1) for code that You delete from

the Original Software, or (2) for infringements

caused by: (i) the modification of the Original

Software, or (ii) the combination of the Original

Software with other software or devices.

 

2.2. Contributor Grant.

 

Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and

subject to third party intellectual property claims, each

Contributor hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free,

non-exclusive license:

 

(a) under intellectual property rights (other than

patent or trademark) Licensable by Contributor to

use, reproduce, modify, display, perform, sublicense

and distribute the Modifications created by such

Contributor (or portions thereof), either on an

unmodified basis, with other Modifications, as

Covered Software and/or as part of a Larger Work; and

 

(b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making,

using, or selling of Modifications made by that

Contributor either alone and/or in combination with
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its Contributor Version (or portions of such

combination), to make, use, sell, offer for sale,

have made, and/or otherwise dispose of: (1)

Modifications made by that Contributor (or portions

thereof); and (2) the combination of Modifications

made by that Contributor with its Contributor Version

(or portions of such combination).

 

(c) The licenses granted in Sections 2.2(a) and

2.2(b) are effective on the date Contributor first

distributes or otherwise makes the Modifications

available to a third party.

 

(d) Notwithstanding Section 2.2(b) above, no patent

license is granted: (1) for any code that Contributor

has deleted from the Contributor Version; (2) for

infringements caused by: (i) third party

modifications of Contributor Version, or (ii) the

combination of Modifications made by that Contributor

with other software (except as part of the

Contributor Version) or other devices; or (3) under

Patent Claims infringed by Covered Software in the

absence of Modifications made by that Contributor.

 

3. Distribution Obligations.

 

3.1. Availability of Source Code.

 

Any Covered Software that You distribute or otherwise make

available in Executable form must also be made available in

Source Code form and that Source Code form must be

distributed only under the terms of this License. You must

include a copy of this License with every copy of the

Source Code form of the Covered Software You distribute or

otherwise make available. You must inform recipients of any

such Covered Software in Executable form as to how they can

obtain such Covered Software in Source Code form in a

reasonable manner on or through a medium customarily used

for software exchange.

 

3.2. Modifications.

 

The Modifications that You create or to which You

contribute are governed by the terms of this License. You

represent that You believe Your Modifications are Your

original creation(s) and/or You have sufficient rights to

grant the rights conveyed by this License.
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3.3. Required Notices.

 

You must include a notice in each of Your Modifications

that identifies You as the Contributor of the Modification.

You may not remove or alter any copyright, patent or

trademark notices contained within the Covered Software, or

any notices of licensing or any descriptive text giving

attribution to any Contributor or the Initial Developer.

 

3.4. Application of Additional Terms.

 

You may not offer or impose any terms on any Covered

Software in Source Code form that alters or restricts the

applicable version of this License or the recipients'

rights hereunder. You may choose to offer, and to charge a

fee for, warranty, support, indemnity or liability

obligations to one or more recipients of Covered Software.

However, you may do so only on Your own behalf, and not on

behalf of the Initial Developer or any Contributor. You

must make it absolutely clear that any such warranty,

support, indemnity or liability obligation is offered by

You alone, and You hereby agree to indemnify the Initial

Developer and every Contributor for any liability incurred

by the Initial Developer or such Contributor as a result of

warranty, support, indemnity or liability terms You offer.

 

3.5. Distribution of Executable Versions.

 

You may distribute the Executable form of the Covered

Software under the terms of this License or under the terms

of a license of Your choice, which may contain terms

different from this License, provided that You are in

compliance with the terms of this License and that the

license for the Executable form does not attempt to limit

or alter the recipient's rights in the Source Code form

from the rights set forth in this License. If You

distribute the Covered Software in Executable form under a

different license, You must make it absolutely clear that

any terms which differ from this License are offered by You

alone, not by the Initial Developer or Contributor. You

hereby agree to indemnify the Initial Developer and every

Contributor for any liability incurred by the Initial

Developer or such Contributor as a result of any such terms

You offer.

 

3.6. Larger Works.

 

You may create a Larger Work by combining Covered Software
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with other code not governed by the terms of this License

and distribute the Larger Work as a single product. In such

a case, You must make sure the requirements of this License

are fulfilled for the Covered Software.

 

4. Versions of the License.

 

4.1. New Versions.

 

Sun Microsystems, Inc. is the initial license steward and

may publish revised and/or new versions of this License

from time to time. Each version will be given a

distinguishing version number. Except as provided in

Section 4.3, no one other than the license steward has the

right to modify this License.

 

4.2. Effect of New Versions.

 

You may always continue to use, distribute or otherwise

make the Covered Software available under the terms of the

version of the License under which You originally received

the Covered Software. If the Initial Developer includes a

notice in the Original Software prohibiting it from being

distributed or otherwise made available under any

subsequent version of the License, You must distribute and

make the Covered Software available under the terms of the

version of the License under which You originally received

the Covered Software. Otherwise, You may also choose to

use, distribute or otherwise make the Covered Software

available under the terms of any subsequent version of the

License published by the license steward.

 

4.3. Modified Versions.

 

When You are an Initial Developer and You want to create a

new license for Your Original Software, You may create and

use a modified version of this License if You: (a) rename

the license and remove any references to the name of the

license steward (except to note that the license differs

from this License); and (b) otherwise make it clear that

the license contains terms which differ from this License.

 

5. DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY.

 

COVERED SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED UNDER THIS LICENSE ON AN "AS IS"

BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED,

INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, WARRANTIES THAT THE COVERED

SOFTWARE IS FREE OF DEFECTS, MERCHANTABLE, FIT FOR A PARTICULAR
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PURPOSE OR NON-INFRINGING. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND

PERFORMANCE OF THE COVERED SOFTWARE IS WITH YOU. SHOULD ANY

COVERED SOFTWARE PROVE DEFECTIVE IN ANY RESPECT, YOU (NOT THE

INITIAL DEVELOPER OR ANY OTHER CONTRIBUTOR) ASSUME THE COST OF

ANY NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION. THIS DISCLAIMER OF

WARRANTY CONSTITUTES AN ESSENTIAL PART OF THIS LICENSE. NO USE OF

ANY COVERED SOFTWARE IS AUTHORIZED HEREUNDER EXCEPT UNDER THIS

DISCLAIMER.

 

6. TERMINATION.

 

6.1. This License and the rights granted hereunder will

terminate automatically if You fail to comply with terms

herein and fail to cure such breach within 30 days of

becoming aware of the breach. Provisions which, by their

nature, must remain in effect beyond the termination of

this License shall survive.

 

6.2. If You assert a patent infringement claim (excluding

declaratory judgment actions) against Initial Developer or

a Contributor (the Initial Developer or Contributor against

whom You assert such claim is referred to as "Participant")

alleging that the Participant Software (meaning the

Contributor Version where the Participant is a Contributor

or the Original Software where the Participant is the

Initial Developer) directly or indirectly infringes any

patent, then any and all rights granted directly or

indirectly to You by such Participant, the Initial

Developer (if the Initial Developer is not the Participant)

and all Contributors under Sections 2.1 and/or 2.2 of this

License shall, upon 60 days notice from Participant

terminate prospectively and automatically at the expiration

of such 60 day notice period, unless if within such 60 day

period You withdraw Your claim with respect to the

Participant Software against such Participant either

unilaterally or pursuant to a written agreement with

Participant.

 

6.3. In the event of termination under Sections 6.1 or 6.2

above, all end user licenses that have been validly granted

by You or any distributor hereunder prior to termination

(excluding licenses granted to You by any distributor)

shall survive termination.

 

7. LIMITATION OF LIABILITY.

 

UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES AND UNDER NO LEGAL THEORY, WHETHER TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE), CONTRACT, OR OTHERWISE, SHALL YOU, THE
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INITIAL DEVELOPER, ANY OTHER CONTRIBUTOR, OR ANY DISTRIBUTOR OF

COVERED SOFTWARE, OR ANY SUPPLIER OF ANY OF SUCH PARTIES, BE

LIABLE TO ANY PERSON FOR ANY INDIRECT, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OF ANY CHARACTER INCLUDING, WITHOUT

LIMITATION, DAMAGES FOR LOST PROFITS, LOSS OF GOODWILL, WORK

STOPPAGE, COMPUTER FAILURE OR MALFUNCTION, OR ANY AND ALL OTHER

COMMERCIAL DAMAGES OR LOSSES, EVEN IF SUCH PARTY SHALL HAVE BEEN

INFORMED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES. THIS LIMITATION OF

LIABILITY SHALL NOT APPLY TO LIABILITY FOR DEATH OR PERSONAL

INJURY RESULTING FROM SUCH PARTY'S NEGLIGENCE TO THE EXTENT

APPLICABLE LAW PROHIBITS SUCH LIMITATION. SOME JURISDICTIONS DO

NOT ALLOW THE EXCLUSION OR LIMITATION OF INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, SO THIS EXCLUSION AND LIMITATION MAY NOT

APPLY TO YOU.

 

8. U.S. GOVERNMENT END USERS.

 

The Covered Software is a "commercial item," as that term is

defined in 48 C.F.R. 2.101 (Oct. 1995), consisting of "commercial

computer software" (as that term is defined at 48 C.F.R.

252.227-7014(a)(1)) and "commercial computer software

documentation" as such terms are used in 48 C.F.R. 12.212 (Sept.

1995). Consistent with 48 C.F.R. 12.212 and 48 C.F.R. 227.7202-1

through 227.7202-4 (June 1995), all U.S. Government End Users

acquire Covered Software with only those rights set forth herein.

This U.S. Government Rights clause is in lieu of, and supersedes,

any other FAR, DFAR, or other clause or provision that addresses

Government rights in computer software under this License.

 

9. MISCELLANEOUS.

 

This License represents the complete agreement concerning subject

matter hereof. If any provision of this License is held to be

unenforceable, such provision shall be reformed only to the

extent necessary to make it enforceable. This License shall be

governed by the law of the jurisdiction specified in a notice

contained within the Original Software (except to the extent

applicable law, if any, provides otherwise), excluding such

jurisdiction's conflict-of-law provisions. Any litigation

relating to this License shall be subject to the jurisdiction of

the courts located in the jurisdiction and venue specified in a

notice contained within the Original Software, with the losing

party responsible for costs, including, without limitation, court

costs and reasonable attorneys' fees and expenses. The

application of the United Nations Convention on Contracts for the

International Sale of Goods is expressly excluded. Any law or

regulation which provides that the language of a contract shall

be construed against the drafter shall not apply to this License.
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You agree that You alone are responsible for compliance with the

United States export administration regulations (and the export

control laws and regulation of any other countries) when You use,

distribute or otherwise make available any Covered Software.

 

10. RESPONSIBILITY FOR CLAIMS.

 

As between Initial Developer and the Contributors, each party is

responsible for claims and damages arising, directly or

indirectly, out of its utilization of rights under this License

and You agree to work with Initial Developer and Contributors to

distribute such responsibility on an equitable basis. Nothing

herein is intended or shall be deemed to constitute any admission

of liability.

 

1.484 open-ws 1.4.4.redhat-2 
1.484.1 Available under license : 

Apache License

Version 2.0, January 2004

http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

1. Definitions.

 

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1

through 9 of this document.

 

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are

under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or

indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of

fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source

code, documentation source, and configuration files.

 

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form,

including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

 

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as

indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix

below).
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"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the

Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole,

an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that

remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works

thereof.

 

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications

or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the

Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright

owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written

communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic

mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously

marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been

received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce,

prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such

Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section)

patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such

license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was

submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit)

alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent

infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date

such litigation is filed.

 

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any

medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following

conditions:

 

You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and 

 

You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and 

 

You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark,

and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

the Derivative Works; and 

 

If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute

must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices
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that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a NOTICE text

file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided along with the

Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such third-party notices

normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not modify the

License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside or as an

addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

as modifying the License.

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license

terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works

as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions

stated in this License.

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for

inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any

additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of

any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product

names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and

reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work

(and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR

CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or

conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and

assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or

otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing,

shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or

consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or

any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of

such damages.

 

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may

choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or

rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf

and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend,

and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by

reason of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work

 

To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by

brackets "[]" replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include the brackets!) The text should be
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enclosed in the appropriate comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a file or class name and

description of purpose be included on the same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier identification within

third-party archives.

 

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.485 jboss-as-ejb3 7.3.0.Final-redhat-14 
1.485.1 Available under license : 

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '~ This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it ~ under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as ~ published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of ~ the License, or (at your option) any later version. ~ This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, ~ but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of ~

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU ~ Lesser General Public

License for more details. ~ You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '~ This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it ~ under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as ~ published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of ~ the License, or (at your option) any later version. ~ This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, ~ but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of ~

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU ~ Lesser General Public

License for more details. ~ You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public * confidentiality:

indicates if the server (target) supports privacy protected messages. The values are <xs:attribute

name="confidentiality" type="xs:string" use="required" default="NONE"/>'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '# This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it # under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as # published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of # the License, or (at your option) any later version. # This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, # but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of #

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU # Lesser General Public

License for more details. # You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it * under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as * published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of * the License, or (at your option) any later version. * This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of *

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU * Lesser General Public
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License for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public //if this is a timer

service invocation we throw a special exception'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it * under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as * published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of * the License, or (at your option) any later version. * This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of *

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU * Lesser General Public

License for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '*  * This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

modify it *  * under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as *  * published by the Free Software

Foundation; either version 2.1 of *  * the License, or (at your option) any later version. *  * This software is

distributed in the hope that it will be useful, *  * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied

warranty of *  * MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU *  * Lesser

General Public License for more details. *  * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it * under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as * published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of * the License, or (at your option) any later version. * This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of *

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU * Lesser General Public

License for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public * Implementations

are free to use a 1 to 1 instance -> pk mapping, or create multiple instances per'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* contributors as indicated by the @author tags. All rights

reserved. * This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it * under the terms of the GNU Lesser

General Public License as * published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2.1 of * the License, or (at

your option) any later version. * This software is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, * but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of * MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU * Lesser General Public License for more details. * You should have

received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it * under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as * published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of * the License, or (at your option) any later version. * This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of *

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU * Lesser General Public

License for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public ||

IORTransportConfigMetaData.CONFIDENTIALITY_REQUIRED.equals(tc.getConfidentiality())'

 

1.486 aesh 0.33.8.redhat-1 
1.486.1 Available under license : 

Found license 'Eclipse Public License 1.0' in 'Licensed under the Eclipse Public License version 1.0, available at'

 

1.487 gax-go 2.0.5 
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1.487.1 Available under license : 
Copyright 2016, Google Inc.

All rights reserved.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

  * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

  * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer

in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

distribution.

  * Neither the name of Google Inc. nor the names of its

contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

1.488 asm 3.3.1 
1.488.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/***

* ASM: a very small and fast Java bytecode manipulation framework

* Copyright (c) 2000-2007 INRIA, France Telecom

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.
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* 3. Neither the name of the copyright holders nor the names of its

*    contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

*    this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

* AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

* ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

* LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

* CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

* SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

* INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

* CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF

* THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935623_1613639042.9/0/asm-all-3-3-1-sources-6-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/commons/JSRInlinerAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935623_1613639042.9/0/asm-all-3-3-1-sources-6-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/MethodNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935623_1613639042.9/0/asm-all-3-3-1-sources-6-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/analysis/SmallSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935623_1613639042.9/0/asm-all-3-3-1-sources-6-jar/org/objectweb/asm/ClassReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935623_1613639042.9/0/asm-all-3-3-1-sources-6-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/commons/EmptyVisitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935623_1613639042.9/0/asm-all-3-3-1-sources-6-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/LdcInsnNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935623_1613639042.9/0/asm-all-3-3-1-sources-6-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/TypeInsnNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935623_1613639042.9/0/asm-all-3-3-1-sources-6-jar/org/objectweb/asm/Edge.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935623_1613639042.9/0/asm-all-3-3-1-sources-6-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/InsnNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935623_1613639042.9/0/asm-all-3-3-1-sources-6-jar/org/objectweb/asm/ClassWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935623_1613639042.9/0/asm-all-3-3-1-sources-6-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/MethodInsnNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935623_1613639042.9/0/asm-all-3-3-1-sources-6-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/TableSwitchInsnNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935623_1613639042.9/0/asm-all-3-3-1-sources-6-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/commons/RemappingSignatureAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935623_1613639042.9/0/asm-all-3-3-1-sources-6-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/MethodAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935623_1613639042.9/0/asm-all-3-3-1-sources-6-jar/org/objectweb/asm/FieldVisitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935623_1613639042.9/0/asm-all-3-3-1-sources-6-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/analysis/Value.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935623_1613639042.9/0/asm-all-3-3-1-sources-6-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/AnnotationWriter.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1135935623_1613639042.9/0/asm-all-3-3-1-sources-6-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/commons/TableSwitchGenerator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935623_1613639042.9/0/asm-all-3-3-1-sources-6-jar/org/objectweb/asm/Item.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935623_1613639042.9/0/asm-all-3-3-1-sources-6-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/LocalVariableNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935623_1613639042.9/0/asm-all-3-3-1-sources-6-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/LabelNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935623_1613639042.9/0/asm-all-3-3-1-sources-6-jar/org/objectweb/asm/Frame.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935623_1613639042.9/0/asm-all-3-3-1-sources-6-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/IincInsnNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935623_1613639042.9/0/asm-all-3-3-1-sources-6-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/VarInsnNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935623_1613639042.9/0/asm-all-3-3-1-sources-6-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/util/ASMifierAbstractVisitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935623_1613639042.9/0/asm-all-3-3-1-sources-6-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/analysis/AnalyzerException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935623_1613639042.9/0/asm-all-3-3-1-sources-6-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/commons/StaticInitMerger.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935623_1613639042.9/0/asm-all-3-3-1-sources-6-jar/org/objectweb/asm/Attribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935623_1613639042.9/0/asm-all-3-3-1-sources-6-jar/org/objectweb/asm/Handler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935623_1613639042.9/0/asm-all-3-3-1-sources-6-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/AnnotationNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935623_1613639042.9/0/asm-all-3-3-1-sources-6-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/signature/SignatureWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935623_1613639042.9/0/asm-all-3-3-1-sources-6-jar/org/objectweb/asm/Type.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935623_1613639042.9/0/asm-all-3-3-1-sources-6-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/analysis/BasicValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935623_1613639042.9/0/asm-all-3-3-1-sources-6-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/JumpInsnNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935623_1613639042.9/0/asm-all-3-3-1-sources-6-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/analysis/SourceInterpreter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935623_1613639042.9/0/asm-all-3-3-1-sources-6-jar/org/objectweb/asm/Label.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935623_1613639042.9/0/asm-all-3-3-1-sources-6-jar/org/objectweb/asm/Opcodes.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935623_1613639042.9/0/asm-all-3-3-1-sources-6-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/signature/SignatureReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935623_1613639042.9/0/asm-all-3-3-1-sources-6-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/commons/SimpleRemapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935623_1613639042.9/0/asm-all-3-3-1-sources-6-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/AnnotationVisitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935623_1613639042.9/0/asm-all-3-3-1-sources-6-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/util/ASMifierAnnotationVisitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935623_1613639042.9/0/asm-all-3-3-1-sources-6-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/util/TraceMethodVisitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935623_1613639042.9/0/asm-all-3-3-1-sources-6-jar/org/objectweb/asm/ClassAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935623_1613639042.9/0/asm-all-3-3-1-sources-6-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/LookupSwitchInsnNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935623_1613639042.9/0/asm-all-3-3-1-sources-6-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/commons/RemappingClassAdapter.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1135935623_1613639042.9/0/asm-all-3-3-1-sources-6-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/util/ASMifierFieldVisitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935623_1613639042.9/0/asm-all-3-3-1-sources-6-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/commons/Remapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935623_1613639042.9/0/asm-all-3-3-1-sources-6-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/util/CheckMethodAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935623_1613639042.9/0/asm-all-3-3-1-sources-6-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/commons/CodeSizeEvaluator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935623_1613639042.9/0/asm-all-3-3-1-sources-6-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/analysis/Subroutine.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935623_1613639042.9/0/asm-all-3-3-1-sources-6-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/analysis/SourceValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935623_1613639042.9/0/asm-all-3-3-1-sources-6-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/util/CheckClassAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935623_1613639042.9/0/asm-all-3-3-1-sources-6-jar/org/objectweb/asm/ClassVisitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935623_1613639042.9/0/asm-all-3-3-1-sources-6-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/util/CheckSignatureAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935623_1613639042.9/0/asm-all-3-3-1-sources-6-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/util/TraceAnnotationVisitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935623_1613639042.9/0/asm-all-3-3-1-sources-6-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/util/ASMifierClassVisitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935623_1613639042.9/0/asm-all-3-3-1-sources-6-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/FieldNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935623_1613639042.9/0/asm-all-3-3-1-sources-6-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/util/CheckAnnotationAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935623_1613639042.9/0/asm-all-3-3-1-sources-6-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/commons/LocalVariablesSorter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935623_1613639042.9/0/asm-all-3-3-1-sources-6-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/commons/RemappingAnnotationAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935623_1613639042.9/0/asm-all-3-3-1-sources-6-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/analysis/Frame.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935623_1613639042.9/0/asm-all-3-3-1-sources-6-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/analysis/BasicVerifier.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935623_1613639042.9/0/asm-all-3-3-1-sources-6-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/commons/GeneratorAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935623_1613639042.9/0/asm-all-3-3-1-sources-6-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/util/TraceFieldVisitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935623_1613639042.9/0/asm-all-3-3-1-sources-6-jar/org/objectweb/asm/FieldWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935623_1613639042.9/0/asm-all-3-3-1-sources-6-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/util/ASMifierMethodVisitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935623_1613639042.9/0/asm-all-3-3-1-sources-6-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/commons/SerialVersionUIDAdder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935623_1613639042.9/0/asm-all-3-3-1-sources-6-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/TryCatchBlockNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935623_1613639042.9/0/asm-all-3-3-1-sources-6-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/analysis/BasicInterpreter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935623_1613639042.9/0/asm-all-3-3-1-sources-6-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/MultiANewArrayInsnNode.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1135935623_1613639042.9/0/asm-all-3-3-1-sources-6-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/MethodVisitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935623_1613639042.9/0/asm-all-3-3-1-sources-6-jar/org/objectweb/asm/ByteVector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935623_1613639042.9/0/asm-all-3-3-1-sources-6-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/IntInsnNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935623_1613639042.9/0/asm-all-3-3-1-sources-6-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/signature/SignatureVisitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935623_1613639042.9/0/asm-all-3-3-1-sources-6-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/util/TraceSignatureVisitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935623_1613639042.9/0/asm-all-3-3-1-sources-6-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/commons/AnalyzerAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935623_1613639042.9/0/asm-all-3-3-1-sources-6-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/FieldInsnNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935623_1613639042.9/0/asm-all-3-3-1-sources-6-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/commons/Method.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935623_1613639042.9/0/asm-all-3-3-1-sources-6-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/analysis/Analyzer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935623_1613639042.9/0/asm-all-3-3-1-sources-6-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/util/TraceClassVisitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935623_1613639042.9/0/asm-all-3-3-1-sources-6-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/MemberNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935623_1613639042.9/0/asm-all-3-3-1-sources-6-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/commons/AdviceAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935623_1613639042.9/0/asm-all-3-3-1-sources-6-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/AbstractInsnNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935623_1613639042.9/0/asm-all-3-3-1-sources-6-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/analysis/Interpreter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935623_1613639042.9/0/asm-all-3-3-1-sources-6-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/FrameNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935623_1613639042.9/0/asm-all-3-3-1-sources-6-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/commons/RemappingFieldAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935623_1613639042.9/0/asm-all-3-3-1-sources-6-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/MethodWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935623_1613639042.9/0/asm-all-3-3-1-sources-6-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/ClassNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935623_1613639042.9/0/asm-all-3-3-1-sources-6-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/util/AbstractVisitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935623_1613639042.9/0/asm-all-3-3-1-sources-6-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/util/TraceAbstractVisitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935623_1613639042.9/0/asm-all-3-3-1-sources-6-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/util/CheckFieldAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935623_1613639042.9/0/asm-all-3-3-1-sources-6-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/InnerClassNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935623_1613639042.9/0/asm-all-3-3-1-sources-6-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/LineNumberNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935623_1613639042.9/0/asm-all-3-3-1-sources-6-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/analysis/SimpleVerifier.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935623_1613639042.9/0/asm-all-3-3-1-sources-6-
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jar/org/objectweb/asm/commons/RemappingMethodAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935623_1613639042.9/0/asm-all-3-3-1-sources-6-jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/InsnList.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/***

* ASM XML Adapter

* Copyright (c) 2004, Eugene Kuleshov

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* 3. Neither the name of the copyright holders nor the names of its

*    contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

*    this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

* AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

* ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

* LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

* CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

* SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

* INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

* CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF

* THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935623_1613639042.9/0/asm-all-3-3-1-sources-6-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/xml/SAXCodeAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935623_1613639042.9/0/asm-all-3-3-1-sources-6-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/xml/Processor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935623_1613639042.9/0/asm-all-3-3-1-sources-6-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/xml/SAXClassAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935623_1613639042.9/0/asm-all-3-3-1-sources-6-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/xml/SAXAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935623_1613639042.9/0/asm-all-3-3-1-sources-6-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/xml/ASMContentHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935623_1613639042.9/0/asm-all-3-3-1-sources-6-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/xml/SAXAnnotationAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935623_1613639042.9/0/asm-all-3-3-1-sources-6-
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jar/org/objectweb/asm/xml/SAXFieldAdapter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

* ASM XML Adapter

* Copyright (c) 2004, Eugene Kuleshov

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* 3. Neither the name of the copyright holders nor the names of its

*    contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

*    this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

* AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

* ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

* LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

* CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

* SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

* INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

* CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF

* THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935623_1613639042.9/0/asm-all-3-3-1-sources-6-jar/org/objectweb/asm/xml/package.html

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

2005 INRIA, France Telecom

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* 3. Neither the name of the copyright holders nor the names of its

*    contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from
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*    this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

* AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

* ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

* LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

* CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

* SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

* INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

* CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF

* THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935623_1613639042.9/0/asm-all-3-3-1-sources-6-jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/package.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935623_1613639042.9/0/asm-all-3-3-1-sources-6-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/commons/package.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935623_1613639042.9/0/asm-all-3-3-1-sources-6-jar/org/objectweb/asm/util/package.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935623_1613639042.9/0/asm-all-3-3-1-sources-6-jar/org/objectweb/asm/attrs/package.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935623_1613639042.9/0/asm-all-3-3-1-sources-6-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/analysis/package.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935623_1613639042.9/0/asm-all-3-3-1-sources-6-jar/org/objectweb/asm/package.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935623_1613639042.9/0/asm-all-3-3-1-sources-6-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/signature/package.html

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/***

* ASM: a very small and fast Java bytecode manipulation framework

* Copyright (c) 2000-2005 INRIA, France Telecom

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* 3. Neither the name of the copyright holders nor the names of its

*    contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

*    this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

* AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

* ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE
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* LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

* CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

* SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

* INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

* CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF

* THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935623_1613639042.9/0/asm-all-3-3-1-sources-6-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/commons/InstructionAdapter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* ASM: a very small and fast Java bytecode manipulation framework

* Copyright (c) 2000-2007 INRIA, France Telecom

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* 3. Neither the name of the copyright holders nor the names of its

*    contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

*    this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

* AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

* ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

* LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

* CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

* SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

* INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

* CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF

* THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935623_1613639042.9/0/asm-all-3-3-1-sources-6-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/util/ASMifiable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935623_1613639042.9/0/asm-all-3-3-1-sources-6-jar/org/objectweb/asm/util/Traceable.java
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

ASM XML Adapter

 Copyright (c) 2004, Eugene Kuleshov

 All rights reserved.

 

 Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

 modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

 are met:

 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 3. Neither the name of the copyright holders nor the names of its

    contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

    this software without specific prior written permission.

 

 THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

 AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

 IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

 ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

 LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

 CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

 SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

 INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

 CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

 ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF

 THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935623_1613639042.9/0/asm-all-3-3-1-sources-6-jar/org/objectweb/asm/xml/asm-xml.dtd

 

1.489 jboss-as-naming 7.2.0.Final 
1.489.1 Available under license : 

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '# This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it # under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as # published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of # the License, or (at your option) any later version. # This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, # but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of #

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU # Lesser General Public

License for more details. # You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it * under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as * published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of * the License, or (at your option) any later version. * This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of *

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU * Lesser General Public
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License for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '*  This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it *  under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as *  published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of *  the License, or (at your option) any later version. *  This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, *  but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of *

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU *  Lesser General Public

License for more details. *  You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public'

 

1.490 postgre-sql 42.2.5.jre7 
1.490.1 Available under license : 

Copyright (c) 1997, PostgreSQL Global Development Group

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

  this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

  this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

  and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

1.491 prettyfaces-core 3.3.3 
1.491.1 Available under license : 

Apache License

Version 2.0, January 2004

http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

1. Definitions.
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"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1

through 9 of this document.

 

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are

under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or

indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of

fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source

code, documentation source, and configuration files.

 

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form,

including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

 

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as

indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix

below).

 

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the

Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole,

an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that

remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works

thereof.

 

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications

or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the

Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright

owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written

communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic

mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously

marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been

received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce,

prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such

Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section)

patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such
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license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was

submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit)

alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent

infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date

such litigation is filed.

 

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any

medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following

conditions:

 

You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and 

 

You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and 

 

You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark,

and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

the Derivative Works; and 

 

If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute

must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices

that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a NOTICE text

file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided along with the

Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such third-party notices

normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not modify the

License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside or as an

addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

as modifying the License.

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license

terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works

as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions

stated in this License.

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for

inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any

additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of

any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product

names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and

reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work

(and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR

CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or

conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and

assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.
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8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or

otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing,

shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or

consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or

any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of

such damages.

 

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may

choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or

rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf

and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend,

and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by

reason of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work

 

To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by

brackets "[]" replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include the brackets!) The text should be

enclosed in the appropriate comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a file or class name and

description of purpose be included on the same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier identification within

third-party archives.

 

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.492 jboss-as-jsr77 7.3.0.Final-redhat-14 
1.492.1 Available under license : 

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '# This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it # under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as # published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of # the License, or (at your option) any later version. # This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, # but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of #
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MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU # Lesser General Public

License for more details. # You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it * under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as * published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of * the License, or (at your option) any later version. * This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of *

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU * Lesser General Public

License for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public'

 

1.493 jaxb-core 2.1.13 
1.493.1 Available under license : 

COMMON DEVELOPMENT AND DISTRIBUTION LICENSE (CDDL)  

Version 1.0  

 

   *  

 

     1. Definitions.  

         o  

 

           1.1. ?Contributor? means each individual or entity that creates or contributes to the creation of Modifications.

 

         o  

 

           1.2. ?Contributor Version? means the combination of the Original Software, prior Modifications used by a

Contributor (if any), and the Modifications made by that particular Contributor.  

         o  

 

           1.3. ?Covered Software? means (a) the Original Software, or (b) Modifications, or (c) the combination of files

containing Original Software with files containing Modifications, in each case including portions thereof.  

         o  

 

           1.4. ?Executable? means the Covered Software in any form other than Source Code.  

         o  

 

           1.5. ?Initial Developer? means the individual or entity that first makes Original Software available under this

License.  

         o  

 

           1.6. ?Larger Work? means a work which combines Covered Software or portions thereof with code not

governed by the terms of this License.  

         o  

 

           1.7. ?License? means this document.  

         o  

 

           1.8. ?Licensable? means having the right to grant, to the maximum extent possible, whether at the time of the
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initial grant or subsequently acquired, any and all of the rights conveyed herein.  

         o  

 

           1.9. ?Modifications? means the Source Code and Executable form of any of the following:  

               +  

 

                 A. Any file that results from an addition to, deletion from or modification of the contents of a file

containing Original Software or previous Modifications;  

               +  

 

                 B. Any new file that contains any part of the Original Software or previous Modification; or  

               +  

 

                 C. Any new file that is contributed or otherwise made available under the terms of this License.  

         o  

 

           1.10. ?Original Software? means the Source Code and Executable form of computer software code that is

originally released under this License.  

         o  

 

           1.11. ?Patent Claims? means any patent claim(s), now owned or hereafter acquired, including without

limitation, method, process, and apparatus claims, in any patent Licensable by grantor.  

         o  

 

           1.12. ?Source Code? means (a) the common form of computer software code in which modifications are

made and (b) associated documentation included in or with such code.  

         o  

 

           1.13. ?You? (or ?Your?) means an individual or a legal entity exercising rights under, and complying with all

of the terms of, this License. For legal entities, ?You? includes any entity which controls, is controlled by, or is

under common control with You. For purposes of this definition, ?control? means (a) the power, direct or indirect, to

cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (b) ownership of more than

fifty percent (50%) of the outstanding shares or beneficial ownership of such entity.  

   *  

 

     2. License Grants.  

         o  

 

           2.1. The Initial Developer Grant.  

 

           Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and subject to third party intellectual property

claims, the Initial Developer hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license:  

               +  

 

                 (a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark) Licensable by Initial Developer, to

use, reproduce, modify, display, perform, sublicense and distribute the Original Software (or portions thereof), with

or without Modifications, and/or as part of a Larger Work; and  

               +  
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                 (b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using or selling of Original Software, to make, have

made, use, practice, sell, and offer for sale, and/or otherwise dispose of the Original Software (or portions thereof).  

               +  

 

                 (c) The licenses granted in Sections 2.1(a) and (b) are effective on the date Initial Developer first

distributes or otherwise makes the Original Software available to a third party under the terms of this License.  

               +  

 

                 (d) Notwithstanding Section 2.1(b) above, no patent license is granted: (1) for code that You delete from

the Original Software, or (2) for infringements caused by: (i) the modification of the Original Software, or (ii) the

combination of the Original Software with other software or devices.  

         o  

 

           2.2. Contributor Grant.  

 

           Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and subject to third party intellectual property

claims, each Contributor hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license:  

               +  

 

                 (a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark) Licensable by Contributor to use,

reproduce, modify, display, perform, sublicense and distribute the Modifications created by such Contributor (or

portions thereof), either on an unmodified basis, with other Modifications, as Covered Software and/or as part of a

Larger Work; and  

               +  

 

                 (b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using, or selling of Modifications made by that

Contributor either alone and/or in combination with its Contributor Version (or portions of such combination), to

make, use, sell, offer for sale, have made, and/or otherwise dispose of: (1) Modifications made by that Contributor

(or portions thereof); and (2) the combination of Modifications made by that Contributor with its Contributor

Version (or portions of such combination).  

               +  

 

                 (c) The licenses granted in Sections 2.2(a) and 2.2(b) are effective on the date Contributor first distributes

or otherwise makes the Modifications available to a third party.  

               +  

 

                 (d) Notwithstanding Section 2.2(b) above, no patent license is granted: (1) for any code that Contributor

has deleted from the Contributor Version; (2) for infringements caused by: (i) third party modifications of

Contributor Version, or (ii) the combination of Modifications made by that Contributor with other software (except

as part of the Contributor Version) or other devices; or (3) under Patent Claims infringed by Covered Software in the

absence of Modifications made by that Contributor.  

   *  

 

     3. Distribution Obligations.  

         o  

 

           3.1. Availability of Source Code.  
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           Any Covered Software that You distribute or otherwise make available in Executable form must also be made

available in Source Code form and that Source Code form must be distributed only under the terms of this License.

You must include a copy of this License with every copy of the Source Code form of the Covered Software You

distribute or otherwise make available. You must inform recipients of any such Covered Software in Executable

form as to how they can obtain such Covered Software in Source Code form in a reasonable manner on or through a

medium customarily used for software exchange.  

         o  

 

           3.2. Modifications.  

 

           The Modifications that You create or to which You contribute are governed by the terms of this License. You

represent that You believe Your Modifications are Your original creation(s) and/or You have sufficient rights to

grant the rights conveyed by this License.  

         o  

 

           3.3. Required Notices.  

 

           You must include a notice in each of Your Modifications that identifies You as the Contributor of the

Modification. You may not remove or alter any copyright, patent or trademark notices contained within the Covered

Software, or any notices of licensing or any descriptive text giving attribution to any Contributor or the Initial

Developer.  

         o  

 

           3.4. Application of Additional Terms.  

 

           You may not offer or impose any terms on any Covered Software in Source Code form that alters or restricts

the applicable version of this License or the recipients? rights hereunder. You may choose to offer, and to charge a

fee for, warranty, support, indemnity or liability obligations to one or more recipients of Covered Software.

However, you may do so only on Your own behalf, and not on behalf of the Initial Developer or any Contributor.

You must make it absolutely clear that any such warranty, support, indemnity or liability obligation is offered by

You alone, and You hereby agree to indemnify the Initial Developer and every Contributor for any liability incurred

by the Initial Developer or such Contributor as a result of warranty, support, indemnity or liability terms You offer.

 

         o  

 

           3.5. Distribution of Executable Versions.  

 

           You may distribute the Executable form of the Covered Software under the terms of this License or under the

terms of a license of Your choice, which may contain terms different from this License, provided that You are in

compliance with the terms of this License and that the license for the Executable form does not attempt to limit or

alter the recipient?s rights in the Source Code form from the rights set forth in this License. If You distribute the

Covered Software in Executable form under a different license, You must make it absolutely clear that any terms

which differ from this License are offered by You alone, not by the Initial Developer or Contributor. You hereby

agree to indemnify the Initial Developer and every Contributor for any liability incurred by the Initial Developer or

such Contributor as a result of any such terms You offer.  

         o  
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           3.6. Larger Works.  

 

           You may create a Larger Work by combining Covered Software with other code not governed by the terms of

this License and distribute the Larger Work as a single product. In such a case, You must make sure the

requirements of this License are fulfilled for the Covered Software.  

   *  

 

     4. Versions of the License.  

         o  

 

           4.1. New Versions.  

 

           Sun Microsystems, Inc. is the initial license steward and may publish revised and/or new versions of this

License from time to time. Each version will be given a distinguishing version number. Except as provided in

Section 4.3, no one other than the license steward has the right to modify this License.  

         o  

 

           4.2. Effect of New Versions.  

 

           You may always continue to use, distribute or otherwise make the Covered Software available under the

terms of the version of the License under which You originally received the Covered Software. If the Initial

Developer includes a notice in the Original Software prohibiting it from being distributed or otherwise made

available under any subsequent version of the License, You must distribute and make the Covered Software

available under the terms of the version of the License under which You originally received the Covered Software.

Otherwise, You may also choose to use, distribute or otherwise make the Covered Software available under the

terms of any subsequent version of the License published by the license steward.  

         o  

 

           4.3. Modified Versions.  

 

           When You are an Initial Developer and You want to create a new license for Your Original Software, You

may create and use a modified version of this License if You: (a) rename the license and remove any references to

the name of the license steward (except to note that the license differs from this License); and (b) otherwise make it

clear that the license contains terms which differ from this License.  

   *  

 

     5. DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY.  

 

     COVERED SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED UNDER THIS LICENSE ON AN ?AS IS? BASIS, WITHOUT

WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION,

WARRANTIES THAT THE COVERED SOFTWARE IS FREE OF DEFECTS, MERCHANTABLE, FIT FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR NON-INFRINGING. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND

PERFORMANCE OF THE COVERED SOFTWARE IS WITH YOU. SHOULD ANY COVERED SOFTWARE

PROVE DEFECTIVE IN ANY RESPECT, YOU (NOT THE INITIAL DEVELOPER OR ANY OTHER

CONTRIBUTOR) ASSUME THE COST OF ANY NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

THIS DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY CONSTITUTES AN ESSENTIAL PART OF THIS LICENSE. NO USE

OF ANY COVERED SOFTWARE IS AUTHORIZED HEREUNDER EXCEPT UNDER THIS DISCLAIMER.  

   *  
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     6. TERMINATION.  

         o  

 

           6.1. This License and the rights granted hereunder will terminate automatically if You fail to comply with

terms herein and fail to cure such breach within 30 days of becoming aware of the breach. Provisions which, by their

nature, must remain in effect beyond the termination of this License shall survive.  

         o  

 

           6.2. If You assert a patent infringement claim (excluding declaratory judgment actions) against Initial

Developer or a Contributor (the Initial Developer or Contributor against whom You assert such claim is referred to

as ?Participant?) alleging that the Participant Software (meaning the Contributor Version where the Participant is a

Contributor or the Original Software where the Participant is the Initial Developer) directly or indirectly infringes

any patent, then any and all rights granted directly or indirectly to You by such Participant, the Initial Developer (if

the Initial Developer is not the Participant) and all Contributors under Sections 2.1 and/or 2.2 of this License shall,

upon 60 days notice from Participant terminate prospectively and automatically at the expiration of such 60 day

notice period, unless if within such 60 day period You withdraw Your claim with respect to the Participant Software

against such Participant either unilaterally or pursuant to a written agreement with Participant.  

         o  

 

           6.3. In the event of termination under Sections 6.1 or 6.2 above, all end user licenses that have been validly

granted by You or any distributor hereunder prior to termination (excluding licenses granted to You by any

distributor) shall survive termination.  

   *  

 

     7. LIMITATION OF LIABILITY.  

 

     UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES AND UNDER NO LEGAL THEORY, WHETHER TORT (INCLUDING

NEGLIGENCE), CONTRACT, OR OTHERWISE, SHALL YOU, THE INITIAL DEVELOPER, ANY OTHER

CONTRIBUTOR, OR ANY DISTRIBUTOR OF COVERED SOFTWARE, OR ANY SUPPLIER OF ANY OF

SUCH PARTIES, BE LIABLE TO ANY PERSON FOR ANY INDIRECT, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OF ANY CHARACTER INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, DAMAGES

FOR LOST PROFITS, LOSS OF GOODWILL, WORK STOPPAGE, COMPUTER FAILURE OR

MALFUNCTION, OR ANY AND ALL OTHER COMMERCIAL DAMAGES OR LOSSES, EVEN IF SUCH

PARTY SHALL HAVE BEEN INFORMED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES. THIS LIMITATION

OF LIABILITY SHALL NOT APPLY TO LIABILITY FOR DEATH OR PERSONAL INJURY RESULTING

FROM SUCH PARTY?S NEGLIGENCE TO THE EXTENT APPLICABLE LAW PROHIBITS SUCH

LIMITATION. SOME JURISDICTIONS DO NOT ALLOW THE EXCLUSION OR LIMITATION OF

INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, SO THIS EXCLUSION AND LIMITATION MAY NOT

APPLY TO YOU.  

   *  

 

     8. U.S. GOVERNMENT END USERS.  

 

     The Covered Software is a ?commercial item,? as that term is defined in 48 C.F.R. 2.101 (Oct. 1995), consisting

of ?commercial computer software? (as that term is defined at 48 C.F.R. ? 252.227-7014(a)(1)) and ?commercial

computer software documentation? as such terms are used in 48 C.F.R. 12.212 (Sept. 1995). Consistent with 48

C.F.R. 12.212 and 48 C.F.R. 227.7202-1 through 227.7202-4 (June 1995), all U.S. Government End Users acquire
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Covered Software with only those rights set forth herein. This U.S. Government Rights clause is in lieu of, and

supersedes, any other FAR, DFAR, or other clause or provision that addresses Government rights in computer

software under this License.  

   *  

 

     9. MISCELLANEOUS.  

 

     This License represents the complete agreement concerning subject matter hereof. If any provision of this

License is held to be unenforceable, such provision shall be reformed only to the extent necessary to make it

enforceable. This License shall be governed by the law of the jurisdiction specified in a notice contained within the

Original Software (except to the extent applicable law, if any, provides otherwise), excluding such jurisdiction?s

conflict-of-law provisions. Any litigation relating to this License shall be subject to the jurisdiction of the courts

located in the jurisdiction and venue specified in a notice contained within the Original Software, with the losing

party responsible for costs, including, without limitation, court costs and reasonable attorneys? fees and expenses.

The application of the United Nations Convention on Contracts for the International Sale of Goods is expressly

excluded. Any law or regulation which provides that the language of a contract shall be construed against the drafter

shall not apply to this License. You agree that You alone are responsible for compliance with the United States

export administration regulations (and the export control laws and regulation of any other countries) when You use,

distribute or otherwise make available any Covered Software.  

   *  

 

     10. RESPONSIBILITY FOR CLAIMS.  

 

     As between Initial Developer and the Contributors, each party is responsible for claims and damages arising,

directly or indirectly, out of its utilization of rights under this License and You agree to work with Initial Developer

and Contributors to distribute such responsibility on an equitable basis. Nothing herein is intended or shall be

deemed to constitute any admission of liability.

 

 

1.494 jboss-annotations-api 1.0.1.Final-

redhat-2 
1.494.1 Available under license : 

COMMON DEVELOPMENT AND DISTRIBUTION LICENSE (CDDL) Version 1.1

1. Definitions.

 

 1.1. "Contributor" means each individual or entity that creates or

 contributes to the creation of Modifications.

 

 1.2. "Contributor Version" means the combination of the Original

 Software, prior Modifications used by a Contributor (if any), and

 the Modifications made by that particular Contributor.

 

 1.3. "Covered Software" means (a) the Original Software, or (b)

 Modifications, or (c) the combination of files containing Original

 Software with files containing Modifications, in each case including
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 portions thereof.

 

 1.4. "Executable" means the Covered Software in any form other than

 Source Code.

 

 1.5. "Initial Developer" means the individual or entity that first

 makes Original Software available under this License.

 

 1.6. "Larger Work" means a work which combines Covered Software or

 portions thereof with code not governed by the terms of this License.

 

 1.7. "License" means this document.

 

 1.8. "Licensable" means having the right to grant, to the maximum

 extent possible, whether at the time of the initial grant or

 subsequently acquired, any and all of the rights conveyed herein.

 

 1.9. "Modifications" means the Source Code and Executable form of

 any of the following:

 

 A. Any file that results from an addition to, deletion from or

 modification of the contents of a file containing Original Software

 or previous Modifications;

 

 B. Any new file that contains any part of the Original Software or

 previous Modification; or

 

 C. Any new file that is contributed or otherwise made available

 under the terms of this License.

 

 1.10. "Original Software" means the Source Code and Executable form

 of computer software code that is originally released under this

 License.

 

 1.11. "Patent Claims" means any patent claim(s), now owned or

 hereafter acquired, including without limitation, method, process,

 and apparatus claims, in any patent Licensable by grantor.

 

 1.12. "Source Code" means (a) the common form of computer software

 code in which modifications are made and (b) associated

 documentation included in or with such code.

 

 1.13. "You" (or "Your") means an individual or a legal entity

 exercising rights under, and complying with all of the terms of,

 this License. For legal entities, "You" includes any entity which

 controls, is controlled by, or is under common control with You. For

 purposes of this definition, "control" means (a) the power, direct

 or indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity,
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 whether by contract or otherwise, or (b) ownership of more than

 fifty percent (50%) of the outstanding shares or beneficial

 ownership of such entity.

 

2. License Grants.

 

 2.1. The Initial Developer Grant.

 

 Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and subject

 to third party intellectual property claims, the Initial Developer

 hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license:

 

 (a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or

 trademark) Licensable by Initial Developer, to use, reproduce,

 modify, display, perform, sublicense and distribute the Original

 Software (or portions thereof), with or without Modifications,

 and/or as part of a Larger Work; and

 

 (b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using or selling of

 Original Software, to make, have made, use, practice, sell, and

 offer for sale, and/or otherwise dispose of the Original Software

 (or portions thereof).

 

 (c) The licenses granted in Sections 2.1(a) and (b) are effective on

 the date Initial Developer first distributes or otherwise makes the

 Original Software available to a third party under the terms of this

 License.

 

 (d) Notwithstanding Section 2.1(b) above, no patent license is

 granted: (1) for code that You delete from the Original Software, or

 (2) for infringements caused by: (i) the modification of the

 Original Software, or (ii) the combination of the Original Software

 with other software or devices.

 

 2.2. Contributor Grant.

 

 Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and subject

 to third party intellectual property claims, each Contributor hereby

 grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license:

 

 (a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or

 trademark) Licensable by Contributor to use, reproduce, modify,

 display, perform, sublicense and distribute the Modifications

 created by such Contributor (or portions thereof), either on an

 unmodified basis, with other Modifications, as Covered Software

 and/or as part of a Larger Work; and

 

 (b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using, or selling
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 of Modifications made by that Contributor either alone and/or in

 combination with its Contributor Version (or portions of such

 combination), to make, use, sell, offer for sale, have made, and/or

 otherwise dispose of: (1) Modifications made by that Contributor (or

 portions thereof); and (2) the combination of Modifications made by

 that Contributor with its Contributor Version (or portions of such

 combination).

 

 (c) The licenses granted in Sections 2.2(a) and 2.2(b) are effective

 on the date Contributor first distributes or otherwise makes the

 Modifications available to a third party.

 

 (d) Notwithstanding Section 2.2(b) above, no patent license is

 granted: (1) for any code that Contributor has deleted from the

 Contributor Version; (2) for infringements caused by: (i) third

 party modifications of Contributor Version, or (ii) the combination

 of Modifications made by that Contributor with other software

 (except as part of the Contributor Version) or other devices; or (3)

 under Patent Claims infringed by Covered Software in the absence of

 Modifications made by that Contributor.

 

3. Distribution Obligations.

 

 3.1. Availability of Source Code.

 

 Any Covered Software that You distribute or otherwise make available

 in Executable form must also be made available in Source Code form

 and that Source Code form must be distributed only under the terms

 of this License. You must include a copy of this License with every

 copy of the Source Code form of the Covered Software You distribute

 or otherwise make available. You must inform recipients of any such

 Covered Software in Executable form as to how they can obtain such

 Covered Software in Source Code form in a reasonable manner on or

 through a medium customarily used for software exchange.

 

 3.2. Modifications.

 

 The Modifications that You create or to which You contribute are

 governed by the terms of this License. You represent that You

 believe Your Modifications are Your original creation(s) and/or You

 have sufficient rights to grant the rights conveyed by this License.

 

 3.3. Required Notices.

 

 You must include a notice in each of Your Modifications that

 identifies You as the Contributor of the Modification. You may not

 remove or alter any copyright, patent or trademark notices contained

 within the Covered Software, or any notices of licensing or any
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 descriptive text giving attribution to any Contributor or the

 Initial Developer.

 

 3.4. Application of Additional Terms.

 

 You may not offer or impose any terms on any Covered Software in

 Source Code form that alters or restricts the applicable version of

 this License or the recipients' rights hereunder. You may choose to

 offer, and to charge a fee for, warranty, support, indemnity or

 liability obligations to one or more recipients of Covered Software.

 However, you may do so only on Your own behalf, and not on behalf of

 the Initial Developer or any Contributor. You must make it

 absolutely clear that any such warranty, support, indemnity or

 liability obligation is offered by You alone, and You hereby agree

 to indemnify the Initial Developer and every Contributor for any

 liability incurred by the Initial Developer or such Contributor as a

 result of warranty, support, indemnity or liability terms You offer.

 

 3.5. Distribution of Executable Versions.

 

 You may distribute the Executable form of the Covered Software under

 the terms of this License or under the terms of a license of Your

 choice, which may contain terms different from this License,

 provided that You are in compliance with the terms of this License

 and that the license for the Executable form does not attempt to

 limit or alter the recipient's rights in the Source Code form from

 the rights set forth in this License. If You distribute the Covered

 Software in Executable form under a different license, You must make

 it absolutely clear that any terms which differ from this License

 are offered by You alone, not by the Initial Developer or

 Contributor. You hereby agree to indemnify the Initial Developer and

 every Contributor for any liability incurred by the Initial

 Developer or such Contributor as a result of any such terms You offer.

 

 3.6. Larger Works.

 

 You may create a Larger Work by combining Covered Software with

 other code not governed by the terms of this License and distribute

 the Larger Work as a single product. In such a case, You must make

 sure the requirements of this License are fulfilled for the Covered

 Software.

 

4. Versions of the License.

 

 4.1. New Versions.

 

 Oracle is the initial license steward and may publish revised and/or

 new versions of this License from time to time. Each version will be
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 given a distinguishing version number. Except as provided in Section

 4.3, no one other than the license steward has the right to modify

 this License.

 

 4.2. Effect of New Versions.

 

 You may always continue to use, distribute or otherwise make the

 Covered Software available under the terms of the version of the

 License under which You originally received the Covered Software. If

 the Initial Developer includes a notice in the Original Software

 prohibiting it from being distributed or otherwise made available

 under any subsequent version of the License, You must distribute and

 make the Covered Software available under the terms of the version

 of the License under which You originally received the Covered

 Software. Otherwise, You may also choose to use, distribute or

 otherwise make the Covered Software available under the terms of any

 subsequent version of the License published by the license steward.

 

 4.3. Modified Versions.

 

 When You are an Initial Developer and You want to create a new

 license for Your Original Software, You may create and use a

 modified version of this License if You: (a) rename the license and

 remove any references to the name of the license steward (except to

 note that the license differs from this License); and (b) otherwise

 make it clear that the license contains terms which differ from this

 License.

 

5. DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY.

 

 COVERED SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED UNDER THIS LICENSE ON AN "AS IS" BASIS,

 WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED,

 INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, WARRANTIES THAT THE COVERED SOFTWARE

 IS FREE OF DEFECTS, MERCHANTABLE, FIT FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR

 NON-INFRINGING. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF

 THE COVERED SOFTWARE IS WITH YOU. SHOULD ANY COVERED SOFTWARE PROVE

 DEFECTIVE IN ANY RESPECT, YOU (NOT THE INITIAL DEVELOPER OR ANY

 OTHER CONTRIBUTOR) ASSUME THE COST OF ANY NECESSARY SERVICING,

 REPAIR OR CORRECTION. THIS DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY CONSTITUTES AN

 ESSENTIAL PART OF THIS LICENSE. NO USE OF ANY COVERED SOFTWARE IS

 AUTHORIZED HEREUNDER EXCEPT UNDER THIS DISCLAIMER.

 

6. TERMINATION.

 

 6.1. This License and the rights granted hereunder will terminate

 automatically if You fail to comply with terms herein and fail to

 cure such breach within 30 days of becoming aware of the breach.

 Provisions which, by their nature, must remain in effect beyond the
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 termination of this License shall survive.

 

 6.2. If You assert a patent infringement claim (excluding

 declaratory judgment actions) against Initial Developer or a

 Contributor (the Initial Developer or Contributor against whom You

 assert such claim is referred to as "Participant") alleging that the

 Participant Software (meaning the Contributor Version where the

 Participant is a Contributor or the Original Software where the

 Participant is the Initial Developer) directly or indirectly

 infringes any patent, then any and all rights granted directly or

 indirectly to You by such Participant, the Initial Developer (if the

 Initial Developer is not the Participant) and all Contributors under

 Sections 2.1 and/or 2.2 of this License shall, upon 60 days notice

 from Participant terminate prospectively and automatically at the

 expiration of such 60 day notice period, unless if within such 60

 day period You withdraw Your claim with respect to the Participant

 Software against such Participant either unilaterally or pursuant to

 a written agreement with Participant.

 

 6.3. If You assert a patent infringement claim against Participant

 alleging that the Participant Software directly or indirectly

 infringes any patent where such claim is resolved (such as by

 license or settlement) prior to the initiation of patent

 infringement litigation, then the reasonable value of the licenses

 granted by such Participant under Sections 2.1 or 2.2 shall be taken

 into account in determining the amount or value of any payment or

 license.

 

 6.4. In the event of termination under Sections 6.1 or 6.2 above,

 all end user licenses that have been validly granted by You or any

 distributor hereunder prior to termination (excluding licenses

 granted to You by any distributor) shall survive termination.

 

7. LIMITATION OF LIABILITY.

 

 UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES AND UNDER NO LEGAL THEORY, WHETHER TORT

 (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE), CONTRACT, OR OTHERWISE, SHALL YOU, THE

 INITIAL DEVELOPER, ANY OTHER CONTRIBUTOR, OR ANY DISTRIBUTOR OF

 COVERED SOFTWARE, OR ANY SUPPLIER OF ANY OF SUCH PARTIES, BE LIABLE

 TO ANY PERSON FOR ANY INDIRECT, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, OR

 CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OF ANY CHARACTER INCLUDING, WITHOUT

 LIMITATION, DAMAGES FOR LOSS OF GOODWILL, WORK STOPPAGE, COMPUTER

 FAILURE OR MALFUNCTION, OR ANY AND ALL OTHER COMMERCIAL DAMAGES OR

 LOSSES, EVEN IF SUCH PARTY SHALL HAVE BEEN INFORMED OF THE

 POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES. THIS LIMITATION OF LIABILITY SHALL NOT

 APPLY TO LIABILITY FOR DEATH OR PERSONAL INJURY RESULTING FROM SUCH

 PARTY'S NEGLIGENCE TO THE EXTENT APPLICABLE LAW PROHIBITS SUCH

 LIMITATION. SOME JURISDICTIONS DO NOT ALLOW THE EXCLUSION OR
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 LIMITATION OF INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, SO THIS EXCLUSION

 AND LIMITATION MAY NOT APPLY TO YOU.

 

8. U.S. GOVERNMENT END USERS.

 

 The Covered Software is a "commercial item," as that term is defined

 in 48 C.F.R. 2.101 (Oct. 1995), consisting of "commercial computer

 software" (as that term is defined at 48 C.F.R. §

 252.227-7014(a)(1)) and "commercial computer software documentation"

 as such terms are used in 48 C.F.R. 12.212 (Sept. 1995). Consistent

 with 48 C.F.R. 12.212 and 48 C.F.R. 227.7202-1 through 227.7202-4

 (June 1995), all U.S. Government End Users acquire Covered Software

 with only those rights set forth herein. This U.S. Government Rights

 clause is in lieu of, and supersedes, any other FAR, DFAR, or other

 clause or provision that addresses Government rights in computer

 software under this License.

 

9. MISCELLANEOUS.

 

 This License represents the complete agreement concerning subject

 matter hereof. If any provision of this License is held to be

 unenforceable, such provision shall be reformed only to the extent

 necessary to make it enforceable. This License shall be governed by

 the law of the jurisdiction specified in a notice contained within

 the Original Software (except to the extent applicable law, if any,

 provides otherwise), excluding such jurisdiction's conflict-of-law

 provisions. Any litigation relating to this License shall be subject

 to the jurisdiction of the courts located in the jurisdiction and

 venue specified in a notice contained within the Original Software,

 with the losing party responsible for costs, including, without

 limitation, court costs and reasonable attorneys' fees and expenses.

 The application of the United Nations Convention on Contracts for

 the International Sale of Goods is expressly excluded. Any law or

 regulation which provides that the language of a contract shall be

 construed against the drafter shall not apply to this License. You

 agree that You alone are responsible for compliance with the United

 States export administration regulations (and the export control

 laws and regulation of any other countries) when You use, distribute

 or otherwise make available any Covered Software.

 

10. RESPONSIBILITY FOR CLAIMS.

 

 As between Initial Developer and the Contributors, each party is

 responsible for claims and damages arising, directly or indirectly,

 out of its utilization of rights under this License and You agree to

 work with Initial Developer and Contributors to distribute such

 responsibility on an equitable basis. Nothing herein is intended or

 shall be deemed to constitute any admission of liability.
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1.495 jboss-ejb-api 1.0.2.Final 
1.495.1 Available under license : 

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE         

		       Version 2, June 1991         

        

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.,         

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA         

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies         

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.         

        

			    Preamble         

        

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your         

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public         

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free         

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This         

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software         

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to         

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by         

the GNU Lesser General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to         

your programs, too.         

        

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not         

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you         

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for         

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it         

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it         

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.         

        

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid         

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.         

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you         

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.         

        

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether         

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that         

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the         

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their         

rights.         

        

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and         

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,         

distribute and/or modify the software.         

        

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain         
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that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free         

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we         

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so         

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original         

authors' reputations.         

        

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software         

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free         

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the         

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any         

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.         

        

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and         

modification follow.         

        

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE         

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION         

        

 0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains         

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed         

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,         

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"         

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:         

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,         

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another         

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in         

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".         

        

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not         

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of         

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program         

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the         

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).         

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.         

        

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's         

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you         

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate         

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the         

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;         

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License         

along with the Program.         

        

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and         

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.         

        

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion         

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and         
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distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1         

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:         

        

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices         

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.         

        

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in         

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any         

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third         

   parties under the terms of this License.         

        

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively         

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such         

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an         

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a         

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide         

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under         

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this         

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but         

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on         

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)         

        

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If         

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,         

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in         

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those         

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you         

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based         

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of         

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the         

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.         

        

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest         

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to         

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or         

collective works based on the Program.         

        

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program         

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of         

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under         

the scope of this License.         

        

 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,         

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of         

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:         

        

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable         

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections         
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   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,         

        

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three         

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your         

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete         

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be         

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium         

   customarily used for software interchange; or,         

        

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer         

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is         

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you         

   received the program in object code or executable form with such         

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)         

        

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for         

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source         

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any         

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to         

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a         

special exception, the source code distributed need not include         

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary         

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the         

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component         

itself accompanies the executable.         

        

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering         

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent         

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as         

distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not         

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.         

        

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program         

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt         

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is         

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.         

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under         

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such         

parties remain in full compliance.         

        

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not         

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or         

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are         

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by         

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the         

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and         

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying         

the Program or works based on it.         
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 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the         

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the         

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to         

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further         

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.         

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to         

this License.         

        

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent         

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),         

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or         

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not         

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot         

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this         

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you         

may not distribute the Program at all.  For example, if a patent         

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by         

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then         

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to         

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.         

        

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under         

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to         

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other         

circumstances.         

        

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any         

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any         

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the         

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is         

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made         

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed         

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that         

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing         

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot         

impose that choice.         

        

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to         

be a consequence of the rest of this License.         

        

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in         

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the         

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License         

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding         

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among         

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates         

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.         
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 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions         

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will         

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to         

address new problems or concerns.         

        

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program         

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any         

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions         

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free         

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of         

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software         

Foundation.         

        

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free         

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author         

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free         

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes         

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals         

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and         

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.         

        

			    NO WARRANTY         

        

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY         

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN         

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES         

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED         

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF         

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS         

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE         

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,         

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.         

        

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING         

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR         

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,         

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING         

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED         

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY         

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER         

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE         

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.         

        

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS         

        

	    How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs         
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 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest         

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it         

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.         

        

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest         

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively         

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least         

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.         

        

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>         

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>         

        

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify         

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by         

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or         

   (at your option) any later version.         

        

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,         

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of         

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the         

   GNU General Public License for more details.         

        

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along         

   with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc.,         

   51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.         

        

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.         

        

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this         

when it starts in an interactive mode:         

        

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author         

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type 'show w'.         

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it         

   under certain conditions; type 'show c' for details.         

        

The hypothetical commands 'show w' and 'show c' should show the appropriate         

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may         

be called something other than 'show w' and 'show c'; they could even be         

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.         

        

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your         

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if         

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:         

        

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program         

 'Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.         
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 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989         

 Ty Coon, President of Vice         

        

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into         

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may         

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the         

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General         

Public License instead of this License.

 

1.496 jboss-as-deployment-repository

7.3.0.Final-redhat-14 
1.496.1 Available under license : 

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* as indicated by the @authors tag. All rights reserved. *

This copyrighted material is made available to anyone wishing to use, * modify, copy, or redistribute it subject to

the terms and conditions * of the GNU Lesser General Public License, v. 2.1. * This program is distributed in the

hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT A * WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A * PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU Lesser General Public

License for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public License, * MA

02110-1301, USA.'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it * under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as * published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of * the License, or (at your option) any later version. * This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of *

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU * Lesser General Public

License for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public'

 

1.497 jboss-msc 1.0.4.GA 
1.497.1 Available under license : 

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in 'This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version. This software is distributed in the hope that it will

be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU Lesser General Public License for more details. You

should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public'

 

1.498 commons-modeler 2.0.1 
1.498.1 Available under license : 

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/
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  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner
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     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and
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     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions
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     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
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  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

Apache Jakarta Commons Modeler

Copyright 2001-2007 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed by

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

1.499 activation 1.1.1-redhat-2 
1.499.1 Available under license : 

COMMON DEVELOPMENT AND DISTRIBUTION LICENSE (CDDL) Version 1.1

1. Definitions.

 

 1.1. "Contributor" means each individual or entity that creates or

 contributes to the creation of Modifications.

 

 1.2. "Contributor Version" means the combination of the Original

 Software, prior Modifications used by a Contributor (if any), and

 the Modifications made by that particular Contributor.

 

 1.3. "Covered Software" means (a) the Original Software, or (b)

 Modifications, or (c) the combination of files containing Original

 Software with files containing Modifications, in each case including

 portions thereof.

 

 1.4. "Executable" means the Covered Software in any form other than

 Source Code.

 

 1.5. "Initial Developer" means the individual or entity that first

 makes Original Software available under this License.

 

 1.6. "Larger Work" means a work which combines Covered Software or

 portions thereof with code not governed by the terms of this License.

 

 1.7. "License" means this document.

 

 1.8. "Licensable" means having the right to grant, to the maximum

 extent possible, whether at the time of the initial grant or

 subsequently acquired, any and all of the rights conveyed herein.

 

 1.9. "Modifications" means the Source Code and Executable form of

 any of the following:
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 A. Any file that results from an addition to, deletion from or

 modification of the contents of a file containing Original Software

 or previous Modifications;

 

 B. Any new file that contains any part of the Original Software or

 previous Modification; or

 

 C. Any new file that is contributed or otherwise made available

 under the terms of this License.

 

 1.10. "Original Software" means the Source Code and Executable form

 of computer software code that is originally released under this

 License.

 

 1.11. "Patent Claims" means any patent claim(s), now owned or

 hereafter acquired, including without limitation, method, process,

 and apparatus claims, in any patent Licensable by grantor.

 

 1.12. "Source Code" means (a) the common form of computer software

 code in which modifications are made and (b) associated

 documentation included in or with such code.

 

 1.13. "You" (or "Your") means an individual or a legal entity

 exercising rights under, and complying with all of the terms of,

 this License. For legal entities, "You" includes any entity which

 controls, is controlled by, or is under common control with You. For

 purposes of this definition, "control" means (a) the power, direct

 or indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity,

 whether by contract or otherwise, or (b) ownership of more than

 fifty percent (50%) of the outstanding shares or beneficial

 ownership of such entity.

 

2. License Grants.

 

 2.1. The Initial Developer Grant.

 

 Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and subject

 to third party intellectual property claims, the Initial Developer

 hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license:

 

 (a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or

 trademark) Licensable by Initial Developer, to use, reproduce,

 modify, display, perform, sublicense and distribute the Original

 Software (or portions thereof), with or without Modifications,

 and/or as part of a Larger Work; and

 

 (b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using or selling of
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 Original Software, to make, have made, use, practice, sell, and

 offer for sale, and/or otherwise dispose of the Original Software

 (or portions thereof).

 

 (c) The licenses granted in Sections 2.1(a) and (b) are effective on

 the date Initial Developer first distributes or otherwise makes the

 Original Software available to a third party under the terms of this

 License.

 

 (d) Notwithstanding Section 2.1(b) above, no patent license is

 granted: (1) for code that You delete from the Original Software, or

 (2) for infringements caused by: (i) the modification of the

 Original Software, or (ii) the combination of the Original Software

 with other software or devices.

 

 2.2. Contributor Grant.

 

 Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and subject

 to third party intellectual property claims, each Contributor hereby

 grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license:

 

 (a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or

 trademark) Licensable by Contributor to use, reproduce, modify,

 display, perform, sublicense and distribute the Modifications

 created by such Contributor (or portions thereof), either on an

 unmodified basis, with other Modifications, as Covered Software

 and/or as part of a Larger Work; and

 

 (b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using, or selling

 of Modifications made by that Contributor either alone and/or in

 combination with its Contributor Version (or portions of such

 combination), to make, use, sell, offer for sale, have made, and/or

 otherwise dispose of: (1) Modifications made by that Contributor (or

 portions thereof); and (2) the combination of Modifications made by

 that Contributor with its Contributor Version (or portions of such

 combination).

 

 (c) The licenses granted in Sections 2.2(a) and 2.2(b) are effective

 on the date Contributor first distributes or otherwise makes the

 Modifications available to a third party.

 

 (d) Notwithstanding Section 2.2(b) above, no patent license is

 granted: (1) for any code that Contributor has deleted from the

 Contributor Version; (2) for infringements caused by: (i) third

 party modifications of Contributor Version, or (ii) the combination

 of Modifications made by that Contributor with other software

 (except as part of the Contributor Version) or other devices; or (3)

 under Patent Claims infringed by Covered Software in the absence of
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 Modifications made by that Contributor.

 

3. Distribution Obligations.

 

 3.1. Availability of Source Code.

 

 Any Covered Software that You distribute or otherwise make available

 in Executable form must also be made available in Source Code form

 and that Source Code form must be distributed only under the terms

 of this License. You must include a copy of this License with every

 copy of the Source Code form of the Covered Software You distribute

 or otherwise make available. You must inform recipients of any such

 Covered Software in Executable form as to how they can obtain such

 Covered Software in Source Code form in a reasonable manner on or

 through a medium customarily used for software exchange.

 

 3.2. Modifications.

 

 The Modifications that You create or to which You contribute are

 governed by the terms of this License. You represent that You

 believe Your Modifications are Your original creation(s) and/or You

 have sufficient rights to grant the rights conveyed by this License.

 

 3.3. Required Notices.

 

 You must include a notice in each of Your Modifications that

 identifies You as the Contributor of the Modification. You may not

 remove or alter any copyright, patent or trademark notices contained

 within the Covered Software, or any notices of licensing or any

 descriptive text giving attribution to any Contributor or the

 Initial Developer.

 

 3.4. Application of Additional Terms.

 

 You may not offer or impose any terms on any Covered Software in

 Source Code form that alters or restricts the applicable version of

 this License or the recipients' rights hereunder. You may choose to

 offer, and to charge a fee for, warranty, support, indemnity or

 liability obligations to one or more recipients of Covered Software.

 However, you may do so only on Your own behalf, and not on behalf of

 the Initial Developer or any Contributor. You must make it

 absolutely clear that any such warranty, support, indemnity or

 liability obligation is offered by You alone, and You hereby agree

 to indemnify the Initial Developer and every Contributor for any

 liability incurred by the Initial Developer or such Contributor as a

 result of warranty, support, indemnity or liability terms You offer.

 

 3.5. Distribution of Executable Versions.
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 You may distribute the Executable form of the Covered Software under

 the terms of this License or under the terms of a license of Your

 choice, which may contain terms different from this License,

 provided that You are in compliance with the terms of this License

 and that the license for the Executable form does not attempt to

 limit or alter the recipient's rights in the Source Code form from

 the rights set forth in this License. If You distribute the Covered

 Software in Executable form under a different license, You must make

 it absolutely clear that any terms which differ from this License

 are offered by You alone, not by the Initial Developer or

 Contributor. You hereby agree to indemnify the Initial Developer and

 every Contributor for any liability incurred by the Initial

 Developer or such Contributor as a result of any such terms You offer.

 

 3.6. Larger Works.

 

 You may create a Larger Work by combining Covered Software with

 other code not governed by the terms of this License and distribute

 the Larger Work as a single product. In such a case, You must make

 sure the requirements of this License are fulfilled for the Covered

 Software.

 

4. Versions of the License.

 

 4.1. New Versions.

 

 Oracle is the initial license steward and may publish revised and/or

 new versions of this License from time to time. Each version will be

 given a distinguishing version number. Except as provided in Section

 4.3, no one other than the license steward has the right to modify

 this License.

 

 4.2. Effect of New Versions.

 

 You may always continue to use, distribute or otherwise make the

 Covered Software available under the terms of the version of the

 License under which You originally received the Covered Software. If

 the Initial Developer includes a notice in the Original Software

 prohibiting it from being distributed or otherwise made available

 under any subsequent version of the License, You must distribute and

 make the Covered Software available under the terms of the version

 of the License under which You originally received the Covered

 Software. Otherwise, You may also choose to use, distribute or

 otherwise make the Covered Software available under the terms of any

 subsequent version of the License published by the license steward.

 

 4.3. Modified Versions.
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 When You are an Initial Developer and You want to create a new

 license for Your Original Software, You may create and use a

 modified version of this License if You: (a) rename the license and

 remove any references to the name of the license steward (except to

 note that the license differs from this License); and (b) otherwise

 make it clear that the license contains terms which differ from this

 License.

 

5. DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY.

 

 COVERED SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED UNDER THIS LICENSE ON AN "AS IS" BASIS,

 WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED,

 INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, WARRANTIES THAT THE COVERED SOFTWARE

 IS FREE OF DEFECTS, MERCHANTABLE, FIT FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR

 NON-INFRINGING. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF

 THE COVERED SOFTWARE IS WITH YOU. SHOULD ANY COVERED SOFTWARE PROVE

 DEFECTIVE IN ANY RESPECT, YOU (NOT THE INITIAL DEVELOPER OR ANY

 OTHER CONTRIBUTOR) ASSUME THE COST OF ANY NECESSARY SERVICING,

 REPAIR OR CORRECTION. THIS DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY CONSTITUTES AN

 ESSENTIAL PART OF THIS LICENSE. NO USE OF ANY COVERED SOFTWARE IS

 AUTHORIZED HEREUNDER EXCEPT UNDER THIS DISCLAIMER.

 

6. TERMINATION.

 

 6.1. This License and the rights granted hereunder will terminate

 automatically if You fail to comply with terms herein and fail to

 cure such breach within 30 days of becoming aware of the breach.

 Provisions which, by their nature, must remain in effect beyond the

 termination of this License shall survive.

 

 6.2. If You assert a patent infringement claim (excluding

 declaratory judgment actions) against Initial Developer or a

 Contributor (the Initial Developer or Contributor against whom You

 assert such claim is referred to as "Participant") alleging that the

 Participant Software (meaning the Contributor Version where the

 Participant is a Contributor or the Original Software where the

 Participant is the Initial Developer) directly or indirectly

 infringes any patent, then any and all rights granted directly or

 indirectly to You by such Participant, the Initial Developer (if the

 Initial Developer is not the Participant) and all Contributors under

 Sections 2.1 and/or 2.2 of this License shall, upon 60 days notice

 from Participant terminate prospectively and automatically at the

 expiration of such 60 day notice period, unless if within such 60

 day period You withdraw Your claim with respect to the Participant

 Software against such Participant either unilaterally or pursuant to

 a written agreement with Participant.
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 6.3. If You assert a patent infringement claim against Participant

 alleging that the Participant Software directly or indirectly

 infringes any patent where such claim is resolved (such as by

 license or settlement) prior to the initiation of patent

 infringement litigation, then the reasonable value of the licenses

 granted by such Participant under Sections 2.1 or 2.2 shall be taken

 into account in determining the amount or value of any payment or

 license.

 

 6.4. In the event of termination under Sections 6.1 or 6.2 above,

 all end user licenses that have been validly granted by You or any

 distributor hereunder prior to termination (excluding licenses

 granted to You by any distributor) shall survive termination.

 

7. LIMITATION OF LIABILITY.

 

 UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES AND UNDER NO LEGAL THEORY, WHETHER TORT

 (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE), CONTRACT, OR OTHERWISE, SHALL YOU, THE

 INITIAL DEVELOPER, ANY OTHER CONTRIBUTOR, OR ANY DISTRIBUTOR OF

 COVERED SOFTWARE, OR ANY SUPPLIER OF ANY OF SUCH PARTIES, BE LIABLE

 TO ANY PERSON FOR ANY INDIRECT, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, OR

 CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OF ANY CHARACTER INCLUDING, WITHOUT

 LIMITATION, DAMAGES FOR LOSS OF GOODWILL, WORK STOPPAGE, COMPUTER

 FAILURE OR MALFUNCTION, OR ANY AND ALL OTHER COMMERCIAL DAMAGES OR

 LOSSES, EVEN IF SUCH PARTY SHALL HAVE BEEN INFORMED OF THE

 POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES. THIS LIMITATION OF LIABILITY SHALL NOT

 APPLY TO LIABILITY FOR DEATH OR PERSONAL INJURY RESULTING FROM SUCH

 PARTY'S NEGLIGENCE TO THE EXTENT APPLICABLE LAW PROHIBITS SUCH

 LIMITATION. SOME JURISDICTIONS DO NOT ALLOW THE EXCLUSION OR

 LIMITATION OF INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, SO THIS EXCLUSION

 AND LIMITATION MAY NOT APPLY TO YOU.

 

8. U.S. GOVERNMENT END USERS.

 

 The Covered Software is a "commercial item," as that term is defined

 in 48 C.F.R. 2.101 (Oct. 1995), consisting of "commercial computer

 software" (as that term is defined at 48 C.F.R. §

 252.227-7014(a)(1)) and "commercial computer software documentation"

 as such terms are used in 48 C.F.R. 12.212 (Sept. 1995). Consistent

 with 48 C.F.R. 12.212 and 48 C.F.R. 227.7202-1 through 227.7202-4

 (June 1995), all U.S. Government End Users acquire Covered Software

 with only those rights set forth herein. This U.S. Government Rights

 clause is in lieu of, and supersedes, any other FAR, DFAR, or other

 clause or provision that addresses Government rights in computer

 software under this License.

 

9. MISCELLANEOUS.
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 This License represents the complete agreement concerning subject

 matter hereof. If any provision of this License is held to be

 unenforceable, such provision shall be reformed only to the extent

 necessary to make it enforceable. This License shall be governed by

 the law of the jurisdiction specified in a notice contained within

 the Original Software (except to the extent applicable law, if any,

 provides otherwise), excluding such jurisdiction's conflict-of-law

 provisions. Any litigation relating to this License shall be subject

 to the jurisdiction of the courts located in the jurisdiction and

 venue specified in a notice contained within the Original Software,

 with the losing party responsible for costs, including, without

 limitation, court costs and reasonable attorneys' fees and expenses.

 The application of the United Nations Convention on Contracts for

 the International Sale of Goods is expressly excluded. Any law or

 regulation which provides that the language of a contract shall be

 construed against the drafter shall not apply to this License. You

 agree that You alone are responsible for compliance with the United

 States export administration regulations (and the export control

 laws and regulation of any other countries) when You use, distribute

 or otherwise make available any Covered Software.

 

10. RESPONSIBILITY FOR CLAIMS.

 

 As between Initial Developer and the Contributors, each party is

 responsible for claims and damages arising, directly or indirectly,

 out of its utilization of rights under this License and You agree to

 work with Initial Developer and Contributors to distribute such

 responsibility on an equitable basis. Nothing herein is intended or

 shall be deemed to constitute any admission of liability.

/*

* DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS HEADER.

*

* Copyright 1997-2007 Sun Microsystems, Inc. All rights reserved.

*

* The contents of this file are subject to the terms of either the GNU

* General Public License Version 2 only ("GPL") or the Common Development

* and Distribution License("CDDL") (collectively, the "License").  You

* may not use this file except in compliance with the License. You can obtain

* a copy of the License at https://glassfish.dev.java.net/public/CDDL+GPL.html

* or glassfish/bootstrap/legal/LICENSE.txt.  See the License for the specific

* language governing permissions and limitations under the License.

*

* When distributing the software, include this License Header Notice in each

* file and include the License file at glassfish/bootstrap/legal/LICENSE.txt.

* Sun designates this particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception

* as provided by Sun in the GPL Version 2 section of the License file that

* accompanied this code.  If applicable, add the following below the License

* Header, with the fields enclosed by brackets [] replaced by your own
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* identifying information: "Portions Copyrighted [year]

* [name of copyright owner]"

*

* Contributor(s):

*

* If you wish your version of this file to be governed by only the CDDL or

* only the GPL Version 2, indicate your decision by adding "[Contributor]

* elects to include this software in this distribution under the [CDDL or GPL

* Version 2] license."  If you don't indicate a single choice of license, a

* recipient has the option to distribute your version of this file under

* either the CDDL, the GPL Version 2 or to extend the choice of license to

* its licensees as provided above.  However, if you add GPL Version 2 code

* and therefore, elected the GPL Version 2 license, then the option applies

* only if the new code is made subject to such option by the copyright

* holder.

*/

 

1.500 jbossjspapi 1.0.1.Final 

 

1.501 scala-compiler 2.13.3 
1.501.1 Available under license : 

Scala

Copyright (c) 2002-2020 EPFL

Copyright (c) 2011-2020 Lightbend, Inc.

 

Scala includes software developed at

LAMP/EPFL (https://lamp.epfl.ch/) and

Lightbend, Inc. (https://www.lightbend.com/).

 

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License").

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

limitations under the License.

 

This software includes projects with other licenses -- see `doc/LICENSE.md`.

                                 Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.
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     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to
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     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of
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         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.
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  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
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  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.502 jboss-remote-naming 1.0.5.Final 
1.502.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* JBoss, Home of Professional Open Source.

* Copyright 2011, Red Hat, Inc., and individual contributors

* as indicated by the @author tags. See the copyright.txt file in the

* distribution for a full listing of individual contributors.

*

* This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

* under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as

* published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2.1 of

* the License, or (at your option) any later version.

*

* This software is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

* but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

* MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU

* Lesser General Public License for more details.

*

* You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

* License along with this software; if not, write to the Free

* Software Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA

* 02110-1301 USA, or see the FSF site: http://www.fsf.org.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675666_1654022899.4285066/0/jboss-remote-naming-1-0-5-final-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/naming/remote/Constants.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675666_1654022899.4285066/0/jboss-remote-naming-1-0-5-final-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/naming/remote/protocol/v1/Protocol.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675666_1654022899.4285066/0/jboss-remote-naming-1-0-5-final-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/naming/remote/protocol/ProtocolCommand.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675666_1654022899.4285066/0/jboss-remote-naming-1-0-5-final-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/naming/remote/protocol/v1/BaseProtocolCommand.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675666_1654022899.4285066/0/jboss-remote-naming-1-0-5-final-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/naming/remote/protocol/v1/ReadUtil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675666_1654022899.4285066/0/jboss-remote-naming-1-0-5-final-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/naming/remote/protocol/v1/VersionOne.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675666_1654022899.4285066/0/jboss-remote-naming-1-0-5-final-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/naming/remote/protocol/v1/WriteUtil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675666_1654022899.4285066/0/jboss-remote-naming-1-0-5-final-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/naming/remote/protocol/v1/RemoteNamingServerV1.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1110675666_1654022899.4285066/0/jboss-remote-naming-1-0-5-final-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/naming/remote/protocol/v1/RemoteNamingStoreV1.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675666_1654022899.4285066/0/jboss-remote-naming-1-0-5-final-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/naming/remote/protocol/Versions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675666_1654022899.4285066/0/jboss-remote-naming-1-0-5-final-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/naming/remote/client/RemoteContextFactory.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* JBoss, Home of Professional Open Source.

* Copyright 2012, Red Hat, Inc., and individual contributors

* as indicated by the @author tags. See the copyright.txt file in the

* distribution for a full listing of individual contributors.

*

* This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

* under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as

* published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2.1 of

* the License, or (at your option) any later version.

*

* This software is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

* but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

* MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU

* Lesser General Public License for more details.

*

* You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

* License along with this software; if not, write to the Free

* Software Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA

* 02110-1301 USA, or see the FSF site: http://www.fsf.org.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675666_1654022899.4285066/0/jboss-remote-naming-1-0-5-final-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/naming/remote/client/RemoteNamingStoreConnectionInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675666_1654022899.4285066/0/jboss-remote-naming-1-0-5-final-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/naming/remote/protocol/v1/ProtocolIoFuture.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675666_1654022899.4285066/0/jboss-remote-naming-1-0-5-final-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/naming/remote/protocol/CancellableDataOutputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675666_1654022899.4285066/0/jboss-remote-naming-1-0-5-final-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/naming/remote/protocol/v1/Constants.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675666_1654022899.4285066/0/jboss-remote-naming-1-0-5-final-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/naming/remote/client/RemoteContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675666_1654022899.4285066/0/jboss-remote-naming-1-0-5-final-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/naming/remote/server/RemoteNamingServer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675666_1654022899.4285066/0/jboss-remote-naming-1-0-5-final-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/naming/remote/protocol/IoFutureHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675666_1654022899.4285066/0/jboss-remote-naming-1-0-5-final-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/naming/remote/client/SecurityActions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675666_1654022899.4285066/0/jboss-remote-naming-1-0-5-final-sources-1-
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jar/org/jboss/naming/remote/client/RemoteNamingStore.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675666_1654022899.4285066/0/jboss-remote-naming-1-0-5-final-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/naming/remote/client/InitialContextFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675666_1654022899.4285066/0/jboss-remote-naming-1-0-5-final-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/naming/remote/server/RemoteNamingService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675666_1654022899.4285066/0/jboss-remote-naming-1-0-5-final-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/naming/remote/client/ClientUtil.java

 

1.503 commons-configuration 1.6.redhat-3 
1.503.1 Available under license : 

 

Commons Configuration

Copyright 2001-2013 JBoss by Red Hat

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

Apache Commons Configuration

Copyright 2001-2008 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed by

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.
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     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.
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  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed
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         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this
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     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.504 spring-beans 4.1.5.RELEASE 
1.504.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2011 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
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*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626632_1610729673.81/0/spring-beans-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/xml/BeanDefinitionParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626632_1610729673.81/0/spring-beans-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/Aware.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626632_1610729673.81/0/spring-beans-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/config/BeanDefinitionVisitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626632_1610729673.81/0/spring-beans-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/BeanNameAware.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626632_1610729673.81/0/spring-beans-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/annotation/Qualifier.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2013 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626632_1610729673.81/0/spring-beans-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/access/BeanFactoryReference.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626632_1610729673.81/0/spring-beans-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/ChildBeanDefinition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626632_1610729673.81/0/spring-beans-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/TypeConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626632_1610729673.81/0/spring-beans-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/GenericTypeAwareAutowireCandidateResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626632_1610729673.81/0/spring-beans-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/support/ResourceEditorRegistrar.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1123626632_1610729673.81/0/spring-beans-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/BeanDefinitionBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626632_1610729673.81/0/spring-beans-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/config/ConstructorArgumentValues.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626632_1610729673.81/0/spring-beans-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/config/PropertyPlaceholderConfigurer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626632_1610729673.81/0/spring-beans-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/groovy/GroovyBeanDefinitionWrapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626632_1610729673.81/0/spring-beans-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/ExtendedBeanInfoFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626632_1610729673.81/0/spring-beans-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/xml/XmlBeanDefinitionReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626632_1610729673.81/0/spring-beans-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/PropertiesBeanDefinitionReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626632_1610729673.81/0/spring-beans-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/AutowireCandidateResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626632_1610729673.81/0/spring-beans-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/NoUniqueBeanDefinitionException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626632_1610729673.81/0/spring-beans-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/config/TypedStringValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626632_1610729673.81/0/spring-beans-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/config/PropertiesFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626632_1610729673.81/0/spring-beans-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/ListableBeanFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626632_1610729673.81/0/spring-beans-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/config/ServiceLocatorFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626632_1610729673.81/0/spring-beans-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/config/CustomEditorConfigurer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626632_1610729673.81/0/spring-beans-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/SimpleTypeConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626632_1610729673.81/0/spring-beans-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/BeanDefinitionReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626632_1610729673.81/0/spring-beans-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/groovy/GroovyDynamicElementReader.groovy

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626632_1610729673.81/0/spring-beans-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/BeanFactoryUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626632_1610729673.81/0/spring-beans-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/RootBeanDefinition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626632_1610729673.81/0/spring-beans-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/AbstractBeanDefinitionReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626632_1610729673.81/0/spring-beans-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/SimpleAutowireCandidateResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626632_1610729673.81/0/spring-beans-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/wiring/BeanConfigurerSupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626632_1610729673.81/0/spring-beans-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/propertyeditors/TimeZoneEditor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626632_1610729673.81/0/spring-beans-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/annotation/RequiredAnnotationBeanPostProcessor.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1123626632_1610729673.81/0/spring-beans-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/BeanInfoFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626632_1610729673.81/0/spring-beans-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/config/AutowireCapableBeanFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626632_1610729673.81/0/spring-beans-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/config/PlaceholderConfigurerSupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626632_1610729673.81/0/spring-beans-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/config/PropertyOverrideConfigurer.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2006 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626632_1610729673.81/0/spring-beans-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/NamedBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626632_1610729673.81/0/spring-beans-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/propertyeditors/CharArrayPropertyEditor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626632_1610729673.81/0/spring-beans-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/parsing/BeanEntry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626632_1610729673.81/0/spring-beans-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/propertyeditors/ByteArrayPropertyEditor.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2015 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
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* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626632_1610729673.81/0/spring-beans-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/BeanWrapperImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626632_1610729673.81/0/spring-beans-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/BeanDefinitionReaderUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626632_1610729673.81/0/spring-beans-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/DefaultListableBeanFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626632_1610729673.81/0/spring-beans-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/xml/AbstractBeanDefinitionParser.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2014 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626632_1610729673.81/0/spring-beans-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/config/ConfigurableListableBeanFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626632_1610729673.81/0/spring-beans-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/FactoryBeanRegistrySupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626632_1610729673.81/0/spring-beans-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/PropertyMatches.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626632_1610729673.81/0/spring-beans-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/PropertyDescriptorUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626632_1610729673.81/0/spring-beans-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/ConstructorResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626632_1610729673.81/0/spring-beans-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/config/YamlPropertiesFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626632_1610729673.81/0/spring-beans-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/DisposableBeanAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626632_1610729673.81/0/spring-beans-4-1-5-release-sources-1-
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jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/config/BeanDefinition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626632_1610729673.81/0/spring-beans-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/annotation/AnnotatedBeanDefinition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626632_1610729673.81/0/spring-beans-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/AbstractAutowireCapableBeanFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626632_1610729673.81/0/spring-beans-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/propertyeditors/ResourceBundleEditor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626632_1610729673.81/0/spring-beans-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/annotation/AnnotatedGenericBeanDefinition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626632_1610729673.81/0/spring-beans-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/access/el/SpringBeanELResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626632_1610729673.81/0/spring-beans-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/config/DependencyDescriptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626632_1610729673.81/0/spring-beans-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/annotation/QualifierAnnotationAutowireCandidateResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626632_1610729673.81/0/spring-beans-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/annotation/Lookup.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626632_1610729673.81/0/spring-beans-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/ReplaceOverride.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626632_1610729673.81/0/spring-beans-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/xml/XmlReaderContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626632_1610729673.81/0/spring-beans-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/annotation/AutowiredAnnotationBeanPostProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626632_1610729673.81/0/spring-beans-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/TypeConverterDelegate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626632_1610729673.81/0/spring-beans-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/xml/UtilNamespaceHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626632_1610729673.81/0/spring-beans-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/config/MethodInvokingBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626632_1610729673.81/0/spring-beans-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/AbstractBeanFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626632_1610729673.81/0/spring-beans-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/DirectFieldAccessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626632_1610729673.81/0/spring-beans-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/AbstractPropertyAccessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626632_1610729673.81/0/spring-beans-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/groovy/GroovyBeanDefinitionReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626632_1610729673.81/0/spring-beans-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/NoSuchBeanDefinitionException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626632_1610729673.81/0/spring-beans-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/BeanUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626632_1610729673.81/0/spring-beans-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/xml/BeanDefinitionParserDelegate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626632_1610729673.81/0/spring-beans-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/StaticListableBeanFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626632_1610729673.81/0/spring-beans-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/DefaultSingletonBeanRegistry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626632_1610729673.81/0/spring-beans-4-1-5-release-sources-1-
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jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/xml/DefaultBeanDefinitionDocumentReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626632_1610729673.81/0/spring-beans-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/InstantiationStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626632_1610729673.81/0/spring-beans-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/NotReadablePropertyException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626632_1610729673.81/0/spring-beans-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/BeanWrapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626632_1610729673.81/0/spring-beans-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/PropertyValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626632_1610729673.81/0/spring-beans-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/GenericBeanDefinition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626632_1610729673.81/0/spring-beans-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/propertyeditors/ZoneIdEditor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626632_1610729673.81/0/spring-beans-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/SmartInitializingSingleton.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626632_1610729673.81/0/spring-beans-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/PropertyEditorRegistrySupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626632_1610729673.81/0/spring-beans-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/xml/BeanDefinitionDocumentReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626632_1610729673.81/0/spring-beans-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/propertyeditors/CharacterEditor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626632_1610729673.81/0/spring-beans-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/BeanInstantiationException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626632_1610729673.81/0/spring-beans-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/annotation/BeanFactoryAnnotationUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626632_1610729673.81/0/spring-beans-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/config/MethodInvokingFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626632_1610729673.81/0/spring-beans-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/ConfigurablePropertyAccessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626632_1610729673.81/0/spring-beans-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/config/YamlProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626632_1610729673.81/0/spring-beans-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/CglibSubclassingInstantiationStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626632_1610729673.81/0/spring-beans-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/GenericTypeAwarePropertyDescriptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626632_1610729673.81/0/spring-beans-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/annotation/InjectionMetadata.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626632_1610729673.81/0/spring-beans-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/AutowireUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626632_1610729673.81/0/spring-beans-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/xml/SimpleConstructorNamespaceHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626632_1610729673.81/0/spring-beans-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/SimpleInstantiationStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626632_1610729673.81/0/spring-beans-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/BeanDefinitionValueResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626632_1610729673.81/0/spring-beans-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/LookupOverride.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626632_1610729673.81/0/spring-beans-4-1-5-release-sources-1-
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jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/MethodOverride.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626632_1610729673.81/0/spring-beans-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/config/CustomScopeConfigurer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626632_1610729673.81/0/spring-beans-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/CachedIntrospectionResults.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626632_1610729673.81/0/spring-beans-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/AbstractBeanDefinition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626632_1610729673.81/0/spring-beans-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/BeanFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626632_1610729673.81/0/spring-beans-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/config/YamlMapFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626632_1610729673.81/0/spring-beans-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/MutablePropertyValues.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626632_1610729673.81/0/spring-beans-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/ExtendedBeanInfo.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2007 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626632_1610729673.81/0/spring-beans-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/serviceloader/AbstractServiceLoaderBasedFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626632_1610729673.81/0/spring-beans-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/parsing/ReaderEventListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626632_1610729673.81/0/spring-beans-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/parsing/ReaderContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626632_1610729673.81/0/spring-beans-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/BeanNameGenerator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626632_1610729673.81/0/spring-beans-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/serviceloader/ServiceLoaderFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626632_1610729673.81/0/spring-beans-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/PropertyValuesEditor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626632_1610729673.81/0/spring-beans-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/serviceloader/ServiceFactoryBean.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1123626632_1610729673.81/0/spring-beans-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/parsing/DefaultsDefinition.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2008 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626632_1610729673.81/0/spring-beans-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/MergedBeanDefinitionPostProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626632_1610729673.81/0/spring-beans-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/config/MapFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626632_1610729673.81/0/spring-beans-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/access/el/SimpleSpringBeanELResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626632_1610729673.81/0/spring-beans-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/serviceloader/ServiceListFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626632_1610729673.81/0/spring-beans-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/config/SetFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626632_1610729673.81/0/spring-beans-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/PropertyAccessorFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626632_1610729673.81/0/spring-beans-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/config/BeanExpressionResolver.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2012 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
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* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626632_1610729673.81/0/spring-beans-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/xml/DefaultDocumentLoader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626632_1610729673.81/0/spring-beans-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/parsing/SourceExtractor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626632_1610729673.81/0/spring-beans-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/PropertyEditorRegistry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626632_1610729673.81/0/spring-beans-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/support/SortDefinition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626632_1610729673.81/0/spring-beans-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/xml/XmlBeanFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626632_1610729673.81/0/spring-beans-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/propertyeditors/ClassArrayEditor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626632_1610729673.81/0/spring-beans-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/access/BeanFactoryLocator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626632_1610729673.81/0/spring-beans-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/BeanMetadataAttribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626632_1610729673.81/0/spring-beans-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/support/PagedListHolder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626632_1610729673.81/0/spring-beans-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/xml/DocumentDefaultsDefinition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626632_1610729673.81/0/spring-beans-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/BeanFactoryAware.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626632_1610729673.81/0/spring-beans-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/parsing/AbstractComponentDefinition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626632_1610729673.81/0/spring-beans-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/ConversionNotSupportedException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626632_1610729673.81/0/spring-beans-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/BeanDefinitionResource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626632_1610729673.81/0/spring-beans-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/support/PropertyComparator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626632_1610729673.81/0/spring-beans-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/xml/DocumentLoader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626632_1610729673.81/0/spring-beans-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/annotation/AnnotationBeanWiringInfoResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626632_1610729673.81/0/spring-beans-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/BeanCreationException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626632_1610729673.81/0/spring-beans-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/BeansException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626632_1610729673.81/0/spring-beans-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/config/DestructionAwareBeanPostProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626632_1610729673.81/0/spring-beans-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/PropertyAccessor.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1123626632_1610729673.81/0/spring-beans-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/parsing/AliasDefinition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626632_1610729673.81/0/spring-beans-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/config/SmartInstantiationAwareBeanPostProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626632_1610729673.81/0/spring-beans-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/BeanDefinitionStoreException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626632_1610729673.81/0/spring-beans-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/config/ObjectFactoryCreatingFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626632_1610729673.81/0/spring-beans-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/ManagedArray.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626632_1610729673.81/0/spring-beans-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/propertyeditors/CustomCollectionEditor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626632_1610729673.81/0/spring-beans-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/InvalidPropertyException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626632_1610729673.81/0/spring-beans-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/AutowireCandidateQualifier.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626632_1610729673.81/0/spring-beans-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/config/RuntimeBeanReference.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626632_1610729673.81/0/spring-beans-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/xml/AbstractSingleBeanDefinitionParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626632_1610729673.81/0/spring-beans-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/annotation/AnnotationBeanUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626632_1610729673.81/0/spring-beans-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/config/BeanReference.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626632_1610729673.81/0/spring-beans-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/config/BeanPostProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626632_1610729673.81/0/spring-beans-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/InitializingBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626632_1610729673.81/0/spring-beans-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/xml/ResourceEntityResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626632_1610729673.81/0/spring-beans-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/MethodInvocationException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626632_1610729673.81/0/spring-beans-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/DefaultBeanNameGenerator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626632_1610729673.81/0/spring-beans-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/propertyeditors/FileEditor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626632_1610729673.81/0/spring-beans-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/support/ArgumentConvertingMethodInvoker.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626632_1610729673.81/0/spring-beans-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/BeanIsAbstractException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626632_1610729673.81/0/spring-beans-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/propertyeditors/UUIDEditor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626632_1610729673.81/0/spring-beans-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/parsing/PropertyEntry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626632_1610729673.81/0/spring-beans-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/PropertyAccessorUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626632_1610729673.81/0/spring-beans-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/wiring/BeanWiringInfo.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1123626632_1610729673.81/0/spring-beans-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/SimpleBeanDefinitionRegistry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626632_1610729673.81/0/spring-beans-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/parsing/Problem.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626632_1610729673.81/0/spring-beans-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/parsing/QualifierEntry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626632_1610729673.81/0/spring-beans-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/FactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626632_1610729673.81/0/spring-beans-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/propertyeditors/CustomMapEditor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626632_1610729673.81/0/spring-beans-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/propertyeditors/CustomDateEditor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626632_1610729673.81/0/spring-beans-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/BeanCreationNotAllowedException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626632_1610729673.81/0/spring-beans-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/parsing/FailFastProblemReporter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626632_1610729673.81/0/spring-beans-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/config/ListFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626632_1610729673.81/0/spring-beans-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/parsing/ProblemReporter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626632_1610729673.81/0/spring-beans-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/parsing/EmptyReaderEventListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626632_1610729673.81/0/spring-beans-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/propertyeditors/InputStreamEditor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626632_1610729673.81/0/spring-beans-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/annotation/Configurable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626632_1610729673.81/0/spring-beans-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/config/BeanDefinitionHolder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626632_1610729673.81/0/spring-beans-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/BeanExpressionException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626632_1610729673.81/0/spring-beans-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/BeanDefinitionValidationException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626632_1610729673.81/0/spring-beans-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/xml/BeanDefinitionDecorator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626632_1610729673.81/0/spring-beans-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/propertyeditors/StringArrayPropertyEditor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626632_1610729673.81/0/spring-beans-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/annotation/Required.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626632_1610729673.81/0/spring-beans-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/SecurityContextProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626632_1610729673.81/0/spring-beans-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/BeanCurrentlyInCreationException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626632_1610729673.81/0/spring-beans-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/config/InstantiationAwareBeanPostProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626632_1610729673.81/0/spring-beans-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/BeanMetadataAttributeAccessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626632_1610729673.81/0/spring-beans-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/TypeConverterSupport.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1123626632_1610729673.81/0/spring-beans-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/config/ProviderCreatingFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626632_1610729673.81/0/spring-beans-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/NullValueInNestedPathException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626632_1610729673.81/0/spring-beans-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/DisposableBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626632_1610729673.81/0/spring-beans-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/config/PropertyPathFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626632_1610729673.81/0/spring-beans-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/PropertyAccessException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626632_1610729673.81/0/spring-beans-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/BeanClassLoaderAware.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626632_1610729673.81/0/spring-beans-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/parsing/ComponentDefinition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626632_1610729673.81/0/spring-beans-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/propertyeditors/PatternEditor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626632_1610729673.81/0/spring-beans-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/parsing/ImportDefinition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626632_1610729673.81/0/spring-beans-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/xml/AbstractSimpleBeanDefinitionParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626632_1610729673.81/0/spring-beans-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/xml/PluggableSchemaResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626632_1610729673.81/0/spring-beans-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/config/Scope.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626632_1610729673.81/0/spring-beans-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/xml/BeansDtdResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626632_1610729673.81/0/spring-beans-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/config/PreferencesPlaceholderConfigurer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626632_1610729673.81/0/spring-beans-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/parsing/Location.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626632_1610729673.81/0/spring-beans-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/FactoryBeanNotInitializedException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626632_1610729673.81/0/spring-beans-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/config/FieldRetrievingFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626632_1610729673.81/0/spring-beans-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/config/RuntimeBeanNameReference.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626632_1610729673.81/0/spring-beans-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/xml/NamespaceHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626632_1610729673.81/0/spring-beans-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/ManagedList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626632_1610729673.81/0/spring-beans-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/Mergeable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626632_1610729673.81/0/spring-beans-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/access/SingletonBeanFactoryLocator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626632_1610729673.81/0/spring-beans-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/xml/SimplePropertyNamespaceHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626632_1610729673.81/0/spring-beans-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/support/MutableSortDefinition.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1123626632_1610729673.81/0/spring-beans-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/xml/NamespaceHandlerSupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626632_1610729673.81/0/spring-beans-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/xml/XmlBeanDefinitionStoreException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626632_1610729673.81/0/spring-beans-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/config/ConfigurableBeanFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626632_1610729673.81/0/spring-beans-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/xml/DelegatingEntityResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626632_1610729673.81/0/spring-beans-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/propertyeditors/PropertiesEditor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626632_1610729673.81/0/spring-beans-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/ManagedMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626632_1610729673.81/0/spring-beans-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/parsing/CompositeComponentDefinition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626632_1610729673.81/0/spring-beans-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/config/AbstractFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626632_1610729673.81/0/spring-beans-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/UnsatisfiedDependencyException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626632_1610729673.81/0/spring-beans-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/NotWritablePropertyException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626632_1610729673.81/0/spring-beans-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/BeanDefinitionRegistry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626632_1610729673.81/0/spring-beans-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/CannotLoadBeanClassException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626632_1610729673.81/0/spring-beans-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/config/SingletonBeanRegistry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626632_1610729673.81/0/spring-beans-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/BeanIsNotAFactoryException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626632_1610729673.81/0/spring-beans-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/MethodReplacer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626632_1610729673.81/0/spring-beans-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/xml/DefaultNamespaceHandlerResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626632_1610729673.81/0/spring-beans-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/FatalBeanException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626632_1610729673.81/0/spring-beans-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/MethodOverrides.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626632_1610729673.81/0/spring-beans-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/ObjectFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626632_1610729673.81/0/spring-beans-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/xml/NamespaceHandlerResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626632_1610729673.81/0/spring-beans-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/propertyeditors/StringTrimmerEditor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626632_1610729673.81/0/spring-beans-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/BeanDefinitionDefaults.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626632_1610729673.81/0/spring-beans-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/propertyeditors/CharsetEditor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626632_1610729673.81/0/spring-beans-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/propertyeditors/URLEditor.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1123626632_1610729673.81/0/spring-beans-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/parsing/NullSourceExtractor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626632_1610729673.81/0/spring-beans-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/propertyeditors/CustomNumberEditor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626632_1610729673.81/0/spring-beans-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/config/PropertyResourceConfigurer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626632_1610729673.81/0/spring-beans-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/HierarchicalBeanFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626632_1610729673.81/0/spring-beans-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/ManagedProperties.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626632_1610729673.81/0/spring-beans-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/config/InstantiationAwareBeanPostProcessorAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626632_1610729673.81/0/spring-beans-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/BeanNotOfRequiredTypeException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626632_1610729673.81/0/spring-beans-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/TypeMismatchException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626632_1610729673.81/0/spring-beans-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/SmartFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626632_1610729673.81/0/spring-beans-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/propertyeditors/CustomBooleanEditor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626632_1610729673.81/0/spring-beans-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/parsing/BeanComponentDefinition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626632_1610729673.81/0/spring-beans-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/access/BootstrapException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626632_1610729673.81/0/spring-beans-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/parsing/BeanDefinitionParsingException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626632_1610729673.81/0/spring-beans-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/propertyeditors/LocaleEditor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626632_1610729673.81/0/spring-beans-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/BeanInitializationException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626632_1610729673.81/0/spring-beans-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/annotation/Autowired.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626632_1610729673.81/0/spring-beans-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/wiring/ClassNameBeanWiringInfoResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626632_1610729673.81/0/spring-beans-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/propertyeditors/URIEditor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626632_1610729673.81/0/spring-beans-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/propertyeditors/ClassEditor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626632_1610729673.81/0/spring-beans-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/annotation/InitDestroyAnnotationBeanPostProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626632_1610729673.81/0/spring-beans-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/BeanMetadataElement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626632_1610729673.81/0/spring-beans-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/PropertyValues.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626632_1610729673.81/0/spring-beans-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/parsing/ParseState.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626632_1610729673.81/0/spring-beans-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/propertyeditors/CurrencyEditor.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1123626632_1610729673.81/0/spring-beans-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/PropertyBatchUpdateException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626632_1610729673.81/0/spring-beans-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/parsing/PassThroughSourceExtractor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626632_1610729673.81/0/spring-beans-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/annotation/Value.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626632_1610729673.81/0/spring-beans-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/parsing/ConstructorArgumentEntry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626632_1610729673.81/0/spring-beans-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/config/DeprecatedBeanWarner.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626632_1610729673.81/0/spring-beans-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/ManagedSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626632_1610729673.81/0/spring-beans-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/propertyeditors/InputSourceEditor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626632_1610729673.81/0/spring-beans-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/config/BeanFactoryPostProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626632_1610729673.81/0/spring-beans-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/PropertyEditorRegistrar.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626632_1610729673.81/0/spring-beans-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/annotation/CustomAutowireConfigurer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626632_1610729673.81/0/spring-beans-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/SimpleSecurityContextProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626632_1610729673.81/0/spring-beans-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/wiring/BeanWiringInfoResolver.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2009 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626632_1610729673.81/0/spring-beans-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/annotation/Autowire.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626632_1610729673.81/0/spring-beans-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/config/BeanExpressionContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626632_1610729673.81/0/spring-beans-4-1-5-release-sources-1-
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jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/xml/ParserContext.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2010 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1123626632_1610729673.81/0/spring-beans-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/BeanDefinitionRegistryPostProcessor.java

 

1.505 jboss-connector-api 1.0.1.Final-redhat-2
1.505.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

   * Indicates that the configuration property is confidential and

   * recommends application server's configuration tools to

   * use special visual aids for editing them.

   */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1077223004_1601885127.57/0/jboss-connector-api-1-6-spec-1-0-1-final-redhat-2-sources-

jar/javax/resource/spi/ConfigProperty.java

 

1.506 infinispan-core 5.2.7.Final-redhat-2 
1.506.1 Available under license : 

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '~ This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it ~ under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as ~ published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of ~ the License, or (at your option) any later version. ~ This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, ~ but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of ~

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU ~ Lesser General Public
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License for more details. ~ You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* as indicated by the @author tag. All rights reserved. * This

copyrighted material is made available to anyone wishing to use, * modify, copy, or redistribute it subject to the

terms and conditions * of the GNU Lesser General Public License, v. 2.1. * This program is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, but WITHOUT A * WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A * PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU Lesser General Public

License for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public License, * MA

02110-1301, USA.'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it * under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as * published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of * the License, or (at your option) any later version. * This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of *

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU * Lesser General Public

License for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* as indicated by the @authors tag. All rights reserved. *

This copyrighted material is made available to anyone wishing to use, * modify, copy, or redistribute it subject to

the terms and conditions * of the GNU Lesser General Public License, v. 2.1. * This program is distributed in the

hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT A * WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A * PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU Lesser General Public

License for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public License, * MA

02110-1301, USA.'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* contributors as indicated by the @author tags. All rights

reserved. * This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it * under the terms of the GNU Lesser

General Public License as * published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2.1 of * the License, or (at

your option) any later version. * This software is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, * but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of * MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU * Lesser General Public License for more details. * You should have

received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public * this code in the Public Domain. Do with it as you will. This

software comes'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* contributors as indicated by the @author tags. All rights

reserved. * This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it * under the terms of the GNU Lesser

General Public License as * published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2.1 of * the License, or (at

your option) any later version. * This software is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, * but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of * MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU * Lesser General Public License for more details. * You should have

received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public * Expert Group and released to the public domain, as explained

at'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* as indicated by the @author tags. All rights reserved. *

This copyrighted material is made available to anyone wishing to use, * modify, copy, or redistribute it subject to

the terms and conditions * of the GNU Lesser General Public License, v. 2.1. * This program is distributed in the

hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT A * WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A * PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU Lesser General Public

License for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public License, * MA

02110-1301, USA.'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it * under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as * published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of * the License, or (at your option) any later version. * This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of *
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MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU * Lesser General Public

License for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '*  contributors as indicated by the @author tags. All rights

reserved *  This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it *  under the terms of the GNU Lesser

General Public License as *  published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2.1 of *  the License, or (at

your option) any later version. *  This software is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, *  but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of *  MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU *  Lesser General Public License for more details. *  You should have

received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '~ contributors as indicated by the @author tags. All rights

reserved. ~ This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it ~ under the terms of the GNU Lesser

General Public License as ~ published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2.1 of ~ the License, or (at

your option) any later version. ~ This software is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, ~ but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of ~ MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU ~ Lesser General Public License for more details. ~ You should have

received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* contributors as indicated by the @author tags. All rights

reserved. * This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it * under the terms of the GNU Lesser

General Public License as * published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2.1 of * the License, or (at

your option) any later version. * This software is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, * but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of * MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU * Lesser General Public License for more details. * You should have

received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '<name>GNU Lesser General Public License</name>'

 

1.507 jbossws-spi 2.2.2.Final-redhat-1 
1.507.1 Available under license : 

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* as indicated by the @authors tag. All rights reserved. *

This copyrighted material is made available to anyone wishing to use, * modify, copy, or redistribute it subject to

the terms and conditions * of the GNU Lesser General Public License, v. 2.1. * This program is distributed in the

hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT A * WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A * PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU Lesser General Public

License for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public License, * MA

02110-1301, USA.'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it * under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as * published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of * the License, or (at your option) any later version. * This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of *

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU * Lesser General Public

License for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public'

 

1.508 jgroups 3.2.12.Final 
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1.508.1 Available under license : 
Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in 'This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version. This library is distributed in the hope that it

will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY

or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU Lesser General Public License for more details. You

should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in 'This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version. This software is distributed in the hope that it will

be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU Lesser General Public License for more details. You

should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public'

 

1.509 jetty-client 9.2.19.v20160908 

 

1.510 spring-asm 3.0.7.RELEASE 
1.510.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2005 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238447_1607876017.04/0/spring-tx-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jca/cci/connection/NotSupportedRecordFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238447_1607876017.04/0/spring-tx-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jca/cci/object/EisOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238447_1607876017.04/0/spring-tx-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/SavepointManager.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1111238447_1607876017.04/0/spring-tx-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jca/cci/CciOperationNotSupportedException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238447_1607876017.04/0/spring-tx-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jca/cci/CannotCreateRecordException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238447_1607876017.04/0/spring-tx-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jca/cci/object/SimpleRecordOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238447_1607876017.04/0/spring-tx-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jca/cci/RecordTypeNotSupportedException.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2008 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238447_1607876017.04/0/spring-tx-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jca/cci/connection/SingleConnectionFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238447_1607876017.04/0/spring-tx-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/support/ResourceHolderSupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238447_1607876017.04/0/spring-tx-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/PlatformTransactionManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238447_1607876017.04/0/spring-tx-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/dao/TransientDataAccessResourceException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238447_1607876017.04/0/spring-tx-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/dao/NonTransientDataAccessException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238447_1607876017.04/0/spring-tx-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/support/ResourceHolder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238447_1607876017.04/0/spring-tx-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jca/cci/core/InteractionCallback.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238447_1607876017.04/0/spring-tx-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/interceptor/TransactionAttributeSourceAdvisor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238447_1607876017.04/0/spring-tx-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jca/cci/connection/TransactionAwareConnectionFactoryProxy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238447_1607876017.04/0/spring-tx-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/support/DefaultTransactionDefinition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238447_1607876017.04/0/spring-tx-3-0-7-release-sources-1-
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jar/org/springframework/jca/cci/core/ConnectionCallback.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238447_1607876017.04/0/spring-tx-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jca/cci/core/support/CciDaoSupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238447_1607876017.04/0/spring-tx-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/interceptor/TransactionAttributeSourceEditor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238447_1607876017.04/0/spring-tx-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jca/cci/core/CciOperations.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238447_1607876017.04/0/spring-tx-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jca/cci/core/RecordExtractor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238447_1607876017.04/0/spring-tx-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/interceptor/BeanFactoryTransactionAttributeSourceAdvisor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238447_1607876017.04/0/spring-tx-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/interceptor/TransactionAttributeSourcePointcut.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238447_1607876017.04/0/spring-tx-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/dao/RecoverableDataAccessException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238447_1607876017.04/0/spring-tx-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jca/context/SpringContextResourceAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238447_1607876017.04/0/spring-tx-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jca/cci/core/CciTemplate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238447_1607876017.04/0/spring-tx-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/dao/NonTransientDataAccessResourceException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238447_1607876017.04/0/spring-tx-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/dao/TransientDataAccessException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238447_1607876017.04/0/spring-tx-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/dao/support/ChainedPersistenceExceptionTranslator.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2006 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238447_1607876017.04/0/spring-tx-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/dao/DataIntegrityViolationException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238447_1607876017.04/0/spring-tx-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/CannotCreateTransactionException.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1111238447_1607876017.04/0/spring-tx-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/dao/TypeMismatchDataAccessException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238447_1607876017.04/0/spring-tx-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/UnexpectedRollbackException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238447_1607876017.04/0/spring-tx-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/dao/UncategorizedDataAccessException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238447_1607876017.04/0/spring-tx-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/InvalidTimeoutException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238447_1607876017.04/0/spring-tx-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/dao/InvalidDataAccessApiUsageException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238447_1607876017.04/0/spring-tx-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/InvalidIsolationLevelException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238447_1607876017.04/0/spring-tx-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/TransactionUsageException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238447_1607876017.04/0/spring-tx-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/TransactionTimedOutException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238447_1607876017.04/0/spring-tx-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/dao/EmptyResultDataAccessException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238447_1607876017.04/0/spring-tx-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/NoTransactionException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238447_1607876017.04/0/spring-tx-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/TransactionException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238447_1607876017.04/0/spring-tx-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/dao/CleanupFailureDataAccessException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238447_1607876017.04/0/spring-tx-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/dao/InvalidDataAccessResourceUsageException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238447_1607876017.04/0/spring-tx-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/dao/OptimisticLockingFailureException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238447_1607876017.04/0/spring-tx-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/dao/DataAccessResourceFailureException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238447_1607876017.04/0/spring-tx-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/dao/DataAccessException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238447_1607876017.04/0/spring-tx-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/dao/CannotAcquireLockException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238447_1607876017.04/0/spring-tx-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/dao/PermissionDeniedDataAccessException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238447_1607876017.04/0/spring-tx-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/dao/DataRetrievalFailureException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238447_1607876017.04/0/spring-tx-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/dao/DeadlockLoserDataAccessException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238447_1607876017.04/0/spring-tx-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/dao/support/PersistenceExceptionTranslator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238447_1607876017.04/0/spring-tx-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/dao/ConcurrencyFailureException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238447_1607876017.04/0/spring-tx-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/TransactionSuspensionNotSupportedException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238447_1607876017.04/0/spring-tx-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/IllegalTransactionStateException.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1111238447_1607876017.04/0/spring-tx-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/NestedTransactionNotSupportedException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238447_1607876017.04/0/spring-tx-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/dao/IncorrectUpdateSemanticsDataAccessException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238447_1607876017.04/0/spring-tx-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/HeuristicCompletionException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238447_1607876017.04/0/spring-tx-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/dao/PessimisticLockingFailureException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238447_1607876017.04/0/spring-tx-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/dao/CannotSerializeTransactionException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238447_1607876017.04/0/spring-tx-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/interceptor/TransactionAttributeEditor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238447_1607876017.04/0/spring-tx-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/dao/support/DaoSupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238447_1607876017.04/0/spring-tx-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/dao/IncorrectResultSizeDataAccessException.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2009 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238447_1607876017.04/0/spring-tx-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/support/DelegatingTransactionDefinition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238447_1607876017.04/0/spring-tx-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/support/TransactionSynchronization.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238447_1607876017.04/0/spring-tx-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/annotation/Propagation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238447_1607876017.04/0/spring-tx-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/interceptor/TransactionAttribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238447_1607876017.04/0/spring-tx-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/support/SmartTransactionObject.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238447_1607876017.04/0/spring-tx-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jca/work/WorkManagerTaskExecutor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238447_1607876017.04/0/spring-tx-3-0-7-release-sources-1-
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jar/org/springframework/jca/cci/connection/ConnectionFactoryUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238447_1607876017.04/0/spring-tx-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/config/JtaTransactionManagerBeanDefinitionParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238447_1607876017.04/0/spring-tx-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/annotation/Isolation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238447_1607876017.04/0/spring-tx-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/annotation/Ejb3TransactionAnnotationParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238447_1607876017.04/0/spring-tx-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/support/SimpleTransactionStatus.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238447_1607876017.04/0/spring-tx-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/dao/support/DataAccessUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238447_1607876017.04/0/spring-tx-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jca/endpoint/GenericMessageEndpointManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238447_1607876017.04/0/spring-tx-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/support/TransactionOperations.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238447_1607876017.04/0/spring-tx-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/support/CallbackPreferringPlatformTransactionManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238447_1607876017.04/0/spring-tx-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/config/TxNamespaceHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238447_1607876017.04/0/spring-tx-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/dao/DuplicateKeyException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238447_1607876017.04/0/spring-tx-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/support/AbstractTransactionStatus.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238447_1607876017.04/0/spring-tx-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/config/AnnotationDrivenBeanDefinitionParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238447_1607876017.04/0/spring-tx-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/interceptor/TransactionProxyFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238447_1607876017.04/0/spring-tx-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/support/TransactionSynchronizationUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238447_1607876017.04/0/spring-tx-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jca/support/LocalConnectionFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238447_1607876017.04/0/spring-tx-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/support/TransactionTemplate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238447_1607876017.04/0/spring-tx-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/jta/TransactionFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238447_1607876017.04/0/spring-tx-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/jta/JtaAfterCompletionSynchronization.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238447_1607876017.04/0/spring-tx-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jca/context/ResourceAdapterApplicationContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238447_1607876017.04/0/spring-tx-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/TransactionStatus.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238447_1607876017.04/0/spring-tx-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jca/work/SimpleTaskWorkManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238447_1607876017.04/0/spring-tx-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/support/TransactionCallback.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238447_1607876017.04/0/spring-tx-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jca/support/ResourceAdapterFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238447_1607876017.04/0/spring-tx-3-0-7-release-sources-1-
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jar/org/springframework/transaction/support/TransactionCallbackWithoutResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238447_1607876017.04/0/spring-tx-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/config/TxAdviceBeanDefinitionParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238447_1607876017.04/0/spring-tx-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/annotation/SpringTransactionAnnotationParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238447_1607876017.04/0/spring-tx-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/support/TransactionSynchronizationAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238447_1607876017.04/0/spring-tx-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/jta/JtaTransactionObject.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238447_1607876017.04/0/spring-tx-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/interceptor/DelegatingTransactionAttribute.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2010 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238447_1607876017.04/0/spring-tx-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/jta/JtaTransactionManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238447_1607876017.04/0/spring-tx-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/interceptor/DefaultTransactionAttribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238447_1607876017.04/0/spring-tx-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/interceptor/RuleBasedTransactionAttribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238447_1607876017.04/0/spring-tx-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/interceptor/CompositeTransactionAttributeSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238447_1607876017.04/0/spring-tx-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/TransactionDefinition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238447_1607876017.04/0/spring-tx-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/jta/ManagedTransactionAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238447_1607876017.04/0/spring-tx-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/interceptor/NameMatchTransactionAttributeSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238447_1607876017.04/0/spring-tx-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/jta/WebSphereUowTransactionManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238447_1607876017.04/0/spring-tx-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/dao/support/PersistenceExceptionTranslationInterceptor.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1111238447_1607876017.04/0/spring-tx-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jca/cci/connection/ConnectionSpecConnectionFactoryAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238447_1607876017.04/0/spring-tx-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/interceptor/TransactionAttributeSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238447_1607876017.04/0/spring-tx-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jca/endpoint/AbstractMessageEndpointFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238447_1607876017.04/0/spring-tx-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/jta/WebLogicJtaTransactionManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238447_1607876017.04/0/spring-tx-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/annotation/AnnotationTransactionAttributeSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238447_1607876017.04/0/spring-tx-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jca/work/jboss/JBossWorkManagerUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238447_1607876017.04/0/spring-tx-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/jta/OC4JJtaTransactionManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238447_1607876017.04/0/spring-tx-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/support/AbstractPlatformTransactionManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238447_1607876017.04/0/spring-tx-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/interceptor/MatchAlwaysTransactionAttributeSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238447_1607876017.04/0/spring-tx-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/jta/UserTransactionAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238447_1607876017.04/0/spring-tx-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/interceptor/MethodMapTransactionAttributeSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238447_1607876017.04/0/spring-tx-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/jta/SimpleTransactionFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238447_1607876017.04/0/spring-tx-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jca/work/jboss/JBossWorkManagerTaskExecutor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238447_1607876017.04/0/spring-tx-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/interceptor/TransactionAspectSupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238447_1607876017.04/0/spring-tx-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/annotation/Transactional.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238447_1607876017.04/0/spring-tx-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/interceptor/TransactionInterceptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238447_1607876017.04/0/spring-tx-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/interceptor/AbstractFallbackTransactionAttributeSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238447_1607876017.04/0/spring-tx-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jca/work/glassfish/GlassFishWorkManagerTaskExecutor.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2007 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
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* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238447_1607876017.04/0/spring-tx-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jca/support/SimpleBootstrapContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238447_1607876017.04/0/spring-tx-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/jta/SpringJtaSynchronizationAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238447_1607876017.04/0/spring-tx-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jca/context/BootstrapContextAwareProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238447_1607876017.04/0/spring-tx-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/annotation/TransactionAnnotationParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238447_1607876017.04/0/spring-tx-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jca/work/DelegatingWork.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238447_1607876017.04/0/spring-tx-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jca/cci/connection/DelegatingConnectionFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238447_1607876017.04/0/spring-tx-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jca/endpoint/GenericMessageEndpointFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238447_1607876017.04/0/spring-tx-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/support/ResourceTransactionManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238447_1607876017.04/0/spring-tx-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/TransactionSystemException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238447_1607876017.04/0/spring-tx-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/interceptor/RollbackRuleAttribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238447_1607876017.04/0/spring-tx-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jca/cci/connection/CciLocalTransactionManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238447_1607876017.04/0/spring-tx-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jca/context/BootstrapContextAware.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238447_1607876017.04/0/spring-tx-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/dao/annotation/PersistenceExceptionTranslationAdvisor.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2005 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
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* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238447_1607876017.04/0/spring-tx-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jca/cci/InvalidResultSetAccessException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238447_1607876017.04/0/spring-tx-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jca/cci/CannotGetCciConnectionException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238447_1607876017.04/0/spring-tx-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jca/cci/core/RecordCreator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238447_1607876017.04/0/spring-tx-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jca/cci/object/MappingRecordOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238447_1607876017.04/0/spring-tx-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jca/cci/connection/ConnectionHolder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238447_1607876017.04/0/spring-tx-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jca/cci/core/support/CommAreaRecord.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238447_1607876017.04/0/spring-tx-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jca/cci/object/MappingCommAreaOperation.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2007 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238447_1607876017.04/0/spring-tx-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/interceptor/NoRollbackRuleAttribute.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2011 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*
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*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238447_1607876017.04/0/spring-tx-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/interceptor/TransactionAspectUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238447_1607876017.04/0/spring-tx-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/support/ResourceHolderSynchronization.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238447_1607876017.04/0/spring-tx-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/support/TransactionSynchronizationManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238447_1607876017.04/0/spring-tx-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/dao/annotation/PersistenceExceptionTranslationPostProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238447_1607876017.04/0/spring-tx-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/support/DefaultTransactionStatus.java

 

1.511 jboss-stdio 1.0.2.GA-redhat-1 
1.511.1 Available under license : 

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it * under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as * published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of * the License, or (at your option) any later version. * This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of *

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU * Lesser General Public

License for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public'

 

1.512 jboss-vfs 3.2.2.Final-redhat-1 
1.512.1 Available under license : 

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it * under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as * published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of * the License, or (at your option) any later version. * This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of *

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU * Lesser General Public

License for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public'

 

1.513 jboss-jaxb-intros 1.0.2.GA-redhat-6 
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1.513.1 Available under license : 
Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* by the @authors tag. All rights reserved. * This

copyrighted material is made available to anyone wishing to use, * modify, copy, or redistribute it subject to the

terms and conditions * of the GNU Lesser General Public License, v. 2.1. * This program is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, but WITHOUT A * WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A * PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU Lesser General Public

License for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public License, * MA

02110-1301, USA.'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it * under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as * published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of * the License, or (at your option) any later version. * This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of *

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU * Lesser General Public

License for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public'

 

1.514 cxf-rt-transports-local 2.7.18 
1.514.1 Available under license : 

 

Apache CXF

Copyright 2006-2015 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.
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     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the
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     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside
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         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,
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     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.515 jackson 1.6.3 
1.515.1 Available under license : 

luminis OSGi bundle

 

This product includes software developed at

luminis (http://opensource.luminis.net/).

Copyright (c) 2006, 2007 luminis

Licensed under the new BSD.

 

This product includes software developed at
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The OSGi Alliance (http://www.osgi.org/).

Copyright (c) 2006 The OSGi Alliance

Licensed under the Apache Software License version 2.0.

 

This product includes software developed at

aQute SARL (http://www.aqute.biz/).

Copyright (c) 2006 aQute SARL

Licensed under the Apache Software License version 2.0.

=============================================================================

= NOTICE file corresponding to section 4d of the Apache License Version 2.0 =

=============================================================================

This product includes software developed by

Joda.org (http://www.joda.org/).

BSD License

 

Copyright (c) 2000-2006, www.hamcrest.org

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of

conditions and the following disclaimer. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce

the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

Neither the name of Hamcrest nor the names of its contributors may be used to endorse

or promote products derived from this software without specific prior written

permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO

EVENT

SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED

TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR

BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN

ANY

WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGE.

 

Maven Ant Tasks

Copyright 2002-2009 The Apache Software Foundation
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This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

Cobertura - http://cobertura.sourceforge.net/

 

List of all contributors to Cobertura

Listed alphabetically by last name

 

Copyright (C) 2005 Bjrn Beskow      <bbeskow a.t users d.o.t sourceforge d.o.t net>

Copyright (C) 2008 Matt Cordes        <mcordes a.t visa d.o.t com>

Copyright (C) 2005 Erik Dick          <erdick a.t users d.o.t sourceforge d.o.t net>

Copyright (C) 2005 Mark Doliner       <thekingant a.t users d.o.t sourceforge d.o.t net>

Copyright (C) 2005 Joakim Erdfelt     <joakim a.t erdfelt d.o.t net>

Copyright (C) 2008 Julian Gamble      <juliangamble a.t users d.o.t sourceforge d.o.t net>

Copyright (C) 2006 Dan Godfrey        <dgodfrey99 a.t users d.o.t sourceforge d.o.t net>

Copyright (C) 2008 Tri Bao Ho         <hotribao a.t users d.o.t sourceforge d.o.t net>

Copyright (C) 2006 Naoki Iwami        <naoki_iwami a.t users d.o.t sourceforge d.o.t net>

Copyright (C) 2003 jcoverage ltd.

Copyright (C) 2009 John Lewis         <lewijw a.t users d.o.t sourceforge d.o.t net>

Copyright (C) 2005 Grzegorz Lukasik   <hauserx a.t users d.o.t sourceforge d.o.t net>

Copyright (C) 2006 Jiri Mares         <jirimares a.t users d.o.t sourceforge d.o.t net>

Copyright (C) 2009 Amit Nithianandan  <ANithian a.t gmail d.o.t com>

Copyright (C) 2005 Olivier Parent     <olivier-parent a.t users d.o.t sourceforge d.o.t net>

Copyright (C) 2009 Ed Randall         <ed_randall a.t yahoo d.o.t com>

Copyright (C) 2005 Alex Ruiz          <alruiz15 a.t users d.o.t yahoo d.o.t com>

Copyright (C) 2005 James Seigel       <cgul a.t users d.o.t sourceforge d.o.t net>

Copyright (C) 2005 Mark Sinke         <marksinke a.t users d.o.t sourceforge d.o.t net>

Copyright (C) 2009 Charlie Squires    <rockonword a.t users d.o.t sourceforge d.o.t net>

Copyright (C) 2010 Piotr Tabor        <piotr.tabor a.t gmail d.o.t com>

Copyright (C) 2005 Jeremy Thomerson   <jthomerson a.t users d.o.t sourceforge d.o.t net>

Copyright (C) 2009 Chris van Es       <cvanes a.t users d.o.t sourceforge d.o.t net>

Copyright (C) 2006 Srivathsan Varadarajan <vatsanv a.t users d.o.t sourceforge d.o.t net>

Copyright (C) 2005 Nathan Wilson      <ndciwilson a.t users d.o.t sourceforge d.o.t net>

Copyright (C) 2005 Alexei Yudichev    <sflexus a.t users d.o.t sourceforge d.o.t net>

 

Code in the net.sourceforge.cobertura.javancss package is

Copyright (C) 2000 Chr. Clemens Lee   <clemens a.t kclee d.o.t com>

                                 Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.
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     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise
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     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must
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         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly
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     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

                                 Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004
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                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally
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     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and
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     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or
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     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at
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      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

This product includes software developed by

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

/*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*

*/

 

Javolution - Java(TM) Solution for Real-Time and Embedded Systems

Copyright (c) 2006, Javolution (http://javolution.org)

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification,

are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

     this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

     this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

     and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR

ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON

ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.
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COMMON DEVELOPMENT AND DISTRIBUTION LICENSE (CDDL) Version 1.0

 

1. Definitions.

 

  1.1. Contributor. means each individual or entity that creates or contributes to the creation of Modifications.

 

  1.2. Contributor Version. means the combination of the Original Software, prior Modifications used by a

Contributor (if any), and the Modifications made by that particular Contributor.

 

  1.3. Covered Software. means (a) the Original Software, or (b) Modifications, or (c) the combination of files

containing Original Software with files containing Modifications, in each case including portions thereof.

 

  1.4. Executable. means the Covered Software in any form other than Source Code.

 

  1.5. Initial Developer. means the individual or entity that first makes Original Software available under this

License.

 

  1.6. Larger Work. means a work which combines Covered Software or portions thereof with code not governed by

the terms of this License.

 

  1.7. License. means this document.

 

  1.8. Licensable. means having the right to grant, to the maximum extent possible, whether at the time of the initial

grant or subsequently acquired, any and all of the rights conveyed herein.

 

  1.9. Modifications. means the Source Code and Executable form of any of the following:

 

       A. Any file that results from an addition to, deletion from or modification of the contents of a file containing

Original Software or previous Modifications;

 

       B. Any new file that contains any part of the Original Software or previous Modification; or

 

       C. Any new file that is contributed or otherwise made available under the terms of this License.

 

  1.10. Original Software. means the Source Code and Executable form of computer software code that is originally

released under this License.

 

  1.11. Patent Claims. means any patent claim(s), now owned or hereafter acquired, including without limitation,

method, process, and apparatus claims, in any patent Licensable by grantor.

 

  1.12. Source Code. means (a) the common form of computer software code in which modifications are made and

(b) associated documentation included in or with such code.

 

  1.13. You. (or .Your.) means an individual or a legal entity exercising rights under, and complying with all of the

terms of, this License. For legal entities, .You. includes any entity which controls, is controlled by, or is under

common control with You. For purposes of this definition, .control. means (a) the power, direct or indirect, to cause

the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (b) ownership of more than fifty

percent (50%) of the outstanding shares or beneficial ownership of such entity.
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2. License Grants.

 

     2.1. The Initial Developer Grant.

 

     Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and subject to third party intellectual property claims,

the Initial Developer hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license:

 

        (a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark) Licensable by Initial Developer, to use,

reproduce, modify, display, perform, sublicense and distribute the Original Software (or portions thereof), with or

without Modifications, and/or as part of a Larger Work; and

 

        (b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using or selling of Original Software, to make, have made,

use, practice, sell, and offer for sale, and/or otherwise dispose of the Original Software (or portions thereof).

 

       (c) The licenses granted in Sections 2.1(a) and (b) are effective on the date Initial Developer first distributes or

otherwise makes the Original Software available to a third party under the terms of this License.

 

       (d) Notwithstanding Section 2.1(b) above, no patent license is granted: (1) for code that You delete from the

Original Software, or (2) for infringements caused by: (i) the modification of the Original Software, or (ii) the

combination of the Original Software with other software or devices.

 

   2.2. Contributor Grant.

 

   Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and subject to third party intellectual property claims,

each Contributor hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license:

 

       (a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark) Licensable by Contributor to use,

reproduce, modify, display, perform, sublicense and distribute the Modifications created by such Contributor (or

portions thereof), either on an unmodified basis, with other Modifications, as Covered Software and/or as part of a

Larger Work; and

 

       (b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using, or selling of Modifications made by that Contributor

either alone and/or in combination with its Contributor Version (or portions of such combination), to make, use, sell,

offer for sale, have made, and/or otherwise dispose of: (1) Modifications made by that Contributor (or portions

thereof); and (2) the combination of Modifications made by that Contributor with its Contributor Version (or

portions of such combination).

 

       (c) The licenses granted in Sections 2.2(a) and 2.2(b) are effective on the date Contributor first distributes or

otherwise makes the Modifications available to a third party.

 

       (d) Notwithstanding Section 2.2(b) above, no patent license is granted: (1) for any code that Contributor has

deleted from the Contributor Version; (2) for infringements caused by: (i) third party modifications of Contributor

Version, or (ii) the combination of Modifications made by that Contributor with other software (except as part of the

Contributor Version) or other devices; or (3) under Patent Claims infringed by Covered Software in the absence of

Modifications made by that Contributor.

 

3. Distribution Obligations.
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     3.1. Availability of Source Code.

     Any Covered Software that You distribute or otherwise make available in Executable form must also be made

available in Source Code form and that Source Code form must be distributed only under the terms of this License.

You must include a copy of this License with every copy of the Source Code form of the Covered Software You

distribute or otherwise make available. You must inform recipients of any such Covered Software in Executable

form as to how they can obtain such Covered Software in Source Code form in a reasonable manner on or through a

medium customarily used for software exchange.

 

     3.2. Modifications.

     The Modifications that You create or to which You contribute are governed by the terms of this License. You

represent that You believe Your Modifications are Your original creation(s) and/or You have sufficient rights to

grant the rights conveyed by this License.

 

     3.3. Required Notices.

     You must include a notice in each of Your Modifications that identifies You as the Contributor of the

Modification. You may not remove or alter any copyright, patent or trademark notices contained within the Covered

Software, or any notices of licensing or any descriptive text giving attribution to any Contributor or the Initial

Developer.

 

     3.4. Application of Additional Terms.

     You may not offer or impose any terms on any Covered Software in Source Code form that alters or restricts the

applicable version of this License or the recipients. rights hereunder. You may choose to offer, and to charge a fee

for, warranty, support, indemnity or liability obligations to one or more recipients of Covered Software. However,

you may do so only on Your own behalf, and not on behalf of the Initial Developer or any Contributor. You must

make it absolutely clear that any such warranty, support, indemnity or liability obligation is offered by You alone,

and You hereby agree to indemnify the Initial Developer and every Contributor for any liability incurred by the

Initial Developer or such Contributor as a result of warranty, support, indemnity or liability terms You offer.

 

     3.5. Distribution of Executable Versions.

     You may distribute the Executable form of the Covered Software under the terms of this License or under the

terms of a license of Your choice, which may contain terms different from this License, provided that You are in

compliance with the terms of this License and that the license for the Executable form does not attempt to limit or

alter the recipient.s rights in the Source Code form from the rights set forth in this License. If You distribute the

Covered Software in Executable form under a different license, You must make it absolutely clear that any terms

which differ from this License are offered by You alone, not by the Initial Developer or Contributor. You hereby

agree to indemnify the Initial Developer and every Contributor for any liability incurred by the Initial Developer or

such Contributor as a result of any such terms You offer.

 

     3.6. Larger Works.

     You may create a Larger Work by combining Covered Software with other code not governed by the terms of

this License and distribute the Larger Work as a single product. In such a case, You must make sure the

requirements of this License are fulfilled for the Covered Software.

 

4. Versions of the License.

 

     4.1. New Versions.

     Sun Microsystems, Inc. is the initial license steward and may publish revised and/or new versions of this License
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from time to time. Each version will be given a distinguishing version number. Except as provided in Section 4.3, no

one other than the license steward has the right to modify this License.

 

     4.2. Effect of New Versions.

     You may always continue to use, distribute or otherwise make the Covered Software available under the terms of

the version of the License under which You originally received the Covered Software. If the Initial Developer

includes a notice in the Original Software prohibiting it from being distributed or otherwise made available under

any subsequent version of the License, You must distribute and make the Covered Software available under the

terms of the version of the License under which You originally received the Covered Software. Otherwise, You may

also choose to use, distribute or otherwise make the Covered Software available under the terms of any subsequent

version of the License published by the license steward.

 

     4.3. Modified Versions.

     When You are an Initial Developer and You want to create a new license for Your Original Software, You may

create and use a modified version of this License if You: (a) rename the license and remove any references to the

name of the license steward (except to note that the license differs from this License); and (b) otherwise make it

clear that the license contains terms which differ from this License.

 

5. DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY.

 

  COVERED SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED UNDER THIS LICENSE ON AN .AS IS. BASIS, WITHOUT

WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION,

WARRANTIES THAT THE COVERED SOFTWARE IS FREE OF DEFECTS, MERCHANTABLE, FIT FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR NON-INFRINGING. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND

PERFORMANCE OF THE COVERED SOFTWARE IS WITH YOU. SHOULD ANY COVERED SOFTWARE

PROVE DEFECTIVE IN ANY RESPECT, YOU (NOT THE INITIAL DEVELOPER OR ANY OTHER

CONTRIBUTOR) ASSUME THE COST OF ANY NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

THIS DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY CONSTITUTES AN ESSENTIAL PART OF THIS LICENSE. NO USE

OF ANY COVERED SOFTWARE IS AUTHORIZED HEREUNDER EXCEPT UNDER THIS DISCLAIMER.

 

6. TERMINATION.

 

     6.1. This License and the rights granted hereunder will terminate automatically if You fail to comply with terms

herein and fail to cure such breach within 30 days of becoming aware of the breach. Provisions which, by their

nature, must remain in effect beyond the termination of this License shall survive.

 

     6.2. If You assert a patent infringement claim (excluding declaratory judgment actions) against Initial Developer

or a Contributor (the Initial Developer or Contributor against whom You assert such claim is referred to as

.Participant.) alleging that the Participant Software (meaning the Contributor Version where the Participant is a

Contributor or the Original Software where the Participant is the Initial Developer) directly or indirectly infringes

any patent, then any and all rights granted directly or indirectly to You by such Participant, the Initial Developer (if

the Initial Developer is not the Participant) and all Contributors under Sections 2.1 and/or 2.2 of this License shall,

upon 60 days notice from Participant terminate prospectively and automatically at the expiration of such 60 day

notice period, unless if within such 60 day period You withdraw Your claim with respect to the Participant Software

against such Participant either unilaterally or pursuant to a written agreement with Participant.

 

     6.3. In the event of termination under Sections 6.1 or 6.2 above, all end user licenses that have been validly

granted by You or any distributor hereunder prior to termination (excluding licenses granted to You by any
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distributor) shall survive termination.

 

7. LIMITATION OF LIABILITY.

 

  UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES AND UNDER NO LEGAL THEORY, WHETHER TORT (INCLUDING

NEGLIGENCE), CONTRACT, OR OTHERWISE, SHALL YOU, THE INITIAL DEVELOPER, ANY OTHER

CONTRIBUTOR, OR ANY DISTRIBUTOR OF COVERED SOFTWARE, OR ANY SUPPLIER OF ANY OF

SUCH PARTIES, BE LIABLE TO ANY PERSON FOR ANY INDIRECT, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OF ANY CHARACTER INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, DAMAGES

FOR LOST PROFITS, LOSS OF GOODWILL, WORK STOPPAGE, COMPUTER FAILURE OR

MALFUNCTION, OR ANY AND ALL OTHER COMMERCIAL DAMAGES OR LOSSES, EVEN IF SUCH

PARTY SHALL HAVE BEEN INFORMED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES. THIS LIMITATION

OF LIABILITY SHALL NOT APPLY TO LIABILITY FOR DEATH OR PERSONAL INJURY RESULTING

FROM SUCH PARTY.S NEGLIGENCE TO THE EXTENT APPLICABLE LAW PROHIBITS SUCH

LIMITATION. SOME JURISDICTIONS DO NOT ALLOW THE EXCLUSION OR LIMITATION OF

INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, SO THIS EXCLUSION AND LIMITATION MAY NOT

APPLY TO YOU.

 

8. U.S. GOVERNMENT END USERS.

 

  The Covered Software is a .commercial item,. as that term is defined in 48 C.F.R. 2.101 (Oct. 1995), consisting of

.commercial computer software. (as that term is defined at 48 C.F.R.  252.227-7014(a)(1)) and .commercial

computer software documentation. as such terms are used in 48 C.F.R. 12.212 (Sept. 1995). Consistent with 48

C.F.R. 12.212 and 48 C.F.R. 227.7202-1 through 227.7202-4 (June 1995), all U.S. Government End Users acquire

Covered Software with only those rights set forth herein. This U.S. Government Rights clause is in lieu of, and

supersedes, any other FAR, DFAR, or other clause or provision that addresses Government rights in computer

software under this License.

 

9. MISCELLANEOUS.

 

  This License represents the complete agreement concerning subject matter hereof. If any provision of this License

is held to be unenforceable, such provision shall be reformed only to the extent necessary to make it enforceable.

This License shall be governed by the law of the jurisdiction specified in a notice contained within the Original

Software (except to the extent applicable law, if any, provides otherwise), excluding such jurisdiction.s conflict-of-

law provisions. Any litigation relating to this License shall be subject to the jurisdiction of the courts located in the

jurisdiction and venue specified in a notice contained within the Original Software, with the losing party responsible

for costs, including, without limitation, court costs and reasonable attorneys. fees and expenses. The application of

the United Nations Convention on Contracts for the International Sale of Goods is expressly excluded. Any law or

regulation which provides that the language of a contract shall be construed against the drafter shall not apply to this

License. You agree that You alone are responsible for compliance with the United States export administration

regulations (and the export control laws and regulation of any other countries) when You use, distribute or otherwise

make available any Covered Software.

 

10. RESPONSIBILITY FOR CLAIMS.

 

  As between Initial Developer and the Contributors, each party is responsible for claims and damages arising,

directly or indirectly, out of its utilization of rights under this License and You agree to work with Initial Developer

and Contributors to distribute such responsibility on an equitable basis. Nothing herein is intended or shall be
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deemed to constitute any admission of liability.

 

  NOTICE PURSUANT TO SECTION 9 OF THE COMMON DEVELOPMENT AND DISTRIBUTION LICENSE

(CDDL)

 

  The code released under the CDDL shall be governed by the laws of the State of California (excluding conflict-of-

law provisions). Any litigation relating to this License shall be subject to the jurisdiction of the Federal Courts of the

Northern District of California and the state courts of the State of California, with venue lying in Santa Clara

County, California.

 

 

The GNU General Public License (GPL) Version 2, June 1991

 

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc. 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307

USA

 

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license document, but changing it is not

allowed.

 

Preamble

 

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU

General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to make sure the

software is free for all its users. This General Public License applies to most of the Free Software Foundation's

software and to any other program whose authors commit to using it. (Some other Free Software Foundation

software is covered by the GNU Library General Public License instead.) You can apply it to your programs, too.

 

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to

make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish),

that you receive source code or can get it if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new

free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to

surrender the rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the

software, or if you modify it.

 

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all

the rights that you have. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. And you must show

them these terms so they know their rights.

 

We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and (2) offer you this license which gives you

legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the software.

 

Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain that everyone understands that there is no

warranty for this free software. If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we want its recipients to

know that what they have is not the original, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the

original authors' reputations.
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Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents. We wish to avoid the danger that

redistributors of a free program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the program proprietary. To

prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow.

 

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying

it may be distributed under the terms of this General Public License. The "Program", below, refers to any such

program or work, and a "work based on the Program" means either the Program or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications

and/or translated into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term

"modification".) Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its

scope. The act of running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program is covered only if its

contents constitute a work based on the Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you receive it, in any medium,

provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and

disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and

give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty

protection in exchange for a fee.

 

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the

Program, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you

also meet all of these conditions:

 

  a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of

any change.

 

  b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in whole or in part contains or is derived from the

Program or any part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this

License.

 

  c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively when run, you must cause it, when started

running for such interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an announcement including an

appropriate copyright notice and a notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide a warranty) and

that users may redistribute the program under these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

License. (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but does not normally print such an announcement, your

work based on the Program is not required to print an announcement.)
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These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from

the Program, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License,

and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute

the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on

the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and

every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather,

the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program with the Program (or with a work based on

the Program) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this

License.

 

3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it, under Section 2) in object code or executable

form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

  a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under

the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

  b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give any third party, for a charge no more

than your cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete machine-readable copy of the corresponding

source code, to be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software

interchange; or,

 

  c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer to distribute corresponding source code. (This

alternative is allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you received the program in object code or

executable form with such an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For an executable

work, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface

definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the executable. However, as a special

exception, the source code distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or

binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the

executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering

equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place counts as distribution of the source code, even though

third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program except as expressly provided under this License.

Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is void, and will automatically

terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this

License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you

permission to modify or distribute the Program or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do

not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the Program),
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you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or

modifying the Program or works based on it.

 

6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the Program), the recipient automatically receives

a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to these terms and conditions.

You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not

responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to this License.

 

7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited

to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the

conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as

to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a

consequence you may not distribute the Program at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-

free redistribution of the Program by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only

way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the

section is intended to apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest

validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software

distribution system, which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous

contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of

that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other

system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted

interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Program under this License may add an explicit

geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this

License.

 

9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the General Public License from time

to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new

problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program specifies a version number of this License

which applies to it and "any later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that

version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version

number of this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

 

10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free programs whose distribution conditions are

different, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software

Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be

guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the

sharing and reuse of software generally.
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NO WARRANTY

 

11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE

PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE

STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM

"AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT

NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF

ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY

COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE

PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL,

SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY

TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF

THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER

PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

 

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, the best way to

achieve this is to make it free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to

most effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a

pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

  One line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.

 

  Copyright (C)

 

  This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU General Public

License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later

version.

 

  This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the

implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU General

Public License for more details.

 

  You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along with this program; if not, write to the

Free Software Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA
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Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

  Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author

  Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'. This is free software, and

you are welcome to redistribute it under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate parts of the General Public License.

Of course, the commands you use may be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your school, if any, to sign a "copyright

disclaimer" for the program, if necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

  Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at

compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

  signature of Ty Coon, 1 April 1989

  Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into proprietary programs. If your program

is a subroutine library, you may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the library. If

this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General Public License instead of this License.

 

 

"CLASSPATH" EXCEPTION TO THE GPL VERSION 2

 

Certain source files distributed by Sun Microsystems, Inc. are subject to the following clarification and special

exception to the GPL Version 2, but only where Sun has expressly included in the particular source file's header the

words

 

"Sun designates this particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided by Sun in the License file that

accompanied this code."

 

Linking this library statically or dynamically with other modules is making a combined work based on this library.

Thus, the terms and conditions of the GNU General Public License Version 2 cover the whole combination.

 

As a special exception, the copyright holders of this library give you permission to link this library with independent

modules to produce an executable, regardless of the license terms of these independent modules, and to copy and

distribute the resulting executable under terms of your choice, provided that you also meet, for each linked

independent module, the terms and conditions of the license of that module.? An independent module is a module

which is not derived from or based on this library.? If you modify this library, you may extend this exception to your

version of the library, but you are not obligated to do so.? If you do not wish to do so, delete this exception

statement from your version.

This product currently only contains code developed by authors

of specific components, as identified by the source code files;

if such notes are missing files have been created by
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Tatu Saloranta.

 

For additional credits (generally to people who reported problems)

see CREDITS file.

 

 

/*

$Id: LICENSE.txt,v 1.1.1.1 2004/07/01 13:59:13 jvanzyl Exp $

 

Copyright 2002 (C) The Codehaus. All Rights Reserved.

 

Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

that the following conditions are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

   statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

   copy of this document.

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

   above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

   following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

   materials provided with the distribution.

 

3. The name "classworlds" must not be used to endorse or promote

   products derived from this Software without prior written

   permission of The Codehaus.  For written permission, please

   contact bob@codehaus.org.

 

4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "classworlds"

   nor may "classworlds" appear in their names without prior written

   permission of The Codehaus. "classworlds" is a registered

   trademark of The Codehaus.

 

5. Due credit should be given to The Codehaus.

   (http://classworlds.codehaus.org/).

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE CODEHAUS AND CONTRIBUTORS

``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

THE CODEHAUS OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED
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OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

*/

ASM: a very small and fast Java bytecode manipulation framework

Copyright (c) 2000,2002,2003 INRIA, France Telecom

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. Neither the name of the copyright holders nor the names of its

  contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

  this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF

THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

This copy of Jackson JSON processor is licensed under the

Lesser General Public License (LGPL), version 2.1 ("the License").

See the License for details about distribution rights, and the

specific rights regarding derivate works.

 

You may obtain a copy of the License at:

 

http://www.gnu.org/licenses/licenses.html

 

A copy is also included with both the the downloadable source code package

and jar that contains class bytecodes, as file "LGPL 2.1". In both cases,

that file should be located next to this file: in source distribution

the location should be "release-notes/lgpl"; and in jar "META-INF/"

This product includes software developed by

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2, June 1991
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Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

    59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA  02111-1307  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Library General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free
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program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any
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   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,
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   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.
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 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any
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later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

	    How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.
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   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA  02111-1307  USA

 

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year  name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General
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Public License instead of this License.

 

/********************************************************************************

* CruiseControl, a Continuous Integration Toolkit

* Copyright (c) 2001-2003, ThoughtWorks, Inc.

* 651 W Washington Ave. Suite 500

* Chicago, IL 60661 USA

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

*

*     + Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*       notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

*     + Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

*       copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

*       disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided

*       with the distribution.

*

*     + Neither the name of ThoughtWorks, Inc., CruiseControl, nor the

*       names of its contributors may be used to endorse or promote

*       products derived from this software without specific prior

*       written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

* "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

* LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

* A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE REGENTS OR

* CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

* EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

* PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

* PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

* LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

* NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

* SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

********************************************************************************/

ASM: a very small and fast Java bytecode manipulation framework

Copyright (c) 2000,2002,2003 INRIA, France Telecom

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright
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  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. Neither the name of the copyright holders nor the names of its

  contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

  this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF

THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical
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     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable
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     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,
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     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.
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  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

This copy of Jackson JSON processor is licensed under the

Apache (Software) License, version 2.0 ("the License").

See the License for details about distribution rights, and the

specific rights regarding derivate works.

 

You may obtain a copy of the License at:

 

http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

A copy is also included with both the the downloadable source code package

and jar that contains class bytecodes, as file "ASL 2.0". In both cases,

that file should be located next to this file: in source distribution

the location should be "release-notes/asl"; and in jar "META-INF/"

// ------------------------------------------------------------------

// NOTICE file corresponding to the section 4d of The Apache License,

                    

// Version 2.0, in this case for Maven Wagon API                                                                                 

// ------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Maven Wagon API

Copyright 2003-2006 The Apache Software Foundation
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This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

/* ====================================================================

* The Apache Software License, Version 1.1

*

* Copyright (c) 2000-2002 The Apache Software Foundation.  All rights

* reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

*    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

*    distribution.

*

* 3. The end-user documentation included with the redistribution,

*    if any, must include the following acknowledgment:

*       "This product includes software developed by the

*        Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/)."

*    Alternately, this acknowledgment may appear in the software itself,

*    if and wherever such third-party acknowledgments normally appear.

*

* 4. The names "Apache" and "Apache Software Foundation", "Jakarta-Oro"

*    must not be used to endorse or promote products derived from this

*    software without prior written permission. For written

*    permission, please contact apache@apache.org.

*

* 5. Products derived from this software may not be called "Apache"

*    or "Jakarta-Oro", nor may "Apache" or "Jakarta-Oro" appear in their

*    name, without prior written permission of the Apache Software Foundation.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED

* WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

* OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

* DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE APACHE SOFTWARE FOUNDATION OR

* ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

* SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

* LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF

* USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

* ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

* OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT

* OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF
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* SUCH DAMAGE.

* ====================================================================

*

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Apache Software Foundation.  For more

* information on the Apache Software Foundation, please see

* <http://www.apache.org/>.

*/

Copyright (c) 2006, 2007 luminis

 

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

 - Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this

   list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 - Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

   this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

   and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 - Neither the name of the Luminis nor the names of its contributors may be

   used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without

   specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Indiana University Extreme! Lab Software License

 

Version 1.1.1

 

Copyright (c) 2002 Extreme! Lab, Indiana University. All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

  this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
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2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

  the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

3. The end-user documentation included with the redistribution, if any,

  must include the following acknowledgment:

 

 "This product includes software developed by the Indiana University

 Extreme! Lab (http://www.extreme.indiana.edu/)."

 

Alternately, this acknowledgment may appear in the software itself,

if and wherever such third-party acknowledgments normally appear.

 

4. The names "Indiana Univeristy" and "Indiana Univeristy Extreme! Lab"

must not be used to endorse or promote products derived from this

software without prior written permission. For written permission,

please contact http://www.extreme.indiana.edu/.

 

5. Products derived from this software may not use "Indiana Univeristy"

name nor may "Indiana Univeristy" appear in their name, without prior

written permission of the Indiana University.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED

WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS, COPYRIGHT HOLDERS OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS

BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR

BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY,

WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR

OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF

ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.
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     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity
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     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one
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         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a
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     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.516 java-api 2.2 
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1.516.1 Available under license : 
Apache License

Version 2.0, January 2004

http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

1. Definitions.

 

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1

through 9 of this document.

 

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are

under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or

indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of

fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source

code, documentation source, and configuration files.

 

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form,

including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

 

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as

indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix

below).

 

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the

Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole,

an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that

remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works

thereof.

 

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications

or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the

Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright

owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written

communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic

mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously

marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been

received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.
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2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce,

prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such

Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section)

patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such

license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was

submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit)

alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent

infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date

such litigation is filed.

 

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any

medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following

conditions:

 

You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and 

 

You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and 

 

You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark,

and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

the Derivative Works; and 

 

If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute

must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices

that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a NOTICE text

file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided along with the

Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such third-party notices

normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not modify the

License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside or as an

addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

as modifying the License.

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license

terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works

as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions

stated in this License.

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for

inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any

additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of

any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product

names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and
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reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work

(and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR

CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or

conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and

assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or

otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing,

shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or

consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or

any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of

such damages.

 

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may

choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or

rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf

and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend,

and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by

reason of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work

 

To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by

brackets "[]" replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include the brackets!) The text should be

enclosed in the appropriate comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a file or class name and

description of purpose be included on the same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier identification within

third-party archives.

 

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.
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1.517 hornetq-server 2.3.12.Final-redhat-1 
1.517.1 Available under license : 

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it * under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as * published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of * the License, or (at your option) any later version. * This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of *

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU * Lesser General Public

License for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public'

 

1.518 httpcomponents-httpclient 4.2.1-redhat-

1 
1.518.1 Available under license : 

Apache HttpComponents HttpClient

Copyright 1999-2013 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed by

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

                                 Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.
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     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,
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     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and
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     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.
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  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

This project contains annotations derived from JCIP-ANNOTATIONS

Copyright (c) 2005 Brian Goetz and Tim Peierls.

See http://www.jcip.net and the Creative Commons Attribution License

(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/2.5)

 

1.519 jboss-as-modcluster 7.3.0.Final-redhat-

14 
1.519.1 Available under license : 

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '# This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it # under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as # published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of # the License, or (at your option) any later version. # This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, # but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of #

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU # Lesser General Public

License for more details. # You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it * under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as * published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of * the License, or (at your option) any later version. * This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of *

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU * Lesser General Public

License for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public'
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1.520 mysql-jdbc 5.1.6 
1.520.1 Available under license : 

Found license 'General Public License 2.0' in 'This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of version 2 of the GNU General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation.

There are special exceptions to the terms and conditions of the GPL This program is distributed in the hope that it

will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY

or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License for more details. You should

have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software

* The ASF licenses this file to You under the Apache License, Version 2.0 * (the "License"); you may not use this

file except in compliance with * the License.  You may obtain a copy of the License at *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0 * distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,'

Found license 'General Public License 2.0' in 'This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of version 2 of the GNU General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation.

There are special exceptions to the terms and conditions of the GPL This program is distributed in the hope that it

will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY

or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License for more details. You should

have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software'

 

1.521 flyway-core 1.1 

 

1.522 apache-felix-log 1.0.0.redhat-3 
1.522.1 Available under license : 

 

Apache Felix Log Service

Copyright 2006-2013 JBoss by Red Hat

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by
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     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."
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     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained
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         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be
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     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.
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1.523 jdeparser 1.0.0.Final 
1.523.1 Available under license : 

COMMON DEVELOPMENT AND DISTRIBUTION LICENSE (CDDL) Version 1.1

1. Definitions.

 

 1.1. "Contributor" means each individual or entity that creates or

 contributes to the creation of Modifications.

 

 1.2. "Contributor Version" means the combination of the Original

 Software, prior Modifications used by a Contributor (if any), and

 the Modifications made by that particular Contributor.

 

 1.3. "Covered Software" means (a) the Original Software, or (b)

 Modifications, or (c) the combination of files containing Original

 Software with files containing Modifications, in each case including

 portions thereof.

 

 1.4. "Executable" means the Covered Software in any form other than

 Source Code.

 

 1.5. "Initial Developer" means the individual or entity that first

 makes Original Software available under this License.

 

 1.6. "Larger Work" means a work which combines Covered Software or

 portions thereof with code not governed by the terms of this License.

 

 1.7. "License" means this document.

 

 1.8. "Licensable" means having the right to grant, to the maximum

 extent possible, whether at the time of the initial grant or

 subsequently acquired, any and all of the rights conveyed herein.

 

 1.9. "Modifications" means the Source Code and Executable form of

 any of the following:

 

 A. Any file that results from an addition to, deletion from or

 modification of the contents of a file containing Original Software

 or previous Modifications;

 

 B. Any new file that contains any part of the Original Software or

 previous Modification; or

 

 C. Any new file that is contributed or otherwise made available

 under the terms of this License.

 

 1.10. "Original Software" means the Source Code and Executable form
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 of computer software code that is originally released under this

 License.

 

 1.11. "Patent Claims" means any patent claim(s), now owned or

 hereafter acquired, including without limitation, method, process,

 and apparatus claims, in any patent Licensable by grantor.

 

 1.12. "Source Code" means (a) the common form of computer software

 code in which modifications are made and (b) associated

 documentation included in or with such code.

 

 1.13. "You" (or "Your") means an individual or a legal entity

 exercising rights under, and complying with all of the terms of,

 this License. For legal entities, "You" includes any entity which

 controls, is controlled by, or is under common control with You. For

 purposes of this definition, "control" means (a) the power, direct

 or indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity,

 whether by contract or otherwise, or (b) ownership of more than

 fifty percent (50%) of the outstanding shares or beneficial

 ownership of such entity.

 

2. License Grants.

 

 2.1. The Initial Developer Grant.

 

 Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and subject

 to third party intellectual property claims, the Initial Developer

 hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license:

 

 (a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or

 trademark) Licensable by Initial Developer, to use, reproduce,

 modify, display, perform, sublicense and distribute the Original

 Software (or portions thereof), with or without Modifications,

 and/or as part of a Larger Work; and

 

 (b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using or selling of

 Original Software, to make, have made, use, practice, sell, and

 offer for sale, and/or otherwise dispose of the Original Software

 (or portions thereof).

 

 (c) The licenses granted in Sections 2.1(a) and (b) are effective on

 the date Initial Developer first distributes or otherwise makes the

 Original Software available to a third party under the terms of this

 License.

 

 (d) Notwithstanding Section 2.1(b) above, no patent license is

 granted: (1) for code that You delete from the Original Software, or

 (2) for infringements caused by: (i) the modification of the
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 Original Software, or (ii) the combination of the Original Software

 with other software or devices.

 

 2.2. Contributor Grant.

 

 Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and subject

 to third party intellectual property claims, each Contributor hereby

 grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license:

 

 (a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or

 trademark) Licensable by Contributor to use, reproduce, modify,

 display, perform, sublicense and distribute the Modifications

 created by such Contributor (or portions thereof), either on an

 unmodified basis, with other Modifications, as Covered Software

 and/or as part of a Larger Work; and

 

 (b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using, or selling

 of Modifications made by that Contributor either alone and/or in

 combination with its Contributor Version (or portions of such

 combination), to make, use, sell, offer for sale, have made, and/or

 otherwise dispose of: (1) Modifications made by that Contributor (or

 portions thereof); and (2) the combination of Modifications made by

 that Contributor with its Contributor Version (or portions of such

 combination).

 

 (c) The licenses granted in Sections 2.2(a) and 2.2(b) are effective

 on the date Contributor first distributes or otherwise makes the

 Modifications available to a third party.

 

 (d) Notwithstanding Section 2.2(b) above, no patent license is

 granted: (1) for any code that Contributor has deleted from the

 Contributor Version; (2) for infringements caused by: (i) third

 party modifications of Contributor Version, or (ii) the combination

 of Modifications made by that Contributor with other software

 (except as part of the Contributor Version) or other devices; or (3)

 under Patent Claims infringed by Covered Software in the absence of

 Modifications made by that Contributor.

 

3. Distribution Obligations.

 

 3.1. Availability of Source Code.

 

 Any Covered Software that You distribute or otherwise make available

 in Executable form must also be made available in Source Code form

 and that Source Code form must be distributed only under the terms

 of this License. You must include a copy of this License with every

 copy of the Source Code form of the Covered Software You distribute

 or otherwise make available. You must inform recipients of any such
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 Covered Software in Executable form as to how they can obtain such

 Covered Software in Source Code form in a reasonable manner on or

 through a medium customarily used for software exchange.

 

 3.2. Modifications.

 

 The Modifications that You create or to which You contribute are

 governed by the terms of this License. You represent that You

 believe Your Modifications are Your original creation(s) and/or You

 have sufficient rights to grant the rights conveyed by this License.

 

 3.3. Required Notices.

 

 You must include a notice in each of Your Modifications that

 identifies You as the Contributor of the Modification. You may not

 remove or alter any copyright, patent or trademark notices contained

 within the Covered Software, or any notices of licensing or any

 descriptive text giving attribution to any Contributor or the

 Initial Developer.

 

 3.4. Application of Additional Terms.

 

 You may not offer or impose any terms on any Covered Software in

 Source Code form that alters or restricts the applicable version of

 this License or the recipients' rights hereunder. You may choose to

 offer, and to charge a fee for, warranty, support, indemnity or

 liability obligations to one or more recipients of Covered Software.

 However, you may do so only on Your own behalf, and not on behalf of

 the Initial Developer or any Contributor. You must make it

 absolutely clear that any such warranty, support, indemnity or

 liability obligation is offered by You alone, and You hereby agree

 to indemnify the Initial Developer and every Contributor for any

 liability incurred by the Initial Developer or such Contributor as a

 result of warranty, support, indemnity or liability terms You offer.

 

 3.5. Distribution of Executable Versions.

 

 You may distribute the Executable form of the Covered Software under

 the terms of this License or under the terms of a license of Your

 choice, which may contain terms different from this License,

 provided that You are in compliance with the terms of this License

 and that the license for the Executable form does not attempt to

 limit or alter the recipient's rights in the Source Code form from

 the rights set forth in this License. If You distribute the Covered

 Software in Executable form under a different license, You must make

 it absolutely clear that any terms which differ from this License

 are offered by You alone, not by the Initial Developer or

 Contributor. You hereby agree to indemnify the Initial Developer and
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 every Contributor for any liability incurred by the Initial

 Developer or such Contributor as a result of any such terms You offer.

 

 3.6. Larger Works.

 

 You may create a Larger Work by combining Covered Software with

 other code not governed by the terms of this License and distribute

 the Larger Work as a single product. In such a case, You must make

 sure the requirements of this License are fulfilled for the Covered

 Software.

 

4. Versions of the License.

 

 4.1. New Versions.

 

 Oracle is the initial license steward and may publish revised and/or

 new versions of this License from time to time. Each version will be

 given a distinguishing version number. Except as provided in Section

 4.3, no one other than the license steward has the right to modify

 this License.

 

 4.2. Effect of New Versions.

 

 You may always continue to use, distribute or otherwise make the

 Covered Software available under the terms of the version of the

 License under which You originally received the Covered Software. If

 the Initial Developer includes a notice in the Original Software

 prohibiting it from being distributed or otherwise made available

 under any subsequent version of the License, You must distribute and

 make the Covered Software available under the terms of the version

 of the License under which You originally received the Covered

 Software. Otherwise, You may also choose to use, distribute or

 otherwise make the Covered Software available under the terms of any

 subsequent version of the License published by the license steward.

 

 4.3. Modified Versions.

 

 When You are an Initial Developer and You want to create a new

 license for Your Original Software, You may create and use a

 modified version of this License if You: (a) rename the license and

 remove any references to the name of the license steward (except to

 note that the license differs from this License); and (b) otherwise

 make it clear that the license contains terms which differ from this

 License.

 

5. DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY.

 

 COVERED SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED UNDER THIS LICENSE ON AN "AS IS" BASIS,
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 WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED,

 INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, WARRANTIES THAT THE COVERED SOFTWARE

 IS FREE OF DEFECTS, MERCHANTABLE, FIT FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR

 NON-INFRINGING. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF

 THE COVERED SOFTWARE IS WITH YOU. SHOULD ANY COVERED SOFTWARE PROVE

 DEFECTIVE IN ANY RESPECT, YOU (NOT THE INITIAL DEVELOPER OR ANY

 OTHER CONTRIBUTOR) ASSUME THE COST OF ANY NECESSARY SERVICING,

 REPAIR OR CORRECTION. THIS DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY CONSTITUTES AN

 ESSENTIAL PART OF THIS LICENSE. NO USE OF ANY COVERED SOFTWARE IS

 AUTHORIZED HEREUNDER EXCEPT UNDER THIS DISCLAIMER.

 

6. TERMINATION.

 

 6.1. This License and the rights granted hereunder will terminate

 automatically if You fail to comply with terms herein and fail to

 cure such breach within 30 days of becoming aware of the breach.

 Provisions which, by their nature, must remain in effect beyond the

 termination of this License shall survive.

 

 6.2. If You assert a patent infringement claim (excluding

 declaratory judgment actions) against Initial Developer or a

 Contributor (the Initial Developer or Contributor against whom You

 assert such claim is referred to as "Participant") alleging that the

 Participant Software (meaning the Contributor Version where the

 Participant is a Contributor or the Original Software where the

 Participant is the Initial Developer) directly or indirectly

 infringes any patent, then any and all rights granted directly or

 indirectly to You by such Participant, the Initial Developer (if the

 Initial Developer is not the Participant) and all Contributors under

 Sections 2.1 and/or 2.2 of this License shall, upon 60 days notice

 from Participant terminate prospectively and automatically at the

 expiration of such 60 day notice period, unless if within such 60

 day period You withdraw Your claim with respect to the Participant

 Software against such Participant either unilaterally or pursuant to

 a written agreement with Participant.

 

 6.3. If You assert a patent infringement claim against Participant

 alleging that the Participant Software directly or indirectly

 infringes any patent where such claim is resolved (such as by

 license or settlement) prior to the initiation of patent

 infringement litigation, then the reasonable value of the licenses

 granted by such Participant under Sections 2.1 or 2.2 shall be taken

 into account in determining the amount or value of any payment or

 license.

 

 6.4. In the event of termination under Sections 6.1 or 6.2 above,

 all end user licenses that have been validly granted by You or any

 distributor hereunder prior to termination (excluding licenses
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 granted to You by any distributor) shall survive termination.

 

7. LIMITATION OF LIABILITY.

 

 UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES AND UNDER NO LEGAL THEORY, WHETHER TORT

 (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE), CONTRACT, OR OTHERWISE, SHALL YOU, THE

 INITIAL DEVELOPER, ANY OTHER CONTRIBUTOR, OR ANY DISTRIBUTOR OF

 COVERED SOFTWARE, OR ANY SUPPLIER OF ANY OF SUCH PARTIES, BE LIABLE

 TO ANY PERSON FOR ANY INDIRECT, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, OR

 CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OF ANY CHARACTER INCLUDING, WITHOUT

 LIMITATION, DAMAGES FOR LOSS OF GOODWILL, WORK STOPPAGE, COMPUTER

 FAILURE OR MALFUNCTION, OR ANY AND ALL OTHER COMMERCIAL DAMAGES OR

 LOSSES, EVEN IF SUCH PARTY SHALL HAVE BEEN INFORMED OF THE

 POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES. THIS LIMITATION OF LIABILITY SHALL NOT

 APPLY TO LIABILITY FOR DEATH OR PERSONAL INJURY RESULTING FROM SUCH

 PARTY'S NEGLIGENCE TO THE EXTENT APPLICABLE LAW PROHIBITS SUCH

 LIMITATION. SOME JURISDICTIONS DO NOT ALLOW THE EXCLUSION OR

 LIMITATION OF INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, SO THIS EXCLUSION

 AND LIMITATION MAY NOT APPLY TO YOU.

 

8. U.S. GOVERNMENT END USERS.

 

 The Covered Software is a "commercial item," as that term is defined

 in 48 C.F.R. 2.101 (Oct. 1995), consisting of "commercial computer

 software" (as that term is defined at 48 C.F.R. §

 252.227-7014(a)(1)) and "commercial computer software documentation"

 as such terms are used in 48 C.F.R. 12.212 (Sept. 1995). Consistent

 with 48 C.F.R. 12.212 and 48 C.F.R. 227.7202-1 through 227.7202-4

 (June 1995), all U.S. Government End Users acquire Covered Software

 with only those rights set forth herein. This U.S. Government Rights

 clause is in lieu of, and supersedes, any other FAR, DFAR, or other

 clause or provision that addresses Government rights in computer

 software under this License.

 

9. MISCELLANEOUS.

 

 This License represents the complete agreement concerning subject

 matter hereof. If any provision of this License is held to be

 unenforceable, such provision shall be reformed only to the extent

 necessary to make it enforceable. This License shall be governed by

 the law of the jurisdiction specified in a notice contained within

 the Original Software (except to the extent applicable law, if any,

 provides otherwise), excluding such jurisdiction's conflict-of-law

 provisions. Any litigation relating to this License shall be subject

 to the jurisdiction of the courts located in the jurisdiction and

 venue specified in a notice contained within the Original Software,

 with the losing party responsible for costs, including, without

 limitation, court costs and reasonable attorneys' fees and expenses.
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 The application of the United Nations Convention on Contracts for

 the International Sale of Goods is expressly excluded. Any law or

 regulation which provides that the language of a contract shall be

 construed against the drafter shall not apply to this License. You

 agree that You alone are responsible for compliance with the United

 States export administration regulations (and the export control

 laws and regulation of any other countries) when You use, distribute

 or otherwise make available any Covered Software.

 

10. RESPONSIBILITY FOR CLAIMS.

 

 As between Initial Developer and the Contributors, each party is

 responsible for claims and damages arising, directly or indirectly,

 out of its utilization of rights under this License and You agree to

 work with Initial Developer and Contributors to distribute such

 responsibility on an equitable basis. Nothing herein is intended or

 shall be deemed to constitute any admission of liability.

NOTICE PURSUANT TO SECTION 9 OF THE COMMON DEVELOPMENT AND DISTRIBUTION LICENSE

(CDDL)

The code released under the CDDL shall be governed by the laws of the

State of California (excluding conflict-of-law provisions). Any

litigation relating to this License shall be subject to the jurisdiction

of the Federal Courts of the Northern District of California and the

state courts of the State of California, with venue lying in Santa Clara

County, California.

 

1.524 java-api 2.1 
1.524.1 Available under license : 

<OWNER> = Regents of the University of California  

<ORGANIZATION> = University of California, Berkeley  

<YEAR> = 1998  

 

In the original BSD license, both occurrences of the phrase "COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS" in

the disclaimer read "REGENTS AND CONTRIBUTORS".  

 

Here is the license template:  

 

Copyright (c) <YEAR>, <OWNER>  

 

All rights reserved.  

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the

following conditions are met:  

 

Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

disclaimer.  
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Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.  

Neither the name of the <ORGANIZATION> nor the names of its contributors may be used to endorse or promote

products derived from this software without specific prior written permission.  

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS  

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT  

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR  

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR  

CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,  

EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,  

PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR  

PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF  

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING  

NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS  

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

1.525 scout 1.2.6.redhat-3 
1.525.1 Available under license : 

Apache License

Version 2.0, January 2004

http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

1. Definitions.

 

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1

through 9 of this document.

 

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are

under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or

indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of

fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source

code, documentation source, and configuration files.

 

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form,

including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

 

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as

indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix
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below).

 

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the

Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole,

an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that

remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works

thereof.

 

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications

or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the

Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright

owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written

communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic

mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously

marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been

received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce,

prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such

Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section)

patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such

license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was

submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit)

alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent

infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date

such litigation is filed.

 

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any

medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following

conditions:

 

You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and 

 

You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and 

 

You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark,

and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

the Derivative Works; and 

 

If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute
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must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices

that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a NOTICE text

file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided along with the

Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such third-party notices

normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not modify the

License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside or as an

addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

as modifying the License.

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license

terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works

as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions

stated in this License.

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for

inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any

additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of

any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product

names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and

reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work

(and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR

CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or

conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and

assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or

otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing,

shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or

consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or

any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of

such damages.

 

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may

choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or

rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf

and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend,

and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by

reason of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work

 

To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by
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brackets "[]" replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include the brackets!) The text should be

enclosed in the appropriate comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a file or class name and

description of purpose be included on the same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier identification within

third-party archives.

 

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.526 commons-configuration 1.10 
1.526.1 Available under license : 

Apache Commons Configuration

Copyright 2001-2013 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the
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     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of
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     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and
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         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor
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     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.527 coreapi 1.0.23.Final-redhat-1 
1.527.1 Available under license : 

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it * under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as * published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of * the License, or (at your option) any later version. * This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of *
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MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU * Lesser General Public

License for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it * under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as * published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of * the License, or (at your option) any later version. * This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of *

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU * Lesser General Public

License for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public /** The confidential

flag */ private boolean confidential; * @param confidential Is this config property confidential public

ConfigProperty(String name, boolean dynamic, boolean confidential) this.confidential = confidential; * Get the

confidential flag public boolean isConfidential() return confidential; sb.append("

confidential=").append(confidential);'

 

1.528 httpcomponents-client 4.5.6 
1.528.1 Available under license : 

 

Apache HttpClient

Copyright 1999-2018 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.
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     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.
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  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed
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         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this
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     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.529 xml-commons-resolver 1.2 
1.529.1 Available under license : 

LEGAL NOTICE

 

This notice is issued to fulfil the requirements of the Mozilla Public License version 1.0 ("MPL 1.0")

sections 3.4(a) and 3.6. MPL 1.0 can be found at http://www.mozilla.org/MPL/MPL-1.0.html.

 

Section 3.4(a) of MPL 1.0 states that any third party intellectual property rights in particular

functionality or code must be notified in a text file named LEGAL that is issued with the source code. Saxon

includes a number of such third party components, and the relevant claims are included in notices included

in the same directory as this notice. Although MPL 1.0 requires this notice to be included only with source

code, some of the third parties may also require notices to be included with executable code. Therefore, Saxon
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executable code must not be distributed separately from this notice and all the accompanying third

party notices. The term "Distribution" here includes making the code available for download, and its

inclusion in download repositories such as Maven.

 

Section 3.6 of MPL 1.0 states:

 

You may distribute Covered Code in Executable form only if the requirements of Section 3.1-3.5 have

been met for that Covered Code, and if You include a notice stating that the Source Code version of

the Covered Code is available under the terms of this License, including a description of how and

where You have fulfilled the obligations of Section 3.2.

 

Section 3.2 requires the Source Code of Covered Code to be made available via an accepted Electronic

Distribution Mechanism.

 

The Source Code version of the Covered Code (that is, the source code of Saxon-B) is available under the

terms of the Mozilla Public License version 1.0, and may be obtained from the Subversion repository

for the Saxon project on SourceForge, at https://sourceforge.net/svn/?group_id=29872.

The precise version of the Subversion source for a particular Saxon maintenance release can be

determined by referring to the release notes for the particular release in the SourceForge download area.

 

Note that MPL 1.0 requires that any modifications to this source code must be made available under the terms

of the MPL "to anyone to whom you made an executable version available". As a courtesy, it is also requested

that you make such modifications available to Saxonica Limited.

The GNU General Public License (GPL)

 

Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA

 

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license

document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

Preamble

 

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to share

and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public License is intended to

guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to make sure the

software is free for all its users.  This General Public License applies to

most of the Free Software Foundation's software and to any other program whose

authors commit to using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is

covered by the GNU Library General Public License instead.) You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price.  Our

General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to

distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish),

that you receive source code or can get it if you want it, that you can change
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the software or use pieces of it in new free programs; and that you know you

can do these things.

 

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone to deny

you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.  These restrictions

translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the

software, or if you modify it.

 

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis or for

a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that you have.  You must

make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code.  And you must

show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and (2)

offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute

and/or modify the software.

 

Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain that

everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free software.  If the

software is modified by someone else and passed on, we want its recipients to

know that what they have is not the original, so that any problems introduced

by others will not reflect on the original authors' reputations.

 

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents.  We

wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free program will

individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the program proprietary.

To prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for

everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification

follow.

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains a notice

placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed under the terms of

this General Public License.  The "Program", below, refers to any such program

or work, and a "work based on the Program" means either the Program or any

derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the

Program or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or

translated into another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included

without limitation in the term "modification".) Each licensee is addressed as

"you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by

this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of running the Program is

not restricted, and the output from the Program is covered only if its contents

constitute a work based on the Program (independent of having been made by
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running the Program).  Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source code as

you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and

appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and

disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License

and to the absence of any warranty; and give any other recipients of the

Program a copy of this License along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may

at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of it, thus

forming a work based on the Program, and copy and distribute such modifications

or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of

these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices stating

   that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in whole or

   in part contains or is derived from the Program or any part thereof, to be

   licensed as a whole at no charge to all third parties under the terms of

   this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively when run,

   you must cause it, when started running for such interactive use in the

   most ordinary way, to print or display an announcement including an

   appropriate copyright notice and a notice that there is no warranty (or

   else, saying that you provide a warranty) and that users may redistribute

   the program under these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy

   of this License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but does

   not normally print such an announcement, your work based on the Program is

   not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If identifiable

sections of that work are not derived from the Program, and can be reasonably

considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and

its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate

works.  But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a

work based on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms

of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire

whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your

rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise the

right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on

the Program.
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In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program with the

Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of a storage or

distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this

License.

 

3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it, under

Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and

2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source

   code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above

   on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to

   give any third party, for a charge no more than your cost of physically

   performing source distribution, a complete machine-readable copy of the

   corresponding source code, to be distributed under the terms of Sections 1

   and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer to

   distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is allowed only

   for noncommercial distribution and only if you received the program in

   object code or executable form with such an offer, in accord with

   Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for making

modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source code means all

the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface

definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation

of the executable.  However, as a special exception, the source code

distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either

source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on)

of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source

code from the same place counts as distribution of the source code, even though

third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program except as

expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify,

sublicense or distribute the Program is void, and will automatically terminate

your rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies, or

rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so

long as such parties remain in full compliance.
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5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it.

However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Program

or its derivative works.  These actions are prohibited by law if you do not

accept this License.  Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Program (or

any work based on the Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to

do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the Program),

the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor to

copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to these terms and conditions.

You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the

rights granted herein.  You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by

third parties to this License.

 

7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions

are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that

contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the

conditions of this License.  If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy

simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent

obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Program at all.

For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution

of the Program by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through

you, then the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any

particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply and

the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or

other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this

section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software

distribution system, which is implemented by public license practices.  Many

people have made generous contributions to the wide range of software

distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to

distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that

choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a

consequence of the rest of this License.

 

8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in certain

countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original

copyright holder who places the Program under this License may add an explicit

geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that
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distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded.  In

such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body

of this License.

 

9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the

General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will be similar in

spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems

or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any later

version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of

that version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation.

If the Program does not specify a version number of this License, you may

choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

 

10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free programs

whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author to ask for

permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation,

write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.

Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of

all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of

software generally.

 

NO WARRANTY

 

11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR

THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE

STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE

PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED,

INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND

PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE,

YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL

ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE

THE

PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY

GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR

INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA

BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER

OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs
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If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest possible

use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it free software

which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest to attach

them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey the exclusion

of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a

pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   One line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.

 

   Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

   under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by the Free

   Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or (at your option)

   any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

   ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

   FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License for

   more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along

   with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc., 59

   Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this when it

starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author Gnomovision comes

   with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type 'show w'.  This is free

   software, and you are welcome to redistribute it under certain conditions;

   type 'show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands 'show w' and 'show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may be

called something other than 'show w' and 'show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your school,

if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary.  Here

is a sample; alter the names:

 

   Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program
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   'Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

   signature of Ty Coon, 1 April 1989

 

   Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General Public

License instead of this License.

 

 

"CLASSPATH" EXCEPTION TO THE GPL

 

Certain source files distributed by Sun Microsystems, Inc.  are subject to

the following clarification and special exception to the GPL, but only where

Sun has expressly included in the particular source file's header the words

"Sun designates this particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception

as provided by Sun in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code."

 

   Linking this library statically or dynamically with other modules is making

   a combined work based on this library.  Thus, the terms and conditions of

   the GNU General Public License cover the whole combination.

 

   As a special exception, the copyright holders of this library give you

   permission to link this library with independent modules to produce an

   executable, regardless of the license terms of these independent modules,

   and to copy and distribute the resulting executable under terms of your

   choice, provided that you also meet, for each linked independent module,

   the terms and conditions of the license of that module.  An independent

   module is a module which is not derived from or based on this library.  If

   you modify this library, you may extend this exception to your version of

   the library, but you are not obligated to do so.  If you do not wish to do

   so, delete this exception statement from your version.

Apache XML Commons Resolver

Copyright 2006 The Apache Software Foundation.

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation http://www.apache.org/

 

Portions of this code are derived from classes placed in the

public domain by Arbortext on 10 Apr 2000. See:

http://www.arbortext.com/customer_support/updates_and_technical_notes/catalogs/docs/README.htm

The contents of these file are subject to the Mozilla Public License Version 1.0 (the "License");

you may not use these files except in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the

License at http://www.mozilla.org/MPL/
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Software distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" basis,

WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the License for the

specific language governing rights and limitations under the License.

 

The Original Code is all Saxon modules labelled with a notice referring to this license.

 

The Initial Developer of the Original Code is Michael Kay, except where otherwise specified in an individual

module.

 

Portions created by other named contributors are copyright as identified in the relevant module. All Rights

Reserved.

 

Contributor(s) are listed in the documentation: see notices/contributors. 

                                 Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or
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     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work
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     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work
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     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.
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     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.530 javax-servlet-api 3.0.0.v201112011016 
1.530.1 Available under license : 

COMMON DEVELOPMENT AND DISTRIBUTION LICENSE (CDDL) Version 1.0

 

1. Definitions.

 

  1.1. Contributor. means each individual or entity that creates or contributes to the creation of Modifications.

 

  1.2. Contributor Version. means the combination of the Original Software, prior Modifications used by a

Contributor (if any), and the Modifications made by that particular Contributor.

 

  1.3. Covered Software. means (a) the Original Software, or (b) Modifications, or (c) the combination of files

containing Original Software with files containing Modifications, in each case including portions thereof.

 

  1.4. Executable. means the Covered Software in any form other than Source Code.

 

  1.5. Initial Developer. means the individual or entity that first makes Original Software available under this

License.

 

  1.6. Larger Work. means a work which combines Covered Software or portions thereof with code not governed by

the terms of this License.

 

  1.7. License. means this document.
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  1.8. Licensable. means having the right to grant, to the maximum extent possible, whether at the time of the initial

grant or subsequently acquired, any and all of the rights conveyed herein.

 

  1.9. Modifications. means the Source Code and Executable form of any of the following:

 

       A. Any file that results from an addition to, deletion from or modification of the contents of a file containing

Original Software or previous Modifications;

 

       B. Any new file that contains any part of the Original Software or previous Modification; or

 

       C. Any new file that is contributed or otherwise made available under the terms of this License.

 

  1.10. Original Software. means the Source Code and Executable form of computer software code that is originally

released under this License.

 

  1.11. Patent Claims. means any patent claim(s), now owned or hereafter acquired, including without limitation,

method, process, and apparatus claims, in any patent Licensable by grantor.

 

  1.12. Source Code. means (a) the common form of computer software code in which modifications are made and

(b) associated documentation included in or with such code.

 

  1.13. You. (or .Your.) means an individual or a legal entity exercising rights under, and complying with all of the

terms of, this License. For legal entities, .You. includes any entity which controls, is controlled by, or is under

common control with You. For purposes of this definition, .control. means (a) the power, direct or indirect, to cause

the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (b) ownership of more than fifty

percent (50%) of the outstanding shares or beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

2. License Grants.

 

     2.1. The Initial Developer Grant.

 

     Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and subject to third party intellectual property claims,

the Initial Developer hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license:

 

        (a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark) Licensable by Initial Developer, to use,

reproduce, modify, display, perform, sublicense and distribute the Original Software (or portions thereof), with or

without Modifications, and/or as part of a Larger Work; and

 

        (b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using or selling of Original Software, to make, have made,

use, practice, sell, and offer for sale, and/or otherwise dispose of the Original Software (or portions thereof).

 

       (c) The licenses granted in Sections 2.1(a) and (b) are effective on the date Initial Developer first distributes or

otherwise makes the Original Software available to a third party under the terms of this License.

 

       (d) Notwithstanding Section 2.1(b) above, no patent license is granted: (1) for code that You delete from the

Original Software, or (2) for infringements caused by: (i) the modification of the Original Software, or (ii) the

combination of the Original Software with other software or devices.
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   2.2. Contributor Grant.

 

   Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and subject to third party intellectual property claims,

each Contributor hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license:

 

       (a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark) Licensable by Contributor to use,

reproduce, modify, display, perform, sublicense and distribute the Modifications created by such Contributor (or

portions thereof), either on an unmodified basis, with other Modifications, as Covered Software and/or as part of a

Larger Work; and

 

       (b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using, or selling of Modifications made by that Contributor

either alone and/or in combination with its Contributor Version (or portions of such combination), to make, use, sell,

offer for sale, have made, and/or otherwise dispose of: (1) Modifications made by that Contributor (or portions

thereof); and (2) the combination of Modifications made by that Contributor with its Contributor Version (or

portions of such combination).

 

       (c) The licenses granted in Sections 2.2(a) and 2.2(b) are effective on the date Contributor first distributes or

otherwise makes the Modifications available to a third party.

 

       (d) Notwithstanding Section 2.2(b) above, no patent license is granted: (1) for any code that Contributor has

deleted from the Contributor Version; (2) for infringements caused by: (i) third party modifications of Contributor

Version, or (ii) the combination of Modifications made by that Contributor with other software (except as part of the

Contributor Version) or other devices; or (3) under Patent Claims infringed by Covered Software in the absence of

Modifications made by that Contributor.

 

3. Distribution Obligations.

 

     3.1. Availability of Source Code.

     Any Covered Software that You distribute or otherwise make available in Executable form must also be made

available in Source Code form and that Source Code form must be distributed only under the terms of this License.

You must include a copy of this License with every copy of the Source Code form of the Covered Software You

distribute or otherwise make available. You must inform recipients of any such Covered Software in Executable

form as to how they can obtain such Covered Software in Source Code form in a reasonable manner on or through a

medium customarily used for software exchange.

 

     3.2. Modifications.

     The Modifications that You create or to which You contribute are governed by the terms of this License. You

represent that You believe Your Modifications are Your original creation(s) and/or You have sufficient rights to

grant the rights conveyed by this License.

 

     3.3. Required Notices.

     You must include a notice in each of Your Modifications that identifies You as the Contributor of the

Modification. You may not remove or alter any copyright, patent or trademark notices contained within the Covered

Software, or any notices of licensing or any descriptive text giving attribution to any Contributor or the Initial

Developer.

 

     3.4. Application of Additional Terms.
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     You may not offer or impose any terms on any Covered Software in Source Code form that alters or restricts the

applicable version of this License or the recipients. rights hereunder. You may choose to offer, and to charge a fee

for, warranty, support, indemnity or liability obligations to one or more recipients of Covered Software. However,

you may do so only on Your own behalf, and not on behalf of the Initial Developer or any Contributor. You must

make it absolutely clear that any such warranty, support, indemnity or liability obligation is offered by You alone,

and You hereby agree to indemnify the Initial Developer and every Contributor for any liability incurred by the

Initial Developer or such Contributor as a result of warranty, support, indemnity or liability terms You offer.

 

     3.5. Distribution of Executable Versions.

     You may distribute the Executable form of the Covered Software under the terms of this License or under the

terms of a license of Your choice, which may contain terms different from this License, provided that You are in

compliance with the terms of this License and that the license for the Executable form does not attempt to limit or

alter the recipient.s rights in the Source Code form from the rights set forth in this License. If You distribute the

Covered Software in Executable form under a different license, You must make it absolutely clear that any terms

which differ from this License are offered by You alone, not by the Initial Developer or Contributor. You hereby

agree to indemnify the Initial Developer and every Contributor for any liability incurred by the Initial Developer or

such Contributor as a result of any such terms You offer.

 

     3.6. Larger Works.

     You may create a Larger Work by combining Covered Software with other code not governed by the terms of

this License and distribute the Larger Work as a single product. In such a case, You must make sure the

requirements of this License are fulfilled for the Covered Software.

 

4. Versions of the License.

 

     4.1. New Versions.

     Sun Microsystems, Inc. is the initial license steward and may publish revised and/or new versions of this License

from time to time. Each version will be given a distinguishing version number. Except as provided in Section 4.3, no

one other than the license steward has the right to modify this License.

 

     4.2. Effect of New Versions.

     You may always continue to use, distribute or otherwise make the Covered Software available under the terms of

the version of the License under which You originally received the Covered Software. If the Initial Developer

includes a notice in the Original Software prohibiting it from being distributed or otherwise made available under

any subsequent version of the License, You must distribute and make the Covered Software available under the

terms of the version of the License under which You originally received the Covered Software. Otherwise, You may

also choose to use, distribute or otherwise make the Covered Software available under the terms of any subsequent

version of the License published by the license steward.

 

     4.3. Modified Versions.

     When You are an Initial Developer and You want to create a new license for Your Original Software, You may

create and use a modified version of this License if You: (a) rename the license and remove any references to the

name of the license steward (except to note that the license differs from this License); and (b) otherwise make it

clear that the license contains terms which differ from this License.

 

5. DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY.

 

  COVERED SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED UNDER THIS LICENSE ON AN .AS IS. BASIS, WITHOUT
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WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION,

WARRANTIES THAT THE COVERED SOFTWARE IS FREE OF DEFECTS, MERCHANTABLE, FIT FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR NON-INFRINGING. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND

PERFORMANCE OF THE COVERED SOFTWARE IS WITH YOU. SHOULD ANY COVERED SOFTWARE

PROVE DEFECTIVE IN ANY RESPECT, YOU (NOT THE INITIAL DEVELOPER OR ANY OTHER

CONTRIBUTOR) ASSUME THE COST OF ANY NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

THIS DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY CONSTITUTES AN ESSENTIAL PART OF THIS LICENSE. NO USE

OF ANY COVERED SOFTWARE IS AUTHORIZED HEREUNDER EXCEPT UNDER THIS DISCLAIMER.

 

6. TERMINATION.

 

     6.1. This License and the rights granted hereunder will terminate automatically if You fail to comply with terms

herein and fail to cure such breach within 30 days of becoming aware of the breach. Provisions which, by their

nature, must remain in effect beyond the termination of this License shall survive.

 

     6.2. If You assert a patent infringement claim (excluding declaratory judgment actions) against Initial Developer

or a Contributor (the Initial Developer or Contributor against whom You assert such claim is referred to as

.Participant.) alleging that the Participant Software (meaning the Contributor Version where the Participant is a

Contributor or the Original Software where the Participant is the Initial Developer) directly or indirectly infringes

any patent, then any and all rights granted directly or indirectly to You by such Participant, the Initial Developer (if

the Initial Developer is not the Participant) and all Contributors under Sections 2.1 and/or 2.2 of this License shall,

upon 60 days notice from Participant terminate prospectively and automatically at the expiration of such 60 day

notice period, unless if within such 60 day period You withdraw Your claim with respect to the Participant Software

against such Participant either unilaterally or pursuant to a written agreement with Participant.

 

     6.3. In the event of termination under Sections 6.1 or 6.2 above, all end user licenses that have been validly

granted by You or any distributor hereunder prior to termination (excluding licenses granted to You by any

distributor) shall survive termination.

 

7. LIMITATION OF LIABILITY.

 

  UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES AND UNDER NO LEGAL THEORY, WHETHER TORT (INCLUDING

NEGLIGENCE), CONTRACT, OR OTHERWISE, SHALL YOU, THE INITIAL DEVELOPER, ANY OTHER

CONTRIBUTOR, OR ANY DISTRIBUTOR OF COVERED SOFTWARE, OR ANY SUPPLIER OF ANY OF

SUCH PARTIES, BE LIABLE TO ANY PERSON FOR ANY INDIRECT, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OF ANY CHARACTER INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, DAMAGES

FOR LOST PROFITS, LOSS OF GOODWILL, WORK STOPPAGE, COMPUTER FAILURE OR

MALFUNCTION, OR ANY AND ALL OTHER COMMERCIAL DAMAGES OR LOSSES, EVEN IF SUCH

PARTY SHALL HAVE BEEN INFORMED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES. THIS LIMITATION

OF LIABILITY SHALL NOT APPLY TO LIABILITY FOR DEATH OR PERSONAL INJURY RESULTING

FROM SUCH PARTY.S NEGLIGENCE TO THE EXTENT APPLICABLE LAW PROHIBITS SUCH

LIMITATION. SOME JURISDICTIONS DO NOT ALLOW THE EXCLUSION OR LIMITATION OF

INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, SO THIS EXCLUSION AND LIMITATION MAY NOT

APPLY TO YOU.

 

8. U.S. GOVERNMENT END USERS.

 

  The Covered Software is a .commercial item,. as that term is defined in 48 C.F.R. 2.101 (Oct. 1995), consisting of
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.commercial computer software. (as that term is defined at 48 C.F.R. ? 252.227-7014(a)(1)) and .commercial

computer software documentation. as such terms are used in 48 C.F.R. 12.212 (Sept. 1995). Consistent with 48

C.F.R. 12.212 and 48 C.F.R. 227.7202-1 through 227.7202-4 (June 1995), all U.S. Government End Users acquire

Covered Software with only those rights set forth herein. This U.S. Government Rights clause is in lieu of, and

supersedes, any other FAR, DFAR, or other clause or provision that addresses Government rights in computer

software under this License.

 

9. MISCELLANEOUS.

 

  This License represents the complete agreement concerning subject matter hereof. If any provision of this License

is held to be unenforceable, such provision shall be reformed only to the extent necessary to make it enforceable.

This License shall be governed by the law of the jurisdiction specified in a notice contained within the Original

Software (except to the extent applicable law, if any, provides otherwise), excluding such jurisdiction.s conflict-of-

law provisions. Any litigation relating to this License shall be subject to the jurisdiction of the courts located in the

jurisdiction and venue specified in a notice contained within the Original Software, with the losing party responsible

for costs, including, without limitation, court costs and reasonable attorneys. fees and expenses. The application of

the United Nations Convention on Contracts for the International Sale of Goods is expressly excluded. Any law or

regulation which provides that the language of a contract shall be construed against the drafter shall not apply to this

License. You agree that You alone are responsible for compliance with the United States export administration

regulations (and the export control laws and regulation of any other countries) when You use, distribute or otherwise

make available any Covered Software.

 

10. RESPONSIBILITY FOR CLAIMS.

 

  As between Initial Developer and the Contributors, each party is responsible for claims and damages arising,

directly or indirectly, out of its utilization of rights under this License and You agree to work with Initial Developer

and Contributors to distribute such responsibility on an equitable basis. Nothing herein is intended or shall be

deemed to constitute any admission of liability.

 

  NOTICE PURSUANT TO SECTION 9 OF THE COMMON DEVELOPMENT AND DISTRIBUTION LICENSE

(CDDL)

 

  The code released under the CDDL shall be governed by the laws of the State of California (excluding conflict-of-

law provisions). Any litigation relating to this License shall be subject to the jurisdiction of the Federal Courts of the

Northern District of California and the state courts of the State of California, with venue lying in Santa Clara

County, California.

 

 

The GNU General Public License (GPL) Version 2, June 1991

 

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc. 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307

USA

 

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license document, but changing it is not

allowed.

 

Preamble
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The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU

General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to make sure the

software is free for all its users. This General Public License applies to most of the Free Software Foundation's

software and to any other program whose authors commit to using it. (Some other Free Software Foundation

software is covered by the GNU Library General Public License instead.) You can apply it to your programs, too.

 

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to

make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish),

that you receive source code or can get it if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new

free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to

surrender the rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the

software, or if you modify it.

 

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all

the rights that you have. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. And you must show

them these terms so they know their rights.

 

We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and (2) offer you this license which gives you

legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the software.

 

Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain that everyone understands that there is no

warranty for this free software. If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we want its recipients to

know that what they have is not the original, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the

original authors' reputations.

 

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents. We wish to avoid the danger that

redistributors of a free program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the program proprietary. To

prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow.

 

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying

it may be distributed under the terms of this General Public License. The "Program", below, refers to any such

program or work, and a "work based on the Program" means either the Program or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications

and/or translated into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term

"modification".) Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its

scope. The act of running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program is covered only if its

contents constitute a work based on the Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.
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1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you receive it, in any medium,

provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and

disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and

give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty

protection in exchange for a fee.

 

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the

Program, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you

also meet all of these conditions:

 

  a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of

any change.

 

  b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in whole or in part contains or is derived from the

Program or any part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this

License.

 

  c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively when run, you must cause it, when started

running for such interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an announcement including an

appropriate copyright notice and a notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide a warranty) and

that users may redistribute the program under these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

License. (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but does not normally print such an announcement, your

work based on the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from

the Program, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License,

and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute

the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on

the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and

every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather,

the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program with the Program (or with a work based on

the Program) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this

License.

 

3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it, under Section 2) in object code or executable

form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

  a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under

the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

  b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give any third party, for a charge no more
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than your cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete machine-readable copy of the corresponding

source code, to be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software

interchange; or,

 

  c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer to distribute corresponding source code. (This

alternative is allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you received the program in object code or

executable form with such an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For an executable

work, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface

definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the executable. However, as a special

exception, the source code distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or

binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the

executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering

equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place counts as distribution of the source code, even though

third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program except as expressly provided under this License.

Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is void, and will automatically

terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this

License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you

permission to modify or distribute the Program or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do

not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the Program),

you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or

modifying the Program or works based on it.

 

6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the Program), the recipient automatically receives

a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to these terms and conditions.

You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not

responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to this License.

 

7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited

to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the

conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as

to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a

consequence you may not distribute the Program at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-

free redistribution of the Program by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only

way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the

section is intended to apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest

validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software
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distribution system, which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous

contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of

that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other

system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted

interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Program under this License may add an explicit

geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this

License.

 

9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the General Public License from time

to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new

problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program specifies a version number of this License

which applies to it and "any later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that

version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version

number of this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

 

10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free programs whose distribution conditions are

different, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software

Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be

guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the

sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

NO WARRANTY

 

11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE

PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE

STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM

"AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT

NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF

ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY

COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE

PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL,

SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY

TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF

THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER

PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.
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END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

 

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, the best way to

achieve this is to make it free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to

most effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a

pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

  One line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.

 

  Copyright (C)

 

  This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU General Public

License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later

version.

 

  This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the

implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU General

Public License for more details.

 

  You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along with this program; if not, write to the

Free Software Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

  Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author

  Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'. This is free software, and

you are welcome to redistribute it under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate parts of the General Public License.

Of course, the commands you use may be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your school, if any, to sign a "copyright

disclaimer" for the program, if necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

  Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at

compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

  signature of Ty Coon, 1 April 1989

  Ty Coon, President of Vice
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This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into proprietary programs. If your program

is a subroutine library, you may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the library. If

this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General Public License instead of this License.

 

 

"CLASSPATH" EXCEPTION TO THE GPL VERSION 2

 

Certain source files distributed by Sun Microsystems, Inc. are subject to the following clarification and special

exception to the GPL Version 2, but only where Sun has expressly included in the particular source file's header the

words

 

"Sun designates this particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided by Sun in the License file that

accompanied this code."

 

Linking this library statically or dynamically with other modules is making a combined work based on this library.

Thus, the terms and conditions of the GNU General Public License Version 2 cover the whole combination.

 

As a special exception, the copyright holders of this library give you permission to link this library with independent

modules to produce an executable, regardless of the license terms of these independent modules, and to copy and

distribute the resulting executable under terms of your choice, provided that you also meet, for each linked

independent module, the terms and conditions of the license of that module.? An independent module is a module

which is not derived from or based on this library.? If you modify this library, you may extend this exception to your

version of the library, but you are not obligated to do so.? If you do not wish to do so, delete this exception

statement from your version.

 

1.531 commons-logging 1.2 
1.531.1 Available under license : 

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the
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     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of
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     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and
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         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor
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     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

Apache Commons Logging

Copyright 2003-2014 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).
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1.532 hibernatejpa2.0api 1.0.1.Final-redhat-2 
1.532.1 Available under license : 

Eclipse Distribution License - v 1.0

 

Copyright (c) 2007, Eclipse Foundation, Inc. and its licensors.

 

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the

following conditions are met:

 

Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

disclaimer.

Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

Neither the name of the Eclipse Foundation, Inc. nor the names of its contributors may be used to endorse or

promote products derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR

ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS

OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN

IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

1.533 jboss-as-mail 7.3.0.Final-redhat-14 
1.533.1 Available under license : 

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it * under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as * published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of * the License, or (at your option) any later version. * This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of *

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU * Lesser General Public

License for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public'

 

1.534 bean-validation-api 1.0.0.GA-redhat-2 
1.534.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*
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* JBoss, Home of Professional Open Source

* Copyright 2009, Red Hat, Inc. and/or its affiliates, and individual contributors

* by the @authors tag. See the copyright.txt in the distribution for a

* full listing of individual contributors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077227038_1601369580.23/0/validation-api-1-0-0-ga-redhat-2-sources-

jar/javax/validation/Valid.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077227038_1601369580.23/0/validation-api-1-0-0-ga-redhat-2-sources-

jar/javax/validation/metadata/Scope.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077227038_1601369580.23/0/validation-api-1-0-0-ga-redhat-2-sources-

jar/javax/validation/spi/BootstrapState.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077227038_1601369580.23/0/validation-api-1-0-0-ga-redhat-2-sources-

jar/javax/validation/bootstrap/ProviderSpecificBootstrap.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077227038_1601369580.23/0/validation-api-1-0-0-ga-redhat-2-sources-

jar/javax/validation/constraints/Digits.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077227038_1601369580.23/0/validation-api-1-0-0-ga-redhat-2-sources-

jar/javax/validation/Payload.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077227038_1601369580.23/0/validation-api-1-0-0-ga-redhat-2-sources-

jar/javax/validation/UnexpectedTypeException.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077227038_1601369580.23/0/validation-api-1-0-0-ga-redhat-2-sources-

jar/javax/validation/groups/Default.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077227038_1601369580.23/0/validation-api-1-0-0-ga-redhat-2-sources-

jar/javax/validation/metadata/ConstraintDescriptor.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077227038_1601369580.23/0/validation-api-1-0-0-ga-redhat-2-sources-

jar/javax/validation/ValidationProviderResolver.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077227038_1601369580.23/0/validation-api-1-0-0-ga-redhat-2-sources-

jar/javax/validation/constraints/Size.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077227038_1601369580.23/0/validation-api-1-0-0-ga-redhat-2-sources-

jar/javax/validation/metadata/PropertyDescriptor.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077227038_1601369580.23/0/validation-api-1-0-0-ga-redhat-2-sources-

jar/javax/validation/Configuration.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077227038_1601369580.23/0/validation-api-1-0-0-ga-redhat-2-sources-

jar/javax/validation/ConstraintDeclarationException.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077227038_1601369580.23/0/validation-api-1-0-0-ga-redhat-2-sources-

jar/javax/validation/ConstraintViolation.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077227038_1601369580.23/0/validation-api-1-0-0-ga-redhat-2-sources-
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jar/javax/validation/ValidatorFactory.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077227038_1601369580.23/0/validation-api-1-0-0-ga-redhat-2-sources-

jar/javax/validation/ConstraintDefinitionException.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077227038_1601369580.23/0/validation-api-1-0-0-ga-redhat-2-sources-

jar/javax/validation/ConstraintValidatorFactory.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077227038_1601369580.23/0/validation-api-1-0-0-ga-redhat-2-sources-

jar/javax/validation/ReportAsSingleViolation.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077227038_1601369580.23/0/validation-api-1-0-0-ga-redhat-2-sources-

jar/javax/validation/ConstraintValidator.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077227038_1601369580.23/0/validation-api-1-0-0-ga-redhat-2-sources-

jar/javax/validation/constraints/NotNull.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077227038_1601369580.23/0/validation-api-1-0-0-ga-redhat-2-sources-

jar/javax/validation/ConstraintValidatorContext.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077227038_1601369580.23/0/validation-api-1-0-0-ga-redhat-2-sources-

jar/javax/validation/metadata/BeanDescriptor.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077227038_1601369580.23/0/validation-api-1-0-0-ga-redhat-2-sources-

jar/javax/validation/spi/ValidationProvider.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077227038_1601369580.23/0/validation-api-1-0-0-ga-redhat-2-sources-

jar/javax/validation/constraints/Min.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077227038_1601369580.23/0/validation-api-1-0-0-ga-redhat-2-sources-

jar/javax/validation/Path.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077227038_1601369580.23/0/validation-api-1-0-0-ga-redhat-2-sources-

jar/javax/validation/ValidationException.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077227038_1601369580.23/0/validation-api-1-0-0-ga-redhat-2-sources-

jar/javax/validation/OverridesAttribute.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077227038_1601369580.23/0/validation-api-1-0-0-ga-redhat-2-sources-

jar/javax/validation/constraints/Past.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077227038_1601369580.23/0/validation-api-1-0-0-ga-redhat-2-sources-

jar/javax/validation/constraints/DecimalMax.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077227038_1601369580.23/0/validation-api-1-0-0-ga-redhat-2-sources-

jar/javax/validation/constraints/DecimalMin.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077227038_1601369580.23/0/validation-api-1-0-0-ga-redhat-2-sources-

jar/javax/validation/Validation.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077227038_1601369580.23/0/validation-api-1-0-0-ga-redhat-2-sources-

jar/javax/validation/spi/ConfigurationState.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077227038_1601369580.23/0/validation-api-1-0-0-ga-redhat-2-sources-

jar/javax/validation/constraints/AssertFalse.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077227038_1601369580.23/0/validation-api-1-0-0-ga-redhat-2-sources-

jar/javax/validation/constraints/AssertTrue.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077227038_1601369580.23/0/validation-api-1-0-0-ga-redhat-2-sources-

jar/javax/validation/bootstrap/GenericBootstrap.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077227038_1601369580.23/0/validation-api-1-0-0-ga-redhat-2-sources-

jar/javax/validation/groups/package-info.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077227038_1601369580.23/0/validation-api-1-0-0-ga-redhat-2-sources-

jar/javax/validation/constraints/Null.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077227038_1601369580.23/0/validation-api-1-0-0-ga-redhat-2-sources-

jar/javax/validation/constraints/Future.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077227038_1601369580.23/0/validation-api-1-0-0-ga-redhat-2-sources-
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jar/javax/validation/GroupDefinitionException.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077227038_1601369580.23/0/validation-api-1-0-0-ga-redhat-2-sources-

jar/javax/validation/Constraint.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077227038_1601369580.23/0/validation-api-1-0-0-ga-redhat-2-sources-

jar/javax/validation/metadata/ElementDescriptor.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077227038_1601369580.23/0/validation-api-1-0-0-ga-redhat-2-sources-

jar/javax/validation/constraints/Pattern.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077227038_1601369580.23/0/validation-api-1-0-0-ga-redhat-2-sources-

jar/javax/validation/Validator.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077227038_1601369580.23/0/validation-api-1-0-0-ga-redhat-2-sources-

jar/javax/validation/ConstraintViolationException.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077227038_1601369580.23/0/validation-api-1-0-0-ga-redhat-2-sources-

jar/javax/validation/ValidatorContext.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077227038_1601369580.23/0/validation-api-1-0-0-ga-redhat-2-sources-

jar/javax/validation/constraints/Max.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077227038_1601369580.23/0/validation-api-1-0-0-ga-redhat-2-sources-

jar/javax/validation/MessageInterpolator.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077227038_1601369580.23/0/validation-api-1-0-0-ga-redhat-2-sources-

jar/javax/validation/TraversableResolver.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* JBoss, Home of Professional Open Source

* Copyright 2009, Red Hat, Inc. and/or its affiliates, and individual contributors

* by the @authors tag. See the copyright.txt in the distribution for a

* full listing of individual contributors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, 

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077227038_1601369580.23/0/validation-api-1-0-0-ga-redhat-2-sources-

jar/javax/validation/GroupSequence.java

 

1.535 security-provider 1.3.0 
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1.535.1 Available under license : 
Microsoft Azure IoT SDKs

Copyright (c) Microsoft Corporation

All rights reserved.

MIT License

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the ""Software""), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED *AS IS*, WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

 

1.536 xml-commons 1.2.redhat-9 
1.536.1 Available under license : 

Apache License

Version 2.0, January 2004

http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

1. Definitions.

 

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1

through 9 of this document.

 

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are

under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or

indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of

fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source
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code, documentation source, and configuration files.

 

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form,

including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

 

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as

indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix

below).

 

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the

Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole,

an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that

remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works

thereof.

 

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications

or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the

Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright

owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written

communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic

mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously

marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been

received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce,

prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such

Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section)

patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such

license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was

submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit)

alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent

infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date

such litigation is filed.

 

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any

medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following

conditions:

 

You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and 
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You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and 

 

You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark,

and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

the Derivative Works; and 

 

If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute

must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices

that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a NOTICE text

file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided along with the

Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such third-party notices

normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not modify the

License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside or as an

addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

as modifying the License.

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license

terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works

as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions

stated in this License.

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for

inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any

additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of

any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product

names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and

reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work

(and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR

CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or

conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and

assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or

otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing,

shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or

consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or

any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of

such damages.

 

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may

choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or

rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf

and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend,

and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by
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reason of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work

 

To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by

brackets "[]" replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include the brackets!) The text should be

enclosed in the appropriate comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a file or class name and

description of purpose be included on the same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier identification within

third-party archives.

 

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.537 jboss-as-clustering-common 7.2.0.Final
1.537.1 Available under license : 

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it * under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as * published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of * the License, or (at your option) any later version. * This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of *

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU * Lesser General Public

License for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public'

 

1.538 bouncycastle-fips 1.0.2 
1.538.1 Available under license : 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy    

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal    

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights    

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell    

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is    

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:    
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The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in    

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.    

   

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR    

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,    

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE    

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER    

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,    

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN    

THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

1.539 websocket-common 9.2.19.v20160908 

 

1.540 scannotation 1.0.3.redhat-4 
1.540.1 Available under license : 

 

LICENSE SCAN:

<license> (deep scan)

//opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1002302737_1583195729.69/0/scannotation-1-0-3-redhat-4-sources-jar/META-

INF/maven/org.scannotation/scannotation/effective-pom.xml:      <name>Public Domain</name>

 

 

1.541 httpcomponents-core 4.4.10 
1.541.1 Available under license : 

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all
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     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and
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     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed
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         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the
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     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

Apache HttpComponents Core

Copyright 2005-2018 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

1.542 osgi-cmpn 4.2.0.200908310645 
1.542.1 Available under license : 

Apache License

Version 2.0, January 2004

http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

1. Definitions.

 

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1

through 9 of this document.

 

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are

under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or

indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of

fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source
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code, documentation source, and configuration files.

 

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form,

including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

 

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as

indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix

below).

 

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the

Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole,

an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that

remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works

thereof.

 

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications

or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the

Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright

owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written

communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic

mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously

marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been

received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce,

prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such

Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section)

patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such

license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was

submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit)

alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent

infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date

such litigation is filed.

 

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any

medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following

conditions:

 

You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and 
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You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and 

 

You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark,

and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

the Derivative Works; and 

 

If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute

must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices

that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a NOTICE text

file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided along with the

Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such third-party notices

normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not modify the

License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside or as an

addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

as modifying the License.

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license

terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works

as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions

stated in this License.

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for

inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any

additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of

any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product

names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and

reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work

(and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR

CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or

conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and

assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or

otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing,

shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or

consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or

any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of

such damages.

 

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may

choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or

rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf

and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend,

and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by
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reason of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work

 

To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by

brackets "[]" replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include the brackets!) The text should be

enclosed in the appropriate comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a file or class name and

description of purpose be included on the same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier identification within

third-party archives.

 

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.543 jackson-mapper-asl 1.6.3 

 

1.544 resteasy-jax-rs 2.2.3.GA 
1.544.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* <p>Encodes and decodes to and from Base64 notation.</p>

* <p>Homepage: <a href="http://iharder.net/base64">http://iharder.net/base64</a>.</p>

* <p/>

* <p>Example:</p>

* <p/>

* <code>String encoded = Base64.encode( myByteArray );</code>

* <br />

* <code>byte[] myByteArray = Base64.decode( encoded );</code>

* <p/>

* <p>The <tt>options</tt> parameter, which appears in a few places, is used to pass
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* several pieces of information to the encoder. In the "higher level" methods such as

* encodeBytes( bytes, options ) the options parameter can be used to indicate such

* things as first gzipping the bytes before encoding them, not inserting linefeeds,

* and encoding using the URL-safe and Ordered dialects.</p>

* <p/>

* <p>Note, according to <a href="http://www.faqs.org/rfcs/rfc3548.html">RFC3548</a>,

* Section 2.1, implementations should not add line feeds unless explicitly told

* to do so. I've got Base64 set to this behavior now, although earlier versions

* broke lines by default.</p>

* <p/>

* <p>The constants defined in Base64 can be OR-ed together to combine options, so you

* might make a call like this:</p>

* <p/>

* <code>String encoded = Base64.encodeBytes( mybytes, Base64.GZIP | Base64.DO_BREAK_LINES );</code>

* <p>to compress the data before encoding it and then making the output have newline characters.</p>

* <p>Also...</p>

* <code>String encoded = Base64.encodeBytes( crazyString.getBytes() );</code>

* <p/>

* <p/>

* <p/>

* <p>

* Change Log:

* </p>

* <ul>

* <li>v2.3.7 - Fixed subtle bug when base 64 input stream contained the

* value 01111111, which is an invalid base 64 character but should not

* throw an ArrayIndexOutOfBoundsException either. Led to discovery of

* mishandling (or potential for better handling) of other bad input

* characters. You should now get an IOException if you try decoding

* something that has bad characters in it.</li>

* <li>v2.3.6 - Fixed bug when breaking lines and the final byte of the encoded

* string ended in the last column; the buffer was not properly shrunk and

* contained an extra (null) byte that made it into the string.</li>

* <li>v2.3.5 - Fixed bug in {@link #encodeFromFile} where estimated buffer size

* was wrong for files of size 31, 34, and 37 bytes.</li>

* <li>v2.3.4 - Fixed bug when working with gzipped streams whereby flushing

* the Base64.OutputStream closed the Base64 encoding (by padding with equals

* signs) too soon. Also added an option to suppress the automatic decoding

* of gzipped streams. Also added experimental support for specifying a

* class loader when using the

* {@link #decodeToObject(java.lang.String, int, java.lang.ClassLoader)}

* method.</li>

* <li>v2.3.3 - Changed default char encoding to US-ASCII which reduces the internal Java

* footprint with its CharEncoders and so forth. Fixed some javadocs that were

* inconsistent. Removed imports and specified things like java.io.IOException

* explicitly inline.</li>

* <li>v2.3.2 - Reduced memory footprint! Finally refined the "guessing" of how big the

* final encoded data will be so that the code doesn't have to create two output
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* arrays: an oversized initial one and then a final, exact-sized one. Big win

* when using the {@link #encodeBytesToBytes(byte[])} family of methods (and not

* using the gzip options which uses a different mechanism with streams and stuff).</li>

* <li>v2.3.1 - Added {@link #encodeBytesToBytes(byte[], int, int, int)} and some

* similar helper methods to be more efficient with memory by not returning a

* String but just a byte array.</li>

* <li>v2.3 - <strong>This is not a drop-in replacement!</strong> This is two years of comments

* and bug fixes queued up and finally executed. Thanks to everyone who sent

* me stuff, and I'm sorry I wasn't able to distribute your fixes to everyone else.

* Much bad coding was cleaned up including throwing exceptions where necessary

* instead of returning null values or something similar. Here are some changes

* that may affect you:

* <ul>

* <li><em>Does not break lines, by default.</em> This is to keep in compliance with

* <a href="http://www.faqs.org/rfcs/rfc3548.html">RFC3548</a>.</li>

* <li><em>Throws exceptions instead of returning null values.</em> Because some operations

* (especially those that may permit the GZIP option) use IO streams, there

* is a possiblity of an java.io.IOException being thrown. After some discussion and

* thought, I've changed the behavior of the methods to throw java.io.IOExceptions

* rather than return null if ever there's an error. I think this is more

* appropriate, though it will require some changes to your code. Sorry,

* it should have been done this way to begin with.</li>

* <li><em>Removed all references to System.out, System.err, and the like.</em>

* Shame on me. All I can say is sorry they were ever there.</li>

* <li><em>Throws NullPointerExceptions and IllegalArgumentExceptions</em> as needed

* such as when passed arrays are null or offsets are invalid.</li>

* <li>Cleaned up as much javadoc as I could to avoid any javadoc warnings.

* This was especially annoying before for people who were thorough in their

* own projects and then had gobs of javadoc warnings on this file.</li>

* </ul>

* <li>v2.2.1 - Fixed bug using URL_SAFE and ORDERED encodings. Fixed bug

* when using very small files (~&lt; 40 bytes).</li>

* <li>v2.2 - Added some helper methods for encoding/decoding directly from

* one file to the next. Also added a main() method to support command line

* encoding/decoding from one file to the next. Also added these Base64 dialects:

* <ol>

* <li>The default is RFC3548 format.</li>

* <li>Calling Base64.setFormat(Base64.BASE64_FORMAT.URLSAFE_FORMAT) generates

* URL and file name friendly format as described in Section 4 of RFC3548.

* http://www.faqs.org/rfcs/rfc3548.html</li>

* <li>Calling Base64.setFormat(Base64.BASE64_FORMAT.ORDERED_FORMAT) generates

* URL and file name friendly format that preserves lexical ordering as described

* in http://www.faqs.org/qa/rfcc-1940.html</li>

* </ol>

* Special thanks to Jim Kellerman at <a href="http://www.powerset.com/">http://www.powerset.com/</a>

* for contributing the new Base64 dialects.

* </li>

* <p/>
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* <li>v2.1 - Cleaned up javadoc comments and unused variables and methods. Added

* some convenience methods for reading and writing to and from files.</li>

* <li>v2.0.2 - Now specifies UTF-8 encoding in places where the code fails on systems

* with other encodings (like EBCDIC).</li>

* <li>v2.0.1 - Fixed an error when decoding a single byte, that is, when the

* encoded data was a single byte.</li>

* <li>v2.0 - I got rid of methods that used booleans to set options.

* Now everything is more consolidated and cleaner. The code now detects

* when data that's being decoded is gzip-compressed and will decompress it

* automatically. Generally things are cleaner. You'll probably have to

* change some method calls that you were making to support the new

* options format (<tt>int</tt>s that you "OR" together).</li>

* <li>v1.5.1 - Fixed bug when decompressing and decoding to a

* byte[] using <tt>decode( String s, boolean gzipCompressed )</tt>.

* Added the ability to "suspend" encoding in the Output Stream so

* you can turn on and off the encoding if you need to embed base64

* data in an otherwise "normal" stream (like an XML file).</li>

* <li>v1.5 - Output stream pases on flush() command but doesn't do anything itself.

* This helps when using GZIP streams.

* Added the ability to GZip-compress objects before encoding them.</li>

* <li>v1.4 - Added helper methods to read/write files.</li>

* <li>v1.3.6 - Fixed OutputStream.flush() so that 'position' is reset.</li>

* <li>v1.3.5 - Added flag to turn on and off line breaks. Fixed bug in input stream

* where last buffer being read, if not completely full, was not returned.</li>

* <li>v1.3.4 - Fixed when "improperly padded stream" error was thrown at the wrong time.</li>

* <li>v1.3.3 - Fixed I/O streams which were totally messed up.</li>

* </ul>

* <p/>

* <p>

* I am placing this code in the Public Domain. Do with it as you will.

* This software comes with no guarantees or warranties but with

* plenty of well-wishing instead!

* Please visit <a href="http://iharder.net/base64">http://iharder.net/base64</a>

* periodically to check for updates or to contribute improvements.

* </p>

*

* @author Robert Harder

* @author rob@iharder.net

* @version 2.3.7

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1023216565_1591382474.96/0/resteasy-jaxrs-2-2-3-ga-sources-

jar/org/jboss/resteasy/util/Base64.java
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1.545 jbossjadapi 1.0.1.Final-redhat-2 
1.545.1 Available under license : 

Eclipse Distribution License - v 1.0

 

Copyright (c) 2007, Eclipse Foundation, Inc. and its licensors.

 

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the

following conditions are met:

 

Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

disclaimer.

Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

Neither the name of the Eclipse Foundation, Inc. nor the names of its contributors may be used to endorse or

promote products derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR

ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS

OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN

IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

1.546 resteasy-jaxb-provider 2.3.7.Final-

redhat-2 
1.546.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

<name>Apache License, Version 2.0</name>

<url>http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0</url>

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1077219040_1601874403.81/0/resteasy-jaxb-provider-2-3-7-final-redhat-2-sources-jar/META-

INF/maven/org.jboss.resteasy/resteasy-jaxb-provider/effective-pom.xml
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1.547 jboss-as-ee-deployment 7.3.0.Final-

redhat-14 
1.547.1 Available under license : 

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it * under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as * published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of * the License, or (at your option) any later version. * This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of *

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU * Lesser General Public

License for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it * under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as * published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of * the License, or (at your option) any later version. * This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of *

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU * Lesser General Public

License for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public // Setup deployment

plan meta data with proprietary descriptor (jboss-web.xml)'

 

1.548 velocity 1.7.redhat-3 
1.548.1 Available under license : 

Apache License

Version 2.0, January 2004

http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

1. Definitions.

 

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1

through 9 of this document.

 

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are

under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or

indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of

fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source

code, documentation source, and configuration files.

 

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form,
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including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

 

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as

indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix

below).

 

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the

Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole,

an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that

remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works

thereof.

 

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications

or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the

Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright

owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written

communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic

mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously

marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been

received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce,

prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such

Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section)

patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such

license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was

submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit)

alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent

infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date

such litigation is filed.

 

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any

medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following

conditions:

 

You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and 

 

You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and 

 

You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark,
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and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

the Derivative Works; and 

 

If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute

must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices

that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a NOTICE text

file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided along with the

Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such third-party notices

normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not modify the

License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside or as an

addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

as modifying the License.

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license

terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works

as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions

stated in this License.

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for

inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any

additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of

any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product

names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and

reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work

(and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR

CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or

conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and

assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or

otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing,

shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or

consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or

any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of

such damages.

 

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may

choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or

rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf

and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend,

and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by

reason of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS
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APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work

 

To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by

brackets "[]" replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include the brackets!) The text should be

enclosed in the appropriate comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a file or class name and

description of purpose be included on the same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier identification within

third-party archives.

 

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.549 jboss-as-clustering-api 7.3.0.Final-

redhat-14 
1.549.1 Available under license : 

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it * under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as * published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of * the License, or (at your option) any later version. * This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of *

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU * Lesser General Public

License for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public * Copyright (c)

2005 Brian Goetz and Tim Peierls Released under the Creative Commons Attribution License'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it * under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as * published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of * the License, or (at your option) any later version. * This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of *

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU * Lesser General Public

License for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public'
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1.550 commons-exec 1.1 
1.550.1 Available under license : 

/*

*                                 Apache License

*                           Version 2.0, January 2004

*                        http://www.apache.org/licenses/

*

*   TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

*

*   1. Definitions.

*

*      "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

*      and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

*

*      "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

*      the copyright owner that is granting the License.

*

*      "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

*      other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

*      control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

*      "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

*      direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

*      otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

*      outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

*

*      "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

*      exercising permissions granted by this License.

*

*      "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

*      including but not limited to software source code, documentation

*      source, and configuration files.

*

*      "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

*      transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

*      not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

*      and conversions to other media types.

*

*      "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

*      Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

*      copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

*      (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

*

*      "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

*      form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

*      editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

*      represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes
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*      of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

*      separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

*      the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

*

*      "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

*      the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

*      to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

*      submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

*      or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

*      the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

*      means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

*      to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

*      communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

*      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

*      Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

*      excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

*      designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

*

*      "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

*      on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

*      subsequently incorporated within the Work.

*

*   2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

*      this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

*      worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

*      copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

*      publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

*      Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

*

*   3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

*      this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

*      worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

*      (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

*      use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

*      where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

*      by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

*      Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

*      with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

*      institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

*      cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

*      or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

*      or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

*      granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

*      as of the date such litigation is filed.

*

*   4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

*      Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

*      modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You
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*      meet the following conditions:

*

*      (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

*          Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

*

*      (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

*          stating that You changed the files; and

*

*      (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

*          that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

*          attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

*          excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

*          the Derivative Works; and

*

*      (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

*          distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

*          include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

*          within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

*          pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

*          of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

*          as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

*          documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

*          within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

*          wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

*          of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

*          do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

*          notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

*          or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

*          that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

*          as modifying the License.

*

*      You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

*      may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

*      for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

*      for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

*      reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

*      the conditions stated in this License.

*

*   5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

*      any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

*      by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

*      this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

*      Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

*      the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

*      with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

*

*   6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

*      names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,
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*      except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

*      origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

*

*   7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

*      agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

*      Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

*      WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

*      implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

*      of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

*      PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

*      appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

*      risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

*

*   8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

*      whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

*      unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

*      negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

*      liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

*      incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

*      result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

*      Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

*      work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

*      other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

*      has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

*

*   9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

*      the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

*      and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

*      or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

*      License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

*      on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

*      of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

*      defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

*      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

*      of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

*

*   END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

*

*   APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

*

*      To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

*      boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

*      replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

*      the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

*      comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

*      file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

*      same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

*      identification within third-party archives.
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*

*   Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

*

*   Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

*   you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

*   You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*       http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

*   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

*   distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

*   WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

*   See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

*   limitations under the License.

*/

Apache Commons Exec

Copyright 2005-2010 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed by

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

1.551 jboss-threads-metadata 1.0.0.GA 
1.551.1 Available under license : 

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in 'This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version. This software is distributed in the hope that it will

be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU Lesser General Public License for more details. You

should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public'

 

1.552 weld-environment-common 2.4.8.Final 
1.552.1 Available under license : 

                                 Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by
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     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."
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     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained
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         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be
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     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.
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1.553 drools 5.6.0 
1.553.1 Available under license : 

Apache License

Version 2.0, January 2004

http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

1. Definitions.

 

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1

through 9 of this document.

 

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are

under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or

indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of

fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source

code, documentation source, and configuration files.

 

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form,

including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

 

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as

indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix

below).

 

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the

Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole,

an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that

remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works

thereof.

 

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications

or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the

Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright

owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written

communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic

mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously

marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."
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"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been

received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce,

prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such

Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section)

patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such

license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was

submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit)

alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent

infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date

such litigation is filed.

 

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any

medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following

conditions:

 

You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and 

 

You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and 

 

You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark,

and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

the Derivative Works; and 

 

If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute

must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices

that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a NOTICE text

file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided along with the

Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such third-party notices

normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not modify the

License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside or as an

addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

as modifying the License.

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license

terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works

as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions

stated in this License.

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for

inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any

additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of

any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.
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6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product

names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and

reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work

(and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR

CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or

conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and

assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or

otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing,

shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or

consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or

any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of

such damages.

 

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may

choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or

rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf

and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend,

and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by

reason of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work

 

To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by

brackets "[]" replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include the brackets!) The text should be

enclosed in the appropriate comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a file or class name and

description of purpose be included on the same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier identification within

third-party archives.

 

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
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  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1.554 jackson-annotations 2.9.0 
1.554.1 Available under license : 

This copy of Jackson JSON processor annotations is licensed under the

Apache (Software) License, version 2.0 ("the License").

See the License for details about distribution rights, and the

specific rights regarding derivate works.

 

You may obtain a copy of the License at:

 

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

1.555 jaxb-api-osgi-sources 2.2 
1.555.1 Available under license : 

COMMON DEVELOPMENT AND DISTRIBUTION LICENSE (CDDL) Version 1.0

 

1. Definitions.

 

  1.1. Contributor. means each individual or  entity  that  creates  or

contributes to the creation of Modifications.

 

  1.2. Contributor Version.  means  the  combination  of  the  Original

Software,  prior  Modifications  used by a Contributor (if any), and the

Modifications made by that particular Contributor.
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  1.3. Covered Software.  means  (a)  the  Original  Software,  or  (b)

Modifications,  or  (c)  the  combination  of  files containing Original

Software with files containing Modifications,  in  each  case  including

portions thereof.

 

  1.4. Executable. means the Covered Software in any  form  other  than

Source Code.

 

  1.5. Initial Developer. means the individual  or  entity  that  first

makes Original Software available under this License.

 

  1.6. Larger Work. means a work which  combines  Covered  Software  or

portions thereof with code not governed by the terms of this License.

 

  1.7. License. means this document.

 

  1.8. Licensable. means having the right  to  grant,  to  the  maximum

extent   possible,   whether  at  the  time  of  the  initial  grant  or

subsequently acquired, any and all of the rights conveyed herein.

 

  1.9. Modifications. means the Source Code and Executable form of  any

of the following:

 

       A. Any file that results from an addition to, deletion  from  or

modification  of  the contents of a file containing Original Software or

previous Modifications;

 

       B. Any new file that contains any part of the Original  Software

or previous Modification; or

 

       C. Any new file that is contributed or otherwise made  available

under the terms of this License.

 

  1.10. Original Software. means the Source Code and Executable form of

computer software code that is originally released under this License.

 

  1.11.  Patent  Claims.  means  any  patent  claim(s),  now  owned  or

hereafter  acquired,  including without limitation, method, process, and

apparatus claims, in any patent Licensable by grantor.

 

  1.12. Source Code. means (a) the common  form  of  computer  software

code  in  which  modifications are made and (b) associated documentation

included in or with such code.

 

  1.13. You.  (or  .Your.)  means  an  individual  or  a  legal  entity

exercising  rights  under,  and complying with all of the terms of, this

License. For legal entities, .You. includes any entity  which  controls,
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is  controlled  by, or is under common control with You. For purposes of

this definition, .control. means (a) the power, direct or  indirect,  to

cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

otherwise,  or  (b)  ownership  of  more than fifty percent (50%) of the

outstanding shares or beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

2. License Grants.

 

     2.1. The Initial Developer Grant.

 

     Conditioned upon  Your  compliance  with  Section  3.1  below  and

subject  to  third  party  intellectual  property  claims,  the  Initial

Developer hereby grants You a  world-wide,  royalty-free,  non-exclusive

license:

 

        (a) under intellectual property rights (other  than  patent  or

trademark)  Licensable  by Initial Developer, to use, reproduce, modify,

display, perform, sublicense and distribute the  Original  Software  (or

portions  thereof),  with  or without Modifications, and/or as part of a

Larger Work; and

 

        (b) under Patent Claims  infringed  by  the  making,  using  or

selling  of  Original Software, to make, have made, use, practice, sell,

and offer for sale, and/or otherwise dispose of  the  Original  Software

(or portions thereof).

 

       (c)  The  licenses  granted  in  Sections  2.1(a)  and  (b)  are

effective  on  the date Initial Developer first distributes or otherwise

makes the Original Software available to a third party under  the  terms

of this License.

 

       (d) Notwithstanding Section 2.1(b) above, no patent  license  is

granted: (1) for code that You delete from the Original Software, or (2)

for  infringements  caused  by:  (i)  the  modification  of the Original

Software, or (ii) the combination of the Original  Software  with  other

software or devices.

 

   2.2. Contributor Grant.

 

   Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and  subject

to  third  party  intellectual  property claims, each Contributor hereby

grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license:

 

       (a) under intellectual property rights  (other  than  patent  or

trademark) Licensable by Contributor to use, reproduce, modify, display,

perform,  sublicense  and  distribute  the Modifications created by such

Contributor (or portions thereof), either on an unmodified  basis,  with

other Modifications, as Covered Software and/or as part of a Larger Work;
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and

 

       (b) under Patent Claims  infringed  by  the  making,  using,  or

selling of Modifications made by that Contributor either alone and/or in

combination   with   its   Contributor  Version  (or  portions  of  such

combination), to make, use, sell, offer  for  sale,  have  made,  and/or

otherwise  dispose  of:  (1)  Modifications made by that Contributor (or

portions thereof); and (2) the combination of Modifications made by that

Contributor  with  its  Contributor  Version  (or   portions   of   such

combination).

 

       (c) The licenses granted  in  Sections  2.2(a)  and  2.2(b)  are

effective  on  the date Contributor first distributes or otherwise makes

the Modifications available to a third party.

 

       (d) Notwithstanding Section 2.2(b) above, no patent  license  is

granted:  (1)  for  any  code  that  Contributor  has  deleted  from the

Contributor Version; (2) for infringements caused by:  (i)  third  party

modifications  of  Contributor  Version,  or  (ii)  the  combination  of

Modifications made by that Contributor with other  software  (except  as

part  of  the Contributor Version) or other devices; or (3) under Patent

Claims infringed by Covered Software in  the  absence  of  Modifications

made by that Contributor.

 

3. Distribution Obligations.

 

     3.1. Availability of Source Code.

     Any  Covered  Software  that  You  distribute  or  otherwise  make

available  in Executable form must also be made available in Source Code

form and that Source Code form must be distributed only under the  terms

of this License. You must include a copy of this License with every copy

of  the  Source  Code  form  of  the  Covered Software You distribute or

otherwise make available. You must inform recipients of any such Covered

Software in Executable form as to  how  they  can  obtain  such  Covered

Software  in  Source  Code  form  in a reasonable manner on or through a

medium customarily used for software exchange.

 

     3.2. Modifications.

     The Modifications that You create or to which You  contribute  are

governed  by  the  terms of this License. You represent that You believe

Your  Modifications  are  Your  original  creation(s)  and/or  You  have

sufficient rights to grant the rights conveyed by this License.

 

     3.3. Required Notices.

     You must include a notice  in  each  of  Your  Modifications  that

identifies  You  as  the  Contributor  of  the Modification. You may not

remove or alter any copyright, patent  or  trademark  notices  contained

within  the  Covered  Software,  or  any  notices  of  licensing  or any
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descriptive text giving attribution to any Contributor  or  the  Initial

Developer.

 

     3.4. Application of Additional Terms.

     You may not offer or impose any terms on any Covered  Software  in

Source Code form that alters or restricts the applicable version of this

License  or  the  recipients. rights hereunder. You may choose to offer,

and to charge a fee  for,  warranty,  support,  indemnity  or  liability

obligations  to one or more recipients of Covered Software. However, you

may do so only on Your own behalf, and not  on  behalf  of  the  Initial

Developer or any Contributor. You must make it absolutely clear that any

such  warranty, support, indemnity or liability obligation is offered by

You alone, and You hereby agree to indemnify the Initial  Developer  and

every Contributor for any liability incurred by the Initial Developer or

such  Contributor  as  a  result  of  warranty,  support,  indemnity  or

liability terms You offer.

 

     3.5. Distribution of Executable Versions.

     You may distribute the Executable form  of  the  Covered  Software

under  the terms of this License or under the terms of a license of Your

choice, which may contain terms different from  this  License,  provided

that  You  are in compliance with the terms of this License and that the

license for the Executable form does not attempt to limit or  alter  the

recipient.s  rights in the Source Code form from the rights set forth in

this License. If You distribute the Covered Software in Executable  form

under  a  different  license, You must make it absolutely clear that any

terms which differ from this License are offered by You  alone,  not  by

the  Initial Developer or Contributor. You hereby agree to indemnify the

Initial Developer and every Contributor for any  liability  incurred  by

the  Initial Developer or such Contributor as a result of any such terms

You offer.

 

     3.6. Larger Works.

     You may create a Larger Work by combining  Covered  Software  with

other  code not governed by the terms of this License and distribute the

Larger Work as a single product. In such a case, You must make sure  the

requirements of this License are fulfilled for the Covered Software.

 

4. Versions of the License.

 

     4.1. New Versions.

     Sun Microsystems, Inc. is the  initial  license  steward  and  may

publish  revised  and/or new versions of this License from time to time.

Each version will be given a distinguishing version  number.  Except  as

provided  in  Section 4.3, no one other than the license steward has the

right to modify this License.

 

     4.2. Effect of New Versions.
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     You may always continue to use, distribute or otherwise  make  the

Covered Software available under the terms of the version of the License

under which You originally received the Covered Software. If the Initial

Developer includes a notice in the Original Software prohibiting it from

being  distributed  or  otherwise  made  available  under any subsequent

version of the  License,  You  must  distribute  and  make  the  Covered

Software  available  under the terms of the version of the License under

which You originally received the Covered Software. Otherwise,  You  may

also  choose  to  use, distribute or otherwise make the Covered Software

available under the terms of  any  subsequent  version  of  the  License

published by the license steward.

 

     4.3. Modified Versions.

     When You are an Initial Developer and You want  to  create  a  new

license  for  Your  Original Software, You may create and use a modified

version of this License if You: (a) rename the license  and  remove  any

references  to  the name of the license steward (except to note that the

license differs from this License); and (b) otherwise make it clear that

the license contains terms which differ from this License.

 

5. DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY.

 

  COVERED SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED UNDER THIS LICENSE ON AN .AS IS.  BASIS,

WITHOUT  WARRANTY  OF  ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING,

WITHOUT LIMITATION, WARRANTIES THAT THE  COVERED  SOFTWARE  IS  FREE  OF

DEFECTS,  MERCHANTABLE,  FIT FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR NON-INFRINGING.

THE ENTIRE RISK AS  TO  THE  QUALITY  AND  PERFORMANCE  OF  THE  COVERED

SOFTWARE IS WITH YOU. SHOULD ANY COVERED SOFTWARE PROVE DEFECTIVE IN ANY

RESPECT, YOU (NOT THE INITIAL DEVELOPER OR ANY OTHER CONTRIBUTOR) ASSUME

THE  COST  OF  ANY  NECESSARY  SERVICING,  REPAIR  OR  CORRECTION.  THIS

DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY CONSTITUTES AN ESSENTIAL PART OF THIS LICENSE. NO

USE OF ANY COVERED SOFTWARE IS AUTHORIZED HEREUNDER  EXCEPT  UNDER  THIS

DISCLAIMER.

 

6. TERMINATION.

 

     6.1. This License and the rights granted hereunder will  terminate

automatically  if  You fail to comply with terms herein and fail to cure

such breach within 30 days of becoming aware of the  breach.  Provisions

which,  by their nature, must remain in effect beyond the termination of

this License shall survive.

 

     6.2.  If  You  assert  a  patent  infringement  claim   (excluding

declaratory judgment actions) against Initial Developer or a Contributor

(the Initial Developer or Contributor against whom You assert such claim

is  referred to as .Participant.) alleging that the Participant Software

(meaning the Contributor Version where the Participant is a  Contributor

or the Original Software where the Participant is the Initial Developer)
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directly  or  indirectly  infringes  any patent, then any and all rights

granted directly or indirectly to You by such Participant,  the  Initial

Developer  (if  the  Initial  Developer  is not the Participant) and all

Contributors under Sections 2.1 and/or 2.2 of this License  shall,  upon

60   days   notice   from   Participant   terminate   prospectively  and

automatically at the expiration of such 60 day notice period, unless  if

within  such  60  day period You withdraw Your claim with respect to the

Participant Software against such  Participant  either  unilaterally  or

pursuant to a written agreement with Participant.

 

     6.3. In the event of termination under Sections 6.1 or 6.2  above,

all  end  user  licenses  that  have  been validly granted by You or any

distributor hereunder prior to termination (excluding  licenses  granted

to You by any distributor) shall survive termination.

 

7. LIMITATION OF LIABILITY.

 

  UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES  AND  UNDER  NO  LEGAL  THEORY,  WHETHER  TORT

(INCLUDING  NEGLIGENCE),  CONTRACT, OR OTHERWISE, SHALL YOU, THE INITIAL

DEVELOPER, ANY OTHER CONTRIBUTOR, OR ANY DISTRIBUTOR OF COVERED SOFTWARE,

OR ANY SUPPLIER OF ANY OF SUCH PARTIES, BE LIABLE TO ANY PERSON FOR  ANY

INDIRECT, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OF ANY CHARACTER

INCLUDING,  WITHOUT  LIMITATION,  DAMAGES  FOR  LOST  PROFITS,  LOSS  OF

GOODWILL, WORK STOPPAGE, COMPUTER FAILURE OR MALFUNCTION, OR ANY AND ALL

OTHER COMMERCIAL DAMAGES OR LOSSES, EVEN IF SUCH PARTY SHALL  HAVE  BEEN

INFORMED  OF  THE  POSSIBILITY  OF  SUCH  DAMAGES.  THIS  LIMITATION  OF

LIABILITY SHALL NOT APPLY TO LIABILITY  FOR  DEATH  OR  PERSONAL  INJURY

RESULTING  FROM  SUCH  PARTY.S  NEGLIGENCE  TO THE EXTENT APPLICABLE LAW

PROHIBITS SUCH LIMITATION. SOME JURISDICTIONS DO NOT ALLOW THE EXCLUSION

OR LIMITATION OF INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, SO THIS  EXCLUSION

AND LIMITATION MAY NOT APPLY TO YOU.

 

8. U.S. GOVERNMENT END USERS.

 

  The Covered Software is a .commercial item,. as that term is  defined

in  48  C.F.R.  2.101  (Oct.  1995),  consisting of .commercial computer

software. (as that term is defined at 48  C.F.R.    252.227-7014(a)(1))

and  .commercial computer software documentation. as such terms are used

in 48 C.F.R. 12.212 (Sept. 1995). Consistent with 48 C.F.R.  12.212  and

48 C.F.R. 227.7202-1 through 227.7202-4 (June 1995), all U.S. Government

End  Users  acquire  Covered  Software  with only those rights set forth

herein. This U.S. Government Rights clause is in lieu of, and supersedes,

any other FAR,  DFAR,  or  other  clause  or  provision  that  addresses

Government rights in computer software under this License.

 

9. MISCELLANEOUS.

 

  This License represents the  complete  agreement  concerning  subject
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matter  hereof.  If  any  provision  of  this  License  is  held  to  be

unenforceable, such provision shall  be  reformed  only  to  the  extent

necessary  to make it enforceable. This License shall be governed by the

law of the jurisdiction specified  in  a  notice  contained  within  the

Original Software (except to the extent applicable law, if any, provides

otherwise),  excluding  such  jurisdiction.s conflict-of-law provisions.

Any litigation  relating  to  this  License  shall  be  subject  to  the

jurisdiction  of  the  courts  located  in  the  jurisdiction  and venue

specified in a notice contained within the Original Software,  with  the

losing party responsible for costs, including, without limitation, court

costs  and  reasonable  attorneys. fees and expenses. The application of

the United Nations Convention on Contracts for the International Sale of

Goods is expressly excluded. Any law or regulation which  provides  that

the  language of a contract shall be construed against the drafter shall

not apply to this License. You agree that You alone are responsible  for

compliance with the United States export administration regulations (and

the  export control laws and regulation of any other countries) when You

use, distribute or otherwise make available any Covered Software.

 

10. RESPONSIBILITY FOR CLAIMS.

 

  As between Initial Developer and  the  Contributors,  each  party  is

responsible  for claims and damages arising, directly or indirectly, out

of its utilization of rights under this License and You  agree  to  work

with   Initial   Developer   and   Contributors   to   distribute   such

responsibility on an equitable basis.  Nothing  herein  is  intended  or

shall be deemed to constitute any admission of liability.

 

  NOTICE  PURSUANT  TO  SECTION  9  OF  THE  COMMON   DEVELOPMENT   AND

DISTRIBUTION LICENSE (CDDL)

 

  The code released under the CDDL shall be governed by the laws of the

State  of  California  (excluding   conflict-of-law   provisions).   Any

litigation relating to this License shall be subject to the jurisdiction

of  the  Federal  Courts  of the Northern District of California and the

state courts of the State of California, with venue lying in Santa Clara

County, California.

 

 

The GNU General Public License (GPL) Version 2, June 1991

 

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc. 59 Temple Place,

Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA

 

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute  verbatim  copies  of  this

license document, but changing it is not allowed.
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Preamble

 

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to

share and change it. By contrast, the  GNU  General  Public  License  is

intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to

make  sure  the  software is free for all its users. This General Public

License applies to most of the Free Software Foundation's  software  and

to  any other program whose authors commit to using it. (Some other Free

Software Foundation software is  covered  by  the  GNU  Library  General

Public License instead.) You can apply it to your programs, too.

 

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not  price.

Our  General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the

freedom to distribute copies of  free  software  (and  charge  for  this

service  if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you

want it, that you can change the software or use pieces  of  it  in  new

free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid  anyone

to  deny  you  these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights. These

restrictions translate  to  certain  responsibilities  for  you  if  you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether  gratis

or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that you have.

You  must  make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code.

And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the  software,  and

(2)  offer  you  this  license which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

Also, for each author's protection and ours, we  want  to  make  certain

that  everyone  understands  that  there  is  no  warranty for this free

software. If the software is modified by someone else and passed on,  we

want  its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the  original

authors' reputations.

 

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software  patents.

We  wish  to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free program will

individually obtain  patent  licenses,  in  effect  making  the  program

proprietary. To prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must

be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

The  precise  terms  and  conditions  for  copying,   distribution   and

modification follow.
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TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

0. This License applies to any program or other work  which  contains  a

notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed under

the  terms  of this General Public License. The "Program", below, refers

to any such program or work, and a "work based  on  the  Program"  means

either  the  Program or any derivative work under copyright law: that is

to say, a work containing  the  Program  or  a  portion  of  it,  either

verbatim  or with modifications and/or translated into another language.

(Hereinafter, translation is included without  limitation  in  the  term

"modification".) Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution  and  modification  are  not

covered  by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running

the Program is not restricted,  and  the  output  from  the  Program  is

covered  only  if  its  contents  constitute a work based on the Program

(independent of having been made by running the Program).  Whether  that

is true depends on what the Program does.

 

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the  Program's  source

code  as  you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously

and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate  copyright  notice

and  disclaimer  of  warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to

this License and to the absence of any  warranty;  and  give  any  other

recipients of the Program a copy of this License along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring  a  copy,  and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any  portion  of

it,  thus  forming  a work based on the Program, and copy and distribute

such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above,  provided

that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

  a) You must cause the  modified  files  to  carry  prominent  notices

stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

  b) You must cause any work that you distribute or  publish,  that  in

whole  or  in  part  contains or is derived from the Program or any part

thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge  to  all  third  parties

under the terms of this License.

 

  c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively when

run, you must cause it, when started running for such interactive use in

the most ordinary way, to print or display an announcement including  an

appropriate  copyright notice and a notice that there is no warranty (or

else,  saying  that  you  provide  a  warranty)  and  that   users   may
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redistribute  the  program  under these conditions, and telling the user

how to view a copy of this License. (Exception: if the Program itself is

interactive but does not normally print such an announcement, your  work

based on the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These  requirements  apply  to  the  modified  work  as  a   whole.   If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program, and

can   be   reasonably  considered  independent  and  separate  works  in

themselves, then this License, and its terms,  do  not  apply  to  those

sections  when  you  distribute  them  as  separate  works. But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on

the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of  this

License,  whose  permissions  for  other  licensees extend to the entire

whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim  rights  or  contest

your  rights  to  work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise  the  right  to  control  the  distribution  of  derivative  or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on  the  Program

with  the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of a

storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work  under  the

scope of this License.

 

3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it, under

Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections

1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

  a) Accompany it  with  the  complete  corresponding  machine-readable

source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and

2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

  b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three years,

to give any third party,  for  a  charge  no  more  than  your  cost  of

physically  performing  source distribution, a complete machine-readable

copy of the corresponding source code, to be distributed under the terms

of Sections 1 and 2 above on a  medium  customarily  used  for  software

interchange; or,

 

  c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer  to

distribute  corresponding source code. (This alternative is allowed only

for noncommercial distribution and only if you received the  program  in

object  code  or  executable  form  with  such  an offer, in accord with

Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred  form  of  the  work  for

making modifications to it. For an executable work, complete source code
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means  all  the  source  code  for  all  modules  it  contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to  control

compilation  and  installation  of the executable. However, as a special

exception, the source code distributed need not include anything that is

normally distributed (in either source or binary form)  with  the  major

components  (compiler,  kernel,  and  so  on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies  the

executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering  access

to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy

the source code from the same place counts as distribution of the source

code,  even  though  third  parties are not compelled to copy the source

along with the object code.

 

4. You may not copy,  modify,  sublicense,  or  distribute  the  Program

except  as  expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise

to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is void, and  will

automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties

who  have  received  copies, or rights, from you under this License will

not have their licenses terminated so long as  such  parties  remain  in

full compliance.

 

5. You are not required to accept  this  License,  since  you  have  not

signed  it.  However,  nothing  else  grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program  or  its  derivative  works.  These  actions  are

prohibited  by  law  if  you  do  not accept this License. Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the Program),

you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms

and conditions for copying, distributing or  modifying  the  Program  or

works based on it.

 

6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or  any  work  based  on  the

Program),  the  recipient  automatically  receives  a  license  from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program  subject  to

these  terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions

on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.  You  are  not

responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to this License.

 

7. If, as a consequence of a court  judgment  or  allegation  of  patent

infringement  or  for  any  other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether  by  court  order,  agreement  or

otherwise)  that  contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute

so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License  and

any  other  pertinent  obligations,  then  as  a consequence you may not

distribute the Program at all. For example, if a  patent  license  would

not  permit  royalty-free redistribution of the Program by all those who
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receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you

could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from

distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid  or  unenforceable  under

any  particular  circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the  section  as  a  whole  is  intended  to  apply  in  other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to  induce  you  to  infringe  any

patents  or  other  property  right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this  section  has  the  sole  purpose  of  protecting  the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is implemented

by   public   license   practices.   Many   people  have  made  generous

contributions to the wide range of  software  distributed  through  that

system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to

the  author/donor  to  decide  if  he  or  she  is willing to distribute

software through any other system and  a  licensee  cannot  impose  that

choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be

a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

8. If the distribution and/or  use  of  the  Program  is  restricted  in

certain  countries  either  by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License  may

add  an  explicit  geographical  distribution limitation excluding those

countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among  countries

not   thus  excluded.  In  such  case,  this  License  incorporates  the

limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new  versions

of  the General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If  the  Program

specifies  a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later  version",  you  have  the  option  of  following  the  terms  and

conditions  either  of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a  version

number of this License, you may choose any version ever published by the

Free Software Foundation.

 

10. If you wish to incorporate parts of  the  Program  into  other  free

programs  whose  distribution  conditions  are  different,  write to the

author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted  by  the

Free  Software  Foundation,  write  to  the Free Software Foundation; we
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sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided  by  the

two  goals  of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free

software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

NO WARRANTY

 

11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT  WHEN

OTHERWISE  STATED  IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM  "AS  IS"  WITHOUT  WARRANTY  OF  ANY  KIND,  EITHER

EXPRESSED  OR  IMPLIED,  INCLUDING,  BUT  NOT  LIMITED  TO,  THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE

ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.

SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY

SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED  BY  APPLICABLE  LAW  OR  AGREED  TO  IN

WRITING  WILL  ANY  COPYRIGHT  HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR

DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL,  SPECIAL,  INCIDENTAL  OR  CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES  ARISING  OUT  OF  THE  USE  OR  INABILITY  TO  USE  THE PROGRAM

(INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO  LOSS  OF  DATA  OR  DATA  BEING  RENDERED

INACCURATE  OR  LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF

THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER  OR

OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

 

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

If you develop a new program, and you want it  to  be  of  the  greatest

possible  use  to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute  and  change  under  these

terms.

 

To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is  safest  to

attach  them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey

the exclusion of warranty; and  each  file  should  have  at  least  the

"copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

  One line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.

 

  Copyright (C)

 

  This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or  modify

it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by the

Free  Software  Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or (at your
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option) any later version.

 

  This program is distributed in the hope that it will be  useful,  but

WITHOUT   ANY   WARRANTY;   without   even   the   implied  warranty  of

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU General

Public License for more details.

 

  You should have received a copy of the  GNU  General  Public  License

along  with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice  like  this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

  Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author

  Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show

w'. This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it  under

certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical  commands  `show  w'  and  `show  c'  should  show  the

appropriate parts of the General Public License. Of course, the commands

you  use  may be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they

could even be mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or  your

school,  if  any,  to  sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

  Yoyodyne, Inc.,  hereby  disclaims  all  copyright  interest  in  the

program `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James

Hacker.

 

  signature of Ty Coon, 1 April 1989

  Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating  your  program

into  proprietary programs. If your program is a subroutine library, you

may consider it more useful to permit linking  proprietary  applications

with  the  library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library

General Public License instead of this License.

 

 

"CLASSPATH" EXCEPTION TO THE GPL VERSION 2

 

Certain source files distributed by Sun Microsystems, Inc.  are  subject

to  the following clarification and special exception to the GPL Version
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2, but only where Sun has expressly included in  the  particular  source

file's header the words

 

"Sun designates this particular  file  as  subject  to  the  "Classpath"

exception  as  provided by Sun in the License file that accompanied this

code."

 

Linking this library statically or dynamically  with  other  modules  is

making  a  combined  work  based  on  this  library. Thus, the terms and

conditions of the GNU General Public License Version 2 cover  the  whole

combination.

 

As a special exception, the copyright holders of this library  give  you

permission  to  link this library with independent modules to produce an

executable, regardless of the license terms of these independent modules,

and to copy and distribute the resulting executable under terms of  your

choice, provided that you also meet, for each linked independent module,

the  terms and conditions of the license of that module.? An independent

module is a module which is not derived from or based on this  library.?

If  you  modify  this  library,  you  may  extend this exception to your

version of the library, but you are not obligated to do so.? If  you  do

not wish to do so, delete this exception statement from your version.

 

1.556 jboss-as-ejb3 7.2.0.Final 
1.556.1 Available under license : 

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '~ This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it ~ under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as ~ published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of ~ the License, or (at your option) any later version. ~ This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, ~ but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of ~

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU ~ Lesser General Public

License for more details. ~ You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '~ This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it ~ under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as ~ published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of ~ the License, or (at your option) any later version. ~ This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, ~ but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of ~

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU ~ Lesser General Public

License for more details. ~ You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public * confidentiality:

indicates if the server (target) supports privacy protected messages. The values are <xs:attribute

name="confidentiality" type="xs:string" use="required" default="NONE"/>'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '# This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it # under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as # published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of # the License, or (at your option) any later version. # This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, # but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of #

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU # Lesser General Public

License for more details. # You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public'
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Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it * under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as * published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of * the License, or (at your option) any later version. * This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of *

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU * Lesser General Public

License for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public //if this is a timer

service invocation we throw a special exception'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it * under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as * published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of * the License, or (at your option) any later version. * This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of *

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU * Lesser General Public

License for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '*  * This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

modify it *  * under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as *  * published by the Free Software

Foundation; either version 2.1 of *  * the License, or (at your option) any later version. *  * This software is

distributed in the hope that it will be useful, *  * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied

warranty of *  * MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU *  * Lesser

General Public License for more details. *  * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it * under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as * published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of * the License, or (at your option) any later version. * This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of *

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU * Lesser General Public

License for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public * Implementations

are free to use a 1 to 1 instance -> pk mapping, or create multiple instances per'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* contributors as indicated by the @author tags. All rights

reserved. * This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it * under the terms of the GNU Lesser

General Public License as * published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2.1 of * the License, or (at

your option) any later version. * This software is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, * but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of * MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU * Lesser General Public License for more details. * You should have

received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it * under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as * published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of * the License, or (at your option) any later version. * This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of *

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU * Lesser General Public

License for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public ||

IORTransportConfigMetaData.CONFIDENTIALITY_REQUIRED.equals(tc.getConfidentiality())'

 

1.557 jboss-as-domain-http-interface

7.2.0.Final 
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1.557.1 Available under license : 
Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it * under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as * published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of * the License, or (at your option) any later version. * This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of *

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU * Lesser General Public

License for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public'

 

1.558 jboss-as-cmp 7.3.0.Final-redhat-14 
1.558.1 Available under license : 

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in 'This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later version. This library is distributed in the hope that it will

be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU Lesser General Public License for more details.'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '# This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it # under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as # published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of # the License, or (at your option) any later version. # This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, # but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of #

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU # Lesser General Public

License for more details. # You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it * under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as * published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of * the License, or (at your option) any later version. * This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of *

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU * Lesser General Public

License for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '*  This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it *  under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as *  published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of *  the License, or (at your option) any later version. *  This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, *  but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of *

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU *  Lesser General Public

License for more details. *  You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public'

 

1.559 apache-log4j 1.0.2.Final-redhat-1 
1.559.1 Available under license : 

  Apache log4j

 Copyright 2007 The Apache Software Foundation

 

 This product includes software developed at

 The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

 Modifications and additional code by Red Hat, Inc.
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                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.
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     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and
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     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or
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     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
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  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.560 cxf-rt-databinding-aegis 2.7.18 
1.560.1 Available under license : 

 Copyright (C) 2000-2004 Jason Hunter & Brett McLaughlin.

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions, and the following disclaimer.

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions, and the disclaimer that follows

these conditions in the documentation and/or other materials

provided with the distribution.

 

3. The name "JDOM" must not be used to endorse or promote products

derived from this software without prior written permission.  For

written permission, please contact <request_AT_jdom_DOT_org>.

 

4. Products derived from this software may not be called "JDOM", nor

may "JDOM" appear in their name, without prior written permission

from the JDOM Project Management <request_AT_jdom_DOT_org>.

 

In addition, we request (but do not require) that you include in the

end-user documentation provided with the redistribution and/or in the

software itself an acknowledgement equivalent to the following:

"This product includes software developed by the

JDOM Project (http://www.jdom.org/)."

Alternatively, the acknowledgment may be graphical using the logos

available at http://www.jdom.org/images/logos.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED

WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES
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OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE JDOM AUTHORS OR THE PROJECT

CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF

USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT

OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGE.

 

This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

individuals on behalf of the JDOM Project and was originally

created by Jason Hunter <jhunter_AT_jdom_DOT_org> and

Brett McLaughlin <brett_AT_jdom_DOT_org>.  For more information

on the JDOM Project, please see <http://www.jdom.org/>.

 

Apache CXF

Copyright 2006-2015 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

 

 

The product contains code (StaxBuilder.java) that is

 Copyright (C) 2000-2004 Jason Hunter & Brett McLaughlin.

 All rights reserved.

 See the NOTICE.jdom file for additional information

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the
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     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of
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     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and
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         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor
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     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.561 compress 1.5 
1.561.1 Available under license : 

Apache Compress Ant Library

Copyright 2009-2014,2017 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at
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The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

/*

*                                 Apache License

*                           Version 2.0, January 2004

*                        http://www.apache.org/licenses/

*

*   TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

*

*   1. Definitions.

*

*      "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

*      and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

*

*      "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

*      the copyright owner that is granting the License.

*

*      "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

*      other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

*      control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

*      "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

*      direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

*      otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

*      outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

*

*      "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

*      exercising permissions granted by this License.

*

*      "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

*      including but not limited to software source code, documentation

*      source, and configuration files.

*

*      "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

*      transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

*      not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

*      and conversions to other media types.

*

*      "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

*      Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

*      copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

*      (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

*

*      "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

*      form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

*      editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

*      represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

*      of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

*      separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

*      the Work and Derivative Works thereof.
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*

*      "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

*      the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

*      to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

*      submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

*      or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

*      the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

*      means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

*      to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

*      communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

*      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

*      Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

*      excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

*      designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

*

*      "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

*      on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

*      subsequently incorporated within the Work.

*

*   2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

*      this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

*      worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

*      copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

*      publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

*      Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

*

*   3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

*      this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

*      worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

*      (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

*      use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

*      where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

*      by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

*      Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

*      with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

*      institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

*      cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

*      or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

*      or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

*      granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

*      as of the date such litigation is filed.

*

*   4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

*      Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

*      modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

*      meet the following conditions:

*

*      (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or
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*          Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

*

*      (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

*          stating that You changed the files; and

*

*      (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

*          that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

*          attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

*          excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

*          the Derivative Works; and

*

*      (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

*          distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

*          include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

*          within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

*          pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

*          of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

*          as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

*          documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

*          within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

*          wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

*          of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

*          do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

*          notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

*          or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

*          that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

*          as modifying the License.

*

*      You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

*      may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

*      for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

*      for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

*      reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

*      the conditions stated in this License.

*

*   5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

*      any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

*      by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

*      this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

*      Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

*      the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

*      with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

*

*   6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

*      names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

*      except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

*      origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

*
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*   7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

*      agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

*      Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

*      WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

*      implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

*      of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

*      PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

*      appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

*      risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

*

*   8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

*      whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

*      unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

*      negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

*      liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

*      incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

*      result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

*      Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

*      work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

*      other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

*      has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

*

*   9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

*      the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

*      and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

*      or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

*      License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

*      on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

*      of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

*      defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

*      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

*      of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

*

*   END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

*

*   APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

*

*      To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

*      boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

*      replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

*      the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

*      comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

*      file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

*      same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

*      identification within third-party archives.

*

*   Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

*
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*   Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

*   you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

*   You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*       http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

*   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

*   distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

*   WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

*   See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

*   limitations under the License.

*/

 

1.562 jaxws-jboss-httpserver-httpspi

1.0.1.GA-redhat-2 
1.562.1 Available under license : 

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it * under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as * published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of * the License, or (at your option) any later version. * This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of *

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU * Lesser General Public

License for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public * to you under the

Apache License, Version 2.0 (the * "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance * with the License.

You may obtain a copy of the License at * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0 * software distributed

under the License is distributed on an'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it * under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as * published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of * the License, or (at your option) any later version. * This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of *

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU * Lesser General Public

License for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public'

 

1.563 javax-servlet-jsp-api 2.0 
1.563.1 Available under license : 

Common Development and Distribution License 1.0

 

SPDX short identifier: CDDL-1.0

 

 

 

COMMON DEVELOPMENT AND DISTRIBUTION LICENSE Version 1.0 (CDDL-1.0) (text)

 

   1. Definitions.
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       1.1. Contributor means each individual or entity that creates or contributes to the creation of Modifications.

 

       1.2. Contributor Version means the combination of the Original Software, prior Modifications used by a

Contributor (if any), and the Modifications made by that particular Contributor.

 

       1.3. Covered Software means (a) the Original Software, or (b) Modifications, or (c) the combination of files

containing Original Software with files containing Modifications, in each case including portions thereof.

 

       1.4. Executable means the Covered Software in any form other than Source Code.

 

       1.5. Initial Developer means the individual or entity that first makes Original Software available under this

License.

 

       1.6. Larger Work means a work which combines Covered Software or portions thereof with code not governed

by the terms of this License.

 

       1.7. License means this document.

 

       1.8. Licensable means having the right to grant, to the maximum extent possible, whether at the time of the

initial grant or subsequently acquired, any and all of the rights conveyed herein.

 

       1.9. Modifications means the Source Code and Executable form of any of the following:

 

           A. Any file that results from an addition to, deletion from or modification of the contents of a file containing

Original Software or previous Modifications;

 

           B. Any new file that contains any part of the Original Software or previous Modification; or

 

           C. Any new file that is contributed or otherwise made available under the terms of this License.

 

       1.10. Original Software means the Source Code and Executable form of computer software code that is

originally released under this License.

 

       1.11. Patent Claims means any patent claim(s), now owned or hereafter acquired, including without limitation,

method, process, and apparatus claims, in any patent Licensable by grantor.

 

       1.12. Source Code means (a) the common form of computer software code in which modifications are made and

(b) associated documentation included in or with such code.

 

       1.13. You (or Your) means an individual or a legal entity exercising rights under, and complying with all of the

terms of, this License. For legal entities, You includes any entity which controls, is controlled by, or is under

common control with You. For purposes of this definition, control means (a) the power, direct or indirect, to cause

the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (b) ownership of more than fifty

percent (50%) of the outstanding shares or beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

   2. License Grants.
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       2.1. The Initial Developer Grant.

 

       Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and subject to third party intellectual property

claims, the Initial Developer hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license:

 

           (a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark) Licensable by Initial Developer, to use,

reproduce, modify, display, perform, sublicense and distribute the Original Software (or portions thereof), with or

without Modifications, and/or as part of a Larger Work; and

 

           (b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using or selling of Original Software, to make, have made,

use, practice, sell, and offer for sale, and/or otherwise dispose of the Original Software (or portions thereof).

 

           (c) The licenses granted in Sections 2.1(a) and (b) are effective on the date Initial Developer first distributes

or otherwise makes the Original Software available to a third party under the terms of this License.

 

           (d) Notwithstanding Section 2.1(b) above, no patent license is granted: (1) for code that You delete from the

Original Software, or (2) for infringements caused by: (i) the modification of the Original Software, or (ii) the

combination of the Original Software with other software or devices.

 

       2.2. Contributor Grant.

 

       Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and subject to third party intellectual property

claims, each Contributor hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license:

 

           (a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark) Licensable by Contributor to use,

reproduce, modify, display, perform, sublicense and distribute the Modifications created by such Contributor (or

portions thereof), either on an unmodified basis, with other Modifications, as Covered Software and/or as part of a

Larger Work; and

 

           (b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using, or selling of Modifications made by that Contributor

either alone and/or in combination with its Contributor Version (or portions of such combination), to make, use, sell,

offer for sale, have made, and/or otherwise dispose of: (1) Modifications made by that Contributor (or portions

thereof); and (2) the combination of Modifications made by that Contributor with its Contributor Version (or

portions of such combination).

 

           (c) The licenses granted in Sections 2.2(a) and 2.2(b) are effective on the date Contributor first distributes or

otherwise makes the Modifications available to a third party.

 

           (d) Notwithstanding Section 2.2(b) above, no patent license is granted: (1) for any code that Contributor has

deleted from the Contributor Version; (2) for infringements caused by: (i) third party modifications of Contributor

Version, or (ii) the combination of Modifications made by that Contributor with other software (except as part of the

Contributor Version) or other devices; or (3) under Patent Claims infringed by Covered Software in the absence of

Modifications made by that Contributor.

 

   3. Distribution Obligations.

 

       3.1. Availability of Source Code.
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       Any Covered Software that You distribute or otherwise make available in Executable form must also be made

available in Source Code form and that Source Code form must be distributed only under the terms of this License.

You must include a copy of this License with every copy of the Source Code form of the Covered Software You

distribute or otherwise make available. You must inform recipients of any such Covered Software in Executable

form as to how they can obtain such Covered Software in Source Code form in a reasonable manner on or through a

medium customarily used for software exchange.

 

       3.2. Modifications.

 

       The Modifications that You create or to which You contribute are governed by the terms of this License. You

represent that You believe Your Modifications are Your original creation(s) and/or You have sufficient rights to

grant the rights conveyed by this License.

 

       3.3. Required Notices.

 

       You must include a notice in each of Your Modifications that identifies You as the Contributor of the

Modification. You may not remove or alter any copyright, patent or trademark notices contained within the Covered

Software, or any notices of licensing or any descriptive text giving attribution to any Contributor or the Initial

Developer.

 

       3.4. Application of Additional Terms.

 

       You may not offer or impose any terms on any Covered Software in Source Code form that alters or restricts the

applicable version of this License or the recipients rights hereunder. You may choose to offer, and to charge a fee

for, warranty, support, indemnity or liability obligations to one or more recipients of Covered Software. However,

you may do so only on Your own behalf, and not on behalf of the Initial Developer or any Contributor. You must

make it absolutely clear that any such warranty, support, indemnity or liability obligation is offered by You alone,

and You hereby agree to indemnify the Initial Developer and every Contributor for any liability incurred by the

Initial Developer or such Contributor as a result of warranty, support, indemnity or liability terms You offer.

 

       3.5. Distribution of Executable Versions.

 

       You may distribute the Executable form of the Covered Software under the terms of this License or under the

terms of a license of Your choice, which may contain terms different from this License, provided that You are in

compliance with the terms of this License and that the license for the Executable form does not attempt to limit or

alter the recipients rights in the Source Code form from the rights set forth in this License. If You distribute the

Covered Software in Executable form under a different license, You must make it absolutely clear that any terms

which differ from this License are offered by You alone, not by the Initial Developer or Contributor. You hereby

agree to indemnify the Initial Developer and every Contributor for any liability incurred by the Initial Developer or

such Contributor as a result of any such terms You offer.

 

       3.6. Larger Works.

 

       You may create a Larger Work by combining Covered Software with other code not governed by the terms of

this License and distribute the Larger Work as a single product. In such a case, You must make sure the

requirements of this License are fulfilled for the Covered Software.

 

   4. Versions of the License.
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       4.1. New Versions.

 

       Sun Microsystems, Inc. is the initial license steward and may publish revised and/or new versions of this

License from time to time. Each version will be given a distinguishing version number. Except as provided in

Section 4.3, no one other than the license steward has the right to modify this License.

 

       4.2. Effect of New Versions.

 

       You may always continue to use, distribute or otherwise make the Covered Software available under the terms

of the version of the License under which You originally received the Covered Software. If the Initial Developer

includes a notice in the Original Software prohibiting it from being distributed or otherwise made available under

any subsequent version of the License, You must distribute and make the Covered Software available under the

terms of the version of the License under which You originally received the Covered Software. Otherwise, You may

also choose to use, distribute or otherwise make the Covered Software available under the terms of any subsequent

version of the License published by the license steward.

 

       4.3. Modified Versions.

 

       When You are an Initial Developer and You want to create a new license for Your Original Software, You may

create and use a modified version of this License if You: (a) rename the license and remove any references to the

name of the license steward (except to note that the license differs from this License); and (b) otherwise make it

clear that the license contains terms which differ from this License.

 

   5. DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY.

 

   COVERED SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED UNDER THIS LICENSE ON AN AS IS BASIS, WITHOUT

WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION,

WARRANTIES THAT THE COVERED SOFTWARE IS FREE OF DEFECTS, MERCHANTABLE, FIT FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR NON-INFRINGING. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND

PERFORMANCE OF THE COVERED SOFTWARE IS WITH YOU. SHOULD ANY COVERED SOFTWARE

PROVE DEFECTIVE IN ANY RESPECT, YOU (NOT THE INITIAL DEVELOPER OR ANY OTHER

CONTRIBUTOR) ASSUME THE COST OF ANY NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

THIS DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY CONSTITUTES AN ESSENTIAL PART OF THIS LICENSE. NO USE

OF ANY COVERED SOFTWARE IS AUTHORIZED HEREUNDER EXCEPT UNDER THIS DISCLAIMER.

 

   6. TERMINATION.

 

       6.1. This License and the rights granted hereunder will terminate automatically if You fail to comply with terms

herein and fail to cure such breach within 30 days of becoming aware of the breach. Provisions which, by their

nature, must remain in effect beyond the termination of this License shall survive.

 

       6.2. If You assert a patent infringement claim (excluding declaratory judgment actions) against Initial Developer

or a Contributor (the Initial Developer or Contributor against whom You assert such claim is referred to as

Participant) alleging that the Participant Software (meaning the Contributor Version where the Participant is a

Contributor or the Original Software where the Participant is the Initial Developer) directly or indirectly infringes

any patent, then any and all rights granted directly or indirectly to You by such Participant, the Initial Developer (if

the Initial Developer is not the Participant) and all Contributors under Sections 2.1 and/or 2.2 of this License shall,
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upon 60 days notice from Participant terminate prospectively and automatically at the expiration of such 60 day

notice period, unless if within such 60 day period You withdraw Your claim with respect to the Participant Software

against such Participant either unilaterally or pursuant to a written agreement with Participant.

 

       6.3. In the event of termination under Sections 6.1 or 6.2 above, all end user licenses that have been validly

granted by You or any distributor hereunder prior to termination (excluding licenses granted to You by any

distributor) shall survive termination.

 

   7. LIMITATION OF LIABILITY.

 

   UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES AND UNDER NO LEGAL THEORY, WHETHER TORT (INCLUDING

NEGLIGENCE), CONTRACT, OR OTHERWISE, SHALL YOU, THE INITIAL DEVELOPER, ANY OTHER

CONTRIBUTOR, OR ANY DISTRIBUTOR OF COVERED SOFTWARE, OR ANY SUPPLIER OF ANY OF

SUCH PARTIES, BE LIABLE TO ANY PERSON FOR ANY INDIRECT, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OF ANY CHARACTER INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, DAMAGES

FOR LOST PROFITS, LOSS OF GOODWILL, WORK STOPPAGE, COMPUTER FAILURE OR

MALFUNCTION, OR ANY AND ALL OTHER COMMERCIAL DAMAGES OR LOSSES, EVEN IF SUCH

PARTY SHALL HAVE BEEN INFORMED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES. THIS LIMITATION

OF LIABILITY SHALL NOT APPLY TO LIABILITY FOR DEATH OR PERSONAL INJURY RESULTING

FROM SUCH PARTYS NEGLIGENCE TO THE EXTENT APPLICABLE LAW PROHIBITS SUCH

LIMITATION. SOME JURISDICTIONS DO NOT ALLOW THE EXCLUSION OR LIMITATION OF

INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, SO THIS EXCLUSION AND LIMITATION MAY NOT

APPLY TO YOU.

 

   8. U.S. GOVERNMENT END USERS.

 

   The Covered Software is a commercial item, as that term is defined in 48 C.F.R. 2.101 (Oct. 1995), consisting of

commercial computer software (as that term is defined at 48 C.F.R.  252.227-7014(a)(1)) and commercial computer

software documentation as such terms are used in 48 C.F.R. 12.212 (Sept. 1995). Consistent with 48 C.F.R. 12.212

and 48 C.F.R. 227.7202-1 through 227.7202-4 (June 1995), all U.S. Government End Users acquire Covered

Software with only those rights set forth herein. This U.S. Government Rights clause is in lieu of, and supersedes,

any other FAR, DFAR, or other clause or provision that addresses Government rights in computer software under

this License.

 

   9. MISCELLANEOUS.

 

   This License represents the complete agreement concerning subject matter hereof. If any provision of this License

is held to be unenforceable, such provision shall be reformed only to the extent necessary to make it enforceable.

This License shall be governed by the law of the jurisdiction specified in a notice contained within the Original

Software (except to the extent applicable law, if any, provides otherwise), excluding such jurisdictions conflict-of-

law provisions. Any litigation relating to this License shall be subject to the jurisdiction of the courts located in the

jurisdiction and venue specified in a notice contained within the Original Software, with the losing party responsible

for costs, including, without limitation, court costs and reasonable attorneys fees and expenses. The application of

the United Nations Convention on Contracts for the International Sale of Goods is expressly excluded. Any law or

regulation which provides that the language of a contract shall be construed against the drafter shall not apply to this

License. You agree that You alone are responsible for compliance with the United States export administration

regulations (and the export control laws and regulation of any other countries) when You use, distribute or otherwise

make available any Covered Software.
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   10. RESPONSIBILITY FOR CLAIMS.

 

   As between Initial Developer and the Contributors, each party is responsible for claims and damages arising,

directly or indirectly, out of its utilization of rights under this License and You agree to work with Initial Developer

and Contributors to distribute such responsibility on an equitable basis. Nothing herein is intended or shall be

deemed to constitute any admission of liability.

 

 

1.564 httpcomponents-core 4.2.1-redhat-1 
1.564.1 Available under license : 

Apache HttpComponents HttpCore

Copyright 2005-2013 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed by

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

This project contains annotations derived from JCIP-ANNOTATIONS

Copyright (c) 2005 Brian Goetz and Tim Peierls. See http://www.jcip.net

                                 Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation
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     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable
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     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and
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     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,
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     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

1.565 jboss-as-ee 7.3.0.Final-redhat-14 
1.565.1 Available under license : 

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '# This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it # under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as # published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of # the License, or (at your option) any later version. # This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, # but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of #

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU # Lesser General Public

License for more details. # You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it * under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as * published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of * the License, or (at your option) any later version. * This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of *

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU * Lesser General Public

License for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public'

 

1.566 orgosgicompendium 4.2.0 

 

1.567 websocket-server 9.2.19.v20160908 

 

1.568 hibernate-infinispan 4.2.15.Final 
1.568.1 Available under license : 

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it * under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as * published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of * the License, or (at your option) any later version. * This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of *

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU * Lesser General Public

License for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* indicated by the @author tags or express copyright

attribution * distributed under license by Red Hat Middleware LLC. * This copyrighted material is made available

to anyone wishing to use, modify, * copy, or redistribute it subject to the terms and conditions of the GNU * Lesser

General Public License, as published by the Free Software Foundation. * This program is distributed in the hope that

it will be useful, * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

MERCHANTABILITY * or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU Lesser General Public
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License * for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public License * Boston,

MA  02110-1301  USA'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* contributors as indicated by the @author tags. All rights

reserved. * This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it * under the terms of the GNU Lesser

General Public License as * published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2.1 of * the License, or (at

your option) any later version. * This software is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, * but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of * MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU * Lesser General Public License for more details. * You should have

received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* indicated by the @author tags or express copyright

attribution * distributed under license by Red Hat, Inc. and/or it's affiliates. * This copyrighted material is made

available to anyone wishing to use, modify, * copy, or redistribute it subject to the terms and conditions of the GNU

* Lesser General Public License, as published by the Free Software Foundation. * This program is distributed in the

hope that it will be useful, * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

MERCHANTABILITY * or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU Lesser General Public

License * for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public License * Boston,

MA  02110-1301  USA'

 

1.569 jline-builtins 3.15.0 
1.569.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (c) 2002-2019, the original author or authors.

*

* This software is distributable under the BSD license. See the terms of the

* BSD license in the documentation provided with this software.

*

* https://opensource.org/licenses/BSD-3-Clause

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1095753836_1601493786.79/0/jline-builtins-3-15-0-sources-jar/org/jline/builtins/Tmux.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (c) 2002-2018, the original author or authors.

*

* This software is distributable under the BSD license. See the terms of the

* BSD license in the documentation provided with this software.

*

* https://opensource.org/licenses/BSD-3-Clause

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1095753836_1601493786.79/0/jline-builtins-3-15-0-sources-jar/org/jline/builtins/InputRC.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1095753836_1601493786.79/0/jline-builtins-3-15-0-sources-

jar/org/jline/builtins/NfaMatcher.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

2020, the original author or authors.

 

   This software is distributable under the BSD license. See the terms of the

   BSD license in the documentation provided with this software.

 

   https://opensource.org/licenses/BSD

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1095753836_1601493786.79/0/jline-builtins-3-15-0-sources-jar/META-

INF/maven/org.jline/jline-builtins/pom.xml

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (c) 2002-2016, the original author or authors.

*

* This software is distributable under the BSD license. See the terms of the

* BSD license in the documentation provided with this software.

*

* https://opensource.org/licenses/BSD-3-Clause

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1095753836_1601493786.79/0/jline-builtins-3-15-0-sources-jar/org/jline/builtins/Source.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (c) 2002-2020, the original author or authors.

*

* This software is distributable under the BSD license. See the terms of the

* BSD license in the documentation provided with this software.

*

* https://opensource.org/licenses/BSD-3-Clause

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1095753836_1601493786.79/0/jline-builtins-3-15-0-sources-

jar/org/jline/builtins/Commands.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1095753836_1601493786.79/0/jline-builtins-3-15-0-sources-jar/org/jline/builtins/Styles.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1095753836_1601493786.79/0/jline-builtins-3-15-0-sources-

jar/org/jline/builtins/Completers.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1095753836_1601493786.79/0/jline-builtins-3-15-0-sources-

jar/org/jline/builtins/ConsoleEngineImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1095753836_1601493786.79/0/jline-builtins-3-15-0-sources-jar/org/jline/builtins/Widgets.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1095753836_1601493786.79/0/jline-builtins-3-15-0-sources-jar/org/jline/builtins/Nano.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1095753836_1601493786.79/0/jline-builtins-3-15-0-sources-

jar/org/jline/builtins/SystemRegistry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1095753836_1601493786.79/0/jline-builtins-3-15-0-sources-

jar/org/jline/builtins/SystemRegistryImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1095753836_1601493786.79/0/jline-builtins-3-15-0-sources-jar/org/jline/builtins/TTop.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1095753836_1601493786.79/0/jline-builtins-3-15-0-sources-jar/org/jline/builtins/Builtins.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1095753836_1601493786.79/0/jline-builtins-3-15-0-sources-

jar/org/jline/builtins/ConsoleEngine.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1095753836_1601493786.79/0/jline-builtins-3-15-0-sources-jar/org/jline/builtins/Less.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1095753836_1601493786.79/0/jline-builtins-3-15-0-sources-

jar/org/jline/builtins/JlineCommandRegistry.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (c) 2002-2016, the original author or authors.

*

* This software is distributable under the BSD license. See the terms of the

* BSD license in the documentation provided with this software.

*

* https://opensource.org/licenses/BSD-3-Clause

*/

/*

* Licensed to the Apache Software Foundation (ASF) under one or more

* contributor license agreements.  See the NOTICE file distributed with

* this work for additional information regarding copyright ownership.

* The ASF licenses this file to You under the Apache License, Version 2.0

* (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with

* the License.  You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

/**

* Based on http://antony.lesuisse.org/software/ajaxterm/

*  Public Domain License

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1095753836_1601493786.79/0/jline-builtins-3-15-0-sources-

jar/org/jline/builtins/ScreenTerminal.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*
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* Copyright (c) 2002-2019, the original author or authors.

*

* This software is distributable under the BSD license. See the terms of the

* BSD license in the documentation provided with this software.

*

* https://opensource.org/licenses/BSD-3-Clause

*/

/*

* Licensed to the Apache Software Foundation (ASF) under one

* or more contributor license agreements.  See the NOTICE file

* distributed with this work for additional information

* regarding copyright ownership.  The ASF licenses this file

* to you under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the

* "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License.  You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

* software distributed under the License is distributed on an

* "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY

* KIND, either express or implied.  See the License for the

* specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1095753836_1601493786.79/0/jline-builtins-3-15-0-sources-jar/org/jline/builtins/Options.java

 

1.570 jboss-as-threads 7.2.0.Final 
1.570.1 Available under license : 

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '# This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it # under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as # published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of # the License, or (at your option) any later version. # This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, # but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of #

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU # Lesser General Public

License for more details. # You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it * under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as * published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of * the License, or (at your option) any later version. * This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of *

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU * Lesser General Public

License for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public'
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1.571 msgpack-core 0.8.18 
1.571.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

//    Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

//    you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

//    You may obtain a copy of the License at

//        http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

//    distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1010267409_1591376355.89/0/msgpack-core-0-8-18-sources-

jar/org/msgpack/value/impl/AbstractImmutableRawValue.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1010267409_1591376355.89/0/msgpack-core-0-8-18-sources-

jar/org/msgpack/value/impl/ImmutableBigIntegerValueImpl.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1010267409_1591376355.89/0/msgpack-core-0-8-18-sources-

jar/org/msgpack/value/impl/ImmutableStringValueImpl.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1010267409_1591376355.89/0/msgpack-core-0-8-18-sources-

jar/org/msgpack/core/MessageInsufficientBufferException.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1010267409_1591376355.89/0/msgpack-core-0-8-18-sources-

jar/org/msgpack/core/buffer/DirectBufferAccess.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1010267409_1591376355.89/0/msgpack-core-0-8-18-sources-

jar/org/msgpack/value/IntegerValue.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1010267409_1591376355.89/0/msgpack-core-0-8-18-sources-

jar/org/msgpack/core/annotations/Nullable.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1010267409_1591376355.89/0/msgpack-core-0-8-18-sources-

jar/org/msgpack/core/MessageFormatException.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1010267409_1591376355.89/0/msgpack-core-0-8-18-sources-

jar/org/msgpack/value/ImmutableValue.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1010267409_1591376355.89/0/msgpack-core-0-8-18-sources-

jar/org/msgpack/value/ImmutableNumberValue.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1010267409_1591376355.89/0/msgpack-core-0-8-18-sources-

jar/org/msgpack/value/FloatValue.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1010267409_1591376355.89/0/msgpack-core-0-8-18-sources-

jar/org/msgpack/core/buffer/MessageBufferBE.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1010267409_1591376355.89/0/msgpack-core-0-8-18-sources-

jar/org/msgpack/value/ImmutableArrayValue.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1010267409_1591376355.89/0/msgpack-core-0-8-18-sources-

jar/org/msgpack/core/buffer/MessageBufferInput.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1010267409_1591376355.89/0/msgpack-core-0-8-18-sources-

jar/org/msgpack/value/ValueType.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1010267409_1591376355.89/0/msgpack-core-0-8-18-sources-

jar/org/msgpack/value/ExtensionValue.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1010267409_1591376355.89/0/msgpack-core-0-8-18-sources-

jar/org/msgpack/value/ImmutableBooleanValue.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1010267409_1591376355.89/0/msgpack-core-0-8-18-sources-
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jar/org/msgpack/core/buffer/MessageBuffer.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1010267409_1591376355.89/0/msgpack-core-0-8-18-sources-

jar/org/msgpack/value/impl/ImmutableArrayValueImpl.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1010267409_1591376355.89/0/msgpack-core-0-8-18-sources-

jar/org/msgpack/core/ExtensionTypeHeader.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1010267409_1591376355.89/0/msgpack-core-0-8-18-sources-

jar/org/msgpack/value/Value.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1010267409_1591376355.89/0/msgpack-core-0-8-18-sources-

jar/org/msgpack/value/ImmutableFloatValue.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1010267409_1591376355.89/0/msgpack-core-0-8-18-sources-

jar/org/msgpack/core/MessageUnpacker.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1010267409_1591376355.89/0/msgpack-core-0-8-18-sources-

jar/org/msgpack/value/ValueFactory.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1010267409_1591376355.89/0/msgpack-core-0-8-18-sources-

jar/org/msgpack/value/ImmutableExtensionValue.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1010267409_1591376355.89/0/msgpack-core-0-8-18-sources-

jar/org/msgpack/core/MessageIntegerOverflowException.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1010267409_1591376355.89/0/msgpack-core-0-8-18-sources-

jar/org/msgpack/core/MessagePackException.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1010267409_1591376355.89/0/msgpack-core-0-8-18-sources-

jar/org/msgpack/value/RawValue.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1010267409_1591376355.89/0/msgpack-core-0-8-18-sources-

jar/org/msgpack/core/MessageNeverUsedFormatException.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1010267409_1591376355.89/0/msgpack-core-0-8-18-sources-

jar/org/msgpack/value/ArrayValue.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1010267409_1591376355.89/0/msgpack-core-0-8-18-sources-

jar/org/msgpack/core/buffer/ByteBufferInput.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1010267409_1591376355.89/0/msgpack-core-0-8-18-sources-

jar/org/msgpack/value/impl/ImmutableLongValueImpl.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1010267409_1591376355.89/0/msgpack-core-0-8-18-sources-

jar/org/msgpack/value/ImmutableStringValue.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1010267409_1591376355.89/0/msgpack-core-0-8-18-sources-

jar/org/msgpack/core/buffer/InputStreamBufferInput.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1010267409_1591376355.89/0/msgpack-core-0-8-18-sources-

jar/org/msgpack/value/MapValue.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1010267409_1591376355.89/0/msgpack-core-0-8-18-sources-

jar/org/msgpack/value/impl/AbstractImmutableValue.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1010267409_1591376355.89/0/msgpack-core-0-8-18-sources-

jar/org/msgpack/value/ImmutableMapValue.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1010267409_1591376355.89/0/msgpack-core-0-8-18-sources-

jar/org/msgpack/value/ImmutableBinaryValue.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1010267409_1591376355.89/0/msgpack-core-0-8-18-sources-

jar/org/msgpack/core/buffer/OutputStreamBufferOutput.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1010267409_1591376355.89/0/msgpack-core-0-8-18-sources-

jar/org/msgpack/value/Variable.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1010267409_1591376355.89/0/msgpack-core-0-8-18-sources-

jar/org/msgpack/core/buffer/MessageBufferOutput.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1010267409_1591376355.89/0/msgpack-core-0-8-18-sources-
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jar/org/msgpack/core/MessageTypeException.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1010267409_1591376355.89/0/msgpack-core-0-8-18-sources-

jar/org/msgpack/core/MessagePack.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1010267409_1591376355.89/0/msgpack-core-0-8-18-sources-

jar/org/msgpack/core/buffer/ChannelBufferOutput.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1010267409_1591376355.89/0/msgpack-core-0-8-18-sources-

jar/org/msgpack/core/MessageSizeException.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1010267409_1591376355.89/0/msgpack-core-0-8-18-sources-

jar/org/msgpack/core/MessageTypeCastException.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1010267409_1591376355.89/0/msgpack-core-0-8-18-sources-

jar/org/msgpack/value/impl/ImmutableBooleanValueImpl.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1010267409_1591376355.89/0/msgpack-core-0-8-18-sources-

jar/org/msgpack/value/NumberValue.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1010267409_1591376355.89/0/msgpack-core-0-8-18-sources-

jar/org/msgpack/core/buffer/ChannelBufferInput.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1010267409_1591376355.89/0/msgpack-core-0-8-18-sources-

jar/org/msgpack/value/BooleanValue.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1010267409_1591376355.89/0/msgpack-core-0-8-18-sources-

jar/org/msgpack/value/impl/ImmutableNilValueImpl.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1010267409_1591376355.89/0/msgpack-core-0-8-18-sources-

jar/org/msgpack/core/annotations/VisibleForTesting.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1010267409_1591376355.89/0/msgpack-core-0-8-18-sources-

jar/org/msgpack/value/StringValue.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1010267409_1591376355.89/0/msgpack-core-0-8-18-sources-

jar/org/msgpack/core/MessageStringCodingException.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1010267409_1591376355.89/0/msgpack-core-0-8-18-sources-

jar/org/msgpack/value/impl/ImmutableMapValueImpl.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1010267409_1591376355.89/0/msgpack-core-0-8-18-sources-

jar/org/msgpack/core/buffer/ArrayBufferOutput.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1010267409_1591376355.89/0/msgpack-core-0-8-18-sources-

jar/org/msgpack/core/MessagePacker.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1010267409_1591376355.89/0/msgpack-core-0-8-18-sources-

jar/org/msgpack/core/buffer/ArrayBufferInput.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1010267409_1591376355.89/0/msgpack-core-0-8-18-sources-

jar/org/msgpack/value/ImmutableIntegerValue.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1010267409_1591376355.89/0/msgpack-core-0-8-18-sources-

jar/org/msgpack/core/MessageBufferPacker.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1010267409_1591376355.89/0/msgpack-core-0-8-18-sources-

jar/org/msgpack/value/impl/ImmutableDoubleValueImpl.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1010267409_1591376355.89/0/msgpack-core-0-8-18-sources-

jar/org/msgpack/value/impl/ImmutableExtensionValueImpl.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1010267409_1591376355.89/0/msgpack-core-0-8-18-sources-

jar/org/msgpack/core/MessageFormat.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1010267409_1591376355.89/0/msgpack-core-0-8-18-sources-

jar/org/msgpack/value/ImmutableNilValue.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1010267409_1591376355.89/0/msgpack-core-0-8-18-sources-

jar/org/msgpack/core/buffer/MessageBufferU.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1010267409_1591376355.89/0/msgpack-core-0-8-18-sources-
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jar/org/msgpack/value/impl/ImmutableBinaryValueImpl.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1010267409_1591376355.89/0/msgpack-core-0-8-18-sources-

jar/org/msgpack/value/BinaryValue.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1010267409_1591376355.89/0/msgpack-core-0-8-18-sources-

jar/org/msgpack/value/ImmutableRawValue.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1010267409_1591376355.89/0/msgpack-core-0-8-18-sources-

jar/org/msgpack/value/NilValue.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

//    Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

//    you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

//    You may obtain a copy of the License at

//        http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

//    distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

/*

* Copyright (C) 2007 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1010267409_1591376355.89/0/msgpack-core-0-8-18-sources-

jar/org/msgpack/core/Preconditions.java

 

1.572 jboss-as-messaging 7.3.0.Final-redhat-

14 
1.572.1 Available under license : 

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it * under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as * published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of * the License, or (at your option) any later version. * This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of *

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU * Lesser General Public

License for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public'
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1.573 jbossws-native-core 3.1.2.GA 
1.573.1 Available under license : 

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it * under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as * published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of * the License, or (at your option) any later version. * This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of *

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU * Lesser General Public

License for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public if

("CONFIDENTIAL".equals(transportGuarantee))'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it * under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as * published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of * the License, or (at your option) any later version. * This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of *

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU * Lesser General Public

License for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it * under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as * published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of * the License, or (at your option) any later version. * This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of *

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU * Lesser General Public

License for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public /** Converts a

proprietary JBossWS attachment xml type to the MIME type that it represents.'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it * under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as * published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of * the License, or (at your option) any later version. * This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of *

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU * Lesser General Public

License for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public * Converts a MIME

type into a proprietary JBossWS attachment xml type.'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it * under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as * published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of * the License, or (at your option) any later version. * This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of *

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU * Lesser General Public

License for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public * version.'

 

1.574 jboss-as-jdr 7.3.0.Final-redhat-14 
1.574.1 Available under license : 

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '# This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it # under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as # published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of # the License, or (at your option) any later version. # This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, # but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of #

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU # Lesser General Public

License for more details. # You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public'
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Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it * under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as * published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of * the License, or (at your option) any later version. * This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of *

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU * Lesser General Public

License for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public'

 

1.575 weld-spi 1.1.Final-redhat-4 
1.575.1 Available under license : 

                                 Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work
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     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses
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     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.
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     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"
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     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.576 ecj 3.7.2 
1.576.1 Available under license : 

Found license 'Eclipse Public License 1.0' in 'All rights reserved. This program and the accompanying materials are

made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License v1.0 compiler.copyright = Copyright IBM Corp 2000,

2011. All rights reserved.'

Found license 'Eclipse Public License 1.0' in 'All rights reserved. This program and the accompanying materials are

made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License v1.0'

 

1.577 jackson-jaxrs 1.8.1 

 

1.578 jackson 1.8.1 
1.578.1 Available under license : 

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.
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     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,
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     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and
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     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.
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  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
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  limitations under the License.

 

1.579 osgi-core 4.2.0 

 

1.580 jboss-as-threads 7.3.0.Final-redhat-14 
1.580.1 Available under license : 

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '# This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it # under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as # published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of # the License, or (at your option) any later version. # This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, # but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of #

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU # Lesser General Public

License for more details. # You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it * under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as * published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of * the License, or (at your option) any later version. * This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of *

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU * Lesser General Public

License for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public'

 

1.581 jackson-jaxrs 1.9.9 

 

1.582 stilts-stomp-server-spi 0.1.26.redhat-3 
1.582.1 Available under license : 

Apache License

Version 2.0, January 2004

http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

1. Definitions.

 

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1

through 9 of this document.

 

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are

under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or

indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of
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fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source

code, documentation source, and configuration files.

 

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form,

including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

 

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as

indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix

below).

 

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the

Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole,

an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that

remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works

thereof.

 

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications

or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the

Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright

owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written

communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic

mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously

marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been

received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce,

prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such

Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section)

patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such

license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was

submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit)

alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent

infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date

such litigation is filed.

 

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any
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medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following

conditions:

 

You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and 

 

You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and 

 

You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark,

and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

the Derivative Works; and 

 

If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute

must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices

that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a NOTICE text

file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided along with the

Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such third-party notices

normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not modify the

License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside or as an

addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

as modifying the License.

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license

terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works

as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions

stated in this License.

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for

inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any

additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of

any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product

names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and

reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work

(and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR

CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or

conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and

assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or

otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing,

shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or

consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or

any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of

such damages.
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9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may

choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or

rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf

and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend,

and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by

reason of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work

 

To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by

brackets "[]" replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include the brackets!) The text should be

enclosed in the appropriate comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a file or class name and

description of purpose be included on the same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier identification within

third-party archives.

 

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.583 jcl-over-slf4j 1.7.2.redhat-2 
1.583.1 Available under license : 

Apache License

Version 2.0, January 2004

http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

1. Definitions.

 

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1

through 9 of this document.

 

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.
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"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are

under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or

indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of

fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source

code, documentation source, and configuration files.

 

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form,

including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

 

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as

indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix

below).

 

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the

Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole,

an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that

remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works

thereof.

 

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications

or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the

Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright

owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written

communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic

mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously

marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been

received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce,

prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such

Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section)

patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such

license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was

submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit)

alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent
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infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date

such litigation is filed.

 

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any

medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following

conditions:

 

You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and 

 

You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and 

 

You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark,

and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

the Derivative Works; and 

 

If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute

must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices

that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a NOTICE text

file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided along with the

Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such third-party notices

normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not modify the

License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside or as an

addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

as modifying the License.

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license

terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works

as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions

stated in this License.

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for

inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any

additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of

any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product

names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and

reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work

(and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR

CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or

conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and

assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or

otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing,

shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or

consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the
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Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or

any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of

such damages.

 

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may

choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or

rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf

and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend,

and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by

reason of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work

 

To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by

brackets "[]" replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include the brackets!) The text should be

enclosed in the appropriate comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a file or class name and

description of purpose be included on the same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier identification within

third-party archives.

 

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.
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1.584 converter-moshi 2.6.2 
1.584.1 Available under license : 

Apache License

Version 2.0, January 2004

http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

1. Definitions.

 

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1

through 9 of this document.

 

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are

under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or

indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of

fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source

code, documentation source, and configuration files.

 

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form,

including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

 

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as

indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix

below).

 

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the

Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole,

an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that

remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works

thereof.

 

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications

or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the

Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright
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owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written

communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic

mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously

marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been

received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce,

prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such

Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section)

patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such

license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was

submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit)

alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent

infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date

such litigation is filed.

 

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any

medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following

conditions:

 

You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and 

 

You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and 

 

You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark,

and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

the Derivative Works; and 

 

If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute

must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices

that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a NOTICE text

file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided along with the

Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such third-party notices

normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not modify the

License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside or as an

addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

as modifying the License.

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license

terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works

as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions
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stated in this License.

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for

inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any

additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of

any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product

names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and

reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work

(and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR

CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or

conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and

assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or

otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing,

shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or

consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or

any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of

such damages.

 

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may

choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or

rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf

and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend,

and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by

reason of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work

 

To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by

brackets "[]" replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include the brackets!) The text should be

enclosed in the appropriate comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a file or class name and

description of purpose be included on the same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier identification within

third-party archives.

 

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at
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      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1.585 jboss-as-process-controller 7.3.0.Final-

redhat-14 
1.585.1 Available under license : 

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* as indicated by the @authors tag. All rights reserved. *

This copyrighted material is made available to anyone wishing to use, * modify, copy, or redistribute it subject to

the terms and conditions * of the GNU Lesser General Public License, v. 2.1. * This program is distributed in the

hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT A * WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A * PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU Lesser General Public

License for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public License, * MA

02110-1301, USA.'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it * under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as * published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of * the License, or (at your option) any later version. * This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of *

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU * Lesser General Public

License for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public'
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1.586 jackson-xc 1.9.9 

 

1.587 bouncy-castle 1.64 
1.587.1 Available under license : 

<html>

<body bgcolor=#ffffff>

 

Copyright (c) 2000-2019 The Legion of the Bouncy Castle Inc. (http://www.bouncycastle.org)

<p>

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software

and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction,

including without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense,

and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so,

subject to the following conditions:

<p>

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial

portions of the Software.

<p>

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED,

INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR

PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS

BE

LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF

CONTRACT, TORT OR

OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR

OTHER

DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

</body>

</html>

<html>

<body bgcolor=#ffffff>

The following organisations and people have contributed to the Bouncy Castle Cryptography Package.

<p>

Thanks, may your castles never deflate!

<p>

Donors

<p>

The following people donated financially to help with the release of 1.63:

<br />

Joshua Hight

</p>

<p>

The following people donated financially to help with the release of 1.61:
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<br />

Bihari Babu

</p>

<p>

The following people donated financially to help with the release of 1.60:

<br />

Jens Neuhalfen and perillamint.

</p>

<p>

The following people donated financially to help with the release of 1.59:

<br />

Brian Reid.

</p>

<p>

The following people and organisations donated financially to help with the release of 1.57:

<br />

Joop Kaashoek and Pexus LLC.

</p>

<p>

We also wish to acknowledge financial and collaborative support from <a

href="https://www.cisco.com/">CISCO</a> and additional financial support from <a

href="https://www.primekey.com/">PrimeKey</a> towards developing the EST API for RFC 7030 support.

</p>

<p>

The following people and organisations donated financially to help with the release of 1.56:

<br />

DidiSoft, Cotiviti, Atanas Krachev, Encryptomatic LLC, LogicalAnswersIncSupporter

</p>

<p>

The following people and organisations donated financially to help with the release of 1.55:

<br />

Digistamp, RAM NAG

</p>

<p>

The following people and organisations donated financially to help with the release of 1.54:

<br />

Lobster GmbH

</p>

<p>

The following people and organisations donated financially to help with the release of 1.53:

<br />

Sheba, Ishmal Bartley, and Li-Chang Johnny Lo

</p>

<p>

The following people and organisations donated financially to help with the release of 1.52:

<br />

lecker&#064buetterchen.de, Charles Proxy, Gunny Mills, Morgan Le Douget, Ben Whitaker, and Emilio Navarrete

Lineros.
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</p>

<p>

The following people and organisations donated financially to help with the release of 1.51:

<br />

Gup & Boz @ Alki Seattle, Bytemine Gmbh, Ted Pennings, Atanas Krachev, PrimeKey Solutions AB, Martin

Paljak, CorseraFri19980116, CPU Terminator, Lindsay Bradford, kares, Philius, and Aaron Anderson.

</p>

<p>

Organisations

</p>

<ul>

<li>Holders of <a href="https://www.cryptoworkshop.com">Crypto Workshop Support Contracts</a>. Without the

consulting time left over from support contracts being contributed back to working on the Bouncy Castle APIs,

progress would be impossible. You know who you are!</li>

<li><a href="http://www.atlassian.com/">Atlassian Software Systems</a> donation of Confluence and JIRA

licences.</li>

<li><a href="http://www.grierforensics.com/">Grier Forensics</a>, for collaborating in the development of the

S/MIME Toolkit and DANE SMIMEA functionality.</li>

<li>TU-Darmstadt, Computer Science Department, RBG, for the initial

lightweight client side TLS implementation, which is based on MicroTLS and for help with qTESLA

implementation. MicroTLS was developed by Erik Tews under the supervision of Dipl.-Ing. Henning Baer and Prof.

Max Muehlhaeuser. qTESLA assistance was provided by Nina Bindel and Yinhua Xu.

</li>

<li>TU-Darmstadt, Computer Science Department, RBG, for the initial

Post Quantum provider, which was based on the FlexiProvider. The FlexiProvider was developed

by the Theoretical Computer Science Research Group at TU-Darmstadt, Computer Science Department, RBG under

the supervision of Prof. Dr. Johannes Buchmann. More information on the history of FlexiProvider can be found at:

<a href="http://www.flexiprovider.de/">http://www.flexiprovider.de/</a>

</li>

<li>Voxeo Labs - sponsorship of the initial development of APIs for DTLS 1.0 (RFC 4347), DTLS-SRTP key

negotiation (RFC 5764),

and server side TLS 1.1 (RFC 4346) and tested WebRTC compatibility. More information on Voxeo Labs can be

found at <a href="http://voxeolabs.com">http://voxeolabs.com</a></li>

<li><a href="https://www.coreinfrastructure.org/">Core Infrastructure Initiative</a> - financial support towards

developing the TLS API and JSSE provider that appeared in 1.56.</li>

<li>Additional CertPath testing and validation data from the CertPath testing tool developed by <a

href="https://www.cryptosource.de">cryptosource GmbH</a> and <a href="https://www.mtg.de">media Transfer

AG</a> both located in Darmstadt, Germany.</li>

<li><a href="https://www.microfocus.com/">Micro Focus</a> - additional support towards further developing the

TLS/DTLS API and the BCJSSE provider.</li>

</ul>

<p>

People

</p>

<ul>

<li>Tito Pena &lt;Fortunato.Pena&#064;AdNovum.CH&gt; - initial RC5 implementation</li>

<li>Michael Lee &lt;yfl&#064;mira.net&gt; - initial RC6 implementation, MD2 implementation</li>

<li>Nuno Santos &lt;nsantos&#064;student.dei.uc.pt&gt; - finding toString bug in certificate object.</li>
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<li>Brett Sealey &lt;bretts&#064;mortbay.com&gt; - fixing the missing return problem in JDKKeyFactory (affected

SSLeay private keys).</li>

<li>Victor A. Salaman &lt;salaman&#064;teknos.com&gt; - fixing the bug in Cipher.java which caused it to ignore

specified providers, fixing the bug in RSAKeyGenerator which caused keys to be occasionally produced 1 bit too

small.</li>

<li>Eran Librach &lt;eranl&#064;valicert.com&gt; - spotting and fixing the classLoader bug that occurs if

javax.crypto and the provider aren't sharing the same classpath  (occurs in JDK 1.3 and greater).</li>

<li>Jonathan Knudsen &lt;jonathan&#064;LearningPatterns.com&gt; - porting

information and restrictions when using the lightweight library with the

MIDP environment.</li>

<li>Markus Niedermann &lt;markus.niedermann&#064;softwired-inc.com&gt; - porting

information and restrictions when using the lightweight library with the

MIDP environment.</li>

<li>Mike Benham &lt;moxie&#064;thoughtcrime.org&gt; - detection and fixing of an

incorrect weak key in the DES key generation support classes. Suggestions

for simplifying DESedeParameter objects. Optimisations for the Blowfish engine

and BufferedBlockCipher class.</li>

<li>Soren Hilmer &lt;hilmer&#064;mail.tele.dk&gt; - initial implementation of

netscape certificate request classes.</li>

<li>Uwe Guenther &lt;uwe&#064;cscc.de&gt; - detection and fixing of 3 incorrect semi-weak keys in the DES key

generation support classes.</li>

<li>Markus Bradtke &lt;mab&#064;informatik.uni-kiel.de&gt; - fixing of a logic

error in the JDKKeyStore class.</li>

<li>Waclaw Sierek &lt;waclaw.sierek&#064;tpg.pl&gt; - fix to setOddParity in

the DESParameter class. Assistance with adding ordering to X509 names for

certificate generation, proper processing of byte strings in the ASN1

package, further simplifications and additional classes to improve pkcs7

support, bug fixes in CertPath API.</li>

<li>Ly-Na Phu &lt;lyna.phu&#064;init-consulting.de&gt; - assistance in the

addition of ISO 9796-1 padding.</li>

<li>Stefan K&ouml;psell &lt;sk13&#064;mail.inf.tu-dresden.de&gt; - making the jdk 1.1

version of the collections API available. For further details see

<a href="http://sourceforge.net/projects/jcf/">http://sourceforge.net/projects/jcf/</a></li>

<li>Carmen Bastiaans &lt;cbastiaa&#064;microbits.com.au&gt; - fixing the improper

null pointer problem in the setting of certificates in the PKCS12 key store.</li>

<li>Tomas Gustavsson &lt;tomasg&#064;primekey.se&gt; - initial implementation of the

AuthorityInformationAccess, SubjectKeyIdentifier, AuthorityKeyIdentifier, CRLNumber, CRLReason,

CertificatePolicies, V2TBSCertListGenerator, and X509V2CRLGenerator classes in the ASN.1 library. Additions to

GeneralName class, other bug fixes in the X.509 package. Initial implementation of the CertificationRequest classes.

getRevocationReason() patch for OCSP. Patch to SemanticsInformation to prevent ClassCastException.</li>

<li>Eugen Kuleshov &lt;euxx&#064;hotmail.com&gt; - optimisations for Blowfish, assistance with

PKCS12/keytool interoperability.

<li>Megan Woods &lt;meganwoods&#064;sekurafile.com&gt; - initial implementation of

ECIES.</li>

<li>Christian Geuer-Pollmann &lt;geuerp&#064;apache.org&gt; -

adding IV's to the AESWrap implementations. Initial implementation of

DESedeWrap.</li>

<li>Michael M&#252;hle &lt;michael&#064;mouling.de&gt; - contributing the initial CertPath implementation and
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compatibility classes, fixing provider bug in JDK 1.1 java.security.cert.CertificateFactory compatibilty class.</li>

<li>Michael Mansell  &lt;me&#064;michaelmansell.com&gt; - fixing the parsing of the empty DER set in the

ASN.1 library.</li>

<li>Eike Recker &lt;eike.recker&#064;gmx.de&gt; - fixing misspelling of provider reference for RSA/1 and

RSA/2.</li>

<li>Chris Southern &lt;CSouthern&#064;baltimore.com&gt; - fixing misuse of specified provider in the PKCS10

certification request class.</li>

<li>Sidney Markowitz &lt;sidney&#064;sidney.com&gt; - fixing null pointed exception on unknown OID in

X509Name class, initial implementation of the three AES engines.</li>

<li>Chris Kerr &lt;ckerr&#064;filonet.ca&gt; - initial implementation of the cms,

asn1.cms, and the mail/smime packages,

assistance in simplifying the ASN.1 package, miscellaneous other optimisations,

NIST CertPath certification test, PKIXPolicyNode class, CertPath subtree validation and policy tree construction.

We also

wish to acknowledge the generosity of Filonet

Corporation for allowing Chris to make the initial cms and mail/smime packages available to us.</li>

<li>Mike Bean &lt;mbean&#064;lucentradius.com&gt; - fixing the fall through bug

in the IV algorithm parameters class.</li>

<li>Martin Petraschek &lt;e9526225&#064;student.tuwien.ac.at&gt; - fixing ASN1

tagging so tag values up to 30 are now supported.</li>

<li>Jess Garms &lt;jgarms&#064;yahoo.com&gt; - fixing 112/168 key size bug for

DESede key generation.</li>

<li>Mike Bremford &lt;mike&#064;big.faceless.org&gt; - contributing the inital PKCS7 implementation.</li>

<li>Shankar Srinivasan &lt;ssr002&#064;yahoo.com&gt; - S/Mime interoperability testing and debugging.</li>

<li>Stef Hoeben &lt;ilsestef&#064;skynet.be&gt; - adding Montgomery multiplication to the BigInteger class.</li>

<li>Klaudiusz Ciosk &lt;kciosk&#064;max.com.pl&gt; - improving the compatibility of

the SMIME package with the Sun JCE.</li>

<li>Thomas Houtekier &lt;Thomas.Houtekier&#064;tectrade.net&gt; - S/Mime testing and debugging.

Interoperability with

Biztalk.</li>

<li>Don Hillsberry &lt;hillsber&#064;dialcorp.com&gt; - S/Mime testing and debugging.</li>

<li>Kazuo Furuya &lt;kfuruya&#064;infoteria.co.jp&gt; - fixing root certificate chaining bug in PKCS12 key

store.</li>

<li>Jason Novotny &lt;jdnovotny&#064;lbl.gov&gt; - initial work on the openSSL PEM processing.</li>

<li>Joel Hockey &lt;joel.hockey&#064;qsipayments.com&gt; - initial work on the openSSL PEM processing.</li>

<li>John Steenbruggen &lt;JohnS&#064;geotrust.com&gt; - fixing CertificationRequestInfo to handle cert request

info objects without attribute blocks.</li>

<li>Justin Chapweske &lt;justin&#064;chapweske.com&gt; - ordering patch for Tiger message digest.</li>

<li>John Serock &lt;jserock&#064;hotmail.com&gt; - fixing null pointer exception

in constructor for ExtendedKeyUsage. Fixing of base OID bug in KeyPurposeId.

Compliance of KeyUsage extension return value with security API.</li>

<li>Sascha Weinreuter &lt;Sascha.Weinreuter&#064;cit.de&gt; - fixed SMIME saveChanges() bug.</li>

<li>Andre Wehnert &lt;aw5&#064;mail.inf.tu-dresden.de&gt; - fixing key schedule problem in RC5-64, fixing

buffer cleaning issue in buffered block cipher.</li>

<li>Luigi Lo Iacono &lt;lo_iacono&#064;nue.et-inf.uni-siegen.de&gt; - adding SIC

mode to the blockciphers in the provider.</li>

<li>Tim Sakach &lt;tsakach&#064;certivo.net&gt; - SMIME v2 compatibility patches.</li>

<li>Marcus Povey &lt;mpovey&#064;brookes.ac.uk&gt; - adding the PGP mode to the lightweight API and the
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provider.</li>

<li>Sebastian Clau&szlig; &lt;sc2&#064;inf.tu-dresden.de&gt; - adding randomness setting

to the certificate and CRL generators.</li>

<li>Nicolas Bielza &lt;nicolas.bielza&#064;alligacom.com&gt; - isolating the tagging bug in the ASN.1 library that

was misrepresenting some ASN.1 constructed data types. Contributions to the streaming S/MIME classes.</li>

<li>Casey Marshall &lt;rsdio&#064;metastatic.org&gt; - fixing the clone problem with Macs in the clean room

JCE.

<li>Rick Zeldes &lt;rick.zeldes&#064;eds.com&gt; - initial code for CMS/SMIME CompressedData.</li>

<li>Jarek Gawor &lt;gawor&#064;mcs.anl.gov&gt; - fixing ASN.1 sequence unpacking in BasicConstraints

constructor.</li>

<li>Brett Neumeier &lt;random&#064;rnd.cx&gt; - patch to OriginatorIdentifierOrKey object, improvements to

encoders package, introduction of UrlBase64.</li>

<li>Graham Coles &lt;graham.coles&#064;retail-logic.com&gt; - patch to isParityAdjusted in DESKeySpec.</li>

<li>J&ouml;rn von Kattch&eacute;e &lt;J.Kattchee&#064;seeburger.de&gt; - patch to SMIMEGenerator for

preventing class cast exceptions with BodyParts containing Multipart objects.</li>

<li>Matteo Artuso &lt;matartuso&#064;libero.it&gt; - picking up the possible overead in ASN1InputStream.</li>

<li>Julian Morrison &lt;julian&#064;extropy.demon.co.uk&gt; - spotting the slow down

in Diffie-Hellman key generation.</li>

<li>Elmar Sonnenschein &lt;eso&#064;esomail.de&gt; - fix to long conversion in clean room

SecureRandom.</li>

<li>J&ouml;rn Schwarze &lt;JSchwarze&#064;ulc.de&gt; - Locale fix for the clean room JCE.</li>

<li>Bryan Lovquist &lt;bkl&#064;cps.com.au&gt; - Other provider compatibility fixes for CMS signing.</li>

<li>Artem Portnoy &lt;Artem_Portnoy&#064;ibi.com&gt; - generalisations for CMSProcessableBodyPart in

S/MIME. Header fix for mime messages.</li>

<li>Michael H&auml;usler &lt;haeusler&#064ponton-consulting.de&gt; - missing OID update for SHA1 with RSA

Signature.</li>

<li>Johan Seland &lt;johans&#064netfonds.no&gt; - general toString for BigInteger class.</li>

<li>Johannes Nicolai &lt;johannes.nicolai&#064novosec.com&gt; - further enhancements to OCSP response

generation, fix to CertificateID issuer.</li>

<li>Marc Doberva &lt;marc.doberva&#064ilex-si.com&gt; - help in isolating the JSSE/BC RSA key issue.</li>

<li>Jan Dvorak &lt;jan.dvorak&#064mathan.cz&gt; - initial implementation of the light weight Null block

cipher.</li>

<li>Joe Cohen &lt;jcohen&#064forumsys.com&gt; - converting the ArrayOutOfBoundsException in

DERInputStream into what it should have been.</li>

<li>Chris Long&lt;aclong&#064ece.cmu.edu&gt; - adding public key decoding to PEMReader.</li>

<li>Hes Siemelink&lt;hes&#064izecom.com&gt; - findIssuer fix for CertPathBuilder, toMimeMessage converter

for Mail API, getSize() fix for zero length messages in SMIMEMessage.</li>

<li>Stefan Puiu&lt;stefanpuiuro&#064yahoo.com&gt; - initial implementation V3 policy mapping, policy qualifier

objects in ASN.1 X.509 package.</li>

<li>Kaiser Yang &lt;kaiseryang&#064;yahoo.com&gt; - Finding BigInteger loop problem in prime generation.</li>

<li>Jiri Urbanec &lt;jiri.urbanec&#064logicacmg.com&gt; - patch to fix defect in DERBMPString.equals().</li>

<li>Justin Kolb &lt;jkolb&#064pristx.com&gt; - patch to DSA signature generation in OpenPGP. Fix for the

unexpected "Unexpected end of ZLIB input stream" exception.</li>

<li>Ralf Hauser &lt;ralfhauser&#064gmx.ch&gt; - patch to exception handling in PublicKeyRing, PEMReader, 1.4

build script, X509 Certificate Factory, CertPathValidatorUtilities, fromAddress null check in SignedMailValidator,

ReadOnceInputStream testing utility in MIME tests.</li>

<li>Michal Dvorak &lt;M_Dvorak&#064kb.cz&gt; - getNextUpdate patch for OCSP SingleResp.</li>

<li>Klaus Greve Fiorentini &lt;Klaus&#064cpqd.com.br&gt; - array fix in PGP PublickKeyEncSessionPacket.</li>
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<li>Olivier Refalo &lt;Olivier_Refalo&#064fpl.com&gt; - null pointer exception fix for JDK 1.3 CMSSignedData

objects.</li>

<li>Mariusz Bandola &lt;mariusz.bandola&#064cryptotech.com.pl&gt; - patch to DERGeneralizedTime.

Compliance patch for OCSP TBSRequest class. Patch to X509Name for delaing with general objects in

sequences.</li>

<li>Brien Oberstein &lt;brien.oberstein&#064transacttools.net&gt; - patch to S2K algorithm in OpenPGP, initial

PGP version 3 secret key support, initial PGP version 3 signature generation, RIPEMD160 addition to PGPUtil.</li>

<li>Ian Haywood &lt;ian&#064haywood.bpa.nu&gt; - addition of getSignatureType to PGPSignature.</li>

<li>Jonathan Edwards &lt;s34gull&#064mac.com&gt; - initial support for reading multiple rings from a PGP key

file.</li>

<li>Andrew Thornton &lt;andrew&#064caret.cam.ac.uk&gt; - patch for RSA PUBLIC KEY in PEMReader.</li>

<li>Gregor Leander &lt;gl&#064bos-bremen.de&gt; - initial parsing of multiple sequence entries in an X.500

Name.</li>

<li>Antoon Bosselaers &lt;Antoon.Bosselaers&#064esat.kuleuven.ac.be&gt; - help with RipeMD320

implementation.</li>

<li>Peter Sylvester &lt;Peter.Sylvester&#064edelweb.fr&gt; - improvements to the ASN.1 BasicConstraints

object.</li>

<li>Doug &lt;ummmmm&#064myrealbox.com&gt; - addition of isEncryptionKey method to OpenPGP public

keys.</li>

<li>Francois Staes &lt;fstaes&#064netconsult.be&gt; - improvements to DEBitString, DERGeneralizedTime and

initial implimentation of DERGeneralString, addition of settable signed object info to CMSSignedDataGenerator,

patch to DH key agreement.</li>

<li>W.R. Dittmer &lt;wdittmer&#064cs.vu.nl&gt; - patch to decoding of SignatureCreationTime in BCPG. Patch to

PGPKeyPair to fix nullpointer exception.</li>

<li>Perez Paz Luis Alberto &lt;laperez&#064banxico.org.mx&gt; - patch to use of BitString in X.500 name.</li>

<li>James Wright &lt;James_Wright&#064harte-hanks.com&gt; - patches for dealing with "odd"

ArmoredInputStreams.</li>

<li>Jim Ford &lt;jim&#064muirford.com&gt; - patch to PGPSecretKey to avoid null pointer exception on encoding

secret keys, comments on KeyExpirationTime, getBitStrength for ElGamal keys. Signature creation time patch for

newly created v4 signatures.</li>

<li>Michael Hausler &lt;haeusler&#064ponton-consulting.de&gt; - extra aliases for provider.</li>

<li>Sai Pullabhotla &lt;psai&#064linoma.com&gt; - fix to PGP compressed data generator to improve compression

levels. Performance improvements for KeyBasedLargeFileProcessor.</li>

<li>Joseph Miller &lt;joseph&#064digiweb.net.nz&gt; - addition of ZeroBytePadding.</li>

<li>Lars &lt;xyz&#064sagemdenmark.dk&gt; - patch to explicit padded mode for CBC block cipher MAC.</li>

<li>Jeroen van Vianen &lt;jeroen&#064vanvianen.nl&gt; - the Signed and Encrypted mail example.</li>

<li>Jun Sun &lt;JSun&#064diversinet.com&gt; - patch to SecureRandom to work around problem in wtk 1.0.4 and

wtk 2.1.</li>

<li>Petr Dukem &lt;pdukem&#064email.cz&gt; - patch to CMSSignedDataGenerator to allow it to work with

PKCS11 providers.</li>

<li>Filipe Silva &lt;filipe.silva&#064wedoconsulting.com&gt; - patch to fix overead issue in

BCPGInputStream.</li>

<li>Alpesh Parmar &lt;alps&#064linuxmail.org&gt; - patch for class cast problem in

PGPPublicKey.getSignatures().</li>

<li>Jay Gengelbach &lt;jgengelbach&#064webmethods.com&gt; - patch to fix isSigningKey in PGPSecretKey

class, patch to hashedPackets in PGP signatureGenerator, initial cut for indefinite length output.</li>

<li>Doug &lt;doug&#064tigerprivacy.com&gt; - public key ring patches for ElGamal Signatures, problem key ring

data.</li>
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<li>Matthew Mundy &lt;mmundy1&#064umbc.edu&gt; - infinite loop prevention patch to

PKCS5S2ParametersGenerator.</li>

<li>Tom Cargill &lt;cargill&#064profcon.com&gt; - spelling patch in provider.</li>

<li>Breitenstrom Christian &lt;C.Breitenstrom&#064t-systems.com&gt; - compatibility patch to SignaturePacket,

DetachedSignatureProcessor.</li>

<li>Zanotti Mirko &lt;zanotti&#064cad.it&gt; - patch to ordered equality test for X509Name.</li>

<li>Nicola Scendoni &lt;nscendoni&#064babelps.it&gt; - patch to add sorting to CertPath validation.</li>

<li>Ville Skytt&auml; &lt;ville.skytta&#064iki.fi&gt; - patch to CRLDistPoint for cRLIssuer field. KeyStore

compliance on add patches. DiffieHellman patch for provider compliance. Support for PEM object "TRUSTED

CERTIFICATE". Exception handling patch in PEMReader. JavaDoc clean up.</li>

<li>Bruce Gordon &lt;bruce.gordon&#064savvis.net&gt; - patch to secret key creation encoding

NullPointerException in OpenPGP, speed up for BCPGInputStream.</li>

<li>Miles Whiteley &lt;Miles.Whiteley&#064savvis.net&gt; - "223" fix for BCPGInputStream new packets.</li>

<li>Albert Moliner &lt;amoliner&#064evintia.com&gt; - initial TSP implementation.</li>

<li>Carlos Lozano &lt;carlos&#064evintia.com&gt; - initial TSP implementation, patch to SignerInformation for

supporting repeated signers, initial updates for supporting repeated attributes in CMS.</li>

<li>Javier Delgadillo &lt;javi&#064javi.codewarp.org&gt; - initial Mozilla PublicKeyAndChallenge classes.</li>

<li>Joni Hahkala &lt;joni.hahkala&#064cern.ch&gt; - initial implementations of VOMS Attribute Certificate

Validation, IetfAttrSyntax, and ObjectDigestInfo. We also wish to thank the <a href="http://www.eu-

egee.org">EGEE project</a> for making the work available.</li>

<li>Rolf Schillinger&lt;rolf&#064sir-wum.de&gt; - initial implementation of Attribute Certificate generation.</li>

<li>Sergey Bahtin &lt;Sergey_Bahtin&#064yahoo.com&gt; - fix for recovering certificate aliases in BKS and

UBER key stores. Initial implementations of GOST-28147, GOST-3410, EC GOST-3410, GOST OFB mode

(GOFB) and GOST-3411.</li>

<li>Franck Leroy &lt;Franck.Leroy&#064keynectis.com&gt; - ANS.1 set sorting. Contributions to TSP

implementation. Test vectors for Bleichenbacher's forgery attack.</li>

<li>Atsuhiko Yamanaka &lt;ymnk&#064jcraft.com&gt; - patch for improving use of Montgomery numbers in

BigInteger library. Patch to use size of private exponent in DH parameters.</li>

<li>Nickolay Bolshackov &lt;tyrex&#064reksoft.ru&gt; - patch for class cast exception in

AuthorityInformationAccess class.</li>

<li>Soren Hilmer &lt;soren.hilmer&#064tietoenator.com&gt; - patches for CertID with issuerSerial set in TSP

implementation, additional compliance testing.</li>

<li>Steve Mitchell &lt;mitchell&#064intertrust.com&gt; - patch for stateful path validator fix. Patch to allow

BigInteger class to create negative numbers from byte arrays. Additions to allow different providers to be used for

asymmetric/symmetric encryption in OpenPGP.

Optimisation to avoid redundant verification in path validator. Suggestion to use PKIXParameters.getSigProvider()

correctly.</li>

<li>Dirk Eisner &lt;D.Eisner&#064seeburger.de&gt; - initial implementation of ISO 78164-4 padding.</li>

<li>Julien Pasquier &lt;julienpasquier&#064free.fr&gt; - initial implementation of attribute classes from RFC 3126.

Fix to KEKIdentifier, OtherKeyAttribute parsing. Initial ContentHints class.</li>

<li>Matteo &lt;matartuso&#064libero.it&gt; - sequence patch to ASN1Dump.</li>

<li>Andrew Paterson &lt;andrew.paterson&#064burnsecs.com&gt; - patches to PGP tools, isRevoked method on

PGPPublicKey.</li>

<li>Vladimir Molotkov &lt;vladimir.n.molotkov&#064intel.com&gt; - extensive provider exception handling

compliance testing.</li>

<li>Florin Kollan &lt;adlocflo&#064web.de&gt; - fix to ElGamalKeyParameters equality testing.</li>

<li>Pavel Vassiliev &lt;paulvas&#064gmail.com&gt; - Initial GOST28147Mac implementation.</li>

<li>Tom Pesman &lt;tom&#064tnux.net&gt; - addition of DES-EDE encryption for RSAPrivate keys to
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PEMWriter.</li>

<li>Lukasz Kowalczyk &lt;lukasz.b.kowalczyk&#064gmail.com&gt; - patch to fix parsing issue with OpenSSL

PEM based certificate requests.</li>

<li>Arndt Hasch &lt;Arndt.Hasch&#064maxence.de&gt; - additional fix for partial reading with new style PGP

packets.</li>

<li>Fix Bernd (KCDP 11) &lt;bernd.fix&#064credit-suisse.com&gt; - fix for 31 byte issue and exception throwing

by Whirlpool.</li>

<li>David M. Lee &lt;dmlee&#064Crossroads.com&gt; - code for add and remove secret key in the

PGPSecretKeyRing class. Additions to S/MIME and CMS unit tests.</li>

<li>Mike Dillon &lt;md5&#064embody.org&gt; - additional checks for PGP secret and public key construction,

patches to copyWithNewPassword.</li>

<li>tu-vi cung &lt;t2cung&#064hotmail.com&gt; - patch for out of bounds problem in getDecoderStream

method.</li>

<li>Chris Schultz &lt;cschultz&#064gmail.com&gt; - fix for InputStream constructor for

X509V2AttributeCertificate.</li>

<li>David M. Lee &lt;dmlee&#064Crossroads.com&gt; - implementation assistance with streaming CMS

classes.</li>

<li>Joel Rees &lt;rees&#064ddcom.co.jp&gt; - fix to correct getOID methods from returning same set on X.509

attribute certificates.</li>

<li>Francesc Sau &lt;francesc.sau&#064partners.netfocus.es&gt; - micro fix for tsp Accuracy class.</li>

<li>Larry Bugbee &lt;bugbee&#064mac.com&gt; - initial ECNR implementation.</li>

<li>Remi Blancher &lt;Remi.Blancher&#064keynectis.com&gt; - Contributions to TSP implementation. Initial

implementation of RFC 3739 and ICAO ASN.1 classes.</li>

<li>Brian O'Rourke &lt;brianorourke&#064gmail.com&gt; - patch for signature creation time override in

OpenPGP.</li>

<li>Andreas Schwier &lt;andreas.schwier&#064cardcontact.de&gt; - initial implementation of ISO9797 MAC

Algorithm 3, addition of DES-EDE 64 MAC to the provider, fix to EC point encoding, addition of EC and RSA-PSS

OIDs to CMS, addition of AES-CMAC and DESede-CMAC to JCE provider.</li>

<li>David Josse &lt;david.josse&#064transacttools.net&gt; - Patch for trailer function in version 2 signature

packets.</li>

<li>Kishimoto Kazuhiko &lt;kazu-k&#064hi-ho.ne.jp&gt; - RFC 3280 updates to policy processing in the CertPath

validator. Additional test data not covered by NIST.</li>

<li>Lawrence Tan &lt;lwrnctan&#064gmail.com&gt - Large field OID sample test data. Missing key types in

JDKKeyFactory.</li>

<li>Carlos Valiente &lt;superdupont&#064gmail.com&gt; - Addition of CRL writing to the PEMWriter class.</li>

<li>Keyon AG, Martin Christinat, <a href="http://www.keyon.ch">http://www.keyon.ch</a> - fixing incorrect

ASN.1 encoding of field elements in X9FieldElement class.</li>

<li>Olaf Keller, &lt;olaf.keller.bc&#064bluewin.ch&gt; - initial implementation of the elliptic curves over binary

fields F2m. Additional tests and modifications to elliptic curve support for both F2m and Fp. Performance

improvements to F2m multiplication. Initial implementation of WNAF/WTNAF point multiplication. Improvement

to k value generation in ECDSA.</li>

<li>J&ouml;rg Eichhorn &lt;eichhorn&#064ponton-consulting.de&gt; - patch to fix EOF read on

SharedFileInputStream, support for F2m compression.</li>

<li>Karsten Ohme &lt;widerstand&#064t-online.de&gt; - initial check against for out of range data on non byte

aligned RSA keys. Addition of equals/hashCode on ECCurve.Fp. Additional curve type support for Fp,

contributions to F2m compression. F2m decoding for ECPointUtil. Infinity fix and prime192v2 fix for Fp. Extra

validation for RSA key creation. Fix to name typos for some OpenSSL key generators. RFC-1779 table, improved

RFC 2253 compliance for X509Name. Additional constructor validation for X.509/ESS ASN.1 classes. Validation
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for Printable, IA5, and Numeric Strings. Fix for RFC 5280 NameConstraint checking for RDNs.</li>

Support for surrogate pairs in DERUTF8String, DER UTF8 test. Additional X.509 name attributes for ISIS-MTT,

RFC 3039, addition of indirect CRL support, initial X509 LDAP CertStore implementation, CertificatePair class,

and X509CertificatePair class. Contributions to X509Store/Parser infrastructure and design.

CertPath support for implicit DSA parameters and a range of NameConstraints. Addition of support for V1 attribute

certificates and attribute certificate path validation. Initial classes for ASN.1 ISIS-MTT support. Enhancements for

improving compliance with the NIST CertPath tests.</li>

<li>Carlos Lozano Ruiz &lt;carlos&#064tradise.com&gt; - patch for &lt;ctrl&gt;&lt;m&gt; only handling in

CRLFOutputStream.</li>

<li>John Alfred Prufrock &lt;j.a.prufrock&#064gmail.com&gt; - mods to GOST-3411 and MD2 to support

ExtendedDigest.</li>

<li>Stefan Neusatz Guilhen &lt;sneusatz&#064gmail.com&gt; - initial version of RoleSyntax, improvements to

AttributeCertificateHolder and AttributeCertificateIssuer.</li>

<li>Marzio Lo Giudice &lt;marzio.logiudice&#064gmail.com&gt; - fix to endianess in KDF2BytesGenerator,

additional KDF2 tests.</li>

<li>Georg Lippold &lt;georg.lippold&#064gmx.de&gt; - initial implementation of NaccacheStern cipher.</li>

<li>Chris Viles &lt;chris_viles&#064yahoo.com&gt; - fix to SignatureSubpacket critical bit setting.</li>

<li>Pasi Eronen &lt;Pasi.Eronen&#064nokia.com&gt; - extra toString() support for ASN.1 library. Initial patch for

large OID components.</li>

<li>Lijun Liao &lt;https://github.com/xipki&gt; performance enhancements for SHA family of digests. Bug report

and patch for blank line handling in ArmoredInputStream. Addition of getSignatureAlgorithmID to

BasicOCSPResp. Reset fix for SM2 signatures, performance improvements for SHA-3. Clean up of CMP

EncryptedValueBuilder, additional functionality on PollReqContent. Bug fix for endianness issue in cSHAKE left

encode method.</li>

<li>Maria Ivanova &lt;maria.ivanova&#064gmail.com&gt; - support for tags > 30 in ASN.1 parsing.</li>

<li>Armin H&auml;berling &lt;arminha&#064student.ethz.ch&gt; - first cut of internationalisation, initial PKIX

validation classes.</li>

<li>Marius Schilder &lt;mschilder&#064google.com&gt; - main set of test vectors for Bleichenbacher's forgery

attack.</li>

<li>Xavier Le Vourch &lt;xavier&#064brittanysoftware.com&gt; - general code clean ups.</li>

<li>Erik Tews &lt;e_tews&#064cdc.informatik.tu-darmstadt.de&gt; - initial threaded random seed generator,

constant-time PKCS#1.5 decoding</li>

<li>Thomas Dixon &lt;reikomusha&#064gmail.com&gt; - initial implementations of TEA/XTEA, Salsa20, ISAAC,

and Noekeon. XTEA enhancements.</li>

<li>Frank Cornelis &lt;info&#064frankcornelis.be&gt;- addition of crlAccessMethod in

X509ObjectIdentifiers.</li>

<li>Rui Joaquim &lt;rjoaquim&#064cc.isel.ipl.pt&gt; - initial implementation of RSA blinding for signatures.</li>

<li>David Stacey &lt;DStacey&#064allantgroup.com&gt; - addition of trust packet checking on revocation

signatures in PGPSecretKeyRing.</li>

<li>Martijn Brinkers &lt;list&#064mitm.nl&gt; - better exception handling in CMS enveloping, "just in time"

modifications for CRL and Sequence evaluation.</li>

<li>Julius Davies &lt;juliusdavies&#064gmail.com&gt; - additional modes and algorithm support in

PEMReader</li>

<li>Matthias &lt;g&#064rtner.de&gt; - GnuPG compatibility changes for PBEFileProcessor.</li>

<li>Olga K&auml;thler &lt;olga.kaethler&#064hjp-consulting.com&gt; - initial implementation of TeleTrusT EC

curves, additional ISO 9797 MACs, contributions to EAC OIDs, addition of EAC algorithms to CMS Signing.</li>

<li>Germano Rizzo &lt;germano.rizzo&#064gmail.com&gt; - initial implementation of CMac, EAX, HC-128, and

HC-256, optimisations for Salsa20.</li>
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<li>N&uacute;ria Mar&iacute; &lt;numaa&#064hotmail.com&gt; - patch for alternate data type recoginition in

CMSSignedDataParser.</li>

<li>Janis Schuller &lt;js&#064tzi.de&gt; - addition of NotationData packets for OpenPGP.</li>

<li>Michael Samblanet &lt;mike&#064samblanet.com&gt; - patches towards improved Sun/default provider

support in CMS.</li>

<li>Mike StJohns &lt;mstjohns&#064comcast.net&gt; - patches for supporting empty subject in X.509 certificate

generation, noneWithECDSA, updates to KeyPurposeId.</li>

<li>Ramon Keller &lt;ramon.keller&#064gmx.ch&gt; - patch to deal with null revocations return from other CRL

in X509V2CRLGenerator.</li>

<li>Mark Nelson &lt;mark&#064nbr.com&gt; - correction to excluded DN in name constraints processing for PKIX

processing.</li>

<li>Eugene Golushkov &lt;eugene_gff&#064ukr.net&gt; - mask fix to single byte read in TlsInputStream.</li>

<li>Julien Pasquier &lt;julienpasquier&#064free.fr&gt; - additional classes for supporting signature policy and

signer certificates in the ASN.1 esf and ess libraries.</li>

<li>Peter Knopp &lt;pknopp&#064mtg.de&gt; - fix for named curve recognition in ECGOST key generation.</li>

<li>Jakub Gwozdz &lt;gwozdziu&#064rpg.pl&gt; - addition of getTsa() to TimeStampTokenInfo.</li>

<li>Bartosz Malkowski &lt;bmalkow&#064tigase.org&gt; - initial implementation of VMPC cipher,

VMPCRandomGenerator, VMPCMac.</li>

<li>Tal Yacobi &lt;tal.yacobi&#064octavian-tech.com&gt; - fix for issue in OpenPGP examples [#BJA-55].</li>

<li>Massimiliano Ziccardi &lt;massimiliano.ziccardi&#064gmail.comt&gt; - support for counter signature reading

in CMS API, update for multiple counter signature attributes, JCA compliance patch for PEM parsing in

CertificateFactory.</li>

<li>Andrey Pavlenko &lt;andrey.a.pavlenko&#064gmail.com&gt; - security manager patch for PKCS1Encoding

property check.</li>

<li>J Ross Nicoll &lt;jrn&#064jrn.me.uk&gt; - improved exception handling for getInstance() in ASN.1

library.</li>

<li>Matthew Stevenson &lt;mavricknz&#064yahoo.com&gt; - patch to construtor for CRMF CertSequence.</li>

<li>Gabriele Contini &lt;gcontini&#064hotpop.com&gt; - identified a bug in ASN.1 library with handling of

unterminated NDEF's.</li>

<li>Roelof Naude &lt;roelof.naude&#064epiuse.com&gt; - patch for TLS client to send empty client certs in

response to HP_CERTIFICATE_REQUEST.</li>

<li>Patrick Peck &lt;peck&#064signaturen.at&gt; - identified problem with DERApplicationSpecific and high tag

numbers in ASN.1 library.</li>

<li>Michael LeMay &lt;lemaymd&#064lemaymd.com&gt; - identified problem with EAX [#BJA-93].</li>

<li>Alex Dupre &lt;ale&#064FreeBSD.org&gt; - fix to use of Signature rather than SignatureSpi in provider

[#BJA-90]. Addition of null provider use to SignedPublicKeyAndChallenge and PKCS10CertificationRequest

[#BJA-102]</li>

<li>Michael Schoene &lt;michael&#064sigrid-und-michael.de&gt; - fix of improper handling of null in

ExtendedPKIXParameters.setTrustedACIssuers(), check for V2 signingCertificate attribute in

TimeStampResponse.validate().</li>

<li>Ion Larra&ntilde;aga &lt;ilarra&#064s21sec.com&gt; fix to default partial packet generation in

BCPGOutputStream.</li>

<li>Bob Kerns &lt;bob.kerns&#064positscience.com&gt; fix to hashCode for X509CertificateObject.</li>

<li>Stefan Meyer &lt;stefan.meyer&#064ewe.de&gt; backport for PKIXCertPathValidotor and

SMIMESignedMailReviewer.</li>

<li>Robert J. Moore &lt;Robert.J.Moore&#064allanbank.com&gt; speedups for OpenPGPCFB mode, clean room

JCE patches.</li>

<li>Rui Hodai &lt;rui&#064po.ntts.co.jp&gt; speed ups for Camellia implementation, CamelliaLightEngine.</li>
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<li>Emir Bucalovic &lt;emir.bucalovic&#064mail.com&gt; initial implementation of Grain-v1 and Grain-128.</li>

<li>Torbjorn Svensson &lt;tobbe79&#064gmail.com&gt; initial implementation of Grain-v1 and Grain-128.</li>

<li>Paul FitzPatrick &lt;bouncycastle_pfitz&#064fitzpatrick.cc&gt; error message fix to X509LDAPCertStoreSpi,

comparison fix to BCStrictStyle.</li>

<li>Henrik Andersson &lt;k.henrik.andersson&#064gmail.com&gt; addition of UniqueIssuerID to certificate

generation.</li>

<li>Cagdas Cirit &lt;cagdascirit&#064gmail.com&gt; subjectAlternativeName fix for x509CertStoreSelector.</li>

<li>Harakiri &lt;harakiri_23&#064yahoo.com&gt; datahandler patch for attached parts in SMIME signatures.</li>

<li>Pedro Henriques &lt;pmahenriques&#064gmail.com&gt; explicit bounds checking for DESKeyGenerator, code

simplification for OAEPEncoding.</li>

<li>Lothar Kimmeringer &lt;job&#064kimmeringer.de&gt; verbose mode for ASN1Dump, support for

DERExternal, DNS performance fix for S/MIME API.</li>

<li>Richard Farr &lt;rfarr.se&#064gmail.com&gt; initial SRP-6a implementation.</li>

<li>Thomas Castiglione &lt;castiglione&#064au.ibm.com&gt; patch to encoding for CRMF OptionalValidity.</li>

<li>Elisabetta Romani &lt;eromani&#064sogei.it&gt; patch for recognising multiple counter signatures.</li>

<li>Robin Lundgren &lt;r737lundgren&#064gmail.com&gt; CMPCertificate constructor from

X509CertificateStructure fix.</li>

<li>Petr Kadlec &lt;mormegil&#064centrum.cz&gt; fix to sign extension key and IV problem in HC-128, HC-

256.</li>

<li>Andreas Antener &lt;antener_a&#064gmx.ch&gt; fix to buffer reset in AsymmetricBufferedBlockCipher.</li>

<li>Harendra Rawat &lt;hsrawat&#064yahoo.com&gt; fix for BERConstructedOctetString.</li>

<li>Rolf Lindemann &lt;lindemann&#064trustcenter.de&gt; patch for PKCS12 key store to support more flexible

attribute specifications [#BMA-42].</li>

<li>Alex Artamonov &lt;alexart.home&#064gmail.com&gt; name look up patch for GOST-2001 parameters.</li>

<li>Mike Lyons &lt;mlyons&#064layer7tech.com&gt; work arounds for EC JDK bug 6738532 and JSSE EC

naming conventions.</li>

<li>Chris Cole &lt;chris_h_cole&#064yahoo.com&gt; identified a problem handling null passwords when loading a

BKS keystore.</li>

<li>Tomas Krivanek &lt;tom&#064atack.cz&gt; added checking of Sender header to SignedMailValidator.</li>

<li>Michael &lt;emfau&#064t-online.de&gt; correction of field error in getResponse method in

CertRepMessage.</li>

<li>Trevor Perrin &lt;trevor&#064cryptography.com&gt; addition of constant time equals to avoid possible timing

attacks.</li>

<li>Markus Kil&aring;s &lt;markus&#064primekey.se&gt; several enhancements to

TimeStampResponseGenerator.</li>

<li>Dario Novakovic &lt;darionis&#064yahoo.com&gt; fix for NPE when checking revocation reason on CRL

without extensions.</li>

<li>Michael Smith &lt;msmith&#064cbnco.com&gt; bug fixes and enhancements to the CMP and CRMF classes,

initial Master List classes.</li>

<li>Andrea Zilio &lt;andrea.zilio&#064gmail.com&gt; fix for PEM password encryption of private keys.</li>

<li>Alex Birkett &lt;alex&#064birkett.co.uk&gt; added support for EC cipher suites in TLS client (RFC 4492)

[#BJA-291].</li>

<li>Wayne Grant &lt;waynedgrant&#064gmail.com&gt; additional OIDs for PCKS10 and certificate generation

support.</li>

<li>Frank Cornelis &lt;info&#064frankcornelis.be&gt; additional support classes for CAdES, enhancements to

OCSP classes.</li>

<li>Jan Dittberner &lt;jan&#064dittberner.info&gt; addHeader patch for SMIME generator.</li>

<li>Bob McGowan &lt;boab.mcgoo&#064btinternet.com&gt; patch to support different object and mgf digests in
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PSS signing.</li>

<li>Ivo Matheis &lt;i.matheis&#064seeburger.de&gt; fix to padding verification in ISO-9796-1.</li>

<li>Marco Sandrini &lt;nessche&#064gmail.com&gt; patch to add IV to ISO9797Alg3Mac.</li>

<li>Alf Malf &lt;alfilmalf&#064hotmail.com&gt; removal of unnecessary limit in CMSContentInfoParser.</li>

<li>Alfonso Massa &lt;alfonso.massa&#064insiel.it&gt; contributions to CMS time stamp classes.</li>

<li>Giacomo Boccardo &lt;gboccardo&#064unimaticaspa.it&gt; initial work on

CMSTimeStampedDataParser.</li>

<li>Arnis Tartu &lt;arnis&#064ut.ee&gt; patches for dealing with OIDs with specific key sizes associated in

CMS.</li>

<li>Janusz Sikociski &lt;J.Sikocinski&#064gdzie.pl&gt; addition of Features subpacket support to OpenPGP

API.</li>

<li>Juri Hudolejev &lt;jhudolejev&#064gmail.com&gt; JavaDoc fix to CMSSignedDataParser.</li>

<li>Liane Velten &lt;liane.velten&#064hjp-consulting.com&gt; fine tuning of code for DHParameters

validation.</li>

<li>Shawn Willden &lt;swillden&#064google.com&gt; additional functionality to PGPKeyRing.</li>

<li>Atanas Krachev &lt;akrachev&#064gmail.com&gt; added support for revocation signatures in OpenPGP.</li>

<li>Mickael Laiking &lt;mickael.laiking&#064keynectis.com&gt; initial cut of EAC classes.</li>

<li>Tim Buktu &lt;tbuktu&#064hotmail.com&gt; Initial implementation of NTRU signing and encryption.</li>

<li>Bernd &lt;rbernd&#064gmail.com&gt; Fix for open of PGP literal data stream with UTF-8 naming.</li>

<li>Steing Inge Morisbak &lt;stein.inge.morisbak&#064BEKK.no&gt; Test code for lower case Hex data in PEM

headers.</li>

<li>Andreas Schmid &lt;andreas.schmid&#064tngtech.com&gt; Additional expiry time check in

PGPPublicKeys.</li>

<li>Phil Steitz &lt;phil.steitz&#064gmail.com&gt; Final patch eliminating JCE dependencies in the OpenPGP BC

classes.</li>

<li>Ignat Korchagin &lt;ignat.korchagin&#064gmail.com&gt; Initial implementation of DSTU-4145-2002, long

hash fix for DSTU-4145-2002.</li>

<li>Petar Petrov &lt;p.petrov&#064bers-soft.com&gt; Testing and debugging of UTF-8 OpenPGP passwords.</li>

<li>Daniel Fitzpatrick &lt;daniel.f.nwr&#064gmail.com&gt; Initial implementation of ephemeral key support for

IES, initial implementions of RSA-KEM and ECIES-KEM, initial implementation of homogeneous projective

coordinates for EC.</li>

<li>Andy Neilson &lt;Andy.Neilson&#064quest.com&gt;a further patches to deal with multiple providers and

PEMReader.</li>

<li>Ted Shaw &lt;xiao.xj&#064gmail.com&gt; patch to MiscPEMGenerator for handling new

PKCS10CeriticationRequests.</li>

<li>Eleriseth &lt;Eleriseth&#064WPECGLtYbVi8Rl6Y7Vzl2Lvd2EUVW99v3yNV3IWROG8.fms&gt; speed up

for SIC/CTR mode. Provider compatibilty generalisations for EC operations.</li>

<li>Kenny Root &lt;kenny&#064the-b.org&gt; patch for issuerAltName, subjectAltName support in

X509CertificateObject, BaseBlockCipher.getIV() patch for AEAD.</li>

<li>Maarten Bodewes &lt;maarten.bodewes&#064gmail.com&gt; initial implementation of HKDF and NIST SP

800-108 MAC based KDF functions.</li>

<li>Philip Clay &lt;pilf_b&#064gyahoo.com&gt; Initial implementation of J-PAKE.</li>

<li>Brian Carlstrom &lt;bdc&#064carlstrom.com&gt; compliance patches for some JCA/JCE keystore and cipher

classes, miscellaneous code quality improvements, intial provider PBKDF2WithHmacSHA1

SecretKeyFactory.</li>

<li>Samuel Lid&eacute;n Borell &lt;samuel&#064primekey.se&gt; patch to add DSTU-4145 to

DefaultSignatureAlgorithmFinder</li>

<li>Sergio Demian Lerner &lt;sergiolerner&#064certimix.com&gt; pointing out isInfinity issue in ECDSASigner
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signature verification.</li>

<li>Tim Whittington &lt;Tim.Whittington&#064orionhealth.com&gt; patch to remove extra init call in CMac,

additional of Memoable interface for Digest classes, initial implementation of GMAC, further correctness tests for

IV and reset processing in OCB, CCM, and block cipher reset. Initial implementation of Skein, XSalsa20, ChaCha,

reduced round Salsa20, Threefish, and the Poly1305 MAC. Documentation updates. Added OCB support to

Noekeon and CAST6 in the provider, exception testing for CTS, optimisations for CCM, provider support for AAD

cipher methods, safe CipherInput/OutputStream implementations for use with AAD and subsequent bug fixes,

cleanup after IDEA patent expiry, work on JCE SipHash support, optimisations for AESFastEngine, further work on

EncodableDigest for SHA-2 digests, contributions to BCrypt/OpenBSDBCrypt, PGP API documentation and code

quality work.</li>

<li>Marcus Lundblad &lt;marcus.lundblad&#064primekey.se&gt; patch for working arnound JDK jarsigner TSP

bug, optional setting of IssuerSerial in TimeStampTokenGenerator, additional extensions enhancement for time

stamp token generation.</li>

<li>Andrey Zhozhin &lt;zhozhin&#064xrm.ru&gt; patch for override of TSP SignerInfo attributes.</li>

<li>Sergey Tiunov &lt;t5555d&#064gmail.com&gt; initial cut of DVCS classes.</li>

<li>Damian Kolasa &lt;fatfredyy&#064gmail.com&gt; ASN1Sequence patch for class cast issue in X9Curve.</li>

<li>Ash Hughes &lt;ashley.hughes&#064blueyonder.co.uk&gt; patches for supporting

PGPSecretKeyRing/PGPSecretKeys encodings with empty private keys, initial code for

PGPSignatureSubpacketVector.getEmbeddedSignatures().</li>

<li>Daniel Hirscher &lt;dev&#064daniel-hirscher.de&gt; patch to support parsing of explicit EC parameters in

PEM files.</li>

<li>Daniele Ricci &lt;daniele.athome&#064gmail.com&gt; initial implementation of EC keys for OpenpPGP and

RFC6637 support.</li>

<li>Matti Aarnio &lt;matti.aarnio&#064methics.fi&gt; tweaks to any build to remove dependence on shell scripts.

Initial SM3 digest implementation, some EC related code cleanups, JavaDoc improvements for ASN.1 classes,

addition of NONEwithRSA to lightweight RSADigestSigner.</li>

<li>Babak Najafi &lt;bnajafi&#064akamai.com&gt; fixes to OpenPGP NotationData to prevent truncation

problems.</li>

<li>Eric M&uuml;ller &lt;eric.mueller&#064sage.de&gt; additional standard algorithm name lookups in

JcaPEMKeyConverter.</li>

<li>Mathias Herberts &lt;Mathias.Herberts&#064gmail.com&gt; fix to inOff usage in RFC3394WrapEngine.</li>

<li>Daniil Ivanov &lt;daniil.ivanov&#064gmail.com&gt; addition of provider support for GOST HMAC

SecretKeyFactory.</li>

<li>Daniele Grasso &lt;daniele.grasso86&#064gmail.com&gt; contributions to final Key calculation code for

SRP6.</li>

<li>Andrey Utkin &lt;cindrhc&#064gmail.com&gt; patch to reconstruction of ECGOST keys from PrivateKeyInfo

objects in provider classes.</li>

<li>Arnis Tartu &lt;arnis&#064ut.ee&gt; checker for generated key vs OID in

JceCMSContentEncryptorBuilder.</li>

<li>AxelVDB &lt;axel-vdb&#064riseup.net&gt; initial implementation of Shacal2.</li>

<li>Roberto Tyley &lt;&gt; further work on completing gradle build.</li>

<li>Waldemar Dick &lt;wdick&#064devmue.de&gt; code improvement in x500 ASN.1 package.</li>

<li>Sid Steward &lt;sid.steward&#064pdflabs.com&gt; code improvements to ASN1Boolean.</li>

<li>Alex Klyubin &lt;klyubin&#064google.com&gt; AlgorithmParameters check for EC key agreement.</li>

<li>Jonathan Gillett &lt;gsoc.student&#064gmail.com&gt; Initial support for block cipher IVs in IESEngine, IES

MAC length check bug fix.</li>

<li>Andreas Reiter &lt;andreas.reiter&#064iaik.tugraz.at&gt; Reported incomplete status of CertificateVerify

processing in (D)TLS server, and provided fix.</li>
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<li>Kieran Miller &lt;kieran.miller&#064gmail.com&gt; initial implementation for RFC 5649 key wrap with

padding.</li>

<li>Oliver Ehli&lt;ehli&#064arago.de&gt; Additional support for BSI plain ECDSA in the provider.</li>

<li>Daniel Heldt&lt;Daniel.Heldt&#064cryptovision.com&gt; Initial support for encodable state message

digests</li>

<li>Robert Bushman &lt;bouncycastle&#064traxel.com&gt; Clean up of DirectKeySignature example.</li>

<li>Maurice Aarts&lt;aarts&#064riscure.com&gt; updated to KDF generator to follow NIST SP 800-108.</li>

<li>Franziskus Kiefer&lt;https://github.com/franziskuskiefer&gt; initial implementation of Cramer-Shoup.</li>

<li>KB Sriram&lt;mail_kb&#064yahoo.com&gt; testing for odd encodings for PGP User Attribute

Subpackets.</li>

<li>Marco Schulze&lt;marco&#064nightlabs.de&gt; Reported verification bug in GenericSigner.</li>

<li>Martin Schaef&lt;https://github.com/martinschaef&gt; contributed a code-cleanup patch.</li>

<li>dstutz&lt;https://github.com/dstutz&gt; added iteration count setters to PKCS#12 PBE mac/key generator

builders.</li>

<li>Tobias Wich&lt;tobias.wich&#064ecsec.de&gt; Provided patch for TLS to work around servers sending

Supported Elliptic Curves extension unexpectedly.</li>

<li>Hauke Mehrtens&lt;hauke&#064hauke-m.de&gt; TLS patch to add ECDHE_ECDSA CCM ciphersuites from

RFC 7251.</li>

<li>Daniel Zimmerman&lt;dmz&#064galois.com&gt; Further key quality improvements to

RSAKeyPairGenerator.</li>

<li>Jens Kapitza&ltj.kapitza&#064schwarze-allianz.de&gt; Iterable support in OpenPGP API, code cleanup in

OpenPGP API.</li>

<li>Johan Eklund&lt;johan&#064primekey.se&gt; update to RFC 6960 for OCSPObjectIdentifiers.</li>

<li>nikosn&lt;https://github.com/nikosn&gt; Fix to encoding of EC private keys to ensure encoding matches order

length.</li>

<li>Axel von dem Bruch &lt;axel-vdb&#064riseup.net&gt; Contributions to BCrypt/OpenBSDBCrypt, original

version of Blake2bDigest.</li>

<li>Derek Atkins &lt;derek&#064ihtfp.com&gt; Documentation fixes to X9ObjectIdentifiers.</li>

<li>Peter Jr Halicky &lt;peto&#064halicky.sk&gt; Correction to notification/error message handling in

SignedMailValidator.</li>

<li>lartiguePierre&lt;https://github.com/lartiguePierre&gt; Fix for counter signature SID in CMSSignedData.</li>

<li>Thomas Belot&lt;thomas.belot+BC&#064gmail.com&gt; initial CertPathLoopTest for demonstrating stack

overflow issue.</li>

<li>Rich DiCroce&lt;https://github.com/rdicroce&gt; Initial implementation of server-side TLS-SRP support. TLS

API extension to support non-blocking usage.</li>

<li>Bj&ouml;rn Kautler&lt;https://github.com/Vampire&gt; Refinements to cert path validation (authority key

addition, certificate order preservation).</li>

<li>Dominik Sch&uuml;rmann&lt;https://github.com/dschuermann&gt; method for returning

signatures/verifications without user IDs on PGPPublicKey, method for exposing S2K in PGPSecretKey, constants

for GNU protection modes in S2K classes, optional version header for armored output.</li>

<li>Michael &lt;MSKnete&#064web.de&gt; initial fix for bitStrength issue for OpenPGP EC keys, correction for

generic type on RecipientInformationStore.</li>

<li>Tobias Wagner &lt;tobias.wagner&#064n-design.de&gt; Fix SecureRandom handling in

BcAsymmetricKeyWrapper [#BJA-536].</li>

<li>Sergio Giro &lt;sgiro&#064google.com&gt; Fixed adding of additional stores from CRL distribution point

[#BJA-537]. Fixed missing null check for CRL certificate issuer [#BJA-538], removal of risky zeroisation code in

PBE.java, check for salt in PBEKeys that require it.</li>

<li>bschuette&lt;https://github.com/bschuette&gt; Fixed typo in DefaultSignatureAlgorithmIdentifierFinder,
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additional methods on CMSSignedDataParser.</li>

<li>Leonard Dallot&lt;https://github.com/dallotTazTag&gt; Fix to S2K usage of none on changing passwords on

keys without passwords originally.</li>

<li>Jan Willem Janssen &lt;j.w.janssen+bouncycastle&#064lxtreme.nl&gt; Support for DSAParameters in

lightweight SubjectPublicKeyInfoFactory, initial object signer verifier for BC lightweight EC.</li>

<li>Sebastian Oerding &lt;sebastian.oerding@robotron.de&gt; Fixes to toString() in x509.CertificatePolicies.</li>

<li>Kai Kramer &lt;kai.kramer&#064gmail.com&gt; Code to deal with orphaned chain certificates in the PKCS#12

KeyStore.</li>

<li>Benoit Charles &lt;benoit.charles&#064opentrust.com&gt; Fix for IES data length check on decryption.</li>

<li>Niko &lt;nfink95&#064gmail.com&gt; fix to cast issue in getOutputSize() for ECIES.</li>

<li>akwizgran&lt;https://github.com/akwizgran&gt; Fixed clone of key in Blake2bDgest copy constructor, blake2b

reset issue for varient keys.</li>

<li>Matthias Edelhoff &lt;Matthias.Edelhoff&#064cryptovision.com&gt; BasicConstraintsValidation pathlen fix in

PKIX certpath classes.</li>

<li>Lukasz Deputat &lt;lukasz.deputat&#064gmail.com&gt; Fixed bugs in TlsUtils read methods [#BJA-592].</li>

<li>Justin Ludwig &lt;https://github.com/justinludwig&gt; Iterator fix for PGPObjectFactory to handle stream

packets at start of iterated data.</li>

<li>Andr&eacute; Berenguel &lt;https://github.com/aberenguel&gt; Fix to include ECNamedCurveSpec in EC

AlgorithmParameterSpi</li>

<li>Slawomir Jaranowski&lt;https://github.com/slawekjaranowski&gt; Patch to make cipher/hash/signature name

methods in PGP internal API public.</li>

<li>Andrey Vasilyev&lt;https://github.com/andrey-vasilyev&gt; Initial implementation of GOST R 34.11-

2012.</li>

<li>William Glanton &lt;wglanton77&#064gmail.com&gt; Fixed bug in Poly1305 [#BJA-620].</li>

<li>jdvorak001&lt;https://github.com/jdvorak001&gt; Speed improvements for ASN.1 ObjectIdentifier cache.</li>

<li>Joseph Naegele &lt;jnaegele&#064grierforensics.com&gt; Patch for handling multiple certificates in a DANE

SMIMEA entry.</li>

<li>Andrew Bonventre&lt;https://github.com/andybons&gt; NullPointer patch for WNafUtil.</li>

<li>The Google Security Team (Project Wycheproof) &lt;https://github.com/google/wycheproof&gt; defect analysis

and additional test cases for the provider.</li>

<li>Gorka Irazoqui &lt;girazoki&#064wpi.edu&gt; from Intel Security Center of Excellence &lt;https://security-

center.intel.com/&gt; detection of the issue with AESFastEngine (CVE-2016-1000339), additional suggestions for

improvement to hardening of AESEngine and finding cache sensitivities in EC key generation/signing.</li>

<li>Joerg Senekowitsch &lt;joerg.senekowitsch&#064veridos.com&gt; patch to deal with hard coded boolean in

EAC ECDSAPublicKey.</li>

<li>Alexandr Krivoshta &lt;wipe&#064ya.ru&gt; N4 calculation fix to GOFB mode.</li>

<li>Artem Storozhuk &lt;storojs72&#064gmail.com&gt; N4 calculation fix to GOFB mode.</li>

<li>Na Yu &lt;na.yu&#064samsung.com&gt; Constructor patches to CMC PKIData.</li>

<li>Evangelos Karatsiolis &lt;ekaratsiolis&#064mtg.de&gt; Corrected use of explicit tagging in X.509

PolicyConstraints class.</li>

<li>VivleSoren &lt;https://github.com/VivleSoren&gt; additional constructor for

McElieceCCA2PrivateKeyParameters.</li>

<li>mtausig &lt;https://github.com/mtausig&gt; JavaDoc fix for MCSEncryptedDataGenerator.</li>

<li>Anders Schack-Mulligen &lt;https://github.com/aschackmull&gt; code cleanups for CMSSignedDataParser,

BrokenKDF2BytesGenerator.</li>

<li>Sebastian Wolfgang Roland &lt;sebastianwolfgang.roland&#064stud.tu-darmstadt.de&gt; Initial XMSS/XMSS-

MT implementation.</li>

<li>didisoft &lt;https://github.com/didisoft&gt; test code for PGP signature removal involving user ids.</li>
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<li>Mike Safonov&lt;https://github.com/MikeSafonov&gt; initial implementation of GOST3410-2012 for light

weight provider and JCA, parameters patches for ECGOST keys, initial implementation of GOST3412-2015,

addition of fromExtensions() for CRLDistPoint.</li>

<li>Artem Storozhuk &lt;storojs72&#064gmail.com&gt; initial implementation of DSTU7564 (digest) and

DSTU7624 (cipher) and their associated modes.</li>

<li>Andreas Glaser &lt;andreas.glaser&#064gi-de.com&gt; patch to recognise ANSSI curves for PKCS#10

requests.</li>

<li>codeborne &lt;https://github.com/cbxp&gt; patch to correct OIDs used in public key digest parameters for

ECGOST-2012.</li>

<li>FauxFaux &lt;https://github.com/FauxFaux&gt; patch for JDK 1.9 update to DRBG.java.</li>

<li>4garbage &lt;https://github.com/4garbage&gt; patch to allow GOST3410-94 private keys encoded as

integers.</li>

<li>ekszz &lt;https://github.com/ekszz&gt; corrections to SM2 signer to include default identity value.</li>

<li>jminer &lt;https://github.com/jminer&gt; fix to Blake2b for hashes in range of 2**64-127 to 2**64.</li>

<li>str4d &lt;https://github.com/str4d&gt; initial implementation of Blake2s</li>

<li>Scott Woodward &lt;scott&#064bit3consulting.com&gt; performance fixes for CTRSP800DRBG.</li>

<li>David Strawn &lt;https://github.com/isomarcte&gt; fix for off by one error in SCRYPT bounds checking.</li>

<li>chris mccown &lt;0xchrismccown&#064gmail.com&gt; identification of serialisation issue with

XMSS/XMSSMT private keys (see also CVE-2018-1000613).</li>

<li>ZZMarquis &lt;https://github.com/ZZMarquis&gt; offset patches for SM2 encryption and decryption,

improvement to Array constant time comparison.</li>

<li>Andreas Kretschmer &lt;https://github.com/Akretsch&gt; NPE fix for CertTemplate.getVersion()</li>

<li>Armin Lunkeit, Michael Tautenhahn &lt;&gt; identification of M-R test issue on higher certainty values in RSA

key pair generation.</li>

<li>Vincent Breitmoser &lt;https://github.com/Valodim&gt; fix to ignore unnecessary checksum calculator on PGP

secret key encryption.</li>

<li>Adam Vartanian &lt;https://github.com/flooey&gt; use of ShortBuffer exception and buffer size pre-check in

Cipher.doFinal().</li>

<li>Bernd &lt;https://github.com/ecki&gt; Fix to make PGPUtil.pipeFileContents use buffer and not leak file

handle.</li>

<li>Shartung &lt;https://github.com/shartung&gt; Additional EC Key Agreement algorithms in support of German

BSI TR-03111.</li>

<li>Paul Schaub &lt;https://github.com/vanitasvitae&gt; bringing PGPSecretKey.getUserIds() into line with

PGPPublicKey.getUserIds(). Exception message fix in BcPublicKeyDataDecryptorFactory. Additional tests on PGP

key ring generation.</li>

<li>Nick of Nexxar &lt;https://github.com/nros&gt; update to OpenPGP package to handle a broader range of EC

curves.</li>

<li>catbref &lt;https://github.com/catbref&gt; sample implementation of RFC 7748/Ed25519 (incorporated work

from github users Valodim and str4d as well).</li>

<li>gerlion &lt;https://github.com/gerlion&gt; detection of concurrency issue with pre-1.60 EC math library.</li>

<li>fgrieu &lt;fgrieu&#064gmail.com&gt; identification and suggested fixes for possible timing vulnerability in

OAEPEncoding and RSACoreEngine.</li>

<li>MTG &lt;https://github.com/mtgag&gt; patch for decoding issues in PKIPublicationInfo and

CertifiedKeyPair.</li>

<li>Andreas Gadermaier &lt;up.gadermaier&#064gmail.com&gt; initial version of Argon2 PBKDF algorithm.</li>

<li>Tony Washer &lt;tony.washer@yahoo.co.uk&gt; review of qTesla, Java 1.9 module code, additional test code

and debugging for GOST, DSTU, and ECNR algorithms. Initial lightweight implementation of the ZUC ciphers and

macs.</li>
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<li>Vincent Bouckaert &lt;https://github.com/veebee&gt; initial version of RFC 4998 ASN.1 classes.</li>

<li>Tony Washer &lt;https://github.com/tonywasher&gt; ECIESKeyEncapsulation fix for use of OldCofactor mode.

Submitted ChaCha20Poly1305 prototype.</li>

<li>Aurimas Liutikas &lt;https://github.com/liutikas&gt; JavaDoc patches to ReasonsMask.</li>

<li>Gabriel Sroka &lt;https://github.com/gabrielsroka&gt; corrected comments in RSA validation.</li>

<li>sarah-mdv &lt;https://github.com/sarah-mdv&gt; improvements to JceKeyTransRecipientInfoGenerator, tests

for JournalingSecureRandom, initial implementation of JournaledAlgorithm.</li>

<li>Jesse Feinman &lt;https://github.com/jessefeinman&gt; performance optimisation in RSAKeyParameters.</li>

<li>Gilis95 &lt;https://github.com/Gilis95&gt; improved JSSE compatibility for setEnabledCipherSuites.</li>

<li>Haemin Yoo &lt;https://github.com/yoohaemin&gt; Javadoc fixes.</li>

<li>Antoine Toulme &lt;https://github.com/atoulme&gt; Initial implementation of EthereumIESEngine.</li>

<li>Golden Looly &lt;https://github.com/looly&gt; Patch for addition of C1C3C2 mode to SM2Engine.</li>

<li>Moses Palm&eacute;r, TrueSec &lt;Henrik.Palmer&#064truesec.se&gt; Additional improvements to constant

time comparisons.</li>

<li>Ren&eacute; Korthaus&lt;https://github.com/securitykernel&gt; Update to XMSS/XMSS^MT OID values to

bring them in line with RFC 8391.</li>

<li>THausherr&lt;https://github.com/THausherr&gt; Addition generic support for CMS/TSP functions.</li>

<li>Gaylor Bosson&lt;https://github.com/Gilthoniel&gt; Initial implementation of Blake2xs.</li>

<li>gaellalire&lt;https://github.com/gaellalire&gt; Patch for unprotected PGP private keys as SExpr.</li>

<li>im-scooter&lt;https://github.com/im-scooter&gt; Patch for case-insensitive behaviour of Param-Z.</li>

<li>Nick hitchan&lt;https://github.com/hitchan&gt; Fix for typo in engineInitSign() in EdEc SignatureSpi.</li>

<li>dbusche&lt;https://github.com/dbusche&gt; Argon2 optimisations.</li>

<li>Daniel Heldt&lt;https://github.com/dheldt&gt; Fixing encodings in unicode tests to allow a wider range of Java

compilers to work. Tweak to inheritance in JceKeyAgreeRecipient.</li>

<li>Ugochukwu Mmaduekwe&lt;https://github.com/Xor-el&gt; Fix for initially bugged legacy

Integers.numberOfLeadingZeros method.</li>

<li>Gsealy &lt;https://github.com/Gsealy&gt; addition of PBKDF2withHmacSM3 to the provider.</li>

<li>aphuang2013 &lt;https://github.com/aphuang2013&gt; update to path validation in EST service for ClearPath

EST.</li>

<li>Kevin Herron &lt;https://github.com/kevinherron&gt; Initial ChaCha20Poly1305 prototype.</li>

<li>vkreml &lt;https://github.com/svkreml&gt; GOST compliance change for

DefaultCMSSignatureEncryptionAlgorithmFinder.</li>

<li>Tobias Ospelt &gt;tobias&#064pentagrid.ch&lt; Identification of 1.63 regression in ASN.1 parsing.</li>

</ul>

</body>

</html>

 

1.588 jbossservletapi 1.0.2.Final 
1.588.1 Available under license : 

The GNU General Public License (GPL)

 

Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA
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Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license

document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

Preamble

 

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to share

and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public License is intended to

guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to make sure the

software is free for all its users.  This General Public License applies to

most of the Free Software Foundation's software and to any other program whose

authors commit to using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is

covered by the GNU Library General Public License instead.) You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price.  Our

General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to

distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish),

that you receive source code or can get it if you want it, that you can change

the software or use pieces of it in new free programs; and that you know you

can do these things.

 

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone to deny

you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.  These restrictions

translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the

software, or if you modify it.

 

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis or for

a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that you have.  You must

make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code.  And you must

show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and (2)

offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute

and/or modify the software.

 

Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain that

everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free software.  If the

software is modified by someone else and passed on, we want its recipients to

know that what they have is not the original, so that any problems introduced

by others will not reflect on the original authors' reputations.

 

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents.  We

wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free program will

individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the program proprietary.

To prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for

everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification
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follow.

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains a notice

placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed under the terms of

this General Public License.  The "Program", below, refers to any such program

or work, and a "work based on the Program" means either the Program or any

derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the

Program or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or

translated into another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included

without limitation in the term "modification".) Each licensee is addressed as

"you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by

this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of running the Program is

not restricted, and the output from the Program is covered only if its contents

constitute a work based on the Program (independent of having been made by

running the Program).  Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source code as

you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and

appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and

disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License

and to the absence of any warranty; and give any other recipients of the

Program a copy of this License along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may

at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of it, thus

forming a work based on the Program, and copy and distribute such modifications

or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of

these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices stating

   that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in whole or

   in part contains or is derived from the Program or any part thereof, to be

   licensed as a whole at no charge to all third parties under the terms of

   this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively when run,

   you must cause it, when started running for such interactive use in the

   most ordinary way, to print or display an announcement including an

   appropriate copyright notice and a notice that there is no warranty (or

   else, saying that you provide a warranty) and that users may redistribute
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   the program under these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy

   of this License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but does

   not normally print such an announcement, your work based on the Program is

   not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If identifiable

sections of that work are not derived from the Program, and can be reasonably

considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and

its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate

works.  But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a

work based on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms

of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire

whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your

rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise the

right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on

the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program with the

Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of a storage or

distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this

License.

 

3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it, under

Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and

2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source

   code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above

   on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to

   give any third party, for a charge no more than your cost of physically

   performing source distribution, a complete machine-readable copy of the

   corresponding source code, to be distributed under the terms of Sections 1

   and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer to

   distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is allowed only

   for noncommercial distribution and only if you received the program in

   object code or executable form with such an offer, in accord with

   Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for making

modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source code means all

the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface

definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation
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of the executable.  However, as a special exception, the source code

distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either

source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on)

of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source

code from the same place counts as distribution of the source code, even though

third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program except as

expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify,

sublicense or distribute the Program is void, and will automatically terminate

your rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies, or

rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so

long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it.

However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Program

or its derivative works.  These actions are prohibited by law if you do not

accept this License.  Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Program (or

any work based on the Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to

do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the Program),

the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor to

copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to these terms and conditions.

You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the

rights granted herein.  You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by

third parties to this License.

 

7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions

are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that

contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the

conditions of this License.  If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy

simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent

obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Program at all.

For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution

of the Program by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through

you, then the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any

particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply and

the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.
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It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or

other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this

section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software

distribution system, which is implemented by public license practices.  Many

people have made generous contributions to the wide range of software

distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to

distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that

choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a

consequence of the rest of this License.

 

8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in certain

countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original

copyright holder who places the Program under this License may add an explicit

geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that

distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded.  In

such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body

of this License.

 

9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the

General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will be similar in

spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems

or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any later

version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of

that version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation.

If the Program does not specify a version number of this License, you may

choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

 

10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free programs

whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author to ask for

permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation,

write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.

Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of

all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of

software generally.

 

NO WARRANTY

 

11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR

THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE

STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE

PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED,
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INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND

PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE,

YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL

ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE

THE

PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY

GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR

INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA

BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER

OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest possible

use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it free software

which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest to attach

them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey the exclusion

of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a

pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   One line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.

 

   Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

   under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by the Free

   Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or (at your option)

   any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

   ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

   FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License for

   more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along

   with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc., 59

   Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.
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If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this when it

starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author Gnomovision comes

   with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type 'show w'.  This is free

   software, and you are welcome to redistribute it under certain conditions;

   type 'show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands 'show w' and 'show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may be

called something other than 'show w' and 'show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your school,

if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary.  Here

is a sample; alter the names:

 

   Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

   'Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

   signature of Ty Coon, 1 April 1989

 

   Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General Public

License instead of this License.

 

 

"CLASSPATH" EXCEPTION TO THE GPL

 

Certain source files distributed by Oracle America and/or its affiliates are

subject to the following clarification and special exception to the GPL, but

only where Oracle has expressly included in the particular source file's header

the words "Oracle designates this particular file as subject to the "Classpath"

exception as provided by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code."

 

   Linking this library statically or dynamically with other modules is making

   a combined work based on this library.  Thus, the terms and conditions of

   the GNU General Public License cover the whole combination.

 

   As a special exception, the copyright holders of this library give you

   permission to link this library with independent modules to produce an

   executable, regardless of the license terms of these independent modules,

   and to copy and distribute the resulting executable under terms of your

   choice, provided that you also meet, for each linked independent module,
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   the terms and conditions of the license of that module.  An independent

   module is a module which is not derived from or based on this library.  If

   you modify this library, you may extend this exception to your version of

   the library, but you are not obligated to do so.  If you do not wish to do

   so, delete this exception statement from your version.

 

1.589 xinclude 4.7.0 
1.589.1 Available under license : 

/*

* This file is part of the XIncProc framework.

* Copyright (C) 2011 - 2013 Emmanuel Tourdot

*

* See the NOTICE file distributed with this work for additional information regarding copyright ownership.

* This is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser

* General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation, either version 3 of the License, or

* (at your option) any later version.

*

* This software is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even

* the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.

* See the GNU Lesser General Public License for more details.

*

* You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public License along with this software.

* If not, see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

*/

                   GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 3, 29 June 2007

 

Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <http://fsf.org/>

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

 

 This version of the GNU Lesser General Public License incorporates

the terms and conditions of version 3 of the GNU General Public

License, supplemented by the additional permissions listed below.

 

 0. Additional Definitions.

 

 As used herein, "this License" refers to version 3 of the GNU Lesser

General Public License, and the "GNU GPL" refers to version 3 of the GNU

General Public License.

 

 "The Library" refers to a covered work governed by this License,

other than an Application or a Combined Work as defined below.

 

 An "Application" is any work that makes use of an interface provided
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by the Library, but which is not otherwise based on the Library.

Defining a subclass of a class defined by the Library is deemed a mode

of using an interface provided by the Library.

 

 A "Combined Work" is a work produced by combining or linking an

Application with the Library.  The particular version of the Library

with which the Combined Work was made is also called the "Linked

Version".

 

 The "Minimal Corresponding Source" for a Combined Work means the

Corresponding Source for the Combined Work, excluding any source code

for portions of the Combined Work that, considered in isolation, are

based on the Application, and not on the Linked Version.

 

 The "Corresponding Application Code" for a Combined Work means the

object code and/or source code for the Application, including any data

and utility programs needed for reproducing the Combined Work from the

Application, but excluding the System Libraries of the Combined Work.

 

 1. Exception to Section 3 of the GNU GPL.

 

 You may convey a covered work under sections 3 and 4 of this License

without being bound by section 3 of the GNU GPL.

 

 2. Conveying Modified Versions.

 

 If you modify a copy of the Library, and, in your modifications, a

facility refers to a function or data to be supplied by an Application

that uses the facility (other than as an argument passed when the

facility is invoked), then you may convey a copy of the modified

version:

 

  a) under this License, provided that you make a good faith effort to

  ensure that, in the event an Application does not supply the

  function or data, the facility still operates, and performs

  whatever part of its purpose remains meaningful, or

 

  b) under the GNU GPL, with none of the additional permissions of

  this License applicable to that copy.

 

 3. Object Code Incorporating Material from Library Header Files.

 

 The object code form of an Application may incorporate material from

a header file that is part of the Library.  You may convey such object

code under terms of your choice, provided that, if the incorporated

material is not limited to numerical parameters, data structure

layouts and accessors, or small macros, inline functions and templates

(ten or fewer lines in length), you do both of the following:
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  a) Give prominent notice with each copy of the object code that the

  Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are

  covered by this License.

 

  b) Accompany the object code with a copy of the GNU GPL and this license

  document.

 

 4. Combined Works.

 

 You may convey a Combined Work under terms of your choice that,

taken together, effectively do not restrict modification of the

portions of the Library contained in the Combined Work and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications, if you also do each of

the following:

 

  a) Give prominent notice with each copy of the Combined Work that

  the Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are

  covered by this License.

 

  b) Accompany the Combined Work with a copy of the GNU GPL and this license

  document.

 

  c) For a Combined Work that displays copyright notices during

  execution, include the copyright notice for the Library among

  these notices, as well as a reference directing the user to the

  copies of the GNU GPL and this license document.

 

  d) Do one of the following:

 

      0) Convey the Minimal Corresponding Source under the terms of this

      License, and the Corresponding Application Code in a form

      suitable for, and under terms that permit, the user to

      recombine or relink the Application with a modified version of

      the Linked Version to produce a modified Combined Work, in the

      manner specified by section 6 of the GNU GPL for conveying

      Corresponding Source.

 

      1) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

      Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (a) uses at run time

      a copy of the Library already present on the user's computer

      system, and (b) will operate properly with a modified version

      of the Library that is interface-compatible with the Linked

      Version.

 

  e) Provide Installation Information, but only if you would otherwise

  be required to provide such information under section 6 of the

  GNU GPL, and only to the extent that such information is
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  necessary to install and execute a modified version of the

  Combined Work produced by recombining or relinking the

  Application with a modified version of the Linked Version. (If

  you use option 4d0, the Installation Information must accompany

  the Minimal Corresponding Source and Corresponding Application

  Code. If you use option 4d1, you must provide the Installation

  Information in the manner specified by section 6 of the GNU GPL

  for conveying Corresponding Source.)

 

 5. Combined Libraries.

 

 You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side by side in a single library together with other library

facilities that are not Applications and are not covered by this

License, and convey such a combined library under terms of your

choice, if you do both of the following:

 

  a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work based

  on the Library, uncombined with any other library facilities,

  conveyed under the terms of this License.

 

  b) Give prominent notice with the combined library that part of it

  is a work based on the Library, and explaining where to find the

  accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 6. Revised Versions of the GNU Lesser General Public License.

 

 The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the GNU Lesser General Public License from time to time. Such new

versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may

differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

 Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the

Library as you received it specifies that a certain numbered version

of the GNU Lesser General Public License "or any later version"

applies to it, you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that published version or of any later version

published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Library as you

received it does not specify a version number of the GNU Lesser

General Public License, you may choose any version of the GNU Lesser

General Public License ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

 

 If the Library as you received it specifies that a proxy can decide

whether future versions of the GNU Lesser General Public License shall

apply, that proxy's public statement of acceptance of any version is

permanent authorization for you to choose that version for the

Library.
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1.590 hibernate-commons-annotations

4.0.2.Final 
1.590.1 Available under license : 

		  GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2.1, February 1999

 

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

    59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA  02111-1307  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL.  It also counts

as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence

the version number 2.1.]

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change

free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

 

 This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some

specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the

Free Software Foundation and other authors who decide to use it.  You

can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether

this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better

strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations below.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use,

not price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that

you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge

for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get

it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of

it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do

these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these

rights.  These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for

you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis

or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave
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you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source

code.  If you link other code with the library, you must provide

complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them

with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling

it.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

 We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the

library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

 

 To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that

there is no warranty for the free library.  Also, if the library is

modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know

that what they have is not the original version, so that the original

author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be

introduced by others.

 

 Finally, software patents pose a constant threat to the existence of

any free program.  We wish to make sure that a company cannot

effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a

restrictive license from a patent holder.  Therefore, we insist that

any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be

consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

 

 Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the

ordinary GNU General Public License.  This license, the GNU Lesser

General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and

is quite different from the ordinary General Public License.  We use

this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those

libraries into non-free programs.

 

 When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using

a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a

combined work, a derivative of the original library.  The ordinary

General Public License therefore permits such linking only if the

entire combination fits its criteria of freedom.  The Lesser General

Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with

the library.

 

 We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it

does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General

Public License.  It also provides other free software developers Less

of an advantage over competing non-free programs.  These disadvantages

are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many

libraries.  However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain

special circumstances.

 

 For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to
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encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it becomes

a de-facto standard.  To achieve this, non-free programs must be

allowed to use the library.  A more frequent case is that a free

library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries.  In this

case, there is little to gain by limiting the free library to free

software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

 

 In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free

programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of

free software.  For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in

non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU

operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating

system.

 

 Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the

users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is

linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run

that program using a modified version of the Library.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference between a

"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library".  The

former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must

be combined with the library in order to run.

 

		  GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other

program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or

other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of

this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License").

Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

 A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data

prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs

(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

 

 The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work

which has been distributed under these terms.  A "work based on the

Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a

portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated

straightforwardly into another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is

included without limitation in the term "modification".)

 

 "Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means
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all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation

and installation of the library.

 

 Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from

such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based

on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for

writing it).  Whether that is true depends on what the Library does

and what the program that uses the Library does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's

complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that

you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an

appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact

all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any

warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the

Library.

 

 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,

and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a

fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

 

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no

   charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

 

   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a

   table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses

   the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility

   is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,

   in the event an application does not supply such function or

   table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of

   its purpose remains meaningful.

 

   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has

   a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

   application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any
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   application-supplied function or table used by this function must

   be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square

   root function must still compute square roots.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote

it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Library.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library

with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public

License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library.  To do

this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so

that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,

instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the

ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify

that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make any other change in

these notices.

 

 Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for

that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all

subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

 

 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of

the Library into a program that is not a library.

 

 4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or

derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form

under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany

it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which

must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a

medium customarily used for software interchange.
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 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the

source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to

distribute the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the

Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or

linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library".  Such a

work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and

therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

 

 However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library

creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it

contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the

library".  The executable is therefore covered by this License.

Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

 

 When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file

that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a

derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.

Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be

linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library.  The

threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

 

 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data

structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline

functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object

file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative

work.  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the

Library will still fall under Section 6.)

 

 Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may

distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.

Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,

whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

 

 6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or

link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a

work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work

under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit

modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications.

 

 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the

Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by

this License.  You must supply a copy of this License.  If the work

during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the
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copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference

directing the user to the copy of this License.  Also, you must do one

of these things:

 

   a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding

   machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever

   changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under

   Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked

   with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that

   uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the

   user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified

   executable containing the modified Library.  (It is understood

   that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the

   Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application

   to use the modified definitions.)

 

   b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

   Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a

   copy of the library already present on the user's computer system,

   rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2)

   will operate properly with a modified version of the library, if

   the user installs one, as long as the modified version is

   interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

 

   c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at

   least three years, to give the same user the materials

   specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more

   than the cost of performing this distribution.

 

   d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy

   from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above

   specified materials from the same place.

 

   e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these

   materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

 

 For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the

Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for

reproducing the executable from it.  However, as a special exception,

the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is

normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies

the executable.

 

 It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license

restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally

accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot
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use both them and the Library together in an executable that you

distribute.

 

 7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library

facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined

library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on

the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise

permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

 

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work

   based on the Library, uncombined with any other library

   facilities.  This must be distributed under the terms of the

   Sections above.

 

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact

   that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining

   where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute

the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any

attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or

distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your

rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,

or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses

terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

 9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the

Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Library or works based on it.

 

 10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the

Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library

subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with

this License.

 

 11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not
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excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Library at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any

particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply,

and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add

an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries,

so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus

excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if

written in the body of this License.

 

 13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new

versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time.

Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,

but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and

"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a

license version number, you may choose any version ever published by

the Free Software Foundation.
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 14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,

write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is

copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free

Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.  Our

decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status

of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing

and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME

THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE

LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

		    

          How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

 

 If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that

everyone can redistribute and change.  You can do so by permitting

redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the

ordinary General Public License).

 

 To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library.  It is

safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the

"copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>
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   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

   modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

   version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

 

   This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

   Lesser General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA  02111-1307  USA

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

 library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

That's all there is to it!

 

1.591 knowledge-api 5.6.0.Final 
1.591.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2011 JBoss Inc

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*       http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
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* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264574_1607991859.46/0/knowledge-api-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/builder/ResultSeverity.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264574_1607991859.46/0/knowledge-api-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/builder/conf/KBuilderSeverityOption.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264574_1607991859.46/0/knowledge-api-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/builder/KnowledgeBuilderResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264574_1607991859.46/0/knowledge-api-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/builder/KnowledgeBuilderResults.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2011 JBoss Inc

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*       http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264574_1607991859.46/0/knowledge-api-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/agent/conf/ValidationTimeoutOption.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264574_1607991859.46/0/knowledge-api-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/agent/conf/NewInstanceOption.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264574_1607991859.46/0/knowledge-api-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/agent/conf/UseKnowledgeBaseClassloaderOption.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264574_1607991859.46/0/knowledge-api-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/agent/conf/ScanDirectoriesOption.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264574_1607991859.46/0/knowledge-api-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/agent/conf/ScanResourcesOption.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264574_1607991859.46/0/knowledge-api-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/agent/conf/MonitorChangesetEventsOption.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2010 JBoss Inc
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*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264574_1607991859.46/0/knowledge-api-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/event/knowledgeagent/ChangeSetProcessingEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264574_1607991859.46/0/knowledge-api-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/event/knowledgeagent/KnowledgeAgentEventListener.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2010 JBoss Inc

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

/**

* StatefulKnowledgeSession is the most common way to interact with the engine. A StatefulKnowledgeSession

* allows the application to establish an iterative conversation with the engine, where the state of the

* session is kept across invocations.  The reasoning process may be triggered multiple times for the

* same set of data. After the application finishes using the session, though, it <b>must</b> call the

* <code>dispose()</code> method in order to free the resources and used memory.

*

* <p>

* Simple example showing a stateful session executing rules for a given collection of java objects.

* </p>

* <pre>

* KnowledgeBuilder kbuilder = KnowledgeBuilderFactory.newKnowledgeBuilder();
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* kbuilder.add( ResourceFactory.newFileSystemResource( fileName ), ResourceType.DRL );

* assertFalse( kbuilder.hasErrors() );

* if (kbuilder.hasErrors() ) {

*     System.out.println( kbuilder.getErrors() );

* }

* KnowledgeBase kbase = KnowledgeBaseFactory.newKnowledgeBase();

* kbase.addKnowledgePackages( kbuilder.getKnowledgePackages() );

*

* StatefulKnowledgeSession ksession = kbase.newStatefulKnowledgeSession();

* for( Object fact : facts ) {

*     ksession.insert( fact );

* }

* ksession.fireAllRules();

* ksession.dispose();

* </pre>

*

* <p>

* Simple example showing a stateful session executing processes.

* </p>

* <pre>

* KnowledgeBuilder kbuilder = KnowledgeBuilderFactory.newKnowledgeBuilder();

* kbuilder.add( ResourceFactory.newFileSystemResource( fileName ), ResourceType.BPMN2 );

* KnowledgeBase kbase = kbuilder.newKnowledgeBase();

* StatefulKnowledgeSession ksession = kbase.newStatefulKnowledgeSession();

* ksession.startProcess("com.sample.processid");

* ksession.signalEvent("SomeEvent", null);

* ksession.startProcess("com.sample.processid");

* ksession.dispose();

* </pre>

*

* <p>

* StatefulKnowledgeSessions support globals. Globals are used to pass information into the engine

* (like data or service callbacks that can be used in your rules and processes), but they should not

* be used to reason over. If you need to reason over your data, make sure you insert

* it as a fact, not a global.</p>

* <p>Globals are shared among ALL your rules and processes, so be especially careful of (and avoid

* as much as possible) mutable globals. Also, it is a good practice to set your globals before

* inserting your facts or starting your processes. Rules engines evaluate rules at fact insertion

* time, and so, if you are using a global to constraint a fact pattern, and the global is not set,

* you may receive a <code>NullPointerException</code>. </p>

* <p>Globals can be resolved in two ways. The StatefulKnowledgeSession supports getGlobals() which

* returns the internal Globals, which itself can take a delegate. Calling of setGlobal(String, Object)

* will set the global on an internal Collection. Identifiers in this internal

* Collection will have priority over the externally supplied Globals delegate. If an identifier cannot be found in

* the internal Collection, it will then check the externally supplied Globals delegate, if one has been set.

* </p>

*

* <p>Code snippet for setting a global:</p>
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* <pre>

* StatefulKnowledgeSession ksession = kbase.newStatefulKnowledgeSession();

* ksession.setGlobal( "hbnSession", hibernateSession ); // sets a global hibernate session, that can be used for DB

interactions in the rules.

* for( Object fact : facts ) {

*     ksession.insert( fact );

* }

* ksession.fireAllRules(); // this will now execute and will be able to resolve the "hbnSession" identifier.

* ksession.dispose();

* </pre>

*

* <p>

* Like StatelessKnowledgeSession this also implements CommandExecutor which can be used to script a

StatefulKnowledgeSession. See CommandExecutor

* for more details.

* </p>

*

* @see org.drools.runtime.Globals

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264574_1607991859.46/0/knowledge-api-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/runtime/StatefulKnowledgeSession.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2010 JBoss Inc

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264574_1607991859.46/0/knowledge-api-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/builder/conf/DefaultPackageNameOption.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264574_1607991859.46/0/knowledge-api-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/builder/conf/EvaluatorOption.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264574_1607991859.46/0/knowledge-api-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/util/CompositeClassLoader.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1111264574_1607991859.46/0/knowledge-api-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/conf/RemoveIdentitiesOption.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264574_1607991859.46/0/knowledge-api-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/event/rule/WorkingMemoryEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264574_1607991859.46/0/knowledge-api-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/conf/SingleValueKnowledgeBaseOption.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264574_1607991859.46/0/knowledge-api-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/event/knowledgeagent/BeforeResourceProcessedEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264574_1607991859.46/0/knowledge-api-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/event/knowledgeagent/KnowledgeBaseUpdatedEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264574_1607991859.46/0/knowledge-api-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/builder/KnowledgeBuilderConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264574_1607991859.46/0/knowledge-api-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/command/Command.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264574_1607991859.46/0/knowledge-api-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/builder/KnowledgeBuilderError.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264574_1607991859.46/0/knowledge-api-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/event/rule/DebugKnowledgeAgentEventListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264574_1607991859.46/0/knowledge-api-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/runtime/process/WorkItemHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264574_1607991859.46/0/knowledge-api-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/runtime/process/StatelessProcessSession.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264574_1607991859.46/0/knowledge-api-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/runtime/rule/RuleFlowGroup.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264574_1607991859.46/0/knowledge-api-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/io/ResourceChangeScannerConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264574_1607991859.46/0/knowledge-api-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/builder/DecisionTableInputType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264574_1607991859.46/0/knowledge-api-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/runtime/process/NodeInstanceContainer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264574_1607991859.46/0/knowledge-api-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/runtime/rule/ActivationGroup.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264574_1607991859.46/0/knowledge-api-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/util/ServiceRegistry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264574_1607991859.46/0/knowledge-api-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/runtime/rule/PropagationContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264574_1607991859.46/0/knowledge-api-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/runtime/CommandExecutor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264574_1607991859.46/0/knowledge-api-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/runtime/rule/StatelessRuleSession.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264574_1607991859.46/0/knowledge-api-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/runtime/StatelessKnowledgeSession.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264574_1607991859.46/0/knowledge-api-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/event/rule/WorkingMemoryEventManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264574_1607991859.46/0/knowledge-api-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/runtime/Environment.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264574_1607991859.46/0/knowledge-api-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/io/ResourceFactory.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1111264574_1607991859.46/0/knowledge-api-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/runtime/rule/LiveQuery.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264574_1607991859.46/0/knowledge-api-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/marshalling/MarshallerFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264574_1607991859.46/0/knowledge-api-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/agent/KnowledgeAgentProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264574_1607991859.46/0/knowledge-api-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/runtime/process/EventListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264574_1607991859.46/0/knowledge-api-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/definition/type/FactField.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264574_1607991859.46/0/knowledge-api-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/builder/conf/SingleValueKnowledgeBuilderOption.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264574_1607991859.46/0/knowledge-api-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/management/DroolsManagementAgentMBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264574_1607991859.46/0/knowledge-api-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/event/KnowledgeRuntimeEventManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264574_1607991859.46/0/knowledge-api-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/builder/conf/ClassLoaderCacheOption.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264574_1607991859.46/0/knowledge-api-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/conf/ShareAlphaNodesOption.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264574_1607991859.46/0/knowledge-api-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/conf/Option.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264574_1607991859.46/0/knowledge-api-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/builder/KnowledgeBuilderFactoryService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264574_1607991859.46/0/knowledge-api-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/SystemEventListenerFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264574_1607991859.46/0/knowledge-api-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/definition/rule/Rule.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264574_1607991859.46/0/knowledge-api-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/runtime/process/NodeInstance.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264574_1607991859.46/0/knowledge-api-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/logger/KnowledgeRuntimeLogger.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264574_1607991859.46/0/knowledge-api-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/runtime/conf/MultiValueKnowledgeSessionOption.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264574_1607991859.46/0/knowledge-api-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/runtime/Channel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264574_1607991859.46/0/knowledge-api-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/io/ResourceChangeNotifier.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264574_1607991859.46/0/knowledge-api-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/runtime/ClassObjectFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264574_1607991859.46/0/knowledge-api-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/runtime/KnowledgeRuntime.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264574_1607991859.46/0/knowledge-api-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/runtime/rule/RuleContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264574_1607991859.46/0/knowledge-api-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/builder/conf/MultiValueKnowledgeBuilderOption.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264574_1607991859.46/0/knowledge-api-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/util/ClassLoaderUtil.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1111264574_1607991859.46/0/knowledge-api-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/marshalling/MarshallerProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264574_1607991859.46/0/knowledge-api-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/conf/SequentialOption.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264574_1607991859.46/0/knowledge-api-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/command/CommandFactoryService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264574_1607991859.46/0/knowledge-api-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/runtime/rule/Variable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264574_1607991859.46/0/knowledge-api-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/runtime/rule/AccumulateFunction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264574_1607991859.46/0/knowledge-api-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/runtime/rule/StatefulRuleSession.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264574_1607991859.46/0/knowledge-api-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/io/ResourceFactoryService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264574_1607991859.46/0/knowledge-api-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/event/rule/DebugWorkingMemoryEventListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264574_1607991859.46/0/knowledge-api-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/runtime/rule/AgendaFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264574_1607991859.46/0/knowledge-api-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/event/rule/DefaultKnowledgeAgentEventListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264574_1607991859.46/0/knowledge-api-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/definition/process/WorkflowProcess.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264574_1607991859.46/0/knowledge-api-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/event/process/DefaultProcessEventListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264574_1607991859.46/0/knowledge-api-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/runtime/ObjectFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264574_1607991859.46/0/knowledge-api-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/conf/MultithreadEvaluationOption.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264574_1607991859.46/0/knowledge-api-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/definition/type/FactType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264574_1607991859.46/0/knowledge-api-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/conf/SequentialAgendaOption.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264574_1607991859.46/0/knowledge-api-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/osgi/api/Activator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264574_1607991859.46/0/knowledge-api-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/management/KnowledgeSessionMonitoringMBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264574_1607991859.46/0/knowledge-api-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/time/Calendar.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264574_1607991859.46/0/knowledge-api-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/util/OSGiLocator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264574_1607991859.46/0/knowledge-api-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/conf/ShareBetaNodesOption.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264574_1607991859.46/0/knowledge-api-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/runtime/process/WorkItemManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264574_1607991859.46/0/knowledge-api-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/builder/KnowledgeBuilderFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264574_1607991859.46/0/knowledge-api-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/runtime/conf/QueryListenerOption.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1111264574_1607991859.46/0/knowledge-api-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/definition/process/NodeContainer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264574_1607991859.46/0/knowledge-api-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/event/knowledgeagent/AfterChangeSetProcessedEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264574_1607991859.46/0/knowledge-api-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/persistence/jpa/JPAKnowledgeService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264574_1607991859.46/0/knowledge-api-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/builder/conf/KnowledgeBuilderOptionsConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264574_1607991859.46/0/knowledge-api-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/definition/rule/Query.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264574_1607991859.46/0/knowledge-api-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/runtime/KnowledgeContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264574_1607991859.46/0/knowledge-api-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/KnowledgeBase.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264574_1607991859.46/0/knowledge-api-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/builder/conf/ProcessStringEscapesOption.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264574_1607991859.46/0/knowledge-api-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/io/Resource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264574_1607991859.46/0/knowledge-api-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/event/knowledgeagent/BeforeChangeSetProcessedEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264574_1607991859.46/0/knowledge-api-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/runtime/process/WorkflowProcessInstance.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264574_1607991859.46/0/knowledge-api-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/conf/MaxThreadsOption.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264574_1607991859.46/0/knowledge-api-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/command/Setter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264574_1607991859.46/0/knowledge-api-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/builder/KnowledgeBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264574_1607991859.46/0/knowledge-api-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/event/knowledgebase/DefaultKnowledgeBaseEventListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264574_1607991859.46/0/knowledge-api-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/conf/MultiValueKnowledgeBaseOption.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264574_1607991859.46/0/knowledge-api-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/builder/JaxbConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264574_1607991859.46/0/knowledge-api-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/runtime/conf/ClockTypeOption.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264574_1607991859.46/0/knowledge-api-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/runtime/rule/FactHandle.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264574_1607991859.46/0/knowledge-api-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/runtime/conf/WorkItemHandlerOption.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264574_1607991859.46/0/knowledge-api-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/definition/KnowledgeDefinition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264574_1607991859.46/0/knowledge-api-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/event/process/ProcessEventManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264574_1607991859.46/0/knowledge-api-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/event/knowledgeagent/AfterResourceProcessedEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264574_1607991859.46/0/knowledge-api-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/builder/DecisionTableConfiguration.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1111264574_1607991859.46/0/knowledge-api-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/runtime/Globals.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264574_1607991859.46/0/knowledge-api-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/conf/LogicalOverrideOption.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264574_1607991859.46/0/knowledge-api-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/runtime/StatelessKnowledgeSessionResults.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264574_1607991859.46/0/knowledge-api-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/runtime/process/StatefulProcessSession.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264574_1607991859.46/0/knowledge-api-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/event/io/ResourceChangeListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264574_1607991859.46/0/knowledge-api-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/runtime/rule/Agenda.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264574_1607991859.46/0/knowledge-api-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/builder/ResourceType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264574_1607991859.46/0/knowledge-api-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/PropertiesConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264574_1607991859.46/0/knowledge-api-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/builder/help/KnowledgeBuilderHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264574_1607991859.46/0/knowledge-api-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/event/rule/DefaultWorkingMemoryEventListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264574_1607991859.46/0/knowledge-api-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/event/knowledgeagent/BeforeChangeSetAppliedEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264574_1607991859.46/0/knowledge-api-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/logger/KnowledgeRuntimeLoggerFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264574_1607991859.46/0/knowledge-api-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/event/knowledgeagent/AfterChangeSetAppliedEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264574_1607991859.46/0/knowledge-api-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/runtime/process/WorkItem.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264574_1607991859.46/0/knowledge-api-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/runtime/conf/KeepReferenceOption.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264574_1607991859.46/0/knowledge-api-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/SystemEventListenerService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264574_1607991859.46/0/knowledge-api-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/agent/KnowledgeAgentConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264574_1607991859.46/0/knowledge-api-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/conf/KnowledgeBaseOption.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264574_1607991859.46/0/knowledge-api-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/runtime/rule/ConsequenceExceptionHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264574_1607991859.46/0/knowledge-api-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/task/service/ResponseHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264574_1607991859.46/0/knowledge-api-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/management/ObjectTypeNodeMonitorMBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264574_1607991859.46/0/knowledge-api-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/runtime/process/ProcessRuntime.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264574_1607991859.46/0/knowledge-api-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/definition/KnowledgePackage.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264574_1607991859.46/0/knowledge-api-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/runtime/process/ProcessInstance.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1111264574_1607991859.46/0/knowledge-api-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/builder/help/DroolsJaxbHelperProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264574_1607991859.46/0/knowledge-api-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/runtime/rule/Activation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264574_1607991859.46/0/knowledge-api-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/definition/process/Node.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264574_1607991859.46/0/knowledge-api-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/runtime/rule/EvaluatorDefinition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264574_1607991859.46/0/knowledge-api-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/conf/MBeansOption.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264574_1607991859.46/0/knowledge-api-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/event/rule/DebugAgendaEventListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264574_1607991859.46/0/knowledge-api-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/runtime/rule/ConsequenceException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264574_1607991859.46/0/knowledge-api-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/util/ServiceRegistryImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264574_1607991859.46/0/knowledge-api-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/conf/AssertBehaviorOption.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264574_1607991859.46/0/knowledge-api-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/SystemEventListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264574_1607991859.46/0/knowledge-api-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/runtime/Calendars.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264574_1607991859.46/0/knowledge-api-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/runtime/conf/SingleValueKnowledgeSessionOption.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264574_1607991859.46/0/knowledge-api-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/runtime/rule/WorkingMemoryEntryPoint.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264574_1607991859.46/0/knowledge-api-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/agent/KnowledgeAgent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264574_1607991859.46/0/knowledge-api-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/conf/EventProcessingOption.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264574_1607991859.46/0/knowledge-api-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/conf/CompositeKeyDepthOption.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264574_1607991859.46/0/knowledge-api-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/conf/ConsequenceExceptionHandlerOption.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264574_1607991859.46/0/knowledge-api-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/runtime/rule/TypedAccumulateFunction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264574_1607991859.46/0/knowledge-api-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/event/rule/DefaultAgendaEventListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264574_1607991859.46/0/knowledge-api-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/runtime/rule/QueryResultsRow.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264574_1607991859.46/0/knowledge-api-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/runtime/help/BatchExecutionHelperProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264574_1607991859.46/0/knowledge-api-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/runtime/BatchRequestMessage.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264574_1607991859.46/0/knowledge-api-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/runtime/EnvironmentName.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264574_1607991859.46/0/knowledge-api-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/command/CommandFactory.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1111264574_1607991859.46/0/knowledge-api-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/conf/IndexLeftBetaMemoryOption.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264574_1607991859.46/0/knowledge-api-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/agent/KnowledgeAgentFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264574_1607991859.46/0/knowledge-api-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/runtime/conf/KnowledgeSessionOptionsConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264574_1607991859.46/0/knowledge-api-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/event/process/ProcessNodeEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264574_1607991859.46/0/knowledge-api-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/KnowledgeBaseConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264574_1607991859.46/0/knowledge-api-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/runtime/rule/Operator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264574_1607991859.46/0/knowledge-api-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/marshalling/MarshallingConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264574_1607991859.46/0/knowledge-api-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/KnowledgeBaseFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264574_1607991859.46/0/knowledge-api-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/runtime/rule/WorkingMemory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264574_1607991859.46/0/knowledge-api-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/event/knowledgeagent/ResourceCompilationFailedEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264574_1607991859.46/0/knowledge-api-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/builder/conf/DefaultDialectOption.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264574_1607991859.46/0/knowledge-api-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/runtime/rule/AttachedViewChangedEventListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264574_1607991859.46/0/knowledge-api-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/event/rule/ActivationCancelledCause.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264574_1607991859.46/0/knowledge-api-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/conf/KnowledgeBaseOptionsConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264574_1607991859.46/0/knowledge-api-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/conf/MaintainTMSOption.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264574_1607991859.46/0/knowledge-api-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/runtime/help/BatchExecutionHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264574_1607991859.46/0/knowledge-api-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/builder/ResourceConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264574_1607991859.46/0/knowledge-api-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/logger/KnowledgeRuntimeLoggerFactoryService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264574_1607991859.46/0/knowledge-api-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/ChangeSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264574_1607991859.46/0/knowledge-api-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/builder/KnowledgeBuilderErrors.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264574_1607991859.46/0/knowledge-api-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/runtime/rule/ViewChangedEventListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264574_1607991859.46/0/knowledge-api-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/runtime/rule/Row.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264574_1607991859.46/0/knowledge-api-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/runtime/process/ProcessContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264574_1607991859.46/0/knowledge-api-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/KnowledgeBaseFactoryService.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1111264574_1607991859.46/0/knowledge-api-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/marshalling/ObjectMarshallingStrategyAcceptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264574_1607991859.46/0/knowledge-api-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/definition/rule/Global.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264574_1607991859.46/0/knowledge-api-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/builder/conf/KnowledgeBuilderOption.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264574_1607991859.46/0/knowledge-api-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/builder/ProcessBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264574_1607991859.46/0/knowledge-api-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/util/ChainedProperties.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264574_1607991859.46/0/knowledge-api-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/runtime/rule/AgendaGroup.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264574_1607991859.46/0/knowledge-api-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/marshalling/Marshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264574_1607991859.46/0/knowledge-api-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/io/ResourceChangeScanner.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264574_1607991859.46/0/knowledge-api-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/event/knowledgebase/KnowledgeBaseEventListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264574_1607991859.46/0/knowledge-api-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/runtime/ExitPoint.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264574_1607991859.46/0/knowledge-api-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/time/SessionClock.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264574_1607991859.46/0/knowledge-api-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/conf/IndexRightBetaMemoryOption.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264574_1607991859.46/0/knowledge-api-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/persistence/jpa/KnowledgeStoreService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264574_1607991859.46/0/knowledge-api-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/definition/process/Connection.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264574_1607991859.46/0/knowledge-api-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/runtime/rule/QueryResults.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264574_1607991859.46/0/knowledge-api-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/definition/process/Process.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264574_1607991859.46/0/knowledge-api-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/runtime/conf/BeliefSystemTypeOption.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264574_1607991859.46/0/knowledge-api-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/logger/KnowledgeLog.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264574_1607991859.46/0/knowledge-api-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/management/KBaseConfigurationMonitorMBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264574_1607991859.46/0/knowledge-api-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/runtime/help/QuartzHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264574_1607991859.46/0/knowledge-api-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/event/knowledgebase/KnowledgeBaseEventManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264574_1607991859.46/0/knowledge-api-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/runtime/KnowledgeSessionConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264574_1607991859.46/0/knowledge-api-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/event/KnowledgeRuntimeEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264574_1607991859.46/0/knowledge-api-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/runtime/ExecutionResults.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1111264574_1607991859.46/0/knowledge-api-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/builder/RuleBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264574_1607991859.46/0/knowledge-api-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/conf/AlphaThresholdOption.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264574_1607991859.46/0/knowledge-api-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/builder/conf/AccumulateFunctionOption.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264574_1607991859.46/0/knowledge-api-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/runtime/conf/KnowledgeSessionOption.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264574_1607991859.46/0/knowledge-api-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/builder/conf/DumpDirOption.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264574_1607991859.46/0/knowledge-api-5-6-0-final-sources-1-jar/org/drools/Service.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264574_1607991859.46/0/knowledge-api-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/marshalling/ObjectMarshallingStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264574_1607991859.46/0/knowledge-api-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/io/ResourceChangeMonitor.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2011 JBoss Inc

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264574_1607991859.46/0/knowledge-api-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/definition/KnowledgeDescr.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264574_1607991859.46/0/knowledge-api-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/builder/conf/DeclarativeAgendaOption.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264574_1607991859.46/0/knowledge-api-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/builder/conf/LRUnlinkingOption.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2005 JBoss Inc

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at
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*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264574_1607991859.46/0/knowledge-api-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/event/knowledgebase/BeforeProcessAddedEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264574_1607991859.46/0/knowledge-api-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/event/rule/BeforeActivationFiredEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264574_1607991859.46/0/knowledge-api-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/event/process/ProcessCompletedEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264574_1607991859.46/0/knowledge-api-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/event/knowledgebase/KnowledgeBaseEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264574_1607991859.46/0/knowledge-api-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/event/knowledgebase/AfterRuleAddedEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264574_1607991859.46/0/knowledge-api-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/event/rule/AgendaEventListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264574_1607991859.46/0/knowledge-api-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/event/rule/AgendaGroupEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264574_1607991859.46/0/knowledge-api-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/event/knowledgebase/AfterFunctionRemovedEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264574_1607991859.46/0/knowledge-api-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/event/knowledgebase/AfterKnowledgePackageRemovedEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264574_1607991859.46/0/knowledge-api-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/event/knowledgebase/AfterRuleRemovedEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264574_1607991859.46/0/knowledge-api-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/event/process/ProcessStartedEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264574_1607991859.46/0/knowledge-api-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/event/rule/ObjectInsertedEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264574_1607991859.46/0/knowledge-api-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/event/knowledgebase/AfterProcessAddedEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264574_1607991859.46/0/knowledge-api-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/event/knowledgebase/AfterKnowledgePackageAddedEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264574_1607991859.46/0/knowledge-api-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/event/knowledgebase/BeforeProcessRemovedEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264574_1607991859.46/0/knowledge-api-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/event/knowledgebase/BeforeKnowledgePackageRemovedEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264574_1607991859.46/0/knowledge-api-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/event/rule/WorkingMemoryEventListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264574_1607991859.46/0/knowledge-api-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/event/process/ProcessEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264574_1607991859.46/0/knowledge-api-5-6-0-final-sources-1-
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jar/org/drools/event/rule/AgendaGroupPoppedEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264574_1607991859.46/0/knowledge-api-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/event/rule/AgendaGroupPushedEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264574_1607991859.46/0/knowledge-api-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/event/rule/AfterActivationFiredEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264574_1607991859.46/0/knowledge-api-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/event/rule/ObjectRetractedEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264574_1607991859.46/0/knowledge-api-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/event/process/ProcessVariableChangedEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264574_1607991859.46/0/knowledge-api-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/event/rule/RuleFlowGroupActivatedEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264574_1607991859.46/0/knowledge-api-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/event/knowledgebase/AfterKnowledgeBaseLockedEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264574_1607991859.46/0/knowledge-api-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/event/knowledgebase/BeforeFunctionRemovedEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264574_1607991859.46/0/knowledge-api-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/event/process/ProcessNodeTriggeredEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264574_1607991859.46/0/knowledge-api-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/event/process/ProcessNodeLeftEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264574_1607991859.46/0/knowledge-api-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/event/rule/ObjectUpdatedEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264574_1607991859.46/0/knowledge-api-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/event/knowledgebase/BeforeKnowledgePackageAddedEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264574_1607991859.46/0/knowledge-api-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/event/knowledgebase/AfterKnowledgeBaseUnlockedEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264574_1607991859.46/0/knowledge-api-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/event/knowledgebase/AfterProcessRemovedEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264574_1607991859.46/0/knowledge-api-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/event/knowledgebase/BeforeKnowledgeBaseLockedEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264574_1607991859.46/0/knowledge-api-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/event/rule/ActivationCancelledEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264574_1607991859.46/0/knowledge-api-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/runtime/rule/Evaluator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264574_1607991859.46/0/knowledge-api-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/event/knowledgebase/BeforeKnowledgeBaseUnlockedEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264574_1607991859.46/0/knowledge-api-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/event/rule/RuleFlowGroupEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264574_1607991859.46/0/knowledge-api-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/event/process/ProcessEventListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264574_1607991859.46/0/knowledge-api-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/event/rule/RuleFlowGroupDeactivatedEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264574_1607991859.46/0/knowledge-api-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/event/rule/ActivationEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264574_1607991859.46/0/knowledge-api-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/event/knowledgebase/BeforeRuleRemovedEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264574_1607991859.46/0/knowledge-api-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/event/knowledgebase/BeforeRuleAddedEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264574_1607991859.46/0/knowledge-api-5-6-0-final-sources-1-
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jar/org/drools/event/rule/ActivationCreatedEvent.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2012 JBoss Inc

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1111264574_1607991859.46/0/knowledge-api-5-6-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/drools/definition/type/Annotation.java

 

1.592 jbossservletapi 1.0.0.Final 
1.592.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Licensed to the Apache Software Foundation (ASF) under one or more

* contributor license agreements.  See the NOTICE file distributed with

* this work for additional information regarding copyright ownership.

* The ASF licenses this file to You under the Apache License, Version 2.0

* (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with

* the License.  You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077227880_1596781939.12/0/jboss-servlet-api-2-5-spec-1-0-0-final-sources-
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jar/javax/servlet/http/HttpServletResponse.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077227880_1596781939.12/0/jboss-servlet-api-2-5-spec-1-0-0-final-sources-

jar/javax/servlet/ServletRequest.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077227880_1596781939.12/0/jboss-servlet-api-2-5-spec-1-0-0-final-sources-

jar/javax/servlet/http/HttpSessionActivationListener.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077227880_1596781939.12/0/jboss-servlet-api-2-5-spec-1-0-0-final-sources-

jar/javax/servlet/ServletResponseWrapper.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077227880_1596781939.12/0/jboss-servlet-api-2-5-spec-1-0-0-final-sources-

jar/javax/servlet/ServletInputStream.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077227880_1596781939.12/0/jboss-servlet-api-2-5-spec-1-0-0-final-sources-

jar/javax/servlet/ServletRequestWrapper.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077227880_1596781939.12/0/jboss-servlet-api-2-5-spec-1-0-0-final-sources-

jar/javax/servlet/ServletContextAttributeListener.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077227880_1596781939.12/0/jboss-servlet-api-2-5-spec-1-0-0-final-sources-

jar/javax/servlet/ServletRequestEvent.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077227880_1596781939.12/0/jboss-servlet-api-2-5-spec-1-0-0-final-sources-

jar/javax/servlet/http/HttpSessionListener.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077227880_1596781939.12/0/jboss-servlet-api-2-5-spec-1-0-0-final-sources-

jar/javax/servlet/http/HttpSessionBindingEvent.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077227880_1596781939.12/0/jboss-servlet-api-2-5-spec-1-0-0-final-sources-

jar/javax/servlet/FilterChain.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077227880_1596781939.12/0/jboss-servlet-api-2-5-spec-1-0-0-final-sources-

jar/javax/servlet/ServletRequestAttributeEvent.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077227880_1596781939.12/0/jboss-servlet-api-2-5-spec-1-0-0-final-sources-

jar/javax/servlet/Filter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077227880_1596781939.12/0/jboss-servlet-api-2-5-spec-1-0-0-final-sources-

jar/javax/servlet/Servlet.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077227880_1596781939.12/0/jboss-servlet-api-2-5-spec-1-0-0-final-sources-

jar/javax/servlet/ServletResponse.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077227880_1596781939.12/0/jboss-servlet-api-2-5-spec-1-0-0-final-sources-

jar/javax/servlet/SingleThreadModel.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077227880_1596781939.12/0/jboss-servlet-api-2-5-spec-1-0-0-final-sources-

jar/javax/servlet/ServletException.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077227880_1596781939.12/0/jboss-servlet-api-2-5-spec-1-0-0-final-sources-

jar/javax/servlet/GenericServlet.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077227880_1596781939.12/0/jboss-servlet-api-2-5-spec-1-0-0-final-sources-

jar/javax/servlet/http/HttpSessionAttributeListener.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077227880_1596781939.12/0/jboss-servlet-api-2-5-spec-1-0-0-final-sources-

jar/javax/servlet/http/HttpServlet.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077227880_1596781939.12/0/jboss-servlet-api-2-5-spec-1-0-0-final-sources-

jar/javax/servlet/UnavailableException.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077227880_1596781939.12/0/jboss-servlet-api-2-5-spec-1-0-0-final-sources-

jar/javax/servlet/http/HttpUtils.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077227880_1596781939.12/0/jboss-servlet-api-2-5-spec-1-0-0-final-sources-

jar/javax/servlet/ServletOutputStream.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077227880_1596781939.12/0/jboss-servlet-api-2-5-spec-1-0-0-final-sources-

jar/javax/servlet/http/HttpServletRequestWrapper.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077227880_1596781939.12/0/jboss-servlet-api-2-5-spec-1-0-0-final-sources-
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jar/javax/servlet/ServletRequestAttributeListener.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077227880_1596781939.12/0/jboss-servlet-api-2-5-spec-1-0-0-final-sources-

jar/javax/servlet/http/HttpServletResponseWrapper.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077227880_1596781939.12/0/jboss-servlet-api-2-5-spec-1-0-0-final-sources-

jar/javax/servlet/http/HttpSessionContext.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077227880_1596781939.12/0/jboss-servlet-api-2-5-spec-1-0-0-final-sources-

jar/javax/servlet/ServletContextEvent.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077227880_1596781939.12/0/jboss-servlet-api-2-5-spec-1-0-0-final-sources-

jar/javax/servlet/ServletRequestListener.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077227880_1596781939.12/0/jboss-servlet-api-2-5-spec-1-0-0-final-sources-

jar/javax/servlet/http/HttpSessionEvent.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077227880_1596781939.12/0/jboss-servlet-api-2-5-spec-1-0-0-final-sources-

jar/javax/servlet/http/Cookie.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077227880_1596781939.12/0/jboss-servlet-api-2-5-spec-1-0-0-final-sources-

jar/javax/servlet/http/HttpSessionBindingListener.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077227880_1596781939.12/0/jboss-servlet-api-2-5-spec-1-0-0-final-sources-

jar/javax/servlet/ServletConfig.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077227880_1596781939.12/0/jboss-servlet-api-2-5-spec-1-0-0-final-sources-

jar/javax/servlet/ServletContextAttributeEvent.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077227880_1596781939.12/0/jboss-servlet-api-2-5-spec-1-0-0-final-sources-

jar/javax/servlet/http/HttpServletRequest.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077227880_1596781939.12/0/jboss-servlet-api-2-5-spec-1-0-0-final-sources-

jar/javax/servlet/http/HttpSession.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077227880_1596781939.12/0/jboss-servlet-api-2-5-spec-1-0-0-final-sources-

jar/javax/servlet/FilterConfig.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077227880_1596781939.12/0/jboss-servlet-api-2-5-spec-1-0-0-final-sources-

jar/javax/servlet/ServletContext.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077227880_1596781939.12/0/jboss-servlet-api-2-5-spec-1-0-0-final-sources-

jar/javax/servlet/RequestDispatcher.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077227880_1596781939.12/0/jboss-servlet-api-2-5-spec-1-0-0-final-sources-

jar/javax/servlet/ServletContextListener.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

# The ASF licenses this file to You under the Apache License, Version 2.0

# (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with

# the License.  You may obtain a copy of the License at

#     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

# distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077227880_1596781939.12/0/jboss-servlet-api-2-5-spec-1-0-0-final-sources-

jar/javax/servlet/http/LocalStrings.properties

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077227880_1596781939.12/0/jboss-servlet-api-2-5-spec-1-0-0-final-sources-

jar/javax/servlet/LocalStrings_ja.properties

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077227880_1596781939.12/0/jboss-servlet-api-2-5-spec-1-0-0-final-sources-

jar/javax/servlet/http/LocalStrings_fr.properties

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077227880_1596781939.12/0/jboss-servlet-api-2-5-spec-1-0-0-final-sources-

jar/javax/servlet/http/LocalStrings_es.properties
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* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077227880_1596781939.12/0/jboss-servlet-api-2-5-spec-1-0-0-final-sources-

jar/javax/servlet/http/LocalStrings_ja.properties

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077227880_1596781939.12/0/jboss-servlet-api-2-5-spec-1-0-0-final-sources-

jar/javax/servlet/LocalStrings_fr.properties

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077227880_1596781939.12/0/jboss-servlet-api-2-5-spec-1-0-0-final-sources-

jar/javax/servlet/LocalStrings.properties

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

Copyright 2001 Sun Microsystems, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

 

 This software is the proprietary information of Sun Microsystems, Inc. 

 Use is subject to license terms.

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077227880_1596781939.12/0/jboss-servlet-api-2-5-spec-1-0-0-final-sources-

jar/javax/servlet/package.html

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077227880_1596781939.12/0/jboss-servlet-api-2-5-spec-1-0-0-final-sources-

jar/javax/servlet/http/package.html

 

1.593 jsr305 1.3.9 
1.593.1 Available under license : 

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       https://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.
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     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.
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  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed
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         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this
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     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.594 jradius-extended 1.1.6 
1.594.1 Available under license : 

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE         

		       Version 2, June 1991         

        

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.,         

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA         

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies         

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.         

        

			    Preamble         
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 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your         

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public         

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free         

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This         

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software         

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to         

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by         

the GNU Lesser General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to         

your programs, too.         

        

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not         

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you         

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for         

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it         

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it         

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.         

        

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid         

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.         

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you         

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.         

        

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether         

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that         

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the         

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their         

rights.         

        

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and         

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,         

distribute and/or modify the software.         

        

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain         

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free         

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we         

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so         

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original         

authors' reputations.         

        

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software         

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free         

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the         

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any         

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.         

        

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and         

modification follow.         
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		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE         

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION         

        

 0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains         

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed         

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,         

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"         

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:         

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,         

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another         

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in         

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".         

        

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not         

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of         

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program         

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the         

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).         

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.         

        

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's         

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you         

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate         

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the         

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;         

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License         

along with the Program.         

        

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and         

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.         

        

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion         

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and         

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1         

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:         

        

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices         

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.         

        

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in         

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any         

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third         

   parties under the terms of this License.         

        

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively         

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such         

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an         

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a         
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   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide         

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under         

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this         

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but         

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on         

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)         

        

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If         

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,         

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in         

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those         

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you         

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based         

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of         

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the         

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.         

        

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest         

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to         

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or         

collective works based on the Program.         

        

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program         

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of         

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under         

the scope of this License.         

        

 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,         

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of         

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:         

        

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable         

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections         

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,         

        

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three         

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your         

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete         

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be         

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium         

   customarily used for software interchange; or,         

        

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer         

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is         

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you         

   received the program in object code or executable form with such         

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)         
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The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for         

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source         

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any         

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to         

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a         

special exception, the source code distributed need not include         

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary         

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the         

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component         

itself accompanies the executable.         

        

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering         

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent         

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as         

distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not         

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.         

        

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program         

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt         

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is         

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.         

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under         

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such         

parties remain in full compliance.         

        

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not         

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or         

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are         

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by         

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the         

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and         

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying         

the Program or works based on it.         

        

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the         

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the         

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to         

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further         

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.         

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to         

this License.         

        

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent         

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),         

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or         

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not         

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot         

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this         
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License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you         

may not distribute the Program at all.  For example, if a patent         

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by         

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then         

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to         

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.         

        

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under         

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to         

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other         

circumstances.         

        

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any         

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any         

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the         

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is         

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made         

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed         

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that         

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing         

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot         

impose that choice.         

        

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to         

be a consequence of the rest of this License.         

        

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in         

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the         

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License         

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding         

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among         

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates         

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.         

        

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions         

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will         

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to         

address new problems or concerns.         

        

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program         

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any         

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions         

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free         

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of         

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software         

Foundation.         

        

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free         
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programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author         

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free         

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes         

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals         

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and         

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.         

        

			    NO WARRANTY         

        

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY         

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN         

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES         

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED         

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF         

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS         

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE         

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,         

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.         

        

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING         

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR         

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,         

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING         

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED         

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY         

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER         

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE         

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.         

        

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS         

        

	    How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs         

        

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest         

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it         

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.         

        

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest         

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively         

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least         

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.         

        

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>         

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>         

        

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify         

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by         

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or         
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   (at your option) any later version.         

        

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,         

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of         

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the         

   GNU General Public License for more details.         

        

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along         

   with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc.,         

   51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.         

        

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.         

        

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this         

when it starts in an interactive mode:         

        

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author         

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type 'show w'.         

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it         

   under certain conditions; type 'show c' for details.         

        

The hypothetical commands 'show w' and 'show c' should show the appropriate         

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may         

be called something other than 'show w' and 'show c'; they could even be         

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.         

        

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your         

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if         

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:         

        

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program         

 'Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.         

        

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989         

 Ty Coon, President of Vice         

        

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into         

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may         

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the         

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General         

Public License instead of this License.
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/**

* JRadius - A RADIUS Server Java Adapter

* Copyright (C) 2004-2005 PicoPoint, B.V.

* Copyright (c) 2006 David Bird <david@coova.com>

*

* This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

* under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as published by

* the Free Software Foundation; either version 2.1 of the License, or (at

* your option) any later version.

*

* This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but

* WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY

* or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU Lesser General Public

* License for more details.

*

* You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public License

* along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

* Inc., 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA

*

*/
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GNU Lesser General Public License

 

Version 2.1, February 1999

 

   Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc. 59 Temple Place,

   Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA Everyone is permitted to copy and

   distribute verbatim copies of this license document, but changing it is

   not allowed.

 

   [This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL. It also counts as

   the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence the

   version number 2.1.]

 

Preamble

 

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to

share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public Licenses are

intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to

make sure the software is free for all its users.

 

This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some specially

designated software packages--typically libraries--of the Free Software

Foundation and other authors who decide to use it. You can use it too, but

we suggest you first think carefully about whether this license or the

ordinary General Public License is the better strategy to use in any

particular case, based on the explanations below.

 

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use, not

price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have

the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this

service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get it if you want

it; that you can change the software and use pieces of it in new free

programs; and that you are informed that you can do these things.

 

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these

rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if

you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

 

For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis or for

a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave you. You

must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. If you

link other code with the library, you must provide complete object files to

the recipients, so that they can relink them with the library after making

changes to the library and recompiling it. And you must show them these

terms so they know their rights.

 

We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the library,
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and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the library.

 

To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that there is no

warranty for the free library. Also, if the library is modified by someone

else and passed on, the recipients should know that what they have is not

the original version, so that the original author's reputation will not be

affected by problems that might be introduced by others.

 

Finally, software patents pose a constant threat to the existence of any

free program. We wish to make sure that a company cannot effectively

restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a restrictive license from

a patent holder. Therefore, we insist that any patent license obtained for a

version of the library must be consistent with the full freedom of use

specified in this license.

 

Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the ordinary GNU

General Public License. This license, the GNU Lesser General Public License,

applies to certain designated libraries, and is quite different from the

ordinary General Public License. We use this license for certain libraries

in order to permit linking those libraries into non-free programs.

 

When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using a

shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a combined

work, a derivative of the original library. The ordinary General Public

License therefore permits such linking only if the entire combination fits

its criteria of freedom. The Lesser General Public License permits more lax

criteria for linking other code with the library.

 

We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it does

Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General Public

License. It also provides other free software developers Less of an

advantage over competing non-free programs. These disadvantages are the

reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many

libraries. However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain

special circumstances.

 

For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to encourage the

widest possible use of a certain library, so that it becomes a de-facto

standard. To achieve this, non-free programs must be allowed to use the

library. A more frequent case is that a free library does the same job as

widely used non-free libraries. In this case, there is little to gain by

limiting the free library to free software only, so we use the Lesser

General Public License.

 

In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free programs

enables a greater number of people to use a large body of free software. For

example, permission to use the GNU C Library in non-free programs enables
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many more people to use the whole GNU operating system, as well as its

variant, the GNU/Linux operating system.

 

Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the users'

freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is linked with the

Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run that program using a

modified version of the Library.

 

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification

follow. Pay close attention to the difference between a "work based on the

library" and a "work that uses the library". The former contains code

derived from the library, whereas the latter must be combined with the

library in order to run.  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND

MODIFICATION

 

0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other program

which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or other authorized

party saying it may be distributed under the terms of this Lesser General

Public License (also called "this License"). Each licensee is addressed as

"you".

 

A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data prepared so

as to be conveniently linked with application programs (which use some of

those functions and data) to form executables.

 

The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work which has

been distributed under these terms. A "work based on the Library" means

either the Library or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to

say, a work containing the Library or a portion of it, either verbatim or

with modifications and/or translated straightforwardly into another

language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the

term "modification".)

 

"Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for making

modifications to it. For a library, complete source code means all the

source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface

definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and

installation of the library.

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered

by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running a program

using the Library is not restricted, and output from such a program is

covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Library

(independent of the use of the Library in a tool for writing it). Whether

that is true depends on what the Library does and what the program that uses

the Library does.

 

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's complete
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source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices

that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and

distribute a copy of this License along with the Library.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you

may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion of it,

thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and distribute such

modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you

also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

 

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices stating

   that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no charge to

   all third parties under the terms of this License.

 

   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a table

   of data to be supplied by an application program that uses the facility,

   other than as an argument passed when the facility is invoked, then you

   must make a good faith effort to ensure that, in the event an

   application does not supply such function or table, the facility still

   operates, and performs whatever part of its purpose remains meaningful.

 

   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has a

   purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

   application. Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any

   application-supplied function or table used by this function must be

   optional: if the application does not supply it, the square root

   function must still compute square roots.)

 

   These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If

   identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library, and

   can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

   themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

   sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you

   distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on

   the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this

   License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire

   whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

   Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

   your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to
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   exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

   collective works based on the Library.

 

   In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library

   with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of a

   storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the

   scope of this License.

 

3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public License

instead of this License to a given copy of the Library. To do this, you must

alter all the notices that refer to this License, so that they refer to the

ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2, instead of to this

License. (If a newer version than version 2 of the ordinary GNU General

Public License has appeared, then you can specify that version instead if

you wish.) Do not make any other change in these notices.

 

Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for that copy,

so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all subsequent copies

and derivative works made from that copy.

 

This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of the Library

into a program that is not a library.

 

4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or derivative of

it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany it with the complete

corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under

the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for

software interchange.

 

If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy from a

designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source code

from the same place satisfies the requirement to distribute the source code,

even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with

the object code.

 

5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the Library, but

is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or linked with it, is

called a "work that uses the Library". Such a work, in isolation, is not a

derivative work of the Library, and therefore falls outside the scope of

this License.

 

However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library creates an

executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it contains portions

of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the library". The executable

is therefore covered by this License. Section 6 states terms for

distribution of such executables.
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When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file that is

part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a derivative work

of the Library even though the source code is not. Whether this is true is

especially significant if the work can be linked without the Library, or if

the work is itself a library. The threshold for this to be true is not

precisely defined by law.

 

If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data structure

layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline functions (ten

lines or less in length), then the use of the object file is unrestricted,

regardless of whether it is legally a derivative work. (Executables

containing this object code plus portions of the Library will still fall

under Section 6.)

 

Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may distribute

the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6. Any executables

containing that work also fall under Section 6, whether or not they are

linked directly with the Library itself.

 

6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or link a

"work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a work containing

portions of the Library, and distribute that work under terms of your

choice, provided that the terms permit modification of the work for the

customer's own use and reverse engineering for debugging such modifications.

 

You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the Library

is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by this

License. You must supply a copy of this License. If the work during

execution displays copyright notices, you must include the copyright notice

for the Library among them, as well as a reference directing the user to the

copy of this License. Also, you must do one of these things:

 

   a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code for the Library including whatever changes were used in the

   work (which must be distributed under Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if

   the work is an executable linked with the Library, with the complete

   machine-readable "work that uses the Library", as object code and/or

   source code, so that the user can modify the Library and then relink to

   produce a modified executable containing the modified Library. (It is

   understood that the user who changes the contents of definitions files

   in the Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application

   to use the modified definitions.)

 

   b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

   Library. A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a copy of

   the library already present on the user's computer system, rather than

   copying library functions into the executable, and (2) will operate

   properly with a modified version of the library, if the user installs
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   one, as long as the modified version is interface-compatible with the

   version that the work was made with.

 

   c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give the same user the materials specified in Subsection 6a,

   above, for a charge no more than the cost of performing this

   distribution.

 

   d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy from a

   designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above specified

   materials from the same place.

 

   e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these materials

   or that you have already sent this user a copy.

 

For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the Library"

must include any data and utility programs needed for reproducing the

executable from it. However, as a special exception, the materials to be

distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in

either source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel,

and so on) of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that

component itself accompanies the executable.

 

It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license restrictions of

other proprietary libraries that do not normally accompany the operating

system. Such a contradiction means you cannot use both them and the Library

together in an executable that you distribute.

 

7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the Library

side-by-side in a single library together with other library facilities not

covered by this License, and distribute such a combined library, provided

that the separate distribution of the work based on the Library and of the

other library facilities is otherwise permitted, and provided that you do

these two things:

 

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work based on

   the Library, uncombined with any other library facilities. This must be

   distributed under the terms of the Sections above.

 

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact that part

   of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining where to find the

   accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute the

Library except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute the Library

is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this

License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you
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under this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed

it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the

Library or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you

do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the

Library (or any work based on the Library), you indicate your acceptance of

this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying,

distributing or modifying the Library or works based on it.

 

10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the

Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the original

licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library subject to

these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions on

the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not

responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.

 

11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so

as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any

other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute

the Library at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit

royalty-free redistribution of the Library by all those who receive copies

directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you could satisfy both

it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the

Library.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any

particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply,

and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents

or other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims;

this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free

software distribution system which is implemented by public license

practices. Many people have made generous contributions to the wide range of

software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent

application of that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or

she is willing to distribute software through any other system and a

licensee cannot impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a

consequence of the rest of this License.
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12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in certain

countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original

copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add an

explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so

that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus

excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if

written in the body of this License.

 

13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of

the Lesser General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Library

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation. If the Library does not specify a license version

number, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free programs

whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these, write to the

author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals of

preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of

promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

NO WARRANTY

 

15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR

THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO

THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE LIBRARY IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE LIBRARY

PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR

CORRECTION.

 

16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO

LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR

THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER
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SOFTWARE), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS How to Apply These

Terms to Your New Libraries If you develop a new library, and you want it to

be of the greatest possible use to the public, we recommend making it free

software that everyone can redistribute and change. You can do so by

permitting redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the

terms of the ordinary General Public License).

 

To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library. It is

safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the

"copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the library's name and an idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>

 

   This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

   under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2.1 of the License, or (at

   your option) any later version.

 

   This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but

   WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU Lesser

   General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public License

   along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

   Inc., 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if

necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

   Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the library

   `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

 

   signature of Ty Coon, 1 April 1990

   Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

That's all there is to it!

 

1.595 cxf-api 2.7.18 
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1.595.1 Available under license : 
 

Apache CXF

Copyright 2006-2015 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

/**

* Licensed to the Apache Software Foundation (ASF) under one

* or more contributor license agreements. See the NOTICE file

* distributed with this work for additional information

* regarding copyright ownership. The ASF licenses this file

* to you under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the

* "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

* software distributed under the License is distributed on an

* "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY

* KIND, either express or implied. See the License for the

* specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

package org.apache.cxf.io;

 

import java.io.IOException;

import java.io.InputStream;

 

/**

* Marker interface for OutputStreams that can directly support

* copying from an input stream.  OutputStreams that maintain their

* own byte buffer or similar may be able to optimize the copy

* instead of using the read/write into a temporary buffer that

* the normal IOUtils.copy method requires.

*/

public interface CopyingOutputStream {

 

   int copyFrom(InputStream in) throws IOException;

  

}

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/
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  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of
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     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works
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         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A
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     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
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  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.596 cxf-services-sts-core 2.7.18 
1.596.1 Available under license : 

 

Apache CXF

Copyright 2006-2015 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but
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     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their
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     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with
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     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.
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  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.597 jetty-util 9.2.19.v20160908 

 

1.598 stilts-stomp-common 0.1.26.redhat-3 
1.598.1 Available under license : 

Apache License

Version 2.0, January 2004

http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

1. Definitions.

 

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1

through 9 of this document.

 

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.
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"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are

under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or

indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of

fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source

code, documentation source, and configuration files.

 

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form,

including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

 

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as

indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix

below).

 

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the

Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole,

an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that

remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works

thereof.

 

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications

or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the

Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright

owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written

communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic

mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously

marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been

received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce,

prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such

Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section)

patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such

license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was

submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit)

alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent

infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date
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such litigation is filed.

 

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any

medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following

conditions:

 

You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and 

 

You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and 

 

You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark,

and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

the Derivative Works; and 

 

If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute

must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices

that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a NOTICE text

file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided along with the

Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such third-party notices

normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not modify the

License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside or as an

addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

as modifying the License.

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license

terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works

as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions

stated in this License.

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for

inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any

additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of

any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product

names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and

reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work

(and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR

CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or

conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and

assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or

otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing,

shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or

consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or
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any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of

such damages.

 

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may

choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or

rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf

and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend,

and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by

reason of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work

 

To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by

brackets "[]" replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include the brackets!) The text should be

enclosed in the appropriate comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a file or class name and

description of purpose be included on the same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier identification within

third-party archives.

 

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.599 hibernate-commons-annotations

4.0.1.Final-redhat-2 
1.599.1 Available under license : 

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* as indicated by the @authors tag. All rights reserved. *

This copyrighted material is made available to anyone wishing to use, * modify, copy, or redistribute it subject to

the terms and conditions * of the GNU Lesser General Public License, v. 2.1. * This program is distributed in the

hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT A * WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A * PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU Lesser General Public

License for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public License, * MA

02110-1301, USA.'
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Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* indicated by the @author tags or express copyright

attribution * distributed under license by Red Hat Middleware LLC. * This copyrighted material is made available

to anyone wishing to use, modify, * copy, or redistribute it subject to the terms and conditions of the GNU * Lesser

General Public License, as published by the Free Software Foundation. * This program is distributed in the hope that

it will be useful, * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

MERCHANTABILITY * or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU Lesser General Public

License * for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public License * Boston,

MA  02110-1301  USA'

 

1.600 jbossws-common 1.1.0.SP1 
1.600.1 Available under license : 

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in 'This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version. This software is distributed in the hope that it will

be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU Lesser General Public License for more details. You

should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public'

 

1.601 jboss-as-transactions 7.2.0.Final 
1.601.1 Available under license : 

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* as indicated by the @authors tag. All rights reserved. *

This copyrighted material is made available to anyone wishing to use, * modify, copy, or redistribute it subject to

the terms and conditions * of the GNU Lesser General Public License, v. 2.1. * This program is distributed in the

hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT A * WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A * PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU Lesser General Public

License for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public License, * MA

02110-1301, USA.'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '# This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it # under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as # published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of # the License, or (at your option) any later version. # This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, # but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of #

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU # Lesser General Public

License for more details. # You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it * under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as * published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of * the License, or (at your option) any later version. * This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of *

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU * Lesser General Public

License for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public * A service for the

proprietary Arjuna {@link com.arjuna.ats.jbossatx.jta.TransactionManagerService}'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it * under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as * published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of * the License, or (at your option) any later version. * This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of *
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MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU * Lesser General Public

License for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public * A service

responsible for exposing the proprietary Arjuna {@link RecoveryManagerService}.'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it * under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as * published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of * the License, or (at your option) any later version. * This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of *

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU * Lesser General Public

License for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public'

 

1.602 commons-net 3.0.1 
1.602.1 Available under license : 

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.
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     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You
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     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.
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  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS
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  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

Apache Commons Net

Copyright 2001-2011 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed by

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

1.603 jboss-common-beans 1.1.0.Final-

redhat-1 
1.603.1 Available under license : 

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it * under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as * published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of * the License, or (at your option) any later version. * This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of *

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU * Lesser General Public

License for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public'

 

1.604 jackson-annotations 2.11.2 
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1.604.1 Available under license : 
This copy of Jackson JSON processor annotations is licensed under the

Apache (Software) License, version 2.0 ("the License").

See the License for details about distribution rights, and the

specific rights regarding derivate works.

 

You may obtain a copy of the License at:

 

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

1.605 weld-spi 2.4.SP2 
1.605.1 Available under license : 

                                 Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.
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     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a
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     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,
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     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.
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     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.606 jsr181-api 1.0-MR1 
1.606.1 Available under license : 

 

 

COMMON DEVELOPMENT AND DISTRIBUTION LICENSE (CDDL)

Version 1.1

 

   1. Definitions.

       1.1. "Contributor" means each individual or entity that creates or contributes to the creation of Modifications.

       1.2. "Contributor Version" means the combination of the Original Software, prior Modifications used by a

Contributor (if any), and the Modifications made by that particular Contributor.

       1.3. "Covered Software" means (a) the Original Software, or (b) Modifications, or (c) the combination of files

containing Original Software with files containing Modifications, in each case including portions thereof.

       1.4. "Executable" means the Covered Software in any form other than Source Code.

       1.5. "Initial Developer" means the individual or entity that first makes Original Software available under this

License.

       1.6. "Larger Work" means a work which combines Covered Software or portions thereof with code not

governed by the terms of this License.

       1.7. "License" means this document.

       1.8. "Licensable" means having the right to grant, to the maximum extent possible, whether at the time of the

initial grant or subsequently acquired, any and all of the rights conveyed herein.

       1.9. "Modifications" means the Source Code and Executable form of any of the following:
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           A. Any file that results from an addition to, deletion from or modification of the contents of a file containing

Original Software or previous Modifications;

           B. Any new file that contains any part of the Original Software or previous Modification; or

           C. Any new file that is contributed or otherwise made available under the terms of this License.

       1.10. "Original Software" means the Source Code and Executable form of computer software code that is

originally released under this License.

       1.11. "Patent Claims" means any patent claim(s), now owned or hereafter acquired, including without

limitation, method, process, and apparatus claims, in any patent Licensable by grantor.

       1.12. "Source Code" means (a) the common form of computer software code in which modifications are made

and (b) associated documentation included in or with such code.

       1.13. "You" (or "Your") means an individual or a legal entity exercising rights under, and complying with all of

the terms of, this License. For legal entities, "You" includes any entity which controls, is controlled by, or is under

common control with You. For purposes of this definition, "control" means (a) the power, direct or indirect, to cause

the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (b) ownership of more than fifty

percent (50%) of the outstanding shares or beneficial ownership of such entity.

   2. License Grants.

       2.1. The Initial Developer Grant.

       Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and subject to third party intellectual property

claims, the Initial Developer hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license:

           (a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark) Licensable by Initial Developer, to use,

reproduce, modify, display, perform, sublicense and distribute the Original Software (or portions thereof), with or

without Modifications, and/or as part of a Larger Work; and

           (b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using or selling of Original Software, to make, have made,

use, practice, sell, and offer for sale, and/or otherwise dispose of the Original Software (or portions thereof).

           (c) The licenses granted in Sections 2.1(a) and (b) are effective on the date Initial Developer first distributes

or otherwise makes the Original Software available to a third party under the terms of this License.

           (d) Notwithstanding Section 2.1(b) above, no patent license is granted: (1) for code that You delete from the

Original Software, or (2) for infringements caused by: (i) the modification of the Original Software, or (ii) the

combination of the Original Software with other software or devices.

       2.2. Contributor Grant.

       Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and subject to third party intellectual property

claims, each Contributor hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license:

           (a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark) Licensable by Contributor to use,

reproduce, modify, display, perform, sublicense and distribute the Modifications created by such Contributor (or

portions thereof), either on an unmodified basis, with other Modifications, as Covered Software and/or as part of a

Larger Work; and

           (b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using, or selling of Modifications made by that Contributor

either alone and/or in combination with its Contributor Version (or portions of such combination), to make, use, sell,

offer for sale, have made, and/or otherwise dispose of: (1) Modifications made by that Contributor (or portions

thereof); and (2) the combination of Modifications made by that Contributor with its Contributor Version (or

portions of such combination).

           (c) The licenses granted in Sections 2.2(a) and 2.2(b) are effective on the date Contributor first distributes or

otherwise makes the Modifications available to a third party.

           (d) Notwithstanding Section 2.2(b) above, no patent license is granted: (1) for any code that Contributor has

deleted from the Contributor Version; (2) for infringements caused by: (i) third party modifications of Contributor

Version, or (ii) the combination of Modifications made by that Contributor with other software (except as part of the

Contributor Version) or other devices; or (3) under Patent Claims infringed by Covered Software in the absence of

Modifications made by that Contributor.
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   3. Distribution Obligations.

       3.1. Availability of Source Code.

       Any Covered Software that You distribute or otherwise make available in Executable form must also be made

available in Source Code form and that Source Code form must be distributed only under the terms of this License.

You must include a copy of this License with every copy of the Source Code form of the Covered Software You

distribute or otherwise make available. You must inform recipients of any such Covered Software in Executable

form as to how they can obtain such Covered Software in Source Code form in a reasonable manner on or through a

medium customarily used for software exchange.

       3.2. Modifications.

       The Modifications that You create or to which You contribute are governed by the terms of this License. You

represent that You believe Your Modifications are Your original creation(s) and/or You have sufficient rights to

grant the rights conveyed by this License.

       3.3. Required Notices.

       You must include a notice in each of Your Modifications that identifies You as the Contributor of the

Modification. You may not remove or alter any copyright, patent or trademark notices contained within the Covered

Software, or any notices of licensing or any descriptive text giving attribution to any Contributor or the Initial

Developer.

       3.4. Application of Additional Terms.

       You may not offer or impose any terms on any Covered Software in Source Code form that alters or restricts the

applicable version of this License or the recipients' rights hereunder. You may choose to offer, and to charge a fee

for, warranty, support, indemnity or liability obligations to one or more recipients of Covered Software. However,

you may do so only on Your own behalf, and not on behalf of the Initial Developer or any Contributor. You must

make it absolutely clear that any such warranty, support, indemnity or liability obligation is offered by You alone,

and You hereby agree to indemnify the Initial Developer and every Contributor for any liability incurred by the

Initial Developer or such Contributor as a result of warranty, support, indemnity or liability terms You offer.

       3.5. Distribution of Executable Versions.

       You may distribute the Executable form of the Covered Software under the terms of this License or under the

terms of a license of Your choice, which may contain terms different from this License, provided that You are in

compliance with the terms of this License and that the license for the Executable form does not attempt to limit or

alter the recipient's rights in the Source Code form from the rights set forth in this License. If You distribute the

Covered Software in Executable form under a different license, You must make it absolutely clear that any terms

which differ from this License are offered by You alone, not by the Initial Developer or Contributor. You hereby

agree to indemnify the Initial Developer and every Contributor for any liability incurred by the Initial Developer or

such Contributor as a result of any such terms You offer.

       3.6. Larger Works.

       You may create a Larger Work by combining Covered Software with other code not governed by the terms of

this License and distribute the Larger Work as a single product. In such a case, You must make sure the

requirements of this License are fulfilled for the Covered Software.

   4. Versions of the License.

       4.1. New Versions.

       Oracle is the initial license steward and may publish revised and/or new versions of this License from time to

time. Each version will be given a distinguishing version number. Except as provided in Section 4.3, no one other

than the license steward has the right to modify this License.

       4.2. Effect of New Versions.

       You may always continue to use, distribute or otherwise make the Covered Software available under the terms

of the version of the License under which You originally received the Covered Software. If the Initial Developer

includes a notice in the Original Software prohibiting it from being distributed or otherwise made available under

any subsequent version of the License, You must distribute and make the Covered Software available under the
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terms of the version of the License under which You originally received the Covered Software. Otherwise, You may

also choose to use, distribute or otherwise make the Covered Software available under the terms of any subsequent

version of the License published by the license steward.

       4.3. Modified Versions.

       When You are an Initial Developer and You want to create a new license for Your Original Software, You may

create and use a modified version of this License if You: (a) rename the license and remove any references to the

name of the license steward (except to note that the license differs from this License); and (b) otherwise make it

clear that the license contains terms which differ from this License.

   5. DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY.

 

   COVERED SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED UNDER THIS LICENSE ON AN "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION,

WARRANTIES THAT THE COVERED SOFTWARE IS FREE OF DEFECTS, MERCHANTABLE, FIT FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR NON-INFRINGING. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND

PERFORMANCE OF THE COVERED SOFTWARE IS WITH YOU. SHOULD ANY COVERED SOFTWARE

PROVE DEFECTIVE IN ANY RESPECT, YOU (NOT THE INITIAL DEVELOPER OR ANY OTHER

CONTRIBUTOR) ASSUME THE COST OF ANY NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

THIS DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY CONSTITUTES AN ESSENTIAL PART OF THIS LICENSE. NO USE

OF ANY COVERED SOFTWARE IS AUTHORIZED HEREUNDER EXCEPT UNDER THIS DISCLAIMER.

   6. TERMINATION.

       6.1. This License and the rights granted hereunder will terminate automatically if You fail to comply with terms

herein and fail to cure such breach within 30 days of becoming aware of the breach. Provisions which, by their

nature, must remain in effect beyond the termination of this License shall survive.

       6.2. If You assert a patent infringement claim (excluding declaratory judgment actions) against Initial Developer

or a Contributor (the Initial Developer or Contributor against whom You assert such claim is referred to as

"Participant") alleging that the Participant Software (meaning the Contributor Version where the Participant is a

Contributor or the Original Software where the Participant is the Initial Developer) directly or indirectly infringes

any patent, then any and all rights granted directly or indirectly to You by such Participant, the Initial Developer (if

the Initial Developer is not the Participant) and all Contributors under Sections 2.1 and/or 2.2 of this License shall,

upon 60 days notice from Participant terminate prospectively and automatically at the expiration of such 60 day

notice period, unless if within such 60 day period You withdraw Your claim with respect to the Participant Software

against such Participant either unilaterally or pursuant to a written agreement with Participant.

       6.3. If You assert a patent infringement claim against Participant alleging that the Participant Software directly

or indirectly infringes any patent where such claim is resolved (such as by license or settlement) prior to the

initiation of patent infringement litigation, then the reasonable value of the licenses granted by such Participant

under Sections 2.1 or 2.2 shall be taken into account in determining the amount or value of any payment or license.

       6.4. In the event of termination under Sections 6.1 or 6.2 above, all end user licenses that have been validly

granted by You or any distributor hereunder prior to termination (excluding licenses granted to You by any

distributor) shall survive termination.

   7. LIMITATION OF LIABILITY.

 

   UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES AND UNDER NO LEGAL THEORY, WHETHER TORT (INCLUDING

NEGLIGENCE), CONTRACT, OR OTHERWISE, SHALL YOU, THE INITIAL DEVELOPER, ANY OTHER

CONTRIBUTOR, OR ANY DISTRIBUTOR OF COVERED SOFTWARE, OR ANY SUPPLIER OF ANY OF

SUCH PARTIES, BE LIABLE TO ANY PERSON FOR ANY INDIRECT, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OF ANY CHARACTER INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, DAMAGES

FOR LOSS OF GOODWILL, WORK STOPPAGE, COMPUTER FAILURE OR MALFUNCTION, OR ANY

AND ALL OTHER COMMERCIAL DAMAGES OR LOSSES, EVEN IF SUCH PARTY SHALL HAVE BEEN
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INFORMED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES. THIS LIMITATION OF LIABILITY SHALL NOT

APPLY TO LIABILITY FOR DEATH OR PERSONAL INJURY RESULTING FROM SUCH PARTY'S

NEGLIGENCE TO THE EXTENT APPLICABLE LAW PROHIBITS SUCH LIMITATION. SOME

JURISDICTIONS DO NOT ALLOW THE EXCLUSION OR LIMITATION OF INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, SO THIS EXCLUSION AND LIMITATION MAY NOT APPLY TO YOU.

   8. U.S. GOVERNMENT END USERS.

 

   The Covered Software is a "commercial item," as that term is defined in 48 C.F.R. 2.101 (Oct. 1995), consisting of

"commercial computer software" (as that term is defined at 48 C.F.R. § 252.227-7014(a)(1)) and "commercial

computer software documentation" as such terms are used in 48 C.F.R. 12.212 (Sept. 1995). Consistent with 48

C.F.R. 12.212 and 48 C.F.R. 227.7202-1 through 227.7202-4 (June 1995), all U.S. Government End Users acquire

Covered Software with only those rights set forth herein. This U.S. Government Rights clause is in lieu of, and

supersedes, any other FAR, DFAR, or other clause or provision that addresses Government rights in computer

software under this License.

   9. MISCELLANEOUS.

 

   This License represents the complete agreement concerning subject matter hereof. If any provision of this License

is held to be unenforceable, such provision shall be reformed only to the extent necessary to make it enforceable.

This License shall be governed by the law of the jurisdiction specified in a notice contained within the Original

Software (except to the extent applicable law, if any, provides otherwise), excluding such jurisdiction's conflict-of-

law provisions. Any litigation relating to this License shall be subject to the jurisdiction of the courts located in the

jurisdiction and venue specified in a notice contained within the Original Software, with the losing party responsible

for costs, including, without limitation, court costs and reasonable attorneys' fees and expenses. The application of

the United Nations Convention on Contracts for the International Sale of Goods is expressly excluded. Any law or

regulation which provides that the language of a contract shall be construed against the drafter shall not apply to this

License. You agree that You alone are responsible for compliance with the United States export administration

regulations (and the export control laws and regulation of any other countries) when You use, distribute or otherwise

make available any Covered Software.

   10. RESPONSIBILITY FOR CLAIMS.

 

   As between Initial Developer and the Contributors, each party is responsible for claims and damages arising,

directly or indirectly, out of its utilization of rights under this License and You agree to work with Initial Developer

and Contributors to distribute such responsibility on an equitable basis. Nothing herein is intended or shall be

deemed to constitute any admission of liability.

 

NOTICE PURSUANT TO SECTION 9 OF THE COMMON DEVELOPMENT AND DISTRIBUTION LICENSE

(CDDL)

The code released under the CDDL shall be governed by the laws of the State of California (excluding conflict-of-

law provisions). Any litigation relating to this License shall be subject to the jurisdiction of the Federal Courts of the

Northern District of California and the state courts of the State of California, with venue lying in Santa Clara

County, California.

 

1.607 ironjacamar-deployers-common

1.0.15.Final 
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1.607.1 Available under license : 
Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it * under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as * published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of * the License, or (at your option) any later version. * This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of *

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU * Lesser General Public

License for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it * under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as * published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of * the License, or (at your option) any later version. * This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of *

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU * Lesser General Public

License for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public Boolean

confidential = cp16.getConfigPropertyConfidential(); if (confidential == null) confidential = Boolean.FALSE;

confidential.booleanValue());'

 

1.608 policy 2.0-b01 
1.608.1 Available under license : 

COMMON DEVELOPMENT AND DISTRIBUTION LICENSE (CDDL) Version 1.0

 

 

     1. Definitions.

 

           1.1. "Contributor" means each individual or entity that

           creates or contributes to the creation of Modifications.

 

           1.2. "Contributor Version" means the combination of the

           Original Software, prior Modifications used by a

           Contributor (if any), and the Modifications made by that

           particular Contributor.

 

           1.3. "Covered Software" means (a) the Original Software, or

           (b) Modifications, or (c) the combination of files

           containing Original Software with files containing

           Modifications, in each case including portions thereof.

 

           1.4. "Executable" means the Covered Software in any form

           other than Source Code.

 

           1.5. "Initial Developer" means the individual or entity

           that first makes Original Software available under this

           License.

          

           1.6. "Larger Work" means a work which combines Covered

           Software or portions thereof with code not governed by the

           terms of this License.
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           1.7. "License" means this document.

 

           1.8. "Licensable" means having the right to grant, to the

           maximum extent possible, whether at the time of the initial

           grant or subsequently acquired, any and all of the rights

           conveyed herein.

          

           1.9. "Modifications" means the Source Code and Executable

           form of any of the following:

 

                 A. Any file that results from an addition to,

                 deletion from or modification of the contents of a

                 file containing Original Software or previous

                 Modifications;

 

                 B. Any new file that contains any part of the

                 Original Software or previous Modification; or

 

                 C. Any new file that is contributed or otherwise made

                 available under the terms of this License.

 

           1.10. "Original Software" means the Source Code and

           Executable form of computer software code that is

           originally released under this License.

 

           1.11. "Patent Claims" means any patent claim(s), now owned

           or hereafter acquired, including without limitation,

           method, process, and apparatus claims, in any patent

           Licensable by grantor.

 

           1.12. "Source Code" means (a) the common form of computer

           software code in which modifications are made and (b)

           associated documentation included in or with such code.

 

           1.13. "You" (or "Your") means an individual or a legal

           entity exercising rights under, and complying with all of

           the terms of, this License. For legal entities, "You"

           includes any entity which controls, is controlled by, or is

           under common control with You. For purposes of this

           definition, "control" means (a) the power, direct or

           indirect, to cause the direction or management of such

           entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (b) ownership

           of more than fifty percent (50%) of the outstanding shares

           or beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     2. License Grants.
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           2.1. The Initial Developer Grant.

 

           Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and

           subject to third party intellectual property claims, the

           Initial Developer hereby grants You a world-wide,

           royalty-free, non-exclusive license:

 

                 (a) under intellectual property rights (other than

                 patent or trademark) Licensable by Initial Developer,

                 to use, reproduce, modify, display, perform,

                 sublicense and distribute the Original Software (or

                 portions thereof), with or without Modifications,

                 and/or as part of a Larger Work; and

 

                 (b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making,

                 using or selling of Original Software, to make, have

                 made, use, practice, sell, and offer for sale, and/or

                 otherwise dispose of the Original Software (or

                 portions thereof).

 

                 (c) The licenses granted in Sections 2.1(a) and (b)

                 are effective on the date Initial Developer first

                 distributes or otherwise makes the Original Software

                 available to a third party under the terms of this

                 License.

 

                 (d) Notwithstanding Section 2.1(b) above, no patent

                 license is granted: (1) for code that You delete from

                 the Original Software, or (2) for infringements

                 caused by: (i) the modification of the Original

                 Software, or (ii) the combination of the Original

                 Software with other software or devices.

 

           2.2. Contributor Grant.

 

           Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and

           subject to third party intellectual property claims, each

           Contributor hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free,

           non-exclusive license:

 

                 (a) under intellectual property rights (other than

                 patent or trademark) Licensable by Contributor to

                 use, reproduce, modify, display, perform, sublicense

                 and distribute the Modifications created by such

                 Contributor (or portions thereof), either on an

                 unmodified basis, with other Modifications, as

                 Covered Software and/or as part of a Larger Work; and
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                 (b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making,

                 using, or selling of Modifications made by that

                 Contributor either alone and/or in combination with

                 its Contributor Version (or portions of such

                 combination), to make, use, sell, offer for sale,

                 have made, and/or otherwise dispose of: (1)

                 Modifications made by that Contributor (or portions

                 thereof); and (2) the combination of Modifications

                 made by that Contributor with its Contributor Version

                 (or portions of such combination).

 

                 (c) The licenses granted in Sections 2.2(a) and

                 2.2(b) are effective on the date Contributor first

                 distributes or otherwise makes the Modifications

                 available to a third party.

 

                 (d) Notwithstanding Section 2.2(b) above, no patent

                 license is granted: (1) for any code that Contributor

                 has deleted from the Contributor Version; (2) for

                 infringements caused by: (i) third party

                 modifications of Contributor Version, or (ii) the

                 combination of Modifications made by that Contributor

                 with other software (except as part of the

                 Contributor Version) or other devices; or (3) under

                 Patent Claims infringed by Covered Software in the

                 absence of Modifications made by that Contributor.

 

     3. Distribution Obligations.

 

           3.1. Availability of Source Code.

 

           Any Covered Software that You distribute or otherwise make

           available in Executable form must also be made available in

           Source Code form and that Source Code form must be

           distributed only under the terms of this License. You must

           include a copy of this License with every copy of the

           Source Code form of the Covered Software You distribute or

           otherwise make available. You must inform recipients of any

           such Covered Software in Executable form as to how they can

           obtain such Covered Software in Source Code form in a

           reasonable manner on or through a medium customarily used

           for software exchange.

 

           3.2. Modifications.

 

           The Modifications that You create or to which You

           contribute are governed by the terms of this License. You
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           represent that You believe Your Modifications are Your

           original creation(s) and/or You have sufficient rights to

           grant the rights conveyed by this License.

 

           3.3. Required Notices.

 

           You must include a notice in each of Your Modifications

           that identifies You as the Contributor of the Modification.

           You may not remove or alter any copyright, patent or

           trademark notices contained within the Covered Software, or

           any notices of licensing or any descriptive text giving

           attribution to any Contributor or the Initial Developer.

 

           3.4. Application of Additional Terms.

 

           You may not offer or impose any terms on any Covered

           Software in Source Code form that alters or restricts the

           applicable version of this License or the recipientsÕ

           rights hereunder. You may choose to offer, and to charge a

           fee for, warranty, support, indemnity or liability

           obligations to one or more recipients of Covered Software.

           However, you may do so only on Your own behalf, and not on

           behalf of the Initial Developer or any Contributor. You

           must make it absolutely clear that any such warranty,

           support, indemnity or liability obligation is offered by

           You alone, and You hereby agree to indemnify the Initial

           Developer and every Contributor for any liability incurred

           by the Initial Developer or such Contributor as a result of

           warranty, support, indemnity or liability terms You offer.

        

 

           3.5. Distribution of Executable Versions.

 

           You may distribute the Executable form of the Covered

           Software under the terms of this License or under the terms

           of a license of Your choice, which may contain terms

           different from this License, provided that You are in

           compliance with the terms of this License and that the

           license for the Executable form does not attempt to limit

           or alter the recipientÕs rights in the Source Code form

           from the rights set forth in this License. If You

           distribute the Covered Software in Executable form under a

           different license, You must make it absolutely clear that

           any terms which differ from this License are offered by You

           alone, not by the Initial Developer or Contributor. You

           hereby agree to indemnify the Initial Developer and every

           Contributor for any liability incurred by the Initial

           Developer or such Contributor as a result of any such terms
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           You offer.

 

           3.6. Larger Works.

 

           You may create a Larger Work by combining Covered Software

           with other code not governed by the terms of this License

           and distribute the Larger Work as a single product. In such

           a case, You must make sure the requirements of this License

           are fulfilled for the Covered Software.

          

     4. Versions of the License.

 

           4.1. New Versions.

 

           Sun Microsystems, Inc. is the initial license steward and

           may publish revised and/or new versions of this License

           from time to time. Each version will be given a

           distinguishing version number. Except as provided in

           Section 4.3, no one other than the license steward has the

           right to modify this License.

 

           4.2. Effect of New Versions.

 

           You may always continue to use, distribute or otherwise

           make the Covered Software available under the terms of the

           version of the License under which You originally received

           the Covered Software. If the Initial Developer includes a

           notice in the Original Software prohibiting it from being

           distributed or otherwise made available under any

           subsequent version of the License, You must distribute and

           make the Covered Software available under the terms of the

           version of the License under which You originally received

           the Covered Software. Otherwise, You may also choose to

           use, distribute or otherwise make the Covered Software

           available under the terms of any subsequent version of the

           License published by the license steward.

 

           4.3. Modified Versions.

 

           When You are an Initial Developer and You want to create a

           new license for Your Original Software, You may create and

           use a modified version of this License if You: (a) rename

           the license and remove any references to the name of the

           license steward (except to note that the license differs

           from this License); and (b) otherwise make it clear that

           the license contains terms which differ from this License.
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     5. DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY.

 

     COVERED SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED UNDER THIS LICENSE ON AN "AS IS"

     BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED,

     INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, WARRANTIES THAT THE COVERED

     SOFTWARE IS FREE OF DEFECTS, MERCHANTABLE, FIT FOR A PARTICULAR

     PURPOSE OR NON-INFRINGING. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND

     PERFORMANCE OF THE COVERED SOFTWARE IS WITH YOU. SHOULD ANY

     COVERED SOFTWARE PROVE DEFECTIVE IN ANY RESPECT, YOU (NOT THE

     INITIAL DEVELOPER OR ANY OTHER CONTRIBUTOR) ASSUME THE COST OF

     ANY NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION. THIS DISCLAIMER OF

     WARRANTY CONSTITUTES AN ESSENTIAL PART OF THIS LICENSE. NO USE OF

     ANY COVERED SOFTWARE IS AUTHORIZED HEREUNDER EXCEPT UNDER THIS

     DISCLAIMER.

 

     6. TERMINATION.

 

           6.1. This License and the rights granted hereunder will

           terminate automatically if You fail to comply with terms

           herein and fail to cure such breach within 30 days of

           becoming aware of the breach. Provisions which, by their

           nature, must remain in effect beyond the termination of

           this License shall survive.

 

           6.2. If You assert a patent infringement claim (excluding

           declaratory judgment actions) against Initial Developer or

           a Contributor (the Initial Developer or Contributor against

           whom You assert such claim is referred to as "Participant")

           alleging that the Participant Software (meaning the

           Contributor Version where the Participant is a Contributor

           or the Original Software where the Participant is the

           Initial Developer) directly or indirectly infringes any

           patent, then any and all rights granted directly or

           indirectly to You by such Participant, the Initial

           Developer (if the Initial Developer is not the Participant)

           and all Contributors under Sections 2.1 and/or 2.2 of this

           License shall, upon 60 days notice from Participant

           terminate prospectively and automatically at the expiration

           of such 60 day notice period, unless if within such 60 day

           period You withdraw Your claim with respect to the

           Participant Software against such Participant either

           unilaterally or pursuant to a written agreement with

           Participant.

 

           6.3. In the event of termination under Sections 6.1 or 6.2

           above, all end user licenses that have been validly granted

           by You or any distributor hereunder prior to termination

           (excluding licenses granted to You by any distributor)
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           shall survive termination.

 

     7. LIMITATION OF LIABILITY.

 

     UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES AND UNDER NO LEGAL THEORY, WHETHER TORT

     (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE), CONTRACT, OR OTHERWISE, SHALL YOU, THE

     INITIAL DEVELOPER, ANY OTHER CONTRIBUTOR, OR ANY DISTRIBUTOR OF

     COVERED SOFTWARE, OR ANY SUPPLIER OF ANY OF SUCH PARTIES, BE

     LIABLE TO ANY PERSON FOR ANY INDIRECT, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, OR

     CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OF ANY CHARACTER INCLUDING, WITHOUT

     LIMITATION, DAMAGES FOR LOST PROFITS, LOSS OF GOODWILL, WORK

     STOPPAGE, COMPUTER FAILURE OR MALFUNCTION, OR ANY AND ALL OTHER

     COMMERCIAL DAMAGES OR LOSSES, EVEN IF SUCH PARTY SHALL HAVE BEEN

     INFORMED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES. THIS LIMITATION OF

     LIABILITY SHALL NOT APPLY TO LIABILITY FOR DEATH OR PERSONAL

     INJURY RESULTING FROM SUCH PARTYÕS NEGLIGENCE TO THE EXTENT

     APPLICABLE LAW PROHIBITS SUCH LIMITATION. SOME JURISDICTIONS DO

     NOT ALLOW THE EXCLUSION OR LIMITATION OF INCIDENTAL OR

     CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, SO THIS EXCLUSION AND LIMITATION MAY NOT

     APPLY TO YOU.

 

     8. U.S. GOVERNMENT END USERS.

 

     The Covered Software is a "commercial item," as that term is

     defined in 48 C.F.R. 2.101 (Oct. 1995), consisting of "commercial

     computer software" (as that term is defined at 48 C.F.R. ¤

     252.227-7014(a)(1)) and "commercial computer software

     documentation" as such terms are used in 48 C.F.R. 12.212 (Sept.

     1995). Consistent with 48 C.F.R. 12.212 and 48 C.F.R. 227.7202-1

     through 227.7202-4 (June 1995), all U.S. Government End Users

     acquire Covered Software with only those rights set forth herein.

     This U.S. Government Rights clause is in lieu of, and supersedes,

     any other FAR, DFAR, or other clause or provision that addresses

     Government rights in computer software under this License.

 

     9. MISCELLANEOUS.

 

     This License represents the complete agreement concerning subject

     matter hereof. If any provision of this License is held to be

     unenforceable, such provision shall be reformed only to the

     extent necessary to make it enforceable. This License shall be

     governed by the law of the jurisdiction specified in a notice

     contained within the Original Software (except to the extent

     applicable law, if any, provides otherwise), excluding such

     jurisdictionÕs conflict-of-law provisions. Any litigation

     relating to this License shall be subject to the jurisdiction of

     the courts located in the jurisdiction and venue specified in a

     notice contained within the Original Software, with the losing
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     party responsible for costs, including, without limitation, court

     costs and reasonable attorneysÕ fees and expenses. The

     application of the United Nations Convention on Contracts for the

     International Sale of Goods is expressly excluded. Any law or

     regulation which provides that the language of a contract shall

     be construed against the drafter shall not apply to this License.

     You agree that You alone are responsible for compliance with the

     United States export administration regulations (and the export

     control laws and regulation of any other countries) when You use,

     distribute or otherwise make available any Covered Software.

 

     10. RESPONSIBILITY FOR CLAIMS.

 

     As between Initial Developer and the Contributors, each party is

     responsible for claims and damages arising, directly or

     indirectly, out of its utilization of rights under this License

     and You agree to work with Initial Developer and Contributors to

     distribute such responsibility on an equitable basis. Nothing

     herein is intended or shall be deemed to constitute any admission

     of liability.

 

     NOTICE PURSUANT TO SECTION 9 OF THE COMMON DEVELOPMENT AND

     DISTRIBUTION LICENSE (CDDL)

 

     The code released under the CDDL shall be governed by the laws of

     the State of California (excluding conflict-of-law provisions).

     Any litigation relating to this License shall be subject to the

     jurisdiction of the Federal Courts of the Northern District of

     California and the state courts of the State of California, with

     venue lying in Santa Clara County, California.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

                      51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301, USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your
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freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Library General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
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  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide
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   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software

   interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)
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The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this
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License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and

"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a

version number of this License, you may choose any version ever

published by the Free Software Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free
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programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME

THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE

PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

	    How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these

terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify
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   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301, USA

 

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type 'show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type 'show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands 'show w' and 'show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than 'show w' and 'show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 'Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General

Public License instead of this License.

 

 

 

"CLASSPATH" EXCEPTION TO THE GPL VERSION 2
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Certain source files distributed by Sun Microsystems, Inc. are subject

to the following clarification and special exception to the GPL Version

2, but only where Sun has expressly included in the particular source

file's header the words

 

"Sun designates this particular file as subject to the "Classpath"

exception as provided by Sun in the License file that accompanied this

code."

 

Linking this library statically or dynamically with other modules is

making a combined work based on this library. Thus, the terms and

conditions of the GNU General Public License Version 2 cover the whole

combination.

 

As a special exception, the copyright holders of this library give you

permission to link this library with independent modules to produce an

executable, regardless of the license terms of these independent modules,

and to copy and distribute the resulting executable under terms of your

choice, provided that you also meet, for each linked independent module,

the terms and conditions of the license of that module.? An independent

module is a module which is not derived from or based on this library.?

If you modify this library, you may extend this exception to your

version of the library, but you are not obligated to do so.? If you do

not wish to do so, delete this exception statement from your version.

 

 

1.609 cxf-tools-wsdlto-core 2.7.18 
1.609.1 Available under license : 

 

Apache CXF

Copyright 2006-2015 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.
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     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but
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     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its
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         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,
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     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.
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1.610 jsr181-api 1.0-MR1-redhat-6 
1.610.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* An initialization parameter

*

* @deprecated  As of JSR-181 2.0 with no replacement.

*

* @author Copyright (c) 2004 by BEA Systems, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1077226945_1601879998.77/0/jsr181-api-1-0-mr1-redhat-6-sources-

jar/javax/jws/soap/InitParam.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Customizes a method that is exposed as a Web Service operation.

* The associated method must be public and its parameters return value,

* and exceptions must follow the rules defined in JAX-RPC 1.1, section 5.

*

*  The method is not required to throw java.rmi.RemoteException.

*

* @author Copyright (c) 2004 by BEA Systems, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1077226945_1601879998.77/0/jsr181-api-1-0-mr1-redhat-6-sources-

jar/javax/jws/WebMethod.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Customizes the mapping of the return value to a WSDL part and XML element.

*

* @author Copyright (c) 2004 by BEA Systems, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1077226945_1601879998.77/0/jsr181-api-1-0-mr1-redhat-6-sources-

jar/javax/jws/WebResult.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Indicates that the given @WebMethod has only an input message and no output.  Typically, a oneway method
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returns

* the thread of control to the calling application prior to executing the actual business method.  A 181 processor

* should report an error if an operation marked @Oneway has a return value or Holder parameters, or declares any

* checked exceptions.

*

* @author Copyright (c) 2004 by BEA Systems, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1077226945_1601879998.77/0/jsr181-api-1-0-mr1-redhat-6-sources-jar/javax/jws/Oneway.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Associates the Web Service with an externally defined handler chain.  This annotation is typically used in

scenarios

* where embedding the handler configuration directly in the Java source is not appropriate; for example, where the

* handler configuration needs to be shared across multiple Web Services, or where the handler chain consists of

* handlers for multiple transports.

*

* It is an error to combine this annotation with the @SOAPMessageHandlers annotation.

*

* @author Copyright (c) 2004 by BEA Systems, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1077226945_1601879998.77/0/jsr181-api-1-0-mr1-redhat-6-sources-

jar/javax/jws/HandlerChain.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* A single SOAP message handler

*

* @deprecated  As of JSR-181 2.0 with no replacement.

*

* @author Copyright (c) 2004 by BEA Systems, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1077226945_1601879998.77/0/jsr181-api-1-0-mr1-redhat-6-sources-

jar/javax/jws/soap/SOAPMessageHandler.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Specifies the mapping of the Web Service onto the SOAP message protocol.

*

* @author Copyright (c) 2004 by BEA Systems, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

*/
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1077226945_1601879998.77/0/jsr181-api-1-0-mr1-redhat-6-sources-

jar/javax/jws/soap/SOAPBinding.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Customizes the mapping of an individual parameter to a Web Service message part and XML element.

*

* @author Copyright (c) 2004 by BEA Systems, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1077226945_1601879998.77/0/jsr181-api-1-0-mr1-redhat-6-sources-

jar/javax/jws/WebParam.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Specifies a list of SOAP protocol handlers that run before and after business methods on the Web Service.  These

* handlers are called in response to SOAP messages targeting the service.

* <p>

* The @SOAPMessageHandlers annotation is an array of SOAPMessageHandler types.  The handlers are run in the

order in

* which they appear in the annotation, starting with the first handler in the array.

*

* @deprecated  As of JSR-181 2.0 with no replacement.

*

* @author Copyright (c) 2004 by BEA Systems, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1077226945_1601879998.77/0/jsr181-api-1-0-mr1-redhat-6-sources-

jar/javax/jws/soap/SOAPMessageHandlers.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Marks a Java class as implementing a Web Service, or a Java interface as defining a Web Service interface.

*

* @author Copyright (c) 2004 by BEA Systems, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1077226945_1601879998.77/0/jsr181-api-1-0-mr1-redhat-6-sources-

jar/javax/jws/WebService.java
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1.611 jbossjsfapi 2.1.28.Final-redhat-1 
1.611.1 Available under license : 

COMMON DEVELOPMENT AND DISTRIBUTION LICENSE Version 1.0 (CDDL-1.0) (text)

 

1. Definitions.

 

1.1. Contributor means each individual or entity that creates or contributes to the creation of Modifications.

 

1.2. Contributor Version means the combination of the Original Software, prior Modifications used by a Contributor

(if any), and the Modifications made by that particular Contributor.

 

1.3. Covered Software means (a) the Original Software, or (b) Modifications, or (c) the combination of files

containing Original Software with files containing Modifications, in each case including portions thereof.

 

1.4. Executable means the Covered Software in any form other than Source Code.

 

1.5. Initial Developer means the individual or entity that first makes Original Software available under this License.

 

1.6. Larger Work means a work which combines Covered Software or portions thereof with code not governed by

the terms of this License.

 

1.7. License means this document.

 

1.8. Licensable means having the right to grant, to the maximum extent possible, whether at the time of the initial

grant or subsequently acquired, any and all of the rights conveyed herein.

 

1.9. Modifications means the Source Code and Executable form of any of the following:

 

A. Any file that results from an addition to, deletion from or modification of the contents of a file containing

Original Software or previous Modifications;

 

B. Any new file that contains any part of the Original Software or previous Modification; or

 

C. Any new file that is contributed or otherwise made available under the terms of this License.

 

1.10. Original Software means the Source Code and Executable form of computer software code that is originally

released under this License.

 

1.11. Patent Claims means any patent claim(s), now owned or hereafter acquired, including without limitation,

method, process, and apparatus claims, in any patent Licensable by grantor.

 

1.12. Source Code means (a) the common form of computer software code in which modifications are made and (b)

associated documentation included in or with such code.

 

1.13. You (or Your) means an individual or a legal entity exercising rights under, and complying with all of the

terms of, this License. For legal entities, You includes any entity which controls, is controlled by, or is under
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common control with You. For purposes of this definition, control means (a) the power, direct or indirect, to cause

the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (b) ownership of more than fifty

percent (50%) of the outstanding shares or beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

2. License Grants.

 

2.1. The Initial Developer Grant.

 

Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and subject to third party intellectual property claims,

the Initial Developer hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license:

 

(a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark) Licensable by Initial Developer, to use,

reproduce, modify, display, perform, sublicense and distribute the Original Software (or portions thereof), with or

without Modifications, and/or as part of a Larger Work; and

 

(b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using or selling of Original Software, to make, have made, use,

practice, sell, and offer for sale, and/or otherwise dispose of the Original Software (or portions thereof).

 

(c) The licenses granted in Sections 2.1(a) and (b) are effective on the date Initial Developer first distributes or

otherwise makes the Original Software available to a third party under the terms of this License.

 

(d) Notwithstanding Section 2.1(b) above, no patent license is granted: (1) for code that You delete from the

Original Software, or (2) for infringements caused by: (i) the modification of the Original Software, or (ii) the

combination of the Original Software with other software or devices.

 

2.2. Contributor Grant.

 

Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and subject to third party intellectual property claims,

each Contributor hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license:

 

(a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark) Licensable by Contributor to use, reproduce,

modify, display, perform, sublicense and distribute the Modifications created by such Contributor (or portions

thereof), either on an unmodified basis, with other Modifications, as Covered Software and/or as part of a Larger

Work; and

 

(b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using, or selling of Modifications made by that Contributor either

alone and/or in combination with its Contributor Version (or portions of such combination), to make, use, sell, offer

for sale, have made, and/or otherwise dispose of: (1) Modifications made by that Contributor (or portions thereof);

and (2) the combination of Modifications made by that Contributor with its Contributor Version (or portions of such

combination).

 

(c) The licenses granted in Sections 2.2(a) and 2.2(b) are effective on the date Contributor first distributes or

otherwise makes the Modifications available to a third party.

 

(d) Notwithstanding Section 2.2(b) above, no patent license is granted: (1) for any code that Contributor has deleted

from the Contributor Version; (2) for infringements caused by: (i) third party modifications of Contributor Version,

or (ii) the combination of Modifications made by that Contributor with other software (except as part of the

Contributor Version) or other devices; or (3) under Patent Claims infringed by Covered Software in the absence of
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Modifications made by that Contributor.

 

3. Distribution Obligations.

 

3.1. Availability of Source Code.

 

Any Covered Software that You distribute or otherwise make available in Executable form must also be made

available in Source Code form and that Source Code form must be distributed only under the terms of this License.

You must include a copy of this License with every copy of the Source Code form of the Covered Software You

distribute or otherwise make available. You must inform recipients of any such Covered Software in Executable

form as to how they can obtain such Covered Software in Source Code form in a reasonable manner on or through a

medium customarily used for software exchange.

 

3.2. Modifications.

 

The Modifications that You create or to which You contribute are governed by the terms of this License. You

represent that You believe Your Modifications are Your original creation(s) and/or You have sufficient rights to

grant the rights conveyed by this License.

 

3.3. Required Notices.

 

You must include a notice in each of Your Modifications that identifies You as the Contributor of the Modification.

You may not remove or alter any copyright, patent or trademark notices contained within the Covered Software, or

any notices of licensing or any descriptive text giving attribution to any Contributor or the Initial Developer.

 

3.4. Application of Additional Terms.

 

You may not offer or impose any terms on any Covered Software in Source Code form that alters or restricts the

applicable version of this License or the recipients rights hereunder. You may choose to offer, and to charge a fee

for, warranty, support, indemnity or liability obligations to one or more recipients of Covered Software. However,

you may do so only on Your own behalf, and not on behalf of the Initial Developer or any Contributor. You must

make it absolutely clear that any such warranty, support, indemnity or liability obligation is offered by You alone,

and You hereby agree to indemnify the Initial Developer and every Contributor for any liability incurred by the

Initial Developer or such Contributor as a result of warranty, support, indemnity or liability terms You offer.

 

3.5. Distribution of Executable Versions.

 

You may distribute the Executable form of the Covered Software under the terms of this License or under the terms

of a license of Your choice, which may contain terms different from this License, provided that You are in

compliance with the terms of this License and that the license for the Executable form does not attempt to limit or

alter the recipients rights in the Source Code form from the rights set forth in this License. If You distribute the

Covered Software in Executable form under a different license, You must make it absolutely clear that any terms

which differ from this License are offered by You alone, not by the Initial Developer or Contributor. You hereby

agree to indemnify the Initial Developer and every Contributor for any liability incurred by the Initial Developer or

such Contributor as a result of any such terms You offer.

 

3.6. Larger Works.
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You may create a Larger Work by combining Covered Software with other code not governed by the terms of this

License and distribute the Larger Work as a single product. In such a case, You must make sure the requirements of

this License are fulfilled for the Covered Software.

 

4. Versions of the License.

 

4.1. New Versions.

 

Sun Microsystems, Inc. is the initial license steward and may publish revised and/or new versions of this License

from time to time. Each version will be given a distinguishing version number. Except as provided in Section 4.3, no

one other than the license steward has the right to modify this License.

 

4.2. Effect of New Versions.

 

You may always continue to use, distribute or otherwise make the Covered Software available under the terms of the

version of the License under which You originally received the Covered Software. If the Initial Developer includes a

notice in the Original Software prohibiting it from being distributed or otherwise made available under any

subsequent version of the License, You must distribute and make the Covered Software available under the terms of

the version of the License under which You originally received the Covered Software. Otherwise, You may also

choose to use, distribute or otherwise make the Covered Software available under the terms of any subsequent

version of the License published by the license steward.

 

4.3. Modified Versions.

 

When You are an Initial Developer and You want to create a new license for Your Original Software, You may

create and use a modified version of this License if You: (a) rename the license and remove any references to the

name of the license steward (except to note that the license differs from this License); and (b) otherwise make it

clear that the license contains terms which differ from this License.

 

5. DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY.

 

COVERED SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED UNDER THIS LICENSE ON AN AS IS BASIS, WITHOUT

WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION,

WARRANTIES THAT THE COVERED SOFTWARE IS FREE OF DEFECTS, MERCHANTABLE, FIT FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR NON-INFRINGING. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND

PERFORMANCE OF THE COVERED SOFTWARE IS WITH YOU. SHOULD ANY COVERED SOFTWARE

PROVE DEFECTIVE IN ANY RESPECT, YOU (NOT THE INITIAL DEVELOPER OR ANY OTHER

CONTRIBUTOR) ASSUME THE COST OF ANY NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

THIS DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY CONSTITUTES AN ESSENTIAL PART OF THIS LICENSE. NO USE

OF ANY COVERED SOFTWARE IS AUTHORIZED HEREUNDER EXCEPT UNDER THIS DISCLAIMER.

 

6. TERMINATION.

 

6.1. This License and the rights granted hereunder will terminate automatically if You fail to comply with terms

herein and fail to cure such breach within 30 days of becoming aware of the breach. Provisions which, by their

nature, must remain in effect beyond the termination of this License shall survive.

 

6.2. If You assert a patent infringement claim (excluding declaratory judgment actions) against Initial Developer or
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a Contributor (the Initial Developer or Contributor against whom You assert such claim is referred to as Participant)

alleging that the Participant Software (meaning the Contributor Version where the Participant is a Contributor or the

Original Software where the Participant is the Initial Developer) directly or indirectly infringes any patent, then any

and all rights granted directly or indirectly to You by such Participant, the Initial Developer (if the Initial Developer

is not the Participant) and all Contributors under Sections 2.1 and/or 2.2 of this License shall, upon 60 days notice

from Participant terminate prospectively and automatically at the expiration of such 60 day notice period, unless if

within such 60 day period You withdraw Your claim with respect to the Participant Software against such

Participant either unilaterally or pursuant to a written agreement with Participant.

 

6.3. In the event of termination under Sections 6.1 or 6.2 above, all end user licenses that have been validly granted

by You or any distributor hereunder prior to termination (excluding licenses granted to You by any distributor) shall

survive termination.

 

7. LIMITATION OF LIABILITY.

 

UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES AND UNDER NO LEGAL THEORY, WHETHER TORT (INCLUDING

NEGLIGENCE), CONTRACT, OR OTHERWISE, SHALL YOU, THE INITIAL DEVELOPER, ANY OTHER

CONTRIBUTOR, OR ANY DISTRIBUTOR OF COVERED SOFTWARE, OR ANY SUPPLIER OF ANY OF

SUCH PARTIES, BE LIABLE TO ANY PERSON FOR ANY INDIRECT, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OF ANY CHARACTER INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, DAMAGES

FOR LOST PROFITS, LOSS OF GOODWILL, WORK STOPPAGE, COMPUTER FAILURE OR

MALFUNCTION, OR ANY AND ALL OTHER COMMERCIAL DAMAGES OR LOSSES, EVEN IF SUCH

PARTY SHALL HAVE BEEN INFORMED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES. THIS LIMITATION

OF LIABILITY SHALL NOT APPLY TO LIABILITY FOR DEATH OR PERSONAL INJURY RESULTING

FROM SUCH PARTYS NEGLIGENCE TO THE EXTENT APPLICABLE LAW PROHIBITS SUCH

LIMITATION. SOME JURISDICTIONS DO NOT ALLOW THE EXCLUSION OR LIMITATION OF

INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, SO THIS EXCLUSION AND LIMITATION MAY NOT

APPLY TO YOU.

 

8. U.S. GOVERNMENT END USERS.

 

The Covered Software is a commercial item, as that term is defined in 48 C.F.R. 2.101 (Oct. 1995), consisting of

commercial computer software (as that term is defined at 48 C.F.R.  252.227-7014(a)(1)) and commercial computer

software documentation as such terms are used in 48 C.F.R. 12.212 (Sept. 1995). Consistent with 48 C.F.R. 12.212

and 48 C.F.R. 227.7202-1 through 227.7202-4 (June 1995), all U.S. Government End Users acquire Covered

Software with only those rights set forth herein. This U.S. Government Rights clause is in lieu of, and supersedes,

any other FAR, DFAR, or other clause or provision that addresses Government rights in computer software under

this License.

 

9. MISCELLANEOUS.

 

This License represents the complete agreement concerning subject matter hereof. If any provision of this License is

held to be unenforceable, such provision shall be reformed only to the extent necessary to make it enforceable. This

License shall be governed by the law of the jurisdiction specified in a notice contained within the Original Software

(except to the extent applicable law, if any, provides otherwise), excluding such jurisdictions conflict-of-law

provisions. Any litigation relating to this License shall be subject to the jurisdiction of the courts located in the

jurisdiction and venue specified in a notice contained within the Original Software, with the losing party responsible

for costs, including, without limitation, court costs and reasonable attorneys fees and expenses. The application of
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the United Nations Convention on Contracts for the International Sale of Goods is expressly excluded. Any law or

regulation which provides that the language of a contract shall be construed against the drafter shall not apply to this

License. You agree that You alone are responsible for compliance with the United States export administration

regulations (and the export control laws and regulation of any other countries) when You use, distribute or otherwise

make available any Covered Software.

 

10. RESPONSIBILITY FOR CLAIMS.

 

As between Initial Developer and the Contributors, each party is responsible for claims and damages arising,

directly or indirectly, out of its utilization of rights under this License and You agree to work with Initial Developer

and Contributors to distribute such responsibility on an equitable basis. Nothing herein is intended or shall be

deemed to constitute any admission of liability.

/*

* DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS HEADER.

*

* Copyright (c) 1997-2010 Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

*

* The contents of this file are subject to the terms of either the GNU

* General Public License Version 2 only ("GPL") or the Common Development

* and Distribution License("CDDL") (collectively, the "License").  You

* may not use this file except in compliance with the License.  You can

* obtain a copy of the License at

* https://glassfish.dev.java.net/public/CDDL+GPL_1_1.html

* or packager/legal/LICENSE.txt.  See the License for the specific

* language governing permissions and limitations under the License.

*

* When distributing the software, include this License Header Notice in each

* file and include the License file at packager/legal/LICENSE.txt.

*

* GPL Classpath Exception:

* Oracle designates this particular file as subject to the "Classpath"

* exception as provided by Oracle in the GPL Version 2 section of the License

* file that accompanied this code.

*

* Modifications:

* If applicable, add the following below the License Header, with the fields

* enclosed by brackets [] replaced by your own identifying information:

* "Portions Copyright [year] [name of copyright owner]"

*

* Contributor(s):

* If you wish your version of this file to be governed by only the CDDL or

* only the GPL Version 2, indicate your decision by adding "[Contributor]

* elects to include this software in this distribution under the [CDDL or GPL

* Version 2] license."  If you don't indicate a single choice of license, a

* recipient has the option to distribute your version of this file under

* either the CDDL, the GPL Version 2 or to extend the choice of license to

* its licensees as provided above.  However, if you add GPL Version 2 code

* and therefore, elected the GPL Version 2 license, then the option applies
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* only if the new code is made subject to such option by the copyright

* holder.

*/

 

 

1.612 jbossservletapi 1.0.2.Final-redhat-1 
1.612.1 Available under license : 

The GNU General Public License (GPL)

 

Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA

 

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license

document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

Preamble

 

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to share

and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public License is intended to

guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to make sure the

software is free for all its users.  This General Public License applies to

most of the Free Software Foundation's software and to any other program whose

authors commit to using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is

covered by the GNU Library General Public License instead.) You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price.  Our

General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to

distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish),

that you receive source code or can get it if you want it, that you can change

the software or use pieces of it in new free programs; and that you know you

can do these things.

 

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone to deny

you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.  These restrictions

translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the

software, or if you modify it.

 

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis or for

a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that you have.  You must

make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code.  And you must

show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and (2)
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offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute

and/or modify the software.

 

Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain that

everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free software.  If the

software is modified by someone else and passed on, we want its recipients to

know that what they have is not the original, so that any problems introduced

by others will not reflect on the original authors' reputations.

 

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents.  We

wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free program will

individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the program proprietary.

To prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for

everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification

follow.

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains a notice

placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed under the terms of

this General Public License.  The "Program", below, refers to any such program

or work, and a "work based on the Program" means either the Program or any

derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the

Program or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or

translated into another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included

without limitation in the term "modification".) Each licensee is addressed as

"you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by

this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of running the Program is

not restricted, and the output from the Program is covered only if its contents

constitute a work based on the Program (independent of having been made by

running the Program).  Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source code as

you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and

appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and

disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License

and to the absence of any warranty; and give any other recipients of the

Program a copy of this License along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may

at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of it, thus

forming a work based on the Program, and copy and distribute such modifications
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or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of

these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices stating

   that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in whole or

   in part contains or is derived from the Program or any part thereof, to be

   licensed as a whole at no charge to all third parties under the terms of

   this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively when run,

   you must cause it, when started running for such interactive use in the

   most ordinary way, to print or display an announcement including an

   appropriate copyright notice and a notice that there is no warranty (or

   else, saying that you provide a warranty) and that users may redistribute

   the program under these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy

   of this License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but does

   not normally print such an announcement, your work based on the Program is

   not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If identifiable

sections of that work are not derived from the Program, and can be reasonably

considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and

its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate

works.  But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a

work based on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms

of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire

whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your

rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise the

right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on

the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program with the

Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of a storage or

distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this

License.

 

3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it, under

Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and

2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source

   code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above

   on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,
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   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to

   give any third party, for a charge no more than your cost of physically

   performing source distribution, a complete machine-readable copy of the

   corresponding source code, to be distributed under the terms of Sections 1

   and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer to

   distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is allowed only

   for noncommercial distribution and only if you received the program in

   object code or executable form with such an offer, in accord with

   Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for making

modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source code means all

the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface

definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation

of the executable.  However, as a special exception, the source code

distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either

source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on)

of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source

code from the same place counts as distribution of the source code, even though

third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program except as

expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify,

sublicense or distribute the Program is void, and will automatically terminate

your rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies, or

rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so

long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it.

However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Program

or its derivative works.  These actions are prohibited by law if you do not

accept this License.  Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Program (or

any work based on the Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to

do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the Program),

the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor to

copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to these terms and conditions.

You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the

rights granted herein.  You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by

third parties to this License.
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7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions

are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that

contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the

conditions of this License.  If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy

simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent

obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Program at all.

For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution

of the Program by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through

you, then the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any

particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply and

the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or

other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this

section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software

distribution system, which is implemented by public license practices.  Many

people have made generous contributions to the wide range of software

distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to

distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that

choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a

consequence of the rest of this License.

 

8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in certain

countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original

copyright holder who places the Program under this License may add an explicit

geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that

distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded.  In

such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body

of this License.

 

9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the

General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will be similar in

spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems

or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any later

version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of

that version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation.

If the Program does not specify a version number of this License, you may
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choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

 

10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free programs

whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author to ask for

permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation,

write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.

Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of

all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of

software generally.

 

NO WARRANTY

 

11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR

THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE

STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE

PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED,

INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND

PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE,

YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL

ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE

THE

PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY

GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR

INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA

BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER

OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest possible

use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it free software

which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest to attach

them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey the exclusion

of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a

pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   One line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.

 

   Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>
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   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

   under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by the Free

   Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or (at your option)

   any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

   ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

   FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License for

   more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along

   with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc., 59

   Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this when it

starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author Gnomovision comes

   with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type 'show w'.  This is free

   software, and you are welcome to redistribute it under certain conditions;

   type 'show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands 'show w' and 'show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may be

called something other than 'show w' and 'show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your school,

if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary.  Here

is a sample; alter the names:

 

   Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

   'Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

   signature of Ty Coon, 1 April 1989

 

   Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General Public

License instead of this License.

 

 

"CLASSPATH" EXCEPTION TO THE GPL
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Certain source files distributed by Oracle America and/or its affiliates are

subject to the following clarification and special exception to the GPL, but

only where Oracle has expressly included in the particular source file's header

the words "Oracle designates this particular file as subject to the "Classpath"

exception as provided by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code."

 

   Linking this library statically or dynamically with other modules is making

   a combined work based on this library.  Thus, the terms and conditions of

   the GNU General Public License cover the whole combination.

 

   As a special exception, the copyright holders of this library give you

   permission to link this library with independent modules to produce an

   executable, regardless of the license terms of these independent modules,

   and to copy and distribute the resulting executable under terms of your

   choice, provided that you also meet, for each linked independent module,

   the terms and conditions of the license of that module.  An independent

   module is a module which is not derived from or based on this library.  If

   you modify this library, you may extend this exception to your version of

   the library, but you are not obligated to do so.  If you do not wish to do

   so, delete this exception statement from your version.

 

1.613 javassist 3.12.1.GA 
1.613.1 Available under license : 

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in 'Copyright (C) 1999-2007 Shigeru Chiba. All Rights

Reserved. The contents of this file are subject to the Mozilla Public License Version 1.1 (the "License"); you may

not use this file except in compliance with the License.  Alternatively, the contents of this file may be used under the

terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License Version 2.1 or later. Software distributed under the License is

distributed on an "AS IS" basis,'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in 'Copyright (C) 1999-2007 Shigeru Chiba. All Rights

Reserved. The contents of this file are subject to the Mozilla Public License Version 1.1 (the "License"); you may

not use this file except in compliance with the License.  Alternatively, the contents of this file may be used under the

terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License Version 2.1 or later. Software distributed under the License is

distributed on an "AS IS" basis, + " All Rights Reserved.");'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in 'Copyright (C) 1999-2009 Shigeru Chiba. All Rights

Reserved. The contents of this file are subject to the Mozilla Public License Version 1.1 (the "License"); you may

not use this file except in compliance with the License.  Alternatively, the contents of this file may be used under the

terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License Version 2.1 or later. Software distributed under the License is

distributed on an "AS IS" basis,'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in 'Copyright (C) 2004 Bill Burke. All Rights Reserved. The

contents of this file are subject to the Mozilla Public License Version 1.1 (the "License"); you may not use this file

except in compliance with the License.  Alternatively, the contents of this file may be used under the terms of the

GNU Lesser General Public License Version 2.1 or later. Software distributed under the License is distributed on an

"AS IS" basis,'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in 'Copyright (C) 1999-2010 Shigeru Chiba. All Rights

Reserved. The contents of this file are subject to the Mozilla Public License Version 1.1 (the "License"); you may
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not use this file except in compliance with the License.  Alternatively, the contents of this file may be used under the

terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License Version 2.1 or later. Software distributed under the License is

distributed on an "AS IS" basis,'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in 'Copyright (C) 1999-2007 Shigeru Chiba, and others. All

Rights Reserved. The contents of this file are subject to the Mozilla Public License Version 1.1 (the "License"); you

may not use this file except in compliance with the License.  Alternatively, the contents of this file may be used

under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License Version 2.1 or later. Software distributed under the

License is distributed on an "AS IS" basis,'

 

1.614 jboss-logging 3.1.2.GA-redhat-1 
1.614.1 Available under license : 

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.
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     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a
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     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,
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     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.
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     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.615 freemarker 2.3.16 

 

1.616 scannotation 1.0.3 

 

1.617 jsf-api 1.2_12-b01-FCS 
1.617.1 Available under license : 

COMMON DEVELOPMENT AND DISTRIBUTION LICENSE Version 1.0 (CDDL-1.0) (text)

 

1. Definitions.

 

1.1. Contributor means each individual or entity that creates or contributes to the creation of Modifications.

 

1.2. Contributor Version means the combination of the Original Software, prior Modifications used by a Contributor

(if any), and the Modifications made by that particular Contributor.

 

1.3. Covered Software means (a) the Original Software, or (b) Modifications, or (c) the combination of files

containing Original Software with files containing Modifications, in each case including portions thereof.
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1.4. Executable means the Covered Software in any form other than Source Code.

 

1.5. Initial Developer means the individual or entity that first makes Original Software available under this License.

 

1.6. Larger Work means a work which combines Covered Software or portions thereof with code not governed by

the terms of this License.

 

1.7. License means this document.

 

1.8. Licensable means having the right to grant, to the maximum extent possible, whether at the time of the initial

grant or subsequently acquired, any and all of the rights conveyed herein.

 

1.9. Modifications means the Source Code and Executable form of any of the following:

 

A. Any file that results from an addition to, deletion from or modification of the contents of a file containing

Original Software or previous Modifications;

 

B. Any new file that contains any part of the Original Software or previous Modification; or

 

C. Any new file that is contributed or otherwise made available under the terms of this License.

 

1.10. Original Software means the Source Code and Executable form of computer software code that is originally

released under this License.

 

1.11. Patent Claims means any patent claim(s), now owned or hereafter acquired, including without limitation,

method, process, and apparatus claims, in any patent Licensable by grantor.

 

1.12. Source Code means (a) the common form of computer software code in which modifications are made and (b)

associated documentation included in or with such code.

 

1.13. You (or Your) means an individual or a legal entity exercising rights under, and complying with all of the

terms of, this License. For legal entities, You includes any entity which controls, is controlled by, or is under

common control with You. For purposes of this definition, control means (a) the power, direct or indirect, to cause

the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (b) ownership of more than fifty

percent (50%) of the outstanding shares or beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

2. License Grants.

 

2.1. The Initial Developer Grant.

 

Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and subject to third party intellectual property claims,

the Initial Developer hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license:

 

(a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark) Licensable by Initial Developer, to use,

reproduce, modify, display, perform, sublicense and distribute the Original Software (or portions thereof), with or

without Modifications, and/or as part of a Larger Work; and
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(b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using or selling of Original Software, to make, have made, use,

practice, sell, and offer for sale, and/or otherwise dispose of the Original Software (or portions thereof).

 

(c) The licenses granted in Sections 2.1(a) and (b) are effective on the date Initial Developer first distributes or

otherwise makes the Original Software available to a third party under the terms of this License.

 

(d) Notwithstanding Section 2.1(b) above, no patent license is granted: (1) for code that You delete from the

Original Software, or (2) for infringements caused by: (i) the modification of the Original Software, or (ii) the

combination of the Original Software with other software or devices.

 

2.2. Contributor Grant.

 

Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and subject to third party intellectual property claims,

each Contributor hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license:

 

(a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark) Licensable by Contributor to use, reproduce,

modify, display, perform, sublicense and distribute the Modifications created by such Contributor (or portions

thereof), either on an unmodified basis, with other Modifications, as Covered Software and/or as part of a Larger

Work; and

 

(b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using, or selling of Modifications made by that Contributor either

alone and/or in combination with its Contributor Version (or portions of such combination), to make, use, sell, offer

for sale, have made, and/or otherwise dispose of: (1) Modifications made by that Contributor (or portions thereof);

and (2) the combination of Modifications made by that Contributor with its Contributor Version (or portions of such

combination).

 

(c) The licenses granted in Sections 2.2(a) and 2.2(b) are effective on the date Contributor first distributes or

otherwise makes the Modifications available to a third party.

 

(d) Notwithstanding Section 2.2(b) above, no patent license is granted: (1) for any code that Contributor has deleted

from the Contributor Version; (2) for infringements caused by: (i) third party modifications of Contributor Version,

or (ii) the combination of Modifications made by that Contributor with other software (except as part of the

Contributor Version) or other devices; or (3) under Patent Claims infringed by Covered Software in the absence of

Modifications made by that Contributor.

 

3. Distribution Obligations.

 

3.1. Availability of Source Code.

 

Any Covered Software that You distribute or otherwise make available in Executable form must also be made

available in Source Code form and that Source Code form must be distributed only under the terms of this License.

You must include a copy of this License with every copy of the Source Code form of the Covered Software You

distribute or otherwise make available. You must inform recipients of any such Covered Software in Executable

form as to how they can obtain such Covered Software in Source Code form in a reasonable manner on or through a

medium customarily used for software exchange.

 

3.2. Modifications.
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The Modifications that You create or to which You contribute are governed by the terms of this License. You

represent that You believe Your Modifications are Your original creation(s) and/or You have sufficient rights to

grant the rights conveyed by this License.

 

3.3. Required Notices.

 

You must include a notice in each of Your Modifications that identifies You as the Contributor of the Modification.

You may not remove or alter any copyright, patent or trademark notices contained within the Covered Software, or

any notices of licensing or any descriptive text giving attribution to any Contributor or the Initial Developer.

 

3.4. Application of Additional Terms.

 

You may not offer or impose any terms on any Covered Software in Source Code form that alters or restricts the

applicable version of this License or the recipients rights hereunder. You may choose to offer, and to charge a fee

for, warranty, support, indemnity or liability obligations to one or more recipients of Covered Software. However,

you may do so only on Your own behalf, and not on behalf of the Initial Developer or any Contributor. You must

make it absolutely clear that any such warranty, support, indemnity or liability obligation is offered by You alone,

and You hereby agree to indemnify the Initial Developer and every Contributor for any liability incurred by the

Initial Developer or such Contributor as a result of warranty, support, indemnity or liability terms You offer.

 

3.5. Distribution of Executable Versions.

 

You may distribute the Executable form of the Covered Software under the terms of this License or under the terms

of a license of Your choice, which may contain terms different from this License, provided that You are in

compliance with the terms of this License and that the license for the Executable form does not attempt to limit or

alter the recipients rights in the Source Code form from the rights set forth in this License. If You distribute the

Covered Software in Executable form under a different license, You must make it absolutely clear that any terms

which differ from this License are offered by You alone, not by the Initial Developer or Contributor. You hereby

agree to indemnify the Initial Developer and every Contributor for any liability incurred by the Initial Developer or

such Contributor as a result of any such terms You offer.

 

3.6. Larger Works.

 

You may create a Larger Work by combining Covered Software with other code not governed by the terms of this

License and distribute the Larger Work as a single product. In such a case, You must make sure the requirements of

this License are fulfilled for the Covered Software.

 

4. Versions of the License.

 

4.1. New Versions.

 

Sun Microsystems, Inc. is the initial license steward and may publish revised and/or new versions of this License

from time to time. Each version will be given a distinguishing version number. Except as provided in Section 4.3, no

one other than the license steward has the right to modify this License.

 

4.2. Effect of New Versions.

 

You may always continue to use, distribute or otherwise make the Covered Software available under the terms of the
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version of the License under which You originally received the Covered Software. If the Initial Developer includes a

notice in the Original Software prohibiting it from being distributed or otherwise made available under any

subsequent version of the License, You must distribute and make the Covered Software available under the terms of

the version of the License under which You originally received the Covered Software. Otherwise, You may also

choose to use, distribute or otherwise make the Covered Software available under the terms of any subsequent

version of the License published by the license steward.

 

4.3. Modified Versions.

 

When You are an Initial Developer and You want to create a new license for Your Original Software, You may

create and use a modified version of this License if You: (a) rename the license and remove any references to the

name of the license steward (except to note that the license differs from this License); and (b) otherwise make it

clear that the license contains terms which differ from this License.

 

5. DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY.

 

COVERED SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED UNDER THIS LICENSE ON AN AS IS BASIS, WITHOUT

WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION,

WARRANTIES THAT THE COVERED SOFTWARE IS FREE OF DEFECTS, MERCHANTABLE, FIT FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR NON-INFRINGING. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND

PERFORMANCE OF THE COVERED SOFTWARE IS WITH YOU. SHOULD ANY COVERED SOFTWARE

PROVE DEFECTIVE IN ANY RESPECT, YOU (NOT THE INITIAL DEVELOPER OR ANY OTHER

CONTRIBUTOR) ASSUME THE COST OF ANY NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

THIS DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY CONSTITUTES AN ESSENTIAL PART OF THIS LICENSE. NO USE

OF ANY COVERED SOFTWARE IS AUTHORIZED HEREUNDER EXCEPT UNDER THIS DISCLAIMER.

 

6. TERMINATION.

 

6.1. This License and the rights granted hereunder will terminate automatically if You fail to comply with terms

herein and fail to cure such breach within 30 days of becoming aware of the breach. Provisions which, by their

nature, must remain in effect beyond the termination of this License shall survive.

 

6.2. If You assert a patent infringement claim (excluding declaratory judgment actions) against Initial Developer or

a Contributor (the Initial Developer or Contributor against whom You assert such claim is referred to as Participant)

alleging that the Participant Software (meaning the Contributor Version where the Participant is a Contributor or the

Original Software where the Participant is the Initial Developer) directly or indirectly infringes any patent, then any

and all rights granted directly or indirectly to You by such Participant, the Initial Developer (if the Initial Developer

is not the Participant) and all Contributors under Sections 2.1 and/or 2.2 of this License shall, upon 60 days notice

from Participant terminate prospectively and automatically at the expiration of such 60 day notice period, unless if

within such 60 day period You withdraw Your claim with respect to the Participant Software against such

Participant either unilaterally or pursuant to a written agreement with Participant.

 

6.3. In the event of termination under Sections 6.1 or 6.2 above, all end user licenses that have been validly granted

by You or any distributor hereunder prior to termination (excluding licenses granted to You by any distributor) shall

survive termination.

 

7. LIMITATION OF LIABILITY.
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UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES AND UNDER NO LEGAL THEORY, WHETHER TORT (INCLUDING

NEGLIGENCE), CONTRACT, OR OTHERWISE, SHALL YOU, THE INITIAL DEVELOPER, ANY OTHER

CONTRIBUTOR, OR ANY DISTRIBUTOR OF COVERED SOFTWARE, OR ANY SUPPLIER OF ANY OF

SUCH PARTIES, BE LIABLE TO ANY PERSON FOR ANY INDIRECT, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OF ANY CHARACTER INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, DAMAGES

FOR LOST PROFITS, LOSS OF GOODWILL, WORK STOPPAGE, COMPUTER FAILURE OR

MALFUNCTION, OR ANY AND ALL OTHER COMMERCIAL DAMAGES OR LOSSES, EVEN IF SUCH

PARTY SHALL HAVE BEEN INFORMED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES. THIS LIMITATION

OF LIABILITY SHALL NOT APPLY TO LIABILITY FOR DEATH OR PERSONAL INJURY RESULTING

FROM SUCH PARTYS NEGLIGENCE TO THE EXTENT APPLICABLE LAW PROHIBITS SUCH

LIMITATION. SOME JURISDICTIONS DO NOT ALLOW THE EXCLUSION OR LIMITATION OF

INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, SO THIS EXCLUSION AND LIMITATION MAY NOT

APPLY TO YOU.

 

8. U.S. GOVERNMENT END USERS.

 

The Covered Software is a commercial item, as that term is defined in 48 C.F.R. 2.101 (Oct. 1995), consisting of

commercial computer software (as that term is defined at 48 C.F.R.  252.227-7014(a)(1)) and commercial computer

software documentation as such terms are used in 48 C.F.R. 12.212 (Sept. 1995). Consistent with 48 C.F.R. 12.212

and 48 C.F.R. 227.7202-1 through 227.7202-4 (June 1995), all U.S. Government End Users acquire Covered

Software with only those rights set forth herein. This U.S. Government Rights clause is in lieu of, and supersedes,

any other FAR, DFAR, or other clause or provision that addresses Government rights in computer software under

this License.

 

9. MISCELLANEOUS.

 

This License represents the complete agreement concerning subject matter hereof. If any provision of this License is

held to be unenforceable, such provision shall be reformed only to the extent necessary to make it enforceable. This

License shall be governed by the law of the jurisdiction specified in a notice contained within the Original Software

(except to the extent applicable law, if any, provides otherwise), excluding such jurisdictions conflict-of-law

provisions. Any litigation relating to this License shall be subject to the jurisdiction of the courts located in the

jurisdiction and venue specified in a notice contained within the Original Software, with the losing party responsible

for costs, including, without limitation, court costs and reasonable attorneys fees and expenses. The application of

the United Nations Convention on Contracts for the International Sale of Goods is expressly excluded. Any law or

regulation which provides that the language of a contract shall be construed against the drafter shall not apply to this

License. You agree that You alone are responsible for compliance with the United States export administration

regulations (and the export control laws and regulation of any other countries) when You use, distribute or otherwise

make available any Covered Software.

 

10. RESPONSIBILITY FOR CLAIMS.

 

As between Initial Developer and the Contributors, each party is responsible for claims and damages arising,

directly or indirectly, out of its utilization of rights under this License and You agree to work with Initial Developer

and Contributors to distribute such responsibility on an equitable basis. Nothing herein is intended or shall be

deemed to constitute any admission of liability.
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1.618 jbossj2eemgmtapi 1.0.1.Final-redhat-2 
1.618.1 Available under license : 

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it * under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as * published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of * the License, or (at your option) any later version. * This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of *

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU * Lesser General Public

License for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public'

 

1.619 jboss-invocation 1.1.1.Final 
1.619.1 Available under license : 

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '~ This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it ~ under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as ~ published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of ~ the License, or (at your option) any later version. ~ This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, ~ but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of ~

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU ~ Lesser General Public

License for more details. ~ You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it * under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as * published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of * the License, or (at your option) any later version. * This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of *

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU * Lesser General Public

License for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public'

 

1.620 jline-remote-telnet 3.15.0 
1.620.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (c) 2002-2017, the original author or authors.

*

* This software is distributable under the BSD license. See the terms of the

* BSD license in the documentation provided with this software.

*

* https://opensource.org/licenses/BSD-3-Clause

*/

/*

* Java TelnetD library (embeddable telnet daemon)

* Copyright (c) 2000-2005 Dieter Wimberger

* All rights reserved.

* <p/>

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without
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* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

* met:

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

* this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

* this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

* and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* <p/>

* Neither the name of the author nor the names of its contributors

* may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software

* without specific prior written permission.

* <p/>

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS

* IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

* THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

* PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE REGENTS OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

* LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

* CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

* SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

* INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

* CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE

* POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

***/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1095753878_1601493814.71/0/jline-remote-telnet-3-15-0-sources-

jar/org/jline/builtins/telnet/ConnectionFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1095753878_1601493814.71/0/jline-remote-telnet-3-15-0-sources-

jar/org/jline/builtins/telnet/ConnectionListener.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (c) 2002-2017, the original author or authors.

*

* This software is distributable under the BSD license. See the terms of the

* BSD license in the documentation provided with this software.

*

* https://opensource.org/licenses/BSD-3-Clause

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1095753878_1601493814.71/0/jline-remote-telnet-3-15-0-sources-

jar/org/jline/builtins/telnet/Telnet.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

2020, the original author or authors.
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   This software is distributable under the BSD license. See the terms of the

   BSD license in the documentation provided with this software.

 

   https://opensource.org/licenses/BSD

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1095753878_1601493814.71/0/jline-remote-telnet-3-15-0-sources-jar/META-

INF/maven/org.jline/jline-remote-telnet/pom.xml

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (c) 2002-2018, the original author or authors.

*

* This software is distributable under the BSD license. See the terms of the

* BSD license in the documentation provided with this software.

*

* https://opensource.org/licenses/BSD-3-Clause

*/

/*

* Java TelnetD library (embeddable telnet daemon)

* Copyright (c) 2000-2005 Dieter Wimberger

* All rights reserved.

* <p/>

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

* met:

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

* this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

* this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

* and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* <p/>

* Neither the name of the author nor the names of its contributors

* may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software

* without specific prior written permission.

* <p/>

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS

* IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

* THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

* PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE REGENTS OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

* LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

* CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

* SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

* INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

* CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE

* POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

***/
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1095753878_1601493814.71/0/jline-remote-telnet-3-15-0-sources-

jar/org/jline/builtins/telnet/PortListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1095753878_1601493814.71/0/jline-remote-telnet-3-15-0-sources-

jar/org/jline/builtins/telnet/ConnectionManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1095753878_1601493814.71/0/jline-remote-telnet-3-15-0-sources-

jar/org/jline/builtins/telnet/ConnectionData.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1095753878_1601493814.71/0/jline-remote-telnet-3-15-0-sources-

jar/org/jline/builtins/telnet/Connection.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1095753878_1601493814.71/0/jline-remote-telnet-3-15-0-sources-

jar/org/jline/builtins/telnet/TelnetIO.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1095753878_1601493814.71/0/jline-remote-telnet-3-15-0-sources-

jar/org/jline/builtins/telnet/ConnectionEvent.java

 

1.621 jboss-as-pojo 7.3.0.Final-redhat-14 
1.621.1 Available under license : 

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '# This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it # under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as # published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of # the License, or (at your option) any later version. # This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, # but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of #

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU # Lesser General Public

License for more details. # You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it * under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as * published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of * the License, or (at your option) any later version. * This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of *

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU * Lesser General Public

License for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public'

 

1.622 commons-codec 1.10 
1.622.1 Available under license : 

Apache Commons Codec

Copyright 2002-2014 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

src/test/org/apache/commons/codec/language/DoubleMetaphoneTest.java

contains test data from http://aspell.net/test/orig/batch0.tab.

Copyright (C) 2002 Kevin Atkinson (kevina@gnu.org)

 

===============================================================================
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The content of package org.apache.commons.codec.language.bm has been translated

from the original php source code available at http://stevemorse.org/phoneticinfo.htm

with permission from the original authors.

Original source copyright:

Copyright (c) 2008 Alexander Beider & Stephen P. Morse.

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications
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     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without
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     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade
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     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier
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     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.623 resteasy-jackson-provider 2.3.7.Final-

redhat-2 
1.623.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

<name>Apache License, Version 2.0</name>

<url>http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0</url>

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1077227642_1601874484.84/0/resteasy-jackson-provider-2-3-7-final-redhat-2-sources-

jar/META-INF/maven/org.jboss.resteasy/resteasy-jackson-provider/effective-pom.xml

 

1.624 jcip-annotation 1.0 
1.624.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (c) 2005 Brian Goetz and Tim Peierls

* Released under the Creative Commons Attribution License

*   (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/2.5)

* Official home: http://www.jcip.net

*

* Any republication or derived work distributed in source code form

* must include this copyright and license notice.

*/

 

Found in path(s):
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* /opt/cola/permits/1000738273_1646171487.72/0/jcip-annotations-1-0-sources-

jar/net/jcip/annotations/ThreadSafe.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000738273_1646171487.72/0/jcip-annotations-1-0-sources-

jar/net/jcip/annotations/NotThreadSafe.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000738273_1646171487.72/0/jcip-annotations-1-0-sources-

jar/net/jcip/annotations/Immutable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000738273_1646171487.72/0/jcip-annotations-1-0-sources-

jar/net/jcip/annotations/GuardedBy.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

<html>

<body>

<p>

 Class, field, and method level annotations for describing thread-safety policies.

</p>

 

<p>

 Three class-level annotations describe the <em>intended</em> thread-safety promises of a class:

 <code>@Immutable</code>, <code>@ThreadSafe</code>, and <code>@NotThreadSafe</code>.

 <code>@Immutable</code> means that the class is immutable,

 and implies <code>@ThreadSafe</code>.

 <code>@NotThreadSafe</code> is optional;

 if a class is not annotated as thread-safe, it should be presumed not to be

 thread-safe, but if you want to make it extra clear, use

 <code>@NotThreadSafe</code>.

</p>

 

<p>

 These annotations are relatively unintrusive and are beneficial to

 both users and maintainers.  Users can see immediately whether a class

 is thread-safe, and maintainers can see immediately whether

 thread-safety guarantees must be preserved.  Annotations are also

 useful to a third constituency: tools.  Static code-analysis tools may

 be able to verify that the code complies with the contract indicated

 by the annotation, such as verifying that a class annotated with

 <code>@Immutable</code> actually is immutable.

</p>

 

<h2>Field and method annotations</h2>

 

<p>

 The class-level annotations above are part of the public documentation

 for the class.  Other aspects of a class's thread-safety strategy are

 entirely for maintainers and are not part of its public documentation.

</p>

 

<p>

 Classes that use locking should document which state variables are
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 guarded with which locks, and which locks are used to guard those

 variables.  A common source of inadvertent non-thread-safety is when a

 thread-safe class consistently uses locking to guard its state, but is

 later modified to add either new state variables that are not

 adequately guarded by locking, or new methods that do not use locking

 properly to guard the existing state variables.  Documenting which

 variables are guarded by which locks can help prevent both types of

 omissions.

</p>

 

<p>

 The <code>@GuardedBy(lock)</code> annotation documents that a field or method should

 be accessed only with a specific lock held.

</p>

 

 

<h2>Copyright and license</h2>

<p>

This software is copyright (c) 2005 Brian Goetz and Tim Peierls

and is released under the Creative Commons Attribution License

(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/2.5).  The official home

for this software is http://www.jcip.net.

Any republication or derived work distributed in source code form

must include the copyright and license notice.

</p>

 

</body>

</html>

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000738273_1646171487.72/0/jcip-annotations-1-0-sources-

jar/net/jcip/annotations/package.html

 

1.625 jbossws-cxf-client 4.2.3.Final-redhat-1 
1.625.1 Available under license : 

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* to you under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the *

"License"); you may not use this file except in compliance * with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License

at * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0 * software distributed under the License is distributed on an *

This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it * under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public

License as * published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2.1 of * the License, or (at your option) any

later version. * This software is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY;

without even the implied warranty of * MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.

See the GNU * Lesser General Public License for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU

Lesser General Public'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it * under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as * published by the Free Software Foundation;
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either version 2.1 of * the License, or (at your option) any later version. * This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of *

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU * Lesser General Public

License for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public'

 

1.626 system-api 1.1.0 
1.626.1 Available under license : 

 Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).
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     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.
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  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed
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     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate
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     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.627 jboss-metadata-web 7.0.8.final 
1.627.1 Available under license : 

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '~ This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it ~ under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as ~ published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of ~ the License, or (at your option) any later version. ~ This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, ~ but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of ~

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU ~ Lesser General Public

License for more details. ~ You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in 'This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version. This software is distributed in the hope that it will

be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU Lesser General Public License for more details. You

should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in 'This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version. This software is distributed in the hope that it will

be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU Lesser General Public License for more details. You

should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public NONE, INTEGRAL, CONFIDENTIAL'

 

1.628 jline-reader 3.15.0 
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1.628.1 Available under license : 
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (c) 2002-2020, the original author or authors.

*

* This software is distributable under the BSD license. See the terms of the

* BSD license in the documentation provided with this software.

*

* https://opensource.org/licenses/BSD-3-Clause

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1095753850_1601493748.98/0/jline-reader-3-15-0-sources-

jar/org/jline/reader/impl/completer/SystemCompleter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1095753850_1601493748.98/0/jline-reader-3-15-0-sources-jar/org/jline/console/ArgDesc.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1095753850_1601493748.98/0/jline-reader-3-15-0-sources-jar/org/jline/console/Printer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1095753850_1601493748.98/0/jline-reader-3-15-0-sources-

jar/org/jline/reader/impl/LineReaderImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1095753850_1601493748.98/0/jline-reader-3-15-0-sources-

jar/org/jline/console/CommandRegistry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1095753850_1601493748.98/0/jline-reader-3-15-0-sources-

jar/org/jline/console/CommandInput.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1095753850_1601493748.98/0/jline-reader-3-15-0-sources-jar/org/jline/reader/Parser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1095753850_1601493748.98/0/jline-reader-3-15-0-sources-

jar/org/jline/console/CommandMethods.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1095753850_1601493748.98/0/jline-reader-3-15-0-sources-

jar/org/jline/console/AbstractCommandRegistry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1095753850_1601493748.98/0/jline-reader-3-15-0-sources-

jar/org/jline/reader/impl/DefaultParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1095753850_1601493748.98/0/jline-reader-3-15-0-sources-jar/org/jline/console/CmdDesc.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1095753850_1601493748.98/0/jline-reader-3-15-0-sources-

jar/org/jline/console/ScriptEngine.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (c) 2002-2016, the original author or authors.

*

* This software is distributable under the BSD license. See the terms of the

* BSD license in the documentation provided with this software.

*

* https://opensource.org/licenses/BSD-3-Clause

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1095753850_1601493748.98/0/jline-reader-3-15-0-sources-

jar/org/jline/reader/impl/DefaultExpander.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1095753850_1601493748.98/0/jline-reader-3-15-0-sources-
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jar/org/jline/reader/impl/completer/AggregateCompleter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1095753850_1601493748.98/0/jline-reader-3-15-0-sources-

jar/org/jline/reader/impl/history/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1095753850_1601493748.98/0/jline-reader-3-15-0-sources-jar/org/jline/reader/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1095753850_1601493748.98/0/jline-reader-3-15-0-sources-jar/org/jline/reader/Binding.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1095753850_1601493748.98/0/jline-reader-3-15-0-sources-jar/org/jline/reader/Reference.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1095753850_1601493748.98/0/jline-reader-3-15-0-sources-

jar/org/jline/reader/impl/ReaderUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1095753850_1601493748.98/0/jline-reader-3-15-0-sources-jar/org/jline/reader/Macro.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1095753850_1601493748.98/0/jline-reader-3-15-0-sources-jar/org/jline/reader/Widget.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1095753850_1601493748.98/0/jline-reader-3-15-0-sources-jar/org/jline/keymap/KeyMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1095753850_1601493748.98/0/jline-reader-3-15-0-sources-

jar/org/jline/reader/EndOfFileException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1095753850_1601493748.98/0/jline-reader-3-15-0-sources-jar/org/jline/reader/Expander.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1095753850_1601493748.98/0/jline-reader-3-15-0-sources-

jar/org/jline/reader/UserInterruptException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1095753850_1601493748.98/0/jline-reader-3-15-0-sources-

jar/org/jline/reader/impl/completer/NullCompleter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1095753850_1601493748.98/0/jline-reader-3-15-0-sources-

jar/org/jline/reader/impl/UndoTree.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1095753850_1601493748.98/0/jline-reader-3-15-0-sources-

jar/org/jline/reader/impl/completer/EnumCompleter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1095753850_1601493748.98/0/jline-reader-3-15-0-sources-

jar/org/jline/reader/impl/completer/package-info.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (c) 2002-2018, the original author or authors.

*

* This software is distributable under the BSD license. See the terms of the

* BSD license in the documentation provided with this software.

*

* https://opensource.org/licenses/BSD-3-Clause

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1095753850_1601493748.98/0/jline-reader-3-15-0-sources-

jar/org/jline/keymap/BindingReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1095753850_1601493748.98/0/jline-reader-3-15-0-sources-

jar/org/jline/reader/impl/history/DefaultHistory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1095753850_1601493748.98/0/jline-reader-3-15-0-sources-

jar/org/jline/reader/CompletingParsedLine.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1095753850_1601493748.98/0/jline-reader-3-15-0-sources-

jar/org/jline/reader/impl/completer/FileNameCompleter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1095753850_1601493748.98/0/jline-reader-3-15-0-sources-

jar/org/jline/reader/MaskingCallback.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1095753850_1601493748.98/0/jline-reader-3-15-0-sources-jar/org/jline/reader/History.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1095753850_1601493748.98/0/jline-reader-3-15-0-sources-jar/org/jline/reader/ParsedLine.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1095753850_1601493748.98/0/jline-reader-3-15-0-sources-

jar/org/jline/reader/LineReaderBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1095753850_1601493748.98/0/jline-reader-3-15-0-sources-

jar/org/jline/reader/impl/KillRing.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1095753850_1601493748.98/0/jline-reader-3-15-0-sources-jar/org/jline/reader/Completer.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Licensed to the Apache Software Foundation (ASF) under one

* or more contributor license agreements.  See the NOTICE file

* distributed with this work for additional information

* regarding copyright ownership.  The ASF licenses this file

* to you under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the

* "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License.  You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

* software distributed under the License is distributed on an

* "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY

* KIND, either express or implied.  See the License for the

* specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1095753850_1601493748.98/0/jline-reader-3-15-0-sources-jar/org/jline/reader/SyntaxError.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1095753850_1601493748.98/0/jline-reader-3-15-0-sources-jar/org/jline/reader/EOFError.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

2020, the original author or authors.

 

   This software is distributable under the BSD license. See the terms of the

   BSD license in the documentation provided with this software.

 

   https://opensource.org/licenses/BSD

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1095753850_1601493748.98/0/jline-reader-3-15-0-sources-jar/META-

INF/maven/org.jline/jline-reader/pom.xml

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (c) 2002-2019, the original author or authors.

*

* This software is distributable under the BSD license. See the terms of the

* BSD license in the documentation provided with this software.
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*

* https://opensource.org/licenses/BSD-3-Clause

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1095753850_1601493748.98/0/jline-reader-3-15-0-sources-jar/org/jline/reader/LineReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1095753850_1601493748.98/0/jline-reader-3-15-0-sources-jar/org/jline/reader/Candidate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1095753850_1601493748.98/0/jline-reader-3-15-0-sources-

jar/org/jline/console/ConfigurationPath.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1095753850_1601493748.98/0/jline-reader-3-15-0-sources-jar/org/jline/reader/Editor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1095753850_1601493748.98/0/jline-reader-3-15-0-sources-

jar/org/jline/reader/impl/completer/ArgumentCompleter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1095753850_1601493748.98/0/jline-reader-3-15-0-sources-

jar/org/jline/reader/impl/completer/StringsCompleter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1095753850_1601493748.98/0/jline-reader-3-15-0-sources-jar/org/jline/reader/Highlighter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1095753850_1601493748.98/0/jline-reader-3-15-0-sources-

jar/org/jline/reader/impl/DefaultHighlighter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (c) 2002-2017, the original author or authors.

*

* This software is distributable under the BSD license. See the terms of the

* BSD license in the documentation provided with this software.

*

* https://opensource.org/licenses/BSD-3-Clause

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1095753850_1601493748.98/0/jline-reader-3-15-0-sources-

jar/org/jline/reader/impl/SimpleMaskingCallback.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1095753850_1601493748.98/0/jline-reader-3-15-0-sources-

jar/org/jline/reader/impl/BufferImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1095753850_1601493748.98/0/jline-reader-3-15-0-sources-jar/org/jline/reader/Buffer.java

 

1.629 jline 3.15.0 
1.629.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (c) 2002-2016, the original author or authors.

*

* This software is distributable under the BSD license. See the terms of the

* BSD license in the documentation provided with this software.

*

* https://opensource.org/licenses/BSD-3-Clause
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*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1095753885_1601493809.25/0/jline-3-15-0-sources-

jar/org/jline/terminal/impl/jna/JnaNativePty.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1095753885_1601493809.25/0/jline-3-15-0-sources-

jar/org/jline/terminal/impl/jna/solaris/CLibrary.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1095753885_1601493809.25/0/jline-3-15-0-sources-

jar/org/jline/terminal/impl/NativeSignalHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1095753885_1601493809.25/0/jline-3-15-0-sources-

jar/org/jline/reader/EndOfFileException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1095753885_1601493809.25/0/jline-3-15-0-sources-jar/org/jline/utils/ExecHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1095753885_1601493809.25/0/jline-3-15-0-sources-jar/org/jline/terminal/impl/package-

info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1095753885_1601493809.25/0/jline-3-15-0-sources-jar/org/jline/reader/Binding.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1095753885_1601493809.25/0/jline-3-15-0-sources-

jar/org/jline/terminal/impl/jna/freebsd/CLibrary.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1095753885_1601493809.25/0/jline-3-15-0-sources-jar/org/jline/terminal/impl/ExecPty.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1095753885_1601493809.25/0/jline-3-15-0-sources-jar/org/jline/utils/InputStreamReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1095753885_1601493809.25/0/jline-3-15-0-sources-jar/org/jline/reader/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1095753885_1601493809.25/0/jline-3-15-0-sources-

jar/org/jline/terminal/impl/jna/freebsd/FreeBsdNativePty.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1095753885_1601493809.25/0/jline-3-15-0-sources-

jar/org/jline/terminal/impl/AbstractPosixTerminal.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1095753885_1601493809.25/0/jline-3-15-0-sources-jar/org/jline/reader/Expander.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1095753885_1601493809.25/0/jline-3-15-0-sources-

jar/org/jline/terminal/impl/jna/linux/LinuxNativePty.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1095753885_1601493809.25/0/jline-3-15-0-sources-jar/org/jline/terminal/Attributes.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1095753885_1601493809.25/0/jline-3-15-0-sources-jar/org/jline/reader/Widget.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1095753885_1601493809.25/0/jline-3-15-0-sources-jar/org/jline/utils/Levenshtein.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1095753885_1601493809.25/0/jline-3-15-0-sources-

jar/org/jline/reader/impl/completer/NullCompleter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1095753885_1601493809.25/0/jline-3-15-0-sources-

jar/org/jline/reader/impl/DefaultExpander.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1095753885_1601493809.25/0/jline-3-15-0-sources-jar/org/jline/reader/impl/history/package-

info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1095753885_1601493809.25/0/jline-3-15-0-sources-

jar/org/jline/reader/impl/completer/EnumCompleter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1095753885_1601493809.25/0/jline-3-15-0-sources-

jar/org/jline/terminal/impl/CursorSupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1095753885_1601493809.25/0/jline-3-15-0-sources-

jar/org/jline/reader/impl/completer/AggregateCompleter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1095753885_1601493809.25/0/jline-3-15-0-sources-jar/org/jline/terminal/MouseEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1095753885_1601493809.25/0/jline-3-15-0-sources-

jar/org/jline/reader/UserInterruptException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1095753885_1601493809.25/0/jline-3-15-0-sources-jar/org/jline/utils/WCWidth.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1095753885_1601493809.25/0/jline-3-15-0-sources-jar/org/jline/reader/impl/UndoTree.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1095753885_1601493809.25/0/jline-3-15-0-sources-jar/org/jline/utils/ShutdownHooks.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1095753885_1601493809.25/0/jline-3-15-0-sources-jar/org/jline/terminal/spi/Pty.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1095753885_1601493809.25/0/jline-3-15-0-sources-

jar/org/jline/terminal/impl/jna/linux/CLibrary.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1095753885_1601493809.25/0/jline-3-15-0-sources-

jar/org/jline/terminal/impl/jna/win/WindowsAnsiWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1095753885_1601493809.25/0/jline-3-15-0-sources-

jar/org/jline/reader/impl/completer/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1095753885_1601493809.25/0/jline-3-15-0-sources-jar/org/jline/builtins/Source.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1095753885_1601493809.25/0/jline-3-15-0-sources-jar/org/jline/utils/ClosedException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1095753885_1601493809.25/0/jline-3-15-0-sources-jar/org/jline/keymap/KeyMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1095753885_1601493809.25/0/jline-3-15-0-sources-jar/org/jline/reader/Reference.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1095753885_1601493809.25/0/jline-3-15-0-sources-jar/org/jline/utils/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1095753885_1601493809.25/0/jline-3-15-0-sources-jar/org/jline/reader/Macro.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1095753885_1601493809.25/0/jline-3-15-0-sources-jar/org/jline/terminal/Cursor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1095753885_1601493809.25/0/jline-3-15-0-sources-

jar/org/jline/terminal/impl/jna/osx/OsXNativePty.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1095753885_1601493809.25/0/jline-3-15-0-sources-

jar/org/jline/terminal/impl/jna/osx/CLibrary.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1095753885_1601493809.25/0/jline-3-15-0-sources-jar/org/jline/utils/DiffHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1095753885_1601493809.25/0/jline-3-15-0-sources-

jar/org/jline/terminal/impl/jna/solaris/SolarisNativePty.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1095753885_1601493809.25/0/jline-3-15-0-sources-jar/org/jline/reader/impl/ReaderUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1095753885_1601493809.25/0/jline-3-15-0-sources-jar/org/jline/utils/AttributedString.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1095753885_1601493809.25/0/jline-3-15-0-sources-jar/org/jline/utils/OSUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1095753885_1601493809.25/0/jline-3-15-0-sources-

jar/org/jline/terminal/impl/MouseSupport.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (c) 2002-2019, the original author or authors.

*

* This software is distributable under the BSD license. See the terms of the

* BSD license in the documentation provided with this software.

*

* https://opensource.org/licenses/BSD-3-Clause

*/

/*

* Licensed to the Apache Software Foundation (ASF) under one

* or more contributor license agreements.  See the NOTICE file

* distributed with this work for additional information

* regarding copyright ownership.  The ASF licenses this file

* to you under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the

* "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License.  You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,
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* software distributed under the License is distributed on an

* "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY

* KIND, either express or implied.  See the License for the

* specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1095753885_1601493809.25/0/jline-3-15-0-sources-jar/org/jline/builtins/Options.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

#

# Copyright (c) 2002-2018, the original author or authors.

#

# This software is distributable under the BSD license. See the terms of the

# BSD license in the documentation provided with this software.

#

# https://opensource.org/licenses/BSD-3-Clause

#

 

black

maroon

green

olive

navy

purple

teal

silver

grey

red

lime

yellow

blue

fuchsia

aqua

white

grey0

navyblue

darkblue

blue3

blue3a

blue1

darkgreen

deepskyblue4

deepskyblue4a

deepskyblue4b

dodgerblue3

dodgerblue2
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green4

springgreen4

turquoise4

deepskyblue3

deepskyblue3a

dodgerblue1

green3

springgreen3

darkcyan

lightseagreen

deepskyblue2

deepskyblue1

green3a

springgreen3a

springgreen2

cyan3

darkturquoise

turquoise2

green1

springgreen2a

springgreen1

mediumspringgreen

cyan2

cyan1

darkred

deeppink4

purple4

purple4a

purple3

blueviolet

orange4

grey37

mediumpurple4

slateblue3

slateblue3a

royalblue1

chartreuse4

darkseagreen4

paleturquoise4

steelblue

steelblue3

cornflowerblue

chartreuse3

darkseagreen4a

cadetblue

cadetbluea

skyblue3

steelblue1
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chartreuse3a

palegreen3

seagreen3

aquamarine3

mediumturquoise

steelblue1a

chartreuse2

seagreen2

seagreen1

seagreen1a

aquamarine1

darkslategray2

darkreda

deeppink4a

darkmagenta

darkmagentaa

darkviolet

purplea

orange4a

lightpink4

plum4

mediumpurple3

mediumpurple3a

slateblue1

yellow4

wheat4

grey53

lightslategrey

mediumpurple

lightslateblue

yellow4a

darkolivegreen3

darkseagreen

lightskyblue3

lightskyblue3a

skyblue2

chartreuse2a

darkolivegreen3a

palegreen3a

darkseagreen3

darkslategray3

skyblue1

chartreuse1

lightgreen

lightgreena

palegreen1

aquamarine1a

darkslategray1
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red3

deeppink4b

mediumvioletred

magenta3

darkvioleta

purpleb

darkorange3

indianred

hotpink3

mediumorchid3

mediumorchid

mediumpurple2

darkgoldenrod

lightsalmon3

rosybrown

grey63

mediumpurple2a

mediumpurple1

gold3

darkkhaki

navajowhite3

grey69

lightsteelblue3

lightsteelblue

yellow3

darkolivegreen3b

darkseagreen3a

darkseagreen2

lightcyan3

lightskyblue1

greenyellow

darkolivegreen2

palegreen1a

darkseagreen2a

darkseagreen1

paleturquoise1

red3a

deeppink3

deeppink3a

magenta3a

magenta3b

magenta2

darkorange3a

indianreda

hotpink3a

hotpink2

orchid

mediumorchid1
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orange3

lightsalmon3a

lightpink3

pink3

plum3

violet

gold3a

lightgoldenrod3

tan

mistyrose3

thistle3

plum2

yellow3a

khaki3

lightgoldenrod2

lightyellow3

grey84

lightsteelblue1

yellow2

darkolivegreen1

darkolivegreen1a

darkseagreen1a

honeydew2

lightcyan1

red1

deeppink2

deeppink1

deeppink1a

magenta2a

magenta1

orangered1

indianred1

indianred1a

hotpink

hotpinka

mediumorchid1a

darkorange

salmon1

lightcoral

palevioletred1

orchid2

orchid1

orange1

sandybrown

lightsalmon1

lightpink1

pink1

plum1
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gold1

lightgoldenrod2a

lightgoldenrod2b

navajowhite1

mistyrose1

thistle1

yellow1

lightgoldenrod1

khaki1

wheat1

cornsilk1

grey100

grey3

grey7

grey11

grey15

grey19

grey23

grey27

grey30

grey35

grey39

grey42

grey46

grey50

grey54

grey58

grey62

grey66

grey70

grey74

grey78

grey82

grey85

grey89

grey93

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1095753885_1601493809.25/0/jline-3-15-0-sources-jar/org/jline/utils/colors.txt

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (c) 2002-2017, the original author or authors.

*

* This software is distributable under the BSD license. See the terms of the

* BSD license in the documentation provided with this software.

*

* https://opensource.org/licenses/BSD-3-Clause
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*/

/*

* Java TelnetD library (embeddable telnet daemon)

* Copyright (c) 2000-2005 Dieter Wimberger

* All rights reserved.

* <p/>

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

* met:

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

* this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

* this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

* and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* <p/>

* Neither the name of the author nor the names of its contributors

* may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software

* without specific prior written permission.

* <p/>

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS

* IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

* THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

* PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE REGENTS OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

* LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

* CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

* SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

* INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

* CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE

* POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

***/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1095753885_1601493809.25/0/jline-3-15-0-sources-

jar/org/jline/builtins/telnet/ConnectionListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1095753885_1601493809.25/0/jline-3-15-0-sources-

jar/org/jline/builtins/telnet/ConnectionFilter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (c) 2002-2020, the original author or authors.

*

* This software is distributable under the BSD license. See the terms of the

* BSD license in the documentation provided with this software.

*

* https://opensource.org/licenses/BSD-3-Clause

*/
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1095753885_1601493809.25/0/jline-3-15-0-sources-jar/org/jline/console/ScriptEngine.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1095753885_1601493809.25/0/jline-3-15-0-sources-jar/org/jline/builtins/Builtins.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1095753885_1601493809.25/0/jline-3-15-0-sources-

jar/org/jline/terminal/impl/jna/JnaSupportImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1095753885_1601493809.25/0/jline-3-15-0-sources-jar/org/jline/console/Printer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1095753885_1601493809.25/0/jline-3-15-0-sources-jar/org/jline/builtins/Commands.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1095753885_1601493809.25/0/jline-3-15-0-sources-jar/org/jline/terminal/spi/JnaSupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1095753885_1601493809.25/0/jline-3-15-0-sources-

jar/org/jline/terminal/impl/jna/win/JnaWinSysTerminal.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1095753885_1601493809.25/0/jline-3-15-0-sources-jar/org/jline/utils/Display.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1095753885_1601493809.25/0/jline-3-15-0-sources-

jar/org/jline/builtins/SystemRegistryImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1095753885_1601493809.25/0/jline-3-15-0-sources-jar/org/jline/builtins/SystemRegistry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1095753885_1601493809.25/0/jline-3-15-0-sources-jar/org/jline/terminal/spi/JansiSupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1095753885_1601493809.25/0/jline-3-15-0-sources-jar/org/jline/builtins/Styles.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1095753885_1601493809.25/0/jline-3-15-0-sources-

jar/org/jline/console/CommandRegistry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1095753885_1601493809.25/0/jline-3-15-0-sources-

jar/org/jline/reader/impl/completer/SystemCompleter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1095753885_1601493809.25/0/jline-3-15-0-sources-jar/org/jline/builtins/TTop.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1095753885_1601493809.25/0/jline-3-15-0-sources-jar/org/jline/utils/Log.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1095753885_1601493809.25/0/jline-3-15-0-sources-jar/org/jline/console/ArgDesc.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1095753885_1601493809.25/0/jline-3-15-0-sources-jar/org/jline/builtins/ConsoleEngine.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1095753885_1601493809.25/0/jline-3-15-0-sources-jar/org/jline/builtins/Nano.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1095753885_1601493809.25/0/jline-3-15-0-sources-jar/org/jline/console/CommandInput.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1095753885_1601493809.25/0/jline-3-15-0-sources-jar/org/jline/reader/impl/DefaultParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1095753885_1601493809.25/0/jline-3-15-0-sources-jar/org/jline/builtins/Less.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1095753885_1601493809.25/0/jline-3-15-0-sources-jar/org/jline/console/CmdDesc.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1095753885_1601493809.25/0/jline-3-15-0-sources-jar/org/jline/utils/Signals.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1095753885_1601493809.25/0/jline-3-15-0-sources-jar/org/jline/builtins/Widgets.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1095753885_1601493809.25/0/jline-3-15-0-sources-jar/org/jline/builtins/Completers.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1095753885_1601493809.25/0/jline-3-15-0-sources-jar/org/jline/reader/Parser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1095753885_1601493809.25/0/jline-3-15-0-sources-

jar/org/jline/builtins/ConsoleEngineImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1095753885_1601493809.25/0/jline-3-15-0-sources-

jar/org/jline/terminal/impl/jansi/win/JansiWinSysTerminal.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1095753885_1601493809.25/0/jline-3-15-0-sources-

jar/org/jline/builtins/JlineCommandRegistry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1095753885_1601493809.25/0/jline-3-15-0-sources-

jar/org/jline/reader/impl/LineReaderImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1095753885_1601493809.25/0/jline-3-15-0-sources-

jar/org/jline/console/CommandMethods.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1095753885_1601493809.25/0/jline-3-15-0-sources-

jar/org/jline/terminal/impl/jansi/JansiSupportImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1095753885_1601493809.25/0/jline-3-15-0-sources-

jar/org/jline/console/AbstractCommandRegistry.java
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2009-2018 the original author(s).

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1095753885_1601493809.25/0/jline-3-15-0-sources-

jar/org/jline/terminal/impl/jansi/win/WindowsAnsiWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1095753885_1601493809.25/0/jline-3-15-0-sources-jar/org/jline/utils/AnsiWriter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (c) 2002-2019, the original author or authors.

*

* This software is distributable under the BSD license. See the terms of the

* BSD license in the documentation provided with this software.

*

* https://opensource.org/licenses/BSD-3-Clause

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1095753885_1601493809.25/0/jline-3-15-0-sources-

jar/org/jline/reader/impl/completer/StringsCompleter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1095753885_1601493809.25/0/jline-3-15-0-sources-jar/org/jline/console/ConfigurationPath.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1095753885_1601493809.25/0/jline-3-15-0-sources-jar/org/jline/reader/Candidate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1095753885_1601493809.25/0/jline-3-15-0-sources-

jar/org/jline/reader/impl/completer/ArgumentCompleter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1095753885_1601493809.25/0/jline-3-15-0-sources-

jar/org/jline/reader/impl/DefaultHighlighter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1095753885_1601493809.25/0/jline-3-15-0-sources-jar/org/jline/utils/Status.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1095753885_1601493809.25/0/jline-3-15-0-sources-jar/org/jline/reader/LineReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1095753885_1601493809.25/0/jline-3-15-0-sources-jar/org/jline/terminal/TerminalBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1095753885_1601493809.25/0/jline-3-15-0-sources-jar/org/jline/reader/Highlighter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1095753885_1601493809.25/0/jline-3-15-0-sources-

jar/org/jline/terminal/impl/AbstractWindowsTerminal.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1095753885_1601493809.25/0/jline-3-15-0-sources-jar/org/jline/utils/InfoCmp.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1095753885_1601493809.25/0/jline-3-15-0-sources-

jar/org/jline/utils/AttributedCharSequence.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1095753885_1601493809.25/0/jline-3-15-0-sources-jar/org/jline/reader/Editor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1095753885_1601493809.25/0/jline-3-15-0-sources-jar/org/jline/builtins/Tmux.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1095753885_1601493809.25/0/jline-3-15-0-sources-jar/org/jline/terminal/impl/AbstractPty.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Licensed to the Apache Software Foundation (ASF) under one

* or more contributor license agreements.  See the NOTICE file

* distributed with this work for additional information

* regarding copyright ownership.  The ASF licenses this file

* to you under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the

* "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License.  You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

* software distributed under the License is distributed on an

* "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY

* KIND, either express or implied.  See the License for the

* specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1095753885_1601493809.25/0/jline-3-15-0-sources-jar/org/jline/reader/EOFError.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1095753885_1601493809.25/0/jline-3-15-0-sources-jar/org/jline/reader/SyntaxError.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (c) 2002-2018, the original author or authors.

*

* This software is distributable under the BSD license. See the terms of the

* BSD license in the documentation provided with this software.

*

* https://opensource.org/licenses/BSD-3-Clause

*/

/*

* Java TelnetD library (embeddable telnet daemon)

* Copyright (c) 2000-2005 Dieter Wimberger

* All rights reserved.

* <p/>

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

* met:
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* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

* this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

* this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

* and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* <p/>

* Neither the name of the author nor the names of its contributors

* may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software

* without specific prior written permission.

* <p/>

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS

* IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

* THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

* PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE REGENTS OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

* LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

* CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

* SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

* INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

* CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE

* POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

***/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1095753885_1601493809.25/0/jline-3-15-0-sources-

jar/org/jline/builtins/telnet/ConnectionData.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1095753885_1601493809.25/0/jline-3-15-0-sources-jar/org/jline/builtins/telnet/Connection.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1095753885_1601493809.25/0/jline-3-15-0-sources-

jar/org/jline/builtins/telnet/ConnectionManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1095753885_1601493809.25/0/jline-3-15-0-sources-jar/org/jline/builtins/telnet/PortListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1095753885_1601493809.25/0/jline-3-15-0-sources-

jar/org/jline/builtins/telnet/ConnectionEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1095753885_1601493809.25/0/jline-3-15-0-sources-jar/org/jline/builtins/telnet/TelnetIO.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

2020, the original author or authors.

 

   This software is distributable under the BSD license. See the terms of the

   BSD license in the documentation provided with this software.

 

   https://opensource.org/licenses/BSD

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1095753885_1601493809.25/0/jline-3-15-0-sources-jar/META-

INF/maven/org.jline/jline/pom.xml

* /opt/cola/permits/1095753885_1601493809.25/0/jline-3-15-0-sources-jar/META-INF/maven/org.jline/jline-

style/pom.xml

* /opt/cola/permits/1095753885_1601493809.25/0/jline-3-15-0-sources-jar/META-INF/maven/org.jline/jline-
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reader/pom.xml

* /opt/cola/permits/1095753885_1601493809.25/0/jline-3-15-0-sources-jar/META-INF/maven/org.jline/jline-

remote-ssh/pom.xml

* /opt/cola/permits/1095753885_1601493809.25/0/jline-3-15-0-sources-jar/META-INF/maven/org.jline/jline-

builtins/pom.xml

* /opt/cola/permits/1095753885_1601493809.25/0/jline-3-15-0-sources-jar/META-INF/maven/org.jline/jline-

terminal-jna/pom.xml

* /opt/cola/permits/1095753885_1601493809.25/0/jline-3-15-0-sources-jar/META-INF/maven/org.jline/jline-

terminal-jansi/pom.xml

* /opt/cola/permits/1095753885_1601493809.25/0/jline-3-15-0-sources-jar/META-INF/maven/org.jline/jline-

terminal/pom.xml

* /opt/cola/permits/1095753885_1601493809.25/0/jline-3-15-0-sources-jar/META-INF/maven/org.jline/jline-

remote-telnet/pom.xml

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (c) 2002-2016, the original author or authors.

*

* This software is distributable under the BSD license. See the terms of the

* BSD license in the documentation provided with this software.

*

* https://opensource.org/licenses/BSD-3-Clause

*/

/*

* Licensed to the Apache Software Foundation (ASF) under one or more

* contributor license agreements.  See the NOTICE file distributed with

* this work for additional information regarding copyright ownership.

* The ASF licenses this file to You under the Apache License, Version 2.0

* (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with

* the License.  You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

/**

* Based on http://antony.lesuisse.org/software/ajaxterm/

*  Public Domain License

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1095753885_1601493809.25/0/jline-3-15-0-sources-jar/org/jline/builtins/ScreenTerminal.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.
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/*

* Copyright (c) 2002-2017, the original author or authors.

*

* This software is distributable under the BSD license. See the terms of the

* BSD license in the documentation provided with this software.

*

* https://opensource.org/licenses/BSD-3-Clause

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1095753885_1601493809.25/0/jline-3-15-0-sources-jar/org/jline/style/StyleResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1095753885_1601493809.25/0/jline-3-15-0-sources-

jar/org/jline/terminal/impl/jansi/solaris/SolarisNativePty.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1095753885_1601493809.25/0/jline-3-15-0-sources-jar/org/jline/style/StyledWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1095753885_1601493809.25/0/jline-3-15-0-sources-

jar/org/jline/terminal/impl/jna/win/JnaWinConsoleWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1095753885_1601493809.25/0/jline-3-15-0-sources-

jar/org/jline/terminal/impl/jansi/osx/OsXNativePty.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1095753885_1601493809.25/0/jline-3-15-0-sources-

jar/org/jline/reader/impl/SimpleMaskingCallback.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1095753885_1601493809.25/0/jline-3-15-0-sources-jar/org/jline/reader/impl/BufferImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1095753885_1601493809.25/0/jline-3-15-0-sources-

jar/org/jline/utils/NonBlockingPumpReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1095753885_1601493809.25/0/jline-3-15-0-sources-

jar/org/jline/builtins/ssh/ShellFactoryImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1095753885_1601493809.25/0/jline-3-15-0-sources-

jar/org/jline/style/StyleBundleInvocationHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1095753885_1601493809.25/0/jline-3-15-0-sources-jar/org/jline/builtins/ssh/Ssh.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1095753885_1601493809.25/0/jline-3-15-0-sources-

jar/org/jline/builtins/ssh/ShellCommand.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1095753885_1601493809.25/0/jline-3-15-0-sources-

jar/org/jline/utils/NonBlockingPumpInputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1095753885_1601493809.25/0/jline-3-15-0-sources-

jar/org/jline/terminal/impl/jansi/JansiNativePty.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1095753885_1601493809.25/0/jline-3-15-0-sources-jar/org/jline/style/NopStyleSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1095753885_1601493809.25/0/jline-3-15-0-sources-jar/org/jline/builtins/telnet/Telnet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1095753885_1601493809.25/0/jline-3-15-0-sources-

jar/org/jline/terminal/impl/jansi/freebsd/FreeBsdNativePty.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1095753885_1601493809.25/0/jline-3-15-0-sources-jar/org/jline/style/StyleColor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1095753885_1601493809.25/0/jline-3-15-0-sources-jar/org/jline/reader/Buffer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1095753885_1601493809.25/0/jline-3-15-0-sources-jar/org/jline/utils/PumpReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1095753885_1601493809.25/0/jline-3-15-0-sources-jar/org/jline/style/InterpolationHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1095753885_1601493809.25/0/jline-3-15-0-sources-jar/org/jline/utils/WriterOutputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1095753885_1601493809.25/0/jline-3-15-0-sources-jar/org/jline/style/MemoryStyleSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1095753885_1601493809.25/0/jline-3-15-0-sources-jar/org/jline/style/StyleBundle.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1095753885_1601493809.25/0/jline-3-15-0-sources-

jar/org/jline/terminal/impl/jansi/win/JansiWinConsoleWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1095753885_1601493809.25/0/jline-3-15-0-sources-
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jar/org/jline/terminal/impl/jansi/linux/LinuxNativePty.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1095753885_1601493809.25/0/jline-3-15-0-sources-

jar/org/jline/terminal/impl/AbstractWindowsConsoleWriter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (c) 2002-2018, the original author or authors.

*

* This software is distributable under the BSD license. See the terms of the

* BSD license in the documentation provided with this software.

*

* https://opensource.org/licenses/BSD-3-Clause

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1095753885_1601493809.25/0/jline-3-15-0-sources-jar/org/jline/utils/Curses.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1095753885_1601493809.25/0/jline-3-15-0-sources-jar/org/jline/utils/NonBlockingReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1095753885_1601493809.25/0/jline-3-15-0-sources-jar/org/jline/reader/MaskingCallback.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1095753885_1601493809.25/0/jline-3-15-0-sources-

jar/org/jline/reader/impl/history/DefaultHistory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1095753885_1601493809.25/0/jline-3-15-0-sources-jar/org/jline/utils/StyleResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1095753885_1601493809.25/0/jline-3-15-0-sources-

jar/org/jline/terminal/impl/jna/win/Kernel32.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1095753885_1601493809.25/0/jline-3-15-0-sources-

jar/org/jline/terminal/impl/DumbTerminal.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1095753885_1601493809.25/0/jline-3-15-0-sources-

jar/org/jline/terminal/impl/PosixSysTerminal.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1095753885_1601493809.25/0/jline-3-15-0-sources-

jar/org/jline/terminal/impl/LineDisciplineTerminal.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1095753885_1601493809.25/0/jline-3-15-0-sources-jar/org/jline/style/Styler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1095753885_1601493809.25/0/jline-3-15-0-sources-jar/org/jline/utils/Colors.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1095753885_1601493809.25/0/jline-3-15-0-sources-

jar/org/jline/utils/NonBlockingInputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1095753885_1601493809.25/0/jline-3-15-0-sources-jar/org/jline/style/StyleFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1095753885_1601493809.25/0/jline-3-15-0-sources-

jar/org/jline/utils/NonBlockingReaderImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1095753885_1601493809.25/0/jline-3-15-0-sources-jar/org/jline/terminal/Terminal.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1095753885_1601493809.25/0/jline-3-15-0-sources-jar/org/jline/utils/NonBlocking.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1095753885_1601493809.25/0/jline-3-15-0-sources-jar/org/jline/reader/Completer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1095753885_1601493809.25/0/jline-3-15-0-sources-jar/org/jline/reader/History.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1095753885_1601493809.25/0/jline-3-15-0-sources-jar/org/jline/reader/ParsedLine.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1095753885_1601493809.25/0/jline-3-15-0-sources-jar/org/jline/terminal/Size.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1095753885_1601493809.25/0/jline-3-15-0-sources-jar/org/jline/utils/AttributedStyle.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1095753885_1601493809.25/0/jline-3-15-0-sources-jar/org/jline/style/StyleSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1095753885_1601493809.25/0/jline-3-15-0-sources-

jar/org/jline/reader/impl/completer/FileNameCompleter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1095753885_1601493809.25/0/jline-3-15-0-sources-jar/org/jline/builtins/InputRC.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1095753885_1601493809.25/0/jline-3-15-0-sources-jar/org/jline/keymap/BindingReader.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1095753885_1601493809.25/0/jline-3-15-0-sources-

jar/org/jline/utils/NonBlockingInputStreamImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1095753885_1601493809.25/0/jline-3-15-0-sources-jar/org/jline/style/StyleExpression.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1095753885_1601493809.25/0/jline-3-15-0-sources-

jar/org/jline/terminal/impl/PosixPtyTerminal.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1095753885_1601493809.25/0/jline-3-15-0-sources-jar/org/jline/reader/impl/KillRing.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1095753885_1601493809.25/0/jline-3-15-0-sources-jar/org/jline/reader/LineReaderBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1095753885_1601493809.25/0/jline-3-15-0-sources-

jar/org/jline/reader/CompletingParsedLine.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1095753885_1601493809.25/0/jline-3-15-0-sources-

jar/org/jline/terminal/impl/AbstractTerminal.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1095753885_1601493809.25/0/jline-3-15-0-sources-

jar/org/jline/terminal/impl/ExternalTerminal.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1095753885_1601493809.25/0/jline-3-15-0-sources-

jar/org/jline/utils/AttributedStringBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1095753885_1601493809.25/0/jline-3-15-0-sources-jar/org/jline/builtins/NfaMatcher.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

#

# Copyright (c) 2002-2016, the original author or authors.

#

# This software is distributable under the BSD license. See the terms of the

# BSD license in the documentation provided with this software.

#

# https://opensource.org/licenses/BSD-3-Clause

#

 

auto_left_margin, bw, bw

auto_right_margin, am, am

back_color_erase, bce, ut

can_change, ccc, cc

ceol_standout_glitch, xhp, xs

col_addr_glitch, xhpa, YA

cpi_changes_res, cpix, YF

cr_cancels_micro_mode, crxm, YB

dest_tabs_magic_smso, xt, xt

eat_newline_glitch, xenl, xn

erase_overstrike, eo, eo

generic_type, gn, gn

hard_copy, hc, hc

hard_cursor, chts, HC

has_meta_key, km, km

has_print_wheel, daisy, YC

has_status_line, hs, hs

hue_lightness_saturation, hls, hl

insert_null_glitch, in, in

lpi_changes_res, lpix, YG

memory_above, da, da
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memory_below, db, db

move_insert_mode, mir, mi

move_standout_mode, msgr, ms

needs_xon_xoff, nxon, nx

no_esc_ctlc, xsb, xb

no_pad_char, npc, NP

non_dest_scroll_region, ndscr, ND

non_rev_rmcup, nrrmc, NR

over_strike, os, os

prtr_silent, mc5i, 5i

row_addr_glitch, xvpa, YD

semi_auto_right_margin, sam, YE

status_line_esc_ok, eslok, es

tilde_glitch, hz, hz

transparent_underline, ul, ul

xon_xoff, xon, xo

columns, cols, co

init_tabs, it, it

label_height, lh, lh

label_width, lw, lw

lines, lines, li

lines_of_memory, lm, lm

magic_cookie_glitch, xmc, sg

max_attributes, ma, ma

max_colors, colors, Co

max_pairs, pairs, pa

maximum_windows, wnum, MW

no_color_video, ncv, NC

num_labels, nlab, Nl

padding_baud_rate, pb, pb

virtual_terminal, vt, vt

width_status_line, wsl, ws

bit_image_entwining, bitwin, Yo

bit_image_type, bitype, Yp

buffer_capacity, bufsz, Ya

buttons, btns, BT

dot_horz_spacing, spinh, Yc

dot_vert_spacing, spinv, Yb

max_micro_address, maddr, Yd

max_micro_jump, mjump, Ye

micro_col_size, mcs, Yf

micro_line_size, mls, Yg

number_of_pins, npins, Yh

output_res_char, orc, Yi

output_res_horz_inch, orhi, Yk

output_res_line, orl, Yj

output_res_vert_inch, orvi, Yl

print_rate, cps, Ym
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wide_char_size, widcs, Yn

acs_chars, acsc, ac

back_tab, cbt, bt

bell, bel, bl

carriage_return, cr, cr

change_char_pitch, cpi, ZA

change_line_pitch, lpi, ZB

change_res_horz, chr, ZC

change_res_vert, cvr, ZD

change_scroll_region, csr, cs

char_padding, rmp, rP

clear_all_tabs, tbc, ct

clear_margins, mgc, MC

clear_screen, clear, cl

clr_bol, el1, cb

clr_eol, el, ce

clr_eos, ed, cd

column_address, hpa, ch

command_character, cmdch, CC

create_window, cwin, CW

cursor_address, cup, cm

cursor_down, cud1, do

cursor_home, home, ho

cursor_invisible, civis, vi

cursor_left, cub1, le

cursor_mem_address, mrcup, CM

cursor_normal, cnorm, ve

cursor_right, cuf1, nd

cursor_to_ll, ll, ll

cursor_up, cuu1, up

cursor_visible, cvvis, vs

define_char, defc, ZE

delete_character, dch1, dc

delete_line, dl1, dl

dial_phone, dial, DI

dis_status_line, dsl, ds

display_clock, dclk, DK

down_half_line, hd, hd

ena_acs, enacs, eA

enter_alt_charset_mode, smacs, as

enter_am_mode, smam, SA

enter_blink_mode, blink, mb

enter_bold_mode, bold, md

enter_ca_mode, smcup, ti

enter_delete_mode, smdc, dm

enter_dim_mode, dim, mh

enter_doublewide_mode, swidm, ZF

enter_draft_quality, sdrfq, ZG
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enter_insert_mode, smir, im

enter_italics_mode, sitm, ZH

enter_leftward_mode, slm, ZI

enter_micro_mode, smicm, ZJ

enter_near_letter_quality, snlq, ZK

enter_normal_quality, snrmq, ZL

enter_protected_mode, prot, mp

enter_reverse_mode, rev, mr

enter_secure_mode, invis, mk

enter_shadow_mode, sshm, ZM

enter_standout_mode, smso, so

enter_subscript_mode, ssubm, ZN

enter_superscript_mode, ssupm, ZO

enter_underline_mode, smul, us

enter_upward_mode, sum, ZP

enter_xon_mode, smxon, SX

erase_chars, ech, ec

exit_alt_charset_mode, rmacs, ae

exit_am_mode, rmam, RA

exit_attribute_mode, sgr0, me

exit_ca_mode, rmcup, te

exit_delete_mode, rmdc, ed

exit_doublewide_mode, rwidm, ZQ

exit_insert_mode, rmir, ei

exit_italics_mode, ritm, ZR

exit_leftward_mode, rlm, ZS

exit_micro_mode, rmicm, ZT

exit_shadow_mode, rshm, ZU

exit_standout_mode, rmso, se

exit_subscript_mode, rsubm, ZV

exit_superscript_mode, rsupm, ZW

exit_underline_mode, rmul, ue

exit_upward_mode, rum, ZX

exit_xon_mode, rmxon, RX

fixed_pause, pause, PA

flash_hook, hook, fh

flash_screen, flash, vb

form_feed, ff, ff

from_status_line, fsl, fs

goto_window, wingo, WG

hangup, hup, HU

init_1string, is1, i1

init_2string, is2, is

init_3string, is3, i3

init_file, if, if

init_prog, iprog, iP

initialize_color, initc, Ic

initialize_pair, initp, Ip
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insert_character, ich1, ic

insert_line, il1, al

insert_padding, ip, ip

key_a1, ka1, K1

key_a3, ka3, K3

key_b2, kb2, K2

key_backspace, kbs, kb

key_beg, kbeg, @1

key_btab, kcbt, kB

key_c1, kc1, K4

key_c3, kc3, K5

key_cancel, kcan, @2

key_catab, ktbc, ka

key_clear, kclr, kC

key_close, kclo, @3

key_command, kcmd, @4

key_copy, kcpy, @5

key_create, kcrt, @6

key_ctab, kctab, kt

key_dc, kdch1, kD

key_dl, kdl1, kL

key_down, kcud1, kd

key_eic, krmir, kM

key_end, kend, @7

key_enter, kent, @8

key_eol, kel, kE

key_eos, ked, kS

key_exit, kext, @9

key_f0, kf0, k0

key_f1, kf1, k1

key_f10, kf10, k;

key_f11, kf11, F1

key_f12, kf12, F2

key_f13, kf13, F3

key_f14, kf14, F4

key_f15, kf15, F5

key_f16, kf16, F6

key_f17, kf17, F7

key_f18, kf18, F8

key_f19, kf19, F9

key_f2, kf2, k2

key_f20, kf20, FA

key_f21, kf21, FB

key_f22, kf22, FC

key_f23, kf23, FD

key_f24, kf24, FE

key_f25, kf25, FF

key_f26, kf26, FG
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key_f27, kf27, FH

key_f28, kf28, FI

key_f29, kf29, FJ

key_f3, kf3, k3

key_f30, kf30, FK

key_f31, kf31, FL

key_f32, kf32, FM

key_f33, kf33, FN

key_f34, kf34, FO

key_f35, kf35, FP

key_f36, kf36, FQ

key_f37, kf37, FR

key_f38, kf38, FS

key_f39, kf39, FT

key_f4, kf4, k4

key_f40, kf40, FU

key_f41, kf41, FV

key_f42, kf42, FW

key_f43, kf43, FX

key_f44, kf44, FY

key_f45, kf45, FZ

key_f46, kf46, Fa

key_f47, kf47, Fb

key_f48, kf48, Fc

key_f49, kf49, Fd

key_f5, kf5, k5

key_f50, kf50, Fe

key_f51, kf51, Ff

key_f52, kf52, Fg

key_f53, kf53, Fh

key_f54, kf54, Fi

key_f55, kf55, Fj

key_f56, kf56, Fk

key_f57, kf57, Fl

key_f58, kf58, Fm

key_f59, kf59, Fn

key_f6, kf6, k6

key_f60, kf60, Fo

key_f61, kf61, Fp

key_f62, kf62, Fq

key_f63, kf63, Fr

key_f7, kf7, k7

key_f8, kf8, k8

key_f9, kf9, k9

key_find, kfnd, @0

key_help, khlp, %1

key_home, khome, kh

key_ic, kich1, kI
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key_il, kil1, kA

key_left, kcub1, kl

key_ll, kll, kH

key_mark, kmrk, %2

key_message, kmsg, %3

key_move, kmov, %4

key_next, knxt, %5

key_npage, knp, kN

key_open, kopn, %6

key_options, kopt, %7

key_ppage, kpp, kP

key_previous, kprv, %8

key_print, kprt, %9

key_redo, krdo, %0

key_reference, kref, &1

key_refresh, krfr, &2

key_replace, krpl, &3

key_restart, krst, &4

key_resume, kres, &5

key_right, kcuf1, kr

key_save, ksav, &6

key_sbeg, kBEG, &9

key_scancel, kCAN, &0

key_scommand, kCMD, *1

key_scopy, kCPY, *2

key_screate, kCRT, *3

key_sdc, kDC, *4

key_sdl, kDL, *5

key_select, kslt, *6

key_send, kEND, *7

key_seol, kEOL, *8

key_sexit, kEXT, *9

key_sf, kind, kF

key_sfind, kFND, *0

key_shelp, kHLP, #1

key_shome, kHOM, #2

key_sic, kIC, #3

key_sleft, kLFT, #4

key_smessage, kMSG, %a

key_smove, kMOV, %b

key_snext, kNXT, %c

key_soptions, kOPT, %d

key_sprevious, kPRV, %e

key_sprint, kPRT, %f

key_sr, kri, kR

key_sredo, kRDO, %g

key_sreplace, kRPL, %h

key_sright, kRIT, %i
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key_srsume, kRES, %j

key_ssave, kSAV, !1

key_ssuspend, kSPD, !2

key_stab, khts, kT

key_sundo, kUND, !3

key_suspend, kspd, &7

key_undo, kund, &8

key_up, kcuu1, ku

keypad_local, rmkx, ke

keypad_xmit, smkx, ks

lab_f0, lf0, l0

lab_f1, lf1, l1

lab_f10, lf10, la

lab_f2, lf2, l2

lab_f3, lf3, l3

lab_f4, lf4, l4

lab_f5, lf5, l5

lab_f6, lf6, l6

lab_f7, lf7, l7

lab_f8, lf8, l8

lab_f9, lf9, l9

label_format, fln, Lf

label_off, rmln, LF

label_on, smln, LO

meta_off, rmm, mo

meta_on, smm, mm

micro_column_address, mhpa, ZY

micro_down, mcud1, ZZ

micro_left, mcub1, Za

micro_right, mcuf1, Zb

micro_row_address, mvpa, Zc

micro_up, mcuu1, Zd

newline, nel, nw

order_of_pins, porder, Ze

orig_colors, oc, oc

orig_pair, op, op

pad_char, pad, pc

parm_dch, dch, DC

parm_delete_line, dl, DL

parm_down_cursor, cud, DO

parm_down_micro, mcud, Zf

parm_ich, ich, IC

parm_index, indn, SF

parm_insert_line, il, AL

parm_left_cursor, cub, LE

parm_left_micro, mcub, Zg

parm_right_cursor, cuf, RI

parm_right_micro, mcuf, Zh
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parm_rindex, rin, SR

parm_up_cursor, cuu, UP

parm_up_micro, mcuu, Zi

pkey_key, pfkey, pk

pkey_local, pfloc, pl

pkey_xmit, pfx, px

plab_norm, pln, pn

print_screen, mc0, ps

prtr_non, mc5p, pO

prtr_off, mc4, pf

prtr_on, mc5, po

pulse, pulse, PU

quick_dial, qdial, QD

remove_clock, rmclk, RC

repeat_char, rep, rp

req_for_input, rfi, RF

reset_1string, rs1, r1

reset_2string, rs2, r2

reset_3string, rs3, r3

reset_file, rf, rf

restore_cursor, rc, rc

row_address, vpa, cv

save_cursor, sc, sc

scroll_forward, ind, sf

scroll_reverse, ri, sr

select_char_set, scs, Zj

set_attributes, sgr, sa

set_background, setb, Sb

set_bottom_margin, smgb, Zk

set_bottom_margin_parm, smgbp, Zl

set_clock, sclk, SC

set_color_pair, scp, sp

set_foreground, setf, Sf

set_left_margin, smgl, ML

set_left_margin_parm, smglp, Zm

set_right_margin, smgr, MR

set_right_margin_parm, smgrp, Zn

set_tab, hts, st

set_top_margin, smgt, Zo

set_top_margin_parm, smgtp, Zp

set_window, wind, wi

start_bit_image, sbim, Zq

start_char_set_def, scsd, Zr

stop_bit_image, rbim, Zs

stop_char_set_def, rcsd, Zt

subscript_characters, subcs, Zu

superscript_characters, supcs, Zv

tab, ht, ta
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these_cause_cr, docr, Zw

to_status_line, tsl, ts

tone, tone, TO

underline_char, uc, uc

up_half_line, hu, hu

user0, u0, u0

user1, u1, u1

user2, u2, u2

user3, u3, u3

user4, u4, u4

user5, u5, u5

user6, u6, u6

user7, u7, u7

user8, u8, u8

user9, u9, u9

wait_tone, wait, WA

xoff_character, xoffc, XF

xon_character, xonc, XN

zero_motion, zerom, Zx

alt_scancode_esc, scesa, S8

bit_image_carriage_return, bicr, Yv

bit_image_newline, binel, Zz

bit_image_repeat, birep, Xy

char_set_names, csnm, Zy

code_set_init, csin, ci

color_names, colornm, Yw

define_bit_image_region, defbi, Yx

device_type, devt, dv

display_pc_char, dispc, S1

end_bit_image_region, endbi, Yy

enter_pc_charset_mode, smpch, S2

enter_scancode_mode, smsc, S4

exit_pc_charset_mode, rmpch, S3

exit_scancode_mode, rmsc, S5

get_mouse, getm, Gm

key_mouse, kmous, Km

mouse_info, minfo, Mi

pc_term_options, pctrm, S6

pkey_plab, pfxl, xl

req_mouse_pos, reqmp, RQ

scancode_escape, scesc, S7

set0_des_seq, s0ds, s0

set1_des_seq, s1ds, s1

set2_des_seq, s2ds, s2

set3_des_seq, s3ds, s3

set_a_background, setab, AB

set_a_foreground, setaf, AF

set_color_band, setcolor, Yz
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set_lr_margin, smglr, ML

set_page_length, slines, YZ

set_tb_margin, smgtb, MT

enter_horizontal_hl_mode, ehhlm, Xh

enter_left_hl_mode, elhlm, Xl

enter_low_hl_mode, elohlm, Xo

enter_right_hl_mode, erhlm, Xr

enter_top_hl_mode, ethlm, Xt

enter_vertical_hl_mode, evhlm, Xv

set_a_attributes, sgr1, sA

set_pglen_inch, slength, sL

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1095753885_1601493809.25/0/jline-3-15-0-sources-jar/org/jline/utils/capabilities.txt

 

1.630 spring-context 3.0.7.RELEASE 
1.630.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2009 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238308_1606882922.02/0/spring-context-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/instrument/classloading/glassfish/GlassFishClassLoaderAdapter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2009 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at
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*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238308_1606882922.02/0/spring-context-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/format/FormatterRegistry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238308_1606882922.02/0/spring-context-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/export/assembler/InterfaceBasedMBeanInfoAssembler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238308_1606882922.02/0/spring-context-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/TriggerContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238308_1606882922.02/0/spring-context-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/ejb/interceptor/SpringBeanAutowiringInterceptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238308_1606882922.02/0/spring-context-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/ui/ModelMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238308_1606882922.02/0/spring-context-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/timer/DelegatingTimerTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238308_1606882922.02/0/spring-context-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/config/SchedulerBeanDefinitionParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238308_1606882922.02/0/spring-context-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/format/datetime/DateFormatter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238308_1606882922.02/0/spring-context-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/config/ExecutorBeanDefinitionParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238308_1606882922.02/0/spring-context-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/event/SmartApplicationListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238308_1606882922.02/0/spring-context-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/support/AbstractXmlApplicationContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238308_1606882922.02/0/spring-context-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/Import.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238308_1606882922.02/0/spring-context-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/export/annotation/AnnotationJmxAttributeSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238308_1606882922.02/0/spring-context-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/support/AbstractRefreshableApplicationContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238308_1606882922.02/0/spring-context-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/config/ScheduledTasksBeanDefinitionParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238308_1606882922.02/0/spring-context-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/support/GenericApplicationContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238308_1606882922.02/0/spring-context-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/timer/MethodInvokingTimerTaskFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238308_1606882922.02/0/spring-context-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/export/naming/MetadataNamingStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238308_1606882922.02/0/spring-context-3-0-7-release-sources-1-
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jar/org/springframework/scheduling/backportconcurrent/ConcurrentTaskExecutor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238308_1606882922.02/0/spring-context-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/support/ReloadableResourceBundleMessageSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238308_1606882922.02/0/spring-context-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/ui/context/support/UiApplicationContextUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238308_1606882922.02/0/spring-context-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/remoting/rmi/RmiRegistryFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238308_1606882922.02/0/spring-context-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/format/AnnotationFormatterFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238308_1606882922.02/0/spring-context-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/event/SimpleApplicationEventMulticaster.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238308_1606882922.02/0/spring-context-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/support/ReadOnlySystemAttributesMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238308_1606882922.02/0/spring-context-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/remoting/rmi/JndiRmiProxyFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238308_1606882922.02/0/spring-context-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/support/DelegatingErrorHandlingRunnable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238308_1606882922.02/0/spring-context-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/weaving/AspectJWeavingEnabler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238308_1606882922.02/0/spring-context-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/Lazy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238308_1606882922.02/0/spring-context-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/validation/Validator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238308_1606882922.02/0/spring-context-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/concurrent/ThreadPoolTaskScheduler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238308_1606882922.02/0/spring-context-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/format/datetime/joda/ReadablePartialPrinter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238308_1606882922.02/0/spring-context-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/format/annotation/NumberFormat.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238308_1606882922.02/0/spring-context-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/support/MBeanServerFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238308_1606882922.02/0/spring-context-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/support/SimpleThreadScope.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238308_1606882922.02/0/spring-context-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/ImportResource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238308_1606882922.02/0/spring-context-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jndi/support/SimpleJndiBeanFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238308_1606882922.02/0/spring-context-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/expression/BeanFactoryAccessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238308_1606882922.02/0/spring-context-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/concurrent/ConcurrentTaskScheduler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238308_1606882922.02/0/spring-context-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/ui/Model.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238308_1606882922.02/0/spring-context-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/support/TaskUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238308_1606882922.02/0/spring-context-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/weaving/LoadTimeWeaverAwareProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238308_1606882922.02/0/spring-context-3-0-7-release-sources-1-
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jar/org/springframework/format/datetime/joda/JodaTimeContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238308_1606882922.02/0/spring-context-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/AnnotationBeanNameGenerator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238308_1606882922.02/0/spring-context-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/SmartLifecycle.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238308_1606882922.02/0/spring-context-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/validation/beanvalidation/BeanValidationPostProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238308_1606882922.02/0/spring-context-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/event/SourceFilteringListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238308_1606882922.02/0/spring-context-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/timer/TimerTaskExecutor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238308_1606882922.02/0/spring-context-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/Jsr330ScopeMetadataResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238308_1606882922.02/0/spring-context-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/Trigger.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238308_1606882922.02/0/spring-context-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jndi/JndiTemplate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238308_1606882922.02/0/spring-context-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/Scope.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238308_1606882922.02/0/spring-context-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/annotation/Async.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238308_1606882922.02/0/spring-context-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/support/JmxUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238308_1606882922.02/0/spring-context-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/export/annotation/ManagedResource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238308_1606882922.02/0/spring-context-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/SchedulingTaskExecutor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238308_1606882922.02/0/spring-context-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/instrument/classloading/glassfish/GlassFishLoadTimeWeaver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238308_1606882922.02/0/spring-context-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/format/Parser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238308_1606882922.02/0/spring-context-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/support/MessageSourceResourceBundle.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238308_1606882922.02/0/spring-context-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/Configuration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238308_1606882922.02/0/spring-context-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/Primary.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238308_1606882922.02/0/spring-context-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/ScopedProxyMode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238308_1606882922.02/0/spring-context-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/format/Formatter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238308_1606882922.02/0/spring-context-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/support/ContextTypeMatchClassLoader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238308_1606882922.02/0/spring-context-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/format/annotation/DateTimeFormat.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238308_1606882922.02/0/spring-context-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/support/GenericXmlApplicationContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238308_1606882922.02/0/spring-context-3-0-7-release-sources-1-
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jar/org/springframework/scheduling/concurrent/ExecutorConfigurationSupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238308_1606882922.02/0/spring-context-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/timer/ScheduledTimerTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238308_1606882922.02/0/spring-context-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/support/PeriodicTrigger.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238308_1606882922.02/0/spring-context-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/ConfigurableApplicationContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238308_1606882922.02/0/spring-context-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/backportconcurrent/ThreadPoolTaskExecutor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238308_1606882922.02/0/spring-context-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/concurrent/ConcurrentTaskExecutor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238308_1606882922.02/0/spring-context-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/timer/TimerFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238308_1606882922.02/0/spring-context-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/support/MethodInvokingRunnable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238308_1606882922.02/0/spring-context-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/config/TaskNamespaceHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238308_1606882922.02/0/spring-context-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/format/datetime/joda/ReadableInstantPrinter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238308_1606882922.02/0/spring-context-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/Phased.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238308_1606882922.02/0/spring-context-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/AnnotatedBeanDefinitionReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238308_1606882922.02/0/spring-context-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/ComponentScanBeanDefinitionParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238308_1606882922.02/0/spring-context-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/ScopedProxyCreator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238308_1606882922.02/0/spring-context-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/support/AbstractRefreshableConfigApplicationContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238308_1606882922.02/0/spring-context-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/validation/BindingResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238308_1606882922.02/0/spring-context-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/access/NotificationListenerRegistrar.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238308_1606882922.02/0/spring-context-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/ApplicationListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238308_1606882922.02/0/spring-context-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/ClassPathScanningCandidateComponentProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238308_1606882922.02/0/spring-context-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/DependsOn.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238308_1606882922.02/0/spring-context-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/ejb/access/LocalStatelessSessionProxyFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238308_1606882922.02/0/spring-context-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/format/datetime/joda/JodaTimeFormattingConfigurer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238308_1606882922.02/0/spring-context-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/annotation/AsyncResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238308_1606882922.02/0/spring-context-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/format/datetime/joda/JodaTimeConverters.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238308_1606882922.02/0/spring-context-3-0-7-release-sources-1-
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jar/org/springframework/scheduling/support/SimpleTriggerContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238308_1606882922.02/0/spring-context-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/format/Printer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238308_1606882922.02/0/spring-context-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/concurrent/ThreadPoolExecutorFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238308_1606882922.02/0/spring-context-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/export/metadata/ManagedMetric.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238308_1606882922.02/0/spring-context-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/concurrent/ScheduledExecutorTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238308_1606882922.02/0/spring-context-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/format/number/AbstractNumberFormatter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238308_1606882922.02/0/spring-context-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/format/datetime/joda/MillisecondInstantPrinter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238308_1606882922.02/0/spring-context-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/access/ContextJndiBeanFactoryLocator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238308_1606882922.02/0/spring-context-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/annotation/AsyncAnnotationAdvisor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238308_1606882922.02/0/spring-context-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/remoting/support/SimpleHttpServerFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238308_1606882922.02/0/spring-context-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/concurrent/ReschedulingRunnable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238308_1606882922.02/0/spring-context-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/AnnotationConfigUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238308_1606882922.02/0/spring-context-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/Lifecycle.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238308_1606882922.02/0/spring-context-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/ApplicationContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238308_1606882922.02/0/spring-context-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/validation/beanvalidation/SpringConstraintValidatorFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238308_1606882922.02/0/spring-context-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/access/MBeanProxyFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238308_1606882922.02/0/spring-context-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/export/metadata/JmxAttributeSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238308_1606882922.02/0/spring-context-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/concurrent/ScheduledExecutorFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238308_1606882922.02/0/spring-context-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/export/annotation/ManagedMetric.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238308_1606882922.02/0/spring-context-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/remoting/rmi/RmiServiceExporter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238308_1606882922.02/0/spring-context-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/ejb/access/SimpleRemoteStatelessSessionProxyFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238308_1606882922.02/0/spring-context-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/ClassPathBeanDefinitionScanner.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238308_1606882922.02/0/spring-context-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/LifecycleProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238308_1606882922.02/0/spring-context-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/format/datetime/joda/DateTimeParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238308_1606882922.02/0/spring-context-3-0-7-release-sources-1-
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jar/org/springframework/context/event/ApplicationEventMulticaster.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238308_1606882922.02/0/spring-context-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/concurrent/ThreadPoolTaskExecutor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238308_1606882922.02/0/spring-context-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/ScopeMetadata.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238308_1606882922.02/0/spring-context-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/remoting/rmi/RmiProxyFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238308_1606882922.02/0/spring-context-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/Bean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238308_1606882922.02/0/spring-context-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/event/GenericApplicationListenerAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238308_1606882922.02/0/spring-context-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/export/MBeanExportOperations.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2005 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238308_1606882922.02/0/spring-context-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/MessageSourceAware.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238308_1606882922.02/0/spring-context-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/export/metadata/ManagedOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238308_1606882922.02/0/spring-context-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/export/annotation/ManagedOperationParameter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238308_1606882922.02/0/spring-context-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/export/assembler/SimpleReflectiveMBeanInfoAssembler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238308_1606882922.02/0/spring-context-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/export/metadata/JmxMetadataUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238308_1606882922.02/0/spring-context-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/export/naming/SelfNaming.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238308_1606882922.02/0/spring-context-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/ui/context/support/DelegatingThemeSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238308_1606882922.02/0/spring-context-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/export/naming/ObjectNamingStrategy.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1111238308_1606882922.02/0/spring-context-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/ApplicationEventPublisherAware.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238308_1606882922.02/0/spring-context-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/ApplicationEventPublisher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238308_1606882922.02/0/spring-context-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/validation/MessageCodesResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238308_1606882922.02/0/spring-context-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/export/annotation/ManagedAttribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238308_1606882922.02/0/spring-context-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/export/notification/NotificationPublisher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238308_1606882922.02/0/spring-context-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/i18n/LocaleContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238308_1606882922.02/0/spring-context-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/export/annotation/ManagedOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238308_1606882922.02/0/spring-context-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/export/annotation/ManagedOperationParameters.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238308_1606882922.02/0/spring-context-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/export/assembler/MBeanInfoAssembler.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2005 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238308_1606882922.02/0/spring-context-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/ui/context/HierarchicalThemeSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238308_1606882922.02/0/spring-context-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jndi/JndiTemplateEditor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238308_1606882922.02/0/spring-context-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/HierarchicalMessageSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238308_1606882922.02/0/spring-context-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/support/MessageSourceAccessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238308_1606882922.02/0/spring-context-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/NoSuchMessageException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238308_1606882922.02/0/spring-context-3-0-7-release-sources-1-
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jar/org/springframework/context/access/ContextBeanFactoryReference.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238308_1606882922.02/0/spring-context-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/access/DefaultLocatorFactory.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2006 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238308_1606882922.02/0/spring-context-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/export/metadata/InvalidMetadataException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238308_1606882922.02/0/spring-context-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/MBeanServerNotFoundException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238308_1606882922.02/0/spring-context-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/remoting/RemoteConnectFailureException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238308_1606882922.02/0/spring-context-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/validation/BindingErrorProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238308_1606882922.02/0/spring-context-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/instrument/classloading/ResourceOverridingShadowingClassLoader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238308_1606882922.02/0/spring-context-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/validation/BindingResultUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238308_1606882922.02/0/spring-context-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/export/UnableToRegisterMBeanException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238308_1606882922.02/0/spring-context-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/remoting/RemoteLookupFailureException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238308_1606882922.02/0/spring-context-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/ResourceLoaderAware.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238308_1606882922.02/0/spring-context-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/SchedulingException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238308_1606882922.02/0/spring-context-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/ApplicationContextException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238308_1606882922.02/0/spring-context-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/SchedulingAwareRunnable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238308_1606882922.02/0/spring-context-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/export/notification/UnableToSendNotificationException.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1111238308_1606882922.02/0/spring-context-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/instrument/classloading/glassfish/ClassTransformerAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238308_1606882922.02/0/spring-context-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/validation/MapBindingResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238308_1606882922.02/0/spring-context-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/JmxException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238308_1606882922.02/0/spring-context-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/export/MBeanExportException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238308_1606882922.02/0/spring-context-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/export/naming/KeyNamingStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238308_1606882922.02/0/spring-context-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/export/assembler/MethodExclusionMBeanInfoAssembler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238308_1606882922.02/0/spring-context-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/access/MBeanInfoRetrievalException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238308_1606882922.02/0/spring-context-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/ejb/access/EjbAccessException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238308_1606882922.02/0/spring-context-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/instrument/classloading/SimpleThrowawayClassLoader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238308_1606882922.02/0/spring-context-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/event/EventPublicationInterceptor.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2009 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

/**

* {@link FactoryBean} that obtains a WebSphere {@link javax.management.MBeanServer}

* reference through WebSphere's proprietary <code>AdminServiceFactory</code> API,

* available on WebSphere 5.1 and higher.

*

* <p>Exposes the <code>MBeanServer</code> for bean references.

* This FactoryBean is a direct alternative to {@link MBeanServerFactoryBean},

* which uses standard JMX 1.2 API to access the platform's MBeanServer.

*

* @author Juergen Hoeller

* @author Rob Harrop
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* @since 2.0.3

* @see com.ibm.websphere.management.AdminServiceFactory#getMBeanFactory()

* @see com.ibm.websphere.management.MBeanFactory#getMBeanServer()

* @see javax.management.MBeanServer

* @see MBeanServerFactoryBean

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238308_1606882922.02/0/spring-context-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/support/WebSphereMBeanServerFactoryBean.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2006-2009 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238308_1606882922.02/0/spring-context-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/instrument/classloading/oc4j/OC4JClassLoaderAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238308_1606882922.02/0/spring-context-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/instrument/classloading/jboss/JBossTranslatorAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238308_1606882922.02/0/spring-context-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/instrument/classloading/jboss/JBossClassLoaderAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238308_1606882922.02/0/spring-context-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/instrument/classloading/oc4j/OC4JClassPreprocessorAdapter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2007 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*
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* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238308_1606882922.02/0/spring-context-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/instrument/classloading/weblogic/WebLogicClassLoaderAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238308_1606882922.02/0/spring-context-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/instrument/classloading/weblogic/WebLogicLoadTimeWeaver.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2007 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238308_1606882922.02/0/spring-context-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/ejb/support/SmartSessionBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238308_1606882922.02/0/spring-context-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/instrument/classloading/oc4j/OC4JLoadTimeWeaver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238308_1606882922.02/0/spring-context-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/remoting/support/UrlBasedRemoteAccessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238308_1606882922.02/0/spring-context-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/instrument/classloading/SimpleInstrumentableClassLoader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238308_1606882922.02/0/spring-context-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/ScopeMetadataResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238308_1606882922.02/0/spring-context-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/remoting/support/RemoteInvocationExecutor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238308_1606882922.02/0/spring-context-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/export/naming/IdentityNamingStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238308_1606882922.02/0/spring-context-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/ejb/config/AbstractJndiLocatingBeanDefinitionParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238308_1606882922.02/0/spring-context-3-0-7-release-sources-1-
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jar/org/springframework/jndi/TypeMismatchNamingException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238308_1606882922.02/0/spring-context-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/scripting/config/ScriptBeanDefinitionParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238308_1606882922.02/0/spring-context-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/ejb/support/AbstractEnterpriseBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238308_1606882922.02/0/spring-context-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/remoting/support/DefaultRemoteInvocationFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238308_1606882922.02/0/spring-context-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/ui/context/Theme.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238308_1606882922.02/0/spring-context-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/ScannedGenericBeanDefinition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238308_1606882922.02/0/spring-context-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/export/annotation/ManagedNotification.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238308_1606882922.02/0/spring-context-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/export/notification/NotificationPublisherAware.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238308_1606882922.02/0/spring-context-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/ejb/support/AbstractMessageDrivenBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238308_1606882922.02/0/spring-context-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/ApplicationContextAware.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238308_1606882922.02/0/spring-context-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/remoting/support/RemoteInvocationResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238308_1606882922.02/0/spring-context-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/ejb/support/AbstractJmsMessageDrivenBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238308_1606882922.02/0/spring-context-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/ejb/config/LocalStatelessSessionBeanDefinitionParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238308_1606882922.02/0/spring-context-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/instrument/classloading/WeavingTransformer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238308_1606882922.02/0/spring-context-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/instrument/classloading/weblogic/WebLogicClassPreProcessorAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238308_1606882922.02/0/spring-context-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/ui/context/ThemeSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238308_1606882922.02/0/spring-context-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/remoting/support/DefaultRemoteInvocationExecutor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238308_1606882922.02/0/spring-context-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/remoting/support/RemoteInvocationFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238308_1606882922.02/0/spring-context-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/instrument/classloading/ReflectiveLoadTimeWeaver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238308_1606882922.02/0/spring-context-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/validation/ValidationUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238308_1606882922.02/0/spring-context-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/remoting/rmi/RmiInvocationWrapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238308_1606882922.02/0/spring-context-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/scripting/config/ScriptingDefaultsParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238308_1606882922.02/0/spring-context-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/weaving/LoadTimeWeaverAware.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238308_1606882922.02/0/spring-context-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/remoting/support/RemoteInvocationBasedExporter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238308_1606882922.02/0/spring-context-3-0-7-release-sources-1-
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jar/org/springframework/remoting/rmi/RmiInvocationHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238308_1606882922.02/0/spring-context-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/ejb/config/RemoteStatelessSessionBeanDefinitionParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238308_1606882922.02/0/spring-context-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/export/annotation/ManagedNotifications.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238308_1606882922.02/0/spring-context-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/export/metadata/ManagedAttribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238308_1606882922.02/0/spring-context-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/export/metadata/ManagedOperationParameter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238308_1606882922.02/0/spring-context-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/ejb/support/AbstractSessionBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238308_1606882922.02/0/spring-context-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/config/LoadTimeWeaverBeanDefinitionParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238308_1606882922.02/0/spring-context-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/scripting/groovy/GroovyObjectCustomizer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238308_1606882922.02/0/spring-context-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/remoting/rmi/JndiRmiServiceExporter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238308_1606882922.02/0/spring-context-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/event/ContextClosedEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238308_1606882922.02/0/spring-context-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/remoting/RemoteProxyFailureException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238308_1606882922.02/0/spring-context-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/ApplicationEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238308_1606882922.02/0/spring-context-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/ejb/config/JndiLookupBeanDefinitionParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238308_1606882922.02/0/spring-context-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/event/ContextStartedEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238308_1606882922.02/0/spring-context-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/stereotype/Service.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238308_1606882922.02/0/spring-context-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/export/notification/ModelMBeanNotificationPublisher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238308_1606882922.02/0/spring-context-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/export/metadata/AbstractJmxAttribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238308_1606882922.02/0/spring-context-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/backportconcurrent/CustomizableThreadFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238308_1606882922.02/0/spring-context-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/remoting/soap/SoapFaultException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238308_1606882922.02/0/spring-context-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/ejb/config/JeeNamespaceHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238308_1606882922.02/0/spring-context-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/event/ContextStoppedEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238308_1606882922.02/0/spring-context-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jndi/JndiLookupFailureException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238308_1606882922.02/0/spring-context-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/concurrent/CustomizableThreadFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238308_1606882922.02/0/spring-context-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/stereotype/Component.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238308_1606882922.02/0/spring-context-3-0-7-release-sources-1-
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jar/org/springframework/remoting/RemoteInvocationFailureException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238308_1606882922.02/0/spring-context-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/ejb/support/AbstractStatefulSessionBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238308_1606882922.02/0/spring-context-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/event/ApplicationContextEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238308_1606882922.02/0/spring-context-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/scripting/ScriptCompilationException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238308_1606882922.02/0/spring-context-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/ui/context/support/SimpleTheme.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238308_1606882922.02/0/spring-context-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jndi/JndiAccessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238308_1606882922.02/0/spring-context-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/export/annotation/AnnotationMBeanExporter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238308_1606882922.02/0/spring-context-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/instrument/classloading/SimpleLoadTimeWeaver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238308_1606882922.02/0/spring-context-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/scripting/config/LangNamespaceHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238308_1606882922.02/0/spring-context-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/export/metadata/ManagedNotification.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238308_1606882922.02/0/spring-context-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/stereotype/Controller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238308_1606882922.02/0/spring-context-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/stereotype/Repository.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238308_1606882922.02/0/spring-context-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/export/metadata/ManagedResource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238308_1606882922.02/0/spring-context-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/ejb/support/AbstractStatelessSessionBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238308_1606882922.02/0/spring-context-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/event/ContextRefreshedEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238308_1606882922.02/0/spring-context-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/export/SpringModelMBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238308_1606882922.02/0/spring-context-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/scripting/config/LangNamespaceUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238308_1606882922.02/0/spring-context-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/remoting/support/RemoteInvocationBasedAccessor.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2010 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
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* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238308_1606882922.02/0/spring-context-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/ConfigurationClassParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238308_1606882922.02/0/spring-context-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/ConfigurationClass.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238308_1606882922.02/0/spring-context-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/export/assembler/MetadataMBeanInfoAssembler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238308_1606882922.02/0/spring-context-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/config/TaskExecutorFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238308_1606882922.02/0/spring-context-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jndi/JndiLocatorSupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238308_1606882922.02/0/spring-context-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/validation/beanvalidation/LocalValidatorFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238308_1606882922.02/0/spring-context-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/AnnotationScopeMetadataResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238308_1606882922.02/0/spring-context-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/instrument/classloading/InstrumentationLoadTimeWeaver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238308_1606882922.02/0/spring-context-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/support/FileSystemXmlApplicationContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238308_1606882922.02/0/spring-context-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/EmbeddedValueResolverAware.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238308_1606882922.02/0/spring-context-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/format/number/PercentFormatter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238308_1606882922.02/0/spring-context-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/config/AnnotationDrivenBeanDefinitionParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238308_1606882922.02/0/spring-context-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/validation/beanvalidation/CustomValidatorBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238308_1606882922.02/0/spring-context-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/export/assembler/AbstractReflectiveMBeanInfoAssembler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238308_1606882922.02/0/spring-context-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/config/ScheduledTaskRegistrar.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238308_1606882922.02/0/spring-context-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/export/MBeanExporter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238308_1606882922.02/0/spring-context-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/AnnotationConfigApplicationContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238308_1606882922.02/0/spring-context-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/validation/AbstractPropertyBindingResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238308_1606882922.02/0/spring-context-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/MessageSourceResolvable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238308_1606882922.02/0/spring-context-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/support/StaticMessageSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238308_1606882922.02/0/spring-context-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/TaskScheduler.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1111238308_1606882922.02/0/spring-context-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/expression/MapAccessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238308_1606882922.02/0/spring-context-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jndi/JndiObjectTargetSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238308_1606882922.02/0/spring-context-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jndi/JndiLocatorDelegate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238308_1606882922.02/0/spring-context-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/annotation/ScheduledAnnotationBeanPostProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238308_1606882922.02/0/spring-context-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/support/MessageSourceSupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238308_1606882922.02/0/spring-context-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/support/CronTrigger.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238308_1606882922.02/0/spring-context-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/expression/BeanFactoryResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238308_1606882922.02/0/spring-context-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/support/AbstractMessageSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238308_1606882922.02/0/spring-context-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/format/number/NumberFormatter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238308_1606882922.02/0/spring-context-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/ConfigurationClassEnhancer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238308_1606882922.02/0/spring-context-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/format/number/CurrencyFormatter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238308_1606882922.02/0/spring-context-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/annotation/Scheduled.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238308_1606882922.02/0/spring-context-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/ConfigurationClassMethod.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238308_1606882922.02/0/spring-context-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/validation/beanvalidation/LocaleContextMessageInterpolator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238308_1606882922.02/0/spring-context-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/format/number/NumberFormatAnnotationFormatterFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238308_1606882922.02/0/spring-context-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/export/assembler/AbstractMBeanInfoAssembler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238308_1606882922.02/0/spring-context-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/format/datetime/joda/JodaDateTimeFormatAnnotationFormatterFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238308_1606882922.02/0/spring-context-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/export/assembler/AutodetectCapableMBeanInfoAssembler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238308_1606882922.02/0/spring-context-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/validation/beanvalidation/MessageSourceResourceBundleLocator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238308_1606882922.02/0/spring-context-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/annotation/AsyncAnnotationBeanPostProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238308_1606882922.02/0/spring-context-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/support/ConversionServiceFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238308_1606882922.02/0/spring-context-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/support/AbstractApplicationContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238308_1606882922.02/0/spring-context-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/expression/StandardBeanExpressionResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238308_1606882922.02/0/spring-context-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/access/MBeanClientInterceptor.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1111238308_1606882922.02/0/spring-context-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/support/MBeanServerConnectionFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238308_1606882922.02/0/spring-context-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/format/datetime/joda/JodaTimeContextHolder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238308_1606882922.02/0/spring-context-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/validation/beanvalidation/SpringValidatorAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238308_1606882922.02/0/spring-context-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/expression/BeanExpressionContextAccessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238308_1606882922.02/0/spring-context-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/support/ClassPathXmlApplicationContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238308_1606882922.02/0/spring-context-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jndi/JndiObjectFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238308_1606882922.02/0/spring-context-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/validation/DefaultBindingErrorProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238308_1606882922.02/0/spring-context-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/i18n/LocaleContextHolder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238308_1606882922.02/0/spring-context-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/support/CronSequenceGenerator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238308_1606882922.02/0/spring-context-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/ConfigurationClassBeanDefinitionReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238308_1606882922.02/0/spring-context-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/event/AbstractApplicationEventMulticaster.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238308_1606882922.02/0/spring-context-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jndi/JndiObjectLocator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238308_1606882922.02/0/spring-context-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/support/DefaultLifecycleProcessor.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2011 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238308_1606882922.02/0/spring-context-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/support/ApplicationContextAwareProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238308_1606882922.02/0/spring-context-3-0-7-release-sources-1-
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jar/org/springframework/context/weaving/DefaultContextLoadTimeWeaver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238308_1606882922.02/0/spring-context-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/validation/BeanPropertyBindingResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238308_1606882922.02/0/spring-context-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/remoting/rmi/RmiClientInterceptorUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238308_1606882922.02/0/spring-context-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/config/PropertyPlaceholderBeanDefinitionParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238308_1606882922.02/0/spring-context-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/remoting/rmi/RemoteInvocationSerializingExporter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238308_1606882922.02/0/spring-context-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/format/support/FormattingConversionService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238308_1606882922.02/0/spring-context-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/validation/DataBinder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238308_1606882922.02/0/spring-context-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/remoting/rmi/CodebaseAwareObjectInputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238308_1606882922.02/0/spring-context-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/validation/AbstractBindingResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238308_1606882922.02/0/spring-context-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/config/AbstractPropertyLoadingBeanDefinitionParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238308_1606882922.02/0/spring-context-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/remoting/support/RemoteExporter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238308_1606882922.02/0/spring-context-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/support/ConnectorServerFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238308_1606882922.02/0/spring-context-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/ConfigurationClassPostProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238308_1606882922.02/0/spring-context-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/instrument/classloading/jboss/JBossLoadTimeWeaver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238308_1606882922.02/0/spring-context-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/CommonAnnotationBeanPostProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238308_1606882922.02/0/spring-context-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/format/support/FormattingConversionServiceFactoryBean.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2008 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238308_1606882922.02/0/spring-context-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/ejb/access/LocalSlsbInvokerInterceptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238308_1606882922.02/0/spring-context-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/scripting/bsh/BshScriptFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238308_1606882922.02/0/spring-context-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/access/InvocationFailureException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238308_1606882922.02/0/spring-context-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/validation/Errors.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238308_1606882922.02/0/spring-context-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/ejb/access/AbstractRemoteSlsbInvokerInterceptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238308_1606882922.02/0/spring-context-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/support/DefaultMessageSourceResolvable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238308_1606882922.02/0/spring-context-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/MessageSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238308_1606882922.02/0/spring-context-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/support/StaticApplicationContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238308_1606882922.02/0/spring-context-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/validation/support/BindingAwareModelMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238308_1606882922.02/0/spring-context-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/scripting/ScriptSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238308_1606882922.02/0/spring-context-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/remoting/rmi/JndiRmiClientInterceptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238308_1606882922.02/0/spring-context-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/instrument/classloading/LoadTimeWeaver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238308_1606882922.02/0/spring-context-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/support/MBeanRegistrationSupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238308_1606882922.02/0/spring-context-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/ejb/access/AbstractSlsbInvokerInterceptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238308_1606882922.02/0/spring-context-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/access/ContextSingletonBeanFactoryLocator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238308_1606882922.02/0/spring-context-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/remoting/rmi/RmiClientInterceptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238308_1606882922.02/0/spring-context-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/ui/context/support/ResourceBundleThemeSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238308_1606882922.02/0/spring-context-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/AnnotationConfigBeanDefinitionParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238308_1606882922.02/0/spring-context-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/ui/ExtendedModelMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238308_1606882922.02/0/spring-context-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/remoting/RemoteAccessException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238308_1606882922.02/0/spring-context-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/scripting/jruby/JRubyScriptUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238308_1606882922.02/0/spring-context-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/validation/DirectFieldBindingResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238308_1606882922.02/0/spring-context-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/support/DelegatingMessageSource.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1111238308_1606882922.02/0/spring-context-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/export/assembler/MethodNameBasedMBeanInfoAssembler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238308_1606882922.02/0/spring-context-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/export/MBeanExporterListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238308_1606882922.02/0/spring-context-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/scripting/jruby/JRubyScriptFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238308_1606882922.02/0/spring-context-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/config/MBeanServerBeanDefinitionParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238308_1606882922.02/0/spring-context-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/scripting/support/ResourceScriptSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238308_1606882922.02/0/spring-context-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/remoting/support/RemoteInvocationUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238308_1606882922.02/0/spring-context-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/support/ApplicationObjectSupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238308_1606882922.02/0/spring-context-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/scripting/bsh/BshScriptUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238308_1606882922.02/0/spring-context-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/validation/ObjectError.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238308_1606882922.02/0/spring-context-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/remoting/support/RemotingSupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238308_1606882922.02/0/spring-context-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/support/ObjectNameManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238308_1606882922.02/0/spring-context-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/i18n/SimpleLocaleContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238308_1606882922.02/0/spring-context-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/export/NotificationListenerBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238308_1606882922.02/0/spring-context-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/validation/AbstractErrors.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238308_1606882922.02/0/spring-context-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/scripting/ScriptFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238308_1606882922.02/0/spring-context-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/instrument/classloading/ShadowingClassLoader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238308_1606882922.02/0/spring-context-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/remoting/support/RemoteInvocationTraceInterceptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238308_1606882922.02/0/spring-context-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/remoting/support/RemoteInvocation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238308_1606882922.02/0/spring-context-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/ejb/access/SimpleRemoteSlsbInvokerInterceptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238308_1606882922.02/0/spring-context-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/support/NotificationListenerHolder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238308_1606882922.02/0/spring-context-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/scripting/groovy/GroovyScriptFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238308_1606882922.02/0/spring-context-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/config/ContextNamespaceHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238308_1606882922.02/0/spring-context-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/FilterType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238308_1606882922.02/0/spring-context-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/remoting/rmi/RmiBasedExporter.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1111238308_1606882922.02/0/spring-context-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/config/MBeanExportBeanDefinitionParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238308_1606882922.02/0/spring-context-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/scripting/support/RefreshableScriptTargetSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238308_1606882922.02/0/spring-context-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/remoting/support/RemoteAccessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238308_1606882922.02/0/spring-context-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/validation/BindException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238308_1606882922.02/0/spring-context-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/config/PropertyOverrideBeanDefinitionParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238308_1606882922.02/0/spring-context-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/support/ResourceBundleMessageSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238308_1606882922.02/0/spring-context-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/scripting/support/StaticScriptSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238308_1606882922.02/0/spring-context-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/scripting/support/ScriptFactoryPostProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238308_1606882922.02/0/spring-context-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/context/config/SpringConfiguredBeanDefinitionParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238308_1606882922.02/0/spring-context-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/validation/FieldError.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238308_1606882922.02/0/spring-context-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/access/MBeanConnectFailureException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238308_1606882922.02/0/spring-context-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/access/InvalidInvocationException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238308_1606882922.02/0/spring-context-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/export/assembler/AbstractConfigurableMBeanInfoAssembler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238308_1606882922.02/0/spring-context-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jndi/JndiCallback.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238308_1606882922.02/0/spring-context-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/validation/DefaultMessageCodesResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238308_1606882922.02/0/spring-context-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/access/ConnectorDelegate.java

 

1.631 jboss-metadata-common 7.0.8.final 
1.631.1 Available under license : 

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in 'distribution for a full listing of individual contributors. This

is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License

as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later

version. This software is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without

even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the

GNU Lesser General Public License for more details. You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General

Public License along with this software; if'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in 'This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version. This software is distributed in the hope that it will

be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or
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FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU Lesser General Public License for more details. You

should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public'

 

1.632 cxf-rt-frontend-jaxws 2.7.18 
1.632.1 Available under license : 

 

Apache CXF

Copyright 2006-2015 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

 

Java classes (source and binary) under org.apache.cxf.jaxws.javaee

are generated from schema available here:

(http://java.sun.com/xml/ns/javaee/javaee_5.xsd)

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.
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     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,
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     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or
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     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason
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     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.633 ironjacamar-jdbc 1.0.15.Final 
1.633.1 Available under license : 

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it * under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as * published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of * the License, or (at your option) any later version. * This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of *

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU * Lesser General Public

License for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public * authors info. This

code is released under the LGPL license.'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it * under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as * published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of * the License, or (at your option) any later version. * This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of *

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU * Lesser General Public

License for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public * Expert Group and

released to the public domain, as explained at'
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Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it * under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as * published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of * the License, or (at your option) any later version. * This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of *

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU * Lesser General Public

License for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public'

 

1.634 spring-beans 3.0.7.RELEASE 
1.634.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2006 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1111237912_1606882939.34/0/spring-beans-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/BeanInitializationException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111237912_1606882939.34/0/spring-beans-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/BeanInstantiationException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111237912_1606882939.34/0/spring-beans-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/propertyeditors/ByteArrayPropertyEditor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111237912_1606882939.34/0/spring-beans-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/NotReadablePropertyException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111237912_1606882939.34/0/spring-beans-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/BeanClassLoaderAware.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111237912_1606882939.34/0/spring-beans-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/BeanCreationNotAllowedException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111237912_1606882939.34/0/spring-beans-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/xml/XmlBeanDefinitionStoreException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111237912_1606882939.34/0/spring-beans-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/parsing/SourceExtractor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111237912_1606882939.34/0/spring-beans-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/FatalBeanException.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1111237912_1606882939.34/0/spring-beans-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/parsing/BeanEntry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111237912_1606882939.34/0/spring-beans-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/parsing/ComponentDefinition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111237912_1606882939.34/0/spring-beans-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/BeanCurrentlyInCreationException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111237912_1606882939.34/0/spring-beans-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/parsing/NullSourceExtractor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111237912_1606882939.34/0/spring-beans-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/parsing/AbstractComponentDefinition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111237912_1606882939.34/0/spring-beans-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/NullValueInNestedPathException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111237912_1606882939.34/0/spring-beans-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/parsing/PassThroughSourceExtractor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111237912_1606882939.34/0/spring-beans-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/NamedBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111237912_1606882939.34/0/spring-beans-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/parsing/BeanDefinitionParsingException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111237912_1606882939.34/0/spring-beans-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/propertyeditors/CharArrayPropertyEditor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111237912_1606882939.34/0/spring-beans-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/xml/NamespaceHandlerResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111237912_1606882939.34/0/spring-beans-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/MethodInvocationException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111237912_1606882939.34/0/spring-beans-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/xml/BeanDefinitionDocumentReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111237912_1606882939.34/0/spring-beans-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/parsing/Location.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111237912_1606882939.34/0/spring-beans-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/xml/BeanDefinitionDecorator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111237912_1606882939.34/0/spring-beans-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/config/BeanReference.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111237912_1606882939.34/0/spring-beans-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/Mergeable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111237912_1606882939.34/0/spring-beans-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/HierarchicalBeanFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111237912_1606882939.34/0/spring-beans-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/BeanMetadataElement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111237912_1606882939.34/0/spring-beans-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/propertyeditors/ResourceBundleEditor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111237912_1606882939.34/0/spring-beans-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/InvalidPropertyException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111237912_1606882939.34/0/spring-beans-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/propertyeditors/URLEditor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111237912_1606882939.34/0/spring-beans-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/parsing/PropertyEntry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111237912_1606882939.34/0/spring-beans-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/xml/BeanDefinitionParser.java
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2009 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1111237912_1606882939.34/0/spring-beans-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/SimpleSecurityContextProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111237912_1606882939.34/0/spring-beans-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/SecurityContextProvider.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2008 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1111237912_1606882939.34/0/spring-beans-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/config/CommonsLogFactoryBean.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2005 the original author or authors.
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*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1111237912_1606882939.34/0/spring-beans-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/InitializingBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111237912_1606882939.34/0/spring-beans-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/DisposableBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111237912_1606882939.34/0/spring-beans-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/access/BootstrapException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111237912_1606882939.34/0/spring-beans-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/propertyeditors/LocaleEditor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111237912_1606882939.34/0/spring-beans-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/config/BeanFactoryPostProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111237912_1606882939.34/0/spring-beans-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/BeanIsNotAFactoryException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111237912_1606882939.34/0/spring-beans-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/support/SortDefinition.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2005 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):
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* /opt/cola/permits/1111237912_1606882939.34/0/spring-beans-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/MethodReplacer.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2009 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1111237912_1606882939.34/0/spring-beans-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/xml/BeansDtdResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111237912_1606882939.34/0/spring-beans-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/BeanDefinitionBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111237912_1606882939.34/0/spring-beans-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/GenericTypeAwarePropertyDescriptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111237912_1606882939.34/0/spring-beans-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/config/BeanDefinitionHolder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111237912_1606882939.34/0/spring-beans-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/TypeMismatchException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111237912_1606882939.34/0/spring-beans-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/ManagedArray.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111237912_1606882939.34/0/spring-beans-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/ManagedSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111237912_1606882939.34/0/spring-beans-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/config/BeanExpressionContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111237912_1606882939.34/0/spring-beans-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/wiring/BeanConfigurerSupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111237912_1606882939.34/0/spring-beans-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/ManagedMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111237912_1606882939.34/0/spring-beans-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/AutowireCandidateResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111237912_1606882939.34/0/spring-beans-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/config/PropertyOverrideConfigurer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111237912_1606882939.34/0/spring-beans-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/xml/DocumentDefaultsDefinition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111237912_1606882939.34/0/spring-beans-3-0-7-release-sources-1-
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jar/org/springframework/beans/PropertyAccessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111237912_1606882939.34/0/spring-beans-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/xml/DocumentLoader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111237912_1606882939.34/0/spring-beans-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/xml/SimplePropertyNamespaceHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111237912_1606882939.34/0/spring-beans-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/ListableBeanFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111237912_1606882939.34/0/spring-beans-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/xml/DefaultNamespaceHandlerResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111237912_1606882939.34/0/spring-beans-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/NoSuchBeanDefinitionException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111237912_1606882939.34/0/spring-beans-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/config/AutowireCapableBeanFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111237912_1606882939.34/0/spring-beans-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/config/InstantiationAwareBeanPostProcessorAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111237912_1606882939.34/0/spring-beans-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/AbstractBeanDefinition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111237912_1606882939.34/0/spring-beans-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/TypeConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111237912_1606882939.34/0/spring-beans-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/propertyeditors/TimeZoneEditor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111237912_1606882939.34/0/spring-beans-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/config/CustomEditorConfigurer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111237912_1606882939.34/0/spring-beans-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/config/SingletonBeanRegistry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111237912_1606882939.34/0/spring-beans-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/PropertyAccessException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111237912_1606882939.34/0/spring-beans-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/xml/ParserContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111237912_1606882939.34/0/spring-beans-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/xml/DelegatingEntityResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111237912_1606882939.34/0/spring-beans-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/config/DependencyDescriptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111237912_1606882939.34/0/spring-beans-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/annotation/QualifierAnnotationAutowireCandidateResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111237912_1606882939.34/0/spring-beans-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/AbstractPropertyAccessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111237912_1606882939.34/0/spring-beans-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/config/CustomScopeConfigurer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111237912_1606882939.34/0/spring-beans-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/ManagedList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111237912_1606882939.34/0/spring-beans-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/xml/NamespaceHandlerSupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111237912_1606882939.34/0/spring-beans-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/config/FieldRetrievingFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111237912_1606882939.34/0/spring-beans-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/ConfigurablePropertyAccessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111237912_1606882939.34/0/spring-beans-3-0-7-release-sources-1-
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jar/org/springframework/beans/propertyeditors/FileEditor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111237912_1606882939.34/0/spring-beans-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/BeanDefinitionReaderUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111237912_1606882939.34/0/spring-beans-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/xml/PluggableSchemaResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111237912_1606882939.34/0/spring-beans-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/StaticListableBeanFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111237912_1606882939.34/0/spring-beans-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/propertyeditors/CustomNumberEditor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111237912_1606882939.34/0/spring-beans-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/config/BeanDefinition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111237912_1606882939.34/0/spring-beans-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/xml/AbstractBeanDefinitionParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111237912_1606882939.34/0/spring-beans-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/annotation/InitDestroyAnnotationBeanPostProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111237912_1606882939.34/0/spring-beans-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/propertyeditors/PropertiesEditor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111237912_1606882939.34/0/spring-beans-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/config/ServiceLocatorFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111237912_1606882939.34/0/spring-beans-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/ConversionNotSupportedException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111237912_1606882939.34/0/spring-beans-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/propertyeditors/CustomCollectionEditor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111237912_1606882939.34/0/spring-beans-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/PropertyValues.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111237912_1606882939.34/0/spring-beans-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/PropertyValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111237912_1606882939.34/0/spring-beans-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/parsing/EmptyReaderEventListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111237912_1606882939.34/0/spring-beans-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/annotation/Autowire.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111237912_1606882939.34/0/spring-beans-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/config/MethodInvokingFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111237912_1606882939.34/0/spring-beans-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/PropertyBatchUpdateException.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2011 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
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* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1111237912_1606882939.34/0/spring-beans-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/AbstractBeanFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111237912_1606882939.34/0/spring-beans-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/propertyeditors/CustomDateEditor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111237912_1606882939.34/0/spring-beans-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/propertyeditors/CurrencyEditor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111237912_1606882939.34/0/spring-beans-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/config/ConfigurableBeanFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111237912_1606882939.34/0/spring-beans-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/config/BeanDefinitionVisitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111237912_1606882939.34/0/spring-beans-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/DefaultListableBeanFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111237912_1606882939.34/0/spring-beans-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/annotation/Qualifier.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111237912_1606882939.34/0/spring-beans-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/BeanWrapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111237912_1606882939.34/0/spring-beans-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/TypeConverterDelegate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111237912_1606882939.34/0/spring-beans-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/annotation/InjectionMetadata.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111237912_1606882939.34/0/spring-beans-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/support/ResourceEditorRegistrar.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111237912_1606882939.34/0/spring-beans-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/annotation/Autowired.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111237912_1606882939.34/0/spring-beans-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/BeanWrapperImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111237912_1606882939.34/0/spring-beans-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/annotation/Configurable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111237912_1606882939.34/0/spring-beans-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/annotation/RequiredAnnotationBeanPostProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111237912_1606882939.34/0/spring-beans-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/annotation/Value.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111237912_1606882939.34/0/spring-beans-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/xml/BeanDefinitionParserDelegate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111237912_1606882939.34/0/spring-beans-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/annotation/AutowiredAnnotationBeanPostProcessor.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2008 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
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* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1111237912_1606882939.34/0/spring-beans-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/config/ListFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111237912_1606882939.34/0/spring-beans-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/NotWritablePropertyException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111237912_1606882939.34/0/spring-beans-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/BeanCreationException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111237912_1606882939.34/0/spring-beans-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/BeanDefinitionResource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111237912_1606882939.34/0/spring-beans-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/config/SetFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111237912_1606882939.34/0/spring-beans-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/PropertyAccessorFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111237912_1606882939.34/0/spring-beans-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/config/InstantiationAwareBeanPostProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111237912_1606882939.34/0/spring-beans-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/parsing/BeanComponentDefinition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111237912_1606882939.34/0/spring-beans-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/ObjectFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111237912_1606882939.34/0/spring-beans-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/SmartFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111237912_1606882939.34/0/spring-beans-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/config/BeanExpressionResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111237912_1606882939.34/0/spring-beans-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/config/MapFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111237912_1606882939.34/0/spring-beans-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/access/el/SpringBeanELResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111237912_1606882939.34/0/spring-beans-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/SimpleBeanDefinitionRegistry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111237912_1606882939.34/0/spring-beans-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/PropertyMatches.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111237912_1606882939.34/0/spring-beans-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/annotation/AnnotatedGenericBeanDefinition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111237912_1606882939.34/0/spring-beans-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/config/ConfigurableListableBeanFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111237912_1606882939.34/0/spring-beans-3-0-7-release-sources-1-
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jar/org/springframework/beans/annotation/AnnotationBeanUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111237912_1606882939.34/0/spring-beans-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/support/PropertyComparator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111237912_1606882939.34/0/spring-beans-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/serviceloader/ServiceListFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111237912_1606882939.34/0/spring-beans-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/BeansException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111237912_1606882939.34/0/spring-beans-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/access/SingletonBeanFactoryLocator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111237912_1606882939.34/0/spring-beans-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/propertyeditors/StringArrayPropertyEditor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111237912_1606882939.34/0/spring-beans-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/MergedBeanDefinitionPostProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111237912_1606882939.34/0/spring-beans-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/config/SmartInstantiationAwareBeanPostProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111237912_1606882939.34/0/spring-beans-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/access/el/SimpleSpringBeanELResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111237912_1606882939.34/0/spring-beans-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/BeanExpressionException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111237912_1606882939.34/0/spring-beans-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/UnsatisfiedDependencyException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111237912_1606882939.34/0/spring-beans-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/parsing/ParseState.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111237912_1606882939.34/0/spring-beans-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/propertyeditors/CharacterEditor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111237912_1606882939.34/0/spring-beans-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/GenericBeanDefinition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111237912_1606882939.34/0/spring-beans-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/ChildBeanDefinition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111237912_1606882939.34/0/spring-beans-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/support/ArgumentConvertingMethodInvoker.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111237912_1606882939.34/0/spring-beans-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/BeanDefinitionRegistry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111237912_1606882939.34/0/spring-beans-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/annotation/CustomAutowireConfigurer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111237912_1606882939.34/0/spring-beans-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/PropertiesBeanDefinitionReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111237912_1606882939.34/0/spring-beans-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/xml/AbstractSingleBeanDefinitionParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111237912_1606882939.34/0/spring-beans-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/config/Scope.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111237912_1606882939.34/0/spring-beans-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/parsing/CompositeComponentDefinition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111237912_1606882939.34/0/spring-beans-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/parsing/Problem.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111237912_1606882939.34/0/spring-beans-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/ReplaceOverride.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111237912_1606882939.34/0/spring-beans-3-0-7-release-sources-1-
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jar/org/springframework/beans/propertyeditors/CustomMapEditor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111237912_1606882939.34/0/spring-beans-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/config/DestructionAwareBeanPostProcessor.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2010 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1111237912_1606882939.34/0/spring-beans-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/config/ConstructorArgumentValues.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111237912_1606882939.34/0/spring-beans-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/BeanDefinitionValueResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111237912_1606882939.34/0/spring-beans-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/AbstractBeanDefinitionReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111237912_1606882939.34/0/spring-beans-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/xml/DefaultBeanDefinitionDocumentReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111237912_1606882939.34/0/spring-beans-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/propertyeditors/InputSourceEditor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111237912_1606882939.34/0/spring-beans-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/propertyeditors/URIEditor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111237912_1606882939.34/0/spring-beans-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/DirectFieldAccessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111237912_1606882939.34/0/spring-beans-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/config/PropertiesFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111237912_1606882939.34/0/spring-beans-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/BeanDefinitionReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111237912_1606882939.34/0/spring-beans-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/SimpleInstantiationStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111237912_1606882939.34/0/spring-beans-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/MutablePropertyValues.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111237912_1606882939.34/0/spring-beans-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/config/BeanPostProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111237912_1606882939.34/0/spring-beans-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/DefaultSingletonBeanRegistry.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1111237912_1606882939.34/0/spring-beans-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/config/PropertyPathFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111237912_1606882939.34/0/spring-beans-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/AbstractAutowireCapableBeanFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111237912_1606882939.34/0/spring-beans-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/config/AbstractFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111237912_1606882939.34/0/spring-beans-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/CachedIntrospectionResults.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111237912_1606882939.34/0/spring-beans-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/support/PagedListHolder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111237912_1606882939.34/0/spring-beans-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/xml/XmlBeanDefinitionReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111237912_1606882939.34/0/spring-beans-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/BeanFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111237912_1606882939.34/0/spring-beans-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/DisposableBeanAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111237912_1606882939.34/0/spring-beans-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/SimpleAutowireCandidateResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111237912_1606882939.34/0/spring-beans-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/propertyeditors/ClassEditor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111237912_1606882939.34/0/spring-beans-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/config/PropertyResourceConfigurer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111237912_1606882939.34/0/spring-beans-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/config/TypedStringValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111237912_1606882939.34/0/spring-beans-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/BeanUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111237912_1606882939.34/0/spring-beans-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/propertyeditors/UUIDEditor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111237912_1606882939.34/0/spring-beans-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/propertyeditors/ClassArrayEditor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111237912_1606882939.34/0/spring-beans-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/InstantiationStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111237912_1606882939.34/0/spring-beans-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/RootBeanDefinition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111237912_1606882939.34/0/spring-beans-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/SimpleTypeConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111237912_1606882939.34/0/spring-beans-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/BeanIsAbstractException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111237912_1606882939.34/0/spring-beans-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/MethodOverrides.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111237912_1606882939.34/0/spring-beans-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/PropertyAccessorUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111237912_1606882939.34/0/spring-beans-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/config/PropertyPlaceholderConfigurer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111237912_1606882939.34/0/spring-beans-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/ConstructorResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111237912_1606882939.34/0/spring-beans-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/FactoryBeanRegistrySupport.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1111237912_1606882939.34/0/spring-beans-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/propertyeditors/CharsetEditor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111237912_1606882939.34/0/spring-beans-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/PropertyEditorRegistrySupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111237912_1606882939.34/0/spring-beans-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/BeanFactoryUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111237912_1606882939.34/0/spring-beans-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/BeanDefinitionRegistryPostProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111237912_1606882939.34/0/spring-beans-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/FactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111237912_1606882939.34/0/spring-beans-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/config/DeprecatedBeanWarner.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111237912_1606882939.34/0/spring-beans-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/config/ProviderCreatingFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111237912_1606882939.34/0/spring-beans-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/AutowireUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111237912_1606882939.34/0/spring-beans-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/config/ObjectFactoryCreatingFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111237912_1606882939.34/0/spring-beans-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/propertyeditors/InputStreamEditor.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2007 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1111237912_1606882939.34/0/spring-beans-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/xml/UtilNamespaceHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111237912_1606882939.34/0/spring-beans-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/BeanDefinitionStoreException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111237912_1606882939.34/0/spring-beans-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/BeanMetadataAttribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111237912_1606882939.34/0/spring-beans-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/xml/DefaultDocumentLoader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111237912_1606882939.34/0/spring-beans-3-0-7-release-sources-1-
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jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/DefaultBeanNameGenerator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111237912_1606882939.34/0/spring-beans-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/config/RuntimeBeanNameReference.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111237912_1606882939.34/0/spring-beans-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/wiring/BeanWiringInfoResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111237912_1606882939.34/0/spring-beans-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/BeanNotOfRequiredTypeException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111237912_1606882939.34/0/spring-beans-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/PropertyEditorRegistrar.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111237912_1606882939.34/0/spring-beans-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/BeanMetadataAttributeAccessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111237912_1606882939.34/0/spring-beans-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/BeanFactoryAware.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111237912_1606882939.34/0/spring-beans-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/parsing/ProblemReporter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111237912_1606882939.34/0/spring-beans-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/MethodOverride.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111237912_1606882939.34/0/spring-beans-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/serviceloader/AbstractServiceLoaderBasedFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111237912_1606882939.34/0/spring-beans-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/BeanNameAware.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111237912_1606882939.34/0/spring-beans-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/parsing/AliasDefinition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111237912_1606882939.34/0/spring-beans-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/serviceloader/ServiceLoaderFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111237912_1606882939.34/0/spring-beans-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/propertyeditors/PatternEditor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111237912_1606882939.34/0/spring-beans-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/CannotLoadBeanClassException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111237912_1606882939.34/0/spring-beans-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/parsing/ImportDefinition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111237912_1606882939.34/0/spring-beans-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/propertyeditors/StringTrimmerEditor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111237912_1606882939.34/0/spring-beans-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/FactoryBeanNotInitializedException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111237912_1606882939.34/0/spring-beans-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/BeanDefinitionValidationException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111237912_1606882939.34/0/spring-beans-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/serviceloader/ServiceFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111237912_1606882939.34/0/spring-beans-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/PropertyEditorRegistry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111237912_1606882939.34/0/spring-beans-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/annotation/AnnotationBeanWiringInfoResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111237912_1606882939.34/0/spring-beans-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/wiring/ClassNameBeanWiringInfoResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111237912_1606882939.34/0/spring-beans-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/parsing/ReaderEventListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111237912_1606882939.34/0/spring-beans-3-0-7-release-sources-1-
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jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/access/BeanFactoryLocator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111237912_1606882939.34/0/spring-beans-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/xml/XmlReaderContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111237912_1606882939.34/0/spring-beans-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/parsing/ReaderContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111237912_1606882939.34/0/spring-beans-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/BeanDefinitionDefaults.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111237912_1606882939.34/0/spring-beans-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/LookupOverride.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111237912_1606882939.34/0/spring-beans-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/xml/NamespaceHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111237912_1606882939.34/0/spring-beans-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/propertyeditors/CustomBooleanEditor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111237912_1606882939.34/0/spring-beans-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/config/RuntimeBeanReference.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111237912_1606882939.34/0/spring-beans-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/parsing/DefaultsDefinition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111237912_1606882939.34/0/spring-beans-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/xml/ResourceEntityResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111237912_1606882939.34/0/spring-beans-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/AutowireCandidateQualifier.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111237912_1606882939.34/0/spring-beans-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/parsing/QualifierEntry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111237912_1606882939.34/0/spring-beans-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/annotation/Required.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111237912_1606882939.34/0/spring-beans-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/xml/XmlBeanFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111237912_1606882939.34/0/spring-beans-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/config/PreferencesPlaceholderConfigurer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111237912_1606882939.34/0/spring-beans-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/parsing/ConstructorArgumentEntry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111237912_1606882939.34/0/spring-beans-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/PropertyValuesEditor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111237912_1606882939.34/0/spring-beans-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/wiring/BeanWiringInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111237912_1606882939.34/0/spring-beans-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/annotation/AnnotatedBeanDefinition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111237912_1606882939.34/0/spring-beans-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/support/MutableSortDefinition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111237912_1606882939.34/0/spring-beans-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/access/BeanFactoryReference.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111237912_1606882939.34/0/spring-beans-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/parsing/FailFastProblemReporter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111237912_1606882939.34/0/spring-beans-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/xml/AbstractSimpleBeanDefinitionParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111237912_1606882939.34/0/spring-beans-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/config/BeanReferenceFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111237912_1606882939.34/0/spring-beans-3-0-7-release-sources-1-
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jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/ManagedProperties.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111237912_1606882939.34/0/spring-beans-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/BeanNameGenerator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111237912_1606882939.34/0/spring-beans-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/CglibSubclassingInstantiationStrategy.java

 

1.635 servlet-api 3.1.0 
1.635.1 Available under license : 

COMMON DEVELOPMENT AND DISTRIBUTION LICENSE (CDDL) Version 1.0

 

1. Definitions.

 

  1.1. Contributor. means each individual or entity that creates or contributes to the creation of Modifications.

 

  1.2. Contributor Version. means the combination of the Original Software, prior Modifications used by a

Contributor (if any), and the Modifications made by that particular Contributor.

 

  1.3. Covered Software. means (a) the Original Software, or (b) Modifications, or (c) the combination of files

containing Original Software with files containing Modifications, in each case including portions thereof.

 

  1.4. Executable. means the Covered Software in any form other than Source Code.

 

  1.5. Initial Developer. means the individual or entity that first makes Original Software available under this

License.

 

  1.6. Larger Work. means a work which combines Covered Software or portions thereof with code not governed by

the terms of this License.

 

  1.7. License. means this document.

 

  1.8. Licensable. means having the right to grant, to the maximum extent possible, whether at the time of the initial

grant or subsequently acquired, any and all of the rights conveyed herein.

 

  1.9. Modifications. means the Source Code and Executable form of any of the following:

 

       A. Any file that results from an addition to, deletion from or modification of the contents of a file containing

Original Software or previous Modifications;

 

       B. Any new file that contains any part of the Original Software or previous Modification; or

 

       C. Any new file that is contributed or otherwise made available under the terms of this License.

 

  1.10. Original Software. means the Source Code and Executable form of computer software code that is originally

released under this License.

 

  1.11. Patent Claims. means any patent claim(s), now owned or hereafter acquired, including without limitation,
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method, process, and apparatus claims, in any patent Licensable by grantor.

 

  1.12. Source Code. means (a) the common form of computer software code in which modifications are made and

(b) associated documentation included in or with such code.

 

  1.13. You. (or .Your.) means an individual or a legal entity exercising rights under, and complying with all of the

terms of, this License. For legal entities, .You. includes any entity which controls, is controlled by, or is under

common control with You. For purposes of this definition, .control. means (a) the power, direct or indirect, to cause

the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (b) ownership of more than fifty

percent (50%) of the outstanding shares or beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

2. License Grants.

 

     2.1. The Initial Developer Grant.

 

     Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and subject to third party intellectual property claims,

the Initial Developer hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license:

 

        (a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark) Licensable by Initial Developer, to use,

reproduce, modify, display, perform, sublicense and distribute the Original Software (or portions thereof), with or

without Modifications, and/or as part of a Larger Work; and

 

        (b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using or selling of Original Software, to make, have made,

use, practice, sell, and offer for sale, and/or otherwise dispose of the Original Software (or portions thereof).

 

       (c) The licenses granted in Sections 2.1(a) and (b) are effective on the date Initial Developer first distributes or

otherwise makes the Original Software available to a third party under the terms of this License.

 

       (d) Notwithstanding Section 2.1(b) above, no patent license is granted: (1) for code that You delete from the

Original Software, or (2) for infringements caused by: (i) the modification of the Original Software, or (ii) the

combination of the Original Software with other software or devices.

 

   2.2. Contributor Grant.

 

   Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and subject to third party intellectual property claims,

each Contributor hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license:

 

       (a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark) Licensable by Contributor to use,

reproduce, modify, display, perform, sublicense and distribute the Modifications created by such Contributor (or

portions thereof), either on an unmodified basis, with other Modifications, as Covered Software and/or as part of a

Larger Work; and

 

       (b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using, or selling of Modifications made by that Contributor

either alone and/or in combination with its Contributor Version (or portions of such combination), to make, use, sell,

offer for sale, have made, and/or otherwise dispose of: (1) Modifications made by that Contributor (or portions

thereof); and (2) the combination of Modifications made by that Contributor with its Contributor Version (or

portions of such combination).
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       (c) The licenses granted in Sections 2.2(a) and 2.2(b) are effective on the date Contributor first distributes or

otherwise makes the Modifications available to a third party.

 

       (d) Notwithstanding Section 2.2(b) above, no patent license is granted: (1) for any code that Contributor has

deleted from the Contributor Version; (2) for infringements caused by: (i) third party modifications of Contributor

Version, or (ii) the combination of Modifications made by that Contributor with other software (except as part of the

Contributor Version) or other devices; or (3) under Patent Claims infringed by Covered Software in the absence of

Modifications made by that Contributor.

 

3. Distribution Obligations.

 

     3.1. Availability of Source Code.

     Any Covered Software that You distribute or otherwise make available in Executable form must also be made

available in Source Code form and that Source Code form must be distributed only under the terms of this License.

You must include a copy of this License with every copy of the Source Code form of the Covered Software You

distribute or otherwise make available. You must inform recipients of any such Covered Software in Executable

form as to how they can obtain such Covered Software in Source Code form in a reasonable manner on or through a

medium customarily used for software exchange.

 

     3.2. Modifications.

     The Modifications that You create or to which You contribute are governed by the terms of this License. You

represent that You believe Your Modifications are Your original creation(s) and/or You have sufficient rights to

grant the rights conveyed by this License.

 

     3.3. Required Notices.

     You must include a notice in each of Your Modifications that identifies You as the Contributor of the

Modification. You may not remove or alter any copyright, patent or trademark notices contained within the Covered

Software, or any notices of licensing or any descriptive text giving attribution to any Contributor or the Initial

Developer.

 

     3.4. Application of Additional Terms.

     You may not offer or impose any terms on any Covered Software in Source Code form that alters or restricts the

applicable version of this License or the recipients. rights hereunder. You may choose to offer, and to charge a fee

for, warranty, support, indemnity or liability obligations to one or more recipients of Covered Software. However,

you may do so only on Your own behalf, and not on behalf of the Initial Developer or any Contributor. You must

make it absolutely clear that any such warranty, support, indemnity or liability obligation is offered by You alone,

and You hereby agree to indemnify the Initial Developer and every Contributor for any liability incurred by the

Initial Developer or such Contributor as a result of warranty, support, indemnity or liability terms You offer.

 

     3.5. Distribution of Executable Versions.

     You may distribute the Executable form of the Covered Software under the terms of this License or under the

terms of a license of Your choice, which may contain terms different from this License, provided that You are in

compliance with the terms of this License and that the license for the Executable form does not attempt to limit or

alter the recipient.s rights in the Source Code form from the rights set forth in this License. If You distribute the

Covered Software in Executable form under a different license, You must make it absolutely clear that any terms

which differ from this License are offered by You alone, not by the Initial Developer or Contributor. You hereby

agree to indemnify the Initial Developer and every Contributor for any liability incurred by the Initial Developer or

such Contributor as a result of any such terms You offer.
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     3.6. Larger Works.

     You may create a Larger Work by combining Covered Software with other code not governed by the terms of

this License and distribute the Larger Work as a single product. In such a case, You must make sure the

requirements of this License are fulfilled for the Covered Software.

 

4. Versions of the License.

 

     4.1. New Versions.

     Sun Microsystems, Inc. is the initial license steward and may publish revised and/or new versions of this License

from time to time. Each version will be given a distinguishing version number. Except as provided in Section 4.3, no

one other than the license steward has the right to modify this License.

 

     4.2. Effect of New Versions.

     You may always continue to use, distribute or otherwise make the Covered Software available under the terms of

the version of the License under which You originally received the Covered Software. If the Initial Developer

includes a notice in the Original Software prohibiting it from being distributed or otherwise made available under

any subsequent version of the License, You must distribute and make the Covered Software available under the

terms of the version of the License under which You originally received the Covered Software. Otherwise, You may

also choose to use, distribute or otherwise make the Covered Software available under the terms of any subsequent

version of the License published by the license steward.

 

     4.3. Modified Versions.

     When You are an Initial Developer and You want to create a new license for Your Original Software, You may

create and use a modified version of this License if You: (a) rename the license and remove any references to the

name of the license steward (except to note that the license differs from this License); and (b) otherwise make it

clear that the license contains terms which differ from this License.

 

5. DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY.

 

  COVERED SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED UNDER THIS LICENSE ON AN .AS IS. BASIS, WITHOUT

WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION,

WARRANTIES THAT THE COVERED SOFTWARE IS FREE OF DEFECTS, MERCHANTABLE, FIT FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR NON-INFRINGING. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND

PERFORMANCE OF THE COVERED SOFTWARE IS WITH YOU. SHOULD ANY COVERED SOFTWARE

PROVE DEFECTIVE IN ANY RESPECT, YOU (NOT THE INITIAL DEVELOPER OR ANY OTHER

CONTRIBUTOR) ASSUME THE COST OF ANY NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

THIS DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY CONSTITUTES AN ESSENTIAL PART OF THIS LICENSE. NO USE

OF ANY COVERED SOFTWARE IS AUTHORIZED HEREUNDER EXCEPT UNDER THIS DISCLAIMER.

 

6. TERMINATION.

 

     6.1. This License and the rights granted hereunder will terminate automatically if You fail to comply with terms

herein and fail to cure such breach within 30 days of becoming aware of the breach. Provisions which, by their

nature, must remain in effect beyond the termination of this License shall survive.

 

     6.2. If You assert a patent infringement claim (excluding declaratory judgment actions) against Initial Developer

or a Contributor (the Initial Developer or Contributor against whom You assert such claim is referred to as
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.Participant.) alleging that the Participant Software (meaning the Contributor Version where the Participant is a

Contributor or the Original Software where the Participant is the Initial Developer) directly or indirectly infringes

any patent, then any and all rights granted directly or indirectly to You by such Participant, the Initial Developer (if

the Initial Developer is not the Participant) and all Contributors under Sections 2.1 and/or 2.2 of this License shall,

upon 60 days notice from Participant terminate prospectively and automatically at the expiration of such 60 day

notice period, unless if within such 60 day period You withdraw Your claim with respect to the Participant Software

against such Participant either unilaterally or pursuant to a written agreement with Participant.

 

     6.3. In the event of termination under Sections 6.1 or 6.2 above, all end user licenses that have been validly

granted by You or any distributor hereunder prior to termination (excluding licenses granted to You by any

distributor) shall survive termination.

 

7. LIMITATION OF LIABILITY.

 

  UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES AND UNDER NO LEGAL THEORY, WHETHER TORT (INCLUDING

NEGLIGENCE), CONTRACT, OR OTHERWISE, SHALL YOU, THE INITIAL DEVELOPER, ANY OTHER

CONTRIBUTOR, OR ANY DISTRIBUTOR OF COVERED SOFTWARE, OR ANY SUPPLIER OF ANY OF

SUCH PARTIES, BE LIABLE TO ANY PERSON FOR ANY INDIRECT, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OF ANY CHARACTER INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, DAMAGES

FOR LOST PROFITS, LOSS OF GOODWILL, WORK STOPPAGE, COMPUTER FAILURE OR

MALFUNCTION, OR ANY AND ALL OTHER COMMERCIAL DAMAGES OR LOSSES, EVEN IF SUCH

PARTY SHALL HAVE BEEN INFORMED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES. THIS LIMITATION

OF LIABILITY SHALL NOT APPLY TO LIABILITY FOR DEATH OR PERSONAL INJURY RESULTING

FROM SUCH PARTY.S NEGLIGENCE TO THE EXTENT APPLICABLE LAW PROHIBITS SUCH

LIMITATION. SOME JURISDICTIONS DO NOT ALLOW THE EXCLUSION OR LIMITATION OF

INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, SO THIS EXCLUSION AND LIMITATION MAY NOT

APPLY TO YOU.

 

8. U.S. GOVERNMENT END USERS.

 

  The Covered Software is a .commercial item,. as that term is defined in 48 C.F.R. 2.101 (Oct. 1995), consisting of

.commercial computer software. (as that term is defined at 48 C.F.R. ? 252.227-7014(a)(1)) and .commercial

computer software documentation. as such terms are used in 48 C.F.R. 12.212 (Sept. 1995). Consistent with 48

C.F.R. 12.212 and 48 C.F.R. 227.7202-1 through 227.7202-4 (June 1995), all U.S. Government End Users acquire

Covered Software with only those rights set forth herein. This U.S. Government Rights clause is in lieu of, and

supersedes, any other FAR, DFAR, or other clause or provision that addresses Government rights in computer

software under this License.

 

9. MISCELLANEOUS.

 

  This License represents the complete agreement concerning subject matter hereof. If any provision of this License

is held to be unenforceable, such provision shall be reformed only to the extent necessary to make it enforceable.

This License shall be governed by the law of the jurisdiction specified in a notice contained within the Original

Software (except to the extent applicable law, if any, provides otherwise), excluding such jurisdiction.s conflict-of-

law provisions. Any litigation relating to this License shall be subject to the jurisdiction of the courts located in the

jurisdiction and venue specified in a notice contained within the Original Software, with the losing party responsible

for costs, including, without limitation, court costs and reasonable attorneys. fees and expenses. The application of

the United Nations Convention on Contracts for the International Sale of Goods is expressly excluded. Any law or
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regulation which provides that the language of a contract shall be construed against the drafter shall not apply to this

License. You agree that You alone are responsible for compliance with the United States export administration

regulations (and the export control laws and regulation of any other countries) when You use, distribute or otherwise

make available any Covered Software.

 

10. RESPONSIBILITY FOR CLAIMS.

 

  As between Initial Developer and the Contributors, each party is responsible for claims and damages arising,

directly or indirectly, out of its utilization of rights under this License and You agree to work with Initial Developer

and Contributors to distribute such responsibility on an equitable basis. Nothing herein is intended or shall be

deemed to constitute any admission of liability.

 

  NOTICE PURSUANT TO SECTION 9 OF THE COMMON DEVELOPMENT AND DISTRIBUTION LICENSE

(CDDL)

 

  The code released under the CDDL shall be governed by the laws of the State of California (excluding conflict-of-

law provisions). Any litigation relating to this License shall be subject to the jurisdiction of the Federal Courts of the

Northern District of California and the state courts of the State of California, with venue lying in Santa Clara

County, California.

 

 

The GNU General Public License (GPL) Version 2, June 1991

 

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc. 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307

USA

 

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license document, but changing it is not

allowed.

 

Preamble

 

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU

General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to make sure the

software is free for all its users. This General Public License applies to most of the Free Software Foundation's

software and to any other program whose authors commit to using it. (Some other Free Software Foundation

software is covered by the GNU Library General Public License instead.) You can apply it to your programs, too.

 

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to

make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish),

that you receive source code or can get it if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new

free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to

surrender the rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the

software, or if you modify it.

 

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all
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the rights that you have. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. And you must show

them these terms so they know their rights.

 

We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and (2) offer you this license which gives you

legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the software.

 

Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain that everyone understands that there is no

warranty for this free software. If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we want its recipients to

know that what they have is not the original, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the

original authors' reputations.

 

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents. We wish to avoid the danger that

redistributors of a free program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the program proprietary. To

prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow.

 

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying

it may be distributed under the terms of this General Public License. The "Program", below, refers to any such

program or work, and a "work based on the Program" means either the Program or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications

and/or translated into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term

"modification".) Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its

scope. The act of running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program is covered only if its

contents constitute a work based on the Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you receive it, in any medium,

provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and

disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and

give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty

protection in exchange for a fee.

 

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the

Program, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you

also meet all of these conditions:

 

  a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of

any change.

 

  b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in whole or in part contains or is derived from the
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Program or any part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this

License.

 

  c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively when run, you must cause it, when started

running for such interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an announcement including an

appropriate copyright notice and a notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide a warranty) and

that users may redistribute the program under these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

License. (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but does not normally print such an announcement, your

work based on the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from

the Program, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License,

and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute

the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on

the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and

every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather,

the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program with the Program (or with a work based on

the Program) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this

License.

 

3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it, under Section 2) in object code or executable

form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

  a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under

the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

  b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give any third party, for a charge no more

than your cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete machine-readable copy of the corresponding

source code, to be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software

interchange; or,

 

  c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer to distribute corresponding source code. (This

alternative is allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you received the program in object code or

executable form with such an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For an executable

work, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface

definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the executable. However, as a special

exception, the source code distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or

binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the

executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering

equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place counts as distribution of the source code, even though
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third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program except as expressly provided under this License.

Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is void, and will automatically

terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this

License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you

permission to modify or distribute the Program or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do

not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the Program),

you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or

modifying the Program or works based on it.

 

6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the Program), the recipient automatically receives

a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to these terms and conditions.

You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not

responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to this License.

 

7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited

to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the

conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as

to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a

consequence you may not distribute the Program at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-

free redistribution of the Program by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only

way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the

section is intended to apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest

validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software

distribution system, which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous

contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of

that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other

system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted

interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Program under this License may add an explicit

geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this

License.

 

9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the General Public License from time

to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new

problems or concerns.
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Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program specifies a version number of this License

which applies to it and "any later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that

version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version

number of this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

 

10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free programs whose distribution conditions are

different, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software

Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be

guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the

sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

NO WARRANTY

 

11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE

PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE

STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM

"AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT

NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF

ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY

COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE

PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL,

SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY

TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF

THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER

PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

 

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, the best way to

achieve this is to make it free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to

most effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a

pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

  One line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.

 

  Copyright (C)

 

  This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU General Public
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License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later

version.

 

  This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the

implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU General

Public License for more details.

 

  You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along with this program; if not, write to the

Free Software Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

  Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author

  Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'. This is free software, and

you are welcome to redistribute it under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate parts of the General Public License.

Of course, the commands you use may be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your school, if any, to sign a "copyright

disclaimer" for the program, if necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

  Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at

compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

  signature of Ty Coon, 1 April 1989

  Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into proprietary programs. If your program

is a subroutine library, you may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the library. If

this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General Public License instead of this License.

 

 

"CLASSPATH" EXCEPTION TO THE GPL VERSION 2

 

Certain source files distributed by Sun Microsystems, Inc. are subject to the following clarification and special

exception to the GPL Version 2, but only where Sun has expressly included in the particular source file's header the

words

 

"Sun designates this particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided by Sun in the License file that

accompanied this code."

 

Linking this library statically or dynamically with other modules is making a combined work based on this library.

Thus, the terms and conditions of the GNU General Public License Version 2 cover the whole combination.
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As a special exception, the copyright holders of this library give you permission to link this library with independent

modules to produce an executable, regardless of the license terms of these independent modules, and to copy and

distribute the resulting executable under terms of your choice, provided that you also meet, for each linked

independent module, the terms and conditions of the license of that module.? An independent module is a module

which is not derived from or based on this library.? If you modify this library, you may extend this exception to your

version of the library, but you are not obligated to do so.? If you do not wish to do so, delete this exception

statement from your version.

 

1.636 remoting-jmx 1.1.0.Final 
1.636.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* JBoss, Home of Professional Open Source.

* Copyright 2011, Red Hat, Inc., and individual contributors

* as indicated by the @author tags. See the copyright.txt file in the

* distribution for a full listing of individual contributors.

*

* This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

* under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as

* published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2.1 of

* the License, or (at your option) any later version.

*

* This software is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

* but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

* MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU

* Lesser General Public License for more details.

*

* You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

* License along with this software; if not, write to the Free

* Software Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA

* 02110-1301 USA, or see the FSF site: http://www.fsf.org.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1081901854_1654022961.8544106/0/remoting-jmx-1-1-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/remotingjmx/Constants.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1081901854_1654022961.8544106/0/remoting-jmx-1-1-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/remotingjmx/VersionedProxy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1081901854_1654022961.8544106/0/remoting-jmx-1-1-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/remotingjmx/RemotingConnectorProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1081901854_1654022961.8544106/0/remoting-jmx-1-1-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/remotingjmx/protocol/Versions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1081901854_1654022961.8544106/0/remoting-jmx-1-1-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/remotingjmx/VersionedConectionFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1081901854_1654022961.8544106/0/remoting-jmx-1-1-0-final-sources-1-
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jar/org/jboss/remotingjmx/protocol/v2/VersionTwo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1081901854_1654022961.8544106/0/remoting-jmx-1-1-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/remotingjmx/RemotingConnectorServer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1081901854_1654022961.8544106/0/remoting-jmx-1-1-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/remotingjmx/VersionedConnection.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1081901854_1654022961.8544106/0/remoting-jmx-1-1-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/remotingjmx/Version.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1081901854_1654022961.8544106/0/remoting-jmx-1-1-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/remotingjmx/RemotingConnector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1081901854_1654022961.8544106/0/remoting-jmx-1-1-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/remotingjmx/protocol/v1/VersionOne.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* JBoss, Home of Professional Open Source.

* Copyright 2012, Red Hat Middleware LLC, and individual contributors

* as indicated by the @author tags. See the copyright.txt file in the

* distribution for a full listing of individual contributors.

*

* This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

* under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as

* published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2.1 of

* the License, or (at your option) any later version.

*

* This software is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

* but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

* MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU

* Lesser General Public License for more details.

*

* You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

* License along with this software; if not, write to the Free

* Software Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA

* 02110-1301 USA, or see the FSF site: http://www.fsf.org.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1081901854_1654022961.8544106/0/remoting-jmx-1-1-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/remotingjmx/ServerMessageEventHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1081901854_1654022961.8544106/0/remoting-jmx-1-1-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/remotingjmx/ServerMessageEventHandlerFactory.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* JBoss, Home of Professional Open Source.

* Copyright 2012, Red Hat, Inc., and individual contributors

* as indicated by the @author tags. See the copyright.txt file in the

* distribution for a full listing of individual contributors.

*
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* This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

* under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as

* published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2.1 of

* the License, or (at your option) any later version.

*

* This software is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

* but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

* MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU

* Lesser General Public License for more details.

*

* You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

* License along with this software; if not, write to the Free

* Software Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA

* 02110-1301 USA, or see the FSF site: http://www.fsf.org.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1081901854_1654022961.8544106/0/remoting-jmx-1-1-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/remotingjmx/protocol/v2/ClientRequestManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1081901854_1654022961.8544106/0/remoting-jmx-1-1-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/remotingjmx/DelegatingRemotingConnectorServer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1081901854_1654022961.8544106/0/remoting-jmx-1-1-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/remotingjmx/Capability.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1081901854_1654022961.8544106/0/remoting-jmx-1-1-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/remotingjmx/protocol/v2/ServerCommon.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1081901854_1654022961.8544106/0/remoting-jmx-1-1-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/remotingjmx/MBeanServerManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1081901854_1654022961.8544106/0/remoting-jmx-1-1-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/remotingjmx/protocol/v2/ClientConnection.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1081901854_1654022961.8544106/0/remoting-jmx-1-1-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/remotingjmx/protocol/v1/ConnectionIdReceiver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1081901854_1654022961.8544106/0/remoting-jmx-1-1-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/remotingjmx/MBeanServerLocator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1081901854_1654022961.8544106/0/remoting-jmx-1-1-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/remotingjmx/protocol/v1/Common.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1081901854_1654022961.8544106/0/remoting-jmx-1-1-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/remotingjmx/protocol/v2/ParameterConnection.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1081901854_1654022961.8544106/0/remoting-jmx-1-1-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/remotingjmx/protocol/v2/ClientCommon.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1081901854_1654022961.8544106/0/remoting-jmx-1-1-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/remotingjmx/protocol/v2/ParameterProxy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1081901854_1654022961.8544106/0/remoting-jmx-1-1-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/remotingjmx/WrappedMBeanServerConnection.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1081901854_1654022961.8544106/0/remoting-jmx-1-1-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/remotingjmx/protocol/v1/VersionedIoFuture.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1081901854_1654022961.8544106/0/remoting-jmx-1-1-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/remotingjmx/protocol/v2/ServerProxy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1081901854_1654022961.8544106/0/remoting-jmx-1-1-0-final-sources-1-
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jar/org/jboss/remotingjmx/protocol/v1/Constants.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1081901854_1654022961.8544106/0/remoting-jmx-1-1-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/remotingjmx/protocol/CancellableDataOutputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1081901854_1654022961.8544106/0/remoting-jmx-1-1-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/remotingjmx/protocol/v2/WelcomeMessageReceiver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1081901854_1654022961.8544106/0/remoting-jmx-1-1-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/remotingjmx/protocol/v1/ServerProxy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1081901854_1654022961.8544106/0/remoting-jmx-1-1-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/remotingjmx/protocol/v2/Constants.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1081901854_1654022961.8544106/0/remoting-jmx-1-1-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/remotingjmx/protocol/v1/ClientConnection.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1081901854_1654022961.8544106/0/remoting-jmx-1-1-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/remotingjmx/protocol/v2/VersionedIoFuture.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1081901854_1654022961.8544106/0/remoting-jmx-1-1-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/remotingjmx/Util.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1081901854_1654022961.8544106/0/remoting-jmx-1-1-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/remotingjmx/protocol/v2/Common.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1081901854_1654022961.8544106/0/remoting-jmx-1-1-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/remotingjmx/protocol/v2/ClientExecutorManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1081901854_1654022961.8544106/0/remoting-jmx-1-1-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/remotingjmx/RemotingMBeanServerConnection.java

 

1.637 spring-expression 3.0.7.RELEASE 
1.637.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

() [] {}

 

Found in path(s):

* // brackets must be in pairs

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2004-2009 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.
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*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238431_1606882747.41/0/spring-expression-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/ParserContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238431_1606882747.41/0/spring-expression-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/SpelParseException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238431_1606882747.41/0/spring-expression-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/SpelEvaluationException.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

" +

 

Found in path(s):

* "' for expression starting at character " + prefixIndex + "

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

//www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

Found in path(s):

* *      http

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

case '[': case '(':

 

Found in path(s):

* case '{'

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

 

 

Found in path(s):

* // Chew on the expression text - relying on the rules

* case '\''

* case '"'

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2010 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
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* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238431_1606882747.41/0/spring-expression-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/TypedValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238431_1606882747.41/0/spring-expression-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/Selection.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238431_1606882747.41/0/spring-expression-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/support/ReflectiveMethodExecutor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238431_1606882747.41/0/spring-expression-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/PropertyOrFieldReference.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238431_1606882747.41/0/spring-expression-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/MethodResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238431_1606882747.41/0/spring-expression-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/BeanResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238431_1606882747.41/0/spring-expression-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/BeanReference.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238431_1606882747.41/0/spring-expression-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/common/ExpressionUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238431_1606882747.41/0/spring-expression-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/support/ReflectiveConstructorResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238431_1606882747.41/0/spring-expression-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/support/ReflectivePropertyAccessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238431_1606882747.41/0/spring-expression-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/FormatHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238431_1606882747.41/0/spring-expression-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/support/StandardTypeConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238431_1606882747.41/0/spring-expression-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/support/ReflectiveConstructorExecutor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238431_1606882747.41/0/spring-expression-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/support/ReflectiveMethodResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238431_1606882747.41/0/spring-expression-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/Indexer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238431_1606882747.41/0/spring-expression-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/Projection.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238431_1606882747.41/0/spring-expression-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/TypeConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238431_1606882747.41/0/spring-expression-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/ConstructorReference.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238431_1606882747.41/0/spring-expression-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/ConstructorResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238431_1606882747.41/0/spring-expression-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/ExpressionInvocationTargetException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238431_1606882747.41/0/spring-expression-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/IntLiteral.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1111238431_1606882747.41/0/spring-expression-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/Expression.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238431_1606882747.41/0/spring-expression-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/InlineList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238431_1606882747.41/0/spring-expression-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/common/TemplateParserContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238431_1606882747.41/0/spring-expression-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/FunctionReference.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238431_1606882747.41/0/spring-expression-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/EvaluationContext.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

"foo${expr0}bar${expr1}". The static

 

Found in path(s):

* * number of expressions all contained in "${...}" markers. For instance

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2009 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238431_1606882747.41/0/spring-expression-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/OperatorOverloader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238431_1606882747.41/0/spring-expression-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/AccessException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238431_1606882747.41/0/spring-expression-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/support/StandardOperatorOverloader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238431_1606882747.41/0/spring-expression-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/TypeLocator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238431_1606882747.41/0/spring-expression-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/common/CompositeStringExpression.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238431_1606882747.41/0/spring-expression-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/standard/InternalSpelExpressionParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238431_1606882747.41/0/spring-expression-3-0-7-release-sources-2-
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jar/org/springframework/expression/TypeComparator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238431_1606882747.41/0/spring-expression-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/OpNE.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238431_1606882747.41/0/spring-expression-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/Assign.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238431_1606882747.41/0/spring-expression-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/TypeReference.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238431_1606882747.41/0/spring-expression-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/MethodExecutor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238431_1606882747.41/0/spring-expression-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/SpelParserConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238431_1606882747.41/0/spring-expression-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/Literal.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238431_1606882747.41/0/spring-expression-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/OperatorBetween.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238431_1606882747.41/0/spring-expression-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/OpPlus.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238431_1606882747.41/0/spring-expression-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/Identifier.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238431_1606882747.41/0/spring-expression-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/QualifiedIdentifier.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238431_1606882747.41/0/spring-expression-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/TypeCode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238431_1606882747.41/0/spring-expression-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/VariableReference.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238431_1606882747.41/0/spring-expression-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/OpGT.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238431_1606882747.41/0/spring-expression-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/OpDivide.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238431_1606882747.41/0/spring-expression-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/ConstructorExecutor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238431_1606882747.41/0/spring-expression-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/OperatorNot.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238431_1606882747.41/0/spring-expression-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/standard/SpelExpressionParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238431_1606882747.41/0/spring-expression-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/support/BooleanTypedValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238431_1606882747.41/0/spring-expression-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/OpGE.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238431_1606882747.41/0/spring-expression-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/InternalParseException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238431_1606882747.41/0/spring-expression-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/Operation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238431_1606882747.41/0/spring-expression-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/Operator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238431_1606882747.41/0/spring-expression-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/OpMinus.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238431_1606882747.41/0/spring-expression-3-0-7-release-sources-2-
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jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/standard/Token.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238431_1606882747.41/0/spring-expression-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/MethodFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238431_1606882747.41/0/spring-expression-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/EvaluationException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238431_1606882747.41/0/spring-expression-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/Ternary.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238431_1606882747.41/0/spring-expression-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/SpelNodeImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238431_1606882747.41/0/spring-expression-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/NullLiteral.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238431_1606882747.41/0/spring-expression-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/OperatorPower.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238431_1606882747.41/0/spring-expression-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/StringLiteral.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238431_1606882747.41/0/spring-expression-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/OperatorInstanceof.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238431_1606882747.41/0/spring-expression-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/common/LiteralExpression.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238431_1606882747.41/0/spring-expression-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/support/StandardTypeComparator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238431_1606882747.41/0/spring-expression-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/standard/SpelExpression.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238431_1606882747.41/0/spring-expression-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/OpModulus.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238431_1606882747.41/0/spring-expression-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/Elvis.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238431_1606882747.41/0/spring-expression-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/PropertyAccessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238431_1606882747.41/0/spring-expression-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/MethodReference.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238431_1606882747.41/0/spring-expression-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/OpOr.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238431_1606882747.41/0/spring-expression-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/OpEQ.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238431_1606882747.41/0/spring-expression-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/OpAnd.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238431_1606882747.41/0/spring-expression-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/common/TemplateAwareExpressionParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238431_1606882747.41/0/spring-expression-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/OperatorMatches.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238431_1606882747.41/0/spring-expression-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/RealLiteral.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238431_1606882747.41/0/spring-expression-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/standard/Tokenizer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238431_1606882747.41/0/spring-expression-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/LongLiteral.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238431_1606882747.41/0/spring-expression-3-0-7-release-sources-2-
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jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/OpLT.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238431_1606882747.41/0/spring-expression-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/OpMultiply.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238431_1606882747.41/0/spring-expression-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/OpLE.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238431_1606882747.41/0/spring-expression-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/ParseException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238431_1606882747.41/0/spring-expression-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/BooleanLiteral.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238431_1606882747.41/0/spring-expression-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/support/ReflectionHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238431_1606882747.41/0/spring-expression-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/SpelMessage.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238431_1606882747.41/0/spring-expression-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/ExpressionException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238431_1606882747.41/0/spring-expression-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/CompoundExpression.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238431_1606882747.41/0/spring-expression-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/standard/TokenKind.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238431_1606882747.41/0/spring-expression-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ExpressionState.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238431_1606882747.41/0/spring-expression-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/ExpressionParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238431_1606882747.41/0/spring-expression-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/support/StandardTypeLocator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238431_1606882747.41/0/spring-expression-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/SpelNode.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2011 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238431_1606882747.41/0/spring-expression-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/support/StandardEvaluationContext.java
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2010 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1111238431_1606882747.41/0/spring-expression-3-0-7-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/AstUtils.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

case ']':case ')':

 

Found in path(s):

* case '}'

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

square brackets [] round brackets () and curly brackets {}

 

Found in path(s):

* * Bracket is used to describe

 

1.638 mail 1.4.5-redhat-1 
1.638.1 Available under license : 

COMMON DEVELOPMENT AND DISTRIBUTION LICENSE (CDDL) Version 1.0

 

1. Definitions.

 

  1.1. Contributor. means each individual or entity that creates or contributes to the creation of Modifications.

 

  1.2. Contributor Version. means the combination of the Original Software, prior Modifications used by a

Contributor (if any), and the Modifications made by that particular Contributor.

 

  1.3. Covered Software. means (a) the Original Software, or (b) Modifications, or (c) the combination of files
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containing Original Software with files containing Modifications, in each case including portions thereof.

 

  1.4. Executable. means the Covered Software in any form other than Source Code.

 

  1.5. Initial Developer. means the individual or entity that first makes Original Software available under this

License.

 

  1.6. Larger Work. means a work which combines Covered Software or portions thereof with code not governed by

the terms of this License.

 

  1.7. License. means this document.

 

  1.8. Licensable. means having the right to grant, to the maximum extent possible, whether at the time of the initial

grant or subsequently acquired, any and all of the rights conveyed herein.

 

  1.9. Modifications. means the Source Code and Executable form of any of the following:

 

       A. Any file that results from an addition to, deletion from or modification of the contents of a file containing

Original Software or previous Modifications;

 

       B. Any new file that contains any part of the Original Software or previous Modification; or

 

       C. Any new file that is contributed or otherwise made available under the terms of this License.

 

  1.10. Original Software. means the Source Code and Executable form of computer software code that is originally

released under this License.

 

  1.11. Patent Claims. means any patent claim(s), now owned or hereafter acquired, including without limitation,

method, process, and apparatus claims, in any patent Licensable by grantor.

 

  1.12. Source Code. means (a) the common form of computer software code in which modifications are made and

(b) associated documentation included in or with such code.

 

  1.13. You. (or .Your.) means an individual or a legal entity exercising rights under, and complying with all of the

terms of, this License. For legal entities, .You. includes any entity which controls, is controlled by, or is under

common control with You. For purposes of this definition, .control. means (a) the power, direct or indirect, to cause

the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (b) ownership of more than fifty

percent (50%) of the outstanding shares or beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

2. License Grants.

 

     2.1. The Initial Developer Grant.

 

     Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and subject to third party intellectual property claims,

the Initial Developer hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license:

 

        (a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark) Licensable by Initial Developer, to use,

reproduce, modify, display, perform, sublicense and distribute the Original Software (or portions thereof), with or
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without Modifications, and/or as part of a Larger Work; and

 

        (b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using or selling of Original Software, to make, have made,

use, practice, sell, and offer for sale, and/or otherwise dispose of the Original Software (or portions thereof).

 

       (c) The licenses granted in Sections 2.1(a) and (b) are effective on the date Initial Developer first distributes or

otherwise makes the Original Software available to a third party under the terms of this License.

 

       (d) Notwithstanding Section 2.1(b) above, no patent license is granted: (1) for code that You delete from the

Original Software, or (2) for infringements caused by: (i) the modification of the Original Software, or (ii) the

combination of the Original Software with other software or devices.

 

   2.2. Contributor Grant.

 

   Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and subject to third party intellectual property claims,

each Contributor hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license:

 

       (a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark) Licensable by Contributor to use,

reproduce, modify, display, perform, sublicense and distribute the Modifications created by such Contributor (or

portions thereof), either on an unmodified basis, with other Modifications, as Covered Software and/or as part of a

Larger Work; and

 

       (b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using, or selling of Modifications made by that Contributor

either alone and/or in combination with its Contributor Version (or portions of such combination), to make, use, sell,

offer for sale, have made, and/or otherwise dispose of: (1) Modifications made by that Contributor (or portions

thereof); and (2) the combination of Modifications made by that Contributor with its Contributor Version (or

portions of such combination).

 

       (c) The licenses granted in Sections 2.2(a) and 2.2(b) are effective on the date Contributor first distributes or

otherwise makes the Modifications available to a third party.

 

       (d) Notwithstanding Section 2.2(b) above, no patent license is granted: (1) for any code that Contributor has

deleted from the Contributor Version; (2) for infringements caused by: (i) third party modifications of Contributor

Version, or (ii) the combination of Modifications made by that Contributor with other software (except as part of the

Contributor Version) or other devices; or (3) under Patent Claims infringed by Covered Software in the absence of

Modifications made by that Contributor.

 

3. Distribution Obligations.

 

     3.1. Availability of Source Code.

     Any Covered Software that You distribute or otherwise make available in Executable form must also be made

available in Source Code form and that Source Code form must be distributed only under the terms of this License.

You must include a copy of this License with every copy of the Source Code form of the Covered Software You

distribute or otherwise make available. You must inform recipients of any such Covered Software in Executable

form as to how they can obtain such Covered Software in Source Code form in a reasonable manner on or through a

medium customarily used for software exchange.

 

     3.2. Modifications.
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     The Modifications that You create or to which You contribute are governed by the terms of this License. You

represent that You believe Your Modifications are Your original creation(s) and/or You have sufficient rights to

grant the rights conveyed by this License.

 

     3.3. Required Notices.

     You must include a notice in each of Your Modifications that identifies You as the Contributor of the

Modification. You may not remove or alter any copyright, patent or trademark notices contained within the Covered

Software, or any notices of licensing or any descriptive text giving attribution to any Contributor or the Initial

Developer.

 

     3.4. Application of Additional Terms.

     You may not offer or impose any terms on any Covered Software in Source Code form that alters or restricts the

applicable version of this License or the recipients. rights hereunder. You may choose to offer, and to charge a fee

for, warranty, support, indemnity or liability obligations to one or more recipients of Covered Software. However,

you may do so only on Your own behalf, and not on behalf of the Initial Developer or any Contributor. You must

make it absolutely clear that any such warranty, support, indemnity or liability obligation is offered by You alone,

and You hereby agree to indemnify the Initial Developer and every Contributor for any liability incurred by the

Initial Developer or such Contributor as a result of warranty, support, indemnity or liability terms You offer.

 

     3.5. Distribution of Executable Versions.

     You may distribute the Executable form of the Covered Software under the terms of this License or under the

terms of a license of Your choice, which may contain terms different from this License, provided that You are in

compliance with the terms of this License and that the license for the Executable form does not attempt to limit or

alter the recipient.s rights in the Source Code form from the rights set forth in this License. If You distribute the

Covered Software in Executable form under a different license, You must make it absolutely clear that any terms

which differ from this License are offered by You alone, not by the Initial Developer or Contributor. You hereby

agree to indemnify the Initial Developer and every Contributor for any liability incurred by the Initial Developer or

such Contributor as a result of any such terms You offer.

 

     3.6. Larger Works.

     You may create a Larger Work by combining Covered Software with other code not governed by the terms of

this License and distribute the Larger Work as a single product. In such a case, You must make sure the

requirements of this License are fulfilled for the Covered Software.

 

4. Versions of the License.

 

     4.1. New Versions.

     Sun Microsystems, Inc. is the initial license steward and may publish revised and/or new versions of this License

from time to time. Each version will be given a distinguishing version number. Except as provided in Section 4.3, no

one other than the license steward has the right to modify this License.

 

     4.2. Effect of New Versions.

     You may always continue to use, distribute or otherwise make the Covered Software available under the terms of

the version of the License under which You originally received the Covered Software. If the Initial Developer

includes a notice in the Original Software prohibiting it from being distributed or otherwise made available under

any subsequent version of the License, You must distribute and make the Covered Software available under the

terms of the version of the License under which You originally received the Covered Software. Otherwise, You may

also choose to use, distribute or otherwise make the Covered Software available under the terms of any subsequent
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version of the License published by the license steward.

 

     4.3. Modified Versions.

     When You are an Initial Developer and You want to create a new license for Your Original Software, You may

create and use a modified version of this License if You: (a) rename the license and remove any references to the

name of the license steward (except to note that the license differs from this License); and (b) otherwise make it

clear that the license contains terms which differ from this License.

 

5. DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY.

 

  COVERED SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED UNDER THIS LICENSE ON AN .AS IS. BASIS, WITHOUT

WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION,

WARRANTIES THAT THE COVERED SOFTWARE IS FREE OF DEFECTS, MERCHANTABLE, FIT FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR NON-INFRINGING. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND

PERFORMANCE OF THE COVERED SOFTWARE IS WITH YOU. SHOULD ANY COVERED SOFTWARE

PROVE DEFECTIVE IN ANY RESPECT, YOU (NOT THE INITIAL DEVELOPER OR ANY OTHER

CONTRIBUTOR) ASSUME THE COST OF ANY NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

THIS DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY CONSTITUTES AN ESSENTIAL PART OF THIS LICENSE. NO USE

OF ANY COVERED SOFTWARE IS AUTHORIZED HEREUNDER EXCEPT UNDER THIS DISCLAIMER.

 

6. TERMINATION.

 

     6.1. This License and the rights granted hereunder will terminate automatically if You fail to comply with terms

herein and fail to cure such breach within 30 days of becoming aware of the breach. Provisions which, by their

nature, must remain in effect beyond the termination of this License shall survive.

 

     6.2. If You assert a patent infringement claim (excluding declaratory judgment actions) against Initial Developer

or a Contributor (the Initial Developer or Contributor against whom You assert such claim is referred to as

.Participant.) alleging that the Participant Software (meaning the Contributor Version where the Participant is a

Contributor or the Original Software where the Participant is the Initial Developer) directly or indirectly infringes

any patent, then any and all rights granted directly or indirectly to You by such Participant, the Initial Developer (if

the Initial Developer is not the Participant) and all Contributors under Sections 2.1 and/or 2.2 of this License shall,

upon 60 days notice from Participant terminate prospectively and automatically at the expiration of such 60 day

notice period, unless if within such 60 day period You withdraw Your claim with respect to the Participant Software

against such Participant either unilaterally or pursuant to a written agreement with Participant.

 

     6.3. In the event of termination under Sections 6.1 or 6.2 above, all end user licenses that have been validly

granted by You or any distributor hereunder prior to termination (excluding licenses granted to You by any

distributor) shall survive termination.

 

7. LIMITATION OF LIABILITY.

 

  UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES AND UNDER NO LEGAL THEORY, WHETHER TORT (INCLUDING

NEGLIGENCE), CONTRACT, OR OTHERWISE, SHALL YOU, THE INITIAL DEVELOPER, ANY OTHER

CONTRIBUTOR, OR ANY DISTRIBUTOR OF COVERED SOFTWARE, OR ANY SUPPLIER OF ANY OF

SUCH PARTIES, BE LIABLE TO ANY PERSON FOR ANY INDIRECT, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OF ANY CHARACTER INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, DAMAGES

FOR LOST PROFITS, LOSS OF GOODWILL, WORK STOPPAGE, COMPUTER FAILURE OR
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MALFUNCTION, OR ANY AND ALL OTHER COMMERCIAL DAMAGES OR LOSSES, EVEN IF SUCH

PARTY SHALL HAVE BEEN INFORMED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES. THIS LIMITATION

OF LIABILITY SHALL NOT APPLY TO LIABILITY FOR DEATH OR PERSONAL INJURY RESULTING

FROM SUCH PARTY.S NEGLIGENCE TO THE EXTENT APPLICABLE LAW PROHIBITS SUCH

LIMITATION. SOME JURISDICTIONS DO NOT ALLOW THE EXCLUSION OR LIMITATION OF

INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, SO THIS EXCLUSION AND LIMITATION MAY NOT

APPLY TO YOU.

 

8. U.S. GOVERNMENT END USERS.

 

  The Covered Software is a .commercial item,. as that term is defined in 48 C.F.R. 2.101 (Oct. 1995), consisting of

.commercial computer software. (as that term is defined at 48 C.F.R.  252.227-7014(a)(1)) and .commercial

computer software documentation. as such terms are used in 48 C.F.R. 12.212 (Sept. 1995). Consistent with 48

C.F.R. 12.212 and 48 C.F.R. 227.7202-1 through 227.7202-4 (June 1995), all U.S. Government End Users acquire

Covered Software with only those rights set forth herein. This U.S. Government Rights clause is in lieu of, and

supersedes, any other FAR, DFAR, or other clause or provision that addresses Government rights in computer

software under this License.

 

9. MISCELLANEOUS.

 

  This License represents the complete agreement concerning subject matter hereof. If any provision of this License

is held to be unenforceable, such provision shall be reformed only to the extent necessary to make it enforceable.

This License shall be governed by the law of the jurisdiction specified in a notice contained within the Original

Software (except to the extent applicable law, if any, provides otherwise), excluding such jurisdiction.s conflict-of-

law provisions. Any litigation relating to this License shall be subject to the jurisdiction of the courts located in the

jurisdiction and venue specified in a notice contained within the Original Software, with the losing party responsible

for costs, including, without limitation, court costs and reasonable attorneys. fees and expenses. The application of

the United Nations Convention on Contracts for the International Sale of Goods is expressly excluded. Any law or

regulation which provides that the language of a contract shall be construed against the drafter shall not apply to this

License. You agree that You alone are responsible for compliance with the United States export administration

regulations (and the export control laws and regulation of any other countries) when You use, distribute or otherwise

make available any Covered Software.

 

10. RESPONSIBILITY FOR CLAIMS.

 

  As between Initial Developer and the Contributors, each party is responsible for claims and damages arising,

directly or indirectly, out of its utilization of rights under this License and You agree to work with Initial Developer

and Contributors to distribute such responsibility on an equitable basis. Nothing herein is intended or shall be

deemed to constitute any admission of liability.

 

  NOTICE PURSUANT TO SECTION 9 OF THE COMMON DEVELOPMENT AND DISTRIBUTION LICENSE

(CDDL)

 

  The code released under the CDDL shall be governed by the laws of the State of California (excluding conflict-of-

law provisions). Any litigation relating to this License shall be subject to the jurisdiction of the Federal Courts of the

Northern District of California and the state courts of the State of California, with venue lying in Santa Clara

County, California.
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The GNU General Public License (GPL) Version 2, June 1991

 

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc. 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307

USA

 

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license document, but changing it is not

allowed.

 

Preamble

 

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU

General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to make sure the

software is free for all its users. This General Public License applies to most of the Free Software Foundation's

software and to any other program whose authors commit to using it. (Some other Free Software Foundation

software is covered by the GNU Library General Public License instead.) You can apply it to your programs, too.

 

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to

make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish),

that you receive source code or can get it if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new

free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to

surrender the rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the

software, or if you modify it.

 

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all

the rights that you have. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. And you must show

them these terms so they know their rights.

 

We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and (2) offer you this license which gives you

legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the software.

 

Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain that everyone understands that there is no

warranty for this free software. If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we want its recipients to

know that what they have is not the original, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the

original authors' reputations.

 

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents. We wish to avoid the danger that

redistributors of a free program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the program proprietary. To

prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow.

 

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION
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0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying

it may be distributed under the terms of this General Public License. The "Program", below, refers to any such

program or work, and a "work based on the Program" means either the Program or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications

and/or translated into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term

"modification".) Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its

scope. The act of running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program is covered only if its

contents constitute a work based on the Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you receive it, in any medium,

provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and

disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and

give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty

protection in exchange for a fee.

 

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the

Program, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you

also meet all of these conditions:

 

  a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of

any change.

 

  b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in whole or in part contains or is derived from the

Program or any part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this

License.

 

  c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively when run, you must cause it, when started

running for such interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an announcement including an

appropriate copyright notice and a notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide a warranty) and

that users may redistribute the program under these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

License. (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but does not normally print such an announcement, your

work based on the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from

the Program, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License,

and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute

the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on

the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and

every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather,

the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Program.
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In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program with the Program (or with a work based on

the Program) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this

License.

 

3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it, under Section 2) in object code or executable

form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

  a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under

the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

  b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give any third party, for a charge no more

than your cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete machine-readable copy of the corresponding

source code, to be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software

interchange; or,

 

  c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer to distribute corresponding source code. (This

alternative is allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you received the program in object code or

executable form with such an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For an executable

work, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface

definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the executable. However, as a special

exception, the source code distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or

binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the

executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering

equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place counts as distribution of the source code, even though

third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program except as expressly provided under this License.

Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is void, and will automatically

terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this

License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you

permission to modify or distribute the Program or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do

not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the Program),

you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or

modifying the Program or works based on it.

 

6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the Program), the recipient automatically receives

a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to these terms and conditions.

You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not

responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to this License.

 

7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited

to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the
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conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as

to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a

consequence you may not distribute the Program at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-

free redistribution of the Program by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only

way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the

section is intended to apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest

validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software

distribution system, which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous

contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of

that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other

system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted

interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Program under this License may add an explicit

geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this

License.

 

9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the General Public License from time

to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new

problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program specifies a version number of this License

which applies to it and "any later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that

version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version

number of this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

 

10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free programs whose distribution conditions are

different, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software

Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be

guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the

sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

NO WARRANTY

 

11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE

PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE

STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM

"AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT

NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF
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ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY

COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE

PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL,

SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY

TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF

THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER

PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

 

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, the best way to

achieve this is to make it free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to

most effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a

pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

  One line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.

 

  Copyright (C)

 

  This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU General Public

License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later

version.

 

  This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the

implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU General

Public License for more details.

 

  You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along with this program; if not, write to the

Free Software Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

  Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author

  Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'. This is free software, and

you are welcome to redistribute it under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate parts of the General Public License.

Of course, the commands you use may be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be
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mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your school, if any, to sign a "copyright

disclaimer" for the program, if necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

  Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at

compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

  signature of Ty Coon, 1 April 1989

  Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into proprietary programs. If your program

is a subroutine library, you may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the library. If

this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General Public License instead of this License.

 

 

"CLASSPATH" EXCEPTION TO THE GPL VERSION 2

 

Certain source files distributed by Sun Microsystems, Inc. are subject to the following clarification and special

exception to the GPL Version 2, but only where Sun has expressly included in the particular source file's header the

words

 

"Sun designates this particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided by Sun in the License file that

accompanied this code."

 

Linking this library statically or dynamically with other modules is making a combined work based on this library.

Thus, the terms and conditions of the GNU General Public License Version 2 cover the whole combination.

 

As a special exception, the copyright holders of this library give you permission to link this library with independent

modules to produce an executable, regardless of the license terms of these independent modules, and to copy and

distribute the resulting executable under terms of your choice, provided that you also meet, for each linked

independent module, the terms and conditions of the license of that module.? An independent module is a module

which is not derived from or based on this library.? If you modify this library, you may extend this exception to your

version of the library, but you are not obligated to do so.? If you do not wish to do so, delete this exception

statement from your version.

 

1.639 xsom 20110809-redhat-3 
1.639.1 Available under license : 

COMMON DEVELOPMENT AND DISTRIBUTION LICENSE (CDDL) Version 1.1

1. Definitions.

 

 1.1. "Contributor" means each individual or entity that creates or

 contributes to the creation of Modifications.

 

 1.2. "Contributor Version" means the combination of the Original

 Software, prior Modifications used by a Contributor (if any), and
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 the Modifications made by that particular Contributor.

 

 1.3. "Covered Software" means (a) the Original Software, or (b)

 Modifications, or (c) the combination of files containing Original

 Software with files containing Modifications, in each case including

 portions thereof.

 

 1.4. "Executable" means the Covered Software in any form other than

 Source Code.

 

 1.5. "Initial Developer" means the individual or entity that first

 makes Original Software available under this License.

 

 1.6. "Larger Work" means a work which combines Covered Software or

 portions thereof with code not governed by the terms of this License.

 

 1.7. "License" means this document.

 

 1.8. "Licensable" means having the right to grant, to the maximum

 extent possible, whether at the time of the initial grant or

 subsequently acquired, any and all of the rights conveyed herein.

 

 1.9. "Modifications" means the Source Code and Executable form of

 any of the following:

 

 A. Any file that results from an addition to, deletion from or

 modification of the contents of a file containing Original Software

 or previous Modifications;

 

 B. Any new file that contains any part of the Original Software or

 previous Modification; or

 

 C. Any new file that is contributed or otherwise made available

 under the terms of this License.

 

 1.10. "Original Software" means the Source Code and Executable form

 of computer software code that is originally released under this

 License.

 

 1.11. "Patent Claims" means any patent claim(s), now owned or

 hereafter acquired, including without limitation, method, process,

 and apparatus claims, in any patent Licensable by grantor.

 

 1.12. "Source Code" means (a) the common form of computer software

 code in which modifications are made and (b) associated

 documentation included in or with such code.

 

 1.13. "You" (or "Your") means an individual or a legal entity
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 exercising rights under, and complying with all of the terms of,

 this License. For legal entities, "You" includes any entity which

 controls, is controlled by, or is under common control with You. For

 purposes of this definition, "control" means (a) the power, direct

 or indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity,

 whether by contract or otherwise, or (b) ownership of more than

 fifty percent (50%) of the outstanding shares or beneficial

 ownership of such entity.

 

2. License Grants.

 

 2.1. The Initial Developer Grant.

 

 Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and subject

 to third party intellectual property claims, the Initial Developer

 hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license:

 

 (a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or

 trademark) Licensable by Initial Developer, to use, reproduce,

 modify, display, perform, sublicense and distribute the Original

 Software (or portions thereof), with or without Modifications,

 and/or as part of a Larger Work; and

 

 (b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using or selling of

 Original Software, to make, have made, use, practice, sell, and

 offer for sale, and/or otherwise dispose of the Original Software

 (or portions thereof).

 

 (c) The licenses granted in Sections 2.1(a) and (b) are effective on

 the date Initial Developer first distributes or otherwise makes the

 Original Software available to a third party under the terms of this

 License.

 

 (d) Notwithstanding Section 2.1(b) above, no patent license is

 granted: (1) for code that You delete from the Original Software, or

 (2) for infringements caused by: (i) the modification of the

 Original Software, or (ii) the combination of the Original Software

 with other software or devices.

 

 2.2. Contributor Grant.

 

 Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and subject

 to third party intellectual property claims, each Contributor hereby

 grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license:

 

 (a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or

 trademark) Licensable by Contributor to use, reproduce, modify,

 display, perform, sublicense and distribute the Modifications
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 created by such Contributor (or portions thereof), either on an

 unmodified basis, with other Modifications, as Covered Software

 and/or as part of a Larger Work; and

 

 (b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using, or selling

 of Modifications made by that Contributor either alone and/or in

 combination with its Contributor Version (or portions of such

 combination), to make, use, sell, offer for sale, have made, and/or

 otherwise dispose of: (1) Modifications made by that Contributor (or

 portions thereof); and (2) the combination of Modifications made by

 that Contributor with its Contributor Version (or portions of such

 combination).

 

 (c) The licenses granted in Sections 2.2(a) and 2.2(b) are effective

 on the date Contributor first distributes or otherwise makes the

 Modifications available to a third party.

 

 (d) Notwithstanding Section 2.2(b) above, no patent license is

 granted: (1) for any code that Contributor has deleted from the

 Contributor Version; (2) for infringements caused by: (i) third

 party modifications of Contributor Version, or (ii) the combination

 of Modifications made by that Contributor with other software

 (except as part of the Contributor Version) or other devices; or (3)

 under Patent Claims infringed by Covered Software in the absence of

 Modifications made by that Contributor.

 

3. Distribution Obligations.

 

 3.1. Availability of Source Code.

 

 Any Covered Software that You distribute or otherwise make available

 in Executable form must also be made available in Source Code form

 and that Source Code form must be distributed only under the terms

 of this License. You must include a copy of this License with every

 copy of the Source Code form of the Covered Software You distribute

 or otherwise make available. You must inform recipients of any such

 Covered Software in Executable form as to how they can obtain such

 Covered Software in Source Code form in a reasonable manner on or

 through a medium customarily used for software exchange.

 

 3.2. Modifications.

 

 The Modifications that You create or to which You contribute are

 governed by the terms of this License. You represent that You

 believe Your Modifications are Your original creation(s) and/or You

 have sufficient rights to grant the rights conveyed by this License.

 

 3.3. Required Notices.
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 You must include a notice in each of Your Modifications that

 identifies You as the Contributor of the Modification. You may not

 remove or alter any copyright, patent or trademark notices contained

 within the Covered Software, or any notices of licensing or any

 descriptive text giving attribution to any Contributor or the

 Initial Developer.

 

 3.4. Application of Additional Terms.

 

 You may not offer or impose any terms on any Covered Software in

 Source Code form that alters or restricts the applicable version of

 this License or the recipients' rights hereunder. You may choose to

 offer, and to charge a fee for, warranty, support, indemnity or

 liability obligations to one or more recipients of Covered Software.

 However, you may do so only on Your own behalf, and not on behalf of

 the Initial Developer or any Contributor. You must make it

 absolutely clear that any such warranty, support, indemnity or

 liability obligation is offered by You alone, and You hereby agree

 to indemnify the Initial Developer and every Contributor for any

 liability incurred by the Initial Developer or such Contributor as a

 result of warranty, support, indemnity or liability terms You offer.

 

 3.5. Distribution of Executable Versions.

 

 You may distribute the Executable form of the Covered Software under

 the terms of this License or under the terms of a license of Your

 choice, which may contain terms different from this License,

 provided that You are in compliance with the terms of this License

 and that the license for the Executable form does not attempt to

 limit or alter the recipient's rights in the Source Code form from

 the rights set forth in this License. If You distribute the Covered

 Software in Executable form under a different license, You must make

 it absolutely clear that any terms which differ from this License

 are offered by You alone, not by the Initial Developer or

 Contributor. You hereby agree to indemnify the Initial Developer and

 every Contributor for any liability incurred by the Initial

 Developer or such Contributor as a result of any such terms You offer.

 

 3.6. Larger Works.

 

 You may create a Larger Work by combining Covered Software with

 other code not governed by the terms of this License and distribute

 the Larger Work as a single product. In such a case, You must make

 sure the requirements of this License are fulfilled for the Covered

 Software.

 

4. Versions of the License.
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 4.1. New Versions.

 

 Oracle is the initial license steward and may publish revised and/or

 new versions of this License from time to time. Each version will be

 given a distinguishing version number. Except as provided in Section

 4.3, no one other than the license steward has the right to modify

 this License.

 

 4.2. Effect of New Versions.

 

 You may always continue to use, distribute or otherwise make the

 Covered Software available under the terms of the version of the

 License under which You originally received the Covered Software. If

 the Initial Developer includes a notice in the Original Software

 prohibiting it from being distributed or otherwise made available

 under any subsequent version of the License, You must distribute and

 make the Covered Software available under the terms of the version

 of the License under which You originally received the Covered

 Software. Otherwise, You may also choose to use, distribute or

 otherwise make the Covered Software available under the terms of any

 subsequent version of the License published by the license steward.

 

 4.3. Modified Versions.

 

 When You are an Initial Developer and You want to create a new

 license for Your Original Software, You may create and use a

 modified version of this License if You: (a) rename the license and

 remove any references to the name of the license steward (except to

 note that the license differs from this License); and (b) otherwise

 make it clear that the license contains terms which differ from this

 License.

 

5. DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY.

 

 COVERED SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED UNDER THIS LICENSE ON AN "AS IS" BASIS,

 WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED,

 INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, WARRANTIES THAT THE COVERED SOFTWARE

 IS FREE OF DEFECTS, MERCHANTABLE, FIT FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR

 NON-INFRINGING. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF

 THE COVERED SOFTWARE IS WITH YOU. SHOULD ANY COVERED SOFTWARE PROVE

 DEFECTIVE IN ANY RESPECT, YOU (NOT THE INITIAL DEVELOPER OR ANY

 OTHER CONTRIBUTOR) ASSUME THE COST OF ANY NECESSARY SERVICING,

 REPAIR OR CORRECTION. THIS DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY CONSTITUTES AN

 ESSENTIAL PART OF THIS LICENSE. NO USE OF ANY COVERED SOFTWARE IS

 AUTHORIZED HEREUNDER EXCEPT UNDER THIS DISCLAIMER.

 

6. TERMINATION.
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 6.1. This License and the rights granted hereunder will terminate

 automatically if You fail to comply with terms herein and fail to

 cure such breach within 30 days of becoming aware of the breach.

 Provisions which, by their nature, must remain in effect beyond the

 termination of this License shall survive.

 

 6.2. If You assert a patent infringement claim (excluding

 declaratory judgment actions) against Initial Developer or a

 Contributor (the Initial Developer or Contributor against whom You

 assert such claim is referred to as "Participant") alleging that the

 Participant Software (meaning the Contributor Version where the

 Participant is a Contributor or the Original Software where the

 Participant is the Initial Developer) directly or indirectly

 infringes any patent, then any and all rights granted directly or

 indirectly to You by such Participant, the Initial Developer (if the

 Initial Developer is not the Participant) and all Contributors under

 Sections 2.1 and/or 2.2 of this License shall, upon 60 days notice

 from Participant terminate prospectively and automatically at the

 expiration of such 60 day notice period, unless if within such 60

 day period You withdraw Your claim with respect to the Participant

 Software against such Participant either unilaterally or pursuant to

 a written agreement with Participant.

 

 6.3. If You assert a patent infringement claim against Participant

 alleging that the Participant Software directly or indirectly

 infringes any patent where such claim is resolved (such as by

 license or settlement) prior to the initiation of patent

 infringement litigation, then the reasonable value of the licenses

 granted by such Participant under Sections 2.1 or 2.2 shall be taken

 into account in determining the amount or value of any payment or

 license.

 

 6.4. In the event of termination under Sections 6.1 or 6.2 above,

 all end user licenses that have been validly granted by You or any

 distributor hereunder prior to termination (excluding licenses

 granted to You by any distributor) shall survive termination.

 

7. LIMITATION OF LIABILITY.

 

 UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES AND UNDER NO LEGAL THEORY, WHETHER TORT

 (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE), CONTRACT, OR OTHERWISE, SHALL YOU, THE

 INITIAL DEVELOPER, ANY OTHER CONTRIBUTOR, OR ANY DISTRIBUTOR OF

 COVERED SOFTWARE, OR ANY SUPPLIER OF ANY OF SUCH PARTIES, BE LIABLE

 TO ANY PERSON FOR ANY INDIRECT, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, OR

 CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OF ANY CHARACTER INCLUDING, WITHOUT

 LIMITATION, DAMAGES FOR LOSS OF GOODWILL, WORK STOPPAGE, COMPUTER

 FAILURE OR MALFUNCTION, OR ANY AND ALL OTHER COMMERCIAL DAMAGES OR
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 LOSSES, EVEN IF SUCH PARTY SHALL HAVE BEEN INFORMED OF THE

 POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES. THIS LIMITATION OF LIABILITY SHALL NOT

 APPLY TO LIABILITY FOR DEATH OR PERSONAL INJURY RESULTING FROM SUCH

 PARTY'S NEGLIGENCE TO THE EXTENT APPLICABLE LAW PROHIBITS SUCH

 LIMITATION. SOME JURISDICTIONS DO NOT ALLOW THE EXCLUSION OR

 LIMITATION OF INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, SO THIS EXCLUSION

 AND LIMITATION MAY NOT APPLY TO YOU.

 

8. U.S. GOVERNMENT END USERS.

 

 The Covered Software is a "commercial item," as that term is defined

 in 48 C.F.R. 2.101 (Oct. 1995), consisting of "commercial computer

 software" (as that term is defined at 48 C.F.R. §

 252.227-7014(a)(1)) and "commercial computer software documentation"

 as such terms are used in 48 C.F.R. 12.212 (Sept. 1995). Consistent

 with 48 C.F.R. 12.212 and 48 C.F.R. 227.7202-1 through 227.7202-4

 (June 1995), all U.S. Government End Users acquire Covered Software

 with only those rights set forth herein. This U.S. Government Rights

 clause is in lieu of, and supersedes, any other FAR, DFAR, or other

 clause or provision that addresses Government rights in computer

 software under this License.

 

9. MISCELLANEOUS.

 

 This License represents the complete agreement concerning subject

 matter hereof. If any provision of this License is held to be

 unenforceable, such provision shall be reformed only to the extent

 necessary to make it enforceable. This License shall be governed by

 the law of the jurisdiction specified in a notice contained within

 the Original Software (except to the extent applicable law, if any,

 provides otherwise), excluding such jurisdiction's conflict-of-law

 provisions. Any litigation relating to this License shall be subject

 to the jurisdiction of the courts located in the jurisdiction and

 venue specified in a notice contained within the Original Software,

 with the losing party responsible for costs, including, without

 limitation, court costs and reasonable attorneys' fees and expenses.

 The application of the United Nations Convention on Contracts for

 the International Sale of Goods is expressly excluded. Any law or

 regulation which provides that the language of a contract shall be

 construed against the drafter shall not apply to this License. You

 agree that You alone are responsible for compliance with the United

 States export administration regulations (and the export control

 laws and regulation of any other countries) when You use, distribute

 or otherwise make available any Covered Software.

 

10. RESPONSIBILITY FOR CLAIMS.

 

 As between Initial Developer and the Contributors, each party is
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 responsible for claims and damages arising, directly or indirectly,

 out of its utilization of rights under this License and You agree to

 work with Initial Developer and Contributors to distribute such

 responsibility on an equitable basis. Nothing herein is intended or

 shall be deemed to constitute any admission of liability.

NOTICE PURSUANT TO SECTION 9 OF THE COMMON DEVELOPMENT AND DISTRIBUTION LICENSE

(CDDL)

The code released under the CDDL shall be governed by the laws of the

State of California (excluding conflict-of-law provisions). Any

litigation relating to this License shall be subject to the jurisdiction

of the Federal Courts of the Northern District of California and the

state courts of the State of California, with venue lying in Santa Clara

County, California.

The GNU General Public License (GPL) Version 2, June 1991

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor

Boston, MA 02110-1335

USA

 

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

Preamble

 

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to

share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public License is

intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to

make sure the software is free for all its users. This General Public

License applies to most of the Free Software Foundation's software and

to any other program whose authors commit to using it. (Some other Free

Software Foundation software is covered by the GNU Library General

Public License instead.) You can apply it to your programs, too.

 

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price.

Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the

freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this

service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you

want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new

free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone

to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights. These

restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis

or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that you have.

You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code.
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And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software. If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents.

We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free program will

individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the program

proprietary. To prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must

be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains a

notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed under

the terms of this General Public License. The "Program", below, refers

to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program" means

either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law: that is

to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it, either

verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another language.

(Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term

"modification".) Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running

the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program is

covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Program

(independent of having been made by running the Program). Whether that

is true depends on what the Program does.

 

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source

code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously

and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice

and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to

this License and to the absence of any warranty; and give any other

recipients of the Program a copy of this License along with the Program.
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You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of

it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and distribute

such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided

that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any part

   thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third parties

   under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a notice

   that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide a

   warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under these

   conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this License.

   (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but does not

   normally print such an announcement, your work based on the Program

   is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program, and

can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on

the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this

License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire

whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of a

storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the

scope of this License.

 

3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,
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under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1

   and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your cost

   of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer to

   distribute corresponding source code. (This alternative is allowed

   only for noncommercial distribution and only if you received the

   program in object code or executable form with such an offer, in

   accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it. For an executable work, complete source code

means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control

compilation and installation of the executable. However, as a special

exception, the source code distributed need not include anything that is

normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the

executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering access

to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy

the source code from the same place counts as distribution of the source

code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source

along with the object code.

 

4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise

to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is void, and will

automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties

who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will

not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in

full compliance.

 

5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works. These actions are
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prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all

its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the

Program or works based on it.

 

6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions

on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not

responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to this License.

 

7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute

so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and

any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not

distribute the Program at all. For example, if a patent license would

not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by all those who

receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you

could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from

distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is implemented

by public license practices. Many people have made generous

contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that

system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to

the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute

software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be

a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License may

add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those
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countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries

not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the

limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new

versions of the General Public License from time to time. Such new

versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may

differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version

number of this License, you may choose any version ever published by the

Free Software Foundation.

 

10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the

author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the

Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we

sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the

two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free

software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

NO WARRANTY

 

11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE

ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH

YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL

NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR

DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM

(INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED

INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF

THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR

OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS
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1.640 jboss-as-protocol 7.3.0.Final-redhat-14 
1.640.1 Available under license : 

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* as indicated by the @authors tag. All rights reserved. *

This copyrighted material is made available to anyone wishing to use, * modify, copy, or redistribute it subject to

the terms and conditions * of the GNU Lesser General Public License, v. 2.1. * This program is distributed in the

hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT A * WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A * PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU Lesser General Public

License for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public License, * MA

02110-1301, USA.'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it * under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as * published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of * the License, or (at your option) any later version. * This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of *

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU * Lesser General Public

License for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public public

DomainClientImpl(InetAddress address, int port) { public DomainClientImpl(InetAddress address, int port,

CallbackHandler handler) { public DomainClientImpl(ModelControllerClient delegate) { public

DomainDeploymentManager getDeploymentManager() {'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it * under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as * published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of * the License, or (at your option) any later version. * This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of *

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU * Lesser General Public

License for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public * This is free

software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it * under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as *

published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2.1 of * the License, or (at your option) any later version.

* This software is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even

the implied warranty of * MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU *

Lesser General Public License for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General

Public'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it * under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as * published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of * the License, or (at your option) any later version. * This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of *

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU * Lesser General Public

License for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public'

 

1.641 gson 2.8.2 
1.641.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2010 Google Inc.
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*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000760527_1646171563.11/0/gson-2-8-2-sources-jar/com/google/gson/stream/JsonWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000760527_1646171563.11/0/gson-2-8-2-sources-

jar/com/google/gson/stream/MalformedJsonException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000760527_1646171563.11/0/gson-2-8-2-sources-jar/com/google/gson/stream/JsonScope.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000760527_1646171563.11/0/gson-2-8-2-sources-jar/com/google/gson/stream/JsonToken.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000760527_1646171563.11/0/gson-2-8-2-sources-jar/com/google/gson/stream/JsonReader.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2010 The Android Open Source Project

* Copyright (C) 2012 Google Inc.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000760527_1646171563.11/0/gson-2-8-2-sources-

jar/com/google/gson/internal/LinkedHashTreeMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000760527_1646171563.11/0/gson-2-8-2-sources-

jar/com/google/gson/internal/LinkedTreeMap.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**
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* Copyright (C) 2008 Google Inc.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000760527_1646171563.11/0/gson-2-8-2-sources-

jar/com/google/gson/internal/$Gson$Types.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2011 Google Inc.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000760527_1646171563.11/0/gson-2-8-2-sources-

jar/com/google/gson/internal/bind/ReflectiveTypeAdapterFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000760527_1646171563.11/0/gson-2-8-2-sources-

jar/com/google/gson/internal/bind/CollectionTypeAdapterFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000760527_1646171563.11/0/gson-2-8-2-sources-

jar/com/google/gson/internal/bind/MapTypeAdapterFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000760527_1646171563.11/0/gson-2-8-2-sources-

jar/com/google/gson/internal/bind/TypeAdapterRuntimeTypeWrapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000760527_1646171563.11/0/gson-2-8-2-sources-

jar/com/google/gson/internal/bind/ObjectTypeAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000760527_1646171563.11/0/gson-2-8-2-sources-
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jar/com/google/gson/internal/bind/ArrayTypeAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000760527_1646171563.11/0/gson-2-8-2-sources-

jar/com/google/gson/internal/bind/TypeAdapters.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000760527_1646171563.11/0/gson-2-8-2-sources-

jar/com/google/gson/internal/JsonReaderInternalAccess.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000760527_1646171563.11/0/gson-2-8-2-sources-

jar/com/google/gson/internal/bind/JsonTreeReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000760527_1646171563.11/0/gson-2-8-2-sources-

jar/com/google/gson/TypeAdapterFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000760527_1646171563.11/0/gson-2-8-2-sources-jar/com/google/gson/TypeAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000760527_1646171563.11/0/gson-2-8-2-sources-

jar/com/google/gson/internal/bind/JsonTreeWriter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2008 Google Inc.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000760527_1646171563.11/0/gson-2-8-2-sources-

jar/com/google/gson/internal/$Gson$Preconditions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000760527_1646171563.11/0/gson-2-8-2-sources-jar/com/google/gson/GsonBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000760527_1646171563.11/0/gson-2-8-2-sources-jar/com/google/gson/JsonPrimitive.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000760527_1646171563.11/0/gson-2-8-2-sources-jar/com/google/gson/JsonArray.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000760527_1646171563.11/0/gson-2-8-2-sources-

jar/com/google/gson/DefaultDateTypeAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000760527_1646171563.11/0/gson-2-8-2-sources-jar/com/google/gson/internal/Excluder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000760527_1646171563.11/0/gson-2-8-2-sources-jar/com/google/gson/reflect/TypeToken.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000760527_1646171563.11/0/gson-2-8-2-sources-jar/com/google/gson/JsonNull.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000760527_1646171563.11/0/gson-2-8-2-sources-

jar/com/google/gson/FieldNamingPolicy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000760527_1646171563.11/0/gson-2-8-2-sources-jar/com/google/gson/annotations/Since.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000760527_1646171563.11/0/gson-2-8-2-sources-

jar/com/google/gson/JsonDeserializationContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000760527_1646171563.11/0/gson-2-8-2-sources-jar/com/google/gson/annotations/Until.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000760527_1646171563.11/0/gson-2-8-2-sources-
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jar/com/google/gson/internal/ObjectConstructor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000760527_1646171563.11/0/gson-2-8-2-sources-

jar/com/google/gson/FieldNamingStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000760527_1646171563.11/0/gson-2-8-2-sources-jar/com/google/gson/Gson.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000760527_1646171563.11/0/gson-2-8-2-sources-jar/com/google/gson/InstanceCreator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000760527_1646171563.11/0/gson-2-8-2-sources-jar/com/google/gson/ExclusionStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000760527_1646171563.11/0/gson-2-8-2-sources-

jar/com/google/gson/annotations/Expose.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000760527_1646171563.11/0/gson-2-8-2-sources-

jar/com/google/gson/JsonParseException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000760527_1646171563.11/0/gson-2-8-2-sources-jar/com/google/gson/JsonDeserializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000760527_1646171563.11/0/gson-2-8-2-sources-

jar/com/google/gson/JsonSerializationContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000760527_1646171563.11/0/gson-2-8-2-sources-jar/com/google/gson/JsonElement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000760527_1646171563.11/0/gson-2-8-2-sources-

jar/com/google/gson/annotations/SerializedName.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000760527_1646171563.11/0/gson-2-8-2-sources-jar/com/google/gson/JsonIOException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000760527_1646171563.11/0/gson-2-8-2-sources-jar/com/google/gson/JsonObject.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000760527_1646171563.11/0/gson-2-8-2-sources-jar/com/google/gson/JsonSerializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000760527_1646171563.11/0/gson-2-8-2-sources-jar/com/google/gson/internal/Primitives.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2011 Google Inc.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000760527_1646171563.11/0/gson-2-8-2-sources-

jar/com/google/gson/internal/LazilyParsedNumber.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000760527_1646171563.11/0/gson-2-8-2-sources-

jar/com/google/gson/internal/UnsafeAllocator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000760527_1646171563.11/0/gson-2-8-2-sources-

jar/com/google/gson/internal/bind/TreeTypeAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000760527_1646171563.11/0/gson-2-8-2-sources-

jar/com/google/gson/internal/ConstructorConstructor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000760527_1646171563.11/0/gson-2-8-2-sources-
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jar/com/google/gson/internal/bind/DateTypeAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000760527_1646171563.11/0/gson-2-8-2-sources-

jar/com/google/gson/internal/bind/SqlDateTypeAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000760527_1646171563.11/0/gson-2-8-2-sources-

jar/com/google/gson/internal/bind/TimeTypeAdapter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2010 Google Inc.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000760527_1646171563.11/0/gson-2-8-2-sources-

jar/com/google/gson/JsonSyntaxException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000760527_1646171563.11/0/gson-2-8-2-sources-jar/com/google/gson/internal/Streams.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2009 Google Inc.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000760527_1646171563.11/0/gson-2-8-2-sources-

jar/com/google/gson/LongSerializationPolicy.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1000760527_1646171563.11/0/gson-2-8-2-sources-jar/com/google/gson/JsonStreamParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000760527_1646171563.11/0/gson-2-8-2-sources-jar/com/google/gson/FieldAttributes.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000760527_1646171563.11/0/gson-2-8-2-sources-jar/com/google/gson/JsonParser.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2014 Google Inc.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000760527_1646171563.11/0/gson-2-8-2-sources-

jar/com/google/gson/internal/bind/JsonAdapterAnnotationTypeAdapterFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000760527_1646171563.11/0/gson-2-8-2-sources-

jar/com/google/gson/annotations/JsonAdapter.java

 

1.642 shrinkwrap-impl-base 1.1.2.redhat-1 
1.642.1 Available under license : 

Apache License

Version 2.0, January 2004

http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

1. Definitions.

 

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1

through 9 of this document.

 

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are

under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or

indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of

fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.
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"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source

code, documentation source, and configuration files.

 

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form,

including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

 

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as

indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix

below).

 

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the

Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole,

an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that

remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works

thereof.

 

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications

or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the

Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright

owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written

communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic

mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously

marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been

received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce,

prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such

Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section)

patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such

license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was

submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit)

alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent

infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date

such litigation is filed.

 

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any

medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following
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conditions:

 

You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and 

 

You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and 

 

You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark,

and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

the Derivative Works; and 

 

If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute

must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices

that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a NOTICE text

file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided along with the

Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such third-party notices

normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not modify the

License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside or as an

addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

as modifying the License.

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license

terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works

as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions

stated in this License.

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for

inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any

additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of

any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product

names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and

reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work

(and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR

CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or

conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and

assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or

otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing,

shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or

consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or

any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of

such damages.

 

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may
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choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or

rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf

and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend,

and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by

reason of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work

 

To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by

brackets "[]" replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include the brackets!) The text should be

enclosed in the appropriate comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a file or class name and

description of purpose be included on the same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier identification within

third-party archives.

 

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.643 hibernatejpa2.0api 1.0.1.Final 
1.643.1 Available under license : 

Eclipse Distribution License - v 1.0

 

Copyright (c) 2007, Eclipse Foundation, Inc. and its licensors.

 

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the

following conditions are met:

 

Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

disclaimer.

Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.
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Neither the name of the Eclipse Foundation, Inc. nor the names of its contributors may be used to endorse or

promote products derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR

ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS

OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN

IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

1.644 infinispan-cachestore-jdbc 5.2.7.Final-

redhat-2 
1.644.1 Available under license : 

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '~ This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it ~ under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as ~ published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of ~ the License, or (at your option) any later version. ~ This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, ~ but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of ~

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU ~ Lesser General Public

License for more details. ~ You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* as indicated by the @author tags. All rights reserved. *

This copyrighted material is made available to anyone wishing to use, * modify, copy, or redistribute it subject to

the terms and conditions * of the GNU Lesser General Public License, v. 2.1. * This program is distributed in the

hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT A * WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A * PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU Lesser General Public

License for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public License, * MA

02110-1301, USA.'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it * under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as * published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of * the License, or (at your option) any later version. * This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of *

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU * Lesser General Public

License for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* contributors as indicated by the @author tags. All rights

reserved. * This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it * under the terms of the GNU Lesser

General Public License as * published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2.1 of * the License, or (at

your option) any later version. * This software is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, * but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of * MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU * Lesser General Public License for more details. * You should have

received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '<name>GNU Lesser General Public License</name>'
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1.645 infinispan-client-hotrod 9.2.5.Final 
1.645.1 Available under license : 

   Copyright 2009 - 2017, Red Hat Inc. and/or its affiliates.

 

  All files in this repository or distribution are licensed under the

  Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use any files in this repository or distribution except

  in compliance with the License.

 

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.646 x-crypto 4.7.0 
1.646.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2011-2018 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1100097752_1602674911.14/0/spring-security-crypto-5-3-5-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/crypto/password/Digester.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.
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// Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software for any

// purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above

// copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1100097752_1602674911.14/0/spring-security-crypto-5-3-5-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/crypto/bcrypt/BCrypt.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2016 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1100097752_1602674911.14/0/spring-security-crypto-5-3-5-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/crypto/codec/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1100097752_1602674911.14/0/spring-security-crypto-5-3-5-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/crypto/password/AbstractPasswordEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1100097752_1602674911.14/0/spring-security-crypto-5-3-5-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/crypto/codec/Utf8.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1100097752_1602674911.14/0/spring-security-crypto-5-3-5-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/crypto/codec/Hex.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2011 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
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* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1100097752_1602674911.14/0/spring-security-crypto-5-3-5-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/crypto/bcrypt/BCryptPasswordEncoder.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2016 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

/**

* Base64 encoder which is a reduced version of Robert Harder's public domain

* implementation (version 2.3.7). See <a

* href="http://iharder.sourceforge.net/current/java/base64/">http://iharder.sourceforge.net/current/java/base64/</a>

for more information.

* <p>

* For internal use only.

*

* @author Luke Taylor

* @since 3.0

* @deprecated Use java.util.Base64

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1100097752_1602674911.14/0/spring-security-crypto-5-3-5-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/crypto/codec/Base64.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2017 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at
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*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1100097752_1602674911.14/0/spring-security-crypto-5-3-5-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/crypto/password/Md4.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1100097752_1602674911.14/0/spring-security-crypto-5-3-5-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/crypto/password/PasswordEncoderUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1100097752_1602674911.14/0/spring-security-crypto-5-3-5-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/crypto/factory/PasswordEncoderFactories.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2018 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1100097752_1602674911.14/0/spring-security-crypto-5-3-5-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/crypto/password/LdapShaPasswordEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1100097752_1602674911.14/0/spring-security-crypto-5-3-5-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/crypto/password/Md4PasswordEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1100097752_1602674911.14/0/spring-security-crypto-5-3-5-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/crypto/password/Pbkdf2PasswordEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1100097752_1602674911.14/0/spring-security-crypto-5-3-5-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/crypto/keygen/Base64StringKeyGenerator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1100097752_1602674911.14/0/spring-security-crypto-5-3-5-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/crypto/password/DelegatingPasswordEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1100097752_1602674911.14/0/spring-security-crypto-5-3-5-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/crypto/password/MessageDigestPasswordEncoder.java
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2011-2016 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1100097752_1602674911.14/0/spring-security-crypto-5-3-5-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/crypto/password/StandardPasswordEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1100097752_1602674911.14/0/spring-security-crypto-5-3-5-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/crypto/util/EncodingUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1100097752_1602674911.14/0/spring-security-crypto-5-3-5-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/crypto/encrypt/BouncyCastleAesBytesEncryptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1100097752_1602674911.14/0/spring-security-crypto-5-3-5-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/crypto/encrypt/CipherUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1100097752_1602674911.14/0/spring-security-crypto-5-3-5-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/crypto/encrypt/TextEncryptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1100097752_1602674911.14/0/spring-security-crypto-5-3-5-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/crypto/keygen/BytesKeyGenerator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1100097752_1602674911.14/0/spring-security-crypto-5-3-5-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/crypto/keygen/KeyGenerators.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1100097752_1602674911.14/0/spring-security-crypto-5-3-5-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/crypto/encrypt/HexEncodingTextEncryptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1100097752_1602674911.14/0/spring-security-crypto-5-3-5-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/crypto/encrypt/BytesEncryptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1100097752_1602674911.14/0/spring-security-crypto-5-3-5-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/crypto/keygen/HexEncodingStringKeyGenerator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1100097752_1602674911.14/0/spring-security-crypto-5-3-5-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/crypto/keygen/SecureRandomBytesKeyGenerator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1100097752_1602674911.14/0/spring-security-crypto-5-3-5-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/crypto/password/NoOpPasswordEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1100097752_1602674911.14/0/spring-security-crypto-5-3-5-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/crypto/encrypt/BouncyCastleAesCbcBytesEncryptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1100097752_1602674911.14/0/spring-security-crypto-5-3-5-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/crypto/encrypt/AesBytesEncryptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1100097752_1602674911.14/0/spring-security-crypto-5-3-5-release-sources-
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jar/org/springframework/security/crypto/keygen/StringKeyGenerator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1100097752_1602674911.14/0/spring-security-crypto-5-3-5-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/crypto/password/PasswordEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1100097752_1602674911.14/0/spring-security-crypto-5-3-5-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/crypto/encrypt/BouncyCastleAesGcmBytesEncryptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1100097752_1602674911.14/0/spring-security-crypto-5-3-5-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/crypto/keygen/SharedKeyGenerator.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2019 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1100097752_1602674911.14/0/spring-security-crypto-5-3-5-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/crypto/argon2/Argon2PasswordEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1100097752_1602674911.14/0/spring-security-crypto-5-3-5-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/crypto/scrypt/SCryptPasswordEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1100097752_1602674911.14/0/spring-security-crypto-5-3-5-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/crypto/argon2/Argon2EncodingUtils.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2011-2020 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.
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*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1100097752_1602674911.14/0/spring-security-crypto-5-3-5-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/crypto/encrypt/Encryptors.java

 

1.647 jboss-as-deployment-repository

7.2.0.Final 
1.647.1 Available under license : 

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* as indicated by the @authors tag. All rights reserved. *

This copyrighted material is made available to anyone wishing to use, * modify, copy, or redistribute it subject to

the terms and conditions * of the GNU Lesser General Public License, v. 2.1. * This program is distributed in the

hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT A * WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A * PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU Lesser General Public

License for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public License, * MA

02110-1301, USA.'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it * under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as * published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of * the License, or (at your option) any later version. * This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of *

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU * Lesser General Public

License for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public'

 

1.648 ecj 3.7.2-redhat-1 
1.648.1 Available under license : 

Found license 'Eclipse Public License 1.0' in '# All rights reserved. This program and the accompanying materials #

are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License v1.0 compiler.copyright = Copyright IBM Corp

2000, 2011. All rights reserved.'

Found license 'Eclipse Public License 1.0' in '* All rights reserved. This program and the accompanying materials *

are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License v1.0'

Found license 'Eclipse Public License 1.0' in '# All rights reserved. This program and the accompanying materials #

are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License v1.0'

 

1.649 gojsonschema 1.2.0 
1.649.1 Available under license : 

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION
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  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"
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     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and
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         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the
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     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright 2015 xeipuuv

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
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  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.650 jboss-as-clustering-web-spi 7.3.0.Final-

redhat-14 
1.650.1 Available under license : 

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* as indicated by the @authors tag. All rights reserved. *

This copyrighted material is made available to anyone wishing to use, * modify, copy, or redistribute it subject to

the terms and conditions * of the GNU Lesser General Public License, v. 2.1. * This program is distributed in the

hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT A * WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A * PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU Lesser General Public

License for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public License, * MA

02110-1301, USA.'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it * under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as * published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of * the License, or (at your option) any later version. * This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of *

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU * Lesser General Public

License for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public * Expert Group and

released to the public domain, as explained at'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '# This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it # under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as # published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of # the License, or (at your option) any later version. # This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, # but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of #

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU # Lesser General Public

License for more details. # You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it * under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as * published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of * the License, or (at your option) any later version. * This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of *

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU * Lesser General Public

License for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '*  This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it *  under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as *  published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of *  the License, or (at your option) any later version. *  This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, *  but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of *

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU *  Lesser General Public

License for more details. *  You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as * published by the Free Software Foundation; either

version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version. * This software is distributed in the hope that it will

be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty * of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU Lesser General Public License for more details. * You
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should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public License along with this software; if not, write to the

Free'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it * under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as * published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of * the License, or (at your option) any later version. * This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of *

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU * Lesser General Public

License for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public // JACC 1.1:

Transport is CONFIDENTIAL/INTEGRAL, add a !(http methods)'

 

1.651 log4j-jboss-logmanager 1.0.1.Final 
1.651.1 Available under license : 

  Apache log4j

 Copyright 2007 The Apache Software Foundation

 

 This product includes software developed at

 The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

 Modifications and additional code by Red Hat, Inc.

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,
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     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,
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     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.
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     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf
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     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.652 jboss-as-osgi-configadmin 7.3.0.Final-

redhat-14 
1.652.1 Available under license : 

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '# This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it # under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as # published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of # the License, or (at your option) any later version. # This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, # but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of #

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU # Lesser General Public

License for more details. # You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it * under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as * published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of * the License, or (at your option) any later version. * This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of *
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MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU * Lesser General Public

License for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public'

 

1.653 libaio 0.3.109-13 
1.653.1 Available under license : 

 

                 GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 2.1, February 1999

 

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

    59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA  02111-1307  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL.  It also counts

as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence

the version number 2.1.]

 

                           Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change

free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

 

 This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some

specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the

Free Software Foundation and other authors who decide to use it.  You

can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether

this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better

strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations

below.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use,

not price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that

you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge

for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get

it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of

it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do

these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these

rights.  These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for

you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.
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 For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis

or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave

you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source

code.  If you link other code with the library, you must provide

complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them

with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling

it.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

 We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the

library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

 

 To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that

there is no warranty for the free library.  Also, if the library is

modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know

that what they have is not the original version, so that the original

author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be

introduced by others.

^L

 Finally, software patents pose a constant threat to the existence of

any free program.  We wish to make sure that a company cannot

effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a

restrictive license from a patent holder.  Therefore, we insist that

any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be

consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

 

 Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the

ordinary GNU General Public License.  This license, the GNU Lesser

General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and

is quite different from the ordinary General Public License.  We use

this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those

libraries into non-free programs.

 

 When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using

a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a

combined work, a derivative of the original library.  The ordinary

General Public License therefore permits such linking only if the

entire combination fits its criteria of freedom.  The Lesser General

Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with

the library.

 

 We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it

does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General

Public License.  It also provides other free software developers Less

of an advantage over competing non-free programs.  These disadvantages

are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many

libraries.  However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain

special circumstances.
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 For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to

encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it

becomes

a de-facto standard.  To achieve this, non-free programs must be

allowed to use the library.  A more frequent case is that a free

library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries.  In this

case, there is little to gain by limiting the free library to free

software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

 

 In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free

programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of

free software.  For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in

non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU

operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating

system.

 

 Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the

users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is

linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run

that program using a modified version of the Library.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference between a

"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library".  The

former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must

be combined with the library in order to run.

^L

                 GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other

program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or

other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of

this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License").

Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

 A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data

prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs

(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

 

 The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work

which has been distributed under these terms.  A "work based on the

Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a

portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated

straightforwardly into another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is

included without limitation in the term "modification".)
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 "Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control

compilation

and installation of the library.

 

 Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from

such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based

on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for

writing it).  Whether that is true depends on what the Library does

and what the program that uses the Library does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's

complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that

you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an

appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact

all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any

warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the

Library.

 

 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,

and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a

fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

 

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no

   charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

 

   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a

   table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses

   the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility

   is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,

   in the event an application does not supply such function or

   table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of

   its purpose remains meaningful.
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   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has

   a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

   application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any

   application-supplied function or table used by this function must

   be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square

   root function must still compute square roots.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote

it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Library.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library

with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public

License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library.  To do

this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so

that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,

instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the

ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify

that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make any other change in

these notices.

^L

 Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for

that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all

subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

 

 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of

the Library into a program that is not a library.

 

 4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or

derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form

under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany
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it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which

must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a

medium customarily used for software interchange.

 

 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the

source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to

distribute the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the

Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or

linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library".  Such a

work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and

therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

 

 However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library

creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it

contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the

library".  The executable is therefore covered by this License.

Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

 

 When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file

that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a

derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.

Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be

linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library.  The

threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

 

 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data

structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline

functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object

file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative

work.  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the

Library will still fall under Section 6.)

 

 Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may

distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.

Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,

whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

^L

 6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or

link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a

work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work

under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit

modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications.
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 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the

Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by

this License.  You must supply a copy of this License.  If the work

during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the

copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference

directing the user to the copy of this License.  Also, you must do one

of these things:

 

   a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding

   machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever

   changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under

   Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked

   with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that

   uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the

   user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified

   executable containing the modified Library.  (It is understood

   that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the

   Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application

   to use the modified definitions.)

 

   b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

   Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a

   copy of the library already present on the user's computer system,

   rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2)

   will operate properly with a modified version of the library, if

   the user installs one, as long as the modified version is

   interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

 

   c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at

   least three years, to give the same user the materials

   specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more

   than the cost of performing this distribution.

 

   d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy

   from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above

   specified materials from the same place.

 

   e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these

   materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

 

 For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the

Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for

reproducing the executable from it.  However, as a special exception,

the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is

normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies

the executable.
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 It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license

restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally

accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot

use both them and the Library together in an executable that you

distribute.

^L

 7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library

facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined

library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on

the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise

permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

 

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work

   based on the Library, uncombined with any other library

   facilities.  This must be distributed under the terms of the

   Sections above.

 

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact

   that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining

   where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute

the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any

attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or

distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your

rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,

or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses

terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

 9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the

Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Library or works based on it.

 

 10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the

Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library

subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with

this License.

^L
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 11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Library at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply, and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Library under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those

countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new

versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time.

Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,

but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and

"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and
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conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a

license version number, you may choose any version ever published by

the Free Software Foundation.

^L

 14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,

write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is

copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free

Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.  Our

decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status

of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing

and reuse of software generally.

 

                           NO WARRANTY

 

 15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME

THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE

LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

^L

          How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

 

 If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that

everyone can redistribute and change.  You can do so by permitting

redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms

of the ordinary General Public License).

 

 To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library.
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It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most

effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should

have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full

notice is found.

 

 

   <one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it

does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

   modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

   version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

 

   This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

   Lesser General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307  USA

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper

mail.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or

your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

 library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James

Random Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

That's all there is to it!

 

1.654 xz-java 1.2 
1.654.1 Available under license : 

/*

* BCJOptions

*
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* Author: Lasse Collin <lasse.collin@tukaani.org>

*

* This file has been put into the public domain.

* You can do whatever you want with this file.

*/

 

1.655 stilts-stomplet-api 0.1.26.redhat-3 
1.655.1 Available under license : 

Apache License

Version 2.0, January 2004

http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

1. Definitions.

 

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1

through 9 of this document.

 

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are

under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or

indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of

fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source

code, documentation source, and configuration files.

 

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form,

including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

 

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as

indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix

below).

 

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the

Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole,

an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that

remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works

thereof.

 

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications

or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the
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Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright

owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written

communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic

mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously

marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been

received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce,

prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such

Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section)

patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such

license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was

submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit)

alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent

infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date

such litigation is filed.

 

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any

medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following

conditions:

 

You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and 

 

You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and 

 

You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark,

and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

the Derivative Works; and 

 

If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute

must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices

that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a NOTICE text

file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided along with the

Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such third-party notices

normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not modify the

License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside or as an

addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

as modifying the License.

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license

terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works
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as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions

stated in this License.

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for

inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any

additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of

any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product

names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and

reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work

(and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR

CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or

conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and

assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or

otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing,

shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or

consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or

any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of

such damages.

 

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may

choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or

rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf

and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend,

and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by

reason of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work

 

To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by

brackets "[]" replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include the brackets!) The text should be

enclosed in the appropriate comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a file or class name and

description of purpose be included on the same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier identification within

third-party archives.

 

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
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  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.656 jboss-as-osgi-naming 7.3.0.Final-

redhat-14 
1.656.1 Available under license : 

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it * under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as * published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of * the License, or (at your option) any later version. * This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of *

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU * Lesser General Public

License for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it * under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as * published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of * the License, or (at your option) any later version. * This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of *

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU * Lesser General Public

License for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public public

DomainModelListener(BundleContext context) {'

 

1.657 commons-configuration 1.6 
1.657.1 Available under license : 

Apache Commons Configuration

Copyright 2001-2008 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed by

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.
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     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,
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     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and
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     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.
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  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
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  limitations under the License.

 

1.658 jackson-jaxrs 1.6.3 

 

1.659 jboss-as-clustering-web-spi 7.2.0.Final 
1.659.1 Available under license : 

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it * under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as * published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of * the License, or (at your option) any later version. * This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of *

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU * Lesser General Public

License for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public'

 

1.660 apache-log4j 1.2.16 

 

1.661 animal-sniffer-annotation 1.14 

 

1.662 cxf-rt-management 2.7.18 
1.662.1 Available under license : 

 

Apache CXF

Copyright 2006-2015 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.
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     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but
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     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its
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         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,
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     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.
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1.663 jboss-as-domain-management

7.2.0.Final 
1.663.1 Available under license : 

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it * under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as * published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of * the License, or (at your option) any later version. * This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of *

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU * Lesser General Public

License for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public public

DomainManagementPrincipal(final String name) {'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it * under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as * published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of * the License, or (at your option) any later version. * This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of *

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU * Lesser General Public

License for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '*  * This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

modify it *  * under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as *  * published by the Free Software

Foundation; either version 2.1 of *  * the License, or (at your option) any later version. *  * This software is

distributed in the hope that it will be useful, *  * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied

warranty of *  * MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU *  * Lesser

General Public License for more details. *  * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public'

 

1.664 junit 3.8 

 

1.665 mime4j 0.6.redhat-3 
1.665.1 Available under license : 

 

Apache JAMES Mime4j

Copyright 2004-2013 JBoss by Red Hat

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION
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  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"
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     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and
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         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the
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     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
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  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.666 cxf-tools-wsdlto-frontend-jaxws 2.7.18 
1.666.1 Available under license : 

 

Apache CXF

Copyright 2006-2015 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,
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     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)
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     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.
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  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS
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  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.667 javax-inject 1 
1.667.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2009 The JSR-330 Expert Group

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000738314_1646171489.14/0/javax-inject-1-sources-jar/javax/inject/Singleton.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000738314_1646171489.14/0/javax-inject-1-sources-jar/javax/inject/Inject.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000738314_1646171489.14/0/javax-inject-1-sources-jar/javax/inject/Scope.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000738314_1646171489.14/0/javax-inject-1-sources-jar/javax/inject/Qualifier.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000738314_1646171489.14/0/javax-inject-1-sources-jar/javax/inject/Named.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000738314_1646171489.14/0/javax-inject-1-sources-jar/javax/inject/Provider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000738314_1646171489.14/0/javax-inject-1-sources-jar/javax/inject/package-info.java

 

1.668 resource-adapter 1.0.23.Final-redhat-1 
1.668.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

# Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

# you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

# You may obtain a copy of the License at

# http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

# distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1077223797_1602673082.4/0/jboss-developer-shared-resources-master-zip/jboss-developer-

shared-resources-master/dist/release-utils.sh

* /opt/cola/permits/1077223797_1602673082.4/0/jboss-developer-shared-resources-master-zip/jboss-developer-

shared-resources-master/dist/github-flavored-markdown.rb

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* JBoss, Home of Professional Open Source

* Copyright 2014, Red Hat, Inc. and/or its affiliates, and individual

* contributors by the @authors tag. See the copyright.txt in the

* distribution for a full listing of individual contributors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1077223797_1602673082.4/0/jboss-developer-shared-resources-master-zip/jboss-developer-

shared-resources-master/dist/css/documentation.css
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* /opt/cola/permits/1077223797_1602673082.4/0/jboss-developer-shared-resources-master-zip/jboss-developer-

shared-resources-master/dist/css/pygments.css

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

:JBDSProductName: Red Hat Developer Studio

 

[[jboss_developer_contributing_guide]]

= JBoss Developer Contributing Guide

 

[IMPORTANT]

====

The most current and up-to-date information about how to contribute a quickstart can be found in the

https://github.com/wildfly/quickstart/blob/master/CONTRIBUTING.adoc#jboss-developer-contributing-

guide[_JBoss Developer Contributing Guide_], which is located in the WildFly quickstart GitHub repository.

====

 

This document contains information targeted for developers who want to contribute to Red Hat JBoss Enterprise

Application Platform developer projects.

 

* xref:join_the_mailing_list[Join the Mailing list]: Sign up for the JBoss developer mailing list.

* xref:contribute_a_quickstart[Contribute a Quickstart]: Find out how to contribute a quickstart.

* xref:create_a_quickstart_readme_file[Create a Quickstart `README.adoc` File]: Instructions on how to create a

well structured and useful `README.adoc` file.

* xref:build_the_quickstart_readme_files[Build the README.html Files]: Build the README HTML file from its

AsciiDoc source.

* xref:create_a_quickstart_cheat_sheet[Create a Quickstart Cheat Sheet]: Learn how to create a `cheat sheet` for

your quickstart.

* xref:copy_a_quickstart_to_another_repository_and_preserve_its_history[Copy a Quickstart to Another Repository

and Preserve Its History]: Copy a quickstart from another location and preserve the commit history.

 

[[join_the_mailing_list]]

== Join the Mailing list

 

To monitor and participate in the latest development discussions, join the JBoss developer mailing list here:

https://lists.jboss.org/mailman/listinfo/jbossdeveloper

 

[[contribute_a_quickstart]]

== Contribute a Quickstart

 

=== Purpose of the Quickstarts

 

. To demonstrate Java EE technologies.

. To provide developers with working examples and instructions that are easy to follow.

. To provide code examples to be copied by developers and used as the basis for their own projects.

 

=== Basic Steps

 

To contribute to the quickstarts, fork the https://github.com/wildfly/quickstart[WildFly quickstart] repository to your
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own GitHub, clone your fork, check out a topic branch from the `master` branch, commit your work and push to

your own repository, and submit pull requests back to the `master` branch.

 

If you don't have the GitHub client (`git`), get it from: <http://git-scm.com/>

 

This document details the steps needed to contribute to the JBoss EAP / WildFly quickstarts. For other Red Hat

product quickstarts, you need to replace the GitHub repository URL with the correct repository location.

 

. Fork the https://github.com/wildfly/quickstart[WildFly quickstart] repository for the appropriate product. This

creates the project under your own GitHub ID. The following table lists the quickstart repository URLs and the

resulting GitHub URL created by the fork.

+

[cols="50%,50%",options="header"]

|===

| Product Repository URL

| Forked Repository URL

| https://github.com/wildfly/quickstart

| \https://github.com/__YOUR_USER_NAME__/quickstart.git

| https://github.com/jboss-developer/jboss-brms-quickstarts

| \https://github.com/__YOUR_USER_NAME__/jboss-brms-quickstarts.git

| https://github.com/jboss-developer/jboss-jdg-quickstarts

| \https://github.com/__YOUR_USER_NAME__/jboss-jdg-quickstarts.git

| https://github.com/jboss-developer/jboss-mobile-quickstarts

| \https://github.com/__YOUR_USER_NAME__/jboss-mobile-quickstarts.git

| https://github.com/jboss-developer/jboss-on-quickstarts

| \https://github.com/__YOUR_USER_NAME__/jboss-on-quickstarts.git

| https://github.com/jboss-developer/jboss-picketlink-quickstarts

| \https://github.com/__YOUR_USER_NAME__/jboss-picketlink-quickstarts.git

|===

 

. Clone your forked repository. This creates and populates a directory on your local file system, for example

`quickstart/` with the default remote repository name `origin`.

+

[source,subs="+quotes",options="nowrap"]

----

git clone https://github.com/__YOUR_USER_NAME__/quickstart.git

----

. Navigate to the newly created directory, for example:

+

[source,options="nowrap"]

----

cd quickstart/

----

. Add the remote `upstream` repository so you can fetch any changes to the original forked repository.

+

[source,options="nowrap"]

----

git remote add upstream https://github.com/wildfly/quickstart.git
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----

. Get the latest files from the `upstream` repository.

+

[source,options="nowrap"]

----

git fetch upstream

----

. Check out a local topic branch to work with your new quickstart, features, changes, or fixes.

+

IMPORTANT: Always work with the current developer branch of the quickstart repository. The is the branch that

automatically displays in the dropdown when you browse to product quickstart directory. The default developer

branch for the https://github.com/wildfly/quickstart[WildFly quickstarts] is the `master` branch.

 

* Fetch the latest source from Git, then check out the latest source code from the development branch of the

upstream repository into your own branch using the following syntax.

+

[source,subs="+quotes",options="nowrap"]

----

git fetch upstream

git checkout -b __TOPIC_BRANCH_NAME__ upstream/master

----

+

For example:

+

[source,subs="+quotes",options="nowrap"]

----

git fetch upstream

git checkout -b abc-quickstart upstream/master

----

 

* If you are fixing a Bugzilla or JIRA, it is a good practice to use the number in the branch name. For new

quickstarts or other fixes, try to use a good description for the branch name. The following are examples of Git

checkout commands:

+

[source,options="nowrap"]

----

git checkout -b Bz-98765432 upstream/master

git checkout -b JDF-9876543 upstream/master

git checkout -b add-xyz-quickstart upstream/master

----

. Contribute new code or make changes to existing files. Make sure that you follow the

xref:general_guidelines[General Guidelines] below.

 

. Test your changes in 2 ways. Be sure to fix any checkstyle or build issues before you continue.

* Run the Maven command line to build and deploy the quickstart.

* Import the quickstart into {JBDSProductName} and make sure it builds and deploys with no errors or warnings.

 

. Use the `git add` command to add new or changed file contents to the staging area.
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* If you create a new quickstart, you can add files using the subfolder and file names. The following is an example

of new quickstart folders and files you might want to stage:

+

[source,options="nowrap"]

----

git add src/

git add pom.xml

git add README.adoc

----

+

NOTE: It is probably best not to add the entire quickstart root folder because you might unintentionally add classes

or other target files that should not be in source control.

 

* If you only modified a few files, use `git add __FILE_NAME__` for every file you create or change. For example:

+

[source,options="nowrap"]

----

git add README.adoc

----

. Use the `git status` command to view the status of the files in the directory and in the staging area and ensure that

all modified files are properly staged:

+

[source,options="nowrap"]

----

git status

----

. Commit your changes to your local topic branch.

+

[source,options="nowrap"]

----

git commit -m 'Description of change...'

----

. Update your branch with any changes made upstream since you started.

* Fetch the latest changes from upstream.

+

[source,options="nowrap"]

----

git fetch upstream

----

* Rebase to apply any updates to your branch.

+

[source,subs="+quotes",options="nowrap"]

----

git rebase upstream/master

----

* If anyone has committed changes to files that you have also changed, you might see conflicts. Resolve the

conflicted files, add them using `git add`, and continue the rebase:

+
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[source,subs="+quotes",options="nowrap"]

----

git add __CONFLICTED_FILE_NAME__

git rebase --continue

----

* If there were conflicts, it is a good idea to test your changes again to make they still work.

 

. Push your local topic branch to your GitHub forked repository. This creates a branch on your Git fork repository

with the same name as your local topic branch name.

+

[source,options="nowrap"]

----

git push origin HEAD

----

+

NOTE: The above command assumes your own remote Git repository is named `origin`. You can verify your forked

remote repository name using the command `git remote -v`.

 

. Browse to the __TOPIC_BRANCH_NAME__ branch on your forked Git repository and

https://help.github.com/articles/creating-a-pull-request//[create a Pull Request]. Give it a clear title and description.

 

[[general_guidelines]]

=== General Guidelines

 

* The sample project should be formatted using the JBoss EAP profiles found at <http://github.com/jboss/ide-

config/tree/master/>

 

* Code should be well documented with good comments. Please add an author tag (@author) to credit yourself for

writing the code.

* You should use readable variable names to make it easy for users to read the code.

 

* The package must be `org.jboss.quickstarts.<product-type>`, for example: `org.jboss.quickstarts.eap`,

`org.jboss.quickstarts.jdg`, `org.jboss.quickstarts.brms`, or `org.jboss.quickstarts.fuse`.

 

* The quickstart project or folder name should match the quickstart name. Each sample project should have a unique

name, allowing easy identification by users and developers.

 

* The quickstart project or folder name should be located in the root directory of the product quickstarts repository

and should not be nested under other quickstarts or folders. For example, if you create quickstart "foo" for the JBoss

EAP quickstarts, it should appear here: `__YOUR_PATH__/quickstart/foo`.

 

* The quickstart directory structure should follow standard Java project rules:

 

** All directories and packages containing Java source files should be placed in a `src/main/java/` directory,

** All Java source files should use package names.

** Index pages, JSF, and HTML files should be placed in a `src/main/webapp/` directory.

** Any `beans.xml`, `faces-config.xml`, and other related configuration files should be placed in a

`src/main/webapp/WEB-INF/` directory.
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** Resources such as images and stylesheets and the  should be placed in the `src/main/webapp/resources` directory.

 

* The `<name>` in the quickstart `pom.xml` file should follow the template: `${qs.name.prefix}

__QUICKSTART_NAME__  - __OPTIONAL_SUBFOLDER_NAME__` where:

 

** `${qs.name.prefix}` is a property defined in the parent POM file that specifies the target product information, for

example `JBoss EAP Quickstart:`.

** `__QUICKSTART_NAME__` is the quickstart folder name

** `__OPTIONAL_SUBFOLDER_NAME__` is the name of any nested subfolder that contains a `pom.xml` file.

+

The following are a few examples of quickstart pom files and the correct name tags:

+

[cols="50%,50%",options="header" ]

|===

| Quickstart POM File | <name> Element Value

| greeter/pom.xml | `${qs.name.prefix} greeter`

| kitchensink-ear/pom.xml | `${qs.name.prefix} kitchensink-ear`

| kitchensink-ear/ear/pom.xml | `${qs.name.prefix} kitchensink-ear - ear`

| kitchensink-ear/ejb/pom.xml | `${qs.name.prefix} kitchensink-ear - ejb`

| kitchensink-ear/web/pom.xml |`${qs.name.prefix} kitchensink-ear - web`

|===

 

* The `<artifactId>` in the quickstart `pom.xml` file should match the quickstart name. For example, the

`<artifactId>` for the `greeter` quickstart in the EAP project is `greeter`.

 

* The quickstart parent POM file now includes `<repositories/>` and `<pluginRepositories/>` elements to make it

easier for developers to build the quickstarts without requiring additional Maven configuration. The quickstart

`pom.xml` file contains entries for the following repositories.

+

[[eap_maven_repositories]]

 

[cols="50%,50%a",options="header"]

|===

| Repository Description | Repository ID and URL

| The online JBoss EAP product repository

| ID: jboss-enterprise-maven-repository

 

URL: https://maven.repository.redhat.com/ga/

| The JBoss developer early access repository

| ID: jboss-enterprise-maven-repository-ea

 

URL: https://maven.repository.redhat.com/earlyaccess/all/

|===

+

See the https://github.com/wildfly/quickstart/blob/11.x/pom.xml#L155[WildFly parent `pom.xml`] file for an

example of how to configure the `<repositories/>` and `<pluginRepositories/>` elements in a quickstart `pom.xml`

file.
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* If you create a quickstart that uses a database table, make sure the name you use for the table is unique across all

quickstarts.

 

* The project must follow the structure used by existing quickstarts such as the `numberguess` quickstart. A good

starting point would be to copy the https://github.com/wildfly/quickstart/tree/11.x/numberguess[`numberguess`]

quickstart project.

 

* You should be able to import the sample project into {JBDSProductName}/JBoss Tools and deploy it from there.

 

* Maven POM files must be used. No other build system is allowed unless the purpose of the quickstart is to show

another build system in use. If using Maven it should:

 

** Not inherit from another POM except for the top-level parent POM.

** Maven POMs must use the Java EE spec BOM/POM imports

** The POMs must be commented, with a comment each item in the POM

** Import the various BOMs defined in the xref:eap_maven_repositories[JBoss EAP repositories]. You should not

declare dependencies directly. If you do need additional artifacts, contact the Quickstart team to get them added to a

BOM.

** Use the WildFly Maven Plugin to deploy the example.

 

* The sample project must contain a `README.adoc` file using the `template/README.adoc` file as a guideline.

 

** Many common instructions are included in AsciiDoc files located in the

https://github.com/wildfly/quickstart/tree/master/shared-doc[shared-doc/] folder of the quickstart repository. Include

those files if they contain the correct instructions for your quickstart.

** Be aware that some of these AsciiDoc include files require that you define a document attribute to determine how

to generate the instructions.

** The `template/README.adoc` file shows the basic table of contents layout.

** When in doubt, try to find an existing quickstart that is similar to yours that you can use for guidance.

** Be sure to xref:build_the_quickstart_readme_files[build the README.html file] from its AsciiDoc source to

make sure it renders correctly.

 

* Do not forget to add your quickstart to the `modules` section in the parent `pom.xml` file.

 

* The project must target Java EE 7 or Java EE 8.

 

** CDI should be used as the programming model

** Avoid using a `web.xml` file if possible. Use a `faces-config.xml` to activate JSF if needed.

** Any tests should use Arquillian.

 

* If the quickstart persists to a database, you must use a unique datasource JNDI name and connection URL for the

application and for any Arquillian tests that it provides. Do not use the JNDI name

`java:jboss/datasources/ExampleDS`. Failure to use unique names can result in a `DuplicateServiceException` when

more than one quickstart is deployed to the same server.

 

* Be sure to test the quickstart in {JBDSProductName}, which strictly enforces Java EE coding rules!

 

* If possible, create a cheat sheet for the quickstart to guide users and developers through the example. See
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xref:create_a_quickstart_cheat_sheet[Create a Quickstart Cheat Sheet] for more information.

 

[[kitchensink_variants]]

=== Kitchensink variants

 

There are multiple quickstarts based on the ``kitchensink` quickstarts example.  Each showcases different

technologies and techniques including pure Java EE, JSF, HTML5, and GWT.

 

If you wish to contribute a kitchensink variant is it important that you follow the look and feel of the original so that

useful comparisons can be made.  This does not mean that variants can not expand, and showcase additional

functionality.  Multiple variants already do that.  These include mobile interfaces, push updates, and more.

 

Below are rules for the *look and feel* of the variants:

 

* Follow the primary layout, style, and graphics of the original.

 

* Projects can have three to four lines directly under the JBoss EAP banner in the middle section to describe what

makes this variant different. How projects use that space is up to them, but options include use of content such as as

plain text, bullet points, and so on.

 

* Projects can have their logo in the left side of the banner. The sidebar area can contain a section with links to the

related projects, for example a wiki or tutorials. This logo should be below any JBoss EAP link areas.

 

If appropriate for the technology, the application should expose RESTful endpoints following the example of the

original `kitchensink` quickstart.  This should also include the RESTful links in the member table.

 

=== License Information and Contributor Agreement

 

JBoss Developer Framework is licensed under the Apache License 2.0, as we believe it is one of the most

permissive Open Source license. This allows developers to easily make use of the code samples in JBoss Developer

Framework.

 

There is no need to sign a contributor agreement to contribute to JBoss Developer Framework. You just need to

explicitly license any contribution under the AL 2.0. If you add any new files to JBoss Developer Framework, make

sure to add the correct header.

 

The following sections contain the correct header for various file types that you can copy and paste into your source

files.

 

==== Java,  Javascript and CSS files

 

[source,java,options="nowrap"]

----

/**

* JBoss, Home of Professional Open Source

* Copyright 2018, Red Hat, Inc. and/or its affiliates, and individual

* contributors by the @authors tag. See the copyright.txt in the

* distribution for a full listing of individual contributors.
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*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

----

 

==== HTML, XML, XSD and XHTML files

 

[source,xml,options="nowrap"]

----

<!--

JBoss, Home of Professional Open Source

Copyright 2018, Red Hat, Inc. and/or its affiliates, and individual

contributors by the @authors tag. See the copyright.txt in the

distribution for a full listing of individual contributors.

 

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

You may obtain a copy of the License at

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

limitations under the License.

-->

----

 

==== Properties files and Bash Scripts

 

[source,options="nowrap"]

----

# JBoss, Home of Professional Open Source

# Copyright 2018, Red Hat, Inc. and/or its affiliates, and individual

# contributors by the @authors tag. See the copyright.txt in the

# distribution for a full listing of individual contributors.

#

# Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

# you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

# You may obtain a copy of the License at

# http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
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# Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

# distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

# WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

# See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

# limitations under the License.

----

 

==== SQL files

 

[source,options="nowrap"]

----

--

-- JBoss, Home of Professional Open Source

-- Copyright 2018, Red Hat, Inc. and/or its affiliates, and individual

-- contributors by the @authors tag. See the copyright.txt in the

-- distribution for a full listing of individual contributors.

--

-- Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

-- you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

-- You may obtain a copy of the License at

-- http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

-- Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

-- distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

-- WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

-- See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

-- limitations under the License.

--

----

 

==== JSP files

 

[source,options="nowrap"]

----

<%--

JBoss, Home of Professional Open Source

Copyright 2018, Red Hat, Inc. and/or its affiliates, and individual

contributors by the @authors tag. See the copyright.txt in the

distribution for a full listing of individual contributors.

 

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

You may obtain a copy of the License at

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

limitations under the License.
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--%>

----

 

[[create_a_quickstart_readme_file]]

== Create a Quickstart README File

 

The quickstart `README.adoc` file must follow a strict format that is consistent across all of the quickstarts. This

not only looks more professional, it also makes it much easier for developers to try out the quickstarts.

 

A template for creating a `README.adoc` file for a new quickstart is located in the

https://github.com/wildfly/quickstart/tree/master/template[template] folder of the WildFly and JBoss EAP

quickstarts. It includes instructions for creating the required metadata as well as the content.

 

The quickstart `shared-doc` folder contains files with instructions for common procedures that you can include in

your project's `README.adoc` file. Some of these procedures can be customized by defining document attributes.

 

The easiest approach to get started with a new README file is to copy the `README.adoc` file for a quickstart

that uses similar instructions, and then edit the file for the new quickstart. Be sure to

xref:build_the_quickstart_readme_files[build the README.html file] to verify that the `README.adoc` file is

formatted and renders correctly.

 

 

[[build_the_quickstart_readme_files]]

== Build the README.html Files

 

To build the quickstart `README.html` file from the source `README.adoc` file, navigate to the quickstart

directory and run the following command.

 

[source]

----

$ mvn clean generate-resources -Pdocs

----

 

TIP: You can build _all_ of the quickstart README files by running the above command in the root folder of the

quickstarts. This also builds a table in the root README.html file that contains information about and links to each

of the available quickstarts.

 

If you see errors like `Non-resolvable import POM` or `Could not resolve dependencies for project` when you build

the `README.html` file, it means the quickstart uses a newly implemented WildFly application server feature and

the artifacts have not yet been published to Maven. If that happens, you need to do the following.

 

. Clone the https://github.com/wildfly/wildfly[WildFly Application Server] source from GitHub.

. Build the server using the following command.

+

[source,options="nowrap"]

----

$ mvn clean install -DskipTests -Denforcer.skip=true -Dcheckstyle.skip=true

----
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. Clone the https://github.com/wildfly/boms[WildFly BOMs] source from GitHub.

. Build the BOMs using the following command.

+

[source,options="nowrap"]

----

$ mvn clean install

----

 

You should now be able to build the quickstarts.

 

[[create_a_quickstart_cheat_sheet]]

== Create a Quickstart Cheat Sheet

 

[[create_a_quickstart_cheat_sheet_purpose]]

=== Purpose of the Cheat Sheets

 

* Cheat sheets function as a tutorial and provide a step by step guide through a quickstart.

* They provide a way to step through and explain the code in an interactive way.

* They can provide an in-depth analysis of specific sections of code.

 

[[create_a_quickstart_cheat_sheet_steps]]

=== Basic Steps to Create a Cheat Sheet

 

You can create a cheat sheet using the Eclipse Wizard or you can copy and modify an existing cheat sheet from

another quickstart. This section describes how to create a cheat sheet using the Eclipse wizard.

 

IMPORTANT: Be sure your project folder is located outside of the Eclipse workspace before you begin this

process.

 

. Import your quickstart into {JBDSProductName}.

.. From the menu, choose `File` --> `Import` --> `Maven` --> `Existing Maven Projects`, then click `Next`.

.. Navigate to your quickstart, select it, then click `OK`.

.. Click `Finish`.

. Create the cheat sheet.

.. Select the imported quickstart project.

.. From the menu, choose `File` --> `New` --> `Other` --> `User Assistance` --> `Cheat Sheet`, then click `Next`.

..  Select the quickstart folder, give it a name 'cheatsheet.xml', and choose `Simple Cheat Sheet`.

.. Click `Finish`. When it prompts you to open the cheatsheet for the quickstart project, click `Yes`.

. Populate the cheatsheet with useful information to help a user understand the quickstart.

.. Expand the `Title` in the content section on the left.

.. Select the `Title` field and modify it to something useful, for example: `helloworld`

.. Select the `intro` field and add introduction text to the `Body`, for example:

+

[source,options="nowrap"]

----

This quickstart demonstrates the use of CDI 1.0 and Servlet 3.0. It is a simple application that can be used to verify

the JBoss EAP server is configured and running correctly.

----
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.. Select `item`, then under `Command`, click `browse` and select 'Get current project' under `Uncategorized`. This

adds the following XML to the cheat sheet.

+

[source,xml,options="nowrap"]

----

<command

required="true"

returns="currentProject"

serialization="org.jboss.tools.project.examples.cheatsheet.getProjectForCheatsheet"/>

----

+

This command allows you to use the variable `${currentProject}` instead of a hard-coded path name and ensures

your cheat sheet will work regardless of the project location.

 

. Add an `item` for each file or class you want to describe.

*  This is dependent on the quickstart features you plan to demonstrate.

*  Provide a good description.

*  Add subitems to describe code sections and provide the line numbers that are referenced.

. Test your cheat sheet by opening it in JDBS.

.. Go through each step and make sure the descriptions are valid.

.. Click on each link to make sure it opens the file and highlights the correct lines of code.

. When you finish testing the cheat sheet, rename the file from `cheatsheet.xml` to `.cheatsheet.xml` and make sure it

is located in the root directory of the quickstart.

. Add the `.cheatsheet.xml` file using `git add`, commit the change, push it to your forked repository, and issue a pull

request.

. If your cheat sheet is for the quickstart based on an archetype, it automatically generates the cheat sheet for the

archetype. However, you must add an `<include>.cheatsheet.*</include>` to the fileset for the root directory in the

corresponding archetype's `archetype-metadata.xml` file. See the `jboss-javaee6-webapp-archetype` archetype for an

example.

 

[[create_a_quickstart_cheat_sheet_general_guidelines]]

=== Quickstart Cheatsheet General Guidelines

 

* If your project folder is located in the Eclipse workspace when you generate your cheat sheet using the Eclipse

wizard, it will generate an invalid project name and attempts to open source code will fail. Be sure your project

folder is located outside the Eclipse workspace before you begin.

* The cheat sheet should be created in the root of the quickstart directory and named `.cheatsheet.xml`. Eclipse does

not let you name the file with a leading '.', so you need to rename it after it is created.

* Make sure you add the 'Get current project' command and use the replaceable `${currentProject}`  value to avoid

hard-coding the project path. This ensures that if the quickstart folder is moved, the cheat sheet will work as

expected.

* Do not use the `<action>` tag if it can be avoided. It is more fragile than the `<command>` tag, which uses

parameters names instead of indexes.

* Try to highlight the most important features and code for the quickstart. Pay particular attention to areas that might

confuse developers. Cheat sheets require that users execute or skip each step, so you don't want to bore developers

with the code that has no impact on the purpose of the quickstart.

* Make sure `<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>` is the first line in the `.cheatsheet.xml` file, before the

license information. This enables the cheat sheet to open automatically when you import the project into
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{JBDSProductName}.

 

[[create_a_quickstart_cheat_sheet_find_help]]

=== Find Quickstart Cheatsheet Help

 

You can find additional help about cheat sheets at the following locations:

 

*

http://help.eclipse.org/kepler/index.jsp?topic=%2Forg.eclipse.platform.doc.isv%2Fguide%2Fua_cheatsheet.htm&re

sultof=%22cheat%22%20%22sheet%22%20[Eclipse Help: Cheat sheets]

* http://www.eclipse.org/pde/pde-ui/articles/cheat_sheet_dev_workflow/[Recommended Work Flow for Cheat

Sheet Development]

* https://github.com/maxandersen/cheatsheet-helloworld[Max's cheat sheet example]

 

 

[[copy_a_quickstart_to_another_repository_and_preserve_its_history]]

== Copy a Quickstart to Another Repository and Preserve Its History

 

NOTE: The following instructions are based on information in this blog: http://blog.neutrino.es/2012/git-copy-a-

file-or-directory-from-another-repository-preserving-history

 

This example copies the `xyz-quickstart` quickstart that is currently located in the `jboss-sandbox-quickstart`

repository into the WildFly `quickstart` repository, preserving its commit history.

 

. Navigate to the parent directory of the quickstart you want to copy.

+

[source,options="nowrap"]

----

$ cd ~/jboss-sandbox-quickstarts

----

 

. Make sure you have downloaded the latest source from the sandbox repository that contains the quickstart and then

check out a branch to work in.

+

[source,options="nowrap"]

----

$ git fetch upstream

$ git checkout -b copy-xyz-quickstart upstream/master

----

 

. Create a temporary directory to contain the quickstart patch files.

+

[source,options="nowrap"]

----

$ mkdir -p ~/temp/qsPatchFolder

----

 

. Create a `QS_SOURCE` environment variable that defines the quickstart source path.
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+

[source,options="nowrap"]

----

$ export QS_SOURCE=~/jboss-sandbox-quickstarts/xyz-quickstart/

----

 

. Execute the following command to create the quickstart patch files in the temporary quickstart patch folder.

+

[source,options="nowrap"]

----

$ git format-patch -o ~/temp/qsPatchFolder $(git log $QS_SOURCE|grep ^commit|tail -1|awk '{print $2}')^..HEAD

$QS_SOURCE

----

 

. Navigate to parent directory where you want to move the quickstart.

+

[source,options="nowrap"]

----

$ cd ~/quickstart

----

. Fetch the latest source code and check out a branch to work in.

+

[source,options="nowrap"]

----

$ git fetch upstream

$ git checkout -b merge-xyz-quickstart upstream/11.x

----

. Merge the patches into the destination directory.

+

[source,options="nowrap"]

----

$ git am ~/temp/qsPatchFolder/*.patch

----

. Push the changes to your own Git.

* Verify that the target quickstarts directory now contains the `xyz-quickstart` quickstart folder and files.

* Verify that the commit history is included.

 

. Issue a pull to the upstream repository, verify it is correct, and merge.

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1077223797_1602673082.4/0/jboss-developer-shared-resources-master-zip/jboss-developer-

shared-resources-master/guides/CONTRIBUTING.adoc

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

JBoss Developer Contributing Guide

==============================

 

This document contains information targeted for developers who want to contribute to Red Hat JBoss Enterprise
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Application Platform developer projects.

 

* [Join the Mailing list](#join-the-mailing-list): Sign up for the JBoss developer mailing list.

* [Contribute a Quickstart](#contribute-a-quickstart): Find out how to contribute a quickstart.

* [Create a Quickstart Cheat Sheet](#create-a-quickstart-cheat-sheet): See how to create a 'cheat sheet' for your

quickstart.

* [Copy a Quickstart to Another Repository and Preserve Its History](#copy-a-quickstart-to-another-repository-and-

preserve-its-history): Copy a quickstart from another location and preserve the commit history.

* [Administrative Tasks](#administrative-tasks): Administrative tasks such as keeping the development and product

branches synchronized,  building the README.html files, and updating JBoss Central and jboss.org.

 

 

Join the Mailing list

---------------------

 

To monitor and participate in the latest development discussions, join the JBoss developer mailing list here:

<https://lists.jboss.org/mailman/listinfo/jbossdeveloper>

 

 

Contribute a Quickstart

-----------------------

 

### Purpose of the quickstarts

 

 

- To demonstrate Java EE 6 and Java EE 7 technologies

 

- To provide developers with working examples and instructions that are easy to follow .

 

- To allow examples to be copied by developers and used as the basis for their own projects.

 

### Basic Steps

 

To contribute to the quickstarts, fork the quickstart repository to your own Git, clone your fork, checkout code from

the latest `-develop` branch, commit your work on topic branches, and submit pull requests back to the latest `-

develop` branch.

 

If you don't have the GitHub client (`git`), get it from: <http://git-scm.com/>

 

This document details the steps needed to contribute to the JBoss EAP / WildFly quickstarts. For other quickstarts,

you need to replace the GitHub repository URL with the correct repository location.

 

1. Fork the quickstart repository for the appropriate product. This creates the project in your own Git. The following

table lists the product quickstart repository URLs and the resulting GitHub URL created by the fork.

 

   | **Product Repository URL** | **Forked Repository URL** |

   |:-----------|:-----------|

   | https://github.com/wildfly/quickstart | https://github.com/YOUR_USER_NAME/quickstart.git |
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   | https://github.com/jboss-developer/jboss-brms-quickstarts | https://github.com/YOUR_USER_NAME/jboss-

brms-quickstarts.git |

   | https://github.com/jboss-developer/jboss-jdg-quickstarts | https://github.com/YOUR_USER_NAME/jboss-jdg-

quickstarts.git |

   | https://github.com/jboss-developer/jboss-mobile-quickstarts | https://github.com/YOUR_USER_NAME/jboss-

mobile-quickstarts.git |

   | https://github.com/jboss-developer/jboss-on-quickstarts | https://github.com/YOUR_USER_NAME/jboss-on-

quickstarts.git |

   | https://github.com/jboss-developer/jboss-picketlink-quickstarts | https://github.com/YOUR_USER_NAME/jboss-

picketlink-quickstarts.git |

   | https://github.com/jboss-developer/jboss-portal-quickstarts | https://github.com/YOUR_USER_NAME/jboss-

portal-quickstarts.git |

   | https://github.com/jboss-developer/jboss-sandbox-quickstarts | https://github.com/YOUR_USER_NAME/jboss-

sandbox-quickstarts.git |

 

2. Clone your forked repository. This creates and populates a directory. for example `quickstart/` on your local file

system with the default remote repository name 'origin'.

  For example:

 

       git clone https://github.com/YOUR_USER_NAME/quickstart.git

3. Change to the newly created directory, for example

 

       cd quickstart/

4. Add the remote `upstream` repository so you can fetch any changes to the original forked repository.

 

       git remote add upstream https://github.com/wildfly/quickstart.git

5. Get the latest files from the `upstream` repository.

 

       git fetch upstream

6. Create a local topic branch to work with your new quickstart, features, changes, or fixes.

 

  * _IMPORTANT:_ Always work with the current developer branch of the quickstart repository. The is the branch

that automatically displays in the dropdown when you browse to product quickstart directory, for example:

<https://github.com/wildfly/quickstart>

  * Checkout the latest source code from the current `-develop` branch into your own branch using the following

syntax:

 

           git checkout -b  <topic-branch-name> upstream/<current-development-branch>

  * If you are fixing a Bugzilla or JIRA, it is a good practice to use the number in the branch name. For new

quickstarts or other fixes, try to use a good description for the branch name.

  * The following are examples of Git checkout commands:

 

           git checkout -b Bz-98765432 upstream/11.x

           git checkout -b JDF-9876543 upstream/11.x

           git checkout -b add-xyz-quickstart upstream/11.x

7. Contribute new code or make changes to existing files. Make sure that you follow the [General

Guidelines](#general-guidelines) below.
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8. To verify if your code followed the General Guidelines you can run [QS Tools](http://jboss-

developer.github.io/maven-qstools-plugin/) on your project.

  * To run QS Tools, go to your quickstart project root and execute:

 

          mvn -U org.jboss.maven.plugins:maven-qstools-plugin:check

  This will generate a report on `QUICKSTART_HOME/target/site/qschecker.html`. Review the report to determine

if your quickstart project violates any item in the *General Guidelines*.

 

9. Test your changes in 2 ways.

  * Run the Maven command line to build and deploy the quickstart.

  * Import the quickstart into Red Hat JBoss Developer Studio and make sure it builds and deploys with no errors or

warnings.

 

10. Use the `git add` command to add new or changed file contents to the staging area.

  * If you create a new quickstart, you can add files using the subfolder and file names. The following is an example

of new quickstart folders and files you may want to stage:

 

           git add src/

           git add pom.xml

           git add README.md

  _Note:_ It is probably best not to add the entire quickstart root folder because you may unintentionally add classes

or other target files that should not be in source control.

  * If you only modified a few files, use `git add <filename>` for every file you create or change. For example:

 

           git add README.md      

11. Use the git status command to view the status of the files in the directory and in the staging area and ensure that

all modified files are properly staged:

 

       git status       

12. Commit your changes to your local topic branch.

 

       git commit -m 'Description of change...'

13. Update your branch with any changes made upstream since you started.

  * Fetch the latest changes from upstream

 

       git fetch upstream

  * Apply those changes to your branch

 

       git rebase upstream/<current-development-branch>

  * If anyone has commited changes to files that you have also changed, you may see conflicts.

  Resolve the conflicted files, add them using `git add`, and continue the rebase:

 

       git add <conflicted-file-name>

       git rebase --continue

  * If there were conflicts, it is a good idea to test your changes again to make they still work.

 

14. Push your local topic branch to your GitHub forked repository. This will create a branch on your Git fork

repository with the same name as your local topic branch name.
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       git push origin HEAD           

  _Note:_ The above command assumes your remote repository is named 'origin'. You can verify your forked remote

repository name using the command `git remote -v`.

15. Browse to the <topic-branch-name> branch on your forked Git repository and [open a Pull

Request](http://help.github.com/send-pull-requests/). Give it a clear title and description.

 

 

### General Guidelines

 

* The sample project should be formatted using the JBoss AS profiles found at <http://github.com/jboss/ide-

config/tree/master/>

 

- Code should be well documented with good comments. Please add an author tag (@author) to credit yourself for

writing the code.

- You should use readable variable names to make it easy for users to read the code.

 

* The package must be `org.jboss.quickstarts.<product-type>`, for example: org.jboss.quickstarts.eap,

org.jboss.quickstarts.wfk, org.jboss.quickstarts.jdg, org.jboss.quickstarts.brms, org.jboss.quickstarts.fuse, etc.

 

* The quickstart project or folder name should match the quickstart name. Each sample project should have a unique

name, allowing easy identification by users and developers.

 

* The quickstart project or folder name should be located in the root directory of the product quickstarts repository

and should not be nested under other quickstarts or folders. For example, if you create quickstart "foo" for the JBoss

EAP quickstarts, it should appear here: `YOUR_PATH/quickstart/foo`.

 

* The quickstart directory structure should follow standard Java project rules:

 

- All directories and packages containing Java source files should be placed in a `src/main/java/` directory,

- All Java source files should use package names.

- Index pages, JSF, and HTML files should be placed in a `src/main/webapp/` directory.

- Any `beans.xml`, `faces-config.xml`, and other related configuration files should be placed in a

`src/main/webapp/WEB-INF/` directory.

- Resources such as images and stylesheets and the  should be placed in the `src/main/webapp/resources` directory.

 

* The `<name>` in the quickstart `pom.xml` file should follow the template: `JBoss <target-product> Quickstart:

<quickstart-name> < - optional-subfolder-name>` where `target-product` is the `Target Product` metadata specified

in the README.md file,  `quickstart-name` is the quickstart folder name, and `optional-subfolder-name` is the

name of any nested subfolder containing a `pom.xml` file. The following are a few examples of quickstart pom files

and the correct name tags:

 

       greeter/pom.xml ==> `JBoss EAP Quickstart: greeter`

       helloworld-errai/pom.xml ==> `JBoss WFK Quickstart: helloworld-errai`

       kitchensink-ear/pom.xml ==> `JBoss EAP Quickstart: kitchensink-ear`

       kitchensink-ear/ear/pom.xml --> `JBoss EAP Quickstart: kitchensink-ear - ear`

       kitchensink-ear/ejb/pom.xml ==> `JBoss EAP Quickstart: kitchensink-ear - ejb`

       kitchensink-ear/web/pom.xml ==> `JBoss EAP Quickstart: kitchensink-ear - web`
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* The `<artifactId>` in the quickstart `pom.xml` file should follow the template: `jboss-<target-product>-

<quickstart-name>`. For example, the `<artifactId>` for the `greeter` quickstart in the EAP project is `jboss-greeter`.

The `<artifactId>` for `errors` quickstart in the Fuse project is `jboss-fuse-errors`.

 

* The quickstart POM files now include `<repositories/>` and `<pluginRepositories/>` elements to make it easier for

developers to build the quickstarts without requiring additional Maven configuration. Each quickstart `pom.xml` file

contains entries for the following repositories.

 

   | **Repository ID** | **Repository URL** | **Repository Description ** |

   |:-----------|:-----------|:-----------|

   | jboss-enterprise-maven-repository| https://maven.repository.redhat.com/ga/ | The JBoss EAP product repository |

   | jboss-developer-staging-repository | http://jboss-developer.github.io/temp-maven-repo/ | The JBoss developer

staging repository, which only contains staged artifacts |

 

   See the [`template/pom.xml`](https://github.com/wildfly/quickstart/blob/11.x/template/pom.xml#L48) file for an

example of how to configure the `<repositories/>` and `<pluginRepositories/>` elements in a quickstart `pom.xml`

file.

 

* If you create a quickstart that uses a database table, make sure the name you use for the table is unique across all

quickstarts.

 

* The project must follow the structure used by existing quickstarts such as

[numberguess](https://github.com/wildfly/quickstart/tree/11.x/numberguess). A good starting point would be to

copy the `numberguess` project.

 

* The sample project should be importable into JBoss Developer Studio/JBoss Tools and be deployable from there.

 

* Maven POMs must be used. No other build system is allowed unless the purpose of the quickstart is to show

another build system in use. If using Maven it should:

 

- Not inherit from another POM (no parent POM)

- Maven POMs must use the Java EE spec BOM/POM imports

- The POMs must be commented, with a comment each item in the POM

- Import the various BOMs, either directly from a project, or from [JBoss BOMs](http://www.jboss.org/developer-

materials/#!formats=jbossdeveloper_bom&sys_type=jbossdeveloper_bom), to determine version numbers. You

should aim to have no dependencies declared directly. If you do, work with the jdf team to get them added to a

BOM.

- Use the WildFly Maven Plugin to deploy the example

 

* The sample project must contain a `README.md` file using the `template/README.md` file as a guideline

 

* Don't forget to update the `pom.xml` in the quickstart root directory. Add your quickstart to the 'modules' section.

 

* The project must target Java EE 7

 

- CDI should be used as the programming model

- Avoid using a web.xml if possible. Use faces-config.xml to activate JSF if needed.
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- Any tests should use Arquillian.

 

* If the quickstart persists to a database, you must use a unique datasource JNDI name and connection URL for the

application and for any Arquillian tests that it provides. Do not use the JNDI name

`java:jboss/datasources/ExampleDS`. Failure to use unique names can result in a `DuplicateServiceException` when

more than one quickstart is deployed to the same server.

 

* Be sure to test the quickstart in JBoss Developer Studio, which strictly enforces Java EE coding rules!

 

* If possible, create a cheat sheet for the quickstart to guide users and developers through the example. See [Create a

Quickstart Cheat Sheet](#create-a-quickstart-cheat-sheet) for more information.

 

### Kitchensink variants

 

 There are multiple quickstarts based on the kitchensink example.  Each showcases different technologies and

techniques including pure EE6, JSF, HTML5, and GWT.

 

 If you wish to contribute a kitchensink variant is it important that you follow the look and feel of the original so that

useful comparisons can be made.  This does not mean that variants can not expand, and showcase additional

functionality.  Multiple variants already do that.  These include mobile interfaces, push updates, and more.

 

 Below are rules for the *look and feel* of the variants:

 

 * Follow the primary layout, style, and graphics of the original.

 

 * Projects can have 3-4 lines directly under the JBoss EAP banner in the middle section to describe what makes this

variant different.

    * How projects use that space is up to them, but options include plain text, bullet points, etc....

 

 * Projects can have their logo in the left side of the banner.

   * The sidebar area can contain a section with links to the related projects, wiki, tutorials, etc...

      * This should be below any JBoss EAP link areas.

 

   If appropriate for the technology the application should expose RESTful endpoints following the example of the

original kitchensink quickstart.  This should also include the RESTful links in the member table.

 

### License Information and Contributor Agreement

 

 JBoss Developer Framework is licensed under the Apache License 2.0, as we believe it is one of the most

permissive Open Source license. This allows developers to easily make use of the code samples in JBoss Developer

Framework.

 

 There is no need to sign a contributor agreement to contribute to JBoss Developer Framework. You just need to

explicitly license any contribution under the AL 2.0. If you add any new files to JBoss Developer Framework, make

sure to add the correct header.

 

#### Java,  Javascript and CSS files
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     /**

      * JBoss, Home of Professional Open Source

      * Copyright 2013, Red Hat, Inc. and/or its affiliates, and individual

      * contributors by the @authors tag. See the copyright.txt in the

      * distribution for a full listing of individual contributors.

      *

      * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

      * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

      * You may obtain a copy of the License at

      * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

      * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

      * distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, 

      * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

      * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

      * limitations under the License.

      */

 

#### HTML, XML, XSD and XHTML files

 

     <!--

      JBoss, Home of Professional Open Source

      Copyright 2013, Red Hat, Inc. and/or its affiliates, and individual

      contributors by the @authors tag. See the copyright.txt in the

      distribution for a full listing of individual contributors.

 

      Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

      you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

      You may obtain a copy of the License at

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

      Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

      distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, 

      WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

      See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

      limitations under the License.

      -->

 

#### Properties files and Bash Scripts

 

      # JBoss, Home of Professional Open Source

      # Copyright 2013, Red Hat, Inc. and/or its affiliates, and individual

      # contributors by the @authors tag. See the copyright.txt in the

      # distribution for a full listing of individual contributors.

      #

      # Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

      # you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

      # You may obtain a copy of the License at

      # http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

      # Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
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      # distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, 

      # WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

      # See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

      # limitations under the License.

 

#### SQL files

 

     --

     -- JBoss, Home of Professional Open Source

     -- Copyright 2013, Red Hat, Inc. and/or its affiliates, and individual

     -- contributors by the @authors tag. See the copyright.txt in the

     -- distribution for a full listing of individual contributors.

     --

     -- Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

     -- you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

     -- You may obtain a copy of the License at

     -- http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

     -- Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

     -- distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     -- WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

     -- See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

     -- limitations under the License.

     --

 

#### JSP files

 

     <%--

     JBoss, Home of Professional Open Source

     Copyright 2013, Red Hat, Inc. and/or its affiliates, and individual

     contributors by the @authors tag. See the copyright.txt in the

     distribution for a full listing of individual contributors.

 

     Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

     you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

     You may obtain a copy of the License at

     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

     Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

     distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

     See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

     limitations under the License.

     --%>

 

 

Create a Quickstart Cheat Sheet

-------------------------------

 

### Purpose of the Cheat Sheets
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- Cheat sheets function as a tutorial and provide a step by step guide through a quickstart.

- They provide a way to step through and explain the code in an interactive way.

- They can provide an in-depth analysis of specific sections of code.

 

 

### Basic Steps to Create a Cheat Sheet

 

You can create a cheat sheet using the Eclipse Wizard or you can copy and modify an existing cheat sheet from

another quickstart. This section describes how to create a cheat sheet using the Eclipse wizard.

 

_Note:_ Be sure your project folder is located outside of the Eclipse workspace before you begin this process.

 

1.  Import your quickstart into JBoss Developer Studio (JDBS)

   1.  From the menu, choose `File` --> `Import` --> `Maven` --> `Existing Maven Projects`, then click `Next`.

   2.  Navigate to your quickstart, select it, then click `OK`.

   3.  Click `Finish`.

2.  Create the cheat sheet.

   1.  Select the imported quickstart project.

   2.  From the menu, choose `File` --> `New` --> `Other` --> `User Assistance` --> `Cheat Sheet`, then click `Next`.

   3.  Select the quickstart folder, give it a name 'cheatsheet.xml', and choose `Simple Cheat Sheet`.

   4.  Click `Finish`. When it prompts you to open the cheatsheet for the quickstart project, click `Yes`.

3.  Populate the cheatsheet with useful information to help a user understand the quickstart.

   1.  Expand the `Title` in the content section on the left.

   2.  Select the `Title` field and modify it to something useful, for example: `helloworld`

   3.  Select the `intro` field and add introduction text to the `Body`, for example: `This quickstart demonstrates the

use of CDI 1.0 and Servlet 3.0. It is a simple application that can be used to verify the JBoss EAP server is

configured and running correctly.`

   4.  Select `item`, then under `Command`, click `browse` and select 'Get current project' under `Uncategorized`.

This adds the following XML to the cheat sheet:

 

           <command

           required="true"

           returns="currentProject"

           serialization="org.jboss.tools.project.examples.cheatsheet.getProjectForCheatsheet"/>

   This command allows you to use the variable `${currentProject}` instead of a hard-coded path name and ensures

your cheat sheet will work regardless of the project location.

 

   5.  Add an `item` for each file or class you want to describe.

       *  This is dependent on the quickstart features you plan to demonstrate.

       *  Provide a good description.

       *  Add subitems to describe code sections and provide the line numbers that are referenced.

4. Test your cheat sheet by opening it in JDBS.

   1.  Go through each step and make sure the descriptions are valid.

   2.  Click on each link to make sure it opens the file and highlights the correct lines of code.

5. When you finish testing the cheat sheet, rename the file from `cheatsheet.xml` to `.cheatsheet.xml` and make sure

it is located in the root directory of the quickstart.

6. Add the `.cheatsheet.xml` file using `git add`, commit the change, push it to your forked repository, and issue a
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pull.

7. If your cheat sheet is for the quickstart based on an archetype, it will automatically generate the cheat sheet for the

archetype. However, you must add an `<include>.cheatsheet.*</include>` to the fileset for the root directory in the

corresponding archetype's `archetype-metadata.xml` file. See the `jboss-javaee6-webapp-archetype` archetype for an

example.

 

 

### General Guidelines

 

* If your project folder is located in the Eclipse workspace when you generate your cheat sheet using the Eclipse

wizard, it will generate an invalid project name and attempts to open source code will fail. Be sure your project

folder is located outside the Eclipse workspace before you begin.

* The cheat sheet should be created in the root of the quickstart directory and named `.cheatsheet.xml`. Eclipse will

not let you name the file with a leading '.', so you will need to rename it after it is created.

* Make sure you add the 'Get current project' command and use the replaceable `${currentProject}`  value to avoid

hard-coding the project path. This ensures that if the quickstart folder is moved, the cheat sheet will work as

expected.

* Do not use the `<action>` tag if it can be avoided. It is more fragile than the `<command>` tag, which uses

parameters names instead of indexes.

* Try to highlight the most important features and code for the quickstart. Pay particular attention to areas that might

confuse developers. Cheat sheets require that users execute or skip each step, so you don't want to bore developers

with the code that has no impact on the purpose of the quickstart.

* Make sure `<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>` is the first line in the `.cheatsheet.xml` file, before the

license information. This enables the cheat sheet to open automatically when you import the project into JBoss

Developer Studio.

 

### Find Help

 

You can find additional help about cheat sheets at the following locations:

 

* [Eclipse Help: Cheat

sheets](http://help.eclipse.org/kepler/index.jsp?topic=%2Forg.eclipse.platform.doc.isv%2Fguide%2Fua_cheatsheet.

htm&resultof=%22cheat%22%20%22sheet%22%20)

* [Recommended Work Flow for Cheat Sheet Development](http://www.eclipse.org/pde/pde-

ui/articles/cheat_sheet_dev_workflow/)

* [Max's cheat sheet example](https://github.com/maxandersen/cheatsheet-helloworld)

 

 

 

Copy a Quickstart to Another Repository and Preserve Its History

-----------------------------------------------------------------

 

The following instructions are based on information in this blog: <http://blog.neutrino.es/2012/git-copy-a-file-or-

directory-from-another-repository-preserving-history/>

 

1. Navigate to the parent directory of the quickstart you want to move.

 

       cd ~/jboss-sandbox-quickstarts
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2. Make sure you have downloaded the latest source, then checkout a branch to work in. For example:

 

       git fetch upstream

       git checkout -b copy-xyz-quickstart upstream/master

 

2. Create a temporary directory to contain the quickstart patch files.

 

       mkdir -p ~/temp/qsPatchFolder

 

3. Create a `QS_SOURCE` environment variable that defines the quickstart source path.

 

       export QS_SOURCE=~/jboss-sandbox-quickstarts/xyz-quickstart/

 

4. Execute the following command to create the quickstart patch files in the temporary quickstart patch folder.

 

       git format-patch -o ~/temp/qsPatchFolder $(git log $QS_SOURCE|grep ^commit|tail -1|awk '{print

$2}')^..HEAD $QS_SOURCE

 

5. Navigate to quickstarts parent directory where you want to move the quickstart.

 

       cd ~/quickstart

 

6. Checkout a branch to work in.

 

       git fetch upstream

       git checkout -b merge-xyz-quickstart upstream/11.x

 

7. Merge the patches into the destination directory.

 

       git am ~/temp/qsPatchFolder/*.patch

 

8. Push the changes to your own Git.

 

  * Verify that the target quickstarts directory now contains the `xyz-quickstart` folder and files.

  * Verify that the commit history is included.

 

9. Issue a pull to the upstream repository.

 

 

Administrative Tasks

---------------------

 

### Create a Product Branch from the Development Branch

 

During the initial development phase of the product, generally all updates are only done to the current development

branch, for example, `11.x`. However, when it is close to time to begin doing product builds, we need to create a

new product branch from the development branch to use to build the product quickstarts.
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These are the steps to create the new product branch.

 

1. Update the existing '7.1.x-develop' branch to make sure it is current.

 

   a. Update the <version> in the `pom.xml` files to use `7.1.0-SNAPSHOT`.

 

           <version>7.1.0-SNAPSHOT</version>

 

   c. Change the `7.0` references to `7.1` in the `guide/KitchensinkQuickstart.asciidoc` file.

 

   d. Commit these changes to the `7.1.x-develop` branch so it is using the correct versions.

 

2. Create the new product branch from the `7.1.x-develop` branch.

 

   a. Checkout out a new topic branch from the updated `upstream/7.1.x-develop` branch and name it by removing

the `-develop`.

 

           git fetch upstream

           git checkout -b 7.1.x upstream/7.1.x-develop

 

   b. Edit the  .gitignore file to remove the `README.html` entry.  Use `git add` to add the modified file.

 

   c. Build the README.html files.

 

           dist/release-utils.sh -m

 

   d. Add the README.html files to the branch using `git add`.

 

   e. Commit the changes and push the new branch upstream.

 

           git push upstream HEAD:7.1.x

 

3. Update the new product branch to use the correct jboss.spec.javaee.7.0 version and commit and push the changes

to upstream/7.1.x.

 

       Replace: <version.jboss.spec.javaee.7.0>1.0.3.Final</version.jboss.spec.javaee.7.0>

       With:    <version.jboss.spec.javaee.7.0>1.0.3.Final-redhat-4</version.jboss.spec.javaee.7.0>

 

 

### Managing the Development and Product Branches

 

Once you have created the product branch, you must apply all fixes to both branches. Use the following procedure to

update the branches.

 

1. Check out a topic branch from the current upstream development branch.

 

       git fetch upstream
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       git checkout -b JBEAP-1234 upstream/11.x

 

2. Make the fixes and push the commit to the `7.1.x-develop` branch.

 

3. Check out a topic branch from the upstream development branch.

 

       git fetch upstream

       git checkout -b JBEAP-1234-7.1.x upstream/7.1.x

 

4. Find the commit number in the `-devel` branch and cherry-pick the fix to the `7.1.x` branch.

 

       git cherry-pick <commit-number>

 

5. If the fix affects any `README.md` files, you must rebuild the HTML files by running the following command

from the root directory of the quickstarts.

 

       dist/release-utils.sh -m

 

  Add any changed `README.html` files and add them to the commit.

 

6. Push the changes to the `7.1.x` branch.

 

 

### Set Up Your Environment to Build the README.html Files

 

The quickstart README.md files are converted to HTML using markdown. We recommend using redcarpet, as that

is what GitHub uses, but you can use any markdown tool really.

 

There are two scripts, `dist/github-flavored-markdown.rb`, that will convert an individual file, and `dist/release-

utils.sh -m`, that will convert all the files. This script also builds a table in the root README.html file that lists and

describes all of the quickstarts.

 

To setup the environment you need to follow these steps.

 

1. These scripts require the following packages. Install them if you do not already have them.

 

       sudo dnf install ImageMagick

       sudo dnf install ImageMagick-devel

 

2. If you have not yet done so, install Ruby Version Manager (RVM).

 

   * Follow the instructions here to install RVM: https://rvm.io/rvm/install

 

   * Add the following line to your `~/.bash_profile`:

 

           source ~/.profile

 

   * Add the following lines to your `~/.bashrc` file:
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           export PATH=$PATH:$HOME/.rvm/bin # Add RVM to PATH for scripting

           [[ -s "~/.rvm/scripts/rvm" ]] && source "~/.rvm/sripts/rvm" # Load RVM into a shell session *as a function*

 

3. Install Ruby and use the installation.

 

   * To list the available rubies:

 

           rvm list known

 

   * To install ruby-2.3.0

 

           rvm install 2.3.0

 

   * Use this version

 

           rvm use 2.3.0

 

4. Create and use a gemset for the GitHub Markdown

 

       rvm gemset create githubmarkdown

       rvm gemset use githubmarkdown

 

5. Install the gems needed for the script

 

       gem install redcarpet

       gem install nokogiri

       gem install pygments.rb

       gem install fileutils

 

6. To build the files, be sure to use this version of ruby with this gemset.

 

       rvm use 2.3.0

       rvm gemset use githubmarkdown

 

  Then run the following command from the root directory of the quickstarts.

 

       dist/release-utils.sh -m

 

 

### Request JBoss Central and jboss.org Update to the Latest Release

 

The following instructions are based on information : <https://github.com/jboss-

developer/www.jboss.org/blob/master/CONTRIBUTING.md#updating-developer-materials-versions/>

 

1. Be sure to tag the release.

 

2. Open a JIRA for the Red Hat Developer (RHD) project asking them to update JBoss Central and jboss.org sites to
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point to the latest tagged release:

 

       https://issues.jboss.org/secure/RHD/CreateIssue.jspa

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1077223797_1602673082.4/0/jboss-developer-shared-resources-master-zip/jboss-developer-

shared-resources-master/guides/CONTRIBUTING.md

 

1.669 stax-api 1.0 2
1.669.1 Available under license : 

<!DOCTYPE html PUBLIC "-//W3C//DTD XHTML 1.0 Strict//EN" "http://www.w3.org/TR/xhtml1/DTD/xhtml1-

strict.dtd">

<html>

               

<body>

 <h3>THIS SOFTWARE IS AVAILABLE UNDER A DUAL LICENSE MODEL: CDDL 1.0 and GPL v2</h3>

 

 <h3>COMMON DEVELOPMENT AND DISTRIBUTION LICENSE (CDDL) Version 1.0</h3>

 

 <ul>

  <li><p><b>1. Definitions.</b></p>

   <ul>

    <li>

     <p>

      <b>1.1. &ldquo;Contributor&rdquo;</b> means each individual or

      entity that creates or contributes to the creation of

      Modifications.

     </p>

    </li>

 

    <li>

     <p>

      <b>1.2. &ldquo;Contributor Version&rdquo;</b> means

      the combination of the Original Software, prior

      Modifications used by a Contributor (if any), and the

      Modifications made by that particular Contributor.

     </p>

    </li>

 

    <li>

     <p>

      <b>1.3. &ldquo;Covered Software&rdquo;</b> means (a)

      the Original Software, or (b) Modifications, or (c) the

      combination of files containing Original Software with files

      containing Modifications, in each case including portions

      thereof.
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     </p>

    </li>

 

    <li>

     <p>

      <b>1.4. &ldquo;Executable&rdquo;</b> means the

      Covered Software in any form other than Source Code.

     </p>

    </li>

 

    <li>

     <p>

      <b>1.5. &ldquo;Initial Developer&rdquo;</b> means

      the individual or entity that first makes Original Software

      available under this License.

     </p>

    </li>

 

    <li>

     <p>

      <b>1.6. &ldquo;Larger Work&rdquo;</b> means a work

      which combines Covered Software or portions thereof with

      code not governed by the terms of this License.

     </p>

    </li>

 

    <li>

     <p>

      <b>1.7. &ldquo;License&rdquo;</b> means this document.

     </p>

    </li>

 

    <li>

     <p>

      <b>1.8. &ldquo;Licensable&rdquo;</b> means having

      the right to grant, to the maximum extent possible, whether

      at the time of the initial grant or subsequently acquired,

      any and all of the rights conveyed herein.

     </p>

    </li>

 

    <li>

     <p>

      <b>1.9. &ldquo;Modifications&rdquo;</b> means the

      Source Code and Executable form of any of the following:

     </p>

     <ul>

      <li>
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       <p>

        <b>A.</b> Any file that results from an addition

        to, deletion from or modification of the contents of a

        file containing Original Software or previous

        Modifications;

       </p>

      </li>

      <li>

       <p>

        <b>B.</b> Any new file that contains any part of

        the Original Software or previous Modification; or

       </p>

      </li>

      <li>

       <p>

        <b>C.</b> Any new file that is contributed or

        otherwise made available under the terms of this

        License.

       </p>

      </li>

     </ul>

    </li>

 

    <li>

     <p>

      <b>1.10. &ldquo;Original Software&rdquo;</b> means

      the Source Code and Executable form of computer software

      code that is originally released under this License.

     </p>

    </li>

 

    <li>

     <p>

      <b>1.11. &ldquo;Patent Claims&rdquo;</b> means any

      patent claim(s), now owned or hereafter acquired, including

      without limitation, method, process, and apparatus claims,

      in any patent Licensable by grantor.

     </p>

    </li>

 

    <li>

     <p>

      <b>1.12. &ldquo;Source Code&rdquo;</b> means (a) the

      common form of computer software code in which modifications

      are made and (b) associated documentation included in or

      with such code.

     </p>

    </li>
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    <li>

     <p>

      <b>1.13. &ldquo;You&rdquo; (or

      &ldquo;Your&rdquo;)</b> means an individual or a legal

      entity exercising rights under, and complying with all of

      the terms of, this License.  For legal entities,

      &ldquo;You&rdquo; includes any entity which controls, is

      controlled by, or is under common control with You.  For

      purposes of this definition, &ldquo;control&rdquo; means

      (a)&nbsp;the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

      direction or management of such entity, whether by contract

      or otherwise, or (b)&nbsp;ownership of more than fifty

      percent (50%) of the outstanding shares or beneficial

      ownership of such entity.

     </p>

    </li>

   </ul>

  </li>

 

  <li>

   <p><b>2. License Grants.</b></p>

   <ul>

    <li>

     <p><b>2.1. The Initial Developer Grant.</b></p>

     <p>

      Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1

      below and subject to third party intellectual property

      claims, the Initial Developer hereby grants You a

      world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license:

     </p>

     <ul>

      <li>

       <p>

        <b>(a)</b> under intellectual property rights

        (other than patent or trademark) Licensable by Initial

        Developer, to use, reproduce, modify, display, perform,

        sublicense and distribute the Original Software (or

        portions thereof), with or without Modifications, and/or

        as part of a Larger Work; and

       </p>

      </li>

      <li>

       <p>

        <b>(b)</b> under Patent Claims infringed by the

        making, using or selling of Original Software, to make,

        have made, use, practice, sell, and offer for sale,

        and/or otherwise dispose of the Original Software (or
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        portions thereof).

       </p>

      </li>

      <li>

       <p>

        <b>(c)</b> The licenses granted in Sections&nbsp;2.1(a)

        and (b) are effective on the date Initial Developer first

        distributes or otherwise makes the Original Software

        available to a third party under the terms of this License.

       </p>

      </li>

      <li>

       <p>

        <b>(d)</b> Notwithstanding Section&nbsp;2.1(b)

        above, no patent license is granted: (1)&nbsp;for code

        that You delete from the Original Software, or

        (2)&nbsp;for infringements caused by: (i)&nbsp;the

        modification of the Original Software, or (ii)&nbsp;the

        combination of the Original Software with other software

        or devices.

       </p>

      </li>

     </ul>

    </li>

    <li>

     <p><b>2.2. Contributor Grant.</b></p>

     <p>

      Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below

      and subject to third party intellectual property claims,

      each Contributor hereby grants You a world-wide,

      royalty-free, non-exclusive license:

     </p>

     <ul>

      <li>

       <p>

        <b>(a)</b> under intellectual property rights

        (other than patent or trademark) Licensable by

        Contributor to use, reproduce, modify, display, perform,

        sublicense and distribute the Modifications created by

        such Contributor (or portions thereof), either on an

        unmodified basis, with other Modifications, as Covered

        Software and/or as part of a Larger Work; and

       </p>

      </li>

      <li>

       <p>

        <b>(b)</b> under Patent Claims infringed by the

        making, using, or selling of Modifications made by that
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        Contributor either alone and/or in combination with its

        Contributor Version (or portions of such combination),

        to make, use, sell, offer for sale, have made, and/or

        otherwise dispose of: (1)&nbsp;Modifications made by

        that Contributor (or portions thereof); and (2)&nbsp;the

        combination of Modifications made by that Contributor

        with its Contributor Version (or portions of such

        combination).

       </p>

      </li>

      <li>

       <p>

        <b>(c)</b> The licenses granted in Sections&nbsp;2.2(a)

        and 2.2(b) are effective on the date Contributor first

        distributes or otherwise makes the Modifications available

        to a third party.

       </p>

      </li>

      <li>

       <p>

        <b>(d)</b> Notwithstanding Section&nbsp;2.2(b)

        above, no patent license is granted: (1)&nbsp;for any

        code that Contributor has deleted from the Contributor

        Version; (2)&nbsp;for infringements caused by:

        (i)&nbsp;third party modifications of Contributor

        Version, or (ii)&nbsp;the combination of Modifications

        made by that Contributor with other software (except as

        part of the Contributor Version) or other devices; or

        (3)&nbsp;under Patent Claims infringed by Covered

        Software in the absence of Modifications made by that

        Contributor.

       </p>

      </li>

     </ul>

    </li>

   </ul>

  </li>

 

  <li>

   <p><b>3. Distribution Obligations.</b></p>

   <ul>

    <li>

     <p><b>3.1. Availability of Source Code.</b></p>

     <p>

      Any Covered Software that You distribute or otherwise

      make available in Executable form must also be made

      available in Source Code form and that Source Code form

      must be distributed only under the terms of this License.
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      You must include a copy of this License with every copy of

      the Source Code form of the Covered Software You

      distribute or otherwise make available.  You must inform

      recipients of any such Covered Software in Executable form

      as to how they can obtain such Covered Software in Source

      Code form in a reasonable manner on or through a medium

      customarily used for software exchange.

     </p>

    </li>

    <li>

     <p><b>3.2. Modifications.</b></p>

     <p>

      The Modifications that You create or to which You

      contribute are governed by the terms of this License.  You

      represent that You believe Your Modifications are Your

      original creation(s) and/or You have sufficient rights to

      grant the rights conveyed by this License.

     </p>

    </li>

    <li>

     <p><b>3.3. Required Notices.</b></p>

     <p>

      You must include a notice in each of Your Modifications

      that identifies You as the Contributor of the Modification.

      You may not remove or alter any copyright, patent or

      trademark notices contained within the Covered Software,

      or any notices of licensing or any descriptive text giving

      attribution to any Contributor or the Initial Developer.

     </p>

    </li>

    <li>

     <p><b>3.4. Application of Additional Terms.</b></p>

     <p>

      You may not offer or impose any terms on any Covered

      Software in Source Code form that alters or restricts the

      applicable version of this License or the

      recipients&rsquo; rights hereunder.  You may choose to

      offer, and to charge a fee for, warranty, support,

      indemnity or liability obligations to one or more

      recipients of Covered Software.  However, you may do so

      only on Your own behalf, and not on behalf of the Initial

      Developer or any Contributor.  You must make it absolutely

      clear that any such warranty, support, indemnity or

      liability obligation is offered by You alone, and You

      hereby agree to indemnify the Initial Developer and every

      Contributor for any liability incurred by the Initial

      Developer or such Contributor as a result of warranty,

      support, indemnity or liability terms You offer.
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     </p>

    </li>

    <li>

     <p><b>3.5. Distribution of Executable Versions.</b></p>

     <p>

      You may distribute the Executable form of the Covered

      Software under the terms of this License or under the

      terms of a license of Your choice, which may contain terms

      different from this License, provided that You are in

      compliance with the terms of this License and that the

      license for the Executable form does not attempt to limit

      or alter the recipient&rsquo;s rights in the Source Code

      form from the rights set forth in this License.  If You

      distribute the Covered Software in Executable form under a

      different license, You must make it absolutely clear that

      any terms which differ from this License are offered by

      You alone, not by the Initial Developer or Contributor.

      You hereby agree to indemnify the Initial Developer and

      every Contributor for any liability incurred by the

      Initial Developer or such Contributor as a result of any

      such terms You offer.

     </p>

    </li>

    <li>

     <p><b>3.6. Larger Works.</b></p>

     <p>

      You may create a Larger Work by combining Covered

      Software with other code not governed by the terms of this

      License and distribute the Larger Work as a single

      product.  In such a case, You must make sure the

      requirements of this License are fulfilled for the Covered

      Software.

     </p>

    </li>

   </ul>

  </li>

 

  <li>

   <p><b>4. Versions of the License.</b></p>

   <ul>

    <li>

     <p><b>4.1. New Versions.</b></p>

     <p>

      Sun Microsystems, Inc. is the initial license steward

      and may publish revised and/or new versions of this

      License from time to time.  Each version will be given a

      distinguishing version number.  Except as provided in

      Section 4.3, no one other than the license steward has the
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      right to modify this License.

     </p>

    </li>

    <li>

     <p><b>4.2. Effect of New Versions.</b></p>

     <p>

      You may always continue to use, distribute or otherwise

      make the Covered Software available under the terms of the

      version of the License under which You originally received

      the Covered Software.  If the Initial Developer includes a

      notice in the Original Software prohibiting it from being

      distributed or otherwise made available under any

      subsequent version of the License, You must distribute and

      make the Covered Software available under the terms of the

      version of the License under which You originally received

      the Covered Software.  Otherwise, You may also choose to

      use, distribute or otherwise make the Covered Software

      available under the terms of any subsequent version of the

      License published by the license steward.

     </p>

    </li>

    <li>

     <p><b>4.3. Modified Versions.</b></p>

     <p>

      When You are an Initial Developer and You want to

      create a new license for Your Original Software, You may

      create and use a modified version of this License if You:

      (a)&nbsp;rename the license and remove any references to

      the name of the license steward (except to note that the

      license differs from this License); and (b)&nbsp;otherwise

      make it clear that the license contains terms which differ

      from this License.

     </p>

    </li>

   </ul>

  </li>

 

  <li>

   <p><b>5. DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY.</b></p>

   <p>

    COVERED SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED UNDER THIS LICENSE ON AN

    &ldquo;AS IS&rdquo; BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

    EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION,

    WARRANTIES THAT THE COVERED SOFTWARE IS FREE OF DEFECTS,

    MERCHANTABLE, FIT FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR NON-INFRINGING.

    THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

    COVERED SOFTWARE IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD ANY COVERED SOFTWARE

    PROVE DEFECTIVE IN ANY RESPECT, YOU (NOT THE INITIAL DEVELOPER
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    OR ANY OTHER CONTRIBUTOR) ASSUME THE COST OF ANY NECESSARY

    SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.  THIS DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY

    CONSTITUTES AN ESSENTIAL PART OF THIS LICENSE.  NO USE OF ANY

    COVERED SOFTWARE IS AUTHORIZED HEREUNDER EXCEPT UNDER THIS

    DISCLAIMER.

   </p>

  </li>

 

  <li>

   <p><b>6. TERMINATION.</b></p>

   <ul>

    <li>

     <p>

      <b>6.1.</b> This License and the rights granted

      hereunder will terminate automatically if You fail to comply

      with terms herein and fail to cure such breach within 30

      days of becoming aware of the breach.  Provisions which, by

      their nature, must remain in effect beyond the termination

      of this License shall survive.

     </p>

    </li>

    <li>

     <p>

      <b>6.2.</b> If You assert a patent infringement claim

      (excluding declaratory judgment actions) against Initial Developer

      or a Contributor (the Initial Developer or Contributor against whom

      You assert such claim is referred to as &ldquo;Participant&rdquo;)

      alleging that the Participant Software (meaning the Contributor

      Version where the Participant is a Contributor or the Original Software

      where the Participant is the Initial Developer) directly or indirectly

      infringes any patent, then any and all rights granted directly or

      indirectly to You by such Participant, the Initial Developer (if the

      Initial Developer is not the Participant) and all Contributors under

      Sections&nbsp;2.1 and/or 2.2 of this License shall, upon 60 days notice

      from Participant terminate prospectively and automatically at the

      expiration of such 60 day notice period, unless if within such 60 day

      period You withdraw Your claim with respect to the Participant Software

      against such Participant either unilaterally or pursuant to a written

      agreement with Participant.

     </p>

    </li>

    <li>

     <p>

      <b>6.3.</b> In the event of termination under

      Sections&nbsp;6.1 or 6.2 above, all end user licenses

      that have been validly granted by You or any distributor

      hereunder prior to termination (excluding licenses granted

      to You by any distributor) shall survive termination.
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     </p>

    </li>

   </ul>

  </li>

 

  <li>

   <p><b>7. LIMITATION OF LIABILITY.</b></p>

   <p>

    UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES AND UNDER NO LEGAL THEORY, WHETHER

    TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE), CONTRACT, OR OTHERWISE, SHALL

    YOU, THE INITIAL DEVELOPER, ANY OTHER CONTRIBUTOR, OR ANY

    DISTRIBUTOR OF COVERED SOFTWARE, OR ANY SUPPLIER OF ANY OF

    SUCH PARTIES, BE LIABLE TO ANY PERSON FOR ANY INDIRECT,

    SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OF ANY CHARACTER

    INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, DAMAGES FOR LOST PROFITS, LOSS OF GOODWILL,

    WORK STOPPAGE, COMPUTER FAILURE OR MALFUNCTION, OR ANY AND ALL

    OTHER COMMERCIAL DAMAGES OR LOSSES, EVEN IF SUCH PARTY SHALL

    HAVE BEEN INFORMED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.  THIS

    LIMITATION OF LIABILITY SHALL NOT APPLY TO LIABILITY FOR DEATH

    OR PERSONAL INJURY RESULTING FROM SUCH PARTY&rsquo;S

    NEGLIGENCE TO THE EXTENT APPLICABLE LAW PROHIBITS SUCH

    LIMITATION.  SOME JURISDICTIONS DO NOT ALLOW THE EXCLUSION OR

    LIMITATION OF INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, SO THIS

    EXCLUSION AND LIMITATION MAY NOT APPLY TO YOU.

   </p>

  </li>

 

  <li>

   <p><b>8. U.S. GOVERNMENT END USERS.</b></p>

   <p>

    The Covered Software is a &ldquo;commercial item,&rdquo; as

    that term is defined in 48&nbsp;C.F.R.&nbsp;2.101 (Oct. 1995),

    consisting of &ldquo;commercial computer software&rdquo; (as

    that term is defined at 48

    C.F.R. &sect;&nbsp;252.227-7014(a)(1)) and &ldquo;commercial

    computer software documentation&rdquo; as such terms are used

    in 48&nbsp;C.F.R.&nbsp;12.212 (Sept. 1995).  Consistent with

    48 C.F.R.  12.212 and 48 C.F.R. 227.7202-1 through 227.7202-4

    (June 1995), all U.S. Government End Users acquire Covered

    Software with only those rights set forth herein.  This

    U.S. Government Rights clause is in lieu of, and supersedes,

    any other FAR, DFAR, or other clause or provision that

    addresses Government rights in computer software under this

    License.

   </p>

  </li>

 

  <li>
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   <p><b>9. MISCELLANEOUS.</b></p>

   <p>

    This License represents the complete agreement concerning

    subject matter hereof.  If any provision of this License is

    held to be unenforceable, such provision shall be reformed

    only to the extent necessary to make it enforceable.  This

    License shall be governed by the law of the jurisdiction

    specified in a notice contained within the Original Software

    (except to the extent applicable law, if any, provides

    otherwise), excluding such jurisdiction&rsquo;s

    conflict-of-law provisions.  Any litigation relating to this

    License shall be subject to the jurisdiction of the courts

    located in the jurisdiction and venue specified in a notice

    contained within the Original Software, with the losing party

    responsible for costs, including, without limitation, court

    costs and reasonable attorneys&rsquo; fees and expenses.  The

    application of the United Nations Convention on Contracts for

    the International Sale of Goods is expressly excluded.  Any

    law or regulation which provides that the language of a

    contract shall be construed against the drafter shall not

    apply to this License.  You agree that You alone are

    responsible for compliance with the United States export

    administration regulations (and the export control laws and

    regulation of any other countries) when You use, distribute or

    otherwise make available any Covered Software.

   </p>

  </li>

 

  <li>

   <p><b>10. RESPONSIBILITY FOR CLAIMS.</b></p>

   <p>

    As between Initial Developer and the Contributors, each

    party is responsible for claims and damages arising, directly

    or indirectly, out of its utilization of rights under this

    License and You agree to work with Initial Developer and

    Contributors to distribute such responsibility on an equitable

    basis.  Nothing herein is intended or shall be deemed to

    constitute any admission of liability.

   </p>

  </li>

 

  <li>

   <p>

    <b>

     NOTICE PURSUANT TO SECTION 9 OF THE COMMON DEVELOPMENT

     AND DISTRIBUTION LICENSE (CDDL)

    </b>

   </p>
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   <p>

    The code released under the CDDL shall be governed by the laws

    of the State of California (excluding conflict-of-law provisions).

    Any litigation relating to this License shall be subject to the

    jurisdiction of the Federal Courts of the Northern District of

    California and the state courts of the State of California, with

    venue lying in Santa Clara County, California.

   </p>

  </li>

 </ul>

 

 <h3>The GNU General Public License (GPL) Version 2, June 1991</h3>

 

 <p>

  Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

  59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA

 </p>

 <p>

  Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

  of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 </p>

 

 <p><b>Preamble</b></p>

 <p>

  The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

  freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public

  License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change

  free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

  This General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

  Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit

  to using it. (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered

  by the GNU Library General Public License instead.) You can apply it

  to your programs, too.

 </p>

 <p>

  When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

  price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that

  you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and

  charge for this service if you wish), that you receive source code

  or can get it if you want it, that you can change the software or

  use pieces of it in new free programs; and that you know you can

  do these things.

 </p>

 <p>

  To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

  anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the

  rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities

  for you if you distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.
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 </p>

 <p>

  For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

  gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights

  that you have. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get

  the source code. And you must show them these terms so they know

  their rights.

 </p>

 <p>

  We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software,

  and (2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to

  copy, distribute and/or modify the software.

 </p>

 <p>

  Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

  that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

  software. If the software is modified by someone else and passed on,

  we want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original,

  so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the

  original authors' reputations.

 </p>

 <p>

  Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents.

  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free program will

  individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the program

  proprietary. To prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent

  must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 </p>

 <p>

  The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

  modification follow.

 </p>

 

 <p><b>TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION</b></p>

 <ul style="margin-left:0; padding-left:0; border-left:0">

  <li>

   <p>

    <b>0.</b> This License applies to any program or other work which

    contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be

    distributed under the terms of this General Public License. The

    "Program", below, refers to any such program or work, and a "work

    based on the Program" means either the Program or any derivative

    work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the

    Program or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications

    and/or translated into another language. (Hereinafter, translation

    is included without limitation in the term "modification".) Each

    licensee is addressed as "you".

   </p>
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   <p>

    Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are

    not covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of

    running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

    is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Program

    (independent of having been made by running the Program). Whether that

    is true depends on what the Program does.

   </p>

  </li>

  <li>

   <p>

    <b>1.</b> You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

    source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

    conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

    copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices

    that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and give

    any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License along with

    the Program.

   </p>

   <p>

    You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you

    may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

   </p>

  </li>

  <li>

   <p>

    <b>2.</b> You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

    of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and distribute

    such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided

    that you also meet all of these conditions:

   </p>

   <ul>

    <li>

     <p>

      a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices stating

      that you changed the files and the date of any change.

     </p>

    </li>

    <li>

     <p>

      b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in whole

      or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any part thereof,

      to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third parties under the terms

      of this License.

     </p>

    </li>

    <li>

     <p>
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      c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively when run,

      you must cause it, when started running for such interactive use in the

      most ordinary way, to print or display an announcement including an

      appropriate copyright notice and a notice that there is no warranty (or

      else, saying that you provide a warranty) and that users may redistribute

      the program under these conditions, and telling the user how to view a

      copy of this License. (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive

      but does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on the

      Program is not required to print an announcement.)

     </p>

    </li>

   </ul>

   <p>

    These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable

    sections of that work are not derived from the Program, and can be reasonably

    considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License,

    and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as

    separate works. But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole

    which is a work based on the Program, the distribution of the whole must

    be on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees

    extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless

    of who wrote it.

   </p>

   <p>

    Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

    your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

    exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective

    works based on the Program.

   </p>

   <p>

    In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

    with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

    a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

    the scope of this License.

   </p>

  </li>

 

  <li>

   <p>

    <b>3.</b> You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based

    on it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form under

    the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one

    of the following:

   </p>

   <ul>

    <li>

     <p>

      a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable
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      source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

      1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

     </p>

    </li>

    <li>

     <p>

      b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three years,

      to give any third party, for a charge no more than your cost of

      physically performing source distribution, a complete machine-readable

      copy of the corresponding source code, to be distributed under the

      terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for

      software interchange; or,

     </p>

    </li>

    <li>

     <p>

      c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer to

      distribute corresponding source code. (This alternative is allowed

      only for noncommercial distribution and only if you received the

      program in object code or executable form with such an offer, in

      accord with Subsection b above.)

     </p>

    </li>

   </ul>

   <p>

    The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

    making modifications to it. For an executable work, complete source

    code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

    associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control

    compilation and installation of the executable. However, as a special

    exception, the source code distributed need not include anything that

    is normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the

    major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system

    on which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies

    the executable.

   </p>

   <p>

    If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering access

    to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to

    copy the source code from the same place counts as distribution of the

    source code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the

    source along with the object code.

   </p>

  </li>

 

  <li>

   <p>

    <b>4.</b> You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the
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    Program except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt

    otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is void,

    and will automatically terminate your rights under this License. However,

    parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License

    will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain

    in full compliance.

   </p>

  </li>

 

  <li>

   <p>

    <b>5.</b> You are not required to accept this License, since you have

    not signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

    distribute the Program or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited

    by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or

    distributing the Program (or any work based on the Program), you indicate

    your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions

    for copying, distributing or modifying the Program or works based on it.

   </p>

  </li>

 

  <li>

   <p>

    <b>6.</b> Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

    Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the original

    licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to these terms

    and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients'

    exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not responsible for enforcing

    compliance by third parties to this License.

   </p>

  </li>

 

  <li>

   <p>

    <b>7.</b> If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

    infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

    conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise)

    that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from

    the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy

    simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent

    obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Program at all.

    For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution

    of the Program by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through

    you, then the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be

    to refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

   </p>

   <p>

    If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any
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    particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply and

    the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

   </p>

   <p>

    It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents

    or other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims;

    this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free

    software distribution system, which is implemented by public license practices.

    Many people have made generous contributions to the wide range of software

    distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

    system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to

    distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that

    choice.

   </p>

   <p>

    This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a

    consequence of the rest of this License.

   </p>

  </li>

 

  <li>

   <p>

    <b>8.</b> If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

    certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

    original copyright holder who places the Program under this License may

    add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those

    countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries

    not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation

    as if written in the body of this License.

   </p>

  </li>

 

  <li>

   <p>

    <b>9.</b> The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new

    versions of the General Public License from time to time. Such new versions

    will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail

    to address new problems or concerns.

   </p>

   <p>

    Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program

    specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any later

    version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either

    of that version or of any later version published by the Free Software

    Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version number of this License,

    you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

   </p>

  </li>
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  <li>

   <p>

    <b>10.</b> If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

    programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

    to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software

    Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions

    for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the

    free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the

    sharing and reuse of software generally.

   </p>

  </li>

 

  <li>

   <p>NO WARRANTY</p>

  </li>

 

  <li>

   <p>

    <b>11.</b> BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

    WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

    EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

    OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

    EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

    WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE

    ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.

    SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY

    SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

   </p>

  </li>

 

  <li>

   <p>

    <b>12.</b> IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

    WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

    REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

    INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

    OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO

    LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR

    THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS),

    EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.

   </p>

  </li>

 

  <li>

   <p>END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS</p>

  </li>
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  <li>

   <p><b>How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs</b></p>

   <p>

    If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest possible

    use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it free software

    which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

   </p>

   <p>

    To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest to attach

    them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey the exclusion

    of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a

    pointer to where the full notice is found.

   </p>

   <ul>

    <li>

     <p>

      One line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.

     </p>

    </li>

    <li>

     <p>

      Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>

     </p>

    </li>

    <li>

     <p>

      This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

      under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by the

      Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or (at your

      option) any later version.

     </p>

    </li>

    <li>

     <p>

      This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but

      WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY

      or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU General Public License

      for more details.

     </p>

    </li>

    <li>

     <p>

      You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along

      with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

      59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA

     </p>

    </li>
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   </ul>

   <p>

    Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

   </p>

   <p>

    If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

    when it starts in an interactive mode:

   </p>

   <ul>

    <li>

     <p>

      Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author<br />

      Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type

      `show w'. This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute

      it under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

     </p>

    </li>

   </ul>

   <p>

    The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

    parts of the General Public License. Of course, the commands you use may

    be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

    mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

   </p>

   <p>

    You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

    school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

    necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

   </p>

   <ul>

    <li>

     <p>

      Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

      `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

     </p>

     <p>

      signature of Ty Coon, 1 April 1989<br />

      Ty Coon, President of Vice

     </p>

    </li>

   </ul>

   <p>

    This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

    proprietary programs. If your program is a subroutine library, you may

    consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with

    the library. If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General

    Public License instead of this License.

   </p>
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  </li>

 

  <li style="background-color:yellow;">

   <p><b>"CLASSPATH" EXCEPTION TO THE GPL VERSION 2</b></p>

   <p>

    Certain source files distributed by Sun Microsystems, Inc. are subject to

    the following clarification and special exception to the GPL Version 2, but

    only where Sun has expressly included in the particular source file's

    header the words<br />

    "Sun designates this particular file as subject to the "Classpath"

    exception as provided by Sun in the License file that accompanied this code."

   </p>

   <p>

    Linking this library statically or dynamically with other modules is making

    a combined work based on this library. Thus, the terms and conditions of the

    GNU General Public License Version 2 cover the whole combination.

   </p>

   <p>

    As a special exception, the copyright holders of this library give you

    permission to link this library with independent modules to produce an

    executable, regardless of the license terms of these independent modules,

    and to copy and distribute the resulting executable under terms of your

    choice, provided that you also meet, for each linked independent module,

    the terms and conditions of the license of that module.? An independent

    module is a module which is not derived from or based on this library.? If

    you modify this library, you may extend this exception to your version of

    the library, but you are not obligated to do so.? If you do not wish to do

    so, delete this exception statement from your version.

   </p>

  </li>

 

 </ul>

 

</body>

</html>

 

1.670 jboss-as-controller-client 7.3.0.Final-

redhat-14 
1.670.1 Available under license : 

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* as indicated by the @authors tag. All rights reserved. *

This copyrighted material is made available to anyone wishing to use, * modify, copy, or redistribute it subject to

the terms and conditions * of the GNU Lesser General Public License, v. 2.1. * This program is distributed in the

hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT A * WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A * PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU Lesser General Public

License for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public License, * MA
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02110-1301, USA.'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it * under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as * published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of * the License, or (at your option) any later version. * This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of *

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU * Lesser General Public

License for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public public

DomainClientImpl(InetAddress address, int port) { public DomainClientImpl(InetAddress address, int port,

CallbackHandler handler) { public DomainClientImpl(ModelControllerClient delegate) { public

DomainDeploymentManager getDeploymentManager() {'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it * under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as * published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of * the License, or (at your option) any later version. * This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of *

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU * Lesser General Public

License for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public * This is free

software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it * under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as *

published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2.1 of * the License, or (at your option) any later version.

* This software is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even

the implied warranty of * MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU *

Lesser General Public License for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General

Public'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it * under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as * published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of * the License, or (at your option) any later version. * This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of *

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU * Lesser General Public

License for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public'

 

1.671 websocket-api 9.2.19.v20160908 

 

1.672 guava 25.0-jre 
1.672.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2009 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*
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* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

/**

  * Not supported. <b>You are attempting to create a map that may contain a non-{@code Comparable}

  * key.</b> Proper calls will resolve to the version in {@code ImmutableSortedMap}, not this dummy

  * version.

  *

  * @throws UnsupportedOperationException always

  * @deprecated <b>Pass a key of type {@code Comparable} to use {@link

  *     ImmutableSortedMap#of(Comparable, Object)}.</b>

  */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableSortedMapFauxverideShim.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2007 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/CompoundOrdering.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ConcurrentHashMultiset.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ComparatorOrdering.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/AbstractMultiset.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ReverseNaturalOrdering.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingSortedSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingListIterator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/TreeMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/LinkedListMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingSortedMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/Iterators.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ExplicitOrdering.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/LexicographicalOrdering.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/Multiset.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/LinkedHashMultiset.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/SetMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/UsingToStringOrdering.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/HashMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/NaturalOrdering.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/SortedSetMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/NullsLastOrdering.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/Multisets.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/LinkedHashMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/Maps.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingConcurrentMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingMultiset.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/Interner.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/RegularImmutableSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/Iterables.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingCollection.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/MapDifference.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/AbstractBiMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/EnumHashBiMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/BiMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ArrayListMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingMapEntry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/AbstractIterator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/AbstractListMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/HashMultiset.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/Synchronized.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ListMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingIterator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/MutableClassToInstanceMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/AbstractSortedSetMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ClassToInstanceMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/AbstractSetMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingQueue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/NullsFirstOrdering.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/Multimaps.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingObject.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/Multimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/Ordering.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/AbstractMapBasedMultiset.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/Sets.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/SingletonImmutableSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/Lists.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ByFunctionOrdering.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/AbstractMapBasedMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/TreeMultiset.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/AbstractMapEntry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/EnumBiMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ReverseOrdering.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2011 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.
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*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/AtomicLongMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/WellBehavedMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/GwtTransient.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2009 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableTable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableSortedSetFauxverideShim.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/SingletonImmutableList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/RegularImmutableList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ArrayTable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/AbstractIndexedListIterator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableAsList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ComputationException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ComparisonChain.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingTable.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableSetMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableEnumSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/EmptyImmutableSetMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/RegularImmutableSortedSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableClassToInstanceMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/DiscreteDomain.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/SingletonImmutableTable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableSortedMap.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2013 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/io/MoreFiles.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableMapEntry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/MultimapBuilder.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2018 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
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* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/JdkBackedImmutableMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/JdkBackedImmutableBiMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/IndexedImmutableSet.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2011 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/UncheckedExecutionException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/math/LongMath.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/WrappingExecutorService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/AbstractScheduledService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/net/HttpHeaders.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/ExecutionError.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/AbstractListeningExecutorService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/base/Present.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/RegularImmutableMultiset.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/net/MediaType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/EmptyContiguousSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/hash/BloomFilterStrategies.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/reflect/Types.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/ForwardingListeningExecutorService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/cache/ForwardingLoadingCache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/base/Ticker.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/hash/AbstractNonStreamingHashFunction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/base/Absent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/cache/RemovalCause.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/cache/AbstractLoadingCache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/math/BigIntegerMath.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/math/MathPreconditions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/hash/AbstractCompositeHashFunction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/hash/Hashing.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/cache/RemovalListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/primitives/UnsignedLongs.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/BoundType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/net/HostAndPort.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/TreeRangeSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/primitives/UnsignedInteger.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/primitives/UnsignedLong.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/hash/HashingOutputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/AbstractSortedMultiset.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/hash/HashFunction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/AsyncFunction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/cache/RemovalNotification.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/hash/Murmur3_128HashFunction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/cache/CacheLoader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/cache/Cache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/ForwardingExecutorService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/cache/LoadingCache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/hash/PrimitiveSink.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/Uninterruptibles.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/cache/CacheStats.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/math/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/DescendingImmutableSortedMultiset.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/hash/Funnel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/CycleDetectingLockFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/cache/ForwardingCache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/ListeningScheduledExecutorService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/cache/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/math/DoubleUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/hash/Funnels.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/hash/Crc32cHashFunction.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/hash/AbstractStreamingHasher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/primitives/UnsignedInts.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/math/IntMath.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/reflect/TypeParameter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/FutureCallback.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/hash/AbstractHasher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/cache/RemovalListeners.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/hash/Hasher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/hash/HashCode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/cache/AbstractCache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/base/Optional.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/base/Enums.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/math/DoubleMath.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/cache/CacheBuilderSpec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/cache/Weigher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/Queues.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/primitives/ParseRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/hash/Murmur3_32HashFunction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/hash/BloomFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/ForwardingCheckedFuture.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/base/PairwiseEquivalence.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/RegularContiguousSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/base/FunctionalEquivalence.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/hash/MessageDigestHashFunction.java
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2007 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

/*

  * This following method is a modified version of one found in

  * http://gee.cs.oswego.edu/cgi-bin/viewcvs.cgi/jsr166/src/test/tck/AbstractExecutorServiceTest.java?revision=1.30

  * which contained the following notice:

  *

  * Written by Doug Lea with assistance from members of JCP JSR-166 Expert Group and released to

  * the public domain, as explained at http://creativecommons.org/publicdomain/zero/1.0/

  *

  * Other contributors include Andrew Wright, Jeffrey Hayes, Pat Fisher, Mike Judd.

  */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/MoreExecutors.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Written by Doug Lea with assistance from members of JCP JSR-166

* Expert Group and released to the public domain, as explained at

* http://creativecommons.org/publicdomain/zero/1.0/

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/AtomicDoubleArray.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/cache/Striped64.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/cache/LongAdder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/hash/Striped64.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-
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jar/com/google/common/hash/LongAdder.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2012 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

/*

  * This method was rewritten in Java from an intermediate step of the Murmur hash function in

  * http://code.google.com/p/smhasher/source/browse/trunk/MurmurHash3.cpp, which contained the

  * following header:

  *

  * MurmurHash3 was written by Austin Appleby, and is placed in the public domain. The author

  * hereby disclaims copyright to this source code.

  */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/base/SmallCharMatcher.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2014 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-
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jar/com/google/common/math/Quantiles.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/eventbus/SubscriberRegistry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/eventbus/Subscriber.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/eventbus/Dispatcher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/ListenerCallQueue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/TrustedListenableFutureTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/base/MoreObjects.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2011 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the

* License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND,

either

* express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/Count.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/SortedIterables.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingSortedMultiset.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/RangeSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/GeneralRange.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableSortedMultisetFauxverideShim.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/RegularImmutableSortedMultiset.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/AbstractRangeSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-
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jar/com/google/common/collect/SortedIterable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableSortedMultiset.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2015 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/hash/MacHashFunction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/AsyncCallable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/hash/LittleEndianByteArray.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/InterruptibleTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/CombinedFuture.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/AggregateFutureState.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/hash/FarmHashFingerprint64.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/io/ReaderInputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ConsumingQueueIterator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/Platform.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2010 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at
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*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/ForwardingBlockingQueue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/annotations/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/primitives/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/base/Equivalence.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/ThreadFactoryBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/base/Strings.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-jar/com/google/common/net/package-

info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/SortedLists.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/UncaughtExceptionHandlers.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ContiguousSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/Atomics.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/Monitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/ListeningExecutorService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/annotations/Beta.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/base/Ascii.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2009 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at
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*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

/**

* Outer class that exists solely to let us write {@code Partially.GwtIncompatible} instead of plain

* {@code GwtIncompatible}. This is more accurate for {@link Futures#catching}, which is available

* under GWT but with a slightly different signature.

*

* <p>We can't use {@code PartiallyGwtIncompatible} because then the GWT compiler wouldn't recognize

* it as a {@code GwtIncompatible} annotation. And for {@code Futures.catching}, we need the GWT

* compiler to autostrip the normal server method in order to expose the special, inherited GWT

* version.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/Partially.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2006 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/FuturesGetChecked.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/ImmediateFuture.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/escape/CharEscaperBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-
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jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/AbstractCatchingFuture.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/SimpleTimeLimiter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/UncheckedTimeoutException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/AggregateFuture.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/annotations/VisibleForTesting.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/io/PatternFilenameFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/GwtFluentFutureCatchingSpecialization.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/FakeTimeLimiter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/FluentFuture.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/escape/CharEscaper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/base/CaseFormat.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/CollectionFuture.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/GwtFuturesCatchingSpecialization.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/TimeLimiter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/reflect/TypeToken.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/AbstractTransformFuture.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/TimeoutFuture.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/io/AppendableWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/Futures.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2005 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License
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* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/reflect/Reflection.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2016 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

/**

* Holder for extra methods of {@code Objects} only in web. Intended to be empty for regular

* version.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/base/ExtraObjectsMethodsForWeb.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2010 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
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* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/UnmodifiableListIterator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/RowSortedTable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/AbstractSequentialIterator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingSortedSetMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/SortedMapDifference.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingImmutableCollection.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/MinMaxPriorityQueue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingSetMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingListMultimap.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2017 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/primitives/ImmutableLongArray.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/primitives/ImmutableDoubleArray.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/hash/AbstractHashFunction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/ForwardingLock.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/ForwardingCondition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/primitives/ImmutableIntArray.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2007 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

/**

  * Returns an array containing all of the elements in the specified collection. This method

  * returns the elements in the order they are returned by the collection's iterator. The returned

  * array is "safe" in that no references to it are maintained by the collection. The caller is

  * thus free to modify the returned array.

  *

  * <p>This method assumes that the collection size doesn't change while the method is running.

  *

  * <p>TODO(kevinb): support concurrently modified collections?

  *

  * @param c the collection for which to return an array of elements

  */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ObjectArrays.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2016 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License
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* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/base/PatternCompiler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/base/CommonPattern.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/base/CommonMatcher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/base/JdkPattern.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2013 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/WrappingScheduledExecutorService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/io/CharSequenceReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/base/Utf8.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/eventbus/SubscriberExceptionContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/base/Verify.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/thirdparty/publicsuffix/PublicSuffixType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/eventbus/SubscriberExceptionHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-
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jar/com/google/common/collect/AbstractTable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/FilteredMultimapValues.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/hash/HashingInputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/base/VerifyException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/Runnables.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/reflect/TypeVisitor.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2009 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the

* License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND,

either

* express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableSortedAsList.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2011 The Guava Authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/hash/package-info.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2007 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/primitives/Primitives.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/io/LineReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/base/Predicates.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/base/Objects.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/base/Function.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/base/Defaults.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/eventbus/AsyncEventBus.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/eventbus/Subscribe.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/io/ByteStreams.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/EnumMultiset.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/io/LittleEndianDataInputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/base/Predicate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-
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jar/com/google/common/eventbus/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/io/CountingOutputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/io/MultiInputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/base/FinalizableReference.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/base/FinalizableReferenceQueue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/eventbus/AllowConcurrentEvents.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/io/Resources.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/ListenableFuture.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/Interners.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/base/Supplier.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/io/LineBuffer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/base/FinalizableSoftReference.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/io/Closeables.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/AbstractFuture.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/io/Flushables.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/io/CharStreams.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/base/Suppliers.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/io/LittleEndianDataOutputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/base/AbstractIterator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/base/Functions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/base/Throwables.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-jar/com/google/common/io/package-

info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/eventbus/DeadEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/ExecutionList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-
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jar/com/google/common/base/FinalizablePhantomReference.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/eventbus/EventBus.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/HashBiMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/base/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-jar/com/google/common/io/Files.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/base/Charsets.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/base/Preconditions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/io/CountingInputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/base/FinalizableWeakReference.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2014 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/io/RecursiveDeleteOption.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/graph/PredecessorsFunction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/io/InsecureRecursiveDeleteException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/graph/ImmutableNetwork.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/graph/SuccessorsFunction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/graph/MutableGraph.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-
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jar/com/google/common/graph/Network.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/graph/MutableNetwork.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/TopKSelector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/graph/ImmutableGraph.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/graph/Graph.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/graph/Graphs.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2011 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

/*

  * This method was written by Doug Lea with assistance from members of JCP JSR-166 Expert Group

  * and released to the public domain, as explained at

  * http://creativecommons.org/licenses/publicdomain

  *

  * As of 2010/06/11, this method is identical to the (package private) hash method in OpenJDK 7's

  * java.util.HashMap class.

  */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/Striped.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2018 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
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*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/JdkBackedImmutableMultiset.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/hash/ImmutableSupplier.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/JdkBackedImmutableSet.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2017 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/graph/BaseGraph.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/graph/AbstractBaseGraph.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/graph/Traverser.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2008 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at
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*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

/*

  * This method was rewritten in Java from an intermediate step of the Murmur hash function in

  * http://code.google.com/p/smhasher/source/browse/trunk/MurmurHash3.cpp, which contained the

  * following header:

  *

  * MurmurHash3 was written by Austin Appleby, and is placed in the public domain. The author

  * hereby disclaims copyright to this source code.

  */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/Hashing.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2015 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/CollectSpliterators.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/graph/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableBiMapFauxverideShim.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.
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/*

* Copyright (C) 2011 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not

* use this file except in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of

* the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/SortedMultiset.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/SortedMultisets.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2012 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/math/PairedStats.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/RateLimiter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableRangeMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/reflect/TypeToInstanceMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-
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jar/com/google/common/math/PairedStatsAccumulator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/math/StatsAccumulator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/reflect/Parameter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/hash/SipHashFunction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/reflect/AbstractInvocationHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/io/ByteSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/reflect/ClassPath.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/reflect/Element.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/io/FileWriteMode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/SmoothRateLimiter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/html/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/io/ByteSink.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/math/Stats.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/reflect/MutableTypeToInstanceMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableRangeSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/reflect/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/cache/LongAddable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/io/CharSink.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/hash/LongAddable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/ServiceManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/reflect/Invokable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/FilteredKeyMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/io/BaseEncoding.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/escape/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-
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jar/com/google/common/base/StandardSystemProperty.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/ListenableScheduledFuture.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/cache/LongAddables.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/reflect/ImmutableTypeToInstanceMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-jar/com/google/common/xml/package-

info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/math/LinearTransformation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/hash/AbstractByteHasher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-jar/com/google/common/io/Closer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/hash/ChecksumHashFunction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/reflect/TypeCapture.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/CartesianList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/io/CharSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/hash/LongAddables.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2009 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/io/ByteArrayDataInput.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/cache/CacheBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/annotations/GwtCompatible.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/cache/LocalCache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/io/ByteArrayDataOutput.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/AbstractIdleService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/base/Splitter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/SparseImmutableTable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/escape/Escapers.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/SettableFuture.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/net/HostSpecifier.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/DenseImmutableTable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/primitives/SignedBytes.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/ForwardingListenableFuture.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/reflect/TypeResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/AbstractExecutionThreadService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/io/LineProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/Service.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/primitives/UnsignedBytes.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/ForwardingFluentFuture.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/net/InternetDomainName.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/Callables.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/html/HtmlEscapers.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/MapMakerInternalMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/Cut.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/JdkFutureAdapters.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/AbstractService.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/io/ByteProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/net/UrlEscapers.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/escape/ArrayBasedUnicodeEscaper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/base/Platform.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/cache/ReferenceEntry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/annotations/GwtIncompatible.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/escape/ArrayBasedEscaperMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/xml/XmlEscapers.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/MapMaker.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/ForwardingFuture.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/escape/ArrayBasedCharEscaper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/RegularImmutableTable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/escape/Platform.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2008 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableMapKeySet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-
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jar/com/google/common/collect/Tables.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/RegularImmutableMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/EmptyImmutableListMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableMapEntrySet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/thirdparty/publicsuffix/PublicSuffixPatterns.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableMultiset.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableEntry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/CollectPreconditions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/StandardTable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/HashBasedTable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableCollection.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/UnmodifiableIterator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/PeekingIterator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableListMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/Range.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/TreeBasedTable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/Serialization.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableMapValues.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableSortedSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/SingletonImmutableBiMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/RegularImmutableBiMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/Platform.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-
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jar/com/google/common/collect/Collections2.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/StandardRowSortedTable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableBiMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/Table.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2008 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/base/Joiner.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/primitives/Doubles.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/primitives/Shorts.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/io/MultiReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/thirdparty/publicsuffix/TrieParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/base/internal/Finalizer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/escape/UnicodeEscaper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/base/CharMatcher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/FluentIterable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/base/Converter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/io/FileBackedOutputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-
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jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/AbstractCheckedFuture.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/CheckedFuture.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/primitives/Booleans.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/net/InetAddresses.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/base/Stopwatch.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/primitives/Bytes.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/escape/Escaper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/primitives/Chars.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/net/PercentEscaper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/SequentialExecutor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/ListenableFutureTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/primitives/Longs.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/primitives/Ints.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/primitives/Floats.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2016 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/graph/NetworkBuilder.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/MoreCollectors.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/graph/AbstractValueGraph.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/graph/ConfigurableMutableNetwork.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/graph/ElementOrder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/graph/ValueGraph.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableMultisetGwtSerializationDependencies.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/graph/GraphConnections.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/graph/ConfigurableMutableValueGraph.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ArrayListMultimapGwtSerializationDependencies.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/graph/MutableValueGraph.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/graph/MapRetrievalCache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/graph/ConfigurableNetwork.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/graph/ImmutableValueGraph.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/graph/DirectedGraphConnections.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/graph/UndirectedMultiNetworkConnections.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/graph/AbstractUndirectedNetworkConnections.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/HashMultimapGwtSerializationDependencies.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/graph/ForwardingValueGraph.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/graph/AbstractNetwork.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/graph/ForwardingNetwork.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/graph/AbstractGraph.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/graph/ForwardingGraph.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/graph/AbstractGraphBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/CollectCollectors.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/graph/AbstractDirectedNetworkConnections.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/graph/NetworkConnections.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/graph/GraphBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/graph/GraphConstants.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/graph/EndpointPairIterator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/graph/DirectedNetworkConnections.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/graph/ValueGraphBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/graph/ConfigurableValueGraph.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/LinkedHashMultimapGwtSerializationDependencies.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/graph/MultiEdgesConnecting.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/graph/ConfigurableMutableGraph.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/graph/EndpointPair.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/graph/EdgesConnecting.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/RangeGwtSerializationDependencies.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/graph/MapIteratorCache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/graph/UndirectedNetworkConnections.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/Comparators.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/graph/UndirectedGraphConnections.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/graph/DirectedMultiNetworkConnections.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2015 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you

* may not use this file except in compliance with the License.  You may

* obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
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*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

* implied.  See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/Streams.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2012 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/AbstractNavigableMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/EvictingQueue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/FilteredEntryMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/UnmodifiableSortedMultiset.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/AbstractSortedKeySortedSetMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/FilteredMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/CompactHashSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/TreeRangeMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingDeque.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/TransformedIterator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/CompactLinkedHashMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingImmutableList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/TransformedListIterator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingBlockingDeque.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/TreeTraverser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/CompactHashMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/FilteredEntrySetMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/DescendingMultiset.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/RangeMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/DescendingImmutableSortedSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/AbstractMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableEnumMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/FilteredSetMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/CompactLinkedHashSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingNavigableSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingImmutableSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/FilteredKeyListMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/SortedMultisetBridge.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/ForwardingBlockingDeque.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/RegularImmutableAsList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/AllEqualOrdering.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingImmutableMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/FilteredKeySetMultimap.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1110675684_1606843710.64/0/guava-25-0-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingNavigableMap.java

 

1.673 antlr 3.3 
1.673.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

[The "BSD licence"]

Copyright (c) 2008 Erik van Bilsen

Copyright (c) 2007-2008 Johannes Luber

Copyright (c) 2005-2007 Kunle Odutola

Copyright (c) 2005-2006 Terence Parr

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

   documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote products

   derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF

THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*/

 

/** Templates for building ASTs during tree parsing.

*

*  Deal with many combinations.  Dimensions are:

*  Auto build or rewrite

*    no label, label, list label  (label/no-label handled together)

*    child, root

*    token, set, rule, wildcard

*
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*  Each combination has its own template except that label/no label

*  is combined into tokenRef, ruleRef, ...

*/

group ASTTreeParser;

 

/** Add a variable to track last element matched */

ruleDeclarations() ::= <<

<super.ruleDeclarations()>

_First[0] := nil;

_Last := nil;<\n>

>>

 

ruleDeclarationVars() ::= <<

<super.ruleDeclarationVars()>

_First, _Save_Last: array [0..63] of I<ASTLabelType>;

_Last: I<ASTLabelType>;

>>

 

/** What to emit when there is no rewrite rule.  For auto build

*  mode, does nothing.

*/

noRewrite(rewriteBlockLevel, treeLevel) ::= <<

<if(backtracking)>if (State.Backtracking = 0) then

begin<endif>

<if(rewriteMode)>

RetVal.Tree := _First[0] as I<ASTLabelType>;

if (Adaptor.GetParent(RetVal.Tree) \<\> nil) and (Adaptor.IsNil(Adaptor.GetParent(RetVal.Tree))) then

 RetVal.Tree := Adaptor.GetParent(RetVal.Tree) as I<ASTLabelType>;

<endif>

<if(backtracking)>end;<endif>

>>

 

/** match ^(root children) in tree parser; override here to

*  add tree construction actions.

*/

tree(root, actionsAfterRoot, children, nullableChildList,

    enclosingTreeLevel, treeLevel) ::= <<

_Last := Input.LT(1) as I<ASTLabelType>;

begin

 _Save_Last[<treeLevel>] := _Last;

 _First[<treeLevel>] := nil;

<if(!rewriteMode)>

 Root[<treeLevel>] := Adaptor.GetNilNode as I<ASTLabelType>;<\n>

<endif>

 <root:element()>

<if(rewriteMode)>

<if(backtracking)>if (State.Backtracking = 0) then <endif>

<if(root.el.rule)>
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 if (_First[<enclosingTreeLevel>] = nil) then _First[<enclosingTreeLevel>] := <root.el.label>.Tree;

<else>

 if (_First[<enclosingTreeLevel>] = nil) then _First[<enclosingTreeLevel>] := <root.el.label>;

<endif>

<endif>

 <actionsAfterRoot:element()>

<if(nullableChildList)>

 if (Input.LA(1) = TToken.DOWN) then

 begin

   Match(Input, TToken.DOWN, nil); <checkRuleBacktrackFailure()>

   <children:element()>

   Match(Input, TToken.UP, nil); <checkRuleBacktrackFailure()>

 end;

<else>

 Match(Input, TToken.DOWN, nil); <checkRuleBacktrackFailure()>

 <children:element()>

 Match(Input, TToken.UP, nil); <checkRuleBacktrackFailure()>

<endif>

<if(!rewriteMode)>

 Adaptor.AddChild(Root[<enclosingTreeLevel>], Root[<treeLevel>]);

<endif>

 _Last := _Save_Last[<treeLevel>];

end;<\n>

>>

 

// TOKEN AST STUFF

 

/** ID! and output=AST (same as plain tokenRef) 'cept add

*  setting of _last

*/

tokenRefBang(token,label,elementIndex) ::= <<

_Last := Input.LT(1) as I<ASTLabelType>;

<super.tokenRef(...)>

>>

 

/** ID auto construct */

tokenRef(token,label,elementIndex,hetero) ::= <<

_Last := Input.LT(1) as I<ASTLabelType>;

<super.tokenRef(...)>

<if(!rewriteMode)>

<if(backtracking)>

if (State.Backtracking = 0) then

begin<\n>

<endif>

<if(hetero)>

<label>_tree := T<hetero>.Create(<label>);

<else>

	<label>_tree := Adaptor.DupNode(<label>) as I<ASTLabelType>;
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<endif><\n>

	Adaptor.AddChild(Root[<treeLevel>], <label>_tree);

<if(backtracking)>

end;

<endif>

<else> <! rewrite mode !>

<if(backtracking)>if (State.Backtracking = 0) then <endif>

if (_First[<treeLevel>] = nil) then _First[<treeLevel>] := <label>;

<endif>

>>

 

/** label+=TOKEN auto construct */

tokenRefAndListLabel(token,label,elementIndex,hetero) ::= <<

<tokenRef(...)>

<listLabel(elem=label,...)>

>>

 

/** ^(ID ...) auto construct */

tokenRefRuleRoot(token,label,elementIndex,hetero) ::= <<

_Last := Input.LT(1) as I<ASTLabelType>;

<super.tokenRef(...)>

<if(!rewriteMode)>

<if(backtracking)>

if (State.Backtracking = 0) then

begin

<endif>

<if(hetero)>

<label>_tree := T<hetero>.Create(<label>);

<else>

	<label>_tree := Adaptor.DupNode(<label>) as I<ASTLabelType>;

<endif><\n>

	Root[<treeLevel>] := Adaptor.BecomeRoot(<label>_tree, Root[<treeLevel>]) as I<ASTLabelType>;

<if(backtracking)>

end;

<endif>

<endif>

>>

 

/** Match ^(label+=TOKEN ...) auto construct */

tokenRefRuleRootAndListLabel(token,label,elementIndex,hetero) ::= <<

<tokenRefRuleRoot(...)>

<listLabel(elem=label,...)>

>>

 

// SET AST

 

matchSet(s,label,hetero,elementIndex,postmatchCode) ::= <<

_Llast := Input.LT(1) as I<ASTLabelType>;
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<super.matchSet(..., postmatchCode={

<if(!rewriteMode)>

<if(backtracking)>if (State.Backtracking = 0) then begin <endif>

<if(hetero)>

<label>_tree := T<hetero>.Create(<label>);

<else>

<label>_tree := Adaptor.DupNode(<label>) as I<ASTLabelType>;

<endif><\n>

Adaptor.AddChild(Root[<treeLevel>], <label>_tree);

<if(backtracking)>end;<endif>

<endif>

}

)>

>>

 

matchRuleBlockSet(s,label,hetero,elementIndex,postmatchCode,treeLevel="0") ::= <<

<matchSet(...)>

<noRewrite()> <! set return tree !>

>>

 

matchSetBang(s,label,elementIndex,postmatchCode) ::= <<

_Last := Input.LT(1) as I<ASTLabelType>;

<super.matchSet(...)>

>>

 

matchSetRuleRoot(s,label,hetero,elementIndex,debug) ::= <<

<super.matchSet(..., postmatchCode={

<if(!rewriteMode)>

<if(backtracking)>if (State.Backtracking = 0) then begin <endif>

<if(hetero)>

<label>_tree := T<hetero>.Create(<label>);

<else>

<label>_tree := Adaptor.DupNode(<label>) as I<ASTLabelType>;

<endif><\n>

Root[<treeLevel>] := Adaptor.BecomeRoot(<label>_tree, Root[<treeLevel>]) as I<ASTLabelType>;

<if(backtracking)>end;<endif>

<endif>

}

)>

>>

 

// RULE REF AST

 

/** rule auto construct */

ruleRef(rule,label,elementIndex,args,scope) ::= <<

_Last := Input.LT(1) as I<ASTLabelType>;

<super.ruleRef(...)>

<if(backtracking)>if (State.Backtracking = 0) then <endif>
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<if(!rewriteMode)>

Adaptor.AddChild(Root[<treeLevel>], <label>.Tree);

<else> <! rewrite mode !>

if (_First[<treeLevel>] = nil) then _First[<treeLevel>] := <label>.Tree;

<endif>

>>

 

/** x+=rule auto construct */

ruleRefAndListLabel(rule,label,elementIndex,args,scope) ::= <<

<ruleRef(...)>

<listLabel(elem=label+".Tree",...)>

>>

 

/** ^(rule ...) auto construct */

ruleRefRuleRoot(rule,label,elementIndex,args,scope) ::= <<

_Last := Input.LT(1) as I<ASTLabelType>;

<super.ruleRef(...)>

<if(!rewriteMode)>

<if(backtracking)>if (State.Backtracking = 0) then <endif>Root[<treeLevel>] :=

Adaptor.BecomeRoot(<label>.Tree, Root[<treeLevel>]) as I<ASTLabelType>;

<endif>

>>

 

/** ^(x+=rule ...) auto construct */

ruleRefRuleRootAndListLabel(rule,label,elementIndex,args,scope) ::= <<

<ruleRefRuleRoot(...)>

<listLabel(elem=label+".Tree",...)>

>>

 

/** rule when output=AST and tracking for rewrite */

ruleRefTrack(rule,label,elementIndex,args,scope) ::= <<

_Last := Input.LT(1) as I<ASTLabelType>;

<super.ruleRefTrack(...)>

>>

 

/** x+=rule when output=AST and tracking for rewrite */

ruleRefTrackAndListLabel(rule,label,elementIndex,args,scope) ::= <<

_Last := Input.LT(1) as I<ASTLabelType>;

<super.ruleRefTrackAndListLabel(...)>

>>

 

/** ^(rule ...) rewrite */

ruleRefRuleRootTrack(rule,label,elementIndex,args,scope) ::= <<

_Last := Input.LT(1) as I<ASTLabelType>;

<super.ruleRefRootTrack(...)>

>>

 

/** ^(x+=rule ...) rewrite */
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ruleRefRuleRootTrackAndListLabel(rule,label,elementIndex,args,scope) ::= <<

_Last := Input.LT(1) as I<ASTLabelType>;

<super.ruleRefRuleRootTrackAndListLabel(...)>

>>

 

/** Streams for token refs are tree nodes now; override to

*  change nextToken to nextNode.

*/

createRewriteNodeFromElement(token,hetero,scope) ::= <<

<if(hetero)>

T<hetero>.Create((Locals['Stream_<token>'] as IRewriteRuleElementStream).NextNode)

<else>

(Locals['Stream_<token>'] as IRewriteRuleElementStream).NextNode

<endif>

>>

 

ruleCleanUp() ::= <<

<super.ruleCleanUp()>

<if(!rewriteMode)>

<if(backtracking)>

if (State.Backtracking = 0) then

begin<\n>

<endif>

RetVal.Tree := Adaptor.RulePostProcessing(Root[0]) as I<ASTLabelType>;

<if(backtracking)>

end;

<endif>

<endif>

>>

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1147456847_1616955844.46/0/antlr-3-3-sources-1-

jar/org/antlr/codegen/templates/Delphi/ASTTreeParser.stg

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

group Dbg;

 

/*

[The "BSD licence"]

Copyright (c) 2005-2009 Terence Parr

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright
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   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

   documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote products

   derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF

THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*/

 

@parserBody.mixins() ::= <<

include ANTLR3::<if(profile)>Profile<else>Debug<endif>::ParserEvents

>>

 

 

@parserBody.additionalMembers() ::= <<

<if(grammar.grammarIsRoot)>

RULE_NAMES = [

 :invalid_rule, <grammar.allImportedRules:{rST|:<rST.name>}; wrap="\n  ", separator=", ">

].freeze

<endif>

>>

 

 

@rule.body() ::= <<

in_rule(grammar_file_name, "<ruleName>") do

 @debug_listener.location(<ruleDescriptor.tree.line>, <ruleDescriptor.tree.column>)

 

 <@super.body()>

 

 @debug_listener.location(<ruleDescriptor.EORNode.line>, <ruleDescriptor.EORNode.column>)

end

>>

 

 

// Common debug event triggers used by region overrides below

enterSubRule() ::= <<

in_subrule(<decisionNumber>) do<\n>

>>
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exitSubRule() ::= <<

end<\n>

>>

 

 

enterDecision() ::= <<

in_decision(<decisionNumber>) do<\n>

>>

 

 

exitDecision() ::= <<

end<\n>

>>

 

 

enterAlt(n) ::= <<

in_alternative(<n>)<\n>

>>

 

 

// Region overrides that tell various constructs to add debugging triggers

@block.body() ::= <<

in_subrule(<decisionNumber>) do

 <@super.body()>

end

>>

 

 

// @blockBody.predecision() ::= "<enterSubRule()>"

// @blockBody.postdecision() ::= "<exitDecision()>"

// @blockBody.postbranch() ::= "<exitSubRule()>"

@blockBody.decision() ::= <<

in_decision(<decisionNumber>) do

 <@super.decision()>

end

>>

 

 

@ruleBlock.decision() ::= <<

in_decision(<decisionNumber>) do

 <@super.decision()>

end<\n>

>>

 

 

@ruleBlockSingleAlt.prealt() ::= "<enterAlt(n={1})>"
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@blockSingleAlt.prealt() ::= "<enterAlt(n={1})>"

 

 

@positiveClosureBlock.loopBody() ::= <<

in_subrule(<decisionNumber>) do

 <@super.loopBody()>

end

>>

 

 

@positiveClosureBlockLoop.decisionBody() ::= <<

in_decision(<decisionNumber>) do

 <@super.decisionBody()>

end

>>

 

 

@positiveClosureBlockLoop.earlyExitException() ::= <<

@debug_listener.recognition_exception(eee)

>>

 

 

@closureBlock.loopBody() ::= <<

in_subrule(<decisionNumber>) do

 <@super.loopBody()>

end

>>

 

 

@closureBlockLoop.decisionBody() ::= <<

in_decision(<decisionNumber>) do

 <@super.decisionBody()>

end

>>

 

 

@altSwitchCase.prealt() ::= "<enterAlt(n=i)>"

 

 

element() ::= <<

@debug_listener.location(<it.line>, <it.pos>)

<super.element()>

>>

 

 

@matchSet.mismatchedSetException() ::= "@debug_listener.recognition_exception(mse)"
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@dfaState.noViableAltException() ::= <<

nvae = NoViableAlternative( "<description>", <decisionNumber>, <stateNumber> )

@debug_listener.recognition_exception( nvae )

raise( nvae )<\n>

>>

 

@dfaStateSwitch.noViableAltException() ::= <<

nvae = NoViableAlternative( "<description>", <decisionNumber>, <stateNumber> )

@debug_listener.recognition_exception( nvae )

raise( nvae )<\n>

>>

 

dfaDecision(decisionNumber,description) ::= <<

begin

 @state.cyclic_decision = true

 <super.dfaDecision(...)>

rescue ANTLR3::Error::NoViableAlternative => nvae

 @debug_listener.recognition_exception(nvae)

 raise

end

>>

 

 

@cyclicDFA.errorMethod() ::= <<

def error(nvae)

 @recognizer.debug_listener.recognition_exception(nvae)

 super

end

>>

/** Force predicate validation to trigger an event */

evalPredicate(pred,description) ::= <<

predicate?("<description>") { <pred> }

>>

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1147456847_1616955844.46/0/antlr-3-3-sources-1-

jar/org/antlr/codegen/templates/Ruby/Dbg.stg

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* [The "BSD licence"]

* Copyright (c) 2005-2008 Terence Parr

* All rights reserved.

*

* Conversion to C#:

* Copyright (c) 2008-2009 Sam Harwell, Pixel Mine, Inc.

* All rights reserved.

*
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* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* 3. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote products

*    derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

* OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.

* IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

* INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

* DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

* THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

* (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF

* THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*/

 

/** Templates for building ASTs during normal parsing.

*

*  Deal with many combinations.  Dimensions are:

*  Auto build or rewrite

*    no label, label, list label  (label/no-label handled together)

*    child, root

*    token, set, rule, wildcard

*

*  The situation is not too bad as rewrite (->) usage makes ^ and !

*  invalid. There is no huge explosion of combinations.

*/

group ASTParser;

 

@rule.setErrorReturnValue() ::= <<

retval.Tree = (<ASTLabelType>)adaptor.ErrorNode(input, retval.Start, input.LT(-1), re);

<! System.out.WriteLine("<ruleName> returns "+((CommonTree)retval.tree).toStringTree()); !>

>>

 

// TOKEN AST STUFF

 

/** ID and output=AST */

tokenRef(token,label,elementIndex,hetero) ::= <<

<super.tokenRef(...)>

<if(backtracking)>if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {<endif>

<label>_tree = <createNodeFromToken(...)>;
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adaptor.AddChild(root_0, <label>_tree);

<if(backtracking)>}<endif>

>>

 

/** ID! and output=AST (same as plain tokenRef) */

tokenRefBang(token,label,elementIndex) ::= "<super.tokenRef(...)>"

 

/** ID^ and output=AST */

tokenRefRuleRoot(token,label,elementIndex,hetero) ::= <<

<super.tokenRef(...)>

<if(backtracking)>if ( <actions.(actionScope).synpredgate> ) {<endif>

<label>_tree = <createNodeFromToken(...)>;

root_0 = (<ASTLabelType>)adaptor.BecomeRoot(<label>_tree, root_0);

<if(backtracking)>}<endif>

>>

 

/** ids+=ID! and output=AST */

tokenRefBangAndListLabel(token,label,elementIndex,hetero) ::= <<

<tokenRefBang(...)>

<listLabel(elem=label,...)>

>>

 

/** label+=TOKEN when output=AST but not rewrite alt */

tokenRefAndListLabel(token,label,elementIndex,hetero) ::= <<

<tokenRef(...)>

<listLabel(elem=label,...)>

>>

 

/** Match label+=TOKEN^ when output=AST but not rewrite alt */

tokenRefRuleRootAndListLabel(token,label,hetero,elementIndex) ::= <<

<tokenRefRuleRoot(...)>

<listLabel(elem=label,...)>

>>

 

// SET AST

 

// the match set stuff is interesting in that it uses an argument list

// to pass code to the default matchSet; another possible way to alter

// inherited code.  I don't use the region stuff because I need to pass

// different chunks depending on the operator.  I don't like making

// the template name have the operator as the number of templates gets

// large but this is the most flexible--this is as opposed to having

// the code generator call matchSet then add root code or ruleroot code

// plus list label plus ...  The combinations might require complicated

// rather than just added on code.  Investigate that refactoring when

// I have more time.

 

matchSet(s,label,hetero,elementIndex,postmatchCode) ::= <<
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<super.matchSet(..., postmatchCode={<if(backtracking)>if ( <actions.(actionScope).synpredgate> )

<endif>adaptor.AddChild(root_0, <createNodeFromToken(...)>);})>

>>

 

matchRuleBlockSet(s,label,hetero,elementIndex,postmatchCode,treeLevel="0") ::= <<

<matchSet(...)>

>>

 

matchSetBang(s,label,elementIndex,postmatchCode) ::= "<super.matchSet(...)>"

 

// note there is no matchSetTrack because -> rewrites force sets to be

// plain old blocks of alts: (A|B|...|C)

 

matchSetRuleRoot(s,label,hetero,elementIndex,debug) ::= <<

<if(label)>

<label>=(<labelType>)input.LT(1);<\n>

<endif>

<super.matchSet(..., postmatchCode={<if(backtracking)>if ( <actions.(actionScope).synpredgate> ) <endif>root_0

= (<ASTLabelType>)adaptor.BecomeRoot(<createNodeFromToken(...)>, root_0);})>

>>

 

// RULE REF AST

 

/** rule when output=AST */

ruleRef(rule,label,elementIndex,args,scope) ::= <<

<super.ruleRef(...)>

<if(backtracking)>if ( <actions.(actionScope).synpredgate> ) <endif>adaptor.AddChild(root_0, <label>.Tree);

>>

 

/** rule! is same as normal rule ref */

ruleRefBang(rule,label,elementIndex,args,scope) ::= "<super.ruleRef(...)>"

 

/** rule^ */

ruleRefRuleRoot(rule,label,elementIndex,args,scope) ::= <<

<super.ruleRef(...)>

<if(backtracking)>if ( <actions.(actionScope).synpredgate> ) <endif>root_0 =

(<ASTLabelType>)adaptor.BecomeRoot(<label>.Tree, root_0);

>>

 

/** x+=rule when output=AST */

ruleRefAndListLabel(rule,label,elementIndex,args,scope) ::= <<

<ruleRef(...)>

<listLabel(elem=label+".Tree",...)>

>>

 

/** x+=rule! when output=AST is a rule ref with list addition */

ruleRefBangAndListLabel(rule,label,elementIndex,args,scope) ::= <<

<ruleRefBang(...)>
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<listLabel(elem=label+".Tree",...)>

>>

 

/** x+=rule^ */

ruleRefRuleRootAndListLabel(rule,label,elementIndex,args,scope) ::= <<

<ruleRefRuleRoot(...)>

<listLabel(elem=label+".Tree",...)>

>>

 

// WILDCARD AST

 

wildcard(label,elementIndex) ::= <<

<super.wildcard(...)>

<if(backtracking)>if ( <actions.(actionScope).synpredgate> ) {<endif>

<label>_tree = (<ASTLabelType>)adaptor.Create(<label>);

adaptor.AddChild(root_0, <label>_tree);

<if(backtracking)>}<endif>

>>

 

wildcardBang(label,elementIndex) ::= "<super.wildcard(...)>"

 

wildcardRuleRoot(label,elementIndex) ::= <<

<super.wildcard(...)>

<if(backtracking)>if ( <actions.(actionScope).synpredgate> ) {<endif>

<label>_tree = (<ASTLabelType>)adaptor.Create(<label>);

root_0 = (<ASTLabelType>)adaptor.BecomeRoot(<label>_tree, root_0);

<if(backtracking)>}<endif>

>>

 

createNodeFromToken(label,hetero) ::= <<

<if(hetero)>

new <hetero>(<label>) <! new MethodNode(IDLabel) !>

<else>

(<ASTLabelType>)adaptor.Create(<label>)

<endif>

>>

 

ruleCleanUp() ::= <<

<super.ruleCleanUp()>

<if(backtracking)>if ( <actions.(actionScope).synpredgate> ) {<\n><endif>

retval.Tree = (<ASTLabelType>)adaptor.RulePostProcessing(root_0);

adaptor.SetTokenBoundaries(retval.Tree, retval.Start, retval.Stop);

<if(backtracking)>}<endif>

>>

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1147456847_1616955844.46/0/antlr-3-3-sources-1-

jar/org/antlr/codegen/templates/CSharp3/ASTParser.stg
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

[The "BSD licence"]

Copyright (c) 2007-2008 Johannes Luber

Copyright (c) 2005-2007 Kunle Odutola

Copyright (c) 2005-2006 Terence Parr

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

   documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote products

   derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF

THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*/

 

/** Templates for building ASTs during tree parsing.

*

*  Deal with many combinations.  Dimensions are:

*  Auto build or rewrite

*    no label, label, list label  (label/no-label handled together)

*    child, root

*    token, set, rule, wildcard

*

*  Each combination has its own template except that label/no label

*  is combined into tokenRef, ruleRef, ...

*/

group ASTTreeParser;

 

/** Add a variable to track last element matched */

ruleDeclarations() ::= <<

<super.ruleDeclarations()>
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<ASTLabelType> _first_0 = null;

<ASTLabelType> _last = null;<\n>

>>

 

/** What to emit when there is no rewrite rule.  For auto build

*  mode, does nothing.

*/

noRewrite(rewriteBlockLevel, treeLevel) ::= <<

<if(backtracking)>if ( <actions.(actionScope).synpredgate> ) {<endif>

<if(rewriteMode)>

retval.Tree = (<ASTLabelType>)_first_0;

if (adaptor.GetParent(retval.Tree)!=null && adaptor.IsNil(adaptor.GetParent(retval.Tree)))

   retval.Tree = (<ASTLabelType>)adaptor.GetParent(retval.Tree);

<endif>

<if(backtracking)>}<endif>

>>

 

/** match ^(root children) in tree parser; override here to

*  add tree construction actions.

*/

tree(root, actionsAfterRoot, children, nullableChildList,

    enclosingTreeLevel, treeLevel) ::= <<

_last = (<ASTLabelType>)input.LT(1);

{

<ASTLabelType> _save_last_<treeLevel> = _last;

<ASTLabelType> _first_<treeLevel> = null;

<if(!rewriteMode)>

<ASTLabelType> root_<treeLevel> = (<ASTLabelType>)adaptor.Nil();

<endif>

<root:element()>

<if(rewriteMode)>

<if(backtracking)>if ( <actions.(actionScope).synpredgate> )<endif>

<if(root.el.rule)>

if ( _first_<enclosingTreeLevel>==null ) _first_<enclosingTreeLevel> = <root.el.label>.Tree;

<else>

if ( _first_<enclosingTreeLevel>==null ) _first_<enclosingTreeLevel> = <root.el.label>;

<endif>

<endif>

<actionsAfterRoot:element()>

<if(nullableChildList)>

if ( input.LA(1)==TokenTypes.Down ) {

   Match(input, TokenTypes.Down, null); <checkRuleBacktrackFailure()>

   <children:element()>

   Match(input, TokenTypes.Up, null); <checkRuleBacktrackFailure()>

}

<else>

Match(input, TokenTypes.Down, null); <checkRuleBacktrackFailure()>

<children:element()>
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Match(input, TokenTypes.Up, null); <checkRuleBacktrackFailure()>

<endif>

<if(!rewriteMode)>

adaptor.AddChild(root_<enclosingTreeLevel>, root_<treeLevel>);

<endif>

_last = _save_last_<treeLevel>;

}<\n>

>>

 

// TOKEN AST STUFF

 

/** ID! and output=AST (same as plain tokenRef) 'cept add

*  setting of _last

*/

tokenRefBang(token,label,elementIndex) ::= <<

_last = (<ASTLabelType>)input.LT(1);

<super.tokenRef(...)>

>>

 

/** ID auto construct */

tokenRef(token,label,elementIndex,hetero) ::= <<

_last = (<ASTLabelType>)input.LT(1);

<super.tokenRef(...)>

<if(!rewriteMode)>

<if(backtracking)>if ( <actions.(actionScope).synpredgate> ) {<endif>

<if(hetero)>

<label>_tree = new <hetero>(<label>);

<else>

<label>_tree = (<ASTLabelType>)adaptor.DupNode(<label>);

<endif><\n>

adaptor.AddChild(root_<treeLevel>, <label>_tree);

<if(backtracking)>}<endif>

<else> <! rewrite mode !>

<if(backtracking)>if ( <actions.(actionScope).synpredgate> )<endif>

if ( _first_<treeLevel>==null ) _first_<treeLevel> = <label>;

<endif>

>>

 

/** label+=TOKEN auto construct */

tokenRefAndListLabel(token,label,elementIndex,hetero) ::= <<

<tokenRef(...)>

<listLabel(elem=label,...)>

>>

 

/** ^(ID ...) auto construct */

tokenRefRuleRoot(token,label,elementIndex,hetero) ::= <<

_last = (<ASTLabelType>)input.LT(1);

<super.tokenRef(...)>
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<if(!rewriteMode)>

<if(backtracking)>if ( <actions.(actionScope).synpredgate> ) {<endif>

<if(hetero)>

<label>_tree = new <hetero>(<label>);

<else>

<label>_tree = (<ASTLabelType>)adaptor.DupNode(<label>);

<endif><\n>

root_<treeLevel> = (<ASTLabelType>)adaptor.BecomeRoot(<label>_tree, root_<treeLevel>);

<if(backtracking)>}<endif>

<endif>

>>

 

/** Match ^(label+=TOKEN ...) auto construct */

tokenRefRuleRootAndListLabel(token,label,elementIndex,hetero) ::= <<

<tokenRefRuleRoot(...)>

<listLabel(elem=label,...)>

>>

 

/** Match . wildcard and auto dup the node/subtree */

wildcard(token,label,elementIndex,hetero) ::= <<

_last = (<ASTLabelType>)input.LT(1);

<super.wildcard(...)>

<if(!rewriteMode)>

<if(backtracking)>if ( <actions.(actionScope).synpredgate> ) {<endif>

<label>_tree = (<ASTLabelType>)adaptor.DupTree(<label>);

adaptor.AddChild(root_<treeLevel>, <label>_tree);

<if(backtracking)>}<endif>

<else> <! rewrite mode !>

<if(backtracking)>if ( <actions.(actionScope).synpredgate> )<endif>

if ( _first_<treeLevel>==null ) _first_<treeLevel> = <label>;

<endif>

>>

 

// SET AST

 

matchSet(s,label,hetero,elementIndex,postmatchCode) ::= <<

_last = (<ASTLabelType>)input.LT(1);

<super.matchSet(..., postmatchCode={

<if(!rewriteMode)>

<if(backtracking)>if ( <actions.(actionScope).synpredgate> ) {<endif>

<if(hetero)>

<label>_tree = new <hetero>(<label>);

<else>

<label>_tree = (<ASTLabelType>)adaptor.DupNode(<label>);

<endif><\n>

adaptor.AddChild(root_<treeLevel>, <label>_tree);

<if(backtracking)>}<endif>

<endif>
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}

)>

>>

 

matchRuleBlockSet(s,label,hetero,elementIndex,postmatchCode,treeLevel="0") ::= <<

<matchSet(...)>

<noRewrite()> <! set return tree !>

>>

 

matchSetBang(s,label,elementIndex,postmatchCode) ::= <<

_last = (<ASTLabelType>)input.LT(1);

<super.matchSet(...)>

>>

 

matchSetRuleRoot(s,label,hetero,elementIndex,debug) ::= <<

<super.matchSet(..., postmatchCode={

<if(!rewriteMode)>

<if(backtracking)>if ( <actions.(actionScope).synpredgate> ) {<endif>

<if(hetero)>

<label>_tree = new <hetero>(<label>);

<else>

<label>_tree = (<ASTLabelType>)adaptor.DupNode(<label>);

<endif><\n>

root_<treeLevel> = (<ASTLabelType>)adaptor.BecomeRoot(<label>_tree, root_<treeLevel>);

<if(backtracking)>}<endif>

<endif>

}

)>

>>

 

// RULE REF AST

 

/** rule auto construct */

ruleRef(rule,label,elementIndex,args,scope) ::= <<

_last = (<ASTLabelType>)input.LT(1);

<super.ruleRef(...)>

<if(backtracking)>if ( <actions.(actionScope).synpredgate> ) <endif>

<if(!rewriteMode)>

adaptor.AddChild(root_<treeLevel>, <label>.Tree);

<else> <! rewrite mode !>

if ( _first_<treeLevel>==null ) _first_<treeLevel> = <label>.Tree;

<endif>

>>

 

/** x+=rule auto construct */

ruleRefAndListLabel(rule,label,elementIndex,args,scope) ::= <<

<ruleRef(...)>

<listLabel(elem=label+".Tree",...)>
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>>

 

/** ^(rule ...) auto construct */

ruleRefRuleRoot(rule,label,elementIndex,args,scope) ::= <<

_last = (<ASTLabelType>)input.LT(1);

<super.ruleRef(...)>

<if(!rewriteMode)>

<if(backtracking)>if ( <actions.(actionScope).synpredgate> ) <endif>root_<treeLevel> =

(<ASTLabelType>)adaptor.BecomeRoot(<label>.Tree, root_<treeLevel>);

<endif>

>>

 

/** ^(x+=rule ...) auto construct */

ruleRefRuleRootAndListLabel(rule,label,elementIndex,args,scope) ::= <<

<ruleRefRuleRoot(...)>

<listLabel(elem=label+".Tree",...)>

>>

 

/** rule when output=AST and tracking for rewrite */

ruleRefTrack(rule,label,elementIndex,args,scope) ::= <<

_last = (<ASTLabelType>)input.LT(1);

<super.ruleRefTrack(...)>

>>

 

/** x+=rule when output=AST and tracking for rewrite */

ruleRefTrackAndListLabel(rule,label,elementIndex,args,scope) ::= <<

_last = (<ASTLabelType>)input.LT(1);

<super.ruleRefTrackAndListLabel(...)>

>>

 

/** ^(rule ...) rewrite */

ruleRefRuleRootTrack(rule,label,elementIndex,args,scope) ::= <<

_last = (<ASTLabelType>)input.LT(1);

<super.ruleRefRootTrack(...)>

>>

 

/** ^(x+=rule ...) rewrite */

ruleRefRuleRootTrackAndListLabel(rule,label,elementIndex,args,scope) ::= <<

_last = (<ASTLabelType>)input.LT(1);

<super.ruleRefRuleRootTrackAndListLabel(...)>

>>

 

/** Streams for token refs are tree nodes now; override to

*  change NextToken to NextNode.

*/

createRewriteNodeFromElement(token,hetero,scope) ::= <<

<if(hetero)>

new <hetero>(stream_<token>.NextNode())
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<else>

stream_<token>.NextNode()

<endif>

>>

 

ruleCleanUp() ::= <<

<super.ruleCleanUp()>

<if(!rewriteMode)>

<if(backtracking)>if ( <actions.(actionScope).synpredgate> ) {<\n><endif>

retval.Tree = (<ASTLabelType>)adaptor.RulePostProcessing(root_0);

<if(backtracking)>}<endif>

<endif>

>>

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1147456847_1616955844.46/0/antlr-3-3-sources-1-

jar/org/antlr/codegen/templates/CSharp2/ASTTreeParser.stg

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

[The "BSD licence"]

Copyright (c) 2005-2006 Terence Parr

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

   documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote products

   derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF

THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*/

group ActionScript implements ANTLRCore;
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asTypeInitMap ::= [

	"int":"0",

	"uint":"0",

	"Number":"0.0",

	"Boolean":"false",

	default:"null" // anything other than an atomic type

]

 

/** The overall file structure of a recognizer; stores methods for rules

*  and cyclic DFAs plus support code.

*/

outputFile(LEXER,PARSER,TREE_PARSER, actionScope, actions,

          docComment, recognizer,

          name, tokens, tokenNames, rules, cyclicDFAs,

	   bitsets, buildTemplate, buildAST, rewriteMode, profile,

	   backtracking, synpreds, memoize, numRules,

	   fileName, ANTLRVersion, generatedTimestamp, trace,

	   scopes, superClass, literals) ::=

<<

// $ANTLR <ANTLRVersion> <fileName> <generatedTimestamp>

package<if(actions.(actionScope).package)> <actions.(actionScope).package><endif> {

   <actions.(actionScope).header>

   <@imports>

import org.antlr.runtime.*;

<if(TREE_PARSER)>

   import org.antlr.runtime.tree.*;

<endif>

   <@end>

 

   <docComment>

   <recognizer>

}

>>

 

lexer(grammar, name, tokens, scopes, rules, numRules, labelType="Token",

     filterMode, superClass="Lexer") ::= <<

public class <grammar.recognizerName> extends

<if(actions.(actionScope).superClass)><actions.(actionScope).superClass><else><@superClassName><superClass

><@end><endif> {

   <tokens:{public static const <it.name>:int=<it.type>;}; separator="\n">

   <scopes:{<if(it.isDynamicGlobalScope)><globalAttributeScope(scope=it)><endif>}>

   <actions.lexer.members>

 

   // delegates

   <grammar.delegates:

        {g|public var <g:delegateName()>:<g.recognizerName>;}; separator="\n">

   // delegators

   <grammar.delegators:
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        {g|public var <g:delegateName()>:<g.recognizerName>;}; separator="\n">

   <last(grammar.delegators):{g|public var gParent:<g.recognizerName>;}>

 

   public function <grammar.recognizerName>(<grammar.delegators:{g|<g:delegateName()>:<g.recognizerName>,

}>input:CharStream = null, state:RecognizerSharedState = null) {

       super(input, state);

       <cyclicDFAs:cyclicDFACtor()>

<if(memoize)>

<if(grammar.grammarIsRoot)>

       this.state.ruleMemo = new Array(<numRules>+1);<\n> <! index from 1..n !>

<endif>

<endif>

       <grammar.directDelegates:

        {g|<g:delegateName()> = new <g.recognizerName>(<trunc(g.delegators):{p|<p:delegateName()>, }>this,

input, this.state);}; separator="\n">

       <grammar.delegators:

        {g|this.<g:delegateName()> = <g:delegateName()>;}; separator="\n">

       <last(grammar.delegators):{g|gParent = <g:delegateName()>;}>

   }

   public override function get grammarFileName():String { return "<fileName>"; }

 

<if(filterMode)>

   <filteringNextToken()>

<endif>

   <rules; separator="\n\n">

 

   <synpreds:{p | <lexerSynpred(p)>}>

 

   <cyclicDFAs:cyclicDFA()> <! dump tables for all DFA !>

 

}

>>

 

/** A override of Lexer.nextToken() that backtracks over mTokens() looking

*  for matches.  No error can be generated upon error; just rewind, consume

*  a token and then try again.  backtracking needs to be set as well.

*  Make rule memoization happen only at levels above 1 as we start mTokens

*  at backtracking==1.

*/

filteringNextToken() ::= <<

public override function nextToken():Token {

   while (true) {

       if ( input.LA(1)==CharStreamConstants.EOF ) {

           return TokenConstants.EOF_TOKEN;

       }

       this.state.token = null;

	    this.state.channel = TokenConstants.DEFAULT_CHANNEL;

       this.state.tokenStartCharIndex = input.index;
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       this.state.tokenStartCharPositionInLine = input.charPositionInLine;

       this.state.tokenStartLine = input.line;

	    this.state.text = null;

       try {

           var m:int = input.mark();

           this.state.backtracking=1; <! means we won't throw slow exception !>

           this.state.failed=false;

           mTokens();

           this.state.backtracking=0;

           <! mTokens backtracks with synpred at backtracking==2

              and we set the synpredgate to allow actions at level 1. !>

           if ( this.state.failed ) {

               input.rewindTo(m);

               input.consume(); <! advance one char and try again !>

           }

           else {

               emit();

               return this.state.token;

           }

       }

       catch (re:RecognitionException) {

           // shouldn't happen in backtracking mode, but...

           reportError(re);

           recover(re);

       }

   }

   // Not reached - For ActionScript compiler

   throw new Error();

}

 

public override function memoize(input:IntStream,

		ruleIndex:int,

		ruleStartIndex:int):void

{

if ( this.state.backtracking>1 ) super.memoize(input, ruleIndex, ruleStartIndex);

}

 

public override function alreadyParsedRule(input:IntStream, ruleIndex:int):Boolean {

if ( this.state.backtracking>1 ) return super.alreadyParsedRule(input, ruleIndex);

return false;

}

>>

 

actionGate() ::= "this.state.backtracking==0"

 

filteringActionGate() ::= "this.state.backtracking==1"

 

/** How to generate a parser */
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genericParser(grammar, name, scopes, tokens, tokenNames, rules, numRules,

             bitsets, inputStreamType, superClass, filterMode,

             ASTLabelType="Object", labelType, members, rewriteElementType) ::= <<

public class <grammar.recognizerName> extends

<if(actions.(actionScope).superClass)><actions.(actionScope).superClass><else><@superClassName><superClass

><@end><endif> {

<if(grammar.grammarIsRoot)>

   public static const tokenNames:Array = [

       "\<invalid>", "\<EOR>", "\<DOWN>", "\<UP>", <tokenNames; separator=", ">

   ];<\n>

<endif>

   <tokens:{public static const <it.name>:int=<it.type>;}; separator="\n">

 

   // delegates

   <grammar.delegates:

        {g|public var <g:delegateName()>:<g.recognizerName>;}; separator="\n">

   // delegators

   <grammar.delegators:

        {g|public var <g:delegateName()>:<g.recognizerName>;}; separator="\n">

   <last(grammar.delegators):{g|public var gParent:<g.recognizerName>;}>

 

   <scopes:{<if(it.isDynamicGlobalScope)><globalAttributeScope(scope=it)><endif>}>

   <@members>

  <! WARNING. bug in ST: this is cut-n-paste into Dbg.stg !>

   public function <grammar.recognizerName>(<grammar.delegators:{g|<g:delegateName()>:<g.recognizerName>,

}>input:<inputStreamType>, state:RecognizerSharedState = null) {

       super(input, state);

       <cyclicDFAs:cyclicDFACtor()>

       <parserCtorBody()>

       <grammar.directDelegates:

        {g|<g:delegateName()> = new <g.recognizerName>(<trunc(g.delegators):{p|<p:delegateName()>, }>this,

input, this.state);}; separator="\n">

       <grammar.indirectDelegates:{g | <g:delegateName()> = <g.delegator:delegateName()>.<g:delegateName()>;};

separator="\n">

       <last(grammar.delegators):{g|gParent = <g:delegateName()>;}>

   }

   <@end>

 

   public override function get tokenNames():Array { return

<grammar.composite.rootGrammar.recognizerName>.tokenNames; }

   public override function get grammarFileName():String { return "<fileName>"; }

 

   <members>

 

   <rules; separator="\n\n">

 

   <! generate rule/method definitions for imported rules so they

      appear to be defined in this recognizer. !>
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      // Delegated rules

   <grammar.delegatedRules:{ruleDescriptor|

       public function

<ruleDescriptor.name>(<ruleDescriptor.parameterScope:parameterScope(scope=it)>):<returnType()> \{

<if(ruleDescriptor.hasReturnValue)>return

<endif><ruleDescriptor.grammar:delegateName()>.<ruleDescriptor.name>(<ruleDescriptor.parameterScope.attribut

es:{a|<a.name>}; separator=", ">); \}}; separator="\n">

 

   <synpreds:{p | <synpred(p)>}>

 

   <cyclicDFAs:cyclicDFA()> <! dump tables for all DFA !>

 

   <bitsets:bitset(name={FOLLOW_<it.name>_in_<it.inName><it.tokenIndex>},

                   words64=it.bits)>

}

>>

 

parserCtorBody() ::= <<

<if(memoize)>

<if(grammar.grammarIsRoot)>

this.state.ruleMemo = new Array(<length(grammar.allImportedRules)>+1);<\n> <! index from 1..n !>

<endif>

<endif>

<grammar.delegators:

{g|this.<g:delegateName()> = <g:delegateName()>;}; separator="\n">

>>

 

parser(grammar, name, scopes, tokens, tokenNames, rules, numRules, bitsets, ASTLabelType="Object",

superClass="Parser", labelType="Token", members={<actions.parser.members>}) ::= <<

<genericParser(inputStreamType="TokenStream", rewriteElementType="Token", ...)>

>>

 

/** How to generate a tree parser; same as parser except the input

*  stream is a different type.

*/

treeParser(grammar, name, scopes, tokens, tokenNames, globalAction, rules, numRules, bitsets,

labelType={<ASTLabelType>}, ASTLabelType="Object", superClass="TreeParser",

members={<actions.treeparser.members>}, filterMode) ::= <<

<genericParser(inputStreamType="TreeNodeStream", rewriteElementType="Node", ...)>

>>

 

/** A simpler version of a rule template that is specific to the imaginary

*  rules created for syntactic predicates.  As they never have return values

*  nor parameters etc..., just give simplest possible method.  Don't do

*  any of the normal memoization stuff in here either; it's a waste.

*  As predicates cannot be inlined into the invoking rule, they need to

*  be in a rule by themselves.

*/
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synpredRule(ruleName, ruleDescriptor, block, description, nakedBlock) ::=

<<

// $ANTLR start <ruleName>

public final function <ruleName>_fragment(<ruleDescriptor.parameterScope:parameterScope(scope=it)>):void {

   <ruleLabelDefs()>

<if(trace)>

   traceIn("<ruleName>_fragment", <ruleDescriptor.index>);

   try {

       <block>

   }

   finally {

       traceOut("<ruleName>_fragment", <ruleDescriptor.index>);

   }

<else>

   <block>

<endif>

}

// $ANTLR end <ruleName>

>>

 

synpred(name) ::= <<

public final function <name>():Boolean {

   this.state.backtracking++;

   <@start()>

   var start:int = input.mark();

   try {

       <name>_fragment(); // can never throw exception

   } catch (re:RecognitionException) {

       trace("impossible: "+re);

   }

   var success:Boolean = !this.state.failed;

   input.rewindTo(start);

   <@stop()>

   this.state.backtracking--;

   this.state.failed=false;

   return success;

}<\n>

>>

 

lexerSynpred(name) ::= <<

<synpred(name)>

>>

 

ruleMemoization(name) ::= <<

<if(memoize)>

if ( this.state.backtracking>0 && alreadyParsedRule(input, <ruleDescriptor.index>) ) { return <ruleReturnValue()>;

}

<endif>
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>>

 

/** How to test for failure and return from rule */

checkRuleBacktrackFailure() ::= <<

<if(backtracking)>if (this.state.failed) return <ruleReturnValue()>;<endif>

>>

 

/** This rule has failed, exit indicating failure during backtrack */

ruleBacktrackFailure() ::= <<

<if(backtracking)>if (this.state.backtracking>0) {this.state.failed=true; return <ruleReturnValue()>;}<endif>

>>

 

/** How to generate code for a rule.  This includes any return type

*  data aggregates required for multiple return values.

*/

rule(ruleName,ruleDescriptor,block,emptyRule,description,exceptions,finally,memoize) ::= <<

<ruleAttributeScope(scope=ruleDescriptor.ruleScope)>

// $ANTLR start <ruleName>

// <fileName>:<description>

public final function <ruleName>(<ruleDescriptor.parameterScope:parameterScope(scope=it)>):<returnType()> {

   <if(trace)>traceIn("<ruleName>", <ruleDescriptor.index>);<endif>

   <ruleScopeSetUp()>

   <ruleDeclarations()>

   <ruleLabelDefs()>

   <ruleDescriptor.actions.init>

   <@preamble()>

   try {

       <ruleMemoization(name=ruleName)>

       <block>

       <ruleCleanUp()>

       <(ruleDescriptor.actions.after):execAction()>

   }

<if(exceptions)>

   <exceptions:{e|<catch(decl=e.decl,action=e.action)><\n>}>

<else>

<if(!emptyRule)>

<if(actions.(actionScope).rulecatch)>

   <actions.(actionScope).rulecatch>

<else>

   catch (re:RecognitionException) {

       reportError(re);

       recoverStream(input,re);

       <@setErrorReturnValue()>

   }<\n>

<endif>

<endif>

<endif>

   finally {
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       <if(trace)>traceOut("<ruleName>", <ruleDescriptor.index>);<endif>

       <memoize()>

       <ruleScopeCleanUp()>

       <finally>

   }

   <@postamble()>

   return <ruleReturnValue()>;

}

// $ANTLR end <ruleName>

>>

 

catch(decl,action) ::= <<

catch (<e.decl>) {

   <e.action>

}

>>

 

ruleDeclarations() ::= <<

<if(ruleDescriptor.hasMultipleReturnValues)>

var retval:<returnType()> = new <returnType()>();

retval.start = input.LT(1);<\n>

<else>

<ruleDescriptor.returnScope.attributes:{ a |

var <a.name>:<a.type> = <if(a.initValue)><a.initValue><else><initValue(a.type)><endif>;

}>

<endif>

<if(memoize)>

var <ruleDescriptor.name>_StartIndex:int = input.index;

<endif>

>>

 

ruleScopeSetUp() ::= <<

<ruleDescriptor.useScopes:{<it>_stack.push(new Object());}; separator="\n">

<ruleDescriptor.ruleScope:{<it.name>_stack.push(new Object());}; separator="\n">

>>

 

ruleScopeCleanUp() ::= <<

<ruleDescriptor.useScopes:{<it>_stack.pop();}; separator="\n">

<ruleDescriptor.ruleScope:{<it.name>_stack.pop();}; separator="\n">

>>

 

ruleLabelDefs() ::= <<

<[ruleDescriptor.tokenLabels,ruleDescriptor.tokenListLabels,

 ruleDescriptor.wildcardTreeLabels,ruleDescriptor.wildcardTreeListLabels]

   :{var <it.label.text>:<labelType>=null;}; separator="\n"

>

<[ruleDescriptor.tokenListLabels,ruleDescriptor.ruleListLabels,ruleDescriptor.wildcardTreeListLabels]

   :{var list_<it.label.text>:Array=null;}; separator="\n"
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>

<ruleDescriptor.ruleLabels:ruleLabelDef(label=it); separator="\n">

<ruleDescriptor.ruleListLabels:{ll|var <ll.label.text>:RuleReturnScope = null;}; separator="\n">

>>

 

lexerRuleLabelDefs() ::= <<

<[ruleDescriptor.tokenLabels,

 ruleDescriptor.tokenListLabels,

 ruleDescriptor.ruleLabels]

   :{var <it.label.text>:<labelType>=null;}; separator="\n"

>

<ruleDescriptor.charLabels:{var <it.label.text>:int;}; separator="\n">

<[ruleDescriptor.tokenListLabels,

 ruleDescriptor.ruleListLabels]

   :{var list_<it.label.text>:Array=null;}; separator="\n"

>

>>

 

ruleReturnValue() ::= <<

<if(!ruleDescriptor.isSynPred)>

<if(ruleDescriptor.hasReturnValue)>

<if(ruleDescriptor.hasSingleReturnValue)>

<ruleDescriptor.singleValueReturnName>

<else>

retval

<endif>

<endif>

<endif>

>>

 

ruleCleanUp() ::= <<

<if(ruleDescriptor.hasMultipleReturnValues)>

<if(!TREE_PARSER)>

retval.stop = input.LT(-1);<\n>

<endif>

<endif>

>>

 

memoize() ::= <<

<if(memoize)>

<if(backtracking)>

if ( this.state.backtracking>0 ) { memoize(input, <ruleDescriptor.index>, <ruleDescriptor.name>_StartIndex); }

<endif>

<endif>

>>

 

/** How to generate a rule in the lexer; naked blocks are used for

*  fragment rules.
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*/

lexerRule(ruleName,nakedBlock,ruleDescriptor,block,memoize) ::= <<

// $ANTLR start <ruleName>

public final function m<ruleName>(<ruleDescriptor.parameterScope:parameterScope(scope=it)>):void {

   <if(trace)>traceIn("<ruleName>", <ruleDescriptor.index>);<endif>

   <ruleScopeSetUp()>

   <ruleDeclarations()>

   try {

<if(nakedBlock)>

       <ruleMemoization(name=ruleName)>

       <lexerRuleLabelDefs()>

       <ruleDescriptor.actions.init>

       <block><\n>

<else>

       var _type:int = <ruleName>;

       var _channel:int = DEFAULT_TOKEN_CHANNEL;

       <ruleMemoization(name=ruleName)>

       <lexerRuleLabelDefs()>

       <ruleDescriptor.actions.init>

       <block>

       <ruleCleanUp()>

       this.state.type = _type;

       this.state.channel = _channel;

       <(ruleDescriptor.actions.after):execAction()>

<endif>

   }

   finally {

       <if(trace)>traceOut("<ruleName>", <ruleDescriptor.index>);<endif>

       <ruleScopeCleanUp()>

       <memoize()>

   }

}

// $ANTLR end <ruleName>

>>

 

/** How to generate code for the implicitly-defined lexer grammar rule

*  that chooses between lexer rules.

*/

tokensRule(ruleName,nakedBlock,args,block,ruleDescriptor) ::= <<

public override function mTokens():void {

   <block><\n>

}

>>

 

// S U B R U L E S

 

/** A (...) subrule with multiple alternatives */

block(alts,decls,decision,enclosingBlockLevel,blockLevel,decisionNumber,maxK,maxAlt,description) ::= <<
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// <fileName>:<description>

var alt<decisionNumber>:int=<maxAlt>;

<decls>

<@predecision()>

<decision>

<@postdecision()>

<@prebranch()>

switch (alt<decisionNumber>) {

   <alts:altSwitchCase()>

}

<@postbranch()>

>>

 

/** A rule block with multiple alternatives */

ruleBlock(alts,decls,decision,enclosingBlockLevel,blockLevel,decisionNumber,maxK,maxAlt,description) ::= <<

// <fileName>:<description>

var alt<decisionNumber>:int=<maxAlt>;

<decls>

<@predecision()>

<decision>

<@postdecision()>

switch (alt<decisionNumber>) {

   <alts:altSwitchCase()>

}

>>

 

ruleBlockSingleAlt(alts,decls,decision,enclosingBlockLevel,blockLevel,decisionNumber,description) ::= <<

// <fileName>:<description>

<decls>

<@prealt()>

<alts>

<@postalt()>

>>

 

/** A special case of a (...) subrule with a single alternative */

blockSingleAlt(alts,decls,decision,enclosingBlockLevel,blockLevel,decisionNumber,description) ::= <<

// <fileName>:<description>

<decls>

<@prealt()>

<alts>

<@postalt()>

>>

 

/** A (..)+ block with 1 or more alternatives */

positiveClosureBlock(alts,decls,decision,enclosingBlockLevel,blockLevel,decisionNumber,maxK,maxAlt,descriptio

n) ::= <<

// <fileName>:<description>

var cnt<decisionNumber>:int=0;
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<decls>

<@preloop()>

loop<decisionNumber>:

do {

   var alt<decisionNumber>:int=<maxAlt>;

   <@predecision()>

   <decision>

   <@postdecision()>

   switch (alt<decisionNumber>) {

	<alts:altSwitchCase()>

	default :

	    if ( cnt<decisionNumber> >= 1 ) break loop<decisionNumber>;

	    <ruleBacktrackFailure()>

           throw new EarlyExitException(<decisionNumber>, input);

           <! Need to add support for earlyExitException debug hook !>

   }

   cnt<decisionNumber>++;

} while (true);

<@postloop()>

>>

 

positiveClosureBlockSingleAlt ::= positiveClosureBlock

 

/** A (..)* block with 1 or more alternatives */

closureBlock(alts,decls,decision,enclosingBlockLevel,blockLevel,decisionNumber,maxK,maxAlt,description) ::=

<<

// <fileName>:<description>

<decls>

<@preloop()>

loop<decisionNumber>:

do {

   var alt<decisionNumber>:int=<maxAlt>;

   <@predecision()>

   <decision>

   <@postdecision()>

   switch (alt<decisionNumber>) {

	<alts:altSwitchCase()>

	default :

	    break loop<decisionNumber>;

   }

} while (true);

<@postloop()>

>>

 

closureBlockSingleAlt ::= closureBlock

 

/** Optional blocks (x)? are translated to (x|) by before code generation

*  so we can just use the normal block template
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*/

optionalBlock ::= block

 

optionalBlockSingleAlt ::= block

 

/** A case in a switch that jumps to an alternative given the alternative

*  number.  A DFA predicts the alternative and then a simple switch

*  does the jump to the code that actually matches that alternative.

*/

altSwitchCase() ::= <<

case <i> :

   <@prealt()>

   <it>

   break;<\n>

>>

 

/** An alternative is just a list of elements; at outermost level */

alt(elements,altNum,description,autoAST,outerAlt,treeLevel,rew) ::= <<

// <fileName>:<description>

{

<@declarations()>

<elements:element()>

<rew>

<@cleanup()>

}

>>

 

/** What to emit when there is no rewrite.  For auto build

*  mode, does nothing.

*/

noRewrite(rewriteBlockLevel, treeLevel) ::= ""

 

// E L E M E N T S

 

/** Dump the elements one per line */

element() ::= <<

<@prematch()>

<it.el><\n>

>>

 

/** match a token optionally with a label in front */

tokenRef(token,label,elementIndex,hetero) ::= <<

<if(label)><label>=<labelType>(<endif>matchStream(input,<token>,FOLLOW_<token>_in_<ruleName><element

Index>)<if(label)>)<endif>; <checkRuleBacktrackFailure()>

>>

 

/** ids+=ID */

tokenRefAndListLabel(token,label,elementIndex,hetero) ::= <<
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<tokenRef(...)>

<listLabel(elem=label,...)>

>>

 

listLabel(label,elem) ::= <<

if (list_<label>==null) list_<label>=new Array();

list_<label>.push(<elem>);<\n>

>>

 

/** match a character */

charRef(char,label) ::= <<

<if(label)>

<label> = input.LA(1);<\n>

<endif>

match(<char>); <checkRuleBacktrackFailure()>

>>

 

/** match a character range */

charRangeRef(a,b,label) ::= <<

<if(label)>

<label> = input.LA(1);<\n>

<endif>

matchRange(<a>,<b>); <checkRuleBacktrackFailure()>

>>

 

/** For now, sets are interval tests and must be tested inline */

matchSet(s,label,elementIndex,postmatchCode="") ::= <<

<if(label)>

<if(LEXER)>

<label>= input.LA(1);<\n>

<else>

<label>=<labelType>(input.LT(1));<\n>

<endif>

<endif>

if ( <s> ) {

   input.consume();

   <postmatchCode>

<if(!LEXER)>

   this.state.errorRecovery=false;

<endif>

   <if(backtracking)>this.state.failed=false;<endif>

}

else {

   <ruleBacktrackFailure()>

   <@mismatchedSetException()>

<if(LEXER)>

   throw recover(new MismatchedSetException(null,input));<\n>

<else>
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   throw new MismatchedSetException(null,input);

   <! use following code to make it recover inline; remove throw mse;

   recoverFromMismatchedSet(input,mse,FOLLOW_set_in_<ruleName><elementIndex>);

   !>

<endif>

}<\n>

>>

 

matchRuleBlockSet ::= matchSet

 

matchSetAndListLabel(s,label,elementIndex,postmatchCode) ::= <<

<matchSet(...)>

<listLabel(elem=label,...)>

>>

 

/** Match a string literal */

lexerStringRef(string,label,elementIndex) ::= <<

<if(label)>

var <label>Start:int = charIndex;

matchString(<string>); <checkRuleBacktrackFailure()>

<label> = CommonToken.createFromStream(input, TokenConstants.INVALID_TOKEN_TYPE,

TokenConstants.DEFAULT_CHANNEL, <label>Start, charIndex-1);

<else>

matchString(<string>); <checkRuleBacktrackFailure()><\n>

<endif>

>>

 

wildcard(label,elementIndex) ::= <<

<if(label)>

<label>=<labelType>(input.LT(1));<\n>

<endif>

matchAny(input); <checkRuleBacktrackFailure()>

>>

 

wildcardAndListLabel(label,elementIndex) ::= <<

<wildcard(...)>

<listLabel(elem=label,...)>

>>

 

/** Match . wildcard in lexer */

wildcardChar(label, elementIndex) ::= <<

<if(label)>

<label> = input.LA(1);<\n>

<endif>

matchAny(); <checkRuleBacktrackFailure()>

>>

 

wildcardCharListLabel(label, elementIndex) ::= <<
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<wildcardChar(...)>

<listLabel(elem=label,...)>

>>

 

/** Match a rule reference by invoking it possibly with arguments

*  and a return value or values.  The 'rule' argument was the

*  target rule name, but now is type Rule, whose toString is

*  same: the rule name.  Now though you can access full rule

*  descriptor stuff.

*

* GMS: Note:  do not use post-decrement operator!  ASC produces bad code for exceptions in this case.

*      See: https://bugs.adobe.com/jira/browse/ASC-3625

*/

ruleRef(rule,label,elementIndex,args,scope) ::= <<

pushFollow(FOLLOW_<rule.name>_in_<ruleName><elementIndex>);

<if(label)><label>=<endif><if(scope)><scope:delegateName()>.<endif><rule.name>(<args; separator=", ">);<\n>

state._fsp = state._fsp - 1;

<checkRuleBacktrackFailure()>

>>

 

 

/** ids+=r */

ruleRefAndListLabel(rule,label,elementIndex,args,scope) ::= <<

<ruleRef(...)>

<listLabel(elem=label,...)>

>>

 

/** A lexer rule reference.

*

*  The 'rule' argument was the target rule name, but now

*  is type Rule, whose toString is same: the rule name.

*  Now though you can access full rule descriptor stuff.

*/

lexerRuleRef(rule,label,args,elementIndex,scope) ::= <<

<if(label)>

var <label>Start<elementIndex>:int = charIndex;

<if(scope)><scope:delegateName()>.<endif>m<rule.name>(<args; separator=", ">);

<checkRuleBacktrackFailure()>

<label> = CommonToken.createFromStream(input, TokenConstants.INVALID_TOKEN_TYPE,

TokenConstants.DEFAULT_CHANNEL, <label>Start<elementIndex>, charIndex-1);

<else>

<if(scope)><scope:delegateName()>.<endif>m<rule.name>(<args; separator=", ">);

<checkRuleBacktrackFailure()>

<endif>

>>

 

/** i+=INT in lexer */

lexerRuleRefAndListLabel(rule,label,args,elementIndex,scope) ::= <<
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<lexerRuleRef(...)>

<listLabel(elem=label,...)>

>>

 

/** EOF in the lexer */

lexerMatchEOF(label,elementIndex) ::= <<

<if(label)>

var <label>Start<elementIndex>:int = charIndex;

match(EOF); <checkRuleBacktrackFailure()>

var <label>:<labelType> = CommonToken.createFromStream(input, EOF,

TokenConstants.DEFAULT_CHANNEL, <label>Start<elementIndex>, charIndex-1);

<else>

match(EOF); <checkRuleBacktrackFailure()>

<endif>

>>

 

/** match ^(root children) in tree parser */

tree(root, actionsAfterRoot, children, nullableChildList,

    enclosingTreeLevel, treeLevel) ::= <<

<root:element()>

<actionsAfterRoot:element()>

<if(nullableChildList)>

if ( input.LA(1)==TokenConstants.DOWN ) {

   matchStream(input, TokenConstants.DOWN, null); <checkRuleBacktrackFailure()>

   <children:element()>

   matchStream(input, TokenConstants.UP, null); <checkRuleBacktrackFailure()>

}

<else>

matchStream(input, TokenConstants.DOWN, null); <checkRuleBacktrackFailure()>

<children:element()>

matchStream(input, TokenConstants.UP, null); <checkRuleBacktrackFailure()>

<endif>

>>

 

/** Every predicate is used as a validating predicate (even when it is

*  also hoisted into a prediction expression).

*/

validateSemanticPredicate(pred,description) ::= <<

if ( !(<evalPredicate(...)>) ) {

   <ruleBacktrackFailure()>

   throw new FailedPredicateException(input, "<ruleName>", "<description>");

}

>>

 

// F i x e d  D F A  (if-then-else)

 

dfaState(k,edges,eotPredictsAlt,description,stateNumber,semPredState) ::= <<

var LA<decisionNumber>_<stateNumber>:int = input.LA(<k>);<\n>
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<edges; separator="\nelse ">

else {

<if(eotPredictsAlt)>

   alt<decisionNumber>=<eotPredictsAlt>;

<else>

   <ruleBacktrackFailure()>

   throw new NoViableAltException("<description>", <decisionNumber>, <stateNumber>, input);<\n>

   <! Need to add hook for noViableAltException() !>

<endif>

}

>>

 

/** Same as a normal DFA state except that we don't examine lookahead

*  for the bypass alternative.  It delays error detection but this

*  is faster, smaller, and more what people expect.  For (X)? people

*  expect "if ( LA(1)==X ) match(X);" and that's it.

*/

dfaOptionalBlockState(k,edges,eotPredictsAlt,description,stateNumber,semPredState) ::= <<

var LA<decisionNumber>_<stateNumber>:int = input.LA(<k>);<\n>

<edges; separator="\nelse ">

>>

 

/** A DFA state that is actually the loopback decision of a closure

*  loop.  If end-of-token (EOT) predicts any of the targets then it

*  should act like a default clause (i.e., no error can be generated).

*  This is used only in the lexer so that for ('a')* on the end of a rule

*  anything other than 'a' predicts exiting.

*/

dfaLoopbackState(k,edges,eotPredictsAlt,description,stateNumber,semPredState) ::= <<

var LA<decisionNumber>_<stateNumber>:int = input.LA(<k>);<\n>

<edges; separator="\nelse "><\n>

<if(eotPredictsAlt)>

<if(!edges)>

alt<decisionNumber>=<eotPredictsAlt>; <! if no edges, don't gen ELSE !>

<else>

else {

   alt<decisionNumber>=<eotPredictsAlt>;

}<\n>

<endif>

<endif>

>>

 

/** An accept state indicates a unique alternative has been predicted */

dfaAcceptState(alt) ::= "alt<decisionNumber>=<alt>;"

 

/** A simple edge with an expression.  If the expression is satisfied,

*  enter to the target state.  To handle gated productions, we may

*  have to evaluate some predicates for this edge.
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*/

dfaEdge(labelExpr, targetState, predicates) ::= <<

if ( (<labelExpr>) <if(predicates)>&& (<predicates>)<endif>) {

   <targetState>

}

>>

 

// F i x e d  D F A  (switch case)

 

/** A DFA state where a SWITCH may be generated.  The code generator

*  decides if this is possible: CodeGenerator.canGenerateSwitch().

*/

dfaStateSwitch(k,edges,eotPredictsAlt,description,stateNumber,semPredState) ::= <<

switch ( input.LA(<k>) ) {

<edges; separator="\n">

default:

<if(eotPredictsAlt)>

   alt<decisionNumber>=<eotPredictsAlt>;

<else>

   <ruleBacktrackFailure()>

   throw new NoViableAltException("<description>", <decisionNumber>, <stateNumber>, input);<\n>

   <! Need to add hook for noViableAltException !>

<endif>

}<\n>

>>

 

dfaOptionalBlockStateSwitch(k,edges,eotPredictsAlt,description,stateNumber,semPredState) ::= <<

switch ( input.LA(<k>) ) {

   <edges; separator="\n">

}<\n>

>>

 

dfaLoopbackStateSwitch(k, edges,eotPredictsAlt,description,stateNumber,semPredState) ::= <<

switch ( input.LA(<k>) ) {

<edges; separator="\n"><\n>

<if(eotPredictsAlt)>

default:

   alt<decisionNumber>=<eotPredictsAlt>;

   break;<\n>

<endif>

}<\n>

>>

 

dfaEdgeSwitch(labels, targetState) ::= <<

<labels:{case <it>:}; separator="\n">

   {

   <targetState>

   }
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   break;

>>

 

// C y c l i c  D F A

 

/** The code to initiate execution of a cyclic DFA; this is used

*  in the rule to predict an alt just like the fixed DFA case.

*  The <name> attribute is inherited via the parser, lexer, ...

*/

dfaDecision(decisionNumber,description) ::= <<

alt<decisionNumber> = dfa<decisionNumber>.predict(input);

>>

 

cyclicDFACtor(dfa) ::= <<

 

dfa<dfa.decisionNumber> = new DFA(this, <dfa.decisionNumber>,

           "<dfa.description>",

           DFA<dfa.decisionNumber>_eot, DFA<dfa.decisionNumber>_eof, DFA<dfa.decisionNumber>_min,

           DFA<dfa.decisionNumber>_max, DFA<dfa.decisionNumber>_accept, DFA<dfa.decisionNumber>_special,

           DFA<dfa.decisionNumber>_transition<if(dfa.specialStateSTs)>,

DFA<dfa.decisionNumber>_specialStateTransition<endif>);

 

>>

/* Dump DFA tables as run-length-encoded Strings of octal values.

* Can't use hex as compiler translates them before compilation.

* These strings are split into multiple, concatenated strings.

* Java puts them back together at compile time thankfully.

* Java cannot handle large static arrays, so we're stuck with this

* encode/decode approach.  See analysis and runtime DFA for

* the encoding methods.

*/

cyclicDFA(dfa) ::= <<

 

private const DFA<dfa.decisionNumber>_eot:Array =

   DFA.unpackEncodedString("<dfa.javaCompressedEOT; wrap="\"+\n    \"">");

private const DFA<dfa.decisionNumber>_eof:Array =

   DFA.unpackEncodedString("<dfa.javaCompressedEOF; wrap="\"+\n    \"">");

private const DFA<dfa.decisionNumber>_min:Array =

   DFA.unpackEncodedString("<dfa.javaCompressedMin; wrap="\"+\n    \"">", true);

private const DFA<dfa.decisionNumber>_max:Array =

   DFA.unpackEncodedString("<dfa.javaCompressedMax; wrap="\"+\n    \"">", true);

private const DFA<dfa.decisionNumber>_accept:Array =

   DFA.unpackEncodedString("<dfa.javaCompressedAccept; wrap="\"+\n    \"">");

private const DFA<dfa.decisionNumber>_special:Array =

   DFA.unpackEncodedString("<dfa.javaCompressedSpecial; wrap="\"+\n    \"">");

private const DFA<dfa.decisionNumber>_transition:Array = [

       <dfa.javaCompressedTransition:{s|DFA.unpackEncodedString("<s; wrap="\"+\n\"">")}; separator=",\n">

];
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<if(dfa.specialStateSTs)>

   private function DFA<dfa.decisionNumber>_specialStateTransition(dfa:DFA, s:int, _input:IntStream):int {

       <if(LEXER)>

       var input:IntStream = _input;

       <endif>

       <if(PARSER)>

       var input:TokenStream = TokenStream(_input);

       <endif>

       <if(TREE_PARSER)>

       var input:TreeNodeStream = TreeNodeStream(_input);

       <endif>

   	var _s:int = s;

       switch ( s ) {

       <dfa.specialStateSTs:{state |

       case <i0> : <! compressed special state numbers 0..n-1 !>

           <state>}; separator="\n">

       }

<if(backtracking)>

       if (this.state.backtracking>0) {this.state.failed=true; return -1;}<\n>

<endif>

       throw dfa.error(new NoViableAltException(dfa.description, <dfa.decisionNumber>, _s, input));

   }<\n>

<endif>

 

protected var dfa<dfa.decisionNumber>:DFA;  // initialized in constructor

 

>>

 

/** A state in a cyclic DFA; it's a special state and part of a big switch on

*  state.

*/

cyclicDFAState(decisionNumber,stateNumber,edges,needErrorClause,semPredState) ::= <<

var LA<decisionNumber>_<stateNumber>:int = input.LA(1);<\n>

<if(semPredState)> <! get next lookahead symbol to test edges, then rewind !>

var index<decisionNumber>_<stateNumber>:int = input.index;

input.rewind();<\n>

<endif>

s = -1;

<edges; separator="\nelse ">

<if(semPredState)> <! return input cursor to state before we rewound !>

input.seek(index<decisionNumber>_<stateNumber>);<\n>

<endif>

if ( s>=0 ) return s;

break;

>>

 

/** Just like a fixed DFA edge, test the lookahead and indicate what

*  state to jump to next if successful.
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*/

cyclicDFAEdge(labelExpr, targetStateNumber, edgeNumber, predicates) ::= <<

if ( (<labelExpr>) <if(predicates)>&& (<predicates>)<endif>) {s = <targetStateNumber>;}<\n>

>>

 

/** An edge pointing at end-of-token; essentially matches any char;

*  always jump to the target.

*/

eotDFAEdge(targetStateNumber,edgeNumber, predicates) ::= <<

s = <targetStateNumber>;<\n>

>>

 

 

// D F A  E X P R E S S I O N S

 

andPredicates(left,right) ::= "(<left>&&<right>)"

 

orPredicates(operands) ::= "(<first(operands)><rest(operands):{o | ||<o>}>)"

 

notPredicate(pred) ::= "!(<evalPredicate(...)>)"

 

evalPredicate(pred,description) ::= "(<pred>)"

 

evalSynPredicate(pred,description) ::= "<pred>()"

 

lookaheadTest(atom,k,atomAsInt) ::= "LA<decisionNumber>_<stateNumber>==<atomAsInt>"

 

/** Sometimes a lookahead test cannot assume that LA(k) is in a temp variable

*  somewhere.  Must ask for the lookahead directly.

*/

isolatedLookaheadTest(atom,k,atomAsInt) ::= "input.LA(<k>)==<atomAsInt>"

 

lookaheadRangeTest(lower,upper,k,rangeNumber,lowerAsInt,upperAsInt) ::= <<

(LA<decisionNumber>_<stateNumber>\>=<lowerAsInt> &&

LA<decisionNumber>_<stateNumber>\<=<upperAsInt>)

>>

 

isolatedLookaheadRangeTest(lower,upper,k,rangeNumber,lowerAsInt,upperAsInt) ::=

"(input.LA(<k>)\>=<lowerAsInt> && input.LA(<k>)\<=<upperAsInt>)"

 

setTest(ranges) ::= "<ranges; separator=\"||\">"

 

// A T T R I B U T E S

 

globalAttributeScope(scope) ::= <<

<if(scope.attributes)>

protected var <scope.name>_stack:Array = new Array();<\n>

<endif>
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>>

 

ruleAttributeScope(scope) ::= <<

<if(scope.attributes)>

protected var <scope.name>_stack:Array = new Array();<\n>

<endif>

>>

 

returnStructName() ::= "<if(TREE_PARSER)>Tree<else>Parser<endif>RuleReturnScope"

 

returnType() ::= <<

<if(ruleDescriptor.hasMultipleReturnValues)>

<returnStructName()>

<else>

<if(ruleDescriptor.hasSingleReturnValue)>

<ruleDescriptor.singleValueReturnType>

<else>

void

<endif>

<endif>

>>

 

/** Generate the Java type associated with a single or multiple return

*  values.

*/

ruleLabelType(referencedRule) ::= <<

<if(referencedRule.hasMultipleReturnValues)>

<returnStructName()>

<else>

<if(referencedRule.hasSingleReturnValue)>

<referencedRule.singleValueReturnType>

<else>

void

<endif>

<endif>

>>

 

delegateName() ::= <<

<if(it.label)><it.label><else>g<it.name><endif>

>>

 

/** Using a type to init value map, try to init a type; if not in table

*  must be an object, default value is "null".

*/

initValue(typeName) ::= <<

<asTypeInitMap.(typeName)>

>>
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/** Define a rule label including default value */

ruleLabelDef(label) ::= <<

var <label.label.text>:<ruleLabelType(referencedRule=label.referencedRule)> =

<initValue(typeName=ruleLabelType(referencedRule=label.referencedRule))>;<\n>

>>

 

/** Define a return struct for a rule if the code needs to access its

*  start/stop tokens, tree stuff, attributes, ...  Leave a hole for

*  subgroups to stick in members.

*/

returnScope(scope) ::= <<

<if(ruleDescriptor.hasMultipleReturnValues)>

public static class <returnType()> extends <if(TREE_PARSER)>Tree<else>Parser<endif>RuleReturnScope {

   <scope.attributes:{public <it.decl>;}; separator="\n">

   <@ruleReturnMembers()>

};

<endif>

>>

 

parameterScope(scope) ::= <<

<scope.attributes:{<it.name>:<it.type>}; separator=", ">

>>

 

parameterAttributeRef(attr) ::= "<attr.name>"

parameterSetAttributeRef(attr,expr) ::= "<attr.name> =<expr>;"

 

scopeAttributeRef(scope,attr,index,negIndex) ::= <<

<if(negIndex)>

<scope>_stack[<scope>_stack.length-<negIndex>-1].<attr.name>

<else>

<if(index)>

<scope>_stack[<index>].<attr.name>

<else>

<scope>_stack[<scope>_stack.length-1].<attr.name>

<endif>

<endif>

>>

 

scopeSetAttributeRef(scope,attr,expr,index,negIndex) ::= <<

<if(negIndex)>

<scope>_stack[<scope>_stack.length-<negIndex>-1].<attr.name> =<expr>;

<else>

<if(index)>

<scope>_stack[<index>].<attr.name> =<expr>;

<else>

<scope>_stack[<scope>_stack.length-1].<attr.name> =<expr>;

<endif>

<endif>
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>>

 

/** $x is either global scope or x is rule with dynamic scope; refers

*  to stack itself not top of stack.  This is useful for predicates

*  like {$function.size()>0 && $function::name.equals("foo")}?

*/

isolatedDynamicScopeRef(scope) ::= "<scope>_stack"

 

/** reference an attribute of rule; might only have single return value */

ruleLabelRef(referencedRule,scope,attr) ::= <<

<if(referencedRule.hasMultipleReturnValues)>

(<scope>!=null?<scope>.values.<attr.name>:<initValue(attr.type)>)

<else>

<scope>

<endif>

>>

 

returnAttributeRef(ruleDescriptor,attr) ::= <<

<if(ruleDescriptor.hasMultipleReturnValues)>

retval.values.<attr.name>

<else>

<attr.name>

<endif>

>>

 

returnSetAttributeRef(ruleDescriptor,attr,expr) ::= <<

<if(ruleDescriptor.hasMultipleReturnValues)>

retval.values.<attr.name> =<expr>;

<else>

<attr.name> =<expr>;

<endif>

>>

 

/** How to translate $tokenLabel */

tokenLabelRef(label) ::= "<label>"

 

/** ids+=ID {$ids} or e+=expr {$e} */

listLabelRef(label) ::= "list_<label>"

 

 

// not sure the next are the right approach

 

tokenLabelPropertyRef_text(scope,attr) ::= "(<scope>!=null?<scope>.text:null)"

tokenLabelPropertyRef_type(scope,attr) ::= "(<scope>!=null?<scope>.type:0)"

tokenLabelPropertyRef_line(scope,attr) ::= "(<scope>!=null?<scope>.line:0)"

tokenLabelPropertyRef_pos(scope,attr) ::= "(<scope>!=null?<scope>.charPositionInLine:0)"

tokenLabelPropertyRef_channel(scope,attr) ::= "(<scope>!=null?<scope>.channel:0)"

tokenLabelPropertyRef_index(scope,attr) ::= "(<scope>!=null?<scope>.tokenIndex:0)"
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tokenLabelPropertyRef_tree(scope,attr) ::= "<scope>_tree"

tokenLabelPropertyRef_int(scope,attr) ::= "(<scope>!=null?int(<scope>.text):0)"

 

ruleLabelPropertyRef_start(scope,attr) ::= "(<scope>!=null?<labelType>(<scope>.start):null)"

ruleLabelPropertyRef_stop(scope,attr) ::= "(<scope>!=null?<labelType>(<scope>.stop):null)"

ruleLabelPropertyRef_tree(scope,attr) ::= "(<scope>!=null?<ASTLabelType>(<scope>.tree):null)"

ruleLabelPropertyRef_text(scope,attr) ::= <<

<if(TREE_PARSER)>

(<scope>!=null?(input.tokenStream.toStringWithRange(

 input.treeAdaptor.getTokenStartIndex(<scope>.start),

 input.treeAdaptor.getTokenStopIndex(<scope>.start))):null)

<else>

(<scope>!=null?input.toStringWithTokenRange(<scope>.start,<scope>.stop):null)

<endif>

>>

 

ruleLabelPropertyRef_st(scope,attr) ::= "(<scope>!=null?<scope>.st:null)"

 

/** Isolated $RULE ref ok in lexer as it's a Token */

lexerRuleLabel(label) ::= "<label>"

 

lexerRuleLabelPropertyRef_type(scope,attr) ::=

   "(<scope>!=null?<scope>.type:0)"

lexerRuleLabelPropertyRef_line(scope,attr) ::=

   "(<scope>!=null?<scope>.lien:0)"

lexerRuleLabelPropertyRef_pos(scope,attr) ::=

   "(<scope>!=null?<scope>.charPositionInLine:0)"

lexerRuleLabelPropertyRef_channel(scope,attr) ::=

   "(<scope>!=null?<scope>.channel:0)"

lexerRuleLabelPropertyRef_index(scope,attr) ::=

   "(<scope>!=null?<scope>.tokenIndex:0)"

lexerRuleLabelPropertyRef_text(scope,attr) ::=

   "(<scope>!=null?<scope>.text:null)"

lexerRuleLabelPropertyRef_int(scope,attr) ::=

   "(<scope>!=null?int(<scope>.text):0)"

 

// Somebody may ref $template or $tree or $stop within a rule:

rulePropertyRef_start(scope,attr) ::= "<labelType>(retval.start)"

rulePropertyRef_stop(scope,attr) ::= "<labelType>(retval.stop)"

rulePropertyRef_tree(scope,attr) ::= "<ASTLabelType>(retval.tree)"

rulePropertyRef_text(scope,attr) ::= <<

<if(TREE_PARSER)>

input.tokenStream.toStringWithRange(

 input.treeAdaptor.getTokenStartIndex(retval.start),

 input.treeAdaptor.getTokenStopIndex(retval.start))

<else>

input.toStringWithTokenRange(retval.start,input.LT(-1))

<endif>
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>>

rulePropertyRef_st(scope,attr) ::= "retval.st"

 

lexerRulePropertyRef_text(scope,attr) ::= "text"

lexerRulePropertyRef_type(scope,attr) ::= "_type"

lexerRulePropertyRef_line(scope,attr) ::= "state.tokenStartLine"

lexerRulePropertyRef_pos(scope,attr) ::= "state.tokenStartCharPositionInLine"

lexerRulePropertyRef_index(scope,attr) ::= "-1" // undefined token index in lexer

lexerRulePropertyRef_channel(scope,attr) ::= "_channel"

lexerRulePropertyRef_start(scope,attr) ::= "state.tokenStartCharIndex"

lexerRulePropertyRef_stop(scope,attr) ::= "(charIndex-1)"

lexerRulePropertyRef_int(scope,attr) ::= "int(<scope>.text)"

 

// setting $st and $tree is allowed in local rule. everything else

// is flagged as error

ruleSetPropertyRef_tree(scope,attr,expr) ::= "retval.tree =<expr>;"

ruleSetPropertyRef_st(scope,attr,expr) ::= "retval.st =<expr>;"

 

/** How to execute an action (only when not backtracking) */

execAction(action) ::= <<

<if(backtracking)>

if ( <actions.(actionScope).synpredgate> ) {

 <action>

}

<else>

<action>

<endif>

>>

 

/** How to always execute an action even when backtracking */

execForcedAction(action) ::= "<action>"

 

// M I S C (properties, etc...)

 

bitset(name, words64) ::= <<

public static const <name>:BitSet = new BitSet([<words64:{<it>};separator=", ">]);<\n>

>>

 

codeFileExtension() ::= ".as"

 

true() ::= "true"

false() ::= "false"

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1147456847_1616955844.46/0/antlr-3-3-sources-1-

jar/org/antlr/codegen/templates/ActionScript/ActionScript.stg

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.
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/*

[The "BSD licence"]

Copyright (c) 2005-2006 Terence Parr

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

   documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote products

   derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF

THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1147456847_1616955844.46/0/antlr-3-3-sources-1-jar/org/antlr/codegen/templates/Java/Dbg.stg

* /opt/cola/permits/1147456847_1616955844.46/0/antlr-3-3-sources-1-jar/org/antlr/codegen/templates/Java/ST.stg

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

[The "BSD licence"]

Copyright (c) 2006 Kay Roepke

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

   documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote products

   derived from this software without specific prior written permission.
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THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF

THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*/

/*

New style messages. This file contains the actual layout of the messages emitted by ANTLR.

The text itself is coming out of the languages/*stg files, according to the chosen locale.

This file contains the default format ANTLR uses.

*/

 

group antlr;

 

location(file, line, column) ::= "<file>(<line>,<column>)"

 

message(id, text) ::= "error <id> : <text>"

 

report(location, message, type) ::= "<location> : <type> <message.id> : <message.text>"

 

wantsSingleLineMessage() ::= "true"

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1147456847_1616955844.46/0/antlr-3-3-sources-1-

jar/org/antlr/tool/templates/messages/formats/vs2005.stg

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* [The "BSD licence"]

* Copyright (c) 2005-2008 Terence Parr

* All rights reserved.

*

* Conversion to C#:

* Copyright (c) 2008-2009 Sam Harwell, Pixel Mine, Inc.

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright
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*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* 3. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote products

*    derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

* OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.

* IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

* INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

* DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

* THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

* (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF

* THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*/

group AST;

 

@outputFile.imports() ::= <<

<@super.imports()>

<if(!TREE_PARSER)><! tree parser would already have imported !>

using Antlr.Runtime.Tree;

using RewriteRuleITokenStream = Antlr.Runtime.Tree.RewriteRuleTokenStream;<\n>

<endif>

>>

 

@genericParser.members() ::= <<

<@super.members()>

<parserMembers()>

>>

 

parserCtorBody() ::= <<

<super.parserCtorBody()>

ITreeAdaptor treeAdaptor = null;

CreateTreeAdaptor(ref treeAdaptor);

TreeAdaptor = treeAdaptor ?? new CommonTreeAdaptor();

>>

 

/** Add an adaptor property that knows how to build trees */

parserMembers() ::= <<

// Implement this function in your helper file to use a custom tree adaptor

partial void CreateTreeAdaptor(ref ITreeAdaptor adaptor);

 

private ITreeAdaptor adaptor;

 

public ITreeAdaptor TreeAdaptor

{

	get
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	{

		return adaptor;

	}

	set

	{

		this.adaptor = value;

		<grammar.directDelegates:{g|<g:delegateName()>.TreeAdaptor = this.adaptor;}>

	}

}

>>

 

@returnScope.ruleReturnInterfaces() ::= <<

, IAstRuleReturnScope\<<ASTLabelType>\>

>>

 

@returnScope.ruleReturnMembers() ::= <<

private <ASTLabelType> _tree;

public <ASTLabelType> Tree { get { return _tree; } set { _tree = value; } }

>>

 

/** Add a variable to track rule's return AST */

ruleDeclarations() ::= <<

<super.ruleDeclarations()>

<ASTLabelType> root_0 = null;<\n>

>>

 

ruleLabelDefs() ::= <<

<super.ruleLabelDefs()>

<[ruleDescriptor.tokenLabels,ruleDescriptor.wildcardTreeLabels,ruleDescriptor.wildcardTreeListLabels]

	:{<ASTLabelType> <it.label.text>_tree=null;}; separator="\n">

<ruleDescriptor.tokenListLabels:{<ASTLabelType> <it.label.text>_tree=null;}; separator="\n">

<ruleDescriptor.allTokenRefsInAltsWithRewrites

	:{RewriteRule<rewriteElementType>Stream stream_<it>=new

RewriteRule<rewriteElementType>Stream(adaptor,"token <it>");}; separator="\n">

<ruleDescriptor.allRuleRefsInAltsWithRewrites

	:{RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_<it>=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule <it>");}; separator="\n">

>>

 

/** When doing auto AST construction, we must define some variables;

*  These should be turned off if doing rewrites.  This must be a "mode"

*  as a rule could have both rewrite and AST within the same alternative

*  block.

*/

@alt.declarations() ::= <<

<if(autoAST)>

<if(outerAlt)>

<if(!rewriteMode)>

root_0 = (<ASTLabelType>)adaptor.Nil();<\n>
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<endif>

<endif>

<endif>

>>

 

// T r a c k i n g  R u l e  E l e m e n t s

 

/** ID and track it for use in a rewrite rule */

tokenRefTrack(token,label,elementIndex,hetero) ::= <<

<tokenRefBang(...)> <! Track implies no auto AST construction!>

<if(backtracking)>if ( <actions.(actionScope).synpredgate> ) <endif>stream_<token>.Add(<label>);<\n>

>>

 

/** ids+=ID and track it for use in a rewrite rule; adds to ids *and*

*  to the tracking list stream_ID for use in the rewrite.

*/

tokenRefTrackAndListLabel(token,label,elementIndex,hetero) ::= <<

<tokenRefTrack(...)>

<listLabel(elem=label,...)>

>>

 

/** ^(ID ...) track for rewrite */

tokenRefRuleRootTrack(token,label,elementIndex,hetero) ::= <<

<tokenRefBang(...)>

<if(backtracking)>if ( <actions.(actionScope).synpredgate> ) <endif>stream_<token>.Add(<label>);<\n>

>>

 

/** Match ^(label+=TOKEN ...) track for rewrite */

tokenRefRuleRootTrackAndListLabel(token,label,elementIndex,hetero) ::= <<

<tokenRefRuleRootTrack(...)>

<listLabel(elem=label,...)>

>>

 

/** rule when output=AST and tracking for rewrite */

ruleRefTrack(rule,label,elementIndex,args,scope) ::= <<

<super.ruleRef(...)>

<if(backtracking)>if ( <actions.(actionScope).synpredgate> ) <endif>stream_<rule.name>.Add(<label>.Tree);

>>

 

/** x+=rule when output=AST and tracking for rewrite */

ruleRefTrackAndListLabel(rule,label,elementIndex,args,scope) ::= <<

<ruleRefTrack(...)>

<listLabel(elem=label+".Tree",...)>

>>

 

/** ^(rule ...) rewrite */

ruleRefRuleRootTrack(rule,label,elementIndex,args,scope) ::= <<

<ruleRefRuleRoot(...)>
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<if(backtracking)>if ( <actions.(actionScope).synpredgate> ) <endif>stream_<rule>.Add(<label>.Tree);

>>

 

/** ^(x+=rule ...) rewrite */

ruleRefRuleRootTrackAndListLabel(rule,label,elementIndex,args,scope) ::= <<

<ruleRefRuleRootTrack(...)>

<listLabel(elem=label+".Tree",...)>

>>

 

// R e w r i t e

 

rewriteCode(

	alts, description,

	referencedElementsDeep, // ALL referenced elements to right of ->

	referencedTokenLabels,

	referencedTokenListLabels,

	referencedRuleLabels,

	referencedRuleListLabels,

	referencedWildcardLabels,

	referencedWildcardListLabels,

	rewriteBlockLevel, enclosingTreeLevel, treeLevel) ::=

<<

 

{

// AST REWRITE

// elements: <referencedElementsDeep; separator=", ">

// token labels: <referencedTokenLabels; separator=", ">

// rule labels: <referencedRuleLabels; separator=", ">

// token list labels: <referencedTokenListLabels; separator=", ">

// rule list labels: <referencedRuleListLabels; separator=", ">

// wildcard labels: <[referencedWildcardLabels,referencedWildcardListLabels]; separator=", ">

<if(backtracking)>

if ( <actions.(actionScope).synpredgate> ) {<\n>

<endif>

<prevRuleRootRef()>.Tree = root_0;

<rewriteCodeLabels()>

root_0 = (<ASTLabelType>)adaptor.Nil();

<alts:rewriteAlt(); separator="else ">

<! if tree parser and rewrite=true !>

<if(TREE_PARSER)>

<if(rewriteMode)>

<prevRuleRootRef()>.Tree = (<ASTLabelType>)adaptor.RulePostProcessing(root_0);

input.ReplaceChildren(adaptor.GetParent(retval.Start),

                     adaptor.GetChildIndex(retval.Start),

                     adaptor.GetChildIndex(_last),

                     retval.Tree);

<endif>

<endif>
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<! if parser or tree-parser && rewrite!=true, we need to set result !>

<if(!TREE_PARSER)>

<prevRuleRootRef()>.Tree = root_0;<\n>

<else>

<if(!rewriteMode)>

<prevRuleRootRef()>.Tree = root_0;

<endif>

<endif>

<if(backtracking)>

}<\n>

<endif>

}

 

>>

 

rewriteCodeLabels() ::= <<

<referencedTokenLabels

   :{RewriteRule<rewriteElementType>Stream stream_<it>=new

RewriteRule<rewriteElementType>Stream(adaptor,"token <it>",<it>);};

   separator="\n"

>

<referencedTokenListLabels

   :{RewriteRule<rewriteElementType>Stream stream_<it>=new

RewriteRule<rewriteElementType>Stream(adaptor,"token <it>", list_<it>);};

   separator="\n"

>

<referencedWildcardLabels

	:{RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_<it>=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"wildcard <it>",<it>);};

	separator="\n"

>

<referencedWildcardListLabels

	:{RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_<it>=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"wildcard <it>",list_<it>);};

	separator="\n"

>

<referencedRuleLabels

   :{RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_<it>=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

<it>",<it>!=null?<it>.Tree:null);};

   separator="\n"

>

<referencedRuleListLabels

   :{RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_<it>=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"token <it>",list_<it>);};

   separator="\n"

>

>>

 

/** Generate code for an optional rewrite block; note it uses the deep ref'd element

 *  list rather shallow like other blocks.

 */
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rewriteOptionalBlock(

	alt,rewriteBlockLevel,

	referencedElementsDeep, // all nested refs

	referencedElements, // elements in immediately block; no nested blocks

	description) ::=

<<

// <fileName>:<description>

if ( <referencedElementsDeep:{el | stream_<el>.HasNext}; separator="||"> )

{

	<alt>

}

<referencedElementsDeep:{el | stream_<el>.Reset();<\n>}>

>>

 

rewriteClosureBlock(

	alt,rewriteBlockLevel,

	referencedElementsDeep, // all nested refs

	referencedElements, // elements in immediately block; no nested blocks

	description) ::=

<<

// <fileName>:<description>

while ( <referencedElements:{el | stream_<el>.HasNext}; separator="||"> )

{

	<alt>

}

<referencedElements:{el | stream_<el>.Reset();<\n>}>

>>

 

rewritePositiveClosureBlock(

	alt,rewriteBlockLevel,

	referencedElementsDeep, // all nested refs

	referencedElements, // elements in immediately block; no nested blocks

	description) ::=

<<

if ( !(<referencedElements:{el | stream_<el>.HasNext}; separator="||">) )

{

	throw new RewriteEarlyExitException();

}

while ( <referencedElements:{el | stream_<el>.HasNext}; separator="||"> )

{

	<alt>

}

<referencedElements:{el | stream_<el>.Reset();<\n>}>

>>

 

rewriteAlt(a) ::= <<

// <a.description>

<if(a.pred)>
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if (<a.pred>)

{

	<a.alt>

}<\n>

<else>

{

	<a.alt>

}<\n>

<endif>

>>

 

/** For empty rewrites: "r : ... -> ;" */

rewriteEmptyAlt() ::= "root_0 = null;"

 

rewriteTree(root,children,description,enclosingTreeLevel,treeLevel) ::= <<

// <fileName>:<description>

{

<ASTLabelType> root_<treeLevel> = (<ASTLabelType>)adaptor.Nil();

<root:rewriteElement()>

<children:rewriteElement()>

adaptor.AddChild(root_<enclosingTreeLevel>, root_<treeLevel>);

}<\n>

>>

 

rewriteElementList(elements) ::= "<elements:rewriteElement()>"

 

rewriteElement(e) ::= <<

<@pregen()>

DebugLocation(<e.line>, <e.pos>);

<e.el>

>>

 

/** Gen ID or ID[args] */

rewriteTokenRef(token,elementIndex,hetero,args) ::= <<

adaptor.AddChild(root_<treeLevel>, <createRewriteNodeFromElement(...)>);<\n>

>>

 

/** Gen $label ... where defined via label=ID */

rewriteTokenLabelRef(label,elementIndex) ::= <<

adaptor.AddChild(root_<treeLevel>, stream_<label>.NextNode());<\n>

>>

 

/** Gen $label ... where defined via label+=ID */

rewriteTokenListLabelRef(label,elementIndex) ::= <<

adaptor.AddChild(root_<treeLevel>, stream_<label>.NextNode());<\n>

>>

 

/** Gen ^($label ...) */
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rewriteTokenLabelRefRoot(label,elementIndex) ::= <<

root_<treeLevel> = (<ASTLabelType>)adaptor.BecomeRoot(stream_<label>.NextNode(), root_<treeLevel>);<\n>

>>

 

/** Gen ^($label ...) where label+=... */

rewriteTokenListLabelRefRoot ::= rewriteTokenLabelRefRoot

 

/** Gen ^(ID ...) or ^(ID[args] ...) */

rewriteTokenRefRoot(token,elementIndex,hetero,args) ::= <<

root_<treeLevel> = (<ASTLabelType>)adaptor.BecomeRoot(<createRewriteNodeFromElement(...)>,

root_<treeLevel>);<\n>

>>

 

rewriteImaginaryTokenRef(args,token,hetero,elementIndex) ::= <<

adaptor.AddChild(root_<treeLevel>, <createImaginaryNode(tokenType=token, ...)>);<\n>

>>

 

rewriteImaginaryTokenRefRoot(args,token,hetero,elementIndex) ::= <<

root_<treeLevel> = (<ASTLabelType>)adaptor.BecomeRoot(<createImaginaryNode(tokenType=token, ...)>,

root_<treeLevel>);<\n>

>>

 

/** plain -> {foo} action */

rewriteAction(action) ::= <<

root_0 = <action>;<\n>

>>

 

/** What is the name of the previous value of this rule's root tree?  This

*  let's us refer to $rule to mean previous value.  I am reusing the

*  variable 'tree' sitting in retval struct to hold the value of root_0 right

*  before I set it during rewrites.  The assign will be to retval.tree.

*/

prevRuleRootRef() ::= "retval"

 

rewriteRuleRef(rule) ::= <<

adaptor.AddChild(root_<treeLevel>, stream_<rule>.NextTree());<\n>

>>

 

rewriteRuleRefRoot(rule) ::= <<

root_<treeLevel> = (<ASTLabelType>)adaptor.BecomeRoot(stream_<rule>.NextNode(), root_<treeLevel>);<\n>

>>

 

rewriteNodeAction(action) ::= <<

adaptor.AddChild(root_<treeLevel>, <action>);<\n>

>>

 

rewriteNodeActionRoot(action) ::= <<

root_<treeLevel> = (<ASTLabelType>)adaptor.BecomeRoot(<action>, root_<treeLevel>);<\n>
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>>

 

/** Gen $ruleLabel ... where defined via ruleLabel=rule */

rewriteRuleLabelRef(label) ::= <<

adaptor.AddChild(root_<treeLevel>, stream_<label>.NextTree());<\n>

>>

 

/** Gen $ruleLabel ... where defined via ruleLabel+=rule */

rewriteRuleListLabelRef(label) ::= <<

adaptor.AddChild(root_<treeLevel>, stream_<label>.NextTree());<\n>

>>

 

/** Gen ^($ruleLabel ...) where ruleLabel=rule */

rewriteRuleLabelRefRoot(label) ::= <<

root_<treeLevel> = (<ASTLabelType>)adaptor.BecomeRoot(stream_<label>.NextNode(), root_<treeLevel>);<\n>

>>

 

/** Gen ^($ruleLabel ...) where ruleLabel+=rule */

rewriteRuleListLabelRefRoot(label) ::= <<

root_<treeLevel> = (<ASTLabelType>)adaptor.BecomeRoot(stream_<label>.NextNode(), root_<treeLevel>);<\n>

>>

 

rewriteWildcardLabelRef(label) ::= <<

adaptor.AddChild(root_<treeLevel>, stream_<label>.NextTree());<\n>

>>

 

createImaginaryNode(tokenType,hetero,args) ::= <<

<if(hetero)>

<! new MethodNode(IDLabel, args) !>

new <hetero>(<tokenType><if(args)>, <args; separator=", "><endif>)

<else>

(<ASTLabelType>)adaptor.Create(<tokenType>, <args; separator=", "><if(!args)>"<tokenType>"<endif>)

<endif>

>>

 

createRewriteNodeFromElement(token,hetero,args) ::= <<

<if(hetero)>

new <hetero>(stream_<token>.NextToken()<if(args)>, <args; separator=", "><endif>)

<else>

<if(args)> <! must create new node from old !>

adaptor.Create(<token>, <args; separator=", ">)

<else>

stream_<token>.NextNode()

<endif>

<endif>

>>

 

Found in path(s):
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* /opt/cola/permits/1147456847_1616955844.46/0/antlr-3-3-sources-1-

jar/org/antlr/codegen/templates/CSharp3/AST.stg

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* [The "BSD license"]

*  Copyright (c) 2010 Terence Parr

*  All rights reserved.

*

*  Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

*  modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

*  are met:

*  1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*      notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*  2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*      notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*      documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

*  3. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote products

*      derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

*

*  THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR

*  IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

*  OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.

*  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

*  INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

*  NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

*  DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

*  THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

*  (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF

*  THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*/

/** ANTLR's code generator.

*

*  Generate recognizers derived from grammars.  Language independence

*  achieved through the use of StringTemplateGroup objects.  All output

*  strings are completely encapsulated in the group files such as Java.stg.

*  Some computations are done that are unused by a particular language.

*  This generator just computes and sets the values into the templates;

*  the templates are free to use or not use the information.

*

*  To make a new code generation target, define X.stg for language X

*  by copying from existing Y.stg most closely releated to your language;

*  e.g., to do CSharp.stg copy Java.stg.  The template group file has a

*  bunch of templates that are needed by the code generator.  You can add

*  a new target w/o even recompiling ANTLR itself.  The language=X option

*  in a grammar file dictates which templates get loaded/used.

*

*  Some language like C need both parser files and header files.  Java needs
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*  to have a separate file for the cyclic DFA as ANTLR generates bytecodes

*  directly (which cannot be in the generated parser Java file).  To facilitate

*  this,

*

* cyclic can be in same file, but header, output must be searpate.  recognizer

*  is in outptufile.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1147456847_1616955844.46/0/antlr-3-3-sources-1-jar/org/antlr/codegen/CodeGenerator.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

[The "BSD licence"]

Copyright (c) 2006, 2007 Kay Roepke 2010 Alan Condit

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

   documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote products

   derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF

THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*/

 

/*

*  Template group file for the Objective C code generator.

*  Heavily based on Java.stg

*

*  Written by Kay Roepke <kroepke(at)classdump.org>

*  Modified by Alan Condit <acondit(at)ipns.com>

*

*  This file is part of ANTLR and subject to the same license as ANTLR itself.
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*/

 

group ObjC implements ANTLRCore;

 

objcTypeInitMap ::= [

   "int"           : "0",              // Integers     start out being 0

   "long"          : "0",              // Longs        start out being 0

   "float"         : "0.0",            // Floats       start out being 0

   "double"        : "0.0",            // Doubles      start out being 0

   "BOOL"          : "NO",             // Booleans     start out being Antlr ObjC for false

   "byte"          : "0",              // Bytes        start out being 0

   "short"         : "0",              // Shorts       start out being 0

   "char"          : "0",              // Chars        start out being 0

   "id"            : "nil",            // ids          start out being nil

   default         : "nil"             // anything other than an atomic type

]

 

className() ::= "<name><!<if(LEXER)>Lexer<else><if(TREE_PARSER)>Tree<endif>Parser<endif>!>"

leadIn(type) ::=

<<

/** \file

*  This <type> file was generated by $ANTLR version <ANTLRVersion>

*

*     -  From the grammar source file : <fileName>

*     -                            On : <generatedTimestamp>

<if(LEXER)>

*     -                 for the lexer : <name>Lexer

<endif>

<if(PARSER)>

*     -                for the parser : <name>Parser

<endif>

<if(TREE_PARSER)>

*     -           for the tree parser : <name>TreeParser

<endif>

*

* Editing it, at least manually, is not wise.

*

* ObjC language generator and runtime by Alan Condit, acondit|hereisanat|ipns|dotgoeshere|com.

*

*

>>

 

/** The overall file structure of a recognizer; stores methods for rules

*  and cyclic DFAs plus support code.

*/

outputFile( LEXER,

           PARSER,

           TREE_PARSER,
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           actionScope,

           actions,

           docComment,

           recognizer,

           name,

           tokens,

           tokenNames,

           rules,

           cyclicDFAs,

           bitsets,

           buildTemplate,

           buildAST,

           rewriteMode,

           profile,

           backtracking,

           synpreds,

           memoize,

           numRules,

           fileName,

           ANTLRVersion,

           generatedTimestamp,

           trace,

           scopes,

           superClass,

           literals

           ) ::=

<<

<leadIn("OBJC source")>

*/

// [The "BSD licence"]

// Copyright (c) 2010 Alan Condit

//

// All rights reserved.

//

// Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

// modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

// are met:

// 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

//    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

// 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

//    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

//    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

// 3. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote products

//    derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

//

// THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR

// IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

// OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.
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// IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

// INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

// NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

// DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

// THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

// (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF

// THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

// $ANTLR <ANTLRVersion> <fileName> <generatedTimestamp>

 

<if(actions.(actionScope).header)>

 

/* =============================================================================

* This is what the grammar programmer asked us to put at the top of every file.

*/

<actions.(actionScope).header>

/* End of Header action.

* =============================================================================

*/

<endif>

 

/* -----------------------------------------

* Include the ANTLR3 generated header file.

*/

#import "<name><!<if(LEXER)>Lexer<else><if(TREE_PARSER)>Tree<endif>Parser<endif>!>.h"

<actions.(actionScope).postinclude>

/* ----------------------------------------- */

 

<docComment>

 

<if(literals)>

/** String literals used by <name> that we must do things like MATCHS() with.

*  C will normally just lay down 8 bit characters, and you can use L"xxx" to

*  get wchar_t, but wchar_t is 16 bits on Windows, which is not UTF32 and so

*  we perform this little trick of defining the literals as arrays of UINT32

*  and passing in the address of these.

*/

<literals:{static ANTLR3_UCHAR  lit_<i>[]  = <it>;}; separator="\n">

 

<endif>

 

/* ============================================================================= */

 

/* =============================================================================

* Start of recognizer

*/

 

<recognizer>
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/* End of code

* =============================================================================

*/

 

>>

headerFileExtension() ::= ".h"

 

headerFile( LEXER,

           PARSER,

           TREE_PARSER,

           actionScope,

           actions,

           docComment,

           recognizer,

           name,

           tokens,

           tokenNames,

           rules,

           cyclicDFAs,

           bitsets,

           buildTemplate,

           buildAST,

           rewriteMode,

           profile,

           backtracking,

           synpreds,

           memoize,

           numRules,

           fileName,

           ANTLRVersion,

           generatedTimestamp,

           trace,

           scopes,

           superClass,

           literals

         ) ::=

<<

// $ANTLR <ANTLRVersion> <fileName> <generatedTimestamp>

 

<@imports>

<actions.(actionScope).preincludes>

/* =============================================================================

* Standard antlr3 OBJC runtime definitions

*/

#import \<Cocoa/Cocoa.h>

#import "antlr3.h"

/* End of standard antlr3 runtime definitions
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* =============================================================================

*/

<actions.(actionScope).includes>

<@end>

 

<if(LEXER)>

<lexerHeaderFile(...)>

<endif>

<if(PARSER)>

<parserHeaderFile(...)>

<endif>

<if(TREE_PARSER)>

<treeParserHeaderFile(...)>

<endif>

<docComment>

>>

 

lexerHeaderFile( LEXER,

           PARSER,

           TREE_PARSER,

           actionScope,

           actions,

           docComment,

           recognizer,

           name,

           tokens,

           tokenNames,

           rules,

           cyclicDFAs,

           bitsets,

           buildTemplate,

           profile,

           backtracking,

           synpreds,

           memoize,

           numRules,

           fileName,

           ANTLRVersion,

           generatedTimestamp,

           trace,

           scopes,

           superClass="ANTLRLexer"

           ) ::=

<<

 

/* Start cyclicDFAInterface */

<cyclicDFAs:cyclicDFAInterface()>
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#pragma mark Rule return scopes start

<rules:{rule |

<rule:{ruleDescriptor | <returnScopeInterface(scope=ruleDescriptor.returnScope)>}>

}>

#pragma mark Rule return scopes end

#pragma mark Tokens

<tokens:{#define <it.name> <it.type>}; separator="\n">

<! @interface <grammar.recognizerName> <@superClassName>: <superClass><@end> { !>

@interface <className()> <@superClassName>: <superClass><@end> { // line 283

<cyclicDFAs:{dfa | DFA<dfa.decisionNumber> *dfa<dfa.decisionNumber>;}; separator="\n">

<synpreds:{pred | SEL <pred>Selector;}; separator="\n">

// start of actions.lexer.memVars

<actions.lexer.memVars>

// start of action-actionScope-memVars

<actions.(actionScope).memVars>

}

+ (<className()> *)new<className()>WithCharStream:(id\<ANTLRCharStream>)anInput;

 

<actions.lexer.methodsdecl>

<rules:{rule |

-

(<rule.ruleDescriptor:{ruleDescriptor|<returnType()>}>)<if(!rule.ruleDescriptor.isSynPred)>m<rule.ruleName><els

e><rule.ruleName>_fragment<endif><if(rule.ruleDescriptor.parameterScope)><rule.ruleDescriptor.parameterScope

:parameterScope(scope=it)><endif>; }; separator="\n"><\n>

<! <synpreds:{pred|- (void)<pred>_fragment;}; separator="\n"><\n> !>

@end /* end of <className()> interface */<\n>

>>

 

headerReturnScope(ruleDescriptor) ::= "<returnScope(...)>"

headerReturnType(ruleDescriptor) ::= <<

<if(LEXER)>

<if(!r.ruleDescriptor.isSynPred)>

void

<else>

<ruleDescriptor:returnType()>

<endif>

<else>

<ruleDescriptor:returnType()>

<endif>

>>

// Produce the lexer output

lexer(  grammar,

       name,

       tokens,

       scopes,

       rules,

       numRules,

       labelType="id<ANTLRToken>",
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       filterMode,

       superClass="ANTLRLexer"

       ) ::= <<

<cyclicDFAs:cyclicDFA()>

 

/** As per Terence: No returns for lexer rules! */

<!

#pragma mark Rule return scopes start

<rules:{rule |

<rule.ruleDescriptor:{ruleDescriptor | <returnScope(scope=ruleDescriptor.returnScope)>}>

}>

#pragma mark Rule return scopes end

!>

@implementation <grammar.recognizerName> // line 330

 

+ (void) initialize

{

   [ANTLRBaseRecognizer setGrammarFileName:@"<fileName>"];

}

 

+ (NSString *) tokenNameForType:(NSInteger)aTokenType

{

   return [[self getTokenNames] objectAtIndex:aTokenType];

}

 

+ (<grammar.recognizerName>

*)new<grammar.recognizerName>WithCharStream:(id\<ANTLRCharStream>)anInput

{

   return [[<grammar.recognizerName> alloc] initWithCharStream:anInput];

}

 

- (id) initWithCharStream:(id\<ANTLRCharStream>)anInput

{

   if ((self = [super initWithCharStream:anInput State:[ANTLRRecognizerSharedState

newANTLRRecognizerSharedStateWithRuleLen:<numRules>+1]]) != nil) {

<if(memoize)>

       if ( state.ruleMemo == nil ) {

           state.ruleMemo = [[ANTLRRuleStack newANTLRRuleStackWithSize:<numRules>+1] retain];

       }

       if ( [state.ruleMemo count] == 0 ) {

           // initialize the memoization cache - the indices are 1-based in the runtime code!

           <! [state.ruleMemo addObject:[NSNull null]];     // dummy entry to ensure 1-basedness. !>

           for (NSInteger i = 0; i \< <numRules>; i++) {

               [state.ruleMemo addObject:[ANTLRHashRule newANTLRHashRuleWithLen:17]];

           }

       }

<endif>

       <synpreds:{pred | <lexerSynpred(name=pred)>};separator="\n">
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       <cyclicDFAs:{dfa | dfa<dfa.decisionNumber> = [DFA<dfa.decisionNumber>

newDFA<dfa.decisionNumber>WithRecognizer:self];}; separator="\n">

       <actions.lexer.init>

   }

   return self;

}

 

- (void) dealloc

{

   <cyclicDFAs:{dfa | [dfa<dfa.decisionNumber> release];}; separator="\n">

<actions.lexer.dealloc>

   [super dealloc];

}

 

/* Start of actions.lexer.methods */

<actions.lexer.methods>

/* start methods() */

<@methods()>

 

<if(actions.lexer.reset)>

- (void) reset

{

   <actions.lexer.reset>

   [super reset];

}

<endif>

 

<if(filterMode)>

<filteringNextToken()>

<endif>

/* Start of Rules */

<rules; separator="\n\n">

 

@end /* end of <grammar.recognizerName> implementation line 397 */

>>

 

/** A override of Lexer.nextToken() that backtracks over mTokens() looking

*  for matches.  No error can be generated upon error; just rewind, consume

*  a token and then try again.  backtracking needs to be set as well.

*  Make rule memoization happen only at levels above 1 as we start mTokens

*  at backtracking==1.

*/

filteringNextToken() ::= <<

- (id\<ANTLRToken>) nextToken

{

   while (YES) {

       if ( [input LA:1] == ANTLRCharStreamEOF ) {

           return [ANTLRCommonToken eofToken];
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       }

       state.token = nil;

       state.channel = ANTLRTokenChannelDefault;

       state.tokenStartCharIndex = [input getIndex];

       state.tokenStartCharPositionInLine = [input getCharPositionInLine];

       state.tokenStartLine = [input getLine];

       state.text = nil;

       @try {

           NSInteger m = [input mark];

           state.backtracking = 1; /* means we won't throw slow exception */

           state.failed = NO;

           [self mTokens];

           state.backtracking = 0;

           /* mTokens backtracks with synpred at backtracking==2

              and we set the synpredgate to allow actions at level 1. */

           if ( state.failed == YES ) {

               [input rewind:m];

               [input consume]; /* advance one char and try again */

           } else {

               [self emit];

               return state.token;

           }

       }

       @catch (ANTLRRecognitionException *re) {

           // shouldn't happen in backtracking mode, but...

           [self reportError:re];

           [self recover:re];

       }

   }

}

 

- (void)memoize:(id\<ANTLRIntStream\>)anInput

     RuleIndex:(NSInteger)ruleIndex

    StartIndex:(NSInteger)ruleStartIndex

{

   if ( state.backtracking > 1 ) [super memoize:anInput RuleIndex:ruleIndex StartIndex:ruleStartIndex];

}

 

- (BOOL)alreadyParsedRule:(id\<ANTLRIntStream\>)anInput RuleIndex:(NSInteger)ruleIndex

{

   if ( state.backtracking > 1 ) return [super alreadyParsedRule:anInput RuleIndex:ruleIndex];

   return NO;

}

>>

 

actionGate() ::= "state.backtracking == 0"

 

filteringActionGate() ::= "state.backtracking == 1"
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parserHeaderFile( LEXER,

           PARSER,

           TREE_PARSER,

           actionScope,

           actions,

           docComment,

           recognizer,

           name,

           tokens,

           tokenNames,

           rules,

           cyclicDFAs,

           bitsets,

           buildTemplate,

           profile,

           backtracking,

           synpreds,

           memoize,

           numRules,

           fileName,

           ANTLRVersion,

           generatedTimestamp,

           trace,

           scopes,

           superClass="ANTLRParser"

           ) ::=

<<

/* parserHeaderFile */

<genericParserHeaderFile(...)>

>>

 

treeParserHeaderFile( LEXER,

           PARSER,

           TREE_PARSER,

           actionScope,

           actions,

           docComment,

           recognizer,

           name,

           tokens,

           tokenNames,

           rules,

           cyclicDFAs,

           bitsets,

           buildTemplate,

           profile,

           backtracking,
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           synpreds,

           memoize,

           numRules,

           fileName,

           ANTLRVersion,

           generatedTimestamp,

           trace,

           scopes,

           superClass="ANTLRTreeParser"

           ) ::=

<<

/* treeParserHeaderFile */

<genericParserHeaderFile(...)>

>>

 

genericParserHeaderFile( LEXER,

           PARSER,

           TREE_PARSER,

           actionScope,

           actions,

           docComment,

           recognizer,

           name,

           tokens,

           tokenNames,

           rules,

           cyclicDFAs,

           bitsets,

           buildTemplate,

           profile,

           backtracking,

           synpreds,

           memoize,

           numRules,

           fileName,

           ANTLRVersion,

           generatedTimestamp,

           trace,

           scopes,

           superClass

           ) ::=

<<

 

typedef enum {

   ANTLR_EOF = -1,

   INVALID,

   EOR,

   DOWN,
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   UP,

   MIN

} ANTLR3TokenType;

 

<cyclicDFAs:cyclicDFAInterface()>

#pragma mark Tokens

<tokens:{#define <it.name> <it.type>}; separator="\n">

#pragma mark Dynamic Global Scopes

<scopes:{<if(it.isDynamicGlobalScope)><globalAttributeScopeDecl(scope=it)><endif>}>

#pragma mark Dynamic Rule Scopes

<rules:{rule |

<rule.ruleDescriptor:{ ruleDescriptor | <ruleAttributeScopeDecl(scope=ruleDescriptor.ruleScope)>}>

}>

#pragma mark Rule Return Scopes start

<rules:{rule |<rule.ruleDescriptor:{ ruleDescriptor |<returnScopeInterface(scope=ruleDescriptor.returnScope)>}>}>

#pragma mark Rule return scopes end

<!

#pragma mark Rule Return Scopes start

<rules:{rule |<rule.ruleDescriptor:{ ruleDescriptor |<returnScopeInterface:{ returnScopeInterface

|<methodsDecl(scope=ruleDescriptor.returnScope)>}>}>}>

#pragma mark Rule return scopes end

!>

<! @interface <grammar.recognizerName> <@superClassName>: <superClass><@end> { !>

@interface <className()> <@superClassName>: <superClass><@end> { /* line 572 */

// start of globalAttributeScopeMemVar

<scopes:{<if(it.isDynamicGlobalScope)><globalAttributeScopeMemVar(scope=it)><endif>}><\n>

// start of action-actionScope-memVars

<actions.(actionScope).memVars>

// start of ruleAttributeScopeMemVar

<rules:{rule | <rule.ruleDescriptor.ruleScope:ruleAttributeScopeMemVar(scope=it)>}><\n>

// Start of memVars

<@memVars()>

 

<cyclicDFAs:{dfa | DFA<dfa.decisionNumber> *dfa<dfa.decisionNumber>;}; separator="\n">

<synpreds:{pred | SEL <pred>Selector;}; separator="\n">

}

 

// start of action-actionScope-methodsDecl

<actions.(actionScope).methodsDecl>

 

<@methodsdecl()>

 

<rules:{rule |

-

(<rule.ruleDescriptor:{ruleDescriptor|<returnType()>}>)<if(!rule.ruleDescriptor.isSynPred)><rule.ruleName><else

><rule.ruleName>_fragment<endif><if(rule.ruleDescriptor.parameterScope)><rule.ruleDescriptor.parameterScope:

parameterScope(scope=it)><endif>; }; separator="\n"><\n>

<! <synpreds:{pred|- (void)<pred>_fragment;}; separator="\n"><\n> !>
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@end /* end of <className()> interface */<\n>

>>

 

/** How to generate a parser */

genericParser(  grammar,

               name,

               scopes,

               tokens,

               tokenNames,

               rules,

               numRules,

               cyclicDFAs,          // parser init -- initializes the DFAs

               bitsets,

               inputStreamType,

               superClass="ANTLRParser",

               ASTLabelType="ANTLRCommonTree",

               labelType="id<ANTLRToken>",

               members,

               rewriteElementType,

               filterMode

             ) ::= <<

 

<cyclicDFAs:cyclicDFA()>

 

#pragma mark Bitsets

<bitsets:bitset(name={FOLLOW_<it.name>_in_<it.inName><it.tokenIndex>}, words64=it.bits)>

 

#pragma mark Dynamic Global Scopes

<scopes:{<if(it.isDynamicGlobalScope)><globalAttributeScopeImpl(scope=it)><endif>}>

 

#pragma mark Dynamic Rule Scopes

<rules:{rule |

<rule.ruleDescriptor.ruleScope:ruleAttributeScopeImpl(scope=it)>

}>

 

#pragma mark Rule return scopes start

<rules:{rule |

<rule.ruleDescriptor:{ruleDescriptor | <returnScope(scope=ruleDescriptor.returnScope)>}>

}>

 

@implementation <grammar.recognizerName>  // line 637

 

+ (void) initialize

{

   #pragma mark Bitsets

   <bitsets:bitsetInit(name={FOLLOW_<it.name>_in_<it.inName><it.tokenIndex>}, words64=it.bits)>

   [ANTLRBaseRecognizer setTokenNames:[[[NSArray alloc] initWithObjects:@"\<invalid>", @"\<EOR>",
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@"\<DOWN>", @"\<UP>", <tokenNames:{@<it>}; separator=", ", wrap="\n ">, nil] retain]];

   <synpreds:{pred | <synpred(pred)>}>

}

 

+ (<grammar.recognizerName> *)new<grammar.recognizerName>:(<inputStreamType>)aStream

{

<if(PARSER)>

   return [[<grammar.recognizerName> alloc] initWithTokenStream:aStream];

<else><! TREE_PARSER !>

   return [[<grammar.recognizerName> alloc] initWithStream:aStream];

<endif><\n>

}

 

<if(PARSER)>

- (id) initWithTokenStream:(<inputStreamType>)aStream

{

   if ((self = [super initWithTokenStream:aStream State:[[ANTLRRecognizerSharedState

newANTLRRecognizerSharedStateWithRuleLen:<numRules>+1] retain]]) != nil) {

<else><! TREE_PARSER !>

- (id) initWithStream:(<inputStreamType>)aStream

{

   if ((self = [super initWithStream:aStream State:[[ANTLRRecognizerSharedState

newANTLRRecognizerSharedStateWithRuleLen:<numRules>+1] retain]]) != nil) {

<endif><\n>

       <! <parserCtorBody()> !>

       <cyclicDFAs:{dfa | dfa<dfa.decisionNumber> = [DFA<dfa.decisionNumber>

newDFA<dfa.decisionNumber>WithRecognizer:self];}; separator="\n">

       <! <scopes:{<if(it.isDynamicGlobalScope)><globalAttributeScopeInit(scope=it)><endif>}> !>

       <rules:{rule | <rule.ruleDescriptor.ruleScope:ruleAttributeScopeInit(scope=it)>}>

       /* start of actions-actionScope-init */

       <actions.(actionScope).init>

       /* start of init */

       <@init()>

   }

   return self;

}

 

- (void) dealloc

{

   <cyclicDFAs:{dfa | [dfa<dfa.decisionNumber> release];}; separator="\n">

   <scopes:{<if(it.isDynamicGlobalScope)><globalAttributeScopeDealloc(scope=it)><endif>}>

   <actions.(actionScope).dealloc>

   <@dealloc()>

   [super dealloc];

}

// start actions.actionScope.methods

<actions.(actionScope).methods>

// start methods()
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<@methods()>

// start rules

<rules; separator="\n">

 

@end /* end of <grammar.recognizerName> implementation line 692 */<\n>

>>

 

parserCtorBody() ::= <<

<if(memoize)>

<if(grammar.grammarIsRoot)>

state.ruleMemo = [[ANTLRRuleStack newANTLRRuleStack:<numRules>+1] retain];<\n> <! index from 1..n !>

<endif>

<endif>

<grammar.delegators:

{g|this.<g:delegateName()> = <g:delegateName()>;}; separator="\n">

>>

 

parser( grammar,

       name,

       scopes,

       tokens,

       tokenNames,

       rules,

       numRules,

       bitsets,

       ASTLabelType="ANTLRCommonTree",

       superClass="ANTLRParser",

       labelType="ANTLRCommonToken",

       members={<actions.parser.members>}

       ) ::= <<

<genericParser(inputStreamType="id\<ANTLRTokenStream>", rewriteElementType="ANTLRCommonToken",

...)>

>>

 

treeParser( grammar,

       name,

       scopes,

       tokens,

       tokenNames,

       globalAction,

       rules,

       numRules,

       bitsets,

       ASTLabelType="ANTLRCommonTree",

superClass={<if(filterMode)><if(buildAST)>ANTLRTreeRewriter<else>ANTLRTreeFilter<endif><else>ANTLR

TreeParser<endif>},

       labelType="ANTLRCommonTree",

       members={<actions.treeparser.members>},
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       filterMode

       ) ::= <<

<genericParser(inputStreamType="id\<ANTLRTreeNodeStream>", rewriteElementType="Node", ...)>

>>

 

/** A simpler version of a rule template that is specific to the imaginary

*  rules created for syntactic predicates.  As they never have return values

*  nor parameters etc..., just give simplest possible method.  Don't do

*  any of the normal memoization stuff in here either; it's a waste.

*  As predicates cannot be inlined into the invoking rule, they need to

*  be in a rule by themselves.

*/

synpredRule(ruleName, ruleDescriptor, block, description, nakedBlock) ::=

<<

// $ANTLR start <ruleName>_fragment

- (void) <ruleName>_fragment

{

   <ruleLabelDefs()>

   <if(trace)>

       [self traceIn:\@"<ruleName>_fragment" Index:<ruleDescriptor.index>];

   @try {

       <block>

   }

   @finally {

       [self traceOut:\@"<ruleName>_fragment" Index:<ruleDescriptor.index>];

   }

<else>

   <block>

<endif>

} // $ANTLR end <ruleName>_fragment

>>

 

synpred(name) ::= <<

SEL <name>Selector = @selector(<name>_fragment);

<! // $ANTLR start <name>

- (BOOL) <name>

{

   state.backtracking++;

   <@start()>

   NSInteger start = [input mark];

   @try {

       [self <name>_fragment]; // can never throw exception

   }

   @catch (ANTLRRecognitionException *re) {

       NSLog(@"impossible: %@\n", re);

   }

   BOOL success = (state.failed == NO);

   [input rewind:start];
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   <@stop()>

   state.backtracking--;

   state.failed=NO;

   return success;

} // $ANTLR end <name> <\n> !>

>>

 

lexerSynpred(name) ::= <<

<synpred(name)>

>>

 

ruleMemoization(name) ::= <<

<if(memoize)>

if ( state.backtracking && [self alreadyParsedRule:input RuleIndex:<ruleDescriptor.index>] ) return

<ruleReturnValue()>;

<endif>

>>

 

/** How to test for failure and return from rule */

checkRuleBacktrackFailure() ::= <<

<if (backtracking)>if ( state.failed == YES ) return <ruleReturnValue()>;<endif>

>>

 

/** This rule has failed, exit indicating failure during backtrack */

ruleBacktrackFailure() ::= <<

<if(backtracking)>if ( state.backtracking > 0 ) { state.failed = YES; return <ruleReturnValue()>; }<endif>

>>

 

/** How to generate code for a rule.

*  The return type aggregates are declared in the header file (headerFile template)

*/

rule(ruleName,ruleDescriptor,block,emptyRule,description,exceptions,finally,memoize) ::= <<

/*

* $ANTLR start <ruleName>

* <fileName>:<description>

*/

- (<returnType()>) <ruleName><ruleDescriptor.parameterScope:parameterScope(scope=it)>

{

   <if(trace)>traceIn("<ruleName>", <ruleDescriptor.index>);<endif>

   <if(trace)>NSLog(@"enter <ruleName> %@ failed=%@ backtracking=%d", [input LT:1],

(state.failed==YES)?@"YES":@"NO", state.backtracking);<endif>

   <ruleScopeSetUp()>

   <ruleDeclarations()>

   <ruleDescriptor.actions.init>

   <@preamble()>

   @try {

       <ruleMemoization(name=ruleName)>

       <ruleLabelDefs()>
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       <block>

       <ruleCleanUp()>

       <(ruleDescriptor.actions.after):execAction()>

   }

<if(exceptions)>

   <exceptions:{e|<catch(decl=e.decl,action=e.action)><\n>}>

<else>

<if(!emptyRule)>

<if(actions.(actionScope).rulecatch)>

   <actions.(actionScope).rulecatch>

<else>

   @catch (ANTLRRecognitionException *re) {

       [self reportError:re];

       [self recover:input Exception:re];

       <@setErrorReturnValue()>

   }

<endif>

<endif>

<endif>

   @finally {

   <if(trace)>traceOut("<ruleName>", <ruleDescriptor.index>);

   NSLog(@"exit <ruleName> %@ failed=%@ backtracking=%d", [input LT:1], state.failed ? @"YES" : @"NO",

state.backtracking);<endif>

       <memoize()>

       <ruleScopeCleanUp()>

       <finally>

   }

   <@postamble()>

   return <ruleReturnValue()>;

}

/* $ANTLR end <ruleName> */

>>

 

finalCode(finalBlock) ::= <<

{

   <finalBlock>

}

>>

 

catch(decl,action) ::= <<

@catch (<e.decl>) {

   <e.action>

}

>>

 

ruleDeclarations() ::= <<

<if(ruleDescriptor.hasMultipleReturnValues)>

<returnType()> retval = [<ruleDescriptor:returnStructName()> new<ruleDescriptor:returnStructName()>];
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[retval setStart:[input LT:1]];<\n>

<else>

<ruleDescriptor.returnScope.attributes:{ a |

<a.type> <a.name> = <if(a.initValue)><a.initValue><else><initValue(a.type)><endif>;

}>

<! <if(ruleDescriptor.hasSingleReturnValue)> // This is not in the Java.stg

<returnType()> <ruleDescriptor.singleValueReturnName> = <initValue(typeName=returnType())>;

<endif> !>

<endif>

<if(memoize)>

NSInteger <ruleDescriptor.name>_StartIndex = [input getIndex];

<endif>

>>

 

ruleScopeSetUp() ::= <<

/* ruleScopeSetUp */

<ruleDescriptor.useScopes:{gStack = [ANTLRSymbolStack newANTLRSymbolStackWithLen:30];

<it>_scope = [[<it>_Scope new<it>_Scope] retain];

[gStack push:<it>_scope];}>

<ruleDescriptor.ruleScope:{ANTLRSymbolStack *ruleStack<i0> = [ANTLRSymbolStack

newANTLRSymbolStackWithLen:30];

[ruleStack<i0> push:[[<it.name>_Scope new<it.name>_Scope] retain]];}>

>>

 

ruleScopeCleanUp() ::= <<

<ruleDescriptor.useScopes:{[gStack pop];}; separator="\n">

<ruleDescriptor.ruleScope:{[ruleStack<i0> pop];}; separator="\n">

>>

 

ruleLabelDefs() ::= <<

<[ruleDescriptor.tokenLabels, ruleDescriptor.tokenListLabels,

 ruleDescriptor.wildcardTreeLabels,ruleDescriptor.wildcardTreeListLabels]

   :{<labelType> *<it.label.text> = nil;}; separator="\n">

<[ruleDescriptor.tokenListLabels,ruleDescriptor.ruleListLabels,ruleDescriptor.wildcardTreeListLabels]

   :{NSMutableArray *list_<it.label.text> = nil;}; separator="\n"

>

<ruleDescriptor.ruleLabels:ruleLabelDef(label=it); separator="\n">

<ruleDescriptor.ruleListLabels:{ll|ANTLRParserRuleReturnScope *<ll.label.text> = nil;}; separator="\n">

>>

 

lexerRuleLabelDefs() ::= <<

<[ruleDescriptor.tokenLabels,

 ruleDescriptor.tokenListLabels,

 ruleDescriptor.ruleLabels]

   :{<labelType> *<it.label.text>=nil;}; separator="\n"

>

<ruleDescriptor.charLabels:{NSInteger <it.label.text>;}; separator="\n">

<[ruleDescriptor.tokenListLabels,
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 ruleDescriptor.ruleListLabels]:{NSMutableArray *list_<it.label.text>=nil; }; separator="\n">

>>

 

ruleReturnValue() ::= <<

<if(!ruleDescriptor.isSynPred)>

<if(ruleDescriptor.hasReturnValue)>

<if(ruleDescriptor.hasSingleReturnValue)>

<ruleDescriptor.singleValueReturnName>

<else>

retval

<endif>

<endif>

<endif>

>>

 

ruleCleanUp() ::= <<

// token+rule list labels

<[ruleDescriptor.tokenListLabels,ruleDescriptor.ruleListLabels]:{[list_<it.label.text> release];}; separator="\n">

<if(ruleDescriptor.hasMultipleReturnValues)>

<if(!TREE_PARSER)>

[retval setStop:[input LT:-1]];<\n>

<endif>

<endif>

>>

 

memoize() ::= <<

<if(memoize)>

<if(backtracking)>

if (state.backtracking > 0) [self memoize:input RuleIndex:<ruleDescriptor.index>

StartIndex:<ruleDescriptor.name>_StartIndex];

<endif>

<endif>

>>

 

/** How to generate a rule in the lexer; naked blocks are used for

*  fragment rules.

*/

lexerRule(ruleName, nakedBlock, ruleDescriptor, block, memoize) ::= <<

// $ANTLR start "<ruleName>"

- (void)

m<ruleName><if(ruleDescriptor.parameterScope)><ruleDescriptor.parameterScope:parameterScope(scope=it)><en

dif>

{

   //<if(trace)>[self traceIn:[NSString stringWithFormat:@"<ruleName> %d\n", <ruleDescriptor.index>]];<endif>

   <if(trace)>NSLog(@"enter <ruleName> %C line=%d:%d failed=%@ backtracking=%d",

       [input LA:1],

       [self getLine],

       [self getCharPositionInLine],
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       (state.failed==YES) ? @"YES" : @"NO",

       state.backtracking);

   <endif>

   <ruleScopeSetUp()>

   <ruleDeclarations()>

   @try {

<if(nakedBlock)>

       <ruleMemoization(name=ruleName)>

       <lexerRuleLabelDefs()>

       <ruleDescriptor.actions.init>

       <block><\n>

<else>

       NSInteger _type = <ruleName>;

       NSInteger _channel = ANTLRTokenChannelDefault;

       <ruleMemoization(name=ruleName)>

       <lexerRuleLabelDefs()>

       <ruleDescriptor.actions.init>

       <block>

       <ruleCleanUp()>

       [state setType:_type];<\n>

       state.channel = _channel;

       <(ruleDescriptor.actions.after):execAction()>

<endif>

   }

   @finally {

       //<if(trace)>[self traceOut:[NSString stringWithFormat:@"<ruleName> %d\n",

<ruleDescriptor.index>]];<endif>

       <if(trace)>NSLog(@"exit <ruleName> %C line=%d:%d failed=%@ backtracking=%d",

                   [input LA:1], [self getLine], [self getCharPositionInLine],

                   (state.failed==YES) ? @"YES" : @"NO", state.backtracking);<endif>

       <ruleScopeCleanUp()>

       <memoize()>

   }

   return;

}

// $ANTLR end "<ruleName>"

>>

 

/** How to generate code for the implicitly-defined lexer grammar rule

*  that chooses between lexer rules.

*/

tokensRule(ruleName,nakedBlock,args,block,ruleDescriptor) ::= <<

- (void) mTokens

{

   <block><\n>

}

>>
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// S U B R U L E S

 

/** A (...) subrule with multiple alternatives */

block(alts,decls,decision,enclosingBlockLevel,blockLevel,decisionNumber,maxK,maxAlt,description) ::= <<

// <fileName>:<description> // block

NSInteger alt<decisionNumber>=<maxAlt>;

<decls>

<@predecision()>

<decision>

<@postdecision()>

<@prebranch()>

switch (alt<decisionNumber>) {

   <alts:altSwitchCase()>

}

<@postbranch()>

>>

 

/** A rule block with multiple alternatives */

ruleBlock(alts,decls,decision,enclosingBlockLevel,blockLevel,decisionNumber,maxK,maxAlt,description) ::= <<

// <fileName>:<description> //ruleblock

NSInteger alt<decisionNumber>=<maxAlt>;

<decls>

<@predecision()>

<decision>

<@postdecision()>

switch (alt<decisionNumber>) {

   <alts:altSwitchCase()>

}

>>

 

ruleBlockSingleAlt(alts,decls,decision,enclosingBlockLevel,blockLevel,decisionNumber,description) ::= <<

// <fileName>:<description> // ruleBlockSingleAlt

<decls>

<@prealt()>

<alts>

<@postalt()>

>>

 

/** A special case of a (...) subrule with a single alternative */

blockSingleAlt(alts,decls,decision,enclosingBlockLevel,blockLevel,decisionNumber,description) ::= <<

// <fileName>:<description> // blockSingleAlt

<decls>

<@prealt()>

<alts>

<@postalt()>

>>

 

/** A (..)+ block with 1 or more alternatives */
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positiveClosureBlock(alts,decls,decision,enclosingBlockLevel,blockLevel,decisionNumber,maxK,maxAlt,descriptio

n) ::= <<

// <fileName>:<description> // positiveClosureBlock

NSInteger cnt<decisionNumber>=0;

<decls>

<@preloop()>

do {

   NSInteger alt<decisionNumber>=<maxAlt>;

   <@predecision()>

   <decision>

   <@postdecision()>

   switch (alt<decisionNumber>) {

       <alts:altSwitchCase()>

       default :

           if ( cnt<decisionNumber> >= 1 )

               goto loop<decisionNumber>;

<if(backtracking)>

           <ruleBacktrackFailure()>

<endif>

           ANTLREarlyExitException *eee = [ANTLREarlyExitException exceptionWithStream:input

decisionNumber:<decisionNumber>];

           <@earlyExitException()>

           @throw eee;

   }

   cnt<decisionNumber>++;

} while (YES);

loop<decisionNumber>: ;

<@postloop()>

>>

 

positiveClosureBlockSingleAlt ::= positiveClosureBlock

 

/** A (..)* block with 0 or more alternatives */

closureBlock(alts,decls,decision,enclosingBlockLevel,blockLevel,decisionNumber,maxK,maxAlt,description) ::=

<<

<decls>

<@preloop()>

do {

   NSInteger alt<decisionNumber>=<maxAlt>;

   <@predecision()>

   <decision>

   <@postdecision()>

   switch (alt<decisionNumber>) {

       <alts:altSwitchCase()>

       default :

           goto loop<decisionNumber>;

   }

} while (YES);
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loop<decisionNumber>: ;

<@postloop()>

>>

 

closureBlockSingleAlt ::= closureBlock

 

/** Optional blocks (x)? are translated to (x|) by before code generation

*  so we can just use the normal block template

*/

optionalBlock ::= block

 

optionalBlockSingleAlt ::= block

 

/** A case in a switch that jumps to an alternative given the alternative

*  number.  A DFA predicts the alternative and then a simple switch

*  does the jump to the code that actually matches that alternative.

*/

altSwitchCase() ::= <<

case <i> : ;

   <@prealt()>

   <it>

   break;<\n>

>>

 

/** An alternative is just a list of elements; at outermost level */

alt(elements,altNum,description,autoAST,outerAlt,treeLevel,rew) ::= <<

// <fileName>:<description> // alt

{

<@declarations()>

<elements:element()> /* elements */

<rew>

<@cleanup()>

}

>>

 

/** What to emit when there is no rewrite.  For auto build

*  mode, does nothing.

*/

noRewrite(rewriteBlockLevel, treeLevel) ::= ""

 

// E L E M E N T S

 

/** Dump the elements one per line */

element() ::= <<

<@prematch()>

<it.el>  /* element() */<\n>

>>
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/** match a token optionally with a label in front */

tokenRef(token,label,elementIndex,hetero) ::= <<

<if(label)><label>=(<labelType> *)<endif>[self match:input TokenType:<token>

Follow:FOLLOW_<token>_in_<ruleName><elementIndex>]; <checkRuleBacktrackFailure()>

>>

 

/** ids+=ID */

tokenRefAndListLabel(token,label,elementIndex,hetero) ::= <<

<tokenRef(...)>

<listLabel(elem=label,...)>

>>

 

listLabel(label,elem) ::= <<

if (list_<label> == nil) list_<label> = [[NSMutableArray arrayWithCapacity:5] retain];

[list_<label> addObject:<elem>];<\n>

>>

 

/** match a character */

charRef(char,label) ::= <<

<if(label)>

NSInteger <label> = [input LA:1];<\n>

<endif>

[self matchChar:<char>]; <checkRuleBacktrackFailure()><\n>

>>

 

/** match a character range */

charRangeRef(a,b,label) ::= <<

<if(label)>

<label> = [input LA:1];<\n>

<endif>

[self matchRangeFromChar:<a> to:<b>]; <checkRuleBacktrackFailure()>

>>

 

/** For now, sets are interval tests and must be tested inline */

matchSet(s,label,elementIndex,postmatchCode="") ::= <<

<if(label)>

<if(LEXER)>

<label> = [input LA:1];<\n>

<else>

<label> = (<labelType> *)[input LT:1];<\n>

<endif>

<endif>

if (<s>) {

   [input consume];

   <postmatchCode>

<if(!LEXER)>

   [state setIsErrorRecovery:NO];

<endif>
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   <if(backtracking)>state.failed = NO;<\n><endif>

} else {

   <ruleBacktrackFailure()>

   ANTLRMismatchedSetException *mse = [ANTLRMismatchedSetException exceptionWithSet:nil stream:input];

   <@mismatchedSetException()>

<if(LEXER)>

   [self recover:mse];

   @throw mse;

<else>

   @throw mse;

   <! use following code to make it recover inline; remove throw mse;

   [self recoverFromMismatchedSet:input exception:mse follow:FOLLOW_set_in_<ruleName><elementIndex>];

   !>

<endif>

}<\n>

>>

 

matchRuleBlockSet ::= matchSet

 

matchSetAndListLabel(s,label,elementIndex,postmatchCode) ::= <<

<matchSet(...)>

<listLabel(elem=label,...)>

>>

 

/** Match a string literal */

lexerStringRef(string,label) ::= <<

<if(label)>

NSInteger <label>Start = [self getIndex];

[self matchString:<string>]; <checkRuleBacktrackFailure()>

<label> = [[ANTLRCommonToken newANTLRCommonToken:input Type:ANTLRTokenTypeInvalid

Channel:ANTLRTokenChannelDefault Start:<label>Start Stop:[self getIndex]] retain];

<else>

[self matchString:<string>]; <checkRuleBacktrackFailure()><\n>

<endif>

>>

 

wildcard(label,elementIndex) ::= <<

<if(label)>

<label> = (<labelType> *)[input LT:1];<\n>

<endif>

[self matchAny:input]; <checkRuleBacktrackFailure()>

>>

 

wildcardAndListLabel(label,elementIndex) ::= <<

<wildcard(...)>

<listLabel(elem=label,...)>

>>
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/** Match . wildcard in lexer */

wildcardChar(label, elementIndex) ::= <<

<if(label)>

NSInteger <label> = [input LA:1];<\n>

<endif>

[self matchAny]; <checkRuleBacktrackFailure()><\n>

>>

 

wildcardCharListLabel(label, elementIndex) ::= <<

<wildcardChar(...)>

<listLabel(elem=label,...)>

>>

 

/** Match a rule reference by invoking it possibly with arguments

*  and a return value or values.  The 'rule' argument was the

*  target rule name, but now is type Rule, whose toString is

*  same: the rule name.  Now though you can access full rule

*  descriptor stuff.

*/

ruleRef(rule,label,elementIndex,args,scope) ::= <<

[self pushFollow:FOLLOW_<rule.name>_in_<ruleName><elementIndex>];

<if(label)><label> = [self <rule.name><if(args)>:<args; separator=" :"><endif>];<\n>

<else>

[self <rule.name><if(args)>:<args; separator=" :"><endif>];<\n>

<endif>

[self popFollow];

<checkRuleBacktrackFailure()><\n>

>>

 

/** ids+=r */

ruleRefAndListLabel(rule,label,elementIndex,args,scope) ::= <<

<ruleRef(...)>

<listLabel(elem=label,...)>

>>

 

/** A lexer rule reference.

*

*  The 'rule' argument was the target rule name, but now

*  is type Rule, whose toString is same: the rule name.

*  Now though you can access full rule descriptor stuff.

*/

lexerRuleRef(rule,label,args,elementIndex,scope) ::= <<

<if(label)>

NSInteger <label>Start<elementIndex> = [self getIndex];

[self m<rule.name><if(args)>:<args; separator=" :"><endif>]; <checkRuleBacktrackFailure()><\n>

<label> = [[ANTLRCommonToken newANTLRCommonToken:input Type:ANTLRTokenTypeInvalid

Channel:ANTLRTokenChannelDefault Start:<label>Start<elementIndex> Stop:[self getIndex]-1] retain];

[<label> setLine:[self getLine]];
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<else>

   [self m<rule.name><if(args)>:<args; separator=" :"><endif>]; <checkRuleBacktrackFailure()><\n>

<endif>

>>

 

/** i+=INT in lexer */

lexerRuleRefAndListLabel(rule,label,args,elementIndex,scope) ::= <<

<lexerRuleRef(...)>

<listLabel(elem=label,...)>

>>

 

/** EOF in the lexer */

lexerMatchEOF(label,elementIndex) ::= <<

<if(label)>

NSInteger <label>Start<elementIndex> = [self getIndex];

[self matchChar:ANTLRCharStreamEOF]; <checkRuleBacktrackFailure()><\n>

<labelType> <label> = [[ANTLRCommonToken newANTLRCommonToken:input Type:ANTLRTokenTypeEOF

Channel:ANTLRTokenChannelDefault Start:<label>Start<elementIndex> Stop:[self getIndex]-1] retain];

[<label> setLine:[self getLine]];

<else>

[self matchChar:ANTLRCharStreamEOF]; <checkRuleBacktrackFailure()><\n>

<endif>

>>

 

/** match ^(root children) in tree parser */

tree(root, actionsAfterRoot, children, nullableChildList, enclosingTreeLevel, treeLevel) ::= <<

<root:element()>

<actionsAfterRoot:element()>

<if(nullableChildList)>

if ( [input LA:1] == DOWN ) {

   [self match:input TokenType:DOWN Follow:nil]; <checkRuleBacktrackFailure()>

   <children:element()>

   [self match:input TokenType:UP Follow:nil]; <checkRuleBacktrackFailure()>

}

<else>

   [self match:input TokenType:DOWN Follow:nil]; <checkRuleBacktrackFailure()>

   <children:element()>

   [self match:input TokenType:UP Follow:nil]; <checkRuleBacktrackFailure()>

<endif>

>>

 

/** Every predicate is used as a validating predicate (even when it is

*  also hoisted into a prediction expression).

*/

validateSemanticPredicate(pred,description) ::= <<

if ( !(<evalPredicate(...)>) ) {

   <ruleBacktrackFailure()>

   @throw [ANTLRFailedPredicateException exceptionWithRuleName:@"<ruleName>"
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predicate:@"<description>" stream:input];

}

>>

 

// F i x e d  D F A  (if-then-else)

 

dfaState(k,edges,eotPredictsAlt,description,stateNumber,semPredState) ::= <<

NSInteger LA<decisionNumber>_<stateNumber> = [input LA:<k>];<\n>

<edges; separator="\nelse ">

else {

<if(eotPredictsAlt)>

   alt<decisionNumber> = <eotPredictsAlt>;

<else>

   <ruleBacktrackFailure()>

   ANTLRNoViableAltException *nvae = [ANTLRNoViableAltException

newANTLRNoViableAltException:<decisionNumber> state:<stateNumber> stream:input];

   <@noViableAltException()>

   @throw nvae;<\n>

<endif>

}

>>

 

/** Same as a normal DFA state except that we don't examine lookahead

*  for the bypass alternative.  It delays error detection but this

*  is faster, smaller, and more what people expect.  For (X)? people

*  expect "if ( LA(1)==X ) match(X);" and that's it.

*/

dfaOptionalBlockState(k,edges,eotPredictsAlt,description,stateNumber,semPredState) ::= <<

NSInteger LA<decisionNumber>_<stateNumber> = [input LA:<k>];<\n>

<edges; separator="\nelse ">

>>

 

/** A DFA state that is actually the loopback decision of a closure

*  loop.  If end-of-token (EOT) predicts any of the targets then it

*  should act like a default clause (i.e., no error can be generated).

*  This is used only in the lexer so that for ('a')* on the end of a rule

*  anything other than 'a' predicts exiting.

*/

dfaLoopbackState(k,edges,eotPredictsAlt,description,stateNumber,semPredState) ::= <<

NSInteger LA<decisionNumber>_<stateNumber> = [input LA:<k>];

<edges; separator="\nelse "><\n>

<if(eotPredictsAlt)>

<if(!edges)>

alt<decisionNumber>=<eotPredictsAlt>; <! if no edges, don't gen ELSE !>

<else>

else {

   alt<decisionNumber> = <eotPredictsAlt>;

}<\n>
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<endif>

<endif>

>>

 

/** An accept state indicates a unique alternative has been predicted */

dfaAcceptState(alt) ::= "alt<decisionNumber>=<alt>;"

 

/** A simple edge with an expression.  If the expression is satisfied,

*  enter to the target state.  To handle gated productions, we may

*  have to evaluate some predicates for this edge.

*/

dfaEdge(labelExpr, targetState, predicates) ::= <<

if ( (<labelExpr>) <if(predicates)>&& (<predicates>)<endif>) {

   <targetState>

}

>>

 

// F i x e d  D F A  (switch case)

 

/** A DFA state where a SWITCH may be generated.  The code generator

*  decides if this is possible: CodeGenerator.canGenerateSwitch().

*/

dfaStateSwitch(k,edges,eotPredictsAlt,description,stateNumber,semPredState) ::= <<

switch ([input LA:<k>]) {

   <edges; separator="\n"><\n>

default: ;

<if(eotPredictsAlt)>

   alt<decisionNumber> = <eotPredictsAlt>;

<else>

   <ruleBacktrackFailure()>

   ANTLRNoViableAltException *nvae = [ANTLRNoViableAltException

newANTLRNoViableAltException:<decisionNumber> state:<stateNumber> stream:input];

   <@noViableAltException()>

   @throw nvae;<\n>

<endif>

}<\n>

>>

 

dfaOptionalBlockStateSwitch(k,edges,eotPredictsAlt,description,stateNumber,semPredState) ::= <<

switch ([input LA:<k>]) {

   <edges; separator="\n"><\n>

}<\n>

>>

 

dfaLoopbackStateSwitch(k, edges,eotPredictsAlt,description,stateNumber,semPredState) ::= <<

switch ([input LA:<k>]) {

   <edges; separator="\n"><\n>

<if(eotPredictsAlt)>
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default: ;

   alt<decisionNumber> = <eotPredictsAlt>

   break;<\n>

<endif>

}<\n>

>>

 

dfaEdgeSwitch(labels, targetState) ::= <<

<labels:{case <it>: ;}; separator="\n">

   {

   <targetState>

   }

   break;

>>

 

// C y c l i c  D F A

 

/** The code to initiate execution of a cyclic DFA; this is used

*  in the rule to predict an alt just like the fixed DFA case.

*  The <name> attribute is inherited via the parser, lexer, ...

*/

dfaDecision(decisionNumber,description) ::= <<

alt<decisionNumber> = [dfa<decisionNumber> predict:input];

>>

 

/** Used in headerFile */

cyclicDFAInterface(dfa) ::= <<

#pragma mark Cyclic DFA interface start DFA<dfa.decisionNumber>

@interface DFA<dfa.decisionNumber> : ANTLRDFA {

}

+ newDFA<dfa.decisionNumber>WithRecognizer:(ANTLRBaseRecognizer *)theRecognizer;

- initWithRecognizer:(ANTLRBaseRecognizer *)recognizer;

@end /* end of DFA<dfa.decisionNumber> interface  */<\n>

#pragma mark Cyclic DFA interface end DFA<dfa.decisionNumber>

>>

 

/** Used in lexer/parser implementation files */

/* Dump DFA tables as run-length-encoded Strings of octal values.

* Can't use hex as compiler translates them before compilation.

* These strings are split into multiple, concatenated strings.

* Java puts them back together at compile time thankfully.

* Java cannot handle large static arrays, so we're stuck with this

* encode/decode approach.  See analysis and runtime DFA for

* the encoding methods.

*/

cyclicDFA(dfa) ::= <<

#pragma mark Cyclic DFA implementation start DFA<dfa.decisionNumber>

@implementation DFA<dfa.decisionNumber>
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const static NSInteger dfa<dfa.decisionNumber>_eot[<dfa.numberOfStates>] =

   {<dfa.eot; wrap="\n     ", separator=",", null="-1">};

const static NSInteger dfa<dfa.decisionNumber>_eof[<dfa.numberOfStates>] =

   {<dfa.eof; wrap="\n     ", separator=",", null="-1">};

const static unichar dfa<dfa.decisionNumber>_min[<dfa.numberOfStates>] =

   {<dfa.min; wrap="\n     ", separator=",", null="0">};

const static unichar dfa<dfa.decisionNumber>_max[<dfa.numberOfStates>] =

   {<dfa.max; wrap="\n     ", separator=",", null="0">};

const static NSInteger dfa<dfa.decisionNumber>_accept[<dfa.numberOfStates>] =

   {<dfa.accept; wrap="\n     ", separator=",", null="-1">};

const static NSInteger dfa<dfa.decisionNumber>_special[<dfa.numberOfStates>] =

   {<dfa.special; wrap="\n     ", separator=",", null="-1">};

const static NSInteger dfa<dfa.decisionNumber>_transition[] = {};

<dfa.edgeTransitionClassMap.keys:{ table |

const static NSInteger dfa<dfa.decisionNumber>_transition<i0>[] = {<table; separator=", ", wrap="\n ", null="-

1">};

}; null="">

 

+ () newDFA<dfa.decisionNumber>WithRecognizer:(ANTLRBaseRecognizer *)aRecognizer

{

   return [[[DFA<dfa.decisionNumber> alloc] initWithRecognizer:aRecognizer] retain];

}

 

- (id) initWithRecognizer:(ANTLRBaseRecognizer *) theRecognizer

{

   if ((self = [super initWithRecognizer:theRecognizer]) != nil) {

       decisionNumber = <dfa.decisionNumber>;

       eot = dfa<dfa.decisionNumber>_eot;

       eof = dfa<dfa.decisionNumber>_eof;

       min = dfa<dfa.decisionNumber>_min;

       max = dfa<dfa.decisionNumber>_max;

       accept = dfa<dfa.decisionNumber>_accept;

       special = dfa<dfa.decisionNumber>_special;

       if (!(transition = calloc(<dfa.numberOfStates>, sizeof(void*)))) {

           [self release];

           return nil;

       }

       len = <dfa.numberOfStates>;

       <dfa.transitionEdgeTables:{whichTable|transition[<i0>] =

dfa<dfa.decisionNumber>_transition<whichTable>;}; separator="\n", null="">

   }

   return self;

}

 

<if(dfa.specialStateSTs)>

/* start dfa.specialStateSTs */

- (NSInteger) specialStateTransition:(NSInteger)s Stream:(id\<ANTLRIntStream\>)anInput

{
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<if(LEXER)>

   id\<ANTLRIntStream\> input = anInput;<\n>

<endif>

<if(PARSER)>

   id\<ANTLRTokenStream\> input = (id\<ANTLRTokenStream\>)anInput;<\n>

<endif>

<if(TREE_PARSER)>

   id\<ANTLRTreeNodeStream\> input = (id\<ANTLRTreeNodeStream\>)anInput;<\n>

<endif>

   switch (s) {

       <dfa.specialStateSTs:{state |

       case <i0> : ;<! compressed special state numbers 0..n-1 !>

           <state>}; separator="\n">

   }

<if(backtracking)>

   if ( [recognizer getBacktrackingLevel] > 0 ) { [recognizer setFailed:YES]; return -1; }<\n>

<endif>

   ANTLRNoViableAltException *nvae = [ANTLRNoViableAltException

newANTLRNoViableAltException:<dfa.decisionNumber> state:s stream:[recognizer getInput]];

   /* [self error:nvae]; */ <! for debugger - do later !>

   @throw nvae;

}<\n>

/* end dfa.specialStateSTs */

<endif>

 

- (void) dealloc

{

   free(transition);

   [super dealloc];

}

 

- (NSString *) description

{

   return @"<dfa.description>";

}

 

<@errorMethod()>

 

@end /* end DFA<dfa.decisionNumber> implementation */<\n>

#pragma mark Cyclic DFA implementation end DFA<dfa.decisionNumber>

<\n>

>>

/** A state in a cyclic DFA; it's a special state and part of a big switch on

*  state.

*/

cyclicDFAState(decisionNumber, stateNumber, edges, needErrorClause, semPredState) ::= <<

/* cyclicDFAState */

NSInteger LA<decisionNumber>_<stateNumber> = [input LA:1];<\n>
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<if(semPredState)> <! get next lookahead symbol to test edges, then rewind !>

NSInteger index<decisionNumber>_<stateNumber> = [input getIndex];

[input rewind];<\n>

<endif>

s = -1;

<edges; separator="\nelse ">

<if(semPredState)> <! return input cursor to state before we rewound !>

[input seek:index<decisionNumber>_<stateNumber>];<\n>

<endif>

if ( s >= 0 )

   return s;

break;

>>

 

/** Just like a fixed DFA edge, test the lookahead and indicate what

*  state to jump to next if successful.

*/

cyclicDFAEdge(labelExpr, targetStateNumber, edgeNumber, predicates) ::= <<

/* cyclicDFAEdge */

if (<labelExpr><if(predicates)> && (<predicates>)<endif>) { s = <targetStateNumber>;}<\n>

>>

 

/** An edge pointing at end-of-token; essentially matches any char;

*  always jump to the target.

*/

eotDFAEdge(targetStateNumber,edgeNumber, predicates) ::= <<

/* eotDFAEdge */

s = <targetStateNumber>;<\n>

>>

 

// D F A  E X P R E S S I O N S

 

andPredicates(left,right) ::= "(<left>&&<right>)"

 

orPredicates(operands) ::= "(first(operands)<rest(operands):{o | ||<o>}>)"

 

notPredicate(pred) ::= "!(<evalPredicate(...)>)"

 

evalPredicate(pred,description) ::= "(<pred>)"

 

/*

* evalSynPredicate(pred,description) ::= "<pred>()"

*

* synpreds are broken in cyclic DFA special states

*  Damn! For now, work around with using the selectors directly, and by providing a trampoline evalSynPred

method in

*  ANTLRDFA

*/
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/* evalSynPredicate(pred,description) ::= "[self evaluateSyntacticPredicate:<pred>Selector stream:input]" */

evalSynPredicate(pred,description) ::= "[self evaluateSyntacticPredicate:@selector(<pred>_fragment)]"

/* evalSynPredicate(pred,description) ::= "[recognizer <pred>]" */

 

lookaheadTest(atom,k,atomAsInt) ::= "LA<decisionNumber>_<stateNumber>==<atom>"

 

/** Sometimes a lookahead test cannot assume that LA(k) is in a temp variable

*  somewhere.  Must ask for the lookahead directly.

*/

isolatedLookaheadTest(atom,k,atomAsInt) ::= "[input LA:<k>] == <atom>"

 

lookaheadRangeTest(lower,upper,k,rangeNumber,lowerAsInt,upperAsInt) ::= <<

(LA<decisionNumber>_<stateNumber>\>=<lower> && LA<decisionNumber>_<stateNumber>\<=<upper>)

>>

 

isolatedLookaheadRangeTest(lower,upper,k,rangeNumber,lowerAsInt,upperAsInt) ::= "(([input LA:<k>] \>=

<lower>) && ([input LA:<k>] \<= <upper>))"

 

setTest(ranges) ::= "<ranges; separator=\"||\">"

 

// A T T R I B U T E S

 

globalAttributeScopeDecl(scope) ::= <<

@interface <scope.name>_Scope : ANTLRSymbolsScope {  /* globalAttributeScopeDecl */

<if(scope.attributes)>

<scope.attributes:{a|<a.type> <a.name>;}; separator="\n"><\n>

<endif>

}

<if(scope.attributes)>/* start of properties */<\n>

<scope.attributes:{a|@property (retain, getter=get<a.name>, setter=set<a.name>:) <a.type> <a.name>;};

separator="\n"><\n>

/* end properties */<endif><\n>

+ (<scope.name>_Scope *)new<scope.name>_Scope;

<if(scope.attributes)>/* start of iterated get and set functions */<\n>

<scope.attributes:{a|- (<a.type>)get<a.name>;<\n>- (void)set<a.name>:(<a.type>)aVal;}; separator="\n"><\n>

/* End of iterated get and set functions */<endif><\n>

@end /* end of <scope.name>_Scope interface */<\n>

>>

 

globalAttributeScopeMemVar(scope) ::= <<

/* globalAttributeScopeMemVar */

ANTLRSymbolStack *gStack;

<scope.name>_Scope *<scope.name>_scope;

>>

 

globalAttributeScopeImpl(scope) ::= <<

@implementation <scope.name>_Scope  /* globalAttributeScopeImpl */

<if(scope.attributes)>/* start of synthesize -- OBJC-Line 1750 */<\n>
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<scope.attributes:{a|@synthesize <a.name>;}; separator="\n"><\n>

<endif>

+ (<scope.name>_Scope *)new<scope.name>_Scope

{

   return [[[<scope.name>_Scope alloc] init] retain];

}

<if(scope.attributes)>/* start of iterate get and set functions */<\n>

<scope.attributes:{a|- (<a.type>)get<a.name> \{ return( <a.name> ); \}<\n>

- (void)set<a.name>:(<a.type>)aVal \{ <a.name> = aVal; \}<\n\n>}; separator="\n"><\n>

/* End of iterate get and set functions */<endif><\n>

@end /* end of <scope.name>_Scope implementation */<\n>

>>

 

globalAttributeScopeInit(scope) ::= <<

/* globalAttributeScopeInit */

<scope.name>_scope = [<scope.name>_Scope new<scope.name>_Scope];

>>

 

globalAttributeScopeDealloc(scope) ::= <<

[<scope.name>_scope release];

>>

 

globalAttributeScope(scope) ::= <<

<if(scope.attributes)>

ANTLRSymbolStack *gStack = [ANTLRSymbolStack newANTLRSymbolStackWithLen:30];<\n>

<endif>

>>

 

ruleAttributeScopeDecl(scope) ::= <<

<if(scope.attributes)>

@interface <scope.name>_Scope : ANTLRSymbolsScope { /* ruleAttributeScopeDecl */<\n>

<! <scope.attributes:{<it.decl>;}; separator="\n"> !>

<scope.attributes:{a|<a.name> <a.type>;}; separator="\n"><\n>

}

<if(scope.attributes)>

<scope.attributes:{a|@property (getter=get<a.name>, setter=set<a.name>:) <a.type> <a.name>;};

separator="\n"><\n>

/* end properties */<\n>

<endif>

+ (<scope.name>_Scope *)new<scope.name>_Scope;

- (get<a.name>

@end /* end of <scope.name>_Scope interface */<\n>

<endif>

>>

 

ruleAttributeScopeMemVar(scope) ::= <<

/* ruleAttributeScopeMemVar */<\n>

<scope.name>_Scope *<scope.name>_scope;
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>>

 

ruleAttributeScopeImpl(scope) ::= <<

<if(scope.attributes)>

@implementation <scope.name>_Scope /* ruleAttributeScopeImpl */<\n>

<if(scope.attributes)><scope.attributes:{a|@synthesize <a.name>;}; separator="\n"><\n><endif>

+ (<scope.name>_Scope *)new<scope.name>_Scope

{

   return [[[<scope.name>_Scope alloc] init] retain];

}

<if(scope.attributes)>

// start of iterate get and set functions<\n>

<scope.attributes:{a|<\n>

- (<a.type>)get<a.name> \{ return( <a.name> ); \}<\n>

- (void)set<a.name>:(<a.type>)aVal \{ <a.name> = aVal; \}<\n\n>}; separator="\n"><\n>

// End of iterate get and set functions<\n>

<endif>

@end /* end of <scope.name>_Scope implemtation */<\n>

<endif>

>>

 

ruleAttributeScopeInit(scope) ::= <<

/* ruleAttributeScopeInit */

<scope.name>_scope = [<scope.name>_Scope new<scope.name>_Scope];

>>

 

ruleAttributeScopeDealloc(scope) ::= <<

[<scope.name>_Scope release];

>>

 

ruleAttributeScope(scope) ::= <<

<if(scope.attributes)>

/* ruleAttributeScope */

ANTLRSymbolStack *<scope.name>Stack = [ANTLRSymbolStack newANTLRSymbolStackWithLen:30];<\n>

<endif>

>>

 

returnStructName() ::= "<className()>_<it.name>_return"

 

returnType() ::= <<

<if(!ruleDescriptor.isSynPred)>

<if(ruleDescriptor.hasMultipleReturnValues)>

<ruleDescriptor:returnStructName()> *

<else>

<if(ruleDescriptor.hasSingleReturnValue)>

<ruleDescriptor.singleValueReturnType>

<else>

void
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<endif>

<endif>

<else>

void

<endif>

>>

 

/** Generate the Objective-C type associated with a single or multiple return

*  values.

*/

ruleLabelType(referencedRule) ::= <<

<if(referencedRule.hasMultipleReturnValues)>

<className()>_<referencedRule.name>_return *<else>

<if(referencedRule.hasSingleReturnValue)><referencedRule.singleValueReturnType><else>

void<endif>

<endif>

>>

 

delegateName() ::= <<

<if(it.label)><it.label><else>g<it.name><endif>

>>

 

/** Using a type to init value map, try to init a type; if not in table

*  must be an object, default value is "null".

*/

initValue(typeName) ::= <<

<objcTypeInitMap.(typeName)>

>>

 

/** Define a rule label including default value */

ruleLabelDef(label) ::= <<

<ruleLabelType(referencedRule=label.referencedRule)> <label.label.text> =

<initValue(typeName=ruleLabelType(referencedRule=label.referencedRule))>;<\n>

>>

 

/** Define a return struct for a rule if the code needs to access its

*  start/stop tokens, tree stuff, attributes, ...  Leave a hole for

*  subgroups to stick in members.

*/

returnScopeInterface(scope) ::= <<

<if(ruleDescriptor.hasMultipleReturnValues)>

/* returnScopeInterface */

@interface <ruleDescriptor:returnStructName()>

:ANTLR<if(TREE_PARSER)>Tree<else>Parser<endif>RuleReturnScope { /* returnScopeInterface line 1806 */

<@memVars()> /* start of memVars() */

<if(scope.attributes)>

<scope.attributes:{a|<a.type> <a.name>;}; separator="\n"><\n>

<endif>
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}

<@properties()> /* start properties */

<if(scope.attributes)>

<scope.attributes:{a|@property (getter=get<a.name>, setter=set<a.name>:) <a.type> <a.name>;};

separator="\n"><\n>

/* end properties */<\n>

<endif>

+ (<ruleDescriptor:returnStructName()> *)new<ruleDescriptor:returnStructName()>;

/* this is start of set and get methods */

<@methodsDecl()>  /* methodsDecl */

<if(scope.attributes)>

/* start of iterated get and set functions */<\n>

<scope.attributes:{a|<\n>

- (<a.type>)get<a.name>;

- (void)set<a.name>:(<a.type>)aVal;}; separator="\n"><\n>

// End of iterated get and set functions<\n>

<endif>

@end /* end of returnScopeInterface interface */<\n>

<endif>

>>

 

returnScope(scope) ::= <<

/* returnScope */

<if(ruleDescriptor.hasMultipleReturnValues)>

@implementation <ruleDescriptor:returnStructName()> /* returnScope */

<@synthesize()> /* start of synthesize -- OBJC-Line 1837 */

<if(scope.attributes)>

<scope.attributes:{a|@synthesize <a.name>;}; separator="\n"><\n>

<endif>

+ (<ruleDescriptor:returnStructName()> *)new<ruleDescriptor:returnStructName()>

{

   return [[[<ruleDescriptor:returnStructName()> alloc] init] retain];

}

 

<@methods()>

<if(scope.attributes)>

/* start of iterate get and set functions */<\n>

<scope.attributes:{a|<\n>

- (<a.type>)get<a.name> \{ return( <a.name> ); \}<\n>

- (void)set<a.name>:(<a.type>)aVal \{ <a.name> = aVal; \}<\n\n>}; separator="\n"><\n>

// End of iterate get and set functions<\n>

<endif>

<actions.(actionScope).ruleReturnMethods>

<@ruleReturnMembers()><\n>

@end /* end of returnScope implementation */<\n>

<endif>

>>
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parameterScope(scope) ::= <<

<scope.attributes:{:(<it.type>)<it.name>}; separator=" ">

>>

 

parameterAttributeRef(attr) ::= "<attr.name>"

parameterSetAttributeRef(attr,expr) ::= "<attr.name>=<expr>;"

 

/** Note that the scopeAttributeRef does not have access to the

* grammar name directly

*/

scopeAttributeRef(scope,attr,index,negIndex) ::= <<

/* scopeAttributeRef */

<if(negIndex)>

([((<scope>_Scope *)[gStack objectAtIndex:[gStack size]-<negIndex>-1)]).<attr.name>

<else>

<if(index)>

((<scope>_Scope *)[gStack objectAtIndex:<index>]).<attr.name>

<else>

((<scope>_Scope *)[gStack peek]).<attr.name>

<endif>

<endif>

>>

 

scopeSetAttributeRef(scope,attr,expr,index,negIndex) ::= <<

/* scopeSetAttributeRef */

<if(negIndex)>

((<scope>_Scope *)[gStack objectAtIndex:([gStack size]-<negIndex>-1)]).<attr.name> =<expr>;

<else>

<if(index)>

((<scope>_Scope *)[gStack objectAtIndex:<index>]).<attr.name> = <expr>;

<else>

((<scope>_Scope *)[gStack peek]).<attr.name> = <expr>;

<endif>

<endif>

>>

 

scopeAttributeRefStack() ::= <<

/* scopeAttributeRefStack */

<if(negIndex)>

((<scope>_scope *)[<scope>Stack objectAtIndex:[<scope>Stack count]-<negIndex>-1]).<attr.name> = <expr>;

<else>

<if(index)>

((<scope>_scope *)[<scope>Stack objectAtIndex:<index>]).<attr.name> = <expr>;

<else>

[<scope>Stack peek].<attr.name> = <expr>;

<endif>

<endif>

>>
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/** $x is either global scope or x is rule with dynamic scope; refers

*  to stack itself not top of stack.  This is useful for predicates

*  like {$function.size()>0 && $function::name.equals("foo")}?

*/

isolatedDynamicScopeRef(scope) ::= "<scope>Stack"

 

/** reference an attribute of rule; might only have single return value */

ruleLabelRef(referencedRule,scope,attr) ::= <<

<if(referencedRule.hasMultipleReturnValues)>

(<scope>!=nil?<scope>.<attr.name>:<initValue(attr.type)>)

<else>

<scope>

<endif>

>>

 

returnAttributeRef(ruleDescriptor,attr) ::= <<

<if(ruleDescriptor.hasMultipleReturnValues)>

retval.<attr.name>;  /* added to returnAttributeRef */

<else>

<attr.name>

<endif>

>>

 

returnSetAttributeRef(ruleDescriptor,attr,expr) ::= <<

<if(ruleDescriptor.hasMultipleReturnValues)>

retval.<attr.name> =<expr>; /* added to returnSetAttributeRef */

<else>

<attr.name> = <expr>;

<endif>

>>

 

/** How to translate $tokenLabel */

tokenLabelRef(label) ::= "<label>"

 

/** ids+=ID {$ids} or e+=expr {$e} */

listLabelRef(label) ::= "list_<label>"

 

 

// not sure the next are the right approach; and they are evaluated early;

// they cannot see TREE_PARSER or PARSER attributes for example. :(

 

tokenLabelPropertyRef_text(scope,attr) ::= "(<scope>!=nil?[<scope> getText]:0)"

tokenLabelPropertyRef_type(scope,attr) ::= "(<scope>!=nil?[<scope> getType]:0)"

tokenLabelPropertyRef_line(scope,attr) ::= "(<scope>!=nil?[<scope> getLine]:0)"

tokenLabelPropertyRef_pos(scope,attr) ::= "(<scope>!=nil?[<scope> getCharPositionInLine]:0)"

tokenLabelPropertyRef_channel(scope,attr) ::= "(<scope>!=nil?[<scope> getChannel]:0)"

tokenLabelPropertyRef_index(scope,attr) ::= "(<scope>!=nil?[<scope> getTokenIndex]:0)"
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tokenLabelPropertyRef_tree(scope,attr) ::= "<scope>_tree"

tokenLabelPropertyRef_int(scope,attr) ::= "(<scope>!=nil?[[<scope> getText] integerValue]:0]"

 

ruleLabelPropertyRef_start(scope,attr) ::= "(<scope>!=nil?((<ASTLabelType> *)<scope>.startToken):nil)"

ruleLabelPropertyRef_stop(scope,attr) ::= "(<scope>!=nil?((<ASTLabelType> *)<scope>.stopToken):nil)"

ruleLabelPropertyRef_tree(scope,attr) ::= "(<scope>!=nil?((<ASTLabelType> *)<scope>.tree):nil)"

ruleLabelPropertyRef_text(scope,attr) ::= <<

<if(TREE_PARSER)>

(<scope>!=nil?[[input getTokenStream] toStringFromStart:[[input getTreeAdaptor] getTokenStartIndex:[<scope>

getStart]]

        ToEnd:[[input getTreeAdaptor] getTokenStopIndex:[<scope> getStart]]]:nil)

<else>

(<scope>!=nil?([input toStringFromStart:[<scope> getStart] ToEnd:[<scope> getStop]]:nil)

<endif>

>>

ruleLabelPropertyRef_st(scope,attr) ::= "(<scope>!=nil?[<scope> st]:nil)"

 

/** Isolated $RULE ref ok in lexer as it's a Token */

lexerRuleLabel(label) ::= "<label>"

 

lexerRuleLabelPropertyRef_type(scope,attr) ::= "(<scope>!=nil?[<scope> getType]:0)"

lexerRuleLabelPropertyRef_line(scope,attr) ::= "(<scope>!=nil?[<scope> getLine]:0)"

lexerRuleLabelPropertyRef_pos(scope,attr) ::= "(<scope>!=nil?[<scope> getCharPositionInLine]:-1)"

lexerRuleLabelPropertyRef_channel(scope,attr) ::= "(<scope>!=nil?[<scope> getChannel]:0)"

lexerRuleLabelPropertyRef_index(scope,attr) ::= "(<scope>!=nil?[<scope> getTokenIndex]:0)"

lexerRuleLabelPropertyRef_text(scope,attr) ::= "(<scope>!=nil?[<scope> getText]:nil)"

lexerRuleLabelPropertyRef_int(scope,attr) ::="(<scope>!=nil?[[<scope> text] integerValue]:0)"

 

// Somebody may ref $template or $tree or $stop within a rule:

rulePropertyRef_start(scope,attr) ::= "((<labelType> *)retval.startToken)"

rulePropertyRef_stop(scope,attr) ::= "((<labelType> *)retval.stopToken)"

rulePropertyRef_tree(scope,attr) ::= "((<ASTLabelType> *)retval.tree)"

rulePropertyRef_text(scope,attr) ::= <<

<if(TREE_PARSER)>

[[input getTokenStream] toStringFromStart:[[input getTreeAdaptor] getTokenStartIndex:retval.start]

                                   ToEnd:[[input getTreeAdaptor] getTokenStopIndex:retval.start]]

<else>

[input toStringFromToken:retval.start ToToken:[input LT:-1]]

<endif>

>>

rulePropertyRef_st(scope,attr) ::= "retval.st"

 

/* hideous: find a way to cut down on the number of templates to support read/write access */

/* TODO: also, which ones are valid to write to? ask Ter */

lexerRuleSetPropertyRef_text(scope,attr,expr) ::= "[state setText:<expr>];"

lexerRuleSetPropertyRef_type(scope,attr,expr) ::= "_type"

lexerRuleSetPropertyRef_line(scope,attr,expr) ::= "[state getTokenStartLine]"

lexerRuleSetPropertyRef_pos(scope,attr,expr) ::= "[state getCharPositionInLine]"
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lexerRuleSetPropertyRef_index(scope,attr,expr) ::= "-1" /* undefined token index in lexer */

lexerRuleSetPropertyRef_channel(scope,attr,expr) ::= "[state setChannel:<expr>];"

lexerRuleSetPropertyRef_start(scope,attr,expr) ::= "[state getTokenStartCharIndex]"

lexerRuleSetPropertyRef_stop(scope,attr,expr) ::= "([self getIndex]-1)"

 

 

lexerRulePropertyRef_text(scope,attr) ::= "[self getText]"

lexerRulePropertyRef_type(scope,attr) ::= "[state getType]"

lexerRulePropertyRef_line(scope,attr) ::= "state.tokenStartLine"

lexerRulePropertyRef_pos(scope,attr) ::= "state.tokenStartCharPositionInLine"

lexerRulePropertyRef_index(scope,attr) ::= "-1" // undefined token index in lexer

lexerRulePropertyRef_channel(scope,attr) ::= "_channel"

lexerRulePropertyRef_start(scope,attr) ::= "state.tokenStartCharIndex"

lexerRulePropertyRef_stop(scope,attr) ::= "([self getIndex]-1)"

lexerRulePropertyRef_int(scope,attr) ::= "[[<scope> getText] integerValue]"

 

// setting $st and $tree is allowed in local rule. everything else

// is flagged as error

ruleSetPropertyRef_tree(scope,attr,expr) ::= "retval.tree =<expr>;"

ruleSetPropertyRef_st(scope,attr,expr) ::= "retval.st =<expr>;" /* "<\n>#error StringTemplates are

unsupported<\n>" */

 

 

/** How to execute an action */

execAction(action) ::= <<

<if(backtracking)>

if ( <actions.(actionScope).synpredgate> ) {

   <action>

}

<else>

<action>

<endif>

>>

 

/** How to always execute an action even when backtracking */

execForcedAction(action) ::= "<action>"

 

// M I S C (properties, etc...)

 

bitset(name, words64) ::= <<

static ANTLRBitSet *<name>;

static const unsigned long long <name>_data[] = { <words64:{<it>LL};separator=", ">};<\n>

>>

 

bitsetInit(name, words64) ::= <<

<name> = [[ANTLRBitSet newANTLRBitSetWithBits:(const unsigned long long *)<name>_data

Count:(NSUInteger)<length(words64)>] retain];<\n>

>>
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codeFileExtension() ::= ".m"

 

true() ::= "YES"

false() ::= "NO"

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1147456847_1616955844.46/0/antlr-3-3-sources-1-

jar/org/antlr/codegen/templates/ObjC/ObjC.stg

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

[The "BSD licence"]

Copyright (c) 2010 Kyle Yetter

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

   documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote products

   derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF

THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1147456847_1616955844.46/0/antlr-3-3-sources-1-jar/org/antlr/codegen/RubyTarget.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

[The "BSD licence"]

Copyright (c) 2005-2009 Terence Parr

All rights reserved.
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Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

   documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote products

   derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF

THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*/

/** Template overrides to add debugging to normal Python output;

*  If ASTs are built, then you'll also get ASTDbg.stg loaded.

*/

group Dbg;

 

@outputFile.imports() ::= <<

<@super.imports()>

from antlr3.debug import *

>>

 

@genericParser.args() ::= <<

debug_socket = kwargs.pop('debug_socket', None)

port = kwargs.pop('port', None)

>>

 

@genericParser.init() ::= <<

self.ruleLevel = 0

 

if self._dbg is None:

   <createListenerAndHandshake()>

 

>>

 

createListenerAndHandshake() ::= <<

<if(TREE_PARSER)>

proxy = DebugEventSocketProxy(self, adaptor=self.input.getTreeAdaptor(),
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                             debug=debug_socket, port=port)<\n>

<else>

proxy = DebugEventSocketProxy(self, debug=debug_socket, port=port)<\n>

<endif>

self.setDebugListener(proxy)

proxy.handshake()

 

>>

 

@genericParser.members() ::= <<

<if(grammar.grammarIsRoot)>

ruleNames = [

   "invalidRule", <grammar.allImportedRules:{rST | "<rST.name>"}; wrap="\n    ", separator=", ">

   ]<\n>

<endif>

<if(grammar.grammarIsRoot)> <! grammar imports other grammar(s) !>

def getRuleLevel(self):

   return self.ruleLevel

 

def incRuleLevel(self):

   self.ruleLevel += 1

 

def decRuleLevel(self):

   self.ruleLevel -= 1

 

<if(profile)>

   <ctorForProfilingRootGrammar()>

<else>

   <ctorForRootGrammar()>

<endif>

<ctorForPredefinedListener()>

<else> <! imported grammar !>

def getRuleLevel(self):

   return <grammar.delegators:{g| <g:delegateName()>}>.getRuleLevel()

 

def incRuleLevel(self):

   <grammar.delegators:{g| <g:delegateName()>}>.incRuleLevel()

 

def decRuleLevel(self):

   <grammar.delegators:{g| <g:delegateName()>}>.decRuleLevel()

 

<ctorForDelegateGrammar()>

<endif>

<if(profile)>

FIXME(2)

public boolean alreadyParsedRule(IntStream input, int ruleIndex) {

   ((Profiler)self._dbg).examineRuleMemoization(input, ruleIndex,

<grammar.composite.rootGrammar.recognizerName>.ruleNames[ruleIndex]);
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   return super.alreadyParsedRule(input, ruleIndex);

}<\n>

FIXME(3)

public void memoize(IntStream input,

                   int ruleIndex,

                   int ruleStartIndex)

{

   ((Profiler)self._dbg).memoize(input, ruleIndex, ruleStartIndex,

<grammar.composite.rootGrammar.recognizerName>.ruleNames[ruleIndex]);

   super.memoize(input, ruleIndex, ruleStartIndex);

}<\n>

<endif>

def evalPredicate(self, result, predicate):

   self._dbg.semanticPredicate(result, predicate)

   return result

<\n>

>>

 

ctorForRootGrammar() ::= <<

<! bug: can't use <@super.members()> cut-n-paste instead !>

<! Same except we add port number and profile stuff if root grammar !>

<!

public <name>(<inputStreamType> input) {

   this(input, DebugEventSocketProxy.DEFAULT_DEBUGGER_PORT, new RecognizerSharedState());

}

public <name>(<inputStreamType> input, int port, RecognizerSharedState state) {

   super(input, state);

   <parserCtorBody()>

   <createListenerAndHandshake()>

   <grammar.directDelegates:{g|<g:delegateName()> = new <g.recognizerName>(input, self._dbg, this.state,

this<grammar.delegators:{g|, <g:delegateName()>}>);}; separator="\n">

   <@finally()>

}<\n>

!>

>>

 

ctorForProfilingRootGrammar() ::= <<

<! bug: can't use <@super.members()> cut-n-paste instead !>

public <name>(<inputStreamType> input) {

   this(input, new Profiler(null), new RecognizerSharedState());

}

public <name>(<inputStreamType> input, DebugEventListener self.dbg, RecognizerSharedState state) {

   super(input, self.dbg, state);

   Profiler p = (Profiler)self.dbg;

   p.setParser(this);

   <parserCtorBody()>

   <grammar.directDelegates:

    {g|<g:delegateName()> = new <g.recognizerName>(input, self.dbg, this.state, this<grammar.delegators:{g|,
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<g:delegateName()>}>);}; separator="\n">

   <@finally()>

}

<\n>

>>

 

/** Basically we don't want to set any dbg listeners are root will have it. */

ctorForDelegateGrammar() ::= <<

<!

public <name>(<inputStreamType> input, DebugEventListener self.dbg, RecognizerSharedState

state<grammar.delegators:{g|, <g.recognizerName> <g:delegateName()>}>) {

   super(input, dbg, state);

   <parserCtorBody()>

   <grammar.directDelegates:

    {g|<g:delegateName()> = new <g.recognizerName>(input, this, this.state<grammar.delegators:{g|,

<g:delegateName()>}>);}; separator="\n">

}<\n>

!>

>>

 

ctorForPredefinedListener() ::= <<

<!

public <name>(<inputStreamType> input, DebugEventListener dbg) {

   <@superClassRef>super(input, dbg, new RecognizerSharedState());<@end>

<if(profile)>

   Profiler p = (Profiler)dbg;

   p.setParser(this);

<endif>

   <parserCtorBody()>

   <grammar.directDelegates:{g|<g:delegateName()> = new <g.recognizerName>(input, self._dbg, this.state,

this<grammar.delegators:{g|, <g:delegateName()>}>);}; separator="\n">

   <@finally()>

}<\n>

!>

>>

 

@genericParser.superClassName() ::= "Debug<@super.superClassName()>"

 

@rule.body() ::= <<

try:

   self._dbg.enterRule(self.getGrammarFileName(), "<ruleName>")

   if self.getRuleLevel() == 0:

       self._dbg.commence();

   self.incRuleLevel()

   self._dbg.location(<ruleDescriptor.tree.line>, <ruleDescriptor.tree.column>)

 

   <@super.body()>
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   self._dbg.location(<ruleDescriptor.EORNode.line>, <ruleDescriptor.EORNode.column>)

finally:

   self._dbg.exitRule(self.getGrammarFileName(), "<ruleName>")

   self.decRuleLevel()

   if self.getRuleLevel() == 0:

        self._dbg.terminate()

 

>>

 

@synpred.start() ::= "self._dbg.beginBacktrack(self._state.backtracking)"

 

@synpred.stop() ::= "self._dbg.endBacktrack(self._state.backtracking, success)"

 

// Common debug event triggers used by region overrides below

 

enterSubRule() ::=

   "try { self._dbg.enterSubRule(<decisionNumber>);<\n>"

 

exitSubRule() ::=

   "} finally {self._dbg.exitSubRule(<decisionNumber>);}<\n>"

 

enterDecision() ::=

   "try { self._dbg.enterDecision(<decisionNumber>);<\n>"

 

exitDecision() ::=

   "} finally {self._dbg.exitDecision(<decisionNumber>);}<\n>"

 

enterAlt(n) ::= "self._dbg.enterAlt(<n>)<\n>"

 

// Region overrides that tell various constructs to add debugging triggers

 

@block.body() ::= <<

try:

   self._dbg.enterSubRule(<decisionNumber>)

   <@super.body()>

finally:

   self._dbg.exitSubRule(<decisionNumber>)

>>

 

@blockBody.decision() ::= <<

try:

   self._dbg.enterDecision(<decisionNumber>)

   <@super.decision()>

finally:

   self._dbg.exitDecision(<decisionNumber>)

>>

 

@ruleBlock.decision() ::= <<
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try:

   self._dbg.enterDecision(<decisionNumber>)

   <@super.decision()>

finally:

   self._dbg.exitDecision(<decisionNumber>)

>>

 

@ruleBlockSingleAlt.prealt() ::= "<enterAlt(n=\"1\")>"

 

@blockSingleAlt.prealt() ::= "<enterAlt(n=\"1\")>"

 

@positiveClosureBlock.loopBody() ::= <<

try:

   self._dbg.enterSubRule(<decisionNumber>)

   <@super.loopBody()>

finally:

   self._dbg.exitSubRule(<decisionNumber>)<\n>

>>

 

@positiveClosureBlockLoop.decisionBody() ::= <<

try:

   self._dbg.enterDecision(<decisionNumber>)

   <@super.decisionBody()>

finally:

   self._dbg.exitDecision(<decisionNumber>)

>>

 

@positiveClosureBlockLoop.earlyExitException() ::=

   "self._dbg.recognitionException(eee)<\n>"

 

@closureBlock.loopBody() ::= <<

try:

   self._dbg.enterSubRule(<decisionNumber>)

   <@super.loopBody()>

finally:

   self._dbg.exitSubRule(<decisionNumber>)<\n>

>>

 

@closureBlockLoop.decisionBody() ::= <<

try:

   self._dbg.enterDecision(<decisionNumber>)

   <@super.decisionBody()>

finally:

   self._dbg.exitDecision(<decisionNumber>)

>>

 

@altSwitchCase.prealt() ::= "<enterAlt(n=i)>"
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@element.prematch() ::=

   "self._dbg.location(<it.line>, <it.pos>)"

 

@matchSet.mismatchedSetException() ::=

   "self._dbg.recognitionException(mse)"

 

@dfaState.noViableAltException() ::= "self._dbg.recognitionException(nvae)"

 

@dfaStateSwitch.noViableAltException() ::= "self._dbg.recognitionException(nvae)"

 

dfaDecision(decisionNumber,description) ::= <<

try:

   self.isCyclicDecision = True

   <super.dfaDecision(...)>

 

except NoViableAltException, nvae:

   self._dbg.recognitionException(nvae)

   raise

 

>>

 

@cyclicDFA.errorMethod() ::= <<

def error(self, nvae):

   self._dbg.recognitionException(nvae)

 

>>

 

/** Force predicate validation to trigger an event */

evalPredicate(pred,description) ::= <<

self.evalPredicate(<pred>,"<description>")

>>

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1147456847_1616955844.46/0/antlr-3-3-sources-1-

jar/org/antlr/codegen/templates/Python/Dbg.stg

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* [The "BSD licence"]

* Copyright (c) 2005-2008 Terence Parr

* All rights reserved.

*

* Conversion to C#:

* Copyright (c) 2008-2009 Sam Harwell, Pixel Mine, Inc.

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions
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* are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* 3. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote products

*    derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

* OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.

* IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

* INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

* DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

* THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

* (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF

* THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*/

/** Template subgroup to add template rewrite output

*  If debugging, then you'll also get STDbg.stg loaded.

*/

group ST;

 

@outputFile.imports() ::= <<

<@super.imports()>

using Antlr3.ST;

using Antlr3.ST.Language;

>>

 

/** Add this to each rule's return value struct */

@returnScope.ruleReturnMembers() ::= <<

private StringTemplate _st;

public StringTemplate Template { get { return _st; } set { _st = value; } }

public override string ToString() { return (Template==null) ? string.Empty : Template.ToString(); }

>>

 

@genericParser.members() ::= <<

<@super.members()>

protected StringTemplateGroup templateLib = new StringTemplateGroup("<name>Templates",

typeof(AngleBracketTemplateLexer) );

 

public StringTemplateGroup TemplateLib

{

	get { return templateLib; }

	set { templateLib = value; }

}
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>>

 

/** x+=rule when output=template */

ruleRefAndListLabel(rule,label,elementIndex,args,scope) ::= <<

<ruleRef(...)>

<listLabel(elem=label+".getTemplate()",...)>

>>

 

rewriteTemplate(alts) ::= <<

 

// TEMPLATE REWRITE

<if(backtracking)>

if ( <actions.(actionScope).synpredgate> )

{

	<alts:rewriteTemplateAlt(); separator="else ">

	<if(rewriteMode)><replaceTextInLine()><endif>

}

<else>

<alts:rewriteTemplateAlt(); separator="else ">

<if(rewriteMode)><replaceTextInLine()><endif>

<endif>

>>

 

replaceTextInLine() ::= <<

<if(TREE_PARSER)>

((TokenRewriteStream)input.TokenStream).Replace(

	input.TreeAdaptor.GetTokenStartIndex(retval.Start),

	input.TreeAdaptor.GetTokenStopIndex(retval.Start),

	retval.Template);

<else>

((TokenRewriteStream)input).Replace(

	retval.Start.TokenIndex,

	input.LT(-1).TokenIndex,

	retval.Template);

<endif>

>>

 

rewriteTemplateAlt() ::= <<

// <it.description>

<if(it.pred)>

if (<it.pred>)

{

	retval.Template = <it.alt>;

}<\n>

<else>

{

	retval.Template = <it.alt>;

}<\n>
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<endif>

>>

 

rewriteEmptyTemplate(alts) ::= <<

null;

>>

 

/** Invoke a template with a set of attribute name/value pairs.

*  Set the value of the rule's template *after* having set

*  the attributes because the rule's template might be used as

*  an attribute to build a bigger template; you get a self-embedded

*  template.

*/

rewriteExternalTemplate(name,args) ::= <<

templateLib.GetInstanceOf("<name>"<if(args)>,

	new STAttrMap()<args:{a | .put("<a.name>", <a.value>)}>

	<endif>)

>>

 

/** expr is a string expression that says what template to load */

rewriteIndirectTemplate(expr,args) ::= <<

templateLib.GetInstanceOf(<expr><if(args)>,

	new STAttrMap()<args:{a | .put("<a.name>", <a.value>)}>

	<endif>)

>>

 

/** Invoke an inline template with a set of attribute name/value pairs */

rewriteInlineTemplate(args, template) ::= <<

new StringTemplate(templateLib, "<template>"<if(args)>,

	new STAttrMap()<args:{a | .put("<a.name>", <a.value>)}>

	<endif>)

>>

 

/** plain -> {foo} action */

rewriteAction(action) ::= <<

<action>

>>

 

/** An action has %st.attrName=expr; or %{st}.attrName=expr; */

actionSetAttribute(st,attrName,expr) ::= <<

(<st>).SetAttribute("<attrName>",<expr>);

>>

 

/** Translate %{stringExpr} */

actionStringConstructor(stringExpr) ::= <<

new StringTemplate(templateLib,<stringExpr>)

>>
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1147456847_1616955844.46/0/antlr-3-3-sources-1-

jar/org/antlr/codegen/templates/CSharp3/ST.stg

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

[The "BSD licence"]

Copyright (c) 2007-2008 Johannes Luber

Copyright (c) 2005-2007 Kunle Odutola

Copyright (c) 2005 Terence Parr

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

   documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote products

   derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF

THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*/

group AST;

 

@outputFile.imports() ::= <<

<@super.imports()>

<if(!TREE_PARSER)><! tree parser would already have imported !>

using Antlr.Runtime.Tree;

using RewriteRuleITokenStream = Antlr.Runtime.Tree.RewriteRuleTokenStream;<\n>

<endif>

>>

 

@genericParser.members() ::= <<

<@super.members()>

<parserMembers()>

>>
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parserCtorBody() ::= <<

<super.parserCtorBody()>

ITreeAdaptor treeAdaptor = null;

CreateTreeAdaptor(ref treeAdaptor);

TreeAdaptor = treeAdaptor ?? new CommonTreeAdaptor();

>>

 

/** Add an adaptor property that knows how to build trees */

parserMembers() ::= <<

// Implement this function in your helper file to use a custom tree adaptor

void CreateTreeAdaptor(ref ITreeAdaptor adaptor) {}

 

private ITreeAdaptor adaptor;

 

public ITreeAdaptor TreeAdaptor

{

	get

	{

		return adaptor;

	}

	set

	{

		this.adaptor = value;

		<grammar.directDelegates:{g|<g:delegateName()>.TreeAdaptor = this.adaptor;}>

	}

}

>>

 

@returnScope.ruleReturnInterfaces() ::= <<

, IAstRuleReturnScope\<<ASTLabelType>\>

>>

 

@returnScope.ruleReturnMembers() ::= <<

private <ASTLabelType> _tree;

public <ASTLabelType> Tree { get { return _tree; } set { _tree = value; } }

>>

 

/** Add a variable to track rule's return AST */

ruleDeclarations() ::= <<

<super.ruleDeclarations()>

<ASTLabelType> root_0 = null;<\n>

>>

 

ruleLabelDefs() ::= <<

<super.ruleLabelDefs()>

<[ruleDescriptor.tokenLabels,ruleDescriptor.wildcardTreeLabels,ruleDescriptor.wildcardTreeListLabels]

	:{<ASTLabelType> <it.label.text>_tree=null;}; separator="\n">
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<ruleDescriptor.tokenListLabels:{<ASTLabelType> <it.label.text>_tree=null;}; separator="\n">

<ruleDescriptor.allTokenRefsInAltsWithRewrites

	:{RewriteRule<rewriteElementType>Stream stream_<it>=new

RewriteRule<rewriteElementType>Stream(adaptor,"token <it>");}; separator="\n">

<ruleDescriptor.allRuleRefsInAltsWithRewrites

	:{RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_<it>=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule <it>");}; separator="\n">

>>

 

/** When doing auto AST construction, we must define some variables;

*  These should be turned off if doing rewrites.  This must be a "mode"

*  as a rule could have both rewrite and AST within the same alternative

*  block.

*/

@alt.declarations() ::= <<

<if(autoAST)>

<if(outerAlt)>

<if(!rewriteMode)>

root_0 = (<ASTLabelType>)adaptor.Nil();<\n>

<endif>

<endif>

<endif>

>>

 

// T r a c k i n g  R u l e  E l e m e n t s

 

/** ID and track it for use in a rewrite rule */

tokenRefTrack(token,label,elementIndex,hetero) ::= <<

<tokenRefBang(...)> <! Track implies no auto AST construction!>

<if(backtracking)>if ( <actions.(actionScope).synpredgate> ) <endif>stream_<token>.Add(<label>);<\n>

>>

 

/** ids+=ID and track it for use in a rewrite rule; adds to ids *and*

*  to the tracking list stream_ID for use in the rewrite.

*/

tokenRefTrackAndListLabel(token,label,elementIndex,hetero) ::= <<

<tokenRefTrack(...)>

<listLabel(elem=label,...)>

>>

 

/** ^(ID ...) track for rewrite */

tokenRefRuleRootTrack(token,label,elementIndex,hetero) ::= <<

<tokenRefBang(...)>

<if(backtracking)>if ( <actions.(actionScope).synpredgate> ) <endif>stream_<token>.Add(<label>);<\n>

>>

 

/** Match ^(label+=TOKEN ...) track for rewrite */

tokenRefRuleRootTrackAndListLabel(token,label,elementIndex,hetero) ::= <<

<tokenRefRuleRootTrack(...)>
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<listLabel(elem=label,...)>

>>

 

/** rule when output=AST and tracking for rewrite */

ruleRefTrack(rule,label,elementIndex,args,scope) ::= <<

<super.ruleRef(...)>

<if(backtracking)>if ( <actions.(actionScope).synpredgate> ) <endif>stream_<rule.name>.Add(<label>.Tree);

>>

 

/** x+=rule when output=AST and tracking for rewrite */

ruleRefTrackAndListLabel(rule,label,elementIndex,args,scope) ::= <<

<ruleRefTrack(...)>

<listLabel(elem=label+".Tree",...)>

>>

 

/** ^(rule ...) rewrite */

ruleRefRuleRootTrack(rule,label,elementIndex,args,scope) ::= <<

<ruleRefRuleRoot(...)>

<if(backtracking)>if ( <actions.(actionScope).synpredgate> ) <endif>stream_<rule>.Add(<label>.Tree);

>>

 

/** ^(x+=rule ...) rewrite */

ruleRefRuleRootTrackAndListLabel(rule,label,elementIndex,args,scope) ::= <<

<ruleRefRuleRootTrack(...)>

<listLabel(elem=label+".Tree",...)>

>>

 

// R e w r i t e

 

rewriteCode(

	alts, description,

	referencedElementsDeep, // ALL referenced elements to right of ->

	referencedTokenLabels,

	referencedTokenListLabels,

	referencedRuleLabels,

	referencedRuleListLabels,

	referencedWildcardLabels,

	referencedWildcardListLabels,

	rewriteBlockLevel, enclosingTreeLevel, treeLevel) ::=

<<

 

{

// AST REWRITE

// elements: <referencedElementsDeep; separator=", ">

// token labels: <referencedTokenLabels; separator=", ">

// rule labels: <referencedRuleLabels; separator=", ">

// token list labels: <referencedTokenListLabels; separator=", ">

// rule list labels: <referencedRuleListLabels; separator=", ">
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// wildcard labels: <[referencedWildcardLabels,referencedWildcardListLabels]; separator=", ">

<if(backtracking)>

if ( <actions.(actionScope).synpredgate> ) {<\n>

<endif>

<prevRuleRootRef()>.Tree = root_0;

<rewriteCodeLabels()>

root_0 = (<ASTLabelType>)adaptor.Nil();

<alts:rewriteAlt(); separator="else ">

<! if tree parser and rewrite=true !>

<if(TREE_PARSER)>

<if(rewriteMode)>

<prevRuleRootRef()>.Tree = (<ASTLabelType>)adaptor.RulePostProcessing(root_0);

input.ReplaceChildren(adaptor.GetParent(retval.Start),

                     adaptor.GetChildIndex(retval.Start),

                     adaptor.GetChildIndex(_last),

                     retval.Tree);

<endif>

<endif>

<! if parser or tree-parser && rewrite!=true, we need to set result !>

<if(!TREE_PARSER)>

<prevRuleRootRef()>.Tree = root_0;<\n>

<else>

<if(!rewriteMode)>

<prevRuleRootRef()>.Tree = root_0;

<endif>

<endif>

<if(backtracking)>

}<\n>

<endif>

}

 

>>

 

rewriteCodeLabels() ::= <<

<referencedTokenLabels

   :{RewriteRule<rewriteElementType>Stream stream_<it>=new

RewriteRule<rewriteElementType>Stream(adaptor,"token <it>",<it>);};

   separator="\n"

>

<referencedTokenListLabels

   :{RewriteRule<rewriteElementType>Stream stream_<it>=new

RewriteRule<rewriteElementType>Stream(adaptor,"token <it>", list_<it>);};

   separator="\n"

>

<referencedWildcardLabels

	:{RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_<it>=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"wildcard <it>",<it>);};

	separator="\n"

>
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<referencedWildcardListLabels

	:{RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_<it>=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"wildcard <it>",list_<it>);};

	separator="\n"

>

<referencedRuleLabels

   :{RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_<it>=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

<it>",<it>!=null?<it>.Tree:null);};

   separator="\n"

>

<referencedRuleListLabels

   :{RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_<it>=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"token <it>",list_<it>);};

   separator="\n"

>

>>

 

/** Generate code for an optional rewrite block; note it uses the deep ref'd element

 *  list rather shallow like other blocks.

 */

rewriteOptionalBlock(

	alt,rewriteBlockLevel,

	referencedElementsDeep, // all nested refs

	referencedElements, // elements in immediately block; no nested blocks

	description) ::=

<<

// <fileName>:<description>

if ( <referencedElementsDeep:{el | stream_<el>.HasNext}; separator="||"> )

{

	<alt>

}

<referencedElementsDeep:{el | stream_<el>.Reset();<\n>}>

>>

 

rewriteClosureBlock(

	alt,rewriteBlockLevel,

	referencedElementsDeep, // all nested refs

	referencedElements, // elements in immediately block; no nested blocks

	description) ::=

<<

// <fileName>:<description>

while ( <referencedElements:{el | stream_<el>.HasNext}; separator="||"> )

{

	<alt>

}

<referencedElements:{el | stream_<el>.Reset();<\n>}>

>>

 

rewritePositiveClosureBlock(

	alt,rewriteBlockLevel,
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	referencedElementsDeep, // all nested refs

	referencedElements, // elements in immediately block; no nested blocks

	description) ::=

<<

if ( !(<referencedElements:{el | stream_<el>.HasNext}; separator="||">) )

{

	throw new RewriteEarlyExitException();

}

while ( <referencedElements:{el | stream_<el>.HasNext}; separator="||"> )

{

	<alt>

}

<referencedElements:{el | stream_<el>.Reset();<\n>}>

>>

 

rewriteAlt(a) ::= <<

// <a.description>

<if(a.pred)>

if (<a.pred>)

{

	<a.alt>

}<\n>

<else>

{

	<a.alt>

}<\n>

<endif>

>>

 

/** For empty rewrites: "r : ... -> ;" */

rewriteEmptyAlt() ::= "root_0 = null;"

 

rewriteTree(root,children,description,enclosingTreeLevel,treeLevel) ::= <<

// <fileName>:<description>

{

<ASTLabelType> root_<treeLevel> = (<ASTLabelType>)adaptor.Nil();

<root:rewriteElement()>

<children:rewriteElement()>

adaptor.AddChild(root_<enclosingTreeLevel>, root_<treeLevel>);

}<\n>

>>

 

rewriteElementList(elements) ::= "<elements:rewriteElement()>"

 

rewriteElement(e) ::= <<

<@pregen()>

DebugLocation(<e.line>, <e.pos>);

<e.el>
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>>

 

/** Gen ID or ID[args] */

rewriteTokenRef(token,elementIndex,hetero,args) ::= <<

adaptor.AddChild(root_<treeLevel>, <createRewriteNodeFromElement(...)>);<\n>

>>

 

/** Gen $label ... where defined via label=ID */

rewriteTokenLabelRef(label,elementIndex) ::= <<

adaptor.AddChild(root_<treeLevel>, stream_<label>.NextNode());<\n>

>>

 

/** Gen $label ... where defined via label+=ID */

rewriteTokenListLabelRef(label,elementIndex) ::= <<

adaptor.AddChild(root_<treeLevel>, stream_<label>.NextNode());<\n>

>>

 

/** Gen ^($label ...) */

rewriteTokenLabelRefRoot(label,elementIndex) ::= <<

root_<treeLevel> = (<ASTLabelType>)adaptor.BecomeRoot(stream_<label>.NextNode(), root_<treeLevel>);<\n>

>>

 

/** Gen ^($label ...) where label+=... */

rewriteTokenListLabelRefRoot ::= rewriteTokenLabelRefRoot

 

/** Gen ^(ID ...) or ^(ID[args] ...) */

rewriteTokenRefRoot(token,elementIndex,hetero,args) ::= <<

root_<treeLevel> = (<ASTLabelType>)adaptor.BecomeRoot(<createRewriteNodeFromElement(...)>,

root_<treeLevel>);<\n>

>>

 

rewriteImaginaryTokenRef(args,token,hetero,elementIndex) ::= <<

adaptor.AddChild(root_<treeLevel>, <createImaginaryNode(tokenType=token, ...)>);<\n>

>>

 

rewriteImaginaryTokenRefRoot(args,token,hetero,elementIndex) ::= <<

root_<treeLevel> = (<ASTLabelType>)adaptor.BecomeRoot(<createImaginaryNode(tokenType=token, ...)>,

root_<treeLevel>);<\n>

>>

 

/** plain -> {foo} action */

rewriteAction(action) ::= <<

root_0 = <action>;<\n>

>>

 

/** What is the name of the previous value of this rule's root tree?  This

*  let's us refer to $rule to mean previous value.  I am reusing the

*  variable 'tree' sitting in retval struct to hold the value of root_0 right
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*  before I set it during rewrites.  The assign will be to retval.tree.

*/

prevRuleRootRef() ::= "retval"

 

rewriteRuleRef(rule) ::= <<

adaptor.AddChild(root_<treeLevel>, stream_<rule>.NextTree());<\n>

>>

 

rewriteRuleRefRoot(rule) ::= <<

root_<treeLevel> = (<ASTLabelType>)adaptor.BecomeRoot(stream_<rule>.NextNode(), root_<treeLevel>);<\n>

>>

 

rewriteNodeAction(action) ::= <<

adaptor.AddChild(root_<treeLevel>, <action>);<\n>

>>

 

rewriteNodeActionRoot(action) ::= <<

root_<treeLevel> = (<ASTLabelType>)adaptor.BecomeRoot(<action>, root_<treeLevel>);<\n>

>>

 

/** Gen $ruleLabel ... where defined via ruleLabel=rule */

rewriteRuleLabelRef(label) ::= <<

adaptor.AddChild(root_<treeLevel>, stream_<label>.NextTree());<\n>

>>

 

/** Gen $ruleLabel ... where defined via ruleLabel+=rule */

rewriteRuleListLabelRef(label) ::= <<

adaptor.AddChild(root_<treeLevel>, stream_<label>.NextTree());<\n>

>>

 

/** Gen ^($ruleLabel ...) where ruleLabel=rule */

rewriteRuleLabelRefRoot(label) ::= <<

root_<treeLevel> = (<ASTLabelType>)adaptor.BecomeRoot(stream_<label>.NextNode(), root_<treeLevel>);<\n>

>>

 

/** Gen ^($ruleLabel ...) where ruleLabel+=rule */

rewriteRuleListLabelRefRoot(label) ::= <<

root_<treeLevel> = (<ASTLabelType>)adaptor.BecomeRoot(stream_<label>.NextNode(), root_<treeLevel>);<\n>

>>

 

rewriteWildcardLabelRef(label) ::= <<

adaptor.AddChild(root_<treeLevel>, stream_<label>.NextTree());<\n>

>>

 

createImaginaryNode(tokenType,hetero,args) ::= <<

<if(hetero)>

<! new MethodNode(IDLabel, args) !>

new <hetero>(<tokenType><if(args)>, <args; separator=", "><endif>)
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<else>

(<ASTLabelType>)adaptor.Create(<tokenType>, <args; separator=", "><if(!args)>"<tokenType>"<endif>)

<endif>

>>

 

createRewriteNodeFromElement(token,hetero,args) ::= <<

<if(hetero)>

new <hetero>(stream_<token>.NextToken()<if(args)>, <args; separator=", "><endif>)

<else>

<if(args)> <! must create new node from old !>

adaptor.Create(<token>, <args; separator=", ">)

<else>

stream_<token>.NextNode()

<endif>

<endif>

>>

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1147456847_1616955844.46/0/antlr-3-3-sources-1-

jar/org/antlr/codegen/templates/CSharp2/AST.stg

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* [The "BSD licence"]

* Copyright (c) 2005-2008 Terence Parr

* All rights reserved.

*

* Conversion to C#:

* Copyright (c) 2008-2009 Sam Harwell, Pixel Mine, Inc.

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* 3. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote products

*    derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

* OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.

* IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

* INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,
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* DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

* THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

* (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF

* THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*/

group CSharp3 implements ANTLRCore;

 

csharpVisibilityMap ::= [

	"private":"private",

	"protected":"protected",

	"public":"public",

	"fragment":"private",

	default:"private"

]

 

// System.Boolean.ToString() returns "True" and "False", but the proper C# literals are "true" and "false"

// The Java version of Boolean returns "true" and "false", so they map to themselves here.

booleanLiteral ::= [

	"True":"true",

	"False":"false",

	"true":"true",

	"false":"false",

	default:"false"

]

 

/** The overall file structure of a recognizer; stores methods for rules

*  and cyclic DFAs plus support code.

*/

outputFile(	LEXER,PARSER,TREE_PARSER, actionScope, actions,

			docComment, recognizer,

			name, tokens, tokenNames, rules, cyclicDFAs,

			bitsets, buildTemplate, buildAST, rewriteMode, profile,

			backtracking, synpreds, memoize, numRules,

			fileName, ANTLRVersion, generatedTimestamp, trace,

			scopes, superClass, literals) ::=

<<

// $ANTLR <ANTLRVersion> <fileName> <generatedTimestamp>

 

// The variable 'variable' is assigned but its value is never used.

#pragma warning disable 219

// Unreachable code detected.

#pragma warning disable 162

 

<actions.(actionScope).header>

 

<@imports>

using System.Collections.Generic;

using Antlr.Runtime;
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<if(TREE_PARSER)>

using Antlr.Runtime.Tree;

using RewriteRuleITokenStream = Antlr.Runtime.Tree.RewriteRuleTokenStream;

<endif>

using Stack = System.Collections.Generic.Stack\<object>;

using List = System.Collections.IList;

using ArrayList = System.Collections.Generic.List\<object>;

<if(backtracking)>

using Map = System.Collections.IDictionary;

using HashMap = System.Collections.Generic.Dictionary\<object, object>;

<endif>

<@end>

 

<if(actions.(actionScope).namespace)>

namespace <actions.(actionScope).namespace>

{

<endif>

 

<docComment>

<recognizer>

<if(actions.(actionScope).namespace)>

 

} // namespace <actions.(actionScope).namespace>

 

<endif>

>>

 

lexer(grammar, name, tokens, scopes, rules, numRules, labelType="CommonToken",

     filterMode,

superClass={<if(actions.(actionScope).superClass)><actions.(actionScope).superClass><else>Antlr.Runtime.Lexer

<endif>}) ::= <<

[System.CodeDom.Compiler.GeneratedCode("ANTLR", "<ANTLRVersion>")]

[System.CLSCompliant(false)]

public partial class <grammar.recognizerName> : <@superClassName><superClass><@end>

{

	<tokens:{public const int <it.name>=<it.type>;}; separator="\n">

	<scopes:{<if(it.isDynamicGlobalScope)><globalAttributeScope(scope=it)><endif>}>

	<actions.lexer.members>

 

   // delegates

   <grammar.delegates:

        {g|public <g.recognizerName> <g:delegateName()>;}; separator="\n">

   // delegators

   <grammar.delegators:

        {g|public <g.recognizerName> <g:delegateName()>;}; separator="\n">

   <last(grammar.delegators):{g|public <g.recognizerName> gParent;}>

 

	public <grammar.recognizerName>()<! needed by subclasses !>
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	{

		OnCreated();

	}

 

	public <grammar.recognizerName>(ICharStream input<grammar.delegators:{g|, <g.recognizerName>

<g:delegateName()>}> )

		: this(input, new RecognizerSharedState()<grammar.delegators:{g|, <g:delegateName()>}>)

	{

	}

 

	public <grammar.recognizerName>(ICharStream input, RecognizerSharedState state<grammar.delegators:{g|,

<g.recognizerName> <g:delegateName()>}>)

		: base(input, state)

	{

<if(memoize)>

<if(grammar.grammarIsRoot)>

		state.ruleMemo = new System.Collections.Generic.Dictionary\<int, int>[<numRules>+1];<\n><! index from 1..n !>

<endif>

<endif>

		<grammar.directDelegates:

		 {g|<g:delegateName()> = new <g.recognizerName>(input, this.state<trunc(g.delegators):{p|,

<p:delegateName()>}>, this);}; separator="\n">

		<grammar.delegators:

		 {g|this.<g:delegateName()> = <g:delegateName()>;}; separator="\n">

		<last(grammar.delegators):{g|gParent = <g:delegateName()>;}>

 

		OnCreated();

	}

	public override string GrammarFileName { get { return "<fileName>"; } }

 

	private static readonly bool[] decisionCanBacktrack = new bool[0];

 

<if(grammar.hasDelegates)>

	public override ICharStream CharStream

	{

		get

		{

			return base.CharStream;

		}

		set

		{

			base.CharStream = value;

			<grammar.directDelegates:

			 {g|<g:delegateName()> = new <g.recognizerName>(input, state<trunc(g.delegators):{p|, <p:delegateName()>}>,

this);}; separator="\n">

			<grammar.delegators:

			 {g|this.<g:delegateName()> = <g:delegateName()>;}; separator="\n">

			<last(grammar.delegators):{g|gParent = <g:delegateName()>;}>
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		}

	}

 

<endif>

<if(filterMode)>

	<filteringNextToken()>

<endif>

 

	partial void OnCreated();

	partial void EnterRule(string ruleName, int ruleIndex);

	partial void LeaveRule(string ruleName, int ruleIndex);

 

	<rules; separator="\n\n">

 

	<insertLexerSynpreds(synpreds)>

 

	#region DFA

	<cyclicDFAs:{dfa | DFA<dfa.decisionNumber> dfa<dfa.decisionNumber>;}; separator="\n">

 

	protected override void InitDFAs()

	{

		base.InitDFAs();

		<cyclicDFAs:{dfa | dfa<dfa.decisionNumber> = new DFA<dfa.decisionNumber>(this<if(dfa.specialStateSTs)>,

SpecialStateTransition<dfa.decisionNumber><endif>);}; separator="\n">

	}

 

	<cyclicDFAs:cyclicDFA()> <! dump tables for all DFA !>

	#endregion

 

}

>>

 

/** A override of Lexer.nextToken() that backtracks over mTokens() looking

*  for matches.  No error can be generated upon error; just rewind, consume

*  a token and then try again.  backtracking needs to be set as well.

*  Make rule memoization happen only at levels above 1 as we start mTokens

*  at backtracking==1.

*/

filteringNextToken() ::= <<

public override IToken NextToken()

{

	while (true)

	{

		if (input.LA(1) == CharStreamConstants.EndOfFile)

		{

			IToken eof = new CommonToken((ICharStream)input, CharStreamConstants.EndOfFile, TokenChannels.Default,

input.Index, input.Index);

			eof.Line = Line;
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			eof.CharPositionInLine = CharPositionInLine;

			return eof;

		}

		state.token = null;

		state.channel = TokenChannels.Default;

		state.tokenStartCharIndex = input.Index;

		state.tokenStartCharPositionInLine = input.CharPositionInLine;

		state.tokenStartLine = input.Line;

		state.text = null;

		try

		{

			int m = input.Mark();

			state.backtracking=1;<! means we won't throw slow exception !>

			state.failed=false;

			mTokens();

			state.backtracking=0;

			<! mTokens backtracks with synpred at backtracking==2

			   and we set the synpredgate to allow actions at level 1. !>

			if (state.failed)

			{

				input.Rewind(m);

				input.Consume();<! advance one char and try again !>

			}

			else

			{

				Emit();

				return state.token;

			}

		}

		catch (RecognitionException re)

		{

			// shouldn't happen in backtracking mode, but...

			ReportError(re);

			Recover(re);

		}

	}

}

 

public override void Memoize(IIntStream input, int ruleIndex, int ruleStartIndex)

{

	if (state.backtracking > 1)

		base.Memoize(input, ruleIndex, ruleStartIndex);

}

 

public override bool AlreadyParsedRule(IIntStream input, int ruleIndex)

{

	if (state.backtracking > 1)

		return base.AlreadyParsedRule(input, ruleIndex);
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	return false;

}

>>

 

actionGate() ::= "state.backtracking == 0"

 

filteringActionGate() ::= "state.backtracking==1"

 

/** How to generate a parser */

genericParser(grammar, name, scopes, tokens, tokenNames, rules, numRules,

             bitsets, inputStreamType, superClass,

             ASTLabelType="object", labelType, members, rewriteElementType,

             filterMode) ::= <<

[System.CodeDom.Compiler.GeneratedCode("ANTLR", "<ANTLRVersion>")]

[System.CLSCompliant(false)]

public partial class <grammar.recognizerName> : <@superClassName><superClass><@end>

{

<if(grammar.grammarIsRoot)>

	internal static readonly string[] tokenNames = new string[] {

		"\<invalid>", "\<EOR>", "\<DOWN>", "\<UP>", <tokenNames; separator=", ">

	};<\n>

<endif>

	<tokens:{public const int <it.name>=<it.type>;}; separator="\n">

 

	// delegates

	<grammar.delegates:

		 {g|public <g.recognizerName> <g:delegateName()>;}; separator="\n">

	// delegators

	<grammar.delegators:

		 {g|public <g.recognizerName> <g:delegateName()>;}; separator="\n">

	<last(grammar.delegators):{g|public <g.recognizerName> gParent;}>

 

	<scopes:{<if(it.isDynamicGlobalScope)><globalAttributeScope(scope=it)><endif>}>

	<@members>

#if ANTLR_DEBUG

	private static readonly bool[] decisionCanBacktrack =

		new bool[]

		{

			false, // invalid decision

			<grammar.decisions:{d | <booleanLiteral.(d.dfa.hasSynPred)>}; wrap="\n", separator=", ">

		};

#else

	private static readonly bool[] decisionCanBacktrack = new bool[0];

#endif

<! WARNING. bug in ST: this is cut-n-paste into Dbg.stg !>

public <grammar.recognizerName>( <inputStreamType> input<grammar.delegators:{g|, <g.recognizerName>

<g:delegateName()>}> )
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	: this( input, new RecognizerSharedState()<grammar.delegators:{g|, <g:delegateName()>}> )

{

}

public <grammar.recognizerName>(<inputStreamType> input, RecognizerSharedState

state<grammar.delegators:{g|, <g.recognizerName> <g:delegateName()>}>)

	: base(input, state)

{

	<parserCtorBody()>

	<grammar.directDelegates:

	 {g|<g:delegateName()> = new <g.recognizerName>(input, state<trunc(g.delegators):{p|, <p:delegateName()>}>,

this);}; separator="\n">

	<grammar.indirectDelegates:{g | <g:delegateName()> = <g.delegator:delegateName()>.<g:delegateName()>;};

separator="\n">

	<last(grammar.delegators):{g|gParent = <g:delegateName()>;}>

 

	OnCreated();

}

	<@end>

 

	public override string[] TokenNames { get { return

<grammar.composite.rootGrammar.recognizerName>.tokenNames; } }

	public override string GrammarFileName { get { return "<fileName>"; } }

 

	<members>

 

	partial void OnCreated();

	partial void EnterRule(string ruleName, int ruleIndex);

	partial void LeaveRule(string ruleName, int ruleIndex);

 

	#region Rules

	<rules; separator="\n\n">

	#endregion Rules

 

<if(grammar.delegatedRules)>

<! generate rule/method definitions for imported rules so they

  appear to be defined in this recognizer. !>

	#region Delegated rules

<grammar.delegatedRules:{ruleDescriptor|

	public <returnType()> <ruleDescriptor.name>(<ruleDescriptor.parameterScope:parameterScope(scope=it)>)

<!throws RecognitionException !>\{ <if(ruleDescriptor.hasReturnValue)>return

<endif><ruleDescriptor.grammar:delegateName()>.<ruleDescriptor.name>(<ruleDescriptor.parameterScope.attribut

es:{a|<a.name>}; separator=", ">); \}}; separator="\n">

	#endregion Delegated rules<\n>

<endif>

 

	<insertSynpreds(synpreds)>

 

<if(cyclicDFAs)>
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	#region DFA

	<cyclicDFAs:{dfa | DFA<dfa.decisionNumber> dfa<dfa.decisionNumber>;}; separator="\n">

 

	protected override void InitDFAs()

	{

		base.InitDFAs();

		<cyclicDFAs:{dfa | dfa<dfa.decisionNumber> = new DFA<dfa.decisionNumber>( this<if(dfa.specialStateSTs)>,

SpecialStateTransition<dfa.decisionNumber><endif> );}; separator="\n">

	}

 

	<cyclicDFAs:cyclicDFA()><! dump tables for all DFA !>

	#endregion DFA<\n>

<endif>

 

<if(bitsets)>

	#region Follow sets

	private static class Follow

	{

		<bitsets:bitset(name={_<it.name>_in_<it.inName><it.tokenIndex>},

							words64=it.bits)>

	}

	#endregion Follow sets<\n>

<endif>

}

>>

 

parserCtorBody() ::= <<

<if(memoize)>

<if(grammar.grammarIsRoot)>

this.state.ruleMemo = new System.Collections.Generic.Dictionary\<int,

int>[<length(grammar.allImportedRules)>+1];<\n><! index from 1..n !>

<endif>

<endif>

<grammar.delegators:

{g|this.<g:delegateName()> = <g:delegateName()>;}; separator="\n">

>>

 

parser(grammar, name, scopes, tokens, tokenNames, rules, numRules, bitsets,

      ASTLabelType="object",

superClass={<if(actions.(actionScope).superClass)><actions.(actionScope).superClass><else>Antlr.Runtime.Parser

<endif>}, labelType="IToken",

      members={<actions.parser.members>}) ::= <<

<genericParser(inputStreamType="ITokenStream", rewriteElementType="IToken", ...)>

>>

 

/** How to generate a tree parser; same as parser except the input

*  stream is a different type.

*/
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treeParser(grammar, name, scopes, tokens, tokenNames, globalAction, rules,

          numRules, bitsets, labelType={<ASTLabelType>}, ASTLabelType="object",

superClass={<if(actions.(actionScope).superClass)><actions.(actionScope).superClass><else>Antlr.Runtime.Tree.<

if(filterMode)><if(buildAST)>TreeRewriter\<<labelType>\><else>TreeFilter<endif><else>TreeParser<endif><end

if>},

          members={<actions.treeparser.members>},

          filterMode) ::= <<

<genericParser(inputStreamType="ITreeNodeStream", rewriteElementType="Node", ...)>

>>

 

/** A simpler version of a rule template that is specific to the imaginary

*  rules created for syntactic predicates.  As they never have return values

*  nor parameters etc..., just give simplest possible method.  Don't do

*  any of the normal memoization stuff in here either; it's a waste.

*  As predicates cannot be inlined into the invoking rule, they need to

*  be in a rule by themselves.

*/

synpredRule(ruleName, ruleDescriptor, block, description, nakedBlock) ::=

<<

partial void Enter_<ruleName>_fragment();

partial void Leave_<ruleName>_fragment();

 

// $ANTLR start <ruleName>

public <!final !>void <ruleName>_fragment(<ruleDescriptor.parameterScope:parameterScope(scope=it)>)

{

	<ruleLabelDefs()>

	Enter_<ruleName>_fragment();

	EnterRule("<ruleName>_fragment", <ruleDescriptor.index>);

	TraceIn("<ruleName>_fragment", <ruleDescriptor.index>);

	try

	{

		<block>

	}

	finally

	{

		TraceOut("<ruleName>_fragment", <ruleDescriptor.index>);

		LeaveRule("<ruleName>_fragment", <ruleDescriptor.index>);

		Leave_<ruleName>_fragment();

	}

}

// $ANTLR end <ruleName>

>>

 

insertLexerSynpreds(synpreds) ::= <<

<insertSynpreds(synpreds)>

>>

 

insertSynpreds(synpreds) ::= <<
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<if(synpreds)>

#region Synpreds

private bool EvaluatePredicate(System.Action fragment)

{

	bool success = false;

	state.backtracking++;

	<@start()>

	try { DebugBeginBacktrack(state.backtracking);

	int start = input.Mark();

	try

	{

		fragment();

	}

	catch ( RecognitionException re )

	{

		System.Console.Error.WriteLine("impossible: "+re);

	}

	success = !state.failed;

	input.Rewind(start);

	} finally { DebugEndBacktrack(state.backtracking, success); }

	<@stop()>

	state.backtracking--;

	state.failed=false;

	return success;

}

#endregion Synpreds<\n>

<endif>

>>

 

ruleMemoization(name) ::= <<

<if(memoize)>

if (state.backtracking > 0 && AlreadyParsedRule(input, <ruleDescriptor.index>)) { <returnFromRule()> }

<endif>

>>

 

/** How to test for failure and return from rule */

checkRuleBacktrackFailure() ::= <<

<if(backtracking)>if (state.failed) <returnFromRule()><endif>

>>

 

/** This rule has failed, exit indicating failure during backtrack */

ruleBacktrackFailure() ::= <<

<if(backtracking)>if (state.backtracking>0) {state.failed=true; <returnFromRule()>}<endif>

>>

 

/** How to generate code for a rule.  This includes any return type

*  data aggregates required for multiple return values.

*/
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rule(ruleName,ruleDescriptor,block,emptyRule,description,exceptions,finally,memoize) ::= <<

<ruleAttributeScope(scope=ruleDescriptor.ruleScope)>

<returnScope(scope=ruleDescriptor.returnScope)>

 

partial void Enter_<ruleName>();

partial void Leave_<ruleName>();

 

// $ANTLR start "<ruleName>"

// <fileName>:<description>

[GrammarRule("<ruleName>")]

<csharpVisibilityMap.(ruleDescriptor.modifier); null="private"> <returnType()>

<ruleName>(<ruleDescriptor.parameterScope:parameterScope(scope=it)>)

{

	Enter_<ruleName>();

	EnterRule("<ruleName>", <ruleDescriptor.index>);

	TraceIn("<ruleName>", <ruleDescriptor.index>);

	<ruleScopeSetUp()>

	<ruleDeclarations()>

	<ruleLabelDefs()>

	<ruleDescriptor.actions.init>

	try { DebugEnterRule(GrammarFileName, "<ruleName>");

	DebugLocation(<ruleDescriptor.tree.line>, <ruleDescriptor.EORNode.charPositionInLine>);

	<@preamble()>

	try

	{

		<ruleMemoization(name=ruleName)>

		<block>

		<ruleCleanUp()>

		<(ruleDescriptor.actions.after):execAction()>

	}

<if(exceptions)>

	<exceptions:{e|<catch(decl=e.decl,action=e.action)><\n>}>

<else>

<if(!emptyRule)>

<if(actions.(actionScope).rulecatch)>

	<actions.(actionScope).rulecatch>

<else>

	catch (RecognitionException re)

	{

		ReportError(re);

		Recover(input,re);

	<@setErrorReturnValue()>

	}<\n>

<endif>

<endif>

<endif>

	finally

	{
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		TraceOut("<ruleName>", <ruleDescriptor.index>);

		LeaveRule("<ruleName>", <ruleDescriptor.index>);

		Leave_<ruleName>();

		<memoize()>

		<ruleScopeCleanUp()>

		<finally>

	}

	DebugLocation(<ruleDescriptor.EORNode.line>, <ruleDescriptor.EORNode.charPositionInLine>);

	} finally { DebugExitRule(GrammarFileName, "<ruleName>"); }

	<@postamble()>

	<returnFromRule()><\n>

}

// $ANTLR end "<ruleName>"

>>

 

catch(decl,action) ::= <<

catch (<e.decl>)

{

	<e.action>

}

>>

 

ruleDeclarations() ::= <<

<if(ruleDescriptor.hasMultipleReturnValues)>

<returnType()> retval = new <returnType()>();

retval.Start = (<labelType>)input.LT(1);<\n>

<else>

<ruleDescriptor.returnScope.attributes:{ a |

<a.type> <a.name> = <if(a.initValue)><a.initValue><else><initValue(a.type)><endif>;

}>

<endif>

<if(memoize)>

int <ruleDescriptor.name>_StartIndex = input.Index;

<endif>

>>

 

ruleScopeSetUp() ::= <<

<ruleDescriptor.useScopes:{<it>_stack.Push(new <it>_scope());<it>_scopeInit(<it>_stack.Peek());};

separator="\n">

<ruleDescriptor.ruleScope:{<it.name>_stack.Push(new

<it.name>_scope());<it.name>_scopeInit(<it.name>_stack.Peek());}; separator="\n">

>>

 

ruleScopeCleanUp() ::= <<

<ruleDescriptor.useScopes:{<it>_scopeAfter(<it>_stack.Peek());<it>_stack.Pop();}; separator="\n">

<ruleDescriptor.ruleScope:{<it.name>_scopeAfter(<it.name>_stack.Peek());<it.name>_stack.Pop();};

separator="\n">

>>
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ruleLabelDefs() ::= <<

<[ruleDescriptor.tokenLabels,ruleDescriptor.tokenListLabels,ruleDescriptor.wildcardTreeLabels,ruleDescriptor.wil

dcardTreeListLabels]

   :{<labelType> <it.label.text>=null;}; separator="\n"

>

<[ruleDescriptor.tokenListLabels,ruleDescriptor.ruleListLabels,ruleDescriptor.wildcardTreeListLabels]

   :{List list_<it.label.text>=null;}; separator="\n"

>

<ruleDescriptor.ruleLabels:ruleLabelDef(label=it); separator="\n">

<ruleDescriptor.ruleListLabels:ruleLabelDef(label=it); separator="\n">

>>

 

lexerRuleLabelDefs() ::= <<

<[ruleDescriptor.tokenLabels,

 ruleDescriptor.tokenListLabels,

 ruleDescriptor.ruleLabels]

   :{<labelType> <it.label.text>=null;}; separator="\n"

>

<ruleDescriptor.charLabels:{int <it.label.text>;}; separator="\n">

<[ruleDescriptor.tokenListLabels,

 ruleDescriptor.ruleListLabels]

   :{List list_<it.label.text>=null;}; separator="\n"

>

>>

 

returnFromRule() ::= <<

return<if(!ruleDescriptor.isSynPred)>

<if(ruleDescriptor.hasReturnValue)>

<if(ruleDescriptor.hasSingleReturnValue)>

<! This comment is a hack to make sure the following

  single space appears in the output. !> <ruleDescriptor.singleValueReturnName>

<else>

retval

<endif>

<endif>

<endif>

;

>>

 

ruleCleanUp() ::= <<

<if(ruleDescriptor.hasMultipleReturnValues)>

<if(!TREE_PARSER)>

retval.Stop = (<labelType>)input.LT(-1);<\n>

<endif>

<endif>

>>
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memoize() ::= <<

<if(memoize)>

<if(backtracking)>

if (state.backtracking > 0) { Memoize(input, <ruleDescriptor.index>, <ruleDescriptor.name>_StartIndex); }

<endif>

<endif>

>>

 

/** How to generate a rule in the lexer; naked blocks are used for

*  fragment rules.

*/

lexerRule(ruleName,nakedBlock,ruleDescriptor,block,memoize) ::= <<

partial void Enter_<ruleName>();

partial void Leave_<ruleName>();

 

// $ANTLR start "<ruleName>"

[GrammarRule("<ruleName>")]

<csharpVisibilityMap.(ruleDescriptor.modifier); null="private"> void

m<ruleName>(<ruleDescriptor.parameterScope:parameterScope(scope=it)>)

{

	Enter_<ruleName>();

	EnterRule("<ruleName>", <ruleDescriptor.index>);

	TraceIn("<ruleName>", <ruleDescriptor.index>);

	<ruleScopeSetUp()>

	<ruleDeclarations()>

	try

	{

<if(nakedBlock)>

		<ruleMemoization(name=ruleName)>

		<lexerRuleLabelDefs()>

		<ruleDescriptor.actions.init>

		<block><\n>

<else>

		int _type = <ruleName>;

		int _channel = DefaultTokenChannel;

		<ruleMemoization(name=ruleName)>

		<lexerRuleLabelDefs()>

		<ruleDescriptor.actions.init>

		<block>

		<ruleCleanUp()>

		state.type = _type;

		state.channel = _channel;

		<(ruleDescriptor.actions.after):execAction()>

<endif>

	}

	finally

	{

		TraceOut("<ruleName>", <ruleDescriptor.index>);
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		LeaveRule("<ruleName>", <ruleDescriptor.index>);

		Leave_<ruleName>();

		<ruleScopeCleanUp()>

		<memoize()>

	}

}

// $ANTLR end "<ruleName>"

>>

 

/** How to generate code for the implicitly-defined lexer grammar rule

*  that chooses between lexer rules.

*/

tokensRule(ruleName,nakedBlock,args,block,ruleDescriptor) ::= <<

public override void mTokens()

{

	<block><\n>

}

>>

 

// S U B R U L E S

 

/** A (...) subrule with multiple alternatives */

block(alts,decls,decision,enclosingBlockLevel,blockLevel,decisionNumber,maxK,maxAlt,description) ::= <<

// <fileName>:<description>

int alt<decisionNumber>=<maxAlt>;

<decls>

<@predecision()>

try { DebugEnterSubRule(<decisionNumber>);

try { DebugEnterDecision(<decisionNumber>, decisionCanBacktrack[<decisionNumber>]);

<decision>

} finally { DebugExitDecision(<decisionNumber>); }

<@postdecision()>

<@prebranch()>

switch (alt<decisionNumber>)

{

<alts:altSwitchCase()>

}

} finally { DebugExitSubRule(<decisionNumber>); }

<@postbranch()>

>>

 

/** A rule block with multiple alternatives */

ruleBlock(alts,decls,decision,enclosingBlockLevel,blockLevel,decisionNumber,maxK,maxAlt,description) ::= <<

// <fileName>:<description>

int alt<decisionNumber>=<maxAlt>;

<decls>

<@predecision()>

try { DebugEnterDecision(<decisionNumber>, decisionCanBacktrack[<decisionNumber>]);
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<decision>

} finally { DebugExitDecision(<decisionNumber>); }

<@postdecision()>

switch (alt<decisionNumber>)

{

<alts:altSwitchCase()>

}

>>

 

ruleBlockSingleAlt(alts,decls,decision,enclosingBlockLevel,blockLevel,decisionNumber,description) ::= <<

// <fileName>:<description>

<decls>

<@prealt()>

DebugEnterAlt(1);

<alts>

<@postalt()>

>>

 

/** A special case of a (...) subrule with a single alternative */

blockSingleAlt(alts,decls,decision,enclosingBlockLevel,blockLevel,decisionNumber,description) ::= <<

// <fileName>:<description>

<decls>

<@prealt()>

DebugEnterAlt(1);

<alts>

<@postalt()>

>>

 

/** A (..)+ block with 1 or more alternatives */

positiveClosureBlock(alts,decls,decision,enclosingBlockLevel,blockLevel,decisionNumber,maxK,maxAlt,descriptio

n) ::= <<

// <fileName>:<description>

int cnt<decisionNumber>=0;

<decls>

<@preloop()>

try { DebugEnterSubRule(<decisionNumber>);

while (true)

{

	int alt<decisionNumber>=<maxAlt>;

	<@predecision()>

	try { DebugEnterDecision(<decisionNumber>, decisionCanBacktrack[<decisionNumber>]);

	<decision>

	} finally { DebugExitDecision(<decisionNumber>); }

	<@postdecision()>

	switch (alt<decisionNumber>)

	{

	<alts:altSwitchCase()>

	default:
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		if (cnt<decisionNumber> >= 1)

			goto loop<decisionNumber>;

 

		<ruleBacktrackFailure()>

		EarlyExitException eee<decisionNumber> = new EarlyExitException( <decisionNumber>, input );

		DebugRecognitionException(eee<decisionNumber>);

		<@earlyExitException()>

		throw eee<decisionNumber>;

	}

	cnt<decisionNumber>++;

}

loop<decisionNumber>:

	;

 

} finally { DebugExitSubRule(<decisionNumber>); }

<@postloop()>

>>

 

positiveClosureBlockSingleAlt ::= positiveClosureBlock

 

/** A (..)* block with 1 or more alternatives */

closureBlock(alts,decls,decision,enclosingBlockLevel,blockLevel,decisionNumber,maxK,maxAlt,description) ::=

<<

// <fileName>:<description>

<decls>

<@preloop()>

try { DebugEnterSubRule(<decisionNumber>);

while (true)

{

	int alt<decisionNumber>=<maxAlt>;

	<@predecision()>

	try { DebugEnterDecision(<decisionNumber>, decisionCanBacktrack[<decisionNumber>]);

	<decision>

	} finally { DebugExitDecision(<decisionNumber>); }

	<@postdecision()>

	switch ( alt<decisionNumber> )

	{

	<alts:altSwitchCase()>

	default:

		goto loop<decisionNumber>;

	}

}

 

loop<decisionNumber>:

	;

 

} finally { DebugExitSubRule(<decisionNumber>); }

<@postloop()>
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>>

 

closureBlockSingleAlt ::= closureBlock

 

/** Optional blocks (x)? are translated to (x|) by before code generation

*  so we can just use the normal block template

*/

optionalBlock ::= block

 

optionalBlockSingleAlt ::= block

 

/** A case in a switch that jumps to an alternative given the alternative

*  number.  A DFA predicts the alternative and then a simple switch

*  does the jump to the code that actually matches that alternative.

*/

altSwitchCase() ::= <<

case <i>:

	<@prealt()>

	DebugEnterAlt(<i>);

	<it>

	break;<\n>

>>

 

/** An alternative is just a list of elements; at outermost level */

alt(elements,altNum,description,autoAST,outerAlt,treeLevel,rew) ::= <<

// <fileName>:<description>

{

<@declarations()>

<elements:element()>

<rew>

<@cleanup()>

}

>>

 

/** What to emit when there is no rewrite.  For auto build

*  mode, does nothing.

*/

noRewrite(rewriteBlockLevel, treeLevel) ::= ""

 

// E L E M E N T S

 

/** Dump the elements one per line */

element() ::= <<

<@prematch()>

DebugLocation(<it.line>, <it.pos>);

<it.el><\n>

>>
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/** match a token optionally with a label in front */

tokenRef(token,label,elementIndex,hetero) ::= <<

<if(label)><label>=(<labelType>)<endif>Match(input,<token>,Follow._<token>_in_<ruleName><elementIndex>);

<checkRuleBacktrackFailure()>

>>

 

/** ids+=ID */

tokenRefAndListLabel(token,label,elementIndex,hetero) ::= <<

<tokenRef(...)>

<listLabel(elem=label,...)>

>>

 

listLabel(label,elem) ::= <<

if (list_<label>==null) list_<label>=new ArrayList();

list_<label>.Add(<elem>);<\n>

>>

 

/** match a character */

charRef(char,label) ::= <<

<if(label)>

<label> = input.LA(1);<\n>

<endif>

Match(<char>); <checkRuleBacktrackFailure()>

>>

 

/** match a character range */

charRangeRef(a,b,label) ::= <<

<if(label)>

<label> = input.LA(1);<\n>

<endif>

MatchRange(<a>,<b>); <checkRuleBacktrackFailure()>

>>

 

/** For now, sets are interval tests and must be tested inline */

matchSet(s,label,elementIndex,postmatchCode="") ::= <<

<if(label)>

<if(LEXER)>

<label>= input.LA(1);<\n>

<else>

<label>=(<labelType>)input.LT(1);<\n>

<endif>

<endif>

if (<s>)

{

	input.Consume();

	<postmatchCode>

<if(!LEXER)>

	state.errorRecovery=false;
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<endif>

	<if(backtracking)>state.failed=false;<endif>

}

else

{

	<ruleBacktrackFailure()>

	MismatchedSetException mse = new MismatchedSetException(null,input);

	DebugRecognitionException(mse);

	<@mismatchedSetException()>

<if(LEXER)>

	Recover(mse);

	throw mse;

<else>

	throw mse;

	<! use following code to make it recover inline; remove throw mse;

	recoverFromMismatchedSet(input,mse,Follow._set_in_<ruleName><elementIndex>);

	!>

<endif>

}<\n>

>>

 

matchSetUnchecked(s,label,elementIndex,postmatchCode="") ::= <<

<if(label)>

<if(LEXER)>

<label>= input.LA(1);<\n>

<else>

<label>=(<labelType>)input.LT(1);<\n>

<endif>

<endif>

input.Consume();

<postmatchCode>

<if(!LEXER)>

	state.errorRecovery=false;

<endif>

	<if(backtracking)>state.failed=false;<endif>

>>

 

matchRuleBlockSet ::= matchSet

 

matchSetAndListLabel(s,label,elementIndex,postmatchCode) ::= <<

<matchSet(...)>

<listLabel(elem=label,...)>

>>

 

/** Match a string literal */

lexerStringRef(string,label,elementIndex) ::= <<

<if(label)>

int <label>Start = CharIndex;
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Match(<string>); <checkRuleBacktrackFailure()>

int <label>StartLine<elementIndex> = Line;

int <label>StartCharPos<elementIndex> = CharPositionInLine;

<label> = new <labelType>(input, TokenTypes.Invalid, TokenChannels.Default, <label>Start, CharIndex-1);

<label>.Line = <label>StartLine<elementIndex>;

<label>.CharPositionInLine = <label>StartCharPos<elementIndex>;

<else>

Match(<string>); <checkRuleBacktrackFailure()><\n>

<endif>

>>

 

wildcard(label,elementIndex) ::= <<

<if(label)>

<label>=(<labelType>)input.LT(1);<\n>

<endif>

MatchAny(input); <checkRuleBacktrackFailure()>

>>

 

wildcardAndListLabel(label,elementIndex) ::= <<

<wildcard(...)>

<listLabel(elem=label,...)>

>>

 

/** Match . wildcard in lexer */

wildcardChar(label, elementIndex) ::= <<

<if(label)>

<label> = input.LA(1);<\n>

<endif>

MatchAny(); <checkRuleBacktrackFailure()>

>>

 

wildcardCharListLabel(label, elementIndex) ::= <<

<wildcardChar(...)>

<listLabel(elem=label,...)>

>>

 

/** Match a rule reference by invoking it possibly with arguments

*  and a return value or values.  The 'rule' argument was the

*  target rule name, but now is type Rule, whose toString is

*  same: the rule name.  Now though you can access full rule

*  descriptor stuff.

*/

ruleRef(rule,label,elementIndex,args,scope) ::= <<

PushFollow(Follow._<rule.name>_in_<ruleName><elementIndex>);

<if(label)><label>=<endif><if(scope)><scope:delegateName()>.<endif><rule.name>(<args; separator=", ">);

PopFollow();

<checkRuleBacktrackFailure()>

>>
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/** ids+=r */

ruleRefAndListLabel(rule,label,elementIndex,args,scope) ::= <<

<ruleRef(...)>

<listLabel(elem=label,...)>

>>

 

/** A lexer rule reference.

*

*  The 'rule' argument was the target rule name, but now

*  is type Rule, whose toString is same: the rule name.

*  Now though you can access full rule descriptor stuff.

*/

lexerRuleRef(rule,label,args,elementIndex,scope) ::= <<

<if(label)>

int <label>Start<elementIndex> = CharIndex;

int <label>StartLine<elementIndex> = Line;

int <label>StartCharPos<elementIndex> = CharPositionInLine;

<if(scope)><scope:delegateName()>.<endif>m<rule.name>(<args; separator=", ">);

<checkRuleBacktrackFailure()>

<label> = new <labelType>(input, TokenTypes.Invalid, TokenChannels.Default, <label>Start<elementIndex>,

CharIndex-1);

<label>.Line = <label>StartLine<elementIndex>;

<label>.CharPositionInLine = <label>StartCharPos<elementIndex>;

<else>

<if(scope)><scope:delegateName()>.<endif>m<rule.name>(<args; separator=", ">);

<checkRuleBacktrackFailure()>

<endif>

>>

 

/** i+=INT in lexer */

lexerRuleRefAndListLabel(rule,label,args,elementIndex,scope) ::= <<

<lexerRuleRef(...)>

<listLabel(elem=label,...)>

>>

 

/** EOF in the lexer */

lexerMatchEOF(label,elementIndex) ::= <<

<if(label)>

int <label>Start<elementIndex> = CharIndex;

int <label>StartLine<elementIndex> = Line;

int <label>StartCharPos<elementIndex> = CharPositionInLine;

Match(EOF); <checkRuleBacktrackFailure()>

<labelType> <label> = new <labelType>(input, EOF, TokenChannels.Default, <label>Start<elementIndex>,

CharIndex-1);

<label>.Line = <label>StartLine<elementIndex>;

<label>.CharPositionInLine = <label>StartCharPos<elementIndex>;

<else>
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Match(EOF); <checkRuleBacktrackFailure()>

<endif>

>>

 

/** match ^(root children) in tree parser */

tree(root, actionsAfterRoot, children, nullableChildList,

    enclosingTreeLevel, treeLevel) ::= <<

<root:element()>

<actionsAfterRoot:element()>

<if(nullableChildList)>

if (input.LA(1) == TokenTypes.Down)

{

	Match(input, TokenTypes.Down, null); <checkRuleBacktrackFailure()>

	<children:element()>

	Match(input, TokenTypes.Up, null); <checkRuleBacktrackFailure()>

}

<else>

Match(input, TokenTypes.Down, null); <checkRuleBacktrackFailure()>

<children:element()>

Match(input, TokenTypes.Up, null); <checkRuleBacktrackFailure()>

<endif>

>>

 

/** Every predicate is used as a validating predicate (even when it is

*  also hoisted into a prediction expression).

*/

validateSemanticPredicate(pred,description) ::= <<

if (!(<evalPredicate(...)>))

{

	<ruleBacktrackFailure()>

	throw new FailedPredicateException(input, "<ruleName>", "<description>");

}

>>

 

// F i x e d  D F A  (if-then-else)

 

dfaState(k,edges,eotPredictsAlt,description,stateNumber,semPredState) ::= <<

int LA<decisionNumber>_<stateNumber> = input.LA(<k>);<\n>

<edges; separator="\nelse ">

else

{

<if(eotPredictsAlt)>

	alt<decisionNumber>=<eotPredictsAlt>;

<else>

	<ruleBacktrackFailure()>

	NoViableAltException nvae = new NoViableAltException("<description>", <decisionNumber>, <stateNumber>,

input);<\n>

	DebugRecognitionException(nvae);
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	<@noViableAltException()>

	throw nvae;<\n>

<endif>

}

>>

 

/** Same as a normal DFA state except that we don't examine lookahead

*  for the bypass alternative.  It delays error detection but this

*  is faster, smaller, and more what people expect.  For (X)? people

*  expect "if ( LA(1)==X ) match(X);" and that's it.

*/

dfaOptionalBlockState(k,edges,eotPredictsAlt,description,stateNumber,semPredState) ::= <<

int LA<decisionNumber>_<stateNumber> = input.LA(<k>);<\n>

<edges; separator="\nelse ">

>>

 

/** A DFA state that is actually the loopback decision of a closure

*  loop.  If end-of-token (EOT) predicts any of the targets then it

*  should act like a default clause (i.e., no error can be generated).

*  This is used only in the lexer so that for ('a')* on the end of a rule

*  anything other than 'a' predicts exiting.

*/

dfaLoopbackState(k,edges,eotPredictsAlt,description,stateNumber,semPredState) ::= <<

int LA<decisionNumber>_<stateNumber> = input.LA(<k>);<\n>

<edges; separator="\nelse "><\n>

<if(eotPredictsAlt)>

<if(!edges)>

alt<decisionNumber>=<eotPredictsAlt>; <! if no edges, don't gen ELSE !>

<else>

else

{

	alt<decisionNumber>=<eotPredictsAlt>;

}<\n>

<endif>

<endif>

>>

 

/** An accept state indicates a unique alternative has been predicted */

dfaAcceptState(alt) ::= "alt<decisionNumber>=<alt>;"

 

/** A simple edge with an expression.  If the expression is satisfied,

*  enter to the target state.  To handle gated productions, we may

*  have to evaluate some predicates for this edge.

*/

dfaEdge(labelExpr, targetState, predicates) ::= <<

if ((<labelExpr>)<if(predicates)> && (<predicates>)<endif>)

{

	<targetState>
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}

>>

 

// F i x e d  D F A  (switch case)

 

/** A DFA state where a SWITCH may be generated.  The code generator

*  decides if this is possible: CodeGenerator.canGenerateSwitch().

*/

dfaStateSwitch(k,edges,eotPredictsAlt,description,stateNumber,semPredState) ::= <<

switch (input.LA(<k>))

{

<edges; separator="\n">

default:

<if(eotPredictsAlt)>

	alt<decisionNumber>=<eotPredictsAlt>;

	break;<\n>

<else>

	{

		<ruleBacktrackFailure()>

		NoViableAltException nvae = new NoViableAltException("<description>", <decisionNumber>, <stateNumber>,

input);<\n>

		DebugRecognitionException(nvae);

		<@noViableAltException()>

		throw nvae;

	}<\n>

<endif>

}<\n>

>>

 

dfaOptionalBlockStateSwitch(k,edges,eotPredictsAlt,description,stateNumber,semPredState) ::= <<

switch (input.LA(<k>))

{

<edges; separator="\n">

}<\n>

>>

 

dfaLoopbackStateSwitch(k, edges,eotPredictsAlt,description,stateNumber,semPredState) ::= <<

switch (input.LA(<k>))

{

<edges; separator="\n"><\n>

<if(eotPredictsAlt)>

default:

	alt<decisionNumber>=<eotPredictsAlt>;

	break;<\n>

<endif>

}<\n>

>>
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dfaEdgeSwitch(labels, targetState) ::= <<

<labels:{case <it>:}; separator="\n">

	{

	<targetState>

	}

	break;

>>

 

// C y c l i c  D F A

 

/** The code to initiate execution of a cyclic DFA; this is used

*  in the rule to predict an alt just like the fixed DFA case.

*  The <name> attribute is inherited via the parser, lexer, ...

*/

dfaDecision(decisionNumber,description) ::= <<

try

{

	alt<decisionNumber> = dfa<decisionNumber>.Predict(input);

}

catch (NoViableAltException nvae)

{

	DebugRecognitionException(nvae);

	throw;

}

>>

 

/* Dump DFA tables as run-length-encoded Strings of octal values.

* Can't use hex as compiler translates them before compilation.

* These strings are split into multiple, concatenated strings.

* Java puts them back together at compile time thankfully.

* Java cannot handle large static arrays, so we're stuck with this

* encode/decode approach.  See analysis and runtime DFA for

* the encoding methods.

*/

cyclicDFA(dfa) ::= <<

private class DFA<dfa.decisionNumber> : DFA

{

	private const string DFA<dfa.decisionNumber>_eotS =

		"<dfa.javaCompressedEOT; wrap="\"+\n\t\t\"">";

	private const string DFA<dfa.decisionNumber>_eofS =

		"<dfa.javaCompressedEOF; wrap="\"+\n\t\t\"">";

	private const string DFA<dfa.decisionNumber>_minS =

		"<dfa.javaCompressedMin; wrap="\"+\n\t\t\"">";

	private const string DFA<dfa.decisionNumber>_maxS =

		"<dfa.javaCompressedMax; wrap="\"+\n\t\t\"">";

	private const string DFA<dfa.decisionNumber>_acceptS =

		"<dfa.javaCompressedAccept; wrap="\"+\n\t\t\"">";

	private const string DFA<dfa.decisionNumber>_specialS =
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		"<dfa.javaCompressedSpecial; wrap="\"+\n\t\t\"">}>";

	private static readonly string[] DFA<dfa.decisionNumber>_transitionS =

		{

			<dfa.javaCompressedTransition:{s|"<s; wrap="\"+\n\"">"}; separator=",\n">

		};

 

	private static readonly short[] DFA<dfa.decisionNumber>_eot =

DFA.UnpackEncodedString(DFA<dfa.decisionNumber>_eotS);

	private static readonly short[] DFA<dfa.decisionNumber>_eof =

DFA.UnpackEncodedString(DFA<dfa.decisionNumber>_eofS);

	private static readonly char[] DFA<dfa.decisionNumber>_min =

DFA.UnpackEncodedStringToUnsignedChars(DFA<dfa.decisionNumber>_minS);

	private static readonly char[] DFA<dfa.decisionNumber>_max =

DFA.UnpackEncodedStringToUnsignedChars(DFA<dfa.decisionNumber>_maxS);

	private static readonly short[] DFA<dfa.decisionNumber>_accept =

DFA.UnpackEncodedString(DFA<dfa.decisionNumber>_acceptS);

	private static readonly short[] DFA<dfa.decisionNumber>_special =

DFA.UnpackEncodedString(DFA<dfa.decisionNumber>_specialS);

	private static readonly short[][] DFA<dfa.decisionNumber>_transition;

 

	static DFA<dfa.decisionNumber>()

	{

		int numStates = DFA<dfa.decisionNumber>_transitionS.Length;

		DFA<dfa.decisionNumber>_transition = new short[numStates][];

		for ( int i=0; i \< numStates; i++ )

		{

			DFA<dfa.decisionNumber>_transition[i] =

DFA.UnpackEncodedString(DFA<dfa.decisionNumber>_transitionS[i]);

		}

	}

 

	public DFA<dfa.decisionNumber>( BaseRecognizer recognizer<if(dfa.specialStateSTs)>,

SpecialStateTransitionHandler specialStateTransition<endif> )

<if(dfa.specialStateSTs)>

		: base(specialStateTransition)<\n>

<endif>

	{

		this.recognizer = recognizer;

		this.decisionNumber = <dfa.decisionNumber>;

		this.eot = DFA<dfa.decisionNumber>_eot;

		this.eof = DFA<dfa.decisionNumber>_eof;

		this.min = DFA<dfa.decisionNumber>_min;

		this.max = DFA<dfa.decisionNumber>_max;

		this.accept = DFA<dfa.decisionNumber>_accept;

		this.special = DFA<dfa.decisionNumber>_special;

		this.transition = DFA<dfa.decisionNumber>_transition;

	}
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	public override string Description { get { return "<dfa.description>"; } }

 

	public override void Error(NoViableAltException nvae)

	{

		DebugRecognitionException(nvae);

	}

}<\n>

<if(dfa.specialStateSTs)>

private int SpecialStateTransition<dfa.decisionNumber>(DFA dfa, int s, IIntStream _input)<! throws

NoViableAltException!>

{

	<if(LEXER)>

	IIntStream input = _input;

	<endif>

	<if(PARSER)>

	ITokenStream input = (ITokenStream)_input;

	<endif>

	<if(TREE_PARSER)>

	ITreeNodeStream input = (ITreeNodeStream)_input;

	<endif>

	int _s = s;

	switch (s)

	{

	<dfa.specialStateSTs:{state |

	case <i0>:<! compressed special state numbers 0..n-1 !>

		<state>}; separator="\n">

	}

<if(backtracking)>

	if (state.backtracking > 0) {state.failed=true; return -1;}<\n>

<endif>

	NoViableAltException nvae = new NoViableAltException(dfa.Description, <dfa.decisionNumber>, _s, input);

	dfa.Error(nvae);

	throw nvae;

}<\n>

<endif>

>>

 

/** A state in a cyclic DFA; it's a special state and part of a big switch on

*  state.

*/

cyclicDFAState(decisionNumber,stateNumber,edges,needErrorClause,semPredState) ::= <<

int LA<decisionNumber>_<stateNumber> = input.LA(1);<\n>

<if(semPredState)><! get next lookahead symbol to test edges, then rewind !>

int index<decisionNumber>_<stateNumber> = input.Index;

input.Rewind();<\n>

<endif>

s = -1;

<edges; separator="\nelse ">
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<if(semPredState)><! return input cursor to state before we rewound !>

input.Seek(index<decisionNumber>_<stateNumber>);<\n>

<endif>

if ( s>=0 ) return s;

break;

>>

 

/** Just like a fixed DFA edge, test the lookahead and indicate what

*  state to jump to next if successful.

*/

cyclicDFAEdge(labelExpr, targetStateNumber, edgeNumber, predicates) ::= <<

if ( (<labelExpr>) <if(predicates)>&& (<predicates>)<endif>) {s = <targetStateNumber>;}<\n>

>>

 

/** An edge pointing at end-of-token; essentially matches any char;

*  always jump to the target.

*/

eotDFAEdge(targetStateNumber,edgeNumber, predicates) ::= <<

s = <targetStateNumber>;<\n>

>>

 

 

// D F A  E X P R E S S I O N S

 

andPredicates(left,right) ::= "(<left>&&<right>)"

 

orPredicates(operands) ::= "(<first(operands)><rest(operands):{o | ||<o>}>)"

 

notPredicate(pred) ::= "!(<evalPredicate(...)>)"

 

evalPredicate(pred,description) ::= "(<pred>)"

 

evalSynPredicate(pred,description) ::= "EvaluatePredicate(<pred>_fragment)"

 

lookaheadTest(atom,k,atomAsInt) ::= "LA<decisionNumber>_<stateNumber>==<atom>"

 

/** Sometimes a lookahead test cannot assume that LA(k) is in a temp variable

*  somewhere.  Must ask for the lookahead directly.

*/

isolatedLookaheadTest(atom,k,atomAsInt) ::= "input.LA(<k>)==<atom>"

 

lookaheadRangeTest(lower,upper,k,rangeNumber,lowerAsInt,upperAsInt) ::= <<

(LA<decisionNumber>_<stateNumber>\>=<lower> && LA<decisionNumber>_<stateNumber>\<=<upper>)

>>

 

isolatedLookaheadRangeTest(lower,upper,k,rangeNumber,lowerAsInt,upperAsInt) ::= "(input.LA(<k>)\>=<lower>

&& input.LA(<k>)\<=<upper>)"
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setTest(ranges) ::= "<ranges; separator=\"||\">"

 

// A T T R I B U T E S

 

attributeScope(scope) ::= <<

<if(scope.attributes)>

protected class <scope.name>_scope

{

	<scope.attributes:{public <it.decl>;}; separator="\n">

}

<if(scope.actions.scopeinit)>

protected void <scope.name>_scopeInit( <scope.name>_scope scope )

{

	<scope.actions.scopeinit>

}<\n>

<else>

partial void <scope.name>_scopeInit( <scope.name>_scope scope );<\n>

<endif>

<if(scope.actions.scopeafter)>

protected void <scope.name>_scopeAfter( <scope.name>_scope scope )

{

	<scope.actions.scopeafter>

}<\n>

<else>

partial void <scope.name>_scopeAfter( <scope.name>_scope scope );<\n>

<endif>

protected Stack\<<scope.name>_scope\> <scope.name>_stack = new Stack\<<scope.name>_scope\>();<\n>

<endif>

>>

 

globalAttributeScope(scope) ::= <<

<attributeScope(...)>

>>

 

ruleAttributeScope(scope) ::= <<

<attributeScope(...)>

>>

 

returnStructName() ::= "<it.name>_return"

 

returnType() ::= <<

<if(ruleDescriptor.hasMultipleReturnValues)>

<ruleDescriptor.grammar.recognizerName>.<ruleDescriptor:returnStructName()>

<else>

<if(ruleDescriptor.hasSingleReturnValue)>

<ruleDescriptor.singleValueReturnType>

<else>

void
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<endif>

<endif>

>>

 

/** Generate the C# type associated with a single or multiple return

*  values.

*/

ruleLabelType(referencedRule) ::= <<

<if(referencedRule.hasMultipleReturnValues)>

<referencedRule.grammar.recognizerName>.<referencedRule.name>_return

<else>

<if(referencedRule.hasSingleReturnValue)>

<referencedRule.singleValueReturnType>

<else>

void

<endif>

<endif>

>>

 

delegateName() ::= <<

<if(it.label)><it.label><else>g<it.name><endif>

>>

 

/** Using a type to init value map, try to init a type; if not in table

*  must be an object, default value is "null".

*/

initValue(typeName) ::= <<

default(<typeName>)

>>

 

/** Define a rule label including default value */

ruleLabelDef(label) ::= <<

<ruleLabelType(referencedRule=label.referencedRule)> <label.label.text> =

<initValue(typeName=ruleLabelType(referencedRule=label.referencedRule))>;

>>

 

/** Define a return struct for a rule if the code needs to access its

*  start/stop tokens, tree stuff, attributes, ...  Leave a hole for

*  subgroups to stick in members.

*/

returnScope(scope) ::= <<

<if(ruleDescriptor.hasMultipleReturnValues)>

public class <ruleDescriptor:returnStructName()> :

<if(TREE_PARSER)>Tree<else>Parser<endif>RuleReturnScope\<<labelType>\><@ruleReturnInterfaces()>

{

	<scope.attributes:{public <it.decl>;}; separator="\n">

	<@ruleReturnMembers()>

}
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<endif>

>>

 

parameterScope(scope) ::= <<

<scope.attributes:{<it.decl>}; separator=", ">

>>

 

parameterAttributeRef(attr) ::= "<attr.name>"

parameterSetAttributeRef(attr,expr) ::= "<attr.name> =<expr>;"

 

scopeAttributeRef(scope,attr,index,negIndex) ::= <<

<if(negIndex)>

((<scope>_scope)<scope>_stack.elementAt(<scope>_stack.size()-<negIndex>-1)).<attr.name>

<else>

<if(index)>

((<scope>_scope)<scope>_stack.elementAt(<index>)).<attr.name>

<else>

((<scope>_scope)<scope>_stack.Peek()).<attr.name>

<endif>

<endif>

>>

 

scopeSetAttributeRef(scope,attr,expr,index,negIndex) ::= <<

<if(negIndex)>

((<scope>_scope)<scope>_stack.elementAt(<scope>_stack.size()-<negIndex>-1)).<attr.name> =<expr>;

<else>

<if(index)>

((<scope>_scope)<scope>_stack.elementAt(<index>)).<attr.name> =<expr>;

<else>

((<scope>_scope)<scope>_stack.Peek()).<attr.name> =<expr>;

<endif>

<endif>

>>

 

/** $x is either global scope or x is rule with dynamic scope; refers

*  to stack itself not top of stack.  This is useful for predicates

*  like {$function.size()>0 && $function::name.equals("foo")}?

*/

isolatedDynamicScopeRef(scope) ::= "<scope>_stack"

 

/** reference an attribute of rule; might only have single return value */

ruleLabelRef(referencedRule,scope,attr) ::= <<

<if(referencedRule.hasMultipleReturnValues)>

(<scope>!=null?<scope>.<attr.name>:<initValue(attr.type)>)

<else>

<scope>

<endif>

>>
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returnAttributeRef(ruleDescriptor,attr) ::= <<

<if(ruleDescriptor.hasMultipleReturnValues)>

retval.<attr.name>

<else>

<attr.name>

<endif>

>>

 

returnSetAttributeRef(ruleDescriptor,attr,expr) ::= <<

<if(ruleDescriptor.hasMultipleReturnValues)>

retval.<attr.name> =<expr>;

<else>

<attr.name> =<expr>;

<endif>

>>

 

/** How to translate $tokenLabel */

tokenLabelRef(label) ::= "<label>"

 

/** ids+=ID {$ids} or e+=expr {$e} */

listLabelRef(label) ::= "list_<label>"

 

 

// not sure the next are the right approach

 

tokenLabelPropertyRef_text(scope,attr) ::= "(<scope>!=null?<scope>.Text:null)"

tokenLabelPropertyRef_type(scope,attr) ::= "(<scope>!=null?<scope>.Type:0)"

tokenLabelPropertyRef_line(scope,attr) ::= "(<scope>!=null?<scope>.Line:0)"

tokenLabelPropertyRef_pos(scope,attr) ::= "(<scope>!=null?<scope>.CharPositionInLine:0)"

tokenLabelPropertyRef_channel(scope,attr) ::= "(<scope>!=null?<scope>.Channel:0)"

tokenLabelPropertyRef_index(scope,attr) ::= "(<scope>!=null?<scope>.TokenIndex:0)"

tokenLabelPropertyRef_tree(scope,attr) ::= "<scope>_tree"

tokenLabelPropertyRef_int(scope,attr) ::= "(<scope>!=null?int.Parse(<scope>.Text):0)"

 

ruleLabelPropertyRef_start(scope,attr) ::= "(<scope>!=null?((<labelType>)<scope>.Start):null)"

ruleLabelPropertyRef_stop(scope,attr) ::= "(<scope>!=null?((<labelType>)<scope>.Stop):null)"

ruleLabelPropertyRef_tree(scope,attr) ::= "(<scope>!=null?((<ASTLabelType>)<scope>.Tree):null)"

ruleLabelPropertyRef_text(scope,attr) ::= <<

<if(TREE_PARSER)>

(<scope>!=null?(input.TokenStream.ToString(

 input.TreeAdaptor.GetTokenStartIndex(<scope>.Start),

 input.TreeAdaptor.GetTokenStopIndex(<scope>.Start))):null)

<else>

(<scope>!=null?input.ToString(<scope>.Start,<scope>.Stop):null)

<endif>

>>
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ruleLabelPropertyRef_st(scope,attr) ::= "(<scope>!=null?<scope>.Template:null)"

 

/** Isolated $RULE ref ok in lexer as it's a Token */

lexerRuleLabel(label) ::= "<label>"

 

lexerRuleLabelPropertyRef_type(scope,attr) ::=

   "(<scope>!=null?<scope>.Type:0)"

 

lexerRuleLabelPropertyRef_line(scope,attr) ::=

   "(<scope>!=null?<scope>.Line:0)"

 

lexerRuleLabelPropertyRef_pos(scope,attr) ::=

   "(<scope>!=null?<scope>.CharPositionInLine:-1)"

 

lexerRuleLabelPropertyRef_channel(scope,attr) ::=

   "(<scope>!=null?<scope>.Channel:0)"

 

lexerRuleLabelPropertyRef_index(scope,attr) ::=

   "(<scope>!=null?<scope>.TokenIndex:0)"

 

lexerRuleLabelPropertyRef_text(scope,attr) ::=

   "(<scope>!=null?<scope>.Text:null)"

 

lexerRuleLabelPropertyRef_int(scope,attr) ::=

   "(<scope>!=null?int.Parse(<scope>.Text):0)"

 

// Somebody may ref $template or $tree or $stop within a rule:

rulePropertyRef_start(scope,attr) ::= "retval.Start"

rulePropertyRef_stop(scope,attr) ::= "retval.Stop"

rulePropertyRef_tree(scope,attr) ::= "retval.Tree"

rulePropertyRef_text(scope,attr) ::= <<

<if(TREE_PARSER)>

input.TokenStream.ToString(

 input.TreeAdaptor.GetTokenStartIndex(retval.Start),

 input.TreeAdaptor.GetTokenStopIndex(retval.Start))

<else>

input.ToString(retval.Start,input.LT(-1))

<endif>

>>

rulePropertyRef_st(scope,attr) ::= "retval.Template"

 

lexerRulePropertyRef_text(scope,attr) ::= "Text"

lexerRulePropertyRef_type(scope,attr) ::= "_type"

lexerRulePropertyRef_line(scope,attr) ::= "state.tokenStartLine"

lexerRulePropertyRef_pos(scope,attr) ::= "state.tokenStartCharPositionInLine"

lexerRulePropertyRef_index(scope,attr) ::= "-1" // undefined token index in lexer

lexerRulePropertyRef_channel(scope,attr) ::= "_channel"

lexerRulePropertyRef_start(scope,attr) ::= "state.tokenStartCharIndex"
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lexerRulePropertyRef_stop(scope,attr) ::= "(CharIndex-1)"

lexerRulePropertyRef_int(scope,attr) ::= "int.Parse(<scope>.Text)"

 

// setting $st and $tree is allowed in local rule. everything else

// is flagged as error

ruleSetPropertyRef_tree(scope,attr,expr) ::= "retval.Tree = <expr>;"

ruleSetPropertyRef_st(scope,attr,expr) ::= "retval.Template =<expr>;"

 

/** How to execute an action (only when not backtracking) */

execAction(action) ::= <<

<if(backtracking)>

if ( <actions.(actionScope).synpredgate> )

{

	<action>

}

<else>

<action>

<endif>

>>

 

/** How to always execute an action even when backtracking */

execForcedAction(action) ::= "<action>"

 

// M I S C (properties, etc...)

 

bitset(name, words64) ::= <<

public static readonly BitSet <name> = new BitSet(new ulong[]{<words64:{<it>UL};separator=",">});<\n>

>>

 

codeFileExtension() ::= ".cs"

 

true() ::= "true"

false() ::= "false"

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1147456847_1616955844.46/0/antlr-3-3-sources-1-

jar/org/antlr/codegen/templates/CSharp3/CSharp3.stg

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* [The "BSD licence"]

Copyright (c) 2008 Erik van Bilsen

Copyright (c) 2007-2008 Johannes Luber

Copyright (c) 2005-2007 Kunle Odutola

Copyright (c) 2005-2006 Terence Parr

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions
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are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

   documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote products

   derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF

THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*/

group Delphi implements ANTLRCore;

 

csharpTypeInitMap ::= [

 "int":"0",

 "uint":"0",

 "long":"0",

 "ulong":"0",

 "float":"0.0",

 "double":"0.0",

 "bool":"False",

 "byte":"0",

 "sbyte":"0",

 "short":"0",

 "ushort":"0",

 "char":"#0",

 "string":"''",

 "String":"''",

 default:"nil" // anything other than an atomic type

]

 

/** The overall file structure of a recognizer; stores methods for rules

*  and cyclic DFAs plus support code.

*  LEXER (Boolean): should we generate lexer code?

*  PARSER (Boolean): should we generate parser code?

*  TREE_PARSER (Boolean): should we generate tree parser code?

*  actionScope (String): 'lexer', 'parser', 'tree_parser' or custom scope

*  actions (HashMap):

*  docComment (String): document comment
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*  recognizer (Object): recognizer class generator

*  name (String): name of grammar

*  tokens (HashMap<name: String, type: Integer>):

*  tokenNames:

*  rules:

*  cyclicDFAs:

*  bitsets:

*  buildTemplate (Boolean): should we generate a string template?

*  buildAST (Boolean): should we generate an AST?

*  rewriteMode (Boolean): are we rewriteing nodes?

*  profile (Boolean):

*  backtracking (Boolean): backtracking mode?

*  synpreds (): syntactic predicates

*  memoize (Boolean): should we memoize?

*  numRules (Integer): number of rules

*  fileName (String): fully qualified name of original .g file

*  ANTLRVersion (String): ANTLR version in Major.Minor.Build format

*  generatedTimestamp (String): date/time when the file is generated

*  trace (Boolean): should we trace input/output?

*  scopes:

*  superClass (String): name of base class, or empty string

*  literals:

*/

outputFile(LEXER,PARSER,TREE_PARSER, actionScope, actions,

          docComment, recognizer,

          name, tokens, tokenNames, rules, cyclicDFAs,

    bitsets, buildTemplate, buildAST, rewriteMode, profile,

    backtracking, synpreds, memoize, numRules,

    fileName, ANTLRVersion, generatedTimestamp, trace,

    scopes, superClass, literals) ::=

<<

unit <name>;

 

{$HINTS OFF}

 

// $ANTLR <ANTLRVersion> <fileName> <generatedTimestamp>

 

<actions.(actionScope).header>

 

interface

 

<@imports>

uses<\n>

<@end>

 <actions.(actionScope).usesInterface>

<if(TREE_PARSER)>

 Antlr.Runtime.Tree,<\n>

<endif>
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 Antlr.Runtime,

 Antlr.Runtime.Collections,

 Antlr.Runtime.Tools;

 

<docComment>

<recognizer>

>>

 

/** Generates source code for the lexer class

* grammar (Grammar object)

*/

lexer(grammar, name, tokens, scopes, rules, numRules, labelType="Token",

     filterMode, superClass="Lexer") ::= <<

type

 I<grammar.recognizerName> = interface(I<@superClassName><superClass><@end>)

 end;

 

 T<grammar.recognizerName> = class(T<@superClassName><superClass><@end>,

I<grammar.recognizerName>)

 strict private

   FCnt: array [0..<grammar.numberOfDecisions>] of Byte;

   FLA: array [0..<grammar.numberOfDecisions>, 0..255] of Integer;

   FException: ERecognitionException;

   procedure InitializeCyclicDFAs;

 <cyclicDFAs:cyclicDFADeclaration()>

 public

   const

     <tokens:{<it.name> = <it.type>;}; separator="\n">

   <scopes:{<if(it.isDynamicGlobalScope)><globalAttributeScope(scope=it)><endif>}>

 strict private

   <actions.(actionScope).memberDeclarations>

 public

   // delegates

   <grammar.delegates: {g|<g:delegateName()>: I<superClass>; {<g.recognizerName>}}; separator="\n">

 public

   // delegators

   <grammar.delegators: {g|<g:delegateName()>: Pointer; {<g.recognizerName>}}; separator="\n">

   <last(grammar.delegators):{g|gParent: Pointer; {<g.recognizerName>}}>

 protected

   { IBaseRecognizer }

   function GetGrammarFileName: String; override;

<if(filterMode)>

   function AlreadyParsedRule(const Input: IIntStream;

     const RuleIndex: Integer): Boolean; override;

   procedure Memoize(const Input: IIntStream; const RuleIndex,

     RuleStartIndex: Integer); override;

 protected

   { ILexer }
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   function NextToken: IToken; override;<\n>

<endif>

 protected

   { ILexer }

   procedure DoTokens; override;

 public

   constructor Create; overload;

   constructor Create(const AInput: ICharStream<grammar.delegators:{g|; const A<g:delegateName()>:

IBaseRecognizer{<g.recognizerName>}}>); overload;

   constructor Create(const AInput: ICharStream; const AState: IRecognizerSharedState<grammar.delegators:{g|;

const A<g:delegateName()>: IBaseRecognizer{<g.recognizerName>}}>); overload;

 

   <rules: {r | <if(!r.ruleDescriptor.isSynPred)><lexerRuleDeclaration(r)><endif>}>

   <synpreds:{p | <lexerSynpredDeclaration(p)>}; separator="\n">

 end;

 

implementation

 

uses

 <grammar.delegates: {g|<g.recognizerName>,}; separator="\n">

 <grammar.delegators: {g|<g.recognizerName>,}; separator="\n">

 <actions.(actionScope).usesImplementation>

 SysUtils,

 StrUtils,

 Math;

 

{ T<grammar.recognizerName> }

 

constructor T<grammar.recognizerName>.Create;

begin

 InitializeCyclicDFAs;

end;

 

constructor T<grammar.recognizerName>.Create(const AInput: ICharStream<grammar.delegators:{g|; const

A<g:delegateName()>: IBaseRecognizer{<g.recognizerName>}}>);

begin

 Create(AInput, nil<grammar.delegators:{g|, A<g:delegateName()>}>);

end;

 

constructor T<grammar.recognizerName>.Create(const AInput: ICharStream; const AState:

IRecognizerSharedState<grammar.delegators:{g|; const A<g:delegateName()>:

IBaseRecognizer{<g.recognizerName>}}>);

begin

 inherited Create(AInput, AState);

 InitializeCyclicDFAs; { TODO: Necessary in Delphi??? Not removed yet. }

 <if(memoize)>

 <if(grammar.grammarIsRoot)>

 State.RuleMemoCount := <numRules>+1;<\n> <! index from 1..n !>
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 <endif>

 <endif>

 <grammar.directDelegates:

  {g|<g:delegateName()> := T<g.recognizerName>.Create(AInput, State<trunc(g.delegators):{p|,

<p:delegateName()>}>, Self);}; separator="\n">

 <grammar.delegators:

  {g|<g:delegateName()> := Pointer(A<g:delegateName()>);}; separator="\n">

 <last(grammar.delegators):{g|gParent := Pointer(A<g:delegateName()>);}>

 <actions.(actionScope).memberInitializations>

end;

<actions.(actionScope).memberImplementations>

function T<grammar.recognizerName>.GetGrammarFileName: String;

begin

 Result := '<fileName>';

end;

 

<if(filterMode)>

<filteringNextToken()>

<endif>

 

<rules; separator="\n\n">

<synpreds:{p | <lexerSynpred(p)>}>

 

procedure T<grammar.recognizerName>.InitializeCyclicDFAs;

begin

 <cyclicDFAs:{dfa | FDFA<dfa.decisionNumber> :=

TDFA<dfa.decisionNumber>.Create(Self<@debugAddition()>);}; separator="\n">

 <cyclicDFAs:{dfa | <if(dfa.specialStateSTs)>FDFA<dfa.decisionNumber>.SpecialStateTransitionHandler :=

DFA<dfa.decisionNumber>_SpecialStateTransition;<endif>}; separator="\n">

end;

 

<cyclicDFAs:cyclicDFA()> <! dump tables for all DFA !>

end.>>

 

lexerRuleDeclaration(rule) ::= <<

procedure m<rule.ruleName>(<rule.ruleDescriptor.parameterScope:parameterScope(scope=rule)>);<\n>

>>

 

/** A override of Lexer.nextToken() that backtracks over mTokens() looking

*  for matches.  No error can be generated upon error; just rewind, consume

*  a token and then try again.  backtracking needs to be set as well.

*

*  Make rule memoization happen only at levels above 1 as we start mTokens

*  at backtracking==1.

*/

filteringNextToken() ::= <<

function T<grammar.recognizerName>.NextToken: IToken;

var
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 M: Integer;

begin

 while (True) do

 begin

   if (Input.LA(1) = Integer(cscEOF)) then

     Exit(TToken.EOF_TOKEN);

 

   State.Token := nil;

   State.Channel := TToken.DEFAULT_CHANNEL;

   State.TokenStartCharIndex := Input.Index;

   State.TokenStartCharPositionInLine := Input.CharPositionInLine;

   State.TokenStartLine := Input.Line;

   State.Text := '';

   try

     M := Input.Mark();

     State.Backtracking := 1; <! means we won't throw slow exception !>

     State.Failed := False;

     mTokens();

     State.Backtracking := 0;

<!

     mTokens backtracks with synpred at backtracking==2

           and we set the synpredgate to allow actions at level 1.

!>

     if (State.Failed) then

     begin

       Input.Rewind(M);

       Input.Consume; <! // advance one char and try again !>

     end

     else

     begin

       Emit;

       Exit(State.Token);

     end;

   except

     on RE: ERecognitionException do

     begin

       // shouldn't happen in backtracking mode, but...

       ReportError(RE);

       Recover(RE);

     end;

   end;

 end;

end;

 

function T<grammar.recognizerName>.AlreadyParsedRule(const Input: IIntStream;

 const RuleIndex: Integer): Boolean;

begin

 if (State.Backtracking > 1) then
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   Result := inherited AlreadyParsedRule(Input, RuleIndex)

 else

   Result := False;

end;

 

procedure T<grammar.recognizerName>.Memoize(const Input: IIntStream; const RuleIndex,

 RuleStartIndex: Integer);

begin

 if (State.Backtracking > 1) then

   inherited Memoize(Input, RuleIndex, RuleStartIndex);

end; 

 

>>

 

filteringActionGate() ::= "(State.Backtracking = 1)"

 

/** How to generate a parser */

genericParser(grammar, name, scopes, tokens, tokenNames, rules, numRules,

             bitsets, inputStreamType, superClass, filterMode,

             ASTLabelType="ANTLRInterface", labelType, members, rewriteElementType) ::= <<

type

 <rules: {r | <genericParserRuleReturnType(rule=r, ruleDescriptor=r.ruleDescriptor)>}>

 I<grammar.recognizerName> = interface(I<@superClassName><superClass><@end>)

   <rules: {r | <genericParserRuleInterface(rule=r, ruleDescriptor=r.ruleDescriptor)>}>

 end;

 

 T<grammar.recognizerName> = class(T<@superClassName><superClass><@end>,

I<grammar.recognizerName>)

<if(grammar.grammarIsRoot)>

 public

   const

     TOKEN_NAMES: array [0..<length(tokenNames)>+3] of String = (

       '\<invalid>',

       '\<EOR>',

       '\<DOWN>',

       '\<UP>',

       <tokenNames; separator=",\n">);<\n>

<endif>

 public

   const

     <tokens:{<it.name> = <it.type>;}; separator="\n">

 public

   // delegates

   <grammar.delegates: {g|<g:delegateName()>: I<superClass>; {<g.recognizerName>}}; separator="\n">

 public

   // delegators

   <grammar.delegators: {g|<g:delegateName()>: Pointer; {<g.recognizerName>}}; separator="\n">

   <last(grammar.delegators):{g|gParent: Pointer; {<g.recognizerName>}}>
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   <scopes:{<if(it.isDynamicGlobalScope)><globalAttributeScopeDeclaration(scope=it)><endif>}>

<@members>

   <! WARNING. bug in ST: this is cut-n-paste into Dbg.stg !>

 public

   constructor Create(const AInput: <inputStreamType><grammar.delegators:{g|; const A<g:delegateName()>:

IBaseRecognizer{<g.recognizerName>}}>); overload;

   constructor Create(const AInput: <inputStreamType>; const AState:

IRecognizerSharedState<grammar.delegators:{g|; const A<g:delegateName()>:

IBaseRecognizer{<g.recognizerName>}}>); overload;

<@end>

 protected

   { IBaseRecognizer }

   function GetTokenNames: TStringArray; override;

   function GetGrammarFileName: String; override; 

 strict private

   <actions.(actionScope).memberDeclarations>

 <rules: {r | <genericParserRuleDeclaration(rule=r, ruleDescriptor=r.ruleDescriptor)>}>

 

<! generate rule/method definitions for imported rules so they

  appear to be defined in this recognizer. !>

   // Delegated rules

   <grammar.delegatedRules:{ruleDescriptor| <delegatedRuleDeclaration(ruleDescriptor)>}>

 

   <synpreds:{p | <synpredDeclaration(p)>}; separator="\n">

 <cyclicDFAs:cyclicDFADeclaration()>

 strict private

   FException: ERecognitionException;

   FLA: array [0..<grammar.numberOfDecisions>, 0..255] of Integer;

   FCnt: array [0..<grammar.numberOfDecisions>] of Byte;

   procedure InitializeCyclicDFAs;

<if(bitsets)>

 public

   class var

     <bitsets:bitsetDecl(name={FOLLOW_<it.name>_in_<it.inName><it.tokenIndex>})>

 public

   class procedure InitializeBitsets; static;<\n>

<endif>

 end;

 

implementation

 

uses

 <grammar.delegates: {g|<g.recognizerName>,}; separator="\n">

 <grammar.delegators: {g|<g.recognizerName>,}; separator="\n">

 <actions.(actionScope).usesImplementation>

 SysUtils,

 StrUtils,
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 Math;

 

{ T<grammar.recognizerName> }

 

constructor T<grammar.recognizerName>.Create(const AInput: <inputStreamType><grammar.delegators:{g|; const

A<g:delegateName()>: IBaseRecognizer{<g.recognizerName>}}>);

begin

 Create(AInput, TRecognizerSharedState.Create<grammar.delegators:{g|, A<g:delegateName()>}>); 

end;

 

constructor T<grammar.recognizerName>.Create(const AInput: <inputStreamType>;

 const AState: IRecognizerSharedState<grammar.delegators:{g|; const A<g:delegateName()>:

IBaseRecognizer{<g.recognizerName>}}>);

begin

 inherited Create(AInput, AState);

 <@membersConstructor>

 <@end>

 <parserCtorBody()>

 <grammar.directDelegates:{g|<g:delegateName()> := T<g.recognizerName>.Create(Input,

State<trunc(g.delegators):{p|, <p:delegateName()>}>, Self);}; separator="\n">

 <grammar.indirectDelegates:{g | <g:delegateName()> := <g.delegator:delegateName()>.<g:delegateName()>;};

separator="\n">

 <last(grammar.delegators):{g|gParent := Pointer(A<g:delegateName()>);}>

 <rules: {r | <ruleAttributeScopeInit(scope=r.ruleDescriptor.ruleScope)>}>

 <scopes:{<if(it.isDynamicGlobalScope)><globalAttributeScope(scope=it)><endif>}> 

 <actions.(actionScope).memberInitializations>

end;

<actions.(actionScope).memberImplementations>

 

<grammar.delegatedRules:{ruleDescriptor| <delegatedRuleImplementation(ruleDescriptor)>}; separator="\n">

procedure T<grammar.recognizerName>.InitializeCyclicDFAs;

begin

 <cyclicDFAs:{dfa | FDFA<dfa.decisionNumber> := TDFA<dfa.decisionNumber>.Create(Self);}; separator="\n">

 <cyclicDFAs:{dfa | <if(dfa.specialStateSTs)>FDFA<dfa.decisionNumber>.SpecialStateTransitionHandler :=

DFA<dfa.decisionNumber>_SpecialStateTransition;<endif>}; separator="\n">

end;

 

<if(bitsets)>

class procedure T<grammar.recognizerName>.InitializeBitsets;

begin

 <bitsets:bitset(name={FOLLOW_<it.name>_in_<it.inName><it.tokenIndex>}, words64=it.bits)>

end;

<endif>

 

<@membersImplementation>

<@end>

 

function T<grammar.recognizerName>.GetTokenNames: TStringArray;
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var

 I: Integer;

begin

 SetLength(Result,Length(T<grammar.composite.rootGrammar.recognizerName>.TOKEN_NAMES));

 for I := 0 to Length(T<grammar.composite.rootGrammar.recognizerName>.TOKEN_NAMES) - 1 do

   Result[I] := T<grammar.composite.rootGrammar.recognizerName>.TOKEN_NAMES[I];

end;

 

function T<grammar.recognizerName>.GetGrammarFileName: String;

begin

 Result := '<fileName>';

end;

 

<rules; separator="\n\n">

<synpreds:{p | <synpred(p)>}>

 

<cyclicDFAs:cyclicDFA()> <! dump tables for all DFA !>

<if(bitsets)>

initialization

 T<grammar.recognizerName>.InitializeBitsets;<\n>

<endif>

end.>>

 

delegatedRuleDeclaration(ruleDescriptor) ::= <<

<if(ruleDescriptor.hasMultipleReturnValues)>

function <ruleDescriptor.name>(<ruleDescriptor.parameterScope:parameterScope(scope=it)>):

I<returnType()>;<\n>

<else>

<if(ruleDescriptor.hasSingleReturnValue)>

function <ruleDescriptor.name>(<ruleDescriptor.parameterScope:parameterScope(scope=it)>):

<returnType()>;<\n>

<else>

procedure <ruleDescriptor.name>(<ruleDescriptor.parameterScope:parameterScope(scope=it)>);<\n>

<endif>

<endif>

>>

 

delegatedRuleImplementation(ruleDescriptor) ::= <<

<if(ruleDescriptor.hasMultipleReturnValues)>

function

T<grammar.recognizerName>.<ruleDescriptor.name>(<ruleDescriptor.parameterScope:parameterScope(scope=it)>

): I<returnType()>;<\n>

<else>

<if(ruleDescriptor.hasSingleReturnValue)>

function

T<grammar.recognizerName>.<ruleDescriptor.name>(<ruleDescriptor.parameterScope:parameterScope(scope=it)>

): <returnType()>;<\n>

<else>
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procedure

T<grammar.recognizerName>.<ruleDescriptor.name>(<ruleDescriptor.parameterScope:parameterScope(scope=it)>

);<\n>

<endif>

<endif>

begin

 <if(ruleDescriptor.hasReturnValue)>Result :=<endif>

T<ruleDescriptor.grammar.recognizerName>(<ruleDescriptor.grammar:delegateName()>.Implementor).<ruleDescri

ptor.name>(<ruleDescriptor.parameterScope.attributes:{a|<a.name>}; separator=", ">);

end;

 

>>

 

parserCtorBody() ::= <<

InitializeCyclicDFAs;

<if(memoize)>

<if(grammar.grammarIsRoot)>

State.RuleMemoCount := <length(grammar.allImportedRules)>+1;<\n> <! index from 1..n !>

<endif>

<endif>

<grammar.delegators: {g|<g:delegateName()> := Pointer(A<g:delegateName()>);}; separator="\n">

>>

 

parser(grammar, name, scopes, tokens, tokenNames, rules, numRules, bitsets, ASTLabelType, superClass="Parser",

labelType="Token", members={<actions.parser.members>}) ::= <<

<genericParser(inputStreamType="ITokenStream", rewriteElementType="Token", ...)>

>>

 

/** How to generate a tree parser; same as parser except the input

*  stream is a different type.

*/

treeParser(grammar, name, scopes, tokens, tokenNames, globalAction, rules, numRules, bitsets,

labelType={<ASTLabelType>}, ASTLabelType="object", superClass="TreeParser",

members={<actions.treeparser.members>}, filterMode) ::= <<

<genericParser(inputStreamType="ITreeNodeStream", rewriteElementType="Node", ...)>

>>

 

/** A simpler version of a rule template that is specific to the imaginary

*  rules created for syntactic predicates.  As they never have return values

*  nor parameters etc..., just give simplest possible method.  Don't do

*  any of the normal memoization stuff in here either; it's a waste.

*  As predicates cannot be inlined into the invoking rule, they need to

*  be in a rule by themselves.

*/

synpredRule(ruleName, ruleDescriptor, block, description, nakedBlock) ::=

<<

// $ANTLR start "<ruleName>"

procedure
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T<grammar.recognizerName>.<ruleName>_fragment(<ruleDescriptor.parameterScope:parameterScope(scope=it)>)

;

var

 Alt: array [0..<grammar.numberOfDecisions>] of Integer;

 <ruleLabelDefVars()>

begin

 <ruleLabelDefs()>

<if(trace)>

 TraceIn('<ruleName>_fragment', <ruleDescriptor.index>);

 try

   <block>

 finally

   TraceOut('<ruleName>_fragment', <ruleDescriptor.index>);

 end;

<else>

 <block>

<endif>

end;

// $ANTLR end "<ruleName>"

>>

 

synpredDecls(name) ::= <<

SynPredPointer <name>;<\n>

>>

 

synpred(name) ::= <<

 

function T<grammar.recognizerName>.<name>: Boolean;

var

 Start: Integer;

 Success: Boolean;

begin

 State.Backtracking := State.Backtracking + 1;

 <@start()>

 Start := Input.Mark;

 try

   <name>_fragment(); // can never throw exception

 except

   on RE: ERecognitionException do

     WriteLn('Impossible: ' + RE.ToString);

 end;

 Success := not State.Failed;

 Input.Rewind(Start);

 <@stop()>

 State.Backtracking := State.Backtracking - 1;

 State.Failed := False;

 Result := Success;

end;<\n>
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>>

 

lexerSynpred(name) ::= <<

<synpred(name)>

>>

 

lexerSynpredDeclaration(name) ::= <<

function <name>: Boolean;

procedure <name>_fragment;

>>

 

synpredDeclaration(name) ::= <<

function <name>: Boolean;

procedure <name>_fragment;

>>

 

ruleMemoization(name) ::= <<

<if(memoize)>

if ((State.Backtracking > 0) and AlreadyParsedRule(Input, <ruleDescriptor.index>)) then

 Exit(<ruleReturnValue()>);

<endif>

>>

 

/** How to test for failure and return from rule */

checkRuleBacktrackFailure() ::= <<

<if(backtracking)><\n>if (State.Failed) then Exit(<ruleReturnValue()>);<\n><endif>

>>

 

/** This rule has failed, exit indicating failure during backtrack */

ruleBacktrackFailure() ::= <<

<if(backtracking)>if (State.Backtracking > 0) then

begin

 State.Failed := True;

 Exit(<ruleReturnValue()>);

end;<endif>

>>

 

genericParserRuleDeclaration(rule, ruleDescriptor) ::= <<

<if(ruleDescriptor.isSynPred)>

<else>

<ruleAttributeScopeDeclaration(scope=ruleDescriptor.ruleScope)>

<returnScopeDeclaration(scope=ruleDescriptor.returnScope)>

public

<if(ruleDescriptor.hasMultipleReturnValues)>

 function <rule.ruleName>: I<returnType()>;<\n>

<else>

<if(ruleDescriptor.hasSingleReturnValue)>

 function <rule.ruleName>: <returnType()>;<\n>
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<else>

 procedure <rule.ruleName>;<\n>

<endif>

<endif>

<endif>

>>

 

genericParserRuleInterface(rule, ruleDescriptor) ::= <<

<if(ruleDescriptor.isSynPred)>

<else>

<if(ruleDescriptor.hasMultipleReturnValues)>

function <rule.ruleName>: I<returnType()>;<\n>

<else>

<if(ruleDescriptor.hasSingleReturnValue)>

function <rule.ruleName>: <returnType()>;<\n>

<else>

procedure <rule.ruleName>;<\n>

<endif>

<endif>

<endif>

>>

 

genericParserRuleReturnType(rule, ruleDescriptor) ::= <<

<if(ruleDescriptor.hasMultipleReturnValues)>

<if(ruleDescriptor.isSynPred)>

<else>

I<returnType()> = interface(I<if(TREE_PARSER)>Tree<else>Parser<endif>RuleReturnScope)

end;<\n>

<endif>

<endif>

>>

 

/** How to generate code for a rule.  This includes any return type

*  data aggregates required for multiple return values.

*/

rule(ruleName,ruleDescriptor,block,emptyRule,description,exceptions,finally,memoize) ::= <<

<ruleAttributeScope(scope=ruleDescriptor.ruleScope)>

<returnScope(scope=ruleDescriptor.returnScope)>

 

// $ANTLR start "<ruleName>"

(* <fileName>:<description> *)

<if(ruleDescriptor.hasMultipleReturnValues)>

function T<grammar.recognizerName>.<ruleName>(<ruleDescriptor.parameterScope:parameterScope(scope=it)>):

I<returnType()>;

<else>

<if(ruleDescriptor.hasSingleReturnValue)>

function T<grammar.recognizerName>.<ruleName>(<ruleDescriptor.parameterScope:parameterScope(scope=it)>):

<returnType()>;
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<else>

procedure

T<grammar.recognizerName>.<ruleName>(<ruleDescriptor.parameterScope:parameterScope(scope=it)>);

<endif>

<endif>

 

var

<ruleDescriptor.actions.vars>

 Locals: TLocalStorage;

<if(ruleDescriptor.hasMultipleReturnValues)>

 RetVal: I<returnType()>;<\n>

<else>

<if(ruleDescriptor.hasSingleReturnValue)>

 RetVal: <returnType()>;<\n>

<else>

<endif>

<endif>

 Alt: array [0..<grammar.numberOfDecisions>] of Integer;

 <ruleDeclarationVars()>

 <ruleLabelDefVars()>

begin  

 Locals.Initialize;

 try

   <if(trace)>TraceIn('<ruleName>', <ruleDescriptor.index>);<endif>

   <ruleScopeSetUp()>

   <ruleDeclarations()>

   <ruleLabelDefs()>

   <ruleDescriptor.actions.init>

   <@preamble()>

   try

     try

       <ruleMemoization(name=ruleName)>

       <block>

       <ruleCleanUp()>

       <(ruleDescriptor.actions.after):execAction()>

<if(exceptions)>

       <exceptions:{e|<catch(decl=e.decl,action=e.action)><\n>}>

<else>

<if(!emptyRule)>

<if(actions.(actionScope).rulecatch)>

       <actions.(actionScope).rulecatch>

<else>

     except

       on RE: ERecognitionException do

       begin

         ReportError(RE);

         Recover(Input,RE);

         <@setErrorReturnValue()>
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       end;<\n>

<endif>

<endif>

<endif>

     end;

   finally

     <if(trace)>TraceOut("<ruleName>", <ruleDescriptor.index>);<endif>

     <memoize()>

     <ruleScopeCleanUp()>

     <finally>

   end;

   <@postamble()>

 finally

   Locals.Finalize;

 end; 

 Exit(<ruleReturnValue()>);

end;

// $ANTLR end "<ruleName>"

>>

 

catch(decl,action) ::= <<

catch (<e.decl>)

{

   <e.action>

}

>>

 

ruleDeclarations() ::= <<

<if(ruleDescriptor.hasMultipleReturnValues)>

RetVal := T<returnType()>.Create;

RetVal.Start := Input.LT(1);<\n>

<else>

<ruleDescriptor.returnScope.attributes:{ a |

<a.name> := <if(a.initValue)><a.initValue><else><initValue(a.type)><endif>;

}>

<endif>

<if(memoize)>

<ruleDescriptor.name>_StartIndex := Input.Index();

<endif>

>>

 

ruleDeclarationVars() ::= <<

<if(ruleDescriptor.hasMultipleReturnValues)>

<else>

<ruleDescriptor.returnScope.attributes:{ a |

<a.name>: <a.type>;

}>

<endif>
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<if(memoize)>

<ruleDescriptor.name>_StartIndex: Integer;

<endif>

>>

 

ruleScopeSetUp() ::= <<

<ruleDescriptor.useScopes:{<it>Stack.Push(T<it>Scope.Create);}; separator="\n">

<ruleDescriptor.ruleScope:{<it.name>Stack.Push(T<it.name>Scope.Create);}; separator="\n">

>>

 

ruleScopeCleanUp() ::= <<

<ruleDescriptor.useScopes:{<it>Stack.Pop();}; separator="\n">

<ruleDescriptor.ruleScope:{<it.name>Stack.Pop;}; separator="\n">

>>

 

ruleLabelDefs() ::= <<

<[ruleDescriptor.tokenLabels,ruleDescriptor.tokenListLabels]:{<it.label.text> := nil;}; separator="\n">

<[ruleDescriptor.tokenListLabels,ruleDescriptor.ruleListLabels]:{list_<it.label.text> := nil;}; separator="\n">

<ruleDescriptor.ruleLabels:ruleLabelDef(label=it); separator="\n">

<ruleDescriptor.ruleListLabels:{ll|<ll.label.text> := nil;}; separator="\n">

>>

 

ruleLabelDefVars() ::= <<

<[ruleDescriptor.tokenLabels,ruleDescriptor.tokenListLabels]:{<it.label.text>: I<labelType>;}; separator="\n">

<[ruleDescriptor.tokenListLabels,ruleDescriptor.ruleListLabels]:{list_<it.label.text>: IList\<IANTLRInterface\>;};

separator="\n">

<ruleDescriptor.ruleLabels:ruleLabelDefVar(label=it); separator="\n">

<ruleDescriptor.ruleListLabels:{ll|<ll.label.text>: <ruleLabelType(referencedRule=ll.referencedRule)>;};

separator="\n">

>>

 

lexerRuleLabelDefs() ::= <<

<[ruleDescriptor.tokenLabels,

 ruleDescriptor.tokenListLabels,

 ruleDescriptor.ruleLabels]

   :{<it.label.text> := nil;}; separator="\n"

>

<ruleDescriptor.charLabels:{int <it.label.text>;}; separator="\n">

<[ruleDescriptor.tokenListLabels,

 ruleDescriptor.ruleListLabels,

 ruleDescriptor.ruleListLabels]

   :{List_<it.label.text> := nil;}; separator="\n"

>

>>

 

lexerRuleLabelDefDeclarations() ::= <<

<[ruleDescriptor.tokenLabels,

 ruleDescriptor.tokenListLabels,
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 ruleDescriptor.ruleLabels]

   :{<it.label.text>: I<labelType>;}; separator="\n"

>

<ruleDescriptor.charLabels:{int <it.label.text>;}; separator="\n">

<[ruleDescriptor.tokenListLabels,

 ruleDescriptor.ruleListLabels,

 ruleDescriptor.ruleListLabels]

   :{List_<it.label.text>: IList;}; separator="\n"

>

>>

 

ruleReturnValue() ::= <<

<if(!ruleDescriptor.isSynPred)>

<if(ruleDescriptor.hasReturnValue)>

<if(ruleDescriptor.hasSingleReturnValue)>

<ruleDescriptor.singleValueReturnName>

<else>

RetVal

<endif>

<else>

<! nil !>

<endif>

<endif>

>>

 

ruleCleanUp() ::= <<

<if(ruleDescriptor.hasMultipleReturnValues)>

<if(!TREE_PARSER)>

RetVal.Stop := Input.LT(-1);

<endif>

<endif>

>>

 

memoize() ::= <<

<if(memoize)>

<if(backtracking)>

if (State.Backtracking > 0) then

 Memoize(Input, <ruleDescriptor.index>, <ruleDescriptor.name>_StartIndex);

<endif>

<endif>

>>

 

/** How to generate a rule in the lexer; naked blocks are used for

*  fragment rules.

*/

lexerRule(ruleName,nakedBlock,ruleDescriptor,block,memoize) ::= <<

// $ANTLR start "<ruleName>"

<ruleDescriptor.parameterScope>
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procedure

T<grammar.recognizerName>.m<ruleName>(<ruleDescriptor.parameterScope:parameterScope(scope=it)>);

var

 <ruleDescriptor.actions.vars>

 Locals: TLocalStorage;

 TokenType, Channel: Integer;

 Alt: array [0..<grammar.numberOfDecisions>] of Integer;

 <lexerRuleLabelDefDeclarations()>

begin

 Locals.Initialize;

 try

   <ruleAttributeScope(scope=ruleDescriptor.ruleScope)>

   <if(trace)>TraceIn("<ruleName>", <ruleDescriptor.index>);<endif>

   <ruleScopeSetUp()>

   <ruleDeclarations()>

   try

<if(nakedBlock)>

     <ruleMemoization(name=ruleName)>

     <lexerRuleLabelDefs()>

     <ruleDescriptor.actions.init>

     <block><\n>

<else>

     TokenType := <ruleName>;

     Channel := DEFAULT_TOKEN_CHANNEL;

     <ruleMemoization(name=ruleName)>

     <lexerRuleLabelDefs()>

     <ruleDescriptor.actions.init>

     <block>

     <ruleCleanUp()>

     State.TokenType := TokenType;

     State.Channel := Channel;

     <(ruleDescriptor.actions.after):execAction()>

<endif>

   finally

     <if(trace)>TraceOut("<ruleName>", <ruleDescriptor.index>);<endif>

     <ruleScopeCleanUp()>

     <memoize()>

   end;

 finally

   Locals.Finalize;

 end;

end;

// $ANTLR end "<ruleName>"

>>

 

/** How to generate code for the implicitly-defined lexer grammar rule

*  that chooses between lexer rules.

*/
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tokensRule(ruleName,nakedBlock,args,block,ruleDescriptor) ::= <<

procedure T<grammar.recognizerName>.mTokens;

var

 Alt: array [0..<grammar.numberOfDecisions>] of Integer;

begin

 <block>

end;

 

procedure T<grammar.recognizerName>.DoTokens;

begin

 mTokens;

end;

>>

 

// S U B R U L E S

 

/** A (...) subrule with multiple alternatives */

block(alts,decls,decision,enclosingBlockLevel,blockLevel,decisionNumber,maxK,maxAlt,description) ::= <<

(* <fileName>:<description> *)

Alt[<decisionNumber>] := <maxAlt>;

<decls>

<@predecision()>

<decision>

<@postdecision()>

<@prebranch()>

case Alt[<decisionNumber>] of

 <alts:altSwitchCase()>

end;

<@postbranch()>

>>

 

/** A rule block with multiple alternatives */

ruleBlock(alts,decls,decision,enclosingBlockLevel,blockLevel,decisionNumber,maxK,maxAlt,description) ::= <<

(* <fileName>:<description> *)

Alt[<decisionNumber>] := <maxAlt>;

<decls>

<@predecision()>

<decision>

<@postdecision()>

case Alt[<decisionNumber>] of

 <alts:altSwitchCase()>

end;

>>

 

ruleBlockSingleAlt(alts,decls,decision,enclosingBlockLevel,blockLevel,decisionNumber,description) ::= <<

(* <fileName>:<description> *)

<decls>

<@prealt()>
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<alts>

<@postalt()>

>>

 

/** A special case of a (...) subrule with a single alternative */

blockSingleAlt(alts,decls,decision,enclosingBlockLevel,blockLevel,decisionNumber,description) ::= <<

(* <fileName>:<description> *)

<decls>

<@prealt()>

<alts>

<@postalt()>

>>

 

/** A (..)+ block with 1 or more alternatives */

positiveClosureBlock(alts,decls,decision,enclosingBlockLevel,blockLevel,decisionNumber,maxK,maxAlt,descriptio

n) ::= <<

(* <fileName>:<description> *)

FCnt[<decisionNumber>] := 0;

<decls>

<@preloop()>

while (True) do

begin

 Alt[<decisionNumber>] := <maxAlt>;

 <@predecision()>

 <decision>

 <@postdecision()>

 case Alt[<decisionNumber>] of

   <alts:altSwitchCase()>

 else

   begin

     if (FCnt[<decisionNumber>] >= 1) then

       Break;

     <ruleBacktrackFailure()>

     raise EEarlyExitException.Create(<decisionNumber>, Input);

     <@earlyExitException()>

   end;

 end;

 Inc(FCnt[<decisionNumber>]);

end;

<@postloop()>

>>

 

positiveClosureBlockSingleAlt ::= positiveClosureBlock

 

/** A (..)* block with 1 or more alternatives */

closureBlock(alts,decls,decision,enclosingBlockLevel,blockLevel,decisionNumber,maxK,maxAlt,description) ::=

<<

(* <fileName>:<description> *)
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<decls>

<@preloop()>

while (True) do

begin

 Alt[<decisionNumber>] := <maxAlt>;

 <@predecision()>

 <decision>

 <@postdecision()>

 case Alt[<decisionNumber>] of

   <alts:altSwitchCase()>

 else

   Break;

 end;

end;

<@postloop()>

>>

 

closureBlockSingleAlt ::= closureBlock

 

/** Optional blocks (x)? are translated to (x|) by before code generation

*  so we can just use the normal block template

*/

optionalBlock ::= block

 

optionalBlockSingleAlt ::= block

 

/** A case in a switch that jumps to an alternative given the alternative

*  number.  A DFA predicts the alternative and then a simple switch

*  does the jump to the code that actually matches that alternative.

*/

altSwitchCase() ::= <<

<i>:

 <@prealt()>

 <it><\n>

>>

 

/** An alternative is just a list of elements; at outermost level */

alt(elements,altNum,description,autoAST,outerAlt,treeLevel,rew) ::= <<

(* <fileName>:<description> *)

begin

 <@declarations()>

 <elements:element()>

 <rew>

 <@cleanup()>

end;

>>

 

/** What to emit when there is no rewrite.  For auto build
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*  mode, does nothing.

*/

noRewrite(rewriteBlockLevel, treeLevel) ::= ""

 

// E L E M E N T S

 

/** Dump the elements one per line */

element() ::= <<

<@prematch()>

<it.el>

>>

 

/** match a token optionally with a label in front */

tokenRef(token,label,elementIndex,hetero) ::= <<

<if(label)><label> := <endif>Match(Input, <token>,

FOLLOW_<token>_in_<ruleName><elementIndex>)<if(label)> as

I<labelType><endif>;<\n><checkRuleBacktrackFailure()>

>>

 

/** ids+=ID */

tokenRefAndListLabel(token,label,elementIndex,hetero) ::= <<

<tokenRef(...)>

<listLabel(elem=label,...)>

>>

 

listLabel(label,elem) ::= <<

if (list_<label> = nil) then list_<label> := TList\<IANTLRInterface\>.Create;

list_<label>.Add(<elem>);<\n>

>>

 

/** match a character */

charRef(char,label) ::= <<

<if(label)>

<label> := Input.LA(1);<\n>

<endif>

Match(<char>); <checkRuleBacktrackFailure()>

>>

 

/** match a character range */

charRangeRef(a,b,label) ::= <<

<if(label)>

<label> := Input.LA(1);<\n>

<endif>

MatchRange(<a>, <b>); <checkRuleBacktrackFailure()>

>>

 

/** For now, sets are interval tests and must be tested inline */

matchSet(s,label,elementIndex,postmatchCode="") ::= <<
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<if(label)>

<if(LEXER)>

<label> := Input.LA(1);<\n>

<else>

<label> := Input.LT(1) as I<labelType>;<\n>

<endif>

<endif>

if (<s>) then

begin

 Input.Consume;

 <postmatchCode>

 <if(!LEXER)>

 State.ErrorRecovery := False;<endif>

 <if(backtracking)>State.Failed := False;<endif>

end

else

begin

 <ruleBacktrackFailure()>

 FException := EMismatchedSetException.Create(nil, Input); 

 <@mismatchedSetException()>

<if(LEXER)>

 Recover(FException);

 raise FException;<\n>

<else>

 raise FException;

 <! use following code to make it recover inline; remove throw mse;

 RecoverFromMismatchedSet(input,mse,FOLLOW_set_in_<ruleName><elementIndex>);

 !>

<endif>

end;<\n>

>>

 

matchRuleBlockSet ::= matchSet

 

matchSetAndListLabel(s,label,elementIndex,postmatchCode) ::= <<

<matchSet(...)>

<listLabel(elem=label,...)>

>>

 

/** Match a string literal */

lexerStringRef(string,label,elementIndex) ::= <<

<if(label)>

Locals.AsInteger['<label>Start'] := CharIndex;

Match(<string>); <checkRuleBacktrackFailure()>

<label> := TCommonToken.Create(Input, TToken.INVALID_TOKEN_TYPE, TToken.DEFAULT_CHANNEL,

Locals.AsInteger['<label>Start'], CharIndex-1);

<else>

Match(<string>); <checkRuleBacktrackFailure()>
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<endif>

>>

 

wildcard(label,elementIndex) ::= <<

<if(label)>

<label> := Input.LT(1) as I<labelType>;<\n>

<endif>

MatchAny(input); <checkRuleBacktrackFailure()>

>>

 

wildcardAndListLabel(label,elementIndex) ::= <<

<wildcard(...)>

<listLabel(elem=label,...)>

>>

 

/** Match . wildcard in lexer */

wildcardChar(label, elementIndex) ::= <<

<if(label)>

<label> := Input.LA(1);<\n>

<endif>

MatchAny(); <checkRuleBacktrackFailure()>

>>

 

wildcardCharListLabel(label, elementIndex) ::= <<

<wildcardChar(...)>

<listLabel(elem=label,...)>

>>

 

/** Match a rule reference by invoking it possibly with arguments

*  and a return value or values.  The 'rule' argument was the

*  target rule name, but now is type Rule, whose toString is

*  same: the rule name.  Now though you can access full rule

*  descriptor stuff.

*/

ruleRef(rule,label,elementIndex,args,scope) ::= <<

PushFollow(FOLLOW_<rule.name>_in_<ruleName><elementIndex>);

<if(label)>

<label> := <if(scope)><scope:delegateName()>.<endif><rule.name>(<args; separator=", ">);<\n>

<else>

<if(scope)>T<scope.recognizerName>(IANTLRObject(<scope:delegateName()>).Implementor).<endif><rule.name

>(<args; separator=", ">);<\n>

<endif>

State.FollowingStackPointer := State.FollowingStackPointer - 1;

<checkRuleBacktrackFailure()>

>>

 

/** ids+=r */

ruleRefAndListLabel(rule,label,elementIndex,args,scope) ::= <<
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<ruleRef(...)>

<listLabel(elem=label,...)>

>>

 

/** A lexer rule reference.

*

*  The 'rule' argument was the target rule name, but now

*  is type Rule, whose toString is same: the rule name.

*  Now though you can access full rule descriptor stuff.

*/

lexerRuleRef(rule,label,args,elementIndex,scope) ::= <<

<if(label)>

Locals.AsInteger['<label>Start<elementIndex>'] := CharIndex;

<if(scope)><scope:delegateName()>.<endif>m<rule.name>(<args; separator=", ">);

<checkRuleBacktrackFailure()>

<label> := TCommonToken.Create(Input, TToken.INVALID_TOKEN_TYPE, TToken.DEFAULT_CHANNEL,

 Locals.AsInteger['<label>Start<elementIndex>'], CharIndex - 1);

<else>

<if(scope)>(<scope:delegateName()>.Implementor as T<scope.recognizerName>).<endif>m<rule.name>(<args;

separator=", ">); <checkRuleBacktrackFailure()>

<endif>

>>

 

/** i+=INT in lexer */

lexerRuleRefAndListLabel(rule,label,args,elementIndex,scope) ::= <<

<lexerRuleRef(...)>

<listLabel(elem=label,...)>

>>

 

/** EOF in the lexer */

lexerMatchEOF(label,elementIndex) ::= <<

<if(label)>

Locals.AsInteger['<label>Start<elementIndex>'] := CharIndex;

Match(EOF); <checkRuleBacktrackFailure()>

Locals['<label>'] := TCommonToken.Create(Input, EOF, TToken.DEFAULT_CHANNEL,

Locals.AsInteger['<label>Start<elementIndex>'], CharIndex-1);

<else>

Match(EOF); <checkRuleBacktrackFailure()>

<endif>

>>

 

/** match ^(root children) in tree parser */

tree(root, actionsAfterRoot, children, nullableChildList,

    enclosingTreeLevel, treeLevel) ::= <<

<root:element()>

<actionsAfterRoot:element()>

<if(nullableChildList)>

if (Input.LA(1) = TToken.DOWN) then
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begin

 Match(Input, TToken.DOWN, nil); <checkRuleBacktrackFailure()>

 <children:element()>

 Match(Input, TToken.UP, nil); <checkRuleBacktrackFailure()>

end;

<else>

Match(Input, TToken.DOWN, nil); <checkRuleBacktrackFailure()>

<children:element()>

Match(Input, TToken.UP, nil);<\n><checkRuleBacktrackFailure()>

<endif>

>>

 

/** Every predicate is used as a validating predicate (even when it is

*  also hoisted into a prediction expression).

*/

validateSemanticPredicate(pred,description) ::= <<

if (not (<evalPredicate(...)>)) then

begin

 <ruleBacktrackFailure()>

 raise EFailedPredicateException.Create(Input, '<ruleName>', '<description>');

end;<\n>

>>

 

// F i x e d  D F A  (if-then-else)

 

dfaState(k,edges,eotPredictsAlt,description,stateNumber,semPredState) ::= <<

FLA[<decisionNumber>,<stateNumber>] := Input.LA(<k>);<\n>

<edges; separator="\nelse ">

else

begin

<if(eotPredictsAlt)>

 Alt[<decisionNumber>] := <eotPredictsAlt>;<\n>

<else>

 <ruleBacktrackFailure()>

 raise ENoViableAltException.Create('<description>', <decisionNumber>, <stateNumber>, Input);<\n>

<endif>

end;

>>

 

/** Same as a normal DFA state except that we don't examine lookahead

*  for the bypass alternative.  It delays error detection but this

*  is faster, smaller, and more what people expect.  For (X)? people

*  expect "if ( LA(1)==X ) match(X);" and that's it.

*/

dfaOptionalBlockState(k,edges,eotPredictsAlt,description,stateNumber,semPredState) ::= <<

FLA[<decisionNumber>,<stateNumber>] := Input.LA(<k>);<\n>

<edges; separator="\nelse ">;

>>
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/** A DFA state that is actually the loopback decision of a closure

*  loop.  If end-of-token (EOT) predicts any of the targets then it

*  should act like a default clause (i.e., no error can be generated).

*  This is used only in the lexer so that for ('a')* on the end of a rule

*  anything other than 'a' predicts exiting.

*/

dfaLoopbackState(k,edges,eotPredictsAlt,description,stateNumber,semPredState) ::= <<

FLA[<decisionNumber>,<stateNumber>] := Input.LA(<k>);

<edges; separator="\nelse ">;<\n>

<if(eotPredictsAlt)>

<if(!edges)>

Alt[<decisionNumber>] := <eotPredictsAlt>; <! if no edges, don't gen ELSE !>

<else>

else

begin

 Alt[<decisionNumber>] := <eotPredictsAlt>;

end;<\n>

<endif>

<endif>

>>

 

/** An accept state indicates a unique alternative has been predicted */

dfaAcceptState(alt) ::= "Alt[<decisionNumber>] := <alt>;"

 

/** A simple edge with an expression.  If the expression is satisfied,

*  enter to the target state.  To handle gated productions, we may

*  have to evaluate some predicates for this edge.

*/

dfaEdge(labelExpr, targetState, predicates) ::= <<

if ((<labelExpr>)<if(predicates)> and (<predicates>)<endif>) then

begin

 <targetState>

end <! no ; here !>

>>

 

// F i x e d  D F A  (switch case)

 

/** A DFA state where a SWITCH may be generated.  The code generator

*  decides if this is possible: CodeGenerator.canGenerateSwitch().

*/

dfaStateSwitch(k,edges,eotPredictsAlt,description,stateNumber,semPredState) ::= <<

case Input.LA(<k>) of

 <edges; separator="\n">

else

 begin

<if(eotPredictsAlt)>

   Alt[<decisionNumber>] := <eotPredictsAlt>;
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<else>

   <ruleBacktrackFailure()>

   <@noViableAltException()>

   raise ENoViableAltException.Create('<description>', <decisionNumber>, <stateNumber>, Input);<\n>

<endif>

 end;

end;<\n>

>>

 

dfaOptionalBlockStateSwitch(k,edges,eotPredictsAlt,description,stateNumber,semPredState) ::= <<

case Input.LA(<k>) of

 <edges; separator="\n">

end;<\n>

>>

 

dfaLoopbackStateSwitch(k, edges,eotPredictsAlt,description,stateNumber,semPredState) ::= <<

case Input.LA(<k>) of

 <edges; separator="\n"><\n>

<if(eotPredictsAlt)>

else

 Alt[<decisionNumber>] := <eotPredictsAlt>;<\n>

<endif>

end;<\n>

>>

 

dfaEdgeSwitch(labels, targetState) ::= <<

<labels:{<it>}; separator=",\n">:

 begin

   <targetState>

 end;

>>

 

// C y c l i c  D F A

 

/** The code to initiate execution of a cyclic DFA; this is used

*  in the rule to predict an alt just like the fixed DFA case.

*  The <name> attribute is inherited via the parser, lexer, ...

*/

dfaDecision(decisionNumber,description) ::= <<

Alt[<decisionNumber>] := FDFA<decisionNumber>.Predict(Input);

>>

 

/* Dump DFA tables.

*/

cyclicDFADeclaration(dfa) ::= <<

strict protected

 type

   TDFA<dfa.decisionNumber> = class(TDFA)
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   protected

     { IDFA }

     function Description: String; override;

   public

     constructor Create(const ARecognizer: IBaseRecognizer);

   end;

 var

   FDFA<dfa.decisionNumber>: IDFA;

<if(dfa.specialStateSTs)>

strict protected

 function DFA<dfa.decisionNumber>_SpecialStateTransition(const DFA: IDFA; S: Integer;

   const AInput: IIntStream): Integer;<endif>

>>

 

cyclicDFA(dfa) ::= <<

{ T<grammar.recognizerName>.TDFA<dfa.decisionNumber> }

 

constructor T<grammar.recognizerName>.TDFA<dfa.decisionNumber>.Create(const ARecognizer:

IBaseRecognizer);

const

 DFA<dfa.decisionNumber>_EOT = '<dfa.javaCompressedEOT; wrap="'+\n    '">';

 DFA<dfa.decisionNumber>_EOF = '<dfa.javaCompressedEOF; wrap="'+\n    '">';

 DFA<dfa.decisionNumber>_MIN = '<dfa.javaCompressedMin; wrap="'+\n    '">';

 DFA<dfa.decisionNumber>_MAX = '<dfa.javaCompressedMax; wrap="'+\n    '">';

 DFA<dfa.decisionNumber>_ACCEPT = '<dfa.javaCompressedAccept; wrap="'+\n    '">';

 DFA<dfa.decisionNumber>_SPECIAL = '<dfa.javaCompressedSpecial; wrap="'+\n    '">';

 DFA<dfa.decisionNumber>_TRANSITION: array [0..<length(dfa.javaCompressedTransition)>-1] of String = (

   <dfa.javaCompressedTransition:{s|'<s; wrap="'+\n'">'}; separator=",\n">);

begin

 inherited Create;

 Recognizer := ARecognizer;

 DecisionNumber := <dfa.decisionNumber>;

 EOT := TDFA.UnpackEncodedString(DFA<dfa.decisionNumber>_EOT);

 EOF := TDFA.UnpackEncodedString(DFA<dfa.decisionNumber>_EOF);

 Min := TDFA.UnpackEncodedStringToUnsignedChars(DFA<dfa.decisionNumber>_MIN);

 Max := TDFA.UnpackEncodedStringToUnsignedChars(DFA<dfa.decisionNumber>_MAX);

 Accept := TDFA.UnpackEncodedString(DFA<dfa.decisionNumber>_ACCEPT);

 Special := TDFA.UnpackEncodedString(DFA<dfa.decisionNumber>_SPECIAL);

 Transition := TDFA.UnpackEncodedStringArray(DFA<dfa.decisionNumber>_TRANSITION);

end;

 

function T<grammar.recognizerName>.TDFA<dfa.decisionNumber>.Description: String;

begin

 Result := '<dfa.description>';

end;<\n>

<if(dfa.specialStateSTs)>

function T<grammar.recognizerName>.DFA<dfa.decisionNumber>_SpecialStateTransition(const DFA: IDFA; S:

Integer;
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 const AInput: IIntStream): Integer;

var

 Locals: TLocalStorage;

 <if(LEXER)>

 Input: IIntStream;

 <endif>

 <if(PARSER)>

 Input: ITokenStream;

 <endif>

 <if(TREE_PARSER)>

 Input: ITreeNodeStream;

 <endif>

 _S: Integer;

 NVAE: ENoViableAltException;

begin

 Result := -1;

 Locals.Initialize;

 try

   <if(LEXER)>

   Input := AInput;

   <endif>

   <if(PARSER)>

   Input := AInput as ITokenStream;

   <endif>

   <if(TREE_PARSER)>

   Input := AInput as ITreeNodeStream;

   <endif>

   _S := S;

   case S of

     <dfa.specialStateSTs:{state | <i0>: begin<! compressed special state numbers 0..n-1 !>

    <state> <\n>   end;}; separator="\n">

   end;

<if(backtracking)>

   if (State.Backtracking > 0) then

   begin

     State.Failed := True;

     Exit(-1);

   end;<\n>

<endif>

   NVAE := ENoViableAltException.Create(DFA.Description, <dfa.decisionNumber>, _S, Input);

   DFA.Error(NVAE);

   raise NVAE;

 finally

   Locals.Finalize;

 end;

end;<\n>

<endif>

>>
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/** A state in a cyclic DFA; it's a special state and part of a big switch on

*  state.

*/

cyclicDFAState(decisionNumber,stateNumber,edges,needErrorClause,semPredState) ::= <<

FLA[<decisionNumber>,<stateNumber>] := Input.LA(1);<\n>

<if(semPredState)> <! get next lookahead symbol to test edges, then rewind !>

Locals.AsInteger['index<decisionNumber>_<stateNumber>'] := Input.Index;

Input.Rewind;<\n>

<endif>

S := -1;

<edges; separator="\nelse ">;

<if(semPredState)> <! return input cursor to state before we rewound !>

Input.Seek(Locals.AsInteger['index<decisionNumber>_<stateNumber>']);<\n>

<endif>

if (S >= 0) then

 Exit(S);

>>

 

/** Just like a fixed DFA edge, test the lookahead and indicate what

*  state to jump to next if successful.

*/

cyclicDFAEdge(labelExpr, targetStateNumber, edgeNumber, predicates) ::= <<

if ((<labelExpr>)<if(predicates)> and (<predicates>)<endif>) then

 S := <targetStateNumber>

>>

 

/** An edge pointing at end-of-token; essentially matches any char;

*  always jump to the target.

*/

eotDFAEdge(targetStateNumber,edgeNumber, predicates) ::= <<

S := <targetStateNumber>;<\n>

>>

 

 

// D F A  E X P R E S S I O N S

 

andPredicates(left,right) ::= "((<left>) and (<right>))"

 

orPredicates(operands) ::= "((<first(operands)>)<rest(operands):{o | or (<o>)}>)"

 

notPredicate(pred) ::= "!(<evalPredicate(...)>)"

 

evalPredicate(pred,description) ::= "(<pred>)"

 

evalSynPredicate(pred,description) ::= "<pred>()"

 

lookaheadTest(atom,k,atomAsInt) ::= "FLA[<decisionNumber>,<stateNumber>] = <atomAsInt>"
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/** Sometimes a lookahead test cannot assume that LA(k) is in a temp variable

*  somewhere.  Must ask for the lookahead directly.

*/

isolatedLookaheadTest(atom,k,atomAsInt) ::= "Input.LA(<k>) = <atomAsInt>"

 

lookaheadRangeTest(lower,upper,k,rangeNumber,lowerAsInt,upperAsInt) ::= <<

((FLA[<decisionNumber>,<stateNumber>] \>= <lowerAsInt>) and (FLA[<decisionNumber>,<stateNumber>] \<=

<upperAsInt>))

>>

 

isolatedLookaheadRangeTest(lower,upper,k,rangeNumber,lowerAsInt,upperAsInt) ::= "(Input.LA(<k>) \>=

<lowerAsInt>) and (Input.LA(<k>) \<= <upperAsInt>)"

 

setTest(ranges) ::= "<ranges; separator=\") or (\">"

 

// A T T R I B U T E S

 

globalAttributeScope(scope) ::= <<

<scope.name>Stack := TStackList\<I<scope.name>Scope\>.Create;<\n>

<endif>

>>

 

globalAttributeScopeDeclaration(scope) ::= <<

<if(scope.attributes)>

strict protected

 type

   I<scope.name>Scope = interface(IANTLRObject)

   end;

   T<scope.name>Scope = class(TANTLRObject, I<scope.name>Scope)

   protected

     <scope.attributes:{<it.name>: <it.type>;}; separator="\n">  

   end;

strict protected

 <scope.name>Stack: IStackList\<I<scope.name>Scope\>;

<endif>

>>

 

ruleAttributeScopeDeclaration(scope) ::= <<

<if(scope.attributes)>

strict protected

 type

   I<scope.name>Scope = interface(IANTLRObject)

   end;

   T<scope.name>Scope = class(TANTLRObject, I<scope.name>Scope)

   protected

     <scope.attributes:{<it.name>: <it.type>;}; separator="\n">

   end;
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strict protected

 <scope.name>Stack: IStackList\<I<scope.name>Scope\>;   

<endif>

>>

 

ruleAttributeScope(scope) ::= <<

<! protected Stack <scope.name>Stack = new Stack();<\n> !>

>>

 

ruleAttributeScopeInit(scope) ::= <<

<if(scope)>

<scope.name>Stack := TStackList\<I<scope.name>Scope\>.Create;<\n>

<endif>

>>

 

returnStructName() ::= "<it.name>_return"

 

returnType() ::= <<

<if(ruleDescriptor.hasMultipleReturnValues)>

<ruleDescriptor:returnStructName()>

<! I<if(TREE_PARSER)>Tree<else>Parser<endif>RuleReturnScope !>

<else>

<if(ruleDescriptor.hasSingleReturnValue)>

<ruleDescriptor.singleValueReturnType>

<else>

<! Pointer/void !>

<endif>

<endif>

>>

 

/** Generate the C# type associated with a single or multiple return

*  values.

*/

ruleLabelType(referencedRule) ::= <<

<if(referencedRule.hasMultipleReturnValues)>

I<referencedRule.name>_return

<else>

<if(referencedRule.hasSingleReturnValue)>

<referencedRule.singleValueReturnType>

<else>

void

<endif>

<endif>

>>

 

delegateName() ::= <<

<if(it.label)><it.label><else>g<it.name><endif>

>>
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/** Using a type to init value map, try to init a type; if not in table

*  must be an object, default value is "null".

*/

initValue(typeName) ::= <<

<csharpTypeInitMap.(typeName)>

>>

 

/** Define a rule label including default value */

ruleLabelDef(label) ::= <<

<label.label.text> := <initValue(typeName=ruleLabelType(referencedRule=label.referencedRule))>;<\n>

>>

 

ruleLabelDefVar(label) ::= <<

<label.label.text>: <ruleLabelType(referencedRule=label.referencedRule)>;

>>

 

/** Define a return struct for a rule if the code needs to access its

*  start/stop tokens, tree stuff, attributes, ...  Leave a hole for

*  subgroups to stick in members.

*/

returnScope(scope) ::= <<

<if(ruleDescriptor.hasMultipleReturnValues)>

{ T<ruleDescriptor:returnStructName()> }

 

<scope.attributes:{public <it.decl>;}; separator="\n">

<@ruleReturnMembers()>

<endif>

>>

 

returnScopeDeclaration(scope) ::= <<

<if(ruleDescriptor.hasMultipleReturnValues)>

public

 type

   T<ruleDescriptor:returnStructName()> =

class(T<if(TREE_PARSER)>Tree<else>Parser<endif>RuleReturnScope, I<ruleDescriptor:returnStructName()>)

   <scope.attributes:{public <it.decl>;}; separator="\n">

   <@ruleReturnMembers()>

   end;

<endif>

>>

 

parameterScope(scope) ::= <<

<scope.attributes:{<it.decl>}; separator=", ">

>>

 

parameterAttributeRef(attr) ::= "<attr.name>"

parameterSetAttributeRef(attr,expr) ::= "<attr.name> := <expr>;"
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scopeAttributeRef(scope,attr,index,negIndex) ::= <<

<if(negIndex)>

(<scope>Stack[<scope>Stack.Count-<negIndex>-1] as T<scope>Scope).<attr.name>

<else>

<if(index)>

(<scope>Stack[<index>] as T<scope>Scope).<attr.name>

((<scope>_scope)<scope>_stack[<index>]).<attr.name>

<else>

(<scope>Stack.Peek.Implementor as T<scope>Scope).<attr.name>

<endif>

<endif>

>>

 

scopeSetAttributeRef(scope,attr,expr,index,negIndex) ::= <<

<if(negIndex)>

(<scope>Stack[<scope>Stack.Count-<negIndex>-1] as T<scope>Scope).<attr.name> := <expr>;<\n>

<else>

<if(index)>

(<scope>Stack[<index>] as T<scope>Scope).<attr.name> := <expr>;<\n>

<else>

(<scope>Stack.Peek.Implementor as T<scope>Scope).<attr.name> := <expr>;<\n>

<endif>

<endif>

>>

 

/** $x is either global scope or x is rule with dynamic scope; refers

*  to stack itself not top of stack.  This is useful for predicates

*  like {$function.size()>0 && $function::name.equals("foo")}?

*/

isolatedDynamicScopeRef(scope) ::= "<scope>Stack"

 

/** reference an attribute of rule; might only have single return value */

ruleLabelRef(referencedRule,scope,attr) ::= <<

<if(referencedRule.hasMultipleReturnValues)>

(IfThen(Assigned(<scope>),Def(<scope>).<attr.name>,<initValue(attr.type)>))

<else>

<scope>

<endif>

>>

 

returnAttributeRef(ruleDescriptor,attr) ::= <<

<if(ruleDescriptor.hasMultipleReturnValues)>

RetVal.<attr.name>

<else>

<attr.name>

<endif>

>>
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returnSetAttributeRef(ruleDescriptor,attr,expr) ::= <<

<if(ruleDescriptor.hasMultipleReturnValues)>

RetVal.<attr.name> := <expr>;

<else>

<attr.name> := <expr>;

<endif>

>>

 

/** How to translate $tokenLabel */

tokenLabelRef(label) ::= "<label>"

 

/** ids+=ID {$ids} or e+=expr {$e} */

listLabelRef(label) ::= "list_<label>"

 

 

// not sure the next are the right approach

 

tokenLabelPropertyRef_text(scope,attr) ::= "(Def(<scope>).Text)"

tokenLabelPropertyRef_type(scope,attr) ::= "(Def(<scope>).TokenType)"

tokenLabelPropertyRef_line(scope,attr) ::= "(Def(<scope>).Line)"

tokenLabelPropertyRef_pos(scope,attr) ::= "(Def(<scope>).CharPositionInLine)"

tokenLabelPropertyRef_channel(scope,attr) ::= "(Def(<scope>).Channel)"

tokenLabelPropertyRef_index(scope,attr) ::= "(Def(<scope>).TokenIndex)"

tokenLabelPropertyRef_tree(scope,attr) ::= "<scope>_tree"

tokenLabelPropertyRef_int(scope,attr) ::= "(StrToIntDef(Def(<scope>).Text,0))"

 

ruleLabelPropertyRef_start(scope,attr) ::= "(IfThen(Assigned(<scope>), Def(<scope>).Start, nil) as I<labelType>)"

ruleLabelPropertyRef_stop(scope,attr) ::= "(Def(<scope>).Stop as I<labelType>)"

ruleLabelPropertyRef_tree(scope,attr) ::= "(Def(Def(<scope>).Tree as I<ASTLabelType>))"

ruleLabelPropertyRef_text(scope,attr) ::= <<

<if(TREE_PARSER)>

IfThen(Assigned(<scope>), Input.TokenStream.ToString(

 Input.TreeAdaptor.GetTokenStartIndex(Def(<scope>).Start),

 Input.TreeAdaptor.GetTokenStopIndex(Def(<scope>).Start)), '')

<else>

IfThen(Assigned(<scope>), Input.ToString(

 (Def(<scope>).Start) as IToken,(Def(<scope>).Stop) as IToken), '')

<endif>

>>

ruleLabelPropertyRef_st(scope,attr) ::= "((<scope> != null) ? <scope>.ST : null)"

 

/** Isolated $RULE ref ok in lexer as it's a Token */

lexerRuleLabel(label) ::= "<label>"

 

lexerRuleLabelPropertyRef_type(scope,attr) ::= "(Def(<scope>).TokenType)"

lexerRuleLabelPropertyRef_line(scope,attr) ::= "(Def(<scope>).Line)"

lexerRuleLabelPropertyRef_pos(scope,attr) ::= "(IfThen(Assigned(<scope>),Def(<scope>).CharPositionInLine,-1))"
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lexerRuleLabelPropertyRef_channel(scope,attr) ::= "(Def(<scope>).Channel)"

lexerRuleLabelPropertyRef_index(scope,attr) ::= "(Def(<scope>).TokenIndex)"

lexerRuleLabelPropertyRef_text(scope,attr) ::= "(Def(<scope>).Text)"

lexerRuleLabelPropertyRef_int(scope,attr) ::= "(StrToIntDef(Def(<scope>).Text,0))"

 

// Somebody may ref $template or $tree or $stop within a rule:

rulePropertyRef_start(scope,attr) ::= "(RetVal.Start as I<labelType>)"

rulePropertyRef_stop(scope,attr) ::= "(RetVal.Stop as I<labelType>)"

rulePropertyRef_tree(scope,attr) ::= "(RetVal.Tree as I<ASTLabelType>)"

rulePropertyRef_text(scope,attr) ::= <<

<if(TREE_PARSER)>

Input.TokenStream.ToString(

 Input.TreeAdaptor.GetTokenStartIndex(RetVal.Start),

 Input.TreeAdaptor.GetTokenStopIndex(RetVal.Start))

<else>

Input.ToString(RetVal.Start as IToken,Input.LT(-1))

<endif>

>>

rulePropertyRef_st(scope,attr) ::= "RetVal.ST"

 

lexerRulePropertyRef_text(scope,attr) ::= "Text"

lexerRulePropertyRef_type(scope,attr) ::= "TokenType"

lexerRulePropertyRef_line(scope,attr) ::= "State.TokenStartLine"

lexerRulePropertyRef_pos(scope,attr) ::= "State.TokenStartCharPositionInLine"

lexerRulePropertyRef_index(scope,attr) ::= "-1" // undefined token index in lexer

lexerRulePropertyRef_channel(scope,attr) ::= "Channel"

lexerRulePropertyRef_start(scope,attr) ::= "State.TokenStartCharIndex"

lexerRulePropertyRef_stop(scope,attr) ::= "(CharIndex-1)"

lexerRulePropertyRef_int(scope,attr) ::= "StrToInt(<scope>.Text)"

 

// setting $st and $tree is allowed in local rule. everything else

// is flagged as error

ruleSetPropertyRef_tree(scope,attr,expr) ::= "RetVal.Tree := <expr>;"

ruleSetPropertyRef_st(scope,attr,expr) ::= "RetVal.ST := <expr>;"

 

 

/** How to execute an action (only when not backtracking) */

execAction(action) ::= <<

<if(backtracking)>

<if(actions.(actionScope).synpredgate)>

if (<actions.(actionScope).synpredgate>) then

begin

 <action>

end;

<else>

if (State.Backtracking = 0) then

begin

 <action>
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end;<\n>

<endif>

<else>

<action>

<endif>

>>

 

 

/** How to always execute an action even when backtracking */

execForcedAction(action) ::= "<action>"

 

// M I S C (properties, etc...)

 

bitset(name, words64) ::= <<

<name> := TBitSet.Create([<words64:{<it>};separator=",">]);<\n>

>>

 

bitsetDecl(name) ::= <<

<name>: IBitSet;<\n>

>>

 

codeFileExtension() ::= ".pas"

 

true() ::= "True"

false() ::= "False"

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1147456847_1616955844.46/0/antlr-3-3-sources-1-

jar/org/antlr/codegen/templates/Delphi/Delphi.stg

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

[The "BSD license"]

Copyright (c) 2010 Terence Parr

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

   documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote products

   derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR
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IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF

THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*/

/*

New style messages. This file only contains the messages in English, but no

information about which file, line, or column it occurred in.

The location and message ids are taken out of the formats directory.

														Kay Roepke

*/

group en_US;

 

// TOOL ERRORS

// file errors

CANNOT_WRITE_FILE(arg,exception,stackTrace) ::= <<

cannot write file <arg>: <exception>

<stackTrace; separator="\n">

>>

CANNOT_CLOSE_FILE(arg,exception,stackTrace) ::= "cannot close file <arg>: <exception>"

CANNOT_FIND_TOKENS_FILE(arg) ::= "cannot find tokens file <arg>"

ERROR_READING_TOKENS_FILE(arg,exception,stackTrace) ::= <<

problem reading token vocabulary file <arg>: <exception>

<stackTrace; separator="\n">

>>

DIR_NOT_FOUND(arg,exception,stackTrace) ::= "directory not found: <arg>"

OUTPUT_DIR_IS_FILE(arg,exception,stackTrace) ::= "output directory is a file: <arg>"

CANNOT_OPEN_FILE(arg,exception,stackTrace) ::= "cannot find or open file: <arg><if(exception)>; reason:

<exception><endif>"

CIRCULAR_DEPENDENCY() ::= "your grammars contain a circular dependency and cannot be sorted into a valid

build order."

 

INTERNAL_ERROR(arg,arg2,exception,stackTrace) ::= <<

internal error: <arg> <arg2><if(exception)>: <exception><endif>

<stackTrace; separator="\n">

>>

INTERNAL_WARNING(arg) ::= "internal warning: <arg>"

ERROR_CREATING_ARTIFICIAL_RULE(arg,exception,stackTrace) ::= <<

problems creating lexer rule listing all tokens: <exception>

<stackTrace; separator="\n">

>>

TOKENS_FILE_SYNTAX_ERROR(arg,arg2) ::=

	"problems parsing token vocabulary file <arg> on line <arg2>"
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CANNOT_GEN_DOT_FILE(arg,exception,stackTrace) ::=

	"cannot write DFA DOT file <arg>: <exception>"

BAD_ACTION_AST_STRUCTURE(exception,stackTrace) ::=

	"bad internal tree structure for action '<arg>': <exception>"

BAD_AST_STRUCTURE(arg,exception,stackTrace) ::= <<

bad internal tree structure '<arg>': <exception>

<stackTrace; separator="\n">

>>

FILE_AND_GRAMMAR_NAME_DIFFER(arg,arg2) ::=

 "file <arg2> contains grammar <arg>; names must be identical"

FILENAME_EXTENSION_ERROR(arg) ::=

 "file <arg> must end in a file extension, normally .g"

 

// code gen errors

MISSING_CODE_GEN_TEMPLATES(arg) ::=

	"cannot find code generation templates <arg>.stg"

MISSING_CYCLIC_DFA_CODE_GEN_TEMPLATES() ::=

	"cannot find code generation cyclic DFA templates for language <arg>"

CODE_GEN_TEMPLATES_INCOMPLETE(arg) ::=

	"at least one code generation template missing for language <arg>"

CANNOT_CREATE_TARGET_GENERATOR(arg,exception,stackTrace) ::=

	"cannot create target <arg> code generator: <exception>"

CANNOT_COMPUTE_SAMPLE_INPUT_SEQ() ::=

	"cannot generate a sample input sequence from lookahead DFA"

 

// grammar interpretation errors

/*

NO_VIABLE_DFA_ALT(arg,arg2) ::=

	"no viable transition from state <arg> on <arg2> while interpreting DFA"

*/

 

// GRAMMAR ERRORS

SYNTAX_ERROR(arg) ::= "syntax error: <arg>"

RULE_REDEFINITION(arg) ::=

	"rule <arg> redefinition"

LEXER_RULES_NOT_ALLOWED(arg) ::=

	"lexer rule <arg> not allowed in parser"

PARSER_RULES_NOT_ALLOWED(arg) ::=

	"parser rule <arg> not allowed in lexer"

CANNOT_FIND_ATTRIBUTE_NAME_IN_DECL(arg) ::=

	"cannot find an attribute name in attribute declaration"

NO_TOKEN_DEFINITION(arg) ::=

	"no lexer rule corresponding to token: <arg>"

UNDEFINED_RULE_REF(arg) ::=

	"reference to undefined rule: <arg>"

LITERAL_NOT_ASSOCIATED_WITH_LEXER_RULE(arg) ::=

	"literal has no associated lexer rule: <arg>"

CANNOT_ALIAS_TOKENS_IN_LEXER(arg) ::=
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	"literals are illegal in lexer tokens{} section: <arg>"

ATTRIBUTE_REF_NOT_IN_RULE(arg,arg2) ::=

	"reference to attribute outside of a rule: <arg><if(arg2)>.<arg2><endif>"

UNKNOWN_ATTRIBUTE_IN_SCOPE(arg,arg2) ::=

	"unknown attribute for <arg>: <arg2>"

UNKNOWN_RULE_ATTRIBUTE(arg,arg2) ::=

	"unknown attribute for rule <arg>: <arg2>"

UNKNOWN_SIMPLE_ATTRIBUTE(arg,args2) ::=

	"attribute is not a token, parameter, or return value: <arg>"

ISOLATED_RULE_SCOPE(arg) ::=

	"missing attribute access on rule scope: <arg>"

INVALID_RULE_PARAMETER_REF(arg,arg2) ::=

	"cannot access rule <arg>'s parameter: <arg2>"

INVALID_RULE_SCOPE_ATTRIBUTE_REF(arg,arg2) ::=

	"cannot access rule <arg>'s dynamically-scoped attribute: <arg2>"

SYMBOL_CONFLICTS_WITH_GLOBAL_SCOPE(arg) ::=

	"symbol <arg> conflicts with global dynamic scope with same name"

WRITE_TO_READONLY_ATTR(arg,arg2,arg3) ::=

	"cannot write to read only attribute: $<arg><if(arg2)>.<arg2><endif>"

LABEL_CONFLICTS_WITH_RULE(arg) ::=

	"label <arg> conflicts with rule with same name"

LABEL_CONFLICTS_WITH_TOKEN(arg) ::=

	"label <arg> conflicts with token with same name"

LABEL_CONFLICTS_WITH_RULE_SCOPE_ATTRIBUTE(arg,arg2) ::=

	"label <arg> conflicts with rule <arg2>'s dynamically-scoped attribute with same name"

LABEL_CONFLICTS_WITH_RULE_ARG_RETVAL(arg,arg2) ::=

	"label <arg> conflicts with rule <arg2>'s return value or parameter with same name"

ATTRIBUTE_CONFLICTS_WITH_RULE(arg,arg2) ::=

	"rule <arg2>'s dynamically-scoped attribute <arg> conflicts with the rule name"

ATTRIBUTE_CONFLICTS_WITH_RULE_ARG_RETVAL(arg,arg2) ::=

	"rule <arg2>'s dynamically-scoped attribute <arg> conflicts with<arg2>'s return value or parameter with same

name"

LABEL_TYPE_CONFLICT(arg,arg2) ::=

	"label <arg> type mismatch with previous definition: <arg2>"

ARG_RETVAL_CONFLICT(arg,arg2) ::=

	"rule <arg2>'s argument <arg> conflicts a return value with same name"

NONUNIQUE_REF(arg) ::=

	"<arg> is a non-unique reference"

FORWARD_ELEMENT_REF(arg) ::=

	"illegal forward reference: <arg>"

MISSING_RULE_ARGS(arg) ::=

	"missing parameter(s) on rule reference: <arg>"

RULE_HAS_NO_ARGS(arg) ::=

	"rule <arg> has no defined parameters"

ARGS_ON_TOKEN_REF(arg) ::=

	"token reference <arg> may not have parameters"

/*

NONCHAR_RANGE() ::=
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	"range operator can only be used in the lexer"

*/

ILLEGAL_OPTION(arg) ::=

	"illegal option <arg>"

LIST_LABEL_INVALID_UNLESS_RETVAL_STRUCT(arg) ::=

	"rule '+=' list labels are not allowed w/o output option: <arg>"

UNDEFINED_TOKEN_REF_IN_REWRITE(arg) ::=

 "reference to undefined token in rewrite rule: <arg>"

REWRITE_ELEMENT_NOT_PRESENT_ON_LHS(arg) ::=

 "reference to rewrite element <arg> without reference on left of ->"

UNDEFINED_LABEL_REF_IN_REWRITE(arg) ::=

 "reference to undefined label in rewrite rule: $<arg>"

NO_GRAMMAR_START_RULE (arg) ::=

 "grammar <arg>: no start rule (no rule can obviously be followed by EOF)"

EMPTY_COMPLEMENT(arg) ::= <<

<if(arg)>

set complement ~<arg> is empty

<else>

set complement is empty

<endif>

>>

UNKNOWN_DYNAMIC_SCOPE(arg) ::=

 "unknown dynamic scope: <arg>"

UNKNOWN_DYNAMIC_SCOPE_ATTRIBUTE(arg,arg2) ::=

 "unknown dynamically-scoped attribute for scope <arg>: <arg2>"

RULE_REF_AMBIG_WITH_RULE_IN_ALT(arg) ::=

 "reference $<arg> is ambiguous; rule <arg> is enclosing rule and referenced in the production (assuming enclosing

rule)"

ISOLATED_RULE_ATTRIBUTE(arg) ::=

 "reference to locally-defined rule scope attribute without rule name: <arg>"

INVALID_ACTION_SCOPE(arg,arg2) ::=

 "unknown or invalid action scope for <arg2> grammar: <arg>"

ACTION_REDEFINITION(arg) ::=

 "redefinition of <arg> action"

DOUBLE_QUOTES_ILLEGAL(arg) ::=

 "string literals must use single quotes (such as \'begin\'): <arg>"

INVALID_TEMPLATE_ACTION(arg) ::=

 "invalid StringTemplate % shorthand syntax: '<arg>'"

MISSING_ATTRIBUTE_NAME() ::=

 "missing attribute name on $ reference"

ARG_INIT_VALUES_ILLEGAL(arg) ::=

 "rule parameters may not have init values: <arg>"

REWRITE_OR_OP_WITH_NO_OUTPUT_OPTION(arg) ::=

 "<if(arg)>rule <arg> uses <endif>rewrite syntax or operator with no output option; setting output=AST"

AST_OP_WITH_NON_AST_OUTPUT_OPTION(arg) ::=

 "AST operator with non-AST output option: <arg>"

NO_RULES(arg) ::= "grammar file <arg> has no rules"

MISSING_AST_TYPE_IN_TREE_GRAMMAR(arg) ::=
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 "tree grammar <arg> has no ASTLabelType option"

REWRITE_FOR_MULTI_ELEMENT_ALT(arg) ::=

 "with rewrite=true, alt <arg> not simple node or obvious tree element; text attribute for rule not guaranteed to be

correct"

RULE_INVALID_SET(arg) ::=

 "Cannot complement rule <arg>; not a simple set or element"

HETERO_ILLEGAL_IN_REWRITE_ALT(arg) ::=

 "alts with rewrites can't use heterogeneous types left of ->"

NO_SUCH_GRAMMAR_SCOPE(arg,arg2) ::=

 "reference to undefined grammar in rule reference: <arg>.<arg2>"

NO_SUCH_RULE_IN_SCOPE(arg,arg2) ::=

 "rule <arg2> is not defined in grammar <arg>"

TOKEN_ALIAS_CONFLICT(arg,arg2) ::=

 "cannot alias <arg>; string already assigned to <arg2>"

TOKEN_ALIAS_REASSIGNMENT(arg,arg2) ::=

 "cannot alias <arg>; token name already assigned to <arg2>"

TOKEN_VOCAB_IN_DELEGATE(arg,arg2) ::=

 "tokenVocab option ignored in imported grammar <arg>"

INVALID_IMPORT(arg,arg2) ::=

 "<arg.grammarTypeString> grammar <arg.name> cannot import <arg2.grammarTypeString> grammar

<arg2.name>"

IMPORTED_TOKENS_RULE_EMPTY(arg,arg2) ::=

 "no lexer rules contributed to <arg> from imported grammar <arg2>"

IMPORT_NAME_CLASH(arg,arg2) ::=

 "combined grammar <arg.name> and imported <arg2.grammarTypeString> grammar <arg2.name> both generate

<arg2.recognizerName>; import ignored"

AST_OP_IN_ALT_WITH_REWRITE(arg,arg2) ::=

 "rule <arg> alt <arg2> uses rewrite syntax and also an AST operator"

WILDCARD_AS_ROOT(arg) ::= "Wildcard invalid as root; wildcard can itself be a tree"

CONFLICTING_OPTION_IN_TREE_FILTER(arg,arg2) ::= "option <arg>=<arg2> conflicts with tree grammar

filter mode"

 

// GRAMMAR WARNINGS

 

GRAMMAR_NONDETERMINISM(input,conflictingAlts,paths,disabled,hasPredicateBlockedByAction) ::=

<<

<if(paths)>

Decision can match input such as "<input>" using multiple alternatives:

<paths:{  alt <it.alt> via NFA path <it.states; separator=","><\n>}>

<else>

Decision can match input such as "<input>" using multiple alternatives: <conflictingAlts; separator=", ">

<endif>

<if(disabled)><\n>As a result, alternative(s) <disabled; separator=","> were disabled for that

input<endif><if(hasPredicateBlockedByAction)><\n>Semantic predicates were present but were hidden by

actions.<endif>

>>

 

DANGLING_STATE(danglingAlts,input) ::= <<
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the decision cannot distinguish between alternative(s) <danglingAlts; separator=","> for input such as "<input>"

>>

 

UNREACHABLE_ALTS(alts) ::= <<

The following alternatives can never be matched: <alts; separator=","><\n>

>>

 

INSUFFICIENT_PREDICATES(upon,altToLocations,hasPredicateBlockedByAction) ::= <<

Input such as "<upon>" is insufficiently covered with predicates at locations: <altToLocations.keys:{alt|alt <alt>:

<altToLocations.(alt):{loc| line <loc.line>:<loc.column> at <loc.text>}; separator=", ">}; separator=",

"><if(hasPredicateBlockedByAction)><\n>Semantic predicates were present but were hidden by actions.<endif>

>>

 

DUPLICATE_SET_ENTRY(arg) ::=

	"duplicate token type <arg> when collapsing subrule into set"

 

ANALYSIS_ABORTED(enclosingRule) ::= <<

ANTLR could not analyze this decision in rule <enclosingRule>; often this is because of recursive rule references

visible from the left edge of alternatives.  ANTLR will re-analyze the decision with a fixed lookahead of k=1.

Consider using "options {k=1;}" for that decision and possibly adding a syntactic predicate.

>>

 

RECURSION_OVERLOW(alt,input,targetRules,callSiteStates) ::= <<

Alternative <alt>: after matching input such as <input> decision cannot predict what comes next due to recursion

overflow <targetRules,callSiteStates:{t,c|to <t> from <c:{s|<s.enclosingRule.name>};separator=", ">}; separator="

and ">

>>

 

LEFT_RECURSION(targetRules,alt,callSiteStates) ::= <<

Alternative <alt> discovers infinite left-recursion <targetRules,callSiteStates:{t,c|to <t> from

<c:{s|<s.enclosingRule>};separator=", ">}; separator=" and ">

>>

 

UNREACHABLE_TOKENS(tokens) ::= <<

The following token definitions can never be matched because prior tokens match the same input: <tokens;

separator=",">

>>

 

TOKEN_NONDETERMINISM(input,conflictingTokens,paths,disabled,hasPredicateBlockedByAction) ::=

<<

<if(paths)>

Decision can match input such as "<input>" using multiple alternatives:

<paths:{  alt <it.alt> via NFA path <it.states; separator=","><\n>}>

<else>

Multiple token rules can match input such as "<input>": <conflictingTokens; separator=", "><\n>

<endif>

<if(disabled)><\n>As a result, token(s) <disabled; separator=","> were disabled for that

input<endif><if(hasPredicateBlockedByAction)><\n>Semantic predicates were present but were hidden by
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actions.<endif>

>>

 

LEFT_RECURSION_CYCLES(listOfCycles) ::= <<

The following sets of rules are mutually left-recursive <listOfCycles:{c| [<c:{r|<r.name>}; separator=", ">]};

separator=" and ">

>>

 

NONREGULAR_DECISION(ruleName,alts) ::= <<

[fatal] rule <ruleName> has non-LL(*) decision due to recursive rule invocations reachable from alts <alts;

separator=",">.  Resolve by left-factoring or using syntactic predicates or using backtrack=true option.

>>

 

/* l10n for message levels */

warning() ::= "warning"

error() ::= "error"

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1147456847_1616955844.46/0/antlr-3-3-sources-1-

jar/org/antlr/tool/templates/messages/languages/en.stg

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

[The "BSD licence"]

Copyright (c) 2005-2006 Terence Parr

Copyright (c) 2008 Ronald Blaschke

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

   documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote products

   derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF
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THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*/

 

/** Templates for building ASTs during tree parsing.

*

*  Deal with many combinations.  Dimensions are:

*  Auto build or rewrite

*    no label, label, list label  (label/no-label handled together)

*    child, root

*    token, set, rule, wildcard

*

*  Each combination has its own template except that label/no label

*  is combined into tokenRef, ruleRef, ...

*/

group ASTTreeParser;

 

/** Add a variable to track last element matched */

ruleDeclarations() ::= <<

<super.ruleDeclarations()>

<ASTLabelType> _first_0 = null;

<ASTLabelType> _last = null;<\n>

>>

 

/** What to emit when there is no rewrite rule.  For auto build

*  mode, does nothing.

*/

noRewrite(rewriteBlockLevel, treeLevel) ::= <<

<if(backtracking)>if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {<endif>

<if(rewriteMode)>

retval.tree = (<ASTLabelType>)_first_0;

if ( adaptor.getParent(retval.tree)!=null && adaptor.isNil( adaptor.getParent(retval.tree) ) )

   retval.tree = (<ASTLabelType>)adaptor.getParent(retval.tree);

<endif>

<if(backtracking)>}<endif>

>>

 

/** match ^(root children) in tree parser; override here to

*  add tree construction actions.

*/

tree(root, actionsAfterRoot, children, nullableChildList,

    enclosingTreeLevel, treeLevel) ::= <<

_last = (<ASTLabelType>)input.LT(1);

{

<ASTLabelType> _save_last_<treeLevel> = _last;

<ASTLabelType> _first_<treeLevel> = null;

<if(!rewriteMode)>

<ASTLabelType> root_<treeLevel> = (<ASTLabelType>)adaptor.nil();

<endif>
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<root:element()>

<if(rewriteMode)>

<if(backtracking)>if ( state.backtracking==0 )<endif>

<if(root.el.rule)>

if ( _first_<enclosingTreeLevel>==null ) _first_<enclosingTreeLevel> = <root.el.label>.tree;

<else>

if ( _first_<enclosingTreeLevel>==null ) _first_<enclosingTreeLevel> = <root.el.label>;

<endif>

<endif>

<actionsAfterRoot:element()>

<if(nullableChildList)>

if ( input.LA(1)==Token.DOWN ) {

   match(input, Token.DOWN, null); <checkRuleBacktrackFailure()>

   <children:element()>

   match(input, Token.UP, null); <checkRuleBacktrackFailure()>

}

<else>

match(input, Token.DOWN, null); <checkRuleBacktrackFailure()>

<children:element()>

match(input, Token.UP, null); <checkRuleBacktrackFailure()>

<endif>

<if(!rewriteMode)>

adaptor.addChild(root_<enclosingTreeLevel>, root_<treeLevel>);

<endif>

_last = _save_last_<treeLevel>;

}<\n>

>>

 

// TOKEN AST STUFF

 

/** ID! and output=AST (same as plain tokenRef) 'cept add

*  setting of _last

*/

tokenRefBang(token,label,elementIndex) ::= <<

_last = (<ASTLabelType>)input.LT(1);

<super.tokenRef(...)>

>>

 

/** ID auto construct */

tokenRef(token,label,elementIndex,hetero) ::= <<

_last = (<ASTLabelType>)input.LT(1);

<super.tokenRef(...)>

<if(!rewriteMode)>

<if(backtracking)>if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {<endif>

<if(hetero)>

<label>_tree = new <hetero>(<label>);

<else>

<label>_tree = (<ASTLabelType>)adaptor.dupNode(<label>);
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<endif><\n>

adaptor.addChild(root_<treeLevel>, <label>_tree);

<if(backtracking)>}<endif>

<else> <! rewrite mode !>

<if(backtracking)>if ( state.backtracking==0 )<endif>

if ( _first_<treeLevel>==null ) _first_<treeLevel> = <label>;

<endif>

>>

 

/** label+=TOKEN auto construct */

tokenRefAndListLabel(token,label,elementIndex,hetero) ::= <<

<tokenRef(...)>

<listLabel(elem=label,...)>

>>

 

/** ^(ID ...) auto construct */

tokenRefRuleRoot(token,label,elementIndex,hetero) ::= <<

_last = (<ASTLabelType>)input.LT(1);

<super.tokenRef(...)>

<if(!rewriteMode)>

<if(backtracking)>if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {<endif>

<if(hetero)>

<label>_tree = new <hetero>(<label>);

<else>

<label>_tree = (<ASTLabelType>)adaptor.dupNode(<label>);

<endif><\n>

root_<treeLevel> = (<ASTLabelType>)adaptor.becomeRoot(<label>_tree, root_<treeLevel>);

<if(backtracking)>}<endif>

<endif>

>>

 

/** Match ^(label+=TOKEN ...) auto construct */

tokenRefRuleRootAndListLabel(token,label,elementIndex,hetero) ::= <<

<tokenRefRuleRoot(...)>

<listLabel(elem=label,...)>

>>

 

// SET AST

 

matchSet(s,label,hetero,elementIndex,postmatchCode) ::= <<

_last = (<ASTLabelType>)input.LT(1);

<super.matchSet(..., postmatchCode={

<if(!rewriteMode)>

<if(backtracking)>if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {<endif>

<if(hetero)>

<label>_tree = new <hetero>(<label>);

<else>

<label>_tree = (<ASTLabelType>)adaptor.dupNode(<label>);
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<endif><\n>

adaptor.addChild(root_<treeLevel>, <label>_tree);

<if(backtracking)>}<endif>

<endif>

}

)>

>>

 

matchRuleBlockSet(s,label,hetero,elementIndex,postmatchCode,treeLevel="0") ::= <<

<matchSet(...)>

<noRewrite()> <! set return tree !>

>>

 

matchSetBang(s,label,elementIndex,postmatchCode) ::= <<

_last = (<ASTLabelType>)input.LT(1);

<super.matchSet(...)>

>>

 

matchSetRuleRoot(s,label,hetero,elementIndex,debug) ::= <<

<super.matchSet(..., postmatchCode={

<if(!rewriteMode)>

<if(backtracking)>if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {<endif>

<if(hetero)>

<label>_tree = new <hetero>(<label>);

<else>

<label>_tree = (<ASTLabelType>)adaptor.dupNode(<label>);

<endif><\n>

root_<treeLevel> = (<ASTLabelType>)adaptor.becomeRoot(<label>_tree, root_<treeLevel>);

<if(backtracking)>}<endif>

<endif>

}

)>

>>

 

// RULE REF AST

 

/** rule auto construct */

ruleRef(rule,label,elementIndex,args,scope) ::= <<

_last = (<ASTLabelType>)input.LT(1);

<super.ruleRef(...)>

<if(backtracking)>if ( state.backtracking==0 ) <endif>

<if(!rewriteMode)>

adaptor.addChild(root_<treeLevel>, <label>.getTree());

<else> <! rewrite mode !>

if ( _first_<treeLevel>==null ) _first_<treeLevel> = <label>.tree;

<endif>

>>
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/** x+=rule auto construct */

ruleRefAndListLabel(rule,label,elementIndex,args,scope) ::= <<

<ruleRef(...)>

<listLabel(elem=label+".getTree()",...)>

>>

 

/** ^(rule ...) auto construct */

ruleRefRuleRoot(rule,label,elementIndex,args,scope) ::= <<

_last = (<ASTLabelType>)input.LT(1);

<super.ruleRef(...)>

<if(!rewriteMode)>

<if(backtracking)>if ( state.backtracking==0 ) <endif>root_<treeLevel> =

(<ASTLabelType>)adaptor.becomeRoot(<label>.getTree(), root_<treeLevel>);

<endif>

>>

 

/** ^(x+=rule ...) auto construct */

ruleRefRuleRootAndListLabel(rule,label,elementIndex,args,scope) ::= <<

<ruleRefRuleRoot(...)>

<listLabel(elem=label+".getTree()",...)>

>>

 

/** Streams for token refs are tree nodes now; override to

*  change nextToken to nextNode.

*/

createRewriteNodeFromElement(token,hetero,scope) ::= <<

<if(hetero)>

new <hetero>(stream_<token>.nextNode())

<else>

stream_<token>.nextNode()

<endif>

>>

 

ruleCleanUp() ::= <<

<super.ruleCleanUp()>

<if(!rewriteMode)>

<if(backtracking)>if ( state.backtracking==0 ) {<\n><endif>

retval.tree = (<ASTLabelType>)adaptor.rulePostProcessing(root_0);

<if(backtracking)>}<endif>

<endif>

>>

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1147456847_1616955844.46/0/antlr-3-3-sources-1-

jar/org/antlr/codegen/templates/Perl5/ASTTreeParser.stg

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*
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[The "BSD licence"]

Copyright (c) 2005-2006 Terence Parr

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

   documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote products

   derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF

THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*/

 

/* in sync with Java/Java.stg revision 107 */

 

group Python implements ANTLRCore;

 

/** The overall file structure of a recognizer; stores methods for rules

*  and cyclic DFAs plus support code.

*/

outputFile(LEXER,PARSER,TREE_PARSER, actionScope, actions,

          docComment, recognizer,

          name, tokens, tokenNames, rules, cyclicDFAs,

          bitsets, buildTemplate, buildAST, rewriteMode, profile,

          backtracking, synpreds, memoize, numRules,

          fileName, ANTLRVersion, generatedTimestamp, trace,

          scopes, superClass, literals) ::=

<<

# $ANTLR <ANTLRVersion> <fileName> <generatedTimestamp>

 

<@imports>

import sys

from antlr3 import *

<if(TREE_PARSER)>
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from antlr3.tree import *<\n>

<endif>

from antlr3.compat import set, frozenset

<@end>

 

<actions.(actionScope).header>

 

<! <docComment> !>

 

# for convenience in actions

HIDDEN = BaseRecognizer.HIDDEN

 

# token types

<tokens:{<it.name>=<it.type>}; separator="\n">

 

<recognizer>

 

<if(actions.(actionScope).main)>

<actions.(actionScope).main>

<else>

def main(argv, stdin=sys.stdin, stdout=sys.stdout, stderr=sys.stderr):

<if(LEXER)>

   from antlr3.main import LexerMain

   main = LexerMain(<recognizer.name>)<\n>

<endif>

<if(PARSER)>

   from antlr3.main import ParserMain

   main = ParserMain("<recognizer.grammar.name>Lexer", <recognizer.name>)<\n>

<endif>

<if(TREE_PARSER)>

   from antlr3.main import WalkerMain

   main = WalkerMain(<recognizer.name>)<\n>

<endif>

   main.stdin = stdin

   main.stdout = stdout

   main.stderr = stderr

   main.execute(argv)<\n>

<endif>

 

<actions.(actionScope).footer>

 

if __name__ == '__main__':

   main(sys.argv)

 

>>

 

lexer(grammar, name, tokens, scopes, rules, numRules, labelType="Token",

     filterMode, superClass="Lexer") ::= <<
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<grammar.directDelegates:

{g|from <g.recognizerName> import <g.recognizerName>}; separator="\n">

 

class <grammar.recognizerName>(<@superClassName><superClass><@end>):

   <scopes:{<if(it.isDynamicGlobalScope)><globalAttributeScope(scope=it)><endif>}>

 

   grammarFileName = "<fileName>"

   antlr_version = version_str_to_tuple("<ANTLRVersion>")

   antlr_version_str = "<ANTLRVersion>"

 

   def __init__(self<grammar.delegators:{g|, <g:delegateName()>}>, input=None, state=None):

       if state is None:

           state = RecognizerSharedState()

       super(<grammar.recognizerName>, self).__init__(input, state)

 

<if(memoize)>

<if(grammar.grammarIsRoot)>

       self._state.ruleMemo = {}

<endif>

<endif>

 

       <grammar.directDelegates:

        {g|self.<g:delegateName()> = <g.recognizerName>(<trunc(g.delegators):{p|<p:delegateName()>, }>self, input,

state)}; separator="\n">

       <grammar.delegators:

        {g|self.<g:delegateName()> = <g:delegateName()>}; separator="\n">

       <last(grammar.delegators):

   	 {g|self.gParent = <g:delegateName()>}; separator="\n">

 

       <cyclicDFAs:{dfa | <cyclicDFAInit(dfa)>}; separator="\n">

 

       <actions.lexer.init>

 

 

   <actions.lexer.members>

 

 

<if(filterMode)>

   <filteringNextToken()>

<endif>

   <rules; separator="\n\n">

 

   <synpreds:{p | <lexerSynpred(p)>}>

 

   <cyclicDFAs:cyclicDFA()> <! dump tables for all DFA !>

 

 

>>
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/** A override of Lexer.nextToken() that backtracks over mTokens() looking

*  for matches.  No error can be generated upon error; just rewind, consume

*  a token and then try again.  backtracking needs to be set as well.

*  Make rule memoization happen only at levels above 1 as we start mTokens

*  at backtracking==1.

*/

filteringNextToken() ::= <<

def nextToken(self):

   while True:

       if self.input.LA(1) == EOF:

           return EOF_TOKEN

 

       self._state.token = None

       self._state.channel = DEFAULT_CHANNEL

       self._state.tokenStartCharIndex = self.input.index()

       self._state.tokenStartCharPositionInLine = self.input.charPositionInLine

       self._state.tokenStartLine = self.input.line

       self._state._text = None

       try:

           m = self.input.mark()

           try:

               # means we won't throw slow exception

               self._state.backtracking = 1

               try:

                   self.mTokens()

               finally:

                   self._state.backtracking = 0

 

           except BacktrackingFailed:

               # mTokens backtracks with synpred at backtracking==2

               # and we set the synpredgate to allow actions at level 1.

               self.input.rewind(m)

               self.input.consume() # advance one char and try again

 

           else:

               self.emit()

               return self._state.token

 

       except RecognitionException, re:

           # shouldn't happen in backtracking mode, but...

           self.reportError(re)

           self.recover(re)

 

 

def memoize(self, input, ruleIndex, ruleStartIndex, success):

   if self._state.backtracking > 1:

       # is Lexer always superclass?
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       <@superClassName><superClass><@end>.memoize(self, input, ruleIndex, ruleStartIndex, success)

 

 

def alreadyParsedRule(self, input, ruleIndex):

   if self._state.backtracking > 1:

       return <@superClassName><superClass><@end>.alreadyParsedRule(self, input, ruleIndex)

   return False

 

 

>>

 

actionGate() ::= "self._state.backtracking == 0"

 

filteringActionGate() ::= "self._state.backtracking == 1"

 

/** How to generate a parser */

 

genericParser(grammar, name, scopes, tokens, tokenNames, rules, numRules,

             bitsets, inputStreamType, superClass, filterMode,

             ASTLabelType="Object", labelType, members, rewriteElementType,

             init) ::= <<

<if(grammar.grammarIsRoot)>

# token names

tokenNames = [

   "\<invalid>", "\<EOR>", "\<DOWN>", "\<UP>",

   <tokenNames; wrap, separator=", ">

]<\n>

<else>

from <grammar.composite.rootGrammar.recognizerName> import tokenNames<\n>

<endif>

<scopes:{<if(it.isDynamicGlobalScope)><globalAttributeScopeClass(scope=it)><endif>}>

 

<grammar.directDelegates:

{g|from <g.recognizerName> import <g.recognizerName>}; separator="\n">

 

<rules:{<ruleAttributeScopeClass(scope=it.ruleDescriptor.ruleScope)>}>

 

class <grammar.recognizerName>(<@superClassName><superClass><@end>):

   grammarFileName = "<fileName>"

   antlr_version = version_str_to_tuple("<ANTLRVersion>")

   antlr_version_str = "<ANTLRVersion>"

   tokenNames = tokenNames

 

   def __init__(self<grammar.delegators:{g|, <g:delegateName()>}>, input, state=None, *args, **kwargs):

       if state is None:

           state = RecognizerSharedState()

 

       <@args()>
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       super(<grammar.recognizerName>, self).__init__(input, state, *args, **kwargs)

 

<if(memoize)>

<if(grammar.grammarIsRoot)>

       self._state.ruleMemo = {}

<endif>

<endif>

 

       <cyclicDFAs:{dfa | <cyclicDFAInit(dfa)>}; separator="\n">

 

       <scopes:{<if(it.isDynamicGlobalScope)><globalAttributeScopeStack(scope=it)><endif>}>

	<rules:{<ruleAttributeScopeStack(scope=it.ruleDescriptor.ruleScope)>}>

 

       <init>

 

       <grammar.delegators:

        {g|self.<g:delegateName()> = <g:delegateName()>}; separator="\n">

       <grammar.directDelegates:

        {g|self.<g:delegateName()> = <g.recognizerName>(<trunc(g.delegators):{p|<p:delegateName()>, }>self, input,

state)}; separator="\n">

       <!grammar.directDelegates:

        {g|self.<g:delegateName()> = <g.recognizerName>(self<grammar.delegators:{g|, <g:delegateName()>}>,

input, state)}; separator="\n"!>

       <last(grammar.delegators):

   	 {g|self.gParent = self.<g:delegateName()>}; separator="\n">

 

       <@init>

       <@end>

 

 

   <@members>

   <@end>

 

   <members>

 

   <rules; separator="\n\n">

 

   <! generate rule/method definitions for imported rules so they

      appear to be defined in this recognizer. !>

   # Delegated rules

   <grammar.delegatedRules:{ruleDescriptor| <delegateRule(ruleDescriptor)> }; separator="\n">

 

   <synpreds:{p | <synpred(p)>}>

 

   <cyclicDFAs:cyclicDFA()> <! dump tables for all DFA !>

 

   <bitsets:{FOLLOW_<it.name>_in_<it.inName><it.tokenIndex> = frozenset([<it.tokenTypes:{<it>};separator=",

">])<\n>}>
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>>

 

delegateRule(ruleDescriptor) ::= <<

def <ruleDescriptor.name>(self, <ruleDescriptor.parameterScope:parameterScope(scope=it)>):

<\ >   <if(ruleDescriptor.hasReturnValue)>return

<endif>self.<ruleDescriptor.grammar:delegateName()>.<ruleDescriptor.name>(<ruleDescriptor.parameterScope.att

ributes:{a|<a.name>}; separator=", ">)

 

 

>>

 

parser(grammar, name, scopes, tokens, tokenNames, rules, numRules, bitsets, ASTLabelType="object",

superClass="Parser", labelType="Token", members={<actions.parser.members>}) ::= <<

<genericParser(inputStreamType="TokenStream", rewriteElementType="Token", init={<actions.parser.init>}, ...)>

>>

 

/** How to generate a tree parser; same as parser except the input

*  stream is a different type.

*/

treeParser(grammar, name, scopes, tokens, tokenNames, globalAction, rules, numRules, bitsets,

labelType={<ASTLabelType>}, ASTLabelType="Object", superClass="TreeParser",

members={<actions.treeparser.members>}, filterMode) ::= <<

<genericParser(inputStreamType="TreeNodeStream", rewriteElementType="Node",

init={<actions.treeparser.init>}, ...)>

>>

 

/** A simpler version of a rule template that is specific to the imaginary

*  rules created for syntactic predicates.  As they never have return values

*  nor parameters etc..., just give simplest possible method.  Don't do

*  any of the normal memoization stuff in here either; it's a waste.

*  As predicates cannot be inlined into the invoking rule, they need to

*  be in a rule by themselves.

*/

synpredRule(ruleName, ruleDescriptor, block, description, nakedBlock) ::=

<<

# $ANTLR start "<ruleName>"

def <ruleName>_fragment(self, <ruleDescriptor.parameterScope:parameterScope(scope=it)>):

<if(trace)>

   self.traceIn("<ruleName>_fragment", <ruleDescriptor.index>)

   try:

       <block>

 

   finally:

       self.traceOut("<ruleName>_fragment", <ruleDescriptor.index>)

 

<else>

   <block>
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<endif>

# $ANTLR end "<ruleName>"

 

 

>>

 

synpred(name) ::= <<

def <name>(self):

   self._state.backtracking += 1

   <@start()>

   start = self.input.mark()

   try:

       self.<name>_fragment()

   except BacktrackingFailed:

       success = False

   else:

       success = True

   self.input.rewind(start)

   <@stop()>

   self._state.backtracking -= 1

   return success

 

 

>>

 

lexerSynpred(name) ::= <<

<synpred(name)>

>>

 

ruleMemoization(name) ::= <<

<if(memoize)>

if self._state.backtracking > 0 and self.alreadyParsedRule(self.input, <ruleDescriptor.index>):

   # for cached failed rules, alreadyParsedRule will raise an exception

   success = True

   return <ruleReturnValue()>

 

<endif>

>>

 

/** This rule has failed, exit indicating failure during backtrack */

ruleBacktrackFailure() ::= <<

<if(backtracking)>

if self._state.backtracking > 0:

   raise BacktrackingFailed

 

<endif>

>>
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/** How to generate code for a rule.  This includes any return type

*  data aggregates required for multiple return values.

*/

rule(ruleName,ruleDescriptor,block,emptyRule,description,exceptions,finally,memoize) ::= <<

<returnScope(scope=ruleDescriptor.returnScope)>

 

# $ANTLR start "<ruleName>"

# <fileName>:<description>

<ruleDescriptor.actions.decorate>

def <ruleName>(self, <ruleDescriptor.parameterScope:parameterScope(scope=it)>):

<if(trace)>

   self.traceIn("<ruleName>", <ruleDescriptor.index>)<\n>

<endif>

   <ruleScopeSetUp()>

   <ruleDeclarations()>

   <ruleLabelDefs()>

   <ruleDescriptor.actions.init>

   <@preamble()>

   <@body><ruleBody()><@end>

   <@postamble()>

   return <ruleReturnValue()>

 

# $ANTLR end "<ruleName>"

>>

 

ruleBody() ::= <<

<if(memoize)>

<if(backtracking)>

success = False<\n>

<endif>

<endif>

try:

   try:

       <ruleMemoization(name=ruleName)>

       <block>

       <ruleCleanUp()>

       <(ruleDescriptor.actions.after):execAction()>

 

<if(memoize)>

<if(backtracking)>

       success = True<\n>

<endif>

<endif>

<if(exceptions)>

   <exceptions:{e|<catch(decl=e.decl,action=e.action)><\n>}>

<else>

<if(!emptyRule)>

<if(actions.(actionScope).rulecatch)>
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   <actions.(actionScope).rulecatch>

<else>

   except RecognitionException, re:

       self.reportError(re)

       self.recover(self.input, re)

       <@setErrorReturnValue()>

 

<endif>

<else>

   finally:

       pass

 

<endif>

<endif>

finally:

<if(trace)>

   self.traceOut("<ruleName>", <ruleDescriptor.index>)<\n>

<endif>

   <memoize()>

   <ruleScopeCleanUp()>

   <finally>

   pass

>>

 

catch(decl,action) ::= <<

except <e.decl>:

   <e.action>

 

>>

 

ruleDeclarations() ::= <<

<if(ruleDescriptor.hasMultipleReturnValues)>

retval = self.<ruleDescriptor.name>_return()

retval.start = self.input.LT(1)<\n>

<else>

<ruleDescriptor.returnScope.attributes:{ a |

<a.name> = <if(a.initValue)><a.initValue><else>None<endif>

}>

<endif>

<if(memoize)>

<ruleDescriptor.name>_StartIndex = self.input.index()

<endif>

>>

 

ruleScopeSetUp() ::= <<

<ruleDescriptor.useScopes:{self.<it>_stack.append(<it>_scope())}; separator="\n">

<ruleDescriptor.ruleScope:{self.<it.name>_stack.append(<it.name>_scope())}; separator="\n">

>>
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ruleScopeCleanUp() ::= <<

<ruleDescriptor.useScopes:{self.<it>_stack.pop()}; separator="\n">

<ruleDescriptor.ruleScope:{self.<it.name>_stack.pop()}; separator="\n">

>>

 

ruleLabelDefs() ::= <<

<[ruleDescriptor.tokenLabels,ruleDescriptor.tokenListLabels,

 ruleDescriptor.wildcardTreeLabels,ruleDescriptor.wildcardTreeListLabels]

   :{<it.label.text> = None}; separator="\n"

>

<[ruleDescriptor.tokenListLabels,ruleDescriptor.ruleListLabels,

 ruleDescriptor.wildcardTreeListLabels]

   :{list_<it.label.text> = None}; separator="\n"

>

<[ruleDescriptor.ruleLabels,ruleDescriptor.ruleListLabels]

   :ruleLabelDef(label=it); separator="\n"

>

<ruleDescriptor.ruleListLabels:{<it.label.text> = None}; separator="\n">

>>

 

lexerRuleLabelDefs() ::= <<

<[ruleDescriptor.tokenLabels,

 ruleDescriptor.tokenListLabels,

 ruleDescriptor.ruleLabels]

   :{<it.label.text> = None}; separator="\n"

>

<ruleDescriptor.charLabels:{<it.label.text> = None}; separator="\n">

<[ruleDescriptor.tokenListLabels,

 ruleDescriptor.ruleListLabels]

   :{list_<it.label.text> = None}; separator="\n"

>

>>

 

ruleReturnValue() ::= <<

<if(!ruleDescriptor.isSynPred)>

<if(ruleDescriptor.hasReturnValue)>

<if(ruleDescriptor.hasSingleReturnValue)>

<ruleDescriptor.singleValueReturnName>

<else>

retval

<endif>

<endif>

<endif>

>>

 

ruleCleanUp() ::= <<

<if(ruleDescriptor.hasMultipleReturnValues)>
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<if(!TREE_PARSER)>

retval.stop = self.input.LT(-1)<\n>

<endif>

<endif>

>>

 

memoize() ::= <<

<if(memoize)>

<if(backtracking)>

if self._state.backtracking > 0:

   self.memoize(self.input, <ruleDescriptor.index>, <ruleDescriptor.name>_StartIndex, success)

 

<endif>

<endif>

>>

 

/** How to generate a rule in the lexer; naked blocks are used for

*  fragment rules.

*/

lexerRule(ruleName,nakedBlock,ruleDescriptor,block,memoize) ::= <<

# $ANTLR start "<ruleName>"

def m<ruleName>(self, <ruleDescriptor.parameterScope:parameterScope(scope=it)>):

<if(trace)>

   self.traceIn("<ruleName>", <ruleDescriptor.index>)<\n>

<endif>

   <ruleScopeSetUp()>

   <ruleDeclarations()>

<if(memoize)>

<if(backtracking)>

   success = False<\n>

<endif>

<endif>

   try:

<if(nakedBlock)>

       <ruleMemoization(name=ruleName)>

       <lexerRuleLabelDefs()>

       <ruleDescriptor.actions.init>

       <block><\n>

<else>

       _type = <ruleName>

       _channel = DEFAULT_CHANNEL

 

       <ruleMemoization(name=ruleName)>

       <lexerRuleLabelDefs()>

       <ruleDescriptor.actions.init>

       <block>

       <ruleCleanUp()>

       self._state.type = _type
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       self._state.channel = _channel

       <(ruleDescriptor.actions.after):execAction()>

<endif>

<if(memoize)>

<if(backtracking)>

       success = True<\n>

<endif>

<endif>

 

   finally:

<if(trace)>

       self.traceOut("<ruleName>", <ruleDescriptor.index>)<\n>

<endif>

	<ruleScopeCleanUp()>

       <memoize()>

       pass

 

# $ANTLR end "<ruleName>"

 

 

>>

 

/** How to generate code for the implicitly-defined lexer grammar rule

*  that chooses between lexer rules.

*/

tokensRule(ruleName,nakedBlock,args,block,ruleDescriptor) ::= <<

def mTokens(self):

   <block><\n>

 

 

>>

 

// S U B R U L E S

 

/** A (...) subrule with multiple alternatives */

block(alts,decls,decision,enclosingBlockLevel,blockLevel,decisionNumber,maxK,maxAlt,description) ::= <<

# <fileName>:<description>

alt<decisionNumber> = <maxAlt>

<decls>

<@body><blockBody()><@end>

>>

 

blockBody() ::= <<

<@predecision()>

<@decision><decision><@end>

<@postdecision()>

<@prebranch()>

<alts:altSwitchCase(); separator="\nel">
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<@postbranch()>

>>

 

/** A rule block with multiple alternatives */

ruleBlock(alts,decls,decision,enclosingBlockLevel,blockLevel,decisionNumber,maxK,maxAlt,description) ::= <<

# <fileName>:<description>

alt<decisionNumber> = <maxAlt>

<decls>

<@predecision()>

<@decision><decision><@end>

<@postdecision()>

<alts:altSwitchCase(); separator="\nel">

>>

 

ruleBlockSingleAlt(alts,decls,decision,enclosingBlockLevel,blockLevel,decisionNumber,description) ::= <<

# <fileName>:<description>

<decls>

<@prealt()>

<alts>

<@postalt()>

>>

 

/** A special case of a (...) subrule with a single alternative */

blockSingleAlt(alts,decls,decision,enclosingBlockLevel,blockLevel,decisionNumber,description) ::= <<

# <fileName>:<description>

<decls>

<@prealt()>

<alts>

<@postalt()>

>>

 

/** A (..)+ block with 1 or more alternatives */

positiveClosureBlock(alts,decls,decision,enclosingBlockLevel,blockLevel,decisionNumber,maxK,maxAlt,descriptio

n) ::= <<

# <fileName>:<description>

cnt<decisionNumber> = 0

<decls>

<@preloop()>

<@loopBody>

<positiveClosureBlockLoop()>

<@end>

<@postloop()>

>>

 

positiveClosureBlockLoop() ::= <<

while True: #loop<decisionNumber>

   alt<decisionNumber> = <maxAlt>

   <@predecision()>
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   <@decisionBody><decision><@end>

   <@postdecision()>

   <alts:altSwitchCase(); separator="\nel">

   else:

       if cnt<decisionNumber> >= 1:

           break #loop<decisionNumber>

 

       <ruleBacktrackFailure()>

       eee = EarlyExitException(<decisionNumber>, self.input)

       <@earlyExitException()>

       raise eee

 

   cnt<decisionNumber> += 1

>>

 

positiveClosureBlockSingleAlt ::= positiveClosureBlock

 

/** A (..)* block with 1 or more alternatives */

closureBlock(alts,decls,decision,enclosingBlockLevel,blockLevel,decisionNumber,maxK,maxAlt,description) ::=

<<

# <fileName>:<description>

<decls>

<@preloop()>

<@loopBody>

<closureBlockLoop()>

<@end>

<@postloop()>

>>

 

closureBlockLoop() ::= <<

while True: #loop<decisionNumber>

   alt<decisionNumber> = <maxAlt>

   <@predecision()>

   <@decisionBody><decision><@end>

   <@postdecision()>

   <alts:altSwitchCase(); separator="\nel">

   else:

       break #loop<decisionNumber>

>>

 

closureBlockSingleAlt ::= closureBlock

 

/** Optional blocks (x)? are translated to (x|) by before code generation

*  so we can just use the normal block template

*/

optionalBlock ::= block

 

optionalBlockSingleAlt ::= block
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/** A case in a switch that jumps to an alternative given the alternative

*  number.  A DFA predicts the alternative and then a simple switch

*  does the jump to the code that actually matches that alternative.

*/

altSwitchCase() ::= <<

if alt<decisionNumber> == <i>:

   <@prealt()>

   <it>

>>

 

/** An alternative is just a list of elements; at outermost level */

alt(elements,altNum,description,autoAST,outerAlt, treeLevel,rew) ::= <<

# <fileName>:<description>

pass <! so empty alternatives are a valid block !>

<@declarations()>

<elements:element()>

<rew>

<@cleanup()>

>>

 

/** What to emit when there is no rewrite.  For auto build

*  mode, does nothing.

*/

noRewrite(rewriteBlockLevel, treeLevel) ::= ""

 

// E L E M E N T S

 

/** Dump the elements one per line */

element() ::= <<

<@prematch()>

<it.el><\n>

>>

 

/** match a token optionally with a label in front */

tokenRef(token,label,elementIndex,hetero) ::= <<

<if(label)><label>=<endif>self.match(self.input, <token>,

self.FOLLOW_<token>_in_<ruleName><elementIndex>)

>>

 

/** ids+=ID */

tokenRefAndListLabel(token,label,elementIndex,hetero) ::= <<

<tokenRef(...)>

<listLabel(elem=label,...)>

>>

 

listLabel(label, elem) ::= <<

if list_<label> is None:
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   list_<label> = []

list_<label>.append(<elem>)<\n>

>>

 

/** match a character */

charRef(char,label) ::= <<

<if(label)>

<label> = self.input.LA(1)<\n>

<endif>

self.match(<char>)

>>

 

/** match a character range */

charRangeRef(a,b,label) ::= <<

<if(label)>

<label> = self.input.LA(1)<\n>

<endif>

self.matchRange(<a>, <b>)

>>

 

/** For now, sets are interval tests and must be tested inline */

matchSet(s,label,elementIndex,postmatchCode="") ::= <<

<if(label)>

<label> = self.input.LT(1)<\n>

<endif>

if <s>:

   self.input.consume()

   <postmatchCode>

<if(!LEXER)>

   self._state.errorRecovery = False<\n>

<endif>

 

else:

   <ruleBacktrackFailure()>

   mse = MismatchedSetException(None, self.input)

   <@mismatchedSetException()>

<if(LEXER)>

   self.recover(mse)

   raise mse

<else>

   raise mse

   <! use following code to make it recover inline; remove throw mse;

   self.recoverFromMismatchedSet(

       self.input, mse, self.FOLLOW_set_in_<ruleName><elementIndex>

       )

   !>

<endif>

<\n>
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>>

 

matchRuleBlockSet ::= matchSet

 

matchSetAndListLabel(s,label,elementIndex,postmatchCode) ::= <<

<matchSet(...)>

<listLabel(elem=label,...)>

>>

 

/** Match a string literal */

lexerStringRef(string,label,elementIndex) ::= <<

<if(label)>

<label>Start = self.getCharIndex()

self.match(<string>)

<label> = CommonToken(input=self.input, type=INVALID_TOKEN_TYPE, channel=DEFAULT_CHANNEL,

start=<label>Start, stop=self.getCharIndex()-1)

<else>

self.match(<string>)

<endif>

>>

 

wildcard(label,elementIndex) ::= <<

<if(label)>

<label> = self.input.LT(1)<\n>

<endif>

self.matchAny(self.input)

>>

 

wildcardAndListLabel(label,elementIndex) ::= <<

<wildcard(...)>

<listLabel(elem=label,...)>

>>

 

/** Match . wildcard in lexer */

wildcardChar(label, elementIndex) ::= <<

<if(label)>

<label> = self.input.LA(1)<\n>

<endif>

self.matchAny()

>>

 

wildcardCharListLabel(label, elementIndex) ::= <<

<wildcardChar(...)>

<listLabel(elem=label,...)>

>>

 

/** Match a rule reference by invoking it possibly with arguments

*  and a return value or values. The 'rule' argument was the
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*  target rule name, but now is type Rule, whose toString is

*  same: the rule name.  Now though you can access full rule

*  descriptor stuff.

*/

ruleRef(rule,label,elementIndex,args,scope) ::= <<

self._state.following.append(self.FOLLOW_<rule.name>_in_<ruleName><elementIndex>)

<if(label)><label> = <endif>self.<if(scope)><scope:delegateName()>.<endif><rule.name>(<args; separator=",

">)<\n>

self._state.following.pop()

>>

 

/** ids+=rule */

ruleRefAndListLabel(rule,label,elementIndex,args,scope) ::= <<

<ruleRef(...)>

<listLabel(elem=label,...)>

>>

 

/** A lexer rule reference

*  The 'rule' argument was the target rule name, but now

*  is type Rule, whose toString is same: the rule name.

*  Now though you can access full rule descriptor stuff.

*/

lexerRuleRef(rule,label,args,elementIndex,scope) ::= <<

<if(label)>

<label>Start<elementIndex> = self.getCharIndex()

self.<if(scope)><scope:delegateName()>.<endif>m<rule.name>(<args; separator=", ">)

<label> = CommonToken(

   input=self.input,

   type=INVALID_TOKEN_TYPE,

   channel=DEFAULT_CHANNEL,

   start=<label>Start<elementIndex>,

   stop=self.getCharIndex()-1

   )

<else>

self.<if(scope)><scope:delegateName()>.<endif>m<rule.name>(<args; separator=", ">)

<endif>

>>

 

/** i+=INT in lexer */

lexerRuleRefAndListLabel(rule,label,args,elementIndex,scope) ::= <<

<lexerRuleRef(...)>

<listLabel(elem=label,...)>

>>

 

/** EOF in the lexer */

lexerMatchEOF(label,elementIndex) ::= <<

<if(label)>

<label>Start<elementIndex> = self.getCharIndex()
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self.match(EOF)

<label> = CommonToken(input=self.input, type=EOF, channel=DEFAULT_CHANNEL,

start=<label>Start<elementIndex>, stop=self.getCharIndex()-1)

<else>

self.match(EOF)

<endif>

>>

 

/** match ^(root children) in tree parser */

tree(root, actionsAfterRoot, children, nullableChildList,

    enclosingTreeLevel, treeLevel) ::= <<

<root:element()>

<actionsAfterRoot:element()>

<if(nullableChildList)>

if self.input.LA(1) == DOWN:

   self.match(self.input, DOWN, None)

   <children:element()>

   self.match(self.input, UP, None)

 

<else>

self.match(self.input, DOWN, None)

<children:element()>

self.match(self.input, UP, None)

<endif>

>>

 

/** Every predicate is used as a validating predicate (even when it is

*  also hoisted into a prediction expression).

*/

validateSemanticPredicate(pred,description) ::= <<

if not (<evalPredicate(...)>):

   <ruleBacktrackFailure()>

   raise FailedPredicateException(self.input, "<ruleName>", "<description>")

 

>>

 

// F i x e d  D F A  (if-then-else)

 

dfaState(k,edges,eotPredictsAlt,description,stateNumber,semPredState) ::= <<

LA<decisionNumber>_<stateNumber> = self.input.LA(<k>)<\n>

<edges; separator="\nel">

else:

<if(eotPredictsAlt)>

   alt<decisionNumber> = <eotPredictsAlt>

<else>

   <ruleBacktrackFailure()>

   nvae = NoViableAltException("<description>", <decisionNumber>, <stateNumber>, self.input)<\n>

   <@noViableAltException()>
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   raise nvae<\n>

<endif>

>>

 

/** Same as a normal DFA state except that we don't examine lookahead

*  for the bypass alternative.  It delays error detection but this

*  is faster, smaller, and more what people expect.  For (X)? people

*  expect "if ( LA(1)==X ) match(X);" and that's it.

*/

dfaOptionalBlockState(k,edges,eotPredictsAlt,description,stateNumber,semPredState) ::= <<

LA<decisionNumber>_<stateNumber> = self.input.LA(<k>)<\n>

<edges; separator="\nel">

>>

 

/** A DFA state that is actually the loopback decision of a closure

*  loop.  If end-of-token (EOT) predicts any of the targets then it

*  should act like a default clause (i.e., no error can be generated).

*  This is used only in the lexer so that for ('a')* on the end of a rule

*  anything other than 'a' predicts exiting.

*/

dfaLoopbackState(k,edges,eotPredictsAlt,description,stateNumber,semPredState) ::= <<

LA<decisionNumber>_<stateNumber> = self.input.LA(<k>)<\n>

<edges; separator="\nel"><\n>

<if(eotPredictsAlt)>

<if(!edges)>

alt<decisionNumber> = <eotPredictsAlt> <! if no edges, don't gen ELSE !>

<else>

else:

   alt<decisionNumber> = <eotPredictsAlt>

<\n>

<endif>

<endif>

>>

 

/** An accept state indicates a unique alternative has been predicted */

dfaAcceptState(alt) ::= "alt<decisionNumber> = <alt>"

 

/** A simple edge with an expression.  If the expression is satisfied,

*  enter to the target state.  To handle gated productions, we may

*  have to evaluate some predicates for this edge.

*/

dfaEdge(labelExpr, targetState, predicates) ::= <<

if (<labelExpr>) <if(predicates)>and (<predicates>)<endif>:

   <targetState>

>>

 

// F i x e d  D F A  (switch case)
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/** A DFA state where a SWITCH may be generated.  The code generator

*  decides if this is possible: CodeGenerator.canGenerateSwitch().

*/

dfaStateSwitch(k,edges,eotPredictsAlt,description,stateNumber,semPredState) ::= <<

<!

 FIXME: this is one of the few occasion, where I miss a switch statement

 in Python. ATM this is implemented as a list of if .. elif ..

 This may be replaced by faster a dictionary lookup, when I find a solution

 for the cases when an edge is not a plain dfaAcceptState.

!>

LA<decisionNumber> = self.input.LA(<k>)

<edges; separator="\nel">

else:

<if(eotPredictsAlt)>

   alt<decisionNumber> = <eotPredictsAlt>

<else>

   <ruleBacktrackFailure()>

   nvae = NoViableAltException("<description>", <decisionNumber>, <stateNumber>, self.input)<\n>

   <@noViableAltException()>

   raise nvae<\n>

<endif>

 

>>

 

dfaOptionalBlockStateSwitch(k,edges,eotPredictsAlt,description,stateNumber,semPredState) ::= <<

LA<decisionNumber> = self.input.LA(<k>)

<edges; separator="\nel">

>>

 

dfaLoopbackStateSwitch(k, edges,eotPredictsAlt,description,stateNumber,semPredState) ::= <<

LA<decisionNumber> = self.input.LA(<k>)

<edges; separator="\nel">

<if(eotPredictsAlt)>

else:

   alt<decisionNumber> = <eotPredictsAlt>

<endif>

>>

 

dfaEdgeSwitch(labels, targetState) ::= <<

if <labels:{LA<decisionNumber> == <it>}; separator=" or ">:

   <targetState>

>>

 

// C y c l i c  D F A

 

/** The code to initiate execution of a cyclic DFA; this is used

*  in the rule to predict an alt just like the fixed DFA case.

*  The <name> attribute is inherited via the parser, lexer, ...
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*/

dfaDecision(decisionNumber,description) ::= <<

alt<decisionNumber> = self.dfa<decisionNumber>.predict(self.input)

>>

 

/* Dump DFA tables as run-length-encoded Strings of octal values.

* Can't use hex as compiler translates them before compilation.

* These strings are split into multiple, concatenated strings.

* Java puts them back together at compile time thankfully.

* Java cannot handle large static arrays, so we're stuck with this

* encode/decode approach.  See analysis and runtime DFA for

* the encoding methods.

*/

cyclicDFA(dfa) ::= <<

# lookup tables for DFA #<dfa.decisionNumber>

 

DFA<dfa.decisionNumber>_eot = DFA.unpack(

   u"<dfa.javaCompressedEOT; wrap="\"\n    u\"">"

   )

 

DFA<dfa.decisionNumber>_eof = DFA.unpack(

   u"<dfa.javaCompressedEOF; wrap="\"\n    u\"">"

   )

 

DFA<dfa.decisionNumber>_min = DFA.unpack(

   u"<dfa.javaCompressedMin; wrap="\"\n    u\"">"

   )

 

DFA<dfa.decisionNumber>_max = DFA.unpack(

   u"<dfa.javaCompressedMax; wrap="\"\n    u\"">"

   )

 

DFA<dfa.decisionNumber>_accept = DFA.unpack(

   u"<dfa.javaCompressedAccept; wrap="\"\n    u\"">"

   )

 

DFA<dfa.decisionNumber>_special = DFA.unpack(

   u"<dfa.javaCompressedSpecial; wrap="\"\n    u\"">"

   )

 

      

DFA<dfa.decisionNumber>_transition = [

   <dfa.javaCompressedTransition:{s|DFA.unpack(u"<s; wrap="\"\nu\"">")}; separator=",\n">

]

 

# class definition for DFA #<dfa.decisionNumber>

 

class DFA<dfa.decisionNumber>(DFA):
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   pass

 

   <@errorMethod()>

 

<if(dfa.specialStateSTs)>

   def specialStateTransition(self_, s, input):

       # convince pylint that my self_ magic is ok ;)

       # pylint: disable-msg=E0213

 

       # pretend we are a member of the recognizer

       # thus semantic predicates can be evaluated

       self = self_.recognizer

 

       _s = s

 

       <dfa.specialStateSTs:{state |

if s == <i0>: <! compressed special state numbers 0..n-1 !>

   <state>}; separator="\nel">

 

<if(backtracking)>

       if self._state.backtracking >0:

           raise BacktrackingFailed

 

<endif>

       nvae = NoViableAltException(self_.getDescription(), <dfa.decisionNumber>, _s, input)

       self_.error(nvae)

       raise nvae<\n>

<endif>

 

>>

 

cyclicDFAInit(dfa) ::= <<

self.dfa<dfa.decisionNumber> = self.DFA<dfa.decisionNumber>(

   self, <dfa.decisionNumber>,

   eot = self.DFA<dfa.decisionNumber>_eot,

   eof = self.DFA<dfa.decisionNumber>_eof,

   min = self.DFA<dfa.decisionNumber>_min,

   max = self.DFA<dfa.decisionNumber>_max,

   accept = self.DFA<dfa.decisionNumber>_accept,

   special = self.DFA<dfa.decisionNumber>_special,

   transition = self.DFA<dfa.decisionNumber>_transition

   )<\n>

>>

 

/** A state in a cyclic DFA; it's a special state and part of a big switch on

*  state.

*/

cyclicDFAState(decisionNumber,stateNumber,edges,needErrorClause,semPredState) ::= <<
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LA<decisionNumber>_<stateNumber> = input.LA(1)<\n>

<if(semPredState)> <! get next lookahead symbol to test edges, then rewind !>

index<decisionNumber>_<stateNumber> = input.index()

input.rewind()<\n>

<endif>

s = -1

<edges; separator="\nel">

<if(semPredState)> <! return input cursor to state before we rewound !>

input.seek(index<decisionNumber>_<stateNumber>)<\n>

<endif>

if s >= 0:

   return s

>>

 

/** Just like a fixed DFA edge, test the lookahead and indicate what

*  state to jump to next if successful.

*/

cyclicDFAEdge(labelExpr, targetStateNumber, edgeNumber, predicates) ::= <<

if (<labelExpr>)<if(predicates)> and (<predicates>)<endif>:

   s = <targetStateNumber><\n>

>>

 

/** An edge pointing at end-of-token; essentially matches any char;

*  always jump to the target.

*/

eotDFAEdge(targetStateNumber,edgeNumber, predicates) ::= <<

se:

   s = <targetStateNumber><\n>

>>

 

 

// D F A  E X P R E S S I O N S

 

andPredicates(left,right) ::= "((<left>) and (<right>))"

 

orPredicates(operands) ::= "(<first(operands)><rest(operands):{o |  or <o>}>)"

 

notPredicate(pred) ::= "not (<evalPredicate(...)>)"

 

evalPredicate(pred,description) ::= "(<pred>)"

 

evalSynPredicate(pred,description) ::= "self.<pred>()"

 

lookaheadTest(atom,k,atomAsInt) ::= "LA<decisionNumber>_<stateNumber> == <atom>"

 

/** Sometimes a lookahead test cannot assume that LA(k) is in a temp variable

*  somewhere.  Must ask for the lookahead directly.

*/
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isolatedLookaheadTest(atom,k,atomAsInt) ::= "self.input.LA(<k>) == <atom>"

 

lookaheadRangeTest(lower,upper,k,rangeNumber,lowerAsInt,upperAsInt) ::= <<

(<lower> \<= LA<decisionNumber>_<stateNumber> \<= <upper>)

>>

 

isolatedLookaheadRangeTest(lower,upper,k,rangeNumber,lowerAsInt,upperAsInt) ::= "(<lower> \<=

self.input.LA(<k>) \<= <upper>)"

 

setTest(ranges) ::= "<ranges; separator=\" or \">"

 

// A T T R I B U T E S

 

globalAttributeScopeClass(scope) ::= <<

<if(scope.attributes)>

class <scope.name>_scope(object):

   def __init__(self):

       <scope.attributes:{self.<it.decl> = None}; separator="\n">

 

<endif>

>>

 

globalAttributeScopeStack(scope) ::= <<

<if(scope.attributes)>

self.<scope.name>_stack = []<\n>

<endif>

>>

 

ruleAttributeScopeClass(scope) ::= <<

<if(scope.attributes)>

class <scope.name>_scope(object):

   def __init__(self):

       <scope.attributes:{self.<it.decl> = None}; separator="\n">

 

<endif>

>>

 

ruleAttributeScopeStack(scope) ::= <<

<if(scope.attributes)>

self.<scope.name>_stack = []<\n>

<endif>

>>

 

delegateName() ::= <<

<if(it.label)><it.label><else>g<it.name><endif>

>>

 

/** Define a rule label including default value */
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ruleLabelDef(label) ::= <<

<label.label.text> = None<\n>

>>

 

returnStructName() ::= "<it.name>_return"

 

/** Define a return struct for a rule if the code needs to access its

*  start/stop tokens, tree stuff, attributes, ...  Leave a hole for

*  subgroups to stick in members.

*/

returnScope(scope) ::= <<

<if(ruleDescriptor.hasMultipleReturnValues)>

class <ruleDescriptor:returnStructName()>(<if(TREE_PARSER)>Tree<else>Parser<endif>RuleReturnScope):

   def __init__(self):

       super(<grammar.recognizerName>.<ruleDescriptor:returnStructName()>, self).__init__()

 

       <scope.attributes:{self.<it.decl> = None}; separator="\n">

       <@ruleReturnInit()>

 

 

   <@ruleReturnMembers()>

 

<endif>

>>

 

parameterScope(scope) ::= <<

<scope.attributes:{<it.decl>}; separator=", ">

>>

 

parameterAttributeRef(attr) ::= "<attr.name>"

parameterSetAttributeRef(attr,expr) ::= "<attr.name> = <expr>"

 

scopeAttributeRef(scope,attr,index,negIndex) ::= <<

<if(negIndex)>

self.<scope>_stack[-<negIndex>].<attr.name>

<else>

<if(index)>

self.<scope>_stack[<index>].<attr.name>

<else>

self.<scope>_stack[-1].<attr.name>

<endif>

<endif>

>>

 

/* not applying patch because of bug in action parser!

 

<if(negIndex)>

((len(self.<scope>_stack) - <negIndex> - 1) >= 0 and [self.<scope>_stack[-<negIndex>].<attr.name>] or [None])[0]
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<else>

<if(index)>

((<index> \< len(self.<scope>_stack)) and [self.<scope>_stack[<index>].<attr.name>] or [None])[0]

<else>

((len(self.<scope>_stack) > 0) and [self.<scope>_stack[-1].<attr.name>] or [None])[0]

<endif>

<endif>

 

*/

 

scopeSetAttributeRef(scope,attr,expr,index,negIndex) ::= <<

<if(negIndex)>

<!FIXME: this seems not to be used by ActionTranslator...!>

self.<scope>_stack[-<negIndex>].<attr.name> = <expr>

<else>

<if(index)>

<!FIXME: this seems not to be used by ActionTranslator...!>

self.<scope>_stack[<index>].<attr.name> = <expr>

<else>

self.<scope>_stack[-1].<attr.name> = <expr>

<endif>

<endif>

>>

 

/** $x is either global scope or x is rule with dynamic scope; refers

*  to stack itself not top of stack.  This is useful for predicates

*  like {$function.size()>0 && $function::name.equals("foo")}?

*/

isolatedDynamicScopeRef(scope) ::= "self.<scope>_stack"

 

/** reference an attribute of rule; might only have single return value */

ruleLabelRef(referencedRule,scope,attr) ::= <<

<if(referencedRule.hasMultipleReturnValues)>

((<scope> is not None) and [<scope>.<attr.name>] or [None])[0]

<else>

<scope>

<endif>

>>

 

returnAttributeRef(ruleDescriptor,attr) ::= <<

<if(ruleDescriptor.hasMultipleReturnValues)>

retval.<attr.name>

<else>

<attr.name>

<endif>

>>

 

returnSetAttributeRef(ruleDescriptor,attr,expr) ::= <<
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<if(ruleDescriptor.hasMultipleReturnValues)>

retval.<attr.name> = <expr>

<else>

<attr.name> = <expr>

<endif>

>>

 

/** How to translate $tokenLabel */

tokenLabelRef(label) ::= "<label>"

 

/** ids+=ID {$ids} or e+=expr {$e} */

listLabelRef(label) ::= "list_<label>"

 

 

// not sure the next are the right approach; and they are evaluated early;

// they cannot see TREE_PARSER or PARSER attributes for example. :(

 

tokenLabelPropertyRef_text(scope,attr) ::= "<scope>.text"

tokenLabelPropertyRef_type(scope,attr) ::= "<scope>.type"

tokenLabelPropertyRef_line(scope,attr) ::= "<scope>.line"

tokenLabelPropertyRef_pos(scope,attr) ::= "<scope>.charPositionInLine"

tokenLabelPropertyRef_channel(scope,attr) ::= "<scope>.channel"

tokenLabelPropertyRef_index(scope,attr) ::= "<scope>.index"

tokenLabelPropertyRef_tree(scope,attr) ::= "<scope>_tree"

 

ruleLabelPropertyRef_start(scope,attr) ::= "<scope>.start"

ruleLabelPropertyRef_stop(scope,attr) ::= "<scope>.stop"

ruleLabelPropertyRef_tree(scope,attr) ::= "<scope>.tree"

ruleLabelPropertyRef_text(scope,attr) ::= <<

<if(TREE_PARSER)>

((<scope> is not None) and [self.input.getTokenStream().toString(

   self.input.getTreeAdaptor().getTokenStartIndex(<scope>.start),

   self.input.getTreeAdaptor().getTokenStopIndex(<scope>.start)

   )] or [None])[0]

<else>

((<scope> is not None) and [self.input.toString(<scope>.start,<scope>.stop)] or [None])[0]

<endif>

>>

ruleLabelPropertyRef_st(scope,attr) ::= "((<scope> is not None) and [<scope>.st] or [None])[0]"

 

/** Isolated $RULE ref ok in lexer as it's a Token */

lexerRuleLabel(label) ::= "<label>"

 

lexerRuleLabelPropertyRef_type(scope,attr) ::= "((<scope> is not None) and [<scope>.type] or [0])[0]"

lexerRuleLabelPropertyRef_line(scope,attr) ::= "((<scope> is not None) and [<scope>.line] or [0])[0]"

lexerRuleLabelPropertyRef_pos(scope,attr) ::= "((<scope> is not None) and [<scope>.charPositionInLine] or

[0])[0]"

lexerRuleLabelPropertyRef_channel(scope,attr) ::= "((<scope> is not None) and [<scope>.channel] or [0])[0]"
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lexerRuleLabelPropertyRef_index(scope,attr) ::= "((<scope> is not None) and [<scope>.index] or [0])[0]"

lexerRuleLabelPropertyRef_text(scope,attr) ::= "((<scope> is not None) and [<scope>.text] or [None])[0]"

lexerRuleLabelPropertyRef_int(scope,attr) ::= "((<scope> is not None) and [int(<scope>.text)] or [0])[0]"

 

// Somebody may ref $template or $tree or $stop within a rule:

rulePropertyRef_start(scope,attr) ::= "retval.start"

rulePropertyRef_stop(scope,attr) ::= "retval.stop" //mmm... or input.LT(-1)??

rulePropertyRef_tree(scope,attr) ::= "retval.tree"

rulePropertyRef_text(scope,attr) ::= "self.input.toString(retval.start, self.input.LT(-1))"

rulePropertyRef_st(scope,attr) ::= "retval.st"

 

lexerRulePropertyRef_text(scope,attr) ::= "self.text"

lexerRulePropertyRef_type(scope,attr) ::= "_type"

lexerRulePropertyRef_line(scope,attr) ::= "self._state.tokenStartLine"

lexerRulePropertyRef_pos(scope,attr) ::= "self._state.tokenStartCharPositionInLine"

lexerRulePropertyRef_index(scope,attr) ::= "-1" // undefined token index in lexer

lexerRulePropertyRef_channel(scope,attr) ::= "_channel"

lexerRulePropertyRef_start(scope,attr) ::= "self._state.tokenStartCharIndex"

lexerRulePropertyRef_stop(scope,attr) ::= "(self.getCharIndex()-1)"

lexerRulePropertyRef_int(scope,attr) ::= "int(<scope>.text)"

 

// setting $st and $tree is allowed in local rule. everything else

// is flagged as error

ruleSetPropertyRef_tree(scope,attr,expr) ::= "retval.tree =<expr>"

ruleSetPropertyRef_st(scope,attr,expr) ::= "retval.st =<expr>"

 

 

/** How to execute an action (only when not backtracking) */

execAction(action) ::= <<

<if(backtracking)>

<if(actions.(actionScope).synpredgate)>

if <actions.(actionScope).synpredgate>:

   <action>

 

<else>

if <actions.(actionScope).synpredgate>:

   <action>

 

<endif>

<else>

#action start

<action>

#action end

<endif>

>>

 

/** How to always execute an action even when backtracking */

execForcedAction(action) ::= "<action>"
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// M I S C (properties, etc...)

 

codeFileExtension() ::= ".py"

 

true() ::= "True"

false() ::= "False"

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1147456847_1616955844.46/0/antlr-3-3-sources-1-

jar/org/antlr/codegen/templates/Python/Python.stg

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

[The "BSD licence"]

Copyright (c) 2006 Kay Roepke

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

   documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote products

   derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF

THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*/

/*

New style messages. This file contains the actual layout of the messages emitted by ANTLR.

The text itself is coming out of the languages/*stg files, according to the chosen locale.

This file contains the format that mimicks GCC output.

*/

 

group gnu;
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location(file, line, column) ::= "<file>:<line>:"

 

message(id, text) ::= "<text> (<id>)"

 

report(location, message, type) ::= "<location> <type>: <message>"

 

wantsSingleLineMessage() ::= "true"

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1147456847_1616955844.46/0/antlr-3-3-sources-1-

jar/org/antlr/tool/templates/messages/formats/gnu.stg

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

[The "BSD licence"]

Copyright (c) 2005-2006 Terence Parr

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

   documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote products

   derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF

THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*/

 

/** Templates for building ASTs during tree parsing.

*

*  Deal with many combinations.  Dimensions are:

*  Auto build or rewrite

*    no label, label, list label  (label/no-label handled together)

*    child, root
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*    token, set, rule, wildcard

*

*  Each combination has its own template except that label/no label

*  is combined into tokenRef, ruleRef, ...

*/

group ASTTreeParser;

 

/** Add a variable to track last element matched */

ruleDeclarations() ::= <<

<super.ruleDeclarations()>

var _first_0:<ASTLabelType> = null;

var _last:<ASTLabelType> = null;<\n>

>>

 

/** What to emit when there is no rewrite rule.  For auto build

*  mode, does nothing.

*/

noRewrite(rewriteBlockLevel, treeLevel) ::= <<

<if(backtracking)>if ( <actions.(actionScope).synpredgate> ) {<endif>

<if(rewriteMode)>

retval.tree = <ASTLabelType>(_first_0);

if ( adaptor.getParent(retval.tree)!=null && adaptor.isNil( adaptor.getParent(retval.tree) ) )

   retval.tree = <ASTLabelType>(adaptor.getParent(retval.tree));

<endif>

<if(backtracking)>}<endif>

>>

 

/** match ^(root children) in tree parser; override here to

*  add tree construction actions.

*/

tree(root, actionsAfterRoot, children, nullableChildList,

    enclosingTreeLevel, treeLevel) ::= <<

_last = <ASTLabelType>(input.LT(1));

{

var _save_last_<treeLevel>:<ASTLabelType> = _last;

var _first_<treeLevel>:<ASTLabelType> = null;

<if(!rewriteMode)>

var root_<treeLevel>:<ASTLabelType> = <ASTLabelType>(adaptor.nil());

<endif>

<root:element()>

<if(rewriteMode)>

<if(backtracking)>if ( <actions.(actionScope).synpredgate> )<endif>

<if(root.el.rule)>

if ( _first_<enclosingTreeLevel>==null ) _first_<enclosingTreeLevel> = <root.el.label>.tree;

<else>

if ( _first_<enclosingTreeLevel>==null ) _first_<enclosingTreeLevel> = <root.el.label>;

<endif>

<endif>
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<actionsAfterRoot:element()>

<if(nullableChildList)>

if ( input.LA(1)==TokenConstants.DOWN ) {

   matchStream(input, TokenConstants.DOWN, null); <checkRuleBacktrackFailure()>

   <children:element()>

   matchStream(input, TokenConstants.UP, null); <checkRuleBacktrackFailure()>

}

<else>

matchStream(input, TokenConstants.DOWN, null); <checkRuleBacktrackFailure()>

<children:element()>

matchStream(input, TokenConstants.UP, null); <checkRuleBacktrackFailure()>

<endif>

<if(!rewriteMode)>

adaptor.addChild(root_<enclosingTreeLevel>, root_<treeLevel>);

<endif>

_last = _save_last_<treeLevel>;

}<\n>

>>

 

// TOKEN AST STUFF

 

/** ID! and output=AST (same as plain tokenRef) 'cept add

*  setting of _last

*/

tokenRefBang(token,label,elementIndex) ::= <<

_last = <ASTLabelType>(input.LT(1));

<super.tokenRef(...)>

>>

 

/** ID auto construct */

tokenRef(token,label,elementIndex,hetero) ::= <<

_last = <ASTLabelType>(input.LT(1));

<super.tokenRef(...)>

<if(!rewriteMode)>

<if(backtracking)>if ( <actions.(actionScope).synpredgate> ) {<endif>

<if(hetero)>

<label>_tree = new <hetero>(<label>);

<else>

<label>_tree = <ASTLabelType>(adaptor.dupNode(<label>));

<endif><\n>

adaptor.addChild(root_<treeLevel>, <label>_tree);

<if(backtracking)>}<endif>

<else> <! rewrite mode !>

<if(backtracking)>if ( <actions.(actionScope).synpredgate> )<endif>

if ( _first_<treeLevel>==null ) _first_<treeLevel> = <label>;

<endif>

>>
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/** label+=TOKEN auto construct */

tokenRefAndListLabel(token,label,elementIndex) ::= <<

<tokenRef(...)>

<listLabel(elem=label,...)>

>>

 

/** ^(ID ...) auto construct */

tokenRefRuleRoot(token,label,elementIndex,hetero) ::= <<

_last = <ASTLabelType>(input.LT(1));

<super.tokenRef(...)>

<if(!rewriteMode)>

<if(backtracking)>if ( <actions.(actionScope).synpredgate> ) {<endif>

<if(hetero)>

<label>_tree = new <hetero>(<label>);

<else>

<label>_tree = <ASTLabelType>(adaptor.dupNode(<label>));

<endif><\n>

root_<treeLevel> = <ASTLabelType>(adaptor.becomeRoot(<label>_tree, root_<treeLevel>));

<if(backtracking)>}<endif>

<endif>

>>

 

/** Match ^(label+=TOKEN ...) auto construct */

tokenRefRuleRootAndListLabel(token,label,elementIndex,hetero) ::= <<

<tokenRefRuleRoot(...)>

<listLabel(elem=label,...)>

>>

 

/** Match . wildcard and auto dup the node/subtree */

wildcard(token,label,elementIndex,hetero) ::= <<

_last = (<ASTLabelType>)input.LT(1);

<super.wildcard(...)>

<if(!rewriteMode)>

<if(backtracking)>if ( <actions.(actionScope).synpredgate> ) {<endif>

<label>_tree = (<ASTLabelType>)adaptor.dupTree(<label>);

adaptor.addChild(root_<treeLevel>, <label>_tree);

<if(backtracking)>}<endif>

<else> <! rewrite mode !>

<if(backtracking)>if ( <actions.(actionScope).synpredgate> )<endif>

if ( _first_<treeLevel>==null ) _first_<treeLevel> = <label>;

<endif>

>>

 

// SET AST

 

matchSet(s,label,hetero,elementIndex,postmatchCode) ::= <<

_last = <ASTLabelType>(input.LT(1));

<super.matchSet(..., postmatchCode={
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<if(!rewriteMode)>

<if(backtracking)>if ( <actions.(actionScope).synpredgate> ) {<endif>

<if(hetero)>

<label>_tree = new <hetero>(<label>);

<else>

<label>_tree = <ASTLabelType>(adaptor.dupNode(<label>));

<endif><\n>

adaptor.addChild(root_<treeLevel>, <label>_tree);

<if(backtracking)>}<endif>

<endif>

}

)>

>>

 

matchRuleBlockSet(s,label,hetero,elementIndex,postmatchCode,treeLevel="0") ::= <<

<matchSet(...)>

<noRewrite()> <! set return tree !>

>>

 

matchSetBang(s,label,elementIndex,postmatchCode) ::= <<

_last = <ASTLabelType>(input.LT(1));

<super.matchSet(...)>

>>

 

matchSetRuleRoot(s,label,hetero,elementIndex,debug) ::= <<

<super.matchSet(..., postmatchCode={

<if(!rewriteMode)>

<if(backtracking)>if ( <actions.(actionScope).synpredgate> ) {<endif>

<if(hetero)>

<label>_tree = new <hetero>(<label>);

<else>

<label>_tree = <ASTLabelType>(adaptor.dupNode(<label>));

<endif><\n>

root_<treeLevel> = <ASTLabelType>(adaptor.becomeRoot(<label>_tree, root_<treeLevel>));

<if(backtracking)>}<endif>

<endif>

}

)>

>>

 

// RULE REF AST

 

/** rule auto construct */

ruleRef(rule,label,elementIndex,args,scope) ::= <<

_last = <ASTLabelType>(input.LT(1));

<super.ruleRef(...)>

<if(backtracking)>if ( <actions.(actionScope).synpredgate> ) <endif>

<if(!rewriteMode)>
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adaptor.addChild(root_<treeLevel>, <label>.tree);

<else> <! rewrite mode !>

if ( _first_<treeLevel>==null ) _first_<treeLevel> = <label>.tree;

<endif>

>>

 

/** x+=rule auto construct */

ruleRefAndListLabel(rule,label,elementIndex,args,scope) ::= <<

<ruleRef(...)>

<listLabel(elem=label+".tree",...)>

>>

 

/** ^(rule ...) auto construct */

ruleRefRuleRoot(rule,label,elementIndex,args,scope) ::= <<

_last = <ASTLabelType>(input.LT(1));

<super.ruleRef(...)>

<if(!rewriteMode)>

<if(backtracking)>if ( <actions.(actionScope).synpredgate> ) <endif>root_<treeLevel> =

<ASTLabelType>(adaptor.becomeRoot(<label>.tree, root_<treeLevel>));

<endif>

>>

 

/** ^(x+=rule ...) auto construct */

ruleRefRuleRootAndListLabel(rule,label,elementIndex,args,scope) ::= <<

<ruleRefRuleRoot(...)>

<listLabel(elem=label+".tree",...)>

>>

 

/** rule when output=AST and tracking for rewrite */

ruleRefTrack(rule,label,elementIndex,args,scope) ::= <<

_last = <ASTLabelType>(input.LT(1));

<super.ruleRefTrack(...)>

>>

 

/** x+=rule when output=AST and tracking for rewrite */

ruleRefTrackAndListLabel(rule,label,elementIndex,args,scope) ::= <<

_last = <ASTLabelType>(input.LT(1));

<super.ruleRefTrackAndListLabel(...)>

>>

 

/** ^(rule ...) rewrite */

ruleRefRuleRootTrack(rule,label,elementIndex,args,scope) ::= <<

_last = <ASTLabelType>(input.LT(1));

<super.ruleRefRootTrack(...)>

>>

 

/** ^(x+=rule ...) rewrite */

ruleRefRuleRootTrackAndListLabel(rule,label,elementIndex,args,scope) ::= <<
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_last = <ASTLabelType>(input.LT(1));

<super.ruleRefRuleRootTrackAndListLabel(...)>

>>

 

/** Streams for token refs are tree nodes now; override to

*  change nextToken to nextNode.

*/

createRewriteNodeFromElement(token,hetero,scope) ::= <<

<if(hetero)>

new <hetero>(stream_<token>.nextNode())

<else>

stream_<token>.nextNode()

<endif>

>>

 

ruleCleanUp() ::= <<

<super.ruleCleanUp()>

<if(!rewriteMode)>

<if(backtracking)>if ( <actions.(actionScope).synpredgate> ) {<\n><endif>

retval.tree = <ASTLabelType>(adaptor.rulePostProcessing(root_0));

<if(backtracking)>}<endif>

<endif>

>>

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1147456847_1616955844.46/0/antlr-3-3-sources-1-

jar/org/antlr/codegen/templates/ActionScript/ASTTreeParser.stg

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* [The "BSD licence"]

* Copyright (c) 2005-2008 Terence Parr

* All rights reserved.

*

* Conversion to C#:

* Copyright (c) 2008-2009 Sam Harwell, Pixel Mine, Inc.

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* 3. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote products

*    derived from this software without specific prior written permission.
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*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

* OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.

* IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

* INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

* DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

* THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

* (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF

* THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*/

/** Template overrides to add debugging to normal Java output;

*  If ASTs are built, then you'll also get ASTDbg.stg loaded.

*/

group Dbg;

 

@outputFile.imports() ::= <<

<@super.imports()>

using Antlr.Runtime.Debug;

using IOException = System.IO.IOException;

>>

 

@genericParser.members() ::= <<

<if(grammar.grammarIsRoot)>

public static readonly string[] ruleNames =

	new string[]

	{

		"invalidRule", <grammar.allImportedRules:{rST | "<rST.name>"}; wrap="\n	", separator=", ">

	};<\n>

<endif>

<if(grammar.grammarIsRoot)><! grammar imports other grammar(s) !>

	int ruleLevel = 0;

	public virtual int RuleLevel { get { return ruleLevel; } }

	public virtual void IncRuleLevel() { ruleLevel++; }

	public virtual void DecRuleLevel() { ruleLevel--; }

<if(profile)>

	<ctorForProfilingRootGrammar()>

<else>

	<ctorForRootGrammar()>

<endif>

<ctorForPredefinedListener()>

<else><! imported grammar !>

	public int RuleLevel { get { return <grammar.delegators:{g| <g:delegateName()>}>.RuleLevel; } }

	public void IncRuleLevel() { <grammar.delegators:{g| <g:delegateName()>}>.IncRuleLevel(); }

	public void DecRuleLevel() { <grammar.delegators:{g| <g:delegateName()>}>.DecRuleLevel(); }

	<ctorForDelegateGrammar()>

<endif>
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<if(profile)>

public override bool AlreadyParsedRule( IIntStream input, int ruleIndex )

{

	int stopIndex = GetRuleMemoization(ruleIndex, input.Index);

	((Profiler)dbg).ExamineRuleMemoization(input, ruleIndex, stopIndex,

<grammar.composite.rootGrammar.recognizerName>.ruleNames[ruleIndex]);

	return base.AlreadyParsedRule(input, ruleIndex);

}<\n>

public override void Memoize( IIntStream input, int ruleIndex, int ruleStartIndex )

{

	((Profiler)dbg).Memoize(input, ruleIndex, ruleStartIndex,

<grammar.composite.rootGrammar.recognizerName>.ruleNames[ruleIndex]);

	base.Memoize(input, ruleIndex, ruleStartIndex);

}<\n>

<endif>

protected virtual bool EvalPredicate( bool result, string predicate )

{

	dbg.SemanticPredicate( result, predicate );

	return result;

}<\n>

>>

 

ctorForRootGrammar() ::= <<

<! bug: can't use <@super.members()> cut-n-paste instead !>

<! Same except we add port number and profile stuff if root grammar !>

public <name>( <inputStreamType> input )

	: this( input, DebugEventSocketProxy.DefaultDebuggerPort, new RecognizerSharedState() )

{

}

public <name>( <inputStreamType> input, int port, RecognizerSharedState state )

	: base( input, state )

{

	<parserCtorBody()>

	<createListenerAndHandshake()>

	<grammar.directDelegates:{g|<g:delegateName()> = new <g.recognizerName>( input, dbg, this.state,

this<grammar.delegators:{g|, <g:delegateName()>}> );}; separator="\n">

	<@finally()>

}<\n>

>>

 

ctorForProfilingRootGrammar() ::= <<

<! bug: can't use <@super.members()> cut-n-paste instead !>

public <name>( <inputStreamType> input )

	: this( input, new Profiler(null), new RecognizerSharedState() )

{

}

public <name>( <inputStreamType> input, IDebugEventListener dbg, RecognizerSharedState state )

	: base( input, dbg, state )
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{

	Profiler p = (Profiler)dbg;

	p.setParser(this);

	<parserCtorBody()>

	<grammar.directDelegates:

	 {g|<g:delegateName()> = new <g.recognizerName>( input, dbg, this.state, this<grammar.delegators:{g|,

<g:delegateName()>}> );}; separator="\n">

	<@finally()>

}

<\n>

>>

 

/** Basically we don't want to set any dbg listeners are root will have it. */

ctorForDelegateGrammar() ::= <<

public <name>( <inputStreamType> input, IDebugEventListener dbg, RecognizerSharedState

state<grammar.delegators:{g|, <g.recognizerName> <g:delegateName()>}> )

	: base( input, dbg, state )

{

	<parserCtorBody()>

	<grammar.directDelegates:

	 {g|<g:delegateName()> = new <g.recognizerName>( input, this, this.state<grammar.delegators:{g|,

<g:delegateName()>}> );}; separator="\n">

}<\n>

>>

 

ctorForPredefinedListener() ::= <<

public <name>( <inputStreamType> input, IDebugEventListener dbg )

	<@superClassRef>: base( input, dbg, new RecognizerSharedState() )<@end>

{

<if(profile)>

	Profiler p = (Profiler)dbg;

	p.setParser(this);

<endif>

	<parserCtorBody()>

	<grammar.directDelegates:{g|<g:delegateName()> = new <g.recognizerName>(input, dbg, this.state,

this<grammar.delegators:{g|, <g:delegateName()>}>);}; separator="\n">

	<@finally()>

}<\n>

>>

 

createListenerAndHandshake() ::= <<

<if(TREE_PARSER)>

DebugEventSocketProxy proxy = new DebugEventSocketProxy( this, port, input.TreeAdaptor );<\n>

<else>

DebugEventSocketProxy proxy = new DebugEventSocketProxy( this, port, null );<\n>

<endif>

DebugListener = proxy;

try
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{

	proxy.Handshake();

}

catch ( IOException ioe )

{

	ReportError( ioe );

}

>>

 

@genericParser.superClassName() ::= "Debug<@super.superClassName()>"

 

/*

* Much of the following rules were merged into CSharp3.stg.

*/

 

@rule.preamble() ::= <<

if (RuleLevel == 0)

	DebugListener.Commence();

IncRuleLevel();

>>

//@rule.preamble() ::= <<

//try

//{

//	dbg.EnterRule( GrammarFileName, "<ruleName>" );

//	if ( RuleLevel == 0 )

//	{

//		dbg.Commence();

//	}

//	IncRuleLevel();

//	dbg.Location( <ruleDescriptor.tree.line>, <ruleDescriptor.tree.charPositionInLine> );<\n>

//>>

 

@rule.postamble() ::= <<

DecRuleLevel();

if (RuleLevel == 0)

	DebugListener.Terminate();

>>

//@rule.postamble() ::= <<

//dbg.Location(<ruleDescriptor.EORNode.line>, <ruleDescriptor.EORNode.charPositionInLine>);<\n>

//}

//finally

//{

//	dbg.ExitRule( GrammarFileName, "<ruleName>" );

//	DecRuleLevel();

//	if ( RuleLevel == 0 )

//	{

//		dbg.Terminate();

//	}
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//}<\n>

//>>

 

//@insertSynpreds.start() ::= "dbg.BeginBacktrack( state.backtracking );"

//@insertSynpreds.stop() ::= "dbg.EndBacktrack( state.backtracking, success );"

 

// Common debug event triggers used by region overrides below

 

//enterSubRule() ::= <<

//try

//{

//	dbg.EnterSubRule( <decisionNumber> );<\n>

//>>

 

//exitSubRule() ::= <<

//}

//finally

//{

//	dbg.ExitSubRule( <decisionNumber> );

//}<\n>

//>>

 

//enterDecision() ::= <<

//try

//{

//	dbg.EnterDecision( <decisionNumber> );<\n>

//>>

 

//exitDecision() ::= <<

//}

//finally

//{

//	dbg.ExitDecision( <decisionNumber> );

//}<\n>

//>>

 

//enterAlt(n) ::= "dbg.EnterAlt( <n> );<\n>"

 

// Region overrides that tell various constructs to add debugging triggers

 

//@block.predecision() ::= "<enterSubRule()><enterDecision()>"

 

//@block.postdecision() ::= "<exitDecision()>"

 

//@block.postbranch() ::= "<exitSubRule()>"

 

//@ruleBlock.predecision() ::= "<enterDecision()>"
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//@ruleBlock.postdecision() ::= "<exitDecision()>"

 

//@ruleBlockSingleAlt.prealt() ::= "<enterAlt(n=\"1\")>"

 

//@blockSingleAlt.prealt() ::= "<enterAlt(n=\"1\")>"

 

//@positiveClosureBlock.preloop() ::= "<enterSubRule()>"

 

//@positiveClosureBlock.postloop() ::= "<exitSubRule()>"

 

//@positiveClosureBlock.predecision() ::= "<enterDecision()>"

 

//@positiveClosureBlock.postdecision() ::= "<exitDecision()>"

 

//@positiveClosureBlock.earlyExitException() ::=

//	"dbg.RecognitionException( eee<decisionNumber> );<\n>"

 

//@closureBlock.preloop() ::= "<enterSubRule()>"

 

//@closureBlock.postloop() ::= "<exitSubRule()>"

 

//@closureBlock.predecision() ::= "<enterDecision()>"

 

//@closureBlock.postdecision() ::= "<exitDecision()>"

 

//@altSwitchCase.prealt() ::= "<enterAlt(n=i)>"

 

//@element.prematch() ::=

//	"dbg.Location( <it.line>, <it.pos> );"

 

//@matchSet.mismatchedSetException() ::=

//	"dbg.RecognitionException( mse );"

 

//@dfaState.noViableAltException() ::= "dbg.RecognitionException( nvae );"

 

//@dfaStateSwitch.noViableAltException() ::= "dbg.RecognitionException( nvae );"

 

//dfaDecision(decisionNumber,description) ::= <<

//try

//{

//	isCyclicDecision = true;

//	<super.dfaDecision(...)>

//}

//catch ( NoViableAltException nvae )

//{

//	dbg.RecognitionException( nvae );

//	throw nvae;

//}
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//>>

 

//@cyclicDFA.errorMethod() ::= <<

//public override void Error( NoViableAltException nvae )

//{

//	((DebugParser)recognizer).dbg.RecognitionException( nvae );

//}

//>>

 

/** Force predicate validation to trigger an event */

evalPredicate(pred,description) ::= <<

EvalPredicate(<pred>, "<description>")

>>

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1147456847_1616955844.46/0/antlr-3-3-sources-1-

jar/org/antlr/codegen/templates/CSharp3/Dbg.stg

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

[The "BSD license"]

Copyright (c) 2010 Terence Parr

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

   documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote products

   derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF

THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*/

 

Found in path(s):
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* /opt/cola/permits/1147456847_1616955844.46/0/antlr-3-3-sources-1-

jar/org/antlr/grammar/v2/CodeGenTreeWalkerTokenTypes.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1147456847_1616955844.46/0/antlr-3-3-sources-1-

jar/org/antlr/grammar/v2/DefineGrammarItemsWalkerTokenTypes.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1147456847_1616955844.46/0/antlr-3-3-sources-1-

jar/org/antlr/grammar/v2/AssignTokenTypesWalker.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1147456847_1616955844.46/0/antlr-3-3-sources-1-jar/ANTLRLexer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1147456847_1616955844.46/0/antlr-3-3-sources-1-jar/ANTLRTokenTypes.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1147456847_1616955844.46/0/antlr-3-3-sources-1-

jar/org/antlr/grammar/v2/TreeToNFAConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1147456847_1616955844.46/0/antlr-3-3-sources-1-jar/ANTLRParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1147456847_1616955844.46/0/antlr-3-3-sources-1-

jar/org/antlr/grammar/v2/AssignTokenTypesWalkerTokenTypes.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1147456847_1616955844.46/0/antlr-3-3-sources-1-

jar/org/antlr/grammar/v2/TreeToNFAConverterTokenTypes.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1147456847_1616955844.46/0/antlr-3-3-sources-1-

jar/org/antlr/grammar/v2/ANTLRTreePrinterTokenTypes.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1147456847_1616955844.46/0/antlr-3-3-sources-1-

jar/org/antlr/grammar/v2/CodeGenTreeWalker.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1147456847_1616955844.46/0/antlr-3-3-sources-1-

jar/org/antlr/grammar/v2/ANTLRTreePrinter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1147456847_1616955844.46/0/antlr-3-3-sources-1-

jar/org/antlr/grammar/v2/DefineGrammarItemsWalker.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

[The "BSD licence"]

Copyright (c) 2007-2008 Johannes Luber

Copyright (c) 2005-2007 Kunle Odutola

Copyright (c) 2005 Terence Parr

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

   documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote products

   derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT
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NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF

THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*/

/** Template overrides to add debugging to normal Java output;

*  If ASTs are built, then you'll also get ASTDbg.stg loaded.

*/

group Dbg;

 

@outputFile.debugPreprocessor() ::= "#define ANTLR_DEBUG"

 

@outputFile.imports() ::= <<

<@super.imports()>

using Antlr.Runtime.Debug;

using IOException = System.IO.IOException;

>>

 

@genericParser.members() ::= <<

<if(grammar.grammarIsRoot)>

public static readonly string[] ruleNames =

	new string[]

	{

		"invalidRule", <grammar.allImportedRules:{rST | "<rST.name>"}; wrap="\n	", separator=", ">

	};<\n>

<endif>

<if(grammar.grammarIsRoot)><! grammar imports other grammar(s) !>

	int ruleLevel = 0;

	public virtual int RuleLevel { get { return ruleLevel; } }

	public virtual void IncRuleLevel() { ruleLevel++; }

	public virtual void DecRuleLevel() { ruleLevel--; }

<if(profile)>

	<ctorForProfilingRootGrammar()>

<else>

	<ctorForRootGrammar()>

<endif>

<ctorForPredefinedListener()>

<else><! imported grammar !>

	public int RuleLevel { get { return <grammar.delegators:{g| <g:delegateName()>}>.RuleLevel; } }

	public void IncRuleLevel() { <grammar.delegators:{g| <g:delegateName()>}>.IncRuleLevel(); }

	public void DecRuleLevel() { <grammar.delegators:{g| <g:delegateName()>}>.DecRuleLevel(); }

	<ctorForDelegateGrammar()>

<endif>

<if(profile)>

public override bool AlreadyParsedRule( IIntStream input, int ruleIndex )

{

	int stopIndex = GetRuleMemoization(ruleIndex, input.Index);
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	((Profiler)dbg).ExamineRuleMemoization(input, ruleIndex, stopIndex,

<grammar.composite.rootGrammar.recognizerName>.ruleNames[ruleIndex]);

	return base.AlreadyParsedRule(input, ruleIndex);

}<\n>

public override void Memoize( IIntStream input, int ruleIndex, int ruleStartIndex )

{

	((Profiler)dbg).Memoize(input, ruleIndex, ruleStartIndex,

<grammar.composite.rootGrammar.recognizerName>.ruleNames[ruleIndex]);

	base.Memoize(input, ruleIndex, ruleStartIndex);

}<\n>

<endif>

protected virtual bool EvalPredicate( bool result, string predicate )

{

	dbg.SemanticPredicate( result, predicate );

	return result;

}<\n>

>>

 

ctorForRootGrammar() ::= <<

<! bug: can't use <@super.members()> cut-n-paste instead !>

<! Same except we add port number and profile stuff if root grammar !>

public <name>( <inputStreamType> input )

	: this( input, DebugEventSocketProxy.DefaultDebuggerPort, new RecognizerSharedState() )

{

}

public <name>( <inputStreamType> input, int port, RecognizerSharedState state )

	: base( input, state )

{

	<parserCtorBody()>

	<createListenerAndHandshake()>

	<grammar.directDelegates:{g|<g:delegateName()> = new <g.recognizerName>( input, dbg, this.state,

this<grammar.delegators:{g|, <g:delegateName()>}> );}; separator="\n">

	<@finally()>

}<\n>

>>

 

ctorForProfilingRootGrammar() ::= <<

<! bug: can't use <@super.members()> cut-n-paste instead !>

public <name>( <inputStreamType> input )

	: this( input, new Profiler(null), new RecognizerSharedState() )

{

}

public <name>( <inputStreamType> input, IDebugEventListener dbg, RecognizerSharedState state )

	: base( input, dbg, state )

{

	Profiler p = (Profiler)dbg;

	p.setParser(this);

	<parserCtorBody()>
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	<grammar.directDelegates:

	 {g|<g:delegateName()> = new <g.recognizerName>( input, dbg, this.state, this<grammar.delegators:{g|,

<g:delegateName()>}> );}; separator="\n">

	<@finally()>

}

<\n>

>>

 

/** Basically we don't want to set any dbg listeners are root will have it. */

ctorForDelegateGrammar() ::= <<

public <name>( <inputStreamType> input, IDebugEventListener dbg, RecognizerSharedState

state<grammar.delegators:{g|, <g.recognizerName> <g:delegateName()>}> )

	: base( input, dbg, state )

{

	<parserCtorBody()>

	<grammar.directDelegates:

	 {g|<g:delegateName()> = new <g.recognizerName>( input, this, this.state<grammar.delegators:{g|,

<g:delegateName()>}> );}; separator="\n">

}<\n>

>>

 

ctorForPredefinedListener() ::= <<

public <name>( <inputStreamType> input, IDebugEventListener dbg )

	<@superClassRef>: base( input, dbg, new RecognizerSharedState() )<@end>

{

<if(profile)>

	Profiler p = (Profiler)dbg;

	p.setParser(this);

<endif>

	<parserCtorBody()>

	<grammar.directDelegates:{g|<g:delegateName()> = new <g.recognizerName>(input, dbg, this.state,

this<grammar.delegators:{g|, <g:delegateName()>}>);}; separator="\n">

	<@finally()>

}<\n>

>>

 

createListenerAndHandshake() ::= <<

<if(TREE_PARSER)>

DebugEventSocketProxy proxy = new DebugEventSocketProxy( this, port, input.TreeAdaptor );<\n>

<else>

DebugEventSocketProxy proxy = new DebugEventSocketProxy( this, port, null );<\n>

<endif>

DebugListener = proxy;

try

{

	proxy.Handshake();

}

catch ( IOException ioe )
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{

	ReportError( ioe );

}

>>

 

@genericParser.superClassName() ::= "Debug<@super.superClassName()>"

 

/*

* Many of the following rules were merged into CSharp2.stg.

*/

 

@rule.preamble() ::= <<

if (RuleLevel == 0)

	DebugListener.Commence();

IncRuleLevel();

>>

//@rule.preamble() ::= <<

//try

//{

//	dbg.EnterRule( GrammarFileName, "<ruleName>" );

//	if ( RuleLevel == 0 )

//	{

//		dbg.Commence();

//	}

//	IncRuleLevel();

//	dbg.Location( <ruleDescriptor.tree.line>, <ruleDescriptor.tree.charPositionInLine> );<\n>

//>>

 

@rule.postamble() ::= <<

DecRuleLevel();

if (RuleLevel == 0)

	DebugListener.Terminate();

>>

//@rule.postamble() ::= <<

//dbg.Location(<ruleDescriptor.EORNode.line>, <ruleDescriptor.EORNode.charPositionInLine>);<\n>

//}

//finally

//{

//	dbg.ExitRule( GrammarFileName, "<ruleName>" );

//	DecRuleLevel();

//	if ( RuleLevel == 0 )

//	{

//		dbg.Terminate();

//	}

//}<\n>

//>>

 

//@insertSynpreds.start() ::= "dbg.BeginBacktrack( state.backtracking );"
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//@insertSynpreds.stop() ::= "dbg.EndBacktrack( state.backtracking, success );"

 

// Common debug event triggers used by region overrides below

 

//enterSubRule() ::= <<

//try

//{

//	dbg.EnterSubRule( <decisionNumber> );<\n>

//>>

 

//exitSubRule() ::= <<

//}

//finally

//{

//	dbg.ExitSubRule( <decisionNumber> );

//}<\n>

//>>

 

//enterDecision() ::= <<

//try

//{

//	dbg.EnterDecision( <decisionNumber> );<\n>

//>>

 

//exitDecision() ::= <<

//}

//finally

//{

//	dbg.ExitDecision( <decisionNumber> );

//}<\n>

//>>

 

//enterAlt(n) ::= "dbg.EnterAlt( <n> );<\n>"

 

// Region overrides that tell various constructs to add debugging triggers

 

//@block.predecision() ::= "<enterSubRule()><enterDecision()>"

 

//@block.postdecision() ::= "<exitDecision()>"

 

//@block.postbranch() ::= "<exitSubRule()>"

 

//@ruleBlock.predecision() ::= "<enterDecision()>"

 

//@ruleBlock.postdecision() ::= "<exitDecision()>"

 

//@ruleBlockSingleAlt.prealt() ::= "<enterAlt(n=\"1\")>"
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//@blockSingleAlt.prealt() ::= "<enterAlt(n=\"1\")>"

 

//@positiveClosureBlock.preloop() ::= "<enterSubRule()>"

 

//@positiveClosureBlock.postloop() ::= "<exitSubRule()>"

 

//@positiveClosureBlock.predecision() ::= "<enterDecision()>"

 

//@positiveClosureBlock.postdecision() ::= "<exitDecision()>"

 

//@positiveClosureBlock.earlyExitException() ::=

//	"dbg.RecognitionException( eee<decisionNumber> );<\n>"

 

//@closureBlock.preloop() ::= "<enterSubRule()>"

 

//@closureBlock.postloop() ::= "<exitSubRule()>"

 

//@closureBlock.predecision() ::= "<enterDecision()>"

 

//@closureBlock.postdecision() ::= "<exitDecision()>"

 

//@altSwitchCase.prealt() ::= "<enterAlt(n=i)>"

 

//@element.prematch() ::=

//	"dbg.Location( <it.line>, <it.pos> );"

 

//@matchSet.mismatchedSetException() ::=

//	"dbg.RecognitionException( mse );"

 

//@dfaState.noViableAltException() ::= "dbg.RecognitionException( nvae );"

 

//@dfaStateSwitch.noViableAltException() ::= "dbg.RecognitionException( nvae );"

 

//dfaDecision(decisionNumber,description) ::= <<

//try

//{

//	isCyclicDecision = true;

//	<super.dfaDecision(...)>

//}

//catch ( NoViableAltException nvae )

//{

//	dbg.RecognitionException( nvae );

//	throw nvae;

//}

//>>

 

//@cyclicDFA.errorMethod() ::= <<

//public override void Error( NoViableAltException nvae )
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//{

//	((DebugParser)recognizer).dbg.RecognitionException( nvae );

//}

//>>

 

/** Force predicate validation to trigger an event */

evalPredicate(pred,description) ::= <<

EvalPredicate(<pred>, "<description>")

>>

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1147456847_1616955844.46/0/antlr-3-3-sources-1-

jar/org/antlr/codegen/templates/CSharp2/Dbg.stg

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

[The "BSD licence"]

Copyright (c) 2006 Kay Roepke 2010 Alan Condit

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

   documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote products

   derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF

THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*/

 

/** Template overrides to add debugging to AST stuff.  Dynamic inheritance

*  hierarchy is set up as ASTDbg : AST : Dbg : Java by code generator.

*/

group ASTDbg;
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parserMembers() ::= <<

ANTLRDebugTreeAdaptor *adaptor = [ANTLRDebugTreeAdaptor newANTLRDebugTreeAdaptor:(id)dbg

Adaptor:[ANTLRCommonTreeAdaptor newANTLRCommonTreeAdaptor]];

 

// fix this

- (void) setTreeAdaptor:(id<ANTLRTreeAdaptor>)anAdaptor

{

   adaptor = [ANTLRDebugTreeAdaptor newANTLRDebugTreeAdaptor:dbg Adaptor:anAdaptor];

<if(grammar.grammarIsRoot)>

   adaptor = [ANTLRDebugTreeAdaptor newANTLRDebugTreeAdaptor:adaptor withDBG:dbg];

<else>

   adaptor = (ANTLRDebugTreeAdaptor *)adaptor; // delegator sends dbg adaptor

<endif><\n>

   <grammar.directDelegates:{g|[<g:delegateName()> setTreeAdaptor:adaptor];}>

}

 

- (id<ANTLRTreeAdaptor>)getTreeAdaptor

{

   return adaptor;

}<\n>

>>

 

parserCtorBody() ::= <<

<super.parserCtorBody()>

>>

 

createListenerAndHandshake() ::= <<

ANTLRDebugEventSocketProxy proxy =

   [ANTLRDebugEventSocketProxy newANTLRDebugEventSocketProxy:self, port, <if(TREE_PARSER)>[input

getTreeAdaptor]<else>adaptor<endif>];

[self setDebugListener:proxy];

[self set<inputStreamType>:[ANTLRANTLRDebug<inputStreamType>

newANTLRDebug<inputStreamType>:input with:proxy]];

try {

   [proxy handshake];

}

@catch (IOException *ioe) {

   [self reportError:ioe];

}

>>

 

@ctorForRootGrammar.finally() ::= <<

ANTLRCommonTreeAdaptor *adap = [ANTLRCommonTreeAdaptor newANTLRCommonTreeAdaptor];

[self setTreeAdaptor:adap];

[proxy setTreeAdaptor:adap];

>>

 

@ctorForProfilingRootGrammar.finally() ::=<<
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ANTLRCommonTreeAdaptor *adap = [ANTLRCommonTreeAdaptor newANTLRCommonTreeAdaptor];

[self setTreeAdaptor:adap];

[proxy setTreeAdaptor:adap];

>>

 

@ctorForPredefinedListener.superClassRef() ::= @"super(input, dbg);"

 

@ctorForPredefinedListener.finally() ::=<<

<if(grammar.grammarIsRoot)> <! don't create new adaptor for delegates !>

ANTLRCommonTreeAdaptor *adap = [ANTLRCommonTreeAdaptor newANTLRCommonTreeAdaptor];

[self setTreeAdaptor:adap];<\n>

<endif>

>>

 

@treeParserHeaderFile.superClassName ::= "ANTLRDebugTreeParser"

 

@rewriteElement.pregen() ::= "[debugListener locationLine:<e.line> column:<e.pos>];"

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1147456847_1616955844.46/0/antlr-3-3-sources-1-

jar/org/antlr/codegen/templates/ObjC/ASTDbg.stg

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

[The "BSD licence"]

Copyright (c) 2005-2006 Terence Parr

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

   documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote products

   derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF
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THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*/

group AST;

 

@outputFile.imports() ::= <<

<@super.imports()>

<if(!TREE_PARSER)><! tree parser would already have imported !>

import org.antlr.runtime.tree.*;<\n>

<endif>

>>

 

@genericParser.members() ::= <<

<@super.members()>

<parserMembers()>

>>

 

/** Add an adaptor property that knows how to build trees */

parserMembers() ::= <<

protected TreeAdaptor adaptor = new CommonTreeAdaptor();<\n>

public void setTreeAdaptor(TreeAdaptor adaptor) {

   this.adaptor = adaptor;

   <grammar.directDelegates:{g|<g:delegateName()>.setTreeAdaptor(this.adaptor);}>

}

public TreeAdaptor getTreeAdaptor() {

   return adaptor;

}

>>

 

@returnScope.ruleReturnMembers() ::= <<

<ASTLabelType> tree;

public Object getTree() { return tree; }

>>

 

/** Add a variable to track rule's return AST */

ruleDeclarations() ::= <<

<super.ruleDeclarations()>

<ASTLabelType> root_0 = null;<\n>

>>

 

ruleLabelDefs() ::= <<

<super.ruleLabelDefs()>

<[ruleDescriptor.tokenLabels,ruleDescriptor.wildcardTreeLabels,

 ruleDescriptor.wildcardTreeListLabels]:{<ASTLabelType> <it.label.text>_tree=null;}; separator="\n">

<ruleDescriptor.tokenListLabels:{<ASTLabelType> <it.label.text>_tree=null;}; separator="\n">

<ruleDescriptor.allTokenRefsInAltsWithRewrites

   :{RewriteRule<rewriteElementType>Stream stream_<it>=new

RewriteRule<rewriteElementType>Stream(adaptor,"token <it>");}; separator="\n">

<ruleDescriptor.allRuleRefsInAltsWithRewrites
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   :{RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_<it>=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule <it>");};

separator="\n">

>>

 

/** When doing auto AST construction, we must define some variables;

*  These should be turned off if doing rewrites.  This must be a "mode"

*  as a rule could have both rewrite and AST within the same alternative

*  block.

*/

@alt.declarations() ::= <<

<if(autoAST)>

<if(outerAlt)>

<if(!rewriteMode)>

root_0 = (<ASTLabelType>)adaptor.nil();<\n>

<endif>

<endif>

<endif>

>>

 

// T r a c k i n g  R u l e  E l e m e n t s

 

/** ID and track it for use in a rewrite rule */

tokenRefTrack(token,label,elementIndex,hetero) ::= <<

<tokenRefBang(...)> <! Track implies no auto AST construction!>

<if(backtracking)>if ( <actions.(actionScope).synpredgate> ) <endif>stream_<token>.add(<label>);<\n>

>>

 

/** ids+=ID and track it for use in a rewrite rule; adds to ids *and*

*  to the tracking list stream_ID for use in the rewrite.

*/

tokenRefTrackAndListLabel(token,label,elementIndex,hetero) ::= <<

<tokenRefTrack(...)>

<listLabel(elem=label,...)>

>>

 

/** ^(ID ...) track for rewrite */

tokenRefRuleRootTrack(token,label,elementIndex,hetero) ::= <<

<tokenRefBang(...)>

<if(backtracking)>if ( <actions.(actionScope).synpredgate> ) <endif>stream_<token>.add(<label>);<\n>

>>

 

/** Match ^(label+=TOKEN ...) track for rewrite */

tokenRefRuleRootTrackAndListLabel(token,label,elementIndex,hetero) ::= <<

<tokenRefRuleRootTrack(...)>

<listLabel(elem=label,...)>

>>

 

/** rule when output=AST and tracking for rewrite */
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ruleRefTrack(rule,label,elementIndex,args,scope) ::= <<

<super.ruleRef(...)>

<if(backtracking)>if ( <actions.(actionScope).synpredgate> ) <endif>stream_<rule.name>.add(<label>.getTree());

>>

 

/** x+=rule when output=AST and tracking for rewrite */

ruleRefTrackAndListLabel(rule,label,elementIndex,args,scope) ::= <<

<ruleRefTrack(...)>

<listLabel(elem=label+".getTree()",...)>

>>

 

/** ^(rule ...) rewrite */

ruleRefRuleRootTrack(rule,label,elementIndex,args,scope) ::= <<

<ruleRefRuleRoot(...)>

<if(backtracking)>if ( <actions.(actionScope).synpredgate> ) <endif>stream_<rule>.add(<label>.getTree());

>>

 

/** ^(x+=rule ...) rewrite */

ruleRefRuleRootTrackAndListLabel(rule,label,elementIndex,args,scope) ::= <<

<ruleRefRuleRootTrack(...)>

<listLabel(elem=label+".getTree()",...)>

>>

 

// R e w r i t e

 

rewriteCode(

	alts, description,

	referencedElementsDeep, // ALL referenced elements to right of ->

	referencedTokenLabels,

	referencedTokenListLabels,

	referencedRuleLabels,

	referencedRuleListLabels,

	referencedWildcardLabels,

	referencedWildcardListLabels,

	rewriteBlockLevel, enclosingTreeLevel, treeLevel) ::=

<<

 

// AST REWRITE

// elements: <referencedElementsDeep; separator=", ">

// token labels: <referencedTokenLabels; separator=", ">

// rule labels: <referencedRuleLabels; separator=", ">

// token list labels: <referencedTokenListLabels; separator=", ">

// rule list labels: <referencedRuleListLabels; separator=", ">

// wildcard labels: <[referencedWildcardLabels,referencedWildcardListLabels]; separator=", ">

<if(backtracking)>

if ( <actions.(actionScope).synpredgate> ) {<\n>

<endif>

<prevRuleRootRef()>.tree = root_0;
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<rewriteCodeLabels()>

root_0 = (<ASTLabelType>)adaptor.nil();

<alts:rewriteAlt(); separator="else ">

<! if tree parser and rewrite=true !>

<if(TREE_PARSER)>

<if(rewriteMode)>

<prevRuleRootRef()>.tree = (<ASTLabelType>)adaptor.rulePostProcessing(root_0);

input.replaceChildren(adaptor.getParent(retval.start),

                     adaptor.getChildIndex(retval.start),

                     adaptor.getChildIndex(_last),

                     retval.tree);

<endif>

<endif>

<! if parser or tree-parser && rewrite!=true, we need to set result !>

<if(!TREE_PARSER)>

<prevRuleRootRef()>.tree = root_0;

<else>

<if(!rewriteMode)>

<prevRuleRootRef()>.tree = root_0;

<endif>

<endif>

<if(backtracking)>

}

<endif>

>>

 

rewriteCodeLabels() ::= <<

<referencedTokenLabels

   :{RewriteRule<rewriteElementType>Stream stream_<it>=new

RewriteRule<rewriteElementType>Stream(adaptor,"token <it>",<it>);};

   separator="\n"

>

<referencedTokenListLabels

   :{RewriteRule<rewriteElementType>Stream stream_<it>=new

RewriteRule<rewriteElementType>Stream(adaptor,"token <it>", list_<it>);};

   separator="\n"

>

<referencedWildcardLabels

   :{RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_<it>=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"wildcard <it>",<it>);};

   separator="\n"

>

<referencedWildcardListLabels

   :{RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_<it>=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"wildcard <it>",list_<it>);};

   separator="\n"

>

<referencedRuleLabels

   :{RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_<it>=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

<it>",<it>!=null?<it>.tree:null);};
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   separator="\n"

>

<referencedRuleListLabels

   :{RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_<it>=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"token <it>",list_<it>);};

   separator="\n"

>

>>

 

/** Generate code for an optional rewrite block; note it uses the deep ref'd element

 *  list rather shallow like other blocks.

 */

rewriteOptionalBlock(

	alt,rewriteBlockLevel,

	referencedElementsDeep, // all nested refs

	referencedElements, // elements in immediately block; no nested blocks

	description) ::=

<<

// <fileName>:<description>

if ( <referencedElementsDeep:{el | stream_<el>.hasNext()}; separator="||"> ) {

   <alt>

}

<referencedElementsDeep:{el | stream_<el>.reset();<\n>}>

>>

 

rewriteClosureBlock(

	alt,rewriteBlockLevel,

	referencedElementsDeep, // all nested refs

	referencedElements, // elements in immediately block; no nested blocks

	description) ::=

<<

// <fileName>:<description>

while ( <referencedElements:{el | stream_<el>.hasNext()}; separator="||"> ) {

   <alt>

}

<referencedElements:{el | stream_<el>.reset();<\n>}>

>>

 

rewritePositiveClosureBlock(

	alt,rewriteBlockLevel,

	referencedElementsDeep, // all nested refs

	referencedElements, // elements in immediately block; no nested blocks

	description) ::=

<<

if ( !(<referencedElements:{el | stream_<el>.hasNext()}; separator="||">) ) {

   throw new RewriteEarlyExitException();

}

while ( <referencedElements:{el | stream_<el>.hasNext()}; separator="||"> ) {

   <alt>
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}

<referencedElements:{el | stream_<el>.reset();<\n>}>

>>

 

rewriteAlt(a) ::= <<

// <a.description>

<if(a.pred)>

if (<a.pred>) {

   <a.alt>

}<\n>

<else>

{

   <a.alt>

}<\n>

<endif>

>>

 

/** For empty rewrites: "r : ... -> ;" */

rewriteEmptyAlt() ::= "root_0 = null;"

 

rewriteTree(root,children,description,enclosingTreeLevel,treeLevel) ::= <<

// <fileName>:<description>

{

<ASTLabelType> root_<treeLevel> = (<ASTLabelType>)adaptor.nil();

<root:rewriteElement()>

<children:rewriteElement()>

adaptor.addChild(root_<enclosingTreeLevel>, root_<treeLevel>);

}<\n>

>>

 

rewriteElementList(elements) ::= "<elements:rewriteElement()>"

 

rewriteElement(e) ::= <<

<@pregen()>

<e.el>

>>

 

/** Gen ID or ID[args] */

rewriteTokenRef(token,elementIndex,hetero,args) ::= <<

adaptor.addChild(root_<treeLevel>, <createRewriteNodeFromElement(...)>);<\n>

>>

 

/** Gen $label ... where defined via label=ID */

rewriteTokenLabelRef(label,elementIndex) ::= <<

adaptor.addChild(root_<treeLevel>, stream_<label>.nextNode());<\n>

>>

 

/** Gen $label ... where defined via label+=ID */
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rewriteTokenListLabelRef(label,elementIndex) ::= <<

adaptor.addChild(root_<treeLevel>, stream_<label>.nextNode());<\n>

>>

 

/** Gen ^($label ...) */

rewriteTokenLabelRefRoot(label,elementIndex) ::= <<

root_<treeLevel> = (<ASTLabelType>)adaptor.becomeRoot(stream_<label>.nextNode(), root_<treeLevel>);<\n>

>>

 

/** Gen ^($label ...) where label+=... */

rewriteTokenListLabelRefRoot ::= rewriteTokenLabelRefRoot

 

/** Gen ^(ID ...) or ^(ID[args] ...) */

rewriteTokenRefRoot(token,elementIndex,hetero,args) ::= <<

root_<treeLevel> = (<ASTLabelType>)adaptor.becomeRoot(<createRewriteNodeFromElement(...)>,

root_<treeLevel>);<\n>

>>

 

rewriteImaginaryTokenRef(args,token,hetero,elementIndex) ::= <<

adaptor.addChild(root_<treeLevel>, <createImaginaryNode(tokenType=token, ...)>);<\n>

>>

 

rewriteImaginaryTokenRefRoot(args,token,hetero,elementIndex) ::= <<

root_<treeLevel> = (<ASTLabelType>)adaptor.becomeRoot(<createImaginaryNode(tokenType=token, ...)>,

root_<treeLevel>);<\n>

>>

 

/** plain -> {foo} action */

rewriteAction(action) ::= <<

root_0 = <action>;<\n>

>>

 

/** What is the name of the previous value of this rule's root tree?  This

*  let's us refer to $rule to mean previous value.  I am reusing the

*  variable 'tree' sitting in retval struct to hold the value of root_0 right

*  before I set it during rewrites.  The assign will be to retval.tree.

*/

prevRuleRootRef() ::= "retval"

 

rewriteRuleRef(rule) ::= <<

adaptor.addChild(root_<treeLevel>, stream_<rule>.nextTree());<\n>

>>

 

rewriteRuleRefRoot(rule) ::= <<

root_<treeLevel> = (<ASTLabelType>)adaptor.becomeRoot(stream_<rule>.nextNode(), root_<treeLevel>);<\n>

>>

 

rewriteNodeAction(action) ::= <<
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adaptor.addChild(root_<treeLevel>, <action>);<\n>

>>

 

rewriteNodeActionRoot(action) ::= <<

root_<treeLevel> = (<ASTLabelType>)adaptor.becomeRoot(<action>, root_<treeLevel>);<\n>

>>

 

/** Gen $ruleLabel ... where defined via ruleLabel=rule */

rewriteRuleLabelRef(label) ::= <<

adaptor.addChild(root_<treeLevel>, stream_<label>.nextTree());<\n>

>>

 

/** Gen $ruleLabel ... where defined via ruleLabel+=rule */

rewriteRuleListLabelRef(label) ::= <<

adaptor.addChild(root_<treeLevel>, stream_<label>.nextTree());<\n>

>>

 

/** Gen ^($ruleLabel ...) where ruleLabel=rule */

rewriteRuleLabelRefRoot(label) ::= <<

root_<treeLevel> = (<ASTLabelType>)adaptor.becomeRoot(stream_<label>.nextNode(), root_<treeLevel>);<\n>

>>

 

/** Gen ^($ruleLabel ...) where ruleLabel+=rule */

rewriteRuleListLabelRefRoot(label) ::= <<

root_<treeLevel> = (<ASTLabelType>)adaptor.becomeRoot(stream_<label>.nextNode(), root_<treeLevel>);<\n>

>>

 

rewriteWildcardLabelRef(label) ::= <<

adaptor.addChild(root_<treeLevel>, stream_<label>.nextTree());<\n>

>>

 

 

createImaginaryNode(tokenType,hetero,args) ::= <<

<if(hetero)>

<! new MethodNode(IDLabel, args) !>

new <hetero>(<tokenType><if(args)>, <args; separator=", "><endif>)

<else>

(<ASTLabelType>)adaptor.create(<tokenType>, <args; separator=", "><if(!args)>"<tokenType>"<endif>)

<endif>

>>

 

createRewriteNodeFromElement(token,hetero,args) ::= <<

<if(hetero)>

new <hetero>(stream_<token>.nextToken()<if(args)>, <args; separator=", "><endif>)

<else>

<if(args)> <! must create new node from old !>

adaptor.create(<token>, <args; separator=", ">)

<else>
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stream_<token>.nextNode()

<endif>

<endif>

>>

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1147456847_1616955844.46/0/antlr-3-3-sources-1-jar/org/antlr/codegen/templates/Java/AST.stg

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

[The "BSD licence"]

Copyright (c) 2005-2009 Jim Idle, Temporal Wave LLC

http://www.temporal-wave.com

http://www.linkedin.com/in/jimidle

 

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

   documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote products

   derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF

THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*/

 

/** Templates for building ASTs during normal parsing.

*

*  Deal with many combinations.  Dimensions are:

*  Auto build or rewrite

*    no label, label, list label  (label/no-label handled together)

*    child, root

*    token, set, rule, wildcard

*
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*  The situation is not too bad as rewrite (->) usage makes ^ and !

*  invalid. There is no huge explosion of combinations.

*/

group ASTParser;

 

@rule.setErrorReturnValue() ::= <<

retval.tree = (<ASTLabelType>)(ADAPTOR->errorNode(ADAPTOR, INPUT, retval.start, LT(-1), EXCEPTION));

>>

 

// TOKEN AST STUFF

 

/** ID and output=AST */

tokenRef(token,label,elementIndex,hetero) ::= <<

<super.tokenRef(...)>

<if(backtracking)>if ( <actions.(actionScope).synpredgate> ) {<endif>

<label>_tree = (<ASTLabelType>)(ADAPTOR->create(ADAPTOR, <label>));

ADAPTOR->addChild(ADAPTOR, root_0, <label>_tree);

<if(backtracking)>}<endif>

>>

 

/** ID! and output=AST (same as plain tokenRef) */

tokenRefBang(token,label,elementIndex) ::= "<super.tokenRef(...)>"

 

/** ID^ and output=AST */

tokenRefRuleRoot(token,label,elementIndex,hetero) ::= <<

<super.tokenRef(...)>

<if(backtracking)>if ( <actions.(actionScope).synpredgate> ) {<endif>

<label>_tree = <createNodeFromToken(...)>;

root_0 = (<ASTLabelType>)(ADAPTOR->becomeRoot(ADAPTOR, <label>_tree, root_0));

<if(backtracking)>}<endif>

>>

 

/** ids+=ID! and output=AST */

tokenRefBangAndListLabel(token,label,elementIndex,hetero) ::= <<

<tokenRefBang(...)>

<listLabel(elem=label,...)>

>>

 

 

/** label+=TOKEN when output=AST but not rewrite alt */

tokenRefAndListLabel(token,label,elementIndex,hetero) ::= <<

<tokenRef(...)>

<listLabel(elem=label,...)>

>>

 

 

/** Match label+=TOKEN^ when output=AST but not rewrite alt */

tokenRefRuleRootAndListLabel(token,label,hetero,elementIndex) ::= <<
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<tokenRefRuleRoot(...)>

<listLabel(elem=label,...)>

>>

 

// SET AST

 

// the match set stuff is interesting in that it uses an argument list

// to pass code to the default matchSet; another possible way to alter

// inherited code.  I don't use the region stuff because I need to pass

// different chunks depending on the operator.  I don't like making

// the template name have the operator as the number of templates gets

// large but this is the most flexible--this is as opposed to having

// the code generator call matchSet then add root code or ruleroot code

// plus list label plus ...  The combinations might require complicated

// rather than just added on code.  Investigate that refactoring when

// I have more time.

 

matchSet(s,label,hetero,elementIndex,postmatchCode) ::= <<

<super.matchSet(..., postmatchCode={<if(backtracking)>if ( <actions.(actionScope).synpredgate> )

<endif>ADAPTOR->addChild(ADAPTOR, root_0, <createNodeFromToken(...)>);})>

>>

 

matchRuleBlockSet(s,label,hetero,elementIndex,postmatchCode,treeLevel="0") ::= <<

<matchSet(...)>

>>

 

matchSetBang(s,label,elementIndex,postmatchCode) ::= "<super.matchSet(...)>"

 

// note there is no matchSetTrack because -> rewrites force sets to be

// plain old blocks of alts: (A|B|...|C)

 

matchSetRuleRoot(s,label,hetero,elementIndex,debug) ::= <<

<if(label)>

<label>=(<labelType>)LT(1);<\n>

<endif>

<super.matchSet(..., postmatchCode={<if(backtracking)>if ( <actions.(actionScope).synpredgate> ) <endif>root_0

= (<ASTLabelType>)(ADAPTOR->becomeRoot(ADAPTOR, <createNodeFromToken(...)>, root_0));})>

>>

 

// RULE REF AST

 

/** rule when output=AST */

ruleRef(rule,label,elementIndex,args,scope) ::= <<

<super.ruleRef(...)>

<if(backtracking)>if ( <actions.(actionScope).synpredgate> ) <endif>ADAPTOR->addChild(ADAPTOR, root_0,

<label>.tree);

>>
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/** rule! is same as normal rule ref */

ruleRefBang(rule,label,elementIndex,args,scope) ::= "<super.ruleRef(...)>"

 

/** rule^ */

ruleRefRuleRoot(rule,label,elementIndex,args,scope) ::= <<

<super.ruleRef(...)>

<if(backtracking)>if ( <actions.(actionScope).synpredgate> ) <endif>root_0 = (<ASTLabelType>)(ADAPTOR-

>becomeRoot(ADAPTOR, <label>.tree, root_0));

>>

 

/** x+=rule when output=AST */

ruleRefAndListLabel(rule,label,elementIndex,args,scope) ::= <<

<ruleRef(...)>

<listLabelAST(...)>

>>

 

/** x+=rule! when output=AST is a rule ref with list addition */

ruleRefBangAndListLabel(rule,label,elementIndex,args,scope) ::= <<

<ruleRefBang(...)>

<listLabelAST(...)>

>>

 

/** x+=rule^ */

ruleRefRuleRootAndListLabel(rule,label,elementIndex,args,scope) ::= <<

<ruleRefRuleRoot(...)>

<listLabelAST(...)>

>>

 

// WILDCARD AST

 

wildcard(label,elementIndex) ::= <<

<super.wildcard(...)>

<if(backtracking)>if ( <actions.(actionScope).synpredgate> ) {<endif>

<label>_tree = (<ASTLabelType>)(ADAPTOR->create(ADAPTOR, <label>));

ADAPTOR->addChild(ADAPTOR, root_0, <label>_tree);

<if(backtracking)>}<endif>

>>

 

wildcardBang(label,elementIndex) ::= "<super.wildcard(...)>"

 

wildcardRuleRoot(label,elementIndex) ::= <<

<super.wildcard(...)>

<if(backtracking)>if ( <actions.(actionScope).synpredgate> ) {<endif>

<label>_tree = (<ASTLabelType>)(ADAPTOR->create(ADAPTOR, <label>));

root_0 = (<ASTLabelType>)(ADAPTOR->becomeRoot(ADAPTOR, <label>_tree, root_0));

<if(backtracking)>}<endif>

>>
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createNodeFromToken(label,hetero) ::= <<

<if(hetero)>

<hetero>New(<label>) <! new MethodNode(IDLabel) !>

<else>

(<ASTLabelType>)(ADAPTOR->create(ADAPTOR, <label>))

<endif>

>>

 

ruleCleanUp() ::= <<

<super.ruleCleanUp(...)>

<if(backtracking)>

if ( <actions.(actionScope).synpredgate> )

{<\n>

<endif>

<if(!ruleDescriptor.isSynPred)>

	retval.stop = LT(-1);<\n>

<endif>

	retval.tree = (<ASTLabelType>)(ADAPTOR->rulePostProcessing(ADAPTOR, root_0));

	ADAPTOR->setTokenBoundaries(ADAPTOR, retval.tree, retval.start, retval.stop);

   <ruleDescriptor.allTokenRefsInAltsWithRewrites

   :{if (stream_<it> != NULL) stream_<it>->free(stream_<it>);}; separator="\n">

   <ruleDescriptor.allRuleRefsInAltsWithRewrites

   :{if (stream_<it> != NULL) stream_<it>->free(stream_<it>);}; separator="\n">

<if(backtracking)>

}<\n>

<endif>

>>

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1147456847_1616955844.46/0/antlr-3-3-sources-1-

jar/org/antlr/codegen/templates/C/ASTParser.stg

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* [The "BSD license"]

*  Copyright (c) 2010 Terence Parr and Alan Condit

*  Copyright (c) 2006 Kay Roepke (Objective-C runtime)

*  All rights reserved.

*

*  Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

*  modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

*  are met:

*  1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*      notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*  2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*      notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*      documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

*  3. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote products
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*      derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

*

*  THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR

*  IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

*  OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.

*  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

*  INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

*  NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

*  DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

*  THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

*  (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF

*  THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1147456847_1616955844.46/0/antlr-3-3-sources-1-jar/org/antlr/codegen/ObjCTarget.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

[The "BSD licence"]

Copyright (c) 2006 Kay Roepke 2010 Alan Condit

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

   documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote products

   derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF

THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1147456847_1616955844.46/0/antlr-3-3-sources-1-
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jar/org/antlr/codegen/templates/ObjC/Dbg.stg

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

[The "BSD licence"]

Copyright (c) 2005-2009 Jim Idle, Temporal Wave LLC

http://www.temporal-wave.com

http://www.linkedin.com/in/jimidle

 

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

   documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote products

   derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF

THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*/

/** Template overrides to add debugging to normal C output;

*  If ASTs are built, then you'll also get ASTDbg.stg loaded.

*/

group Dbg;

 

@genericParser.members() ::= <<

<if(grammar.grammarIsRoot)>

const char *

ruleNames[] =

	{

		"invalidRule", <grammar.allImportedRules:{rST | "<rST.name>"}; wrap="\n		", separator=", ">

	};<\n>

<endif>

<if(grammar.grammarIsRoot)> <! grammar imports other grammar(s) !>

static ANTLR3_UINT32 ruleLevel = 0;
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static ANTLR3_UINT32 getRuleLevel()

{

	return ruleLevel;

}

static void incRuleLevel()

{

	ruleLevel++;

}

static void decRuleLevel()

{

	ruleLevel--;

}

<else> <! imported grammar !>

static ANTLR3_UINT32

getRuleLevel()

{

	return <grammar.delegators:{g| <g:delegateName()>}>->getRuleLevel();

}

static void incRuleLevel()

{

	<grammar.delegators:{g| <g:delegateName()>}>->incRuleLevel();

}

static void

decRuleLevel()

{

	<grammar.delegators:{g| <g:delegateName()>}>.decRuleLevel();

}

<endif>

<if(profile)>

// Profiling not yet implemented for C target

//

<endif>

<if(grammar.grammarIsRoot)>

<ctorForPredefinedListener()>

<else>

<ctorForDelegateGrammar()>

<endif>

 

static ANTLR3_BOOLEAN

evalPredicate(p<name> ctx, ANTLR3_BOOLEAN result, const char * predicate)

{

   DBG->semanticPredicate(DBG, result, predicate);

   return result;

}<\n>

>>

 

@genericParser.debugStuff() ::= <<

<if(grammar.grammarIsRoot)>
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<createListenerAndHandshake()>

<endif>

>>

 

ctorForProfilingRootGrammar() ::= <<

>>

 

/** Basically we don't want to set any dbg listeners as root will have it. */

ctorForDelegateGrammar() ::= <<

 

>>

 

ctorForPredefinedListener() ::= <<

 

>>

 

createListenerAndHandshake() ::= <<

{

	// DEBUG MODE code

	//

	pANTLR3_DEBUG_EVENT_LISTENER	 proxy;

	proxy = antlr3DebugListenerNew();

	proxy->grammarFileName = INPUT->tokenSource->strFactory->newStr8(INPUT->tokenSource->strFactory,

(pANTLR3_UINT8)ctx->getGrammarFileName());

	

<if(TREE_PARSER)>

	proxy->adaptor = ADAPTOR;

<endif>

	PARSER->setDebugListener(PARSER, proxy);

 

	// Try to connect to the debugger (waits forever for a connection)

	//	

	proxy->handshake(proxy);

	

	// End DEBUG MODE code

	//

}

>>

 

 

@rule.preamble() ::= <<

if ( getRuleLevel()==0 )

{

	DBG->commence(DBG);

}

DBG->enterRule(DBG, getGrammarFileName(), (const char *)"<ruleName>");

incRuleLevel();

DBG->location(DBG, <ruleDescriptor.tree.line>, <ruleDescriptor.tree.column>);<\n>
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>>

 

@rule.postamble() ::= <<

DBG->location(DBG, <ruleDescriptor.EORNode.line>, <ruleDescriptor.EORNode.column>);<\n>

DBG->exitRule(DBG, getGrammarFileName(), (const char *)"<ruleName>");

decRuleLevel();

if ( getRuleLevel()==0 )

{

	DBG->terminate(DBG);

}

<\n>

>>

 

@checkRuleBacktrackFailure.debugClean() ::= <<

DBG->exitRule(DBG, getGrammarFileName(), (const char *)"<ruleName>");

decRuleLevel();

>>

 

@synpred.start() ::= "DBG->beginBacktrack(DBG, BACKTRACKING);"

 

@synpred.stop() ::= "DBG->endBacktrack(DBG, BACKTRACKING, success);"

 

// Common debug event triggers used by region overrides below

 

enterSubRule() ::=

   "DBG->enterSubRule(DBG, <decisionNumber>);<\n>"

 

exitSubRule() ::=

   "DBG->exitSubRule(DBG, <decisionNumber>);<\n>"

 

enterDecision() ::=

   "DBG->enterDecision(DBG, <decisionNumber>);<\n>"

 

exitDecision() ::=

   "DBG->exitDecision(DBG, <decisionNumber>);<\n>"

 

enterAlt(n) ::= "DBG->enterAlt(DBG, <n>);<\n>"

 

// Region overrides that tell various constructs to add debugging triggers

 

@block.predecision() ::= "<enterSubRule()><enterDecision()>"

 

@block.postdecision() ::= "<exitDecision()>"

 

@block.postbranch() ::= "<exitSubRule()>"

 

@ruleBlock.predecision() ::= "<enterDecision()>"
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@ruleBlock.postdecision() ::= "<exitDecision()>"

 

@ruleBlockSingleAlt.prealt() ::= "<enterAlt(n=\"1\")>"

 

@blockSingleAlt.prealt() ::= "<enterAlt(n=\"1\")>"

 

@positiveClosureBlock.preloop() ::= "<enterSubRule()>"

 

@positiveClosureBlock.postloop() ::= "<exitSubRule()>"

 

@positiveClosureBlock.predecision() ::= "<enterDecision()>"

 

@positiveClosureBlock.postdecision() ::= "<exitDecision()>"

 

@positiveClosureBlock.earlyExitException() ::=

   "DBG->recognitionException(DBG, EXCEPTION);<\n>"

 

@closureBlock.preloop() ::= "<enterSubRule()>"

 

@closureBlock.postloop() ::= "<exitSubRule()>"

 

@closureBlock.predecision() ::= "<enterDecision()>"

 

@closureBlock.postdecision() ::= "<exitDecision()>"

 

@altSwitchCase.prealt() ::= "<enterAlt(n=i)>"

 

@element.prematch() ::=

   "DBG->location(DBG, <it.line>, <it.pos>);"

 

@matchSet.mismatchedSetException() ::=

   "DBG->recognitionException(DBG, EXCEPTION);"

 

@newNVException.noViableAltException() ::= "DBG->recognitionException(DBG, EXCEPTION);"

 

dfaDecision(decisionNumber,description) ::= <<

alt<decisionNumber> = cdfa<decisionNumber>.predict(ctx, RECOGNIZER, ISTREAM,

&cdfa<decisionNumber>);

if  (HASEXCEPTION())

{

	DBG->recognitionException(DBG, EXCEPTION);

   goto rule<ruleDescriptor.name>Ex;

}

<checkRuleBacktrackFailure()>

>>

 

@cyclicDFA.errorMethod() ::= <<

//static void
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//dfaError(p<name> ctx)

//{

//    DBG->recognitionException(DBG, EXCEPTION);

//}

>>

 

/** Force predicate validation to trigger an event */

evalPredicate(pred,description) ::= <<

evalPredicate(ctx, <pred>, (const char *)"<description>")

>>

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1147456847_1616955844.46/0/antlr-3-3-sources-1-jar/org/antlr/codegen/templates/C/Dbg.stg

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

[The "BSD licence"]

Copyright (c) 2005-2006 Terence Parr

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

   documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote products

   derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF

THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*/

 

/** Templates for building ASTs during tree parsing.

*

*  Deal with many combinations.  Dimensions are:

*  Auto build or rewrite

*    no label, label, list label  (label/no-label handled together)
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*    child, root

*    token, set, rule, wildcard

*

*  Each combination has its own template except that label/no label

*  is combined into tokenRef, ruleRef, ...

*/

group ASTTreeParser;

 

/** Add a variable to track last element matched */

ruleDeclarations() ::= <<

<super.ruleDeclarations()>

<ASTLabelType> _first_0 = null;

<ASTLabelType> _last = null;<\n>

>>

 

/** What to emit when there is no rewrite rule.  For auto build

*  mode, does nothing.

*/

noRewrite(rewriteBlockLevel, treeLevel) ::= <<

<if(backtracking)>if ( <actions.(actionScope).synpredgate> ) {<endif>

<if(rewriteMode)>

retval.tree = (<ASTLabelType>)_first_0;

if ( adaptor.getParent(retval.tree)!=null && adaptor.isNil( adaptor.getParent(retval.tree) ) )

   retval.tree = (<ASTLabelType>)adaptor.getParent(retval.tree);

<endif>

<if(backtracking)>}<endif>

>>

 

/** match ^(root children) in tree parser; override here to

*  add tree construction actions.

*/

tree(root, actionsAfterRoot, children, nullableChildList,

    enclosingTreeLevel, treeLevel) ::= <<

_last = (<ASTLabelType>)input.LT(1);

{

<ASTLabelType> _save_last_<treeLevel> = _last;

<ASTLabelType> _first_<treeLevel> = null;

<if(!rewriteMode)>

<ASTLabelType> root_<treeLevel> = (<ASTLabelType>)adaptor.nil();

<endif>

<root:element()>

<if(rewriteMode)>

<if(backtracking)>if ( <actions.(actionScope).synpredgate> )<endif>

<if(root.el.rule)>

if ( _first_<enclosingTreeLevel>==null ) _first_<enclosingTreeLevel> = <root.el.label>.tree;

<else>

if ( _first_<enclosingTreeLevel>==null ) _first_<enclosingTreeLevel> = <root.el.label>;

<endif>
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<endif>

<actionsAfterRoot:element()>

<if(nullableChildList)>

if ( input.LA(1)==Token.DOWN ) {

   match(input, Token.DOWN, null); <checkRuleBacktrackFailure()>

   <children:element()>

   match(input, Token.UP, null); <checkRuleBacktrackFailure()>

}

<else>

match(input, Token.DOWN, null); <checkRuleBacktrackFailure()>

<children:element()>

match(input, Token.UP, null); <checkRuleBacktrackFailure()>

<endif>

<if(!rewriteMode)>

adaptor.addChild(root_<enclosingTreeLevel>, root_<treeLevel>);

<endif>

_last = _save_last_<treeLevel>;

}<\n>

>>

 

// TOKEN AST STUFF

 

/** ID! and output=AST (same as plain tokenRef) 'cept add

*  setting of _last

*/

tokenRefBang(token,label,elementIndex) ::= <<

_last = (<ASTLabelType>)input.LT(1);

<super.tokenRef(...)>

>>

 

/** ID auto construct */

tokenRef(token,label,elementIndex,hetero) ::= <<

_last = (<ASTLabelType>)input.LT(1);

<super.tokenRef(...)>

<if(!rewriteMode)>

<if(backtracking)>if ( <actions.(actionScope).synpredgate> ) {<endif>

<if(hetero)>

<label>_tree = new <hetero>(<label>);

<else>

<label>_tree = (<ASTLabelType>)adaptor.dupNode(<label>);

<endif><\n>

adaptor.addChild(root_<treeLevel>, <label>_tree);

<if(backtracking)>}<endif>

<else> <! rewrite mode !>

<if(backtracking)>if ( <actions.(actionScope).synpredgate> )<endif>

if ( _first_<treeLevel>==null ) _first_<treeLevel> = <label>;

<endif>

>>
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/** label+=TOKEN auto construct */

tokenRefAndListLabel(token,label,elementIndex,hetero) ::= <<

<tokenRef(...)>

<listLabel(elem=label,...)>

>>

 

/** ^(ID ...) auto construct */

tokenRefRuleRoot(token,label,elementIndex,hetero) ::= <<

_last = (<ASTLabelType>)input.LT(1);

<super.tokenRef(...)>

<if(!rewriteMode)>

<if(backtracking)>if ( <actions.(actionScope).synpredgate> ) {<endif>

<if(hetero)>

<label>_tree = new <hetero>(<label>);

<else>

<label>_tree = (<ASTLabelType>)adaptor.dupNode(<label>);

<endif><\n>

root_<treeLevel> = (<ASTLabelType>)adaptor.becomeRoot(<label>_tree, root_<treeLevel>);

<if(backtracking)>}<endif>

<endif>

>>

 

/** Match ^(label+=TOKEN ...) auto construct */

tokenRefRuleRootAndListLabel(token,label,elementIndex,hetero) ::= <<

<tokenRefRuleRoot(...)>

<listLabel(elem=label,...)>

>>

 

/** Match . wildcard and auto dup the node/subtree */

wildcard(token,label,elementIndex,hetero) ::= <<

_last = (<ASTLabelType>)input.LT(1);

<super.wildcard(...)>

<if(!rewriteMode)>

<if(backtracking)>if ( <actions.(actionScope).synpredgate> ) {<endif>

<label>_tree = (<ASTLabelType>)adaptor.dupTree(<label>);

adaptor.addChild(root_<treeLevel>, <label>_tree);

<if(backtracking)>}<endif>

<else> <! rewrite mode !>

<if(backtracking)>if ( <actions.(actionScope).synpredgate> )<endif>

if ( _first_<treeLevel>==null ) _first_<treeLevel> = <label>;

<endif>

>>

 

// SET AST

 

matchSet(s,label,hetero,elementIndex,postmatchCode) ::= <<

_last = (<ASTLabelType>)input.LT(1);
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<super.matchSet(..., postmatchCode={

<if(!rewriteMode)>

<if(backtracking)>if ( <actions.(actionScope).synpredgate> ) {<endif>

<if(hetero)>

<label>_tree = new <hetero>(<label>);

<else>

<label>_tree = (<ASTLabelType>)adaptor.dupNode(<label>);

<endif><\n>

adaptor.addChild(root_<treeLevel>, <label>_tree);

<if(backtracking)>}<endif>

<endif>

}

)>

>>

 

matchRuleBlockSet(s,label,hetero,elementIndex,postmatchCode,treeLevel="0") ::= <<

<matchSet(...)>

<noRewrite()> <! set return tree !>

>>

 

matchSetBang(s,label,elementIndex,postmatchCode) ::= <<

_last = (<ASTLabelType>)input.LT(1);

<super.matchSet(...)>

>>

 

matchSetRuleRoot(s,label,hetero,elementIndex,debug) ::= <<

<super.matchSet(..., postmatchCode={

<if(!rewriteMode)>

<if(backtracking)>if ( <actions.(actionScope).synpredgate> ) {<endif>

<if(hetero)>

<label>_tree = new <hetero>(<label>);

<else>

<label>_tree = (<ASTLabelType>)adaptor.dupNode(<label>);

<endif><\n>

root_<treeLevel> = (<ASTLabelType>)adaptor.becomeRoot(<label>_tree, root_<treeLevel>);

<if(backtracking)>}<endif>

<endif>

}

)>

>>

 

// RULE REF AST

 

/** rule auto construct */

ruleRef(rule,label,elementIndex,args,scope) ::= <<

_last = (<ASTLabelType>)input.LT(1);

<super.ruleRef(...)>

<if(backtracking)>if ( <actions.(actionScope).synpredgate> ) <endif>
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<if(!rewriteMode)>

adaptor.addChild(root_<treeLevel>, <label>.getTree());

<else> <! rewrite mode !>

if ( _first_<treeLevel>==null ) _first_<treeLevel> = <label>.tree;

<endif>

>>

 

/** x+=rule auto construct */

ruleRefAndListLabel(rule,label,elementIndex,args,scope) ::= <<

<ruleRef(...)>

<listLabel(elem=label+".getTree()",...)>

>>

 

/** ^(rule ...) auto construct */

ruleRefRuleRoot(rule,label,elementIndex,args,scope) ::= <<

_last = (<ASTLabelType>)input.LT(1);

<super.ruleRef(...)>

<if(!rewriteMode)>

<if(backtracking)>if ( <actions.(actionScope).synpredgate> ) <endif>root_<treeLevel> =

(<ASTLabelType>)adaptor.becomeRoot(<label>.getTree(), root_<treeLevel>);

<endif>

>>

 

/** ^(x+=rule ...) auto construct */

ruleRefRuleRootAndListLabel(rule,label,elementIndex,args,scope) ::= <<

<ruleRefRuleRoot(...)>

<listLabel(elem=label+".getTree()",...)>

>>

 

/** rule when output=AST and tracking for rewrite */

ruleRefTrack(rule,label,elementIndex,args,scope) ::= <<

_last = (<ASTLabelType>)input.LT(1);

<super.ruleRefTrack(...)>

>>

 

/** x+=rule when output=AST and tracking for rewrite */

ruleRefTrackAndListLabel(rule,label,elementIndex,args,scope) ::= <<

_last = (<ASTLabelType>)input.LT(1);

<super.ruleRefTrackAndListLabel(...)>

>>

 

/** ^(rule ...) rewrite */

ruleRefRuleRootTrack(rule,label,elementIndex,args,scope) ::= <<

_last = (<ASTLabelType>)input.LT(1);

<super.ruleRefRootTrack(...)>

>>

 

/** ^(x+=rule ...) rewrite */
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ruleRefRuleRootTrackAndListLabel(rule,label,elementIndex,args,scope) ::= <<

_last = (<ASTLabelType>)input.LT(1);

<super.ruleRefRuleRootTrackAndListLabel(...)>

>>

 

/** Streams for token refs are tree nodes now; override to

*  change nextToken to nextNode.

*/

createRewriteNodeFromElement(token,hetero,scope) ::= <<

<if(hetero)>

new <hetero>(stream_<token>.nextNode())

<else>

stream_<token>.nextNode()

<endif>

>>

 

ruleCleanUp() ::= <<

<super.ruleCleanUp()>

<if(!rewriteMode)>

<if(backtracking)>if ( <actions.(actionScope).synpredgate> ) {<\n><endif>

retval.tree = (<ASTLabelType>)adaptor.rulePostProcessing(root_0);

<if(backtracking)>}<endif>

<endif>

>>

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1147456847_1616955844.46/0/antlr-3-3-sources-1-

jar/org/antlr/codegen/templates/Java/ASTTreeParser.stg

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

[The "BSD licence"]

Copyright (c) 2006, 2007 Kay Roepke 2010 Alan Condit

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

   documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote products

   derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES
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OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF

THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*/

group AST;

 

@genericParserHeaderFile.memVars() ::= <<

/* AST parserHeaderFile.memVars */

<@super.memVars()>

<parsermemVars()>

>>

 

@genericParserHeaderFile.methodsdecl() ::= <<

/* AST parserHeaderFile.methodsdecl */

<@super.methodsdecl()>

<parserMethodsDecl()>

>>

 

@genericParser.methods() ::= <<

/* AST genericParser.methods */

<@super.methods()>

<parserMethods()>

>>

 

/* additional init code for tree support */

@genericParser.init() ::= <<

/* AST genericParser.init */

<@super.init()>

[self setTreeAdaptor:[[ANTLRCommonTreeAdaptor newANTLRCommonTreeAdaptor] retain]];

>>

 

@genericParser.dealloc() ::= <<

/* AST genericParser.dealloc */

[self setTreeAdaptor:nil];

<@super.dealloc()>

>>

 

/* Add an adaptor property that knows how to build trees */

parsermemVars() ::= <<

/* AST parsermemVars */

id\<ANTLRTreeAdaptor> treeAdaptor;

>>
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/** Declaration of additional tree support methods - go in interface of parserHeaderFile() */

parserMethodsDecl() ::= <<

/* AST parserMethodsDecl */

- (id\<ANTLRTreeAdaptor>) getTreeAdaptor;

- (void) setTreeAdaptor:(id\<ANTLRTreeAdaptor>)theTreeAdaptor;

>>

 

/** Definition of addition tree support methods - go in implementation of genericParser() */

parserMethods() ::= <<

/* AST parserMethods */

- (id\<ANTLRTreeAdaptor>) getTreeAdaptor

{

	return treeAdaptor;

}

 

- (void) setTreeAdaptor:(id\<ANTLRTreeAdaptor>)aTreeAdaptor

{

	if (aTreeAdaptor != treeAdaptor) {

		treeAdaptor = aTreeAdaptor;

	}

}

>>

 

/** addition memVars for returnscopes */

@returnScopeInterface.memVars() ::= <<

/* AST returnScopeInterface.memVars */

<recognizer.ASTLabelType; null="ANTLRCommonTree"> *tree;

>>

 

/** the interface of returnScope properties */

@returnScopeInterface.properties() ::= <<

/* AST returnScopeInterface.properties */

@property (retain, getter=getTree, setter=setTree:) <recognizer.ASTLabelType; null="ANTLRCommonTree">

*tree;

>>

 

/** the interface of returnScope methodsDecl */

@returnScopeInterface.methodsDecl() ::= <<

/* AST returnScopeInterface.methodsdecl */

- (<recognizer.ASTLabelType; null="ANTLRCommonTree"> *)getTree;

- (void) setTree:(<recognizer.ASTLabelType; null="ANTLRCommonTree"> *)aTree;<\n>

>>

 

/** the implementation of returnScope synthesize */

@returnScope.synthesize() ::= <<

/* AST returnScope.synthesize */

@synthesize tree;

>>
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/** the implementation of returnScope methods */

@returnScope.methods() ::= <<

/* AST returnScope.methods */

- (<ASTLabelType> *)getTree

{

   return tree;

}

 

- (void) setTree:(<ASTLabelType> *)aTree

{

   if (tree != aTree) {

       if (tree != nil) [tree release];

       if (aTree != nil) [aTree retain];

       tree = aTree;

   }

}

 

- (void) dealloc

{

   [self setTree:nil];

   [super dealloc];

}

 

>>

 

/** Add a variable to track rule's return AST */

ruleDeclarations() ::= <<

/* AST ruleDeclarations */

<super.ruleDeclarations()>

<ASTLabelType> *root_0 = nil;<\n>

>>

 

ruleLabelDefs() ::= <<

/* AST ruleLabelDefs */

<super.ruleLabelDefs()>

<[ruleDescriptor.tokenLabels,ruleDescriptor.wildcardTreeLabels,

 ruleDescriptor.wildcardTreeListLabels]:{<ASTLabelType> *<it.label.text>_tree=nil;}; separator="\n">

<ruleDescriptor.tokenListLabels:{<ASTLabelType> *<it.label.text>_tree = nil;}; separator="\n">

<ruleDescriptor.allTokenRefsInAltsWithRewrites: {ANTLRRewriteRuleTokenStream *stream_<it> =

   [[ANTLRRewriteRuleTokenStream newANTLRRewriteRuleTokenStream:treeAdaptor

                                                    description:@"token <it>"] retain];}; separator="\n">

<ruleDescriptor.allRuleRefsInAltsWithRewrites:{ANTLRRewriteRuleSubtreeStream *stream_<it> =

   [[ANTLRRewriteRuleSubtreeStream newANTLRRewriteRuleSubtreeStream:treeAdaptor

                                                       description:@"rule <it>"] retain];}; separator="\n">

>>

 

ruleCleanUp() ::= <<
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/* AST ruleCleanUp */

<super.ruleCleanUp()>

<[ruleDescriptor.allTokenRefsInAltsWithRewrites,ruleDescriptor.allRuleRefsInAltsWithRewrites]:{[stream_<it>

release];}; separator="\n">

<!

<if(ruleDescriptor.hasMultipleReturnValues)>

<if(backtracking)>if ( state.backtracking == 0 ) {<\n>

<endif>

   [<prevRuleRootRef()> setTree:(<ASTLabelType> *)[treeAdaptor rulePostProcessing:root_0]];<\n>

   [treeAdaptor setTokenBoundaries:[<prevRuleRootRef()> getTree]

                              From:[<prevRuleRootRef()> getStart]

                                To:[<prevRuleRootRef()> getStop]];<\n>

<if(backtracking)>}<\n>

<endif>

<endif>

[root_0 release];

!>

>>

 

rewriteCodeLabelsCleanUp() ::= <<

/* AST rewriteCodeLabelsCleanUp */

<referencedTokenLabels:{[stream_<it> release];}; separator="\n">

<referencedTokenListLabels:{[stream_<it> release];}; separator="\n">

<referencedRuleLabels:{[stream_<it> release];}; separator="\n">

<referencedRuleListLabels:{[stream_<it> release];}; separator="\n">

>>

 

/** When doing auto AST construction, we must define some variables;

*  These should be turned off if doing rewrites.  This must be a "mode"

*  as a rule could have both rewrite and AST within the same alternative

*  block.

*/

@alt.declarations() ::= <<

<if(autoAST)>

<if(outerAlt)>

<if(!rewriteMode)>

root_0 = (<ASTLabelType> *)[[[treeAdaptor class] newEmptyTree] retain];<\n>

<endif>

<endif>

<endif>

>>

 

// T r a c k i n g  R u l e  E l e m e n t s

 

/** ID and track it for use in a rewrite rule */

tokenRefTrack(token,label,elementIndex) ::= <<

<! <super.tokenRef(...)> !>

<tokenRefBang(...)> <! Track implies no auto AST construction!>
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<if(backtracking)>

if ( <actions.(actionScope).synpredgate> ) <endif>

   [stream_<token> addElement:<label>];<\n>

>>

 

/** ids+=ID and track it for use in a rewrite rule; adds to ids *and*

*  to the tracking list stream_ID for use in the rewrite.

*/

tokenRefTrackAndListLabel(token,label,elementIndex) ::= <<

<tokenRefTrack(...)>

<listLabel(elem=label,...)>

>>

 

/** ^(ID ...) track for rewrite */

tokenRefRuleRootTrack(token,label,elementIndex) ::= <<

<! <super.tokenRef(...)> !>

<tokenRefBang(...)>

<if(backtracking)>

if ( !<actions.(actionScope).synpredgate> ) <endif>

   [stream_<token> addElement:<label>];<\n>

>>

 

/** Match ^(label+=TOKEN ...) track for rewrite */

tokenRefRuleRootTrackAndListLabel(token,label,elementIndex) ::= <<

<tokenRefRuleRootTrack(...)>

<listLabel(elem=label,...)>

>>

 

/** rule when output=AST and tracking for rewrite */

ruleRefTrack(rule,label,elementIndex,args,scope) ::= <<

<super.ruleRef(...)>

<if(backtracking)>if ( <actions.(actionScope).synpredgate> ) <endif>

[stream_<rule.name> addElement:[<label> getTree]];

>>

 

/** x+=rule when output=AST and tracking for rewrite */

ruleRefTrackAndListLabel(rule,label,elementIndex,args,scope) ::= <<

<ruleRefTrack(...)>

<listLabel(elem="["+label+" getTree]",...)>

>>

 

/** ^(rule ...) rewrite */

ruleRefRuleRootTrack(rule,label,elementIndex,args,scope) ::= <<

<! <super.ruleRefRuleRoot(...)> !>

<ruleRefRuleRoot(...)>

<if(backtracking)>if ( <actions.(actionScope).synpredgate> ) <endif>

   [stream_<rule.name> addElement:[<label> getTree]];<\n>

>>
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/** ^(x+=rule ...) rewrite */

ruleRefRuleRootTrackAndListLabel(rule,label,elementIndex,args,scope) ::= <<

<ruleRefRuleRootTrack(...)>

<listLabel(elem="["+label+" getTree]",...)>

>>

 

// R e w r i t e

 

rewriteCode(

	alts, description,

	referencedElementsDeep, // ALL referenced elements to right of ->

	referencedTokenLabels,

	referencedTokenListLabels,

	referencedRuleLabels,

	referencedRuleListLabels,

	referencedWildcardLabels,

	referencedWildcardListLabels,

	rewriteBlockLevel, enclosingTreeLevel, treeLevel) ::=

<<

 

// AST REWRITE

// elements: <referencedElementsDeep; separator=", ">

// token labels: <referencedTokenLabels; separator=", ">

// rule labels: <referencedRuleLabels; separator=", ">

// token list labels: <referencedTokenListLabels; separator=", ">

// rule list labels: <referencedRuleListLabels; separator=", ">

// wildcard labels: <[referencedWildcardLabels,referencedWildcardListLabels]; separator=", ">

<if(backtracking)>

if ( <actions.(actionScope).synpredgate> ) {<\n>

<endif>

[<prevRuleRootRef()> setTree:root_0];<\n>

<prevRuleRootRef()>.tree = root_0;<\n>

<rewriteCodeLabels()>

root_0 = (<ASTLabelType> *)[[[treeAdaptor class] newEmptyTree] retain];<\n>

<alts:rewriteAlt(); separator="else ">

<! if tree parser and rewrite=true !>

<if(TREE_PARSER)>

<if(rewriteMode)>

<prevRuleRootRef()>.tree = (<ASTLabelType>)[treeAdaptor rulePostProcessing:root_0];

[input replaceChildren:[treeAdaptor getParent:retval.start]

                 From:[treeAdaptor getChildIndex:retval.start]

                   To:[treeAdaptor getChildIndex:_last]

                 With:retval.tree];

<endif>

<endif>

<! if parser or tree-parser && rewrite!=true, we need to set result !>

<if(!TREE_PARSER)>
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<prevRuleRootRef()>.tree = root_0;<\n>

<else>

<if(!rewriteMode)>

<prevRuleRootRef()>.tree = root_0;<\n>

<endif>

<endif>

<! <rewriteCodeLabelsCleanUp()> !>

<if(backtracking)>

}

<endif>

>>

 

rewriteCodeLabels() ::= <<

<referencedTokenLabels

   :{ANTLRRewriteRule<rewriteElementType>Stream

*stream_<it>=[[ANTLRRewriteRule<rewriteElementType>Stream

newANTLRRewriteRule<rewriteElementType>Stream:treeAdaptor Description:@"token <it>" Element:<it>]

retain];}; separator="\n">

<referencedTokenListLabels:{ANTLRRewriteRule<rewriteElementType>Stream *stream_<it> =

   [[ANTLRRewriteRule<rewriteElementType>Stream

newANTLRRewriteRule<rewriteElementType>Stream:treeAdaptor

                                                   description:@"token <it>"

                                                      elements:<it>_list] retain];}; separator="\n">

<referencedWildcardLabels:{RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_<it> =

   [[ANTLRRewriteRuleSubtreeStream newANTLRRewriteRuleSubtreeStream:treeAdaptor

                                                       description:"wildcard <it>"

                                                           element:<it>] retain];}; separator="\n">

<referencedWildcardListLabels:{RewriteRuleSubtreeStream stream_<it> =

   [[ANTLRRewriteRuleSubtreeStream newANTLRRewriteRuleSubtreeStream:treeAdaptor

                                                        descriptor:"wildcard <it>"

                                                           element:list_<it>] retain];}; separator="\n">

<referencedRuleLabels:{ANTLRRewriteRuleSubtreeStream *stream_<it> =

   [[ANTLRRewriteRuleSubtreeStream newANTLRRewriteRuleSubtreeStream:treeAdaptor

                                                       description:@"token <it>"

                                                           element:<it>!=nil?[<it> getTree]:nil] retain];}; separator="\n">

<referencedRuleListLabels:{ANTLRRewriteRuleSubtreeStream *stream_<it> =

   [[ANTLRRewriteRuleSubtreeStream newANTLRRewriteRuleSubtreeStream:treeAdaptor

                                                       description:@"token <it>"

                                                          elements:list_<it>] retain];}; separator="\n">

>>

 

/** Generate code for an optional rewrite block; note it uses the deep ref'd element

 *  list rather shallow like other blocks.

 */

rewriteOptionalBlock(

	alt,rewriteBlockLevel,

	referencedElementsDeep, // all nested refs

	referencedElements, // elements in immediately block; no nested blocks
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	description) ::=

<<

// <fileName>:<description>

if ( <referencedElementsDeep:{el | [stream_<el> hasNext]}; separator="||"> ) {

	<alt>

}

<referencedElementsDeep:{el | [stream_<el> reset];<\n>}>

>>

 

rewriteClosureBlock(

	alt,rewriteBlockLevel,

	referencedElementsDeep, // all nested refs

	referencedElements, // elements in immediately block; no nested blocks

	description) ::=

<<

// <fileName>:<description>

while ( <referencedElements:{el | [stream_<el> hasNext]}; separator="||"> ) {

   <alt>

}

<referencedElements:{el | [stream_<el> reset];<\n>}>

>>

 

rewritePositiveClosureBlock(

	alt,rewriteBlockLevel,

	referencedElementsDeep, // all nested refs

	referencedElements, // elements in immediately block; no nested blocks

	description) ::=

<<

// <fileName>:<description>

{

if ( !(<referencedElements:{el | [stream_<el> hasNext]}; separator=" || ">) ) {

   @throw [NSException exceptionWithName:@"RewriteEarlyExitException" reason:nil userInfo:nil];

}

while ( <referencedElements:{el | [stream_<el> hasNext]}; separator=" || "> ) {

   <alt>

}

<referencedElements:{el | [stream_<el> reset];<\n>}>

}

>>

 

rewriteAlt(a) ::= <<

// <a.description>

<if(a.pred)>

if (<a.pred>) {

   <a.alt>

}<\n>

<else>

{
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   <a.alt>

}<\n>

<endif>

>>

 

/** For empty rewrites: "r : ... -> ;" */

rewriteEmptyAlt() ::= "root_0 = nil;"

 

rewriteTree(root,children,description,enclosingTreeLevel,treeLevel) ::= <<

// <fileName>:<description>

{

   <ASTLabelType> *root_<treeLevel> = (<ASTLabelType> *)[[[treeAdaptor class] newEmptyTree] retain];

   <root:rewriteElement()>

   <children:rewriteElement()>

   [treeAdaptor addChild:root_<treeLevel> toTree:root_<enclosingTreeLevel>];

}<\n>

>>

 

rewriteElementList(elements) ::= "<elements:rewriteElement()>"

 

rewriteElement(e) ::= <<

<@pregen()>

<e.el>

>>

 

/** Gen ID or ID[args] */

rewriteTokenRef(token,elementIndex,hetero,args) ::= <<

// TODO: args: <args; separator=", ">

[treeAdaptor addChild:<createRewriteNodeFromElement(...)> toTree:root_<treeLevel>];<\n>

>>

 

/** Gen $label ... where defined via label=ID */

rewriteTokenLabelRef(label,elementIndex) ::= <<

[treeAdaptor addChild:[stream_<label> nextNode] toTree:root_<treeLevel>];<\n>

>>

 

/** Gen $label ... where defined via label+=ID */

rewriteTokenListLabelRef(label,elementIndex) ::= <<

[treeAdaptor addChild:[stream_<label> nextNode] toTree:root_<treeLevel>];<\n>

>>

 

/** Gen ^($label ...) */

rewriteTokenLabelRefRoot(label,elementIndex) ::= <<

root_<treeLevel> = (<ASTLabelType> *)[treeAdaptor becomeRoot:[stream_<label> nextNode]

old:root_<treeLevel>];<\n>

>>

 

/** Gen ^($label ...) where label+=... */
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rewriteTokenListLabelRefRoot ::= rewriteTokenLabelRefRoot

 

/** Gen ^(ID ...) or ^(ID[args] ...) */

rewriteTokenRefRoot(token,elementIndex,hetero,args) ::= <<

root_<treeLevel> = (<ASTLabelType> *)[treeAdaptor becomeRoot:<createRewriteNodeFromElement(...)>

old:root_<treeLevel>];<\n>

>>

 

rewriteImaginaryTokenRef(args,token,hetero,elementIndex) ::= <<

<!

<if(first(rest(args)))>/* got two arguments - means create from token with custom text */

// rewriteImaginaryTokenRef - 2 args

[treeAdaptor addChild:[[treeAdaptor createTree:<first(args)> Text:@<first(rest(args))>] retain]

toTree:root_<treeLevel>];

<else>/* at most one argument */

<if(first(args))>

// rewriteImaginaryTokenRef - 1 arg

[treeAdaptor addChild:[[treeAdaptor createTree:<first(args)> Text:@<first(rest(args))>] retain]

toTree:root_<treeLevel>];

<else>/* no argument at all */

// rewriteImaginaryTokenRef - no args

[treeAdaptor addChild:[[treeAdaptor createTree:<token>.type Text:[state.tokenNames objectAtIndex:<token>.type]

retain] toTree:root_<treeLevel>];

<endif>/* one arg */

<endif>/* two args */

!>

[treeAdaptor addChild:<createImaginaryNode(tokenType=token, ...)> toTree:root_<treeLevel>];<\n>

>>

 

rewriteImaginaryTokenRefRoot(args,token,hetero,elementIndex) ::= <<

<!

<if(first(rest(args)))>/* got two arguments - means create from token with custom text*/

// rewriteImaginaryTokenRef - 2 args

id\<ANTLRTree> <token>_tree = [[ANTLRCommonTree newANTLRCommonTreeWithTokenType:<first(args)>

Text:@<first(rest(args))>] retain];

root_<treeLevel> = (<ASTLabelType> *)[treeAdaptor becomeRoot:<token>_tree old:root_<treeLevel>];

<else>/* at most one argument */

<if(first(args))>

id\<ANTLRTree> <token>_tree = [[ANTLRCommonTree newANTLRCommonTreeWithToken:<first(args)>]

retain];

root_<treeLevel> = (<ASTLabelType> *)[treeAdaptor becomeRoot:<token>_tree old:root_<treeLevel>];

<else>/* no argument at all */

id\<ANTLRTree> <token>_tree = [[ANTLRCommonTree newANTLRCommonTreeWithTokenType:<token>.type

                                                                          Text:[tokenNames objectAtIndex:<token>.type]] retain];

root_<treeLevel> = (<ASTLabelType> *)[treeAdaptor becomeRoot:<token>_tree old:root_<treeLevel>];

<endif>/* one arg */

<endif>/* two args */

!>
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root_<treeLevel> = (<ASTLabelType> *)[treeAdaptor becomeRoot:<createImaginaryNode(tokenType=token, ...)>

                                                      old:root_<treeLevel>];<\n>

>>

 

/** plain -> {foo} action */

rewriteAction(action) ::= <<

root_0 = <action>;<\n>

>>

 

/** What is the name of the previous value of this rule's root tree?  This

*  let's us refer to $rule to mean previous value.  I am reusing the

*  variable 'tree' sitting in retval struct to hold the value of root_0 right

*  before I set it during rewrites.  The assign will be to retval.tree.

*/

prevRuleRootRef() ::= "retval"

 

rewriteRuleRef(rule) ::= <<

[treeAdaptor addChild:[stream_<rule> nextTree] toTree:root_<treeLevel>];<\n>

>>

 

rewriteRuleRefRoot(rule) ::= <<

root_<treeLevel> = (<ASTLabelType> *)[treeAdaptor becomeRoot:(id\<ANTLRTree>)[stream_<rule> nextNode]

                                                        old:root_<treeLevel>];<\n>

>>

 

rewriteNodeAction(action) ::= <<

[treeAdaptor addChild:<action> toTree:root_<treeLevel>];<\n>

>>

 

rewriteNodeActionRoot(action) ::= <<

root_<treeLevel> = (<ASTLabelType> *)[treeAdaptor becomeRoot:<action> old:root_<treeLevel>];<\n>

>>

 

/** Gen $ruleLabel ... where defined via ruleLabel=rule */

rewriteRuleLabelRef(label) ::= <<

[treeAdaptor addChild:[stream_<label> nextTree] toTree:root_<treeLevel>];<\n>

>>

 

/** Gen $ruleLabel ... where defined via ruleLabel+=rule */

rewriteRuleListLabelRef(label) ::= <<

[treeAdaptor addChild:[(ANTLR<if(TREE_PARSER)>Tree<else>Parser<endif>RuleReturnScope

*)[stream_<label> nextTree]] toTree:root_<treeLevel>];<\n>

>>

 

/** Gen ^($ruleLabel ...) where ruleLabel=rule */

rewriteRuleLabelRefRoot(label) ::= <<

root_<treeLevel> = (<ASTLabelType> *)[treeAdaptor becomeRoot:[stream_<label> nextNode]

old:root_<treeLevel>];<\n>
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>>

 

/** Gen ^($ruleLabel ...) where ruleLabel+=rule */

rewriteRuleListLabelRefRoot(label) ::= <<

root_<treeLevel> = (<ASTLabelType> *)[treeAdaptor becomeRoot:[stream_<label> nextNode]

old:root_<treeLevel>];<\n>

>>

 

rewriteWildcardLabelRef(label) ::= <<

[treeAdaptor addChild:[stream_<label> nextTree] toTree:root_<treeLevel>];<\n>

>>

 

createImaginaryNode(tokenType,hetero,args) ::= <<

<if(hetero)>

<! new MethodNode(IDLabel, args) !>

new <hetero>(<tokenType><if(args)>, <args; separator=", "><endif>)

<else>

<! [treeAdaptor createTree:<if(args)>@<first(args)><else><tokenType><endif>

<if(args)>Text:@<first(rest(args))><endif>] !>

[[treeAdaptor createTree:(NSInteger)<tokenType> Text:[[ANTLRBaseRecognizer getTokenNames]

objectAtIndex:(NSUInteger)<tokenType>]] retain]

<endif>

>>

 

createRewriteNodeFromElement(token,hetero,args) ::= <<

<if(hetero)>

new <hetero>[stream_<token> nextToken]<if(args)>, <args; separator=", "><endif>)

<else>

<if(args)> <! must create new node from old !>

[[treeAdaptor create:<token>] retain] <args; separator=", ">)

<else>

[stream_<token> nextNode]

<endif>

<endif>

>>

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1147456847_1616955844.46/0/antlr-3-3-sources-1-

jar/org/antlr/codegen/templates/ObjC/AST.stg

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

[The "BSD license"]

Copyright (c) 2010 Terence Parr

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions
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are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

   documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote products

   derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF

THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*/

group Java implements ANTLRCore;

 

javaTypeInitMap ::= [

	"int":"0",

	"long":"0",

	"float":"0.0f",

	"double":"0.0",

	"boolean":"false",

	"byte":"0",

	"short":"0",

	"char":"0",

	default:"null" // anything other than an atomic type

]

 

/** The overall file structure of a recognizer; stores methods for rules

*  and cyclic DFAs plus support code.

*/

outputFile(LEXER,PARSER,TREE_PARSER, actionScope, actions,

          docComment, recognizer,

          name, tokens, tokenNames, rules, cyclicDFAs,

	   bitsets, buildTemplate, buildAST, rewriteMode, profile,

	   backtracking, synpreds, memoize, numRules,

	   fileName, ANTLRVersion, generatedTimestamp, trace,

	   scopes, superClass, literals) ::=

<<

// $ANTLR <ANTLRVersion> <fileName> <generatedTimestamp>

<actions.(actionScope).header>
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<@imports>

import org.antlr.runtime.*;

<if(TREE_PARSER)>

import org.antlr.runtime.tree.*;

<endif>

import java.util.Stack;

import java.util.List;

import java.util.ArrayList;

<if(backtracking)>

import java.util.Map;

import java.util.HashMap;

<endif>

<@end>

 

<docComment>

<recognizer>

>>

 

lexer(grammar, name, tokens, scopes, rules, numRules, labelType="CommonToken",

     filterMode, superClass="Lexer") ::= <<

public class <grammar.recognizerName> extends <@superClassName><superClass><@end> {

   <tokens:{public static final int <it.name>=<it.type>;}; separator="\n">

   <scopes:{<if(it.isDynamicGlobalScope)><globalAttributeScope(scope=it)><endif>}>

   <actions.lexer.members>

 

   // delegates

   <grammar.delegates:

        {g|public <g.recognizerName> <g:delegateName()>;}; separator="\n">

   // delegators

   <grammar.delegators:

        {g|public <g.recognizerName> <g:delegateName()>;}; separator="\n">

   <last(grammar.delegators):{g|public <g.recognizerName> gParent;}>

 

   public <grammar.recognizerName>() {;} <! needed by subclasses !>

   public <grammar.recognizerName>(CharStream input<grammar.delegators:{g|, <g.recognizerName>

<g:delegateName()>}>) {

       this(input, new RecognizerSharedState()<grammar.delegators:{g|, <g:delegateName()>}>);

   }

   public <grammar.recognizerName>(CharStream input, RecognizerSharedState state<grammar.delegators:{g|,

<g.recognizerName> <g:delegateName()>}>) {

       super(input,state);

<if(memoize)>

<if(grammar.grammarIsRoot)>

       state.ruleMemo = new HashMap[<numRules>+1];<\n> <! index from 1..n !>

<endif>

<endif>

       <grammar.directDelegates:

        {g|<g:delegateName()> = new <g.recognizerName>(input, state<trunc(g.delegators):{p|,
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<p:delegateName()>}>, this);}; separator="\n">

       <grammar.delegators:

        {g|this.<g:delegateName()> = <g:delegateName()>;}; separator="\n">

       <last(grammar.delegators):{g|gParent = <g:delegateName()>;}>

   }

   public String getGrammarFileName() { return "<fileName>"; }

 

<if(filterMode)>

   <filteringNextToken()>

<endif>

   <rules; separator="\n\n">

 

   <synpreds:{p | <lexerSynpred(p)>}>

 

   <cyclicDFAs:{dfa | protected DFA<dfa.decisionNumber> dfa<dfa.decisionNumber> = new

DFA<dfa.decisionNumber>(this);}; separator="\n">

   <cyclicDFAs:cyclicDFA()> <! dump tables for all DFA !>

 

}

>>

 

/** A override of Lexer.nextToken() that backtracks over mTokens() looking

*  for matches.  No error can be generated upon error; just rewind, consume

*  a token and then try again.  backtracking needs to be set as well.

*  Make rule memoization happen only at levels above 1 as we start mTokens

*  at backtracking==1.

*/

filteringNextToken() ::= <<

public Token nextToken() {

   while (true) {

       if ( input.LA(1)==CharStream.EOF ) {

           Token eof = new CommonToken((CharStream)input,Token.EOF,

                                       Token.DEFAULT_CHANNEL,

                                       input.index(),input.index());

           eof.setLine(getLine());

           eof.setCharPositionInLine(getCharPositionInLine());

           return eof;

       }

       state.token = null;

	state.channel = Token.DEFAULT_CHANNEL;

       state.tokenStartCharIndex = input.index();

       state.tokenStartCharPositionInLine = input.getCharPositionInLine();

       state.tokenStartLine = input.getLine();

	state.text = null;

       try {

           int m = input.mark();

           state.backtracking=1; <! means we won't throw slow exception !>

           state.failed=false;
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           mTokens();

           state.backtracking=0;

           <! mTokens backtracks with synpred at backtracking==2

              and we set the synpredgate to allow actions at level 1. !>

           if ( state.failed ) {

               input.rewind(m);

               input.consume(); <! advance one char and try again !>

           }

           else {

               emit();

               return state.token;

           }

       }

       catch (RecognitionException re) {

           // shouldn't happen in backtracking mode, but...

           reportError(re);

           recover(re);

       }

   }

}

 

public void memoize(IntStream input,

		int ruleIndex,

		int ruleStartIndex)

{

if ( state.backtracking>1 ) super.memoize(input, ruleIndex, ruleStartIndex);

}

 

public boolean alreadyParsedRule(IntStream input, int ruleIndex) {

if ( state.backtracking>1 ) return super.alreadyParsedRule(input, ruleIndex);

return false;

}

>>

 

actionGate() ::= "state.backtracking==0"

 

filteringActionGate() ::= "state.backtracking==1"

 

/** How to generate a parser */

genericParser(grammar, name, scopes, tokens, tokenNames, rules, numRules,

             bitsets, inputStreamType, superClass,

             ASTLabelType="Object", labelType, members, rewriteElementType,

             filterMode) ::= <<

public class <grammar.recognizerName> extends <@superClassName><superClass><@end> {

<if(grammar.grammarIsRoot)>

   public static final String[] tokenNames = new String[] {

       "\<invalid>", "\<EOR>", "\<DOWN>", "\<UP>", <tokenNames; separator=", ">

   };<\n>
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<endif>

   <tokens:{public static final int <it.name>=<it.type>;}; separator="\n">

 

   // delegates

   <grammar.delegates:

        {g|public <g.recognizerName> <g:delegateName()>;}; separator="\n">

   // delegators

   <grammar.delegators:

        {g|public <g.recognizerName> <g:delegateName()>;}; separator="\n">

   <last(grammar.delegators):{g|public <g.recognizerName> gParent;}>

 

   <scopes:{<if(it.isDynamicGlobalScope)><globalAttributeScope(scope=it)><endif>}>

   <@members>

   <! WARNING. bug in ST: this is cut-n-paste into Dbg.stg !>

   public <grammar.recognizerName>(<inputStreamType> input<grammar.delegators:{g|, <g.recognizerName>

<g:delegateName()>}>) {

       this(input, new RecognizerSharedState()<grammar.delegators:{g|, <g:delegateName()>}>);

   }

   public <grammar.recognizerName>(<inputStreamType> input, RecognizerSharedState

state<grammar.delegators:{g|, <g.recognizerName> <g:delegateName()>}>) {

       super(input, state);

       <parserCtorBody()>

       <grammar.directDelegates:

        {g|<g:delegateName()> = new <g.recognizerName>(input, state<trunc(g.delegators):{p|,

<p:delegateName()>}>, this);}; separator="\n">        

       <grammar.indirectDelegates:{g | <g:delegateName()> = <g.delegator:delegateName()>.<g:delegateName()>;};

separator="\n">

       <last(grammar.delegators):{g|gParent = <g:delegateName()>;}>

   }

   <@end>

 

   public String[] getTokenNames() { return <grammar.composite.rootGrammar.recognizerName>.tokenNames; }

   public String getGrammarFileName() { return "<fileName>"; }

 

   <members>

 

   <rules; separator="\n\n">

 

<! generate rule/method definitions for imported rules so they

  appear to be defined in this recognizer. !>

   // Delegated rules

<grammar.delegatedRules:{ruleDescriptor|

   public <returnType()> <ruleDescriptor.name>(<ruleDescriptor.parameterScope:parameterScope(scope=it)>)

throws RecognitionException \{ <if(ruleDescriptor.hasReturnValue)>return

<endif><ruleDescriptor.grammar:delegateName()>.<ruleDescriptor.name>(<ruleDescriptor.parameterScope.attribut

es:{a|<a.name>}; separator=", ">); \}}; separator="\n">

 

   <synpreds:{p | <synpred(p)>}>
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   <cyclicDFAs:{dfa | protected DFA<dfa.decisionNumber> dfa<dfa.decisionNumber> = new

DFA<dfa.decisionNumber>(this);}; separator="\n">

   <cyclicDFAs:cyclicDFA()> <! dump tables for all DFA !>

 

   <bitsets:bitset(name={FOLLOW_<it.name>_in_<it.inName><it.tokenIndex>},

                   words64=it.bits)>

}

>>

 

parserCtorBody() ::= <<

<if(memoize)>

<if(grammar.grammarIsRoot)>

this.state.ruleMemo = new HashMap[<length(grammar.allImportedRules)>+1];<\n> <! index from 1..n !>

<endif>

<endif>

<grammar.delegators:

{g|this.<g:delegateName()> = <g:delegateName()>;}; separator="\n">

>>

 

parser(grammar, name, scopes, tokens, tokenNames, rules, numRules, bitsets,

      ASTLabelType="Object", superClass="Parser", labelType="Token",

      members={<actions.parser.members>}) ::= <<

<genericParser(inputStreamType="TokenStream", rewriteElementType="Token", ...)>

>>

 

/** How to generate a tree parser; same as parser except the input

*  stream is a different type.

*/

treeParser(grammar, name, scopes, tokens, tokenNames, globalAction, rules,

          numRules, bitsets, labelType={<ASTLabelType>}, ASTLabelType="Object",

superClass={<if(filterMode)><if(buildAST)>TreeRewriter<else>TreeFilter<endif><else>TreeParser<endif>},
         

 members={<actions.treeparser.members>},

          filterMode) ::= <<

<genericParser(inputStreamType="TreeNodeStream", rewriteElementType="Node", ...)>

>>

 

/** A simpler version of a rule template that is specific to the imaginary

*  rules created for syntactic predicates.  As they never have return values

*  nor parameters etc..., just give simplest possible method.  Don't do

*  any of the normal memoization stuff in here either; it's a waste.

*  As predicates cannot be inlined into the invoking rule, they need to

*  be in a rule by themselves.

*/

synpredRule(ruleName, ruleDescriptor, block, description, nakedBlock) ::=

<<

// $ANTLR start <ruleName>

public final void <ruleName>_fragment(<ruleDescriptor.parameterScope:parameterScope(scope=it)>) throws
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RecognitionException {  

   <ruleLabelDefs()>

<if(trace)>

   traceIn("<ruleName>_fragment", <ruleDescriptor.index>);

   try {

       <block>

   }

   finally {

       traceOut("<ruleName>_fragment", <ruleDescriptor.index>);

   }

<else>

   <block>

<endif>

}

// $ANTLR end <ruleName>

>>

 

synpred(name) ::= <<

public final boolean <name>() {

   state.backtracking++;

   <@start()>

   int start = input.mark();

   try {

       <name>_fragment(); // can never throw exception

   } catch (RecognitionException re) {

       System.err.println("impossible: "+re);

   }

   boolean success = !state.failed;

   input.rewind(start);

   <@stop()>

   state.backtracking--;

   state.failed=false;

   return success;

}<\n>

>>

 

lexerSynpred(name) ::= <<

<synpred(name)>

>>

 

ruleMemoization(name) ::= <<

<if(memoize)>

if ( state.backtracking>0 && alreadyParsedRule(input, <ruleDescriptor.index>) ) { return <ruleReturnValue()>; }

<endif>

>>

 

/** How to test for failure and return from rule */

checkRuleBacktrackFailure() ::= <<
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<if(backtracking)>if (state.failed) return <ruleReturnValue()>;<endif>

>>

 

/** This rule has failed, exit indicating failure during backtrack */

ruleBacktrackFailure() ::= <<

<if(backtracking)>if (state.backtracking>0) {state.failed=true; return <ruleReturnValue()>;}<endif>

>>

 

/** How to generate code for a rule.  This includes any return type

*  data aggregates required for multiple return values.

*/

rule(ruleName,ruleDescriptor,block,emptyRule,description,exceptions,finally,memoize) ::= <<

<ruleAttributeScope(scope=ruleDescriptor.ruleScope)>

<returnScope(scope=ruleDescriptor.returnScope)>

 

// $ANTLR start "<ruleName>"

// <fileName>:<description>

public final <returnType()> <ruleName>(<ruleDescriptor.parameterScope:parameterScope(scope=it)>) throws

RecognitionException {

   <if(trace)>traceIn("<ruleName>", <ruleDescriptor.index>);<endif>

   <ruleScopeSetUp()>

   <ruleDeclarations()>

   <ruleLabelDefs()>

   <ruleDescriptor.actions.init>

   <@preamble()>

   try {

       <ruleMemoization(name=ruleName)>

       <block>

       <ruleCleanUp()>

       <(ruleDescriptor.actions.after):execAction()>

   }

<if(exceptions)>

   <exceptions:{e|<catch(decl=e.decl,action=e.action)><\n>}>

<else>

<if(!emptyRule)>

<if(actions.(actionScope).rulecatch)>

   <actions.(actionScope).rulecatch>

<else>

   catch (RecognitionException re) {

       reportError(re);

       recover(input,re);

	<@setErrorReturnValue()>

   }<\n>

<endif>

<endif>

<endif>

   finally {

       <if(trace)>traceOut("<ruleName>", <ruleDescriptor.index>);<endif>
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       <memoize()>

       <ruleScopeCleanUp()>

       <finally>

   }

   <@postamble()>

   return <ruleReturnValue()>;

}

// $ANTLR end "<ruleName>"

>>

 

catch(decl,action) ::= <<

catch (<e.decl>) {

   <e.action>

}

>>

 

ruleDeclarations() ::= <<

<if(ruleDescriptor.hasMultipleReturnValues)>

<returnType()> retval = new <returnType()>();

retval.start = input.LT(1);<\n>

<else>

<ruleDescriptor.returnScope.attributes:{ a |

<a.type> <a.name> = <if(a.initValue)><a.initValue><else><initValue(a.type)><endif>;

}>

<endif>

<if(memoize)>

int <ruleDescriptor.name>_StartIndex = input.index();

<endif>

>>

 

ruleScopeSetUp() ::= <<

<ruleDescriptor.useScopes:{<it>_stack.push(new <it>_scope());}; separator="\n">

<ruleDescriptor.ruleScope:{<it.name>_stack.push(new <it.name>_scope());}; separator="\n">

>>

 

ruleScopeCleanUp() ::= <<

<ruleDescriptor.useScopes:{<it>_stack.pop();}; separator="\n">

<ruleDescriptor.ruleScope:{<it.name>_stack.pop();}; separator="\n">

>>

 

 

ruleLabelDefs() ::= <<

<[ruleDescriptor.tokenLabels,ruleDescriptor.tokenListLabels,

 ruleDescriptor.wildcardTreeLabels,ruleDescriptor.wildcardTreeListLabels]

   :{<labelType> <it.label.text>=null;}; separator="\n"

>

<[ruleDescriptor.tokenListLabels,ruleDescriptor.ruleListLabels,ruleDescriptor.wildcardTreeListLabels]

   :{List list_<it.label.text>=null;}; separator="\n"
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>

<ruleDescriptor.ruleLabels:ruleLabelDef(label=it); separator="\n">

<ruleDescriptor.ruleListLabels:{ll|RuleReturnScope <ll.label.text> = null;}; separator="\n">

>>

 

lexerRuleLabelDefs() ::= <<

<[ruleDescriptor.tokenLabels,

 ruleDescriptor.tokenListLabels,

 ruleDescriptor.ruleLabels]

   :{<labelType> <it.label.text>=null;}; separator="\n"

>

<ruleDescriptor.charLabels:{int <it.label.text>;}; separator="\n">

<[ruleDescriptor.tokenListLabels,

 ruleDescriptor.ruleListLabels]

   :{List list_<it.label.text>=null;}; separator="\n"

>

>>

 

ruleReturnValue() ::= <<

<if(!ruleDescriptor.isSynPred)>

<if(ruleDescriptor.hasReturnValue)>

<if(ruleDescriptor.hasSingleReturnValue)>

<ruleDescriptor.singleValueReturnName>

<else>

retval

<endif>

<endif>

<endif>

>>

 

ruleCleanUp() ::= <<

<if(ruleDescriptor.hasMultipleReturnValues)>

<if(!TREE_PARSER)>

retval.stop = input.LT(-1);<\n>

<endif>

<endif>

>>

 

memoize() ::= <<

<if(memoize)>

<if(backtracking)>

if ( state.backtracking>0 ) { memoize(input, <ruleDescriptor.index>, <ruleDescriptor.name>_StartIndex); }

<endif>

<endif>

>>

 

/** How to generate a rule in the lexer; naked blocks are used for

*  fragment rules.
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*/

lexerRule(ruleName,nakedBlock,ruleDescriptor,block,memoize) ::= <<

// $ANTLR start "<ruleName>"

public final void m<ruleName>(<ruleDescriptor.parameterScope:parameterScope(scope=it)>) throws

RecognitionException {

   <if(trace)>traceIn("<ruleName>", <ruleDescriptor.index>);<endif>

   <ruleScopeSetUp()>

   <ruleDeclarations()>

   try {

<if(nakedBlock)>

       <ruleMemoization(name=ruleName)>

       <lexerRuleLabelDefs()>

       <ruleDescriptor.actions.init>

       <block><\n>

<else>

       int _type = <ruleName>;

       int _channel = DEFAULT_TOKEN_CHANNEL;

       <ruleMemoization(name=ruleName)>

       <lexerRuleLabelDefs()>

       <ruleDescriptor.actions.init>

       <block>

       <ruleCleanUp()>

       state.type = _type;

       state.channel = _channel;

       <(ruleDescriptor.actions.after):execAction()>

<endif>

   }

   finally {

       <if(trace)>traceOut("<ruleName>", <ruleDescriptor.index>);<endif>

       <ruleScopeCleanUp()>

       <memoize()>

   }

}

// $ANTLR end "<ruleName>"

>>

 

/** How to generate code for the implicitly-defined lexer grammar rule

*  that chooses between lexer rules.

*/

tokensRule(ruleName,nakedBlock,args,block,ruleDescriptor) ::= <<

public void mTokens() throws RecognitionException {

   <block><\n>

}

>>

 

// S U B R U L E S

 

/** A (...) subrule with multiple alternatives */
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block(alts,decls,decision,enclosingBlockLevel,blockLevel,decisionNumber,maxK,maxAlt,description) ::= <<

// <fileName>:<description>

int alt<decisionNumber>=<maxAlt>;

<decls>

<@predecision()>

<decision>

<@postdecision()>

<@prebranch()>

switch (alt<decisionNumber>) {

   <alts:altSwitchCase()>

}

<@postbranch()>

>>

 

/** A rule block with multiple alternatives */

ruleBlock(alts,decls,decision,enclosingBlockLevel,blockLevel,decisionNumber,maxK,maxAlt,description) ::= <<

// <fileName>:<description>

int alt<decisionNumber>=<maxAlt>;

<decls>

<@predecision()>

<decision>

<@postdecision()>

switch (alt<decisionNumber>) {

   <alts:altSwitchCase()>

}

>>

 

ruleBlockSingleAlt(alts,decls,decision,enclosingBlockLevel,blockLevel,decisionNumber,description) ::= <<

// <fileName>:<description>

<decls>

<@prealt()>

<alts>

<@postalt()>

>>

 

/** A special case of a (...) subrule with a single alternative */

blockSingleAlt(alts,decls,decision,enclosingBlockLevel,blockLevel,decisionNumber,description) ::= <<

// <fileName>:<description>

<decls>

<@prealt()>

<alts>

<@postalt()>

>>

 

/** A (..)+ block with 1 or more alternatives */

positiveClosureBlock(alts,decls,decision,enclosingBlockLevel,blockLevel,decisionNumber,maxK,maxAlt,descriptio

n) ::= <<

// <fileName>:<description>
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int cnt<decisionNumber>=0;

<decls>

<@preloop()>

loop<decisionNumber>:

do {

   int alt<decisionNumber>=<maxAlt>;

   <@predecision()>

   <decision>

   <@postdecision()>

   switch (alt<decisionNumber>) {

	<alts:altSwitchCase()>

	default :

	    if ( cnt<decisionNumber> >= 1 ) break loop<decisionNumber>;

	    <ruleBacktrackFailure()>

           EarlyExitException eee =

               new EarlyExitException(<decisionNumber>, input);

           <@earlyExitException()>

           throw eee;

   }

   cnt<decisionNumber>++;

} while (true);

<@postloop()>

>>

 

positiveClosureBlockSingleAlt ::= positiveClosureBlock

 

/** A (..)* block with 1 or more alternatives */

closureBlock(alts,decls,decision,enclosingBlockLevel,blockLevel,decisionNumber,maxK,maxAlt,description) ::=

<<

// <fileName>:<description>

<decls>

<@preloop()>

loop<decisionNumber>:

do {

   int alt<decisionNumber>=<maxAlt>;

   <@predecision()>

   <decision>

   <@postdecision()>

   switch (alt<decisionNumber>) {

	<alts:altSwitchCase()>

	default :

	    break loop<decisionNumber>;

   }

} while (true);

<@postloop()>

>>

 

closureBlockSingleAlt ::= closureBlock
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/** Optional blocks (x)? are translated to (x|) by before code generation

*  so we can just use the normal block template

*/

optionalBlock ::= block

 

optionalBlockSingleAlt ::= block

 

/** A case in a switch that jumps to an alternative given the alternative

*  number.  A DFA predicts the alternative and then a simple switch

*  does the jump to the code that actually matches that alternative.

*/

altSwitchCase() ::= <<

case <i> :

   <@prealt()>

   <it>

   break;<\n>

>>

 

/** An alternative is just a list of elements; at outermost level */

alt(elements,altNum,description,autoAST,outerAlt,treeLevel,rew) ::= <<

// <fileName>:<description>

{

<@declarations()>

<elements:element()>

<rew>

<@cleanup()>

}

>>

 

/** What to emit when there is no rewrite.  For auto build

*  mode, does nothing.

*/

noRewrite(rewriteBlockLevel, treeLevel) ::= ""

 

// E L E M E N T S

 

/** Dump the elements one per line */

element() ::= <<

<@prematch()>

<it.el><\n>

>>

 

/** match a token optionally with a label in front */

tokenRef(token,label,elementIndex,hetero) ::= <<

<if(label)><label>=(<labelType>)<endif>match(input,<token>,FOLLOW_<token>_in_<ruleName><elementIndex

>); <checkRuleBacktrackFailure()>

>>
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/** ids+=ID */

tokenRefAndListLabel(token,label,elementIndex,hetero) ::= <<

<tokenRef(...)>

<listLabel(elem=label,...)>

>>

 

listLabel(label,elem) ::= <<

if (list_<label>==null) list_<label>=new ArrayList();

list_<label>.add(<elem>);<\n>

>>

 

/** match a character */

charRef(char,label) ::= <<

<if(label)>

<label> = input.LA(1);<\n>

<endif>

match(<char>); <checkRuleBacktrackFailure()>

>>

 

/** match a character range */

charRangeRef(a,b,label) ::= <<

<if(label)>

<label> = input.LA(1);<\n>

<endif>

matchRange(<a>,<b>); <checkRuleBacktrackFailure()>

>>

 

/** For now, sets are interval tests and must be tested inline */

matchSet(s,label,elementIndex,postmatchCode="") ::= <<

<if(label)>

<if(LEXER)>

<label>= input.LA(1);<\n>

<else>

<label>=(<labelType>)input.LT(1);<\n>

<endif>

<endif>

if ( <s> ) {

   input.consume();

   <postmatchCode>

<if(!LEXER)>

   state.errorRecovery=false;

<endif>

   <if(backtracking)>state.failed=false;<endif>

}

else {

   <ruleBacktrackFailure()>

   MismatchedSetException mse = new MismatchedSetException(null,input);
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   <@mismatchedSetException()>

<if(LEXER)>

   recover(mse);

   throw mse;

<else>

   throw mse;

   <! use following code to make it recover inline; remove throw mse;

   recoverFromMismatchedSet(input,mse,FOLLOW_set_in_<ruleName><elementIndex>);

   !>

<endif>

}<\n>

>>

 

matchRuleBlockSet ::= matchSet

 

matchSetAndListLabel(s,label,elementIndex,postmatchCode) ::= <<

<matchSet(...)>

<listLabel(elem=label,...)>

>>

 

/** Match a string literal */

lexerStringRef(string,label,elementIndex="0") ::= <<

<if(label)>

int <label>Start = getCharIndex();

match(<string>); <checkRuleBacktrackFailure()>

int <label>StartLine<elementIndex> = getLine();

int <label>StartCharPos<elementIndex> = getCharPositionInLine();

<label> = new <labelType>(input, Token.INVALID_TOKEN_TYPE, Token.DEFAULT_CHANNEL, <label>Start,

getCharIndex()-1);

<label>.setLine(<label>StartLine<elementIndex>);

<label>.setCharPositionInLine(<label>StartCharPos<elementIndex>);

<else>

match(<string>); <checkRuleBacktrackFailure()><\n>

<endif>

>>

 

wildcard(label,elementIndex) ::= <<

<if(label)>

<label>=(<labelType>)input.LT(1);<\n>

<endif>

matchAny(input); <checkRuleBacktrackFailure()>

>>

 

wildcardAndListLabel(label,elementIndex) ::= <<

<wildcard(...)>

<listLabel(elem=label,...)>

>>
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/** Match . wildcard in lexer */

wildcardChar(label, elementIndex) ::= <<

<if(label)>

<label> = input.LA(1);<\n>

<endif>

matchAny(); <checkRuleBacktrackFailure()>

>>

 

wildcardCharListLabel(label, elementIndex) ::= <<

<wildcardChar(...)>

<listLabel(elem=label,...)>

>>

 

/** Match a rule reference by invoking it possibly with arguments

*  and a return value or values.  The 'rule' argument was the

*  target rule name, but now is type Rule, whose toString is

*  same: the rule name.  Now though you can access full rule

*  descriptor stuff.

*/

ruleRef(rule,label,elementIndex,args,scope) ::= <<

pushFollow(FOLLOW_<rule.name>_in_<ruleName><elementIndex>);

<if(label)><label>=<endif><if(scope)><scope:delegateName()>.<endif><rule.name>(<args; separator=", ">);<\n>

state._fsp--;

<checkRuleBacktrackFailure()>

>>

 

/** ids+=r */

ruleRefAndListLabel(rule,label,elementIndex,args,scope) ::= <<

<ruleRef(...)>

<listLabel(elem=label,...)>

>>

 

/** A lexer rule reference.

*

*  The 'rule' argument was the target rule name, but now

*  is type Rule, whose toString is same: the rule name.

*  Now though you can access full rule descriptor stuff.

*/

lexerRuleRef(rule,label,args,elementIndex,scope) ::= <<

<if(label)>

int <label>Start<elementIndex> = getCharIndex();

int <label>StartLine<elementIndex> = getLine();

int <label>StartCharPos<elementIndex> = getCharPositionInLine();

<if(scope)><scope:delegateName()>.<endif>m<rule.name>(<args; separator=", ">);

<checkRuleBacktrackFailure()>

<label> = new <labelType>(input, Token.INVALID_TOKEN_TYPE, Token.DEFAULT_CHANNEL,

<label>Start<elementIndex>, getCharIndex()-1);

<label>.setLine(<label>StartLine<elementIndex>);
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<label>.setCharPositionInLine(<label>StartCharPos<elementIndex>);

<else>

<if(scope)><scope:delegateName()>.<endif>m<rule.name>(<args; separator=", ">);

<checkRuleBacktrackFailure()>

<endif>

>>

 

/** i+=INT in lexer */

lexerRuleRefAndListLabel(rule,label,args,elementIndex,scope) ::= <<

<lexerRuleRef(...)>

<listLabel(elem=label,...)>

>>

 

/** EOF in the lexer */

lexerMatchEOF(label,elementIndex) ::= <<

<if(label)>

int <label>Start<elementIndex> = getCharIndex();

int <label>StartLine<elementIndex> = getLine();

int <label>StartCharPos<elementIndex> = getCharPositionInLine();

match(EOF); <checkRuleBacktrackFailure()>

<labelType> <label> = new <labelType>(input, EOF, Token.DEFAULT_CHANNEL, <label>Start<elementIndex>,

getCharIndex()-1);

<label>.setLine(<label>StartLine<elementIndex>);

<label>.setCharPositionInLine(<label>StartCharPos<elementIndex>);

<else>

match(EOF); <checkRuleBacktrackFailure()>

<endif>

>>

 

/** match ^(root children) in tree parser */

tree(root, actionsAfterRoot, children, nullableChildList,

    enclosingTreeLevel, treeLevel) ::= <<

<root:element()>

<actionsAfterRoot:element()>

<if(nullableChildList)>

if ( input.LA(1)==Token.DOWN ) {

   match(input, Token.DOWN, null); <checkRuleBacktrackFailure()>

   <children:element()>

   match(input, Token.UP, null); <checkRuleBacktrackFailure()>

}

<else>

match(input, Token.DOWN, null); <checkRuleBacktrackFailure()>

<children:element()>

match(input, Token.UP, null); <checkRuleBacktrackFailure()>

<endif>

>>

 

/** Every predicate is used as a validating predicate (even when it is
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*  also hoisted into a prediction expression).

*/

validateSemanticPredicate(pred,description) ::= <<

if ( !(<evalPredicate(...)>) ) {

   <ruleBacktrackFailure()>

   throw new FailedPredicateException(input, "<ruleName>", "<description>");

}

>>

 

// F i x e d  D F A  (if-then-else)

 

dfaState(k,edges,eotPredictsAlt,description,stateNumber,semPredState) ::= <<

int LA<decisionNumber>_<stateNumber> = input.LA(<k>);<\n>

<edges; separator="\nelse ">

else {

<if(eotPredictsAlt)>

   alt<decisionNumber>=<eotPredictsAlt>;

<else>

   <ruleBacktrackFailure()>

   NoViableAltException nvae =

       new NoViableAltException("<description>", <decisionNumber>, <stateNumber>, input);<\n>

   <@noViableAltException()>

   throw nvae;<\n>

<endif>

}

>>

 

/** Same as a normal DFA state except that we don't examine lookahead

*  for the bypass alternative.  It delays error detection but this

*  is faster, smaller, and more what people expect.  For (X)? people

*  expect "if ( LA(1)==X ) match(X);" and that's it.

*/

dfaOptionalBlockState(k,edges,eotPredictsAlt,description,stateNumber,semPredState) ::= <<

int LA<decisionNumber>_<stateNumber> = input.LA(<k>);<\n>

<edges; separator="\nelse ">

>>

 

/** A DFA state that is actually the loopback decision of a closure

*  loop.  If end-of-token (EOT) predicts any of the targets then it

*  should act like a default clause (i.e., no error can be generated).

*  This is used only in the lexer so that for ('a')* on the end of a rule

*  anything other than 'a' predicts exiting.

*/

dfaLoopbackState(k,edges,eotPredictsAlt,description,stateNumber,semPredState) ::= <<

int LA<decisionNumber>_<stateNumber> = input.LA(<k>);<\n>

<edges; separator="\nelse "><\n>

<if(eotPredictsAlt)>

<if(!edges)>
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alt<decisionNumber>=<eotPredictsAlt>; <! if no edges, don't gen ELSE !>

<else>

else {

   alt<decisionNumber>=<eotPredictsAlt>;

}<\n>

<endif>

<endif>

>>

 

/** An accept state indicates a unique alternative has been predicted */

dfaAcceptState(alt) ::= "alt<decisionNumber>=<alt>;"

 

/** A simple edge with an expression.  If the expression is satisfied,

*  enter to the target state.  To handle gated productions, we may

*  have to evaluate some predicates for this edge.

*/

dfaEdge(labelExpr, targetState, predicates) ::= <<

if ( (<labelExpr>) <if(predicates)>&& (<predicates>)<endif>) {

   <targetState>

}

>>

 

// F i x e d  D F A  (switch case)

 

/** A DFA state where a SWITCH may be generated.  The code generator

*  decides if this is possible: CodeGenerator.canGenerateSwitch().

*/

dfaStateSwitch(k,edges,eotPredictsAlt,description,stateNumber,semPredState) ::= <<

switch ( input.LA(<k>) ) {

<edges; separator="\n">

default:

<if(eotPredictsAlt)>

   alt<decisionNumber>=<eotPredictsAlt>;

<else>

   <ruleBacktrackFailure()>

   NoViableAltException nvae =

       new NoViableAltException("<description>", <decisionNumber>, <stateNumber>, input);<\n>

   <@noViableAltException()>

   throw nvae;<\n>

<endif>

}<\n>

>>

 

dfaOptionalBlockStateSwitch(k,edges,eotPredictsAlt,description,stateNumber,semPredState) ::= <<

switch ( input.LA(<k>) ) {

   <edges; separator="\n">

}<\n>

>>
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dfaLoopbackStateSwitch(k, edges,eotPredictsAlt,description,stateNumber,semPredState) ::= <<

switch ( input.LA(<k>) ) {

<edges; separator="\n"><\n>

<if(eotPredictsAlt)>

default:

   alt<decisionNumber>=<eotPredictsAlt>;

   break;<\n>

<endif>

}<\n>

>>

 

dfaEdgeSwitch(labels, targetState) ::= <<

<labels:{case <it>:}; separator="\n">

   {

   <targetState>

   }

   break;

>>

 

// C y c l i c  D F A

 

/** The code to initiate execution of a cyclic DFA; this is used

*  in the rule to predict an alt just like the fixed DFA case.

*  The <name> attribute is inherited via the parser, lexer, ...

*/

dfaDecision(decisionNumber,description) ::= <<

alt<decisionNumber> = dfa<decisionNumber>.predict(input);

>>

 

/* Dump DFA tables as run-length-encoded Strings of octal values.

* Can't use hex as compiler translates them before compilation.

* These strings are split into multiple, concatenated strings.

* Java puts them back together at compile time thankfully.

* Java cannot handle large static arrays, so we're stuck with this

* encode/decode approach.  See analysis and runtime DFA for

* the encoding methods.

*/

cyclicDFA(dfa) ::= <<

static final String DFA<dfa.decisionNumber>_eotS =

   "<dfa.javaCompressedEOT; wrap="\"+\n    \"">";

static final String DFA<dfa.decisionNumber>_eofS =

   "<dfa.javaCompressedEOF; wrap="\"+\n    \"">";

static final String DFA<dfa.decisionNumber>_minS =

   "<dfa.javaCompressedMin; wrap="\"+\n    \"">";

static final String DFA<dfa.decisionNumber>_maxS =

   "<dfa.javaCompressedMax; wrap="\"+\n    \"">";

static final String DFA<dfa.decisionNumber>_acceptS =
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   "<dfa.javaCompressedAccept; wrap="\"+\n    \"">";

static final String DFA<dfa.decisionNumber>_specialS =

   "<dfa.javaCompressedSpecial; wrap="\"+\n    \"">}>";

static final String[] DFA<dfa.decisionNumber>_transitionS = {

       <dfa.javaCompressedTransition:{s|"<s; wrap="\"+\n\"">"}; separator=",\n">

};

 

static final short[] DFA<dfa.decisionNumber>_eot =

DFA.unpackEncodedString(DFA<dfa.decisionNumber>_eotS);

static final short[] DFA<dfa.decisionNumber>_eof =

DFA.unpackEncodedString(DFA<dfa.decisionNumber>_eofS);

static final char[] DFA<dfa.decisionNumber>_min =

DFA.unpackEncodedStringToUnsignedChars(DFA<dfa.decisionNumber>_minS);

static final char[] DFA<dfa.decisionNumber>_max =

DFA.unpackEncodedStringToUnsignedChars(DFA<dfa.decisionNumber>_maxS);

static final short[] DFA<dfa.decisionNumber>_accept =

DFA.unpackEncodedString(DFA<dfa.decisionNumber>_acceptS);

static final short[] DFA<dfa.decisionNumber>_special =

DFA.unpackEncodedString(DFA<dfa.decisionNumber>_specialS);

static final short[][] DFA<dfa.decisionNumber>_transition;

 

static {

   int numStates = DFA<dfa.decisionNumber>_transitionS.length;

   DFA<dfa.decisionNumber>_transition = new short[numStates][];

   for (int i=0; i\<numStates; i++) {

       DFA<dfa.decisionNumber>_transition[i] =

DFA.unpackEncodedString(DFA<dfa.decisionNumber>_transitionS[i]);

   }

}

 

class DFA<dfa.decisionNumber> extends DFA {

 

   public DFA<dfa.decisionNumber>(BaseRecognizer recognizer) {

       this.recognizer = recognizer;

       this.decisionNumber = <dfa.decisionNumber>;

       this.eot = DFA<dfa.decisionNumber>_eot;

       this.eof = DFA<dfa.decisionNumber>_eof;

       this.min = DFA<dfa.decisionNumber>_min;

       this.max = DFA<dfa.decisionNumber>_max;

       this.accept = DFA<dfa.decisionNumber>_accept;

       this.special = DFA<dfa.decisionNumber>_special;

       this.transition = DFA<dfa.decisionNumber>_transition;

   }

   public String getDescription() {

       return "<dfa.description>";

   }

   <@errorMethod()>

<if(dfa.specialStateSTs)>
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   public int specialStateTransition(int s, IntStream _input) throws NoViableAltException {

       <if(LEXER)>

       IntStream input = _input;

       <endif>

       <if(PARSER)>

       TokenStream input = (TokenStream)_input;

       <endif>

       <if(TREE_PARSER)>

       TreeNodeStream input = (TreeNodeStream)_input;

       <endif>

   	int _s = s;

       switch ( s ) {

       <dfa.specialStateSTs:{state |

       case <i0> : <! compressed special state numbers 0..n-1 !>

           <state>}; separator="\n">

       }

<if(backtracking)>

       if (state.backtracking>0) {state.failed=true; return -1;}<\n>

<endif>

       NoViableAltException nvae =

           new NoViableAltException(getDescription(), <dfa.decisionNumber>, _s, input);

       error(nvae);

       throw nvae;

   }<\n>

<endif>

}<\n>

>>

 

/** A state in a cyclic DFA; it's a special state and part of a big switch on

*  state.

*/

cyclicDFAState(decisionNumber,stateNumber,edges,needErrorClause,semPredState) ::= <<

int LA<decisionNumber>_<stateNumber> = input.LA(1);<\n>

<if(semPredState)> <! get next lookahead symbol to test edges, then rewind !>

int index<decisionNumber>_<stateNumber> = input.index();

input.rewind();<\n>

<endif>

s = -1;

<edges; separator="\nelse ">

<if(semPredState)> <! return input cursor to state before we rewound !>

input.seek(index<decisionNumber>_<stateNumber>);<\n>

<endif>

if ( s>=0 ) return s;

break;

>>

 

/** Just like a fixed DFA edge, test the lookahead and indicate what

*  state to jump to next if successful.
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*/

cyclicDFAEdge(labelExpr, targetStateNumber, edgeNumber, predicates) ::= <<

if ( (<labelExpr>) <if(predicates)>&& (<predicates>)<endif>) {s = <targetStateNumber>;}<\n>

>>

 

/** An edge pointing at end-of-token; essentially matches any char;

*  always jump to the target.

*/

eotDFAEdge(targetStateNumber,edgeNumber, predicates) ::= <<

s = <targetStateNumber>;<\n>

>>

 

 

// D F A  E X P R E S S I O N S

 

andPredicates(left,right) ::= "(<left>&&<right>)"

 

orPredicates(operands) ::= "(<first(operands)><rest(operands):{o | ||<o>}>)"

 

notPredicate(pred) ::= "!(<evalPredicate(...)>)"

 

evalPredicate(pred,description) ::= "(<pred>)"

 

evalSynPredicate(pred,description) ::= "<pred>()"

 

lookaheadTest(atom,k,atomAsInt) ::= "LA<decisionNumber>_<stateNumber>==<atom>"

 

/** Sometimes a lookahead test cannot assume that LA(k) is in a temp variable

*  somewhere.  Must ask for the lookahead directly.

*/

isolatedLookaheadTest(atom,k,atomAsInt) ::= "input.LA(<k>)==<atom>"

 

lookaheadRangeTest(lower,upper,k,rangeNumber,lowerAsInt,upperAsInt) ::= <<

(LA<decisionNumber>_<stateNumber>\>=<lower> && LA<decisionNumber>_<stateNumber>\<=<upper>)

>>

 

isolatedLookaheadRangeTest(lower,upper,k,rangeNumber,lowerAsInt,upperAsInt) ::= "(input.LA(<k>)\>=<lower>

&& input.LA(<k>)\<=<upper>)"

 

setTest(ranges) ::= "<ranges; separator=\"||\">"

 

// A T T R I B U T E S

 

globalAttributeScope(scope) ::= <<

<if(scope.attributes)>

protected static class <scope.name>_scope {

   <scope.attributes:{<it.decl>;}; separator="\n">

}
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protected Stack <scope.name>_stack = new Stack();<\n>

<endif>

>>

 

ruleAttributeScope(scope) ::= <<

<if(scope.attributes)>

protected static class <scope.name>_scope {

   <scope.attributes:{<it.decl>;}; separator="\n">

}

protected Stack <scope.name>_stack = new Stack();<\n>

<endif>

>>

 

returnStructName() ::= "<it.name>_return"

 

returnType() ::= <<

<if(ruleDescriptor.hasMultipleReturnValues)>

<ruleDescriptor.grammar.recognizerName>.<ruleDescriptor:returnStructName()>

<else>

<if(ruleDescriptor.hasSingleReturnValue)>

<ruleDescriptor.singleValueReturnType>

<else>

void

<endif>

<endif>

>>

 

/** Generate the Java type associated with a single or multiple return

*  values.

*/

ruleLabelType(referencedRule) ::= <<

<if(referencedRule.hasMultipleReturnValues)>

<referencedRule.grammar.recognizerName>.<referencedRule.name>_return

<else>

<if(referencedRule.hasSingleReturnValue)>

<referencedRule.singleValueReturnType>

<else>

void

<endif>

<endif>

>>

 

delegateName() ::= <<

<if(it.label)><it.label><else>g<it.name><endif>

>>

 

/** Using a type to init value map, try to init a type; if not in table

*  must be an object, default value is "null".
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*/

initValue(typeName) ::= <<

<javaTypeInitMap.(typeName)>

>>

 

/** Define a rule label including default value */

ruleLabelDef(label) ::= <<

<ruleLabelType(referencedRule=label.referencedRule)> <label.label.text> =

<initValue(typeName=ruleLabelType(referencedRule=label.referencedRule))>;<\n>

>>

 

/** Define a return struct for a rule if the code needs to access its

*  start/stop tokens, tree stuff, attributes, ...  Leave a hole for

*  subgroups to stick in members.

*/

returnScope(scope) ::= <<

<if(ruleDescriptor.hasMultipleReturnValues)>

public static class <ruleDescriptor:returnStructName()> extends

<if(TREE_PARSER)>Tree<else>Parser<endif>RuleReturnScope {

   <scope.attributes:{public <it.decl>;}; separator="\n">

   <@ruleReturnMembers()>

};

<endif>

>>

 

parameterScope(scope) ::= <<

<scope.attributes:{<it.decl>}; separator=", ">

>>

 

parameterAttributeRef(attr) ::= "<attr.name>"

parameterSetAttributeRef(attr,expr) ::= "<attr.name> =<expr>;"

 

scopeAttributeRef(scope,attr,index,negIndex) ::= <<

<if(negIndex)>

((<scope>_scope)<scope>_stack.elementAt(<scope>_stack.size()-<negIndex>-1)).<attr.name>

<else>

<if(index)>

((<scope>_scope)<scope>_stack.elementAt(<index>)).<attr.name>

<else>

((<scope>_scope)<scope>_stack.peek()).<attr.name>

<endif>

<endif>

>>

 

scopeSetAttributeRef(scope,attr,expr,index,negIndex) ::= <<

<if(negIndex)>

((<scope>_scope)<scope>_stack.elementAt(<scope>_stack.size()-<negIndex>-1)).<attr.name> =<expr>;

<else>
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<if(index)>

((<scope>_scope)<scope>_stack.elementAt(<index>)).<attr.name> =<expr>;

<else>

((<scope>_scope)<scope>_stack.peek()).<attr.name> =<expr>;

<endif>

<endif>

>>

 

/** $x is either global scope or x is rule with dynamic scope; refers

*  to stack itself not top of stack.  This is useful for predicates

*  like {$function.size()>0 && $function::name.equals("foo")}?

*/

isolatedDynamicScopeRef(scope) ::= "<scope>_stack"

 

/** reference an attribute of rule; might only have single return value */

ruleLabelRef(referencedRule,scope,attr) ::= <<

<if(referencedRule.hasMultipleReturnValues)>

(<scope>!=null?<scope>.<attr.name>:<initValue(attr.type)>)

<else>

<scope>

<endif>

>>

 

returnAttributeRef(ruleDescriptor,attr) ::= <<

<if(ruleDescriptor.hasMultipleReturnValues)>

retval.<attr.name>

<else>

<attr.name>

<endif>

>>

 

returnSetAttributeRef(ruleDescriptor,attr,expr) ::= <<

<if(ruleDescriptor.hasMultipleReturnValues)>

retval.<attr.name> =<expr>;

<else>

<attr.name> =<expr>;

<endif>

>>

 

/** How to translate $tokenLabel */

tokenLabelRef(label) ::= "<label>"

 

/** ids+=ID {$ids} or e+=expr {$e} */

listLabelRef(label) ::= "list_<label>"

 

 

// not sure the next are the right approach
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tokenLabelPropertyRef_text(scope,attr) ::= "(<scope>!=null?<scope>.getText():null)"

tokenLabelPropertyRef_type(scope,attr) ::= "(<scope>!=null?<scope>.getType():0)"

tokenLabelPropertyRef_line(scope,attr) ::= "(<scope>!=null?<scope>.getLine():0)"

tokenLabelPropertyRef_pos(scope,attr) ::= "(<scope>!=null?<scope>.getCharPositionInLine():0)"

tokenLabelPropertyRef_channel(scope,attr) ::= "(<scope>!=null?<scope>.getChannel():0)"

tokenLabelPropertyRef_index(scope,attr) ::= "(<scope>!=null?<scope>.getTokenIndex():0)"

tokenLabelPropertyRef_tree(scope,attr) ::= "<scope>_tree"

tokenLabelPropertyRef_int(scope,attr) ::= "(<scope>!=null?Integer.valueOf(<scope>.getText()):0)"

 

ruleLabelPropertyRef_start(scope,attr) ::= "(<scope>!=null?((<labelType>)<scope>.start):null)"

ruleLabelPropertyRef_stop(scope,attr) ::= "(<scope>!=null?((<labelType>)<scope>.stop):null)"

ruleLabelPropertyRef_tree(scope,attr) ::= "(<scope>!=null?((<ASTLabelType>)<scope>.tree):null)"

ruleLabelPropertyRef_text(scope,attr) ::= <<

<if(TREE_PARSER)>

(<scope>!=null?(input.getTokenStream().toString(

 input.getTreeAdaptor().getTokenStartIndex(<scope>.start),

 input.getTreeAdaptor().getTokenStopIndex(<scope>.start))):null)

<else>

(<scope>!=null?input.toString(<scope>.start,<scope>.stop):null)

<endif>

>>

 

ruleLabelPropertyRef_st(scope,attr) ::= "(<scope>!=null?<scope>.st:null)"

 

/** Isolated $RULE ref ok in lexer as it's a Token */

lexerRuleLabel(label) ::= "<label>"

 

lexerRuleLabelPropertyRef_type(scope,attr) ::=

   "(<scope>!=null?<scope>.getType():0)"

lexerRuleLabelPropertyRef_line(scope,attr) ::=

   "(<scope>!=null?<scope>.getLine():0)"

lexerRuleLabelPropertyRef_pos(scope,attr) ::=

   "(<scope>!=null?<scope>.getCharPositionInLine():-1)"

lexerRuleLabelPropertyRef_channel(scope,attr) ::=

   "(<scope>!=null?<scope>.getChannel():0)"

lexerRuleLabelPropertyRef_index(scope,attr) ::=

   "(<scope>!=null?<scope>.getTokenIndex():0)"

lexerRuleLabelPropertyRef_text(scope,attr) ::=

   "(<scope>!=null?<scope>.getText():null)"

lexerRuleLabelPropertyRef_int(scope,attr) ::=

   "(<scope>!=null?Integer.valueOf(<scope>.getText()):0)"

 

// Somebody may ref $template or $tree or $stop within a rule:

rulePropertyRef_start(scope,attr) ::= "((<labelType>)retval.start)"

rulePropertyRef_stop(scope,attr) ::= "((<labelType>)retval.stop)"

rulePropertyRef_tree(scope,attr) ::= "((<ASTLabelType>)retval.tree)"

rulePropertyRef_text(scope,attr) ::= <<

<if(TREE_PARSER)>
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input.getTokenStream().toString(

 input.getTreeAdaptor().getTokenStartIndex(retval.start),

 input.getTreeAdaptor().getTokenStopIndex(retval.start))

<else>

input.toString(retval.start,input.LT(-1))

<endif>

>>

rulePropertyRef_st(scope,attr) ::= "retval.st"

 

lexerRulePropertyRef_text(scope,attr) ::= "getText()"

lexerRulePropertyRef_type(scope,attr) ::= "_type"

lexerRulePropertyRef_line(scope,attr) ::= "state.tokenStartLine"

lexerRulePropertyRef_pos(scope,attr) ::= "state.tokenStartCharPositionInLine"

lexerRulePropertyRef_index(scope,attr) ::= "-1" // undefined token index in lexer

lexerRulePropertyRef_channel(scope,attr) ::= "_channel"

lexerRulePropertyRef_start(scope,attr) ::= "state.tokenStartCharIndex"

lexerRulePropertyRef_stop(scope,attr) ::= "(getCharIndex()-1)"

lexerRulePropertyRef_int(scope,attr) ::= "Integer.valueOf(<scope>.getText())"

 

// setting $st and $tree is allowed in local rule. everything else

// is flagged as error

ruleSetPropertyRef_tree(scope,attr,expr) ::= "retval.tree =<expr>;"

ruleSetPropertyRef_st(scope,attr,expr) ::= "retval.st =<expr>;"

 

/** How to execute an action (only when not backtracking) */

execAction(action) ::= <<

<if(backtracking)>

if ( <actions.(actionScope).synpredgate> ) {

 <action>

}

<else>

<action>

<endif>

>>

 

/** How to always execute an action even when backtracking */

execForcedAction(action) ::= "<action>"

 

// M I S C (properties, etc...)

 

bitset(name, words64) ::= <<

public static final BitSet <name> = new BitSet(new long[]{<words64:{<it>L};separator=",">});<\n>

>>

 

codeFileExtension() ::= ".java"

 

true() ::= "true"

false() ::= "false"
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1147456847_1616955844.46/0/antlr-3-3-sources-1-jar/org/antlr/codegen/templates/Java/Java.stg

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* [The "BSD licence"]

* Copyright (c) 2005-2008 Terence Parr

* All rights reserved.

*

* Conversion to C#:

* Copyright (c) 2008-2009 Sam Harwell, Pixel Mine, Inc.

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* 3. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote products

*    derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

* OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.

* IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

* INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

* DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

* THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

* (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF

* THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*/

 

/** Template overrides to add debugging to AST stuff.  Dynamic inheritance

*  hierarchy is set up as ASTDbg : AST : Dbg : Java by code generator.

*/

group ASTDbg;

 

parserMembers() ::= <<

// Implement this function in your helper file to use a custom tree adaptor

partial void InitializeTreeAdaptor();

protected DebugTreeAdaptor adaptor;

 

public ITreeAdaptor TreeAdaptor
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{

	get

	{

		return adaptor;

	}

	set

	{

<if(grammar.grammarIsRoot)>

		this.adaptor = new DebugTreeAdaptor(dbg,adaptor);

<else>

		this.adaptor = (DebugTreeAdaptor)adaptor; // delegator sends dbg adaptor

<endif><\n>

		<grammar.directDelegates:{g|<g:delegateName()>.TreeAdaptor = this.adaptor;}>

	}

}<\n>

>>

 

parserCtorBody() ::= <<

<super.parserCtorBody()>

>>

 

createListenerAndHandshake() ::= <<

DebugEventSocketProxy proxy = new DebugEventSocketProxy( this, port,

<if(TREE_PARSER)>input.TreeAdaptor<else>adaptor<endif> );

DebugListener = proxy;

<inputStreamType> = new Debug<inputStreamType>( input, proxy );

try

{

	proxy.Handshake();

}

catch ( IOException ioe )

{

	ReportError( ioe );

}

>>

 

@ctorForRootGrammar.finally() ::= <<

ITreeAdaptor adap = new CommonTreeAdaptor();

TreeAdaptor = adap;

proxy.TreeAdaptor = adap;

>>

 

@ctorForProfilingRootGrammar.finally() ::=<<

ITreeAdaptor adap = new CommonTreeAdaptor();

TreeAdaptor = adap;

>>

 

@ctorForPredefinedListener.superClassRef() ::= ": base( input, dbg )"
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@ctorForPredefinedListener.finally() ::=<<

<if(grammar.grammarIsRoot)><! don't create new adaptor for delegates !>

ITreeAdaptor adap = new CommonTreeAdaptor();

TreeAdaptor = adap;<\n>

<endif>

>>

 

//@rewriteElement.pregen() ::= "dbg.Location( <e.line>, <e.pos> );"

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1147456847_1616955844.46/0/antlr-3-3-sources-1-

jar/org/antlr/codegen/templates/CSharp3/ASTDbg.stg

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

[The "BSD licence"]

Copyright (c) 2005-2009 Jim Idle, Temporal Wave LLC

http://www.temporal-wave.com

http://www.linkedin.com/in/jimidle

 

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

   documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote products

   derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF

THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*/

group AST;

 

/** Add an adaptor property that knows how to build trees */
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@headerFile.members() ::= <<

/* @headerFile.members() */

pANTLR3_BASE_TREE_ADAPTOR	adaptor;

pANTLR3_VECTOR_FACTORY		vectors;

/* End @headerFile.members() */

>>

 

/** Install the tree adaptor interface pointer and anything else that

*  tree parsers and producers require.

*/

@genericParser.apifuncs() ::= <<

<if(PARSER)>

ADAPTOR	= ANTLR3_TREE_ADAPTORNew(instream->tstream->tokenSource->strFactory);<\n>

<endif>

ctx->vectors	= antlr3VectorFactoryNew(0);

>>

 

@genericParser.cleanup() ::= <<

ctx->vectors->close(ctx->vectors);

<if(PARSER)>

/* We created the adaptor so we must free it

*/

ADAPTOR->free(ADAPTOR);

<endif>

>>

 

@returnScope.ruleReturnMembers() ::= <<

 

<super.ASTLabelType()>	tree;

 

>>

 

/** Add a variable to track rule's return AST */

ruleDeclarations() ::= <<

<super.ruleDeclarations()>

<ASTLabelType> root_0;<\n>

>>

 

ruleInitializations() ::= <<

<super.ruleInitializations()>

root_0 = NULL;<\n>

>>

 

ruleLabelDefs() ::= <<

<super.ruleLabelDefs()>

<ruleDescriptor.tokenLabels:{<ASTLabelType> <it.label.text>_tree;}; separator="\n">

<ruleDescriptor.tokenListLabels:{<ASTLabelType> <it.label.text>_tree;}; separator="\n">

<ruleDescriptor.allTokenRefsInAltsWithRewrites
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   :{pANTLR3_REWRITE_RULE_<rewriteElementType>_STREAM stream_<it>;}; separator="\n">

<ruleDescriptor.allRuleRefsInAltsWithRewrites

   :{pANTLR3_REWRITE_RULE_SUBTREE_STREAM stream_<it>;}; separator="\n">

>>

 

/* Note that we defer the actual creation of any rewrite streams we need here and just initialize

* them to NULL. This saves creating huge numbers of rewrite streams that cannot be used as only

* one alt will be taken in a rule, but we are declaring all the streams here. So we define

* a macro that conatins the create code, then use this macro later to check if the stream

* has been created yet. Checking for NULL is almost free in C.

*/

ruleLabelInitializations() ::= <<

<super.ruleLabelInitializations()>

<ruleDescriptor.tokenLabels:{<it.label.text>_tree   = NULL;}; separator="\n">

<ruleDescriptor.tokenListLabels:{<it.label.text>_tree   = NULL;}; separator="\n">

 

<ruleDescriptor.allTokenRefsInAltsWithRewrites

:{stream_<it>   = NULL;

#define CREATE_stream_<it>  if (stream_<it> == NULL) {stream_<it> =

antlr3RewriteRule<rewriteElementType>StreamNewAE(ADAPTOR, RECOGNIZER, (pANTLR3_UINT8)"token

<it>"); } }; separator="\n">

<ruleDescriptor.allRuleRefsInAltsWithRewrites

:{stream_<it>   = NULL;

#define CREATE_stream_<it>  if (stream_<it> == NULL) {stream_<it> =

antlr3RewriteRuleSubtreeStreamNewAE(ADAPTOR, RECOGNIZER, (pANTLR3_UINT8)"rule <it>"); }};

separator="\n">

 

<if(ruleDescriptor.hasMultipleReturnValues)>

retval.tree  = NULL;

<endif>

>>

 

 

/**  a rule label including default value */

ruleLabelInitVal(label) ::= <<

<super.ruleLabelInitVal(...)>

<label.label.text>.tree = NULL;

>>

 

/** When doing auto AST construction, we must define some variables;

*  These should be turned off if doing rewrites.  This must be a "mode"

*  as a rule could have both rewrite and AST within the same alternative

*  block.

*/

@alt.declarations() ::= <<

<if(autoAST)>

<if(outerAlt)>

<endif>
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<endif>

>>

 

@alt.initializations() ::= <<

<if(autoAST)>

<if(outerAlt)>

<if(!rewriteMode)>

root_0 = (<ASTLabelType>)(ADAPTOR->nilNode(ADAPTOR));<\n>

<endif>

<endif>

<endif>

>>

 

 

// T r a c k i n g  R u l e  E l e m e n t s

//

/** ID but track it for use in a rewrite rule */

tokenRefTrack(token,label,elementIndex,hetero) ::= <<

<tokenRefBang(...)> <! Track implies no auto AST construction!>

<if(backtracking)>if ( <actions.(actionScope).synpredgate> ) { <endif>CREATE_stream_<token>;

stream_<token>->add(stream_<token>, <label>, NULL);<if(backtracking)> }<endif><\n>

>>

 

/** ids+=ID and track it for use in a rewrite rule; adds to ids *and*

*  to the tracking list stream_ID for use in the rewrite.

*/

tokenRefTrackAndListLabel(token,label,elementIndex,hetero) ::= <<

<tokenRefTrack(...)>

<listLabel(elem=label,...)>

>>

 

/** ^(ID ...) track for rewrite */

tokenRefRuleRootTrack(token,label,elementIndex,hetero) ::= <<

<tokenRefBang(...)>

<if(backtracking)>if ( <actions.(actionScope).synpredgate> ) {<endif>CREATE_stream_<token>; stream_<token>-

>add(stream_<token>, <label>, NULL);<if(backtracking)> }<endif><\n>

>>

 

wildcardTrack(label,elementIndex) ::= <<

<super.wildcard(...)>

>>

 

/** rule when output=AST and tracking for rewrite */

ruleRefTrack(rule,label,elementIndex,args,scope) ::= <<

<super.ruleRef(...)>

<if(backtracking)>if ( <actions.(actionScope).synpredgate> ) { <endif>CREATE_stream_<rule.name>;

stream_<rule.name>->add(stream_<rule.name>, <label>.tree, NULL);<if(backtracking)> }<endif>

>>
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/** x+=rule when output=AST and tracking for rewrite */

ruleRefTrackAndListLabel(rule,label,elementIndex,args,scope) ::= <<

<ruleRefTrack(...)>

<listLabelTrack(...)>

>>

 

/** ^(rule ...) rewrite */

ruleRefRuleRootTrack(rule,label,elementIndex,args,scope) ::= <<

<ruleRefRuleRoot(...)>

<if(backtracking)>if ( <actions.(actionScope).synpredgate> ) { <endif>CREATE_stream_<rule.name>;

stream_<rule.name>->add(stream_<rule.name>, <label>.tree, NULL);<if(backtracking)> }<endif>

>>

 

/** ^(x+=rule ...) rewrite */

ruleRefRuleRootTrackAndListLabel(rule,label,elementIndex,args,scope) ::= <<

<ruleRefRuleRootTrack(...)>

<listLabelAST(...)>

>>

 

 

// RULE REF AST

 

 

 

/** Match ^(label+=TOKEN ...) track for rewrite */

tokenRefRuleRootTrackAndListLabel(token,label,elementIndex,hetero) ::= <<

<tokenRefRuleRootTrack(...)>

<listLabel(elem=label,...)>

>>

 

 

/* How to accumulate lists when we are doing rewrite tracking...

*/

listLabelTrack(label) ::= <<

/* listLabelTrack(label)

*/

if (list_<label> == NULL)

{

   list_<label>=ctx->vectors->newVector(ctx->vectors);

}

list_<label>->add(list_<label>, <label>.tree, NULL);

>>

 

/* How to accumulate lists of rule outputs (only allowed with AST

* option but if the user is going to walk the tree, they will want

* all their custom elements from rule returns.

*
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* Normally, we use inline structures (which the compiler lays down

* code to copy from heap allocations. However, here we want to accumulate copies

* of the returned structures because we are adding them to a list. This only makes sense if the

* grammar is not rewriting the tree as a tree rewrite only preserves the tree, not the object/structure

* returned from the rule. The rewrite will extract the tree pointer. However, if we are not going to

* do a tree re-write, then the user may wish to iterate the structures returned by the rule in

* action code and will expect the user defined returns[] elements to be available when they do this.

* Hence we cannot just preserve the tree that was returned. So, we must copy the local structure and provide

* a function that can free the allocated space. We cannot know how to free user allocated elements and

* presume that the user will know to do this using their own factories for the structures they allocate.

*/

listLabelAST(label) ::= <<

if (list_<label> == NULL)

{

   list_<label>=ctx->vectors->newVector(ctx->vectors);

}

{

   RETURN_TYPE_<label> * tcopy;

 

   tcopy = (RETURN_TYPE_<label> *)ANTLR3_MALLOC(sizeof(RETURN_TYPE_<label>)); /* Note no

memory allocation checks! */

   ANTLR3_MEMCPY((void *)(tcopy), (const void *)&<label>, sizeof(RETURN_TYPE_<label>));

   list_<label>->add(list_<label>, (void *)tcopy, freeScope);  /* Add whatever the return type is */<\n>

}

>>

 

// R e w r i t e

 

rewriteCode(

	alts,

	description,

	referencedElementsDeep, // ALL referenced elements to right of ->

	referencedTokenLabels,

	referencedTokenListLabels,

	referencedRuleLabels,

	referencedRuleListLabels,

   referencedWildcardLabels,

   referencedWildcardListLabels,

	rewriteBlockLevel,

	enclosingTreeLevel,

	treeLevel) ::=

<<

 

/* AST REWRITE

* elements          : <referencedElementsDeep; separator=", ">

* token labels      : <referencedTokenLabels; separator=", ">

* rule labels       : <referencedRuleLabels; separator=", ">

* token list labels : <referencedTokenListLabels; separator=", ">
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* rule list labels  : <referencedRuleListLabels; separator=", ">

*/

<if(backtracking)>

if ( <actions.(actionScope).synpredgate> ) <\n>

<endif>

{

	<rewriteCodeLabelsDecl()>

	<rewriteCodeLabelsInit()>

	root_0			    = (<ASTLabelType>)(ADAPTOR->nilNode(ADAPTOR));

	<prevRuleRootRef()>.tree    = root_0;

	<alts:rewriteAlt(); separator="else ">

	<if(TREE_PARSER)>

	<if(rewriteMode)>

	<prevRuleRootRef()>.tree = (<ASTLabelType>)(ADAPTOR->rulePostProcessing(ADAPTOR, root_0));

	INPUT->replaceChildren(INPUT, ADAPTOR->getParent(ADAPTOR, retval.start),

                     ADAPTOR->getChildIndex(ADAPTOR, retval.start),

                     ADAPTOR->getChildIndex(ADAPTOR, _last),

                     retval.tree);

	<endif>

	<endif>

	<prevRuleRootRef()>.tree = root_0; // set result root

	<rewriteCodeLabelsFree()>

 

}

>>

 

rewriteCodeLabelsDecl() ::= <<

<referencedTokenLabels

   :{pANTLR3_REWRITE_RULE_<rewriteElementType>_STREAM stream_<it>;};

   separator="\n"

>

<referencedTokenListLabels

   :{pANTLR3_REWRITE_RULE_<rewriteElementType>_STREAM stream_<it>;};

   separator="\n"

>

<referencedRuleLabels

   :{pANTLR3_REWRITE_RULE_SUBTREE_STREAM stream_<it>;};

   separator="\n"

>

<referencedRuleListLabels

   :{pANTLR3_REWRITE_RULE_SUBTREE_STREAM stream_<it>;};

   separator="\n"

>

>>

 

rewriteCodeLabelsInit() ::= <<

<referencedTokenLabels

:{stream_<it>=antlr3RewriteRule<rewriteElementType>StreamNewAEE(ADAPTOR,  RECOGNIZER,
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(pANTLR3_UINT8)"token <it>", <it>);};

separator="\n"

>

<referencedTokenListLabels

:{stream_<it>=antlr3RewriteRule<rewriteElementType>StreamNewAEV(ADAPTOR,  RECOGNIZER,

(pANTLR3_UINT8)"token <it>", list_<it>); };

separator="\n"

>

<referencedRuleLabels

:{stream_<it>=antlr3RewriteRuleSubtreeStreamNewAEE(ADAPTOR,  RECOGNIZER,

(pANTLR3_UINT8)"token <it>", <it>.tree != NULL ? <it>.tree : NULL);};

separator="\n"

>

<referencedRuleListLabels

:{stream_<it>=antlr3RewriteRuleSubtreeStreamNewAEV(ADAPTOR,  RECOGNIZER,

(pANTLR3_UINT8)"token <it>", list_<it>);};

separator="\n"

>

>>

rewriteCodeLabelsFree() ::= <<

<referencedTokenLabels

:{if (stream_<it> != NULL) stream_<it>->free(stream_<it>); };

separator="\n"

>

<referencedTokenListLabels

:{if (stream_<it> != NULL) stream_<it>->free(stream_<it>);};

separator="\n"

>

<referencedRuleLabels

:{if (stream_<it> != NULL) stream_<it>->free(stream_<it>);};

separator="\n"

>

<referencedRuleListLabels

:{if (stream_<it> != NULL) stream_<it>->free(stream_<it>);};

separator="\n"

>

>>

 

/** Generate code for an optional rewrite block; note it uses the deep ref'd element

 *  list rather shallow like other blocks.

 */

rewriteOptionalBlock(

	alt,

	rewriteBlockLevel,

	referencedElementsDeep, // all nested refs

	referencedElements,		// elements in immediately block; no nested blocks

	description) ::=

<<
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// <fileName>:<description>

{

	if ( <referencedElementsDeep:{el | (stream_<el> != NULL && stream_<el>->hasNext(stream_<el>)) };

separator="|| "> )

	{

		<alt>

	}

	<referencedElementsDeep:{el | if ( stream_<el> != NULL) stream_<el>->reset(stream_<el>);<\n>}>

}<\n>

>>

 

rewriteClosureBlock(

	alt,

	rewriteBlockLevel,

	referencedElementsDeep, // all nested refs

	referencedElements,		// elements in immediately block; no nested blocks

	description) ::=

<<

// <fileName>:<description>

{

	while ( <referencedElements:{el | (stream_<el> != NULL && stream_<el>->hasNext(stream_<el>)) }; separator="||

"> )

	{

		<alt>

	}

	<referencedElements:{el | if (stream_<el> != NULL) stream_<el>->reset(stream_<el>);<\n>}>

}<\n>

>>

RewriteEarlyExitException() ::=

<<

CONSTRUCTEX();

EXCEPTION->type         = ANTLR3_REWRITE_EARLY_EXCEPTION;

EXCEPTION->name         = (void *)ANTLR3_REWRITE_EARLY_EXCEPTION_NAME;

>>

rewritePositiveClosureBlock(

	alt,

	rewriteBlockLevel,

	referencedElementsDeep, // all nested refs

	referencedElements,		// elements in immediately block; no nested blocks

	description) ::=

<<

if (<referencedElements:{el | (stream_<el> == NULL || !stream_<el>->hasNext(stream_<el>)) }; separator="|| "> )

{

   <RewriteEarlyExitException()>

}

else

{

	while ( <referencedElements:{el | (stream_<el>->hasNext(stream_<el>)) }; separator="|| "> ) {
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		<alt>

	}

	<referencedElements:{el | stream_<el>->reset(stream_<el>);<\n>}>

}

>>

 

rewriteAlt(a) ::= <<

// <a.description>

<if(a.pred)>

if (<a.pred>)

{

   <a.alt>

}<\n>

<else>

{

   <a.alt>

}<\n>

<endif>

>>

 

/** For empty rewrites: "r : ... -> ;" */

rewriteEmptyAlt() ::= "root_0 = NULL; /* \<-- rewriteEmptyAlt()) */"

 

rewriteTree(root,children,description,enclosingTreeLevel,treeLevel) ::= <<

// <fileName>:<description>

{

   <ASTLabelType> root_<treeLevel> = (<ASTLabelType>)(ADAPTOR->nilNode(ADAPTOR));

   <root:rewriteElement()>

   <children:rewriteElement()>

   ADAPTOR->addChild(ADAPTOR, root_<enclosingTreeLevel>, root_<treeLevel>);

}<\n>

>>

 

rewriteElementList(elements) ::= "<elements:rewriteElement()>"

 

rewriteElement(e) ::= <<

<@pregen()>

<e.el>

>>

 

/** Gen ID or ID[args] */

rewriteTokenRef(token,elementIndex,hetero,args) ::= <<

ADAPTOR->addChild(ADAPTOR, root_<treeLevel>, <createRewriteNodeFromElement(...)>);<\n>

<endif>

>>

 

/** Gen $label ... where defined via label=ID */

rewriteTokenLabelRef(label,elementIndex) ::= <<
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ADAPTOR->addChild(ADAPTOR, root_<treeLevel>, stream_<label> == NULL ? NULL : stream_<label>-

>nextNode(stream_<label>));<\n>

>>

 

/** Gen $label ... where defined via label+=ID */

rewriteTokenListLabelRef(label,elementIndex) ::= <<

ADAPTOR->addChild(ADAPTOR, root_<treeLevel>, stream_<label> == NULL ? NULL : stream_<label>-

>nextNode(stream_<label>));<\n>

>>

 

/** Gen ^($label ...) */

rewriteTokenLabelRefRoot(label,elementIndex) ::= <<

root_<treeLevel> = (<ASTLabelType>)(ADAPTOR->becomeRootToken(ADAPTOR, stream_<label> == NULL ?

NULL : stream_<label>->nextToken(stream_<label>), root_<treeLevel>));<\n>

>>

 

/** Gen ^($label ...) where label+=... */

rewriteTokenListLabelRefRoot ::= rewriteTokenLabelRefRoot

 

/** Gen ^(ID ...) or ^(ID[args] ...) */

rewriteTokenRefRoot(token,elementIndex,hetero,args) ::= <<

root_<treeLevel> = (<ASTLabelType>)(ADAPTOR->becomeRoot(ADAPTOR,

<createRewriteNodeFromElement(...)>, root_<treeLevel>));<\n>

>>

 

rewriteImaginaryTokenRef(args,token,hetero,elementIndex) ::= <<

ADAPTOR->addChild(ADAPTOR, root_<treeLevel>, <createImaginaryNode(tokenType=token, ...)>);<\n>

>>

 

rewriteImaginaryTokenRefRoot(args,token,hetero,elementIndex) ::= <<

root_<treeLevel> = (<ASTLabelType>)(ADAPTOR->becomeRoot(ADAPTOR,

<createImaginaryNode(tokenType=token, ...)>, root_<treeLevel>));<\n>

>>

 

/** plain -> {foo} action */

rewriteAction(action) ::= <<

root_0 = <action>;<\n>

>>

 

/** What is the name of the previous value of this rule's root tree?  This

*  let's us refer to $rule to mean previous value.  I am reusing the

*  variable 'tree' sitting in retval struct to hold the value of root_0 right

*  before I set it during rewrites.  The assign will be to retval.tree.

*/

prevRuleRootRef() ::= "retval"

 

rewriteRuleRef(rule,dup) ::= <<

ADAPTOR->addChild(ADAPTOR, root_<treeLevel>, stream_<rule> == NULL ? NULL : stream_<rule>-
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>nextTree(stream_<rule>));<\n>

>>

 

rewriteRuleRefRoot(rule,dup) ::= <<

root_<treeLevel> = (<ASTLabelType>)(ADAPTOR->becomeRoot(ADAPTOR, stream_<rule> == NULL ? NULL

: stream_<rule>->nextNode(stream_<rule>), root_<treeLevel>));<\n>

>>

 

rewriteNodeAction(action) ::= <<

ADAPTOR->addChild(ADAPTOR, root_<treeLevel>, <action>);<\n>

>>

 

rewriteNodeActionRoot(action) ::= <<

root_<treeLevel> = (<ASLabelType>)(ADAPTOR->becomeRoot(ADAPTOR, <action>, root_<treeLevel>));<\n>

>>

 

/** Gen $ruleLabel ... where defined via ruleLabel=rule */

rewriteRuleLabelRef(label) ::= <<

ADAPTOR->addChild(ADAPTOR, root_<treeLevel>, stream_<label> == NULL ? NULL : stream_<label>-

>nextTree(stream_<label>));<\n>

>>

 

/** Gen $ruleLabel ... where defined via ruleLabel+=rule */

rewriteRuleListLabelRef(label) ::= <<

ADAPTOR->addChild(ADAPTOR, root_<treeLevel>, stream_<label> == NULL ? NULL : stream_<label>-

>nextTree(stream_<label>));<\n>

>>

 

/** Gen ^($ruleLabel ...) where ruleLabel=rule */

rewriteRuleLabelRefRoot(label) ::= <<

root_<treeLevel> = (<ASTLabelType>)(ADAPTOR->becomeRoot(ADAPTOR, stream_<label> == NULL ? NULL

: stream_<label>->nextNode(stream_<label>), root_<treeLevel>));<\n>

>>

 

/** Gen ^($ruleLabel ...) where ruleLabel+=rule */

rewriteRuleListLabelRefRoot(label) ::= <<

root_<treeLevel> = (<ASTLabelType>)(ADAPTOR->becomeRoot((<ASTLabelType>)(stream_<label> == NULL

? NULL : stream_<label>->nextNode(stream_<label>), root_<treeLevel>));<\n>

>>

 

rewriteWildcardLabelRef(label) ::= <<

ADAPTOR->addChild(ADAPTOR, root_<treeLevel>, stream_<label> == NULL ? NULL : stream_<label>-

>nextTree(stream_<label>));<\n>

>>

 

createImaginaryNode(tokenType,hetero,args) ::= <<

<if(hetero)>

<! new MethodNode(IDLabel, args) !>
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<hetero>New(<tokenType><if(args)>, <args; separator=", "><endif>)

<else>

<if(args)>

 

#if <length(args)> == 2

	(<ASTLabelType>)ADAPTOR->createTypeTokenText(ADAPTOR, <tokenType>, TOKTEXT(<args; separator=",

">))

#else

	(<ASTLabelType>)ADAPTOR->createTypeText(ADAPTOR, <tokenType>, (pANTLR3_UINT8)<args;

separator=", ">)

#endif

 

<else>

(<ASTLabelType>)ADAPTOR->createTypeText(ADAPTOR, <tokenType>, (pANTLR3_UINT8)"<tokenType>")

<endif>

<endif>

>>

 

createRewriteNodeFromElement(token,hetero,args) ::= <<

<if(hetero)>

<hetero>New(stream_<token>->nextToken(stream_<token>)<if(args)>, <args; separator=", "><endif>)

<else>

<if(args)> <! must create new node from old !>

 

#if	<length(args)> == 2

ADAPTOR->createTypeTokenText(ADAPTOR, <token>->getType(<token>, TOKTEXT(<token>, <args;

separator=", ">)) /* JIMI */

#else

ADAPTOR->createTypeToken(ADAPTOR, <token>->getType(<token>, <token>, <args; separator=", ">)

#endif

 

<else>

stream_<token> == NULL ? NULL : stream_<token>->nextNode(stream_<token>)

<endif>

<endif>

>>

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1147456847_1616955844.46/0/antlr-3-3-sources-1-jar/org/antlr/codegen/templates/C/AST.stg

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

[The "BSD licence"]

Copyright (c) 2005-2009 Jim Idle, Temporal Wave LLC

http://www.temporal-wave.com

http://www.linkedin.com/in/jimidle

 

All rights reserved.
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Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

   documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote products

   derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF

THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*/

 

/** Template overrides to add debugging to AST stuff.  Dynamic inheritance

*  hierarchy is set up as ASTDbg : AST : Dbg : Java by code generator.

*/

group ASTDbg;

 

parserMembers() ::= <<

protected DebugTreeAdaptor adaptor =

   new DebugTreeAdaptor(null,new CommonTreeAdaptor());

public void setTreeAdaptor(TreeAdaptor adaptor) {

   this.adaptor = new DebugTreeAdaptor(dbg,adaptor);

}

public TreeAdaptor getTreeAdaptor() {

   return adaptor;

}<\n>

>>

 

parserCtorBody() ::= <<

>>

 

createListenerAndHandshake() ::= <<

<super.createListenerAndHandshake()>

>>

 

ctorForPredefinedListener() ::= <<
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>>

 

@rewriteElement.pregen() ::= ""

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1147456847_1616955844.46/0/antlr-3-3-sources-1-

jar/org/antlr/codegen/templates/C/ASTDbg.stg

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

[The "BSD licence"]

Copyright (c) 2006 Kay Roepke

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

   documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote products

   derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF

THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*/

/*

New style messages. This file contains the actual layout of the messages emitted by ANTLR.

The text itself is coming out of the languages/*stg files, according to the chosen locale.

This file contains the default format ANTLR uses.

*/

 

group antlr;

 

location(file, line, column) ::= "<file>:<line>:<column>:"

 

message(id, text) ::= "(<id>) <text>"
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report(location, message, type) ::= "<type>(<message.id>): <location> <message.text>"

 

wantsSingleLineMessage() ::= "false"

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1147456847_1616955844.46/0/antlr-3-3-sources-1-

jar/org/antlr/tool/templates/messages/formats/antlr.stg

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

[The "BSD licence"]

Copyright (c) 2007 Kay Roepke 2010 Alan Condit

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

   documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote products

   derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF

THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*/

 

/** Templates for building ASTs during normal parsing.

*

*  Deal with many combinations.  Dimensions are:

*  Auto build or rewrite

*    no label, label, list label  (label/no-label handled together)

*    child, root

*    token, set, rule, wildcard

*

*  The situation is not too bad as rewrite (->) usage makes ^ and !

*  invalid. There is no huge explosion of combinations.

*/
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group ASTParser;

 

@rule.setErrorReturnValue() ::= <<

/* ASTParser rule.setErrorReturnValue */

retval.tree = (<ASTLabelType> *)[treeAdaptor errorNode:input From:retval.startToken To:[input LT:-1]

Exception:re];

<! System.out.println("<ruleName> returns "+((CommonTree)retval.tree).toStringTree()); !>

>>

 

// TOKEN AST STUFF

 

/** ID and output=AST */

tokenRef(token, label, elementIndex, hetero) ::= <<

/* ASTParser tokenRef */

<super.tokenRef(...)>

<if(backtracking)>if ( <actions.(actionScope).synpredgate> ) {<endif>

<label>_tree = <createNodeFromToken(...)>;

[treeAdaptor addChild:<label>_tree  toTree:root_0];

<if(backtracking)>}<endif>

>>

 

/* ID! and output=AST (same as plain tokenRef) */

/* ASTParser tokenRefBang */

tokenRefBang(token,label,elementIndex) ::= "<super.tokenRef(...)>"

 

/** ID^ and output=AST */

tokenRefRuleRoot(token,label,elementIndex,hetero) ::= <<

<super.tokenRef(...)>

<if(backtracking)>if ( <actions.(actionScope).synpredgate> ) {<endif>

<label>_tree = <createNodeFromToken(...)>;

root_0 = (<ASTLabelType> *)[treeAdaptor becomeRoot:<label>_tree old:root_0];

<if(backtracking)>}<endif>

>>

 

/** ids+=ID! and output=AST */

tokenRefBangAndListLabel(token,label,elementIndex,hetero) ::= <<

/* ASTParser tokenRefBangAndListLabel */

<tokenRefBang(...)>

<listLabel(elem=label,...)>

>>

 

/** label+=TOKEN when output=AST but not rewrite alt */

tokenRefAndListLabel(token,label,elementIndex,hetero) ::= <<

/* ASTParser tokenRefAndListLabel */

<tokenRef(...)>

<listLabel(elem=label,...)>

>>
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/** Match label+=TOKEN^ when output=AST but not rewrite alt */

tokenRefRuleRootAndListLabel(token,label,hetero,elementIndex) ::= <<

/* ASTParser tokenRefRuleRootAndListLabel */

<tokenRefRuleRoot(...)>

<listLabel(elem=label,...)>

>>

 

// SET AST

 

// the match set stuff is interesting in that it uses an argument list

// to pass code to the default matchSet; another possible way to alter

// inherited code.  I don't use the region stuff because I need to pass

// different chunks depending on the operator.  I don't like making

// the template name have the operator as the number of templates gets

// large but this is the most flexible--this is as opposed to having

// the code generator call matchSet then add root code or ruleroot code

// plus list label plus ...  The combinations might require complicated

// rather than just added on code.  Investigate that refactoring when

// I have more time.

 

matchSet(s,label,hetero,elementIndex,postmatchCode) ::= <<

/* ASTParser matchSet */

<super.matchSet(..., postmatchCode={<if(backtracking)>if ( <actions.(actionScope).synpredgate> )<endif>

   [treeAdaptor addChild:<createNodeFromToken(...)> toTree:root_0 ];})>

>>

 

matchRuleBlockSet(s,label,hetero,elementIndex,postmatchCode,treeLevel="0") ::= <<

/* ASTParser matchRuleBlockSet */

<matchSet(...)>

>>

 

matchSetBang(s,label,elementIndex,postmatchCode) ::= "<super.matchSet(...)>"

 

// note there is no matchSetTrack because -> rewrites force sets to be

// plain old blocks of alts: (A|B|...|C)

 

matchSetRuleRoot(s,label,hetero,elementIndex,debug) ::= <<

/* ASTParser matchSetRuleRoot */

<if(label)>

<label>=(<labelType>)[input LT:1];<\n>

<endif>

<super.matchSet(..., postmatchCode={<if(backtracking)>if ( <actions.(actionScope).synpredgate> )<endif>

root_0 = (<ASTLabelType> *)[treeAdaptor becomeRoot:<createNodeFromToken(...)> old:root_0];})>

>>

 

// RULE REF AST

 

/** rule when output=AST */
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ruleRef(rule,label,elementIndex,args,scope) ::= <<

/* ASTParser ruleRef */

<super.ruleRef(...)>

<if(backtracking)>if ( <actions.(actionScope).synpredgate> )<endif>

[treeAdaptor addChild:[<label> getTree] toTree:root_0];

>>

 

/** rule! is same as normal rule ref */

ruleRefBang(rule,label,elementIndex,args,scope) ::= "<super.ruleRef(...)>"

 

/** rule^ */

ruleRefRuleRoot(rule,label,elementIndex,args,scope) ::= <<

/* ASTParser ruleRefRuleRoot */

<super.ruleRef(...)>

<if(backtracking)>if ( <actions.(actionScope).synpredgate> )<endif>

root_0 = (<ASTLabelType> *)[treeAdaptor becomeRoot:[<label> getTree] old:root_0];

>>

 

/** x+=rule when output=AST */

ruleRefAndListLabel(rule,label,elementIndex,args,scope) ::= <<

/* ASTParser ruleRefAndListLabel */

<ruleRef(...)>

<listLabel(elem = "["+label+"getTree]",...)>

>>

 

/** x+=rule! when output=AST is a rule ref with list addition */

ruleRefBangAndListLabel(rule,label,elementIndex,args,scope) ::= <<

/* ASTParser ruleRefBangAndListLabel */

<ruleRefBang(...)>

<listLabel(elem = "["+label+"getTree]",...)>

>>

 

/** x+=rule^ */

ruleRefRuleRootAndListLabel(rule,label,elementIndex,args,scope) ::= <<

/* ASTParser ruleRefRuleRootAndListLabel */

<ruleRefRuleRoot(...)>

<listLabel(elem = "["+label+"getTree]",...)>

>>

 

// WILDCARD AST

 

wildcard(label,elementIndex) ::= <<

/* ASTParser wildcard */

<super.wildcard(...)>

<if(backtracking)>if ( <actions.(actionScope).synpredgate> ) {<endif>

   [treeAdaptor addChild:[[treeAdaptor createTree:<label>] retain] toTree:root_0];

<if(backtracking)>}<endif>

>>
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wildcardBang(label,elementIndex) ::= "<super.wildcard(...)>"

 

wildcardRuleRoot(label,elementIndex) ::= <<

/* ASTParser wildcardRuleRoot */

<super.wildcard(...)>

<if(backtracking)>if ( <actions.(actionScope).synpredgate> ) {<endif>

   <label>_tree = [[treeAdaptor createTree:<label>] retain]

   root_0 = (<ASTLabelType> *)[treeAdaptor becomeRoot:<label>_tree old:root_0];

<if(backtracking)>}<endif>

>>

 

createNodeFromToken(label,hetero) ::= <<

/* ASTParser createNodeFromToken */

<if(hetero)>

[ANTLR<hetero> newANTLR<hetero>:<label>] <! new MethodNode(IDLabel) !>

<else>

(<ASTLabelType> *)[[treeAdaptor createTree:<label>] retain]

<endif>

>>

 

// straight from java cleanup ///

ruleCleanUp() ::= <<

/* ASTParser ruleCleanUp */

<super.ruleCleanUp()>

<if(backtracking)>if ( <actions.(actionScope).synpredgate> ) {<\n><endif>

   retval.tree = (<ASTLabelType> *)[treeAdaptor rulePostProcessing:root_0];

   [treeAdaptor setTokenBoundaries:retval.tree From:retval.startToken To:retval.stopToken];

<if(backtracking)>}<endif>

>>

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1147456847_1616955844.46/0/antlr-3-3-sources-1-

jar/org/antlr/codegen/templates/ObjC/ASTParser.stg

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

[The "BSD licence"]

Copyright (c) 2005-2006 Terence Parr

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the
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   documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote products

   derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF

THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*/

 

/** Templates for building ASTs during normal parsing.

*

*  Deal with many combinations.  Dimensions are:

*  Auto build or rewrite

*    no label, label, list label  (label/no-label handled together)

*    child, root

*    token, set, rule, wildcard

*

*  The situation is not too bad as rewrite (->) usage makes ^ and !

*  invalid. There is no huge explosion of combinations.

*/

group ASTParser;

 

finishedBacktracking(block) ::= <<

<if(backtracking)>

if <actions.(actionScope).synpredgate>:

   <block>

<else>

<block>

<endif>

>>

 

@ruleBody.setErrorReturnValue() ::= <<

retval.tree = self._adaptor.errorNode(self.input, retval.start, self.input.LT(-1), re)

>>

 

// TOKEN AST STUFF

 

/** ID and output=AST */

tokenRef(token,label,elementIndex,hetero) ::= <<

<super.tokenRef(...)>

<finishedBacktracking({
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<label>_tree = <createNodeFromToken(...)>

self._adaptor.addChild(root_0, <label>_tree)

})>

>>

 

/** ID! and output=AST (same as plain tokenRef) */

tokenRefBang(token,label,elementIndex) ::= "<super.tokenRef(...)>"

 

/** ID^ and output=AST */

tokenRefRuleRoot(token,label,elementIndex,hetero) ::= <<

<super.tokenRef(...)>

<finishedBacktracking({

<label>_tree = <createNodeFromToken(...)>

root_0 = self._adaptor.becomeRoot(<label>_tree, root_0)

})>

>>

 

/** ids+=ID! and output=AST */

tokenRefBangAndListLabel(token,label,elementIndex,hetero) ::= <<

<tokenRefBang(...)>

<listLabel(elem=label,...)>

>>

 

/** label+=TOKEN when output=AST but not rewrite alt */

tokenRefAndListLabel(token,label,elementIndex,hetero) ::= <<

<tokenRef(...)>

<listLabel(elem=label,...)>

>>

 

/** Match label+=TOKEN^ when output=AST but not rewrite alt */

tokenRefRuleRootAndListLabel(token,label,hetero,elementIndex) ::= <<

<tokenRefRuleRoot(...)>

<listLabel(elem=label,...)>

>>

 

// SET AST

 

// the match set stuff is interesting in that it uses an argument list

// to pass code to the default matchSet; another possible way to alter

// inherited code.  I don't use the region stuff because I need to pass

// different chunks depending on the operator.  I don't like making

// the template name have the operator as the number of templates gets

// large but this is the most flexible--this is as opposed to having

// the code generator call matchSet then add root code or ruleroot code

// plus list label plus ...  The combinations might require complicated

// rather than just added on code.  Investigate that refactoring when

// I have more time.
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matchSet(s,label,hetero,elementIndex,postmatchCode) ::= <<

<super.matchSet(..., postmatchCode={<finishedBacktracking({self._adaptor.addChild(root_0,

<createNodeFromToken(...)>)})>})>

>>

 

matchRuleBlockSet(s,label,hetero,elementIndex,postmatchCode,treeLevel="0") ::= <<

<matchSet(...)>

>>

 

matchSetBang(s,label,elementIndex,postmatchCode) ::= "<super.matchSet(...)>"

 

// note there is no matchSetTrack because -> rewrites force sets to be

// plain old blocks of alts: (A|B|...|C)

 

matchSetRuleRoot(s,label,hetero,elementIndex,debug) ::= <<

<if(label)>

<label> = self.input.LT(1)<\n>

<endif>

<super.matchSet(..., postmatchCode={<finishedBacktracking({root_0 =

self._adaptor.becomeRoot(<createNodeFromToken(...)>, root_0)})>})>

>>

 

// RULE REF AST

 

/** rule when output=AST */

ruleRef(rule,label,elementIndex,args,scope) ::= <<

<super.ruleRef(...)>

<finishedBacktracking({self._adaptor.addChild(root_0, <label>.tree)})>

>>

 

/** rule! is same as normal rule ref */

ruleRefBang(rule,label,elementIndex,args,scope) ::= "<super.ruleRef(...)>"

 

/** rule^ */

ruleRefRuleRoot(rule,label,elementIndex,args,scope) ::= <<

<super.ruleRef(...)>

<finishedBacktracking({root_0 = self._adaptor.becomeRoot(<label>.tree, root_0)})>

>>

 

/** x+=rule when output=AST */

ruleRefAndListLabel(rule,label,elementIndex,args,scope) ::= <<

<ruleRef(...)>

<listLabel(elem=label+".tree",...)>

>>

 

/** x+=rule! when output=AST is a rule ref with list addition */

ruleRefBangAndListLabel(rule,label,elementIndex,args,scope) ::= <<

<ruleRefBang(...)>
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<listLabel(elem=label+".tree",...)>

>>

 

/** x+=rule^ */

ruleRefRuleRootAndListLabel(rule,label,elementIndex,args,scope) ::= <<

<ruleRefRuleRoot(...)>

<listLabel(elem=label+".tree",...)>

>>

 

// WILDCARD AST

 

wildcard(label,elementIndex) ::= <<

<super.wildcard(...)>

<finishedBacktracking({

<label>_tree = self._adaptor.createWithPayload(<label>)

self._adaptor.addChild(root_0, <label>_tree)

})>

>>

 

wildcardBang(label,elementIndex) ::= "<super.wildcard(...)>"

 

wildcardRuleRoot(label,elementIndex) ::= <<

<super.wildcard(...)>

<finishedBacktracking({

<label>_tree = self._adaptor.createWithPayload(<label>)

root_0 = self._adaptor.becomeRoot(<label>_tree, root_0)

})>

>>

 

createNodeFromToken(label,hetero) ::= <<

<if(hetero)>

<hetero>(<label>) <! new MethodNode(IDLabel) !>

<else>

self._adaptor.createWithPayload(<label>)

<endif>

>>

 

ruleCleanUp() ::= <<

<super.ruleCleanUp()>

<finishedBacktracking({

retval.tree = self._adaptor.rulePostProcessing(root_0)

self._adaptor.setTokenBoundaries(retval.tree, retval.start, retval.stop)

})>

>>

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1147456847_1616955844.46/0/antlr-3-3-sources-1-

jar/org/antlr/codegen/templates/Python/ASTParser.stg
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

[The "BSD licence"]

Copyright (c) 2005-2009 Jim Idle, Temporal Wave LLC

http://www.temporal-wave.com

http://www.linkedin.com/in/jimidle

 

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

   documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote products

   derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF

THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*/

 

/*

* This code generating template and the associated C runtime was produced by:

* Jim Idle jimi|hereisanat|idle|dotgoeshere|ws.

* If it causes the destruction of the Universe, it will be pretty cool so long as

* I am in a different one at the time.

*/

group C implements ANTLRCore ;

 

cTypeInitMap ::= [

	"int"		    : "0",              // Integers     start out being 0

	"long"		    : "0",              // Longs        start out being 0

	"float"		    : "0.0",           // Floats       start out being 0

	"double"	    : "0.0",           // Doubles      start out being 0

	"ANTLR3_BOOLEAN"    : "ANTLR3_FALSE",   // Booleans     start out being Antlr C for false

	"byte"		    : "0",              // Bytes        start out being 0
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	"short"		    : "0",              // Shorts       start out being 0

	"char"		    : "0"              // Chars        start out being 0

]

 

leadIn(type) ::=

<<

/** \file

*  This <type> file was generated by $ANTLR version <ANTLRVersion>

*

*     -  From the grammar source file : <fileName>

*     -                            On : <generatedTimestamp>

<if(LEXER)>

*     -                 for the lexer : <name>Lexer

<endif>

<if(PARSER)>

*     -                for the parser : <name>Parser

<endif>

<if(TREE_PARSER)>

*     -           for the tree parser : <name>TreeParser

<endif>

*

* Editing it, at least manually, is not wise.

*

* C language generator and runtime by Jim Idle, jimi|hereisanat|idle|dotgoeshere|ws.

*

*

>>

 

/** The overall file structure of a recognizer; stores methods for rules

*  and cyclic DFAs plus support code.

*/

outputFile( LEXER,

           PARSER,

           TREE_PARSER,

           actionScope,

           actions,

           docComment,

           recognizer,

           name,

           tokens,

           tokenNames,

           rules,

           cyclicDFAs,

           bitsets,

           buildTemplate,

           buildAST,

           rewriteMode,

           profile,
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           backtracking,

           synpreds,

           memoize,

           numRules,

           fileName,

           ANTLRVersion,

           generatedTimestamp,

           trace,

           scopes,

           superClass,

           literals

           ) ::=

<<

<leadIn("C source")>

*/

// [The "BSD licence"]

// Copyright (c) 2005-2009 Jim Idle, Temporal Wave LLC

// http://www.temporal-wave.com

// http://www.linkedin.com/in/jimidle

//

// All rights reserved.

//

// Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

// modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

// are met:

// 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

//    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

// 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

//    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

//    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

// 3. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote products

//    derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

//

// THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR

// IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

// OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.

// IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

// INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

// NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

// DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

// THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

// (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF

// THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

<if(actions.(actionScope).header)>

 

/* =============================================================================

* This is what the grammar programmer asked us to put at the top of every file.
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*/

<actions.(actionScope).header>

/* End of Header action.

* =============================================================================

*/

<endif>

 

/* -----------------------------------------

* Include the ANTLR3 generated header file.

*/

#include    "<name>.h"

<actions.(actionScope).postinclude>

/* ----------------------------------------- */

 

<docComment>

 

<if(literals)>

/** String literals used by <name> that we must do things like MATCHS() with.

*  C will normally just lay down 8 bit characters, and you can use L"xxx" to

*  get wchar_t, but wchar_t is 16 bits on Windows, which is not UTF32 and so

*  we perform this little trick of defining the literals as arrays of UINT32

*  and passing in the address of these.

*/

<literals:{static ANTLR3_UCHAR	lit_<i>[]  = <it>;}; separator="\n">

 

<endif>

 

 

 

 

/* MACROS that hide the C interface implementations from the

* generated code, which makes it a little more understandable to the human eye.

* I am very much against using C pre-processor macros for function calls and bits

* of code as you cannot see what is happening when single stepping in debuggers

* and so on. The exception (in my book at least) is for generated code, where you are

* not maintaining it, but may wish to read and understand it. If you single step it, you know that input()

* hides some indirect calls, but is always referring to the input stream. This is

* probably more readable than ctx->input->istream->input(snarfle0->blarg) and allows me to rejig

* the runtime interfaces without changing the generated code too often, without

* confusing the reader of the generated output, who may not wish to know the gory

* details of the interface inheritance.

*/

 

#define		CTX	ctx

 

/* Aids in accessing scopes for grammar programmers

*/

#undef	SCOPE_TYPE
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#undef	SCOPE_STACK

#undef	SCOPE_TOP

#define	SCOPE_TYPE(scope)   p<name>_##scope##_SCOPE

#define SCOPE_STACK(scope)  p<name>_##scope##Stack

#define	SCOPE_TOP(scope)    ctx->p<name>_##scope##Top

#define	SCOPE_SIZE(scope)		ctx->p<name>_##scope##Stack_limit

#define SCOPE_INSTANCE(scope, i)	(ctx->SCOPE_STACK(scope)->get(ctx->SCOPE_STACK(scope),i))

 

<if(LEXER)>

 

/* Macros for accessing things in a lexer

*/

#undef	    LEXER

#undef	    RECOGNIZER		   

#undef	    RULEMEMO		   

#undef	    GETCHARINDEX

#undef	    GETLINE

#undef	    GETCHARPOSITIONINLINE

#undef	    EMIT

#undef	    EMITNEW

#undef	    MATCHC

#undef	    MATCHS

#undef	    MATCHRANGE

#undef	    LTOKEN

#undef	    HASFAILED

#undef	    FAILEDFLAG

#undef	    INPUT

#undef	    STRSTREAM

#undef	    LA

#undef	    HASEXCEPTION

#undef	    EXCEPTION

#undef	    CONSTRUCTEX

#undef	    CONSUME

#undef	    LRECOVER

#undef	    MARK

#undef	    REWIND

#undef	    REWINDLAST

#undef	    BACKTRACKING

#undef		MATCHANY

#undef		MEMOIZE

#undef		HAVEPARSEDRULE

#undef		GETTEXT

#undef		INDEX

#undef		SEEK

#undef		PUSHSTREAM

#undef		POPSTREAM

#undef		SETTEXT

#undef		SETTEXT8
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#define	    LEXER					ctx->pLexer

#define	    RECOGNIZER			    LEXER->rec

#define		LEXSTATE				RECOGNIZER->state

#define		TOKSOURCE				LEXSTATE->tokSource

#define	    GETCHARINDEX()			LEXER->getCharIndex(LEXER)

#define	    GETLINE()				LEXER->getLine(LEXER)

#define	    GETTEXT()				LEXER->getText(LEXER)

#define	    GETCHARPOSITIONINLINE() LEXER->getCharPositionInLine(LEXER)

#define	    EMIT()					LEXSTATE->type = _type; LEXER->emit(LEXER)

#define	    EMITNEW(t)				LEXER->emitNew(LEXER, t)

#define	    MATCHC(c)				LEXER->matchc(LEXER, c)

#define	    MATCHS(s)				LEXER->matchs(LEXER, s)

#define	    MATCHRANGE(c1,c2)	    LEXER->matchRange(LEXER, c1, c2)

#define	    MATCHANY()				LEXER->matchAny(LEXER)

#define	    LTOKEN  				LEXSTATE->token

#define	    HASFAILED()				(LEXSTATE->failed == ANTLR3_TRUE)

#define	    BACKTRACKING			LEXSTATE->backtracking

#define	    FAILEDFLAG				LEXSTATE->failed

#define	    INPUT					LEXER->input

#define	    STRSTREAM				INPUT

#define		ISTREAM					INPUT->istream

#define		INDEX()					ISTREAM->index(ISTREAM)

#define		SEEK(n)					ISTREAM->seek(ISTREAM, n)

#define	    EOF_TOKEN				&(LEXSTATE->tokSource->eofToken)

#define	    HASEXCEPTION()			(LEXSTATE->error == ANTLR3_TRUE)

#define	    EXCEPTION				LEXSTATE->exception

#define	    CONSTRUCTEX()			RECOGNIZER->exConstruct(RECOGNIZER)

#define	    LRECOVER()				LEXER->recover(LEXER)

#define	    MARK()					ISTREAM->mark(ISTREAM)

#define	    REWIND(m)				ISTREAM->rewind(ISTREAM, m)

#define	    REWINDLAST()			ISTREAM->rewindLast(ISTREAM)

#define		MEMOIZE(ri,si)			RECOGNIZER->memoize(RECOGNIZER, ri, si)

#define		HAVEPARSEDRULE(r)		RECOGNIZER->alreadyParsedRule(RECOGNIZER, r)

#define		PUSHSTREAM(str)			LEXER->pushCharStream(LEXER, str)

#define		POPSTREAM()				LEXER->popCharStream(LEXER)

#define		SETTEXT(str)			LEXSTATE->text = str

#define		SKIP()					LEXSTATE->token = &(TOKSOURCE->skipToken)

#define		USER1					LEXSTATE->user1

#define		USER2					LEXSTATE->user2

#define		USER3					LEXSTATE->user3

#define		CUSTOM					LEXSTATE->custom

#define		RULEMEMO				LEXSTATE->ruleMemo

#define		DBG						RECOGNIZER->debugger

 

/* If we have been told we can rely on the standard 8 bit or UTF16 input

* stream, then we can define our macros to use the direct pointers

* in the input object, which is much faster than indirect calls. This
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* is really only significant to lexers with a lot of fragment rules (which

* do not place LA(1) in a temporary at the moment) and even then

* only if there is a lot of input (order of say 1M or so).

*/

#if	defined(ANTLR3_INLINE_INPUT_8BIT) || defined(ANTLR3_INLINE_INPUT_UTF16)

 

# ifdef	ANTLR3_INLINE_INPUT_8BIT

 

/* 8 bit character set */

 

#  define	    NEXTCHAR	((pANTLR3_UINT8)(INPUT->nextChar))

#  define	    DATAP	((pANTLR3_UINT8)(INPUT->data))

 

# else

 

#  define	    NEXTCHAR	((pANTLR3_UINT16)(INPUT->nextChar))

#  define	    DATAP	((pANTLR3_UINT16)(INPUT->data))

 

# endif

 

# define	    LA(n) ((NEXTCHAR + n) > (DATAP + INPUT->sizeBuf) ? ANTLR3_CHARSTREAM_EOF :

(ANTLR3_UCHAR)(*(NEXTCHAR + n - 1)))

# define            CONSUME()                                           \\

{                                                                       \\

   if        (NEXTCHAR \< (DATAP + INPUT->sizeBuf))                     \\

   {                                                                   \\

       INPUT->charPositionInLine++;                                    \\

       if  ((ANTLR3_UCHAR)(*NEXTCHAR) == INPUT->newlineChar)           \\

       {                                                               \\

           INPUT->line++;                                              \\

           INPUT->charPositionInLine        = 0;                       \\

           INPUT->currentLine                = (void *)(NEXTCHAR + 1); \\

       }                                                               \\

       INPUT->nextChar = (void *)(NEXTCHAR + 1);                       \\

   }                                                                   \\

}

 

#else

 

// Pick up the input character by calling the input stream implementation.

//

#define	    CONSUME()   INPUT->istream->consume(INPUT->istream)

#define	    LA(n)       INPUT->istream->_LA(INPUT->istream, n)

 

#endif

<endif>

 

<if(PARSER)>
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/* Macros for accessing things in the parser

*/

 

#undef	    PARSER		   

#undef	    RECOGNIZER		   

#undef	    HAVEPARSEDRULE

#undef		MEMOIZE

#undef	    INPUT

#undef	    STRSTREAM

#undef	    HASEXCEPTION

#undef	    EXCEPTION

#undef	    MATCHT

#undef	    MATCHANYT

#undef	    FOLLOWSTACK

#undef	    FOLLOWPUSH

#undef	    FOLLOWPOP

#undef	    PRECOVER

#undef	    PREPORTERROR

#undef	    LA

#undef	    LT

#undef	    CONSTRUCTEX

#undef	    CONSUME

#undef	    MARK

#undef	    REWIND

#undef	    REWINDLAST

#undef	    PERRORRECOVERY

#undef	    HASFAILED

#undef	    FAILEDFLAG

#undef	    RECOVERFROMMISMATCHEDSET

#undef	    RECOVERFROMMISMATCHEDELEMENT

#undef		INDEX

#undef      ADAPTOR

#undef		SEEK

#undef	    RULEMEMO		   

#undef		DBG

 

#define	    PARSER				ctx->pParser 

#define	    RECOGNIZER				PARSER->rec

#define	    PSRSTATE				RECOGNIZER->state

#define	    HAVEPARSEDRULE(r)			RECOGNIZER->alreadyParsedRule(RECOGNIZER, r)

#define	    MEMOIZE(ri,si)			RECOGNIZER->memoize(RECOGNIZER, ri, si)

#define	    INPUT				PARSER->tstream

#define	    STRSTREAM				INPUT

#define	    ISTREAM				INPUT->istream

#define	    INDEX()				ISTREAM->index(INPUT->istream)

#define	    HASEXCEPTION()			(PSRSTATE->error == ANTLR3_TRUE)

#define	    EXCEPTION				PSRSTATE->exception

#define	    MATCHT(t, fs)			RECOGNIZER->match(RECOGNIZER, t, fs)
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#define	    MATCHANYT()				RECOGNIZER->matchAny(RECOGNIZER)

#define	    FOLLOWSTACK				PSRSTATE->following

#ifdef  SKIP_FOLLOW_SETS

#define	    FOLLOWPUSH(x)

#define	    FOLLOWPOP()

#else

#define	    FOLLOWPUSH(x)			FOLLOWSTACK->push(FOLLOWSTACK, ((void *)(&(x))), NULL)

#define	    FOLLOWPOP()				FOLLOWSTACK->pop(FOLLOWSTACK)

#endif

#define	    PRECOVER()				RECOGNIZER->recover(RECOGNIZER)

#define	    PREPORTERROR()			RECOGNIZER->reportError(RECOGNIZER)

#define	    LA(n)				INPUT->istream->_LA(ISTREAM, n)

#define	    LT(n)				INPUT->_LT(INPUT, n)

#define	    CONSTRUCTEX()			RECOGNIZER->exConstruct(RECOGNIZER)

#define	    CONSUME()				ISTREAM->consume(ISTREAM)

#define	    MARK()				ISTREAM->mark(ISTREAM)

#define	    REWIND(m)				ISTREAM->rewind(ISTREAM, m)

#define	    REWINDLAST()			ISTREAM->rewindLast(ISTREAM)

#define	    SEEK(n)				ISTREAM->seek(ISTREAM, n)

#define	    PERRORRECOVERY			PSRSTATE->errorRecovery

#define	    FAILEDFLAG				PSRSTATE->failed

#define	    HASFAILED()				(FAILEDFLAG == ANTLR3_TRUE)

#define	    BACKTRACKING			PSRSTATE->backtracking

#define	    RECOVERFROMMISMATCHEDSET(s)		RECOGNIZER->recoverFromMismatchedSet(RECOGNIZER,

s)

#define	    RECOVERFROMMISMATCHEDELEMENT(e)	RECOGNIZER-

>recoverFromMismatchedElement(RECOGNIZER, s)

#define     ADAPTOR                         ctx->adaptor

#define		RULEMEMO						PSRSTATE->ruleMemo

#define		DBG								RECOGNIZER->debugger

 

<endif>

 

<if(TREE_PARSER)>

/* Macros for accessing things in the parser

*/

 

#undef	    PARSER

#undef	    RECOGNIZER		   

#undef	    HAVEPARSEDRULE

#undef	    INPUT

#undef	    STRSTREAM

#undef	    HASEXCEPTION

#undef	    EXCEPTION

#undef	    MATCHT

#undef	    MATCHANYT

#undef	    FOLLOWSTACK

#undef	    FOLLOWPUSH
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#undef	    FOLLOWPOP

#undef	    PRECOVER

#undef	    PREPORTERROR

#undef	    LA

#undef	    LT

#undef	    CONSTRUCTEX

#undef	    CONSUME

#undef	    MARK

#undef	    REWIND

#undef	    REWINDLAST

#undef	    PERRORRECOVERY

#undef	    HASFAILED

#undef	    FAILEDFLAG

#undef	    RECOVERFROMMISMATCHEDSET

#undef	    RECOVERFROMMISMATCHEDELEMENT

#undef	    BACKTRACKING

#undef      ADAPTOR

#undef	    RULEMEMO		

#undef		SEEK   

#undef		INDEX

#undef		DBG

 

#define	    PARSER							ctx->pTreeParser 

#define	    RECOGNIZER						PARSER->rec

#define		PSRSTATE						RECOGNIZER->state

#define	    HAVEPARSEDRULE(r)				RECOGNIZER->alreadyParsedRule(RECOGNIZER, r)

#define	    INPUT							PARSER->ctnstream

#define		ISTREAM							INPUT->tnstream->istream

#define	    STRSTREAM						INPUT->tnstream

#define	    HASEXCEPTION()					(PSRSTATE->error == ANTLR3_TRUE)

#define	    EXCEPTION						PSRSTATE->exception

#define	    MATCHT(t, fs)					RECOGNIZER->match(RECOGNIZER, t, fs)

#define	    MATCHANYT()						RECOGNIZER->matchAny(RECOGNIZER)

#define	    FOLLOWSTACK					    PSRSTATE->following

#define	    FOLLOWPUSH(x)					FOLLOWSTACK->push(FOLLOWSTACK, ((void *)(&(x))), NULL)

#define	    FOLLOWPOP()						FOLLOWSTACK->pop(FOLLOWSTACK)

#define	    PRECOVER()						RECOGNIZER->recover(RECOGNIZER)

#define	    PREPORTERROR()					RECOGNIZER->reportError(RECOGNIZER)

#define	    LA(n)							ISTREAM->_LA(ISTREAM, n)

#define	    LT(n)							INPUT->tnstream->_LT(INPUT->tnstream, n)

#define	    CONSTRUCTEX()					RECOGNIZER->exConstruct(RECOGNIZER)

#define	    CONSUME()						ISTREAM->consume(ISTREAM)

#define	    MARK()							ISTREAM->mark(ISTREAM)

#define	    REWIND(m)						ISTREAM->rewind(ISTREAM, m)

#define	    REWINDLAST()					ISTREAM->rewindLast(ISTREAM)

#define	    PERRORRECOVERY					PSRSTATE->errorRecovery

#define	    FAILEDFLAG						PSRSTATE->failed

#define	    HASFAILED()						(FAILEDFLAG == ANTLR3_TRUE)
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#define	    BACKTRACKING					PSRSTATE->backtracking

#define	    RECOVERFROMMISMATCHEDSET(s)		RECOGNIZER->recoverFromMismatchedSet(RECOGNIZER,

s)

#define	    RECOVERFROMMISMATCHEDELEMENT(e)	RECOGNIZER-

>recoverFromMismatchedElement(RECOGNIZER, s)

#define     ADAPTOR                         INPUT->adaptor

#define		RULEMEMO						PSRSTATE->ruleMemo

#define		SEEK(n)							ISTREAM->seek(ISTREAM, n)

#define		INDEX()							ISTREAM->index(ISTREAM)

#define		DBG								RECOGNIZER->debugger

 

 

<endif>

 

#define		TOKTEXT(tok, txt)				tok, (pANTLR3_UINT8)txt

 

/* The 4 tokens defined below may well clash with your own #defines or token types. If so

* then for the present you must use different names for your defines as these are hard coded

* in the code generator. It would be better not to use such names internally, and maybe

* we can change this in a forthcoming release. I deliberately do not #undef these

* here as this will at least give you a redefined error somewhere if they clash.

*/

#define	    UP	    ANTLR3_TOKEN_UP

#define	    DOWN    ANTLR3_TOKEN_DOWN

#define	    EOR	    ANTLR3_TOKEN_EOR

#define	    INVALID ANTLR3_TOKEN_INVALID

 

 

/* =============================================================================

* Functions to create and destroy scopes. First come the rule scopes, followed

* by the global declared scopes.

*/

 

<rules: {r |<if(r.ruleDescriptor.ruleScope)>

<ruleAttributeScopeFuncDecl(scope=r.ruleDescriptor.ruleScope)>

<ruleAttributeScopeFuncs(scope=r.ruleDescriptor.ruleScope)>

<endif>}>

 

<recognizer.scopes:{<if(it.isDynamicGlobalScope)>

<globalAttributeScopeFuncDecl(scope=it)>

<globalAttributeScopeFuncs(scope=it)>

<endif>}>

 

/* ============================================================================= */

 

/* =============================================================================

* Start of recognizer

*/
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<recognizer>

 

/* End of code

* =============================================================================

*/

 

>>

headerFileExtension() ::= ".h"

 

headerFile( LEXER,

           PARSER,

           TREE_PARSER,

           actionScope,

           actions,

           docComment,

           recognizer,

           name,

           tokens,

           tokenNames,

           rules,

           cyclicDFAs,

           bitsets,

           buildTemplate,

           buildAST,

           rewriteMode,

           profile,

           backtracking,

           synpreds,

           memoize,

           numRules,

           fileName,

           ANTLRVersion,

           generatedTimestamp,

           trace,

           scopes,

			superClass,

           literals

       ) ::=

<<

<leadIn("C header")>

<if(PARSER)>

* The parser <mainName()>

<endif>

<if(LEXER)>

* The lexer <mainName()>

<endif>

<if(TREE_PARSER)>
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* The tree parser <mainName()>

<endif>

has the callable functions (rules) shown below,

* which will invoke the code for the associated rule in the source grammar

* assuming that the input stream is pointing to a token/text stream that could begin

* this rule.

*

* For instance if you call the first (topmost) rule in a parser grammar, you will

* get the results of a full parse, but calling a rule half way through the grammar will

* allow you to pass part of a full token stream to the parser, such as for syntax checking

* in editors and so on.

*

* The parser entry points are called indirectly (by function pointer to function) via

* a parser context typedef p<name>, which is returned from a call to <name>New().

*

<if(LEXER)>

* As this is a generated lexer, it is unlikely you will call it 'manually'. However

* the methods are provided anyway.

*

<endif>

* The methods in p<name> are  as follows:

*

* <rules: {r | <if(!r.ruleDescriptor.isSynPred)> - <headerReturnType(ruleDescriptor=r.ruleDescriptor,...)>

p<name>-><r.ruleDescriptor.name>(p<name>)<endif>}; separator="\n * ">

*

* The return type for any particular rule is of course determined by the source

* grammar file.

*/

// [The "BSD licence"]

// Copyright (c) 2005-2009 Jim Idle, Temporal Wave LLC

// http://www.temporal-wave.com

// http://www.linkedin.com/in/jimidle

//

// All rights reserved.

//

// Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

// modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

// are met:

// 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

//    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

// 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

//    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

//    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

// 3. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote products

//    derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

//

// THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR

// IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES
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// OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.

// IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

// INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

// NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

// DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

// THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

// (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF

// THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

#ifndef	_<name>_H

#define _<name>_H

<actions.(actionScope).preincludes>

/* =============================================================================

* Standard antlr3 C runtime definitions

*/

#include    \<antlr3.h>

 

/* End of standard antlr 3 runtime definitions

* =============================================================================

*/

<actions.(actionScope).includes>

 

#ifdef __cplusplus

extern "C" {

#endif

 

// Forward declare the context typedef so that we can use it before it is

// properly defined. Delegators and delegates (from import statements) are

// interdependent and their context structures contain pointers to each other

// C only allows such things to be declared if you pre-declare the typedef.

//

typedef struct <name>_Ctx_struct <name>, * p<name>;

 

<if(recognizer.grammar.delegates)>

// Include delegate definition header files

//

<recognizer.grammar.delegates: {g|#include	\<<g.recognizerName>.h>}; separator="\n">

       

<endif>

 

 

<actions.(actionScope).header>

 

#ifdef	ANTLR3_WINDOWS

// Disable: Unreferenced parameter,							- Rules with parameters that are not used

//          constant conditional,							- ANTLR realizes that a prediction is always true (synpred usually)

//          initialized but unused variable					- tree rewrite variables declared but not needed

//          Unreferenced local variable						- lexer rule declares but does not always use _type
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//          potentially unitialized variable used			- retval always returned from a rule

//			unreferenced local function has been removed	- susually getTokenNames or freeScope, they can go without

warnigns

//

// These are only really displayed at warning level /W4 but that is the code ideal I am aiming at

// and the codegen must generate some of these warnings by necessity, apart from 4100, which is

// usually generated when a parser rule is given a parameter that it does not use. Mostly though

// this is a matter of orthogonality hence I disable that one.

//

#pragma warning( disable : 4100 )

#pragma warning( disable : 4101 )

#pragma warning( disable : 4127 )

#pragma warning( disable : 4189 )

#pragma warning( disable : 4505 )

#pragma warning( disable : 4701 )

#endif

<if(backtracking)>

 

/* ========================

* BACKTRACKING IS ENABLED

* ========================

*/

<endif>

 

<rules:{r |<headerReturnScope(ruleDescriptor=r.ruleDescriptor,...)>}>

 

<scopes:{<if(it.isDynamicGlobalScope)><globalAttributeScopeDecl(scope=it)><endif>}>

<rules:{r |<ruleAttributeScopeDecl(scope=r.ruleDescriptor.ruleScope)>}>

<if(recognizer.grammar.delegators)>

// Include delegator definition header files

//

<recognizer.grammar.delegators: {g|#include	\<<g.recognizerName>.h>}; separator="\n">

       

<endif>

 

/** Context tracking structure for <mainName()>

*/

struct <name>_Ctx_struct

{

   /** Built in ANTLR3 context tracker contains all the generic elements

    *  required for context tracking.

    */

<if(PARSER)>

   pANTLR3_PARSER   pParser;

<endif>

<if(LEXER)>

   pANTLR3_LEXER    pLexer;

<endif>
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<if(TREE_PARSER)>

   pANTLR3_TREE_PARSER	    pTreeParser;

<endif>

 

<if(recognizer.grammar.delegates)>

	<recognizer.grammar.delegates:

        {g|p<g.recognizerName>	<g:delegateName()>;}; separator="\n">

<endif>

<if(recognizer.grammar.delegators)>

	<recognizer.grammar.delegators:

        {g|p<g.recognizerName>	<g:delegateName()>;}; separator="\n">

<endif>

<scopes:{<if(it.isDynamicGlobalScope)>

   <globalAttributeScopeDef(scope=it)>

<endif>}; separator="\n\n">

<rules: {r |<if(r.ruleDescriptor.ruleScope)>

   <ruleAttributeScopeDef(scope=r.ruleDescriptor.ruleScope)>

<endif>}>

 

<if(LEXER)>

   <rules:{r | <if(!r.ruleDescriptor.isSynPred)><headerReturnType(ruleDescriptor=r.ruleDescriptor)>

(*m<r.ruleDescriptor.name>)	(struct <name>_Ctx_struct * ctx<if(r.ruleDescriptor.parameterScope)>,

<endif><r.ruleDescriptor.parameterScope:parameterScope(scope=it)>);<endif>}; separator="\n";>

<endif>

<if(!LEXER)>

   <rules:{r | <headerReturnType(ruleDescriptor=r.ruleDescriptor)> (*<r.ruleDescriptor.name>)	(struct

<name>_Ctx_struct * ctx<if(r.ruleDescriptor.parameterScope)>,

<endif><r.ruleDescriptor.parameterScope:parameterScope(scope=it)>);}; separator="\n";>

<! generate rule/method definitions for imported rules so they

  appear to be defined in this recognizer. !>

   // Delegated rules

<recognizer.grammar.delegatedRules:{ruleDescriptor|

   <headerReturnType(ruleDescriptor)> (*<ruleDescriptor.name>)(struct <name>_Ctx_struct *

ctx<if(ruleDescriptor.parameterScope)>, <endif><ruleDescriptor.parameterScope:parameterScope(scope=it)>);};

separator="\n";>

<endif>

 

   const char * (*getGrammarFileName)();

   void            (*reset)  (struct <name>_Ctx_struct * ctx);

   void	    (*free)   (struct <name>_Ctx_struct * ctx);

   <@members>

   <@end>

   <actions.(actionScope).context>

};

 

// Function protoypes for the constructor functions that external translation units

// such as delegators and delegates may wish to call.

//
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ANTLR3_API p<name> <name>New         (<inputType()> instream<recognizer.grammar.delegators:{g|,

p<g.recognizerName> <g:delegateName()>}>);

ANTLR3_API p<name> <name>NewSSD      (<inputType()> instream,

pANTLR3_RECOGNIZER_SHARED_STATE state<recognizer.grammar.delegators:{g|, p<g.recognizerName>

<g:delegateName()>}>);

<if(!recognizer.grammar.grammarIsRoot)>

extern pANTLR3_UINT8   <recognizer.grammar.composite.rootGrammar.recognizerName>TokenNames[];

<endif>

 

 

/** Symbolic definitions of all the tokens that the <grammarType()> will work with.

* \{

*

* Antlr will define EOF, but we can't use that as it it is too common in

* in C header files and that would be confusing. There is no way to filter this out at the moment

* so we just undef it here for now. That isn't the value we get back from C recognizers

* anyway. We are looking for ANTLR3_TOKEN_EOF.

*/

#ifdef	EOF

#undef	EOF

#endif

#ifdef	Tokens

#undef	Tokens

#endif

<tokens:{#define <it.name>      <it.type>}; separator="\n">

#ifdef	EOF

#undef	EOF

#define	EOF	ANTLR3_TOKEN_EOF

#endif

 

#ifndef TOKENSOURCE

#define TOKENSOURCE(lxr) lxr->pLexer->rec->state->tokSource

#endif

 

/* End of token definitions for <name>

* =============================================================================

*/

/** \} */

 

#ifdef __cplusplus

}

#endif

 

#endif

 

/* END - Note:Keep extra line feed to satisfy UNIX systems */

 

>>
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inputType() ::=<<

<if(LEXER)>

pANTLR3_INPUT_STREAM

<endif>

<if(PARSER)>

pANTLR3_COMMON_TOKEN_STREAM

<endif>

<if(TREE_PARSER)>

pANTLR3_COMMON_TREE_NODE_STREAM

<endif>

>>

 

grammarType() ::= <<

<if(PARSER)>

parser

<endif>

<if(LEXER)>

lexer

<endif>

<if(TREE_PARSER)>

tree parser

<endif>

>>

 

mainName() ::= <<

<if(PARSER)>

<name>

<endif>

<if(LEXER)>

<name>

<endif>

<if(TREE_PARSER)>

<name>

<endif>

>>

 

headerReturnScope(ruleDescriptor) ::= "<returnScope(...)>"

 

headerReturnType(ruleDescriptor) ::= <<

<if(LEXER)>

<if(!r.ruleDescriptor.isSynPred)>

void

<else>

<ruleDescriptor:returnType()>

<endif>

<else>

<ruleDescriptor:returnType()>
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<endif>

>>

 

// Produce the lexer output

//

lexer(  grammar,

		name,

       tokens,

       scopes,

       rules,

       numRules,

       labelType="pANTLR3_COMMON_TOKEN",

       filterMode,

       superClass) ::= <<

 

<if(filterMode)>

/* Forward declare implementation function for ANTLR3_TOKEN_SOURCE interface when

* this is a filter mode lexer.

*/

static pANTLR3_COMMON_TOKEN <name>NextToken   (pANTLR3_TOKEN_SOURCE toksource);

 

/* Override the normal MEMOIZE and HAVEALREADYPARSED macros as this is a filtering

* lexer. In filter mode, the memoizing and backtracking are gated at BACKTRACKING > 1 rather

* than just BACKTRACKING. In some cases this might generate code akin to:

*   if (BACKTRACKING) if (BACKTRACKING > 1) memoize.

* However, I assume that the C compilers/optimizers are smart enough to work this one out

* these days - Jim

*/

#undef		MEMOIZE

#define		MEMOIZE(ri,si)			if (BACKTRACKING>1) { RECOGNIZER->memoize(RECOGNIZER, ri, si) }

#undef		HAVEPARSEDRULE

#define		HAVEPARSEDRULE(r)		if (BACKTRACKING>1) { RECOGNIZER->alreadyParsedRule(RECOGNIZER,

r) }

<endif>

 

/* Forward declare the locally static matching functions we have generated and any predicate functions.

*/

<rules:{r | static ANTLR3_INLINE <headerReturnType(ruleDescriptor=r.ruleDescriptor)>

<if(!r.ruleDescriptor.isSynPred)>m<endif><r.ruleDescriptor.name>    (p<name>

ctx<if(r.ruleDescriptor.parameterScope)>, <endif><r.ruleDescriptor.parameterScope:parameterScope(scope=it)>);};

separator="\n";>

static void	<name>Free(p<name> ctx);

 

/* =========================================================================

* Lexer matching rules end.

* =========================================================================

*/
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<scopes:{<if(it.isDynamicGlobalScope)><globalAttributeScope(scope=it)><endif>}>

 

<actions.lexer.members>

 

static void

<name>Free  (p<name> ctx)

{

<if(memoize)>

	if	(RULEMEMO != NULL)

	{

		RULEMEMO->free(RULEMEMO);

		RULEMEMO = NULL;

	}

<endif>

<if(grammar.directDelegates)>

	// Free the lexers that we delegated to

	// functions to. NULL the state so we only free it once.

	//

	<grammar.directDelegates:

        {g|ctx-><g:delegateName()>->pLexer->rec->state = NULL;

        ctx-><g:delegateName()>->free(ctx-><g:delegateName()>);}; separator="\n">

<endif>

   LEXER->free(LEXER);

  

   ANTLR3_FREE(ctx);

}

 

static void

<name>Reset (p<name> ctx)

{

   RECOGNIZER->reset(RECOGNIZER);

}

 

/** \brief Name of the grammar file that generated this code

*/

static const char fileName[] = "<fileName>";

 

/** \brief Return the name of the grammar file that generated this code.

*/

static const char * getGrammarFileName()

{

	return fileName;

}

 

<if(filterMode)>

   <filteringNextToken()>

<endif>
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/** \brief Create a new lexer called <name>

*

* \param[in]    instream Pointer to an initialized input stream

* \return

*     - Success p<name> initialized for the lex start

*     - Fail NULL

*/

ANTLR3_API p<name> <name>New        

(<inputType()> instream<grammar.delegators:{g|, p<g.recognizerName> <g:delegateName()>}>)

{

	// See if we can create a new lexer with the standard constructor

	//

	return <name>NewSSD(instream, NULL<grammar.delegators:{g|, <g:delegateName()>}>);

}

 

/** \brief Create a new lexer called <name>

*

* \param[in]    instream Pointer to an initialized input stream

* \param[state] state Previously created shared recognizer stat

* \return

*     - Success p<name> initialized for the lex start

*     - Fail NULL

*/

ANTLR3_API p<name> <name>NewSSD        

(pANTLR3_INPUT_STREAM instream, pANTLR3_RECOGNIZER_SHARED_STATE

state<grammar.delegators:{g|, p<g.recognizerName> <g:delegateName()>}>)

{

   p<name> ctx; // Context structure we will build and return

 

   ctx = (p<name>) ANTLR3_CALLOC(1, sizeof(<name>));

 

   if  (ctx == NULL)

   {

       // Failed to allocate memory for lexer context

       return  NULL;

   }

 

   /* -------------------------------------------------------------------

    * Memory for basic structure is allocated, now to fill in

    * in base ANTLR3 structures. We initialize the function pointers

    * for the standard ANTLR3 lexer function set, but upon return

    * from here, the programmer may set the pointers to provide custom

    * implementations of each function.

    *

    * We don't use the macros defined in <name>.h here so you can get a sense

    * of what goes where.

    */
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   /* Create a base lexer, using the supplied input stream

    */

   ctx->pLexer	= antlr3LexerNewStream(ANTLR3_SIZE_HINT, instream, state);

  

   /* Check that we allocated the memory correctly

    */

   if	(ctx->pLexer == NULL)

   {

		ANTLR3_FREE(ctx);

		return  NULL;

   }

<if(memoize)>

<if(grammar.grammarIsRoot)>

   // Create a LIST for recording rule memos.

   //

   ctx->pLexer->rec->ruleMemo    = antlr3IntTrieNew(15);	/* 16 bit depth is enough for 32768 rules! */

<endif>

<endif>

 

   /* Install the implementation of our <name> interface

    */

   <rules:{r | <if(!r.ruleDescriptor.isSynPred)>ctx->m<r.ruleDescriptor.name>	=

m<r.ruleDescriptor.name>;<endif>}; separator="\n";>

  

   /** When the nextToken() call is made to this lexer's pANTLR3_TOKEN_SOURCE

    *  it will call mTokens() in this generated code, and will pass it the ctx

    * pointer of this lexer, not the context of the base lexer, so store that now.

    */

   ctx->pLexer->ctx	    = ctx;

  

   /**Install the token matching function

    */

   ctx->pLexer->mTokens = (void (*) (void *))(mTokens);

  

   ctx->getGrammarFileName	= getGrammarFileName;

   ctx->free		= <name>Free;

   ctx->reset          = <name>Reset;

 

<if(grammar.directDelegates)>

	// Initialize the lexers that we are going to delegate some

	// functions to.

	//

	<grammar.directDelegates:

        {g|ctx-><g:delegateName()> = <g.recognizerName>NewSSD(instream, ctx->pLexer->rec->state,

ctx<grammar.delegators:{g|, <g:delegateName()>}>);}; separator="\n">

<endif>   

<if(grammar.delegators)>

	// Install the pointers back to lexers that will delegate us to perform certain functions
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	// for them.

	//

	<grammar.delegators:

        {g|ctx-><g:delegateName()>			= <g:delegateName()>;}; separator="\n">

<endif>   

<if(filterMode)>

   /* We have filter mode turned on, so install the filtering nextToken function

    */

   ctx->pLexer->rec->state->tokSource->nextToken = <name>NextToken;

<endif>

	 <actions.lexer.apifuncs>

 

   /* Return the newly built lexer to the caller

    */

   return  ctx;

}

<if(cyclicDFAs)>

 

/* =========================================================================

* DFA tables for the lexer

*/

<cyclicDFAs:cyclicDFA()> <! dump tables for all DFA !>

/* =========================================================================

* End of DFA tables for the lexer

*/

<endif>

 

/* =========================================================================

* Functions to match the lexer grammar defined tokens from the input stream

*/

 

<rules; separator="\n\n">

 

/* =========================================================================

* Lexer matching rules end.

* =========================================================================

*/

<if(synpreds)>

 

/* =========================================================================

* Lexer syntactic predicates

*/

<synpreds:{p | <lexerSynpred(predname=p)>}>

/* =========================================================================

* Lexer syntactic predicates end.

* =========================================================================

*/

<endif>
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/* End of Lexer code

* ================================================

* ================================================

*/

 

>>

 

 

filteringNextToken() ::= <<

/** An override of the lexer's nextToken() method that backtracks over mTokens() looking

*  for matches in lexer filterMode.  No error can be generated upon error; just rewind, consume

*  a token and then try again.  BACKTRACKING needs to be set as well.

*  Make rule memoization happen only at levels above 1 as we start mTokens

*  at BACKTRACKING==1.

*/

static pANTLR3_COMMON_TOKEN

<name>NextToken(pANTLR3_TOKEN_SOURCE toksource)

{

   pANTLR3_LEXER   lexer;

	pANTLR3_RECOGNIZER_SHARED_STATE state;

	

   lexer   = (pANTLR3_LEXER)(toksource->super);

   state	= lexer->rec->state;

  

   /* Get rid of any previous token (token factory takes care of

    * any deallocation when this token is finally used up.

    */

   state		->token	    = NULL;

   state		->error	    = ANTLR3_FALSE;	    /* Start out without an exception	*/

   state		->failed    = ANTLR3_FALSE;

 

   /* Record the start of the token in our input stream.

    */

   state->tokenStartCharIndex			= lexer->input->istream->index(lexer->input->istream);

   state->tokenStartCharPositionInLine	= lexer->input->getCharPositionInLine(lexer->input);

   state->tokenStartLine				= lexer->input->getLine(lexer->input);

   state->text							= NULL;

 

   /* Now call the matching rules and see if we can generate a new token

    */

   for	(;;)

   {

		if  (lexer->input->istream->_LA(lexer->input->istream, 1) == ANTLR3_CHARSTREAM_EOF)

		{

			/* Reached the end of the stream, nothing more to do.

			 */

			pANTLR3_COMMON_TOKEN    teof = &(toksource->eofToken);
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			teof->setStartIndex (teof, lexer->getCharIndex(lexer));

			teof->setStopIndex  (teof, lexer->getCharIndex(lexer));

			teof->setLine		(teof, lexer->getLine(lexer));

			return  teof;

		}

		

		state->token		= NULL;

		state->error		= ANTLR3_FALSE;	    /* Start out without an exception	*/

		

		{

			ANTLR3_MARKER   m;

		   

			m						= lexer->input->istream->mark(lexer->input->istream);

			state->backtracking		= 1;				/* No exceptions */

			state->failed			= ANTLR3_FALSE;

		

			/* Call the generated lexer, see if it can get a new token together.

			 */

			lexer->mTokens(lexer->ctx);  

   		state->backtracking	= 0;

	    	   

   		<! mTokens backtracks with synpred at BACKTRACKING==2

				and we set the synpredgate to allow actions at level 1. !>

	              

			if	(state->failed == ANTLR3_TRUE)

			{

				lexer->input->istream->rewind(lexer->input->istream, m);

				lexer->input->istream->consume(lexer->input->istream); <! advance one char and try again !>

			}

			else

			{

				lexer->emit(lexer);					/* Assemble the token and emit it to the stream */

				return	state->token;

			}	

		}

   }

}

>>

 

actionGate() ::= "BACKTRACKING==0"

 

filteringActionGate() ::= "BACKTRACKING==1"

 

/** How to generate a parser */

genericParser(  grammar,

				name,

               scopes,
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               tokens,

               tokenNames,

               rules,

               numRules,

               bitsets,

               inputStreamType,

               superClass,

               ASTLabelType="pANTLR3_BASE_TREE",

               labelType,

				members,

				rewriteElementType, filterMode

             ) ::= <<

 

 

<if(grammar.grammarIsRoot)>

/** \brief Table of all token names in symbolic order, mainly used for

*         error reporting.

*/

pANTLR3_UINT8   <name>TokenNames[<length(tokenNames)>+4]

    = {

       (pANTLR3_UINT8) "\<invalid>",       /* String to print to indicate an invalid token */

       (pANTLR3_UINT8) "\<EOR>",

       (pANTLR3_UINT8) "\<DOWN>",

       (pANTLR3_UINT8) "\<UP>",

       <tokenNames:{(pANTLR3_UINT8) <it>}; separator=",\n">

      };

<endif>

 

   <@members>

 

   <@end>

<rules:{r |<ruleAttributeScopeFuncMacro(scope=r.ruleDescriptor.ruleScope)>}>

<scopes:{<if(it.isDynamicGlobalScope)><globalAttributeScopeFuncMacro(scope=it)><endif>}>

 

// Forward declare the locally static matching functions we have generated.

//

<rules:{r | static <headerReturnType(ruleDescriptor=r.ruleDescriptor)>	<r.ruleDescriptor.name>    (p<name>

ctx<if(r.ruleDescriptor.parameterScope)>, <endif><r.ruleDescriptor.parameterScope:parameterScope(scope=it)>);};

separator="\n";>

static void	<name>Free(p<name> ctx);

static void     <name>Reset (p<name> ctx);

 

<if(!LEXER)>

<! generate rule/method definitions for imported rules so they

  appear to be defined in this recognizer. !>

<if(recognizer.grammar.delegatedRules)>

// Delegated rules

//
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<recognizer.grammar.delegatedRules:{ruleDescriptor|static <headerReturnType(ruleDescriptor)>

<ruleDescriptor.name>(p<name> ctx<if(ruleDescriptor.parameterScope)>,

<endif><ruleDescriptor.parameterScope:parameterScope(scope=it)>);}; separator="\n";>

 

<endif>

<endif>

 

/* For use in tree output where we are accumulating rule labels via label += ruleRef

* we need a function that knows how to free a return scope when the list is destroyed.

* We cannot just use ANTLR3_FREE because in debug tracking mode, this is a macro.

*/

static	void ANTLR3_CDECL freeScope(void * scope)

{

   ANTLR3_FREE(scope);

}

 

/** \brief Name of the grammar file that generated this code

*/

static const char fileName[] = "<fileName>";

 

/** \brief Return the name of the grammar file that generated this code.

*/

static const char * getGrammarFileName()

{

	return fileName;

}

/** \brief Create a new <name> parser and return a context for it.

*

* \param[in] instream Pointer to an input stream interface.

*

* \return Pointer to new parser context upon success.

*/

ANTLR3_API p<name>

<name>New   (<inputStreamType> instream<grammar.delegators:{g|, p<g.recognizerName>

<g:delegateName()>}>)

{

	// See if we can create a new parser with the standard constructor

	//

	return <name>NewSSD(instream, NULL<grammar.delegators:{g|, <g:delegateName()>}>);

}

 

/** \brief Create a new <name> parser and return a context for it.

*

* \param[in] instream Pointer to an input stream interface.

*

* \return Pointer to new parser context upon success.

*/

ANTLR3_API p<name>
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<name>NewSSD   (<inputStreamType> instream, pANTLR3_RECOGNIZER_SHARED_STATE

state<grammar.delegators:{g|, p<g.recognizerName> <g:delegateName()>}>)

{

   p<name> ctx;	    /* Context structure we will build and return   */

  

   ctx	= (p<name>) ANTLR3_CALLOC(1, sizeof(<name>));

  

   if	(ctx == NULL)

   {

		// Failed to allocate memory for parser context

		//

       return  NULL;

   }

  

   /* -------------------------------------------------------------------

    * Memory for basic structure is allocated, now to fill in

    * the base ANTLR3 structures. We initialize the function pointers

    * for the standard ANTLR3 parser function set, but upon return

    * from here, the programmer may set the pointers to provide custom

    * implementations of each function.

    *

    * We don't use the macros defined in <name>.h here, in order that you can get a sense

    * of what goes where.

    */

 

<if(PARSER)>

   /* Create a base parser/recognizer, using the supplied token stream

    */

   ctx->pParser	    = antlr3ParserNewStream(ANTLR3_SIZE_HINT, instream->tstream, state);

<endif>

<if(TREE_PARSER)>

   /* Create a base Tree parser/recognizer, using the supplied tree node stream

    */

   ctx->pTreeParser		= antlr3TreeParserNewStream(ANTLR3_SIZE_HINT, instream, state);

<endif>

 

   /* Install the implementation of our <name> interface

    */

   <rules:{r | ctx-><r.ruleDescriptor.name>	= <r.ruleDescriptor.name>;}; separator="\n";>

<if(grammar.delegatedRules)>

	// Install the delegated methods so that they appear to be a part of this

	// parser

	//

   <grammar.delegatedRules:{ruleDescriptor | ctx-><ruleDescriptor.name>	= <ruleDescriptor.name>;};

separator="\n";>

<endif>

 

   ctx->free			= <name>Free;
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   ctx->reset			= <name>Reset;

   ctx->getGrammarFileName	= getGrammarFileName;

  

   /* Install the scope pushing methods.

    */

   <rules: {r |<if(r.ruleDescriptor.ruleScope)>

<ruleAttributeScope(scope=r.ruleDescriptor.ruleScope)><\n>

<endif>}>

   <recognizer.scopes:{<if(it.isDynamicGlobalScope)>

<globalAttributeScope(scope=it)><\n>

<endif>}>

   <@apifuncs>

 

   <@end>

<if(grammar.directDelegates)>

	// Initialize the parsers that we are going to delegate some

	// functions to.

	//

	<grammar.directDelegates:

        {g|ctx-><g:delegateName()> = <g.recognizerName>NewSSD(instream, PSRSTATE,

ctx<grammar.delegators:{g|, <g:delegateName()>}>);}; separator="\n">

<endif>   

<if(grammar.delegators)>

	// Install the pointers back to parsers that will delegate us to perform certain functions

	// for them.

	//

	<grammar.delegators:

        {g|ctx-><g:delegateName()>			= <g:delegateName()>;}; separator="\n">

<endif>

   <actions.parser.apifuncs>

   <actions.treeparser.apifuncs>

<if(memoize)>

<if(grammar.grammarIsRoot)>

   /* Create a LIST for recording rule memos.

    */

    RULEMEMO    = antlr3IntTrieNew(15);	/* 16 bit depth is enough for 32768 rules! */<\n>

<endif>

<endif>	

   /* Install the token table

    */

   PSRSTATE->tokenNames   = <grammar.composite.rootGrammar.recognizerName>TokenNames;

  

   <@debugStuff()>

  

   /* Return the newly built parser to the caller

    */

   return  ctx;

}
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static void

<name>Reset (p<name> ctx)

{

   RECOGNIZER->reset(RECOGNIZER);

}

 

/** Free the parser resources

*/

static void

<name>Free(p<name> ctx)

{

   /* Free any scope memory

    */

   <rules: {r

|<if(r.ruleDescriptor.ruleScope)><ruleAttributeScopeFree(scope=r.ruleDescriptor.ruleScope)><\n><endif>}>

   <recognizer.scopes:{<if(it.isDynamicGlobalScope)><globalAttributeScopeFree(scope=it)><\n><endif>}>

  

   <@cleanup>

   <@end>

<if(grammar.directDelegates)>

	// Free the parsers that we delegated to

	// functions to.NULL the state so we only free it once.

	//

	<grammar.directDelegates:

        {g| ctx-><g:delegateName()>-><if(TREE_PARSER)>pTreeParser<else>pParser<endif>->rec->state = NULL;

        ctx-><g:delegateName()>->free(ctx-><g:delegateName()>);}; separator="\n">

<endif>

<if(memoize)>

<if(grammar.grammarIsRoot)>

	if	(RULEMEMO != NULL)

	{

		RULEMEMO->free(RULEMEMO);

		RULEMEMO = NULL;

	}

<endif>

<endif>

	// Free this parser

	//

<if(TREE_PARSER)>

   ctx->pTreeParser->free(ctx->pTreeParser);<\n>

<else>

   ctx->pParser->free(ctx->pParser);<\n>

<endif>

  

   ANTLR3_FREE(ctx);

 

   /* Everything is released, so we can return
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    */

   return;

}

 

/** Return token names used by this <grammarType()>

*

* The returned pointer is used as an index into the token names table (using the token

* number as the index).

*

* \return Pointer to first char * in the table.

*/

static pANTLR3_UINT8    *getTokenNames()

{

       return <grammar.composite.rootGrammar.recognizerName>TokenNames;

}

 

   <members>

  

/* Declare the bitsets

*/

<bitsets:bitsetDeclare(name={FOLLOW_<it.name>_in_<it.inName><it.tokenIndex>},

                   words64=it.bits)>

   

 

<if(cyclicDFAs)>

 

/* =========================================================================

* DFA tables for the parser

*/

<cyclicDFAs:cyclicDFA()> <! dump tables for all DFA !>

/* =========================================================================

* End of DFA tables for the parser

*/

<endif>

 

/* ==============================================

* Parsing rules

*/

<rules; separator="\n\n">

<if(grammar.delegatedRules)>

	// Delegated methods that appear to be a part of this

	// parser

	//

<grammar.delegatedRules:{ruleDescriptor|

   <returnType()> <ruleDescriptor.name>(p<name> ctx<if(ruleDescriptor.parameterScope.attributes)>,

<endif><ruleDescriptor.parameterScope:parameterScope(scope=it)>)

   \{

       <if(ruleDescriptor.hasReturnValue)>return <endif>ctx-><ruleDescriptor.grammar:delegateName()>-
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><ruleDescriptor.name>(ctx-

><ruleDescriptor.grammar:delegateName()><if(ruleDescriptor.parameterScope.attributes)>,

<endif><ruleDescriptor.parameterScope.attributes:{a|<a.name>}; separator=", ">);

	\}}; separator="\n">

 

<endif>

/* End of parsing rules

* ==============================================

*/

 

/* ==============================================

* Syntactic predicates

*/

<synpreds:{p | <synpred(predname=p)>}>

/* End of syntactic predicates

* ==============================================

*/

 

 

 

 

 

>>

 

parser(	grammar,

		name,

		scopes,

		tokens,

		tokenNames,

		rules,

		numRules,

		bitsets,

		ASTLabelType,

		superClass="Parser",

		labelType="pANTLR3_COMMON_TOKEN",

		members={<actions.parser.members>}

		) ::= <<

<genericParser(inputStreamType="pANTLR3_COMMON_TOKEN_STREAM", rewriteElementType="TOKEN",

...)>

>>

 

/** How to generate a tree parser; same as parser except the input

*  stream is a different type.

*/

treeParser(	grammar,

			name,

			scopes,

			tokens,
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			tokenNames,

			globalAction,

			rules,

			numRules,

			bitsets,

			labelType={<ASTLabelType>},

			ASTLabelType="pANTLR3_BASE_TREE",

			superClass="TreeParser",

			members={<actions.treeparser.members>}, filterMode

			) ::= <<

<genericParser(inputStreamType="pANTLR3_COMMON_TREE_NODE_STREAM",

rewriteElementType="NODE", ...)>

>>

 

/** A simpler version of a rule template that is specific to the imaginary

*  rules created for syntactic predicates.  As they never have return values

*  nor parameters etc..., just give simplest possible method.  Don't do

*  any of the normal memoization stuff in here either; it's a waste.

*  As predicates cannot be inlined into the invoking rule, they need to

*  be in a rule by themselves.

*/

synpredRule(ruleName, ruleDescriptor, block, description, nakedBlock) ::=

<<

// $ANTLR start <ruleName>

static void <ruleName>_fragment(p<name> ctx <ruleDescriptor.parameterScope:parameterScope(scope=it)>)

{

	<ruleLabelDefs()>

	<ruleLabelInitializations()>

<if(trace)>

   ANTLR3_PRINTF("enter <ruleName> %d failed = %d, backtracking = %d\\n",LT(1),failed,BACKTRACKING);

   <block>

   ANTLR3_PRINTF("exit <ruleName> %d, failed = %d, backtracking = %d\\n",LT(1),failed,BACKTRACKING);

  

<else>

   <block>

<endif>

<ruleCleanUp()>

}

// $ANTLR end <ruleName>

>>

 

synpred(predname) ::= <<

static ANTLR3_BOOLEAN <predname>(p<name> ctx)

{

   ANTLR3_MARKER   start;

   ANTLR3_BOOLEAN  success;

 

   BACKTRACKING++;
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   <@start()>

   start	= MARK();

   <predname>_fragment(ctx);	    // can never throw exception

   success	= !(FAILEDFLAG);

   REWIND(start);

   <@stop()>

   BACKTRACKING--;

   FAILEDFLAG	= ANTLR3_FALSE;

   return success;

}<\n>

>>

 

lexerSynpred(predname) ::= <<

<synpred(predname)>

>>

 

ruleMemoization(rname) ::= <<

<if(memoize)>

if ( (BACKTRACKING>0) && (HAVEPARSEDRULE(<ruleDescriptor.index>)) )

{

<if(ruleDescriptor.hasMultipleReturnValues)>

<if(!ruleDescriptor.isSynPred)>

	retval.start = 0;<\n>

<endif>

<endif>

   <(ruleDescriptor.actions.after):execAfter()>

   <finalCode(finalBlock=finally)>

<if(!ruleDescriptor.isSynPred)>

   <scopeClean()><\n>

<endif>

   return <ruleReturnValue()>;

}

<endif>

>>

 

/** How to test for failure and return from rule */

checkRuleBacktrackFailure() ::= <<

if  (HASEXCEPTION())

{

   goto rule<ruleDescriptor.name>Ex;

}

<if(backtracking)>

if (HASFAILED())

{

   <scopeClean()>

   <@debugClean()>

   return <ruleReturnValue()>;

}
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<endif>

>>

 

/** This rule has failed, exit indicating failure during backtrack */

ruleBacktrackFailure() ::= <<

<if(backtracking)>

if (BACKTRACKING>0)

{

   FAILEDFLAG = <true()>;

   <scopeClean()>

   return <ruleReturnValue()>;

}

<endif>

>>

 

/** How to generate code for a rule.  This includes any return type

*  data aggregates required for multiple return values.

*/

rule(ruleName,ruleDescriptor,block,emptyRule,description,exceptions,finally,memoize) ::= <<

/**

* $ANTLR start <ruleName>

* <fileName>:<description>

*/

static <returnType()>

<ruleName>(p<name> ctx<if(ruleDescriptor.parameterScope)>,

<endif><ruleDescriptor.parameterScope:parameterScope(scope=it)>)

{  

   <if(trace)>ANTLR3_PRINTF("enter <ruleName> %s failed=%d, backtracking=%d\n", LT(1),

BACKTRACKING);<endif>

   <ruleDeclarations()>

   <ruleDescriptor.actions.declarations>

   <ruleLabelDefs()>

   <ruleInitializations()>

   <ruleDescriptor.actions.init>

   <ruleMemoization(rname=ruleName)>

   <ruleLabelInitializations()>

   <@preamble()>

   {

       <block>

   }

  

   <ruleCleanUp()>

<if(exceptions)>

   if	(HASEXCEPTION())

   {

	<exceptions:{e|<catch(decl=e.decl,action=e.action)><\n>}>

   }

   else
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   {

	<(ruleDescriptor.actions.after):execAfter()>

   }

<else>

   <if(!emptyRule)>

       <if(actions.(actionScope).rulecatch)>

           <actions.(actionScope).rulecatch>

       <else>

           if (HASEXCEPTION())

           {

               PREPORTERROR();

               PRECOVER();

               <@setErrorReturnValue()>

           }

           <if(ruleDescriptor.actions.after)>

           else

           {

               <(ruleDescriptor.actions.after):execAfter()>

           }<\n>

           <endif>

       <endif>

   <endif>

<endif>

 

   <if(trace)>ANTLR3_PRINTF("exit <ruleName> %d failed=%s backtracking=%s\n", LT(1), failed,

BACKTRACKING);<endif>

   <memoize()>

<if(finally)>

   <finalCode(finalBlock=finally)>

<endif>

   <scopeClean()>

   <@postamble()>

   return <ruleReturnValue()>;

}

/* $ANTLR end <ruleName> */

>>

 

finalCode(finalBlock) ::= <<

{

   <finalBlock>

}

 

>>

 

catch(decl,action) ::= <<

/* catch(decl,action)

*/

{
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   <e.action>

}

 

>>

 

ruleDeclarations() ::= <<

<if(ruleDescriptor.hasMultipleReturnValues)>

<returnType()> retval;<\n>

<else>

<ruleDescriptor.returnScope.attributes:{ a |

<a.type> <a.name>;

}>

<endif>

<if(memoize)>

ANTLR3_UINT32 <ruleDescriptor.name>_StartIndex;

<endif>

>>

 

ruleInitializations() ::= <<

/* Initialize rule variables

*/

<if(ruleDescriptor.hasMultipleReturnValues)>

<ruleDescriptor.returnScope.attributes:{ a |

<if(a.initValue)>retval.<a.name> = <a.initValue>;<endif>

}>

<else>

<ruleDescriptor.returnScope.attributes:{ a |

<if(a.initValue)><a.name> = <a.initValue>;<endif>

}>

<endif>

<if(memoize)>

<ruleDescriptor.name>_StartIndex = INDEX();<\n>

<endif>

<ruleDescriptor.useScopes:{<scopeTop(sname=it)> = <scopePush(sname=it)>;}; separator="\n">

<ruleDescriptor.ruleScope:{<scopeTop(sname=it.name)> = <scopePush(sname=it.name)>;}; separator="\n">

>>

 

ruleLabelDefs() ::= <<

<[ruleDescriptor.tokenLabels,ruleDescriptor.tokenListLabels]

   :{<labelType>    <it.label.text>;}; separator="\n"

>

<[ruleDescriptor.tokenListLabels,ruleDescriptor.ruleListLabels]

   :{pANTLR3_VECTOR    list_<it.label.text>;}; separator="\n"

>

<[ruleDescriptor.ruleLabels,ruleDescriptor.ruleListLabels]

   :ruleLabelDef(label=it); separator="\n"

>

>>
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ruleLabelInitializations() ::= <<

<[ruleDescriptor.tokenLabels,ruleDescriptor.tokenListLabels]

   :{<it.label.text>       = NULL;}; separator="\n"

>

<[ruleDescriptor.tokenListLabels,ruleDescriptor.ruleListLabels]

   :{list_<it.label.text>     = NULL;}; separator="\n"

>

<[ruleDescriptor.ruleLabels,ruleDescriptor.ruleListLabels]

   :ruleLabelInitVal(label=it); separator="\n"

>

<if(ruleDescriptor.hasMultipleReturnValues)>

<if(!ruleDescriptor.isSynPred)>

retval.start = LT(1); retval.stop = retval.start;<\n>

<endif>

<endif>

>>

 

lexerRuleLabelDefs() ::= <<

<[ruleDescriptor.tokenLabels,

 ruleDescriptor.tokenListLabels,

 ruleDescriptor.ruleLabels]

   :{<labelType> <it.label.text>;}; separator="\n"

>

<ruleDescriptor.charLabels:{ANTLR3_UINT32 <it.label.text>;}; separator="\n">

<[ruleDescriptor.tokenListLabels,

 ruleDescriptor.ruleListLabels,

 ruleDescriptor.ruleListLabels]

   :{pANTLR3_INT_TRIE list_<it.label.text>;}; separator="\n"

>

>>

 

lexerRuleLabelInit() ::= <<

<[ruleDescriptor.tokenLabels,

 ruleDescriptor.tokenListLabels,

 ruleDescriptor.ruleLabels]

   :{<it.label.text> = NULL;}; separator="\n"

>

<[ruleDescriptor.tokenListLabels,

 ruleDescriptor.ruleListLabels,

 ruleDescriptor.ruleListLabels]

   :{list_<it.label.text> = antlr3IntTrieNew(31);}; separator="\n"

>

>>

 

lexerRuleLabelFree() ::= <<

<[ruleDescriptor.tokenLabels,

 ruleDescriptor.tokenListLabels,
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 ruleDescriptor.ruleLabels]

   :{<it.label.text> = NULL;}; separator="\n"

>

<[ruleDescriptor.tokenListLabels,

 ruleDescriptor.ruleListLabels,

 ruleDescriptor.ruleListLabels]

   :{list_<it.label.text>->free(list_<it.label.text>);}; separator="\n"

>

>>

 

ruleReturnValue() ::= <<

<if(!ruleDescriptor.isSynPred)>

<if(ruleDescriptor.hasReturnValue)>

<if(ruleDescriptor.hasSingleReturnValue)>

<ruleDescriptor.singleValueReturnName>

<else>

retval

<endif>

<endif>

<endif>

>>

 

memoize() ::= <<

<if(memoize)>

<if(backtracking)>

if ( BACKTRACKING>0 ) { MEMOIZE(<ruleDescriptor.index>, <ruleDescriptor.name>_StartIndex); }

<endif>

<endif>

>>

 

ruleCleanUp() ::= <<

 

// This is where rules clean up and exit

//

goto rule<ruleDescriptor.name>Ex; /* Prevent compiler warnings */

rule<ruleDescriptor.name>Ex: ;

<if(ruleDescriptor.hasMultipleReturnValues)>

<if(!TREE_PARSER)>

<if(!ruleDescriptor.isSynPred)>

retval.stop = LT(-1);<\n>

<endif>

<endif>

<endif>

>>

 

scopeClean() ::= <<

<ruleDescriptor.useScopes:{<scopePop(sname=it)>}; separator="\n">

<ruleDescriptor.ruleScope:{<scopePop(sname=it.name)>}; separator="\n">
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>>

/** How to generate a rule in the lexer; naked blocks are used for

*  fragment rules, which do not produce tokens.

*/

lexerRule(ruleName,nakedBlock,ruleDescriptor,block,memoize) ::= <<

//   Comes from: <block.description>

/** \brief Lexer rule generated by ANTLR3

*

* $ANTLR start <ruleName>

*

* Looks to match the characters the constitute the token <ruleName>

* from the attached input stream.

*

*

* \remark

*  - lexer->error == ANTLR3_TRUE if an exception was thrown.

*/

static ANTLR3_INLINE

void m<ruleName>(p<name> ctx<if(ruleDescriptor.parameterScope)>,

<endif><ruleDescriptor.parameterScope:parameterScope(scope=it)>)

{

	ANTLR3_UINT32	_type;

   <ruleDeclarations()>

   <ruleDescriptor.actions.declarations>

   <lexerRuleLabelDefs()>

   <if(trace)>System.out.println("enter <ruleName> '"+(char)LA(1)+"'

line="+GETLINE()+":"+GETCHARPOSITIONINLINE()+" failed="+failed+"

backtracking="+BACKTRACKING);<endif>

 

<if(nakedBlock)>

   <ruleMemoization(rname=ruleName)>

   <lexerRuleLabelInit()>

   <ruleDescriptor.actions.init>

      

   <block><\n>

<else>

   <ruleMemoization(rname=ruleName)>

   <lexerRuleLabelInit()>

   _type	    = <ruleName>;

     

   <ruleDescriptor.actions.init>

  

   <block>

	LEXSTATE->type = _type;

<endif>

   <if(trace)> ANTLR3_FPRINTF(stderr, "exit <ruleName> '%c' line=%d:%d failed = %d, backtracking

=%d\n",LA(1),GETLINE(),GETCHARPOSITIONINLINE(),failed,BACKTRACKING);<endif>
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   <ruleCleanUp()>

   <lexerRuleLabelFree()>

   <(ruleDescriptor.actions.after):execAfter()>

   <memoize>

}

// $ANTLR end <ruleName>

>>

 

/** How to generate code for the implicitly-defined lexer grammar rule

*  that chooses between lexer rules.

*/

tokensRule(ruleName,nakedBlock,args,block,ruleDescriptor) ::= <<

/** This is the entry point in to the lexer from an object that

*  wants to generate the next token, such as a pCOMMON_TOKEN_STREAM

*/

static void

mTokens(p<name> ctx)

{

   <block><\n>

  

   goto ruleTokensEx; /* Prevent compiler warnings */

ruleTokensEx: ;

}

>>

 

// S U B R U L E S

 

/** A (...) subrule with multiple alternatives */

block(alts,decls,decision,enclosingBlockLevel,blockLevel,decisionNumber,maxK,maxAlt,description) ::= <<

 

// <fileName>:<description>

{

   int alt<decisionNumber>=<maxAlt>;

   <decls>

   <@predecision()>

   <decision>

   <@postdecision()>

   <@prebranch()>

   switch (alt<decisionNumber>)

   {

	<alts:altSwitchCase()>

   }

   <@postbranch()>

}

>>

 

/** A rule block with multiple alternatives */

ruleBlock(alts,decls,decision,enclosingBlockLevel,blockLevel,decisionNumber,maxK,maxAlt,description) ::= <<
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{

   //  <fileName>:<description>

  

   ANTLR3_UINT32 alt<decisionNumber>;

 

   alt<decisionNumber>=<maxAlt>;

 

   <decls>

   <@predecision()>

   <decision>

   <@postdecision()>

   switch (alt<decisionNumber>)

   {

	<alts:altSwitchCase()>

   }

}

>>

 

ruleBlockSingleAlt(alts,decls,decision,enclosingBlockLevel,blockLevel,decisionNumber,description) ::= <<

// <fileName>:<description>

<decls>

<@prealt()>

<alts>

<@postalt()>

>>

 

/** A special case of a (...) subrule with a single alternative */

blockSingleAlt(alts,decls,decision,enclosingBlockLevel,blockLevel,decisionNumber,description) ::= <<

// <fileName>:<description>

<decls>

<@prealt()>

<alts>

<@postalt()>

>>

 

/** A (..)+ block with 1 or more alternatives */

positiveClosureBlock(alts,decls,decision,enclosingBlockLevel,blockLevel,decisionNumber,maxK,maxAlt,descriptio

n) ::= <<

// <fileName>:<description>

{

   int cnt<decisionNumber>=0;

   <decls>

   <@preloop()>

 

   for (;;)

   {

       int alt<decisionNumber>=<maxAlt>;

	<@predecision()>
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	<decision>

	<@postdecision()>

	switch (alt<decisionNumber>)

	{

	    <alts:altSwitchCase()>

	    default:

	   

		if ( cnt<decisionNumber> >= 1 )

		{

		    goto loop<decisionNumber>;

		}

		<ruleBacktrackFailure()>

		<earlyExitEx()>

		<@earlyExitException()>

		goto rule<ruleDescriptor.name>Ex;

	}

	cnt<decisionNumber>++;

   }

   loop<decisionNumber>: ;	/* Jump to here if this rule does not match */

   <@postloop()>

}

>>

 

earlyExitEx() ::= <<

/* mismatchedSetEx()

*/

CONSTRUCTEX();

EXCEPTION->type = ANTLR3_EARLY_EXIT_EXCEPTION;

EXCEPTION->name = (void *)ANTLR3_EARLY_EXIT_NAME;

<\n>

>>

positiveClosureBlockSingleAlt ::= positiveClosureBlock

 

/** A (..)* block with 1 or more alternatives */

closureBlock(alts,decls,decision,enclosingBlockLevel,blockLevel,decisionNumber,maxK,maxAlt,description) ::=

<<

 

// <fileName>:<description>

<decls>

 

<@preloop()>

for (;;)

{

   int alt<decisionNumber>=<maxAlt>;

   <@predecision()>

   <decision>

   <@postdecision()>

   switch (alt<decisionNumber>)
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   {

	<alts:altSwitchCase()>

	default:

	    goto loop<decisionNumber>;	/* break out of the loop */

	    break;

   }

}

loop<decisionNumber>: ; /* Jump out to here if this rule does not match */

<@postloop()>

>>

 

closureBlockSingleAlt ::= closureBlock

 

/** Optional blocks (x)? are translated to (x|) by antlr before code generation

*  so we can just use the normal block template

*/

optionalBlock ::= block

 

optionalBlockSingleAlt ::= block

 

/** A case in a switch that jumps to an alternative given the alternative

*  number.  A DFA predicts the alternative and then a simple switch

*  does the jump to the code that actually matches that alternative.

*/

altSwitchCase() ::= <<

case <i>:

   <@prealt()>

   <it>

   break;<\n>

>>

 

/** An alternative is just a list of elements; at outermost level */

alt(elements,altNum,description,autoAST,outerAlt,treeLevel,rew) ::= <<

// <fileName>:<description>

{

   <@declarations()>

   <@initializations()>

   <elements:element()>

   <rew>

   <@cleanup()>

}

>>

 

// E L E M E N T S

/** What to emit when there is no rewrite.  For auto build

*  mode, does nothing.

*/

noRewrite(rewriteBlockLevel, treeLevel) ::= ""
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/** Dump the elements one per line */

element() ::= <<

<@prematch()>

<it.el><\n>

>>

 

/** match a token optionally with a label in front */

tokenRef(token,label,elementIndex,hetero) ::= <<

<if(label)><label> = (<labelType>)<endif> MATCHT(<token>,

&FOLLOW_<token>_in_<ruleName><elementIndex>);

<checkRuleBacktrackFailure()>

>>

 

/** ids+=ID */

tokenRefAndListLabel(token,label,elementIndex,hetero) ::= <<

<tokenRef(...)>

<listLabel(elem=label,...)>

>>

 

listLabel(label,elem) ::= <<

if (list_<label> == NULL)

{

   list_<label>=ctx->vectors->newVector(ctx->vectors);

}

list_<label>->add(list_<label>, <elem>, NULL);

>>

 

 

/** match a character */

charRef(char,label) ::= <<

<if(label)>

<label> = LA(1);<\n>

<endif>

MATCHC(<char>);

<checkRuleBacktrackFailure()>

>>

 

/** match a character range */

charRangeRef(a,b,label) ::= <<

<if(label)>

<label> = LA(1);<\n>

<endif>

MATCHRANGE(<a>, <b>);

<checkRuleBacktrackFailure()>

>>

 

/** For now, sets are interval tests and must be tested inline */
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matchSet(s,label,elementIndex,postmatchCode="") ::= <<

<if(label)>

<if(LEXER)>

<label>= LA(1);<\n>

<else>

<label>=(<labelType>)LT(1);<\n>

<endif>

<endif>

if ( <s> )

{

   CONSUME();

   <postmatchCode>

<if(!LEXER)>

   PERRORRECOVERY=ANTLR3_FALSE;

<endif>

   <if(backtracking)>FAILEDFLAG=ANTLR3_FALSE;<\n><endif>

}

else

{

   <ruleBacktrackFailure()>

   <mismatchedSetEx()>

   <@mismatchedSetException()>

<if(LEXER)>

   LRECOVER();

<else>

   RECOVERFROMMISMATCHEDSET(&FOLLOW_set_in_<ruleName><elementIndex>);

<endif>

   goto rule<ruleDescriptor.name>Ex;

}<\n>

>>

 

mismatchedSetEx() ::= <<

CONSTRUCTEX();

EXCEPTION->type         = ANTLR3_MISMATCHED_SET_EXCEPTION;

EXCEPTION->name         = (void *)ANTLR3_MISMATCHED_SET_NAME;

<if(PARSER)>

EXCEPTION->expectingSet = &FOLLOW_set_in_<ruleName><elementIndex>;

<endif>

>>

 

matchRuleBlockSet ::= matchSet

 

matchSetAndListLabel(s,label,elementIndex,postmatchCode) ::= <<

<matchSet(...)>

<listLabel(elem=label,...)>

>>

 

/** Match a string literal */
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lexerStringRef(string,label,elementIndex) ::= <<

<if(label)>

<label>Start = GETCHARINDEX();

MATCHS(<string>);

<checkRuleBacktrackFailure()>

<label> = LEXSTATE->tokFactory->newToken(LEXSTATE->tokFactory);

<label>->setType(<label>, ANTLR3_TOKEN_INVALID);

<label>->setStartIndex(<label>, <label>Start);

<label>->setStopIndex(<label>, GETCHARINDEX()-1);

<label>->input = INPUT->tnstream->istream;

<else>

MATCHS(<string>);

<checkRuleBacktrackFailure()><\n>

<endif>

>>

 

wildcard(label,elementIndex) ::= <<

<if(label)>

<label>=(<labelType>)LT(1);<\n>

<endif>

MATCHANYT();

<checkRuleBacktrackFailure()>

>>

 

wildcardAndListLabel(label,elementIndex) ::= <<

<wildcard(...)>

<listLabel(elem=label,...)>

>>

 

/** Match . wildcard in lexer */

wildcardChar(label, elementIndex) ::= <<

<if(label)>

<label> = LA(1);<\n>

<endif>

MATCHANY();

<checkRuleBacktrackFailure()>

>>

 

wildcardCharListLabel(label, elementIndex) ::= <<

<wildcardChar(...)>

<listLabel(elem=label,...)>

>>

 

/** Match a rule reference by invoking it possibly with arguments

*  and a return value or values. The 'rule' argument was the

*  target rule name, but now is type Rule, whose toString is

*  same: the rule name.  Now though you can access full rule

*  descriptor stuff.
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*/

ruleRef(rule,label,elementIndex,args,scope) ::= <<

FOLLOWPUSH(FOLLOW_<rule.name>_in_<ruleName><elementIndex>);

<if(label)><label>=<endif><if(scope)>ctx-><scope:delegateName()>-><endif><rule.name>(ctx<if(scope)>-

><scope:delegateName()><endif><if(args)>, <args; separator=", "><endif>);<\n>

FOLLOWPOP();

<checkRuleBacktrackFailure()>

>>

 

/** ids+=r */

ruleRefAndListLabel(rule,label,elementIndex,args,scope) ::= <<

<ruleRef(...)>

<listLabel(elem=label,...)>

>>

 

/** A lexer rule reference

*  The 'rule' argument was the target rule name, but now

*  is type Rule, whose toString is same: the rule name.

*  Now though you can access full rule descriptor stuff.

*/

lexerRuleRef(rule,label,args,elementIndex,scope) ::= <<

/* <description> */

<if(label)>

{

   ANTLR3_MARKER <label>Start<elementIndex> = GETCHARINDEX();

   <if(scope)>ctx-><scope:delegateName()>-><endif>m<rule.name>(ctx<if(scope)>-

><scope:delegateName()><endif> <if(args)>, <endif><args; separator=", ">);

   <checkRuleBacktrackFailure()>

   <label> = LEXSTATE->tokFactory->newToken(LEXSTATE->tokFactory);

   <label>->setType(<label>, ANTLR3_TOKEN_INVALID);

   <label>->setStartIndex(<label>, <label>Start<elementIndex>);

   <label>->setStopIndex(<label>, GETCHARINDEX()-1);

   <label>->input = INPUT;

}

<else>

<if(scope)>ctx-><scope:delegateName()>-><endif>m<rule.name>(ctx<if(scope)>-

><scope:delegateName()><endif> <if(args)>, <endif><args; separator=", ">);

<checkRuleBacktrackFailure()>

<endif>

>>

 

/** i+=INT in lexer */

lexerRuleRefAndListLabel(rule,label,args,elementIndex,scope) ::= <<

<lexerRuleRef(...)>

<listLabel(elem=label,...)>

>>

 

/** EOF in the lexer */
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lexerMatchEOF(label,elementIndex) ::= <<

<if(label)>

{

   ANTLR3_UINT32 <label>Start<elementIndex>;

   <labelType> <label>;

   <label>Start<elementIndex> = GETCHARINDEX();

   MATCHC(ANTLR3_CHARSTREAM_EOF);

   <checkRuleBacktrackFailure()>

   <label> = LEXSTATE->tokFactory->newToken(LEXSTATE->tokFactory);

   <label>->setType(<label>, ANTLR3_TOKEN_EOF);

   <label>->setStartIndex(<label>, <label>Start<elementIndex>);

   <label>->setStopIndex(<label>, GETCHARINDEX()-1);

   <label>->input = INPUT->tnstream->istream;

}

<else>

   MATCHC(ANTLR3_CHARSTREAM_EOF);

   <checkRuleBacktrackFailure()>

   <endif>

>>

 

/** match ^(root children) in tree parser */

tree(root, actionsAfterRoot, children, nullableChildList, enclosingTreeLevel, treeLevel) ::= <<

<root:element()>

<actionsAfterRoot:element()>

<if(nullableChildList)>

if ( LA(1)==ANTLR3_TOKEN_DOWN ) {

   MATCHT(ANTLR3_TOKEN_DOWN, NULL);

   <checkRuleBacktrackFailure()>

   <children:element()>

   MATCHT(ANTLR3_TOKEN_UP, NULL);

   <checkRuleBacktrackFailure()>

}

<else>

MATCHT(ANTLR3_TOKEN_DOWN, NULL);

<checkRuleBacktrackFailure()>

<children:element()>

MATCHT(ANTLR3_TOKEN_UP, NULL);

<checkRuleBacktrackFailure()>

<endif>

>>

 

/** Every predicate is used as a validating predicate (even when it is

*  also hoisted into a prediction expression).

*/

validateSemanticPredicate(pred,description) ::= <<

if ( !(<evalPredicate(...)>) )

{

   <ruleBacktrackFailure()>
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   <newFPE(...)>

}

>>

 

newFPE() ::= <<

   CONSTRUCTEX();

   EXCEPTION->type         = ANTLR3_FAILED_PREDICATE_EXCEPTION;

   EXCEPTION->message      = (void *)"<description>";

   EXCEPTION->ruleName	 = (void *)"<ruleName>";

   <\n>

>>

 

// F i x e d  D F A  (if-then-else)

 

dfaState(k,edges,eotPredictsAlt,description,stateNumber,semPredState) ::= <<

 

{

   int LA<decisionNumber>_<stateNumber> = LA(<k>);

   <edges; separator="\nelse ">

   else

   {

<if(eotPredictsAlt)>

       alt<decisionNumber>=<eotPredictsAlt>;

<else>

       <ruleBacktrackFailure()>

  

       <newNVException()>

       goto rule<ruleDescriptor.name>Ex;

 

<endif>

   }

}

>>

 

newNVException() ::= <<

CONSTRUCTEX();

EXCEPTION->type         = ANTLR3_NO_VIABLE_ALT_EXCEPTION;

EXCEPTION->message      = (void *)"<description>";

EXCEPTION->decisionNum  = <decisionNumber>;

EXCEPTION->state        = <stateNumber>;

<@noViableAltException()>

<\n>

>>

 

/** Same as a normal DFA state except that we don't examine lookahead

*  for the bypass alternative.  It delays error detection but this

*  is faster, smaller, and more what people expect.  For (X)? people

*  expect "if ( LA(1)==X ) match(X);" and that's it.
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*/

dfaOptionalBlockState(k,edges,eotPredictsAlt,description,stateNumber,semPredState) ::= <<

{

   int LA<decisionNumber>_<stateNumber> = LA(<k>);

   <edges; separator="\nelse ">

}

>>

 

/** A DFA state that is actually the loopback decision of a closure

*  loop.  If end-of-token (EOT) predicts any of the targets then it

*  should act like a default clause (i.e., no error can be generated).

*  This is used only in the lexer so that for ('a')* on the end of a rule

*  anything other than 'a' predicts exiting.

*/

 

dfaLoopbackStateDecls()::= <<

ANTLR3_UINT32   LA<decisionNumber>_<stateNumber>;

>>

dfaLoopbackState(k,edges,eotPredictsAlt,description,stateNumber,semPredState) ::= <<

{

  /* dfaLoopbackState(k,edges,eotPredictsAlt,description,stateNumber,semPredState)

   */

   int LA<decisionNumber>_<stateNumber> = LA(<k>);

   <edges; separator="\nelse "><\n>

   <if(eotPredictsAlt)>

   <if(!edges)>

	alt<decisionNumber>=<eotPredictsAlt>; <! if no edges, don't gen ELSE !>

	<else>   

   else

   {

	alt<decisionNumber>=<eotPredictsAlt>;

   }<\n>

   <endif>

   <endif>

}

>>

 

/** An accept state indicates a unique alternative has been predicted */

dfaAcceptState(alt) ::= "alt<decisionNumber>=<alt>;"

 

/** A simple edge with an expression.  If the expression is satisfied,

*  enter to the target state.  To handle gated productions, we may

*  have to evaluate some predicates for this edge.

*/

dfaEdge(labelExpr, targetState, predicates) ::= <<

if ( <if(predicates)>(<predicates>) && <endif>(<labelExpr>))

{

   <targetState>
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}

>>

 

// F i x e d  D F A  (switch case)

 

/** A DFA state where a SWITCH may be generated.  The code generator

*  decides if this is possible: CodeGenerator.canGenerateSwitch().

*/

dfaStateSwitch(k,edges,eotPredictsAlt,description,stateNumber,semPredState) ::= <<

switch ( LA(<k>) )

{

<edges; separator="\n">

 

default:

<if(eotPredictsAlt)>

   alt<decisionNumber>=<eotPredictsAlt>;

<else>

   <ruleBacktrackFailure()>

   <newNVException()>

   goto rule<ruleDescriptor.name>Ex;<\n>

<endif>

}<\n>

>>

 

dfaOptionalBlockStateSwitch(k,edges,eotPredictsAlt,description,stateNumber,semPredState) ::= <<

switch ( LA(<k>) )

{

   <edges; separator="\n">

}<\n>

>>

 

dfaLoopbackStateSwitch(k, edges,eotPredictsAlt,description,stateNumber,semPredState) ::= <<

switch ( LA(<k>) )

{

<edges; separator="\n"><\n>

<if(eotPredictsAlt)>

default:

   alt<decisionNumber>=<eotPredictsAlt>;

   break;<\n>

<endif>

}<\n>

>>

 

dfaEdgeSwitch(labels, targetState) ::= <<

<labels:{case <it>:}; separator="\n">

	{

		<targetState>

	}
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   break;

>>

 

// C y c l i c  D F A

 

/** The code to initiate execution of a cyclic DFA; this is used

*  in the rule to predict an alt just like the fixed DFA case.

*  The <name> attribute is inherited via the parser, lexer, ...

*/

dfaDecision(decisionNumber,description) ::= <<

alt<decisionNumber> = cdfa<decisionNumber>.predict(ctx, RECOGNIZER, ISTREAM,

&cdfa<decisionNumber>);

<checkRuleBacktrackFailure()>

>>

 

/* Dump DFA tables as static initialized arrays of shorts(16 bits)/characters(8 bits)

* which are then used to statically initialize the dfa structure, which means that there

* is no runtime initialization whatsoever, other than anything the C compiler might

* need to generate. In general the C compiler will lay out memory such that there is no

* runtime code required.

*/

cyclicDFA(dfa) ::= <<

/** Static dfa state tables for Cyclic dfa:

*    <dfa.description>

*/

static const ANTLR3_INT32 dfa<dfa.decisionNumber>_eot[<dfa.numberOfStates>] =

   {

	<dfa.eot; wrap="\n", separator=", ", null="-1">

   };

static const ANTLR3_INT32 dfa<dfa.decisionNumber>_eof[<dfa.numberOfStates>] =

   {

	<dfa.eof; wrap="\n", separator=", ", null="-1">

   };

static const ANTLR3_INT32 dfa<dfa.decisionNumber>_min[<dfa.numberOfStates>] =

   {

	<dfa.min; wrap="\n", separator=", ", null="-1">

   };

static const ANTLR3_INT32 dfa<dfa.decisionNumber>_max[<dfa.numberOfStates>] =

   {

	<dfa.max; wrap="\n", separator=", ", null="-1">

   };

static const ANTLR3_INT32 dfa<dfa.decisionNumber>_accept[<dfa.numberOfStates>] =

   {

	<dfa.accept; wrap="\n", separator=", ", null="-1">

   };

static const ANTLR3_INT32 dfa<dfa.decisionNumber>_special[<dfa.numberOfStates>] =

   {	

	<dfa.special; wrap="\n", separator=", ", null="-1">
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   };

 

/** Used when there is no transition table entry for a particular state */

#define dfa<dfa.decisionNumber>_T_empty	    NULL

 

<dfa.edgeTransitionClassMap.keys:{ table |

static const ANTLR3_INT32 dfa<dfa.decisionNumber>_T<i0>[] =

   {

	<table; separator=", ", wrap="\n", null="-1">

   };}; null = "">

 

/* Transition tables are a table of sub tables, with some tables

* reused for efficiency.

*/

static const ANTLR3_INT32 * const dfa<dfa.decisionNumber>_transitions[] =

{

   <dfa.transitionEdgeTables:{xref|dfa<dfa.decisionNumber>_T<xref>}; separator=", ", wrap="\n", null="_empty">	

};

 

<if(dfa.specialStateSTs)>

static ANTLR3_INT32 dfa<dfa.decisionNumber>_sst(p<name> ctx, pANTLR3_BASE_RECOGNIZER recognizer,

pANTLR3_INT_STREAM is, pANTLR3_CYCLIC_DFA dfa, ANTLR3_INT32 s)

{

   ANTLR3_INT32    _s;

  

   _s	    = s;

   switch  (s)

   {

   <dfa.specialStateSTs:{state |

   case <i0>:

  

	<state>}; separator="\n">

   }

<if(backtracking)>

   if (BACKTRACKING > 0)

   {

	FAILEDFLAG = ANTLR3_TRUE;

	return	-1;

   }

<endif>

  

   CONSTRUCTEX();

   EXCEPTION->type         = ANTLR3_NO_VIABLE_ALT_EXCEPTION;

   EXCEPTION->message      = (void *)"<dfa.description>";

   EXCEPTION->decisionNum  = <dfa.decisionNumber>;

   EXCEPTION->state        = _s;

   <@noViableAltException()>

   return -1;
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}

<endif>

 

<@errorMethod()>

 

/* Declare tracking structure for Cyclic DFA <dfa.decisionNumber>

*/

static

ANTLR3_CYCLIC_DFA cdfa<dfa.decisionNumber>

   =	{

	    <dfa.decisionNumber>,		    /* Decision number of this dfa	    */

	    /* Which decision this represents:   */

	    (const pANTLR3_UCHAR)"<dfa.description>",	

<if(dfa.specialStateSTs)>

	    (CDFA_SPECIAL_FUNC) dfa<dfa.decisionNumber>_sst,

<else>

	    (CDFA_SPECIAL_FUNC) antlr3dfaspecialStateTransition,	/* Default special state transition function	*/

<endif>

 

	    antlr3dfaspecialTransition,		/* DFA specialTransition is currently just a default function in the runtime */

	    antlr3dfapredict,			/* DFA simulator function is in the runtime */

	    dfa<dfa.decisionNumber>_eot,	    /* EOT table			    */

	    dfa<dfa.decisionNumber>_eof,	    /* EOF table			    */

	    dfa<dfa.decisionNumber>_min,	    /* Minimum tokens for each state    */

	    dfa<dfa.decisionNumber>_max,	    /* Maximum tokens for each state    */

	    dfa<dfa.decisionNumber>_accept,	/* Accept table			    */

	    dfa<dfa.decisionNumber>_special,	/* Special transition states	    */

	    dfa<dfa.decisionNumber>_transitions	/* Table of transition tables	    */

 

	};	   

/* End of Cyclic DFA <dfa.decisionNumber>

* ---------------------

*/

>>

 

/** A state in a cyclic DFA; it's a special state and part of a big switch on

*  state.

*/

cyclicDFAState(decisionNumber,stateNumber,edges,needErrorClause,semPredState) ::= <<

{

   ANTLR3_UINT32 LA<decisionNumber>_<stateNumber>;<\n>

   ANTLR3_MARKER index<decisionNumber>_<stateNumber>;<\n>

 

	LA<decisionNumber>_<stateNumber> = LA(1);<\n>

   <if(semPredState)> <! get next lookahead symbol to test edges, then rewind !>

   index<decisionNumber>_<stateNumber> = INDEX();<\n>

   REWINDLAST();<\n>

   <endif>
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   s = -1;

   <edges; separator="\nelse ">

	<if(semPredState)> <! return input cursor to state before we rewound !>

	SEEK(index<decisionNumber>_<stateNumber>);<\n>

	<endif>

   if ( s>=0 )

   {

	return s;

   }

}

break;

>>

 

/** Just like a fixed DFA edge, test the lookahead and indicate what

*  state to jump to next if successful.

*/

cyclicDFAEdge(labelExpr, targetStateNumber, edgeNumber, predicates) ::= <<

if ( <if(predicates)>(<predicates>) && <endif>(<labelExpr>) )

{

   s = <targetStateNumber>;

}<\n>

>>

 

/** An edge pointing at end-of-token; essentially matches any char;

*  always jump to the target.

*/

eotDFAEdge(targetStateNumber,edgeNumber, predicates) ::= <<

s = <targetStateNumber>;<\n>

>>

 

 

// D F A  E X P R E S S I O N S

 

andPredicates(left,right) ::= "( (<left>) && (<right>) )"

 

orPredicates(operands) ::= "((<first(operands)>)<rest(operands):{o | ||(<o>)}>)"

 

notPredicate(pred) ::= "!( <evalPredicate(...)> )"

 

evalPredicate(pred,description) ::= "(<pred>)"

 

evalSynPredicate(pred,description) ::= "<pred>(ctx)"

 

lookaheadTest(atom,k,atomAsInt) ::= "LA<decisionNumber>_<stateNumber> == <atom>"

 

/** Sometimes a lookahead test cannot assume that LA(k) is in a temp variable

*  somewhere.  Must ask for the lookahead directly.

*/
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isolatedLookaheadTest(atom,k,atomAsInt) ::= "LA(<k>) == <atom>"

 

lookaheadRangeTest(lower,upper,k,rangeNumber,lowerAsInt,upperAsInt) ::= <<

((LA<decisionNumber>_<stateNumber> \>= <lower>) && (LA<decisionNumber>_<stateNumber> \<= <upper>))

>>

 

isolatedLookaheadRangeTest(lower,upper,k,rangeNumber,lowerAsInt,upperAsInt) ::= "((LA(<k>) \>= <lower>)

&& (LA(<k>) \<= <upper>))"

 

setTest(ranges) ::= "<ranges; separator=\" || \">"

 

// A T T R I B U T E S

 

makeScopeSet() ::= <<

/* makeScopeSet()

*/

/** Definition of the <scope.name> scope variable tracking

*  structure. An instance of this structure is created by calling

*  <name>_<scope.name>Push().

*/

typedef struct  <scopeStruct(sname=scope.name,...)>_struct

{

   /** Function that the user may provide to be called when the

    *  scope is destroyed (so you can free pANTLR3_HASH_TABLES and so on)

    *

    * \param POinter to an instance of this typedef/struct

    */

   void    (ANTLR3_CDECL *free)	(struct <scopeStruct(sname=scope.name,...)>_struct * frame);

  

   /* =============================================================================

    * Programmer defined variables...

    */

   <scope.attributes:{<it.decl>;}; separator="\n">

 

   /* End of programmer defined variables

    * =============================================================================

    */

}

   <scopeStruct(sname=scope.name,...)>, * <scopeType(sname=scope.name,...)>;

 

>>

 

globalAttributeScopeDecl(scope) ::= <<

<if(scope.attributes)>

/* globalAttributeScopeDecl(scope)

*/

<makeScopeSet(...)>

<endif>
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>>

 

ruleAttributeScopeDecl(scope) ::= <<

<if(scope.attributes)>

/* ruleAttributeScopeDecl(scope)

*/

<makeScopeSet(...)>

<endif>

>>

 

globalAttributeScopeFuncDecl(scope) ::=

<<

/* globalAttributeScopeFuncDecl(scope)

*/

<if(scope.attributes)>

/* -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

* Function declaration for creating a <name>_<scope.name> scope set

*/

static <scopeType(sname=scope.name,...)>   <scopePushName(sname=scope.name,...)>(p<name> ctx);

static void ANTLR3_CDECL <scope.name>Free(<scopeType(sname=scope.name)> scope);

/* ----------------------------------------------------------------------------- */

 

<endif>

>>

 

globalAttributeScopeFuncMacro(scope) ::= <<

<if(scope.attributes)>

/* globalAttributeScopeFuncMacro(scope)

*/

/** Function  for popping the top value from a <scopeStack(sname=scope.name)>

*/

void

<scopePopName(sname=scope.name,...)>(p<name> ctx)

{

   // First see if the user defined a function they want to be called when a

   // scope is popped/freed.

   //

	// If the user supplied the scope entries with a free function,then call it first

	//

   if	(SCOPE_TOP(<scope.name>)->free != NULL)

	{

       SCOPE_TOP(<scope.name>)->free(SCOPE_TOP(<scope.name>));

	}

 

   // Now we decrement the scope's upper limit bound. We do not actually pop the scope as

   // we want to reuse scope entries if we do continuous push and pops. Most scopes don't

   // next too far so we don't want to keep freeing and allocating them

   //
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   ctx-\><scopeStack(sname=scope.name,...)>_limit--;

   SCOPE_TOP(<scope.name>) = (<scopeType(sname=scope.name)>)(ctx-\><scopeStack(sname=scope.name,...)>-

\>get(ctx-\><scopeStack(sname=scope.name,...)>, ctx-\><scopeStack(sname=scope.name,...)>_limit - 1));

}

<endif>

>>

 

ruleAttributeScopeFuncDecl(scope) ::= <<

<if(scope.attributes)>

/* ruleAttributeScopeFuncDecl(scope)

*/

/* -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

* Function declarations for creating a <name>_<scope.name> scope set

*/

static <scopeType(sname=scope.name,...)>   <scopePushName(sname=scope.name,...)>(p<name> ctx);

static void ANTLR3_CDECL <scope.name>Free(<scopeType(sname=scope.name)> scope);

/* ----------------------------------------------------------------------------- */

 

<endif>

>>

 

ruleAttributeScopeFuncMacro(scope) ::= <<

<if(scope.attributes)>

/* ruleAttributeScopeFuncMacro(scope)

*/

/** Function for popping the top value from a <scopeStack(sname=scope.name,...)>

*/

void

<scopePopName(sname=scope.name,...)>(p<name> ctx)

{

   // First see if the user defined a function they want to be called when a

   // scope is popped/freed.

   //

	// If the user supplied the scope entries with a free function,then call it first

	//

   if	(SCOPE_TOP(<scope.name>)->free != NULL)

	{

       SCOPE_TOP(<scope.name>)->free(SCOPE_TOP(<scope.name>));

	}

 

   // Now we decrement the scope's upper limit bound. We do not actually pop the scope as

   // we want to reuse scope entries if we do continuous push and pops. Most scopes don't

   // next too far so we don't want to keep freeing and allocating them

   //

   ctx-\><scopeStack(sname=scope.name,...)>_limit--;

   SCOPE_TOP(<scope.name>) = (<scopeType(sname=scope.name)>)(ctx-\><scopeStack(sname=scope.name,...)>-

\>get(ctx-\><scopeStack(sname=scope.name,...)>, ctx-\><scopeStack(sname=scope.name,...)>_limit - 1));

}
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<endif>

>>

 

globalAttributeScopeDef(scope) ::=

<<

/* globalAttributeScopeDef(scope)

*/

<if(scope.attributes)>

/** Pointer to the  <scope.name> stack for use by <scopePushName(sname=scope.name)>()

*  and <scopePopName(sname=scope.name,...)>()

*/

pANTLR3_STACK <scopeStack(sname=scope.name)>;

ANTLR3_UINT32 <scopeStack(sname=scope.name)>_limit;

/** Pointer to the top of the stack for the global scope <scopeStack(sname=scope.name)>

*/

<scopeType(sname=scope.name,...)>    (*<scopePushName(sname=scope.name,...)>)(struct <name>_Ctx_struct *

ctx);

<scopeType(sname=scope.name,...)>    <scopeTopDecl(sname=scope.name,...)>;

 

<endif>

>>

 

ruleAttributeScopeDef(scope) ::= <<

<if(scope.attributes)>

/* ruleAttributeScopeDef(scope)

*/

/** Pointer to the  <scope.name> stack for use by <scopePushName(sname=scope.name)>()

*  and <scopePopName(sname=scope.name,...)>()

*/

pANTLR3_STACK <scopeStack(sname=scope.name,...)>;

ANTLR3_UINT32 <scopeStack(sname=scope.name,...)>_limit;

<scopeType(sname=scope.name,...)>   (*<scopePushName(sname=scope.name,...)>)(struct <name>_Ctx_struct *

ctx);

<scopeType(sname=scope.name,...)>   <scopeTopDecl(sname=scope.name,...)>;

 

<endif>

>>

 

globalAttributeScopeFuncs(scope) ::= <<

<if(scope.attributes)>

/* globalAttributeScopeFuncs(scope)

*/

<attributeFuncs(scope)>

<endif>

>>

 

ruleAttributeScopeFuncs(scope) ::= <<
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<if(scope.attributes)>

/* ruleAttributeScopeFuncs(scope)

*/

<attributeFuncs(scope)>

<endif>

>>

 

globalAttributeScope(scope) ::= <<

<if(scope.attributes)>

/* globalAttributeScope(scope)

*/

ctx-><scopePushName(sname=scope.name,...)>     = <scopePushName(sname=scope.name,...)>;

ctx-><scopeStack(sname=scope.name,...)>    = antlr3StackNew(0);

ctx-><scopeStack(sname=scope.name,...)>_limit    = 0;

<scopeTop(sname=scope.name,...)>      = NULL;

<endif>

>>

 

ruleAttributeScope(scope) ::=

<<

<if(scope.attributes)>

/* ruleAttributeScope(scope)

*/

ctx-><scopePushName(sname=scope.name,...)>     = <scopePushName(sname=scope.name,...)>;

ctx-><scopeStack(sname=scope.name,...)>    = antlr3StackNew(0);

ctx-><scopeStack(sname=scope.name,...)>_limit    = 0;

<scopeTop(sname=scope.name,...)>      = NULL;

<endif>

>>

globalAttributeScopeFree(scope) ::= <<

<if(scope.attributes)>

/* globalAttributeScope(scope) 

*/

ctx-><scopeStack(sname=scope.name,...)>-\>free(ctx-><scopeStack(sname=scope.name,...)>);

<endif>

>>

 

ruleAttributeScopeFree(scope) ::=

<<

<if(scope.attributes)>

/* ruleAttributeScope(scope)

*/

ctx-><scopeStack(sname=scope.name,...)>-\>free(ctx-><scopeStack(sname=scope.name,...)>);

<endif>

>>

 

scopeTopDecl(sname) ::= <<

p<name>_<sname>Top
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>>

 

scopeTop(sname) ::= <<

ctx-><scopeTopDecl(sname=sname,...)>

>>

 

scopePop(sname) ::= <<

<scopePopName(sname=sname,...)>(ctx);

>>

 

scopePush(sname) ::= <<

p<name>_<sname>Push(ctx)

>>

 

scopePopName(sname) ::= <<

p<name>_<sname>Pop

>>

 

scopePushName(sname) ::= <<

p<name>_<sname>Push

>>

 

scopeType(sname) ::= <<

p<name>_<sname>_SCOPE

>>

 

scopeStruct(sname) ::= <<

<name>_<sname>_SCOPE

>>

 

scopeStack(sname) ::= <<

p<name>_<sname>Stack

>>

 

attributeFuncs(scope) ::= <<

<if(scope.attributes)>

/* attributeFuncs(scope)

*/

 

static void ANTLR3_CDECL <scope.name>Free(<scopeType(sname=scope.name)> scope)

{

   ANTLR3_FREE(scope);

}

 

/** \brief Allocate initial memory for a <name> <scope.name> scope variable stack entry and

*         add it to the top of the stack.

*

* \remark
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* By default the structure is freed with ANTLR_FREE(), but you can use the

* the \@init action to install a pointer to a custom free() routine by

* adding the code:

* \code

*   <scopeTop(sname=scope.name)>->free = myroutine;

* \endcode

*

* With lots of comments of course! The routine should be declared in

* \@members { } as:

* \code

*   void ANTLR3_CDECL myfunc( <scopeType(sname=scope.name)> ptr).

* \endcode

*

* It should perform any custom freeing stuff that you need (call ANTLR_FREE3, not free()

* NB: It should not free the pointer it is given, which is the scope stack entry itself

* and will be freed by the function that calls your custom free routine.

*

*/

static <scopeType(sname=scope.name)>

<scopePushName(sname=scope.name)>(p<name> ctx)

{

   /* Pointer used to create a new set of attributes

    */

   <scopeType(sname=scope.name)>      newAttributes;

 

   /* Allocate the memory for a new structure if we need one.

    */

   if (ctx-\><scopeStack(sname=scope.name)>-\>size(ctx-\><scopeStack(sname=scope.name)>) \> ctx-

\><scopeStack(sname=scope.name)>_limit)

   {

       // The current limit value was less than the number of scopes available on the stack so

       // we can just reuse one. Our limit tracks the stack count, so the index of the entry we want

       // is one less than that, or conveniently, the current value of limit.

       //

       newAttributes = (<scopeType(sname=scope.name)>)ctx-><scopeStack(sname=scope.name)>->get(ctx-

><scopeStack(sname=scope.name)>, ctx-\><scopeStack(sname=scope.name)>_limit);

   }

   else

   {

       // Need a new allocation

       //

       newAttributes = (<scopeType(sname=scope.name)>)

ANTLR3_MALLOC(sizeof(<scopeStruct(sname=scope.name)>));

       if  (newAttributes != NULL)

       {

           /* Standard ANTLR3 library implementation

            */

           ctx-\><scopeStack(sname=scope.name)>-\>push(ctx-\><scopeStack(sname=scope.name)>, newAttributes,
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(void (*)(void *))<scope.name>Free);

       }

   }

 

   // Blank out any previous free pointer, the user might or might install a new one.

   //

   newAttributes->free = NULL;

 

   // Indicate the position in the available stack that the current level is at

   //

   ctx-><scopeStack(sname=scope.name)>_limit++;

 

	/* Return value is the pointer to the new entry, which may be used locally

	 * without de-referencing via the context.

    */

   return  newAttributes;

}<\n>

 

<endif>

>>

returnStructName() ::= "<it.name>_return"

 

returnType() ::= <<

<if(!ruleDescriptor.isSynPred)>

<if(ruleDescriptor.hasMultipleReturnValues)>

<ruleDescriptor.grammar.recognizerName>_<ruleDescriptor:returnStructName()>

<else>

<if(ruleDescriptor.hasSingleReturnValue)>

<ruleDescriptor.singleValueReturnType>

<else>

void

<endif>

<endif>

<else>

ANTLR3_BOOLEAN

<endif>

>>

 

/** Generate the C type associated with a single or multiple return

*  value(s).

*/

ruleLabelType(referencedRule) ::= <<

<if(referencedRule.hasMultipleReturnValues)>

<referencedRule.grammar.recognizerName>_<referencedRule.name>_return

<else>

<if(referencedRule.hasSingleReturnValue)>

<referencedRule.singleValueReturnType>

<else>
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void

<endif>

<endif>

>>

 

delegateName() ::= <<

<if(it.label)><it.label><else>g<it.name><endif>

>>

 

/** Using a type to init value map, try to init a type; if not in table

*  must be an object, default value is "0".

*/

initValue(typeName) ::= <<

= <cTypeInitMap.(typeName)>

>>

 

/** Define a rule label  */

ruleLabelDef(label) ::= <<

<ruleLabelType(referencedRule=label.referencedRule)> <label.label.text>;

#undef	RETURN_TYPE_<label.label.text>

#define	RETURN_TYPE_<label.label.text> <ruleLabelType(referencedRule=label.referencedRule)><\n>

>>

/**  Rule label default value */

ruleLabelInitVal(label) ::= <<

>>

 

ASTLabelType() ::=

"<if(recognizer.ASTLabelType)><recognizer.ASTLabelType><else>pANTLR3_BASE_TREE<endif>"

 

/** Define a return struct for a rule if the code needs to access its

*  start/stop tokens, tree stuff, attributes, ...  Leave a hole for

*  subgroups to stick in members.

*/

returnScope() ::= <<

<if(!ruleDescriptor.isSynPred)>

<if(ruleDescriptor.hasMultipleReturnValues)>

typedef struct <ruleDescriptor.grammar.recognizerName>_<ruleDescriptor:returnStructName()>_struct

{

<if(!TREE_PARSER)>

   /** Generic return elements for ANTLR3 rules that are not in tree parsers or returning trees

    */

   pANTLR3_COMMON_TOKEN    start;

   pANTLR3_COMMON_TOKEN    stop;

<else>

   <recognizer.ASTLabelType>       start;

   <recognizer.ASTLabelType>       stop;

<endif>

   <@ruleReturnMembers()>  
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   <ruleDescriptor.returnScope.attributes:{<it.type> <it.name>;}; separator="\n">

}

   <ruleDescriptor.grammar.recognizerName>_<ruleDescriptor:returnStructName()>;<\n><\n>

<endif>

<endif>

>>

 

parameterScope(scope) ::= <<

<scope.attributes:{<it.decl>}; separator=", ">

>>

 

parameterAttributeRef(attr) ::= "<attr.name>"

parameterSetAttributeRef(attr,expr) ::= "<attr.name>=<expr>;"

 

/** Note that the scopeAttributeRef does not have access to the

* grammar name directly

*/

scopeAttributeRef(scope,attr,index,negIndex) ::= <<

<if(negIndex)>

	((SCOPE_TYPE(<scope>))(ctx->SCOPE_STACK(<scope>)->get( ctx->SCOPE_STACK(<scope>), ctx-

>SCOPE_STACK(<scope>)->size(ctx->SCOPE_STACK(<scope>)) - <negIndex> - 1) ))-><attr.name>

<else>

<if(index)>

	((SCOPE_TYPE(<scope>))(ctx->SCOPE_STACK(<scope>)->get(ctx->SCOPE_STACK(<scope>),

(ANTLR3_UINT32)<index> ) ))-><attr.name>

<else>

	(SCOPE_TOP(<scope>))-><attr.name>

<endif>

<endif>

>>

 

scopeSetAttributeRef(scope,attr,expr,index,negIndex) ::= <<

<if(negIndex)>

	((SCOPE_TYPE(<scope>))(ctx->SCOPE_STACK(<scope>)->get( ctx->SCOPE_STACK(<scope>), ctx-

>SCOPE_STACK(<scope>)->size(ctx->SCOPE_STACK(<scope>)) - <negIndex> - 1) ))-><attr.name> = <expr>;

<else>

<if(index)>

	((SCOPE_TYPE(<scope>))(ctx->SCOPE_STACK(<scope>)->get(ctx->SCOPE_STACK(<scope>),

(ANTLR3_UINT32)<index> ) ))-><attr.name> = <expr>;

<else>

	(SCOPE_TOP(<scope>))-><attr.name>=<expr>;

<endif>

<endif>

>>

 

/** $x is either global scope or x is rule with dynamic scope; refers

*  to stack itself not top of stack.  This is useful for predicates

*  like {$function.size()>0 && $function::name.equals("foo")}?
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*/

isolatedDynamicScopeRef(scope) ::= "ctx->SCOPE_STACK(<scope>)"

 

/** reference an attribute of rule; might only have single return value */

ruleLabelRef(referencedRule,scope,attr) ::= <<

<if(referencedRule.hasMultipleReturnValues)>

<scope>.<attr.name>

<else>

<scope>

<endif>

>>

 

returnAttributeRef(ruleDescriptor,attr) ::= <<

<if(ruleDescriptor.hasMultipleReturnValues)>

retval.<attr.name>

<else>

<attr.name>

<endif>

>>

 

returnSetAttributeRef(ruleDescriptor,attr,expr) ::= <<

<if(ruleDescriptor.hasMultipleReturnValues)>

retval.<attr.name>=<expr>;

<else>

<attr.name>=<expr>;

<endif>

>>

 

/** How to translate $tokenLabel */

tokenLabelRef(label) ::= "<label>"

 

/** ids+=ID {$ids} or e+=expr {$e} */

listLabelRef(label) ::= "list_<label>"

 

 

// not sure the next are the right approach

//

tokenLabelPropertyRef_text(scope,attr) ::= "(<scope>->getText(<scope>))"

tokenLabelPropertyRef_type(scope,attr) ::= "(<scope>->getType(<scope>))"

tokenLabelPropertyRef_line(scope,attr) ::= "(<scope>->getLine(<scope>))"

tokenLabelPropertyRef_pos(scope,attr) ::= "(<scope>->getCharPositionInLine(<scope>))"

tokenLabelPropertyRef_channel(scope,attr) ::= "(<scope>->getChannel(<scope>))"

tokenLabelPropertyRef_index(scope,attr) ::= "(<scope>->getTokenIndex(<scope>))"

tokenLabelPropertyRef_tree(scope,attr) ::= "(<scope>->tree)"

tokenLabelPropertyRef_int(scope,attr) ::= "(<scope>->getText(<scope>)->toInt32(<scope>->getText(<scope>)))"

 

ruleLabelPropertyRef_start(scope,attr) ::= "(<scope>.start)"

ruleLabelPropertyRef_stop(scope,attr) ::= "(<scope>.stop)"
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ruleLabelPropertyRef_tree(scope,attr) ::= "(<scope>.tree)"

ruleLabelPropertyRef_text(scope,attr) ::= <<

<if(TREE_PARSER)>

(STRSTREAM->toStringSS(STRSTREAM, <scope>.start, <scope>.start))

<else>

(STRSTREAM->toStringTT(STRSTREAM, <scope>.start, <scope>.stop))

<endif>

>>

 

ruleLabelPropertyRef_st(scope,attr) ::= "<scope>.st"

 

/** Isolated $RULE ref ok in lexer as it's a Token */

lexerRuleLabel(label) ::= "<label>"

 

lexerRuleLabelPropertyRef_type(scope,attr) ::= "(<scope>->getType(<scope>))"

lexerRuleLabelPropertyRef_line(scope,attr) ::= "(<scope>->getLine(<scope>))"

lexerRuleLabelPropertyRef_pos(scope,attr) ::= "(<scope>->getCharPositionInLine(<scope>))"

lexerRuleLabelPropertyRef_channel(scope,attr) ::= "(<scope>->getChannel(<scope>))"

lexerRuleLabelPropertyRef_index(scope,attr) ::= "(<scope>->getTokenIndex(<scope>))"

lexerRuleLabelPropertyRef_text(scope,attr) ::= "(<scope>->getText(<scope>))"

 

// Somebody may ref $template or $tree or $stop within a rule:

rulePropertyRef_start(scope,attr) ::= "retval.start"

rulePropertyRef_stop(scope,attr) ::= "retval.stop"

rulePropertyRef_tree(scope,attr) ::= "retval.tree"

rulePropertyRef_text(scope,attr) ::= <<

<if(TREE_PARSER)>

INPUT->toStringSS(INPUT, ADAPTOR->getTokenStartIndex(ADAPTOR, retval.start), ADAPTOR-

>getTokenStopIndex(ADAPTOR, retval.start))

<else>

STRSTREAM->toStringTT(STRSTREAM, retval.start, LT(-1))

<endif>

>>

rulePropertyRef_st(scope,attr) ::= "retval.st"

 

lexerRulePropertyRef_text(scope,attr) ::= "LEXER->getText(LEXER)"

lexerRulePropertyRef_type(scope,attr) ::= "_type"

lexerRulePropertyRef_line(scope,attr) ::= "LEXSTATE->tokenStartLine"

lexerRulePropertyRef_pos(scope,attr) ::= "LEXSTATE->tokenStartCharPositionInLine"

lexerRulePropertyRef_channel(scope,attr) ::= "LEXSTATE->channel"

lexerRulePropertyRef_start(scope,attr) ::= "LEXSTATE->tokenStartCharIndex"

lexerRulePropertyRef_stop(scope,attr) ::= "(LEXER->getCharIndex(LEXER)-1)"

lexerRulePropertyRef_index(scope,attr) ::= "-1" // undefined token index in lexer

lexerRulePropertyRef_int(scope,attr) ::= "LEXER->getText(LEXER)->toInt32(LEXER->getText(LEXER))"

 

 

// setting $st and $tree is allowed in local rule. everything else is flagged as error

ruleSetPropertyRef_tree(scope,attr,expr) ::= "retval.tree=<expr>;"
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ruleSetPropertyRef_st(scope,attr,expr) ::= "retval.st=<expr>;"

 

 

/** How to deal with an @after for C targets. Because we cannot rely on

*  any garbage collection, after code is executed even in backtracking

*  mode. Must be documented clearly.

*/

execAfter(action) ::= <<

{

   <action>

}

>>

 

/** How to execute an action (when not backtracking) */

execAction(action) ::= <<

<if(backtracking)>

<if(actions.(actionScope).synpredgate)>

if ( <actions.(actionScope).synpredgate> )

{

   <action>

}

<else>

if ( BACKTRACKING == 0 )

{

   <action>

}

<endif>

<else>

{

   <action>

}

<endif>

>>

 

// M I S C (properties, etc...)

 

bitsetDeclare(name, words64) ::= <<

 

/** Bitset defining follow set for error recovery in rule state: <name>  */

static	ANTLR3_BITWORD <name>_bits[]	= { <words64:{ANTLR3_UINT64_LIT(<it>)}; separator=", "> };

static  ANTLR3_BITSET_LIST <name>	= { <name>_bits, <length(words64)>	};

>>

 

bitset(name, words64) ::= <<

antlr3BitsetSetAPI(&<name>);<\n>

>>

 

codeFileExtension() ::= ".c"
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true() ::= "ANTLR3_TRUE"

false() ::= "ANTLR3_FALSE"

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1147456847_1616955844.46/0/antlr-3-3-sources-1-jar/org/antlr/codegen/templates/C/C.stg

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

[The "BSD licence"]

Copyright (c) 2005-2006 Terence Parr

Copyright (c) 2007-2008 Ronald Blaschke

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

   documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote products

   derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF

THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*/

 

group Perl5 implements ANTLRCore;

 

/** The overall file structure of a recognizer; stores methods for rules

*  and cyclic DFAs plus support code.

*/

outputFile(LEXER,PARSER,TREE_PARSER, actionScope, actions,

          docComment, recognizer,

          name, tokens, tokenNames, rules, cyclicDFAs,

	   bitsets, buildTemplate, buildAST, rewriteMode, profile,

	   backtracking, synpreds, memoize, numRules,

	   fileName, ANTLRVersion, generatedTimestamp, trace,
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	   scopes, superClass, literals) ::=

<<

# $ANTLR <ANTLRVersion> <fileName> <generatedTimestamp>

<actions.(actionScope).header>

 

<@imports>

<if(TREE_PARSER)>

<endif>

<if(backtracking)>

<endif>

<@end>

 

<docComment>

<recognizer>

>>

 

lexer(grammar, name, tokens, scopes, rules, numRules, labelType="Token",

     filterMode, superClass="ANTLR::Runtime::Lexer")  ::= <<

package <name>;

 

use Carp;

use English qw( -no_match_vars ) ;

use Readonly;

use Switch;

 

use ANTLR::Runtime::BaseRecognizer;

use ANTLR::Runtime::DFA;

use ANTLR::Runtime::NoViableAltException;

 

use Moose;

 

extends 'ANTLR::Runtime::Lexer';

 

Readonly my $HIDDEN => ANTLR::Runtime::BaseRecognizer->HIDDEN;

sub HIDDEN { $HIDDEN }

 

use constant {

   <tokens:{ <it.name> => <it.type>, }; separator="\n">

};

<scopes:{<if(it.isDynamicGlobalScope)><globalAttributeScope(scope=it)><endif>}>

<actions.lexer.members>

 

sub BUILD {

   my ($self, $arg_ref) = @_;

 

   $self->init_dfas();

}
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sub get_grammar_file_name {

   return "<fileName>";

}

 

<if(filterMode)>

<filteringNextToken()>

<endif>

<rules; separator="\n\n">

 

<synpreds:{p | <lexerSynpred(p)>}>

 

<cyclicDFAs:{dfa | has 'dfa<dfa.decisionNumber>';}; separator="\n">

 

sub init_dfas {

   my ($self) = @_;

 

   <cyclicDFAs:{dfa |

   $self->dfa<dfa.decisionNumber>(<name>::DFA<dfa.decisionNumber>->new({ recognizer => $self }));

   }; separator="\n">

 

   return;

}

 

<cyclicDFAs:cyclicDFA()> <! dump tables for all DFA !>

 

no Moose;

__PACKAGE__->meta->make_immutable();

1;

 

>>

 

perlTypeInitMap ::= [

	"$":"undef",

	"@":"()",

	"%":"()",

	default:"undef"

]

 

/** A override of Lexer.nextToken() that backtracks over mTokens() looking

*  for matches.  No error can be generated upon error; just rewind, consume

*  a token and then try again.  backtracking needs to be set as well.

*  Make rule memoization happen only at levels above 1 as we start mTokens

*  at backtracking==1.

*/

filteringNextToken() ::= <<

public Token nextToken() {

   while (true) {

       if ( input.LA(1)==CharStream.EOF ) {
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           return Token.EOF_TOKEN;

       }

       token = null;

	channel = Token.DEFAULT_CHANNEL;

       tokenStartCharIndex = input.index();

       tokenStartCharPositionInLine = input.getCharPositionInLine();

       tokenStartLine = input.getLine();

	text = null;

       try {

           int m = input.mark();

           backtracking=1; <! means we won't throw slow exception !>

           failed=false;

           mTokens();

           backtracking=0;

           <! mTokens backtracks with synpred at backtracking==2

              and we set the synpredgate to allow actions at level 1. !>

           if ( failed ) {

               input.rewind(m);

               input.consume(); <! advance one char and try again !>

           }

           else {

               emit();

               return token;

           }

       }

       catch (RecognitionException re) {

           // shouldn't happen in backtracking mode, but...

           reportError(re);

           recover(re);

       }

   }

}

 

public void memoize(IntStream input,

		int ruleIndex,

		int ruleStartIndex)

{

if ( backtracking>1 ) super.memoize(input, ruleIndex, ruleStartIndex);

}

 

public boolean alreadyParsedRule(IntStream input, int ruleIndex) {

if ( backtracking>1 ) return super.alreadyParsedRule(input, ruleIndex);

return false;

}

>>

 

actionGate() ::= "$self->state->backtracking==0"
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filteringActionGate() ::= "backtracking==1"

 

/** How to generate a parser */

genericParser(grammar, name, scopes, tokens, tokenNames, rules, numRules,

             bitsets, inputStreamType, superClass, filterMode,

             ASTLabelType="Object", labelType, members) ::= <<

package <name>;

 

use English qw( -no_match_vars ) ;

use Readonly;

use Switch;

use Carp;

use ANTLR::Runtime::BitSet;

 

use Moose;

 

extends '<@superClassName><superClass><@end>';

 

Readonly my $token_names => [

   "\<invalid>", "\<EOR>", "\<DOWN>", "\<UP>", <tokenNames; separator=", ">

];

 

use constant {

<tokens:{ <it.name> => <it.type>, }; separator="\n">

};

 

<bitsets:bitset(name={FOLLOW_<it.name>_in_<it.inName><it.tokenIndex>},

                   words64=it.bits)>

 

<scopes:{<if(it.isDynamicGlobalScope)><globalAttributeScope(scope=it)><endif>}>

<@members>

<! WARNING. bug in ST: this is cut-n-paste into Dbg.stg !>

 

sub BUILD {

   my ($self, $arg_ref) = @_;

 

<if(backtracking)>

   $self->state->rule_memo({});<\n>

<endif>

}

<@end>

 

sub get_token_names {

   return $token_names;

}

 

sub get_grammar_file_name {

   return "<fileName>";
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}

 

<members>

 

<rules; separator="\n\n">

 

<synpreds:{p | <synpred(p)>}>

 

<cyclicDFAs:{dfa | dfa<dfa.decisionNumber> = __PACKAGE__::DFA<dfa.decisionNumber>->new($self);};

separator="\n">

<cyclicDFAs:cyclicDFA()> <! dump tables for all DFA !>

 

no Moose;

__PACKAGE__->meta->make_immutable();

1;

__END__

>>

 

parser(grammar, name, scopes, tokens, tokenNames, rules, numRules, bitsets, ASTLabelType,

superClass="ANTLR::Runtime::Parser", labelType="ANTLR::Runtime::Token",

members={<actions.parser.members>}) ::= <<

<genericParser(inputStreamType="ANTLR::Runtime::TokenStream", ...)>

>>

 

/** How to generate a tree parser; same as parser except the input

*  stream is a different type.

*/

treeParser(grammar, name, scopes, tokens, tokenNames, globalAction, rules, numRules, bitsets,

labelType={<ASTLabelType>}, ASTLabelType="Object", superClass="ANTLR::Runtime::TreeParser",

members={<actions.treeparser.members>}, filterMode) ::= <<

<genericParser(inputStreamType="TreeNodeStream", ...)>

>>

 

/** A simpler version of a rule template that is specific to the imaginary

*  rules created for syntactic predicates.  As they never have return values

*  nor parameters etc..., just give simplest possible method.  Don't do

*  any of the normal memoization stuff in here either; it's a waste.

*  As predicates cannot be inlined into the invoking rule, they need to

*  be in a rule by themselves.

*/

synpredRule(ruleName, ruleDescriptor, block, description, nakedBlock) ::=

<<

# $ANTLR start <ruleName>

sub <ruleName>_fragment {

# <ruleDescriptor.parameterScope:parameterScope(scope=it)>

 

<if(trace)>

   $self->traceIn("<ruleName>_fragment", <ruleDescriptor.index>);
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   eval {

       <block>

   };

   $self->traceOut("<ruleName>_fragment", <ruleDescriptor.index>);

   if ($EVAL_ERROR) {

       croak $EVAL_ERROR;

   }

<else>

   <block>

<endif>

}

# $ANTLR end <ruleName>

>>

 

synpred(name) ::= <<

public final boolean <name>() {

   backtracking++;

   <@start()>

   int start = input.mark();

   try {

       <name>_fragment(); // can never throw exception

   } catch (RecognitionException re) {

       System.err.println("impossible: "+re);

   }

   boolean success = !failed;

   input.rewind(start);

   <@stop()>

   backtracking--;

   failed=false;

   return success;

}<\n>

>>

 

lexerSynpred(name) ::= <<

<synpred(name)>

>>

 

ruleMemoization(name) ::= <<

<if(memoize)>

if ( backtracking>0 && alreadyParsedRule(input, <ruleDescriptor.index>) ) { return <ruleReturnValue()>; }

<endif>

>>

 

/** How to test for failure and return from rule */

checkRuleBacktrackFailure() ::= <<

<if(backtracking)>

if ($self->state->failed) {

   return <ruleReturnValue()>;
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}

<endif>

>>

 

/** This rule has failed, exit indicating failure during backtrack */

ruleBacktrackFailure() ::= <<

<if(backtracking)>if (backtracking>0) {failed=true; return <ruleReturnValue()>;}<endif>

>>

 

/** How to generate code for a rule.  This includes any return type

*  data aggregates required for multiple return values.

*/

rule(ruleName,ruleDescriptor,block,emptyRule,description,exceptions,finally,memoize) ::= <<

<ruleAttributeScope(scope=ruleDescriptor.ruleScope)>

<returnScope(scope=ruleDescriptor.returnScope)>

 

# $ANTLR start <ruleName>

# <fileName>:<description>

sub <ruleName>() {

   my ($self, <ruleDescriptor.parameterScope:parameterScope(scope=it)>) = @_;

   <if(trace)>$self->traceIn("<ruleName>", <ruleDescriptor.index>);<endif>

   <ruleScopeSetUp()>

   <ruleDeclarations()>

   <ruleLabelDefs()>

   <ruleDescriptor.actions.init>

   <@preamble()>

   eval {

       <ruleMemoization(name=ruleName)>

       <block>

       <ruleCleanUp()>

       <(ruleDescriptor.actions.after):execAction()>

   };

<if(exceptions)>

   <exceptions:{e|<catch(decl=e.decl,action=e.action)><\n>}>

<else>

<if(!emptyRule)>

<if(actions.(actionScope).rulecatch)>

   <actions.(actionScope).rulecatch>

<else>

   my $exception = $EVAL_ERROR;

   if (ref $exception && $exception->isa('ANTLR::Runtime::RecognitionException')) {

       $self->report_error($exception);

       $self->recover($self->input, $exception);

       $exception = undef;

   }<\n>

<endif>

<endif>

<endif>
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   <if(trace)>$self->traceOut("<ruleName>", <ruleDescriptor.index>);<endif>

   <memoize()>

   <ruleScopeCleanUp()>

   <finally>

   if ($exception) {

       croak $exception;

       #$exception->rethrow();

   }

   <@postamble()>

   return <ruleReturnValue()>;

}

# $ANTLR end <ruleName>

>>

 

catch(decl,action) ::= <<

catch (<e.decl>) {

   <e.action>

}

>>

 

ruleDeclarations() ::= <<

<if(ruleDescriptor.hasMultipleReturnValues)>

my $retval = <returnType()>->new();

$retval->set_start($self->input->LT(1));<\n>

<else>

<ruleDescriptor.returnScope.attributes:{ a |

my $<a.name> = <if(a.initValue)><a.initValue><else><initValue(a.type)><endif>;

}>

<endif>

<if(memoize)>

my $<ruleDescriptor.name>_start_index = $self->input->index();

<endif>

>>

 

ruleScopeSetUp() ::= <<

<ruleDescriptor.useScopes:{<it>_stack.push(new <it>_scope());}; separator="\n">

<ruleDescriptor.ruleScope:{<it.name>_stack.push(new <it.name>_scope());}; separator="\n">

>>

 

ruleScopeCleanUp() ::= <<

<ruleDescriptor.useScopes:{<it>_stack.pop();}; separator="\n">

<ruleDescriptor.ruleScope:{<it.name>_stack.pop();}; separator="\n">

>>

 

ruleLabelDefs() ::= <<

<[ruleDescriptor.tokenLabels,ruleDescriptor.tokenListLabels]

   :{my $<it.label.text> = undef;}; separator="\n"

>
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<[ruleDescriptor.tokenListLabels,ruleDescriptor.ruleListLabels]

   :{List list_<it.label.text>=null;}; separator="\n"

>

<ruleDescriptor.ruleLabels:ruleLabelDef(label=it); separator="\n">

<ruleDescriptor.ruleListLabels:{ll|RuleReturnScope <ll.label.text> = null;}; separator="\n">

>>

 

lexerRuleLabelDefs() ::= <<

<[ruleDescriptor.tokenLabels,

 ruleDescriptor.tokenListLabels,

 ruleDescriptor.ruleLabels]

   :{<labelType> <it.label.text>=null;}; separator="\n"

>

<ruleDescriptor.charLabels:{my $<it.label.text>;}; separator="\n">

<[ruleDescriptor.tokenListLabels,

 ruleDescriptor.ruleListLabels,

 ruleDescriptor.ruleListLabels]

   :{List list_<it.label.text>=null;}; separator="\n"

>

>>

 

ruleReturnValue() ::= <<

<if(!ruleDescriptor.isSynPred)>

<if(ruleDescriptor.hasReturnValue)>

<if(ruleDescriptor.hasSingleReturnValue)>

$<ruleDescriptor.singleValueReturnName>

<else>

$retval

<endif>

<endif>

<endif>

>>

 

ruleCleanUp() ::= <<

<if(ruleDescriptor.hasMultipleReturnValues)>

<if(!TREE_PARSER)>

$retval->set_stop($self->input->LT(-1));<\n>

<endif>

<endif>

>>

 

memoize() ::= <<

<if(memoize)>

<if(backtracking)>

if ( backtracking>0 ) { memoize(input, <ruleDescriptor.index>, <ruleDescriptor.name>_StartIndex); }

<endif>

<endif>

>>
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/** How to generate a rule in the lexer; naked blocks are used for

*  fragment rules.

*/

lexerRule(ruleName,nakedBlock,ruleDescriptor,block,memoize) ::= <<

# $ANTLR start <ruleName>

sub m_<ruleName> {

# <ruleDescriptor.parameterScope:parameterScope(scope=it)>

   my ($self) = @_;

   <if(trace)>traceIn("<ruleName>", <ruleDescriptor.index>);<endif>

   <ruleDeclarations()>

   eval {

<if(nakedBlock)>

       <ruleMemoization(name=ruleName)>

       <lexerRuleLabelDefs()>

       <ruleDescriptor.actions.init>

       <block><\n>

<else>

       my $_type = <ruleName>;

       my $_channel = $self->DEFAULT_TOKEN_CHANNEL;

       <ruleMemoization(name=ruleName)>

       <lexerRuleLabelDefs()>

       <ruleDescriptor.actions.init>

       <block>

       <ruleCleanUp()>

       $self->state->type($_type);

       $self->state->channel($_channel);

       <(ruleDescriptor.actions.after):execAction()>

<endif>

   };

   <if(trace)>traceOut("<ruleName>", <ruleDescriptor.index>);<endif>

   <memoize()>

 

   if ($EVAL_ERROR) {

       croak $EVAL_ERROR;

   }

}

# $ANTLR end <ruleName>

>>

 

/** How to generate code for the implicitly-defined lexer grammar rule

*  that chooses between lexer rules.

*/

tokensRule(ruleName,nakedBlock,args,block,ruleDescriptor) ::= <<

sub m_tokens {

   my ($self) = @_;

   <block><\n>

}
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>>

 

// S U B R U L E S

 

/** A (...) subrule with multiple alternatives */

block(alts,decls,decision,enclosingBlockLevel,blockLevel,decisionNumber,maxK,maxAlt,description) ::= <<

# <fileName>:<description>

my $alt<decisionNumber> = <maxAlt>;

<decls>

<@predecision()>

<decision>

<@postdecision()>

<@prebranch()>

switch ($alt<decisionNumber>) {

   <alts:altSwitchCase()>

}

<@postbranch()>

>>

 

/** A rule block with multiple alternatives */

ruleBlock(alts,decls,decision,enclosingBlockLevel,blockLevel,decisionNumber,maxK,maxAlt,description) ::= <<

# <fileName>:<description>

my $alt<decisionNumber> = <maxAlt>;

<decls>

<@predecision()>

<decision>

<@postdecision()>

switch ($alt<decisionNumber>) {

   <alts:altSwitchCase()>

}

>>

 

ruleBlockSingleAlt(alts,decls,decision,enclosingBlockLevel,blockLevel,decisionNumber,description) ::= <<

# <fileName>:<description>

<decls>

<@prealt()>

<alts>

<@postalt()>

>>

 

/** A special case of a (...) subrule with a single alternative */

blockSingleAlt(alts,decls,decision,enclosingBlockLevel,blockLevel,decisionNumber,description) ::= <<

# <fileName>:<description>

<decls>

<@prealt()>

<alts>

<@postalt()>

>>
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/** A (..)+ block with 1 or more alternatives */

positiveClosureBlock(alts,decls,decision,enclosingBlockLevel,blockLevel,decisionNumber,maxK,maxAlt,descriptio

n) ::= <<

# <fileName>:<description>

my $cnt<decisionNumber> = 0;

<decls>

<@preloop()>

LOOP<decisionNumber>:

while (1) {

   my $alt<decisionNumber> = <maxAlt>;

   <@predecision()>

   <decision>

   <@postdecision()>

   switch ($alt<decisionNumber>) {

	    <alts:altSwitchCase()>

	    else {

	        if ( $cnt<decisionNumber> >= 1 ) { last LOOP<decisionNumber> }

	        <ruleBacktrackFailure()>

           my $eee =

               ANTLR::Runtime::EarlyExitException->new(<decisionNumber>, $self->input);

           <@earlyExitException()>

           croak $eee;

       }

   }

   ++$cnt<decisionNumber>;

}

<@postloop()>

>>

 

positiveClosureBlockSingleAlt ::= positiveClosureBlock

 

/** A (..)* block with 1 or more alternatives */

closureBlock(alts,decls,decision,enclosingBlockLevel,blockLevel,decisionNumber,maxK,maxAlt,description) ::=

<<

# <fileName>:<description>

<decls>

<@preloop()>

LOOP<decisionNumber>:

while (1) {

   my $alt<decisionNumber> = <maxAlt>;

   <@predecision()>

   <decision>

   <@postdecision()>

   switch ($alt<decisionNumber>) {

	    <alts:altSwitchCase()>

	    else { last LOOP<decisionNumber> }

   }
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}

<@postloop()>

>>

 

closureBlockSingleAlt ::= closureBlock

 

/** Optional blocks (x)? are translated to (x|) by before code generation

*  so we can just use the normal block template

*/

optionalBlock ::= block

 

optionalBlockSingleAlt ::= block

 

/** A case in a switch that jumps to an alternative given the alternative

*  number.  A DFA predicts the alternative and then a simple switch

*  does the jump to the code that actually matches that alternative.

*/

altSwitchCase() ::= <<

case <i> {

   <@prealt()>

   <it>

}<\n>

>>

 

/** An alternative is just a list of elements; at outermost level */

alt(elements,altNum,description,autoAST,outerAlt,treeLevel,rew) ::= <<

# <fileName>:<description>

{

<@declarations()>

<elements:element()>

<rew>

<@cleanup()>

}

>>

 

/** What to emit when there is no rewrite.  For auto build

*  mode, does nothing.

*/

noRewrite(rewriteBlockLevel, treeLevel) ::= ""

 

// E L E M E N T S

 

/** Dump the elements one per line */

element() ::= <<

<@prematch()>

<it.el><\n>

>>
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/** match a token optionally with a label in front */

tokenRef(token,label,elementIndex,hetero) ::= <<

<if(label)>$<label> =<endif>$self->match($self->input, <token>,

$FOLLOW_<token>_in_<ruleName><elementIndex>);

<checkRuleBacktrackFailure()>

>>

 

/** ids+=ID */

tokenRefAndListLabel(token,label,elementIndex,hetero) ::= <<

<tokenRef(...)>

<listLabel(elem=label,...)>

>>

 

listLabel(label,elem) ::= <<

if (list_<label>==null) list_<label>=new ArrayList();

list_<label>.add(<elem>);<\n>

>>

 

/** match a character */

charRef(char,label) ::= <<

<if(label)>

<label> = $self->input->LA(1);<\n>

<endif>

$self->match(<char>); <checkRuleBacktrackFailure()>

>>

 

/** match a character range */

charRangeRef(a,b,label) ::= <<

<if(label)>

<label> = $self->input->LA(1);<\n>

<endif>

$self->match_range(<a>,<b>); <checkRuleBacktrackFailure()>

>>

 

/** For now, sets are interval tests and must be tested inline */

matchSet(s,label,elementIndex,postmatchCode="") ::= <<

<if(label)>

<if(LEXER)>

<label>= $self->input->LA(1);<\n>

<else>

<label>=(<labelType>)input.LT(1);<\n>

<endif>

<endif>

if ( <s> ) {

   $self->input->consume();

   <postmatchCode>

<if(!LEXER)>

   $self->state->error_recovery(0);
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<endif>

   <if(backtracking)>failed=false;<endif>

}

else {

   <ruleBacktrackFailure()>

   my $mse =

       ANTLR::Runtime::MismatchedSetException->new(undef, $self->input);

   <@mismatchedSetException()>

<if(LEXER)>

   $self->recover($mse);

   $mse->throw();

<else>

   $mse->throw();

   <! use following code to make it recover inline; remove throw mse;

   $self->recoverFromMismatchedSet($self->input, $mse, $FOLLOW_set_in_<ruleName><elementIndex>);

   !>

<endif>

}<\n>

>>

 

matchRuleBlockSet ::= matchSet

 

matchSetAndListLabel(s,label,elementIndex,postmatchCode) ::= <<

<matchSet(...)>

<listLabel(elem=label,...)>

>>

 

/** Match a string literal */

lexerStringRef(string,label,elementIndex) ::= <<

<if(label)>

int <label>Start = getCharIndex();

$self->match(<string>); <checkRuleBacktrackFailure()>

<labelType> <label> = new CommonToken(input, Token.INVALID_TOKEN_TYPE,

Token.DEFAULT_CHANNEL, <label>Start, getCharIndex()-1);

<else>

$self->match(<string>); <checkRuleBacktrackFailure()><\n>

<endif>

>>

 

wildcard(label,elementIndex) ::= <<

<if(label)>

<label>=(<labelType>)input.LT(1);<\n>

<endif>

matchAny(input); <checkRuleBacktrackFailure()>

>>

 

wildcardAndListLabel(label,elementIndex) ::= <<

<wildcard(...)>
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<listLabel(elem=label,...)>

>>

 

/** Match . wildcard in lexer */

wildcardChar(label, elementIndex) ::= <<

<if(label)>

<label> = $self->input->LA(1);<\n>

<endif>

matchAny(); <checkRuleBacktrackFailure()>

>>

 

wildcardCharListLabel(label, elementIndex) ::= <<

<wildcardChar(...)>

<listLabel(elem=label,...)>

>>

 

/** Match a rule reference by invoking it possibly with arguments

*  and a return value or values.

*/

ruleRef(rule,label,elementIndex,args,scope) ::= <<

$self->push_follow($FOLLOW_<rule.name>_in_<ruleName><elementIndex>);

<if(label)>

$<label> = $self-><rule.name>(<args; separator=", ">);<\n>

<else>

$self-><rule.name>(<args; separator=", ">);<\n>

<endif>

$self->state->_fsp($self->state->_fsp - 1);

<checkRuleBacktrackFailure()>

>>

 

/** ids+=r */

ruleRefAndListLabel(rule,label,elementIndex,args,scope) ::= <<

<ruleRef(...)>

<listLabel(elem=label,...)>

>>

 

/** A lexer rule reference.

*

*  The 'rule' argument was the target rule name, but now

*  is type Rule, whose toString is same: the rule name.

*  Now though you can access full rule descriptor stuff.

*/

lexerRuleRef(rule,label,args,elementIndex,scope) ::= <<

<if(label)>

int <label>Start<elementIndex> = getCharIndex();

$self->m_<rule>(<args; separator=", ">); <checkRuleBacktrackFailure()>

<label> = new CommonToken(input, Token.INVALID_TOKEN_TYPE, Token.DEFAULT_CHANNEL,

<label>Start<elementIndex>, getCharIndex()-1);
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<else>

$self->m_<rule.name>(<args; separator=", ">); <checkRuleBacktrackFailure()>

<endif>

>>

 

/** i+=INT in lexer */

lexerRuleRefAndListLabel(rule,label,args,elementIndex,scope) ::= <<

<lexerRuleRef(...)>

<listLabel(elem=label,...)>

>>

 

/** EOF in the lexer */

lexerMatchEOF(label,elementIndex) ::= <<

<if(label)>

int <label>Start<elementIndex> = getCharIndex();

match(EOF); <checkRuleBacktrackFailure()>

<labelType> <label> = new CommonToken(input, EOF, Token.DEFAULT_CHANNEL,

<label>Start<elementIndex>, getCharIndex()-1);

<else>

match(EOF); <checkRuleBacktrackFailure()>

<endif>

>>

 

/** match ^(root children) in tree parser */

tree(root, actionsAfterRoot, children, nullableChildList,

    enclosingTreeLevel, treeLevel) ::= <<

<root:element()>

<actionsAfterRoot:element()>

<if(nullableChildList)>

if ( input.LA(1)==Token.DOWN ) {

   match(input, Token.DOWN, null); <checkRuleBacktrackFailure()>

   <children:element()>

   match(input, Token.UP, null); <checkRuleBacktrackFailure()>

}

<else>

match(input, Token.DOWN, null); <checkRuleBacktrackFailure()>

<children:element()>

match(input, Token.UP, null); <checkRuleBacktrackFailure()>

<endif>

>>

 

/** Every predicate is used as a validating predicate (even when it is

*  also hoisted into a prediction expression).

*/

validateSemanticPredicate(pred,description) ::= <<

if ( !(<evalPredicate(...)>) ) {

   <ruleBacktrackFailure()>

   throw new FailedPredicateException(input, "<ruleName>", "<description>");
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}

>>

 

// F i x e d  D F A  (if-then-else)

 

dfaState(k,edges,eotPredictsAlt,description,stateNumber,semPredState) ::= <<

my $LA<decisionNumber>_<stateNumber> = $self->input->LA(<k>);<\n>

<edges; separator="\nels">

else {

<if(eotPredictsAlt)>

   $alt<decisionNumber> = <eotPredictsAlt>;

<else>

   <ruleBacktrackFailure()>

   my $nvae =

       ANTLR::Runtime::NoViableAltException->new({

           grammar_decision_description => "<description>",

           decision_number => <decisionNumber>,

           state_number => <stateNumber>,

           input => $self->input,

       });<\n>

   <@noViableAltException()>

   croak $nvae;<\n>

<endif>

}

>>

 

/** Same as a normal DFA state except that we don't examine lookahead

*  for the bypass alternative.  It delays error detection but this

*  is faster, smaller, and more what people expect.  For (X)? people

*  expect "if ( LA(1)==X ) match(X);" and that's it.

*/

dfaOptionalBlockState(k,edges,eotPredictsAlt,description,stateNumber,semPredState) ::= <<

my $LA<decisionNumber>_<stateNumber> = $self->input->LA(<k>);<\n>

<edges; separator="\nels">

>>

 

/** A DFA state that is actually the loopback decision of a closure

*  loop.  If end-of-token (EOT) predicts any of the targets then it

*  should act like a default clause (i.e., no error can be generated).

*  This is used only in the lexer so that for ('a')* on the end of a rule

*  anything other than 'a' predicts exiting.

*/

dfaLoopbackState(k,edges,eotPredictsAlt,description,stateNumber,semPredState) ::= <<

my $LA<decisionNumber>_<stateNumber> = $self->input->LA(<k>);<\n>

<edges; separator="\nels"><\n>

<if(eotPredictsAlt)>

<if(!edges)>

$alt<decisionNumber> = <eotPredictsAlt>; <! if no edges, don't gen ELSE !>
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<else>

else {

   $alt<decisionNumber> = <eotPredictsAlt>;

}<\n>

<endif>

<endif>

>>

 

/** An accept state indicates a unique alternative has been predicted */

dfaAcceptState(alt) ::= "$alt<decisionNumber> = <alt>;"

 

/** A simple edge with an expression.  If the expression is satisfied,

*  enter to the target state.  To handle gated productions, we may

*  have to evaluate some predicates for this edge.

*/

dfaEdge(labelExpr, targetState, predicates) ::= <<

if ( (<labelExpr>) <if(predicates)>&& (<predicates>)<endif>) {

   <targetState>

}

>>

 

// F i x e d  D F A  (switch case)

 

/** A DFA state where a SWITCH may be generated.  The code generator

*  decides if this is possible: CodeGenerator.canGenerateSwitch().

*/

dfaStateSwitch(k,edges,eotPredictsAlt,description,stateNumber,semPredState) ::= <<

switch ( $self->input->LA(<k>) ) {

   <edges; separator="\n">

   else {

   <if(eotPredictsAlt)>

       $alt<decisionNumber> = <eotPredictsAlt>;

   <else>

       <ruleBacktrackFailure()>

       my $nvae =

           ANTLR::Runtime::NoViableAltException->new({

               grammar_decision_description => "<description>",

               decision_number => <decisionNumber>,

               state_number => <stateNumber>,

               input => $self->input,

           });<\n>

       <@noViableAltException()>

       croak $nvae;<\n>

   <endif>

   }

}<\n>

>>
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dfaOptionalBlockStateSwitch(k,edges,eotPredictsAlt,description,stateNumber,semPredState) ::= <<

switch ( $self->input->LA(<k>) ) {

   <edges; separator="\n">

}<\n>

>>

 

dfaLoopbackStateSwitch(k, edges,eotPredictsAlt,description,stateNumber,semPredState) ::= <<

switch ( $self->input->LA(<k>) ) {

<edges; separator="\n"><\n>

<if(eotPredictsAlt)>

else { $alt<decisionNumber> = <eotPredictsAlt> }<\n>

<endif>

}<\n>

>>

 

dfaEdgeSwitch(labels, targetState) ::= <<

case [<labels:{ <it> }; separator=", ">] { <targetState> }

>>

 

// C y c l i c  D F A

 

/** The code to initiate execution of a cyclic DFA; this is used

*  in the rule to predict an alt just like the fixed DFA case.

*  The <name> attribute is inherited via the parser, lexer, ...

*/

dfaDecision(decisionNumber,description) ::= <<

$alt<decisionNumber> = $self->dfa<decisionNumber>->predict($self->input);

>>

 

/* Dump DFA tables as run-length-encoded Strings of octal values.

* Can't use hex as compiler translates them before compilation.

* These strings are split into multiple, concatenated strings.

* Java puts them back together at compile time thankfully.

* Java cannot handle large static arrays, so we're stuck with this

* encode/decode approach.  See analysis and runtime DFA for

* the encoding methods.

*/

cyclicDFA(dfa) ::= <<

Readonly my $DFA<dfa.decisionNumber>_eot => ANTLR::Runtime::DFA->unpack_rle([

<dfa.javaCompressedEOT; separator=", "> ]);

Readonly my $DFA<dfa.decisionNumber>_eof => ANTLR::Runtime::DFA->unpack_rle([

<dfa.javaCompressedEOF; separator=", "> ]);

Readonly my $DFA<dfa.decisionNumber>_min => ANTLR::Runtime::DFA->unpack_rle([

<dfa.javaCompressedMin; separator=", "> ]);

Readonly my $DFA<dfa.decisionNumber>_max => ANTLR::Runtime::DFA->unpack_rle([

<dfa.javaCompressedMax; separator=", "> ]);

Readonly my $DFA<dfa.decisionNumber>_accept => ANTLR::Runtime::DFA->unpack_rle([

<dfa.javaCompressedAccept; separator=", "> ]);
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Readonly my $DFA<dfa.decisionNumber>_special => ANTLR::Runtime::DFA->unpack_rle([

<dfa.javaCompressedSpecial; separator=", "> ]);

Readonly my $DFA<dfa.decisionNumber>_transition => [

<dfa.javaCompressedTransition:{s|ANTLR::Runtime::DFA->unpack_rle([ <s; separator=", "> ])}; separator=", "> ];

 

{

package <name>::DFA<dfa.decisionNumber>;

use ANTLR::Runtime::Class;

 

use strict;

use warnings;

 

extends 'ANTLR::Runtime::DFA';

 

sub BUILD {

   my $self = shift;

   my $param_ref = __PACKAGE__->unpack_params(@_, {

       spec => [

           {

               name => 'recognizer',

               isa  => 'ANTLR::Runtime::BaseRecognizer'

           },

       ]

   });

 

   $self->recognizer($param_ref->{recognizer});

   $self->decision_number(<dfa.decisionNumber>);

   $self->eot($DFA<dfa.decisionNumber>_eot);

   $self->eof($DFA<dfa.decisionNumber>_eof);

   $self->min($DFA<dfa.decisionNumber>_min);

   $self->max($DFA<dfa.decisionNumber>_max);

   $self->accept($DFA<dfa.decisionNumber>_accept);

   $self->special($DFA<dfa.decisionNumber>_special);

   $self->transition($DFA<dfa.decisionNumber>_transition);

}

 

sub get_description {

   return "<dfa.description>";

}

 

<@errorMethod()>

 

<if(dfa.specialStateSTs)>

sub special_state_transition {

   my ($self, $param_ref) = unpack_params(@_, {

       spec => [

           {

               name => 's',
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               type => SCALAR,

           },

           {

               name => 'input',

               isa  => 'ANTLR::Runtime::IntStream',

           }

       ]

   });

   my $s = $param_ref->{s};

   my $input = $param_ref->{input};

 

   switch ($s) {

       <dfa.specialStateSTs:{state |

       case <i0> \{ <! compressed special state numbers 0..n-1 !>

           <state>}; separator="\n">

       }

   }

 

<if(backtracking)>

   if ($self->state->backtracking > 0) {

       $self->state->failed = 1;

       return -1;

   }<\n>

<endif>

 

   my $nvae =

       ANTLR::Runtime::NoViableAltException->new({

           grammar_decision_description => $self->get_description(),

           decision_number => <dfa.decisionNumber>,

           state_number => $s,

           input => $input,

       });<\n>

   $self->error($nvae);

   $nvae->throw();

   }<\n>

<endif>

}<\n>

>>

 

/** A state in a cyclic DFA; it's a special state and part of a big switch on

*  state.

*/

cyclicDFAState(decisionNumber,stateNumber,edges,needErrorClause,semPredState) ::= <<

my $input = $self->input;

my $LA<decisionNumber>_<stateNumber> = $input->LA(1);<\n>

<if(semPredState)> <! get next lookahead symbol to test edges, then rewind !>

my $index<decisionNumber>_<stateNumber> = $input->index();

$input->rewind();<\n>
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<endif>

s = -1;

<edges; separator="\nels">

<if(semPredState)> <! return input cursor to state before we rewound !>

input.seek(index<decisionNumber>_<stateNumber>);<\n>

<endif>

if ( s>=0 ) return s;

break;

>>

 

/** Just like a fixed DFA edge, test the lookahead and indicate what

*  state to jump to next if successful.

*/

cyclicDFAEdge(labelExpr, targetStateNumber, edgeNumber, predicates) ::= <<

if ( (<labelExpr>) <if(predicates)>&& (<predicates>)<endif>) {s = <targetStateNumber>;}<\n>

>>

 

/** An edge pointing at end-of-token; essentially matches any char;

*  always jump to the target.

*/

eotDFAEdge(targetStateNumber,edgeNumber, predicates) ::= <<

s = <targetStateNumber>;<\n>

>>

 

 

// D F A  E X P R E S S I O N S

 

andPredicates(left,right) ::= "(<left> && <right>)"

 

orPredicates(operands) ::= "(<first(operands)><rest(operands):{o | ||<o>}>)"

 

notPredicate(pred) ::= "!(<evalPredicate(...)>)"

 

evalPredicate(pred,description) ::= "<pred>"

 

evalSynPredicate(pred,description) ::= "<pred>()"

 

lookaheadTest(atom,k,atomAsInt) ::= "$LA<decisionNumber>_<stateNumber> eq <atom>"

 

/** Sometimes a lookahead test cannot assume that LA(k) is in a temp variable

*  somewhere.  Must ask for the lookahead directly.

*/

isolatedLookaheadTest(atom,k,atomAsInt) ::= "$self->input->LA(<k>) eq <atom>"

 

lookaheadRangeTest(lower,upper,k,rangeNumber,lowerAsInt,upperAsInt) ::= <<

($LA<decisionNumber>_<stateNumber> ge <lower> && $LA<decisionNumber>_<stateNumber> le <upper>)

>>
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isolatedLookaheadRangeTest(lower,upper,k,rangeNumber,lowerAsInt,upperAsInt) ::= "($self->input->LA(<k>) ge

<lower> && $self->input->LA(<k>) le <upper>)"

 

setTest(ranges) ::= "<ranges; separator=\" || \">"

 

// A T T R I B U T E S

 

globalAttributeScope(scope) ::= <<

<if(scope.attributes)>

protected static class <scope.name>_scope {

   <scope.attributes:{<it.decl>;}; separator="\n">

}

protected Stack <scope.name>_stack = new Stack();<\n>

<endif>

>>

 

ruleAttributeScope(scope) ::= <<

<if(scope.attributes)>

protected static class <scope.name>_scope {

   <scope.attributes:{<it.decl>;}; separator="\n">

}

protected Stack <scope.name>_stack = new Stack();<\n>

<endif>

>>

 

returnType() ::= <<

<if(ruleDescriptor.hasMultipleReturnValues)>

<ruleDescriptor.name>_return

<else>

<if(ruleDescriptor.hasSingleReturnValue)>

<ruleDescriptor.singleValueReturnType>

<else>

void

<endif>

<endif>

>>

 

/** Generate the Java type associated with a single or multiple return

*  values.

*/

ruleLabelType(referencedRule) ::= <<

<if(referencedRule.hasMultipleReturnValues)>

<referencedRule.name>_return

<else>

<if(referencedRule.hasSingleReturnValue)>

<referencedRule.singleValueReturnType>

<else>

void
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<endif>

<endif>

>>

 

/** Using a type to init value map, try to init a type; if not in table

*  must be an object, default value is "undef".

*/

initValue(typeName) ::= <<

<if(typeName)>

<perlTypeInitMap.(typeName)>

<else>

undef

<endif>

>>

 

/** Define a rule label including default value */

ruleLabelDef(label) ::= <<

my $<label.label.text> = <initValue(typeName=ruleLabelType(referencedRule=label.referencedRule))>;<\n>

>>

 

/** Define a return struct for a rule if the code needs to access its

*  start/stop tokens, tree stuff, attributes, ...  Leave a hole for

*  subgroups to stick in members.

*/

returnScope(scope) ::= <<

<if(ruleDescriptor.hasMultipleReturnValues)>

{

   package <returnType()>;

   use ANTLR::Runtime::Class;

 

   extends 'ANTLR::Runtime::<if(TREE_PARSER)>Tree<else>Parser<endif>RuleReturnScope';

 

   <scope.attributes:{public <it.decl>;}; separator="\n">

   <@ruleReturnMembers()>

}

<endif>

>>

 

parameterScope(scope) ::= <<

<scope.attributes:{$<it.name>}; separator=", ">

>>

 

parameterAttributeRef(attr) ::= "$<attr.name>"

parameterSetAttributeRef(attr,expr) ::= "$<attr.name> =<expr>;"

 

scopeAttributeRef(scope,attr,index,negIndex) ::= <<

<if(negIndex)>

((<scope>_scope)<scope>_stack.elementAt(<scope>_stack.size()-<negIndex>-1)).<attr.name>
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<else>

<if(index)>

((<scope>_scope)<scope>_stack.elementAt(<index>)).<attr.name>

<else>

((<scope>_scope)<scope>_stack.peek()).<attr.name>

<endif>

<endif>

>>

 

scopeSetAttributeRef(scope,attr,expr,index,negIndex) ::= <<

<if(negIndex)>

((<scope>_scope)<scope>_stack.elementAt(<scope>_stack.size()-<negIndex>-1)).<attr.name> =<expr>;

<else>

<if(index)>

((<scope>_scope)<scope>_stack.elementAt(<index>)).<attr.name> =<expr>;

<else>

((<scope>_scope)<scope>_stack.peek()).<attr.name> =<expr>;

<endif>

<endif>

>>

 

/** $x is either global scope or x is rule with dynamic scope; refers

*  to stack itself not top of stack.  This is useful for predicates

*  like {$function.size()>0 && $function::name.equals("foo")}?

*/

isolatedDynamicScopeRef(scope) ::= "<scope>_stack"

 

/** reference an attribute of rule; might only have single return value */

ruleLabelRef(referencedRule,scope,attr) ::= <<

<if(referencedRule.hasMultipleReturnValues)>

$<scope>.<attr.name>

<else>

$<scope>

<endif>

>>

 

returnAttributeRef(ruleDescriptor,attr) ::= <<

<if(ruleDescriptor.hasMultipleReturnValues)>

retval.<attr.name>

<else>

$<attr.name>

<endif>

>>

 

returnSetAttributeRef(ruleDescriptor,attr,expr) ::= <<

<if(ruleDescriptor.hasMultipleReturnValues)>

retval.<attr.name> =<expr>;

<else>
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$<attr.name> =<expr>;

<endif>

>>

 

/** How to translate $tokenLabel */

tokenLabelRef(label) ::= "$<label>"

 

/** ids+=ID {$ids} or e+=expr {$e} */

listLabelRef(label) ::= "list_<label>"

 

 

// not sure the next are the right approach

 

tokenLabelPropertyRef_text(scope,attr) ::= "$<scope>->get_text()"

tokenLabelPropertyRef_type(scope,attr) ::= "<scope>.getType()"

tokenLabelPropertyRef_line(scope,attr) ::= "<scope>.getLine()"

tokenLabelPropertyRef_pos(scope,attr) ::= "<scope>.getCharPositionInLine()"

tokenLabelPropertyRef_channel(scope,attr) ::= "<scope>.getChannel()"

tokenLabelPropertyRef_index(scope,attr) ::= "<scope>.getTokenIndex()"

tokenLabelPropertyRef_tree(scope,attr) ::= "<scope>_tree"

 

ruleLabelPropertyRef_start(scope,attr) ::= "((<labelType>)<scope>.start)"

ruleLabelPropertyRef_stop(scope,attr) ::= "((<labelType>)<scope>.stop)"

ruleLabelPropertyRef_tree(scope,attr) ::= "((<ASTLabelType>)<scope>.tree)"

ruleLabelPropertyRef_text(scope,attr) ::= <<

<if(TREE_PARSER)>

input.getTokenStream().toString(

 input.getTreeAdaptor().getTokenStartIndex(<scope>.start),

 input.getTreeAdaptor().getTokenStopIndex(<scope>.start))

<else>

substr($self->input, $<scope>->start, $<scope>->stop)

<endif>

>>

 

ruleLabelPropertyRef_st(scope,attr) ::= "<scope>.st"

 

/** Isolated $RULE ref ok in lexer as it's a Token */

lexerRuleLabel(label) ::= "$<label>"

 

lexerRuleLabelPropertyRef_type(scope,attr) ::= "<scope>.getType()"

lexerRuleLabelPropertyRef_line(scope,attr) ::= "<scope>.getLine()"

lexerRuleLabelPropertyRef_pos(scope,attr) ::= "<scope>.getCharPositionInLine()"

lexerRuleLabelPropertyRef_channel(scope,attr) ::= "<scope>.getChannel()"

lexerRuleLabelPropertyRef_index(scope,attr) ::= "<scope>.getTokenIndex()"

lexerRuleLabelPropertyRef_text(scope,attr) ::= "<scope>.getText()"

 

// Somebody may ref $template or $tree or $stop within a rule:

rulePropertyRef_start(scope,attr) ::= "((<labelType>)retval.start)"
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rulePropertyRef_stop(scope,attr) ::= "((<labelType>)retval.stop)"

rulePropertyRef_tree(scope,attr) ::= "((<ASTLabelType>)retval.tree)"

rulePropertyRef_text(scope,attr) ::= <<

<if(TREE_PARSER)>

input.getTokenStream().toString(

 input.getTreeAdaptor().getTokenStartIndex(retval.start),

 input.getTreeAdaptor().getTokenStopIndex(retval.start))

<else>

input.toString(retval.start,input.LT(-1))

<endif>

>>

rulePropertyRef_st(scope,attr) ::= "retval.st"

 

lexerRulePropertyRef_text(scope,attr) ::= "getText()"

lexerRulePropertyRef_type(scope,attr) ::= "$_type"

lexerRulePropertyRef_line(scope,attr) ::= "tokenStartLine"

lexerRulePropertyRef_pos(scope,attr) ::= "tokenStartCharPositionInLine"

lexerRulePropertyRef_index(scope,attr) ::= "-1" // undefined token index in lexer

lexerRulePropertyRef_channel(scope,attr) ::= "$_channel"

lexerRulePropertyRef_start(scope,attr) ::= "tokenStartCharIndex"

lexerRulePropertyRef_stop(scope,attr) ::= "(getCharIndex()-1)"

lexerRulePropertyRef_self(scope,attr) ::= "$self"

 

// setting $st and $tree is allowed in local rule. everything else

// is flagged as error

ruleSetPropertyRef_tree(scope,attr,expr) ::= "retval.tree =<expr>;"

ruleSetPropertyRef_st(scope,attr,expr) ::= "retval.st =<expr>;"

 

 

/** How to execute an action */

execAction(action) ::= <<

<if(backtracking)>

<if(actions.(actionScope).synpredgate)>

if ( <actions.(actionScope).synpredgate> ) {

 <action>

}

<else>

if ( backtracking==0 ) {

 <action>

}

<endif>

<else>

<action>

<endif>

>>

 

// M I S C (properties, etc...)
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bitset(name, words64) ::= <<

Readonly my $<name> => ANTLR::Runtime::BitSet->new({ words64 => [ <words64:{'<it>'};separator=", "> ]

});<\n>

>>

 

codeFileExtension() ::= ".pm"

 

true() ::= "1"

false() ::= "0"

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1147456847_1616955844.46/0/antlr-3-3-sources-1-

jar/org/antlr/codegen/templates/Perl5/Perl5.stg

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

[The "BSD licence"]

Copyright (c) 2005-2006 Terence Parr

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

   documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote products

   derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF

THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*/

group AST;

 

@outputFile.imports() ::= <<

<@super.imports()>

<if(!TREE_PARSER)><! tree parser would already have imported !>

import org.antlr.runtime.tree.*;<\n>
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<endif>

>>

 

@genericParser.members() ::= <<

<@super.members()>

<parserMembers()>

>>

 

/** Add an adaptor property that knows how to build trees */

parserMembers() ::= <<

protected var adaptor:TreeAdaptor = new CommonTreeAdaptor();<\n>

override public function set treeAdaptor(adaptor:TreeAdaptor):void {

   this.adaptor = adaptor;

   <grammar.directDelegates:{g|<g:delegateName()>.treeAdaptor = this.adaptor;}>

}

override public function get treeAdaptor():TreeAdaptor {

   return adaptor;

}

>>

 

@returnScope.ruleReturnMembers() ::= <<

<ASTLabelType> tree;

public function get tree():Object { return tree; }

>>

 

/** Add a variable to track rule's return AST */

ruleDeclarations() ::= <<

<super.ruleDeclarations()>

var root_0:<ASTLabelType> = null;<\n>

>>

 

ruleLabelDefs() ::= <<

<super.ruleLabelDefs()>

<[ruleDescriptor.tokenLabels,ruleDescriptor.wildcardTreeLabels,

 ruleDescriptor.wildcardTreeListLabels]:{var <it.label.text>_tree:<ASTLabelType>=null;}; separator="\n">

<ruleDescriptor.tokenListLabels:{var <it.label.text>_tree:<ASTLabelType>=null;}; separator="\n">

<ruleDescriptor.allTokenRefsInAltsWithRewrites

   :{var stream_<it>:RewriteRule<rewriteElementType>Stream=new

RewriteRule<rewriteElementType>Stream(adaptor,"token <it>");}; separator="\n">

<ruleDescriptor.allRuleRefsInAltsWithRewrites

   :{var stream_<it>:RewriteRuleSubtreeStream=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule <it>");};

separator="\n">

>>

 

/** When doing auto AST construction, we must define some variables;

*  These should be turned off if doing rewrites.  This must be a "mode"

*  as a rule could have both rewrite and AST within the same alternative

*  block.
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*/

@alt.declarations() ::= <<

<if(autoAST)>

<if(outerAlt)>

<if(!rewriteMode)>

root_0 = <ASTLabelType>(adaptor.nil());<\n>

<endif>

<endif>

<endif>

>>

 

// T r a c k i n g  R u l e  E l e m e n t s

 

/** ID and track it for use in a rewrite rule */

tokenRefTrack(token,label,elementIndex,hetero) ::= <<

<tokenRefBang(...)> <! Track implies no auto AST construction!>

<if(backtracking)>if ( <actions.(actionScope).synpredgate> ) <endif>stream_<token>.add(<label>);<\n>

>>

 

/** ids+=ID and track it for use in a rewrite rule; adds to ids *and*

*  to the tracking list stream_ID for use in the rewrite.

*/

tokenRefTrackAndListLabel(token,label,elementIndex,hetero) ::= <<

<tokenRefTrack(...)>

<listLabel(elem=label,...)>

>>

 

/** ^(ID ...) track for rewrite */

tokenRefRuleRootTrack(token,label,elementIndex,hetero) ::= <<

<tokenRefBang(...)>

<if(backtracking)>if ( <actions.(actionScope).synpredgate> ) <endif>stream_<token>.add(<label>);<\n>

>>

 

/** Match ^(label+=TOKEN ...) track for rewrite */

tokenRefRuleRootTrackAndListLabel(token,label,elementIndex,hetero) ::= <<

<tokenRefRuleRootTrack(...)>

<listLabel(elem=label,...)>

>>

 

/** rule when output=AST and tracking for rewrite */

ruleRefTrack(rule,label,elementIndex,args,scope) ::= <<

<super.ruleRef(...)>

<if(backtracking)>if ( <actions.(actionScope).synpredgate> ) <endif>stream_<rule.name>.add(<label>.tree);

>>

 

/** x+=rule when output=AST and tracking for rewrite */

ruleRefTrackAndListLabel(rule,label,elementIndex,args,scope) ::= <<

<ruleRefTrack(...)>
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<listLabel(elem=label+".tree",...)>

>>

 

/** ^(rule ...) rewrite */

ruleRefRuleRootTrack(rule,label,elementIndex,args,scope) ::= <<

<ruleRefRuleRoot(...)>

<if(backtracking)>if ( <actions.(actionScope).synpredgate> ) <endif>stream_<rule>.add(<label>.tree);

>>

 

/** ^(x+=rule ...) rewrite */

ruleRefRuleRootTrackAndListLabel(rule,label,elementIndex,args,scope) ::= <<

<ruleRefRuleRootTrack(...)>

<listLabel(elem=label+".tree",...)>

>>

 

// R e w r i t e

 

rewriteCode(

	alts, description,

	referencedElementsDeep, // ALL referenced elements to right of ->

	referencedTokenLabels,

	referencedTokenListLabels,

	referencedRuleLabels,

	referencedRuleListLabels,

   referencedWildcardLabels,

   referencedWildcardListLabels,	

	rewriteBlockLevel, enclosingTreeLevel, treeLevel) ::=

<<

 

// AST REWRITE

// elements: <referencedElementsDeep; separator=", ">

// token labels: <referencedTokenLabels; separator=", ">

// rule labels: <referencedRuleLabels; separator=", ">

// token list labels: <referencedTokenListLabels; separator=", ">

// rule list labels: <referencedRuleListLabels; separator=", ">

<if(backtracking)>

if ( <actions.(actionScope).synpredgate> ) {<\n>

<endif>

<prevRuleRootRef()>.tree = root_0;

<rewriteCodeLabels()>

root_0 = <ASTLabelType>(adaptor.nil());

<alts:rewriteAlt(); separator="else ">

<! if tree parser and rewrite=true !>

<if(TREE_PARSER)>

<if(rewriteMode)>

<prevRuleRootRef()>.tree = <ASTLabelType>(adaptor.rulePostProcessing(root_0));

input.replaceChildren(adaptor.getParent(retval.start),

                     adaptor.getChildIndex(retval.start),
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                     adaptor.getChildIndex(_last),

                     retval.tree);

<endif>

<endif>

<! if parser or tree-parser && rewrite!=true, we need to set result !>

<if(!TREE_PARSER)>

<prevRuleRootRef()>.tree = root_0;

<else>

<if(!rewriteMode)>

<prevRuleRootRef()>.tree = root_0;

<endif>

<endif>

<if(backtracking)>

}

<endif>

>>

 

rewriteCodeLabels() ::= <<

<referencedTokenLabels

   :{var stream_<it>:RewriteRule<rewriteElementType>Stream=new

RewriteRule<rewriteElementType>Stream(adaptor,"token <it>",<it>);};

   separator="\n"

>

<referencedTokenListLabels

   :{var stream_<it>:RewriteRule<rewriteElementType>Stream=new

RewriteRule<rewriteElementType>Stream(adaptor,"token <it>", list_<it>);};

   separator="\n"

>

<referencedWildcardLabels

   :{var  stream_<it>:RewriteRuleSubtreeStream=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"wildcard <it>",<it>);};

   separator="\n"

>

<referencedWildcardListLabels

   :{var stream_<it>:RewriteRuleSubtreeStream=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"wildcard

<it>",list_<it>);};

   separator="\n"

>

<referencedRuleLabels

   :{var stream_<it>:RewriteRuleSubtreeStream=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule

<it>",<it>!=null?<it>.tree:null);};

   separator="\n"

>

<referencedRuleListLabels

   :{var stream_<it>:RewriteRuleSubtreeStream=new RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(adaptor,"rule <it>",list_<it>);};

   separator="\n"

>

>>
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/** Generate code for an optional rewrite block; note it uses the deep ref'd element

 *  list rather shallow like other blocks.

 */

rewriteOptionalBlock(

	alt,rewriteBlockLevel,

	referencedElementsDeep, // all nested refs

	referencedElements, // elements in immediately block; no nested blocks

	description) ::=

<<

// <fileName>:<description>

if ( <referencedElementsDeep:{el | stream_<el>.hasNext}; separator="||"> ) {

   <alt>

}

<referencedElementsDeep:{el | stream_<el>.reset();<\n>}>

>>

 

rewriteClosureBlock(

	alt,rewriteBlockLevel,

	referencedElementsDeep, // all nested refs

	referencedElements, // elements in immediately block; no nested blocks

	description) ::=

<<

// <fileName>:<description>

while ( <referencedElements:{el | stream_<el>.hasNext}; separator="||"> ) {

   <alt>

}

<referencedElements:{el | stream_<el>.reset();<\n>}>

>>

 

rewritePositiveClosureBlock(

	alt,rewriteBlockLevel,

	referencedElementsDeep, // all nested refs

	referencedElements, // elements in immediately block; no nested blocks

	description) ::=

<<

if ( !(<referencedElements:{el | stream_<el>.hasNext}; separator="||">) ) {

   throw new RewriteEarlyExitException();

}

while ( <referencedElements:{el | stream_<el>.hasNext}; separator="||"> ) {

   <alt>

}

<referencedElements:{el | stream_<el>.reset();<\n>}>

>>

 

rewriteAlt(a) ::= <<

// <a.description>

<if(a.pred)>

if (<a.pred>) {
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   <a.alt>

}<\n>

<else>

{

   <a.alt>

}<\n>

<endif>

>>

 

/** For empty rewrites: "r : ... -> ;" */

rewriteEmptyAlt() ::= "root_0 = null;"

 

rewriteTree(root,children,description,enclosingTreeLevel,treeLevel) ::= <<

// <fileName>:<description>

{

var root_<treeLevel>:<ASTLabelType> = <ASTLabelType>(adaptor.nil());

<root:rewriteElement()>

<children:rewriteElement()>

adaptor.addChild(root_<enclosingTreeLevel>, root_<treeLevel>);

}<\n>

>>

 

rewriteElementList(elements) ::= "<elements:rewriteElement()>"

 

rewriteElement(e) ::= <<

<@pregen()>

<e.el>

>>

 

/** Gen ID or ID[args] */

rewriteTokenRef(token,elementIndex,hetero,args) ::= <<

adaptor.addChild(root_<treeLevel>, <createRewriteNodeFromElement(...)>);<\n>

>>

 

/** Gen $label ... where defined via label=ID */

rewriteTokenLabelRef(label,elementIndex) ::= <<

adaptor.addChild(root_<treeLevel>, stream_<label>.nextNode());<\n>

>>

 

/** Gen $label ... where defined via label+=ID */

rewriteTokenListLabelRef(label,elementIndex) ::= <<

adaptor.addChild(root_<treeLevel>, stream_<label>.nextNode());<\n>

>>

 

/** Gen ^($label ...) */

rewriteTokenLabelRefRoot(label,elementIndex) ::= <<

root_<treeLevel> = <ASTLabelType>(adaptor.becomeRoot(stream_<label>.nextNode(), root_<treeLevel>));<\n>

>>
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/** Gen ^($label ...) where label+=... */

rewriteTokenListLabelRefRoot ::= rewriteTokenLabelRefRoot

 

/** Gen ^(ID ...) or ^(ID[args] ...) */

rewriteTokenRefRoot(token,elementIndex,hetero,args) ::= <<

root_<treeLevel> = <ASTLabelType>(adaptor.becomeRoot(<createRewriteNodeFromElement(...)>,

root_<treeLevel>));<\n>

>>

 

rewriteImaginaryTokenRef(args,token,hetero,elementIndex) ::= <<

adaptor.addChild(root_<treeLevel>, <createImaginaryNode(tokenType=token, ...)>);<\n>

>>

 

rewriteImaginaryTokenRefRoot(args,token,hetero,elementIndex) ::= <<

root_<treeLevel> = <ASTLabelType>(adaptor.becomeRoot(<createImaginaryNode(tokenType=token, ...)>,

root_<treeLevel>));<\n>

>>

 

/** plain -> {foo} action */

rewriteAction(action) ::= <<

root_0 = <action>;<\n>

>>

 

/** What is the name of the previous value of this rule's root tree?  This

*  let's us refer to $rule to mean previous value.  I am reusing the

*  variable 'tree' sitting in retval struct to hold the value of root_0 right

*  before I set it during rewrites.  The assign will be to retval.tree.

*/

prevRuleRootRef() ::= "retval"

 

rewriteRuleRef(rule) ::= <<

adaptor.addChild(root_<treeLevel>, stream_<rule>.nextTree());<\n>

>>

 

rewriteRuleRefRoot(rule) ::= <<

root_<treeLevel> = <ASTLabelType>(adaptor.becomeRoot(stream_<rule>.nextNode(), root_<treeLevel>));<\n>

>>

 

rewriteNodeAction(action) ::= <<

adaptor.addChild(root_<treeLevel>, <action>);<\n>

>>

 

rewriteNodeActionRoot(action) ::= <<

root_<treeLevel> = <ASTLabelType>(adaptor.becomeRoot(<action>, root_<treeLevel>));<\n>

>>

 

/** Gen $ruleLabel ... where defined via ruleLabel=rule */
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rewriteRuleLabelRef(label) ::= <<

adaptor.addChild(root_<treeLevel>, stream_<label>.nextTree());<\n>

>>

 

/** Gen $ruleLabel ... where defined via ruleLabel+=rule */

rewriteRuleListLabelRef(label) ::= <<

adaptor.addChild(root_<treeLevel>, stream_<label>.nextTree());<\n>

>>

 

/** Gen ^($ruleLabel ...) where ruleLabel=rule */

rewriteRuleLabelRefRoot(label) ::= <<

root_<treeLevel> = <ASTLabelType>(adaptor.becomeRoot(stream_<label>.nextNode(), root_<treeLevel>));<\n>

>>

 

/** Gen ^($ruleLabel ...) where ruleLabel+=rule */

rewriteRuleListLabelRefRoot(label) ::= <<

root_<treeLevel> = <ASTLabelType>(adaptor.becomeRoot(stream_<label>.nextNode(), root_<treeLevel>));<\n>

>>

 

rewriteWildcardLabelRef(label) ::= <<

adaptor.addChild(root_<treeLevel>, stream_<label>.nextTree());<\n>

>>

 

createImaginaryNode(tokenType,hetero,args) ::= <<

<if(hetero)>

<! new MethodNode(IDLabel, args) !>

new <hetero>(<tokenType><if(args)>, <args; separator=", "><endif>)

<else>

<ASTLabelType>(adaptor.create(<tokenType>, <args; separator=", "><if(!args)>"<tokenType>"<endif>))

<endif>

>>

 

createRewriteNodeFromElement(token,hetero,args) ::= <<

<if(hetero)>

new <hetero>(stream_<token>.nextToken()<if(args)>, <args; separator=", "><endif>)

<else>

<if(args)> <! must create new node from old !>

adaptor.create(<token>, <args; separator=", ">)

<else>

stream_<token>.nextNode()

<endif>

<endif>

>>

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1147456847_1616955844.46/0/antlr-3-3-sources-1-

jar/org/antlr/codegen/templates/ActionScript/AST.stg
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

[The "BSD licence"]

Copyright (c) 2005-2009 Jim Idle, Temporal Wave LLC

http://www.temporal-wave.com

http://www.linkedin.com/in/jimidle

 

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

   documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote products

   derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF

THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*/

 

/** Templates for building ASTs during tree parsing.

*

*  Deal with many combinations.  Dimensions are:

*  Auto build or rewrite

*    no label, label, list label  (label/no-label handled together)

*    child, root

*    token, set, rule, wildcard

*

*  Each combination has its own template except that label/no label

*  is combined into tokenRef, ruleRef, ...

*/

group ASTTreeParser;

 

/** Add a variable to track last element matched */

ruleDeclarations() ::= <<
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<super.ruleDeclarations()>

<ASTLabelType> _last;<\n>

<ASTLabelType> _first_0;<\n>

>>

 

/** Add a variable to track last element matched */

ruleInitializations() ::= <<

<super.ruleInitializations()>

_last = NULL;<\n>

_first_0 = NULL;<\n>

>>

 

/** What to emit when there is no rewrite rule.  For auto build

*  mode, does nothing.

*/

noRewrite(rewriteBlockLevel, treeLevel) ::= <<

<if(backtracking)>if ( BACKTRACKING ==0 ) {<endif>

<if(rewriteMode)>

retval.tree = (<ASTLabelType>)_first_0;

if ( ADAPTOR->getParent(ADAPTOR, retval.tree) != NULL && ADAPTOR->isNilNode(ADAPTOR,

ADAPTOR->getParent(ADAPTOR, retval.tree) ) )

{

   retval.tree = (<ASTLabelType>)ADAPTOR->getParent(ADAPTOR, retval.tree);

}

<endif>

<if(backtracking)>}<endif>

>>

 

/** match ^(root children) in tree parser; override here to

*  add tree construction actions.

*/

tree(root, actionsAfterRoot, children, nullableChildList,

    enclosingTreeLevel, treeLevel) ::= <<

_last = (<ASTLabelType>)LT(1);

{

<ASTLabelType> _save_last_<treeLevel>;

<ASTLabelType> _first_<treeLevel>;

<if(!rewriteMode)>

<ASTLabelType> root_<treeLevel>;

<endif>

_save_last_<treeLevel> = _last;

_first_<treeLevel>     = NULL;

<if(!rewriteMode)>

root_<treeLevel> = (<ASTLabelType>)(ADAPTOR->nilNode(ADAPTOR));

<endif>

<root:element()>

<if(rewriteMode)>

<if(backtracking)>if ( BACKTRACKING ==0 ) {<endif>
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<if(root.el.rule)>

if ( _first_<enclosingTreeLevel> == NULL ) _first_<enclosingTreeLevel> = <root.el.label>.tree;

<else>

if ( _first_<enclosingTreeLevel> == NULL ) _first_<enclosingTreeLevel> = <root.el.label>;

<endif>

<if(backtracking)>}<endif>

<endif>

<actionsAfterRoot:element()>

<if(nullableChildList)>

if ( LA(1)==ANTLR3_TOKEN_DOWN ) {

   MATCHT(ANTLR3_TOKEN_DOWN, NULL);

   <children:element()>

   MATCHT(ANTLR3_TOKEN_UP, NULL);

}

<else>

MATCHT(ANTLR3_TOKEN_DOWN, NULL);

<children:element()>

MATCHT(ANTLR3_TOKEN_UP, NULL);

<endif>

<if(!rewriteMode)>

ADAPTOR->addChild(ADAPTOR, root_<enclosingTreeLevel>, root_<treeLevel>);

<endif>

_last = _save_last_<treeLevel>;

}<\n>

>>

 

// TOKEN AST STUFF

 

/** ID! and output=AST (same as plain tokenRef) 'cept add

*  setting of _last

*/

tokenRefBang(token,label,elementIndex) ::= <<

_last = (<ASTLabelType>)LT(1);

<super.tokenRef(...)>

>>

 

/** ID auto construct */

tokenRef(token,label,elementIndex,hetero) ::= <<

_last = (<ASTLabelType>)LT(1);

<super.tokenRef(...)>

<if(!rewriteMode)>

<if(backtracking)>if ( BACKTRACKING ==0 ) {<endif>

<if(hetero)>

<label>_tree = <hetero>New(<label>);

<else>

<label>_tree = (<ASTLabelType>)ADAPTOR->dupNode(ADAPTOR, <label>);

<endif>

ADAPTOR->addChild(ADAPTOR, root_<treeLevel>, <label>_tree);
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<if(backtracking)>}<endif>

<else>

<if(backtracking)>if ( BACKTRACKING ==0 ) {<endif>

if ( _first_<treeLevel> == NULL ) _first_<treeLevel> = <label>;

<if(backtracking)>}<endif>

<endif>

>>

 

/** label+=TOKEN auto construct */

tokenRefAndListLabel(token,label,elementIndex,hetero) ::= <<

<tokenRef(...)>

<listLabel(elem=label,...)>

>>

 

/** ^(ID ...) auto construct */

tokenRefRuleRoot(token,label,elementIndex,hetero) ::= <<

_last = (<ASTLabelType>)LT(1);

<super.tokenRef(...)>

<if(!rewriteMode)>

<if(backtracking)>if ( BACKTRACKING == 0 ) {<endif>

<if(hetero)>

<label>_tree = <hetero>New(<label>);

<else>

<label>_tree = (<ASTLabelType>)ADAPTOR->dupNode(ADAPTOR, <label>);

<endif><\n>

root_<treeLevel> = (<ASTLabelType>)ADAPTOR->becomeRoot(ADAPTOR, <label>_tree, root_<treeLevel>);

<if(backtracking)>}<endif>

<endif>

>>

 

/** Match ^(label+=TOKEN ...) auto construct */

tokenRefRuleRootAndListLabel(token,label,elementIndex,hetero) ::= <<

<tokenRefRuleRoot(...)>

<listLabel(elem=label,...)>

>>

 

/** Match . wildcard and auto dup the node/subtree */

wildcard(token,label,elementIndex,hetero) ::= <<

_last = (<ASTLabelType>)LT(1);

<super.wildcard(...)>

<if(!rewriteMode)>

<if(backtracking)>if ( <actions.(actionScope).synpredgate> ) {<endif>

<label>_tree = (<ASTLabelType>)ADAPTOR->dupTree(ADAPTOR, <label>);

ADAPTOR->addChild(ADAPTOR, root_<treeLevel>, <label>_tree);

<if(backtracking)>}<endif>

<else> <! rewrite mode !>

<if(backtracking)>if ( <actions.(actionScope).synpredgate> )<endif>

if ( _first_<treeLevel>==null ) _first_<treeLevel> = <label>;
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<endif>

>>

 

// SET AST

 

matchSet(s,label,hetero,elementIndex,postmatchCode) ::= <<

_last = (<ASTLabelType>)LT(1);

<super.matchSet(..., postmatchCode={

<if(!rewriteMode)>

<if(backtracking)>if ( BACKTRACKING == 0 ) {<endif>

<if(hetero)>

<label>_tree = <hetero>New(<label>);

<else>

<label>_tree = (<ASTLabelType>)ADAPTOR->dupNode(ADAPTOR, <label>);

<endif><\n>

ADAPTOR->addChild(ADAPTOR, root_<treeLevel>, <label>_tree);

<if(backtracking)>}<endif>

<endif>

}

)>

>>

 

matchRuleBlockSet(s,label,hetero,elementIndex,postmatchCode,treeLevel="0") ::= <<

<matchSet(...)>

<noRewrite()> <! set return tree !>

>>

 

matchSetBang(s,label,elementIndex,postmatchCode) ::= <<

_last = (<ASTLabelType>)LT(1);

<super.matchSet(...)>

>>

 

matchSetRuleRoot(s,label,hetero,elementIndex,debug) ::= <<

<super.matchSet(..., postmatchCode={

<if(!rewriteMode)>

<if(backtracking)>if ( <actions.(actionScope).synpredgate> ){<endif>

<if(hetero)>

<label>_tree = <hetero>New(<label>);

<else>

<label>_tree = (<ASTLabelType>)ADAPTOR->dupNode(ADAPTOR, <label>);

<endif>

root_<treeLevel> = (<ASTLabelType>)ADAPTOR->becomeRoot(ADAPTOR, <label>_tree, root_<treeLevel>);

<if(backtracking)>}<endif>

<endif>

}

)>

>>
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// RULE REF AST

 

/** rule auto construct */

ruleRef(rule,label,elementIndex,args,scope) ::= <<

_last = (<ASTLabelType>)LT(1);

<super.ruleRef(...)>

<if(backtracking)>if ( <actions.(actionScope).synpredgate> )

{

<endif>

<if(!rewriteMode)>

	ADAPTOR->addChild(ADAPTOR, root_<treeLevel>, <label>.tree);

<else>

	if ( _first_<treeLevel> == NULL ) _first_<treeLevel> = <label>.tree;

<endif>

<if(backtracking)>}<endif>

>>

 

/** x+=rule auto construct */

ruleRefAndListLabel(rule,label,elementIndex,args,scope) ::= <<

<ruleRef(...)>

<super.listLabelAST(elem=label,...)>

>>

 

/** ^(rule ...) auto construct */

ruleRefRuleRoot(rule,label,elementIndex,args,scope) ::= <<

_last = (<ASTLabelType>)LT(1);

<super.ruleRef(...)>

<if(!rewriteMode)>

<if(backtracking)>if ( ( <actions.(actionScope).synpredgate> ) ) <endif>root_<treeLevel> =

(<ASTLabelType>)(ADAPTOR->becomeRoot(ADAPTOR, <label>.tree, root_<treeLevel>));

<endif>

>>

 

/** ^(x+=rule ...) auto construct */

ruleRefRuleRootAndListLabel(rule,label,elementIndex,args,scope) ::= <<

<ruleRefRuleRoot(...)>

<super.listLabelAST(elem=label,...)>

>>

 

/** rule when output=AST and tracking for rewrite */

ruleRefTrack(rule,label,elementIndex,args,scope) ::= <<

_last = (<ASTLabelType>)LT(1);

<super.ruleRefTrack(...)>

>>

 

/** x+=rule when output=AST and tracking for rewrite */

ruleRefTrackAndListLabel(rule,label,elementIndex,args,scope) ::= <<

_last = (<ASTLabelType>)LT(1);
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<super.ruleRefTrackAndListLabel(...)>

>>

/** ^(rule ...) rewrite */

ruleRefRuleRootTrack(rule,label,elementIndex,args,scope) ::= <<

_last = (<ASTLabelType>)LT(1);

<super.ruleRefRootTrack(...)>

>>

 

/** ^(x+=rule ...) rewrite */

ruleRefRuleRootTrackAndListLabel(rule,label,elementIndex,args,scope) ::= <<

_last = (<ASTLabelType>)LT(1);

<super.ruleRefRuleRootTrackAndListLabel(...)>

>>

 

 

/** Streams for token refs are tree nodes now; override to

*  change nextToken to nextNode.

*/

createRewriteNodeFromElement(token,hetero,scope) ::= <<

<if(hetero)>

<hetero>New(stream_<token>->nextNode(stream_<token>))

<else>

stream_<token>->nextNode(stream_<token>)

<endif>

>>

 

ruleCleanUp() ::= <<

<super.ruleCleanUp(...)>

<if(backtracking)>

if ( <actions.(actionScope).synpredgate> ) {<\n>

<endif>

<if(!ruleDescriptor.isSynPred)>

	retval.stop = LT(-1);<\n>

<endif>

	retval.tree = (<ASTLabelType>)ADAPTOR->rulePostProcessing(ADAPTOR, root_0);

<if(backtracking)>

}

<endif>

<ruleDescriptor.allTokenRefsInAltsWithRewrites

   :{if (stream_<it> != NULL) stream_<it>->free(stream_<it>);}; separator="\n">

<ruleDescriptor.allRuleRefsInAltsWithRewrites

   :{if (stream_<it> != NULL) stream_<it>->free(stream_<it>);}; separator="\n">

>>

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1147456847_1616955844.46/0/antlr-3-3-sources-1-

jar/org/antlr/codegen/templates/C/ASTTreeParser.stg
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* [The "BSD licence"]

* Copyright (c) 2005-2008 Terence Parr

* All rights reserved.

*

* Conversion to C#:

* Copyright (c) 2008-2009 Sam Harwell, Pixel Mine, Inc.

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* 3. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote products

*    derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

* OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.

* IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

* INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

* DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

* THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

* (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF

* THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*/

 

/** Templates for building ASTs during tree parsing.

*

*  Deal with many combinations.  Dimensions are:

*  Auto build or rewrite

*    no label, label, list label  (label/no-label handled together)

*    child, root

*    token, set, rule, wildcard

*

*  Each combination has its own template except that label/no label

*  is combined into tokenRef, ruleRef, ...

*/

group ASTTreeParser;

 

/** Add a variable to track last element matched */
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ruleDeclarations() ::= <<

<super.ruleDeclarations()>

<ASTLabelType> _first_0 = null;

<ASTLabelType> _last = null;<\n>

>>

 

/** What to emit when there is no rewrite rule.  For auto build

*  mode, does nothing.

*/

noRewrite(rewriteBlockLevel, treeLevel) ::= <<

<if(backtracking)>if ( <actions.(actionScope).synpredgate> ) {<endif>

<if(rewriteMode)>

retval.Tree = (<ASTLabelType>)_first_0;

if (adaptor.GetParent(retval.Tree)!=null && adaptor.IsNil(adaptor.GetParent(retval.Tree)))

   retval.Tree = (<ASTLabelType>)adaptor.GetParent(retval.Tree);

<endif>

<if(backtracking)>}<endif>

>>

 

/** match ^(root children) in tree parser; override here to

*  add tree construction actions.

*/

tree(root, actionsAfterRoot, children, nullableChildList,

    enclosingTreeLevel, treeLevel) ::= <<

_last = (<ASTLabelType>)input.LT(1);

{

<ASTLabelType> _save_last_<treeLevel> = _last;

<ASTLabelType> _first_<treeLevel> = null;

<if(!rewriteMode)>

<ASTLabelType> root_<treeLevel> = (<ASTLabelType>)adaptor.Nil();

<endif>

<root:element()>

<if(rewriteMode)>

<if(backtracking)>if ( <actions.(actionScope).synpredgate> )<endif>

<if(root.el.rule)>

if ( _first_<enclosingTreeLevel>==null ) _first_<enclosingTreeLevel> = <root.el.label>.Tree;

<else>

if ( _first_<enclosingTreeLevel>==null ) _first_<enclosingTreeLevel> = <root.el.label>;

<endif>

<endif>

<actionsAfterRoot:element()>

<if(nullableChildList)>

if ( input.LA(1)==TokenTypes.Down ) {

   Match(input, TokenTypes.Down, null); <checkRuleBacktrackFailure()>

   <children:element()>

   Match(input, TokenTypes.Up, null); <checkRuleBacktrackFailure()>

}

<else>
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Match(input, TokenTypes.Down, null); <checkRuleBacktrackFailure()>

<children:element()>

Match(input, TokenTypes.Up, null); <checkRuleBacktrackFailure()>

<endif>

<if(!rewriteMode)>

adaptor.AddChild(root_<enclosingTreeLevel>, root_<treeLevel>);

<endif>

_last = _save_last_<treeLevel>;

}<\n>

>>

 

// TOKEN AST STUFF

 

/** ID! and output=AST (same as plain tokenRef) 'cept add

*  setting of _last

*/

tokenRefBang(token,label,elementIndex) ::= <<

_last = (<ASTLabelType>)input.LT(1);

<super.tokenRef(...)>

>>

 

/** ID auto construct */

tokenRef(token,label,elementIndex,hetero) ::= <<

_last = (<ASTLabelType>)input.LT(1);

<super.tokenRef(...)>

<if(!rewriteMode)>

<if(backtracking)>if ( <actions.(actionScope).synpredgate> ) {<endif>

<if(hetero)>

<label>_tree = new <hetero>(<label>);

<else>

<label>_tree = (<ASTLabelType>)adaptor.DupNode(<label>);

<endif><\n>

adaptor.AddChild(root_<treeLevel>, <label>_tree);

<if(backtracking)>}<endif>

<else> <! rewrite mode !>

<if(backtracking)>if ( <actions.(actionScope).synpredgate> )<endif>

if ( _first_<treeLevel>==null ) _first_<treeLevel> = <label>;

<endif>

>>

 

/** label+=TOKEN auto construct */

tokenRefAndListLabel(token,label,elementIndex,hetero) ::= <<

<tokenRef(...)>

<listLabel(elem=label,...)>

>>

 

/** ^(ID ...) auto construct */

tokenRefRuleRoot(token,label,elementIndex,hetero) ::= <<
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_last = (<ASTLabelType>)input.LT(1);

<super.tokenRef(...)>

<if(!rewriteMode)>

<if(backtracking)>if ( <actions.(actionScope).synpredgate> ) {<endif>

<if(hetero)>

<label>_tree = new <hetero>(<label>);

<else>

<label>_tree = (<ASTLabelType>)adaptor.DupNode(<label>);

<endif><\n>

root_<treeLevel> = (<ASTLabelType>)adaptor.BecomeRoot(<label>_tree, root_<treeLevel>);

<if(backtracking)>}<endif>

<endif>

>>

 

/** Match ^(label+=TOKEN ...) auto construct */

tokenRefRuleRootAndListLabel(token,label,elementIndex,hetero) ::= <<

<tokenRefRuleRoot(...)>

<listLabel(elem=label,...)>

>>

 

/** Match . wildcard and auto dup the node/subtree */

wildcard(token,label,elementIndex,hetero) ::= <<

_last = (<ASTLabelType>)input.LT(1);

<super.wildcard(...)>

<if(!rewriteMode)>

<if(backtracking)>if ( <actions.(actionScope).synpredgate> ) {<endif>

<label>_tree = (<ASTLabelType>)adaptor.DupTree(<label>);

adaptor.AddChild(root_<treeLevel>, <label>_tree);

<if(backtracking)>}<endif>

<else> <! rewrite mode !>

<if(backtracking)>if ( <actions.(actionScope).synpredgate> )<endif>

if ( _first_<treeLevel>==null ) _first_<treeLevel> = <label>;

<endif>

>>

 

// SET AST

 

matchSet(s,label,hetero,elementIndex,postmatchCode) ::= <<

_last = (<ASTLabelType>)input.LT(1);

<super.matchSet(..., postmatchCode={

<if(!rewriteMode)>

<if(backtracking)>if ( <actions.(actionScope).synpredgate> ) {<endif>

<if(hetero)>

<label>_tree = new <hetero>(<label>);

<else>

<label>_tree = (<ASTLabelType>)adaptor.DupNode(<label>);

<endif><\n>

adaptor.AddChild(root_<treeLevel>, <label>_tree);
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<if(backtracking)>}<endif>

<endif>

}

)>

>>

 

matchRuleBlockSet(s,label,hetero,elementIndex,postmatchCode,treeLevel="0") ::= <<

<matchSet(...)>

<noRewrite()> <! set return tree !>

>>

 

matchSetBang(s,label,elementIndex,postmatchCode) ::= <<

_last = (<ASTLabelType>)input.LT(1);

<super.matchSet(...)>

>>

 

matchSetRuleRoot(s,label,hetero,elementIndex,debug) ::= <<

<super.matchSet(..., postmatchCode={

<if(!rewriteMode)>

<if(backtracking)>if ( <actions.(actionScope).synpredgate> ) {<endif>

<if(hetero)>

<label>_tree = new <hetero>(<label>);

<else>

<label>_tree = (<ASTLabelType>)adaptor.DupNode(<label>);

<endif><\n>

root_<treeLevel> = (<ASTLabelType>)adaptor.BecomeRoot(<label>_tree, root_<treeLevel>);

<if(backtracking)>}<endif>

<endif>

}

)>

>>

 

// RULE REF AST

 

/** rule auto construct */

ruleRef(rule,label,elementIndex,args,scope) ::= <<

_last = (<ASTLabelType>)input.LT(1);

<super.ruleRef(...)>

<if(backtracking)>if ( <actions.(actionScope).synpredgate> ) <endif>

<if(!rewriteMode)>

adaptor.AddChild(root_<treeLevel>, <label>.Tree);

<else> <! rewrite mode !>

if ( _first_<treeLevel>==null ) _first_<treeLevel> = <label>.Tree;

<endif>

>>

 

/** x+=rule auto construct */

ruleRefAndListLabel(rule,label,elementIndex,args,scope) ::= <<
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<ruleRef(...)>

<listLabel(elem=label+".Tree",...)>

>>

 

/** ^(rule ...) auto construct */

ruleRefRuleRoot(rule,label,elementIndex,args,scope) ::= <<

_last = (<ASTLabelType>)input.LT(1);

<super.ruleRef(...)>

<if(!rewriteMode)>

<if(backtracking)>if ( <actions.(actionScope).synpredgate> ) <endif>root_<treeLevel> =

(<ASTLabelType>)adaptor.BecomeRoot(<label>.Tree, root_<treeLevel>);

<endif>

>>

 

/** ^(x+=rule ...) auto construct */

ruleRefRuleRootAndListLabel(rule,label,elementIndex,args,scope) ::= <<

<ruleRefRuleRoot(...)>

<listLabel(elem=label+".Tree",...)>

>>

 

/** rule when output=AST and tracking for rewrite */

ruleRefTrack(rule,label,elementIndex,args,scope) ::= <<

_last = (<ASTLabelType>)input.LT(1);

<super.ruleRefTrack(...)>

>>

 

/** x+=rule when output=AST and tracking for rewrite */

ruleRefTrackAndListLabel(rule,label,elementIndex,args,scope) ::= <<

_last = (<ASTLabelType>)input.LT(1);

<super.ruleRefTrackAndListLabel(...)>

>>

 

/** ^(rule ...) rewrite */

ruleRefRuleRootTrack(rule,label,elementIndex,args,scope) ::= <<

_last = (<ASTLabelType>)input.LT(1);

<super.ruleRefRootTrack(...)>

>>

 

/** ^(x+=rule ...) rewrite */

ruleRefRuleRootTrackAndListLabel(rule,label,elementIndex,args,scope) ::= <<

_last = (<ASTLabelType>)input.LT(1);

<super.ruleRefRuleRootTrackAndListLabel(...)>

>>

 

/** Streams for token refs are tree nodes now; override to

*  change NextToken to NextNode.

*/

createRewriteNodeFromElement(token,hetero,scope) ::= <<
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<if(hetero)>

new <hetero>(stream_<token>.NextNode())

<else>

stream_<token>.NextNode()

<endif>

>>

 

ruleCleanUp() ::= <<

<super.ruleCleanUp()>

<if(!rewriteMode)>

<if(backtracking)>if ( <actions.(actionScope).synpredgate> ) {<\n><endif>

retval.Tree = (<ASTLabelType>)adaptor.RulePostProcessing(root_0);

<if(backtracking)>}<endif>

<endif>

>>

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1147456847_1616955844.46/0/antlr-3-3-sources-1-

jar/org/antlr/codegen/templates/CSharp3/ASTTreeParser.stg

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

[The "BSD licence"]

Copyright (c) 2007-2008 Johannes Luber

Copyright (c) 2005-2007 Kunle Odutola

Copyright (c) 2005 Terence Parr

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

   documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote products

   derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF
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THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*/

 

/** Template overrides to add debugging to AST stuff.  Dynamic inheritance

*  hierarchy is set up as ASTDbg : AST : Dbg : Java by code generator.

*/

group ASTDbg;

 

parserMembers() ::= <<

// Implement this function in your helper file to use a custom tree adaptor

void InitializeTreeAdaptor() {}

protected DebugTreeAdaptor adaptor;

 

public ITreeAdaptor TreeAdaptor

{

	get

	{

		return adaptor;

	}

	set

	{

<if(grammar.grammarIsRoot)>

		this.adaptor = new DebugTreeAdaptor(dbg,adaptor);

<else>

		this.adaptor = (DebugTreeAdaptor)adaptor; // delegator sends dbg adaptor

<endif><\n>

		<grammar.directDelegates:{g|<g:delegateName()>.TreeAdaptor = this.adaptor;}>

	}

}<\n>

>>

 

parserCtorBody() ::= <<

<super.parserCtorBody()>

>>

 

createListenerAndHandshake() ::= <<

DebugEventSocketProxy proxy = new DebugEventSocketProxy( this, port,

<if(TREE_PARSER)>input.TreeAdaptor<else>adaptor<endif> );

DebugListener = proxy;

<inputStreamType> = new Debug<inputStreamType>( input, proxy );

try

{

	proxy.Handshake();

}

catch ( IOException ioe )

{

	ReportError( ioe );

}
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>>

 

@ctorForRootGrammar.finally() ::= <<

ITreeAdaptor adap = new CommonTreeAdaptor();

TreeAdaptor = adap;

proxy.TreeAdaptor = adap;

>>

 

@ctorForProfilingRootGrammar.finally() ::=<<

ITreeAdaptor adap = new CommonTreeAdaptor();

TreeAdaptor = adap;

>>

 

@ctorForPredefinedListener.superClassRef() ::= ": base( input, dbg )"

 

@ctorForPredefinedListener.finally() ::=<<

<if(grammar.grammarIsRoot)><! don't create new adaptor for delegates !>

ITreeAdaptor adap = new CommonTreeAdaptor();

TreeAdaptor = adap;<\n>

<endif>

>>

 

//@rewriteElement.pregen() ::= "dbg.Location( <e.line>, <e.pos> );"

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1147456847_1616955844.46/0/antlr-3-3-sources-1-

jar/org/antlr/codegen/templates/CSharp2/ASTDbg.stg

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

[The "BSD licence"]

Copyright (c) 2005-2006 Terence Parr

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

   documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote products

   derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.
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IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF

THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*/

 

interface ANTLRCore;

 

/** The overall file structure of a recognizer; stores methods for rules

*  and cyclic DFAs plus support code.

*/

outputFile(LEXER,PARSER,TREE_PARSER, actionScope, actions,

          docComment, recognizer,

          name, tokens, tokenNames, rules, cyclicDFAs,

	   bitsets, buildTemplate, buildAST, rewriteMode, profile,

	   backtracking, synpreds, memoize, numRules,

	   fileName, ANTLRVersion, generatedTimestamp, trace,

	   scopes, superClass, literals);

 

/** The header file; make sure to define headerFileExtension() below */

optional

headerFile(LEXER,PARSER,TREE_PARSER, actionScope, actions,

          docComment, recognizer,

          name, tokens, tokenNames, rules, cyclicDFAs,

	   bitsets, buildTemplate, buildAST, rewriteMode, profile,

	   backtracking, synpreds, memoize, numRules,

	   fileName, ANTLRVersion, generatedTimestamp, trace,

	   scopes, superClass, literals);

 

lexer(grammar, name, tokens, scopes, rules, numRules, labelType,

     filterMode, superClass);

 

parser(grammar, name, scopes, tokens, tokenNames, rules, numRules,

      bitsets, ASTLabelType, superClass,

      labelType, members);

 

/** How to generate a tree parser; same as parser except the input

*  stream is a different type.

*/

treeParser(grammar, name, scopes, tokens, tokenNames, globalAction, rules,

          numRules, bitsets, labelType, ASTLabelType,

          superClass, members, filterMode);

 

/** A simpler version of a rule template that is specific to the imaginary

*  rules created for syntactic predicates.  As they never have return values
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*  nor parameters etc..., just give simplest possible method.  Don't do

*  any of the normal memoization stuff in here either; it's a waste.

*  As predicates cannot be inlined into the invoking rule, they need to

*  be in a rule by themselves.

*/

synpredRule(ruleName, ruleDescriptor, block, description, nakedBlock);

 

/** How to generate code for a rule.  This includes any return type

*  data aggregates required for multiple return values.

*/

rule(ruleName,ruleDescriptor,block,emptyRule,description,exceptions,finally,memoize);

 

/** How to generate a rule in the lexer; naked blocks are used for

*  fragment rules.

*/

lexerRule(ruleName,nakedBlock,ruleDescriptor,block,memoize);

 

/** How to generate code for the implicitly-defined lexer grammar rule

*  that chooses between lexer rules.

*/

tokensRule(ruleName,nakedBlock,args,block,ruleDescriptor);

 

filteringNextToken();

 

filteringActionGate();

 

// S U B R U L E S

 

/** A (...) subrule with multiple alternatives */

block(alts,decls,decision,enclosingBlockLevel,blockLevel,decisionNumber,maxK,maxAlt,description);

 

/** A rule block with multiple alternatives */

ruleBlock(alts,decls,decision,enclosingBlockLevel,blockLevel,decisionNumber,maxK,maxAlt,description);

 

ruleBlockSingleAlt(alts,decls,decision,enclosingBlockLevel,blockLevel,decisionNumber,description);

 

/** A special case of a (...) subrule with a single alternative */

blockSingleAlt(alts,decls,decision,enclosingBlockLevel,blockLevel,decisionNumber,description);

 

/** A (..)+ block with 0 or more alternatives */

positiveClosureBlock(alts,decls,decision,enclosingBlockLevel,blockLevel,decisionNumber,maxK,maxAlt,descriptio

n);

 

positiveClosureBlockSingleAlt(alts,decls,decision,enclosingBlockLevel,blockLevel,decisionNumber,maxK,maxAlt,

description);

 

/** A (..)* block with 0 or more alternatives */

closureBlock(alts,decls,decision,enclosingBlockLevel,blockLevel,decisionNumber,maxK,maxAlt,description);
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closureBlockSingleAlt(alts,decls,decision,enclosingBlockLevel,blockLevel,decisionNumber,maxK,maxAlt,descripti

on);

 

/** Optional blocks (x)? are translated to (x|) by before code generation

*  so we can just use the normal block template

*/

optionalBlock(alts,decls,decision,enclosingBlockLevel,blockLevel,decisionNumber,maxK,maxAlt,description);

 

optionalBlockSingleAlt(alts,decls,decision,enclosingBlockLevel,blockLevel,decisionNumber,maxK,maxAlt,descrip

tion);

 

/** An alternative is just a list of elements; at outermost level */

alt(elements,altNum,description,autoAST,outerAlt,treeLevel,rew);

 

// E L E M E N T S

 

/** match a token optionally with a label in front */

tokenRef(token,label,elementIndex,hetero);

 

/** ids+=ID */

tokenRefAndListLabel(token,label,elementIndex,hetero);

 

listLabel(label,elem);

 

/** match a character */

charRef(char,label);

 

/** match a character range */

charRangeRef(a,b,label);

 

/** For now, sets are interval tests and must be tested inline */

matchSet(s,label,elementIndex,postmatchCode);

 

matchSetAndListLabel(s,label,elementIndex,postmatchCode);

 

/** Match a string literal */

lexerStringRef(string,label,elementIndex);

 

wildcard(label,elementIndex);

 

wildcardAndListLabel(label,elementIndex);

 

/** Match . wildcard in lexer */

wildcardChar(label, elementIndex);

 

wildcardCharListLabel(label, elementIndex);
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/** Match a rule reference by invoking it possibly with arguments

*  and a return value or values.

*/

ruleRef(rule,label,elementIndex,args,scope);

 

/** ids+=ID */

ruleRefAndListLabel(rule,label,elementIndex,args,scope);

 

/** A lexer rule reference */

lexerRuleRef(rule,label,args,elementIndex,scope);

 

/** i+=INT in lexer */

lexerRuleRefAndListLabel(rule,label,args,elementIndex,scope);

 

/** EOF in the lexer */

lexerMatchEOF(label,elementIndex);

 

/** match ^(root children) in tree parser */

tree(root, actionsAfterRoot, children, nullableChildList,

    enclosingTreeLevel, treeLevel);

 

/** Every predicate is used as a validating predicate (even when it is

*  also hoisted into a prediction expression).

*/

validateSemanticPredicate(pred,description);

 

// F i x e d  D F A  (if-then-else)

 

dfaState(k,edges,eotPredictsAlt,description,stateNumber,semPredState);

 

/** Same as a normal DFA state except that we don't examine lookahead

*  for the bypass alternative.  It delays error detection but this

*  is faster, smaller, and more what people expect.  For (X)? people

*  expect "if ( LA(1)==X ) match(X);" and that's it.

*

*  If a semPredState, don't force lookahead lookup; preds might not

*  need.

*/

dfaOptionalBlockState(k,edges,eotPredictsAlt,description,stateNumber,semPredState);

 

/** A DFA state that is actually the loopback decision of a closure

*  loop.  If end-of-token (EOT) predicts any of the targets then it

*  should act like a default clause (i.e., no error can be generated).

*  This is used only in the lexer so that for ('a')* on the end of a

*  rule anything other than 'a' predicts exiting.

*

*  If a semPredState, don't force lookahead lookup; preds might not

*  need.
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*/

dfaLoopbackState(k,edges,eotPredictsAlt,description,stateNumber,semPredState);

 

/** An accept state indicates a unique alternative has been predicted */

dfaAcceptState(alt);

 

/** A simple edge with an expression.  If the expression is satisfied,

*  enter to the target state.  To handle gated productions, we may

*  have to evaluate some predicates for this edge.

*/

dfaEdge(labelExpr, targetState, predicates);

 

// F i x e d  D F A  (switch case)

 

/** A DFA state where a SWITCH may be generated.  The code generator

*  decides if this is possible: CodeGenerator.canGenerateSwitch().

*/

dfaStateSwitch(k,edges,eotPredictsAlt,description,stateNumber,semPredState);

 

dfaOptionalBlockStateSwitch(k,edges,eotPredictsAlt,description,stateNumber,semPredState);

 

dfaLoopbackStateSwitch(k, edges,eotPredictsAlt,description,stateNumber,semPredState);

 

dfaEdgeSwitch(labels, targetState);

 

// C y c l i c  D F A

 

/** The code to initiate execution of a cyclic DFA; this is used

*  in the rule to predict an alt just like the fixed DFA case.

*  The <name> attribute is inherited via the parser, lexer, ...

*/

dfaDecision(decisionNumber,description);

 

/** Generate the tables and support code needed for the DFAState object

*  argument.  Unless there is a semantic predicate (or syn pred, which

*  become sem preds), all states should be encoded in the state tables.

*  Consequently, cyclicDFAState/cyclicDFAEdge,eotDFAEdge templates are

*  not used except for special DFA states that cannot be encoded as

*  a transition table.

*/

cyclicDFA(dfa);

 

/** A special state in a cyclic DFA; special means has a semantic predicate

*  or it's a huge set of symbols to check.

*/

cyclicDFAState(decisionNumber,stateNumber,edges,needErrorClause,semPredState);

 

/** Just like a fixed DFA edge, test the lookahead and indicate what
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*  state to jump to next if successful.  Again, this is for special

*  states.

*/

cyclicDFAEdge(labelExpr, targetStateNumber, edgeNumber, predicates);

 

/** An edge pointing at end-of-token; essentially matches any char;

*  always jump to the target.

*/

eotDFAEdge(targetStateNumber,edgeNumber, predicates);

 

// D F A  E X P R E S S I O N S

 

andPredicates(left,right);

 

orPredicates(operands);

 

notPredicate(pred);

 

evalPredicate(pred,description);

 

evalSynPredicate(pred,description);

 

lookaheadTest(atom,k,atomAsInt);

 

/** Sometimes a lookahead test cannot assume that LA(k) is in a temp variable

*  somewhere.  Must ask for the lookahead directly.

*/

isolatedLookaheadTest(atom,k,atomAsInt);

 

lookaheadRangeTest(lower,upper,k,rangeNumber,lowerAsInt,upperAsInt);

 

isolatedLookaheadRangeTest(lower,upper,k,rangeNumber,lowerAsInt,upperAsInt);

 

setTest(ranges);

 

// A T T R I B U T E S

 

parameterAttributeRef(attr);

parameterSetAttributeRef(attr,expr);

 

scopeAttributeRef(scope,attr,index,negIndex);

scopeSetAttributeRef(scope,attr,expr,index,negIndex);

 

/** $x is either global scope or x is rule with dynamic scope; refers

*  to stack itself not top of stack.  This is useful for predicates

*  like {$function.size()>0 && $function::name.equals("foo")}?

*/

isolatedDynamicScopeRef(scope);
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/** reference an attribute of rule; might only have single return value */

ruleLabelRef(referencedRule,scope,attr);

 

returnAttributeRef(ruleDescriptor,attr);

returnSetAttributeRef(ruleDescriptor,attr,expr);

 

/** How to translate $tokenLabel */

tokenLabelRef(label);

 

/** ids+=ID {$ids} or e+=expr {$e} */

listLabelRef(label);

 

// not sure the next are the right approach; and they are evaluated early;

// they cannot see TREE_PARSER or PARSER attributes for example. :(

 

tokenLabelPropertyRef_text(scope,attr);

tokenLabelPropertyRef_type(scope,attr);

tokenLabelPropertyRef_line(scope,attr);

tokenLabelPropertyRef_pos(scope,attr);

tokenLabelPropertyRef_channel(scope,attr);

tokenLabelPropertyRef_index(scope,attr);

tokenLabelPropertyRef_tree(scope,attr);

 

ruleLabelPropertyRef_start(scope,attr);

ruleLabelPropertyRef_stop(scope,attr);

ruleLabelPropertyRef_tree(scope,attr);

ruleLabelPropertyRef_text(scope,attr);

ruleLabelPropertyRef_st(scope,attr);

 

/** Isolated $RULE ref ok in lexer as it's a Token */

lexerRuleLabel(label);

 

lexerRuleLabelPropertyRef_type(scope,attr);

lexerRuleLabelPropertyRef_line(scope,attr);

lexerRuleLabelPropertyRef_pos(scope,attr);

lexerRuleLabelPropertyRef_channel(scope,attr);

lexerRuleLabelPropertyRef_index(scope,attr);

lexerRuleLabelPropertyRef_text(scope,attr);

 

// Somebody may ref $template or $tree or $stop within a rule:

rulePropertyRef_start(scope,attr);

rulePropertyRef_stop(scope,attr);

rulePropertyRef_tree(scope,attr);

rulePropertyRef_text(scope,attr);

rulePropertyRef_st(scope,attr);

 

lexerRulePropertyRef_text(scope,attr);
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lexerRulePropertyRef_type(scope,attr);

lexerRulePropertyRef_line(scope,attr);

lexerRulePropertyRef_pos(scope,attr);

/** Undefined, but present for consistency with Token attributes; set to -1 */

lexerRulePropertyRef_index(scope,attr);

lexerRulePropertyRef_channel(scope,attr);

lexerRulePropertyRef_start(scope,attr);

lexerRulePropertyRef_stop(scope,attr);

 

ruleSetPropertyRef_tree(scope,attr,expr);

ruleSetPropertyRef_st(scope,attr,expr);

 

/** How to execute an action */

execAction(action);

 

// M I S C (properties, etc...)

 

codeFileExtension();

 

/** Your language needs a header file; e.g., ".h" */

optional headerFileExtension();

 

true();

false();

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1147456847_1616955844.46/0/antlr-3-3-sources-1-

jar/org/antlr/codegen/templates/ANTLRCore.sti

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

[The "BSD licence"]

All rights reserved.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote products

derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1147456847_1616955844.46/0/antlr-3-3-sources-1-

jar/org/antlr/codegen/templates/ActionScript/ASTParser.stg

* /opt/cola/permits/1147456847_1616955844.46/0/antlr-3-3-sources-1-

jar/org/antlr/codegen/templates/Java/ASTParser.stg
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* /opt/cola/permits/1147456847_1616955844.46/0/antlr-3-3-sources-1-

jar/org/antlr/codegen/templates/CSharp2/ASTParser.stg

* /opt/cola/permits/1147456847_1616955844.46/0/antlr-3-3-sources-1-

jar/org/antlr/codegen/templates/Python/ST.stg

* /opt/cola/permits/1147456847_1616955844.46/0/antlr-3-3-sources-1-

jar/org/antlr/codegen/templates/Python/ASTDbg.stg

* /opt/cola/permits/1147456847_1616955844.46/0/antlr-3-3-sources-1-jar/org/antlr/tool/serialize.g

* /opt/cola/permits/1147456847_1616955844.46/0/antlr-3-3-sources-1-

jar/org/antlr/codegen/templates/Python/AST.stg

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

[The "BSD licence"]

Copyright (c) 2008 Erik van Bilsen

Copyright (c) 2007-2008 Johannes Luber

Copyright (c) 2005-2007 Kunle Odutola

Copyright (c) 2005-2006 Terence Parr

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

   documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote products

   derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF

THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*/

 

/** Templates for building ASTs during normal parsing.

*

*  Deal with many combinations.  Dimensions are:

*  Auto build or rewrite

*    no label, label, list label  (label/no-label handled together)

*    child, root
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*    token, set, rule, wildcard

*

*  The situation is not too bad as rewrite (->) usage makes ^ and !

*  invalid. There is no huge explosion of combinations.

*/

group ASTParser;

 

@rule.setErrorReturnValue() ::= <<

RetVal.Tree := Adaptor.ErrorNode(Input, RetVal.Start as IToken,

 Input.LT(-1), RE) as I<ASTLabelType>;

>>

 

// TOKEN AST STUFF

 

/** ID and output=AST */

tokenRef(token,label,elementIndex,hetero) ::= <<

<super.tokenRef(...)>

<if(backtracking)>

if (State.Backtracking = 0) then

begin<\n>

<endif>

<label>_tree := <createNodeFromToken(...)>;

Adaptor.AddChild(Root[0], <label>_tree);

<if(backtracking)>

end;

<endif>

>>

 

/** ID! and output=AST (same as plain tokenRef) */

tokenRefBang(token,label,elementIndex) ::= "<super.tokenRef(...)>"

 

/** ID^ and output=AST */

tokenRefRuleRoot(token,label,elementIndex,hetero) ::= <<

<super.tokenRef(...)>

<if(backtracking)>

if (State.Backtracking = 0) then

begin

<endif>

<label>_tree := <createNodeFromToken(...)>;

Root[0] := Adaptor.BecomeRoot(<label>_tree, Root[0]) as I<ASTLabelType>;

<if(backtracking)>

end;

<endif>

>>

 

/** ids+=ID! and output=AST */

tokenRefBangAndListLabel(token,label,elementIndex,hetero) ::= <<

<tokenRefBang(...)>
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<listLabel(elem=label,...)>

>>

 

/** label+=TOKEN when output=AST but not rewrite alt */

tokenRefAndListLabel(token,label,elementIndex,hetero) ::= <<

<tokenRef(...)>

<listLabel(elem=label,...)>

>>

 

/** Match label+=TOKEN^ when output=AST but not rewrite alt */

tokenRefRuleRootAndListLabel(token,label,hetero,elementIndex) ::= <<

<tokenRefRuleRoot(...)>

<listLabel(elem=label,...)>

>>

 

// SET AST

 

// the match set stuff is interesting in that it uses an argument list

// to pass code to the default matchSet; another possible way to alter

// inherited code.  I don't use the region stuff because I need to pass

// different chunks depending on the operator.  I don't like making

// the template name have the operator as the number of templates gets

// large but this is the most flexible--this is as opposed to having

// the code generator call matchSet then add root code or ruleroot code

// plus list label plus ...  The combinations might require complicated

// rather than just added on code.  Investigate that refactoring when

// I have more time.

 

matchSet(s,label,hetero,elementIndex,postmatchCode) ::= <<

<super.matchSet(..., postmatchCode={<if(backtracking)>if (State.Backtracking = 0) then

<endif>Adaptor.AddChild(Root[0], <createNodeFromToken(...)>);})>

>>

 

matchRuleBlockSet(s,label,hetero,elementIndex,postmatchCode,treeLevel="0") ::= <<

<matchSet(...)>

>>

 

matchSetBang(s,label,elementIndex,postmatchCode) ::= "<super.matchSet(...)>"

 

// note there is no matchSetTrack because -> rewrites force sets to be

// plain old blocks of alts: (A|B|...|C)

 

matchSetRuleRoot(s,label,hetero,elementIndex,debug) ::= <<

<if(label)>

<label> := Input.LT(1) as I<labelType>;<\n>

<endif>

<super.matchSet(..., postmatchCode={<if(backtracking)>if (State.Backtracking = 0) then <endif>Root[0] :=

Adaptor.BecomeRoot(<createNodeFromToken(...)>, Root[0]) as I<ASTLabelType>;})>
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>>

 

// RULE REF AST

 

/** rule when output=AST */

ruleRef(rule,label,elementIndex,args,scope) ::= <<

<super.ruleRef(...)>

<if(backtracking)>if (State.Backtracking = 0) then <endif>Adaptor.AddChild(Root[0], <label>.Tree);

>>

 

/** rule! is same as normal rule ref */

ruleRefBang(rule,label,elementIndex,args,scope) ::= "<super.ruleRef(...)>"

 

/** rule^ */

ruleRefRuleRoot(rule,label,elementIndex,args,scope) ::= <<

<super.ruleRef(...)>

<if(backtracking)>if (State.Backtracking = 0) then <endif>Root[0] := Adaptor.BecomeRoot(<label>.Tree, Root[0])

as I<ASTLabelType>;

>>

 

/** x+=rule when output=AST */

ruleRefAndListLabel(rule,label,elementIndex,args,scope) ::= <<

<ruleRef(...)>

<listLabel(elem=label+".Tree",...)>

>>

 

/** x+=rule! when output=AST is a rule ref with list addition */

ruleRefBangAndListLabel(rule,label,elementIndex,args,scope) ::= <<

<ruleRefBang(...)>

<listLabel(elem=label+".Tree",...)>

>>

 

/** x+=rule^ */

ruleRefRuleRootAndListLabel(rule,label,elementIndex,args,scope) ::= <<

<ruleRefRuleRoot(...)>

<listLabel(elem=label+".Tree",...)>

>>

 

// WILDCARD AST

 

wildcard(label,elementIndex) ::= <<

<super.wildcard(...)>

<if(backtracking)>

if (State.Backtracking = 0) then

begin

<endif>

	<label>_tree := Adaptor.CreateNode(<label>) as I<ASTLabelType>;

	Adaptor.AddChild(Root[0], <label>_tree);
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<if(backtracking)>

end;

<endif>

>>

 

wildcardBang(label,elementIndex) ::= "<super.wildcard(...)>"

 

wildcardRuleRoot(label,elementIndex) ::= <<

<super.wildcard(...)>

<if(backtracking)>

if (State.Backtracking = 0) then

begin

<endif>

	<label>_tree := Adaptor.CreateNode(<label>) as I<ASTLabelType>;

	Root[0] := Adaptor.BecomeRoot(<label>_tree, Root[0]) as I<ASTLabelType>;

<if(backtracking)>

end;

<endif>

>>

 

createNodeFromToken(label,hetero) ::= <<

<if(hetero)>

T<hetero>.Create(<label>) <! new MethodNode(IDLabel) !>

<else>

Adaptor.CreateNode(<label>) as I<ASTLabelType>

<endif>

>>

 

ruleCleanUp() ::= <<

<super.ruleCleanUp()>

<if(backtracking)>

if (State.Backtracking = 0) then

begin<\n>

<endif>

RetVal.Tree := Adaptor.RulePostProcessing(Root[0]) as I<ASTLabelType>;

<if(!TREE_PARSER)>

Adaptor.SetTokenBoundaries(RetVal.Tree, RetVal.Start as IToken, RetVal.Stop as IToken);

<endif>

<if(backtracking)>

<\n>end;

<endif>

>>

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1147456847_1616955844.46/0/antlr-3-3-sources-1-

jar/org/antlr/codegen/templates/Delphi/ASTParser.stg

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.
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/*

[The "BSD licence"]

Copyright (c) 2005-2006 Terence Parr

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

   documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote products

   derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF

THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*/

group AST;

 

@outputFile.imports() ::= <<

<@super.imports()>

>>

 

@genericParser.members() ::= <<

<@super.members()>

<parserMembers()>

>>

 

/** Add an adaptor property that knows how to build trees */

parserMembers() ::= <<

<!protected TreeAdaptor adaptor = new CommonTreeAdaptor();<\n>!>

setTreeAdaptor: function(adaptor) {

   this.adaptor = adaptor;

   <grammar.directDelegates:{g|<g:delegateName()>.setTreeAdaptor(this.adaptor);}>

},

getTreeAdaptor: function() {

   return this.adaptor;

},
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>>

 

@returnScope.ruleReturnMembers() ::= <<

getTree: function() { return this.tree; }

>>

 

/** Add a variable to track rule's return AST */

ruleDeclarations() ::= <<

<super.ruleDeclarations()>

var root_0 = null;<\n>

>>

 

ruleLabelDefs() ::= <<

<super.ruleLabelDefs()>

<ruleDescriptor.tokenLabels:{var <it.label.text>_tree=null;}; separator="\n">

<ruleDescriptor.tokenListLabels:{var <it.label.text>_tree=null;}; separator="\n">

<ruleDescriptor.allTokenRefsInAltsWithRewrites

   :{var stream_<it>=new org.antlr.runtime.tree.RewriteRuleTokenStream(this.adaptor,"token <it>");};

separator="\n">

<ruleDescriptor.allRuleRefsInAltsWithRewrites

   :{var stream_<it>=new org.antlr.runtime.tree.RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(this.adaptor,"rule <it>");};

separator="\n">

>>

 

/** When doing auto AST construction, we must define some variables;

*  These should be turned off if doing rewrites.  This must be a "mode"

*  as a rule could have both rewrite and AST within the same alternative

*  block.

*/

@alt.declarations() ::= <<

<if(autoAST)>

<if(outerAlt)>

<if(!rewriteMode)>

root_0 = this.adaptor.nil();<\n>

<endif>

<endif>

<endif>

>>

 

// T r a c k i n g  R u l e  E l e m e n t s

 

/** ID and track it for use in a rewrite rule */

tokenRefTrack(token,label,elementIndex,hetero) ::= <<

<tokenRefBang(...)> <! Track implies no auto AST construction!>

<if(backtracking)>if ( <actions.(actionScope).synpredgate> ) <endif>stream_<token>.add(<label>);<\n>

>>

 

/** ids+=ID and track it for use in a rewrite rule; adds to ids *and*
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*  to the tracking list stream_ID for use in the rewrite.

*/

tokenRefTrackAndListLabel(token,label,elementIndex,hetero) ::= <<

<tokenRefTrack(...)>

<listLabel(elem=label,...)>

>>

 

/** ^(ID ...) track for rewrite */

tokenRefRuleRootTrack(token,label,elementIndex,hetero) ::= <<

<tokenRefBang(...)>

<if(backtracking)>if ( <actions.(actionScope).synpredgate> ) <endif>stream_<token>.add(<label>);<\n>

>>

 

/** Match ^(label+=TOKEN ...) track for rewrite */

tokenRefRuleRootTrackAndListLabel(token,label,elementIndex,hetero) ::= <<

<tokenRefRuleRootTrack(...)>

<listLabel(elem=label,...)>

>>

 

wildcardTrack(label,elementIndex) ::= <<

<super.wildcard(...)>

>>

 

/** rule when output=AST and tracking for rewrite */

ruleRefTrack(rule,label,elementIndex,args,scope) ::= <<

<super.ruleRef(...)>

<if(backtracking)>if ( <actions.(actionScope).synpredgate> ) <endif>stream_<rule.name>.add(<label>.getTree());

>>

 

/** x+=rule when output=AST and tracking for rewrite */

ruleRefTrackAndListLabel(rule,label,elementIndex,args,scope) ::= <<

<ruleRefTrack(...)>

<listLabel(elem=label+".getTree()",...)>

>>

 

/** ^(rule ...) rewrite */

ruleRefRuleRootTrack(rule,label,elementIndex,args,scope) ::= <<

<ruleRefRuleRoot(...)>

<if(backtracking)>if ( <actions.(actionScope).synpredgate> ) <endif>stream_<rule>.add(<label>.getTree());

>>

 

/** ^(x+=rule ...) rewrite */

ruleRefRuleRootTrackAndListLabel(rule,label,elementIndex,args,scope) ::= <<

<ruleRefRuleRootTrack(...)>

<listLabel(elem=label+".getTree()",...)>

>>

 

// R e w r i t e
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rewriteCode(

	alts, description,

	referencedElementsDeep, // ALL referenced elements to right of ->

	referencedTokenLabels,

	referencedTokenListLabels,

	referencedRuleLabels,

	referencedRuleListLabels,

   referencedWildcardLabels,

   referencedWildcardListLabels,

	rewriteBlockLevel, enclosingTreeLevel, treeLevel) ::=

<<

 

// AST REWRITE

// elements: <referencedElementsDeep; separator=", ">

// token labels: <referencedTokenLabels; separator=", ">

// rule labels: <referencedRuleLabels; separator=", ">

// token list labels: <referencedTokenListLabels; separator=", ">

// rule list labels: <referencedRuleListLabels; separator=", ">

<if(backtracking)>

if ( <actions.(actionScope).synpredgate> ) {<\n>

<endif>

<prevRuleRootRef()>.tree = root_0;

<rewriteCodeLabels()>

root_0 = this.adaptor.nil();

<alts:rewriteAlt(); separator="else ">

<! if tree parser and rewrite=true !>

<if(TREE_PARSER)>

<if(rewriteMode)>

<prevRuleRootRef()>.tree = this.adaptor.rulePostProcessing(root_0);

this.input.replaceChildren(this.adaptor.getParent(retval.start),

                     this.adaptor.getChildIndex(retval.start),

                     this.adaptor.getChildIndex(_last),

                     retval.tree);

<endif>

<endif>

<! if parser or tree-parser && rewrite!=true, we need to set result !>

<if(!TREE_PARSER)>

<prevRuleRootRef()>.tree = root_0;

<else>

<if(!rewriteMode)>

<prevRuleRootRef()>.tree = root_0;

<endif>

<endif>

<if(backtracking)>

}

<endif>

>>
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rewriteCodeLabels() ::= <<

<referencedTokenLabels

   :{var stream_<it>=new org.antlr.runtime.tree.RewriteRule<rewriteElementType>Stream(this.adaptor,"token

<it>",<it>);};

   separator="\n"

>

<referencedTokenListLabels

   :{var stream_<it>=new org.antlr.runtime.tree.RewriteRule<rewriteElementType>Stream(this.adaptor,"token

<it>", list_<it>);};

   separator="\n"

>

<referencedWildcardLabels

   :{var stream_<it>=new org.antlr.runtime.tree.RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(this.adaptor,"wildcard <it>",<it>);};

   separator="\n"

>

<referencedWildcardListLabels

   :{var stream_<it>=new org.antlr.runtime.tree.RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(this.adaptor,"wildcard <it>",list_<it>);};

   separator="\n"

>

<referencedRuleLabels

   :{var stream_<it>=new org.antlr.runtime.tree.RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(this.adaptor,"token

<it>",<it>!=null?<it>.tree:null);};

   separator="\n"

>

<referencedRuleListLabels

   :{var stream_<it>=new org.antlr.runtime.tree.RewriteRuleSubtreeStream(this.adaptor,"token <it>",list_<it>);};

   separator="\n"

>

>>

 

/** Generate code for an optional rewrite block; note it uses the deep ref'd element

 *  list rather shallow like other blocks.

 */

rewriteOptionalBlock(

	alt,rewriteBlockLevel,

	referencedElementsDeep, // all nested refs

	referencedElements, // elements in immediately block; no nested blocks

	description) ::=

<<

// <fileName>:<description>

if ( <referencedElementsDeep:{el | stream_<el>.hasNext()}; separator="||"> ) {

   <alt>

}

<referencedElementsDeep:{el | stream_<el>.reset();<\n>}>

>>

 

rewriteClosureBlock(
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	alt,rewriteBlockLevel,

	referencedElementsDeep, // all nested refs

	referencedElements, // elements in immediately block; no nested blocks

	description) ::=

<<

// <fileName>:<description>

while ( <referencedElements:{el | stream_<el>.hasNext()}; separator="||"> ) {

   <alt>

}

<referencedElements:{el | stream_<el>.reset();<\n>}>

>>

 

rewritePositiveClosureBlock(

	alt,rewriteBlockLevel,

	referencedElementsDeep, // all nested refs

	referencedElements, // elements in immediately block; no nested blocks

	description) ::=

<<

if ( !(<referencedElements:{el | stream_<el>.hasNext()}; separator="||">) ) {

   throw new org.antlr.runtime.tree.RewriteEarlyExitException();

}

while ( <referencedElements:{el | stream_<el>.hasNext()}; separator="||"> ) {

   <alt>

}

<referencedElements:{el | stream_<el>.reset();<\n>}>

>>

 

rewriteAlt(a) ::= <<

// <a.description>

<if(a.pred)>

if (<a.pred>) {

   <a.alt>

}<\n>

<else>

{

   <a.alt>

}<\n>

<endif>

>>

 

/** For empty rewrites: "r : ... -> ;" */

rewriteEmptyAlt() ::= "root_0 = null;"

 

rewriteTree(root,children,description,enclosingTreeLevel,treeLevel) ::= <<

// <fileName>:<description>

{

var root_<treeLevel> = this.adaptor.nil();

<root:rewriteElement()>
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<children:rewriteElement()>

this.adaptor.addChild(root_<enclosingTreeLevel>, root_<treeLevel>);

}<\n>

>>

 

rewriteElementList(elements) ::= "<elements:rewriteElement()>"

 

rewriteElement(e) ::= <<

<@pregen()>

<e.el>

>>

 

/** Gen ID or ID[args] */

rewriteTokenRef(token,elementIndex,hetero,args) ::= <<

this.adaptor.addChild(root_<treeLevel>, <createRewriteNodeFromElement(...)>);<\n>

>>

 

/** Gen $label ... where defined via label=ID */

rewriteTokenLabelRef(label,elementIndex) ::= <<

this.adaptor.addChild(root_<treeLevel>, stream_<label>.nextNode());<\n>

>>

 

/** Gen $label ... where defined via label+=ID */

rewriteTokenListLabelRef(label,elementIndex) ::= <<

this.adaptor.addChild(root_<treeLevel>, stream_<label>.nextNode());<\n>

>>

 

/** Gen ^($label ...) */

rewriteTokenLabelRefRoot(label,elementIndex) ::= <<

root_<treeLevel> = this.adaptor.becomeRoot(stream_<label>.nextNode(), root_<treeLevel>);<\n>

>>

 

/** Gen ^($label ...) where label+=... */

rewriteTokenListLabelRefRoot ::= rewriteTokenLabelRefRoot

 

/** Gen ^(ID ...) or ^(ID[args] ...) */

rewriteTokenRefRoot(token,elementIndex,hetero,args) ::= <<

root_<treeLevel> = this.adaptor.becomeRoot(<createRewriteNodeFromElement(...)>, root_<treeLevel>);<\n>

>>

 

rewriteImaginaryTokenRef(args,token,hetero,elementIndex) ::= <<

this.adaptor.addChild(root_<treeLevel>, <createImaginaryNode(tokenType=token, ...)>);<\n>

>>

 

rewriteImaginaryTokenRefRoot(args,token,hetero,elementIndex) ::= <<

root_<treeLevel> = this.adaptor.becomeRoot(<createImaginaryNode(tokenType=token, ...)>,

root_<treeLevel>);<\n>

>>
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/** plain -> {foo} action */

rewriteAction(action) ::= <<

root_0 = <action>;<\n>

>>

 

/** What is the name of the previous value of this rule's root tree?  This

*  let's us refer to $rule to mean previous value.  I am reusing the

*  variable 'tree' sitting in retval struct to hold the value of root_0 right

*  before I set it during rewrites.  The assign will be to retval.tree.

*/

prevRuleRootRef() ::= "retval"

 

rewriteRuleRef(rule) ::= <<

this.adaptor.addChild(root_<treeLevel>, stream_<rule>.nextTree());<\n>

>>

 

rewriteRuleRefRoot(rule) ::= <<

root_<treeLevel> = this.adaptor.becomeRoot(stream_<rule>.nextNode(), root_<treeLevel>);<\n>

>>

 

rewriteNodeAction(action) ::= <<

this.adaptor.addChild(root_<treeLevel>, <action>);<\n>

>>

 

rewriteNodeActionRoot(action) ::= <<

root_<treeLevel> = this.adaptor.becomeRoot(<action>, root_<treeLevel>);<\n>

>>

 

/** Gen $ruleLabel ... where defined via ruleLabel=rule */

rewriteRuleLabelRef(label) ::= <<

this.adaptor.addChild(root_<treeLevel>, stream_<label>.nextTree());<\n>

>>

 

/** Gen $ruleLabel ... where defined via ruleLabel+=rule */

rewriteRuleListLabelRef(label) ::= <<

this.adaptor.addChild(root_<treeLevel>, stream_<label>.nextTree());<\n>

>>

 

/** Gen ^($ruleLabel ...) where ruleLabel=rule */

rewriteRuleLabelRefRoot(label) ::= <<

root_<treeLevel> = this.adaptor.becomeRoot(stream_<label>.nextNode(), root_<treeLevel>);<\n>

>>

 

/** Gen ^($ruleLabel ...) where ruleLabel+=rule */

rewriteRuleListLabelRefRoot(label) ::= <<

root_<treeLevel> = this.adaptor.becomeRoot(stream_<label>.nextNode(), root_<treeLevel>);<\n>

>>
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rewriteWildcardLabelRef(label) ::= <<

this.adaptor.addChild(root_<treeLevel>, stream_<label>.nextTree());<\n>

>>

 

createImaginaryNode(tokenType,hetero,args) ::= <<

<if(hetero)>

<! new MethodNode(IDLabel, args) !>

new <hetero>(<tokenType><if(args)>, <args; separator=", "><endif>)

<else>

this.adaptor.create(<tokenType>, <args; separator=", "><if(!args)>"<tokenType>"<endif>)

<endif>

>>

 

createRewriteNodeFromElement(token,hetero,args) ::= <<

<if(hetero)>

new <hetero>(stream_<token>.nextToken()<if(args)>, <args; separator=", "><endif>)

<else>

<if(args)> <! must create new node from old !>

this.adaptor.create(<token>, <args; separator=", ">)

<else>

stream_<token>.nextNode()

<endif>

<endif>

>>

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1147456847_1616955844.46/0/antlr-3-3-sources-1-

jar/org/antlr/codegen/templates/JavaScript/AST.stg

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

[The "BSD licence"]

Copyright (c) 2005-2006 Terence Parr

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

   documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote products

   derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR
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IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF

THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*/

group Cpp implements ANTLRCore;

 

cppTypeInitMap ::= [

	"int":"0",

	"long":"0",

	"float":"0.0",

	"double":"0.0",

	"bool":"false",

	"byte":"0",

	"short":"0",

	"char":"0",

	default:"0" // anything other than an atomic type

]

 

// What we generate lexer/parser/treeparser, used a suffix in a few places

generatedType() ::= <<

<if(LEXER)>Lexer<endif><if(PARSER)>Parser<endif><if(TREE_PARSER)>TreeParser<endif>

>>

 

leadIn(type) ::=

<<

/** \file

*

*  This <type> file was generated by ANTLR version <ANTLRVersion>

*

*     -  From the grammar source file : <fileName>

*     -                            On : <generatedTimestamp>

<if(LEXER)>

*     -                 for the lexer : <name><\n>

<endif>

<if(PARSER)>

*     -                for the parser : <name><\n>

<endif>

<if(TREE_PARSER)>

*     -           for the tree parser : <name><\n>

<endif>

*

*  Edit at your own peril.
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*/

>>

 

standardHeaders() ::=

<<

#include \<antlr3/<generatedType()>.h>

 

<if(profile)>

#warning "No profiling support.."

<endif>

<if(TREE_PARSER)>

#warning "No tree parsing yet..."

<endif>

>>

 

/** The overall file structure of a recognizer; stores methods for rules

*  and cyclic DFAs plus support code.

*/

outputFile(LEXER,PARSER,TREE_PARSER, actionScope, actions,

			  docComment, recognizer,

			  name, tokens, tokenNames, rules, cyclicDFAs,

			  bitsets, buildTemplate, profile,

			  backtracking, synpreds, memoize, numRules,

			  fileName, ANTLRVersion, generatedTimestamp, trace,

			  scopes, superClass) ::=

<<

<leadIn("C++ source")>

<@includes>

#include "<name><headerFileExtension()>"

<@end>

<if(actions.(actionScope).header)>

// Header action start ========================================================

<actions.(actionScope).header>

// Header action end   ========================================================

<endif>

 

<headerAction>

 

<standardHeaders()>

 

<docComment>

<recognizer>

>>

parserHeaderFile() ::= <<

>>

treeParserHeaderFile() ::= <<

>>

lexerHeaderFile() ::= <<
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template\<typename StreamType, typename TokenType, typename TokenBuilder>

class <name> : public antlr3::Lexer\<StreamType,TokenType,TokenBuilder> {

	// carry over general types

	typedef typename StreamType::position_type position_type;

	typedef typename StreamType::char_type char_type;

 

	typedef antlr3::tokenid_type               tokenid_type;

	typedef antlr3::channel_type               channel_type;

	typedef antlr3::decision_type              decision_type;

	// exception shorthands

	typedef antlr3::MismatchException\<position_type,char_type>        MismatchException;

	typedef antlr3::MismatchedRangeException\<position_type,char_type> MismatchedRangeException;

	typedef antlr3::MismatchedSetException\<position_type,char_type>   MismatchedSetException;

	typedef antlr3::EarlyExitException\<position_type>       EarlyExitException;

	typedef antlr3::NoViableAltException\<position_type>     NoViableAltException;

<if(backtracking)>

	// @TODO backtracking ruleMemo = new HashMap[<numRules>+1];<\n> <! index from 1..n !>

<endif>

 

public:

	<tokens:{static const tokenid_type <tokenPrefix()><it.name> = <it.type>;}; separator="\n">

	<scopes:{<if(it.isDynamicGlobalScope)><globalAttributeScope(scope=it)><endif>}>

	<actions.lexer.members>

	

	<name>(StreamType* input)

	: antlr3::Lexer\<StreamType,TokenType,TokenBuilder>(input)

	{

	}

 

<!if(filterMode)!>

   <!filteringNextToken()!>

<!endif!>

	<rules; separator="\n\n">

 

	// syn preds

	<synpreds:{p | <lexerSynpred(p)>}>

 

	// cyclic dfa's

	<cyclicDFAs:{dfa | DFA<dfa.decisionNumber> dfa<dfa.decisionNumber> = new

DFA<dfa.decisionNumber>(this);}; separator="\n">

	// dfa tables..

}; // class <name><\n>

>>

 

headerFile( LEXER,

           PARSER,

           TREE_PARSER,

           actionScope,
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           actions,

           docComment,

           recognizer,

           name,

           tokens,

           tokenNames,

           rules,

           cyclicDFAs,

           bitsets,

           buildTemplate,

           profile,

           backtracking,

           synpreds,

           memoize,

           numRules,

           fileName,

           ANTLRVersion,

           generatedTimestamp,

           trace,

           scopes,

           superClass

       ) ::=

<<

#ifndef	_<name>_H

#define _<name>_H

<leadIn("C++ header")>

<actions.(actionScope).headerfile>

 

<@includes>

<standardHeaders()>

<@end>

 

<if(LEXER)>

<lexerHeaderFile()>

<endif>

<if(PARSER)>

<parserHeaderFile()>

<endif>

<if(TREE_PARSER)>

<treeParserHeaderFile()>

<endif>

 

 

#endif	// _<name>_H<\n>

>>

 

lexer(grammar, name, tokens, scopes, rules, numRules, labelType="Token",

     filterMode) ::= <<
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<cyclicDFAs:cyclicDFA()> <! dump tables for all DFA !>

 

>>

 

filteringNextToken() ::= <<

/** A override of Lexer.nextToken() that backtracks over mTokens() looking

*  for matches.  No error can be generated upon error; just rewind, consume

*  a token and then try again.  backtracking needs to be set as well.

*  Make rule memoization happen only at levels above 1 as we start mTokens

*  at backtracking==1.

*/

public Token nextToken() {

	while (true) {

		if ( input.LA(1)==CharStream.EOF ) {

			return Token.EOF_TOKEN;

		}

		this->token = 0;

		tokenStartCharIndex = getCharIndex();

		try {

			int m = input.mark();

			backtracking=1; <! means we won't throw slow exception !>

			failed=false;

			mTokens();

			backtracking=0;

			<! mTokens backtracks with synpred at backtracking==2

				and we set the synpredgate to allow actions at level 1. !>

			if ( failed ) {

				input.rewind(m);

				input.consume(); <! advance one char and try again !>

			}

			else {

				return token;

			}

		}

		catch (RecognitionException re) {

			// shouldn't happen in backtracking mode, but...

			reportError(re);

			recover(re);

		}

	}

}

 

public void memoize(IntStream input, int ruleIndex, int ruleStartIndex)

{

	if ( backtracking > 1 )

		super.memoize(input, ruleIndex, ruleStartIndex);

}
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public boolean alreadyParsedRule(IntStream input, int ruleIndex)

{

	if ( backtracking > 1 )

		return super.alreadyParsedRule(input, ruleIndex);

	return false;

}

>>

 

filteringActionGate() ::= "backtracking == 1"

 

/** How to generate a parser */

genericParser(

	grammar, name, scopes, tokens, tokenNames, rules, numRules, cyclicDFAs,

	bitsets, inputStreamType, superClass, ASTLabelType="Object",

	labelType, members, filterMode

	) ::= <<

// genericParser	

class <name> : public <@superClassName><superClass><@end> {

public:

	static const char* tokenNames[] = {

		"\<invalid>", "\<EOR>", "\<DOWN>", "\<UP>", <tokenNames; separator=", ">

	};

	<tokens:{static tokenid_type <tokenPrefix()><it.name>=<it.type>;}; separator="\n">

	<scopes:{<if(it.isDynamicGlobalScope)><globalAttributeScope(scope=it)><endif>}>

	<@members>

 

	<name>(StreamType* input)

	: <superClass>\<StreamType,TokenType>(input)

	{

<if(backtracking)>

		ruleMemo = new HashMap[<numRules>+1];<\n> <! index from 1..n !>

<endif>

	}

	<@end>

 

	//@TODO public String[] getTokenNames() { return tokenNames; }

	//@TODO public String getGrammarFileName() { return "<fileName>"; }

	<members>

 

	<rules; separator="\n\n">

 

	<synpreds:{p | <synpred(p)>}>

 

	<cyclicDFAs:{dfa | protected DFA<dfa.decisionNumber> dfa<dfa.decisionNumber> = new

DFA<dfa.decisionNumber>(this);}; separator="\n">

	<cyclicDFAs:cyclicDFA()> <! dump tables for all DFA !>
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	<bitsets:bitset(name={FOLLOW_<it.name>_in_<it.inName><it.tokenIndex>},

							words64=it.bits)>

};

>>

 

parser(

	grammar, name, scopes, tokens, tokenNames,

	rules, numRules, bitsets, ASTLabelType,

	superClass="Parser", labelType="Token",

	members={<actions.parser.members>}) ::= <<

<genericParser(inputStreamType="TokenStream", ...)>

>>

 

/** How to generate a tree parser; same as parser except the input

*  stream is a different type.

*/

treeParser(grammar, name, scopes, tokens, tokenNames, globalAction,

	rules, numRules,

	bitsets,

	labelType={<ASTLabelType>}, ASTLabelType="Object",

	superClass="TreeParser", members={<actions.treeparser.members>}, filterMode

	) ::= <<

<genericParser(inputStreamType="TreeNodeStream", ...)>

>>

 

/** A simpler version of a rule template that is specific to the imaginary

*  rules created for syntactic predicates.  As they never have return values

*  nor parameters etc..., just give simplest possible method.  Don't do

*  any of the normal memoization stuff in here either; it's a waste.

*  As predicates cannot be inlined into the invoking rule, they need to

*  be in a rule by themselves.

*/

synpredRule(ruleName, ruleDescriptor, block, description, nakedBlock) ::=

<<

// $ANTLR start <ruleName>

public void <ruleName>_fragment(<ruleDescriptor.parameterScope:parameterScope(scope=it)>) throws

RecognitionException {  

	<if(trace)>System.out.println("enter <ruleName> "+input.LT(1)+" failed="+failed+"

backtracking="+backtracking);<endif>

<if(trace)>

	try {

		<block>

	}

	finally {

		System.out.println("exit <ruleName> "+input.LT(1)+" failed="+failed+" backtracking="+backtracking);

	}

<else>

	<block>
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<endif>

}

// $ANTLR end <ruleName>

>>

 

synpred(name) ::= <<

public boolean <name>() {

   this->backtracking++;

   <@start()>

   int start = input.mark();

   try {

       <name>_fragment(); // can never throw exception

   } catch (RecognitionException re) {

       System.err.println("impossible: "+re);

   }

   boolean success = ! this->failed;

   input.rewind(start);

   <@stop()>

   this->backtracking--;

   this->failed = false;

   return success;

}<\n>

>>

 

lexerSynpred(name) ::= <<

<synpred(name)>

>>

 

ruleMemoization(name) ::= <<

<if(memoize)>

if ( backtracking > 0 && alreadyParsedRule(input, <ruleDescriptor.index>) )

	return <ruleReturnValue()>;

<endif>

>>

 

/** How to test for failure and return from rule */

checkRuleBacktrackFailure() ::= <<

<if(backtracking)>

if (failed)

	return <ruleReturnValue()>;

<endif>

>>

 

/** This rule has failed, exit indicating failure during backtrack */

ruleBacktrackFailure() ::= <<

<if(backtracking)>

if (backtracking > 0)

{
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	failed = true;

	return <ruleReturnValue()>;

}

<endif>

>>

 

/** How to generate code for a rule.  This includes any return type

*  data aggregates required for multiple return values.

*/

rule(ruleName,ruleDescriptor,block,emptyRule,description,exceptions,memoize) ::= <<

<ruleAttributeScope(scope=ruleDescriptor.ruleScope)>

<returnScope(scope=ruleDescriptor.returnScope)>

 

// $ANTLR start <ruleName>

// <fileName>:<description>

public <returnType()> <ruleName>(<ruleDescriptor.parameterScope:parameterScope(scope=it)>)

throw(antlr3::BaseRecognitionException)

{  

<if(trace)>

	antlr3::Tracer trace(this,"<ruleName>");

	System.out.println("enter <ruleName> "+input.LT(1)+" failed="+failed+" backtracking="+backtracking);

<endif>

	<ruleDeclarations()>

	<ruleLabelDefs()>

	<ruleDescriptor.actions.init>

	<@preamble()>

	try {

		<ruleMemoization(name=ruleName)>

		<block>

	}

<if(exceptions)>

	<exceptions:{e|<catch(decl=e.decl,action=e.action)><\n>}>

<else>

<if(!emptyRule)>

<if(actions.(actionScope).rulecatch)>

	<actions.(actionScope).rulecatch>

<else>

	catch (RecognitionException re) {

		reportError(re);

		recover(input,re);

	}<\n>

<endif>

<endif>

<endif>

	finally {

		<if(trace)>System.out.println("exit <ruleName> "+input.LT(1)+" failed="+failed+"

backtracking="+backtracking);<endif>

		<ruleCleanUp()>
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		<(ruleDescriptor.actions.finally):execAction()>

	}

	<@postamble()>

	return <ruleReturnValue()>;

}

// $ANTLR end <ruleName>

>>

 

catch(decl,action) ::= <<

catch (<e.decl>) {

   <e.action>

}

>>

 

ruleDeclarations() ::= <<

<ruleDescriptor.useScopes:{<it>_stack.push(new <it>_scope());}; separator="\n">

<ruleDescriptor.ruleScope:{<it.name>_stack.push(new <it.name>_scope());}; separator="\n">

<if(ruleDescriptor.hasMultipleReturnValues)>

<returnType()> retval = new <returnType()>();

retval.start = input.LT(1);<\n>

<else>

<ruleDescriptor.returnScope.attributes:{ a |

<a.type> <a.name> = <if(a.initValue)><a.initValue><else><initValue(a.type)><endif>;

}>

<endif>

<if(memoize)>

int <ruleDescriptor.name>_StartIndex = input.index();

<endif>

>>

 

ruleLabelDefs() ::= <<

<[ruleDescriptor.tokenLabels,ruleDescriptor.tokenListLabels]

   :{<labelType> <it.label.text>=null;}; separator="\n"

>

<[ruleDescriptor.tokenListLabels,ruleDescriptor.ruleListLabels]

   :{List list_<it.label.text>=null;}; separator="\n"

>

<[ruleDescriptor.ruleLabels,ruleDescriptor.ruleListLabels]

   :ruleLabelDef(label=it); separator="\n"

>

<[ruleDescriptor.allRuleRefsInAltsWithRewrites,ruleDescriptor.allTokenRefsInAltsWithRewrites]

   :{List list_<it>=new ArrayList();}; separator="\n"

>

>>

 

ruleReturnValue() ::= <<

<if(!ruleDescriptor.isSynPred)>

<if(ruleDescriptor.hasReturnValue)>
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<if(ruleDescriptor.hasSingleReturnValue)>

<ruleDescriptor.singleValueReturnName>

<else>

retval

<endif>

<endif>

<endif>

>>

 

ruleCleanUp() ::= <<

<ruleDescriptor.useScopes:{<it>_stack.pop();}; separator="\n">

<ruleDescriptor.ruleScope:{<it.name>_stack.pop();}; separator="\n">

<if(ruleDescriptor.hasMultipleReturnValues)>

retval.stop = input.LT(-1);<\n>

<endif>

<if(memoize)>

<if(backtracking)>

if ( backtracking > 0 ) { memoize(input, <ruleDescriptor.index>, <ruleDescriptor.name>_StartIndex); }

<endif>

<endif>

>>

 

/** How to generate a rule in the lexer; naked blocks are used for

*  fragment rules.

*/

lexerRule(ruleName,nakedBlock,ruleDescriptor,block,memoize) ::= <<

void m<ruleName>(<ruleDescriptor.parameterScope:parameterScope(scope=it)>)

throw(antlr3::BaseRecognitionException)

{

<if(trace)>

	antlr3::Tracer trace(this,"<ruleName>");

<endif>

	antlr3::CountScope nestingTracker(this->ruleNestingLevel);

	StreamType& input(this->getInput());

<if(nakedBlock)>

	<ruleDescriptor.actions.init>

	<ruleMemoization(name=ruleName)>

	<block><\n>

<else>

	tokenid_type type = <tokenPrefix()><ruleName>;

	channel_type channel = antlr3::Token::DEFAULT_CHANNEL;

	position_type start(input.getPosition());

	<ruleDescriptor.actions.init>

	<ruleMemoization(name=ruleName)>

	<block>

	<! create token if none exists *and* we are an outermost token rule !>

	<execAction({if ( this->token == 0 && this->ruleNestingLevel == 1 ) {

	TokenType *tt = TokenBuilder::build(type,start,input,channel);
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	std::cout \<\< (*tt) \<\< std::endl;

	this->emit(tt);

	}<\n>

})>

<endif>

}

>>

 

/** How to generate code for the implicitly-defined lexer grammar rule

*  that chooses between lexer rules.

*/

tokensRule(ruleName,nakedBlock,args,block,ruleDescriptor) ::= <<

void mTokens() throw(antlr3::BaseRecognitionException)

{

	StreamType& input(this->getInput());

	<block><\n>

}

>>

 

// S U B R U L E S

 

/** A (...) subrule with multiple alternatives */

block(alts,decls,decision,enclosingBlockLevel,blockLevel,decisionNumber,

	maxK,maxAlt,description) ::= <<

// block <fileName>:<description>

decision_type alt<decisionNumber>=<maxAlt>;

<decls>

<@predecision()>

<decision>

<@postdecision()>

<@prebranch()>

switch (alt<decisionNumber>) {

   <alts:altSwitchCase()>

}

<@postbranch()>

>>

 

/** A rule block with multiple alternatives */

ruleBlock(alts,decls,decision,enclosingBlockLevel,blockLevel,decisionNumber,maxK,maxAlt,description) ::= <<

// ruleBlock <fileName>:<description>

decision_type alt<decisionNumber>=<maxAlt>;

<decls>

<@predecision()>

<decision>

<@postdecision()>

switch (alt<decisionNumber>) {

   <alts:altSwitchCase()>

}
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>>

 

ruleBlockSingleAlt(alts,decls,decision,enclosingBlockLevel,blockLevel,decisionNumber,description) ::= <<

// ruleBlockSingleAlt <fileName>:<description>

<decls>

<@prealt()>

<alts>

<@postalt()>

>>

 

/** A special case of a (...) subrule with a single alternative */

blockSingleAlt(alts,decls,decision,enclosingBlockLevel,blockLevel,decisionNumber,description) ::= <<

// <fileName>:<description>

<decls>

<@prealt()>

<alts>

<@postalt()>

>>

 

/** A (..)+ block with 0 or more alternatives */

positiveClosureBlock(alts,decls,decision,enclosingBlockLevel,blockLevel,decisionNumber,maxK,maxAlt,descriptio

n) ::= <<

// positiveClosureBlock <fileName>:<description>

decision_type cnt<decisionNumber>=0;

<decls>

<@preloop()>

do {

	decision_type alt<decisionNumber>=<maxAlt>;

	<@predecision()>

	<decision>

	<@postdecision()>

	switch (alt<decisionNumber>) {

	<alts:altSwitchCase()>

	default :

		if ( cnt<decisionNumber> >= 1 )

			goto loop<decisionNumber>;

           EarlyExitException eee( input.getPosition(), <decisionNumber> );

				<@earlyExitException()>

           throw eee;

	}

	cnt<decisionNumber>++;

} while (true);

loop<decisionNumber>: ;

<@postloop()>

>>

 

positiveClosureBlockSingleAlt ::= positiveClosureBlock
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/** A (..)* block with 1 or more alternatives */

closureBlock(alts,decls,decision,enclosingBlockLevel,blockLevel,decisionNumber,maxK,maxAlt,description) ::=

<<

// closureBlock <fileName>:<description>

<decls>

<@preloop()>

do {

	decision_type alt<decisionNumber>=<maxAlt>;

	<@predecision()>

	<decision>

	<@postdecision()>

	switch (alt<decisionNumber>) {

	<alts:altSwitchCase()>

	default :

		goto loop<decisionNumber>;

	}

} while (true);

loop<decisionNumber>: ;

<@postloop()>

>>

 

closureBlockSingleAlt ::= closureBlock

 

/** Optional blocks (x)? are translated to (x|) by before code generation

*  so we can just use the normal block template

*/

optionalBlock ::= block

 

optionalBlockSingleAlt ::= block

 

/** A case in a switch that jumps to an alternative given the alternative

*  number.  A DFA predicts the alternative and then a simple switch

*  does the jump to the code that actually matches that alternative.

*/

altSwitchCase() ::= <<

case <i> :

	<@prealt()>

	<it>

	break;<\n>

>>

 

/** An alternative is just a list of elements; at outermost level */

alt(elements,altNum,description,autoAST,outerAlt) ::= <<

// alt <fileName>:<description>

{

	<@declarations()>

	<elements:element()>

	<@cleanup()>
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}

>>

 

// E L E M E N T S

 

/** Dump the elements one per line */

element() ::= <<

// element <fileName>:<description>

<@prematch()>

<it.el><\n>

>>

 

/** match a token optionally with a label in front */

tokenRef(token,label,elementIndex) ::= <<

// tokenRef

<if(label)>

<label> = input.LT(1);<\n>

<endif>

this->match(input,<token>,FOLLOW_<token>_in_<ruleName><elementIndex>);

<checkRuleBacktrackFailure()>

>>

 

/** ids+=ID no AST building */

tokenRefAndListLabel(token,label,elementIndex) ::= <<

<tokenRef(...)>

<listLabel(...)>

>>

 

listLabel(label) ::= <<

if (list_<label>==null) list_<label>=new ArrayList();

list_<label>.add(<label>);<\n>

>>

 

/** match a character */

charRef(char,label) ::= <<

// charRef

<if(label)>

<tokenid_type()> <label> = input.LA(1);<\n>

<endif>

this->match(<char>);

<checkRuleBacktrackFailure()>

>>

 

/** match a character range */

charRangeRef(a,b) ::= "this->matchRange(<a>,<b>); <checkRuleBacktrackFailure()>"

 

/** For now, sets are interval tests and must be tested inline */

matchSet(s,label,elementIndex,postmatchCode="") ::= <<
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// matchSet

<if(label)>

<label> = input.LT(1);<\n>

<endif>

if ( <s> )

{

	<postmatchCode>

	input.consume();

<if(!LEXER)>

	errorRecovery=false;

<endif>

	<if(backtracking)>failed=false;<endif>

}

else

{

	<ruleBacktrackFailure()>

	MismatchedSetException mse(input.getPosition(),input.LA(1));

	<@mismatchedSetException()>

<if(LEXER)>

	this->recover(mse);

<else>

	this->recoverFromMismatchedSet(input,mse,FOLLOW_set_in_<ruleName><elementIndex>);

<endif>

	throw mse;

}<\n>

>>

 

matchSetAndListLabel(s,label,elementIndex,postmatchCode) ::= <<

<matchSet(...)>

<listLabel(...)>

>>

 

/** Match a string literal */

lexerStringRef(string,label,elementIndex) ::= <<

// lexerStringRef

<if(label)>

position_type <label>Start(input.getPosition());

this->match( <string> );

<checkRuleBacktrackFailure()>

TokenType* <label> =

TokenBuilder::build(Token.INVALID_TOKEN_TYPE,<label>Start,input,Token.DEFAULT_CHANNEL);

<else>

this->match( <string> );

<checkRuleBacktrackFailure()><\n>

<endif>

>>

 

wildcard(label,elementIndex) ::= <<
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<if(label)>

<label> = input.LT(1);<\n>

<endif>

this->matchAny( input );

<checkRuleBacktrackFailure()>

>>

 

wildcardAndListLabel(label,elementIndex) ::= <<

<wildcard(...)>

<listLabel(...)>

>>

 

/** Match . wildcard */

wildcardChar(label, elementIndex) ::= <<

<if(label)>

<tokenid_type()> <label> = input.LA(1);<\n>

<endif>

this->matchAny();

<checkRuleBacktrackFailure()>

>>

 

tokenid_type() ::= "<if(LEXER)>char_type<else>tokenid_type<endif>"

 

wildcardCharListLabel(label, elementIndex) ::= <<

<wildcardChar(...)>

<listLabel(...)>

>>

 

/** Match a rule reference by invoking it possibly with arguments

*  and a return value or values.

*/

ruleRef(rule,label,elementIndex,args) ::= <<

following.push(FOLLOW_<rule>_in_<ruleName><elementIndex>);

<if(label)>

<label>=<rule>(<args>);<\n>

<else>

<rule>(<args>);<\n>

<endif>

following.pop();

<checkRuleBacktrackFailure()>

>>

 

/** ids+=ID */

ruleRefAndListLabel(rule,label,elementIndex,args) ::= <<

<ruleRef(...)>

<listLabel(...)>

>>
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/** A lexer rule reference */

lexerRuleRef(rule,label,args) ::= <<

<if(label)>

position_type <label>Start(input.getPosition());

m<rule>(<args>);

<checkRuleBacktrackFailure()>

TokenType* <label> =

TokenBuilder::build(Token.INVALID_TOKEN_TYPE,<label>Start,input,Token.DEFAULT_CHANNEL);

<else>

m<rule>(<args>);

<checkRuleBacktrackFailure()>

<endif>

>>

 

/** EOF in the lexer */

lexerMatchEOF(label) ::= <<

<if(label)>

position_type <label>Start(input.getPosition());

match(EOF);

<checkRuleBacktrackFailure()>

TokenType* <label> = TokenBuilder::build(Token.EOF,<label>Start,input,Token.DEFAULT_CHANNEL);

<else>

match(EOF);

<checkRuleBacktrackFailure()>

<endif>

>>

 

/** match ^(root children) in tree parser */

tree(root, children, nullableChildList) ::= <<

<root:element()>

<if(nullableChildList)>

if ( input.LA(1)==antlr3::Token::DOWN ) {

   match(input, antlr3::Token::DOWN, null);

   <checkRuleBacktrackFailure()>

   <children:element()>

   match(input, antlr3::Token::UP, null);

   <checkRuleBacktrackFailure()>

}

<else>

match(input, antlr3::Token::DOWN, null);

<checkRuleBacktrackFailure()>

<children:element()>

match(input, antlr3::Token::UP, null);

<checkRuleBacktrackFailure()>

<endif>

>>

 

/** Every predicate is used as a validating predicate (even when it is
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*  also hoisted into a prediction expression).

*/

validateSemanticPredicate(pred,description) ::= <<

if ( !(<evalPredicate(...)>) ) {

	<ruleBacktrackFailure()>

	throw new FailedPredicateException(input, "<ruleName>", "<description>");

}

>>

 

// F i x e d  D F A  (if-then-else)

dfaState(k,edges,eotPredictsAlt,description,stateNumber,semPredState) ::= <<

<if(!semPredState)>

<tokenid_type()> LA<decisionNumber>_<stateNumber> = input.LA(<k>);<\n>

<endif>

<edges; separator="\nelse ">

else

{

<if(eotPredictsAlt)>

	alt<decisionNumber> = <eotPredictsAlt>;<\n>

<else>

	<ruleBacktrackFailure()>

	NoViableAltException nvae(input.getPosition(), "<description>", <decisionNumber>, <stateNumber>);<\n>

	<@noViableAltException()>

	throw nvae;<\n>

<endif>

}

>>

 

/** Same as a normal DFA state except that we don't examine lookahead

*  for the bypass alternative.  It delays error detection but this

*  is faster, smaller, and more what people expect.  For (X)? people

*  expect "if ( LA(1)==X ) match(X);" and that's it.

*/

dfaOptionalBlockState(k,edges,eotPredictsAlt,description,stateNumber,semPredState) ::= <<

<if(!semPredState)>

<tokenid_type()> LA<decisionNumber>_<stateNumber> = input.LA(<k>);

<endif>

<edges; separator="\nelse ">

>>

 

/** A DFA state that is actually the loopback decision of a closure

*  loop.  If end-of-token (EOT) predicts any of the targets then it

*  should act like a default clause (i.e., no error can be generated).

*  This is used only in the lexer so that for ('a')* on the end of a rule

*  anything other than 'a' predicts exiting.

*/

dfaLoopbackState(k,edges,eotPredictsAlt,description,stateNumber,semPredState) ::= <<

<if(!semPredState)>
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<tokenid_type()> LA<decisionNumber>_<stateNumber> = input.LA(<k>);

<endif>

<edges; separator="\nelse "><\n>

<if(eotPredictsAlt)>

else

{

	alt<decisionNumber> = <eotPredictsAlt>;

}<\n>

<endif>

>>

 

/** An accept state indicates a unique alternative has been predicted */

dfaAcceptState(alt) ::= "alt<decisionNumber> = <alt>;"

 

/** A simple edge with an expression.  If the expression is satisfied,

*  enter to the target state.  To handle gated productions, we may

*  have to evaluate some predicates for this edge.

*/

dfaEdge(labelExpr, targetState, predicates) ::= <<

if ( (<labelExpr>) <if(predicates)>&& (<predicates>)<endif>)

{

	<targetState>

}

>>

 

// F i x e d  D F A  (switch case)

 

/** A DFA state where a SWITCH may be generated.  The code generator

*  decides if this is possible: CodeGenerator.canGenerateSwitch().

*/

dfaStateSwitch(k,edges,eotPredictsAlt,description,stateNumber,semPredState) ::= <<

switch ( input.LA(<k>) ) {

<edges; separator="\n">

default:

<if(eotPredictsAlt)>

	alt<decisionNumber> = <eotPredictsAlt>;

<else>

	NoViableAltException nvae( input.getPosition(), "<description>", <decisionNumber>, <stateNumber> );<\n>

	<@noViableAltException()>

	throw nvae;<\n>

<endif>

}<\n>

>>

 

dfaOptionalBlockStateSwitch(k,edges,eotPredictsAlt,description,stateNumber,semPredState) ::= <<

switch ( input.LA(<k>) ) {

	<edges; separator="\n">

}<\n>
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>>

 

dfaLoopbackStateSwitch(k, edges,eotPredictsAlt,description,stateNumber,semPredState) ::= <<

switch ( input.LA(<k>) ) {

<edges; separator="\n"><\n>

<if(eotPredictsAlt)>

default:

	alt<decisionNumber> = <eotPredictsAlt>;

	break;<\n>

<endif>

}<\n>

>>

 

dfaEdgeSwitch(labels, targetState) ::= <<

<labels:{case <it>:}; separator="\n"> {

	<targetState>

} break;

>>

 

// C y c l i c  D F A

 

/** The code to initiate execution of a cyclic DFA; this is used

*  in the rule to predict an alt just like the fixed DFA case.

*  The <name> attribute is inherited via the parser, lexer, ...

*/

dfaDecision(decisionNumber,description) ::= <<

// dfaDecision

alt<decisionNumber> = predictDFA<decisionNumber>(input);

>>

 

/** The overall cyclic DFA chunk; contains all the DFA states */

cyclicDFA(dfa) ::= <<

/* cyclicDFA=<dfa>

*/

// cyclic    = <dfa.cyclic>

// numstates = <dfa.numberOfStates>

 

// startState = <dfa.startState>

// startState.numberOfTransitions = <dfa.startState.NumberOfTransitions>

// startState.lookaheadDepth = <dfa.startState.LookaheadDepth>

 

const static short <name>dfa<dfa.decisionNumber>_eot[<dfa.numberOfStates>] = {

	<dfa.eot; wrap="\n     ", separator=",", null="-1">

};

const static short <name>dfa<dfa.decisionNumber>_eof[<dfa.numberOfStates>] = {

	<dfa.eof; wrap="\n     ", separator=",", null="-1">

};

const static unichar <name>dfa<dfa.decisionNumber>_min[<dfa.numberOfStates>] = {
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	<dfa.min; wrap="\n     ", separator=",", null="0">

};

const static unichar <name>dfa<dfa.decisionNumber>_max[<dfa.numberOfStates>] = {

	<dfa.max; wrap="\n     ", separator=",", null="0">

};

const static short <name>dfa<dfa.decisionNumber>_accept[<dfa.numberOfStates>] = {

	<dfa.accept; wrap="\n     ", separator=",", null="-1">

};

const static short <name>dfa<dfa.decisionNumber>_special[<dfa.numberOfStates>] = {

	<dfa.special; wrap="\n     ", separator=",", null="-1">

};

<dfa.edgeTransitionClassMap.keys:{ table |

const static short <name>dfa<dfa.decisionNumber>_transition<i0>[] = {

	<table; separator=", ", wrap="\n	", null="-1">

};

}; null="">

const static short <name>dfa<dfa.decisionNumber>_transition[] = {

	<dfa.transitionEdgeTables:{whichTable|<name>dfa<dfa.decisionNumber>_transition<whichTable>,};

separator="\n", null="0 /* fixme? */">

};

	<! add attribute for the DFA !>

	DFA\<char_type> dfa<dfa.decisionNumber>;

<! this should go in the initializer of the thing

- (id) init

{

	if ((self = [super init]) != nil) {

		eot = <name>dfa<dfa.decisionNumber>_eot;

		eof = <name>dfa<dfa.decisionNumber>_eof;

		min = <name>dfa<dfa.decisionNumber>_min;

		max = <name>dfa<dfa.decisionNumber>_max;

		accept = <name>dfa<dfa.decisionNumber>_accept;

		special = <name>dfa<dfa.decisionNumber>_special;

		if (!(transition = calloc(<dfa.numberOfStates>, sizeof(void*)))) {

			[self release];

			return nil;

		}

		<dfa.transitionEdgeTables:{whichTable|transition[<i0>] =

<name>dfa<dfa.decisionNumber>_transition<whichTable>;}; separator="\n", null="">

	}

	return self;

}

!>

 

<if(dfa.specialStateSTs)>

int specialStateTransition( int state )

{

	int s = state;

	switch ( s ) {
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		<dfa.specialStateSTs:{state |

		case <i0> : <! compressed special state numbers 0..n-1 !>

		<state>}; separator="\n">

	}

<if(backtracking)>

	if ( recognizer.isBacktracking() ) {

		recognizer.setFailed();

		return -1;

	}<\n>

<endif>

	noViableAlt(s, input);

}<\n>

<endif>

 

 

<\n>

 

// <dfa.description>

decision_type predictDFA<dfa.decisionNumber>( StreamType& input )

{

	/* mark current location (rewind automatically when the rewinder goes

	 * out of scope */

	antlr3::Rewinder\<position_type> markPoint(input.getPosition());

	goto s0;	// goto start...

	// ...

	throw NoViableAltException( input.getPosition(), "<dfa.description>", <dfa.decisionNumber>, 0 /* fixme */ );<\n>

}<\n>

>>

 

/** A state in a cyclic DFA */

cyclicDFAState(decisionNumber,stateNumber,edges,needErrorClause,semPredState) ::= <<

// cyclicDFAState

s<stateNumber>: {

	<if(semPredState)>

	input.rewind();<\n>

	<else>

	<tokenid_type()> LA<decisionNumber>_<stateNumber> = input.LA(1);

	<endif>

	<edges>

	<if(needErrorClause)>

	throw NoViableAltException( input.getPosition(), "<description>", <decisionNumber>, <stateNumber> );<\n>

	<endif><\n>

}<\n>

>>

 

/** Just like a fixed DFA edge, test the lookahead and indicate what

*  state to jump to next if successful.

*/
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cyclicDFAEdge(labelExpr, targetStateNumber, edgeNumber, predicates) ::= <<

// cyclicDFAEdge

if ( (<labelExpr>) <if(predicates)>&& (<predicates>)<endif>)

{

	input.consume();

	goto s<targetStateNumber>;

}<\n>

>>

 

/** An edge pointing at end-of-token; essentially matches any char;

*  always jump to the target.

*/

eotDFAEdge(targetStateNumber,edgeNumber, predicates) ::= "goto s<targetStateNumber>;"

 

// D F A  E X P R E S S I O N S

 

andPredicates(left,right) ::= "(<left> && <right>)"

 

orPredicates(operands) ::= "(<first(operands)><rest(operands):{o | ||<o>}>)"

 

notPredicate(pred) ::= "!(<pred>)"

 

evalPredicate(pred,description) ::= "<pred>"

 

evalSynPredicate(pred,description) ::= "<pred>()"

 

lookaheadTest(atom,k,atomAsInt) ::= "LA<decisionNumber>_<stateNumber>==<atom>"

 

/** Sometimes a lookahead test cannot assume that LA(k) is in a temp variable

*  somewhere.  Must ask for the lookahead directly.

*/

isolatedLookaheadTest(atom,k,atomAsInt) ::= "input.LA(<k>)==<atom>"

 

lookaheadRangeTest(lower,upper,k,rangeNumber,lowerAsInt,upperAsInt) ::= <<

(LA<decisionNumber>_<stateNumber>\>=<lower> && LA<decisionNumber>_<stateNumber>\<=<upper>)

>>

 

isolatedLookaheadRangeTest(lower,upper,k,rangeNumber,lowerAsInt,upperAsInt) ::= "(input.LA(<k>)\>=<lower>

&& input.LA(<k>)\<=<upper>)"

 

setTest(ranges) ::= "<ranges; separator=\"||\">"

 

// A T T R I B U T E S

 

globalAttributeScope(scope) ::= <<

<if(scope.attributes)>

protected static class <scope.name> {

   <scope.attributes:{<it.decl>;}; separator="\n">
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}

protected Stack <scope.name>_stack = new Stack();<\n>

<endif>

>>

 

ruleAttributeScope(scope) ::= <<

<if(scope.attributes)>

protected static class <scope.name>_scope {

   <scope.attributes:{<it.decl>;}; separator="\n">

}

protected Stack <scope.name>_stack = new Stack();<\n>

<endif>

>>

 

returnType() ::= <<

<if(ruleDescriptor.hasMultipleReturnValues)>

<ruleDescriptor.name>_return

<else>

<if(ruleDescriptor.singleValueReturnType)>

<ruleDescriptor.singleValueReturnType>

<else>

void

<endif>

<endif>

>>

 

ruleLabelType(referencedRule) ::= <<

<if(referencedRule.hasMultipleReturnValues)>

<referencedRule.name>_return

<else>

<if(referencedRule.singleValueReturnType)>

<referencedRule.singleValueReturnType>

<else>

void

<endif>

<endif>

>>

 

/** Using a type to init value map, try to init a type; if not in table

*  must be an object, default value is "null".

*/

initValue(typeName) ::= <<

<javaTypeInitMap.(typeName)>

>>

 

ruleLabelDef(label) ::= <<

<ruleLabelType(referencedRule=label.referencedRule)> <label.label.text> =

<initValue(typeName=ruleLabelType(referencedRule=label.referencedRule))>;<\n>
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>>

 

returnScope(scope) ::= <<

<if(ruleDescriptor.hasMultipleReturnValues)>

public static class <returnType()> {

   <labelType> start, stop;

<if(buildAST)>

   <ASTLabelType> tree;

<else>

<if(buildTemplate)>

   StringTemplate st;

<endif>

<endif>

   <scope.attributes:{<it.decl>;}; separator="\n">

};

<endif>

>>

 

parameterScope(scope) ::= <<

<scope.attributes:{<it.decl>}; separator=", ">

>>

 

/** Used in codegen.g to translate $x.y references.

*  I could have left actions as StringTemplates to be inserted in

*  the output (so they could use attributes inherited from surrounding

*  templates), but really wanted to pass in AttributeScope and Attribute

*  objects so this translation could query them.  So, translation of

*  $x.y to executable code occurs before recognizerST.toString() occurs.

*  I.e., actions are just text strings during final code generation.

*/

globalAttributeRef(scope,attr) ::= <<

((<scope>)<scope>_stack.peek()).<attr.name>

>>

 

parameterAttributeRef(attr) ::= "<attr.name>"

 

scopeAttributeRef(scope,attr,index,negIndex) ::= <<

<if(negIndex)>

((<scope>_scope)<scope>_stack.elementAt(<scope>_stack.size()-<negIndex>-1)).<attr.name>

<else>

<if(index)>

((<scope>_scope)<scope>_stack.elementAt(<index>)).<attr.name>

<else>

((<scope>_scope)<scope>_stack.peek()).<attr.name>

<endif>

<endif>

>>
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/** $x is either global scope or x is rule with dynamic scope; refers

*  to stack itself not top of stack.  This is useful for predicates

*  like {$function.size()>0 && $function::name.equals("foo")}?

*/

isolatedDynamicScopeRef(scope) ::= "<scope>_stack"

 

/** reference an attribute of rule; might only have single return value */

ruleLabelRef(referencedRule,scope,attr) ::= <<

<if(referencedRule.singleValueReturnType)>

<scope>

<else>

<scope>.<attr.name>

<endif>

>>

 

returnAttributeRef(ruleDescriptor,attr) ::= <<

<if(ruleDescriptor.singleValueReturnType)>

<attr.name>

<else>

retval.<attr.name>

<endif>

>>

 

/** How to translate $tokenLabel */

tokenLabelRef(label) ::= "<label>"

 

/** ids+=ID {$ids} or e+=expr {$e} */

listLabelRef(label) ::= "list_<label>"

 

// not sure the next are the right approach; and they are evaluated early;

// they cannot see TREE_PARSER or PARSER attributes for example. :(

 

tokenLabelPropertyRef_text(scope,attr) ::= "<scope>.getText()"

tokenLabelPropertyRef_type(scope,attr) ::= "<scope>.getType()"

tokenLabelPropertyRef_line(scope,attr) ::= "<scope>.getLine()"

tokenLabelPropertyRef_pos(scope,attr) ::= "<scope>.getCharPositionInLine()"

tokenLabelPropertyRef_channel(scope,attr) ::= "<scope>.getChannel()"

tokenLabelPropertyRef_index(scope,attr) ::= "<scope>.getTokenIndex()"

tokenLabelPropertyRef_tree(scope,attr) ::= "<scope>_tree"

 

ruleLabelPropertyRef_start(scope,attr) ::= "<scope>.start"

ruleLabelPropertyRef_stop(scope,attr) ::= "<scope>.stop"

ruleLabelPropertyRef_tree(scope,attr) ::= "<scope>.tree"

ruleLabelPropertyRef_text(scope,attr) ::= "input.toString(<scope>.start,<scope>.stop)"

ruleLabelPropertyRef_st(scope,attr) ::= "<scope>.st"

 

/** Isolated $RULE ref ok in lexer as it's a Token */

lexerRuleLabel(label) ::= "<label>"
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lexerRuleLabelPropertyRef_type(scope,attr) ::= "<scope>.getType()"

lexerRuleLabelPropertyRef_line(scope,attr) ::= "<scope>.getLine()"

lexerRuleLabelPropertyRef_pos(scope,attr) ::= "<scope>.getCharPositionInLine()"

lexerRuleLabelPropertyRef_channel(scope,attr) ::= "<scope>.getChannel()"

lexerRuleLabelPropertyRef_index(scope,attr) ::= "<scope>.getTokenIndex()"

lexerRuleLabelPropertyRef_text(scope,attr) ::= "<scope>.getText()"

 

// Somebody may ref $template or $tree or $stop within a rule:

rulePropertyRef_start(scope,attr) ::= "((<labelType>)retval.start)"

rulePropertyRef_stop(scope,attr) ::= "((<labelType>)retval.stop)"

rulePropertyRef_tree(scope,attr) ::= "((<ASTLabelType>)retval.tree)"

rulePropertyRef_text(scope,attr) ::= "input.toString(retval.start,input.LT(-1))"

rulePropertyRef_st(scope,attr) ::= "retval.st"

 

// A C T I O N S

 

emit(type) ::= "emit(<type>);"

 

setType(type) ::= "setType(<type>);"

 

/** How to execute an action */

execAction(action) ::= <<

<if(backtracking)>

<if(actions.(actionScope).synpredgate)>

if ( <actions.(actionScope).synpredgate> )

{

	<action>

}

<else>

if ( backtracking == 0 )

{

	<action>

}

<endif>

<else>

<action>

<endif>

>>

 

// M I S C (properties, etc...)

 

bitset(name, words64) ::= <<

public static final BitSet <name> = new BitSet(new long[]{<words64:{<it>L};separator=",">});<\n>

>>

 

tokenPrefix() ::= "TOK_"

codeFileExtension() ::= ".cpp"
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// used in CPPTarget.java to generate the headerfile extension

headerFileExtension() ::= ".h"

 

true() ::= "true"

false() ::= "false"

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1147456847_1616955844.46/0/antlr-3-3-sources-1-jar/org/antlr/codegen/templates/CPP/CPP.stg

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* [The "BSD licence"]

* Copyright (c) 2005-2008 Terence Parr

* All rights reserved.

*

* Conversion to C#:

* Copyright (c) 2008-2010 Sam Harwell, Pixel Mine, Inc.

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* 3. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote products

*    derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

* OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.

* IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

* INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

* DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

* THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

* (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF

* THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1147456847_1616955844.46/0/antlr-3-3-sources-1-jar/org/antlr/codegen/CSharp3Target.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

[The "BSD licence"]
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Copyright (c) 2007-2008 Johannes Luber

Copyright (c) 2005-2007 Kunle Odutola

Copyright (c) 2005 Terence Parr

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

   documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote products

   derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF

THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*/

group CSharp2 implements ANTLRCore;

csharpVisibilityMap ::= [

	"private":"private",

	"protected":"protected",

	"public":"public",

	"fragment":"private",

	default:"private"

]

 

// System.Boolean.ToString() returns "True" and "False", but the proper C# literals are "true" and "false"

// The Java version of Boolean returns "true" and "false", so they map to themselves here.

booleanLiteral ::= [

	"True":"true",

	"False":"false",

	"true":"true",

	"false":"false",

	default:"false"

]

 

/** The overall file structure of a recognizer; stores methods for rules

*  and cyclic DFAs plus support code.
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*/

outputFile(	LEXER,PARSER,TREE_PARSER, actionScope, actions,

			docComment, recognizer,

			name, tokens, tokenNames, rules, cyclicDFAs,

			bitsets, buildTemplate, buildAST, rewriteMode, profile,

			backtracking, synpreds, memoize, numRules,

			fileName, ANTLRVersion, generatedTimestamp, trace,

			scopes, superClass, literals) ::=

<<

// $ANTLR <ANTLRVersion> <fileName> <generatedTimestamp>

 

<@debugPreprocessor()>

// The variable 'variable' is assigned but its value is never used.

#pragma warning disable 168, 219

// Unreachable code detected.

#pragma warning disable 162

 

<actions.(actionScope).header>

 

<@imports>

using System;

using System.Collections.Generic;

using Antlr.Runtime;

<if(TREE_PARSER)>

using Antlr.Runtime.Tree;

using RewriteRuleITokenStream = Antlr.Runtime.Tree.RewriteRuleTokenStream;

<endif>

using Stack = System.Collections.Generic.Stack\<object>;

using List = System.Collections.IList;

using ArrayList = System.Collections.Generic.List\<object>;

<if(backtracking)>

using Map = System.Collections.IDictionary;

using HashMap = System.Collections.Generic.Dictionary\<object, object>;

<endif>

<@end>

 

<if(actions.(actionScope).namespace)>

namespace <actions.(actionScope).namespace>

{

<endif>

 

<docComment>

<recognizer>

<if(actions.(actionScope).namespace)>

}

<endif>

>>
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lexer(grammar, name, tokens, scopes, rules, numRules, labelType="CommonToken",

     filterMode,

superClass={<if(actions.(actionScope).superClass)><actions.(actionScope).superClass><else>Antlr.Runtime.Lexer

<endif>}) ::= <<

[System.CodeDom.Compiler.GeneratedCode("ANTLR", "<ANTLRVersion>")]

[System.CLSCompliant(false)]

public partial class <grammar.recognizerName> : <@superClassName><superClass><@end>

{

	<tokens:{public const int <it.name>=<it.type>;}; separator="\n">

	<scopes:{<if(it.isDynamicGlobalScope)><globalAttributeScope(scope=it)><endif>}>

	<actions.lexer.members>

 

   // delegates

   <grammar.delegates:

        {g|public <g.recognizerName> <g:delegateName()>;}; separator="\n">

   // delegators

   <grammar.delegators:

        {g|public <g.recognizerName> <g:delegateName()>;}; separator="\n">

   <last(grammar.delegators):{g|public <g.recognizerName> gParent;}>

 

	public <grammar.recognizerName>()<! needed by subclasses !>

	{

		OnCreated();

	}

 

	public <grammar.recognizerName>(ICharStream input<grammar.delegators:{g|, <g.recognizerName>

<g:delegateName()>}> )

		: this(input, new RecognizerSharedState()<grammar.delegators:{g|, <g:delegateName()>}>)

	{

	}

 

	public <grammar.recognizerName>(ICharStream input, RecognizerSharedState state<grammar.delegators:{g|,

<g.recognizerName> <g:delegateName()>}>)

		: base(input, state)

	{

<if(memoize)>

<if(grammar.grammarIsRoot)>

		state.ruleMemo = new System.Collections.Generic.Dictionary\<int, int>[<numRules>+1];<\n><! index from 1..n !>

<endif>

<endif>

		<grammar.directDelegates:

		 {g|<g:delegateName()> = new <g.recognizerName>(input, this.state<trunc(g.delegators):{p|,

<p:delegateName()>}>, this);}; separator="\n">

		<grammar.delegators:

		 {g|this.<g:delegateName()> = <g:delegateName()>;}; separator="\n">

		<last(grammar.delegators):{g|gParent = <g:delegateName()>;}>

 

		OnCreated();
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	}

	public override string GrammarFileName { get { return "<fileName>"; } }

 

	private static readonly bool[] decisionCanBacktrack = new bool[0];

 

<if(grammar.hasDelegates)>

	public override ICharStream CharStream

	{

		get

		{

			return base.CharStream;

		}

		set

		{

			base.CharStream = value;

			<grammar.directDelegates:

			 {g|<g:delegateName()> = new <g.recognizerName>(input, state<trunc(g.delegators):{p|, <p:delegateName()>}>,

this);}; separator="\n">

			<grammar.delegators:

			 {g|this.<g:delegateName()> = <g:delegateName()>;}; separator="\n">

			<last(grammar.delegators):{g|gParent = <g:delegateName()>;}>

		}

	}

 

<endif>

<if(filterMode)>

	<filteringNextToken()>

<endif>

 

	protected virtual void OnCreated() {}

	protected virtual void EnterRule(string ruleName, int ruleIndex) {}

	protected virtual void LeaveRule(string ruleName, int ruleIndex) {}

 

   <rules; separator="\n\n">

 

	<insertLexerSynpreds(synpreds)>

 

	#region DFA

	<cyclicDFAs:{dfa | DFA<dfa.decisionNumber> dfa<dfa.decisionNumber>;}; separator="\n">

 

	protected override void InitDFAs()

	{

		base.InitDFAs();

		<cyclicDFAs:{dfa | dfa<dfa.decisionNumber> = new DFA<dfa.decisionNumber>(this<if(dfa.specialStateSTs)>,

SpecialStateTransition<dfa.decisionNumber><endif>);}; separator="\n">

	}

 

	<cyclicDFAs:cyclicDFA()> <! dump tables for all DFA !>
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	#endregion

 

}

>>

 

/** A override of Lexer.nextToken() that backtracks over mTokens() looking

*  for matches.  No error can be generated upon error; just rewind, consume

*  a token and then try again.  backtracking needs to be set as well.

*  Make rule memoization happen only at levels above 1 as we start mTokens

*  at backtracking==1.

*/

filteringNextToken() ::= <<

public override IToken NextToken()

{

	while (true)

	{

		if (input.LA(1) == CharStreamConstants.EndOfFile)

		{

			IToken eof = new CommonToken((ICharStream)input, CharStreamConstants.EndOfFile, TokenChannels.Default,

input.Index, input.Index);

			eof.Line = Line;

			eof.CharPositionInLine = CharPositionInLine;

			return eof;

		}

		state.token = null;

		state.channel = TokenChannels.Default;

		state.tokenStartCharIndex = input.Index;

		state.tokenStartCharPositionInLine = input.CharPositionInLine;

		state.tokenStartLine = input.Line;

		state.text = null;

		try

		{

			int m = input.Mark();

			state.backtracking=1;<! means we won't throw slow exception !>

			state.failed=false;

			mTokens();

			state.backtracking=0;

			<! mTokens backtracks with synpred at backtracking==2

			   and we set the synpredgate to allow actions at level 1. !>

			if (state.failed)

			{

				input.Rewind(m);

				input.Consume();<! advance one char and try again !>

			}

			else

			{

				Emit();

				return state.token;
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			}

		}

		catch (RecognitionException re)

		{

			// shouldn't happen in backtracking mode, but...

			ReportError(re);

			Recover(re);

		}

	}

}

 

public override void Memoize(IIntStream input, int ruleIndex, int ruleStartIndex)

{

	if (state.backtracking > 1)

		base.Memoize(input, ruleIndex, ruleStartIndex);

}

 

public override bool AlreadyParsedRule(IIntStream input, int ruleIndex)

{

	if (state.backtracking > 1)

		return base.AlreadyParsedRule(input, ruleIndex);

 

	return false;

}

>>

 

actionGate() ::= "(state.backtracking==0)"

 

filteringActionGate() ::= "(state.backtracking == 1)"

 

/** How to generate a parser */

genericParser(grammar, name, scopes, tokens, tokenNames, rules, numRules,

             bitsets, inputStreamType, superClass,

             ASTLabelType="object", labelType, members, rewriteElementType,

             filterMode) ::= <<

[System.CodeDom.Compiler.GeneratedCode("ANTLR", "<ANTLRVersion>")]

[System.CLSCompliant(false)]

public partial class <grammar.recognizerName> : <@superClassName><superClass><@end>

{

<if(grammar.grammarIsRoot)>

	internal static readonly string[] tokenNames = new string[] {

		"\<invalid>", "\<EOR>", "\<DOWN>", "\<UP>", <tokenNames; separator=", ">

	};<\n>

<endif>

	<tokens:{public const int <it.name>=<it.type>;}; separator="\n">

 

	// delegates

	<grammar.delegates:
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		 {g|public <g.recognizerName> <g:delegateName()>;}; separator="\n">

	// delegators

	<grammar.delegators:

		 {g|public <g.recognizerName> <g:delegateName()>;}; separator="\n">

	<last(grammar.delegators):{g|public <g.recognizerName> gParent;}>

 

	<scopes:{<if(it.isDynamicGlobalScope)><globalAttributeScope(scope=it)><endif>}>

	<@members>

#if ANTLR_DEBUG

	private static readonly bool[] decisionCanBacktrack =

		new bool[]

		{

			false, // invalid decision

			<grammar.decisions:{d | <booleanLiteral.(d.dfa.hasSynPred)>}; wrap="\n", separator=", ">

		};

#else

	private static readonly bool[] decisionCanBacktrack = new bool[0];

#endif

<! WARNING. bug in ST: this is cut-n-paste into Dbg.stg !>

public <grammar.recognizerName>( <inputStreamType> input<grammar.delegators:{g|, <g.recognizerName>

<g:delegateName()>}> )

	: this( input, new RecognizerSharedState()<grammar.delegators:{g|, <g:delegateName()>}> )

{

}

public <grammar.recognizerName>(<inputStreamType> input, RecognizerSharedState

state<grammar.delegators:{g|, <g.recognizerName> <g:delegateName()>}>)

	: base(input, state)

{

	<parserCtorBody()>

	<grammar.directDelegates:

	 {g|<g:delegateName()> = new <g.recognizerName>(input, state<trunc(g.delegators):{p|, <p:delegateName()>}>,

this);}; separator="\n">

	<grammar.indirectDelegates:{g | <g:delegateName()> = <g.delegator:delegateName()>.<g:delegateName()>;};

separator="\n">

	<last(grammar.delegators):{g|gParent = <g:delegateName()>;}>

 

	OnCreated();

}

	<@end>

 

	public override string[] TokenNames { get { return

<grammar.composite.rootGrammar.recognizerName>.tokenNames; } }

	public override string GrammarFileName { get { return "<fileName>"; } }

 

	<members>

 

 

	protected virtual void OnCreated() {}
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	protected virtual void EnterRule(string ruleName, int ruleIndex) {}

	protected virtual void LeaveRule(string ruleName, int ruleIndex) {}

 

   <rules; separator="\n\n">

<if(grammar.delegatedRules)>

<! generate rule/method definitions for imported rules so they

  appear to be defined in this recognizer. !>

	#region Delegated rules

<grammar.delegatedRules:{ruleDescriptor|

	public <returnType()> <ruleDescriptor.name>(<ruleDescriptor.parameterScope:parameterScope(scope=it)>)

<!throws RecognitionException !>\{ <if(ruleDescriptor.hasReturnValue)>return

<endif><ruleDescriptor.grammar:delegateName()>.<ruleDescriptor.name>(<ruleDescriptor.parameterScope.attribut

es:{a|<a.name>}; separator=", ">); \}}; separator="\n">

	#endregion Delegated rules<\n>

<endif>

 

	<insertSynpreds(synpreds)>

 

<if(cyclicDFAs)>

	#region DFA

	<cyclicDFAs:{dfa | DFA<dfa.decisionNumber> dfa<dfa.decisionNumber>;}; separator="\n">

 

	protected override void InitDFAs()

	{

		base.InitDFAs();

		<cyclicDFAs:{dfa | dfa<dfa.decisionNumber> = new DFA<dfa.decisionNumber>( this<if(dfa.specialStateSTs)>,

SpecialStateTransition<dfa.decisionNumber><endif> );}; separator="\n">

	}

 

	<cyclicDFAs:cyclicDFA()><! dump tables for all DFA !>

	#endregion DFA<\n>

<endif>

 

<if(bitsets)>

	#region Follow sets

	private static class Follow

	{

		<bitsets:bitset(name={_<it.name>_in_<it.inName><it.tokenIndex>},

							words64=it.bits)>

	}

	#endregion Follow sets<\n>

<endif>

}

>>

 

parserCtorBody() ::= <<

<if(memoize)>

<if(grammar.grammarIsRoot)>
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this.state.ruleMemo = new System.Collections.Generic.Dictionary\<int,

int>[<length(grammar.allImportedRules)>+1];<\n><! index from 1..n !>

<endif>

<endif>

<grammar.delegators:

{g|this.<g:delegateName()> = <g:delegateName()>;}; separator="\n">

>>

 

parser(grammar, name, scopes, tokens, tokenNames, rules, numRules, bitsets,

      ASTLabelType="object",

superClass={<if(actions.(actionScope).superClass)><actions.(actionScope).superClass><else>Antlr.Runtime.Parser

<endif>}, labelType="IToken",

      members={<actions.parser.members>}) ::= <<

<genericParser(inputStreamType="ITokenStream", rewriteElementType="IToken", ...)>

>>

 

/** How to generate a tree parser; same as parser except the input

*  stream is a different type.

*/

treeParser(grammar, name, scopes, tokens, tokenNames, globalAction, rules,

          numRules, bitsets, labelType={<ASTLabelType>}, ASTLabelType="object",

superClass={<if(actions.(actionScope).superClass)><actions.(actionScope).superClass><else>Antlr.Runtime.Tree.<

if(filterMode)><if(buildAST)>TreeRewriter\<<labelType>\><else>TreeFilter<endif><else>TreeParser<endif><end

if>},

          members={<actions.treeparser.members>},

          filterMode) ::= <<

<genericParser(inputStreamType="ITreeNodeStream", rewriteElementType="Node", ...)>

>>

 

/** A simpler version of a rule template that is specific to the imaginary

*  rules created for syntactic predicates.  As they never have return values

*  nor parameters etc..., just give simplest possible method.  Don't do

*  any of the normal memoization stuff in here either; it's a waste.

*  As predicates cannot be inlined into the invoking rule, they need to

*  be in a rule by themselves.

*/

synpredRule(ruleName, ruleDescriptor, block, description, nakedBlock) ::=

<<

protected virtual void Enter_<ruleName>_fragment() {}

protected virtual void Leave_<ruleName>_fragment() {}

 

// $ANTLR start <ruleName>

public <!final !>void <ruleName>_fragment(<ruleDescriptor.parameterScope:parameterScope(scope=it)>)

{

	<ruleLabelDefs()>

<if(trace)>

	Enter_<ruleName>_fragment();

	EnterRule("<ruleName>_fragment", <ruleDescriptor.index>);
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	TraceIn("<ruleName>_fragment", <ruleDescriptor.index>);

	try

	{

		<block>

	}

	finally

	{

		TraceOut("<ruleName>_fragment", <ruleDescriptor.index>);

		LeaveRule("<ruleName>_fragment", <ruleDescriptor.index>);

		Leave_<ruleName>_fragment();

	}

<else>

	<block>

<endif>

}

// $ANTLR end <ruleName>

>>

 

insertLexerSynpreds(synpreds) ::= <<

<insertSynpreds(synpreds)>

>>

 

insertSynpreds(synpreds) ::= <<

<if(synpreds)>

#region Synpreds

private bool EvaluatePredicate(System.Action fragment)

{

	bool success = false;

	state.backtracking++;

	<@start()>

	try { DebugBeginBacktrack(state.backtracking);

	int start = input.Mark();

	try

	{

		fragment();

	}

	catch ( RecognitionException re )

	{

		System.Console.Error.WriteLine("impossible: "+re);

	}

	success = !state.failed;

	input.Rewind(start);

	} finally { DebugEndBacktrack(state.backtracking, success); }

	<@stop()>

	state.backtracking--;

	state.failed=false;

	return success;

}
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#endregion Synpreds<\n>

<endif>

>>

 

ruleMemoization(name) ::= <<

<if(memoize)>

if (state.backtracking > 0 && AlreadyParsedRule(input, <ruleDescriptor.index>)) { <returnFromRule()> }

<endif>

>>

 

/** How to test for failure and return from rule */

checkRuleBacktrackFailure() ::= <<

<if(backtracking)>if (state.failed) <returnFromRule()><endif>

>>

 

/** This rule has failed, exit indicating failure during backtrack */

ruleBacktrackFailure() ::= <<

<if(backtracking)>if (state.backtracking>0) {state.failed=true; <returnFromRule()>}<endif>

>>

 

/** How to generate code for a rule.  This includes any return type

*  data aggregates required for multiple return values.

*/

rule(ruleName,ruleDescriptor,block,emptyRule,description,exceptions,finally,memoize) ::= <<

<ruleAttributeScope(scope=ruleDescriptor.ruleScope)>

<returnScope(scope=ruleDescriptor.returnScope)>

 

protected virtual void Enter_<ruleName>() {}

protected virtual void Leave_<ruleName>() {}

 

// $ANTLR start "<ruleName>"

// <fileName>:<description>

[GrammarRule("<ruleName>")]

<csharpVisibilityMap.(ruleDescriptor.modifier); null="private"> <returnType()>

<ruleName>(<ruleDescriptor.parameterScope:parameterScope(scope=it)>)

{

<if(trace)>

	Enter_<ruleName>();

	EnterRule("<ruleName>", <ruleDescriptor.index>);

	TraceIn("<ruleName>", <ruleDescriptor.index>);

<endif>

   <ruleScopeSetUp()>

   <ruleDeclarations()>

   <ruleLabelDefs()>

   <ruleDescriptor.actions.init>

	try { DebugEnterRule(GrammarFileName, "<ruleName>");

	DebugLocation(<ruleDescriptor.tree.line>, <ruleDescriptor.EORNode.charPositionInLine>);

	<@preamble()>
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	try

	{

		<ruleMemoization(name=ruleName)>

		<block>

		<ruleCleanUp()>

		<(ruleDescriptor.actions.after):execAction()>

	}

<if(exceptions)>

	<exceptions:{e|<catch(decl=e.decl,action=e.action)><\n>}>

<else>

<if(!emptyRule)>

<if(actions.(actionScope).rulecatch)>

	<actions.(actionScope).rulecatch>

<else>

	catch (RecognitionException re)

	{

		ReportError(re);

		Recover(input,re);

	<@setErrorReturnValue()>

	}<\n>

<endif>

<endif>

<endif>

	finally

	{

   <if(trace)>

		TraceOut("<ruleName>", <ruleDescriptor.index>);

		LeaveRule("<ruleName>", <ruleDescriptor.index>);

		Leave_<ruleName>();

	<endif>

       <memoize()>

       <ruleScopeCleanUp()>

       <finally>

   }

	DebugLocation(<ruleDescriptor.EORNode.line>, <ruleDescriptor.EORNode.charPositionInLine>);

	} finally { DebugExitRule(GrammarFileName, "<ruleName>"); }

	<@postamble()>

	<returnFromRule()><\n>

}

// $ANTLR end "<ruleName>"

>>

 

catch(decl,action) ::= <<

catch (<e.decl>)

{

	<e.action>

}

>>
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ruleDeclarations() ::= <<

<if(ruleDescriptor.hasMultipleReturnValues)>

<returnType()> retval = new <returnType()>();

retval.Start = (<labelType>)input.LT(1);<\n>

<else>

<ruleDescriptor.returnScope.attributes:{ a |

<a.type> <a.name> = <if(a.initValue)><a.initValue><else><initValue(a.type)><endif>;

}>

<endif>

<if(memoize)>

int <ruleDescriptor.name>_StartIndex = input.Index;

<endif>

>>

 

ruleScopeSetUp() ::= <<

<ruleDescriptor.useScopes:{<it>_stack.Push(new <it>_scope());<it>_scopeInit(<it>_stack.Peek());};

separator="\n">

<ruleDescriptor.ruleScope:{<it.name>_stack.Push(new

<it.name>_scope());<it.name>_scopeInit(<it.name>_stack.Peek());}; separator="\n">

>>

 

ruleScopeCleanUp() ::= <<

<ruleDescriptor.useScopes:{<it>_scopeAfter(<it>_stack.Peek());<it>_stack.Pop();}; separator="\n">

<ruleDescriptor.ruleScope:{<it.name>_scopeAfter(<it.name>_stack.Peek());<it.name>_stack.Pop();};

separator="\n">

>>

 

ruleLabelDefs() ::= <<

<[ruleDescriptor.tokenLabels,ruleDescriptor.tokenListLabels,ruleDescriptor.wildcardTreeLabels,ruleDescriptor.wil

dcardTreeListLabels]

   :{<labelType> <it.label.text>=null;}; separator="\n"

>

<[ruleDescriptor.tokenListLabels,ruleDescriptor.ruleListLabels,ruleDescriptor.wildcardTreeListLabels]

   :{List list_<it.label.text>=null;}; separator="\n"

>

<ruleDescriptor.ruleLabels:ruleLabelDef(label=it); separator="\n">

<ruleDescriptor.ruleListLabels:ruleLabelDef(label=it); separator="\n">

>>

 

lexerRuleLabelDefs() ::= <<

<[ruleDescriptor.tokenLabels,

 ruleDescriptor.tokenListLabels,

 ruleDescriptor.ruleLabels]

   :{<labelType> <it.label.text>=null;}; separator="\n"

>

<ruleDescriptor.charLabels:{int <it.label.text>;}; separator="\n">

<[ruleDescriptor.tokenListLabels,
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 ruleDescriptor.ruleListLabels]

   :{List list_<it.label.text>=null;}; separator="\n"

>

>>

 

returnFromRule() ::= <<

return<if(!ruleDescriptor.isSynPred)>

<if(ruleDescriptor.hasReturnValue)>

<if(ruleDescriptor.hasSingleReturnValue)>

<! This comment is a hack to make sure the following

  single space appears in the output. !> <ruleDescriptor.singleValueReturnName>

<else>

retval

<endif>

<endif>

<endif>

;

>>

 

ruleCleanUp() ::= <<

<if(ruleDescriptor.hasMultipleReturnValues)>

<if(!TREE_PARSER)>

retval.Stop = (<labelType>)input.LT(-1);<\n>

<endif>

<endif>

>>

 

memoize() ::= <<

<if(memoize)>

<if(backtracking)>

if (state.backtracking > 0) { Memoize(input, <ruleDescriptor.index>, <ruleDescriptor.name>_StartIndex); }

<endif>

<endif>

>>

 

/** How to generate a rule in the lexer; naked blocks are used for

*  fragment rules.

*/

lexerRule(ruleName,nakedBlock,ruleDescriptor,block,memoize) ::= <<

protected virtual void Enter_<ruleName>() {}

protected virtual void Leave_<ruleName>() {}

 

// $ANTLR start "<ruleName>"

[GrammarRule("<ruleName>")]

<csharpVisibilityMap.(ruleDescriptor.modifier); null="private"> void

m<ruleName>(<ruleDescriptor.parameterScope:parameterScope(scope=it)>)

{

<if(trace)>
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	Enter_<ruleName>();

	EnterRule("<ruleName>", <ruleDescriptor.index>);

	TraceIn("<ruleName>", <ruleDescriptor.index>);

<endif>

   <ruleScopeSetUp()>

   <ruleDeclarations()>

		try

		{

<if(nakedBlock)>

		<ruleMemoization(name=ruleName)>

		<lexerRuleLabelDefs()>

		<ruleDescriptor.actions.init>

		<block><\n>

<else>

		int _type = <ruleName>;

		int _channel = DefaultTokenChannel;

		<ruleMemoization(name=ruleName)>

		<lexerRuleLabelDefs()>

		<ruleDescriptor.actions.init>

		<block>

		<ruleCleanUp()>

		state.type = _type;

		state.channel = _channel;

		<(ruleDescriptor.actions.after):execAction()>

<endif>

	}

	finally

	{

   <if(trace)>

		TraceOut("<ruleName>", <ruleDescriptor.index>);

		LeaveRule("<ruleName>", <ruleDescriptor.index>);

		Leave_<ruleName>();

	<endif>

       <ruleScopeCleanUp()>

       <memoize()>

   }

}

// $ANTLR end "<ruleName>"

>>

 

/** How to generate code for the implicitly-defined lexer grammar rule

*  that chooses between lexer rules.

*/

tokensRule(ruleName,nakedBlock,args,block,ruleDescriptor) ::= <<

public override void mTokens()

{

	<block><\n>

}
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>>

 

// S U B R U L E S

 

/** A (...) subrule with multiple alternatives */

block(alts,decls,decision,enclosingBlockLevel,blockLevel,decisionNumber,maxK,maxAlt,description) ::= <<

// <fileName>:<description>

int alt<decisionNumber>=<maxAlt>;

<decls>

<@predecision()>

try { DebugEnterSubRule(<decisionNumber>);

try { DebugEnterDecision(<decisionNumber>, decisionCanBacktrack[<decisionNumber>]);

<decision>

} finally { DebugExitDecision(<decisionNumber>); }

<@postdecision()>

<@prebranch()>

switch (alt<decisionNumber>)

{

<alts:altSwitchCase()>

}

} finally { DebugExitSubRule(<decisionNumber>); }

<@postbranch()>

>>

 

/** A rule block with multiple alternatives */

ruleBlock(alts,decls,decision,enclosingBlockLevel,blockLevel,decisionNumber,maxK,maxAlt,description) ::= <<

// <fileName>:<description>

int alt<decisionNumber>=<maxAlt>;

<decls>

<@predecision()>

try { DebugEnterDecision(<decisionNumber>, decisionCanBacktrack[<decisionNumber>]);

<decision>

} finally { DebugExitDecision(<decisionNumber>); }

<@postdecision()>

switch (alt<decisionNumber>)

{

<alts:altSwitchCase()>

}

>>

 

ruleBlockSingleAlt(alts,decls,decision,enclosingBlockLevel,blockLevel,decisionNumber,description) ::= <<

// <fileName>:<description>

<decls>

<@prealt()>

DebugEnterAlt(1);

<alts>

<@postalt()>

>>
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/** A special case of a (...) subrule with a single alternative */

blockSingleAlt(alts,decls,decision,enclosingBlockLevel,blockLevel,decisionNumber,description) ::= <<

// <fileName>:<description>

<decls>

<@prealt()>

DebugEnterAlt(1);

<alts>

<@postalt()>

>>

 

/** A (..)+ block with 1 or more alternatives */

positiveClosureBlock(alts,decls,decision,enclosingBlockLevel,blockLevel,decisionNumber,maxK,maxAlt,descriptio

n) ::= <<

// <fileName>:<description>

int cnt<decisionNumber>=0;

<decls>

<@preloop()>

try { DebugEnterSubRule(<decisionNumber>);

while (true)

{

	int alt<decisionNumber>=<maxAlt>;

	<@predecision()>

	try { DebugEnterDecision(<decisionNumber>, decisionCanBacktrack[<decisionNumber>]);

	<decision>

	} finally { DebugExitDecision(<decisionNumber>); }

	<@postdecision()>

	switch (alt<decisionNumber>)

	{

	<alts:altSwitchCase()>

	default:

		if (cnt<decisionNumber> >= 1)

			goto loop<decisionNumber>;

 

		<ruleBacktrackFailure()>

		EarlyExitException eee<decisionNumber> = new EarlyExitException( <decisionNumber>, input );

		DebugRecognitionException(eee<decisionNumber>);

		<@earlyExitException()>

		throw eee<decisionNumber>;

	}

	cnt<decisionNumber>++;

}

loop<decisionNumber>:

	;

 

} finally { DebugExitSubRule(<decisionNumber>); }

<@postloop()>

>>
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positiveClosureBlockSingleAlt ::= positiveClosureBlock

 

/** A (..)* block with 1 or more alternatives */

closureBlock(alts,decls,decision,enclosingBlockLevel,blockLevel,decisionNumber,maxK,maxAlt,description) ::=

<<

// <fileName>:<description>

<decls>

<@preloop()>

try { DebugEnterSubRule(<decisionNumber>);

while (true)

{

	int alt<decisionNumber>=<maxAlt>;

	<@predecision()>

	try { DebugEnterDecision(<decisionNumber>, decisionCanBacktrack[<decisionNumber>]);

	<decision>

	} finally { DebugExitDecision(<decisionNumber>); }

	<@postdecision()>

	switch ( alt<decisionNumber> )

	{

	<alts:altSwitchCase()>

	default:

		goto loop<decisionNumber>;

	}

}

 

loop<decisionNumber>:

	;

 

} finally { DebugExitSubRule(<decisionNumber>); }

<@postloop()>

>>

 

closureBlockSingleAlt ::= closureBlock

 

/** Optional blocks (x)? are translated to (x|) by before code generation

*  so we can just use the normal block template

*/

optionalBlock ::= block

 

optionalBlockSingleAlt ::= block

 

/** A case in a switch that jumps to an alternative given the alternative

*  number.  A DFA predicts the alternative and then a simple switch

*  does the jump to the code that actually matches that alternative.

*/

altSwitchCase() ::= <<

case <i>:
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	<@prealt()>

	DebugEnterAlt(<i>);

	<it>

	break;<\n>

>>

 

/** An alternative is just a list of elements; at outermost level */

alt(elements,altNum,description,autoAST,outerAlt,treeLevel,rew) ::= <<

// <fileName>:<description>

{

<@declarations()>

<elements:element()>

<rew>

<@cleanup()>

}

>>

 

/** What to emit when there is no rewrite.  For auto build

*  mode, does nothing.

*/

noRewrite(rewriteBlockLevel, treeLevel) ::= ""

 

// E L E M E N T S

 

/** Dump the elements one per line */

element() ::= <<

<@prematch()>

DebugLocation(<it.line>, <it.pos>);

<it.el><\n>

>>

 

/** match a token optionally with a label in front */

tokenRef(token,label,elementIndex,hetero) ::= <<

<if(label)><label>=(<labelType>)<endif>Match(input,<token>,Follow._<token>_in_<ruleName><elementIndex>);

<checkRuleBacktrackFailure()>

>>

 

/** ids+=ID */

tokenRefAndListLabel(token,label,elementIndex,hetero) ::= <<

<tokenRef(...)>

<listLabel(elem=label,...)>

>>

 

listLabel(label,elem) ::= <<

if (list_<label>==null) list_<label>=new ArrayList();

list_<label>.Add(<elem>);<\n>

>>
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/** match a character */

charRef(char,label) ::= <<

<if(label)>

<label> = input.LA(1);<\n>

<endif>

Match(<char>); <checkRuleBacktrackFailure()>

>>

 

/** match a character range */

charRangeRef(a,b,label) ::= <<

<if(label)>

<label> = input.LA(1);<\n>

<endif>

MatchRange(<a>,<b>); <checkRuleBacktrackFailure()>

>>

 

/** For now, sets are interval tests and must be tested inline */

matchSet(s,label,elementIndex,postmatchCode="") ::= <<

<if(label)>

<if(LEXER)>

<label>= input.LA(1);<\n>

<else>

<label>=(<labelType>)input.LT(1);<\n>

<endif>

<endif>

if (<s>)

{

	input.Consume();

	<postmatchCode>

<if(!LEXER)>

	state.errorRecovery=false;

<endif>

	<if(backtracking)>state.failed=false;<endif>

}

else

{

	<ruleBacktrackFailure()>

	MismatchedSetException mse = new MismatchedSetException(null,input);

	DebugRecognitionException(mse);

	<@mismatchedSetException()>

<if(LEXER)>

	Recover(mse);

	throw mse;

<else>

	throw mse;

	<! use following code to make it recover inline; remove throw mse;

	recoverFromMismatchedSet(input,mse,Follow._set_in_<ruleName><elementIndex>);

	!>
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<endif>

}<\n>

>>

 

matchSetUnchecked(s,label,elementIndex,postmatchCode="") ::= <<

<if(label)>

<if(LEXER)>

<label>= input.LA(1);<\n>

<else>

<label>=(<labelType>)input.LT(1);<\n>

<endif>

<endif>

input.Consume();

<postmatchCode>

<if(!LEXER)>

	state.errorRecovery=false;

<endif>

	<if(backtracking)>state.failed=false;<endif>

>>

 

matchRuleBlockSet ::= matchSet

 

matchSetAndListLabel(s,label,elementIndex,postmatchCode) ::= <<

<matchSet(...)>

<listLabel(elem=label,...)>

>>

 

/** Match a string literal */

lexerStringRef(string,label,elementIndex) ::= <<

<if(label)>

int <label>Start = CharIndex;

Match(<string>); <checkRuleBacktrackFailure()>

int <label>StartLine<elementIndex> = Line;

int <label>StartCharPos<elementIndex> = CharPositionInLine;

<label> = new <labelType>(input, TokenTypes.Invalid, TokenChannels.Default, <label>Start, CharIndex-1);

<label>.Line = <label>StartLine<elementIndex>;

<label>.CharPositionInLine = <label>StartCharPos<elementIndex>;

<else>

Match(<string>); <checkRuleBacktrackFailure()><\n>

<endif>

>>

 

wildcard(label,elementIndex) ::= <<

<if(label)>

<label>=(<labelType>)input.LT(1);<\n>

<endif>

MatchAny(input); <checkRuleBacktrackFailure()>

>>
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wildcardAndListLabel(label,elementIndex) ::= <<

<wildcard(...)>

<listLabel(elem=label,...)>

>>

 

/** Match . wildcard in lexer */

wildcardChar(label, elementIndex) ::= <<

<if(label)>

<label> = input.LA(1);<\n>

<endif>

MatchAny(); <checkRuleBacktrackFailure()>

>>

 

wildcardCharListLabel(label, elementIndex) ::= <<

<wildcardChar(...)>

<listLabel(elem=label,...)>

>>

 

/** Match a rule reference by invoking it possibly with arguments

*  and a return value or values.  The 'rule' argument was the

*  target rule name, but now is type Rule, whose toString is

*  same: the rule name.  Now though you can access full rule

*  descriptor stuff.

*/

ruleRef(rule,label,elementIndex,args,scope) ::= <<

PushFollow(Follow._<rule.name>_in_<ruleName><elementIndex>);

<if(label)><label>=<endif><if(scope)><scope:delegateName()>.<endif><rule.name>(<args; separator=", ">);

PopFollow();

<checkRuleBacktrackFailure()>

>>

 

/** ids+=r */

ruleRefAndListLabel(rule,label,elementIndex,args,scope) ::= <<

<ruleRef(...)>

<listLabel(elem=label,...)>

>>

 

/** A lexer rule reference.

*

*  The 'rule' argument was the target rule name, but now

*  is type Rule, whose toString is same: the rule name.

*  Now though you can access full rule descriptor stuff.

*/

lexerRuleRef(rule,label,args,elementIndex,scope) ::= <<

<if(label)>

int <label>Start<elementIndex> = CharIndex;

int <label>StartLine<elementIndex> = Line;
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int <label>StartCharPos<elementIndex> = CharPositionInLine;

<if(scope)><scope:delegateName()>.<endif>m<rule.name>(<args; separator=", ">);

<checkRuleBacktrackFailure()>

<label> = new <labelType>(input, TokenTypes.Invalid, TokenChannels.Default, <label>Start<elementIndex>,

CharIndex-1);

<label>.Line = <label>StartLine<elementIndex>;

<label>.CharPositionInLine = <label>StartCharPos<elementIndex>;

<else>

<if(scope)><scope:delegateName()>.<endif>m<rule.name>(<args; separator=", ">);

<checkRuleBacktrackFailure()>

<endif>

>>

 

/** i+=INT in lexer */

lexerRuleRefAndListLabel(rule,label,args,elementIndex,scope) ::= <<

<lexerRuleRef(...)>

<listLabel(elem=label,...)>

>>

 

/** EOF in the lexer */

lexerMatchEOF(label,elementIndex) ::= <<

<if(label)>

int <label>Start<elementIndex> = CharIndex;

int <label>StartLine<elementIndex> = Line;

int <label>StartCharPos<elementIndex> = CharPositionInLine;

Match(EOF); <checkRuleBacktrackFailure()>

<labelType> <label> = new <labelType>(input, EOF, TokenChannels.Default, <label>Start<elementIndex>,

CharIndex-1);

<label>.Line = <label>StartLine<elementIndex>;

<label>.CharPositionInLine = <label>StartCharPos<elementIndex>;

<else>

Match(EOF); <checkRuleBacktrackFailure()>

<endif>

>>

 

/** match ^(root children) in tree parser */

tree(root, actionsAfterRoot, children, nullableChildList,

    enclosingTreeLevel, treeLevel) ::= <<

<root:element()>

<actionsAfterRoot:element()>

<if(nullableChildList)>

if (input.LA(1) == TokenTypes.Down)

{

	Match(input, TokenTypes.Down, null); <checkRuleBacktrackFailure()>

	<children:element()>

	Match(input, TokenTypes.Up, null); <checkRuleBacktrackFailure()>

}

<else>
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Match(input, TokenTypes.Down, null); <checkRuleBacktrackFailure()>

<children:element()>

Match(input, TokenTypes.Up, null); <checkRuleBacktrackFailure()>

<endif>

>>

 

/** Every predicate is used as a validating predicate (even when it is

*  also hoisted into a prediction expression).

*/

validateSemanticPredicate(pred,description) ::= <<

if (!(<evalPredicate(...)>))

{

	<ruleBacktrackFailure()>

	throw new FailedPredicateException(input, "<ruleName>", "<description>");

}

>>

 

// F i x e d  D F A  (if-then-else)

 

dfaState(k,edges,eotPredictsAlt,description,stateNumber,semPredState) ::= <<

int LA<decisionNumber>_<stateNumber> = input.LA(<k>);<\n>

<edges; separator="\nelse ">

else

{

<if(eotPredictsAlt)>

	alt<decisionNumber>=<eotPredictsAlt>;

<else>

	<ruleBacktrackFailure()>

	NoViableAltException nvae = new NoViableAltException("<description>", <decisionNumber>, <stateNumber>,

input);<\n>

	DebugRecognitionException(nvae);

	<@noViableAltException()>

	throw nvae;<\n>

<endif>

}

>>

 

/** Same as a normal DFA state except that we don't examine lookahead

*  for the bypass alternative.  It delays error detection but this

*  is faster, smaller, and more what people expect.  For (X)? people

*  expect "if ( LA(1)==X ) match(X);" and that's it.

*/

dfaOptionalBlockState(k,edges,eotPredictsAlt,description,stateNumber,semPredState) ::= <<

int LA<decisionNumber>_<stateNumber> = input.LA(<k>);<\n>

<edges; separator="\nelse ">

>>

 

/** A DFA state that is actually the loopback decision of a closure
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*  loop.  If end-of-token (EOT) predicts any of the targets then it

*  should act like a default clause (i.e., no error can be generated).

*  This is used only in the lexer so that for ('a')* on the end of a rule

*  anything other than 'a' predicts exiting.

*/

dfaLoopbackState(k,edges,eotPredictsAlt,description,stateNumber,semPredState) ::= <<

int LA<decisionNumber>_<stateNumber> = input.LA(<k>);<\n>

<edges; separator="\nelse "><\n>

<if(eotPredictsAlt)>

<if(!edges)>

alt<decisionNumber>=<eotPredictsAlt>; <! if no edges, don't gen ELSE !>

<else>

else

{

	alt<decisionNumber>=<eotPredictsAlt>;

}<\n>

<endif>

<endif>

>>

 

/** An accept state indicates a unique alternative has been predicted */

dfaAcceptState(alt) ::= "alt<decisionNumber>=<alt>;"

 

/** A simple edge with an expression.  If the expression is satisfied,

*  enter to the target state.  To handle gated productions, we may

*  have to evaluate some predicates for this edge.

*/

dfaEdge(labelExpr, targetState, predicates) ::= <<

if ((<labelExpr>)<if(predicates)> && (<predicates>)<endif>)

{

	<targetState>

}

>>

 

// F i x e d  D F A  (switch case)

 

/** A DFA state where a SWITCH may be generated.  The code generator

*  decides if this is possible: CodeGenerator.canGenerateSwitch().

*/

dfaStateSwitch(k,edges,eotPredictsAlt,description,stateNumber,semPredState) ::= <<

switch (input.LA(<k>))

{

<edges; separator="\n">

default:

<if(eotPredictsAlt)>

	alt<decisionNumber>=<eotPredictsAlt>;

	break;<\n>

<else>
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	{

		<ruleBacktrackFailure()>

		NoViableAltException nvae = new NoViableAltException("<description>", <decisionNumber>, <stateNumber>,

input);<\n>

		DebugRecognitionException(nvae);

		<@noViableAltException()>

		throw nvae;

	}<\n>

<endif>

}<\n>

>>

 

dfaOptionalBlockStateSwitch(k,edges,eotPredictsAlt,description,stateNumber,semPredState) ::= <<

switch (input.LA(<k>))

{

<edges; separator="\n">

}<\n>

>>

 

dfaLoopbackStateSwitch(k, edges,eotPredictsAlt,description,stateNumber,semPredState) ::= <<

switch (input.LA(<k>))

{

<edges; separator="\n"><\n>

<if(eotPredictsAlt)>

default:

	alt<decisionNumber>=<eotPredictsAlt>;

	break;<\n>

<endif>

}<\n>

>>

 

dfaEdgeSwitch(labels, targetState) ::= <<

<labels:{case <it>:}; separator="\n">

	{

	<targetState>

	}

	break;

>>

 

// C y c l i c  D F A

 

/** The code to initiate execution of a cyclic DFA; this is used

*  in the rule to predict an alt just like the fixed DFA case.

*  The <name> attribute is inherited via the parser, lexer, ...

*/

dfaDecision(decisionNumber,description) ::= <<

try

{
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	alt<decisionNumber> = dfa<decisionNumber>.Predict(input);

}

catch (NoViableAltException nvae)

{

	DebugRecognitionException(nvae);

	throw;

}

>>

 

/* Dump DFA tables as run-length-encoded Strings of octal values.

* Can't use hex as compiler translates them before compilation.

* These strings are split into multiple, concatenated strings.

* Java puts them back together at compile time thankfully.

* Java cannot handle large static arrays, so we're stuck with this

* encode/decode approach.  See analysis and runtime DFA for

* the encoding methods.

*/

cyclicDFA(dfa) ::= <<

private class DFA<dfa.decisionNumber> : DFA

{

	private const string DFA<dfa.decisionNumber>_eotS =

		"<dfa.javaCompressedEOT; wrap="\"+\n\t\t\"">";

	private const string DFA<dfa.decisionNumber>_eofS =

		"<dfa.javaCompressedEOF; wrap="\"+\n\t\t\"">";

	private const string DFA<dfa.decisionNumber>_minS =

		"<dfa.javaCompressedMin; wrap="\"+\n\t\t\"">";

	private const string DFA<dfa.decisionNumber>_maxS =

		"<dfa.javaCompressedMax; wrap="\"+\n\t\t\"">";

	private const string DFA<dfa.decisionNumber>_acceptS =

		"<dfa.javaCompressedAccept; wrap="\"+\n\t\t\"">";

	private const string DFA<dfa.decisionNumber>_specialS =

		"<dfa.javaCompressedSpecial; wrap="\"+\n\t\t\"">}>";

	private static readonly string[] DFA<dfa.decisionNumber>_transitionS =

		{

			<dfa.javaCompressedTransition:{s|"<s; wrap="\"+\n\"">"}; separator=",\n">

		};

 

	private static readonly short[] DFA<dfa.decisionNumber>_eot =

DFA.UnpackEncodedString(DFA<dfa.decisionNumber>_eotS);

	private static readonly short[] DFA<dfa.decisionNumber>_eof =

DFA.UnpackEncodedString(DFA<dfa.decisionNumber>_eofS);

	private static readonly char[] DFA<dfa.decisionNumber>_min =

DFA.UnpackEncodedStringToUnsignedChars(DFA<dfa.decisionNumber>_minS);

	private static readonly char[] DFA<dfa.decisionNumber>_max =

DFA.UnpackEncodedStringToUnsignedChars(DFA<dfa.decisionNumber>_maxS);

	private static readonly short[] DFA<dfa.decisionNumber>_accept =

DFA.UnpackEncodedString(DFA<dfa.decisionNumber>_acceptS);

	private static readonly short[] DFA<dfa.decisionNumber>_special =
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DFA.UnpackEncodedString(DFA<dfa.decisionNumber>_specialS);

	private static readonly short[][] DFA<dfa.decisionNumber>_transition;

 

	static DFA<dfa.decisionNumber>()

	{

		int numStates = DFA<dfa.decisionNumber>_transitionS.Length;

		DFA<dfa.decisionNumber>_transition = new short[numStates][];

		for ( int i=0; i \< numStates; i++ )

		{

			DFA<dfa.decisionNumber>_transition[i] =

DFA.UnpackEncodedString(DFA<dfa.decisionNumber>_transitionS[i]);

		}

	}

 

	public DFA<dfa.decisionNumber>( BaseRecognizer recognizer<if(dfa.specialStateSTs)>,

SpecialStateTransitionHandler specialStateTransition<endif> )

<if(dfa.specialStateSTs)>

		: base(specialStateTransition)<\n>

<endif>

	{

		this.recognizer = recognizer;

		this.decisionNumber = <dfa.decisionNumber>;

		this.eot = DFA<dfa.decisionNumber>_eot;

		this.eof = DFA<dfa.decisionNumber>_eof;

		this.min = DFA<dfa.decisionNumber>_min;

		this.max = DFA<dfa.decisionNumber>_max;

		this.accept = DFA<dfa.decisionNumber>_accept;

		this.special = DFA<dfa.decisionNumber>_special;

		this.transition = DFA<dfa.decisionNumber>_transition;

	}

 

	public override string Description { get { return "<dfa.description>"; } }

 

	public override void Error(NoViableAltException nvae)

	{

		DebugRecognitionException(nvae);

	}

}<\n>

<if(dfa.specialStateSTs)>

private int SpecialStateTransition<dfa.decisionNumber>(DFA dfa, int s, IIntStream _input)<! throws

NoViableAltException!>

{

	<if(LEXER)>

	IIntStream input = _input;

	<endif>

	<if(PARSER)>

	ITokenStream input = (ITokenStream)_input;

	<endif>
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	<if(TREE_PARSER)>

	ITreeNodeStream input = (ITreeNodeStream)_input;

	<endif>

	int _s = s;

	switch (s)

	{

	<dfa.specialStateSTs:{state |

	case <i0>:<! compressed special state numbers 0..n-1 !>

		<state>}; separator="\n">

	}

<if(backtracking)>

	if (state.backtracking > 0) {state.failed=true; return -1;}<\n>

<endif>

	NoViableAltException nvae = new NoViableAltException(dfa.Description, <dfa.decisionNumber>, _s, input);

	dfa.Error(nvae);

	throw nvae;

}<\n>

<endif>

>>

 

/** A state in a cyclic DFA; it's a special state and part of a big switch on

*  state.

*/

cyclicDFAState(decisionNumber,stateNumber,edges,needErrorClause,semPredState) ::= <<

int LA<decisionNumber>_<stateNumber> = input.LA(1);<\n>

<if(semPredState)><! get next lookahead symbol to test edges, then rewind !>

int index<decisionNumber>_<stateNumber> = input.Index;

input.Rewind();<\n>

<endif>

s = -1;

<edges; separator="\nelse ">

<if(semPredState)><! return input cursor to state before we rewound !>

input.Seek(index<decisionNumber>_<stateNumber>);<\n>

<endif>

if ( s>=0 ) return s;

break;

>>

 

/** Just like a fixed DFA edge, test the lookahead and indicate what

*  state to jump to next if successful.

*/

cyclicDFAEdge(labelExpr, targetStateNumber, edgeNumber, predicates) ::= <<

if ( (<labelExpr>) <if(predicates)>&& (<predicates>)<endif>) {s = <targetStateNumber>;}<\n>

>>

 

/** An edge pointing at end-of-token; essentially matches any char;

*  always jump to the target.

*/
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eotDFAEdge(targetStateNumber,edgeNumber, predicates) ::= <<

s = <targetStateNumber>;<\n>

>>

 

 

// D F A  E X P R E S S I O N S

 

andPredicates(left,right) ::= "(<left>&&<right>)"

 

orPredicates(operands) ::= "(<first(operands)><rest(operands):{o | ||<o>}>)"

 

notPredicate(pred) ::= "!(<evalPredicate(...)>)"

 

evalPredicate(pred,description) ::= "(<pred>)"

 

evalSynPredicate(pred,description) ::= "EvaluatePredicate(<pred>_fragment)"

 

lookaheadTest(atom,k,atomAsInt) ::= "LA<decisionNumber>_<stateNumber>==<atom>"

 

/** Sometimes a lookahead test cannot assume that LA(k) is in a temp variable

*  somewhere.  Must ask for the lookahead directly.

*/

isolatedLookaheadTest(atom,k,atomAsInt) ::= "input.LA(<k>)==<atom>"

 

lookaheadRangeTest(lower,upper,k,rangeNumber,lowerAsInt,upperAsInt) ::= <<

(LA<decisionNumber>_<stateNumber>\>=<lower> && LA<decisionNumber>_<stateNumber>\<=<upper>)

>>

 

isolatedLookaheadRangeTest(lower,upper,k,rangeNumber,lowerAsInt,upperAsInt) ::= "(input.LA(<k>)\>=<lower>

&& input.LA(<k>)\<=<upper>)"

 

setTest(ranges) ::= "<ranges; separator=\"||\">"

 

// A T T R I B U T E S

 

attributeScope(scope) ::= <<

<if(scope.attributes)>

protected class <scope.name>_scope

{

	<scope.attributes:{public <it.decl>;}; separator="\n">

}

<if(scope.actions.scopeinit)>

protected void <scope.name>_scopeInit( <scope.name>_scope scope )

{

	<scope.actions.scopeinit>

}<\n>

<else>

void <scope.name>_scopeInit( <scope.name>_scope scope ) {}<\n>
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<endif>

<if(scope.actions.scopeafter)>

protected void <scope.name>_scopeAfter( <scope.name>_scope scope )

{

	<scope.actions.scopeafter>

}<\n>

<else>

void <scope.name>_scopeAfter( <scope.name>_scope scope ) {}<\n>

<endif>

protected Stack\<<scope.name>_scope\> <scope.name>_stack = new Stack\<<scope.name>_scope\>();<\n>

<endif>

>>

 

globalAttributeScope(scope) ::= <<

<attributeScope(...)>

>>

 

ruleAttributeScope(scope) ::= <<

<attributeScope(...)>

>>

 

returnStructName() ::= "<it.name>_return"

 

returnType() ::= <<

<if(ruleDescriptor.hasMultipleReturnValues)>

<ruleDescriptor.grammar.recognizerName>.<ruleDescriptor:returnStructName()>

<else>

<if(ruleDescriptor.hasSingleReturnValue)>

<ruleDescriptor.singleValueReturnType>

<else>

void

<endif>

<endif>

>>

 

/** Generate the C# type associated with a single or multiple return

*  values.

*/

ruleLabelType(referencedRule) ::= <<

<if(referencedRule.hasMultipleReturnValues)>

<referencedRule.grammar.recognizerName>.<referencedRule.name>_return

<else>

<if(referencedRule.hasSingleReturnValue)>

<referencedRule.singleValueReturnType>

<else>

void

<endif>

<endif>
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>>

 

delegateName() ::= <<

<if(it.label)><it.label><else>g<it.name><endif>

>>

 

/** Using a type to init value map, try to init a type; if not in table

*  must be an object, default value is "null".

*/

initValue(typeName) ::= <<

default(<typeName>)

>>

 

/** Define a rule label including default value */

ruleLabelDef(label) ::= <<

<ruleLabelType(referencedRule=label.referencedRule)> <label.label.text> =

<initValue(typeName=ruleLabelType(referencedRule=label.referencedRule))>;

>>

 

/** Define a return struct for a rule if the code needs to access its

*  start/stop tokens, tree stuff, attributes, ...  Leave a hole for

*  subgroups to stick in members.

*/

returnScope(scope) ::= <<

<if(ruleDescriptor.hasMultipleReturnValues)>

public class <ruleDescriptor:returnStructName()> :

<if(TREE_PARSER)>Tree<else>Parser<endif>RuleReturnScope\<<labelType>\><@ruleReturnInterfaces()>

{

	<scope.attributes:{public <it.decl>;}; separator="\n">

	<@ruleReturnMembers()>

}

<endif>

>>

 

parameterScope(scope) ::= <<

<scope.attributes:{<it.decl>}; separator=", ">

>>

 

parameterAttributeRef(attr) ::= "<attr.name>"

parameterSetAttributeRef(attr,expr) ::= "<attr.name> =<expr>;"

 

scopeAttributeRef(scope,attr,index,negIndex) ::= <<

<if(negIndex)>

((<scope>_scope)<scope>_stack.elementAt(<scope>_stack.size()-<negIndex>-1)).<attr.name>

<else>

<if(index)>

((<scope>_scope)<scope>_stack.elementAt(<index>)).<attr.name>

<else>
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((<scope>_scope)<scope>_stack.Peek()).<attr.name>

<endif>

<endif>

>>

 

scopeSetAttributeRef(scope,attr,expr,index,negIndex) ::= <<

<if(negIndex)>

((<scope>_scope)<scope>_stack.elementAt(<scope>_stack.size()-<negIndex>-1)).<attr.name> =<expr>;

<else>

<if(index)>

((<scope>_scope)<scope>_stack.elementAt(<index>)).<attr.name> =<expr>;

<else>

((<scope>_scope)<scope>_stack.Peek()).<attr.name> =<expr>;

<endif>

<endif>

>>

 

/** $x is either global scope or x is rule with dynamic scope; refers

*  to stack itself not top of stack.  This is useful for predicates

*  like {$function.size()>0 && $function::name.equals("foo")}?

*/

isolatedDynamicScopeRef(scope) ::= "<scope>_stack"

 

/** reference an attribute of rule; might only have single return value */

ruleLabelRef(referencedRule,scope,attr) ::= <<

<if(referencedRule.hasMultipleReturnValues)>

(<scope>!=null?<scope>.<attr.name>:<initValue(attr.type)>)

<else>

<scope>

<endif>

>>

 

returnAttributeRef(ruleDescriptor,attr) ::= <<

<if(ruleDescriptor.hasMultipleReturnValues)>

retval.<attr.name>

<else>

<attr.name>

<endif>

>>

 

returnSetAttributeRef(ruleDescriptor,attr,expr) ::= <<

<if(ruleDescriptor.hasMultipleReturnValues)>

retval.<attr.name> =<expr>;

<else>

<attr.name> =<expr>;

<endif>

>>
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/** How to translate $tokenLabel */

tokenLabelRef(label) ::= "<label>"

 

/** ids+=ID {$ids} or e+=expr {$e} */

listLabelRef(label) ::= "list_<label>"

 

 

// not sure the next are the right approach

 

tokenLabelPropertyRef_text(scope,attr) ::= "(<scope>!=null?<scope>.Text:null)"

tokenLabelPropertyRef_type(scope,attr) ::= "(<scope>!=null?<scope>.Type:0)"

tokenLabelPropertyRef_line(scope,attr) ::= "(<scope>!=null?<scope>.Line:0)"

tokenLabelPropertyRef_pos(scope,attr) ::= "(<scope>!=null?<scope>.CharPositionInLine:0)"

tokenLabelPropertyRef_channel(scope,attr) ::= "(<scope>!=null?<scope>.Channel:0)"

tokenLabelPropertyRef_index(scope,attr) ::= "(<scope>!=null?<scope>.TokenIndex:0)"

tokenLabelPropertyRef_tree(scope,attr) ::= "<scope>_tree"

tokenLabelPropertyRef_int(scope,attr) ::= "(<scope>!=null?int.Parse(<scope>.Text):0)"

 

ruleLabelPropertyRef_start(scope,attr) ::= "(<scope>!=null?((<labelType>)<scope>.Start):null)"

ruleLabelPropertyRef_stop(scope,attr) ::= "(<scope>!=null?((<labelType>)<scope>.Stop):null)"

ruleLabelPropertyRef_tree(scope,attr) ::= "(<scope>!=null?((<ASTLabelType>)<scope>.Tree):null)"

ruleLabelPropertyRef_text(scope,attr) ::= <<

<if(TREE_PARSER)>

(<scope>!=null?(input.TokenStream.ToString(

 input.TreeAdaptor.GetTokenStartIndex(<scope>.Start),

 input.TreeAdaptor.GetTokenStopIndex(<scope>.Start))):null)

<else>

(<scope>!=null?input.ToString(<scope>.Start,<scope>.Stop):null)

<endif>

>>

 

ruleLabelPropertyRef_st(scope,attr) ::= "(<scope>!=null?<scope>.ST:null)"

 

/** Isolated $RULE ref ok in lexer as it's a Token */

lexerRuleLabel(label) ::= "<label>"

 

lexerRuleLabelPropertyRef_type(scope,attr) ::=

   "(<scope>!=null?<scope>.Type:0)"

 

lexerRuleLabelPropertyRef_line(scope,attr) ::=

   "(<scope>!=null?<scope>.Line:0)"

 

lexerRuleLabelPropertyRef_pos(scope,attr) ::=

   "(<scope>!=null?<scope>.CharPositionInLine:-1)"

 

lexerRuleLabelPropertyRef_channel(scope,attr) ::=

   "(<scope>!=null?<scope>.Channel:0)"
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lexerRuleLabelPropertyRef_index(scope,attr) ::=

   "(<scope>!=null?<scope>.TokenIndex:0)"

 

lexerRuleLabelPropertyRef_text(scope,attr) ::=

   "(<scope>!=null?<scope>.Text:null)"

 

lexerRuleLabelPropertyRef_int(scope,attr) ::=

   "(<scope>!=null?int.Parse(<scope>.Text):0)"

 

// Somebody may ref $template or $tree or $stop within a rule:

rulePropertyRef_start(scope,attr) ::= "retval.Start"

rulePropertyRef_stop(scope,attr) ::= "retval.Stop"

rulePropertyRef_tree(scope,attr) ::= "retval.Tree"

rulePropertyRef_text(scope,attr) ::= <<

<if(TREE_PARSER)>

input.TokenStream.ToString(

 input.TreeAdaptor.GetTokenStartIndex(retval.Start),

 input.TreeAdaptor.GetTokenStopIndex(retval.Start))

<else>

input.ToString(retval.Start,input.LT(-1))

<endif>

>>

rulePropertyRef_st(scope,attr) ::= "retval.ST"

 

lexerRulePropertyRef_text(scope,attr) ::= "Text"

lexerRulePropertyRef_type(scope,attr) ::= "_type"

lexerRulePropertyRef_line(scope,attr) ::= "state.tokenStartLine"

lexerRulePropertyRef_pos(scope,attr) ::= "state.tokenStartCharPositionInLine"

lexerRulePropertyRef_index(scope,attr) ::= "-1" // undefined token index in lexer

lexerRulePropertyRef_channel(scope,attr) ::= "_channel"

lexerRulePropertyRef_start(scope,attr) ::= "state.tokenStartCharIndex"

lexerRulePropertyRef_stop(scope,attr) ::= "(CharIndex-1)"

lexerRulePropertyRef_int(scope,attr) ::= "int.Parse(<scope>.Text)"

 

// setting $st and $tree is allowed in local rule. everything else

// is flagged as error

ruleSetPropertyRef_tree(scope,attr,expr) ::= "retval.Tree = <expr>;"

ruleSetPropertyRef_st(scope,attr,expr) ::= "retval.ST =<expr>;"

 

/** How to execute an action (only when not backtracking) */

execAction(action) ::= <<

<if(backtracking)>

if ( <actions.(actionScope).synpredgate> )

{

	<action>

}

<else>

<action>
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<endif>

>>

 

/** How to always execute an action even when backtracking */

execForcedAction(action) ::= "<action>"

 

// M I S C (properties, etc...)

 

bitset(name, words64) ::= <<

public static readonly BitSet <name> = new BitSet(new ulong[]{<words64:{<it>UL};separator=",">});<\n>

>>

 

codeFileExtension() ::= ".cs"

 

true() ::= "true"

false() ::= "false"

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1147456847_1616955844.46/0/antlr-3-3-sources-1-

jar/org/antlr/codegen/templates/CSharp2/CSharp2.stg

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

[The "BSD licence"]

Copyright (c) 2005-2006 Terence Parr

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

   documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote products

   derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF

THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.
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*/

 

/** Templates for building ASTs during tree parsing.

*

*  Deal with many combinations.  Dimensions are:

*  Auto build or rewrite

*    no label, label, list label  (label/no-label handled together)

*    child, root

*    token, set, rule, wildcard

*

*  Each combination has its own template except that label/no label

*  is combined into tokenRef, ruleRef, ...

*/

group ASTTreeParser;

 

finishedBacktracking(block) ::= <<

<if(backtracking)>

if <actions.(actionScope).synpredgate>:

   <block>

<else>

<block>

<endif>

>>

 

/** Add a variable to track last element matched */

ruleDeclarations() ::= <<

<super.ruleDeclarations()>

_first_0 = None

_last = None<\n>

>>

 

/** What to emit when there is no rewrite rule.  For auto build

*  mode, does nothing.

*/

noRewrite(rewriteBlockLevel, treeLevel) ::= <<

<finishedBacktracking({

<if(rewriteMode)>

retval.tree = _first_0

if self._adaptor.getParent(retval.tree) is not None and self._adaptor.isNil(self._adaptor.getParent(retval.tree)):

   retval.tree = self._adaptor.getParent(retval.tree)

<endif>

})>

>>

 

/** match ^(root children) in tree parser; override here to

*  add tree construction actions.

*/

tree(root, actionsAfterRoot, children, nullableChildList,
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    enclosingTreeLevel, treeLevel) ::= <<

_last = self.input.LT(1)

_save_last_<treeLevel> = _last

_first_<treeLevel> = None

<if(!rewriteMode)>

root_<treeLevel> = self._adaptor.nil()<\n>

<endif>

<root:element()>

<if(rewriteMode)>

<finishedBacktracking({

<if(root.el.rule)>

if _first_<enclosingTreeLevel> is None:

   _first_<enclosingTreeLevel> = <root.el.label>.tree<\n>

<else>

if _first_<enclosingTreeLevel> is None:

   _first_<enclosingTreeLevel> = <root.el.label><\n>

<endif>

})>

<endif>

<actionsAfterRoot:element()>

<if(nullableChildList)>

if self.input.LA(1) == DOWN:

   self.match(self.input, DOWN, None)

   <children:element()>

   self.match(self.input, UP, None)

 

<else>

self.match(self.input, DOWN, None)

<children:element()>

self.match(self.input, UP, None)<\n>

<endif>

<if(!rewriteMode)>

self._adaptor.addChild(root_<enclosingTreeLevel>, root_<treeLevel>)<\n>

<endif>

_last = _save_last_<treeLevel>

 

>>

 

// TOKEN AST STUFF

 

/** ID! and output=AST (same as plain tokenRef) 'cept add

*  setting of _last

*/

tokenRefBang(token,label,elementIndex) ::= <<

_last = self.input.LT(1)

<super.tokenRef(...)>

>>
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/** ID auto construct */

tokenRef(token,label,elementIndex,hetero) ::= <<

_last = self.input.LT(1)

<super.tokenRef(...)>

<if(!rewriteMode)>

<finishedBacktracking({

<if(hetero)>

<label>_tree = <hetero>(<label>)

<else>

<label>_tree = self._adaptor.dupNode(<label>)

<endif><\n>

self._adaptor.addChild(root_<treeLevel>, <label>_tree)

})>

<else> <! rewrite mode !>

<finishedBacktracking({

if _first_<treeLevel> is None:

   _first_<treeLevel> = <label><\n>

})>

<endif>

>>

 

/** label+=TOKEN auto construct */

tokenRefAndListLabel(token,label,elementIndex,hetero) ::= <<

<tokenRef(...)>

<listLabel(elem=label,...)>

>>

 

/** ^(ID ...) auto construct */

tokenRefRuleRoot(token,label,elementIndex,hetero) ::= <<

_last = self.input.LT(1)

<super.tokenRef(...)>

<if(!rewriteMode)>

<finishedBacktracking({

<if(hetero)>

<label>_tree = <hetero>(<label>)

<else>

<label>_tree = self._adaptor.dupNode(<label>)

<endif><\n>

root_<treeLevel> = self._adaptor.becomeRoot(<label>_tree, root_<treeLevel>)

})>

<endif>

>>

 

/** Match ^(label+=TOKEN ...) auto construct */

tokenRefRuleRootAndListLabel(token,label,elementIndex,hetero) ::= <<

<tokenRefRuleRoot(...)>

<listLabel(elem=label,...)>

>>
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/** Match . wildcard and auto dup the node/subtree */

wildcard(token,label,elementIndex,hetero) ::= <<

_last = self.input.LT(1)

<super.wildcard(...)>

<if(!rewriteMode)>

<finishedBacktracking({

<label>_tree = self._adaptor.dupTree(<label>)

self._adaptor.addChild(root_<treeLevel>, <label>_tree)

})>

<else> <! rewrite mode !>

<finishedBacktracking({

if _first_<treeLevel> is None:

   _first_<treeLevel> = <label>

})>

<endif>

>>

 

// SET AST

matchSet(s,label,hetero,elementIndex,postmatchCode) ::= <<

_last = self.input.LT(1)

<super.matchSet(..., postmatchCode={

<if(!rewriteMode)>

<finishedBacktracking({

<if(hetero)>

<label>_tree = <hetero>(<label>)

<else>

<label>_tree = self._adaptor.dupNode(<label>)

<endif><\n>

self._adaptor.addChild(root_<treeLevel>, <label>_tree)

})>

<endif>

})>

>>

 

matchRuleBlockSet(s,label,hetero,elementIndex,postmatchCode,treeLevel="0") ::= <<

<matchSet(...)>

<noRewrite()> <! set return tree !>

>>

 

matchSetBang(s,label,elementIndex,postmatchCode) ::= <<

_last = self.input.LT(1)

<super.matchSet(...)>

>>

 

matchSetRuleRoot(s,label,hetero,elementIndex,debug) ::= <<

<super.matchSet(..., postmatchCode={

<if(!rewriteMode)>
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<finishedBacktracking({

<if(hetero)>

<label>_tree = <hetero>(<label>)

<else>

<label>_tree = self._adaptor.dupNode(<label>)

<endif><\n>

root_<treeLevel> = self._adaptor.becomeRoot(<label>_tree, root_<treeLevel>)

})>

<endif>

})>

>>

 

// RULE REF AST

 

/** rule auto construct */

ruleRef(rule,label,elementIndex,args,scope) ::= <<

_last = self.input.LT(1)

<super.ruleRef(...)>

<finishedBacktracking({

<if(!rewriteMode)>

self._adaptor.addChild(root_<treeLevel>, <label>.tree)

<else> <! rewrite mode !>

if _first_<treeLevel> is None:

   _first_<treeLevel> = <label>.tree<\n>

<endif>

})>

>>

 

/** x+=rule auto construct */

ruleRefAndListLabel(rule,label,elementIndex,args,scope) ::= <<

<ruleRef(...)>

<listLabel(elem=label+".tree",...)>

>>

 

/** ^(rule ...) auto construct */

ruleRefRuleRoot(rule,label,elementIndex,args,scope) ::= <<

_last = self.input.LT(1)

<super.ruleRef(...)>

<if(!rewriteMode)>

<finishedBacktracking({

root_<treeLevel> = self._adaptor.becomeRoot(<label>.tree, root_<treeLevel>)

})>

<endif>

>>

 

/** ^(x+=rule ...) auto construct */

ruleRefRuleRootAndListLabel(rule,label,elementIndex,args,scope) ::= <<

<ruleRefRuleRoot(...)>
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<listLabel(elem=label+".tree",...)>

>>

 

/** rule when output=AST and tracking for rewrite */

ruleRefTrack(rule,label,elementIndex,args,scope) ::= <<

_last = self.input.LT(1)

<super.ruleRefTrack(...)>

>>

 

/** x+=rule when output=AST and tracking for rewrite */

ruleRefTrackAndListLabel(rule,label,elementIndex,args,scope) ::= <<

_last = self.input.LT(1)

<super.ruleRefTrackAndListLabel(...)>

>>

 

/** ^(rule ...) rewrite */

ruleRefRuleRootTrack(rule,label,elementIndex,args,scope) ::= <<

_last = self.input.LT(1)

<super.ruleRefRootTrack(...)>

>>

 

/** ^(x+=rule ...) rewrite */

ruleRefRuleRootTrackAndListLabel(rule,label,elementIndex,args,scope) ::= <<

_last = self.input.LT(1)

<super.ruleRefRuleRootTrackAndListLabel(...)>

>>

 

/** Streams for token refs are tree nodes now; override to

*  change nextToken to nextNode.

*/

createRewriteNodeFromElement(token,hetero,scope) ::= <<

<if(hetero)>

<hetero>(stream_<token>.nextNode())

<else>

stream_<token>.nextNode()

<endif>

>>

 

ruleCleanUp() ::= <<

<super.ruleCleanUp()>

<if(!rewriteMode)>

<finishedBacktracking({

retval.tree = self._adaptor.rulePostProcessing(root_0)

})>

<endif>

>>

 

Found in path(s):
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* /opt/cola/permits/1147456847_1616955844.46/0/antlr-3-3-sources-1-

jar/org/antlr/codegen/templates/Python/ASTTreeParser.stg

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

[The "BSD licence"]

Copyright (c) 2005-2006 Terence Parr

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

   documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote products

   derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF

THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*/

 

/** Template overrides to add debugging to AST stuff.  Dynamic inheritance

*  hierarchy is set up as ASTDbg : AST : Dbg : Java by code generator.

*/

group ASTDbg;

 

parserMembers() ::= <<

protected DebugTreeAdaptor adaptor;

public void setTreeAdaptor(TreeAdaptor adaptor) {

<if(grammar.grammarIsRoot)>

   this.adaptor = new DebugTreeAdaptor(dbg,adaptor);

<else>

   this.adaptor = (DebugTreeAdaptor)adaptor; // delegator sends dbg adaptor

<endif><\n>

   <grammar.directDelegates:{g|<g:delegateName()>.setTreeAdaptor(this.adaptor);}>

}

public TreeAdaptor getTreeAdaptor() {
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   return adaptor;

}<\n>

>>

 

parserCtorBody() ::= <<

<super.parserCtorBody()>

>>

 

createListenerAndHandshake() ::= <<

DebugEventSocketProxy proxy =

   new DebugEventSocketProxy(this,port,<if(TREE_PARSER)>input.getTreeAdaptor()<else>adaptor<endif>);

setDebugListener(proxy);

set<inputStreamType>(new Debug<inputStreamType>(input,proxy));

try {

   proxy.handshake();

}

catch (IOException ioe) {

   reportError(ioe);

}

>>

 

@ctorForRootGrammar.finally() ::= <<

TreeAdaptor adap = new CommonTreeAdaptor();

setTreeAdaptor(adap);

proxy.setTreeAdaptor(adap);

>>

 

@ctorForProfilingRootGrammar.finally() ::=<<

TreeAdaptor adap = new CommonTreeAdaptor();

setTreeAdaptor(adap);

>>

 

@ctorForPredefinedListener.superClassRef() ::= "super(input, dbg);"

 

@ctorForPredefinedListener.finally() ::=<<

<if(grammar.grammarIsRoot)> <! don't create new adaptor for delegates !>

TreeAdaptor adap = new CommonTreeAdaptor();

setTreeAdaptor(adap);<\n>

<endif>

>>

 

@rewriteElement.pregen() ::= "dbg.location(<e.line>,<e.pos>);"

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1147456847_1616955844.46/0/antlr-3-3-sources-1-

jar/org/antlr/codegen/templates/Java/ASTDbg.stg

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.
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/*

[The "BSD licence"]

Copyright (c) 2008 Erik van Bilsen

Copyright (c) 2007-2008 Johannes Luber

Copyright (c) 2005-2007 Kunle Odutola

Copyright (c) 2005 Terence Parr

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

   documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote products

   derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF

THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*/

group AST;

 

@outputFile.imports() ::= <<

<@super.imports()><if(!TREE_PARSER)><! tree parser would already have imported !>

Antlr.Runtime.Tree,<\n><endif>

>>

 

@genericParser.members() ::= <<

<@super.members()>

<parserMembers()>

>>

 

@genericParser.membersConstructor() ::= <<

<@super.membersConstructor()>

<parserMembersConstructor()>

>>

 

@genericParser.membersImplementation() ::= <<
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<@super.membersImplementation()>

<parserMembersImplementation()>

>>

 

/** Add an adaptor property that knows how to build trees */

parserMembers() ::= <<

 strict protected

   FAdaptor: ITreeAdaptor;

   procedure SetAdaptor(const Value: ITreeAdaptor);

   property Adaptor: ITreeAdaptor read FAdaptor;

 public

   property TreeAdaptor: ITreeAdaptor read FAdaptor write SetAdaptor;

 

>>

 

parserMembersConstructor() ::= <<

FAdaptor := TCommonTreeAdaptor.Create;

>>

 

parserMembersImplementation() ::= <<

procedure T<grammar.recognizerName>.SetAdaptor(const Value: ITreeAdaptor);

begin

 FAdaptor := Value;

 <grammar.directDelegates:{g|<g:delegateName()>.TreeAdaptor := FAdaptor;}>

end;

>>

 

@returnScope.ruleReturnMembers() ::= <<

function T<grammar.recognizerName>.T<ruleDescriptor:returnStructName()>.GetTree: IANTLRInterface;

begin

 Result := FTree;

end;

 

procedure T<grammar.recognizerName>.T<ruleDescriptor:returnStructName()>.SetTree(const Value:

IANTLRInterface);

begin

 FTree := Value as I<ASTLabelType>;

end;

>>

 

@returnScopeDeclaration.ruleReturnMembers() ::= <<

strict private

 FTree: I<ASTLabelType>;

protected

 { IRuleReturnScope }

 function GetTree: IANTLRInterface; override;

 procedure SetTree(const Value: IANTLRInterface); override;

>>
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/** Add a variable to track rule's return AST */

ruleDeclarations() ::= <<

<super.ruleDeclarations()>

Root[0] := nil;<\n>

>>

 

ruleDeclarationVars() ::= <<

<super.ruleDeclarationVars()>

Root: array [0..63] of I<ASTLabelType>;

>>

 

ruleLabelDefs() ::= <<

<super.ruleLabelDefs()>

<ruleDescriptor.tokenLabels:{<it.label.text>_tree := nil;}; separator="\n">

<ruleDescriptor.tokenListLabels:{<it.label.text>_tree := nil;}; separator="\n">

<ruleDescriptor.allTokenRefsInAltsWithRewrites:{Locals['Stream_<it>'] :=

TRewriteRule<rewriteElementType>Stream.Create(Adaptor,'token <it>');}; separator="\n">

<ruleDescriptor.allRuleRefsInAltsWithRewrites:{Locals['Stream_<it>'] :=

TRewriteRuleSubtreeStream.Create(Adaptor,'rule <it>');}; separator="\n">

>>

 

ruleLabelDefVars() ::= <<

<super.ruleLabelDefVars()>

<ruleDescriptor.tokenLabels:{<it.label.text>_tree: I<ASTLabelType>;}; separator="\n">

<ruleDescriptor.tokenListLabels:{<it.label.text>_tree: I<ASTLabelType>;}; separator="\n">

>>

/** When doing auto AST construction, we must define some variables;

*  These should be turned off if doing rewrites.  This must be a "mode"

*  as a rule could have both rewrite and AST within the same alternative

*  block.

*/

@alt.declarations() ::= <<

<if(autoAST)>

<if(outerAlt)>

<if(!rewriteMode)>

Root[0] := Adaptor.GetNilNode as I<ASTLabelType>;

<endif>

<endif>

<endif>

>>

 

// T r a c k i n g  R u l e  E l e m e n t s

 

/** ID and track it for use in a rewrite rule */

tokenRefTrack(token,label,elementIndex,hetero) ::= <<

<tokenRefBang(...)> <! Track implies no auto AST construction!>

<if(backtracking)>if (State.Backtracking = 0) then <endif>(Locals['Stream_<token>'] as
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IRewriteRuleElementStream).Add(<label>);<\n>

>>

 

/** ids+=ID and track it for use in a rewrite rule; adds to ids *and*

*  to the tracking list stream_ID for use in the rewrite.

*/

tokenRefTrackAndListLabel(token,label,elementIndex,hetero) ::= <<

<tokenRefTrack(...)>

<listLabel(elem=label,...)>

>>

 

/** ^(ID ...) track for rewrite */

tokenRefRuleRootTrack(token,label,elementIndex,hetero) ::= <<

<tokenRefBang(...)>

<if(backtracking)>if (State.Backtracking = 0) then <endif>(Locals['Stream_<token>'] as

IRewriteRuleElementStream).Add(<label>);<\n>

>>

 

/** Match ^(label+=TOKEN ...) track for rewrite */

tokenRefRuleRootTrackAndListLabel(token,label,elementIndex,hetero) ::= <<

<tokenRefRuleRootTrack(...)>

<listLabel(elem=label,...)>

>>

 

wildcardTrack(label,elementIndex) ::= <<

<super.wildcard(...)>

>>

 

/** rule when output=AST and tracking for rewrite */

ruleRefTrack(rule,label,elementIndex,args,scope) ::= <<

<super.ruleRef(...)>

<if(backtracking)>if (State.Backtracking = 0) then <endif>(Locals['Stream_<rule.name>'] as

IRewriteRuleElementStream).Add(<label>.Tree);<\n>

>>

 

/** x+=rule when output=AST and tracking for rewrite */

ruleRefTrackAndListLabel(rule,label,elementIndex,args,scope) ::= <<

<ruleRefTrack(...)>

<listLabel(elem=label+".Tree",...)>

>>

 

/** ^(rule ...) rewrite */

ruleRefRuleRootTrack(rule,label,elementIndex,args,scope) ::= <<

<ruleRefRuleRoot(...)>

<if(backtracking)>if (State.Backtracking = 0) then <endif>(Locals['Stream_<rule>'] as

IRewriteRuleElementStream).Add(<label>.Tree);

>>
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/** ^(x+=rule ...) rewrite */

ruleRefRuleRootTrackAndListLabel(rule,label,elementIndex,args,scope) ::= <<

<ruleRefRuleRootTrack(...)>

<listLabel(elem=label+".Tree",...)>

>>

 

// R e w r i t e

 

rewriteCode(

	alts, description,

	referencedElementsDeep, // ALL referenced elements to right of ->

	referencedTokenLabels,

	referencedTokenListLabels,

	referencedRuleLabels,

	referencedRuleListLabels,

   referencedWildcardLabels,

   referencedWildcardListLabels,

	rewriteBlockLevel, enclosingTreeLevel, treeLevel) ::=

<<

 

// AST REWRITE

// elements:          <referencedElementsDeep; separator=", ">

// token labels:      <referencedTokenLabels; separator=", ">

// rule labels:       <referencedRuleLabels; separator=", ">

// token list labels: <referencedTokenListLabels; separator=", ">

// rule list labels:  <referencedRuleListLabels; separator=", ">

<if(backtracking)>

if (State.Backtracking = 0) then

begin<\n>

<endif>

<prevRuleRootRef()>.Tree := Root[0];

<rewriteCodeLabels()>

Root[0] := Adaptor.GetNilNode as I<ASTLabelType>;

<alts:rewriteAlt(); separator="else ">

<! if tree parser and rewrite=true !>

<if(TREE_PARSER)>

<if(rewriteMode)>

<prevRuleRootRef()>.Tree = (<ASTLabelType>)adaptor.rulePostProcessing(root[0]);

input.ReplaceChildren(adaptor.GetParent(retval.Start),

                     adaptor.GetChildIndex(retval.Start),

                     adaptor.GetChildIndex(_last),

                     retval.Tree);

<endif>

<endif>

<! if parser or rewrite!=true, we need to set result !>

<if(!TREE_PARSER)>

<prevRuleRootRef()>.Tree := Root[0];<\n>

<endif>
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<if(!rewriteMode)>

<prevRuleRootRef()>.Tree := Root[0];<\n>

<endif>

<if(backtracking)>

end;

<endif>

>>

 

rewriteCodeLabels() ::= <<

<referencedTokenLabels

   :{Locals['Stream_<it>'] := TRewriteRule<rewriteElementType>Stream.Create(Adaptor, 'token <it>', <it>);};

   separator="\n"

>

<referencedTokenListLabels

   :{Locals['Stream_<it>'] := TRewriteRule<rewriteElementType>Stream.Create(Adaptor,'token <it>', list_<it>);};

   separator="\n"

>

<referencedRuleLabels:{

if Assigned(<it>) then

 Locals['Stream_<it>'] := TRewriteRuleSubtreeStream.Create(Adaptor, 'token <it>', <it>.Tree)

else

 Locals['Stream_<it>'] := TRewriteRuleSubtreeStream.Create(Adaptor, 'token <it>', nil);}; separator="\n">

<referencedRuleListLabels

   :{Locals['Stream_<it>'] := TRewriteRuleSubtreeStream.Create(Adaptor, 'token <it>', list_<it>);};

   separator="\n"

>

>>

 

/** Generate code for an optional rewrite block; note it uses the deep ref'd element

 *  list rather shallow like other blocks.

 */

rewriteOptionalBlock(

	alt,rewriteBlockLevel,

	referencedElementsDeep, // all nested refs

	referencedElements,     // elements in immediately block; no nested blocks

	description) ::=

<<

(* <fileName>:<description> *)

if (<referencedElementsDeep:{el | (Locals['Stream_<el>'] as IRewriteRuleElementStream).HasNext}; separator="

or ">) then

begin

 <alt>

end;

<referencedElementsDeep:{el | (Locals['Stream_<el>'] as IRewriteRuleElementStream).Reset;<\n>}>

>>

 

rewriteClosureBlock(

	alt,rewriteBlockLevel,
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	referencedElementsDeep, // all nested refs

	referencedElements,     // elements in immediately block; no nested blocks

	description) ::=

<<

(* <fileName>:<description> *)

while (<referencedElements:{el | (Locals['Stream_<el>'] as IRewriteRuleElementStream).HasNext}; separator=" or

">) do

begin

 <alt>

end;

<referencedElements:{el | (Locals['Stream_<el>'] as IRewriteRuleElementStream).Reset();<\n>}>

>>

 

rewritePositiveClosureBlock(

	alt,rewriteBlockLevel,

	referencedElementsDeep, // all nested refs

	referencedElements,     // elements in immediately block; no nested blocks

	description) ::=

<<

if (not (<referencedElements:{el | (Locals['Stream_<el>'] as IRewriteRuleElementStream).HasNext}; separator=" or

">)) then

 raise ERewriteEarlyExitException.Create('');

 

while (<referencedElements:{el | (Locals['Stream_<el>'] as IRewriteRuleElementStream).HasNext}; separator=" or

">) do

begin

 <alt>

end;

<referencedElements:{el | (Locals['Stream_<el>'] as IRewriteRuleElementStream).Reset();<\n>}>

>>

 

rewriteAlt(a) ::= <<

(* <a.description> *)

<if(a.pred)>

if (<a.pred>) then

begin

 <a.alt>

end<\n>

<else>

begin

 <a.alt>

end;<\n>

<endif>

>>

 

/** For empty rewrites: "r : ... -> ;" */

rewriteEmptyAlt() ::= "Root[0] = null;"
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rewriteTree(root,children,description,enclosingTreeLevel,treeLevel) ::= <<

(* <fileName>:<description> *)

begin

 Root[<treeLevel>] := Adaptor.GetNilNode as I<ASTLabelType>;

 <root:rewriteElement()>

 <children:rewriteElement()>

 Adaptor.AddChild(Root[<enclosingTreeLevel>], Root[<treeLevel>]);

end;<\n>

>>

 

rewriteElementList(elements) ::= "<elements:rewriteElement()>"

 

rewriteElement(e) ::= <<

<@pregen()>

<e.el>

>>

 

/** Gen ID or ID[args] */

rewriteTokenRef(token,elementIndex,hetero,args) ::= <<

Adaptor.AddChild(Root[<treeLevel>], <createRewriteNodeFromElement(...)>);<\n>

>>

 

/** Gen $label ... where defined via label=ID */

rewriteTokenLabelRef(label,elementIndex) ::= <<

Adaptor.AddChild(Root[<treeLevel>], (Locals['Stream_<label>'] as

IRewriteRuleElementStream).NextNode());<\n>

>>

 

/** Gen $label ... where defined via label+=ID */

rewriteTokenListLabelRef(label,elementIndex) ::= <<

Adaptor.AddChild(Root[<treeLevel>], (Locals['Stream_<label>'] as IRewriteRuleElementStream).NextNode);<\n>

>>

 

/** Gen ^($label ...) */

rewriteTokenLabelRefRoot(label,elementIndex) ::= <<

Root[<treeLevel>] := Adaptor.BecomeRoot((Locals['Stream_<label>'] as

IRewriteRuleElementStream).NextNode(), Root[<treeLevel>]) as I<ASTLabelType>;<\n>

>>

 

/** Gen ^($label ...) where label+=... */

rewriteTokenListLabelRefRoot ::= rewriteTokenLabelRefRoot

 

/** Gen ^(ID ...) or ^(ID[args] ...) */

rewriteTokenRefRoot(token,elementIndex,hetero,args) ::= <<

Root[<treeLevel>] := Adaptor.BecomeRoot(<createRewriteNodeFromElement(...)>, Root[<treeLevel>]) as

I<ASTLabelType>;<\n>

>>
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rewriteImaginaryTokenRef(args,token,hetero,elementIndex) ::= <<

Adaptor.AddChild(Root[<treeLevel>], <createImaginaryNode(tokenType=token, ...)>);<\n>

>>

 

rewriteImaginaryTokenRefRoot(args,token,hetero,elementIndex) ::= <<

Root[<treeLevel>] := Adaptor.BecomeRoot(<createImaginaryNode(tokenType=token, ...)>, Root[<treeLevel>]) as

I<ASTLabelType>;<\n>

>>

 

/** plain -> {foo} action */

rewriteAction(action) ::= <<

Root[0] = <action>;<\n>

>>

 

/** What is the name of the previous value of this rule's root tree?  This

*  let's us refer to $rule to mean previous value.  I am reusing the

*  variable 'tree' sitting in retval struct to hold the value of Root[0] right

*  before I set it during rewrites.  The assign will be to retval.Tree.

*/

prevRuleRootRef() ::= "RetVal"

 

rewriteRuleRef(rule) ::= <<

Adaptor.AddChild(Root[<treeLevel>], (Locals['Stream_<rule>'] as IRewriteRuleElementStream).NextTree());<\n>

>>

 

rewriteRuleRefRoot(rule) ::= <<

Root[<treeLevel>] := Adaptor.BecomeRoot((Locals['Stream_<rule>'] as IRewriteRuleElementStream).NextNode,

Root[<treeLevel>]) as I<ASTLabelType>;<\n>

>>

 

rewriteNodeAction(action) ::= <<

Adaptor.AddChild(Root[<treeLevel>], <action>);<\n>

>>

 

rewriteNodeActionRoot(action) ::= <<

Root[<treeLevel>] := Adaptor.BecomeRoot(<action>, Root[<treeLevel>]) as I<ASTLabelType>;<\n>

>>

 

/** Gen $ruleLabel ... where defined via ruleLabel=rule */

rewriteRuleLabelRef(label) ::= <<

Adaptor.AddChild(Root[<treeLevel>], (Locals['Stream_<label>'] as IRewriteRuleElementStream).NextTree());<\n>

>>

 

/** Gen $ruleLabel ... where defined via ruleLabel+=rule */

rewriteRuleListLabelRef(label) ::= <<

Adaptor.AddChild(Root[<treeLevel>], (Locals['Stream_<label>'] as IRewriteRuleElementStream).NextTree());<\n>

>>
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/** Gen ^($ruleLabel ...) where ruleLabel=rule */

rewriteRuleLabelRefRoot(label) ::= <<

Root[<treeLevel>] := Adaptor.BecomeRoot((Locals['Stream_<label>'] as IRewriteRuleElementStream).NextNode,

Root[<treeLevel>]) as I<ASTLabelType>;<\n>

>>

 

/** Gen ^($ruleLabel ...) where ruleLabel+=rule */

rewriteRuleListLabelRefRoot(label) ::= <<

Root[<treeLevel>] := Adaptor.BecomeRoot((Locals['Stream_<label>'] as IRewriteRuleElementStream).NextNode,

Root[<treeLevel>]) as I<ASTLabelType>;<\n>

>>

 

createImaginaryNode(tokenType,hetero,args) ::= <<

<if(hetero)>

<! new MethodNode(IDLabel, args) !>

T<hetero>.Create(<tokenType><if(args)>, <args; separator=", "><endif>)

<else>

Adaptor.CreateNode(<tokenType>, <args; separator=", "><if(!args)>'<tokenType>'<endif>) as I<ASTLabelType>

<endif>

>>

 

createRewriteNodeFromElement(token,hetero,args) ::= <<

<if(hetero)>

T<hetero>.Create((Locals['Stream_<token>'] as IRewriteRuleElementStream).NextToken<if(args)>, <args;

separator=", "><endif>)

<else>

<if(args)> <! must create new node from old !>

Adaptor.Create(<token>, <args; separator=", ">)

<else>

(Locals['Stream_<token>'] as IRewriteRuleElementStream).NextNode

<endif>

<endif>

>>

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1147456847_1616955844.46/0/antlr-3-3-sources-1-

jar/org/antlr/codegen/templates/Delphi/AST.stg

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* [The "BSD license"]

*  Copyright (c) 2010 Terence Parr

*  All rights reserved.

*

*  Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

*  modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

*  are met:

*  1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright
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*      notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*  2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*      notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*      documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

*  3. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote products

*      derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

*

*  THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR

*  IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

*  OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.

*  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

*  INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

*  NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

*  DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

*  THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

*  (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF

*  THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1147456847_1616955844.46/0/antlr-3-3-sources-1-jar/org/antlr/tool/ToolMessage.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1147456847_1616955844.46/0/antlr-3-3-sources-1-jar/org/antlr/tool/GrammarReport2.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1147456847_1616955844.46/0/antlr-3-3-sources-1-jar/org/antlr/misc/Utils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1147456847_1616955844.46/0/antlr-3-3-sources-1-

jar/org/antlr/tool/GrammarUnreachableAltsMessage.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1147456847_1616955844.46/0/antlr-3-3-sources-1-

jar/org/antlr/tool/CompositeGrammarTree.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1147456847_1616955844.46/0/antlr-3-3-sources-1-

jar/org/antlr/tool/GrammarInsufficientPredicatesMessage.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1147456847_1616955844.46/0/antlr-3-3-sources-1-

jar/org/antlr/analysis/NFAConversionThread.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1147456847_1616955844.46/0/antlr-3-3-sources-1-

jar/org/antlr/tool/GrammarSemanticsMessage.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1147456847_1616955844.46/0/antlr-3-3-sources-1-jar/org/antlr/analysis/NFAConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1147456847_1616955844.46/0/antlr-3-3-sources-1-jar/org/antlr/tool/RuleLabelScope.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1147456847_1616955844.46/0/antlr-3-3-sources-1-jar/org/antlr/tool/ANTLRErrorListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1147456847_1616955844.46/0/antlr-3-3-sources-1-

jar/org/antlr/tool/GrammarDanglingStateMessage.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1147456847_1616955844.46/0/antlr-3-3-sources-1-jar/org/antlr/tool/Attribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1147456847_1616955844.46/0/antlr-3-3-sources-1-jar/org/antlr/analysis/Transition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1147456847_1616955844.46/0/antlr-3-3-sources-1-

jar/org/antlr/tool/GrammarSyntaxMessage.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1147456847_1616955844.46/0/antlr-3-3-sources-1-jar/org/antlr/Tool.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1147456847_1616955844.46/0/antlr-3-3-sources-1-

jar/org/antlr/analysis/AnalysisRecursionOverflowException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1147456847_1616955844.46/0/antlr-3-3-sources-1-jar/org/antlr/tool/GrammarSerializerFoo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1147456847_1616955844.46/0/antlr-3-3-sources-1-jar/org/antlr/codegen/JavaScriptTarget.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1147456847_1616955844.46/0/antlr-3-3-sources-1-jar/org/antlr/tool/CompositeGrammar.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1147456847_1616955844.46/0/antlr-3-3-sources-1-jar/org/antlr/tool/Grammar.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1147456847_1616955844.46/0/antlr-3-3-sources-1-jar/org/antlr/tool/RandomPhrase.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1147456847_1616955844.46/0/antlr-3-3-sources-1-jar/org/antlr/tool/DOTGenerator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1147456847_1616955844.46/0/antlr-3-3-sources-1-

jar/org/antlr/analysis/RuleClosureTransition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1147456847_1616955844.46/0/antlr-3-3-sources-1-

jar/org/antlr/tool/BuildDependencyGenerator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1147456847_1616955844.46/0/antlr-3-3-sources-1-jar/org/antlr/analysis/NFAContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1147456847_1616955844.46/0/antlr-3-3-sources-1-jar/org/antlr/tool/GrammarSanity.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1147456847_1616955844.46/0/antlr-3-3-sources-1-jar/org/antlr/tool/Rule.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1147456847_1616955844.46/0/antlr-3-3-sources-1-jar/org/antlr/codegen/JavaTarget.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1147456847_1616955844.46/0/antlr-3-3-sources-1-jar/org/antlr/misc/Barrier.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1147456847_1616955844.46/0/antlr-3-3-sources-1-jar/org/antlr/tool/NameSpaceChecker.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1147456847_1616955844.46/0/antlr-3-3-sources-1-jar/org/antlr/analysis/DFAState.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1147456847_1616955844.46/0/antlr-3-3-sources-1-jar/org/antlr/codegen/DelphiTarget.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1147456847_1616955844.46/0/antlr-3-3-sources-1-jar/org/antlr/tool/GrammarAST.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1147456847_1616955844.46/0/antlr-3-3-sources-1-

jar/org/antlr/tool/AssignTokenTypesBehavior.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1147456847_1616955844.46/0/antlr-3-3-sources-1-jar/org/antlr/misc/MutableInteger.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1147456847_1616955844.46/0/antlr-3-3-sources-1-jar/org/antlr/codegen/CPPTarget.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1147456847_1616955844.46/0/antlr-3-3-sources-1-jar/org/antlr/tool/Interpreter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1147456847_1616955844.46/0/antlr-3-3-sources-1-jar/org/antlr/analysis/SemanticContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1147456847_1616955844.46/0/antlr-3-3-sources-1-jar/org/antlr/analysis/Label.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1147456847_1616955844.46/0/antlr-3-3-sources-1-jar/org/antlr/analysis/DecisionProbe.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1147456847_1616955844.46/0/antlr-3-3-sources-1-jar/org/antlr/codegen/Perl5Target.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1147456847_1616955844.46/0/antlr-3-3-sources-1-jar/org/antlr/misc/BitSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1147456847_1616955844.46/0/antlr-3-3-sources-1-jar/org/antlr/tool/GrammarReport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1147456847_1616955844.46/0/antlr-3-3-sources-1-jar/org/antlr/analysis/State.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1147456847_1616955844.46/0/antlr-3-3-sources-1-

jar/org/antlr/analysis/AnalysisTimeoutException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1147456847_1616955844.46/0/antlr-3-3-sources-1-jar/org/antlr/misc/IntArrayList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1147456847_1616955844.46/0/antlr-3-3-sources-1-jar/org/antlr/codegen/CSharp2Target.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1147456847_1616955844.46/0/antlr-3-3-sources-1-

jar/org/antlr/tool/NonRegularDecisionMessage.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1147456847_1616955844.46/0/antlr-3-3-sources-1-jar/org/antlr/tool/GrammarSpelunker.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1147456847_1616955844.46/0/antlr-3-3-sources-1-jar/org/antlr/misc/IntSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1147456847_1616955844.46/0/antlr-3-3-sources-1-

jar/org/antlr/analysis/NFAToDFAConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1147456847_1616955844.46/0/antlr-3-3-sources-1-jar/org/antlr/codegen/Target.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1147456847_1616955844.46/0/antlr-3-3-sources-1-jar/org/antlr/analysis/StateCluster.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1147456847_1616955844.46/0/antlr-3-3-sources-1-jar/org/antlr/tool/NFAFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1147456847_1616955844.46/0/antlr-3-3-sources-1-jar/org/antlr/analysis/LL1Analyzer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1147456847_1616955844.46/0/antlr-3-3-sources-1-

jar/org/antlr/tool/GrammarAnalysisAbortedMessage.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1147456847_1616955844.46/0/antlr-3-3-sources-1-jar/org/antlr/analysis/MachineProbe.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1147456847_1616955844.46/0/antlr-3-3-sources-1-

jar/org/antlr/analysis/NonLLStarDecisionException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1147456847_1616955844.46/0/antlr-3-3-sources-1-jar/org/antlr/codegen/CTarget.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1147456847_1616955844.46/0/antlr-3-3-sources-1-jar/org/antlr/tool/Interp.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1147456847_1616955844.46/0/antlr-3-3-sources-1-

jar/org/antlr/codegen/ActionScriptTarget.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1147456847_1616955844.46/0/antlr-3-3-sources-1-

jar/org/antlr/codegen/ACyclicDFACodeGenerator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1147456847_1616955844.46/0/antlr-3-3-sources-1-jar/org/antlr/misc/IntervalSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1147456847_1616955844.46/0/antlr-3-3-sources-1-jar/org/antlr/codegen/PythonTarget.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1147456847_1616955844.46/0/antlr-3-3-sources-1-jar/org/antlr/analysis/LL1DFA.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1147456847_1616955844.46/0/antlr-3-3-sources-1-jar/org/antlr/misc/OrderedHashSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1147456847_1616955844.46/0/antlr-3-3-sources-1-jar/org/antlr/misc/Graph.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1147456847_1616955844.46/0/antlr-3-3-sources-1-jar/org/antlr/analysis/LookaheadSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1147456847_1616955844.46/0/antlr-3-3-sources-1-jar/org/antlr/tool/Strip.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1147456847_1616955844.46/0/antlr-3-3-sources-1-jar/org/antlr/analysis/DFA.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1147456847_1616955844.46/0/antlr-3-3-sources-1-jar/org/antlr/tool/Message.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1147456847_1616955844.46/0/antlr-3-3-sources-1-jar/org/antlr/analysis/PredicateLabel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1147456847_1616955844.46/0/antlr-3-3-sources-1-jar/org/antlr/analysis/DFAOptimizer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1147456847_1616955844.46/0/antlr-3-3-sources-1-jar/org/antlr/tool/AttributeScope.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1147456847_1616955844.46/0/antlr-3-3-sources-1-jar/org/antlr/tool/FASerializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1147456847_1616955844.46/0/antlr-3-3-sources-1-jar/org/antlr/analysis/NFAState.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1147456847_1616955844.46/0/antlr-3-3-sources-1-jar/org/antlr/misc/Interval.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1147456847_1616955844.46/0/antlr-3-3-sources-1-jar/org/antlr/analysis/ActionLabel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1147456847_1616955844.46/0/antlr-3-3-sources-1-

jar/org/antlr/tool/GrammarNonDeterminismMessage.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1147456847_1616955844.46/0/antlr-3-3-sources-1-jar/org/antlr/analysis/NFA.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1147456847_1616955844.46/0/antlr-3-3-sources-1-

jar/org/antlr/tool/LeftRecursionCyclesMessage.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1147456847_1616955844.46/0/antlr-3-3-sources-1-jar/org/antlr/misc/MultiMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1147456847_1616955844.46/0/antlr-3-3-sources-1-

jar/org/antlr/tool/RecursionOverflowMessage.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1147456847_1616955844.46/0/antlr-3-3-sources-1-jar/org/antlr/tool/ErrorManager.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

[The "BSD licence"]

Copyright (c) 2007 Kay Roepke 2010 Alan Condit

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

   documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote products

   derived from this software without specific prior written permission.
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THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF

THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*/

 

/** Templates for building ASTs during tree parsing.

*

*  Deal with many combinations.  Dimensions are:

*  Auto build or rewrite

*    no label, label, list label  (label/no-label handled together)

*    child, root

*    token, set, rule, wildcard

*

*  Each combination has its own template except that label/no label

*  is combined into tokenRef, ruleRef, ...

*/

group ASTTreeParser;

 

/* addition memVars for returnscopes */

@returnScopeInterface.memVars() ::= <<

/* ASTTreeParser returnScopeInterface.memVars */

<recognizer.ASTLabelType; null="ANTLRCommonTree"> *tree;

>>

 

/** the interface of returnScope methodsDecl */

@returnScopeInterface.methodsDecl() ::= <<

/* ASTTreeParser returnScopeInterface.methodsDecl */

- (<recognizer.ASTLabelType; null="ANTLRCommonTree"> *)getTree;

- (void) setTree:(<recognizer.ASTLabelType; null="ANTLRCommonTree"> *)aTree;<\n>

>>

 

/** the implementation of returnScope methods */

@returnScope.methods() ::= <<

/* ASTTreeParser returnScope.methods */

- (<ASTLabelType> *)getTree

{

   return tree;

}

 

- (void) setTree:(<ASTLabelType> *)aTree

{
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   if (tree != aTree) {

       if (tree != nil) [tree release];

       if (aTree != nil) [aTree retain];

       tree = aTree;

   }

}

 

- (void) dealloc

{

   [self setTree:nil];

   [super dealloc];

}

 

>>

 

/** Add a variable to track last element matched */

ruleDeclarations() ::= <<

/* ASTTreeParser ruleDeclarations */

<super.ruleDeclarations()>

<ASTLabelType> *_first_0 = nil;

<ASTLabelType> *_last = nil;<\n>

>>

 

/** What to emit when there is no rewrite rule.  For auto build

*  mode, does nothing.

*/

noRewrite(rewriteBlockLevel, treeLevel) ::= <<

/* ASTTreeParser noRewrite */

<if(backtracking)>if ( <actions.(actionScope).synpredgate> ) {<endif>

<if(rewriteMode)>

retval.tree = (<ASTLabelType> *)_first_0;

if ( [treeAdaptor getParent:retval.tree] != nil && [treeAdaptor isNil:[treeAdaptor getParent:retval.tree]] ) )

   retval.tree = (<ASTLabelType> *)[treeAdaptor getParent:retval.tree];

<endif>

<if(backtracking)>}<endif>

>>

 

/** match ^(root children) in tree parser; override here to

*  add tree construction actions.

*/

tree(root, actionsAfterRoot, children, nullableChildList,

    enclosingTreeLevel, treeLevel) ::= <<

/* ASTTreeParser tree */

_last = (<ASTLabelType> *)[input LT:1];

{

<ASTLabelType> *_save_last_<treeLevel> = _last;

<ASTLabelType> *_first_<treeLevel> = nil;

<if(!rewriteMode)>
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<ASTLabelType> *root_<treeLevel> = [[[treeAdapator class] newEmptyTree] retain];

<endif>

<root:element()>

<if(rewriteMode)>

<if(backtracking)>if ( <actions.(actionScope).synpredgate> )<endif>

<if(root.el.rule)>

if ( _first_<enclosingTreeLevel>==nil ) _first_<enclosingTreeLevel> = <root.el.label>.tree;

<else>

if ( _first_<enclosingTreeLevel>==nil ) _first_<enclosingTreeLevel> = <root.el.label>;

<endif>

<endif>

<actionsAfterRoot:element()>

<if(nullableChildList)>

if ( [input LA:1] == ANTLRTokenTypeDOWN ) {

   [self match:input TokenType:ANTLRTokenTypeDOWN Follow:nil]; <checkRuleBacktrackFailure()>

   <children:element()>

   [self match:input TokenType:ANTLRTokenTypeUP Follow:nil]; <checkRuleBacktrackFailure()>

}

<else>

[self match:input TokenType:ANTLRTokenTypeDOWN Follow:nil]; <checkRuleBacktrackFailure()>

<children:element()>

[self match:input TokenType:ANTLRTokenTypeUP Follow:nil]; <checkRuleBacktrackFailure()>

<endif>

<if(!rewriteMode)>

[treeAdaptor addChild:root_<treeLevel> toTree:root_<enclosingTreeLevel>];

<endif>

_last = _save_last_<treeLevel>;

}<\n>

>>

 

/** What to emit when there is no rewrite.  For auto build

*  mode, does nothing.

*/

noRewrite(rewriteBlockLevel, treeLevel) ::= <<

/* ASTTreeParser noRewrite */

<if(rewriteMode)>_retval.tree = (<ASTLabelType> *)_retval.startToken;<endif>

>>

 

// TOKEN AST STUFF

 

/** ID! and output=AST (same as plain tokenRef) 'cept add

*  setting of _last

*/

tokenRefBang(token,label,elementIndex) ::= <<

/* ASTTreeParser tokenRefBang */

_last = (<ASTLabelType> *)[input LT:1];

<super.tokenRef(...)>

>>
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/** ID auto construct */

tokenRef(token,label,elementIndex,hetero) ::= <<

/* ASTTreeParser tokenRef */

_last = (<ASTLabelType> *)[input LT:1];

<super.tokenRef(...)>

<if(!rewriteMode)>

<if(backtracking)>if ( <actions.(actionScope).synpredgate> ) {<endif>

<if(hetero)>

   <label>_tree = [ANTLR<hetero> newANTLR<hetero>:<label>];

<else>

   <label>_tree = (<ASTLabelType> *)[adaptor dupNode:<label>]];

<endif><\n>

   [treeAdaptor addChild:<label>_tree toTree:root_<treeLevel>];

<if(backtracking)>}<endif>

<else> <! rewrite mode !>

<if(backtracking)>if ( <actions.(actionScope).synpredgate> )<endif>

if ( _first_<treeLevel>==nil ) _first_<treeLevel> = <label>;

<endif>

>>

 

/** label+=TOKEN auto construct */

tokenRefAndListLabel(token,label,elementIndex,hetero) ::= <<

/* ASTTreeParser tokenRefAndListLabel */

<tokenRef(...)>

<listLabel(elem=label,...)>

>>

 

/** ^(ID ...) auto construct */

tokenRefRuleRoot(token,label,elementIndex) ::= <<

/* ASTTreeParser tokenRefRuleRoot */

_last = (<ASTLabelType> *)[input LT:1];

<super.tokenRef(...)>

<if(!rewriteMode)>

<if(backtracking)>if ( <actions.(actionScope).synpredgate> ) {<endif>

<if(hetero)>

<label>_tree = [ANTLR<hetero> newANTLR<hetero>:<label>];

<else>

<label>_tree = (<ASTLabelType> *)[treeAdaptor dupNode:<label>];

<endif><\n>

root_<treeLevel> = (<ASTLabelType> *)[treeAdaptor becomeRoot:<label>_tree old:root_<treeLevel>];

<if(backtracking)>}<endif>

<endif>

>>

 

/** Match ^(label+=TOKEN ...) auto construct */

tokenRefRuleRootAndListLabel(token,label,elementIndex,hetero) ::= <<

/* ASTTreeParser tokenRefRuleRootAndListLabel */
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<tokenRefRuleRoot(...)>

<listLabel(elem=label,...)>

>>

 

/** Match . wildcard and auto dup the node/subtree */

wildcard(token,label,elementIndex,hetero) ::= <<

/* ASTTreeParser wildcard */

_last = (<ASTLabelType> *)[input LT:1];

<super.wildcard(...)>

<if(!rewriteMode)>

<if(backtracking)>if ( <actions.(actionScope).synpredgate> ) {<endif>

<label>_tree = (<ASTLabelType> *)[adaptor dupTree:<label>];

[adaptor addChild:<label>_tree toTree:root_<treeLevel>];

<if(backtracking)>}<endif>

<else> <! rewrite mode !>

<if(backtracking)>if ( <actions.(actionScope).synpredgate> )<endif>

if ( _first_<treeLevel> == nil ) _first_<treeLevel> = <label>;

<endif>

>>

 

// SET AST

 

matchSet(s,label,hetero,elementIndex,postmatchCode) ::= <<

/* ASTTreeParser matchSet */

_last = (<ASTLabelType> *)[input LT:1];

<super.matchSet(..., postmatchCode={

<if(!rewriteMode)>

<if(backtracking)>if ( <actions.(actionScope).synpredgate> ) {<endif>

<if(hetero)>

<label>_tree = [ANTLR<hetero> newANTLR<hetero>:<label>];

<else>

<label>_tree = (<ASTLabelType> *)[adaptor dupNode:<label>];

<endif><\n>

[adaptor addChild:<label>_tree toTree:root_<treeLevel>];

<if(backtracking)>}<endif>

<endif>

}

)>

>>

 

matchRuleBlockSet(s,label,hetero,elementIndex,postmatchCode,treeLevel="0") ::= <<

/* ASTTreeParser matchRuleBlockSet */

<matchSet(...)>

<noRewrite()> <! set return tree !>

>>

 

matchSetBang(s,label,elementIndex,postmatchCode) ::= <<

/* ASTTreeParser matchSetBang */
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_last = (<ASTLabelType> *)[input LT:1];

<super.matchSet(...)>

>>

 

matchSetRuleRoot(s,label,hetero,elementIndex,debug) ::= <<

/* ASTTreeParser matchSetRuleRoot */

<super.matchSet(..., postmatchCode={

<if(!rewriteMode)>

<if(backtracking)>if ( <actions.(actionScope).synpredgate> ) {<endif>

<if(hetero)>

<label>_tree = [ANTLR<hetero> newANTLR<hetero>:<label>];

<else>

<label>_tree = (<ASTLabelType> *)[adaptor dupNode:<label>];

<endif><\n>

root_<treeLevel> = (<ASTLabelType> *)[adaptor becomeRoot:<label>_tree old:root_<treeLevel>];

<if(backtracking)>}<endif>

<endif>

}

)>

>>

 

// RULE REF AST

 

/** rule auto construct */

ruleRef(rule,label,elementIndex,args,scope) ::= <<

/* ASTTreeParser ruleRef */

_last = (<ASTLabelType> *)[input LT:1];

<super.ruleRef(...)>

<if(backtracking)>if ( <actions.(actionScope).synpredgate> ) <endif>

<if(!rewriteMode)>

   [treeAdaptor addChild:[<label> getTree] toTree:root_<treeLevel>];

<else> <! rewrite mode !>

if ( _first_<treeLevel> == nil ) _first_<treeLevel> = <label>.tree;

<endif>

>>

 

/** x+=rule auto construct */

ruleRefAndListLabel(rule,label,elementIndex,args,scope) ::= <<

/* ASTTreeParser ruleRefAndListLabel */

<ruleRef(...)>

<listLabel(elem = "["+label+" getTree]",...)>

>>

 

/** ^(rule ...) auto construct */

ruleRefRuleRoot(rule,label,elementIndex,args,scope) ::= <<

/* ASTTreeParser ruleRefRuleRoot */

_last = (<ASTLabelType> *)[input LT:1];

<super.ruleRef(...)>
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<if(!rewriteMode)>

<if(backtracking)>if ( state.backtracking == 0 ) <endif>

root_<treeLevel> = (<ASTLabelType> *)[treeAdaptor becomeRoot:[<label> getTree] old:root_<treeLevel>];

<endif>

>>

 

/** ^(x+=rule ...) auto construct */

ruleRefRuleRootAndListLabel(rule,label,elementIndex,args,scope) ::= <<

/* ASTTreeParser ruleRefRuleRootAndListLabel */

<ruleRefRuleRoot(...)>

<listLabel(elem="["+label+" getTree]",...)>

>>

 

/** rule when output=AST and tracking for rewrite */

ruleRefTrack(rule,label,elementIndex,args,scope) ::= <<

/* ASTTreeParser ruleRefTrack */

_last = (<ASTLabelType> *)[input LT:1];

<super.ruleRefTrack(...)>

>>

 

/** x+=rule when output=AST and tracking for rewrite */

ruleRefTrackAndListLabel(rule,label,elementIndex,args,scope) ::= <<

/* ASTTreeParser ruleRefTrackAndListLabel */

_last = (<ASTLabelType> *)[input LT:1];

<super.ruleRefTrackAndListLabel(...)>

>>

 

/** ^(rule ...) rewrite */

ruleRefRuleRootTrack(rule,label,elementIndex,args,scope) ::= <<

/* ASTTreeParser ruleRefRuleRootTrack */

_last = (<ASTLabelType> *)[input LT:1];

<super.ruleRefRootTrack(...)>

>>

 

/** ^(x+=rule ...) rewrite */

ruleRefRuleRootTrackAndListLabel(rule,label,elementIndex,args,scope) ::= <<

/* ASTTreeParser ruleRefRuleRootTrackAndListLabel */

_last = (<ASTLabelType> *)[input LT:1];

<super.ruleRefRuleRootTrackAndListLabel(...)>

>>

 

/** Streams for token refs are tree nodes now; override to

*  change nextToken to nextNode.

*/

createRewriteNodeFromElement(token,hetero,scope) ::= <<

/* ASTTreeParser createRewriteNodeFromElement */

#error Heterogeneous tree support not implemented.

<if(hetero)>
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<! new <hetero>(stream_<token>.nextNode()) !>

[[[ANTLR<hetero>(stream_<token> alloc] init] nextNode];

<else>

<! stream_<token>.nextNode() !>

[stream_<token> nextNode]

<endif>

>>

 

ruleCleanUp() ::= <<

/* ASTTreeParser ruleCleanUp */

<super.ruleCleanUp()>

<if(!rewriteMode)>

<if(backtracking)>if ( <actions.(actionScope).synpredgate> ) {<\n><endif>

retval.tree = (<ASTLabelType> *)[treeAdaptor rulePostProcessing:root_0];

<if(backtracking)>}<endif>

<endif>

>>

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1147456847_1616955844.46/0/antlr-3-3-sources-1-

jar/org/antlr/codegen/templates/ObjC/ASTTreeParser.stg

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

[The "BSD licence"]

Copyright (c) 2007-2008 Johannes Luber

Copyright (c) 2005-2007 Kunle Odutola

Copyright (c) 2005 Terence Parr

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

   documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote products

   derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY
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THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF

THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*/

/** Template subgroup to add template rewrite output

*  If debugging, then you'll also get STDbg.stg loaded.

*/

group ST;

 

@outputFile.imports() ::= <<

<@super.imports()>

using Antlr.StringTemplate;

using Antlr.StringTemplate.Language;

<if(!backtracking)>

using Hashtable = System.Collections.Hashtable;

<endif>

 

>>

 

/** Add this to each rule's return value struct */

@returnScope.ruleReturnMembers() ::= <<

private StringTemplate st;

public StringTemplate ST    { get { return st; } set { st = value; } }

public override object Template 		{ get { return st; } }

public override string ToString() 		{ return (st == null) ? string.Empty : st.ToString(); }

>>

 

@genericParser.members() ::= <<

<@super.members()>

protected StringTemplateGroup templateLib = new StringTemplateGroup("<name>Templates",

typeof(AngleBracketTemplateLexer) );

 

public StringTemplateGroup TemplateLib

{

	get { return this.templateLib; }

	set { this.templateLib = value; }

}

 

/// \<summary> Allows convenient multi-value initialization:

///  "new STAttrMap().Add(...).Add(...)"

/// \</summary>

protected class STAttrMap : Hashtable

{

 public STAttrMap Add(string attrName, object value)

 {

   base.Add(attrName, value);

   return this;

 }
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 public STAttrMap Add(string attrName, int value)

 {

   base.Add(attrName, value);

   return this;

 }

}

>>

 

/** x+=rule when output=template */

ruleRefAndListLabel(rule,label,elementIndex,args,scope) ::= <<

<ruleRef(...)>

<listLabel(elem=label+".Template",...)>

>>

 

rewriteTemplate(alts) ::= <<

 

// TEMPLATE REWRITE

<if(backtracking)>

if ( <actions.(actionScope).synpredgate> )

{

 <alts:rewriteTemplateAlt(); separator="else ">

 <if(rewriteMode)><replaceTextInLine()><endif>

}

<else>

<alts:rewriteTemplateAlt(); separator="else ">

<if(rewriteMode)><replaceTextInLine()><endif>

<endif>

>>

 

replaceTextInLine() ::= <<

<if(TREE_PARSER)>

((TokenRewriteStream)input.TokenStream).Replace(

 input.TreeAdaptor.GetTokenStartIndex(retval.Start),

 input.TreeAdaptor.GetTokenStopIndex(retval.Start),

 retval.ST);

<else>

((TokenRewriteStream)input).Replace(

 ((IToken)retval.Start).TokenIndex,

 input.LT(-1).TokenIndex,

 retval.ST);

<endif>

>>

 

rewriteTemplateAlt() ::= <<

// <it.description>

<if(it.pred)>

if (<it.pred>) {

   retval.ST = <it.alt>;
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}<\n>

<else>

{

   retval.ST = <it.alt>;

}<\n>

<endif>

>>

 

rewriteEmptyTemplate(alts) ::= <<

null;

>>

 

/** Invoke a template with a set of attribute name/value pairs.

*  Set the value of the rule's template *after* having set

*  the attributes because the rule's template might be used as

*  an attribute to build a bigger template; you get a self-embedded

*  template.

*/

rewriteExternalTemplate(name,args) ::= <<

templateLib.GetInstanceOf("<name>"<if(args)>,

 new STAttrMap()<args:{a | .Add("<a.name>", <a.value>)}>

 <endif>)

>>

 

/** expr is a string expression that says what template to load */

rewriteIndirectTemplate(expr,args) ::= <<

templateLib.GetInstanceOf(<expr><if(args)>,

 new STAttrMap()<args:{a | .Add("<a.name>", <a.value>)}>

 <endif>)

>>

 

/** Invoke an inline template with a set of attribute name/value pairs */

rewriteInlineTemplate(args, template) ::= <<

new StringTemplate(templateLib, "<template>"<if(args)>,

 new STAttrMap()<args:{a | .Add("<a.name>", <a.value>)}>

 <endif>)

>>

 

/** plain -> {foo} action */

rewriteAction(action) ::= <<

<action>

>>

 

/** An action has %st.attrName=expr; or %{st}.attrName=expr; */

actionSetAttribute(st,attrName,expr) ::= <<

(<st>).SetAttribute("<attrName>",<expr>);

>>
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/** Translate %{stringExpr} */

actionStringConstructor(stringExpr) ::= <<

new StringTemplate(templateLib,<stringExpr>)

>>

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1147456847_1616955844.46/0/antlr-3-3-sources-1-

jar/org/antlr/codegen/templates/CSharp2/ST.stg

 

1.674 prettyfaces-jsf2 3.3.3 
1.674.1 Available under license : 

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.
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     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a
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     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,
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     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.
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     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

Apache Commons Digester

Copyright 2001-2008 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed by

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

// ------------------------------------------------------------------

// NOTICE file corresponding to the section 4d of The Apache License,

// Version 2.0, in this case for Commons Logging

// ------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Commons Logging

Copyright 2001-2007 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes/uses software(s) developed by 'an unknown organization'

 - Unnamed - avalon-framework:avalon-framework:jar:4.1.3

 - Unnamed - log4j:log4j:jar:1.2.12

 - Unnamed - logkit:logkit:jar:1.0.1

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.
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     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to
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     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of
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         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.
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  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
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  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.675 weld-core-jsf 2.4.8.Final 
1.675.1 Available under license : 

                                 Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the
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     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the
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     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.
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  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the
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     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.676 stilts-stomp-api 0.1.26.redhat-3 
1.676.1 Available under license : 

Apache License

Version 2.0, January 2004

http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

1. Definitions.

 

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1

through 9 of this document.

 

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are

under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or

indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of

fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source

code, documentation source, and configuration files.

 

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form,

including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

 

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as
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indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix

below).

 

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the

Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole,

an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that

remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works

thereof.

 

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications

or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the

Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright

owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written

communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic

mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously

marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been

received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce,

prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such

Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section)

patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such

license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was

submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit)

alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent

infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date

such litigation is filed.

 

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any

medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following

conditions:

 

You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and 

 

You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and 

 

You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark,

and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

the Derivative Works; and 
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If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute

must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices

that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a NOTICE text

file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided along with the

Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such third-party notices

normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not modify the

License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside or as an

addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

as modifying the License.

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license

terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works

as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions

stated in this License.

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for

inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any

additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of

any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product

names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and

reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work

(and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR

CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or

conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and

assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or

otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing,

shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or

consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or

any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of

such damages.

 

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may

choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or

rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf

and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend,

and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by

reason of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work
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To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by

brackets "[]" replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include the brackets!) The text should be

enclosed in the appropriate comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a file or class name and

description of purpose be included on the same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier identification within

third-party archives.

 

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.677 xmlsec-java 1.4.2 
1.677.1 Available under license : 

Apache License

Version 2.0, January 2004

http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

1. Definitions.

 

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1

through 9 of this document.

 

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are

under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or

indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of

fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source

code, documentation source, and configuration files.
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"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form,

including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

 

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as

indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix

below).

 

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the

Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole,

an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that

remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works

thereof.

 

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications

or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the

Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright

owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written

communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic

mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously

marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been

received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce,

prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such

Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section)

patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such

license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was

submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit)

alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent

infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date

such litigation is filed.

 

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any

medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following

conditions:

 

You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and 

 

You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and 
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You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark,

and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

the Derivative Works; and 

 

If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute

must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices

that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a NOTICE text

file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided along with the

Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such third-party notices

normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not modify the

License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside or as an

addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

as modifying the License.

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license

terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works

as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions

stated in this License.

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for

inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any

additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of

any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product

names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and

reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work

(and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR

CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or

conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and

assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or

otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing,

shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or

consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or

any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of

such damages.

 

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may

choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or

rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf

and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend,

and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by

reason of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.
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END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work

 

To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by

brackets "[]" replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include the brackets!) The text should be

enclosed in the appropriate comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a file or class name and

description of purpose be included on the same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier identification within

third-party archives.

 

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.678 xmlsec-java 1.5.5.redhat-2 
1.678.1 Available under license : 

Apache License

Version 2.0, January 2004

http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

1. Definitions.

 

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1

through 9 of this document.

 

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are

under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or

indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of

fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.
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"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source

code, documentation source, and configuration files.

 

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form,

including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

 

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as

indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix

below).

 

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the

Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole,

an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that

remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works

thereof.

 

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications

or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the

Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright

owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written

communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic

mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously

marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been

received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce,

prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such

Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section)

patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such

license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was

submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit)

alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent

infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date

such litigation is filed.

 

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any

medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following

conditions:
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You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and 

 

You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and 

 

You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark,

and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

the Derivative Works; and 

 

If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute

must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices

that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a NOTICE text

file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided along with the

Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such third-party notices

normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not modify the

License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside or as an

addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

as modifying the License.

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license

terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works

as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions

stated in this License.

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for

inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any

additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of

any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product

names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and

reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work

(and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR

CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or

conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and

assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or

otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing,

shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or

consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or

any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of

such damages.

 

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may

choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or

rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf
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and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend,

and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by

reason of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work

 

To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by

brackets "[]" replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include the brackets!) The text should be

enclosed in the appropriate comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a file or class name and

description of purpose be included on the same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier identification within

third-party archives.

 

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.679 commons-beanutils 1.8.0 
1.679.1 Available under license : 

                                 Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all
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     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and
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     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed
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         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the
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     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

Apache Commons BeanUtils

Copyright 2000-2008 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed by

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).
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1.680 cxf-rt-frontend-jaxrs 2.7.18 
1.680.1 Available under license : 

 

Apache CXF

Copyright 2006-2015 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a
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     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct
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     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of
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     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following
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     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.681 common-api 1.0.15.Final 
1.681.1 Available under license : 

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it * under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as * published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of * the License, or (at your option) any later version. * This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of *

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU * Lesser General Public

License for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public public

LicenseType(List<LocalizedXsdString> description, boolean licenseRequired, String id, String lrid) public

LicenseType(List<LocalizedXsdString> description, boolean licenseRequired, String id) public LicenseType

merge(MergeableMetadata<?> jmd) throws Exception'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it * under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as * published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of * the License, or (at your option) any later version. * This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of *

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU * Lesser General Public

License for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public * @return

configPropertyConfidential public abstract Boolean getConfigPropertyConfidential(); * config-property-confidential

TAG CONFIG_PROPERTY_CONFIDENTIAL("config-property-confidential");'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it * under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as * published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of * the License, or (at your option) any later version. * This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of *

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU * Lesser General Public
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License for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public'

 

1.682 x-text 4.7.0 
1.682.1 Available under license : 

Found license 'Eclipse Public License 1.0' in '* This program and the accompanying materials are made available

under the * terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0 which is available at'

 

1.683 jaxb-api 2.1 
1.683.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

@(#)package.html	1.60 98/01/27

 

         Copyright 1998 Sun Microsystems, Inc. 901 San Antonio Road,

         Palo Alto, California, 94303, U.S.A.  All Rights Reserved.

 

         This software is the confidential and proprietary information of Sun

         Microsystems, Inc. ("Confidential Information").  You shall not

         disclose such Confidential Information and shall use it only in

         accordance with the terms of the license agreement you entered into

         with Sun.

 

         CopyrightVersion 1.2

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000760720_1646171551.91/0/jaxb-api-2-1-sources-

jar/javax/xml/bind/annotation/adapters/package.html

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2005 Sun Microsystems, Inc. All rights reserved.

* SUN PROPRIETARY/CONFIDENTIAL. Use is subject to license terms.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000760720_1646171551.91/0/jaxb-api-2-1-sources-

jar/javax/xml/bind/annotation/XmlMimeType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000760720_1646171551.91/0/jaxb-api-2-1-sources-

jar/javax/xml/bind/annotation/XmlMixed.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000760720_1646171551.91/0/jaxb-api-2-1-sources-

jar/javax/xml/bind/annotation/DomHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000760720_1646171551.91/0/jaxb-api-2-1-sources-

jar/javax/xml/bind/annotation/XmlAccessorType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000760720_1646171551.91/0/jaxb-api-2-1-sources-
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jar/javax/xml/bind/annotation/XmlAnyElement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000760720_1646171551.91/0/jaxb-api-2-1-sources-

jar/javax/xml/bind/annotation/XmlAttachmentRef.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000760720_1646171551.91/0/jaxb-api-2-1-sources-

jar/javax/xml/bind/annotation/XmlInlineBinaryData.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000760720_1646171551.91/0/jaxb-api-2-1-sources-

jar/javax/xml/bind/annotation/XmlAnyAttribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000760720_1646171551.91/0/jaxb-api-2-1-sources-

jar/javax/xml/bind/annotation/XmlSchemaTypes.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000760720_1646171551.91/0/jaxb-api-2-1-sources-

jar/javax/xml/bind/annotation/adapters/XmlJavaTypeAdapters.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000760720_1646171551.91/0/jaxb-api-2-1-sources-

jar/javax/xml/bind/annotation/XmlAccessOrder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000760720_1646171551.91/0/jaxb-api-2-1-sources-jar/javax/xml/bind/Binder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000760720_1646171551.91/0/jaxb-api-2-1-sources-

jar/javax/xml/bind/annotation/W3CDomHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000760720_1646171551.91/0/jaxb-api-2-1-sources-

jar/javax/xml/bind/annotation/XmlAccessType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000760720_1646171551.91/0/jaxb-api-2-1-sources-

jar/javax/xml/bind/annotation/XmlAccessorOrder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000760720_1646171551.91/0/jaxb-api-2-1-sources-

jar/javax/xml/bind/annotation/XmlSchemaType.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2003 Sun Microsystems, Inc. All rights reserved.

* SUN PROPRIETARY/CONFIDENTIAL. Use is subject to license terms.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000760720_1646171551.91/0/jaxb-api-2-1-sources-

jar/javax/xml/bind/ValidationEventLocator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000760720_1646171551.91/0/jaxb-api-2-1-sources-

jar/javax/xml/bind/helpers/PrintConversionEventImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000760720_1646171551.91/0/jaxb-api-2-1-sources-

jar/javax/xml/bind/helpers/DefaultValidationEventHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000760720_1646171551.91/0/jaxb-api-2-1-sources-jar/javax/xml/bind/util/Messages.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000760720_1646171551.91/0/jaxb-api-2-1-sources-

jar/javax/xml/bind/PrintConversionEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000760720_1646171551.91/0/jaxb-api-2-1-sources-jar/javax/xml/bind/DatatypeConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000760720_1646171551.91/0/jaxb-api-2-1-sources-

jar/javax/xml/bind/helpers/AbstractUnmarshallerImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000760720_1646171551.91/0/jaxb-api-2-1-sources-

jar/javax/xml/bind/ValidationException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000760720_1646171551.91/0/jaxb-api-2-1-sources-jar/javax/xml/bind/JAXBException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000760720_1646171551.91/0/jaxb-api-2-1-sources-

jar/javax/xml/bind/ParseConversionEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000760720_1646171551.91/0/jaxb-api-2-1-sources-
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jar/javax/xml/bind/UnmarshalException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000760720_1646171551.91/0/jaxb-api-2-1-sources-

jar/javax/xml/bind/helpers/AbstractMarshallerImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000760720_1646171551.91/0/jaxb-api-2-1-sources-

jar/javax/xml/bind/DatatypeConverterInterface.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000760720_1646171551.91/0/jaxb-api-2-1-sources-

jar/javax/xml/bind/NotIdentifiableEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000760720_1646171551.91/0/jaxb-api-2-1-sources-jar/javax/xml/bind/Element.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000760720_1646171551.91/0/jaxb-api-2-1-sources-

jar/javax/xml/bind/UnmarshallerHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000760720_1646171551.91/0/jaxb-api-2-1-sources-

jar/javax/xml/bind/util/ValidationEventCollector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000760720_1646171551.91/0/jaxb-api-2-1-sources-

jar/javax/xml/bind/helpers/ValidationEventImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000760720_1646171551.91/0/jaxb-api-2-1-sources-jar/javax/xml/bind/ValidationEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000760720_1646171551.91/0/jaxb-api-2-1-sources-

jar/javax/xml/bind/helpers/ValidationEventLocatorImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000760720_1646171551.91/0/jaxb-api-2-1-sources-jar/javax/xml/bind/Marshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000760720_1646171551.91/0/jaxb-api-2-1-sources-jar/javax/xml/bind/util/JAXBSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000760720_1646171551.91/0/jaxb-api-2-1-sources-jar/javax/xml/bind/Messages.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000760720_1646171551.91/0/jaxb-api-2-1-sources-jar/javax/xml/bind/Validator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000760720_1646171551.91/0/jaxb-api-2-1-sources-

jar/javax/xml/bind/helpers/NotIdentifiableEventImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000760720_1646171551.91/0/jaxb-api-2-1-sources-jar/javax/xml/bind/ContextFinder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000760720_1646171551.91/0/jaxb-api-2-1-sources-jar/javax/xml/bind/MarshalException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000760720_1646171551.91/0/jaxb-api-2-1-sources-jar/javax/xml/bind/helpers/Messages.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000760720_1646171551.91/0/jaxb-api-2-1-sources-jar/javax/xml/bind/JAXBContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000760720_1646171551.91/0/jaxb-api-2-1-sources-

jar/javax/xml/bind/helpers/ParseConversionEventImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000760720_1646171551.91/0/jaxb-api-2-1-sources-jar/javax/xml/bind/Unmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000760720_1646171551.91/0/jaxb-api-2-1-sources-

jar/javax/xml/bind/TypeConstraintException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000760720_1646171551.91/0/jaxb-api-2-1-sources-jar/javax/xml/bind/util/JAXBResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000760720_1646171551.91/0/jaxb-api-2-1-sources-

jar/javax/xml/bind/ValidationEventHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000760720_1646171551.91/0/jaxb-api-2-1-sources-jar/javax/xml/bind/PropertyException.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

@(#)package.html	1.60 98/01/27

 

         Copyright 1998 Sun Microsystems, Inc. 901 San Antonio Road,

         Palo Alto, California, 94303, U.S.A.  All Rights Reserved.

 

         This software is the confidential and proprietary information of Sun

         Microsystems, Inc. ("Confidential Information").  You shall not

         disclose such Confidential Information and shall use it only in

         accordance with the terms of the license agreement you entered into

         with Sun.
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         CopyrightVersion 1.2

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000760720_1646171551.91/0/jaxb-api-2-1-sources-

jar/javax/xml/bind/attachment/package.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1000760720_1646171551.91/0/jaxb-api-2-1-sources-jar/javax/xml/bind/annotation/package.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1000760720_1646171551.91/0/jaxb-api-2-1-sources-jar/javax/xml/bind/package.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1000760720_1646171551.91/0/jaxb-api-2-1-sources-jar/javax/xml/bind/util/package.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1000760720_1646171551.91/0/jaxb-api-2-1-sources-jar/javax/xml/bind/helpers/package.html

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2004 Sun Microsystems, Inc. All rights reserved.

* SUN PROPRIETARY/CONFIDENTIAL. Use is subject to license terms.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000760720_1646171551.91/0/jaxb-api-2-1-sources-

jar/javax/xml/bind/annotation/adapters/CollapsedStringAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000760720_1646171551.91/0/jaxb-api-2-1-sources-

jar/javax/xml/bind/annotation/XmlValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000760720_1646171551.91/0/jaxb-api-2-1-sources-jar/javax/xml/bind/JAXBElement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000760720_1646171551.91/0/jaxb-api-2-1-sources-

jar/javax/xml/bind/annotation/XmlRootElement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000760720_1646171551.91/0/jaxb-api-2-1-sources-

jar/javax/xml/bind/annotation/XmlElementRef.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000760720_1646171551.91/0/jaxb-api-2-1-sources-jar/javax/xml/bind/annotation/XmlNs.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000760720_1646171551.91/0/jaxb-api-2-1-sources-

jar/javax/xml/bind/annotation/adapters/NormalizedStringAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000760720_1646171551.91/0/jaxb-api-2-1-sources-

jar/javax/xml/bind/annotation/adapters/HexBinaryAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000760720_1646171551.91/0/jaxb-api-2-1-sources-

jar/javax/xml/bind/annotation/adapters/XmlJavaTypeAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000760720_1646171551.91/0/jaxb-api-2-1-sources-

jar/javax/xml/bind/annotation/XmlTransient.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000760720_1646171551.91/0/jaxb-api-2-1-sources-

jar/javax/xml/bind/annotation/XmlSchema.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000760720_1646171551.91/0/jaxb-api-2-1-sources-

jar/javax/xml/bind/annotation/adapters/XmlAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000760720_1646171551.91/0/jaxb-api-2-1-sources-

jar/javax/xml/bind/annotation/XmlAttribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000760720_1646171551.91/0/jaxb-api-2-1-sources-jar/javax/xml/bind/annotation/XmlID.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000760720_1646171551.91/0/jaxb-api-2-1-sources-

jar/javax/xml/bind/annotation/XmlNsForm.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000760720_1646171551.91/0/jaxb-api-2-1-sources-jar/javax/xml/bind/JAXBIntrospector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000760720_1646171551.91/0/jaxb-api-2-1-sources-

jar/javax/xml/bind/annotation/XmlType.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1000760720_1646171551.91/0/jaxb-api-2-1-sources-

jar/javax/xml/bind/annotation/XmlEnum.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000760720_1646171551.91/0/jaxb-api-2-1-sources-

jar/javax/xml/bind/annotation/XmlElementRefs.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000760720_1646171551.91/0/jaxb-api-2-1-sources-

jar/javax/xml/bind/annotation/XmlElementDecl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000760720_1646171551.91/0/jaxb-api-2-1-sources-

jar/javax/xml/bind/annotation/XmlIDREF.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000760720_1646171551.91/0/jaxb-api-2-1-sources-

jar/javax/xml/bind/annotation/XmlElements.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000760720_1646171551.91/0/jaxb-api-2-1-sources-

jar/javax/xml/bind/annotation/XmlRegistry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000760720_1646171551.91/0/jaxb-api-2-1-sources-

jar/javax/xml/bind/annotation/XmlEnumValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000760720_1646171551.91/0/jaxb-api-2-1-sources-

jar/javax/xml/bind/annotation/XmlElement.java

 

1.684 picketlink-idm-core 1.5.0.Alpha02 
1.684.1 Available under license : 

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in 'This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version. This software is distributed in the hope that it will

be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU Lesser General Public License for more details. You

should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public'

 

1.685 commons-beanutils 1.7.0 
1.685.1 Available under license : 

Apache License

Version 2.0, January 2004

http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

1. Definitions.

 

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1

through 9 of this document.

 

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are

under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or

indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of
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fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source

code, documentation source, and configuration files.

 

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form,

including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

 

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as

indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix

below).

 

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the

Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole,

an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that

remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works

thereof.

 

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications

or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the

Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright

owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written

communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic

mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously

marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been

received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce,

prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such

Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section)

patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such

license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was

submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit)

alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent

infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date

such litigation is filed.

 

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any
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medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following

conditions:

 

You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and 

 

You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and 

 

You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark,

and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

the Derivative Works; and 

 

If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute

must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices

that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a NOTICE text

file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided along with the

Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such third-party notices

normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not modify the

License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside or as an

addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

as modifying the License.

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license

terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works

as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions

stated in this License.

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for

inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any

additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of

any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product

names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and

reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work

(and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR

CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or

conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and

assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or

otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing,

shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or

consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or

any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of

such damages.
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9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may

choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or

rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf

and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend,

and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by

reason of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work

 

To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by

brackets "[]" replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include the brackets!) The text should be

enclosed in the appropriate comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a file or class name and

description of purpose be included on the same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier identification within

third-party archives.

 

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.686 jboss-as-server 7.3.0.Final-redhat-14 
1.686.1 Available under license : 

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* as indicated by the @authors tag. All rights reserved. *

This copyrighted material is made available to anyone wishing to use, * modify, copy, or redistribute it subject to

the terms and conditions * of the GNU Lesser General Public License, v. 2.1. * This program is distributed in the

hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT A * WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A * PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU Lesser General Public

License for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public License, * MA

02110-1301, USA.'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it * under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as * published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of * the License, or (at your option) any later version. * This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of *

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU * Lesser General Public
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License for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public'

 

1.687 picketlink-idm-spi 1.5.0.Alpha02 
1.687.1 Available under license : 

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '// * This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

modify it // * under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as // * published by the Free Software

Foundation; either version 2.1 of // * the License, or (at your option) any later version. // * This software is

distributed in the hope that it will be useful, // * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied

warranty of // * MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU // * Lesser

General Public License for more details. // * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in 'This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version. This software is distributed in the hope that it will

be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU Lesser General Public License for more details. You

should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public'

 

1.688 checker-compat-qual 2.0.0 
1.688.1 Available under license : 

 

GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

 

Version 3, 29 June 2007

 

Copyright © 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <https://fsf.org/>

 

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license document, but changing it is not

allowed.

 

This version of the GNU Lesser General Public License incorporates the terms and conditions of version 3 of the

GNU General Public License, supplemented by the additional permissions listed below.

0. Additional Definitions.

 

As used herein, “this License” refers to version 3 of the GNU Lesser General Public License, and the “GNU GPL”

refers to version 3 of the GNU General Public License.

 

“The Library” refers to a covered work governed by this License, other than an Application or a Combined Work as

defined below.

 

An “Application” is any work that makes use of an interface provided by the Library, but which is not otherwise

based on the Library. Defining a subclass of a class defined by the Library is deemed a mode of using an interface

provided by the Library.

 

A “Combined Work” is a work produced by combining or linking an Application with the Library. The particular
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version of the Library with which the Combined Work was made is also called the “Linked Version”.

 

The “Minimal Corresponding Source” for a Combined Work means the Corresponding Source for the Combined

Work, excluding any source code for portions of the Combined Work that, considered in isolation, are based on the

Application, and not on the Linked Version.

 

The “Corresponding Application Code” for a Combined Work means the object code and/or source code for the

Application, including any data and utility programs needed for reproducing the Combined Work from the

Application, but excluding the System Libraries of the Combined Work.

1. Exception to Section 3 of the GNU GPL.

 

You may convey a covered work under sections 3 and 4 of this License without being bound by section 3 of the

GNU GPL.

2. Conveying Modified Versions.

 

If you modify a copy of the Library, and, in your modifications, a facility refers to a function or data to be supplied

by an Application that uses the facility (other than as an argument passed when the facility is invoked), then you

may convey a copy of the modified version:

 

   a) under this License, provided that you make a good faith effort to ensure that, in the event an Application does

not supply the function or data, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of its purpose remains

meaningful, or

   b) under the GNU GPL, with none of the additional permissions of this License applicable to that copy.

 

3. Object Code Incorporating Material from Library Header Files.

 

The object code form of an Application may incorporate material from a header file that is part of the Library. You

may convey such object code under terms of your choice, provided that, if the incorporated material is not limited to

numerical parameters, data structure layouts and accessors, or small macros, inline functions and templates (ten or

fewer lines in length), you do both of the following:

 

   a) Give prominent notice with each copy of the object code that the Library is used in it and that the Library and

its use are covered by this License.

   b) Accompany the object code with a copy of the GNU GPL and this license document.

 

4. Combined Works.

 

You may convey a Combined Work under terms of your choice that, taken together, effectively do not restrict

modification of the portions of the Library contained in the Combined Work and reverse engineering for debugging

such modifications, if you also do each of the following:

 

   a) Give prominent notice with each copy of the Combined Work that the Library is used in it and that the Library

and its use are covered by this License.

   b) Accompany the Combined Work with a copy of the GNU GPL and this license document.

   c) For a Combined Work that displays copyright notices during execution, include the copyright notice for the

Library among these notices, as well as a reference directing the user to the copies of the GNU GPL and this license

document.

   d) Do one of the following:
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       0) Convey the Minimal Corresponding Source under the terms of this License, and the Corresponding

Application Code in a form suitable for, and under terms that permit, the user to recombine or relink the Application

with a modified version of the Linked Version to produce a modified Combined Work, in the manner specified by

section 6 of the GNU GPL for conveying Corresponding Source.

       1) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the Library. A suitable mechanism is one that (a)

uses at run time a copy of the Library already present on the user's computer system, and (b) will operate properly

with a modified version of the Library that is interface-compatible with the Linked Version.

   e) Provide Installation Information, but only if you would otherwise be required to provide such information under

section 6 of the GNU GPL, and only to the extent that such information is necessary to install and execute a

modified version of the Combined Work produced by recombining or relinking the Application with a modified

version of the Linked Version. (If you use option 4d0, the Installation Information must accompany the Minimal

Corresponding Source and Corresponding Application Code. If you use option 4d1, you must provide the

Installation Information in the manner specified by section 6 of the GNU GPL for conveying Corresponding

Source.)

 

5. Combined Libraries.

 

You may place library facilities that are a work based on the Library side by side in a single library together with

other library facilities that are not Applications and are not covered by this License, and convey such a combined

library under terms of your choice, if you do both of the following:

 

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work based on the Library, uncombined with any

other library facilities, conveyed under the terms of this License.

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining

where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

6. Revised Versions of the GNU Lesser General Public License.

 

The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the GNU Lesser General Public License

from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Library as you received it specifies that a certain

numbered version of the GNU Lesser General Public License “or any later version” applies to it, you have the

option of following the terms and conditions either of that published version or of any later version published by the

Free Software Foundation. If the Library as you received it does not specify a version number of the GNU Lesser

General Public License, you may choose any version of the GNU Lesser General Public License ever published by

the Free Software Foundation.

 

If the Library as you received it specifies that a proxy can decide whether future versions of the GNU Lesser

General Public License shall apply, that proxy's public statement of acceptance of any version is permanent

authorization for you to choose that version for the Library.

 

1.689 jboss-metadata-ejb 7.0.8.final 
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1.689.1 Available under license : 
Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in 'This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version. This software is distributed in the hope that it will

be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU Lesser General Public License for more details. You

should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public EnumSet<Element> requiredElements =

EnumSet.of(Element.INTEGRITY, Element.CONFIDENTIALITY, case CONFIDENTIALITY: {

transportConfig.setConfidentiality(getElementText(reader, propertyReplacer));

CONFIDENTIALITY("confidentiality"),'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '~ This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it ~ under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as ~ published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of ~ the License, or (at your option) any later version. ~ This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, ~ but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of ~

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU ~ Lesser General Public

License for more details. ~ You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in 'This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version. This software is distributed in the hope that it will

be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU Lesser General Public License for more details. You

should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in 'This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version. This software is distributed in the hope that it will

be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU Lesser General Public License for more details. You

should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public /** Confidentiality not required */ public static final

String CONFIDENTIALITY_NONE = "NONE"; /** Confidentiality supported */ public static final String

CONFIDENTIALITY_SUPPORTED = "SUPPORTED"; /** Confidentiality required */ public static final String

CONFIDENTIALITY_REQUIRED = "REQUIRED"; /** The confidentiality */ private String confidentiality =

CONFIDENTIALITY_NONE; Get the confidentiality. @return the confidentiality. public String

getConfidentiality() return confidentiality; Set the confidentiality. @param confidentiality the confidentiality.

@throws IllegalArgumentException for a null confidentiality public void setConfidentiality(String confidentiality)

if (confidentiality == null) throw new IllegalArgumentException("Null confidentiality"); if

(CONFIDENTIALITY_NONE.equalsIgnoreCase(confidentiality)) this.confidentiality =

CONFIDENTIALITY_NONE; else if (CONFIDENTIALITY_SUPPORTED.equalsIgnoreCase(confidentiality))

this.confidentiality = CONFIDENTIALITY_SUPPORTED; else if

(CONFIDENTIALITY_REQUIRED.equalsIgnoreCase(confidentiality)) this.confidentiality =

CONFIDENTIALITY_REQUIRED; throw new IllegalArgumentException("Unknown transport confidentiality: " +

confidentiality);'

 

1.690 commons-cli 1.2 
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1.690.1 Available under license : 
Apache Commons CLI

Copyright 2001-2009 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed by

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

                                 Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications
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     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without
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     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade
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     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier
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     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.691 jboss-msc 1.0.4.GA-redhat-1 
1.691.1 Available under license : 

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it * under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as * published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of * the License, or (at your option) any later version. * This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of *

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU * Lesser General Public

License for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public'

 

1.692 httpcomponents-client 4.2.1-redhat-1 
1.692.1 Available under license : 

                                 Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,
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     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.
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  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,
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         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all
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     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

This project contains annotations derived from JCIP-ANNOTATIONS

Copyright (c) 2005 Brian Goetz and Tim Peierls.

See http://www.jcip.net and the Creative Commons Attribution License

(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/2.5)

Apache HttpComponents HttpClient

Copyright 1999-2013 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed by

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

1.693 velocity 1.7 
1.693.1 Available under license : 

Apache Velocity

 

Copyright (C) 2000-2007 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.
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     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise
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     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must
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         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly
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     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.
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1.694 commons-codec 1.6 
1.694.1 Available under license : 

Apache Commons Codec

Copyright 2002-2011 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed by

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

src/test/org/apache/commons/codec/language/DoubleMetaphoneTest.java contains

test data from http://aspell.sourceforge.net/test/batch0.tab.

 

Copyright (C) 2002 Kevin Atkinson (kevina@gnu.org). Verbatim copying

and distribution of this entire article is permitted in any medium,

provided this notice is preserved.

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.
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     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,
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     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or
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     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason
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     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.695 fast-infoset 1.2.2 
1.695.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Fast Infoset ver. 0.1 software ("Software")

*

* Copyright, 2004-2005 Sun Microsystems, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* Software is licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License. You may

* obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*        http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

*    Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT
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* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations.

*

*    Sun supports and benefits from the global community of open source

* developers, and thanks the community for its important contributions and

* open standards-based technology, which Sun has adopted into many of its

* products.

*

*    Please note that portions of Software may be provided with notices and

* open source licenses from such communities and third parties that govern the

* use of those portions, and any licenses granted hereunder do not alter any

* rights and obligations you may have under such open source licenses,

* however, the disclaimer of warranty and limitation of liability provisions

* in this License will apply to all Software in this distribution.

*

*    You acknowledge that the Software is not designed, licensed or intended

* for use in the design, construction, operation or maintenance of any nuclear

* facility.

*

* Apache License

* Version 2.0, January 2004

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/

*

*/

/*

*

* This code is subject to the freebxml License, Version 1.1

*

* Copyright (c) 2001 - 2005 freebxml.org.  All rights reserved.

*

* $Header: /cvs/fi/FastInfoset/src/com/sun/xml/fastinfoset/AbstractResourceBundle.java,v 1.3.2.2 2006/10/03

13:38:07 sandoz Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1001074468_1607162829.3/0/com-springsource-com-sun-xml-fastinfoset-sources-1-2-2-

jar/com/sun/xml/fastinfoset/AbstractResourceBundle.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Fast Infoset ver. 0.1 software ("Software")

*

* Copyright, 2004-2005 Sun Microsystems, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* Software is licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License. You may

* obtain a copy of the License at:

*
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*        http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

*    Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations.

*

*    Sun supports and benefits from the global community of open source

* developers, and thanks the community for its important contributions and

* open standards-based technology, which Sun has adopted into many of its

* products.

*

*    Please note that portions of Software may be provided with notices and

* open source licenses from such communities and third parties that govern the

* use of those portions, and any licenses granted hereunder do not alter any

* rights and obligations you may have under such open source licenses,

* however, the disclaimer of warranty and limitation of liability provisions

* in this License will apply to all Software in this distribution.

*

*    You acknowledge that the Software is not designed, licensed or intended

* for use in the design, construction, operation or maintenance of any nuclear

* facility.

*

* Apache License

* Version 2.0, January 2004

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/

*

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1001074468_1607162829.3/0/com-springsource-com-sun-xml-fastinfoset-sources-1-2-2-

jar/com/sun/xml/fastinfoset/dom/DOMDocumentParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001074468_1607162829.3/0/com-springsource-com-sun-xml-fastinfoset-sources-1-2-2-

jar/org/jvnet/fastinfoset/sax/helpers/FastInfosetDefaultHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001074468_1607162829.3/0/com-springsource-com-sun-xml-fastinfoset-sources-1-2-2-

jar/com/sun/xml/fastinfoset/dom/DOMDocumentSerializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001074468_1607162829.3/0/com-springsource-com-sun-xml-fastinfoset-sources-1-2-2-

jar/com/sun/xml/fastinfoset/sax/SAXDocumentParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001074468_1607162829.3/0/com-springsource-com-sun-xml-fastinfoset-sources-1-2-2-

jar/com/sun/xml/fastinfoset/OctetBufferListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001074468_1607162829.3/0/com-springsource-com-sun-xml-fastinfoset-sources-1-2-2-

jar/com/sun/xml/fastinfoset/algorithm/IntEncodingAlgorithm.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001074468_1607162829.3/0/com-springsource-com-sun-xml-fastinfoset-sources-1-2-2-

jar/com/sun/xml/fastinfoset/tools/TransformInputOutput.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001074468_1607162829.3/0/com-springsource-com-sun-xml-fastinfoset-sources-1-2-2-

jar/org/jvnet/fastinfoset/stax/FastInfosetStreamReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001074468_1607162829.3/0/com-springsource-com-sun-xml-fastinfoset-sources-1-2-2-

jar/com/sun/xml/fastinfoset/tools/XML_SAX_FI.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1001074468_1607162829.3/0/com-springsource-com-sun-xml-fastinfoset-sources-1-2-2-

jar/com/sun/xml/fastinfoset/Encoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001074468_1607162829.3/0/com-springsource-com-sun-xml-fastinfoset-sources-1-2-2-

jar/com/sun/xml/fastinfoset/util/NamespaceContextImplementation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001074468_1607162829.3/0/com-springsource-com-sun-xml-fastinfoset-sources-1-2-2-

jar/org/jvnet/fastinfoset/EncodingAlgorithmException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001074468_1607162829.3/0/com-springsource-com-sun-xml-fastinfoset-sources-1-2-2-

jar/com/sun/xml/fastinfoset/algorithm/LongEncodingAlgorithm.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001074468_1607162829.3/0/com-springsource-com-sun-xml-fastinfoset-sources-1-2-2-

jar/com/sun/xml/fastinfoset/util/ContiguousCharArrayArray.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001074468_1607162829.3/0/com-springsource-com-sun-xml-fastinfoset-sources-1-2-2-

jar/com/sun/xml/fastinfoset/algorithm/BuiltInEncodingAlgorithmFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001074468_1607162829.3/0/com-springsource-com-sun-xml-fastinfoset-sources-1-2-2-

jar/org/jvnet/fastinfoset/EncodingAlgorithm.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001074468_1607162829.3/0/com-springsource-com-sun-xml-fastinfoset-sources-1-2-2-

jar/com/sun/xml/fastinfoset/algorithm/IntegerEncodingAlgorithm.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001074468_1607162829.3/0/com-springsource-com-sun-xml-fastinfoset-sources-1-2-2-

jar/com/sun/xml/fastinfoset/algorithm/BuiltInEncodingAlgorithmState.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001074468_1607162829.3/0/com-springsource-com-sun-xml-fastinfoset-sources-1-2-2-

jar/com/sun/xml/fastinfoset/algorithm/HexadecimalEncodingAlgorithm.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001074468_1607162829.3/0/com-springsource-com-sun-xml-fastinfoset-sources-1-2-2-

jar/com/sun/xml/fastinfoset/algorithm/ShortEncodingAlgorithm.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001074468_1607162829.3/0/com-springsource-com-sun-xml-fastinfoset-sources-1-2-2-

jar/com/sun/xml/fastinfoset/algorithm/BuiltInEncodingAlgorithm.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001074468_1607162829.3/0/com-springsource-com-sun-xml-fastinfoset-sources-1-2-2-

jar/com/sun/xml/fastinfoset/algorithm/BooleanEncodingAlgorithm.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001074468_1607162829.3/0/com-springsource-com-sun-xml-fastinfoset-sources-1-2-2-

jar/com/sun/xml/fastinfoset/tools/XML_DOM_SAX_FI.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001074468_1607162829.3/0/com-springsource-com-sun-xml-fastinfoset-sources-1-2-2-

jar/com/sun/xml/fastinfoset/sax/SAXDocumentSerializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001074468_1607162829.3/0/com-springsource-com-sun-xml-fastinfoset-sources-1-2-2-

jar/com/sun/xml/fastinfoset/alphabet/BuiltInRestrictedAlphabets.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001074468_1607162829.3/0/com-springsource-com-sun-xml-fastinfoset-sources-1-2-2-

jar/com/sun/xml/fastinfoset/algorithm/BASE64EncodingAlgorithm.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001074468_1607162829.3/0/com-springsource-com-sun-xml-fastinfoset-sources-1-2-2-

jar/com/sun/xml/fastinfoset/tools/FI_DOM_Or_XML_DOM_SAX_SAXEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001074468_1607162829.3/0/com-springsource-com-sun-xml-fastinfoset-sources-1-2-2-

jar/com/sun/xml/fastinfoset/stax/StAXDocumentParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001074468_1607162829.3/0/com-springsource-com-sun-xml-fastinfoset-sources-1-2-2-

jar/com/sun/xml/fastinfoset/Decoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001074468_1607162829.3/0/com-springsource-com-sun-xml-fastinfoset-sources-1-2-2-

jar/com/sun/xml/fastinfoset/CommonResourceBundle.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001074468_1607162829.3/0/com-springsource-com-sun-xml-fastinfoset-sources-1-2-2-

jar/com/sun/xml/fastinfoset/tools/XML_SAX_StAX_FI.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001074468_1607162829.3/0/com-springsource-com-sun-xml-fastinfoset-sources-1-2-2-

jar/org/jvnet/fastinfoset/sax/helpers/EncodingAlgorithmAttributesImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001074468_1607162829.3/0/com-springsource-com-sun-xml-fastinfoset-sources-1-2-2-

jar/com/sun/xml/fastinfoset/algorithm/UUIDEncodingAlgorithm.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1001074468_1607162829.3/0/com-springsource-com-sun-xml-fastinfoset-sources-1-2-2-

jar/com/sun/xml/fastinfoset/tools/FI_SAX_Or_XML_SAX_DOM_SAX_SAXEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001074468_1607162829.3/0/com-springsource-com-sun-xml-fastinfoset-sources-1-2-2-

jar/com/sun/xml/fastinfoset/sax/SAXDocumentSerializerWithPrefixMapping.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001074468_1607162829.3/0/com-springsource-com-sun-xml-fastinfoset-sources-1-2-2-

jar/com/sun/xml/fastinfoset/algorithm/IEEE754FloatingPointEncodingAlgorithm.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001074468_1607162829.3/0/com-springsource-com-sun-xml-fastinfoset-sources-1-2-2-

jar/com/sun/xml/fastinfoset/tools/FI_SAX_Or_XML_SAX_SAXEvent.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Fast Infoset ver. 0.1 software ("Software")

*

* Copyright, 2004-2005 Sun Microsystems, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* Software is licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License. You may

* obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*        http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

*    Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations.

*

*    Sun supports and benefits from the global community of open source

* developers, and thanks the community for its important contributions and

* open standards-based technology, which Sun has adopted into many of its

* products.

*

*    Please note that portions of Software may be provided with notices and

* open source licenses from such communities and third parties that govern the

* use of those portions, and any licenses granted hereunder do not alter any

* rights and obligations you may have under such open source licenses,

* however, the disclaimer of warranty and limitation of liability provisions

* in this License will apply to all Software in this distribution.

*

*    You acknowledge that the Software is not designed, licensed or intended

* for use in the design, construction, operation or maintenance of any nuclear

* facility.

*

* Apache License

* Version 2.0, January 2004

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/

*

*/

/*
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* The Apache Software License, Version 1.1

*

*

* Copyright (c) 1999-2004 The Apache Software Foundation.  All rights

* reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

*    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

*    distribution.

*

* 3. The end-user documentation included with the redistribution,

*    if any, must include the following acknowledgment: 

*       "This product includes software developed by the

*        Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/)."

*    Alternately, this acknowledgment may appear in the software itself,

*    if and wherever such third-party acknowledgments normally appear.

*

* 4. The names "Xerces" and "Apache Software Foundation" must

*    not be used to endorse or promote products derived from this

*    software without prior written permission. For written

*    permission, please contact apache@apache.org.

*

* 5. Products derived from this software may not be called "Apache",

*    nor may "Apache" appear in their name, without prior written

*    permission of the Apache Software Foundation.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED

* WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

* OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

* DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE APACHE SOFTWARE FOUNDATION OR

* ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

* SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

* LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF

* USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

* ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

* OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT

* OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

* SUCH DAMAGE.

* ====================================================================

*
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* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Apache Software Foundation and was

* originally based on software copyright (c) 1999, International

* Business Machines, Inc., http://www.apache.org.  For more

* information on the Apache Software Foundation, please see

* <http://www.apache.org/>.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1001074468_1607162829.3/0/com-springsource-com-sun-xml-fastinfoset-sources-1-2-2-

jar/com/sun/xml/fastinfoset/org/apache/xerces/util/XMLChar.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Fast Infoset ver. 0.1 software ("Software")

*

* Copyright, 2004-2005 Sun Microsystems, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* Software is licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License. You may

* obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*        http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

*    Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations.

*

*    Sun supports and benefits from the global community of open source

* developers, and thanks the community for its important contributions and

* open standards-based technology, which Sun has adopted into many of its

* products.

*

*    Please note that portions of Software may be provided with notices and

* open source licenses from su

ch communities and third parties that govern the

* use of those portions, and any licenses granted hereunder do not alter any

* rights and obligations you may have under such open source licenses,

* however, the disclaimer of warranty and limitation of liability provisions

* in this License will apply to all Software in this distribution.

*

*    You acknowledge that the Software is not designed, licensed or intended

* for use in the design, construction, operation or maintenance of any nuclear

* facility.

*

* Apache License

* Version 2.0, January 2004
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* http://www.apache.org/licenses/

*

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1001074468_1607162829.3/0/com-springsource-com-sun-xml-fastinfoset-sources-1-2-2-

jar/com/sun/xml/fastinfoset/algorithm/DoubleEncodingAlgorithm.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001074468_1607162829.3/0/com-springsource-com-sun-xml-fastinfoset-sources-1-2-2-

jar/com/sun/xml/fastinfoset/algorithm/FloatEncodingAlgorithm.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Fast Infoset ver. 0.1 software ("Software")

*

* Copyright, 2004-2005 Sun Microsystems, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* Software is licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License. You may

* obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*        http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

*    Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations.

*

*    Sun supports and benefits from the global community of open source

* developers, and thanks the community for its important contributions and

* open standards-based technology, which Sun has adopted into many of its

* products.

*

*    Please note that portions of Software may be provided with notices and

* open source licenses from such communities and third parties that govern the

* use of those portions, and any licenses granted hereunder do not alter any

* rights and obligations you may have under such open source licenses,

* however, the disclaimer of warranty and limitation of liability provisions

* in this License will apply to all Software in this distribution.

*

*    You acknowledge that the Software is not designed, licensed or intended

* for use in the design, construction, operation or maintenance of any nuclear

* facility.

*

* Apache License

* Version 2.0, January 2004

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/

*

*/
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1001074468_1607162829.3/0/com-springsource-com-sun-xml-fastinfoset-sources-1-2-2-

jar/com/sun/xml/fastinfoset/stax/util/StAXParserWrapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001074468_1607162829.3/0/com-springsource-com-sun-xml-fastinfoset-sources-1-2-2-

jar/com/sun/xml/fastinfoset/stax/events/EntityDeclarationImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001074468_1607162829.3/0/com-springsource-com-sun-xml-fastinfoset-sources-1-2-2-

jar/org/jvnet/fastinfoset/sax/EncodingAlgorithmAttributes.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001074468_1607162829.3/0/com-springsource-com-sun-xml-fastinfoset-sources-1-2-2-

jar/com/sun/xml/fastinfoset/stax/events/StAXEventReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001074468_1607162829.3/0/com-springsource-com-sun-xml-fastinfoset-sources-1-2-2-

jar/com/sun/xml/fastinfoset/tools/FI_StAX_SAX_Or_XML_SAX_SAXEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001074468_1607162829.3/0/com-springsource-com-sun-xml-fastinfoset-sources-1-2-2-

jar/com/sun/xml/fastinfoset/stax/events/XMLConstants.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001074468_1607162829.3/0/com-springsource-com-sun-xml-fastinfoset-sources-1-2-2-

jar/org/jvnet/fastinfoset/sax/FastInfosetReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001074468_1607162829.3/0/com-springsource-com-sun-xml-fastinfoset-sources-1-2-2-

jar/com/sun/xml/fastinfoset/sax/AttributesHolder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001074468_1607162829.3/0/com-springsource-com-sun-xml-fastinfoset-sources-1-2-2-

jar/com/sun/xml/fastinfoset/stax/events/StAXEventAllocatorBase.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001074468_1607162829.3/0/com-springsource-com-sun-xml-fastinfoset-sources-1-2-2-

jar/com/sun/xml/fastinfoset/UnparsedEntity.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001074468_1607162829.3/0/com-springsource-com-sun-xml-fastinfoset-sources-1-2-2-

jar/com/sun/xml/fastinfoset/vocab/Vocabulary.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001074468_1607162829.3/0/com-springsource-com-sun-xml-fastinfoset-sources-1-2-2-

jar/com/sun/xml/fastinfoset/tools/SAX2StAXWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001074468_1607162829.3/0/com-springsource-com-sun-xml-fastinfoset-sources-1-2-2-

jar/com/sun/xml/fastinfoset/DecoderStateTables.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001074468_1607162829.3/0/com-springsource-com-sun-xml-fastinfoset-sources-1-2-2-

jar/com/sun/xml/fastinfoset/stax/events/NamespaceBase.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001074468_1607162829.3/0/com-springsource-com-sun-xml-fastinfoset-sources-1-2-2-

jar/com/sun/xml/fastinfoset/stax/StAXManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001074468_1607162829.3/0/com-springsource-com-sun-xml-fastinfoset-sources-1-2-2-

jar/com/sun/xml/fastinfoset/tools/SAXEventSerializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001074468_1607162829.3/0/com-springsource-com-sun-xml-fastinfoset-sources-1-2-2-

jar/org/jvnet/fastinfoset/sax/EncodingAlgorithmContentHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001074468_1607162829.3/0/com-springsource-com-sun-xml-fastinfoset-sources-1-2-2-

jar/com/sun/xml/fastinfoset/util/FixedEntryStringIntMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001074468_1607162829.3/0/com-springsource-com-sun-xml-fastinfoset-sources-1-2-2-

jar/com/sun/xml/fastinfoset/util/CharArrayArray.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001074468_1607162829.3/0/com-springsource-com-sun-xml-fastinfoset-sources-1-2-2-

jar/com/sun/xml/fastinfoset/stax/events/Util.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001074468_1607162829.3/0/com-springsource-com-sun-xml-fastinfoset-sources-1-2-2-

jar/com/sun/xml/fastinfoset/stax/events/ProcessingInstructionEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001074468_1607162829.3/0/com-springsource-com-sun-xml-fastinfoset-sources-1-2-2-

jar/com/sun/xml/fastinfoset/stax/StAXDocumentSerializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001074468_1607162829.3/0/com-springsource-com-sun-xml-fastinfoset-sources-1-2-2-

jar/com/sun/xml/fastinfoset/util/CharArray.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1001074468_1607162829.3/0/com-springsource-com-sun-xml-fastinfoset-sources-1-2-2-

jar/com/sun/xml/fastinfoset/stax/factory/StAXEventFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001074468_1607162829.3/0/com-springsource-com-sun-xml-fastinfoset-sources-1-2-2-

jar/com/sun/xml/fastinfoset/util/StringArray.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001074468_1607162829.3/0/com-springsource-com-sun-xml-fastinfoset-sources-1-2-2-

jar/com/sun/xml/fastinfoset/util/LocalNameQualifiedNamesMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001074468_1607162829.3/0/com-springsource-com-sun-xml-fastinfoset-sources-1-2-2-

jar/com/sun/xml/fastinfoset/util/CharArrayString.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001074468_1607162829.3/0/com-springsource-com-sun-xml-fastinfoset-sources-1-2-2-

jar/org/jvnet/fastinfoset/FastInfosetSerializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001074468_1607162829.3/0/com-springsource-com-sun-xml-fastinfoset-sources-1-2-2-

jar/com/sun/xml/fastinfoset/stax/events/EventBase.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001074468_1607162829.3/0/com-springsource-com-sun-xml-fastinfoset-sources-1-2-2-

jar/org/jvnet/fastinfoset/FastInfosetException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001074468_1607162829.3/0/com-springsource-com-sun-xml-fastinfoset-sources-1-2-2-

jar/com/sun/xml/fastinfoset/stax/events/EndElementEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001074468_1607162829.3/0/com-springsource-com-sun-xml-fastinfoset-sources-1-2-2-

jar/org/jvnet/fastinfoset/VocabularyApplicationData.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001074468_1607162829.3/0/com-springsource-com-sun-xml-fastinfoset-sources-1-2-2-

jar/org/jvnet/fastinfoset/sax/RestrictedAlphabetContentHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001074468_1607162829.3/0/com-springsource-com-sun-xml-fastinfoset-sources-1-2-2-

jar/com/sun/xml/fastinfoset/stax/events/EntityReferenceEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001074468_1607162829.3/0/com-springsource-com-sun-xml-fastinfoset-sources-1-2-2-

jar/com/sun/xml/fastinfoset/stax/events/StartElementEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001074468_1607162829.3/0/com-springsource-com-sun-xml-fastinfoset-sources-1-2-2-

jar/com/sun/xml/fastinfoset/stax/events/ReadIterator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001074468_1607162829.3/0/com-springsource-com-sun-xml-fastinfoset-sources-1-2-2-

jar/com/sun/xml/fastinfoset/util/PrefixArray.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001074468_1607162829.3/0/com-springsource-com-sun-xml-fastinfoset-sources-1-2-2-

jar/com/sun/xml/fastinfoset/sax/Features.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001074468_1607162829.3/0/com-springsource-com-sun-xml-fastinfoset-sources-1-2-2-

jar/org/jvnet/fastinfoset/FastInfosetParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001074468_1607162829.3/0/com-springsource-com-sun-xml-fastinfoset-sources-1-2-2-

jar/com/sun/xml/fastinfoset/stax/events/StartDocumentEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001074468_1607162829.3/0/com-springsource-com-sun-xml-fastinfoset-sources-1-2-2-

jar/com/sun/xml/fastinfoset/stax/events/AttributeBase.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001074468_1607162829.3/0/com-springsource-com-sun-xml-fastinfoset-sources-1-2-2-

jar/com/sun/xml/fastinfoset/Notation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001074468_1607162829.3/0/com-springsource-com-sun-xml-fastinfoset-sources-1-2-2-

jar/com/sun/xml/fastinfoset/stax/events/EmptyIterator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001074468_1607162829.3/0/com-springsource-com-sun-xml-fastinfoset-sources-1-2-2-

jar/com/sun/xml/fastinfoset/stax/events/DTDEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001074468_1607162829.3/0/com-springsource-com-sun-xml-fastinfoset-sources-1-2-2-

jar/com/sun/xml/fastinfoset/util/ValueArray.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001074468_1607162829.3/0/com-springsource-com-sun-xml-fastinfoset-sources-1-2-2-

jar/com/sun/xml/fastinfoset/tools/PrintTable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001074468_1607162829.3/0/com-springsource-com-sun-xml-fastinfoset-sources-1-2-2-

jar/org/jvnet/fastinfoset/sax/PrimitiveTypeContentHandler.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1001074468_1607162829.3/0/com-springsource-com-sun-xml-fastinfoset-sources-1-2-2-

jar/com/sun/xml/fastinfoset/stax/factory/StAXOutputFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001074468_1607162829.3/0/com-springsource-com-sun-xml-fastinfoset-sources-1-2-2-

jar/com/sun/xml/fastinfoset/tools/FI_SAX_XML.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001074468_1607162829.3/0/com-springsource-com-sun-xml-fastinfoset-sources-1-2-2-

jar/org/jvnet/fastinfoset/FastInfosetResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001074468_1607162829.3/0/com-springsource-com-sun-xml-fastinfoset-sources-1-2-2-

jar/com/sun/xml/fastinfoset/tools/VocabularyGenerator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001074468_1607162829.3/0/com-springsource-com-sun-xml-fastinfoset-sources-1-2-2-

jar/com/sun/xml/fastinfoset/stax/events/CharactersEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001074468_1607162829.3/0/com-springsource-com-sun-xml-fastinfoset-sources-1-2-2-

jar/com/sun/xml/fastinfoset/util/QualifiedNameArray.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001074468_1607162829.3/0/com-springsource-com-sun-xml-fastinfoset-sources-1-2-2-

jar/com/sun/xml/fastinfoset/vocab/ParserVocabulary.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001074468_1607162829.3/0/com-springsource-com-sun-xml-fastinfoset-sources-1-2-2-

jar/org/jvnet/fastinfoset/Vocabulary.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001074468_1607162829.3/0/com-springsource-com-sun-xml-fastinfoset-sources-1-2-2-

jar/com/sun/xml/fastinfoset/stax/events/EndDocumentEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001074468_1607162829.3/0/com-springsource-com-sun-xml-fastinfoset-sources-1-2-2-

jar/com/sun/xml/fastinfoset/util/ValueArrayResourceException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001074468_1607162829.3/0/com-springsource-com-sun-xml-fastinfoset-sources-1-2-2-

jar/com/sun/xml/fastinfoset/stax/EventLocation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001074468_1607162829.3/0/com-springsource-com-sun-xml-fastinfoset-sources-1-2-2-

jar/com/sun/xml/fastinfoset/sax/SystemIdResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001074468_1607162829.3/0/com-springsource-com-sun-xml-fastinfoset-sources-1-2-2-

jar/org/jvnet/fastinfoset/FastInfosetSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001074468_1607162829.3/0/com-springsource-com-sun-xml-fastinfoset-sources-1-2-2-

jar/org/jvnet/fastinfoset/EncodingAlgorithmIndexes.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001074468_1607162829.3/0/com-springsource-com-sun-xml-fastinfoset-sources-1-2-2-

jar/com/sun/xml/fastinfoset/stax/util/StAXFilteredParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001074468_1607162829.3/0/com-springsource-com-sun-xml-fastinfoset-sources-1-2-2-

jar/org/jvnet/fastinfoset/sax/ExtendedContentHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001074468_1607162829.3/0/com-springsource-com-sun-xml-fastinfoset-sources-1-2-2-

jar/com/sun/xml/fastinfoset/sax/Properties.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001074468_1607162829.3/0/com-springsource-com-sun-xml-fastinfoset-sources-1-2-2-

jar/org/jvnet/fastinfoset/stax/LowLevelFastInfosetStreamWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001074468_1607162829.3/0/com-springsource-com-sun-xml-fastinfoset-sources-1-2-2-

jar/com/sun/xml/fastinfoset/stax/factory/StAXInputFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001074468_1607162829.3/0/com-springsource-com-sun-xml-fastinfoset-sources-1-2-2-

jar/org/jvnet/fastinfoset/ExternalVocabulary.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001074468_1607162829.3/0/com-springsource-com-sun-xml-fastinfoset-sources-1-2-2-

jar/com/sun/xml/fastinfoset/util/StringIntMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001074468_1607162829.3/0/com-springsource-com-sun-xml-fastinfoset-sources-1-2-2-

jar/com/sun/xml/fastinfoset/stax/events/StAXEventWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001074468_1607162829.3/0/com-springsource-com-sun-xml-fastinfoset-sources-1-2-2-

jar/com/sun/xml/fastinfoset/util/KeyIntMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001074468_1607162829.3/0/com-springsource-com-sun-xml-fastinfoset-sources-1-2-2-

jar/com/sun/xml/fastinfoset/QualifiedName.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1001074468_1607162829.3/0/com-springsource-com-sun-xml-fastinfoset-sources-1-2-2-

jar/com/sun/xml/fastinfoset/tools/StAX2SAXReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001074468_1607162829.3/0/com-springsource-com-sun-xml-fastinfoset-sources-1-2-2-

jar/com/sun/xml/fastinfoset/vocab/SerializerVocabulary.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001074468_1607162829.3/0/com-springsource-com-sun-xml-fastinfoset-sources-1-2-2-

jar/com/sun/xml/fastinfoset/EncodingConstants.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001074468_1607162829.3/0/com-springsource-com-sun-xml-fastinfoset-sources-1-2-2-

jar/com/sun/xml/fastinfoset/stax/events/CommentEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001074468_1607162829.3/0/com-springsource-com-sun-xml-fastinfoset-sources-1-2-2-

jar/com/sun/xml/fastinfoset/util/CharArrayIntMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001074468_1607162829.3/0/com-springsource-com-sun-xml-fastinfoset-sources-1-2-2-

jar/org/jvnet/fastinfoset/RestrictedAlphabet.java

 

1.696 stilts-conduit-server-core 0.1.26.redhat-

3 
1.696.1 Available under license : 

Apache License

Version 2.0, January 2004

http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

1. Definitions.

 

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1

through 9 of this document.

 

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are

under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or

indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of

fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source

code, documentation source, and configuration files.

 

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form,

including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

 

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as

indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix

below).
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"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the

Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole,

an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that

remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works

thereof.

 

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications

or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the

Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright

owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written

communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic

mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously

marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been

received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce,

prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such

Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section)

patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such

license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was

submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit)

alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent

infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date

such litigation is filed.

 

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any

medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following

conditions:

 

You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and 

 

You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and 

 

You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark,

and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

the Derivative Works; and 

 

If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute

must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices
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that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a NOTICE text

file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided along with the

Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such third-party notices

normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not modify the

License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside or as an

addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

as modifying the License.

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license

terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works

as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions

stated in this License.

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for

inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any

additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of

any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product

names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and

reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work

(and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR

CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or

conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and

assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or

otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing,

shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or

consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or

any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of

such damages.

 

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may

choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or

rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf

and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend,

and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by

reason of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work

 

To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by

brackets "[]" replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include the brackets!) The text should be
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enclosed in the appropriate comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a file or class name and

description of purpose be included on the same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier identification within

third-party archives.

 

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.697 streambuffer 1.0 
1.697.1 Available under license : 

COMMON DEVELOPMENT AND DISTRIBUTION LICENSE (CDDL)  

Version 1.0  

 

   *  

 

     1. Definitions.  

         o  

 

           1.1. ?Contributor? means each individual or entity that creates or contributes to the creation of Modifications.

 

         o  

 

           1.2. ?Contributor Version? means the combination of the Original Software, prior Modifications used by a

Contributor (if any), and the Modifications made by that particular Contributor.  

         o  

 

           1.3. ?Covered Software? means (a) the Original Software, or (b) Modifications, or (c) the combination of files

containing Original Software with files containing Modifications, in each case including portions thereof.  

         o  

 

           1.4. ?Executable? means the Covered Software in any form other than Source Code.  

         o  

 

           1.5. ?Initial Developer? means the individual or entity that first makes Original Software available under this

License.  
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         o  

 

           1.6. ?Larger Work? means a work which combines Covered Software or portions thereof with code not

governed by the terms of this License.  

         o  

 

           1.7. ?License? means this document.  

         o  

 

           1.8. ?Licensable? means having the right to grant, to the maximum extent possible, whether at the time of the

initial grant or subsequently acquired, any and all of the rights conveyed herein.  

         o  

 

           1.9. ?Modifications? means the Source Code and Executable form of any of the following:  

               +  

 

                 A. Any file that results from an addition to, deletion from or modification of the contents of a file

containing Original Software or previous Modifications;  

               +  

 

                 B. Any new file that contains any part of the Original Software or previous Modification; or  

               +  

 

                 C. Any new file that is contributed or otherwise made available under the terms of this License.  

         o  

 

           1.10. ?Original Software? means the Source Code and Executable form of computer software code that is

originally released under this License.  

         o  

 

           1.11. ?Patent Claims? means any patent claim(s), now owned or hereafter acquired, including without

limitation, method, process, and apparatus claims, in any patent Licensable by grantor.  

         o  

 

           1.12. ?Source Code? means (a) the common form of computer software code in which modifications are

made and (b) associated documentation included in or with such code.  

         o  

 

           1.13. ?You? (or ?Your?) means an individual or a legal entity exercising rights under, and complying with all

of the terms of, this License. For legal entities, ?You? includes any entity which controls, is controlled by, or is

under common control with You. For purposes of this definition, ?control? means (a) the power, direct or indirect, to

cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (b) ownership of more than

fifty percent (50%) of the outstanding shares or beneficial ownership of such entity.  

   *  

 

     2. License Grants.  

         o  
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           2.1. The Initial Developer Grant.  

 

           Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and subject to third party intellectual property

claims, the Initial Developer hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license:  

               +  

 

                 (a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark) Licensable by Initial Developer, to

use, reproduce, modify, display, perform, sublicense and distribute the Original Software (or portions thereof), with

or without Modifications, and/or as part of a Larger Work; and  

               +  

 

                 (b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using or selling of Original Software, to make, have

made, use, practice, sell, and offer for sale, and/or otherwise dispose of the Original Software (or portions thereof).  

               +  

 

                 (c) The licenses granted in Sections 2.1(a) and (b) are effective on the date Initial Developer first

distributes or otherwise makes the Original Software available to a third party under the terms of this License.  

               +  

 

                 (d) Notwithstanding Section 2.1(b) above, no patent license is granted: (1) for code that You delete from

the Original Software, or (2) for infringements caused by: (i) the modification of the Original Software, or (ii) the

combination of the Original Software with other software or devices.  

         o  

 

           2.2. Contributor Grant.  

 

           Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and subject to third party intellectual property

claims, each Contributor hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license:  

               +  

 

                 (a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark) Licensable by Contributor to use,

reproduce, modify, display, perform, sublicense and distribute the Modifications created by such Contributor (or

portions thereof), either on an unmodified basis, with other Modifications, as Covered Software and/or as part of a

Larger Work; and  

               +  

 

                 (b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using, or selling of Modifications made by that

Contributor either alone and/or in combination with its Contributor Version (or portions of such combination), to

make, use, sell, offer for sale, have made, and/or otherwise dispose of: (1) Modifications made by that Contributor

(or portions thereof); and (2) the combination of Modifications made by that Contributor with its Contributor

Version (or portions of such combination).  

               +  

 

                 (c) The licenses granted in Sections 2.2(a) and 2.2(b) are effective on the date Contributor first distributes

or otherwise makes the Modifications available to a third party.  

               +  

 

                 (d) Notwithstanding Section 2.2(b) above, no patent license is granted: (1) for any code that Contributor
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has deleted from the Contributor Version; (2) for infringements caused by: (i) third party modifications of

Contributor Version, or (ii) the combination of Modifications made by that Contributor with other software (except

as part of the Contributor Version) or other devices; or (3) under Patent Claims infringed by Covered Software in the

absence of Modifications made by that Contributor.  

   *  

 

     3. Distribution Obligations.  

         o  

 

           3.1. Availability of Source Code.  

 

           Any Covered Software that You distribute or otherwise make available in Executable form must also be made

available in Source Code form and that Source Code form must be distributed only under the terms of this License.

You must include a copy of this License with every copy of the Source Code form of the Covered Software You

distribute or otherwise make available. You must inform recipients of any such Covered Software in Executable

form as to how they can obtain such Covered Software in Source Code form in a reasonable manner on or through a

medium customarily used for software exchange.  

         o  

 

           3.2. Modifications.  

 

           The Modifications that You create or to which You contribute are governed by the terms of this License. You

represent that You believe Your Modifications are Your original creation(s) and/or You have sufficient rights to

grant the rights conveyed by this License.  

         o  

 

           3.3. Required Notices.  

 

           You must include a notice in each of Your Modifications that identifies You as the Contributor of the

Modification. You may not remove or alter any copyright, patent or trademark notices contained within the Covered

Software, or any notices of licensing or any descriptive text giving attribution to any Contributor or the Initial

Developer.  

         o  

 

           3.4. Application of Additional Terms.  

 

           You may not offer or impose any terms on any Covered Software in Source Code form that alters or restricts

the applicable version of this License or the recipients? rights hereunder. You may choose to offer, and to charge a

fee for, warranty, support, indemnity or liability obligations to one or more recipients of Covered Software.

However, you may do so only on Your own behalf, and not on behalf of the Initial Developer or any Contributor.

You must make it absolutely clear that any such warranty, support, indemnity or liability obligation is offered by

You alone, and You hereby agree to indemnify the Initial Developer and every Contributor for any liability incurred

by the Initial Developer or such Contributor as a result of warranty, support, indemnity or liability terms You offer.

 

         o  

 

           3.5. Distribution of Executable Versions.  
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           You may distribute the Executable form of the Covered Software under the terms of this License or under the

terms of a license of Your choice, which may contain terms different from this License, provided that You are in

compliance with the terms of this License and that the license for the Executable form does not attempt to limit or

alter the recipient?s rights in the Source Code form from the rights set forth in this License. If You distribute the

Covered Software in Executable form under a different license, You must make it absolutely clear that any terms

which differ from this License are offered by You alone, not by the Initial Developer or Contributor. You hereby

agree to indemnify the Initial Developer and every Contributor for any liability incurred by the Initial Developer or

such Contributor as a result of any such terms You offer.  

         o  

 

           3.6. Larger Works.  

 

           You may create a Larger Work by combining Covered Software with other code not governed by the terms of

this License and distribute the Larger Work as a single product. In such a case, You must make sure the

requirements of this License are fulfilled for the Covered Software.  

   *  

 

     4. Versions of the License.  

         o  

 

           4.1. New Versions.  

 

           Sun Microsystems, Inc. is the initial license steward and may publish revised and/or new versions of this

License from time to time. Each version will be given a distinguishing version number. Except as provided in

Section 4.3, no one other than the license steward has the right to modify this License.  

         o  

 

           4.2. Effect of New Versions.  

 

           You may always continue to use, distribute or otherwise make the Covered Software available under the

terms of the version of the License under which You originally received the Covered Software. If the Initial

Developer includes a notice in the Original Software prohibiting it from being distributed or otherwise made

available under any subsequent version of the License, You must distribute and make the Covered Software

available under the terms of the version of the License under which You originally received the Covered Software.

Otherwise, You may also choose to use, distribute or otherwise make the Covered Software available under the

terms of any subsequent version of the License published by the license steward.  

         o  

 

           4.3. Modified Versions.  

 

           When You are an Initial Developer and You want to create a new license for Your Original Software, You

may create and use a modified version of this License if You: (a) rename the license and remove any references to

the name of the license steward (except to note that the license differs from this License); and (b) otherwise make it

clear that the license contains terms which differ from this License.  

   *  

 

     5. DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY.  
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     COVERED SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED UNDER THIS LICENSE ON AN ?AS IS? BASIS, WITHOUT

WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION,

WARRANTIES THAT THE COVERED SOFTWARE IS FREE OF DEFECTS, MERCHANTABLE, FIT FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR NON-INFRINGING. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND

PERFORMANCE OF THE COVERED SOFTWARE IS WITH YOU. SHOULD ANY COVERED SOFTWARE

PROVE DEFECTIVE IN ANY RESPECT, YOU (NOT THE INITIAL DEVELOPER OR ANY OTHER

CONTRIBUTOR) ASSUME THE COST OF ANY NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

THIS DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY CONSTITUTES AN ESSENTIAL PART OF THIS LICENSE. NO USE

OF ANY COVERED SOFTWARE IS AUTHORIZED HEREUNDER EXCEPT UNDER THIS DISCLAIMER.  

   *  

 

     6. TERMINATION.  

         o  

 

           6.1. This License and the rights granted hereunder will terminate automatically if You fail to comply with

terms herein and fail to cure such breach within 30 days of becoming aware of the breach. Provisions which, by their

nature, must remain in effect beyond the termination of this License shall survive.  

         o  

 

           6.2. If You assert a patent infringement claim (excluding declaratory judgment actions) against Initial

Developer or a Contributor (the Initial Developer or Contributor against whom You assert such claim is referred to

as ?Participant?) alleging that the Participant Software (meaning the Contributor Version where the Participant is a

Contributor or the Original Software where the Participant is the Initial Developer) directly or indirectly infringes

any patent, then any and all rights granted directly or indirectly to You by such Participant, the Initial Developer (if

the Initial Developer is not the Participant) and all Contributors under Sections 2.1 and/or 2.2 of this License shall,

upon 60 days notice from Participant terminate prospectively and automatically at the expiration of such 60 day

notice period, unless if within such 60 day period You withdraw Your claim with respect to the Participant Software

against such Participant either unilaterally or pursuant to a written agreement with Participant.  

         o  

 

           6.3. In the event of termination under Sections 6.1 or 6.2 above, all end user licenses that have been validly

granted by You or any distributor hereunder prior to termination (excluding licenses granted to You by any

distributor) shall survive termination.  

   *  

 

     7. LIMITATION OF LIABILITY.  

 

     UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES AND UNDER NO LEGAL THEORY, WHETHER TORT (INCLUDING

NEGLIGENCE), CONTRACT, OR OTHERWISE, SHALL YOU, THE INITIAL DEVELOPER, ANY OTHER

CONTRIBUTOR, OR ANY DISTRIBUTOR OF COVERED SOFTWARE, OR ANY SUPPLIER OF ANY OF

SUCH PARTIES, BE LIABLE TO ANY PERSON FOR ANY INDIRECT, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OF ANY CHARACTER INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, DAMAGES

FOR LOST PROFITS, LOSS OF GOODWILL, WORK STOPPAGE, COMPUTER FAILURE OR

MALFUNCTION, OR ANY AND ALL OTHER COMMERCIAL DAMAGES OR LOSSES, EVEN IF SUCH

PARTY SHALL HAVE BEEN INFORMED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES. THIS LIMITATION

OF LIABILITY SHALL NOT APPLY TO LIABILITY FOR DEATH OR PERSONAL INJURY RESULTING

FROM SUCH PARTY?S NEGLIGENCE TO THE EXTENT APPLICABLE LAW PROHIBITS SUCH

LIMITATION. SOME JURISDICTIONS DO NOT ALLOW THE EXCLUSION OR LIMITATION OF
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INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, SO THIS EXCLUSION AND LIMITATION MAY NOT

APPLY TO YOU.  

   *  

 

     8. U.S. GOVERNMENT END USERS.  

 

     The Covered Software is a ?commercial item,? as that term is defined in 48 C.F.R. 2.101 (Oct. 1995), consisting

of ?commercial computer software? (as that term is defined at 48 C.F.R. ? 252.227-7014(a)(1)) and ?commercial

computer software documentation? as such terms are used in 48 C.F.R. 12.212 (Sept. 1995). Consistent with 48

C.F.R. 12.212 and 48 C.F.R. 227.7202-1 through 227.7202-4 (June 1995), all U.S. Government End Users acquire

Covered Software with only those rights set forth herein. This U.S. Government Rights clause is in lieu of, and

supersedes, any other FAR, DFAR, or other clause or provision that addresses Government rights in computer

software under this License.  

   *  

 

     9. MISCELLANEOUS.  

 

     This License represents the complete agreement concerning subject matter hereof. If any provision of this

License is held to be unenforceable, such provision shall be reformed only to the extent necessary to make it

enforceable. This License shall be governed by the law of the jurisdiction specified in a notice contained within the

Original Software (except to the extent applicable law, if any, provides otherwise), excluding such jurisdiction?s

conflict-of-law provisions. Any litigation relating to this License shall be subject to the jurisdiction of the courts

located in the jurisdiction and venue specified in a notice contained within the Original Software, with the losing

party responsible for costs, including, without limitation, court costs and reasonable attorneys? fees and expenses.

The application of the United Nations Convention on Contracts for the International Sale of Goods is expressly

excluded. Any law or regulation which provides that the language of a contract shall be construed against the drafter

shall not apply to this License. You agree that You alone are responsible for compliance with the United States

export administration regulations (and the export control laws and regulation of any other countries) when You use,

distribute or otherwise make available any Covered Software.  

   *  

 

     10. RESPONSIBILITY FOR CLAIMS.  

 

     As between Initial Developer and the Contributors, each party is responsible for claims and damages arising,

directly or indirectly, out of its utilization of rights under this License and You agree to work with Initial Developer

and Contributors to distribute such responsibility on an equitable basis. Nothing herein is intended or shall be

deemed to constitute any admission of liability.

 

 

1.698 cdi-api 1.2 
1.698.1 Available under license : 

                                 Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION
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  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"
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     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and
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         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the
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     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
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  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.699 hornetq-jms-server 2.3.12.Final-redhat-

1 
1.699.1 Available under license : 

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it * under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as * published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of * the License, or (at your option) any later version. * This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of *

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU * Lesser General Public

License for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public'

 

1.700 msv-core 2011.1 

 

1.701 jbossjspapi 1.0.1.Final-redhat-2 
1.701.1 Available under license : 

COMMON DEVELOPMENT AND DISTRIBUTION LICENSE Version 1.0 (CDDL-1.0) (text)

 

1. Definitions.

 

1.1. Contributor means each individual or entity that creates or contributes to the creation of Modifications.

 

1.2. Contributor Version means the combination of the Original Software, prior Modifications used by a Contributor

(if any), and the Modifications made by that particular Contributor.

 

1.3. Covered Software means (a) the Original Software, or (b) Modifications, or (c) the combination of files

containing Original Software with files containing Modifications, in each case including portions thereof.

 

1.4. Executable means the Covered Software in any form other than Source Code.

 

1.5. Initial Developer means the individual or entity that first makes Original Software available under this License.

 

1.6. Larger Work means a work which combines Covered Software or portions thereof with code not governed by

the terms of this License.

 

1.7. License means this document.
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1.8. Licensable means having the right to grant, to the maximum extent possible, whether at the time of the initial

grant or subsequently acquired, any and all of the rights conveyed herein.

 

1.9. Modifications means the Source Code and Executable form of any of the following:

 

A. Any file that results from an addition to, deletion from or modification of the contents of a file containing

Original Software or previous Modifications;

 

B. Any new file that contains any part of the Original Software or previous Modification; or

 

C. Any new file that is contributed or otherwise made available under the terms of this License.

 

1.10. Original Software means the Source Code and Executable form of computer software code that is originally

released under this License.

 

1.11. Patent Claims means any patent claim(s), now owned or hereafter acquired, including without limitation,

method, process, and apparatus claims, in any patent Licensable by grantor.

 

1.12. Source Code means (a) the common form of computer software code in which modifications are made and (b)

associated documentation included in or with such code.

 

1.13. You (or Your) means an individual or a legal entity exercising rights under, and complying with all of the

terms of, this License. For legal entities, You includes any entity which controls, is controlled by, or is under

common control with You. For purposes of this definition, control means (a) the power, direct or indirect, to cause

the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (b) ownership of more than fifty

percent (50%) of the outstanding shares or beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

2. License Grants.

 

2.1. The Initial Developer Grant.

 

Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and subject to third party intellectual property claims,

the Initial Developer hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license:

 

(a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark) Licensable by Initial Developer, to use,

reproduce, modify, display, perform, sublicense and distribute the Original Software (or portions thereof), with or

without Modifications, and/or as part of a Larger Work; and

 

(b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using or selling of Original Software, to make, have made, use,

practice, sell, and offer for sale, and/or otherwise dispose of the Original Software (or portions thereof).

 

(c) The licenses granted in Sections 2.1(a) and (b) are effective on the date Initial Developer first distributes or

otherwise makes the Original Software available to a third party under the terms of this License.

 

(d) Notwithstanding Section 2.1(b) above, no patent license is granted: (1) for code that You delete from the

Original Software, or (2) for infringements caused by: (i) the modification of the Original Software, or (ii) the

combination of the Original Software with other software or devices.
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2.2. Contributor Grant.

 

Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and subject to third party intellectual property claims,

each Contributor hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license:

 

(a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark) Licensable by Contributor to use, reproduce,

modify, display, perform, sublicense and distribute the Modifications created by such Contributor (or portions

thereof), either on an unmodified basis, with other Modifications, as Covered Software and/or as part of a Larger

Work; and

 

(b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using, or selling of Modifications made by that Contributor either

alone and/or in combination with its Contributor Version (or portions of such combination), to make, use, sell, offer

for sale, have made, and/or otherwise dispose of: (1) Modifications made by that Contributor (or portions thereof);

and (2) the combination of Modifications made by that Contributor with its Contributor Version (or portions of such

combination).

 

(c) The licenses granted in Sections 2.2(a) and 2.2(b) are effective on the date Contributor first distributes or

otherwise makes the Modifications available to a third party.

 

(d) Notwithstanding Section 2.2(b) above, no patent license is granted: (1) for any code that Contributor has deleted

from the Contributor Version; (2) for infringements caused by: (i) third party modifications of Contributor Version,

or (ii) the combination of Modifications made by that Contributor with other software (except as part of the

Contributor Version) or other devices; or (3) under Patent Claims infringed by Covered Software in the absence of

Modifications made by that Contributor.

 

3. Distribution Obligations.

 

3.1. Availability of Source Code.

 

Any Covered Software that You distribute or otherwise make available in Executable form must also be made

available in Source Code form and that Source Code form must be distributed only under the terms of this License.

You must include a copy of this License with every copy of the Source Code form of the Covered Software You

distribute or otherwise make available. You must inform recipients of any such Covered Software in Executable

form as to how they can obtain such Covered Software in Source Code form in a reasonable manner on or through a

medium customarily used for software exchange.

 

3.2. Modifications.

 

The Modifications that You create or to which You contribute are governed by the terms of this License. You

represent that You believe Your Modifications are Your original creation(s) and/or You have sufficient rights to

grant the rights conveyed by this License.

 

3.3. Required Notices.

 

You must include a notice in each of Your Modifications that identifies You as the Contributor of the Modification.

You may not remove or alter any copyright, patent or trademark notices contained within the Covered Software, or

any notices of licensing or any descriptive text giving attribution to any Contributor or the Initial Developer.
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3.4. Application of Additional Terms.

 

You may not offer or impose any terms on any Covered Software in Source Code form that alters or restricts the

applicable version of this License or the recipients rights hereunder. You may choose to offer, and to charge a fee

for, warranty, support, indemnity or liability obligations to one or more recipients of Covered Software. However,

you may do so only on Your own behalf, and not on behalf of the Initial Developer or any Contributor. You must

make it absolutely clear that any such warranty, support, indemnity or liability obligation is offered by You alone,

and You hereby agree to indemnify the Initial Developer and every Contributor for any liability incurred by the

Initial Developer or such Contributor as a result of warranty, support, indemnity or liability terms You offer.

 

3.5. Distribution of Executable Versions.

 

You may distribute the Executable form of the Covered Software under the terms of this License or under the terms

of a license of Your choice, which may contain terms different from this License, provided that You are in

compliance with the terms of this License and that the license for the Executable form does not attempt to limit or

alter the recipients rights in the Source Code form from the rights set forth in this License. If You distribute the

Covered Software in Executable form under a different license, You must make it absolutely clear that any terms

which differ from this License are offered by You alone, not by the Initial Developer or Contributor. You hereby

agree to indemnify the Initial Developer and every Contributor for any liability incurred by the Initial Developer or

such Contributor as a result of any such terms You offer.

 

3.6. Larger Works.

 

You may create a Larger Work by combining Covered Software with other code not governed by the terms of this

License and distribute the Larger Work as a single product. In such a case, You must make sure the requirements of

this License are fulfilled for the Covered Software.

 

4. Versions of the License.

 

4.1. New Versions.

 

Sun Microsystems, Inc. is the initial license steward and may publish revised and/or new versions of this License

from time to time. Each version will be given a distinguishing version number. Except as provided in Section 4.3, no

one other than the license steward has the right to modify this License.

 

4.2. Effect of New Versions.

 

You may always continue to use, distribute or otherwise make the Covered Software available under the terms of the

version of the License under which You originally received the Covered Software. If the Initial Developer includes a

notice in the Original Software prohibiting it from being distributed or otherwise made available under any

subsequent version of the License, You must distribute and make the Covered Software available under the terms of

the version of the License under which You originally received the Covered Software. Otherwise, You may also

choose to use, distribute or otherwise make the Covered Software available under the terms of any subsequent

version of the License published by the license steward.

 

4.3. Modified Versions.

 

When You are an Initial Developer and You want to create a new license for Your Original Software, You may
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create and use a modified version of this License if You: (a) rename the license and remove any references to the

name of the license steward (except to note that the license differs from this License); and (b) otherwise make it

clear that the license contains terms which differ from this License.

 

5. DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY.

 

COVERED SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED UNDER THIS LICENSE ON AN AS IS BASIS, WITHOUT

WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION,

WARRANTIES THAT THE COVERED SOFTWARE IS FREE OF DEFECTS, MERCHANTABLE, FIT FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR NON-INFRINGING. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND

PERFORMANCE OF THE COVERED SOFTWARE IS WITH YOU. SHOULD ANY COVERED SOFTWARE

PROVE DEFECTIVE IN ANY RESPECT, YOU (NOT THE INITIAL DEVELOPER OR ANY OTHER

CONTRIBUTOR) ASSUME THE COST OF ANY NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

THIS DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY CONSTITUTES AN ESSENTIAL PART OF THIS LICENSE. NO USE

OF ANY COVERED SOFTWARE IS AUTHORIZED HEREUNDER EXCEPT UNDER THIS DISCLAIMER.

 

6. TERMINATION.

 

6.1. This License and the rights granted hereunder will terminate automatically if You fail to comply with terms

herein and fail to cure such breach within 30 days of becoming aware of the breach. Provisions which, by their

nature, must remain in effect beyond the termination of this License shall survive.

 

6.2. If You assert a patent infringement claim (excluding declaratory judgment actions) against Initial Developer or

a Contributor (the Initial Developer or Contributor against whom You assert such claim is referred to as Participant)

alleging that the Participant Software (meaning the Contributor Version where the Participant is a Contributor or the

Original Software where the Participant is the Initial Developer) directly or indirectly infringes any patent, then any

and all rights granted directly or indirectly to You by such Participant, the Initial Developer (if the Initial Developer

is not the Participant) and all Contributors under Sections 2.1 and/or 2.2 of this License shall, upon 60 days notice

from Participant terminate prospectively and automatically at the expiration of such 60 day notice period, unless if

within such 60 day period You withdraw Your claim with respect to the Participant Software against such

Participant either unilaterally or pursuant to a written agreement with Participant.

 

6.3. In the event of termination under Sections 6.1 or 6.2 above, all end user licenses that have been validly granted

by You or any distributor hereunder prior to termination (excluding licenses granted to You by any distributor) shall

survive termination.

 

7. LIMITATION OF LIABILITY.

 

UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES AND UNDER NO LEGAL THEORY, WHETHER TORT (INCLUDING

NEGLIGENCE), CONTRACT, OR OTHERWISE, SHALL YOU, THE INITIAL DEVELOPER, ANY OTHER

CONTRIBUTOR, OR ANY DISTRIBUTOR OF COVERED SOFTWARE, OR ANY SUPPLIER OF ANY OF

SUCH PARTIES, BE LIABLE TO ANY PERSON FOR ANY INDIRECT, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OF ANY CHARACTER INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, DAMAGES

FOR LOST PROFITS, LOSS OF GOODWILL, WORK STOPPAGE, COMPUTER FAILURE OR

MALFUNCTION, OR ANY AND ALL OTHER COMMERCIAL DAMAGES OR LOSSES, EVEN IF SUCH

PARTY SHALL HAVE BEEN INFORMED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES. THIS LIMITATION

OF LIABILITY SHALL NOT APPLY TO LIABILITY FOR DEATH OR PERSONAL INJURY RESULTING

FROM SUCH PARTYS NEGLIGENCE TO THE EXTENT APPLICABLE LAW PROHIBITS SUCH
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LIMITATION. SOME JURISDICTIONS DO NOT ALLOW THE EXCLUSION OR LIMITATION OF

INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, SO THIS EXCLUSION AND LIMITATION MAY NOT

APPLY TO YOU.

 

8. U.S. GOVERNMENT END USERS.

 

The Covered Software is a commercial item, as that term is defined in 48 C.F.R. 2.101 (Oct. 1995), consisting of

commercial computer software (as that term is defined at 48 C.F.R.  252.227-7014(a)(1)) and commercial computer

software documentation as such terms are used in 48 C.F.R. 12.212 (Sept. 1995). Consistent with 48 C.F.R. 12.212

and 48 C.F.R. 227.7202-1 through 227.7202-4 (June 1995), all U.S. Government End Users acquire Covered

Software with only those rights set forth herein. This U.S. Government Rights clause is in lieu of, and supersedes,

any other FAR, DFAR, or other clause or provision that addresses Government rights in computer software under

this License.

 

9. MISCELLANEOUS.

 

This License represents the complete agreement concerning subject matter hereof. If any provision of this License is

held to be unenforceable, such provision shall be reformed only to the extent necessary to make it enforceable. This

License shall be governed by the law of the jurisdiction specified in a notice contained within the Original Software

(except to the extent applicable law, if any, provides otherwise), excluding such jurisdictions conflict-of-law

provisions. Any litigation relating to this License shall be subject to the jurisdiction of the courts located in the

jurisdiction and venue specified in a notice contained within the Original Software, with the losing party responsible

for costs, including, without limitation, court costs and reasonable attorneys fees and expenses. The application of

the United Nations Convention on Contracts for the International Sale of Goods is expressly excluded. Any law or

regulation which provides that the language of a contract shall be construed against the drafter shall not apply to this

License. You agree that You alone are responsible for compliance with the United States export administration

regulations (and the export control laws and regulation of any other countries) when You use, distribute or otherwise

make available any Covered Software.

 

10. RESPONSIBILITY FOR CLAIMS.

 

As between Initial Developer and the Contributors, each party is responsible for claims and damages arising,

directly or indirectly, out of its utilization of rights under this License and You agree to work with Initial Developer

and Contributors to distribute such responsibility on an equitable basis. Nothing herein is intended or shall be

deemed to constitute any admission of liability.

/*

* DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS HEADER.

*

* Copyright 1997-2008 Sun Microsystems, Inc. All rights reserved.

*

* The contents of this file are subject to the terms of either the GNU

* General Public License Version 2 only ("GPL") or the Common Development

* and Distribution License("CDDL") (collectively, the "License").  You

* may not use this file except in compliance with the License. You can obtain

* a copy of the License at https://glassfish.dev.java.net/public/CDDL+GPL.html

* or glassfish/bootstrap/legal/LICENSE.txt.  See the License for the specific

* language governing permissions and limitations under the License.

*
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* When distributing the software, include this License Header Notice in each

* file and include the License file at glassfish/bootstrap/legal/LICENSE.txt.

* Sun designates this particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception

* as provided by Sun in the GPL Version 2 section of the License file that

* accompanied this code.  If applicable, add the following below the License

* Header, with the fields enclosed by brackets [] replaced by your own

* identifying information: "Portions Copyrighted [year]

* [name of copyright owner]"

*

* Contributor(s):

*

* If you wish your version of this file to be governed by only the CDDL or

* only the GPL Version 2, indicate your decision by adding "[Contributor]

* elects to include this software in this distribution under the [CDDL or GPL

* Version 2] license."  If you don't indicate a single choice of license, a

* recipient has the option to distribute your version of this file under

* either the CDDL, the GPL Version 2 or to extend the choice of license to

* its licensees as provided above.  However, if you add GPL Version 2 code

* and therefore, elected the GPL Version 2 license, then the option applies

* only if the new code is made subject to such option by the copyright

* holder.

*

*

* This file incorporates work covered by the following copyright and

* permission notice:

*

* Copyright 2004 The Apache Software Foundation

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

1.702 scala 2.13.3 
1.702.1 Available under license : 

Scala includes the JLine library, which includes the JNA library,

which is made available under multiple licenses, including the

Apache 2 license:
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                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.
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     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and
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     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or
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     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
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  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

Scala

Copyright (c) 2002-2020 EPFL

Copyright (c) 2011-2020 Lightbend, Inc.

 

Scala includes software developed at

LAMP/EPFL (https://lamp.epfl.ch/) and

Lightbend, Inc. (https://www.lightbend.com/).

 

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License").

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

limitations under the License.

 

This software includes projects with other licenses -- see `doc/LICENSE.md`.

not-a-legal-formal-parameter-tuple.scala:2: error: not a legal formal parameter.

Note: Tuples cannot be directly destructured in method or function parameters.

     Either create a single parameter accepting the Tuple2,

     or consider a pattern matching anonymous function: `{ case (a, b) => ... }

 val x: ((Int, Int) => Int) = (((a, b)) => a)

                                ^

not-a-legal-formal-parameter-tuple.scala:3: error: not a legal formal parameter.

Note: Tuples cannot be directly destructured in method or function parameters.

     Either create a single parameter accepting the Tuple2,

     or consider a pattern matching anonymous function: `{ case (param1, param2) => ... }

 val y: ((Int, Int, Int) => Int) = (((a, !!)) => a)

                                     ^

not-a-legal-formal-parameter-tuple.scala:4: error: not a legal formal parameter.

Note: Tuples cannot be directly destructured in method or function parameters.

     Either create a single parameter accepting the Tuple3,

     or consider a pattern matching anonymous function: `{ case (param1, ..., param3) => ... }

 val z: ((Int, Int, Int) => Int) = (((a, NotAPatternVariableName, c)) => a)

                                     ^

3 errors

Scala includes the jQuery library:

 

Copyright JS Foundation and other contributors, https://js.foundation/
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Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

(c) 2012-2014 GitHub

 

When using the GitHub logos, be sure to follow the GitHub logo guidelines (https://github.com/logos)

 

Font License: SIL OFL 1.1 (http://scripts.sil.org/OFL)

Applies to all font files

 

Code License: MIT (http://choosealicense.com/licenses/mit/)

Applies to all other files

Copyright (c) 2006, Ivan Sagalaev

All rights reserved.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

   * Neither the name of highlight.js nor the names of its contributors

     may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software

     without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE REGENTS AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND ANY

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE REGENTS AND CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY

DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;
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LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

{% if site.thisScalaVersion != site.latestScalaVersion %}

<div class="version-notice">This is the specification of {{ site.versionCompareMessage }} version of Scala. See

the <a href="{{ site.baseurl}}/../{{ site.latestScalaVersion }}/">Scala {{ site.latestScalaVersion }} spec</a>.</div>

{% endif %}

Scala is licensed under the [Apache License Version 2.0](https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0).

 

## Scala License

 

Copyright (c) 2002-2020 EPFL

 

Copyright (c) 2011-2020 Lightbend, Inc.

 

All rights reserved.

 

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

limitations under the License.

 

# Other Licenses

 

This software includes projects with the following licenses,

which are also included in the `licenses/` directory:

 

### [Apache License](http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.html)

This license is used by the following third-party libraries:

 

 * JNA

 

### [BSD 3-Clause License](http://opensource.org/licenses/BSD-3-Clause)

This license is used by the following third-party libraries:

 

 * ASM

 * JLine 3

 

### [MIT License](http://www.opensource.org/licenses/MIT)

This license is used by the following third-party libraries:
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 * jQuery

                                 Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.
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     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or
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         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.
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  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]
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  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

Scala includes the ASM library.

 

Copyright (c) 2000-2011 INRIA, France Telecom

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

3. Neither the name of the copyright holders nor the names of its

  contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

  this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF

THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Scala includes the JLine 3 library:

 

Copyright (c) 2002-2018, the original author or authors.

All rights reserved.

 

https://opensource.org/licenses/BSD-3-Clause
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Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or

without modification, are permitted provided that the following

conditions are met:

 

Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer

in the documentation and/or other materials provided with

the distribution.

 

Neither the name of JLine nor the names of its contributors

may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this

software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING,

BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY

AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO

EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY,

OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED

AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING

IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

(The MIT License)

Copyright (c) 2013 Greg Allen

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

'Software'), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED 'AS IS', WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY

CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT,

TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE

SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.
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1.703 httpcomponents-mime 4.2.1-redhat-1 
1.703.1 Available under license : 

                                 Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes
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     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You
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     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,
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     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

This project contains annotations derived from JCIP-ANNOTATIONS

Copyright (c) 2005 Brian Goetz and Tim Peierls.

See http://www.jcip.net and the Creative Commons Attribution License

(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/2.5)

Apache HttpComponents HttpMime

Copyright 1999-2013 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed by

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).
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1.704 jboss-ejb-api 1.0.2.Final-redhat-2 
1.704.1 Available under license : 

COMMON DEVELOPMENT AND DISTRIBUTION LICENSE (CDDL) Version 1.0

 

 

     1. Definitions.

 

           1.1. "Contributor" means each individual or entity that

           creates or contributes to the creation of Modifications.

 

           1.2. "Contributor Version" means the combination of the

           Original Software, prior Modifications used by a

           Contributor (if any), and the Modifications made by that

           particular Contributor.

 

           1.3. "Covered Software" means (a) the Original Software, or

           (b) Modifications, or (c) the combination of files

           containing Original Software with files containing

           Modifications, in each case including portions thereof.

 

           1.4. "Executable" means the Covered Software in any form

           other than Source Code.

 

           1.5. "Initial Developer" means the individual or entity

           that first makes Original Software available under this

           License.

          

           1.6. "Larger Work" means a work which combines Covered

           Software or portions thereof with code not governed by the

           terms of this License.

 

           1.7. "License" means this document.

 

           1.8. "Licensable" means having the right to grant, to the

           maximum extent possible, whether at the time of the initial

           grant or subsequently acquired, any and all of the rights

           conveyed herein.

          

           1.9. "Modifications" means the Source Code and Executable

           form of any of the following:

 

                 A. Any file that results from an addition to,

                 deletion from or modification of the contents of a

                 file containing Original Software or previous

                 Modifications;
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                 B. Any new file that contains any part of the

                 Original Software or previous Modification; or

 

                 C. Any new file that is contributed or otherwise made

                 available under the terms of this License.

 

           1.10. "Original Software" means the Source Code and

           Executable form of computer software code that is

           originally released under this License.

 

           1.11. "Patent Claims" means any patent claim(s), now owned

           or hereafter acquired, including without limitation,

           method, process, and apparatus claims, in any patent

           Licensable by grantor.

 

           1.12. "Source Code" means (a) the common form of computer

           software code in which modifications are made and (b)

           associated documentation included in or with such code.

 

           1.13. "You" (or "Your") means an individual or a legal

           entity exercising rights under, and complying with all of

           the terms of, this License. For legal entities, "You"

           includes any entity which controls, is controlled by, or is

           under common control with You. For purposes of this

           definition, "control" means (a) the power, direct or

           indirect, to cause the direction or management of such

           entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (b) ownership

           of more than fifty percent (50%) of the outstanding shares

           or beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     2. License Grants.

 

           2.1. The Initial Developer Grant.

 

           Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and

           subject to third party intellectual property claims, the

           Initial Developer hereby grants You a world-wide,

           royalty-free, non-exclusive license:

 

                 (a) under intellectual property rights (other than

                 patent or trademark) Licensable by Initial Developer,

                 to use, reproduce, modify, display, perform,

                 sublicense and distribute the Original Software (or

                 portions thereof), with or without Modifications,

                 and/or as part of a Larger Work; and

 

                 (b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making,
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                 using or selling of Original Software, to make, have

                 made, use, practice, sell, and offer for sale, and/or

                 otherwise dispose of the Original Software (or

                 portions thereof).

 

                 (c) The licenses granted in Sections 2.1(a) and (b)

                 are effective on the date Initial Developer first

                 distributes or otherwise makes the Original Software

                 available to a third party under the terms of this

                 License.

 

                 (d) Notwithstanding Section 2.1(b) above, no patent

                 license is granted: (1) for code that You delete from

                 the Original Software, or (2) for infringements

                 caused by: (i) the modification of the Original

                 Software, or (ii) the combination of the Original

                 Software with other software or devices.

 

           2.2. Contributor Grant.

 

           Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and

           subject to third party intellectual property claims, each

           Contributor hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free,

           non-exclusive license:

 

                 (a) under intellectual property rights (other than

                 patent or trademark) Licensable by Contributor to

                 use, reproduce, modify, display, perform, sublicense

                 and distribute the Modifications created by such

                 Contributor (or portions thereof), either on an

                 unmodified basis, with other Modifications, as

                 Covered Software and/or as part of a Larger Work; and

                

 

                 (b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making,

                 using, or selling of Modifications made by that

                 Contributor either alone and/or in combination with

                 its Contributor Version (or portions of such

                 combination), to make, use, sell, offer for sale,

                 have made, and/or otherwise dispose of: (1)

                 Modifications made by that Contributor (or portions

                 thereof); and (2) the combination of Modifications

                 made by that Contributor with its Contributor Version

                 (or portions of such combination).

 

                 (c) The licenses granted in Sections 2.2(a) and

                 2.2(b) are effective on the date Contributor first

                 distributes or otherwise makes the Modifications
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                 available to a third party.

 

                 (d) Notwithstanding Section 2.2(b) above, no patent

                 license is granted: (1) for any code that Contributor

                 has deleted from the Contributor Version; (2) for

                 infringements caused by: (i) third party

                 modifications of Contributor Version, or (ii) the

                 combination of Modifications made by that Contributor

                 with other software (except as part of the

                 Contributor Version) or other devices; or (3) under

                 Patent Claims infringed by Covered Software in the

                 absence of Modifications made by that Contributor.

 

     3. Distribution Obligations.

 

           3.1. Availability of Source Code.

 

           Any Covered Software that You distribute or otherwise make

           available in Executable form must also be made available in

           Source Code form and that Source Code form must be

           distributed only under the terms of this License. You must

           include a copy of this License with every copy of the

           Source Code form of the Covered Software You distribute or

           otherwise make available. You must inform recipients of any

           such Covered Software in Executable form as to how they can

           obtain such Covered Software in Source Code form in a

           reasonable manner on or through a medium customarily used

           for software exchange.

 

           3.2. Modifications.

 

           The Modifications that You create or to which You

           contribute are governed by the terms of this License. You

           represent that You believe Your Modifications are Your

           original creation(s) and/or You have sufficient rights to

           grant the rights conveyed by this License.

 

           3.3. Required Notices.

 

           You must include a notice in each of Your Modifications

           that identifies You as the Contributor of the Modification.

           You may not remove or alter any copyright, patent or

           trademark notices contained within the Covered Software, or

           any notices of licensing or any descriptive text giving

           attribution to any Contributor or the Initial Developer.

 

           3.4. Application of Additional Terms.
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           You may not offer or impose any terms on any Covered

           Software in Source Code form that alters or restricts the

           applicable version of this License or the recipients"

           rights hereunder. You may choose to offer, and to charge a

           fee for, warranty, support, indemnity or liability

           obligations to one or more recipients of Covered Software.

           However, you may do so only on Your own behalf, and not on

           behalf of the Initial Developer or any Contributor. You

           must make it absolutely clear that any such warranty,

           support, indemnity or liability obligation is offered by

           You alone, and You hereby agree to indemnify the Initial

           Developer and every Contributor for any liability incurred

           by the Initial Developer or such Contributor as a result of

           warranty, support, indemnity or liability terms You offer.

        

 

           3.5. Distribution of Executable Versions.

 

           You may distribute the Executable form of the Covered

           Software under the terms of this License or under the terms

           of a license of Your choice, which may contain terms

           different from this License, provided that You are in

           compliance with the terms of this License and that the

           license for the Executable form does not attempt to limit

           or alter the recipient"s rights in the Source Code form

           from the rights set forth in this License. If You

           distribute the Covered Software in Executable form under a

           different license, You must make it absolutely clear that

           any terms which differ from this License are offered by You

           alone, not by the Initial Developer or Contributor. You

           hereby agree to indemnify the Initial Developer and every

           Contributor for any liability incurred by the Initial

           Developer or such Contributor as a result of any such terms

           You offer.

 

           3.6. Larger Works.

 

           You may create a Larger Work by combining Covered Software

           with other code not governed by the terms of this License

           and distribute the Larger Work as a single product. In such

           a case, You must make sure the requirements of this License

           are fulfilled for the Covered Software.

          

     4. Versions of the License.

 

           4.1. New Versions.

 

           Sun Microsystems, Inc. is the initial license steward and
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           may publish revised and/or new versions of this License

           from time to time. Each version will be given a

           distinguishing version number. Except as provided in

           Section 4.3, no one other than the license steward has the

           right to modify this License.

 

           4.2. Effect of New Versions.

 

           You may always continue to use, distribute or otherwise

           make the Covered Software available under the terms of the

           version of the License under which You originally received

           the Covered Software. If the Initial Developer includes a

           notice in the Original Software prohibiting it from being

           distributed or otherwise made available under any

           subsequent version of the License, You must distribute and

           make the Covered Software available under the terms of the

           version of the License under which You originally received

           the Covered Software. Otherwise, You may also choose to

           use, distribute or otherwise make the Covered Software

           available under the terms of any subsequent version of the

           License published by the license steward.

 

           4.3. Modified Versions.

 

           When You are an Initial Developer and You want to create a

           new license for Your Original Software, You may create and

           use a modified version of this License if You: (a) rename

           the license and remove any references to the name of the

           license steward (except to note that the license differs

           from this License); and (b) otherwise make it clear that

           the license contains terms which differ from this License.

          

 

     5. DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY.

 

     COVERED SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED UNDER THIS LICENSE ON AN "AS IS"

     BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED,

     INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, WARRANTIES THAT THE COVERED

     SOFTWARE IS FREE OF DEFECTS, MERCHANTABLE, FIT FOR A PARTICULAR

     PURPOSE OR NON-INFRINGING. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND

     PERFORMANCE OF THE COVERED SOFTWARE IS WITH YOU. SHOULD ANY

     COVERED SOFTWARE PROVE DEFECTIVE IN ANY RESPECT, YOU (NOT THE

     INITIAL DEVELOPER OR ANY OTHER CONTRIBUTOR) ASSUME THE COST OF

     ANY NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION. THIS DISCLAIMER OF

     WARRANTY CONSTITUTES AN ESSENTIAL PART OF THIS LICENSE. NO USE OF

     ANY COVERED SOFTWARE IS AUTHORIZED HEREUNDER EXCEPT UNDER THIS

     DISCLAIMER.
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     6. TERMINATION.

 

           6.1. This License and the rights granted hereunder will

           terminate automatically if You fail to comply with terms

           herein and fail to cure such breach within 30 days of

           becoming aware of the breach. Provisions which, by their

           nature, must remain in effect beyond the termination of

           this License shall survive.

 

           6.2. If You assert a patent infringement claim (excluding

           declaratory judgment actions) against Initial Developer or

           a Contributor (the Initial Developer or Contributor against

           whom You assert such claim is referred to as "Participant")

           alleging that the Participant Software (meaning the

           Contributor Version where the Participant is a Contributor

           or the Original Software where the Participant is the

           Initial Developer) directly or indirectly infringes any

           patent, then any and all rights granted directly or

           indirectly to You by such Participant, the Initial

           Developer (if the Initial Developer is not the Participant)

           and all Contributors under Sections 2.1 and/or 2.2 of this

           License shall, upon 60 days notice from Participant

           terminate prospectively and automatically at the expiration

           of such 60 day notice period, unless if within such 60 day

           period You withdraw Your claim with respect to the

           Participant Software against such Participant either

           unilaterally or pursuant to a written agreement with

           Participant.

 

           6.3. In the event of termination under Sections 6.1 or 6.2

           above, all end user licenses that have been validly granted

           by You or any distributor hereunder prior to termination

           (excluding licenses granted to You by any distributor)

           shall survive termination.

 

     7. LIMITATION OF LIABILITY.

 

     UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES AND UNDER NO LEGAL THEORY, WHETHER TORT

     (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE), CONTRACT, OR OTHERWISE, SHALL YOU, THE

     INITIAL DEVELOPER, ANY OTHER CONTRIBUTOR, OR ANY DISTRIBUTOR OF

     COVERED SOFTWARE, OR ANY SUPPLIER OF ANY OF SUCH PARTIES, BE

     LIABLE TO ANY PERSON FOR ANY INDIRECT, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, OR

     CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OF ANY CHARACTER INCLUDING, WITHOUT

     LIMITATION, DAMAGES FOR LOST PROFITS, LOSS OF GOODWILL, WORK

     STOPPAGE, COMPUTER FAILURE OR MALFUNCTION, OR ANY AND ALL OTHER

     COMMERCIAL DAMAGES OR LOSSES, EVEN IF SUCH PARTY SHALL HAVE BEEN

     INFORMED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES. THIS LIMITATION OF

     LIABILITY SHALL NOT APPLY TO LIABILITY FOR DEATH OR PERSONAL
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     INJURY RESULTING FROM SUCH PARTY"S NEGLIGENCE TO THE EXTENT

     APPLICABLE LAW PROHIBITS SUCH LIMITATION. SOME JURISDICTIONS DO

     NOT ALLOW THE EXCLUSION OR LIMITATION OF INCIDENTAL OR

     CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, SO THIS EXCLUSION AND LIMITATION MAY NOT

     APPLY TO YOU.

 

     8. U.S. GOVERNMENT END USERS.

 

     The Covered Software is a "commercial item," as that term is

     defined in 48 C.F.R. 2.101 (Oct. 1995), consisting of "commercial

     computer software" (as that term is defined at 48 C.F.R. "

     252.227-7014(a)(1)) and "commercial computer software

     documentation" as such terms are used in 48 C.F.R. 12.212 (Sept.

     1995). Consistent with 48 C.F.R. 12.212 and 48 C.F.R. 227.7202-1

     through 227.7202-4 (June 1995), all U.S. Government End Users

     acquire Covered Software with only those rights set forth herein.

     This U.S. Government Rights clause is in lieu of, and supersedes,

     any other FAR, DFAR, or other clause or provision that addresses

     Government rights in computer software under this License.

 

     9. MISCELLANEOUS.

 

     This License represents the complete agreement concerning subject

     matter hereof. If any provision of this License is held to be

     unenforceable, such provision shall be reformed only to the

     extent necessary to make it enforceable. This License shall be

     governed by the law of the jurisdiction specified in a notice

     contained within the Original Software (except to the extent

     applicable law, if any, provides otherwise), excluding such

     jurisdiction"s conflict-of-law provisions. Any litigation

     relating to this License shall be subject to the jurisdiction of

     the courts located in the jurisdiction and venue specified in a

     notice contained within the Original Software, with the losing

     party responsible for costs, including, without limitation, court

     costs and reasonable attorneys" fees and expenses. The

     application of the United Nations Convention on Contracts for the

     International Sale of Goods is expressly excluded. Any law or

     regulation which provides that the language of a contract shall

     be construed against the drafter shall not apply to this License.

     You agree that You alone are responsible for compliance with the

     United States export administration regulations (and the export

     control laws and regulation of any other countries) when You use,

     distribute or otherwise make available any Covered Software.

 

     10. RESPONSIBILITY FOR CLAIMS.

 

     As between Initial Developer and the Contributors, each party is

     responsible for claims and damages arising, directly or
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     indirectly, out of its utilization of rights under this License

     and You agree to work with Initial Developer and Contributors to

     distribute such responsibility on an equitable basis. Nothing

     herein is intended or shall be deemed to constitute any admission

     of liability.

 

1.705 jboss-as-remoting 7.3.0.Final-redhat-14 
1.705.1 Available under license : 

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* as indicated by the @authors tag. All rights reserved. *

This copyrighted material is made available to anyone wishing to use, * modify, copy, or redistribute it subject to

the terms and conditions * of the GNU Lesser General Public License, v. 2.1. * This program is distributed in the

hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT A * WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A * PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU Lesser General Public

License for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public License, * MA

02110-1301, USA.'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it * under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as * published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of * the License, or (at your option) any later version. * This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of *

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU * Lesser General Public

License for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public'

 

1.706 txoj 4.17.15.Final-redhat-4 
1.706.1 Available under license : 

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '# This copyrighted material is made available to anyone

wishing to use, # modify, copy, or redistribute it subject to the terms and conditions # of the GNU Lesser General

Public License, v. 2.1. # This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT A #

WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A # PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  See the GNU Lesser General Public License for more details. # You should have received a copy of the

GNU Lesser General Public License, # MA  02110-1301, USA.'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* This copyrighted material is made available to anyone

wishing to use, * modify, copy, or redistribute it subject to the terms and conditions * of the GNU Lesser General

Public License, v. 2.1. * This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT A *

WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A * PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  See the GNU Lesser General Public License for more details. * You should have received a copy of the

GNU Lesser General Public License, * MA  02110-1301, USA.'

 

1.707 resteasy-yaml-provider 2.3.7.Final-

redhat-2 
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1.707.1 Available under license : 
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

<name>Apache License, Version 2.0</name>

<url>http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0</url>

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1077227765_1601874103.35/0/resteasy-yaml-provider-2-3-7-final-redhat-2-sources-jar/META-

INF/maven/org.jboss.resteasy/resteasy-yaml-provider/effective-pom.xml

 

1.708 jbosselapi 1.0.2.Final 
1.708.1 Available under license : 

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in 'This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version. This software is distributed in the hope that it will

be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU Lesser General Public License for more details. You

should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public'

 

1.709 jax-rs-provider 1.9.9 
1.709.1 Available under license : 

Apache License

 

Version 2.0, January 2004

 

http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

1. Definitions.

 

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1

through 9 of this document.

 

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are

under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or

indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of

fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source
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code, documentation source, and configuration files.

 

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form,

including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

 

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as

indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix

below).

 

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the

Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole,

an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that

remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works

thereof.

 

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications

or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the

Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright

owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written

communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic

mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously

marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been

received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce,

prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such

Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section)

patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such

license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was

submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit)

alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent

infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date

such litigation is filed.

 

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any

medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following

conditions:

 

You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and
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You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark,

and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

the Derivative Works; and

If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute

must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices

that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a NOTICE text

file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided along with the

Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such third-party notices

normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not modify the

License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside or as an

addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

as modifying the License.

 

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license

terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works

as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions

stated in this License.

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for

inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any

additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of

any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product

names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and

reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work

(and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR

CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or

conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and

assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or

otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing,

shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or

consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or

any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of

such damages.

 

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may

choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or

rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf

and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend,

and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by

reason of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.
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END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

1.710 jbossjaccapi 1.0.3.Final-redhat-1 
1.710.1 Available under license : 

COMMON DEVELOPMENT AND DISTRIBUTION LICENSE (CDDL) Version 1.0

 

 

     1. Definitions.

 

           1.1. "Contributor" means each individual or entity that

           creates or contributes to the creation of Modifications.

 

           1.2. "Contributor Version" means the combination of the

           Original Software, prior Modifications used by a

           Contributor (if any), and the Modifications made by that

           particular Contributor.

 

           1.3. "Covered Software" means (a) the Original Software, or

           (b) Modifications, or (c) the combination of files

           containing Original Software with files containing

           Modifications, in each case including portions thereof.

 

           1.4. "Executable" means the Covered Software in any form

           other than Source Code.

 

           1.5. "Initial Developer" means the individual or entity

           that first makes Original Software available under this

           License.

          

           1.6. "Larger Work" means a work which combines Covered

           Software or portions thereof with code not governed by the

           terms of this License.

 

           1.7. "License" means this document.

 

           1.8. "Licensable" means having the right to grant, to the

           maximum extent possible, whether at the time of the initial

           grant or subsequently acquired, any and all of the rights

           conveyed herein.

          

           1.9. "Modifications" means the Source Code and Executable

           form of any of the following:

 

                 A. Any file that results from an addition to,

                 deletion from or modification of the contents of a

                 file containing Original Software or previous
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                 Modifications;

 

                 B. Any new file that contains any part of the

                 Original Software or previous Modification; or

 

                 C. Any new file that is contributed or otherwise made

                 available under the terms of this License.

 

           1.10. "Original Software" means the Source Code and

           Executable form of computer software code that is

           originally released under this License.

 

           1.11. "Patent Claims" means any patent claim(s), now owned

           or hereafter acquired, including without limitation,

           method, process, and apparatus claims, in any patent

           Licensable by grantor.

 

           1.12. "Source Code" means (a) the common form of computer

           software code in which modifications are made and (b)

           associated documentation included in or with such code.

 

           1.13. "You" (or "Your") means an individual or a legal

           entity exercising rights under, and complying with all of

           the terms of, this License. For legal entities, "You"

           includes any entity which controls, is controlled by, or is

           under common control with You. For purposes of this

           definition, "control" means (a) the power, direct or

           indirect, to cause the direction or management of such

           entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (b) ownership

           of more than fifty percent (50%) of the outstanding shares

           or beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     2. License Grants.

 

           2.1. The Initial Developer Grant.

 

           Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and

           subject to third party intellectual property claims, the

           Initial Developer hereby grants You a world-wide,

           royalty-free, non-exclusive license:

 

                 (a) under intellectual property rights (other than

                 patent or trademark) Licensable by Initial Developer,

                 to use, reproduce, modify, display, perform,

                 sublicense and distribute the Original Software (or

                 portions thereof), with or without Modifications,

                 and/or as part of a Larger Work; and
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                 (b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making,

                 using or selling of Original Software, to make, have

                 made, use, practice, sell, and offer for sale, and/or

                 otherwise dispose of the Original Software (or

                 portions thereof).

 

                 (c) The licenses granted in Sections 2.1(a) and (b)

                 are effective on the date Initial Developer first

                 distributes or otherwise makes the Original Software

                 available to a third party under the terms of this

                 License.

 

                 (d) Notwithstanding Section 2.1(b) above, no patent

                 license is granted: (1) for code that You delete from

                 the Original Software, or (2) for infringements

                 caused by: (i) the modification of the Original

                 Software, or (ii) the combination of the Original

                 Software with other software or devices.

 

           2.2. Contributor Grant.

 

           Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and

           subject to third party intellectual property claims, each

           Contributor hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free,

           non-exclusive license:

 

                 (a) under intellectual property rights (other than

                 patent or trademark) Licensable by Contributor to

                 use, reproduce, modify, display, perform, sublicense

                 and distribute the Modifications created by such

                 Contributor (or portions thereof), either on an

                 unmodified basis, with other Modifications, as

                 Covered Software and/or as part of a Larger Work; and

                

 

                 (b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making,

                 using, or selling of Modifications made by that

                 Contributor either alone and/or in combination with

                 its Contributor Version (or portions of such

                 combination), to make, use, sell, offer for sale,

                 have made, and/or otherwise dispose of: (1)

                 Modifications made by that Contributor (or portions

                 thereof); and (2) the combination of Modifications

                 made by that Contributor with its Contributor Version

                 (or portions of such combination).

 

                 (c) The licenses granted in Sections 2.2(a) and

                 2.2(b) are effective on the date Contributor first
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                 distributes or otherwise makes the Modifications

                 available to a third party.

 

                 (d) Notwithstanding Section 2.2(b) above, no patent

                 license is granted: (1) for any code that Contributor

                 has deleted from the Contributor Version; (2) for

                 infringements caused by: (i) third party

                 modifications of Contributor Version, or (ii) the

                 combination of Modifications made by that Contributor

                 with other software (except as part of the

                 Contributor Version) or other devices; or (3) under

                 Patent Claims infringed by Covered Software in the

                 absence of Modifications made by that Contributor.

 

     3. Distribution Obligations.

 

           3.1. Availability of Source Code.

 

           Any Covered Software that You distribute or otherwise make

           available in Executable form must also be made available in

           Source Code form and that Source Code form must be

           distributed only under the terms of this License. You must

           include a copy of this License with every copy of the

           Source Code form of the Covered Software You distribute or

           otherwise make available. You must inform recipients of any

           such Covered Software in Executable form as to how they can

           obtain such Covered Software in Source Code form in a

           reasonable manner on or through a medium customarily used

           for software exchange.

 

           3.2. Modifications.

 

           The Modifications that You create or to which You

           contribute are governed by the terms of this License. You

           represent that You believe Your Modifications are Your

           original creation(s) and/or You have sufficient rights to

           grant the rights conveyed by this License.

 

           3.3. Required Notices.

 

           You must include a notice in each of Your Modifications

           that identifies You as the Contributor of the Modification.

           You may not remove or alter any copyright, patent or

           trademark notices contained within the Covered Software, or

           any notices of licensing or any descriptive text giving

           attribution to any Contributor or the Initial Developer.

 

           3.4. Application of Additional Terms.
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           You may not offer or impose any terms on any Covered

           Software in Source Code form that alters or restricts the

           applicable version of this License or the recipients"

           rights hereunder. You may choose to offer, and to charge a

           fee for, warranty, support, indemnity or liability

           obligations to one or more recipients of Covered Software.

           However, you may do so only on Your own behalf, and not on

           behalf of the Initial Developer or any Contributor. You

           must make it absolutely clear that any such warranty,

           support, indemnity or liability obligation is offered by

           You alone, and You hereby agree to indemnify the Initial

           Developer and every Contributor for any liability incurred

           by the Initial Developer or such Contributor as a result of

           warranty, support, indemnity or liability terms You offer.

        

 

           3.5. Distribution of Executable Versions.

 

           You may distribute the Executable form of the Covered

           Software under the terms of this License or under the terms

           of a license of Your choice, which may contain terms

           different from this License, provided that You are in

           compliance with the terms of this License and that the

           license for the Executable form does not attempt to limit

           or alter the recipient"s rights in the Source Code form

           from the rights set forth in this License. If You

           distribute the Covered Software in Executable form under a

           different license, You must make it absolutely clear that

           any terms which differ from this License are offered by You

           alone, not by the Initial Developer or Contributor. You

           hereby agree to indemnify the Initial Developer and every

           Contributor for any liability incurred by the Initial

           Developer or such Contributor as a result of any such terms

           You offer.

 

           3.6. Larger Works.

 

           You may create a Larger Work by combining Covered Software

           with other code not governed by the terms of this License

           and distribute the Larger Work as a single product. In such

           a case, You must make sure the requirements of this License

           are fulfilled for the Covered Software.

          

     4. Versions of the License.

 

           4.1. New Versions.
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           Sun Microsystems, Inc. is the initial license steward and

           may publish revised and/or new versions of this License

           from time to time. Each version will be given a

           distinguishing version number. Except as provided in

           Section 4.3, no one other than the license steward has the

           right to modify this License.

 

           4.2. Effect of New Versions.

 

           You may always continue to use, distribute or otherwise

           make the Covered Software available under the terms of the

           version of the License under which You originally received

           the Covered Software. If the Initial Developer includes a

           notice in the Original Software prohibiting it from being

           distributed or otherwise made available under any

           subsequent version of the License, You must distribute and

           make the Covered Software available under the terms of the

           version of the License under which You originally received

           the Covered Software. Otherwise, You may also choose to

           use, distribute or otherwise make the Covered Software

           available under the terms of any subsequent version of the

           License published by the license steward.

 

           4.3. Modified Versions.

 

           When You are an Initial Developer and You want to create a

           new license for Your Original Software, You may create and

           use a modified version of this License if You: (a) rename

           the license and remove any references to the name of the

           license steward (except to note that the license differs

           from this License); and (b) otherwise make it clear that

           the license contains terms which differ from this License.

          

 

     5. DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY.

 

     COVERED SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED UNDER THIS LICENSE ON AN "AS IS"

     BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED,

     INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, WARRANTIES THAT THE COVERED

     SOFTWARE IS FREE OF DEFECTS, MERCHANTABLE, FIT FOR A PARTICULAR

     PURPOSE OR NON-INFRINGING. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND

     PERFORMANCE OF THE COVERED SOFTWARE IS WITH YOU. SHOULD ANY

     COVERED SOFTWARE PROVE DEFECTIVE IN ANY RESPECT, YOU (NOT THE

     INITIAL DEVELOPER OR ANY OTHER CONTRIBUTOR) ASSUME THE COST OF

     ANY NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION. THIS DISCLAIMER OF

     WARRANTY CONSTITUTES AN ESSENTIAL PART OF THIS LICENSE. NO USE OF

     ANY COVERED SOFTWARE IS AUTHORIZED HEREUNDER EXCEPT UNDER THIS

     DISCLAIMER.
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     6. TERMINATION.

 

           6.1. This License and the rights granted hereunder will

           terminate automatically if You fail to comply with terms

           herein and fail to cure such breach within 30 days of

           becoming aware of the breach. Provisions which, by their

           nature, must remain in effect beyond the termination of

           this License shall survive.

 

           6.2. If You assert a patent infringement claim (excluding

           declaratory judgment actions) against Initial Developer or

           a Contributor (the Initial Developer or Contributor against

           whom You assert such claim is referred to as "Participant")

           alleging that the Participant Software (meaning the

           Contributor Version where the Participant is a Contributor

           or the Original Software where the Participant is the

           Initial Developer) directly or indirectly infringes any

           patent, then any and all rights granted directly or

           indirectly to You by such Participant, the Initial

           Developer (if the Initial Developer is not the Participant)

           and all Contributors under Sections 2.1 and/or 2.2 of this

           License shall, upon 60 days notice from Participant

           terminate prospectively and automatically at the expiration

           of such 60 day notice period, unless if within such 60 day

           period You withdraw Your claim with respect to the

           Participant Software against such Participant either

           unilaterally or pursuant to a written agreement with

           Participant.

 

           6.3. In the event of termination under Sections 6.1 or 6.2

           above, all end user licenses that have been validly granted

           by You or any distributor hereunder prior to termination

           (excluding licenses granted to You by any distributor)

           shall survive termination.

 

     7. LIMITATION OF LIABILITY.

 

     UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES AND UNDER NO LEGAL THEORY, WHETHER TORT

     (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE), CONTRACT, OR OTHERWISE, SHALL YOU, THE

     INITIAL DEVELOPER, ANY OTHER CONTRIBUTOR, OR ANY DISTRIBUTOR OF

     COVERED SOFTWARE, OR ANY SUPPLIER OF ANY OF SUCH PARTIES, BE

     LIABLE TO ANY PERSON FOR ANY INDIRECT, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, OR

     CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OF ANY CHARACTER INCLUDING, WITHOUT

     LIMITATION, DAMAGES FOR LOST PROFITS, LOSS OF GOODWILL, WORK

     STOPPAGE, COMPUTER FAILURE OR MALFUNCTION, OR ANY AND ALL OTHER

     COMMERCIAL DAMAGES OR LOSSES, EVEN IF SUCH PARTY SHALL HAVE BEEN

     INFORMED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES. THIS LIMITATION OF
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     LIABILITY SHALL NOT APPLY TO LIABILITY FOR DEATH OR PERSONAL

     INJURY RESULTING FROM SUCH PARTY"S NEGLIGENCE TO THE EXTENT

     APPLICABLE LAW PROHIBITS SUCH LIMITATION. SOME JURISDICTIONS DO

     NOT ALLOW THE EXCLUSION OR LIMITATION OF INCIDENTAL OR

     CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, SO THIS EXCLUSION AND LIMITATION MAY NOT

     APPLY TO YOU.

 

     8. U.S. GOVERNMENT END USERS.

 

     The Covered Software is a "commercial item," as that term is

     defined in 48 C.F.R. 2.101 (Oct. 1995), consisting of "commercial

     computer software" (as that term is defined at 48 C.F.R. "

     252.227-7014(a)(1)) and "commercial computer software

     documentation" as such terms are used in 48 C.F.R. 12.212 (Sept.

     1995). Consistent with 48 C.F.R. 12.212 and 48 C.F.R. 227.7202-1

     through 227.7202-4 (June 1995), all U.S. Government End Users

     acquire Covered Software with only those rights set forth herein.

     This U.S. Government Rights clause is in lieu of, and supersedes,

     any other FAR, DFAR, or other clause or provision that addresses

     Government rights in computer software under this License.

 

     9. MISCELLANEOUS.

 

     This License represents the complete agreement concerning subject

     matter hereof. If any provision of this License is held to be

     unenforceable, such provision shall be reformed only to the

     extent necessary to make it enforceable. This License shall be

     governed by the law of the jurisdiction specified in a notice

     contained within the Original Software (except to the extent

     applicable law, if any, provides otherwise), excluding such

     jurisdiction"s conflict-of-law provisions. Any litigation

     relating to this License shall be subject to the jurisdiction of

     the courts located in the jurisdiction and venue specified in a

     notice contained within the Original Software, with the losing

     party responsible for costs, including, without limitation, court

     costs and reasonable attorneys" fees and expenses. The

     application of the United Nations Convention on Contracts for the

     International Sale of Goods is expressly excluded. Any law or

     regulation which provides that the language of a contract shall

     be construed against the drafter shall not apply to this License.

     You agree that You alone are responsible for compliance with the

     United States export administration regulations (and the export

     control laws and regulation of any other countries) when You use,

     distribute or otherwise make available any Covered Software.

 

     10. RESPONSIBILITY FOR CLAIMS.

 

     As between Initial Developer and the Contributors, each party is
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     responsible for claims and damages arising, directly or

     indirectly, out of its utilization of rights under this License

     and You agree to work with Initial Developer and Contributors to

     distribute such responsibility on an equitable basis. Nothing

     herein is intended or shall be deemed to constitute any admission

     of liability.

 

1.711 jboss-modules 1.2.0.CR1 
1.711.1 Available under license : 

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '~ This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it ~ under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as ~ published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of ~ the License, or (at your option) any later version. ~ This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, ~ but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of ~

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU ~ Lesser General Public

License for more details. ~ You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in 'This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version. This software is distributed in the hope that it will

be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU Lesser General Public License for more details. You

should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public'

 

1.712 bean-validation-api 1.0.0.GA 
1.712.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* JBoss, Home of Professional Open Source

* Copyright 2009, Red Hat, Inc. and/or its affiliates, and individual contributors

* by the @authors tag. See the copyright.txt in the distribution for a

* full listing of individual contributors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, 

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):
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* /opt/cola/permits/1110910680_1606872045.75/0/validation-api-1-0-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javax/validation/GroupSequence.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* JBoss, Home of Professional Open Source

* Copyright 2009, Red Hat, Inc. and/or its affiliates, and individual contributors

* by the @authors tag. See the copyright.txt in the distribution for a

* full listing of individual contributors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1110910680_1606872045.75/0/validation-api-1-0-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javax/validation/constraints/Size.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110910680_1606872045.75/0/validation-api-1-0-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javax/validation/constraints/AssertFalse.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110910680_1606872045.75/0/validation-api-1-0-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javax/validation/ConstraintValidatorContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110910680_1606872045.75/0/validation-api-1-0-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javax/validation/Constraint.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110910680_1606872045.75/0/validation-api-1-0-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javax/validation/metadata/BeanDescriptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110910680_1606872045.75/0/validation-api-1-0-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javax/validation/UnexpectedTypeException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110910680_1606872045.75/0/validation-api-1-0-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javax/validation/ConstraintValidatorFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110910680_1606872045.75/0/validation-api-1-0-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javax/validation/ConstraintDeclarationException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110910680_1606872045.75/0/validation-api-1-0-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javax/validation/constraints/AssertTrue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110910680_1606872045.75/0/validation-api-1-0-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javax/validation/Configuration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110910680_1606872045.75/0/validation-api-1-0-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javax/validation/ConstraintValidator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110910680_1606872045.75/0/validation-api-1-0-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javax/validation/constraints/Digits.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110910680_1606872045.75/0/validation-api-1-0-0-ga-sources-1-jar/javax/validation/Path.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110910680_1606872045.75/0/validation-api-1-0-0-ga-sources-1-
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jar/javax/validation/GroupDefinitionException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110910680_1606872045.75/0/validation-api-1-0-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javax/validation/groups/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110910680_1606872045.75/0/validation-api-1-0-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javax/validation/Payload.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110910680_1606872045.75/0/validation-api-1-0-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javax/validation/TraversableResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110910680_1606872045.75/0/validation-api-1-0-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javax/validation/bootstrap/ProviderSpecificBootstrap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110910680_1606872045.75/0/validation-api-1-0-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javax/validation/constraints/NotNull.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110910680_1606872045.75/0/validation-api-1-0-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javax/validation/ValidationException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110910680_1606872045.75/0/validation-api-1-0-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javax/validation/ReportAsSingleViolation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110910680_1606872045.75/0/validation-api-1-0-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javax/validation/constraints/Max.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110910680_1606872045.75/0/validation-api-1-0-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javax/validation/constraints/Past.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110910680_1606872045.75/0/validation-api-1-0-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javax/validation/MessageInterpolator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110910680_1606872045.75/0/validation-api-1-0-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javax/validation/constraints/Pattern.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110910680_1606872045.75/0/validation-api-1-0-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javax/validation/constraints/Null.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110910680_1606872045.75/0/validation-api-1-0-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javax/validation/Validation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110910680_1606872045.75/0/validation-api-1-0-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javax/validation/groups/Default.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110910680_1606872045.75/0/validation-api-1-0-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javax/validation/metadata/ElementDescriptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110910680_1606872045.75/0/validation-api-1-0-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javax/validation/metadata/Scope.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110910680_1606872045.75/0/validation-api-1-0-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javax/validation/spi/BootstrapState.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110910680_1606872045.75/0/validation-api-1-0-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javax/validation/ValidatorFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110910680_1606872045.75/0/validation-api-1-0-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javax/validation/spi/ConfigurationState.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110910680_1606872045.75/0/validation-api-1-0-0-ga-sources-1-jar/javax/validation/Valid.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110910680_1606872045.75/0/validation-api-1-0-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javax/validation/constraints/DecimalMax.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110910680_1606872045.75/0/validation-api-1-0-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javax/validation/OverridesAttribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110910680_1606872045.75/0/validation-api-1-0-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javax/validation/constraints/DecimalMin.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110910680_1606872045.75/0/validation-api-1-0-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javax/validation/constraints/Min.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1110910680_1606872045.75/0/validation-api-1-0-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javax/validation/ConstraintViolationException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110910680_1606872045.75/0/validation-api-1-0-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javax/validation/metadata/PropertyDescriptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110910680_1606872045.75/0/validation-api-1-0-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javax/validation/ValidatorContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110910680_1606872045.75/0/validation-api-1-0-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javax/validation/ConstraintDefinitionException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110910680_1606872045.75/0/validation-api-1-0-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javax/validation/spi/ValidationProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110910680_1606872045.75/0/validation-api-1-0-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javax/validation/ConstraintViolation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110910680_1606872045.75/0/validation-api-1-0-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javax/validation/Validator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110910680_1606872045.75/0/validation-api-1-0-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javax/validation/bootstrap/GenericBootstrap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110910680_1606872045.75/0/validation-api-1-0-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javax/validation/ValidationProviderResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110910680_1606872045.75/0/validation-api-1-0-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javax/validation/constraints/Future.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110910680_1606872045.75/0/validation-api-1-0-0-ga-sources-1-

jar/javax/validation/metadata/ConstraintDescriptor.java

 

1.713 jboss-as-network 7.3.0.Final-redhat-14 
1.713.1 Available under license : 

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it * under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as * published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of * the License, or (at your option) any later version. * This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of *

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU * Lesser General Public

License for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public'

 

1.714 transaction-api 1.1 
1.714.1 Available under license : 

COMMON DEVELOPMENT AND DISTRIBUTION LICENSE (CDDL)  

Version 1.0  

 

   *  

 

     1. Definitions.  

         o  

 

           1.1. ?Contributor? means each individual or entity that creates or contributes to the creation of Modifications.
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         o  

 

           1.2. ?Contributor Version? means the combination of the Original Software, prior Modifications used by a

Contributor (if any), and the Modifications made by that particular Contributor.  

         o  

 

           1.3. ?Covered Software? means (a) the Original Software, or (b) Modifications, or (c) the combination of files

containing Original Software with files containing Modifications, in each case including portions thereof.  

         o  

 

           1.4. ?Executable? means the Covered Software in any form other than Source Code.  

         o  

 

           1.5. ?Initial Developer? means the individual or entity that first makes Original Software available under this

License.  

         o  

 

           1.6. ?Larger Work? means a work which combines Covered Software or portions thereof with code not

governed by the terms of this License.  

         o  

 

           1.7. ?License? means this document.  

         o  

 

           1.8. ?Licensable? means having the right to grant, to the maximum extent possible, whether at the time of the

initial grant or subsequently acquired, any and all of the rights conveyed herein.  

         o  

 

           1.9. ?Modifications? means the Source Code and Executable form of any of the following:  

               +  

 

                 A. Any file that results from an addition to, deletion from or modification of the contents of a file

containing Original Software or previous Modifications;  

               +  

 

                 B. Any new file that contains any part of the Original Software or previous Modification; or  

               +  

 

                 C. Any new file that is contributed or otherwise made available under the terms of this License.  

         o  

 

           1.10. ?Original Software? means the Source Code and Executable form of computer software code that is

originally released under this License.  

         o  

 

           1.11. ?Patent Claims? means any patent claim(s), now owned or hereafter acquired, including without

limitation, method, process, and apparatus claims, in any patent Licensable by grantor.  

         o  
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           1.12. ?Source Code? means (a) the common form of computer software code in which modifications are

made and (b) associated documentation included in or with such code.  

         o  

 

           1.13. ?You? (or ?Your?) means an individual or a legal entity exercising rights under, and complying with all

of the terms of, this License. For legal entities, ?You? includes any entity which controls, is controlled by, or is

under common control with You. For purposes of this definition, ?control? means (a) the power, direct or indirect, to

cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (b) ownership of more than

fifty percent (50%) of the outstanding shares or beneficial ownership of such entity.  

   *  

 

     2. License Grants.  

         o  

 

           2.1. The Initial Developer Grant.  

 

           Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and subject to third party intellectual property

claims, the Initial Developer hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license:  

               +  

 

                 (a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark) Licensable by Initial Developer, to

use, reproduce, modify, display, perform, sublicense and distribute the Original Software (or portions thereof), with

or without Modifications, and/or as part of a Larger Work; and  

               +  

 

                 (b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using or selling of Original Software, to make, have

made, use, practice, sell, and offer for sale, and/or otherwise dispose of the Original Software (or portions thereof).  

               +  

 

                 (c) The licenses granted in Sections 2.1(a) and (b) are effective on the date Initial Developer first

distributes or otherwise makes the Original Software available to a third party under the terms of this License.  

               +  

 

                 (d) Notwithstanding Section 2.1(b) above, no patent license is granted: (1) for code that You delete from

the Original Software, or (2) for infringements caused by: (i) the modification of the Original Software, or (ii) the

combination of the Original Software with other software or devices.  

         o  

 

           2.2. Contributor Grant.  

 

           Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and subject to third party intellectual property

claims, each Contributor hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license:  

               +  

 

                 (a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark) Licensable by Contributor to use,

reproduce, modify, display, perform, sublicense and distribute the Modifications created by such Contributor (or

portions thereof), either on an unmodified basis, with other Modifications, as Covered Software and/or as part of a
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Larger Work; and  

               +  

 

                 (b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using, or selling of Modifications made by that

Contributor either alone and/or in combination with its Contributor Version (or portions of such combination), to

make, use, sell, offer for sale, have made, and/or otherwise dispose of: (1) Modifications made by that Contributor

(or portions thereof); and (2) the combination of Modifications made by that Contributor with its Contributor

Version (or portions of such combination).  

               +  

 

                 (c) The licenses granted in Sections 2.2(a) and 2.2(b) are effective on the date Contributor first distributes

or otherwise makes the Modifications available to a third party.  

               +  

 

                 (d) Notwithstanding Section 2.2(b) above, no patent license is granted: (1) for any code that Contributor

has deleted from the Contributor Version; (2) for infringements caused by: (i) third party modifications of

Contributor Version, or (ii) the combination of Modifications made by that Contributor with other software (except

as part of the Contributor Version) or other devices; or (3) under Patent Claims infringed by Covered Software in the

absence of Modifications made by that Contributor.  

   *  

 

     3. Distribution Obligations.  

         o  

 

           3.1. Availability of Source Code.  

 

           Any Covered Software that You distribute or otherwise make available in Executable form must also be made

available in Source Code form and that Source Code form must be distributed only under the terms of this License.

You must include a copy of this License with every copy of the Source Code form of the Covered Software You

distribute or otherwise make available. You must inform recipients of any such Covered Software in Executable

form as to how they can obtain such Covered Software in Source Code form in a reasonable manner on or through a

medium customarily used for software exchange.  

         o  

 

           3.2. Modifications.  

 

           The Modifications that You create or to which You contribute are governed by the terms of this License. You

represent that You believe Your Modifications are Your original creation(s) and/or You have sufficient rights to

grant the rights conveyed by this License.  

         o  

 

           3.3. Required Notices.  

 

           You must include a notice in each of Your Modifications that identifies You as the Contributor of the

Modification. You may not remove or alter any copyright, patent or trademark notices contained within the Covered

Software, or any notices of licensing or any descriptive text giving attribution to any Contributor or the Initial

Developer.  

         o  
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           3.4. Application of Additional Terms.  

 

           You may not offer or impose any terms on any Covered Software in Source Code form that alters or restricts

the applicable version of this License or the recipients? rights hereunder. You may choose to offer, and to charge a

fee for, warranty, support, indemnity or liability obligations to one or more recipients of Covered Software.

However, you may do so only on Your own behalf, and not on behalf of the Initial Developer or any Contributor.

You must make it absolutely clear that any such warranty, support, indemnity or liability obligation is offered by

You alone, and You hereby agree to indemnify the Initial Developer and every Contributor for any liability incurred

by the Initial Developer or such Contributor as a result of warranty, support, indemnity or liability terms You offer.

 

         o  

 

           3.5. Distribution of Executable Versions.  

 

           You may distribute the Executable form of the Covered Software under the terms of this License or under the

terms of a license of Your choice, which may contain terms different from this License, provided that You are in

compliance with the terms of this License and that the license for the Executable form does not attempt to limit or

alter the recipient?s rights in the Source Code form from the rights set forth in this License. If You distribute the

Covered Software in Executable form under a different license, You must make it absolutely clear that any terms

which differ from this License are offered by You alone, not by the Initial Developer or Contributor. You hereby

agree to indemnify the Initial Developer and every Contributor for any liability incurred by the Initial Developer or

such Contributor as a result of any such terms You offer.  

         o  

 

           3.6. Larger Works.  

 

           You may create a Larger Work by combining Covered Software with other code not governed by the terms of

this License and distribute the Larger Work as a single product. In such a case, You must make sure the

requirements of this License are fulfilled for the Covered Software.  

   *  

 

     4. Versions of the License.  

         o  

 

           4.1. New Versions.  

 

           Sun Microsystems, Inc. is the initial license steward and may publish revised and/or new versions of this

License from time to time. Each version will be given a distinguishing version number. Except as provided in

Section 4.3, no one other than the license steward has the right to modify this License.  

         o  

 

           4.2. Effect of New Versions.  

 

           You may always continue to use, distribute or otherwise make the Covered Software available under the

terms of the version of the License under which You originally received the Covered Software. If the Initial

Developer includes a notice in the Original Software prohibiting it from being distributed or otherwise made

available under any subsequent version of the License, You must distribute and make the Covered Software
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available under the terms of the version of the License under which You originally received the Covered Software.

Otherwise, You may also choose to use, distribute or otherwise make the Covered Software available under the

terms of any subsequent version of the License published by the license steward.  

         o  

 

           4.3. Modified Versions.  

 

           When You are an Initial Developer and You want to create a new license for Your Original Software, You

may create and use a modified version of this License if You: (a) rename the license and remove any references to

the name of the license steward (except to note that the license differs from this License); and (b) otherwise make it

clear that the license contains terms which differ from this License.  

   *  

 

     5. DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY.  

 

     COVERED SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED UNDER THIS LICENSE ON AN ?AS IS? BASIS, WITHOUT

WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION,

WARRANTIES THAT THE COVERED SOFTWARE IS FREE OF DEFECTS, MERCHANTABLE, FIT FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR NON-INFRINGING. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND

PERFORMANCE OF THE COVERED SOFTWARE IS WITH YOU. SHOULD ANY COVERED SOFTWARE

PROVE DEFECTIVE IN ANY RESPECT, YOU (NOT THE INITIAL DEVELOPER OR ANY OTHER

CONTRIBUTOR) ASSUME THE COST OF ANY NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

THIS DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY CONSTITUTES AN ESSENTIAL PART OF THIS LICENSE. NO USE

OF ANY COVERED SOFTWARE IS AUTHORIZED HEREUNDER EXCEPT UNDER THIS DISCLAIMER.  

   *  

 

     6. TERMINATION.  

         o  

 

           6.1. This License and the rights granted hereunder will terminate automatically if You fail to comply with

terms herein and fail to cure such breach within 30 days of becoming aware of the breach. Provisions which, by their

nature, must remain in effect beyond the termination of this License shall survive.  

         o  

 

           6.2. If You assert a patent infringement claim (excluding declaratory judgment actions) against Initial

Developer or a Contributor (the Initial Developer or Contributor against whom You assert such claim is referred to

as ?Participant?) alleging that the Participant Software (meaning the Contributor Version where the Participant is a

Contributor or the Original Software where the Participant is the Initial Developer) directly or indirectly infringes

any patent, then any and all rights granted directly or indirectly to You by such Participant, the Initial Developer (if

the Initial Developer is not the Participant) and all Contributors under Sections 2.1 and/or 2.2 of this License shall,

upon 60 days notice from Participant terminate prospectively and automatically at the expiration of such 60 day

notice period, unless if within such 60 day period You withdraw Your claim with respect to the Participant Software

against such Participant either unilaterally or pursuant to a written agreement with Participant.  

         o  

 

           6.3. In the event of termination under Sections 6.1 or 6.2 above, all end user licenses that have been validly

granted by You or any distributor hereunder prior to termination (excluding licenses granted to You by any

distributor) shall survive termination.  
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   *  

 

     7. LIMITATION OF LIABILITY.  

 

     UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES AND UNDER NO LEGAL THEORY, WHETHER TORT (INCLUDING

NEGLIGENCE), CONTRACT, OR OTHERWISE, SHALL YOU, THE INITIAL DEVELOPER, ANY OTHER

CONTRIBUTOR, OR ANY DISTRIBUTOR OF COVERED SOFTWARE, OR ANY SUPPLIER OF ANY OF

SUCH PARTIES, BE LIABLE TO ANY PERSON FOR ANY INDIRECT, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OF ANY CHARACTER INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, DAMAGES

FOR LOST PROFITS, LOSS OF GOODWILL, WORK STOPPAGE, COMPUTER FAILURE OR

MALFUNCTION, OR ANY AND ALL OTHER COMMERCIAL DAMAGES OR LOSSES, EVEN IF SUCH

PARTY SHALL HAVE BEEN INFORMED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES. THIS LIMITATION

OF LIABILITY SHALL NOT APPLY TO LIABILITY FOR DEATH OR PERSONAL INJURY RESULTING

FROM SUCH PARTY?S NEGLIGENCE TO THE EXTENT APPLICABLE LAW PROHIBITS SUCH

LIMITATION. SOME JURISDICTIONS DO NOT ALLOW THE EXCLUSION OR LIMITATION OF

INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, SO THIS EXCLUSION AND LIMITATION MAY NOT

APPLY TO YOU.  

   *  

 

     8. U.S. GOVERNMENT END USERS.  

 

     The Covered Software is a ?commercial item,? as that term is defined in 48 C.F.R. 2.101 (Oct. 1995), consisting

of ?commercial computer software? (as that term is defined at 48 C.F.R. ? 252.227-7014(a)(1)) and ?commercial

computer software documentation? as such terms are used in 48 C.F.R. 12.212 (Sept. 1995). Consistent with 48

C.F.R. 12.212 and 48 C.F.R. 227.7202-1 through 227.7202-4 (June 1995), all U.S. Government End Users acquire

Covered Software with only those rights set forth herein. This U.S. Government Rights clause is in lieu of, and

supersedes, any other FAR, DFAR, or other clause or provision that addresses Government rights in computer

software under this License.  

   *  

 

     9. MISCELLANEOUS.  

 

     This License represents the complete agreement concerning subject matter hereof. If any provision of this

License is held to be unenforceable, such provision shall be reformed only to the extent necessary to make it

enforceable. This License shall be governed by the law of the jurisdiction specified in a notice contained within the

Original Software (except to the extent applicable law, if any, provides otherwise), excluding such jurisdiction?s

conflict-of-law provisions. Any litigation relating to this License shall be subject to the jurisdiction of the courts

located in the jurisdiction and venue specified in a notice contained within the Original Software, with the losing

party responsible for costs, including, without limitation, court costs and reasonable attorneys? fees and expenses.

The application of the United Nations Convention on Contracts for the International Sale of Goods is expressly

excluded. Any law or regulation which provides that the language of a contract shall be construed against the drafter

shall not apply to this License. You agree that You alone are responsible for compliance with the United States

export administration regulations (and the export control laws and regulation of any other countries) when You use,

distribute or otherwise make available any Covered Software.  

   *  

 

     10. RESPONSIBILITY FOR CLAIMS.  
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     As between Initial Developer and the Contributors, each party is responsible for claims and damages arising,

directly or indirectly, out of its utilization of rights under this License and You agree to work with Initial Developer

and Contributors to distribute such responsibility on an equitable basis. Nothing herein is intended or shall be

deemed to constitute any admission of liability.

 

 

1.715 jackson-xc 1.6.3 
1.715.1 Available under license : 

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work
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     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses
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     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.
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     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"
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     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.716 jboss-as-clustering-ejb3-infinispan

7.3.0.Final-redhat-14 
1.716.1 Available under license : 

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it * under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as * published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of * the License, or (at your option) any later version. * This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of *

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU * Lesser General Public

License for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public'

 

1.717 gojsonpointer 0.0.1 
1.717.1 Available under license : 

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,
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     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the
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     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and
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     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,
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     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright 2015 xeipuuv

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.
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1.718 go-dockerclient 3.5.12 
1.718.1 Available under license : 

Copyright (c) 2013-2020, go-dockerclient authors

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this

 list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

 this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

 and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER

CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

                                 Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

You can find the Docker license at the following link:

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/docker/docker/master/LICENSE

 

1.719 jsp 2.1 
1.719.1 Available under license : 

COMMON DEVELOPMENT AND DISTRIBUTION LICENSE (CDDL)  

Version 1.0  

 

   *  

 

     1. Definitions.  

         o  

 

           1.1. ?Contributor? means each individual or entity that creates or contributes to the creation of Modifications.
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         o  

 

           1.2. ?Contributor Version? means the combination of the Original Software, prior Modifications used by a

Contributor (if any), and the Modifications made by that particular Contributor.  

         o  

 

           1.3. ?Covered Software? means (a) the Original Software, or (b) Modifications, or (c) the combination of files

containing Original Software with files containing Modifications, in each case including portions thereof.  

         o  

 

           1.4. ?Executable? means the Covered Software in any form other than Source Code.  

         o  

 

           1.5. ?Initial Developer? means the individual or entity that first makes Original Software available under this

License.  

         o  

 

           1.6. ?Larger Work? means a work which combines Covered Software or portions thereof with code not

governed by the terms of this License.  

         o  

 

           1.7. ?License? means this document.  

         o  

 

           1.8. ?Licensable? means having the right to grant, to the maximum extent possible, whether at the time of the

initial grant or subsequently acquired, any and all of the rights conveyed herein.  

         o  

 

           1.9. ?Modifications? means the Source Code and Executable form of any of the following:  

               +  

 

                 A. Any file that results from an addition to, deletion from or modification of the contents of a file

containing Original Software or previous Modifications;  

               +  

 

                 B. Any new file that contains any part of the Original Software or previous Modification; or  

               +  

 

                 C. Any new file that is contributed or otherwise made available under the terms of this License.  

         o  

 

           1.10. ?Original Software? means the Source Code and Executable form of computer software code that is

originally released under this License.  

         o  

 

           1.11. ?Patent Claims? means any patent claim(s), now owned or hereafter acquired, including without

limitation, method, process, and apparatus claims, in any patent Licensable by grantor.  
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         o  

 

           1.12. ?Source Code? means (a) the common form of computer software code in which modifications are

made and (b) associated documentation included in or with such code.  

         o  

 

           1.13. ?You? (or ?Your?) means an individual or a legal entity exercising rights under, and complying with all

of the terms of, this License. For legal entities, ?You? includes any entity which controls, is controlled by, or is

under common control with You. For purposes of this definition, ?control? means (a) the power, direct or indirect, to

cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (b) ownership of more than

fifty percent (50%) of the outstanding shares or beneficial ownership of such entity.  

   *  

 

     2. License Grants.  

         o  

 

           2.1. The Initial Developer Grant.  

 

           Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and subject to third party intellectual property

claims, the Initial Developer hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license:  

               +  

 

                 (a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark) Licensable by Initial Developer, to

use, reproduce, modify, display, perform, sublicense and distribute the Original Software (or portions thereof), with

or without Modifications, and/or as part of a Larger Work; and  

               +  

 

                 (b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using or selling of Original Software, to make, have

made, use, practice, sell, and offer for sale, and/or otherwise dispose of the Original Software (or portions thereof).  

               +  

 

                 (c) The licenses granted in Sections 2.1(a) and (b) are effective on the date Initial Developer first

distributes or otherwise makes the Original Software available to a third party under the terms of this License.  

               +  

 

                 (d) Notwithstanding Section 2.1(b) above, no patent license is granted: (1) for code that You delete from

the Original Software, or (2) for infringements caused by: (i) the modification of the Original Software, or (ii) the

combination of the Original Software with other software or devices.  

         o  

 

           2.2. Contributor Grant.  

 

           Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and subject to third party intellectual property

claims, each Contributor hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license:  

               +  

 

                 (a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark) Licensable by Contributor to use,

reproduce, modify, display, perform, sublicense and distribute the Modifications created by such Contributor (or
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portions thereof), either on an unmodified basis, with other Modifications, as Covered Software and/or as part of a

Larger Work; and  

               +  

 

                 (b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using, or selling of Modifications made by that

Contributor either alone and/or in combination with its Contributor Version (or portions of such combination), to

make, use, sell, offer for sale, have made, and/or otherwise dispose of: (1) Modifications made by that Contributor

(or portions thereof); and (2) the combination of Modifications made by that Contributor with its Contributor

Version (or portions of such combination).  

               +  

 

                 (c) The licenses granted in Sections 2.2(a) and 2.2(b) are effective on the date Contributor first distributes

or otherwise makes the Modifications available to a third party.  

               +  

 

                 (d) Notwithstanding Section 2.2(b) above, no patent license is granted: (1) for any code that Contributor

has deleted from the Contributor Version; (2) for infringements caused by: (i) third party modifications of

Contributor Version, or (ii) the combination of Modifications made by that Contributor with other software (except

as part of the Contributor Version) or other devices; or (3) under Patent Claims infringed by Covered Software in the

absence of Modifications made by that Contributor.  

   *  

 

     3. Distribution Obligations.  

         o  

 

           3.1. Availability of Source Code.  

 

           Any Covered Software that You distribute or otherwise make available in Executable form must also be made

available in Source Code form and that Source Code form must be distributed only under the terms of this License.

You must include a copy of this License with every copy of the Source Code form of the Covered Software You

distribute or otherwise make available. You must inform recipients of any such Covered Software in Executable

form as to how they can obtain such Covered Software in Source Code form in a reasonable manner on or through a

medium customarily used for software exchange.  

         o  

 

           3.2. Modifications.  

 

           The Modifications that You create or to which You contribute are governed by the terms of this License. You

represent that You believe Your Modifications are Your original creation(s) and/or You have sufficient rights to

grant the rights conveyed by this License.  

         o  

 

           3.3. Required Notices.  

 

           You must include a notice in each of Your Modifications that identifies You as the Contributor of the

Modification. You may not remove or alter any copyright, patent or trademark notices contained within the Covered

Software, or any notices of licensing or any descriptive text giving attribution to any Contributor or the Initial

Developer.  
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         o  

 

           3.4. Application of Additional Terms.  

 

           You may not offer or impose any terms on any Covered Software in Source Code form that alters or restricts

the applicable version of this License or the recipients? rights hereunder. You may choose to offer, and to charge a

fee for, warranty, support, indemnity or liability obligations to one or more recipients of Covered Software.

However, you may do so only on Your own behalf, and not on behalf of the Initial Developer or any Contributor.

You must make it absolutely clear that any such warranty, support, indemnity or liability obligation is offered by

You alone, and You hereby agree to indemnify the Initial Developer and every Contributor for any liability incurred

by the Initial Developer or such Contributor as a result of warranty, support, indemnity or liability terms You offer.

 

         o  

 

           3.5. Distribution of Executable Versions.  

 

           You may distribute the Executable form of the Covered Software under the terms of this License or under the

terms of a license of Your choice, which may contain terms different from this License, provided that You are in

compliance with the terms of this License and that the license for the Executable form does not attempt to limit or

alter the recipient?s rights in the Source Code form from the rights set forth in this License. If You distribute the

Covered Software in Executable form under a different license, You must make it absolutely clear that any terms

which differ from this License are offered by You alone, not by the Initial Developer or Contributor. You hereby

agree to indemnify the Initial Developer and every Contributor for any liability incurred by the Initial Developer or

such Contributor as a result of any such terms You offer.  

         o  

 

           3.6. Larger Works.  

 

           You may create a Larger Work by combining Covered Software with other code not governed by the terms of

this License and distribute the Larger Work as a single product. In such a case, You must make sure the

requirements of this License are fulfilled for the Covered Software.  

   *  

 

     4. Versions of the License.  

         o  

 

           4.1. New Versions.  

 

           Sun Microsystems, Inc. is the initial license steward and may publish revised and/or new versions of this

License from time to time. Each version will be given a distinguishing version number. Except as provided in

Section 4.3, no one other than the license steward has the right to modify this License.  

         o  

 

           4.2. Effect of New Versions.  

 

           You may always continue to use, distribute or otherwise make the Covered Software available under the

terms of the version of the License under which You originally received the Covered Software. If the Initial

Developer includes a notice in the Original Software prohibiting it from being distributed or otherwise made
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available under any subsequent version of the License, You must distribute and make the Covered Software

available under the terms of the version of the License under which You originally received the Covered Software.

Otherwise, You may also choose to use, distribute or otherwise make the Covered Software available under the

terms of any subsequent version of the License published by the license steward.  

         o  

 

           4.3. Modified Versions.  

 

           When You are an Initial Developer and You want to create a new license for Your Original Software, You

may create and use a modified version of this License if You: (a) rename the license and remove any references to

the name of the license steward (except to note that the license differs from this License); and (b) otherwise make it

clear that the license contains terms which differ from this License.  

   *  

 

     5. DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY.  

 

     COVERED SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED UNDER THIS LICENSE ON AN ?AS IS? BASIS, WITHOUT

WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION,

WARRANTIES THAT THE COVERED SOFTWARE IS FREE OF DEFECTS, MERCHANTABLE, FIT FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR NON-INFRINGING. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND

PERFORMANCE OF THE COVERED SOFTWARE IS WITH YOU. SHOULD ANY COVERED SOFTWARE

PROVE DEFECTIVE IN ANY RESPECT, YOU (NOT THE INITIAL DEVELOPER OR ANY OTHER

CONTRIBUTOR) ASSUME THE COST OF ANY NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

THIS DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY CONSTITUTES AN ESSENTIAL PART OF THIS LICENSE. NO USE

OF ANY COVERED SOFTWARE IS AUTHORIZED HEREUNDER EXCEPT UNDER THIS DISCLAIMER.  

   *  

 

     6. TERMINATION.  

         o  

 

           6.1. This License and the rights granted hereunder will terminate automatically if You fail to comply with

terms herein and fail to cure such breach within 30 days of becoming aware of the breach. Provisions which, by their

nature, must remain in effect beyond the termination of this License shall survive.  

         o  

 

           6.2. If You assert a patent infringement claim (excluding declaratory judgment actions) against Initial

Developer or a Contributor (the Initial Developer or Contributor against whom You assert such claim is referred to

as ?Participant?) alleging that the Participant Software (meaning the Contributor Version where the Participant is a

Contributor or the Original Software where the Participant is the Initial Developer) directly or indirectly infringes

any patent, then any and all rights granted directly or indirectly to You by such Participant, the Initial Developer (if

the Initial Developer is not the Participant) and all Contributors under Sections 2.1 and/or 2.2 of this License shall,

upon 60 days notice from Participant terminate prospectively and automatically at the expiration of such 60 day

notice period, unless if within such 60 day period You withdraw Your claim with respect to the Participant Software

against such Participant either unilaterally or pursuant to a written agreement with Participant.  

         o  

 

           6.3. In the event of termination under Sections 6.1 or 6.2 above, all end user licenses that have been validly

granted by You or any distributor hereunder prior to termination (excluding licenses granted to You by any
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distributor) shall survive termination.  

   *  

 

     7. LIMITATION OF LIABILITY.  

 

     UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES AND UNDER NO LEGAL THEORY, WHETHER TORT (INCLUDING

NEGLIGENCE), CONTRACT, OR OTHERWISE, SHALL YOU, THE INITIAL DEVELOPER, ANY OTHER

CONTRIBUTOR, OR ANY DISTRIBUTOR OF COVERED SOFTWARE, OR ANY SUPPLIER OF ANY OF

SUCH PARTIES, BE LIABLE TO ANY PERSON FOR ANY INDIRECT, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OF ANY CHARACTER INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, DAMAGES

FOR LOST PROFITS, LOSS OF GOODWILL, WORK STOPPAGE, COMPUTER FAILURE OR

MALFUNCTION, OR ANY AND ALL OTHER COMMERCIAL DAMAGES OR LOSSES, EVEN IF SUCH

PARTY SHALL HAVE BEEN INFORMED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES. THIS LIMITATION

OF LIABILITY SHALL NOT APPLY TO LIABILITY FOR DEATH OR PERSONAL INJURY RESULTING

FROM SUCH PARTY?S NEGLIGENCE TO THE EXTENT APPLICABLE LAW PROHIBITS SUCH

LIMITATION. SOME JURISDICTIONS DO NOT ALLOW THE EXCLUSION OR LIMITATION OF

INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, SO THIS EXCLUSION AND LIMITATION MAY NOT

APPLY TO YOU.  

   *  

 

     8. U.S. GOVERNMENT END USERS.  

 

     The Covered Software is a ?commercial item,? as that term is defined in 48 C.F.R. 2.101 (Oct. 1995), consisting

of ?commercial computer software? (as that term is defined at 48 C.F.R. ? 252.227-7014(a)(1)) and ?commercial

computer software documentation? as such terms are used in 48 C.F.R. 12.212 (Sept. 1995). Consistent with 48

C.F.R. 12.212 and 48 C.F.R. 227.7202-1 through 227.7202-4 (June 1995), all U.S. Government End Users acquire

Covered Software with only those rights set forth herein. This U.S. Government Rights clause is in lieu of, and

supersedes, any other FAR, DFAR, or other clause or provision that addresses Government rights in computer

software under this License.  

   *  

 

     9. MISCELLANEOUS.  

 

     This License represents the complete agreement concerning subject matter hereof. If any provision of this

License is held to be unenforceable, such provision shall be reformed only to the extent necessary to make it

enforceable. This License shall be governed by the law of the jurisdiction specified in a notice contained within the

Original Software (except to the extent applicable law, if any, provides otherwise), excluding such jurisdiction?s

conflict-of-law provisions. Any litigation relating to this License shall be subject to the jurisdiction of the courts

located in the jurisdiction and venue specified in a notice contained within the Original Software, with the losing

party responsible for costs, including, without limitation, court costs and reasonable attorneys? fees and expenses.

The application of the United Nations Convention on Contracts for the International Sale of Goods is expressly

excluded. Any law or regulation which provides that the language of a contract shall be construed against the drafter

shall not apply to this License. You agree that You alone are responsible for compliance with the United States

export administration regulations (and the export control laws and regulation of any other countries) when You use,

distribute or otherwise make available any Covered Software.  

   *  

 

     10. RESPONSIBILITY FOR CLAIMS.  
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     As between Initial Developer and the Contributors, each party is responsible for claims and damages arising,

directly or indirectly, out of its utilization of rights under this License and You agree to work with Initial Developer

and Contributors to distribute such responsibility on an equitable basis. Nothing herein is intended or shall be

deemed to constitute any admission of liability.

 

 

1.720 jboss-transaction-api 1.0.1.Final-redhat-

2 
1.720.1 Available under license : 

COMMON DEVELOPMENT AND DISTRIBUTION LICENSE (CDDL) Version 1.0

 

 

     1. Definitions.

 

           1.1. "Contributor" means each individual or entity that

           creates or contributes to the creation of Modifications.

 

           1.2. "Contributor Version" means the combination of the

           Original Software, prior Modifications used by a

           Contributor (if any), and the Modifications made by that

           particular Contributor.

 

           1.3. "Covered Software" means (a) the Original Software, or

           (b) Modifications, or (c) the combination of files

           containing Original Software with files containing

           Modifications, in each case including portions thereof.

 

           1.4. "Executable" means the Covered Software in any form

           other than Source Code.

 

           1.5. "Initial Developer" means the individual or entity

           that first makes Original Software available under this

           License.

          

           1.6. "Larger Work" means a work which combines Covered

           Software or portions thereof with code not governed by the

           terms of this License.

 

           1.7. "License" means this document.

 

           1.8. "Licensable" means having the right to grant, to the

           maximum extent possible, whether at the time of the initial

           grant or subsequently acquired, any and all of the rights

           conveyed herein.
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           1.9. "Modifications" means the Source Code and Executable

           form of any of the following:

 

                 A. Any file that results from an addition to,

                 deletion from or modification of the contents of a

                 file containing Original Software or previous

                 Modifications;

 

                 B. Any new file that contains any part of the

                 Original Software or previous Modification; or

 

                 C. Any new file that is contributed or otherwise made

                 available under the terms of this License.

 

           1.10. "Original Software" means the Source Code and

           Executable form of computer software code that is

           originally released under this License.

 

           1.11. "Patent Claims" means any patent claim(s), now owned

           or hereafter acquired, including without limitation,

           method, process, and apparatus claims, in any patent

           Licensable by grantor.

 

           1.12. "Source Code" means (a) the common form of computer

           software code in which modifications are made and (b)

           associated documentation included in or with such code.

 

           1.13. "You" (or "Your") means an individual or a legal

           entity exercising rights under, and complying with all of

           the terms of, this License. For legal entities, "You"

           includes any entity which controls, is controlled by, or is

           under common control with You. For purposes of this

           definition, "control" means (a) the power, direct or

           indirect, to cause the direction or management of such

           entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (b) ownership

           of more than fifty percent (50%) of the outstanding shares

           or beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     2. License Grants.

 

           2.1. The Initial Developer Grant.

 

           Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and

           subject to third party intellectual property claims, the

           Initial Developer hereby grants You a world-wide,

           royalty-free, non-exclusive license:
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                 (a) under intellectual property rights (other than

                 patent or trademark) Licensable by Initial Developer,

                 to use, reproduce, modify, display, perform,

                 sublicense and distribute the Original Software (or

                 portions thereof), with or without Modifications,

                 and/or as part of a Larger Work; and

 

                 (b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making,

                 using or selling of Original Software, to make, have

                 made, use, practice, sell, and offer for sale, and/or

                 otherwise dispose of the Original Software (or

                 portions thereof).

 

                 (c) The licenses granted in Sections 2.1(a) and (b)

                 are effective on the date Initial Developer first

                 distributes or otherwise makes the Original Software

                 available to a third party under the terms of this

                 License.

 

                 (d) Notwithstanding Section 2.1(b) above, no patent

                 license is granted: (1) for code that You delete from

                 the Original Software, or (2) for infringements

                 caused by: (i) the modification of the Original

                 Software, or (ii) the combination of the Original

                 Software with other software or devices.

 

           2.2. Contributor Grant.

 

           Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and

           subject to third party intellectual property claims, each

           Contributor hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free,

           non-exclusive license:

 

                 (a) under intellectual property rights (other than

                 patent or trademark) Licensable by Contributor to

                 use, reproduce, modify, display, perform, sublicense

                 and distribute the Modifications created by such

                 Contributor (or portions thereof), either on an

                 unmodified basis, with other Modifications, as

                 Covered Software and/or as part of a Larger Work; and

                

 

                 (b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making,

                 using, or selling of Modifications made by that

                 Contributor either alone and/or in combination with

                 its Contributor Version (or portions of such

                 combination), to make, use, sell, offer for sale,

                 have made, and/or otherwise dispose of: (1)
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                 Modifications made by that Contributor (or portions

                 thereof); and (2) the combination of Modifications

                 made by that Contributor with its Contributor Version

                 (or portions of such combination).

 

                 (c) The licenses granted in Sections 2.2(a) and

                 2.2(b) are effective on the date Contributor first

                 distributes or otherwise makes the Modifications

                 available to a third party.

 

                 (d) Notwithstanding Section 2.2(b) above, no patent

                 license is granted: (1) for any code that Contributor

                 has deleted from the Contributor Version; (2) for

                 infringements caused by: (i) third party

                 modifications of Contributor Version, or (ii) the

                 combination of Modifications made by that Contributor

                 with other software (except as part of the

                 Contributor Version) or other devices; or (3) under

                 Patent Claims infringed by Covered Software in the

                 absence of Modifications made by that Contributor.

 

     3. Distribution Obligations.

 

           3.1. Availability of Source Code.

 

           Any Covered Software that You distribute or otherwise make

           available in Executable form must also be made available in

           Source Code form and that Source Code form must be

           distributed only under the terms of this License. You must

           include a copy of this License with every copy of the

           Source Code form of the Covered Software You distribute or

           otherwise make available. You must inform recipients of any

           such Covered Software in Executable form as to how they can

           obtain such Covered Software in Source Code form in a

           reasonable manner on or through a medium customarily used

           for software exchange.

 

           3.2. Modifications.

 

           The Modifications that You create or to which You

           contribute are governed by the terms of this License. You

           represent that You believe Your Modifications are Your

           original creation(s) and/or You have sufficient rights to

           grant the rights conveyed by this License.

 

           3.3. Required Notices.

 

           You must include a notice in each of Your Modifications
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           that identifies You as the Contributor of the Modification.

           You may not remove or alter any copyright, patent or

           trademark notices contained within the Covered Software, or

           any notices of licensing or any descriptive text giving

           attribution to any Contributor or the Initial Developer.

 

           3.4. Application of Additional Terms.

 

           You may not offer or impose any terms on any Covered

           Software in Source Code form that alters or restricts the

           applicable version of this License or the recipients"

           rights hereunder. You may choose to offer, and to charge a

           fee for, warranty, support, indemnity or liability

           obligations to one or more recipients of Covered Software.

           However, you may do so only on Your own behalf, and not on

           behalf of the Initial Developer or any Contributor. You

           must make it absolutely clear that any such warranty,

           support, indemnity or liability obligation is offered by

           You alone, and You hereby agree to indemnify the Initial

           Developer and every Contributor for any liability incurred

           by the Initial Developer or such Contributor as a result of

           warranty, support, indemnity or liability terms You offer.

        

 

           3.5. Distribution of Executable Versions.

 

           You may distribute the Executable form of the Covered

           Software under the terms of this License or under the terms

           of a license of Your choice, which may contain terms

           different from this License, provided that You are in

           compliance with the terms of this License and that the

           license for the Executable form does not attempt to limit

           or alter the recipient"s rights in the Source Code form

           from the rights set forth in this License. If You

           distribute the Covered Software in Executable form under a

           different license, You must make it absolutely clear that

           any terms which differ from this License are offered by You

           alone, not by the Initial Developer or Contributor. You

           hereby agree to indemnify the Initial Developer and every

           Contributor for any liability incurred by the Initial

           Developer or such Contributor as a result of any such terms

           You offer.

 

           3.6. Larger Works.

 

           You may create a Larger Work by combining Covered Software

           with other code not governed by the terms of this License

           and distribute the Larger Work as a single product. In such
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           a case, You must make sure the requirements of this License

           are fulfilled for the Covered Software.

          

     4. Versions of the License.

 

           4.1. New Versions.

 

           Sun Microsystems, Inc. is the initial license steward and

           may publish revised and/or new versions of this License

           from time to time. Each version will be given a

           distinguishing version number. Except as provided in

           Section 4.3, no one other than the license steward has the

           right to modify this License.

 

           4.2. Effect of New Versions.

 

           You may always continue to use, distribute or otherwise

           make the Covered Software available under the terms of the

           version of the License under which You originally received

           the Covered Software. If the Initial Developer includes a

           notice in the Original Software prohibiting it from being

           distributed or otherwise made available under any

           subsequent version of the License, You must distribute and

           make the Covered Software available under the terms of the

           version of the License under which You originally received

           the Covered Software. Otherwise, You may also choose to

           use, distribute or otherwise make the Covered Software

           available under the terms of any subsequent version of the

           License published by the license steward.

 

           4.3. Modified Versions.

 

           When You are an Initial Developer and You want to create a

           new license for Your Original Software, You may create and

           use a modified version of this License if You: (a) rename

           the license and remove any references to the name of the

           license steward (except to note that the license differs

           from this License); and (b) otherwise make it clear that

           the license contains terms which differ from this License.

          

 

     5. DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY.

 

     COVERED SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED UNDER THIS LICENSE ON AN "AS IS"

     BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED,

     INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, WARRANTIES THAT THE COVERED

     SOFTWARE IS FREE OF DEFECTS, MERCHANTABLE, FIT FOR A PARTICULAR

     PURPOSE OR NON-INFRINGING. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND
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     PERFORMANCE OF THE COVERED SOFTWARE IS WITH YOU. SHOULD ANY

     COVERED SOFTWARE PROVE DEFECTIVE IN ANY RESPECT, YOU (NOT THE

     INITIAL DEVELOPER OR ANY OTHER CONTRIBUTOR) ASSUME THE COST OF

     ANY NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION. THIS DISCLAIMER OF

     WARRANTY CONSTITUTES AN ESSENTIAL PART OF THIS LICENSE. NO USE OF

     ANY COVERED SOFTWARE IS AUTHORIZED HEREUNDER EXCEPT UNDER THIS

     DISCLAIMER.

 

     6. TERMINATION.

 

           6.1. This License and the rights granted hereunder will

           terminate automatically if You fail to comply with terms

           herein and fail to cure such breach within 30 days of

           becoming aware of the breach. Provisions which, by their

           nature, must remain in effect beyond the termination of

           this License shall survive.

 

           6.2. If You assert a patent infringement claim (excluding

           declaratory judgment actions) against Initial Developer or

           a Contributor (the Initial Developer or Contributor against

           whom You assert such claim is referred to as "Participant")

           alleging that the Participant Software (meaning the

           Contributor Version where the Participant is a Contributor

           or the Original Software where the Participant is the

           Initial Developer) directly or indirectly infringes any

           patent, then any and all rights granted directly or

           indirectly to You by such Participant, the Initial

           Developer (if the Initial Developer is not the Participant)

           and all Contributors under Sections 2.1 and/or 2.2 of this

           License shall, upon 60 days notice from Participant

           terminate prospectively and automatically at the expiration

           of such 60 day notice period, unless if within such 60 day

           period You withdraw Your claim with respect to the

           Participant Software against such Participant either

           unilaterally or pursuant to a written agreement with

           Participant.

 

           6.3. In the event of termination under Sections 6.1 or 6.2

           above, all end user licenses that have been validly granted

           by You or any distributor hereunder prior to termination

           (excluding licenses granted to You by any distributor)

           shall survive termination.

 

     7. LIMITATION OF LIABILITY.

 

     UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES AND UNDER NO LEGAL THEORY, WHETHER TORT

     (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE), CONTRACT, OR OTHERWISE, SHALL YOU, THE

     INITIAL DEVELOPER, ANY OTHER CONTRIBUTOR, OR ANY DISTRIBUTOR OF
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     COVERED SOFTWARE, OR ANY SUPPLIER OF ANY OF SUCH PARTIES, BE

     LIABLE TO ANY PERSON FOR ANY INDIRECT, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, OR

     CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OF ANY CHARACTER INCLUDING, WITHOUT

     LIMITATION, DAMAGES FOR LOST PROFITS, LOSS OF GOODWILL, WORK

     STOPPAGE, COMPUTER FAILURE OR MALFUNCTION, OR ANY AND ALL OTHER

     COMMERCIAL DAMAGES OR LOSSES, EVEN IF SUCH PARTY SHALL HAVE BEEN

     INFORMED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES. THIS LIMITATION OF

     LIABILITY SHALL NOT APPLY TO LIABILITY FOR DEATH OR PERSONAL

     INJURY RESULTING FROM SUCH PARTY"S NEGLIGENCE TO THE EXTENT

     APPLICABLE LAW PROHIBITS SUCH LIMITATION. SOME JURISDICTIONS DO

     NOT ALLOW THE EXCLUSION OR LIMITATION OF INCIDENTAL OR

     CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, SO THIS EXCLUSION AND LIMITATION MAY NOT

     APPLY TO YOU.

 

     8. U.S. GOVERNMENT END USERS.

 

     The Covered Software is a "commercial item," as that term is

     defined in 48 C.F.R. 2.101 (Oct. 1995), consisting of "commercial

     computer software" (as that term is defined at 48 C.F.R. "

     252.227-7014(a)(1)) and "commercial computer software

     documentation" as such terms are used in 48 C.F.R. 12.212 (Sept.

     1995). Consistent with 48 C.F.R. 12.212 and 48 C.F.R. 227.7202-1

     through 227.7202-4 (June 1995), all U.S. Government End Users

     acquire Covered Software with only those rights set forth herein.

     This U.S. Government Rights clause is in lieu of, and supersedes,

     any other FAR, DFAR, or other clause or provision that addresses

     Government rights in computer software under this License.

 

     9. MISCELLANEOUS.

 

     This License represents the complete agreement concerning subject

     matter hereof. If any provision of this License is held to be

     unenforceable, such provision shall be reformed only to the

     extent necessary to make it enforceable. This License shall be

     governed by the law of the jurisdiction specified in a notice

     contained within the Original Software (except to the extent

     applicable law, if any, provides otherwise), excluding such

     jurisdiction"s conflict-of-law provisions. Any litigation

     relating to this License shall be subject to the jurisdiction of

     the courts located in the jurisdiction and venue specified in a

     notice contained within the Original Software, with the losing

     party responsible for costs, including, without limitation, court

     costs and reasonable attorneys" fees and expenses. The

     application of the United Nations Convention on Contracts for the

     International Sale of Goods is expressly excluded. Any law or

     regulation which provides that the language of a contract shall

     be construed against the drafter shall not apply to this License.

     You agree that You alone are responsible for compliance with the
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     United States export administration regulations (and the export

     control laws and regulation of any other countries) when You use,

     distribute or otherwise make available any Covered Software.

 

     10. RESPONSIBILITY FOR CLAIMS.

 

     As between Initial Developer and the Contributors, each party is

     responsible for claims and damages arising, directly or

     indirectly, out of its utilization of rights under this License

     and You agree to work with Initial Developer and Contributors to

     distribute such responsibility on an equitable basis. Nothing

     herein is intended or shall be deemed to constitute any admission

     of liability.

 

1.721 spring-tx 4.1.5.RELEASE 
1.721.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2015 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490323_1600941414.9/0/spring-tx-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/annotation/AbstractTransactionManagementConfiguration.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490323_1600941414.9/0/spring-tx-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/annotation/TransactionManagementConfigurer.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2014 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
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* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490323_1600941414.9/0/spring-tx-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/config/JtaTransactionManagerFactoryBean.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490323_1600941414.9/0/spring-tx-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/jta/WebSphereUowTransactionManager.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490323_1600941414.9/0/spring-tx-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/interceptor/TransactionInterceptor.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490323_1600941414.9/0/spring-tx-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/interceptor/RollbackRuleAttribute.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490323_1600941414.9/0/spring-tx-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jca/cci/connection/CciLocalTransactionManager.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490323_1600941414.9/0/spring-tx-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/support/AbstractPlatformTransactionManager.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490323_1600941414.9/0/spring-tx-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/interceptor/AbstractFallbackTransactionAttributeSource.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490323_1600941414.9/0/spring-tx-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/dao/annotation/PersistenceExceptionTranslationPostProcessor.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490323_1600941414.9/0/spring-tx-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/interceptor/TransactionProxyFactoryBean.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490323_1600941414.9/0/spring-tx-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/support/AbstractTransactionStatus.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490323_1600941414.9/0/spring-tx-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/config/TransactionManagementConfigUtils.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490323_1600941414.9/0/spring-tx-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/support/TransactionSynchronization.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490323_1600941414.9/0/spring-tx-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/support/TransactionSynchronizationManager.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490323_1600941414.9/0/spring-tx-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/interceptor/TransactionAspectSupport.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490323_1600941414.9/0/spring-tx-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/SavepointManager.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490323_1600941414.9/0/spring-tx-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/config/JtaTransactionManagerBeanDefinitionParser.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2012 the original author or authors.
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*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490323_1600941414.9/0/spring-tx-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jca/cci/object/EisOperation.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490323_1600941414.9/0/spring-tx-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jca/support/ResourceAdapterFactoryBean.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490323_1600941414.9/0/spring-tx-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/dao/annotation/PersistenceExceptionTranslationAdvisor.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490323_1600941414.9/0/spring-tx-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/NoTransactionException.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490323_1600941414.9/0/spring-tx-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/dao/NonTransientDataAccessException.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490323_1600941414.9/0/spring-tx-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jca/context/BootstrapContextAwareProcessor.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490323_1600941414.9/0/spring-tx-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/dao/DuplicateKeyException.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490323_1600941414.9/0/spring-tx-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/dao/OptimisticLockingFailureException.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490323_1600941414.9/0/spring-tx-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/TransactionSuspensionNotSupportedException.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490323_1600941414.9/0/spring-tx-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jca/cci/InvalidResultSetAccessException.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490323_1600941414.9/0/spring-tx-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/interceptor/TransactionAttributeEditor.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490323_1600941414.9/0/spring-tx-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/support/TransactionSynchronizationAdapter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490323_1600941414.9/0/spring-tx-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jca/context/ResourceAdapterApplicationContext.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490323_1600941414.9/0/spring-tx-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/support/ResourceHolderSupport.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490323_1600941414.9/0/spring-tx-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jca/cci/core/InteractionCallback.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490323_1600941414.9/0/spring-tx-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jca/support/SimpleBootstrapContext.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490323_1600941414.9/0/spring-tx-4-1-5-release-sources-1-
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jar/org/springframework/transaction/interceptor/NoRollbackRuleAttribute.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490323_1600941414.9/0/spring-tx-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/dao/TypeMismatchDataAccessException.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490323_1600941414.9/0/spring-tx-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/interceptor/TransactionAttributeSource.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490323_1600941414.9/0/spring-tx-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/support/TransactionCallbackWithoutResult.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490323_1600941414.9/0/spring-tx-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jca/cci/connection/ConnectionSpecConnectionFactoryAdapter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490323_1600941414.9/0/spring-tx-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jca/context/BootstrapContextAware.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490323_1600941414.9/0/spring-tx-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/dao/TransientDataAccessResourceException.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490323_1600941414.9/0/spring-tx-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jca/cci/core/RecordCreator.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490323_1600941414.9/0/spring-tx-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/dao/DataRetrievalFailureException.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490323_1600941414.9/0/spring-tx-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/dao/PermissionDeniedDataAccessException.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490323_1600941414.9/0/spring-tx-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/CannotCreateTransactionException.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490323_1600941414.9/0/spring-tx-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jca/cci/object/MappingCommAreaOperation.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490323_1600941414.9/0/spring-tx-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/support/ResourceHolderSynchronization.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490323_1600941414.9/0/spring-tx-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/dao/support/ChainedPersistenceExceptionTranslator.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490323_1600941414.9/0/spring-tx-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/support/TransactionCallback.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490323_1600941414.9/0/spring-tx-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jca/cci/object/MappingRecordOperation.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490323_1600941414.9/0/spring-tx-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jca/cci/connection/TransactionAwareConnectionFactoryProxy.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490323_1600941414.9/0/spring-tx-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/InvalidIsolationLevelException.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490323_1600941414.9/0/spring-tx-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/annotation/Propagation.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490323_1600941414.9/0/spring-tx-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/TransactionDefinition.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490323_1600941414.9/0/spring-tx-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jca/cci/core/RecordExtractor.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490323_1600941414.9/0/spring-tx-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/dao/DataAccessResourceFailureException.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490323_1600941414.9/0/spring-tx-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/support/DefaultTransactionStatus.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490323_1600941414.9/0/spring-tx-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/dao/DataAccessException.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490323_1600941414.9/0/spring-tx-4-1-5-release-sources-1-
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jar/org/springframework/transaction/PlatformTransactionManager.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490323_1600941414.9/0/spring-tx-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/support/TransactionTemplate.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490323_1600941414.9/0/spring-tx-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/jta/SimpleTransactionFactory.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490323_1600941414.9/0/spring-tx-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jca/cci/CannotCreateRecordException.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490323_1600941414.9/0/spring-tx-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/annotation/Isolation.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490323_1600941414.9/0/spring-tx-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jca/work/DelegatingWork.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490323_1600941414.9/0/spring-tx-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/dao/IncorrectResultSizeDataAccessException.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490323_1600941414.9/0/spring-tx-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jca/cci/CannotGetCciConnectionException.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490323_1600941414.9/0/spring-tx-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/support/TransactionOperations.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490323_1600941414.9/0/spring-tx-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/dao/CannotAcquireLockException.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490323_1600941414.9/0/spring-tx-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jca/work/SimpleTaskWorkManager.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490323_1600941414.9/0/spring-tx-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/TransactionUsageException.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490323_1600941414.9/0/spring-tx-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/jta/TransactionFactory.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490323_1600941414.9/0/spring-tx-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jca/cci/CciOperationNotSupportedException.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490323_1600941414.9/0/spring-tx-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/support/TransactionSynchronizationUtils.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490323_1600941414.9/0/spring-tx-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/dao/support/DataAccessUtils.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490323_1600941414.9/0/spring-tx-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/support/ResourceTransactionManager.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490323_1600941414.9/0/spring-tx-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/interceptor/BeanFactoryTransactionAttributeSourceAdvisor.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490323_1600941414.9/0/spring-tx-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/UnexpectedRollbackException.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490323_1600941414.9/0/spring-tx-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/TransactionException.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490323_1600941414.9/0/spring-tx-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jca/cci/connection/DelegatingConnectionFactory.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490323_1600941414.9/0/spring-tx-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/dao/support/DaoSupport.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490323_1600941414.9/0/spring-tx-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/support/CallbackPreferringPlatformTransactionManager.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490323_1600941414.9/0/spring-tx-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/IllegalTransactionStateException.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490323_1600941414.9/0/spring-tx-4-1-5-release-sources-1-
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jar/org/springframework/transaction/interceptor/RuleBasedTransactionAttribute.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490323_1600941414.9/0/spring-tx-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/dao/InvalidDataAccessApiUsageException.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490323_1600941414.9/0/spring-tx-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/annotation/Ejb3TransactionAnnotationParser.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490323_1600941414.9/0/spring-tx-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/config/TxNamespaceHandler.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490323_1600941414.9/0/spring-tx-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/dao/CleanupFailureDataAccessException.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490323_1600941414.9/0/spring-tx-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/support/DelegatingTransactionDefinition.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490323_1600941414.9/0/spring-tx-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/jta/UserTransactionAdapter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490323_1600941414.9/0/spring-tx-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jca/support/LocalConnectionFactoryBean.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490323_1600941414.9/0/spring-tx-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jca/cci/core/support/CommAreaRecord.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490323_1600941414.9/0/spring-tx-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/dao/RecoverableDataAccessException.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490323_1600941414.9/0/spring-tx-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jca/endpoint/GenericMessageEndpointManager.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490323_1600941414.9/0/spring-tx-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/dao/TransientDataAccessException.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490323_1600941414.9/0/spring-tx-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/dao/EmptyResultDataAccessException.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490323_1600941414.9/0/spring-tx-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jca/cci/RecordTypeNotSupportedException.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490323_1600941414.9/0/spring-tx-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/dao/ConcurrencyFailureException.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490323_1600941414.9/0/spring-tx-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jca/cci/connection/SingleConnectionFactory.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490323_1600941414.9/0/spring-tx-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jca/cci/core/support/CciDaoSupport.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490323_1600941414.9/0/spring-tx-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jca/cci/connection/NotSupportedRecordFactory.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490323_1600941414.9/0/spring-tx-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/interceptor/DefaultTransactionAttribute.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490323_1600941414.9/0/spring-tx-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/jta/JtaTransactionObject.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490323_1600941414.9/0/spring-tx-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/interceptor/MethodMapTransactionAttributeSource.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490323_1600941414.9/0/spring-tx-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/interceptor/TransactionAttributeSourceAdvisor.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490323_1600941414.9/0/spring-tx-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/dao/NonTransientDataAccessResourceException.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490323_1600941414.9/0/spring-tx-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/support/DefaultTransactionDefinition.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490323_1600941414.9/0/spring-tx-4-1-5-release-sources-1-
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jar/org/springframework/dao/InvalidDataAccessResourceUsageException.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490323_1600941414.9/0/spring-tx-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/support/SimpleTransactionStatus.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490323_1600941414.9/0/spring-tx-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/interceptor/TransactionAttributeSourcePointcut.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490323_1600941414.9/0/spring-tx-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/dao/IncorrectUpdateSemanticsDataAccessException.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490323_1600941414.9/0/spring-tx-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/jta/JtaAfterCompletionSynchronization.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490323_1600941414.9/0/spring-tx-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/dao/support/PersistenceExceptionTranslator.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490323_1600941414.9/0/spring-tx-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jca/cci/object/SimpleRecordOperation.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490323_1600941414.9/0/spring-tx-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/dao/UncategorizedDataAccessException.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490323_1600941414.9/0/spring-tx-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/jta/SpringJtaSynchronizationAdapter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490323_1600941414.9/0/spring-tx-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/dao/QueryTimeoutException.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490323_1600941414.9/0/spring-tx-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jca/cci/connection/ConnectionFactoryUtils.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490323_1600941414.9/0/spring-tx-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/dao/DataIntegrityViolationException.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490323_1600941414.9/0/spring-tx-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/TransactionTimedOutException.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490323_1600941414.9/0/spring-tx-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/annotation/Transactional.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490323_1600941414.9/0/spring-tx-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/dao/DeadlockLoserDataAccessException.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490323_1600941414.9/0/spring-tx-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/TransactionSystemException.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490323_1600941414.9/0/spring-tx-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/dao/CannotSerializeTransactionException.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490323_1600941414.9/0/spring-tx-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jca/cci/core/CciTemplate.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490323_1600941414.9/0/spring-tx-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/interceptor/TransactionAttribute.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490323_1600941414.9/0/spring-tx-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/interceptor/CompositeTransactionAttributeSource.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490323_1600941414.9/0/spring-tx-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/InvalidTimeoutException.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490323_1600941414.9/0/spring-tx-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jca/cci/core/ConnectionCallback.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490323_1600941414.9/0/spring-tx-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jca/cci/connection/ConnectionHolder.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490323_1600941414.9/0/spring-tx-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/interceptor/DelegatingTransactionAttribute.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490323_1600941414.9/0/spring-tx-4-1-5-release-sources-1-
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jar/org/springframework/transaction/HeuristicCompletionException.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490323_1600941414.9/0/spring-tx-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/interceptor/TransactionAttributeSourceEditor.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490323_1600941414.9/0/spring-tx-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/NestedTransactionNotSupportedException.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490323_1600941414.9/0/spring-tx-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/dao/PessimisticLockingFailureException.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490323_1600941414.9/0/spring-tx-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/jta/ManagedTransactionAdapter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2013 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490323_1600941414.9/0/spring-tx-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/TransactionStatus.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490323_1600941414.9/0/spring-tx-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jca/work/WorkManagerTaskExecutor.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490323_1600941414.9/0/spring-tx-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jca/work/glassfish/GlassFishWorkManagerTaskExecutor.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490323_1600941414.9/0/spring-tx-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jca/context/SpringContextResourceAdapter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490323_1600941414.9/0/spring-tx-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/config/AnnotationDrivenBeanDefinitionParser.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490323_1600941414.9/0/spring-tx-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/annotation/ProxyTransactionManagementConfiguration.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490323_1600941414.9/0/spring-tx-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/jta/WebLogicJtaTransactionManager.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490323_1600941414.9/0/spring-tx-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jca/work/jboss/JBossWorkManagerUtils.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490323_1600941414.9/0/spring-tx-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jca/work/jboss/JBossWorkManagerTaskExecutor.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490323_1600941414.9/0/spring-tx-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jca/endpoint/GenericMessageEndpointFactory.java
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* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490323_1600941414.9/0/spring-tx-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/jta/JtaTransactionManager.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490323_1600941414.9/0/spring-tx-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/annotation/TransactionManagementConfigurationSelector.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490323_1600941414.9/0/spring-tx-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/annotation/TransactionAnnotationParser.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490323_1600941414.9/0/spring-tx-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/support/SmartTransactionObject.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490323_1600941414.9/0/spring-tx-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/interceptor/MatchAlwaysTransactionAttributeSource.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490323_1600941414.9/0/spring-tx-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/annotation/AnnotationTransactionAttributeSource.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490323_1600941414.9/0/spring-tx-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jca/endpoint/AbstractMessageEndpointFactory.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490323_1600941414.9/0/spring-tx-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/annotation/EnableTransactionManagement.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490323_1600941414.9/0/spring-tx-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/dao/support/PersistenceExceptionTranslationInterceptor.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490323_1600941414.9/0/spring-tx-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/interceptor/NameMatchTransactionAttributeSource.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490323_1600941414.9/0/spring-tx-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/config/TxAdviceBeanDefinitionParser.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490323_1600941414.9/0/spring-tx-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/annotation/SpringTransactionAnnotationParser.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490323_1600941414.9/0/spring-tx-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/annotation/JtaTransactionAnnotationParser.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2008 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490323_1600941414.9/0/spring-tx-4-1-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/support/ResourceHolder.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093490323_1600941414.9/0/spring-tx-4-1-5-release-sources-1-
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jar/org/springframework/jca/cci/core/CciOperations.java

 

1.722 xom 1.2.7.redhat-4 
1.722.1 Available under license : 

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '// This library is free software; you can redistribute // the

GNU Lesser General Public License as published by // This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, //

but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of // MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS

FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the // GNU Lesser General Public License for more details. // You should

have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General // Public License along with this library; if not, write to the //

Boston, MA  02111-1307  USA'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in 'This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

modify it under the terms of version 2.1 of the GNU Lesser General Public License as published by the Free

Software Foundation. This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY

WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  See the GNU Lesser General Public License for more details. You should have received a copy of the

GNU Lesser General Public Boston, MA 02111-1307  USA System.out.println("This library is free software; you

can redistribute it and/or modify it"); System.out.println("under the terms of version 2.1 of the GNU Lesser General

Public License"); System.out.println("as published by the Free Software Foundation."); System.out.println("This

library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,"); System.out.println("but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY;

without even the implied warranty of"); System.out.println("MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE. "); System.out.println("See the GNU Lesser General Public License for more details.");

System.out.println("You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General"); System.out.println("Public

License along with this library; if not, write to the");'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in 'This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

modify it under the terms of version 2.1 of the GNU Lesser General Public License as published by the Free

Software Foundation. This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY

WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  See the GNU Lesser General Public License for more details. You should have received a copy of the

GNU Lesser General Public Boston, MA 02111-1307  USA'

 

1.723 javassist 3.18.1-GA 
1.723.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Javassist, a Java-bytecode translator toolkit.

* Copyright (C) 2004 Bill Burke. All Rights Reserved.

*

* The contents of this file are subject to the Mozilla Public License Version

* 1.1 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with

* the License.  Alternatively, the contents of this file may be used under

* the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License Version 2.1 or later,

* or the Apache License Version 2.0.

*
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* Software distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" basis,

* WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the License

* for the specific language governing rights and limitations under the

* License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1151387523_1617878113.8/0/javassist-3-18-1-ga-sources-8-

jar/javassist/bytecode/annotation/StringMemberValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1151387523_1617878113.8/0/javassist-3-18-1-ga-sources-8-

jar/javassist/bytecode/annotation/EnumMemberValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1151387523_1617878113.8/0/javassist-3-18-1-ga-sources-8-

jar/javassist/bytecode/annotation/CharMemberValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1151387523_1617878113.8/0/javassist-3-18-1-ga-sources-8-

jar/javassist/bytecode/annotation/ShortMemberValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1151387523_1617878113.8/0/javassist-3-18-1-ga-sources-8-

jar/javassist/bytecode/annotation/MemberValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1151387523_1617878113.8/0/javassist-3-18-1-ga-sources-8-

jar/javassist/bytecode/annotation/DoubleMemberValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1151387523_1617878113.8/0/javassist-3-18-1-ga-sources-8-

jar/javassist/bytecode/annotation/IntegerMemberValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1151387523_1617878113.8/0/javassist-3-18-1-ga-sources-8-

jar/javassist/bytecode/annotation/LongMemberValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1151387523_1617878113.8/0/javassist-3-18-1-ga-sources-8-

jar/javassist/bytecode/annotation/ArrayMemberValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1151387523_1617878113.8/0/javassist-3-18-1-ga-sources-8-

jar/javassist/bytecode/annotation/FloatMemberValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1151387523_1617878113.8/0/javassist-3-18-1-ga-sources-8-

jar/javassist/bytecode/annotation/ByteMemberValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1151387523_1617878113.8/0/javassist-3-18-1-ga-sources-8-

jar/javassist/bytecode/annotation/ClassMemberValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1151387523_1617878113.8/0/javassist-3-18-1-ga-sources-8-

jar/javassist/bytecode/annotation/BooleanMemberValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1151387523_1617878113.8/0/javassist-3-18-1-ga-sources-8-

jar/javassist/bytecode/annotation/AnnotationMemberValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1151387523_1617878113.8/0/javassist-3-18-1-ga-sources-8-

jar/javassist/bytecode/annotation/Annotation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1151387523_1617878113.8/0/javassist-3-18-1-ga-sources-8-

jar/javassist/bytecode/annotation/MemberValueVisitor.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Javassist, a Java-bytecode translator toolkit.

* Copyright (C) 1999- Shigeru Chiba. All Rights Reserved.

*

* The contents of this file are subject to the Mozilla Public License Version

* 1.1 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with

* the License.  Alternatively, the contents of this file may be used under
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* the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License Version 2.1 or later,

* or the Apache License Version 2.0.

*

* Software distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" basis,

* WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the License

* for the specific language governing rights and limitations under the

* License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1151387523_1617878113.8/0/javassist-3-18-1-ga-sources-8-

jar/javassist/scopedpool/SoftValueHashMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1151387523_1617878113.8/0/javassist-3-18-1-ga-sources-8-

jar/javassist/bytecode/Mnemonic.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1151387523_1617878113.8/0/javassist-3-18-1-ga-sources-8-

jar/javassist/bytecode/analysis/SubroutineScanner.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1151387523_1617878113.8/0/javassist-3-18-1-ga-sources-8-

jar/javassist/CannotCompileException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1151387523_1617878113.8/0/javassist-3-18-1-ga-sources-8-

jar/javassist/util/proxy/ProxyObjectOutputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1151387523_1617878113.8/0/javassist-3-18-1-ga-sources-8-jar/javassist/Loader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1151387523_1617878113.8/0/javassist-3-18-1-ga-sources-8-

jar/javassist/util/proxy/SerializedProxy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1151387523_1617878113.8/0/javassist-3-18-1-ga-sources-8-

jar/javassist/compiler/CompileError.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1151387523_1617878113.8/0/javassist-3-18-1-ga-sources-8-

jar/javassist/bytecode/LongVector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1151387523_1617878113.8/0/javassist-3-18-1-ga-sources-8-

jar/javassist/bytecode/AttributeInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1151387523_1617878113.8/0/javassist-3-18-1-ga-sources-8-

jar/javassist/convert/TransformBefore.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1151387523_1617878113.8/0/javassist-3-18-1-ga-sources-8-jar/javassist/compiler/ast/Expr.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1151387523_1617878113.8/0/javassist-3-18-1-ga-sources-8-

jar/javassist/bytecode/annotation/NoSuchClassError.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1151387523_1617878113.8/0/javassist-3-18-1-ga-sources-8-

jar/javassist/compiler/MemberCodeGen.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1151387523_1617878113.8/0/javassist-3-18-1-ga-sources-8-

jar/javassist/bytecode/SyntheticAttribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1151387523_1617878113.8/0/javassist-3-18-1-ga-sources-8-

jar/javassist/bytecode/analysis/MultiType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1151387523_1617878113.8/0/javassist-3-18-1-ga-sources-8-

jar/javassist/compiler/ast/InstanceOfExpr.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1151387523_1617878113.8/0/javassist-3-18-1-ga-sources-8-jar/javassist/SerialVersionUID.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1151387523_1617878113.8/0/javassist-3-18-1-ga-sources-8-jar/javassist/CtArray.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1151387523_1617878113.8/0/javassist-3-18-1-ga-sources-8-

jar/javassist/util/proxy/ProxyFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1151387523_1617878113.8/0/javassist-3-18-1-ga-sources-8-

jar/javassist/bytecode/ClassFilePrinter.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1151387523_1617878113.8/0/javassist-3-18-1-ga-sources-8-

jar/javassist/compiler/ast/ASTree.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1151387523_1617878113.8/0/javassist-3-18-1-ga-sources-8-

jar/javassist/bytecode/ByteArray.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1151387523_1617878113.8/0/javassist-3-18-1-ga-sources-8-

jar/javassist/bytecode/LocalVariableTypeAttribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1151387523_1617878113.8/0/javassist-3-18-1-ga-sources-8-

jar/javassist/tools/web/BadHttpRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1151387523_1617878113.8/0/javassist-3-18-1-ga-sources-8-

jar/javassist/bytecode/InnerClassesAttribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1151387523_1617878113.8/0/javassist-3-18-1-ga-sources-8-

jar/javassist/bytecode/ParameterAnnotationsAttribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1151387523_1617878113.8/0/javassist-3-18-1-ga-sources-8-jar/javassist/expr/Handler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1151387523_1617878113.8/0/javassist-3-18-1-ga-sources-8-jar/javassist/expr/NewArray.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1151387523_1617878113.8/0/javassist-3-18-1-ga-sources-8-jar/javassist/CtPrimitiveType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1151387523_1617878113.8/0/javassist-3-18-1-ga-sources-8-

jar/javassist/bytecode/AccessFlag.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1151387523_1617878113.8/0/javassist-3-18-1-ga-sources-8-

jar/javassist/scopedpool/ScopedClassPoolFactoryImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1151387523_1617878113.8/0/javassist-3-18-1-ga-sources-8-

jar/javassist/bytecode/ConstantAttribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1151387523_1617878113.8/0/javassist-3-18-1-ga-sources-8-

jar/javassist/NotFoundException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1151387523_1617878113.8/0/javassist-3-18-1-ga-sources-8-

jar/javassist/bytecode/EnclosingMethodAttribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1151387523_1617878113.8/0/javassist-3-18-1-ga-sources-8-jar/javassist/compiler/Parser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1151387523_1617878113.8/0/javassist-3-18-1-ga-sources-8-jar/javassist/runtime/Desc.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1151387523_1617878113.8/0/javassist-3-18-1-ga-sources-8-jar/javassist/compiler/ast/Pair.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1151387523_1617878113.8/0/javassist-3-18-1-ga-sources-8-jar/javassist/CtField.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1151387523_1617878113.8/0/javassist-3-18-1-ga-sources-8-

jar/javassist/tools/reflect/Loader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1151387523_1617878113.8/0/javassist-3-18-1-ga-sources-8-jar/javassist/tools/web/Viewer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1151387523_1617878113.8/0/javassist-3-18-1-ga-sources-8-

jar/javassist/compiler/ast/Symbol.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1151387523_1617878113.8/0/javassist-3-18-1-ga-sources-8-

jar/javassist/compiler/NoFieldException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1151387523_1617878113.8/0/javassist-3-18-1-ga-sources-8-

jar/javassist/compiler/ast/MethodDecl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1151387523_1617878113.8/0/javassist-3-18-1-ga-sources-8-

jar/javassist/tools/reflect/CannotReflectException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1151387523_1617878113.8/0/javassist-3-18-1-ga-sources-8-jar/javassist/expr/MethodCall.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1151387523_1617878113.8/0/javassist-3-18-1-ga-sources-8-jar/javassist/ClassPool.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1151387523_1617878113.8/0/javassist-3-18-1-ga-sources-8-jar/javassist/CtConstructor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1151387523_1617878113.8/0/javassist-3-18-1-ga-sources-8-

jar/javassist/compiler/ProceedHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1151387523_1617878113.8/0/javassist-3-18-1-ga-sources-8-

jar/javassist/bytecode/DeprecatedAttribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1151387523_1617878113.8/0/javassist-3-18-1-ga-sources-8-
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jar/javassist/compiler/ast/CondExpr.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1151387523_1617878113.8/0/javassist-3-18-1-ga-sources-8-

jar/javassist/compiler/ast/BinExpr.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1151387523_1617878113.8/0/javassist-3-18-1-ga-sources-8-jar/javassist/expr/Cast.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1151387523_1617878113.8/0/javassist-3-18-1-ga-sources-8-

jar/javassist/bytecode/ConstPool.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1151387523_1617878113.8/0/javassist-3-18-1-ga-sources-8-

jar/javassist/convert/TransformWriteField.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1151387523_1617878113.8/0/javassist-3-18-1-ga-sources-8-jar/javassist/ClassClassPath.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1151387523_1617878113.8/0/javassist-3-18-1-ga-sources-8-

jar/javassist/tools/reflect/CannotInvokeException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1151387523_1617878113.8/0/javassist-3-18-1-ga-sources-8-

jar/javassist/bytecode/stackmap/Tracer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1151387523_1617878113.8/0/javassist-3-18-1-ga-sources-8-

jar/javassist/compiler/ast/ASTList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1151387523_1617878113.8/0/javassist-3-18-1-ga-sources-8-jar/javassist/Modifier.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1151387523_1617878113.8/0/javassist-3-18-1-ga-sources-8-

jar/javassist/bytecode/StackMapTable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1151387523_1617878113.8/0/javassist-3-18-1-ga-sources-8-

jar/javassist/bytecode/annotation/AnnotationImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1151387523_1617878113.8/0/javassist-3-18-1-ga-sources-8-jar/javassist/Translator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1151387523_1617878113.8/0/javassist-3-18-1-ga-sources-8-

jar/javassist/bytecode/AnnotationDefaultAttribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1151387523_1617878113.8/0/javassist-3-18-1-ga-sources-8-

jar/javassist/bytecode/MethodInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1151387523_1617878113.8/0/javassist-3-18-1-ga-sources-8-

jar/javassist/compiler/CodeGen.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1151387523_1617878113.8/0/javassist-3-18-1-ga-sources-8-jar/javassist/CtClass.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1151387523_1617878113.8/0/javassist-3-18-1-ga-sources-8-

jar/javassist/expr/ConstructorCall.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1151387523_1617878113.8/0/javassist-3-18-1-ga-sources-8-

jar/javassist/scopedpool/ScopedClassPool.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1151387523_1617878113.8/0/javassist-3-18-1-ga-sources-8-

jar/javassist/tools/reflect/CannotCreateException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1151387523_1617878113.8/0/javassist-3-18-1-ga-sources-8-

jar/javassist/compiler/ast/Keyword.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1151387523_1617878113.8/0/javassist-3-18-1-ga-sources-8-

jar/javassist/bytecode/StackMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1151387523_1617878113.8/0/javassist-3-18-1-ga-sources-8-

jar/javassist/convert/TransformAfter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1151387523_1617878113.8/0/javassist-3-18-1-ga-sources-8-jar/javassist/LoaderClassPath.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1151387523_1617878113.8/0/javassist-3-18-1-ga-sources-8-

jar/javassist/convert/TransformReadField.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1151387523_1617878113.8/0/javassist-3-18-1-ga-sources-8-

jar/javassist/bytecode/InstructionPrinter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1151387523_1617878113.8/0/javassist-3-18-1-ga-sources-8-

jar/javassist/tools/rmi/ObjectImporter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1151387523_1617878113.8/0/javassist-3-18-1-ga-sources-8-jar/javassist/CtClassType.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1151387523_1617878113.8/0/javassist-3-18-1-ga-sources-8-jar/javassist/expr/FieldAccess.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1151387523_1617878113.8/0/javassist-3-18-1-ga-sources-8-

jar/javassist/bytecode/analysis/Analyzer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1151387523_1617878113.8/0/javassist-3-18-1-ga-sources-8-

jar/javassist/tools/rmi/AppletServer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1151387523_1617878113.8/0/javassist-3-18-1-ga-sources-8-

jar/javassist/compiler/ast/AssignExpr.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1151387523_1617878113.8/0/javassist-3-18-1-ga-sources-8-jar/javassist/ClassMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1151387523_1617878113.8/0/javassist-3-18-1-ga-sources-8-

jar/javassist/scopedpool/ScopedClassPoolRepository.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1151387523_1617878113.8/0/javassist-3-18-1-ga-sources-8-

jar/javassist/compiler/JvstTypeChecker.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1151387523_1617878113.8/0/javassist-3-18-1-ga-sources-8-

jar/javassist/bytecode/Bytecode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1151387523_1617878113.8/0/javassist-3-18-1-ga-sources-8-

jar/javassist/convert/TransformNewClass.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1151387523_1617878113.8/0/javassist-3-18-1-ga-sources-8-

jar/javassist/bytecode/LineNumberAttribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1151387523_1617878113.8/0/javassist-3-18-1-ga-sources-8-

jar/javassist/util/proxy/SecurityActions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1151387523_1617878113.8/0/javassist-3-18-1-ga-sources-8-

jar/javassist/bytecode/analysis/Type.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1151387523_1617878113.8/0/javassist-3-18-1-ga-sources-8-jar/javassist/CodeConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1151387523_1617878113.8/0/javassist-3-18-1-ga-sources-8-

jar/javassist/compiler/ast/ArrayInit.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1151387523_1617878113.8/0/javassist-3-18-1-ga-sources-8-

jar/javassist/bytecode/LocalVariableAttribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1151387523_1617878113.8/0/javassist-3-18-1-ga-sources-8-

jar/javassist/tools/reflect/Metaobject.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1151387523_1617878113.8/0/javassist-3-18-1-ga-sources-8-

jar/javassist/compiler/ast/Declarator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1151387523_1617878113.8/0/javassist-3-18-1-ga-sources-8-

jar/javassist/convert/TransformAccessArrayField.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1151387523_1617878113.8/0/javassist-3-18-1-ga-sources-8-

jar/javassist/compiler/ast/DoubleConst.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1151387523_1617878113.8/0/javassist-3-18-1-ga-sources-8-

jar/javassist/compiler/ast/Visitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1151387523_1617878113.8/0/javassist-3-18-1-ga-sources-8-

jar/javassist/compiler/ast/Variable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1151387523_1617878113.8/0/javassist-3-18-1-ga-sources-8-jar/javassist/compiler/TokenId.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1151387523_1617878113.8/0/javassist-3-18-1-ga-sources-8-jar/javassist/CtMember.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1151387523_1617878113.8/0/javassist-3-18-1-ga-sources-8-jar/javassist/bytecode/Opcode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1151387523_1617878113.8/0/javassist-3-18-1-ga-sources-8-jar/javassist/URLClassPath.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1151387523_1617878113.8/0/javassist-3-18-1-ga-sources-8-

jar/javassist/convert/TransformNew.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1151387523_1617878113.8/0/javassist-3-18-1-ga-sources-8-

jar/javassist/bytecode/CodeAttribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1151387523_1617878113.8/0/javassist-3-18-1-ga-sources-8-
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jar/javassist/bytecode/SourceFileAttribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1151387523_1617878113.8/0/javassist-3-18-1-ga-sources-8-

jar/javassist/bytecode/stackmap/TypeTag.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1151387523_1617878113.8/0/javassist-3-18-1-ga-sources-8-jar/javassist/expr/Expr.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1151387523_1617878113.8/0/javassist-3-18-1-ga-sources-8-jar/javassist/runtime/DotClass.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1151387523_1617878113.8/0/javassist-3-18-1-ga-sources-8-jar/javassist/expr/NewExpr.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1151387523_1617878113.8/0/javassist-3-18-1-ga-sources-8-

jar/javassist/scopedpool/ScopedClassPoolRepositoryImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1151387523_1617878113.8/0/javassist-3-18-1-ga-sources-8-

jar/javassist/bytecode/Descriptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1151387523_1617878113.8/0/javassist-3-18-1-ga-sources-8-

jar/javassist/tools/reflect/Sample.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1151387523_1617878113.8/0/javassist-3-18-1-ga-sources-8-jar/javassist/CtBehavior.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1151387523_1617878113.8/0/javassist-3-18-1-ga-sources-8-

jar/javassist/tools/reflect/Metalevel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1151387523_1617878113.8/0/javassist-3-18-1-ga-sources-8-

jar/javassist/bytecode/CodeIterator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1151387523_1617878113.8/0/javassist-3-18-1-ga-sources-8-

jar/javassist/compiler/ast/NewExpr.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1151387523_1617878113.8/0/javassist-3-18-1-ga-sources-8-

jar/javassist/util/proxy/ProxyObjectInputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1151387523_1617878113.8/0/javassist-3-18-1-ga-sources-8-jar/javassist/ClassPoolTail.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1151387523_1617878113.8/0/javassist-3-18-1-ga-sources-8-

jar/javassist/scopedpool/ScopedClassPoolFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1151387523_1617878113.8/0/javassist-3-18-1-ga-sources-8-jar/javassist/CtNewMethod.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1151387523_1617878113.8/0/javassist-3-18-1-ga-sources-8-

jar/javassist/tools/reflect/Compiler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1151387523_1617878113.8/0/javassist-3-18-1-ga-sources-8-

jar/javassist/convert/TransformCall.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1151387523_1617878113.8/0/javassist-3-18-1-ga-sources-8-

jar/javassist/convert/Transformer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1151387523_1617878113.8/0/javassist-3-18-1-ga-sources-8-

jar/javassist/compiler/SyntaxError.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1151387523_1617878113.8/0/javassist-3-18-1-ga-sources-8-

jar/javassist/compiler/SymbolTable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1151387523_1617878113.8/0/javassist-3-18-1-ga-sources-8-

jar/javassist/bytecode/analysis/FramePrinter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1151387523_1617878113.8/0/javassist-3-18-1-ga-sources-8-jar/javassist/CtNewClass.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1151387523_1617878113.8/0/javassist-3-18-1-ga-sources-8-

jar/javassist/compiler/KeywordTable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1151387523_1617878113.8/0/javassist-3-18-1-ga-sources-8-

jar/javassist/convert/TransformFieldAccess.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1151387523_1617878113.8/0/javassist-3-18-1-ga-sources-8-

jar/javassist/CtNewWrappedConstructor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1151387523_1617878113.8/0/javassist-3-18-1-ga-sources-8-jar/javassist/runtime/Inner.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1151387523_1617878113.8/0/javassist-3-18-1-ga-sources-8-

jar/javassist/util/proxy/MethodHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1151387523_1617878113.8/0/javassist-3-18-1-ga-sources-8-jar/javassist/tools/framedump.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1151387523_1617878113.8/0/javassist-3-18-1-ga-sources-8-

jar/javassist/bytecode/analysis/MultiArrayType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1151387523_1617878113.8/0/javassist-3-18-1-ga-sources-8-

jar/javassist/util/proxy/ProxyObject.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1151387523_1617878113.8/0/javassist-3-18-1-ga-sources-8-jar/javassist/util/proxy/Proxy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1151387523_1617878113.8/0/javassist-3-18-1-ga-sources-8-

jar/javassist/util/proxy/RuntimeSupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1151387523_1617878113.8/0/javassist-3-18-1-ga-sources-8-

jar/javassist/bytecode/stackmap/BasicBlock.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1151387523_1617878113.8/0/javassist-3-18-1-ga-sources-8-jar/javassist/ClassPath.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1151387523_1617878113.8/0/javassist-3-18-1-ga-sources-8-

jar/javassist/bytecode/DuplicateMemberException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1151387523_1617878113.8/0/javassist-3-18-1-ga-sources-8-

jar/javassist/tools/reflect/Reflection.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1151387523_1617878113.8/0/javassist-3-18-1-ga-sources-8-

jar/javassist/tools/rmi/RemoteException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1151387523_1617878113.8/0/javassist-3-18-1-ga-sources-8-

jar/javassist/bytecode/AnnotationsAttribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1151387523_1617878113.8/0/javassist-3-18-1-ga-sources-8-

jar/javassist/bytecode/ClassFile.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1151387523_1617878113.8/0/javassist-3-18-1-ga-sources-8-

jar/javassist/bytecode/ExceptionsAttribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1151387523_1617878113.8/0/javassist-3-18-1-ga-sources-8-

jar/javassist/compiler/ast/FieldDecl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1151387523_1617878113.8/0/javassist-3-18-1-ga-sources-8-

jar/javassist/util/proxy/FactoryHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1151387523_1617878113.8/0/javassist-3-18-1-ga-sources-8-

jar/javassist/bytecode/FieldInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1151387523_1617878113.8/0/javassist-3-18-1-ga-sources-8-

jar/javassist/compiler/AccessorMaker.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1151387523_1617878113.8/0/javassist-3-18-1-ga-sources-8-jar/javassist/tools/Dump.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1151387523_1617878113.8/0/javassist-3-18-1-ga-sources-8-

jar/javassist/bytecode/analysis/IntQueue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1151387523_1617878113.8/0/javassist-3-18-1-ga-sources-8-

jar/javassist/bytecode/annotation/AnnotationsWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1151387523_1617878113.8/0/javassist-3-18-1-ga-sources-8-

jar/javassist/compiler/ast/CallExpr.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1151387523_1617878113.8/0/javassist-3-18-1-ga-sources-8-jar/javassist/tools/rmi/Sample.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1151387523_1617878113.8/0/javassist-3-18-1-ga-sources-8-

jar/javassist/bytecode/SignatureAttribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1151387523_1617878113.8/0/javassist-3-18-1-ga-sources-8-

jar/javassist/bytecode/stackmap/MapMaker.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1151387523_1617878113.8/0/javassist-3-18-1-ga-sources-8-

jar/javassist/compiler/ast/CastExpr.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1151387523_1617878113.8/0/javassist-3-18-1-ga-sources-8-

jar/javassist/tools/rmi/ObjectNotFoundException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1151387523_1617878113.8/0/javassist-3-18-1-ga-sources-8-

jar/javassist/compiler/JvstCodeGen.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1151387523_1617878113.8/0/javassist-3-18-1-ga-sources-8-

jar/javassist/bytecode/analysis/Subroutine.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1151387523_1617878113.8/0/javassist-3-18-1-ga-sources-8-jar/javassist/compiler/Lex.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1151387523_1617878113.8/0/javassist-3-18-1-ga-sources-8-

jar/javassist/bytecode/BadBytecode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1151387523_1617878113.8/0/javassist-3-18-1-ga-sources-8-

jar/javassist/bytecode/stackmap/TypeData.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1151387523_1617878113.8/0/javassist-3-18-1-ga-sources-8-

jar/javassist/CtNewWrappedMethod.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1151387523_1617878113.8/0/javassist-3-18-1-ga-sources-8-

jar/javassist/CtNewNestedClass.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1151387523_1617878113.8/0/javassist-3-18-1-ga-sources-8-

jar/javassist/bytecode/analysis/ControlFlow.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1151387523_1617878113.8/0/javassist-3-18-1-ga-sources-8-

jar/javassist/tools/rmi/StubGenerator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1151387523_1617878113.8/0/javassist-3-18-1-ga-sources-8-

jar/javassist/bytecode/ByteStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1151387523_1617878113.8/0/javassist-3-18-1-ga-sources-8-

jar/javassist/bytecode/CodeAnalyzer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1151387523_1617878113.8/0/javassist-3-18-1-ga-sources-8-

jar/javassist/compiler/TypeChecker.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1151387523_1617878113.8/0/javassist-3-18-1-ga-sources-8-

jar/javassist/compiler/MemberResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1151387523_1617878113.8/0/javassist-3-18-1-ga-sources-8-jar/javassist/runtime/Cflow.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1151387523_1617878113.8/0/javassist-3-18-1-ga-sources-8-

jar/javassist/compiler/ast/IntConst.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1151387523_1617878113.8/0/javassist-3-18-1-ga-sources-8-jar/javassist/expr/ExprEditor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1151387523_1617878113.8/0/javassist-3-18-1-ga-sources-8-jar/javassist/compiler/Javac.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1151387523_1617878113.8/0/javassist-3-18-1-ga-sources-8-

jar/javassist/bytecode/analysis/Frame.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1151387523_1617878113.8/0/javassist-3-18-1-ga-sources-8-jar/javassist/CtMethod.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1151387523_1617878113.8/0/javassist-3-18-1-ga-sources-8-

jar/javassist/ByteArrayClassPath.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1151387523_1617878113.8/0/javassist-3-18-1-ga-sources-8-

jar/javassist/bytecode/analysis/Util.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1151387523_1617878113.8/0/javassist-3-18-1-ga-sources-8-

jar/javassist/tools/rmi/RemoteRef.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1151387523_1617878113.8/0/javassist-3-18-1-ga-sources-8-

jar/javassist/bytecode/analysis/Executor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1151387523_1617878113.8/0/javassist-3-18-1-ga-sources-8-

jar/javassist/tools/reflect/ClassMetaobject.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1151387523_1617878113.8/0/javassist-3-18-1-ga-sources-8-

jar/javassist/compiler/ast/StringL.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1151387523_1617878113.8/0/javassist-3-18-1-ga-sources-8-

jar/javassist/compiler/ast/Stmnt.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1151387523_1617878113.8/0/javassist-3-18-1-ga-sources-8-jar/javassist/util/HotSwapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1151387523_1617878113.8/0/javassist-3-18-1-ga-sources-8-

jar/javassist/bytecode/stackmap/TypedBlock.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1151387523_1617878113.8/0/javassist-3-18-1-ga-sources-8-

jar/javassist/bytecode/ClassFileWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1151387523_1617878113.8/0/javassist-3-18-1-ga-sources-8-

jar/javassist/bytecode/ExceptionTable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1151387523_1617878113.8/0/javassist-3-18-1-ga-sources-8-

jar/javassist/util/proxy/MethodFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1151387523_1617878113.8/0/javassist-3-18-1-ga-sources-8-

jar/javassist/compiler/ast/Member.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1151387523_1617878113.8/0/javassist-3-18-1-ga-sources-8-jar/javassist/expr/Instanceof.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1151387523_1617878113.8/0/javassist-3-18-1-ga-sources-8-

jar/javassist/tools/web/Webserver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1151387523_1617878113.8/0/javassist-3-18-1-ga-sources-8-jar/javassist/CtNewConstructor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1151387523_1617878113.8/0/javassist-3-18-1-ga-sources-8-jar/javassist/tools/rmi/Proxy.java

 

1.724 shrinkwrap-api 1.1.2.redhat-1 
1.724.1 Available under license : 

Apache License

Version 2.0, January 2004

http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

1. Definitions.

 

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1

through 9 of this document.

 

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are

under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or

indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of

fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source

code, documentation source, and configuration files.

 

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form,

including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

 

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as

indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix

below).
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"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the

Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole,

an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that

remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works

thereof.

 

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications

or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the

Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright

owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written

communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic

mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously

marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been

received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce,

prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such

Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section)

patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such

license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was

submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit)

alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent

infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date

such litigation is filed.

 

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any

medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following

conditions:

 

You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and 

 

You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and 

 

You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark,

and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

the Derivative Works; and 

 

If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute

must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices

that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a NOTICE text
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file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided along with the

Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such third-party notices

normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not modify the

License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside or as an

addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

as modifying the License.

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license

terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works

as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions

stated in this License.

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for

inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any

additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of

any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product

names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and

reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work

(and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR

CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or

conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and

assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or

otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing,

shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or

consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or

any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of

such damages.

 

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may

choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or

rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf

and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend,

and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by

reason of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work

 

To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by

brackets "[]" replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include the brackets!) The text should be

enclosed in the appropriate comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a file or class name and
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description of purpose be included on the same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier identification within

third-party archives.

 

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.725 async-http-servlet 2.3.7.Final-redhat-2 
1.725.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

<name>Apache License, Version 2.0</name>

<url>http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0</url>

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077227648_1601369522.04/0/async-http-servlet-3-0-2-3-7-final-redhat-2-

sources-jar/META-INF/maven/org.jboss.resteasy/async-http-servlet-3.0/effective-pom.xml

 

1.726 woodstox-core-asl 4.4.1 
1.726.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* Woodstox XML processor

*

* Copyright (c) 2004 Tatu Saloranta, tatu.saloranta@iki.fi

*

* Licensed under the License specified in the file LICENSE which is

* included with the source code.

* You may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
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* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1151170821_1617802167.94/0/woodstox-core-asl-4-0-11-sources-4-

jar/com/ctc/wstx/dtd/ContentSpec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1151170821_1617802167.94/0/woodstox-core-asl-4-0-11-sources-4-

jar/com/ctc/wstx/dtd/DFAValidator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1151170821_1617802167.94/0/woodstox-core-asl-4-0-11-sources-4-

jar/com/ctc/wstx/dtd/StructValidator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1151170821_1617802167.94/0/woodstox-core-asl-4-0-11-sources-4-

jar/com/ctc/wstx/dtd/DFAState.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (c) 2004- Tatu Saloranta, tatu.saloranta@iki.fi

*

* Licensed under the License specified in file LICENSE, included with

* the source code.

* You may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1151170821_1617802167.94/0/woodstox-core-asl-4-0-11-sources-4-

jar/com/ctc/wstx/sax/WstxSAXParserFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1151170821_1617802167.94/0/woodstox-core-asl-4-0-11-sources-4-

jar/com/ctc/wstx/sax/SAXProperty.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1151170821_1617802167.94/0/woodstox-core-asl-4-0-11-sources-4-

jar/com/ctc/wstx/sax/WrappedSaxException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1151170821_1617802167.94/0/woodstox-core-asl-4-0-11-sources-4-

jar/com/ctc/wstx/sax/SAXFeature.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1151170821_1617802167.94/0/woodstox-core-asl-4-0-11-sources-4-

jar/com/ctc/wstx/sax/WstxSAXParser.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* Woodstox XML processor

*

* Copyright (c) 2005 Tatu Saloranta, tatu.saloranta@iki.fi

*

* Licensed under the License specified in file LICENSE, included with

* the source code.
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* You may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1151170821_1617802167.94/0/woodstox-core-asl-4-0-11-sources-4-

jar/com/ctc/wstx/util/BijectiveNsMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1151170821_1617802167.94/0/woodstox-core-asl-4-0-11-sources-4-

jar/com/ctc/wstx/sw/OutputElementBase.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1151170821_1617802167.94/0/woodstox-core-asl-4-0-11-sources-4-

jar/com/ctc/wstx/sw/SimpleOutputElement.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* Woodstox XML processor

*

* Copyright (c) 2004- Tatu Saloranta, tatu.saloranta@iki.fi

*

* Licensed under the License specified in the file LICENSE,

* included with the source code.

* You may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, softwar

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1151170821_1617802167.94/0/woodstox-core-asl-4-0-11-sources-4-

jar/com/ctc/wstx/sw/RepairingNsStreamWriter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* Woodstox XML processor

*

* Copyright (c) 2004 Tatu Saloranta, tatu.saloranta@iki.fi

*

* Licensed under the License specified in file LICENSE, included with

* the source code.

* You may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
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* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1151170821_1617802167.94/0/woodstox-core-asl-4-0-11-sources-4-

jar/com/ctc/wstx/util/BaseNsContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1151170821_1617802167.94/0/woodstox-core-asl-4-0-11-sources-4-

jar/com/ctc/wstx/io/WstxInputLocation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1151170821_1617802167.94/0/woodstox-core-asl-4-0-11-sources-4-

jar/com/ctc/wstx/util/PrefixedName.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1151170821_1617802167.94/0/woodstox-core-asl-4-0-11-sources-4-

jar/com/ctc/wstx/exc/WstxException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1151170821_1617802167.94/0/woodstox-core-asl-4-0-11-sources-4-

jar/com/ctc/wstx/io/AsciiReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1151170821_1617802167.94/0/woodstox-core-asl-4-0-11-sources-4-

jar/com/ctc/wstx/exc/WstxLazyException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1151170821_1617802167.94/0/woodstox-core-asl-4-0-11-sources-4-

jar/com/ctc/wstx/ent/EntityDecl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1151170821_1617802167.94/0/woodstox-core-asl-4-0-11-sources-4-

jar/com/ctc/wstx/io/WstxInputData.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1151170821_1617802167.94/0/woodstox-core-asl-4-0-11-sources-4-

jar/com/ctc/wstx/io/UTF8Reader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1151170821_1617802167.94/0/woodstox-core-asl-4-0-11-sources-4-

jar/com/ctc/wstx/io/UTF32Reader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1151170821_1617802167.94/0/woodstox-core-asl-4-0-11-sources-4-

jar/com/ctc/wstx/evt/BaseStartElement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1151170821_1617802167.94/0/woodstox-core-asl-4-0-11-sources-4-

jar/com/ctc/wstx/dtd/PrefixedNameSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1151170821_1617802167.94/0/woodstox-core-asl-4-0-11-sources-4-

jar/com/ctc/wstx/io/EBCDICCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1151170821_1617802167.94/0/woodstox-core-asl-4-0-11-sources-4-

jar/com/ctc/wstx/stax/WstxEventFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1151170821_1617802167.94/0/woodstox-core-asl-4-0-11-sources-4-

jar/com/ctc/wstx/evt/DefaultEventAllocator.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* Woodstox XML processor

*

* Copyright (c) 2004- Tatu Saloranta, tatu.saloranta@iki.fi

*

* Licensed under the License specified in the file LICENSE,

* included with the source code.

* You may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
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* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1151170821_1617802167.94/0/woodstox-core-asl-4-0-11-sources-4-

jar/com/ctc/wstx/sw/SimpleNsStreamWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1151170821_1617802167.94/0/woodstox-core-asl-4-0-11-sources-4-

jar/com/ctc/wstx/sw/BaseNsStreamWriter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* Woodstox XML processor

*

* Copyright (c) 2004- Tatu Saloranta, tatu.saloranta@iki.fi

*

* Licensed under the License specified in the file LICENSE which is

* included with the source code.

* You may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1151170821_1617802167.94/0/woodstox-core-asl-4-0-11-sources-4-

jar/com/ctc/wstx/stax/WstxInputFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1151170821_1617802167.94/0/woodstox-core-asl-4-0-11-sources-4-

jar/com/ctc/wstx/msv/RelaxNGSchema.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1151170821_1617802167.94/0/woodstox-core-asl-4-0-11-sources-4-

jar/com/ctc/wstx/dtd/DTDElement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1151170821_1617802167.94/0/woodstox-core-asl-4-0-11-sources-4-

jar/com/ctc/wstx/stax/WstxOutputFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1151170821_1617802167.94/0/woodstox-core-asl-4-0-11-sources-4-

jar/com/ctc/wstx/sw/NonNsStreamWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1151170821_1617802167.94/0/woodstox-core-asl-4-0-11-sources-4-

jar/com/ctc/wstx/msv/GenericMsvValidator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1151170821_1617802167.94/0/woodstox-core-asl-4-0-11-sources-4-

jar/com/ctc/wstx/util/ElementIdMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1151170821_1617802167.94/0/woodstox-core-asl-4-0-11-sources-4-

jar/com/ctc/wstx/msv/W3CSchema.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1151170821_1617802167.94/0/woodstox-core-asl-4-0-11-sources-4-

jar/com/ctc/wstx/msv/W3CSchemaFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1151170821_1617802167.94/0/woodstox-core-asl-4-0-11-sources-4-

jar/com/ctc/wstx/msv/BaseSchemaFactory.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1151170821_1617802167.94/0/woodstox-core-asl-4-0-11-sources-4-

jar/com/ctc/wstx/dtd/DTDAttribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1151170821_1617802167.94/0/woodstox-core-asl-4-0-11-sources-4-

jar/com/ctc/wstx/sr/ValidatingStreamReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1151170821_1617802167.94/0/woodstox-core-asl-4-0-11-sources-4-

jar/com/ctc/wstx/dtd/DefaultAttrValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1151170821_1617802167.94/0/woodstox-core-asl-4-0-11-sources-4-

jar/com/ctc/wstx/dtd/DTDId.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1151170821_1617802167.94/0/woodstox-core-asl-4-0-11-sources-4-

jar/com/ctc/wstx/dtd/DTDSubset.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1151170821_1617802167.94/0/woodstox-core-asl-4-0-11-sources-4-

jar/com/ctc/wstx/dtd/DTDSchemaFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1151170821_1617802167.94/0/woodstox-core-asl-4-0-11-sources-4-

jar/com/ctc/wstx/evt/WstxEventReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1151170821_1617802167.94/0/woodstox-core-asl-4-0-11-sources-4-

jar/com/ctc/wstx/msv/AttributeProxy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1151170821_1617802167.94/0/woodstox-core-asl-4-0-11-sources-4-

jar/com/ctc/wstx/util/SymbolTable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1151170821_1617802167.94/0/woodstox-core-asl-4-0-11-sources-4-

jar/com/ctc/wstx/msv/RelaxNGSchemaFactory.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* Woodstox XML processor

*

* Copyright (c) 2004- Tatu Saloranta, tatu.saloranta@iki.fi

*

* Licensed under the License specified in file LICENSE, included with

* the source code.

* You may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1151170821_1617802167.94/0/woodstox-core-asl-4-0-11-sources-4-

jar/com/ctc/wstx/io/ISOLatinReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1151170821_1617802167.94/0/woodstox-core-asl-4-0-11-sources-4-

jar/com/ctc/wstx/dtd/MinimalDTDReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1151170821_1617802167.94/0/woodstox-core-asl-4-0-11-sources-4-

jar/com/ctc/wstx/sr/InputElementStack.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1151170821_1617802167.94/0/woodstox-core-asl-4-0-11-sources-4-

jar/com/ctc/wstx/dtd/DTDSubsetImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1151170821_1617802167.94/0/woodstox-core-asl-4-0-11-sources-4-

jar/com/ctc/wstx/sr/StreamScanner.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1151170821_1617802167.94/0/woodstox-core-asl-4-0-11-sources-4-

jar/com/ctc/wstx/sr/TypedStreamReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1151170821_1617802167.94/0/woodstox-core-asl-4-0-11-sources-4-

jar/com/ctc/wstx/sr/NsInputElementStack.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1151170821_1617802167.94/0/woodstox-core-asl-4-0-11-sources-4-

jar/com/ctc/wstx/sw/BufferingXmlWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1151170821_1617802167.94/0/woodstox-core-asl-4-0-11-sources-4-

jar/com/ctc/wstx/dtd/DTDEventListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1151170821_1617802167.94/0/woodstox-core-asl-4-0-11-sources-4-

jar/com/ctc/wstx/dtd/DTDValidatorBase.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1151170821_1617802167.94/0/woodstox-core-asl-4-0-11-sources-4-

jar/com/ctc/wstx/dtd/DTDTypingNonValidator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1151170821_1617802167.94/0/woodstox-core-asl-4-0-11-sources-4-

jar/com/ctc/wstx/sr/BasicStreamReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1151170821_1617802167.94/0/woodstox-core-asl-4-0-11-sources-4-

jar/com/ctc/wstx/sr/AttributeCollector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1151170821_1617802167.94/0/woodstox-core-asl-4-0-11-sources-4-

jar/com/ctc/wstx/dtd/DTDValidator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1151170821_1617802167.94/0/woodstox-core-asl-4-0-11-sources-4-

jar/com/ctc/wstx/sw/TypedStreamWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1151170821_1617802167.94/0/woodstox-core-asl-4-0-11-sources-4-

jar/com/ctc/wstx/dtd/FullDTDReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1151170821_1617802167.94/0/woodstox-core-asl-4-0-11-sources-4-

jar/com/ctc/wstx/sw/AsciiXmlWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1151170821_1617802167.94/0/woodstox-core-asl-4-0-11-sources-4-

jar/com/ctc/wstx/io/ReaderBootstrapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1151170821_1617802167.94/0/woodstox-core-asl-4-0-11-sources-4-

jar/com/ctc/wstx/sw/XmlWriterWrapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1151170821_1617802167.94/0/woodstox-core-asl-4-0-11-sources-4-

jar/com/ctc/wstx/sw/XmlWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1151170821_1617802167.94/0/woodstox-core-asl-4-0-11-sources-4-

jar/com/ctc/wstx/sw/BaseStreamWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1151170821_1617802167.94/0/woodstox-core-asl-4-0-11-sources-4-

jar/com/ctc/wstx/sw/ISOLatin1XmlWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1151170821_1617802167.94/0/woodstox-core-asl-4-0-11-sources-4-

jar/com/ctc/wstx/sw/EncodingXmlWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1151170821_1617802167.94/0/woodstox-core-asl-4-0-11-sources-4-

jar/com/ctc/wstx/sr/NsDefaultProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1151170821_1617802167.94/0/woodstox-core-asl-4-0-11-sources-4-

jar/com/ctc/wstx/io/WstxInputSource.java

 

1.727 commons-digester 2.0 
1.727.1 Available under license : 

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004
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                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally
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     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and
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     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or
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     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at
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      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

Apache Commons Digester

Copyright 2001-2008 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed by

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

1.728 jboss-as-clustering-registry 7.3.0.Final-

redhat-14 
1.728.1 Available under license : 

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it * under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as * published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of * the License, or (at your option) any later version. * This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of *

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU * Lesser General Public

License for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public'

 

1.729 apache-felix-configadmin 1.2.8.redhat-4
1.729.1 Available under license : 

 

Apache Felix Configuration Admin Service

Copyright 2006-2013 JBoss by Red Hat

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.
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     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise
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     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must
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         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly
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     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.
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1.730 log4j-jboss-logmanager 1.0.2.Final-

redhat-1 
1.730.1 Available under license : 

  Apache log4j

 Copyright 2007 The Apache Software Foundation

 

 This product includes software developed at

 The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

 Modifications and additional code by Red Hat, Inc.

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.
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     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a
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     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,
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     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.
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     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.731 wsdl4j 1.6.2.redhat-6 
1.731.1 Available under license : 

Found license 'Common Public License 1.0 (CPLv1.0)' in '<comments>Common Public License</comments>

<bottom>Copyright © 2003,2006 IBM. All Rights Reserved.</bottom> <bottom>Copyright © 2003,2006 IBM. All

Rights Reserved.</bottom>'

 

1.732 jboss-as-security 7.3.0.Final-redhat-14 
1.732.1 Available under license : 

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it * under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as * published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of * the License, or (at your option) any later version. * This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of *

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU * Lesser General Public

License for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public public DomainInfo

remove(Object key) {'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '# This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it # under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as # published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of # the License, or (at your option) any later version. # This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, # but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of #

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU # Lesser General Public
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License for more details. # You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it * under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as * published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of * the License, or (at your option) any later version. * This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of *

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU * Lesser General Public

License for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '*  This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it *  under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as *  published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of *  the License, or (at your option) any later version. *  This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, *  but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of *

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU *  Lesser General Public

License for more details. *  You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public'

 

1.733 x-net 4.7.0 
1.733.1 Available under license : 

/*

* This file is part of the XIncProc framework.

* Copyright (C) 2011 - 2013 Emmanuel Tourdot

*

* See the NOTICE file distributed with this work for additional information regarding copyright ownership.

* This is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser

* General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation, either version 3 of the License, or

* (at your option) any later version.

*

* This software is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even

* the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.

* See the GNU Lesser General Public License for more details.

*

* You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public License along with this software.

* If not, see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

*/

                   GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 3, 29 June 2007

 

Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <http://fsf.org/>

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

 

 This version of the GNU Lesser General Public License incorporates

the terms and conditions of version 3 of the GNU General Public

License, supplemented by the additional permissions listed below.

 

 0. Additional Definitions.
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 As used herein, "this License" refers to version 3 of the GNU Lesser

General Public License, and the "GNU GPL" refers to version 3 of the GNU

General Public License.

 

 "The Library" refers to a covered work governed by this License,

other than an Application or a Combined Work as defined below.

 

 An "Application" is any work that makes use of an interface provided

by the Library, but which is not otherwise based on the Library.

Defining a subclass of a class defined by the Library is deemed a mode

of using an interface provided by the Library.

 

 A "Combined Work" is a work produced by combining or linking an

Application with the Library.  The particular version of the Library

with which the Combined Work was made is also called the "Linked

Version".

 

 The "Minimal Corresponding Source" for a Combined Work means the

Corresponding Source for the Combined Work, excluding any source code

for portions of the Combined Work that, considered in isolation, are

based on the Application, and not on the Linked Version.

 

 The "Corresponding Application Code" for a Combined Work means the

object code and/or source code for the Application, including any data

and utility programs needed for reproducing the Combined Work from the

Application, but excluding the System Libraries of the Combined Work.

 

 1. Exception to Section 3 of the GNU GPL.

 

 You may convey a covered work under sections 3 and 4 of this License

without being bound by section 3 of the GNU GPL.

 

 2. Conveying Modified Versions.

 

 If you modify a copy of the Library, and, in your modifications, a

facility refers to a function or data to be supplied by an Application

that uses the facility (other than as an argument passed when the

facility is invoked), then you may convey a copy of the modified

version:

 

  a) under this License, provided that you make a good faith effort to

  ensure that, in the event an Application does not supply the

  function or data, the facility still operates, and performs

  whatever part of its purpose remains meaningful, or

 

  b) under the GNU GPL, with none of the additional permissions of

  this License applicable to that copy.
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 3. Object Code Incorporating Material from Library Header Files.

 

 The object code form of an Application may incorporate material from

a header file that is part of the Library.  You may convey such object

code under terms of your choice, provided that, if the incorporated

material is not limited to numerical parameters, data structure

layouts and accessors, or small macros, inline functions and templates

(ten or fewer lines in length), you do both of the following:

 

  a) Give prominent notice with each copy of the object code that the

  Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are

  covered by this License.

 

  b) Accompany the object code with a copy of the GNU GPL and this license

  document.

 

 4. Combined Works.

 

 You may convey a Combined Work under terms of your choice that,

taken together, effectively do not restrict modification of the

portions of the Library contained in the Combined Work and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications, if you also do each of

the following:

 

  a) Give prominent notice with each copy of the Combined Work that

  the Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are

  covered by this License.

 

  b) Accompany the Combined Work with a copy of the GNU GPL and this license

  document.

 

  c) For a Combined Work that displays copyright notices during

  execution, include the copyright notice for the Library among

  these notices, as well as a reference directing the user to the

  copies of the GNU GPL and this license document.

 

  d) Do one of the following:

 

      0) Convey the Minimal Corresponding Source under the terms of this

      License, and the Corresponding Application Code in a form

      suitable for, and under terms that permit, the user to

      recombine or relink the Application with a modified version of

      the Linked Version to produce a modified Combined Work, in the

      manner specified by section 6 of the GNU GPL for conveying

      Corresponding Source.

 

      1) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

      Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (a) uses at run time
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      a copy of the Library already present on the user's computer

      system, and (b) will operate properly with a modified version

      of the Library that is interface-compatible with the Linked

      Version.

 

  e) Provide Installation Information, but only if you would otherwise

  be required to provide such information under section 6 of the

  GNU GPL, and only to the extent that such information is

  necessary to install and execute a modified version of the

  Combined Work produced by recombining or relinking the

  Application with a modified version of the Linked Version. (If

  you use option 4d0, the Installation Information must accompany

  the Minimal Corresponding Source and Corresponding Application

  Code. If you use option 4d1, you must provide the Installation

  Information in the manner specified by section 6 of the GNU GPL

  for conveying Corresponding Source.)

 

 5. Combined Libraries.

 

 You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side by side in a single library together with other library

facilities that are not Applications and are not covered by this

License, and convey such a combined library under terms of your

choice, if you do both of the following:

 

  a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work based

  on the Library, uncombined with any other library facilities,

  conveyed under the terms of this License.

 

  b) Give prominent notice with the combined library that part of it

  is a work based on the Library, and explaining where to find the

  accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 6. Revised Versions of the GNU Lesser General Public License.

 

 The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the GNU Lesser General Public License from time to time. Such new

versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may

differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

 Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the

Library as you received it specifies that a certain numbered version

of the GNU Lesser General Public License "or any later version"

applies to it, you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that published version or of any later version

published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Library as you

received it does not specify a version number of the GNU Lesser

General Public License, you may choose any version of the GNU Lesser
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General Public License ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

 

 If the Library as you received it specifies that a proxy can decide

whether future versions of the GNU Lesser General Public License shall

apply, that proxy's public statement of acceptance of any version is

permanent authorization for you to choose that version for the

Library.

 

1.734 joda-time 2.7 
1.734.1 Available under license : 

=============================================================================

= NOTICE file corresponding to section 4d of the Apache License Version 2.0 =

=============================================================================

This product includes software developed by

Joda.org (http://www.joda.org/).

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical
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     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable
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     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,
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     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.
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  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.735 common 4.17.3.Final 
1.735.1 Available under license : 

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* This copyrighted material is made available to anyone

wishing to use, * modify, copy, or redistribute it subject to the terms and conditions * of the GNU Lesser General

Public License, v. 2.1. * This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT A *

WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A * PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  See the GNU Lesser General Public License for more details. * You should have received a copy of the

GNU Lesser General Public License, * MA  02110-1301, USA.'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it * under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as * published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of * the License, or (at your option) any later version. * This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of *

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU * Lesser General Public

License for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public'
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1.736 stax 3.1.4 
1.736.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* Stax2 API extension for Streaming API for XML processing (StAX).

*

* Copyright (c) 2006- Tatu Saloranta, tatu.saloranta@iki.fi

*

* Licensed under the License specified in the file LICENSE which is

* included with the source code.

* You may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1129090477_1612176217.67/0/stax2-api-3-1-4-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/stax2/ri/dom/DOMWrappingReader.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* Stax2 API extension for Streaming Api for Xml processing (StAX).

*

* Copyright (c) 2006- Tatu Saloranta, tatu.saloranta@iki.fi

*

* Licensed under the License specified in the file LICENSE which is

* included with the source code.

* You may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1129090477_1612176217.67/0/stax2-api-3-1-4-sources-jar/org/codehaus/stax2/ri/Stax2Util.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1129090477_1612176217.67/0/stax2-api-3-1-4-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/stax2/ri/dom/DOMWrappingWriter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* StAX2 extension for StAX API (JSR-173).
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*

* Copyright (c) 2005- Tatu Saloranta, tatu.saloranta@iki.fi

*

* Licensed under the License specified in file LICENSE, included with

* the source code.

* You may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1129090477_1612176217.67/0/stax2-api-3-1-4-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/stax2/ri/typed/Base64DecoderBase.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1129090477_1612176217.67/0/stax2-api-3-1-4-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/stax2/ri/typed/CharArrayBase64Decoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1129090477_1612176217.67/0/stax2-api-3-1-4-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/stax2/ri/typed/StringBase64Decoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1129090477_1612176217.67/0/stax2-api-3-1-4-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/stax2/util/StreamWriterDelegate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1129090477_1612176217.67/0/stax2-api-3-1-4-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/stax2/ri/typed/NumberUtil.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* Stax2 API extension for Streaming Api for Xml processing (StAX).

*

* Copyright (c) 2006- Tatu Saloranta, tatu.saloranta@iki.fi

*

* Licensed under the License specified in file LICENSE, included with

* the source code.

* You may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1129090477_1612176217.67/0/stax2-api-3-1-4-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/stax2/ri/Stax2WriterAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1129090477_1612176217.67/0/stax2-api-3-1-4-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/stax2/ri/Stax2WriterImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1129090477_1612176217.67/0/stax2-api-3-1-4-sources-
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jar/org/codehaus/stax2/ri/Stax2ReaderImpl.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* Reference Implementation of

* Stax2 extension API (for basic Stax API, JSR-173)

*

* Copyright (c) 2005- Tatu Saloranta, tatu.saloranta@iki.fi

*

* Licensed under the License specified in file LICENSE, included with

* the source code.

* You may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1129090477_1612176217.67/0/stax2-api-3-1-4-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/stax2/ri/typed/ValueEncoderFactory.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* Stax2 extension for basic Stax API (JSR-173).

*

* Copyright (c) 2005- Tatu Saloranta, tatu.saloranta@iki.fi

*

* Licensed under the License specified in file LICENSE, included with

* the source code.

* You may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1129090477_1612176217.67/0/stax2-api-3-1-4-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/stax2/typed/Base64Variant.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1129090477_1612176217.67/0/stax2-api-3-1-4-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/stax2/typed/Base64Variants.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1129090477_1612176217.67/0/stax2-api-3-1-4-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/stax2/XMLStreamReader2.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1129090477_1612176217.67/0/stax2-api-3-1-4-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/stax2/typed/TypedXMLStreamReader.java
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* Reference Implementation of

* Stax2 extension API (for basic Stax API, JSR-173)

*

* Copyright (c) 2008- Tatu Saloranta, tatu.saloranta@iki.fi

*

* Licensed under the License specified in file LICENSE, included with

* the source code.

* You may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1129090477_1612176217.67/0/stax2-api-3-1-4-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/stax2/ri/typed/ValueDecoderFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1129090477_1612176217.67/0/stax2-api-3-1-4-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/stax2/ri/typed/AsciiValueEncoder.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* Woodstox XML processor

*

* Copyright (c) 2004- Tatu Saloranta, tatu.saloranta@iki.fi

*

* Licensed under the License specified in the file LICENSE which is

* included with the source code.

* You may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1129090477_1612176217.67/0/stax2-api-3-1-4-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/stax2/ri/Stax2EventReaderImpl.java

 

1.737 jboss-as-security 7.2.0.Final 
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1.737.1 Available under license : 
Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it * under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as * published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of * the License, or (at your option) any later version. * This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of *

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU * Lesser General Public

License for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public public DomainInfo

remove(Object key) {'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '# This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it # under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as # published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of # the License, or (at your option) any later version. # This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, # but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of #

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU # Lesser General Public

License for more details. # You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it * under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as * published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of * the License, or (at your option) any later version. * This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of *

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU * Lesser General Public

License for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '*  This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it *  under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as *  published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of *  the License, or (at your option) any later version. *  This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, *  but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of *

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU *  Lesser General Public

License for more details. *  You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public'

 

1.738 jboss-as-configadmin 7.3.0.Final-

redhat-14 
1.738.1 Available under license : 

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '# This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it # under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as # published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of # the License, or (at your option) any later version. # This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, # but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of #

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU # Lesser General Public

License for more details. # You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it * under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as * published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of * the License, or (at your option) any later version. * This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of *

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU * Lesser General Public

License for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public'
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1.739 xerces-j 2.9.1.redhat-5 
1.739.1 Available under license : 

 

Xerces-J

Copyright 2005-2013 Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work
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     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses
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     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.
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     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"
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     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.740 jboss-as-xts 7.3.0.Final-redhat-14 
1.740.1 Available under license : 

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '# This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it # under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as # published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of # the License, or (at your option) any later version. # This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, # but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of #

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU # Lesser General Public

License for more details. # You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it * under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as * published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of * the License, or (at your option) any later version. * This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of *

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU * Lesser General Public

License for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public'

 

1.741 jetty-proxy 9.2.19.v20160908 

 

1.742 xmltooling 1.3.4.redhat-1 
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1.742.1 Available under license : 
OpenSAML XMLTooling C++ Library

 

This product includes software developed by the Apache Software

Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

This product includes software developed by the OpenSSL Project

for use in the OpenSSL Toolkit. (http://www.openssl.org/).

 

This project uses libraries covered by the Lesser GNU Public License.

Source code for these libraries is available on request.

 

This product includes software developed, copyrighted, and contributed by:

 

The Ohio State University

SWITCH, Zurich, CH

                  GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 2.1, February 1999

 

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL.  It also counts

as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence

the version number 2.1.]

 

                           Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change

free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

 

 This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some

specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the

Free Software Foundation and other authors who decide to use it.  You

can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether

this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better

strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations below.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use,

not price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that

you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge

for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get

it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of

it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do
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these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these

rights.  These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for

you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis

or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave

you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source

code.  If you link other code with the library, you must provide

complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them

with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling

it.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

 We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the

library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

 

 To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that

there is no warranty for the free library.  Also, if the library is

modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know

that what they have is not the original version, so that the original

author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be

introduced by others.

 

 Finally, software patents pose a constant threat to the existence of

any free program.  We wish to make sure that a company cannot

effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a

restrictive license from a patent holder.  Therefore, we insist that

any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be

consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

 

 Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the

ordinary GNU General Public License.  This license, the GNU Lesser

General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and

is quite different from the ordinary General Public License.  We use

this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those

libraries into non-free programs.

 

 When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using

a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a

combined work, a derivative of the original library.  The ordinary

General Public License therefore permits such linking only if the

entire combination fits its criteria of freedom.  The Lesser General

Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with

the library.
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 We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it

does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General

Public License.  It also provides other free software developers Less

of an advantage over competing non-free programs.  These disadvantages

are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many

libraries.  However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain

special circumstances.

 

 For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to

encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it becomes

a de-facto standard.  To achieve this, non-free programs must be

allowed to use the library.  A more frequent case is that a free

library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries.  In this

case, there is little to gain by limiting the free library to free

software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

 

 In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free

programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of

free software.  For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in

non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU

operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating

system.

 

 Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the

users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is

linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run

that program using a modified version of the Library.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference between a

"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library".  The

former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must

be combined with the library in order to run.

 

                 GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other

program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or

other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of

this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License").

Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

 A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data

prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs

(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

 

 The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work
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which has been distributed under these terms.  A "work based on the

Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a

portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated

straightforwardly into another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is

included without limitation in the term "modification".)

 

 "Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation

and installation of the library.

 

 Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from

such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based

on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for

writing it).  Whether that is true depends on what the Library does

and what the program that uses the Library does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's

complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that

you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an

appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact

all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any

warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the

Library.

 

 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,

and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a

fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

 

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no

   charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

 

   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a

   table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses
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   the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility

   is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,

   in the event an application does not supply such function or

   table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of

   its purpose remains meaningful.

 

   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has

   a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

   application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any

   application-supplied function or table used by this function must

   be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square

   root function must still compute square roots.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote

it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Library.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library

with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public

License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library.  To do

this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so

that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,

instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the

ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify

that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make any other change in

these notices.

 

 Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for

that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all

subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

 

 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of
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the Library into a program that is not a library.

 

 4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or

derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form

under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany

it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which

must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a

medium customarily used for software interchange.

 

 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the

source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to

distribute the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the

Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or

linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library".  Such a

work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and

therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

 

 However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library

creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it

contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the

library".  The executable is therefore covered by this License.

Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

 

 When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file

that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a

derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.

Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be

linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library.  The

threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

 

 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data

structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline

functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object

file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative

work.  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the

Library will still fall under Section 6.)

 

 Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may

distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.

Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,

whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

 

 6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or

link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a
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work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work

under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit

modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications.

 

 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the

Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by

this License.  You must supply a copy of this License.  If the work

during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the

copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference

directing the user to the copy of this License.  Also, you must do one

of these things:

 

   a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding

   machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever

   changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under

   Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked

   with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that

   uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the

   user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified

   executable containing the modified Library.  (It is understood

   that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the

   Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application

   to use the modified definitions.)

 

   b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

   Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a

   copy of the library already present on the user's computer system,

   rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2)

   will operate properly with a modified version of the library, if

   the user installs one, as long as the modified version is

   interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

 

   c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at

   least three years, to give the same user the materials

   specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more

   than the cost of performing this distribution.

 

   d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy

   from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above

   specified materials from the same place.

 

   e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these

   materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

 

 For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the

Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for

reproducing the executable from it.  However, as a special exception,
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the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is

normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies

the executable.

 

 It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license

restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally

accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot

use both them and the Library together in an executable that you

distribute.

 

 7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library

facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined

library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on

the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise

permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

 

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work

   based on the Library, uncombined with any other library

   facilities.  This must be distributed under the terms of the

   Sections above.

 

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact

   that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining

   where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute

the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any

attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or

distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your

rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,

or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses

terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

 9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the

Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Library or works based on it.

 

 10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the

Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library
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subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with

this License.

 

 11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Library at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any

particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply,

and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add

an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries,

so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus

excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if

written in the body of this License.

 

 13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new

versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time.

Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,

but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.
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Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and

"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a

license version number, you may choose any version ever published by

the Free Software Foundation.

 

 14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,

write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is

copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free

Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.  Our

decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status

of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing

and reuse of software generally.

 

                           NO WARRANTY

 

 15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME

THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE

LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

          How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

 

 If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that

everyone can redistribute and change.  You can do so by permitting
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redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the

ordinary General Public License).

 

 To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library.  It is

safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the

"copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

   modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

   version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

 

   This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

   Lesser General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

 library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

That's all there is to it!

                                 Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.
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     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but
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     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its
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         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,
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     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.
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 LICENSE ISSUES

 ==============

 

 The OpenSSL toolkit stays under a dual license, i.e. both the conditions of

 the OpenSSL License and the original SSLeay license apply to the toolkit.

 See below for the actual license texts. Actually both licenses are BSD-style

 Open Source licenses. In case of any license issues related to OpenSSL

 please contact openssl-core@openssl.org.

 

 OpenSSL License

 ---------------

 

/* ====================================================================

* Copyright (c) 1998-2004 The OpenSSL Project.  All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

*    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

*    distribution.

*

* 3. All advertising materials mentioning features or use of this

*    software must display the following acknowledgment:

*    "This product includes software developed by the OpenSSL Project

*    for use in the OpenSSL Toolkit. (http://www.openssl.org/)"

*

* 4. The names "OpenSSL Toolkit" and "OpenSSL Project" must not be used to

*    endorse or promote products derived from this software without

*    prior written permission. For written permission, please contact

*    openssl-core@openssl.org.

*

* 5. Products derived from this software may not be called "OpenSSL"

*    nor may "OpenSSL" appear in their names without prior written

*    permission of the OpenSSL Project.

*

* 6. Redistributions of any form whatsoever must retain the following

*    acknowledgment:

*    "This product includes software developed by the OpenSSL Project

*    for use in the OpenSSL Toolkit (http://www.openssl.org/)"

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE OpenSSL PROJECT ``AS IS'' AND ANY
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* EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

* PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE OpenSSL PROJECT OR

* ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

* SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

* LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

* ====================================================================

*

* This product includes cryptographic software written by Eric Young

* (eay@cryptsoft.com).  This product includes software written by Tim

* Hudson (tjh@cryptsoft.com).

*

*/

 

Original SSLeay License

-----------------------

 

/* Copyright (C) 1995-1998 Eric Young (eay@cryptsoft.com)

* All rights reserved.

*

* This package is an SSL implementation written

* by Eric Young (eay@cryptsoft.com).

* The implementation was written so as to conform with Netscapes SSL.

*

* This library is free for commercial and non-commercial use as long as

* the following conditions are aheared to.  The following conditions

* apply to all code found in this distribution, be it the RC4, RSA,

* lhash, DES, etc., code; not just the SSL code.  The SSL documentation

* included with this distribution is covered by the same copyright terms

* except that the holder is Tim Hudson (tjh@cryptsoft.com).

*

* Copyright remains Eric Young's, and as such any Copyright notices in

* the code are not to be removed.

* If this package is used in a product, Eric Young should be given attribution

* as the author of the parts of the library used.

* This can be in the form of a textual message at program startup or

* in documentation (online or textual) provided with the package.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
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* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* 3. All advertising materials mentioning features or use of this software

*    must display the following acknowledgement:

*    "This product includes cryptographic software written by

*     Eric Young (eay@cryptsoft.com)"

*    The word 'cryptographic' can be left out if the rouines from the library

*    being used are not cryptographic related :-).

* 4. If you include any Windows specific code (or a derivative thereof) from

*    the apps directory (application code) you must include an acknowledgement:

*    "This product includes software written by Tim Hudson (tjh@cryptsoft.com)"

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY ERIC YOUNG ``AS IS'' AND

* ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

* ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

* FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

* DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS

* OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

* LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

* OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

* SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* The licence and distribution terms for any publically available version or

* derivative of this code cannot be changed.  i.e. this code cannot simply be

* copied and put under another distribution licence

* [including the GNU Public Licence.]

*/

COPYRIGHT AND PERMISSION NOTICE

 

Copyright (c) 1996 - 2004, Daniel Stenberg, <daniel@haxx.se>.

 

All rights reserved.

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software for any purpose

with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above copyright

notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT OF THIRD PARTY RIGHTS. IN

NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM,

DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR

OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE

OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.
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Except as contained in this notice, the name of a copyright holder shall not

be used in advertising or otherwise to promote the sale, use or other dealings

in this Software without prior written authorization of the copyright holder.

 

1.743 cxf-rt-ws-policy 2.7.18 
1.743.1 Available under license : 

 

Apache CXF

Copyright 2006-2015 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

 

 

This product includes software Copyright University of Southampton IT Innovation Centre, 2009

(http://www.it-innovation.soton.ac.uk).

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.
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     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,
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     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions
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     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability
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     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.744 jbossweb 7.2.0.Final 
1.744.1 Available under license : 

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* as indicated by the @authors tag. All rights reserved. *

This copyrighted material is made available to anyone wishing to use, * modify, copy, or redistribute it subject to

the terms and conditions * of the GNU Lesser General Public License, v. 2.1. * This program is distributed in the

hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT A * WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A * PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU Lesser General Public

License for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public License, * MA

02110-1301, USA.'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it * under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as * published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of * the License, or (at your option) any later version. * This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of *

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU * Lesser General Public

License for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public * Expert Group and

released to the public domain, as explained at'
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Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '# This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it # under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as # published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of # the License, or (at your option) any later version. # This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, # but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of #

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU # Lesser General Public

License for more details. # You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it * under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as * published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of * the License, or (at your option) any later version. * This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of *

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU * Lesser General Public

License for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '*  This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it *  under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as *  published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of *  the License, or (at your option) any later version. *  This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, *  but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of *

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU *  Lesser General Public

License for more details. *  You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it * under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as * published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of * the License, or (at your option) any later version. * This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of *

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU * Lesser General Public

License for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public // JACC 1.1:

Transport is CONFIDENTIAL/INTEGRAL, add a !(http methods)'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as * published by the Free Software Foundation; either

version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version. * This software is distributed in the hope that it will

be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty * of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU Lesser General Public License for more details. * You

should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public License along with this software; if not, write to the

Free'

 

1.745 commons-digester 1.8.1 
1.745.1 Available under license : 

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.
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     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but
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     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its
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         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,
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     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.
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Apache Commons Digester

Copyright 2001-2008 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed by

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

1.746 jboss-logging 3.1.0.Beta3 
1.746.1 Available under license : 

                  GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 2.1, February 1999

 

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL.  It also counts

as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence

the version number 2.1.]

 

                           Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change

free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

 

 This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some

specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the

Free Software Foundation and other authors who decide to use it.  You

can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether

this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better

strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations below.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use,

not price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that

you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge

for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get

it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of

it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do

these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these

rights.  These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for

you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.
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 For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis

or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave

you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source

code.  If you link other code with the library, you must provide

complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them

with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling

it.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

 We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the

library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

 

 To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that

there is no warranty for the free library.  Also, if the library is

modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know

that what they have is not the original version, so that the original

author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be

introduced by others.

 

 Finally, software patents pose a constant threat to the existence of

any free program.  We wish to make sure that a company cannot

effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a

restrictive license from a patent holder.  Therefore, we insist that

any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be

consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

 

 Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the

ordinary GNU General Public License.  This license, the GNU Lesser

General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and

is quite different from the ordinary General Public License.  We use

this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those

libraries into non-free programs.

 

 When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using

a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a

combined work, a derivative of the original library.  The ordinary

General Public License therefore permits such linking only if the

entire combination fits its criteria of freedom.  The Lesser General

Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with

the library.

 

 We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it

does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General

Public License.  It also provides other free software developers Less

of an advantage over competing non-free programs.  These disadvantages

are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many

libraries.  However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain
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special circumstances.

 

 For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to

encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it becomes

a de-facto standard.  To achieve this, non-free programs must be

allowed to use the library.  A more frequent case is that a free

library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries.  In this

case, there is little to gain by limiting the free library to free

software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

 

 In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free

programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of

free software.  For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in

non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU

operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating

system.

 

 Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the

users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is

linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run

that program using a modified version of the Library.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference between a

"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library".  The

former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must

be combined with the library in order to run.

 

                 GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other

program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or

other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of

this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License").

Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

 A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data

prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs

(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

 

 The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work

which has been distributed under these terms.  A "work based on the

Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a

portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated

straightforwardly into another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is

included without limitation in the term "modification".)
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 "Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation

and installation of the library.

 

 Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from

such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based

on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for

writing it).  Whether that is true depends on what the Library does

and what the program that uses the Library does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's

complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that

you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an

appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact

all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any

warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the

Library.

 

 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,

and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a

fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

 

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no

   charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

 

   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a

   table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses

   the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility

   is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,

   in the event an application does not supply such function or

   table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of

   its purpose remains meaningful.
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   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has

   a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

   application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any

   application-supplied function or table used by this function must

   be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square

   root function must still compute square roots.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote

it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Library.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library

with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public

License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library.  To do

this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so

that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,

instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the

ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify

that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make any other change in

these notices.

 

 Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for

that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all

subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

 

 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of

the Library into a program that is not a library.

 

 4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or

derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form

under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany

it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which
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must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a

medium customarily used for software interchange.

 

 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the

source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to

distribute the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the

Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or

linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library".  Such a

work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and

therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

 

 However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library

creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it

contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the

library".  The executable is therefore covered by this License.

Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

 

 When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file

that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a

derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.

Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be

linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library.  The

threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

 

 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data

structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline

functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object

file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative

work.  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the

Library will still fall under Section 6.)

 

 Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may

distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.

Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,

whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

 

 6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or

link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a

work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work

under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit

modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications.

 

 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the
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Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by

this License.  You must supply a copy of this License.  If the work

during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the

copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference

directing the user to the copy of this License.  Also, you must do one

of these things:

 

   a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding

   machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever

   changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under

   Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked

   with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that

   uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the

   user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified

   executable containing the modified Library.  (It is understood

   that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the

   Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application

   to use the modified definitions.)

 

   b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

   Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a

   copy of the library already present on the user's computer system,

   rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2)

   will operate properly with a modified version of the library, if

   the user installs one, as long as the modified version is

   interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

 

   c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at

   least three years, to give the same user the materials

   specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more

   than the cost of performing this distribution.

 

   d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy

   from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above

   specified materials from the same place.

 

   e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these

   materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

 

 For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the

Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for

reproducing the executable from it.  However, as a special exception,

the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is

normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies

the executable.
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 It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license

restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally

accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot

use both them and the Library together in an executable that you

distribute.

 

 7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library

facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined

library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on

the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise

permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

 

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work

   based on the Library, uncombined with any other library

   facilities.  This must be distributed under the terms of the

   Sections above.

 

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact

   that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining

   where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute

the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any

attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or

distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your

rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,

or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses

terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

 9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the

Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Library or works based on it.

 

 10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the

Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library

subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with

this License.

 

 11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent
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infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Library at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any

particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply,

and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add

an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries,

so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus

excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if

written in the body of this License.

 

 13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new

versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time.

Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,

but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and

"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a
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license version number, you may choose any version ever published by

the Free Software Foundation.

 

 14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,

write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is

copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free

Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.  Our

decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status

of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing

and reuse of software generally.

 

                           NO WARRANTY

 

 15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME

THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE

LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

          How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

 

 If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that

everyone can redistribute and change.  You can do so by permitting

redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the

ordinary General Public License).

 

 To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library.  It is

safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the
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"copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

   modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

   version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

 

   This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

   Lesser General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

 library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

That's all there is to it!

 

1.747 jta 1.1 
1.747.1 Available under license : 

Found license 'Common Development and Distribution License (CDDL) 1.1' in '* The contents of this file are

subject to the terms * of the Common Development and Distribution License * (the License).  You may not use this

file except in * Copyright 2006 Sun Microsystems, Inc. All rights reserved.'

 

1.748 jackson-data 1.6.3 
1.748.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* Jackson JSON-processor.
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*

* Copyright (c) 2007- Tatu Saloranta, tatu.saloranta@iki.fi

*

* Licensed under the License specified in file LICENSE, included with

* the source code and binary code bundles.

* You may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1031244983_1601397123.67/0/jackson-mapper-asl-1-6-3-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/jackson/map/MappingJsonFactory.java

 

1.749 infinispan-cachestore-remote

5.2.7.Final-redhat-2 
1.749.1 Available under license : 

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '~ This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it ~ under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as ~ published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of ~ the License, or (at your option) any later version. ~ This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, ~ but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of ~

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU ~ Lesser General Public

License for more details. ~ You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '<name>GNU Lesser General Public License</name>'

 

1.750 cxf-xjc-dv 3.0.2 
1.750.1 Available under license : 

 

Apache CXF XJC Default Value Plugin

Copyright 2006-2014 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION
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  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"
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     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and
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         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the
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     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
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  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.751 hornetq-client 2.3.12.final 
1.751.1 Available under license : 

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it * under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as * published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of * the License, or (at your option) any later version. * This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of *

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU * Lesser General Public

License for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public'

 

1.752 jboss-as-controller 7.3.0.Final-redhat-14
1.752.1 Available under license : 

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* as indicated by the @authors tag. All rights reserved. *

This copyrighted material is made available to anyone wishing to use, * modify, copy, or redistribute it subject to

the terms and conditions * of the GNU Lesser General Public License, v. 2.1. * This program is distributed in the

hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT A * WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A * PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU Lesser General Public

License for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public License, * MA

02110-1301, USA.'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it * under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as * published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of * the License, or (at your option) any later version. * This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of *

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU * Lesser General Public

License for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public public

DomainClientImpl(InetAddress address, int port) { public DomainClientImpl(InetAddress address, int port,

CallbackHandler handler) { public DomainClientImpl(ModelControllerClient delegate) { public

DomainDeploymentManager getDeploymentManager() {'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it * under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as * published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of * the License, or (at your option) any later version. * This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of *

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU * Lesser General Public

License for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public * This is free

software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it * under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as *

published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2.1 of * the License, or (at your option) any later version.

* This software is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even

the implied warranty of * MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU *

Lesser General Public License for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General

Public'
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Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it * under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as * published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of * the License, or (at your option) any later version. * This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of *

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU * Lesser General Public

License for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public'

 

1.753 jboss-as-jaxrs 7.3.0.Final-redhat-14 
1.753.1 Available under license : 

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '# This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it # under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as # published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of # the License, or (at your option) any later version. # This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, # but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of #

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU # Lesser General Public

License for more details. # You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it * under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as * published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of * the License, or (at your option) any later version. * This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of *

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU * Lesser General Public

License for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public'

 

1.754 ecj 3.5.1 
1.754.1 Available under license : 

Eclipse Public License - v 1.0    

   

THE ACCOMPANYING PROGRAM IS PROVIDED UNDER THE TERMS OF THIS ECLIPSE PUBLIC

LICENSE ("AGREEMENT"). ANY USE, REPRODUCTION OR DISTRIBUTION OF THE PROGRAM

CONSTITUTES RECIPIENT'S ACCEPTANCE OF THIS AGREEMENT.    

   

1. DEFINITIONS    

   

"Contribution" means:    

   

a) in the case of the initial Contributor, the initial code and documentation distributed under this Agreement, and    

b) in the case of each subsequent Contributor:    

   

i) changes to the Program, and    

   

ii) additions to the Program;    

   

where such changes and/or additions to the Program originate from and are distributed by that particular

Contributor. A Contribution 'originates' from a Contributor if it was added to the Program by such Contributor itself

or anyone acting on such Contributor's behalf. Contributions do not include additions to the Program which: (i) are
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separate modules of software distributed in conjunction with the Program under their own license agreement, and

(ii) are not derivative works of the Program.    

   

"Contributor" means any person or entity that distributes the Program.    

   

"Licensed Patents " mean patent claims licensable by a Contributor which are necessarily infringed by the use or

sale of its Contribution alone or when combined with the Program.    

   

"Program" means the Contributions distributed in accordance with this Agreement.    

   

"Recipient" means anyone who receives the Program under this Agreement, including all Contributors.    

   

2. GRANT OF RIGHTS    

   

a) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby grants Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide,

royalty-free copyright license to reproduce, prepare derivative works of, publicly display, publicly perform,

distribute and sublicense the Contribution of such Contributor, if any, and such derivative works, in source code and

object code form.    

   

b) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby grants Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide,

royalty-free patent license under Licensed Patents to make, use, sell, offer to sell, import and otherwise transfer the

Contribution of such Contributor, if any, in source code and object code form. This patent license shall apply to the

combination of the Contribution and the Program if, at the time the Contribution is added by the Contributor, such

addition of the Contribution causes such combination to be covered by the Licensed Patents. The patent license shall

not apply to any other combinations which include the Contribution. No hardware per se is licensed hereunder.    

   

c) Recipient understands that although each Contributor grants the licenses to its Contributions set forth herein, no

assurances are provided by any Contributor that the Program does not infringe the patent or other intellectual

property rights of any other entity. Each Contributor disclaims any liability to Recipient for claims brought by any

other entity based on infringement of intellectual property rights or otherwise. As a condition to exercising the rights

and licenses granted hereunder, each Recipient hereby assumes sole responsibility to secure any other intellectual

property rights needed, if any. For example, if a third party patent license is required to allow Recipient to distribute

the Program, it is Recipient's responsibility to acquire that license before distributing the Program.    

   

d) Each Contributor represents that to its knowledge it has sufficient copyright rights in its Contribution, if any, to

grant the copyright license set forth in this Agreement.    

   

3. REQUIREMENTS    

   

A Contributor may choose to distribute the Program in object code form under its own license agreement, provided

that:    

   

a) it complies with the terms and conditions of this Agreement; and    

   

b) its license agreement:    

   

i) effectively disclaims on behalf of all Contributors all warranties and conditions, express and implied, including

warranties or conditions of title and non-infringement, and implied warranties or conditions of merchantability and
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fitness for a particular purpose;    

   

ii) effectively excludes on behalf of all Contributors all liability for damages, including direct, indirect, special,

incidental and consequential damages, such as lost profits;    

   

iii) states that any provisions which differ from this Agreement are offered by that Contributor alone and not by any

other party; and    

   

iv) states that source code for the Program is available from such Contributor, and informs licensees how to obtain it

in a reasonable manner on or through a medium customarily used for software exchange.    

   

When the Program is made available in source code form:    

   

a) it must be made available under this Agreement; and    

   

b) a copy of this Agreement must be included with each copy of the Program.    

   

Contributors may not remove or alter any copyright notices contained within the Program.    

   

Each Contributor must identify itself as the originator of its Contribution, if any, in a manner that reasonably allows

subsequent Recipients to identify the originator of the Contribution.    

   

4. COMMERCIAL DISTRIBUTION    

   

Commercial distributors of software may accept certain responsibilities with respect to end users, business partners

and the like. While this license is intended to facilitate the commercial use of the Program, the Contributor who

includes the Program in a commercial product offering should do so in a manner which does not create potential

liability for other Contributors. Therefore, if a Contributor includes the Program in a commercial product offering,

such Contributor ("Commercial Contributor") hereby agrees to defend and indemnify every other Contributor

("Indemnified Contributor") against any losses, damages and costs (collectively "Losses") arising from claims,

lawsuits and other legal actions brought by a third party against the Indemnified Contributor to the extent caused by

the acts or omissions of such Commercial Contributor in connection with its distribution of the Program in a

commercial product offering. The obligations in this section do not apply to any claims or Losses relating to any

actual or alleged intellectual property infringement. In order to qualify, an Indemnified Contributor must: a)

promptly notify the Commercial Contributor in writing of such claim, and b) allow the Commercial Contributor to

control, and cooperate with the Commercial Contributor in, the defense and any related settlement negotiations. The

Indemnified Contributor may participate in any such claim at its own expense.    

   

For example, a Contributor might include the Program in a commercial product offering, Product X. That

Contributor is then a Commercial Contributor. If that Commercial Contributor then makes performance claims, or

offers warranties related to Product X, those performance claims and warranties are such Commercial Contributor's

responsibility alone. Under this section, the Commercial Contributor would have to defend claims against the other

Contributors related to those performance claims and warranties, and if a court requires any other Contributor to pay

any damages as a result, the Commercial Contributor must pay those damages.    

   

5. NO WARRANTY    

   

EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, THE PROGRAM IS PROVIDED ON AN "AS
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IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESS OR IMPLIED

INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF TITLE, NON-

INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. Each Recipient is

solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using and distributing the Program and assumes all risks

associated with its exercise of rights under this Agreement , including but not limited to the risks and costs of

program errors, compliance with applicable laws, damage to or loss of data, programs or equipment, and

unavailability or interruption of operations.    

   

6. DISCLAIMER OF LIABILITY    

   

EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, NEITHER RECIPIENT NOR ANY

CONTRIBUTORS SHALL HAVE ANY LIABILITY FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION LOST PROFITS),

HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF

THE USE OR DISTRIBUTION OF THE PROGRAM OR THE EXERCISE OF ANY RIGHTS GRANTED

HEREUNDER, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.    

   

7. GENERAL    

   

If any provision of this Agreement is invalid or unenforceable under applicable law, it shall not affect the validity or

enforceability of the remainder of the terms of this Agreement, and without further action by the parties hereto, such

provision shall be reformed to the minimum extent necessary to make such provision valid and enforceable.    

   

If Recipient institutes patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit)

alleging that the Program itself (excluding combinations of the Program with other software or hardware) infringes

such Recipient's patent(s), then such Recipient's rights granted under Section 2(b) shall terminate as of the date such

litigation is filed.    

   

All Recipient's rights under this Agreement shall terminate if it fails to comply with any of the material terms or

conditions of this Agreement and does not cure such failure in a reasonable period of time after becoming aware of

such noncompliance. If all Recipient's rights under this Agreement terminate, Recipient agrees to cease use and

distribution of the Program as soon as reasonably practicable. However, Recipient's obligations under this

Agreement and any licenses granted by Recipient relating to the Program shall continue and survive.    

   

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute copies of this Agreement, but in order to avoid inconsistency the

Agreement is copyrighted and may only be modified in the following manner. The Agreement Steward reserves the

right to publish new versions (including revisions) of this Agreement from time to time. No one other than the

Agreement Steward has the right to modify this Agreement. The Eclipse Foundation is the initial Agreement

Steward. The Eclipse Foundation may assign the responsibility to serve as the Agreement Steward to a suitable

separate entity. Each new version of the Agreement will be given a distinguishing version number. The Program

(including Contributions) may always be distributed subject to the version of the Agreement under which it was

received. In addition, after a new version of the Agreement is published, Contributor may elect to distribute the

Program (including its Contributions) under the new version. Except as expressly stated in Sections 2(a) and 2(b)

above, Recipient receives no rights or licenses to the intellectual property of any Contributor under this Agreement,

whether expressly, by implication, estoppel or otherwise. All rights in the Program not expressly granted under this

Agreement are reserved.    
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This Agreement is governed by the laws of the State of New York and the intellectual property laws of the United

States of America. No party to this Agreement will bring a legal action under this Agreement more than one year

after the cause of action arose. Each party waives its rights to a jury trial in any resulting litigation.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1.755 netty 3.6.6.Final 
1.755.1 Available under license : 

 

	            GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2.1, February 1999

 

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL.  It also counts

as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence

the version number 2.1.]

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change

free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

 

 This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some

specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the

Free Software Foundation and other authors who decide to use it.  You

can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether

this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better

strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations below.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use,

not price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that

you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge

for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get
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it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of

it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do

these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these

rights.  These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for

you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis

or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave

you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source

code.  If you link other code with the library, you must provide

complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them

with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling

it.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

 We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the

library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

 

 To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that

there is no warranty for the free library.  Also, if the library is

modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know

that what they have is not the original version, so that the original

author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be

introduced by others.

 

 Finally, software patents pose a constant threat to the existence of

any free program.  We wish to make sure that a company cannot

effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a

restrictive license from a patent holder.  Therefore, we insist that

any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be

consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

 

 Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the

ordinary GNU General Public License.  This license, the GNU Lesser

General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and

is quite different from the ordinary General Public License.  We use

this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those

libraries into non-free programs.

 

 When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using

a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a

combined work, a derivative of the original library.  The ordinary

General Public License therefore permits such linking only if the

entire combination fits its criteria of freedom.  The Lesser General

Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with
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the library.

 

 We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it

does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General

Public License.  It also provides other free software developers Less

of an advantage over competing non-free programs.  These disadvantages

are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many

libraries.  However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain

special circumstances.

 

 For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to

encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it becomes

a de-facto standard.  To achieve this, non-free programs must be

allowed to use the library.  A more frequent case is that a free

library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries.  In this

case, there is little to gain by limiting the free library to free

software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

 

 In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free

programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of

free software.  For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in

non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU

operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating

system.

 

 Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the

users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is

linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run

that program using a modified version of the Library.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference between a

"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library".  The

former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must

be combined with the library in order to run.

 

		  GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other

program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or

other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of

this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License").

Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

 A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data

prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs

(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.
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 The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work

which has been distributed under these terms.  A "work based on the

Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a

portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated

straightforwardly into another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is

included without limitation in the term "modification".)

 

 "Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation

and installation of the library.

 

 Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from

such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based

on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for

writing it).  Whether that is true depends on what the Library does

and what the program that uses the Library does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's

complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that

you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an

appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact

all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any

warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the

Library.

 

 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,

and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a

fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

 

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no

   charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.
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   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a

   table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses

   the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility

   is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,

   in the event an application does not supply such function or

   table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of

   its purpose remains meaningful.

 

   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has

   a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

   application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any

   application-supplied function or table used by this function must

   be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square

   root function must still compute square roots.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote

it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Library.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library

with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public

License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library.  To do

this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so

that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,

instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the

ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify

that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make any other change in

these notices.

 

 Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for

that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all

subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.
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 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of

the Library into a program that is not a library.

 

 4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or

derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form

under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany

it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which

must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a

medium customarily used for software interchange.

 

 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the

source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to

distribute the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the

Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or

linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library".  Such a

work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and

therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

 

 However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library

creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it

contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the

library".  The executable is therefore covered by this License.

Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

 

 When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file

that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a

derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.

Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be

linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library.  The

threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

 

 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data

structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline

functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object

file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative

work.  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the

Library will still fall under Section 6.)

 

 Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may

distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.

Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,

whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.
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 6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or

link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a

work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work

under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit

modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications.

 

 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the

Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by

this License.  You must supply a copy of this License.  If the work

during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the

copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference

directing the user to the copy of this License.  Also, you must do one

of these things:

 

   a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding

   machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever

   changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under

   Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked

   with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that

   uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the

   user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified

   executable containing the modified Library.  (It is understood

   that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the

   Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application

   to use the modified definitions.)

 

   b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

   Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a

   copy of the library already present on the user's computer system,

   rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2)

   will operate properly with a modified version of the library, if

   the user installs one, as long as the modified version is

   interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

 

   c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at

   least three years, to give the same user the materials

   specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more

   than the cost of performing this distribution.

 

   d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy

   from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above

   specified materials from the same place.

 

   e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these

   materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

 

 For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the
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Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for

reproducing the executable from it.  However, as a special exception,

the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is

normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies

the executable.

 

 It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license

restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally

accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot

use both them and the Library together in an executable that you

distribute.

 

 7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library

facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined

library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on

the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise

permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

 

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work

   based on the Library, uncombined with any other library

   facilities.  This must be distributed under the terms of the

   Sections above.

 

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact

   that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining

   where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute

the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any

attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or

distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your

rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,

or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses

terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

 9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the

Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Library or works based on it.

 

 10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the
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Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library

subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with

this License.

 

 11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Library at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any

particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply,

and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add

an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries,

so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus

excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if

written in the body of this License.

 

 13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new

versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time.
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Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,

but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and

"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a

license version number, you may choose any version ever published by

the Free Software Foundation.

 

 14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,

write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is

copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free

Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.  Our

decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status

of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing

and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME

THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE

LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

          How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

 

 If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest
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possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that

everyone can redistribute and change.  You can do so by permitting

redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the

ordinary General Public License).

 

 To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library.  It is

safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the

"copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

   modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

   version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

 

   This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

   Lesser General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, 5th Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

 library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

That's all there is to it!

The person or persons who have associated work with this document (the

"Dedicator" or "Certifier") hereby either (a) certifies that, to the best of

his knowledge, the work of authorship identified is in the public domain of

the country from which the work is published, or (b) hereby dedicates whatever

copyright the dedicators holds in the work of authorship identified below (the

"Work") to the public domain. A certifier, moreover, dedicates any copyright

interest he may have in the associated work, and for these purposes, is

described as a "dedicator" below.
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A certifier has taken reasonable steps to verify the copyright status of this

work. Certifier recognizes that his good faith efforts may not shield him from

liability if in fact the work certified is not in the public domain.

 

Dedicator makes this dedication for the benefit of the public at large and to

the detriment of the Dedicator's heirs and successors. Dedicator intends this

dedication to be an overt act of relinquishment in perpetuity of all present

and future rights under copyright law, whether vested or contingent, in the

Work. Dedicator understands that such relinquishment of all rights includes

the relinquishment of all rights to enforce (by lawsuit or otherwise) those

copyrights in the Work.

 

Dedicator recognizes that, once placed in the public domain, the Work may be

freely reproduced, distributed, transmitted, used, modified, built upon, or

otherwise exploited by anyone for any purpose, commercial or non-commercial,

and in any way, including by methods that have not yet been invented or

conceived.

The person or persons who have associated work with this document (the

"Dedicator" or "Certifier") hereby either (a) certifies that, to the best of

his knowledge, the work of authorship identified is in the public domain of

the country from which the work is published, or (b) hereby dedicates whatever

copyright the dedicators holds in the work of authorship identified below (the

"Work") to the public domain. A certifier, moreover, dedicates any copyright

interest he may have in the associated work, and for these purposes, is

described as a "dedicator" below.

 

A certifier has taken reasonable steps to verify the copyright status of this

work. Certifier recognizes that his good faith efforts may not shield him from

liability if in fact the work certified is not in the public domain.

 

Dedicator makes this dedication for the benefit of the public at large and to

the detriment of the Dedicator's heirs and successors. Dedicator intends this

dedication to be an overt act of relinquishment in perpetuate of all present

and future rights under copyright law, whether vested or contingent, in the

Work. Dedicator understands that such relinquishment of all rights includes

the relinquishment of all rights to enforce (by lawsuit or otherwise) those

copyrights in the Work.

 

Dedicator recognizes that, once placed in the public domain, the Work may be

freely reproduced, distributed, transmitted, used, modified, built upon, or

otherwise exploited by anyone for any purpose, commercial or non-commercial,

and in any way, including by methods that have not yet been invented or

conceived.

 

                           The Netty Project

                           =================
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Please visit the Netty web site for more information:

 

 * http://netty.io/

 

Copyright 2011 The Netty Project

 

The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

 

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

under the License.

 

Also, please refer to each LICENSE.<component>.txt file, which is located in

the 'license' directory of the distribution file, for the license terms of the

components that this product depends on.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

This product contains the extensions to Java Collections Framework which has

been derived from the works by JSR-166 EG, Doug Lea, and Jason T. Greene:

 

 * LICENSE:

   * license/LICENSE.jsr166y.txt (Public Domain)

 * HOMEPAGE:

   * http://gee.cs.oswego.edu/cgi-bin/viewcvs.cgi/jsr166/

   * http://viewvc.jboss.org/cgi-bin/viewvc.cgi/jbosscache/experimental/jsr166/

 

This product contains a modified version of Robert Harder's Public Domain

Base64 Encoder and Decoder, which can be obtained at:

 

 * LICENSE:

   * license/LICENSE.base64.txt (Public Domain)

 * HOMEPAGE:

   * http://iharder.sourceforge.net/current/java/base64/

 

This product contains a modified version of 'JZlib', a re-implementation of

zlib in pure Java, which can be obtained at:

 

 * LICENSE:

   * license/LICENSE.jzlib.txt (BSD Style License)

 * HOMEPAGE:

   * http://www.jcraft.com/jzlib/
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This product optionally depends on 'Protocol Buffers', Google's data

interchange format, which can be obtained at:

 

 * LICENSE:

   * license/LICENSE.protobuf.txt (New BSD License)

 * HOMEPAGE:

   * http://code.google.com/p/protobuf/

 

This product optionally depends on 'SLF4J', a simple logging facade for Java,

which can be obtained at:

 

 * LICENSE:

   * license/LICENSE.slf4j.txt (MIT License)

 * HOMEPAGE:

   * http://www.slf4j.org/

 

This product optionally depends on 'Apache Commons Logging', a logging

framework, which can be obtained at:

 

 * LICENSE:

   * license/LICENSE.commons-logging.txt (Apache License 2.0)

 * HOMEPAGE:

   * http://commons.apache.org/logging/

 

This product optionally depends on 'Apache Log4J', a logging framework,

which can be obtained at:

 

 * LICENSE:

   * license/LICENSE.log4j.txt (Apache License 2.0)

 * HOMEPAGE:

   * http://logging.apache.org/log4j/

 

This product optionally depends on 'JBoss Logging', a logging framework,

which can be obtained at:

 

 * LICENSE:

   * license/LICENSE.jboss-logging.txt (GNU LGPL 2.1)

 * HOMEPAGE:

   * http://anonsvn.jboss.org/repos/common/common-logging-spi/

 

This product optionally depends on 'Apache Felix', an open source OSGi

framework implementation, which can be obtained at:

 

 * LICENSE:

   * license/LICENSE.felix.txt (Apache License 2.0)

 * HOMEPAGE:

   * http://felix.apache.org/
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This product optionally depends on 'Webbit', a Java event based 

WebSocket and HTTP server:

 

 * LICENSE:

   * license/LICENSE.webbit.txt (BSD License)

 * HOMEPAGE:

   * https://github.com/joewalnes/webbit

Copyright 2008, Google Inc.

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer

in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

distribution.

   * Neither the name of Google Inc. nor the names of its

contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

Code generated by the Protocol Buffer compiler is owned by the owner

of the input file used when generating it.  This code is not

standalone and requires a support library to be linked with it.  This

support library is itself covered by the above license.

(BSD License: http://www.opensource.org/licenses/bsd-license)

 

Copyright (c) 2011, Joe Walnes, Aslak Hellesy and contributors

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or

without modification, are permitted provided that the

following conditions are met:
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* Redistributions of source code must retain the above

 copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

 following disclaimer.

 

* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

 copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

 following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

 materials provided with the distribution.

 

* Neither the name of the Webbit nor the names of

 its contributors may be used to endorse or promote products

 derived from this software without specific prior written

 permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND

CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES,

INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR

CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE

GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR

BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT

OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Copyright (c) 2000,2001,2002,2003,2004 ymnk, JCraft,Inc. All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

    this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

 3. The names of the authors may not be used to endorse or promote products

    derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES,

INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL JCRAFT,

INC. OR ANY CONTRIBUTORS TO THIS SOFTWARE BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,
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INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA,

OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE,

EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

/*

* Copyright (c) 2004-2007 QOS.ch

* All rights reserved.

*

* Permission is hereby granted, free  of charge, to any person obtaining

* a  copy  of this  software  and  associated  documentation files  (the

* "Software"), to  deal in  the Software without  restriction, including

* without limitation  the rights to  use, copy, modify,  merge, publish,

* distribute,  sublicense, and/or sell  copies of  the Software,  and to

* permit persons to whom the Software  is furnished to do so, subject to

* the following conditions:

*

* The  above  copyright  notice  and  this permission  notice  shall  be

* included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

*

* THE  SOFTWARE IS  PROVIDED  "AS  IS", WITHOUT  WARRANTY  OF ANY  KIND,

* EXPRESS OR  IMPLIED, INCLUDING  BUT NOT LIMITED  TO THE  WARRANTIES OF

* MERCHANTABILITY,    FITNESS    FOR    A   PARTICULAR    PURPOSE    AND

* NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE

* LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

* OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE,  ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

* WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

*/

                                 Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or
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     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,
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     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents
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         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.
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  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.
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     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a
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     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,
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     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.
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     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.756 wstx-asl 3.2.3 

 

1.757 jboss-as-osgi-jta 7.3.0.Final-redhat-14 
1.757.1 Available under license : 

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '# This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it # under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as # published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of # the License, or (at your option) any later version. # This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, # but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of #

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU # Lesser General Public

License for more details. # You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it * under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as * published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of * the License, or (at your option) any later version. * This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of *

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU * Lesser General Public

License for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public'
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1.758 txoj 4.17.3.Final 
1.758.1 Available under license : 

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '# This copyrighted material is made available to anyone

wishing to use, # modify, copy, or redistribute it subject to the terms and conditions # of the GNU Lesser General

Public License, v. 2.1. # This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT A #

WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A # PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  See the GNU Lesser General Public License for more details. # You should have received a copy of the

GNU Lesser General Public License, # MA  02110-1301, USA.'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* This copyrighted material is made available to anyone

wishing to use, * modify, copy, or redistribute it subject to the terms and conditions * of the GNU Lesser General

Public License, v. 2.1. * This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT A *

WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A * PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  See the GNU Lesser General Public License for more details. * You should have received a copy of the

GNU Lesser General Public License, * MA  02110-1301, USA.'

 

1.759 equinox 3.2.0 
1.759.1 Available under license : 

Found license 'Eclipse Public License 1.0' in 'Eclipse Public License Version 1.0 (&quot;EPL&quot;).  A copy of

the EPL is available'

Found license 'Eclipse Public License 1.0' in '# All rights reserved. This program and the accompanying materials #

are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License v1.0'

 

1.760 saaj-api 1.3.5 
1.760.1 Available under license : 

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE         

		       Version 2, June 1991         

        

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.,         

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA         

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies         

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.         

        

			    Preamble         

        

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your         

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public         

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free         

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This         

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software         

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to         

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by         

the GNU Lesser General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to         
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your programs, too.         

        

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not         

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you         

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for         

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it         

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it         

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.         

        

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid         

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.         

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you         

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.         

        

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether         

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that         

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the         

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their         

rights.         

        

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and         

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,         

distribute and/or modify the software.         

        

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain         

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free         

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we         

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so         

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original         

authors' reputations.         

        

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software         

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free         

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the         

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any         

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.         

        

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and         

modification follow.         

        

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE         

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION         

        

 0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains         

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed         

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,         

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"         

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:         
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that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,         

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another         

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in         

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".         

        

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not         

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of         

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program         

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the         

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).         

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.         

        

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's         

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you         

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate         

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the         

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;         

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License         

along with the Program.         

        

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and         

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.         

        

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion         

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and         

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1         

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:         

        

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices         

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.         

        

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in         

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any         

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third         

   parties under the terms of this License.         

        

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively         

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such         

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an         

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a         

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide         

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under         

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this         

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but         

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on         

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)         

        

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If         
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identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,         

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in         

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those         

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you         

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based         

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of         

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the         

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.         

        

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest         

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to         

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or         

collective works based on the Program.         

        

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program         

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of         

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under         

the scope of this License.         

        

 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,         

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of         

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:         

        

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable         

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections         

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,         

        

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three         

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your         

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete         

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be         

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium         

   customarily used for software interchange; or,         

        

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer         

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is         

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you         

   received the program in object code or executable form with such         

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)         

        

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for         

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source         

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any         

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to         

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a         

special exception, the source code distributed need not include         

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary         

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the         
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operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component         

itself accompanies the executable.         

        

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering         

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent         

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as         

distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not         

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.         

        

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program         

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt         

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is         

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.         

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under         

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such         

parties remain in full compliance.         

        

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not         

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or         

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are         

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by         

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the         

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and         

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying         

the Program or works based on it.         

        

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the         

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the         

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to         

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further         

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.         

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to         

this License.         

        

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent         

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),         

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or         

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not         

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot         

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this         

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you         

may not distribute the Program at all.  For example, if a patent         

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by         

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then         

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to         

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.         

        

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under         
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any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to         

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other         

circumstances.         

        

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any         

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any         

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the         

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is         

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made         

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed         

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that         

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing         

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot         

impose that choice.         

        

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to         

be a consequence of the rest of this License.         

        

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in         

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the         

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License         

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding         

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among         

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates         

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.         

        

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions         

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will         

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to         

address new problems or concerns.         

        

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program         

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any         

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions         

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free         

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of         

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software         

Foundation.         

        

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free         

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author         

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free         

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes         

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals         

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and         

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.         

        

			    NO WARRANTY         
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 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY         

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN         

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES         

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED         

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF         

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS         

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE         

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,         

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.         

        

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING         

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR         

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,         

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING         

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED         

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY         

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER         

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE         

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.         

        

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS         

        

	    How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs         

        

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest         

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it         

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.         

        

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest         

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively         

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least         

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.         

        

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>         

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>         

        

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify         

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by         

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or         

   (at your option) any later version.         

        

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,         

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of         

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the         

   GNU General Public License for more details.         

        

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along         
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   with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc.,         

   51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.         

        

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.         

        

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this         

when it starts in an interactive mode:         

        

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author         

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type 'show w'.         

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it         

   under certain conditions; type 'show c' for details.         

        

The hypothetical commands 'show w' and 'show c' should show the appropriate         

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may         

be called something other than 'show w' and 'show c'; they could even be         

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.         

        

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your         

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if         

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:         

        

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program         

 'Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.         

        

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989         

 Ty Coon, President of Vice         

        

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into         

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may         

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the         

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General         

Public License instead of this License.
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1.761 xnio-metadata 1.0.0.GA 
1.761.1 Available under license : 

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it * under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as * published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of * the License, or (at your option) any later version. * This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of *

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU * Lesser General Public

License for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public'

 

1.762 gojsonreference 0.19.3 
1.762.1 Available under license : 

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.
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     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise
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     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must
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         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly
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     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright 2015 xeipuuv

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.
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1.763 jdom 1.1.2.redhat-3 
1.763.1 Available under license : 

/*--

 

$Id: LICENSE.txt,v 1.11 2004/02/06 09:32:57 jhunter Exp $

 

Copyright (C) 2000-2004 Jason Hunter & Brett McLaughlin.

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions, and the following disclaimer.

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions, and the disclaimer that follows

   these conditions in the documentation and/or other materials

   provided with the distribution.

 

3. The name "JDOM" must not be used to endorse or promote products

   derived from this software without prior written permission.  For

   written permission, please contact <request_AT_jdom_DOT_org>.

 

4. Products derived from this software may not be called "JDOM", nor

   may "JDOM" appear in their name, without prior written permission

   from the JDOM Project Management <request_AT_jdom_DOT_org>.

 

In addition, we request (but do not require) that you include in the

end-user documentation provided with the redistribution and/or in the

software itself an acknowledgement equivalent to the following:

    "This product includes software developed by the

     JDOM Project (http://www.jdom.org/)."

Alternatively, the acknowledgment may be graphical using the logos

available at http://www.jdom.org/images/logos.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED

WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE JDOM AUTHORS OR THE PROJECT

CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF

USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,
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OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT

OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGE.

 

This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

individuals on behalf of the JDOM Project and was originally

created by Jason Hunter <jhunter_AT_jdom_DOT_org> and

Brett McLaughlin <brett_AT_jdom_DOT_org>.  For more information

on the JDOM Project, please see <http://www.jdom.org/>.

 

*/

<OWNER> = Regents of the University of California  

<ORGANIZATION> = University of California, Berkeley  

<YEAR> = 1998  

 

In the original BSD license, both occurrences of the phrase "COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS" in

the disclaimer read "REGENTS AND CONTRIBUTORS".  

 

Here is the license template:  

 

Copyright (c) <YEAR>, <OWNER>  

 

All rights reserved.  

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the

following conditions are met:  

 

Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

disclaimer.  

Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.  

Neither the name of the <ORGANIZATION> nor the names of its contributors may be used to endorse or promote

products derived from this software without specific prior written permission.  

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS  

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT  

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR  

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR  

CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,  

EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,  

PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR  

PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF  

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING  

NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS  

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.
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1.764 commons-beanutils 1.6 
1.764.1 Notifications : 

This product includes software developed by the Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

1.764.2 Available under license : 
/*

* $Header: /home/cvspublic/jakarta-commons/beanutils/LICENSE.txt,v 1.3 2003/01/15 21:59:38 rdonkin Exp $

* $Revision: 1.3 $

* $Date: 2003/01/15 21:59:38 $

*

* ====================================================================

*

* The Apache Software License, Version 1.1

*

* Copyright (c) 1999-2003 The Apache Software Foundation.  All rights

* reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

*    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

*    distribution.

*

* 3. The end-user documentation included with the redistribution, if

*    any, must include the following acknowlegement:

*       "This product includes software developed by the

*        Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/)."

*    Alternately, this acknowlegement may appear in the software itself,

*    if and wherever such third-party acknowlegements normally appear.

*

* 4. The names "The Jakarta Project", "Commons", and "Apache Software

*    Foundation" must not be used to endorse or promote products derived

*    from this software without prior written permission. For written

*    permission, please contact apache@apache.org.

*
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* 5. Products derived from this software may not be called "Apache"

*    nor may "Apache" appear in their names without prior written

*    permission of the Apache Group.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED

* WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

* OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

* DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE APACHE SOFTWARE FOUNDATION OR

* ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

* SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

* LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF

* USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

* ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

* OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT

* OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

* SUCH DAMAGE.

* ====================================================================

*

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Apache Software Foundation.  For more

* information on the Apache Software Foundation, please see

* <http://www.apache.org/>.

*

*/

 

1.765 jax-ws 2.1.7 

 

1.766 metrics 2.0.2 
1.766.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

* This source file is subject to the MIT license that is bundled

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1100092517_1602657757.37/0/beberlei-metrics-v2-0-2-0-g5919a1c-tar-gz/beberlei-metrics-

2850e92/src/Beberlei/Bundle/MetricsBundle/BeberleiMetricsBundle.php

* /opt/cola/permits/1100092517_1602657757.37/0/beberlei-metrics-v2-0-2-0-g5919a1c-tar-gz/beberlei-metrics-

2850e92/src/Beberlei/Bundle/MetricsBundle/Tests/DependencyInjection/BeberleiMetricsExtensionTest.php

* /opt/cola/permits/1100092517_1602657757.37/0/beberlei-metrics-v2-0-2-0-g5919a1c-tar-gz/beberlei-metrics-

2850e92/src/Beberlei/Metrics/Collector/Librato.php

* /opt/cola/permits/1100092517_1602657757.37/0/beberlei-metrics-v2-0-2-0-g5919a1c-tar-gz/beberlei-metrics-

2850e92/src/Beberlei/Metrics/Collector/Null.php

* /opt/cola/permits/1100092517_1602657757.37/0/beberlei-metrics-v2-0-2-0-g5919a1c-tar-gz/beberlei-metrics-

2850e92/src/Beberlei/Metrics/Collector/InfluxDB.php
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* /opt/cola/permits/1100092517_1602657757.37/0/beberlei-metrics-v2-0-2-0-g5919a1c-tar-gz/beberlei-metrics-

2850e92/src/Beberlei/Metrics/MetricsException.php

* /opt/cola/permits/1100092517_1602657757.37/0/beberlei-metrics-v2-0-2-0-g5919a1c-tar-gz/beberlei-metrics-

2850e92/src/Beberlei/Metrics/Tests/Collector/InfluxDBTest.php

* /opt/cola/permits/1100092517_1602657757.37/0/beberlei-metrics-v2-0-2-0-g5919a1c-tar-gz/beberlei-metrics-

2850e92/src/Beberlei/Metrics/Collector/StatsD.php

* /opt/cola/permits/1100092517_1602657757.37/0/beberlei-metrics-v2-0-2-0-g5919a1c-tar-gz/beberlei-metrics-

2850e92/src/Beberlei/Metrics/Collector/Graphite.php

* /opt/cola/permits/1100092517_1602657757.37/0/beberlei-metrics-v2-0-2-0-g5919a1c-tar-gz/beberlei-metrics-

2850e92/src/Beberlei/Metrics/Collector/DoctrineDBAL.php

* /opt/cola/permits/1100092517_1602657757.37/0/beberlei-metrics-v2-0-2-0-g5919a1c-tar-gz/beberlei-metrics-

2850e92/src/Beberlei/Metrics/Collector/Collector.php

* /opt/cola/permits/1100092517_1602657757.37/0/beberlei-metrics-v2-0-2-0-g5919a1c-tar-gz/beberlei-metrics-

2850e92/src/Beberlei/Metrics/Collector/Zabbix.php

* /opt/cola/permits/1100092517_1602657757.37/0/beberlei-metrics-v2-0-2-0-g5919a1c-tar-gz/beberlei-metrics-

2850e92/src/Beberlei/Metrics/Collector/NullCollector.php

* /opt/cola/permits/1100092517_1602657757.37/0/beberlei-metrics-v2-0-2-0-g5919a1c-tar-gz/beberlei-metrics-

2850e92/src/Beberlei/Metrics/Collector/GaugeableCollector.php

* /opt/cola/permits/1100092517_1602657757.37/0/beberlei-metrics-v2-0-2-0-g5919a1c-tar-gz/beberlei-metrics-

2850e92/src/Beberlei/Metrics/Factory.php

* /opt/cola/permits/1100092517_1602657757.37/0/beberlei-metrics-v2-0-2-0-g5919a1c-tar-gz/beberlei-metrics-

2850e92/src/Beberlei/Metrics/Collector/Logger.php

 

1.767 jetty 9.2.19.v20160908 
1.767.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

//  All rights reserved. This program and the accompanying materials

//  are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License v1.0

//  and Apache License v2.0 which accompanies this distribution.

//      The Eclipse Public License is available at

//      The Apache License v2.0 is available at

//  You may elect to redistribute this code under either of these licenses.

/** Set the TCP/IP port used for CONFIDENTIAL and INTEGRAL redirections.

    * @param securePort the secure port to redirect to.

    */

/** Set the  URI scheme used for CONFIDENTIAL and INTEGRAL redirections.

    * @param secureScheme A scheme string like "https"

    */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1002303148_1606975621.22/0/jetty-server-9-2-19-v20160908-sources-1-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/server/HttpConfiguration.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

//  All rights reserved. This program and the accompanying materials
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//  are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License v1.0

//  and Apache License v2.0 which accompanies this distribution.

//      The Eclipse Public License is available at

//      The Apache License v2.0 is available at

//  You may elect to redistribute this code under either of these licenses.

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1002303148_1606975621.22/0/jetty-server-9-2-19-v20160908-sources-1-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/server/Request.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002303148_1606975621.22/0/jetty-server-9-2-19-v20160908-sources-1-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/server/HostHeaderCustomizer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002303148_1606975621.22/0/jetty-server-9-2-19-v20160908-sources-1-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/server/jmx/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002303148_1606975621.22/0/jetty-server-9-2-19-v20160908-sources-1-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/server/session/MemSession.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002303148_1606975621.22/0/jetty-server-9-2-19-v20160908-sources-1-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/server/SessionIdManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002303148_1606975621.22/0/jetty-server-9-2-19-v20160908-sources-1-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/server/SecureRequestCustomizer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002303148_1606975621.22/0/jetty-server-9-2-19-v20160908-sources-1-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/server/session/AbstractSessionManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002303148_1606975621.22/0/jetty-server-9-2-19-v20160908-sources-1-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/server/SslConnectionFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002303148_1606975621.22/0/jetty-server-9-2-19-v20160908-sources-1-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/server/nio/NetworkTrafficSelectChannelConnector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002303148_1606975621.22/0/jetty-server-9-2-19-v20160908-sources-1-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/server/handler/DefaultHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002303148_1606975621.22/0/jetty-server-9-2-19-v20160908-sources-1-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/server/ServerConnector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002303148_1606975621.22/0/jetty-server-9-2-19-v20160908-sources-1-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/server/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002303148_1606975621.22/0/jetty-server-9-2-19-v20160908-sources-1-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/server/handler/SecuredRedirectHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002303148_1606975621.22/0/jetty-server-9-2-19-v20160908-sources-1-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/server/Slf4jRequestLog.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002303148_1606975621.22/0/jetty-server-9-2-19-v20160908-sources-1-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/server/ForwardedRequestCustomizer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002303148_1606975621.22/0/jetty-server-9-2-19-v20160908-sources-1-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/server/nio/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002303148_1606975621.22/0/jetty-server-9-2-19-v20160908-sources-1-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/server/HttpWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002303148_1606975621.22/0/jetty-server-9-2-19-v20160908-sources-1-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/server/QuietServletException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002303148_1606975621.22/0/jetty-server-9-2-19-v20160908-sources-1-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/server/NegotiatingServerConnectionFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002303148_1606975621.22/0/jetty-server-9-2-19-v20160908-sources-1-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/server/AsyncContextEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002303148_1606975621.22/0/jetty-server-9-2-19-v20160908-sources-1-
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jar/org/eclipse/jetty/server/HttpChannel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002303148_1606975621.22/0/jetty-server-9-2-19-v20160908-sources-1-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/server/HttpOutput.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002303148_1606975621.22/0/jetty-server-9-2-19-v20160908-sources-1-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/server/AsyncNCSARequestLog.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002303148_1606975621.22/0/jetty-server-9-2-19-v20160908-sources-1-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/server/Authentication.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002303148_1606975621.22/0/jetty-server-9-2-19-v20160908-sources-1-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/server/QueuedHttpInput.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002303148_1606975621.22/0/jetty-server-9-2-19-v20160908-sources-1-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/server/handler/AllowSymLinkAliasChecker.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002303148_1606975621.22/0/jetty-server-9-2-19-v20160908-sources-1-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/server/handler/IdleTimeoutHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002303148_1606975621.22/0/jetty-server-9-2-19-v20160908-sources-1-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/server/ConnectorStatistics.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002303148_1606975621.22/0/jetty-server-9-2-19-v20160908-sources-1-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/server/session/HashedSession.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002303148_1606975621.22/0/jetty-server-9-2-19-v20160908-sources-1-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/server/Utf8HttpWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002303148_1606975621.22/0/jetty-server-9-2-19-v20160908-sources-1-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/server/AbstractConnector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002303148_1606975621.22/0/jetty-server-9-2-19-v20160908-sources-1-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/server/handler/MovedContextHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002303148_1606975621.22/0/jetty-server-9-2-19-v20160908-sources-1-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/server/EncodingHttpWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002303148_1606975621.22/0/jetty-server-9-2-19-v20160908-sources-1-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/server/ByteBufferQueuedHttpInput.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002303148_1606975621.22/0/jetty-server-9-2-19-v20160908-sources-1-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/server/Connector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002303148_1606975621.22/0/jetty-server-9-2-19-v20160908-sources-1-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/server/HttpConnection.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002303148_1606975621.22/0/jetty-server-9-2-19-v20160908-sources-1-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/server/Handler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002303148_1606975621.22/0/jetty-server-9-2-19-v20160908-sources-1-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/server/handler/ContextHandlerCollection.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002303148_1606975621.22/0/jetty-server-9-2-19-v20160908-sources-1-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/server/NetworkConnector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002303148_1606975621.22/0/jetty-server-9-2-19-v20160908-sources-1-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/server/NegotiatingServerConnection.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002303148_1606975621.22/0/jetty-server-9-2-19-v20160908-sources-1-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/server/handler/AbstractHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002303148_1606975621.22/0/jetty-server-9-2-19-v20160908-sources-1-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/server/handler/HotSwapHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002303148_1606975621.22/0/jetty-server-9-2-19-v20160908-sources-1-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/server/handler/IPAccessHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002303148_1606975621.22/0/jetty-server-9-2-19-v20160908-sources-1-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/server/Server.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002303148_1606975621.22/0/jetty-server-9-2-19-v20160908-sources-1-
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jar/org/eclipse/jetty/server/AsyncContextState.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002303148_1606975621.22/0/jetty-server-9-2-19-v20160908-sources-1-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/server/session/AbstractSession.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002303148_1606975621.22/0/jetty-server-9-2-19-v20160908-sources-1-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/server/HttpTransport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002303148_1606975621.22/0/jetty-server-9-2-19-v20160908-sources-1-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/server/handler/jmx/AbstractHandlerMBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002303148_1606975621.22/0/jetty-server-9-2-19-v20160908-sources-1-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/server/session/HashSessionIdManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002303148_1606975621.22/0/jetty-server-9-2-19-v20160908-sources-1-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/server/ServletRequestHttpWrapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002303148_1606975621.22/0/jetty-server-9-2-19-v20160908-sources-1-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/server/LocalConnector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002303148_1606975621.22/0/jetty-server-9-2-19-v20160908-sources-1-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/server/Dispatcher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002303148_1606975621.22/0/jetty-server-9-2-19-v20160908-sources-1-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/server/AbstractNetworkConnector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002303148_1606975621.22/0/jetty-server-9-2-19-v20160908-sources-1-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/server/handler/HandlerWrapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002303148_1606975621.22/0/jetty-server-9-2-19-v20160908-sources-1-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/server/handler/ShutdownHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002303148_1606975621.22/0/jetty-server-9-2-19-v20160908-sources-1-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/server/handler/ContextHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002303148_1606975621.22/0/jetty-server-9-2-19-v20160908-sources-1-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/server/session/HashSessionManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002303148_1606975621.22/0/jetty-server-9-2-19-v20160908-sources-1-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/server/session/AbstractSessionIdManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002303148_1606975621.22/0/jetty-server-9-2-19-v20160908-sources-1-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/server/LowResourceMonitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002303148_1606975621.22/0/jetty-server-9-2-19-v20160908-sources-1-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/server/RequestLog.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002303148_1606975621.22/0/jetty-server-9-2-19-v20160908-sources-1-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/server/CookieCutter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002303148_1606975621.22/0/jetty-server-9-2-19-v20160908-sources-1-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/server/NetworkTrafficServerConnector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002303148_1606975621.22/0/jetty-server-9-2-19-v20160908-sources-1-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/server/SessionManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002303148_1606975621.22/0/jetty-server-9-2-19-v20160908-sources-1-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/server/handler/HandlerCollection.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002303148_1606975621.22/0/jetty-server-9-2-19-v20160908-sources-1-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/server/HomeBaseWarning.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002303148_1606975621.22/0/jetty-server-9-2-19-v20160908-sources-1-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/server/handler/InetAccessHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002303148_1606975621.22/0/jetty-server-9-2-19-v20160908-sources-1-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/server/jmx/AbstractConnectorMBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002303148_1606975621.22/0/jetty-server-9-2-19-v20160908-sources-1-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/server/session/SessionHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002303148_1606975621.22/0/jetty-server-9-2-19-v20160908-sources-1-
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jar/org/eclipse/jetty/server/session/JDBCSessionIdManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002303148_1606975621.22/0/jetty-server-9-2-19-v20160908-sources-1-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/server/ConnectionFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002303148_1606975621.22/0/jetty-server-9-2-19-v20160908-sources-1-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/server/NCSARequestLog.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002303148_1606975621.22/0/jetty-server-9-2-19-v20160908-sources-1-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/server/handler/RequestLogHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002303148_1606975621.22/0/jetty-server-9-2-19-v20160908-sources-1-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/server/Iso88591HttpWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002303148_1606975621.22/0/jetty-server-9-2-19-v20160908-sources-1-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/server/handler/ScopedHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002303148_1606975621.22/0/jetty-server-9-2-19-v20160908-sources-1-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/server/handler/ErrorHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002303148_1606975621.22/0/jetty-server-9-2-19-v20160908-sources-1-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/server/session/JDBCSessionManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002303148_1606975621.22/0/jetty-server-9-2-19-v20160908-sources-1-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/server/ShutdownMonitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002303148_1606975621.22/0/jetty-server-9-2-19-v20160908-sources-1-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/server/handler/DebugHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002303148_1606975621.22/0/jetty-server-9-2-19-v20160908-sources-1-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/server/ResourceCache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002303148_1606975621.22/0/jetty-server-9-2-19-v20160908-sources-1-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/server/AbstractNCSARequestLog.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002303148_1606975621.22/0/jetty-server-9-2-19-v20160908-sources-1-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/server/HttpInput.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002303148_1606975621.22/0/jetty-server-9-2-19-v20160908-sources-1-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/server/handler/jmx/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002303148_1606975621.22/0/jetty-server-9-2-19-v20160908-sources-1-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/server/handler/HandlerList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002303148_1606975621.22/0/jetty-server-9-2-19-v20160908-sources-1-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/server/session/jmx/AbstractSessionManagerMBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002303148_1606975621.22/0/jetty-server-9-2-19-v20160908-sources-1-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/server/InclusiveByteRange.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002303148_1606975621.22/0/jetty-server-9-2-19-v20160908-sources-1-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/server/jmx/ServerMBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002303148_1606975621.22/0/jetty-server-9-2-19-v20160908-sources-1-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/server/handler/jmx/ContextHandlerMBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002303148_1606975621.22/0/jetty-server-9-2-19-v20160908-sources-1-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/server/HttpInputOverHTTP.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002303148_1606975621.22/0/jetty-server-9-2-19-v20160908-sources-1-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/server/HttpChannelState.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002303148_1606975621.22/0/jetty-server-9-2-19-v20160908-sources-1-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/server/ServletResponseHttpWrapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002303148_1606975621.22/0/jetty-server-9-2-19-v20160908-sources-1-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/server/handler/ResourceHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002303148_1606975621.22/0/jetty-server-9-2-19-v20160908-sources-1-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/server/UserIdentity.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002303148_1606975621.22/0/jetty-server-9-2-19-v20160908-sources-1-
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jar/org/eclipse/jetty/server/session/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002303148_1606975621.22/0/jetty-server-9-2-19-v20160908-sources-1-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/server/ClassLoaderDump.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002303148_1606975621.22/0/jetty-server-9-2-19-v20160908-sources-1-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/server/HandlerContainer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002303148_1606975621.22/0/jetty-server-9-2-19-v20160908-sources-1-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/server/handler/AsyncDelayHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002303148_1606975621.22/0/jetty-server-9-2-19-v20160908-sources-1-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/server/Response.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002303148_1606975621.22/0/jetty-server-9-2-19-v20160908-sources-1-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/server/handler/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002303148_1606975621.22/0/jetty-server-9-2-19-v20160908-sources-1-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/server/HttpConnectionFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002303148_1606975621.22/0/jetty-server-9-2-19-v20160908-sources-1-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/server/handler/StatisticsHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002303148_1606975621.22/0/jetty-server-9-2-19-v20160908-sources-1-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/server/AbstractConnectionFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002303148_1606975621.22/0/jetty-server-9-2-19-v20160908-sources-1-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/server/session/jmx/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1002303148_1606975621.22/0/jetty-server-9-2-19-v20160908-sources-1-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/server/handler/AbstractHandlerContainer.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

<p>The Eclipse Foundation makes available all content in this plug-in (&quot;Content&quot;).  The Content is dual

licensed and is provided to you under the terms and conditions of the Eclipse Public License Version 1.0

(&quot;EPL&quot;) as well as the Apache Software License Version 2.0.  A copy of the EPL is available

at <a href="http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-v10.html">http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-v10.html</a>.  A copy of

the ASL is available at <a href="http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-

2.0.html">http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.html</a>.  For purposes of the EPL,

&quot;Program&quot; will mean the Content.</p>

Permission to use, copy, modify and distribute UnixCrypt

granted provided that the copyright notice appears in all copies.</p>

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1002303148_1606975621.22/0/jetty-server-9-2-19-v20160908-sources-1-jar/about.html

 

1.768 osgi-core 4.2.0.200908310645 
1.768.1 Available under license : 

Apache License

Version 2.0, January 2004

http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

1. Definitions.
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"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1

through 9 of this document.

 

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are

under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or

indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of

fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source

code, documentation source, and configuration files.

 

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form,

including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

 

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as

indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix

below).

 

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the

Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole,

an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that

remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works

thereof.

 

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications

or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the

Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright

owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written

communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic

mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously

marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been

received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce,

prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such

Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section)

patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such
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license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was

submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit)

alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent

infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date

such litigation is filed.

 

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any

medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following

conditions:

 

You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and 

 

You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and 

 

You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark,

and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

the Derivative Works; and 

 

If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute

must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices

that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a NOTICE text

file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided along with the

Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such third-party notices

normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not modify the

License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside or as an

addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

as modifying the License.

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license

terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works

as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions

stated in this License.

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for

inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any

additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of

any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product

names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and

reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work

(and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR

CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or

conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and

assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.
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8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or

otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing,

shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or

consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or

any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of

such damages.

 

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may

choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or

rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf

and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend,

and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by

reason of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work

 

To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by

brackets "[]" replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include the brackets!) The text should be

enclosed in the appropriate comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a file or class name and

description of purpose be included on the same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier identification within

third-party archives.

 

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.769 jboss-logmanager 1.4.0.Final 
1.769.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* JBoss, Home of Professional Open Source.
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* Copyright 2010, Red Hat, Inc., and individual contributors

* as indicated by the @author tags. See the copyright.txt file in the

* distribution for a full listing of individual contributors.

*

* This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

* under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as

* published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2.1 of

* the License, or (at your option) any later version.

*

* This software is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

* but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

* MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU

* Lesser General Public License for more details.

*

* You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

* License along with this software; if not, write to the Free

* Software Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA

* 02110-1301 USA, or see the FSF site: http://www.fsf.org.

*/

/*

* Written by Doug Lea with assistance from members of JCP JSR-166

* Expert Group and released to the public domain, as explained at

* http://creativecommons.org/licenses/publicdomain

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1081905232_1654022890.9714088/0/jboss-logmanager-1-4-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/logmanager/ConcurrentReferenceHashMap.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* JBoss, Home of Professional Open Source.

* Copyright 2011, Red Hat Inc., and individual contributors

* as indicated by the @author tags. See the copyright.txt file in the

* distribution for a full listing of individual contributors.

*

* This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

* under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as

* published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2.1 of

* the License, or (at your option) any later version.

*

* This software is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

* but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

* MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU

* Lesser General Public License for more details.

*

* You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

* License along with this software; if not, write to the Free
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* Software Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA

* 02110-1301 USA, or see the FSF site: http://www.fsf.org.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1081905232_1654022890.9714088/0/jboss-logmanager-1-4-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/logmanager/config/HandlerConfigurationImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1081905232_1654022890.9714088/0/jboss-logmanager-1-4-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/logmanager/config/ObjectProducer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1081905232_1654022890.9714088/0/jboss-logmanager-1-4-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/logmanager/config/ErrorManagerConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1081905232_1654022890.9714088/0/jboss-logmanager-1-4-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/logmanager/config/HandlerConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1081905232_1654022890.9714088/0/jboss-logmanager-1-4-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/logmanager/config/ConfigAction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1081905232_1654022890.9714088/0/jboss-logmanager-1-4-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/logmanager/config/ErrorManagerConfigurationImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1081905232_1654022890.9714088/0/jboss-logmanager-1-4-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/logmanager/config/ObjectConfigurable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1081905232_1654022890.9714088/0/jboss-logmanager-1-4-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/logmanager/config/FilterConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1081905232_1654022890.9714088/0/jboss-logmanager-1-4-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/logmanager/config/LogContextConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1081905232_1654022890.9714088/0/jboss-logmanager-1-4-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/logmanager/config/FilterConfigurationImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1081905232_1654022890.9714088/0/jboss-logmanager-1-4-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/logmanager/config/AbstractBasicConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1081905232_1654022890.9714088/0/jboss-logmanager-1-4-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/logmanager/config/NamedConfigurable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1081905232_1654022890.9714088/0/jboss-logmanager-1-4-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/logmanager/config/LogContextConfigurationImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1081905232_1654022890.9714088/0/jboss-logmanager-1-4-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/logmanager/config/PropertyConfigurable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1081905232_1654022890.9714088/0/jboss-logmanager-1-4-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/logmanager/config/HandlerContainingConfigurable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1081905232_1654022890.9714088/0/jboss-logmanager-1-4-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/logmanager/config/AbstractPropertyConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1081905232_1654022890.9714088/0/jboss-logmanager-1-4-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/logmanager/config/LoggerConfigurationImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1081905232_1654022890.9714088/0/jboss-logmanager-1-4-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/logmanager/config/FormatterConfigurationImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1081905232_1654022890.9714088/0/jboss-logmanager-1-4-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/logmanager/config/FormatterConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1081905232_1654022890.9714088/0/jboss-logmanager-1-4-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/logmanager/handlers/QueueHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1081905232_1654022890.9714088/0/jboss-logmanager-1-4-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/logmanager/ContextClassLoaderLogContextSelector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1081905232_1654022890.9714088/0/jboss-logmanager-1-4-0-final-sources-1-
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jar/org/jboss/logmanager/config/LoggerConfiguration.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* JBoss, Home of Professional Open Source.

* Copyright 2013, Red Hat Inc., and individual contributors

* as indicated by the @author tags. See the copyright.txt file in the

* distribution for a full listing of individual contributors.

*

* This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

* under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as

* published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2.1 of

* the License, or (at your option) any later version.

*

* This software is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

* but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

* MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU

* Lesser General Public License for more details.

*

* You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

* License along with this software; if not, write to the Free

* Software Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA

* 02110-1301 USA, or see the FSF site: http://www.fsf.org.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1081905232_1654022890.9714088/0/jboss-logmanager-1-4-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/logmanager/ThreadLocalLogContextSelector.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* JBoss, Home of Professional Open Source.

* Copyright 2013, Red Hat, Inc., and individual contributors

* as indicated by the @author tags. See the copyright.txt file in the

* distribution for a full listing of individual contributors.

*

* This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

* under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as

* published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2.1 of

* the License, or (at your option) any later version.

*

* This software is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

* but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

* MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU

* Lesser General Public License for more details.

*

* You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

* License along with this software; if not, write to the Free
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* Software Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA

* 02110-1301 USA, or see the FSF site: http://www.fsf.org.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1081905232_1654022890.9714088/0/jboss-logmanager-1-4-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/logmanager/config/ValueExpressionImpl.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* JBoss, Home of Professional Open Source.

* Copyright 2012, Red Hat Inc., and individual contributors

* as indicated by the @author tags. See the copyright.txt file in the

* distribution for a full listing of individual contributors.

*

* This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

* under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as

* published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2.1 of

* the License, or (at your option) any later version.

*

* This software is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

* but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

* MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU

* Lesser General Public License for more details.

*

* You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

* License along with this software; if not, write to the Free

* Software Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA

* 02110-1301 USA, or see the FSF site: http://www.fsf.org.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1081905232_1654022890.9714088/0/jboss-logmanager-1-4-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/logmanager/handlers/UninterruptibleOutputStream.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* JBoss, Home of Professional Open Source.

* Copyright 2012, Red Hat, Inc., and individual contributors

* as indicated by the @author tags. See the copyright.txt file in the

* distribution for a full listing of individual contributors.

*

* This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

* under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as

* published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2.1 of

* the License, or (at your option) any later version.

*

* This software is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,
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* but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

* MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU

* Lesser General Public License for more details.

*

* You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

* License along with this software; if not, write to the Free

* Software Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA

* 02110-1301 USA, or see the FSF site: http://www.fsf.org.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1081905232_1654022890.9714088/0/jboss-logmanager-1-4-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/logmanager/handlers/PeriodicSizeRotatingFileHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1081905232_1654022890.9714088/0/jboss-logmanager-1-4-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/logmanager/handlers/CountingOutputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1081905232_1654022890.9714088/0/jboss-logmanager-1-4-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/logmanager/config/PojoConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1081905232_1654022890.9714088/0/jboss-logmanager-1-4-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/logmanager/config/PojoConfigurationImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1081905232_1654022890.9714088/0/jboss-logmanager-1-4-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/logmanager/Protectable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1081905232_1654022890.9714088/0/jboss-logmanager-1-4-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/logmanager/handlers/SyslogHandler.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* JBoss, Home of Professional Open Source.

* Copyright 2000 - 2008, Red Hat Inc., and individual contributors

* as indicated by the @author tags. See the copyright.txt file in the

* distribution for a full listing of individual contributors.

*

* This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

* under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as

* published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2.1 of

* the License, or (at your option) any later version.

*

* This software is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

* but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

* MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU

* Lesser General Public License for more details.

*

* You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

* License along with this software; if not, write to the Free

* Software Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA

* 02110-1301 USA, or see the FSF site: http://www.fsf.org.

*/

 

Found in path(s):
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* /opt/cola/permits/1081905232_1654022890.9714088/0/jboss-logmanager-1-4-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/logmanager/FastCopyHashMap.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* JBoss, Home of Professional Open Source.

* Copyright 2010, Red Hat Inc., and individual contributors

* as indicated by the @author tags. See the copyright.txt file in the

* distribution for a full listing of individual contributors.

*

* This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

* under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as

* published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2.1 of

* the License, or (at your option) any later version.

*

* This software is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

* but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

* MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU

* Lesser General Public License for more details.

*

* You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

* License along with this software; if not, write to the Free

* Software Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA

* 02110-1301 USA, or see the FSF site: http://www.fsf.org.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1081905232_1654022890.9714088/0/jboss-logmanager-1-4-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/logmanager/CopyOnWriteWeakMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1081905232_1654022890.9714088/0/jboss-logmanager-1-4-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/logmanager/CopyOnWriteMap.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

#

# JBoss, Home of Professional Open Source.

# Copyright 2010, Red Hat Middleware LLC, and individual contributors

# as indicated by the @author tags. See the copyright.txt file in the

# distribution for a full listing of individual contributors.

#

# This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

# under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as

# published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2.1 of

# the License, or (at your option) any later version.

#

# This software is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

# but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

# MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU

# Lesser General Public License for more details.
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#

# You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

# License along with this software; if not, write to the Free

# Software Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA

# 02110-1301 USA, or see the FSF site: http://www.fsf.org.

#

 

org.jboss.logmanager.LogManager

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1081905232_1654022890.9714088/0/jboss-logmanager-1-4-0-final-sources-1-jar/META-

INF/services/java.util.logging.LogManager

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* JBoss, Home of Professional Open Source.

* Copyright 2009, Red Hat Inc., and individual contributors

* as indicated by the @author tags. See the copyright.txt file in the

* distribution for a full listing of individual contributors.

*

* This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

* under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as

* published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2.1 of

* the License, or (at your option) any later version.

*

* This software is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

* but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

* MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU

* Lesser General Public License for more details.

*

* You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

* License along with this software; if not, write to the Free

* Software Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA

* 02110-1301 USA, or see the FSF site: http://www.fsf.org.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1081905232_1654022890.9714088/0/jboss-logmanager-1-4-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/logmanager/Configurator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1081905232_1654022890.9714088/0/jboss-logmanager-1-4-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/logmanager/ClassLoaderLogContextSelector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1081905232_1654022890.9714088/0/jboss-logmanager-1-4-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/logmanager/SerializedLogger.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1081905232_1654022890.9714088/0/jboss-logmanager-1-4-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/logmanager/NDC.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1081905232_1654022890.9714088/0/jboss-logmanager-1-4-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/logmanager/PropertyConfigurator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1081905232_1654022890.9714088/0/jboss-logmanager-1-4-0-final-sources-1-
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jar/org/jboss/logmanager/filters/LevelRangeFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1081905232_1654022890.9714088/0/jboss-logmanager-1-4-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/logmanager/Level.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1081905232_1654022890.9714088/0/jboss-logmanager-1-4-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/logmanager/formatters/FormatStringParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1081905232_1654022890.9714088/0/jboss-logmanager-1-4-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/logmanager/handlers/NullHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1081905232_1654022890.9714088/0/jboss-logmanager-1-4-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/logmanager/LogContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1081905232_1654022890.9714088/0/jboss-logmanager-1-4-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/logmanager/MDC.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1081905232_1654022890.9714088/0/jboss-logmanager-1-4-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/logmanager/ConfigurationLocator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1081905232_1654022890.9714088/0/jboss-logmanager-1-4-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/logmanager/formatters/PatternFormatter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1081905232_1654022890.9714088/0/jboss-logmanager-1-4-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/logmanager/handlers/FileHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1081905232_1654022890.9714088/0/jboss-logmanager-1-4-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/logmanager/handlers/SizeRotatingFileHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1081905232_1654022890.9714088/0/jboss-logmanager-1-4-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/logmanager/formatters/MultistepFormatter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1081905232_1654022890.9714088/0/jboss-logmanager-1-4-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/logmanager/formatters/StringBuilderWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1081905232_1654022890.9714088/0/jboss-logmanager-1-4-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/logmanager/filters/InvertFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1081905232_1654022890.9714088/0/jboss-logmanager-1-4-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/logmanager/handlers/AsyncHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1081905232_1654022890.9714088/0/jboss-logmanager-1-4-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/logmanager/WrappedExtLogRecord.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1081905232_1654022890.9714088/0/jboss-logmanager-1-4-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/logmanager/handlers/ConsoleHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1081905232_1654022890.9714088/0/jboss-logmanager-1-4-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/logmanager/AtomicArray.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1081905232_1654022890.9714088/0/jboss-logmanager-1-4-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/logmanager/handlers/UncloseableWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1081905232_1654022890.9714088/0/jboss-logmanager-1-4-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/logmanager/handlers/FlushableCloseable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1081905232_1654022890.9714088/0/jboss-logmanager-1-4-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/logmanager/filters/SubstituteFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1081905232_1654022890.9714088/0/jboss-logmanager-1-4-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/logmanager/LogManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1081905232_1654022890.9714088/0/jboss-logmanager-1-4-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/logmanager/filters/LevelChangingFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1081905232_1654022890.9714088/0/jboss-logmanager-1-4-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/logmanager/ExtLogRecord.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1081905232_1654022890.9714088/0/jboss-logmanager-1-4-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/logmanager/handlers/UncloseableOutputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1081905232_1654022890.9714088/0/jboss-logmanager-1-4-0-final-sources-1-
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jar/org/jboss/logmanager/ExtFormatter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1081905232_1654022890.9714088/0/jboss-logmanager-1-4-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/logmanager/Logger.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1081905232_1654022890.9714088/0/jboss-logmanager-1-4-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/logmanager/filters/LevelFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1081905232_1654022890.9714088/0/jboss-logmanager-1-4-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/logmanager/LoggingMXBeanImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1081905232_1654022890.9714088/0/jboss-logmanager-1-4-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/logmanager/LoggingUncaughtExceptionHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1081905232_1654022890.9714088/0/jboss-logmanager-1-4-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/logmanager/errormanager/OnlyOnceErrorManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1081905232_1654022890.9714088/0/jboss-logmanager-1-4-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/logmanager/handlers/WriterHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1081905232_1654022890.9714088/0/jboss-logmanager-1-4-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/logmanager/formatters/ColorMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1081905232_1654022890.9714088/0/jboss-logmanager-1-4-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/logmanager/filters/RegexFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1081905232_1654022890.9714088/0/jboss-logmanager-1-4-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/logmanager/filters/AllFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1081905232_1654022890.9714088/0/jboss-logmanager-1-4-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/logmanager/LogContextSelector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1081905232_1654022890.9714088/0/jboss-logmanager-1-4-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/logmanager/LoggerNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1081905232_1654022890.9714088/0/jboss-logmanager-1-4-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/logmanager/handlers/PeriodicRotatingFileHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1081905232_1654022890.9714088/0/jboss-logmanager-1-4-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/logmanager/formatters/Formatters.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1081905232_1654022890.9714088/0/jboss-logmanager-1-4-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/logmanager/ExtHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1081905232_1654022890.9714088/0/jboss-logmanager-1-4-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/logmanager/formatters/FormatStep.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1081905232_1654022890.9714088/0/jboss-logmanager-1-4-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/logmanager/DefaultConfigurationLocator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1081905232_1654022890.9714088/0/jboss-logmanager-1-4-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/logmanager/LogService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1081905232_1654022890.9714088/0/jboss-logmanager-1-4-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/logmanager/filters/AcceptAllFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1081905232_1654022890.9714088/0/jboss-logmanager-1-4-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/logmanager/filters/DenyAllFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1081905232_1654022890.9714088/0/jboss-logmanager-1-4-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/logmanager/handlers/OutputStreamHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1081905232_1654022890.9714088/0/jboss-logmanager-1-4-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/logmanager/filters/AnyFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1081905232_1654022890.9714088/0/jboss-logmanager-1-4-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/logmanager/LogContextSelectorService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1081905232_1654022890.9714088/0/jboss-logmanager-1-4-0-final-sources-1-

jar/org/jboss/logmanager/handlers/Handlers.java
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1.770 codemodel 2.6-redhat-2 
1.770.1 Available under license : 

COMMON DEVELOPMENT AND DISTRIBUTION LICENSE (CDDL) Version 1.1

1. Definitions.

 

 1.1. "Contributor" means each individual or entity that creates or

 contributes to the creation of Modifications.

 

 1.2. "Contributor Version" means the combination of the Original

 Software, prior Modifications used by a Contributor (if any), and

 the Modifications made by that particular Contributor.

 

 1.3. "Covered Software" means (a) the Original Software, or (b)

 Modifications, or (c) the combination of files containing Original

 Software with files containing Modifications, in each case including

 portions thereof.

 

 1.4. "Executable" means the Covered Software in any form other than

 Source Code.

 

 1.5. "Initial Developer" means the individual or entity that first

 makes Original Software available under this License.

 

 1.6. "Larger Work" means a work which combines Covered Software or

 portions thereof with code not governed by the terms of this License.

 

 1.7. "License" means this document.

 

 1.8. "Licensable" means having the right to grant, to the maximum

 extent possible, whether at the time of the initial grant or

 subsequently acquired, any and all of the rights conveyed herein.

 

 1.9. "Modifications" means the Source Code and Executable form of

 any of the following:

 

 A. Any file that results from an addition to, deletion from or

 modification of the contents of a file containing Original Software

 or previous Modifications;

 

 B. Any new file that contains any part of the Original Software or

 previous Modification; or

 

 C. Any new file that is contributed or otherwise made available

 under the terms of this License.
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 1.10. "Original Software" means the Source Code and Executable form

 of computer software code that is originally released under this

 License.

 

 1.11. "Patent Claims" means any patent claim(s), now owned or

 hereafter acquired, including without limitation, method, process,

 and apparatus claims, in any patent Licensable by grantor.

 

 1.12. "Source Code" means (a) the common form of computer software

 code in which modifications are made and (b) associated

 documentation included in or with such code.

 

 1.13. "You" (or "Your") means an individual or a legal entity

 exercising rights under, and complying with all of the terms of,

 this License. For legal entities, "You" includes any entity which

 controls, is controlled by, or is under common control with You. For

 purposes of this definition, "control" means (a) the power, direct

 or indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity,

 whether by contract or otherwise, or (b) ownership of more than

 fifty percent (50%) of the outstanding shares or beneficial

 ownership of such entity.

 

2. License Grants.

 

 2.1. The Initial Developer Grant.

 

 Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and subject

 to third party intellectual property claims, the Initial Developer

 hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license:

 

 (a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or

 trademark) Licensable by Initial Developer, to use, reproduce,

 modify, display, perform, sublicense and distribute the Original

 Software (or portions thereof), with or without Modifications,

 and/or as part of a Larger Work; and

 

 (b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using or selling of

 Original Software, to make, have made, use, practice, sell, and

 offer for sale, and/or otherwise dispose of the Original Software

 (or portions thereof).

 

 (c) The licenses granted in Sections 2.1(a) and (b) are effective on

 the date Initial Developer first distributes or otherwise makes the

 Original Software available to a third party under the terms of this

 License.

 

 (d) Notwithstanding Section 2.1(b) above, no patent license is

 granted: (1) for code that You delete from the Original Software, or
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 (2) for infringements caused by: (i) the modification of the

 Original Software, or (ii) the combination of the Original Software

 with other software or devices.

 

 2.2. Contributor Grant.

 

 Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and subject

 to third party intellectual property claims, each Contributor hereby

 grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license:

 

 (a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or

 trademark) Licensable by Contributor to use, reproduce, modify,

 display, perform, sublicense and distribute the Modifications

 created by such Contributor (or portions thereof), either on an

 unmodified basis, with other Modifications, as Covered Software

 and/or as part of a Larger Work; and

 

 (b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using, or selling

 of Modifications made by that Contributor either alone and/or in

 combination with its Contributor Version (or portions of such

 combination), to make, use, sell, offer for sale, have made, and/or

 otherwise dispose of: (1) Modifications made by that Contributor (or

 portions thereof); and (2) the combination of Modifications made by

 that Contributor with its Contributor Version (or portions of such

 combination).

 

 (c) The licenses granted in Sections 2.2(a) and 2.2(b) are effective

 on the date Contributor first distributes or otherwise makes the

 Modifications available to a third party.

 

 (d) Notwithstanding Section 2.2(b) above, no patent license is

 granted: (1) for any code that Contributor has deleted from the

 Contributor Version; (2) for infringements caused by: (i) third

 party modifications of Contributor Version, or (ii) the combination

 of Modifications made by that Contributor with other software

 (except as part of the Contributor Version) or other devices; or (3)

 under Patent Claims infringed by Covered Software in the absence of

 Modifications made by that Contributor.

 

3. Distribution Obligations.

 

 3.1. Availability of Source Code.

 

 Any Covered Software that You distribute or otherwise make available

 in Executable form must also be made available in Source Code form

 and that Source Code form must be distributed only under the terms

 of this License. You must include a copy of this License with every

 copy of the Source Code form of the Covered Software You distribute
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 or otherwise make available. You must inform recipients of any such

 Covered Software in Executable form as to how they can obtain such

 Covered Software in Source Code form in a reasonable manner on or

 through a medium customarily used for software exchange.

 

 3.2. Modifications.

 

 The Modifications that You create or to which You contribute are

 governed by the terms of this License. You represent that You

 believe Your Modifications are Your original creation(s) and/or You

 have sufficient rights to grant the rights conveyed by this License.

 

 3.3. Required Notices.

 

 You must include a notice in each of Your Modifications that

 identifies You as the Contributor of the Modification. You may not

 remove or alter any copyright, patent or trademark notices contained

 within the Covered Software, or any notices of licensing or any

 descriptive text giving attribution to any Contributor or the

 Initial Developer.

 

 3.4. Application of Additional Terms.

 

 You may not offer or impose any terms on any Covered Software in

 Source Code form that alters or restricts the applicable version of

 this License or the recipients' rights hereunder. You may choose to

 offer, and to charge a fee for, warranty, support, indemnity or

 liability obligations to one or more recipients of Covered Software.

 However, you may do so only on Your own behalf, and not on behalf of

 the Initial Developer or any Contributor. You must make it

 absolutely clear that any such warranty, support, indemnity or

 liability obligation is offered by You alone, and You hereby agree

 to indemnify the Initial Developer and every Contributor for any

 liability incurred by the Initial Developer or such Contributor as a

 result of warranty, support, indemnity or liability terms You offer.

 

 3.5. Distribution of Executable Versions.

 

 You may distribute the Executable form of the Covered Software under

 the terms of this License or under the terms of a license of Your

 choice, which may contain terms different from this License,

 provided that You are in compliance with the terms of this License

 and that the license for the Executable form does not attempt to

 limit or alter the recipient's rights in the Source Code form from

 the rights set forth in this License. If You distribute the Covered

 Software in Executable form under a different license, You must make

 it absolutely clear that any terms which differ from this License

 are offered by You alone, not by the Initial Developer or
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 Contributor. You hereby agree to indemnify the Initial Developer and

 every Contributor for any liability incurred by the Initial

 Developer or such Contributor as a result of any such terms You offer.

 

 3.6. Larger Works.

 

 You may create a Larger Work by combining Covered Software with

 other code not governed by the terms of this License and distribute

 the Larger Work as a single product. In such a case, You must make

 sure the requirements of this License are fulfilled for the Covered

 Software.

 

4. Versions of the License.

 

 4.1. New Versions.

 

 Oracle is the initial license steward and may publish revised and/or

 new versions of this License from time to time. Each version will be

 given a distinguishing version number. Except as provided in Section

 4.3, no one other than the license steward has the right to modify

 this License.

 

 4.2. Effect of New Versions.

 

 You may always continue to use, distribute or otherwise make the

 Covered Software available under the terms of the version of the

 License under which You originally received the Covered Software. If

 the Initial Developer includes a notice in the Original Software

 prohibiting it from being distributed or otherwise made available

 under any subsequent version of the License, You must distribute and

 make the Covered Software available under the terms of the version

 of the License under which You originally received the Covered

 Software. Otherwise, You may also choose to use, distribute or

 otherwise make the Covered Software available under the terms of any

 subsequent version of the License published by the license steward.

 

 4.3. Modified Versions.

 

 When You are an Initial Developer and You want to create a new

 license for Your Original Software, You may create and use a

 modified version of this License if You: (a) rename the license and

 remove any references to the name of the license steward (except to

 note that the license differs from this License); and (b) otherwise

 make it clear that the license contains terms which differ from this

 License.

 

5. DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY.
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 COVERED SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED UNDER THIS LICENSE ON AN "AS IS" BASIS,

 WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED,

 INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, WARRANTIES THAT THE COVERED SOFTWARE

 IS FREE OF DEFECTS, MERCHANTABLE, FIT FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR

 NON-INFRINGING. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF

 THE COVERED SOFTWARE IS WITH YOU. SHOULD ANY COVERED SOFTWARE PROVE

 DEFECTIVE IN ANY RESPECT, YOU (NOT THE INITIAL DEVELOPER OR ANY

 OTHER CONTRIBUTOR) ASSUME THE COST OF ANY NECESSARY SERVICING,

 REPAIR OR CORRECTION. THIS DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY CONSTITUTES AN

 ESSENTIAL PART OF THIS LICENSE. NO USE OF ANY COVERED SOFTWARE IS

 AUTHORIZED HEREUNDER EXCEPT UNDER THIS DISCLAIMER.

 

6. TERMINATION.

 

 6.1. This License and the rights granted hereunder will terminate

 automatically if You fail to comply with terms herein and fail to

 cure such breach within 30 days of becoming aware of the breach.

 Provisions which, by their nature, must remain in effect beyond the

 termination of this License shall survive.

 

 6.2. If You assert a patent infringement claim (excluding

 declaratory judgment actions) against Initial Developer or a

 Contributor (the Initial Developer or Contributor against whom You

 assert such claim is referred to as "Participant") alleging that the

 Participant Software (meaning the Contributor Version where the

 Participant is a Contributor or the Original Software where the

 Participant is the Initial Developer) directly or indirectly

 infringes any patent, then any and all rights granted directly or

 indirectly to You by such Participant, the Initial Developer (if the

 Initial Developer is not the Participant) and all Contributors under

 Sections 2.1 and/or 2.2 of this License shall, upon 60 days notice

 from Participant terminate prospectively and automatically at the

 expiration of such 60 day notice period, unless if within such 60

 day period You withdraw Your claim with respect to the Participant

 Software against such Participant either unilaterally or pursuant to

 a written agreement with Participant.

 

 6.3. If You assert a patent infringement claim against Participant

 alleging that the Participant Software directly or indirectly

 infringes any patent where such claim is resolved (such as by

 license or settlement) prior to the initiation of patent

 infringement litigation, then the reasonable value of the licenses

 granted by such Participant under Sections 2.1 or 2.2 shall be taken

 into account in determining the amount or value of any payment or

 license.

 

 6.4. In the event of termination under Sections 6.1 or 6.2 above,

 all end user licenses that have been validly granted by You or any
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 distributor hereunder prior to termination (excluding licenses

 granted to You by any distributor) shall survive termination.

 

7. LIMITATION OF LIABILITY.

 

 UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES AND UNDER NO LEGAL THEORY, WHETHER TORT

 (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE), CONTRACT, OR OTHERWISE, SHALL YOU, THE

 INITIAL DEVELOPER, ANY OTHER CONTRIBUTOR, OR ANY DISTRIBUTOR OF

 COVERED SOFTWARE, OR ANY SUPPLIER OF ANY OF SUCH PARTIES, BE LIABLE

 TO ANY PERSON FOR ANY INDIRECT, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, OR

 CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OF ANY CHARACTER INCLUDING, WITHOUT

 LIMITATION, DAMAGES FOR LOSS OF GOODWILL, WORK STOPPAGE, COMPUTER

 FAILURE OR MALFUNCTION, OR ANY AND ALL OTHER COMMERCIAL DAMAGES OR

 LOSSES, EVEN IF SUCH PARTY SHALL HAVE BEEN INFORMED OF THE

 POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES. THIS LIMITATION OF LIABILITY SHALL NOT

 APPLY TO LIABILITY FOR DEATH OR PERSONAL INJURY RESULTING FROM SUCH

 PARTY'S NEGLIGENCE TO THE EXTENT APPLICABLE LAW PROHIBITS SUCH

 LIMITATION. SOME JURISDICTIONS DO NOT ALLOW THE EXCLUSION OR

 LIMITATION OF INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, SO THIS EXCLUSION

 AND LIMITATION MAY NOT APPLY TO YOU.

 

8. U.S. GOVERNMENT END USERS.

 

 The Covered Software is a "commercial item," as that term is defined

 in 48 C.F.R. 2.101 (Oct. 1995), consisting of "commercial computer

 software" (as that term is defined at 48 C.F.R. §

 252.227-7014(a)(1)) and "commercial computer software documentation"

 as such terms are used in 48 C.F.R. 12.212 (Sept. 1995). Consistent

 with 48 C.F.R. 12.212 and 48 C.F.R. 227.7202-1 through 227.7202-4

 (June 1995), all U.S. Government End Users acquire Covered Software

 with only those rights set forth herein. This U.S. Government Rights

 clause is in lieu of, and supersedes, any other FAR, DFAR, or other

 clause or provision that addresses Government rights in computer

 software under this License.

 

9. MISCELLANEOUS.

 

 This License represents the complete agreement concerning subject

 matter hereof. If any provision of this License is held to be

 unenforceable, such provision shall be reformed only to the extent

 necessary to make it enforceable. This License shall be governed by

 the law of the jurisdiction specified in a notice contained within

 the Original Software (except to the extent applicable law, if any,

 provides otherwise), excluding such jurisdiction's conflict-of-law

 provisions. Any litigation relating to this License shall be subject

 to the jurisdiction of the courts located in the jurisdiction and

 venue specified in a notice contained within the Original Software,

 with the losing party responsible for costs, including, without
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 limitation, court costs and reasonable attorneys' fees and expenses.

 The application of the United Nations Convention on Contracts for

 the International Sale of Goods is expressly excluded. Any law or

 regulation which provides that the language of a contract shall be

 construed against the drafter shall not apply to this License. You

 agree that You alone are responsible for compliance with the United

 States export administration regulations (and the export control

 laws and regulation of any other countries) when You use, distribute

 or otherwise make available any Covered Software.

 

10. RESPONSIBILITY FOR CLAIMS.

 

 As between Initial Developer and the Contributors, each party is

 responsible for claims and damages arising, directly or indirectly,

 out of its utilization of rights under this License and You agree to

 work with Initial Developer and Contributors to distribute such

 responsibility on an equitable basis. Nothing herein is intended or

 shall be deemed to constitute any admission of liability.

 

1.771 stax-mapper 1.1.0.Final 
1.771.1 Available under license : 

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in 'This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version. This software is distributed in the hope that it will

be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU Lesser General Public License for more details. You

should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public'

 

1.772 jbossws-cxf-server 4.2.3.Final-redhat-1 
1.772.1 Available under license : 

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it * under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as * published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of * the License, or (at your option) any later version. * This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of *

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU * Lesser General Public

License for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public final String

newUriScheme = getUriScheme(epAddress); //will be https if the user set confidential transport for the endpoint'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it * under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as * published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of * the License, or (at your option) any later version. * This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of *

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU * Lesser General Public

License for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public * to you under the

Apache License, Version 2.0 (the * "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance * with the License.
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You may obtain a copy of the License at * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0 * software distributed

under the License is distributed on an'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it * under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as * published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of * the License, or (at your option) any later version. * This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of *

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU * Lesser General Public

License for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public'

 

1.773 hamcrest 1.3 
1.773.1 Available under license : 

BSD License

 

Copyright (c) 2000-2006, www.hamcrest.org

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of

conditions and the following disclaimer. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce

the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

Neither the name of Hamcrest nor the names of its contributors may be used to endorse

or promote products derived from this software without specific prior written

permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO

EVENT

SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED

TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR

BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN

ANY

WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGE.
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1.774 mime-pull 1.4 
1.774.1 Available under license : 

Found license 'Common Development and Distribution License (CDDL) 1.1' in 'COMMON DEVELOPMENT

AND DISTRIBUTION LICENSE (CDDL) Version 1.0'

 

1.775 picketbox-infinispan 4.0.19.SP2-redhat-

1 
1.775.1 Available under license : 

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it * under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as * published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of * the License, or (at your option) any later version. * This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of *

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU * Lesser General Public

License for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public'

 

1.776 jbossjts-integration 4.17.3.Final 
1.776.1 Available under license : 

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* by the @authors tag. All rights reserved. * This

copyrighted material is made available to anyone wishing to use, * modify, copy, or redistribute it subject to the

terms and conditions * of the GNU Lesser General Public License, v. 2.1. * This program is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, but WITHOUT A * WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A * PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU Lesser General Public

License for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public License, * MA

02110-1301, USA.'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* This copyrighted material is made available to anyone

wishing to use, * modify, copy, or redistribute it subject to the terms and conditions * of the GNU Lesser General

Public License, v. 2.1. * This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT A *

WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A * PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  See the GNU Lesser General Public License for more details. * You should have received a copy of the

GNU Lesser General Public License, * MA  02110-1301, USA.'

 

1.777 jax-ws-api 2.2.2-promoted-b02 
1.777.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2007 Sun Microsystems, Inc. All rights reserved.

* SUN PROPRIETARY/CONFIDENTIAL. Use is subject to license terms.

*$Id: Provider.java,v 1.9.2.15 2009/09/08 20:27:02 jitu Exp $
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*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1075467696_1596133683.47/0/jaxws-api-2-2-2-promoted-b02-sources-

jar/javax/xml/ws/spi/Provider.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2007 Sun Microsystems, Inc. All rights reserved.

* SUN PROPRIETARY/CONFIDENTIAL. Use is subject to license terms.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1075467696_1596133683.47/0/jaxws-api-2-2-2-promoted-b02-sources-

jar/javax/xml/ws/LogicalMessage.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1075467696_1596133683.47/0/jaxws-api-2-2-2-promoted-b02-sources-

jar/javax/xml/ws/http/HTTPBinding.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1075467696_1596133683.47/0/jaxws-api-2-2-2-promoted-b02-sources-

jar/javax/xml/ws/wsaddressing/W3CEndpointReferenceBuilder.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1075467696_1596133683.47/0/jaxws-api-2-2-2-promoted-b02-sources-

jar/javax/xml/ws/spi/http/HttpContext.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1075467696_1596133683.47/0/jaxws-api-2-2-2-promoted-b02-sources-

jar/javax/xml/ws/FaultAction.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1075467696_1596133683.47/0/jaxws-api-2-2-2-promoted-b02-sources-

jar/javax/xml/ws/soap/SOAPBinding.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1075467696_1596133683.47/0/jaxws-api-2-2-2-promoted-b02-sources-

jar/javax/xml/ws/soap/AddressingFeature.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1075467696_1596133683.47/0/jaxws-api-2-2-2-promoted-b02-sources-

jar/javax/xml/ws/spi/http/HttpHandler.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1075467696_1596133683.47/0/jaxws-api-2-2-2-promoted-b02-sources-

jar/javax/xml/ws/Binding.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1075467696_1596133683.47/0/jaxws-api-2-2-2-promoted-b02-sources-

jar/javax/xml/ws/WebServiceException.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1075467696_1596133683.47/0/jaxws-api-2-2-2-promoted-b02-sources-

jar/javax/xml/ws/RequestWrapper.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1075467696_1596133683.47/0/jaxws-api-2-2-2-promoted-b02-sources-

jar/javax/xml/ws/soap/Addressing.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1075467696_1596133683.47/0/jaxws-api-2-2-2-promoted-b02-sources-

jar/javax/xml/ws/spi/FactoryFinder.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1075467696_1596133683.47/0/jaxws-api-2-2-2-promoted-b02-sources-

jar/javax/xml/ws/AsyncHandler.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1075467696_1596133683.47/0/jaxws-api-2-2-2-promoted-b02-sources-

jar/javax/xml/ws/handler/MessageContext.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1075467696_1596133683.47/0/jaxws-api-2-2-2-promoted-b02-sources-

jar/javax/xml/ws/WebServiceRef.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1075467696_1596133683.47/0/jaxws-api-2-2-2-promoted-b02-sources-

jar/javax/xml/ws/spi/WebServiceFeatureAnnotation.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1075467696_1596133683.47/0/jaxws-api-2-2-2-promoted-b02-sources-
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jar/javax/xml/ws/WebServiceProvider.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1075467696_1596133683.47/0/jaxws-api-2-2-2-promoted-b02-sources-

jar/javax/xml/ws/handler/LogicalMessageContext.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1075467696_1596133683.47/0/jaxws-api-2-2-2-promoted-b02-sources-

jar/javax/xml/ws/handler/PortInfo.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1075467696_1596133683.47/0/jaxws-api-2-2-2-promoted-b02-sources-

jar/javax/xml/ws/soap/MTOMFeature.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1075467696_1596133683.47/0/jaxws-api-2-2-2-promoted-b02-sources-

jar/javax/xml/ws/Response.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1075467696_1596133683.47/0/jaxws-api-2-2-2-promoted-b02-sources-

jar/javax/xml/ws/handler/LogicalHandler.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1075467696_1596133683.47/0/jaxws-api-2-2-2-promoted-b02-sources-

jar/javax/xml/ws/ServiceMode.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1075467696_1596133683.47/0/jaxws-api-2-2-2-promoted-b02-sources-

jar/javax/xml/ws/spi/http/HttpExchange.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1075467696_1596133683.47/0/jaxws-api-2-2-2-promoted-b02-sources-

jar/javax/xml/ws/Dispatch.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1075467696_1596133683.47/0/jaxws-api-2-2-2-promoted-b02-sources-

jar/javax/xml/ws/EndpointContext.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1075467696_1596133683.47/0/jaxws-api-2-2-2-promoted-b02-sources-

jar/javax/xml/ws/ProtocolException.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1075467696_1596133683.47/0/jaxws-api-2-2-2-promoted-b02-sources-

jar/javax/xml/ws/Provider.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1075467696_1596133683.47/0/jaxws-api-2-2-2-promoted-b02-sources-

jar/javax/xml/ws/Holder.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1075467696_1596133683.47/0/jaxws-api-2-2-2-promoted-b02-sources-

jar/javax/xml/ws/wsaddressing/package-info.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1075467696_1596133683.47/0/jaxws-api-2-2-2-promoted-b02-sources-

jar/javax/xml/ws/Service.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1075467696_1596133683.47/0/jaxws-api-2-2-2-promoted-b02-sources-

jar/javax/xml/ws/Action.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1075467696_1596133683.47/0/jaxws-api-2-2-2-promoted-b02-sources-

jar/javax/xml/ws/wsaddressing/W3CEndpointReference.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1075467696_1596133683.47/0/jaxws-api-2-2-2-promoted-b02-sources-

jar/javax/xml/ws/soap/MTOM.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1075467696_1596133683.47/0/jaxws-api-2-2-2-promoted-b02-sources-

jar/javax/xml/ws/handler/soap/SOAPMessageContext.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1075467696_1596133683.47/0/jaxws-api-2-2-2-promoted-b02-sources-

jar/javax/xml/ws/WebFault.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1075467696_1596133683.47/0/jaxws-api-2-2-2-promoted-b02-sources-

jar/javax/xml/ws/BindingProvider.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1075467696_1596133683.47/0/jaxws-api-2-2-2-promoted-b02-sources-

jar/javax/xml/ws/WebServiceClient.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1075467696_1596133683.47/0/jaxws-api-2-2-2-promoted-b02-sources-

jar/javax/xml/ws/RespectBinding.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1075467696_1596133683.47/0/jaxws-api-2-2-2-promoted-b02-sources-

jar/javax/xml/ws/WebServiceContext.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1075467696_1596133683.47/0/jaxws-api-2-2-2-promoted-b02-sources-
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jar/javax/xml/ws/WebEndpoint.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1075467696_1596133683.47/0/jaxws-api-2-2-2-promoted-b02-sources-

jar/javax/xml/ws/BindingType.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1075467696_1596133683.47/0/jaxws-api-2-2-2-promoted-b02-sources-

jar/javax/xml/ws/ResponseWrapper.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1075467696_1596133683.47/0/jaxws-api-2-2-2-promoted-b02-sources-

jar/javax/xml/ws/WebServiceFeature.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1075467696_1596133683.47/0/jaxws-api-2-2-2-promoted-b02-sources-

jar/javax/xml/ws/handler/soap/SOAPHandler.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1075467696_1596133683.47/0/jaxws-api-2-2-2-promoted-b02-sources-

jar/javax/xml/ws/handler/HandlerResolver.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1075467696_1596133683.47/0/jaxws-api-2-2-2-promoted-b02-sources-

jar/javax/xml/ws/spi/http/package-info.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1075467696_1596133683.47/0/jaxws-api-2-2-2-promoted-b02-sources-

jar/javax/xml/ws/WebServicePermission.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1075467696_1596133683.47/0/jaxws-api-2-2-2-promoted-b02-sources-

jar/javax/xml/ws/soap/SOAPFaultException.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1075467696_1596133683.47/0/jaxws-api-2-2-2-promoted-b02-sources-

jar/javax/xml/ws/http/HTTPException.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1075467696_1596133683.47/0/jaxws-api-2-2-2-promoted-b02-sources-

jar/javax/xml/ws/RespectBindingFeature.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1075467696_1596133683.47/0/jaxws-api-2-2-2-promoted-b02-sources-

jar/javax/xml/ws/WebServiceRefs.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1075467696_1596133683.47/0/jaxws-api-2-2-2-promoted-b02-sources-

jar/javax/xml/ws/EndpointReference.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1075467696_1596133683.47/0/jaxws-api-2-2-2-promoted-b02-sources-

jar/javax/xml/ws/spi/ServiceDelegate.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1075467696_1596133683.47/0/jaxws-api-2-2-2-promoted-b02-sources-

jar/javax/xml/ws/Endpoint.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1075467696_1596133683.47/0/jaxws-api-2-2-2-promoted-b02-sources-

jar/javax/xml/ws/handler/Handler.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2007 Sun Microsystems, Inc. All rights reserved.

* SUN PROPRIETARY/CONFIDENTIAL. Use is subject to license terms.

* $Id: Invoker.java,v 1.1.2.5 2009/02/18 00:21:32 jitu Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1075467696_1596133683.47/0/jaxws-api-2-2-2-promoted-b02-sources-

jar/javax/xml/ws/spi/Invoker.java

 

1.778 jackson-data 1.9.9-redhat-2 
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1.778.1 Available under license : 
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* Jackson JSON-processor.

*

* Copyright (c) 2007- Tatu Saloranta, tatu.saloranta@iki.fi

*

* Licensed under the License specified in file LICENSE, included with

* the source code and binary code bundles.

* You may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077223044_1601397140.27/0/jackson-mapper-asl-1-9-9-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/jackson/map/MappingJsonFactory.java

 

1.779 hawtjni-runtime 1.7.redhat-2 
1.779.1 Available under license : 

Found license 'Eclipse Public License 1.0' in 'All rights reserved. This program and the accompanying materials are

made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License v1.0'

 

1.780 resteasy-jax-rs 2.3.7.Final-redhat-2 
1.780.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Any exception thrown by a MessageBodyWriter chain that is not an instance of a WriterException is caught

internally

* by the Resteasy runtime and wrapped with an instance of WriterException.

*

* If you want to have special exception handling for exceptions thrown by MessageBodyWriters and their

interceptors, then write an exception

* mapper for WriterException.

*

* Also, you may extend this class and throw instances of it from your MessageBodyWriters (and interceptors)

*

* @author <a href="mailto:bill@burkecentral.com">Bill Burke</a>

* @version $Revision: 1 $
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*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1077229894_1601874349.68/0/resteasy-jaxrs-2-3-7-final-redhat-2-sources-

jar/org/jboss/resteasy/spi/WriterException.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Any exception thrown by a MessageBodyReader chain that is not an instance of a ReaderException is caught

internally

* by the Resteasy runtime and wrapped with an instance of ReaderException.

*

* If you want to have special exception handling for exceptions thrown by MessageBodyReaders, then write an

exception

* mapper for ReaderException.

*

* Also, you may extend this class and throw instances of it from your MessageBodyReaders (and interceptors)

*

* @author <a href="mailto:bill@burkecentral.com">Bill Burke</a>

* @version $Revision: 1 $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1077229894_1601874349.68/0/resteasy-jaxrs-2-3-7-final-redhat-2-sources-

jar/org/jboss/resteasy/spi/ReaderException.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* <p>Encodes and decodes to and from Base64 notation.</p>

* <p>Homepage: <a href="http://iharder.net/base64">http://iharder.net/base64</a>.</p>

* <p/>

* <p>Example:</p>

* <p/>

* <code>String encoded = Base64.encode( myByteArray );</code>

* <br />

* <code>byte[] myByteArray = Base64.decode( encoded );</code>

* <p/>

* <p>The <tt>options</tt> parameter, which appears in a few places, is used to pass

* several pieces of information to the encoder. In the "higher level" methods such as

* encodeBytes( bytes, options ) the options parameter can be used to indicate such

* things as first gzipping the bytes before encoding them, not inserting linefeeds,

* and encoding using the URL-safe and Ordered dialects.</p>

* <p/>

* <p>Note, according to <a href="http://www.faqs.org/rfcs/rfc3548.html">RFC3548</a>,

* Section 2.1, implementations should not add line feeds unless explicitly told

* to do so. I've got Base64 set to this behavior now, although earlier versions

* broke lines by default.</p>

* <p/>
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* <p>The constants defined in Base64 can be OR-ed together to combine options, so you

* might make a call like this:</p>

* <p/>

* <code>String encoded = Base64.encodeBytes( mybytes, Base64.GZIP | Base64.DO_BREAK_LINES );</code>

* <p>to compress the data before encoding it and then making the output have newline characters.</p>

* <p>Also...</p>

* <code>String encoded = Base64.encodeBytes( crazyString.getBytes() );</code>

* <p/>

* <p/>

* <p/>

* <p>

* Change Log:

* </p>

* <ul>

* <li>v2.3.7 - Fixed subtle bug when base 64 input stream contained the

* value 01111111, which is an invalid base 64 character but should not

* throw an ArrayIndexOutOfBoundsException either. Led to discovery of

* mishandling (or potential for better handling) of other bad input

* characters. You should now get an IOException if you try decoding

* something that has bad characters in it.</li>

* <li>v2.3.6 - Fixed bug when breaking lines and the final byte of the encoded

* string ended in the last column; the buffer was not properly shrunk and

* contained an extra (null) byte that made it into the string.</li>

* <li>v2.3.5 - Fixed bug in {@link #encodeFromFile} where estimated buffer size

* was wrong for files of size 31, 34, and 37 bytes.</li>

* <li>v2.3.4 - Fixed bug when working with gzipped streams whereby flushing

* the Base64.OutputStream closed the Base64 encoding (by padding with equals

* signs) too soon. Also added an option to suppress the automatic decoding

* of gzipped streams. Also added experimental support for specifying a

* class loader when using the

* {@link #decodeToObject(java.lang.String, int, java.lang.ClassLoader)}

* method.</li>

* <li>v2.3.3 - Changed default char encoding to US-ASCII which reduces the internal Java

* footprint with its CharEncoders and so forth. Fixed some javadocs that were

* inconsistent. Removed imports and specified things like java.io.IOException

* explicitly inline.</li>

* <li>v2.3.2 - Reduced memory footprint! Finally refined the "guessing" of how big the

* final encoded data will be so that the code doesn't have to create two output

* arrays: an oversized initial one and then a final, exact-sized one. Big win

* when using the {@link #encodeBytesToBytes(byte[])} family of methods (and not

* using the gzip options which uses a different mechanism with streams and stuff).</li>

* <li>v2.3.1 - Added {@link #encodeBytesToBytes(byte[], int, int, int)} and some

* similar helper methods to be more efficient with memory by not returning a

* String but just a byte array.</li>

* <li>v2.3 - <strong>This is not a drop-in replacement!</strong> This is two years of comments

* and bug fixes queued up and finally executed. Thanks to everyone who sent

* me stuff, and I'm sorry I wasn't able to distribute your fixes to everyone else.

* Much bad coding was cleaned up including throwing exceptions where necessary
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* instead of returning null values or something similar. Here are some changes

* that may affect you:

* <ul>

* <li><em>Does not break lines, by default.</em> This is to keep in compliance with

* <a href="http://www.faqs.org/rfcs/rfc3548.html">RFC3548</a>.</li>

* <li><em>Throws exceptions instead of returning null values.</em> Because some operations

* (especially those that may permit the GZIP option) use IO streams, there

* is a possiblity of an java.io.IOException being thrown. After some discussion and

* thought, I've changed the behavior of the methods to throw java.io.IOExceptions

* rather than return null if ever there's an error. I think this is more

* appropriate, though it will require some changes to your code. Sorry,

* it should have been done this way to begin with.</li>

* <li><em>Removed all references to System.out, System.err, and the like.</em>

* Shame on me. All I can say is sorry they were ever there.</li>

* <li><em>Throws NullPointerExceptions and IllegalArgumentExceptions</em> as needed

* such as when passed arrays are null or offsets are invalid.</li>

* <li>Cleaned up as much javadoc as I could to avoid any javadoc warnings.

* This was especially annoying before for people who were thorough in their

* own projects and then had gobs of javadoc warnings on this file.</li>

* </ul>

* <li>v2.2.1 - Fixed bug using URL_SAFE and ORDERED encodings. Fixed bug

* when using very small files (~&lt; 40 bytes).</li>

* <li>v2.2 - Added some helper methods for encoding/decoding directly from

* one file to the next. Also added a main() method to support command line

* encoding/decoding from one file to the next. Also added these Base64 dialects:

* <ol>

* <li>The default is RFC3548 format.</li>

* <li>Calling Base64.setFormat(Base64.BASE64_FORMAT.URLSAFE_FORMAT) generates

* URL and file name friendly format as described in Section 4 of RFC3548.

* http://www.faqs.org/rfcs/rfc3548.html</li>

* <li>Calling Base64.setFormat(Base64.BASE64_FORMAT.ORDERED_FORMAT) generates

* URL and file name friendly format that preserves lexical ordering as described

* in http://www.faqs.org/qa/rfcc-1940.html</li>

* </ol>

* Special thanks to Jim Kellerman at <a href="http://www.powerset.com/">http://www.powerset.com/</a>

* for contributing the new Base64 dialects.

* </li>

* <p/>

* <li>v2.1 - Cleaned up javadoc comments and unused variables and methods. Added

* some convenience methods for reading and writing to and from files.</li>

* <li>v2.0.2 - Now specifies UTF-8 encoding in places where the code fails on systems

* with other encodings (like EBCDIC).</li>

* <li>v2.0.1 - Fixed an error when decoding a single byte, that is, when the

* encoded data was a single byte.</li>

* <li>v2.0 - I got rid of methods that used booleans to set options.

* Now everything is more consolidated and cleaner. The code now detects

* when data that's being decoded is gzip-compressed and will decompress it

* automatically. Generally things are cleaner. You'll probably have to
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* change some method calls that you were making to support the new

* options format (<tt>int</tt>s that you "OR" together).</li>

* <li>v1.5.1 - Fixed bug when decompressing and decoding to a

* byte[] using <tt>decode( String s, boolean gzipCompressed )</tt>.

* Added the ability to "suspend" encoding in the Output Stream so

* you can turn on and off the encoding if you need to embed base64

* data in an otherwise "normal" stream (like an XML file).</li>

* <li>v1.5 - Output stream pases on flush() command but doesn't do anything itself.

* This helps when using GZIP streams.

* Added the ability to GZip-compress objects before encoding them.</li>

* <li>v1.4 - Added helper methods to read/write files.</li>

* <li>v1.3.6 - Fixed OutputStream.flush() so that 'position' is reset.</li>

* <li>v1.3.5 - Added flag to turn on and off line breaks. Fixed bug in input stream

* where last buffer being read, if not completely full, was not returned.</li>

* <li>v1.3.4 - Fixed when "improperly padded stream" error was thrown at the wrong time.</li>

* <li>v1.3.3 - Fixed I/O streams which were totally messed up.</li>

* </ul>

* <p/>

* <p>

* I am placing this code in the Public Domain. Do with it as you will.

* This software comes with no guarantees or warranties but with

* plenty of well-wishing instead!

* Please visit <a href="http://iharder.net/base64">http://iharder.net/base64</a>

* periodically to check for updates or to contribute improvements.

* </p>

*

* @author Robert Harder

* @author rob@iharder.net

* @version 2.3.7

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1077229894_1601874349.68/0/resteasy-jaxrs-2-3-7-final-redhat-2-sources-

jar/org/jboss/resteasy/util/Base64.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

<name>Apache License, Version 2.0</name>

<url>http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0</url>

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1077229894_1601874349.68/0/resteasy-jaxrs-2-3-7-final-redhat-2-sources-jar/META-

INF/maven/org.jboss.resteasy/resteasy-jaxrs/effective-pom.xml

 

1.781 jboss-as-appclient 7.3.0.Final-redhat-14 
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1.781.1 Available under license : 
Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it * under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as * published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of * the License, or (at your option) any later version. * This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of *

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU * Lesser General Public

License for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public'

 

1.782 apache-log4j 1.2.15 
1.782.1 Available under license : 

Apache log4j

Copyright 2007 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but
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     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their
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     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with
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     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.
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  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

/*

* Licensed to the Apache Software Foundation (ASF) under one or more

* contributor license agreements.  See the NOTICE file distributed with

* this work for additional information regarding copyright ownership.

* The ASF licenses this file to You under the Apache License, Version 2.0

* (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with

* the License.  You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

1.783 blueprint-parser 1.0.0 
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1.783.1 Available under license : 
 

Apache Aries Blueprint Parser

Copyright 2009-2012 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object
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     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.
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  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.
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  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a
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     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.784 jboss-marshalling 1.4.2.Final-redhat-1 
1.784.1 Available under license : 

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it * under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as * published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of * the License, or (at your option) any later version. * This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of *

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU * Lesser General Public

License for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public'

 

1.785 c3p0 0.9.5.4 
1.785.1 Available under license : 

Found license 'Eclipse Public License 1.0' in '* This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify *

 1) The GNU Lesser General Public License (LGPL), version 2.1, as *        published by the Free Software

Foundation *     2) The Eclipse Public License (EPL), version 1.0 * This software is distributed in the hope that it

will be useful, * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of *

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. * LGPL v2.1:

http://www.gnu.org/licenses/old-licenses/lgpl-2.1.html'

Eclipse Public License - v 1.0

THE ACCOMPANYING PROGRAM IS PROVIDED UNDER THE TERMS OF THIS ECLIPSE PUBLIC

LICENSE ("AGREEMENT"). ANY USE, REPRODUCTION OR DISTRIBUTION OF THE PROGRAM

CONSTITUTES RECIPIENT’S ACCEPTANCE OF THIS AGREEMENT.

 

1. DEFINITIONS

 

"Contribution" means:
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a) in the case of the initial Contributor, the initial code and documentation distributed under this Agreement, and

b) in the case of each subsequent Contributor:

 

i)changes to the Program, and

 

ii)additions to the Program;

 

where such changes and/or additions to the Program originate from and are distributed by that particular

Contributor. A Contribution 'originates' from a Contributor if it was added to the Program by such Contributor itself

or anyone acting on such Contributor’s behalf. Contributions do not include additions to the Program which: (i) are

separate modules of software distributed in conjunction with the Program under their own license agreement, and

(ii) are not derivative works of the Program.

 

"Contributor" means any person or entity that distributes the Program.

 

"Licensed Patents " mean patent claims licensable by a Contributor which are necessarily infringed by the use or

sale of its Contribution alone or when combined with the Program.

 

"Program" means the Contributions distributed in accordance with this Agreement.

 

"Recipient" means anyone who receives the Program under this Agreement, including all Contributors.

 

2. GRANT OF RIGHTS

 

a) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby grants Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide,

royalty-free copyright license to reproduce, prepare derivative works of, publicly display, publicly perform,

distribute and sublicense the Contribution of such Contributor, if any, and such derivative works, in source code and

object code form.

 

b) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby grants Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide,

royalty-free patent license under Licensed Patents to make, use, sell, offer to sell, import and otherwise transfer the

Contribution of such Contributor, if any, in source code and object code form. This patent license shall apply to the

combination of the Contribution and the Program if, at the time the Contribution is added by the Contributor, such

addition of the Contribution causes such combination to be covered by the Licensed Patents. The patent license shall

not apply to any other combinations which include the Contribution. No hardware per se is licensed hereunder.

 

c) Recipient understands that although each Contributor grants the licenses to its Contributions set forth herein, no

assurances are provided by any Contributor that the Program does not infringe the patent or other intellectual

property rights of any other entity. Each Contributor disclaims any liability to Recipient for claims brought by any

other entity based on infringement of intellectual property rights or otherwise. As a condition to exercising the rights

and licenses granted hereunder, each Recipient hereby assumes sole responsibility to secure any other intellectual

property rights needed, if any. For example, if a third party patent license is required to allow Recipient to distribute

the Program, it is Recipient’s responsibility to acquire that license before distributing the Program.

 

d) Each Contributor represents that to its knowledge it has sufficient copyright rights in its Contribution, if any, to

grant the copyright license set forth in this Agreement.

 

3. REQUIREMENTS
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A Contributor may choose to distribute the Program in object code form under its own license agreement, provided

that:

 

a) it complies with the terms and conditions of this Agreement; and

 

b) its license agreement:

 

i) effectively disclaims on behalf of all Contributors all warranties and conditions, express and implied, including

warranties or conditions of title and non-infringement, and implied warranties or conditions of merchantability and

fitness for a particular purpose;

 

ii) effectively excludes on behalf of all Contributors all liability for damages, including direct, indirect, special,

incidental and consequential damages, such as lost profits;

 

iii) states that any provisions which differ from this Agreement are offered by that Contributor alone and not by any

other party; and

 

iv) states that source code for the Program is available from such Contributor, and informs licensees how to obtain it

in a reasonable manner on or through a medium customarily used for software exchange.

 

When the Program is made available in source code form:

 

a) it must be made available under this Agreement; and

 

b) a copy of this Agreement must be included with each copy of the Program.

 

Contributors may not remove or alter any copyright notices contained within the Program.

 

Each Contributor must identify itself as the originator of its Contribution, if any, in a manner that reasonably allows

subsequent Recipients to identify the originator of the Contribution.

 

4. COMMERCIAL DISTRIBUTION

 

Commercial distributors of software may accept certain responsibilities with respect to end users, business partners

and the like. While this license is intended to facilitate the commercial use of the Program, the Contributor who

includes the Program in a commercial product offering should do so in a manner which does not create potential

liability for other Contributors. Therefore, if a Contributor includes the Program in a commercial product offering,

such Contributor ("Commercial Contributor") hereby agrees to defend and indemnify every other Contributor

("Indemnified Contributor") against any losses, damages and costs (collectively "Losses") arising from claims,

lawsuits and other legal actions brought by a third party against the Indemnified Contributor to the extent caused by

the acts or omissions of such Commercial Contributor in connection with its distribution of the Program in a

commercial product offering. The obligations in this section do not apply to any claims or Losses relating to any

actual or alleged intellectual property infringement. In order to qualify, an Indemnified Contributor must: a)

promptly notify the Commercial Contributor in writing of such claim, and b) allow the Commercial Contributor to

control, and cooperate with the Commercial Contributor in, the defense and any related settlement negotiations. The

Indemnified Contributor may participate in any such claim at its own expense.
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For example, a Contributor might include the Program in a commercial product offering, Product X. That

Contributor is then a Commercial Contributor. If that Commercial Contributor then makes performance claims, or

offers warranties related to Product X, those performance claims and warranties are such Commercial Contributor’s

responsibility alone. Under this section, the Commercial Contributor would have to defend claims against the other

Contributors related to those performance claims and warranties, and if a court requires any other Contributor to pay

any damages as a result, the Commercial Contributor must pay those damages.

 

5. NO WARRANTY

 

EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, THE PROGRAM IS PROVIDED ON AN "AS

IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESS OR IMPLIED

INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF TITLE, NON-

INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. Each Recipient is

solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using and distributing the Program and assumes all risks

associated with its exercise of rights under this Agreement , including but not limited to the risks and costs of

program errors, compliance with applicable laws, damage to or loss of data, programs or equipment, and

unavailability or interruption of operations.

 

6. DISCLAIMER OF LIABILITY

 

EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, NEITHER RECIPIENT NOR ANY

CONTRIBUTORS SHALL HAVE ANY LIABILITY FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION LOST PROFITS),

HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF

THE USE OR DISTRIBUTION OF THE PROGRAM OR THE EXERCISE OF ANY RIGHTS GRANTED

HEREUNDER, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

7. GENERAL

 

If any provision of this Agreement is invalid or unenforceable under applicable law, it shall not affect the validity or

enforceability of the remainder of the terms of this Agreement, and without further action by the parties hereto, such

provision shall be reformed to the minimum extent necessary to make such provision valid and enforceable.

 

If Recipient institutes patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit)

alleging that the Program itself (excluding combinations of the Program with other software or hardware) infringes

such Recipient’s patent(s), then such Recipient’s rights granted under Section 2(b) shall terminate as of the date such

litigation is filed.

 

All Recipient’s rights under this Agreement shall terminate if it fails to comply with any of the material terms or

conditions of this Agreement and does not cure such failure in a reasonable period of time after becoming aware of

such noncompliance. If all Recipient’s rights under this Agreement terminate, Recipient agrees to cease use and

distribution of the Program as soon as reasonably practicable. However, Recipient’s obligations under this

Agreement and any licenses granted by Recipient relating to the Program shall continue and survive.

 

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute copies of this Agreement, but in order to avoid inconsistency the

Agreement is copyrighted and may only be modified in the following manner. The Agreement Steward reserves the

right to publish new versions (including revisions) of this Agreement from time to time. No one other than the
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Agreement Steward has the right to modify this Agreement. The Eclipse Foundation is the initial Agreement

Steward. The Eclipse Foundation may assign the responsibility to serve as the Agreement Steward to a suitable

separate entity. Each new version of the Agreement will be given a distinguishing version number. The Program

(including Contributions) may always be distributed subject to the version of the Agreement under which it was

received. In addition, after a new version of the Agreement is published, Contributor may elect to distribute the

Program (including its Contributions) under the new version. Except as expressly stated in Sections 2(a) and 2(b)

above, Recipient receives no rights or licenses to the intellectual property of any Contributor under this Agreement,

whether expressly, by implication, estoppel or otherwise. All rights in the Program not expressly granted under this

Agreement are reserved.

 

This Agreement is governed by the laws of the State of New York and the intellectual property laws of the United

States of America. No party to this Agreement will bring a legal action under this Agreement more than one year

after the cause of action arose. Each party waives its rights to a jury trial in any resulting litigation.

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

modify *     1) The GNU Lesser General Public License (LGPL), version 2.1, as *        published by the Free

Software Foundation *     2) The Eclipse Public License (EPL), version 1.0 * This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of *

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. * LGPL v2.1:

http://www.gnu.org/licenses/old-licenses/lgpl-2.1.html'

/*

* Distributed as part of c3p0 v.0.9.5.3

*

* Copyright (C) 2018 Machinery For Change, Inc.

*

* Author: Steve Waldman <swaldman@mchange.com>

*

* This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

* it under the terms of EITHER:

*

*     1) The GNU Lesser General Public License (LGPL), version 2.1, as

*        published by the Free Software Foundation

*

* OR

*

*     2) The Eclipse Public License (EPL), version 1.0

*

* You may choose which license to accept if you wish to redistribute

* or modify this work. You may offer derivatives of this work

* under the license you have chosen, or you may provide the same

* choice of license which you have been offered here.

*

* This software is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

* but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

* MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.

*

* You should have received copies of both LGPL v2.1 and EPL v1.0

* along with this software; see the files LICENSE-EPL and LICENSE-LGPL.

* If not, the text of these licenses are currently available at
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*

* LGPL v2.1: http://www.gnu.org/licenses/old-licenses/lgpl-2.1.html

*  EPL v1.0: http://www.eclipse.org/org/documents/epl-v10.php

*

*/

 

1.786 netty 3.6.6.Final-redhat-1 
1.786.1 Available under license : 

 

	            GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2.1, February 1999

 

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL.  It also counts

as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence

the version number 2.1.]

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change

free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

 

 This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some

specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the

Free Software Foundation and other authors who decide to use it.  You

can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether

this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better

strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations below.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use,

not price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that

you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge

for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get

it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of

it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do

these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these

rights.  These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for
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you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis

or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave

you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source

code.  If you link other code with the library, you must provide

complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them

with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling

it.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

 We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the

library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

 

 To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that

there is no warranty for the free library.  Also, if the library is

modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know

that what they have is not the original version, so that the original

author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be

introduced by others.

 

 Finally, software patents pose a constant threat to the existence of

any free program.  We wish to make sure that a company cannot

effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a

restrictive license from a patent holder.  Therefore, we insist that

any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be

consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

 

 Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the

ordinary GNU General Public License.  This license, the GNU Lesser

General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and

is quite different from the ordinary General Public License.  We use

this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those

libraries into non-free programs.

 

 When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using

a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a

combined work, a derivative of the original library.  The ordinary

General Public License therefore permits such linking only if the

entire combination fits its criteria of freedom.  The Lesser General

Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with

the library.

 

 We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it

does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General

Public License.  It also provides other free software developers Less

of an advantage over competing non-free programs.  These disadvantages

are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many
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libraries.  However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain

special circumstances.

 

 For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to

encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it becomes

a de-facto standard.  To achieve this, non-free programs must be

allowed to use the library.  A more frequent case is that a free

library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries.  In this

case, there is little to gain by limiting the free library to free

software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

 

 In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free

programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of

free software.  For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in

non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU

operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating

system.

 

 Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the

users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is

linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run

that program using a modified version of the Library.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference between a

"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library".  The

former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must

be combined with the library in order to run.

 

		  GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other

program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or

other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of

this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License").

Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

 A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data

prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs

(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

 

 The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work

which has been distributed under these terms.  A "work based on the

Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a

portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated

straightforwardly into another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is
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included without limitation in the term "modification".)

 

 "Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation

and installation of the library.

 

 Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from

such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based

on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for

writing it).  Whether that is true depends on what the Library does

and what the program that uses the Library does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's

complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that

you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an

appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact

all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any

warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the

Library.

 

 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,

and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a

fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

 

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no

   charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

 

   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a

   table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses

   the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility

   is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,

   in the event an application does not supply such function or

   table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of

   its purpose remains meaningful.
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   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has

   a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

   application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any

   application-supplied function or table used by this function must

   be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square

   root function must still compute square roots.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote

it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Library.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library

with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public

License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library.  To do

this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so

that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,

instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the

ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify

that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make any other change in

these notices.

 

 Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for

that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all

subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

 

 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of

the Library into a program that is not a library.

 

 4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or

derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form

under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany
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it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which

must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a

medium customarily used for software interchange.

 

 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the

source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to

distribute the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the

Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or

linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library".  Such a

work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and

therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

 

 However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library

creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it

contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the

library".  The executable is therefore covered by this License.

Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

 

 When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file

that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a

derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.

Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be

linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library.  The

threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

 

 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data

structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline

functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object

file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative

work.  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the

Library will still fall under Section 6.)

 

 Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may

distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.

Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,

whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

 

 6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or

link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a

work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work

under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit

modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications.
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 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the

Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by

this License.  You must supply a copy of this License.  If the work

during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the

copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference

directing the user to the copy of this License.  Also, you must do one

of these things:

 

   a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding

   machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever

   changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under

   Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked

   with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that

   uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the

   user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified

   executable containing the modified Library.  (It is understood

   that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the

   Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application

   to use the modified definitions.)

 

   b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

   Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a

   copy of the library already present on the user's computer system,

   rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2)

   will operate properly with a modified version of the library, if

   the user installs one, as long as the modified version is

   interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

 

   c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at

   least three years, to give the same user the materials

   specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more

   than the cost of performing this distribution.

 

   d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy

   from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above

   specified materials from the same place.

 

   e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these

   materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

 

 For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the

Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for

reproducing the executable from it.  However, as a special exception,

the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is

normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies

the executable.
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 It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license

restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally

accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot

use both them and the Library together in an executable that you

distribute.

 

 7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library

facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined

library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on

the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise

permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

 

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work

   based on the Library, uncombined with any other library

   facilities.  This must be distributed under the terms of the

   Sections above.

 

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact

   that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining

   where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute

the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any

attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or

distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your

rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,

or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses

terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

 9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the

Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Library or works based on it.

 

 10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the

Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library

subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with

this License.
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 11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Library at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any

particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply,

and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add

an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries,

so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus

excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if

written in the body of this License.

 

 13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new

versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time.

Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,

but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and

"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by
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the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a

license version number, you may choose any version ever published by

the Free Software Foundation.

 

 14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,

write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is

copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free

Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.  Our

decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status

of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing

and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME

THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE

LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

          How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

 

 If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that

everyone can redistribute and change.  You can do so by permitting

redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the

ordinary General Public License).

 

 To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library.  It is

safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively
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convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the

"copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

   modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

   version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

 

   This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

   Lesser General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, 5th Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

 library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

That's all there is to it!

The person or persons who have associated work with this document (the

"Dedicator" or "Certifier") hereby either (a) certifies that, to the best of

his knowledge, the work of authorship identified is in the public domain of

the country from which the work is published, or (b) hereby dedicates whatever

copyright the dedicators holds in the work of authorship identified below (the

"Work") to the public domain. A certifier, moreover, dedicates any copyright

interest he may have in the associated work, and for these purposes, is

described as a "dedicator" below.

 

A certifier has taken reasonable steps to verify the copyright status of this

work. Certifier recognizes that his good faith efforts may not shield him from

liability if in fact the work certified is not in the public domain.

 

Dedicator makes this dedication for the benefit of the public at large and to

the detriment of the Dedicator's heirs and successors. Dedicator intends this
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dedication to be an overt act of relinquishment in perpetuity of all present

and future rights under copyright law, whether vested or contingent, in the

Work. Dedicator understands that such relinquishment of all rights includes

the relinquishment of all rights to enforce (by lawsuit or otherwise) those

copyrights in the Work.

 

Dedicator recognizes that, once placed in the public domain, the Work may be

freely reproduced, distributed, transmitted, used, modified, built upon, or

otherwise exploited by anyone for any purpose, commercial or non-commercial,

and in any way, including by methods that have not yet been invented or

conceived.

The person or persons who have associated work with this document (the

"Dedicator" or "Certifier") hereby either (a) certifies that, to the best of

his knowledge, the work of authorship identified is in the public domain of

the country from which the work is published, or (b) hereby dedicates whatever

copyright the dedicators holds in the work of authorship identified below (the

"Work") to the public domain. A certifier, moreover, dedicates any copyright

interest he may have in the associated work, and for these purposes, is

described as a "dedicator" below.

 

A certifier has taken reasonable steps to verify the copyright status of this

work. Certifier recognizes that his good faith efforts may not shield him from

liability if in fact the work certified is not in the public domain.

 

Dedicator makes this dedication for the benefit of the public at large and to

the detriment of the Dedicator's heirs and successors. Dedicator intends this

dedication to be an overt act of relinquishment in perpetuate of all present

and future rights under copyright law, whether vested or contingent, in the

Work. Dedicator understands that such relinquishment of all rights includes

the relinquishment of all rights to enforce (by lawsuit or otherwise) those

copyrights in the Work.

 

Dedicator recognizes that, once placed in the public domain, the Work may be

freely reproduced, distributed, transmitted, used, modified, built upon, or

otherwise exploited by anyone for any purpose, commercial or non-commercial,

and in any way, including by methods that have not yet been invented or

conceived.

 

                           The Netty Project

                           =================

 

Please visit the Netty web site for more information:

 

 * http://netty.io/

 

Copyright 2011 The Netty Project

 

The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,
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version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

 

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

under the License.

 

Also, please refer to each LICENSE.<component>.txt file, which is located in

the 'license' directory of the distribution file, for the license terms of the

components that this product depends on.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

This product contains the extensions to Java Collections Framework which has

been derived from the works by JSR-166 EG, Doug Lea, and Jason T. Greene:

 

 * LICENSE:

   * license/LICENSE.jsr166y.txt (Public Domain)

 * HOMEPAGE:

   * http://gee.cs.oswego.edu/cgi-bin/viewcvs.cgi/jsr166/

   * http://viewvc.jboss.org/cgi-bin/viewvc.cgi/jbosscache/experimental/jsr166/

 

This product contains a modified version of Robert Harder's Public Domain

Base64 Encoder and Decoder, which can be obtained at:

 

 * LICENSE:

   * license/LICENSE.base64.txt (Public Domain)

 * HOMEPAGE:

   * http://iharder.sourceforge.net/current/java/base64/

 

This product contains a modified version of 'JZlib', a re-implementation of

zlib in pure Java, which can be obtained at:

 

 * LICENSE:

   * license/LICENSE.jzlib.txt (BSD Style License)

 * HOMEPAGE:

   * http://www.jcraft.com/jzlib/

 

This product optionally depends on 'Protocol Buffers', Google's data

interchange format, which can be obtained at:

 

 * LICENSE:

   * license/LICENSE.protobuf.txt (New BSD License)

 * HOMEPAGE:

   * http://code.google.com/p/protobuf/
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This product optionally depends on 'SLF4J', a simple logging facade for Java,

which can be obtained at:

 

 * LICENSE:

   * license/LICENSE.slf4j.txt (MIT License)

 * HOMEPAGE:

   * http://www.slf4j.org/

 

This product optionally depends on 'Apache Commons Logging', a logging

framework, which can be obtained at:

 

 * LICENSE:

   * license/LICENSE.commons-logging.txt (Apache License 2.0)

 * HOMEPAGE:

   * http://commons.apache.org/logging/

 

This product optionally depends on 'Apache Log4J', a logging framework,

which can be obtained at:

 

 * LICENSE:

   * license/LICENSE.log4j.txt (Apache License 2.0)

 * HOMEPAGE:

   * http://logging.apache.org/log4j/

 

This product optionally depends on 'JBoss Logging', a logging framework,

which can be obtained at:

 

 * LICENSE:

   * license/LICENSE.jboss-logging.txt (GNU LGPL 2.1)

 * HOMEPAGE:

   * http://anonsvn.jboss.org/repos/common/common-logging-spi/

 

This product optionally depends on 'Apache Felix', an open source OSGi

framework implementation, which can be obtained at:

 

 * LICENSE:

   * license/LICENSE.felix.txt (Apache License 2.0)

 * HOMEPAGE:

   * http://felix.apache.org/

  

This product optionally depends on 'Webbit', a Java event based 

WebSocket and HTTP server:

 

 * LICENSE:

   * license/LICENSE.webbit.txt (BSD License)

 * HOMEPAGE:

   * https://github.com/joewalnes/webbit
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Copyright 2008, Google Inc.

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer

in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

distribution.

   * Neither the name of Google Inc. nor the names of its

contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

Code generated by the Protocol Buffer compiler is owned by the owner

of the input file used when generating it.  This code is not

standalone and requires a support library to be linked with it.  This

support library is itself covered by the above license.

(BSD License: http://www.opensource.org/licenses/bsd-license)

 

Copyright (c) 2011, Joe Walnes, Aslak Hellesy and contributors

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or

without modification, are permitted provided that the

following conditions are met:

 

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above

 copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

 following disclaimer.

 

* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

 copyright notice, this list of conditions and the
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 following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

 materials provided with the distribution.

 

* Neither the name of the Webbit nor the names of

 its contributors may be used to endorse or promote products

 derived from this software without specific prior written

 permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND

CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES,

INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR

CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE

GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR

BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT

OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Copyright (c) 2000,2001,2002,2003,2004 ymnk, JCraft,Inc. All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

    this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

 3. The names of the authors may not be used to endorse or promote products

    derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES,

INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL JCRAFT,

INC. OR ANY CONTRIBUTORS TO THIS SOFTWARE BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA,

OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE,

EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.
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/*

* Copyright (c) 2004-2007 QOS.ch

* All rights reserved.

*

* Permission is hereby granted, free  of charge, to any person obtaining

* a  copy  of this  software  and  associated  documentation files  (the

* "Software"), to  deal in  the Software without  restriction, including

* without limitation  the rights to  use, copy, modify,  merge, publish,

* distribute,  sublicense, and/or sell  copies of  the Software,  and to

* permit persons to whom the Software  is furnished to do so, subject to

* the following conditions:

*

* The  above  copyright  notice  and  this permission  notice  shall  be

* included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

*

* THE  SOFTWARE IS  PROVIDED  "AS  IS", WITHOUT  WARRANTY  OF ANY  KIND,

* EXPRESS OR  IMPLIED, INCLUDING  BUT NOT LIMITED  TO THE  WARRANTIES OF

* MERCHANTABILITY,    FITNESS    FOR    A   PARTICULAR    PURPOSE    AND

* NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE

* LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

* OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE,  ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

* WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

*/

                                 Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.
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     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of
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     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.
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     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only
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     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object
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     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.
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  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.
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  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a
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     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.787 jboss-as-host-controller 7.3.0.Final-

redhat-14 
1.787.1 Available under license : 

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it * under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as * published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of * the License, or (at your option) any later version. * This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of *

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU * Lesser General Public

License for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public public

DomainSlaveHandler(final Map<String, ProxyController> hostProxies,'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it * under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as * published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of * the License, or (at your option) any later version. * This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of *

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU * Lesser General Public

License for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public public

DomainRolloutStepHandler(final Map<String, ProxyController> hostProxies,'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it * under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as * published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of * the License, or (at your option) any later version. * This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of *

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU * Lesser General Public

License for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public public

DomainRemoteFileRequestAndHandler(Executor asyncExecutor) {'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* as indicated by the @authors tag. All rights reserved. *

This copyrighted material is made available to anyone wishing to use, * modify, copy, or redistribute it subject to

the terms and conditions * of the GNU Lesser General Public License, v. 2.1. * This program is distributed in the
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hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT A * WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A * PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU Lesser General Public

License for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public License, * MA

02110-1301, USA.'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it * under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as * published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of * the License, or (at your option) any later version. * This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of *

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU * Lesser General Public

License for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public public

DomainFinalResultHandler(DomainOperationContext domainOperationContext) {'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it * under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as * published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of * the License, or (at your option) any later version. * This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of *

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU * Lesser General Public

License for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public public

DomainOperationContext(final LocalHostControllerInfo localHostInfo) {'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it * under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as * published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of * the License, or (at your option) any later version. * This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of *

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU * Lesser General Public

License for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public public

DomainXml(final ModuleLoader loader, ExecutorService executorService, ExtensionRegistry extensionRegistry) {'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it * under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as * published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of * the License, or (at your option) any later version. * This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of *

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU * Lesser General Public

License for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it * under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as * published by the Free Software Foundation;

either version 2.1 of * the License, or (at your option) any later version. * This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of *

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU * Lesser General Public

License for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public public

DomainRootDefinition(final HostControllerEnvironment environment,'

 

1.788 saaj 1.3.3 
1.788.1 Available under license : 

COMMON DEVELOPMENT AND DISTRIBUTION LICENSE (CDDL)  

Version 1.0  

 

   *  
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     1. Definitions.  

         o  

 

           1.1. ?Contributor? means each individual or entity that creates or contributes to the creation of Modifications.

 

         o  

 

           1.2. ?Contributor Version? means the combination of the Original Software, prior Modifications used by a

Contributor (if any), and the Modifications made by that particular Contributor.  

         o  

 

           1.3. ?Covered Software? means (a) the Original Software, or (b) Modifications, or (c) the combination of files

containing Original Software with files containing Modifications, in each case including portions thereof.  

         o  

 

           1.4. ?Executable? means the Covered Software in any form other than Source Code.  

         o  

 

           1.5. ?Initial Developer? means the individual or entity that first makes Original Software available under this

License.  

         o  

 

           1.6. ?Larger Work? means a work which combines Covered Software or portions thereof with code not

governed by the terms of this License.  

         o  

 

           1.7. ?License? means this document.  

         o  

 

           1.8. ?Licensable? means having the right to grant, to the maximum extent possible, whether at the time of the

initial grant or subsequently acquired, any and all of the rights conveyed herein.  

         o  

 

           1.9. ?Modifications? means the Source Code and Executable form of any of the following:  

               +  

 

                 A. Any file that results from an addition to, deletion from or modification of the contents of a file

containing Original Software or previous Modifications;  

               +  

 

                 B. Any new file that contains any part of the Original Software or previous Modification; or  

               +  

 

                 C. Any new file that is contributed or otherwise made available under the terms of this License.  

         o  

 

           1.10. ?Original Software? means the Source Code and Executable form of computer software code that is

originally released under this License.  
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         o  

 

           1.11. ?Patent Claims? means any patent claim(s), now owned or hereafter acquired, including without

limitation, method, process, and apparatus claims, in any patent Licensable by grantor.  

         o  

 

           1.12. ?Source Code? means (a) the common form of computer software code in which modifications are

made and (b) associated documentation included in or with such code.  

         o  

 

           1.13. ?You? (or ?Your?) means an individual or a legal entity exercising rights under, and complying with all

of the terms of, this License. For legal entities, ?You? includes any entity which controls, is controlled by, or is

under common control with You. For purposes of this definition, ?control? means (a) the power, direct or indirect, to

cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (b) ownership of more than

fifty percent (50%) of the outstanding shares or beneficial ownership of such entity.  

   *  

 

     2. License Grants.  

         o  

 

           2.1. The Initial Developer Grant.  

 

           Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and subject to third party intellectual property

claims, the Initial Developer hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license:  

               +  

 

                 (a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark) Licensable by Initial Developer, to

use, reproduce, modify, display, perform, sublicense and distribute the Original Software (or portions thereof), with

or without Modifications, and/or as part of a Larger Work; and  

               +  

 

                 (b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using or selling of Original Software, to make, have

made, use, practice, sell, and offer for sale, and/or otherwise dispose of the Original Software (or portions thereof).  

               +  

 

                 (c) The licenses granted in Sections 2.1(a) and (b) are effective on the date Initial Developer first

distributes or otherwise makes the Original Software available to a third party under the terms of this License.  

               +  

 

                 (d) Notwithstanding Section 2.1(b) above, no patent license is granted: (1) for code that You delete from

the Original Software, or (2) for infringements caused by: (i) the modification of the Original Software, or (ii) the

combination of the Original Software with other software or devices.  

         o  

 

           2.2. Contributor Grant.  

 

           Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and subject to third party intellectual property

claims, each Contributor hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license:  
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               +  

 

                 (a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark) Licensable by Contributor to use,

reproduce, modify, display, perform, sublicense and distribute the Modifications created by such Contributor (or

portions thereof), either on an unmodified basis, with other Modifications, as Covered Software and/or as part of a

Larger Work; and  

               +  

 

                 (b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using, or selling of Modifications made by that

Contributor either alone and/or in combination with its Contributor Version (or portions of such combination), to

make, use, sell, offer for sale, have made, and/or otherwise dispose of: (1) Modifications made by that Contributor

(or portions thereof); and (2) the combination of Modifications made by that Contributor with its Contributor

Version (or portions of such combination).  

               +  

 

                 (c) The licenses granted in Sections 2.2(a) and 2.2(b) are effective on the date Contributor first distributes

or otherwise makes the Modifications available to a third party.  

               +  

 

                 (d) Notwithstanding Section 2.2(b) above, no patent license is granted: (1) for any code that Contributor

has deleted from the Contributor Version; (2) for infringements caused by: (i) third party modifications of

Contributor Version, or (ii) the combination of Modifications made by that Contributor with other software (except

as part of the Contributor Version) or other devices; or (3) under Patent Claims infringed by Covered Software in the

absence of Modifications made by that Contributor.  

   *  

 

     3. Distribution Obligations.  

         o  

 

           3.1. Availability of Source Code.  

 

           Any Covered Software that You distribute or otherwise make available in Executable form must also be made

available in Source Code form and that Source Code form must be distributed only under the terms of this License.

You must include a copy of this License with every copy of the Source Code form of the Covered Software You

distribute or otherwise make available. You must inform recipients of any such Covered Software in Executable

form as to how they can obtain such Covered Software in Source Code form in a reasonable manner on or through a

medium customarily used for software exchange.  

         o  

 

           3.2. Modifications.  

 

           The Modifications that You create or to which You contribute are governed by the terms of this License. You

represent that You believe Your Modifications are Your original creation(s) and/or You have sufficient rights to

grant the rights conveyed by this License.  

         o  

 

           3.3. Required Notices.  
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           You must include a notice in each of Your Modifications that identifies You as the Contributor of the

Modification. You may not remove or alter any copyright, patent or trademark notices contained within the Covered

Software, or any notices of licensing or any descriptive text giving attribution to any Contributor or the Initial

Developer.  

         o  

 

           3.4. Application of Additional Terms.  

 

           You may not offer or impose any terms on any Covered Software in Source Code form that alters or restricts

the applicable version of this License or the recipients? rights hereunder. You may choose to offer, and to charge a

fee for, warranty, support, indemnity or liability obligations to one or more recipients of Covered Software.

However, you may do so only on Your own behalf, and not on behalf of the Initial Developer or any Contributor.

You must make it absolutely clear that any such warranty, support, indemnity or liability obligation is offered by

You alone, and You hereby agree to indemnify the Initial Developer and every Contributor for any liability incurred

by the Initial Developer or such Contributor as a result of warranty, support, indemnity or liability terms You offer.

 

         o  

 

           3.5. Distribution of Executable Versions.  

 

           You may distribute the Executable form of the Covered Software under the terms of this License or under the

terms of a license of Your choice, which may contain terms different from this License, provided that You are in

compliance with the terms of this License and that the license for the Executable form does not attempt to limit or

alter the recipient?s rights in the Source Code form from the rights set forth in this License. If You distribute the

Covered Software in Executable form under a different license, You must make it absolutely clear that any terms

which differ from this License are offered by You alone, not by the Initial Developer or Contributor. You hereby

agree to indemnify the Initial Developer and every Contributor for any liability incurred by the Initial Developer or

such Contributor as a result of any such terms You offer.  

         o  

 

           3.6. Larger Works.  

 

           You may create a Larger Work by combining Covered Software with other code not governed by the terms of

this License and distribute the Larger Work as a single product. In such a case, You must make sure the

requirements of this License are fulfilled for the Covered Software.  

   *  

 

     4. Versions of the License.  

         o  

 

           4.1. New Versions.  

 

           Sun Microsystems, Inc. is the initial license steward and may publish revised and/or new versions of this

License from time to time. Each version will be given a distinguishing version number. Except as provided in

Section 4.3, no one other than the license steward has the right to modify this License.  

         o  

 

           4.2. Effect of New Versions.  
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           You may always continue to use, distribute or otherwise make the Covered Software available under the

terms of the version of the License under which You originally received the Covered Software. If the Initial

Developer includes a notice in the Original Software prohibiting it from being distributed or otherwise made

available under any subsequent version of the License, You must distribute and make the Covered Software

available under the terms of the version of the License under which You originally received the Covered Software.

Otherwise, You may also choose to use, distribute or otherwise make the Covered Software available under the

terms of any subsequent version of the License published by the license steward.  

         o  

 

           4.3. Modified Versions.  

 

           When You are an Initial Developer and You want to create a new license for Your Original Software, You

may create and use a modified version of this License if You: (a) rename the license and remove any references to

the name of the license steward (except to note that the license differs from this License); and (b) otherwise make it

clear that the license contains terms which differ from this License.  

   *  

 

     5. DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY.  

 

     COVERED SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED UNDER THIS LICENSE ON AN ?AS IS? BASIS, WITHOUT

WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION,

WARRANTIES THAT THE COVERED SOFTWARE IS FREE OF DEFECTS, MERCHANTABLE, FIT FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR NON-INFRINGING. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND

PERFORMANCE OF THE COVERED SOFTWARE IS WITH YOU. SHOULD ANY COVERED SOFTWARE

PROVE DEFECTIVE IN ANY RESPECT, YOU (NOT THE INITIAL DEVELOPER OR ANY OTHER

CONTRIBUTOR) ASSUME THE COST OF ANY NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

THIS DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY CONSTITUTES AN ESSENTIAL PART OF THIS LICENSE. NO USE

OF ANY COVERED SOFTWARE IS AUTHORIZED HEREUNDER EXCEPT UNDER THIS DISCLAIMER.  

   *  

 

     6. TERMINATION.  

         o  

 

           6.1. This License and the rights granted hereunder will terminate automatically if You fail to comply with

terms herein and fail to cure such breach within 30 days of becoming aware of the breach. Provisions which, by their

nature, must remain in effect beyond the termination of this License shall survive.  

         o  

 

           6.2. If You assert a patent infringement claim (excluding declaratory judgment actions) against Initial

Developer or a Contributor (the Initial Developer or Contributor against whom You assert such claim is referred to

as ?Participant?) alleging that the Participant Software (meaning the Contributor Version where the Participant is a

Contributor or the Original Software where the Participant is the Initial Developer) directly or indirectly infringes

any patent, then any and all rights granted directly or indirectly to You by such Participant, the Initial Developer (if

the Initial Developer is not the Participant) and all Contributors under Sections 2.1 and/or 2.2 of this License shall,

upon 60 days notice from Participant terminate prospectively and automatically at the expiration of such 60 day

notice period, unless if within such 60 day period You withdraw Your claim with respect to the Participant Software

against such Participant either unilaterally or pursuant to a written agreement with Participant.  
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         o  

 

           6.3. In the event of termination under Sections 6.1 or 6.2 above, all end user licenses that have been validly

granted by You or any distributor hereunder prior to termination (excluding licenses granted to You by any

distributor) shall survive termination.  

   *  

 

     7. LIMITATION OF LIABILITY.  

 

     UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES AND UNDER NO LEGAL THEORY, WHETHER TORT (INCLUDING

NEGLIGENCE), CONTRACT, OR OTHERWISE, SHALL YOU, THE INITIAL DEVELOPER, ANY OTHER

CONTRIBUTOR, OR ANY DISTRIBUTOR OF COVERED SOFTWARE, OR ANY SUPPLIER OF ANY OF

SUCH PARTIES, BE LIABLE TO ANY PERSON FOR ANY INDIRECT, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OF ANY CHARACTER INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, DAMAGES

FOR LOST PROFITS, LOSS OF GOODWILL, WORK STOPPAGE, COMPUTER FAILURE OR

MALFUNCTION, OR ANY AND ALL OTHER COMMERCIAL DAMAGES OR LOSSES, EVEN IF SUCH

PARTY SHALL HAVE BEEN INFORMED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES. THIS LIMITATION

OF LIABILITY SHALL NOT APPLY TO LIABILITY FOR DEATH OR PERSONAL INJURY RESULTING

FROM SUCH PARTY?S NEGLIGENCE TO THE EXTENT APPLICABLE LAW PROHIBITS SUCH

LIMITATION. SOME JURISDICTIONS DO NOT ALLOW THE EXCLUSION OR LIMITATION OF

INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, SO THIS EXCLUSION AND LIMITATION MAY NOT

APPLY TO YOU.  

   *  

 

     8. U.S. GOVERNMENT END USERS.  

 

     The Covered Software is a ?commercial item,? as that term is defined in 48 C.F.R. 2.101 (Oct. 1995), consisting

of ?commercial computer software? (as that term is defined at 48 C.F.R. ? 252.227-7014(a)(1)) and ?commercial

computer software documentation? as such terms are used in 48 C.F.R. 12.212 (Sept. 1995). Consistent with 48

C.F.R. 12.212 and 48 C.F.R. 227.7202-1 through 227.7202-4 (June 1995), all U.S. Government End Users acquire

Covered Software with only those rights set forth herein. This U.S. Government Rights clause is in lieu of, and

supersedes, any other FAR, DFAR, or other clause or provision that addresses Government rights in computer

software under this License.  

   *  

 

     9. MISCELLANEOUS.  

 

     This License represents the complete agreement concerning subject matter hereof. If any provision of this

License is held to be unenforceable, such provision shall be reformed only to the extent necessary to make it

enforceable. This License shall be governed by the law of the jurisdiction specified in a notice contained within the

Original Software (except to the extent applicable law, if any, provides otherwise), excluding such jurisdiction?s

conflict-of-law provisions. Any litigation relating to this License shall be subject to the jurisdiction of the courts

located in the jurisdiction and venue specified in a notice contained within the Original Software, with the losing

party responsible for costs, including, without limitation, court costs and reasonable attorneys? fees and expenses.

The application of the United Nations Convention on Contracts for the International Sale of Goods is expressly

excluded. Any law or regulation which provides that the language of a contract shall be construed against the drafter

shall not apply to this License. You agree that You alone are responsible for compliance with the United States

export administration regulations (and the export control laws and regulation of any other countries) when You use,
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distribute or otherwise make available any Covered Software.  

   *  

 

     10. RESPONSIBILITY FOR CLAIMS.  

 

     As between Initial Developer and the Contributors, each party is responsible for claims and damages arising,

directly or indirectly, out of its utilization of rights under this License and You agree to work with Initial Developer

and Contributors to distribute such responsibility on an equitable basis. Nothing herein is intended or shall be

deemed to constitute any admission of liability.

 

1.789 slf4j-log4j 1.7.2.redhat-2 
1.789.1 Available under license : 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy    

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal    

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights    

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell    

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is    

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:    

   

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in    

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.    

   

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR    

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,    

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE    

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER    

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,    

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN    

THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

1.790 web-servlet 3.0.7.RELEASE 
1.790.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2005 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*
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* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1077227674_1601875263.12/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/context/ServletContextAware.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2011 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1077227674_1601875263.12/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/http/HttpHeaders.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077227674_1601875263.12/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/context/request/ServletWebRequest.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2008 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
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* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1077227674_1601875263.12/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/multipart/support/AbstractMultipartHttpServletRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077227674_1601875263.12/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/context/support/HttpRequestHandlerServlet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077227674_1601875263.12/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/filter/OncePerRequestFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077227674_1601875263.12/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/context/support/ContextExposingHttpServletRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077227674_1601875263.12/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/context/request/AbstractRequestAttributes.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077227674_1601875263.12/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/context/request/Log4jNestedDiagnosticContextInterceptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077227674_1601875263.12/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/multipart/support/DefaultMultipartHttpServletRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077227674_1601875263.12/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/filter/GenericFilterBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077227674_1601875263.12/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/util/JavaScriptUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077227674_1601875263.12/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/multipart/support/ByteArrayMultipartFileEditor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077227674_1601875263.12/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/bind/EscapedErrors.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077227674_1601875263.12/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/util/Log4jConfigListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077227674_1601875263.12/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/HttpRequestMethodNotSupportedException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077227674_1601875263.12/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/bind/ServletRequestUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077227674_1601875263.12/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/bind/annotation/support/HandlerMethodInvocationException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077227674_1601875263.12/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/filter/Log4jNestedDiagnosticContextFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077227674_1601875263.12/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/context/support/RequestHandledEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077227674_1601875263.12/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/remoting/httpinvoker/HttpInvokerClientInterceptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077227674_1601875263.12/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/context/support/SpringBeanAutowiringSupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077227674_1601875263.12/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/util/WebAppRootListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077227674_1601875263.12/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/multipart/MultipartHttpServletRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077227674_1601875263.12/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/context/support/ServletContextAttributeExporter.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1077227674_1601875263.12/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/util/HtmlCharacterEntityDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077227674_1601875263.12/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/remoting/caucho/HessianProxyFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077227674_1601875263.12/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/remoting/caucho/BurlapServiceExporter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077227674_1601875263.12/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/util/Log4jWebConfigurer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077227674_1601875263.12/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/multipart/support/StringMultipartFileEditor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077227674_1601875263.12/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/jsf/DelegatingPhaseListenerMulticaster.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077227674_1601875263.12/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/context/request/AbstractRequestAttributesScope.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077227674_1601875263.12/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/filter/AbstractRequestLoggingFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077227674_1601875263.12/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/remoting/caucho/BurlapExporter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077227674_1601875263.12/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/util/HtmlUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077227674_1601875263.12/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/jsf/DelegatingVariableResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077227674_1601875263.12/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/context/support/ServletRequestHandledEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077227674_1601875263.12/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/jsf/el/SpringBeanFacesELResolver.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2011 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1077227674_1601875263.12/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/client/DefaultResponseErrorHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077227674_1601875263.12/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-1-
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jar/org/springframework/web/multipart/commons/CommonsFileUploadSupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077227674_1601875263.12/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/http/converter/FormHttpMessageConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077227674_1601875263.12/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/context/support/ServletContextResource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077227674_1601875263.12/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/util/HtmlCharacterEntityReferences.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077227674_1601875263.12/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/remoting/httpinvoker/SimpleHttpInvokerRequestExecutor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077227674_1601875263.12/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/http/client/AbstractClientHttpRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077227674_1601875263.12/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/http/server/ServletServerHttpResponse.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077227674_1601875263.12/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/http/client/CommonsClientHttpRequestFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077227674_1601875263.12/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/http/MediaType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077227674_1601875263.12/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/http/client/SimpleClientHttpRequestFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077227674_1601875263.12/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/util/ExpressionEvaluationUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077227674_1601875263.12/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/bind/support/ConfigurableWebBindingInitializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077227674_1601875263.12/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/util/WebUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077227674_1601875263.12/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/bind/ServletRequestDataBinder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077227674_1601875263.12/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/http/server/ServletServerHttpRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077227674_1601875263.12/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/http/client/SimpleClientHttpRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077227674_1601875263.12/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/remoting/httpinvoker/CommonsHttpInvokerRequestExecutor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077227674_1601875263.12/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/http/converter/ResourceHttpMessageConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077227674_1601875263.12/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/http/converter/json/MappingJacksonHttpMessageConverter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2005 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*
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* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1077227674_1601875263.12/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/remoting/httpinvoker/HttpInvokerClientConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077227674_1601875263.12/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/filter/ServletContextRequestLoggingFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077227674_1601875263.12/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/remoting/httpinvoker/HttpInvokerRequestExecutor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077227674_1601875263.12/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/context/support/ServletContextPropertyPlaceholderConfigurer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077227674_1601875263.12/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/filter/CommonsRequestLoggingFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077227674_1601875263.12/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/multipart/MaxUploadSizeExceededException.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2007 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1077227674_1601875263.12/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/multipart/MultipartResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077227674_1601875263.12/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/bind/support/SessionStatus.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077227674_1601875263.12/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/jsf/el/WebApplicationContextFacesELResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077227674_1601875263.12/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/bind/annotation/ModelAttribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077227674_1601875263.12/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-1-
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jar/org/springframework/web/context/request/SessionScope.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077227674_1601875263.12/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/remoting/jaxws/JaxWsSoapFaultException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077227674_1601875263.12/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/HttpRequestHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077227674_1601875263.12/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/bind/support/WebBindingInitializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077227674_1601875263.12/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/bind/support/DefaultSessionAttributeStore.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077227674_1601875263.12/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/context/support/ServletContextAwareProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077227674_1601875263.12/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/context/request/RequestScope.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077227674_1601875263.12/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/jsf/SpringBeanVariableResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077227674_1601875263.12/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/util/HttpSessionMutexListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077227674_1601875263.12/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/multipart/MultipartException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077227674_1601875263.12/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/filter/CharacterEncodingFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077227674_1601875263.12/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/bind/support/SimpleSessionStatus.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077227674_1601875263.12/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/bind/annotation/InitBinder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077227674_1601875263.12/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/jsf/WebApplicationContextVariableResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077227674_1601875263.12/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/util/IntrospectorCleanupListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077227674_1601875263.12/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/bind/support/SessionAttributeStore.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2009 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1077227674_1601875263.12/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/remoting/caucho/SimpleBurlapServiceExporter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077227674_1601875263.12/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/context/support/ServletContextScope.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077227674_1601875263.12/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/bind/MissingServletRequestParameterException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077227674_1601875263.12/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/remoting/caucho/BurlapProxyFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077227674_1601875263.12/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/HttpMediaTypeNotSupportedException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077227674_1601875263.12/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/http/HttpStatus.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077227674_1601875263.12/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/context/request/RequestAttributes.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077227674_1601875263.12/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/context/support/XmlWebApplicationContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077227674_1601875263.12/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/bind/annotation/Mapping.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077227674_1601875263.12/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/context/request/ServletRequestAttributes.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077227674_1601875263.12/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/context/ContextCleanupListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077227674_1601875263.12/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/remoting/jaxws/SimpleHttpServerJaxWsServiceExporter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077227674_1601875263.12/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/remoting/jaxrpc/ServletEndpointSupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077227674_1601875263.12/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/remoting/jaxrpc/JaxRpcServicePostProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077227674_1601875263.12/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/remoting/caucho/BurlapClientInterceptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077227674_1601875263.12/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/bind/UnsatisfiedServletRequestParameterException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077227674_1601875263.12/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/client/ResponseExtractor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077227674_1601875263.12/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/http/server/ServerHttpResponse.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077227674_1601875263.12/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/context/request/FacesRequestAttributes.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077227674_1601875263.12/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/bind/support/WebArgumentResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077227674_1601875263.12/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/remoting/jaxrpc/LocalJaxRpcServiceFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077227674_1601875263.12/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/remoting/jaxrpc/LocalJaxRpcServiceFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077227674_1601875263.12/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/context/support/StaticWebApplicationContext.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1077227674_1601875263.12/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/HttpMediaTypeNotAcceptableException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077227674_1601875263.12/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/remoting/jaxws/SimpleJaxWsServiceExporter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077227674_1601875263.12/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/remoting/caucho/HessianExporter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077227674_1601875263.12/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/context/ContextLoaderListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077227674_1601875263.12/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/remoting/caucho/SimpleHessianServiceExporter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077227674_1601875263.12/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/http/converter/HttpMessageNotReadableException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077227674_1601875263.12/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/context/support/AnnotationConfigWebApplicationContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077227674_1601875263.12/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/client/support/RestGatewaySupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077227674_1601875263.12/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/http/HttpMessage.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077227674_1601875263.12/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/context/request/RequestContextListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077227674_1601875263.12/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/bind/annotation/ResponseStatus.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077227674_1601875263.12/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/http/client/ClientHttpResponse.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077227674_1601875263.12/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/client/ResponseErrorHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077227674_1601875263.12/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/context/request/DestructionCallbackBindingListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077227674_1601875263.12/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/filter/DelegatingFilterProxy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077227674_1601875263.12/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/remoting/jaxrpc/JaxRpcPortProxyFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077227674_1601875263.12/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/filter/RequestContextFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077227674_1601875263.12/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/util/CookieGenerator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077227674_1601875263.12/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/remoting/caucho/HessianServiceExporter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077227674_1601875263.12/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/context/support/AbstractRefreshableWebApplicationContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077227674_1601875263.12/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/remoting/jaxrpc/JaxRpcPortClientInterceptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077227674_1601875263.12/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/context/ConfigurableWebApplicationContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077227674_1601875263.12/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/remoting/httpinvoker/HttpInvokerProxyFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077227674_1601875263.12/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/http/converter/HttpMessageConversionException.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1077227674_1601875263.12/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/bind/annotation/RequestMethod.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077227674_1601875263.12/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/context/support/GenericWebApplicationContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077227674_1601875263.12/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/context/WebApplicationContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077227674_1601875263.12/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/http/client/support/HttpAccessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077227674_1601875263.12/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/bind/annotation/RequestBody.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077227674_1601875263.12/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/http/HttpMethod.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077227674_1601875263.12/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/client/ResourceAccessException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077227674_1601875263.12/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/client/RestClientException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077227674_1601875263.12/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/client/RequestCallback.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077227674_1601875263.12/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/util/NestedServletException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077227674_1601875263.12/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/context/support/ServletContextParameterFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077227674_1601875263.12/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/remoting/jaxrpc/JaxRpcSoapFaultException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077227674_1601875263.12/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/context/support/ServletContextFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077227674_1601875263.12/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/remoting/jaxws/LocalJaxWsServiceFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077227674_1601875263.12/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/remoting/httpinvoker/SimpleHttpInvokerServiceExporter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077227674_1601875263.12/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/context/support/ServletContextAttributeFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077227674_1601875263.12/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/http/client/ClientHttpRequestFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077227674_1601875263.12/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/http/MediaTypeEditor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077227674_1601875263.12/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/HttpMediaTypeException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077227674_1601875263.12/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/http/converter/HttpMessageNotWritableException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077227674_1601875263.12/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/http/converter/xml/AbstractJaxb2HttpMessageConverter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2006 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
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* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1077227674_1601875263.12/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/HttpSessionRequiredException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077227674_1601875263.12/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/context/ServletConfigAware.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077227674_1601875263.12/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/context/request/WebRequestInterceptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077227674_1601875263.12/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/multipart/MultipartFile.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077227674_1601875263.12/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/bind/ServletRequestBindingException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077227674_1601875263.12/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/multipart/commons/CommonsMultipartFile.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077227674_1601875263.12/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/jsf/DecoratingNavigationHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077227674_1601875263.12/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/util/TagUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077227674_1601875263.12/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/jsf/DelegatingNavigationHandlerProxy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077227674_1601875263.12/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/jsf/FacesContextUtils.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2010 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
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* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1077227674_1601875263.12/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/context/request/RequestContextHolder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077227674_1601875263.12/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/http/converter/xml/AbstractXmlHttpMessageConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077227674_1601875263.12/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/http/converter/xml/Jaxb2RootElementHttpMessageConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077227674_1601875263.12/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/http/converter/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077227674_1601875263.12/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/client/HttpClientErrorException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077227674_1601875263.12/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/http/converter/json/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077227674_1601875263.12/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/http/converter/feed/RssChannelHttpMessageConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077227674_1601875263.12/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/context/request/WebRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077227674_1601875263.12/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/bind/annotation/RequestParam.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077227674_1601875263.12/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/http/converter/AbstractHttpMessageConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077227674_1601875263.12/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/http/HttpInputMessage.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077227674_1601875263.12/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/bind/annotation/support/HandlerMethodInvoker.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077227674_1601875263.12/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/http/HttpOutputMessage.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077227674_1601875263.12/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/http/converter/feed/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077227674_1601875263.12/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/bind/annotation/RequestMapping.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077227674_1601875263.12/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/http/converter/feed/AbstractWireFeedHttpMessageConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077227674_1601875263.12/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/bind/annotation/ResponseBody.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077227674_1601875263.12/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/bind/ServletRequestParameterPropertyValues.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077227674_1601875263.12/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/util/UriTemplate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077227674_1601875263.12/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/http/converter/xml/XmlAwareFormHttpMessageConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077227674_1601875263.12/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/util/UriUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077227674_1601875263.12/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/multipart/support/MultipartFilter.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1077227674_1601875263.12/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/client/RestTemplate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077227674_1601875263.12/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/remoting/jaxws/AbstractJaxWsServiceExporter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077227674_1601875263.12/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/http/ResponseEntity.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077227674_1601875263.12/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/http/client/CommonsClientHttpResponse.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077227674_1601875263.12/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/filter/ShallowEtagHeaderFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077227674_1601875263.12/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/client/HttpStatusCodeException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077227674_1601875263.12/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/context/support/WebApplicationObjectSupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077227674_1601875263.12/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/multipart/commons/CommonsMultipartResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077227674_1601875263.12/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/util/UrlPathHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077227674_1601875263.12/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/http/converter/BufferedImageHttpMessageConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077227674_1601875263.12/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/filter/HiddenHttpMethodFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077227674_1601875263.12/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/context/ContextLoader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077227674_1601875263.12/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/context/request/FacesWebRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077227674_1601875263.12/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/context/support/ServletContextResourceLoader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077227674_1601875263.12/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/http/converter/xml/MarshallingHttpMessageConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077227674_1601875263.12/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/bind/annotation/CookieValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077227674_1601875263.12/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/remoting/jaxws/JaxWsPortClientInterceptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077227674_1601875263.12/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/bind/annotation/RequestHeader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077227674_1601875263.12/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/client/HttpServerErrorException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077227674_1601875263.12/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/http/client/support/ProxyFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077227674_1601875263.12/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/http/server/ServerHttpRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077227674_1601875263.12/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/bind/support/WebRequestDataBinder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077227674_1601875263.12/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/remoting/httpinvoker/AbstractHttpInvokerRequestExecutor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077227674_1601875263.12/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/client/RestOperations.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1077227674_1601875263.12/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/bind/annotation/ValueConstants.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077227674_1601875263.12/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/http/converter/feed/AtomFeedHttpMessageConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077227674_1601875263.12/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/context/support/ServletContextResourcePatternResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077227674_1601875263.12/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/bind/annotation/SessionAttributes.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077227674_1601875263.12/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/bind/WebDataBinder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077227674_1601875263.12/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/bind/annotation/ExceptionHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077227674_1601875263.12/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/multipart/MultipartRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077227674_1601875263.12/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/http/converter/xml/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077227674_1601875263.12/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/http/client/CommonsClientHttpRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077227674_1601875263.12/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/context/request/NativeWebRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077227674_1601875263.12/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/http/converter/StringHttpMessageConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077227674_1601875263.12/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/remoting/jaxws/LocalJaxWsServiceFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077227674_1601875263.12/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/http/client/SimpleClientHttpResponse.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077227674_1601875263.12/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/remoting/caucho/HessianClientInterceptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077227674_1601875263.12/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/client/HttpMessageConverterExtractor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077227674_1601875263.12/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/http/converter/xml/SourceHttpMessageConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077227674_1601875263.12/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/http/client/ClientHttpRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077227674_1601875263.12/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/http/HttpEntity.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077227674_1601875263.12/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/http/converter/ByteArrayHttpMessageConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077227674_1601875263.12/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/remoting/httpinvoker/HttpInvokerServiceExporter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077227674_1601875263.12/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/remoting/jaxws/JaxWsPortProxyFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077227674_1601875263.12/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/context/support/WebApplicationContextUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077227674_1601875263.12/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/http/converter/HttpMessageConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1077227674_1601875263.12/0/spring-web-3-0-7-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/bind/annotation/support/HandlerMethodResolver.java
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1.791 streambuffer 0.9 
1.791.1 Available under license : 

COMMON DEVELOPMENT AND DISTRIBUTION LICENSE (CDDL)  

Version 1.0  

 

   *  

 

     1. Definitions.  

         o  

 

           1.1. ?Contributor? means each individual or entity that creates or contributes to the creation of Modifications.

 

         o  

 

           1.2. ?Contributor Version? means the combination of the Original Software, prior Modifications used by a

Contributor (if any), and the Modifications made by that particular Contributor.  

         o  

 

           1.3. ?Covered Software? means (a) the Original Software, or (b) Modifications, or (c) the combination of files

containing Original Software with files containing Modifications, in each case including portions thereof.  

         o  

 

           1.4. ?Executable? means the Covered Software in any form other than Source Code.  

         o  

 

           1.5. ?Initial Developer? means the individual or entity that first makes Original Software available under this

License.  

         o  

 

           1.6. ?Larger Work? means a work which combines Covered Software or portions thereof with code not

governed by the terms of this License.  

         o  

 

           1.7. ?License? means this document.  

         o  

 

           1.8. ?Licensable? means having the right to grant, to the maximum extent possible, whether at the time of the

initial grant or subsequently acquired, any and all of the rights conveyed herein.  

         o  

 

           1.9. ?Modifications? means the Source Code and Executable form of any of the following:  

               +  

 

                 A. Any file that results from an addition to, deletion from or modification of the contents of a file

containing Original Software or previous Modifications;  
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               +  

 

                 B. Any new file that contains any part of the Original Software or previous Modification; or  

               +  

 

                 C. Any new file that is contributed or otherwise made available under the terms of this License.  

         o  

 

           1.10. ?Original Software? means the Source Code and Executable form of computer software code that is

originally released under this License.  

         o  

 

           1.11. ?Patent Claims? means any patent claim(s), now owned or hereafter acquired, including without

limitation, method, process, and apparatus claims, in any patent Licensable by grantor.  

         o  

 

           1.12. ?Source Code? means (a) the common form of computer software code in which modifications are

made and (b) associated documentation included in or with such code.  

         o  

 

           1.13. ?You? (or ?Your?) means an individual or a legal entity exercising rights under, and complying with all

of the terms of, this License. For legal entities, ?You? includes any entity which controls, is controlled by, or is

under common control with You. For purposes of this definition, ?control? means (a) the power, direct or indirect, to

cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (b) ownership of more than

fifty percent (50%) of the outstanding shares or beneficial ownership of such entity.  

   *  

 

     2. License Grants.  

         o  

 

           2.1. The Initial Developer Grant.  

 

           Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and subject to third party intellectual property

claims, the Initial Developer hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license:  

               +  

 

                 (a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark) Licensable by Initial Developer, to

use, reproduce, modify, display, perform, sublicense and distribute the Original Software (or portions thereof), with

or without Modifications, and/or as part of a Larger Work; and  

               +  

 

                 (b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using or selling of Original Software, to make, have

made, use, practice, sell, and offer for sale, and/or otherwise dispose of the Original Software (or portions thereof).  

               +  

 

                 (c) The licenses granted in Sections 2.1(a) and (b) are effective on the date Initial Developer first

distributes or otherwise makes the Original Software available to a third party under the terms of this License.  

               +  
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                 (d) Notwithstanding Section 2.1(b) above, no patent license is granted: (1) for code that You delete from

the Original Software, or (2) for infringements caused by: (i) the modification of the Original Software, or (ii) the

combination of the Original Software with other software or devices.  

         o  

 

           2.2. Contributor Grant.  

 

           Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and subject to third party intellectual property

claims, each Contributor hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license:  

               +  

 

                 (a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark) Licensable by Contributor to use,

reproduce, modify, display, perform, sublicense and distribute the Modifications created by such Contributor (or

portions thereof), either on an unmodified basis, with other Modifications, as Covered Software and/or as part of a

Larger Work; and  

               +  

 

                 (b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using, or selling of Modifications made by that

Contributor either alone and/or in combination with its Contributor Version (or portions of such combination), to

make, use, sell, offer for sale, have made, and/or otherwise dispose of: (1) Modifications made by that Contributor

(or portions thereof); and (2) the combination of Modifications made by that Contributor with its Contributor

Version (or portions of such combination).  

               +  

 

                 (c) The licenses granted in Sections 2.2(a) and 2.2(b) are effective on the date Contributor first distributes

or otherwise makes the Modifications available to a third party.  

               +  

 

                 (d) Notwithstanding Section 2.2(b) above, no patent license is granted: (1) for any code that Contributor

has deleted from the Contributor Version; (2) for infringements caused by: (i) third party modifications of

Contributor Version, or (ii) the combination of Modifications made by that Contributor with other software (except

as part of the Contributor Version) or other devices; or (3) under Patent Claims infringed by Covered Software in the

absence of Modifications made by that Contributor.  

   *  

 

     3. Distribution Obligations.  

         o  

 

           3.1. Availability of Source Code.  

 

           Any Covered Software that You distribute or otherwise make available in Executable form must also be made

available in Source Code form and that Source Code form must be distributed only under the terms of this License.

You must include a copy of this License with every copy of the Source Code form of the Covered Software You

distribute or otherwise make available. You must inform recipients of any such Covered Software in Executable

form as to how they can obtain such Covered Software in Source Code form in a reasonable manner on or through a

medium customarily used for software exchange.  

         o  
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           3.2. Modifications.  

 

           The Modifications that You create or to which You contribute are governed by the terms of this License. You

represent that You believe Your Modifications are Your original creation(s) and/or You have sufficient rights to

grant the rights conveyed by this License.  

         o  

 

           3.3. Required Notices.  

 

           You must include a notice in each of Your Modifications that identifies You as the Contributor of the

Modification. You may not remove or alter any copyright, patent or trademark notices contained within the Covered

Software, or any notices of licensing or any descriptive text giving attribution to any Contributor or the Initial

Developer.  

         o  

 

           3.4. Application of Additional Terms.  

 

           You may not offer or impose any terms on any Covered Software in Source Code form that alters or restricts

the applicable version of this License or the recipients? rights hereunder. You may choose to offer, and to charge a

fee for, warranty, support, indemnity or liability obligations to one or more recipients of Covered Software.

However, you may do so only on Your own behalf, and not on behalf of the Initial Developer or any Contributor.

You must make it absolutely clear that any such warranty, support, indemnity or liability obligation is offered by

You alone, and You hereby agree to indemnify the Initial Developer and every Contributor for any liability incurred

by the Initial Developer or such Contributor as a result of warranty, support, indemnity or liability terms You offer.

 

         o  

 

           3.5. Distribution of Executable Versions.  

 

           You may distribute the Executable form of the Covered Software under the terms of this License or under the

terms of a license of Your choice, which may contain terms different from this License, provided that You are in

compliance with the terms of this License and that the license for the Executable form does not attempt to limit or

alter the recipient?s rights in the Source Code form from the rights set forth in this License. If You distribute the

Covered Software in Executable form under a different license, You must make it absolutely clear that any terms

which differ from this License are offered by You alone, not by the Initial Developer or Contributor. You hereby

agree to indemnify the Initial Developer and every Contributor for any liability incurred by the Initial Developer or

such Contributor as a result of any such terms You offer.  

         o  

 

           3.6. Larger Works.  

 

           You may create a Larger Work by combining Covered Software with other code not governed by the terms of

this License and distribute the Larger Work as a single product. In such a case, You must make sure the

requirements of this License are fulfilled for the Covered Software.  

   *  

 

     4. Versions of the License.  
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         o  

 

           4.1. New Versions.  

 

           Sun Microsystems, Inc. is the initial license steward and may publish revised and/or new versions of this

License from time to time. Each version will be given a distinguishing version number. Except as provided in

Section 4.3, no one other than the license steward has the right to modify this License.  

         o  

 

           4.2. Effect of New Versions.  

 

           You may always continue to use, distribute or otherwise make the Covered Software available under the

terms of the version of the License under which You originally received the Covered Software. If the Initial

Developer includes a notice in the Original Software prohibiting it from being distributed or otherwise made

available under any subsequent version of the License, You must distribute and make the Covered Software

available under the terms of the version of the License under which You originally received the Covered Software.

Otherwise, You may also choose to use, distribute or otherwise make the Covered Software available under the

terms of any subsequent version of the License published by the license steward.  

         o  

 

           4.3. Modified Versions.  

 

           When You are an Initial Developer and You want to create a new license for Your Original Software, You

may create and use a modified version of this License if You: (a) rename the license and remove any references to

the name of the license steward (except to note that the license differs from this License); and (b) otherwise make it

clear that the license contains terms which differ from this License.  

   *  

 

     5. DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY.  

 

     COVERED SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED UNDER THIS LICENSE ON AN ?AS IS? BASIS, WITHOUT

WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION,

WARRANTIES THAT THE COVERED SOFTWARE IS FREE OF DEFECTS, MERCHANTABLE, FIT FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR NON-INFRINGING. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND

PERFORMANCE OF THE COVERED SOFTWARE IS WITH YOU. SHOULD ANY COVERED SOFTWARE

PROVE DEFECTIVE IN ANY RESPECT, YOU (NOT THE INITIAL DEVELOPER OR ANY OTHER

CONTRIBUTOR) ASSUME THE COST OF ANY NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

THIS DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY CONSTITUTES AN ESSENTIAL PART OF THIS LICENSE. NO USE

OF ANY COVERED SOFTWARE IS AUTHORIZED HEREUNDER EXCEPT UNDER THIS DISCLAIMER.  

   *  

 

     6. TERMINATION.  

         o  

 

           6.1. This License and the rights granted hereunder will terminate automatically if You fail to comply with

terms herein and fail to cure such breach within 30 days of becoming aware of the breach. Provisions which, by their

nature, must remain in effect beyond the termination of this License shall survive.  

         o  
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           6.2. If You assert a patent infringement claim (excluding declaratory judgment actions) against Initial

Developer or a Contributor (the Initial Developer or Contributor against whom You assert such claim is referred to

as ?Participant?) alleging that the Participant Software (meaning the Contributor Version where the Participant is a

Contributor or the Original Software where the Participant is the Initial Developer) directly or indirectly infringes

any patent, then any and all rights granted directly or indirectly to You by such Participant, the Initial Developer (if

the Initial Developer is not the Participant) and all Contributors under Sections 2.1 and/or 2.2 of this License shall,

upon 60 days notice from Participant terminate prospectively and automatically at the expiration of such 60 day

notice period, unless if within such 60 day period You withdraw Your claim with respect to the Participant Software

against such Participant either unilaterally or pursuant to a written agreement with Participant.  

         o  

 

           6.3. In the event of termination under Sections 6.1 or 6.2 above, all end user licenses that have been validly

granted by You or any distributor hereunder prior to termination (excluding licenses granted to You by any

distributor) shall survive termination.  

   *  

 

     7. LIMITATION OF LIABILITY.  

 

     UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES AND UNDER NO LEGAL THEORY, WHETHER TORT (INCLUDING

NEGLIGENCE), CONTRACT, OR OTHERWISE, SHALL YOU, THE INITIAL DEVELOPER, ANY OTHER

CONTRIBUTOR, OR ANY DISTRIBUTOR OF COVERED SOFTWARE, OR ANY SUPPLIER OF ANY OF

SUCH PARTIES, BE LIABLE TO ANY PERSON FOR ANY INDIRECT, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OF ANY CHARACTER INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, DAMAGES

FOR LOST PROFITS, LOSS OF GOODWILL, WORK STOPPAGE, COMPUTER FAILURE OR

MALFUNCTION, OR ANY AND ALL OTHER COMMERCIAL DAMAGES OR LOSSES, EVEN IF SUCH

PARTY SHALL HAVE BEEN INFORMED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES. THIS LIMITATION

OF LIABILITY SHALL NOT APPLY TO LIABILITY FOR DEATH OR PERSONAL INJURY RESULTING

FROM SUCH PARTY?S NEGLIGENCE TO THE EXTENT APPLICABLE LAW PROHIBITS SUCH

LIMITATION. SOME JURISDICTIONS DO NOT ALLOW THE EXCLUSION OR LIMITATION OF

INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, SO THIS EXCLUSION AND LIMITATION MAY NOT

APPLY TO YOU.  

   *  

 

     8. U.S. GOVERNMENT END USERS.  

 

     The Covered Software is a ?commercial item,? as that term is defined in 48 C.F.R. 2.101 (Oct. 1995), consisting

of ?commercial computer software? (as that term is defined at 48 C.F.R. ? 252.227-7014(a)(1)) and ?commercial

computer software documentation? as such terms are used in 48 C.F.R. 12.212 (Sept. 1995). Consistent with 48

C.F.R. 12.212 and 48 C.F.R. 227.7202-1 through 227.7202-4 (June 1995), all U.S. Government End Users acquire

Covered Software with only those rights set forth herein. This U.S. Government Rights clause is in lieu of, and

supersedes, any other FAR, DFAR, or other clause or provision that addresses Government rights in computer

software under this License.  

   *  

 

     9. MISCELLANEOUS.  

 

     This License represents the complete agreement concerning subject matter hereof. If any provision of this
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License is held to be unenforceable, such provision shall be reformed only to the extent necessary to make it

enforceable. This License shall be governed by the law of the jurisdiction specified in a notice contained within the

Original Software (except to the extent applicable law, if any, provides otherwise), excluding such jurisdiction?s

conflict-of-law provisions. Any litigation relating to this License shall be subject to the jurisdiction of the courts

located in the jurisdiction and venue specified in a notice contained within the Original Software, with the losing

party responsible for costs, including, without limitation, court costs and reasonable attorneys? fees and expenses.

The application of the United Nations Convention on Contracts for the International Sale of Goods is expressly

excluded. Any law or regulation which provides that the language of a contract shall be construed against the drafter

shall not apply to this License. You agree that You alone are responsible for compliance with the United States

export administration regulations (and the export control laws and regulation of any other countries) when You use,

distribute or otherwise make available any Covered Software.  

   *  

 

     10. RESPONSIBILITY FOR CLAIMS.  

 

     As between Initial Developer and the Contributors, each party is responsible for claims and damages arising,

directly or indirectly, out of its utilization of rights under this License and You agree to work with Initial Developer

and Contributors to distribute such responsibility on an equitable basis. Nothing herein is intended or shall be

deemed to constitute any admission of liability.

 

 

1.792 cxf-rt-ws-mex 2.7.18 
1.792.1 Available under license : 

 

Apache CXF

Copyright 2006-2015 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common
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     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.
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  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or
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         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,
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     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.793 jandex 1.0.3.Final 
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1.793.1 Available under license : 
Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in 'This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version. This software is distributed in the hope that it will

be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU Lesser General Public License for more details. You

should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public'

 

1.794 jackson-mapper-asl 1.8.1 

 

1.795 jline-style 3.15.0 
1.795.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

2020, the original author or authors.

 

   This software is distributable under the BSD license. See the terms of the

   BSD license in the documentation provided with this software.

 

   https://opensource.org/licenses/BSD

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1095753871_1601493756.51/0/jline-style-3-15-0-sources-jar/META-INF/maven/org.jline/jline-

style/pom.xml

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (c) 2002-2017, the original author or authors.

*

* This software is distributable under the BSD license. See the terms of the

* BSD license in the documentation provided with this software.

*

* https://opensource.org/licenses/BSD-3-Clause

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1095753871_1601493756.51/0/jline-style-3-15-0-sources-

jar/org/jline/style/StyleBundleInvocationHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1095753871_1601493756.51/0/jline-style-3-15-0-sources-jar/org/jline/style/StyleBundle.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1095753871_1601493756.51/0/jline-style-3-15-0-sources-

jar/org/jline/style/NopStyleSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1095753871_1601493756.51/0/jline-style-3-15-0-sources-

jar/org/jline/style/InterpolationHelper.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1095753871_1601493756.51/0/jline-style-3-15-0-sources-

jar/org/jline/style/MemoryStyleSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1095753871_1601493756.51/0/jline-style-3-15-0-sources-jar/org/jline/style/StyledWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1095753871_1601493756.51/0/jline-style-3-15-0-sources-jar/org/jline/style/StyleColor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1095753871_1601493756.51/0/jline-style-3-15-0-sources-jar/org/jline/style/StyleResolver.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (c) 2002-2018, the original author or authors.

*

* This software is distributable under the BSD license. See the terms of the

* BSD license in the documentation provided with this software.

*

* https://opensource.org/licenses/BSD-3-Clause

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1095753871_1601493756.51/0/jline-style-3-15-0-sources-

jar/org/jline/style/StyleExpression.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1095753871_1601493756.51/0/jline-style-3-15-0-sources-jar/org/jline/style/StyleFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1095753871_1601493756.51/0/jline-style-3-15-0-sources-jar/org/jline/style/StyleSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1095753871_1601493756.51/0/jline-style-3-15-0-sources-jar/org/jline/style/Styler.java
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